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INITIALS USED IN VOLUME V. TO IDENTIFY INDIVIDUAL 
CONTRIBUTORS,' WITH THE HEADINGS OF THE 

ARTICLES IN THIS VOLUME SO SIGNED. 
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A. Lo. 
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A. N. 
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A. P. IL 

A. IL 

AvovEn Boom:mom, D.D., D.C.L. 	 Cant on Law: General; Professor of Canon Law at the Catholic University of Paris. Honorary Canon of 
Paris. Editor of the Cartoniste Contemporain. 	 Cardinal. 

ALGERNON CHARLES SWINBURNE. 
See the biographical article, SWINSURNZ. ALGERNON CHARLES. 	 { Chapman George (in fad). 

Formerly Correspondent of The Standard in Spain. Author of Restoration of the l cuttdar  Ripon.  
A. E. Houcirrox. 	 Camacho; Canvas del Connie: 

Bourbons in Spahr. 

ARTHUR Evtasrr SHIPLEY, F.R.S., F.Z.S., F.L.S. 
Fellow, Tutor and Lecturer of Christ's College. Cambridge. University Reader Chaelognatha; 
in Zoology. Formerly University Lecturer on the Advanced Morphol ogy of the chaetosomatida. 
Invertebrate. Author of Zoology of the inwriebrata. Editor of the Pitt Press 
Natural Science Manuals, &c. 

Rtv. ALEXANDER GORDON, M.A. 
Lecturer in Church History at the University of Manchester. 

ABEL HENRY JONES GREINIDGE, D.Lirr.(Oxon.), (d. 1900. 
Formerly Fellow and Lecturer of Hertford College. Oxford, and of St John's College, 
Oxford. Author of infamia is Roman Law; Handbook of Greek Conslitalional CORSON Andel!. 
History; Roman Public Life, History of Rome. Joint•author of Sources of Roman 
History, 133-eo 

HEY. ARCHIBALD HENRY SAYCE, D.Lirr., LL.D. 
See the biographical article, SAYCE, A. H. 

Rzv. ALEXANDER JAMES GRIEVE, M.A., B.D. 
Professor of New -Testament and Church History at the United Independent College, ottoman; 
Bradford. Sometime Registrar of Madras University and Member of Mysore cabin  us  pas) .  
Educational Service. 

ANDREW LANG. 	 {Casket Lotion. 
See the biographical article, LANG. ANDREW. 

AUGUSTE LONGNON. 
Professor at the Collage de France. Director of the Ecole des haute. Etudes. 
Chevalier of the Legion of Honour. Member of the Institute. Author of Lisre Champagne. 
des vassans du Comte de Chasupagne,et de Brie; Geographic de k Gawk au VI sikk; 
Atlas histories's de la Prance &pais Cesar jiisgtid nos pert; &c. 

AGNES MARY CLEREL. 
See the biographical article, Csamta, A. M. 

Amen Mums. CLAY (MRS Mum). 
Late Resident Tutor of Lady Margaret Hall, Oxford. 
RONIOX History, 133-70 L.C. 

ALFRED NEWTON, F.A.S. 
See the biographical article, NEWTON, ALFRED. 

ARTHUR PHILEMON COLEMAN, F.R.S. 
Professor of Geology, University of Toronto. 

Ault= Prima limun, M.D., M.P. 
Author of south African Studies; Tie Commonweal; &c. Served in Kaffir War, I caps  Colon, 	maw, us  
1878-1879. Partner with Dr L S. Jameson in medical practice in South Africa till jl  
1896. Member of Reform Committee, Johannesburg, and Political Prisoner at 	PO' 
Pretoria, 1893-1896. M.P. for Hitchin division of Hero, s9to. 

Amnia SHADWELL, M.A. 
Member of Council of Epidemiological Society. Author of The London Water- Cancer. 

M.D„ LL.D., F.R.C.P. 

Supply; Industrial E,fficitncy; Drink, Temperance and Legislation. 

, A complete list, showing all individual contributors, appears in the final volume. 

{Canaan. 

{Cana. 

{ Casein. 

Joint-author of Sources of CoutamvIrL 

f Canuy; 
I Connally. 

{ Canada: Geography. 
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ALAN SUMMERLY COLE, C.B. 
Assistant Secretary for Are. Board of Education, 1999-1908. Took part in organiza- 
tion of the Textile Manufacturers' Section, St Louis Exhibition, 1904. Author of Cana 
Ancient Needle Point and Pillow Lace; Embroidery and Lace; Ornament its European 
Silks; &c. 

A. V. Ds P. A. VAN DE PUT. 
Assistant, Victoria and Albert Museum, South Kensington. Author of Hisperso- wand  „ 
Moresque Ware of the XV. Century; The Aragonese Doable-Crown and the Baja or 	 sed t PaNO-M Nape 

Borgia Doke. 

A. Ws. 	ARTHUR WAUGH, M.A. 
Managing Director of Chapman & Hall, Ltd.. Publishers. Formerly literary adviser 1 Calverley, C. S. to Kegan Paul & Co. Author of Alfred Lord Tennyson; Legends of the Wheel; Robert 
Browning in " Westminster Biographies." Editor of Johnson's Lives of the Poets.  

A. W. 11. * 	ARTHUR WILLIAM HOLLAND. 

' 1900.
Formerly Scholar of St John's College, Oxford. Bacon Scholar of Gray's Inn, Charlemagne. 

A. Z. 	Auce Znnalts. 
Author of Methods of Education in the United States; The Renaissance of Girls' { Carpenter, Rory. 
Education in England; Women's Suffrage in Many Lands; &c. 

 

B. BL 	 BERTRAM Swum', 	F.I.C. 
Consulting Chemist to the Crown Agents for the Colonies. Hon. President, Cement 
Section of International Association for Testing Materials, Buda-Pesth. Author of C0111011C. 
Practical EkctraCkemistry. 

B. Rs. 	BERNARD RACICHAM, M.A. 	 f Ceramics: 	German, Dutch 
Assistant, Victoria and Albert Museum, South Kensington. 	 1 and Scandinavian. 

C. F. A. 	CHARLES FRANCIS ATKINSON. 
Formerly Scholar of Queen's College, Oxford. Captain, tat City of London (Royal { Castle (in part). 
Fusiliers). Author of The Wilderness and Cold Harbonr. 

C. F. C. 	C. F. CROSS., B.Sc. (Lund.), F.C.S., F.I.C. 
Analytical and Consulting Chemist. 	 Cellulose. 

C. J. J. 	CHARLES JASPER JOLT, F.R.S., F.R.A.S. (1864-1006). 
Royal Astronomer of Ireland and Andrews Professor of Astronomy in the University Camera Luclda; 
of Dublin, 1897-t906. Fellow of Trinity College, Dublin. Secretary of the Royal camera  mecum (its  pan., 
Irish Academy. 

C. L. 	 R. CALDWELL LIPSETT. 
Formerly Editor of the Civil and Military Gazette, Lahore, India. Author of Lord r pylon  (in  pH). 
Carson an India; &c. 

C. Pt. 	CHRISTIAN PFISTER, D-Is-L. 
Professor at the Sorbonne, Paris. Chevalier of the Legion of Honour. Author of / Cagdtalain Carangians ; 
Etudes sur rive de Robert le Pies:.  Charibert; Charles Martel. 

C. R. B. 	CHARLES RAYMOND BEAZLEY, M.A., D.Lnr. 	 r Cam, Moto: Professor of Modern History in the Universityof Birmingham. Formerly Fellow of cars., . 
(in pail); . 	Merton College. Oxford. University Lecturer in the History of Geography. Author 

of Henry the Navigator; The Dawn of Modern Geography; &c. 	 Chang Chun. 

C. S. L. 	CHARLES STEWART LOCH, D.C.L. (Oxford) LL.D. (ST ANDREWS). 
Secretary to the Council of the London Charity Organization Society since 1875. 
Member of the Royal Commission on the Poor Laws. Dunkin Trust Lecturer, Charity and Changes. Manchester College, Oxford, 1896 and 1902. Vice-President, Royal Statistical 
Society, 1894-1895-1897-19o1. Author of Charity Organization; Old Age Pensions 
and Pauperism; Methodsof Social Advance; &c. 

D. B. J. 	Ray. D. E. JENKINS. 	 Calvinistic( Methodists; 

Edwards of Bala. 
Calvinistic Methodist Minister, Denbigh. Author of Life of Lewis Charles  

IX F. T. 	DONALD FRANCIS TOVEY. 
Author of Essays in Musical Analysis: comprising The Classical Concerto, The Cantata. 
Goldberg Variations, and analyses of many other classical works. 

D. G. IL 	DAVID GEORGE HOGARTH, M.A. 
Fellow of Magdalen College. Oxford. Fellow of the British Academy. Keeper of the 
Ashmolean Museum,Oxford. Excavated at Paphos, 1888; Naucratts, 1899 and 1903; Cappadocia (la part). 
Ephesus, 1w.t-19o5; Assiut, 1906-1907; Director. British School at Athens, 
18197-ssmo; Mrsc tor, Cretan Exploration Fund, 11399. 

DAVID HANNAY. 	 Carvajal, Lutes de; 
Formerly British Vice-Consul at Barcelona. Author ol Short History of the Royal chalempaemen.  
Navy; Life of Emilio Casklar ; 

{ Cardin. 

REV. DUGALD MACTADYEN, M.A. 
Minister of South Grove Congregational Church, Highgate. Author of Coastructwe Chalmers,Themes (in No) 
Congregational Ideals; Ibc. 	

. 	Campbell, John McLeod; 

EDWARD ARMSTRONG, M.A. 
Fellow of the British Academy. Fellow, Bursar and Lecturer in Modern History. 
Queen's College. Oxford. Warden of Bradfield College. Lecturer to the University Marin V., Emperor. 
in Foreign History, 1902-1904. Author of The Emperor Charles V.; Elisabeth 
Parma; Lorenso de Medici; The French Wars of Reli:gios; &c. 

A. S. C. 

D. R. 

D. U. T. 

D. Mn. 

E.Az. 

DANIEL LLEUTER THOMAS. 
Barrister at law, Lincoln's Inn. Stipendiary Magistrate at Pontypridd and Rhondda. 



E. Tn. 

E. V. 

F. C. C. 

P. J. H. 

L C. 

C. B. 

I. C. Q. 

E.G. 

I. Gr. 

E. H. B. 

Carteslanism. 

Camaidullans; 
Canon: Church pituitary; 
Capuchins; Carmelites; 
Carthusian; Celestine:, 

Celt; Languages and Literature. 

Cansone; Carew, Thomas; 
Cavendish, George; Chansons 

de Geste; Chant Royal. 
Carden; Coos. 
Cephalonia. 

{Cappadocia (in part). 

{Canada: 4  Agriceaturo. 

Carpi: Ancient Trilta. 

t Canal. 

Cambyses. 

{Carbuncle. 

Camoens• 
Castello Branco; 
Castilho. 

Campegglo; 
Campion, Edmund; 
Cano, Melchior; 
Cassander, George; 
Castello& 
Catacomb (in part). 

Cathars. 
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E. ALFRED JONES. 

Author of Old English Gold Plate; Old Church Plate of the 	4 Man; Old Saver 
Sacramental Vessels of Foreign Protestant Churches in Enema; Illustrated Catalogue cant, senveauto 	tors). of Leopold de Roth.schild's Collection of Old Plate; A Prieihr Catalogue of The Royal 
Ptak at Windsor Castle; bk. 

ERNEST Caw= FRANCOIS BABELON. 
Professor at the College de France. Keeper of the department of Medals and 
Antiquities at the Bibliothhque Nationale. Member of the Acaddmie des Inscrip- 
tions de Belles Lettres, Pans. Chevalier of the Legion of Honour. Author of Carthage: Alicia. 
Descriptions Histeriques des Monnaies dela Re fvublique Romaine; Trait& des Mommies 
Grecques a Romaines; Catalogue des Camps de la Bibliothegue Nationale. 

EDWARD CAIRD, D.C.L., 
See the biographical article, CAIRO, EDWARD. 

RT. REV. EDWARD CUTHBERT BUTLER, O.S.B., M.A., D.LITT. (Dublin). 
Abbot of Downside Abbey. Bath. Author of " The Lausiac History of Palladius," 
in Cambridge Texts and Studies, vol. vi. 

EDMUND CROSBY Qtarity, M.A. 
Fellow of, and 	urer in Modern Languages and Monro Lecturer in Celtic at. 
Gonville and Caius College. Cambridge. 

EDMUND GOSSE, LL.D. 
See the biographical article, Gosse, EDMUND 

ERNEST ARTHUR GARDNER. 
See the biographical article, GARDNER, PERCY. 

Sts. EDWARD HERBERT Sturman, BART., M.A., F.R.G.S. (d. titO;). 
M.P. for Bury-St-Edmunds, 18.47-z852. Author of a History of Asciela Geography. 
&c. 

L H. G. 	E. H. GODFREY. 
Editor, Census and Statistics Office, Department of Agriculture, Ottawa. 

E. B. IL 	Euts Hoy= Murata, M.A. 
University Lecturer in Palaeography, Cambridge. Lecturer and Assistant Librarian 
at Pembroke College. Cambridge. Formerly Fellow of Pembroke College. 

I. L. W. 	Sta EDWARD LEADER WILLIAMS (d. two). 
Vice-President, Institute of Civil Engineers. Consulting Engineer, Manchester 
Ship Canal. Chief Engineer of the Manchester Ship Canal during its construction. 
Author of papers printed in Proceedings of histitiae of Civil Engineers. 

EL M. 

EDGAR PRESTAGE. 
Special Lecturer in Portuguese Literature in the University of Manchester. Ex. 
amines in Portuguese in the Universities of London, Manchester, &c. Commendador 
Portuguese Order of S. Thiago. Corresponding Member of Lisbon Royal Academy 
of Sciences, Lisbon Geographical Society, itc. Author of Letters of a Portuguese 
Nun; Asurara's Chronkk of Guinea; &c. 

Ray. ETHELRED LEONARD TAUNTON (d. 1907). 
Author of The English Block Monks of St Benedict; History of the Jesuits in England; 
&c. 

REV. EDMUND VENABLES, M.A., D.D. (ISIS-tf1/40. 
Canon and Precentor of Lincoln. Author of Episcopal Palaces of Eagjand.„ 

FREDERICE CORNWALLIS CONYBEARE, MA., H.TH. (Giessen). 
Fellow of the British Academy. Formerly Fellow of University College, Oxford. 
Author of The Ancient Armenian Texts of Aristotle; Myth, Magic and Morals 
( 1909): atc. 

FRANCIS Jaw: HAVERTIELD, M.A. LL.D. (Aberdeen), F.S.A. 
Camden Professor of Ancient History at Oxford University. Fellow of Brasenose 
College, Oxford. Fellow of the British Academy. Member of the German Imperial Ceitiberia; 
Archaeological Institute. Formerly Senior Censor, Student, Tutor and Librarian CessIterIdeg, 
of Christ Church, Oxford. Ford's Lecturer, I906. Author of Monographs on 
Roman History. &c. 

FRANCIS LLEWELYN GRIFFITH, M.A., PH.D. (Leipzig), F.S.A. 
Reader in Egyptology, Oxford University. Editor of the Archaeological Survey canopy&  

rc and Archaeological Reports of the Egypt Exploration Fund. Fellow of Imperial 
German Archaeological Institute. 

COL. FREDERIC NATUSCH MAUDE, C.B. 
Lecturer in Military History at Manchester University. Author of War and the j Cavalry. 
World's Policy; The Leipzig Campaign; The Jena Campaign. 

EDUARD MEYER, PH.D., D.Lrrr. (Oxon.), LL.D. (Chicago). 
Professor of Ancient History in the University of Berlin. Author of Geschichte des 
Alterthums;Geschichte des alien Aegyptens; Die Israelites mind ihre NachbarstlInorts. 

L O.• 	Emmen OWEN M.B., F.R.C.S., LL.D., D.Sc. 
Consulting Surgeon to St Mary's Hospital, London, and to the Children's Hospital, 
Great Ormond Street, London. Chevalier of the Legion of Honour. Late Ex- 
aminer in Surgery at the Universities of Cambridge, London and Durham. Author 
of A Manual of Anatomy for Senior Students. 

Z. Pr. 
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F. Pi. 	FRANK PGAUX. 	 •ambards; President of the Societb de rHistoire du Protestantiwne francais. Author of Les 

pricurseurs framais de la Toilsome; Maare de lltablissement des protestank framais ‘‘Tanirl,  
en Suede; L'Egliee Wormier de Franca; az. 

 P.R. 0. 	FRANK R. CANA. 	 f Cameroon; 
Author of South Africa from the Great Trek to the Union. 	 labpa 

F. W. R.* 

0. A. B. 

0.0. Co. 

0. H. C. 

0. ■: W. 

0. R. P. 

FREDERICK WILLIAM RDDLER, I.S.O., F.G.S. 	 Carbonado; Camlterlte; 
Curator and Librarian of the Museum of Practical Geology, London, 1879-1902. Cars Bye; Celestine; 
President of the Geologists' Association, 1887-1889. 	 Chalcedony. 

GEORGE A. BOULENGER, F.R.S., D.Sc., PH.D. (Giessen). 	 CUP: 
Assistant in the Department of Zoology , Natural History Museum, South Kensing- cia•msh.  
ton. Vice-President of the ZoolN 	Society. 

GEORGE GORDON COEILTON, M.A. 
Birkbeck Lecturer in Ecclesiastical History, Trinity College, Cambridge. Author { Celibacy. 
of Medieval Studies; Chaucer and his England; From St Francis to Dante: lic. 

G. H. CARPENTER, BSc. 
Professor of Zoology in the Royal College of Science. Dublin. Author of Insects: Chafer. 
their Structure mid -Life. 

GEORGE McKnewox WRONG, M.A. F.R.S. (Canada). 
Professor of History at Toronto University. versity. Author of A Canadian Manor and its Canada: History to Me:OHM 
Seigneurs; The British Nation: a History; &c. 

GEORGE ROBERT PARKIN, LL.D., C.M.G. 	 f Canada: History from Fedora. 
See the biographical article, PARKIN, G. R. 	 1 New 

0. W. T. 	REV. GRIPPITHES WHEELER THATCHER, 	B.D. 
Warden of Camden College, Sydney, N.S.W. Formerly Tutor in Hebrew and Old camellia's. 
Testament History at Mansfield College, Oxford. 

H. A. 11. S. 	HENRY A. M. SMITH. 	 Calhoun, John C. 
H. B. Wa. 	HENRY BEAUCIIAMP WALTERS, M.A., F.S.A. 

Assistant to Keeper of Greek and Roman Antiquities, British Museum. Author of 
The Art of the Greeks; History of Ancient Pottery; Calatogue of the Greek and Cetathlect: Greek, &mum and 
Etruscan Vases in the British Museum, vol. ii.; Catalogue of Brookes, Greek, Roman 	Roman. 
and Etruscan; etc. 

H. Ch. 	HUGH CrusHour, M.A. 	 Campbell Bannerman, Slr 114 
Formerly Scholar of Corpus Christi College, Oxford. Editor of the sith edition {Canon: Musk; 
of the Encyclopaedia Britasmica ; co-editor of the toth edition. 	 Chamberlain, J. 

H. De. 	HIPPOLYTE DELEHAYE, 
Assistant in the compilation of the Bollandist publications: Analecta Bollandiana Canonlathion. 
and Acta Sanctorsisis. 

H. P. 0. 	HANS FRIEDRICH GADOW, F.R.S., PH.D. 
Strickland Curator and Lecturer on Zoology in the University of Cambridge. { Chameleon. 
Author of A mphibia and Reptiles. 

H. L. C. 	HUGH LONGBOURNE CALLENDAR, F.R.S., LL.D. (McGill Univ.). 	
brati"; Professor of Physics, Royal College of Science, London. Formerly Professor of Cali   

Physics in McGill College, Montreal, and in University College, London. 	 Calorimetty. 
8. 11. V. 	HERBERT M. VALraHAN, F.S.A. 

Keble College, Oxford. Author of The Last of the Royal Stuarts; The Medici popes; S mules Edward. 
The Lad Stuart Queen. 

H. P. B. 	H. P. BIGGAR. 
Author of The Voyages of the Cabals to Greenland 	 { Cartier, Jacques. 

H. B. H. 	HENRY R. H. HALL, MA. Ceramics: Egypt and Welfare 
Assistant in the Department of Egyptian and Assyrian Antiquities, British Museum. { 	Asia. 

H. Sy. 	HENRY Symms. 
Assistant in the British Museum. Formerly Lecturer in Greek and Roman History { Chambord, owe de. 
at Bedford College, London. 

H. T. A. 	REV. HERBERT THOMAS ANDREWS. 
Professor of New Testament Exegesis, New College, London. Author of The Com- 
mentary on Acts in the Westminster New Testament; Handbook on the Apocryphal Catsehumen. 
Books in the Century Bible. 

H. W. R. 	REV. HENRY WHEELER ROBINSON, M.A. 
Professor of Church History in Rawdon College, Leeds. Senior Kennicott Scholar,,

"'"Ildell (in P ' Oxford, loot. Author of Hebrew Psychology in Relation to Pauline Anthropology ` IO i  
cm Mansfield College Essays); Lk. 

H. W. B. 	H. WICKHAM STEED. 
Correspondent of The Times at Vienna. Correspondent of The Times at Rome, I wallow. 
1897-1902. 

H. T. 	CoLoNEt. Stu HENRY YULE, 
{COW Pa* See the biographical article, YULE, SIR H. 	 (10 	. 

J. A. B. 	Srn JERVOISE ATHEISTANE BAINES, C.S.I. 
President, Royal Statistical Society, um-two. Census Commissioner under the 
Government of India. 1889-1893. Employed at India Office as Secretary to Royal Census. 
Commission on Opium, 1894-1895. Author of Official Reports on Prooiscial 
Administration ou Indies Celina Operations; 
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{

Captain; Cambrian System; 
Carideo Series; 
Carboniferous System; Chalk. 

{ Carriage. 

Joint Au.rm Bows, B.Sc. 
Curator and Librarian of the Museum of Practical Geology, London. 

J. A. MNAUGHT. 
Member of the Jury for Carriage Building, Paris Exposition, igoo. 

J. Buns= 
Lecturer on Construction. Architecture, Sanitation. Quantities, de. at King's J cmenfry  

jtUROf  
College, London. Member of Society of Architects. Member of Institute of 

Engineen. 
JAMES CLERK MAXWELL, F.A.S. 

See biographical article: MAXWELL, JAMES CLEM 	 CapMary Action (in porn. 

Joint DYNELLY PRINCE, PH.D. 
Professor of Semitic Languages, Columbia University, New York. Took part in amass. 
the Expedition to Southern Babylonia, 1888-5889. Authorof A Critical Cosusentary 
on the Book of Daniel. 

SEE J. FREDERICK DICKSON , K.C.M.G. 
Reorganized the North-West Province of Ceylon. Editor and translator of the { Ceylon (in part). 

 

Upasampada-Kammaeaca and the Patintoklia. 

jams FITZMAURICE-KELLY, Lrrr.D., 
Gilmour Professor of Spanish Language and Literature. Liverpool University. 
Norman MacColl Lecturer. Cambridge University. Fellow of the British Academy. 
Corresponding Member of the Royal Spanish Academy. Author of A History 
of Spanish Lsterature; du 

Joan FIErrict Franz, M.A. 
Formerly Fellow of St John's College, Cambridge. 

JOH* TIMM ROUND, M.A., LL.D. (Edin.). 
Author of Feudal England; Studies is Peerage and Family History; Peerage and { Castle  (in  l'aFS) * Castle Guard. Pedigree. 

JOHN HOLLAND Rosa M.A., Lirr.D. 
Lecturer on Modern History to the Cambridge University Local Lectures Syndicate. cgmbaglag. 
Author of Life of Napoleon 1.; Napoleonic Studies; The Deoelopmeou of the European ll  
Nohow; The Life of Pitt; chapters in tbe Cambridge Modern History. 

JAMES MACDONALD, MA., LL.D. 
Vice-President of the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland, 1895-1897. Rhind 
Lecturer on Archaeology, 1897. Author of Mali Hiniseriani: as Account of the Chalmers. °eine. 
Roma* Stows is the Hysterias Museum. 

Axes Grotto! Jonas PENDEREL-BRODNVIST. 	
{MAIL Editor of the Guardia* (London). 

JEAN PAUL HIPPOLYTZ EMMANUEL ADHfNAR ESMEIN. 
Professor of Law in the University of Paris. Officer of the Legion of Honour. ri,,,, tast. 

 Member of the Institute of France. Author of Conn aineetnaire d'histoire du droit  
Magas; dc. 

JOSEPH ROGERSON COTTER, M.A. 
Assistant to the Professor of Natural and Experimental Philosophy, Trinity College, Calatatrent*. 
Dublin. Editor of 2nd edition of Preston's Theory of Heat. 

JOHN SMITH FLETT, D.Sc., F.G.S. 
Petrographer to the Geological Survey. Formerly Lecturer on Petrology in Jcharnoekus. 

 Edinburgh University. Neill Medallist of the Royal Society of Edinburgh. Bigiby ll  
Medallist of the Geological Society of London. 

Joan T. HEALEY. 	 Caspian Sea (is part); 
Joint author of Stanford's Europe.. Formerly editor of the Scottish Geo_graphical Ic aueasia; 

 Magazine. Translator of Sven Hedin's Through Asia, Central Asia an Tibet; &c. Caucasus (is pan.  
JOSEPH THOMAS CUNNINGHAM, MA., F.Z.S. 

Lecturer on Zoology at the South-Western Polytechnic. London. Formerly 
Assistant Professor of Natural History in the University of Edinburgh. Naturalist Cephalopod& 
to the Marine Biological Association, and Fellow of University College, Oxford. 
Author of numerous papers in scientik journals. 

Ma)Olt-GENERAL JAMES WATERHOUSE. 
Indian Staff Corps. Vice-President of the Royal Photographic Society. Assistant 
Surveyor-General in charge of Photographic Operations in the Surveyor-General's 
Office. Calcutta. 1866-1897. Took pan in the observation of total eclipses, CMOS 0111411/111: Mister,. 
5871 and 1875. and of transit of Venus, 1874. President of the Asiatic Society of 
Bengal, 1888-489o. Author of The Preparation of Drawings for Photographic 
Reproduction; de. 

CAPTAIN J. Wmnv Duo*, R.N. 
Nautical Assessor to the Court of Appeal. 	 WPM 

JAMES WYCLIFFE HEADLAM, M.A. 
Staff Inspector of Secondary Schools under the Board of Education. Formerly 
Fellow of King's College, Cambridge, and Professor of Greek and Ancient History CaPtil. 
at Queen's Cow, London. Author of &march and the Foundation of the German 
Empire; Itc. 
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1  Campoamor y Campoosorio; 
CastMo Solomano; 
Celestine, La; 
Cervantes. 

{ Colman, Titus. 
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{ Garble. 
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Carmagnola; 
Carrara; Calmar. 

i Chapman. George (pas); 
L Charlemagne: Legends. 
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Champlain, Samuel de. 
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MONSEIGNEUR Louts MARIE OLIVIER DUCHESNE. 

See the biographical article: DUCHESNE, L. M. O. 

LAWIENCHoij. BURPEE. 
Author The Search for the Western Sea. Joint author (with Henry J. Morgan) of 
Canadian Life in Town and Country. 

LEONARD JAMES SPENCER, M.A. 
Assistant in the Department of Minerala4w, British Museum. Formerly Scholar 
of Sidney Sussex College, Cambridge, and Harkness Scholar. Editor of the Minera-
logical Magi:wine. 

SLR LESLIE STEMMA R. C.B Lrrr. D. 
See the biographical Miele: STEPHEN, SIR LESLIE. 

Luxor Vizznaz. 
Italian Foreign Office (Emigration Dept.). Formerly Newspaper Correspondent in 
east of Europe. Italian Vise-Consul in New Orleans, Igoe, Philadelphia, 19°7, 
and Boston, U.S.A., 1907-1910. Author of Italian Life in Town and Country; &c. 

MARGARET BRYANT. 

Moszs Gana, Pn.D. (Leipzig). 
Chief Rabbi of the Sephardic Communities of England. Vice-President, Zionist 
Congress, 1898, 1899, 19oo. Ilchestu Lecturer at Oxford on Slavonic and Byzantine 
Literature, 1886 and 1895. President, Folklore Society of England. Vice-President 
Anglo-Jewish Association. Author of History of Rumanian Popular Literature; 8r.c. 

K. H. 8. 	MARION H. SPIELMANN, F.S.A. 
Formerly Editor of the Melanins of Art. Member of Fine Art Committee of Inter-
national Exhibitions of Brussels, Paris, Buenos Aires, Rome, and the Franco-
British Exhibition, London. Author of History of " Punch"; British Portrait Painting 
to the Opening of the zptk Century; Works of G. F. Watts, R.A.; British Sculpture 
and Sculptors of To-day; Henrietta Roomer; &c. 

M. J. de 0. 

	

	MICHAEL JAN DE COW. 
See the biographical article: GM!, MICHAEL JAN DIL 

IL P. 	Ayr. MARK PATTISON. 
See the biographical article: PATTISON, MARK. 

N. E. D. 	NARCISSE EUTROPE Moms, M.D., LL.D., F.R.S. (Canada). 
'Librarian of the Legislature of the Province ofuebec. Chief Editor of Le Cowries' 
Ms Canada, 1880-1884. Chief Inspector of Federal Licences, 1884-1886. Chief 
Editor of Le Journal de Quebec, t 886. Author of Life of Samuel Champlain, Founder 
of Quebec; Life of Jwnes Cartier, discoverer of Cana&; La Nouvelle France. 154o- 
do3; Quebec e Nosm France; dc. 

Nowimcorz Warzaamoz Moms, M.A. 
Government Anthropologist to Southern Nigeria. Corresponding Member of the 
Societe d'Anthropologie de Paris. Author of Thought Transference; Kinship and 
Marriage in Australia; &c. 
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OSCAR Banyan. 	 Carpathhus Mountains (is port). 
()MONDE MADDOCK DALTON, M.A., F.S.A. 

Assistant Keeper, Department of British and Medieval Antiquities, British Museum. 
Corresponding Member of the Imperial Russian Archaeological Society. Author of Catacomb (ix Para 
Guide to the Early Christian and Boasting Antiquities; CPC. 

PAUL DANIEL ALPHANDfRY. 
Professor of the History of Dogma, Ecole Pratique des Haute' Etudes, Sorbonne, „_ 
Paris. Author of Les Idles masks dun ks Mikado:es lalisu an abul du XIII• uslunraue- 
Mick. 

Panics PETER ALEXEZVITCH BROPOTKIN. 	 I.  Caspian Sea (in ftar0; 
See the biographical article: KROPOTELN, P. A. 	 I Caucasus (ix part). 

PHILIP CHANEY YORKE, M.A. 	 { Catherine of Aragon; 
Magdalen College, Oxford. 	 Charles L; Charles II. 

Pinto LAZE, M.A., F.G.S. 
Lecturer on Physical and Regional Geography in Cambridge University. Formerly ompathlan Mountains (ix part); 
of the Geological Survey of India. Author of Monograph of  British Cambrian 
Trilobites. Translator and Editor of Kayser's Comparative 	 imueasus. %mama. 

PERCIVAL SYLVANUS VIVIAN. 
Author of Poems of Marriage. Editor of the Poetical Works of Thomas Campion. { CamPIM Thomas' 

PERCY ALEXANDER MACMAHON, F.R.S., D.Sc. 
Late Major R.A. Deputy Warden of the Standards. Board of Trade. Joint-
General Secretary of the British Association. Formerly Professor of Physics, 
Ordnance College, and President of London Mathematical Society. 
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OSWALD BARRON, F.S.A. 
Editor of The Ancestor, 1902-1903. 
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R. 	THE RT. HON. LORD RAYLEIGH. 

See the biographical article: RavuttGu, 3rd Baron. 

B. A.* 	ROBERT ANCHEL. 
Archivist to the Department de I'Eure. 

B. Ad. 	ROBERT ADAMSON. 
See the biographical article: ADAMSON, R. 

IL A. S. M. 	ROBERT ALEXANDER STEWART MACALISTER, M.A., F.S.A. 
Director of Excavations for the Palestine Exploration Fund. 

B. G. 	RICHARD Guinan. 
See the biographical article: GARNETT, RICHARD. 

B. L P. 	R. I. Pococx, F.Z.S. 	 • 
Superintendent of the Zoological Gardens, London. 

D. IL D. 	SIR ROBERT ICENNAWAY DOUGLAS. 
Formerly Keeper of Oriental Printed Books and MSS. at the British Museum, and 
Professor of Chinese, King's College, London. Author of The Language and Litera-
ture of China; 8r.c. 

B. 	RICHARD LYDEXXER, F.R.S., F.G.S. F.Z.S. 
Member of the Staff of the Geological Survey of India, 1874-1882. Author of 
Catalogues of Fossil Mammals, Reptiles and Birds in British Museum; The Deer of 
all Lands; The Game Animals of Africa; &c. 

D. L. R. 	ROBERT LOCILIIART HOBSON. 
Assistant in the Department of British and Medieval Antiquities, British Museum. 
Author of Porcelatis: Oriental, Continental and British; Marks on Pottery and 
Porcelain (with W. Burton); and Catalogue and Guide of English Pottery and 
Porcelain in British Museum. 

ROBERT NISBET BAIN (d. loco). 
Assistant Librarian, British Museum, 1883-009. Author of Scandinavia, the 
Political History of Denmark, Norway and Sweden, zjz3-19oo; The First Ronsanovs, 
1613-1725; Slavonic Europe, the Political History of Poland and Russia .from 
1469 to 1796; &c. 

RENS POCIFARDIN, D. is L. 
Secretary of the Ecole des Chartes. Honorary Librarian at the Bibliotheque 
Nationale, Paris. Author of Le Royaume de Provence sous les Carolingiens; Rawl: 
des charter de Saint-Germain; bk. 

R. PtrEHt SPURS, F.S.A., F.R.I.B.A. 
Master of the Architectural School and Surveyor, Royal Academy, London. 
Past President of Architectural Association. Associate and Fellow of King's 
College, London. Corresponding Member of the Institute of France. Edited 
Fergusson's History of Architecture. Author of Architecture East and West; &c. 

ROBERT SEYMOUR CONWAY, M.A., D.LITT. (Cantab.). 
Professor of Latin in the University of Manchester. Formerly Professor of Latin 
in University College, Cardiff ; and Fellow of Gonville and Caius College, Cambridge. 
Author of The liaise Dialects. 

ROBERT WALLACE, F.R.S. (Edin.), F.L.S. 
Professor of Agriculture and Rural Economy at Edinburgh University, and Garton 
Lecturer on Colonial and Indian Agriculture. Professor of Agriculture, R.A.C., 
Cirencester, 1882-1885. Author of Farm Live Stock of Great Britain ,• Indian Agri- 
culture; The Agriculture and Rural Economy of Australia and New Zealand; Farming 
Industries of Cape Colony; &C. 

RICHARD WEBSTER, A.M. 
Editor of Elegies of Marinsianus. 

VISCOUNT ST CYRES. 
See the biographical article: IDDHSLEIGH, 1ST EARL OF. 

SAMUEL DAVIDSON, D.D. 
See the biographical article: DAVIDSON, SAMUEL. 

THOMAS ASHBY, M.A., D.Lrrr., F.S.A. 
Director of the British School of Archaeology at Rome. Corresponding Member 
of the Imperial German Archaeological institute. Formerly Scholar of Christ 
Church, Oxford. Craven Fellow, Oxford, 1897. Author of The Classical Topo-
graphy of the Roman . Campagna;&c. 

CAPTAIN Taoism A. HULL, R.N. 

S12 Thomas BARCLAY, M.P. 

of the Congo Free State. Officer of the Legion of Honour. Author of Problems 

Formerly Superintendent of Admiralty Charts. 

of infornafional Practice and Diplomacy; &c. M.P. for Blackburn, Iwo. 

Member of the Institute of International Law. Member of the Supreme Council 

.{ Chart. 

THEODORE FREYLINGHUYSEN COLLIER, PH.D. j Carthage, Synods of; 
Assistant Professor of History, Williams College, Williamstown, Mass., U.S.A. 	1 Chaicedon, Council of, 
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graben, Pierre Joseph; 
Cathelineau. 

{ Category (in part). 

Capernaum; 
Carmel. 

{ card. 
Centipede. 

{ Canton. 

Camel; Capuchin Monkey; 
Carnivora; Cat; Cavy; 
Cetacea; Chamois. 

Ceramics: Medieval and Later 
Italian; Persian, Syrian, 
Egyptian and Turkish. 

Canute; Canute VI.; 
Casimir III.; Casimir IV.; 
Catherine I.; 
Charles L (Hungary); 
Charles IX., X., XL, XII. 

(Sweden). 
Charles XIII., XIV., XV. 

(Sweden and Norway). 

{ Charles the Bold. 

{

Campanile; Capital; Arch.; 
Cathedral: Arch.; 
Ceiling. 

{ Campania (in part). 

{ CatUe (in part). 

{ Chancing, William E. 

{ Casuistry. 

Canon: Scriptures. 
Cameslao;Campatala(in part), 
Canosa; Canuslum; Capons; 
Capri; Capua; Carales; 
Carsloil; Caslllnum; Cosinum; 
Cassia, Via; Catania; 
Caudine Forks; Cefalu; 
Ceuturipe; CUM. 
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CHIME, T. K . 	 {Canaan, Canaanite,. 
T. K. C. 	REV. THOMAS KELLY CHEYNE. D.Lrrr., D.D. 

See the biographical article: CH  

T. IL F. 	TnowAs MACALL FALLOW, M.A., F.S.A. 
Fannedyy editor of The Antiquary, 1895-1899. Author of Memorials of Old Yorkshire; {Cathedral. 
The 	Churches of Ireland. 

T. W. F. 	Taoism WILLIAM Fox. 
Professor of Textiles in the University of Manchester. Author of Mechanics of { Carding. 
Weaving. 

W. A. B. C. REV. WILLIAM Anonyms BREVOORT Coomoot, MA., F.R.G.S. 	 Cannes; Fellow of Magdalen College, Oxford. Professor of English History, St David's ,, 
College, Lampeter, 1880-1881. Author of Guide to Switzerland; The Alps in Nature v 	onLv; 
and is History; &el Editor of The Alpine Journal, 1880-1889. 	 Chartreuse, La Grande. 

W. A. P. 	WALTER ALISON PHILLIPS, M.A. Canon: Church Dignitary; 
Formerly Exhibitioner of Merton College and Senior Scholar of St John's College, {Cap° 	distils; 
Oxford. Author of Modern Europe; nits .  Carlsbad Decrees; Chasuble. 

W. B.' 	WILLIAM Burrow, HON. M.A. (Vitt.), F.C.S. 
Chairman, Joint-Committee of Pottery Manufacturers of Great Britain. Examiner 
for Board of Education in Pottery Design and for Technological Examinations in Ceramics (is part). 
Pottery Manufacture. Author of English Stoneware and Earthenware; Porcelain; &c. 

W. B. D. 

W. B. Dn. 

W. F. C. 

W. F. W. 

WILLIAM Bow DAWEINS, F.R.S., D.Sc. 
See the biographical article: DAWKINS, WILLIAM BOYD. 	 {Cave. 

WILLIAM BARTLETT DIIPPIELD, M.A. 

loo6-tqio. 
Barrister at Law, Inner Temple. Secretary to the Royal Commission on Canals, r Chartered Companies. 

WILLIAM FEILDEN CRAIES, M.A. 

London. Editor of Archbold's Criminal Pleading (23rd edition). 
Barrister.at•Law, Inner Temple. Lecturer on Criminal Law at King's College, Capital Punishment. 

WALTER FRANCIS WILLCOX, LL.B., PH.D. 
Dean of, and Professor of Political Economy and Statistics at Cornell University. 
Formerly Chief Statistician and now Special Agent of the U.S. Census Bureau. Census: U.S.A. 
Author of The Divorce Probkm—a Study in Statistics; Social Statistics of the United 
States; &c. 

WILLIAM Fault (d. tooy), LL.D., F.G.S., F.L.S., F.S.S. 
Author of Handbook of Agriculture. Formerly Agricultural Correspondent of The iCattle (in part). 
Times. 
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WALCOT GinsoN, D.Sc., F.G.S. 
Geologist on H.M. Geological Survey. Author of The Gold-bearing Rocks of the 
S. Transvaal; Mineral Wealth of Africa; The Geology of Coal and Coal Mining; &c. 

SIR WALTER GEORGE FRANK PHILLIMORE, BART., D.C.L., LL.D. 
Judge of the King's Bench Division. President of International Law Association, 
loos. Author of Book of Church Law. Editor of snd ed. of Phillimom's Ecclesi-
astical Law; 3rd ed. of vol. iv. pf  Phi:liner? s International Law; &C. 

WALTER G. M'MILLAN, F.C.S., M.I.M.E. (d. 1004). 
Formerly Secretary of the Institute of Electrical Engineers. Lecturer on Metallurgy, { 
Mason College, Birmingham. Author of A Treatise on Electro-Metallurgy. 

REV. WILLIAM HANNA, LL.D., D.D. (11302- i882). 

Chalmers; Wyche and the Huguenots; Martyrs of the Scottish Reformation. 
Minister of St John's Free Church, Edinburgh, 1850-1866. Author of Life of Dr .{ 

WILLIAM JOHN GRUIPTDO, M.A. 
Lecturer in Celtic, University College, Cardiff. Examiner in Welsh to the Central 
Welsh Board for Intermediate Education. Author of Caisenon a Cherddi: 
Anthology of Medieval Welsh Poetry. 

Wurrit LEHMANN, M.D. 
Directorial Assistant of the Royal Ethnographical Museum, Munich. Conducted 
Exploring Expedition in Mexico and Central Ameriea, ino7-1909. Author of many 

ll publications on Mexican and Central American Archaeology. 

REV. WILLIAM LINDSAY ALEXANDER, D.D., LL.D., F.R.S. (Ellin. ) (1808- 1884). 
Classical Tutor, Lancashire independent College. Pastor of 'Indcpendent Chapel, 
N. College Street, Edinburgh. One of the Old Testament Revisers. Author of 

ll A Moral Philosophy. 

WILLIAM LAWSON GRANT, M.A. 
Professor at Queen's University, Kingston, Canada. Formerly Beit Lecturer in 
Colonial History at Oxford University. Editor of Acts of the Privy Council, Colonial 
series; Canadian Constitutional Development (in collaboration): 

WILLIAM MICHAEL Itosssrn. 
See the biographical article: ROSSETTI, DANTE GABRIEL. 	 jl

WILLIAM RIDGEWAY, M.A., D.Sc., LLD. (Aberdeen), D.Lrrr. 
Fellow of the British Academy. Disney Professor of Archaeology at Cambridge 
University. Professor of Greek. Queen's College. Cork, 1883. Ex•President of 
Cambridge Philological, Antiquarian and Classical Societies. Author of The Oldest 
Irish Epic; Origin of Metallic Currency and Weight Standards; The Early Age of 
Grow; dec. 
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RT. Ray. WILLIAM ROBERT Bnowtstow, MA., D.D (d. t9o1). 

Roman Catholic Bishop of Clifton. Provost and Domestic Prelate to Pope Leo 
XIII. Co-editor of English Roma Sotterranea. Author of Early Christian Symbol- Catacomb (in pad). 
isms; Isamu SocaOtalum, on the Catacombs and other Archamlogical Subjects. 
Transistor of Cur Deus Homo and MI5 asystsca. 

WUUAII ROBERTSON Sierra. 
See the biographical article: SMITH, WILLIAM ROBERTSON. 	 {Canticles (is part). 

WILLIAM WOOD, D.C.L., F.Rs. (Canada). 
Lieut.-Col., Canadian Militia. Formerly President of the English Section of the Canada : Literally*, French. 
Royal Society of Canada and of the Historic Landmarks Association. Author of 	Canadian. 
The Fight for Canada; The Logs of the Conquest of Canada, arc. 

WILLIAM WALKER ROCKWELL, LIC. THEM. 	 {Celestine iii and V. Assistant Professor of Church History, Union Theological Seminary, NeW York. 
WILLIAM YOUNG SELLAR. 	 {Catallas (in pas). See the biographical article: SELLAR, WILLIAM YOUNG. 
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Catherine, Saha. 
Catherine IL 
Catherine de' Medici. 

Cato. 
Causation. 

Cavaignac, Louis Engine. 
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Cavendish, Henry. 
Caxton, William. 
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Celebes. 
Calms. 
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Chambers, Robert. 
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Channel Islands. 
Chantrey, Sir Francis. 
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Charles Augustus. 
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CALB011N, JOHN CALDWELL (1782-185o), American states-
man and parliamentarian, was born, of Scottish-Irish descent, 
in Abbeville District, South Carolina, on the 18th of March 1782. 
His father, Patrick Calhoun, is said to have been born in Donegal, 
in North Ireland, but to have left Ireland when a mere child. 
The family seems to have emigrated first to Pennsylvania, 
whence they removed, after Braddock's defeat, to Western 
Virginia. From Virginia they removed in s756 to South Caro-
lina and settled on Long Cane Creek, in Granville (now Abbeville) 
county. Patrick Calhoun attained some prominence in the 
colony, serving in the colonial legislature, and afterwards in the 
state legislature, and taking part in the War of Independence. 
In 177o he had married Martha Caldwell, the daughter of 
another Scottish-Irish settler. 

The opportunities for obtaining a liberal education in the 
remote districts of South Carolina at that time were scanty. 
Fortunately, young Calhoun had the opportunity, although late, 
of studying under his brother-in-law, the Rev. Moses Waddell 
(1770-1840), a Presbyterian minister, who afterwards, from 
1819 to 1829, was president of the University of Georgia. In 
1802 Calhoun entered the junior class in Yale College, and 
vaduated iwith distinction in 18o4. He then studied first at 
the famous law school in Litchfield, Conn., and afterwards in a 
law office in Charleston, S.C., and in 28o7 wan admitted to the 
bar. He began practice in his native Abbeville District, and 
soon took a leading place in his profession. In 18o8 and 18o9 
he was a member of the South Carolina legislature, and from 

to 1817 was a member of the national House of Repre-
sentatives. 

When he entered the latter body the strained relations 
between Great Britain and the United States formed the most 
important question for the deliberation of Congress. Henry 
Clay, the Speaker of the House, being eager for war and knowing 
Calhoun's hostility to Great Britain, gave him the second place 
on the committee of foreign affairs, of which he soon became 
the actual head. In less than three weeks the committee 
reported resolutions, evidently written by Calhoun, recommend-
ing preparations for a struggle with Great Britain; and in the 
following June Calhoun submitted a second report urging a 
formal declaration of war. Both sets of resolutions the House 
adopted. Clay and Calhoun did more, probably, than any other 
two men in Congress to force the reluctant president into 
beginning hostilities. 

In 2816 Calhoun delivered in favour of a protective tariff a 
speech that was ever after held up by his opponents as evidence 
of his inconsistency in the tariff controversy. The embargo and 
the war bad crippled American commerce, but had stimulated 
manufactures. With the end of the Napoleonic wars in Europe  

the industries of the old world revived, and Americans began to 
feel their competition. In the consequent distress in the new 
industrial centres there arose a cry for protection. Calhoun, 
believing that there was a natural tendency in the United States 
towards the development of manufactures, supported the Tariff 
Bill of 2816, which laid on certain foreign commodities duties 
higher than were necessary for the purposes of revenue. He 
believed that the South would share in the general industrial 
development, not having perceived as yet that slavery was an 
insuperable obstacle. His opposition to protection in later years 
resulted from an honest change of convictions. He always 
denied that in supporting this bill be had been inconsistent, 
and insisted that it was one for revenue. 

From 1817 to 1825 Calhoun was secretary of war under 
President Monroe. To him is due the fostering and the reforma-
tion of the National Military Academy at West Point, which he 
found in disorder, but left in a most efficient state. Calhoun was 
vice-president of the United States from itias to 1832, during 
the administration of John Quincy Adams, and during most of 
the first administration of Andrew Jackson. This period was 
for Calhoun a time of reflection. His faith in a strong national-
istic policy was gradually undermined, and he finally became 
the foremost champion of particularism and the recognized 
leader of what is generally known as the " States Rights " or 
" Strict Construction " party. 

In 1824 there was a very large increase in protective duties. 
In 1828 a still higher tariff act, the so-called " Bill of Abomina-
tions," was passed, avowedly for the purpose of protection. 
The passage of these acts caused great discontent, especially 
among the Southern states, which were strictly agricultural. 
They felt that the great burden of this increased tariff fell on 
them, as they consumed, but did not produce, manufactured 
articles. Under such conditions the Southern states questioned 
the constitutionality of the imposition. Calhoun himself now 
perceived that the North and the South represented diverse 
tendencies. The North was outstripping the South in population 
and wealth, and already by the tariff acts was, as he believed, 
selfishly levying taxes for its sole benefit. The minority must, 
he insisted, be protected from " the tyranny of the majority." 
In his first important political essay, " The South Carolina 
Exposition," prepared by him in the summer of 1828, he showed 
how this should be done. To him it was clear that the Federal 
Constitution was a limited instrument, by which the sovereign 
states had delegated to the Federal government certain general 
powers. The states could not, without violating the constitu-
tional compact, interfere with the activities of the Federal 
government so long as the government confined itself to its 
proper sphere; but the attempt of Congress, or any other 
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department of the Federal government, to exercise any power 
which might alter the nature of the instrument would be an act 
of usurpation. The right of judging such an infraction belonged 
to the state, being an attribute of sovereignty of which the state 
could not be deprived without being reduced to a wholly sub-
ordinate condition. As a remedy for such a breach of compact 
the state might resort to nullification (q.v.), or, as a last resort, 
to secession from the Union. Such doctrines were not original 
with Calhoun, but had been held in various parts of the Union 
from time to time. It remained for him, however, to submit 
them to a rigid analysis and reduce them to a logical form. 

Meantime the friendship between Calhoun and Jackson had 
come to an end. While a member of President Monroe's cabinet, 
Calhoun had favoured the reprimanding of General Jackson (q.v.) 
for his high-handed course in Florida in 18x8, during the first 
Seminole War. In 1831 W. H. Crawford, who had been a member 
of this cabinet, desiring to ruin Calhoun politically by turning 
Jackson's hostility against him, revealed to Jackson what had 
taken place thirteen years before. Jackson could brook no 
criticism from one whom he had considered a friend; Calhoun, 
moreover, angered the president still further by his evident 
sanction of the social proscription of Mrs Eaton (q.v.); the political 
views of the two men, furthermore, were becoming more and more 
divergent, and the rupture between the two became complete. 

The failure of the Jackson administration to reduce the Tariff 
of 1828 drew from Calhoun his " Address to the People of South 
Carolina " in 183r; in which be elaborated his views of the nature 
of the Union as given in the " Exposition." In 1832 a new tariff 
act was passed, which removed the " abominations " of 1828 but 
left the principle of protection intact. The people of South 
Carolina were not satisfied, and Calhoun in a third political tract, 
in the form of a letter to Governor James Hamilton (1786-1857) 
of South Carolina, gave his doctrines their final form, but without 
altering the fundamental principles that have already been stated. 

In 1832 South Carolina, acting in substantial accordance with 
Calhoun's theories, " nullified " the tariff acts passed by Congress 
in 1828 and 1832 (See NULLIFICATION; SOUTH CAROLINA; and 
UNITED STATES). On the 28th of December 1832 Calhoun 
resigned as vice-president, and on the 4th of January 1833 took 
his seat in the Senate. President Jackson had, in a special 
message, taken strong ground against the action of South 
Carolina, and a bill was introduced to extend the jurisdiction of 
the courts of the United States and clothe the president with 
additional powers, with the avowed object of meeting the situ-
ation in South Carolina. Calhoun, in turn, introduced resolu-
tions upholding the doctrine held by South Carolina, and it was 
in the debate on the first-named measure, termed the " Force 
Bill," and on these resolutions, that the first intellectual duel 
took place between Daniel Webster and Calhoun. Webster 
declared that the Federal government through the Supreme 
Court was the ultimate expounder and interpreter of its own 
powers, while Calhoun championed the rights of the individual 
state under a written contract which reserved to each state its 
sovereignty. 

The practical result of the conflict over the tariff was a com-
promise. Congress passed an act gradually reducing the duties 
to a revenue basis, and South Carolina repealed her nullification 
measures. As the result of the conflict, Calhoun was greatly 
strengthened in hisposition as the leader of his party in the South. 
Southern leaders generally were now beginning to perceive, as 
Calhoun had already seen, that there was a permanent conflict 
between the North and the South, not only a divergence of 
interests between manufacturingand agricultural sections, but an 
inevitable struggle between free and slave labour. Should enough 
free states be admitted into the Union to destroy the balance of 
power, the North would naturally gain a preponderance in the 
Senate, as it had in the House, and might, within constitutional 
limits, legislate as it pleased. The Southern minority recognized, 
therefore, that they must henceforth direct the policy of the 
government in all questions affecting their peculiar interests, or 
their section would undergo a social and economic revolution. 
The Constitution, if strictly interpreted according to Calhoun's  

views, would secure this control to the minority, and prevent an 
industrial upheaval. 

An element of bitterness was flow injected into the struggle. 
The Northern Abolitionists, to whom no contract or agreement 
was sacred that involved the continuance of slavery, regarded the 
clauses in the Federal Constitution which maintained the property 
rights of the slave-owners as treaties with evil, binding on no one, 
and bitterly attacked the slave-holders and the South generally. 
Their attacks may be said to have destroyed the moderate party 
in that section. Any criticism of their peculiar institution now 
came to be highly offensive to Southernleaders, and Calhoun, who 
always tookthe most advanced stand in behalf of Southern rights, 
urged (but in vain) that the Senate refuse to receive abolitionist 
petitions. He also advocated the exclusion of abolitionist 
literature from the mails. 

Indeed from 1832 until his death Calhoun may be said to have 
devoted his life to the protection of Southern interests. He 
became the exponent, the very embodiment, of an idea. It is a 
mistake, however, to characterize him as an enemy to the Union. 
His contention was that its preservation depended on the recog-
nition of the rights guaranteed to the states by the Constitution, 
and that aggression by one section could only end in disruption. 
Secession, he contended, was the only final remedy left to the 
weaker. Calhoun was re-elected to the Senate in 1834 and in 1840, 
serving until 1843. From 1832 to 1837 he was a man without 
a party. He attacked the " spoils system " inaugurated by 
President Jackson, opposed the removal of the government 
deposits from the Bank of the United States, and in general was 
a severe critic of Jackson's administration. In this period he 
usually voted with the Whigs, but in 1857 he went over to the 
Democrats and supported the " independent treasury " scheme 
of President Van Buren. He was spoken of for the presidency in 
2844, but declined to become a candidate, and was appointed as 
secretary of state in the cabinet of President Tyler, serving from 
the 1st of April x844, throughout the remainder of the term, until 
the Toth of March 1845. While holding this office he devoted his 
energies chiefly to the acquisition of Texas, in order to preserve 
the equilibrium between the South and the constantly growing 
North. One of his last acts as secretary of state was to send a 
despatch, on the 3rd of March i845, inviting Texas to accept the 
terms proposed by Congress. Calhoun was once more elected to 
the Senate in 1845. The period of his subsequent service covered 
the settlement of the Oregon dispute with Great Britain and the 
Mexican War. On the 19th of February 1847 he introduced in 
the Senate a series of resolutions concerning the territory about to 
be acquired from Mexico, which marked the most advanced stand 
as yet taken by the pro-slavery party. The purport of these 
resolutions was to deny to Congress the power to prohibit slavery 
in the territories and to declare all previous enactments to this 
effect unconstitutional. 

In 185o the Union seemed in imminent danger of dissolution. 
California was applying for admission to the Union as a state 
under a constitution which did not permit slavery. Her ad-
mission with two Senators would have placed the slave-holding 
states in the minority. In the midst of the debate on thisapplica-
tion Calhoun died, on the 31st of March 185o, in Washington. 

Calhoun is most often compared with Webster and Clay. The 
three constitute the trio upon whom the attention of students at 
this period naturally rests. Calhoun possessed neither Webster's 
brilliant rhetoric nor his easy versatility, but he surpassed him in 
the ordered method and logical sequence of his mind. He never 
equalled Clay in the latter's magnetism of impulse and inspiration 
of affection, but he far surpassed him in clearness and directness 
and in tenacity of will. He surpassed them both in the distinct-
ness with which he saw results, and in the boldness with which he 
formulated and followed his conclusions. 

Calhoun in person was tall and slender, and in his later years 
was emaciated. His features were angular and somewhat harsh, 
but with a striking face and very fine eyesof a brilliant dark blue. 
To his slaves he was just and kind. He lived the modest, 
unassuming life of a country planter when at his home, and at 
Washington lived as unostentatiously as possible, consistent will} 
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his public duties and position. His character in other respects 
was always of stainless integrity. 

Ett Bum,* atty. —A collected edition of Calboun's Works (6 vols., 
New York, 1833--t853) has been edited by Richard K. Crane. The 
most important speeches and papers are:—The South Carolina 
Reposition (1828); Speech on the Force Bill 0833); Reply to Webster 
(tW); Speech on the Reception of Abolitionist Petitions (1836), and 
on the Veto Power (1842); a Disquisition on Caperton:Awl, and a 
Discourse on the Constitution and Government of the United States 
(1849—t83o)—the last two, written a short time before his death, 
defend with great ability the rights of a minority under a govern-
ment such as that of the United States. Calhoun's Corres , 
edited by J. Franklin Jameson, has been published by theAmerican 
Historical Association (see Report for 1899, vol. ii.). The biography 
of Calhoun by Dr Hermann von Hoist in the " American States-
men Series" (Boston, 1882) is a condensed study of the political 
questions of Calhoun's time. Gustavus M. Pinckney 's Life of John 
C. Calhoun (Charleston, too3) gives a sympathetic Southern view. 
Gaillard Hunt's John C. Calhoun (Philadelphia, 2908) is a valuable 
work. (H. A. M. S.) 

CALI, an inland town of the department of Cauca, Colombia, 
South America, about 180 m. S.W. of Bogotk and so m. S.E. of 
the port of Buenaventura, on the Rio Cali, a small branch of the 
Cauca. Pop. (1 906 estimate) z6,000. Cali stands 3327 ft. 
above sea-level on the western side of the Cauca valley, one of 
the healthiest regions of Colombia. The land-locked character 
of this region greatly restricts the city's trade and development; 
but it is considered the most important town in the department. 
It has a bridge across the Cali, and a number of religious and 
public edifices. A railway from Buenaventura will give Cali and 
the valley behind it, with which it is connected by over zoo m. 
of river navigation, a good outlet on the Pacific coast. Coal 
deposits exist in the immediate vicinity of the town. 

CALIBRATION, a term primarily signifying the determination 
of the " calibre " or bore of a gun. The word calibre was intro-
duced through the French from the Italian callboy, together with 
other terms of gunnery and warfare, about the 16th century. The 
origin of the Italian equivalent appears to be uncertain. It will 
readily be understood that the calibre of a gun requires accurate 
adjustment to the standard size, and further, that the bore must 
be straight and of uniform diameter throughout. The term was 
subsequently applied to the accurate measurement and testing of 
the- bore of any kind of tube, especially those of thermometers. 

In modem scientific language, by a natural process of transi-
tion, the term " calibration " has come to denote the accurate 
comparison of any measuring instrument with a standard, and 
more particularly the determination of the errors of its scale. 
It is seldom possible in the process of manufacture to make an 
instrument so perfect that no error can be discovered by the 
most delicate tests, and it would rarely be worth while to attempt 
to do so even if it were possible. The cost of manufacture would 
in many cases be greatly increased without adding materially 
to the utility of the apparatus. The scientific method, in all 
cases which admit of the subsequent determination and correc-
tion of errors, is to economize time and labour in production by 
taking pains in the subsequent verification or calibration. 
This process of calibration is particularly important in laboratory 
research, where the observer has frequently to make his own 
apparatus, and cannot afford the time or outlay required to make 
special tools for fine work, but is already provided with apparatus 
and methods of accurate testing. For non-scientific purposes 
it is generally possible to construct instruments to measure with 
sufficient precision without further correction. The present 
article will therefore be restricted to the scientific use and 
application of methods of accurate testing. 

General Methods and Principles.-The process of calibration 
of any measuring instrument is frequently divisible into two 
Parts, which differ greatly in importance in different cases, and 
of which one or the other may often be omitted. (t) The deter-
mination of the value of the unit to which the measurements are 
referred by comparison with g standard unit of the same kind. 
This is often described as the Standardisation of the instrument, 
or the determination of the Reduction factor. (a) The verification 
of the accuracy of the subdivision of the scale of the instrument. 
This may be termed calibration of the scale, and does not  
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necessarily involve the comparison of the instrument with any 
independent standard, but merely the verification of the accuracy 
of the relative values of its indications. In many cases the 
process of calibration adopted consists in the comparison of the 
instrument to be tested with a standard over the whole range of 
its indications, the relative values of the subdivisions of the 
standard itself having been previously tested. In this case the 
distinction of two parts in the process is unnecessary, and the 
term calibration is for this reason frequently employed to include 
both. In some cases it is employed to denote the first part only, 
but for greater clearness and convenience of description we shall , 

restrict the term as far as possible to the second meaning. 
The methods of standardization or calibration employed have 

much in common even in the cases that appear most diverse. They 
are all founded on the axiom that " things which are equal to the 
same thing are equal to one another." Whether it is a question of 
comparing a scale with a standard, or of testing the equality of two 
parts of the same scale, the process is essentially one of interchanging 
or substituting one for the other, the two things to be compared. In 
addition to the things to be tested there is usually required some 
form of balance, or comparator, or gauge, by which the equality 
may be tested. The simplest of such comparators is the instrument 
known as the calliper:, from the same root as calibre, which is in 
constant use in the workshop for testing equality of linear dimensions, 
or uniformity of diameter of tubes or rods. The more complicated 
forms of optical comparators or measuring machines with scales and 
screw adjustments are essentially similar in principle, being finely 
adjustable gauges to which the things to be compared can be suc-
cessively fitted. A still simpler and more accurate comparison is 
that of volume or capacity, using a given mass of liquid as the gauge 
or test of equality, which is the basis of many of the most accurate 
and most important methods of calibration. The common 
balance for testing equality of mass or weight is so delicate and so 
easily tested that the process of calibration may frequently with 
advantage be reduced to a series of weighings, as for instance in the 
calibration of a burette or measure-glass by weighing the quantities 
of mercury required to fill it to different marks. The balance may, 
however, be regarded more broadly as the type of a general method 
capable of the widest application in accurate testing. It is possible, 
for instance, to balance two electromotive forces or two electrical 
resistances against each other, or to measure the refractivity of a 
gas by balancing it against a column of air adjusted to produce the 
same retardation in a beam of light. These " equilibrium," or 
" null," or " balance " methods of comparison afford the most 
accurate measurements, and are generally selected if possible as 
the basis of any process of calibration. In spite of the great diversity 
in the nature of things to be compared, the fundamental .  principles 
of the methods employed are so essentially similar that it is possible. 
for instance, to descnbe the testing of a set of weights, or the cali-
bration of an electrical resistance-box, in almost the same terms, and 
to represent the calibration correction of a mercury thermometer 
or of an ammeter by precisely similar curves. 

Method of Substitution.—In comparing two units of the same 
kind and of nearly equal magnitude, some variety of the general 
method of substitution is invariably adopted. The same method 
in a more elaborate form is employed in the calibration of a series 
of multiples or submultiples of any unit. The details of the method 
depend on the system of subdivision adopted, which is to some 
extent a matter of taste. The simplest method of subdivision is 
that on the binary scale, proceeding by multiples of 2. With a 
pair of submultiples of the smallest denomination and one of each 
of the rest, thus I, t. 2. 4, 8, 16, &c., each weight or multiple is equal 
to the sum of all the smaller weights, which may be substituted for 
it, and the small difference, if any, observed. If we call the weights 
A, B, C, &c., where each is approximately double the following 
weight, and if we write a for observed excess of A over the rest of 
the weights, b for that of B over C+D+&c., and so on, the observa-
tions by the method of substitution give the series of equations, 

A — rest B—rest ■ b,C—rest &c. . . (I) 
Subtracting the second from the first, the third from the second. 
and so on. we obtain at once the value of each weight in terms of 
the preceding, so that all may be expressed in terms of the largest, 
which is most conveniently taken as the standard 

B ■ Al2+(b-a)/2, 	B/2 (c — b)z, &c. 	(2) 
The advantages of this method of subdivision and comparison, in 

addition to its extreme simplicity, are (t) that there is only one 
possible combination to represent any given weight within the 
range of the series; (a) that the least possible number of weights 
is required to cover any .given range; (3) that the smallest number 
of substitutions is required for the complete calibration. These 
advantages are important in cases where the accuracy of calibration 
is limited by the constancy.  of the conditions of observation, as in 
the case of an electrical resistance-box, but the reverse may be the 
case when it is a question of accuracy of estimation by an observer. 

In the majority of cases the ease of numeration afforded 
by familiarity with the decimal system is the most important 
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consideration. The most convenient arrangement on the decimal 
system for purposes of calibration is to have the units, tens, 
hundreds, &c., arranged in groups of four adjusted in the proportion 
of the numbers I. 2, 3, 4. The relative values of the weights in 
each group of'fbur can then be determined by substitution inde-
pendently of the others, and the total of each group of four, making 
ten times the unit of the group, can be compared with the smallest 
weight in the group above. This gives a sufficient number of 
equations to determine the errors of all the weights by the method 
of substitution in a very simple manner. A number of other equa-
tions can be obtained by combining the different groups in other 
ways, and the whole system of equations may then be solved by the 
method of least squares; but the equations so obtained are not all 
of equal value, and it may be doubted whether any real advantage 
is gamed in many cases by the multiplication of comparisons, since 
it is not possible in this manner to eliminate constant errors or 
personal equation, which are generally aggravated by prolonging 
the observations. A common arrangement of the weights in each 
group on the decimal system is 5, 2, I, 1, or 5, 1, 2, I. These do not 
admit of the independent calibration of each group by substitution. 
The arrangement 5, 2, 1, t, I, or 5, 2, 2, t, t, permits independent 
calibration, but involves a larger number of weights and observations 
than the I, 2, 3, 4, grouping. The arrangement of ten equal weights 
in each group, which is adopted in " dial " resistance-boxes, and in 
some forms of chemical balances where the weights are mechanically 
applied by turning a handle, presents great advantages in point of 
quickness of manipulation and ease of numeration, but the complete 
calibration of such an arrangement is tedious, and in the case of a 
resistance-box it is difficult to make the necessary connexions. In 
all cases where the same total can be made up in a variety of ways, 
it is necessary in accurate work to make sure that the same weights 
are always used for a given combination, or else to record the actual 
weights used on each occasion. In many investigations where time 
enters as one of the factors, this is a serious drawback, and it is better 
to avoid the more complicated arrangements. The accurate adjust-
ment of a set of weights is so simple a matter that it is often possible 
to neglect the errors of a well-made set, and no calibration is of 
any value without the most 
scrupulous attention to de-
tails of manipulation, and 
particularly to the correction 
for the air displaced in com-
paring weights of different 
materials. Electrical resist-
ances are much more difficult 
to adjust owing to the change 
of 'resistance with tempera-
ture, and the calibration of a 
resistance-box can seldom be 
neglected on account of the 
changes of resistance which 
are liable to occur after 
adjustment from imperfect annealing. I is also necessary to 
remember that the order of accuracy required, and the actual 
values of the smaller resistances, depend o some extent on the 
method of connexion, and that the box must be calibrated with 
due regard to the conditions under which it is to be used. Otherwise 
the method of procedure is much the same as in the case of a box 
of weights, but it is necessary to pay more attention to the constancy 
and uniformity of the temperature conditions of the observing-room. 

Method of &ual Steps.—In calibrating a continuous scale divided 
into a number of divisions of equal length, such as a metre scale 
divided in millimetres, or a thermometer tube divided in degrees 
of temperature, or an electrical slide-wire, it is usual to proceed by 
a method of equal steps. The simplest method is that known as the 
method of Gay Lussac in the calibration of mercurial thermometers 
or tubes of small bore. It is essentially a method of substitution 
employing a column of mercury of constant volume as the gauge 
for comparing the capacities of different parts of the tube. A pre-
cisely similar method, employing a pair of microscopes at a fixed 
distance apart as a standard of length, is applicable to the calibration 
of a divided scale. The interval to be calibrated is divided into a 
whole number of equal steps or sections, the points of division at 
which the corrections are to be determined are called points of 
calibration. 

Calibration of a Mercury 77termometer.—To facilitate description, 
we will take the case of a fine•bore tube, such as that of a ther-
mometer, to be calibrated with a thread of mercury. The bore of 
such a tube will generally vary considerably even in the best stan-
dard instruments, the tubes of which have been specially drawn 
and selected. The correction for inequality of bore may amount 
to a quarter or half a degree, and is seldom less than a tenth. In 
ordinary chemical thermometers it is usual to make allowance for 
variations of bore in graduating the scale, but such instruments 
present discontinuities of division, and cannot be used for accurate 
work, in which a finely-divided scale of equal parts is essential. 
The calibration of .a mercury thermometer intended for work of 
precision is best effected after it has been sealed. A•thread of mer-
cury of the desired length is separated from the column. The exact 
adjustment of the length of the thread requires a little manipulation. 

The thermometer is inverted and tapped to make the mercury run 
down to the top of the tube, thus collecting a trace of residual gas 
at the end of the bulb. By quickly reversing the thermometer the 
bubble passes to the neck of the bulb. If the instrument is again 
inverted and tapped, the thread will probably break off at the neck 
of the bulb, which should be previously cooled or warmed so as to 
obtain in this  if possible, a thread of the desired length. 
If the thread so obtained is too long or not accurate enough, it is 
removed to the other end of the tube, and the bulb further warmed 
till the mercury reaches some easily recognized division. At this 
point the broken thread is rejoined to the mercury column from the 
bulb, and a microscopic bubble of gas is condensed which generally 
suffices to determine the subsequent breaking of the mercury column 
at the same point of the tube. The bulb is then allowed to cool till 
the length of the thread above the point of separation is equal to the 
desired -length, when a slight tap suffices to separate the thread. This 
method is difficult to work with short threads owing to deficient 
inertia, especially if the tube is very perfectly evacuated. A thread 
can always be separated by local heating with a small flame, but 
this is dangerous to the thermometer, it is difficult to adjust the 
thread exactly to the required length, and the mercury does not run 
easily past a point of the tube which has been locally heated in this 
manner. 

Having separated a thread of the required length, the thermo-
meter is mounted in a horizontal position on a suitable support, 
preferably with a screw adjustment in the direction of its length. 
By tilting, or tapping the instrument the thread is brought into 
position corresponding to the steps of the calibration successively. 
and its length in each position is carefully observed with a pair of 
reading microscopes fixed at a suitable distance apart. Assuming 
that the temperature remains constant, the variations of length 
of the thread are inversely as the variations of cross-section of the 
tube. If the length of the thread is very nearly equal to one step. 
and if the tube is nearly uniform, the average of the observed lengths 
of the thread, taking all the steps throughout the interval, is equal 
to the length which the thread should have occupied in each position 
had the bore been uniform throughout and all the divisions equal. 

I.—Calibration by Method of Gay Lussae. 

The error of each step is therefore found by subtracting the average 
length from the observed length in each position. Assuming tha 
the ends of the interval itself are correct, the correction to be applied 
at any point of calibration to reduce the readings to a uniform tube 
and scale, is found by taking the sum of the errors of the steps up 
to the point considered with the sign reversed. 

In the preceding example of the method an interval of ten degrees 
is taken, divided into ten steps of t • each. The distances of the ends 
of the thread from the nearest degree divisions are estimated by the 
aid of micrometers to the thousandth of a degree. The error of any 
one of these readings probably does not exceed half a thousandth, 
but they are given to the nearest thousandth only. The excess 
length of the thread in each position over the corresponding 

d  is obtained by subtracting the second reading from the first. Tatting 
the average of the numbers in this line, the mean excess-length is 
—10.4 thousandths. The error of each step is found by subtracting 
this mean from each of the numbers in the previous line. Finally. 
the corrections at each degree are obtained by adding up the errors 
of the steps and changing the sign. The errors and corrections 
are given in thousandths of 

Complete Calibration.—The simple method of Gay Lussac does 
very well for short intervals when the number of steps is not ex- 
cessive, but it would not be satisfactory for a large range owing to 
the accumulation of small errors of estimation, and the variation 
of the personal equation. The observer might, for instance, con- 
sistently over-estimate the length of the thread in one half of the 
tube, and under-estimate it in the other. The errors near the middle 
of the range would probably be large. It is evident that the correc- 
tion at the middle point of the interval could be much more accu- 
rately determined by using a thread equal to half the length of the 
interval. To minimize the effect of these errors of estimation, it 
is usual to employ threads of different lengths in calibrating the 
same interval and to divide up the fundamental interval of the 

into nto a number of subsidiary sections for the purpose 
of calibration, each of these sections being treated sea step In the 
calibration of the fundamental interval. The most symmetrical 
method of calibrating a section, called by C. E. Guillaume* " Com- 
plete Calibration," is to use threads of all possible lengths which are 

TABLE 

No. of 
Step. I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 to 

Ends of t +.oto — .ot 6 -.020 -.031 +•016 +.008 4.013 -}•017 1-004 —.088 
thread. I i +•038 4.017 —.003 -021 +•010 +•005 +•033 +•018 +.013 -003 

Excess- 
length. 

—028 --o33 —•017 —con +•0o6 —.003 -020 -.001 -.004 +•005 

Error of 
step. 

—17.6 —22.6 — 6.6 + 1.4 +16.4 + 7.4 — 9.6 + 9.4 + 6-4 + 1 5.4 

Corm- 
tion. 

+17.6 -I-40.2 +46 '8  +45'4 +29.0 +21.6 +31.2 +21.8 +15.4 0 
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fotegral =1dpi-a of the calibration step. In the example already 
gben nine different threads were used, and the length of each was 
observed in as many positions as possible. Proceeding in this 
manner the folio-wing numbers were obtained for the excess-length 
of each thread in thousandths of a degree in different positions, 
starting in each case with the beginning of the thread at 0-, and 
moving it on by steps of 1 °. The observations in the first column 
are the excess-lengths of the thread of 1 °  already given in 
Olustration of the method of Gay Lussac. The other columns 
tin the corresponding observations with the longer threads. 
The simplest and most symmetrical method of solving these 
observations, so as to find the errors of each step in 
terms of the whole interval, is to obtain the differences of 
the steps in pairs by subtracting each observation from the one 

ampoules, were calibrated by Chappuis in five sections of 20°  each, 
to determine the corrections at the points 20°, 40°, 60., 8o*, which 
may be called the " principal points " of the calibration, in terms of 
the fundamental interval. Each section of 2o° was subsequently 
calibrated inziteps of 2°, the corrections being at first referred, as in 
the example already given, to the mean degree of the section itself, 
and being aftervards expressed, by a simple transformation, in terms 
of use fundamental interval, by means of the corrections already 
found for the ends of the section. Supposing, for instance, that the 
corrections at the points o °  and to° of Table III. are not zero, but 
C° and C respectively, the correction C, at any intermediate point 

will evidently be given by the formula, 
C.. 	+4 + — Cis/ o 	• 	• (3) 

where c, is the correction already given in the table. 

sandth of a degree, it is necessary to tabulate 
the results of the calibration at much more 
frequent intervals than 2°, since the correction, 
even of a good thermometer, may change by 
as much as 20 or 30 thousandths in 2°. To 
save the labour 'and difficulty of calibrating 
with shorter threads, the corrections at inter-
mediate points are usually calculated by a 
formula of interpolation. This leaves much to 
be desired, as the section of a tube often changes 
very suddenly and capriciously. It is probable 
that the graphic method gives equally good 
results with less labour. 

Slide - 	.—The calibration of an electrical 
slide•wire in o parts of equal resistance is precisely analogous to that 
of a capillary tube into parts of equal volume. The Carey Foster 
method, employing short steps of equal resistance, effected by trans-
ferring a suitable small resistance from one side of the slide-wire to 
the other, is exactly analogous to the Gay Lussac method, and suffers 
from the same defect of the accumulation of small errors unless steps 
of several different lengths are used. The calibration of a slide-wire, 
however, is much less troublesome than that of a thermometer tube 
for several reasons. It is easy to obtain a wire uniform to one part in 
Soo or even less, and the section is not liable to capricious variations. 
In all work of precision the slide-wire is supplemented by' auxiliary 
resistances by which the scale may be indefinitely extended. In 
accurate electrical thermometry, for example, the slide-wire itself 
would correspond to only 1°, or less, of the whole scale, which is less 
than a single step in the calibration of a mercury thermometer, 
so that an accuracy of a thousandth of a degree can generally be 
obtained without any calibration of the slide-wire. In the rare 
cases in 'which it is necessary to employ a long slide-wire, such as 
the cylinder potentiometer of Latimer Clark, the calibration is best 

effected by comparison with a standard, 
such as a Thomson-Varley slide-box. 

Graphic Representation of Results.— 
The results of a calibration are often 
best represented by means of a correc-
tion curve, such as that illustrated in 
the diagram, which is plotted to repre-
sent the corrections found in Table III. 
The abscissa of such a curve is the read-
ing of the instrument to be corrected. 
The ordinate is the correction to be 
added to the observed reading to reduce 
to a uniform scale. The corrections 
are plotted in the figure in terms of the 
whole section, taking the correction to 
be zero at the beginning and end. As 
a matter of fact the corrections at these 
points in terms of the fundamental in-

terval were found to be — 29 and —9 thousandths respectively. 
The correction curve is transformed to give corrections in terms 
of the fundamental interval by ruling a straight line joining the 
points +29 and +9 respectively, and reckoning the ordinates 
from this line instead of from the base-line. Or the curve may 
be replotted with the new ordinates thus obtained. In draw-
ing the curve from the corrections obtained at the points of 
calibration, the exact form of the curve is to some extent a 
matter of taste, but the curve should generally be drawn as 
smoothly as possible• on the assumption that the changes are 
gradual and continuous. 

The ruling of the straight line across the curve to express the 
corrections in terms of the fundamental interval, corresponds to 
the first part of the process of calibration mentioned above under 
the term "Standardization." It effects the reduction of the 

above it. This method eliminates the unknown lengths of the 
threads, and gives each observe ion approximately its due weight. 
Subtracting the observations in the second line from those in the 
first, we obtain a series of numbers, entered in column I of the next 
table, representing the excess of step (I) over each of the other steps. 
The sum of these differences is ten tames the error of the first step, 
since by hypothesis the sum of the errors of all the steps is zero in 
terms of the whole interval. The numbers in the second column 
of Table III. are similarly obtained by subtracting the third line 
from the second in Table II., each difference being inserted in its 
appropriate place in the table. Proceeding in this way we find the 
excess of each interval over those which follow it. The table is 
completed by a diagonal row of zeros representing the difference of 
each step from itself, and by repeating the numbers already found in 
symmetrical positions with their signs changed, since the excess of 
any step, say 6 over 3, is evidently equal to that of 3 over 6 with the 
ago changes- The errors of each step having been found by adding 
the columns, and dividing by to, the corrections at each point of 
the calibration are deduced as before. 

TABLE I11. Solution of Complete Calibration. 

The advantages of this method are the simplicity and symmetry 
of the work of reduction, and the accuracy of the result, which 
exceeds that of the Gay Lussac method in consequence of the much 
larger number of independent observations. It may be noticed, 
be instance, that the correction at point 5 is 37•I thousandths by 
the complete calibration, which is 2 thousandths less than the value 
29 obtained by the Gay Lussac method, but agrees well with the 
value 27 thousandths obtained by taking only the first and last 
observations with the thread of 5°. The disadvantage of the method 
lies in the great number of observations required, and in the labour 
at adjusting so many different threads to suitable lengths. It is 
probable that sufficiently good results may be obtained with much 
!to trouble by using fewer threads, especially if more care is taken 
is the micrometric determination of their errors. 

The method adopted for dividing up the fundamental interval 
of any thermometer into sections and steps for calibration may be 
widely varied, and is necessarily modified in cases where auxiliary 
bulbs or " ampoules " are employed. The Paris mercury-standards, 
which read continuously from o° to too° C., without Intermediate 
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CALICO-CALICUT 
readings to a common standard, and may be neglected if relative 
values only are required. A precisely analogous correction occurs 
in the cue of electrical instruments. A potentiometer, for 
instance, if correctly graduated or calibrated in parts of equal 
resistance, will give correct relative values of any differences of 
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potential within its range if connected to a constant cell to supply 
the steady current through the slide-wire. But to determine at 
any time the actual value of its readings in volts, it necessary 
to standardize it, or determine its scale-value or reduction-factor, 
by comparison with a standard cell. 

A very neat use of the calibration curve has been made by 
Professor W. A. Rogers in the automatic correction of screws of divid-
ing machines or lathes. It is possible by the process of grinding, as 
applied by Rowland, to make a screw which is practically perfect 
in point of uniformity, but eyen in this case errors may be introduced 
by the method of mounting. In the production of divided scales, 
and more particblarly in the case of optical gratings, it is most im-
portant that the errors should be as small as possible, and should be 
automatically corrected during the process of ruling. With this 
object a scale is ruled on the machine, and the errors of the un-
corrected screw are determined by calibrating the scale. A metal 
template may then be cut out in the form of the calibration-correc-
tion curve on a suitable scale. A lever projecting from the nut 
which feeds the carriage or the slide-rest is made to follow the contour 
of the template, and to apply the appropriate correction at each 
point of the travel, by turning the nut through a small angle on the 
screw. A small periodic error of the screw, recurring regularly at each 
revolution, may be similarly corrected by means of a suitable cam 
or eccentric revolving with the screw and actuating the template. 
This kind of error is important in optical gratings, but is difficult to 
determine and correct. 

Calibration by Comparison with a Standard.—The commonest 
and most generally useful process of calibration is the direct 
comparison of the instrument with a standard over the whole 
range of its scale. It is necessary that the standard itself should 
have been already calibrated, or else that the law of its indications 
should be known. A continuous current ammeter, for instance, 
can be calibrated, so far as the relative values of its readings are 
concerned, by comparison with a tangent galvanometer, since 
It is known that the current in this instrument is proportional 
to the tangent of the angle of deflection. Similarly an alternating 
current ammeter can be calibrated by comparison with an electro-
dynamometer, the reading of which varies as the square of the 
current. But in either case it is neccessary, in order to obtain 
the readings in amperes, to standardize the instrument for some 
particular value of the current by comparison with a voltameter, 
or in some equivalent manner. Whenever possible, ammeters 
and voltmeters are calibrated by comparison of their readings 
with those of a potentiometer, the calibration of which can be 
reduced to the comparison and adjustment of resistances, which 
is the most accurate of electrical measurements. The commoner 
kinds of mercury thermometers are generally calibrated and 
graduated by comparison with a standard. In many cases this 
is the most convenient or even the only possible method. A 
mercury thermometer of limited scale reading between rso° and 
400 ° C., with gas under high pressure to prevent the separation 
of the mercury column, cannot be calibrated on itself, or by 
comparison with a mercury standard possessing a fundamental 
interval, on account of difficulties of stem exposure and scale. 
The only practical method is to compare its readings every few 
degrees with those of a platinum thermometer under the condi- 

tions for which it is to be used. This method has the advantage 
of combining all the corrections for fundamental interval, &c., 
with the calibration correction in a single curve, accept the 
correctionlor variation of zero which must be tested occasionally 
at some point of the scale. 

AOTHORITIRS.—Mercurial Thermometers: Guillaume, Thermo-
nsierie de Precision (Paris, 1889), gives several examples and refer-
ences to original memoirs. The best examples of comparison and 
testing of standards are generally to be found in publications of 
Standards Offices, such as those of the Bureau International des 
Poids et Mesures at Paris. Dial Resistance-Box: Griffiths, Phil. 
Trans. A, atm: Platinum Thermometry-Box: J. A. Harker and 
P. Chappuis, Phil. Trans. A, (goo; Thomson-Varley Potentiometer 
and Binary Scale Box: Callendar and Barnes, Phil. Trans. A, 
19or. (H. L. C.) 

CALICO, a general 'name given to plain cotton cloth. The 
word was spelt in various forms, including " calicut," which 
shows its derivation from the Indian city of Calicut or Kolikod, 
a seaport in the presidency of Madras, and one of the chief ports 
of intercourse with Europe in the 16th century, where cotton 
cloths were made. The name seems to have been applied to 
all kinds of cotton cloths imported from the East. In England 
it is now applied particularly to grey or bleached cotton cloth 
used for domestic purposes, and, generally, to any fairly heavy 
cotton cloth without a pattern. In the United States there is a 
special application to printed cloth " of a coarser quality than 
muslin." In England " printed calico " is a comprehensive 
term. 

CALICITT, a city of British India, in the Malabar district of 
Madras; on the coast, 6 m. N. of Beypur. In 1901 the popula-
tion was 76,981, showing an increase of 14% in the decade. 
The weaving of cotton, for which the place was at one time so 
famous that its name became identified with its calico, is no 
longer of any importance. Calicut is of considerable antiquity; 
and about the 7th century it had its population largely increased 
by'the immigration of the Moplahs, a fanatical race of Mahom-
medans from Arabia, who entered enthusiastically into com-
mercial life. The Portuguese traveller Pero de Covilham 
(q.v.) visited Calicut fd 487 and described its possibilities for 
European trade; and in May 1498 Vasco da Game, the first 
European navigator to reach India, arrived at Calicut. At 
that time it was a very flourishing city, and contained several 
stately buildings, among which was especially mentioned a 

.Brahminical temple, not inferior to the largest monastery in 
Portugal. Vasco da Gama tried to establish a factory, but he 
met with persistent hostility from the local chief (zamorin), and a 
similar attempt made by Cabral two years later ended in the 
destruction of the factory by the Moplahs. In revenge the 
Portuguese bombarded the town, but no further attempt was 
made for some years to establish a trading settlement there. 
In x se9 the marshal Don Fernando Coutinho made an un-
successful attack on the city; and in the following year it was 
again assailed by Albuquerque with 3000 troops. On this 
occasion the palace was plundered and the town burnt; but 
the Portuguese were finally repulsed, and fled to their ships after 
heavy loss. In the following year they concluded a peace with 
the zamorin and were allowed to build a fortified factory on the 
north bank of the Kallayi river, which was however again, and 
finally, abandoned in 2525. In x6r s the town was visited by 
an English expedition under Captain Keeling, who concluded 
a treaty with the zamorin; but it was not until 1664 that an 
English trading settlement was established by the East India 
Company. The French settlement, which still exists, was 
founded in 1698. The town was taken in 5765 by Hyder Ali, 
who expelled all the merchants and factors, and destroyed the 
cocoa-nut trees, sandal-wood and pepper vines, that the country 
reduced to ruin might present no temptation to the cupidity of 
Europeans. In 1782 the troops of Hyder were driven from 
Calicut by the British; but in 1788 it was taken and destroyed 
by his son Tippoo, who carried off the inhabitants to Beypur 
and treated them with great cruelty. In the latter part of 1790 
the country was occupied by the British; and under the treaty 
concluded in 1792, whereby Tippoo was deprived of half his 
dominions, Calicut fell to the British. After this event the 
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Inhabitants returned and rebuilt the town, which in x800 con-
anted of s000 houses. 

As the administrative headquarters of the district, Carta 
maintains its historical importance. It is served by the Madras 
railway, and is the chief seaport on the Malabar coast, and the 
principal exports are coffee, timber and coco-nut products. 
There are factories for coffee-cleaning, employing several hundred 
hands; for coir-pressing and timber-cutting. The town has a 
cotton-mill, a saw-mill, and tile, coffee and oil works. A detach-
ment of European troops is generally stationed here to overawe 
the fanatical Moplabs. 

CALIFORNIA. one of the Pacific Coast states of the United 
States of America, physically one of the most remarkable, 
economically one of the more independent, and in history and 
social life one of the most interesting of the Union. It is bounded 
N. by Oregon, E. by Nevada and Arizona, from which last it 
is separated by the Colorado river, and S. by the Mexican 
province of Lower California. The length of its medial line 
N. and S. is about 78o m., its breadth varies from 15o to 35o m., 
and its total area is 258,297 sq. m., of which 2205 are water 
surface. In size it ranks second among the states of the 
Union. The coast is bold and rugged and with very few good 
harbours; San Diego and San Francisco bays being exceptions. 
The coast line is more than moo m. long. There are eight coast 
islands, all of inconsiderable size, and none of them as yet in 
any way important. 

Physiography.—The physiography of the state is simple; 
its main features are few and bold: a mountain fringe along 
the ocean, another mountain system along the east border, 
between them—closed in at both ends by their junction—a 
splendid valley of imperial extent, and outside all this a great 
area of barren, arid lands, belonging partly to the Great Basin 
and partly to the Open Basin region. 

Along the Pacific, and some 2o-40 m. in width, runs the mass 
of the Coast Range, made up of numerous indistinct chains—
most of which have localized individual names—that are broken 
down into innumerable ridges and spurs, and small valleys 
drained by short streams of rapid fall. The range is cut by 
numerous fault lines, some of which betray evidence of recent 
activity; it is probable that movements along these faults cause 
the earthquake tremors to which the region is subject, all of 
which seem to be tectonic. The altitudes of the Coast Range 
vary from about a000 to 8000 ft.; in the neighbourhood of San 
Francisco Bay the culminating peaks are about 4000 ft. in height 
(Mount Diablo, 3856 ft.; Mount St Helena, 4343 ft.), and to 
the north and south the elevation of the ranges increases. In 
the east part of the state is the magnificent Sierra Nevada, 
a great block of the earth's crust, faulted along its eastern side 
and tilted up so as to have a gentle back slope to the west and 
a steep fault escarpment facing east, the finest mountain system 
of the United States. The Sierra proper, from Lassen's Peak to 
Tehachapi Pass in Kern county, is about 430 m. long (from 
Mt. Shasta in Siskiyou county to Mt. San Jacinto in Riverside 
county, more than 600 m.). It narrows to the north and the 
altitude declines in the same direction. Far higher and grander 
than the Coast Range, the Sierra is much less complicated, 
being indeed essentially one chain of great simplicity of structure. 
It is only here and there that a double line of principal summits 
mists. The slope is everywhere long and gradual on the west, 
averaging about 200 ft. to the mile. Precipitous gorges or 
canyons often from 2000 to 5030 ft. in depth become a more 
and more marked feature of the range as one proceeds north-
ward; over great portions of it they average probably not more 
than 20 m. apart. Where the volcanic formations were spread 
uniformly over the flanks of the mountains, the contrast between 
the canyons and the plain-like region of gentle slope in which 
they have been excavated is especially marked and characteristic. 
The eastern slope is very precipitous, due to a great fault which 
drops the rocks of the Great Basin region abruptly downward 
several thousand feet. Rare passes cross the chain, opening 
at the foot of the mountains on east and on the west high on their 
flanks, 7000-10,000 ft. above the sea. Between 36°  30'  and 38°  

the lowest gap of any kind is above 9000 ft; and the average 
height of those actually used is probably not less than zi,000 ft. 
The Kearsarge, most used of all, is still higher. Very few in 
the entire Sierra are passable by vehicles. Some forty peaks 
are catalogued between s000 and 8000 ft., and there are eleven 
above 14,000. The highest portion of the system is between 
the parallels of 36° 3o' and 37°  3o'; here the passes are about 
12,000 ft. in elevation, and the peaks range from 13,000 ft. 
upward, Mount Whitney, 14,502 ft., being the highest summit 
of the United States, excluding Alaska. From this peak north-
ward there is a gradual decline, until at the point where the 
Central Pacific crosses in lot: 39 °:20' the elevation is only 7000 ft. 

Of the mountain scenery the granite pinnacles and domes of 
the highest Sierra opposite Owen's Lake, where there is a drop 
eastward into the valley of about ro,000 ft. in to m.; the snowy 
volcanic cone of Mt Shasta, rising moo° ft. above the adjacent 
plains; and the lovely valleys of the Coast Range, and the 
south fork of the King river—all these have their charms; 
but most beautiful of all is the unique scenery of the Yosemite 
Valley (q.v.). Much of the ruggedness and beauty of the 
mountains is due to the erosive action of many alpine glaciers 
that once existed on the higher summits, and which have left 
behind their evidences in valleys and amphitheatres with 
towering walls, polished rock-expanses, glacial lakes and meadows 
and tumbling waterfalls. Remnants of these glaciers are still 
to be seen,—as notably on Mt. Shasta,—though shrunk to small 
dimensions. Glacial action may be studied well as far south as 
36°. The canyons are largely the work of rivers, modified by 
glaciers that ran through them after the rivers had formed them. 
All of the Sierra lakes and ponds are of glacial origin and there 
are some thousands of them. The lower lake line is about 8000 
ft.; it is lower to the north than to the south, owing to the different 
climate, and the different period of glacial retrogression. Of 
these lakes some are fresh, and some—as those of the north-east 
counties—alkali. The finest of all is Tahoe, 6225 ft. above the 
sea, lying between the true Sierras and the Basin Ranges, with 
peaks on several sides rising 4000-5000 ft. above it It is I SOO 
ft. deep and its waters are of extraordinary purity (containing 
only three grains of solid matter to the gallon). Clear Lake, 
in the Coast Range, is another beautiful sheet of water. It is 
estimated by John Muir that on an average " perhaps more than 
a mile " of degradation took place in the last glacial period; 
but with regard to the whole subject of glacial action in California 
as in other fields, there is considerable difference of opinion. 
The same authority counted 65 small residual glaciers between 
36° 3o' and 39°; two-thirds of them lie between 37. and 38°, 
on some of the highest peaks in the district of the San Joaquin, 
Merced, Tuolumne and Owen's rivers. They do not descend, 
on an average, below x x,000 ft.; the largest of all, on Mt. Shasta, 
descends to 9500 ft. above the sea. 

Volcanic action has likewise left abundant traces, especially 
in the northern half of the range, whereas the evidences of 
glacial action are most perfect (though not most abundant) 
in the south. Lava covers most of the northern half of the 
range, and there are many craters and ash-cones, some recent and 
of perfect form. Of these the most remarkable is Mt. Shasta. 
In Owen's Valley is a fine group of extinct or dormant volcanoes. 

Among the other indications of great geological disturbances 
on the Pacific Coast may also be mentioned the earthquakes 
to which California like the rest of the coast is liable. From r850 
to x887 almost Boo were catalogued by Professor E. H. Holden 
for California, Oregon and Washington. They occur in •all 
seasons, scores of slight tremors being recorded every year by 
the Weather Bureau; but they are of no importance, and even 
of these the number affecting any particular locality is small. 
From 2769 to 1887 there were 20 " destructive " and 24 other 
" extremely severe " shocks according to the Rossi Ford nomen-
clatural scale of intensity. In 1822 great destruction was 
wrought by an earthquake that affected all the southern part 
of the state; in x865 the region about San Francisco was violently 
disturbed; in 2872 the whole Sierra and the state of Nevada 
were violently shaken; and in 1906 San Francisco (q.v.) was in 
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large part destroyed b-y-a-shock that caused great damage else-
where in the state. 

North of 40° N. lat. the Coast Range and Sierra systems unite, 
forming a country extremely rough. The eastern half of this 
area is covered chiefly with volcanic plains, very dry and barren, 
lying between precipitous, although not very lofty, ranges; 
the western half is magnificently timbered, and toward the coast 
excessively wet. Between 35 °  and 36° N. lat. the Sierra at its 
southern end turns westward toward the coast as the Tehachapi 
Range. The valley is thus closed to the north and south, and 
is surrounded by a mountain wall, which is broken down in but 
a single place, the gap behind the Golden Gate at San Francisco. 
Through this passes the entire drainage of the interior. The 
length of the, valley is about 45o m., its breadth averages about 
40 m. if the lower foothills be included, so that the entire area 
is about i8,000 sq. m. The drainage basin measured from 
the water-partings of the enclosing mountains is some three 
times as great. From the mouth of the Sacramento to Redding, 
at the northern head of the valley, the rise is 552 ft. in 192 m., 
and from the mouth of the San Joaquin southward to Kern 
lake it is 282 ft. in 26o m. 

Two great rivers drain this central basin,—the San Joaquin, 
whose valley comprises more than three-fifths of the entire 
basin, and the Sacramento, whose valley comprises the remainder. 
The San Joaquin is a very crooked stream floring through a low 
mud-plain, with tule banks; the Sacramento is much less 
meandering, and its immediate basin, which is of sandy loam, 
is higher and more attractive than that of the San Joaquin. 
The eastward flanks of the Coast Range are very scantily forested, 
and they furnish not a single stream permanent enough to reach 
either the Sacramento or San Joaquin throughout the dry season. 
On the eastern side of both rivers are various important tribu-
taries, fed by the more abundant rains and melting snows of the 
western flank of the Sierra; but these streams also shrink 
greatly in the dry season. The Feather, emptying into the 
Sacramento river about so m. N. of the city of Sacramento, 
is the most important tributary of the Sacramento river. A 
striking feature of the Sacramento system is that for 200 m. 
north of the Feather it does not receive a single tributary of 
any importance, though walled in by high mountains. Another 
peculiar and very general feature of the drainage system of the 
state is the presence of numerous so-called river " sinks," where 
the waters disappear, either directly by evaporation or (as in 
Death Valley) after flowing for a time beneath the surface. 
These " sinks " are therefore not the true sinks of limestone 
regions. The popular name is applied to Owen's lake, at the 
end of Owen's river; to Mono lake, into which flow various 
streams rising in the Sierra between Mount Dana and Castle 
Peak; and to Death Valley, which contains the " sink " of the 
Amargosa river, and evidently was once an extensive lake, 
although now only a mud-flat in ordinary winters, and a dry, 
alkaline, desert plain in summer. All these lakes, and the other 
mountain lakes before referred to, show by the terraces about 
them that the water stood during the glacial period much higher 
than it does now. Tulare ,lake, which with Buena Vista lake 
and Kern lake receives the drainage of the southern Sierra, 
shows extreme local variations of shore-line, and is generally 
believed to have shrunk extremely since 1850, though of this 
no adequate proof yet exists. In Iwo it was about aoo sq. m. 
in area. In wet seasons it overflows its banks and becomes 
greatly extended in area, discharging its surplus waters into the 
San Joaquin; but in dry seasons the evaporation is so great 
that there is no such discharge. The drainage of Lassen, Siskiyou 
and Modoc counties has no outlet to the sea and is collected 
in a number of great alkaline lakes. 

Finally along the sea below Pt. Conception are fertile coastal 
plains of considerable extent, separated from the interior deserts 
by various mountain ranges from s000 to 7000 ft. high, and 
with peaks much higher (San Bernardino, 11,600; San Jacinto, 
10,80o; San Antonio, 50,140). Unlike the northern Sierra, 
the ranges of Southern California are broken down in a number 
of places. It is over these passes—Soledad, 2822 ft., Cajon, 

San Gorgonio`, i-56o-  ft.thitt the railways cross to the coast. 
That part of California which lies to the south and east of the 
southern inosculation of the Coast Range and the Sierra com-
prises an area of fully 50,o00 sq. m., and belongs to the Basin 
Range region. Fcir the most part it is excessively dry and 
barren. The Mohave desert—embracing Kern, Los Angeles 
and San Bernardino, as also a large part of San Diego, Imperial 
and Riverside counties—belong to the " Great Basin," while a 
narrow strip along the Colorado river is in the " Open Basin 
Region.", They have no drainage to the sea, save fitfully for 
slight areas through the Colorado river. The Mohave desert is 
about woo ft. above the sea in general altitude. The southern 
part of the Great Basin region is vaguely designatedthe Colorado 
desert. In San Diego, Imperial and RiVerside counties a number 
of creeks or so-called rivers, with beds that are normally dry, 
flow centrally toward the desert of Salton Sipk or " Sea "; 
this is the lowest part of a large area that is depressed below the 
level of the sea,—at Salton 263 ft., and 287 ft. at the lowest point. 
In r000 the Colorado river (q.v.) was tapped south of the Mexican 
boundary for water wherewith to irrigate land in the Imperial 
Valley along the Southern Pacific railway, adjoining Salton Sea. 
The river enlarged the canal, and finding a steeper gradient than 
that to its mouth, was diverted into the Colorado desert, flooding 
Salton Sea; ,  and when the break in this river was closed for 
the second time in February igo7, though much of its water 
still escaped through minor channels and by seepage, a lake 
more than 40o sq. m. in area was left. A permanent 60 ft. 
masonry dam was completed in July 5907. The region to the 
east of the Sierra, likewise in the Great Basin province, between 
the crest of that range and the Nevada boundary, is very moun-
tainous. Owen's river runs through it from north to south for 
some r8o in. Near Owen's lake the scenery is extremely grand. 
The valley here is very narrow, and on either side the mountaink 
rise from 7000 to to,000 ft. above the lake and river. The Inyo 
range, on the east, is quite bare of timber, and its summits are 
only occasionally whitened with snow for a few days during the 
winter, as almost all precipitation is cut off by the higher ranges 
to the westward. Still further to the east some 40 m. from the 
lake is Death Valley (including Lost or Mesquite Valley)—the 
name a reminder of the fate of a party of " forty-niners " who 
perished here, by thirst or by starvation and exposure. Death 
Valley, some so m. long and on an average 20-25 m. broad from 
the crests of the inclosing mountain ranges (or 5-so m. at their 
base), constitutes an independent drainage basin. It is below 
sea level (about 276 ft. according to recent surveys), and altogether 
is one of the most remarkable physical features of California. 
The mountains about it are high and bare and brilliant with 
varied colours. The Amargosa river, entering the valley from 
Nevada, disappears in the salty basin. Enormous quantities 
of borax, already exploited, and of nitrate of soda, are known 
to be present in the surrounding country, the former as almost 
pure borate of lime in Tertiary lake sediments. 

The physiography of the state is the evident determinant of 
its climate, fauna and flora. California has the highest land 
and the lowest land of the United States, the greatest variety 
of temperature and rainfall, and of products of the soil. 

Climate.—The climate is very different from that of the 
Atlantic coast; and indeed very different from that of any part 
of the country save that bordering California. Amid great 
variations of local weather there are some peculiar features that 
obtain all over the state. In the first place, the climate of the 
entire Pacific Coast is milder and more uniform in temperature 
than that of the states in corresponding latitude east of the 
mountains. Thus we have to go north as far as Sitka in 57° N. 
lat. to find the same mean yearly temperature as that of Halifax, 
Nova Scotia, in latitude 44°  39'.  And going south along the 
coast, we find the mean temperature of San Diego 6° or 7 °  less 
than that of Vicksburg, Miss., or Charleston, S.C. The quantity 
of total annual heat supply at Puget Sound exceeds that P 

Philadelphia, Pittsburg, Cleveland or Omaha, all more th 
In December 1904 Salton Sea was dry; in February 1906 it ' 

occupied by a lake 6o m. long. 
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soo m. farther south; Cape Flattery, exposed the year round 
to cold ocean fop, receives more heat than Eastport, Maine, 
which is 3° farther south and has a warmer summer. In the 
second place, the means of winter and summer are much nearer 
the mean of the year in California than in the east. This condi-
tion of things is not so marked as one goes inward from the 
coast; yet everywhere save in the high mountains the winters 
are comparatively mild. In the third place, the division of the 
year into two seasons—a wet one and a dry (and extremely 
dusty) one—marks this portion of the Pacific Coast in the most 
decided manner, and this natural climatic area coincides almost 
exactly in its extension with that of California; being truly 
characteristic neither of Lower California nor of the greater part 
of Oregon, though more so of Nevada and Arizona. And finally, 
in the fourth place, except on the coast the disagreeableness of 
the heat of summer is greatly lessened by the dryness of the air 
and the consequent rapidity of evaporation. Among the 
peculiarities of Californian climate it Is not one of the least 
striking that as one leaves the Sacramento or San Joaquin plains 
and travels into the mountains it becomes warmer, at least for 
the first t000 or 3000 ft. of ascent. 

Along both the Coast Range and the Sierra considerable 
rainfall is certain, although, owing to the alight snow accumula-
tions of the former, its streams are decidedly variable. A heavy 
rain-belt, with a normal fall of more than 40 in., covers all the 
northern half of the Sierra and the north-west counties; shading 
of from this is the region of 10-20 in. fall, which covers all the 
rest of the state save bp, Kern and San Bernardino counties, 
Imperial county and the eastern portion of Riverside county; 
the precipitation of this belt is from o to to in. 'In excessively 
dry years the limits of this last division may include all of the 
state below Fresno and the entire Central Valley as well. In 
the mountains the precipitation increases with the altitude; 
above &co or 7000 ft. it is almost wholly in the form of snow; 
and this snow, melting in summer, is of immense importance to 
the state, supplying water once for placer mining and now for 
irrigation. The north-west counties are extremely wet; many 
localities here have normal rainfalls of 60-70 in. and even higher 
annually, while in extreme seasons as much as 125 in. falls. 
Along the entire Pacific Coast, but particularly N. of San Fran-
cisco, there is a night fog from May to September. It extends 
but a few miles inland, but within this belt is virtually a pro-
longation of the rainy season and has a marked effect on 
vegetation. Below San Francisco the precipitation decreases 
along the coast, until at San Diego it is only about to in. The 
south-east counties are the driest portions of the United States. 
At Ogilby, Volcano, Indio and other stations on the Southern 
Pacific line the normal annual precipitation is from • s to a.s in.; 
and there are localities near Owen's lake, even on its very edge, 
that are almost dry. For days in succession when it storms 
along the Southern California coasts and dense rain clouds blow 
landwards to the mountains, leaving snow or rain on their 
summits, it has been observed that within a few miles beyond 
the ridge the contact of the desert air dissipates the remaining 
moisture of the clouds into light misty masses, like a steam 
escape in cold air. The extreme heat of the south-east is tempered 
by the extremely low humidity characteristic of the Great Basin, 
which in the interior of the two southernmost counties is very 
low. The humidity of places such as Fresno, Sacramento and 
Red Bluff in the valley varies from 48 to 58. Many places in 
northern, southern, central, mountain and southern coastal 
California normally have more than too perfectly clear days in a 
year; and many in the mountains and in the south, even on the 
coast, have more than 25o. The extreme variability in the 
amount of rainfall is remarkable. ,  The effects of a season of 
drought on the dry portions of the state need not be adverted 
to; and as there is no rain or snow of any consequence 
on the mountains during summer, a succession of dry 
seasons may almost bare the ranges of the accumulated stock 

' During the interval from 1830 to 1872 the yearly rainfall at 
San Francisco ranged from tt -37 to 49.27 in ; from 013o to 1904 the 
avenge was 22.74. and the probable annual variation 4 in.  

of previous winter snows, thus making worse what is already 
bad. 

The Colorado desert (together with the lower Gila Valley 
of Arizona) is the hottest part of the United States. Along the 
line of the Southern Pacific the yearly extreme is frequently 
from 124° to 129°  F. (i.e. in the shade, which is almost if not 
quite the greatest heat ever actually recorded in any part of the 
world). At the other extreme, temperatures of -20° to - 36° 

 are recorded yearly on the Central (Southern) Pacific line near 
Lake Tahoe. The normal annual means of the coldest localities 
of the state are from 37°  to 44°  F.; the monthly means from 
20°  to 65° F. The normal annual means on Indio, Mammoth 
Tanks, Salton and Volcano Springs are from 73.0°  to 78.4 F.; the 
monthly means from sa.8° to (frequently OS°  to 98°). 
The normal trend of the annual isotherms of the state is very 
simple: a low line of about 4o° circles the angle in the Nevada 
boundary line; so° normally follows the northern Sierra across 
the Oregon border; lines of higher temperature enclose the 
Great Valley; and lines of still higher temperature—usually 
6o°  to 7o°, in hotter years 6o° to 7$°—run transversely across 
the southern quarter of the state. 

Another weather. factor is the winds, which are extremely 
regular in their movements. There are briskdiurnal sea-breezes, 
and seasonal trades and counter-trades. Along the coast an 
on-shore breeze blows every summer day; in the evening it is 
replaced by a night-fog, and the cooler air draws down the 
mountain sides in opposition to its movement during the day. 
In the upper air a dry off-shore wind from the Rocky Mountain 
plateau prevails throughout the summer; and in winter an on-
shore rain wind. The last is the counter-trade, the alk-year 
wind of Alaska and Oregon; it prevails in winter even off 
Southern California. 

There is the widest and most startling variety of local climates. 
At Truckee, for example, lying about 5800 ft. above the sea near 
Lake Tahoe, the lowest temperature of the year may be-25° F. 
or colder, when 7o m. westward at Rocklin, which lies in the 
foothills about 250 ft. above the sea, the mercury does not 
fall below 28°. Snow never falls at Rocklin, but falls in large 
quantity at Truckee; ice is the crop of the one, oranges of the 
other, at the same time. There are points in Southern California 
where one may actually look from sea to desert and from snow 
to orange groves. Distance from the ocean, situation with 
reference. to the mountain ranges, and altitude are all important 
determinants of these climatic differences; but of these the 
last seems to be most important. At any rate it may be said 
that generally speaking the maximum, minimum and mean 
temperatures of points of approximately equal altitude are 
respectively but slightly different in northern or southern 
California.,  

Death Valley surpasses for combined heat and aridity any 
meteorological stations on earth where regular observations 
are taken, although for extremes of heat it is exceeded by places 
in the Colorado desert. The minimum daily temperature in 
summer is rarely below 7o° F. and often above 9o° F. (in the 
shade), while the maximum may for days in succession be 
as high as 12o° F. A record of 6 months (1891) showed an 
average daily relative humidity of 30.6 in the morning and 15.6 
in the evening, and the humidity sometimes falls to 5. Yet 
the surrounding country is not devoid of vegetation. The hills 
are very fertile when irrigated, and the wet season develops 
a variety of perennial herbs, shrubs and annuals. 

Fauna.—California embraces areas of every life-zone of 
North America: of the boreal, the Hudsonian and Canadian 
subzones; of the transition, the humid Pacific subzone; of 
the upper austral, the arid or upper Sonoran subzone; of the 
lower austral, the and or lower Sonoran; of the tropical, the 
" dilute arid " subzone. As will be inferred from the above 

, The means for Los Angeles and Red Bluff, of Redding and 
Fresno, of San Diego and Sacramento, of San Francisco or Monterey 
and Independence, are respectively about the same; and all of them 
lie between 36° and 63° F. The places mentioned are scattered over 
31° of longitude and 63 °  of latitude. 
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account of temperature, summer is longer in the north, and 
localities in the Valley have more hours of heat than do those 
of south California. Hence that climatic characteristic of 
the entire Pacific Coast—already referred to and which is of 
extreme importance in determining the life-zones of California—
the Treat amount of total annual heat supply at comparatively 
high latitudes. A low summer temperature enables northern 
species to push far southward, while the high heat total of the 
year enables southern species to push far north. The resultant 
intermingling of forms is very marked and characteristic of 
the Pacific Coast states. The distribution of life-zones is 
primarily a matter of altitude and corresponds to that of the 
isotherms. The mountain goat and mountain sheep live in 
the Sierran upper-land, though long ago well-nigh exterminated. 
The Douglas red squirrel is ubiquitous in the Sierran forests 
and their most conspicuous inhabitant. White-tailed deer 
and especially black-tails are found on the high Sierra; the 
mule deer, too, although its habitat is now mainly east of the 
range, on the plateau, is also met with. Grizzly, black, cinnamon 
and brown bears are all Californian species once common and 
to-day rare. When Americans began to rule in California elk 
and antelope herded in great numbers in the Great Valley; 
the former may to-day sometimes be seen, possibly, in the 
northern forests, and the latter occasionally cross into the state 
from Nevada. The sage-hen is abundant on the eastern flank 
of the Sierra. Grouse, quail, crows and woodpeckers (Mdanerpes 
forfniekorus) furnish species characteristic of the state. There 
are various species of ground-squirrels and gophers, which are 
very abundant. Noteworthy in the animal life of the lower 
Sonoma and tropic region are a variety of snakes and lizards, 
desert rats and mice; and, among birds, the cactus wren, desert 
thrasher, desert sparrow, Texas night-hawk, mocking-bird 
and ground cuckoo or road runner (Geococcyx Californiansu). 
The California vulture, the largest flying bird in North America 
and fully as large as the Andean condor, is not limited to Cali-
fornia but is fairly common there. In the zoology and botany 
of California as of the rest of the Pacific Coast, the distinctions 
between the upper austral and humid transition zones are largely 
obliterated; and as one passes southward into the arid lands, 
life forms of both these zones intermingle with those of the 
arid transition. 

Fish are abundant. The United States fish commission, and an 
active state commission established in 1869, have done much to 
preserve and increase this source of food. In tgo4 the yield of 
the fisheries of the three Pacific Coast states was 168,600,000 
lbs., valued at $6,68t,000,—nearly half that of the New England 
states, more than one-third that of the Middle Atlantic states and 
more than that of the South Atlantic and Gulf states combined. 
Of the total, California yielded between a quarter and a third. 
A third of her fish comes from the Sacramento river. Some 23o—
more or less—marine food fishes are to be found in the market at 
San Francisco. The exports of fish from that port from 1892-
1899 were valued at from $2,000,000 to $2,5oo,000 annually. 
Native oysters are small and of peculiar flavour; eastern 
varieties also are fattened, but not bred in California waters. 
Shrimp are abundant; the shrimp fishers are Chinese and four-
fifths of the catch is exported to China. Sturgeon were once the 
cheapest fish after salmon; to-day, despite all efforts to increase 
the supply, they are the dearest. Salmon, once threatened with 
extinction, have been saved, maintained in good supply, and 
indeed have probably regained their pristine abundance, Shad 
and striped bass are both very abundant and cheap. Black bass, 
flounders, terrapin, sea-turtles, perch, turbot, sole and catfish are 
also common. Great herds of seals once lay like toll-gatherers off 
the Golden Gate and other bays of the coast, taking a large share 
of the salmon and other fish; but they are no longer common. 
The sea-lions sometimes raid the rivers for too m. inland. They 
have greatly increased since hunting them for their hides and oil 
ceased to be profitable, and thousands sometimes gather on the 
Farallones, off the Golden Gate. 

Flora.—Inclusiveness of range in the distribution of vegetable 
life is perhaps more suggestive than the distribution of animal  

species. The variation Is from dwarf mountain pine to giant 
cactus and dates. The humid transition belt is the habitat of 
California's magnificent forests. Nut pine, juniper and true 
sage-brush (A rtemisia tridettlata) characterize the upper Sonoran, 
—although the latter grows equally in the transition zone. 
Cereals, orchard fruits and alfalfa are of primary importance in 
the upper and of secondary importance in the lower Sonoran. In 
the grid portions of this and the tropic areas the indigenous plants 
are creosote, mesquite and alfileria bushes, desert acacias, 
pa loverdes, alkali-heath, salt grass, agaves, yuccas (especially the 
Spanish-bayonet and Joshua tree) and cactuses. Among exotics 
the Australian saltbush spreads successfully over the worst alkali 
land. The introduction of other exotics into these zones,—made 
humid by irrigation, which converts them, the one into true 
austro-riparian the other into true humid tropical,—has revolu-
tionized the agricultural, and indeed the whole, economy of 
California. At the two ends of Cajon Pass, only four or, five 
kilometres apart, are the two utterly distinct floras of the Mohave 
desert and the San Bernardino valley. Despite the presence of 
the pass, plants do not spread, so great is the difference of climatic 
conditions. On the desert the same plant will vary in different 
years from 4 in. to to ft. in height when equally mature, according 
to the rainfall and other conditions of growth. Many mature 
plants are not taller than 0•4 to 0.8 in. The tree yucca often 
attains a height of 20 to ss ft,, and a diameter of vs ft. About 
boo species of plants were catalogued in desert California in z 8oz 
by a government botanical party. The flora of the coast islands 
of California is very interesting. On Santa Cruz Professor Joseph 
Le Conte found 248 species, nearly all of which are distinctively 
Californian, 48 being peculiar to the surrounding islands and 28 
peculiar to Southern California. Various other things indicates 
separation of the islands from the mainland in quaternary times; 
since which, owing to the later southward movement on the 
continent of northern forms in glacial times, there has been a 
struggle for existence on the mainland from which the islands 
have largely escaped. 

Forests.—The forests and agricultural crops of the state de-
mand particular notice. In l000 the woodland was estimated 
by the United States census at 22% of the state's area, and the 
total stand at 200,000 million ft. of timber. The variety of forest 
trees is not great, but some of the California trees are unique, and 
the forests of the state are, with those of Oregon and Washington, 
perhaps the most magnificent of the world. At least the coni-
ferous forests which make up nine-tenths of California's woodland 
surpass all others known in number of species and in the size and 
beauty of the trees. Forty-six species occur, namely, 32 species 
of pitch trees (28 pines), is species of the cypresses and their 
allies (2 sequoia), and 2 species of yews or their allies. Peculiar 
to California are the two species of sequoia (q.e.),—the redwood 
(S. senspervirens), and the big-tree (S. gigantea), remnants of an 
earlier age when they were common in other parts of the world. 
The redwood grows only in a narrow strip on the Coast Range 
from Southern Oregon (where there are not more than moo acres) 
down nearly to the Golden Gate, in a habitat of heavy rains and 
heavy fogs. They cover an area of about z000 sq. m. almost 
unmixed with other species. One fine grove stands S. of San 
Francisco near Santa Cruz. These noble trees attain very often 
a height of more than 300 ft., frequently of 350 and even more, 
and a butt diameter of more than r s to 20 ft., with clean, straight 
fluted trunks rising 200 ft. below the lowest branches. They grow 
in a very dense timber stand; single acres have yielded 
1,500,000 ft. B.M. of lumber, and single trees have cut as high as 
root000 ft. The total stand in 'goo was estimated by the United 
States census as 25,000,000,000 ft., and the ordinary stand per 
acre varies from 25,000 to z so,000 ft., averaging probably 6o,000 
ft. The redwood is being rapidly used for lumber. 'There. is 
nowhere any considerable young growth from seed, although this 
mode of reproduction is not (as often stated) unknown; the tree 
will reproduce itself more than once from the stump (hence its 
name). In thirty years a tree has been known to grow to a height 
of 8o ft. and a diameter of 16 in. The wood contains no pitch and 
much water, and in a green condition will not burn. To this fact 
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it owes its immunity from the forest fires which wreak frightful 
havoc among the surrounding forests. As the redwood is limited 
to the Coast Range, so the big tree is limited wholly to the Sierra 
Nevada. Unlike the redwood the big tree occurs in scattered 
groves (ten in all) among other species. Its habitat extends 
some 200 m., from latitude 36" to 39", nowhere descending much 
below an altitude of s000 ft., nor rising above 8000 ft. The most 
northerly grove and the nearest to San Francisco is the Calaveras 
Grove near Stockton; the Mariposa Grove just south of the Yose-
mite National Park, is a state reservation and easily accessible 
to tourists. The noblest groves are near Visalia, and are held as 
a national park. The average height is about 275 ft., and the 
diameter near the ground 20 ft.; various individuals stand over 
300 ft., and a diameter of 25 ft. is not rare. One tree measures 
35.7 ft. inside the bark 4 ft. above the ground, to ft. at 203 ft. 
above the ground, and is 325 ft. tall. Specimens have been cut 
down that were estimated to be 13oo and even 2200 years old; 
many trees standing are presumably 2500 years old. It is the 
opinion of John Muir that the big tree would normally live soco 
yews or more; that the California groves are still in their prime; 
that, contrary to general ideas, the big tree was never more widely 
distributed than now, at least not within the past 80oo or zo,coo 
years; that it is not a decaying species, but that on the contrary 
" no tree of all the forest is more enduringly established in con-
cord with climate and soil," growing like the mountain pine even 
on granite, and in little danger save from the greed of the lumber. 
man; but other excellent authorities consider it as hardly hold-
ing its own, especially in the north. Three main wood belts cover 
the flanks of the Sierra: the lower or main pine belt, the silver fir 
belt, and the upper pine belt. The sugar pine, the yellow or silver 
pine and the Douglas spruce (considerably smaller than in Oregon 
and Washington), are rivals in stature and nobility, all attaining 
200 ft. or more when full grown; and the incense cedar reaches a 
height of 15o ft. In this belt and the following one of firs the big 
tree also grows. The white silver fir (abler condor) and the silver 
or red fir (eb. magnifica), standing 20010 250 ft., make up almost 
wholly the main forest belt from 5000 to 900o ft. for some 450 m. 
Above the firs come the tamarack, constituting the bulk of the 
lower Alpine forest; the hardy long-lived mountain pine; the 
red cedar or juniper, growing even on the baldest rocks; the 
beautiful hemlock spruce; the still higher white pine, nut pine, 
needle pine; and finally, at 10,030 to 12,000 ft., the dwarf pine, 
which grows in a tangle on the earth over which one walks, and 
may not show for a century's growth more than a foot of height 
oran inch of girth. The Nevada slope of the mountains below 7500 
ft. is covered with the nut pine down to the sage plains. Its nuts 
are gathered in enormous amounts by the Indians for food; and 
it is estimated that the yearly harvest of these nuts exceeds in 
bulk that of all the cereals of California (John Muir). On the 
Sierra the underbrush is characterized by the pungent manzanita, 
the California buckeye and the chamiso; the last two growing 
equally abundantly on the Coast Range. The chamiso and the 
manzanita, with a variety of shrubby oaks and thorny plants, 
often grow together in a dense and sometimes quite impenetrable 
undergrowth, forming what is known as " chaparral "; if the 
chamiso occurs alone the thicket is a " chamisal." The elm, the 
hickory, the beech, the chestnut, and many others of the most 
characteristic and useful trees of the eastern states were originally 
entirely wanting in California. Oaks are abundant; they are 
especially characteristic of the Great Valley, where they grow in 
magnificent groves. Up to l9 to national forest reserves amounted 
to 27,963,510 acres. In 1909 Congress created a national forest 
to include the big tree groves in Calaveras and Tuolumne con n ties. 
One of the noblest redwood areas (that of Santa Cruz county) is 
a state reservation (created in 19o1). Even within reservations 
almost all the merchantable timber is owned by private in-
dividuals. In addition to native trees many others—especially 
ornamental species—have been successfully introduced from 
various parts of the world. 

Solt.—Sand and foams in great variety, grading from mere 
land to adobe, make up the soils of the state. The plains of 
the north-mist counties are volcanic, and those of the south-east  

sandy. It is impossible to say with accuracy what part of the 
state may properly be classed as tillable. The total farm acreage 
in 1900 was 28,828,951 acres, of which 41.5 % were improved; 
since 1880 the absolute amount of improved land has remained 
practically constant, despite the extraordinary progress of the 
state in these years. Much land is too rough, too elevated 
or too arid ever to be made agriculturally available; but irriga-
tion, and the work of the state and national agricultural bureaus 
in introducing new plants and promoting scientific farming, 
have accomplished much that once seemed impossible. The 
peculiarities of the climate, especially its division into two 
seasons, make Californian (and Southern Arizona) agriculture 
very different from that of the rest of the country. During the 
winter no shelter is necessary for live-stock, nor, during summer, 
for the grains that are harvested in June and July, and may lie 
for weeks or months in the field. The mild, wet winter is the 
season of planting and growth, and so throughout the year there 
is a succession of crops. The dangers of drought in the long dry 
seasons particularly increase the uncertainties of agriculture in 
regions naturally arid. Irrigation was introduced in Southern 
California before 1780, but its use was desultory and its spread 
slow till after 1850. In tem almost 1,50o,00o acres were irrigated 
—an increase of 46%a  since 1890. About half of this total was 
in San Joaquin Valley. California has the greatest area of 
irrigated land of any state in the Union, and offers the most 
complete utilization of resources. In the south artesian wells, 
and in the Great Valley the rivers of the Sierra slope, are the 
main source of water-supply. On nearly all lands irrigated 
some crops will grow in ordinary seasons without irrigation, but 
it is this that makes possible selection of crops; practically 
indispensable for all field and orchard culture in the south, 
save for a few moist coastal areas, it everywhere increases the 
yield of all crops and is practised generally all over the state. 
Of the acreage devoted to alfalfa in 1899, 76.2% was irrigated; 
of that devoted to subtropical fruits, 71.7 %. Small fruits, 
orchard fruits, hay, garden products and grains are decreasingly 
dependent on irrigation; wheat, which was once California's 
great staple, is (for good, but not for best results) comparatively 
independent of it,—hence its early predominance in Californian 
agriculture, due to this success on arid lands since taken over 
for more remunerative irrigated crops. 

A griculture.—The spread of irrigation and of intensive cultiva-
tion, and the increase of small farms during the last quarter of 
the 19th century, have made California what it is to-day. Agri-
culture had its beginning in wheat-raising on great ranches, 
from so,coo even to several hundred thousand acres in extent. 
A few of these, particularly in the Great Valley, are still worked, 
but only a few. The average size of farms in 1850 (when the 
large Mexican grants were almost the only farms, and these 
unbroken) was 4466 acres; in 1860 it was 466.4, and in 1900 

only 3971 acres. Stock ranches, tobacco plantations, and hay 
and grain farms, average from 80o to 530 acres, and counteract 
the tendency of dairy farms, beet plantations, orchards, vegetable 
gardens and nurseries to lower the size of the farm unit still 
further. The renting of large holdings prevails to a greater 
extent than in any other state except Texas. From 188o to 
1900 the number of farms above 503 and below moo acres 
doubled; half of the total in 19oo were smaller than zoo acres. 
The most remunerative and most characteristic farming to-day 
is diversified and intensive and on small holdings. The essential 
character of California's economic life has been determined 
by the successive predominance of grass, gold, grain and fruits. 
Omitting the second it may be truly said that the order of 
agricultural development has been mainly one of blind experi-
ment or fortuitous circumstances. Staple products have changed 
with increasing knowledge of climatic conditions, of life-zones 
and of the fitness of crops; first hides and tallow, then wool, 
wheat, grapes (which in the early eighteen-nineties were the 
leading fruit), deciduous orchard fruits, and semi-tropical citrus 
fruits successively. Prunes were introduced in :854, but their 
possibilities were only slightly appreciated for some thirty years. 
Of various other crops much the same is true. Of late years 
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progress has been very intelligent; in earlier years it was gained 
through a multitude of experiments and failures, and great 
pecuniary loss, and progress was a testimonial chiefly to courage 
and perseverance. The possibilities of the lower Sonoran and 
tropical areas are still imperfectly known. Nature has been 
niggard of rain but lavish in soil and sum Irrigation has shown 
that with water, arid and barren plains, veritable deserts may 
be made to bloom with immense wealth of semi-tropical fruits; 
and irrigation in the tropical area along the Colorado river, 
which is so arid that it naturally bears only desert vegetation, 
has made it a true humid-tropical region like Southern Florida, 
growing true tropical fruits. 

In 1900 California ranked eleventh among the states in total 
value of farm property ($796,527,955) and in 1899 fourteenth 
in the value of farm products ($132,690,606). The growth of 
the former from 1890 to zpoo was only 2•5%, one of the 
smallest increases among all the states. 

The pastoral period extended from 1769 to 2848. The live-
stock industry was introduced by the Franciscans and flourished 
exceedingly. In 1834, when the missions had already passed 
their best days, there were some 486,000 cattle, horses, mules 
and asses on the ranges, and 325,000 small animals, principally 
sheep. Throughout the pre-American period stock-raising 
was the leading industry; it built up the prosperity of the 
missions, largely supported the government and almost ex-
clusively sustained foreign commerce. Hides and tallow were 
the sum and substance of Californian economy. Horses were 
slaughtered wholesale at times to make way for cattle on the 
ranges. There was almost no dairying; olive oil took the place 
of butter, and wine of milk, at the missions; and in general 
indeed the Mexicans were content with water. In the develop-
ment of the state under the American regime the live-stock 
industry has been subordinate. A fearful drought in 1862-1864 
greatly depressed it, and especially discouraged cattle ranching. 
Sheep then became of primary importance, until the increase 
of the flocks threatened ranges and forests with destruction. 
As late as 1876 there were some 7,000,000 sheep, in 29oo only 
2,581,000, and in 2906 only 1,750,000. In the total value of 
all live stock (5,402, 297 head) in 290o (S65,0000:00 the rank of 
the state was 25th in the Union, and in value of dairy products 
in 1899 (12.84 'million dollars) 12th. The live-stock industry 
showed a tendency to decline after 289o, and the dairy industry 
also, despite various things—notably 'irrigation and alfalfa 
culture—that have favoured them. 

Cereals replaced hides and tallow in importance after 1848. 
Wheat was long California's greatest crop. Its production 
steadily increased till about 1884, the production in 288o, the 
banner year, being more than 54 million bushels (3 2 ,537,360 

 centals). Since 2884 its production has markedly fallen off; 
in 19o5 the wheat crop was 17,542,013 bushels, and in 1906, 
26,883,662 bushels (valued at $20,162,746). There has been a 
general parallelism between the amount of rain and the amount 
of wheat produced; but as yet irrigation is little used for this 
crop. In the eighth decade of the 19th century, the value of the 
wheat product had come to exceed that of the annual output 
of gold. Barley has always been very important. The acreage 
given to it in 1899 was one-fourth the total cereal acreage, and 
San Francisco in 1902-1904 was the shipping point of the larger 
part of American exported barley, of (roughly) three-quarters 
in 2902, seven-eighths in 1903 and four-fifths in 1904. In 2906 
California produced 38,760,000 bushels of barley, valued at 
$20,930,400. The great increase in the acreage of barley, which 
was 2 2. % of the country's barley acreage in 2906, and 24.2% 
in 2905, is one reason for the decreased production of wheat. 
The level nature of the great grain farms of the valley led to the 
utilization of machinery of remarkable character. Combined 
harvesters (which enter a field of standing grain and leave this 
grain piled in sacks ready for shipment), steam gang-ploughs, 
and other farm machinery are of truly extraordinary size and 
efficiency. In 2899 cereals represented more than • third of the 
total crop acreage and crop product ($93,642,334) of the state. 
Wheat and other cereals are in part cut for hay, and the hay crop  

of 1906 was 1,133,465 tons, valued at $12,751,481. California 
is one of the leading hop-producing states of the Union, the 
average annual production since 29o1 being more than zo,000.000 
lb. The product of sugar beets increased between An .and 
1902 from 2920 to 73,761 tons (according to the state board of 
trade), and in 2909 (according to the department of agriculture) 
it was 882,o84 tons, from which 254,544,003 lb of sugar was 
manufactured. In this industry California in 11909 ranked 
second to Colorado. Truck gardening for export is an 
assured industry, especially in the north. Great quantities of 
vegetables, fresh and canned, are shipped yearly, and the same 
is true on a far larger scale of fruit. Vegetable exports more 
than doubled between 1894 and 1903. In 2899 hay and grain 
represented slightly more than a third of the farm acreage 
and capital and also of the value of all farm products; 
live-stock and dairy farms represented slightly more than 
half the acreage, and slightly under 3o% of the capital and 
produce; fruit farms absorbed 6.2% of the acreage and 27% 
of the capital, and returned 22.5% of the value of farm 
produce. 

Fruit-growing.—Horticulture is now the principal industry, 
and in this field California has no rival in the United States, 
although ranking after Florida in the growth of some tropical 
or semi-tropical fruits,—pineapples, guava, limes, pomeloes or 
grape-fruit and Japanese persimmons. In 1899 California's 
output of fruit was more than a fifth of that of the whole Union. 
The supremacy of the state is established in the growth of oranges, 
lemons, citrons, olives, figs, almonds, Persian (or English) 
walnuts, plums and prunes, grapes and raisins, nectarines, 
apricots and pomegranates; it also leads in pears and peaches, 
but here its primacy is not so assured. Southern California 
by no means monopolizes the warm-zone fruits: Oranges, 
lemons and walnuts come chiefly from that section, but citrus 
fruits grow splendidly in the Sierra foothills of the Sacramento 
Valley, and indeed ripen earlier there than in the southern 
district. Almonds, as well as peaches, pears, plums, cherries 
and apricots, come mainly from the north. Over half of the 
prune crop comes from Santa Clara county, and the bulk of the 
raisin output from Fresno county. Olives thrive as far north 
as the head of the Great Valley, growing in all the valleys and 
foothills up to 25o0 or 2000 ft. They were introduced by the 
Franciscans (as were various other subtropical fruits, pears and 
grapes), but their scientific betterment and commercial import-
ance date from about 1885. They grow very abundantly and of 
the finest quality; for many years poor methods of preparation 
prejudiced the market against the Californian product, but this 
has ceased to be the case. The modern orange industry practic-
ally began with the introduction into Southern California in 1873 
of two seedless orange trees from Brazil; from their stock have 
been developed by budding millions of trees bearing a seedless 
fruit known as the " Washington navel," which now holds first 
rank in American markets; other varieties, mainly seedlings, 
are of great but secondary importance. Shipments continue 
the year round. There has been more than one horticultural 
excitement in California, but especially in orange culture, which 
was for a time almost as epidemic a fever as gold seeking once 
was. By reason of the co-operative effort demanded for the 
large problems of irrigation, packing and marketing, the citrus 
industry has done much for the permanent development of the 
state, and its extraordinary growth made it, towards the close 
of the 19th century, the most striking and most potent single 
influence in the growth of agriculture. State legislation has 
advanced the fruit interest in all possible ways. Between 1872 
and 2903 exports of canned fruits increased from 9: to 94,205 
short tons; between 188o and 19o3 the intrease of dried fruit ex-
ports was from 295 to 149,531 tons; of fresh deciduous fruits, from 
2590 CO 202,299; of raisins, from 400 to 39,963; of citrus fruits, 
from 458 to 299,623; of wines and brandies between z891 and 
2903, from 47,652 to 97,332 tons. Of the shipments in 1903 
some 44 % were from Southern California,—i.e. from the seven 
southernmost counties. 

Grape culture has a great future in California. Vines were 
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first introduced by the Franciscans in 1771 from Spain, and 
until after 1860" Mission "grapes were practically the only stock 
in California. Afterwards many hundreds of European varieties 
were introduced with great success. " The state has such a 
variety of soil, slope, elevation, temperature and climatic 
conditions as to reproduce, somewhere within its borders, any 
wine now manufactured " (United States Census, loco); but 
experience has not as yet divided the state into districts of 
specialized produce, nor determined just how far indigenous 
American vines may profitably be used, either as base or graftings, 
with European varieties. Grapes are grown very largely over 
the state. Raisins do well as far north as Yolo county, but do 
best in Madera, Fresno, Kings, Tulare and San Diego counties. 
The product is more than sufficient for the markets of the 
United States. Dry wine grapes do best in the counties around 
San Francisco Bay, on unirrigated lands; while sweet wine 
stocks do best in Yolo, San Joaquin and the counties of the 
raisin grape, and on irrigated lands. In *goo California produced 
about three-fifths in value ($3,937,871) and in zoos the same 
proportion ($6,688,620) of the wine output of the United 
States. The value of product more than sextupled from 1138o 
to rood. In quantity the product was more than four times the 
combined product of all other states. The better California 
wines are largely sold under French labels. Brandies are an 
important product. They are made chiefly from grapes, and 
are used to fortify wines. It was officially estimated that in the 
spring of 1904 there were some 227,000 acres of vineyards in 
the state, of which exactly five-tenths were in wine grapes and 
four-tenths in raisin grapes. 

Geld—Between the pastoral period and the era of wheat was 
the golden epoch of Californian history. The existence of gold 
had long been suspected, and possibly known, in California before 
1848, and there had been desultory washings in parts where 
there was very little to reward prospectors. The first perfectly 
authenticated discovery was made near Los Angeles in 1842. 
The discovery of real historical importance was made in January 
1848 (the 24th is the correct date) at John A. Sutter's mill, on 
the south fork of the American -river near Coloma, by a workman, 
James W. Marshall (1810-x885). His monument now marks 
the spot. From 1848 to the ist of January 1903, according to 
the state mining bureau, California produced $1,379, 2 75.408 

 in gold. There were two periods of intense excitement. The 
first ended in 1854, at which time there was a decided reaction 
throughout the United States in regard to mining matters. 
The Californian discoveries had given rise to a general search 
for metalliferous deposits in the Atlantic states, and this had 
been followed by wild speculations. At the time of their greatest 
Productiveness, from :85o to 1853, the highest yield of the 
washings was probably not less than $65,000,000 a year; accord-
ing to the state mining bureau the average production from 
1851-1854 was $73.570,087 (88i ,294,27o in 1852, the banner 
year), and from 1850-1861' $55,882,861, never falling below 
$50,000,0oo. The estimates of other competent authorities 
differ considerably, and generally are somewhat less generous 
than these figures. 

At first the diggings were chiefly along the rivers. These 
were " flumed,"—that is, the water was diverted by wooden 
flumes from the natural channel and the sand and gravel 
in the bed were washed. All the " gulches " or ravines lead-
ing down into the canyons were also worked over, with or 
without water. These were the richest " placers," but in them 
the gold was very unequally distributed. Those who first got 
possession of the rich bars on the American, Yuba, Feather, 
StanisLaus and the. other smaller streams in the heart of the 
gold region, made sometimes from glom to $5000 a day; but 
after one rich spot was worked out it might be days or weeks 
before another was found. In 1848 $500-$700 a day was not 
unusual luck; but, on the other hand, the income of the great 
majority of miners was certainly far less than that of men who 
seriously devoted themselves to trade or even to common 
labour. Many extraordinary nuggets were found, varying 
from grow to $ 2111:000 in value. The economic stimulus given by  

such times May be imagined. For several years gold-dust was 
a regular circulating medium in the cities as well as in the mining 
districts of the state. An ounce of dust in 1848 frequently went 
for $4 instead of $:7; for a number of years traders in dust 
were sure of a margin of several dollars, as for example in private 
coinage, mints for which were common by 1851 From the 
record of actual exports and a comparison of the most authori-
tative estimates of total production, it may be said that from 
1848 to 1856 the yield was almost certainly not less than 
$45o,000,000, and that about i87o the billion dollar mark had 
been passed. Just at this time came the highest point and the 
sudden fall of the second great mining fever of the state. This 
was a stock speculation based on the remarkable output 
($300,000,000 iz so years) of the silver " bonanzas " of the 
Comstock lode at Virginia City, Nevada, which were opened 
and financed* San Francisco capitalists. The craze pervaded 
all classes. Shares that at first represented so many dollars 
per foot in a tangible mine were multiplied and remultiplied 
until they came to represent paper thicknesses or almost nothing, 
yet still their prices mounted upward. In April 1872 came the 
revulsion; there was a shrinkage of $6o,000,000 in ten days; 
then in :873 a tremendous advance, and in 1875 a final and 
disastrous collapse; in ten years thereafter the stock of the 
Comstock lode shrank from $3,000,000 to $2,00o,000. This 
Comstock fever belongs to Californian rather than to Nevadan 
history, and is one of the most extraordinary in mining 
annals. 

First the " rocker," then the " tom," the " flume," and the 
hydraulic stream were the tools of the miner. Into the " rocker " 
and the " tom " the miner shovelled dirt, rocking it as he poured 
in water, catching the gold on riffles set across the bottom of his 
box; thus imitating in a wooden box the work of nature in the 
rivers. The " flume " enabled him to dry the bed of a stream 
while he worked over its gravels The hydraulic stream came 
into use as early as 1852 (or 1853) when prospecting of the 
higher ground made it certain that the " deep " or " high " 
gravels—i.e. the detrital deposits of tertiary age—contained 
gold, though in too small quantities to be profitably worked in 
the ordinary way. The hydraulic process received an immense 
development through successive improvements of method and 
machinery. In this method tremendous blasts of powder, 
sometimes twenty-five or even fifty tons, were used to loosen the 
gravel, which was then acted on by the jet of water thrown from 
the " pipes." To give an idea of the force of the agent thus 
employed it may be stated that when an eight-inch nozzle is 
used under a heavy head, more than 3000 ft. may be discharged 
in a minute with a velocity of 15o ft. per second. The water as 
it thus issues from the nozzle feels to the touch like metal, and 
the strongest man cannot sensibly affect it with a crowbar. 
A gravel bank acted on by such tremendous force crumbled 
rapidly, and the disintegrated material could be run readily 
through sluices to the " dumps." Hydraulic mining is no longer 
practised on the scale of early days. The results were wonderful 
but disastrous, for the " dumps " were usually river-beds. 
From 187o-187o the bed of Bear river was raised in places in its 
lower course 97 ft. by the detritus wash of the hydraulic mines, 
and that of Sleepy Hollow Creek 136 ft. The total filling up to 
that time on the streams in this vicinity had been from loo to 
25o ft., and many thousand acres of fine farming land were 
buried under gravel,—some 16,000 on the lower Yuba alone. 
For many years the mining interests were supreme, and agri-
culture, even after it had become of great importance, was 
invariably worsted when the two clashed; but in 1884 the long 
and bitter " anti-debris "or " an ti-slickins "fight ended in favour 
of the farmers. In 1893 the United States government created 
a California Debris Commission, which has acted in unison with 
the state authorities. Permits for hydraulic mining are granted 
by the commission only when all gravel is satisfactorily 
impounded and no harm is done to the streams; and the 
improvement of these, which was impossible so long as limits 
were not set to hydraulic mining, can now be effectively advanced. 
Quartz mining began as early as 1851. In :908 about five-eighths 
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of the gold output was from such mines. Quartz veins are 
very often as good at a depth of 3000 ft. as at the surface. 
A remarkable feature of recent years (especially since woo) is 
gold " dredging." Thousands of acres even of orchard, vine-
yard and farming land have been thus treated in recent years. 
Gold was being produced in 1906 in more than thirty counties. 
The annual output since 1875 has been about $r5,00o,000 
to $1 7,000,000; in z905, according to the Mines Report, it 
was $18,898,545. Colorado now excels California as a gold 
producer. 

Mineral Produce. —California produces more than forty 
mineral substances that are of commercial significance. Gold, 
petroleum, copper, borax and its products, clays, quicksilver 
and silver lead, in order of importance, representing some four-
fifths of the total. From 1894 to 1902 the aggregate production 
increased from 20.2 to 35.1 million dollars, in 1908 it was 
$65, 137,636. Metallic products long represented three-fotuths of 
the total, but the feature of recent years has been the rising im-
portance of hydrocarbons and gases, and of Structural materials, 
and indeed of non-metallic products generally. The production 
of crude petroleum has grown very rapidly since about 1895. 
Oil is found from north to south over some 600 m., but especially 
in Southern California The high cost of coal, which has always 
been a hindrance to the development of manufactures, makes 
the petroleum deposits of peculiar value. Their total output 
increased from 4,250,000 to 44,854,737  barrels between 190o 
and 1908, and the value of the product in 1908 was $ 23433,502. 
The Kern river field is the most important in the state and one 
of the greatest in the world. Those of Coalinga, Santa Maria 
and Lompoc, and Los Angeles are next in importance. Both 
in 1900 and in 1905 California ranked fifth among the states of 
the United States in the petroleum refining industry. Copper 
has risen in importance in very recent years; it is mined mainly 
in Shasta county; the value of the state's total product in 1908 
was $5,232,986 Gold mining still centres in the mountainous 
counties north of Tuolumne. This is the region of quartz mining. 
In borax (of which California's output in 1904 was 45,647 tons) 
and structural materials San Bernardino has a long lead. More 
than nine-tenths of the borax product of the country comes from 
about Death Valley. San Bernardino marbles have a very high 
repute. California was the fourth state of the Union in 1908 in 
the prodUction of granite. It furnishes about two-fifths of the 
quicksilver of the world. This has been mined since 1824; the 
output was greatest from 1875-1883, when it averaged about 
43,000,oco pounds. The New Almaden mine (opened in 1824) in 
Santa Clara county produced from 1850 to 1896 some 73,0oo,000 
pounds. The centre of production is north and south of San 
Francisco Bay. Californian coal is almost wholly inferior brown 
lignite, together with a small quantity of bituminous coals of 
poor quality; the state does not produce a tenth part of the 
coal it consumes. Of growing importance are the gems found 
in California: a few diamonds in Butte county; rock crystal 
in Calaveras county; and tourmalines, kunzite, the rare 
pink beryl and bright blue topazes in San Diego county. 
Chrysoprase, mined near Porterville and near Visalia (Tulare 
county), is used partly for gems, but more largely (like the 
vesuvianite found near Exeter, in the same county) for mosaic 
work, and there are ledges of fine rose quartz in the Coahuila 
mountains of Riverside county and near Lemon Cove, Tulare 
county. 

A vivid realization of the industrial revolution m the state 
is to be gained from the reflection that in 1875 California was 
pre-eminent only for gold and sheep; that the aggregate mineral 
output thirty years later was more than a third greater than then, 
and that nevertheless the value of farm produce at the opening 
of the loth century exceeded by more than troo,000,oco the 
value of mineral produce, and exceeded by $5o,000,00o the 
most generous estimate of the largest annual gold output in the 
annals of the state. 

Masufactures.—Previous to 1136o almost every manufactured 
article used in the state was imported from the east or from 
Europe. Dairy products, for example, for whose production  

good facilities always existed, were long greatly neglected, and 
not for two decades at least after 1848 was the state independent 
in this respect. The high cost of coal, the speculative attractions 
of mining, and the high wages of labour, handicapped the 
development of manufactures in early years. The first continued 
to be a drag on such industries, until after 1895 the increasing 
use of crude petroleum obviated the difficulty Several remark-
able electric power and lighting plants utilize the water power 
of the mountains.' Geographic isolation has somewhat fostered 
state industries. The value of gross manufactured products 
increased 4x -9% from ago to 190o. In the latter year California 
ranked 11th among the states in the gross value of all manufac-
tures ($302,874,761); the per-capita value of manufactured and 
agricultural products being $293,—$89 of the latter, $2o4 of the 
former. Of the wage-earners 61 % were engaged in manufacturhig. 
Fourteen industries represented from 41% to 45% of the 
employees, wages, capital and product of the aggregate manu-
facturers of the state. The leading ones in order of importance 
and the value of product in millions of dollars were: the manu-
facture of railway, foundry, and machine shop products (19.6 
million dollars), lumber and timber industries (18.57), sugar and 
molasses refining (15.91), beef slaughtering (15.72), canning and 
preserving (13.08), flour and grist milling (t 3 -10), the manufacture 
of malt, vinous and distilled liquors (9.26), leather industries 
(7 .40), printing and publishing (6.84 In the second, third and 
fifth of these industries the state ranked respectively fifth, 
fourth and first in the Union' The canning and preserving of 
fruits and vegetables is in the main an industry of the northern 
and central counties. In 1890 the state board of forestry 
estimated that the redwood forests were in danger of exhaustion 
by 1930. The redwood is a general utility lumber second only 
to the common white pine, and the drain on the woods has been 
continuous since 1850. The wood has a fine, straight and even 
grain; and though light and soft, is firm and extremely durable, 
lying, it is authoritatively asserted, for centuries in the forest 
without appreciable decay. It takes a beautiful polish. The 
colour varies from cedar colour to mahogany. A small southern 
belt in San Mateo, Santa Clara and Santa Cruz counties is not 
being commercially exploited. The annual lumber cut from 
1898-1903 averaged more than 663,348,000 ft.; of the 
852,638,000 ft. cut in 1 903, 465,460,000 were of redwood, and 
264,890,000 of yellow pine; fir and sugar pines contributing 
another 104,600,000, and spruce and cedar 17,670,000 ft In 
1900 California ranked 16th among the states in value of product 
($ 1 3,764,647, out of a total of $566,8 5 2 ,984). The total cut was 
under of 1% of the estimated stand. In Humboldt county, 
in the redwood belt near Eureka, are probably the most modern 
and remarkable lumber mills of the world. In 1900 it was 
estimated that lumbermen controlled somewhat less than a fifth 
of the timber of the state, and the same part of the redwood-
After 1890 important shipyards were established near San 
Francisco. The most important naval station of the United 

Small muses of water made to fall great distances and the use 
of turbines are important features of such plants. One on the 
North Yuba river at Colgate. where there is a 700 ft. fall, serves 
Oakland. San Jose and San Francisco, at high pressure yielding in 
San Francisco (220 in. away) 75 % of its power. Other plants are 
one at Electra (154 m. from San Francisco), and one on the San 
Joaquin, which delivers to Fresno 62 m. distant. 

* The 1905 census of manufactures deals only with establishments 
under the factory system; its figures for 1905 and the figures for 
19oo reduced to the same limits are as follows:—total value of pro-
ducts, 1905, $367,218,4941 1900, 5257,385,521, an increase of 
42.7 %; leading industries, with value of product in millions of 
dollars—canning and preserving, first in 1905 with 23.8 millions, 
third in 1900 with 13.4 millions; slaughtering and meat -packing. 
second in 1905 with 21.79 millions, first in 19co with 15.71 millions; 
flour and grist mill products, third in 19o5 with 20-2 millions, fourth 
in 190o with 13.04 millions; lumber and timber, fourth in 1905 with 
18.27 millions, second in 1900 with z4.7, millions; printing and 
publishing, fifth in 1905 with 17.4 millions, sixth in 1900 with 
9.6 millions; foundry and machine shop products, sixth in 2905 
with 15.7 millions, fifth in tnoo with 12.04 millions; planing mill 
products, seventh in 1905 with 13.9 millions, twelfth in t9oo with 
4.8 millions; bread and other bakery products, eighth in 19o5 with 
to-6 millions, eleventh in 1900 with 4.87 millions. 
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States on the Pacific coast is at Mare Island at the northern end 
of San Francisco Bay, and the private Union Iron Works, on the 
peninsula near San Francisco, is one of the largest shipyards of 
the country. In 1905 more than one-half of the factory product 
was the output of four cities: San Francisco ($ 1 37,788 , 2 33), 
Los Angeles ($34,814,475), Sacramento ($10,319,416) and Fresno 
($9,849,001); next ranked Oakland, Stockton, and San Jose. 

The transportation facilities in California increased rapidly 
after 187o. The building of the Central Pacific and Union 
Pacific lines are among the romances of American railway 
history. They joined tracks near Ogden, Utah, in May 2869. 
The New Orleans line of the Southern Pacific was opened in 
January 1883; the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe completed its 
line to San Diego in 1885, and to San Francisco Bay in 2900. 
The San Pedro, Los Angeles & Salt Lake, with trans-continental 
connexions at the eastern terminus, was chartered in 1901 and 
fully opened in March 1903. Railway mileage increased 237.3% 
from 1870 to 188o, and 154.6% from 1880 to two. At the 
close of 1908 the total mileage was 7039.36 m., practically all 
of which is either owned or controlled by the two great trans-
continental systems of the Southern Pacific and the Atchison, 
Topeka & Santa Fe. From 1869 to x875 registered mail ex-
changes were opened with China, Japan, Hawaii and Australia. 
There are now frequent mail connexions from San Francisco with 
Hawaii, Australasia, and eastern Asia, as well as with American 
ports north and south. The commerce of San Francisco amounts 
to some $80,00o,000 or $90,0oo,000 yearly, about equally 
divided between imports and exports, until after rnos—in 2907 
the imports were valued at $54,207,011, and the exports at 
830,378,355 (less than any year since 1896). San Diego has a 
very good harbour, and the harbours of San Pedro (Los Angeles) 
and Eureka are fairly good and of growing importance. Grains, 
lumber, fish, fruits and fruit products, petroleum, vegetables and 
sugar are the leading items in the commerce of San Francisco. 
Other ports are of very secondary importance. Navigation on 
the Sacramento and San Joaquin rivers was very important in 
early days, but is to-day of relatively slight importance in 
comparison with railway traffic. 

Population.—The population of California increased in 
successive decades from 1850 to too respectively by 3 so.3, 47.3, 
54 .3, 40.3, 22-4 and 60.1 %. (The percentage of increase in 
1900-1910 was exceeded in Washington, Oklahoma, Idaho, Ne-
vada, North Dakota and Oregon.) In 1910 the total population 
was 2,377,549,or 15. 2 per sq.m. In rwo there were r 16 incorporated 
towns and cities; and of the total population 43 - 3% was urban,-
i.e. resident in cities (II in number) of 8000 or more inhabitants. 
These ri cities were: San Francisco (pop. 342,782), Los Angeles 
( 102 ,479), Oakland (66,960), Alameda (16,464), Berkeley 
(13,214),—the last three being suburbs of San Francisco, and the 
last the seat of the state university,—Sacramento, the state capital 
(29,282), San Jose (21,500), San Diego (17,700); Stockton 
(17,506), Fresno (I2,470), and Pasadena (91:7). Eight other 
cities had populations of more than sow—Riverside City 
(7973), Vallejo (7965), Eureka (7327), Santa Rosa (6673), Santa 
Barbara (6587), San Bernardino (6156), Santa Cruz (5659), 
and Pomona (5526). 

Of the entire population in Iwo persons of foreign birth or 
parentage (one or both parents being foreign) constituted 54.2 
and those of native birth were 75.3%. Of the latter six-tenths 
were born in California. The foreign element included 45,753 
Chinese (a falling off of 25,313 since raw), and 10,151 Japanese 
(an increase of 9004 in the same decade). Twenty-two foreign 
countries contributed over Iwo residents each, the leading ones 
being the United Kingdom (91,638), Germany (72,449), Canada 
(29,618; 27,408 being English Canadians), Italy (22,777),  Sweden 
(14,549), France (22,256), Portugal (12,068), Switzerland 
(10,974), Japan, Denmark, and Mexico, in the order named. 
Persons of negro descent numbered r z ,o45. Almost all the Indians 
of the state are taxed as citizens. In 1906 of 611,464 members 
of religious denominations 354,408 were Roman Catholics, 
64,528 Methodist Episcopalians, 37,682 Presbyterians, 26,390 
C0642nPtionalista, 24,801 Baptists, 21,317 Protestant Episcopa- 

liana, 11,372 Lutherans, and 9,110 members of Eastern Orthodox 
churches. A peculiar feature in the population statistics of 
California is the predominance of males, whic17 in Iwo was 
156,009; the Asiatic element accounts for a third of this number. 
Since t885 the eight counties south of the Tehachapi Range, 
which are known collectively and specifically as Southern Califor-
nia have greatly advanced in population. In 1880 their population 
was 7.3, in 1890 I7.2, and in iwo 20.1 %of the total population of 
the state. The initial impulse to this increase was the beginning 
of the " fruit epoch " in these counties, combined with a railway 
" rate-war " following the completion to the coast in 1885 of the 
Santa Fe, and an extraordinary land boom prevailing from 
1886 to 2888. The conjuncture of 'circumstances, and the 
immigration it induced, were unusual. The growth of the South, 
as of the rest of the state, has been continuous and steady. 

The Indians were prominent in early Californian history, but 
their progress toward their present insignificance began far back 
in the Spanish period. It proceeded much more rapidly after 
the restraining influence of the missions was removed, leaving 
them free to revert to savagery; and the downward progress 
of the race was fearfully accelerated during the mining period, 
when they were abused, depraved, and in large numbers killed. 
There have been no Indian wars in California's annals, but many 
butcheries. The natives have declined exceedingly in number 
since 183o, in 19oo numbering 15,377. They have always been 
mild-tempered, low, and unintelligent, and are to-day a poor 
and miserable race. They are all called " Digger Indians " 
indiscriminately, although divided by a multiplicity of tongues. 

Government and Ingitutions.—In the matter of constitution-
making California has been conservative, having had only two 
between 1849 and 1910. The first was framed by a convention 
at Monterey in 1849, and ratified by the people and proclaimed 
by the United States military governor in the same year. The 
present constitution, framed by a convention in 1878-1879, came 
into full effect in 1880, and was subsequently amended. It was 
the work of the labour party, passed at a time of high discontent, 
and goes at great length into the details of government, as was 
demanded by the state of public opinion. The qualifications 
required for the suffrage are in no way different from those 
common throughout the Union, except that by a coAstitutional 
amendment of 1894 it is necessary for a voter to be able to read 
the state constitution and write his name. As compared with 
the earlier constitution it showed many radical advances toward 
popular control, the power of the legislature being everywhere 
curtailed. The power of legislation was taken from it by specific 
inhibition in thirty-one subjects before within its power; its 
control of the public domain, its powers in taxation, and its use 
of the state credit were carefully safe-guarded. " Lobbying " 
was made a felony; provisions were inserted against lotteries 
and stock-exchange gambling, to tax and control common 
carriers and great corporations, and to regulate telegraph, 
telephone, storage and wharfage charges. The powers of the 
executive department were also somewhat curtailed. For the 
judiciary, provisions were made for expediting trials and deci-
sions. Notable was the innovation that agreement by three-
fourths of a jury should be sufficient in civil cases and that a jury 
might be waived in minor criminal cases, a provision which of 
course was based on experience under the Mexican law. All 
these changes in the organic law reflect bitter experience after 
1850; and, read with the history of those years as a commentary, 
few American constitutions are more instructive. The con-
stitution of 1879 corresponds very closely to the ordinary state 
constitution of to-day. The incorporation of banks issuing 
circulating notes is forbidden. Marriage is not only declared 
a civil contract, but the laws expressly recognize that the mere 
consent of the parties is adequate to constitute a binding 
marriage. The union of whites with persons of African descent 
is forbidden. Felons twice convicted may not be pardoned 
except on the recommendation of a majority of the judges of the 
supreme court. Judges and state executive officers are elected 
for terms longer than is usual in the different states (supreme 
judges 12 years, executive officers 4 years). These few provisions 
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are mentioned, not as of particular importance in themselves, 
but as exceptions of some moment to the usual type of state 
Constitutions (see UNITED STATES). The Australian ballot was 
introduced in 189r. In local government there are no deviations 
from the usual types that demand notice. In the matter of 
liquor-laws there is local option, and a considerable proportion 
of the towns and smaller cities, particularly in the south, adopt 
prohibition. In most of the rest high licence is more or less 
strictly enforced. 

The total assessed valuation of property grew from 
$666,399,985 in 188o to $1,217,648,683 in 1900 and 
$1,879,728,763 in 1907. In 1904, when the U.S. Census Report 
showed California to be the twenty-first state of the Union in 
population but the sixth 'in wealth, the total estimated true 
value of all property was $4,115,491,106,  of which $ 2 ,—"4,47 2,025 
was the value of real property and improvements thereon. 
The per capita wealth of the state was then reported as $2582.32, 
being exceeded only by the three sparsely settled states of 
Montana, Wyoming and Nevada. In 1898 California had the 
largest savings-bank deposit per depositor (8637.75) of any 
state in the Union; the per capsd deposit was $rio in 1902, and 
about one person in seven was a depositor. The state bonded debt 
in 1907 amounted to three and a half million dollars, of which all 
but $767,529.03 was represented by bonds purchased by the state 
and held for the school and university funds; for the common 
school fund on the 1st of July 1907 there were held bonds for 
84,890,950, and $Soo,000 in cash available for investment; for 
the university fund there were held $75r,000 in state bonds, 
and a large amount in other securities. The total bonded county 
indebtedness was $4,879,600 in 1906 (not including that of San 
Francisco, a consolidated city and county, which was $4,568,600). 
A homestead, entered upon record and limited to a value of 
85000 if held by the head of a family and to a value of ir000 
if held by one not the head of a family, is exempt from liability for 
debts,except for a mortgage, a lien before it was claimed as a home-
stead or a lien afterward for improvements. A homestead held by 
a turned man cannot be mortgaged without consent of his wife. 

Under an act approved on the 25th of March 1903 a state 
board of charities and corrections,—consisting of six members, 
not more than three being of the same political party, appointed 
by the governor, with the advice and consent of the senate, 
and holding office for twelve years, two retiring at the end of each 
quadrennium,—investigates, examines, and makes " reports 
upon the charitable, correctional and penal institutions of the 
state," excepting the Veterans' Home at Yountville, Napa 
county, and the Woman's Relief Corps Home at Evergreen, 
Santa Clara county. There are state prisons with convicts 
working under the public account system, at San Quentin, 
Marin county; and Folsom, Sacramento county. The Preston 
(Sonoma county) School of Industry, for older boys, and the 
Whittier (Los Angeles county) State School, for girls and for 
boys under sixteen, are the state reformatories, each having 
good industrial and manual training departments. There are 
state hospitals for the insane at Agnew, Santa Clara county; 
at Stockton, San Joaquin county; at Napa, Napa county; at 
Patton, San Bernardino county; and, with a colony of tuber-
cular patients, at Ukiah, Mendocino county. In rock the ratio cf 
insane confined to institutions, to the total population, was 
I to every 27o. Also under state control are the home for care 
and training of feeble-minded children, at Eldridge, Sonoma 
county; the institution for the deaf and the blind at Berkeley, 
and the home of mechanical trades for the adult blind at Oakland. 
A Juvenile Court Law was enacted in 19o3 and modified in 1 905. 

The educational system of California is one of the best in the 
country. The state board of education is composed of the 
governor of the state, who is its president; the superintendent of 
public instruction, who is its secretary; the presidents of the 
five normal schools and of the University of California, and the 
professor of pedagogy in the university. Sessions are long in 
primary schools, and attendance was made compulsory in 1874 
(and must not be less than two-thirds of all school days). The 
state controlled the actual preparation and sale of text-books  

for the common schools from I885 to loos, when the Perry 
amendment to the constitution (ratified by popular vote in 1884) 
was declared to mean that such text-books must be manufactured 
within the state, but that the texts need not be prepared in 
California. The experiment of state-prepared text-books was 
expensive, and its effect was bad on the public school system, 
as such text-books were almost without exception poorly written 
and poorly printed. After zoos copyrights were leased by the 
state. Secondary schools are closely affiliated with, and closely 
inspected by, the state university. All schools are generously 
supported, salaries are unusually good, and pension funds in aU 
cities are authorized by state laws. The value of school 
property in woo was $19,135,722,  and the expenditure for 
the public schools $6,195,000; In doped the value of school 
property was $29,013,150, and the expenditure for public 
schools $10,815,857.  The average school attendance for all 
minors of school age (5-20 years) was 59.9%; of those native-born 
61.5, of those foreign-born 34.6; of coloured children, including 
Asiatics and Indians, 35.8, and of white, 6o.8 %. In row, 6.2 % 
of the males of voting age, and 2.4% of the native-born males of 
voting age, were illiterate (could not write). Some 3% of the 
total population could not speak English; Chinese and Japanese 
constituting almost half of the number, foreign-born whites 
somewhat less, and Indiana and native-born whites of foreign 
parentage together less than a tenth of the total. Of the higher 
educational institutions of the state the most important are the 
state university at Berkeley and Leland Stanford Jr. University 
at Palo Alto. The former is supported with very great liberality 
by the state; and the latter, the endowment of which is private 
(the state, however, exempting it from taxation), is one of the 
richest educational institutions of America. In rock there were 
also five state normal schools (at Chico, Los Angeles, San Diego, 
San Francisco, and San josE), and a considerable number of 
denominational colleges. There is also a state polytechnic 
school at San Luis Obispo (19o3). 

History. —The name " California " was taken from Ordollez de 
Montalvo's romance of chivalry Lai Sergar de Esplandian 
(Madrid, r sto), in which is told of black Amazons ruling an island 
of this name " to the right of the Indies, very near the quarter 
of the terrestrial paradise." The name was given to the unknown 
north-west before 1540. It does not show that the namers were 
prophets or wise judges, for the Spaniards really knew California 
not at all for more than two centuries, and then only as a genial 
but rather barren land; but it shows that the conquistadores 
mixed poetry with business and illustrates the glamour thrown 
about the " Northern Mystery." Necessarily the name had for 
a long time no definite geographical meaning. The lower 
Colorado river was discovered in 1540, but the explorers did not 
penetrate California; in 1542-1543  Juan Rodriguez Cabrillo 
explored at least the southern coast; in 1579 Sir Francis Drake 
repaired his ships in some Californian port (almost certainly not 
San Francisco Bay), and named the land New Albion; two 
Philippine ships visited the coast in 1584 and 1595, and in 1602 
and 1603 Sebastian Vizcaino discovered the sites of San Diego 
and Monterey. There was apparently no increase of knowledge 
thereafter for 15o years. Most of this time California was 
generally supposed to be an island or a group of islands. Jesuit 
missionaries entered Lower California as early as 1697, maintain-
ing themselves there until Charles III.'s expulsion in r767 of all 
Jesuits from his dominions; but not until Russian explorations 
in Alaska from 1745-1765 did the Spanish government show 
interest in Upper California. Because of these explorations, and 
also the long-felt need of a refitting point on the California coast 
for the galleons from Manila, San Diego was occupied in r 769 
and Monterey in 1770 as a result of urgent orders from Charles 
III. San Francisco Bay was discovered in the former year. Mean-
while the Jesuit property in the Peninsula had been turned over 
to Franciscan monks, but in 1772 the Dominicans took over the 
missions, and the Franciscans not unwillingly withdrew to Upper 
California, where they were to thrive remarkably for some fif ty 
years. 

This is the mission period—or from an economic standpoint. 
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the pastoral penod—of Californian history. In all, twenty-one 

tub 
missions were established between t 769 and 1823. The 

The  
Nth* 	leader in this movement was a really remarkable man, 
dodos& Miguel-Jose Serra (known as Junipero Serra, 1713- 

1784), a friar of very great ability, purest piety, and 
tireless zeal. He possessed great influence in Mexico and Madrid. 
" The theory of the mission system," says H. H. Bancroft, " was 
to make the savages work out their own salvation and that of 
the priests also." The last phrase scarcely does justice to the 
truly humane and devout intentions of the missionaries; but in 
truth the mission system was a complete failure save in the 
accumulation of material wealth. Economically the missions 
were the blood and life of the province. At them the neophytes 
worked up wool, tanned hides, prepared tallow, cultivated hemp 
and wheat, raised a few oranges, made soap, some iron and 
leather articles, mission furniture, and a very little wine and olive 
oil. Such as it was, this was about the only manufacturing or 
handicraft in California. Besides, the hides and tallow yielded 
by the great herds of cattle at the missions were the support of 
foreign trade and did much toward paying the expenses of the 
government. The Franciscans had no sympathy for profane 
knowledge, even among the Mexicans,--sometimes publicly 
burning quantities of books of a scientific or miscellaneous 
nature; and the reading of Fenelon's Telentaque brought ex-
communication on a layman. As for the intellectual develop-
ment of the neophytes the mission system accomplished nothing; 
save the care of their souls they received no instruction, they 
were virtually slaves, and were trained into a fatal dependence, 
so that once coercion was removed they relapsed at once into 
barbarism. It cannot be said, however, that Anglo-Americans 
have done much better for them. 

The political upheavals in Spain and Mexico following 1808 
made little stir in this far-off province. Joseph was never 
recognized, and allegiance was sworn to Ferdinand (1809). 
When revolution broke out in Mexico (1811), California remained 
loyal, suffering much by the cessation of supplies from Mexico, 
the resulting deficits falling as an added burden upon the missions. 
The occupation of Monterey for a few hours by a Buenos Aires 
privateer (1818) was the only incident of actual war that Cali-
fornia saw in ail these years; and it, in truth, was a ridiculous 
episode, fit introduction to the bloodless play-wars, soon to be 
inaugurated in Californian politics. In 1132o the Spanish con-
stitution was duly sworn to in California, and in 1822 allegiance 
was given to Mexico. Under the Mexican Federal constitution 
of 1824 Upper California, first alone (it was made a distinct 
province in 1804) and then with Lower California, received 
representation in the Mexican congress. 

The following years before American occupation may be divided 
into two periods of quite distinct interest. From about 1840 to 
1848 foreign relations are the centre of interest. From 1824 to 
184o there is a complicated and not uninteresting movement of 
local politics and a preparation for the future,—the missions fall, 
republicanism grows, the sentiment of local patriotism becomes a 
political force, there is a succession of sectional controversies and 
personal struggles among provincial chiefs, an increase of foreign 
commerce, of foreign immigration and of foreign influence. 

The Franciscans were , mostly Spaniards in blood and in 
sympathies. They viewed with displeasure and foreboding the 
fall of Iturbide's empire and the creation of the republic. They 
were not treasonable, but talked much, refusing allegiance to 
the new government; and as they controlled the resources of 
the colony and the good will of the Indians, they felt their 
strength against the local' authority; besides, they were its 
constant benefactors. But secularization was in harmony with 
the growth of republican ideas. There was talk in California of 
the rights of man and neophytes, and of the sins of friars. The 
missions were never intended to be permanent. The mission-
aries were only the field workers sent out to convert and civilize 
the Indians, who were to be turned over then to the regular 
clergy, the monks pushing further onward into new fields. This 
was the well-established policy of Spain. In 1813 the Spanish 
Cortes ordered the secularization of all missions in America that 
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were ten years old, but this decree was not published in California 
until 11321. After that secularization was the burning question 
in Californian politics. In 1826 a beginning toward it was made 
in partially emancipating the neophytes, but active and thorough 
secularization of the missions did not begin until 1834; by 1835 
it was consummated at sixteen missions out of twenty-one, and 
by 184o at all. At some of the missions the monks acted later 
as temporary curates for the civil authorities, until in 1845 -1846 
all the missions were sold by the government. Unfortunately 
the manner of carrying it out discredited a policy neither unjust 
nor bad in itself, increasing its importance in the political 
struggles of the time. The friars were in no way mistreated: 
Californians did not share Mexican resentments against Spaniards, 
and the national laws directed against these were in the main 
quietly ignored in the province. In 1831 the mission question 
led to a rising against the reactionary clerical rule of Governer 
Manuel Victoria. He was driven out of the province. 

This was the first of the opf ra bouffe wars. The causes 
underlying them were serious enough. In the first place, there 
was a growing dissatisfaction with Mexican rule, which accom-
plished nothing tangible for good in California,—although its 
plans were as excellent as could be asked had there only. been 
peace and means to realize them; however, it made the mistake 
of sending convicts as soldiers. Californians were enthusiastic 
republicans, but found the benefits of republicanism slow in 
coming. The resentment of the Franciscans, the presence of 
these and other reactionaries and of Spaniards, the attitude of 
foreign residents, and the ambitions of leading Californian 
families united to foment and propagate discontent. The 
feeling against Mexicans—those " de la otra banda " as they 
were significantly termed—invaded political and even social 
life. In the second place, there was growing jealousy between 
northern towns and southern towns, northern families and 
southern families. These entered into disputes over the location 
of the capital and the custom-house, in the Franciscan question 
also (because the friars came some from a northern and some 
from a southern college), and in the question of the distribution 
of commands in the army and offices in the civil government. 
Then there was the mission question; this became acuter about 
1833 when the friars began to destroy, or sell and realize on, the 
mission property. The next decade was one of plunder and ruin 
in mission history. Finally there was a real growth of republic. 
anism, and some rulers—notably Victoria—were wholly out of 
sympathy with anything but personal, military rule. From all 
these causes sprang much unrest and considerable agitation. 

In 1828-1829 there was a revolution of unpaid soldiers aided 
by natives, against alleged but not serious abuses, that really 
aimed at the establishment of an independent native government. 
In 1831 Governor Victoria was deposed; in 1836 Governor 
Mariano Chico was frightened out of the province; in 1836 
Governor Nicolas Gutierrez and in 1844-1845 Governor Manuel 
Micheltorena were driven out of office. The leading natives 
beaded this last rising. There was talk of independence, 
but sectional and personal jealousies could not be over 
come. In all these wars there was not enough blood shed to 
discolour a sword. The rising of 1836 against Gutierrez seems 
to-day most interesting, for it was in part a protest against the 
growth of federalism in Mexico. California was even deferred 
to as (declared to be seems much too strong a statement) an 
Estado Libre y Sobemno; and from 1836 to 1838, when the 
revolutionary governor, Juan B. Alvarado, was recognized by 
the Mexican government, which had again inclined to federalism 
and, besides, did not take the matter very seriously, the local 
government rested simply on local sentiment. The satisfaction 
of this ended all difficulties. 

By this time foreign influence was showing itself of importance. 
Foreign commerce, which of course was contraband, being 
contrary to all Spanish laws, was active by the begin- A A  
ning of the 19th century. It was greatly stimulated 1111 eta, 

during the Spanish-American revolutions (the Lima U.S. 

and Panama trade dating from about 1813), for, as the 
Californian authorities practically ignored the law, smuggling 

t o 
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was unnecessary; this was, indeed, much greater after 1822 
under the high duties (in 1836-1840 generally about too %) of 
the Mexican tariffs. In the early 'forties some three-fourths of 
the imports, even at Monterey itself, are said to have paid no 
duties, being landed by agreement with the officials. Wholesale 
and retail trade flourished all along the coast in defiance of pro-
hibitory laws. American trade was by far most important. The 
Boston traders—whose direct trade began in 1822, but the in-
direct ventures long before that—were men of decided influence 
in California. The trade supplied almost all the clothing, 
merchandise and manufactures used in the province; hides and 
furs were given in exchange. If foreign trade was not to be 
received, still less were foreign travellers, under the Spanish laws. 
However, the Russians came in 1805, and in 1812 founded on 
Bodega Bay a post they held till 1841, whence they traded and 
hunted (even in San Francisco Bay) for furs. From the day of 
the earliest foreign commerce sailors and traders of divers 
nationalities began to settle in the province. In 1826 American 
hunters first crossed to the coast; in 1830 the Hudson's Bay 
Company began operations in northern California. By this time 
the foreign element was considerable in number, and it doubled 
in the next six years, although the true overland immigration from 
the United States began only about 1840. As a class foreigners 
w ere respected, and they were influential beyond proportion to 
their numbers. They controlled commerce, and were more 
energetic, generally, than were the natives; many were natural-
ized, held generous grants of land, and had married into Cali-
fornian families, not excluding the most select and influential. 
Most prominent of Americans in the interior was John A. Sutter 
(18o3-188o), who held a grant of eleven square leagues around 
the present site of Sacramento, whereon he built a fort. His 
position as a Mexican official, and the location of his fortified 
post on the border, commanding the interior country and lying 
on the route of the overland immigrants, made him of great im-
portance in the years preceding and immediately following 
American occupation; although he was a man of slight abilities 
and wasted his great opportunities. Other settlers in the 
coast towns were also of high standing and importance. In 
short, Americans were hospitably received and very well treated 
by the government and the people; despite some formalities 
and ostensible surveillance there was no oppression whatever. 
There was, however, some jealousy of the ease with which 
Americans secured land grants, and an entirely just dislike of 
" bad " Americans. The sources from which all the immigrants 
were recruited made inevitable an element of lawlessness and 
truculence. The Americans happened to predominate. Along 
with a full share of border individuality and restlessness they 
had the usual boisterous boastfulness and a racial contempt, 
which was arrogantly proclaimed, for Mexicans,—often too for 
Mexican legal formalities. The early corners were a conservative 
Americas force in politics, but many of the later corners wanted 
mid awe- to make California a second Texas. As early as 1805 
"e°° 1°' (at the time of James Monroe's negotiations for Wawa. Florida), there are traces of Spain's fear of American 
ambitions even in this far-away province. It was a fear she felt 
for all her American possessions. Spain's fears passed on to 
Mexico, the Russians being feared only less than Americans. An 
offer was made by President Jackson in 1835 to buy the northern 
part of California, including San Francisco Bay, but was refused. 
In 1836 and 1844 Americans were prominent in the incidents of 
revolution; divided in opinion in both years they were neutral 
in the actual " hostilities " of the latter, but some gave active 
support to the governor in 1836. From 1836 on, foreign inter-
ference was much talked about. Americans supposed that 
Great Britain wished to exchange Mexican bonds for California; 
France also was thought to be watching for an opening for 
gratifying supposed ambitions; and all parties saw that even 
without overt act by the United States the progress of American 
settlement seemed likely to gain them the province, whose 
connexion with Mexico had long been a notoriously loose one. A 
considerable literature written by travellers of all the countries 
named had before this discussed all interests. In 1840 for too  

active interest in politics some Americans and Englishmen were 
temporarily expelled. 

In 1842 Commodore T. A. C. Jones (178o-1858) of the United 
States navy, believing that war had broken out between his 
country and Mexico and that a British force was about to seize 
California,mised the American flag over Monterey (October 21st ), 
but finding that he had acted on misinformation he lowered the 
flag next day with due ceremony and warm apology. In Cali-
fornia this incident served only to open up agreeable personal 
relations and social courtesies, but it did not tend to clarify the 
diplomatic atmosphere It showed the ease of seizing the 
country, the indifference of the natives, and the resolution of the 
United States government. Mexico sought to prevent American 
immigration, but the local authorities would not enforce such 
orders, however positive. Between 1843 and 1845, Great 
Britain, the United States, and France opened consulates. By 
1845 there was certainly an agreement in opinion among all 
American residents (then not loo in number) as regards the future 
of the country. The policy of France and Great Britain in these 
years is unknown. That of the United States is fully known. 
In 1845 the American consul at Monterey, Thomas 0. Larkin 
(t 802- r 858), was instructed to work for the secession of California 
from Mexico, without overt aid from the United States, but with 
their good-will and sympathy. He very soon gained from leading 
officers assurances of such a movement before 1848. At the same 
time American naval officers were instructed to occupy the port_ 
in case of war with Mexico, but first and last to work for the 
good-will of the natives. In 1845 Captain J. C. Fremont,—
whose doings in California in the next two years were among the 
main assets in a life-long reputation and an unsuccessful presi-
dential campaign,—while engaged in a government surveying 
expedition, aroused the apprehensions of the Californian 
authorities by suspicious and very possibly intentionally 
provocative movements, and there was a show of military force 
by both parties. Fremont had information beyond that of 
ordinary men that made him believe early hostilities between the 
United States and Mexico to be inevitable; he was also officially 
informed of Larkin's secret task and in no way authorized to 
hamper it. Resentment, however, incited him to personal 
revenge on the Californian government, and an ambition that 
clearly saw the gravity of the crisis prompted him to improve it 
unscrupulously for his own advancement, leaving his 
government to support or disavow him according as mg. ,• 
war should come or not. In violation therefore of 
international amities, and practically in disobedience of orders, 
he broke the peace, caused a band of Mexican cavalry mounts 
to be seized, and prompted some American settlers to occupy 
Sonoma (14th June i846). This episode is known as the " Bear 
Flag War," inasmuch as there was short-lived talk of making 
California an independent state, and a fiac  with a bear as an 
emblem (California is still popularly known as the Bear Flag 
State)flew for a few days at Sonoma. It was a very small, very 
disingenuous, inevitably an anomalous, and in the vanity of 
proclamations and other concomitant incidents rather a ridiculous 
affair; and fortunately for the dignity of history—and for 
Fremont—it was quickly merged in a larger question, when 
Commodore John Drake Sloat (178o-1867) on the 7th of July 
raised the flag of the United States over Monterey, proclaiming 
California a part of the United States. The opening hostilities 
of the Mexican War had occurred on the Rio Grande. The 
excuses and explanations later given by Fremont—military 
preparations by the Californian authorities, the imminence of their 
attack, ripening British schemes for the seizure of the province, 
etc.—made up the stock account of historians until the whole 
truth came out in 1886 (in Royce's California). Californians had 
been very friendly to Americans; but Larkin's intimates thought 
they had been tricked, and the people resented the stealthy and 
unprovoked breaking of peace, and unfortunately the Americans 
did not known how to treat them except inconsiderately and 
somewhat contemptuously. The result was a feeble rising in the 
south. The country was fully pacified by January 1847. The 
aftermath of Fremont's filibustering acts, followed as they were 
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by wholly needless hostilities and by some injustice then and 
later in the attitude of Americans toward the natives, was a 
growing misunderstanding and estrangement, regrettable in 
Californian history. Thus there was an end to the " lotos-land 
society" of California. Another society, less hospitable, less 
happy, less contented, but also less mild, better tempered for 
building states, and more " progressive," took the place of 
the old. 

By the treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo in 1848 Mexico ceded 
California to the United States. It was just at this time that 
pL gold was discovered, and the new territory took on 
await to great national importance. The discussion as to what 

should be done with it began in Congress in 1846, 
immediately involving the question of slavery. A 

furious conflict developed, so that nothing was accomplished in 
two successive sessions; even at the end of a third, in March 
Ago, the only progress made toward creating a government for 
the territory was that the national revenue laws had been 
extended over it and San Francisco had been made a port of 
entry. Meanwhile conditions grew intolerable for the inhabit- 
ants. Before the end of the war Mexican laws not incompatible 
with United States laws were by international law supposed to 
be in force; but nobody knew what they were, and the uncer- 
tainties of vague and variable alcalde jurisdictions were increased 
when Americans began to be alcaldes and grafted English 
common-law principles, like the jury, on Californian practice. 
Never was a population more in need of clear laws than the 
motley Californian people of t 848-1849, yet they had none when, 
with peace, military rule and Mexican law technically ended. 
There was a curious extra-legal fusion of laws, a half-breed legal 
system, and no definite basis for either law or govemment. Even 
the acts and theories of the officials were very inconsistent. 
Early in 1849 temporary local governments were net up in 
various towns, and in September a convention framed a free- 
state constitution and applied for admission to the Union. On 
the 7th of September 1850 a bill finally passed Congress admit- 
ting California as a free state. This was one of the bargains in 
the "Compromise Measures of 1850" that were intended to 
dispose of the question of slavery in the Territories. Meanwhile 
the gold discoveries culminated and surpassed " three centuries 
of wild talk about gold in California." For three months there 
was little excitement, then a wild rush. Settlements were 
completely deserted; homes, farms and stores abandoned. 
Ships deserted by their sailors crowded the bay at San Francisco 
—there were Soo of them in July 2850; soldiers deserted whole- 
sale, churches were emptied, town councils ceased to sit, 
merchants, clerks, lawyers and judges and criminals, everybody, 
flocked to the foothills. Soon, from Hawaii, Oregon and Sonora, 
from the Eastern states, the South Seas, Australia, South America 

TIN /ea 
and China came an extraordinary flow of the hopeful 

he sea and adventurous. In the winter of '48 the rush began 
from the states to Panama, and in the spring across 

the plains. It is estimated that 80,000 men reached the coast 
in 1849, about half of them coming overland; three-fourths 
were Americans. Rapid settlement, excessive prices, reckless 
waste of money, and wild commercial ventures that glutted San 
Francisco with all objects usable and unusable made the following 
years astounding from an economic point of view; but not less 
bizarre was the social development, nor less extraordinary the 
problems of state-building in a society " morally and socially 
tried as no other American community ever has been tried " 
(Royce). There was of course no home life in early California. 
In 1850 women numbered 8% of the population, but only 2% 
in the mining counties. The miners were an energetic, covetous, 
wandering, abnormally excitable body of men. Occasionally a 
kind of frenzy even would seem to seize on them, and lured by 
the hope of new deposits of unheard-of richness thousands 
would flock on unfounded rumours to new and perhaps distant 
localities, where many might perish from disease and starvation, 
the rest returning in poverty and rags. Such were the Kern 
River fever of 1855 and the greater " Fraser River rush " of 
3858, the latter, which took perhaps 20,000 men out of the state, 

causing a terrible amount of suffering. Many interior towns 
lost half their population and some virtually all their population 
as a result of this emigration; and it precipitated a real estate 
crash in San Francisco that threatened temporary ruin. Mining 
times in California brought out some of the most ignoble and 
some of the best traits of American character. Professor Josiah 
Royce has pictured the social-moral process by which society 
finally impressed its "claims on wayward and blind individuals" 
who "sought wealth and not a social order," and so long as 
possible shirked all social obligations. Through varied instru-
ments—lynch law, popular courts, vigilance committees—order 
was, however, enforced, better as times went on, until there was 
a stable condition of things. In the economic life and social 
character of California to-day the legacies of 1848 are plain. 

The slavery question was not settled for California in r850. 
Until the Civil War the division between the Whig and Demo-
cratic parties, whose organization in California preceded state-
hood, was essentially based on slavery. The struggle fused with 
the personal contests of two men, rivals for the United States 
Senate, William McKendree Gwin (1805-85, U.S. senator, 
1850-55 and 1857-61), the leader of the pro-slavery party, and 
David Colbreth Broderick (1819-1859), formerly a leader of 
Tammany in New York, and after 1857 a member from California 
of the United States Senate, the champion of free labour, who 
declared in 1860 for the policy of the Republican party. 
Broderick's undoing was resolved upon by the slavery party, 
and he was killed in a duel. The Gwin party hoped to divide 
California into two states and hand the southern over to slavery; 
on the eve of the Civil War it considered the scheme of a Pacific 
coast republic. The decade 1850-r860 was also marked by the 
activity of filibusters against Sonora and Central America. Two 
of these—a French adventurer, one Gaston Raoux, comte de 
Raousset-Boulbon (1817-1854), and William Walker, had very 
picturesque careers. The state was thoroughly loyal when war 
came. The later 'fifties are characterized by H.H.Bancroft as 
a period of " moral, 'political and financial night." National 
politics were put first, to the complete ignoring of excessive 
taxation, financial extravagance, ignorant legislation and 
corruption in California. The public was exploited for many 
years with impunity for the benefit of private interests. One 
legacy that ought to be briefly noted here is that of 
disputed land grants. Under the Mexican regime such :tr" 
grants were generous and common, and the complicated vaita, 
formalities theoretically essential to their validity 
were very often, if not usually, only in part attended to. Titles 
thus gained would never have been questioned under continued 
Mexican government, but Americans were una&ustomed to such 
riches in land and to such laxity. From the very first hundreds 
" squatted " on large claims, contesting the title. Instead of 
confirming all claims existing when the country passed to the 
United States, and so ensuring an immediate settlement of the 
matter, which was really the most important thing for the peace 
and purse of the community, the United States government 
undertook through a land commission and courts to sift the 
valid from the fraudulent. Claims of enormous aggregate value 
were thus considered and a large part of those dating from the 
last years of Mexican dominion (many probably artfully con-
cocted and fraudulently antedated after the commission was at 
work) were finally rejected. This litigation filled the state and 
federal courts for many years. The high value of realty in 
San Francisco naturally offered extraordinary inducement/ to 
fraud, and the largest part of the city was for years involved in 
fraudulent claims, and its peace broken by " squatter "-troubles. 
Twenty or thirty years of the state's life were disturbed by these 
controversies. Land monopoly is an evil of large proportions 
in California to-day, but it is due to the laxness of the United 
States government in enabling speculators to accumulate holdings 
and not to the original extent of Mexican grants. 

In state gubernatorial elections after the Civil War the 
Democrats won in 1867,1875,1882, x886, 1894; the Republicans 
in 1871,1879, 1890, 1898, 1902,1906, 1910. Featuresof political 
life and of legislation after 1876 were a strong labour agitation, 
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the struggle for the exclusion of the Chinese, for the control of 
hydraulic mining, irrigation, and the advancement by state-aid 
of the fruit interests; the last three of which have already been 
referred to above. Labour conditions were peculiar in the 
decade following 1870. Mining, war times and the building of 
the Central Pacific had up to then inflated prices and prosperity. 
Then there came a slump; probably the truth was rather that 
money was becoming less unnaturally abundant than that there 
was any over-supply of labour. The turning off of some 15,one 
Chinese (principally in 1869-1870) from the Central Pacific lines 
who flocked to San Francisco, augmented the discontent of 
incompetents, of disappointed late immigrants, and the reaction 
from flush times. Labour unions became strong and demon-
strative. In 1877-1878 Denis Kearney (1847-1907), an Irish 
drayman and demagogue of considerable force and daring, 
headed the discontented. This is called the " sand-lots agita-
tion " from the favourite meeting-place (in San Francisco) of 
the agitators. 

The outcome of these years was the Constitution of 1879, 
already described, and the exclusion of Chinese by national law. 
In 1879 California voted against further immigration of Chinese 
by 154,638  to 883. Congress re-enacted exclusion legislation in 
1902. All authorities agree that the Chinese in early years were 
often abused in the mining country and their rights most un-
justly neglected by the law and its officers. Men among the 
most respected in California (Joaquin Miller, H. H. Bancroft 
and others) have said most in praise and defence of the Chinaman. 
From railroad making to cooking he has proved his abilities 
and trustworthiness. He is found to-day in the mines and 
fisheries, in various lines of manufacture, in small farming, and 
in all branches of domestic service. The question of the economic 
development of the state, and of trade to the Orient, the views 
of the mercenary labour-contractor and of the philanthropist, 
the factor of " upper-race " repugnance, the " economic-leech" 
argument, the rat-rice-filth-and-opium " argument, have all 
entered into the problem. Certain it is that though the unpre-
judiced must admit that exclusion has not been at all an unmixed 
blessing, yet the consensus of opinion is that a large population, 
non-citizen and non-assimilable, sending—it is mid—most of 
their earnings to China, living in the main meanly at best, and 
practically without wives, children or homes, is socially and 
economically a menace outweighing the undoubted convenience 
of cheaper (and frequently more trustworthy) menial labour 
than the other population affords. The exclusion had much to 
do with making the huge single crop ranches unprofitable and in 
leading to their replacement by small farms and varied crops. 
Many of the Chinese now in the state are wealthy. Race feeling 
against them has become much less marked. 

One outcome of early mission history, the " Pious Fund of 
the Californias," claimed in 1902 the attention of the Hague 
Tribunal. (See ARBITRATION, INTERNATIONAL, Hague CMS 
section.) In 1906-1907 there was throughout the state a re- 
markable anti-Japanese agitation, centring in San Francisco 
(q.v.) and affecting international relations and national politics. 

GOVERNORS OF CALIFORNIA (State) , 
1. SPANISH 

• • 	• 

i As months and even years often elapsed between the date when 
early governors were appointed and the beginning of their actual 
service, the date of commission is disregarded, and the date of 
service given. Sometimes this is to be regarded as beginning at 
Monterey, sometimes elsewhere in California, sometimes at Loreto 
in Lower California, All the Spanish and Mexican governors were 
appointed by the national government, except in the case of the 

Pablo Vicente de Sola . 
II. M EXICAN 

• • 	served 1822 
•Luis Antonio Arguello 	 1822-1825 
Jose Maria Echeandla 	 , 1825-183z 
Manuel Victoria 	 • 1831 
Jose Maria Echeandial 	 , 1831-1832 
Pio Pico' 	 , 1832 
tie Figueroa 	  1832-7835 

• oak Castro . 	 . 1835-1836 
• kolas Gutierrez 	 • 1836 
Mariano Chico 	 • 1836 
Nicolas Gutierrez 	 1836 
Juan Bautista Alvarado , 	 1836-1842 
Carlos Antonio Carrillo' 	 1837-1838 
Manuel Micheltorena 	  1842-1845 
Pin Pico . 	. 	....   1845-s 846 

John D. Sloat 	. 	. 	 appointed 1846 
Richard F. Stockton • 	 •• 	1846-1847 
Stephen W. Kearny 	• 	 .. 	1847 
R. B. Mason 	. • 1. 	• 	. 	m 	1847-1849 
Bennett Riley 	. 	. 	. 	• 	• 	m 	1849 

(b) State. 
Peter H. Burnett. • 1849-1851 	Democrat 

• ohn H. McDougall 	• 185i-1852 t

o  

ohn Bigler 	. 	• 1852-1856 
ohn M. Johnson . 	• 1856-1858 	Know Nothing 
ohn B. Weller . 	• 1858-186o 	Lecompton Democrat 

	

ilton S. Latham 	. 186o 	(6 days) 	„ 	., 
• ohn G. Downey . 	. 1860-1862 	„ 

	

nd Stanford . 	. 1862-1863 	Republican 
Frederick F. Low 	. 1863-1867 	 .. 
Henry H. Haight . 	. 1867-1871. 	Democrat 
Newton Booth 	. 	. 1871-1875 	Republican 

• Romualdo Pacheco 	. 1875, 	 .. 
William Irwin 	. 	. 7875-188o 	Democrat 
George G. Perkins 	. 1880-1883 	Republican 
George C. Stoneman . I883-i887 	Democrat 
Washin on Bartlett 	. 7887 

*RobertWWaterman . 1887-1891 	Republican 
Henry H. Markham 	. .1891-1895 
James H. Budd . 	. - 1895-1899 	DemOcrat 
Henry T. Gage . 	. 1899-7903 	Republican 
George C. Pardee 	. 1903-1907 

'Imes N. Gillett . 	. 1907-1911 

	

iram W. Johnson 	. 1911- 
The 

 
 mark • before the name of one of the Spanish governors 

indicates that he acted only ad interim, and, in the case of governors 
since 1849, that the officer named was elected as lieutenant-governor 
and succeeded to the office of governor. 

Bintioceavny.—For list of works on California, see University 
of California Library Bulletin, No. 9, 1887, " List of Printed Maps 
of California "; catalogue of state official publications by State 
Library (Sacramento, 1894). The following may be cited herd on 
different aspects:— 

TOPOGRAPHY.—J. Muir. Mountains of California (New York, 
1894); H. Gannett, ' Dictionary of Elevations " (1898), and " River 
Profiles," publications of United States Geological Survey; G. W. 
James, The Wonders of the Colorado Desert (2 vols.. Boston, 1906). 

CLIMATE, &C. — U.S. Department of A grieulture, California 
Climate and Crop Service, monthly reports; E. S. Holden. Recorded 
Earthquakes in California, Lower California, Oregon, and Washington 
Territory (Californa State University, 7887); United States Depart-
ment Agriculture, Weather Bureau, Bulletins, Alexander G. McAclie• 

 "Climatology of California " (Washington, 7903). There is a 
great mass of general descriptive literature, especially on South-
ern California, such as Charles Dudley Warner, Our Italy (New York. 
7890; Kate Sanborn, A Truthful Woman in Southern California 
(New York, 7893); W. Lindley and J. P. Widney, California of the 
South (New York. 1896); J. W. Hanson, American Italy (Chicago. 
1896); T. S. Van Dyke, Southern California (New York, 7886), &c. 

FAUNA, FLORA.—Muir, op. cit.; United States Geological Survey. 
scab Annual Report, pt. v., H. Gannett, " Forests of the United 
States"; idem, eolli Annual Report, pt. v., " United States Forest 
Reserves "; United States Dansum of Forestry, Bulletin No. 28, 
" A Short Account of the Big Trees of California " (7900), No. 38, 
" The Redwood " (a volume. 7903), also Professional Papers, e.g. 
No. 8, J. B. Leiberg, " Forest Conditions in the Northern Sierra 
Nevada " (1902); California Board of Forestry, Reports (1885— ); 

semi-revolutionary rulers of 1831-7832 and 1836 (Alvarado), whose 
title rested on revolution, or on local choice under a national statute 
regarding gubernatorial vacancies. 

Acting political chief, revolutionary title. 
' Briefly recognized in South. 
I Revolutionary title, 1836-1838. 
' Appointed 1837. never recognized in the North. 
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tilled Stales Censuses, reports on forests; United States Biological 
Surrey. North American Fauna, No. 16, 1899, C. H. Merriam, 
" Biological Survey of Mt. Shasta "; United States Department 
Agriadnue, Contributions  from United States National Herbarium, 
iv., 1893. F. V. Coville, " Botany of Death Valley Expedition "; 
Slate Board of Fish Commissioners, Reports, from 1877; flailed 
States Fish Commissioners, Annual Reports, from 1874 and Bulletins 
from 1882; J. le Conte, " Flora of the Coast Islands' (1887), being 
Bulletia No. 8 of California Academy of Sciences; consult also its 
Proceedings, Memoirs, and Occasional Papers; G. J. Peirce, Studies 
on the Coast Redwood (publication of Leland Stanford jr. University, 
1901). 

Aciuctrtrtraa.—California Agricultural Experiment Station, 
Bulletins from 1884; Reports of the State Dairy Bureau from :898; 
State Board of Horticulture, Reports, 1889-1894; United States 
Cognises, i890 and t9oo,reports on irrigation. 

in Inousrts1.—. 5. Hittell, Resources of California (7th ed., 
San Francisco, 79); J. S. Hittell, Commerce and Industries of the 
Pacific Coast (San Francisco, 1882); T. F. Cronise, Natural Wealth 
of California (San Francisco, :868); E. W. Muslin, Resources of 
California, prepared by order of Governor H. H. Markham (Sacra-
mento, 189,3): United Stales Treasury, Bureau of Statistics, report 
by T. J. Vivian on " Commercial, Industrial, Agricultural, Trans-
portation and Other Industries of California" (Washington :890, 
valuable for whole period before 189o); United States Censuses, 
:890 and Iwo, reports on agriculture, manufactures, mines and 
fisinrim; California State Board of Trade (San Francisco), Annual 
Report from 1890. On Mineral Industries:—J. R. Browne, Report 
on " Mineral Resources of the States and Territories west of the 
Rocky Mountains" (United Stakes Treasury, 2 vols., Washington, 
1 867-1868); United States Geological Survey, Annual Reports, 
Mineral Resources; consult also the bibliographies of publications 
of the Survey, issued as Bulletins; California State Mining Bureau; 
Bulletins from 1888, note especially No. 3o, 1904, by A. W. Vodges, 
" Bibliography relating to the Geology, Palaeontology and Mineral 
Resources of California " (2nd ed., the 1st being Bulletin No. to, 
:896); California Debris Commission, Reports (in Annual Reports 
Chief of Engineers, United States Army, from 1893). 

GovnatemEnr.—E. F. Treadwell, The Constitution of the State of 
California . . . Annotated (San Francisco, :902); Johns Hopkins 
University, Studies in History and Political Science, xiii., R. D. Hunt, 
"Genesis of California's First Constitution "; Annals of the 
Americae Academy of Political and Social Science, xii., R. D. Hunt, 
" Legal Status of California, 1846-1849 "; Reports of the various 
officers, departments and administrative boards of the state govern-
ment (Sacramento), and also the Appendix to the Journals of the 
Senate and Assembly, which contains, especially in the earlier decades 
of the state's history, many of these state official reports along 
with valuable legislative reports of varied character. 

Htsroar.—Accounts of the valuable archives in Bancroft, and by 
Z. E. Eldridge in California Genealogical Society 09ot); elaborate 
bibliographies in Bancroft with analyses and appreciations of many 
works. Of general scope and fundamental importance is the work 
of two men, Hubert H. Bancroft and Theodore H. Hittell. The 
former has published a History of California, 1542-1890 (7 vols. 
San Francisco, 1884-1890), also California Pastoral, 1760-1845 

 (San Francisco, :888), California Inter-Pocula, 1848-1556 (San 
Francisco, 1888), and Popular Tribunals (a vols., San Francisco, 
1887). These volumes were largely written under Mr. Bancroft's 
direction and control by an office staff, and are of very unequal 
value; they are a vast storehouse of detailed material which is of 
great usefulness, although their judgments of men are often in-
adequate and prejudiced. As regards events the histories are of 
snbstantial accuracy and adequacy. Written by one hand and 
more uniform in treatment and good judgment, is T. H. Mitten's 
History of California (4 vols., San Francisco, 1885-1897). The older 
historian of the state was Francisco Palou, a Franciscan, the friend 
and biographer of Serra; his " Noticias de la Nueva California " 
(Mexico, :857, in the Doc. Hist. Mex., set. iv., tom. vi.-viii.; also 
San Francisco, 1874. 4 vols.) is no longer of importance save for its 
historical interest. Of the contemporary material on the period 
of Mexican domination the best is afforded by R. H. Dana s Two 
Years Before the Mast (New York, 1840, many later and foreign 
editions); also A. Robinson, Life in California (New York, 1846); 
and Alexander Forbes, California: A History of Upper and Lower 
California from their First Discovery to the Present Time (London, 
i830); see also F. W. Blackmar, " Spanish Institutions of the 
Southwest " (Johns Hopkins University Studies, 091). A beautiful, 
vivid and reputedly very accurate picture of the old society is 

ven in Helen Hunt Jackson's novel, Ramona (New York, 1884). 
There is no really scientific separate account of mission history; 
there are books by Father Z. Engelhart, The Franciscans in California 
(Harbor Springs, Michigan, 1899), written entirely from a Franciscan 
standpoint; C. F. Carter, Missions Nueva California (San Fran-
cisco, two); Bryan J. Clinch, Cali  California and its Missions: Their 
History to the Treaty of Guadalupe idalgo (2 vols. San Francisco, 
twa); Francisco Palou, Relacion Histories de la Vida . . . del Fray 
Juniper° Serra (Mexico, :787), the standard contemporary source; 
the Craftsman (Syracuse, N. Y.. vol. v.). a series of articles on 

Mission Buildings." by G. W. James. On the case of the Pious 

Fund of the missions see j. F. Doyle, History of the Pious Fund 
(San Francisco, 1887); United States Department of State," United 
States s. Mexico. Report of J. H. Ralston, agent of the United 
States and of counsel in the matter of the Pious Fund of the Cali-
fornhis " (Washington, 1902). On the " flush " mining years the 
best books of the time are J. Q. Thornton's Oregon and California 

.i7,.

.vols., New York, 1849); Edward Bryant's What I Saw in Cali. 
ornia (New York, :848); W. Shaw's Golden Dreams (London, 1851); 

Bayard Taylor's Eldorado a vols., New York, 1850); W. Colton's 
Three Years in California New York, 1850); E. G. Buffum's Six 
Months in the Gold Mines; rom a Journal of Three Years' Residence 
in Upper and .Lower California (London, 1850); J. T. Brooks' 
Four Months among the Gold Finders (London, :849); G. G. Foster, 
Gold Regions of California (New York, 1884 On this same period 
consult Bancroft's Popular Tribunals; D, Y•Thomas, "A History 
of Military Government in Newly Acquired Territory of the United 
States," in vol. xx. No. 2 (New York, :904) of Columbia University 
Studies in History, Economics, and Public Lan); C. H. Sbian .11 
Mining Camps: A Study in American Frontier Government (New 
York, 1885);J. Royce, California . . . A Study of American Char- 
acter, 180 -1856 (Boston, :886); and. for varied pictures of mining 
and frontier life, the novels and sketches and poems of Bret Harte. 
See also P. H. Burnet, Recollections and Opinions of an Old Pioneer 
(New York, :880); S. J. Field, Personal Reminiscences of Early 
Days in California (privately published, copyright 1893). 

CALIFORNIA. LOWER (Baja California), a long narrow 
peninsula between the Gulf of California and the Pacific Ocean, 
forming a territory of the republic of Mexico. Pop. ( 1895), 
4 2 ,245i (1900) 47,624. Lower California is a southward ex-
tension of the State of California, United States, and is touched 
by only one of the Mexican states, that of Sonora on the E. The 
peninsula l about 76o m. long and from 3o to 150 m. wide, and 
has an area of 58,328 sq m. It is traversed throughout its entire 
length by an irregular range of barren mountains, which slopes 
toward the Pacific in a succession of low hills, but breaks down 
abruptly toward the Gulf. The coast has two or three good 
sheltered bays, that of La Paz on the Gulf side and of Magda-
lena on the Pacific side being best known. The coast is bordered 
by numerous islands, especially on the eastern aide. The general 
appearance of the surface is arid and desolate, partly because of 
the volcanic remains, and partly because of the scanty rainfall, 
which is insufficient to support vegetation other than that of the 
desert except in the deeper mountain valleys. The northern 
part is hot and dry, like southern California, but the southern 
part receives more rain and has some fertile tracts, with a mild 
and pleasant climate. The principal natural product in this 
region is orchil, or Spanish moss, but by means of irrigation the 
soil produces a considerable variety of products, including sugar 
cane, cotton, cassava, cereals, tobacco and grapes. Horses, 
sheep and cattle are raised in the fertile valleys, but only to a 
limited extent. The territory is rich in minerals, among which 
are gold, silver, copper, lead, gypsum, coal and salt. The silver 
mines near La Paz were worked by the Jesuits as early as r7oo. 
There are also extensive pearl fisheries in the Gulf, La Paz being 
the headquarters of the industry, and whale fisheries on the W. 
coast in the vicinity of Magdalena Bay. The development of 
mining and other industries in the territory has led to an exten-
sion of the California railway system southward into thepeninsula, 
with the Mexican government's permission, the first section of 
37 m. f qua the northern frontier being completed and opened to 
traffic in 1907. The territory is divided into two districts, the 
northern having Its capital at the insignificant little village of La 
Ensenada, on Todos Santos Bay, and the southern having its 
capital at La Paz, at the head of a deep bay opening into the Gulf. 
La Paz is a port of call for steamships running between Mazatlan 
and San Francisco, and had a population of 3o36 in :goo. La 
Ensenada (pop. in 1906, about Ism), 63 m. by sea S. of San 
Diego, Cal., is the only port for the northern part of the territory, 
and supplies a district extending 2 SO m. along the coast and 6o rn. 
inland, including the mining camps of the north; it manufactures 
and exports flour and leather. 

By orders of Cortes the coast of Lower California was explored 
in 1539 by Francisco de Ulloa, but no settlement resulted. It 
was called California, the name (according to E. E. Hale) being 
derived from a popular Spanish romance of that time, entitled 
Sagas de Esplandian, in which an island named California was 
mentioned and situated " on the right band of the Indies, very 
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near the terrestrial paradise." The name must have been given 
derisively, as the barren coasts of. Lower California could not 
have suggested the proximity of a " terrestrial paradise." The 
exploration of the coast did not extend above the peninsula 
until 1842. The name California was at first applied exclusively 
to the peninsula; later, on the supposition that a strait con-
nected the Pacific with the head of the Gulf of California, the 
name Islas Californias was frequently used. This erroneous 
theory was held as late as 1721. The first settlement was made 
in 1597,  but was abandoned. From 1633 to 1683 five unsuccessful 
attempts were made to establish a settlement at La Paz. Finally 
the Jesuits succeeded in founding a mission at Loreto on the 
Gulf coast, in about 260  N. lat., in 1697, and at La Paz in 1720. 
At the time of their expulsion (1767) they had sixteen missions 
which were either self-supporting or were maintained by funds 
invested for that special purpose. The settlement of Upper 
California began in 1769, after which the two provinces were 
distinguished as California Baja or Antigua, and California Alta, 
the seat of government remaining in the former for a short time. 
The two provinces were separated in 18424, were united under one 
governor residing in California Alta in 1825, and were then re-
united in a single department through the political changes of 
1836, which lasted no later than 1847. Lower California was 
only slightly disturbed by the struggle for independence among 
the Spanish-American colonies, but in 1822 Admiral Lord 
Cochrane, who was in the service of the Chilean revolutionists, 
appeared on the coast and plundered San Jose del Cabo, Todos 
Santos and Loreto. In the war between Mexico and the United 
States La Paz and other coast towns were occupied by small 
detachments from California. In 1853 a filibustering expedition 
against Sonora under William Walker took possession of La Paz 
and proclaimed a republic consisting of Sonora and the peninsula. 
Fearing an attack from the mainland, the filibusters first with-
drew to La Ensenada, near the American frontier, and then in 
the following year broke up altogether during an attempt to 
invade Sonora by land. A revolution under the leadership of 
Marquez de Leon in 1879 met with some temporary success, but 
died for want of material support in 1880. The development 
of mining and other industries since that time, together with 
vigorous efforts to found colonies in the more favoured localities, 
have greatly improved the situation in the territory. 

See the two volumes of H. H. Bancroft's North Mexican States and 
Texas, lettered vols. 15 and 16 of his Works; also Arthur Walbridge 
North, The Mother of California (San Francisco, 1908). 

CALIFORNIA, UNIVERSITY OF, one of the largest and most 
important of state universities in America, situated at Berkeley, 
California, on the E. shore of San Francisco Bay. It took the place 
of the College of California (founded in 1835), received Cali-
fornia's portion of the Federal land grant of 1862, was chartered 
as a state institution by the legislature in 1868, and opened its 
doors in 1869 at Oakland. In 1873 it was removed to its present 
site. In the revised state constitution of x879 provision is 
made for it as the head of the state's educational system. The 
grounds at Berkeley cover 27o acres on the lower slopes (299-9oo 
ft.) of the Berkeley Hills, which rise loco ft. or more above the 
university; the view over the bay to San Francisco and the 
Golden Gate is superb. In recent years new and better buildings 
have gradually been provided. In 1896 an international archi-
tectural competition was opened at the expense of Mrs Phoebe R. 
Hearst (made a regent of the university in 1898) for plans for a 
group of buildings harmonizing with the university's beautiful 
site, and ignoring all buildings already existing. The first 
prize was awarded in 1800 to Emile Wizard, of Paris. The 
first building begun under the new plans was that for the 
college of mines (the gift of Mrs Hearst), completed in 1907, 
providing worthily for the important school of mining, from 
1885 directed by Prof. S. B. Christy (b. 1853); California Hall, 
built by state appropriation, had been completed in 1906. The 
Greek theatre (1903), an open-air auditorium seating 75 00 

 spectators, on a hill-side in a grove of towering eucalypts, was 
the gift of William Randolph Hearst; this has been used 
regularly for concerts by the university's symphony orchestra,  

under the professor of music, John Frederick Wolle (b. x863), 
who originated the Bach Festivals at Bethlehem, Pa., free 
public concerts are given on Sunday afternoons; and there 
have been some remarkable dramatic performances here, notably 
Sudraka's Mricchakaitika in English, and Aeschylus's Eumenides 
in Greek, in April 1907. There are no dormitories. Student 
self-government works through the " Undergraduate Students' 
Affairs Committee " of the Associated Students. The faculty of 
the university has its own social club, with a handsome building 
on the grounds. At Berkeley is carried on the work in the 
colleges of letters, social sciences, natural sciences, commerce, 
agriculture, mechanical, mining and civil engineering, and 
chemistry. and the first two years' course of the college of 
medicine—the Toland Medical College having been absorbed by 
the university in 873; at Mount Hamilton, the work of the 
Lick astronomical department; and in San Francisco, that of 
dentistry (1888), pharmacy, law, art, and the concluding (post 
graduate or clinical) years of the medical course—the San 
Francisco Polyclinic having become a part of the university in 
1892. Three of the San Francisco departments occupy a group 
of three handsome buildings in the western part of the city, 
overlooking Golden Gate Park. The Lick astronomical depart-
ment (Lick Observatory) on Mount Hamilton, near- San Jose, 
occupies a site covering 2777 acres. It was founded in 1875 by 
James Lick of San Francisco, and was endowed by him with 
$7oo,000, $61o,0o0 of this being used for the original buildings 
and equipments, which were formally transferred to the uni-
versity in 1888. The art department (San Francisco Institute 
of art) was until x906 housed in the former home of Mark Hopkins, 
a San Francisco " railroad king "; it dated from 1893, under 
the name " Mark Hopkins Institute of Art." The building was 
destroyed in the San Francisco conflagration of 1076; but under 
its present name the department resumed work in 1907 on the 
old site. At the university farm, of nearly 75o acres, at Davis-
ville, Yolo county, instruction is given in practical agriculture, 
horticulture, dairying, &c.; courses in irrigation are given at 
Berkeley; a laboratory of plant pathology, established in ion 
at Whittier, Riverside county, and an experiment station on 
20 acres of land near Riverside, are for the study of plant and 
tree diseases and pests and of their remedies. A marine biologi-
cal laboratory is maintained at La Jolla, near San Diego, and 
another, the Hertzstein Research Laboratory, at New Monterey; 
the Rudolph Spreckels Physiological Laboratory is in Berkeley. 
The university has excellent anthropological and archaeological 
collections, mostly made by university expeditions, endowed by 
Mrs Hearst, to Peru and to Egypt. In 1907 the university 
library contained 16o,000 volumes, ranking, after the destruction 
of most of the San Francisco libraries in 1906, as the largest 
collection in the vicinity. The building of the Doe library 
(given by the will of Charles Franklin Doe), for the housing of 
the university library, was begun in 2907. The university has 
also the valuable Bancroft collection of 5o,000 volumes and 
countless pamphlets and manuscripts, dealing principally with 
the history of the Pacific Coast from Alaska through Central 
America, and of the Rocky Mountain region, including Montana, 
Utah, Wyoming, Colorado, Arizona, New Mexico and Western 
Texas. This collection (that of the historian Hubert Howe 
Bancroft) was acquired in 19o5 for Srso,000 (of which Mr 
Bancroft contributed Szoo,000), and was entrusted (1907) to the 
newly organized Academy of Pacific Coast History. The library 
of Karl Weinhold (1823-1901) of Berlin, which is especially rich 
in Germanic linguistics and " culture history," was presented to 
the university in 19o3 by John D. Spreckels. The university 
publishes The University of California Chronicle, an official 
record; and there are important departmental publications, 
especially those in American archaeology and ethnology, edited 
by Frederic Ward Putnam (b. 1839), including the reports of 
various expeditions, maintained by Mrs Hearst; in physi-
ology, edited by Jacques Loeb (b. 1859); in botany, edited 
by William Albert Setchell (b. 1864); in zoology, edited by 
William Emerson Ritter (b. 1859); and in astronomy, the 
publications of the Lick Observatory, edited by William Wallace 
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Campbell (b. 1862). In 1902, under the direction of Henry 
Morse Stephens (b. 2857), who then became professor of 
history, a department of university extension was organized; 
lecture courses, especially on history and literature, were de-
livered in 1906-1907 at fifteen extension " centres," at most of 
which dames of study were formed. Annexes to the university, 
but having no corporate connexion with it, are the Berkeley 
Bible Seminary (Disciples of Christ), the Pacific Theological 
Seminary (Congregational), the Pacific Coast Baptist Seminary 
and a Unitarian school. 

The growth of the university has been extremely rapid. From 
ago to 1900 the number of students increased fourfold. In 
the latter year the university of California was second t6 Harvard 
only in the number of academic graduate and undergraduate 
students, and fifth among the educational institutions of the 
country in total enrolment. In July 1907 there were 519 
officers in the faculties and 2987 students, of whom 226 were in 
the professional schools in San Francisco. In addition there 
were 707 students in the 1906 summer session, the total for 
1906-1907 thus being 3684; of this number 1506 were women. 
The university conferred 482 degrees in 1907, 546 in 1906, 470 in 
1905. The affairs of the university are administered by a board 
of twenty-three regents, seven state officials and heads of 
educational institutions, being members ex officio, and sixteen 
other members being appointed by the governor and senate of 
the state; its instruction is governed by the faculties of the 
different colleges, and an academic senate in which these arc 
joined. The gross income from all sources for 1 9o5-i906  was 
$1,564,190, of which about tfloo,o0o was income from invest-
ments, state and government grants, fees, &c., and the remainder 
was gifts and endowmerits. There is a permanent endowment of 
more than $3,000,000, partly from munificent private gifts, 
especially from Mrs Hearst and from Miss Cora Jean Flood. The 
financial support of the state has always been generous. No 
tuition fee is charged in the academic colleges to students 
resident in the state, and only 510.00 annually to students from 
without the state. The university maintains about go under-
graduate scholarships, and so graduate scholarships and fellow-
ships. All able-bodied male students are required to take the 
courses in military science, under instruction by an officer of the 
United States army detailed for the purpose. Physical culture 
and hygiene are prescribed for all men and women. A state law 
forbids the sale of liquor within one mile of the university 
grounds. To realize the ideal of the university as the head of the 
educational system of the state, a system of inspection of high 
schools has been developed, whereby schools reaching the pre-
scribed standard are entitled to recommend their graduates for 
admission to the university without examination. It was 
anticipated at one time that the foundation of the Leland 
Stanford Junior University at Palo Alto would injure the state 
institution at Berkeley; but in practice this was not found to 
be the case; on the contrary, the competition resulted in giving 
new vigour and enterprise to the older university. Joseph Le 
Conte (professor from 1872 to Igor) and Daniel C. Gilman 
(president in 1872-1875) deserve mention among those formerly 
connected with the university. In /899 Benjamin Ide Wheeler 
(b. 1854) became president. He had been a graduate (5875) 
of Brown University, and was professor first of comparative 
Philology and then of Greek at Cornell University; his chief 
publications are Der griechische Nominalaccent (s885); Analogy, 
sad the Scope of its Application in Language (1887); Principles of 
1arstrage Growth (tap); The Organization of Higher Education 
is the United States (1897); Dionysos and Inssnortality (1899); 
and Life of Alexander the Great ( taco). 

MINIM§ and CALIPER (possibly connected with carapace, 
the upper shell of a turtle), the gelatinous substances in the upper 
and lower shells, respectively, of the turtle, the calipash being 
of a dull greenish and the calipee of a light yellow colour. 

CALIPH, CALIF, or KHALI? (Arab. Ithallfa; the lengthening 
a( the I is strictly incorrect), literally " successor," " repre-
sentative," a title borne originally by Abu Bekr, who, on the 
death of Mahomet, beast= the civil and religious head of the 

Mahommedan state. In the same sense the term is used in the 
Koran of both Adam and David as the vicegerents of God. 
Abu Bekr and his three (or four) immediate successors are known 
as the " perfect " caliphs; after them the title was borne by the 
thirteen Omayyad caliphs of Damascus, and subsequently by 
the thirty-seven Abbasid caliphs of Bagdad whose dynasty fell 
before the Turks in x258. By some rigid Moslems these rulers 
were regarded as only emirs, not caliphs. There were titular 
caliphs of Abbasid descent in Egypt from that date till 15:7 
when the last caliph was captured by Selim I. On the fall of the 
Omayyad dynasty at Damascus, the title was assumed by the 
Spanish branch of the family who ruled in Spain at Cordova 
(755- 1031), and the Fatimite rulers of Egypt, who pretended 
to descent from Ali, and Fatima, Mahomet's daughter, also 
assumed the name (see FATMTBS). 

According to the Shi'ite Moslems, who call the office the 
" imamate " or leadership, no caliph is legitimate unless be is 
a lineal descendant of the Prophet. The Sunnites insist that the 
office belongs to the tribe of Koreish (Quraish) to which Mahomet 
himself belonged, but this condition would vitiate the claim of 
the Turkish sultans, who have held the office since its trans-
ference by the last caliph to Selim I. According to a tradition 
falsely ascribed to Mahomet, there can be but one caliph at a 
time; should a second be set up, he must be killed, for he " is 
a rebel." (See MAHON:KEDAH INSTITUTIONS.) 

CALIPHATE. ,  The history of the Mahommeaan rulers in the 
East who bore the title of caliph (q.v.) falls naturally into three 
main divisions:--(a) The first four caliphs, the immediate 
successors of Mahomet; (8) The Omayyad caliphs; (c) The 
Abbasid caliphs. To these three groups the present article is con-
fined; for the Western caliphs, see SPAIN: History (and minor 
articles such as ALMOHADES, ALMORAVIDES): for the Egyptian 
caliphs see EayFr: History ($ Mahommedan) and FATIILITES. 
The history of Arabia proper will be found under ARABIA: History. 

A.—THE FIRST FOUR CALIPHS 

After the death of Mahomet the question arose who was to be 
his " representative." The choice lay with the community of 
Medina; so much was understood; but whom were they to 
choose? The natives of Medina believed themselves to be now 
once more masters in their own house, and wished to promote 
one of themselves. But the Emigrants (see MAHOHET) asserted 
their opposing claims, and with success, having brought into 
the town a conside,rable number of outside Moslems, so as to 
terrorize the men of Medina, who besides were still divided into 
two parties. The Emigrants' leading spirit was Omar; he did, 
not, however, cause homage to be paid to himself, but to Abu 
Bekr, the friend and father-in-law of the Prophet. 

The affair would not have gone on so smoothly, had not the 
opportune defection of the Arabians put a stop to the inward 
schism which threatened. Islam suddenly found itself once 
more limited to the community of Medina; only Mecca and 

Rif (TAyef) remained true. The Bedouins were willing enough 
to pray, indeed, but less willing to pay taxes; their defection, 
as might have been expected, was a political movement. ,  None 
the less was it a revolt from Islam, for here the political society 
and the religious are identical. A peculiar compliment to 
Mahomet was involved in the fact that the leaders of the rebellion 
in the various districts did not pose as princes and kings, but as 
prophets; in this appeared to lie the secret of Islam's success. 

1. Reign of Abu Bekr.—Abu Bekr proved himself quite equal 
to the perilous situation. In the first place, he allowed the 
expedition against the Greeks, already arranged by Mahomet, 
quietly to set out, limiting himself for the time to the defence 
of Medina. On the return of the army he proceeded to attack 

1  Throughout this article, well-known names of persons and 
places appear in their most familiar forms, generally without accents 
or other diacritical signs. For the sake of 'homogeneity the articles 
on these persons or places are also given under these forms, but in 
such cases, the exact forms, according to the system of transliteration 
adopted, are there given in addition. 

See Noldeke, Beilidge sue Kenstniss der Poesie der alien Araber 
( 1 864). PP. 89 seq. 
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the rebels. The holy spirit of Islam kept the men of Medina 
together, and inspired in them an all-absorbing zeal for the 
faith; the Arabs as a whole had no other bond of union and no 
better source of inspiration than Individual interest. As was 
to be expected, they were worsted; eleven small flying columns 
of the Moslems, sent out in various directions, sufficed to quell 
the revolt. Those who submitted were forthwith received back 
into favour; those who persevered in rebellion were punished 
with death. The majority accordingly converted, the obstinate 
were extirpated. In Yamama (Yemama) only was there a 
severe struggle; the Sena Venire under their prophet Mosaffima 
fought bravely, but here also Islam triumphed. 

The internal consolidation of Islam in Arabia was, strange to 
say, brought about by its diffusion abroad. The holy war 
against the border countries which Mahomet had already 
inaugurated, was the best means for making the new religion 
popular among the Arabs, for opportunity was at the same 
time afforded for gaining rich booty. The movement was 
organized by Islam, but the masses were induced to join it by 
quite other than religious motives. Nor was this by any means 
the first occasion on which the Arabian cauldron had overflowed; 
once and again in former times emigrant swarms of Bedouins 
had settled on the borders of the wilderness. This had last 
happened in consequence of the events which destroyed the 
prosperity of the old Sabaean kingdom. At that time the small 
Arabian kingdoms of Ghassan and Him had arisen in the western 
and eastern borderlands of cultivation; these now presented 
to Moslem conquest its nearest and natural goaL But inasmuch 
as Him was subject to the Persians, and Eastern Palestine to 
the Greeks, the annexation of the Arabians involved the exten-
sion of the war beyond the limits of Arabia to a struggle with 
the two great powers (see further ARABIA: History). 

After the subjugation of middle and northeastern Arabia, 
Klitlid b. al-Waled proceeded by order of the caliph to the 
conquest of the districts on the lower Euphrates. Thence he 
was summoned to Syria, where hostilities had also broken out. 
Damascus fell late in the summer of 635, and on the oath of 
August 636 was fought the great decisive battle on the Hieromax 
(Yarmuk), which caused the emperor Heradius (q.v.) finally to 
abandon Syria." Left to themselves, the Christians hence-
forward defended themselves only in isolated cases in the fortified 
cities; for the most part they witnessed the *disappearance of 
the Byzantine power without regret. Meanwhile the war was 
also carried on against the Persians in Irak, unsuccessfully at 
first, until the tide turned at the battle of Kadisiya (Kadessia, 
Qadislya) (end of 637). In consequence of the defeat which 
they here sustained, the Persians were forced to abandon the 
western portion of their empire and limit themselves to Iran 
proper. The Moslems made themselves masters of Ctesiphon 
(Medlin), the residence of the Sassanids on the Tigris, and 
conquered in the immediately following years the country of 
the two rivers. In 639 the armies of Syria and Irak were face 
to face in Mesopotamia. In a short time they had taken from 
the Aryans all the principal old Semitic lands—Palestine, Syria, 
Mesopotamia, Assyria and Babylonia. To these was soon added 
Egypt, which was overrun with little difficulty by 'Amr ibn-el-
Ass (q.v.) in 64o. (See EGYPT: History, ¢ Mahommedan.) 
This completed the circle of the lands bordering on the wilderness 
of Arabia; within these limits annexation was practicable and 
natural, a repetition indeed of what had often previously oc-
curred. The kingdoms of Ghassan and Hire, advanced poste 
hitherto, now became the headquarters of the Arabs; the new 
empire had its centres on the one hand at Damascus, on the 
other hand at Kufa and Balm, the two newly-founded cities in 
the region of old Babylonia. The capital of Islam continued 
indeed for a while to be Medina, but soon the Hejaz (Hijaz) and 
the whole of Arabia proper lay quite on the outskirt of affairs. 

The ease with which the native populations of the con-
quered districts, exclusively or prevailingly Christian, adapted 
themselves to the new rule is very striking. Their nationality had 

De Goeje, Mhnoires 	d de glog. orient. No. 2 (2nd ed., 
Leiden, 1864); Ntildeke, D.M.Z., 1875, p. 76 atm.; Ballidhuri 137.  

been broken long ago, but intrinsically it was more closely allied 
to the Arabian than to the Greek or Persian. Their religious 
sympathy with the West was seriously impaired by dogmatic 
controversies; from Islam they might at any rate hope for 
toleration, even though their views were not in accordance 
with the theology of the emperor of the day. The lapse of the 
masses from Christianity to Islam, however, which took place 
during the first century after the conquest, is to be accounted 
for only by the fact that in reality they had no inward relation 
to the gospel at all. They changed their creed merely to acquire 
the rights and privileges of Moslem citizens. In no case were 
they compelled to do so; indeed the Omayyad caliphs saw 
with displeasure the diminishing proceeds of the poll-tax derived 
from their Christian subjects (see MAHOMYFDAN Lwerrroriows). 

It would have been a great advantage for the solidity of the 
Arabian empire if it had confined itself within the limits of those 
old Semitic lands, with perhaps the addition of Egypt. But the 
Persians were not so ready as the Greeis to give up the contest; 
they did not rest until the Moslems had subjugated the whole 
of the Sassanid empire. The most important event in the 
protracted war which led to the conquest of Iran, was the battle 
of NehAwend in 641;' the most obstinate resistance was offered 
by Persia proper, and especially by the capital, Istakhr (Perse-
polis). In the end, all the numerous and partly autonomous 
provinces of the Sassanid empire fell, one after the other, into 
the hands of the Moslems, and the young king, Yazdegerd 
(q.v.), was compelled to retire to the farthest corner of his realm, 
where he came to a miserable end' But it was long before the 
Iranians learned to accept the situation. Unlike the Christians 
of western Asia, they had a vigorous feeling of national pride, 
based upon glorious memories and especially upon a church 
having a connexion of the closest kind with the state. Internal 
disturbances of a religious and political character and external 
disasters had long ago shattered the empire of the Sassanids 
indeed, but the Iranians had not yet lost their patriotism. They 
were fighting, in fact, against the despised and hated Arabs, 
in defence of their holiest possessions, their nationality and 
their faith. Their subjection was only external, nor did Islam 
ever succeed in assimilating them as the Syrian Christians were 
agghpilated. Even when in process of time they did accept the 
religion of the prophet, they leavened it thoroughly with their 
own peculiar leaven, and, especially, deprived it of the practical 
political and national character which it had assumed after the 
flight to Medina. To the Arabian state they were always a 
thorn in the flesh; it was they who helped most to break up its 
internal order, and it was from them also that it at last received 
its outward death-blow. The fall of the Omayyads was their 
work, and with the Omayyads fell the Arabian empire. 

2. Reign of Omar.—Abu Bekr died after a short reign on the 
22nd of August 634, and as a matter of course was succeeded by 
Omar. To Omar's ten years' Caliphate belong for the most part 
the great conquests. He himself did not take the field, but 
remained in Medina with the exception of his visit to Syria in 
638; he never, however, suffered the reins to slip from his 
grasp, so powerful was the influence of his personality and the 
Moslem community of feeling. His political insight is shown 
by the fact that he endeavoured to limit the indefinite extension 
of Moslem conquest, to maintain and strengthen the national 
Arabian character of the commonwealth of Islam' and especially 
to promote law and order in its internal affairs. The saying 
with which he began his reign will never grow antiquated: 
" by Allah, he that is weakest among you shall be in my sight 
the strongest, until I have vindicated for him his rights; but 
him that is strongest will I treat as the weakest, until be complies 

The accounts differ: .  see Balidhuri 3o5. The chronology of the 
Conquests 	points 

 ma  u A3 315 Z. 	• 
He sought to make the whole nation a great host of God; the 

Arabs were to be soldiers and nothing else. They were forbidden 
to acquire landed estates in the conquered countries; all land was 
either made state property or was restored to the old owners subject 
to a perpetual tribute which provided pay on a splendid scale fee 
the army. 
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with the laws." After the administration of justice he directed 
hi organizing activity, as the circumstances demanded, chiefly 
towards financial questions—the incidence of taxation in the 
conquered territories,' and the application of the vast resources 
which poured into the treasury at Medina. It must not be 
brought against him as a personal reproach, that in dealing with 
these be acted on the principle that the Moslems were the char-
tered plunderers of all the rest of the world. But he had to atone 
by his death for the fault of his system. In the mosque at Medina 
he was stabbed by a Karin workman and died in November 644. 

3. Reign of Oeinsus. —Before his death Omar had nominated 
six of the leading Mohajir (Emigrants) who should choose the 
caliph from among themselves—Othman, Ali, Zobair, Talba, 
Said b. Abi Waggles, and Abdarmbnasn b. Auf. The last-named 
declined to be a candidate, and decided the election in favour 

Othman. Under this weak sovereign the government of 
Islam fell entirely into the hands of the Koreish nobility. We 
have already seen that Mahomet himself prepared the way for 
this transference; Abu Bekr and Omar likewise helped it; the 
Emigrants were unanimous among themselves in thinking that 
the precedence and leadership belonged to them as of right 
Thanks to the energy of Omar, they were successful in appro-
priating to themselves the succession to the Prophet. They 
Indeed rested their claims on the undeniable priority of their 
services to the faith, but they also appealed to their blood 
relationship with the Prophet as a corroboration of their right 
to the inheritance; and the ties of blood connected them with 
the Itoreish in generaL In point of fact they felt a closer con-
nexion with these than, for example, with the natives of Medina; 
nature had not been expelled by faith. The supremacy of the 
Emigrants naturally furnished the means of transition to the 
supremacy of the Meccan aristocracy. Othman did all in his 
power to press forward this development of affairs. He belonged 
to the foremost family of Mecca, the Omayyads, and that he 
should favour his relations and the Koreish as a whole, in every 
possible way, seemed to him a matter of course. Every position 
of influence and emolument was assigned to them; they them-
'dyes boastingly called the important province of Irak the garden 
of Roceish. In truth, the entire empire had become that garden. 
Nor was it unreasonable that from the secularization of Islam 
the chief advantage should be reaped by those who best knew 
the world. Such were beyond all doubt the patricians of Mecca, 
sad after them those of Tail, people like Ithalid b. al-Walid, 
Amu- but el-Ass 'Abdalbth b. abi Serb, Moghlra b. Sho'ba, and, 
above all, old Abu Sofian with his son Moawiya. 

Against the rising tide of worldliness an opposition, however, 
row began to appear. It was led by what may be called the 
spiritual noblesse of Islam, which, as distinguished from the 
he nobility of Mecca, might also be designated as the 
minIty of merit, consisting of the " Defenders " (Amer), and 
especially of the Emigrants who had lent themselves to the 
tievation of the Koreish, but by no means with the intention 
of allowing themselves thereby to be effaced. The opposition 
vas beaded by Ali, Zobair, Talba, both as leading men among 
the Emigrants and as disappointed candidates for the Caliphate. 
Their motives were purely selfish; not God's cause but their 
um, not religion but power and preferment, were what they 
maghtS Their party was a mixed one. To it belonged the men 
of real piety, who saw with displeasure the promotion to the 
lest places in the commonwealth of the great lords who had 
actually done nothing for Islam, and had joined themselves to 
it only at the last moment. But the majority were merely a band 

' Nadeke. Teasel, 246. To Omar is due also the establishment 
col the Era of the Flight (Hegira). 

Eves in the list of the slain at the battle of Honain the Erni-
raws are enumerated along with the Meccans and Koreish, and 
entiagnishet1 from the men of Medina. 

It was the same opposition of the spiritual to the secular nobility 
that afterwards showed itself in the revolt of the sacred cities against 
the Omayyads. The movement triumphed with the elevation of the 
Abbasid; to the throne. But, that the spiritual nobility was fighting 
sot for principle but for personal advantage was as apparent in Ali's 
kst,lities against Zobair and Talba as in that of the Abbasids against 
the followers of Ali. 

of men without views, whose aim was • change not of system, 
but of persons in their own interest. Everywhere in the pro-
vinces there was agitation against the caliph and his governors, 
except in Syria, where Othman's cousin, Moawiya, son of Abu 
Sofiln (see below), carried on a wise and strong administration. 
The movement was most energetic in Irak and in Egypt. Its 
ultimate aim was the deposition of Othman in favour of Ali, 
whose own services as well as his close relationship to the Prophet 
seemed to give him the best claim to the Caliphate. Even then 
there were enthusiasts who held him to be a sort of Messiah. 

The malcontents sought to gain their end by force. In bands 
they came from the provinces to Medina to wring concessions 
from Othman, who, though his armies were spreading terror 
from the Indus and Oxus to the Atlantic, bad no troops at hand 
in Medina. He propitiated the mutineers by concessions, but as 
soon as they had gone, he let matters resume their old course. 
Thus things went on from bad to worse. In the following year 
(60) the leaders of the rebels came once more from Egypt and 
Irak to Medina with a more numerous following; and the caliph 
again tried the plan of making promises which he did not intend 
to keep. But the rebels caught him in a flagrant breach of his 
word,' and now demanded his abdication, besieging him in his own 
house, where he was defended by a few faithful subjects. As be 
would not yield, they at last took the building by storm and put 
him to death, an old man of eighty. His death in the act of 
maintaining his rights was of the greatest service to his house and 
of corresponding disadvantage to the enemy. 

4. Reign of Ali.—Controversy as to the inheritance at once 
arose among the leaders of the opposition. The mass of the 
mutineers summoned All to the Caliphate, and compelled even 
Talba and Zobair to do him homage. But soon these two, 
along with Ayesha, the mother of the faithful, who had an old 
grudge against AU, succeeded in making their escape to Irak, 
where at Basra they raised the standard of rebellion. Ali in 
point of fact had no real right to the succession, and moreover 
was apparently actuated not by piety but by ambition and the 
desire of power, so that men of penetration, even although they 
condemned Othman's method of government, yet refused to 
recognize his successor. The new caliph, however, found means 
of disposing of their opposition, and at the battle of the Camel, 
fought at Basra in November 656, Talba and Zobair were slain, 
and Ayesha was taken prisoner. 

But even so Ali had not secured peace. With the murder of 
Othman the dynastic principle gained the twofold advantage of a 
legitimate cry—that of vengeance for the blood of the grey-haired 
caliph and a distinguished champion, the govemor Moawiya, 
whose position in Syria was impregnable. The kernel of his 
subjects consisted of genuine Arabs, not only recent immigrants 
along with Islam, but also old settlers who, through contact 
with the Roman empire and the Christian church, had become to 
some extent civilized. Through the Ghassanids these latter 
had become habituated to monarchical government and loyal 
obedience, and for a long time much better order had prevailed 
amongst them than elsewhere in Arabia. Syria was the proper 
soil for the rise of an Arabian kingdom, and Moawiya was just 
the man to make use of the situation. He exhibited Othman's 
blood-stained garment in the mosque at Damascus, and incited 
his Syrians to vengeance. 

Ali's position in Kufa was much less advantageous. The 
population of Irak was already mixed upwith Persian elements; it 
fluctuated greatly, and was largely composed of fresh immigrants. 
Islam had its headquarters here; Kufa and Basra were the home 
of the pious and of the adventurer, the centres of religious and 
political movement. This movement it was that had raised All 
to the Caliphate, but yet it did not really take any personal 
interest in him. Religion proved for him a less trustworthy and 
more dangerous support than did the conservative and secular 
feeling of Syria for the Omayyads. Moawiya could either 
act or refrain from acting as he those, secure in either case 

Or, at least, so they thought. The history of the letter to 
'Abdallah b. abi Sarh seems to have been a tnck played on the 
caliph, who suspected All of having had a hand in it. 
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of the obedience of his subjects. Ali, on the other hand, was 
unable to convert enthusiasm for the principle inscribed on his 
banner into enthusiasm for his person. It was necessary that 
he should accommodate himself to the wishes of his supporters, 
which, however, were inconsistent. They compelled him 
suddenly to break off the battle of Siffin, which he was apparently 
on the point of gaining over Moawiya, because the Syrians 
fastened copies of the Koran to their lances to denote that not 
the sword, but the word of God should decide the contest (see 
further below, B. ; also Au). But in yielding to the will of the 
majority he excited the displeasure of the minority, the genuine 
zealots, who in Moawiya were opposing the enemy of Islam, 
and regarded Ali's entering into negotiations with him as a 
denial of the faith. When the negotiations failed and war was 
resumed, the Kharijites refused to follow Ali's army, and he had 
to turn his armies in the first instance against them. He 
succeeded in disposing of them without difficulty at the battle of 
Nahrawan, but in his success he lost the soul of his following. 
For they were the true champions of the theocratic principle; 
through their elimination it became clear that the struggle had in 
no sense anything to do with the cause of God. Ali's defeat was 
a foregone conclusion, once religious enthusiasm had failed him; 
the secular resources at the disposal of his adversaries were far 
superior. Fortunately for him he was murdered (end of January 
66i), thereby posthumously attaining an importance in the eyes 
of a large part of the Mahommedan world (Shi'a) which he had 
never possessed during his life. 

B.—THE OMAYTAD DYNASTY 
Summary of Preceding ildovemenir.—The conquest of Mecca had 

been of the greatest importance to the Prophet, not only because 
Islam thus obtained possession of this important city with its 
famous sanctuary, but above all because his late adversaries 
were at last compelled to acknowledge him as the Envoy of God. 
Among these there were many men of great ability and influence, 
and he was so eager to conciliate them or, as the Arabic ex-
pression has it, " to mellow their hearts " by concessions and 
gifts, that his loyal helpers (Ancor) at Medina became dissatisfied 
and could only with difficulty be brought to acquiesce in it. 
Mahomet was a practical man; he realized that the growing 
state needed skilful administrators, and that such were found in 
much greater number among the antagonists of yesterday than 
among the honest citizens of Medina. The most important 
positions, such as the governorships of Mecca and Yemen, were 
entrusted to men of the Omayyad house, or that of the Makhztlm 
and other Koreishite families. Abu Bekr followed the Prophet's 
example. In the great revolt of the Arabic tribes after the 
death of Mahomet, and in the invasion of Irak and Syria by the 
Moslems, the principal generals belonged to them. Omar did 
not deviate from that line of conduct. It was he who appointed 
Yazid, the son of Abu Sofian, and after his death, his brother 
Moawiya as governor of Syria, and assigned the province of Egypt 
to Amr-ibn-el-Ass ('Amr b. At). It is even surprising to find 
among the leading men so few of the house of Hashim, the nearest 
family of the Prophet. The puzzled Moslem doctors explain 
this fact on the ground that the Hashimites were regarded as too 
noble to hold ordinary administrative offices, and that they 
could not be spared at Medina, where their counsel was required 
in all important affairs. There is, however, a tradition in which 
All himself calls the Omayyads born rulers. As long as Omar 
lived opposition was silent. But Othman had not the strong 
personality of his predecessor, and, although he practically 
adhered to the policy of Omar, he was accused of favouring the 
members of his own family—the caliph belonged himself to the 
house of Omayya—at the expense of the Hashimitesandthe Ansar. 
The jealousy of the latter two was prompted by the fact that the 
governorship and military commands had become not only much 
more important, but also much more lucrative, while power and 
money again procured many adherents. The truly devout 
Moslems on the other hand were scandalized by the growing 
luxury which relaxed the austere morals of the first Moslems, 
and this also was imputed to Othman. 

We thus see how the power of the house of Omayya developed 
itself, and how there arose against it an opposition, which led in 
the first place to the murder of Othman and the Caliphate of Ali, 
and furthermore, during the whole period of the Omayyad 
caliphs, repeatedly to dangerous outbreaks, culminating in the 
great catastrophe which placed the Abbasids on the throne. 
The elements of this opposition were of very various kinds:—
(r) The old-fashioned Moslems, sons of the Ansa, and MoIsdjir, 
who had been Mahomet's first companions and supporters, and 
could not bear the thought that the sons of the old enemies of the 
Prophet in Mecca, whom they nicknamed folagd (freedmen), 
should be in control of the imamate, which carried with it the 
management of affairs both civil and religious. This party was 
in the foreground, chiefly in the first period. (2) The partisans 
of Ali, the Shi'a (Shi'ites), who in proportion as their influence 
with the Arabs declined, contrived to strengthen it by obtaining 
the support of the non-Arabic Moslems, aided thereto, especially 
in the latter period, by the Abbasid', who at the decisive 
moment succeeded in seizing the supreme power for themselves. 
(3) The Kharijites, who, in spite of the heavy losses they sus-
tained at the hands of Ali, maintained their power by gaining 
new adherents from among those austere Moslems, who held both 
Omayyads and Alids as usurpers, and have often been called, not 
unjustly, the Puritans of Islam. (4) The non-Arabic Moslems, 
who on their conversion to Islam, had put themselves under the 
patronage of Arabic families, and were therefore called mauk's 
(clients). These were not only the most numerous, but also, in 
virtue of the persistency of their hostility, the most dangerous. 
The largest and strongest group of these were the Persians, who, 
before the conquest of Irak by the Moslems, were the ruling class 
of that country, so that Persian was the dominant language. 
With them all malcontents, in particular the Shi'ites, found 
support; by them the dynasty of the Omayyads and the 
supremacy of the Arabs was finally overthrown. To these 
elements of discord we must add:—(z) That the Arabs, notwith-
standing the bond of Islam that united them, maintained their 
old tribal institutions, and therewith their old feuds and factions; 
(2) that the old antagonism between Ma'adites t (original 
northern tribes) and Yemenites (original southern tribes), 
accentuated by the jealousy between the Meccans, who belonged 
to the former, and the Medinians, who belonged to the latter 
division, gave rise to perpetual conflicts; (3) that more than one 
dangerous pretender—some of them of the reigning family 
itself—contended with the caliph for the sovereignty, and must 
be crushed calk glee teak. It is only by the detailed enumera-
tion of these opposing forces that we can form an idea of the 
heavy task that lay before the Prince of the Believers, and of the 
amount of tact and ability which his position demanded. 

The description of the reign of the Omayyads is extremely 
difficult. Never perhaps has the system of undermining 
authority by continual slandering been applied on such a scale as 
by the Alids and the Abbasids. The Omayyads were accused by 
their numerous missionaries of every imaginable vice; in their 
hands Islam was not safe; it would be a godly work to extirpate 
them from the earth. When the Abbasids had occupied the 
throne, they pursued this policy to its logical conclusion. But 
not content with having exterminated the hated rulers themselves, 
they carried their hostility to a further point. The official 
history of the Omayyads, as it has been handed down to us, is 
coloured by Abbasid feeling to such an extent that we can 
scarcely distinguish the true from the false. An example of this 
occurs at the outset in the assertion that Moawiya deliberately 
refrained from marching to the help of Othman, and indeed that 
it was with secret joy that he heard of the fatal result of the plot. 
The facts seem to contradict this view. When, ten weeks before 
the murder, some hundreds of men came to Medina from Egypt 
and Irak, pretending that they were on their pilgrimage to Mecca, 
but wanted to bring before the caliph their complaints against 
his vicegerents, nobody could have the slightest suspicion that 
the life of the caliph was in danger; indeed it was only during 

I Mead is in thegenealogical system the father of the Molar and 
the Rab'ia tribes. dais is the principal branch of the Modar. 
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the few days that Othman was besieged in his house that the 
danger became obvious. If the caliph then, as the chroniclers 
tell, sent a message to Moawiya for help, his messenger could not 
have accomplished half the journey to Damascus when the 
catastrophe took place. There is no real reason to doubt that 
the painful news fell on Moawiya unexpectedly, and that he, as 
mightiest representative of the Omayyad house, regarded as his 
own the duty of avenging the crime. He could not but view Ali 
in the light of an accomplice, because if, as he protested, he did 
not abet the murderers, yet he took them under his protection. An 
acknowledgment of All as caliph by Moawiya before he had 
cleared himself from suspicion was therefore quite impossible. 

r. The Reign of Moawiya.—Moawiya, son of the well-known 
Meccan chief Abu Sofa]; embraced Islam together with his father 
and his brother Yazid, when the Prophet conquered Mecca, and 
was, like them, treated with the greatest distinction. He was even 
chosen to be one of the secretaries of Mahomet. When Abu Bekr 
sent his troops for the conquest of Syria, Yarid, the eldest son of 
Abu Sofiin, held one of the chief commands, with Moawiya as 
his lieutenant. In the year 639 Omar named him governor of 
Damascus and Palestine; Othman added to this province the 
north of Syria and Mesopotamia. To him was committed the 
conduct of the war against the Byzantine emperor, which he 
continued with energy, at first only on land, but later, when the 
caliph had at last given in to his urgent representations, at sea 
also. In the year 34 (A.D. 655) was fought off the coast of Lycia 
the great naval battle, which because of the great number of 
masts has been called "the mast fight," in which the Greek 
fleet, commanded by the emperor Constans H. in person, was 
utterly defeated. Moawiya himself was not present, as he was 
conducting an attack (the result of which we do not know) on 
Caesarea in Cappadocia. The Arabic historians are so entirely 
preoccupied with the internal events that they have no eye for 
the war at the frontier. The contention which Moawiya bad 
with Ali checked his progress in the north. 

Moawiya was a born ruler, and Syria was, as we have seen, the 
best administered province of the whole empire. He was so 
loved and honoured by his Syrians that, when he invited them 
to avenge the blood of Othman, they replied unanimously, " It is 
your part to command, ours to obey." Ali was a valiant man, 
but bad no great talent as a ruler. His army numbered a great 
many enthusiastic partisans, but among them not a few wise-
acres; there were also others of doubtful loyalty. The battle at 
Siffin (657), near the Euphrates, which lasted two months and 
consisted principally in, sometimes bloody, skirmishes, with 
alternate success, ended by the well-known appeal to the decision 
of the Koran on the part of Moawiya. This appeal has been called 
by a European scholar "one of the unworthiest comedies of the 
whole world's history," accepting the report of very partial 
Arabic writers that it happened when the Syrians were on the 
point of losing the battle. He forgot that All himself, before the 
Battle of the Camel, appealed likewise to the decision of the 
Koran, and began the fight only when this had been rejected 
There is in reality no room for suspecting Moawiya of not having 
been in earnest when making this appeal; he might well regret 
that internecine strife should drain the forces which were so 
much wanted for the spread of Islam. That the Book of God 
could give a solution, even of this arduous case, was doubtless the 
firm belief of both parties. But even if the appeal to the Koran 
had been a stratagem, as All himself thought, it would have been 
Perfectly legitimate, according to the general views of that time, 
which had been also those of the Prophet. It is not unlikely 
that the chief leader of the Yemenites in Ali's army, Ash'ath b. 
Qais, knew beforehand that this appeal would be made. Cer-
tainty is not to be obtained in the whole matter. 

On each side an umpire was appointed, Abu masa al-Ash'ari, 
the candidate of Ash'ath, on that of Ali, Amr-ibn-el-Ass (q.v.) on 
that of Moawiya. The arbitrators met in the year 37 (A.D. 658) 
at Adhroh, in the south-east of Syria, where are the ruins of 
the Roman Castra described by Brilnnow and Domaszewsky 
(Die Provincia Arabia, i. 433-463). Instead of this place, the 

' The Arabs always call them Ram, i.e. Romans 

historians generally put Domat-al-Jandal, the biblical Duma, 
now called Pia, but this rests on feeble authority. The various 
accounts about what happened in this interview are without 
exception untrustworthy. J. Wellhausen, in his excellent book 
Dos arabische Reich and sells Stars, has made it very probable that 
the decision of the umpires was that the choice of All as caliph 
should be cancelled, and that the task of nominating a successor 
to Othman should be referred to the council of notable men 
(share), as representing the whole community. All refusing to 
submit to this decision, Moawiya became the champion of the 
law, and thereby gained at once considerable support for the 
conquest of Egypt, to which above all he directed his efforts. As 
soon as Amr returned from Adhroh, Moawiya sent him with an 
army of four or five thousand men against Egypt. About the 
same time the constitutional party rose against Ali's vicegerent 
Mahommed, son of Abu Bekr, who had been the leader of the 
murderous attack on Othman. Mahommed was beaten, taken 
in his flight, and, according to some reports, sewn in the skin of an 
ass and burned. 

Moawiya, realizing that Ali would take all possible means to 
crush him, took his measures accordingly. He concluded with 
the Greeks a treaty, by which he pledged himself to pay a large 
sum of money annually on condition that the emperor should give 
him hostages as a pledge for the maintenance of peace. Ali, 
however, had first to deal with the insurrection of the Kharijites, 
who condemned the arbitration which followed the battle of Siffin 
as a deed of infidelity, and demanded that All should break the 
compact (see above, A.4). Freed from this difficulty, All prepared 
to direct his march against Moawiya, but his soldiers declined to 
move. One of his men, Khirrit b. RAshid, renounced him 
altogether, because he had not submitted to the decision of the 
umpires, and persuaded many others to refuse the payment of the 
poor-rate. Ali was obliged to subdue him, a task which he 
effected not without difficulty. Not a few of his former partisans 
went over to Moawiya, as already had happened before the days 
of Siffin, amongst others Ali's own brother 'Aq1L Lastly, there 
were in Kufa, and still more in Basra, many Othmaniya or 
legitimists, on whose co-operation he could not rely. Moawiya 
from his side made incessant raids into Ali's dominion, and by his 
agents caused a very serious revolt in Basra. The statement that 
a treaty was concluded between Moawiya and All to maintain the 
status quo, in the beginning of the year 40 (A.D. 66o), is not very 
probable, for it is pretty certain that just then All had raised an 
army of 40,000 men against the Syrians, and also that in the second 
or third month of that year Moawiya was proclaimed caliph at 
Jerusalem. At the same time Bosr b. Abi ArtAt made his 
expedition against Medina and Mecca, whose inhabitants were 
compelled to acknowledge the caliphate of Moawiya. On the 
murder of All in 661, his son Hasan was chosen caliph, but he 
recoiled before the prospect of a war with Moawiya, having 
neither the ambition nor the energy of Ali. Moawiya stood then 
with is large army in Maskin, a rich district lying to the north of 
the later West Bagdad, watered by the Dojafl, or Little Tigris, a 
channel from the Euphrates to the Tigris. The army of Trak was 
near MadAin, the ancient Ctesiphon. The reports about what 
occurred are confused and contradictory; but it seems probable 
that Abdallah b. Abbas, the vicegerent of All at Basra and 
ancestor of the future Abbasid dynasty, was in command. No 
battle was fought. Hasan and Ibn Abbas opened, each for 
himself, negotiations with Moawiya. The latter made it a 
condition of surrender that he should have the free disposal of the 
funds in the treasury of Basra. Some say that he had already 
before the death of All rendered himself master of it. Notwith-
standing the protest of the Basrians, he transported this booty 
safely to Mecca. When his descendants had ascended the throne 
and he had become a demi-saint, the historians did their best to 
excuse his conduct. Hasan demanded, in exchange for the power 
which he resigned, the contents of the treasury at Kufa, which 
amounted to five millions of dirhems, together with the revenues 
of the Persian province of DarAbjird (Darab). When these nego-
tiations became known, a mutiny broke out in Hasan's camp. 
Hasan himself was wounded and retired to Medina, where he 
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died eight or nine years afterwards. The legend that he was 
poisoned by order of Moawiya is without the least foundation. 
It seems that he never received the revenues of Daribjird, the 
Basrians to whom they belonged refusing to cede them. 

Moawiya now made his entry into Kufa in the summer of A.H. 

41 (a.o. 660 and received the oath of allegiance as Prince of the 
Believers. This year is called the year of union (joind'a). 
Moglitra b. Sho'ba was appointed governor of Kufa. Homan b. 
Aban bad previously assumed the government of Basm. This 
is represented commonly as a revolt, but as Uomran was a client 
of Othman, and remained in favour with the Ontayyacls, it is 
almost certain that he took the management of affairs only to 
maintain order. 

One strong antagonist to Moawiya remained, in the person of 
Ziyad. This remarkable man was said to be a bastard of Abu 
Sofian, the father of Moawiya, and was, by his mother, the 
brother of Abu Bakra, a man of .  great wealth and position at 
Basra. He thus belonged to the tribe of Thaqtf at Taif, which 
produced many very prominent men. At the age of fourteen 
years Ziyad was charged with the financial administration of the 
Basrian army. He had won the affection of Omar, by his know-
ledge of the Koran and the Sunna of the Prophet, and by the fact 
that he had employed the first money he earned to purchise the 
freedom of his mother Somayya. He was a faithful servant of All 
and put down for him the revolt excited by Moawiya's partisans 
in Basra. Thence he marched into Fars and Kirman, where he 
maintained peace and kept the inhabitants in their allegiance to 
Ali. After AB's death he fortified himself in his castle near 
Istakhr and refused to submit. Moawiya, therefore, sent Bosr 
b. Abi Artat to Basra, with orders to cajsture Ziyad's three sons, 
and to force Ziyad into submission by threatening to kill them. 
Ziyad was obdurate, and it was due to his brother Abu Bakra, 
who persuaded Moawiya to cancel the order, that the threat was 
not executed. On his return to Damascus, Moawiya charged 
Moghtra b. Sho'ba to bring his countryman to reason. Abdallah 
b. 'Amir was made governor of Basra. 

As soon as Moawiya had his hands free, be directed all his 
forces against the Greeks. Immediately after the submission of 
Irak, he had denounced the existing treaty, and as early as 662 
had sent his troops against the Mans and the Greeks. Since then, 
no year passed without a campaign. Twice he made a serious 
effort to conquer Constantinople, in 669 when he besieged it for 
three months, and in 674. On the second occasion his fleet 
occupied Cyzicus, which it held till shortly after his death in 68o, 
when a treaty was signed. In Africa also the extension of 
Mahommedan power was pursued energetically. In 67o took 
place the famous march of 'Okba ('Oqba) b. Nafi' and the founda-
tion of Kairawan, where the great mosque still bears his name. 
Our information about these events, though very full, is untrust-
worthy, while of the events in Asia Minor the accounts are scarce 
and short. The Arabic historians are still absorbed by the events 
in Irak and Khorasan. 

The talented prefect of Kufa, bfoghlra b. Sho'ba, eventually 
broke down the resistance of Ziyild, who came to Damascus to 
render an account of his administration, which the caliph 
ratified. Moawiya seems also to have acknowledged him as the 
son of Abu Sofittn, and thus .71.5 his brother; in 664 this recogni-
tion was openly declared. ,  In the next year Ziyad was appointed 
governor of Basra and the eastern provinces belonging to it. As 
the austere champion of the precepts of Islam, he soon restored 
order in the whole district. Outwardly, this was the case in 
Kufa also. A rising of Kharijites in the year 663 had ended in 
the death of their chief. But the Shiites were dissatisfied and 

, A single genealogist. Abu Yaqszan, says that he was a legiti-
mate son of Abu Scfilin, and that his mother was Asmi, daughter 
of A'war. But all others call his mother Somayya, who is said to 
have been a slave-girl of Hind, the wife of Abu Sofian, and who 
became later also the mother of Abu Bakra. We cannot make out 
whether Abu Sofiin acknowledged him as his son or not. At a later 
period, the Abbasid caliph Mandi had the names of Ziyad and his 
descendants struck off the rolls of the Koreish ; but, after his death, 
the persons concerned gained over the chief of the rolls office, and 
had their names replaced in the lists (see Tabaci iii. 479)-  

even dared to give public utterance to their hostility. Moghtm 
contented himself with a warning. He was already aged and had 
no mind to enter on a conflict. He died about the year 67o, and 
his province also was entrusted to Ziyad, who appointed 'Amr b. 
Horaith as his vicegerent. At a Friday service in the great mosque 
'Amr was insulted and pelted with pebbles. Ziyad then came 
himself, arrested the leader of the Shi' ites, and sent fourteen rebels 
to Damascus, among them several men of consideration. Seven of 
them who refused to pledge themselves to obedience were put to 
death; the Shiites considered them as martyrs and accused 
Moawiya of committing a great crime. But in Kufa peace was 
restored, and this not by military force, but by the headmen of 
the tribes. We must not forget that Kufa and Basra were 
military colonies, and that each tribe had its own quarter of the 
city. A wholesome diversion was provided by the serious re-
sumption of the policy of eastern expansion, which had been 
interrupted by the civil war. For this purpose Irak had to 
furnish the largest contingent. The first army sent by Ziyitd 
into Khorasan recaptured Merv, Herat and Balkh, conquered 
Tokharistan and advanced as far as the Oxus. In 673 'Obai-
dallah, the son of Ziyad, crossed the river, occupied Bokhara, and 
returned laden with booty taken from the wandering Turkish 
tribes of Tmnsoxiana. He brought soon Turkish archers with 
him to Basra; the first Turkish slaves to enter the Moslem empire. 
Sald, son of the caliph Othman, whom Moawiya made governor 
of Khorasan, in 674 marched against Samarkand. Other 
generals penetrated as far as the Indus and conquered Kabul, 
Sijistan, Makran and Kandahar. 

Ziyad governed Irak with the greatest vigour, but as long as 
discontent did not issue in action, he let men alone. At his death 
(672-673), order was so generally restored that" nobody had any 
more to fear for life or estate, and even the unprotected woman 
was safe in her house without having her door bolted." 

Moawiya was a typical Arab sayyid (gentleman). He governed, 
not by force, but by his superior intelligence, his self-control, 
his mildness • and magnanimity. The following anecdote may 
illustrate this. One of Moawiya's estates bordered on that of 
Abdallah b. Zobair, who complained in a somewhat truculent 
letter that Moawiya's slaves had been guilty of trespassing. 
Moawiya, disregarding his son. Yazid's advice that he should 
exact condign punishment for Zobair's disrespect, replied in 
flattering terms, regretting the trespass and resigning both slaves 
and estate to Zobair. In reply Zobair protested his loyalty to 
Moawiya, who thereupon pointed a moral for the instruction of 
Yazid. 

Moawiya has been accused of having poisoned more than one of 
his adversaries, among them Malik Ashtar, Abdarrahroan the 
son of the great captain Khalid b. Wand, and Hasan b. Ali. As 
for the latter, European scholars have long been agreed that the 
imputation is groundless. As to Abdarrahman the story is in the 
highest degree improbable. Madaint says that Moawiya was 
prompted to it, because when he consulted the Syrians about the 
choice of his son Yazid as his successor, they had proposed 
Abdarrahman. The absurdity of this is obvious, for Abdarrah. 
man died in the year 6661 Othirs say' that Moawiya was afraid 
lest Abdarrahman should become too popular. Now, Abdarrah-
man had not only been a faithful ally of Moawiya in the wars with 
Ali, but after the peace devoted all his energy to the Greek war. 
It is almost incredible that Moawiya out of petty jealousy would 
have deprived himself of one of his best men. The probability is 
that Abdarralunan was ill when returning from the frontier, that 
Moawiya sent him his own medical man, the Christian doctor I bn 
°that, and that the rumour arose that the doctor had poisoned 
him. It is remarkable withal that this rumour circulated, not in 
Horns (Emesa), where Abdarralunan died, but in Medina. There 
a young relation of AbdarrahmAn was so roused by the taunt 
that the death of his kinsman was unavenged, that he killed Ma 
°that near the mosque of Damascus. Moawiya imprisoned him 
and let him pay a high ransom, the law not permitting the taco 
against a Moslem for having killed a Christian. The story that 

Aghlni xx. p. t3, Ibn abi Osaibia i. p. 118. 
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this relative was Rh'lid, the son of Abdarrahman, is absurd in-
asmuch as Moawiya made this KMlid commander against the 
Greeks in succession to his father. In the third case—that of 
Malik Ashtar—the evidence is equally inadequate. In fact, since 
Moawiya did not turn the weapon of assassination against such 
men as Abdallah b. Zobair and Hosain b. Ali, it is unlikely that 
he used it against less dangerous persons. These two men were 
the chief obstacles to Moawiya's plan for securing the Caliphate 
for his son Yazid. The leadership with the Arabic tribes was as a 
rule hereditary, the son succeeding his father, but only if he was 
personally fit for the position, and was acknowledged as such by 
the principal men of the tribe. The hereditary principle had not 
been recognized by Islam in the cases of Abu Bekr, Omar and 
Othman; it had had some influence upon the choice of Ali, the 
husband of Fatima and the cousin of the Prophet. But it had 
been adopted entirely for the election of Hasan. The example of 
Abu Bekr proved that the caliph had the right to appoint his 
snr-cessor. But this appointment must be sanctioned by the 
principal men, as representing the community. Moawiya seems 
to have done his best to gain that approbation, but the details 
given by the historians are altogether unconvincing. This only 
seems to be certain, that the succession of Yazid was generally 
acknowledged before the death of his father, except in Medina. 
(See MAHOMULDAN INsirrortoNs.) 

Moawiya died in the month of Rajah 6o (A.D. 68o). His last 
words are said to have been: " Fear ye God, the Elevated and 
Mighty, for God, Praise be to Him, protects the man that fears 
Him; be who does not fear God, has no protection." Moawiya 
was, in fact, a religious man and a strict disciple of the precepts of 
Islam. We can scarcely, therefore, credit the charges made by 
the adversaries of his chosen successor Yazid, that he was a 
drinker of wine, fond of pleasure, careless about religion. All the 
evidence shows that, during the reign of the Omayyads, life in 
Damascus and the rest of Syria was austere and in striking 
contrast to the dissolute manners which prevailed in Medina. 

2. Rode of Yasid. —When Moawiya died, the opposition had 
already been organized. On his accession Yazid sent a circular 
to all his prefects, officially announcing his father's death, and 
ordering them to administer the oath of allegiance to their 
subjects. In that sent to Wand b. 'Otba, the governor of 
Medina, he enclosed a private note charging him in particular to 
administer the oath to Hosain, Abdallah b. Omar and Abdallah 
b. Zobair, if necessary, by force. Waled sent a messenger 
jacking them to a conference, thus giving them time to assemble 
their followers and to escape to Mecca, where the prefect Omar 
b. Sald could do nothing_against them. In the month Ramadan 
this Omar was made governor of Medina and sent an army against 
Ibn Zobair. This army was defeated, and from that time Ibn 
Zobair was supreme at Mecca. 

On the news of Yazid's accession, the numerous partisans of 
the family of All in Kufa sent addresses to Hosain, inviting him 
to take refuge with them, and promising to have him proclaimed 
caliph in Irak. Hosain, having learned that the majority of the 
inhabitants were apparently ready to support him strenuously, 
prepared to take action. Meanwhile Yazid, having been in-
formed of the riotous behaviour of the Shi'ites in Kufa, sent 
Obaidallah, son of the famous Ziyad and governor of Basra, to 
restore order. Using the same tactics, as , his father had used 
before, Obaidallah summoned the chiefs of the tribes and made 
them responsible for the conduct of their men. On the 8th of 
Dhu'l-Hijja Hosain set out from Mecca with all his family, 
expecting to be received with enthusiasm by the citizens of Kufa, 
but on his arrival at Kerbela west of the Euphrates, he was 
confronted by an army sent by Obaidallah under the command of 
Omar, son of the famous Sa'd b. Abi Waqqaa, the founder of 
Kula. Hosain gave battle, vainly relying on the' promised aid 
from Kufa, and fell with almost all his followers on the roth of . 
Muharram 61 (roth of October 68o). 

No other issue of this rash expedition could have been expected. 
But, as it involved the grandson of the Prophet, the son of All, 
and so many members of his family, Hosain's devout partisans 
at Kufa, who by their overtures had been the principal cause of  

the disaster, regarded it as a tragedy, and the facts gradually 
acquired a wholly romantic colouring. Omar b. Sa'd and his 
officers, Obaidallah and even Yazid came to be regarded as 
murderers, and their names have ever since been held accursed 
by all Shiites. They observe the roth of Muharram, the day of 
'Ashars, as a day of public mourning. Among the Persians, stages 
are erected on that day in public places, and plays are acted, 
representing the misfortunes of the family of Ali. ,  " Revenge 
for Hosain " became the watchword of all Shi'ites, and the 
Meshed Hosain (Tomb of the martyr Hosain) at Kerbela is to 
them the holiest place in the world (see KERBELA). Obaidallah 
tent the head of Hosain to Damascus, together with the women 
and children and All b. Hosain, who, being ill, had not taken part 
in the fight. Yazid was very sorry for the issue, and sent the 
prisoners under safe-conduct to Medina. All remained faithful 
to the caliph, taking no share in the revolt of the Medinians, and 
openly condemning the risings of the Shiites. 

Ibn Zobair profited greatly by the 'distress caused by Hosain's 
death. Though he named himself publicly a refugee of the House 
of God, he had himself secretly addressed as caliph, and many of 
the citizens of Medina acknowledged him as such. Yazid, when 
informed of this, swore in his anger to have him imprisoned. But 
remembering the wisdom of his father, he sent messengers with a 
chain made of silver coins, and bearing honourable proposals. 
At the same time he received a number of the chief men of 
Medina, sent by the prefect, with great honour and loaded them 
with gifts and presents. But Ibn Z,obair refused, and the 
Medinians, of whom the majority probably had never before 
seen a prince's court, however simple, were only confirmed in 
their rancour against Yazid, and told many horrible tales about 
his profligacy, that he hunted and held wild orgies with Bedouin 
sheikhs, and had no religion. A characteristically Arabic cere-
mony took , place in the mosque of Medina. " I cast off the oath 
of allegianc'e to Yazid, as I cast off my turban," exclaimed the 
first, and all others followed, casting off one of their garments, 
till a heap of turbans and sandals lay on the floor. Ibn klanyala 
was made commander. The Omayyads, though they with their 
clients counted more than moo men, were not able to maintain 
themselves, and were allowed to depart only on condition of strict 
neutrality. 

11t last the patience of Yazid was exhausted. An army—the 
accounts about the number vary from' poop to zo,000—was 
equipped in all haste and put under the command of Moslim b. 
'Oqba, with orders first to exact submission from the Medinians, 
if necessary by force, and then to march against Ibn Zobair. 
Muslim, having met the expelled Omayyads at Wadi '1-Qorif, 
encamped near the city (August 683) and gave the inhabitants 
three days in which to return to obedience, wishing to spare the 
city of the Prophet and to prevent the shedding of blood. When, 
however, after the lapse of three days, a final earnest appeal had 
been answered insultingly, he began the battle. The Medinians 
fought valiantly, but could not hold out against the well dis-
ciplined Syrians. Moreover, they were betrayed by the Medinian 
family of the Bann klaritha, who introduced Syrian soldiers into 
the town. Medina lies between two volcanic hills, called harm. 
After one of these the battle has been named "The Day of 
Harris." For three days the city was given up to plunder. It is 
said that a thousand bastards (the " children of the Harm ") 
were born in consequence of these days. The remaining citizens 
were compelled to take the oath of allegiance to Yazid in a 
humiliating form; the few who refused were killed. Ali b. 
Hosain, who had refused to have anything to do with the revolt, 
was treated with all honour. Mahommed b. al-Hanafiya, the 
'son of Ali, and Abdallah b. Omar had likewise abstained, but 
they had left Medina for Mecca. 

Muslim then proceeded towards Mecca. He was already ill, and 
died about midway between the two cities, after having given the 
command, according to the orders of the caliph, to Hosain b. 
Nomair. It is quite natural that the man who delivered up the 
city of the Prophet to plunder, and at whose hands so many 
prominent Moslems fell, should have been an object of detestation 

, See Cbodzko, TWAIN Person (Paris, r878). 
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to the devout. Even some European scholars have drawn a 
false picture of his personality, as has been clearly shown by 
Wellhausen. About Medina also false statements have been 
made. The city recovered very soon from the disaster, and 
remained the seat not only of holy tradition and jurisdiction, 
but also of the Arabic aristocracy. In no city of the empire, 
during the reign of the Omayyads, lived more singers and 
musicians than in Medina. 

Hosain b. Nomair arrived before Mecca in September 683 and 
found Ibn Zobair ready to defend it. A number of the citizens 
of Medina had come to the aid of the Holy City, as well as many 
Kharijites from Yam!ima under Najda b. 'Amir. The siege had 
lasted 65—others say 4o—days, when the news came of the 
death of Yazid, which took place presumably on the 24th of 
Rabic I, 64 (12th November 683). Eleven days before a fire, 
caused by imprudence, had consumed all the woodwork of the 
Ka'ba and burst the black stone in three places. The evidence 
is quite conclusive; yet the fire has been imputed to the Syrians, 
and a tale was invented about ballistas which hurled against the 
House of God enormous stones and vessels full of bitumen. In 
fact, the siege had been confined to enclosure and skirmishes. It 
is said that on the news of the death of Yazid a conference took 
place between Hosain and Ibn Zobair, and that the former offered 
to proclaim the latter as caliph provided he would accompany 
him to Syria and proclaim a general amnesty. Ibn Zobair 
refused haughtily, and Hosain, with a contemptuous criticism of 
his folly, ordered his army to break up for Syria. 

Hitherto Ibn Zobair had confined himself to an appeal to the 
Moslems to renounce Yazid and to have a caliph elected by the 
council (skard) of the principal leading men. He now openly 
assumed the title of caliph and invited men to take the oath of 
allegiance. He was soon acknowledged throughout Arabia, in 
Egypt and in Irak. The Omayyads, who had returned to Medina, 
were again expelled. 

Yazid is described in the Continualio Isidori Byz.427, is " iucun-
dissimus et cunctis liationibus regni eius subditis vir gratissime 
habitue, qui nullam unquam, cat omnibus moris eat, aibi regalia 
fastigii causa gloriam appetivit, sed communise cum omnibus 
aviliter vixit" This is confirmed by the fact that Moawiya 
is said to have been a mild ruler, like his father, and goes far to 
outweigh the prejudiced account given by his opponents and 
coloured still further by tradition. Against the accusation of 
being a drinker of wine he himself protested in verses which he 
recited when he sent the army against Ibn Zobair. Decisive is 
also the testimony of Ibn al-Hanafiya, who declared that all the 
accusations brought by the Medinians were false. It may be 
true that he was fond of hunting, but he was a peace-loving, 
generous prince. It is uncertain at what age he died. Accounts 
vary between 33 and 39. The latter finds confirmation in the 
statement that he was born in A.R. 25, though another account 
places his birth in 22. As his son Moawiya who succeeded him 
was certainly adult (the accounts vary between 27 and 23), the 
latter date seems to be preferable. 

3. Moawiya II. had reigned a very short time—how long is 
again wholly uncertain—when he fell sick and died. Then 
commenced a period of She greatest confusion. The mother of 
Yazid, Maisan, belonged to the most powerful tribe in Syria, the 
Kalb, and it seems that this and the cognate tribes of Qodira 
(Yemenites) had enjoyed certain prerogatives, which had aroused 
the jealousy of the Qais and the cognate tribes of Modar. Im- 
mediately after the death of Yazid, Zofar b. tiltrith, who had 
already fought with Ibn Zobair against Yazid, had induced 
northern Syria and Mesopotamia to declare for Ibn Zobair. In 
Homs (Emesa) the governor No'man b. Bashir had pledged 
himself to the same cause. The prefect of Damascus, 1)abbak b. 
Qais, seemed to be wavering in his loyalty. Khalid, the brother- 
of Moawiya II., was still a youth and appears to have had no 
strength of character. There was, however, a much more 
dangerous candidate, viz. Merwan b. Xlakam, of another branch 
of the Omayyads, who had been Othman's right-hand man. He 
had pledged himself after some hesitation to Yazid, but now his 

t Dozy took commas fora gloss to cioiliur. 

turn had come. The amir of the Kalb, Ibn Babdal, persuaded 
probably by Obaidallah b. Ziyad, conceived that only a man of 
distinction could win the contest, and proclaimed Merwan 
caliph, on condition that his successor should be Khillid b. 
Yazid, and after him 'Amr b. Sa'id al-Ashdaq, who belonged to 
the third branch of the Omayyads. Meanwhile Dabbak had 
declared himself openly for Ibn Zobair. A furious battle (sm. 
684) ensued at Mcrj Rahit, near Damascus, in which Pabbak 
and Zofar, though they had the majority of troops, were utterly 
defeated. This battle became the subject of a great many 
poems and had pernicious consequences, especially as regards 
the antagonism between the Qais-McKlar and Kalb-Yemenite 
tribes. 

4. Reign of Memos I.—Merwan strengthened his position 
according to the old oriental fashion by marrying the widow of 
Yazid, and soon felt himself strong enough to substitute his own 
son Abdalmalik for Khalid b. Yazid as successor-designate. 
Khalid contented himself with protesting; he was neither a 
politician nor a soldier, but a student of alchemy and astronomy; 
translations of Greek books have been ascribed to him (Jabiz, 
Baydn, i. p. x26). In the year A.R. 435 there was still in Egypt 
a brazen globe attributed to Ptolemy which had belonged to 
Khalid (Ibn Qllti, p. 44o, 2.15). He was also consulted about 
future events. There were, however, not a few who deplored 
the fact that the throne had passed from the descendants of 
Abu Scala. This feeling gave rise to the prophecy that there 
should appear later a Sofiani on the throne, who would reign 
with might and wisdom. 'Amr Ashdaq made no opposition till 
the death of Merwan. After the victory at Merj Merwan 
conquered Egypt, and installed as governor his second son 
Abc1.12s1,  An army sent to the rescue by Ibn Zobair under the 
command of his brother Mug'ab was beaten in Palestine by 
'Amr Ashdaq. But a division sent by Merwan to the Hejaz was 
cut to pieces. Obaidallah b. Ziyad set out with the purpose of 
subduing Mesopotamia and marching thence against Irak. But 
be was detained a whole year in the former country, by a rising 
of the Shiites in Kufa, who were still in mourning for Hosain 
and had formed an army which called itself " the army of the 
penitent." They were routed at Ras 'Ain, but Obaidallah had 
still to fight Zofar. 

MeanWhile Mokhtar (son of that Abu 'Obaid the Thaqifite who 
had commanded the Arabs against the Persians in the un-
fortunate battle of the Bridge), a man of great talents and stilt 
greater ambition, after having supported Ibn Zobair in the siege 
of Mecca, had gone to Kufa, where he joined the Shiites, mostly 
Persians, and acquired great power. , He claimed that he was 
commissioned by Ali's son, Mahommed ibn al-Hanafiya, who 
after the death of Hosain was recognized by the Shi'ites as their 
Mandi. A vague message from Mahommed, that it was the duty 
of every good Moslem to take part with the family of the Prophet, 
was interpreted in favour of Mokhtar, and thenceforward all the 
Shiites, among them the powerful Ibrahim, son of Ali's right 
hand Malik Ashtar, followed him blindly as their chief. After-
wards Ibn al-Ha.nafiya seems to have acknowledged him dis-
tinctly as his vicegerent. Ibn Zobair's representative in Kufa 
was compelled to flee, and all those who had participated in the 
battle of Kerbela were put to death. An army despatched 
against Obaidallah under Ibrahim routed the Syrians near 
Mosul (battle of Khazir' ); Obaidallah and Hosain b. Nomair 
were slain. Mokhtar was now at the zenith of power, but Ibn 
Zobair, determined to get rid at all costs of so dangerous an 
enemy, named his brother Mug'ab governor of Basra and ordered 
him to march against Kufa. Basra was at that time full of 
f ugitives from Kufa, Arabian chiefs who resented the arrogance of 
Mokhtiir's adherents, and desired eagerly to regain their former 
position in Kula. The troops of Basra had been, since the death 
of Yazid, at war with the Kharijites, who had supported Ibn 
Zobair during the siege of Mecca, but had deserted him later. 
Their caliph, NSF b. Azraq, after whom they were called also 
Azraqites, threatened even the city itself, when Mohallab b. Abi 
§ofra, a very able general, compelled them to retire. Mohallab 
then marched with Mus'ab against Kufa. Mokhtar fell, and with 
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him the ephemeral dominion of the Persian Shiites. This bad 
been their first attempt to dispute the authority of their Arabian 
conquerors, but it was not to be the last. Ibrahim b. Ashtar, 
Mokbtar'a governor of Mesopotamia, submitted and acknow-
ledged the Caliphate of Ibn Zobair. 

S. Rely' of Abdalmalik.—Merwan died on the 27th of Ramadan 
65 (7th May 685); accordifig to tradition, he was suffocated by 
his wife, because he had insulted her son Khilid and herself. 
The accession of Abdalmalik was attended with no difficulty, 
but the first years of his reign were occupied by troubles in 
northern Syria, where, instigated by the Greeks, the Mardaites 
of the Amanus, called Jarajima by the Arabs, penetrated into 
the Lebanon. He was obliged to conclude an unfavourable 
treaty first with them, later with the emperor of Constantinople. 
Moreover, in the year 68 (A.D. 687-688) Syria was afflicted by a 
serious famine. Ibn Zobair, however, was occupied at Mecca 
with the rebuilding of the Ka'ba, and Mufab was harassed not 
only by the Kharijites, but also by a noble freebooter, Obaidallah 
b. lion, who had created for himself a principality in the vicinity 
of Madain (Ctesiphon). 

The period of the pilgrimage caused a momentary truce to all 
these struggles, and in Dhu 1-hijja, AIL 68 (January 688), was 
seen the curious spectacle of four different standards planted 
near Mecca, belonging respectively to four chiefs, each of whom 
was a pretender to the empire; the standard of Abdallah b. 
Zobair, caliph of Mecca; that of the caliph of Damascus, 
Abdalmala; that of All's son Mahommed b. al-Hs.nafiya, Mandi 
of the Shrifts; and that of the Kharijites, who were at that time 
under the command of Najda b. 'Amir. Such, however, was the 
respect inspired by the holy placed, that no disorders resulted. 

When, in the year (69 a.a.) 689 Abdalmalik had at last en-
camped at BOV15.12 klabib in the vicinity of Kinnesrin (Qinnasrin), 1 

 with the purpose of marching against Mug'ab, his cousin 'Any 
Ashdaq, to whom by the treaty of Jabia, before the battle of 
Merj Rihit, the succession to Merwan had been promised, took 
advantage of his absence to lay claim to the supreme power, and 
to have himself proclaimed caliph by his partisans. Abdalmalik 
was obliged to retrace his steps and to lay siege to his own capital. 
The garrison of Damascui took fright, and deserted their posts, 
so that 'Amr Ashdaq was compelled to surrender. The caliph 
Abdalmalik summoned him to his palace and slew him with his 
own hand. Abdalmalik has every claim to our esteem as one of 
the ablest monarchs that ever reigned, but this murder remains 
h lasting blot on his career. 

Abdalmalik could now give his whole attention to the pro-
jected expedition against Irak. Mug'ab was encamped at 
Bajomaira in the neighbourhood of Takrit. But Abdalmalik's 
first task was to subdue Zofar and his Wafts at Kerkesia 
(Qangsia), and the rest of the partisans of Mokhar at Nisibis. 
Meanwhile, Mugab had to curb a violent revolt in Basra, brought 
about by agents of Abdalmalik, and called after a place in the 
city the revolt of the Jofrites. About the middle of A.D. 69x 
Abdalmalik at last encamped at Dair al-Jathaliq (the monastery 
of the Catholicus) between Maskin, not far from the site of 
Bagdad, and Bajomaira. Mus'ab's best troops were fighting 
under Mohallab against the Kharijites; many Basrians were 
secretly favourable to the Omayyads, • nor were the Kufian 
soldiers to be trusted. The people of Irak had never been 
accustomed to discipline, and no improvement had taken place 
during the troubles of the last years. Abdalmalik, therefore, 
wrote secretly to the chiefs of Mws'ab's army, and persuaded them 
to desert to him, with the exception of Ibrahim b. Ashtar, the 
brave son of a braye father, who, after the fall of Mokhtitr, had 
become a faithful supporter of Ibn Zobair. His death, in the 
beginning of the battle, decided the fate of Idufab, who was 
slain sword in hand by a Shiite of Kufa. 

This victory opened the gates of Kufa to Abdalmalik, and all 
Irak received him with acclamation. Thence, a few days later, 
he sent Hajjaj b. Yusuf at the head of 2000 Syrians against Ibn 
Zobair in Mecca, and despatched s messenger toTariq b.' Am r, who 

Formerly the capital of the homonymous province of Syria; 
it lies a day's march west from Haleb (Aleppo).  

was encamped at Wildi '1-Qorg with goo men, to make himself 
master of Medina and thence to rejoin • Hajjaj. Before the 
arrival of this reinforcement, Hajjaj confined himself to skir-
mishes, in which hit soldiers always had the advantage. Then, 
in Dhu Qeda 72 (March 25th, 692) Mecca was invested. The 
blockade lasted more than six months, during which the city was 
a prey to all the horrors of siege and famine. Hajjaj had set up a 
batiste on the hill of Abu Qobais, whence he poured on the city a 
hail of stones, which was suspended only in the days of the 
pilgrimage. Ibn Zobair employed against him Abyssinians 
armed with Greek-fire-tubes, who, however, quitted him soon 
under the pressure of famine. This at length triumphed over his 
last adherents. Ten thousand fighting men, and even two of the 
sons of the pretender (it is said, on his own advice), left the city 
and surrendered. Mecca being thus left without defenders, Ibn 
Zobair saw that ruin was inevitable. Hajjaj having promised 
him amnesty if he would surrender, he went to his mother AsmA, 
the daughter of Abu Bekr, who had reached the age of a hundred 
years, and asked her counsel. She answered that, if he was 
confident in the justice of his cause, he must die sword in hand. 
In embracing him for the last time, she felt the cuirass he wore 
and exclaimed that such a precaution was unworthy of a man 
resolved to die. He, therefore, took off the cuirass, and, when 
the Omayyad troopsmade their way into the city, attacked them 
furiously, notwithstanding his advanced age, and was slain. His 
head was cut off, and sent by MOM to Damascus. 

With Ibn Zobair perished the influence which the early 
companions of Mehemet had exercised over Islam. Medina and 
Mecca, though they continued to be the holy cities, had no longer 
their old political importance, which had already been shaken to 
its foundations by the murder of Othman and the subsequent 
troubles. Henceforward we shall find temporal interests, 
represented by Damascus, predominating over those of religion, 
and the centre of Islam, now permanently removed beyond the 
limits of Arabia, more susceptible to foreign influence, and 
assimilating more readily their civilizing elements. Damascus, 
Kufa and Basra will attract the flower of all the Moslem pro-
vinces, and thus that great intellectual, literary and scientific 
movement, which reached its apogee under the first Abbasid 
Caliphs at Bagdad, steadily becomes more marked. 

After the burning of the Ka' ba during the siege of Mecca by 
Hosain b. Nomair, Zobair had rebuilt and enlarged the house 
of God. • It is said that he thus carried out a design of the 
Prophet, which he had not ventured to undertake for fear of 
offending the newly converted Koreishites. HOW pulled down 
the enlargements and restored the Ka'ba to its old state. Mean-
while, the caliph committed to him the government of the Hejaz. 
The Medinians, whose loyalty was suspected, were treated by 
him with severity; not a few mules (clients) were obliged to 
wear a leaden badge on their neck (Taber!, li. p. 8 54 nee.). 

Thus the protracted war against Ibn Zobair was brought to an 
end; hence this year (7x) also is called the " year of union " 
(jamd'a). But the storms in Irak and Mesopotamia had not yet 
altogether subsided. The Qais could not leave unavenged the 
blood shed at Merj Rithit. For about ten years the Syrian and 
Mesopotamian deserts were the scene of a series of raids, often 
marked by great cruelty, and which have been the subject of a 
great many poems. Abdalmalik had need of all his tact and 
energy to pacify ultimately the zealous sectaries, but the 
antagonism between Yemenites (Kalb and Azd) and Modarites 
(Qais and Tamim) had been increased by these struggles, and 
even in the far east and the far west had fatal consequences. 

When Abdalmalik, after a stay of forty days, returned from Irak 
to Syria, he left two Omayyad princes as his vicegerents in Kufa 
and Basra. Mohallab, who at the time of the battle of Bajomaira 
was in the field against the Azraqites (Kharijites), and had put 
himself at the disposal of the caliph, had orders to carry on the 
war. But the two princes proved unequal to their task and did 
not support Mohallab sufficiently, so that the Kharijites gained 
more than one victory. Abdalmalik in alarm made Hajjaj 
governor of Irak with the most extensive powers. The troops of 
Kufa, who accompanied Mohallab in an expedition against the 
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Kharijites, had abandoned their general and dispersed to their 
homes, and nothing could induce them to return to their duty. 
Then, in the year 7$  (A.D. 694), at the moment when the people 
were assembled in the mosque for morning prayers, lin unknown 
young man of insignificant appearance, with a veil over his face, 
ascended the pulpit. It seemed at first that he could not find his 
words. One of the audience, with a contemptuous remark, took 
a handful of pebbles to pelt him with. But he let them fall when 
Hajjij lifted his veil and began to speak. 

" Men of Kufa," he said, " I see before me heads ripe for the 
sickle, and the reaper—I am he. It seems to me, as if I saw 
already the blood between your turbans and your shoulders. I 
am not one of those who can be frightened by inflated bags of skin, 
nor need any one think to squeeze me like a fig. The Prince of 
the Believers has spread before him the arrows of his quiver, and 
has tried every one of them by biting its wood. It is my wood 
that he has found the hardest and strongest, and I am the arrow 
which he shoots against you." 

At the end of this address he ordered his clerk to read the 
letter of the caliph. He began: " From the servant of God, 
Abdalmalik, Prince of the Believers, to the Moslems that are in 
Kufa, peace be with you." As nobody uttered a word in reply, 
HajjAj said: " Stop, boy," and exclaimed: " The Prince of the 
Believers salutes you, and you do not answer his greeting I You 
have been but poorly taught: I will teach you afresh, unless 
you behave better. Read again the letter of the Prince of the 
Believers." Then, as soon as he had read: " peace upon ye," 
there remained not a single man in the mosque who did not 
respond, "and upon the Prince of the Believers be peace." 
Thereupon Hajjaj ordered that every man capable of bearing 
arms should immediately join Mohallab in KhazistAn (Susiana), 
and swore that all who should be found in the town after the third 
day should be beheaded. This threat had its effect, and Hajjij 
proceeded to Basra, where his presence was followed by the same 
results. Mohallab, reinforced by the army of Irak, at last 
succeeded, after a struggle of eighteen months, in subjugating 
the Kharijites and their caliph Qatara b. Fojra, and was able at 
the beginning of the year 78 (A.D. 697) to return to HajjAj at 
Bosra. The latter loaded him with honours and made him 
governor of Khorasan, whence he directed several expeditions 
into Transoriana. In the meantime Hajjaj himself had, in 695 
and 696, with great difficulty suppressed,Sluiblb b. Yazid at the 
head of the powerful tribe of Shaibin, who, himself a Kharijite, 
had assumed the title of Prince of the Believers, and had even 
succeeded in occupying Kufa. In the east the realm of Islam 
had been very much extended under the reign of Moawiya, 
when ZiyAd was governor of Irak and Khorasan. Balkh and 
Tokhuistin, Bokhara, Samarkand and Khwarizm (modern 
Khiva), even Kabul and Kandahar had been subdued; but in 
the time of the civil war a great deal had been lost again. Now 
at last the task of recovering the lost districts could be resumed. 
When, in 697, Hajjaj gave the government of Khorasan to 
Mohallab, he committed that of SijistAn (Seistan) to Obaidallah 
b. Abi Bakra, a cousin of Ziyid. This prefect allowed himself to 
be enticed by Zanbil, prince of Zabulistan, to penetrate into the 
country far from his base, and escaped narrowly, not without 
severe losses. The command over Sijistin was now given to 
Abdarrahman b. Ash'ath, a descendant of the old royal family of 
Kinda, and a numerous army was entrusted to him, so magnifi-
cently equipped that it was called " the peacock army." Not 
long after his arrival in Sijistln, Ibn Ash'ath, exasperated by the 
masterful tone of Hajjaj, the plebeian, towards himself, the. 
high-born, decided to revolt. The soldiers of Irak, who did not 
love the governor, and disliked the prospect of a long and 
difficult war far from home, eagerly accepted the proposition of 
returning to Irak, and even proclaimed the dethronement of 
Abdalmalik, in favour of Ibn Ash'ath. The new pretender 
entered Firs and AhwAz (Susiana), and it was in this last province 
near Tostar (Shuster) that Hajjaj came up with him, after 
receiving from Syria the reinforcements which he had demanded 
in all haste from the caliph. Ibn Ash'ath drove him back to 
Basra, entered the city, and then turned his arms against Kufa.  

of which be took possession with aid from within. Hajjaj, 
afraid lest his communications with Syria should be cut off, 
pitched his camp at Dair Qorra, eighteen miles west from Kufa 
towards the desert, where Mahommed, the brother of the caliph, 
and Abdallab, his son, brought him fresh troops. Ibn Ash'ath 
encamped not far from him at Dair al-JamAjim with a far more 
numerous army. In great alarm Abdalmalik endeavoured to 
stifle the revolt by offering to dismiss HajjAj from his post. 
The insurgents rejected this offer, and hostilities recommenced. 
At the end of three months and a half, in July 702, a decisive 
action took place. Victory declared for Hajjaj. Ibn Ash'ath 
fled to Basra, where he managed to collect fresh troop's; but 
having been again beaten in a furious battle that took place at 
Maskin near the Dojail, he took refuge at Ahwiz, from which he 
was soon driven by the troops of HajjAj under 'OmAra b. Tamlm. 
The rebel then retired to SijistAn, and afterwards sought an 
asylum with the king of Kabul. His partisans fled before 
'OmAra's army and penetrated into Khorasan, where they were 
disarmed by the governor Yazid, son of the celebrated Mohallab, 
who had died in the year Tor. The pretender was betrayed by 
the king of Kabul and killed himself. His head was sent to 
Hajjaj and then to Damascus: This happened in the year 703 
or 704. Yazid b. Mohallab was soon after deprived of the . government of Khorasan, MajjAj accusing him of partiality 
towards the rebels of Yemenite extraction. He appointed in his 
stead first his brother Mofaddal b. Mohallab, and nine months 
after Qotaiba b. Moslim, who was destined in a later period to 
extend the sway of Islam in the east as far as China. 

The struggle of Ibn Ash'ath was primarily a contest for 
hegemony between Irak and Syria. The proud Arabic lords 
could not acquiesce in paying to a plebeian like HajjAj, invested 
with absolute power by the caliph,' the strict obedience he re-
quired. They considered it further as an injustice that the 
Syrian soldiers received higher pay than those•of Irak. This is 
apparent from the fact that one of the conditions of peace 
proposed by Abdalmalik before the battle of Dair al-Jamajim 
had been that henceforth the Irakian troops should be paid 
equally with the Syrian. Moreover, Hain in order to maintian 
the regular revenue from taxation, had been obliged to introduce 
stringent regulations, and had compelled' ompelled a great many villagers 
who had migrated to. the cities to return to their villages. 
Several of these were fasihs , students of Koranic science and law, 
and all these seconded Ibn Ash'ath with all their might. But, as 
Wellhausen has shown, it is not correct to consider the contest as 
a reaction of the siaila's (Persian Moslems) against the Arabic 
supremacy. 

Immediately after the victories of Dair al-JamAjim and 
Maskin, in 702, HajjAj, built a new residence on the Tigris, 
between Basra and Kufa, which he called WAsit (" Middle "). 
There his Syrian soldiers were not in contact with the turbulent 
citizens of the two capitals, and were at any moment ready to 
suppress any fresh outburst. 

At the beginning of his reign Abdalmalik had replaced the 
humble mosque built by Omar on the site of the temple at 
Jerusalem by a magnificent dome, which was completed in the 
year 691. Eutychius and others- pretend that he desired to 
substitute Jerusalem for Mecca, because Ibn Zobair had occupied 
the latter place, and thus the pilgrimage to the Ka'ba bad become 
difficult for the Syrians. . This is quite improbable. Abdalmalik 
was born and educated in Islam, and distinguished himself in his 
youth by piety and contlnente. He regarded himself as the 
champion of Islam and of the communion of the believers, and 
had among his intimates men of acknowledged devoutness such 
as Rail b. IJaywa. The idea of interfering with the pilgrimage 
to the House of God at Mecca, which would have alienated from 
him all religious men, and thus from a political point of view 
would have been suicidal, cannot have entered his mind for a 
moment. But the glorification of Jerusalem, holy alike for 
Moslems, Christians and Jews, could not but exalt the glory of 
Islam and its rulers within and without. 

As soon as the expedition to Irak against Mus'ab had termin-
ated, the holy war against the Greeks was renewed. The 
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operations in Asia Minor and Armenia were entrusted to 
Mahommed b. Merwan, the caliph's brother, who was appointed 
governor of Mesopotamia and Armenia, and in 692 beat the 
army of Justinian IL near Sebaste in Cilicia. From this time 
forth the Moslems made yearly raids, the chief advantage of 
which was that they kept the Syrian and Mesopotamian Arabs 
in continual military exercise. Af ter the victorious march of 
Okba (Oqba) b. Nan' through north Africa and the foundation of 
Kairawan, his successor Qais b. Zohair had been obliged to 
retreat to Bares (Cyrenaica). In the year 696 Abdalmalik sent 
Hassan b. No'man into Africa at the head of a numerous army. 
He retook Kairawan, swept the coast as far as Carthage, which he 
sacked, expelling the Greek garrisons from all the fortified places; 
he then turned his arms against the Berbers, who, commanded bY 
the Kahina (Diviner), as the Arabs called their queen, beat him 
so completely that he was compelled to retreat to Bares. Five 
years later he renewed the war, defeated and killed the Kahina, 
and subdued the Berbers, who henceforward remained faithful to 
the Arabs. Hassan continued to be governor of Kairawan till 
after the death of Abdalmalik. 

In the meantime Abdalmalik reconstituted the administration 
of the empire on Arabic principles. Up to the year 693 the 
Moslems had no special coinage of their own, and chiefly used 
Byzantine and Persian money, either imported or struck by 
themselves. Moawiya, indeed, had struck dinars and dirhems 
with a Moslem inscription, but his subjects would not accept 
them as there was no cross upon them. Abdalmalik instituted 
a purely Islamitic coinage. If we may believe Theophanes, who 
says that Justinian II. refused to receive these coins in payment 
of the tribute and therefore declared the treaty at an end, we 
must put the beginning of the coinage at least two years earlier. 
Hajjaj coined silver dirhems at Kufa in 694. A still greater 
innovation was that Arabic became the official language of the 
state. In the conquered countries till then, not only had the 
Greek and Persian administration been preserved, but Greek 
remained the official language in the western, Persian in the 
eastern provinces. All officials were now compelled to know 
Arabic and to conduct their administration in that language. 
To this change was due in great measure the predominance of 
Arabic throughout the empire. Lastly, a regular post service 
was instituted from Damascus to the provincial capitals, especi-
ally destined for governmental despatches. The postmasters 
were charged with the task of informing the caliph of all important 
news in their respective countries. 

All the great rivals of Abdalmalik having now disappeared, 
he was no longer like his predecessors Primus inter pares, but 
deliriums. Under his role the members of the Omayyad house 
enjoyed a greater amount of administrative control than had 
formerly been the case, but high office was given only to com-
petent men- He succeeded in reconciling the sons of 'Ater 
Ashrbsq, and also Khalid b. 'Yazid, to whom he gave his own 
daughter in marriage. He himself had married 'Atika, a daughter 
of Yazid, a union which was in all respects a happy one. He 
took great care in the education of his sons, whom he destined 
as his successors. His brother Abdalaztz, governor of Egypt, 
whom /Nieman had marked out as his successor, died in the year 
703 or 704,  and Abdalmalik chose as heirs to the empire first 
his son Waled, and after him his second son Suleiman. He 
himself died on the 14th Shawwal 86 (9th October 705) at the age 
of about sixty. His reign was one of the most stormy in the 
annals of Islam, but also one of the most glorious. Abdalnialik 
not only brought triumph to the cause of the Omayyads, but 
also extended and strengthened the Moslem power as a whole. 
He was well versed in old Arabic tradition and in the doctrine 
of Islam, and was passionately fond of poetry. His court was 
crowded with poets, whom he loaded with favours, even if they 
were Christians like Akhtal. In his reign flourished also the two 
celebrated rivals of Akhtal, Jarir and Farazdaq. 

6. Reign of Wand I.—This is the most glorious epoch in the 
history of Islam. In Asia Minor and Armenia, Maslama, brother 
of the caliph, and his generals obtained numerous successes 
against the Greeks. Tyana was conquered after a long siege,.  

and a great expedition against Constantinople was in preparation. 
In Armenia Maslama advanced even as far as the Caucasus. In 
Africa, mad b. Nosair, who succeeded Hassan b. Nernan as 
governor, in a short time carried his conquests as far as Fez, 
Tangier and Ceuta, and one of his captains even made a descent 
on Sicily and plundered Syracuse. When he returned from the 
west to Kairawan, he made his client TAriq (or Tarik) governor 
of Tangier and of the whole western part of Africa. Under him 
the chiefs who bad submitted to the Moslem arms retained 
their authority. One of them was the Greek exarch of Tangier, 
Julian, who, supported by the powerful Berber tribe of Ghomtra, 
had long resisted and even asked for aid from Spain, but bad 
been compelled to surrender and was left governor of Ceuta. 
Meanwhile in Spain, after the death of the Gothic king Witiza 
in the year 90 (708-709), anarchy arose, which was terminated 
by the council of noblemen at Toledo electing Roderic, the power-
ful duke of Baetica, to be his successor in the fifth year of Walid. 
The eldest son of Witiza then applied to Julian, and asked the aid 
of the Arabs for the recovery of his father's throne. Tariq 
forwarded the embassy to Kairawan, and mad asked the 
caliph's permission to send an expedition into Spain. , Authorized 
by Masa, Prig now sent, in Ramadan 91 (July 7 rob coo Berbers 
under the command of Tarif to reconnoitre the country. This 
expedition, seconded by partisans of Witiza, was successful. In 
the beginning of A.D. 711 Roderic had been summoned to the 
north on account of an invasion of Navarra by the Franks, 
caused, it is. said, by the conspirators. Prig, thus certain of 
meeting no serious opposition to his landing, passed into Spain 
himself with an army composed mainly of Berbers of the Ghomtra 
tribe under the guidance of Julian. The spot where he landed 
thence acquired the name of Jebel Teri% " Mountain of Tariq," 
afterwards corrupted into Gibraltar. Having made himself 
master of Algeciras and thereby secured his communication with 
Africa, Tariq set out at once in the direction of Cordova. At the 
news of the invasion Roderic hastened back and led a numerous 
army against the combined forces of Tariq and the partisans of 
Witiza. A fierce battle took place in the plain of Barbata on the 
little river of Guadaleta (north of Medina Sidonia), in which 
Roderic was completely routed. The spoils of the victors were 
immense, especially in horses, but the king himself had dis-
appeared. Fearing lest he should have escaped to Toledo and 
should there fit out another army, the partisans of Witiza 
insisted that 'Prig should march immediately against the capital. 
'Mir' complied with their wishes, notwithstanding the express 
command of Masa b. Nosair that he should not venture too far 
into the country, and the protests of Julian. Having made 
himself master of Ecija and having despatched a detachment 
under Moghith against Cordova, Tariq took Mentesa (Villanueva 
de la Fuente) and marched upon Toledo, which he soon con-
quered. At the same time Moghith took Cordova. But, 
notwithstanding these successes, Prig knew that his situation 
was most critical. King Roderic, who had escaped to Lusitania, 
and the noble Goths, who had fled from Toledo, would certainly 
not be slow in making efforts to regain what they had lost. He 
therefore sent a message in all haste to Masa, entreating him to 
come speedily. Masi, though angered by the disobedience of 
Prick hastened to the rescue and embarked in April 722 with 
28,000 men, among them many noble Arabs, and began, advised 
by Julian, a methodical campaign, with the purpose of estab-
lishing and securing a line of communication between the sea 
and Toledo. After having taken Seville, Carmona and Merida, 
he marched from the latter place by the Via Romans. to Sala-
manca, after having ordered Tariq to rejoin him in order to 
encounter king Roderic. Not far from Tamames the king was 
defeated and killed. King Alphonso the Great found his tomb-
stone at Viseo with the inscription, " Hic requiescit Rodericus rex 
Gothorum." , After this battle Masa reconquered Toledo, which, 
after the departure of 'Prig, had recovered its independence, 
and entered the capital in triumph. Already, before the expedi-
tion to Salamanca, he had perceived that the sons of Witiza had 
neither military nor political ability. He therefore proclaimed 
the caliph of Damascus as sole ruler of the whole peninsula. 
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The Gothic princes must content themselves with honours and 
apanages, in which they readily acquiesced. In the same year 
93 (a•. 712) Musa struck Moslem coins with Latin inscriptions. 
Masi then continued the subjugation of Spain, till Walid recalled 
him to Damascus. He obeyed after having appointed his son 
Abdalazlz governor of Andalos (Andalusia), as the Arabs named 
the peninsula, and assigned Seville as his residence. Abdalaztz 
consolidated his power by marrying the widow of the late king 
Roderic. Musa left Spain about August 714, and reached 
Damascus shortly before the death of Walid. Notwithstanding 
the immense booty be brought, he did not receive his due reward. 
Accused of peculation, he was threatened with imprisonment 
unless he paid a fine of too,coo pieces of gold. The old man—
he was born in the year 640—was released by Yazid b. Mohallab, 
the then mighty favourite of the caliph Suleiman, but died in 
the same year 716 on his way to Mecca. His son Abdalazlz was 
an excellent ruler, who did much for the consolidation of the 
new conquests, but he reigned only one year and eleven months, 
when he was murdered. His death has been falsely imputed by 
some historians to the caliph Suleiman, 

In the East the Moslem armies gained the most astonishing 
successes. In the course of a few years Qotaiba b. Moslitp 
conquered Paikend, Bokhara, Samarkand, Khwarizm (mod. 
Khiva), Ferghana and Shish (Tashkent), and even Kashgar on 
the frontiers of China. Meanwhile Mahomrhed b. Qasim invaded 
Makran, took Daibol, passed the Indus, and marched, after 
having beaten the Indian king Daher, through Sind upon Mullin, 
which he conquered and whence he carried off an immense booty. 

Walid was the first caliph, born and trained as prince, who 
felt the majesty of the imamate and wished it to be felt by his 
subjects. He desired to augment the splendours of Islam and 
its sovereign, as Abdalmalik had already done by building the 
dome of Jerusalem. In the time of the conquest of Damascus, 
one half of the great church had been made a mosque, while the 
remaining half had been left to the Christians. Walid annexed 
this pars, indemnifying the Christians elsewhere, and restored 
the whole building sumptuously and magnificently. In his time 
many fine palaces and beautiful villas were built in Syria, and 
Becker's conjecture seems not altogether improbable, that from 
this period dates the palace of Mashetta, the facade of which is 
now in the Kaiser Friedrich Museum at Berlin, as perhaps also 
the country houses discovered by Musil in the land of Moab. 
Walid also caused the mosque of Medina to be enlarged. For 
this purpose, the apartments of the Prophet and his wives were 
demolished, which at first caused much discontent in Medina, 
some crying out that thereby a verse of the Book of God (S. 49, 
v. 4) was cancelled. With this exception, the citizens of Medina 
had nothing to complain of. The vicegerent of Abdalmalik 
had treated them harshly. Walid immediately on his accession 
appointed as governor of Hejaz his cousin Omar b. Abdalazlz, 
who was received there with joy, his devoutness and gentle 
character being well known. But the reputation of Omar 
attracted to the two holy cities a great number of the inhabitants 
of Irak, who had been deeply involved in the rebellion of Ibn 
Ash'ath. Hajjaj, however, was not the man to allow the forma-
tion of a fresh nucleus of sedition, and persuaded the caliph to 
dismiss Omar in the year 712, and appoint Othman b. IJayyan 
at Medina and KMlid al-Qasri at Mecca. These two prefects 
compelled the refugees to return to Irak, where many of them 
were severely treated and even put to death by Hajjaj. 

Few people have been so slandered as this great viceroy of the 
Orient In reality he was a man of extraordinary ability, and 
accomplished the task committed to him with vigour and energy. 
To his unflagging constancy was due the suppression of the 
dangerous rebellion of Ibn Ash'ath. After the restoration of 
peace his capacity for organization was displayed in all directions. 

1  This account of the comp:test is based partly on the researches 
of Dozy, but mainly on those of Saavedra in his Estudio sob,. its 
Invasion de los Arabes en Espalta (Madrid, 1892). Some of the 
details, however, e.g. the battle near Tamames and the part played 
by.  he sons of Witiza, are based, not on documentary evidence, but 
on probable inferences. For other accounts of the deaths of Musa 
and Abdalazis see Sir Wm. Muir, Caliphate (London, 1891), pp.368.9. 

The draining and tilling of submerged or uncultivated land on a 
large scale, the promotion of agriculture in every way, in par-
ticular by the digging of channels, and the regulation of the 
system of taxation, were carried out on his initiative. He 
showed the utmost wisdom in the selection of his lieutenants. 
The fear of his name was so great that even in the desert there 
was security for life and property, and his brilliant military 
successes were unquestionably due in a great measure to the 
care which he bestowed on equipment and commissariat, The 
heavy expenses entailed thereby were largely met by the booty 
which he won. Hajjaj was a sincere Moslem; this, however, 
did not prevent him from attacking Ibn Zobair in the Holy 
City, nor again from punishing rebels, though they bore the 
name of holy men. He enjoyed the entire confidence of Abdal-
malik with Walid, but Suleiman, the appointed successor, 
regarded him with disfavour. Yazid b. Mohallab, whom he had 
recalled from Khorasan, and imprisoned, had escaped and put 
himself under the protection of Suleiman, who made himself 
surety for the fine to which Yazid had been condemned. Hajjaj 
foreboded evil, and prayed eagerly that he might die before 
Walid. His death took place about the end of Ramadan 95 
(June or July 7 1 4). 

7. Reign or Suleiman (Solaimen).—Suleiman had early missed 
the throne. Walid wished to have his son Abdalazlz chosen as 
his successor, and had offered Suleiman a large sum of money to 
induce him to surrender his rights. Walid went still further 
and sent letters to the governors of all the provinces, calling on 
them to take the oath of allegiance to his son. None, except 
Hajjaj and his two generals Qotaiba b. Moslim and Mahommed b. 
Qasim, consented thus to set at naught the order of succession 
established by Abdalmalik; and Suleiman succeeded without 
difficulty on the death of his brother Jonada II. 96 (February 
715). We can easily conceive the hatred felt by Suleiman for 
HOW and for all that belonged to him. Hajjaj himself was 
dead; but Suleiman poured out his wrath on his family and his 
officers. The governors of Medina and Mecca were dismissed; 
Mahommed b. Qasim, the conqueror of India, cousin of ROW, 
was dismissed from his post and outlawed. Qotaiba b. Moslim, 
the powerful governor of Khorasan, tried to anticipate the caliph 
by a revolt, but a conspiracy was formed against him, which 
ended in his murder. Some historians say that he was falsely 
accused of rebellion. 

Yazid b. Mohallab, the enemy of Main was made governor 
of Irak. His arrival was hailed with joy, especially by the 
Azd, to whom his family belonged, and the other Yemenite 
tribes. Yazid discovered soon that the system of taxation as 
regulated by Hajjaj could not be altered without serious danger 
to the finances of the empire, and that he could not afford the 
expenses which his prodigal manner of life involved. He there-
fore asked the caliph to give him the governorship of Khorasan 
also, and took his residence in Merv, where he was free from 
control. On his return to Khorasan he set on foot a series of 
new expeditions against Jorjan and Tabaristan, with only partial 
success. He sent, however, to the caliph an exaggerated account 
of his victories and the booty he had made. He bad cause to 
repent this later. 

Walid had, in the last years of his reign, made preparations 
for a great expedition against Constantinople. Suleiman carried 
them on with energy, and as early as the autumn of A.D. 7 1 5 
Maslama invaded Asia Minor at the head of a numerous army, 
whilst a well-equipped fleet under Omar b. Hobaira sailed out 
to second him. It is said that Suleiman was firmly persuaded 
that Constantinople would be conquered during his reign, in 
accordance with a Sibylline prophecy which said that the city 
would be subdued by a caliph bearing the name of a prophet, 
he himself being the first to fulfil this condition! Moreover, the 
Byzantine empire was in these years disturbed by internal 
troubles. The first year of the expedition was not unsuccessful. 
The siege of Amorium in Phrygia was broken up, but Pergamum 
and Sardis were taken. On the 25th of August 716 the blockade 

1  Solaiman is the Arabic form of Solomon. The prophecy is to 
be found in the Raab al -Oyu', p. 24: cf. Tabari d. p.1138. 
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of Constantinople began from the land side, and two weeks later 
from the sea side. A few months before, Leo the 'saurian had 
ascended the throne and prepared the city for the siege. This 
lasted about a year. The besieged were hard pressed, but the 
besiegers suffered by the severe winter, and were at last obliged 
to raise the siege. Maslama brought back the rest of his army 
Iii a pitiful state, while the fleet, on its return, was partly de-
stroyed by a violent tempest. The Moslems regard this failure 
as one of the great evils that have befallen the human race, and 
one which retarded the progress of the world for ages' the other 
calamity being the defeat in the battle of Tours by Charles Martel. 

Madams was still on his way back when Suleiman died at 
Dibiq in northern Syria, which was the base of the expeditions 
into Asia Minor. He seems not to have had the firmness of 
character nor the frugality of Walid; but he was very severe 
against the looseness of manners that reigned at Medina, and was 
highly religious. Raja b. Haywa, renowned for his piety, whose 
influence began finder Abdalmalik and increased under Walid, 
was his constant adviser and even determined him to designate 
as his successor his devout cousin Omar b. Abdalaziz. Suleiman 
was kind towards the Alids and was visited by several of them, 
amongst others by Abu Iiishim, the son of Mahommed b. al 
klanaffya, who after his father's death had become the secret 
Imam (head) of the Shiites. On his way back to Hejaz this man 
visited the family of Abdallah b. 'Abbits, which resided at 
kromaiMa, a place situated in the vicinity of `AmmiGt, and died 
there, after having imparted to Mahommed b. Ali b. Abdallah b. 
Abbas the names of the chiefs of the Shia in Irak and Khorasan, 
and disclosed his way of corresponding with them. From that 
time the Abbasids began their machinations against the 
Omayyads in the name of the family of the Prophet, avoiding all 
that could cause suspicion to the Shiites, but holding the strings 
firmly in their own hands. 

S. Reign of Omar IL—Omar b. Abdalaziz did his best to 
imitate his grandfather Omar in all things, and especially in 
maintain' ing the simple manner of life of the early Moslems. He 
was, however, born in the midst of wealth; thus frugality 
became asceticism, and in so far as he demanded the same rigour 
from his relatives, he grew unjust and caused uneasiness and 
discontent. -By paying the highest regard to integrity in the 
choice of his officers, and not to ability, he did not advance the 
interests of his subjects, as he earnestly wished to do. In the 
matter of taxes, though actuated by the most noble designs, he 
did harm to the public revenues. The principle of Islam was, 
that no Moslem, whatever might be his nationality, should pay 
any tax other than' the :aka or poor-rate (see MABOMMEDAN 
INSTITIITIONS). In practice, this privilege , was confined to the 
Arabic Moslems. Omar wished to maintain the principle. The 
original inhabitants had been left on the conquered lands as 
agriculturists, on condition of paying a fixed sum yearly for 
each district. If one of these adopted Islam, Omar permitted 
him to leave his place, which had been strictly forbidden by 
klafigj in Irak and the eastern provinces, because by it many 
hands were withdrawn from the tilling of the ground, and those 
who remained were unable to pay the allotted amount. Omar's 
system not only diminished the actual revenue, but largely 
increased in the cities the numbers of the 'soda's (clients), 
mainly Persians, who were weary of their dependency on their 
Arabic lords, and demanded equal rights for themselves. Their 
short dominion in Kufa under Mokhar had been suppressed, but 
the discontent continued. In North Africa particularly, and in 
Khorasan the effect of Omar's proclamation was that a great 
multitude embraced Islam. When it became necessary to impose 
a tribute upon the new converts, great discontent arose, which 
largely increased the number of those who followed the Shiite 
preachers of revolt. Conversion to Islam was promoted by the 
severe regulations which Omar introduced for the non-believers, 
such as Christians and Jews. It was he who issued those humiliat-
ing resctipts, which are commonly but unjustly attributed to 
Omar L But he forbade extortion and suppressed more than 
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one illegal impost. He endeavoured above all to procure justice 
for all his subjects. Complaints against oppression found in him 
a ready listener, and many unlawfully acquired possessions were 
restored to the legal owners, for instance, to the descendants of 
All and Tallm. Even to the Kharijites he contrived to give 
satisfaction, as far as possible. In all these matters he followed 
the guidance of divines and devotees, in whose congenial company 
he delighted. It is, therefore, not to be wondered at that these 
men saw in Omar the ideal of a prince, and that in Moslem 
history he has acquired the reputation of a saint. 

After the failure of the siege of Constantinople, the advanced 
posts in Asia Minor were withdrawn, but the raids were continued 
regularly. It has been said that it was Omar's intention to give 
up his Spanish conquests, but the facts argue the contrary. The 
governor, named by Omar, Samb b. Abdallah, even crossed the 
Pyrenees and took possession of Narbonne; but he was beaten 
and killed at Toulouse in July 72o. But Omar did all he could to 
prevent the degradation of the Holy War, which, instead of being 
the ultimate expedient for , the propagation of Islam, if all other 
means had failed, had often degenerated into mere pillaging 
expeditions against peaceful•nations. 

9. Reign of Yasid II.—Omar's reign was as short as that of 
his predecessor. He died on the 24th of Rajah tot (to. 9th 
February 72o). Yazid II., son of Abdalmalik and, by his mother 
'Atika, grandson of Yazid I., ascended the throne without opposi-
tion. He had at once, however, to put down a dangerous 
rebellion. Yazid b. Mohallab had returned to Irak, after the 
conquest of Jorjan, when Suleiman was still alive. Shortly after, 
Ads b. Artfit, whom Omar II. had appointed governor, arrived, 
arrested Yazid, and sent him to Omar, who called him to account 
for the money he had mentioned in bis letter to Suleiman, and 
imprisoned him when he pretended not to be able to pay the 
amount. Yazid IL had personal grounds for ill-will to Yazid b. 
Mohallab. One of the wives of the new caliph, the same who 
gave birth to that son of Yazid II. who afterwards reigned as 
Walid II., was niece to the celebrated klajjaj, whose family had 
been ill-treated by the son of Mohallab, when he was governor of 
Irak under Suleiman. Aware that Yazid b. Abdalmalik, on 
ascending the throne, would spare neither him nor his family, 
Yazid b. Mohallab had succeeded in escaping to Basra, the home 
of his family, where his own tribe the Azd was predominant. 
Meanwhile 'Adi b. Artit had all the brothers of Yazid and other 
members of the family of Mohallab arrested, and tried to prevent 
Yazid from entering the city. But 'Adi was too scrupulous to 
employ the public money for raising the pay of his soldiers, 
whilst Yazid promised mountains of gold. Yazid stormed the 
castle and took 'Ads prisoner, the public treasury fell into his 
hands, and he employed the money to pay his troops largely and 
to raise fresh ones A pardon obtained for him from the caliph 
came too late; he had already gone too far. He now proclaimed 
a Holy War against the Syrians, whom he declared to be worse 
enemies of Islam than even the Turks and the Dailam. Notwith-
standing the warnings of the aged Hasan al-Basrt, the friend of 
Omar IL, the religious people, took the part of Yazid, and were 
followed by the mauler. Though the number of his adherents 
thus increased enormously, their military value was small. 
Ahwaz (Khuzistan), Fars and Kirman were easily subdued, but 
in Khorasan the Azd could not prevail over the Tamlm, who were 
loyal to the caliph. As the rebellion threatened to spread far and 
wide, Yazid II. was obliged to appeal to his brother, the celebrated 
Maslama. With the approach of the Syrians, Yazid b. Mohallab 
tried to forestall them at Kufa. He took his way over Wash, 
which he mastered—the Syrian garrison seems to have been 
withdrawn in the days of Omar II.—but, before he could get hold 
of Kufa, the Syrian troops arrived. The meeting took place at 
'Aqr in the vicinity of Babel, and Yazid was completely defeated 
and fell in the battle. His brothers and sons fled to Basra; 
thence they went by sea to Kirman and then to Kandabil in 
India; but they were pursued relentlessly and slain with only 
two exceptions by the officers of Maslama. The possessions of 
the Mohallabites were confiscated. 

Maslama was rewarded with the governorship of Irak and 
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Khorasan, but was soon replaced by Omar b. &bake, who under 
Omar II. had been governor of Mesopotamia. He belonged to 
the tribe of Qais, and was very severe against the Azd and other 
Yemenite tribes, who had more or less favoured the part of Yazid 
b. Mohallab. In these years • the antagonism between . Qais 
(Molar) and Yemenites became more and more acute, especially 
in Khorasan. The real cause of the dismissal of Maslama was, 
that he did not send the revenue-quota to Damascus. Omar b. 
Hobaira, to supply the deficiency, ordered the prefect of 
Khorasan, Sald-al-liarashi, to take tribute from the Sogdians in 
Transoziana, who had embraced Islam on the promise of Omar II. 
The Sogdian raised a revolt in Ferghana, but were subdued by 
Sald and obliged to pay. A still more questionable measure of 
Ibn Hobaira was his ordering the successor of Sa'id Harashl to 
extort large sums of money from several of the most respectable 
Khomsanians. The discontent roused thereby became one of the 
principal causes of the fall of the Omayyads. 

In Africa serious troubles arose from the same cause. Yazid b. 
Abi Moslim, who had been at the head of the financial department 
in Irak under tlajjaj, and had been made governor of Africa by 
Yazid II., issued orders that the villagers who, having adopted 
Islam, were freed from tribute according to the promise of Omar 
IL, and had left their villages for the towns, should return to 
their domiciles and pay the same tribute as before their conver-
sion. The Berbers rose in revolt, slaughtered the unfortunate 
governor, and put in his place the former governor Mahommed b. 
Yazid. The caliph at first ratified this choice, but soon after 
dismissed Mahommed from his post, and replaced him by Bishr b. 
*af wan, who under Ilisham made an expedition against Sicily. 

Yazid IL was by natural disposition the opposite of his prede-
cessor. He did not feel that anxiety for the spiritual welfare of 
his subjects which had animated Omar II. Poetry and music, 
not beloved by Suleiman, and condemned by Omar, were held 
by him in great honour. Two court-singers, Sdlitrn a  and tlabliba;' 
exercised great influence, tempered only by the austerity of 
manners that prevailed in Syria. He was so deeply affected by 
the death of tlababa, that Maslama entreated him not to exhibit 
his sorrow to the eyes of the public. He died a few days later, on 
the a6th of January 724, according to the chroniclers from grief 
for her loss. As his successor he had appointed in the first place 
his brother Hisham, and after him his own. son Walid. 

to. Reign of Hisham.—Hisham was a wise and able prince 
and an enemy of luxury, not an idealist like Omar IL, nor a 
worldling like Yazid U., but more like his father Abdalmalik, 
devoting all his energy to the pacification of the interior, and to 
extending and consolidating the empire of Islam. •  But the dis-
content, which had been sown under his predecessors, had now 
developed to such an extent that he could not suppress it in 
detail. His first care was to put an end to the tyrannical rule 
of the Qaisites (Modarites) in Irak and Khorasan by dismissing 
Omar b. Hobaira and appointing in his place Khalid al-Qifsri. 
This very able man, who under Hajjaj had been prefect of 
Mecca, belonged properly neither to the Qaisites nor to the 
Yemenites, but as he took the place of Ibn Hobaira and dis-
missed his partisans from their posts, the former considered him 
as their adversary, the latter as their benefactor. After his 
death, in particular, the Yemenites celebrated him as their chief, 
and assigned as the reason for their revolt the injuries which ho 
suffered. Khalid himself assuredly did not intend it. He was a 
loyal servant of the dynasty, and remained such even after 
receiving very harsh treatment from them. For fifteen years 
Khalid governed the eastern half of the empire, and continued 
to maintain peace with only few exceptions throughout. He 
did much for the reclaiming and improving of lands in Irak, in 
which the caliph himself and several princes took an active part. 
The great revenues obtained thereby naturally caused much 
jealousy. lived on a very. rich scale and was extra-
ordinarily liberal, and he was charged with having carried out all 
his improvements for his own interests, and upbraided for 
selling the corn of his estates only when the prices were high. 
To these charges were added the accusation that be was too 
tolerant to Christians, Jews and Zoroastrians. As his mother .  

professed the Christian religion, he was accused of infidelity. 
At last a conspiracy, into which the principal engineer of KUM, 
Hassan the Nabataean, had been drawn, succeeded in inciting 
Hisham against Khalid. They told him that Khali(' had used 
disrespectful terms in speaking of the caliph, and that he had 
appropriated revenues belonging to the state. The latter 
imputation especially influenced Hisham, who was very parsi-
monious. When the dismissal of Khalid had been resolved upon, 
Ytisuf b. Omar, his appointed successor, was sent secretly to 
Kufa, where he seized on Khalid unawares. For eighteen months 
Khalid remained in prison. But when he declined even under 
torture to confess that he had been guilty of extensive peculation, 
he was finally released. He settled at Damascus and made a 
noble return for his injuries , by taking an active part in the war 
against the Greeks. In the summer of A.D. 740, while hewn in 
Asia Minor, a great fire broke out in Damascus, the guilt of which 
was attributed to Khalid. Though it soon appeared that the. 
imputation was false, Khalid, on his return, was furious, rind 
uttered very offensive words against the caliph. Hisham, how-
ever, would not again punish his old servant; on the contrary, 
he seems to have regarded his indignation as a proof of innocence. 

The successor of Shad in Irak had not long been in office 
when Zaid b. Ali, grandson of Hosain b. Ali, who had come to 
Kufa for a lawsuit, was persuaded by the chiefs of the Shia to 
organize a revolt. He anteceded in so far that rs,00n Kufians 
swore to fight with hint for the maintenance of the command-
ments of the Book of God and the Sanaa (orthodox tradition) of 
his Prophet, the discomfiture of the tyrants, the redress of 
injury, and last, not least, the vindication of the family of the 
Prophet as the rightful caliphs. The revolt broke out on the 
6th of January 74o. Unfortunately for Zaid he had to do with 
the same Kufians whose fickleness had already been fatal to his 
family. He was deserted by his troops and slain. His body was 
crucified in Kufa, his head sent to Damascus and thence to 
Medina. His son Yahya, still a youth, fled to Balkh in Khorasan, 
but was discovered at last and hunted down, till he fell sword in 
hand under Walid IL Abu Moslim, the founder of the Abbasid 
dynasty, proclaimed himself his avenger, and on that occasion 
adopted the black garments, which remained the distinctive 
colour of the dynasty. 

In Khorasan also there were very serious disturbances. The 
Sogdians, though subdued by Sa'ld al tiarasht, were not 
appeased, but implored the assistance of the Turks, who had 
long been contending earnestly against the Arabs for the 
dominion of Transoxiaha. They found besides a most valuable 
ally in klarith b. Soraij, a distinguished captain of the Arabic 
tribe of Tamim, who, with many pious Moslems, was'scandalized 
by the government's perfidy in regard to the new converts. 
tlarith put himself at the head of all the malcontents, and raised 
the black flag, in compliance with a Sibylline prophecy, holding 
that the man with the black flag (the Prophet's flag) would put 
an end to the tyranny, and be the precursor of the Mandi.l The 
government troops suffered more than one defeat, but in the 
last month of the year r r8 (kn. 736) the 'governor Asad al-
Qasri, the brother of Khalid, after having defeated Xlitrith, 
gained a brilliant victory over the Turks, which finally caused 
them to retreat. Asad died almost simultaneously with the 
dismissal of Khalid. Hisham then separated Khorasan from 
Irak and chose as governor of the former Nasr b. Sank, a 
valiant soldier who had grown grey in war, and who, besides all 
his other capacities, was an excellent poet. Nagr instituted a 
system of taxation, which, if it had been introduced earlier, 
would perhaps have saved the Arabic domination. It was that 
which later on was generally adopted, viz. that all possessors 
of conquered lands (i.e. nearly the whole empire except Arabia), 
whether Moslems or not, should pay a fixed tax, the latter in 
addition to pay a poll-tax, from which they were relieved on 
conversion to Islam. During the reign of Hisham. Naar made 
a successful expedition against ljarith and the Turks. The 

I Cf. Van Vioten, Recherches :sr la domination anabe, is 
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propaganda of the Shia by the Abbasids was continued in these 
years with great zeal. 

In India several provinces which had been converted to Islam 
under the Caliphate of Omar II. declared themselves independent, 
because the promise of equal rights for all Moslems was not kept 
under the reign of his successors. This led to the evacuation of 
the eastern part of India (called Hind by the Arabs, Sind being the 
name of the western part), and to the founding of the strong cities 
of MaVera and Mansura for the purpose of controlling the land. 

In the north and north-west of the empire there were no 
internal disorders, but the Moslems had hard work to maintain 
themselves against the Alans and the Khazars. In the year t x : 
(A-D. 730) they suffered a severe defeat; in which the general 
Jarnth perished. But the illustrious Maslama b. Abdalmalik, 
and Iferwan b. Mahommed (afterwards caliph), governor of 
Armenia and Azerbaijan (Adherbaijan), succeeded in repelling 
the Khazars, imposing peace on the petty princes of the eastern 
Caucasus, and consolidating the Arab power in that quarter. 
The war against the Byzantjnes was continued with energy 
during the whole of Hisham's reign. .Moawiya, the son of 
Hisham, whose descendants reigned later in Spain, was in com-
mand till 118 (a.o. 736), when he met his death accidentally in 
Asia Minor by a fall from his horse. After his death, Suleiman, 
another son of the caliph, had the supreme command. Both 
were eager and valiant warriors. But the hero of all the battles 
was Abdallah b. Hosain, surnamed al-Battal (the brave). He 
has been the subject of many romantic tales. Tabari tells how 
he took the emperor Constantine prisoner in the year x14 (A.D. 
732; but Constantine V. Copronymus only began to reign in 
740 Or 741 A-D.); another Arabic author places this event in 
the year 122, adding that al-Batt81, having defeated the Greeks, 
was attacked and slain in returning with his captives. The 
Greek historians say nothing about Constantine having been 
made prisoner. It is probable that the Arabs took another 
Greek soldier for the prince' The victories of the Moslems had 
no lasting results. During the troubles that began in the reign 
of Walid IL, the Greeks reconquered Marash (Germanicia), 
Natalia. (Malatiyeh) and Erzerum (Theodosiopolis). 

In Spain the attention of the Moslems was principally turned 
to avenge the defeat of Samb beyond the Pyrenees. As early as 
the second year of the reign of Hisham, 'Anbasa, the governor of 
Spain, crossed the Pyrenees, and pushed on military operations 
vigorously. Carcassonne and Nimes were taken, Autun sacked. 
The death of 'Anbasa in A.D. 725 and internal troubles put a stop 
to further hostilities. The Berbers were the chief contingent of 
the Moslem troops, but ere treated by their Arab masters as 
inferior people. 	n to resent this, and one of their 
chiefs, Munisa ( 	, made himself independent in the north 
and allied hi 	h Odo, king of Aquitaine, who gave him his 
daughter in marriage. In the year :13 Abdarrahman b. Abdallah 
subdued Munisa, crossed the mountains and penetrated into 
Gascony by the valley of Roncesvalles. The Moslems beat Odo, 
gained possession of Bordeaux, and overran the whole of southern 
Gaul nearly as far as the Loire. But in October 732 their march 
was checked between Tours and Poitiers by Charles Martel and 
after some days of skirmishing a fierce but indecisive battle was 
fought. Abdarrahman was among the slain and the Moslems 
retreated hastily in the night, leaving their camp to the Franks. 
They were, however, not yet discouraged. In 739 the new governor 
of Spain, Oqba (Aucupa) b. Hain a man of high qualities, 
re-entered Gaul and pushed forward his raids as far as Lyons, 
but the Franks again drove back the Arabs as far as Narbonne. 
Thenceforth the continual revolts of the Berbers in Africa, and 
the internal troubles which disturbed Spain until the reign of 
Abdarrahman I., effectually checked the ambition of the Moslems. 

In Africa the hand of government pressed heavily. The 
Berbers, though they had pledged themselves to Islam and had 
furnished the latest contingents for the Holy War, were treated 
as tributary serfs, notwithstanding the promises given by 
Omar II. The Kharijites, of whom a great many had emigrated 

' Cf. Wellhausen, Die Kdmpfe der Amber mil den Rom. is der 
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to Africa, found them eager listeners. Still, they could not 
believe that it was according to the will of the caliph that they 
here thus treated, until a certain number of their chiefs went as a 
deputation to Hisham, but failed to obtain an audience. There-
upon a fierce insurrection broke out, against which the governor 
of Africa was powerless. Hisham at once sent an army of more 
than 30p00 men, under the command of Kolthurn al-Qoshairt, 
and Balj b. Bishr. Not far from the river Sabu in Algeria' the 
meeting with the army of the insurgents took place (A.D. 740). 
Kolthdm was beaten and killed; Balj b. Bishr led the rest of the 
Syrian army to Ceuta, and thence, near the end of 741, to. Spain, 
where they aided in the suppression of the dangerous revolt of the 
peninsular Berbers. Balj dicd in 742. A year later the governor, 
Abtel-Khattir, assigned to his troops for settlement divers 
countries belonging to the public domain.' An effort of the 
African Berbers to make themselves masters of Kairawan failed, 
their army being utterly defeated by the governor fjanzala. 

Hisham died in February 743, after a reign of twenty years. 
He had not been wanting in energy and ability, and kept the reins 
of the government in his own hands. He was a correct Moslem 
and tolerant towards Christians and Jews. His financial ad-
ministration was sound and he guarded against any misuse of the 
revenues of the state. But he was not popular. His residence 
was at Rosttfa on the border of the desert, and he rarely admitted 
visitors into his presence; as a rule they were received by his 
chamberlain Abrash. Hisham tried to keep himself free from 
and above the rival parties, but as his vicegerents were inexorable 
in the exaction of tribute, the Qaisites against the Yemenites, 
the Yemenites against the Qaisites, both parties alternately had 
reason to complain, whilst the non-Arabic Moslems suffered 
under the pressure and were dissatisfied. He caused a large 
extent of land to be brought into cultivation, and many public 
works to be executed, and he was accused of overburdening his 
subjects for these purposes. Therefore, Yazid III. (as also the 
Abbasids) on taking office undertook to abstain from spending 
money on building and digging. The,principle that a well-filled 
treasury is the basis of a prosperous government was pushed by 
him too far. Notwithstanding his activity and his devotion to 
the management p1 affairs, the Moslem power declined rather 
than advanced, and signs of the decay of the Omayyad dynasty 
began to show themselves. The history of his four successors, 
Waljd II., Yazid III., Ibrahim and Mcrwan II., is but the history 
of the fall of the Omayyads. 

x. Reign of Walid II. —Walid II. was a handsome man, 
possessed of extraordinary physical strength, and a distinguished 
poet. But Hisham, to whom he was successor-designate, 
foolishly kept him in the background, and even made earnest 
efforts to get his own son Maslama acknowledged as his successor. 
Walid therefore retired to the country, and passed his time there 
in hunting, cultivating poetry, music and the like, waiting with 
impatience for the death of Hisham and planning vengeance ofi 
all those whom he suspected of having opposed him. His first 
public action was to increase the pay of all soldiers by to 
dirhems, that of the Syrians by 20. The Omayyads who came to 
pay their respects to him received large donations. Many 
philanthropic institutions were founded. As to the family of his 
predecessor, he contented himself with confiscating their posses-
sions, with the single exception of Suleiman b. Hisham, whom he 
had whipped and put in prison. But the Makhzdmites, who were 
related to Hisham by his mother, he deprived of all their power 
and had them tortured to death. The vicegerents of Hishant 
were replaced by Qaisites; Yusuf b. Omar, the governor of Irak, 
being a Qaisite, was not only confirmed in his office, but received 
with it the supreme command of Khorasan. He made use of it 
immediately by ordering Nair b. Sayyar to collect a rich present 
of horses, falcons, musical instruments, golden and silver vessels 
and to offer it to the caliph in person, but before the present was 
ready the news came that Walid had been murdered. 

ElayAn i. p. 42: Dory, Histaire der musulmans d'Espagne, f. 
p. 246, names the place Bacdeura or Naldoura, the Spanish chronic 
Nauam. 

' Dozy i. p. 268. 
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It is not certain that Walid also suspected KMlid al-Qasri of 

having intrigued against him. But Yusuf b. Omar did not rest 
until he had his old enemy in his power. It is said that he 
guaranteed Walid a large sum of money, which he hoped to 
extort from IChAlid. This unfortunate man died under torture, 
which he bore with fortitude, in Muharram 126 (November 
743). 

Walid designated his two sons as heirs to the Caliphate. 
These were still under age and were not the children of a free-
born, noble mother. Both circumstances, according to the then 
prevailing notions, made them unfit for the imatnate. Moreover, 
it was an affront, in particular, for the sons of Walid I., who 
already had considered the nomination of Yazid II. as a slight to 
themselves. A conspiracy arose, headed by Yazid b. Walid I., 
and joined by the majority of the Merwanid princes and many 
Kalbites and other Yemenites who regarded the ill-treatment of 
KhAlid al-Qasri as an insult to themselves. Various stories were 
circulated about the looseness of Walid's manner of life; Yazid 
accused him of irreligion, and, by representing himself as a 
devout and God-fearing man, won over the pious Moslems. The 
conspirators met with slight opposition. A great many troops 
had been detached by Hisham to Africa and other provinces, the 
caliph himself was in one of bis country places; the prefect of 
Damascus also was absent. Without difficulty, Yazid made 
himself master of Damascus, and immediately sent his cousin 
Abdalaziz with 2000 men against Walid, who had not more than 
200 fighting men about him. A few men hastened to the rescue, 
among others 'Abbas b. Walid with his sons and followers. 
Abdalaziz interrupted his march, took him prisoner and compelled 
him to take the oath of allegiance to his brother Yazid. Walid's 
small body of soldiers was soon overpowered. After a valiant 
combat, the caliph retired to one of his apartments and sat 
with the Koran on his knee, in order to die just as Othman 
had died. He was killed on the 17th of April 744. His head 
was taken to Damascus and carried about the city at the end of 
a spear. 

On the news of the murder of the caliph, the citizens of Homs 
(Emesa) put at their head Abu Mahommed as-Sofittni, a grandson 
of Yazid I., and marched against Damascus. They were beaten 
by Suleiman b. Hisham at a place called SolaimAnia, it m. from 
the capital. Abu Mahommed was taken prisoner and shut up 
with several of his brethren and cousins in the KhadrA, the old 
palace of Moawiya, together with the two sons of Walid II. One 
or two risings in Palestine were easily suppressed. But the 
reigning family had committed suicide. Their unity was broken. 
The holiness of their Caliphate, their legitimate authority, had 
been trifled with; the hatred of the days of Merj Mit had been 
revived. The orthodox faith also, whose strong representative 
and defender had hitherto been the caliph, was shaken by the 
fact that Yazid IIL belonged to the sect of the Qadaris who 
rejected the doctrine of predestination, The disorganization of 
the empire was at hand. 

12. Reign of Yazid 111.—Yazid III., on his accession, made a 
fine speech, in which he promised to do all that could be expected 
from a good and wise ruler, even offering to make place im-
mediately for the man whom his subjects should find better 
qualified for the Caliphate than himself. He cancelled, however, 
the increase of the pay granted by Walid and thus earned the 
nickname of the Nagil (diminisher). As he owed his position to 
the aid of the Kalbites, he chose his officers from among them. 
The governorship of Irak was confided to a Kalbite, Mansur b. 
Jomhar, a hot-headed and unscrupulous man. Yusuf b. Omar 
was unable to offer resistance, and was ultimately taken and 
confined in the KhadrA. Mannar bad hardly been three months 
in office when Yazid replaced him by Abdallah, son of Omar II: 
The distant provinces, with the exception of Sind and Sijistan, 
renounced the authority of the new caliph. In Africa Abdarrah-
man b. Habib, a descendant of the famous 'Oqba b. Nafi', was 
almost independent. In Spain every emir tried to free himself 
from a suzerainty which appeared to him only nominal. Naar b. 
Sayyer, the governor of Khorasan, had not yet decided whether 
he ought to take the oath of allegiance when Yazid died, after a  

reign of only five months and a half, on the Lath of Dhu'l.Uijja 
A.B. 126 (25th September A.D. 744). 

13. Yazid III. left his brother Ibrahim as his successor. He 
was acknowledged as caliph only in a part of Syria, and reigned 
no longer than two months, when he was obliged to abdicate and 
to submit to the authority of Merwan IL 

14. Merwan II., the son of Mahommed b. Merwan and cousin 
of Maslama, was a man of energy, and might have revived the 
strength of the Omayyad dynasty, but for the general disorder 
which pervaded the whole empire. In 731 Hisham had entrusted 
to him the government of Armenia and Azerbaijan, which be 
held with great success till the death of Walid II. He had great 
military capacity, and introduced important reforms. On the 
murder of Walid he prepared to dispute the supreme power with 
the new caliph, and invaded Mesopotamia. Yazid III., in 
alarm, offered him as the price of peace the government of this 
province together with Armenia and Azerbaijan. Merwan 
resolved to accept those conditions, and sent a deputation to 
Damascus, which, however, had just reached Manbij (iiera-
polls) when Yazid died. Leaving his son Abdalmalik with 40,000 
men in Rakka, Merwan entered Syria with 8o,000 men. Sulei-
man b. HishAm, at the head of 120,000 men, was defeated at 'Ain 
al-Jan, between Baalbek and Damascus. Merwan made many 
prisoners, whom he treated with the greatest mildness, granting 
them freedom on condition that they should take the oath of 
allegiance to the sons of Walid II. He then marched upon 
Damascus. But Suleiman b. Hishiim, Yazid, the son of Khllid 
al-Qasri, and other chiefs, hastened to the KhadrA and killed the 
two princes, together with Yusuf b. Omar. Suleiman then made 
himself master of the treasury and fled with the caliph Ibrahim 
to Tadmor (Palmyra). Only Abu Mahommed as-Sofilini escaped 
the murderers. When Merwan entered Damascus this man 
testified that the sons of Walid IL, who had just become adult, 
had named Merwan successor to the Caliphate, and was the first 
to greet him as Prince of the Believers. All the generals and 
officers followed his example and took the oath of allegiance 
(7th December A.D. 744). Merwan did all he could to pacify 
Syria, permitting the Arabs of the four provinces to choose 
their own prefects, and even acquiescing in the selection as 
prefect of Palestine of Thibit h. No'aim, who had behaved very 
treacherously towards him before, but whom he had forgiven. 
He did not, however, wish to reside in Damascus, but trans-
planted the seat of government to his own town, Herren in 
Mesopotamia Suleiman b. Hisham and Ibrahim tendered 
their submission and were pardoned. 

But the pacification was only on the surface. Many Omayyad 
princes considered Merwan as an upstart, his mother being a 
slave-girl; the Damascenes were angry because he had chosen 
Herren for his residence; the Kalbites felt themselves slighted, 
as the Qaisites predominated. ThAbit b. Nciaim revolted in 
Palestine, Emesa (Horns) and Tadmor were turbulent, Damascus 
was besieged by Yazid b. Khalid al Qasri. Merwan, who wanted 
to march against Irak, was obliged to return to Syria, where he 
put an end to the troubles. This time Thibit b. No'aim had to 
pay for his perfidy with his life. After this new pacification, 
Merwan caused the Syrians to acknowledge his two sons as heirs 
to the Caliphate, and married them to two daughters of Hisham. 
All the Omayyad princes were invited to the wedding, Merwan• 
hoping still to conciliate them. He then equipped moos 
Syrians, and ordered them to rejoin the army of to,coo men 
from Kinnesrin (Qinnasrin) and Mesopotamia, who, under Yazid 
b. Omar b. Hobaira, were already on the march towards Irak. 
When these Syrians came to Rositfa (Russia), Suleiman b. 
Hisham persuaded them to proclaim himself caliph, and made 
himself master of Kinnesrin. From all sides Syrians flocked to 
his aid till he had 70,000 men under his orders. Merwan im-
mediately ordered Ibn Hobaira to stop his march and to wait for 
him at Darin, and marched with the main force against Suleiman, 
whom he utterly defeated at Khosif in the district of Kinnesrin. 
Suleiman fled to Homs and thence to Tadmor and on to Kufa, 
leaving his brother Sa'id in Horns. The siege of this place by 
Merwan lasted nearly five months. After the victory the walls 
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were demolished, and likewise those of Baalbek, - Damascus, 
Jerusalem and other towns. Syria was utterly crushed, and 
therewith the bulwark of the dynasty was destroyed. Not until 
the summer of za8 (A.D. 746) could Merwan resume his campaign 
against Irak. 

The governor of this province, Abdallah, the son of Omar II., 
was a man of small energy, whose principal care was his personal 
ease and comfort An ambitious man, Abdallah b. Moawiya, a 
great-grandson of Ali's brother Jalar, put himself at the head of 
a band of Shiites and ma War, made himself master of Rubs and 
marched upon Hire, where, since YOsuf b. Omar, the governor 
and the Syrian troops had resided. The rebels were defeated, 
and Kufa surrendered (October 744) under condition of amnesty 
for the insurgents and freedom for Abdallah b. Moawiya. This 
adventurer now went into Media (Jabal), where a great number 
of wavier and Shiites, even members of the reigning dynasty 
and of the Abbasid family, such as the future caliph Mansur, 
rejoined him. With their help he became master of a vast 
empire, which, however, lasted scarcely three years. 

Ibn Omar did not acknowledge Merwan as caliph. For the 
moment Merwan could do no more than send a new governor, 
Dm Said al Marashi. This officer was supported only by the 
Qaisite troops, the Kalbites, who were numerically superior, 
maintaining Ibn Omar in his residence at Him. There were 
many skirmishes between them, but a common danger soon 
forced them to suspend their hostilities. The general disorder 
after the death of Hisham had given to the Khawarij an oppor-
tunity of asserting their claims such as they had never bad 
before. They belonged for the greater part to the Rabra, who 
always stood more or less aloof from the other Arabs, and had a 
particular grudge against the Moder. Their leading tribe, the 
Shaibin, possessed the lands on the Tigris in the province of 
Mosul, and here, after the murder of Walid IL, their chief 
proclaimed himself caliph. Reinforced by many Kharijites out 
of the northern provinces, he marched against Kufa. Ibn Omar 
and Ibn Sald al Marashl tried to defend their province, but 
was completely defeated. IJarashi fled to Merwan, Ibn Omar 
to Hire, which, after a siege of two months, he was obliged to 
surrender in Shawwal 227 (August A.D. 741)• Mamas. b. Jomhar 
was the first to pass over to the Khawarij; then Ibn Omar 
himself took the oath of allegiance. That a noble Koreishite, 
a prince of the reigning house, should pledge himself to follow 
Dabbak the Shaibanite as his Imam, was an event of which 
the Khawarij were very proud. Ibn Omar was rewarded with 
the government of eastern Irak, Khtlzistan and Fars. 

Whilst Merwan besieged Horns, Dabbak returned to Meso-
potamia and took Mosul, whence he threatened Nisibis, where 
Abdallah, the son of Merwan, maintained himself with difficulty. 
Suleiman b. HishAm also had gone over to the Khawarij, who 
DOW numbered a 20,000 men. Mesopotamia itself was in danger, 
when Merwan at last was able to march against the encmy. In a 
furious battle at KafartOtha (September A.D. 746) the Khawarij 
were defeated; Dabbak and his successor Khaibart perished; 
the survivors were obliged to retire to Mosul, where they crossed 
the Tigris. Merwan followed them and encamped on the 
western bank. Immediately after the battle of Kafartatha, 
Yazid b. Omar b. Hobaira directed his troops towards Irak. He 
beat the Kharijites repeatedly and entered Kufa in May or June 
747. Ibn Omar was taken prisoner; Manailr b. Jomhar fled to 
Ibis Moawiya. Ibn Hobaira was at last free to send Ibn Dobam 
with an army to Mesopotamia. At his approach the Kharijites 
left their camp and fled to Abdallah b. Moawiya, who was now at 
the height of his power. But it was not destined to last. The 
two generals of Ibn Hobaira, Ibn Dobitra and Nobata b. Manzala 
defeated his army; Ibn Moawiya fled to Khorasan, where he met 
his death; the chief of the Kharijites, Shaibin Yasbkori went to 
eastern Arabia; Stdeimln b. HishAm and Mansur b. Johmar 
escaped to India. Thus, at last, the western and south-eastern 
parts of the empire lay at the feet of Merwan. But in the north-
east, in Khorasan, meanwhile a storm had arisen, against which 
his resources and his wisdom were alike of no avail. 

When the news of the murder of Walid IL reached Khorasan, 

Naar b. Sayyir did not at once acknowledge the Caliphate of 
Yazid III., but induced the Arab chiefs to accept himself as amir 
of Khorasan, until a caliph should be universally acknowledged. 
Not many months later (ShawwAl 126) he was confirmed in his 
post by Yusuf b. Omar, the governor of Irak. But Naar had a 
personal enemy, the chief of the Azd (Yemenites) Jodar al-
Kirmint, a very ambitious man. A quarrel arose, and in a short 
time the Azd under Kirmlni, supported by the Rabra, who 
always were ready to join the opposition, were in insurrection, 
which Naar tried in vain to put down by concessions. 

So stood matters when Mitrith b. Soraij, seconded by Yazid III., 
reappeared on the scene, crossed the Oxus and came to Merv. 
Naar received him with the greatest honour, hoping to get his aid 
against Kirminl, but Marith, to whom 3000 men of his tribe, the 
Tamim, had gone over, demanded Naar's abdication and tried to 
make himself master of Merv. Having failed in this, he allied 
himself with Kirmint. Naar could hold Mery no longer, and 
retired to Nishapur. But the Tamim of IJarith could not endure 
the supremacy of the Azd. In a moment the allies were divided 
into two camps; a battle ensued, in which Mitrith was defeated 
and killed. Originally, IJArith seems to have had the highest 
aims, but in reality he did more than any one else to weaken the 
Arabic dominion. He brought the Turks into the field against 
them; he incited the native population of Transoxiana against 
their Arab lords, and stirred up discord between the Arabs 
themselves. Being a Tamimite, he belonged to the Modar, on 
whom the government in Khorasan depended; but he aided the 
Yemenites to gain the upper hand of them. Thus he paved the 
way for Abu Moslim. 

Since the days of All there bad been two tendencies among the 
Shiites. The moderate party distinguished itself from the other 
Moslems oply by their doctrine that the imamate belonged 
legally to a man of the house of the Prophet The other party, 
that of the ultra-Shiites, named HAshimlya after Abu Hashim 
the son of Mahommed b. al-lJanaflya, preached the equality of all. 
Moslems, Arabs or non-Arabs, and taught that the same divine 
spirit that had animated the Prophet, incorporated itself again 
in his heirs (see Sierras). After the death of Hosain, they chose 
for their Imam Mahommed b. al-IJanaflya, and at his decease his 
son Abu HAshim, from whom Mahommed b. Ali, the grandson of 
Abdallah b. Abbas, who resided at IJomaima in the south-east of 
Syria, obtained the secrets of the party and took the lead (A.D. 
98, see above). This Mahommed, the father of the two first 
Abbasid caliphs, was a man of unusual ability and great ambition. 
He directed his energies primarily to Khorasan. The missionaries 
were charged with the task of undermining the authority of the 
Omayyads, by drawing attention to all the injustices that took 
place under their reign, and to all the luxury and wantonness of 
the court, as contrasted with the misery of many of their subjects. 
God would not suffer it any longer. As soon as the time was ripe 
—and that time could not be far off—He would send a saviour 
out of the house of the Prophet, the Mandi, who would restore 
Islam to its original purity. All who desired to co-operate in 
this holy purpose must pledge themselves to unlimited obedience 
to the Imam, and place their lives and property at his disposal. As 
a proof of their sincerity they were required at once to pay a fixed 
sum for the Imam. The missionaries had great success, especially 
among the non-Arabic inhabitants of Khorasan and Tmnsoxiana. 

Mahommed b. All died Alt 126 (A.D. 743-744), and his son 
Ibrahim, the Imam, took his place. Ibrahim had a confidant 
about whose antecedents one fact alone seems certain, that he 
was a moult: (client) of Persian origin. This man, Abu Moslim by 
name, was a man of real ability and devoted to his master's 
cause. To him,in 745-746,the management of affairs in Khorasan 
was entrusted, with instructions to consult in all weighty matters 
the head of the mission, the Arab StdeimAn b. Kathir. At first 
the chiefs of the mission were by no means prepared to recognize 
Abu Moslim as the plenipotentiary of the heir of the Prophet. 
In the year a ag he judged that the time for open manifestation 
had arrived. His partisans were ordered to assemble from all sides 
on a fixed day at Slqadenj in the province of Merv. Then, on the 
sat Shawwill (a sth June 747), the first solemn meeting took 
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place and the black flags were unfolded. On that occasion 
Suleiman b. Kathir was still leader, but by the end of the year 
Abu Moslim, whom the majority believed to belong himself to 
the family of the Prophet, was the acknowledged head of a strong 
army. Meantime, Naar had moved from Nishapur to Merv, and 
here the two Arabic armies confronted each other. Then, at last, 
the true significance of Abu Moslim's work was recognized. Naar 
warned the Arabs against their common enemy, " who preaches 
a religion that does not come from the Envoy of God, and whose 
chief aim is the extirpation of the Arabs." In vain he had 
entreated Merwan and Ibn Hobaira to send him troops before it 
should be too late. When at last it was possible to them to fulfil 
his wish, it was in fact too late. For a moment it seemed as 
though the rival Arab factions, realizing their common peril, 
would turn their combined forces against the Shi'ites. But Abu 
Moslim contrived to re-awaken their mutual distrust and jealousy, 
and, taking advantage of the opportunity, made himself master 
of Merv, in Rabia II. A.R. 13o(December 747). Naar escaped only 
by a headlong flight to Nishapur. This was the end of the Arabic 
dominion in the East. Many Arab chiefs were killed, partly by 
order of Abu Moslim, partly by their clients. The latter, however, 
was strictly forbidden by Abu Moslim. So severe indeed was the 
discipline he exercised, that one of the chief missionaries, who by 
a secret warning had rendered possible the escape of Naar from 
Merv, paid for it with his'life. 

As soon as Abu Moslim had consolidated his authority, he sent 
his chief general Qabtaba against Nishapur. Nagr's son Tamim 
was vanquished and killed, and Naar retreated to Kumis (Qamis) 
on the boundary of Jorjan, whither also advanced from the other 
side Nobata at the head of an army sent by Merwan. Qabtaba 
detached his son tlasan against Naar and went himself to meet 
Nobata, whom he beat on the 1st of Dhtel-bijja 1 30 (6th August 
748). Naar could not further resist. He reached Sawa in the 
vicinity of Hamadan, where he died quite exhausted, at the age of 
eighty-five years. Rei and Hamadan were taken without serious 
difficulty. Near Nehawend, Ibn Doblisa, at the head of a large 
army, encountered Qabtaba, but was defeated and killed. In 
the month of Dhu'l-qa'da 131 (June 749) Nchawend (Nehavend) 
surrendered, and thereby the way to Irak lay open to Qabtaba. 
Ibn Hobaira was overtaken and compelled to retire to Wasit. 
Qabtaba himself perished in the combat, but his son Hasan 
entered Kufa without any resistance on the and of September 749. 

Merwan had at last discovered who was the real chief of the 
movement in Khorasan, and had seized upon Ibrahim the Imam 
and imprisoned him at Herren. There he died, probably from 
the plague, though Merwan was accused of having killed him. 
When the other Abbasids left Homaima is not certain. But they 
arrived at Kufa in the latter half of September 749, where in the 
meantime the head of the propaganda, Abu Salama, called the 
wazir of the family of Mahomet, had previously undertaken the 
government. This Abu Salama seems to have had scruples 
against recognizing Abu'l-Abbas as the successor of his brother 
Ibrahim, and to have expected that the Mandi, whom he looked 
for from Medina, would not be slow in making his appearance, 
little thinking that an Abbasid would present himself as such. 
But Abu Jahm, on the instructions of Abu Moslim, declared to 
the chief officers of the Ithorasanian army that the Mandi was in 
their midst, and brought them to Abu'l-Abbas, to whom they 
swore allegiance. Abu Salama also was constrained to take the 
oath. On Friday, the 12th Rabia II. A.R. 132 (28th November 
749) Abu'l-Abbas was solemnly proclaimed caliph in the principal 
mosque of Kufa. The trick had been carried out admirably. On 
the point of gathering the ripe fruit, the Alids were suddenly 
pushed aside, and the fruit was snatched away by the Abbasids. 
The latter gained the throne and they took good care never to be 
deprived of it. 

After the conquest of Nehawend, Qabtabe had detached one 
of his captains, Abu 'Aun, to Shahrazar, where he defeated the 
Syrian army which was stationed there. Thereupon Abu 'Aun 
occupied the land of Mosul, where he obtained reinforcements 
from Kufa, headed by Abdallah b. Ali, an uncle of Abul-Abbes, 
who was to have the supreme command. Merwan advanced  

to meet him, and was completely defeated near the Greater Zab, 
an affluent of the Tigris, in a battle which lasted eleven days. 
Merwan retreated to Herren, thence to Damascus, and finally to 
Egypt, where he fell in a last struggle towards the end of 132 
(August 750). His head was cut off and sent to Kufa.' Abu 
Aun, who had been the real leader of the campaign against 
Merwan, remained in Egypt as its governor. Ibn Hobaira, 
who had been besieged in Wasit for eleven months, then con-
sented to a capitulation, which was sanctioned by Abu'l-Abbas. 
Immediately after the surrender, Ibn Hobaira and his principal 
officers were treacherously murdered. In Syria, the Omayyads 
were persecuted with the utmost rigour. Even their graves were 
violated, and the bodies crucified and destroyed. In order that 
no members of the family should escape, Abdallah b. All pre-
tended to grant an amnesty to all Omayyads who should come 
in to him at Abu Fotros (Antipatris) and acknowledge the new 
caliph,and even promised them the restitution of all theirproperty. 
Ninety men allowed themselves to be entrapped, and Abdallah 
invited them to a banquet. When they were all collected, a 
body of executioners rushed into the ball and !slew them with 
clubs. He then ordered leathern covers to be thrown upon the 
dying men, and had the banquet served upon them. In Medina 
and Mecca Da'ud b. Ali, another uncle of Abu'l-Abbas, con-
ducted the persecution; in Beam, Suleiman b. Ali. Abu'l-Abbas 
himself killed those he could lay his hands on in Hira and Kufa, 
amongst them Suleiman b. Hisham, who had been the bitterest 
enemy of Merwan. Only a few Omayyads escaped the massacre, 
several of whom were murdered later. A grandson of Hisham, 
Abdarrahman, son of his most beloved son Moawiya, reached 
Africa and founded in Spain the Omayyad dynasty of Cordova. 

With the dynasty of the Omayyads the hegemony passes 
finally from Syria to Irak. At the same time the supremacy of 
the Arabs came so an end. Thenceforth it is not the contingents 
of the Arabic tribes which compose the army, and on whom the 
government depends; the new dynasty relies on a standing 
army, consisting for the greater part of non-Arabic soldiers. 
The barrier that separated the Arabs from the conquered nations 
begins to crumble away. Only the Arabic religion, the Arabic 
language and the Arabic civilization maintain themselves, and 
spread more and more over the whole empire. 

C.—THE ABBAS1DS 
We now enter upon the history of the new dynasty, under 

which the power of Islam reached its highest point. 
z. Abu'l-Abbas inaugurated his Caliphate by a harangue 

in which he announced the era of concord and happiness which 
was to begin now that the House of the Prophet had been 
restored to its right. He asserted that the Abbasids were the 
real heirs of the Prophet, as the descendants of his oldest uncle 
Abbas. Addressing the Kufians, he said, " Inhabitants of Kufa, 
ye are those whose affection towards us has ever been constant 
and true; ye have never changed your mind, nor swerved from 
it, notwithstanding all the pressure of the unjust upon you. At 
last our time has come, and God has brought you the new era. 
Ye are the happiest of men through us, and the dearest to-us. 
I increase your pensions with too dirhems; make now your 
preparations, for I am the lavish shedder of blood' and the 
avenger of blood." 

Notwithstanding these fine words, Abu'l-Abbas did not trust 
Merwan has been nicknamed al-JaVi and aRlivalir (the Ass). 

As more than one false interpretation of these names has been 
given, it is not superfluous to cite here Qaisarani (ed. deJong, p. 
3t). who says on good authority that a certain al-Ja'd b. Durham, 
killed under the reign of Hisham for heretical opinions, had followers 
in Mesopotamia, and that, when Merwan became caliph, the Khora-
sanians called him a Jed, pretending that all'Ja'd had been 
his teacher. As to al-Himar this was substituted also by the 
Khorasanians for his usual title, al-Faras, " the race-horse." 

The Arabic word for " shedder of blood," as-Saffdlt, which by 
that speech became a name of the caliph, designates the liberal host 
who slaughters his camels for his guests. European scholars have 
taken it unjustly in the sense of the bloodthirsty, and found in it 
an allusion to the slaughter of the Omayyads and many others. 
At the same time, it was not without much bloodshed that Ab01- 
Abbas finally established his power. 
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the Kufians. He resided outside the town with the Khorasanian 
troops, and with them went first to Hire, then to HishimIya, 
which he caused to be built in the neighbourhood of Anbar. 
For their real sympathies, he knew, were with the house of Ali, 
and Abu Salama their leader, who had reluctantly taken the oath 
of allegiance, did not conceal his disappointment. Abu Jahm, 
the vizier (q.v.; also MAIIOMMEDAN INSa22v1IONS), or " helper," 
of Abu Moslim, advised that Abu jalar, the caliph's brother, 
should be sent to Khorasan to consult Abu Muslim. The result 
was that Abu Salama was assassinated, and at the same time 
Suleiman b. Kathlr, who had been the head of the propaganda 
in Khorasan, and had also expected that the Mandi would belong 
to the house of Ali. It is said that Abu jalar, whilst in Khorasan, 
was so impressed by the unlimited power of Abu Moslim, and 
saw so clearly that, though he called his brother and himself 
his masters, he considered them as his creatures, that he vowed 
his death at the first opportunity. 

The ruin of the Omayyad empire and the rise of the new 
dynasty did not take place without mighty convulsions. In 
Bathaniya and the Hainan, in the north of Syria, in Mesopo-
tamia and Irak Khorasan insurrections had to be put down 
with fire and sword. The new • caliph then distributed the 
provinces among the principal members of his family and his 
generals. To his brother Abu Ja'far he gave Mesopotamia, 
Azerbaijan and Armenia; to his uncle Abdallah b. Ali, Syria; 
to his uncle Deud, Hejaz, Yemen and Yamitma (Yemama); 
to his cousin lat b. Masa, the province of Kufa. Another uncle, 
Suleiman b. Ali, received the government of Basra with Bahrein 
and Oman; Isms 11 b. Ali that of Ahwaz; Abu Moslim, Khora-
san and Transoxiana; Mahommed b. Ash'ath, Fars; Abu 'Aun, 
Egypt. In Sind the Omayyad governor, Manger b. jomhar, 
had succeeded in maintaining himself, but was defeated by an 
army. sent against him under Masa b. Ka'b, and the black 
standard of the Abbasids was raised over the city of Mansara. 
Africa and Spain are omitted from this catalogue, because the 
Abbasids never gained any real footing in Spain, while Africa 
remained, at least in the first years, in only nominal subjection 
to the new dynasty. In 754 Abu Moslim came to Irak to visit 
Abu'-Abbas and to ask his permission to make the pilgrimage 
to Mecca. He was received with great honour, but the caliph 
said that he was sorry not to be able to give him the leadership 
of the pilgrimage, which he had already purposely entrusted to 
his brother, Abu jalar. 

Abu'l-Abbas died on the 13th of Dhu'l-bijja 136 (5th June 
754). He seems to have been a man of limited capacity, and 
bad very little share in the achievements accomplished in his 
OM!. He initiated practically nothing without the consent of 
Abu Jahm, who was thus the real ruler. In the few cases where 
he had to decide, he acted under the influence of his brother 
Abu Ja'far. 

a. Reign of Mansur. —Abul -Abbas had designated as his 
successors first Abu Ja'far, surnamed al-Mansur (the victorious), 
and after him his cousin b. Masi. Abu Ja'far was, according 
to the historians, older than Abu'l-Abbas, but while the mother 
of the latter belonged to the powerful Yemenite tribe of al-
!With b. Ka'b, the mother of Abu ja'far was a Berber slave-girl. 
But be was a son of Mahommed b. Ali, and was therefore pre-
ferred by Abu Moslim to his uncles and cousins. Abul-Abbas, 
however, had promised the succession to his uncle Abdallah b. 
Ali, when he marched against Merwan. When the news of the 
death of Abu'l-Abbas reached Abdallah, who at the head of a 
numerous army was on the point of renewing the Byzantine war, 
he came to Herren, furious at his exclusion, and proclaimed 
himself caliph. Abu Moslim marched against him, and the two 
armies met at Nisibis, where, after a number of skirmishes, a 
decisive engagement took place (28th November 754). Abdallah 
was defeated and escaped to Basra, where he found a refuge with 
his brother SUleiman. A year later he asked for pardon, and 
took the oath of allegiance to Mansur. The caliph spared his 
life for a time, but he did not forget. In 764 Abdallah met his 
death by the collapse of his house, which had been deliberately 
undermined. 

The first care of Mansur was now to get rid of the powerful Abu 
Moslim, who had thus by another brilliant service strengthened 
his great , reputation. On pretence of conferring with him on 
important business of state, Mansur induced him, in spite of 
the warnings of his best general, Abu Nasr, to come to Madain 
(Ctesiphon), and in the most perfidious manner caused him to be 
murdered by his guards. Thus miserably perished the real 
founder of the Abbasid dynasty, the &flab &koala, as he is 
commonly called, the A orbs (trustee) of the House of the Prophet. 
A witty man, being asked his opinion about Abu Ja'far (Mansur) 
and Abu Muslim, said, alluding to the Koran 11, verse 12, " if 
there were two Gods, the universe would be ruined." The 
Khoraaanian chiefs were bribed into submission, and order was at 
last re-established by Mansur's general Khazim b. Khozaima in 
Mesopotamia, and by Abu Da'ad, the governor of. Khorasan in 
the east. 

About the same time Africa 1  and Spain escaped from the 
dominion of the, eastern Caliphate; the former for a season, 
the latter permanently. The cause of the revolt of Africa was 
as follows. Mansur had written to Abdarrahman, announcing 
the death of Abu'l-Abbas, and requiring him to take the oath of 
allegiance. Abdarrahman sent in his adhesion, together with a 
few presents of little value. The caliph replied by a threatening 
letter which angered Abdarrahman. He called the people to-
gether at the hour of prayer, publicly cursed Mansur from the 
pulpit and declared him deposed. He next caused a circular 
letter, commanding all Maghribins to refuse obedience to the 
caliph, to be read from the pulpit throughout the whole extent 
of the Maghrib (western North Africa). A brother of Abdarrah-
man, Ilyas, saw in this revolt an opportunity of obtaining the 
government of Africa for himself. Seconded by many of the 
inhabitants of Kairawan, who had remained faithful to the cause 
of the Abbasids, he attacked his brother, slew him, and pro-
claimed himself governor in his stead. This revolution in favour 
of the Abbasids was, however, not of long duration klabib, 
the eldest son of Abdarrahman, who had fled in the night of his 
father's murder, was captured, but the vessel which was to convey 
him to Spain having been detained by stress of weather, his 
partisans took arms and rescued him. Ilyas was marching 
against them, when the idea occurred to Habib of challenging 
him to single combat. Ilyas hesitated, but his own soldiers 
compelled him to accept the challenge. He measured arms 
with IJabib, and was slain. The party of independence thus 
tsiumphed, but in the year 144 (760 Mahommed b. Ash'ath, 
the Abbasid general, entered Kairawan and regained posses-
sion of Africa in the name of the eastern caliph. From the 
year 800, it must be added, Africa only nominally belonged 
to the Abbasids; for, under the reign of Harun al-Rashid, 
Ibrahim b. al-Aghlab, who was invested with the government 
of Africa, founded in that province a distinct dynasty, that of 
the Aghlabites. 

At the same time as the revolt in Africa, the independent 
Caliphate of the western Omayyads was founded in Spain. The 
long dissensions which had preceded the fall of that dynasty 
in the East had already prepared the way for the independence 
of a province so distant from the centre of the empire. Every 
petty emir then tried to seize sovereign power for himself, and the 
people groaned under the consequent anarchy. Weary of these 
commotions, the Arabs of Spain at last came to an understanding 
among themselves for the election of a caliph, and their choice 
fell upon one of the last survivors of the Omayyads, Abdarrah-
man b. Moawiya, grandson of the caliph Hisham. This prince 
was wandering in the deserts of Africa, pursued by his implacable 
enemies, but everywhere protected and concealed by the desert 
tribes, who pitied his misfortunes and respected his illustrious 
origin. A deputation from Spain sought him out in Africa and 
offered him the Caliphate, which he accepted with joy. On the 
1st Rabia I. 138 (14th August 755)  Abdarrahmlin landed in the 
Iberian peninsula, where he was universally welcomed, and 

The rule of the caliphs in Morocco, which had never been firmly 
established, had already. in 740, given Place to that of independent 
princes (see MOROCCO, History). 
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speedily founded at Cordova the Western Omayyad Caliphate 
(see SPAIN: History). 

While Mansur was thus losing Africa and Spain, he was trying 
to redeem the losses the empire had sustained on the northern 
frontier by the Byzantines. In 750-751 the emperor Constantine 
V. (Copronymus) had unsuccessfully blockaded Malatia; but 
five years later he took it by force and razed its wall to the ground. 
Mansur now sent in ysy an army of 70,000 men under the com-
mand of his cousin Abdalwahhab, the son of Ibrahim the Imam, 
whom he had made governor of Mesopotamia, the real chief 
being Hasan b. Qahtaba. They rebuilt all that the emperor 
had destroyed, and made this key of Asia Minor stronger than 
ever before. The Moslems then made a raid by the-pass of 
ljadath (Adata) and invaded the land of the Byzantines. Two 
aunts of the caliph took part in this expedition, having made a 
vow that if the dominion of the Omayyads were ended they 
would wage war in the path of God. Constantine advanced 
with a numerous army, but was afraid of attacking the invaders. 
The Moslems also rebuilt Mopsuestia. But from 758 till 763 
Mansur was so occupied with his own affairs that he could not 
think of further raids. 

In 758 (others say in 753 or 754) a body of 6ocisectiries, called 
Rawenclis (q.v.), went to Hashimiya, the residence of the caliph, 
not far from Kufa. They believed that the caliph was their 
lord, to whom they owed their daily bread, and came to pay him 
divine honours. They began by marching in solemn procession 
round the palace, as if it had been the Ka'ba. Mansur being told 
of it said: " I would rather they went to hell in obedience to 
us, than to heaven in disobedience." But as they grew tumul-
tuous, and he saw that this impious homage gave offence to his 
men, he caused the principal leaders to be seized and thrown 
into prison. The Rawendis immediately rose ,in revolt, broke 
the prison doors, rescued their chiefs, and returned to the palace. 
The unfortunate fanatics were hunted down and massacred to 
the last man, and thereby the ties that bound the Abbasids to 
the ultra-Shiites were severed. From that time forward the 
Abbasid caliphs became the maintainers of orthodox Islam, 
just as the Omayyads had been. The name of Hishimiya, which 
the reigning family still retained, was henceforward derived 
not from Abu Hashim, but from Hitshim, the grandfather of 
Abbas, the great-grandfather of the Prophet. 

A much greater danger now threatened Mansur. In the last 
days of the Omayyads, the Shiites had chosen as caliph, 
Mahommed b. Abdallah b. Hasan, whom they called the Mandi 
and the "pure soul," and Mansur had been among those who 
pledged themselves to him by oath. Not unnaturally, the Alids 
in Medina were indignant at being supplanted by the Abbasids, 
and Mansur's chief concern was to get Mahommed into his 
power. Immediately after his occupying the throne, he named 
Ziyad b. Obaidallah governor of Medina, with orders to lay 
hands on Mahommed and his brother Ibrahim, who, warned 
betimes, took refuge in flight. In 758 Mansur, informed that a 
revolt was in preparation, came himself to Medina and ordered 
Abdallah to tell him where his sons were. As he could not or 
would not tell, he together with all his brothers and some other 
relatives were seized and transported to Irak, where Abdallah 
and his brother All were beheaded and the others imprisoned. 
Notwithstanding all these precautions, a vast conspiracy was 
formed. On the same day Mabommed was to raise the standard 
of revolt in Medina, Ibrahim in Basra. But the Alids, though 
not devoid of personal courage, never excelled in politics or in 
tactics. In A.D. 762 Mahommed took Medina and had himself 
proclaimed caliph. The governor of Kufa, 'Isa b. Musa, received 
orders to march against him, entered Arabia, and captured 
Medina, which, fortified by Mabommed by the same means as the 
Prophet had employed against the besieging Meccans, could not 
hold out against the well-trained Khorasanians. Mahommed 
was defeated and slain. His head was cut off and sent to Mansur. 
When on the point of death, Mahommed gave the famous sword 
of the Prophet called Dhul-Fiqiir to a merchant to whom he 
owed goo dinars. It came later into the possession of Harun 
al-Rashid. In the meanwhile Ibrahim had not only gained  

possession of Basra, Ahwas and Firs, but had even occupied 
Wasit. The empire of the Abbasids was in great jeopardy. For 
fifty days Mansur stayed in his room, neither changing his 
clothes nor allowing himself a moment's repose. The greater 
part of his troops were in Ref with his son al-Mandi, who had 
conquered Tabaristan, in Africa, with Mahommed b. Ash'ath, 
and in Arabia with 'ha b. Mass. Had Ibrahim marched at once 
against Kufa he might have crushed Mansur, but he let slip the 
opportunity. A terrible conflict took place at BA-Khamra, 
48  m. from Kufa. Ijomaid b. Qahtaba, the commander 
of Mansur's army, was defeated, only a small division under 
'11A b. Musa holding its ground. At that moment Salm, 
the son of the famous Qotaiba b. Moslim, came to the rescue by 
attacking the rear of Ibrahim. Ijomaid rallied his troops, and 
Ibrahim was overpowered. At last he fell, pierced by an arrow, 
and, in spite of the desperate efforts of his followers, his body 
remained in the hands of the enemy. His head was cut off and 
brought to Mansur. 

Mansur could now give his mind to the founding of the new 
capital. When the tumult of the Rawendia took place he saw 
clearly that his personal safety was not assured in HAshimiya, , 

 where a riot of the populace could be very dangerous, and his 
troops were continually exposed to the perverting influence of the 
fickle and disloyal citizens of Kufa. He had just made choice of 
the admirable site of the old market-town of Bagdad when the 
tidings came of the rising of Mahommed in Medina.. In those 
days he saw that he had been very imprudent to denude himself 
of troops, and decided to keep henceforth always with him a body 
of 30,000 soldiers. So Bagdad, or properly " the round city " of 
Mansur, on the western bank of the Tigris, was built as the 
capital. Strictly it was a huge citadel, in the centre of which 
was the palace of the caliph and the great mosque. But around 
this nucleus there soon grew up the great metropolis which was 
to be the centre of the civilized world as long as the Caliphate 
lasted.* The building lasted three years and was completed in 
the year 149 (a.n. 766). That year is really the beginning of the 
new era. " The Omayyads," says the Spanish writer Ibn ljazm, 
" were an Arabic dynasty; they had no fortified residence, nor 
citadel; each of them dwelt in his villa, where he lived before 
becoming caliph; they did not desire that the Moslems should 
speak to them as slaves to their master, nor kiss the ground 
before them or their feet; they only gave their care to the 
appointment of able governors in the provinces of the empire. 
The Abbasids, on the contrary, were a Persian dynasty, under 
which the Arab tribal system, as regulated by Omar, fell to 
pieces; the Persians of Khorasan were the real rulers, and the 
government became despotic as in the dayi of Chrosroes." The 
reign of Abu'l-Abbas and the first part of that of Mansur had been 
almost a continuation of the former period. But now his equals 
in birth and rank, the Omayyads and the Alids, had been crushed; 
the principal actors in the great struggle, the leaders of the 
propaganda and Abu Moslim were out of the way; the caliph 
stood far above all his subjects; and his only possible an-
tagonists were the members of his own family. 

Isa b. Musa had been designated, as we have seen, by Abu'l-
Abbas as successor to Mansur. The latter having vainly tried 
to compel to renounce his right of succession, in favour of 
Mansur's son Mahommed al-Mandi, produced false witnesses who 
swore that he had done so. However unwillingly, was 
obliged at last to yield, but it was understood that, in case of 
Mahommed's death, the succession should return to Isl. One of 
the false witnesses was, it is asserted, Khalid b. Barmak, the 
head of that celebrated family the Barmecides (q.v.), which 
played so important a part in the reign of Harun al-Rashid. 
This Khillid, who was descended from an old sacerdotal family 
in Balkh, and had been one of the trusty supporters of Abu 
Moslim, Mansur appointed as minister of finance. 

A son of Mahommed the Alid had escaped 'to India, where, 

This Hashimiya near Kufa is not to be confused with that 
founded by Abul-Abbas near Anbar. 

Cf. G. le Strange, Baghdad daring the Abbasid Caliphate (Oxford. 
Iwo). 
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with the connivance of the governor Omar b. IIafa Hazannerd, 
he had found refuge with an Indian king. Mansur discovered 
his abode, and caused him to be killed. His infant son was sent 
to Medina and delivered to his family. Omar Hazarmerd lost 
his government and received a command in Africa, where he 
died in 77o. 

In A.B. 10 (A.D. 775) Mansur undertook a pilgrimage to 
Mecca, but succumbed to dysentery at the last station on the 
route. He was about sixty-five years of age, and had reigned 
for twenty-two years. He was buried at Mecca. He was a man 
of rare energy and strength of mind. His ambition was boundless 
and no means, however perfidious, were despised by him. But 
he was a great statesman and knew bow to choose able officers 
for all places. He was thrifty and anxious to leave to his son a 
full treasury. He seems to have cherished the ideal that this son, 
called Mahommed b. Abdallah after the Prophet, should fulfil 
the promises of peace and happiness that had been tendered to 
the believers, and therefore to have called him al-Mandi. For 
that purpose it was necessary that he should have the means not 
only to meet all state expenses, but also to be bounteous. But 
from the report of the historian Haitham b. 'Adi r about the last 
discourse which father and son had together, we gather that the 
former had misgivings in regard to the fulfilment of his wishes. 

Khilid b. Barmak took the greateit care of the revenues, but 
contrived at the same time to consult his own interests. Mansur 
discovered this in the same year in which he died, and threatened 
him with death unless he should pay to the treasury three millions 
of dirhems within three days. Khalid already had so many 
friends that the sum was brought together with the exception of 
3o,000 dirhems. At that moment tidings came about a rising in 
the province of Mosul, and a friend of Khalid said to the caliph 
that Khalid was the only man capable of putting it down. 
Thereupon Mansur overlooked the deficiency and gave Khalid 
the government of Mosul. " And," said a citizen of that town, 
" we had such an awe and reverence for Khalid, that he appeased 
the disorders, almost without punishing anybody." 

3. Reign of Mandi.—As soon as Mansur was dead, RAI', his 
client and chamberlain, induced all the princes and generals who 
accompanied the caliph, to take the oath of allegiance to his son 
Mahommed al-Mandi, who was then at Bagdad. Isa b Masa 
hesitated, but was compelled to give in. In 776 Mandi constrained 
him for a large bribe to renounce his right of succession in favour 
of his sons, Musa and Harlin. Mansur wrote in his testament to 
his son that he had brought together so much money that, even 
if no revenue should come in for ten years, it would suffice for all 
the wants of the state. Mandi, therefore, could afford to be 
munificent, and in order to make his accession doubly welcome to 
his subjects, he began by granting a general amnesty to political 
prisoners. Among these was a certain Ya'qab b. Mend, who, 
having insinuated himself into the confidence of the caliph, 
especially by discovering the hiding places of certain Alids, was 
afterwards (in 778) made prime minister. The provincial 
governors in whom his father had placed confidence, Mandi 
superseded by creatures of his own. 

In Khorasan many people were discontented. The promises 
Made to them during the war against the Omayyads had not been 
fulfilled, and the new Mandi did not answer at all to their ideal. 
A revolt in x 6o under the leadership of a certain Yasuf b. Ibrahim, 
surnamed al-Barra, was suppressed by Yazid b. Mazyad, who, 
after a desperate struggle, defeated Yasuf, took him prisoner and 
brought him in triumph to Bagdad, where he with several of his 
officers was killed and crucified. In the following year, Mandi was 
menaced by a far more dangerous revolt, led by a sectary, known 
generally as Mokanna (q.v.), br "the veiled one," because he 
always appeared in public wearing a mask. He took up his abode 
in the Transoxianian province of Kish and Nakhshab, where he 
gathered around him a great number of adherents. After some 
successes, the pretender was ultimately cornered at the castle of 
Sabina near Kish, and took poison together with all the members 
of his family. His head was cut off and sent to Mandi in the year 
163. 

Tabari iii. p. 443 seq. 

Mandi had been scarcely a year on the throne when he resolved 
to accomplish the pilgrimage to Mecca. The chroniclers relate 
that on this occasion for the first time camels )oaded with ice for 
the use of the caliph came to Mecca. Immbdiately on his arrival 
in the Holy City he applied himself, at the request of the inhabi-
tants, to the renewal of the curtains which covered the exterior 
walls of the Reba. For a very long time no care had been taken 
to remove the old covering when a new one was put on; and the 
accumulated weight caused uneasiness respecting the stability of 
the walls. Mandi caused the house to be entirely stripped and 
anointed with perfumes, and covered the walls again with a single 
cloth of great richness. The temple itself was enlarged and 
restored. On this occasion be distributed considerable largesses 
among the Meccans. From Mecca Mandi went to Medina, where 
he caused the mosque to be enlarged, and where a similar distribu-
tion of gifts took place. During his stay in that city he formed for 
himself a guard of honour, composed of Soo descendants of the 
Anair,,  to whom he assigned a quarter in Bagdad, named after 
them the QaU'a (Fief) of the Ansar. Struck by the difficulties 
of every kind which had to be encountered by poor pilgrims to 
Mecca from Bagdad and its neighbourhood, he ordered Yacitin, 
his freedman, to renew the milestones, to repair the old reservoirs, 
and to dig wells and construct cisterns at every station of the 
road where they were missing. He also had new inns built and 
decayed ones repaired. Yaqtin remained inspector of the road 
till 767. 

During the reign of Mansur the annual raids against the 
Byzantines had taken place almost without intermission, but 
the only feat of importance had been the conquest of Laodicca, 
called "the burnt" (4 scaratcycaulaivn), by fileyaf b. Yahya in 
the year 77o. At first the armies of Mandi were not successful. 
The Greeks even conquered Marash (Germanicia) and annihilated 
the Moslem army sent from Dabiq. In 778, however, Hasan b. 
Qah(aba made a victorious raid as far as Adhraliya (Dorylaeum); 
it was on his proposition that Mandi resolved on building the 
frontier town called Hadath (Adata), which became an outpost, 
In 779 the caliph decided on leading his army in person. He 
assembled his army in the plains of Baradan north of Bagdad 
and began his march in the early spring of 78o, taking with him 
his second son Harem, and leaving his elder son Musa as his 
lieutenant in Bagdad. Traversing Mesopotamia and Syria, he 
entered Cilicia, and established himself on the banks of the Jihan 
(Pyramus). Thence he despatched an expeditionary force, nomi-
nally under the command of Harlin, but in reality under that 
of his tutor, the Barmecide Yahya b. Khalid. Horan captured 
the fortress Samalu after a siege of thirty-eight days, the inhabi-
tants surrendering on condition that they should not be killed or 
separated from one another. The caliph kept faith with them, 
and settled them in Bagdad, where they built a monastery called 
after their native place. In consequence of this feat, Mandi made 
Harem governor of the whole western part of the empire, including 
Azerbaijan and Armenia. Two years later war broke out afresh 
between the Moslems and the Greeks. Leo IV., the East 
Roman emperor, had recently died, leaving the crown to Constan-
tine VI. This prince being only ten years old, his mother Irene 
acted as regent and assumed the title Augusta. By her orders 
an army of go,000 men, under the command of Michael Lacha no-
drakon, entered Asia Minor. The Moslems, on their side, invaded 
Cilicia under the orders of Abdalkabir who, being afraid of 
encountering the enemy, retired with his troops. Irritated by 
this failure, the caliph in 781 sent Harlin, accompanied by his 
chamberlain Rata', with an army of nearly roo,000 men, with 
orders to carry the war to the very gates of Constantinople. The 
patrician Nicetas, count of Opsikion, who sought to oppose his 
march, was defeated by Haran's general, Yazid b. Mazyad, and 
put to flight. Marlin then marched against Nicomedia, where he 
vanquished the domesticus, the chief commander of the Greek 
forces, and pitched his camp on the shores of the Bosporus. 
Irene took alarm, sued for peace, and obtained a truce for three 
years, but only on the humiliating terms of paying an annual 

The first citizens of Medina who embraced Islam were called 
AnsAr ("helpers "). 
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tribute of oa,cxiedenarii, and supplying the Moslems with guides 
and markets on their way home. This brilliant success so 
increased Mandi's affection for Miran that he appointed him 
successor-designate after WW1 and named him al-Rashid (" the 
follower of the right cause "). Three years later, he resolved 
even to give to him the precedence in the succession instead of 
Masa, yielding to the importunity of Khaizoran, the mother of 
the two princes, and to his own predilection. It was 	 $ netes 

 first to obtain from Musa a renunciation of his rights; andsaier 
that purpose he was recalled from Jorjan, w 	was engaged 
on an expedition against the rebels of, a 	tan. Masa, 
informed of his father's intentions, ref 	 this order, 
and Mandi determined to march in pe 	'n.st him. But, 
after his arrival at Mitabadhan, a place in 	(Media, the later 
Persian Irak), he died suddenly, at the akt of only forty-three. 
Some attribute his death to an accident mei with in hunting; 
others believe him to have been poisoned. Some European 
scholars have suspected Masa of having been concerned in it, but 
of this we have no proof whatever. 

The reign of Mandi was a time of great prosperity. Much was 
done for the organization of the huge empire; agriculture and 
commerce flourished; the revenues were increasing, whilst the 
people fared well. The power of the state was acknowledged even 
in the far east: the emperor of China, the king of Tibet, and 
many Indian princes concluded treaties with the caliph. He was 
an ardent champion of the orthodox faith, repudiating all the 
extravagant doctrine preached by the Abbasid missionaries and 
formerly professed by his father. In particular he persecuted 
mercilessly the Manichaeans and all kinds of freethinkers. 

4. Reign of Hddi.—On the death of Mandi, Harlin, following 
the advice of Yahya b. Khalid, sent the insignia of the Caliphate, 
with letters of condolence and congratulation, to Masa in Jorjan, 
and brought the army which had accompanied Mandi peacefully 
back from Media to Bagdad. Masa returned in all haste to the 
capital, and assumed the title of al-Hddi (" he who directs "). 
The accession of a new caliph doubtless appeared to the partisans 
of the house of Ali a favourable opportunity for a rising. Hosain 
b. Ali b. Hasan III. raised an insurrection at Medina with the 
support of numerous adherents, and proclaimed himself caliph. 
Thence he went to Mecca, where on the promise of freedom many 
slaves flocked to him, and many pilgrims also acknowledged him. 
Suleiman b. Mansur, the caliph's representative in the pilgrimage 
of that year, was entrusted with the command against him. 
Hosain was attacked at Fakh, 3 m. from Mecca, and perished in 
the combat with many other Alids. His maternal uncle, Idris b. 
Abdallah, a brother of Mahommed and Ibrahim, the rivals of 
Mansur, succeeded in escaping, and fled to Egypt, whence by the 
help of the postmaster, himself a secret partisan of the Shiites, 
he passed into West Africa, where at a later period his son founded 
the Idrisite dynasty in Fez (see Morocco). 

Hadl, who had never been able to forget that he had narrowly 
escaped being supplanted by his brother, formed a plan for 
excluding him from the Caliphate and transmitting the succes-
sion to his own son Ja'far. To this he obtained the assent 
of his ministers and the principal chiefs of his army, with the 
exception of Yahya b. Khalid, Harlan's former tutor, who showed 
such firmness and boldness that Had' cast him into prison and 
resolved on his death. Some historians say that he had already 
given orders for his execution, when he himself was killed 
(September 14th, 786) by his mother Khaizoran, who had 
systematically and successfully intrigued against him with the 
object of gaining the real power for herself. MAI, indignant at 
the fact that she was generally regarded as the real source of 
authority, had attempted to poison her, and Khaizoran, hoping 
to find a more submissive instrument of her will in her second 
and favourite son, caused MAI to be smothered with cushions by 
two young slaves whom she had presented to him. She herself 
died three years later. 

5. Reign of HMI's al-Rashid —We have now reached the most 
celebrated name among the Arabian caliphs, celebrated not only 
in the East, but in the West as well, where the stories of the 
Thousand and One Nights have made us familiar with that world  

which the narrators represent in such brilliant colours. affren 
ascended the throne 	t opposition. His first act was to 
choose as prime min* 	former tutor, the faithful Yahya b. 
nand, and to co 	portant posts to the two sons of Yahys. 
Fadl and Ja' 	m the former was his own foster-brother, 
the latter 	ntimate friend. The Barmecide family were 

Owed in the highest degree with those qualities of generosity 
end liberality which the Arabs prized so highly, and the chronicles 
never weary in their praises. Loaded with all the burdens of 
government, Yahya brought the most distinguished abilities to 
the exercise of his office. He put the frontiers in a good state of 
defence; he filled the public treasury, and carried the splendour 
of the throne to the highest point. His sons, especially Fadl, 
were worthy of their father. 

Although the administration of Haran's states was committed 
to skilful hands, yet the first years of his long reign were not free 
from troubles. Towards the year 176 (am. 792-793) a man of the 
house of Ali, named Yahya b. Abdallah, another brother of 
Mahommed and Ibrahim, who had taken refuge in the land of 
Dailam on the south-western shores of the Caspian Sea, succeeded 
in forming a powerful party, and publicly claimed the Caliphate. 
Harlin immediately sent against him an army of so,000 men, 
under the command of Fadl, whom he made governor of all the 
Caspian provinces. Reluctant, however, to fight against a 
descendant of the Prophet, Fadl first attempted to induce him 
to submit by promising him safety and a brilliant position at the 
court of Bagdad. Yahya accepted the proposal, but required 
that the caliph should send him letters of pardon countersigned 
by the highest legal authorities and the principal personages of 
the empire. Haran consented and Yahya went to Bagdad, 
where he met with a splendid reception. At the end of some 
months, however, he was calumniously accused of conspiracy, 
and the caliph, seizing the opportunity of ridding himself of a 
possible rival, threw him into prison, where he died, according to 
the majority of the historians, of starvation. Others say that 
Jalar b. Yahya b. Khalid, to whose care he had been entrusted, 
suffered him to escape, and that this was the real cause of Hgran's 
anger against the Barmecides (q.e.). Dreading fresh insurrections 
of the Alids, Harlin secured the person of another descendant of 
Ali, Masa b. Ja'far, surnamed al-Karim, who enjoyed great 
consideration at Medina, and had already been arrested and 
released again by Mandi. The unfortunate man was brought by 
the caliph himself to Bagdad, and there died, apparently by 
poison. 

Meanwhile Haran did not forget the hereditary enemy of 
Islam. In the first year of his reign all the strong places of 
Kinnesrin and Mesopotamia were formed into a special pro-
vince, which received the name of al-'Awitsim (" the defending for-
tresses "), with Manbij (Hierapolis) as its capital. - The building 
of the fortress of kladath having been completed, Harlin com-
mitted to Faraj the Turk the task of rebuilding and fortifying the 
city of Tarsus. Thanks to these and similar measures, the Mos-
lem armies were able to advance boldly into Asia Minor. Almost 
every year successful raids were made, in the year 797 under the 
command of the caliph himself, so that Irene was compelled to 
sue for peace. An attack by the Khazars called the caliph's 
attention from his successes in Asia Minor. This people had 
made an irruption into Armenia, and their attack had been so 
sudden that the Moslems and Christians were unable to defend 
themselves, and roo,coo had been reduced to captivity. Two 
valiant generals, Khozaima b. lUtitzim and Yazid b. Mazyad, 
marched against the Khazars and drove them out of Armenia. 

In the midst of the cares of war, Haran was assiduous in his 
religious duties, and few years passed without his making the 
pilgrimage. Having determined to fix the order of succession in 
so formal a manner as to take away all pretext for future con-
tentions, he executed a deed by which he appointed his eldest son 
Mahommed his immediate heir, and after him the second, 
Abdallah, and after Abdallah the third, Qasim. Mahommed 
received the surname of al-A min (" the Sure "), Abdallah that 
of al-Mdman (" he in whom men trust "), and Qasim that of 
al-Molantin biadh (" he who trusts in God "). Miran further 
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stipulated that Mamun should have as his share during the life-
time of his brother the government of the eastern part of the 
empire. Each of the parties concerned swore to observe faithfully 
every part of this deed, which the caliph caused to be hung up in 
the Knba, imagining that it would be thus guaranteed against all 
violation on the part of men, a precaution which waato be rendered 
vain by the perfidy of Amin. 

It was in the beginning of the following year, at the very 
moment when the Barmecides thought their position most secure, 
that Reran brought sudden ruin upon them. The causes of 
their disgrace have been differently stated by the annalists (see 
B1131330DES). The principal cause appears to have been that 
they abused the sovereign power which they exercised. Not a 
few were jealous of their greatness and sought for opportunities 
ed instilling distrust against them into the mind of HAMM, and of 
making him feel that he was caliph only in name. The secret 
dissatisfaction thus aroused was increased, according to some 
apparently well-informed authorities, by the releasing of the 
Mid Yahya b. Abdallah, already mentioned. Finally Harm 
resolved on their destruction, and ja'far b. YahyA, who had just 
taken leave of him after a day's hunting, was arrested, taken to 
the castle of Horan, and beheaded. The following day, his father 
Yahya, his brother Fad], and all the other Barmecides were 
arrested and imprisoned; all their property was confiscated. 
The only Barmecide who remained unmolested with his family 
was Mahommed the brother of Yahya, who had been the cham-
berlain of the caliph till 795, when Fadl b. Rabi got his place. 
This latter had henceforward the greatest influence at court. 

In the same year a revolution at Constantinople overthrew the 
empress Irene. The new emperor Nicephorus, thinking ,himself 
strong enough to refuse the payment of tribute, wrote an insulting 
letter to Harem, who contented himself with replying: " Thou 
shalt not hear, but see, my answer." He entered Asia Minor and 
took Heradea, plundering and burning along his whole line of 
much, till Nicephorus, in alarm, sued for peace. Scarcely had 
the caliph returned into winter quarters when .Nicephorus broke 
the treaty. When the news came to Rakka, where Harlin was 
residing, not one of the ministers ventured to tell him, until at 
hat a poet introduced it in a poem which pleased the monarch. 
Notwithstanding the rigour of the season, Haran retraced his 
steps, and Nicephorus was compelled to observe his engagements. 
In Sos the first great ransoming of Moslem prisoners took place 
ID the banks of the little river Lamus in Cilicia. But Nicephorus, 
teefiting by serious disturbances in Khorasan, broke the treaty 
again, and overran the country as far as Anazarba and Kanisat 
as-sands (" the black church ") on the frontier, where he took 
may prisoners, who were, however, recovered by the garrison of 
Mosisuestia. Thus Horan was obliged to take the field again. 
He entered Asia Minor with an army of is s,000 regulars, beside 
volunteers and camp followers. Heradea was taken, together 
with many other places, and Tyana was made a military station. 
At the same time his admiral, Ijomaid b. Ma'yaf; conquered 
Cyprus, which had broken the treaty, and took x6,000 pf its 
people captive. Nicephorus was now so completely beaten that 
be was compelled to submit to very harsh conditions. In the 
tear tog the second ransoming between the Moslems and the 
Greeks took place near the river Lamus. 

The disturbances in Khorasan were caused by the malversa-
fists of the governor of that province, All b. 'isa b. Mahan. 
The caliph went in person to Merv, in order to judge of the 
reality of the complaints which bad reached him. Ali b. 'Ise 
hastened to meet the caliph on his arrival at Rai (Rhagae), 
sear the modern Teheran, with a great quantity of costly 
presents, which he distributed with such profusion among the 
princes and courtiers that no one was anxious to accuse him. 
Baran confirmed him in his post, and, after having received the 
chiefs of Tabaristan who came to tender their submission, 
nuasned through Bagdad to Rakka on the Euphrates, which 
city was his habitual residence. In the following year Rafi' b. 
Leith,* grandson of Nasr b. Sayyar, raised the standard of revolt 
is Samarkand, and, at the head of a numerous army, defeated 
the son of All b. Isl. Thereupon All fled from Balkh, leaving  

the treasury, which was plundered by the populace after his 
departure. The caliph on learning that the revolt was due to 
Ali's tyranny, sent Hartharna b. A'yan with stringent orders 
to seize All and confiscate his possessions. This order was carried 
out, and it is recorded that xsoo camels were required to transport 
the confiscated treasures. The caliph's hope that Refi' would 
submit on condition of receiving a free pardon was not fulfilled, 
and he resolved to set out himself to Khorasan, taking with him 
his second son Mamun. On the journey he was attacked by an 
internal malady, which carried him off, ten months after his 
departure from Bagdad, A.B. 193 (March 8o9), just on his arrival 
at the city of Tas. Harlin was only forty-five years of age. He 
was far from having the high qualifications of his grandfather 
Mansur; indeed he did not even possess the qualities of his 
father and his brother. When the latter asked him to renounce 
his right of succession, he was willing to consent, saying that 
a quiet life with his beloved wife, the princess Zobaida, was 
his highest wish, but he obeyed his mother and Yahya b. Khalid. 
As long as the Barmecides were in office, he acted only on 
their direction. After thei; disgrace he was led into' many 
impolitic actions by his violent and often cruel propensities. 
But the empire was, especially in the earlier part of his' reign, 
in a very prosperous state, and was respected widely by foreign 
powers. Embassies passed between Charlemagne and Harlin 
in the years ego (A.D. 797) and 184 (A.D. got), by which the 
former obtained facilities for the pilgrims to the Holy Land, the 
latter probably concessions for the trade on the Mediterranean 
ports. The ambassadors brought presents with them; on one 
of these occasions the first elephant reached the land of the 
Franks. 

Under the reign of Horan, Ibrahim b. al-Aghlab, the governor 
of Africa, succeeded in making himself independent of the central 
government, on condition of paying a fixed annual tribute to his 
suzerain the caliph. This was, if we do not take Spain into the 
account, the first instance of dismemberment, later to be followed 
by many others. 

In the days of this caliph the first paper factories were founded 
in Bagdad. 

6. Reign of Amin.—On the death of Hiram his minister, 
Fall. b. Rabr , with the view of gaining the new , caliph's con-
fidence, hastened to call together all the troops of the late caliph 
and to lead them back to Bagdad, in order to place them in the 
hands of the new sovereign, Amin. He even, in direct violation 
of liaran's will, led back the corps which was intended to occupy 
Khorasan under the authority of Mamun. Aware, however, 
that in thus acting he was making Mamun his irreconcilable 
enemy, he persuaded Amin to exclude Alamun from the succes-
sion. Mamun, on receiving his brother's invitation to go to 
Bagdad, was greatly perplexed; but his tutor and later vizier, 
Fall b. Said, a Zoroastrian of great influence, who in 8o6 had 
adopted Islam, reanimated his courage, and pointed out to him 
that certain death awaited him at Bagdad. Mamun resolved 
to hold out, and found pretexts for remaining in Khorasan. 
Amin, in anger, caused the will of his father, which, as we have 
seen, was preserved in the Ka'ba, to be destroyed, declared on 
his own authority that Manfun's rights of succession were 
forfeited, and caused the army to swear allegiance to his own son 
MIlsa, a child of five, on whom he bestowed the title of on-Naiiq 

(" he who speaks according to truth "), A.B. 194 (A.D. 
809-81o). On hearing the news, Mamun, strong in the rightful-
ness of his claim, retaliated by suppressing the caliph's name in 
all public acts. Amin immediately despatched to Khorasan an 
army of 40,000 under the command of All b. 'Ise, who had re-
gained his former influence, and told the caliph that, at his 
coming to Khorasan, all the leading men would come over to his 
side. Zobaida, the mother of the caliph, entreated All to treat 
Mamun kindly when he should have made him captive. It is 
said that Fadl b. Sahl had, through a secret agent, induced 
Full b. Rabi' to select Ali, knowing that the dislike felt towards 
him by the Khorasanians would double their strength in fighting 
against him. Mamun, on his side, sent in all haste an army of 
less than 4000 men of his faithful Khomunians, and entrusted 
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their command to Tahir b. Hosain, who displayed remarkable 
abilities in the war that ensued. The two armies met under the 
walls of Rai (Shaaban 195, May 8 z i). By a bold attack, in the 
manner of the Kharijites of yore, Tahir penetrated into the centre 
of the hostile army and killed Ali. The frightened army fled, 
leaving the camp with all its treasures to Tahir, who from that 
day was named " the man with the two right hands." A 
courier was despatched immediately to Merv, who performed the 
journey, a distance of about 75o miles, in three days. On 
the very day of his arrival, Harthama b. A'yan had left Mery 
with reinforcements. Mamun now no longer hesitated to take 
the title of caliph. 

When the news of All's defeat came to Bagdad, Amin sent 
Abdarrahmin b. Jabala to Hamadan with 20,000 men. Tahir 
defeated him, forced Hamadan to surrender, and occupied all 
the strong places in Jabal (Media). The year after, 'Amin placed 
in the field two new armies commanded respectively by Ahmad 
b. Mazyad and Abdallah b. I-Jomaid b. Qahtaba. The skilful 
Phir succeeded in creating divisions among the troops of his 
adversaries, and obtained possession, without striking a blow, 
of the city of Holwan, an advantage which opened the way to 
the very gates of Bagdad. He was here reinforced by troops 
sent from Khorasan under the command of Harthama b. A'yan, 
who was appointed leader of the war against Amin, with orders 
to send Tahir to Ahwaz. Tahir continued his victorious march, 
conquered Ahwaz, took Wasit and Madain, and pitched his camp 
near one of the gates of the capital, where he was rejoined by 
Harthama. One after the other the provinces fell away from ' 

Amin, and he soon found himself in possession of Bagdad alone. 
The city, though blockaded on every side, made a desperate 
defence for nearly two years. Ultimately the eastern; part of 
the city fell into the hands of Tahir, and Amin, deserted by his 
followers, was compelled to surrender. He resolved to treat with 
Harthama, as he was averse to Tahir; but this step caused his 
ruin. Tithir succeeded in intercepting him on his way to Har-
theme, and immediately ordered him to be put to death. His 
head was sent to Mamun (September 813). It was presented to 
him by his vizier, Fedi b. Sahl, surnamed Dhu'l-Riyasatain, or 
"the man with two governments," because his master had 
committed to him both the ministry of war and the general 
administration. Mamun hid his joy beneath a feigned display of 
sorrow. 

Amin was only twenty-eight years old. As a ruler he was 
wholly incompetent. He hardly comprehended the importance 
of the affairs with which he was called upon to deal. He acted 
invariably on the advice of those who for the time had his 
confidence, and occupied himself mainly with the affairs of his 
harem, with polo, fishing, wine and music. The five years of his 
reign were disastrous to the empire, and in particular to Bagdad 
which never entirely recovered its old splendour. 

7. Reign of Mamurs.—On the day following the death of 
Amin Tahir caused Mamun to be proclaimed at Bagdad, and 
promised in his name a general amnesty. 'The accession of this 
prince appeared likely to restore to the empire the order necessary 
for its prosperity. It was not so, however. The reign of Mamun-
that reign in which art, science and letters, under the patronage 
of the caliph, threw so brilliant a lustre—had a very stormy 
beginning. Mamun was in no haste to remove to Bagdad, but 
continued to reside at Merv. In his gratitude to Fadl b. Said, 
to whose service he owed his success, he not only chose him as 
prime minister of the empire, but also named his brother, Hasan 
b. Sahl, governor of Media, Fars, Ahwaz, Arabia and Irak. The 
two generals to whom he owed still more were not treated as 
they deserved. Harthama was ordered to return to Khorasan; 
Tapir was made governor of Mesopotamia and Syria, with the 
task of subduing Nasr b. Shabath, who with numerous adherents 
refused submission to the caliph. The Alids seized on the eleva-
tion of Mamma as a pretext for fresh revolts. At Kufa a certain 
Ibn Tabataba placed an army in the field under Abu'l-Saraya, 
who had been a captain in the army of Harthama. An army 
sent by Hasan b. Sahl was defeated, and Abu'l-Saraya, no longer 
content to play a second part, poisoned his chief, Ibn Tabataba,  

and put in his place another of the family of Ali, Mahommed 
b. Mahommed, whom, on account of his extreme youth, be 
hoped to govern at his will. Abu'l-Saraya's success continued, 
and several cities of Irak—Basra, Wash. and Madain—fell into 
his hands. Mecca, Medina and Yemen , also were mastered by 
the Alids, who committed all kinds of atrocities and sacrilege. 
Abu'l-Saraya, who even struck money in Kufa, began to menace 
the capital, when Hasan b. Sahl hastily sent a messenger to 
Harthama b. A'yan, who was already at Holwin on his way back 
to Merv, entreating him to come to his aid. Harthama, who 
was deeply offended by his dismissal, refused at first, but at last 
consented, and at once checked the tide of disaster. The troops 
of the Alids were everywhere driven back, and the whole of Irak 
fell again into the hands of the Abbasids. Kufa opened its 
gates; Basra was taken by assault. Abul-Saraya and 
Mahommed b. Mahommed fled to Mesopotamia, but were made 
prisoners. The former was decapitated, the latter, was sent to 
Khorasan, the revolt in Arabia was quickly suppressed, and 
peace seemed within reach. This, however, was by no means 
the case. The disorder of civil war had caused a multitude of 
robbers and vagabonds to emerge from the purlieus of Bagdad. 
These ruffians proceeded to treat the capital as a conquered city, 
and it became necessary for all good citizens to organize them-
selves into a regular militia. Harthama, having vanquished 
Abul-Saraya, did not go to Hasan b. Sahl, but proceeded 
towards Mery with the purpose of telling Mamun that the state 
of affairs was not as Fail b. Sahl represented it to him, and 
urging him to come to Bagdad, where his presence was necessary. 
Fadl, informed of his intentions, filled the caliph's mind with 
distrust against the old general, so that when Harthama arrived 
Mamun had him cast into prison, where he died shortly after-
wards. When the tidings of his disgrace came to Bagdad, the 
people expelled the lieutenant of Hasan b. Sahl, called by them 
the Majuzi (" the Zoroastrian "), who had chosen Madain for his 
residence, and put at their head Mansur, a son of Mandi, who 
refused to assume the title of caliph, but consented to be Mamun's 
vicegerent instead of Hasan b. Sahl. 

Meanwhile, at Merv, Mamun was adopting a decision which 
fell like a thunderbolt on the Abbasids. In A.S. 20i (A.D. 817), 
under pretence of putting an end to the continual revolts of the 
partisans of Ali, and acting on the advice of his prime minister 
Fadl, he publicly designated as his successor in the Caliphate All 
ar-Rida, a son of that Masa al-Kazim who perished in the prison 
of Mandi, a direct descendant of Hosain, the son of Ali, and 
proscribed black, the colour of the Abbasids, in favour of that of 
the house of Ali, green. This step was well calculated to delight 
the followers of Ali, but it could not fail to exasperate the 
Abbasids and their partisans. The people of Bagdad refused to 
take the oath to All b. Muse, declared Mamun deposed, and 
elected his uncle, Ibrahim, son of Mandi, to the Caliphate.' It 
was only indirectly that the news reached the caliph, who then 
saw that Fadl had been treating him as a puppet. His anger 
was great, but he kept it carefully to himself. Fedi was one day 
found murdered, and Ali b. ?dilsa died suddenly. The historians 
bring no open accusation against Mamun, but it seems clear 
that the opportune removal of these men was not due to chance. 
Mamun affected the profoundest grief, and, in order to disarm 
suspicion, appointed as bis prime minister the brother of Fadl, 
Hasan b. Sahl, whose daughter Baran he afterwards married. 
Soon after the news came to him that Hasan b. Sahl had become 
insane. Mamun appointed an officer to act as his lieutenant, 
and wrote that he was coming to Bagdad in a short time. From 
that moment the ptcudo-caliph Ibrahim found himself deserted, 
and was obliged to seek safety in concealment. His precarious 
reign had, however, lasted nearly two years. Mamun had found 
out also that the general uneasiness was largely due to his treat-
ment of ,Flarthama and Tahir, the latter baying been put in a 
rebellious country without the men and the money to maintain 
his authority. The caliph therefore wrote to Tahir to meet him 
at Nahrawan, where he was received with the greatest honour. 

, On this event, see a remarkable essay by Barbier de Meynard 
in the Journal Asia4kae for March-April, 1869. 
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Having taken all precautions, Mamun now made his solemn 
entry into Bagdad, but, to show that he came as a muter, he 
still displayed for several days the green colours, though at last, 
at the request of Tab, he consented to resume the black. From 
this time, LIE 204 (August 819), the real reign of Mamun began, 
freed as he now was from the tutelage of Fadl. 

When welcoming Tahir, Mamun bade him ask for any reward 
be might desire. Tata, fearing lest the caliph, not being able to 
endure the sight of the murderer of his brother, should change 
his mind towards him, contrived to get himself appointed 
governor of Khorasan. Like most of the great Moslem generals, 
Tahir, it is said, had conceived the project of creating an inde-
pendent kingdom for himself. His death, A.H. 107 (A.D. 822), 
prevented its realization; but as his descendants succeeded him 
one after the other in the post of governor, he may be said in 
reality to have founded a dynasty in Khorasan. His son Abdallah 
b. Tihir was a special favourite of Mamun, He brought Nagr b. 
Sbabath to subjection in Mesopotamia, and overcame by great 
ability a very dangerous rebellion in Egypt. When he returned 
thence, the caliph gave him the choice between the government 
of Khorasan and that of the' northern provinces, where he would 
have to combat Babak the Khorramite. Abdallah chose the 
former (see below, 8). 

The pseudo-caliph, Ibrahim, who, since Mamun's entry into 
Bagdad. had led a wandering life, was eventually arrested. But 
Mamun generously pardoned him as well as Fedi b. Rabr, the 
chief promoter of the terrible civil war which had so lately 
shaken the empire. After that time, Ibrahim lived peacefully 
at the court, cultivating the arts of singing and music. 

Tranquillity being now everywhere re-established, Mamun 
gave himself up to science and literature. He caused works on 
mathematics, astronomy, medicine and philosophy to be trans-
lated from the Greek, and founded in Bagdad a kind of academy, 
called the "House of Science," with a library and an observatory. 
It was also by his orders that two learned mathematicians 
undertook the measurement of a degree of the earth's circum-
ference. Mamun interested himself too in questions of religious 
dogma. He had embraced the Motazilite doctrine about free will 
and predestination, and was in particular shocked at the opinion 
which had spread among the Moslem doctors that the Koran 
IVES the untreated word of God. In the year '2121 (A.D. 827) he 
published an edict by which the Motazilite (Mu'tazilite) doctrine 
was dedared to be the religion of the state, the orthodox faith 
condemned as heretical. At the same time he ordered all his 
subjects to honour All as the best creature of God after the 
Prophet, and forbade the praise of Moawiya. In A.R. 218 (A.D. 
833) a new edict appeared by which all judges and doctors 
were summoned to renounce the error of the untreated word of 
God. Several distinguished doctors, and, among others, the 
celebrated Ahmed b. Hanbal (q.v.), founder of one of the four 
orthodox Moslem schools, were obliged to appear before an 
inquisitorial tribunal; and as they persisted in their belief 
respecting the Koran, they were thrown into prison. Mamun, 
being at Tarsus, received from the governor of Bagdad the report 
of the tribunal, and ordered that the culprits should be sent off 
to him. Happily for these unfortunate doctors, they had 
scarcely reached Adana, when news of the caliph's death 
arrived and they were brought back to Bagdad. The two 
successors of Mamun maintained the edicts—Ahmad b. klanbal, 
who obstinately refused to yield, was flogged in the year 834—
but it seems that Motasim did not himself take much interest in 
the question, which perhaps he hardly understood, and that the 
prosecution of the inquisition by him was due in great part to 
the charge which was left him in Mamun's will. In the reign of 
Ifotawakkll the orthodox faith was restored, never to be assailed 

In spite of these manifold activities Mamun did not forget the 
hereditary enemy of Islam. In the years 83o, 831 and 832 be 
made expeditions into Asia Minor with such success that Theo-
plans, the Greek emperor, sued for peace, which Mamun 

a. W. M. Patton, Ahmed in Hanka and Use Kano (Leiden, 
Oro); and article MASIOEMEDAN RELIGION.  

haughtily refused to grant. Actordingly, he decided on marching 
in the following year against Amorium, and thence to Constanti-
nople itself. Having sent before him his son Abbas to make 
Tyana a strong fortress, he set out for Asia Minor to put himself 
at the head of the army, but died of a fever brought on by 
bathing in the chill river, Pedendon, 40 m. from Tarsus, in Rajah 
218 (A.D. August 833), at the age of forty-eight. 

Mamun was a man of rare qualities, and one of the best rulers 
of the whole dynasty after Mansur. By him the ascendancy of 
the Persian element over the Arabian was completed. Moreover, 
be began to attract young Turkish noblemen to his court, an 
example which was followed on a much larger scale by his 
successor and led to the supremacy of the Turks at a later period. 

8. Reign of Motasim. —Abu Istak al-Mo'tagim had for a long 
time been preparing himself for the succession. Every year he 
had bought Turkish slaves, and had with him in the last expedi-
tion of Mamun a bodyguard of 3000. Backed by this force he 
seems to have persuaded the ailing caliph to designate him as his 
successor. The chroniclers content themselves with recording 
that he himself wrote in the name of the caliph to the chief 
authorities in Bagdad and elsewhere that he was to be the 
successor. His accession, however, met at first with active 
opposition in the army, where. a powerful party demanded 
that Abbas should take the place of his father. Abbas, however, 
publicly renounced all pretension to the Caliphate, and the whole 
army accepted Motasim, who immediately had the fortifications 
of Tyana demolished and hastened back to Bagdad, where he 
made his public entry on the loth of September 833. 

Motasim wanted officers for his bodyguard. Immediately 
after his coming to Bagdad, he bought all the Turkish slaves 
living there who had distinguished themselves. Among them 
were Ashnis, Itakh, Waslf, Sima, all of whom later became men 
of great influence. The guard was composed of an undisciplined 
body of soldiers, who, moreover, held in open contempt the 
religious precepts of Islam. Tired of the excesses committed 
by these Turks, the people of Bagdad beat or killed as many of 
them as they could lay hands on, and Motasim, not daring to 
act with severity against either his guard or the citizens, took the 
course of quitting the city. Having bought in 834 territories at 
Samara, a small place situated a few leagues above Bagdad, 
he caused a new residence to be built there, whose name, which 
could be interpreted " Unhappy is he who sees it," was changed 
by him into Sorra-man-ral, " Rejoiced is he who sees it." 
Leaving the government of the capital in the hands of his son 
Miran al-Wathiq, he established himself at Samara in 836. 
This resolution of Motasim was destined to prove fatal to his 
dynasty; for it placed the caliphs at the mercy of their prae-
torians. In fact, from the time of Wathiq, the Caliphate became 
the plaything of the Turkish guard, and its decline was continuous. 

In the time of the civil war the marshlands in Irak between 
Basra and Wasit had been occupied by a large population of 
Indians, called yet, or, according to the Arabic pronunciation, 
Zvi!, who infested the roads and levied a heavy tribute from the 
ships ascending and descending the Tigris. From the year 821 
onwards Mamun had tried in vain to bring them to submission. 
When Motasim came back to Bagdad, after the death of his 
brother, he found the people in great distress, their supply of 
dates from Basra having been cut off by the Zott, and resolved 
to put them down with all means. After seven months of 
vigorous resistance, they at last yielded on condition of safety 
of life and property. In January 835 the ZOtt in their national 
costume and with their own music were conducted on a great 
number of boats through Bagdad. Thence they were transported 
to Ainzarba (Anazarba) on the frontier of the Greek empire. 
Twenty years later they entered Asia Minor, whence in a later 
period they came into Europe, under the name of Athinganoi 
(Ziganes) and Egyptians (gipsies). 2  

A far more difficult task lay before Motasim, the subjection of 
Babak al-Khorraml in Azerbaijan. Though the name Khorraml 
is often employed by the Moslem writers to designate such 

See M. J. de Goeje, kfinsoire sue ks nsigwaions dos Ziganes 
gravers l'Ask (Leiden, 19o3); also GIPSIES. 
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extravagant Moslem sectaries as the Hashimlya,thereal Khorraml 
were not Moslems, but Persian Mazdaqites, or communists. 
The name Khorraml, or Khorramdinl, " adherent of the pleasant 
religion," seems to be a nickname. As they bore red colours, 
they were also called Molsammira, or Redmakers. Their object 
was to abolish Islam and to restore " the white religion." We 
find the first mention of them in the year 808, when Harun 
al-Rashid sent an army against them. During the civil war 
their power was steadily increasing, and spread not' only over 
Azerbaijan, but also over Media (Jabal) and Khorasan. The 
numerous efforts of Mamun to put them down had been all in 
vain, and they were now in alliance with the Byzantine emperor. 
Therefore, in the year 835, Motasim made Afshln, a Turkish 
prince who bad distinguished himself already in the days of 
Mamun, governor of Media, with orders to take the lead of the 
war against Babak. After three years' fighting, Babak was 
taken prisoner. He was carried to Samara, led through the city 
on the back of an elephant, and then delivered to the execu-
tioners, who cut off hislarms and legs. His head was sent to 
Khorasan, his body was crucified. For long afterwards the place 
where this happened bore the name of " Babak's Cross." 

In the hope of creating a diversion in Babak's favour, Theo-
philus in 837 fell upon and laid waste the frontier town of 
Zibatra. There and in several other places he took a great 
number of prisoners, whom he mutilated. The news arrived just 
after that of the capture of Babak, and Motasim swore to take 
exemplary vengeance. He assembled a formidable army, 
penetrated into Asia Minor, and took the city of Amorium, 
where he gained rich plunder. During his return the caliph 
was informed of a conspiracy in the army in favour of 'Abbas 
the son of Mamun, of which 'Ojaif b. 'Anbasa was the ringleader. 
The unfortunate prince was arrested and died soon after in prison. 
The conspirators were killed, many of them with great cruelty. 
(For the campaign see Bury in J.H.S., goo, xxix. pt . i.) 

Motasim had just returned to Samarra when a serious revolt 
broke out in Tabaristan, Maziyar, one of the hereditary chiefs 
of that country, refusing to acknowledge the authority of Abdallah 
Ibn 'Mir, the governor of Khorasan, of which Tabaristan was 
a province. The revolt was suppressed with great difficulty, 
and it came out that it was due to the secret instigation of 
Afshln, who hoped thereby to cause the fall of the Tahirids, 
and to take their place, with the ulterior object of founding an 
independent kingdom in the East. Afshln, who stood at that 
moment in the highest favour of the caliph, was condemned 
and died in prison. Motasim died a year later, January 842. 

9. Reign of Watkiq. —His son Wathiq, who succeeded, though 
not in the least to be compared with Mamun, had yet in common 
with him a thirst for knowledge —perhaps curiosity would be a 
more appropriate term—which prompted him, as soon as he 
became caliph, to send the famous astronomer Mahommed b. 
Masa into Asia Minor to find out all about the Seven Sleepers 
which he discovered in the neighbourhood of Arabissus,' and 
Sallam the Interpreter to explore the situation of the famous 
wall of Gog and Magog, which he reached at the north-west 
frontier of China. ,  For these and other personal pursuits he 
raised money by forcing a number of high functionaries to dis-
gorge their gains. In so vast an empire the governors and 
administrators had necessarily enjoyed an almost unrestricted 
power, and this had enabled them to accumulate wealth. Omar 
had already compelled them to furnish an account of their riches, 
and, when he found that they had abused their trust, to relin-
quish half to the state. As time went on, nomination to an office 
was more and more generally considered a step to wealth. 
During the reign of the Omayyads a few large fortunes were 
made thus. But with the increasing luxury after Mansur, the 
thirst for money became universal, and the number of honest 
officials lessened fast. Confiscation of property had been 

1  See M. J. de Goeje, " De legende der Zevenslapers van Efeze," 
Vert en Meded. der K. A kad. a. Weiensch. Afd. Leikrk. 4• Reeks, iii., 
:goo. 

I See M. J. de Goeje, " De muur van Gog en Magog," Vali. en 
Meded. Reeks, v., 088.  

employed with success by Harlin al-Rashid after the disgrace of 
the Barmecides, and occasionally by his successors, but Wathiq 
was the first to imprison high officials and fine them heavily on 
the specific charge of peculation. 

The caliph also shared Mamun's intolerance on the doctrinal 
question of the uncreated Koran. He carried his zeal to such a 
point that, on the occasion of an exchange of Greek against 
Moslem prisoners in 845, he refused to receive those Moslem 
captives who would not declare their belief that the Koran was 
created. The orthodox in Bagdad prepared td revolt, but were 
discovered in time by the governor of the city. The ringleader 
Ahmad b. Naar al-Khozal was seized and brought to Samarra, 
where Wathiq beheaded him in person. The only other event 
of importance in the reign of Wathiq was a rising of the Arabian 
tribes in the environs of Medina, which the Turkish general 
Bogha with difficulty repressed. When he reached Samara with 
his prisoners, Wathiq had just died (August 846). That the 
predominance of the praetorians was already established is clear 
from the fact that Wathiq gave to two Turkish generals, Ashois 
and Itakh respectively, the titular but lucrative supreme govern : 

 ment of all the western and all the eastern provinces. In his days 
the soldiery at Samarra was increased by a large division of 
Africans (Maghribb). 

so. Reign of Motawakkil. —As Wathiq had appointed no 
successor the vizier Mahommed Zayyat had cast his eye on 
his son Mahommed, who was still a child, but the generals Wash 
and Itakh, seconded by the upper cadi Ibn abi Da'ud, refused 
their consent, and offered the supreme power to Watbiq's 
brother Ja'far, who at his installation adopted the name of 
oi - Molawakkil 'aid 'ma (" he who trusts in God "). The new 
caliph hated the vizier Zayyat, who had opposed his election, and 
had him seized and killed with the same atrocious cruelty which 
the vizier himself had inflicted on others. His possessions, and 
those of others who had opposed the caliph's election, were 
confiscated. But the arrogance of Itakh, to whom he owed his 
Caliphate, became insufferable. So, with the perfidy of his race, 
the caliph took him off his guard, and had him imprisoned and 
killed at Bagdad. He was succeeded by Wasif. 

About this time an impostor named Mahmlid b. Faraj had set 
himself up as a prophet, claiming to be Dhu'l-Qarnain (Alexander 
the Great) risen from the dead. Asserting that Gabriel brought 
him revelations, he had contrived to attract twenty-seven 
followers. The caliph had him flogged, and compelled each of 
the twenty-seven to give him ten blows on the bead with his 
fist. The " prophet " expired under the blows (83o). 

One of the first acts of Motawakkil was the release of all those 
who had been imprisoned for refusing to admit the dogma of the 
created Koran, and the strict order to abstain from any litigation 
about the Book of God. The upper cadi Ibn abi Da'ud, the 
leader of the movement against orthodoxy, who had stood in 
great esteem with Mamun and had fulfilled his high office under 
the reigns of Motasim and Withiq, had a stroke of paralysis in 
the year 848. His son Mahommed was put in his place till 8s t, 
when all the members of the family were arrested. They released 
themselves by paying the enormous sum of 240,000 dinars and 
16,000,000 dirhems, which constituted nearly their whole 
fortune, and were then sent to Bagdad, where father and son 
died three years later. An orthodox upper cadi was named 
instead, and the dogma of the created Koran was declared 
heresy; therewith began a persecution of all the adherents of 
that doctrine and other Motazilite tenets. Orthodoxy triumphed, 
never again to lose its place as the state religion. Hand in band 
with these reactionary measures came two others, one against 
Jews, and Christians, one against the Shiites. The first caliph 
who imposed humiliating conditions on the Dhirnmts, or Cove-
nanters, who, on condition of paying a certain not over-heavy 
tribute, enjoyed the protection of the state and the free exercise 
of their cult, was Omar II., but this policy was not continued. 
A proposition by the cadi Aba YOsuf to Hiram al-Rashid to 
renew it had not been adopted. Motawakkil, in 83o, formulated 
an edict by which these sectaries were compelled to wear a 
distinctive dress and to distinguish their houses by a figure of 
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the devil nailed to the door, excluding them at the same time 
from all public employments, and forbidding them to send their 
children to Moslem schools. Nevertheless, he kept his Christian 
medical men, some of whom were high in favour. He showed 
his hatred for the Shiites by causing the mausoleum erected over 
the tomb of Hosain at Kerbela, together with all the buildings 
surrounding it, to be levelled to the ground and the site to be 
ploughed up, and by forbidding any one to visit the spot. A year 
before, a descendant of Hosain, Yahya b. Omar, had been arrested 
and flogged on his orders. He escaped afterwards, rose in 
rebellion at Kufa in 864, and was killed in battle. It is reported 
that the caliph even permitted one of his buffoons to turn the 
person of Ali into mockery. 

In the year 848-849 Ibn Ba'ith, who had rendered good service 
in the war against Babak, but had for some cause been arrested, 
fled from Samarra to Marand in Azerbaijan and revolted. Not 
without great difficulty Boghg, the Turkish general, succeeded 
in taking the town and making Ibn Balth prisoner. He was 
brought before Motawakkil and died in prison. In the year 237 
(an. 851-852) a revolt broke out in Armenia. Notwithstanding 
a vigorous resistance, Boghl subdued and pacified the province 
in the following year. In that same year, 852-853, the Byzan-
tine& made a descent on Egypt with 300 vessels. 'Anbasa the 
governor had ordered the garrison of Damietta to parade at the 
capital Fostat. The denuded town was taken, plundered and 
burned. The Greeks then destroyed all the fortifications at the 
mouth of the Nile near Tinnis, and returned with prisoners and 
booty. The annual raids of Moslems and Greeks in the border 
districts of Asia Minor were attended with alternate successes, 
though on the whole the Greeks had the upper hand. In 856 
they penetrated as far as Amid (Diarbekr), and returned with 
ao,000 prisoners. But in the year 859 the Greeks suffered a 
heavy defeat with losses of men and cattle, the emperor Michael 
himself was in danger, whilst the fleet of the Moslems captured 
and sacked Antalia. This was followed by a truce and an 
exchange of prisoners in the following year. 

In 855 a revolt broke out in Horns (Emesa), where the harsh 
conditions imposed by the caliph on the Christians and Jews 
had caused great discontent. It was repressed after a vigorous 
resistance. A great many leading men were flogged to death, 
all churches and synagogues were destroyed and all the Christians 
banished. 

In the year 85a the Boja (or Beja), a wild people living between 
the Red Sea and the Nile of Upper Egypt, the Blemmyes of the 
ancients, refused to pay the annual tribute, and invaded the 
land of the gold and emerald mines, so that the working of the 
Gilles was stopped. The caliph sent against them Mahommed 
al-Qommt, who subdued them in 856 and brought their king 
All MU to Samarra before Motawakkil, on condition that he 
should be restored to his kingdom. 

About this time Sijistan liberated itself from the supremacy 
of the T8hirids. Ya'qub b. Laith al-Saffar proclaimed himself 
emir of that province in the year 86o, and was soon after con-
firmed in this dignity by the caliph. 

In 858 Motawakkil, hoping to escape from the arrogant 
patronage of Waslf, who had taken the place of Itakh as head 
of the Turkish guard, transferred his residence to Damascus. 
But the place did not agree with him, and he returned to Samarri, 
where he caused a magnificent quarter to be built 3 m. from the 
city, which he called after his own name Ja'fariya, and on which 
he spent more than two millions of dinars (about L000,000). 
Ile found the means by following the example of his predecessor 
in depriving many officials of their ill-gotten gains. He contrived 
to enrol in his service nearly a2,000 men, for the greater part 
Arabs, in order to crush the Turks. In the year of his elevation 
to the Caliphate, he had regulated the succession to the empire 
in his own family by designating as future caliphs his three sons, 
el4fontasi, 6UIeM (" he who seeks help in God "), al-Mo'taza 
bittdi (" he whose strength is of God "), and al-Mowayyad billdh 
("he who is assisted by God "). By and by he conceived an 
aversion to his eldest son, and wished to supplant him by Motazz, 
the son of his favourite wife Qablha. The day had been fixed on 
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which Montasir, Waalf and several other Turkish generals were 
to be assassinated. But Waslf and Montasir had been informed, 
and resolved to anticipate him. In the night before, Shawwal 
A.A. 247 (December 861), Motawakkil, after one of his wonted 
orgies,was murdered, together with his confidant, Fatb b. Kha gin.  
The official report, promulgated by his successor, was that Fatb 
b. Kluictin had murdered his master and had been punished for 
it by death. For the administrative system in this reign see 
MAHOMMEDAN INSTITUTIONS. 

11. Reign of Montasir.—On the very night of his father's 
assassination Montasir had himself proclaimed caliph. lie was 
a man of very feeble character, and a mere puppet in the hands 
of his vizier Ahmad b. Khaslb and the Turkish generals. He 
was compelled to send Wastf, the personal enemy of Ibn Khaslb, 
to the frontier for a term of four years, and then to deprive his 
two brothers Motazz and Mowayyad, who were not agreeable to 
them, of their right of succession. He died six months after, by 
poison, it is said. 

12. Reign of Mostalx.—The Turkish soldiery, now the chief 
power in the state, chose, by the advice of Ibn Khaslb, in suc-
cession to Montasir, his cousin Ahmad, who took the title of 
al-ifostaln billaA (" he who looks for help to God "). In the 
reign of this feeble prince the Greeks inflicted serious losses on 
the Moslems in Asia Minor. A great many volunteers from all 
parts, who offered their services, were hunted down as rioters 
by the Turkish generals, who were wholly absorbed by their 
own interests. The party which had placed MostaIn on the 
throne, led by Ibn Khaaila and °tarnish, were soon overpowered 
by Waif and Bogha. Ibn Khaslb was banished to Crete, 
()tarnish murdered. The superior party, however, maintained 
Mostaln on the throne, because they feared lest Motazz should 
take vengeance upon them for the murder of his father Mota-
wakkil. But in the year 865 Wasif and Bogha fled with Mosta'in 
to Bagdad, and Motazz was proclaimed caliph at Samarra. A 
terrible war ensued; Mostaln was obliged to abdicate, and was 
killed in the following year. 

In 864 a descendant of Ali, named Hasan b. Zaid, gained 
possession of Tabaristan and occupied the great city of Rai 
(Rey) near Teheran. A year later the province was reconquered 
by the Tahirid governor of Khorasan, so that Hasan was obliged 
to retreat for refuge to the land of the Dailam. But he returned 
soon, and after many reverses ruled over Tabaristan and Jorjan 
for many years. 

13. Reign of Motass.—Motazz, proclaimed caliph at Bagdad 
in the first month of 252 (January 866), devoted himself to the 
object of freeing himself from the omnipotent Turkish generals, 
especially Wasff and Bogha, who had opposed his election. But 
such a task demanded an ability and energy which he did not 
possess. He was obliged to grant them amnesty and to recall 
them to Samara. He mistrusted also his brothers Mowayyad 
and Mowaffaq, who had?nterceded for them. He put the former 
to death and drove the latter into exile to Bagdad. Some time 
after he had the satisfaction of seeing Wasif killed by his own 
troops, and succeeded, a year later, in having Boghl assassinated. 
But a more difficult problem was the payment of the Turkish, 
Persian and African guards, which was said to have amounted 
in A.A. 252 to 200,000,000 dirhems' (about £6,50o,000), 
apparently twice the revenue derived from the land tax. As the 
provincial revenues annually decreased, it became impossible 
to pay this sum, and Witt the son of Wasif, in spite of the 
remonstrances of the caliph, confiscated the property of state 
officials. Upon a further demand, Motazz, having failed to 
procure money from his mother Qablha, who waS enormously 
rich, was seized upon and tortured, and died of starvation in 
prison (Shaaban 255, July 868). 

The dismemberment of the empire continued fast in these 
years, and the caliph was compelled to recognize the virtual 
independence of the governors Ya'qub the Saffarid (see SAF-
TARIDS and PERSIA, History, § B) in Seistan, and Ahmad 
b. Minn in Egypt. 

2 " Dinars " in the text of Tabari iii. 1685, must be an error 
for " dirhems." 

so 
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14. Reign of Moklatli.—Immediately after the seizure of 

Motazz, the Turks, led by *alitt b. Wa8If, proclaimed as caliph 
one of the sons of Wathiq with the title of al-Mohtadi billah 
(" the guided by God "), who, however, refused to occupy the 
throne until his predecessor had solemnly abdicated. Mohtadi, 
who was a man of noble and generous spirit and had no lack of 
energy, began by applying the precarious measure of power 
which was left him to the reform of the court. He banished the 
musicians and singers, and forbade all kinds of games; he 
devoted himself to the administration of justice, and gave 
public audiences to the people for the redress of their grievances. 
At the same time he contrived to elevate the power of the Abna, 
the descendants of those Persian soldiers who had established 
the dynasty of the Abbasids, in order to break the supremacy 
of the Turks and other mercenaries. But Mohtadi came too 
late, and the Turks did not leave him time to finish his work. 

On the news of the conspiracy against Motazz, Musa, the son 
of the famous general Bogha,' then governor of Media (Jabal), 
ordered his deputy-general Month to return at once from a pro-
posed invasion of Dailam, and moved with his army towards 
Samara, notwithstanding the peremptory orders of the caliph. 
At his approach Salih, who was afraid of masa, hid himself, 
but was soon discovered and killed. At that moment a Kharijite, 
•named Mosawir, who in 867 had risen in Mesopotamia and 
beaten more than one general of the government, took Balad 
and menaced Mosul. Mass could not refuse to comply with the 
formal command of the caliph to march against him. During 
the absence of these troops, Mohtadi seems to have tried to get 
rid of the principal Turkish leaders. A brother of Musa and one 
of his best generals, Bayikbeg (Baiekbak), were killed, but the 
soldiery he had gained over for himself were not strong enough. 
Mohtadi was overwhelmed and killed, Rajab 256 (June 87o). 

ts. Reign of Motamid.—Whether from weariness or from 
repentance, the Turkish soldiery discontinued for a time their 
hateful excesses, and their new leader, Musa b. Bogha, was 
without the greed and ambition of his predecessors. A son of 
Motawakkil was brought out of prison to succeed his cousin, and 
reigned for twenty-three years under the name of al-Mo'lamid 

(" he whose support is God "). He was a feeble, pleasure-
19ving monarch, but Mohtadi had regained for the Caliphate 
some authority, which was exercised by Obaidallah b. KhAqin, 
the able vizier of Mohtadt, and by Motamid's talented brother 
Abu Ahmad al-Mowaffaq; Musa b. Bogha himself remained till 
his death a staunch servant of the government. During the 
reign of Motamid great events took place. The great power long 
wielded by the Tahirids, not only in the eastern provinces, but 
also at Bagdad itself, had been gradually diminishing, and came 
to an end in the year 873, when Ya'qub the Saffarid occupied 
NishSpur and imprisoned Mahommed b. 'Mir with his whole 
family. The power of Yeciab then increased to such an extent 
that he was not content with the calif:ars offer to recognize him 
as supreme in the provinces he had conquered, and military 
governor of Bagdad, but marched against Irak. The caliph 
himself, wearing the mantle and the staff of the Prophet, then 
went out against him, and after a vigorous resistance he was 
beaten by Mowaffaq, who had the command of the troops, and 
fled to Jondisapur in Khazistan, where he died three years later, 
leaving his empire to his brother.  'Amr. This prince maintained 
himself in power till the year goo, when he was beaten and taken 
prisoner by !small b. Ahmed the Samanid. The Saminids had 
been governors of Transoxiana from the time of Mamun, and 
after the fall of the Tahirids, had been confirmed in this office 
by the caliph, After 287 (goo) they were independent princes, 
and under their dominion these districts attained to high 
prosperity. 

Motamid had also to deal with a rising of the negro slaves in 
the province of Basra, led by one Ali b. Mahommed, who called 
himself a descendant af Ali. It lasted from 86g to 883, and tasked 
•the government to its utmost' 

This Bogha was called al-Kabir, or major; the ally of Wasif, 
• man of much inferior consideration, al.Saghir, or minor. 

'See NOldeke, Dale's:4fmk. Seinen, pp. Iss seq. 

In the west, Ahmad b. Talan became a mighty prince, whose 
sway extended over Syria and a part of Mesopotamia. Motamid, 
who wished to free himself from the guardianship of his brother 
Mowaffaq, concerted with him a plan to emigrate to Egypt, 
Ahmad being himself angered against Mowaffaq on personal 
grounds. Motamid's flight was stopped by his vizier Ibn 
Mallad, and the caliph himself was reconducted to Samara 
as a prisoner in the year 882. From that time there was war 
between the Abbasids and the Tulunids. Ahmad died in 27o 
(SQ. His son Khomaraya succeeded him, and maintained 
himself in power till his death in 896, in which year his daughter 
was married to the caliph Motadid. Ten years later Egypt was 
conquered by a general of the caliph Moktafl. 

During the reign of Motamid the emperor Basil I. conducted 
the war against the Moslems with great success, till in the year 
27o (a.o. 884) his army suffered a terrible defeat near Tarsus, 
in which the greater part of the army, the commander Andreas, 
and many other patricians perished. 

Motamid had appointed his son al-Mofawwid assuccessor to 
the Caliphate, and after him his brother Mowaffaq. When the 
latter died in the year 891, his son Abu titedid 
(" he who seeks his support in God "), was put in his place. 
Next year Mofawwid was compelled to abdicate in favour of his 
cousin. Shortly after Motamid died, Rajab 279 (October 892). 
Not long before these events, the seat of the Caliphate bad been 
restored to Bagdad. 

t6. Reign of Motadid.—Motadid may be called, after blanstir, 
the most able and energetic of all the Abbasid rulers. He took 
good care of the finances, reformed the administration, was an 
excellent commander in war, and maintained order as far as 
possible. The Kharijites in Mesopotamia, who for many years 
had molested the government, were finally crushed with the aid 
of their former ally laamdan, who became the founder of the 
well-known dynasty of the Hamdanites. The mighty house 
of Abu Dolaf in the south-west of Media, which had never 
ceased to encroach on the Caliphate, was put down. The 
governor of Azerbaijan and Armenia, belonging to the powerful 
Turkish house of the Sajids or Sajites, whose loyalty was always 
doubtful, planned an invasion of Syria and Egypt. Motadid 
frustrated it by a quick movement. The citizens of Tarsus who 
were involved in the plot were severely punished. The chief 
punishment, however, the burning of the fleet, was a very 
impolitic measure, as it strengthened the hands of the Byzan tines. 

Almost simultaneously with the rising of the negro slaves 
in Basra there arose in the province of Kula the celebrated 
sect of the Carmathians (q.v.), Fatimites' or Ismialites. This 
powerful sect, which save for a difference of opinion would have 
joined the negro rising, remained outwardly quiet during 
Motamid's reign, but under Motadid the government began to 
have misgivings about them. Abu Sa'id al-Jannabt, who had 
founded a Carmathian state in Bahrein, the north-eastern 
province of Arabia (actually called Lahsa), which could become 
dangerous for the pilgrim road as well as for the commerce of 
Basra, in the year goo routed an army sent against him by 
Motadid, and warned the caliph that it would be safer to let the 
Carmathians alone. In the same year the real chief of the sect, 
whose abode had been discovered by the caliph, fled from 
Salamis in Syria, where he lived, to Africa, and hid himself at 
Sijilmasa (in Tafilalt) in the far west, whence he reappeared 
ten years later at Kairawan as the Mandi, the first caliph of the 
Fa ti mites.' 

Motadid died in Rabia II. A.B. 289 (March go2), leaving the 
Caliphate to his son al-Moletafl bi ldk (" he who sufficeth himself 
in God "). 

17. Reign of Mokia.A.—Moktafi inherited his father's intre 
pidity, and seems to have had high personal qualities, but hia 
reign of six years was a constant struggle against the Carmathians 
in Syria, who defeated the Syrian and Egyptian troops, and 

For the connexion between Carmathians and Fatimites see under 
FAUMITES. 

M. J. de Goeje, Mentoire no les Carmelites du Baba* et ks 
Fatinntles (Leiden, 1886). 
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conquered Damascus and other cities. Moktafi led his troops 
is person, and his general, Mahommed b. Suleiman, gained a 
signal victory. Three of their chiefs were taken and put to death. 
Bet, to avenge their defeat, they lay in wait for the great pilgrim 
caravan on its return from Mecca in the first days of 294 (906), 
and massacred 20,000 pilgrims, making an immense booty. 
This horrible crime raised the whole Moslem world against 
them. ZarOya their chief was defeated at last and perished. 

After the defeat of the Syrian Carmathians, Mahommed b. 
Suleiman was sent by the caliph to Egypt, where he overthrew 
the dominion of the Talnnids. 'Isa b. Mahommed al-Naushari 
was made governor in their stead (905). 

The war with the Byzantines was conducted with great energy 
during the reign of Moktafi. In the year cos the Greek general 
Aadronicus took Marash, and penetrated as far as fialeb 
(Aleppo), but the Moslems were successful at sea, and in 907 
captured loonium, whilst Andronicus went over to the caliph's 
side, so that the Byzantine emperor sent an embassy to Bagdad 
to ask for a truce and an exchange of prisoners. 

18. Reign of Moqtadir.—The sudden death of Moktafi, Dhu'l-

al.& 29S (August 908), was a fatal blow to the prestige of the 
Caliphate, which had revived under the successive governments of 
llowaffaq, Motadid and himself. The new caliph, al-M °glair 
Ulas (" the powerful through God "), a brother of Moktafi, was 
rely thirteen years of age when ho.ascended the throne. Owing 
to his extreme youth many of the leading men at Bagdad rebelled 
lad swore allegiance to Abdallah, son of the former caliph 
Motazz, a man of excellent character and of great poetical gifts; 
but the party of the house of Motadid prevailed, and the rival 
caliph was put to death. Moqtadir, though not devoid of noble 
qualities, allowed himself to be governed by his mother and her 
tubes and eunuchs. He began by squandering the is,00ti,000 
dinars which were in the treasury when his brother died in 
tegesses to his courtiers, who, however, merely increased their 
demands. His very able vizier, the noble and disinterested 
AS b. la, tried to check this foolish expenditure, but his efforts 
were more than counterbalanced by the vizier Ibn abil-Forit 
and the court. The most shameless bribery and the robbery 
of the well-to-do went together with the most extravagant 
haury. The twenty-four years of Moqtadir's reign are a period 
of rapid decay. The most important event in the reign was the 
fousdation of the Fatimite dynasty, which reigned first in the 
Maghrib and then in Egypt for nearly three centuries (see 
Farturras and Enirrr: History, " Mahommedan "). 

Far more dangerous, however, for the Caliphate of Bagdad 
at the time were the Carmathians of Bahrein, then guided by 

Abe Tihif, the son of Abu Jannabl. In 311 (A.D. 9 23) 
they took and ransacked Basra; in the first month of the 
ring year the great pilgrim caravan on its return from 
Mecca was overpowered; asce men perished, while an even larger 
amber were made prisoners and brought to WWI, the residence 
of the Carmathian princes, together with an immense booty. 
The caravan which left Bagdad towards the end of this year 
returned in all haste before it had covered a third of the way. 
Then Kula underwent the fate that had befallen Basra. In 313 
is 926) the caravan was allowed to pass on payment of a large 

son of money. The government of Bagdad resolved to crush 
the Carmathians, but a large army was utterly defeated by Abu 
Pair in 315 (cm), and Bagdad was seriously threatened. Next 
?ear Mecca was- taken and plundered; even the sacred Black 
Same was transported to Laha, where it remained till 339 (95o) , 

 when by the express order of the Imam, the Fatimite caliph, it 
was resolved to the Ka'ba. 

In 317 (ass) a conspiracy was formed to dethrone Moqtadir, 
to which Mania, the chief commander of the army, at first 
mented, irritated by false reports. Very soon he withdrew, 
and though he could not prevent the plundering of the palace, 
wad the proclamation as caliph of another son of Motadid with 
the title d.Qdhir bald* (" the victorious through God "), he 
lescued Moqtadir and his mother, and at the same time his 
Imprisoned friend Ali b. 'la, and brought them to his own house. 
A few days later, a counter-revolution took place; the leaders  
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of the revolt were killed, and Moqtadir, against his wish, was 
replaced on the throne. In 320 (A.D. 932) Manis, discovering 
a court intrigue against him, set out for Mosul, expecting that 
the Hamdanids, who owed to him their power, would join him. 
Instead of doing this, they opposed him with a numerous army, 
but were defeated. Munis took Mosul, and having received 
reinforcements from all parts, marched against Bagdad. The 
caliph, who wished nothing more than to be reconciled to his old 
faithful servant, was forced to take arms against him, and fell in 
battle Shawwal 320 (October 932), at the age of 38 years. His 
reign, which lasted almost twenty-five years, was in all respects 
injurious to the empire. 

tq. Reign of Qdhir.—After the victory Munis acted with 
great moderation and proclaimed a general amnesty: His own 
wish was to call Abu Ahmad, a son of Moktafi, or a son of Moq-
tadir, to the Caliphate, but the majority of generals preferring 
Qahir because he was an adult man and had no mother at his 
side, he acquiesced, although he had a personal dislike for him, 
knowing his selfish and cruel character. Qahir was a drunkard, 
and derived the money for his excesses from promiscuous con-
fiscation. He ill-treated the sons of Moqtadir and Abu Ahmad, 
and ultimately assassinated his patrons Wails and Yalbak. 
whose guardianship he resented. In Jomada I. 322 (April 
934) he was dethroned and blinded, and died in poverty seven 
years later. 

During the last years of Moqtadir and the reign of Qahir a 
new dynasty rose. Buys, the chief of a clan of the Dailam, a 
warlike people who inhabit the mountainous country southwest 
of the Caspian Sea, had served under the Simanids, and found a 
footing in the south of Media (Jabal), whence his three sons—
well known under the titles they assumed at a later period: 
'Imid addaula (" prop of the dynasty "), Rokn addaula (" pillar 
of the dynasty "), and Mo'izz addaula (" strengthener of the 
dynasty ")—succeeded in subduing the province of Fats, at the 
time of Qahir's dethronement (see PERSIA: History). 

20. Reign of Rodi.—Moqtadir's son, who was then proclaimed 
caliph under the name of ar-Rddi billak (" the content through 
Gad "), was pious and well-meaning, but inherited only the 
shadow of power. The vizier Ibn Attalla tried to maintain his 
authority at least in Irak and Mesopotamia, but without success. 
The treasury was exhausted, the troops asked for pay, the people 
in Bagdad were riotous. In this extremity the caliph bade 
Ibn Raiq, who had made himself master of Basra and Malt, 
and had command of money and men, to come to his help. He 
created for him the office of Attar al-Omarit, " Amir of the 
Amirs," which nearly corresponds to that of Mayor of the Palace 
among the Franks.' Thenceforth the worldly power of the 
Caliphate was a mere shadow. The empire was by this time 
practically reduced to the province of Bagdad; Khorasan and 
Transoxiana were in the hands of the Samanids, Fars in those 
of the BOyids; Kirman and Media were under independent 
sovereigns; the Hamdanids possessed Mesopotamia; the Sajids 
Armenia and Azerbaijan; the lkshidites Egypt; as we have 
seen, the Fatimites Africa, the Carmathians Arabia. The Amir 
al-Omara was obliged to purchase from the latter the freedom 
of the pilgrimage to Mecca, at the price of a disgraceful treaty. 

During the troubles of the Caliphate the Byzantines had made 
great advances; they had even taken Malatia and Samosata 
(Samsat). But the great valour of the Hamdanid prince Saif-
addaula checked their march. The Greek army suffered two 
severe defeats and sued for peace. 

21. Reign of Mottaqi.—Radi died in Rabia I.a.n.329 (December 
940). Another son of Moqtadir was then proclaimed caliph 
under the name of al-M Magi bitfdk (" he who guards himself by 
God "). At the time of his accession the Amir al-Omaa was the 
Turkish general Bajkam, in whose favour Ibn Raiq had been 
obliged to retire. Unfortunately Bajkam died soon after, and 
his death was followed by general anarchy. A certain Barldl, 
who had carved out for himself a principality in the province of 
Basra, marched against Bagdad and made himself master of 
the capital, but was soon driven out by the Dailamite general 

3  See Defthmery, Memoir( tar lee Emirs al-Ornara (Paris. 1848). 
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Kartakin. Ibn Raiq came back and reinstated himself as AmIr 
al-Omara. But Bartell again laid siege to Bagdad, and Mottaqi 
fled to Nasir addaula the Hamdanid prince of Mosul, who then 
marched against Bagdad, and succeeded in repelling Baridi. 
In return he obtained the office of Amir al-Omar& But the 
Dailamile and Turkish soldiery did not suffer him to keep this 
office longer than several months. Tazan, a former captain of 
Bajkam, compelled him to return to Mosul and took his place. 
Mottaqi fled again to Mosul and thence to Rakka. The lkshld, 
sovereign of Egypt and Syria, offered him a refuge, but Taxan, 
fearing to see the caliph obtain such powerful support, found 
means to entice him to his tent, and had his eyes put out, Saphar 
333 (October  944)• 

22. Reign of Mostakfi.—As successor Then chose al-Mostakfi 
billak (" he who finds full sufficiency with God "), a son of 
Moktafi. This prince, still more than his predecessors, was 
a mere puppet in the hands of Tuzun, who died a few months 
later, and his successor Ibn Shirzad. Such was the weakness 
of the caliph that a notorious robber, named Hamdl, obtained 
immunity for his depredations by a monthly payment of 25.000 

dinars. One of the Buyid princes, whose power had been 
steadily increasing, marched about this time against Bagdad, 
which he entered in Jomada I. A.H. 334 (December 945), and was 
acknowledged by the caliph as legal sovereign, under the title 
of Sultan. He assumed at this time the name of Mo'izz addaula. 
Mostakfi was soon weary of this new master, and plotted against 
him. At least Mo'izz addaula suspected him and deprived him 
of his eyesight, Jomada II. A.A. 334 (January 946). There were 
thus in Bagdad three caliphs who had been dethroned and 
blinded, Qihir, Mottaqi and Mostakfi. 

23. Reign of Moli.—Mo'izz addaula soon abandoned his 
original idea of restoring the title of caliph to one of the descend-

. ants of Ali, fearing a strong opposition of the people, and also 
dreading lest this should lead to the recovery by the caliphs of 
their former supremacy. His choice fell on a son of Moqtadir, 
who took the title of al-Mote billak (" he who obeys God "). 
The sultan, reserving to himself all the powers and revenues of 
the Caliphate, allowed the caliph merely a secretary and a pension 
of s000 dirhems a day. Though in public prayers and on the 
coins the name of the caliph remained as that of the supreme 
authority, he had in reality no authority out of the palace, so 
that the saying became proverbial, " he contents himself with 
sermon and coin." 

The Hamdffnid prince of Mosul, who began to think his 
possessions threatened by Mo'izz addaula, tried without success 
to wrest Bagdad from him, and was obliged to submit to the 
payment of tribute. He died in 358 (Am. 969), and ten years 
later the power of this branch of the Hamdanids came to an end. 
The representative of the other branch, Saif addaula, the prince 
of Haleb (Aleppo), conducted the war against the Byzantines 
with great valour till his death in 356 (A.D. 967), but could not 
stop the progress of the enemy. His descendants maintained 
themselves, but with very limited power, till A.H. 413 (A.D. 1022). 

Mo'izz addaula died in the same year as Saif addaula, leaving 
his power to his son Bakhdyir 'Izz addaula, who lacked his 
father's energy and loved pleasure more than business. 

While the Abbasid dynasty was thus dying out in shame and 
degradation, the Fatimites, in the person of Mo'izz li-din-allah 
(or Mo'izz Abu Tamin Ma'add) (" he who makes God's religion 
victorious "), were reaching the highest degree of power and 
glory in spite of the opposition of the Carmathians, who left 
their old allegiance and entered into negotiations with the court 
of Bagdad, offering to drive back the Fatimites, on condition of 
being assisted with money and troops, and of being rewarded 
with the government of Syria and Egypt. The former condition 
was granted, but the caliph emphatically refused the latter 
demand, saying: " Both parties are Carmathians, they profess 
the same religion and are enemies of Islam." The Carmathians 
drove the Fatimites out of Syria, and threatened Egypt, but, 
notwithstanding their intrepidity, they were not able to cope 
with their powerful rival, who, however, in his turn could not 
bring them to submission. In 978-979 peace was made on  

condition that the Carmathians should evacuate Syria for an 
annual payment of 70,000 dinars. But the losses sustained by 
the Carmathians during that struggle had been enormous. 
Their power henceforward declined, and came to an end in A.m. 
474 (A.D. Io8t). 

Mo'izz addaula, as we have seen, professed a great veneration 
for the house of Ali. He not only caused the mourning for the 
death of Hosain and other Shiite festivals to be celebrated at 
Bagdad, but also allowed imprecations against Moawiya and 
even against Mahomet's wife Ayesha and the caliphs Abu 
Bekr, Omar and Othman, to be posted up at the doors of the 
mosques. These steps annoyed the people and the Turkish 
soldiery, who were Sunnites, and led at last to an insurrection. 
Mon was compelled to abdicate, and Bakhtiyar was driven out 
of Bagdad Dhu'l-qa'da 363 (August 974). 

24. Reign of Tai.—Moti left the empty title of caliph to his son 
al-Ta'i 1i-amri'llah (" the obedient to the command of God "). 
The Turks who had placed him on the throne could not maintain 
themselves, but so insignificant was the person of the caliph 
that 'Adod addaula, who succeeded his cousin Bakhtiylr in 
Bagdad, did not think of replacing him by another. Under this 
prince, or king, as he was called, the power of the Buyids reached 
its zenith. His empire stretched from the Caspian to the Persian 
Sea, and in the west to the eastern frontier of Syria. He did 
his best to remedy the misery caused by the intestine wars, 
repaired the ruined mosques and other public edifices, founded 
hospitals and libraries—his library in Shiraz was one of the 
wonders of the world—and improved irrigation. It was also he 
who built the mausoleum of Hosain at Kerbela, and that of Ali 
at Kufa. But after his death in the year 372 (A.D. 983), his 
sons, instead of following the example of their predecessors, 
the three sons of BDya, fought one against the other. In 380 
(A.D. 99o) the youngest of them, Balla addaula, had the upper 
hand. This prince, who was as avaricious as he was ambitious, 
wishing to deprive the caliph Ta'i of his possessions, compelled 
him to abdicate A.H. 381 (A.D. 991). 

25. Reign of Qadir.—A grandson of Moqtadir was then made 
caliph under the name of al-Qadir billah (" the powerful through 
God "). The only deed of power, however, that is recorded of 
hini, is that he opposed himself to the substitution of a Shiite 
head cadi for the Sunnite, so that Bahl addaula had to content 
himself with giving to the Shi'ites a special judge, to whom he 
gave the title of naqib (superintendent). During this caliphate 
the Buyid princes were in continual war with one another. 
Meanwhile events were preparing the fall of their dynasty. In 
35o (A.D. 961) a Turkish general of the Samanids had founded for 
himself a principality in Ghazni, and at his death in 366 (5.0. 
976) his successor Sabuktagin had conquered Bost in Sijistin 
and Qo9dar in Baluchistan, beaten the Indian prince Diaya 
Pala, and been acknowledged as master of the lands west of the 
Indus. At his death in 387 his son Mahmud conquered the 
whole of Khorasan and Sijistan, with a great part of India. lie 
then attacked the Buyids, and would have destroyed their 
dynasty but for his death in the year 421 (A.D. 1030). 

In 389 (A.D. 999) Ilek-khan, the prince of Turkistan, took 
Bokhara and made an end to the glorious state of the SimAnids, 
the last prince of which was murdered in 395 (A.D. loos). The 
Samanids had long been a rampart of the Caliphate against the 
Turks, whom they held under firm control. From their fall 
dates the invasion of the empire by that people. The greatest 
gainer for the moment was Mahmud of Ghazni. In Mesopotamia 
and Irak several petty states arose on the ruins of the dominions 
of the Hamdanids and of the Abbasids. 

Qadir died in the last month of A.H. 422 (November 1031). 
He is the author of some theological treatises. 

26. Reign of Qaim.—He was succeeded by his son, who at his 
accession took the title of al-Qdim bi-amri'llak (" he who main-
tains the cause of God "). During the first half of his long reign 
took place the development of the power of the GhOzz, a great 
Turkish tribe, who took the name Seljuk from Seljuk their chief in 
Transoxiana. Already during the reign of Mahmad large bodies 
had pasied the Oxus and spread over Khorasan and the adjacent 
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countries. In the time of his successor the bulk of the tribe 
followed, and in the year 429 (A.D. 1038) Toghrul Beg, their 
chief, beat the army of the Ghaznevids and made his entry into 
Nishapur. Thenceforth this progress was rapid (see Satins:O. 
The situation in Bagdad had become so desperate that the caliph 
called Toghrul to his aid. This prince entered Bagdad in the 
month of Ramadan A.H. 447 (December ro55), and overthrew 
finally the dynasty of the Bayids.' In 449 (a.n. to58) the caliph 
gave him the title of " King of the East and West." But in the 
following year, 450, during his absence, the Shi'ites made them-
selves masters of the metropolis, and proclaimed the Caliphate 
of the Fatimite prince Mostansir. They were soon overthrown 
by Toghrul, who was now supreme, and compelled the caliph 
to give him his daughter in marriage. Before the marriage, 
however, he died, and was succeeded by his nephew Alp Arslan, 
who died in 465 (25th December) (A.D. 1072). Qaim died two 
years later, Shaaball A.11. , 467 (April 1075)• 

In the year 4.4o Mo'izz b. Badis, the Zeirid ruler of the Maghrib, 
made himself independent, and substituted in prayer the name 
of the Abbasid caliph for that of Mostansir. In order to punish 
him, the latter gave permission to the Arab tribes in Egypt to 
cross the Nile, and granted them possession of all the lands they 
should conquer. This happened in 442 (A.D. soso) and was of 
the greatest significance for the subsequent fate of Africa. 

27. Reign of Moil/adj. —In the first year of the Caliphate of 
al-Moqiadi bi -amri'lldh (" he who follows the orders of God "), a 
grandson of Qaim, the power of the Seljuk empire reached its 
zenith. All the eastern provinces, a great part of Asia Minor, 
Syria with the exception of a few towns on the shore, the main 
part of West Africa acknowledged the caliph of Bagdad as the 
Imam. Yemen had been subjected, and at Mecca and Medina 
his name was substituted in the public prayers for that of the 
Fitimite caliph. But after the death of Malik-Shah a contest 
for the sultanate took place. The caliph, who had in 1087 
married the daughter of Malik-Shah, had been compelled two 
years after to send her back to her father, as she complained of 
being neglected by her husband. Just before his death, the 
Sultan had ordered him to transfer his residence from Bagdad to 
Basra. After his death he stayed and supported the princess 
Turkan Khatan. This lost him his life. The day after Barki-
yiroq's triumphant entry into Bagdad, Muharram 487 (February 
1oo4), he died suddenly, apparently by poison. 

:8. Reign of Mostazhir. —Al - Mosiashir bivah (" he who seeks 
to triumph through God "), son of Moqtadi, was only sixteen 
years old when he was proclaimed caliph. His reign is memorable 
chiefly for the growing power of the Assassins (q.v.) and for the 
first Crusade (see CRUSADES). The Seljuk princes were too much 
absorbed by internal strife to concentrate against the new 
assailants. After the death of Barkiyaroq in November 1104, 
his brother Mahommed reigned till April tr z 8. His death was 
followed about four months later by that of Mostazhir. 

29. Reign of Mosiarshid. —Al -Moslarshici biUdh (" he who asks 
guidance from God "), who succeeded his father in Rabia II. 512 
(August r OD, distinguished himself by a vain attempt to re-
establish the power of the caliph. Towards the end of the year 
529 (October 1134) he was compelled to promise that he would 
confine himself to his palace and never again take the field. Not 
long after he was assassinated. About the same time Dobais 
was killed, a prince of the family of the Banu Mazyad, who had 
founded the Arabian state of Hillah in the vicinity of the ruins 
of Babel in r 102. 

3a Reign of Rdshid. —Al- Rdshici billdh ("the just through 
God") tried to follow the steps of his father, with the aid of 
Zengi, the prince of Mosul. But the sultan Mas'fld beat the army 
of the allies, took Bagdad and had Rashid deposed (August 1136). 
Rishid escaped, but was murdered two years later. 

3r. Reign of Moqicifi. —His successor Al-Moqiafi li -antri'lldh 
("he who follows the orders of God "), son of Mostazhir, had 
better success. He was real ruler not only of the district of 
Bagdad, but also of the rest of Irak, which he subdued by force. 

' Henceforward the history of the Caliphate is largely that of the 
Seljuk princes (see Sztjues). 

He died in the month of Rabia II. 555 (March z x6o). Under his 
reign the central power of the Seljuks was rapidly sinking. In 
the west of Atabeg (prince's guardian) Zengl, the prince of 
Mosul, had extended his dominion over Mesopotamia and the 
north of Syria, where he had been the greatest defender of Islam 
against the Franks. At his death in the year 541 (am. 1146), 
his noble son, the well-known Nareddin, who was called " the 
just king," continued his father's glorious career. Transoxiana 
was conquered by the heathen hordes of Khatg, who towards the 
end of 535 (A.D. z141) under the king GhurkhAn defeated the 
great army of the Seljuk prince and compelled the Turkish 
tribes of the Ghuzz to cross the Oxus and to occupy Khorasan. 

32. Reign of Mosianjid. —Al-Mosianjid billdh ("he who 
invokes help from God "), the son of Moqtafi, enlarged the 
dominion of the Caliphate by making an end to the state of the 
Mazyadites in Hillah. His allies were the Arabic tribe of the 
Montafiq, who thenceforth were powerful in southern Irak The 
greatest event towards the end of his Caliphate was the conquest 
of Egypt by the army of Nareddln, the overthrow of the FAtimite 
dynasty, and the rise of Saladin. He was killed by his major-
domo in Rabia II. 566 (December t17o). 

33. Reign of Mostadi. —His son and successor al-Mosiadi' bi. 
anirrUdis ("he who seeks enlightenment by the orders of God "), 
though in Egypt his name was now substituted in public prayers 
for that of the FAtimite caliph, was unable to obtain any real 
authority. By the death of Nareddm in 569 (s.o. 1,74) Saladin's 
power became firmly rooted. The dynasty founded by him is 
called that of the Ayyubites, after the name of his father Ayyab. 
Mostadi died in the month of Dhu'l-qeda 575 (March 118o). 

34.Reign of Nesir. —Quite a different man from his father was his 
successor al-Plasir ii -di tri'Udh (" he who helps the religion of God "). 
During his reign Jerusalem was reconquered by Saladin, 27 Rajab 
583 (October 2nd, 1187). Not long before that event the well-
known Spanish traveller Ibn Jubair visited the empire of Saladin, 
and came to Bagdad in 58o, where he saw the caliph himself. 
Nisir was very ambitious; he had added Khazistan to his 
dominions, and desired to become also master of Media (Jabal, or 
Persian Irak, as it was called in the time of the Seljuks). Here, 
however, he came into conflict with the then mighty prince of 
Khwarizm (Khlva), who, already exasperated because the 
caliph refused to grant him the honours he asked for, resolved 
to overthrow the Caliphate of the Abbasids, and to place a 
descendant of Ali on the throne of Bagdad. In his anxiety, 
Nasir took a step which brought the greatest misery upon 
western Asia, or at least accelerated its arrival. 

In the depths of Asia a great conglomeration of east Turkish 
tribes (Tatars or Mongols), formed by a terrible warrior, known 
under his honorific title Jenghiz KhAn, had conquered the 
northern provinces of China, and extended its power to the 
frontiers of the Transoxianian regions. To this heathen chief the 
ImAm of the Moslems sent a messenger, inducing him to attack 
the prince of Khwarizm, who already had provoked the Mon-
golian by a disrespectful treatment of his envoys. Neither he nor 
the caliph had the slightest notion of the imminent danger they 
conjured up. When Nasir died, Ramadan 622 (October 1225), 
the eastern provinces of the empire had been trampled down by 
the wild hordes, the towns burned, and the inhabitants killed 
without mercy. 

35. Reign of Zahir. —Al-Zdhir 	 (" the victorious 
through the orders of God ") died within a year after his father'g 
death, in Rajab 623 (July 1226). He and his son and successor 
are praised as beneficent and just princes. 

36. Reign of Afostansir. —Al-Mosiansir. 	bilidk ("he who asks 
help from God ") was caliph till his death in lomada II. 64o 
(December 1242). In the year 624 (1227) Jenghiz Khan died, 
but the Mongol invasion continued to advance with immense 
strides. The only man who dared, and sometimes with success, 
to combat them was Jelaleddin, the ex-king of Khwarizm, but 
after his death in 628 (A.D. 1231) all resistance was paralysed. 

37. Reign of Mosiasins. —Al -Mosia'sim frillah ("he who clings 
to God for protection "), son of Mostansir, the last caliph of 
Bagdad, was a narrow-minded, irresolute man, guided moreover 
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by bad counsellors. In the last month of the year 653 (January 
1256) Hulaku or Hulagu, the brother of the great khan of the 
Mongols, crossed the Oxus, and began by destroying all the 
strongholds of the Isma'Ms. Then the turn of Bagdad came. 
On the nth of Muharram 656 (January 1258) Hulaku arrived 
under the walls of the capital. In vain did Mostasim sue for 
peace. Totally devoid of dignity and heroism, he ended by 
surrendering and imploring mercy from the barbarian victor. 
On the 4th of Saphar (February loth) he came with his retinue into 
the camp. The city was then given up to plunder and slaughter; 
many public buildings were burnt; the caliph, after having 
been compelled to bring forth all the hidden treasures Of the 
family, was killed with two of his sons and many relations. 
With him expired the eastern Caliphate of the Abbasids, 
which had lasted 524 years, from the entry of Abu'l-Abbas into 
Kura. 

In vain, three years later, did Abul-Qasim Alunad, a scion of 
the race of the Abbasids, who had taken refuge in Egypt with 
Bibars the Mameluke sultan, and who had been proclaimed 
caliph under the title al-A f osiongie billdh (" he who seeks help 
from God "), make an effort to restore a dynasty which was now 
for ever extinct. At the head of an army he marched against 
Bagdad, but was defeated and killed before he reached that city. 
Then another descendant of the Abbasids, who also had found an 
asylum in Egypt, was proclaimed caliph at Cairo under the name 
of al-Hakim bi -amri'lldh (" he who decides according to the 
orders of God "). His sons inherited his title, but, like their 
father, remained in Egypt without power or influence (see EGYFI: 
History," Mahommedan period "). This shadow of sovereignty 
continued to exist till the conquest of Egypt by the Turkish 
sultan Selim I., who compelled the last of them, Motawakkil, to 
abdicate in his favour (see TURKEY: History). He died at 
Cairo, a pensionary of the Ottoman government, in 1538. 

Another scion of the Abbasid family, Mahommed, a great-
grandson of the caliph Mostansir, found at a later period a 
refuge in India, where the sultan of Delhi received him with 
the greatest respect, named him Makhdumadeh, " the Master's 
son," and treated him as a prince. Ibn Batata saw him when 
he visited India, and says that he was very avaricious. On his 
return to Bagdad the traveller found there a young man, son of 
this prince, who gained a single dirhem daily for serving as imam 
in a mosque, and did not get the least relief from his rich father. 
It seems that this Mahommed, or his son, emigrated' later to 
Sumatra, where in the old Samutra the graves of their descendants 
have been lately discovered. (M. J. DR G.) 

CALIVER, a firearm used in the 16th century. The word is 
an English corruption of " calibre," and arises from the " arque-
bus of calibre," that is, of standard bore, which replaced the 
older arquebus. " Caliver," therefore, is practically synonymous 
with " arquebus." The heavier musket, fired from a rest, re-
placed the caliver or arquebus towards the close of the century. 

CALI %ITS, or CALLISTUS, the name of three popes. 
CALIXTUS I., pope from 217 to 222, was little known before 

the discovery of the book of the Philosophumena. From this 
work, which is in part a pamphlet directed against him, we 
learn that Calixtus was originally a slave and engaged in banking. 
Falling on evil times, he was brought into collision with the 
Jews, who denounced him as a Christian and procured his exile 
to Sardinia. On his return from exile he was pensioned by Pope 
Victor, and, later, was associated by Pope Zephyrinus in the 
government of the Roman church. On the death of Zephyrinus 
(217) he was elected in his place and occupied the papal chair 
for five years. His theological adversary Hippolytus, the author 
of the Phiosophumcna, accused him of having favoured the 
modalist or Patripassian doctrines both before and after his 
election. Calixtus, however, condemned Sabellius, the most 
prominent champion of that system. Hippolytus accused him 
also of certain relaxations of discipline. It appears that Calixtus 
reduced the penitential severities applied until his time to 
those guilty of adultery and other analogous sins. Under 
Calixtus and his two immediate successors, Hippolytus was 
the leader of a schismatic group, organized by way of protest  

against the election of Calixtus. Calixtus died in 222, in cir-
cumstances obscured by legends. In the time of Constantine 
the Roman church reckoned him officially among the martyr 
popes. (L. D.1 

CALIXTUS II. (d. 11 24, pope from 1119 to 1124, was Guido, 
a member of a noble Burgundian family, who became archbishop 
of Vienne about 1o88, and belonged to the party which favoured 
reform in the Church. In September 1112, after Pope Paschal II. 
had made a surrender to the emperor Henry •V., Guido called a 
council at Vienne, which declared against lay investiture, and 
excommunicated Henry. In February ltre he was chosen pope 
at Cluny in succession to Gelasius II., and in opposition to the 
anti-pope Gregory VIII., who was in Rome. Soon after his 
consecration he opened negotiations with the emperor with a 
view to settling the dispute over investiture. Terms of peace 
were arranged, but at the last moment difficulties arose and the 
treaty was abandoned; and in October 1119 both emperor and 
anti-pope were excommunicated at a synod held at Reims. 
The journey of Calixtus to Rome early in 1120 was a triumphal 
march. He was received with great enthusiasm in the city, 
while Gregory, having fled to Sutri, was delivered into his hands 
and treated with great ignominy. Through the efforts of some 
German princes negotiations between pope and emperor were 
renewed, and the important Concordat of Worms made in 
September 1122 was the result. This treaty, made possible by 
concessions on either side, settled the investiture controversy, 
and was confirmed by the Lateran council of March 1123. 
During his short reign Calixtus strengthened the authority of 
the papacy in southern Italy by military expeditions, and restored 
several buildings within the city of Rome. During preparations 
for a crusade he died in Rome on the 13th or 14th of December 
1124. 

 

See M. Maurer, Pabst Calixt II. (Munich, 1889); U. Robert, 
Nisioire du pope Calixte II. (Paris. 1891); and A. Hauck's Real-
ericyklopddie, Band iii: (Leipzig, 1897). 

CALIXTUS III. (c. 1378-1458), Pope from 1455 to 1458, was a 
Spaniard named Alphonso de Borgia, or Borja. A native of 
Xativa, he gained a great reputation as a jurist, becoming pro-
fessor at Lerida; in 2429 he was made bishop of Valencia, and 
in 1444 a cardinal, owing his promotion mainly to his dose 
friendship with Alphonso V., king of Aragon and Sicily. Chosen 
pope in April 1455, he was very anxious to organize a crusade 
against the Turks, and having sold many of his possessions, 
succeeded in equipping a fleet. Neither the princes nor the 
people of Europe, however, were enthusiastic in this cause, 
and very little result came from the pope's exertions. During 
his papacy Calixtus became involved in a quarrel with his former 
friend, Alphonso of Aragon, now also king of Naples, and after 
the king's death in June 1458 he refused to recognize his ille-
gitimate son, Ferdinand, as king of Naples, asserting that this 
kingdom was a fief of the Holy See. This pope was notorious for 
nepotism, and was responsible for introducing his nephew, 
Rodrigo Borgia, afterwards Pope Alexander VI., to Rome. He 
died on the 6th of August 1458. 

See A. Hauck's Realenzyklopadie, Band W. (Leipzig, 1897). 

CALIETOS, OEORG (1586-1656), Lutheran divine, was born 
at Medelby, a village of Schleswig, in 1586. After studying 
philology, philosophy and theology at Helmstedt, Jena, Giessen. 
Ttibingen and Heidelberg, he travelled through Holland, France 
and England, where he became acquainted with the leading 
Reformers. On his return in 1614 he was appointed professor 
of theology at Helmstidt by the duke of Brunswick, who had 
admired the ability he displayed when a young man in a dispute 
with the Jesuit Augustine Turrianus. In 1613 he published a 
book, Disardaiisnerde Praecipuis Rdigionis Chrisiianae Copia -bus, 
which provoked the hostile criticism of orthodox scholars; in 
1619 he published his Epitome theologiae, and some years later 
his Theologia Mora& (1634) and De Ark Nova Nihusii. Roman 
Catholics felt them to be aimed at their own system, but they 
gave so great offence to Lutherans as to induce Statius Buscher 
to charge the author with a secret leaning to Romanism. Scarcely 
had he refuted the accusation of Buscher, when, on account of 
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his intimacy with the Reformed divines at the conference of 
Thorn (1645), and his desire to effect a reconciliation between 
them and the Lutherans, a new charge was preferred against him, 
principally at the instance of Abraham Calovius (161x-1686), of 
a secret attachment to Calvinism. In fact, the great aim of his 
life was to reconcile Christendom by removing all unimportant 
differences. The disputes to which this attitude gave rise, 
known in the Church as the Syncretistic controversy, lasted 
during the whole lifetime of Calixtus, and distracted the Lutheran 
church, till a new controversy arose with P. J. Spener and the 
Pietists of Halle. Calixtus died in 1656. 

There is a monograph on Calixtus by E. L. T. Henke (a vole., 
5853-1856); see also lsaak Dorner, Gao k. d. protest. Ma. pp. 6o6-
624; and especially Herzog-Hauck, Reakscyklopadie. 

CALL (from Anglo-Saxon realties, a common Teutonic word, 
d. Dutch kalks, to talk or chatter), to speak in a loud voice, and 
particularly to attract some one's attention by a loud utterance. 
Hence its use for a visit at a house, where the name of the 
occupier, to whom the visit was made, was called aloud, in early 
times, to indicate the presetiCe of the visitor. It is thus trans-
ferred to a abort stay at a place, but usually with the idea of a 
specific purpose, as in " port of call," where ships stop in passing. 
Connected with the idea of summoning by name are such uses as 
" roll-call " or " call-over," where names are called over and 
answered by those present; similar uses are the " call to the 
bar," the summoning at an Inn of Court of those students 
qualified to practise as barristers, and the " call within the bar " 
to the appointment of king's counsel. In the first case the" bar " 
is that which separates the benchers from the rest of the body 
of members of the Inn, in the other the place in a court.of law 
within which only king's counsel, and formerly serjeants-at-law, 
are allowed to plead. " Call " is also used with a particular 
reference to a divine summons, as of the calling of the apostles. 
It is thus used in nonconformist churches of the invitation to 
serve as minister a particular congregation or chapel. It is from 
this sense of a vocalio or summons that the word " calling " is 
need, not only of the divine vocation, but of a man's ordinary 
profession, occupation or business. In card games " call " is 
used, in poker, of the demand that the hand of the highest 
bettor be exposed or seen, exercised by that player who equals 
his bet; in whist or bridge, of a certain method of play, the 
" call " for a suit or for trumps on the part of one partner, to 
which the other is expected to respond; and in many card 
games for the naming of a card, irregularly exposed, which is 
laid face up on the table, and may be thus " called " for, at 
any point the opponent may choose. 

" Call " is also a term on the English and American stock 
exchanges for a contract by which, in consideration of a certain 
sum, an " option " is given by the person making or signing the 
agreement to another named therein or his order or to bearer, 
to " call " for a specified amount of stock at a certain day for a 
certain price. A " put," which is the reverse of a " call," is the 
option of selling (putting) stock at a certain day for a certain 
price.. A combined option of either calling or putting is termed 
a " straddle," and sometimes on the American stock exchange a 
"spread-eagle." (See further STOCK EXCHANGE.) The word is also 
used, in connexion with joint-stock companies, to signify a demand 
for instalments due on shares, when the capital of the company 
has not been demanded or " called " up at once. (See Coneenv.) 

CALLANDER. a police burgh of Perthshire, Scotland, r6 m. 
north-west of Stirling by the Caledonian railway. Pop. (root) 
5458. Situated on the north bank of the Teith, here crossed by a 
three-arched bridge, and sheltered by a ridge of wooded hills, it is 
in growing repute as a health resort. A mile and a half north-
east are the Falls of Bracklinn (Gaelic, "white-foaming pool"), 
formed by the Keltie; which takes a leap of so ft. down the red 
sandstone gorge on its way to the Teith. Two miles north-west 
of Callender is the Pass of Leny, " the gate of the Highlands," 
and farther in the same direction is Loch Lubnaig, on the shores 
of which stand the ruins of St Bride's chapel. Callender owes 
much of its prosperity to the fact that it is the centre from 
which the Trossachs is usually visited, the route being that  

described in Scott's Lady of the Lake. The ascent of Ben Ledi is 
commonly made from the town. 

CALLAO, a city, port and coast department of Peru, 81 m. 
west of Lima, in 2" 04' S., 77" 13' W. Pop.  (1905) 31,128, of 
whom 3349 were foreigners. The department includes the city 
and its environs, Bellavista and La Punta, and the neighbouring 
islands, San Lorenzo, Fronton, the Palominos, &c., and covers 
an area of 141 sq. m. Callao is the principal port of the republic, 
its harbour being a large bay sheltered by a tongue of land on the 
south called La Punta, and by the islands of San Lorenzo and 
Fronton. The anchorage is good and tale, and the harbour is 
one of the best on the Pacific coast of South America. The city 
stands on the south side of the bay, and is built on a flat point of 
land only 8 ft. above sea-level. The houses are for the most 
part low and cheaply built, and the streets are narrow, badly 
paved, irregular and dirty. The climate is good and the coast 
is swept by cool ocean breezes, the average temperatures 
ranging from 65° to 77° F., but notwithstanding this, Callao 
has a bad reputation for fevers and contagious diseases, chiefly 
because of its insanitary condition. Its noteworthy public 
buildings are the custom-house and its storehouses which occupy 
the old quadrangular fortress built by the Spanish government 
between 1770 and 1775, and cover is acres, the prefecture, the 
military and naval offices and barracks, the post-office, three 
Catholic churches, a hospital, market, three clubs and some 
modern commercial houses. The present city is half a mile north 
of the site of the old town, which was destroyed by an earthquake 
and tidal wave in 1746. For a short time the commercial 
interests of the stricken city centred at Bellavista, 11 m. east, 
where wheat granaries were built and still remain, but later the 
greater convenience of a waterside site drew the merchants and 
population back to the vicinity of the submerged town. The 
importance of Callao in colonial times, when it was the only open 
port south of Panama, did not continue under the new political 
order, because of the unsettled state of public affairs and the loss 
of its monopoly. This decline in its prosperity was checked, 
and the modern development of the port began, when a railway 
was built from Callao into the heart of the Andes, and Callao is 
now an important factor in the development of copper-mining. 
The port is connected with Lima by two railways and an electric 
tramway, with Oroya by railway 138 m. long, and with Cerro 
de Pasco by railway 221 m. A short railway also runs from the 
port to the Bellavista storehouses. The port is provided with 
modem harbour improvements, consisting of sea-walls of concrete 
blocks, two fine docks with berthing spaces for 3o large vessels, 
and a large floating-dock (3oo ft. long on the blocks and capable 
of receiving vessels up to 21 ft. draught and s000 tons weight), 
which was built in Glasgow and was sent out to Callao in 1863. 
The docks are provided with gas and electric lights, 18 steam 
cranes for loading and discharging vessels, a triple line of railway 
and a supply of fresh water. Callao was formerly the head-
quarters in South America of the Pacific Steam Navigation 
Co., Ltd. (incorporated 18.40), btit Valparaiso now occupies 
that position. There are, owing perhaps to the proximity of 
Lima, few industrial establishments in the city; among them are 
a large sugar refinery, some flour-mills, a brewery, a factory 
for making effervescent drinks, and a number of foundries and 
repair shops. Being a port of the first class, Callao is an im-
portant distributing centre for the coasting trade, in which a 
large number of small vessels are engaged. The foreign steam-
ship companies making it a regular port of call are the Pacific 
Steam Navigation Co. (British), the Compania Sud-America 
(Chilean), the Kosmos and Roland lines (German), the Merchants 
line (New York), and a Japanese line from the ports of Japan 
and China. A subsidized Peruvian line is also contemplated to 
ply between the Pacific ports of South America with an eventual 
extension of the service to Europe. The arrivals from and 
clearances for foreign ports in 1907 were as follows:— 

Steamers. 	Sailing Vessels. 
No. Tonnage. No. Tonnage. 

Arrivals 	. 	

• 	

rh 5 1 8 	937,302  924 	174, 165 
Clearances . 	r 	. 517 937,706 931 	163,365 
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The exports from Callao are guano, sugar, cotton, wool, hides, 
silver, copper, gold and forest products, and the imports include 
timber and other building materials, cotton and other textiles, 
general merchandise for personal, household and industrial 
uses, railway material, coal, kerosene, wheat, flour and other 
food stuffs. The maintenance of peace and order, and the mining 
development of the interior, have added to the trade and pros-
perity of the port. 

The history of Callao has been exceptionally eventful. It was 
founded in 1537, two years after Pizarro had founded Lima. 
As the port of that capital and the only open port below Panama 
it grew rapidly in importance and wealth. It was raised to the 
dignity of a city in 1671. The appearance of Sir Francis Drake 
in the bay in 1578 led to the fortification of the port, which 
proved strong enough to repel an attack by the Dutch in 1624. 
The city was completely destroyed and partly submerged by the 
great earthquake of the 28th of October 1746, in which about 
6000 persons perished. The new city was strongly fortified and 
figured prominently in the struggle for independence, and also 
in the various revolutions which have convulsed the republic. 
Its political autonomy dates from 1836, when it was made a 
coast department. The Callao fortifications were bombarded by 
a Spanish fleet under Admiral Mendez Nufiez on the and of May 
x866, when there were heavy losses both in lives and material. 
Again, in i88o, the city was bombarded by the Chileans, though 
it was almost defenceless, and fell into the possession of the 
invaders after the capture of Lima in the following year. Before 
the surrender all the Peruvian naval vessels in the harbour were 
sunk, to prevent their falling into the possession of the enemy. 

cAuxorr. SIR AUGUSTUS WALL (x779- 1 844), English 
landscape painter, was born at Kensington in 1779 and died 
theft in 5844. His first study was music; and he sang for 
several years in the choir of Westminster Abbey. But at the age 
of twenty he had determined to give up music, and had exhibited 
his first painting at the Royal Academy. He gradually rose to 
distinction, and was elected an associate in 18o7 and an aca-
demician in 181o. In 1827 he received the honour of knighthood; 
and, seven years later, was appointed surveyor of the royal 
pictures. His two principal subject pictures—" Raphael and 
the Foniarina," and " Milton dictating to his Daughters," are 
much inferior to his landscapes, which are placed in the highest 
class by their refined taste and quiet beauty. 

His wife, MARIA, Lady Callcott (1786-1844, whom he married 
in 5827, was a daughter of Admiral Dundas and widow of 
Captain Thomas Graham, R.N. (d. x822). With her first husband 
she travelled in India, South Africa and South America, where 
she acted for some time as teacher of Donna Maria, who became 
queen of Portugal in 1826; and in the company of her second 
husband she spent much time in the south of Europe. She 
published accounts of her visits to India (1812), and to the 
environs of Rome (1820); Memoirs of Poussin (1820); a 
History of France; a History of Spain (1828); Essays toward a 
History of. Pointing (1836); Little Arthur's History of England 
(1836); and the Scripture Herbal (1842). 

CALLCOTT, JOHN WALL (x766-1821), English musician, 
brother of Sir Augustus Callcott, was born at Kensington on the 
loth of November 1766. At the age of seven he was sent to a 
neighbouring day-school, where he continued for five years, 
studying chiefly Latin and Greek. During this time he frequently 
went to Kensington church, in the repairs of which his father.was 
employed, and the impression he received on hearing the organ 
of that church seems to have roused his love for music. The 
organist at that time was Henry Whitney, from whom Callcott 
received his first musical instruction. He did not, however, 
choose music as a profession, as he wished to become a surgeon. 
But on witnessing a surgical operation he found his nervous 
system so seriously affected by the sight, that he determined to 
devote himself to music. His intimacy with Dr Arnold and 
other leading musicians of the day procured him access to artistic 
circles; he was deputy organist at St George the Martyr, Queen 
Square, Bloomsbury, from '783 to 1785, in which year his success-
ful competition for three out of the four prize medals offered by  

the " Catch Club " soon spread his reputation as composer of 
glees, catches, canons and other pieces of concerted vocal music. 
The compositions with which he won these medals were—the 
catch " 0 beauteous fair," the canon " Blessed is he," and the 
glee " Dull repining sons of care." In these and other similar 
compositions he displays considerable skill and talent, and some 
of his glees retain their popularity at the present day. In 2787 
Callcott helped Dr Arnold and others to form the " Glee Club." 
In 1789 he became one of the two organists at St Paul's, Covent 
Garden, and from 1793 to 1802 he was organist to the Asylum for 
Female Orphans. As an instrumental composer Callcott never 
succeeded, not even after he had taken lessons from Haydn. But 
of far greater importance than his compositions are his theoretical 
writings. His Musical Grammar, published in ,806 (3rd ed., 
1817), was long considered the standard English work of musical 
instruction, and in spite of its being antiquated when compared 
with modern standards, it remains a scholarly and lucid treatment 
of the rudiments of the art. Callcott was a much-esteemed 
teacher of music for many years. In 1800 he took his degree of 
Mus.D. at Oxford, where fifteen years earlier he had received his 
degree of bachelor of music, and in thos he succeeded Dr Crotch 
as musical lecturer at the Royal Institution. Towards the end of 
his life his artistic career was twice interrupted by the failure of 
his mental powers. He died at Bristol after much suffering on 
the 15th of May 1821. A posthumous collection of his most 
favourite vocal pieces was published in 5824 with a memoir of 
his life by his son-in-law, William Horsley, himself a composer 
of note. 

Callcott's son, WILLIAM HuTatms CALLCOTT (1807-1882), in-
herited to a large extent the musical gifts of his father. His song, 
" The last man," and his anthem, " Give peace in our time, 0 
Lord," were his best-known compositions. 

CALLIAS, tyrant of Chalcis in Euboea. With the assistance 
of Philip II. of Macedon, which he hoped to obtain, he contem-
plated the subjugation of the whole island. But finding that 
Philip was unwilling to help him, Callias had recourse to the 
Athenians, although he had previously (35o s.c.) been engaged 
in hostilities with them With the support of Demosthenes, he 
was enabled to conclude an alliance with Athens, and the tribute 
formerly paid by Eretria and Oreus to Athens was handed over 
to him. But his plan of uniting the whole of Euboea under his 
rule, with Chalcis as capital, was frustrated by Philip, who set up 
tyrants chosen by himself at Eretria and Oreus. Subsequently, 
when Philip's attention was engaged upon Thrace, the Athenians 
in conjunction with Callias drove out these tyrants, and Cslliss  
thus became master of the island (Demosthenes, De Pace, p. 58; 
Epistola Philippi, p. 159; Diod. Sic. xvi. 74). At the end of his 
life he appears to have lived at Athens, and Demosthenes pro-
posed to confer the citizenship upon him (Aeschines, C01111111 
CkSiPh011kftl, 85, 87). 

CALLIAS and HIPPONICUS, two names borne alternately by 
the heads of a wealthy and distinguished Athenian family. 
During the 5th and 4th centuries B.C. the office of dads/chits or 
torch-bearer at the Elcusinian mysteries was the hereditary 
privilege of the family till its extinction. The following members 
deserve mention. 

I. CALLIAS, the second of the name, fought at the battle of 
Marathon (490 in priestly attire. Some time after the death of 
Cimon, probably about 445 13.c., he was sent to Suss to conclude 
with Artaxerxes, king of Persia, a treaty of peace afterwards 
misnamed the " peace of Cimon." Cimon had nothing to do 
with it, and he was totally opposed to the idea of peace with 
Persia (see CnioN). At all events Callias's mission does not 
stem to have been successful; he was indicted for high treason 
on his return to Athens and sentenced to a fine of fifty talents. 

See Herodotus vii. 15_1; Diod. Sic. xii. 4; Demosthenes, Dc 
False Legation, p. 428; Grote recognizes the treaty as a historical 
fact, History of Greece, ch. xlv., while Curtius, bk. iii.ch . ii., denies the 
conclusion of any formal treaty; see also Ed. Meyer, Forschsottest, 
ii.; J. B. Bury in Hermathena, xxiv. (1898). 

2. HIPPONICUS, son of the above. Together with Eurymedon 
he commanded the Athenian forces in the incursion into Boeotian 
territory (426 s.c.) and was slain at the battle of Delium (44). 
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His wife, whom he divorced, subsequently became the wife of 
Pericles; one of his daughters, Hipparete, married Alcibiades; 
another, the wife of Theodorus, was the mother of the orator 
Isocrates. 

See Thucydides iii. 91; Diod. Sic. xii. 65; Andocides, Contra 
Akthiadens. ts. 

3. CALWS, son of the above, the black sheep of the family, was 
notorious for his profligacy and extravagance, and was ridiculed 
by the comic poets as an example of a degenerate Athenian 
(Aristophanes, Frogs, 429, Birds, 283, and schol. Andocides, De 
Mysleriis, sio-13t). Tht scene of Xenophon's Symposium and 
Plato's Prolagoras was laid at his house. He was reduced to a 
state of absolute poverty and, according to Aelian ( Var. Hill. iv. 
33), committed suicide, but there is no confirmation of this. In 
spite of his dissipated life he played a certain part in public 
affairs. In 392 he was in command of the Athenian hoplitcs at 
Corinth, when the Spartans were defeated by Iphicmtes. lit 371 
be was at the head of the embassy sent to make terms with Sparta. 
The peace which was the result was called after him the " peace 
of CUE-1.s." 

See Xenophon,  Heilesiee.  iv.  5.  vi. 3; and DELIAN LEAGUE. 
CALLIMACHUS, an Athenian sculptor of the second half of the 

stb century B.C. Ancient critics associate him with Calamis, 
whose relative he may have been. He is given credit for two 
inventions, the Corinthian column and the running borer for 
drilling marble. The most certain facts in regard to him are that 
be sculptured some dancing Laconian maidens, and made a 
golden lamp for the Erechtheum (about 408 B.C.); and that he 
used to spoil his works by over-refinement and excessive labour. 

CALLIMACHUS, Greek poet and grammarian, a native of 
Cyrene and a descendant of the illustrious house of the Battiadae, 
flourished about 2 so B.C. He opened a school in the suburbs of 
Alexandria, and some of the most distinguished grammarians 
and poets were his pupils. He was subsequently appointed 
by Ptolemy Philadelphus chief librarian of the Alexandrian 
library, which office he held till his death (about 240). His 
Pistakes (tablets), in 120 books, a critical and chronologically 
arranged catalogue of the library, laid the foundation of a history 
of Greek literature. According to Suidas, he wrote about Boo 
works, in verse and prose; of these only six hymns, sixty-four 
epigrams and some fragments are extant; a considerable 
fragment of the Ilecak, an idyllic epic, has also been discovered 
in the Rainer papyri (see Kenyon in Classical Review, November 
1893). His Coma Berenices is only known from the celebrated 
imitation of Catullus. His A itia (causes) was a collection of 
elegiac poems in four books, dealing with the foundation of 
cities, religious ceremonies and other customs. According to 
Quinulian x. t. 58) he was the chief of the elegiac poets; 
his elegies were highly esteemed by the Romans, and imitated by 
Ovid, Catullus and especially Propertius. The extant hymns 
are extremely learned, and written in a laboured and artificial 
style. The epigrams, some of the best specimens of their kind; 
have been incorporated in the Greek Anthology. Art and learn-
ing are his chief characteristics, unrelieved by any real poetic 
genius; in the words of Ovid (A mores, i. 10— 

. 	" Quamvis ingenio non valet, arte valet." 
EDITIONS.—Hymns. epigrams and fragments (the last collected 

by Bentley) by J. A. Ernesti 0760, and 0. Schneider (1870-1873) 
(with elaborate indices and excursuses); hymns and epigrams, by 
A. Meineke (1861), and U. Wilamowitz-Mollendorff (1897). See Neue 
Snreltstucke aus der llekak des Kallimachus, by T. Campers (1893); 
also G. Knaack, Callsinarkea (1896); A. Beltrami. Inni di Cali-
macho e it Nomo di Tersandro (1896); K. Kuiper. Studio Callimachea 
(1896); A. Hamette, Les gpigrammes de Calltmaque: etude critique 

lakraire (Paris. 1907). There are English translations (verse) by 
W. Dodd (1755) and H. W. Tytler (1793); (prose) by J. Banks (1836). 
See also Sandys. Hutt. of Class. Schol. t. 1906), p. 122. 

CALLINIIS of Ephesus, the oldest of the Greek elegiac poets 
and the creator of the political and warlike elegy. He is supposed 
to have flourished between the invasion of Asia Minor by the 
Cimmerii and their expulsion by Alyattes (63o-56o p.c.). During 
his lifetime his own countrymen were also engaged in a life-and-
death struggle with the Magnesians. These two events give the 
key to his poetry, in which he endeavours to rouse the indolent 

Ionians to a sense of patriotism. Only scanty fragments of his 
poems remain; the longest of these (preserved in Stobaeus, 
Florilegium, li. 19) has even been ascribed to Tyrtaeus. • 

Edition of the fragments by N. Bach (1831), and in Bergk, Poeta, 
Lyrici Graeci (1882). On the date of Callinus, see the histories of 
Greek literature by Mure and Muller; G. H. Bode. Gesckickte der 
hellenischen Dichtkunsl, ii. pt . i. (1838); and G. Geiger, De Callini 
Adak (1877), who places him earlier, about 6+2. 

CALLIOPE, the muse of epic poetry, so named from the sweet-
ness of her vioce (Gr. icti)1)us, beauty; 614, voice). In Hesiod she 
was the last of the nine sisters, but yet enjoyed a supremacy over 
the others. (See also MUSES, THE.) 

CALLIRRHOE, in Greek legend, second daughter of the river-
god Achelous and wife of Alcmaeon (q.v.). At her earnest 
request her husband induced Phegeus, king of Psophis in Arcadia, 
and the father of his first wife Arsinoe (or Alphesiboea), to hand 
over to him the necklace and peplus (robe) of Harmonia (q.v.), 
that he might dedicate them at Delphi to complete the cure of 
his madness. When Phegeus discovered that they were really 
meant for Callirrhoe, he gave orders for Alcmaeon to be waylaid 
and killed (Apollodorus iii. 7, 2. 5-7; Thucydides u, io2). 
Callirrhoe now implored the gods that her two young sons might 
grow to manhood at once and avenge their father's death. 
This was granted, and her sons Amphotcrus and Acarnan slew 
Phegeus with his two sons, and returning with the necklace and 
peplus dedicated them at Delphi (Ovid, Metam. ix. 4 1 3). 

CA LLISTHENES (c. 36o-328 'Lc.), of Olyn thus, Greek historian, 
a relative and pupil of Aristotle, through whose recommendation 
he was appointed to attend Alexander the Great in his Asiatic 
expedition. He censured Alexander's adoption of oriental 
customs, inveighing especially against the servile ceremony of 
adoration. Having thereby greatly offended the king, he was 
accused of being privy to a treasonable conspiracy and thrown 
into prison, where he died from torture or disease. His melan-
choly end was commemorated in a special treatise (KaMuaeisnrr 
I) real wirOovs) by his friend Theophrastus, whose acquaint-
ance he made during a visit to Athens. Callisthenes wrote 
an account of Alexander's expedition, a history of Greece from 
the peace of Antalcidas (387) to the Phocian war (357), a 
history of the Phocian war and other works, all of which have 
perished. The romantic life of Alexander, the basis of all the 
Alexander legends of the middle ages, originated during the 
time of the Ptolemies, but in its present form belongs to the 
3rd century A.D. Its author is usually known as pseudo-Callis-
thenes, although in the Latin translation by Julius Valerius 
Alexander Polemius (beginning of the 4th century) it is ascribed 
to a certain Aesopus; Aristotle, Antisthenes, Onesicritus and 
Arrian have also been credited with the authorship. There are 
also Syrian, Armenian and Slavonic versions, in addition to 
four Greek versions (two in prose and two in verse) in the middle 
ages (see Krumbacher, Geschichle der boanlinischen Lilleratur, 
1897, p. 849). Valerius's translation was completely superseded 
by that of Leo, arch-priest of Naples in the loth century, the so-
called Historia de Prdiis. 

See Seri vores rerun: Akxandri Magni (by C. W. Willer, in the 
Didot edition of Arrian, 1846). containing the genuine fragments 
and the text of the pseudo-Callisthenes, with notes and introduc-
tion; A. Westermann, De Callistkette Olynthio et Pseudo-Callisthene 
Comnsantatio (1838-1842); J. Zacher, Pseudo-Callistherees (1867); 
W. Christ, Geschichk der griechischen Litteratur (1898), pp. 363, 819; 
article by Edward Meyer in Ersch and Gruber's Allgemetne Ency. 
Mope-die: A. Ausfeld, Zur Kraut des griechischen Atexanderromans 
(Bruchsal, 1894); Plutarch, Alexander, 52.55; Arrian, Anab. iv. to-
1 4; Diog. Lacrtius v. t ;Quintus Curtius viii. 5-8; Suidas s.v. 
See also ALEXANDER THE GREAT (ad fin.). For the Latin trans-
lations see Teuffel.Schwabe, Hist. of Roman Literature (Eng. trans.), 

399; and M. Schanz, Geschtchk der romischen Litteralur, iv. 1., p. 43. 
CALLISTO, in Greek mythology, an Arcadian nymph, daughter 

of Lycaon and companion of Artemis. She was transformed into 
a bear as a penalty for having borne to Zeus a son, Arcas, the 
ancestor of the Arcadians. Hera, Zeus and Artemis are all 
mentioned as the authors of the transformation. Areas, when 
hunting, encountered the bear Callisto, and would have shot her. 
had not Zeus with swift wind carried up both to the skies, where 
he placed them as a constellation. In another version, she was 
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slain by Artemis. Cellist° was originally only an epithet of the 
Arcadian Artemis herself. 

See Apollodorus iii. 8; Ovid, Means. ii. 381-530; R. Franz, De 
Collistur tabula (189o), which deals exhaustively with the various 
forms of the legend. 

CALLISTRATUS. Alexandrian grammarian, flourished at the 
beginning of the and century B.C. He was one of the pupils.  f 
Aristophanes of Byzantium, who were distinctively called 
Aristophanei. Callistratus chiefly devoted himself to the 
elucidation of the Greek poets; a few fragments of his com-
mentaries have been preserved in the various collections of 
scholia and in Athenaeus. He was also the author of a miscel-
laneous work called Zvaaucrti, used by the later lexicographers, 
and of a treatise on courtesans (Athenaeus iii. 125 B, xiii. 591 D). 
He is not to be confused with Callistratus, the pupil and successor 
of Isocrates and author of a history of Heraclea in Pontus. 

See R. Schmidt, De Callirtrato A riseophaneo, appended to 
A. Nauck's A ristophanis Bysanni Fragments (1848); also C. W. 

Fragmenta Hisloricoruns Grassorum, iv. p. 353 note. 
CALLISTRATUS, an Athenian poet, only known as the author 

of a hymn in honour of Harmodius (q.v.) and Aristogeiton. This 
ode, which is to be found in Athenaeus (p. 695), has been beauti-
fully translated by Thomas Moore. 

CALLISTRATUS, Greek sophist and rhetorician, probably 
flourished in the 3rd century. He wrote 'EscOplioes, descriptions 
of fourteen works of art in stone or brass by distinguished 
artists. This little work, which is written in a dry and affected 
style, without any real artistic feeling, is usually edited with the 
Moves of Philostratus. 

Edition by Schenkl-Reisch (Teubner series, 19o2); see also C. G. 
Hey ne, Opurcula Academic°, v. pp. 196-22 t , with commentary on the 
Descriptiones; F. Jacobs, Assmadsersiones tritium its Callistrati 
.1121110.1 ( 1 797). 

CALLISTRATUS of Aphidnae, Athenian orator and general in 
the 4th century B.C. For many years, as prostate:, be supported 
Spartan interests at Athens. On account of the refusal of the 
Thebans to surrender Oropus, which on his advice they had been 
allowed to occupy temporarily, Callistratus, despite his mag-
nificent defence (which so impressed Demosthenes that he 
resolved to study oratory), was condemned to death, 361 B.C. 
He fled to Methone in Macedonia, and on his return to Athens 
in 355 he was executed. 

Sec Xenophon, Hellenists, iii. 3, vi. 2; .I.ycurgus, In Leper. 93. 
cAuirr, JACQUES (1592-1635), French engraver, was born 

at Nancy in Lorraine, where his father, Jean Callot, was a herald-
at-arms. He early discovered a very strong predilection for art, 
and at the age of twelve quitted home without his father's 
consent, and set out for Rome where he intended to prosecute 
his studies. Being utterly destitute of funds he joined a troop of 
Bohemians, and arrived in their company at Florence. In this 
city he had the good fortune to attract the notice of a gentleman 
of the court, who supplied him with the means of study; but he 
removed in a short time to Rome, where, however, he was 
recognized by some relatives, who immediately compelled him 
to return home. Two years after this, and when only fourteen 
years old, he again left France contrary to the wishes of his 
friends, and reached Turin before he was overtaken by his elder 
brother, who had been despatched in quest of him. As his 
enthusiasm for art remained undiminished after these disappoint-
ments, he was at last allowed to accompany the duke of Lorraine's 
envoy to the papal court. His first care was to study the art of 
design, of which in a short time he became a perfect master. 
Philip Thomasin instructed him in the use of the graver, which, 
however, he ultimately abandoned, substituting the point as 
better adapted for his purposes. From Rome he went to Florence, 
where he remained till the death of Cosimo II., the Maecenas of 
these times. On returning to his native country he was warmly 
received by the then duke of Lorraine, who admired and encour-
aged him. As his fame was now spread abroad in various 
ccuntries of Europe, many distinguished persons gave him 
commissions to execute. By the Infanta Isabella, sovereign of 
the Low Countries, he was commissioned to engrave a design of 
the siege of Breda; and at the request of Louis XIII. he designed 
the siege of Rochelle and the attack on the Isle of Re. When,  

however, in 1631 he was desired by that monarch to execute an 
engraving of the siege of Nancy, which he had just taken, Callot 
refused, saying, " I would rather cut off my thumb than do 
anything against the honour of my prince and of my country "; 
to which Louis replied that the duke of Lorraine was happy in 
possessing such subjects as Callot. Shortly after this he returned 
to his native place, from which the king failed to allure him with 
the offer of a handsome pension. He engraved in all about r 600 
pieces, the best of which are those executed in aquafortis. No 
one ever possessed in a higher degree the talent for grouping a 
large number of figures in a small space, and of representing with 
two or three bold strokes the expression, action and peculiar 
features of each individual. Freedom, variety and naivete 
characterize all his pieces. His Fairs, his Miseries of War, his 
Sieges, his Temptation of St Anthony and his Conversion of St 
Paul are the best-known of his plates. 

See also Edouard Meaume, Recherches sue la vie cis Jacques Callot 
(186o). 

CALLOVIAN (from Calloalum, the Latinized form of Kellaways, 
a village not far from Chippenham in Wiltshire), in geology, the 
name introduced by d'Orbigny for the strata which constitute 
the base of the Oxfordian or lowermost stage of the Middle 
Oolites. The term used by d'Orbigny in 1844 was " Kellovien," 
subsequently altered to " Callovien " in 1849; William Smith 
wrote " Kellaways " or " Kelloways Stone" towards the close 
of the 18th century. In England it is now usual to speak of the 
Kellaways Beds; these comprise (1) the Kellaways Rock, 
alternating clays and sands with frequent but irregular con-
cretionary calcareous sandstones, with abundant fossils; and 
(a) a lower division, the Kellaways Clay, which often contains 
much selenite but is poor in fossils. The lithological characters 
are impersistent, and the sandy phase encroaches sometimes 
more, sometimes less, upon the true Oxford Clay. The rocks 
may be traced from Wiltshire into Bedfordshire, Lincolnshire 
and Yorkshire, where they are well exposed in the cliffs at 
Scarborough and Gristhorpe, at Harkness (90 ft.), Newtondale 
(80 ft.) and Kepwick (loo ft.). In Yorkshire, however, the 
Callovian rocks lie upon a somewhat higher palaeontological 
horizon than in Wiltshire. In England, Keppleriles callovicaris 
is taken as the zone fossil; other common forms are Compares 
modiolare, C. gowerianum, Btlemssiles mad, Ancyloceras cello-
viense, Nautilus callookaris, A visula mans, Gr yphaea bilobata , &c. 

On the European continent the " Callovien " stage is used in a 
sense that is not exactly synonymous with the English Callovian; 
it is employed to embrace beds that lie both higher and lower in 
the time-scale. Thus, the continental Callovien includes the 
following zones:— 

Upper Callovien Zone of Peltoceras athlete, Comsoceras 
(Divesien) i Quesstedtocerar Lansberti and Q. stories. 

Zone of Reinschia anceps, Stephanoceres coro-
Ralson and Consoseras Jason and a lower 
zone of C. gowerianum and Macrocephalicer 
macrocephaiur. 

Rocks of Callovian age (according to the continental classifies. 
tion) are widely spread in Europe, which, with the exception of 
numerous insular masses, was covered by the Callovian Sea. The 
largest of these land areas lay over Scandinavia and Finland, 
and extended eastward as far as the 4oth meridian. In arctic 
regions these rocks have been discovered in Spitzbergen, Franz 
Josef Land, the east coast of Greenland, and Siberia. They 
occur in the Hebrides and Skye and in England as indicated 
above. In France they are well exposed on the coast of Calvados 
between Trouville and Dives, where the marls and days are 
zoo ft. thick. In the Ardennes clays bearing pyrites and oolitic 
limonite are about 3o ft. thick. Around Poitiers the Callovian 
is roe ft. thick, but the formation thins in the direction of the 
Jura. 

Clays and shaleswith ferruginous oolites represent the Callovian 
of Germany; while in Russia the deposits of this age are mainly 
argillaceous. In North America Callovian fossils are found in 
California; in South America in Bolivia. In Africa they have 
been found in Algeria and Morocco, in Somaliland and Zanzibar, 
and on the west coast of Madagascar. In India they are 

Lower Callovien 
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represented by the shales and limestones of the Chad series of 
Catch. Callovian rocks are also recorded from New Guinea 
and the Moluccas. 

See Prussic; also A. de (.apparent, Traiti de glolorit, vol. 
(.3th ed., 1906), and H. B. Woodward, " The Jurassic Rocks of 
Britain," Mew Geol. Surrey, vol v. U. A. H.) 

CALM, an adjective meaning peaceful, quiet; particularly 
used of the weather, free from wind or storm, or of the sea, 
opposed to rough. The word appears in French calm, through 
which it came into English, in Spanish, Portuguese and Italian 
WNW Most authorities follow Dies (Etym. W drterbuclo der 
romanischen Sprackero) in tracing the origin to the Low Latin 
canna an adaptation of Greek =Spa, burning heat, salew, to burn. 
The Portuguese calma has this meaning as well as that of quiet. 
The connexion would be heat of the day, rest during that period, 
so quiet, rest, peacefulness. The insertion of the I, which in 
English pronunciation disappears, is probably due to the Latin 
calor, heat, with which the word was associated. 

CALMET, ANTOINE AUGUSTIN (1672-1757), French Bene-
dictine, was born at Mesnil-la-Horgne on the sdth of February 
1672. At the age of seventeen he joined the Benedictine order, 
and in 1698 was appointed to teach theology and philosophy at 
the abbey of Moyers-Moutier. He was successively prior at Lay, 
abbot at Nancy and of Sdnones in Lorraine. He died in Paris 
on the asth of October x757. The erudition of Calmet's exegeti-
cal writings won him a reputation that was not confined to the 
Roman Catholic Church, but they have failed to stand the test 
of modern scholarship. The most noteworthy are:—Commentaire 
dela Bible (Paris, 23 vols., x 7o7-1716), and Dictioronaire kitiorique, 
ttoratbique, critique, chronologiqsse et litiEn31 de la Bible (Paris, 
s vols., 172o). These and numerous other works and editions of 
the Bible are known only to students, but as a pioneer in a branch 
of Biblical study which received a wide development in the 
19th century, Calmet is worthy of remembrance. As a histori-
cal writer he is best known by his Histoire ecclasiastique d 
chile de to Lorraine (Nancy, 1728), founded on original research 
and various useful works on Lorraine, of which a full list is given 
In illgouroux's Didionnaire de la Bibk. 

See A. Digot, Notice biographique it litthaire our Dom Augustiss 
Called (Nancy, 186o). 

CAINE, a market town and municipal borough in the Chippen-
ham parliamentary division of Wiltshire, England, coo m. west 
of London by the Great Western railway. Pop. (tent) 3457. 
Area, 356 acres. It lies in the valley of the Caine, and is sur-
rounded by the high table-land of Salisbury Plain and the 
Marlborough Downs. The church of St Mark has a nave with 
double aisles, and massive late Norman pillars and arches. The 
tower, which fell in 1628, was perhaps rebuilt by 'nip Jones. 
Other noteworthy buildings are a grammar school, founded by 
John Bentley in s66o, and the town-hall. Bacon-curing is the 
staple industry, and there are flour, flax and paper mills. The 
manufacture of broadcloth, once of great importance, is almost 
extinct. Caine is governed by a mayor, four aldermen and 
twelve councillors. 

In the rah century Caine (Canna, Keane) was the site of a 
palace of the West-Saxon kings. Caine was the scene of the 
synod of 978 when, during the discussion of the question of 
celibacy, the floor suddenly gave way beneath the councillors, 
leaving Archbishop Dunstan alone standing upon a beam. 
Here also a witenagemot was summoned in 997. In the Domes-
day Survey Caine appears as a royal borough; it comprised 
forty-seven burgesses and was not assessed in hides. In 1565 
the borough possessed a gild merchant, at the head of which 
were two gild stewards. Caine claimed to have received a charter 
from Stephen and a confirmation of the same from Henry III., 
but no record of these is extant, and the charter actually issued 
to the borough by James II. in x687 apparently never came into 
force. The borough returned two members to parliament more 
or less irregularly from the first parliament of Edward I. until the 
Reform Bill of 1832. From this date the borough returned one 
member only until, by the Redistribution of Seats Act of 1885, the 
Privilege was annulled. In 1303 Lodovicwi de Bello Monte,  

prebendary of Salisbury, obtained a grant of a Saturday market 
at the manor of Caine, and a three days' fair at the feast of 
St Mary Magdalene; the latter was only abandoned in the z oth 
century. Caine was formerly one of the chief centres of cloth 
manufacture in the west of England, but the industry is extinct. 

CAWNEL, a drug consisting of mercurous chloride, mercury 
subchloride, lig1C12, which occurs in nature as the mineral 
horn-quicksilver, found as translucent crystals belonging to the 
tetragonal system, with an adamantine lustre, and a dirty white 
grey or brownish colour. The chief localities are Idria, Ober-
moachel, Horowitz in Bavaria and Almaden in Spain. It was 
used in medicine as early as the r6th century under the names 
Draco ',taiga& s, Mauna mega:bruin, Aquila alba, M ercurius dsdck; 
later it became known as calomel, a name probably derived 
from the Greek =Ms, beautiful, and piXes, black, in allusion 
to its blackening by ammonia, or from ecabs and pi)u, honey, 
from its sweet taste. It may be obtained by heating mercury in 
chlorine, or by reducing mercuric chloride (corrosive sublimate) 
with mercury or sulphurous acid. It is manufactured by heating 
a mixture of mercurous sulphate and common salt in iron 
retorts, and condensing the sublimed calomel in brick chambers. 
In the wet way it is obtained by precipitating a mercurous salt 
with hydrochloric acid. Calomel is a white powder which 
sublimes at a low red heat; it is insoluble in water, alcohol and 
ether. Boiling with stannous chloride solution reduces it to 
the metal; digestion with potassium iodide gives mercurous 
iodide. Nitric acid oxidizes it to mercuric nitrate, while 
potash or soda decomposes it into mercury and oxygen. Long 
continued boiling with water gives mercury and mercuric 
chloride; dilute hydrochloric acid or solutions of alkaline 
chlorides convert it into mercuric chloride on long boiling. 

The molecular weight of mercurous chloride has given occasion 
for much discussion. E. Mitscherlich determined the vapour 
density to be 8.3 (air x), corresponding to HgCl. The supporters 
of the formula H&C!, pointed out that dissociation into mercury 
and mercuric chloride would give this value, since mercury is a 
monatomic element. After contradictory evidence as to whether 
dissociation did or did not occur, it was finally shown by Victor 
Meyer and W. Harris (18oe) that a rod moistened with potash 
and inserted in the vapour was coloured yellow, and so con-
clusively proved dissociation. A. Werner determined the mole-
cular weights of mercurous, cuprous and silver bromides, iodides 
and chlorides in pyridine solution, and obtained results point-
ing to the formula HgC1, etc. However, the double formula, 
HipC1,„ has been completely established by H. B. Baker (Iowa. 
Chins. Soc., 1900, 77, p. 646) by vapour density determinations 
of the absolutely dry substance. 

Calomel possesses certain special properties and uses in 
medicine which are dealt with here as a supplement to the 
general discussion of the pharmacology and therapeutics of 
mercury (q.v.). Calomel exerts remote actions in the form of 
mercuric chloride. The specific value of mercurous chloride is 
that it exerts the valuable properties of mercuric chloride in the 
safest and least irritant manner, as the active salt is continuously 
and freshly generated in small quantities. Its pharmacopeial 
preparations are the " Black wash," in which calomel and lime 
react to form mercurous oxide, a pill still known as " Plummer's 
pill " and an ointment. Externally the salt has not any par-
ticular advantage over other mercurial compounds, despite the 
existence of the official ointment. Internally the salt is given in 
doses—for an adult of from one-half to five grains. It is an 
admirable aperient, acting especially on the upper part of the 
intestinal canal, and causing a slight increase of intestinal 
secretion. The stimulant action occurring high up in the canal 
(duodenum and jejunum), it is well to follow a dose of calomel 
with a saline purgative a few hours afterwards. The special 
value of the drug as an aperient depends on its antiseptic power 
and its stimulation of the liver. The stools are dark green, 
containing calomel, mercuric sulphide and bile which, owing to 
the antiseptic action, has not been decomposed. • The salt is of ten 
used in the treatment of syphilis, but is probably less useful than 
certain other mercurial compounds. It is also employed for 
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fumigation; the patient sits naked with a blanket over him, on a 
cane-bottomed chair, under which twenty grains of calomel are 
volatilized by a spirit-lamp; in about twenty minutes the 
calomel is effectually absorbed by the akin. 

CALONNE, CHARLES ALEXANDRE DE (1734-18o2), French 
statesman, was born at Douai of a good family. He entered the 
profession of the law, and became In succession advocate to the 
general council of Artois, procureur to the parlement of Douai, 
master of requests, then intendant of Metz (1768) and of Lille 
(1 774). He seems to have been a man of great business capacity, 
gay and careless in temperament, and thoroughly unscrupulous 
in political action. In the terrible crisis of affairs preceding the 
French Revolution; when minister after minister tried in vain 
to replenish the exhausted royal treasury and was dismissed for 
want of success, Calonne was summoned to take the general 
control of affairs. He assumed office on the 3rd of November 
1783. He owed the position to Vergennes, who for three years 
and a half continued to support him; but the king was not well 
disposed towards him, and, according to the testimony of the 
Austrian ambassador, his reputation with' the public was ex-
tremely poor. In taking office he found "Uo millions to pay 
and neither money nor credit." At first he attempted to 
develop the latter, and to carry on the government by means of 
loans in such a way as to maintain public confidence in its 
solvency. In October 178s he recoined the gold coinage, and he 
developed the caisse d' escompk. But these measures failing, he 
proposed to the king the suppression of internal customs, duties 
and the taxation of the property of nobles and clergy. Turgot 
and Necker had attempted these reforms, and Calonne attributed 
their failure to the malevolent criticism of the parlements. 
Therefore he had an assembly of " notables " called together in 
January 1787. Before it he exposed the deficit in the treasury, 
and proposed the establishment of a subvention terriloriak, 
which should be levied on all property without distinction. This 
suppression of privileges was badly received by the privileged 
notables. Calonne, angered, printed his reports and so alienated 
the court. Louis XVI. dismissed him on the 8th of April 1787 
and exiled him to Lorraine. The joy was general in Paris, where 
Calonne, accused of wishing to augment the imposts, was known 
as " Monsieur Deficit." In reality his audacious plan of reforms, 
which Necker took up later, might have saved the monarchy had 
it been firmly seconded by the king. Calonne soon afterwards 
passed over to England, and during his residence there kept up a 
polemical correspondence with Necker on the finances. In 1789, 
when the states-general were about to assemble, he crossed over 
to Flanders in the hope of being allowed to offer himself for 
election, but he was sternly forbidden to enter France. In 
revenge he joined the hnigri party at Coblenz, wrote in their 
favour, and expended nearly all the fortune brought him by his 
wife, a wealthy widow. In 1801, having again taken up his abode 
in London, he received permission from Napoleon to return to 
France. He died on the 3oth of October 18or, about a month 
after his arrival in his native country. 

See Ch. Gomel, Les Causes iinancares de In Rivolution (Paris, 1893); 
R. Stourm, Les Finances de tandem regime el de In Revolution (2 vols., 
Paris. 1885); Susane. La Tactique financiere de adenine, with biblio-
graphy (Paris, 1902). 

CALORESCENCE (from the Lat. calor, heat), a term invented 
by John Tyndall to describe an optical phenomenon, the essential 
feature of which is the conversion of rays belonging to the dark 
infra-red portion of the spectrum into the more refrangible visible 
rays, i.e. heat rays into rays of light. Such a transformation 
had not previously been observed, although the converse pheno-
menon, i.e. the conversion of short waves of light into longer or 
less refrangible waves, had been shown by Sir G. G. Stokes to 
occur in fluorescent bodies. Tyndall's experiments, however, 
were carried out on quite different lines, and have nothing to do 
with fluorescence (q.v.). His method was to sift out the long 
dark waves which are associated with the short visible waves 
constituting the light of the sun or of the electric arc and to 
concentrate the former to a focus. If the eye was placed at the 
focus, no sensation of light was observed, although small pieces  

of charcoal or blackened platinum foil were immediately raised 
to incandescence, thus giving rise to visible rays. 

The experiment is more easily carried out with the electric 
light than with sunlight, as the former contains a smaller pro-
portion of visible rays. According to Tyndall, 9o% of the 
radiation from the electric arc is non-luminous. The arc being 
struck in the usual way between two carbons, a concave mirror, 
placed close behind it, caused a large part of the radiation to be 
directed through an aperture in the camera and concentrated to 
a focus outside. In front of the aperture were placed a plate of 
transparent rock-salt, and a flat cell of thin glass containing a 
solution of iodine in carbon bisulphide. Both rock-salt and 
carbon bisulphide are extremely transparent to the luminous 
and also to the infra-red rays The iodine in the solution, 
however, has the property of absorbing the luminous rays, while 
transmitting the infra-red rays copiously, so that in sufficient 
thicknesses the solution appears nearly black. Owing to the 
inflammable nature of carbon bisulphide, the plate of rock-salt 
was found to be hardly a sufficient protection, and Tyndall 
surrounded the iodine cell with an annular vessel through which 
cold water was made to flow. Any small body which was a good 
absorber of dark rays was rapidly heated to redness when placed 
at the focus. Platinized platinum (platinum foil upon which a 
thin film of platinum had been deposited electrolytically) and 
charcoal were rendered incandescent, black paper and matches 
Immediately inflamed, ordinary brown paper pierced and 
burned, while thin white blotting-paper, owing to its transparency 
to the invisible rays, was scarcely tinged. A simpler arrange-
ment, also employed by Tyndall, is to cause the rays to be re-
flected outwards parallel to one another, and to concentrate them 
by means of a small flask, containing the iodine solution and used 
as a lens, placed some distance from the camera. The rock-salt 
and cold water circulation can then be dispensed with. 

Since the rays used by Tyndall in these experiments are similar 
to those emitted by a heated body which is not hot enough to be 
luminous, it might be thought that the radiation, say from a hot 
kettle, could be concentrated to a focus and employed to render 
a small body luminous. It would, however, be impossible by such 
means to raise the receiving body to a higher temperature than 
the source of radiation. For it is easy to see that if, by means of 
lenses of rock-salt or mirrors, we focused all or nearly all the rays 
from a small surface on to another surface of equal area, this 
would not raise the temperature of the second surface above that 
of the first; and we could not obtain a greater concentration of 
rays from a large heated surface, since we could not have all parts 
of the surface simultaneously in focus. The desired result could 
be obtained if it were possible, by reflection or otherwise, to cause 
two different rays to unite without loss and pursue a common 
path. Such a result must be regarded as impossible of attain-
ment, as it would imply the possibility of heat passing from one 
body to another at a higher temperature, contrary to the second 
law of thermodynamics (q.v.). Tyndall used the dark rays from 
a luminous source, which are emitted in a highly concentrated 
form, so that it was possible to obtain a high temperature, which 
was, however, much lower than that of the source. 

A full account of Tyndall's experiments will be found in his fleet, 
a Mode of Motion. (J. R. C.) 

CALORIKETRY, the scientific name for the measurement of 
quantities of heat (Lat. calor), to be distinguished from ther-
mometry, which signifies the measurement of temperature. A 
calorimeter is any piece of apparatus in which heat is measured. 
This distinction of meaning is purely a matter of convention, but 
it is very rigidly observed. Quantities of heat may be measured 
indirectly in a variety of ways in terms of the different effects of 
heat on material substances. The most important of these 
effects are (a) rise of temperature, (b) change of state, (c) trans-
formation of energy. 

§ 1. The rise of temperature of a body, when heat is imparted 
to it, is found to be in general nearly proportional to the quantity 
of heat added. The thermal capacity of a body is measured by 
the quantity of heat required to raise its temperature one degree, 
and is necessarily proportional to the mass of the body for bodies 
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of the 'same substance under similar conditions. The sped* 
heat of a substance is sometimes defined as the thermal capacity 
of unit mass, hilt more often as the ratio of the thermal capacity 
of unit mass of the substance to that of unit mass of water at 
some standard temperature. The two definitions are identical, 
provided that the thermal capacity of unit mass of water, at a 
standard temperature, is taken as the unit of beat. But the 
specific heat of water is often stated in terms of other units. In 
any case it is necessary to specify the temperature, and sometimes 
also the pressure; since the specific heat of a substance generally 
depends to some extent on the external conditions. The methods 
of measurement, founded on rise of temperature, may be classed 
as thernwssark methods, since they depend on the observation of 
change of temperature with a thermometer. The most familiar 
of these are the method of mixture and the method of cooling. 

I a. The Method of Mixture consists in imparting the quantity 
of beat to be measured to a known mass of water, or some other 
standard substance, contained in a vessel or calorimeter of known 
thermal capacity, and in observing the rise of temperature pro-
duced, from which data the quantity of heat may be found as 
explained in all elementary text-books. This method is the most 
generally convenient and most readily applicable of calorimetric 
methods, but it is not always the most accurate, for various reasons. 
Some heat is generally lost in transferring the heated body to the 
calorimeter; this loss may be minimized by performing the trans-
ference rapidly, but it cannot be accurately calculated or eliminated. 
Some heat is lost when the calorimeter is raised above the tempera-
ture of its enclosure, and before the final temperature is reached. 
This can be roughly estimated by observing the rate of change of 
temperature before and after the experiment, and assuming that the 
loss of heat is directly proportional to the duration of the experiment 
and to the average excess of temperature. It can be minimized by 
making the mixing as rapid as possible, and by using a lane calori-
meter, so that the excess of temperature is alwayssmall. The latter 
method was generally adopted by J. P. Joule, but the rise of tem-
perature is then difficult to measure with accuracy, since it is neces-
sarily reduced in nearly the same proportion as the correction. 
There is, however, the advantage that the correction is rendered 
much less uncertain by this procedure, since the assumption that 
the loss of heat is proportional to the temperature-excess is only 
true for small differences of temperature. Rumforcl, proposed to 
eliminate this correction by starting with the initial' temperature 
of the calorimeter as much below that of its enclosure as the final 
t ture was expected to be above the same limit. This method 
has been very generally recommended, but it is really bad, because, 
although It diminishes the absolute magnitude of the correction, 
it greatly increases the uncertainty of it and therefore the probable 
error of the result. The coefficient of heating of a calorimeter when 
it is below the temperature of its surroundings is seldom, if ever, the 
sans as the coefficient of cooling at the higher temperature, since 
the convection currents, which do most of the heating or cooling, are 
rarely symmetrical in the two cases, and moreover, the duration 
of the two stages is seldom the same. In arzxcase, it is desirable to 
diminish the loss of heat as much as possible polishing the exterior 
of the calorimeter to diminish radiation, an by suspending it by 
nonconducting supports, inside a polished case, to protect it from 
draughts. It IS also very important to keep the surrounding condi-
tions as constant as possible throughout the experiment. This may 
be secured by using a large water-bath to surround the apparatus, 
but in experiments of long duration it is necessary to use an accurate 
temperature regulator. The method of lagging the calorimeter with 
cotton-wool or other non-conductors, which is often recommended, 
diminishes the loss of heat considerably, but renders it very uncertain 
and variable, and should never be used in work of precision. The bad 
cooducton take so long to reach a steady state that the rate of loss 
of heat at any moment depends on the past history more than on 
the temperature of the calorimeter at the moment. A more serious 
objection to the use of lagging of this kind is the danger of its absorb-
ing moisture. The least trace of damp in the lagging, or of moisture 
condensed on the surface of the calorimeter, may produce serious 
be of beat by evaporation. This is another objection to Rumford's 
method of cooling the calorimeter below the surrounding temperature 
before starting. Among minor difficulties of the method may be 
mentioned the uncertainty of the thermal capacity of the calorimeter 
and stirrer, and of the immersed portion of the thermometer. This 
is generally calculated by assuming values for the specific heats of 
the materials obtained by experiment between Igo* C. and ao* C. 
Same the specific heats of most metals increase rapidly with rise of 
temperature, the values so obtained are generally too high. It is 
hest to make this correction as small as possible by using a large 
calorimeter, so that the mass of water is large in proportion to that 
of metal. Analogous difficulties arise in the application of other 
calorimetric methods. The accuracy of the work in each case 
depends principally on the skill and ingenuity of the experimentalist 
in devising methods of eliminating the various sources of error. 

The form of apparatus usually adopted for the method of mixtures 
is that of Regnault with slight modifications, and figures and des-
criptions are given in all the text-books. Among special method. 
which have been subsequently developed there are two which deserve 
mention as differing in principle from the common type. These 
are (t ) the constant temperature method, (a) the continuous flow 
method. 

The constant temperature method of mixtures was proposed by 
N. Hesehus (Jour. Phys., t888, vu. p. 489). Cold water at a known 
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temperature is added to the calorimeter, immediately after dropping 
in the heated substance, at such a rate as to keep the temperature 
of the calorimeter constant, thus eliminating the corrections for 
the water equivalent of the calorimeter and the external loss of heat. 
The calorimeter is surrounded by an air-jacket connected to a 
petroleum gauge which indicates any small change of temperature 
m the calorimeter, and enables the manipulator to adjust the supply 

in fig. 	Review, 096, iv. p. F. A. Waterman is shown 
of cold water to compensate it. The
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A is the calorimetric tube, 
B the air-jacket and L 
the gauge. H is an electric 
heater for raising the body 
to a suitable temperature, 
which can swing into place 
directly over the calori-
meter. W is a conical can 
containing water cooled 
by ice I nearly to e, which 
is swung over the calori-
meter as soon as the hot 
body has been introduced 
and the heater &moved. 
The cold water flow is 
regulated by a tap S with 
a long handle 0, and its 
temperature is taken by a 
delicate thermometer with 
its bulb at G. The method 
is interesting, but the 
manipulations and obser-
vations involved are more 
troublesome than with the 
ordinary type of calori-
meter, and it may be 
doubted whether any ad-
vantage is gained in 
accuracy. 

The continuous flow 
method is specially applic-
able to the important case 
of calorific value of gaseous 
fuel, where a large quan-
tity of heat is continu-
ously generated at a 
nearly uniform rate by combustion. Fig. 2 illustrates a recent 
type of gas calorimeter devised by C. V. Boys (Proc. R.S., 19,6, 
A. 77, p. 132). The heated products of combustion from the burner 
B impinge on a metal box H, through which water is circulating, and 
then pass downwards and outwards through a spiral cooler which re-
duces them practically to the atmospheric temperature. A steady 
stream of water enters the apparatus by the inflow thermometer 01, 
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flows through the spiral coolers N and M, and finally through the box 
H, where it is well mixed before passing the outflow thermometer P. 
As soon as a steady state is reached, the difference of temperature 
between the outflow and inflow thermometers, multiplied by the 
current of water in grammes per minute gives the heat per minute 
supplied by combustion. The gas current is simultaneously ob-
served by a suitable meter, which, with subsidiary corrections for 
pressure, temperature, &c., gives the necessary data for deducing 
calorific value. 

A continuous flow calorimeter has been used by the writer for 
measuring quantities of heat conveyed by conduction (see Con-
DUCTION OF HEAT), and also for determining the variation of the 
specific heat of water. In the latter case two steady currents of water 
at different temperatures, say e and me are passed through an 
equalizer, and the resulting temperature measured without mixing 
the currents, which are then separately determined by weighing. 
This is a very good method of comparing the mean specific heats 
Over two ranges of temperatdre such as 0-50, and so.too, or 0-20 
and 2040, but it is not so suitable as the electric method described 
below for obtaining the actual specific heat at any point of the 
range. 

3. Mdhod of Cooling.—A common example of this method 
is the determination of the specific heat of a liquid by filling a 
small calorimeter with the liquid, raising it to a convenient 
temperature, and then setting it to cool in an enclosure at a 
steady temperature, and observing the time taken'te fall through 
a given range when the conditions have become fairly steady. 
The same calorimeter is afterwards filled with a known liquid, 
such as water, and the time of cooling is observed through the 
same 'loge of temperature, in the same enclosure, under the 
same conditions. The ratio of the times of cooling is equal to the 
ratio of the thermal capacities of the calorimeter and its contents 
in the two cases. The advantage of the method is that there is 
no transference or mixture; the defect is that the whole measure-
ment depends on the assumption that the rate of loss of beat is 
the same in the two cases, and that any variation in the con-
ditions, or uncertainty in the rate of loss, produces its full effect 
in the result, whereas in the previous case it would only affect a 
small correction. Other sources of uncertainty are, that the rate 
of loss of heat generally depends to some extent on the rate of 
fall of temperature, and that it is difficult to take accurate 
observations on a rapidly falling thermometer. As the method 
is usually practised, the calorimeter is made very small, and the 
surface is highly polished to diminish radiation. It is better to 
use a fairly large calorimeter to diminish the rate of cooling and 
the uncertainty of the correction for the water equivalent. The 
surface of the calorimeter and the enclosure should be perma-
nently blackened so as to increase the loss of heat by radiation as 
much as possible, as compared with the losses by convection and 
conduction, which are less regular. For accurate work it is 
essential that the liquid in the calorimeter should be continuously 
stirred, and also in the enclosure, the lid of which must be water-
jacketed, and kept at the same steady temperature as the sides. 
When all these precautions are taken, the method loses most of 
the simplicity which is its chief advantage. It cannot be satis-
factorily applied to the case of solids or powders, and is much 
less generally useful than the method of mixture. 

4, Mdhod of Fusion.—The methods depending on change of 
state are theoretically the simplest, since they do not necessarily 
involve any reference to thermometry, and the corrections for 
external loss of heat and for the thermal capacity of the con-
taining vessels can be completely eliminated. They nevertheless 
present peculiar difficulties and limitations, which render their 
practical application more troublesome and more uncertain than 
is usually supposed. They depend on the experimental fact that 
the quantity of beat required to produce a given change of state 
(e.g. to convert one gramme of ice at e C. int6 water at e C., or 
one gramme of water at ice C.-into steam at roe C.) is always 
the same, and that there need be no change of temperature during 
the process. The difficulties arise in connexion with the deter-
mination of the quantities of ice melted or steam condensed, and 
in measuring the latent heat of fusion or vaporization in terms of 
other units for the comparison of observations. The earlier forms 
of ice-calorimeter, those of Black, and of Laplace and Lavoisier, 
were useless for work of precision, on account of the impossibility 
of accurately estimating the quantity of water left adhering to  

the ice in each case. This difficulty was overcome by the inven-
tion of the Bunsen calorimeter, in which the quantity of ice 
melted is measured by observing the diminution of volume, but 
the successful employment of this instrument requires consider-
able skill in manipulation. •The sheath of ice surrounding the 
bulb must be sufficiently continuous to prevent escape of heat, 
but it must not be so solid as to produce risk of strain. The 
ideal condition is difficult to secure. In the practical use of the 
instrument it is not necessary to know both'the latent beat of 
fusion of ice and the change of volume which occurs on melting; 
it is sufficient to determine the change of volume per calorie, or 
the quantity of mercury which is drawn into the bulb of the 
apparatus per unit of heat added. This can be determined by a 
direct calibration, by inserting a known quantity of water at a 
known temperature and observing the contraction, or weighing 
the mercury drawn into the apparatus. In order to be inde-
pendent of the accuracy of the thermometer employed for 
observing the initial temperature of the water introduced, it 
has been usual to employ water at me C., adopting as unit of 
heat the " mean calorie," which is one-hundredth part of the heat 
given up by one gramme of water• in cooling from toe to e C. 
The weight of mercury corresponding to the mean. calorie has 
been determined with considerable care by a number of observers 
well skilled in the use of the instrument. The following are some 
of their results:—Bunsen, 15.0 mgm.; Velten, 25.47 mgm_; 
Zakrevski, 25.57 mgm•; Staub, 15.26 mgm. The explanation of 
these discrepancies in the fundamental constant is not at all 
dear, but they may be taken as an illustration of the difficulties 
of manipulation attending the use of this instrument, to which 
reference has already been made. It is not possible to deduce a 
more satisfactory value from the latent heat and the change of 
density, because these constants are very difficult to det ermine. 
The following are some of the values deduced by well-known 
experimentalists for the latent heat of lusion:—Regnault, 79.06 
to 79.24 calories, corrected by Person .to 79'43; Person, 79'99 
calories; Hess, So•34 calories; Bunsen, Ecroz 5 calories. Regnault, 
Person and Hess employed -the method of mixture which .is 
probably the most accurate for the purpose. Person and Hess 
avoided the error of water sticking to the ice by using dry ice at 
various temperatures below e C., and determining the specific 
heat of ice as well as the latent heat of fusion. • These discrep-
ancies might, no doubt, be partly explained by differences in the -
units employed, which are somewhat uncertain, as the specific 
heat of water changes rapidly in the neighbourhood of e C ;  but 
making all due allowance for this, it remains evident that the 
method of ice-calorimetry, in spite of its theoretical simplicity, 
presents grave difficulties in its practical application. 

One of the chief difficulties in the practical use of the Bun .sm 
calorimeter is the continued and often irregular movement of the 
mercury column due to slight differences of temperature, or Preseure 
between the ice in the calorimeter and the ice 
bath in which it is immersed. C. V. Boys 
(Phil. Mag., 1887, vol. 24, p. 214) showed that 
these effects could be very greatly reduced by 
surrounding the calorimeter with an outer tube, 
so that the ice inside was separated from the 
ice outside by an air space which greatly 
reduces the free passage of heat. The present 
writer has found that very good results may be 
obtained by enclosing the calorimeter in a 
vacuumjacket (as illustrated in fig. 3), which 
practically eliminates conduction and convec-
tion. If the vacuum jacket is silvered inside, 
radiation also is reduced to such an extent 
that, if the vacuum is really good, the external 
ice bath may be dispensed with for the majority 
of purposes. If the .inner bulb is filled with 
mercury instead of water and ice, the same 
arrangement answers admirably as a Favre 
and Silberman calorimeter, for measuring 
small quantities of heat by the expansion of 	FIG. 3. 
the mercury. 

The question has been raised by E. L. Nichols (Phys. Res. vol. 8. 
January !Soo) whether there may not be different modifications of 
Ice with different densities, and different values of the latent heat 
of fusion. He found for natural pond-ice a density 0.9179 and foe 
artificial ice 0.9161. J. Vincent (Phil. Trans. A. 198, p. 463) also 
found a density .9160 for artificial ice, which is probably very nearly 
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cermet. If such variations of density exist, they may introduce 
some uncertainty in the absolute values of results obtained with the 
ice calorimeter, and may account for some of the discrepancies above 
enumerated. 

5. The Mdhod of Condensation was first successfully applied 
by J. Joly in the construction of his steam calorimeter, a full 
description of which will be found in text-books. The body to be 
tested is placed in a special scale-pan, suspended by a fine wire 
from the arm of a balance inside an enclosure which can be filled 
with steam at atmospheric pressure. The temperature of the 
enclosure is carefully observed before admitting steam. The 
weight of steam condensed on the body gives *means of calculat-
ing the quantity of heat required to raise it from the atmospheric 
temperature up to too° C. in terms of the latent heat of vaporisa-
tion of steam at zoo° C. There can be no appreciable gain or 
loss of heat by radiation, if the admission of the steam is 
sufficiently rapid, since the walls of the enclosure are maintained 
at see C, very nearly. The thermal capacity of the scale-pan, 
&c., can be determined by a separate experiment, or, still better, 
eliminated by the differential method of counterpoising with an 
exactly similar arrangement on the other arm of the balance. 
The method requires very delicate weighing, as one calorie 
corresponds to less than two milligrammes of steam condensed; 
but the successful application of the method to the very difficult 
problem of measuring the specific heat of a gas at constant 
volume, shows that these and other difficulties have been very 
skilfully overcome. The application of the method appears to be 
practically limited to the measurements of specific heat between 
the atmospheric temperature and zoo° C. The results depend on 
the value assumed for the latent heat of steam, which Joly takes 
as 05.7 calories, following Regnault. Joly has himself deter-
mined the mean specific heat of water between a° and roe C. 
by this method, in terms of the latent heat of steam as above 
given, and finds the result •9952. Assuming that the mean 
specific beat of water between s °  and roe is really •or in 
terms of the calorie at roe  C. (see table, p. 66), the value of the 
latent heat of steam at roe C., as determined by Joly, would be 
sm- 2 in terms of the same unit. The calorie employed by 
Regnault is to some extent uncertain, but the difference is hardly 
beyond the probable errors of experiment, since it appears from 
the results of retzat experiments that Regnault made an error 
of the same order in his determination of the specific heat of 
water at roe C. 

I 6. Energy ]chords.—The third general method of calorimetry, 
that based on the transformation of some other kind of energy 
into the form of heat, rests on the general principle of the con-
servation of energy, and on the experimental fact that 'all other 
forms of energy are readily and completely convertible into the 
form of heat. It Is therefore often possible to measure quantities 
of beat indirectly, by measuring the energy in some other form 
and then converting it into heat. In addition to its great 
theoretical interest, this method possesses the advantage of 
being frequently the most accurate in practical application, since 
energy can be more accurately measured in other forms than in 
that of beat. The two most important varieties of the method are 
(a) mechanical, and (6) electrical. These methods have reached 
their highest development in connexion with the determination of 
the mechanical equivalent of heat, but they may be applied with 
great advantage in connexion with other problems, such as the 
measurement of the variation of specific heat, or of latent heats 
of fusion or vaporization. 

17. Mechanical Equivalent of Herd.—The phrase "mechanical. 
equivalent of heat " is somewhat vague, but has been sanctioned 
by long usage. It is generally employed to denote the number 
di units of mechanical work or energy which, when completely 
converted into heat without loss, would be required to produce 
one beat unit. The numerical value of the mechanical equivalent 
necessarily depends on the particular units of heat and work 
employed in the comparison. The British engineer prefers to 
state results in terms of foot-pounds rof work in any convenient 
latitude per pound-degree-Fahrenheit of heat. The continental 
engineer prefers kiloerammetres per kilogramme-degree-centi- 

grade. For scientific use the C.G.S. system of expression In ergs 
per gramme-degree-centigrade, or " calorie," is the most appro-
priate, as being independent of the value of gravity. A more 
convenient unit of work or energy, in practice, on account of the 
smallness of the erg, is thejotle, which is equal to lel ergs, or one 
matt-second of electrical energy. On account of its practical 
convenience, and its close relation to the international electrical 
units, the joule has been recommended by the British Association 
for adoption as the absolute unit of heat. Other convenient 
practical units of the same kind would be the watt-hour, 3600 
joules, which is of the same order of magnitude as the kilo-
calorie, and the kilomalt-lunw, which is the ordinary commercial 
unit of electrical energy. 

8. Joule.—The earlier work of Joule is now chiefly of historical 
interest, but his later measurements in 1878, which were undertaken 
ona larger scale, adopting G. 
A. Hire s method of measuring limkm 

 the work expended in terms of 
the torque and the number of 
revolutions, still possess 
value as experimental evidence. 
In these experiments(see fig. 4) 
the paddles were revolvedby 
hand at such a speed as to 
produce a constant torque on 
the calorimeter 8 which was 
supported on a float le in a 
vessel of water it, but was kept 
at rest by the couple due to a 
pair of equal weights k sus-
pended from fine strings pass-
ing round the circumference of 
a horizontal wheel attached to 
the calorimeter. Each experi-
ment lasted about forty 
minutes, and the rise of tem- 
perature_produced was nearly 
3• C. The calorimeter con-
tained about 5 kilogrammes 
of water, so that the rate 
Of heat-supply was about 6 
calories per second. Joule's 
final result was 772.55 foot-pounds at Manchester per pound-degree-
Fahrenheit at a temperature of 62' F., but individual experiments 
differed by as much as 1 °A. This result in C.G.S. measure is equi-
valent to 4.177 joules per calorie at :61° C., on the scale of Joule's 
mercury thermometer. His thermometers were subsequently cor-
rected to the Paris scale by A. Schuster in 1895, which had the effect 
of reducing the above figure to 4.173. 

f 9. Rowland. —About the same time H. A. Rowland (Proc. Amer. 
Acad. xv. p 75, 1880) repeated the experiment, employing the same 
method, but using a larger calorimeter (about 8400 grammes) and 
a petroleum motor, so as to obtain a greater rate of beating (about 
84 calories per second), and to reduce the importance of the un- 
certain correction for external loss of heat. Rowland's apparatus 
is shown in fig. 5. The calorimeter was suspended by a steel wire, 
the torsion of which made.the equilibrium stable. The torque was 
measured by weights 0 and P suspended by silk ribbons passing 
over the pulleys is and round the disk d. The power was transmitted 
to the ppaaddles by bevel wheels f, g, rotating a spindle passing through 
a stuffing box in the bottom of the calorimeter. The number of 
revolutions and the rise of thinperature were recorded on a chrono- 
graph drum. He paid greater attention to the important question 
of thermometry, and extended his researches over a much wider 
range of temperature, namely 5° to 35° C. His experiments revealed 
for the first time a diminution in the specific heat of water with rise 
of temperature between' o° and 30° C., amounting to four parts in 
to•000 per 1° C. His thermometers were compared with a mercury 
thermometer standardised in Paris, and with a platinum thermo-
meter standardized by Griffith.. The result was to reduce the co-
efficient of diminution of specific heat at 15° C. by nearly one half, 
but the absolute value at 20°  C. is practically unchanged. Thus 
corrected his values are as follows:— 

Temperature 	to° 15 	20" 25' 30° 35' 
Joules per cal.. 4.1'97 4.188 4481 4.176 4.175 4.177 

These are expreseed in terms of the hydrogen scale, but the difference 
from the nitrogen scale Is so small as to be within the limits of ex-
perimental error in this particular case. Rowland himself considered 
his results to be probably correct to one part in 502, and supposed 
that the greatest uncertainty lay in the comparison of the scale of 
his mercury thermometer with the air thermometer. The subsequent 
correction, though not carried out strictly under the conditions of 
the experiment, showed that the order of accuracy of his work about 
the middle of the range from 15° to 25° was at least t in moo. and 
probably t in 2000. At 3e he considered that, owing to the increas-
ing magnitude and uncertainty.of the radiation correction, there 

PIG. 4. 
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" might be a small error in the direction of making the equivalent 
too great, and that the specific heat might go on decreasing to even 
40° C." The results considered with reference to the variation of 

FIG. 5. 

the specific heat of water are shown in the curve marked Rowland 
in Fig. 6. 

to. Osborne Reynolds and W.H.Moorby (Phil. Trans.,1897,p. 38 t) 
determined the mechanical equivalent of the mean thermal unit 
betwlien o° and too° C., on a very large scale, with a Froude-Reynolds 
hydraulic brake and a steam-engine of too h.p. This brake is practi-
cally a Joule calorimeter, ingeniously designed to churn the water 
in such a manner as to develop the greatest possible resistance. 
The admission of water at o° C. to the brake was controlled by hand 
in such a manner as to keep the outflow nearly at the boiling-point, 
the quantity of water in the brake required to produce a constant 
torque being regulated automatically, as the speed varied, by a valve 
worked by the lifting of the weighted lever attached to the brake. 
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FIG. 6. 

The accompanying illustration (fig. 7) shows the brake lagged with 
cotton-wool, and theft. lever to which the weights are suspended. 
The power of the bralce may be estimated by comparison with the 
size of the rope pulley seen behind it on the same shaft. With 
30o pounds on a 4-ft. lever at 300 revolutions per minute, the rate of 
generation of heat was about 12 kilo-calories per second. In spite 
of the large range of temperature, the correction for external loss 
of heat amounted to only 5%, with the brake uncovered, and was 
reduced to less than 2 % by lagging. This is the special advantage 
of working on so large a scale with so rapid a generation of heat. 
But, for the same reason, the method necessarily presents peculiar 
difficulties, which were not overcome without great pains and in-
genuity. The principal troubles arose from damp in the lagging 
which necessitated the rejection of several trials, and from dissolved 
air in the water, causing loss of heat by the formation of steam. 
Next to the radiation loss, the most uncertain correction was that 
for conduction of heat along the 4-in. shaft. These losses were as 
far as possible eliminated by combining the trials in pairs, with differ- 

ent loads on the brake, assuming that the heat-loss would be the same 
in the heavy and light trials, provided that the external temperature 
and the gradient in the shaft, as estimated from the temperature 
of the bearings,  were the  same. The values deduced in this manner 
for the  equivalent agreed as closely as could be expected considering 
the impossibility  of  regulating the external condition of temperature 
and moisture with any certainty in an engine-room. The extreme 
variation  of  results in any one series was only from 776.63 to 77946 
ft.-pounds, or less than lI %. This variation may have been due 
to the state of the lagging, which Moorby distrusted in spite of the 
great reduction of the heat-loss, or  it  may have been partly due to 
the difficulty of regulating the speed of the engine and the water-
supply to the brake in such a manner as to maintain a constant 
temperature  in  the outflow, and avoid variations in the heat capacity 
of the brake. Since hand regulation is necessarily discontinuous, 
the  speed and the temperature were constantly varying, so that it 
was useless to take readings nearer than the tenth of a degree. The 
largest variation recorded in the two trials of which full details are 
given, was 4-9 °  F. in two minutes in the outflow temperature, and 
four or five revolutions per minute on the speed. These variations, so 
far as they were of a purely accidental nature, would be approxi-
mately eliminated on the mean of a large number of trials, so that 
the accuracy of  the  final result would be of a higher order than might 
be inferred from a comparison of separate pairs of trials. Great pains 
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were taken to discuss and eliminate all the sources of constant error 
which could be foreseen. The results of the light trials with 40o f t.- 
pounds on the brake differ slightly from those with 60o ft.-pounds. 
This might be merely accidental, or it might indicate some constant 
difference in the conditions requiring further investigation. It would 
have been desirable, if possible, to have tried the effect of a larger 
range of variation in the experimental conditions of load and speed, 
with a view to detect the existence of constant errors; but owing to 
the limitations imposed by the use of a steam-engine, and the 
difficulty of securing steady conditions of running, this proved to be 
impossible. There can be no doubt, however, that the final result is 
the most accurate direct determination of the value of the mean 
calorie between o° and toe C. in mechanical units. Expressed in 
joules per calorie the result is 4.1832, which agrees very closely with 
the value found by Rowland as the mean over the range 13° to so*-C. 
The value 4.183 is independently confirmed in a remarkable manna 
by the results of the electrical method described below, which give 
4.183 joules for the mean calorie, if Rowland's value is assumed as 
the starting-point, and taken to be 4.18o joules at 20°  C. 

II. Electrical Melhods.—The value of the international 
electrical units has by this time been so accurately determined in 
absolute measure that they afford a very good, though indirect, 
method of determining the mechanical equivalent of heat. But, 
quite apart from this, electrical methods possess the greatest 
value for calorimetry, on account of the facility and accuracy of 
regulating and measuring the quantity of. heat supplied by an 
electric current. The frictional generation of heat in a metallic 
wire conveying a current can be measured in various ways, which 
correspond to slightly different methods. By Ohm's law, and by 
the definition of difference of electric pressure or potential, we 
obtain the following alternative expressions for the quantity of 
heat H in joules generated in a time 7' seconds by a current of 
C amperes flowing in a wire of resistance R ohms, the difference 
of potential between the ends of the wire being Ee CR volts:— 

C'RT 	. 	. 	. (1.) 
The method corresponding to the expression CRT was adopted 

I 
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by Joule and by most of the early experimentalists. The defects 
of the earlier work from an electrical point of view lay chiefly in 
the difficulty of measuring the current with sufficient accuracy 
owing to the imperfect development of the science of electrical 
measurement. These difficulties have been removed by the great 
advances since t88o, and in particular by the introduction of 
accurate standard cells for measurements of electrical pressure. 

12. Griffitks.—The method adopted by E. H. Griffiths (Phil. 
Trans., 1893, p. 361). whose work threw a great deal of light on the 
failure of previous observers to secure consistent results, come-
wooded to the last expression E'T/R, and consisted in regulating 
the current by a special rheostat, so as to keep the potential difference 
E on the terminals of the resistance R balanced against a given 
number of standard Clark cells of the Board of Trade pattern. The 
resistance R could be deduced from a knowledge of the temperature 
of the calorimeter and the coefficient of the wire. But in order to 
obtain trustworthy results by this method he found it necessary 
to employ very rapid stirring (2000 revolutions per minute), and to 
insulate the wire very carefully from the liquid to prevent leakage 
of the current. He also made a special experiment to find how much 
the temperature of the wire exceeded that of the liquid under the 
conditions of the experiment. This correction had been neglected 
by previous observers employing similar methods. The resistance 
R was about 9 ohms, and the potential difference E was varied from 
three to six Clark cells, giving a rate of heat-supply about 2 to 6 
watts. The water equivalent of the calorimeter was about 85 
granunea, and was determined by varying the quantity of water from 
14o to 260 or 280 grammes, so that the final results depended on a 
difference in the weight of water of 120 to 140 grammes. The range 
of temperature in each experiment was 14 °  to 26°  C. The rate of rise 
was observed with a mercury thermometer standardized by com-
parison with a platinum thermometer under the conditions of the 
experiment. The time of passing each division was recorded on an 
electric chronograph. The duration of an experiment varied from 
about 30 to 70 minutes. Special observations were made to deter-
mine the corrections for the heat supplied by stirring, and that lost 
by radiation, each of which amounted to about to 3/°  of the heat. 
supply. The calorimeter C, fig. 8, was gilded, and completely 

FIG. 8. 

surrounded by a nickel-plated steel enclosure B, forming the bulb 
of a mercury thermo-regulator, immersed in a large water-bath 
maintained at a constant temperature. In spite of the large cor-
rections the results were extremely consistent, and the value of the 
temperature-coefficient of the diminution of the specific heat of 
water, deduced from the observed variation in the rate of rise at 
different points of the range le to 25 °, agreed with the value subse-
quently deduced from Rowland's experiments over the same range, 
when his thermometers were reduced to the same scale. Griffiths' 
final result for the average value of the calorie over this range was 
4-192 joules, taking the E.M.F. of the Clark cell at 15° C. to be 
1.4.342 volts. The difference from Rowland's value. 4.181, could 
be explained by supposing the E.M.F. of the Clark cells to have in 
reality been 1.4323 volts, or about 2 millivolts less than the value 
assumed. Griffiths subsequently applied the same method to the 
measurement of the specific beat of aniline, and the latent heat of 
vaporization of benzene and water. 

f 13. Schuster and Gawnan.—The method employed by A. Schuster 
and W. Gannon for the determination of the specific heat of water in 
terms of the international electric units (Phil. Trans. A, 1 895, p. 415) 
corresponded to the expression ECT, and differed in many essential 
details from that of Griffiths. The current through a platinoid 
resistance of about 31 ohms in a calorimeter containing 15oogrammes 
of water was regulated so that the potential difference on its ter-
minals was equal to that of twenty Board of Trade Clark cells in 
series. The duration of an experiment was about ten minutes, and 
the product of the mean current and the time, namely CT, was 
measured by the weight of silver deposited in a voltameter, which  

amounted to about 0.56 gramme. The uncertainty due to the cor-
rection for the water equivalent was minimized by making it small 
(about 27 grammes) in comparison with the water weight. The 
correction for external loss was reduced by employing a small rise 
of temperature (only 2.22 °). and making the rate of heat-supply 
relatively rapid, nearly 24 watts. The platinoid coil was insulated 
from the water by shellac varnish. The wire had a length of 760 ems.. 
and the potential difference on its terminals was nearly 3o volts. The 
rate of stirring adopted was no slow that the heat generated by it 
could be neglected. The result found was 4•19t joules per calorie 
at t9° C. This agrees very well with Griffiths considering the 
difficulty of measuring so small a rise of temperature at 2 °  with a 
mercury thermometer. Admitting thdt the electrochemical equiva-
lent of silver increases with the age of the solution, a fact subse-
quently discovered, and that the E.M.F. of the Clark cell is probably 
less than I.434o volts (the value assumed by Schuster and Gannon), 
there is no difficulty in reconciling the result with that of Rowland. 

jj 14. 11. L. Calkndar and H. T. Barnes (Brit. A rta. Reports, 1897 
and '899) adopted an entirely different method of calorimetry, as well 
as a different method of electrical measurement. A steady current 
of liquid. Q grammes per second, of specific heat, J t joules per degree, 
flowing through a fine tube, A B, fig. 9• is heated by a steady electric 
current during its passage through the tube, and the difference of 
temperature de between the inflowing and the outflowing liquid is 
measured by a single reading with a delicate pair of differential 
platinum thermometers at A and B. The difference of potential 
E between the ends of the tube, and the electric current C through 
it, are measured on an accurately calibrated potentiometer, in terms 
of a Clark cell and a standard resistance. If ha is the radiation 
loss in watts we have the equation, 

IsQ0. ♦-hde 	 (2). 
The advantage of this method is that all the conditions are steady, 
so that the observations can be pushed to the limit of accuracy and 

FIG. 9. • 
sensitiveness of the apparatus. The water equivalent of the calori-
meter is immaterial, since there is no appreciable change of tem-
perature. The heat-loss can be reduced to a minimum by enclosing 
the flow-tube in a hermetically sealed glass vacuum jacket. Stirring 
is effected by causing the water to circulate spirally round the bulbs 
of the thermometers and the heating conductor as indicated in the 
figure. The conditions can be very easily varied through a wide 
range. The heat-loss MO is determined and eliminated by varying 
the flow of liquid and the electric current simultaneously, in such 
a manner as tq secure approximately the same rise of temperature 
for two or more widely different values of the flow of liquid. An 
example taken from the Electrician, September 1897, of one of the 
earliest experiments by this method on the specific heat of mercury 
will make the method clearer. The flow-tube was about t metre 
long and I minim. in diameter, coiled in a short spiral inside the 
vacuum jacket. The outside of the vacuum jacket was immersed 
in a water jacket at a steady temperature equal to that of the in-
flowing mercury. 
SPECIFIC HEAT OF MERCURY BY CONTINUOUS ELECTRIC METHOD 

Flow of Hg. Rise of Temp. Watts. Heat-loss. Specific Heat. 

gm./sec. 
8'753 
4'594 

do 
11.764 
12.301 

EC 
14•862 
7.912 

Ads 
0.655 
0685 

Per gm. deg. 
( •13780 joule, 

•03297 cals. 

It is assumed as a first approximation that the heat-loss is propor-
ional to the rise of tempera are do, provided tha de is nearly the 

same in both cases, and that the distribution of temperature in the 
apparatus is the same for the same rise of temperature whatever the 
flow of liquid. The result calculated on these assumptions is given 
in the last column in joules, and also in calories of 20 °  C. The heat-
loss in this example is large, nearly 4.5% of the total supply, owing 
to the small flow and the large rise of temperature, but this correction 
was greatly reduced in subsequent observations on the specific heat 
of water by the same method. In the case of mercury the liquid 
itself can be utilized to conduct the electric current. In the case of 
water or other liquids it is necessary to employ a platinum wire 
stretched along the tube as heating conductor. This introduces 
additional difficulties of construction, but does not otherwise affect 
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the method. The absolute value of the 

 

pacific heat deduced neces-
sarily depends on the absolute values of the electrical standards 
employed in the investigation. But for the determination of relative 
values of specific heats in terms of a standard liquid, or of the varia-
tions of specific heat of a liquid. the method depends only on the 
constancy of the standards, which can be readily and accurately 
tested. The absolute value of the E.M.F. of the Clark cells employed 
was determined with a special form of electrodynamometer 
(Callender, Phil. Trans. A. 313, p. 81), and found to be 1.4334 volts, 
assuming the ohm to be correct. Assuming this value, the result 
found by this method for the specific heat of water at 20° C. agrees 
with that of Rowland within the probabk limits of error. 

tl. Variation of Specific Heat of ater.—The question of the 
variation of the specific heat of water has a peculiar interest and 
importance in connexion with the choice of a thermal unit. Many 
of the uncertainties in the reduction of older experiments, such as 
those of Regnault, arise from uncertainty in regard to the unit in 
terms of which they are d, which again depends on the scale 
of the particular thermome

expresse
ter employed in the investigation. The 

first experiments of any value were those of Regnault in 1847 on the 
specific heat of water between t to° C. and 162 °  C. They were con-
ducted on a very large scale by the method of mixture, but showed 
discrepancies of the order of 01%, and the calculated results in many 
cases do not agree with the data. This may be due merely to de-
ficient explanation of details of tabulation. We may probably take 
the tabulated values as showing correctly the rate of variation 
between I to °  and i90°  C., but the values in terms of any particular 
thermal unit must remain uncertain to at least 0•5•%rowing to the 
uncertainties of the thermometry. Regnault himself adopted the 
formula, 

sm1+0•00004/÷0.0000c091,  (Regnault), 	(3) 
for the specific heat a at any temperature I C. in terms of the specific 
heat at o C. taken as the standard. This formula has since been 
very generally applied over the whole range 0 °  to 200°  C., but the 
experiments could not in reality give any information with regard 
to the specific heat at temperatures below too °  C. The linear formula 
proposed by J. Bosscha from an independent reduction of Regnault's 
experiments is probably within the limits of accuracy between too° 
and too°  C.. no far as the mean rate of variation is concerned, but 
the absolute values require reduction. It may be written— 

s mu* +.00023 (I– too) (Bosscha•Regnault) (4). 
The work of L. Pfaundler and H. Platter, of G. A. Hint, of J. C. 

Jamin and Amaury, and of many other experimentalists who suc-
ceeded Regnauh, appeared to indicate much larger rates of increase 
than he had found, but there can be little doubt that the 
discrepancies of their results, which often exceeded 5%, were due 
to lack of appreciation of the difficulties of calorimetric measure-
ments. The work of Rowland by the mechanical method was the 
first in which due attention was paid to the thermometry and to 
the reduction of the results to the absolute scale of temperature. 
The agreement of his corrected results with those of Griffiths by 
a very different method, left very little doubt with regard to the 
rate of diminution of the specific heat of water at 20° C. The work 
of A. Bartoli and E. Stracciati by the method of mixture between 
o° and 30° C., though their curve is otherwise similar to Rowland's, 
had appeared to indicate a minimum at 20°  C., followed by a rapid 
rise. This lowering of the minimum was probably due to some 
constant errors inherent in their method of experiment. The more 
recent work of LUdin• 1895, under the direction of Prof. J. Pernet, 
extended from o °  to 100°  C., and appears to have attained as high 
a degree of excellence as it is possible to reach by the employment of 
mercury thermometers in conjunction with the method of mixture. 
His results, exhibited in fig. 6, show a minimum at 25° C.. and a 
maximum at 87 °  C., the values being •935 and 1.0075 respectively 
in terms of the mean specific heat between o• and too C. He paid 
great attention to the thermometry, and the discrepancies of in- 
dividual measurements at any one poi re nt nowhere exceed 0.3%, but 
he did not vary the conditions of the experiments materially, and it 
does not appear that the well-known constant errors of the method 
could have been completely eliminated by the devices which he 
adopted. The rapid rise from 25 °  to 75° may be due to radiation 
error from the hot water supply, and the subsequent fall of the 
curve to the inevitable loss of heat by evaporation of the boiling 
water on its way to the calorimeter. It must be observed, however, 
that there is another grave difficulty in the accurate determination 
of the specific heat of water near too' C. by this method, namely, that 
the quantity actually observed is not the specific heat at the 'higher 
temperature 1, but the mean specific heat over the range t8° to I. 
The specific heat itself can be deduced only by differentiating the 
curve of observation, which greatly increases the uncertainty. The 
peculiar advantage of the electric method of Callendar and Barnes, 
already referred to, is that the specific heat itself is determined over 
a range of 8 °  to to°  at each point, by adding accurately measured 
quantities of heat to the water at the desired temperature in an 
isothermal enclosure, under perfectly steady conditions, without 
any possibility of evaporation or loss of heat in transference. These 
experiments, which have been extended by Barnes over the whole 
range e too°, agree very well with Rowland and Griffiths in the 
rate of variation at 20° C., but show a rather flat minimum of specific  

heat in the neighbourhood of 38 °  to 4;t2i1C. At higher points the rate 
of variation is very similar to that of nault's curve.laut taking the 
specific heat at 20 °  as the standard of reference, the actual values 
are nearly 0.56% less than Regnault's. It appears probable that 
bis values for higher temperatures may be adopted with this reduc-
tion, which is further confirmed by the results of Reynolds and 
Moorby, and by those of Ladin. According to the electric method, 
the whole range of variation of the specific heat between to' and 
8o° is only o' 

range 
 Comparatively simple formulae, therefore. sulfate 

for its expression tot in 10.000. which is beyond the limits of accuracy 
of the observations. It is more convenient in practice to use a few 
simple formulae, than to attempt to represent the whole range by a 
single complicated expression:— 
Below 2o°  C. 	0.9982 + 0-000,0045 ft –40)' –0.000,0005 (I– 20) , . 
From 20°  to 60°, I ■ 0•6682 +0.000,0045 (1-40)r 

s – ()is m -1–000-o41-1-o•000,000so P (Regnault 
Above 60° to 200° ) corrd.) 

1.000-1-0.000,22 0-60, (Boascha cored.) 
The addition of the cubic term below ae is intended to represent 

the somewhat more rapid change near the freezing-point. This 
effect is probably due, as suggested by Rowland, to the presence of 
a certain proportion of ice molecules in the liquid, which is also 
no doubt the cause of the anomalous expansion. Above 60° C. 
Regnault's formula is adopted, the absolute values being simply 
diminished by a constant quantity 0-0056 to allow for the probable 
errors of his thermometry. Above 00° C., and for approximate 
work curalli, the simpler formula of Ranscha, similarly corrected. 

is 
probably 

 followi ng owig ae of values, calculated from these formulae, 
is taken from the Brit. Assoc. Report, 1899, with a slight modification 

SPECIFIC HEAT OF WATER IN TERMS OF UNIT AT 20.C. 4.160 JOULES 

t° C. Joules. J. h. Rowland. 
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o allow for the increase in the specific heat below 20°  C. This was 
estimated in 1899 as being equivalent to the addition of the constant 
quantity 0.020 to the values of the total heat ti of the liquid as 
reckoned by the parabolic formula (5). This quantity is now, as the 
result of further experiments, added to the values of h, and also re-
presented in the formula for the specific heat itself by the cubic term. 

The unit of comparison in the following table is taken as the 
specific heat of water at 20°  C. for the reasons given below. This 
unit is taken as being 4•180 joules per gramme-degree-centigrade 
on the scale of the platinum thermometer. corrected to the absolute 
scale as explai ned in the article THERMOMETRY. which has been shown 
to be practically equivalent to the hydrogen scale. The value 4-180 
joules at 20°  C. is the mean between Rowland's corrected result 
4.181 and the value 4.176, deduced from the experiments of Reynolds 
and Moorby on the assumption that the ratio of the mean specific 
heat o° to too°  to that at 2e is 1.0016. as given by the formulae repre-
senting the results of Callender and Barnes. This would indicate 
that Rowland's corrected values should, if anything, be lowered. In 
any case the value of the mechanical equivalent is uncertain to at 
least I in 2000. 

The mean specific heat, over any range of temperature. may be 
obtained by integrating the formulae between the limits required. 
or by taking the difference of the corresponding values of the total 
heat /t, and dividing by the range of temperature. The quantity 
actually observed by Rowland was the total heat. It may be re-
marked that starting from the same value at 5 °. for the sake of 
comparison, Rowland's values of the total heat agree tot in 5000 
with those calculated from the formulae. The values of the total 
heat observed by Regnault, as reduced by Shaw. also show a very 
fair agreement, considering the uncertainty of the units. It must 
be admitted that it is desirable to redetermine the variation of the 
specific heat above too° C. This is very difficult on account of the 
steam•pressurt, and could not easily beaccomplished by the electrical 
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meelsorl  Callendar has, however, devised a continuous method of 
mixture, which appears to be peculiarly adapted to the purpose, 
and promises to give more certain results. In any case it may be 
remarked that formulae such as those of Jamin, Henrichsen, Baum-
gartner, Winkelmann or Dieterici, which give far more rapid rates 
of increase than that of Regnault, cannot possibly be reconciled 
with his observations, or with those of Reynolds and Moorby, or 
Calendar and Barnes, and are certainly inapplicable above too' C. 

x6. Ott the Choice of the Thermal Unit.—So much uncertainty 
still prevails on this fundamental point that it cannot be passed 
over without reference. There are three possible kinds of unit, 
depending on the three fundamental methods already given: 
(x) the thermometric unit, or the thermal capacity of unit mass 
of a standard substance under given conditions of temperature 
and pressure on the scale of a standard thermometer. (2) The 
latent-beat unit, or the quantity of heat required to melt or 
vaporize unit mass of a standard substance under given conditions. 
This unit has the advantage of being independent of thermometry, 
bat the applicability of these methods is limited to special cases, 
and the relation of the units to other units is difficult to determine. 
(3) The absolute or mechanical unit, the quantity of heat 
equivalent to a given quantity of mechanical or electrical energy. 
This can be very accurately realized, but is not so convenient as 
(t) for ordinary purposes. 

In any use it is necessary to define a thermometric unit of class 
(1). The standard substance must be a liquid. Water is always 

=, although some less volatile liquid, such as anili ne or mercury, 
possess many advantages. With regard to the scale of tem-

perature, there is very general agreement that the absolute scale 
as realized by the hydrogen or helium thermometer should be 
adopted as the ultimate standard of reference. But as the hydrogen 
thermometer is not directly available for the majority of experiments. 
it is necessary to use a secondary standard for the practical definition 
of the unit. The electrical resistance thermometer of platinum 
presents very great advantages for this purpose over the mercury 
thermometer in point of reproducibility, accuracy and adaptability 
to the practical conditions of experiment. The conditions of use 
of a mercury thermometer in a calorimetric experiment are neces-
sarily different from those under which i ts coffee pens are determined, 
sad this dalerenee must inevitably give rise to constant errors in 
practical work. The primary consideration in the definition of a 
ask is to select that method which permits the highest order of 
accuracy in comparison and verification. For this reason the de. 
fmition of the thermal unit wilt in the end probably be referred to 
a scale of temperature defined in terms of a standard platinum 
thermometer. 

There is more diversity of opinion with regard to the question 
of the standard temperature. Many authors, adopting Regnault's 
feeniula, have selected o° C. as the standard temperature, but this 
cannot be practically realized in the case of water, and his formula 
is certainly erroneous at low temperatures. A favourite tempera-
nee to select is 4°  C.. the temperature of maximum density, since 
at this point the specific heat at constant volume is the same as that 
at constant pressure But this is really of no consequence, since 
the specific heat at constant volume cannot be practically realized. 
The specific heat at 4 could be accurately determined at the mean 
over the range o° to bl• keeping the jacket at o° C. But the change 
appears to be rather rapid near o'. the temperature is inconveniently 
low for ordinary calorimetric work, and the unit at 4° would be so 
mach is than the specific heat at ordinary temperatures that 
smsly all experiments would require reduction. The natural point 
to. mt would be that of minimum specific heat, but if this occurs 
at 40° C. it would be inconveniently high for practical realization 
except by the continuous electrical method. It was proposed by a 
committee of the British Association to select the temperature at 
which the specific heat was 4.200 joules, leaving the exact tempera-
ture to be subsequently determined. It was supposed at the time, 
from the original reduction of Rowland's experiments, that this 
would be nearly at le C.. but it now appears that it may be as low 
to 5' C.. which would be inconvenient. This is really only an 
absolute unit in disguise, and evades the essential point which is 
the selection of a standard temperature for the water thermometric 
snit. A similar objection applies to selecting the temperature at 
wilkh the : specific heat is equal to its mean value between o° and 
too'. The mean calorie cannot be accurately realized in practice 
is any simple manner, and is therefore unsuitable as a standard of 
comparieon. Its relation to the calorie at any given temperature, 
such as le or 2e. cannot be determined with the same degree of 
accuracy as the ratio of the specific heat at 15* to that at 20° , if the 
scalef temperature is given. The most practical unit is the 
calorie at 15' or 20°  or some temperature in the range of ordinary 
practice. The temperature most generally favoured is 15° but 20 °  
would be more suitable for accurate work. These units differ only Inby it parts i

according to
n 10,000 according to Callender and Barnes. or by t3 

mow Rowland and Griffiths, so that the difference  

between them is of no great importance for ordinary purposes. 
But forpurposes of definition it would be necessary to take the 
mean value of the specific heat over a green range of temperature, 
preferably at least zo °, rather than the specific heat of a point which 
necessitates reference to some formula of reduction for the rate of 
variation. The specific heat at 15 °  tvould be determined with 
reference to the mean over the range to to 20°, and that at 20°  

from the range ts °  to 25 °. There can be no doubt that the range 
to° to 20°  is too low for the accurate thermal regulation of the 
conditions of the experiment. The range 15 °  to 25° would be much 
more convenient from this point of view, and a mean temperature 
of 20°  is probably nearest the average of accurate calorimetric work. 
For instance 20 is the mean of the range of the experiments of 
Griffiths and of Rowland, and is close to that of Schuster and 
Gannon. It is readily attainable at any time in a modern laboratory 
with adequate heating arrangements, and is probably on the whole 
the most suitable temperature to select. 

17. Specific Heat of Ganes.—In the case of solids and liquids 
under ordinary conditions of pressure, the external work of 
expansion is so small that it may generally be neglected; but 
with gases or vapours, or with liquids near the critical point, the 
external work becomes so large that it is essential to specify the 
conditions under which the specific heat is measured. The most 
important cases are, the specific heats (1) at constant volume; 
(2) at constant pressure; (3) at saturation pressure in the case of 
a liquid or vapour. In consequence of the small thermal capacity 
of gases and vapours per unit volume at ordinary pressures, the 
difficulties of direct measurement are almost insuperable except 
in case (2). Thus the direct experimental evidence is somewhat 
meagre and conflicting, but the question of the relation of the 
specific heats of gases is one of great interest in connexion with 
the kinetic theory and the constitution of the molecule. The 
well-known experiments of Regnault and Wiedemann on the 
specific heat of gases at constant pressure agree in showing that 
the molecular specific heal, or the thermal capacity of the mole-
cular weight in grammes, is approximately independent of the 
temperature and pressure in use of the more stable diatomic 
gases, such as 112,02, N,, CO, &c., and has nearly the same value 
for each gas. They also indicate that it is much larger, and 
increases considerably with rise of temperature, in the case of 
more condensible vapours, such as Cl,, Br,, or more complicated 
molecules, such as CO2 ,1420, NH,, Cal.. The direct determina-
tion of the specific heat at constant volume is extremely difficult, 
but has been successfully attempted by Joly with his steam 
calorimeter, in the case of air and CO,. Employing pressures 
between 7 and 27 atmospheres, he found that the specific heat of 
air between to° and tee C. increased very slightly with increase 
of density, but that of CO, increased nearly 3% between 7 and 21 

atmospheres. The following formulae represent his results for 
the specific heat s at constant volume in terms of the density din 
gms. per c.c.:— 

Air, s ■ o.1715-Fo.o28d, 
COI, O. 165+ O. 2:11+0. 3ttil. 

cc 18. Ratio of Specific Heats.—Ao ing to t e elementary kinetic 
theory of an ideal gas, the molecules of which are so small and so 
far apart that their mutual actions may be neglected, the kinetic 
energy of translation of the molecules is proportional to the absolute 
temperature. and is equal to 3/2 of pv, the product of the pressure 
and the volume, per unit mass. The expansion per degree at 
constant pressure is 	–R/p. The external work of expansion 
per degree is equal to R. being the product of the pressure and the 
expansion, and represents the difference of the specific heats S =s,  
at constant pressure and volume, assuming as above that the in-
ternal work of expansion is negligible. If the molecules are supposed 
to be like smooth, hard, elastic spheres, incapable of receiving any 
other kind of energy except that of translation, the specific heat at 
constant volume would be the increase per degree of the kinetic 
energy namely 3pe/28.3R/2, that at .constant pressure would be 
5R/2, and the ratio of the specific heats would be 5/3 or 1.666. This 
appears to be actually the case for monatomic gases such as mercury 
vapour (Kundt and Warburg. 1876), argon and helium (Ramsay, 
1896). For diatomic or compound gases Clerk Maxwell supposed 
that the molecule would also possess energy of rotation, and en-
deavoured to prove that in this case the energy would be equally 
divided between the six degrees of freedom, three of translation 
and three of rotation, if the molecule were regarded as a rigid body 
incapable of vibration.energy. In this case we should have 3-3R, 

4 R. Sis-  4/3 ••• 1 133. In 1879 Maxwell considered it one of the 
greatest difficulties which the kinetic theory had yet encountered. 
that in spite of the many other degrees of freedom of vibration 
revealed by the spectroscope, the experimental value of the ratio 
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S/s was l.40 for so many gases, instead of being less than 4/3. Some-
what later L. Boltzmann suggested that a diatomic molecule regarded 
as a rigid dumb-bell or figure of rotation, might have only five 
effective degrees of freedom, since the energy of rotation about the 
axis of symmetry could not be altered by collisions between the 
molecules. The theoretical value of the ratio S/s in this case would 
be the required 7/5. For a rigid molecule on this theory the smallest 
value possible would be 4/3. Since much smaller values are found 
for more complex molecules, we may suppose that, in these cases, 
the energy of rotation of a polyatomic molecule may be greater 
than its energy of translation, or else that heat is expended in 
splitting up molecular aggregates, and increasing energy of vibration. 
A hypothesis doubtfully attributed to Maxwell is that each addi-
tional atom in the molecule is equivalent to two extra degrees of 
freedom. From an m-atomic molecule we should then have 
S/sw +2/(2M + I ). This gives a series of ratios 5/3, 7'5.9/7.  11/9. 
&c., for t, 2, 3. 4. &c., atoms in the molecule, values which fall 
within the limits of experimental error in many cases. It is not at 
all clear, however, that energy of vibration should bear a constant 
ratio to that of translation, although this would probably be the 
case for rotation. For the simpler gases, which are highly die-
thermanous and radiate badly even at high temperature, the energy 
of vibration is probably very small, except under the special con-
ditions which produce luminosity in flames and electric discharges. 
For such gases, assuming a constant ratio of rotation to translation. 
the specific beat at low pressures would be very nearly constant. 
For more complex molecules the radiative and absorptive powers 
are known to be much greater. The energy of vibration may be 
appreciable at ordinary temperatures, and would probably increase 
more rapidly than that of translation with rise of temperature. 
especially near a point of dissociation. This would account for 
an increase of S. and a diminution of the ratio S/s, with rise of 
temperature which apparently occurs in many vapours. The ex-
perimental evidence, however, is somewhat conflicting, and further 
investigations are very desirable on the variation of specific heat 
with temperature. Given the specific heat as a function of the 
temperr_ture, its variation with pressure may be determined from 
the characteristic equation of the gas. The direct methods of 
measuring the ratio S/s, by the velocity of sound and by adiabatic 
expansion. are sufficiently described in many text-books. 

4- t9. Atomic and Molecular Heats.—The ideal atomic heat is the 
thermal capacity of a gramme-atom in the ideal state of monatomic 
gas at constant volume. This would be nearly three calories. For 
a diatomic gas. the molecular heat would be nearly five calories. 
or the atomic heat of a gas in the diatomic state would be 2.5. Esti-
mated at constant pressure the atomic heat would be 3.5. Some 
authors adopt 2.5 and some 3.5 for the ideal atomic heat. The 
atomic heat of a metal in the solid state is in most cases larger than 
six calories at ordinary temperatures. Considering the wide varia-
tions in the physical condition and melting points, the comparatively 
close agreeMent of the atomic heats of the metals at ordinary tem-
peratures, known as Dulong and Petit's Law, is very remarkable. 
The specific heats as a rule increase with rise of temperature, in some 
cases, e.g. iron and nickel, very rapidly. According to W. A. Tilden 
(Phil. Trans., moo), the atomic heats of pure nickel and cobalt. as 
determined from experiments at the boiling-points of 0, and CO, 
diminish so rapidly at temperatures below o C. as to suggest that 
they would reach the value 2.42 at the absolute zero. This is the 
value of the minimum of atomic heat calculated by Perry from 
diatomic hydrogen, but the observations themselves might be 
equally well represented by taking the imaginary limit 3, since the 
quantity actually observed is the mean specific heat between e and 
—182.5 C. Subsequent experiments on other metals at low tem-
peratures did not indicate a similar diminution of specific heat, so 
that it may be doubted whether the atomic heats really approach 
the ideal value at the absolute zero. No doubt there must be 
approximate relations between the atomic and molecular heats of 
similar elements and compounds, but considering the great variations 
of specific heat with temperature and physical state, in alloys, 
mixtures or solutions, and in allotropic or other modifications, it 
would be idle to expect that the specific heat of a compound could 
be accurately deduced by any simple additive process from that of 
its constituents. 

ACT HORITIES.—Joule's Scientific Papers (London, 1890); Ames 
and Griffiths, Reports to the International Congress (Paris, 'goo). 
" On the Mechanical Equivalent of Heat," and " On the Specific 
Heat of Water "; Griffiths, Thermal Measurement of Energy (Cam-
bridge. 1901); Callender and Barnes, Phil. Trans. A, toot, "On 
the Variation of the Specific Heat of Water "; for combustion 
methods, see article T it RISOCHEMIST RI% and treatises by Thomsen. 
Pattison-Muir and Berthelot; •see also articles THERMODYNAMICS 
and VAPORIZATION. (H. L. C.) 

CALOVIUS, ABRAHAM (1612-1686), German Lutheran 
divine, was born at Mohrungen in east Prussia, on the 16th of 
April 1612. After studying at Konigsberg, in 165o be was 
appointed professor of theology at Wittenberg, where be after-
wards became general superintendent and primarius. He died 
on the 25th of February t 686. Calovius was the most noteworthy  

of the champions of Lutheran orthodoxy in the 17th century. 
He strongly opposed the Catholics, Calvinists and Socinians, 
attacked in particular the reconciliation policy or " syncretism " 
of Georg Calixtus (cf. the Consensus re pelitus fidei vere lslkeranae, 
1665), and as a writer of polemics he had few equals. His chief 
dogmatic work, Sysknia locorum theologicornm (12 vols. 1655-
1677), represents the climax of Lutheran scholasticism. In his 
Biblia Illustrate (4 vols.), written from the point of view of a 
very strict belief in inspiration, his object is to refute the state-
ments made by Hugo Grotius in his Commentaries. His Historic 
Syncretistic° (t682) was suppressed. 

CALPURNIUS, TITUS. Roman bucolic poet, surnamed Simms 
from his birthplace or from his imitation of the style of the 
Sicilian Theocritus, most probably flourished during the reign of 
Nero. Eleven eclogues have been handed down to us under his 
name, of which the last four, from metrical considerations and 
express MS. testimony, are now generally attributed to Nemesi-
anus (q.v.), who lived in the time of the emperor Carus and his 
sons (latter half of the 3rd century a.o.). Hardly anything is 
known of the life of Calpurnius; we gather from the poems 
themselves (in which he is obviously represented by " Corydon ") 
that he was in poor circumstances and was on the point of 
emigrating to Spain, when " Meliboeus " came to his aid. 
Through his influence Calpurnius apparently secured a post at 
Rome. The time at which Calpurnius lived has been much 
discussed, but all the indications seem to point to the time of Nero. 
The emperor is described as a handsome youth, like Mars and 
Apollo, whose accession marks the beginning of a new golden age, 
prognosticated by the appearance of a comet, doubtless the same 
that appeared some time before the death of Claudius; he 
exhibits splendid games in the amphitheatre (probably the 
wooden amphitheatre erected by.  Nero in 57); and in the words 

maternis causam quo vicit lull's' (i. 45). 
there is a reference to the speech delivered in Greek by Nero on 
behalf of the Ilienses (Suetonius, Nero, 7; Tacitus, Annals, xii. 
58), from whom the Julii derived their family. ,  Meliboeus, the 
poet's patron, has been variously identified with Columella, 
Seneca the philosopher, and C. Calpurnius Piso. Although the 
sphere of Meliboeus's literary activity (as indicated in iv. 53) 
suits none of these, what is known of Calpumius Piso fits in well 
with what is said of Mcliboeus by the poet, who speaks of his 
generosity, his intimacy with the emperor, and his interest in 
tragic poetry. His claim is further supported by the poem De 
Laude Pisonis (ed. C. F. Weber, 1859) which has come down to us 
without the name of the author, but which there is considerable 
reason for attributing to Calpurnius' The poem exhibits a 
striking similarity with the eclogues in metre, language and 
subject-matter. The author of the Lass is young, of respectable 
family and desirous of gaining the favour of Piso as his Maecenas. 
Further, the similarity between the two names can hardly be 
accidental, it is suggested that the poet may have been adopted 
by the courtier, or that he was the son of a freedman of Piso. 
The attitude of the author of the Lass towards the subject of the 
panegyric seems to show less intimacy than the relations between 
Corydon and Meliboeus in the eclogues, and there is internal 
evidence that the Lass was written during the reign of Claudius 
(Teuffel -Schwabe, H ist. of Rom. Lit. 3o6, 6). 

Mention may here be made of the fragments of two short 
hexameter poems in an Einsiedeln MS., obviously belonging to 
the time of Nero, which if not written by Calpurnius, were 
imitated from him. 

I bilis for in isinis according to the best MS. tradition. 
According to Dr R. Garnett (and Mr Creswell, as stated in 

Conington's Virgil, i. p. 123, note) the emperor referred to is the 
younger Gordian (4.o. 238). His arguments in favour of this will 
be found in the article on Calpurnius by him in thegth edition of 
the Encyclopaedia Britannica and in the Journal of Philology, xvi.. 
1888; see in answer J. P. Postgate. " The Comet of Calpurnius 
Sic ulus " in Classical Review, J une  1902. Dean M eriva le (Hist. of the 
Romans under the Empire, ch. 6o) and Pompei. " Intorno al Tempo 
del Poeta Calpurnio " in A tti del Istituto Veneto, v. 6 (I88o), identify 
the amphitheatre with the Colosseum (Flavian amphitheatre) and 

" ass i gnCalpurnius to the reign of Domitian. 
 It has been variously ascribed to Virgil, Ovid, Lucan, Statius 

and Saleius Bassus. 
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Although there is nothing original in Calpurnius, be is " a 

skilful  literary craftsman." Of his models the chief is Virgil, of 
whom (under the name of Tityrus) he speaks with great en-
thusiasm; he is also indebted to Ovid and Theocritus. Cal-
purnius is " a fair scholar, and an apt courtier, and not devoid of 
real poetical feeling. The bastard style of pastoral cultivated by 
him, in which the description of nature is made the writer's 
pretext, while ingenious flattery is his real purpose, nevertheless 
excludes genuine pleasure, and consequently genuine poetical 
achievement. He may be fairly compared to the minor poets of 
the reign of Anne " (Garnett). 

Calpurnius was first printed in 1471. together with Silius Italicus 
and has been frequently republished, generally with Gratius 
Faliscus and Nemesianus. The separate authorship of the eclogues 
of Calpurnius and Nemesianua was established by M. Haupt's De 
Cannenibus brecolicis Calpurnii a Nemesiani (1854). Editions by 
H. Schenk] (1885). with full introduction and index eerborion, and by 
C H Keene (1887). with introduction, commentary and appendix. 
English verse translation by E. J. L. Scott (1891); see H. E. Butler, 
Post-Augustan Poetry (Oxford, won). pp. 15o foil.. and F Skutach 
in Pauly-Wissowa's Realer/or:spate. iii t (1897) U H F.) 

CALTAGIRONE. a city and episcopal see of the province of 
Catania, Sicily, situated nog ft. above sea-level, 36 m. S.W 
of Catania direct (55 at. by rail) Pop. ( t88 t) 25,978, (toot) 
town 35, t r6, commune 45.956. It is well built, and is said to be 
the most civilized provincial town in Sicily. Extensive Sicel 
cemeteries have been explored to the north of the town (Not. 
Scarf, 1934, 65), and a Greek necropolis of the 6th and 5th 
centuries s.c. has been found to the south-east (ibid. 132). 
Remains of buildings of Roman date have also been discovered, 
but the name of the ancient city which stood here is unknown. 
The present name is a corruption of the Saracen Halal-al-Girth 
(the castle of Girche, the chieftain who fortified it). 

CALTANISS/TA, a town end episcopal see of Sicily, the 
capital of a province of the same name, foo m. S.E. of Palermo 
direct and 83 m. by rail, situated 1930 ft. above sea-level. 
Pork (1901) 43,303. The town is of Samcenic origin, as its name 
Kalat-al-Nisa, the "Ladies' Castle," indicates, and some ruins 
of the old castle (called Pietrarossa) still exist. Otherwise the 
town contains no buildings of artistic or historical interest, but it 
commands striking views. It is the centre of the Sicilian sulphur 
industry and the seat of a royal school of mines. Two miles east 
is the interesting Norman abbey of S. Spirito. 

CALTROP (from the Mid. Eng. calkarappe, probably derived 
from the Lat. ads, a heel, and kappa, Late Lat. for a snare), an 
iron ball, used as an obstacle against cavalry, with four spikes so 
arranged, that however placed in or on the ground, one spike 
always points upwards. It is also the botanical name for several 
species of thistles. 

CALIIIRE-ET-CIJIRE, a town of eastern France, in the 
department of Rhone, si m. N by E. of Lyons by rail. Pop. 
(1906) 9255. It has manufactures of coarse earthenware and 
bard-ware, copper and bronze foundries and nursery-gardens. 

CALUMET (Norm. Fr form of thalami, from Lat amens, a 
reed), the name given by the French in Canada to the " peace-
pipe " of the American Indians. This pipe occupied among the 
tribes a position of peculiar symbolic significance, and was the 
object of profound veneration. It was smoked on all ceremonial 
occasions, even on declarations of war, but its special use was at 
the making of treaties of peace. It was usually about 2i ft. long, 
and in the west the bowl was made of red pipestone (catlinite), a 
fine-grained, easily-worked stone of a rich red colour found 
chiefly in the Coteau des Prairies west of Big Stone Lake, Dakota. 
The quarries were formerly neutral ground among the warring 
Indian tribes, many sacred traditions being associated with the 
locality and its product (Longfellow, Hiawatha, L). The pipe 
stem was of reed decorated with eagles' quills or women's hair. 
Native tobacco mixed with willow-bark or sumac leaves was 
smoked. The pipe was offered as a supreme proof of hospitality 
to distinguished strangers, and its refusal was regarded as a 
grievous affront. In the east and south-east, the bowl was of 
white stone, sometimes pierced with several stem holes so that 
many persons might smoke at once. 

See Joseph D. Macguire (exhaustive report,64o pages)." Pipes and 

Smoking Customs of the American Aborigines" in Smithsonian Report 
(American Bureau of Ethnology) for 1897. vol. i.: and authorities 
quoted in Handbook of American haloes (Washington, 1907). 

CALIIMPIT, a town of the province of Bulacfin, Luzon, 
Philippine Islands, at the junction of the Quifigua river with the 
Rio Grande de la Pampanga, about 25 m. N.W of Manila. 
Pop. (1903) 13,897. It is served by the Manila le Dagupan 
railway, and the bridge across the Rio Grande is one of the 
longest in the Philippines. The surrounding country is a fertile 
plain, producing large quantities of rice, as well as sugar, Indian 
corn and a variety of fruits. Calumpit has a large rice-mill 
and one of the largest markets in the Philippines. The bridge, 
convent and church of the town were fired and completely 
destroyed by insurgent troops in 1899. The language is Tagalog. 

CALVADOS, a department of north-western France, formed 
in 1790 out of Bessin, Cinglais, Hiemois, Bocage, the Campagne 
de Caen, Auge and the western part of Lieuvin. Pop. (1906) 
403,43 1 . Area, 2197 m. It received its name from a ledge 
of rocks, stretching along the coast for a distance of about t 5 m. 
between the mouths of the rivers Orne and Vire. It is bounded N. 
by the English Channel, E. by the department of Eure, S. by that 
of Orne, W. by that of Manche. The Bocage, or south-western 
part of the department, is elevated, being crossed from south-east 
to north-west by the hills of Normandy, the highest of which is 
1197 ft.; the rest of the surface is gently undulating, and consists 
of extensive valleys watered by numerous streams which fall into 
the English ChanneL The coast, formed by cliffs, sandy beaches 
or reefs, is generally inaccessible, except at the mouths of the 
principal rivers, such as the Touques, the Dives, the Orne and 
the Vire, which are navigable at high tide for several miles inland. 
Trouville is the chief of the numerous coast resorts. The climate, 
though humid and variable, is healthy. The raising of cattle, 
sheep and horses is the mainstay of the agriculture of the de-
partment. Pasture is good and abundant in the east and north-
west, and there is a large export trade in the butter, eggs and 
cheese (Camembert, Livarot, Pont l'Evbque) of these districts, 
carried on by Honfleur, Isigny and other ports. The plain of 
Caen is a great centre for horse breeding. Wheat, oats, barley, 
colza and potatoes are the chief crops. The orchards of Auge 
and Bessin produce a superior kind of cider, of which upwards of 
40,000,000 gallons are made in the department; a large quantity 
of cider brandy (eau-de-vie de Calvados) is distilled. Poultry 
to a considerable amount is sent to the Paris markets, and there 
is a large output of honey and wax. The spinning and weaving 
of wool and cotton are the chief industries. Besides these, 
paper-mills, oil-mills, tanneries, saw-mills, shipbuilding yards, 
rope-works, dye-works, distilleries and bleach-fields, scattered 
throughout the department, give employment to a number of 
bands. There are productive iron-mines and building-stone, 
slate and lime are plentiful. Fisheries, chiefly of lobster, oyster 
(Courseulles), herring andmackerel, are prosecuted. Coal, timber, 
grain, salt-fish and cement are among the imports; exports 
include iron, dairy products and sand. Caen and Honfleur are 
the most important commercial ports. There is a canal 9 m. in 
length from Caen to Ouistreham on the coast. The department 
is served by the Ouest-Etat railway. It is divided into the six 
arrondissements (38 cantons, 763 communes) of Caen, Falaise, 
Bayeux, Vire, Lisieux and Pont l'Evbque. Caen, the capital, is the 
seat of a court of appeal and the centre of an academie (educa-
tional division) The department forms the diocese of Bayeux, 
in the ecclesiastical province of Rouen, and belongs to the region 
of the III. army-corps. The other principal towns are Falaise, 
Lisieux, Conde-sur-Noireau, Vire, Honfleur and Trouville (q.v.). 

Amongst the great number of medieval churches which 
the department possesses, the fine Gothic church of St. Pierre-
sur-Dives is second in importance only to those of Lisieux and 
Bayeux; that of Norrey, a good example of the Norman-Gothic 
style, and that of Tour-en-Bessin, in which Romanesque and 
Gothic architecture are mingled, are of great interest. Fontaine-
Henri has a fine chateau of the 15th and 16th centuries. 

CALVART, DENIS (1540-019), Flemish painter, was born at 
Antwerp. After studying landscape-painting for some time in 
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his native city he went to Bologna, where he perfected himself in 
the anatomy of the human form under Prospero Fontana, and so 
completely lost the mannerism of Flemish art that his paintings 
appear to be the work of an Italian. From Bologna he went to 
Rome, where he assisted Lorenzo Sabbatini ( 1 533-1 577) in his 
works for the papal palace, and devoted much of his time to 
copying and studying the works of Raphael. He ultimately 
returned to Bologna and founded a school, of which the greatest 
ornaments are Guido and Domenichino. His works are especially 
admired for the power of grouping and colouring which they 
display. 

CALVARY, the conventional English rendering of the calvaria 
of the Vulgate, the Latin. version of the Greek Kpanor, both 
meaning " skull " and representing the Hebrew Golgotha, the 
name given to the scene of Christ's crucifixion. The term " a 
Calvary " is applied to a sculptured representation of the 
Crucifixion, either inside a church, or adjoining one in the open 
air. There are many examples of the latter in France, Italy 
and Spain. Among the most important are the Sacro Monte 
(1486) at Varallo in Piedmont, and those at Guimiliau (1581), 
Plougastel (1602), St Thegonnec (Aro), and Pleyben near 
Quimper (1670), in Brittany, all in good preservation. 

CALVE, ENNA (1864- ), Spanish operatic soprano, wag 
born at Madrid, and trained in Paris, making her first important 
appearance in opera at Brussels in r882. She sang mainly-in 
Paris for some years, but in 1892 was first engaged at Covent 
Garden, London, and at once became famous as the most vivid 
Carmen (in Bizet's opera) of the day. 

CALVERLEY, CHARLES STUART (1831-1A51-4), English poet 
and wit, and the literary father of what may be called the 
university school of humour, was born at Manley in Worcester. 
shire on the 22nd of December 1831. His father, the Rev. Henry 
Blayds, resumed in 1852 the old family name of Calverley, which 
his grandfather had exchanged for Blayds in :807. It was as 
Charles Stuart Blayds that most of the son's university distinc-
tions were attained. He went up to Balliol from Harrow in 1850, 
and was soon known in Oxford as the most daring and most 
high-spirited undergraduate of his time. He was a universal 
favourite, a delightful companion, a brilliant scholar and the 
playful enemy of all " dons." In r85: he won the Chancellor's 
prize for Latin verse, and it is said that the entire exercise was 
written in an afternoon, when his friends had locked him into his 
rooms, declining to let him out till he had finished what they were 
confident would prove the prize poem. A year later he took his 
name off the books, to avoid the consequences of a college 
escapade, and migrated to Christ's College, Cambridge. Here he 
was again successful in Latin verse,, and remains the unique 
example of an undergraduate who has won the Chancellor's prize 
at both universities. In 2856 he took second place in the first 
class in the Classical Tripos. He was elected fellow of Christ's 
(1858), published Verses and Translations in 1862, and was called 
to the bar in 1865. Owing to an accident while skating he was 
prevented from following up a professional career, and during 
the last years of his life be was an invalid. His Translations into 
English and Latin appeared in 1866; his Theocritus translated into 
English Verse in :869; Fly Leaves in 2872; and Literary Remains 
in r885. He died on the 17th of February 1884. Calverley was 
one of the most brilliant men of his day; and, bad he enjoyed 
health, might have achieved distinction in any career he chose . 
Constitutionally indolent, be was endowed with singular gifts in 
every department of culture; be was a scholar, a musician, an 
athlete and a brilliant talker. What is left us marks only a small 
portion of his talent, but his sparkling, dancing verses, which have 
had many clever Imitators, are still without a rival in their own 
line. His humour was illumined by good nature; his satire was 
keen but kind; his laughter was of that human sort which is often 
on the verge of tears. Imbued with the classical spirit, he intro-
duced into the making of light verse the polish and elegance of the 
great masters, and even in its most whimsical mood his verse is 
raised to the level of poetry by the saving excellence of style. 

His Complete Works,. with a biographical notice by Sir W. J. 

	

Sendai', appeared in toot. 	 (A. Wa.) 

CALVFAT, the name of three English artists: Charles (1785-
1852), a well-known landscape-painter; Edward (1803-1883), 
an important wood-engraver and follower of Blake; and 
Frederick, an excellent topographical draughtsman, whose 
work in water-colour is represented at the Victoria and Albert 
Museum, and who published a volume of Picturesque Views is 
Staffordshire and Shropshire (1830). 

CALVERT, FREDERICK CRACE (1819-1873), English chemist, 
was born in London on the 14th of November 1819. From about 
1836 till 1846 he lived in France, where, of ter a course of study at 
Paris, he became manager of some chemical works, later acting as 
assistant to IL E. Chevreul. On his return to England he settled 
in Manchester as a consulting chemist, and was appointed 
professor of chemistry at the Royal Institution in that city. 
Devoting himself almost entirely to industrial chemistry, he 
gave much attention to the manufacture of coal-tar products, 
and particularly carbolic acid, for the production of which he 
established large works in Manchester in 1865. Besides con-
tributing extensively to the English and French scientific 
journals, he published a work on Dyeing and Calico-Printing. 
He died in Manchester on the 24th of October 1873. 

CALVERT, SIR HARRY, BART. (c. 1763-1826) , British  general, 
was probably born early in x763 at Hampton, near London. He 
was educated at Harrow, and at the age of fifteen entered the 
army. In the following year he served with his regiment in 
America, being present at the siege of Charleston, and serving 
through the campaign of Lord Cornwallis which ended with the 
surrender of Yorktown. From 178 t to 1783 he was a prisoner of 
war. Returning to England in 1784, be next saw active service 
in 793- t 794 in the Low Countries, where he was aide-de-camp to 
the duke of York, and in 1795 was engaged on a confidential 
mission to Brunswick and Berlin. 1 799 . having already served 
as deputy adjutant general, he was made adjutant general, 
holding the post till 1818. In this capacity he effected many 
improvements in the organization and discipline of the service. 
He greatly improved the administration of the army medical and 
hospital department, introduced regimental schools, developed 
the two existing military colleges (since united at Sandhurst), and 
was largely responsible for the founding of the Duke of York's 
school, Chelsea. In recognition of his work as adjutant general 
he was made a G.C.B. (18 z 5), and, on retiring from office, received 
a baronetcy (1818). In 1820 he was made governor of Chelsea 
hospital. He died on the 3rd of September 1826, at Middle 
Claydon, Buckinghamshire. 

CALVES' HEAD CLUB, a dub established shortly after his 
death in derision of the memory of Charles I. Its chief meeting 
was held on the 3oth of each January, the anniversary of the 
king's execution, when the dishes served were a cod's head to 
represent the individual, Charles Stuart; a pike representing 
tyranny, a boar's head representing the king preying on his 
subjects, and calves' heads representing Charles as king and his 
adherents. On the table an axe held the place of honour. After 
the banquet a copy of the king's Ikon Basilike was burnt, and 
the toast was " To those worthy patriots who killed the tyrant" 
After the Restoration the club met secretly. The first mention 
of it is in a tract reprinted in the Hadrian Miscellany entitled 
" The Secret History of the Calves' Head Club." The club 
survived till 1 734, when the diners were mobbed owing to the 
popular ill-feeling which their outrages on good taste provoked, 
and the riot which ensued put a final atop to the meetings. 

CALF', a sea-port in Corsica, capital of an arrondissement in 
the N.W. of the island, 112 m. N. of Ajaccio by road. Pop. 
(1906) 1967. It is situated on the Bay of Calvi, in a malarial 
region, and is the port in Corsica nearest to France, being lop m. 
from Antibes; the harbour, however, is exposed to the east and 
north-east winds. The modern town lies at the foot of a rock, on 
which stands the old town with its steep rock-paved streets and 
fortified walls, commanded by the Fort Muzello. Fishing is 
carried on, and timber, oil, wine, lemons and other sub-tropical 
fruits are exported to some extent. The most important buildings 
are the old palace of the Genoese governor, used as barracks, and 
the church (16t12 century), with the monument of the Baglioni 
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family, which was intimately associated with the history of the 
town. 

Calvi was founded in the 13th century and in 1:78 passed into 
the hands of the Genoese. From that date it was remarkable for 
its adherence to their side, especially in 1553 when it repulsed two 
attacks of the united forces of the French and Turks. In recogni-
tion thereof the Genoese senate caused the words Citritas Calvi 
sniper Mali: to be carved on the chief gate of the city, which still 
preserves the inscription. In 1794 Calvi was captured by the 
English, but it was retaken by the Corsicans in the following 
year. 

CALVIN, JOHN ( t 500-1564), Swiss divine and reformer, was 
born at Noyon, in Picardy, on the loth of July 1509. His father, 
Gerard Cauvin or Calvin,' was a notary-apostolic and procurator-
fiscal for the lordship of Noyon, besides holding certain ecclesi-
astical offices In connexion with that diocese. The name of his 
mother was Jeanne le Franc; she was the daughter of an inn-
keeper at Gambrel, who afterwards came to reside at Noyon. 
Gerard Cauvin was esteemed as a man of Considerable sagacity 
and prudence, and his wife was a godly and attractive lady. She 
bore him five sons, of whom John was the second. By a second 
wife there were two daughters. 

Of Calvin's early years only a few notices remain. His father 
destined him from the first for an ecclesiastical career, and paid 
for his education in the household of the noble family of Hangest 
de Mont:nor. In May 1521 he was appointed to a chaplaincy 
attached to the altar of La Gesine in the cathedral of Noyon, and 
received the tonsure. The actual duties of the office were in such 
cases carried out by ordained and older men for a fraction of the 
stipend. The plague having visited Noyon, the young Hangests 
were sent to Paris in August 15:3, and Calvin accompanied them, 
being enabled to do so by the income received from his benefice. 
He lived with his uncle and attended as an out-student the 
College de la Marche, at that time under the regency of Mathurin 
Conlier, a man of character, learning and repute as a teacher, 
who in later days followed his pupil to Switzerland, taught at 
NeuchAtel, and died in Geneva in 1564. In dedicating to him his 
Commentary on the First Epistle to the Thessalonians, as" eximiae 
pietatis et doctrine vim," he declares that so had be been aided 
by his instruction that whatever subsequent progress he had made 
be only regarded as received from him, and " this," he adds, " I 
wish to testify to posterity that if any utility accrue to any from 
my writings they may acknowledge it as having in part flowed 
from thee." From the College de la Marche he removed to the 
College de Montaigu' where the atmosphere was more ecelesi-
astial and where he had for instructor a Spaniard who is 
described as a man of learning and to whom Calvin was indebted 
for some sound training in dialectics and the scholastic philosophy. 
He speedily outstripped all his competitors in grammatical 
studies, and by his skill and acumen as a student of philosophy, 
and in the college disputations gave fruitful promise of that 
consummate excellence as a reasoner in the department of 
speculative truth which he afterwards displayed. Among his 
friends were the Hangests (especially Claude), Nicolas and 
Michel Cop, sons of the king's Swiss physician, and his own 
kinsman Pierre Robert, better known as Olivetan. Such friend-
ships testify both to the worth and the attractiveness of his 
character, and contradict the old legend that he was an unsociable 
misanthrope. Pleased with his success, the canons at Noyon 
give him the curacy of St Martin de Marteville in September 
:527. After holding this preferment for nearly two years, he 
exchanged it in July 15:9 for the cure of Pont L'Eveque, a village 

The family name of Calvin seems to have been written indiffer-
ently Cauvin, Chauve, Chauvin, Calvus, Calvinus. In the con-
temporary notices of Gerard and his family, in the capitular registers 
of the cathedral at Noyon, the name is always spelt Cauuin. The 
anagram of Calvin is Akuin. and this in its Latimzed form Alcuinus 
appears in two editions of his Institutio as that of the author (Audit'. 
Vie de Cabrin, 52o). The syndics of Geneva address him in a letter 
written in 254o, and still preserved, as " Docteur Caulvin." In his 
letters written in French he usually signs himself " Jean Calvin." 
He affected the title of " Maitre," for what reason is not known. 

Pierre de Montaigu refounded this institution in 1388. Erasmus 
and Ignatius Loyola also st udied here.  

near to Noyon, and the place to which his father originally 
belonged. He appears to have been not a little elated by his 
early promotion, and although not ordained, he preached several 
sermons to the people. But though the career of ecclesiastical 
preferment was thus early opened to him, Calvin was destined 
not to become a priest. A change came over the mind both of his 
father and himself 'respecting his future career. Gerard Cauvin 
began to suspect that he had not chosen the most lucrative 
profession for his son, and that the law offered to a youth of his 
talents and industry a more-promising sphere' He was also now 
out of favour with the cathedral chapter at Noyon. It is said also 
that John himself, on the advice of his relative, Pierre Robert 
Olivetan, the tint translator of the Bible into French, had begun 
to study the Scriptures and to dissent from the Roman worship. 
At any rate he readily complied with his father's suggestion, and 
removed from Paris to Orleans (March 25:8) in order to study 
law under Pierre Taisan de l'Etoile, the most distinguished 
juriseonsult of his day. The university atmosphere here was 
less ascetic than at Pans, but Calvin's ardour knew no slackening, 
and such was his progress in legal knowledge that he Was fre-
quently called upon to lecture, in the absence of one or other of 
the regular staff. Other studies, however, besides those of law 
occupied him while in this city, and moved by the humanistic 
spirit of the age he eagerly developed his classical . knowledge. 
" By protracted vigils," says Beza, " he secures indeed a solid 
erudition and an excellent memory; but it is probable he at the 
same time sowed the seeds of that disease (dyspepsia) which 
occasioned him various illnesses in after life, and at last brought 
upon him premature death." ,  His friends here were Melchior 
Wolmar, a German schoolmaster and a man of exemplary 
scholarship and character, Francois Daniel, Francois de Connam 
and Nicolas Duchemin; to these his earliest letters were 
written. 

From Orleans Calvin went to Bourges in the autumn of 1529 
to continue his studies under the brilliant Italian, Andrea Alciati 
(1492-1550), whom Francis L had invited into France and 
settled as a professor of law in that university. His friend 
Daniel went with him, and Wolmar followed a year later. By 
Wolmar Calvin was taught Greek, and introduced to the study of 
the New Testament in the original, a service which he gratefully 
acknowledges in one of his printed works. ,  The conversation of 
Wolmar may also have beep of use to him in his consideration of 
the doctrines of the Reformation, which were now beginning to 
be widely diffused through France. Twelve years had elapsed 
since Luther bad published his theses against indulgences—
twelve years of intense excitement and anxious discussion, not 
in Germany only, but in almost all the adjacent countries. In 
France there had not been as yet any overt revolt against the 
Church of Rome, but multitudes were in sympathy with any 
attempt to improve the church by education, by purer morals, 
by better preaching and by a return to the primitive and un-
corrupted faith. Though we cannot with Beza regard Calvin at 
this time as a centre of Protestant activity, he may well have 
preached at Lignieres as a reformatory Catholic of the school of 
Erasmus. Calvin's own record of his " conversion " is so scanty 
and devoid of chronological data that it is extremely difficult to 
trace his religious development with any certainty. But it seems 
probable that at least up to 253: he was far more concerned 
about classical scholarship than about religion. 

His residence at Bourges was cut short by the death of his 
father in May 8531. Inimediately after this event he went to 
Paris, where the " new learning " wale now at length ousting the 
medieval scholasticism from the university. He lodged in the 
College Fortet, reading Greek with Pierre Danes and beginning 
Hebrew with Francois Vatable. It was at this time (April 2532) 
that Calvin issued his first publication, a commentary in Latin on 
Seneca's tract De Clemenlia. This book he published at his own 
cost, and dedicated to Claude Hangest„ abbot of St Eloi, a 
member of the de Montmor family, with whom Calvin bad been 
▪Calv. Praef. ad Comment. is Psalms. 

Jo. Callum Vita, sub init. 
▪Epic. Ded.. Comment in Ep. II. ad  Corinthios praefix. 
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brought up. It was formerly thought that Calvinpublished this 
work with a view to influence the king to put a stop to the attacks 
on the Protestants, but there is nothing in the treatise itself or in 
the commentary to favour this opinion. 

Soon after the publication of his first book Calvin returned 
to Orleans, where he stayed for a year, perhaps again reading 
law, and still undecided as to his life's work. He visited Noyon 
in August 1 333, and by October of the same year was settled 
again in Paris. Here and now his destiny became certain. The 
conservative theology was becoming discredited, and humanists 
like Jacques Lefevre of Etaples (Faber Stapulensis) and Girard 
Roussel were favoured by the court under the influence of 
Margaret of Angouleme, queen of Navarre and sister of Francis I. 
Calvin's old friend, Nicolas Cop, had just been elected rector of 
the university and had to deliver an oration according to custom 
in the church of the Mathurins, on the feast of All Saints. The 
oration (certainly influenced but hardly composed by Calvin) 
was in effect a defence of the reformed opinions, especially of 
the doctrine of justification by faith alone. It is to the period 
between April 5532 and November 1 533, and in particular to 
the time of his second sojourn at Orleans, that we may most 
fittingly assign the great change in Calvin which he describes 
(Praef. ad Psalms; opera• xxxi. 21-24 as his " sudden con-
version" and attributes to direct divine agency. It must have 
been at least after his Commentary on Seneca's De Ckmentia 
that his heart was " so subdued and reduced to docility that in 
comparison with his zeal for true piety he regarded all other 
studies with indifference, though not entirely forsaking them. 
Though himself a beginner, many flocked to him to learn the 
pure doctrine, and he began to seek some hiding-place and means 
of withdrawal from people." This indeed was forced upon him, 
for Cop's address was more than the conservative party could 
bear, and Cop, being summoned to appear before the parlement 
of Paris, ,  found it necessary, as he failed to secure the support 
either of the king, or of the university, to make his escape to 
Basel. An attempt was at the same time made to seize Calvin, 
but, being forewarned of the design by his friends, he also made 
his escape. His room in the College Fortet, however, was 
searched, and his books and papers seized, to the imminent 
peril of some of his friends, whose letters were found in his 
repositories. He went to Noyon, but, proceedings against him 
being dropped, soon returned to Paris. But desiring both 
security and solitude for study he left the city again about New 
Year of 11534 and became the guest of Louis du 'Fillet, a canon of 
the cathedrial, at Angouleme, where at the request of his host he 
prepared some short discourses, which were circulated in the 
surrounding parishes, and read in public to the people. Here, too 
in du Tillet's splendid library, he began the studies which resulted 
in his great work, the Institutes, and paid a visit to Nerac, where 
the venerable Lefevre, whose revised translation of the Bible 
into French was published about this time, was spending his last 
years under the kindly care of Margaret of Navarre. 

Calvin was now nearly twenty-five years of age, and in the 
ordinary way would have been ordained to the priesthood. Up 
till this time his work for the evangelical cause was not so much 
thast of the public preather .or reformer as that of the retiring 
but influential scholar and adviser. Now, however, he had to 
decide whether, like Roussel and other of his friends, he should 
strive to combine the new doctrines with a position in the old 
church, or whether he should definitely break away from Rome. 
His mind was made up, and on the ath of May he resigned 
his chaplaincy at Noyon and his rectorship at Pont l'Eveque. 
Towards the end of the same month he was arrested and suffered 
two short terms of imprisonment, the charges against him 
being not strong enough to be pressed. He seems to have 
gone next to Paris, staying perhaps with Etienne de la 
Forge, a Protestant merchant who- suffered for his faith in 
February z 535. To this time belongs the story of the proposed 
meeting between Calvin and the Spanish reformer Servetus. 
Calvin's movements at this time are difficult to trace, but he 
visited both Orleans and Poitiers, and each visit marked a stage 
In his development. 

The Anabaptists of Germany had spread into France, and 
were disseminating many wild and fanatical opinions among 
those who had seceded from the Church of Rome. Among other 
notions which they had imbibed was that of a sleep of the soul 
after death. To Calvin this notion appeared so pernicious that 
he composed a treatise in refutation of it, under the title of 
Psychopannychia. The preface to this treatise is dated Orleans 

534,,but it was not printed till 1542. In it he chiefly dwells 
upon the evidence from Scripture in favour of the belief that the 
soul retains its intelligent consciousness after its separation from 
the body—passing by questions of philosophical speculation, as 
tending on such a subject only to minister to an idle curiosity. 
At Poitiers Calvin gathered round him a company of cultured 
and gentle men whom in private intercourse he influenced 
considerably. Here too in a grotto near the town he for the first 
time celebrated the communion in the Evangelical Church of 
France, using a piece of the rock as a table. 

The year 1534 was thus decisive for Calvin. From this time 
forward his influence became supreme, and all who bad accepted 
the reformed doctrines in France turned to him for counsel and 
instruction, attracted not only by his power as a teacher, but 
still more, perhaps because they saw in him so full a develop-
ment of the Christian life according to the evangelical model. 
Renan, no prejudiced judge, pronounces him " the most Christian 
man of his time," and attributes to this his success as a reformer. 
Certain it is that already be had become conspicuous as a prophet 
of the new religion; his life was in danger, and he was obliged to 
seek safety in flight. In company with his friend Louis du 
'Fillet, whom he had again gone to Angouleme to visit, he set out 
for Basel. On their way they were robbed by one of their servants, 
and it was only by borrowing ten crowns from their other 
servant that they were enabled to get to Strassburg, and thence 
to Basel. Here Calvin was welcomed by the band of scholars 
and theologians who had conspired to make that city the Athens 
of Switzerland, and especially by Oswald Myconius, the chief 
pastor, Pierre Viret and Heinrich Bullinger. Under the aupices 
and guidance of Sebastian Minster, Calvin now gave himself to 
the study of Hebrew. 

Francis I., desirous to continue the suppression of the Protest-
ants but anxious, because of his strife with Charles V., not to 
break with the Protestant princes of Germany, instructed his 
ambassador to assure these princes that it was only against 
Anabaptists, and other parties who called in question all civil 
magistracy, that his severities were exercised. Calvin, indignant 
at the calumny which was thus cast upon the reformed party in 
France, hastily prepared for the press his Institutes of the Christian 
Religion, which he published "first that I might vindicate from 
unjust affront my brethren whose death was precious in the sight 
of the Lord, and, next, that some sorrow and anxiety should move 
foreign peoples, since the same sufferings threatened many." 
The work was dedicated to the king, and Calvin says he wrote it 
in Latin that it might find access to the learned in all lands. , 

 Soon after it appeared he set about translating it into French, as 
he himself attests in a letter dated October 5536. This sets at 
rest a question, at one time much agitated, whether the book 
appeared first in French or in Latin. The earliest French edition 
known is that of r 540, and this was after the work had been much 
enlarged, and several Latin editions had appeared. In its first 
form the work consisted of only six chapters, and was intended 
merely as a brief manual of Christian doctrine. The chapters 
follow a traditional scheme of religious teaching: (z) The Law, 
(as in the Ten Words), (2) Faith (as in the Apostles' Creed) 
(3) Prayer, (4) the Sacraments; to these were added (5) False 
Sacraments, (6) Christian liberty, ecclesiastical power and civil 
administration. The closing chapters of the work are more 
polemical than the earlier ones. His indebtedness to Luther is 
of course great, but his spiritual kinship with Martin Bucer of 

This edition forms a small 8vo of 514 pages , annd 6 pages of index. 
It appeared at Basel from the press of Thomas Platter and Balthasar 
Lulus in March 5536, and was published by Johann Oporin. The 
dedicatory preface is dated 23rd August 1535. It is a masterpiece 
of apologetic literature. See W. Walker, John Calvin. is f., and 
for an outline of the contents of the treatise. O. 137449- 
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Strassburg is even more marked. Something also he owed to 
Scotus and other medieval schoolmen. The book appeared 
anonymously, the author having, as he himself says, nothing in 
view beyond furnishing a statement of the faith of the persecuted 
Protestants, whom he saw cruelly cut to pieces by impious and 
perfidious court parasites.' In this work, though produced when 
the author was only twenty-six years of age, we find a complete 
mediae of the Calvinist theological system. In none of the later 
editions, nor in any of his later works do we find reason to believe 
that be ever changed his views on any essential point from what 
they were at the period of its first publication. Such an instance 
of maturity of mind and of opinion at so early an age would be 
remarkable under any circumstances; but in Calvin's case it is 
rendered peculiarly so by the shortness of the time which had 
elapsed since he gave himself to theological studies. It may be 
doubted also if the history of literature presents us with another 
instance of a book written at so early an age, which has exercised 
such a prodigious influence upon the opinions and practices both 
of contemporaries and of posterity. 

After a short visit (April 1536) to the court of Renee, duchess 
of Ferrara (cousin to Margaret of Navarre), which at that time 
afforded an asylum to several learned and pious fugitives from 
persecution, Calvin returned through Basel to France to arrange 
his affairs before finally taking farewell of his native country. 
fits intention was to settle at Strassburg or Basel, and to devote 
himself to study. But being unable, in consequence of the war 
between Francis I. and Charles V., to reach Strassburg by the 
ordinary route, he with his younger brother Antoine and his 
half-sister Marie journeyed to Lyons and so to Geneva, making 
foe Basel. In Geneva his progress was arrested, and his resolution 
to pursue the quiet path of studious research was dispelled by 
what be calls the " formidable obtestation " of Guillaume Farel.' 
After many struggles and no small suffering, this coo getic spirit 
had succeeded in planting the evangelical standard at Geneva; 
and anxious to secure the aid of such a man as Calvin, he entreated 
him on his arrival to relinquish his design of going farther, and to 
devote himself to the work in that city. Calvin at first declined, 
alleging as an excuse his need of securing more time for personal 
improvement, but ultimately, believing that he was divinely 
called to this task and that " God had stretched forth His hand 
upon me from on high to arrest me," he consented to remain at 
Geneva. He hurried to Basel, transacted some business, and 
returned to Geneva in August 1536. He at once began to ex-
puund the epistles of St Paul in the church of St Pierre, and after 
about a year was also elected preacher by the magistrates with 
the consent of the people, an office which he would not accept 
antff it had been repeatedly pressed upon him. His services 
seem to have been rendered for some time gratuitously, for in 
February 1537 there is an entry in the city registers to the effect 
dal six crowns had been voted to him, " since he has as yet 
hudly received anything." 

Calvin was in his twenty-eighth year when be was thus 
constrained to settle at Geneva; and in this city the rest of his 
Ede, with the exception of a brief interval, was spent. The post 
to which he was thus called was not an easy one. Though the 
people of Geneva had cast off the obedience of Rome, it was 
largely a political revolt against the duke of Savoy and they were 
sal (says Beza) " but very imperfectly enlightened in divine 
knowledge; they had as yet hardly emerged from the filth of the 
papacy." a  This laid them open to the incursions of those 
funtical teachers, whom the excitement attendant upon the 
Reformation had called forth, and who hung mischievously upon 
the rear of the reforming body. To obviate the evils thence 
resulting, Calvin, in union with Farel, drew up a condensed 
statement of Christian doctrine consisting of twenty-one articles. 
This the citizens were summoned, in parties of ten each, to 
profess and swear to as the confession of their faith—a process 
which, though not in accordance with modern notions of the best 
say of establishing men in the faith, was gorse through, Calvin 
teases," with much satisfaction." As the people took this oath 

Praef. ad Psaimos. 	 s Ibid. 
Beza. Vit. Cale,. as. 1536.  

in the capacity of citizens, we may see here the basis laid for that 
theocratic system which subsequently became peculiarly charac-
teristic of the Genevan polity. Deeply convinced of the import-
ance of education for the young, Calvin and his coadjutors were 
solicitous to establish schools throughout the city, and to enforce 
on parents the sending of their children to them; and as he had 
no faith in education apart from religious training, he drew up a 
catechism of Christian doctrine which the children had to learn 
whilst they were receiving secular instruction. Of the troubles 
which arose from fanatical teachers, the chief proceeded from 
the efforts of the Anabaptists; a public disputation was held on 
the 16th and 17th of March 1537, and so excited the populace 
that the Council of Two Hundred stopped it, declared the 
Anabaptists vanquished and drove them from the city. About 
the same time also, the peace of Calvin and his friends was much 
disturbed and their work interrupted by Pierre Caroli, another 
native of northern France, who, though a man of loose principle 
and belief, had been appointed chief pastor at Lausanne and was 
discrediting the good work done by Pierre Viret in that city. 
Calvin went to Viret's aid and brought Caroli before the com-
missioners of Bern on a charge of advocating prayers for the dead 
as a means of their earlier resurrection. Caroli brought a 
counter-charge against the Geneva divines of Sabellianism and 
Arianism, because they would not enforce the Athanasian creed, 
and had not used the words " Trinity " and " Person " in the 
confession they had drawn up. It was a struggle between the 
thoroughgoing humanistic reformer who drew his creed solely 
from the " word of God " and the merely semi-Protestant 
reformer who looked on the old creed as a priceless heritage. In 
a synod held at Bern the matter was fully discussed, when a 
verdict was given in favour of the Geneva divines, and Caroli 
deposed from his office and banished. He returned to France, 
rejoined the Roman communion and spent the rest of his life in 
passing to and from the old faith and the new. Thus ended an 
affair which seems to have occasioned Calvin much more uneasi-
ness than the character of his assailant, and the manifest false-
hood of the charge brought against him, would seem to justify. 
Two brief anti-Romanist tracts, one entitled De fugiendis 
impiorum semis, the other De sacerdolio papali abjiciendo, were 
also published early in this year. 

Hardly was the affair of Caroli settled, when new and severer 
trials came upon the Genevan Reformers. The austere sim-
plicity of the ritual which Farel had introduced, and to which 
Calvin had conformed; the strictness with which the ministers 
sought to enforce not only the laws of morality, but certain 
sumptuary regulations respecting the dress and mode of living 
of the citizens; and their determination in spiritual matters 
and ecclesiastical ceremonies not to submit to the least dictation 
from the civil power, led to violent dissensions. Amidst much 
party strife Calvin perhaps showed more youthful impetuosity 
than experienced skill. He and his colleagues refused to ad-
minister the sacrament in the Bemese form, i.e. with unleavened 
bread, and on Easter Sunday, 1538, declined to do so at all 
because of the popular tumult. For this they were banished 
from the city. They went first to Bern, and soon after to 
ZUrich, where a synod of the Swiss pastors had been convened. 
Before this assembly they pleaded their cause, and stated what 
were the points on which they were prepared to insist as needful 
for the proper discipline of the church. They declared that they 
would yield in the matter of ceremonies so far as to employ un-
leavened bread in the eucharist, to use fonts in baptism, and to 
allow festival days, provided the people might pursue their 
ordinary avocations after public service. These Calvin re-
garded as matters of indifference, provided the magistrates did 
not make them of importance, by seeking to enforce them; and 
he was the more willing to concede them, because he hoped 
thereby to meet the wishes of the Bemese brethren whose 
ritual was less simple than that established by Farel at Geneva. 
But he and his colleagues insisted, on the other hand that for the 
proper maintenance of discipline, there should be a division of 
parishes—that excommunications should be permitted, and 
should be under the power of elders chosen by the council, in 
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conjunction with the clergy—that order should be observed in 
the admission of preachers—and that only the clergy should 
officiate in ordination by the laying on of hands. It was proposed 
also, as conducive to the welfare of the church, that the sacrament 
of the Lord's Supper should be administered more frequently, at 
least once every month, and that congregational singing of 
psalms should be practised in the churches. On these terms the 
synod interceded with the Genevese to restore their pastors; 
but through the opposition of some of the Bernese (especially 
Peter Kuntz, the pastor of that city) this was frustrated, and a 
second edict of banishment was the only response. 

Calvin and Farel betook themselves, under these circumstances, 
to Basel, where they soon after separated, Farel to go to Neu-
chatel and Calvin to Strassburg. At the latter place Calvin 
resided till the autumn of 5541, occupying himself partly in 
literary exertions, partly as a preacher and especially an organizer 
in the French church, and partly as a lecturer on theology. 
These years were not the least valuable in his experience. In 
1539 he attended Charles V.'s conference on Christian reunion at 
Frankfort as the companion of Bucer, and in the following year 
he appeared at Hagenau and Worms, as the delegate from the 
city of Strassburg. He was present also at the diet at Regens-
burg, where he deepened his acquaintance with MeLanchthon, 
and formed with him a friendship which lasted through life. He 
also did something to relieve the persecuted Protestants of 
France. It is to this period of his life that we owe a revised and 
enlarged form of his Institutes, his Commentary on the Epistle to 
the Romans, and his Tract on the Lord's Supper. .Notwithstand- 
ing his manifold engagements, he found time to attend to the 
tenderer affections; for it was during his residence at Strass-
burg that he married, in August 1540, Idelette de Bure, the 
widow of one Jean Stordeur of Liige, whom he had converted 
from Anabaptism. In her Calvin found, to use his own words, 
" the excellent companion of his life," a " precious help " to him 
amid his manifold labours and frequent infirmities. She died in 
1549, to the great grief of her husband, who never ceased to 
mourn her loss. Their only child Jacques, born on the 28th of 
July 1542, lived only a few days. 

During Calvin's absence disorder and irreligion had prevailed 
in Geneva. An attempt was made by Cardinal Jacopo Sadoleto 
(1477-1547), bishop of Carpentras, to take advantage of this so 
as to restore the papal supremacy in that district; but this 
design Calvin, at the request of the Bernese authorities, who had 
been consulted by those of Geneva, completely frustrated, by 
writing such a reply to the letter which the bishop had addressed 
to the Genevese, as constrained him to desist from all further 
efforts. The letter had more than a local or temporary reference. 
It was a popular yet thoroughgoing defence of the whole Protest-
ant position, perhaps the best apologia for the Reformation that 
was ever written. He seems also to have kept up his connexion 
with Geneva by addressing letters of counsel and comfort to the 
faithful there who continued to regard him with affection. It 
was whilst he was still at Strassburg that there appeared at 
Geneva a translation of the Bible into French,. bearing Calvin's 
name, but in reality only revised and corrected by him from the 
version of Olivitan. Meanwhile the way was opening for his 
return. Those who bad driven him from the city gradually 
lost power and office. Farel worked unceasingly for his recall. 
After much hesitation, for Strassburg had strong claims, he 
yielded and returned to Geneva, where he was received with 
the utmost enthusiasm (September 13, 1541). He entered upon 
his work with a firm determination to carry out those reforms 
which he had originally purposed, and to set up in all its integrity 
that form of church polity which he had carefully matured 
during his residence at Strassburg. He now became the sole 
directive spirit in the church at Geneva. Farel was retained 
by the Neuchatelois, and Viret, soon after Calvin's return, re-
mcved to Lausanne. His duties were thus rendered exceedingly 
onerous, and his labour became excessive. Besides preaching 
every day in each alternate week, he taught theology three days 
in the week, attended weekly meetings of his consistory, read 
the Scriptures once a week in the congregation, carried on an  

extensive correspondence on a multiplicity of subjects, prepared 
commentaries on the books of Scripture, and was engaged 
repeatedly in controversy with the opponents of his opinions. 
" I have not time," he writes to a friend, " to look out of my 
house at the blessed sun, and if things continue thus I shall 
forget what sort of appearance it has. When I have settled my 
usual business, I have so many letters to write, so many questions 
to answer, that many a night is spent without any offering of 
sleep being brought to nature." 

It is only necessary here to sketch the leading events of 
Calvin's life after his return to Geneva. He recodified the 
Genevan laws and constitution, and was the leading spirit in the 
negotiations with Bern that issued in the treaty of February 
1544. Of the controversies in which he embarked, one of the 
most important was that in which he defended his doctrine 
concerning predestination and election. His first antagonist on 
this head was Albert Pighius, a Romanist, who, resuming the 
controversy between Erasmus and Luther on the freedom of the 
will, violently attacked Calvin for the views he had expressed 
on that subject. Calvin replied to him in a work published 
in 1543, in which he defends his own opinions at length, both 
by general reasonings and by an appeal to both Scripture 
and the Fathers, especially Augustine. So potent were his 
reasonings that Pighius, though owing nothing to the gentleness 
or courtesy of Calvin, was led to embrace his views. A still more 
vexatious and protracted controversy on the same subject arose 
in 1551. Jerome Hermes Bolsec, a Carmelite friar, having 
renounced Romanism, had fled from France to Vein', a village 
near Geneva, where he practised as a physician. Being a zealous 
opponent of predestinarian views, be expressed his criticisms 
of Calvin's teaching on the subject in one of the public con-
ferences held each Friday. Calvin replied with much vehemence, 
and brought the matter before the civil authorities. The council 
were at a loss which course to take; not that they doubted which 
of the disputants was right, for they all held by the views of 
Calvin, but they were unable to determine to what extent and 
in which way Bolsec should be punished for his heresy. The 
question was submitted to the churches at Basel, Bern, Zurich 
and Neuchatel, but they also, to Calvin's disappointment, were 
divided in their judgment, some counselling severity, others 
gentle measures. In the end Bolsec was banished from Geneva; 
he ultimately rejoined the Roman communion and in 1577 
avenged himself by a particularly slanderous biography of 
Calvin. Another painful controversy was that with Sibastien 
Castellio (1515-1563), a teacher in the Genevan school and a 
scholar of real distinction. He wished to enter the preaching 
ministry but was excluded by Calvin's influence because be had 
criticized the inspiration of the Song of Solomon and the Genevan 
interpretation of the clause " he descended into hell." The 
bitterness thus aroused developed into life-long enmity. During 
all this time also the less strict party in the city and in the 
council did not cease to harry the reformer. 

But the most memorable of all the controversies in which 
Calvin was engaged was that into which he was brought in 1553 
with Michael Servetus (q.v.). After many wanderings, and 
after having been condemned to death for heresy at Vienne, 
whence he was fortunate enough to make his escape, Servetus 
arrived in August 1555 at Geneva on his way to Naples. He was 
recognized in church and soon after, at Calvin's • instigation, 
arrested. The charge of blasphemy was founded on certain 
statements in a book published by him in t 553, entitled Christi-
anismi Restitutio, in which he animadverted on the Catholic 
doctrine of the Trinity, and advanced sentiments strongly 
savouring of Pantheism. The story of his trial is told elsewhere 
(see art. SERVETOS), but it must be noted here that the struggle 
was something more than a doctrinal one. The cause of Servetus 
was taken up by 'Calvin's Genevan foes headed by Philibert 
Berthelier, and became a test of the relative strength of the rival 
forces and of the permanence of Calvin's control. That Calvin 
was actuated by personal spite and animosity against Servetus 
himself may be open to discussion; we have his own express 
declaration that, after. Servetus was convicted, he used no 
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urgency that be should be put to death, and at their last inter-
view he told Servetus that he never had avenged private injuries, 
and assured him that if he would repent it would not be his fault 
if all the pious did not give him their hands.' There is the fact 
also that Calvin used his endeavour to have the sentence which 
had been pronounced against Servetus mitigated, death by 
burning being regarded by him as an " atrocity," for which he 
sought to substitute death by the sword' It can be justly 
charged against Calvin in this matter that he took the initiative 
in bringing on the trial of Servetus, that as his accuser he pro-
secuted the suit against him with undue severity, and that he 
approved the sentence which condemned Servetus to death. 
When, however, it is remembered that the unanimous decision of 
the Swiss churches and of the Swiss state governments was that 
Servetus deserved to die; that the general voice of Christendom 
was in favour of this; that even such a man as Melanchthon 
affirmed the justice of the sentence;' that an eminent English 
divine of the next age should declare the process against him 
" just and honourable," and that only a few voices here and 
there were at the time raised against it, many will be ready to 
accept the judgment of Coleridge, that the death of Servetus was 
not " Calvin's guilt especially, but the common opprobrium of 
all European Christendom." 

Calvin was also involved in a protracted and somewhat vexing 
dispute with the Lutherans respecting the Lord's Supper, which 
ended in•the separation of the evangelical party into the two great 
sections of Lutherans and Reformed,—the former holding that in 
the eucharist the body and blood of Christ are objectively and 
consubstantially present, and so are actually partaken of by the 
communicants, and the latter that there is only a virtual presence 
of the body and blood of Christ, and consequently only a spiritual 
participation thereof through faith. In addition to these 
controversies on points of faith, he was for many years greatly 
disquieted, and sometimes even endangered, by the opposition 
offered by the libertine party in Geneva to the ecclesiastical 
discipline which he had established there. His system of church 
polity was essentially theocratic; it assumed that every member 
of the state was also under the discipline of the church; and he 
asserted that the right of exercising this discipline was vested 
exclusively in the consistory or body of preachers and elders. 
His attempts to carry out these views brought him into collision 
both with the authorities and with the populace,—the latter 
being not unnaturally restive under the restraints imposed upon 
their liberty by the vigorous system of church discipline, and the 
former being inclined to retain in their own hands a portion of 
that power in things spiritual which CMvin was bent on placing 
exclusively in the hands of the church rulers. His dauntless 
courage, his perseverance, and his earnestness at length prevailed, 
and he had the satisfaction, before he died, of seeing his favourite 
system of church polity firmly established, not only at Geneva, 
but in other parts of Switzerland, and of knowing that it had been 
adopted substantially by The Reformers in France and Scotland. 
The men whom he trained at Geneva carried his principles into 
almost every country in Europe, and in varying degree these 
principles did much for the cause of civil liberty' Nor was it 
only in religious matters that Calvin busied himself; nothing 
was indifferent to him that concerned the welfare and good order 
of the state or the advantage of its citizens. His work embraced 
everything; he was consulted on every affair, great and small, 
that came before the council,—on questions of law, police, 
economy, trade, and manufactures, no less than on questions of 
doctrine and church polity. To him the city owed her trade in 
cloths and velvets, from which so much wealth accrued to her 

Fidelis Expositio Errorum Serveti, sub init. Calvini, Opp. t. ix. 
'Calvin to Fare!. sorb Aug. 1553. 

Too judicio prorsus assentior. Affirmo etiam vestros magi- 
stratus juste fecisse quod hominem blasphemum, re ordine judicata, 
interfecerunt.—Melanchthon to Calvin, 14th Oct. 1554 

'Field Os the Church, bk. iii. c. 27, vol. i. p. 288 (ed. Cambridge, 
1847)- 

. Notts on English Divines, vol. i. p. 49. Set also Tabk Talk, 
voL ii. p. 282 (ed. 1835). 

W. Walker, John Calvin. pp. 403-8.  

citizens; sanitary regulations were introduced by him which 
made Geneva the admiration of all visitors; and in him she 
reverences the founder of her university. This institution was in 
a sense Calvin's crowning work. It added religious education to 
the evangelical preaching and the thorough discipline already 
established, and so completed the reformer's ideal of a Christian 
commonwealth. 

Amidst these multitudinous cares and occupations, Calvin 
found time to write a number of works besides those provoked by 
the various controversies in which he was engaged. The most 
numerous of these were of an exegetical character. Including 
discourses taken down from his lips by faithful auditors, we have 
from him expository comments or homilies on nearly all the 
books of Scripture, written partly in Latin and partly in French. 
Though naturally knowing nothing of the modem idea of a 
progressive revelation, his judiciousness, penetration, and tact in 
eliciting his author's meaning, his precision, condensation, and 
concinnity as an expositor, the accuracy of his learning, the 
closeness of his reasoning, and the elegance of his style, all unite 
to confer s high value on his exegetical works. The series began 
with Romans in xsao and ended with Joshua in 1564. In 1558- 

sso also, though in very ill health, he finally perfected the 
Institutes. 

The incessant and exhausting labours to which Calvin gave 
himself could not but tell on his fragile constitution. Amid 
many sufferings, however, and frequent attacks of sickness, he 
manfully pursued his course; nor was it till his frail body, torn 
by many and painful diseases—fever, asthma, stone, and gout, 
the fruits for the most part of his sedentary habits and unceasing 
activity—had, as it were, fallen to pieces around him, that his 
indomitable spirit relinquished the conflict. In the early part of 
the year 1564 his sufferings became so severe that it was manifest 
his earthly cireer was rapidly drawing to a close. On the 6th of 
February of that year he preached his last sermon, having with 
great difficulty found Meath enough to carry him through it. He 
was several times after this carried to church, but never again 
was able to take any part in the service. With his usual dis-
interestedness he refused to receive his stipend, now that he was 
no longer able to discharge the duties of his office. In the midst 
of his sufferings, however, his zeal and energy kept him in 
continual occupation; when expostulated with for such un-
seasonable toil, he replied, " Would you that the Lord should 
find me idle when He comes ?" After he had retired from 
public labours be lingered for some months, enduring the severest 
agony 'without a murmur, and cheerfully attending to all the 
duties of a private kind which his diseases left him strength to 
discharge. On the 25th of April he made his will, on the 27th he 
received the Little Council, and on the 28th the Genevan 
ministers, in his sick-room; on the 2nd of May he wrote his last 
letter—to his old comrade Farel, who hastened from Ncuchf.tel 
to see him once again. He spent much time in prayer and died 
quietly, in the arms of his faithful friend Theodore Beza, on the 
evening of the 27th of May, in the fifty-fifth year of his age. The 
next day he was buried without pomp " in the common cemetery 
called Plain-palais " in a spot not now to be identified. 

Calvin was of middle stature; his complexion was somewhat 
pallid and dark; his eyes, to the latest clear and lustrous, 
bespoke the acumen of his genius. He was sparing in his food 
and simple in his dress; he took but little sleep, and was capable 
of extraordinary efforts of intellectual toil. He had a most 
retentive memory and a very keen power of observation. He 
spoke without rhetoric, simply, directly, but with great weight. 
He had many acquaintances but few close friends. His private 
character was in harmony with his public reputation and position. 
If somewhat severe and irritable, he was at the same time 
scrupulously just, truthful, and steadfast; he never deserted a 
friend or took an unfair advantage of an antagonist; and on 
befitting occasions he could be cheerful and even facetious 
among his intimates. " God gave him," said the Little Council 
after his death, " a character of great majesty." " I have been a 
witness of him for sixteen years," says Beza, "and I think I am 
fully entitled to say that in this man there was exhibited to all an 
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example of the life and death of the Christian, such as it will not 
be easy to depreciate, such as it will be difficult to emulate." 

Though Calvin built his theology on the foundations laid by 
earlier reformers, and especially by Luther and Bucer, his peculiar 
gifts of learning, of logic and of style made him pre-eminently the 
theologian of the new religion. The following may be regarded as 
his characteristic tenets, though not all are peculiar to him. 

The dominant thought is the infinite and transcendent sovereignty 
of God, to know whom is the supreme end of human endeavour. 
God is made known to man especially by the Scriptures, whose 
writers were " sure and authentic amanuenses of the Holy Spirit." 
To the Spirit speaking therein the Spirit-illumined soul of man 
makes response. While Cod is the source of all good, man as a 
sinner is guilty and corrupt. The first man was made in the image 
and likeness of God, which not only implies man's superiority to all 
other creatures, but indicates his original purity, integrity and 
sanctity. From this state Adam fell, and in his fall involved the 
whole human race descended from him. Hence depravity and 
corruption, diffused through all parts of the soul, attach to all men, 
and this first makes them obnoxious to the anger of God, and then 
comes forth in works which the Scripture calls works of the flesh 
(Gal. v. 19). Thus all are held vitiated and perverted in all parts 
of their nature, and on account of such corruption deservedly con-
demned before God, by whom nothing is accepted save righteousness 
innocence, and purity. Nor is that a being boundforanother's offence ; 
for when it is said that we through Adam's sin have become ob-
noxious to the divine judgment, it is not to be taken as if we being 
ourselves innocent and blameless, bear the fault of his offence, but 
that, we having been brought under a curse through his trans- 
Lresssiounn,ishhemisensat  said tov  , ihnozelzr.fronomt ohnilny,  

eortaenhakvebouus,nlimut a pcs' Fmstrin llehicem  
resides in us, to which punishment is justly due. Thus even infants, 
whilst they bring their own condemnation with them from their 
mother's womb, are bound not by another's but by their own fault. 
For though they have not yet brought forth the fruits of their 
iniquity, they have the seed shut up in them; nay, their whole nature 
is a sort of seed of sin, therefore it cannot but be hateful and abomin-
able to God (Instil. bk. ii. ch. i. sect. 8). 

To redeem man from this state of guilt, and to recover him from 
corruption, the Son of God became incarnate, assuming man's nature 
into union with His own, so that in Him were two natures in one 
person. Thus incarnate He took on Him the offices of prophet, 
priest and king, and by His humiliation, obedience and suffering unto 
death, followed by His resurrection and ascension to heaven, He 
has perfected His work and fulfilled all that was required in a 
redeemer of men, so that it is truly.  affirmed that He has merited 
for man the grace of salvation (bk. II. ch . 13-17). But until a man 
is in some way really united to Christ so as to partake of Him, the 
benefits of Christ's work cannot be attained by him. Now it is by 
the secret and special operation of the Holy Spirit that men are 
united to Christ and made members of His body. Through faith, 
which is a firm and certain cognition of the divine benevolence 
towards us founded on the truth of the gracious promise in Christ, 
men are by the operation of the Spirit united to Christ and are made 
partakers of His death and resurrection, so that the old man is 
crucified with Him and they are raised to a new life, a life of righteous- 
ness and holiness. Thus joined to Christ the believer has life in 

i Him and knows that he is saved, having the witness of the Spirit 
that he is a child of God, and having the promises, the certitude of 
which the Spirit had before impressed on the mind, sealed by the . 

same Spirit on the heart (bk. tn. ch. 33-36). From faith proceeds 
repentance, which is the turning of our life to God, proceeding from 
a sincere and earnest fear of God, and consisting in the mortification 
of the flesh and tl•e old man within us and a vivification of the Spirit. 
Through faith also the believer receives justification, his sins are 
forgiven, he is accepted of God, and is held by Him as righteous, 
the righteousness of Christ being imputed to him, and faith being 
the instrument by which the man lays hold on Christ, so that with 
His righteousness the man appears in God's sight as righteous. 
This imputed righteousness, however, is not disjoined from real 
personal righteousness, for regeneration and sanctification come 
to the believer from Christ no less than justification; the two 
blessings are not to be confounded, but neither are they to be dis-
joined. The assurance which the believer has of salvation he 
receives from the operation and witness of the Holy Spirit ; but 
this again rests on the divine choice of the man to salvation; and 
this falls back on God's eternal sovereign purpose, whereby He has 
predestined some to eternal life while the rest of mankind are 
predestined to condemnation and eternal death. Those whom 
God has chosen to life He effectually calls to salvation, and they 
are kept by Him in progressive faith and holiness unto the end 
(bk. Hi. passim). The external means or aids by which God unites 
men into the fellowship of Christ, and sustains and advances those 
who believe, are the church and its ordinances, especially the sacra-
ments. The church universal is the multitude gathered from diverse 
nations, which though divided by distance of time and place, agree 
in one common faith, and it is bound by the tie of the same religion; 
and wherever the word of God is sincerely preached, and the sacra-
ments are duly administered, according to Christ's institute, there 

beyond doubt is a church of the living God (bk. iv. ch . I, sect. 7- I I). 
The permanent officers in the church are pastors and teachers, to the 
former of whom it belongs to preside over the discipline of the 
church, to administer the sacraments, and to admonish and exhort 
the members; while the latter occupy themselves with the exposition 
of Scripture, so that pure and wholesome doctrine may be retained. 
With them are to be joined for the government of the church certain 
pious, grave and holy men as a senate in each church; and to others, 
as deacons, is to be entrusted the care of the poor. The election of 
the officers in a church is to be with the people, and those duly 
chosen and called are to be ordained by the laying on of the hands 
of the pastors (ch. 3, sect. 4-16). The sacraments are two—Baptism 
and the Lord's Supper. Baptism is the sign of initiation whereby 
men are admitted Into the society of the church and, being grafted 
into Christ, are reckoned among the sons of God; it serves both 
for the confirmation of faith and as a confession before men. The 
Lord's Supper is a spiritual feast where Christ attests that He is the 
life-giving bread, by which our souls are fed unto true and blessed 
immortality. That sacred communication of His flesh and blood 
whereby Christ transfuses into us His life, even as if it penetrated 
into our bones and marrow, He in the Supper attests and seals; 
and that not by a vain or empty sign set before us, but there He 
puts forth the efficacy of His Spirit whereby He fulfils what He 
promises. In the mystery of the Supper Christ is truly exhibited 
to us by the symbols of bread and wine; and so His body and blood, 
in which He fulfilled all obedience for the obtaining of righteousness 
for us, are presented. There is no such presence of Christ in the 
Supper as that He is affixed to the bread or included in it or in any 
way circumscribed ; but whatever can express the true and sub-
stantial communication of the body and blood of the Lord, which 
is exhibited to believers under the said symbols of the Supper, is to 
be received, and that not as perceived by the imagination only or 
mental intelligence, but as enjoyed for the aliment of the eternal life 
(bk. iv. ch . 55, 17). 

The course of time has substantially modified many of these 
positions. Even the churches which trace their descent from 
Calvin's work and faith no longer hold in their entirety his views 
on the magistrate as the preserver of church purity, the utter de- 
pravity of human nature, the non-human character of the Bible, 
the dealing of God with man. But his system had an immense 
value in the history of Christian thought. It appealed to and 
evoked a high order of intelligence, and its insistence on personal 
individual salvation has borne worthy fruit. So also its insistence 
on the chief end of man " to know and do the will of God " made 
for the strenuous morality that helped to build up the modern 
world. Its effects are most clearly seen in Scotland, in Puritan 
England and in the New England states, but its influence was and 
is felt among peoples that have little desire or claim to be called 
Calvinist. 
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CALVINISTIC METHODISTS, a body of Christians forming a 
church of the Presbyterian order and claiming to be the only 
denomination in Wales which is of purely Welsh origin. Its 
beginnings may be traced to the labours of the Rev. Griffith 
Jones (1684-1761), of Llanddowror, Carmarthenshire, whose 
sympathy for the poor led him to set on foot a system of circu-
lating charity schools for the education of children. In stniing 
contrast to the general apathy of the clergy of the period, 
Griffith Jones's zeal appealed to the public imagination, and his 
powerful preaching exercised a widespread influence, many 
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travelling long distances in order to attend his ministry. There 
was thus a considerable number of earnest people dispersed 
throughout the country waiting for the rousing of the parish 
clergy. An impressive announcement of the Easter Communion 
Service, made by the Rev. Pryce Davies, vicar of Talgarth, 
on the 3oth of March 1735, was the means of awakening 
Howell Harris (17i4 -1773) of Trevecca, and he immediately 
began to hold services in his own house. He was soon invited to 
do the same at the houses of others, and ended by becoming a 
fiery itinerant preacher, stirring to the depths every neighbour-
hood he visited. Griffith Jones, preaching at Llanddewi Brefi, 
Cardiganshire—the place at which the Welsh Patron Saint, 
David, first became famous—found Daniel Rowland (1713-r 79o), 
curate of Llangeitho, in his audience, and his patronizing attitude 
in listening drew from the preacher a personal supplication on his 
behalf, in the middle of the discourse. Rowland was deeply 
moved, and became an ardent apostle of the new movement. 
Naturally a fine orator, his new-born zeal gave an edge to his 
eloquence, and his fame spread abroad. Rowland and Harris 
had been at work fully eighteen months before they met, at a 
service in Devynock church, in the upper part of Breconshire. 
The acquaintance then formed lasted to the end of Harris's life—
an interval of ten years excepted. Harris had been sent to 
Oxford in the autumn of 1735 to " cure him of his fanaticism," 
but he left in the following February. Rowland had never been 
to a university, but, like Harris, he had been well grounded in 
general knowledge. About 1739 another prominent figure 
appeared. This was Howell Davies of Pembrokeshire, whose 
ministry was modelled on that of his master, Griffith Jones, but 
with rather more clatter in his thunder. 

In 1736, on returning home, Harris opened a school, Griffith 
Jones supplying him with books from his charity. He also set up 
societies, in accordance with the recommendations in Josiah 
liliedgwood's little book on the subject; and these exercised a 
great influence on the religious life of the people. By far the 
most notable of Harris's converts was William Williams (1717-
1791), Pant y Celyn, the great hymn-writer of Wales, who while 
listening to the revivalist preaching on a tombstone in the 
graveyard of Talgarth, heard the " voice of heaven," and was 
"apprehended as by a warrant from on high." He was ordained 
deacon in the Church of England, 1740, but Whitefield recom-
mended him to leave his curacies and go into the highways and 
hedges. On Wednesday and Thursday, January 5th and 6th, 
1743, the friends of aggressive Christianity in Wales met at 
Wadford, near Caerphilly, Glam., in order to organize their 
societies. George Whitefield was in the chair. Rowland, Williams 
and John Powell—afterwards of Llanmartin—(clergymen), 
Harris, John Humphreys and John Cennick (laymen) were 
present. Seven lay exhorters were also at the meetings; they 
were questioned as to their spiritual experience and allotted 
their several spheres; other matters pertaining to the new 
conditions created by the revival were arranged. This is known 
as the first Methodist Association—held eighteen months before 
John Wesley's first conference (June 25th, 1744) Monthly 
meetings covering smaller districts, were organized to consider 
local matters, the transactions of which were to be reported to 
the Quarterly Association, to be confirmed, modified, or rejected. 
Exhorters were divided into two classes—public, who were 
allowed to itinerate as preachers and superintend a number of 
societies; private, who were confined to the charge of one or 
two societies. The societies were distinctly understood to be 
part of the established church, as Wedgwood's were, and every 
attempt at estranging them therefrom was sharply reproved; 
but persecution made their position anomalous. They did not 
accept the discipline of the Church of England, so the plea of 
conformity was a feeble defence; nor had they taken out licenses, 
so as to claim the protection of the Toleration Act. Harris's 
ardent loyalty to the Church of England, after three refusals 
to ordain him, and his personal contempt for ill-treatment from 
persecutors, were the only things that prevented separation. 

A controversy on a doctrinal point—" Did God die on 
Calvary? "—raged for some time, the principal disputants  

being Rowland and Harris; and in 275i it ended in an open 
rupture, which threw the Connexion first into confusion and then 
into a state of coma. The societies split up into Harrisites and 
Rowlandites, and it was only with the revival of 1762 that the 
breach was fairly repaired. This revival is a landmark in the 
history of the Connexion. Williams of Pant y Celyn had just 
published a little volume of hymns, the singing of which inflamed 
the people. This led the bishop of St David's to suspend 
Rowland's license, and Rowland had to confine himself to a 
meeting-house at Llangeitho. Having been turned out of other 
churches, he had leased a plot of land in 1759, anticipating the 
final withdrawal of his license, in 1763, and a spacious building 
was erected to which the people crowded from all parts on 
Sacrament Sunday. Llangeitho became the Jerusalem of Wales, 
and Rowland's popularity never waned until his physical powers 
gave way. A notable event in the history of Welsh Methodism 
was the publication in 177o, of a 4to annotated Welsh Bible by 
the Rev. Peter Williams, a forceful preacher, and an indefatigable 
worker, who had joined the Methodists in 5746, after being 
driven from several curacies. It gave birth to a new interest in 
the Scriptures,being the first definite commentary in the language. 
A powerful revival broke out at Llangeitho in the spring of 
178o, and spread to the south, but not to the north of Wales. 
The ignorance of the people of the north made it very difficult 
for Methodism to benefit from these manifestations, until the 
advent of the Rev. Thomas Charles (1755-1814), who, having 
spent five years in Somersetshire as curate of several parishes, 
returned to his native land to marry Sarah Jones of Bala. 
Failing to find employment in the established church, he joined 
the Methodists in 1784. His circulating charity schools and 
then his Sunday schools gradually made the North a new 
country. In 1791 a revival began at Bala; and this, strange to 
say, a few months after the Bala Association had been ruffled by 
the proceedings which led to the expulsion of Peter Williams 
from the Connexion, in order to prevent him from selling John 
Canne's Bible among the Methodists, because of some Sabellian 
marginal notes. 

In x790, the Bala Association passed "Rules regarding the 
proper mode of conducting the Quarterly Association," drawn 
up by Charles; in 18ot, Charles and Thomas Jones of Mold, 
published (for the association) the " Rules and Objects of the 
Private Societies among the People called Methodists." About 
1795, persecution led the Methodists to take the first step 
towards separation from the Church of England. Heavy fines 
made it impossible for preachers in poor circumstances to 
continue without claiming the protection of the Toleration Act, 
and the meeting-houses had to be registered as dissenting chapels. 
In a large number of cases this had only been delayed by so con-
structing the houses that they were used botlfas dwellings and 
as.chapels at one and the same time. Until art the Calvin-
istic Methodists had no ministers ordained by themselves; their 
enormous growth in numbers and the scarcity of ministers to 
administer the Sacrament—only three in North Wales, two of 
whom had joined only at the dawn of the century—made the 
question of ordination a matter of urgency. The South Wales 
clergy who regularly itinerated were dying out; the majority of 
those remaining itinerated but irregularly, and were most of them 
against the change. The lay element, with the help of Charles and 
a few other stalwarts, carried the matter through—ordaining 
nine at Bala in June, and thirteen at Llandilo in August. In 
1823, the Confession of Faith was published; it is based on the 
Westminster Confession as " Calvinistically construed," and 
contains 44 articles. The Connexion's Constitsaional Deed was 
formally completed in 1826. 

Thomas Charles had tried to arrange for taking over Trevecca 
College when the trustees of the Countess of Huntingdon's 
Connexion removed their seminary to Cheshunt in 1791; but the 
Bala revival broke out just at the time, and, when things grew 
quieter, other matters pressed for attention. A college had been 
mooted in 18,6, but the intended tutor died suddenly, and the 
matter was for the time dropped. Candidates for the Connex-
ional ministry were compelled to shift for themselves until 1837, 
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when Lewis Edwards (1809-x887) and David Charles (181:- 
1878) opened a school for young men at Bala. North and South 
alike adopted it as their college, the associations contributing a 
hundred guineas each towards the education of their students. 
In 1842, the South Wales Association opened a college at 
Trevecca, leaving Bala to the North; the Rev. David Charles 
became principal of the former, and the Rev. Lewis Edwards of 
the latter. After the death of Dr Lewis Edwards, Dr. T. C. 
Edwards resigned the principalship of the University College at 
Aberystwyth to become head of Bala 0890, now a purely 
theological college, the students of which were sent to the 
university colleges for their classical training. In 19o5 Mr David 
Davies of Llandinam—one of the leading laymen in the Connexion 
—offered a large building at Aberystwyth as a gift to the 
denomination for the purpose of uniting North and South in one 
theological college; but in the event of either association 
declining the proposal, the other was permitted to take possession, 
giving the association that should decline the option of joining at 
a later time. The Association of the South accepted, and that of 
the North declined, the offer; Trevecca College was turned into 
a preparatory school on the lines of a similar institution set up at 
Bala in 1891. . 

The missionary collections of the denomination were given 
to the London Missionary Society from 1798 to 184o, when a 
Connexional Society was formed; and no better instances of 
missionary enterprise are known than those of the Khasia and 
Jaintia Hills, and the Plains of Sylhet in N. India. There 
has also been a mission in Brittany since 1842. 

The constitution of the denomination (called in Welsh, " Hen 
Gorph," i.e. the Old Body) is a mixture of Presbyterianism and 
Congregationalism; each church manages its own affairs and 
reports (r) to the district meeting, (2) to the monthly meeting, 
the nature of each report determining its destination. The 
monthly meetings are made up of all the officers of the churches 
comprised in each, and are split up into districts for the purpose 
of a more local co-operation of the churches. The monthly 
meetings appoint delegates to the quarterly Associations, of 
which all officers are members. The Associations of North and 
South are distinct institutions, deliberating and determining 
matters pertaining to them in their separate quarterly gatherings. 
For the purpose of a fuller co-operation in matters common to 
both, a general assembly (meeting once a year) was established 
in 1864. This is a purely deliberative conclave, worked by 
committees, and all its legislation has to be confirmed by the two 
Associations before it can have any force or be legal. The 
annual conference of the English churches of the denomination 
has no legislative standing, and is meant for social and spiritual 
intercourse and discussions. 

In doctrine th% church is Calvinistic, but its preachers are far 
from being rigid in this particular, being warmly evangelical, 
and, in general, distinctly cultured. The London degree largely 
figures on the Connexional Diary; and now the Welsh degrees, 
in arts and divinity, are being increasingly achieved. It is a 
remarkable fact that every Welsh revival, since x 735, has broken 
out among the Calvinistic Methodists. Those of 1 735, 1762, 
1780 and 179x have been mentioned; those of 1817, 1832, 1859 
and 1904-1905 were no less powerful, and their history is inter-
woven with Calvinistic Methodism, the system of which is so 
admirably adapted for the passing on of the torch. The minis-
terial system is quite anomalous. It started in pure itineracy; 
the pastorate came in very gradually, and isnot yet in universal 
acceptance. The authority of the pulpit of any individual church 
is in the hands of the deacons; they ask the pastor to supply so 
many Sundays a year—from twelve to forty, as the case may 
be—and they then fill the remainder with any preacher they 
choose. The pastor is paid for his pastoral work, and receives 
his Sunday fee just as a stranger does; his Sundays from home 
he fills up at the request of deacons of other churches, and it is a 
breach of connexional etiquette for aminister to apply for engage-
ments, no matter how many unfilled Sundays he may have. 
Deacons and preachers make engagements seven or eight years 
in advance. The Connexion provides for English residents  

wherever required, and the English ministers are oftener in 
their own pulpits than their Welsh brethren. 

The Calvinistic Methodists farm in some respects the strongest 
church in Wales, and its forward movement, headed by Dr. John 
Pugh of Cardiff, has brought thousands into its fold since its 
establishment in 1891. Its Connexional Book Room, opened in 
1891, yields an annual profit of from £1600 to ir000, the profits 
being devoted to help the colleges and to establish Sunday 
school libraries, etc. Its chapels in 1907 numbered 2641 (with 
accommodation for 488,080), manses 229; its churches ,  num-
bered 1428, ministers 921, unordained preachers 318, deacons 
6179; its Sunday Schools 1731, teachers 2 7,895, scholars 1 93,460, 
communicants 189,164, total collections for religious purposea 
£300,912. The statistics of the Indian Mission are equally 
good: communicants 8027, adherents 26,787, missionaries 23, 
native ministers (ordained) x5, preachers (not ordained) 6o. 

The Calvinistic Methodists are intensely national in sentiment 
and aspirations, beyond all suspicion loyalists. They take a 
great interest in social, political and educational matters, and are 
prominent on public bodies. They support the Eisteddfod as the 
promoter and inspirer of arts, letters and music, and are con-
spicuous among the annual prize winners. They thus form a 
living, democratic body, flexible and progressive in its movements, 
yet with a sufficient proportion of conservatism both in religion 
and theology to keep it sane and safe. (D. E. J.) 

CALVISIUS, SETHOS (1556-2625), German chronologer, was 
born of a peasant family at Gorschleben in Thuringia on the 
a tat of February 1556. By the exercise of his musical talents 
he earned money enough for the start, at Helmstedt, of an 
university career, which the aid of a wealthy patron enabled him 
to continue at Leipzig. He became director of the music-school 
at Pforten in 1572, was transferred to Leipzig in the same 
capacity in r594, and retained this post until his death on the 
24th of November 1615, despite the offers successively made to 
him of mathematical professorships at Frankfort and Wittenberg . 
In his Opus Chronologicum (Leipzig, 1605, 7th ed. 1685) he 
expounded a system based on the records of nearly 300 eclipses. 
An ingenious, though ineffective, proposal for the reform of the 
calendar was put forward in his Elenchus Calentlarii Gregoriani 
(Frankfort, 1612); and he published a book on music, Melodiae 
condendae ratio (Erfurt, 1591, still worth reading. 

For details see V. Schmuc 	Leichenrede (1615); J. Bertuchet 
Chronicon Portemse (1739); F. W. E. Rost's &alio ad renotriulaoi 
S. Calvisii memoriam (1805); J G. Stallbaum's Nachrickten other 
die Cantoren an der Thostasschsde (1842); Allgenteine Deutsche 
Biographic; Foggendorff's Biog.-Litterarssehes Handworterbstch. 

CALVO, CARLOS (1824-1906), Argentine publicist and 
historian, was born at Buenos Aires on the 26th of February 
1824, and devoted himself to the study of the law. In i860 he 
was sent by the Paraguayan government on a special mission to 
London and Paris. Remaining in France, he published in 1863 
his Derecho international teorico y practico de Europa y America, in 
two volumes, and at the same time brought out a French version. 
The book immediately took rank as one of the highest modern 
authorities on the subject, and by :887 the first French edition 
had become enlarged to six volumes. Senor Calvo's next 
publications were of a semi-historical character. Between 1862 
and 1869 he published in Spanish and French his great collection 
in fifteen volumes of the treaties and other diplomatic acts of the 
South American republics, and between 1864 and 1875 his 
Annaks historiques de is rim:Wien de l'Ambique 'aline, in five 
volumes. In 1884 he was one of the founders at the Ghent 
congress of the Institut de Droit international. In the following 
year he was Argentine minister at Berlin, and published his 
Dictionnaire du droll international public a pried in that city. 
Calvo died in May 1906 at Paris. 

CALW or RALW, a town of Germany, in the kingdom of 
Wurttemberg, on the Nagold, 34 m. S.W. of Stuttgart by raiL 
Pop. ( 1 9o5), 4943. It contains a Protestant and a Roman 
Catholic Church, two schools, missionary institution, and a fine 

Adherents and members in scattered hamlets and attending 
different meeting•houses or chapels, often combine to form one 
society or church. 
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public library. The industries include spinning and weaving 
operations in wool and cotton. Carpets, cigars and leather are 
also manufactured. The timber trade, chiefly with the Nether-
lands, is important. The place is in favour as a health resort. 

The name of Calw appears first in 2037. In the middle ages 
the town was under the dominion of a powerful family of counts, 
whose possessions finally passed to Wilrttemberg in 2345. In 
1634 the town was taken by the Bavariahs, and in 1692 by 
the French. 

CALYDON (Kahvoeur), an ancient town of Aetolia, according to 
Pliny, 74 Roman in. from the sea, on the river Euenus. It was 
said to have been founded by Calydon, son of Aetolus; to have 
been the scene of the hunting, by Meleager and other heroes, of 
the famous Calydonian boar, sent by Artemis to lay waste the 
fields; and to have taken part in the Trojan war. In historical 
times it is first mentioned (391 a.c.) as in the possession of the 
Achaeans, who retained it for twenty years, by the assistance of 
the Lacedaemonian king, Agesilaus, notwithstanding the attacks 
of the Arcarnanians. After the battle of Leuctra (371 a.c.) it was 
restored by Epaminondas to the Aetolians. In the time of 
Pompey it was a town of importance; but Augustus removed 
its inhabitants to Nicopolis, which he founded to commemorate 
his victory at Actium (31 a.c.). The walls of Caiydon are almost 
certainly to be recognized in the Rastro of Kurtaga. These 
comprise a circuit of over 2 m., with one large gate and five 
smaller ones, and are situated on a bill on the right or west bank 
of the Euenus. Remains of large terrace walls outside the town 
probably indicate the position of the temple of Artemis Laphria, 
whose gold and ivory statue was transferred to Patras, together 
probably with her ritual. This included a sacrifice in which all 
kinds of beasts,. wild and tame, were driven into a wooden pyre 
and consumed. 

See W. M. Leake, Travels in N. Greece, i. p. tog, iii. pp._533.  sqq.; 
W. J. Woodhouse, Aetolia, pp. 95 sqq•  (E. Ga.) 

CALYPSO, in Greek mythology, daughter of Atlas (or Oceanus, 
or Nereus), queen of the mythical island of Ogygia. When 
Odysseus was shipwrecked on her shores, Calypso entertained 
the hero with great hospitality, and prevailed on him to remain 
with her seven years. Odysseus was then seized with a longing 
to return to his wife and home; Calypso's promise of eternal 
youth failed to induce him to stay, and Hermes was sent by 
Zeus to bid her release him. When he set sail, Calypso died of 
*rid. (Homer, Odyssey, I. 50, V. 28, vii. 254; Apollodonis 2, 7.) 

CAN (CIO), D1000 (d. 1480-1486), Portuguese discoverer, 
the first European known to sight and enter the Congo, and to 
explore the West African coast between Cape St Catherine (2° S.) 
and Cape Cross (21° so' S.) almost from the equator to Walfish 
Bay. When Ring John II. of Portugal revived the work of 
Henry the Navigator, he sent out Cam (about midsummer (1) 
5482) to open up the African coast still further beyond the 
equator. The mouth of the Congo was now discovered (perhaps 
in August 1482), and marked by a stone pillar (still existing, but 
only in fragments) erected on Shark Point; the great river was 
also ascended for a short distance, and intercourse was opened 
with the natives. Cam then coasted down along the present 
Angola (Portuguese West Africa), and erected a second pillar, 
probably marking the termination of this voyage, at Cape Santa 
Maria (the Monte Negro of these first visitors) in re 26' S. He 
certainly returned to Lisbon by the beginning of April 2484, 
when John II. ennobled him, made him a cavalleiro of his house-
hold (he was already an escudeiro or esquire in the same), and 
granted him an annuity and a coat of arms (8th and ,4th of 
April 1484). That Cam, on his second voyage of 1485-1486, was 
accompanied by Martin Behaim (as alleged on the latter's 
Nanymberg globe of 1492) is very doubtful; but we know that 
the explorer revisited the Congo and erected two more pillars 
beyond the furthest of his previous voyage, the first at another 
" Monte Negro " in 15° 41' S., the second at Cape Cross in 
21°  so', this last probably marking the end of his progress 
southward. According to one authority (a legend on the 1 489 
map of Henricus Martellus Germanus), Cam died off Cape Cross; 
but Join de Barros and others make him return to the Congo,  

and take thence a native envoy to Portugal. The four pillars 
set up by Cam on his two voyages have all been discovered 
in situ, and the inscriptions on two of them from Cape Santa 
Maria and Cape Cross, dated 1482 and 1485 respectively, are 
still to be read and have been printed; the Cape Cross padrso is 
now at Kiel (replaced on the spot by a granite facsimile); those 
from the Congo estuary and the more southerly Monte Negro are 
in the Museum of the Lisbon Geographical Society. 

See Barros, Decades' do Asia, Decade de i. bk. iii., esp. ch. 3; Ruy 
de Pina. Chronica d' el Rei D. Joao II.; Garcia de Resende, Monica; 
Luciano Cordeiro, "Dingo Clio" in &learn of the Lisboa Geol. Soc., 
1842; E. G. Ravenstein, "Voyages of Dingo ato," &c., in Geog. 
Jed. vol. zvi. (Ism); also Geog. Jsrl. xxxi. (0928). (C. R. B.) 

CANACNO, JUAN FRANCISCO (x824-1896), Spanish states-
man and financier, was born in Cadiz in 1824. The first part of 
his life was devoted to mercantile and financial pursuits at 
Cadiz and then in Madrid, where he managed the affairs of and 
liquidated a mercantile and industrial society to the satisfaction 
and profit of the shareholders. In 2837 he became a captain in 
the national militia, in 2852 Conservative deputy in the Cortes 
for Alcoy, in 1853 secretary of congress, and was afterwards 
elected ten times deputy, twice senator and life senator in 
1877. Camacho took a prominent part in all financial debates 
and committees, was offered a seat in the Mon cabinet of 1 864, 
and was appointed under-secretary of state finances in 1866 
under Canovas and O'Donnell. After the revolution of r868 he 
declined the post of minister of finance offered by Marshal 
Serrano, but served in that capacity in 1872 and 1874 in Sagasta's 
cabinets. When the restoration took place, Camacho sat in the 
Cortes among the dynastic Liberals with Sagasta as leader, and 
became finance minister in 1881 at a critical moment when 
Spain had to convert, reduce, and consolidate her treasury 
and other debts with a view to resuming payment of coupons. 
Camacho drew up an excellent budget and collected taxation 
with a decidedly unpopular vigour. A few years later Sagasta 
again made him finance minister under the regency of Queen 
Christina, but had to sacrifice him when public opinion very 
clearly pronounced against his too radical financial reforms and 
his severity in collection of taxes. He was for the same reasons 
unsuccessful as a governor of the Tobacco Monopoly Company. 
He then seceded from the Liberals, and during the last years of 
his life he affected to vote with the Conservatives, who made him 
governor of the Dank of Spain. He died in Madrid on the 23rd of 
January 1896. (A. E. H.) 

CAMALDULIANS, or CANALDOLESE, a religious order founded 
by St Romuald... Born of a noble family at Ravenna c. 950, he 
retired at the age of twenty to the Benedictine monastery of 
S. Apollinare in Classe; but being strongly drawn to the ere-
mitical life, he went to live with a hermit in the neighbourhood of 
Venice and then again near Ravenna. Here a colony of hermits 
grew up around him and he became the superior. As soon as 
they were established in their manner of life, Romuald moved to 
another district and there formed a second settlement of hermits, 
only to proceed in the same way to the establishment of other 
colonies of hermits or " deserts " as they were called. In this 
way during the course of his life Romuald formed a great number 
of " deserts " throughout central Italy. His chief foundation 
was at Camaldoli on the heights of the Tuscan Apennines not far 
from Arezzo, in a vale snow-covered during half the year. 
Romuald's idea was to reintroduce into the West the primitive 
eremitical form of monachism, as practised by the first Egyptian 
and Syrian monks. His monks dwelt in separate huts around the 
oratory, and came together only for divine service and on certain 
days for meals. The life was one of extreme rigour in regard to 
food, clothing, silence and general observance. Besides the 
hermits there were lay brothers to help in carrying out the field 
work and rougher occupations. St Romuald and the early 
Camaldolese exercised considerable influence on the religiout 
movements of their time; the emperors Otto III. and Henry II. 
esteemed him highly and sought his advice on religious questions. 
Disciples of St Romuald went on missions to the still heathen 
parts of Russia, Poland and Prussia, where some of them suffered 
martyrdom. In his extreme old age St Romuald with twenty-five 
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of his monks started on a missionary expedition to Hungary, 
but he was unable to accomplish the journey. He died in 1o27. 
After his death mitigations were gradually introduced into the 
rule and manner of life; and in the monastery of St Michael in 
Murano, Venice, the life became cenobiticaL From that time to 
the present day there have always been both eremitical and 
cenobitical Camaldolese, the latter approximating to ordinary 
Benedictine life. The Camaldolese spread all over Italy, and into 
Germany, Poland and France. Camaldoli itself exists as a 
" desert," the primitive observance of the institute being strictly 
maintained. There are a few other " deserts," all in Italy, 
except one in Poland; and there are about 90 hermits. The chief 
monastery of the cenobitical Camaldolese is S. Gregorio on the 
Caelian Hill in Rome; they number less than forty. Since the 

th century there have been Camaldolese nuns; at present there 
are five nunneries with 15o nuns, all belonging to the cenobitical 
branch of the order. The habit of the Camaldulians is white. 

See Helyot, Hist des cadres religieux (1792) v. cc. 21-25; Max 
Heimbucher, Order! mad XongregoSionen (1896) i. 4 29; and the art. 

camaidulenser " in Wetzer and Welte, Kirckewlertkore L(acy, .)dBed.). 
and Herzog, Realeycyklopadie (3rd ed.). 

CANAROO, MARIE ANNE DE CMS DE (171/2-1770), 
French dancer, of Spanish descent, was born in Brussels on the 
isth of April 1710. Her father, Ferdinand Joseph de Cupis, 
earned a scanty living as violinist and dancing-master, and from 
childhood she was trained for the stage. At ten years of age she 
was given lessons by Mlle Francoise Prevost (1680-1741), then 
the first dancer at the Paris Opera, and at once obtained an 
engagement as pressure &mew; first at Brussels and then at 
Rouen. Under her grandmother's family name of Camargo she 
made her Paris abut in 1726, and at once became the rage. 
Every new fashion bore her name; her manner of doing her hair 
was copied by all at court; her shoemaker—she had a tiny foot—
made his fortune. She had many titled adorers whom she nearly 
ruined by her extravagances, among others Louis de Bourbon, 
comte de Clermont. At his wish she retired from the stage from 
1736 to 2741. In her time she appeared in seventy-eight ballets 
or operas, always to the delight of the public. She was the first 
ballet-dancer to shorten the skirt to what afterwards became the 
regulation length. There is a charming portrait of her by 
Nicolas Lancret in the Wallace collection, thridon. 

CAMARGUE (Insula Camarie), a thinly-populated region of 
southern France contained wholly in the department of Bouches-
du-Rhone, and comprising the delta of the Rhone. The 
Camargue is a marshy plain of alluvial formation enclosed 
between the two branches of the river, the Grand Rhone to the 
east and the Petit Rhone to the west. Its average elevation is 
from 6i to 8 ft. The Camargue has a coast-line some 3o in in 
length and an area-of 290 sq. ra., of which about a quarter consists 
of cultivated and fertile land. This is in the north and on the 
banks of the rivers. The rest consists of rough pasture grazed by 
the black bulls and white horses of the region and by large flocks 
of sheep, or of marsh, stagnant water and waste land impregnated 
with salt. The region is inhabited by flocks of flamingoes, 
bustards, partridge, and by sea-birds of various kinds. The 
Stang de Vaccarfs, the largest of the numerous lagoons and 
pools, covers about 23 sq. in.; it receives three main canals con-
structed to drain off the minor lagoons. The Camargue is 
protected by dikes from the inundations both of the sea and of 
the rivers. Inlets in the sea-dike let in water for the purposes of 
the lagoon fisheries and the salt-pans; and the river-water is 
used for irrigation and for the submersion of vines. The 
climate is characterized by hard winters and scorching summers. 
Rain falls in torrents, but at considerable intervals. The mistral, 
blowing from the north and north-west, is the prevailing wind. 
The south-eastern portion of the Camargue is known as the Ile 
du Plan du Bourg. A secondary delta to the west of the Petit 
Rhone goes by the name of Petite Camargue. 

CAMARINA, an ancient city of Sicily, situated on the south 
coast, about 17 m. S.E. of Gela (Terranova). It was founded by 
Syracuse in 599 D.C., but destroyed by the mother city in 552 for 
attempting to assert its independence. Hippocrates of Gela  

received its territory from Syracuse and restored the town in 402, 
but it was destroyed by Gelon in 484; the Geloans, however, 
founded it anew in 461. It seems to have been in general hostile 
to Syracuse, but, though an ally of Athens in 427, it gave some 
slight help to Syracuse in 415-413. It was destroyed by the 
Carthaginians in 405, restored by Timoleon in 339 alter its 
abandonment by Dionysius's order, but in 258 fell into the 
hands of the Romans. Its complete destruction dates from 
A.D. 853. The site of the ancient city is among rapidly shifting 
sandhills, and the lack of stone in the neighbourhood has led to 
its buildings being used as a quarry even by the inhabitants of 
Terranova, so that nothing is now visible above ground but a 
small part of the wall of the temple of Athena and a few founda-
tions of houses; portions of the city wall have been traced by 
excavation, and the necropolis has been carefully explored (see 
J. Schubring in Philology; xxxii. 49o; P. Orsi in Menstsrenni 
dei Lined, ix. 201, 'flog; xiv. 756, 1904). To the north 
lay the lake to which the answer of the Delphic oracle referred, 
pt) aloes Knnapt292, when the citizens inquired as to the 
advisability of draining it. 

CAMBACER215, JEAN JAMES RgOIS DE, duke of Parma 
(2 753-1824), French statesman, was born at Montpellier on the 
28th of October 2753. He was descended from a well-known 
family of the legal nobility (noblesse de la robe). He was designed 
for the magistracy of his province; and in 177r, when for a time 
the provincial parlement was suppressed, with the others, by the 
chancellor Maupeou, he refused to sit in the royal tribunal 
substituted for it. He continued, however, to study law with 
ardour, and in 1774 succeeded his father as councillor in the 
court of accounts and finances of his native town. Espousing 
the principles of the Revolution in 1789, he was commissioned 
by the noblesse of the province to draw up the coiner (statement of 
principles and grievances); and the seackaussee of Montpellier 
elected him deputy to the states-general of Versailles; but the 
election was annulled on a technical point. Nevertheless in 
1792 the new department of Hfrault, in which Montpellier is 
situated, sent him as one of its deputies to the Convention 
which assembled and proclaimed the Republic in September 
2792. In the strife which soon broke out between the Girondins 
and the Jacobins he took no decided part, but occupied himself 
mainly with the legal and legislative work which went on almost 
without intermission even during the Terror. The action of 
Cambaceres at 'the time of the trial of Louis XVI. (December 
2S, 1 792-January 20, 1 793) was characteristic of his habits of 
thought. At first he protested against the erection of the 
Convention into a tribunal in these words: " The people has 
chosen you to be legislators; it has not appointed you as judges." 
He also demanded that the king should have due facilities forlis 
defence. Nevertheless, when the trial proceeded, he voted with 
the majority which declared Louis to be guilty, but recommended 
that the penalty should be postponed until the cessation of 
hostilities, and that the sentence should then be ratified by the 
Convention or by some other legislative body. It is therefore 
inexact to count him among the regicides, as was done by the 
royalists after 1815. Early in 1793 he became a member of the 
Committee of General Defence, but he did not take part in the 
work of its more famous successor, the Committee of Public 
Safety, until the dose of the year z 794. In the meantime he had 
done much useful work, especially that of laying down, conjointly 
with Merlin of Douai, the principles bn which the legislation of 
the revolutionary epoch should be codified. At the dose of 1794 
he also used his tact and eloquence on behalf of the restoration of 
the surviving Girondins to the Convention, from which they had 
been driven by the coup d'ital of the 31st of May 1793. In the 
course of the year 1795, as president of the Committee of Public 
Safety, and as responsible especially for foreign affairs, he was 
largely instrumental in bringing about peace with Spain. Never-
theless, not being a regicide, he was not appointed to be one of 
the five Directors to whom the control of public affairs was 
entrusted after the coup d'ila1 of Vendfmiaire 1 795; but, as 
before, his powers of judgment and of tactful debating soon 
carried him to the front in the council of Five Hundred. The 
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moderation of his views brought him into opposition to the 
Directors after the coup d'Eloi of Fructidor (September 1797), 
and for a time be retired into private life. Owing, however, to 
the influence of Sieyes, he became minister of justice in July 
rigs He gave a guarded support to Bonaparte and Sieyes in 
their enterprise of overthrowing the Directory (coup d'eta1 of 
Brumaire 1797). 

After a short interval Cambaceres was, by the constitution of 
December 1799, appointed second consul of France—a position 
which be owed largely to his vast legal knowledge and to the 
conviction which Sieyes entertained of his value as a mani-
pelator of public assemblies. It is impossible here to describe in 
detail his relations to Napoleon, and the part which he played in 
the drawing up of the Civil Code, later on called the Code 
Napoleon_ It must suffice to say that the skilful intervention of 
Cambacinh helped very materially to ensure to Napoleon the 
consnhhip for life (August 1, i8o2); but the second consul is 
known to have disapproved of some of the events which followed, 
notably the execution of the duc d'Enghien, the rupture with 
England, and the proclamation of the Empire (May 19, t804). 
This last occurrence ended his title of second consul; it was 
replaced by that of arch-chancellor of the Empire. To him was 
decreed the presidence of the Senate in perpetuity. He also 
became a prince of the Empire and received in i8o8 the title 
duke of Parma. Apart from the important pact which he took in 
helping to co-ordinate and draft the Civil Code, Cambaceres did 
the state good service in many directions, notably by seeking to 
earn the impetuosity of the emperor, and to prevent 'enterprises 
so fatal as the intervention in Spanish affairs (18o8) and the 
invasion of Russia (x812) proved to be. At the close of the 
campaign of 1814 he shared with Joseph Bonaparte the responsi-
blity for some of the actions which zealous Bonapartists have 
deemed injurious to the fortunes of the emperor. In 1815, 
during the Hundred Days, he took up his duties reluctantly at 
the bidding of Napoleon; and after the se fond downfall of his 
waster, he felt the brunt of royalist vengeance, being for a time 
ailed from France. A decree of 13th May 1818 restored him to 
his civil rights as a citizen of France; but the last six years of his 
He be spent in retirement. He was a member of the Academy 
tali the sat of March r816, when a decree of exclusion was 
paned. In demeanour he was quiet, reserved and tactful, but 
whim occasion called for it he proved himself a brilliant orator. 
Be was a celebrated gourmet, and his dinners were utilized by 
Napoleon as a useful adjunct to the arts of statecraft. 

Sex A. Attbriet, Vic& Casebaciras (and ed., Paris, 1825). ,  
(J. Ht.. R.) 

CAMBALIIC, the name by which, under sundry modifications; 
the royal city of the great khan in China became known to Europe 
daring the middle ages, that qty being in fact the same that we 
sow know as Peking. The word itself represents the Mongol 
Khan-Batik, " the city of the khan," or emperor, the title by 
which Peking continues, more orless, to be known tothe Mongols 
sad other northern Asiatics. 

A city occupying approximately the Same site had been the 
capital of one of the principalities into which China' was divided 
sont centuries before the Christian era; and during the reigns 
cf the two Tatar dynasties that immediately preceded the Mongols 
at northern China, viz. that of the Khitans, and- of the in or 
" Golden " khans, it had been one of their royal residences. 
Ueda the names of Yenking, which it received from the Khitan, 
odd Chang-tu, which it had from the Kin, it holds a conspicuous 
dace in the wars of Jenghiz Khan against 'the latter-dynasty. 
Bemptured it in t 215, but it was not till 1284 that it was adopted 
m the imperial residence in lieu of Karakorum in the Mongol. 
stmpes by his grandson Kublai. The latter-selected a position 

kw hundred yards to the north-east of the old city of Chung-tu 
or Yoking, where he founded the new city of Ta-tu (" great 
capital "), called by the Mongols Taidu or Daitu, but also Khan-
Bak; and from this time dates the use of the , latter,  ,name as 
applied to this site. 

The new city formed a rectangle, enclosed by ta coloisal mud 
maw, the longer sides of which ran north apd,south.' These 

w a.  

were each about 51 English m. in length, the shorter sides 51 m., 
so that the circuit was upwards of 18 m. The palace of the 
khan, with its gardens and lake, itself formed an inner enclosure 
fronting the south. There were eleven city gates, viz. three on 
the south side, always the formal front with the Tatars, and two 
on each of the other sides; and the streets ran wide and straight 
from gate to gate (except, of course, where interrupted by the 
palace walls), forming an oblong chess-board plan. 

Ta- tu continued to be the residence of the emperors till the 
fall of the Mongol power (1368). The native dynasty (Ming) 
which supplanted them established their residence at Nan-king 
C' South Court "), but this proved so inconvenient that Yunglo, 
the third sovereign of the dynasty, reoccupied Ta-tu, giving it 
then, for the first time, the name of Pe-king (" North Court 1. 
This was the name in common use when the Jesuits entered 
China towards the end of the 16th century, and began to send 
home accurate information about China. But it is not so now; 
the names in ordinary use being King-cheng or King-tu, both 
signifying " capital.' The restoration of Cambaluc was com-
menced in tsoo. The size of the city was diminished by the 
retrenchment of nearly one-third at the northern end, which 
brought the enceinte more nearly to a square form. And this 
constitutes the modern (so-called) " Tatar city " of Peking, the 
south front of which is identical with the south front of the city 
of Kublai. The walls were completed in 1437. Population 
gathered about the southern front, probably using the material of 
the old city of Yenking, and the excrescence so formed was, in 
I 544, enclosed by a wall and called the "outer city." It is the 
same that is usually called by Europeans " the Chinese city." 
The ruins of the retrenched northern portion of Kublai's great 
rampart are still prominent along their whole extent, so that 
there is no room for question as to the position or true diinensions 
Of the Cambaluc of the middle ages; and it is most probable, 
indeed it is almost a necessity, that the present palace stands on 
the lines of Kublai's palace. 

The city, under the name of Cambaluc, was constituted into an 
archiepiscopal see by Pope Clement V. in 1307, in favour of the 
missionary Franciscan John of Montecorvino (d. 1330); but 
though some successors were nominated it seems probable that 
no second metropolitan ever actually occupied the seat. 

Maps of the 16th and 17th centuries often show Cambaluc in 
an imaginary region to the north of China, a part of the miscon-
ception that has prevailed regarding Cathay. The name is 
often in popular literature written Cambalu, and is by Longfellow 
accented in verse Cambala. But this spelling originates in an 
accidental error in Ramusio's Italian version, which was the chief 
channel through which Marco Polo's book was popularly known. 
The original (French) MSS. all agree with the etymology in calling 
it Cambaluc, which should be accented andtluc. 

CAMBAY, a native state of India, within the Gujarat division 
of Bombay. It has an area of 35o sq. m. Pop. (tool) 73,225, 
showing a decrease of 16% in the decade, due to the famine of 
1899-1000. The estimated gross revenue is £27,189; the tribute, 

£ 1 460. In physical character Cambay is entirely an alluvial 
plain. As a separate state it dates only from about 1730, the 
time of the dismemberment of the Mogul empire. The present 
chiefs are descended from Momin Khan II., the last of the 
governors of Gujarat, who in 1742 murdered his brother-in-law, 
Nizam Khan, governor of Cambay, and established himself there. 

The town of CAMBAY had a population in tool of 31,780. It 
is supposed to be the Commas of Ptolemy, And was formerly a 
very flourishing city, the seat of an extensive trade, and cele-
brated for its manufactures of silk, chintz and gold stuffs; but 
owing principally to the gradually increasing difficulty of access 
by water, owing to the silting up of the gulf, its commerce has 
long since fallen away, and the town has become poor and 
dilapidated. The spring tides rise upwards of 3o ft., and in a 
channel usually so shallow form a serious danger to shipping. The 
trade is chiefly confined to the export of cotton. The town is 
celebrated for its manufacture of agate and carnelian ornaments, 
of reputation principally in China. The houses in many instances 
are built of stone (a circumstance which indicates the former 

la 
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wealth of the city, as the material had to be brought from a very 
considerable distance); and remains of a brick wall, 3 m. in 
circumference, which formerly surrounded the town, enclose four 
large reservoirs of good water and three bazaars. To the south-
east there are very extensive ruins of subterranean temples and 
other buildings half-buried in the sand by which the ancient 
town was overwhelmed. These temples belong to the Jains, and 
contain two massive statues of their deities, the one black, the 
other white. The principal one,. as the inscription intimates, 
is Pariswanath, or Parswanath, carved in the reign of the 
emperor Akbar; the black one has the date of 1651 inscribed. 
In 178o Cambay was taken by the army of General Goddard, was 
restored to the Mahrattas in 1783, and was afterwards ceded to the 
British by the peshwa under the treaty of 18o3. It was provided 
with a railway in loot by the opening of the It m. required 
to connect with the gaekwar of Baroda's line through Petlad. 

CAMBAY. GULF OF, an inlet in the coast of India, in the 
Gujarat division of Bombay. It is about 8o at. in length, but 
is shallow and abounds in shoals and sandbanks. It is supposed 
that the depth of water in the gulf has been decreasing for more 
than two centuries past. The tides, which are very high, run 
into it with amazing velocity, bat at low water the bottom is 
left nearly dry for some distance below the latitude of the town 
of Cambay. It is, however, an important inlet, being the channel 
by which the valuable produce of central Gujarat and the 
British districts of Ahmedabad and Broach is exported; but the 
railway from Bombay to Baroda and Ahmedabad, near Cambay, 
has for some time past been attracting the trade to itself. 

CAMBER (derived through the Fr. from Lat. camera, vault), 
in architecture, the upward curvature given to a beam and 
provided for the depression or sagging, which it is liable to, 
before it has settled down to its bearings. A " camber arch " is 
a slight rise given to the straight-arch to correct an apparedt 
sinking in the centre (see Mica). 

CAMBERT, ROBERT (1628-1677), French operatic composer, 
was born in Paris in 1628. He was a pupil of Chambonnifres. 
In 055, after he had obtained the post of organist at the church 
of St Honore, he married Marie du Moustier. He was musical 
superintendent to Queen Anne of Austria, mother of Louis XIV., 
and for a time held a post with the marquis de Sourdeac. His 
earlier works, the words of which were furnished by Pierre 
Perrin, continued to be performed before the court at Vincennes 
till the death of his patron Cardinal Mazarin. In 1669 Perrin 
received a patent for the founding of the Academie Nationale de 
musique, the germ of the Grand Opera, and Cambert had a share 
in the administration until both he and Perrin were discarded 
in the interests of Lulli. Displeased at his subsequent neglect, 
and jealous of the favour shown to Lulli, who was musical 
superintendent to the king, he went in 1673 to London, where 
soon after his arrival he was appointed master of the band to 
Charles II. One at least of his operas, Pontone, was performed in 
London under his direction, but it did not suit the popular taste, 
and he is supposed to have killed lu.nself in London in 1677. 
His other principal operas were Ariadne ou la amours de Bacchus 
and La Prima la plaisirs de honour. 

CAMBERWELL, a southern metropolitan borough of London, 
England, bounded N. by Southwark and Bermondsey, E. by 
Dept ford and Lewisham, W. by Lambeth, and extending S. to 
the boundary of the county of London. Pop. (1901) 259,339. 
Area, 4480 acres. It appears in Domesday, but the derivation 
of the name is unknown. It includes the districts of Peckham 
and Nunhead, and Dulwich (q ) with its park, picture-gallery 
and schools. Camberwell is mainly residential, and there are 
many good houses, pleasantly situated in Dulwich and south-
ward towards the high ground of Sydenham. Dulwich Park 
(72 acres) and Peckham Rye Common and Park (113 acres) are 
the largest of several public grounds, and Camberwell Green 
was once celebrated for its fairs. Immediately outside the 
southern boundary lies a well-known place of recreation, 
the Crystal Palace Among institutions may be mentioned the 
Camberwell school of arts and crafts, Peckham Road. In 
Camberwell Road is Cambridge House, a university settlement,  

founded in 1854 and incorporating the earlier Trinity settlement. 
The parliamentary borough of Camberwell has three divisions, 
North, Peckham and Dulwich, each returning one member; 
but is not wholly coincident with the municipal borough, the 
Dulwich division extending to include Penge, outside the 
county of London. The borough council consists of a mayor, 
ten aldermen, and sixty councillors. 

CAMBIASI, LUCA (1527-1585), Genoese painter, familiarly 
known as Lucchetto da Genova (his surname is written also 
Cambiaso or Cangiagio), was born at Moneglia in the Genoese 
state, the son of a painter named Giovanni Cambiasi. He took to 
drawing at a very early age, imitating his father, and developed 
great aptitude for foreshortening. At the age of fifteen he painted, 
along with his father, some subjects from Ovid's Metamorphoses 
on the front of a house in Genoa, and afterwards, in conjunction 
with Marcantonio Calvi, a ceiling showing great daring of 
execution in the Palazzo Doris,. He also formed an early friend-
ship with Giambattista Castello; both artists painted together. 
with so much similarity of style that their works could hardly 
be told apart; from this friend Cambiasi learned much in the 
way of perspective and architecture. Luchetto's best artistic 
period lasted for twelve years after his first successes; from that 
time he declined in power, though not at once in reputation, 
owing to the agitations and vexations brought upon him by a 
passion which he conceived for his sister-in-law. His wife having 
died, and the sister-in-law having taken charge of his house and 
children, he endeavoured to procure a papal dispensation for 
marrying her; but in this he was disappointed. In 1583 he 
accepted an invitation from Philip H. to continue in the Escorial 
a series of frescoes which had been begun by Castello, now 
deceased; and it is said that one principal reason for his closing 
with this offer was that he hoped to bring the royal influence to 
bear upon the pope, but in this again he failed. Worn out with 
his disquietudes, he died in the Escorial in the second year of his 
sojourn. Cambiasi had an ardent fancy, and was a bold designer 
in a Raphaelesque mode. His extreme facility astonished the 
Spanish painters, and it is said that Philip IL, watching one day 
with pleasure the offhand zest with which Luchetto was painting 
a head of a laughing child, was allowed the further surprise of 
seeing the laugh changed, by a touch or two upon the lips, into a 
weeping expression. The artist painted sometimes with a brush 
in each hand, and with a certainty equalling or transcending that 
even of Tintoret. He made a vast number of drawings, and was 
also something of a sculptor, executing in this branch of art a 
figure of Faith. Altogether he ranks as one of the ablest artists 
of his day. In personal character, notwithstanding his executive 
energy, he is reported to have been timid and diffident. His sou 
Orazio became likewise a painter, studying under Luchetto. 

The best works of Cambiasi are to be seen in Genoa. In the 
church of S. Giorgio—the martyrdom of that saint: in the Palazzo 
lmperiali Terralba, a Genoese suburb—a fresco of the " Rape of the 
Sabines "; in S. Maria da Carignano—a " Pieta," containing his ow n 
portrait and (according to tradition) that of his beloved sister-in-
law. In the Escorial he executed several pictures; one is a Paradise 
on the vaulting of the church, with a multitude of figures. For this 
picture he received t 2,000 ducats, probably the largest sum that had. 
up to that time, ever been given for a single work. 

CAMBODIA' (called by the inhabitants Sroc Khmer and by the 
French Cambodge), a country of south-eastern Asia and a pro-
tectorate of France, forming part of French Indo-China. 

Geography. —it is bounded N. by Siam and Laos. E. by 
Annam, S.E. and S. by Cochin-China, S.W. by the Gulf of Siam. 
and W. by Siam. Its area is estimated at approximately 
65,000 sq. m.; its population at r,soo,000, of whom some 
three-quarters are Cambodians, the rest Chinese, Annamese, 
Chams, Malays, and aboriginal natives. The whole of Cambodia 
lies in the basin of the lower Mekong, which, entering thi s 

 territory on the north, flows south for some distance, then inclines 
south-west as far as Pnom-penh, where it spreads into a delta and 
resumes a southerly course. The salient feature of Cambodian 
geography is the large lake Tonle-Sap, in a depression 68 m. long 
from south-east to north-west and 15 m. wide. It is fed by several 

1  See also Isno.Cmas. FRENCH. 
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rivers and innumerable torrents, and at flood-time serves as a 
reservoir for the Mekong, with which it is connected by a channel 
some 70 m. long, known as the Bras du Lac and joining the river at 
Pnom-Penh. In June the watersof the Mekong, swollen by the rains 
and the melting of the Tibetan snows, rise to a height of 40 to 45 
ft. and flow through the Bras du Lac towards the lake, which then 
covers an area of 77o sq. m., and like the river inundates the 
marshes and forests on its borders. During the dry season the 
current reverses and the depression empties so that the lake 
shrinks to an area of too sq. m., and its depth falls from 45-48 ft 
to a maximum of $ ft. Tonle-Sap probably represents the chief 
wealth of Cambodia. It supports a fishing population of over 
so,00e, most of whom are Annamese; the fish, which are taken by 
means of large nets at the end of the inundation, are either dried 
or fermented for the production of the sauce known as aux-mon. 
The northern and western provinces of Cambodia which fall 
outside the densely populated zone of inundation are thinly 
peopled; they consist of plateaus, in many places thickly 
wooded and intersected by mountains, the highest of which does 
not exceed s000 ft. The region to the east of the Mekong is 
traversed by spurs of the mountains of Annam and by affluents 
of the Mekong, the most important of these being the Se-khong 
and the Tonle-srepok, which unite to flow into the Mekong at 
Stung-treng. Small islands, inhabited by a fishing population, 
fringe the west coast. 

Climate, Fauna and Flora. —The climate of Cambodia, like 
that of Cochin China, which it closely resembles, varies with the 
monsoons. During the north-east monsoon, from the middle of 
October to the middle of April, dry weather prevails and the 
thermometer averages from 77. to 8o° F. During the south-
west monsoon, from the middle of April to the middle of 
October, rain falls daily and the temperature varies between 
83° and 95°. The wild animals of Cambodia include the 
elephant, which is also domesticated, the rhinoceros, buffalo and 
some species of wild ox; also the tiger, panther, leopard and 
honey-bear. Wild boars, monkeys and rats abound and are the 
chief enemies of the cultivator. The crocodile is found in the 
Mekong, and there are many varieties of reptiles, some of them 
venomous. The horse of Cambodia is only from t x to r 2 hands in 
height, but is strong and capaBle of great endurance; the buffalo 
is the chief draught animal. Swine are reared in large numbers. 
Nuts vomica, gamboge, caoutchouc, cardamoms, teak and other 
valuable woods and gums are among the natural products. 

People.—The Cambodians have a far more marked affinity 
with their Siamese than with their Annamese neighbours. The 
race is probably the result of a fusion of the Malay aborigines of 
lado-Chioa with the Aryan and Mongolian invaders of the 
country. The men are taller and more muscular than the 
Siamese and Annamese, while the women are small and inclined 
to stoutness. The face is flat and wide, the nose short, the mouth 
large and the eyes only slightly oblique. The skin is dark brown, 
the hair black and, while in ctffldhood the head is shaved with 
the exception of a small tuft at the top, in later life it is dressed 
so as to resemble a brush.. Both sexes wear the langouti or loin-
cloth, which the men supplement with a short jacket, the women 
with a long scarf draped round the figure or with a long clinging 
robe Morose, superstitious, and given to drinking and gambling, 
the Cambodians arc at the same time clean, fairly intelligent, 
Proud and courageous. The wife enjoys a respected position and 
divorce may be demanded by either party. Polygamy is almost 
confined to the richer classes. Though disinclined to work, the 
Cambodians make good hunters and woodsmen. Many of them 
Lee on the borders of the Mekong and the great lake, in huts 
bait upon piles or floating rafts. The religion of Cambodia is 
Buddhism, and involves great respect towards the dead; the 
worship of spirits or local genii is also wide-spread, and Brahman-
ism is still maintained at the court. Monks or bonus are very 
numerous; they live by alms and in return they teach the 
bung to read, and superintend coronations, marriages, funerals 
and the other ceremonials which play a large part in the lives of 
the Cambodians. As in the rest of Indo-China, there is no 
hereditary nobility, but there exist castes founded on blood- 

relationship—the members of the royal family within the fifth 
degree (the Brah - Vansa) those beyond the fifth degree (Brats-
Van), and the Baking, who, as descendants of the ancient Brah-
mans, exercise certain official functions at the court. These 
castes, as well as the mandarins, who form a class by themselves, 
are exempt from tax or forced service. The mandarins are 
nominated by the king and their children haves position at court, 
and are generally chosen to fill the vacant posts in the admini-
stration. Under the native regime the common people attached 
themselves to one or other of the mandarins, who in return 
granted them the protection of his influence. Under French rule, 
which has modified the old usages in many respects, local govern-
ment of the Annamese type tends to supplant this feudal system. 
Slavery was abolished by a royal ordinance of r897. 

Cambodian idiom bears a likeness to some of the aboriginal 
dialects of south Indo-China; it is agglutinate in character and 
rich in vowel-sounds. The king's language and the royal writing, 
and also religious words are, however, apparently of Aryan 
origin and akin to Pali. Cambodian writing is syllabic and com-
plicated. The books (manuscripts) are generally formed of palm. 
leaves upon which the characters are traced by means of a style. 

Induttry and Commerce. —Iron, worked by the tribe of the 
Kouis, is found in the mountainous region. The Cambodians 
show skill in working gold and silver; earthenware, bricks, mats, 
fans and silk and cotton fabrics, are also produced to some 
small extent, but fishing and the cultivation of rice and in a minor 
degree of tobacco, coffee, cotton, pepper, indigo, maize, tea and 
sugar are the only industries worthy of the name. Factories 
exist near Pnom-Penh for the shelling of cotton-seeds. The 
Cambodian is his own artificer and self-sufficing so far as his own 
needs are concerned. Rice, dried fish, beans, pepper and oxen 
are the chief elements in the export trade of the country, which 
M in the hands of Chinese. The native plays little or no part in 
commerce. 

Trade is carried on chiefly through Saigon in Cochin-China, 
Kampot, the only port of Cambodia, being accessible solely to 
coasting vessels. With the exception of the highway from 
Pnom-Penh (q.u.) the capital, to Kampot, the roads of Cambodia 
are not suited for vehicles. Pnom-Penh communicates regularly 
by the steamers of the " Messageries Fluviales " by way of the 
Mekong with Saigon. 

Administration. —At the head of the government is the king 
(rdj). His successor is either nominated by himself, in which 
case he sometimes abdicates in his favour, or else elected by the 
five chief mandarins from among the Brah \'ansa. The upayu-
raj (obbaioureack) or king who has abdicated, the heir-pre-
sumptive (upardj, obbareach) and the first princess of the blood 
are high dignitaries with their own retinues. The king is 
advised by a council of five ministers, the superior members of the 
class of mandarins; and the kingdom is divided into about 
fifty provinces administered by members of that body. France 
is represented by a resident superior, who presides over the 
ministerial council and is the real ruler of the country, and by 
residents exercising supervision in the districts into which the 
country is split up for the purposes of the French administration. 
In each residential district there is a council, composed of natives 
and presided over by the resident, which deliberates on questions 
affecting the district. The resident superior is assisted by the 
protectorate council, consisting of heads of French administrative 
departments (chief of the judicial service, of public works, licc.) 
and one native " notable," and the royal orders must receive its 
sanction before they can be executed. The control of foreign 
policy, public works, the customs and the exchequer are in 
French hands, while the management of police, the collection of 
the direct taxes and the administration of justice between 
natives remain with the native government. A French tribunal 
alone is competent to settle disputes where one of the parties is 
not a native. 

The following is a summary of the local budget of Cambodia 
for 1899 and 19(4:— Receipts. Expenditure. 

1899 	• 	£235.329 	 £188.654 
1 904 	• • 	250.753 	 229,880 
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The chief sources of revenue are the direct taxes, including 

the poll-tax and the taxes on the products of the soil, which 
together amounted to £172,636 in 1904. The chief heads of 
expenditure arc the civil list, comprising the personal allow-
ance to the king and the royal family (i46,018  in 1904), 
public works (1,39,593) and government house and residences 

(£79.977)- 
History.—The Khmers, the ancient inhabitants of Cambodia, 

are conjectured to have been the offspring of a fusion between 
the autochthonous dwellers in the Indo-Chinese peninsula, now 
represented by the Kouis and other savage tribes, and an invading 
race from the plateaus of central Asia. As early as the 12th 
century u.c., Chinese chronicles, which are almost the only source 
for the history of Cambodia till the sth century A.D., mention a 
region called Fou-nan, in later times appearing under the name of 
Tchin-la; embracing the basin of the Menam, it extended east-
wards to the Mekong and may be considered approximately 
coextensive with the Khmer kingdom. Some centuries before 
the Christian era, immigrants from the east coast of India began to 
exert a powerful influence over Cambodia, into which they 
introduced Brahmanism and the Sanskrit language. This Hindu-
izing process became more marked about the sth century A.D., 

when, under S'rutavarman, the Khmers as a nation rose into 
prominence. The name Kambuja, whence the European form 
Cambodia, is derived from the Hindu Kambu, the name of the 
mythical founder of the Khmer race; it seems to have been 
officially adopted by the Khmers as the title of their country 
about this period. At the end of the 7th century the dynasty of 
S'rutavarman ceased to rule over the whole of Cambodia, which 
during the next century was divided into two portions ruled over 
by two sovereigns. Unity appears to have been re-established 
about the beginning of the 9th century, when with Jayavarman 

Ill. there begins a dynasty which embraces the zenith of Khmer 
greatness and the era during which the great Brahman monu-
ments were built. The royal city of Angkor-Thom (see ANGKOR) 
was completed under Yasovarman about A.D. goo. In the 
loth century Buddhism, which had existed for centuries in 
Cambodia, began to become powerful and to rival Brahmanism, 
the official religion. The construction of the temple of Angkor 
Vat dates probably from the first half of the 12th century, and 
appears to have been carried out under the direction of the 
Brahman Divakara, who enjoyed great influence under the 
monarchs of this period. The conquest of the rival kingdom of 
Champs, which embraced modern Cochin-China and southern 
Annam, and in the later x 5th century was absorbed by Annam, 
may probably be placed at the end of the t2th century, in the 
reign of Jayavarman VIII., the last of the great kings. War was 
also carried on against the western neighbours of Cambodia, and 
the exhaustion consequent upon all these efforts seems to have 
been the immediate cause of the decadence which now set in. 
From the last decade of the zsth century there dates a valuable 
description of Tchin.la t written by a member of a Chinese 
embassy thereto. The same period probably also witnessed the 
liberation of the Thais or inhabitants of Siam from the yoke of 
the Khmers, to whom they had for long been subject, and the 
expulsion of the now declining race from the basin of the Menam. 
The royal chronicles of Cambodia, the historical veracity of 
which has often to be questioned, begin about the middle of the 
lath century, at which period the Thais assumed the offensive 
and were able repeatedly to capture and pillage Angkor-Thom. 
These aggressions were continued in the xsth century, in the 
course of which the capital was finally abandoned by the Khmer 
kings, the ruin of the country being hastened by internal revolts 
and by feuds between members of the royal family. At the end of 
the 16th century, Lovek, which had succeeded Angkor-Thom as 
capital, was itself abandoned to the conquerors. During that 
century, the Portuguese had established some influence in the 
country, whither they were followed by the Dutch, but after the 
middle of the 17th century, Europeans counted for little in 
Cambodia till the arrival of the French. At the beginning of the 
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17th century the Nguyen, rulers of southern Annam, began to 
encroach on the territory of Cochin-China, and in the course of 
that and the 18th century, Cambodia, governed by two kings 
supported respectively by Siam and Annam, became a field for 
the conflicts of its two powerful neighbours. At the end of the 
18th century the provinces of Battambang and Siem-reap were 
annexed by Siam. The rivalries of the two powers were con-
cluded after a last and indecisive war by the treaty of 1846, as a 
result of which Ang-Duong, the protégé of Siam, was placed on 
the throne at the capital of Oudong, and the Annamese evacuated 
the country. In 1863, in order to counteract Siamese influence 
there, Doudart de Lagrie was sent by Admiral la Grandiere to the 
court of King Norodom, the successor of Ang-Duong, and as a 
result of his efforts Cambodia placed itself under the protectorate 
of France. In 1866 Norodom transferred his capital to Pnom-
Penh. In 1867 a treaty between France and Siam was signed, 
whereby Siam renounced its right to tribute and recognized the 
French protectorate over Cambodia in return for the provinces of 
Battambang and Angkor, and the Laos territory as far as the 
Mekong. In t884 another treaty was signed by the king, con-
firming and extending French influence, and reducing the royal 
authority to a shadow, but in view of the discontent aroused by 
it, its provisions were not put in force till several years later. 
In 5904 the territory of Cambodia was increased by the addition 
to it of the Siamese provinces of Melupri and Bassac, and 
the maritime district of Krat, the latter of which, together 
with the province of Dansai, was in 1907 exchanged for the 
provinces of Battambang, Siem-reap and Sisophon. By the 
same treaty France renounced its sphere of influence on the 
right bank of the Mekong. In 1go4 King Norodom was suc-
ceeded by his brother Sisowath. 

See E. Aymonier, Le Cambodge (3 vols., Paris, t9oo-19o4) 
L. Moura, Lc royastme de Cambodge (2 vols.,,Paris, t883); A. Leclerc, 
Les codes cambodgeens (2 vols., Paris, 1898), and other works on 
Cambodian law; Francis Gamier, Voyage (exploration es Into-
Chsne (Paris, 1873). 

CARBON, PIERRE JOSEPH (1756-1820), French statesman, 
was the son of a wealthy cotton merchant at Montpellier. In 
5785 his father retired, leaving the direction of the business to 
Pierre and his two brothers, but in 1788 Pierre turned aside to 
politics, and was sent by his fellow-citizens as deputy suppliant 
to Versailles, where he was little more than a spectator. In 
January 1790 he returned to Montpellier, was elected a member 
of the municipality, was one of the founders of the Jacobin club 
in that city, and on the flight of Louis XVI. in 179t, he drew up 
a petition to invite the Constituent Assembly to proclaim a 
republic,—the first in date of such petitions. Elected to the 
Legislative Assembly, Cambon became noted forhis independence, 
his honesty and his ability in finance. He was the most active 
member of the committee of finance and was often charged to 
verify the state of the treasury. Nothing could be more false 
than the common opinion that as a financier his sole expedient 
was to multiply the emissions of assignals. His remarkable 
speech of the 24th of November 1t9I is a convincing proof of his 
sagacity. In politics, while he held aloof from the dubs, and 
even from parties, he was an ardent defender of the new institu-
tions. On the 9th of February 1792, he succeeded in having 
law passed sequestrating the possessions of the inlets, and de-
manded, though in vain, the deportation of refractory priests to 
French Guiana. He was the last president of the Legislative 
Assembly. Re-elected to the Convention, he opposed the pre-
tensions of the Commune and the proposed grant of money to 
the municipality of Paris by the state. He denounced Marat's 
placards as inciting to murder, summoned Danton to give an 
account of his ministry, watched carefully over the furnishing 
of military supplies, and was a strong opponent of Dumouriez, 
in spite of the general's great popularity. Cambon then incurred 
the hatred of Robespierre by proposing the suppression of the 
pay to the clergy, which would have meant the separation of 
church and state. His authority grew steadily. On the 15th of 
December 1792 he got the Convention to adopt a proclamation to 
all nations in favour of a universal republic. In the trial of 
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Louis XVL he voted for his death, without appeal or postpone-
ment. He attempted to prevent the creation of the Revolutionary 
Tribunal, but when called to the first Committee of Public 
Safety be worked on it energetically to organize the armies. On 
the ;rd of February '793 he had decreed the emission of Boo 
millions of enigmas, for the expenses of the war. His courageous 
intervention in favour of the Girondists on the send of June 1793 
served Robespierre as a pretext to prevent his re-election to the 
Committee of Public Safety. But Cambon soon came to the 
conclusion that the security of France depended upon the triumph 
of the Mountain, and he did not hesitate to accord his active co-
operation to the second committee. He took an active share 
in the various expedients of the government for stopping the 
depreciation of the enigmas. Be was responsible, especially, 
for the great operation known as the opening of the Grand Lime 
(August 24), which was designed to consolidate the public debt 
by cancelling the stock issued under various conditions prior to 
the Revolution, and issuing new stock of a uniform character, so 
that all fund-holders should hold stock of the revolutionary gov-
ernment and thus be interested in its stability. Each fund-bolder 
was to be entered in the Great Book, or register of the public 
debt, for the amount due to him every year. The result of this 
measure was a rise in the face value of the animas from 27% 
to 48% by the end of the year. In matters of finance Cambon 
was now supreme; but his independence, his hatred of dictator-
ship, his protests against the excesses of the Revolutionary 
Tribunal, won him Robespierre's renewed suspicion, and on 
the 8th Therm idor Robespierre accused him of being anti-
revolutionary and an aristocrat. Cambon's proud and vehement 
reply was the signal of the resistance to Robespierre's tyranny 
and the prelude to hjs fall. Cambon soon had reason to repent 
of that event, for he became one of those most violently attacked 
by the Thermidorian reaction. The royalist pamphlets and the 
journals of J. L. Tauten attacked him with fury as a former 
If nuagnetni. He was charged with being responsible for the dis-
credit of the animas,  and even accused of malversations. Cho 
the asst of February ,795 the project which he presented to with-
draw four milliards of a:signals from circulation, was rejected, 
and on the 3rd of April he was excluded from the committee of 
Mina. On the 16th Germinal, Tallien procured a decree of ac-
cusation against him, but he was already in safety, taking refuge 
Probably at Lausanne. In any case he does not seem to have re-
mained in Paris, although in the riot of the est Pmirial some of the 
insurgents proclaimed him mayor. The amnesty of the 4th Bru-
maire of the year IV. (the 5th of October 179$), permitted him to 
return to France, and he withdrew to his estate of Terral near 
Montpellier, where, during the White Terror, he had a narrow 
escape from an attempt upon his life. At first Cambon hoped to 
find in Bonaparte the saviour of the republic, but, deceived by 
the 18th Brumaire, he lived throughout the whole of the empire 
in peaceful seclusion. During the Hundred Days he was deputy 
for Berndt in the chamber of representatives, and pronounced 
himself strongly against the return of the Bourbons, and for 
miigious freedom. Under the Restoration the " amnesty " 
law of 1816 condemned him as a regicide to exile, and he withdrew 
to Belgium, to St Jean-Ten-Noode, near Brussels, where he died 
on the 'ober February x82o. (R. A.') 

See Barnard, Combos (Paris). 
WOOL PIERRE PAUL (1843- ), French diplomatist, 

was hole on the loth of January 1843. He was called to the 
Parisian bar, and became private secretary to Jules Ferry in the 
Prefecture of the Seine. After ten years of administrative work 
in Fiance as secretary of prefecture, and then as prefect succes-
sively of the departments of Aube (1872), Doubs (1876), Nord 
( 1817-1882), be exchanged into the diplomatic service, being 
notoMated French minister plenipotentiary at Tunis. In 1886 
he became French ambassador to Madrid; was transferred to 
Constantinople in ago, and in 1898 to London. He was decor-
ated with the grand cross of the Legion of Honour, and became a 
memberof the French Academy of Sciences. 

His brother, Jtrtzs hLtarnu CAMBON ( 1 84s- 	), was called 
to the bar in z1366, served in the Franco-Prussian War and 

entered the civil service in 1871. He was prefect of the depart-
ment of Nord (1882) and of the Rhone (1887-1891), and in 1891 
became governor-general of Algeria (see Guyot, L'auvre de 
M. Jules Cameos, Paris, 1897), where he bad served in a minor 
position in 1874. He was nominated French ambassador at 
Washington in t897, and in that capacity negotiated the pre-
liminaries of peace on behalf of the Spanish government after the 
war with the United States. He was transferred in 1902 to 
Madrid, and in 19o7 to Berlin. 

CANBORNE, a market town in the Camborne parliamentary 
division of Cornwall, England, on the Great Western railway, 
13 M. E. N.E. of PeDZ11114X. Pop. of urban district 0 god, 14,726. 
It lies on the northward slope of the central elevation of the 
county, and is in the neighbourhood of some of the most pro-
ductive tin and copper mines. These and the manufacture of 
mining machinery employ most of the inhabitants. The parish 
church of St Martin contains several monuments and an ancient 
stone altar bearing a Latin inscription. There are science and art 
and mining schools, and practical mining is taught in South 
Condurrow mine, the school attracting a large number of students. 
It was developed from classes initiated in x859 by the Miners' 
Association, and a three years' course of instruction is provided. 

Camborne (Cambron, Cameos) formed a portion of the ex-
tensive manor of Tehidy, which at the time of the Domesday 
Survey was held by the earl of Mortain and subsequently by the 
Dunstanville and Basset families. Its interests were economic-
ally insignificant until the beginning of the 18th century when the 
rich deposits of copper and tin began to be vigorously worked at 
Dolcoath. It has been estimated that in 1788 this mine alone 
had produced ore worth £2,000,000 and in 1882 ore worth 
£5,5oo,000. As the result of the prosperity of this and other 
mines in the neighbourhood the population in 186o was double 
that of 183o, six times that of 177o and fifteen times that of 
,66o. Camborne was the scene of the 'scientific labours of 
Richard Trevithick (1771-a33), the engineer, born in the 
neighbouring parish of Illogan, and of William Bickford, the 
inventor of the safety-fuse, a native of Camborne. Three fairs on 
the feasts of St Martin and St Peter and on 25th of February were 
granted in 1708. The two former are still held, the last has been 
transferred to the 7th of March. A Tuesday market formed the 
subject of a judicial inquiry in 1768, but since the middle of the 
19th century it has been held on Saturdays. 

CAMBRAI, a town of northern France, capital of an arrondisse-
ment in the department of Nord, 37 m. S.S.E. of Lille on the 
main line of the Northern railway. Pop. (1906) 21,791. Cambrai 
is situated on the right and eastern bank of the Scheldt (arms of 
which traverse the west of the town) and at one extremity of the 
canal of St Quentin. The fortifications with which it was formerly 
surrounded have been for the most part demolished. The fosses 
have been filled up and the ramparts in part levelled to make 
way, as the suburbs extended, for avenues stretching out on all 
sides. The chief survivals from the demolition are the huge 
square citadel, which rises to the east of the town, the château de 
Selles, a good specimen of the military architecture of the 
13th century, and, among other gates, the Porte Notre-Dame, a 
stone and brick structure of the early 17th century. Handsome 
boulevards now skirt the town, the streets of which are dean and 
well-ordered, and a large public garden extends at the foot of the 
citadel, with a statue of Enguerrand de Monstrelet the chronicler. 
The former cathedral of Cambmi was destroyed after the Revolu-
tion. The present cathedral of Notre-Dame is a church of the 
19th century built on the site of the old abbey church of St 
Sepulchre. Among other monuments it contains that of Finelon, 
archbishop from 1695 to 1715, by David d'Angers. The church of 
St Gery (x8th century) contains, among other works of art, a 
marble rood-screen of Renaissance workmanship. The Place 
d'Armes, a large square in the centre of the town, is bordered on 
the north by a handsome hotel de vine built in 1634 and rebuilt 
in the 19th century. The Tour St Martin is an old church-tower 
of the 15th and 18th centuries transformed into a belfry. The 
triple stone portal, which gave entrance to the former archi-
episcopal palace, is a work of the Renaissance period. The 
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present archbishop's palace, adjoining the cathedral, occupies 
the site of an old Benedictine convent. 

Cambrai is the seat of an archbishop and a sub-prefect, and has 
tribunals of first instance and of commerce, a board of trade-
arbitrators, a chamber of commerce and a branch of the Bank 
of France. Its educational institutions include communal 
colleges, ecclesiastical seminaries, and schools of drawing and 
music. The library has over 40,000 volumes and there is a 
museum of antiquities and objects of art The chief industry of 
Cambrai is the weaving of muslin (batiste) and other fine 
fabrics (see CAMBRIC); wool-spinning and weaving, bleaching 
and dyeing, are carried on, as well as the manufacture of chicory, 
oil, soap, sausages and metal boxes. There are also large beet-
sugar works and breweries and distilleries. Trade is in cattle, 
grain, coal, hops; seed, &c. 

Cambrai is the ancient Nervian town of Commune, which is 
mentioned in the Antonine Itinerary. In the 5th century it was 
the capital of the Frankish king Raguacharius. Fortified by 
Charlemagne, it was captured and pillaged by the Normans in 
87o, and unsuccessfully besieged by the Hungarians in 953. 
During the rah, nth and 12th centuries it was the scene of 
frequent hostilities between the bishop and his supporters on the 
one hand and the citizens on the other; but the latter ultimately 
effected their independence. In 1478 Louis XI., who had 
obtained possession of the town on the death of Charles the Bold, 
duke of Burgundy, banded it over to the emperor, and in the 
16th century Charles V. caused it to be fortified with a strong 
citadel, for the erection of which the castles of Cavillers, Escau-
doeuvres and many others were demolished. From that date to 
the peace of Nijmwegen, 1678, which assigned it to France, it 
frequently passed from band to hand by capture or treaty. In 
1793 it was besieged in vain by the Austrians. The League of 
Cambrai is the name given to the alliance of Pope Julius II., 
Louis XII., Maximiffan I., and Ferdinand the Catholic against 
the Venetians in 5o8; and the peace of Cambrai, or as it is 
also called, the Ladies' Peace, was concluded in the town in 1529 
by Louise of Savoy, mother of Francis L, and Margaret of 
Austria, aunt of Charles V., in the name of these monarchs. The 
bishopric of Cambrai dates from the 5th century, and was raised 
in 1559 to the rank of an archbishopric, which continued till the 
Revolution, and has since been restored. The bishops received 
the title of count from the emperor Henry I. (919-936), and in 
1510 were raised to the dignity of dykes, their territory including 
the town itself and its territory, called Cambrfsis. 

See E. Bouly, Histoire de Cameral a du ClIaltaaS (Cambria, 
1843). 

CAMBRIA, the Med. Lat. name for Wales. After the 
endsof the western Roman empire the Cymric Celts held for a 
while both Wales and the land round the Solway (now Cumber-
land and adjacent regions), and the former came to be called 
Cambria, the latter Cumbria, though the two names were some-
times interchanged by early medieval writers. 

CAMBRIAN SYSTEM, in geology, the name now universally 
employed to designate the earliest group of Palaeozoic rocks 
which possesses a connected suite of fossils. The strata of this 
system rest upon the Pre-Cambrian, and are succeeded by the 
Ordovician system. Until the fourth decade of the z9th century 
all stratified rocks older than the Carboniferous had been grouped 
by geologists into a huge and indefinite "Transition Series." In 
1831 Adam Sedgwick and Sir Roderick L Murchison began the 
herculean task of studying and sub-dividing this series of rocks as 
it occurs In Wales and the bordering counties of England. 
Sedgwick attacked the problem in the Sitowdon district, where 
the rocks are highly altered and displaced and where fossils are 
comparatively difficult to obtain; Murchison, on the other hand, 
began to work at the upper end of the series where the strati-
graphy is simple and the fossils are abundant. Murchison 
naturally made the most of the fossils collected, and was soon able 
to show that the transition series could be recognized by them, 
just as younger formations had fossils peculiar to themselves; as 
he zealously worked on he followed the fossiliferous rocks further 
afield and continually lower in the series. This fossil-bearing  

set of strata he first styled the ".fossiliferous greywacke series," 
changing it in 1835 to " Silurian system." 

In the same year Sedgwick introduced the name " Cambrian 
series " for the older and lower members. Murchison published his 
Silurian system in 1839, wherein he recognized the Cambrian to 
include the barren slates and grits of Harlech, Llanberis and the 
Long Mynd. So far, the two workers had been in agreement; 
but in his presidential address to the Geological Society of London 
in 1842 Murchison stated his opinion that the Cambrian contained 
no fossils that differed from those of the Lower Silurian. Where-
upon Sedgwick undertook a re-examination of the Welsh rocks 
with the assistance of J. W. Salter, the palaeontologist; and in 
1852 he included the Llandeilo and Bala beds (Silurian) in the 
Upper Cambrian. Two years later Murchison brought out his 
Siberia, in which be treated the Cambrian system as a mere 
local fades of the Silurian system, and he included in the latter, 
under J. Barrande's term " Primordial zone," all the lower rocks, 
although they had a distinctive fauna. 

Meanwhile in Europe and America fossils were being collected 
from similar rocks which were classed as Silurian, and the use of 
"Cambrian" was almost discarded, because, following Murchison, 
it was taken to apply only to a group of rocks without a charac-
teristic fauna and therefore impossible to recognize. Most of 
the Cambrian rocks were coloured as Silurian on the British 
official geological maps. 

Nevertheless, from 185t to t8ss, Sedgwick, in his writings on 
the British palaeozoic deposits, insisted on the independence of 
the Cambrian system, and though Murchison had pushed his 
Silurian system downward in the series of rocks, Sedgwick 
adhered to the original grouping of his Cambrian system, and 
even proposed to limit the Silurian to the Ludlow and Wenlock 
beds with the May Hill Sandstone at the base. This attitude be 
maintained until the year of his death (1873), when there appeared 
his introduction to Salter's Catalogue of Cambrian and Siberian 
Fossils. 

It is not to be supposed that one of these great geologists was 
necessarily in the wrong; each had right on his side. It was 
left for the subsequent labours of Salter and H. Hicks to prove 
that the rocks below the undoubted lower Silurian of Murchison 
did indeed possess a characteristic fauna, and their work was con-
firmed by researches going on in other countries. To-day the 
recognition of the earliest fossil-bearing rocks, below the Llan-
deilo formation of Murchison, as belonging to the Cambrian 
system, and the threefold subdivision of the system according to 
palaeontological evidence, may be regarded as firmly established. 

It should be noted that A. de ]apparent classifies the Cambrian 
as the lowest stage in the Silurian, the middle and upper stages 
being Ordovician and Gothlandian. E. Renevier proposed to use 
Silurique to cover the same period with the Cambrian as the 
lowest series, but these differences of treatment are merely 
nominal. Jules Marcou and others have used Taconic (Taconian) 
as the equivalent of Cambrian, and C.Lapworth proposed to apply 
the same term to the lowest sub-division only; he had also used 
" Annelidian " in the same sense. These names are of historical 
interest alone. 

Cambrian Rocks.—The lithological characters of the Cambrian 
rocks possess a remarkable uniformity in all quarters of the 
globe. Muds, sands, grits and conglomerates are the predominant 
types. In Scotland, North America and Canada important 
deposits of limestone occur and subordinate limestones are 
found in the Cambrian of central Europe. 

In some regions, notably in the Baltic province and in parts of 
the United States, the rocks still retain their original horizon-
tality of deposition, the muds are scarcely indurated and the 
sands are still incoherent; but in most parts of the world they 
bear abundant evidence of the many movements and stresses to 
which they have been exposed through so enormous a period of 
time. Thus, we find them more frequently, folded, tilted and 
cleaved; the muds have become shales, slates, phyllites or 
schists, the grey and red sands and conglomerates have become 
quartzites and greywackes, while .the limestones are very 
ally dolomitized. In the Cambrian limestones, as in their 
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mant analogues, layers and nodules of chert and phosphatized 
material are not wanting. 

Igneous rocks are not extensively developed; in Wales they 
form an important feature and occur in considerable thickness; 

they are represented by lavas of olivine-diabase and by con 
emporaneous tuffs which are traversed by later granite and 

quartz felsite. In the Cambrian of Brittany there are acid 
lavas and tuffs. Quartz porphyry, diabase and diorite appear 
in the Ardennes. In Bohemia, North America and Canada 
igneous rocks have been observed. 

In China, on the Yang-tse river, a thick deposit has been found 
fall of boulders of diverse kinds of rock, striated in the manner 
that is typical of glacial action. A similar deporit occurs in the 
Grin beds near the Varanger Fjord in Norway. These forma-
tions lie at the base of the lowest Cambrian strata and may 
possibly be included in the pre-Cambrian, though in Norway 
they are clearly resting upon a striated floor of crystalline rocks. 

Cambrian Life.—In a general survey of the life of this period, 
as it is revealed by the fossils, three outstanding facts are ap-
parent: (a) the great divergence between the Cambrian fauna 
and that of the present day; (2) the Cambrian life assemblage 
differs in no marked manner from that of the succeeding Ordovi-
cian and Silurian periods; there is a certain family likeness 
which unites all of them; (3) the extraordinary complexity and 
diversity not only in the assemblage as a whole but within 
certain limited groups of organisms. Although in the Cambrian 
strata we have the oldest known fossiliferous rocks—if we leave 
out of account the very few and very obscure organic remains 
hitherto recorded from the pre-Cambrian—yet we appeal to 
eater suddenly into the presence of a world richly peopled with a 
suite of organisms already far advanced in differentiation; the 
Cambrian fauna seems to be as far removed from what must 
have been the first forms of life, as the living forms of this remote 
Period are distant from the madams of to-day. 

With the exception of the vertebrates, every one of the great 
classes of animals is represented in Cambrian rocks. Simple 
Katona appear in the form of Radiolaria; Lithistid sponges 
are represented by such forms as Archaeoscyphia, Hexactinellid 
Menges by Prolosfrongia; Graptolites (Diclyograplus (Didyo-
Kam)) come on in the higher parts of the system. Medusa-111e 
casts have been found in the lower Cambrian of Scandinavia 
Weir:ilia) and in the mid-Cambrian of Alabama (Brooksella). 
Corals, A rchaeocya/hos, S pirocyathor, &c., lived in the Cambrian 
seas along with starfishes (Palmas:mina), Cystideans, Prolocys-
Mu, Trockoeystites and possibly Crinoids, Dendrocrinos. An-
se-rids left their traces in burrows and casts on the sea -floor 
(An:Pike:lies, Csrsiana, Scolithus, &c.). Crustacea occupied an 
extremely prominent place; there were Phyllocarids such' as 
Hythemocaris, and Ostracods like Entomidella; but by far the 
cost important in numbers and development were the Trilo- 

bites, now extinct, but in palaeozoic times so abundant. In the 
Cambrian period trilobites had already attained their maximum 
size; some species of Paradoxides were nearly 2 ft. long, but in 
company with these monsters were tiny forms like Agnantir and 
Microdiscros. Many of the Cambrian trilobites appear to have 
been blind, and they had not at this period developed that 
flexibility in the carapace that some forms acquired later. 

Brachiopods were fairly abundant, particularly the non-
articulated forms (Molts; Lingo/elle, Acrofrela, Discinopsis, 
&c.); amongst the articulate genera are Kulorgina, Orthis, 
Rhynchonella. It is a striking fact that certain of these non-
articulate " lamp-shells " are familiar inhabitants of our present 
seas. Each of the principal groups of true mollusca was repre-
sented: Pelecypods (Modioloides); Gasteropods (Scenella, 
Pkoro(omaria, Trochoneme); Pteropods (11yolithellur, H yo-
tither, Salterdks); Cephalopods (Orthoceras, Cystoceras). Of 
land plants no traces have yet been discovered. Certain 
markings on slates and sandstones, such as the " fucoids " of 
Scandinavia and Scotland, the Phycoides of the Fichtelgebirge, 
&polo,. and other seaweed-lice impressions, may indeed be 
the casts of fucoid plants; but it is by no means sure that 
many of them are not mere inorganic imitative markings or the 
tracks or casts of worms. °Mamie, a delicate branching body, 
abundant in the Cambrian of the south-east of Ireland, is probably 
a calcareous alga, but its precise nature has not been satisfactorily 
determined. 

Cambrian Siratigraphy.—Wherever the Cambrian strata have 
been carefully studied it has now been found possible and con-
venient to arrange them into three series, each of which is charac-
terized by a distinctive genus of trilobite. Thus we have a 
Lower Cambrian with Olenellur, a middle series with Paradoxides 
and an Upper Cambrian with Olen' u. It is true that these 
fossils are not invariably present in every occurrence of Cambrian 
strata, but this fact notwithstanding, the threefold division holds 
with sufficient constancy. An uppermost series lies above the 
Moms fauna in some areas; it is represented by the Tremadoc 
beds in Britain or by the Didytmensa beds or Etdoma-N lobe 
fauna elsewhere. Three regions deserve special attention: (t) 
Great Britain, the area in which the Cambrian 'was first differ-
entiated from the old " Transition Series "; (2) North America, 
on account of the wide-spread occurrence of the rocks and the 
abundance and perfection of the fossils; and (3) Bohemia, 
made classic by the great labours of J. Barrande. 

Great Britain and Ireland.—The table on p. 811 contains the names 
that have been applied to the subdivisions of the Cambrian strata 
in the areas of outcrop in Wales and England; at the same time it 
indicates approximately their relative position in the system. 

In Scotland the upper and middle series are represented by a 
thick mass of limestone and dolomite, the Durness limestone 
(Ivo ft.). In the lower series are, in descending order, the " Scr- 
pulite grits " or "Salterella beds." the " Fucoid beds' and the 

Eriboll quartzite, which is divided into an upper " Pipe rock " 
and lower " Basal quartzite." 

The Cambrian rocks of Ireland, a great series of purple and green 
shales, slates and grits with beds of quartzite, have not yet yielded 
sufficient fossil evidence to permit of a correlation with the Welsh 
rocks, and possibly some parts of the series may be transferred in 
the future to the overlying Ordovician. 

North America.—On the North American continent, as in Europe, 
the Cambrian system is divisible into three series: (1) the lower 
or " Georgian," with °knells's fauna; (2) the middle or " Acadian," 
with Paradoxides or Dikelocephalus fauna; (3) the upper or' Pots-
dam." with Oleaus fauna (with Saratogan or St Croix as synonyms 
for Potsdam). The lower division appears on the Newfoundland 
and Labrador coasts, and is traceable thence, in a great belt south-
west of those points. through Maine and the Hudson-Champlain 
valley into Alabama, a distance of some 2000 M. • and the rocks 
are brought up again on the western uplift, in Nevada, Idaho, Utah, 
western Montana and British Columbia. The middle division covers 
approximately the same region as the lower one, and in addition 
it Ls found in the states of Texas, Oklahoma, and Arizona, in 
western Montana, and possibly in western Wisconsin. The lower 
division, in addition to covering the areas already indicated, spreads 
over the interior of the United States. 

Bohemia.—The Cambrian rocks of this'country are now recognized 
by J. F. Pompeskj to comprise the Paradoxidian and Olenelledian 
groups. They were made famous through the researches of Barrande. 
The Cambrian system is covered by his stages " B " and " C "; the 
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former a barren series of conglomerates and quartzites. the latter 
a series of grey and green fissile shales 1200 ft. thick with sandstones, 
greywackes and conglomerates. 

Scandinavia.—Here the Cambrian system is only distinguished 
clearly on the eastern side, where the three subdivisions are found 
in a thin eerier of strata (400 ft.), in which black concretion-bearing 

shales play an important part. Limestones and shales with the 
Eidosso-Niobe fauna come at the top. The upper series (Olenes) 
has been minutely zoned by W. C. BrOgger, S. A. Tullberg and J. C. 
Moberg. In the middle series (Paradoxides) three thin limestone 
bands have been distinguished, the Fragmenten-Kalk, the Exulans-
Kalk and the Andrarums-Kalk. 

On the Norwegian side the Cambrian is perhaps represented by 
the Boron schists which lie at the base of a great series of crystal-
line schists, the probable equivalent of Ordovician and Silurian 
rocks. 

Baltic Province—The Cambrian rocks in this region are nearly all 
soft sediments, some boo ft. thick; they reach from the Gulf of 
Finland towards Lake Ladoga. At the base is the so-called " blue 
clay " (really greenish) with ferruginous sandstones and with a 
fucoidal sandstone at its summit. This division is the equivalent 
of the Lower Cambrian. Above the fucoidal sandstone an im-
portant break appears in the system, for the Paradoxides and (genus 
divisions are absent. The upper members are the " Ungulite grit " 
and about 20 ft. of Dictyonema shale. Cambrian rocks have been 
traced into Siberia (lat. 71°) and on the island of Vaigatch 

Central Europe.—Besides the Bohemian region previously men-
tioned, Cambrian rocks are present in Belgium and the north of 
France, in Spain and the Thuringer Wald. In the Ardennes the 
system is represented by grits and sandstones, shales, slates and 
quartz schists, and includes also whet slates and sonic igneous rocks. 
A. Dumont has arranged the whole series (Terrain ardennais) into 
three systems, an upper " Salmien," a middle " Revinien " and a 
lower 

systems, 
 Devillien," but J. Gosselet has subsequently proposed to 

unite the two lower groups in one 
France.— In northern France Cambrian rocks, mostly purple 

conglomerates and red shales, rest with apparent unconformability 
upon pre-Cambrian strata in Brittany, i ■lormandy, and northern 
Poitou. In the Rennes basin limestones—often dolomitic—are 
associated with quartzites and conglomerates; silicious limestones 
also occur in the Sarthe region. Farther south, around the old 
lands of Languedoc, equivalents of the two upper divisions of the 
Cambrian have been recorded; and the uppermost members of the 
system appear in Herault. Patches of. Cambrian rocks are found 
in the Pyrenees, 

In Spain slates and quartzites, the slates of Rivadeo, more than 
caw ft. thick, are followed by the middle Cambrian beds of La Vega, 
thick quartzites with limestone, states and iron ores. Cambrian 
rocks occur also in the provinces of Seville and Ciudad-Real. Upper 
Cambrian strata have been found in upper Alemtejo in Portugal. 

In Russia. Poland is a series of conglomerates, quartzites and 
shales; some of the beds yield a Paradox-odes fauna. 

In the TIturieter Wald are certain strata, presumably cambrian 
since the uppermost beds contain the Eulonsa-Niobe fauna. 

Sardinia contains both middle and upper Cambrian. The Cam-
brian system is represented in the Salt Range of India by the Neo-
bolus or Khussack beds, which may possibly belong to the middle 
subdivision. The same group is probably represented in Corea 

and the Liao-tung by 
the thick " Sinissan 
formation of F. von 
Richthofen. 

In South America 
upper Cambrian rocks 
have been recorded from 
north Argentina. 

The Lower Cambrian 
has been found at vari-
ous places in South 
Australia; and in Tas-
mania a thick series of 
strata appears to be in 
part at least of Upper 
Cambrian age. 

General Physical 
Conditions its the Cam-
brian Period.—The 
Cambrian rocks previ-
ously described are all 
such as would result 
from deposition, in 
comparatively shallow 
seas, of the products 
of degradation of land 
surfaces by the ordinary 
agents of denudation. 
Evidences of shallow 
water conditions are 
abundant; very fre-
quently on the bedding 
surfaces of sandstones 

and other rocks we find cracks made by the sun's heat and 
pittings caused by the showers that fell from the Cambrian sky, 
and these records of the weather of this remote period are pre-
served as sharply and clearly as those made only to-day on our 
tidal reaches. Ripple marks and current bedding further point to 
the shallowness of the water at the places where the rocks were 
made. 

No Cambrian rocks are such as would be formed in the abysses 
of the sea—although the absence of well-developed eyes in the 
trilobites has led some to assume that this condition was an 
indication that the creatures lived in abyssal depths. 

At the close of the pre-Cambrian, many of the deposits of 
that period must have been elevated into regions of fairly high 
ground; this we may assume from the nature of the Cambrian 
deposits which are mainly the product of the denudation of such 
ground. Over the land areas thus formed, the seas in Cambrian 
time gradually spread, laying down first the series known as 
Lower Cambrian, then by further encroachment on the land the 
wider spread Upper Cambrian deposits—in Europe, the middle 
series is the most extensive. Consequently, Cambrian strata are 
usually unconformable on older rocks. 

During the general advance of the sea, local warpings of the 
crust may have given rise to shallow lagoon or inland-lake con-
ditions. The common occurrence of red strata has been cited in 
support of this view. 

Compared with some other periods, the Cambrian was free 
from extensive volcanic disturbances, but in Wales and in 
Brittany the earlier portions of this period were marked by 
voluminous outpourings; a condition that was feebly reflected 
in central and southern Europe. 

No definite conclusions can be drawn from the fossils as to the 
climatic peculiarities of the earth in Cambrian times. The red 
rocks may in some cases suggest desert conditions; and there is 
good reason to suppose that in what are now Norway and China 
a glacial cold prevailed early in the period. 

Considerable variations occur in the thickness of Cambrian 
deposits, which may generally be aiplained by the greater 
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espieraty of deposition in some areas than in others. Nothing 
could be more sulking than the difference between the thick-
nesses in western and eastern Europe; in Brittany the deposits 
aremver 24,000 ft. thick, in Wales at least 12,000 ft., in western 
England they are only 3oco ft., and in northern Scotland 2000 ft., 
while no farther east than Scandinavia the complete Cambrian 
swami= is only about (zoo ft. thick. Again, in North America, 
the greatest thicknesses are found along the mountainous regions 
on the west and on the east—reaching i2,000 ft. in the latter 
and probably nearly 40,000 ft. in the former (in British 
Columbia)—while over the interior of the continent it is seldom 
more than rood ft. thick. 

Any attempt to picture the geographical conditions of the 
Cambrian period must of necessity be very imperfect. It was 
pointed out by Barrande that early in Palaeozoic Europe there 
appeared two marine provinces—a northern one extending from 
Russia to the British Isles through Scandinavia and northern 
Germany, and a southern one comprising France, Bohemia, the 
Iberian peninsula and Sardinia. It is assumed that some kind 
of land barrier separated these two provinces. Further, there is 
a marked likeness between the Cambrian of western Europe and 
eastern America; many fossils of this period are common to 
Britain. Sweden and eastern Canada; therefore it is likely that a 
meth Atlantic basin existed. Prof. Kayser suggests that there 
was also a Pacific basin more extensive than at present; this is 
borne out by the similarity between the Cambrian faunas of 
Cahn, Siberia and Argentina. The same author postulates an 
Arctic continent, bordering upon northern Europe, Greenland 
and Reath America; an African-Brazilian continent across the 
present south Atlantic, and a marine communication between 
Annuli& and India, where the, faunas have much in common. 

Rasatmcas.—The literature devoted to the Cambrian period 
a very voluminous, important contributions having been made 
be A. Sedger Sir R. Murchison, H. Hicks. C. Lapworth, T. 
Groom. J. W. Salter. alter. J. E. Marr, C. D. Walcott, G. F. Matthew, 

ERIMOOS, E. Billings. J. Barrande, F. Schmidt, W. C. BrOgger. 
S. A. Tullberg. S. L. Torngrist, G. Linnarsson and many others. 
A mod general account of the period will be found in Sir A. Geikie's 
Tae-Doak of Geology. vol. ii. 4th ed. 1903 (with references), and 
from an American point of view, in T. C. Chamberlin and R. D, 
Salabory's Geology, vol. ii.. 1904 (references to American sources). 

e aho J. E. Mart., Tke.Classification of the Cambrian and Silurian 
/ask'. 1883 (with bibliography up to the year of publication); 
A Gealtie Q. J. Geol. Soc., 1891. stets.. Ann. address, p. 90; F. Fresh, 

Die magraphische Verbreitung and Ent wickelung des Cambrium." 
Coupe Reads. Congrls Geol. Internat. 'Roy, St-Petersbourg (1899): 
Gesierscsi Literature added to the Geological Society's Library. pub- 
hied annually since 1893. (J. A. H.) 

CAMBRIC, a word derived from Kameryk or Komerijk, the 
remiSh name of Cambrai, a town in the department of Nord, 
fame, where the cloth of this name is said to have been first 
made. It was originally made of fine linen. There is a record 
eta privy purse expenditure in z 53o for cambric for Henry VIII.'s 
gins Cambric has been used for many years in the manufacture 
a handkerchiefs, collars, cuffs, and for fine underclothing; also 
lie the best shrouds, and for fine baby linen. The yarns for 
ilts cloth are of very fine quality, and the number of threads 
and picks often reaches and sometimes exceeds 120 per inch. 
Embroirkry cambric is a fine linen used for embroidery. Batiste, 
stud to be called after Baptiste, a linen-weaver of Cambrai, is a 
bud of cambric frequently dyed or printed. All these fabrics are 
largely copied in cheaper materials, mixtures of tow and cotton, 
sad in marry cases cotton alone, taking the place of the original 
fax fox yarns. 

CAMBRIDGE, EARLS AND DUKES OF. Under the Norman 
odd early Plantagenet kings of England the earldom of Cam-
.ndge was united with that of Huntingdon, which was held 
&mot others by David I., king of Scotland, as the husband of 
earl Waltheors daughter, Matilda. As a separate dignity the 
esMom dates from about 1340, when William V., count (after-
wirds duke) of Juliers, was created earl of Cambridge by King 
Maim III.; and in 2362 (the year after William's death) 
Edward created his own son, Edmund of Langley, earl of Cam-
Wee. the this being afterwards merged in that of duke of York, 
Mich was bestowed upon Edmund in 1385. Edmund's elder  

son, Edward, earl of Rutland, who succeeded his father as duke 
of York and earl of Cambridge In 1402, appears to have resigned 
the latter dignity in or before 1454, as in this year his younger 
brother, Richard, was made earl of Cambridge. In the following 
year Richard was executed for plotting against King Henry V., 
and his title was forfeited, but it was restored to his son, Richard, 
who in 2425 became duke of York in succession to his uncle 
Edward. Subsidiary to the dukedom of York the title was held 
by Richard, and after his death in 246o by his son Edward, 
afterwards King Edward IV., becoming extinct on the fall of the 
Yorkist dynasty. 

In 1619 King James I., anxious to bestow an English title upon 
James Hamilton, and marquess of Hamilton (d. 1625), created 
him earl of Cambridge, a title which came to his son and successor 
James, 3rd marquess and first duke of Hamilton (d. 1649). In 
1631 when William, and duke of Hamilton, died, his English title 
became extinct. 

Again bestowed upon a member of the royal house, the title of 
earl of Cambridge was granted in 1659 by Charles II. to his 
brother Henry, duke of Gloucester, only to become extinct on 
Henry's death in the following year. In 1661 Charles, the infant 
son of James, duke of York, afterwards King James IL, was 
designated as marquess and duke of Cambridge, but the child 
died before the necessary formalities were completed. However, 
two of James's sons, James (d. 1667) and Edgar (d. 1671), were 
actually created in succession dukes of Cambridge, but both died 
in childhood. After the passing of the Act of Settlement in 17oz 
it was proposed to grant an English title to George Augustus, 
electoral prince of Hanover, who, after his grandmother, the 
electress Sophia, and his father, the elector George Louis, was 
heir to the throne of England; and to give effect to this proposal 
George Augustus was created marquess and duke.of Cambridge 
in November 1706. The title lapsed when he became king of 
Great Britain and Ireland in 1727, but it was revived in 18o1 in 
favour of Adolphus Frederick, the seventh son of George III. He 
and his son are dealt with below. 

ADOLPHUS FREDERICK, duke of Cambridge 5:774-185o), was 

born in London on the 24th of February 1774. Having studied 
at the university of Gottingen, Adolphus Frederick served in the 
Hanoverian and British armies, and, in November 18o1, was 
created earl of Tipperary and duke of Cambridge, becoming a 
member of the privy council in the following year. The duke is 
chiefly known for his connexion with Hanover. In 1813, on the 
conclusion of the war, the electorate of Hanover was raised to 
the rank of a kingdom, and in the following year the duke was 
appointed viceroy. He held this position until the separation of 
Great Britain and Hanover in 1837, and displaying tact and 
moderation, appears to have ruled the country with great success 
during a difficult period. Returning to England the duke became 
very popular, and was active in supporting many learned and 
benevolent societies. He died in London on the 8th of July 185o. 
In 1818 he married Augusta (1797-1889), (laughter of Frederick. 
landgrave of Hesse-Cassel. He left there children: his successor, 
George; Augusta Caroline (b. 1822), who married Frederick 
William, grand duke of Mecklenburg-Strelitz; and Mary Adelaide 
(1833-1897), who married Francis, duke of Teck. 

GEORGE WILLIAM FREDERICK CHARLES, duke of Cam-
bridge (1819-1904), was born at Hanover on the 26th of 
March 1819. He was thus about two months older than his 
cousin, Queen Victoria, and was for that period in the line of 
succession to the British throne. He was educated at Hanover 
by the Rev. J. R. Wood, a canon of Worcester. In November 
1837, after he had served for a short time in the Hanoverian 
army, the rank of colonel in the British army was conferred upon 
him, and he was attached to the staff at Gibraltar from October 
1838 to April 1839. After serving in Ireland with the 12th 
Royal Lancers, he was appointed in April 1842 colonel of the 
17th Light Dragoons (now Lancers). From 1843 to 1845 he 
was colonel on the staff in the Ionian Islands, and was then 
promoted major -general. In October 1846 he took command 
of the Limerick district, and shortly afterwards of the Dublin 
district. In 185o his father died, and he succeeded to the 
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dukedom. Being appointed inspector of cavalry in 1852, he held 
that post until i854, when, upon the outbreak of the Crimean 
War, he was placed in command of the tat division (Guards and 
Highland brigades) of the British army in the East. In June 
of the same year he was promoted lieutenant-general. He was 
present at the battles of the Alma, Balaklava and Inkerman, 
and at the siege of SevastopoL On the 15th of July x856 he was 
appointed general commanding-in-chief, on the 9th of November 
1862 field marshal, and by letters patent, 1887, commander-
in-chief. The long period during which he held the command 
of the army was marked by many changes. The Crimean War 
brought to light great administrative defects, and led to a re-
grouping of the departments, which, with the whole personnel 
of the army, were brought under the authority of the secretary 
of state for war. The constitutional changes involved did not, 
however, affect seriously the organization of the military forces. 
Only in 187o, after the successes of Prussia had created a pro-
found impression, were drastic changes introduced by Cardwell 
into the entire fabric of the army. The objects of the reformers 
of 187o were undoubtedly wise; but some of the methods 
adopted were open to question, and were strongly resented by 
the duke of Cambridge, whose views were shared by the majority 
of officers. Further changes were inaugurated in 1138o, and again 
the duke found much to criticize. His opinions stand recorded 
in the voluminous evidence taken by the numerous bodies 
appointed to inquire into the condition of the army. They show 
a sound military judgment, and, as against innovations as such, 
a strong attachment to the old regimental system. That this 
judgment and this attachment were not so rigid as was generally 
supposed is proved by his published correspondence. Throughout 
the period of change, while protesting, the duke invariably 
accepted and loyally endeavoured to carry out the measures 
on which the government decided. In a memorandum addressed 
to Mr Childers in t88o he defined his attitude as follows:— 
" Should it appear, however, that for reasons of state policy it 
is necessary that the contemplated changes should be made, 
I am prepared to carry them out to the best of my ability." 
This attitude he consistently maintained in all cases in which his 
training and associations led him, rightly or wrongly, to deprecate 
changes the need for which was not apparent to him. His 
judgment was especially vindicated in the case of an ill-advised 
reduction of the artillery carried out by Mr Stanhope. Under 
the order in council of February 1888, the whole responsibility 
for military duties of every kind was for the first time centred 
upon the commander-in-chief. This, as pointed out by the 
Hartington commission in 189o, involved " an excessive 
centralization " which " must necessarily tend to weaken the 
sense of responsibility of the other heads of departments, and 
thus to diminish their efficiency." The duke of Cambridge, whose 
position entailed many duties apart from those strictly apper-
taining to a commander-in-chief, could not give personal atten-
tion to the vast range of matters for which he was made nominally 
responsible. On the other hand, the adjutant-general could 
act in his name, and the secretary of state could obtain military 
advice from officials charged with no direct responsibility. 
The effect was to place the duke in a false position in the eyes 
of the army and of the country. If the administration of 
the army suffered after t888, this was due to a system which 
violated principles. His active control of its training during 
the whole period of his command was less hampered, and more 
directly productive of good results. 

Throughout his long term of office the duke of Cambridge 
evinced a warm interest in the welfare of the soldier, and great 
experience combined with a retentive memory made him a 
master of detail. He was famous for plain, and strong, 
language; but while quick to condemn deviations from 
the letter of regulations, and accustomed to insist upon great 
precision in drill, he was never a martinet, and his natural 
kindliness made him ready to bestow praise. Belonging to the 
older generation of soldiers, he could not easily adapt himself 
to the new conditions, and in dispensing patronage he was some-
what distrustful of originality, while his position as a member of  

the royal family tended to narrow his scope for selection. He 
was thus inclined to be influenced by considerations of pure 
seniority, and to underrate the claims of special ability. The 
army, however, always recognized that in the duke of Cambiidge 
it had a commander-in-chief devoted to its interests, and keenly 
anxious amid many difficulties to promote its well-being. The 
duke resigned the commandership-in-chief on the tat of November 
1895, and was succeeded by Lord Wolseley, the duties of the 
office being considerably modified. He was at the same time 
gazetted honorary colonel-in-chief to the forces. He was made 
ranger of Hyde Park and St James's Park in 1852, and of 
Richmond Park in 1857; governor of the Royal Military 
Academy in 1862, and its president In 187o, and personal aide-
de-camp to Queen Victoria in 1882. He died on the 17th of 
March 1904 at Gloucester House, London. The chief honours 
conferred upon him were: G.C.H., 1825; K.G., 1835; G.C.M.G., 
1845; G.C.B., 1855, K.P., 1861; K.T., 1881. From 1854 he 
was president of Christ's hospital. The duke of Cambridge was 
married to Louisa Fairbrother, who took the name of FitzGeorge 
after her marriage. She died in 189o. 

See Rev. E. Sheppard, George, Dike of Cambridge; a Memoir 
of his Prunte Life (London, 1906); and Willoughby Verner, Military 
Life of the Duke of Cambridge (1905). 

CAMBRIDGE. RICHARD OWEN (1717-1802), English poet, 
was born in London on the 14th of February 1717. He was 
educated at -Eton and at St John's College, Oxford. Leaving 
the university without taking a degree, he took up residence at 
Lincoln's Inn in 1737. Four years later he married, and went to 
live at his country seat of Whitminster, Gloucestershire. In 
1751 he removed to Twickenham, where he enjoyed the society 
of many notable persons. Horace Walpole in his letters makes 
many jesting allusions to Cambridge in the character of news-
monger. He died at Twickenham on the 17th of September 
1802. His chief work is the Scribleriad (1751), a mock epic 
poem, the hero of which is the Martinus Scriblerus of Pope, 
Arbuthnot and Swift. The poem is preceded by a dissertation 
on the mock heroic, in which he avows Cervantes as his master. 
The satire shows considerable learning, and was eagerly read 
by literary people; but it never became popular, and the 
allusions, always obscure, have little interest for the present-day 
reader. He made a valuable contribution to history in his 
Account of the War in India . . . on the Coast of Coromandel 
from the year 175010 1760 . . . (1761). He had intended to write 
a history of the rise and progress of British power in India, 
but this enterprise went no further than the work just named, 
as he found that Robert Orme, who had promised him the use 
of his papers, contemplated the execution of a similar plan. 

The Works of Richard Owen Cambridge, Esq., including several 
Pieces never before published, with an Account of his Life and Char-
acter by his Son. George Owen Cambridge (1863), includes, besides the 
Scribkriad, some narrative and satirical poems, and about twenty 
papers originally published in Eduard Moore's paper called The 
World. His poems are included in A. Chalmers's English Poets (18 t 6). 

CAMBRIDGE. a municipal and parliamentary borough, the 
seat of a university, and the county town of Cambridgeshire, 
England, 56 m. N. by E. of London by the Great Eastern 
railway, served also by the Great Northern, London & North-
Western and Midland lines. Pop. (1901)   38,379. It lies in a flat 
plain at the southern border of the low Fen country, at an 
elevation of only 3o to 5o ft. above sea-level. The greater part of 
the town is situated on the east (right) bank of the Cam, a 
tributary of the Ouse, but suburbs extend across the river. To 
the south and west the slight hills bordering the fenland rise 
gently. The parliamentary borough of Cambridge returns one 
member. The municipal borough is under a mayor, 12 aldermen, 
and 36 councillors. Area, 3233 acres. 

Cambridge University' shares with that of Oxford the first 
place among such institutions in the British empire. It is the 
dominating factor in the modern importance of 
the town, and it is therefore necessary to outline 
the historical conditions which led to its establishment. The 
geographical situation of Cambridge, in its present appearance 

See also Umvarasirms. 
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possessing little attraction or advantage, calls nevertheless for 
first consideration. Cambridge, in fact, owed its growth to its 
position on a natural line of communication between the east and 
the midlands of England, flanked on the one hand by the deep 
forests which covered the uplands, on the other by the unreclaimed 
fens, then desolate and in great part impenetrable. The import-
/We of this highway may be judged from the number of early 
eartiworks in the vicinity of Cambridge; and the Castle Hill, at 
the north side of the present town (near the west bank of the 
river), is perhaps a British work. Roman remains discovered in 
the same locality give evidence of the existence of a small town 
or village at the junction of roads; the name of Camborilum is 
usually attached to it, but without certainty. The modern name 
of Cambridge has no connexion with this. The present form of 
the name has usually been derived from a corruption of the 
anginal name Grantebrycge or Grantabridge (Skeat); but Mr 
Ink= Gray points out that there is no documentary evidence 
for this corruption in the shape of such probable intermediate 
Was as Grantebrig or Crantebrig. On the other hand, he brings 
evidence to show that the name Cantebrig, though not applied to 
the whole town, was very early given to that quarter of it near 
the Cante brig, i.e. the bridge over the Cante (the ward beyond 
the Great Bridge was called " Percale of Cambridge " as late as 
i34o); in this quarter, close to the bridge, Cambridge castle was 
built by the Cotqueror, and from the castle and the castle-
quarter the name spread within sixty years to the whole town, 
the similarity between the names Grantebrig and Cantebrig 
playing some part in this extension (The Dual Origin of the Town 
"'Cambridge, p. 31). Grants is the earlier and still an alternative 
muse of the river Cam, this more common modern form having 
tem adopted in sympathy with the modern name of the town. 
Cambridge had a further importance from its position at the head 
of river navigation, and a charter of Henry I., in which the town 
a already referred to as a borough, grants it exclusive rights as 
a river-port, and regulates traffic and tolls. The wharves lay 
principally along that part of the river where are now the 
celebrated " backs " of some of the colleges, whose exquisite 
mends slope down to the water. The great Sturbridge or 
Stow bridge Fair at Barnwell, formerly one of the most important 
is England, is a further illustration of the ancient commercial 
importance of Cambridge; the oldest known charter concerning 
it data from the opening of the 13th century, though its initiation 
may perhaps be placed a century before. 

Concerning the early municipal history of Cambridge little is 
known, but at the time of the Domesday survey its citizens felt 
themselves strong enough to protest against the exactions of the 
Seeman sheriff, Roger Picot; and the town had attained a 
coasiderab/e degree of importance when, in 1068, William the 
Conqueror built a castle on the site known as Castle Hill, and used 
IC AS a base of operations against Hereward the Wake and the 
as:rands of the Penland. Cambridge, however, has practically 
no farther military history. From the 14th century onward 
materials Is were taken from the castle by the builders of colleges, 
side the gatehouse, the last surviving portion, was removed in 
1842 

The medieval spirit of emulation between the universities of 
Cambridge and Oxford resulted in a series of remarkable fables 
to account for the foundation of both. That of Cambridge was 
assigned to a Spanish prince, Cantaber, in the 4321st year after 
the Creation. A charter from King Arthur dated 531, and the 
masference of students from Cambridge to Oxford by King 
Alined, were also claimed as historical facts. The true germ of 
the university is to be sought in the religious foundations in the 
town. The earliest to be noticed is the Augustinian house of St 
Wes, founded by Hugoline, wife of Roger Picot the sheriff, in 
rope; this was removed in xis 2 to Barnwell, where the chapel 
de' fated to St Andrew the Less is practically the sole remnant 
of its buildings. In 1224 the Franciscans came to Cambridge, 
sad later in the same century a number of other religious orders 
settled here, such as the Dominicans, the Gilbertines and the 
Carmelites, who had before been established at Newnham. 
**eats were gradually attracted to these several religious  

houses, and Cambridge was already recognized as a centre of 
learning when, in 1 231, Henry III. issued a writ for its governance 
as such, among other provisions conferring certain disciplinary 
powers on the bishop of Ely. It soon became evident that the 
influence of the religious orders on those who came to them for 
instruction was too narrow. This was recognized elsewhere, for 
it was in order to counteract that influence that Walter de 
Merton drew up the statute of governance for his foundation of 
Merton College, Oxford, a statute which was soon afterwards 
used as a model by Hugh de Balsham, bishop of Ely, when, in 
1281-1284 he founded the first Cambridge college, Petcrhouse. 

The friction between town and university, due in the main to 
the conflict of their jurisdictions, the tradition of which, as in the 
sister university, died hard in the annual efforts of some under-
graduates to revive the " town and gown " riots, culminated 
(luring the rebellion of Wat Tyler (138x) in an episode which is 
alone worthy of record and may serve to illustrate the whole. 
This was an attack by the rabble, instigated, it is said, by the 
more reputable townspeople, on the colleges, several of which 
were sacked. The attack was ultimately defeated by the courage 
and resource of Henry Spenser or Le Dispcncer, bishop of 
Norwich. The relations of the university of Cambridge with the 
crown were never so intimate as those of Oxford. Henry III. 
fortified the town with two gates, but these were burnt by the 
rebellious barons; and in much later times the two first of the 
Stuart kings, and the two first of the Georges, cultivated friendly 
personal relations with the university. During the civil war the 
colleges even melted down their plate for the war chest of King 
Charles; but Cambridge showed little of the stubborn royalism 
of Oxford, and submitted to the Commonwealth without serious 
resistance. 

The history of collegiate foundation in Cambridge after that of 
Peterhouse may be followed through the ensuing description of 
the colleges, but for ease of reference these are dealt Callam 
with in alphabetical order. The main street which 
traverses the town from south to north, parallel to, and at a 
short distance from the river, is known successively as Trumping-
ton Street, King's Parade, Trinity Street, St John's Street and 
Bridge Street. The majority of the colleges lie on either side of 
this street, and chiefly between it and the river. Those of St 
John's, Trinity, Trinity Hall, Clare, King's and Queens' present 
the famous " backs " towards the river, which is crossed by a 
series of picturesque bridges leading to the gardens and grounds 
on the opposite bank. 

Christ's College is not among the group indicated above; it 
stands farther to the east, in St Andrew's Street. It was founded 
in isos by the Lady Margaret Beaufort, mother of Henry VII. 
It incorporated God's House, which had been founded by 
William Bingham, a cleric of London, in 1430, had been removed 
when the site was required for part of King's College, and had 
been refounded with the countenance of Henry VI. in 1448. 
This was a small house, but the Lady Margaret's endowment 
provided for a master, twelve fellows and forty-seven scholars. 
Edward VI. added another fellowship and three scholarships 
and the present number of fellows is fifteen. There are certain 
exhibitions in election to which preference is given to schools 
in the north of England—Giggleswick, Kirkby Lonsdale, Skipton 
and Sedbergh. The buildings of Lady Margaret's foundation 
were in great part faced in classical style in the 17th century; 
a building east of the old quadrangle is also of this period, and 
is ascribed to Inigo Jones. The rooms occupied by the foundress 
herself are preserved, though in an altered condition, as are 
those of the poet Milton, who was educated here, and with whom 
the college has many associations. In the fine gardens is an 
ancient mulberry tree believed to have been planted by him. 
Among illustrious names connected with this college are John 
Leland jhe antiquary, Archdeacon Paley, author of the Evidences, 
and Charles Darwin, while Henry More and others of the school 
of Cambridge Platonists in the 17th century were educated here. 

Clare College lies close to the river, south of Trinity Hall. In 
1326 the university erected a hall, known as University Hall, to 
accommodate a number of students, and in 1338 Elizabeth de 
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Burgh, countess of Clare, re-endowed the hall, which took the 
name of Clare Hall, and only became known as college in 1856. 
There was a strong ecclesiastical tendency in this foundation; 
six out of the twenty fellows were to be priests when elected. 
The foundation now consists of a master and fifteen fellows, 
besides scholars, of whom three receive emoluments from the 
endowment of Lady Clare. The old college buildings were in 
great part destroyed by fire in 1521; the present buildings 
date from 1638 to 1715, and are admirable examples of their 
period. They surround a very beautiful quadrangle, and the 
back towards the river is also fine. Unconfirmed tradition 
indicates the poet Chaucer as an alumnus of this college; other 
famous men associated with it were Hugh Latimer the martyr, 
Ralph Cudworth, one of the " Platonists," and Archbishop 
Tillotson. 

Corpus Chrisli College (commonly called Corpus) stands 
on the east side of Trumpington Street. The influence of 
medieval gilds in Cambridge, the character of which was 
primarily religious, was exceedingly strong. About the be-
ginning of the 14th century there is first mentioned the gild of 
St Mary, which was connected with Great St Mary's church. 
The gild was at this time prosperous, but about 1356, when 
the idea of the foundation of a college by the gilds was matured, 
the fraternity of St Mary lacked the means to proceed save by 
amalgamating with another gild, that of Corpus Christi. The 
age of this institution, whose church was St Benedict's or St 
Bene't's, is not known. By the two gilds, therefore, the "House 
of Scholars of Corpus Christi and the Blessed Virgin Mary" 
was founded in 1352, the foundation being the only instance 
of its kind. In early times it was commonly known as St Bene't's 
from the church connected with the Corpus gild which stands over 
against the college, and served as its chapel for nearly three 
centuries. The foundation consists of a master and twelve 
fellows, with scholars of the old and later foundations. The 
ancient small quadrangle remains, and is of historical rather 
than architectural interest. The great quadrangle dates from 
1823-1825. The library contains the famous collection of MSS. 
bequeathed by Archbishop Matthew Parker, alumnus of the 
college, in the 15th century. 

Downing College is in the southern part of the town, to the 
east of Trumpington Street. Sir George Downing, baronet, of 
Gamlingay Park, who died in 1749,  left estates to various 
relations, who died without issue. In this event, Downing's will 
provided for the foundation of a college, but the heirs contested 
the will with the university, and in spite of. a decision against 
them in 1769, continued to hold the estates for many years, so 
that it was not until 1800 that the charter for the college was 
obtained. The foundation-stone was laid in 1807, and the two 
ranges of buildings, in classical style, represent all that was 
completed of an intended quadrangle. The foundation consists 
of a master, professors of English law and of medicine, six 
fellows and six scholars. 

Emmanuel College overlooks St Andrew's Street. It was 
founded in 1584 by Sir Walter Mild may (c. 1520-: 580, chancellor 
of the exchequer and privy councillor under Queen Elizabeth. 
The foundation, considerably enlarged from the original, consists 
of a master, sixteen fellows and thirty scholars. There are further 
scholarships on other foundations which are awarded by pre-
ference to pupils of Uppingham and other schools in the midlands. 
Emmanuel was noted from the outset as a stronghold of Puritan-
ism; it is indeed recorded that Elizabeth rallied the founder 
on his intention that this should be so. Mildmay assuredly had 
the welfare of the church primarily at heart, and he attempted 
to provide against the life residence of fellows, which he con-
sidered an unhealthy feature in some colleges. The site of 
Emmanuel was previously occupied by a Dominican friary, 
and sonic of its buildings were adapted to collegiate uses. There 
is only a little of the earliest building remaining; the greater 
part of the present college dates from the second half of the 
18th century: The chapel, however, is by Sir Christopher Wren 
(1677). Richard Holdsworth) Gresham professor, and William 
Sancroft, archbishop of Canterbury, were masters of this college; 

Bishops Joseph Hall and Thomas Percy were among its alsarai, 
as was John Harvard, principal founder of the great American 
college which bears his name. 

Gonvile and Caius College (commonly called Caius, pronounced 
Kees), stands mainly on the west side of Trinity Street. It arose 
out of an earlier foundation. In 1348 Edmund Gonvile or Gonevill 
founded the hall of the Annunciation of the Blessed Virgin, which 
was commonly called Gonville Hall, for the education of twenty 
scholars in dialectic and other sciences, with endowment for 
a master and three fellows. This hall stood on part of the present 
site of Corpus, but on the death of its founder in 1351 it was 
moved to the north-west corner of the site of the present Caius, 
by William Bateman, bishop of Norwich and founder of Trinity 
Hall. The famous physician John Caius (q.e.), who was educated 
at this small institution, later conceived the idea of refounding 
and enlarging it, obtained a charter to do so in 1557, and became 
master of the new foundation of Gonville and Caius College. 
The foundation consists of a master and not less than twenty-
two fellows, exclusive of the provision under the will of William 
Henry Drosier (d. 1889), doctor of medicine and fellow of the 
college, for the endowment of seven additional fellowships. 
Since its refoundation by Caius, the college has had a peculiar 
connexion with the study of medicine, while, besides many 
eminent physicians, Sir Thomas Gresham. Judge Jeffreys, 
Robert Hare, Jeremy Taylor, Henry Wharton and Lord Thurlow 
are among its noted names. Three sides of the main quadrangle, 
Tree Court, including the frontage towards Trinity Street, arc 
modern (1870). The interior of this court is picturesque, and 
the design of the smaller Caius Court was inspired by Caius 
himself. He also designed the gates of Honour, Virtue and 
Humility, of which the two first stand in situ; the Elate of 
Honour is a peculiarly good example of early Renaissance work. 
Caius is buried in the chapel. 

Jesus College lies apart from and to the north-east of the 
majority of the colleges. It was founded in 1496 by John 
Alcock, bishop of Ely. The site was previously occupied by a 
Benedictine nunnery dedicated to St Radigund, which was 
already in existence in the first half of the 12th century and was 
claimed by Alcock to have been founded from Ely, to the bishops 
of which it certainly owed much. The name given to Alcock's 
college was that of " the most Blessed Virgin Mary, St John the 
Evangelist, and the glorious Virgin Saint Radigund," but it 
appears that the founder himself intended the name to be Jesus 
College. He provided for a master and six fellows, but the 
foundation now consists of a master and sixteen fellows, with 
twenty scholars or more. There are several further scholarships 
confined to the sons of clergymen of the Church of England. 
Architecturally Jesus is one of the most interesting colleges in 
Cambridge, for Alcock retained, and there still remains, a con-
siderable part of the old buildings of the nunnery. The most 
important of these is the church, which Alcock, by removing 
most of the nave and other portions, converted into the usual 
form of a college chapel. The tower, however, is retained. The 
bulk of the building is an admirable example of Early English 
work, but there are traces of Norman; and Alcock added certain 
Perpendicular features. Of the rest of the college buildings, 
the hall is Alcock's work, the brick gatehouse is a fine structure 
of the close of the 15th century, while the cloister is a little later, 
and stands on the site of the nuns' cloister. Another court dates 
from the 17th and early 18th centuries, and there is a considerable 
amount of modern building. The most famous name connected 
with Jesus College is that of Cranmer. Among many others are 
Sir Thomas Elyot, John Bale, John Pearson, bishop of Chester, 
Hugh Peters, Gilbert Wakefield, Thomas Malthus, Laurence 
Sterne and Samuel Taylor Coleridge. 

King's College has its fine frontage upon the western side of 
King's Parade. It was founded by King Henry VI. in Lao. 
The first site was small and circumscribed, and in 1443 the existing 
site was with difficulty cleared of dwellings. The king designed 
a close connexion between this college and his other foundation 
at Eton; he provided for a provost and for seventy scholars, 
all of whom should be Etonians. In 1861 open scholarships 
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were instituted, and the foundation now consists of a provost, 
forty-six fellows and forty-eight scholars. Half the scholarships 
are still appropriated to Eton. An administrative arrangement 
peculiar to King's College is that by which the provost has 
absolute authority within its walls, to the exclusion of officers 
of the University. The chief architectural ornament of the 
college, and one of the most notable in the town, is the magnifi-
cent Perpendicular chapel, comparable with those of St George 
at Windsor and Henry VII. at Westminster Abbey. The 
building was begun in 1446, and extended (apart from the 
interior fittings) over nearly seventy years. Within, the most 
splendid features are the fan-vaulting which extends throughout 
the chlpel, the noble range of stained-glass windows, which 
date for the most part from the early patt of the 16th century, 
and the woodcn organ screen, which, with part of the stalls, is 
of the time of Henry VIII. The college services are celebrated 
for the beauty of their music. The bulk of the other collegiate 
buildings are of the 18th century or modern. The old court 
of King's College is occupied by the modem university library, 
north of the chapel; the gateway, a good example (1444), is 
preserved. John Frith the Martyr, Richard Croke, Giles 
Fletcher, Richard hlulcaster, Sir William Temple, William 
Oughtred, the poet Waller, and Horace Walpole and others of 
his family are among many illustrious alumni of the college. 

Magdalene College (pronounced Maudlin) stands on the west 
bank of the Cam, near the Great Bridge. In 1428 the Bene-
dictines of Crowland Abbey founded a home for student monks 
on this site, and in Ivo Edward, duke of Buckingham, partly 
secularized this institution by founding Buckingham College 
in connexion with it. After the dissolution of the monastery, 
Thomas, Baron Audley of Walden, erected Magdalene in place 
of the former house in 1543. The foundation consists of a 
master and seven fellows, besides scholars. There are some 
valuable exhibitions appropriated to Wisbech school. The 
appointment of the master is peculiar, the office being in the gift 
of the occupant of Audley End, an estate near Saffron Walden, 
Essex. Some parts of the original building are preserved, but 
the most notable portion of the college is the Pepysian library, 
dating c. 17oo. It contains the very valuable collation of books 
bequeathed by Samuel Pepys to the college, at which he was a 
student. Buckingham College had Archbishop Cranmer as a 
lecturer; Charles Kingsley and Charles Stewart Parnell were 
educated at Magdalene. 

Pembroke College stands to the east of Trumpington Street. 
It was founded in 1347 by Mary de St Paul, widow of Aylmer 
de Valence, earl of Pembroke. Henry VI. made notable bene-
factions to it. The foundation consists of a master and thirteen 
fellows, and there are six scholarships on the original foundation, 
besides others of later institution. The older existing buildings 
are mainly of the 18th century, but much of the original fabric 
was removed and rebuilt in 1874. The chapel is of the middle of 
the 17th century, and is ascribed to Sir Christopher Wren. The 
poets Spenser and Gray, Nicholas Ridley the martyr, Archbishop 
Wbitgift and William Pitt were associated with this college; 
and from the number of bishops whose names are associated 
with it the college has obtained the style of collegium episcopate. 

Pderkoase or St Peter's College is on the west side of Trump-
ington Street, almost opposite Pembroke. It has already been 
indicated as the oldest Cambridge college (1284). Hugh de 
Balshazo, the founder, had settled some secular scholars in the 
ancient Augustinian Hospital of St John in 1280, but the experi-
ment was not a success. Nor did he carry out his full intentions 
as regards Peterhouse, the foundation of which followed on the 
haute of the fusion of his scholars with the hospital; but 
Smog Montagu, his successor in the bishopric of Ely, carried 
on his work, and in 1344 gave the college a code of statutes in 
which the influence of the Merton code is plainly visible. A 
master and fourteen fellows formed the original foundation, but 
the present consists of a master, and not less than eleven fellows 
and twenty-three scholars. -The-hall retains some original work; 
it was first built out of a legacy from the founder. The library 
building (c. xsoo) is due to a legacy from Dr Andrew Perne  

(master 1554-1580); and Dr Matthew Wren (master 1625 -1634), 
uncle of the famous architect Sir Christopher Wren, directed 
the building of the chapel and cloisters. The most famous name 
connected with the college is that of Cardinal Beaufort. 

Queens' College stands at the south of the riverside group, and 
one of its rangerof buildings rises immediately from the river. 
A college of St Bernard had been established in 1445 by Andrew 
Docket or Dokett, rector of St Botolph's church, who had also 
been principal of a hostel, or students' lodge, of St Bernard. 
He sought and obtained the patronage of Margaret of Anjou, 
wife of Henry VI., who undertook the foundation of a new house 
on another site in 1448, to bear the name of Queens'. Docket 
became the first master. In 1405 Elizabeth Woodville, wife of 
Edward IV., became the college's second foundress. The 
foundation consists of a president and eleven fellows. The 
buildings are exceedingly picturesque. The main quadrangle, 
of red brick, was completed very soon after the foundation. 
The smaller cloister court, towards the river, retains building 
of the same period, and the beautiful wooden gallery of the 
president's lodge deserves notice. Another court is called 
Erasmus's; the rooms which he is said to have occupied remain, 
and a walk in the college garden across the river bears his name. 

Sl Calkarine's College, on the west side of Trumpington Street, 
was founded by Dr Robert Woodlark or Wodelarkc, chancellor 
of the university and (1452) provost of King's College. It was 
opened in 1473, but the charter of incorporation dates from 1 475. 
The foundation provided for a master (Woodlark being the first) 
and three fellows; there are now six fellows, and twenty-six 
scholars. The principal buildings, surrounding a court on three 
sides, date mainly from a complete reconstruction of the college 
at the close of the 17th century. 

St John's College, at the north of the riverside group of colleges, 
was founded in 1511 by the Lady Margaret Beaufort, also 
foundress of Christ's College. It replaced the Hospital of St 
John, which dated from the early years of the 13th century, 
and has been mentioned already in connexion with Peterhouse. 
The Lady Margaret died before the college was firmly established, 
and her designs were not carried out without many difficulties, 
which were overcome chiefly by the exertions of John Fisher, 
bishop of Rochester, one of her executors. Thirty-two fellow-
ships were endowed, but subsequent endowments allowed 
extension, and the foundation now consists of a master, fifty-six 
fellows, sixty scholars and nine sitars. A large number of 
exhibitions are appropriated to special schools. Of the four 
courts of St John's, the easternmost is the original, and has a very 
fine Tudor gateway of brick. The chapel is modern (5863-1860, 
an ornate example of the work of Sir Gilbert Scott. The second 
court, practically unaltered, dates from 1598- 1602. In this there 
is a beautiful Masters' gallery, panelled, with a richly-moulded 
ceiling; it is now used as a combination room or fellows' common-
room. The third court, which contains the library (1624), backs 
on to the river, and the fourth, which is on the opposite bank, 
was built C. 183o. A covered bridge connects the two, and is 
commonly called the Bridge of Sighs from a certain resemblance 
to the bridge of that name at Venice. Among the notable names 
connected with this college are Cecil, Lord Burghley, Thomas 
Cartwright, Wentworth, earl of Strafford, Roger Ascham, 
Richard Bentley, John Cleveland, the satirist, Thomas Baker, the 
historian, Lord Palmerston, Professor Adams, Sir John Herschel, 
Bishop Colenso, Dr Benjamin Kennedy, Dean Merivale, Horne 
Tooke, Samuel Parr and William Wilberforce, and the poets 
Herrick (afterwards of Trinity Hall) and Wordsworth. 

Selwyn College, standing west of the river (Sidgwick Avenue), 
was founded in 1882 by public subscription in memory of George 
Augustus Selwyn, bishop of New Zealand and afterwards of 
Lichfield, for the purpose of giving university education with 
economy " combined," according to the charter, " with Christian 
training, based upon the principles of the Church of England." 

Sidney Sussex College faces Sidney Street. It was founded 
under the will (1588) of the Lady Frances Sidney, dowager 
countess of Sussex (d. 1589), and received its charter in 1596. 
The foundress provided for a master, ten fellows and twenty 
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scholars, but thirty-six scholarships are now provided. The 
original buildings were of brick, but they were plastered over 
and greatly altered by Wyatville about 78301 The Grey Friars 
had occupied the site, and part of their buildings remained in 
the chapel until 7777. A beautiful block of new buildings, 
with a cloister, was erected in 789o. The mast famous name 
associated with the college is that of Oliver Cromwell, who was 
a fellow commoner, as also was Thomas Fuller, author of the 
Worthies of England. 

Trinity College, the front of which is on Trinity Street, is the 
largest collegiate foundation in Cambridge, and larger than any 
in Oxford. It was founded in 1546 by King Henry VIII. and 
absorbed several earlier institutions—King's Hall (founded 
by Edward III. in 1336), St Michael's or Michaelhouse (founded 
by Hervey de Stanton, chancellor of the exchequer under 
Edward II., in 2323), Fyawick or Physick's Hostel, belonging 
to Gonville Hall, and other hostels. Henry's original foundation 
was for a master and sixty fellows and scholars, but Queen 
Mary and other later benefactors enabled extensions to be made, 
and the foundation now consists of a master (appointed by the 
crown), at least sixty fellows, seventy-four scholars and sixteen 
sizars, with minor scholars, chaplains librarian and the regius 
professors of Divinity, Hebrew and Greek. Major scholarships 
are open to undergraduates, not being of standing to take the 
degree of bachelor of arts, as well as to non-members of the 
university under nineteen years of age, while minor scholarships 
and exhibitions are open only to the latter. There are valuable 
exhibitions appropriated to certain schools, of which the most 
important are those confined to Westminster school. Trinity 
College is entered from Trinity Street by the King's Gateway 
(7518-1535) preserved from King's Hall, but subsequently 
altered. The principal or Great Court is the largest in Cambridge 
and very fine. Its buildings are of different dates. In the centre 
is a picturesque fountain, erected by Thomas Neville, master 
(1593-7615), under whose direction much of the building was 
carried out. The chapel on the north side of the court was 
begun in the reign of Mary. The carved oak fittings within 
date from the mastership of Richard Bentley (77oo-7742). The 
organ is particularly fine. A statue of Sir Isaac Newton by 
Roubiliac stands in the antechapel, and Richard Porson and 
William Whewell are buried here. The hall on the west of the 
court is Neville's work (16o5), and very beautiful. The second 
court is also his foundation and bears his name. The library 
en the west side is the work of Sir Christopher Wren. Its interior 
is excellent, and besides busts of some of the vast number of 
famous men connected with Trinity, it contains a statue of•Lord 
Byron by the Danish sculptor Thorvaldsen. The New Court, 
Gothic in style, was begun in 1823. The beautiful grounds and 
walks of the college extend down to and beyond the river. 
The college has extended its buildings to the opposite side of 
Trinity Street, where the two courts known as Whewell's Hostel 
were built (c. 7860) at the charge of Dr William Whewell during 
his mastership. The eminent alumni of this great college are 
too numerous to admit of selection. 

Trinity Hall, which lies near the river, south of Trinity, was 
founded by William Bateman, bishop of Norwich, in 1350. On 
the site there had been, for about twenty years before the founda-
tion, a house of monastic students from Ely. The present college 
is alone in preserving the term Hall in its title. The foundation 
consists of a master and thirteen fellows, and the study of law, 
which the founder had especially in mind, is provided for by 
lectureships, and not less than three studentships tenable by 
graduates of the college. The buildings are for the most part 
modern or modernized, but the interior of the library well 
preserves its character of the early part of the 17th century. 
• Of the churches of Cambridge one has long been recognized as 
the church of the university, namely Great St Mary's, which 
Ualrerskr 

stands in the centre of the town, between King's 
ate,, Parade and Market Hill. It is a fine Perpendicular 

structure, founded in 7478; but the tower was not 
completed until 7608. Some Decorated details are preserved 
from a former building. The university preachers deliver their 

sermons in this church, but it was formerly the meeting-place 
of the university for the transaction of business, for learned 
disputations and for secular festivals. The " Cambridge 
chimes " struck by the clock are famous, and a curfew is rang 
each evening on the great bell. The Senate House, standing 
opposite Great St Mary's, dates from 173o and is classical in 
style. The buildings of the university library, in the immediate 
vicinity, enclose two quadrangles, and in part occupy the site 
of the old court of King's College. One of the quadrangles 
was formerly occupied by the schools or lecture rooms, but as 
the library grew it usurped their place. Important modern ad-
ditions date from 1842, 1864 and 1888. The facade of the old 
schools is an excellent work of 7758. The library is one of those 
which is entitled to receive, under the Copyright Act, a copy of 
every book published in the United Kingdom. The Fitzwilliam 
Museum, a massive classical building, was begun in 1837 to 
contain the bibliographical and art collection bequeathed by 
Richard, Viscount Fitzwilliam, in 1816. The museum of 
archaeology (classical, general and load, r884), is connected 
with the Fitzwilliam Museum. The Pitt Press (1833), housing 
the university printing establishment, was begun out of the 
residue of a fund for erecting the statues of William Pitt in 
Hanover Square, London, and Westminster Abbey. It stands 
near Pembroke, Pitt's college. The Selwyn Divinity School 
(1879), opposite St John's College, was built largely at the charge 
of Dr William Selwyn, Lady Margaret professor of divinity. 
The museums and lecture rooms (begun in 7863) are extensive 
buildings on each side of Downing Street. Included in these 
are the museum of zoology, which had its origin in collections 
made by Sir Busick Harwood, professor of anatomy in 
7785-1814, and contains the collection of fishes made by 
Charles Darwin in the ship "Beagle "; the medical school, 
botanical museum and herbarium, mineralogical museum, 
engineering laboratory (7894), optical and astronomical lecture 
room, chemical laboratory (7887), and the Cavendish laboratory 
for physical reseatch (1874), the gift of William Cavendish, 
7th duke of Devonshire and chancellor of the university. The 
Sedgwick Geological Museum, opened by King Edward VII. 
in 1904, commemorates Adam Sedgwick, Woodwardian prir. 
fessor of geology, and originated in the collections of Dr 
John Woodward (d. 1728). Adjoining this building, in Down-
ing Street is the law library, founded on a bequest from Miss 
Rebecca Flower Squire (d. 7898) with the law school. The 
observatory (1824) is on the outskirts of the town in Mad-
ingley Road, and the botanic garden (founded 1762, and removed 
to its present site in 1830 borders Trumpington Road. The 
club-rooms and debating hall of the Cambridge Union Society 
are adjacent to the Holy Sepulchre church. 

The non-collegiate students of the university (i.e those who 
receive the university education and possess the same status as 
collegiate students without belonging to any college) have 
lecture and other rooms and a library in Fitzwilliam Hall. This 
body was created in 7869. The students reside in lodgings.. 
There are two women's colleges—Girton, established in 1873 on 
the north-western outskirts of the town, having been previously 
opened at Hitchin in 1869, and Newnham (7875), originally (1873) 
a hall of residence for students attending special lectures for 
women. Among other educational establishments mention must 
be made of the Leys school, founded in 7875 by 'prominent Wes-
leyans for non-sectarian education, and the Perse School, an 
ancient foundation remodelled in 1902. 

Out of a number of ancient churches in Cambridge, two, 
besides Great St Mary's, deserve special notice. In St Bene-
dict's or Benet's, which has been already mentioned 
in connexion with Corpus College, the tower is of 
great interest, being the oldest surviving building in modiari. 
Cambridge, of pre-Norman workmanship, having rude 
ornamentation on the exterior and the tower arch within. The 
church of the Holy Sepulchre in Bridge Street is one bf the four 
ancient round churches in England. Its supposed date is 112o-
1140, but although it is doubtless to be associated with the 
Knights Templars, the circumstances of its foundation are not 
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knrwn. The chancel is practically a modern reconstruction, 
ant an extensive restoration, which has been adversely criticized, 
war applied by the Cambridge Camden Society to the whole 
'attic in Mai. At several of the villages neighbouring or 
salurban to Cambridge there are churches of interest, as at 
Clesterton, Trumpington, Grantchester (where the name indi-
cues a Roman station, borne out by the discovery of remains), 
Fm Dittos and Barnwell, near which is the Norman Sturbridge 
chapel. In Cambridge itself there is a Norman house, much 
akered, which by a tradition of unknown origin bears the name 
o the School of Pythagoras. 

The university is a corporate body, including all the colleges. 
These, however, are also corporations in themselves, and have 
ra,,...dt, their own statutes, but they are further subject to the 

paramount laws of the university. The university 
own gad statutes 'of Queen Elizabeth were only replaced in 
'~ ' t858. The statutes as revised by a commission in 

that year were soon found to require emendation; in 
1872 another commission was appointed, and in 1882 new 
statutes received the approval of the queen in council. The 
bead of the university is the chancellor. He is a member of the 
university, of high rank and position, elected by the senate. 
Being generally non-resident, he delegates his administrative 
duties to the vice-chancellor, who is the head of a college, and 
4 elected for one year by the senate. The principal executive 
alms under the vice-chancellor are as follows. The two 
proctors have as their main duty that of disciplinary officers 
over the members of the university in statu pupillari. In each 
year two colleges nominate one proctor each, according to a 
had rotation which gives the larger colleges a more frequent 
choice than the smaller. The proctors are assisted by four 
pro-proctors. The public orator is the spokesman of the senate 
seem such public occasions as the conferring of honorary 
degrees. The librarian has charge of the university library. 
The registrary, with his assistant, records the proceedings of 
the senate, &c., and has charge of documents. The university 
returns two members to parliament, elected by the members of 
the senate. The chancellor and sex vini (elected by the senate) 
form a court for offences against the university statutes by 
members not in Oahe pupillari. The chancellor and six heads of 
alleges. appointed by the senate, form a court of discipline for 
members in sitar pupillari. 

The senate in congregation is the legislative body. Those who 
have votes in it are the chancellor, vice-chancellor, doctors of 
sacra divinity, law, medicine; science, letters and music, 

and masters of art, law, surgery and music. The 
myna, of the senate, consisting of the chancellor, vice-chancellor, 
tam beads of colleges, four professors and eight other members 
of the senate chosen by the vice-chancellor, brings all proposals 
lolled Graces) before the senate. The revenues of the university 
UT derived chiefly from fees at matriculation, for certain ex- 
aminations, and for degrees, from a tax upon all members of the 
adversity, and from contributions by the colleges, together with 
the profits of the University Press. A financial board, consisting 
of the vice-chancellor ex officio and certain elected members, 
administers the finances of the university. There are boards for 
orb of the various faculties, and a General Board of Studies, 
with the vice-chancellor at the head. There are university 
Professors, readers or lecturers in a large number of subjects. 
The oldest professorship is the Lady Margaret professorship of 
amity, instituted by the founders of Christ's and St John's 
Callus in 1502. In 1540 Henry VIII. founded the regius 
professorships of divinity, civil law, physic, Hebrew and Greek. 

The bead of a college generally bears the title of master, as 
liBrated above in the account of the several colleges. It has 

also been seen that the foundation of each college was 
 assolo. includes a certain number of fellows and scholars. 

118– 	The affairs of the college are managed by the head and 
the fellows, or a committee of fellows. The scholars Mob& 
and other members in stales pupillari are generally 

tweed collectively undergraduates. Those who receive no 
coolanreats (and therefore 'pay the full fees) are technically  

called pensioners, and form the bulk of the undergraduates. 
Another group of students receiving emoluments are termed 
sizars; the primary object of sizarships is to open the university 
course to men of limited means. The title of fellow-commoners 
belongs to wealthy students who pay special fees and have the 
right of dining at the fellows' tables. This class has virtually 
ceased to exist. As regards his work, the undergraduate in 
college is under the intimate direction of his tutor; the discip-
linary officer in college is the dean. Besides the foundation 
scholarships in each college there are generally certain scholar-
ships and exhibitions founded by private or special benefactions; 
these are frequently awarded for the encouragement of specific 
branches of study, or are confined wholly, or by preference, to 
students from certain schools. 

The total number of students is about 3000. The colleges 
cannot accommodate this number, so that a student commonly 
spends some part of his residence in lodgings, which 
are licensed by, and under the control of, the university yaw sal 
authorities. Such residence implies no sacrifice of •xamta•• 
membership of a college. There are three terms— 
Michaelmas 	

IA' 
 (October), Lent and Easter (summer). They 

include together not less than 227 days, though the actual period 
of residence for undergraduates is about 24 weeks annually. 
Undergraduates usually begin residence in Michaelmas term. 
An elementary examination or other evidence of qualification is 
required for admission to a college. After nine terms' (three 
years') residence an undergraduate can take the first degree, that 
of bachelor of arts (B.A.). The examinations required for the 
ordinary B.A. degree are—(t) Previous examination or Little-go 
(usually taken in the first term of residence or at least in the first 
year), including classics, mathematics and a gospel in Greek and 
Paley's Evidences of Christianity, or an additional Greek or Latin 
classic and logic. (2) General examination in classics and 
mathematics, with a portion of English history, &c. (3) Special 
examination in a subject other than classical or mathematical. 
Candidates for honours are required to pass the Previous examine. 
tion with certain additional subjects; they then have only a 
" tripos " examination in one of the following subjects—mathe-
matics, classics, moral sciences, natural sciences, theology, law, 
history, oriental languages, medieval and modern languages, 
mechanical sciences, economics. The mathematical tripos is 
divided into two parts, in the first of which, down to toog, the 
candidates were classed in the result as Wranglers, Senior 
Optimes and Junior Optimes. There was also an individual 
order of merit, the most proficient candidate being placed at the 
head of the list as Senior Wrangler. But in zoo6 a number of 
important reforms of this tripos were proposed by the Mathe-
matical Board, and among these the abolition of the individual 
order of merit was recommended and passed by the senate. It 
is not employed in any othdr tripos. The classical tripos is also 
in two parts, to the second of which certain kindred subjects are 
added (ancient philosophy, history, &c.). Individual order of 
merit is not observed in either part, the candidates being grouped 
in classes. There are a large number of university prizes and 
scholarships on special foundations. Such are the Smith's prizes 
for mathematics and natural philosophy, on the foundation 
(1768) of Robert Smith, master of Trinity, awarded up to 0183 
after examination, but since then for an essay on some branch of 
each subject, and the Chancellor's medals, of which two have 
been awarded annually in classics since the foundation of the 
prizes in 1751 by Thomas Holies, duke of Newcastle. 

The university may adopt as affiliated colleges institutions in 
the United Kingdom or in any part of the British empire which 
fulfil certain conditions as to the education of adult A  
students. Attendance at these institutions is counted as „ ow,. 
equivalent to a certain period of residence at Cambridge 
University in the event of a student wishing to pursue his work 
here. There are over twenty such affiliated colleges. There are 
also, in England, certain " affiliated centres." These are towns 
in which there is no affiliated college, but students who have 
there attended a course of education managed in connexion 
with the university by a committee may enter the university 
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with privileges similar to those enjoyed by students from 
affiliated colleges. 

The principal social function of the university is the " May 
Week " at the close of the Easter term. It actually takes place 
Au, in June and lasts longer than a week. There is a great 

influx of visitors into Cambridge for this occasion. 
The first four days are occupied by the college boat-races on the 
Cam, and on subsequent days there are college balls, concerts, 
theatrical performances and other entertainments. On the 
Tuesday after the races there is a Congregation, at which prize 
exercises are recited, and usually, but not invariably, a number 
of honorary degrees are conferred on eminent men by invitation. 
This final period of the academic year is called Commencement, 
or in Latin Comilla Maxima. 

Atrruostriss.—For details of the administration of the university 
and colleges, regulations as to studies. prizesscholarships, &c., see 
the annual Cambridge University C 	and The Students' Hand- 
book to the University and Colkges of Cambridge; see also R. Willis 
and J. W. Clark, Architectural History of the University of Cambridge 
(3 vols., Cambridge. 1886); J. Bass Mullinger, History of the Uni-
versity of Cambridge from the Earliest Times to the Accession of 
Charles I. (2 vols., 187.3-1884; third vol., 1909); and smaller 
History of Cambridge, in Longman's " Epoch Series (1888); 
J. W. Clark, Cambridge, Historical and Picturesque (London, 1890); 
T. D. Atkinson, Cambridge Described and Illustrated, with intro- 
duction by J. W. Clark (London, 1897); F. W. Maitland. Township 
and Borough (Cambridge. 1898); C. W. Stubbs, Cambridge, in 
"Mediaeval Towns" series (London, 1905); Arthur Gray, The 
Dual Origin of the Town of Cambridge (publications of the Cambridge 
Antiquanan Soc., new ser. No. t, Cambridge. 1908); J. W. Clark, 
Libre memorandorum ecclesie de Bernewelk (Cambridge, 1907), with 
an introduction by F. W. Maitland. For the individual colleges, 
see the series of College Histories, by various authors (London, 1899 
et seq.). 

CAIIBRIDOE, a city and the county-seat of Dorchester 
county, Maryland, U.S.A., on the Choptank river, near Chesa-
peake Bay, about 6o m. S.E. of Baltimore. Pop. (1800) 4192; 
(1900) 5747(19,58 being negroes); ( two) 6407. It is served by the 
Cambridge branch of the Philadelphia, Baltimore & Washing-
ton railway (Pennsylvania railway), which connects with the 
main line at Seaford, 3o m. distant, and with the Baltimore, 
Chesapeake & Atlantic at Hurlock, 16 m. distant; and by 
steamers of the Baltimore, Chesapeake & Atlantic railway 
company. It is a business centre for the prosperous farming 
region by which it is surrounded, and is a shipping point for 
oysters and fish; among its manufactures are canned fruits 
and vegetables, flour, hominy, phosphates, underwear and 
lumber. Cambridge was founded in 1684, received its present 
name in 1686, and was chartered as a city in woo. 

CAIIIBRIDOR, a city and one of the county-seats of Middlesex 
county, Massachusetts, U.S.A., situated on the Charles river, 
in the outskirts of Boston, of which it is in effect a part, although 
under separate government. Pop. (1880) 5469: ( 1890) 
70,028; (r000) 91,886; (zoo census) 1o4,839. Of the 
total population in 1900, 30,446 were foreign-born, including 
11,235 Irish, 9613 English Canadians, 1944 English, 1483 French 
Canadians and 1584 Swedish; and 54,20o were of foreign 
parentage (both parents foreign-born), including 24,961 of Irish 
parentage, 9829 of English-Canadian parentage, 2587 of English 
parentage, and 2288 of French-Canadian parentage. Cambridge 
is entered directly by only one railway, the Boston & Maine. 
The township, now practically built over by the city, contained 
originally several separate villages, the names of which are still 
used as a convenience in designating corresponding sections of 
the municipality: Old Cambridge, North Cambridge, Cam-
bridgeport and East Cambridge, the last two being manufactur-
ing and commercial districts. 

Old Cambridge is noted as the scat of Harvard University 
(q.v.) and as a literary and scientific centre. Radcliffe College 
(1879), for women, practically a part of Harvard; an Episcopal 
Theological School (1867), and the New Church (Swedenborgian 
or New Jerusalem) Theological School (1866) are other educa-
tional institutions of importance. To Cambridge also, in 19o8, 
was removed Andover Theological Seminary, a Congregational 
institution chartered in 1807, opened in Andover, Massachusetts,  

in Oa (re-incorporated under separate trustees in 1907). This 
seminary is one of the oldest and most famous theological institu-
tions in the United States; it grew out of the theological teaching 
previously given in Phillips Academy, and was founded by the 
widow of Lt.-Governor Samuel Phillips, her son John Phillips 
and Samuel Abbot (1732-1812). The instruction was strongly 
Calvinistic in the earlier period, but the seminary has always 
been " equally open to Protestants of every denomination." 
Very liberal aid is given to students, and there is no charge for 
tuition. The Bibliotheca Sacra, founded in 1843 by Edward 
Robinson and in x844 taken over by Professors Bela B. Edwards 
and Edwards A. Park, and the A ndover Review (1884-1893), have 
been the organs of the seminary. In 1886 some of its professors 
published Progressive Orthodoxy, a book which made a great stir 
by its liberal tone, its opposition to supernaturalism and its 
evident trend toward the methods of German " higher criticism." 
Legal proceedings for the removal of five professors, after the 
publication of this book, failed; and their successful defence 
helped to secure greater freedom in thought and in instruction 
in American Presbyterian and Congregational theological 
seminaries. The seminary is now affiliated with Harvard 
University, though it remains independent and autonomous. 

Cambridge is a typical New England city, built up in detached 
residences, with irregular streets pleasantly shaded, and a 
considerable wealth of historic and literary associations. There 
are many reminders of the long history of Harvard, and of the 
War of Independence. Cambridge was the site of the camp of 
the first American army, at the outbreak of the war, and from 
it went the detachment which intrenched on Bunker's Hill. 
Here are the Apthorp House (built in 176o), in which General 
Burgoyne and his officers were lodged as prisoners of war in 
1777; the elm under which, according to tradition, Washington 
took command of the Continental Army on the 3rd of July 1775: 
the old Vasaall or Craigie House (1m), where Washington lived 
in 1775-1776, and which was later the home of Edward Everett, 
Joseph E. Worcester, Jared Sparks and (1837-1882) Henry W. 
Longfellow. Ethridge Gerry lived and James Russell Lowell 
was born, lived and died in " Elmwood " (built in 1767); Oliver 
Wendell Holmes was born in Cambridge also; John Fiske, the 
historian, lived here; and there are many other literary associa-
tions, attractive and important for those interested in American 
letters. In Mt Auburn Cemetery are buried many artists, poets, 
scholars and other men and women of fame. Cambridge is 
one of the few American cities possessing a crematorium (r000). 
The municipal water-works are excellent. A handsome bridge 
joining Cambridgeport to Boston (cost about $2,250,000) was 
opened late in 1906. Four other bridges span the Charles river 
between the two cities. A dam between East Cambridge and 
Boston, traversed by a roadway 15o ft. wide, was in the process 
of construction in 1907; and an extension of the Boston subway 
into Cambridge to the grounds of Harvard University, a distance 
of about 3 m., was projected. The city government is admini-
stered almost entirely under the state civil-service laws, Cam-
bridge having been a leader in the adoption of its provisions. 
A non-partisan association for political reform did excellent 
work from 1890 to 1900, when it was superseded by a non-
partisan party. Since 1887 the city has declared yearly by 
increasing majorities for prohibition of the liquor traffic. The 
high schools enjoy a notable reputation. A handsome city hall 
(cost $235,00o) and public library (as well as a manual training 
school) were given to the city by Frederick H. Rindge, a one-
time resident, whose benefactions to Cambridge aggregated 
in value 8650,4202. Cambridge has many manufacturing estab-
lishments, and in 1905 the city's factory products were valued 
at $42,407,064, an increase of 45.8% over their value in two. 
The principal manufactures are slaughtering and meat-packing 
products, foundry and machine-shop products, rubber boots and 
shoes, rubber belting and hose, printing and publishing products, 
carpentering, pianos and organs, confectionery and furniture. 
Cambridge is one of the chief publishing centres of the country. 
The tax valuation of property in 1906 ($1 05,153.135) was more 
than Sloe° per inhabitant. 
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Cambridge is " one of the few American towns that may be 

slid b have owed their very name and existence to the pursuit 
of letters" (T. W. Iligginson). Its site was selected in 1630 
by Governor Winthrop and others as suitable for fortifications 
and iefence, and it was. intended to make it the capital of the 
Massachusetts Bay Colony; but as Boston's peninsular position 
gave it the advantage in commerce and in defence against the 
Indium, the plan fell through, although up to x638 various 
sessions of the general court and particular courts were held 
here. The township records (published) are continuous since 
1633. A direct tax for the wooden " pallysadoe " about Cam-
bulge led the township of Watertown in 1632 to make the first 
protest in America against taxation without representation. 
Ile settlement was first known as the " New Towne," but in 
1638 was named Cambridge in honour of the English Cambridge, 
where several score of the first immigrants to the colony were 
educated. The oldest college in America (Harvard) was founded 
here in x636. In 1639 there was set up in Cambridge the first 
printing press of British North America (Boston having none 
until 1676). Other notable dates in history are 1637 and 1647, 
when general synods of New England churches met at Cambridge 
to settle disputed doctrine and define orthodoxy; the departure 
for Connecticut of Thomas Hooker's congregation in 1636; the 
meeting of the convention that framed the present constitution 
of the commonwealth, 1779-1780; the separation of the Con-
gregationalists and Unitarians of the first parish church, in 2829; 
and the grant of a city charter in 1846. The original township 
of Cambridge was very large, and there have been successively 
detached from it, Newton (169x), Lexington (x723), Brighton 
(1837) and Arlington (x867). 

See Lucius R. Paige, History of Cambridge, Massachusetts. ttijcs-
dyy (Boston. Mass.. 1877); T. W. Higginson. Old Cansbnctge 
(New York, 1899); Arthur Gilman (ed.), The Cambridge of Eighteen 
Hundred and Ninety-Six (Cambridge, 1896); and Historic Oxide 
to Cambridge (Cambridge, 1907.) 

CAMBRIDGE. a city and the county-seat of Guernsey county, 
Ohio, USA., on Wills Creek, about 75 m. E. by N. of Columbus. 
Pop. (189o) 4361; (1900) 8241, of whom 407 were foreign-
born; (zoo census) 11,327. It is served by the Baltimore 8; 
Ohio and the Pennsylvania railways, and is connected by an 
electric line with Byesville (pop. in 1910, 3156), about 7 m. S. 
Cambridge is built on a bill about Boo ft. above sea-level. 
There is a public library. Coal, oil, natural gas, clay and iron 
are found in the vicinity, and among the city's manufactures are 
iron, steel, glass, furniture and pottery. The value of its 
factory products in 1905 was $2,44o,917. The municipality 
owns and operates the water-works. Cambridge was first settled 
in s798 by emigrants from the island of Guernsey (whence the 
same of the county); was laid out as a town in 18o6; was 
incorporated as a village in 1837; and was chartered as a city 
is 1893. 

CAMBRIDGE PLATONBTS, a school of philosophico-religious 
thinkers which flourished mainly at Cambridge University in the 
second half of the 17th century. The founder was Benjamin 
Whichcote and the chief members were Ralph Cudworth, 
Richard Cumberland, Joseph Glanvill, Henry More and John 
Norris (see separate articles). Other less important members 
were Nathaniel Culverwel (d. x651?), Theophilus Gale (1628-
1678), John Pordage (x607-168x), George Rust (d. 167o), John 
Smith (x618-1650 and John Worthington (1618-x671). They 
represented liberal thought at the time and were generally 
known as Latitudinarians. Their views were due to a reaction 
against three main tendencies in contemporary English thought: 
the sacerdotalism of Laud and his followers, the obscurantist 
sectaries and, most important of all, the doctrines of Hobbes. 
They consist chiefly of a reconciliation between reason and 
religion, resulting in a generally tolerant spirit. They tend 
always to mysticism and the comtemplation of things transcen-
dental. In spite of inaccuracy and the lack of critical capacity 
in dealing with their authorities both ancient and modern, the 
Cambridge Platonists exercised a valuable influence on English 
theology and thought in general. Their chief contributions to  

thought were Cudworth's theory of the " plastic nature " of 
God, More's elaborate mysticism, Norris's appreciation of Male-
branche, Glanvill's conception of scepticism as an aid to Faith, 
and, in a less degree, the harmony of Faith and Reason elaborated 
by Culverwel. The one doctrine on which they all combined to 
lay especial emphasis was the absolute existence of right and 
wrong quite apart from the theory of divine authority. Their 
chief authorities were Plato and the Neo-platonists (between 
whom they made no adequate distinction), and among modern 
philosophers, Descartes, Malebranche and Boehme. From these 
sources they attempted to evolve a philosophy of religion, 
which would not only refute the views of Hobbes, but would 
also free theology finally from the errors of scholasticism, 
without plunging it in the newer dangers of unfettered rational-
ism (see Enucs). 

See Tulloch, Rational Theology in England in the rya Century; 
Hallam, Literature of Europe (chap. on Philosophy from 1650 to 1700; 
Hunt, Rdigiosu Thought is. England; von Stein, Sieben Bucker ma 
Geschichte des Platonssmus (1862), and works on individual philo-
sophers appended to biographies. 

CAMBRIDGESHIRE, an eastern county of England, bounded 
N. by Lincolnshire, E. by Norfolk and Suffolk, S. by Essex and 
Hertfordshire, and W. by Bedfordshire, Huntingdonshire and 
Northamptonshire. The area is 858.9 sq. m. The greater part 
of the county falls within the district of the Fens, and is flat, 
elevated only a few feet above sea-level, and intersected with 
innumerable drainage channels. The physical characteristics of 
this district, and the history of its reclamation from a marshy 
and in great part uninhabitable condition, fall for consideration 
under the heading FENS. Except in the south of the county the 
scenery of the flat land is hardly ever varied by rising ground or 
wood, and owes the attraction it possesses rather to individuality 
than to beauty. At the south-eastern and southern boundaries, 
and to the west of Cambridge, bordering the valley of the Cam on 
the north, the land rises in gentle undulations; but for the rest, 
such elevations as the Gog Magog Hills, S.E. of Cambridge, and 
the gentle hillock on which the city of Ely stands, are isolated 
and conspicuous from afar. The principal rivers are the Ouse 
and its tributaries in the south and centre, and the Nene 
in the north; the greater part of the waters of both these 
rivers within Cambridgeshire flow in artificial channels, of 
which those for the Ouse, two great parallel cuts between 
Earith and Denver Sluice, in Norfolk, called the Bedford 
Rivers, form the most remarkable feature in the drainage of 
the county. The old main channel of the Ouse, from Ely 
downward to Denver (below which are tidal waters), is filled 
chiefly by the waters of the Cam or Grants, which joins the 
Ouse 3 m. above Ely, the Lark (which with its feeder, the 
Kennett, forms the boundary of the county with. Suffolk for a 
considerable distance) and the Little Ouse, forming part of the 
boundary with Norfolk. 

Otology.—By its geological features, • Cambridgeshire is 
divisible into three well-marked regions; in the south and 
south-east are the low uplands formed by the Chalk, north of 
this, but best developed in the south-west, is a clay and greensand 
area; all the remaining portion is alluvial Fenland. The general 
strike of the rocks is along a south-west and north-east line, the 
dip is south-easterly. The oldest rock is the Jurassic Oxford 
Clay, which appears as an irregular strip of elevated flat ground 
reaching from Croxton by Conington and Fenny Drayton to 
Willingham and Hampton. Eastward and northward it no doubt 
forms the floor of the Fen country, and at Thorney and Whittlesea 
small patches rise like islands, through the level fen alluvium. 
The Coralline Oolite, with the Elsworth or St Ives rock at the 
base, occurs as a small patch, covered by Greensand, at Upware, 
whence many fossils have been obtained; elsewhere its place is 
taken by the Ampthill Clays, which are passage beds between the 
Oxford and Kimmeridge Clays. The latter clay lies in a narrow 
strip by Pa pworth St Agnes, Oakington and Cottenham; a 
large irregular outcrop surrounds Haddenham and Ely, and 
similar occurrences are at March, Chatteris and Manes. Above 
the Kimmeridge Clay comes the Lower Greensand, sandy for the 
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greater part, but here and there hardened into the condition 
known as " Carstone," which has been used as an inferior 
building-stone. This formation is thickest in the south-west, it 
extends from the border by Gamlingay, Cuxton and Cottenham, 
and appears again in outliers at Upware, Ely and Haddenham. 
The Gault forms a strip of flat ground, 4 to 6 m. wide, running 
roughly parallel with the course of the river Cam, from Guilden 
Morden through Cambridge to Soham; it is a stiff blue clay 
20o ft. thick in the south-west, but is thinner eastward. At the 
bottom of the chalk is the Chalk Marl, re, to 10 ft. thick, with 
a glauconitic and phosphatic nodule-bearing layer at its base, 
known as the Cambridge Greensand. This bed has been largely 
worked for the nodules and for cement; it contains many 
fossils derived from the Gault below. Several outliers of Chalk 
Marl lie upon the Gault west of the Cam. The Chalk comprises 
all the main divisions of the formation, including the Totternhoe 
stone, Melbourn rock and Chalk rock. Much glacial boulder 
clay covers all the higher ground of the county; it is a stiff 
brownish clay with many chalk fragments of travelled rocks. 
Near Ely there is a remarkable mass of chalk, evidently trans-
ported by ice, resting on and surrounded by boulder clay. 
Plateau gravel caps some of the chalk hills, and old river gravels 
occur at lower levels with the bones of mammoth, rhinoceros and 
other extinct mammals. The low-lying Fen beds are manly silt 
with abundant peat beds and buried forests; at the bottom is a 
gravel layer of marine origin. 

Industries.—The climate is as a whole healthy, the fens being 
so carefully drained that diseases to which dwellers in marshy 
districts are commonly liable are practically eliminated. The 
land is very fertile, and although some decrease is generally 
apparent in the acreage under grain crops, Cambridgeshire is 
one of the principal grain-producing counties in England. 
Nearly nine-tenths of the total area is under cultivation, and an 
unusually small proportion is under permanent pasture. Wheat 
is the chief grain crop, but large quantities of barley and oats are 
also grown. Among green crops potatoes occupy a large and 
increasing area Dairy-farming is especially practised in the 
south-west, where the district of the Cam valley has long been 
known as the Dairies; and much butter and cheese are sent to 
the London markets. Sheep are pastured extensively on the 
higher ground, but the number of these and of cattle for the 
county as a whole is not large. Beans occupy a considerable 
acreage, and fruit-growing and market-gardening are important 
in many parts. There is no large manufacturing industry 
common to the county in general; among minor trades brewing 
is carried on at several places, and brick-making and lime-
burning may also be mentioned. 

Connunizations.—The principal railway serving the county is 
the Great Eastern, of which system numerous branch lines centre 
chiefly upon Cambridge, Ely and March. Cambridge is also 
served by branches of the Great Northern line from Hitchin, 
of the London & North-Western from Bletchley and Bedford, 
and of the Midland from Kettering. A trunk line connecting 
the eastern counties with the north and north-west of England 
runs northward from March under the joint working of the Great 
Northern and Great Eastern companies. The artificial water-
ways provide the county with an extensive system of inland 
navigation; and a considerable proportion of the industrial 
population is employed on these. In this connexion the building 
of boats and barges is carried on at several towns. 

Population and Administration.—The area of the ancient 
county is 549,723 acres, with a population in r89r of r88,96r, 
and in root of 190,682. The ancient county includes the two 
administrative counties of Cambridge in the south and the Isle 
of Ely in the north. The liberty of the Isle of Ely was formerly 
of the independent nature of a county palatine, but ceased to 
be so under acts of 1836 and 1837. Its area is 238,048 acres, 
rind that of the administrative county of Cambridge 315,171 
acres. Cambridgeshire contains seventeen hundreds. The 
municipal boroughs are Cambridge, the county town (pop. 
38379), in the administrative county of Cambridge, and Wisbech 
(938x) in the Isle of Ely. The other urban districts are—in the  

administrative county of Cambridge, Chesterton (9591), and in 
the Isle of Ely, Chatteris (4711), Ely (7713), March (7565) and 
Whittlesey (3909). Among other considerable towns Sahara 
(4 230) and Littleport (4181), both in the neighbourhood of Ely. 
may be mentioned. The town of Newmarket, which, although 
wholly within the administrative county of West Suffolk, is 
mainly in the ancient county of Cambridgeshire, is famous for 
its race-meetings. The county is in the south-eastern circuit. 
and assizes are held at Cambridge. Each administrative county 
has a court of quarter sessions, and the two are divided into ten 
petty sessional divisions. The borough of Cambridge has a 
separate court of quarter sessions, and this borough and Wisbech 
have separate commissions of the peace. The university of 
Cambridge exercises disciplinary jurisdiction over its members. 
There are 08 entire civil parishes in the two administrative 
counties. Cambridgeshire is almost wholly in the diocese of Ely 
and the archdeaconries of Ely and Sudbury, but small portions 
are within the dioceses of St Albans and Norwich. There are 
194 ecclesiastical parishes or districts wholly or in part within 
the county. The parliamentary divisions are three, namely, 
Northern or Wisbech, Western or Chesterton, and Eastern or 
Newmarket, each returning one member. The county also 
contains the parliamentary borough of Cambridge, returning 
one member; and the university of Cambridge returns two 
members. 

History.—The earliest English settlements in what is now 
Cambridgeshire were made about the 6th century by bands of 
Engles, who pushed their way up the Ouse and the Cam, and 
established themselves in the fen-district, where they became 
known as the Gyrwas, the districts corresponding to the modern 
counties of Huntingdonshire and Cambridgeshire being dis-
tinguished as the lands of the North Gyr•as* and the South 
Gyrwas respectively. At this period the fen-district stretched 
southward as far as Cambridge, and the essential unity which 
it preserved is illustrated later by its inclusion under one 
sheriff, chosen in successive years from Cambridgeshire proper, 
the Isle of Ely and Huntingdonshire. In 60 numerous lands in 
the neighbourhood of Wisbech were included in the endowment 
of the abbey of Peterborough, and in the same century religions 
houses were established at Ely and Thorney, both of which, 
however, were destroyed during the Danish invasions of the 
9th century. After the treaty of Wedmore the district became 
part of the Danelaw. On the expulsion of the Danes by Edward 
in the loth century it was included in East Anglia, but in the 
x nth century was again overrun by the Danes, who in the course 
of their devastations burnt Cambridge. The fust mention of 
the shire in the Saxon Chronicle records the valiant resistance 
which it opposed to the invaders in loco when the rest of East 
Anglia had taken ignominious flight. The shire-system of 
East Anglia was in all probability not definitely settled before 
the Conquest, but during the Danish occupation of the 9th century 
the district possessed a certain military and political organization 
round Cambridge, its chief town, whence probably originated 
the constitution and demarcation of the later shire. At the time 
of the Domesday Survey the county was divided as now, except 
that the Isle of Ely, which then formed two hundreds having 
their meeting-place at Witchford, is now divided into the four 
hundreds of Ely, Wisbech, North Witchford and South Witch-
ford, while Cambridge formed a hundred by itself. The 
hundred of Fiendish was then known as Flamingdike. Cam-
bridgeshire was formerly induded in the diocese of Lincoln, 
until, on the erection of Ely to a bishop's see in x zoo, almost the 
whole county was placed in that diocese. In 129r the whole 
county, with the exception of parishes in the deanery of Fordham 
and diocese of Norwich, constituted the archdeaconry of Ely, 
comprising the deaneries of Ely, Wisbech, Chesterton, Cambridge, 
Shingay, Bourn, Barton and Camps. The Isle of Ely formerly 
constituted an independent franchise in which the bishops 
exercised quasi-palatinate rights, and offences were held to be 
committed against the bishop's peace. These privileges were 
considerably abridged in the reign of Henry VIII., but the Isle 
still had separate civil officers, appointed by the bishop, chid 
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among whom were the chief justice, chief bailiff, deputy bailiff 
and two coroners. The bishop is still autos rolulorstm of the 
Isle. Cambridgeshire has always been remarkable for its lack 
of county families, and for the frequent changes in the ownership 
of estates. No Englishmen retained lands of any importance 
after the Conquest, and at the time of the Domesday Survey 
the chief lay proprietors were Alan, earl of Brittany, whose 
descendants the Zouches retained estates in the county until 
the 25th century; Picot the sheriff, whose estates passed to 
the families of Peverell and Peche; Aubrey de Vere, whose 
desmidants retained their estates till the 16th century; and 
Hardwinus de Scalariis, ancestor of the Scales of Whaddon. 

From the time of Hereward's famous resistance to the Con-
queror in the fen-district, the Isle of Ely was intimately concerned 
with the great political struggles of the country. It was defended 
against Stephen by Bishop Nigellus of Ely, who fortified Ely 
and Aldreth, and the latter in 1144 was held for the empress 
Maud by Geoffrey de Mandeville. During the struggles between 
John and his barons, Faukes de Breaute was made governor of 
Cambridge Castle, which, however, surrendered to the barons 
in the same year. The Isle of Ely was seized by the followers 
of Simon de Montfort in '266, but in z 267 was taken by Prince 
Edward. At the Reformation period the county showed much 
sympathy with the Reformers, and in 1642 the knights, gentry 
and commoners of Cambridgeshire petitioned for the removal 
of all unwarrantable orders and dignities, and the banishment 
of popish clergy. In the civil war of the 27th century 
Cambridgeshire was one of the associated counties in which the 
king had no visible party, though the university assisted him 
with contributions of plate and money 

Cambridgeshire has always been mainly an agricultural 
county. The Domesday Survey mentions over ninety mills 
and numerous valuable fisheries, especially eel-fisheries, and 
contains frequent references to wheat, malt and honey. The 
county had a flourishing wool-industry in the 14th century, 
and became noted for its worsted cloths. The Black Death of 
1349 and the ravages committed during the Wars of the Roses 
WPC followed by periods of severe depression, and in 1439 several 
Cambridgeshire towns obtained a remission of taxation on the 
plea of poverty. In the 16th century barley for malt was grown 
in large quantities in the south, and the manufacture of willow-
baskets was carried on in the fen-districts. Saffron was extens-
ively cultivated in the 28th century, and paper was manufactured 
near Sturbridge. Sturbridge fair was at this period reckoned 
the largest in Europe, the chief articles of merchandise being 
wool, hops and leather; and the Newmarket races and horse-
trade were already famous. Large waste areas were brought 
under cultivation in the 17th century through the drainage 
of the fen-district, which was brought to completion about 
5652 through the labours of Cornelius Vermuyden, a Dutchman. 
The coprolite industry was very profitable for a short period 
from 285o to iftfio, and its decline was accompanied by a general 
industrial and agricultural depression. Cambridgeshire returned 
three members to parliament in 1290, and in x295 the county 
returned two members, the borough of Cambridge two members, 
and the city of Ely two members, this being the sole return for 
Ely. The university was summoned to return members in 1300 
and again in 1603, but no returns are recorded before 5614, 
after which it continued to return two members. Under the 
Reform Act of 1832 the county returned three members. 

Astiquilies. —In ecclesiastical architecture Cambridgeshire 
would be rich only in the possession of the magnificent cathedral 
at Ely and the round church of the Holy Sepulchre, Jesus 
College and King's College chapels, and many other examples 
in Cambridge. But there are many fine churches elsewhere. 
At Thorny, a small town in the north of the county, which owes 
much in appearance to the 8th duke of Bedford 91.2872), the 
parish church is actually a portion of the church of an abbey 
said to date originally from the 7th century, and refounded in 
972 by Ethelwold, bishop of Winchester, as a Benedictine 
monastery. The church is partly fine Norman. Another 
Norman building of special interest is Sturbridge chapel near 

Cambridge, which belonged to a lepers' hospital. To this 
foundation King John granted a fair, which became, and continued 
until the 18th century, one of the most important in England. It 
is still held in September. At Swaff ham Prior there are remains 
of two churches in one churchyard, the tower of one being good 
Transitional Norman, while that of the other is Perpendicular, 
the upper part octagonal. Among many Early English examples 
the church of Cherry Hinton near Cambridge may be mentioned. 
The churches of Trumpington and Bottisbam are fine specimens 
of the Decorated style; in the first is a famous brass to Sir 
Roger de Trumpington (1289). As Perpendicular examples the 
tower and spire of St Mary's, Whittiesey, and the rich wooden 
roof of Outwell church, may be selected. Monastic remains 
are scanty. Excluding the town of Cambridge there are no 
domestic buildings, either ancient or modern, of special note, 
with the exception of Sawston Hall, in the south of the county, 
a quadrangular mansion dated 1557-1584. 

Aurnozuries.—See D. and S. Lysons, Magna Britannia, vol. ii. 
part i. (London, 18o8); C. C. Babington, Ancient Cansbnitgeshgre 
(Cambndge, 1883); R. Bowes, Catalogs of Books printed al or 
relating to Cambridge (Cambridge, 1891 et seq.); E. Conybeare, 
History of Cambridgeshsre (London, 1897); Victoria County History, 
Cambridgeshire. 

CANBUSLANG, a town of Lanarkshire, Scotland. It is situ-
ated near the Clyde, 4; m. S.E. of Glasgow (of which it is a 
residential suburb) by the Caledonian railway. Pop. (rite), ) 
8323; (19ot) 12,252. Its leading industries include coal-mining, 
turkey-red dyeing and brick-making. It contains one of the 
largest steel works in the United Kingdom. Among the chief 
edifices are a public hall, institute and library. It was the 
birthplace of John Claudius London (1783- 1843), the land-
scape gardener and writer on horticulture, whose Arboretum et 
Fruticmum Britannicum still ranks as an authority. 

CANBYSI38 (Pers. Kambujiya), the name borne by the father 
and the son of Cyrus the Great. When Cyrus conquered Babylon 
in 539 he was employed in leading religious ceremonies (Chronicle 
of Nabonidus), and in the cylinder which contains Cyrus's 
proclamation to the Babylonians his name is joined to that of 
his father in the prayers to Marduk. On a tablet dated from the 
first year of Cyrus, Cambyses is called king of Babel. But his 
authority seems to have been quite ephemeral; it was only in 
530, when Cyrus set out on his last expedition into the East, 
that he associated Cambyses on the throne, and numerous 
Babylonian tablets of this time are dated from the accession 
and the first year of Cambyses, when Cyrus was " king of the 
countries " (i.e. of the world). After the death of his father in 
the spring of 528 Cambyses became sole king. The tablets dated 
from his reign in Babylonia go down to the end of his eighth 
year, i.e. March 521 p.c.' Herodotus 66), who dates his reign 
from the death of Cyrus, gives him seven years five months, i.e. 
from 528 to the summer of 521. For these dates cf. Ed. Meyer, 
Permitting= sus alien Geschicke, ii. 470 ff. 

The traditions about Cambyses, preserved by the Greek 
authors, come from two different sources. The first, which 
forms the main part of the account of Herodotus 2; 4; 
10-37), is of Egyptian origin. Here Cambyses is made the 
legitimate son of Cyrus and a daughter of Apries (Herod. in. 2, 
Dinon fr. xi, Polyaen. viii. 29), whose death he avenges on the 
successor of the usurper Amasis. (In Herod. iii. 1 and Ctesias 
ap. Athen. xiii. 56o D, this tradition is corrected by the Persians: 
Cambyses wants to marry a daughter of Amasis, who sends 
him a daughter of Apries instead of his own daughter, and by 
her Cambyses is induced to begin the war.) His great crime is 
the killing of the Apis, for which he is punished by madness, 
in which he commits many other crimes, kills his brother and his 
sister, and at last loses his empire and dies from a wound in the hip, 
at the same place where he had wounded the sacred animal. 
Intermingled are some stories derived from the Greek mercen-
aries, especially about their leader Phanes of Halicarnassus, who 

1 0n the much discussed tablet, which is said to date from his 
tIth year, the writer had at first written " loth year of Cyrus," 
and then corrected this date into " 1st year of Cambyses "; see 
Strassmaier, Isschrsften vox Cansbyses, No. 97. 
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betrayed Egypt to the Persians: In the Persian tradition the 
crime of Cambyses is the murder of his brother; he is further 
accused of drunkenness, in which he commits many crimes, and 
thus accelerates his ruin. These traditions are found in different 
passages of Herodotus, and in a later form, but with some 
trustworthy detail about his household, in the fragments of 
Ctesias. With the exception of Babylonian dated tablets and 
some Egyptian inscriptions, we possess no contemporary evidence 
about the reign of Cambyses but the short account of Darius in 
the Behistun inscription. It is impossible from these sources to 
form a correct picture of Cambyses' character; but it seems 
certain that he was a wild despot and that he was led by 
drunkenness to many atrocious deeds. 

It was quite natural that, after Cyrus had conquered Asia, 
Cambyses should undertake the conquest of Egypt, the only 
remaining independent state of the Eastern world. Before he 
set out on his expedition he killed his brother Bardiya (Smerdis), 
whom Cyrus had appointed governor of the eastern provinces. 
The date is given by Darius, whereas the Greek authors narrate 
the murder after the conquest of Egypt- The war took place in 
525, when Amasis had just been succeeded by his son Psam-
metichus III. Cambyses had prepared for the march through 
the desert by an alliance with Arabian chieftains, who brought a 
large supply of water to the stations. King Amasis had hoped 
that Egypt would be able to withstand the threatened Persian 
attack by an alliance with the Greeks. But this hope failed; 
the Cyprian towns and the tyrant Polycrates of Samos, who 
possessed a large fleet, now preferred to join the Persians, and 
the commander of the Greek troops, Phanes of Halicarnassus, 
went over to them. In the decisive battle at Pelusium the 
Egyptians were beaten, and shortly afterwards Memphis was 
taken. The captive king Psammetichus was executed, having 
attempted a rebellion. The Egyptian inscriptions show that 
Cambyses officially adopted the titles and the costume of the 
Pharaohs, although we may very well believe that he did not 
conceal his contempt for the customs and the religion of the 
Egyptians. From Egypt Cambyses attempted the conquest of 
Ethiopia (Cush), i.e. the kingdom of Napata and Meroc, the 
modern Nubia. But his army was not able to cross the deserts; 
after heavy losses he was forced to return. In an inscription 
from Napata (in the Berlin museum) the Ethiopian king Nastesen 
relates that he had beaten the troops of Kembasuden, i.e. 
Cambyses, and taken all his ships (H. Schafer, Die Aelhiopische 
Konigsinschrifl des Berliner Museums, reox). Another expedi-
tion against the great oasis failed likewise, and the plan of attack-
ing Carthage was frustrited by the refusal of the Phoenicians 
to operate against their kindred. Meanwhile in Persia a usurper, 
the Magian Gaumata, arose in the spring of 522, who pretended 
to be the murdered Bardiya (Smerdis). He was acknowledged 
throughout Asia. Cambyses attempted to march against him, 
but, seeing probably that success was impossible, died by his 
own hand (March 52x). This is the account of Darius, which 
certainly must be preferred to the traditions of Herodotus and 
Ctesias, which ascribe his death to an accident. According to 
Herodotus 64) he died in the Syrian Ecbatana, i.e. Hamath; 
Josephus (Atli. xi. 2. 2) names Damascus; Ctcsias, Babylon, 
which is absolutely impossible. 

See A. Lincke, Kambyses is der Sage, Litteratur send Kunst des 
Milk:alters, in Aegypliaca: Festschrift far Georg Ehers (Leipzig 
1897). pp. 41-61; also PERSIA: Ancient History. (En. M.) 

CAMDEN, CHARLES PRAM 1ST EARL (x714-1794), lord 
chancellor of England, was born in Kensington in 1 714 He was 
a descendant of an old Devonshire family of high standing, the 
third son of Sir John Pratt, chief-justice of the king's bench in 
the reign of George I. He received his early education at Eton 
and King's College, Cambridge. In 1734 he became a fellow of 
his college, and in the following year obtained his degree of B.A. 
Having adopted his father's profession, he had entered the 
Middle Temple in 1728, and ten years later he was called to the 
bar. He practised at first in the courts of common law, travelling 
also the western circuit. For some years his practice was so 
limited, and he became so much discouraged, that he seriously  

thought of turning his back on the law and entering the church. 
He listened, however, to the advice of his friend Sir Robert 
Henley, a brother barrister, afterwards known as Lord Chancellor 
Northington, and persevered, working on and waiting for success. 
The first case which brought him prominently into notice and 
gave him assurance of ultimate success was the government 
prosecution, in 1752, of a bookseller, William Owen, for a libel on 
the House of Commons. 

His speech for the defence contributed much to the verdict for 
the defendant. In 1757, through the influence of William Pitt 
(afterwards earl of Chatham), with whom he had formed as 
intimate friendship while at Eton, he received the appointment 
of attorney-general. The same year he entered the House of 
Commons as member for the borough of Downton in Wiltshire 
He sat in parliament four years, but did not distinguish himself 
as a debater. His professional practice now largely increased. 
One of the most noticeable incidents of his tenure of office as 
attorney-general was the prosecution of Dr. J. Shebbeare 7ee-
1780, a violent party writer of the day, for a libel against the 
government contained in his notorious Lelkrs to the People of 
England, which were published in the years 1756-1758. As a 
proof of Pratt's moderation in a period of passionate party 
warfare and frequent state trials, it is noted that this was the 
only official prosecution for libel which he set on foot. In 
January 1762 Pratt was raised to the bench as chief-justice of the 
common pleas. He was at the same time knighted. Soon after 
his elevation the nation was thrown into great excitement about 
the prosecution of John Wilkes, and the question involved in it 
of the legality of " general warrants." Chief-Justice Pratt 
pronounced, with decisive and almost passionate energy, against 
their legality, thus giving voice to the strong feeling of the nation 
and winning for himself an extraordinary degree of popularity 
as one of the " maintainers of English constitutional liberty." 
Honours fell thick upon him in the form of addresses from the city 
of London and many large towns, and of presentations of freedom 
from various corporate bodies. In July 1765 he was raised to 
the peerage as Baron Camden, of Camden Place, in the county of 
Kent; and in the following year he was removed from the court 
of common pleas to take his seat as lord chancellor (July go, 
1766). This seat he retained less than four years; for although 
he discharged its duties in so efficient a manner that, with one 
exception, his decisions were never reversed on appeal, he took 
up a position of such uncompromising hostility to the govern-
ments of the day, the Grafton and North administrations, on 
the greatest and most exciting matters, the treatment of the 
American colonies and the proceedings against John Wilkes, 
that the government had no choice but to require of him the 
surrender of the great seal. He retired from the court of chancery 
in January 177o, but he continued to take a warm interest in 
the political affairs and discussions of the time. He continued 
steadfastly to oppose the taxation of the American colonists, and 
signed, in 1778, the protest of the Lords in favour of an address 
to the king on the subject of the manifesto of the commissioners 
to America. In 1782 he was appointed president of the 
council under the Rockingham administration, but retired in the 
following year. Within a few months he was reinstated in this 
office under the Pitt administration, and held it till his death. 
Lord Camden was a strenuous opponent of Fox's India Bin, took 
an animated part in the debates on important public matters 
till within two years of his death, introduced in 1786 the scheme 
of a regency on occasion of the king's insanity, and to the last 
zealously defended his early views on the functions of juries, 
especially of their right to decide on all questions of libel. He 
was raised to the dignity of an earl in May 1786, and was at the 
same time created Viscount Bayham. Earl Camden died in 
London on the 18th of April 1794. His remains were interred in 
Seale church in Kent. 

CAMDEN, JOHN JEFFREYS PRATT, 2ND EARL and Ise 
MARQUESS (1759-1840), only son of the ist earl, was born on the 
rah of February 1759, and was educated at Trinity College, 
Cambridge. In 1780 he was chosen member of parliament for 
Bath, and he obtained the lucrative position of teller of the 
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exchequer, an office which he kept until his death, although 
after 282 2 he refused to receive the large income arising from it. 
Ia the ministry of William Pitt, Pratt was successively a lord of 
the admiralty and a lord of the treasury; then, having suc-
ceeded his father in the earldom in 2794, he was appointed lord-
lieutenant of Ireland in z 795. Disliked in Ireland as an opponent 
of Roman Catholic emancipation and as the exponent of an 
unpopular policy, Camden's term of office was one of commotion 
and alarm, culminating in the rebellion of 2798. Immediately 
after the suppression of the rising he resigned, and in 1804 
became secretary for war and the colonies under Pitt, and in 
1805 lord president of the council. He was again lord presi-
dent from 2807 to 1822, after which date he remained for some 
time in the cabinet without office. In 2812 he was created 
earl of Brecknock and Marquess Camden. He died on the 8th 
of October 2840, and was succeeded by his only son, George 
Charles, and marquess (x799-1866). The present marquess is 
his descendant. Camden was chancellor of the university of 
Cambridge and a knight of the Garter. 

CAMDEN, WILLIAM (x552-2623), English antiquary and 
historian, was born in London on the 2nd of May x552. His 
father, Sampson Camden, a native of Lichfield, had settled in 
London, and, as a painter, had become a member of the company 
of painter-stainers. His mother, Elizabeth, belonged to the old 
Cumberland family of Curwen. Young Camden received his 
early education at Christ's Hospital and St Paul's school, and 
in 2566 went to Magdalen College, Oxford, probably as a servitor 
or chorister. Failing to obtain a demyship at Magdalen he re-
moved to Broadgates Hall, afterwards Pembroke College, and 
later to Christ Church, where he was supported by his friend, 
Dr Thomas Thornton, canon of Christ Church. As a defender 
of the established religion he was soon engaged in controversy, 
and his failure to secure a fellowship at All Souls' College is 
attributed to the hostility of the Roman Catholics. In 257o 
he supplicated in vain for the degree of B.A., and although a 
renewed application was granted in 2573 it is doubtful if he ever 
took a degree; Pad in 2572 he went to London and devoted 
himself to antiquarian studies, for which be had already acquired 
a taste. 

Camden spent some time in travelling in various parts of 
England collecting materials for his Britannia, a work which 
was first published in 2586. Owing to his friendship with Dr 
Gabriel Goodman, dean of Westminster, Camden was made 
second master of Westminster school in 2575; and when Dr 
Edward Grant resigned the headmastership in 1593 he was 
appointed as his successor. The vacations which he enjoyed 
as a schoolmaster left him time for study and travel, and during 
these years he supervised the publication of three further 
editions of the Britannia. Although a layman he was granted 
the prebend of Ilfracombe in 2589, and in 1597 he resigned his 
position at Westminster on being made Clarencieux king-at-arms, 
an appointment which caused some ill-feeling, and the York 
herald, Ralph Brooke, led an attack on the genealogical accuracy 
of the Britannia, and accused its author of plagiarism. Camden 
replied to Brooke in an appendix to the fifth 'edition of the 
Britannia, published in 2600, and his reputation came through 
the ordeal untarnished. Having brought out an enlarged and 
improved edition of the Britannia in 1607, he began to work on a 
history of the reign of Queen Elizabeth, to which he had been 
urged by Lord Burghley in 2597. The first part of this history 
holing  with the reign down to x588 was published in rats under 
the title Annales remiss Anglicarum of Hibernicarum rognante 
Rizabelka. With regard to this work some controversy at 
once *nose over the author's treatment of Mary, queen of Scots. 
It was asserted that Camden altered his original narrative in 
order to please James L, and, moreover, that the account which 
he is said to have given to his friend, the French historian, 
Jacques de Thou, differed substantially from his own. It seems 
doubtful if there is any truth in either of these charges. The 
second part of this work, finished in 1617, was published, after 
the author's death, at Leiden in 1625 and in London in x627. 
In 1622 Camden carried out a plan to found a history lectureship  

at Oxford. He provided an endowment from some lands at 
Bexley, and appointed as the first lecturer, his friend, Degory 
Wheare. The present occupant of the position is known as the 
Camden professor of ancient history. His concluding years were 
mainly spent at Chislehurst, where he had taken up his residence 
in 2609, and in spite of recurring illnesses he continued to work 
at material for the improvement of the Britannia and kindred 
subjects. He died at Chislehurst on the 9th of November 2623, 
and was buried in Westminster Abbey, where a monument now 
stands to his memory. 

The Britannia, the first edition of which is dedicated to Burgh-
ley, is a survey of the British islands written in elegant Latin. 
It was first translated into English in 262o, probably under the 
author's direction, and other translations have subsequently 
appeared, the best of which is an edition edited by Richard 
Gough and published in three volumes in 1789, and in four 
volumes in x806. The Armales has been translated into French, 
and English translations appeared in 1635, 1675 and 2688. 
The Latin version was published at Leiden in 2639 and 1677, 
and under the editorship of T. Hearne at Oxford in 1717. In 
addition to these works Camden compiled a Greek grammar, 
Institutio Graecae Grommalices Compendiaria, which became 
very popular, and he published an edition of the writings of Asser, 
Gimldus Cambrensis, Thomas Walsingham and others, under the 
title, Anglica, Hibernica, Normanotica, Cambric°, a veleribus 
scripta, published at Frankfort in 1602, and again in 2603. 
He also drew up a list of the epitaphs in Westminster Abbey, 
which was issued as Reges, Reginae, Nobiks el alii in ecdesia 
cone:iota Beati Petri Westrnintaskrii sepuni. This was enlarged 
and published again in 2603 and 1606. In 2605 he published 
his Remains concerning Britain, a book of collections from the 
Britannia, which quickly passed through seven editions; and 
he wrote an official account of the trial of the Gunpowder Plot 
conspirators as A ctio in Henricum Garnetum, Societatis Jesuiticae 
in Anglia superiorem et caeteros. 

Camden, who refused a knighthood, was a man of enormous 
industry, and possessed a modest and friendly disposition. 
He bad a large number of .influential friends, among whom were 
Archbishop Ussher, Sir Robert Cotton, John Selden, the French 
jurist Brisson, and Isaac Casaubon. His correspondence was 
published in London in z692 by Dr Thomas Smith under the title, 
Vita Gulielmi Camdeni d Illustrium virorum ad G. Camdenum 
Epidolae. This volume also contains his Memorabilia de seipso; 
his notes of the reign of James I.; and other interesting matter. 
In 2838 the Camden Society was founded in his honour, and 
much valuable work has been done under its auspices. 

CAMDEN, a city and the county-scat of Camden county, 
New Jersey, U.S.A., on the Delaware river, directly opposite 
Philadelphia, Pa. Pop. (1880) 4 2 ,6 59; (I 890) 58,323; ( 2 900) 
75,935, of whom 10,097 were foreign-born and 5576 were 
negroes; (2920) 94,538. It is a terminus of the Atlantic 
City, the West Jersey & Sca Shore, and the Pennsylvania 
(Amboy division) railways, and is also served by river and coasting 
steamboat lines. Camden is practically a suburb of Philadelphia, 
with which it is connected by ferries. It has several pleasant 
residential sections, and among its public buildings are the 
city hall, the Camden county court house, the post office, the 
free public library, the Cooper hospital and the West Jersey 
homeopathic hospitaL The high school has a thoroughly 
equipped manual training department. The city owns and 
operates its water-works system,and is an important manufactur-
ing and ship-building centre, among its manufactories being 
chemical works; asbestos, wall-paper, oil-cloth and morocco-
leather factories; woollen, worsted and yarn mills; preserving 
factories; iron and steel mills; boot and shoe factories; and 
ship-yards. In 290o the total value of the city's manufactured 
products was $20,451,874 (of which $ 1 7,969,954 was the value 
of factory products, which in 2905 had increased 86.5% to 
$33,587,273), several of the largest items being worsted goods 
($ 2 ,090,99 1  in 190e, and $2,528,040 in 2905);  leather, tanned, 
curried and finished ($1,515,935  in 29oo, and $6,364,928 in 
290s); oil-cloth ($2,638,556 in 2900); pickles, preserves and 
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sauces (864 358  in 1900), and wooden ships and boats (84 09,500 
 in 1900, and $361,089 in 1905, when the value of the iron and 

steel ship-building industry was 84, 673,504). The first settlers 
on the site of Camden came in 1679, but for a century the settle-
ment consisted of isolated farms and a small group of houses 
about the ferry by which travellers from the east crossed to 
Philadelphia. The early settlers were largely Quakers. About 
1773 Jacob Cooper laid out a town near the ferry, and gave it 
the name Camden in honour of Lord Chancellor Camden, who 
had been one of the strongest opponents of the Stamp Act. 
The settlement, however, was known variously as" Pluckemin," 
" The Ferry " and " Cooper's Ferry " until about the time of 
the War of 1812. Until 1828 it was administratively a part 
of the town of Newton, Gloucester county, but in that year, 
with more than a thousand inhabitants, it was chartered as a 
city under its present name. During the British occupation 
of Philadelphia in the War of Independence, a British force 
was stationed here, and Camden was the scene of several skir-
mishes between the British troops and the New Jersey irregular 
militia. Camden was the home of Walt Whitman from 1873 
until his death. 

CAMDEN, a town and the county-seat of Kershaw county, 
South Carolina, U.S.A., near the Wateree river, 33 in. N.E.•of 
Columbia. Pop. (1890) 3533; (two) 2441; this decrease was 
due to the separation from Camden during the decade of its 
suburb " Kirkwood," re-annexed in 1905; (1910) 3569. It is 
served by the Atlantic Coast Line, the Seaboard Air Line and 
the Southern railways. Camden is situated about too ft. above 
the river, which is navigable to this point. The town is a winter 
resort, chiefly for Northerners. Cotton, grain and rice are 
produced in the vicinity, and there are some manufactories, 
including cotton mills, a cotton-seed oil mill and planing mills. 
Camden, first known as Pine Tree Hill, is one of the oldest 
interior towns of the state, having been settled in 1758; in 1768 
the present name was adopted in honour of Lord Chancellor 
Camden. The town was first incorporated in 1791; its present 
charter dates from 2890. For a year following the capture of 
Charleston by the British in May 77130, , during the War of 
Independence, Camden was the centre of important military 
operations. It was occupied by the British under Cornwallis in 
June 1780, was well fortified and was garrisoned by a force 
under Lord Rawdon. On the 16th of August Gen. Horatio 
Gates, with an American force of about 3600, including some 
Virginia militia under Charles Porterfield (1750-1780) and Gen. 
Edward Stevens (1745-182o), and North Carolina militia under 
Gen. Richard Caswell (1729-1789), was defeated here by the 
British, about a000 strong, under Lord Cornwallis, who had 
joined Rawdon in anticipation• of an attack by Gates. Soon 
after the engagement began a large part of the Americans, 
mostly North Carolina and Virginia militia, fled precipitately, 
carrying Gates with them; but Baron De Kalb and the Maryland 
troops fought bravely until overwhelmed by numbers, De Kalb 
himself being mortally wounded. A monument was erected to 
his memory in 1825, Lafayette laying the corner-stone. The 
British loss in killed, wounded and missing was 324; the 
American loss was about Boo or goo killed and zcoo prisoners, 
besides arms and baggage. On the 3rd of December Gates was 
superseded by Gen. Nathanael Greene, who after Cornwallis had 
left the Carolinas, advanced on Camden and arrived in the 
neighbourhood on the 19th of April 1781. Considering his force 
(about 145e) insufficient for an attack on the fortifications, he 
withdrew a short distance north of Camden to an advantageous 
position on Hobkirk's Hill, where on the 25th of April Rawdon, 
with a force of only 950, took him somewhat by surprise and 
drove him from the field. The casualties on each side were nearly 
equal: American 271; British 258. On the 8th of May Rawdon 
evacuated the town, after burning most of it. On the 24th of 
February x 865, during the Civil War, a part of Gen.W.T.Sherman's 
army entered Camden and burned stores of tobacco and cotton, 
and several buildings. (See AMERICAN WAR or INDEPENDENCE.) 

See also T. J. Kirkland and R. M. Kennedy, Historic Cansdem 
(Columbia, S.C., 1905). 

CAMEL (from the Arabic Djemal or the Heb. Daman, the 
name of the single-humped Arabian Camdus dromedarims, but 
also applied to the two-humped central Asian C. Mariam's and 
to the extinct relatives of both. The characteristics of camels 
and their systematic position are discussed under the headings 
TYLOPODA and ARTIO0ACTYLA. The two living species are 
distinguishable at a glance. It may be mentioned that the 
Bactrian camel, which is a shorter-legged and more ponderous 
animal than the Arabian species, grows an enormously long and 
thick winter coat, which is shed in blanket-like masses in spring. 
The Arabian camel, which is used not only in the country from 
which it takes its name, but also in North Africa and India, and 
has been introduced into Australia and North America, is known 
only as a domesticated animal. On the other hand, the Bactrian 
species, which is employed throughout a large tract of central 
Asia in the domesticated condition, appears, according to recent 
researches, to exist in the wild state in some of the central 
Asian deserts. From the examination of specimens collected by 
Dr Sven Hedin, Professor W. Leche shows that the wild Bactrian 
camel differs from the domesticated breed of central Asia in the 
following external characters: the humps are smaller; the long 
hair does not occupy nearly so much of the body; the colour is 
much more rufous; and the ears and muzzle are shorter. Many 
important differences are also recorded between the skulls of the 
two animals, and it is especially noteworthy that the last lower 
molar is smaller in the wild than in the tame race. In connexion 
with this point it should be noticed that, unlike what occurs in 
the yak, the wild animal is not larger than the tame one, although 
it is incorrect to say that the former is decidedly the inferior of 
the latter in point of stature. Dr Leche also institutes a com-
parison between the skeletons of the wild and the tame Bactrian 
camel with the remains of certain fossil Asiatic camels, namely, 
Camelia Insoblocki from Sarepta, Russia, and C. elutes:is from 
the Aluta valley, • Rumania. This comparison leads to the 
important conclusion that the wild Bactrian Camdms badrialtus 
Jesus comes much nearer to the fossil species than it does to the 
domesticated breed, the resemblance being specially noticeable 
in the absolutely and relatively small size of the last molar. In 
view of these differences from the domesticated breed, and the 
resemblance of the skull or lower jaw to that of the extinct 
European species, it becomes practically impossible to regard 
the wild camels as the offspring of animals that have escaped 
from captivity. 

On the latter hypothesis it has been generally assumed that 
the wild camels are the descendants of droves of the domesticated 
breed which escaped when certain central Asian cities were 
overwhelmed by sand-storms. This theory, according to Pro-
fessor Leche, is rendered improbable by Dr Sven Hedin's 
observations on the habits and mode of life of the wild camel. 
The habitat of the latter extends from the lower course of the 
Keria river to the desert at the termination of that river, and 
thence to the neighbourhood of the Achik, the ancient bed of the 
Tarim river. These animals also occur in the desert district 
south of the Tarim; but are most abundant in the deserts and 
mountains to the southward of Kuruktagh, where there are a 
few brackish-water pools, and are also common in the barren 
mountains between Kuruktagh and Choetagh. Large herds 
have also been observed in the deserts near Altyntagh. The 
capacity of camels for travelling long distances without water 
—owing to special structural modifications in the stomach—
is familiar to all. That the Arabian species was one of the 
earliest animals to be domesticated is evident from the record 
of Scripture, where six thousand camels are said to have formed 
part of the wealth of the patriarch Job. Camels also formed 
part of the present which Pharaoh gave to Abraham, and it was 
to a company of Ishmaelites travelling from Gilead to Egypt on 
camels, laden with spices, much as their Arabian descendants do 
at the present day, that Joseph was sold by his brothers. 

The hump (or humps) varies in size according to the condition 
of the animal, becoming small and flaccid after bard work and 
poor diet. 

During the rutting-season male camels become exceedingly 
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savage and dangerous, uttering a loud bubbling roar and engaging 
in fierce contests with their follows. The female carries her 
young for fully eleven months, and produces only one calf at a 
time, which she suckles for a year. Eight days after birth the 
young Arabian camel stands 3 ft. high, but does not reach its 
full growth till its sixteenth or seventeenth year; it Jives from 
forty to fifty years. The flesh of the young camel resembles veal, 
and is a favourite food of the Arabs, while camel's milk forms 
an excellent and highly nutritious beverage, although it does 
not furnish butter. The long hair is shorn every summer, and 
woven into a variety of stuffs used by the Arab for clothing 
himself and his family, and covering his tent. It was in raiment 
of camel's hair that John the Baptist appeared as a preacher. 
The haizimported into Europe is chiefly used in the manufacture 
of small brushes used by painters, while the thick hide is formed 
into a very durable leather. The droppings are used as fuel, and 
from the incinerated remains of these sal-ammoniac is extracted, 
which was at one time largely exported from Egypt. 

The Bactrian camel is, if possible, of still more importance 
to many of the central Asian Mongol races, supplying them 
alike with food and raiment. It is, however, as " the ship'of the 
desert," without which vast tracts of the earth's surface could 
scarcely be explored, that the camel is specially valuable. In 
its fourth year its training as a beast of burden begins, when it 
is taught to kneel and to rise at a given signal, and is gradually 
accustomed to bear increasing loads. These vary in weight 
from soo to roc° it), according to the variety of camel employed, 
for of the Arabian camel there are almost as many breeds as 
there are of the horse. When crossing a desert camels are 
expected to carry their loads ss m. a day for three days without 
drink, getting a supply of water, however, on the fourth; but 
the fleeter breeds will carry their rider and a bag of water so m. 
a day for five days without drinking. When too heavily laden 
the camel refuses to rise, but on the march it is exceedingly 
patient under its burden, only yielding beneath it to die. 
Relieved from its load it does not, like other animals, seek the 
shade, even when that is to be found, but prefers to kneel beside 
its burden in the broad glare of the sun, seeming to luxuriate 
in the burning sand. When overtaken by a dust-storm it falls 
on its knees, and stretching its neck along the sand, closes its 
nostrils and remains thus motionless till the atmosphere dears; 
and in this position it affords some shelter to its driver, who, 
wrapping his face in his mantle, crouches behind his beast. 

The food of the camel consists chiefly of the leaves of trees, 
shrubs and dry hard vegetables, which it is enabled to tear down 
and masticate by means of its powerful front teeth. As regards 
temperament, if, writes Sir F. Palgrave, " docile means stupid, 
well and good; in such a case the camel is the very model of 
docility. But if the epithet is intended to designate an animal 
that takes an interest in its rider so far as a beast can, that in 
some way understands his intentions, or shares them in a sub-
ordinate fashion, that obeys from a sort of submissive or half-
fellow-feeling with his master, like the horse or elephant, then 
I say that the camel is by no means docile—very much the 
contrary. He takes no heed of his rider, pays no attention 
whether be be on his back or not, walks straight on when once 
set agoing, merely because he is too stupid to turn aside, and 
then should some tempting thorn or green branch allure him out 
of the path, continues to walk on in the new direction simply 
because he is too dull to turn back into the right road. In a 
word, he is from first to last an undomesticated and savage 
animal rendered serviceable by stupidity alone, without much 
skill on his master's part, or any co-operation on his own, save 
that of an extreme passiveness. Neither attachment nor even 
habit impresses him; never tame, though not wide-awake enough 
to be exactly wild." 

For extinct camels see TYLOPODA. 	 (R. WI 

The Biblical expression (Matt. xix. 24, 8u.), " it is easier fora camel 
to go through a needle's eye," &c., is sometimes explained by saying 
that the " needle's eye " means the small gate which is opened in the 
great gate of a city, when the latter is closed for the night; but 
mat criticism (e.g. Post is Did., under " Camel ") throws 
doubt oa this explanation, and assumes that the more violent hyper- 

bole is intended. There is a varioffs reading zimaor (cable) for doss., 
(camel), but Cheyne, in the Eacy. Btalica, rejects this (see CABLE). 

CAIIELPORD, THOMAS PITT, In BARON (1737-1793), 
English politician and art patron, was a nephew of the 1st earl 
of Chatham. He sat in parliament from 1761 till 1784, siding 
against his uncle and following George Grenville, who was also 
a relative; and in 1784 he was raised to the peerage. He 
dabbled in architecture and the arts generally, and was a pro-
minent figure in the artistic circles of his day. His son THOMAS 
Prrr, 2nd Baron Camelford (1775 -18o4), who succeeded him 
in Eros, had an adventurous and misspent career in the navy, 
but is principally remembered for his death in a duel with 
Mr Best on the loth of March 1804, the title becoming extinct. 

CAMELLIA, a genus or subgenus of evergreen trees or shrubs 
belonging to the natural order Ternstroemlaceae, with thick 
dark shining leaves and handsome white or rose-coloured 
flowers. The name Camellia was given by Linnaeus in honour 
of George Joseph Camellus or Kernel, a Moravian Jesuit who 
travelled in Asia and wrote an account of the plants of the 
Philippine Island, Luzon, which is included in the third volume 
of John Ray's Hisforia Plantarum (1704). Modern botanists 
are agreed that the tea-plant, placed by Linnaeus in a separate 
genus, Tkea, is too nearly allied to Camellia to admit of the 
two being regarded as distinct genera. Thee and Camilla are 
therefore now considered to represent one genus, which has been 
generally called Camellia, but more correctly Tkea, as this name 
was the earlier of the two. Under the latter view Camilla is 
regarded as a subgenus or section of ilea. It contains about 
eight species, natives of India, China and Japan. Most of the 
numerous cultivated forms are horticultural products of C. 
japonica, a native of China and Japan, which was introduced 
into Europe ,  by Lord Petre in 1739. The wild plant has red 
flowers, recalling those of the wild rose, but most of the cultivated 
forms are double. In the variety anemonaeflora nearly all the 
stamens have become transformed into small petaloid structures 
which give the flower the appearance of a double anemone. 

Another species, C. rdicalaia, a native of Hongkong, is also 
prized for its handsome flowers, larger than those of C. japonica, 
which are of a bright rose colour and as known in cultivation 
semi-double or double. 

Both C. sasanqua and C. drupifera, the former inhabiting 
Japan and China, the latter Cochin-China and the mountains 
of India, are oil-yielding plants. The oil of C. sasanqua (of which 
sasankwa is the native Japanese name) has an agreeable odour 
and is used for many domestic purposes. It is obtained from 
the seeds by subjecting them topressure sufficient to reduce them 
to a coarse powder, and then boiling and again pressing the 
crushed material. The leaves are also used in the form of a 
decoction by the Japanese women for washing their hair; and 
in a dried state they are mixed with tea on account of their 
pleasant flavour. The oil of C. drupifera, which is closely allied 
to C. sasampro, is used medicinally in Cochin-China. The flowers 
of these two species, unlike those of C. japonica and C. reticulate, 
are odoriferous. 

Camellias, though generally grown in the cool greenhouse, 
are hardy in the south of England and the south-west of Scotland 
and Ireland. They grow best in a rich compost of sandy peat 
and loam, and should not be allowed to get too dry at the roots; 
a liberal supply of water is especially necessary during the 
flowering period. The best position—when grown out of doors—
is one facing north or north-west, with a wall or hedge behind ' 
for protection from cold winds. July is the best time for plant-
ing; care must be taken that the roots are evenly spread, not 
matted into a ball. 

The plants are propagated by layers or cuttings, and the 
single-flowered ones also by seeds. Cuttings are taken in 
August and placed in sandy peat or loam in a cold shaded frame. 
In the following spring those which have struck are placed in a 
gentle heat, and in September or October the rooted plants are 
potted off. Camellias are also propagated by grafting or inarching 
in early spring on stocks of the common variety of C. japonica. 

The scale insect sometimes attacks the camellia. To remove 
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the white scale, the plants are washed with a sponge and solution 
of soft soap as soon as their growth is completed, and again 
before the buds begin to swell. The brown scale may be got rid 
of by repeated washings with one of the many insecticides, but 
it should be applied at a temperature of go°. 

CAMEO, a term of doubtful origin, applied in the first instance 
to engraved work executed in relief on hard or precious stones. 
It is also applied to imitations of such stones in glass, called 
" pastes," or on the shells of molluscous animals. A cameo is 
therefore the converse of an intaglio, which consists of an 
incised or sunk engraving in the same class of materials. For 
the history of this branch of art, and for an account of some of 
its most remarkable examples, see GEM. 

The origin of the word is doubtful and has been a matter of 
copious controversy. The New English Dictionary quotes its use 
in a Sarum inventory of 1222," lapis emus eameu" and" magnus 
camehu." The word is in current use in the 13th century. Thus 
Matthew Paris, in his Life of Abbot Leofric of St Albans, in the 
Abbatum S. Albani Vitae, says: " rdeniis quibusdam nobilibus 
lapidibus insculptis, Dun camaeos vidgaries appcllamus." In 
variant forms the word has found its way into most languages, e.g. 
Latin, cowls Id us, eansaltelus , camaynus; Italian, chanemco, chameo ; 
French, camakieu, chemahou, cantata, camaieu. The following may 
be mentioned among the derivations that have been proposed:— 
von Hammer: ca maul, the hump of a camel; Littrk and others: 
comateunt, an assumed Low Latin form from naparebetv and 
ebjearov; Chabouillet and Babelon: asejoNa, treasures, 
connecting the word in particular with the dispersion of treasures 
from Constantinople, in t2o4; King: Arabic cameo, an amulet. 

For a bibliography of the question, see Babelon, Cat. des Camies 
. 'is la Bibliothlque Nattonak, p. iv. 
CAMERA (a Latin adaptation of Gr. napitna, an arched 

chamber), in law, a word applied at one time to the English 
judges' chambers in Serjeants' Inn, as distinct from their bench 
in Westminster Hall. It was afterwards applied to the judges' 
private room behind the court, and, hence, in the phrase in 
camera, to cases heard in private, i.e. in chambers. So far as 
criminal cases are concerned, the courts have no power to hear 
them in private, nor have they any power to order adults (men 
or women) out of court during the hearing. In civil proceedings 
at common law, it may also be laid down that the public cannot 
be excluded from the court; in Malan v. Young, 1889, 6 T.L.R. 
68, Mr Justice Denman held that he had power to hear the case 
in camera, but he afterwards stated that there was considerable 
doubt among the judges as to the power to hear cases in camera, 
even by consent, and the case was, by consent of the parties, 
finally proceeded with before the judge as arbitrator. In the court 
of chancery it is the practice to hear in private cases affecting 
wards of the court and lunatics, family disputes (by consent), 
and cases where a public trial would defeat the object of the 
action (Andrew v. Raeburn, 1874, L.R. 9 Ch. 522). In an action 
for infringement of a patent for a chemical process the defendant 
was allowed to state a secret process in camera (Badische Anilin 
and Soda Fabrik v. Gilman, 1883, 24 Ch. D. 156). The . Court 
of Appeal has decided that it has power to sit in private; in 
Mellor v. Thompson, 1885, 31 Ch. D. 55, it was stated that a 
public hearing would defeat the object of the action, and render 
the respondent's success in the appeal useless. In matrimonial 
causes, the divorce court, following the practice of the ecclesi-
astical courts under the provisions of the Matrimonial Causes Act 
1857, s. 22, hears suits for nullity of marriage on physical grounds 
in camera, but not petitions for dissolution of marriage, which 
must be heard in open court. It was also decided in Drupe v. 
Druce, 1903, 19 T.L.R. 387, that in cases for judicial separation 
the court has jurisdiction to hear the case in camera, where it is 
satisfied that justice cannot be done by hearing the case in public. 

CAMERA LUCIDA, an optical instrument invented by Dr 
William Hyde Wollaston for drawing in perspective. Closing 
one eye and looking vertically downwards with the other through 
a slip of plain glass, e.g. a microscope cover-glass, held close to 
the eye and inclined at an angle of 45 °  to the horizon, one can 
see the images of objects in front, formed by reflection from the  

surface of the glass, and at the same time one can also see through 
the transparent glass. The virjual images of the objects appear 
projected on the surface of a sheet of paper placed beneath the 
slip of glass, and their outline can be accurately traced with a 
pencil. This is the simplest form of the camera lucida. The 
image (see fig. r) is, however, inverted and 1.0  
perverted, and it , is not very bright owing to 04  
the poor reflecting power of unsilvered glass. 
The brightness of the image is sometimes in- 
creased by silvering the glass; and on removing 
a small portion of the silver the observer can 	ortmer 
see the image with part of the pupil while he 
sees the paper through the unsilvered aperture n–se 
with the remaining part. This form of the in- iwnsw 
strument is often used in conjunction with the • FIG. 1 . 
microscope, the mirror being attached to the eye-piece and the 
tube of the microscope being placed horizontally. 

About the beginning of the 19th century Dr Wollaston in-
vented a simple form of the camera lucida which gives bright 
and erect images. A four-sided prism of glass is constructed 
having one angle of go*, the opposite angle of i3e, and the two 
remaining angles each of or. This is represented in cross-
section and in position in fig. 2. When the pupil of the eye is 
held half over the edge of the prism a, 4. 
one sees the image of the object with 4e, 
one half of the pupil and the paper with 
the other half. The image is formed by 
successive total reflection at the surfaces 
b e and a b. In the first place an in- 
verted image (first image) is formed in 	e °W."e 

 the face b c, and then an image of this 
image is formed in a b, and it is the as r 	d'alse swam 
outline of this second image seen pro- FIG. 2. jected on the paper that is traced by the 
pencil. It is desirable for two reasons that the image should 
lie in the plane of the paper, and this can be secured by placing 
a suitable lens between the object and the prism. If the image 
does not lie in the plane of the paper, it is impossible to see it 
and the pencil-point dearly at the 'same time. Moreover, any 
slight movement of the head will cause the image to appear to 
move relatively to the paper, and will render it difficult to obtain 
an accurate drawing. 

Before the application of photography, the camera lucida was 
of considerable importance to draughtsmen. The advantages 
claimed for it were its cheapness, smallness and portability; 
that there was no appreciable distortion, and that its field was 
much larger than that of the camera obscura. It was used largely 
for copying, for reducing or for enlarging existing drawings. It 
will readily be understood, for example, that a copy will be half-
size if the distance of the object from the instrument is double 
the distance of the instrument from the copy. (C. J. J.) 

CAMERA OBSCURA, an optical apparatus consisting of a 
darkened chamber (for which its name is the Latin rendering) 
at the top of which is placed a box or lantern containing a convex 
lens and sloping mirror, or a prism combining the lens and 
mirror. If we hold a common reading lens (a magnifying lens) 
in front of a lamp or some other bright object and at some 
distance from it, and if we hold a sheet of paper vertically at a 
suitable distance behind the lens, we see depicted on the paper 
an image of the lamp. This image is inverted and perverted. 
If now we place a plane 

glass) behind the lens and R 
mirror (e.g. a lady's hand 

inclined at an angle of 45°  to °W ent  
Mr.*, /MASK ofthowe the horizon so as to reflect 

the rays of light vertically 	Less 

downwards, we can produce 
on a horizontal sheet of 	Istege irlItIt Mirror 

paper an unperverted image 	 Ftc. t.  
of the bright object (fig. i), i.e. the image has the same appear- 
ance as the object and is not perverted as when the reflection of a 
printed page is viewed in a mirror. This is the principle of the 

Nine, 
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amen obscura, which was extensively used in sketching from 
nature before the introduction of photography, although it is 
now scarcely to be seen except as an interesting side-show at 
places of popular resort. The image formed on the paper may 
be traced out by a pencil, and it will be noticed that in this case 
the image is real—not virtual as in the case of the camera 
Ida. Generally the mirror and lens are combined into a 
ringk piece of worked glass represented in section in fig. 2. 

Rays from external objects are first re- 
fracted at the convex surface a b, then totally 
reflected at the plane surface a c, and finally 
refracted at the concave surface b c (fig. 2) 
so as to form an image on the sheet of paper 
of e. The curved surfaces take the place of 
the lens in fig. t, and the plane surface per- 
forms the function of the mirror. The prism 

FIG. 2. a b c is fixed at the top of a small tent fur-
nished with opaque curtains so as to prevent the diffused day-
light from overpowering the image on the paper, and in the 
darkened tent the images of external objects are seen very 
distinctly. 

Quite recently, the camera obscura has some into use with 
submarine vessels, the periscope being simply a camera obscura 
order a new name. (C. J. J.) 

History.—The invention of this instrument has generally been 
mailed, as in the ninth edition of this work, to the famous 
Neapolitan savant of the 16th century, Giovanni Battista della 
Porta, but as a matter of fact the principle of the simple camera 
obscan, or darkened chamber with a small aperture in a window 
or shutter, was well known and in practical use for observing 
eclipses long before his time. He was anticipated in the improve-
meats he claimed to have made in it, and all he seems really to 
Dave done was to popularize it. The increasing importance 
of the camera obscura as a photographic instrument makes it 
desirable to bring together what is known of its early history, 
which is far more extensive than is usually recognized. In 
anthem climes, where during the summer heat it is usual to 
time the rooms from the glare of the sunshine outside, we may 
often see depicted on the walls vivid inverted images of outside 
objects formed by the light reflected from them passing through 
chinks or small apertures in doors or window-shutters. From 
the opening passage of Euclid's Optics (c. 30o a.c.), which 
formed the foundation for some of the earlier middle age treatises 
os geometrical perspective, it would appear that the above 
phenomena of the simple darkened room were used by him to 
demonstrate the rectilinear propagation of light by the passage 
ct sunbeams or the projection of the images of objects through 
small openings in windows, &c. In the book known as Aris-
tode's Problessm (sect. xv. cap. 5) we find the correlated problem 
of the image of the sun passing through a quadrilateral aperture 
always appearing round, and he further notes the lunated image 
01 the eclipsed sun projected in the same way through the 
interstices of foliage or lattice-work. 

There are, however, very few allusions to these phenomena 
is the later classical Greek and Roman writers, and we find the 
brat scientific investigation of them in the great optical treatise 
of the Arabian philosopher Alhazen (q.v.), who died at Cairo in 
am 1038. He seems to have been well acquainted with the 
projection of images of objects through small apertures, and to 
have been the first to show that the arrival of the image of an 
object at the concave surface of the common nerve—or the 
retina—corresponds with the passage of light from an object 
through an aperture in a darkened place, from which it falls 
von a surface facing the aperture. He also had some knowledge 
of the properties of concave and convex lenses and mirrors in 
forming images. Some two hundred years later, between 
an 1266 and 1279, these problems were taken up by three 
almost contemporaneous writers on optics, two of whom, Roger 
Bacon and John Peckham, were Englishmen, and Vitello or 
Bleb, a Pole. 

That Roger Bacon was acquainted with the principle of the 
camera obscura is shown by his attempt at solving Aristotle's  

problem stated above, in the treatise De Speculis, and also from 
his references to Alhazen's experiments of dad same kind, but 
although Dr John Freind, in his History of Physick, has given him 
the credit of the invention on the strength of a passage in the 
Perspecliva, there is nothing to show that he constructed any 
instrument of the kind. His arrangement of concave and plane 
mirrors, by which the realistic images of objects inside the house 
or in the street could be rendered visible though intangible, 
there alluded to, may apply to a camera on Cardan's principle or 
to a method of aerial projection by means of concave mirrors, 
which Bacon was quite familiar with, and indeed was known 
long before his time. On the strength of similar arrangements of 
lenses and mirrors the invention of the camera obscura has also 
been claimed for Leonard Digges, the author of Pantometria 
(1571), who is said to have constructed a telescope from informa-
tion given in a book of Bacon's experiments. 

Archbishop Peckham, or Pisanus, in his Perspective Communis 
(1279), and Vitello, in his Optics (1270), also attempted the 
solution of Aristotle's problem, but unsuccessfully. Vitello's 
work is to a very great extent based upon Alhazen and some of 
the earlier writers, and was first published in 1535. A later 
edition was published, together with a translation of Alhazen, 
by F. Risner fn 1572. 

The first practical step towards the development of the camera 
obscura seems to have been made by the famous painter and 
architect, Leon Battista Alberti, in 1437,  contemporaneously 
with the invention of printing. It is not clear, however, whether 
his invention was a camera obscura or a show box, but in a 
fragment of an anonymous biography of him, published in 
Muratori's Rerum Italicarum Scriprorcs (xxv. 296), quoted by 
Vasari, it is stated that he produced wonderfully painted 
pictures, which were exhibited by him in some sort of small 
closed box through a very small aperture, with great verisimili-
tude. These demonstrations were of two kinds, one nocturnal, 
showing the moon and bright stars, the other diurnal, for day 
scenes. This description seems to refer to an arrangement of a 
transparent painting illuminated either from the back or the front 
and the image projected through a hole on to a white screen in a 
darkened room, as described by Porta (Hag. Nat. xvii. cap. 7) 
and figured by A. Kircher (Ars Afagna Lucis el Umbrae), who 
notes elsewhere that Porta had taken some arrangement of pro-
jecting images from an Albcrtus, whom he distinguished from 
Albertus Magnus, and who was probably L. B. Alberti, to whom 
Porta also refers, but not in this connexion. 

G. B. I. T. Libri-Carucci dally Sommaja (1803-1869), in his 
account of the invention of the camera obscura in Italy (II isloire 
des sciences mathentatiques en Italie, iv. 303), makes no mention 
of Alberti, but draws attention to an unpublished MS. of Leonardo 
da Vinci, which was first noticed by Venturi in 1797, and has 
since been published in facsimile in vol. ii. of J. G. F. Ravaisson-
Mollien's reproductions of the MSS. in the Institut de France at 
Paris (MS. D, fol. S redo). After discussing the structure of the 
eye he gives an experiment in which the appearance of the 
reversed images of outside objects on a piece of paper held in 
front of a small hole in a darkened room, with their forms and 
colours, is quite clearly described and explained with a diagram, 
as an illustration of the phenomena of vision. Another similar 
passage is quoted by Richter from folio 404b of the reproduc-
tion of the Codice Allantico, in Milan, published by the Italian 
government. These are probably the earliest distinct accounts 
of the natural phenomena of the camera obscura, but remained 
unpublished for some three centuries. Leonardo also discussed 
the old Aristotelian problem of the rotundity of the sun's image 
after passing through an angular aperture, but not so successfully 
as Maurolycus. He has also given methods of measuring the 
sun's distance by means of images thrown on screens through 
small apertures. He was well acquainted with the use of magni-
fying glasses and suggested a kind of telescope for viewing the 
moon, but does not seem to have thought of applying a lens to 
the camera. 

The first published account of the simple camera obscura was 
discovered by Libri in a translation of the Archileclure of 
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Vitruvius, with commentary by Cesare Caesarian, one of the 
architects of Milan cathedral, published at Como in 152 1, shortly 
after the death of Leonardo, and some twenty years before 
Porta was born. He describes an • experiment made by a 
Benedictine monk and architect, Dom Papnutio or Panuce, of 
the same kind as Leonardo's but without the demonstration. 

About the same time Francesco Maurolico, or Maurolycus, 
the eminent mathematician of Messina, in his Theoremata de 
Lumine et Umbra, written in 1521, fully investigated the optical 
problems connected with vision and the passage of rays of light 
through small apertures with and without lenses, and made 
great advances in this direction over his predecessors. He was 
the first correctly to solve Aristotle's problem, stated above, 
and to apply it practically to solar observations in a darkened 
room (Cosmographic, 1535)• Erasmus Reinhold has described 
the method in his edition of G. Purbach's Theorkae Novae 
Planetarum (1542), and probably got it from Maurolycus. He 
says it can also be applied to terrestrial objects, though he only 
used it for the sun. His pupil, Rainer Gcmma-Frisius, used it 
for the observation of the solar eclipse of January 1544 at 
Louvain, and fully described the methods he adopted for making 
measurements and drawings of the eclipsed sun, in his De Radio 
Astronomic° el Geometric° (1540.  He says they can be used for 
observation of the moon and stars and also for longitudes. The 
same arrangement was used by Copernicus, Tycho Brahe, by 
M. Moestlin and his pupil Kepler—the latter applying it in 1607 
to the observation of a transit of Mercury—also by Johann 
Fabricius, in 1611, for the first observations of sun-spots. It is 
interesting to note this early employment of the camera obscura 
in the field of astronomical research, in which its latest achieve-
ments have been of such pre-eminent value. 

The addition of optical appliances to the simple dark chamber 
for the purpose of seeing what was going on outside, was first 
described by Girolamo Cardan in his De Sublilitate (155o), as 
noted by Libri. The sun shining, he fixed a round glass speculum 
(orbcm e vitro) in a window-shutter, and then closing it the images 
of outside objects would be seen transmitted through the 
aperture on to the opposite wall, or better, a white paper screen 
suitably placed. The account is not very clear, but seems to 
imply the use of a concave mirror rather than a lens, which 
might be suggested by the word orbem. He refers to Maurolycus' 
work with concave specula. 

We now come to Giovanni Battista della Porta, whose account 
of the camera obscura in the first edition of the Magia Naturalis, 
in four books (1558, lib. iv. cap. 2), is very similar to Caesarian's 
—a darkened room, a pyramidal aperture towards the sun, and a 
whitened wall or white paper screens, but no lens. He discloses 
as a great secret the use of a concave speculum in front of the 
aperture, to collect the rays passing through it, when the images 
will be seen reversed, but by prolonging them beyond the centre 
they would be seen larger and unreversed. This is much the 
same as Cardan's method published eight years earlier, but 
though more detailed is not very dear. He then notes the 
application to portraiture and to painting by laying colours on 
the projected images. Nothing is said about the use of a lens 
or of solar observations. The second edition, in which he in the 
same words discloses the use of a convex lens in the aperture as a 
secret he had intended to keep, was not published till 1589, 
thirty-one years after the first. In this interval the use of the 
lens was discovered and clearly described by Daniello Barbaro, a 
Venetian noble, patriarch of Aquilcia, in his work La Pratica 
della perspeltiva (p. 192), published in 1568, or twenty-one 
years before Porta's mention of it. The lens used by Barbaro 
was an ordinary convex or old man's spectacle-glass; concave, 
he says, will not do. He shows how the paper must be moved 
till it is brought into the focus of the lens, the use of a diaphragm 
to make the image clearer, and also the application of the method 
for drawing in true perspective. That Barbaro was really the 
first to apply the lens to the camera obscura is supported by 
Marius Bettinus in his A piaria (1645), and by Kaspar Schott in 
his Mcgia Universalis (1657), the former taunting Porta with the 
appropriation. 

In an Italian translation of Euclid's Optic.,, with commentary, 
Einacio Danti (1573), after discussing the effects of plane, 
convex and concave reflectors, fully describes the method of 
showing reversed images passing through an aperture in a 
darkened room, and shows bow, by placing a mirror behind the 
aperture, unreversed images might be obtained, both effects 
being illustrated by diagrams. F. Risner, who died in 158o, 
also in his Opticae (16o6) very dearly explained the reversal of 
the images of the simple camera obscura. He notes the con-
venience of the method for solar observations and its previous 
use by some of the observers already mentioned, as well as. its 
advantages for easily and accurately copying on an enlarged or 
reduced scale, especially for chorographical or topographical 
documents. This is probably the first notice of the application 
of the camera to cartography and the reproduction of drawings, 
which is one of its principal uses at the present time. In 
the Diversarum Speculationum dlathematicarum d Physicarum 
0580, by the Venetian Giovanni Battista Benedetti, there is a 
letter in which he discusses the simple camera obscura and 
mentions the improvement some one had made in it by the use 
of a double convex lens in the aperture; he also says that the 
images could be made erect by reflection from any plane mirror. 

Thus the use of the camera and of the lens with it was well 
known before Porta published his second edition of the Magia 
Naturalis in 1589. In this the description of the camera obscura 
is in lib. xvii. cap. 6. The use of the convex lens, which is given 
as a great secret, in place of the concave speculum of the first 
edition, is not so clearly described as by Barbaro; the addition 
of the concave speculum is proposed for making the images 
larger and clearer, and also for making them erect, but no details 
are given. He describes some entertaining peep-show arrange-
ments, possibly similar to Alberti's, and indicates how the dark 
chamber with a concave speculum can be used for observing 
eclipses. There is no mention whatever of a portable box or 
construction beyond the darkened room, nor is there in his later 
work, De Refractione Optices Park (1593), in which he discusses 
the analogy between vision and the simple dark room with an 
aperture, but incorrectly Though Porta's ments were un-
doubtedly great, he did not invent or improve the camera 
obscura. His only novelty was the use of it as a peep-show; 
his descriptions of it are vague, but being published in a book of 
general reference, which became popular, he acquired credit for 
the invention. 

The first to take up the camera obscura after Porta was Kepler, 
who used it in the old way for solar observations in 1600, and 
in his Ad Vile/honeys Paratipomena (16o4) discusses the early 
problems of the passages of light through small apertures, and 
the rationale of the simple dark chamber He was the first to 
describe an instrument fitted with a sight and paper screen for 
observing the diameters of the sun and moon in a dark room. 
In his later book, Moptrice (1611), he fully discusses refraction 
and the use of lenses, showing the action of the double convex 
lens in the camera obscura, with the principles which regulate 
its use and the reason of the reversal of the image He also 
demonstrates how enlarged images can be produced and projected 
on paper by using a concave lens at a suitable distance behind 
the convex, as in modern telephotographic lenses. He was the 
first to use the term camera obscura, and in a letter from Sir H. 
Wotton written to Lord Bacon in 162o we learn that Kepler had 
made himself a portable dark tent fitted with a telescope lens 
and used for sketching landscapes. Further, he extended the 
work of Maurolycus, and demonstrated the exact analogy 
between the eye and the camera and the arrangement by which 
an inverted image is produced on the retina. 

In. 1609 the telescope came into use, and the danger of observ-
ing the sun with it was soon discovered. In 1611 Johann 
Fabricius published his observations of sun-spots and describes 
how he and his father fell back upon the old method of projecting 
the sun's image in a darkened room, finding that they could 
observe the spots just as well as with the telescope. They do 
not seem to have used a lens, or thought of using the telescope 
for projecting an enlarged image on Kepler's principle. This 
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was done in 1672 by Christoph Scheiner, who fully described his 
method of solar observation in the Rosa Ursina (t63o), demon-
strating very clearly and practically the advantages and dis-
advantages of using the camera, without a lens, with a single 
convex lens, and with a telescopic combination of convex 
object-glass and concave enlarging lens, the last arrangement 
being mounted with an adjustable screen or tablet on an equa-
torial stand. Most of the earlier astronomical work was done 
in a darkened room, but here we first find the dark chamber 
constructed of wooden rods covered with cloth or paper, and 
used separately to screen the observing-tablet. 

Various writers on optics in the 17th century discussed the 
principle of the simple dark chamber alone and with single or 
compound lenses, among them Jean Tarde (Les Astres de Borbon, 
1623); Descartes, the pupil of Kepler (Diopirique, 1637); 
Bettinus (Apiaria, 1645); A. Kircher (Ars Magna Lucca el 
Umbrae, 1646); J. lievelius (Sdenographia, 1647); Schott 
Magia Universalis Natures d Ards, 1674); C. F. M. Deschales 
(Curnts, son Mundus Mathetnaticus, 1674); Z. Traber (Nervus 
Opticus, 1675), but their accounts are generally more interesting 
theoretically than as recording progress in the practical use and 
development of the instrument. 

The earliest mention of the camera obscure in England is 
probably in Francis Bacon's De Augmentis Scicntiarum, but it is 
only as an illustration of the projected images showing better 
on a white screen than on a black one. Sir H. Wotton's letter 
of 162o, already noted, was not published till 1651 (Reliattiae 
Wotiortianae,p.141), but in 1658 a description of Kepler's portable 
tent camera for sketching, taken from it, was published in a work 
called Graphite, or the most excellent An of Painting, but no 
mention is made of Kepler. In W. Oughtred's English edition 
(1633) of the Ricrlations mathematiques (1627) of Jean Leurechon 
(" Henry van Etten ") there is a quaint description, with 
figures, of the simple dark chamber with aperture, and also of a 
sort of tent with a lens in it and the projection on an inner wall 
of the face of a man standing outside. The English translation 
of Porter's Natural Magick was published in 1658. 

Robert Boyle seems to have been the first to construct a box 
camera with lens for viewing landscapes. It is mentioned in his 
essay Oa the Systematic or Cosmical Qualities of Things (ch. vi.), 
written about 157o, as having been made several years before 
and since imitated and improved. It could be extended or 
shortened like a telescope. At one end of it paper was stretched, 
and at the other a convex lens was fitted in a hole, the image 
being viewed through an aperture at the top of the box. Robert 
Hooke, who was some time Boyle's assistant, described (Phil. 
Trans., 1668, 3, P. 741) a camera lucida on the principle of the 
magic lantern, in which the images of illuminated and inverted 
objects were projected on any desired scale by means of a broad 
convex lens through an aperture into a room where they- were 
viewed by the spectators. If the objects could not be inverted, 
another lens was used for erecting the images. From Hooke's 
Posthumous Works (I705), p. 127, we find that in one of the 
Cutlerian lectures on Light delivered in 168o, he illustrated the 
phenomena of vision by a darkened room, or perspective box, 
of a peculiar pattern, the back part, with a concave white screen 
at the end of it, being cylindrical and capable of being moved 
in and out, while the fore part was conical, a double convex 
lens being fixed in a hole in front. The image was viewed 
through a large hole in the side. It was between 4 and 5 ft. 
long. 

Johann Zahn, in his Oculus Artificialis Tdedioptricus (1685-
1686), described and figured two forms of portable box cameras 
with lenses. One was a wooden box with a projecting tube in 
which a combination of a concave with a convex lens was fitted, 
for throwing an enlarged image upon the focusing screen, 
which in its proportions and application is very similar to our 
modern telephotographic objectives. The image was first thrown 
upon an inclined mirror and then reflected upwards to a paper 
screen on the top of the box. In an earlier form the image is 
thrown upon a vertical thin paper screen and viewed through a 
bole in the back of the camera. There is a great deal of practical  

information on lenses in connexion with the camera and other 
optical instruments, and the book is valuable as a repertory 
of early practical optics, also for the numerous references to 
and extracts from previous writers. An improved edition was 
published in 1702. 

Most of the writers already noticed worked out the problems 
connected with the projection of images in the camera obscura 
more by actual practice than by calculation, but William 
Molyneux, of Dublin, seems to have been the first to treat them 
mathematically in his Diopirica Nova (1692), which was also the 
first work in English on the subject, and is otherwise an interest-
ing book. He has fully discussed the optical theory of the dark 
chamber, with and without a lens, and its analogy to the eye. 
also several optical problems relating to lenses of various forms 
and their combinations for telescopic projection, rules for finding 
foci, &c. He does not, however, mention the camera obscura 
as an instrument in use, but in John Harris's Lexicon Technicum 
(17o4) we find that the camera obscura with the arrangement 
called the " scioptric ball," and known as scioptricks, was on sale 
in London, and after this must have been in common use as a 
sketching instrument or as a show. 

Sir Isaac Newton, in his °packs (r7o4), explains the principle 
of the camera obscura with single convex lens and its analogy 
with vision in illustration of his seventh axiom, which aptly 
embodies the correct solution of Aristotle's old problem. lie 
also made great use of the simple dark chamber for his optical 
experiments with prisms, &c. Joseph Priestley (1772) mentions 
the application of the solar microscope, both to the small and 
portable and the large camera obscura. Many patterns of these 
two forms for sketching and for viewing surrounding scenes 
are described in W. J. 's Gravesande's Essai de perspective 
(1711), Robert Smith's Corn pleat System of Optics (1738), Joseph 
Harris's Treatise on Optics (1775), Charles Hutton's Philo-
sophical and Mathematical Dictionary, and other books on optics 
and physics of that period. The camera obscura was first 
applied to photography (q.v.) probably about 1794,  by Thomas 
Wedgwood. His experiments with Sir. Humphrey Davy in 
endeavouring. to fix the images of natural objects as seen in the 
camera were published in i8os (Town. Roy. Inst.). (J. WA.) 

CAMERARIUS, JOACHIM (i5oo-1574), German classical 
scholar, was born at Bamberg on the 12th of April isoo. His 
family name was Liebhard, but he was generally called Kammer-
meister, previous members of his family having held the office 
of chamberlain (camerarius) to the bishops of Bamberg. He 
studied at Leipzig, Erfurt and Wittenberg, where he became 
intimate with Melanchthon. For some years he was teacher 
of history and Greek at the gymnasium, Nuremberg. In x 53o 
he was sent as deputy for Nuremberg to the diet of Augsburg, 
where he rendered important assistance to Melanchthon in 
drawing up the Confession of Augsburg. Five years later he 
was commissioned by Duke Ulrich of WUrttemberg to reorganize 
the university of Tubingen; and in 1541 he rendered a similar 
service at Leipzig, where the remainder of his life was chiefly 
spent. He translated into Latin Herodotus, Demosthenes, 
Xenophon, Homer, Theocritus, Sophocles, Lucian, Theodoretus, 
Nicephorus and other Greek writers. He published upwards of 
is) works, including a Catalogue of the Bishops of the Principal 
Sees; Greek Epistles; Accounts of his Journeys, in Latin verse; 
a Commentary on Plautus; a treatise on Numismatics; Euclid 
in Latin; and the Lives of Helius Eobanus Hessus, George of 
Anhalt and Philip Melanchthon. His Epistolae Familiarts 
(published after his death) are a valuable contribution to the 
history of his time. He played an important part in the Re-
formation movement, and his advice was frequently sought by 
leading men. In '535 he entered into a correspondence with 
Francis I. as to the possibility of a reconciliation between the 
Catholic and Protestant creeds; and in 1568 Maximilian II. 
sent for him to Vienna to consult him on the same subject 
He died at Leipzig on the 17th of April 1574. 

See article by A. Horowitz in Allgemeine deutsche Biographic: 
C. Bursian. Die Geschichte der klanischen Philelogie in Dentschianti 
(1883); J. E. Sandys, Hist. Class. &hot (ed. 19o8), ii. 266. 
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CAMERARIUS, JOACHIM (1534-1598), German botanist and 

physician, son of the classical scholar of the same name, was 
born at Nuremberg on the 6th of November '534. After finishing 
his studies in Germany he visited Italy, where he graduated as 
doctor of medicine. On his return he was invited to reside at 
the courts of several princes, but preferred to settle in his native 
town of Nuremberg, where he had a botanical garden and 
formed extensive collections. He wrote a Hortus Afedicus 
(r 588) and several other works. He died at Nuremberg on the 

th of October 1598. 
CAMERARIUS, RUDOLF JAKOB (1665-r 721), German 

botanist and physician, was born at Tubingen on the t rth of 
February 1665, and became prdfessor of medicine and director 
of the botanical gardens at Tubingen in 1687. He died at 
Tubingen on the rith of September 172r. He is chiefly known 
for his investigations on the reproductive organs of plants 
(De testi plantarunt epislola, 1694). 

CAMERINO (anc. Canierinum), a city and episcopal see (since 
465, if not sooner; Treia is now combined with it) of the Marches, 
Italy, in the province of Macerata, 6 m. S. of the railway 
station of Castelraimondo (to which there is an electric tramway) 
which is 24 m. W. of Macerata; 2148 ft. above sea-level. 
Pop. (1901) of town, 4005; of commune, 12,083. The cathedral 
is modern, the older building having fallen in 1799; the church 
of S. Venanzio suffered similarly, but preserves a portal of the 
15th century. The citadel, perhaps constructed from the plans 
of Leonardo da Vinci, dates from 1503. Camerino occupies 
the site of the ancient Camerinum, the inhabitants of which 
(Camertes Umbra') became allies of the Romans in 310 B.c. (at 
the time of the attack on the Etruscans in the Ciminian Forest). 
On the other hand, the Kapipriot referred to in the history of 
the year 295 B.C. are probably the inhabitants of Clusium. 
Later it appears as a dependent autonomous community with 
the focdus aequum (Mommsen, Rom. Staatsrccht, iii. 664). Two 
cohorts of Camertes fought with distinction under Marius 
against the Cimbri. It was much affected by the conspiracy of 
Catiline, and is frequently mentioned in the Civil Wars; under 
the empire it was a municipium. It belonged to ancient Umbria, 
but was on the borders of Picenum. No ancient buildings are 
visible, the Roman level lying as much as 3o ft. below the modern. 

See P. Savini, Sloria della Cilia di Camerino (2nd ed.. Camerino, 
1895); M. Mariani, Inlorno agli antic's' Cainerti Umbri (Camerino, 
1900). (T. As.) 

CAMERON, JOHN ( 579-1623), Scottish theologian, was born 
at Glasgow about 1579, and received his early education in his 
native city. After having taught Greek in the university for 
twelve months, he removed to Bordeaux, where he was soon 
appointed a regent in the college of Bergerac. He did not 
remain long at Bordeaux, but accepted the offer of a chair of 
philosophy at Sedan, where he passed two years. He then 
returned to Bordeaux, and in the beginning of 1604 he was 
nominated one of the students of divinity who were maintained 
at the expense of the church, and who for the period of four 
years were at liberty to prosecute their studies in any Protestant 
seminary. During this period he acted as tutor to the two sons 
of Calignon, chancellor of Navarre. They spent one year at 
Paris, and two at Geneva, whence they removed to Heidelberg. 
In this university, on the 4th of April 1608, he gave a public 
proof of his ability by maintaining a series of theses, Dc triplici 
Dei cum Herniae Focdere, which were printed among his works. 
The same year he was recalled to Bordeaux, where he was 
appointed the colleague of Dr Primrose; and when Francis 
Gomarus was removed to Leiden, Cameron, in 16,8, was 
appointed professor of divinity at Saumur, the principal seminary 
of the French Protestants. 

In 162o the progress of the civil troubles in France obliged 
Cameron to seek refuge for himself and family in England. For 
a short time he read private lectures on divinity in London; 
and in 1622 the king appointed him principal of the university 
of Glasgow in the room of Robert Boyd, who had been removed 
from his office in consequence of his adherence to Presbyterian-
ism. Cameron was prepared to accept Episcopacy, and was  

cordially disliked for his adherence to the doctrine of passive 
obedience. He resigned his office in less than a year. 

He returned to France, and lived at Saumur. After an 
interval of a year he was appointed professor of divinity at 
Montauban. The country was still torn by civil and religious 
dissensions; and Cameron excited the indignation of the more 
strenuous adherents of his own party. He withdrew to the 
neighbouring town of Moissac; but he soon returned to Montau-
ban, and a few days afterwards he died at the age of about 
forty-six. Cameron left by his first wife several children, whose 
maintenance was undertaken by the Protestant churches in 
France. All his works were published after his death. 

His name has a distinct place in the development of Calvinistic 
theology in Europe. He and his followers maintained that the 
will of man is determined by the practical judgment of the 
mind; that the cause of men's doing good or evil proceeds from 
the knowledge which God infuses into them; and that God does 
not move the will physically, but only morally, by virtue of its 
dependence on the judgment of the mind. This peculiar doctrine 
of grace and free-will was adopted by Amyraut, Cappel, Bochart, 
Daill6 and others of the more learned among the Reformed 
ministers, who dissented from Calvin's. The Cameronites (not 
to be confused with the Scottish sect called' Cameronians) 
are moderate Calvinists, and approach to the opinion of the 
Arminians. They are also called Universalists, as holding the 
universal reference of Christ's death, and sometimes Amyrald-
ists. The rigid adherents to the synod of Dort accused them 
of Pelagianism, and even of Manichaeism, and the controversy 
between the parties was carried on with great zeal; yet the 
whole question between them was only, whether the will of m-n 
is determined by the immediate action of God upon it, or by 
the intervention of a knowledge which God impresses on the 
mind. 

CAMERON, RICHARD (1648 ?-168o), founder of a Scottish 
religious sect of Cameronians, which formed the nucleus of 
the regiment of this name in the British army, was born at 
Falkland in the county of Fife. He was educated at the village 
school, and his success was so great that, while still a youth, 
he was appointed schoolmaster. In this situation he became 
acquainted with some of the more enthusiastic field-preachers. 
Persuaded by them he resigned his post and entered the family 
of Sir Walter Scott of Harden as chaplain and tutor. Refusing 
to acknowledge the Indulgence, he joined the ranks of the non-
conforming ministers, and incited the inhabitants of the southern 
counties of Scotland to protest openly against the new edict_ 
So formidable was the agitation that the government pronounced 
illegal all armed assemblages for religious purposes. Cameron 
took refuge in Holland, where he resided for some time; but 
in the autumn of 1679 (probably) he returned to Scotland, and 
once more made himself formidable to the government. Shortly 
after the defeat of the Covenanters at Bothwell Bridge in that 
year, Cameron was slain in a skirmish at the Aird's, or Airs, 
Moss, fighting bravely at the head of the few troops which he 
had been able to collect. His prayer before going into battle 
became a tradition—" Lord spare the green and take the ripe." 
After the accession of William III. the survivors were amnestied, 
and the Cameronian regiment was formed from them. 

See Andrew Lang, History of Scotldnd, vol. iii. (ir7); Herrng- 
Hauck, Realencyklopadie (1897), s.v. Cameronianer ': A. Smeille, 
Men of the Covenant; lierklesb, Richard Cameron; P. Walker, Su 
Saints of the Covenant. 

CAMERON, SIMON (1790-1889), American politician, was 
born in Lancaster county, Pennsylvania, on the 8th of March 
1799. Left an orphan at the age of nine, he early entered 
journalism, and, in banking and railway enterprises, accumulated 
a considerable fortune. He became influential in Pennsylvania 
politics, and in 5845-1849 served in the United States Senate, 
being elected by a combination of Democratic, Whig and 
" American " votes to succeed James Buchanan. In 1854. 
having failed to secure the nomination for senator from the 
" Know-Nothing " Party, which he had recently joined, he 
became a leader of the " People's Party," as the Republican 
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Party was at first called in Pennsylvania. In 1857 he was 
elected to the United States Senate as a Republican, despite a 
Democratic majority in the state legislature, a fact that gave 
rise to charges of bribery. His prominence as a candidate first 
for the presidential and then for the vice-presidential nomination 
in the Republican national convention of 186o led to his being 
selected by President Lincoln as secretary of war. His adminis-
tration of this office at a critical time was marked by his accus-
tomed energy, but unfortunately also by partiality in the letting 
of government contracts, which brought about his resignation 
at Lincoln's request in January 1862 and his subsequent censure 
by the House of Representatives. Lincoln sent him as minister 
to Russia, but he returned in November 1862. He again served 
in the Senate (after 1872, being chairman of the committee on 
foreign relations) from 1867 until 1877, when he resigned to 
make room for his son, whose election he dictated. Cameron 
was one of the ablest political organizers the United States has 
ever known, and his long undisputed control of Pennsylvania 
politics was one of the most striking examples of " boss rule " 
in American history. The definition of an honest politician as 
" one who when he is bought will stay bought " has been 
attributed to him. He died on the 26th of June 1889. 

His son JAMES DONALD CAMERON (1833— ) was born at 
Middletown, Pennsylvania, on the 14th of May 1833, graduated 
at Princeton in 1852, became actively interested in his father's 
banking and railway enterprises, and from 1863 to 1874 was 
president of the Northern Central railway. Trained in the 
political school of his father, he developed into an astute politician. 
From June 1876 to March 1877 he was secretary of war in 
President Grant's cabinet. In the Republican national conven-
tion of 1876 he took an influential part in preventing the nomina-
tion of James G. Blaine, and later was one of those who directed 
the policy of the Republicans in the struggle for the presidency 
between Tilden and Hayes. From 1877 until 0897 he was a 
member of the United states Senate, having been elected 
originally to succeed his father, who resigned in order to create 
the vacancy. He was chairman of the Republican national 
committee during the campaign of 1880. 

CAMERON, VERNEY LOVEFT (1844-1894), English traveller 
is Central Africa, was born at Radipole, near Weymouth, Dorset-
shire, on the 1st of July 1844. He entered the navy in 1857, 
served in the Abyssinian campaign of 1868, and was employed 
far a considerable time in the suppression of the East African 
slave trade. The experience thus obtained led to his being 
seiected to command an expedition sent by the Royal Geographi-
cal Society in 1873, to succour Dr. Livingstone. He was also 
instructed to make independent explorations, guided by Living-
stone's advice. Soon after the departure of the expedition from 
Zanzibar, Livingstone's servants were met bearing the dead 
body of their master. Cameron's two European companions 
turned back, but he continued his march and reached Ujiji, 
on Lake Tanganyika, in February 1874, where he found and 
seat to England Livingstone's papers. Cameron spent some time 
determining -  the true form of the south part of the lake, and 
solved the question of its outlet by the discovery of the Lukuga 
river. From Tanganyika he struck westward to Nyangwe, 
tie Arab town on the Lualaba previously visited by Livingstone. 
This river Cameron rightly believed to be the main stream of 
the Congo, and he endeavoured to procure canoes to follow 
it down. In this he was unsuccessful, owing to his refusal to 
countenance slavery, and he therefore turned south-west. 
Alter tracing the Congo-Zambezi watershed for hundreds of 
sales he reached Bihe and finally arrived at the coast on the 
28th of November 1875, being the first European to cross 
Equatorial Africa from sea to sea. His travels, which were 
published in 1877 under the title Across Africa, contain valuable 
suggestions for the opening up of the continent, including the 
auhMtion of the great lakes as a " Cape to Cairo " connexion. 
Is recognition of his work he was promoted to the rank of 
commander, made a Companion of the Bath and given the gold 
medal of the Geographical Society. The remainder of Cameron's 
Me was chiefly devoted to projects for the commercial develop- 

ment of Africa, and to writing tales for the young. He visited 
the Euphrates valley in 0878-1879 in connexion with a proposed 
railway to the Persian Gulf, and accompanied Sir Richard 
Burton in his West African journey of 1882. At the Gold Coast 
Cameron surveyed the Tarkwa region, and he was joint author 
with Burton of To Ike Gold Coast for Gold (0883). He was killed, 
near Leighton Buzzard, by a fall from horseback when returning 
from hunting, on the 24th of March 1894. 

A second edition of Across Africa, with new matter and corrected 
maps, appeared in 0885. A summary of Cameron's great journey, 
from his own pen. appears in Dr Robert Brown's The Slory of Africa, 
vol. ii. pp. 266-279 (London, 1893). 

CAMERON OF LOCHIEL, SIR EWEN (1629-1719), Scottish 
Highland chieftain, was the eldest son of John Cameron and the 
grandson of Alan Cameron, the head of the clan Cameron. 
Having lost his father in infancy he passed part of his youth with 
the marquess of Argyll at Inveraray, leaving his guardian about 
1647 to take up his duties as chief of the clan Cameron, a position 
in which he succeeded his grandfather. In 1653 Lochiel joined 
the earl of Glencairn in his rising on behalf of Charles 11., and 
after the defeat of this attempt he served the Royalist cause by 
harassing General Monk. In 1681 he was knighted by Charles II., 
and in July 1689 he was with Viscount Dundee at Killiecrankic. 
He was too old to share personally in the Jacobite rising of 1715, 
but his sympathies were with the Stuarts, and his son led the 
Camerons at Sheriffmuir. Lochiel, who died in February 1719, 
is called by Macaulay the "Ulysses of the Highlands." He was a 
man of enormous strength and size, and one who met him in 1716 
says " he wrung some blood from the point of my fingers with a 
grasp of his hand." An incident showing his strength and 
ferocity in single combat is used by Sir Walter Scott in The Lady 
of Ike Lake (canto v.). Lochiel's son and successor, John, who 
was attainted for sharing in the rebellion of 1715, died in Flanders 
in 1748. John's son Donald, sometimes called " gentle Lochiel," 
joined Charles Edward, the Young Pretender, in 1745, was 
wounded at Culloden, and escaped to France, dying in the same 
year as his father. The 79th regiment, or Cameron Highlanders, 
was raised from among the members of the clan in 1793 by Sir 
Alan Cameron (1753-1828). 

See Memoirs of Sir Ewen Cameron of Lochiel (Bannatyne Club, 
1842). 

CAMERONIANS, the name given to that section of the Scottish 
Covenanters (q.v.) who followed Richard Cameron (q.v.), and 
who were chiefly found among those who signed the Sanquhar 
Declaration in 1680. Known also as " Society Men," " San-
quharians " and " Hillmen," they became a separate, church 
after the religious settlement of 169o, taking the official title 
of Reformed Presbyterians in 1743. S9cieties of Cameronians 
for the maintenance of the Presbyterian form of worship were 
formed about 1681; their testimony, " The Informatory Vindica-
tion," is dated 1687; and they quickly became the most pro-
nounced and active adherents of the covenanting faith. Holding 
fast to the two covenants, the National Covenant of 158o and 
the Solemn League and Covenant of 1643, they wished to restore 
the ecclesiastical order which had existed between 1638 and 1649, 
and were dissatisfied with the moderate character of the religious 
settlement of 169o. Refusing to take the oaths of allegiance to 
an " uncovenanted " ruler, or to exercise any civil function, they 
passed through a period of trial and found some difficulty in 
maintaining a regular ministry; but in 1706 they were reinforced 
by some converts from the establiihed church. They objected 
strongly to the proposal for the union of England and Scotland, 
and were suspected of abetting a rising which took place in the 
west of Scotland in 1706; but there appears to be no foundation 
for the statement that they intrigued with the Jacobites, and 
they gave no trouble to the government either in 1715 or in 1 745. 
In 1712 they publicly renewed the covenants at Auchensauch 
Hill in Lanarkshire, and in 1743 their first presbytery was 
constituted at Braehead, while a presbytery was formed in North 
America in 1774. In 1863 the Cameronians, or Reformed 
Presbyterians, decided to inflict no penalties upon those members 
who had taken the oaths, or had exercised civil functions, and 
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consequently a few congregations seceded. In 1876 the general 
body of the Reformed Presbyterians united with the Free Church 
of Scotland, leaving the few seceding congregations as the 
representatives of the principles of the Cameronians. In the 
British army the first battalion of the Cameronians (Scottish 
Rifles) is directly descended from the " Cameronian guard," 
which, composed of Cameronians, was embodied by the con-
vention parliament in 2689, and was afterwards employed to 
restore order in the Highlands. 

See J. H. Burton, History of Scotland, vol a. vii. and viii. (Edin-
burgh, 1905); and A. Lang, History of Scotland, vol. iv. (Edinburgh, 
1 907)• 

CAMEROON ,  (Ger. Kamersm), a German protectorate in West 
Africa, bounded W. by the Atlantic, N.W. by British Nigeria, 
N. by Lake Chad, E. and S. by French Congo, save for a short 

distance on the south where it is conterminous with the Spanish 
Muni river settlement. 

Boundaries and Area.—The sea frontier extends from the Rio 
del Rey, just where the great bend of the coast-line east to south 
begins, forming the Bight of Biafra, to the Campo river, a dis-
tance of 200 m. The north-western boundary, laid down in an 
agreement between Germany and Great Britain on the 25th of 
November 2893, runs from the mouth of the Rio del Rey to the 
" rapids " of the Cross river in 8° 48' E. Thence it is continued 
in a north-east line towards Yola, as far as the confines of that 

, This English form of the name, adopted in the loth ed. of the 
Ency. Brit., from the German, appears preferable both to the un-
English Kamerun and to the older and clumsy " the Cameroon."  

town. The boundary is then deflected south so as to leave 
Yola in British territory, turning north again to cross the Benue 
river at a spot 3 m. west of where the Faro joins the Benue. 
From this point the frontier goes north-east to the border of 
Lake Chad, 35 m. east of the meridian of the town of Kuka. 
The southern shores of Lake Chad for a distance of some 4o m. 
belong to the protectorate. The south and east boundaries 
were laid down by agreements between Germany and France on 
the 24th of December 2885, the 25th of March i894 and the 
18th of April 2,908. The south boundary runs in a fairly direct 
line from the mouth of the Campo river to the river Dscha (or 
Ngoko), which it follows to its confluence with the Sanga. The 
eastern boundary runs from the Sanga irregularly north to z o° N., 
where it approaches the British frontier at Yola, so that at its 
narrowest part the protectorate is little more than so m. across. 

From to° N. the frontier turns eastwards to 
the Logone, thence going north-east to the 
Shari river, which it follows to Lake Chad. 
The protectorate has an area of about t9o,000 
sq. m. Estimated population (x908) 3,500,000, 
of whom 2128 were whites. 

Origin of the Name. — The name Camardes was 
first given by the Portuguese discoverers of 
the 15th and 16th centuries to a large bay or 
estuary, lying south-east of a great mountain 
dose to the sea, met with after passing the 
Niger delta. This estuary they called the Rio 
dos Camaroes (the river of Prawns), from the 
abundance of the crustacea found therein. 
The name Camaroes was also used to designate 
the neighbouring mountains. The English 
usage until nearly the end of the t9th century 
was to confine the term " the Cameroon " to 
the mountain range, and to speak of the 
estuary as the Cameroon river. Locally it was 
often called " the Bay." On their acquisition 
of the country in 5884 the Germans extended 
the use of the name in its Teutonic form-- 
Kamerun—to the whole protectorate. 

Physical Features.—Cameroon forms the 
north-west corner of the great Central African 
plateau. This becomes evident in its eastern 
section, where are wide-spreading plains, which 
farther west assume an undulating character, 
and gradually merge into a picturesque moun-
tain range. This range, running from north 
to south, is flanked by a parallel and lower 
range in the west, with a wide valley between. 
In the north-west the Upper Guinea mountains 
send their eastern spurs across the boundary, 
and from a volcanic rift, which runs south-
west to north-east, the Cameroon peak towers 
up, its summit 13,370 ft. high. This mountain, 
whose south-western base is washed by the 
Atlantic, is the highest point on the western 
side of Africa, and it alone of the great moun-
tains of the continent lies dose to the coast. 
From any vantage point, but especially from 
the sea, it presents a magnificent spectacle, 

whi e some 3o m. westward rises Clarence peak, the culminating 
point of Fernando Po. With an area, on an isolated base, of 
700 to 800 sq. m., Cameroon mountain has but two distinct 
peaks, Great Cameroon and Little Cameroon (582o ft.), which 
is from foot to top covered with dense forest. The native 
designation of the highest peak is Mongo-ma-Loba, or the 
Mountain of Thunder, and the whole upper region is usually 
called Mongo-mo-Ndemi, or the Mountain of Greatness. On the 
principal summit there are a group of craters. In tgoo the 
mountain was in eruption and huge streams of lava were 
ejected. Inland the Chebchi and Mandara mountains indicate 
the direction and extent of the rift. 

The mountains of the plateau sweep grandly round to the 
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east on reaching the eighth degree of N. lat. Here they give 
rise to a number of small rivers, which collect in the rift and 
form the Benue, the great eastern affluent of the Niger. This 
part of the protectorate is known as Adamawa (q.v.). Farther 
north, beyond the Mandara mountains, the country, here part 
of the ancient sultanate of Bonin; slopes to the shores of Lake 
Chad, and has a general level of Boo to loco ft. The greater part 
of Cameroon is thus a mountainous country, with, on the coast, 
a strip of low land. In the south this is very narrow; it widens to-
wards the north save where the Cameroon peak reaches to the sea. 

At the foot of the Cameroon peak a number of estuaries cut 
deep bays which form excellent harbours. The small rivers 
which empty into them can be ascended for some miles by steam 
launches. The principal estuary, which is over 20 m. wide, is 
ailed, as already noted, the Cameroon river or bay. The term 
river is more particularly confined to a ramification of the estuary 
which receives the waters of the Mungo river (a considerable 
stream which flows south from the Cameroon mountains), the 
Wan, a river coming from the north-east, and various smaller 
risers. Under the shadow of Cameroon peak lies the bay of 
Ambas, with the islands of Ndami (Ambas) and Mondola. It 
forms a tolerable harbour, capable of receiving large vessels. 

Traversing the central portion of the country is a large river 
known in its upper course as the Lom, and in its lower as the 
Sanaga, which enters the ocean just to the south of the Cameroon 
estuary. Both the Lom and the Nyong (a more southerly 
stream) rise in the central plateau, from which they descend in 
splendid cascades, breaking through the parallel coast range in 
rapids, which indicate the extent of their navigability. The 
Lokunja and Kribi are smaller rivers with courses parallel to 
and south of the Nyong. In the south-east of the colony the 
streams—of which the chief are the Dscha and Bumba—are 
tributaries of the Sanga, itself an affluent of the Congo (q.v.). 
About 700 TM of the right bank of the Sanga, from the confluence 
of the Dscha upwards, are in German territory. In the north 
the country drains into Lake Chad through the Logone and 
Shari (pr.). Including the headwaters of the Benue the colony 
has four distinct river-systems, one connecting with the Niger, 
mother with the Congo, and a third with Lake Chad, the fourth 
brag the rivers which run direct to the sea. The Niger and 
Shari systems communicate, with, at high water, but one obstruc-
tion to navigation. The connecting link is a marshy lake named 
Tabrui From it issues the Kebbi (Mao Kebi) a tributary of 
the Benue, and through it flows a tributary of the Logone, the 
thief affluent of the Shari. The one obstruction in the waterway 
is a fall of 05 ft. in the Kebbi. 

Gestegy.—The oldest rocks, forming the greater mass of the 
hinterland, are gneisses, schists and granites of Archaean age. 
.Vong the Benue river a sandstone (Bernie sandstone) forms the 
banks to te E. Cretaceous rocks occur around the basalt 
platform of the Cameroon mountain and generally along the 
coastal belt. Basalt and tuff, probably of Tertiary age, form 
the great mass of the Cameroon mountain, also the island of 
Fernando Po. Extensive areas in the interior, more especially 
towards Lake Chad, are covered with black earth of alluvial or 
laaatrine origin. 

Clisale.—The country lies wholly within the tropics and has 
a characteristic tropical climate. In the interior four seasons 
an be distinguished; a comparatively dry and a wet one alter-
wing. July to October are the coldest months, and also bring 
most rain, but there is hardly a month without rain. On the 
coast the temperature is high all the year round, but on the 
plateau it is cooler. Malarial fever is frequent, and even the 
Atticzas, especially those coming from other countries, suffer from 
it. The middle zone of the Cameroon mountain has, however, a 
temperate climate and affords excellent sites for sanatoria. 

Flwo dad Fauna.—The southern part of the low coast is 
ah;efiy grass land, while the river mouths and arms of the bays 
are lined with mangroves. The mountainous region is covered 
via primeval forest, in which timber and valuable woods for 
cabinet-making are plentiful. Most important are the Danis 
ralagewsis, Skrctalia oraminata and the wild coffee tree. On 

Cameroon peak the forest ascends to S000 ft.; above it is grass 
land. Towards the cast the forest gradually grows thinner, 
assumes a park-like appearance, and finally disappears, wide 
grass uplands taking its place. The country north of the Benue 
is rich and well cultivated. Cotton and rubber are found in 
considerable quantities, and fields of maize, corn, rice and sugar-
cane bear witness to the fertility of the soil. 

Animals are plentiful, including the great pachyderms and 
carnivora. The latter prey on the various kinds of antelopes 
which swarm on the grass lands. Two kinds of buffaloes are 
found in the forests, which are the home of the gorilla and 
chimpanzee. Large rodents, like the porcupine and cane rat, 
are numerous. Of birds there are 316 species, and several of 
venomous snakes. 

Inhabitants.—The north of Cameroon is inhabited by Fula 
(q.v.) and Hausa (q.v.) and allied tribes, the south by Bantu-
speaking races. The Fula came from the north and north-east, 
gradually driving the Bantu-ncgroes before them. They brought 
horses and homed cattle, unknown in these regions until then, 
and they founded well-organized states, like that of Adamawa, 
now divided between Cameroon and the British protectorate 
of Nigeria. In the vicinity of the rivers Benue, Faro and Kebbi, 
the people, who are good agriculturists, raise cereals and other 
crops, while on the plateaus stock-raising forma the chief pursuit 
of the inhabitants. In this northern region villages are built 
in the Sudanese zeriba style, surrounded With thorn fences; 
more important places are enclosed by a well-built wall and 
strongly fortified. Of martial disposition, the people often 
waged war with their neighbours, and also amongst themselves 
until the pacification of the hinterland by Germany at the 
beginning of the aoth century. 

The Bantu-negroes inhabit the country south of about 7° N. 
Chief among the tribes are the Dualla (q.v.), the Ba-kwiri (q.v.), 
the Ba-Long, the Ba-Farami, the Wuri, the Abo and the Ba-
Kundu. They build square houses, are active traders and are 
ruled by independent chiefs, having no political cohesion. 
Among the Dualla a curious system of drum signals is note-
worthy. In the coast towns are numbers of Krumen, who, 
however, rarely settle permanently in the country. The Fula, 
as also most of the Hausa, are Moslems, the other tribes are 
pagans. Missionary societies, both Protestant and Roman 
Catholic, are represented in the colony, and their schools are 
well attended, as are the schools belonging to the government. 
In all the schools German is taught, but pidgin-English is largely 
spoken at the coast towns. 

Chief Towns.—Duala, the chief town in the protectorate, is 
situated on the Cameroon estuary at the mouth of the Wuri 
river in 4°  2 '  N. 9°  42'  E. It consists of various trading stations 
and native towns close to one another on the south bank of the 
river and known, before the German occupation, as Cameroon, 
Bell town, Akwa town, &c. Hickory, on the north side of the 
stream and the starting point of the railway to the interior, is 
also part of Duala, which has a total population of 22,000, includ-
ing about 170 Europeans. Duala is the headquarters of the 
merchants and missionaries. The principal streets are wide 
and tree lined, the sanitation is good. The government offices 
are placed in a fine park in which are statues of Gustav Nachtigal 
and others. The port is provided with a floating dock. The 
seat of government is Buea, a post 3000 ft. above the sea on the 
slopes of the Cameroon mountain. Victoria is a flourishing 
town in Ambas Bay, founded by the British Baptist missionaries 
expelled from Fernando Po in x80 (see below). Batanga and 
Campo are trading stations in the southern portion of the colony. 
On the route from Duala to Lake Chad is the large commercial 
town of Ngaundere, inhabited chiefly by Hausas and occupied 
by the Germans in toot Another large town is Garua on the 
Benue river. Farther north and within 3o m. of Lake Chad is 
Dikwa (Dikoa), in Bomu, the town chosen by Rabah (q.v.) as his 
capital after his conquest of Bornu. Gulfei on the lower Shari 
and Kusseri on the Logone are also towns of some note. Ngoko 
is a trading station on the Dscha, in the south-east of the pro-
tectorate, near the confluence of that river with the Sanga. 
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Products and Industry.—Cameroon is rich in natural products, 

one of the most important being the oil-palm. Cocoa cultivation 
was introduced by the Germans and proved remarkably success-
ful. Rubber is collected from the Landolphia and various 
species of Ficus. Palm-oil, palm kernels, cocoa, copal, copra, 
Calabar beans, kola-nuts and ivory are the principal exports. 
There are several kinds of finely-grained wood, amongst which 
a very dark ebony is specially remarkable. Cotton, indigo and 
various fibres of plants deserve notice. The natives grow several 
kinds of bananas, yams and batatas, maize, pea-nuts, sugar-cane, 
sorghum and pepper. Minerals have not been found in paying 
quantities. Iron is smelted by the natives, who, especially 
amongst the Hausas, are very clever smiths, and manufacture 
fine lances and arrow heads, knives and swords, and also hoes. 
Dikwa is the centre of an important trade of which the chief 
articles are coffee, sugar, velvet, silk and weapons, as well as gold 
and silver objects brought by caravans from Tripoli. The 
natives round the Cameroon estuary are clever carvers of wood, 
and make highly ornamental figure heads for their canoes, which 
also sometimes show very fine workmanship In the interior 
the people use the wild-growing cotton and fibres of plants to 
manufacture coarse drapery and plait-work. Plantations 
founded by German industry are fairly successful. Large 
reserves are set apart for the natives by government when 
marking off the land granted to plantation companies. The 
best-known of these companies, the Std-Kamerun, holds a 

concession over a large tract of country by the Sanga river, 
exporting its rubber, ivory and other produce via the Congo. 
The principal imports are cotton goods, spirits, building material, 
firearms, hardware and salt. The annual value of the external 
trade in the period Tow-loos averaged about i800p00. In t907 
the value of the trade had increased to ft ,7oo,oco. Some 7o% 
of the import and export trade was with Germany, the remainder 
being almost entirely with Great Britain. The percentage of the 
trade with Germany was increasing, that with Britain decreasing. 

Communications.—There is regular steamship communication 
with Europe by German and British boats. On the rivers which 
run into the Cameroon estuary small steam launches ply. The 
protectorate belongs to the Postal Union, and is connected by cable 
with the British telegraph station at Bonny in the Niger delta. 

An imperial guarantee of interest was obtained in loos for 
the construction of a railway from Hickory to Bayong, a place 
too m. to the north, the district traversed being fertile and 
populous. From Victoria a line runs to Soppo (22 m.) near 
Buea and is continued thence northward. Another line, sanc-
tioned in Too8, runs S.E. from Duals to the upper waters of the 
Nyong. In the neighbourhood of government stations excellent 
roads have been built. The chief towns in the coast region are 
connected by telegraph and telephone. 

Government Revenue, frc.—The administration is under the 
direction of a governor appointed by and responsible to the 
imperial authorities. The governor is assisted by a chancellor 
and other officials and an advisory council whose members are 
merchants resident in the protectorate Decrees having the 
force of law arc issued by the imperial chancellor on the advice 
of the governor In Adamawa and German Bornu are various 
Mahommedan sultanates controlled by residents stationed at 
Garua and Kusseri. Revenue is raised chiefly by customs dues 
on spirits and tobacco and a general xo% ad valorem duty on 
most goods. A poll tax is imposed on the natives. The local 
revenue (LT 31,000 in too5) is supplemented by an imperial grant, 
the protectorate in the first twenty-one years of its existence 
never having raised sufficient revenue to meet its expenditure, 
which in zoos exceeded £230,000. Order is maintained by a 
native force officered by Germans. 

History.—Cameroon and the neighbouring coast were dis-
covered by the Portuguese navigator, Fernando Po, towards the 
close of the r 5th century. They were formerly regarded as with-
in the Oil Rivers district, sometimes spoken of as the Oil Coast. 
Trading settlements were established by Europeans as early as 
the 17th century. The trade was confined to the coast, the 
Dualla and other tribes being recognized intermediaries between  

the coast " factories " and the tribes in the interior, whither 
they allowed no strange trader to proceed. They took a quantity 
of goods on trust, visited the tribes in the forest, and bartered 
for ivory, rubber and other produce. This method of trade, 
called the trust system, worked well, but when the country came 
under the administration of Germany, the system broke down, 
as inland traders were allowed to visit the coast. Before this 
happened the "kings " of the chief trading stations—Akwa and 
Bell—were wealthy merchant princes. From the beginning 
until near the end of the Toth century they were very largely 
under British influence. In 1837 the king of Bimbia, a district 
on the mainland on the north of the estuary, made over a large 
part of the country round the bay to Great Britain. In 1845. at 
which time there was a flourishing trade in slaves between 
Cameroon and America, the Baptist Missionary Society made 
its first settlement on the mainland of Africa, Alfred Saker 
(1814-188o) obtaining from the Akwa family the site for a 
mission station. In 1848 another mission station was estab-
lished at Bimbia, the king agreeing to abolish human sacri-
fices at the funerals of his great men. Into the Cameroon 
country Saker and his colleagues introduced the elements 
of civilization, and with the help of British men-of-war 
the oversew slave trade was finally stopped (c. 1875). The 
struggles between the Bell (Mbeli) and Akwa families were also 
largely composed. In 1858, on the expulsion of the Baptists 
from Fernando Po (q.v.), Saker founded at Ambas Bay a colony 
of the freed negroes who then left the island, the settlement 
being known as Victoria. Two years after this event the first 
German factory was established in the estuary by Messrs Woer-
mann of Hamburg. In 187o the station at Bimbia was given up 
by the missionaries, but that at Akwa town continued to flourish, 
the Dualla showing themselves eager to acquire education, while 
Saker reduced their language to writing. He left Cameroon in 
1876, the year before George Grenfell, afterwards famous for 
his work on the Congo, came to the country, where he remained 
three years. Like the earlier missionaries he explored the 
adjacent districts, discovering the Sanaga in its lower course. 
Although British influence was powerful and the British consul 
for the Oil Rivers during this period exercised considerable 
authority over the native chiefs, requests made by them—in 
particular by the Dualla chiefs in 1882—for annexation by Great 
Britain, were refused or neglected, with the result that when 
Germany started on her quest to pick up unappropriated parts 
of the African coast she was enabled to secure Cameroon. A 
treaty with King Bell was negotiated by Dr Gustav Nachtigall, 
the signature of the king and the other chiefs being obtained at 
midnight on the 5th of July T884. Five days later Mr E. H. 
Hewett, British consul, arrived with a mission to annex the 
country to Great Britain.' Though too late to secure King Bell's 
territory, Mr Hewett concluded treaties with all the neighbouring 
chiefs, but the British government decided to recognize the 
German claim not only to Bell town, but to the whole Cameroon 
region. Some of the tribes, disappointed at not being taken over 
by Great Britain, refused to acknowledge German sovereignty. 
Their villages were bombarded and they were reduced to sub-
mission. The settlement of the English Baptists at Victoria, 
Ambas Bay, was at first excluded from the German protectorate, 
but in March 1887 an arrangement was made by which, while 
the private rights of the missionaries were maintained, the 
sovereignty of the settlement passed to Germany. The Baptist 
Society thereafter made over its missions, both at Ambas Bay 
and in the estuary, to the Basel Society. 

The extension of German influence in the interior was gradually 
accomplished, though not without considerable bloodshed. That 
part of Adamawa recognized as outside the British frontier was 
occupied in 1901 after somewhat severe fighting. In Too: the 
imperial troops first penetrated into that part of Bornu reserved 
to Germany by agreements with Great Britain and France. 
They found the country in the military occupation of France. 
The French officers, who stated that their presence was due to 

On the 26th of July a French gunboat also entered the estuary 
on a belated annexation mission. 
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the measures rendered necessary by the ravages of Rabah and 
his sons, withdrew their troops into French territory. The shores 
of Lake Chad were first reached by a German military force on 
the 2nd of May 1902. In 19o4 and again in 1905 there were 
native risings in various parts of the protectorate. These dis-
turbances were followed, early in woe., by the recall of the 
governor, Herr von Puttkamer, who was called upon to answer 
charges of maladministration. He was succeeded in 5907 by 
Dr T. Seitz- Collisions on the southern border of the protectorate 
between French and German troops led in 1905-1906 to an 
accurate survey of the south and east frontier regions and to a 
new convention (5908) whereby for the straight lines marking 
the frontier in former agreements natural features were largely 
substituted. Germany gained a better outlet to the Sanga river. 

The ascent of the Cameroon mountain was first attempted by 
Joseph Merrick of the Baptist Missionary Society in 1847; but it 
was not till 186z that the summit was gained, when the ascent 
was made by Sir Richard Burton, Gustav Mann, a noted botanist, 
and Senor Calve. The starting-point was Babundi, a place on the 
seashore west of the mountain. From the south-east the summit 
was reached by Mary Kingsley in 1895. 

See Mary H. Kingsley, Travels in West Africa (London, 1897); 
Su R. Burton, Abcokiaa and the Cameroon.; Mountains (2 vols.. 
London, 1863); E. B. Underhill, Alfred Sake, . . . A Biography 
(London, 1884); Sir IL H. Johnston, George Grenfell and the Congo 

. and Notes on the Cameroon:.. (London, t9o8); Max Buchner, 
Kerienni Skirts, and Betracktungen (Leipzig. 5887): S. Passarge, 
Adastaus (Berlin, 1895); E. Zintgraph, Nord-Xamerun (Berlin. 
le9s): F. Hotter, Wanderungen und Forschangen im Nord-Hinter-
land ton Keuneruss (Brunswick, 1902); F. Bauer, Die deutsche 
Nger-Bence-Tsadtee-Expedition, 1002-1903 (Berlin, 1904); C. Rent, 
ICCIIC71111 and die deutsche Tsddsee Eisenbalos (Berlin, 1905); 0. 
Zimmermann, Dunk Busch and Steppe von, Campo bis rum Schap, 
142-1902 (Berlin, 1909); also British Foreign Office Reports. For 
special study of particular sciences see F. Wohltmann, Der Planta-
treks is, Kamerun sold seine Zukunft (Berlin, 1896)'; F. Plchn, Die 
Kamerunkuste, Studies, one Klimatologie, Physiologic and Pathologic 
in des Tropes' (Berlin, 1898); E. Esch, F. Solger, M Oppenheim and 
0. JJaekel. Beirrdge sue Geologic von Xamerun (Stuttgart, 5904). For 
geobxv the following works may also be consulted • Stromer von 

chenbach, Geologic der deutschen Schungebiele on Afrika (Berlin. 
I896); A. von Koetwn, " Ober 'Fossilien der untercn Krcide am 
Uler des Mungo in Kamerun." Abk. k. Wiss., Gottingen, 1897; 
E. Cohen, " Lava worn Camerun•Gebirge," Neues JaArb. f Min., 
1887. (F. R. C.) 

CAMILDIO, a town of the province of Tarlac, Luzon, Philip-
pine Islands, on the Camiling river, about 8o et. N.N.W. of 
Manila. Pop. (1903) 25, 243. In 1903 after the census had been 
taken, the adjacent towns of Santa Ignacia (pop. 1911) and 
San Clemente (pop. 5822) were-annexed to Camiling. Its pro-
ducts are rice, Indian corn and sugar. Fine Umber grows in the 
vicinity. The principal language is Ilocano; Pangasinan, too, 
is spoken. Being in an isolated position, very difficult of access 
during the rainy season, Camiling has always been infested with 
them and bands of outlaws, who come here for concealment. 

CAIIIII.LUS, MARCUS PURIUS, Roman soldier and statesman, 
of patrician descent, censor in 403 a.c. He triumphed four 
times, was five times dictator, and was honoured with the title 
of Second Founder of Rome. When accused of having unfairly 
distributed the spoil taken at Vcii,.which was captured by him 
after a ten years' siege, he went into voluntary exile at Ardea. 
The real cause of complaint against him was no doubt his 
Patrician haughtiness and his triumphal entry into Rome in a 
chariot drawn by white horses. Subsequently the Romans, 
when besieged in the Capitol by the Gauls, created him dictator; 
he completely defeated the enemy (but see BRENNUS and ROSIE: 
Hiskry, ii , " The Republic ") and drove them from Roman 
territory. lie dissuaded the Romans, disheartened by the 
devastation wrought by the Gauls, from migrating to Veii, and 
induced them to rebuild the city. He afterwards fought success-
fully against the Aequi, Volsci and Etruscans, and repelled a 
fresh invasion of the Gauls in 367. Though patrician in sym-
pathy, be saw the necessity of making concessions to the plebeians 
and was instrumental in passing the Licinian laws. He died of 
the plague in the eighty-first year of his age (365). The story of 
Camillus is no doubt largely traditionaL To this element prob- 

v  

ably belongs the story of the schoolmaster who, when Camillus 
was attacking Falerii (q.v.), attempted to betray the town by 
bringing into his camp the sons of some of the principal inhabit-
ants of the place. Camillus, it is said, had him whipped back 
into the town by his pupils, and the Faliscans were so affected 
by this generosity that they at once surrendered. 

See Livy v. to. vi. 4; Plutarch, Camillus. For the Gallic retreat, 
see Polybius ii. 18; T. Mommsen, Romische Forschuagen, ii. pp. 113-
152 (1879). 

CAMILLUS and CAMILLA, in Roman antiquity, originally 
terms used for freeborn children. Later, they were used to 
denote the attendants on certain priests and priestesses, especially 
the flamen dialis and flaminica and the curiones. It was neces-
sary that they should be freeborn and the children of parents 
still alive (Dion. Halle. u. 21). The name Camillus has been 
connected with the Cadmilus or Casmilus of the Samothracian 
mysteries, identified with Hermes (see CABEIRI). 

CAMISARDS (from carnisade, obsolete Fr. for" a night attack," 
from the Ital. camiciata, formed from camicia —Fr. chemise—a 
shirt, from the fact of a shirt being worn over the armour in 
order to distinguish friends from foes), the name given to the 
peasantry of the Cevennes who, from 1702 to 17o5 and for some 
years afterwards, carried on an organized military resistance to 
the dragormades, or conversion by torture, death and confiscation 
of property, by which, in the Huguenot districts of France, the 
revocation of the edict of Nantes was attempted to be enforced. 
The Camisards were also called Barbets (" water-dogs," a term 
also applied to the Waldenses), Vagabonds, Assemblers (assembles 
was the name given to the meeting or conventicle of Huguenots), 
Fanatics and the Children of God. They belonged to that 
romance-speaking people of Gothic descent whose mystic 
Imagination and independent character made the south of 
France the most fertile nursing-ground of medieval heresy (see 
Cantaas and ALBIGENSES). At the time of the Reformation 
the same causes produced like results. Calvin was warmly 
welcomed when he preached at Nimes; Montpellier became the 
chief centre for the instruction of the Huguenot youth. It was, 
however, in the great triangular plateau of mountain called the 
Cevennes that, among the small farmers, the cloth and silk 
weavers and vine dressers, Protestantism was most intense and 
universal. These people were (and still arc) very poor, but 
intelligent and pious, and of a character at once grave and fervent. 
From the lists of Huguenots sent from Languedoc to the galleys 
(1684 to 1762), we gather that the common type of physique is 
" belle taille, cheveux bruns, visage ovale." The chief theatre 
of the revolt comprised that region of the Cevennes bounded by 
the towns of Florae, Pont-de-Montvert, Alais and Lasalle, thus 
embracing the southern portion of the department, of Lozere 
(the Bas-Givaudan) and the neighbouring district in the cast 
of the department of Gard. 

In order to understand the War of the Cevennes it is necessary 
to recall the persecutions which preceded and followed the 
revocation of the edict of Nantes. It is also necessary to re-
member the extraordinary religious movement which had for a 
great number of years agitated the Protestants of France. 
Faced by the violation of that most solemn of treaties, a treaty 
which had been declared perpetual and irrevocable by Henry IV., 
Louis XIII. and even Louis XIV. himself, they could not, in 
the enthusiasm of their faith, believe that such a crime would be 
left unpunished. But being convinced that no human power 
could give them liberty of conscience, they went to the Bible 
to find when their deliverance would come. As far back as 
1686 Pierre Jurieu published his work L'Accomplissement des 
prophities, in which, speaking of the Apocalypse, he predicted 
the end of the persecution and the fall of Babylon—that is 
to say of Roman Catholicism—for 1689. The Revolution in 
England seemed to provide a striking corroboration of his 
prophecies, and the apocalyptic enthusiasm took so strong a 
hold on people's minds that Bossuet felt compelled to refute 
Jurieu's arguments in his Apocalypse expliqude, published in 
1689. The Lefties pastorales of Jurieu (Rotterdam, 086-1687), 
a series of brief tracts which were secretly circulated in France, 
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continued to narmte.events and prodigies in which the author 
saw the intervention of God, and thus strengthened the courage 
of his adherents. This religious enthusiasm, under the influence 
of Du Serre, was manifested for the first time in the Dauphin& 
Du Serre, who was a pupil of Jurieu, communicated his mystic 
faith to young childless who were called the "petits prophetes," 
the most famous of whom was a girl named " La belle Isabcau." 
Brought up on the study of the prophets and the Apocalypse, 
these children went from village to village quoting and requoting 
the most obscure and terrible passages from these ancient 
prophecies (see ANTICHRIST). It is necessary to remember that 
at this time the Protestants were without ministers, all being in 
exile,and were thus deprived of all real religious instruction. They 
listened with enthusiasm to this strange preaching, and thousands 
of those who were called New Catholics were seen to be giving up 
attendance at Mass. The movement advanced in Languedoc 
with such rapidity that at one time there were more than three 
hundred children shut up in the prisons of Uses on the charge 
of prophesying, and the Faculty of Medicine of Montpellier, 
which was entrusted with their examination, went so far in 
their ignorance as to pronounce these irresponsible infants 
guilty of fanaticism. After the peace of Ryswick, 5697, the 
fierceness of the persecution was redoubled in the South. "I 
will show no mercy to the preachers," wrote the terrible Baville, 
the so-called "king of Languedoc," and he kept his word. The 
people of the Cevennes were in despair, for their loyalty to the 
king had been remarkable. In 1683 on the 6th of September 
an assembly composed of fifty pastors, sixty-four noblemen and 
thirty-four notables, held at Cologne, had drawn up a statement 
of its unalterable loyalty to Louis XIV. It is important to notice 
that the revolt of the Cevennes was essentially a popular move-
ment. Among its leaders there was not a single nobleman, but 
only men of the people, a baker, a blacksmith, some ex-soldiers; 
but by far the most extraordinary charactcrisic is the presence, 
no longer of children, but of men and women who declared 
themselves'inspired, who fell into religious ecstasies and roused in 
their comrades the most heroic bravery in battle and at the stake. 

The assassination of the abbe du Chayla marks the beginning 
of the war of the Cevennes. The abbe, a veteran Catholic 
missionary from Siam, had been appointed inspector of missions 
in the Cevennes. There he introduced the "squeezers" (which 
resembled the Scottish "boot "), and his systematic and refined 
cruelty at last broke the patience of his victims. His murder, on 
the 23rd of July 1702, at Pont de Monvert, was the first blow in 
the war. It was planned by Esprit Siguicr, who at once began to 
carry out his idea of a general massacre of the Catholic priests. 
He soon fell, and was succeeded by Laporte, an old soldier, who, 
as his troop increased, assumed the title of " the Colonel of the 
Children of God," and named his camp the " Camp of the 
Eternal." He used to lead his followers to the fight, singing 
Clement Marot's grand version of the 68th Psalm," Que Dieu se 
montre seulement," to the musk of Goudimel. Besides Laporte, 
the forest-ranger Castanet, the wool-carders Conderc and Mazel, 
the soldiers Ca tinat, Joany and Ravencl were selected as captains 
—all men whom the Shannanie or prophetic malady had visited. 
But the most important figures are those of Roland, who after-
wards issued the following extraordinary despatch to the inhabit-
ants of St Andre:—" Nous, comte et seigneur Roland, genemlis-
sime des Protestants de France, nous ordonnons que vous ayez 
congedier dans trois fours tousles pretres et missionnaires qui sont 
chez vous, sous peine d'etre brutes tout vifs, vous et eux " (Court, 
i. p. 219); and Jean Cavalier, the baker's boy, who, at the age of 
seventeen, commanded the southern army of the Camisards, and 
who, after defeating successively the comte de Broglie and three 
French marshals, Montrevel, 'Berwick and Villars, made an 
honourable peace. (See CAVALIER, JEAN.) 

Cavalier for nearly two years continued to direct the war. 
Regular taxes were raised, arsenals were formed in the great 
limestone caves of the district, the Catholic churches and their 
decorations were burned and the clergy driven away. Occasion-
ally routed in regular engagements, the Camisards, through their 
desperate valour and the rapidity of their movements, were  

constantly successful in skirmishes,night attacks and ambuscades 
A force of 63,000 was now in the field against them; among 
others, the Irish Brigade which had just returned from the 
persecutions of the Waldenses. The rising was far from being 
general, and never extended to m 're than three or four thousand 
men, but it was rendered dange ous by the secret and even in 
many places the open support of the people in general. On the 
other hand their knowledge of a mountainous country clothed in 
forests and without roads, gave the insurgents an enormous 
advantage over the royal troops. The rebellion was not finally 
suppressed until Baville had constructed roads throughout this 
almost savage country. 

Montrevel adopted a policy of extermination, and 466 villages 
were burned in the Upper Cevennes alone, the population being 
for the most part put to the sword. Pope Clement XL assisted 
in this work by issuing a bull against the " execrable race of the 
ancient Albigenses," and promising remission of sins to the holy 
militia which was now formed among the Catholic population, 
and was called the Florentines, Cadets of the Cross or White 
Camisards. Villars, the victor of Hochstadt and Friedlingen, 
saw that conciliation was necessary; he took advantage of the 
feeling of horror with which the quiet Protestants of Nimes and 
other towns now regarded the war, and published an amnesty. 
In May 1704 a formal meeting between Cavalier and Villars took 
place at Nimes. The result of the interview was that a document 
entitled Tres humble requite des reformer du Languedoc au Roi was 
despatched to the court. The three leading requests for liberty 
of conscience and the right of assembly outside walled towns, for 
the liberation of those sentenced to prison or the galleys under the 
revocation, and for the restin tion to the emigrants of their 
property and civil rights, were all granted,—the first on condition 
of no churches being built, and the third on condition of an oath 
of allegiance being taken. The zreater part of the Camisard army 
under Roland, Ravenel and Joany would not accept the terms 
which Cavalier had arranged. They insisted that the edict of 
Nantes must be restored,—" point de pair, quo nous n'ayons nos 
temples." They continued th, war till January r 7os, by which 
time all their leaders were either killed or dispersed. 

In 5709 Mazel and Claris, with the aid of two preaching women, 
Marie Desubas and Elizabeth Catalon, made a serious effort to 
rekindle revolt in the Vivarais. In 57r all opposition and all 
signs of the reformed religion had disappeared. On the 8th 
of March r715, by medals and a proclamation, Louis XIV. 
announced the entire extinction of heresy. 

What we know of the spiritual manifestations In the Cevennes 
(which much resembled those of the Swedish Raestars of Smaland 
in 1844) is chiefly derived from Le Thedtre used des Cevennes, 
London, r707, reprinted at Paris in 5847; A Cry From the Desert, 

by John Lacy, London, 1707; La Clef des prophesies do M. 
Marion, London, 1707; Attainments prophetiques d'Elic 
Marion, &c., London, 5707. About the date of these publications 
the three prophets of the Cevennes, Marion, Durand-Fage and 
Cavalier (a cousin of the famous Jean Cavalier) were in London 
and were objects of lively curiosity. The con sistory of the French 
church in the Savoy sent a protest to the lord mayor against 
" cette secte impie et extravagante" and the matter was tried at 
the Guildhall. Misson, author of the Metre seal, declared in 
defence of the accused, that the same spirit which bad caused 
Balsam's ass to speak could speak through the mouths of these 
prophets from the Cevennes. Marion and his two friends Fatio, 
a member of the Royal Society of London, and Davide, a leading 
savant, who acted as his secretaries, were condemned to the 
pillory and to the stocks. Voltaire relates (Slide de Louis XI V. 
c. 36) that Marion wished to prove his inspiration by attempting 
to raise a dead body (Thomas Emes) from St Paul's churchyard. 
He was at last compelled to leave England. ,  

The inspiration (of which there were four degrees, aserrissessent, 
This curious affair provoked a lengthy controversy, which is 

described in " La Relation historique de ee qui s'est passé I Londres 
au sujet des prophetes camisards " (RepsUique des Lan:, 1 08), 
in the study of M. Vesson, Les Propkkes camisards d Lemke: 	), 
and also in the book Les Prophites chalets, e.h. iii. 08 60 by 	red 
Dubois. 
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sosfle, itropkitie, dons) was sometimes communicated by a kiss at 
the assembly. The patient, who had gone through several fasts 
three days in length, became pale and fell insensible to the ground. 
Then came violent agitations of the limbs and head, as Voltaire 
remarks, " quite according to the ancient custom of all nations, 
and the rules of madness transmitted from age to age." Finally 
the patient (who might be a little child, a woman, a half-witted 
person) began to speak in the good French of the Huguenot Bible 
words such as these: " Mes frdres, amendcz-vous, faites penitence, 
h in du monde approche; le jugement general sera dans trois 
tools; repentez-vous du grand peche que vous ayes commis d'aller 
i h mew; c'est le Saint-Esprit qui park par ma bouche " 
(Brueys, Hiskire du fanalismede noire temps,Utteght,1737,vol. i. 
P. t53). The discourse might go on for two hours; after which 
the patient could only express himself in his native patois,-1 
Romance idiom,—and had no recollection of his " ecstasy." All 
kinds of miracles attended on the Camisards. Lights in the sky 
guided them to places of safety, voices sang encouragement to 
them, shots and wounds were often harmless. Those entranced 
fell from trees without hurting themselves; they shed tears of 
blood; and they subsisted without food or speech for nine days. 
The supernatural was part of their life. Much literature has been 
devoted to the discussion of these marvels. The Catholics 
Hedger (in his Lettres choisies) and Brueys consider them the 
product of fasting and vanity, nourished on apocalyptic literature. 
The doctors Bertrand (Du magatisme animal, Paris, :826) and 
Calroeil (De to folk, Paris, 1845) speak of magnetism, hysteria 
and epilepsy, a prophetic monomania based on belief in divine 
possession. The Protestants especially emphasized the spiritu-
ality of the inspiration of the Camisards; Peyral, Histoire des 
packers du desert, ii. 28o, wrote: " II fallait a cet effort gigan-
tesqueun ressort prodigieux, l'enthousiasme ordinaire n'y eat pas 
suffi." Dubois, who has made a careful study of the problem, says: 
"I-inspiration cevenole nous apparatt comme un phenomena 
purement spiritueL" Conservative Catholics, such as Hippolyte 
Blanc in his book on L'Isspiration des Camisards (1859), regard 
the whole thing as the work of the devil. The publication 
of J. F. K. Heckees work, Die Volkskraukkeiten des Mittelalters, 
made it possible to consider the subject in its true relation. This 
was translated into English in 1844 by B. G. Babington as The 
Epidemics of the Middle Ages. 

Although the Camas' ards were guilty of great cruelties in the 
Prosecution of the war, there does not seem to be sufficient ground 
for the charge made by Marshal de Villars: " Le plupart de leurs 
chefs oat leurs demoiselles " (letter of 9th August s7o4, in the 
War Archives, vol. :797). Court replied to these unjust charges: 
"Their enemies have accused them of leading a life of licence 
because there were women in their camps. These were their wives, 
their daughters, their mothers, who were there to prepare their 
food and to nurse the wounded" (Histoire,vol.i.p.71). 

B1111.10G RA rirv.—The works devoted to the history of the Camt-
ends are very numerous. Nevertheless there exists no work speci- 
kally devoted to this extremely interesting period in French history, 
foe in none of the published works has proper use been made of the 
valuable documents preserved in the archives of the ministry of 
war. Among the chief works are:—Pere Louvreleuil (priest, former 
cure of St.Germain de Calberte), Histoire du fanatisme renoavell od 
rev tacoste Its sacnttges, ks maladies et ter meurtres commis dans 
in Canoga (Toulouse. 1704); M. de Brueys, Suite de l'histoire du 
fasatisme de noire temps oil ks demurs koubks des Cevennes 
(Paritt 1709); Letkes choisies de M. Flickier Moue de Moses avec 
use relation des fanaticism du Vthares (Paris. 1715); Madame de 
Meru de 'incarnation, Menwires et journal tees fiat de ce qui s'est 
Paul* is de may 1703 jetsam's's' I pun tyos d Nimes satiation les 
ganatioces, publishedbT7E. de Barthelemy (Montpellier, 1874). 
Thee works are written Catholic writers immediately after the 
war el the Cevennes, and, despite their partiality, include some 
valnabledocuments. Mhnoires marquis de Guiscard (Delft, 1705); 
kfaximilien Mignon, Le Thedtre nowt des Cevennes ow Recit de dioceses 
saurian nossettenunt opities dans tette panic de la province de 
Languedoc (London, 1707); Misson, the author of the Voyages en 
lkshe, which met with such a great success, gave prominence to 
the facts relating to the inspiration of the Camisards; the Theatre 
also contains important extracts from the works of Benoit. Brueys. 
Canard and Boyer, and several original letters from Camisards; 
Riskin des Camisards. erc. (London, 1740), the anonymous work of a 
&anguished writer, which was eventually condemned by the par- 

lement of Toulouse to be torn up and burnt in 1759: Antoine Court, 
Histoire des trossbks des Cevennes (3 vols., 176o), the best work of this 
period,compiled from numerous manuscript references. The warof the 
Cevennes has been treated in several English works. e.g. A Cornpleat 
History of the Cevennes, giving a Particular Account of the Situation, 
Sec., by a doctor of civil law (London, 5703). This work includes 
a dedication to the queen, an historical account of the people of the 
Cevennes, the bull of Pope Clement against the Camisards, and the 
bishop of Ntmes's mandate publishing the bull, and a discourse on 
the obligations of the English to help the Camisards, and a form of 
prayer used in the Camisard assembly, printed in London in 1703 
under the title Formsdaire de prieres des Cae7111015 dans tears as-
semblies. The History of the Rise and Dowsed: of the Camisards, be. 
(London, 1709), dealt with the prophets of the Cevennes in London, 
and is only an abridged translation of Pere Louvrelcuirs work. 
Among modern works are, Ernest Moro, Quince am du regne de 
Louis X IV (3 vols., 1859), a work which gives a remarkable history 
of the war of the Cevennes; Les Ismingls protestant: sous Louis X IV, 
studies and unedited documentspublished by G. Frosterus (1868); 
Memoires de Bonbonnour. chief Camisard and pastor of the desert, 
published by Vielles (1883); Bonnemere, Histoire de to guerre des 
Camisards (5859). Two popular works are—F. Puaux, Histoire 
PaPulaire de la guerre des Carotins* (187s): Anna E. Bray, The 
Revolt of the Protestants of the Cevennes with some Account of the 
Huguenots of the Seventeenth Century (London, 1870). (F. Px.) 

CAMOENS ICAubEsi, LUIS VAZ DE (1524-1580), the prince 
of Portuguese poets, sprang from an illustrious and wealthy 
family of Galician origin, whose seat, called the castle of Camoens, 
lay near Cape Finisterre. His ancestor, the poet Vasco Pires 
de Camoens, followed the party of Peter the Cruel of Castile 
against Henry IL, and on the defeat of the former had to take 
refuge along with other Galician nobles in Portugal, where he 
founded the Portuguese family of his name. King Fernando 
received him well, and gave him posts of honour and estates, 
and though the master of Avis sequestered some of these and 
Vasco lost others after the battle of Aljubnrrota, where he 
fought on the Spanish side, considerable possessions still remained 
to him. Antko Vaz, the grandfather of Luis, married one of the 
Algarve Camas, so that Vasco da Gams and Camoens, the dis-
coverer of the sea route to India and the poet who immortalized 
the voyage in his Luria/is, were kinsmen. Antao's eldest son 
Simao Vaz was born in Coimbra at the close of the 15th century, 
and married Anna de SL e Macedo, who bore him an only son, 
Luis Vaz de Camoens; thus the poet, like his father and grand-
father, was a cavalleirofidalgo,that is, an untitled noble. 

Four cities dispute the honour of being his birthplace, though 
Lisbon has the better title; and there is a like dispute about 
the year, which, however, was almost certainly 1524. The poet 
spent his childhood in Coimbra, where his father owned a pro-
perty, and made his first studies at the college of Al Saints, 
designed for " honourable poor students," and there contracted 
friendships with noblemen like D. Gonzalo da Silveira and his 
brother D. Alvaro, who were inmates of the nobles' college of 
St Michael. These colleges were offshoots from and attached to 
the Augustinian monastery of Santa Cruz, an important religious 
and scholastic establishment, where the poet's uncle D. Bento 
de Camocns, a virtuous and very learned man, was professed. 
The Renaissance, though late in penetrating into Portugal, had 
by this time definitely triumphed, and the university of Coimbra, 
after its reform in 1537 under the auspices of King John III., 
boasted the best teachers drawn from every country, among 
them George Buchanan. The possession of classical culture 
was regarded as the mark of a gentleman; the colleges of Santa 
Cruz required conversation within the walls to be in Greek or 
Latin, and the university, when it absorbed the colleges, adopted 
the same rule. In these surroundings, aided by a retentive 
memory, Camocns steeped himself in the literature and mytho-
logy of the ancients, as his works show, and he was thus able in 
after years to perfect the Portuguese language and to enrich it 
with many neologisms of classical origin. It is fortunate, however, 
for his country and his fame that he never followed the fashion 
of writing in Latin; on the contrary, except for his Spanish 
poems, he always employed his native tongue. After completing 
his grammar and rhetoric the poet entered on his university 
course for the degree of bachelor of arts, which lasted for three 
years, from 1539 to 1542, and during this period be met Jorge 
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de Montemayor, the author of 'Diana, who was then studying 
music. He seems to have imbibed much of that encyclopaedic 
instruction to which the humanists aspired, for his writings show 
a very extensive reading, and his scientific knowledge and faculty 
of observation compelled the admiration of the great Humboldt. 
The thoroughness of his teaching is apparent when we remember 
that he wrote his epic in the fortresses of Africa and Asia, far 
from books, and yet gave proof of acquaintance with universal 
history, geography, astronomy, Greek and Latin literature, and 
the modern poetry of Italy and Spain. Much of the credit for this 
learning must be attributed to the encouragement of D. Bento, 
now prior of Santa Cruz, who became chancellor of the university 
the very year when Camoens entered it. There is a tradition 
that this uncle destined him for the church and caused him to 
study theology. The poet's knowledge of dogma and the Bible, 
his friendly intercourse with the Lisbon Dominicans at the end of 
his life, and the share he is said to have taken in their disputa-
tions, make the hypothesis a likely one, but he made his own 
choice and preferred a lay life. We have very little verse of his 
Coimbra time, but it seems that he began in the Italian manner, 
following the new classical school of Si de Miranda (q.v.),and that, 
though attached to the popular muse and well acquainted with 
the national songs and romances, legends and lore, his poetry 
in the old style (medida velha) is mostly of later date. An 
exception may perhaps be found in his Auto after the manner 
of Gil Vicente (q.v.), The Amphitryon:, a Portuguese adaptation 
from Plautus which was very well received. At the age of 
eighteen Camoens left Coimbra, bidding adieu to the old city 
in verses breathing the most tender saudade. Lisbon, which 
impressed Cervantes so much as to draw from him a classic 
description in the novel Penile.: y Sigismunda, made an even 
greater impression on the youthful Camoens, and the Lusiads 
are full of eulogistic epithets on the city and the Tagus. 

Arriving in 1545, it has been conjectured that he became 
tutor to D. Antonio de Noronha, son of the great noble D. 
Francisco de Noronha, count of Linhares, who had lately returned 
from a French embassy to his palace at Xabregas. The poet's 
birth and talents admitted him to the society of men like D. 
Constantine de Braganza, the duke of Aveiro, the marquis of 
Cascaes, the count of Redondo, D. Manoel de Portugal and 
D. Goncalo da Silveira, son of the count of Sortelha, who died 
a Christian martyr in Monomotapa. At Xabregas Camoens 
must have met Francisco de Moraes (q.v.), who had served as 
secretary to the count of Linhares on his embassy, and there 
he probably read the MS. of Palmeirim; this would explain the 
origin of two of his roundels which are clearly founded on 
passages in the romance. Camoens had had a youthful love 
affair in Coimbra, but on Good Friday of the year 1544 he 
experienced the passion of his life. On that day in some Lisbon 
church he caught sight of D. Catherina de Ataide (daughter of 
D. Antonio de Lima, high chamberlain to the infant D. Duarte), 
who had recently become a lady-in-waiting to the queen. This 
young girl, the Nathcrcia of his after songs, counted then some 
thirteen years, and was destined to be his Beatrice. To see more 
of her, he persuaded the count of Linhares to introduce him to 
the court, where his poetical gifts and culture ensured him a 
ready welcome, and his fifth idyll, addressed to his patron on 
this occasion, paved the way for his entrance. Though inferior 
to his later compositions, it excels in harmony any verse pre-
viously written in Portuguese. At first his suit probably met 
with few difficulties, and if Catherine's family regarded it 
seriously, their poverty, combined with the fact that the poet 
came of a good stock and had the future in his hands, may have 
prevented any real opposition. It was his own imprudence that 
marred his fortunes, and his consciousness of this fact gave his 
muse that moving expression, truth and saudade, which are 
lacking in the somewhat artificial productions of the sentimental 
Petrarch. But while Camoens gained protectors and admirers, 
his temperament and conduct ensured him envious foes, and the 
secret of his love got out and became the subject of gossip. All 
was not smooth with the lady, who showed herself coy; now 
yielding to her heart, she was kind; and then listening to her  

friends, who would have preferred a better match for her, she 
repelled her lover. Jealousy then seized him, and sick of court 
life for the moment, he gladly accompanied his patron to the 
latter's country house; but once there he recognized that 
Lisbon was the centre of attraction for him and that he could 
not be happy at a distance. His verses at this time reveal his 
parlous condition. He oscillates between joy and depression. 
He passes from tender regrets to violent outbursts, which are 
followed by calm and peace, while expressions of passionate love 
alternate with bold desires and lofty ambitions. It is dear that 
there was an understanding between him and Catherine and 
that they looked forward to a happy ending, and this encouraged 
him in his weary waiting and his search for a lucrative post 
which would enable him to approach her family and ask [or her 
hand. From this period date the greater part of his roundels and 
sonnets, some of the odes and nearly all the eclogues. 

His fifth eclogue shows that he was seriously thinking of his 
patriotic poem in rsaa; and from the fourth it seems likely 
that the Lusiads were in course of composition, and that cantos 
3 and 4 were practically completed. He had by now established 
his fame and was known as the Lusitanian Virgil, but presently 
he had a rude awakening from his dreams of love and glory. 
He had shown his affection too openly, and some infraction of 
court etiquette, about which the queen was strict, caused the 
tongue of scandal to wag; perhaps it was an affair with one of 
Catherina's brothers, even a duel, that led to the decree which 
exiled him from Lisbon. 
• Camoens's rashness. self-confidence and want of respect for 
the authorities all contributed to the penalty, and the composi-
tion of the play El Rd Sdeuco would aggravate his offence in the 
eyes of John III. Produced in 1545 and derived from Plutarch, 
the plot was calculated to draw attention to the relations between 
the king and his stepmother, and to recall the action of D. Manoel 
in robbing his son John III. of his intended bride. Camoens 
composed it for a wedding festivity in the house of Estacio da 
Fonseca, and some of the verses refer so openly to his passion, 
that if, as is likely, he spoke them himself, emphasizing them 
with voice and gesture so as to publish his love to the world, this 
new boldness, combined with the subject of the piece, must have 
rendered his exile a certainty. AU we know definitely, however, 
is that the court was henceforth closed to him, and in 1546 he had 
to leave Lisbon, the abode of his love and the scene of his 
triumph. Tradition says that he went to the Ribatejo and 
spent seven or eight months with his mother's relatives in or 
near Santarem, whence he poured out a number of his finest 
poems, including his Elegy of Exile and some magnificent 
sonnets, which, in vigour of ideas and beauty of expression, 
exceeded anything he had hitherto produced. Poets cannot live 
on bays, however, and pressed by necessity he deternun' cd to 
become a soldier. 

One of his best modern biographers thinks that he petitioned 
the king for liberty to commute his penalty into military service 
in Africa; but whether this be so, or whether he merely went 
there to gain his spurs, certain it is that in the.autumn of t 547 he 
proceeded to Ceuta. Forthe next two years, the usual period of 
service there, he lived the routine life of a common soldier im this 
famous trade emporium and outpost-town, and he lost his right 
eye in a skirmish with the Moroccans, though some writers 
make the incident occur on the voyage across the straits Torben 
his ship was attacked by Sallee rovers. Elegy ii. and a couple 
of odes date from his stay in Ceuta. He is full of sadness and 
almost in despair, but is saved from suicide by love and memory-
of the past. lie has intervals of calm and resignation, even of 
satirical humour, and these become more frequent as the term of 
his exile draws near, and in one of them he wrote his prose 
letter to a" Lisbon friend." The octaves on the Distolitent of the 
World, which breathe a philosophic equanimityand lift the reader 
out of the tumult of daily life, go to show that his restless scarf 
had found peace at last and that he had accustomed himself tea 
solitude. 

In November r pea the aged governor of Ceuta, D. Alfonso de 
Noronha, was summoned to court and created viceroy of India= 
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and Caroms accompanied him to Lisbon, intending to follow him 
to the East in the armada which was due to sail in the spring of 
isso. Reaching the capital in December, the poet almost 
immediately enlisted, but when the time came for departure he 
had changed his mind. His affection for Catherina and dreams 
of literary glory detained him, and he lived on in the expecta-
tion of obtaining a post on the strength of hisservices and wound. 
But month after month passed by without result, and in his 
disappointment he allied himself with a group of hot-blooded 
youths, including the ex-friar Antonio Ribeiro, nicknamed 
" the Chiado," after whom the main street of Lisbon takes its 
name, and endeavoured to forget his troubles in their society. 
He took part in their extravagances and gained the name of 
" Trinca-fortes " (" Crack-braves ") from his bohemian com-
panions, while there were ladies who mocked at his disfigurement, 
dubbing him " devil " and " eyeless face." In the course of his 
adventures he bad of ten to draw his sword, either as attacker or 
attacked, and he boasted that he had seen the soles of the feet of 
many but none had seen his. When the reply to his application 
came from the palace it was a negative one, and he had now 
nothing further to expect. His stock of money brought from 
Ceuta was certainly exhausted, and misery stared him in the face, 
making him desperate. On the feast of Corpus Christi, the 16th 
of June i552, he found two masked friends of his engaged in a 
street fight near St Dominic's convent, and joining in the fray he 
wounded one Goncalo Borges, a palace servant, with the result 
that he was apprehended and lodged in gaol. This unprovoked 
attack upon a royal servant on so holy a day constituted a serious 
offence and cost him eight months' imprisonment. In a pathetic 
sonnet be describes his terrible experiences, which made such an 
impression on him that years afterwards he recurred to them in 
his great autobiographical Canzon 1o. When Borges' wound was 
completely healed, the poet's friends intervened to assist him, 
and it was arranged that on his formally imploring pardon 
Borges should grant it and desist from proceeding with the case. 
This was effected on the 13th of February 1553, and on the 7th 
of March the king, taking into consideration that Camoens was 
" a youth and poor and decided to serve this year in India," 
confirmed the pardon. He had been obliged to humble his pride 
and enlist again, but while be complained of his troubles he 
recognized, in his frank, honest way, that his own mistakes were 
in part the causes of them. 

After bidding good-bye to Catherina for the last time, Camoens 
set sail on Palm Sunday, the 24th of March 1553, in the " S. 
Bente," the flagship of a fleet of four vessels, under Ferna6 
Alvares Cabral. His last words, he says in a letter, were those of 
Scipio Africanus, " Ingrata patria, non possidebis ossa mea." 

He relates.some of his experiences on board and the events 
of the voyage in various sonnets in Elegy iii. and in the Lusiads. 
In those days the sailors navigated the ships, while the men-at-
arms kept the day and night watches, helped in the cleaning and, 
in case of necessity, at the pumps, but the rank of Camoens 
doubtless saved him from manual work. He had much time to 
himself in his six months' voyage and was able to lay in a store of 
nautical knowledge, while tempestuous weather off the Cape of 
Good Hope led him to conceive the dramatic episode of Adamastor 
(7 wf;..tis,  canto 5). The " S. Bento," the best ship of the fleet, 
weathered the Cape safely, and without touching at Mozambique, 
the watering-place of ships bound for India, anchored at Goa in 
September. It seems probable that the idea of the Lusiols 
took further shape on the voyage out, and that Camoens modified 
his plan; cantos 3 and 4 were already written, but from an 
historical be now made it a maritime epic. The discovery of 
India became the main theme, while the history of Portugal was 
interlaced with ft, and the poem ended with the espousals 
between Portugal and the ocean, and a prophecy of the future 
greatness of the fatherland. 

At the time of his arrival Goa boasted soo,000 inhabitants, 
and with its magnificent harbour was the commercial capital of 
the west of India. The first viceroy had been content with a sea 
dominion, but the great Affonso de Albuquerque saw that this 
was not enough to secure the supremacy of the Portuguese;  

recognizing the strategic value of Goa, he seized it and made it 
the capital of a land empire, and built fortresses in every important 
point through the East. Since his death a succession of remark-
able victories had made the flag of Portugal predominant, but 
the enervating climate, the pleasures and the plunder of Asia, 
began to tell on the conquerors. Corruption was rife from the 
governor downwards, because the ruling ambition was to get 
rich and return home, and the hero of one day was a pirate the 
next. After all, it was only human nature, for a governorship 
lasted but three years and Portugal was far away, so the saying 
went round—" They are" installed the first year, they rob the 
second, and then pack up in the third to sail away." Camoens 
was well received at first, owing to his talents and bravery, and 
he found the life cheap and merry, but having left his country 
with high ideals, the injustice and demoralization of manners 
he found in India soon disgusted him. He compared Goa to 
Babylon, and called it " the mother of villains and the stepmother 
of honest men." 

His first military service in the East took place in November 
1553, when he went with a force led by the viceroy to chastise a 
petty king on the Malabar coast. The expedition only lasted 
two or three months, and after some trivial combats it returned 
to Goa. In February of the following year Camoens accom-
panied the viceroy's son, D. Fernando de Menezes, who led an 
armada to the mouth of the Red Sea and thence up the Arabian 
coast to snap up hostile merchantmen and suppress piracy. 
Next the fleet went on to Ormuz, as was the custom with these 
annual cruises, and then to Bassos, where the poet helped to 
make some valuable prizes, and wrote a sonnet—it was ever, 
with him, " in one hand the sword, in the other the pen " I 
Returning to Goa in November he learnt of the deaths of Prince 
John, and of his friend and pupil the young D. Antonio de 
Noronha, and paid his tribute in feeling sonnet and eclogue. 
In February 1555  he Sailed on another pirate hunt and spent 
six weary months off Cape Guardafui, varied by a visit to 
Mombasa and by further work on his epic, and only got back to 
Goa in the following September. His experiences are recorded 
in the profound and sad icith Caisson. 

Meanwhile Francisco Barreto, an honourable and generous 
man, had become governor-general of India in the June of r 555, 
and, his appointment being popular, a reign of festivities began 
in Golden Goa to welcome his succession, in the course of which 
Camoens produced his Filodemo, a dramatized novel written in 
his court days. The same occasion probably gave birth to the 
Disparaies na India (" Follies of India "), and certainly to the 
Saiyra do Tornio (" Satire of the Tourney "), which confirmed 
the poet's reputation as a sayer of sharp things and gave con-
siderable umbrage to those whom the cap fitted. However, it 
was not the enmities thus aroused but military duty which 
compelled him to quit Goa once more in the spring of 1556. He 
had enlisted in Lisbon for five years, the usual term, and in 
compliance with the orders of the governor he sailed for the 
Moluccas in April and there fought and versified for two years, 
though nearly all is guesswork at this period of his life. He 
appears to have spent the time between September 1556 and 
February s55y in the island of Tomato, where he wrote Canzon 
6, revealing a state of moral depression similar to that of 
Canzon 10, and he perhaps visited Banda and AmbOina. In the 
'following year he took part in the military occupation of Macao, 
which the emperor of China had presented to the Portuguese in 
return for their destruction of a pirate fleet which had besieged 
Canton. The poet's five years' term of service was now over, 
and he remained at Macao many months waiting for a ship to 
carry him back to India. He had made some profit out of the 
Mord do Viagem, granted by the governor Barreto to free him 
from the poverty in which he habitually lived, and he spent his 
money royally. At the same time he continued his epic, working 
in the grotto which still bears his name. 

All seemed to be going smoothly with him until suddenly his 
fortunes took a serious turn for the worse. As the result of an 
intrigue the captain of the yearly ship from China to India, who 
acted as governor of Macao during his stay in port, imprisoned 
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Camoens, and took him on board with a view of bringing him to 
trial in India. The ship, however, was wrecked in October 1 559 
at the mouth of the Mekong river, and the poet had to save his 
life and his Lusiads by swimming to shore, and though he 
preserved the six or seven finished cantos of the poem, he lost 
everything else. While wandering about on the Cambodian 
coast awaiting the monsoon and a vessel to take him to Malacca, 
be composed those magnificent stanzas By the Waters of 
Babylon," called by Lope de Vega " the pearl of all poetry," 
in which he recalls the happy days of his youth, sighs for Lisbon 
(Sion) and his love, and mourns his long exile from home. He 
got somehow to Malacca, and after a short stay there reached 
Goa, still as prisoner, in June z 56i . He was straightway lodged 
in gaol, where he heard for the first time of the death of Catherine, 
and he poured out his grief in the great sonnet, Alma Minim 
Quill. The viceroy, D. Constantius de Braganca, had recently 
returned from Jafanapatam, bringing as prize a tooth of Buddha, 
and Camoens approached him with a splendid epistle in twenty 
octaves, after the manner of Horace's ode to Augustus. It 
failed, however, to hasten the consideration of his case, but in 
September the Conde de Redondo, a good friend, came into 
office and immediately ordered his release from prison. His 
troubles were not yet at an end, however, for one Miguel 
Rodriguez Coutinho, a well-known soldier and citizen of Goa 
who lent money at usurious rates, thought the opportunity a 
good one to obtain repayment of a debt, and bad Camoens 
lodged once more in gaol. As soon as he came out the poet 
composed a burlesque roundel satirizing his persecutor under the 
nickname of Fios Seccos (" dry threads "). 

Though very poor he now led an easier, even a pleasant life 
for a time He was able to see his friends D. Vasco de Ataide, 
D. Francisco de Almeida, Heitor da Silveira, Joao Lopes Leita6 
and Francisco de Mello, all men of family and note. One day he 
invited them to a banquet, at which, instead of the usual dishes, 
each guest was served with a set of witty verses, and after these 
had been read out and chaff had gone round, the food came and 
they formed a merry party. The poet used his interest with the 
viceroy to recommend to him the naturalist Garcia da Orta, 
whose Colloquia on the simples and drugs of the East, the first 
product of the press in India, appeared in April 1563 with an 
ode by Camoens. His life for the next three years is almost a 
blank, but we know that he was bard at work finishing his epic, 
assisted by the advice of the historian Diogo do Couto, who 
became its commentator, and further that the new viceroy, his 
friend D. Amite de Noronha, nominated him to a reversion of 
the factory of Chaul, which, however, never fell into possession. 
It is clear from his writings that fourteen years in the East had 
told on Camoens. His best friends were dead or scattered, and 
he was overwhelmed with saudade. His sole ambition was to go 
home and print his poem, but be had no money to pay his 
passage. In September x567, however, Pedro Barreto was 
named captain of Mozambique, and insisted on the poet accom-
panying him to Sofala, at the same time lending him two hundred 
crusades. It was part of the way home, so Camoens accepted, 
but after they reached Mozambique Barreto called in this money, 
and his debtor, being unable to pay, was detained there for two 
whole years. Here Diogo do Couto found him " so poor that he 
ate at the cost of friends, and in order that he might embark for 
the Kingdom we friends collected for him the clothes he needed 
and some gave him to eat, and that winter he finished perfecting 
the Lusiads for the press and wrote much in a book he was 
making, which be called Parma of Luis de Canoes, a book of 
much learning, doctrine and philosophy, which was stolen from 
him." Thanks to Couto and others, Camoens was able to 
liquidate his debt and set sail in November 1569 In the " Santa 
Clara," and he reached Portugal on the 7th of April 1570, after 
an absence of seventeen years. 

The only wealth he brought with him from India was the MS. 
of his great poem, a " Tesoro del Luso " in the words of Cervantes. 
Moreover, he returned at an unfortunate moment—one of pest 
and famine. The great plague which had killed a quarter, or, as 
some say, half of the population of the capital, was declining,  

but a rigid quarantine prevailed, and the ship had to lie off 
Cascaes until the sanitary authorities allowed her to enter the 
Tagus. Camoens was welcomed by his mother, whom he found 
" very old and very poor "—his father had died at Goa about 
r555—and after a visit to Catherine's tomb, which inspired the 
poignant sonnet 337, he set about obtaining the royal licence 
to print the Lusiads. This was dated the 24th of September 
z 57 r and gave him a ten years' copyright, and as soon as the 
book appeared some friendly and influential hand, perhaps D. 
Manoel de Portugal, perhaps D. Francisca de Aragio for whom 
he had rhymed in the happy days of his youth, presented the 
national epic to King Sebastian. Shortly afterwards, on the 
28th of July 1572, the king gave the poet a pension of fifteen 
mitres for the term of three years, as a reward for his services 
in India and for his poem. It was relatively a considerable sum, 
seeing that he bad no great military record, and it seems even 
generous Ant we remember that Magellan bad only received 
twelve, and had left Portugal because King Manoel would not 
give him a slight increase. Many functionaries with families 
had less to live on, and Camoens's subsistence was secure for the 
time being, and he could afford an attendant, so that the legend 
of the slave Antonio may well be true. Moreover, he was in the 
enjoyment of the fame his poem brought him. Philip II. is 
said to have read and admired it, and the powerful minister, 
Pedro de Alcagova Cameiro, echoed the general opinion when 
he remarked that it had only one defect, in not being short 
enough to learn by heart or long enough to have no ending. 
Tributes came from abroad too. Tasso wrote and sent Camoens 
a sonnet in his praise, Fernando de Herrera celebrated him, and 
the year 1580 saw the publication of two Spanish versions, one 
at Alcali, the other at Salamanca. His pension lapsed in x 575, 
but on the 2nd of August it was renewed for a further term; 
owing, however, to a mistake of the treasury officials, Camoens 
drew nothing for about a yearend a half and fell into dire distress. 
This explains the story of Ruy da Camara, who had engaged him 
to translate the penitential psalms, and not receiving the version, 
called on the poet, who said in excuse that he bad no spirit 
for such work now that he wanted for everything, and that 
his slave had asked hint for a penny for fuel and be could not 
give it. 

On the 2nd of June z 578, just before his start for the expedition 
to Africa which cost him his life and Portugal her independence, 
King Sebastian bad renewed the poet's pension for a further 
period. Though Camoens had neither the health nor the means 
to accompany the splendid train of nobles and courtiers who 
followed the last crusading monarch to his doom, he began an 
epic to celebrate the enterprise, but burnt it when he heard the 
news of the battle of Alcacer. Instead, be mourned the death 
of his royal benefactor in a magnificent sonnet, and in Elegy z_ 
reproached the cowardly soldiery who contributed to the rout_ 
On the 31st of January 1580 the cardinal king Henry died, and. 
foreseeing the Spanish invasion, Camoens wrote in March to his 
old friend D. Francisco de Almeida:" All will see that I so loved 
my country that I was content not only to die in her but with her." 
A great plague had been raging in Lisbon since the previous year. 
and the poet, who lay ill in his poor cottage in the rua de Santa 
Anna, depressed by the calamities of his country, fell a victim 
to it. He was removed to a hospital and there passed away, 
unmarried and the last of his line, on the loth of June z sae. 
A Carmelite, Frei Jose Indio, attended him in his last moments 
and received the only recognition Camoens could give, his copy 
of the rsaiads. He wrote afterwards: " What more grievous 
thing than to see so great a genius thus unfortunate. I saw him 
die in a hospital in Lisbon, without a sheet to cover him, aft er 

 having triumphed in the East Indies and sailed Sono leagues 
by sea." The house of Vimioso supplied the winding-sheet, and 
Camoens-was buried with other victims of the plague in a comm on 

 grave in the cemetery of Santa Anna. Years later D. Concede, 
Coutinho erected in the church of that invocation an to sweaseriass 
slab of marble with an inscription, and subsequently ersitapLi 
were added by other admirers, but the earthquake of 57 c s 
damaged the building, and all traces of these last acts of homage 
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to genius have disappeared. The third centenary of the poet's 
death was made the occasion of a national apotheosis, and on the 
8th of June 1138o some remains, piously believed to be his, were 
borne with those of Vasco da Gama to the national pantheon, 
the Jeronymos at Belem. 

The masterpiece of Camoens, the Luria*, is the epos of dis-
covery. It is written in hendecasyllabic Masa rind, and is 
divided into ten cantos containing in all 1102 stanzas. Its ergo-
meat is briefly as follows. After an exordium proposing the sub-
ject, invoking the Tagus muses and addressing King Sebastian, 
Vasco da Gama's ships are shown sailing up the East -African 
coast on their way to India. At a council of the gods the fate 
of the Beet is discussed, and Bacchus promises, to thwart the 
voyage, while Venus and Mars favour the navigators. They 
arrive at Mozambique, where the governor endeavours todestroy 
them by stratagem, and, this failing, Bacchus tries other plots 
against them at Quiloa and Mombasa which are foiled by Venus. 
In answer to her appeal, Jupiter foretells the glorious feats of 
the Portuguese in the East, and sends Mercury to direct the 
voyagers to Melinde, where they are hospitably received and get 
a pilot to guide them to India. The local ruler visits the fleet 
and asks Gama about his country and its history, and in response 
the latter gives an account of the origin of the kingdom of 
Portugal, its kings and principal achievements, ending with the 
incidents of the voyage out. This recital occupies cantos 3, 

and 5, and includes some of the most admired and most power-
ful episodes in the poem, e.g. those of Ignes de Castro, King 
Manoel's dream of the rivers Ganges and Indus, the speech of 
the old man of Belem and the apparition of Adamastor off the 
Cape of Good Hope. Canto 6 describes the crossing of the Indian 
Ocean from Melinde to Calicut and a fresh hostile attempt on the 
part of Bacchus. He descends to Neptune's palace, and at a 
council of the sea-gods it is resolved to order Aeolus to loose the 
winds against the Portuguese, but the tempest is quelled by Venus 
and her nymphs in answer to Gama's prayer, and the morning 
light reveals the Ghats of India. Just before the storm, occurs 
the night scene in which Velloso entertains his shipmates with 
the story of the Twelve of England," another of the famous 
episodes. Canto 7 is taken up with the arrival at Calicut, a 
description of the country and the details of Gama's reception 
by the raja. The governor of the city visits the fleet and 
inquires about the pictures on their banners, whereupon Paulo 
da Gama, Vasco's brother, tells him of the deeds of the early 
Portuguese kings. Meanwhile Bacchus,not to be baulked , appears 
to a priest in the guise of Mahomet, and stirs up the Moslems 
against the Christian adventurers, with the result that the raja 
charges Gama with being a leader of convicts and pirates. To 
this the captain makes a spirited reply and gets his despatch, 
bet he has new snares to avoid and further difficulties to over-
come before he is finally able to set sail On the return voyage. 
Pitying their toils, Venus determines to give the voyagers repose 
and pleasure on their way home, and directs their course to an 
enchanted island, which is described in canto 9, in the longest 
and perhaps the most beautiful episode in the poem. On landing 
they are received by the goddess and her nymphs, and.general 
joy ensues, heightened by banquets and amorous play. In a 
prophetic song, the siren tells of the exploits of the Portuguese• 
viceroys, governors and captains in India until the time of 
D. John de Castro, after which Tethys ascends a mountain with 
Gana, shows him the spheres afterthe system of Ptolemy and 
the globe of Asia and Africa, and describes the Indian life of 
St Thomas the apostle. Finally the navigators quit the island 
and reach Lisbon, and an epilogue contains a patriotic exhorta-
tion to King Sebastian and visions of glory, which ended so 
disastrously at the battle of Alcacer. 

Though the influence of Camoens on Portuguese has been 
exaggerated, it was very considerable, and he so far fixed the 
written language that at the present day it is commonly and not 
inaccurately called " the language of Camoens." The Lusiads 
is the most successful modern epic cast in the ancient mould, 
and it has done much to preserve the corporate life of the Portu-
pete people and to keep alive the spirit of nationality in times  

of adversity like the " Spanish Captivity " and the Napoleonic 
invasion. Even now it forms a powerful bond between the 
mother-country and her potentially mighty daughter-nation 
across the Atlantic, the United States of Brazil. The men of 
the Renaissance saw nothing incongruous in that mixture of 
paganism and Christianity which is found in the Luria: as in 
Ariosto, though some modern critics, like Voltaire, consider it a 
grave artistic defect in the poem. The fact that the Lusiads 
is written in a little-known language, and its intensely national 
and almost exclusively historical character, undoubtedly militate 
against a right estimate of its value, now that Portugal, once a 
world power, has long ceased to hold the East in fee or to guide 
the destinies of Europe. But though political changes may and 
do react on literary appreciations, the Lusiads remains none 
the less a great poem, breathing the purest teligiouS fervour, 
love of country and spirit of chivalry, with splendid imaginative 
and descriptive passages full of the truest and deepest poetry. 
The structure is Virgilian, but the whole Conception is the 
author's own, while the style is Natural and noble, the diction 
nearly always correct and elegant, and the verse, as a rule, 
sonorous and full of harmony. 

In addition to his epic, Camoens wrote sonnets; eanzons, od'es, 
sextines, eclogues, elegies, octaves, roundels, letters and comedies. 
The roundels include colas, seeks, mites, mail:as, trams, 
pastorals and endears:. In the opinion of many competent 
judges Camoens only attains his true stature in his lyrics; and 
a score of his sonnets, two or three of the canzons, eclogues and 
elegies, and the Babylonian roundels will bear comparison with 
any composition of the same kind that other literatures can show. 
Referring to the Lusiads, A. von Humboldt calls Camoens a 
" great maritime painter," but in his best lyrics he is a thinker 
as well as a poet, and when free from the trammels of the epic 
and inherited respect for classical traditions, he reveals a person-
ality so virile and deep, a philosophy so broad and human, a 
vision so wide, and a form and style so nearly perfect, as not only 
to make him the foremost of Peninsular bards but to entitle him 
to a place in that small company of universal poets of the first 
rank. 

The oldest and most authentic portrait of Camoens appeared 
in 164 with his life, by Manoel Severim de Faria. It is a kitcat 
and shows the poet in armour wearing a laurel crown; his right 
hand holds a pen, his left rests on. a copy of the Lusiads, while a 
shield above shows the family arms, a dragon rising from between 
rocks. The likeness exhibits a Gothic or northern type, and the 
tradition of his red beard and blue eyes confirms it. Except for 
an ode, sonnet 'and elegy, all Camoens's lyrics were published 
posthumously. 

AUTHORITIlf-9.—The most modern and most critical biographies 
are those of Dr Theophilo Braga, Camila, epoca e Vide (Oporto, 
t9o7), and of Dr Wilhelm Storck, Luis de Camber Lebec (Paderborn, 
1890), while the most satisfactory edition of the complete works is 
due to the Visconde de Juromenha (6 vols., Lisbon, 1860-1869), 
though it contains some spurious matter. While rejecting without 
good reason many of the traditions accepted by Juromenha in his 
life of the poet, Storck embroiders on his own account. and Braga 
must be preferred to him. Two volumes of Innocencio da Silva's 
Dirciosario Bibliographico Portugun 04 and 15) are entirely devoted 
to Camoens and Camoniana, the second of them dealing fully with 
the tercentenary celebrations. Among modern Portuguese studies 
of the national epic the most important are perhaps Cognacs e a 
Renascence; em Portugal, by Oliveira Martins, and Cambes e o Se1114 
"lento Nacional, by Dr T. Braga (Oporto, 189!). The latter volume 
contains useful information on the various editions of Camoens, 
with an account of the texts and remarks on his plagiarists. Very 
few poets have been so often translated, and a list and estimate of 
the English translations of the Lusiads from the time of Sir Richard 
Fanshawc (1655) downwards, will be found in Sir Richard Burton's 
Contemns: His Life and His Lusiads, which, notwithstanding some 
errors, is a most informing book, and the result of a curious similarity 
of temperament and experience between master and disciple. 
Burton translated the Lusiads (2 vols., London, 188o) and the 
Lyncks (sonnets, canzons, odes and sextines; 2 V018., London, 
1884). and left a version of all the minor works in MS. The accurate 
and readable version of the epic by Mr J. J. Aubertin, with the 
Portuguese text opposite, has gone through two editions (and ed., 
2 vols., London, 1884), and there is a version of seventy of the 

.sonnets, accompanied by the Portuguese text, by the name author 
(London. 1881). (E. P1.) 
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CAMORRA, a secret society of Naples associated with robbery, 

blackmail and murder. The origin of the name is doubtful. 
Probably both the word and the association were introduced 
into Naples by Spaniards. There is a Spanish word ramorra 
(a quarrel), and similar societies seem to have existed in Spain 
long before the appearance of the Camorra in Naples. It was 
in 1820 that the society first became publicly known. It was 
primarily social, not political, and originated in the Neapolitan 
prisons then filled with the victims of Bourbon misrule and 
oppression, its first purpose being the protection of prisoners. 
In or about 183o the Camorra was carried into the city by 
prisoners who had served their terms. The members worked 
thestreets in gangs. They had special methods of communicat-
ing with each other. They mewed like cats at the approach of 
the patrol, and crowed like cocks when a likely victim approached. 
A long sigh gave warning that the latter was not alone, a sneeze 
meant'he was not " worth powder and shot," and so on. The 
society rapidly extended its power, and its operations included 
smuggling and blackmail of all kinds in addition to ordinary 
road-robberies. Its influence grew to be considerable. Princes 
were in league with and shared the profits of the smugglers: 
statesmen and dignitaries of the church, all classes in fact, were 
involved in the society's misdeeds. From brothels the Camorra 
drew huge fees, and it maintained illegal lottery offices. The 
general disorder of Naples was so great and the police so badly 
organized that merchants were glad to engage the Camorra to 
superintend the loading and unloading of merchandise. Being 
non-political, the government did not interfere with the society; 
indeed its members were taken into the police service and the 
Camorra sometimes detected crimes which baffled the authorities. 
After 1848 the society became political In r136o, when the 
constitution was granted by Francis II., the camorristi then in 
gaol were liberated in great numbers. The association became 
all-powerful at elections, and general disorder reigned till 1862. 
Thereafter severe repressive measures were taken to curtail its 
power. In September 1877 there was a determined effort to 
exterminate it: fifty-seven of the most notorious camorristi 
being simultaneously arrested in the market-place. Though 
much of its power has gone, the Camorra has remained vigorous. 
It has groina upwards, and highly-placed and well-known camor-
risti have entered municipal administrations and political life. 
In woo revelations as to the Camorra's power were made in 
the course of a libel suit, and these led to the dissolution of the 
Naples municipality and the appointment of a royal commis-
sioner. A government inquiry also took place. As the result 
of this investigation the Honest Government League was 
formed, which succeeded in 1901 in entirely defeating the 
Camorra candidates at the municipal elections. 

The Camorra was divided into classes. There were the " swell 
mobsmen," the camorristi who dressed faultlessly and mixed 
with and levied fines on people of highest rank. Most of these 
were well connected. There were the lower order of blackmailers 
who preyed on shopkeepers, boatmen, &c.; and there were 
political and murdering camorristi. The ranks of the society 
were largely recruited from the prisons. A youth had to serve 
for one year an apprenticeship so to speak to a fully admitted 
camorrista when he was sometimes called picciotto d' homer, and 
after giving proof of courage and zeal became a picciotto di 
sgarro, one, that is, of the lowest grade of members. In some 
localities he was then called lansurro. The initiatory ceremony 
for full membership is now a mock duel in which the arm alone 
is wounded. In early times initiation was more severe. The 
camorristi stood round a coin laid on the ground, and at a signal 
all stooped to thrust at it with their knives while the novice had 
at the same time to pick the coin up, with the result that his hand 
was generally pierced through in several places. The noviciate 
as friction° di sgarro lasted three years, during which the lad had 
to work for the camorrista who had been assigned to him as 
master. After initiation there was a ceremony of reception. 
The camorristi stood round a table on which were a dagger, 
a loaded pistol, a glass of water or wine supposed to be poisoned 
and a lancet. The put-kW was brought in and one of his veins  

opened. Dipping his hand in his own blood, he held it out to 
the camorristi and swore to keep the society's secrets and obey 
orders. Then he had to stick the dagger into the table, cock the 
pistol, and hold the glass to his mouth to show his readiness to 
die for the society. His master now bade him kneel before the 
dagger, placed his right hand on the lad's head while With the 
left he fired off the pistol into the air and smashed the poison-
glass. He then drew the dagger from the table and presented 
it to the new comrade and embraced him, as did all the others. 
The Camorra was divided into centres, each under a ehieL 
There were twelve at Naples. The society seems at one time 
to have always had a supreme chief. The last known was 
Aniello Ansiello, who finally disappeared and was never arrested. 
The chief of every centre was elected by the members of it. All 
the earnings of the centre were paid to and then distributed by 
him. The camorristi employ a whole vocabulary of cant terms. 
Their chief is moss or si masts, " sir master." When a member 
meets him he salutes with the phrase Masio, souse seieste ? 
(" Master, do you want anything? "). The members are 
addressed simply as si. 

See Monnier, La Camorra (Florence, 1863); Umilta. Cassano d 
Mafia (Neuchitel, 1878); Alone, La Carnorra 0890: C. • W. 
Heckethorn, Secret Societies of Att Ages (London. 1897); Maio, 
Usi e costami deliCamorriste (Naples, 1897). 

CAMP (from Lat. campus, field), a term used more particularly 
in a military sense, but also generally for a temporarily organized 
place of food and shelter in open country, as opposed to ordinary 
housing (see 0am:so-our). The shelter of troops in the 
field has always been of the greatest importance to their well-
being, and from the earliest times tents and other temporary 
shelters have been...employed as much as possible when it is not 
feasible or advisable to quarter the troops in barracks or in 
houses. The applied sense of the word " camp " as a military 
post of any kind comes from the practice which prevailed in the 
Roman army of fortifying every encampment In modern 
warfare the word is used in two ways. In the wider sense, 
" camp "is opposed to" billets,"" cantonments " or " quarters," 
in which the troops are scattered amongst the houses of towns 
or villages for food and shelter. In a purely military camp the 
soldiers live and sleep in an area of open ground allotted for their 
sole use. They are thus kept in a state of concentration and 
readiness for immediate action, and are under better dieriplinary  
control than when In quarters, but they suffer more from the 
weather and from the want of comfort and warmth. In the 
restricted sense " camp " implies tents for all ranks, and is thin 
opposed to " bivouac," in which the only shelter is that afforded 
by improvised screens, Stc., or at most small tastes d'abri carried 
in sections by the men themselves. The weight of large regula-
tion tents and the consequent increase in the number of horses 
and vehicles in the transport service are, however, disadvantages 
so grave that the employment of canvas camps in European 
warfare is almost a thing of the past. If the military situation 
permits, all troops are put into quarters, only the outpost troops 
bivouacking. This course was pursued by the German faeld 
armies in 1870-1871, even during the winter campaign. 

Circumstances may of course require occasionally a whole 
army to bivouac, but in theatres of war in which quarters are 
not to be depended upon, tents must be provided, for no troops 
can endure many successive nights in bivouac, except in summer, 
without serious detriment to their efficiency. In a war on the 
Russo-German frontier, for instance, especially if operations 
were carried out in the autumn and winter, tents would be 
absolutely essential at whatever cost of transport. I n  this 

 connexion it may be said that a good railway system obviates 
many of the disadvantages attending the use of tents. Foe 
training purposes in peace time, handing camps are formed. 
These may be considered simply as temporary barracks. Aa 
entrenched camp is an area of ground occupied by, or suitable 
for, the camps of large bodies of troops, and protected by 
fortifications. 

Ancient Camps.—English writers use " camp " as a generij 
term for any remains of ancient military posts, irrespective 
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their special age, size, purpose, &c. Thus they include under it 
various dissimilar things. We may distinguish (a) Roman 
"camps" (castra) of three kinds, large permanent fortresses, small 
permanent forts (both usually built of stone) and temporary 
earthen encampments (sec ROMAN Alum); (2) Pre-Roman; 
and (3) Post-Roman camps, such as occur on many English 
hilltops. We know far too little to be able to assign these to 
their special periods. Often we can say no snore than that the 
"camp" is not Roman. But we know that enclosures fortified 
silk earthen walls were thrown up as early as the Bronze Age 
and probably earlier still, and that they continued to be built 
down to Norman times. These consisted of hilltops or cliff-
promontories or other suitable positions fortified with one or 
more lines of earthen ramparts with ditches, often attaining 
huge size. But the idea of an artificial elevation seems to have 
come in first with the Normans. Their moths or earthen mounds 
crowned with wooden palisades or stone towers and surrounded 
by an enclosure on the flat constituted a new element in 
fortification and greatly aided the conquest of England. (Sec 
CASTLE.) 

CAMPAGNA DI ROMA. the low country surrounding the 
city of Rome, bounded on the N.W. by the hills surrounding 
the lake of Bracciano, on the N.E. by the Sabine mountains, 
on the S.E. by the Alban hills, and on the S.W. by the sea. 
(See Lanua, and ROME (province).) 

CAMPAIGN. a military term for the continuous operations of 
an army during a war or part of a war. The name refers to the 
time when armies went into quarters during the winter and 

" took the field " at the opening of summer. The word 
is also used figuratively, especially in politics, of any continuous 
operations aimed at a definite object, as the" Plan of Campaign " 
in Ireland during 1886-1887. The word is derived from the Latin 
Campaida, the plain lying south-west of the Tiber, c.f. Italian, la 
Campagna di Roma, from which came two French forms: (t) 
CMaspaine, the name given to the level province of that name, 
and hence the English " campaign," a level tract of country free 
from woods and hills; and (2) Cam pagne, and the English 
" campaign " with the restricted military meaning. 

CARPAL JEANNE LOUISE HENRIETTE (1752-1822), 
French educator, the companion of Marie Antoinette, was born 
at Paris in 1752. Her father, whose name was Genest, was first 
clerk in the foreign office, and, although without fortune, placed 
her in the most cultivated society. At the age of fifteen she could 
speak English and Italian, and had gained so high a reputation 
for her accomplishments as to be appointed reader to the three 
daughters of Louis XV. At court she was a general favourite, and 
when she bestowed her hand upon M. Campan, son of the 
secretary of the royal cabinet, the king gave her an annuity of 
Soon lieres as dowry. She was soon afterwards appointed first 
lady of the bedchamber by Marie Antoinette; and she continued 
to be her faithful attendant till she was forcibly separated from 
ber at the sacking of the Tuileries on the loth of June 1792. 
Madame Campan survived the dangers of the Terror, but after 
the 9th Thermidor finding herself almost penniless, and being 
thrown on her own resources by the illness of her husband, she 
bravely determined to support herself by establishing a school at 
St Germain. The institution prospered, and was patronized by 
14011elne de Beauharnais, whose influence led to the appointment 
of Madame Campan as superintendent of the academy founded 
by Napoleon at Ecouen for the education of the daughters and 
sisters of members of the Legion of Honour. This post she held 
till it was abolished at the restoration of the Bourbons, when she 
retired to Mantes, where she spent the rest of her life amid the 
kind attentions of affectionate friends, but saddened by the loss 
of her only son, and by the calumnies circulated on account of her 
connexion with the Bonapartes. She died in :822, leaving valu-
able Mthatoires sup Is vie privet de Marie Antoinette, 3-Niels de 
animas et antedates historiques sue les apes de Louis XI V .-X V. 
(Paris, 1823); a treatise De FEducation des Femmes: and one or 
two small didactic works, written in a clear and natural style. 
The most noteworthy thing in her educational system, and that 
which especially recommended it to Napoleon, was the place  

given to domestic economy in the education of girls. At Ecouen 
the pupils underwent a complete training in all branches of 
housework. 

See Jules Flammermont, Les Mimoires de Madame de Campus 
(Paris, 1556), and histories of the time. 

CAMPANELLA. TOMMASO (1568-1639), Italian Renaissance 
philosopher, was born at Stilo in Calabria. Before he was thirteen 
years of age he had mastered nearly all the Latin authors pre-
sented to him. In his fifteenth year he entered the order of the 
Dominicans, attracted partly by reading the lives of Albertus 
Magnus and Aquinas, partly by his love of learning. He took a 
course in philosophy in the convent at Morgentia in Abruzzo, and 
in theology at Cosenza. Discontented with this narrow course of 
study, he happened to read the Dc Rerum Nalura of Bernardino 
Tclesio, and was delighted with its freedom of speech and its 
appeal to nature rather than to authority. His first work in 
philosophy (he was already the author of numerous poems) was a 
defence of Telesio, Philosophia sensibus demonsfrala (1 591). His 
attacks upon established authority having brought him into 
disfavour with the clergy, he left Naples, where he had been 
residing, and proceeded to Rome. For seven years he led an 
unsettled life, attracting attention everywhere by his talents and 
the boldness of his teaching. Yet he was strictly orthodox, and 
was an uncompromising advocate of the pope's temporal power. 
He returned to Stilo in 1598. In the following year he was 
committed to prison because he had joined those who desired to 
free Naples from Spanish tyranny. His friend Naudie, however, 
declares that the expressions used by Campanella were wrongly 
interpreted as revolutionary. He remained for twenty-seven 
years in prison. Yet his spirit was unbroken; he composed 
sonnets, and prepared a series of works, forming a complete 
system of philosophy. During the latter years of his confinement 
he was kept in the castle of Sant' Elmo, and allowed considerable 
liberty. Though, even then, his guilt seems to have been regarded 
as doubtful, he was looked upon as dangerous, and it was thought 
better to restrain him. At last, in 1626, he was nominally set at 
liberty; for some three years he was detained in the chambers of 
the Inquisition, but in 1629 he was free. He was well treated at 
Rome by the pope, but on the outbreak of a new conspiracy 
headed by his pupil, Tommaso l'ignatelli, he was persuaded to go 
to Paris (1634), where he was received with marked favour by 
Cardinal Richelieu. The last few years of his life he spent in 
preparing a complete edition of his works; but only the first 
volume appears to have been published. He died on the 2tht of 
May 1639. 

In philosophy, Campanella was, like Giordano Bruno (q.v.), 
a follower of Nicolas of Cuss and Telesio. He stands, therefore, 
in the uncertain half-light which preceded the dawn of modern 
philosophy. The sterility of scholastic Aristotelianism, as he 
understood it, drove him to the study of man and nature, 
though he was never entirely free from the medieval spirit. 
Devoutly accepting the authority of Faith in the region of 
theology, he considered philosophy as based on perception. 
The prime fact in philosophy was to him, as to Augustine and 
Descartes, the certainty of individual consciousness. To this 
consciousness he assigned a threefold content, power, will and 
knowledge. It is of the present only, of things not as they are, 
but merely as they seem. The fact that it contains the idea of 
God is the one, and a sufficient, proof of the divine existence, 
since the idea of the Infinite must be derived from the Infinite. 
God is therefore a unity, possessing, in the perfect degree, 
those attributes of power, will and knowledge which humanity 
possesses only in part. Furthermore, since community of action 
presupposes homogeneity, it follows that the world and all its 
parts have a spiritual nature. The emotions of love and hate 
are in everything. The more remote from God, the greater the 
degree of imperfection (i.e. Not-being) in things. Of imperfect 
things, the highest are angels and human beings, who by virtue 
of the possession of reason are akin to the Divine and superior to 
the lower creation. Next comes the mathematical world of 
space, then the corporeal world, and finally the empirical world 
with its limitations of space and time. The impulse of self- 
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preservation in nature is the lowest form of religion; above this 
comes animal religion; and finally rational religion, the perfection 
of which consists in perfect knowledge, pure volition and love, 
and is union with God. Religion is, therefore, not political in 
origin; it is an inherent part of existence. The church is 
superior to the state, and, therefore, all temporal government 
should be in subjection to the pope as the representative 
of God. 

In natural philosophy Campanella, closely following Telesio, 
advocates the experimental method and lays down heat and 
cold as the fundamental principles by the strife of which all life 
is explained. In political philosophy (the (leiter Solis) he 
sketches an ideal communism, obviously derived from the 
Platonic, based on community of wives and property with state-
control of population and universal military training. In every 
detail of life the citizen is to be under authority, and the authority 
of the administrators is to be based on the degree of knowledge 
possessed by each. The state is, therefore, an artificial organism 
for the promotion of individual and collective good. In contrast 
to Mom's Utopia, the work is cold and abstract, and lacking in 
practical detail. On the view taken as to his alleged complicity 
in the conspiracy of isoo depends the vexed question as to 
whether this system was a philosophic dream, or a serious 
attempt to sketch a constitution for Naples in the event of her 
becoming a free city. The De Monarchia Hispanica contains 
an able account of contemporary politics especially Spanish. 

Thus Campanella, though neither an original nor a systematic 
thinker, is among the precursors, on the one hand, of modern 
empirical science, and on the other of Descartes and Spinoza. 
Yet his fondness for the antithesis of Being and Not-being 
(Ens and Non -ens) shows that he had not shaken off the spirit of 
scholastic thought. 

SIDLIOGRAPHY.—For his works see Quktif-Echard, appendix to 
E. S. Cypriano, Vita Campanellae (Amsterdam, 1705 and 1722); 
Al. d'Ancona's edition, with introduction (Turin, 1854). The most 
important are De sense reruns (1620); Rea/is philosophiae 
gisticae parks IV. (with Civitas Solis) (1623); Atheinnsu !num. 
"halms (1631); Philos. rationalis (1637); Philos. universalis sea 
Inelaph. (1637); De Monarchia Hispanua (164o). For his life, see 
Cypriano (above); M. Baldachini. Vita e filos: di Tommaso Cam-
panella (Naples, 184o-1853. 1847-1857);  Dom. Berti, LeUere indite 
di T. Campanella e catalog° dei suoi scritii (1878); and Nuovi docu-
menti di 7'. C. (1881); and especially L. Amabile, Fra T. Cam-
panella (3 vols., Naples, 1882). For his philosophy H.Ritter, History 
of Philos.; M. Carriere„ Philos. Weltanschauung d. Reformations-
seit, pp. 542-608; C. Dareste. Th. Monis et Campanella (Paris, 1843); 
Chr. Sigwart, Kleine Schriften, r25 seq.; histories of philo- 
sophy. For his political philosophy, A. Calenda, Fra ransoms° 
Campanella t sua dottrina sociale e politica di fronte al socialism° 
modern° (Nocera Inferiore, 1895). His poems, first published by 
Tobias Adami (1622), were rediscovered and printed again (1834) 
by J. G. Orelli; the sonnets were rendered into English verselby 
J. A. Symonds (1878). For a full bibliography see Did. de theoL 
cath., col. 1446 (1904). 

CAMPANIA, a territorial division of Italy. The modern 
district (11. below) is of much greater extent than that known 
by the name in ancient times. 
• I. Campani was the name used by the Romans to denote the 
inhabitants first of the town of Capua and the district subject to 
it, and then after its destruction in the Hannibalic war (211 a.c.), 
to describe the inhabitants of the Campanian plain generally. 
The name, however, is pre-Roman and appears with Oscan 
terminations on coins of the early 4th (or late 5th) century B.C. 
(R. S. Conway, Italic Dialects, p. 143), which were certainly 
struck for or by the Samnite conquerors of Campania, whom the 
name properly denotes, a branch of the great Sabelline stock 
(see SABINI); but in what precise spot the coins were minted is 
uncertain. We know from Strabo (v. 4. 8.) and others that the 
Samnites deprived the Etruscans of the mastery of Campania in 
the last quarter of the 5th century; their earliest recorded 
appearance being at the conquest of their chief town Capua, 
probably in 438 B.C. (or 445, according to the method adopted in 
interpreting Diodorus sell. 31; on this see under Colfax), or 424 
according to Livy (iv. 37). Cumae was taken by them in 428 or 
4 2 1, Nola about the same time, and the Samnite language they 
spoke, henceforward known as Oscan, spread over all Campania 

except the Greek cities, though small communities of Etruscans 
remained here and there for at least another century (Conway, 
op. cit. P. 94). The hardy warriors from the mountains took 
over not merely the wealth of the Etruscans, but many of their 
customs; the haughtiness and luxury of the men of Caput was 
proverbial at Rome. This town became the ally of Rome in 
338 B.C. (Livy viii. 14) and received the cinitas sine suJragio, the 
highest status that could be granted to a community which did 
not speak Latin. By the end of the 4th century Campania was 
completely Roman politically. Certain towns with their terr,-
tories (Neapolis, Nola, Abella, Nuceria) were nominally inde-
pendent in alliance with Rome. These towns were faithful to 
Rome throughout the Hannibalic war. But Capua and the 
towns dependent on it revolted (Litry xxiii.-xxvi.); after its 
capture in 111 Capua was utterly destroyed;and the jealousy 
and dread with which Rome had long regarded it were both 
finally appeased (cf. Cicero. Leg. Agra. ii. 88). We have between 
thirty and forty Oscan inscriptions (besides some coins) dating. 
probably, from both the 4th and the 3rd centuries (Conway. 
Italic Dialects, pp. zoo-137 and 148), of which most belong to 
the curious cult described under JovII.AE, while two or three 
are curses written on lead; see OSCA LINGUA. 

See further Conway, op. cit. p. go ff.; J. Beloch, Campanian 
ed.), c. " Capua "; Th. Mommsen, C.I.L. x. p. 365. 	(R. S. C.) 

The name Campania was first formed by Greek authors, from 
Campani (see above), and did not come into common use until the 
middle of the ist century A.D. Polybius and Diodorus avoid it 
entirely. Varro and Livy use it sparingly, preferring Compaisa 
ager. Polybius (2nd century a.c.) uses the phrase rd rebia. rd 
Kara Kar/ap' to express the district bounded on the north by the 
mountains of the Aurunci, on the east by the Apennines ol 
Samnium, on the south by the spur of these mountains which 
ends in the peninsula of Sorrento, and on the south and west by 
the sea, and this is what Campania meant to Pliny and Ptolemy. 
But the geographers of the time of Augustus (in whose division 
of Italy Campania, with Latium, formed the first region) carried 
the north boundary of Campania as far south as Sinuessa, and 
even the river Volturnus, while farther inland the modern village 
of San Pietro in Fine preserves the memory of the north-east 
boundary which ran between Venafrum and Casintun. On the 
east the valley of the Volturnus and the foot-hills of the Apen-
nines as far as Abellinum formed the boundary; this town is 
sometimes reckoned as belonging to Campania, sometimes to 
Samnium. The south boundary remained unchanged. From 
the time of Diocletian onwards the name Campania was extended 
much farther north, and included the whole of Latium. This 
district was governed by a corrector, who about A.D. 333 received 
the title of consularis. It is for this reason that the district round 
Rome still bears the name of Campagna di Roma, being no doubt 
popularly connected with Ital. camp., Lat. campus. This district 
(to take its earlier extent), consisting mainly of a very fertile plain 
with hills on the north, east and south, and the sea on the south 
and west, is traversed by two great rivers, the Liris and Vol-
turnus, divided by the Mons Massicus, which comes right down 
to the sea at Sinuessa. The plain at the mouth of the former is 
comparatively small, while that traversed by the Volturnus is 
the main plain of Campania. Both of these rivers rise in the 
central Apennines, and only smaller streams, such as the Sarnus, 
Sebethus, Savo, belong entirely to Campania. 

The road system of Campania was extremely well developed 
and touched all the important towns. The main lines are 
followed (though less completely) by the modern railways. 11 ,i 
most important road centre of Campania was Capua, at the east 
edge of the plain. At Casilinum, 3 m. to the north-west, was the 
only bridge over the Volturnus until the construction of the Va 
Domitiana; and here met the Via Appia, passing through 
Minturnae, Sinuessa and Pons Campanus (where it crossed the 
Savo) and the Via Latina which ran through Teanum Sidicinum 
and Cafes. At Calatia, 6 m. south-east of Capua, the Via Appia 
began to turn east and to approach the mountains on its way to 
Beneventum, while the Via Popillia went straight on to Nth 
(whence a road ran to Abella and Abellinum) and thence to 
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Nuceria Alfaterna and the south, terminating at Regium. From 
Capua itself a road ran north to Vicus Dianae, Caiatia and Telesia, 
while to the south the so-called Via Campana (there is no ancient 
warrant for the name) led to Puteoli, with a brarich to Cumae, 
Baia and Misenum; there was also connexion between Cumae, 
Puteoli and Neapolis (see below), and another road to Atella 
and Neapolis. Neapolis could also be reached by a branch from 
the Via Popillia at Suessula, which passed through Acerrae. 
From Suessula, too, there was a short cut to the Via Appia before 
it actually entered the mountains. Domitian further improved 
the communications of this district with Rome, by the construc-
tion of the Via Domitiana, which diverged from the Via Appia at 
Sinuessa, and followed the 16w sandy coast; it crossed the river 
Volturtius at Volturnum, near its mouth, by a bridge, which must 
have been a considerable undertaking, and then ran, still along 
the shore, past Liternum to Cumae and thence to Puteoli. Here 
it fell into the existing roads to Neapolis, the older Via Antiniana 
over the hills, at the back, and the newer, dating from the time 
of Agrippa, through the tunnel of Pausilypon and along the coast. 
The mileage in both cases was reckoned from Puteoli. Beyond 
Naples a road led along the coast through Herculaneum to 
Pompeii, where there was a branch for Stabiae and Surrentum, 
and thence to Nuceria, where it joined the Via Popillia. From 
Nuceria, which was an important road centre, a direct road ran 
to Stabiae, while from Salemum, 1r m. farther south-east but 
outside the limits of Campania proper, a road ran due north to 
Abellinum and thence to Aeclanum or Beneventum. Teanum 
was another important centre: it lay at the point where the Via 
Latina was crossed at right angles by a road leaving the Via Appia 
at Minturnae, and passing through Suessa Aurunca, while east of 
Teanum it ran on to Allifae, and there fell into the road from 
Venafrum to Telesia. Five miles north of Teanum a road branched 
off to Venafrum from the straight course of the Via Latina, and 
rejoined it near Ad Flexum (San Pietro in Fine). It is, indeed, 
probable that the original road made the detour by Venafrum, 
in order to give a direct communication between Rome and the 
interior of Samnium (inasmuch as roads ran from Venafrum to 
Aesernia and to Telesis by way of Allifae), and Th. Mommsen 
(Corp. laserip. Let. z., Berlin, :883, p. 699) denies the antiquity 
of the short cut through Rufrae (San Felice a Ruvo), though it is 
shown in Kiepert's map at the end of the volume, with a milestone 
numbered 93 upon it. This is no doubt an error both in placing 
sad in numbering, and refers to one numbered 96 found on the 
road to Venafrum; but it is still difficult to believe that the short 
cut was not used in ancient times. The 4th and 3rd century 
mini of Telesis, Allifae and Aesernia are all of the Campanian 
type 

Of the harbours of Campania, Puteoli was by far the most 
important from the commercial point of view. Its period of 
greatest comparative importance was the and-ist century B.C. 

The harbours constructed by Augustus by connecting the Lacus 
Avernus and Lacus Lucrinus with the sea, and that at Misenum 
(the latter the station of one of the chief divisions of the Roman 
navy, the other fleet being stationed at Ravenna), were mainly 
naval. Naples also had a considerable trade, but was less 
important than Puteoli. 

The fertility of the Campanian plain was famous in ancient as 
in modern times; the best portion was the Campi Laborini or 
Leborini (culled Phlegraei by the Greeks and Terra di Lavoro in 
modern times, though the name has now extended to the whole 
province of Caserta) between the roads from Capua to Puteoli and 
Comae (Pliny, Hist. Net . xviii. t). The loose black volcanic 
earth (terra palls) was easier to work than the stiffer Roman soil, 
and gave three or four crops a year. The spelt, wheat and millet 
are especially mentioned, as also fruit and vegetables; and the 
roses supplied the perfume factories of Capua. The wines of the 
Moms 1Lassicus and of the Ager Falernus (the flat ground to the 
east and south-cast of it) were the most sought after, though other 
districts also produced good wine; but the olive was better suited 
to the slopes than to the plain, though that of Venafrum was good. 

' The name Osci—earlier Open. Opusci (Gr. •Ovvoi) —presumably 
meant " tillers of the soil." 

The Oscan language remained in use in the south of Campania 
(Pompeii, Nola, Nuceria) at all events until the Social War, but 
at some date soon after that Latin became general, except in 
Neapolis, where Greek was the official language during the whole 
of the imperial period. 

See J. Beloch, Campairios (2nd ed., Breslau, 189(2); Conway, 
Italic Diatras,pp. 31 -57; Ch. Hulsen in Pauly -Wissowa, Reeleecyklo-
padie, iii. (Stuttgart, 1899), 1434- 

II. Campania in the modern sense includes a considerably 
larger area than the ancient name, inasmuch as to the comparii-
mato of Campania belong the five provinces of Caserta, Bene-
vento, Naples, Avellino and Salerno. 

It is bounded on the north by the provinces of Rome, Aquila 
(Abruzzi) and Campobasso (Molise), on the north-east by that of 
Foggia (Apulia), on the east by that of Potenza (Basilicata) and 
on the south and west by the Tyrrhenian Sea. The area is 6289 
sq. m. It thus includes the whole of the ancient Campania, a 
considerable portion of Samnium (with a part of the main chain 
of the Apennines) and of Lucania, and some of Latium ettjecturn, 
consisting thus of a mountainous district, the greater part of which 
lies on the Mediterranean side of the watershed, with the extra-
ordinarily fertile and populous Campanian plain (Terra di Lavoro, 
with 473 inhabitants to the square mile) between the mountains 
and the sea. The principal rivers are the Garigliano or Liri (anc. 
Liris), which rises in the Abruzzi (105 m. in length); the Volturno 
(94 m. in length), with its tributary the Calore; the Sarno, which 
rises near Sarno and waters the fertile plain south-east of 
Vesuvius; and the Sele, whose main tributary is the Tanagro, 
which is in turn largely fed by another Calore. The headwaters 
of the Sele have been tapped for the great aqueduct for the 
Apulian provinces. 

The coast-line begins a little east of Terracina at the lake of 
Fondi with a low-lying, marshy district (the ancient Ager 
Carcubsts), renowned for its wine (see Forma). The mountains 
(of the ancient Aurunci) then come down to the sea, and on the 
east side of the extreme promontory to the south-east is the port 
of Gaeta, a strongly fortified naval station. The east side of 
the Gulf of Gaeta is occupied by the marshes at the mouth of the 
Liri, and the low sandy coast, with its unhealthy lagoons, 
continues (interrupted only by the Monte Massico, which reaches 
the sea at Mondragone) past the mouth of the Volturno, as far 
as the volcanic district (no longer active) with its several extinct 
craters (now small lakes, the Lacus Avernus, &c.) to the west of 
Naples, which forms the north-west extremity of the Bay of 
Naples. Here the scenery completely changes: the Bay of 
Naples, indeed, is one of the most beautiful in the world. The 
island of Procida lies 21 m. south-west of the Capo Miseno, and 
3 m. south-west of Procida is that of Ischia. In consequence 
of the volcanic character of the district there are several import-
ant mineral springs which are used medicinally, especially at 
Pozzuoli, Castellammare di Stabia, and on the island of Ischia. 

Pozzuoli (ant. Puteoli), the most important harbour of Italy 
in the 1st century B.C., is now mainly noticeable for the large 
armour-plate and gun works of Messrs Armstrong, and for the 
volcanic earth (pozzolana) which forms so important an element 
in concrete and cement, and is largely quarried near Rome also. 
Naples, on the other hand, is one of the most important harbours 
of modern Italy. Beyond it, Torre del Greco and Torre Annun-
ziata at the foot of Vesuvius, are active trading ports for smaller 
vessels, especially in connexion with macaroni, which is manu• 
fact ured extensively by all the towns along the bay. Castellam-
mare di Stabia, on the west coast of the gulf, has a large naval 
shipbuilding yard and an important harbour. Beyond Castel-
lammare the promontory of Sorrento, ending in the Punta della 
Campanella (from which Capri is 3 m. south-west) forms the 
south-west extremity of the gulf. The highest point of this 
mountain ridge, which is connected with the main Apennine 
chain, is the Monte S. Angelo (4735 ft.). It extends as far east 
as Salerno, where the coast plain of the Sele begins. As in the 
low marshy ground at the mouths of the Liri and Volturno, 
malaria is very prevalent. The south-east extremity of the Gulf 
of Salerno is formed by another mountain group, culminating 
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in the Monte Cervati (6229 ft.); and on the east side of this 
is the Gulf of Policastro, where the province of Salerno, and with 
it Campania, borders on the province of Potenza. 

The population of Campania was 3,080,503 in toot ; that of 
the province of Caserta was 705,4t2, with a total of 187 com-
munes, the chief towns being Caserta (32,709), Sta Maria Capua 
Vetere (21,825), Maddaloni (20,682), Sessa Aurunca ( 2 1,844); 
that of the province of Benevento was 256,504, with 73 communes, 
the only important town being Benevento itself (24,647); that of 
the province of Naples 1,151,834, with 69 communes, the most 
important towns being Naples (563 ,54o), Torre del Greco (33, 2 99), 
Castellammare di Stabia (32,841), Torre Annunziata ( 28 , 1 43), 
Pozzuoli (22,907); that of the province of Avellino (Principato 
Ulteriore in the days of the Neapolitan kingdom) 402,425, with 
128 communes, the chief towns being Avellino (23,76o) and 
Ariano di Puglia (17,650); that of the province of Salerno 
(Principato Citeriore) 564,328, with 158 communes, the chief 
towns being Salerno (42,727),  Cava dci Tirreni (23,681), Nocera 
Inferiore (1%796). Naples is the chief railway centre: a main 
line runs from Rome through Roccasecca (whence there is a 
branch via Sores to Avezzano, on the railway from Rome to 
Castellammare Adriatico), Caianello (junction for hernia, on 
the line between Sulmona and Campobasso or Benevento), 
Sparanise (branch to Formia and Gaeta) and Caserta to Naples. 
From Caserta, indeed, there are two independent lines to Naples, 
while a main line runs to Benevento and Foggia across the 
Apennines. From Benevento railways run north to Vinchiaturo 
(for hernia or Campobasso) and south to Avellino. From 
Cancello, a station on one of the two lines from Caserta to Naples, 
branches run to Torre Annunziata,  and to Nola, Codola, Mercato, 
San Severino and Avellino. Naples, besides the two lines to 
Caserta (and thence either to Rome or Benevento), has local 
lines to Pozzuoli and Torregaveta (for Ischia) and two lines to 
Sarno, one via Ottaiano, the other via Pompeii, which together 
make up the circum-Vesuvian electric line, and were in connexion 
with the railway to the top of Vesuvius until its destruction in 
April 1906. The main line for southern Italy passes through 
Torre Annunziata (branch for Castellammare di Stabia and 
Gragnano), Nocera (branch for Codola), Salerno (branch for 
Mercato San Sevcrino), and Battipaglia. Here it divides, one 
line going east-south-east to Sicignano (branch to Lagonegro), 
Potcnza and Mctaponto (for Taranto and Brindisi or the line 
along the east coast of Calabria to Reggio), the other going south-
south-east along the west coast of Calabria to Reggio. 

Industrial activity is mainly concentrated in Naples, Pozzuoli 
and the towns between Naples and Castellammare di Stabia 
(including the latter) on the north-cast shores of the Bay of 
Naples. The native peasant industries are (besides agriculture, 
for which see ITALY) the manufacture of pottery and weaving 
with small hand-looms, both of which are being swept away by 
the introduction of machinery; but a government school of 
textiles has been established at Naples for the encouragement of 
the trade. (T. As.) 

CAMPANI-ALIMENIS, MATTED, Italian mechanician and 
natural philosopher of the 17th century, was born at Spoleto. 
He held a curacy at Rome in 061, but devoted himself principally 
to scientific pursuits. As an optician he is chiefly celebrated 
for the manufacture of the large object-glasses with which 
G. D. Cassini discovered two of Saturn's satellites, and for an 
attempt to rectify chromatic aberration by using a triple eye-
glass; and in clock-making, for his invention of the illuminated 
dial-plate, and that of noiseless clocks, as well as for an attempt 
to correct the irregularities of the pendulum which arise from 
variations of temperature. Campani published in 1678 a work 
on horology, and on the manufacture of lenses for telescopes. 
His younger brother Giuseppe was also an ingenious optician 
(indeed the attempt to correct chromatic aberration has been 
ascribed to him instead of to Matteo), and is, besides, note-
worthy, as an astronomer, especially for his discovery, by the 
aid of a telescope of his own construction, of the spots in Jupiter, 
the credit of which was, however, also claimed by Eustachio 
Divini. 

CAMPANILE, the bell tower attached to the churches and 
town-halls in Italy (from campana, a bell). Bells are supposed 
to have been first used for announcing the sacred offices by Pope 
Sabinian (604), the immediate successor to St Gregory; and 
their use by the municipalities came with the rights granted by 
kings and emperors to the citizens to endose their towns with 
fortifications, and assemble at the sound of a great bell. It is to 
the Lombard architects of the north of Italy that we are indebted 
for the introduction and development of the campanile, which, 
when used in connexion with a sacred building, is a feature 
peculiar to Christian architecture—Christians alone making use 
of the bell to gather the multitude to public worship. The 
campanile of Italy serves the same purpose as the tower or 
steeple of the churches in the north and west of Europe, but 
differs from it in design and position with regard to the body of 
the church. It is almost always detached from the church, or 
at most connected with it by an arcaded passage. As a rule also 
there is never more than one campanile to a church, with a few 
exceptions, as in S. Ambrogio, Milan; the cathedral of Novara; 
S. Abbondio, Como; S. Antonio, Padua; and some of the 
churches in south Italy and Sicily. The design differs entirely 
from the northern type; it never has buttresses, is very tall and 
thin in proportion to its height, and as a rule rises abruptly from 
the ground without base or plinth mouldings undiminished to 
the summit; it is usually divided by string-courses into storeys 
of nearly equal height, and in north and central Italy the wall 
surface is decorated with pilaster strips and arcaded corbel 
strings. Later, the square tower was crowned with an octagonal 
turret, sometimes with a conical roof, as in Cremona and Modena 
cathedrals. As a rule the openings increase in number and 
dimensions as they rise, those at the top therefore giving a light. 
ness to the structure, while the lower portions, with narrow slits 
only, impart solidity to the whole composition. 

The earliest examples are those of the two churches of S. 
Apollinarc in Classe (see BASILICA, fig. 8) and S. Apollinare Nuovo 
at Ravenna, dating from the 6th century. They are circular, 
of considerable height, and probably were erected as watch 
towers or depositories for the treasures of the church. The next 
in order are those in Rome, of which there are a very large 
number in existence, dating from the 8th to the z ith century. 
These towers are square and in several storeys, the lower part 
quite plain till well above the church to which they arc attached. 
Above this they are divided into storeys by brick cornices carried 
on stone corbels, generally taken from ancient buildings, the 
lower storeys with blind arcades and the upper storeys with open 
arcades. The earliest on record was one connected with St 
Peter's, to the atrium of which, in the middle of the 8th century, 
a bell-tower overlaid with gold was added. One of the finest is 
that of S. Maria-in-Cosmedin, ascribed to the 8th or 9th century. 
In the lower part of it are embedded some ancient columns of the 
Composite Order belonging to the Temple of Ceres. The tower 
is 120 ft. high, the upper part divided into seven storeys, the tour 
upper ones with open arcades, the bells being hung in the second 
from the top. The arches of the arcades, two or three in number, 
are recessed in two orders and rest on long impost blocks (their 
length equal to the thickness of the wall above), carried by a 
mid-wall shaft. This type of arcade or window is found in early 
German work, except that, as a rule, there is a capital under the 
impost block. Rome is probably the source from which the 
Saxon windows were derived, the example in Worth church being 
identically the same 'as those in the Roman campanili. In the 
campanile of S. Alessi() there are two arcades in each storey, each 
divided with a mid-wall shaft. Among others, those of SS.  
Giovanni c Paolo, S. Lgrenzo in Lucina, S. Francesca Romana, 
S. Croce in Gerusalemme, S. Giorgio in Velabro (fig. 1), S. Cecilia, 
S. Pudenziana, S. Bartolommeo in Isola (982), S. Silvestro in 
Capite, are characteristic examples. On some of the towers arc 
encrusted plaques of marble or of red or green porphyry, enclosed 
in a tile or moulded brick border; sometimes these plaques are 
in majolica with Byzantine patterns. 

The early campanili of the north of Italy arc of quite another 
type, the north campanile of S. Ambrogio, Milan (x129), being 
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decorated with vertical flat pilaster strips, four on each face, and 
horizontal arcaded corbel strings. Of earlier date (879), the 
campanile of S. Satfro at Milan is in perfect preservation; it is 
divided into four storeys by arched corbel tables, the upper 
storey having a similar arcade with mid-wall shaft to those in 
Rome. One of the most notable examples in north Italy is the 
campanile of Pomposa near Ferrara. It is of immense height 
and has nine storeys crowned with a lofty conical spire, the wall 
face bring divided vertically- with pilaster strips and horizontally 

From • photograph by Una& 

FIG. r.—Campanile of S. Giorgio in Vel bro, Rome, 

with arcaded corbel tables,—this campanile, the two towers of 
S. Antonio, Padua, and that of S. Gottardo, Milan, of octagonal 
plan, being among the few which are thus terminated. In the 
campanile at Torcello we find an entirely different treatment: 
doubly recessed pilaster-strips divide each face into two lofty 
blind arcades rising from the ground to the belfry storey, over 
zoo ft. high, with small slits for windows, the upper or belfry 
storey having an arcade of four arches on each front. This is the 
type generally adopted in the campanili of Venice, where there 
are no string-courses. The campanile of St Mark's was of similar 
design, with four lofty blind arcades on each face. The lower 
portion, built in-brick, t62 ft. high, Was commenced in 902 but 

not completed till the middle of the nth century. In isro a 
belfry storey was added with an open arcade of four arches on 
each face, and slightly set back from the face of the tower above 
was a mass of masonry with pyramidal roof, the total height 
being Sao ft. On the 14th of July toot the whole structure 
collapsed; its age, the great weight of the additions made in 
isio, and probably the cutting away inside 'of the lower part, 
would seem to have been the principal contributors to this 
disaster, as the .pile 
foundations were found to 
be in excellent condition. 

In central Italy the two 
early campanili at Lucca 
return to the Lombard 
type of the north, with 
pilaster strips and arcaded 
corbel strings, and the 
same is found in S. Fran-
cesco (Assisi), S. Frediano 
(Lucca), S. Pietro-in-
Grado and S. Michele-
in-Orticaia (Pisa), and S. 
Maria-Novella (Florence). 
The campanile of S. Nic-
cola, Pisa, is octagonal on 
plan, with a lofty blind 
arcade on each face like 
those in Venice, but with 
a single string-course half-
way up. Thegallery 
above is an open eaves 
gallery like those in•north 
Italy. 

In southern Italy the 
design of the campanile 
varies again., In the two 
more important examples 
at Bari and Molfetta, there 
are two towers in each case 
attached to the east end 
of the cathedrals. The 
campanili are in plain 
masonry, the storeys being 
suggested only by blind 
arches or windows, there 
being neither pilaster 
strips nor string-courses. 
The same treatment is 
found at Barletta and 
Caserta Vecchia; in the t_ 
latter the upper storey has 
been made octagonal with 
circular turrets at each 
angle, and this type of 
design is followed at 
Amalfi, the centre portion 
being circular instead of 
octagonal and raised much 
higher. In Palermo the From  a photograph by Brogi. 

campanile of the Marto- FIG.2.—Campanile  of St  Mark's,Venice. 
rana, of which the two lower storeys, decorated with three concen-
tric blind pointed arches on each face, probably date from the 
Saracenic occupation, has angle turrets on the two upper storeys. 
The upper portions of the campanile of the cathedral have 
similar angle turrets, which, crowned with conical roofs, group 
well with the central octagonal spires of the towers. The two 
towers of the west front of the cathedral at Cefalu resemble 
those of Bari and Molfetta as regards their treatment. 

The campanili of S. Zenone, Verona, and the cathedrals of 
Siena and Prato, differ from those already mentioned in that 
they owe their decoration to the alternating courses of black 
and white marble. Of this type by far the most remarkable so 
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far as its marble decoration is concerned is Giotto's campanile  at 
Florence,  built  in 1334.  It  measures  275 ft. high,  45  ft. square, 
and is encased  in  black,  white and red  marble, with occasional 
sculptured ornament.  The angles  are emphasized  by  octagonal 
projections, the  panelling of which  seems  to  have  ruled that of 
the whole  structure. Thera  are  five  storeys,  of which the  three 
upper ones are  pierced with windows, twin  arcades side  by side 

From a photograph by About 
FIG. 3.—Giotto's Campanile, Florence. 

in the two lower, and a lofty triplet window with tracery in the 
belfry stage. A richly corbelled cornice crowns the structure, 
above which a spire was projected by Giotto, but never carried 
out. 

The loftiest campanile in Italy is that of Cremona, 396 ft. 
high. Though built  in the  second half of the 13th century, and 
showing therefore Gothic influence in the pointed windows of the 
belfry and two storeys below, and the substitution  of  the pointed  

for the semicircular arch of the arcaded corbel  string-courses,  it 
follows the Lombard  type  in its general design, and the same  is 
found in the campanile  of  S. Andrea, Mantua. In the 16th 
century  an octagonal  lantern  in two strings crowned with  a 
conical roof  was  added.  Owing  to defective  foundations, some 
of  the  Italian campanili incline over  considerably; of these 
leaning towers, those  of the Garisendi  and Asinelli palaces at 
Bologna form  con-
spicuous objects  in 
the town, the two 
more remarkable ex-
amples are the cam-
panile of S. Martino 
it Este, of early 
Lombard type, and 
the leaning tower at 
Pisa, which was built 
by the citizens  in 
1174 to rival that  of 
Venice. The Pisa 
tower is circular on 
plan, about 51 ft.  in 
diameter and 172 ft. 
high. Not including 
the belfry storey, 
which is set back on 
the inner wall,  it  is 
divided into seven 
storeys all sur-
rounded with an open 
gallery  or  arcade. 
(See ARCHITECTURE, 
Plate  I. fig. 62.) 
Owing to the sinking 
of the piles on the 
south side, the  in-
clination was already 
noticed when the 
tower was about 3o 
ft. high, and slight 
additions  in  the 
height ofthemasonry 
on that side were in-
introduced to correct 
the level, but with-
out result, so that 
the works were 
stopped for many 
years and taken up 
again in 1234 under 
the direction of 
William of Inns-
bruck; he also at-
tempted to rectify 
the levels by increas-
ing the height of 
the masonry on the 
south side. At a 
later period the bd. From a photograph by Maui. 

fry storey was added. 	FIG. 4.—Campanile of the Pabst° del 
The inclination now 	 Signore. Verona. 

approaches  14 ft out of the perpendicular. The outside Is  built 
entirely in white marble and is of admirable workmanship, but 
it is a question whether the equal subdivision of the several 
storeys is not rather monotonous. The campanili of the churches 
of S. Nicolas and S. Michele in Orticaia, both in Pisa, are also 
inclined to a slight extent 

The campanili hitherto described are all attached to churches, 
but there arc others belonging to civic buildings some of which 
are of great importance. The campanile of the town  hall  of 
Siena rises to an enormous height, being 285 ft., and only  12  ft 
wide; it is built in brick and crowned with a battlemented 
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parapet carried on machicolation corbels, r6 ft. high, all in stone, 
and a belfry storey above set back behind the face of the tower. 
The campanile of the Palazzo Vecchio at Florence is similarly 
crowned, but it does not descend to the ground, being balanced 
in the centre of the main wall of the town ball. A third example 
is the fine campanile of the Palazzo-del-Signore at Verona, fig 4, 
the lower portion built in alternate courses of brick and stone 
and above entirely in brick, rising to a height of nearly 250 ft., 
and pierced with putlog holes only. The belfry window on each 
face is divided into three lights with coupled shafts. An octagonal 
tower of two storeys rises above the corbelled eaves. 

In the campanili of the Renaissance in Italy the same general 
proportions of the tower are adhered to, and the style lent itself 
easily to its decoration; in Venice the lofty blind arcades were 
adhered to, as in the campanile of the church of S. Giorgio dei 
Qui In that of S. Giorgio Maggiore, however, Palladio re-
turned to the simple brickwork of Verona, crowned with a 
belfry stony in stone, with angle pilasters and columns of the 
Corinthian order in antis, and central turret with spire above. 
In Genoa there are many examples; the quoins are either 
decorated with rusticated masonry or attenuated pilasters, with 
or without horizontal string-courses, always crowned with a 
belfry storey in stone and classic cornices, which on account of 
their greater projection present a fine effect. (R. P. S.) 

CAMPANULA (Bell-flower), in botany, a genus of plants 
containing about 23o species, found in the temperate parts 
of the northern hemisphere, chiefly in the Mediterranean region. 
The name is taken from the bell-shaped flower. The plants 
are perennial, rarely annual or biennial, herbs with spikes or 
racemes of white, blue or lilac flowers. Several are native in 
Britain; Campanula rolusdifolia is the harebell (q.v.) or Scotch 
bluebell, a common plant on pastures and heaths,—the delicate 
slender stem bears one or a few drooping bell-shaped flowers; 
C. Rapursculus, rampion or ramps, is a larger plant with a 
panicle of broadly campanulate red-purple or blue flowers, and 
occurs on gravelly roadsides and hedgebanks, but is rare. It 
is cultivated, but not extensively, for its fleshy roots, which 
are used, either boiled or raw, as salad. Many of the species 
are grown in gardens for their elegant flowers; the dwarf forms 
are excellent for pot culture, rockeries or fronts of borders. 
C. Medium, Canterbury bell, with large blue, purple and white 
flowers, is a favourite and handsome biennial, of which there 
are numerous varieties. C. persicifolia, a perennial with more 
open Bowers, is also a well-known border plant, with numerous 
forms, including white and blue-flowered and single and double. 
C. Onnerata, which has sessile flowers crowded in heads on the 
stems and branches, found native in Britain in chalky and dry 
pastures, is known in numerous varieties as a border plant. 

pyrawridalis, with numerous flowers forming a tall pyramidal 
inflorescence, is a handsome species. There are also a number 
of alpine species suitable for rockeries, such as C. alpine, cauca-
sits, caesps7osa and others. The plants are easily cultivated. 
The perennials are propagated by dividing the roots or by young 
cuttings in spring, or by seeds. 

CAMPBELL. ALEXANDER (1788-i866), American religious 
leader, was born near Ballymena, Co. Antrim, Ireland, on the 
nth of September 1788, and was the son of Thomas Campbell 
(1763-1854), a schoolmaster and clergyman of the Presbyterian 

Seceders." Alexander in 18o9, after a year at Glasgow 
University, joined his father in Washington, Pennsylvania, 
where the elder Campbell had just formed the Christian Associa-
tion of Washington, " for the sole purpose of promoting simple 
evangelical Christianity." With his father's desire for Church 
misty the son agreed. He began to preach in aro, refusing any 
salary; in art he settled in what is now Bethany, West 
Virginia, and was licensed by the Brush Run Church, as the 
Christian Association was now called. In 1812, urging baptism 
by immersion upon his followers by his own example, he took his 
father's place as leader of the Disciples of Christ (q.v., popularly 
called Christians, Campbellites and Reformers). Ile seemed 
momentarily to approach the doctrinal position of the Baptists, 
bat by his statement, " I will be baptized only into the primitive 

Christian faith," by his iconoclastic preaching and his editorial 
conduct of The Christian Baptist (1823-1830), and by the tone 
of his able debates with Paedobaptists, he soon incurred the 
disfavour of the Redstone Association of Baptist churches in 
western Pennsylvania, and in 1823 his followers transferred 
their membership to the Mahoning Association of Baptist 
churches in eastern Ohio, only to break absolutely with the 
Baptists in 1830. Campbell, who in 1829 had been elected to 
the Constitutional Convention of Virginia by his anti-slavery 
neighbours, now established The Millennial Harbinger (183o-
1865), in which, on Biblical grounds, he opposed emancipation, 
but which he used principally to preach the imminent Second 
Coming, which he actually set for i866, in which year he died, 
on the 4th of March, at Bethany, West Virginia, having been for 
twenty-five years president of Bethany College. He travelled, 
lectured, and preached throughout the United States and in 
England and Scotland; debated with many Presbyterian 
champions, with Bishop Purcell of Cincinnati and with Robert 
Owen; and edited a revision of the NEW Testament. 

See Thomas W. Grafton's Alexander Campbell. Leader of the Great 
Reformation of the Plutekenth Centu ry (St Louis, 897). 

CAMPBELL, BEATRICE STELLA (Mrs PATRICE CAMPBELL) 
(0365- ), English actress, was born in London, her maiden 
name being Tanner, and in 1884 married Captain Patrick 
Campbell (d. r000). After having appeared on the provincial 
stage she first became prominent at the Adelphi theatre, London, 
in 1892, and next year created the chief part in Pinero's Second 
Mrs Tangway at the St James's, her remarkable impersonation 
at once putting her in the first rank of English actresses. For 
some years she displayed her striking dramatic talent in London, 
playing. notably with Mr Forbes Robertson in Davidson's For 
the Crown, and in Macbeth; and her Magda (Royalty, ipso) 
could hold its own with either Bernhardt or Duse. In later 
years she paid successful visits to America, but in England 
played chiefly on provincial tours. 

CAMPBELL, GEORGE (1719-1796), Scottish theologian, was 
born at Aberdeen on the asth of December 1719. His father, the 
Rev. Colin Campbell, one of the ministers of Aberdeen, the son of 
George Campbell of Westhall, who claimed to belong to the Argyll 
branch of the family, died in 1728, leaving a widow and six 
children in somewhat straitened circumstances. George, the 
youngest son, was destined for the legal profession, and after 
attending the grammar school of Aberdeen and the arts classes 
at Marischal College, he was sent to Edinburgh to serve as an 
apprentice to a writer to the Signet. While at Edinburgh he 
attended the theological lectures, and when the term of his 
apprenticeship expired, he was enrolled as a regular student in 
the Aberdeen divinity hall. After a distinguished career be was, 
in 1746, licensed to preach by the presbytery of Aberdeen. From 
174Lto 1757 he was minister of Banchory Ternan, a parish on the 
Dee, some 20 m. from Aberdeen. He then transferred to Aber-
deen, which was at the time a centre of considerable intellectual 
activity. Thomas Reid was professor of philosophy at King's 
College; John Gregory ( 1 7 2471 773), Reid's predecessor, held the 
chair of medicine; Alexander Gerard (1728-1795) was professor 
of divinity at Marischal College; and in 1760 James Beattie 
(1735-1803) became professor of moral philosophy in the same 
college. These men, with others of less note, formed themselves 
in 1758 into a society for the discussions of questions in philosophy. 
Reid was its first secretary, and Campbell one of its founders. It 
lasted till about 1773, and during this period numerous papers 
were read, particularly those by Reid and Campbell, which were 
afterwards expanded and published. 

In 1759 Campbell was made principal of Marischal College. In 
x763 he published his celebrated Dissertation on Miracles, in 
which he seeks to show, in opposition to Hume, that miracles are 
capable of proof by testimony, and that the miracles of Christi. 
anity are sufficiently attested. There is no contradiction, he 
argues, as Hume said there was, between what we know by 
testimony and the evidence upon which a law of nature Is based; 
they are of a different description indeed, but we can without 
inconsistency believe that both are true. The Dissertation is not 
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a complete treatise upon miracles, but with all deductions it was 
and still is a valuable contribution to theological literature. In 
1771 Campbell was elected professor of theology at Marischal 
College, and resigned his city charge, although he still preached 
as minister of Greyfriars, a duty then attached to the chair. His 
Philosophy of Rhetoric, planned at Banchory Ternan years before, 
appeared in 1776, and at once took a high place among books on 
the subject. In t778 his last and in some respects his greatest 
work appeared, A New Translation of the Gospels. The critical 
and explanatory notes which accompanied it gave the book a 
high value. 

In t 795 he was compelled by increasing weakness to resign the 
offices he held in Marischal College, and on his retirement he 
received a pension of £3oo from the king. He died on the 31st of 
March 1796. 

His Lectures on Ecclesiastical History were published after his 
death with a biographical notice by G. S. Keith; there is a uniform 
edition of his works in 6 vols. 

CAMPBELL, JOHN (17o8-1775), Scottish author, was born at 
Edinburgh on the 8th of March 1708. Being designed for the 
legal profession, he was sent to Windsor, and apprenticed to an 
attorney, but his tastes soon led him to abandon the study of 
law and to devote himself entirely to literature. In 1736 he 
published the Military History of Prince Eugene and the Duke 
of Marlborough, and soon after contributed several important 
articles to the Ancient Universal History. In 1742 and 1744 
appeared the Lives of the British Admirals, in 4 vols., a popular 
work which has been continued by other authors. Besides 
contributing to the Biographia Britannica and Dodsley's Pre-
ceptor, he published a work on The Present Stale of Europe, 
consisting of a series of papers which had appeared in the Museum. 
He also wrote the histories of the Portuguese, Dutch, Spanish, 
French, Swedish, Danish and Ostend settlements in the East 
Indies, and the histories of Spain, Portugal, Algarve, Navarre 
and France, from the time of Clovis till z656, for the Modern 
Universal History. At the request of Lord Bute, he published a, 
vindication of the peace of Paris concluded in 1763, embodying 
in it a descriptive and historical account of the New Sugar 
Islands in the West Indies. By the king he was appointed agent 
for the provinces of Georgia in 1755. His last and most elaborate 
work, Political Surrey of Britain, 2 vols. 4to, was published in 
1744, and greatly increased the author's reputation. Campbell 
died on the 28th of December 1775. He received the honorary 
degree of LL.D. from the university of Glasgow in 1 745• 

CAMPBELL, JOHN CAMPBELL, BARON (1779-1861), lord 
chancellor of England, the second son of the Rev.George Campbell, 
D.D., was born on the 17th of September 1779 at Cupar, Fife, 
where his father was for fifty years parish minister. For a few 
years Campbell studied at the United College, St Andrews. In 
1800 he was entered as a student at Lincoln's Inn, and, after a 
short connexion with the Morning Chronicle, was called to the 
bar in i806, and at once began to report cases decided at nisi 
pries (i.e. on jury trial). Of these Reports he published altogether 
four volumes, with learned notes; they extend from Michaelmas 
1807 to Hilary 1816. Campbell also devoted himself a good deal 
to criminal business, but in spite of his unceasing industry he 
failed to attract much attention behind the bar; he had changed 
his circuit from the home to the Oxford, but briefs came in slowly, 
and it was not till z827 that he obtained a silk gown and found 
himself in that " front rank " who are permitted to have political 
aspirations. He unsuccessfully' contested the borough of Stafford 
in 1826, but was elected for it in 1830 and again in 183r. In the 
House he showed an extraordinary, sometimes an excessive zeal 
for public business, speaking on all subjects with practical sense, 
but on none with eloquence or spirit. His main object, however, 
like that of Brougham, was the amelioration of the law, more by 
the abolition of cumbrous technicalities than by the assertion of 
new and striking principles. 

Thus his name is associated with the Fines and Recoveries 
Abolition Act 1833; the Inheritance Act 3833; the Dower Act 
1833; the Real Property Limitation Act 1833; the Wills Act 
1837; one of the Copyhold Tenure Acts 1841; and the Judgments 

Act 1838. All these measures were important and were carefully 
drawn, but their merits cannot be explained in a biographical 
notice. The second was called for by the preference which the 
common law gave to a distant collateral over the brother of the 
half-blood of the first purchaser, the fourth conferred an 
indefeasible title on adverse possession for twenty years (a term 
shortened by Lord Cairns in 1875 to twelve years), the fifth 
reduced the number of witnesses required by law to attest wills, 
and removed the vexatious distinction which existed in this 
respect between freeholds and copyholds, the last freed an 
innocent debtor from imprisonment only before final judgment 
(or on what was termed mesne process), but the principle stated 
by Campbell that only fraudulent debtors should be imprisoned 
was ultimately given effect to for England and Wales in 1869." 
In one of his most cherished objects, however, that of Land 
Registration (q.v.), which formed the theme of his maiden speech 
in parliament, Campbell was doomed to disappointment His 
most important appearance as member for Stafford was in defence 
of Lord John Russell's first Reform Bill (1831). Ina temperate 
and learned speech, based on Fox's declaration against constitu-
tion-mongering, he supported both the enfranchising and the 
disfranchising clauses, and easily disposed of the cries of " cor-
poration robbery," " nabob representation," " opening for young 
men of talent," Ate. The following year (1832) found Campbell 
solicitor-general, a knight and member for Dudley, which he 
represented till 1834. In that year he became attorney-general 
and was returned by Edinburgh, for which he sat till 1840 

His political creed declared upon the hustings there was that 
of a moderate Whig. He maintained the connexion of church 
and state, and opposed triennial parliaments and the ballot. 
In parliament he continued to lend the most effective help to the 
Liberal party His speech in 1835 in support 9f the motion for 
inquiry into the Irish Church temporalities with a view to their 
partial appropriation for national purposes (for disestablishment 
was not then dreamed of as possible) contains much terse argu-
ment, and no doubt contributed to the fall of Peel and the 
formation of the Melbourne cabinet. The next year Campbell 
had a fierce encounter with Lord Stanley in the debate which 
followed the motion of T. Spring Rice(af terwards Lord on t eagl e) 
on the repair and maintenance of parochial churches and chapels. 
The legal point in the dispute (which Campbell afterwards made 
the subject of a separate pamphlet) was whether the church-
wardens of the parish, in the absence of the vestry, had any means 
of enforcing a rate except the antiquated interdict or ecclesiastical 
censure. It was not on legal technicalities, however, but on the 
broad principle of religious equality, that Campbell supported 
the abolition of church rates, in which he induded the Edinburgh 
annuity-tax. 

In the same year he spoke for Lord Melbourne in the action 
(thought by some to be a political conspiracy ') which the Hon. 
G. C. Norton brought against the Whig premier for criminal 
conversation with his wife. At this time also he exerted himself 
for the reform of justice In the ecclesiastical courts, for the 
uniformity of the law of marriage (which he held should be a 
purely civil contract) and for giving prisoners charged with 
felony the benefit of counsel. His defence of The Times news-
paper, which had accused Sir John Conroy, .equerry to the 
duchess of Kent, of misappropriation of money (1838), is chiefly 
remarkable for the confession—" I despair pf any definition of 
libel which shall exclude no publications which ought to be 
suppressed, and include none which ought to be permitted " 
His own definition of blasphemous libel was enforced in the 

Two of his later acts, allowing the defendant in an action for libel 
to prove veritas, and giving a right of action to the representatives of 
persons killed through negligence, also deserve mention. 

Greville 'in his Memoirs says that Campbell got this post on 
condition that he should not expect the ordinary promotion to the 
bench, a condition which, it if were so, he immediately violated by 
claiming the vice-chancellorship on the death of Sir John Leach. 
Pepys (Lord Cottenham) and Bickersteth (Lord Langdak) were both 
promoted to the bench in preference to Campbell. 

." There can be no doubt that old Wynton was at the bottom ef 
it all, and persuaded Lord Grantley to urge it on for mere political 
purpo.ses."—Grevillc, iii. 351. 
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prosecution which, as attorney-general, he raised against the 
bookseller H. Hetherington, and which he justified on the singular 
ground that " the vast bulk of the population believe that 
morality depends entirely on revelation; and if a doubt could be 
raised among than that the ten commandments were given by 
God from Mount Sinai, men would think they were at liberty to 
steal, and women would consider themselves absolved from the 
restraints of chastity." But his moat distinguished effort at the 
bar was undoubtedly the speech for the House of Commons in 
the famous case of Stockdale v. Hansard, 1837,7 C. and P. 731. 
The Commons had ordered to be printed, among other papers, 
a report of the inspectors of prisons on Newgate, which stated 
that an obscene book, published by Stockdale, was given to the 
prisoners to read. Stockdale sued the Commons' publisher, and 
was met by the plea of parliamentary privilege, to which, however, 
the judges did not give effect, on the ground that they were 
entitled to define the privileges of the Commons, and that publica-
tion of papers was not essential to the functions of parliament. 
The matter was settled by an act of tile:). 

In z84o Campbell conducted the prosecution against John 
Frost, one of the three Chartist leaders who attacked the town 
of Newport, all of whom were found guilty of high treason. We 
may also mention, as matter of historical interest, the case 
before the high steward and the House of Lords which arose out 
of the duel fought on Wimbledon Common between the earl of 
Cardigan and Captain Harvey Tuckett. The law of course was 
clear that the " punctilio which swordsmen falsely do call 
honour " was no -excuse for wilful murder. To the astonishment 
of everybody, Lord Cardigan escaped from a capital charge of 
felony because the full name of his antagonist (Harvey Garnett 
Phipps Tuckett) was not legally proved. It is difficult to suppose 
that such a blunder was not preconcerted. Campbell himself 
made the extraordinary declaration that to engage in a duel 
Which could not be declined Without infamy (i.e. social disgrace) 
was " an act free from moral turpitude," although the law 
properly held it to be wilful murder. Next year, as the Melbourne 
administration was near its close, Plunkett, the venerable 
chancellor of Ireland, was forced by discreditable pressure to 
resign, and the Whig attorney-general, who had never practised 
in equity, became chancellor of Ireland, and was raised to the 
peerage with the title of Baron Campbell of St Andrews, in the 
county of Fife. His wife, Mary Elizabeth Campbell, the eldest 
daughter of the first Baron Abinger by one of the Campbells of 
Bllmorey, Argyllshire, whom he had married in 1821, had in 
1836 been created Baroness Stratheden in recognition of the 
withdrawal of his claim to the mastership of the rolls. The post 
of chancellor Campbell held for only sixteen days, and then 
resigned it to his successor Sir Edward Sugden (Lord St Leonards). 
The circumstances of his appointment and the erroneous belief 
that he was receiving a pension of &coo per annum for his few 
days' court work brought Campbell much unmerited obloquy. , 

 It was during the period 1841-1849, when he had no legal duty, 
except the self-imposed one of occasionally hearing Scottish 
appals in the House of Lords, that the unlucky dream of literary 
fame troubled Lord Campbell's leisure. ,  

Following in the path struck out by Miss Strickland in her 
LACS of the Queen., of England, and by Lord Brougham's Lives of 
Eminent Statesmen, he at last produced, in r849, Tke Lives of the 
Lard Chancellors and Keepers of the Great Seal of England, from 
the earliest times till the reign of King George IV., 7 vols. 8vo. 
The conception of this work is magnificent; its execution 
wretched. Intended to evolve a history of jurisprudence from 
the truthful portraits of England's greatest lawyers, it merely 
exhibits the ill-digested results of desultory learning, without a 
trace of scientific symmetry or literary taste, without a spark of 
that divine imaginative sympathy which alone can give flesh and 
spirit to the dead bones of the past, and without which the present 

'See thereon J. B. Atlay, The Victorian Chancellors (19o8), vol. ii. 
174- 
, 1842 he published the Speeches of Lord Campbell at the Bar 

end is the House of Commons, with an Address to the Irish Bar as 
Lord Chancellor of Irdaad (Ellin., Black).  

becomes an unintelligible maze of mean and selfish ideas. A 
charming style, a vivid fancy, exhaustive research, were not to be 
expected from a hard-worked barrister; but he must certainly 
be held responsible for the frequent plagiarisms, the still more 
frequent inaccuracies of detail, the colossal vanity which obtrudes 
on almost every page, the hasty insinuations against the memory 
of the great departed who were to him as giants; and the petty 
sneers which he condescends to print against his own contem-
poraries, with whom he was living from day to day on terms of 
apparently , sincere friendship. 

These faults are painfully apparent in the lives of Hardwicke, 
Eldon, Lyndhurst and Brougham, and they have been pointed 
out by the biographers of Eldon and by Lord St Leonards. , 

 And yet the book is an invaluable repertory of facts, and must 
endure until it is superseded by something better. It was 
followed by the Lives of the Chief Justices of England, from the 
Norman Conquest till the death of Lord Mansfield, 8vo, 1 vols., 
a book of similar construction but inferior merit. 

It must not be supposed that during this period the literary 
lawyer was silent in the House of Lords. He spoke frequently. 
The 3rd volume of the Protests of the Lords, edited by Thorold 
Rogers (1875), contains no less than ten protests by Campbell, 
entered in the years 1842-1845. He protests against Peel's 
Income Tax Bill of zags; against the Aberdeen Act 1843, as 
conferring undue power on church courts; against the per-
petuation of diocesan courts for probate and administration; 
against Lord Stanley's absurd bill providing compensation for 
the destruction of fences to dispossessed Irish tenants; and 
against the Parliamentary Proceedings Bill, which proposed 
that all bills, except money bills, having reached a certain stage 
or having passed one House, should be continued to next session. 
The last he opposed because the proper remedy lay in resolutions 
and orders of the House. He protests in favour of Lord Mont-
eagle's motion for inquiry into the sliding scale of corn duties; 
of Lord Normanby's motion on the queen's speech in 1843, for 
inquiry into the state of Ireland (then wholly under military 
occupation); of Lord Radnor's bill to define the constitutional 
powers of the home secretary, when Sir James Graham opened 
Mazzini's letters. In 1844 he records a solitary protest against 
the judgment of the House of Lords In R. v. Millis, 1844, 
ro CIa. and Fin. 534, which affirmed that a man regularly 
married according to the rites of the Irish Presbyterian Church, 
and afterwards regularly married to another woman by an 
episcopally ordained clergyman, could not be convicted of 
bigamy, because the English law required for the validity of a 
marriage that it should be performed by an ordained priest. 

On the resignation of Lord Denman in 185o, Campbell was 
appointed chief justice of the queen's bench. For this post he 
was well fitted by his knowledge of common law, his habitual 
attention to the pleadings in court and his power of dear state-
ment. On the other hand, at nisi pries and on the criminal 
circuit, be was accused of frequently attempting unduly to 
influence juries in their estimate of the credibility of evidence. 
It is also certain that he liked to excite applause in the galleries 
by some platitude about the " glorious Revolution " or the 
" Protestant succession." He assisted in the reforms of special 
pleading at Westminster, and had a recognized place with 
Brougham and Lyndhurst in legal discussions in the House of 
Lords. But he had neither the generous temperament nor the 
breadth of view which is required in the composition of even a 
mediocre statesman. In 1859 he was made lord chancellor of 
Great Britain, probably on the understanding that Bethel' 
should succeed as soon as he could be spared from the House of 
Commons. His short tenure of this office calls for no remark. In 
the same year he published in the form of a letter to Payne Collier 
an amusing and extremely inconclusive essay on Shakespeare's 
legal acquirements. One passage will show the conjectural 

It was of this book that Sir Charles Wetherell said, referring to 
its author, " and then there is my noble and biographical friend who 
has added a new terror to death." See Misrepresentations in Camp-
bell's " Lines of Lyndhurst and Brougham" corrected by St Leonards 
(London, 1869). 
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process which runs through the book: " If Shakespeare was 
really articled to a Stratford attorney, in all probability, during 
the five years of his clerkship, he visited London several times 
on his master's business, and he may then have been intro-
duced to the green-room at Blackfriars by one of his country-
men connected with that theatre" The only positive piece of 
evidence produced is the passage from Thomas Nash's " Epistle 
to the Gentlemen of the Two Universities," prefixed to Greene's 
Arcadia, 1859, in which he upbraids somebody (not known to 
be Shakespeare) with having left the " trade of Noverint " and 
busied himself with " whole Hamlets " and " handfuls of 
tragical speeches." The knowledge of law shown in the plays 
is very much what a universal observer must have picked up. 
Lawyers always underestimate the legal knowledge of an intelli-
gent layman. Campbell died on the 23rd of June 186z. It has 
been well said of him in explanation of his success, that he lived 
eighty years and preserved his digestion unimpaired. He had 
a hard head, a splendid constitution, tireless industry, a generally 
judicious temper. He was a learned, though not a scientific 
lawyer, a faithful political adherent, thoroughly honest as a 
judge, dutiful and happy as a husband. But there was nothing 
admirable or heroic in his nature. On no great subject did his 
principles rise above the commonplace of party, nor had he the 
magnanimity which excuses rather than aggravates the faults 
of others. His life was the triumph of steady determination 
unaided by a single brilliant or attractive quality. 

AUTHORITIES. —Life of Lord Campbell. a Selection fromhis Auto- 
biography, Diary and Letters, ed. by Hon. Mrs Har castle (1881); 
E. Foss, The Judges of England (1848-1864): W. H. Bennet, Select 
Biographical Sketches from Note-books of a Law Reporter (1867); 
E. Manson, Builders of our Law (ed. Inos): J. B. Atlay, The Yunnan 
Chancellors, vol. ii. (1908). 

CAMPBELL, JOHN FRANCIS, of Islay (x822-x885), Gaelic 
scholar, was born on the 29th of December 1822, heir to the 
beautiful Isle of Islay, on the west coast of Argyllshire. Of this 
inheritance he never became possessed, as the estate had to be 
sold by his father, and he began life under greatly changed 
conditions. Educated at Eton and it Edinburgh University, 
he occupied at various times several minor government posts. 
His leisure was largely employed in collecting, translating and 
editing the folklore of the western Highlands, taken down from 
the lips of the natives. The results of his investigations were 
published in four volumes under the title Popular Tales of the 
West Highlands (186o-1862), and form a most important con-
tribution to the subject, the necessary precursor to the subse-
quent Gaelic revival in Great Britain. Campbell was also 
devoted to geology and other scientific pursuits, and he invented 
the sunshine recorder, used in most of the British meteorological 
stations. He died at Cannes on the 17th of February 1885. 

CAMPBELL, JOHN McLEOD (1800-1872), Scottish divine, 
son of the Rev. Donald Campbell, was born at Kilninver, Argyll-
shire, in x800. Thanks to his father he was already a good 
Latin scholar when he went to Glasgow University in at I. 
Finishing his course in 18 x 7, he became a student at the Divinity 
Hall, where he gained some reputation as a Hebraist. After 
further training at Edinburgh he was licensed as preacher by the 
presbytery of Lorne in 182z. In 1825 he was appointed to the 
parish of Row on the Gareloch. About this time the doctrine 
of Assurance of Faith powerfully influenced him. He began to 
give so much prominence to the universality of the Atonement 
that his parishioners went so far as to petition the presbytery in 
1829. This petition was withdrawn, but a subsequent appeal 
in March 183o led to a presbyterial visitation followed by an 
accusation of heresy. The General Assembly by which the charge 
was ultimately considered found Campbell guilty of teaching 
heretical doctrines and deprived him of his living. Declining an 
invitation to join Edward Irving in the Catholic Apostolic 
Church, he worked for two years as an evangelist in the High-
lands. Returning to Glasgow in 1843, he was minister for 
sixteen years in a large chapel erected for him, but he never 
attempted to found a sect. In 1856 he published his famous 
book on The Nature of the Atonement, which has profoundly 
influenced all writing on the subject since his time. His aim is to  

view the Atonement in the light of the Incarnation. The divine 
mind in Christ is the mind of perfect sonship towards God 
and perfect brotherhood towards men. By the light of this 
divine fact the Incarnation is seen to develop itself naturally 
and necessarily as an atonement; the penal element in the 
sufferings of Christ is minimized. Subsequent critics have 
pointed out that Campbell's position was not self-consistent 
the place assigned to the penal and expiatory element in the 
sufferings of Christ, nor adequate in its recognition of the principle 
that the obedience of Christ perfectly affirms all righteousness 
and so satisfies the holiness of God. In 1859 his health gave way, 
and he advised his congregation to Ma, the Barony church, 
where Norman McLeod was pastor. In :862 he published 
Thoughts on Revelation. In t868 he received the degree of D.D. 
from Glasgow University. . In 187o he removed to Roseneath, and 
there began his Reminiscences and Reflections, an unfinished 
work published after his death by his son. Campbell was greatly 
loved and esteemed by a circle of friends, which included Thomas 
Erskine, Norman McLeod, Bishop Alexander Ewing, F. D. 
Maurice, D. J. Vaughan, and he lived to be recognized and 
honoured as a man whose opinion on theological subjects carried 
great weight. In 1871 a testimonial and address were presented 
to him by representatives of most of the religious bodies in 
Scotland. He died on the 27th of February 1872, and was 
buried in Roseneath churchyard. (D. Mw.) 

CAMPBELL, LEWIS (1830-2908), British classical scholar, 
was born at Edinburgh on the 3rd of September 183o. His 
father, Robert Campbell, R.N., was a first cousin of Thomas 
Campbell, the poet. He was educated at Edinburgh Academy, 
and Glasgow and Oxford universities. He was fellow and tutor 
of Queen's College, Oxford (1855-1858), vicar of Milford, Hants 
(1858-1863), and professor of Greek and Gifford lecturer at the 
university of St Andrews (1863-1894). In 1894 he was elected 
an honorary fellow of Balliol. As a scholar he is best known by 
his Work on Sophocles and Plato. His published works include: 
Sophodes (2nd ed., 1879); Plato, Sophistes and Politicos (1867), 
Tkeaeletus (2nd ed., 1883), Republic (with Jewett, 044); Life 
and Letters of Benjamin Jewell (with E. Abbott, 1897), Letters of 
B. Joann (1899); Life of James Clerk Maxwell (with W. Garnett, 
new ed., 2884); A Guide to Greek Tragedy for English Readers 
(1890; Religion in Greek Literature (1898); On the Nationalisation 
of the Old English Universities (19,21); Verse translations of the 
plays of Aeschylus (1890); Sophocles (1896); Tragic Drama in 
.Aeschylus, -Whacks and Shakespeare (xoo4); Paratieemsesur 
Sophocka (19o7). He died on the 25th of October 1908. 

CAMPBELL, REGINALD JOHN (1867- ), British Congre-
gationalist divine, son of a United Free Methodist minister of 
Scottish descent, was born in London, and educated at schools in 
Bolton and Nottingham, where his father successively removed, 
and in Belfast, the home of his grandfather. At an early age he 
taught in the high school at Ashton, Cheshire, and was already 
married when in 189r he went to Christchurch, Oxford, where 
he graduated in 1895 in the honours school of modern history. 
He had gone to Oxford with the. Intention of becoming a clergy-
man in the Church of England, but in spite of the influence of 
Bishop Gore, then head of the Pusey House, and of Dean Paget 
(afterwards bishop of Oxford), his Scottish and Irish Noncon-
formist blood was too strong, and he abandoned the idea in order 
to take up work in the Congregational ministry. He accepted a 
call, on leaving Oxford, to the small Congregational church in 
Union Street, Brighton, and quickly became famous there as a 
preacher, so much so that on Joseph Parker's death he was chosen 
as his successor (z9o3) at the City Temple, London. Here he 
notably enhanced his popularity as a preacher, and became one 
of the recognized leaders of Nonconformist opinion. At the end 
of 1906 he attracted widespread attention by his vigorous 
propagation of what was called the " New Theology," a restate-
ment of Christian beliefs to harmonize with modern critical 
views and beliefs, and published a book with this title which 
gave rise to considerable discussion. 

CAMPBELL, THOMAS (1777-1844), Scottish poet, eighth son 
of Alexander Campbell, was born at Glasgow on the 27th of 
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July 1777. Its father, who was a cadet of the family of Campbell 
of Rirnan, Argyllshire, belonged to a Glasgow firm trading in 
Vitginia, and lost his money in consequence of the American 
war. Campbell was educated at the grammar school and 
university of his native town. He won prizes for classics and for 
tees-writing, and the vacations he spent as a tutor in the 
western 1Lghlands. His poem " Glenara " and the ballad of 
"Loed Ullin's Daughter " owe their origin to a visit to Mull. In 
May 1797 be went to Edinburgh to attend lectures on law. He 
supported himself by private teaching and by writing, towards 
which he was helped by Dr Robert Anderson, the editor of the 
British Pods. Among his contemporaries in Edinburgh were 
Su Walter Scott, Henry Brougham, Francis Jeffrey, Dr Thomas 
Brown, John Leyden and James Grahame. To these early 
days in Edinburgh may be referred " The Wounded Hussar," 

The Dirge of Wallace" and the "Epistle to Three Ladies." 
In me, six months after the publication of the Lyrical Ballads 

Wordsworth and Coleridge, The Pleasures of Hope was pub-
lished. It is a rhetorical and didactic poem in the taste of his 
time. and owed much to the fact that it dealt with topics near to 
nea's hearts, with the French Revolution, the partition of Poland 
sad with negro slavery. Its success was instantaneous, but 
Campbell was deficient in energy and perseverance and did not 
follow it up. He went abroad in June 1800 without any very 
defivite aim, visited Klopstock at Hamburg, and made his way to 
Regensburg, which was taken by the French three days after his 
arrival. He found refuge in a Scottish monastery. Some of his 
hest lyrics, " Hohenlinden," "Ye Mariners of England" and 

The Soldier's Dream," belong to his German tour. He spent 
the winter in Altona, where he met an Irish exile, Anthony 
McCann, whose history suggested "The Exile of Erin." He 
had at that time the intention of writing an epic on Edinburgh to 
he entitled " The Queen of the North." On the outbreak of war 
between Denmark and England he hurried home, the " Battle of 
the Baltic" being drafted soon after. At Edinburgh he was 
intedneed to the first Lord Minto, who took him in the next 
year to London as occasional secretary. In June 1803 appeared 
a new edition of the Pleasures of Hope, to which some lyrics were 
added. 

In 1803 Campbell married his second cousin, Matilda Sinclair, 
awl settled in London. He was well received in Whig society, 
egecially at Holland House. His prospects, however, were 
tight when in 1805 he received a government pension of Lao°. 
Is that year the Campbells removed to Sydenham. Campbell 
was at this time regularly employed on the Star newspaper, for 
which he translated the foreign news. In am) he published a 
sanative poem in the Spenserian stanza," Gertrude of Wyoming," 
with which were printed some of his best lyrics. He was slow and 
hmitraous in composition, and the poem suffered from over-
dal:oration. Francis Jeffrey wrote to the author: " Your 
[Micky or fastidiousness, or some other knavish quality, will 
me let you give your conceptions glowing, and bold, and powerful, 
as they present themselves; but you must chasten, and refine, 
sad soften them, forsooth, till half their nature and grandeur is 
childied away from them. Believe me, the world will never 
kaas how truly you are a great and original poet till you venture 
to cast before it some of the rough pearls of your fancy." In 
1812 be delivered a series of lectures on poetry in London at the 
Royal Institution; and he was urged by Sir Walter Scott to 
become a candidate for the chair of literature at Edinburgh 
Caressity. In 1814 he went to Paris, making there the acquaint-
aux of the elder Schlegel, of Baron Cuvier and others. His 
peneniary anxieties were relieved in 1815 by a legacy of [goo°. 
ire continued to occupy himself with his Specimens of the British 

the design of which had been projected years before. The 
wort was published in 1819. It contains on the whole an 
admirable selection with short lives of the poets, and prefixed 

it ID essay on poetry containing much valuable criticism. In 
r tss be accepted the editorship of the New Monthly Magazine, 

'The original authorship of this poem was by many people assigned 
Nignst Reynolds. Campbell's claim is established in Literary 

Arias 4 sin Veiled Irishmen, by R. R. Madden (1887). 

and in the same year made another tour in Germany. Four 
years later appeared his " Theodric," a not very successful poem 
of domestic life. He took an active share in the foundation of 
the university of London, visiting Berlin to inquire into the 
German system of education, and making recommendations 
which were adopted by Lord Brougham. He was elected lord 
rector of Glasgow University three times (1826-1829) In the 
last election he had Sir Walter Scott for a rival. Campbell 
retired from the editorship of the New Monthly Magazine in 183o, 
and a year later made an unsuccessful venture with the Metro-
politan Magazine. He had championed the cause of the Poles 
in The Pleasures of Hope, and the news of the capture of Warsaw 
by the Russians in 1831 affected him as if it had been the deepest 
of personal calamities. " Poland preys on my heart night and 
day," he wrote in one of his letters, and his sympathy found a 
practical expression in the foundation in London of the Associa-
tion of the Friends of Poland. In 1834 he travelled to Paris and 
Algiers, where he wrote his Letters from the South (printed 1837) 

The small production of Campbell may be partly explained 
by his domestic calamities. His wife died in 1828. Of his two 
sons, one died in infancy and the other became insane. His own 
health suffered, and he gradually withdrew from public life 
He died at Boulogne on the 15th of June 1844, and was buried 
in Westminster Abbey. 

Campbell's other works include a Life of Mrs nektons (1842), and 
a narrative poem, " The Pilgrim of Glencoe " (1842). See The Life 
and Letters of Thomas Campbell (3 vols., 1849), edited by William 
Beattie, M D.; Literary Reminiscences and Memoirs of Thomas Camp-
bell (186o), by Cyrus Redding; The Poetical Works of Thomas Campbell 
(1875), in the Aldine Edition of the British Poets, edited by the Rev. 
W Alfred Hill, with a sketch of the poet's lice by William Allingham; 
and the " Oxford Edition " of the Complete Works of Thomas Campbell 
(19o8). edited by J. Logie Robertson. See also Thomas Campbell in 
the Famous Scots Series, by J. C. Hadden, and a selection by 
Lewis Campbell (tsioa) for the Golden Treasury Series. 

CAMPBELL-BANNERMAN, RR HENRY (1836-1908), English 
prime minister, was born on the 7th of September 1836, being the 
second son of Sir James Campbell, Bart., of Stracathro, Forfar-
shire, lord provost of Glasgow. His elder brother James, who 
just outlived him, was Conservative M.P. for Glasgow and 
Aberdeen Universities from 188o to 1906. Both his father and 
his uncle William Campbell, who had together founded an 
important drapery business in Glasgow, left him considerable 
fortunes; and he assumed the name of Bannerman in 1872, in 
compliance with the provisions of the will of his maternal uncle, 
Henry Bannerman, from whom he inherited a large property in 
Kent. He. was educated at Glasgow University and at Trinity 
College, Cambridge (senior optime, and classical honours); was 
returned to parliament for Stirling as a Liberal in i868 (after an 
unsuccessful attempt at a by-election); and became financial 
secretary at the war office (1871-1874; 188o-1882), secretary 
to the admiralty (1882-1884), and chief secretary for Ireland 
(1884-1885). When Mr Gladstone suddenly adopted the cause 
of Home Rule for Ireland, he " found salvation," to use his own 
phrase, and followed his leader. In Mr Gladstone's 1886 ministry 
he was secretary for war, and filled the same office in the Liberal 
ministry of 1892-1895. In the latter year he was knighted 
(G.C.B.). It fell to his lot as war minister to obtain the duke 
of Cambridge's resignation of the office of commander-in-chief; 
but his intended appointment of a chief of the staff in substitution 
for that office was frustrated by the resignation of the ministry. 
It was an imputed omission on the part of the war office, and 
therefore of the war minister, to provide a sufficient supply of 
small-arms ammunition for the army which on the arst of June 
1895 led to the defeat of the Rosebery government. Wealthy, 
popular and possessed of a vein of oratorical humour (Mr T. 
Healy had said that he tried to govern Ireland with Scottish 
jokes), Sir Henry had already earned the general respect of all 
parties, and in April 1895, when Mr Speaker Peel retired, his 
claims for the vacant post were prominently canvassed; but 
his colleagues were averse from his retirement from active 
politics and Mr Gully was selected. Though a prominent 
member of the inner Liberal circle and a stanch party man, it 
was not supposed by the public at this time that any ambition 
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for the highest place could be associated with Sir Henry Campbell-
Bannerman; but the divisions among the Liberals, and the 
rivalry between Lord Rosebery and Sir Williain Harcourt, made 
the political situation an anomalous one. The very fact that he 
was apparently unambitious of personal supremacy combined 
with his honourable record and experience to make him a safe 
man; and in December 1898, on Sir W. Harcourt's formal 
resignation of the leadership of the Opposition, he was elected 
to fill the position in the House of Commons with the general 
assent of the party. In view of its parliamentary impotence, 
and its legacy of an unpopular Home Rule programme, Sir 
Henry had a difficult task to perform, but he prudently inter-
preted his duty as chiefly consisting in the effort to .keep the 
Radical party together in the midst of its pronounced differences. 
In this he was successful, although the advent of the Boer War 
of 1899- row created new difficulties with the Liberal Imperialists. 
The leader of the Opposition from the first denounced the 
diplomatic steps taken by Lord Milner and Mr Chamberlain, 
and objected to all armed intervention or even preparation for 
'hostilities. Sir Henry's own tendency to favour the anti-war 
section, his refusal to support the government in any way, and 
his allusion to " methods of barbarism " in connexion with the 
conduct of the British army (June 54, 1901), accentuated the 
crisis within the party, and in reiot the Liberal Imperialists, 
who looked to Lord Rosebery (q.v.) and Mr Asquith (q.v.) for 
their political inspiration, showed pronounced signs of restiveness. 
But a party meeting was called on the 9th of July, and Sir Henry 
was unanimously confirmed in the leadership. 

The end of the war in 19oz showed the value of his persistency 
throughout the years of Liberal unpopularity and disunion. The 
political conflict once more resumed its normal condition, for the 
first time since 1892. The blunders of the government were open 
to a united attack, and Mr Chamberlain's tariff-reform movement 
in 1903 provided a new rallying point in defence of the existing 
fiscal system. In the Liberal campaign on behalf of free trade 
the real leader, however, was Mr Asquith. Sir Henry's own 
principal contribution to the discussion was rather unfortunate, 
for while insisting on the blessings derived by England from its 
free-trade policy, he coupled this with the rhetorical admission 
(at Bolton in 1903) that " 12,000,000 British citizens were under-
fed and on the verge of hunger." But Lord Salisbury's retire-
ment, Unionist divisions, the staleness of the ministry, and the 
accumulating opposition in the country to the Education Act of 
1902 and to the continued weight of taxation, together with the 
growth of the Labour movement, and the antagonism to the 
introduction of Chinese coolies (1904) into South Africa under 
conditions represented by Radical spokesmen as those of 
" slavery," made the political pendulum swing back. A Liberal 
majority at the dissolution was promised by all the signs at 
by-elections. The government held on, but collapse was only 
a question of time (sec the articles on BALFOUR, A. J , and 
CHAMBERLAIN, J.). On the 4th of December 190s the Unionist 
government resigned, and the king sent for Sir Henry Campbell-
Bannerman, who in a few days formed his cabinet. Lord 
Roscbery, who until a short time before had seemed likely to 
co-operate, alone held aloof. In a speech at Stirling on the 23rd 
of November, Sir Henry appeared to him to have deliberately 
flouted his well-known susceptibilities by once more writing 
Home Rule in large letters on the party programme, and he 
declared at Bodmin that he would " never serve under that 
banner." Sir Henry's actual words,which undoubtedly influenced 
the Irish vote, were that he " desired to see the effective manage-
ment of Irish affairs in the hands of a representative Irish 
assembly. If an instalment of representative control was offered 
to Ireland, or any administrative improvement, he would advise 
the Nationalists to accept it, provided it was consistent and led 
up to their larger policy " But if Lord Rosebery once more 
separated himself from the official Liberals, his principal hench-
men in the Liberal League were included in the cabinet, Mr 
Asquith becoming chancellor of the exchequer, Sir Edward Grey 
foreign secretary, and Mr Haldane war minister. Other sections 
of the party were strongly represented by Mr John Morley as  

secretary for India, Mr Bryce (afterwards ambassador at 
Washington) as chief secretary for Ireland, Sir R. T. Reid (Lord 
Loreburn) as lord chancellor, Mr Augustine Birrell as education 
minister (afterwards Irish secretary), Mr Lloyd-George as 
president of the Board of Trade, Mr Herbert Gladstone as home 
secretary, and Mr John Burns—a notable rise for a Labour 
leader—as president of the Local Government Board. Lord 
Ripon became leader in the House of Lords; and Lord Elgin 
(colonial secretary), Lord Carrington (agriculture), Lord Aberdeen 
(lord lieutenant of Ireland), Sir Henry Fowler (chancellor of the 
duchy of Lancaster), Mr Sidney Buxton (postmaster-general), 
Mr L V. Harcourt (first commissioner of works), and Captain 
John Sinclair (secretary for Scothed) completed the ministry, 
a place of prominence outside the cabinet being found for Mr 
Winston Churchill as under-secretary for the colonies. In 1907 
Mr R. McKenna was brought into the cabinet as education 
minister. There had been some question as to whether Sir Henry 
Campbell-Bannerman should go to the House of Lords, but there 
was a decided unwillingness in the party, and he determined to 
keep his scat in the Commons. 

At the general election in January 1906 an overwhelming 
Liberal majority was returned, irrespective of the Labour and 
Nationalist vote, and Sir Henry himself was again elected for 
Stirling. The Liberals mimbered 379, the Labour members sr, 
the Nationalists 83, and the Unionists only 157. His premiership 
was the reward of undoubted services rendered to his party; it 
may be said, however, that, in contradistinction to the prime 
ministers for some time previous, he represented the party, rather 
than that the party represented him. It was not his ideas or 
his commanding personality, nor any positive programme, that 
brought the Liberals back to power, but the country's weariness 
of their predecessors and the successful employment at the 
elections of a number of miscellaneous issues. But as the man 
who had doggedly, yet unpretentiously, filled the gap in the days 
of difficulty, and been somewhat contemptuously criticized  by 
the Unionist press for his pains, Sir Henry was clearly marked 
out for the post of prime minister when his party got its chance; 
and, as the head of a strongly composed cabinet, he satisfied the 
demands of the situation and was accepted as leader by all 
sections. Once prime minister, his personal popularity proved 
to be a powerful unifying influence in a somewhat heterogeneous 
party; and though the illness and death (August 3o, rood) of his 
wife (daughter of General Sir Charles Bruce),whom he had married 
in 1860, made his constant attendance in the House of Commons 
impossible, his domestic sorrow excited widespread sympathy 
and appealed afresh to the affection of his political followers. 
This became all the more apparent as his own health failed during 
1907, for, though he was obliged to leave much of the leadership 
in the Commons to Mr Asquith, his possible resignation of the 
premiership was strongly deprecated; and even after November, 
when it became clear that his health was not equal to active work, 
four or five months elapsed before the necessary change became a 
Jai' accompli. Personal affection and political devotion had in 
these two years made him appear indispensable to the party, 
although nobody ever regarded him as in the front line of English 
statesmen so far as originality of ideas or brilliance of debating 
power were concerned. It is not the fortune of many more 
brilliant statesmen to earn this testimonial to character From 
the beginning of the session of 1008 it was evident, however, that 
Mr Asquith, who was acting as deputy prime minister, would 
before long succeed to the Liberal leadership, and on the sth of 
April Sir Henry Campbell-Bannerman's resignation was formally 
announced. He died on the 22nd of the same month. He had 
spoken in the House of Commons on the 13th of February, but 
since, then had been prostrated and unable to transact business, 
his illness dating really from a serious heart attack in the night 
of the 13th of November at Bristol, after a speech at the Colston 
banquet. 

From a party-political point of view the period of Sir Henry 
Campbell-Bannerman's premiership was chiefly marked by the 
continued controversies remaining from the general election c: 
r906,—tariff reform and free trade, the South African gut:glue 
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and the allied Liberal policy for abolishing Chinese labour, the 
administration of Ireland, and the amendment of the Education 
Act of 1902 so as to remove its supposed denominational character. 
Is his speech at the Albert Hall on the 2 silt of December 1905  it 
was noticeable that, before the elections, the prime minister laid 
stress on only one subject which could be regarded as part of a 
constructive programme—the necessity of doing something for 
canals, which was soon shelved to a royal commission. But in 
spite of the fiasco of the Irish Councils Bill (tow), the struggles 
over education (Mr Birrell's bill of 1906 being dropped on account 
of the Lords' amendments), the rejection by the peers of the 
Plural Voting Abolition Bill (1906), and the failure (again due 
to the Lords) of the Scottish Small Holdings Bill and Valuation 
Bill (z907), which at the time made his premiership appear to be 
a period of bitter and unproductive debate, a good many reform-
ing measures of some moment were carried. A new Small 
Holdings Act (,9o7) for England was passed; the Trades 
Disputes Act (grog) removed the position of trades unions from 
the controversy excited over the Taff Vale decision; Mr Lloyd-
George's Patents Act (1907) and Merchant Shipping Act (1906) 
were welcomed by the tariff reformers as embodying their own 
policy; a long-standing debate was closed by the passing of the 
Deceased Wife's Sister Act (1go7); and acts for establishing a 
public trustee, a court of criminal appeal, a system of probation 
for juvenile offenders, and a census of production, were passed in 
t9o7. Meanwhile, though the Colonial Conference (re-named 
Imperial) of 1907 showed that there was a wide difference of 
opinion on the tariff question between the free-trade government 
and the colonial premiers, in one part of the empire the ministry 
took a decided step—in the establishment of a self-governing 
constitution for the Transvaal and Orange River colonies—which, 
for good or ill, would make the period memorable. Mr Haldane's 
new army scheme was no less epoch-making in Great Britain. 
la foreign affairs, the conclusion of a treaty with Russia for 
delimiting the British and Russian spheres of influence in the 
Middle East laid the foundations of entirely new relations between 
the British and Russian governments. On the other hand, so 
far as concerned the ultimate fortunes of the Liberal party, Sir 
Henry Campbell-Bannerman's premiership can only be regarded 
as a period of marking time. He had become its leader as a 
conciliator of the various sections, and it was as a conciliator, 
ready to sympathize with the strong views of all sections of his 
following, that he kept the party together, while his colleagues 
sent their own ways in their own departments. His own special 
" leads " were few, owing to the personal reasons given above; 
his declaration at the Queen's Hall, London, early in 1907, in 
favour of drastic land reform, served only to encourage a number 
el extremists; and the Liberal enthusiasm against the House of 
lards, violently excited in nog by the fate of the Education Bill 
and Plural Voting Bill, was rather damped than otherwise, when 
his method of procedure by resolution of the House of Commons 
sus disclosed in 1907. The House passed by an enormous 
majority a resolution (introduced on June 25) " that in order to 
gee effect to the will of the people, as expressed by their represent-
atives, it is necessary that the power of the other House to alter 
er reject bills passed by this House should be so restricted by law 
U to secure that within the limits of a single parliament the final 
decision of the Commons shall prevail "; but the prime minister's 
who:lotion that statutory provision should be made for two or 
[Om successive private conferences between the two Houses as 
10 any bill in dispute at intervals of about six months, and that, 
only after that, the bill in question should be finally sent up by 
the Commons with the intimation that unless passed in that form 
rt would become law over their heads, was obviously not what was 
wanted by enthusiastic opponents of the second chamber. The 
problem still remained, how to get the House of Lords to pass a 
"law " to restrict their own powers. After the passing of this 
resolution the cry against the House of Lords rapidly weakened, 
lire it became clear at the by-elections (culminating at Peckham 
la March 1908) that the " will of the people " was by no means 
umaimously on the side of the bills which had failed to pass. 

The result of the two years was undoubtedly to revive the 

confidence of the Opposition, who found that they had outlived 
the criticisms of the general election, and both on the question 
of tariff reform and on matters of general politics were again 
holding their own. The failure of the government in Ireland 
(where the only success was Mr Birrell's introduction of the 
Universities Bill in April zgo8), their internal divisions as regards 
socialistic legislation, their variance from the views of the self-
governing colonies on Imperial administration, the admission 
after the general election that the alleged " slavery " of the 
Chinese in the Transvaal was, in Mr Winston Churchill's phrase, 
a " terminological inexactitude," and the introduction of extreme 
measures such as the Licensing Bill of 1908, offered excellent 
opportunities of electioneering attack. Moreover, the Liberal 
promises of economy had been largely falsified, the reductions 
in the navy estimates being dangerous in themselves, while the 
income tax still remained at practically the war leveL For 
much of all this the prime minister's colleagues were primarily 
responsible; but he himself had given a lead to the anti-militarist 
section by prominently advocating international disarmament, 
and the marked rebuff to the British proposals at the Hague 
conference of 1907 exposed alike the futility of this Radical 
ideal and the general inadequacy of the prime minister's policy 
of pacificism. Sir Henry's rather petulant intolerance of Unionist 
opposition, shown at the opening of the e906 session in his 
dismissal of a speech by Mr Balfour with the words " Enough 
of this foolery I" gradually gave way before the signs of Unionist 
reintegration. His resignation took place at a moment when 
the Liberal, Irish and Labour parties were growing restive 
under their obligations, government policy stood in need of con-
centration against an Opposition no longer divided and making 
marked headway in the country, and the ministry had to 
be reconstituted under a successor, Mr Asquith, towards 
whom, so far, there was no such feeling of personal devotion as 
had been the chief factor in Sir Henry Campbell-Bannerman's 
leadership. (H. CH.) 

CAMPBELTOWN, a royal, municipal and police burgh, and 
seaport of Argyllshire, Scotland. Pop. ( z got) 8286. It is 
situated on a fine bay, towards the S.E. extremity of the 
peninsula of Kintyre, 11 m. N.E. of the Mull and 83 m. 
S.W. of Glasgow by water... The seat of the Dalriad 
monarchy in the 6th or 7th century, its importance declined 
when the capital was transferred to Forteviot. No memorial 
of its antiquity has survived, but the finely sculptured granite 
cross standing on a pedestal in the market-place belongs to the 
12th century, and there are ruins of some venerable chapels and 
churches. Through the interest of the Campbells, who are still 
the overlords and from whom it takes its name, it became a 
royal burgh in r7oo. It was the birthplace of the Rev. Dr 
Norman Macleod (2812). The chief public buildings are the 
chtitches (one of which occupies the site of a castle of the 
Macdonalds), the town house, the Academy and the Athenaeum. 
The staple industry is whisky distilling, of which the annual 
output is 2,000,000 gallons, more than half for export. Tlie 
port is the head of a fishery district and does a thriving trade. 
Shipbuilding, net and rope-making, and woollen manufacturing 
are other industries, and coal is mined in the vicinity. There are 
three piers and a safe and capacious harbour, the bay, called 
Campbeltown Loch, measuring 2 m. in length by 1 in breadth. 
At its entrance stands a lighthouse on the island of Davaar. 
On the Atlantic shore is the splendid golf-course of Machrihanish, 
5 m. distant. Machrihanish is connected with Campbeltown 
by a light railway. Near the village of Southend is Machrireoch, 
the duke of Argyll's shooting-lodge, an old structure modernized, 
commanding superb views of the Firth of Clyde and its islands, 
and of Ireland. On the rock of Dunaverty stood the castle of 
Macdonald of the Isles, who was dispossessed by the Campbells 
in the beginning of the 17th century. At this place in 1647 
General David Leslie is said to have ordered 300 of the 
Macdonalds to be slain after their surrender. Of the ancient 
church founded here by Columba, only the walls remain. 
Campbeltown unites with Ayr, Inveraray, Irvine and Oban in 
sending one member (for the " Ayr Burghs ") to parliament. 
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CAMP& JOACHIM HEINRICH (1746-1818), German educa-

tionist, was born at Dcensen in Brunswick in 1746. He studied 
theology at thc university of Halle, and after acting for some 
time as chaplain at Potsdam, he accepted a post as director of 
studies in the Philanthropin at Dessau (see BASEDOW). He 
soon after set up an educational establishment of his own at 
Trittow, near Hamburg, which he was obliged to give up to one 
of his assistants within a few years, in consequence of feeble 
health. In 1787 he proceeded to Brunswick as counsellor of 
education, and purchased the Scindbuckhandiung, which under 
his direction became a most prosperous business. He died in 
1818. His numerous educational works were widely used 
throughout Germany. Among the most popular were the 
Kleine Kinderbibliothek (iith ed., 1815); Robinson der Jiingere 
(59th ed., 1861), translated into English and into nearly every 
European language; and SdnuniikkeKinder- undJugendschriften, 
37 vols. 

CAMPECHE (CAMPEACHY), a southern state of Mexico, com-
prising the western part of the peninsula of Yucatan, bounded 
N. and E. by Yucatan, S. by Guatemala, S.W. by Tabasco and 
N.W. by that part of the Gulf of Mexico designated on English 
maps as the Bay of Campeachy. Pop. (1895) 87,24; (woo) 
86,542, mostly Indians and mestizos. Arca, 18,087 sq. m. 
The name of the state is derived from its principal forest product, 
polo de compcche (logwood). The surface, like that of Yucatan, 
consists of a vast sandy plain, broken by a group of low elevations 
in the north, heavily forested in the south, but with open tracts 
in the north adapted to grazing. The northern part is insuf-
ficiently watered, the rains filtering quickly through the soil. 
In the south, however, there are some large rivers, and the 
forest region is very humid. The climate is hot and unhealthy. 
In the north-west angle of the state is the Laguna de Terminos, 
a large tide-water lake, which receives the drainage of the 
southern districts. Among the products and exports are log-
wood, fustic, lignum-vitae, mahogany, cedar, hides, tortoise-
shell and chide, the last extracted from the za pole chico trees 
(Ackras tapas, L.). Stock-raising engages some attention. 
One railway crosses the state from the capital, Campeche, to 
Merida, Yucatan, but there are no other means of transportation 
except the rivers and mule-paths. The port of Carmen (pop. in 
'goo, about 6000), on a sand key between the Laguna de Terrninos 
and the Gulf, has an active trade in dycwoods and other forest 
products, and owing to its inland water communications with 
the forest areas of the interior is thc principal port of the state 
and of Tabasco. 

CAMPECHE, or CAMPECHE DE BARANDA, a fortified city and 
port of Mexico, and capital of a state of the same name, situated 
on the Bay of Campeche, 825 m. E. of the city of Mexico and 
90 m. S.W. of Merida, in lat. 200  S' N., long. oa° 16' W. 
Pop. (1900) 17,109. Campeche was one of the three open ports 
of this coast under the Spanish regime, and its walls, general 
plan, fine public edifices, shady squares and comfortable stone 
residences arc evidence of the wealth it once possessed. It is 
still one of the most attractive towns on the Gulf coast of Mexico. 
It had a monopoly of the Yucatan trade and enjoyed large 
profits from its logwood exports, both of which have been largely 
lost. It was formerly the principal port for the state and for a 
part of Yucatan, but the port of Carmen at the entrance to 
Laguna de T6rminos is now the chief shipping port for logwood 
and other forest products, and a considerable part of the trade 
of Campeche has been transferred to Progreso, the port of 
Merida. The port of Campeche is a shallow roadstead defended 
by three forts and protected by a stone pier or wharf 16o ft. long, 
but vessels drawing more than 9 ft. are compelled to lie outside 
and discharge cargo into lighters. The exports include logwood, 
cotton, hides, wax, tobacco, salt and cigars of local manufacture. 
The principal public buildings are the old citadel, some old 
churches, the town hall, a handsome theatre, hospital and 
market. The streets are traversed by tramways, and a railway 
runs north-eastward to Merida. Campeche stands on the site 
of an old native town, of which there are interesting remains in 
the vicinity, and which was first visited by Hernindez de 

Cordoba in /517. The Spanish town was founded in r54o, and 
was sacked by the British in 5659 and by buccaneers in 2678 
and 1685. During the revolution of 1842 Campeche was the 
scene of many engagements between the Mexicans and people 
of Yucatan. 

CAMPEOCHO, LORENZO ( 1 464-1 539)/ Italian cardinal, was 
born at Milan of a noble Bolognese family. At first he followed 
a legal career at Pavia and Bologna, and when in 2499 he took 
his doctorate he was esteemed the most learned canonist in 
Europe. In zsoo he married Francesca de' Gualtavillani, by 
whom he had five children, one of whom, Allessandro, born in 
1504, became cardinal in 1551, and another, Gianbaptista, 
became bishop of Minorca. His wife dying in xszo, he went 
into the church; on account of his services during the rebellion 
of Bologna, he was made by Julius II. auditor of the Rota in 
'pi, and sent to Maximilian and to Vienna as nuncio. Raised 
to the see of Mac in zsia, he went on another embassy to 
Maximilian in 1513, and was created cardinal priest of San 
Tommaso in Pavione, 27th of June 1517. Leo X., needing a 
subsidy from the English clergy, sent Campeggio to England 
on the ostensible business of arranging a crusade against the 
Turks. Wolsey, then engaged in beginning his reform of the 
English church, procured that he himself should be joined to 
the legation as senior legate; thus the Italian, who arrived in 
England on the 23rd of July 1518, held a subordinate position 
and his special legatine faculties were suspended. Campcggio's 
mission failed in its immediate object; but he returned to Rome, 
where he was received in Consistory on the 28th of November 
1519, with the gift from the king of the palace of Cardinal Adrian 
Castellesi (q.v.), who had been deposed, and large gifts of money 
and furniture. He was made protector of England in the 
Roman curia; and in 1524 Henry VIII. gave him the rich see 
of Salisbury, and the pope the archbishopric of Bologna. After 
attending the diet of Regensburg, he shared the captivity of 
Clement VII. during the sack of Rome in 1527 and did much to 
restore peace. On the 1st of October 2528 he arrived in England 
as co-legate with Wolsey in the matter of Henry's divorce. He 
brought with him a secret document, the Deactal, which defined 
the law and left the legates to decide the question of fact; but 
this important letter was to be shown only to Henry and Wolsey. 
" Owing to recent events," that is, the loss of the temporal power, 
Clement was in no way inclined to offend the victorious Charles V., 
Catherine's nephew, and Campeggio had already received (16th 
of September 1528) distinct instructions " not to proceed to 
sentence under any pretext without express commission, but 
protract the matter as long as possible." After using all means 
of persuasion to restore peace between the king and queen, 
Campeggio had to resist the pressure brought upon him to give 
sentence. The legatine court opened at Blackfriars on the 18th 
of June 2529, but the final result was certain. Campeggio could 
not by the terms of his commission give sentence; so his only 
escape was to prorogue the court on the 23rd of July on the plea 
of the Roman vacation. Having failed to satisfy the king, he 
left England on the 26th of October 1529, after his baggage had 
been searched at Dover to find the Deaetal, which, however, had 
been burnt. Returning to Bologna, the cardinal assisted at 
the coronation of Charles V. on the 24th of February 1530, and 
went with him to the diet of Augsburg. He was deprived by 
Henry of the English protectorate; and when sentence was 
finally given against the divorce, Campeggio was deprived of the 
see of Salisbury as a non-resident alien, by act of parliament 
(1 z th of March '535); but his rich benefices in the Spanish 
dominions made ample amends. In 1537 he became cardinal 
bishop of Sabina, and died in Rome on the 25th of July z 539. 
His tomb is in the church of S. Maria in Trastevere. (E. TN.) 

CAMPER, PETER (1722-1789), Dutch anatomist and natural-
ist, was born at Leiden on the nth of May 1722. He was 
educated at the university there, and in 1746 graduated in 
philosophy and medicine. After the death of his father in 2748 
he spent more than a year in England, and then visited Paris, 
Lyons and Geneva, and returned to Franeker, where in 173o he 
had been appointed to the professorship of philosophy, medicine 
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and surgery. He visited England a second time in 1752, and in 
1755 he was called to the chair of anatomy and surgery at the 
Athenaeum in Amsterdam. He resigned this post after six 
years, and retired to his country house near Franeker, in order 
uninterruptedly to carry on his studies. In 1763, however, he 
accepted the professorship of medicine, surgery and anatomy at 
Groningen, and continued in the chair for ten years. He then 
returned to Franeker, afid after the death of his wife in 1776 
spent some time in travelling. In 1762 he had been returned 
as one of the deputies in the assembly of the province of Fries-
land, and the latter years of his life were much occupied with 
political affairs. In :787 he was nominated to a seat in the 
council of state, and took up his residence at the Hague, where 
he died on the 7th of April 1789. 

Camper's works, mainly memoirs and detached papers, are very 
numerous; the most important of those bearing on comparative 
anatomy were published in 3 vols. at Paris in 1803. under the title 
alines de P. Camper qui ma pour objet l'histoire• staturelk, la 
physiologic. el l'anatontie comp:irk. His Dissertation physique sun 
ks dtprences reelles gut prlsentent Its traits dunnage ekes les Uranus 
de dtfirents pays et de diffirents dges; SW It beau qui earactirise 
les statues antiques et its pieces grasses, Ste., which was published in 
1781 both in Dutch and in French, contains an account of the facial 
angle which he used as a cranial characteristic. (See also ANATOMY.) 

CAMPHAUSEN, 07TO VON (1812-1896), Prussian statesman, 
was born at Htinshoven in the Rhine Provinces on the 21st of 
October 1812. Having studied jurisprudence and political 
economy at the universities of Bonn, Heidelberg, Munich and 
Berlin, he entered the legal career at Cologne, and immediately 
devoted his attention to financial and commercial questions. 
Nominated assessor in 1837, he acted for five years in this 
capacity at lllagdeburg and Coblenz, became in 1845 counsellor 
in the ministry of finance, and was in 1849 elected a member of 
the second chamber of the Prussian diet, joining the Moderate 
Liberal party. In 1869 he was appointed minister of finance. 
On taking office, he was confronted with a deficit in the revenue, 
which he successfully cleared off by effecting a conversion of a 
greater part of the state loans. The French war indemnity 
enabled him to redeem a considerable portion of the state debt 
and to remit certain taxes. He was, however, a too warm 
adherent of free trade principles to enjoy the confidence either 
of the Agrarian party or of Prince Bismarck, and his antagonism 
to the tobacco monopoly and the general economic policy of 
the latter brought about his retirement. Camphausen's great 
services to Prussia were recognized by his sovereign in the 
bestowal of the order of the Black Eagle in 1895, a dignity 
carrying with it a patent of nobility. He died at Berlin on the 
18th of May 0396. 

CAMPHAUSEN, WILHELM (1818-1885), German painter, 
was born at DUsseldorf, and studied under A. Bethel and F. W. 
von Schadow. As an historical and battle painter he rapidly 
became popular, and in 1859 was made professor of painting 
at the Dusseldorf academy, together with other later distinctions. 
His " Flight of Tilly " (1841), " Prince Eugene at the Battle of 
Belgrade " (1843; in the Cologne museum), " Flight of Charles II. 
after the Battle of Worcester" (Berlin National Gallery), 
" Cromwell's Cavalry " (Munich Pinakothek), are his principal 
earlier pictures; and his " Frederick the Great at Potsdam," 
" Frederick II. and the Bayreuth Dragoons at Hohenfriedburg," 
and pictures of the Schleswig-Holstein campaign and the war of 
t866 (notably " Lines of Duppel after the Battle," at the Berlin 
National Gallery), made him famous in Germany as a representa-
tive of patriotic historical art. He also painted many portraits 
of German princes and celebrated soldiers and statesmen. He 
died at ntisseldorf on the ,6th of June 1885. 

CAMPHORS, organic chemical compounds, the alcohols and 
ketones of the hydrocarbons known as terpenes, occurring 
associated with volatile oils in many plants. They are extracted 
together with volatile oils by distilling certain plants with steam, 
the volatile oils being subsequently separated by fractional 
distillation. The term " camphor " is generally applied to the 
solid products so obtained, and hence includes the " attar-
optenes," or solid portions of the volatile oils. They are mostly 
white crystalline solids, possessing a characteristic odour; they  

are sparingly soluble in water, but readily dissolve In alcohol 
and ether. Chemically, the camphors may be divided into two 
main groups, according to the nature of the corresponding 
hydrocarbon or terpene. In this article only the camphors of 
commercial importance will be treated; details as to the chemical 
structure, syntheses and relations will be found in the article 
TERPENES. 

Menthol, mentlia or PePPermint camphor, Culio0H, 5 -methyl-
2-isopropyl hexahydrophenol, an oxyhexahydrocymene, occurs 
in the volatile oils of M entka piperita and M. arsensis (var. 
piperascens and glabrata), from which it is obtained by cooling 
and subsequently pressing the separated crystals; or by frac-
tional distillation. It crystallizes in prisms, having the odour 
and taste of peppermint; it melts at 42° and boils at 212°. It is 
very slightly soluble in water, but readily dissolves in alcohol 
and ether. It is optically active, being laevo-rotatory. Menthol 
is used in medicine to relieve pain, as in rheumatism, neuralgia, 
throat affections and toothache. It acts also as a local anaes-
thetic, vascular stimulant and disinfectant. 

rhymed, thyme camphor, C,,,11, 1OH, 3-methyl-6-isopropyl 
phenol, an oxycymene, occurs in the volatile oil of Ajowan, 
Carats ajoroan, garden thyme, Thymus mdgaris, wild thyme, 
T. Serpyllum and horse mint, Monarda punkas:. Thymol 
crystallizes in large colourless plates which melt at 44°  and boil 
at 23o°. It has the odour of thyme, is sparingly soluble in water, 
but very soluble in alcohol, ether and in alkaline solutions. In 
medicine it is used as an antiseptic, being more active than 
phenol. Iodine and potash convert it into di-iodthymol, which 
has been introduced in surgery under the names °riga and 
annidalin, as a substitute for iodoform. 

Borneo', Borneo camphor or camphol, also known as Malayan, 
Barus or Dryobalanops camphor, C.HoOH, occurs in fissures in 
the wood of Dryobalanops aromatics, a majestic tree flourishing 
in the East Indies. This product is dextro-rotatory; the laevo 
and inactive modifications occur in the so-called baldrianic 
camphor. Borneo! melts at 203° and boils at 212°. It is very 
similar to common or Japan camphor, but has a somewhat 
peppery odour. Sodium and alcohol reduce common camphor 
to a mixture of d- and 1-botaeol. 

Common camphor, Japan or Laurel camphor, C.H.0, which 
constitutes the bulk of the camphor of commerce, is the product 
of the camphor laurel, Cinnamonron comphora, a tree flourishing 
in Japan, Formosa and central China. It also occurs in various 
volatile oils, e.g. lavender, rosemary, sage and spike. To ex-
tract the camphor, chips of the tree are steamed, and the mixed 
vapours of camphor, volatile oils and water are conducted to a 
condensing plant, where most of the camphor separates out. 
This is filtered, and the remainder, about 20 % of the total, 
which is retained in solution, is extracted by fractional distilla-
tion and cooling the distillate. The crude camphor so obtained 
is exported from Japan in two grades—Samuel A and Samuel B. 
It is purified by mixing with a little charcoal, sand, iron filings 
or quicklime and subliming, by steam distillation or by crystalliza-
tion. Common camphor forms a translucent mass of hexagonal 
prisms, melting at 175° and boiling at 204°. It sublimes very 
readily. In alcoholic solution it is dextro-rotatory; the laevo 
form, Matricaria camphor, occurs in the oil of Matricaria parthe-
nisn and dosely resembles the d form. Camphor is chiefly used 
in the celluloid industry. The so-called " artificial camphor " 
is pinene hydrochloride (see TEMPENES). 

Externally applied it acts medicinally as a counter-irritant, 
and, in some degree, as a local anaesthetic, being also a definite 
antiseptic. It is, therefore, largely used in liniments for the 
relief of myalgia, sciatica, lumbago, etc. Combined with chloro-
form, thymol or carbolic acid, it is a valuable local application 
for neuralgia and for toothache due to dental caries. Taken 
internally, camphor is a nerve stimulant, a diaphoretic and a 
feeble antipyretic. It is excreted by the kidneys as various 
substances, including campho-glycuric acid (Schmiedeberg). 
In large doses it causes marked nervous symptoms, exhilaration 
being followed by abdominal pain, violent cpileptiform con-
vulsions, coma and death. Its internal uses are in hysteria, and 
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in such conditions as diarrhoea, dysentery and cholera. It is 
a popular remedy for " cold in the bead," but it is not to be 
relied upon as a prophylactic against infection either by an 
ordinary cold or true influenza. 

CAMPHUYSEN. DIRK RAFELSZ (1586-1627), Dutch 
painter, poet and theologian, was the son of a surgeon at Gorcum. 
As he manifested great artistic talent, his brother, in whose 
charge he was left on the death of his parents, placed him under 
the painter Govacrts. But at that time there was intense 
interest in theology; and Camphuysen, sharing in the prevailing 
enthusiasm, deserted the pursuit of art, to become first a private 
tutor and afterwards minister of Vleuten near Utrecht( '616). 
As, however, he had embraced the doctrines of Arminius with 
fervour, he was deprived of this post and driven into exile (1619). 
His chief solace was poetry; and he has left a translation of the 
Psalms, and a number of short pieces, remarkable for their fresh-
ness and depth of poetic feeling. He is also the author of several 
theological works of fair merit, among which is a Compendium 
Doctrinae Sociniorum; but his fame chiefly rests on his.pictures, 
which, like his poems, are mostly small, but of great beauty; the 
colouring, though thin, is pure; the composition and pencilling 
are exquisite, and the perspective above criticism. The best of 
his works are his sunset and moonlight scenes and his views of 
the Rhine and other rivers. The close of his life was spent at 
Dokkum. His nephew Raphael (b. 55g8) is by some considered 
to have been the author of several of the works ascribed to him; 
and his son Govaert (1624-1674), a follower or imitator of Paul 
Potter, is similarly credited. 

CAMPI, GIULIO (i soo-1572), the founder of a school of 
Italian painters, was born at Cremona. He was son of a painter, 
Galeazzo Campi (1475-1536), under whom he took his first 
lessons in art. He was then taught by Giulio Romano; and 
he made a special study of Titian, Correggio and Raphael. His 
works are remarkable for their correctness, vigour and loftiness 
of style. They are very numerous, and the church of St Margaret 
in his native town owes all its paintings to his hand. Among the 
earliest of his school are his brothers, Vincenzo and Antonio, the 
latter of whom was also of some mark as a sculptor and as 
historian of Cremona. 

Giulio's pupil, BERNARDINO CAMPI (1522-1592), in some 
respects superior to his master, began life as a goldsmith. After 
an education under Giulio Campi and Ippolito Corta, he attained 
such skill that when he added another to the eleven Caesars of 
Titian, it was impossible to say which was the master's and 
which the imitator's. He was also much influenced by Correggio 
and Raphael. His principal work is seen in the frescoes of the 
cupola at San Sigismondo, at Cremona. 

CAMPILLO, JOSE DEL (1695-1743), Spanish statesman, was 
of very obscure origin. From his own account of Isis youth, 
written to Antonio de Mier in 1726, we only know that he was 
born in " a house equally poor and honest," that he studied 
Latin by his own wish, that be entered the service of Don 
Antonio Maldonado, prebendary of C6rdoba, who wished 
apparently to train him as a priest, and that he declined to take 
orders. He left the service of Maldonado in 1713, being then 
eighteen years of age. In 5715 he became " page " to D. Fran-
cisco de Ocio, superintendent general of customs, who doubtless 
employed him as a clerk. In 1757 he attracted the favourable 
notice of Patin°, the head of the newly-organized navy, and was 
by him transferred to the naval department. Under the pro-
tection of Patifio, who became prime minister in 1726, Campillo 
was constantly employed on naval administrative work both at 
home and in America. It was Patifio's policy to build up a navy 
quietly at home and in America, without attracting too much 
attention abroad, and particularly in England. Campillo 
proved an industrious and honest subordinate. Part of his 
experience was to be present at a shipwreck in Central America 
in which he was credited with showing spirit and practical 
ability in saving the lives of the crew. In 1726 he was denounced 
to the Inquisition for the offence of reading forbidden books. 
The proceedings against him were not carried further, but the 
incident is an example of the vexatious tyranny exercised by the 

Holy Office, and the effect it must have had even in its decadence 
in damping all intellectual activity. It was not until in 1741, 
when Spain was entangled in a land war in Italy and a naval war 
with England, that Campillo was summoned by the king to take 
the place of prime minister. He had to find the means of carrying 
on a policy out of all proportion to the resources of Spain, with 
an empty treasury. His short tenure of power was chiefly 
notable for his vigorous attempt to sweep away the system of 
farming the taxes, which left the state at the mercy of contractors 
and financiers. Campillo's predecessors were constantly com-
pelled to apply to capitalists to provide funds to meet the 
demands of the king for his buildings and his foreign policy. A 
whole year's revenue was frequently forestalled. Campillo 
persuaded the king to allow him to establish a system of direct 
collection, by which waste and pilfering would be avoided. 
Some progress was made towards putting the national finances 
on a sound footing, though Campillo could not prevent the king 
from clispo;ing, without his knowledge, of large sums of money 
needed for the public service. He died suddenly on the 11th of 
April 5743. Campillo was the author of a treatise on a Nees 
System of Government for America printed at Madrid 1789. He 
also left a MS. treatise with the curious title, What is superfluous 
and is wanting in Spain, in order that it may be what it ought to be, 
and not what it is. 

Sec D. Antonio Rodriquez Villa, Pella° y Campillo (Madrid, 1882), 
CAMPINAS, an inland city of the state of Sao Paulo, Brazil, 

65 m. by rail N.W. of the city of Sao Paulo and 14 m. from the 
port of Santos, with which it is connected by the Paulista & Sao 
Paulo railway. Pop. (I89o) of the city and municipality, 
33,921. Campinas is the commercial centre of one of thc.oldest 
coffee-producing districts of the state and the outlet for a rich 
and extensive agricultural region lying farther inland. The 
Mogyana railway starts from this point and extends north to 
Uberaba, Minas Gcraes, while the Paulista lines extend north-
west into new and very fertile regions. Coffee is the staple 
production, though Indian corn, mandioca and fruit are pro-
duced largely for local consumption. The city is built in a bowl-
like depression of the great central plateau, and the drainage 
from the surrounding hillsides has produced a dangerously 
insanitary condition, from which one or two virulent fever 
epidemics have resulted. 

CAMPING OUT. The sport of abandoning ordinary house-life, 
and living in tents, touring in vans, boats, &c., has been elabor-
ately developed in modern times, and a considerable literature 
has been devoted to it, to which the curious may be referred. 

See, for Europe, A. A. Macdonell's Campintout (1892) and Voyages 
on German Rivers (1890); G. R. Lownikm, Gipsy Tents (t89o). 

For Australia and Africa, W. B. Lord, Shifts and Expedients of 
Camp Life (1871); the articles by F. J. Jackson in the Big Game 
Shooting.  volume of the " Badminton Library "; the articles on 
" Camping out " in The Encyclopaedia of Sport; F. C. Scions, A 
Hunter s Wanderings in Africa (188t), and Travel and Adventure in 
South Africa (1893); A. %V. Chanter, Through Jangle and Desert 
(1896); A. B. Rathbone, Camping and Tramping in Malaya (1898). 

For America, G. 0. Shields, Camping and Camp Outfits (1890); 
W. W. Pascoe, Canoe and Camp Cookery (1893); 1Vooderaft, by 
" Nessmuk " (1895); W. S. Rainsford, Camping and llanting in 
the Shoshone (1896); S. E. White, The Forest (199), and. The 
Mountains (1904) ; Suggestions as to Outfit for Tramping and Camp- 

ing (1904), published by "The Appalachian Mountain Club-„" 
Poston. Valuable information will be found in the sporting 
periodicals, and in the catalogues of outfitters and dealers in sporting 
goods. 

CAMPION, EDMUND (154o-t581), English Jesuit, was born in 
London, received his early education at Christ's Hospital, and, as 
the best of the London scholars, was chosen in their name to make 
the complimentary speech when Queen Mary visited the city on 
the 3rd of August x553. He went to Oxford and became fellow 
of St John's College in 1557, taking the oath of supremacy on the 
occasion of his degree in 1564, in which year he was orator in the 
schools. He had already shown his talents as a speaker at the 
funeral of Amy Robsart in 156o; and when Sir Thomas White, 
the founder of the college, was buried in 1564, the Latin oration 
fell to the lot of Campion. Two years later he welcomed Queen 
Elizabeth to the university, and won a regard, which the queen 
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preserved until the end. Religious difficulties now began to bese t 
bim; but. at the persuasion of Edward Cheyney, bishop of 
Gloucester, although holding Catholic doctrines, he took deacon's 
orders in the English Church. Inwardly " he took a remorse of 
conscience and detestation of mind." Rumours of his opinions 
began to spread and, giving up the office of proctor, he left Oxford 
in z569 and went to Ireland to take part in a proposed restoration 
of the Dublin University. The suspicion of papistry followed 
him; and orders were given for his arrest. For some three 
months be eluded pursuit, hiding among friends and occupying 
himself by writing a history of Ireland (first published in Holin-
shed's Chronicles), a superficial work of no real value. At last he 
escaped to Douai, where he joined William Allen (q.v.) and was 
reconciled to the Roman Church. After being ordained sub-
deacon, be went to Rome and became a Jesuit in 1573, spending 
some years at Shinn, Vienna and Prague. In z 58o the Jesuit 
mission to England was begun, and he accompanied Robert 
Parsons (q.v.) who, as superior, was intended to counterbalance 
Campion's fervour and impetuous zeal. He entered England in 
the characteristic guise of a jewel merchant, arrived in London 
on the 24th of June 258o, and at once began to preach. His 
presence became known to the authorities and an indiscreet 
declaration, " Campion Brag," made the position more difficult. 
The hue and cry was out against him; henceforth he led a hunted 
life, preaching and ministering to Catholics in Berkshire, Oxford-
shire, Northamptonshire and Lancashire. During this time he 
was writing his Derem Rationes, a rhetorical display of reasons 
against the Anglican Church. The book was printed in a private 
press at Stonor Park, Henley, and goo copies were found on the 
benches of St Mary's, Oxford, at the Commencement, on the 27th 
of June 1513r. The sensation was immense, and the pursuit 
became keener. On his way to Norfolk he stopped at Lyford in 
Berkshire, where he preached on the 14th of July and the follow-
ing day, yielding to the foolish importunity of some pious women. 
Here he was captured by a spy and taken to London, bearing on 
his bat a paper with the inscription, " Campion, the Seditious 
Jesuit." Committed to the Tower, he was examined in the 
presence of Elizabeth, who asked him if he acknowledged her to 
be really queen of England, and on his replying straightly in the 
affirmative, she made him offers, not only of life but of wealth and 
dignities, on conditions which his conscience could not allow. He 
was kept a long time in prison, twice racked by order of the 
council, and every effort was made to shake his constancy. 
Despite the effect of a false rumour of retraction and a forged 
confession, his adversaries in despair summoned him to four 
public conferences (ist, 18th, 23rd and 27th of September), and 
although still suffering, and allowed neither time nor books for 
preparation, he bore himself so easily and readily that he won the 
admiration of most of the audience. Racked again on the 3tht 
of October, he was indicted at Westminster that he with others 
had conspired at Rome and Reims to raise a sedition in the realm 
and dethrone the queen. On the aoth of November he was 
brought in guilty before Lord Chief Justice Wray; and in reply 
to him said: " If our religion do make traitors we are worthy to 
be condemned; but otherwise are and have been true subjects 
as ever the queen bad." He received the sentence of the traitor's 
death with the Te Deem laudamsts, and, after spending his last 
days in pious exercises, was led with two companions to Tyburn 
list of December 1580 and suffered the barbarous penalty. Of 
all the Jesuit missionaries who suffered for their allegiance to the 
ancient religion, Campion stands the highest. His life and his 
aspirations were pure, his zeal true and his loyalty unquestionable. 
He was beatified by Leo XIII. in i886. 

An admirable biography is to be found in Richard Simpson's 
Edsesad C.4111friOX (1867); and a complete list of his works in 
De Backer's Bibliotheque de la compagnis de Jesus. (E. TN.) 

CLEPION, THOMAS (1567-02o), English poet and musician, 
was bora in London on the 1 2th of February r 567, and christened 
at St Andrew's, Holborn. He was the son of John Campion of 
the Middle Temple, who was by profession one of the cursitors of 
the chancery court, the clerks " of course," whose duties were to 
draft the various writs and legal instruments in correct form. His  

mother was Lucy Searle, daughter of Laurence Searle, one of the 
queen's serjeants-at-arms. Upon the death of Campion's father 
in 1576, his mother married Augustine Steward and died herself 
soon after. Steward acted for some years as guardian of the 
orphan, and sent him in 2581, together with Thomas Sisley, his 
stepson by his second wife Anne, relict of Clement Sisley, to 
Peterhouse, Cambridge, as a gentleman pensioner. He studied 
at Cambridge for four years, and left the university, it would 
appear, without a degree, but strongly imbued with those tastes 
for classical literature which exercised such powerful influence 
upon his subsequent work. In April 2587 he was admitted to 
Gray's Inn, possibly with the intention of adopting a legal 
profession, but he had little sympathy with legal studies and does 
not appear to have been called to the bar. His subsequent 
movements are not certain, but in 1592 he appears to have taken 
part in the French expedition under Essex, sent for the assistance 
of Henry IV. against the League; and in ,6o6 he first appears 
with the degree of doctor of physic, though the absence of records 
does not permit us to ascertain where this was obtained. The 
rest of his life was probably spent in London, where he practised 
as a physician until his death on the 1st of March 02o, leaving 
behind him, it would appear, neither wife nor issue. He was 
buried the same day at St Dunstan's-in-the-West, Fleet Street. 

The body of his works is considerable, the earliest known being 
a group of five anonymous poems included in the Songs of Dicers 
Noblemen and Gentlemen, appended to Newman's surreptitious 
edition of Sidney's Astrophel and Stella, which appeared in 591• 
In 1595 appeared under his own name the Poemata, a collection 
of Latin panegyrics, elegies and epigrams, which evince much 
skill in handling, and won him considerable reputation. This was 
followed in ilSoz by A Booke of Ayres, one of the song-books so 
fashionable in his day,the music of which was contributed in equal 
proportions by himself and Philip Rosseter, while the words were 
almost certainly all written by him. The following year he 
published his Observations in the Art of English Poesie," against 
the vulgar and unartificial custom of riming," in favour of rhyme-
less verse on the model of classical quantitative poetry. Its 
appearance at this stage was important as the final statement of 
the crazy prejudice by one of its sanest and best equipped 
champions, but the challenge thus thrown down was accepted by 
Daniel, who in his Defence of Erne, published the same year, 
finally demolished the movement. 

In 1607 he wrote and published a masque for the occasion of 
the marriage of Lord Hayes, and in 1613 he issued a volume of 
Songs of Mourning (set to music by Coperario or John Cooper) 
for the loss of Prince Henry, which was sincerely lamented by the 
whole English nation. The same year he wrote and arranged 
three masques, the Lords' Masque for the marriage of Princess 
Elizabeth, an entertainment for the amusement of Queen Anne 
at Caversham House, and a third for the marriage of the earl of 
Somerset to the infamous Frances Howard, countess of Essex. 
If, moreover, as appears quite likely, his Two Booker of Ayres 
(both words and music written by himself) belongs also to this 
year, it was indeed his amnia mirabilis. 

Some time in or after 2627 appeared his Third and Fourth 
Booke of Ayres; while to that year probably also belongs his 
New Way of making Foure Parts in Counter-point, a technical 
treatise which was for many years the standard text-book on 
the subject. It was included, with annotations by Christopher 
Sympson, in Playfair's Brief Introduction to the Skill of Musick, 
and two editions appear to have been bought up by 266o. In 
1618 appeared The Ayres that were sung and played at Brougham 
Castle on the occasion of the king's entertainment there, the 
music by Mason and Earsden, while the words were almost 
certainly by Campion; and in 1619 he published his Epigram-
matum II. Umbra Elegiarum liber units, a reprint of his 
1595 collection with considerable omissions, additions (in the 
form of another book of epigrams) and corrections. 

While Campion had attained a considerable reputation in 
his own day, in the , years that followed his death his works sank 
into complete oblivion. No doubt this was due to the nature 
of the media in which he mainly worked, the masque and the 
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song-book. The masque was an amusement at any time too 
costly to be popular, and with the Rebellion it was practically 
extinguished. The vogue of the song-books was even more 
ephemeral, and, as in the case of the masque, the Puritan 
ascendancy, with its distaste for all secular music, effectively 
put an end to the madrigal. Its loss involved that of many 
hundreds of dainty lyrics, including those of Campion, and it 
is due to the enthusiastic efforts of Mr A. H. Bullen, who first 
published a collection of the poet's works in 1889, that his genius 
has been retognized and his place among the foremost rank of 
Elizabethan lyric poets restored to him. 

Campion set little store by his English lyrics; they were to 
him " the superfluous blossoms of his deeper studies," but we 
may thank the fates that his precepts of rhymeless versification 
so little affected his practice. His rhymeless experiments are 
certainly better conceived than many others, but they lack the 
spontaneous grace and freshness of his other poetry, while the 
whole scheme was, of course, unnatural. He must have possessed 
a very delicate musical ear, for not one of his songs is unmusical; 
moreover, the fact of his composing both words and music gave 
rise to a metrical fluidity which is one of his most characteristic 
features. Rarely indeed are his rhythms uniform, while they 
frequently shift from line to line. His range was very great both 
in feeling and expression, and whether he attempts an elaborate 
epithalamium or a simple country ditty, the result is always full 
of unstudied freshness and tuneful charm. In some of his sacred 
pieces he is particularly successful, combining real poetry with 
genuine religious fervour. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.—Works, 8rc., ed. A. H. Bullen (1889) excluding 
A New Way, 8tc.; Songs and Masques, ed. A. H. Bullen (19°3), with 
an introduction on Campion's music by Janet Dodge; Poems, 8tc. 
(in English), ed. P. Vivian (1907); Complete Works, ed. P. Vivian 
(Clarendon Press, tgo8). The " Observations in the Art of English 
Poesie" are also published in Haslewood's Ancient Critical Essays 
and Gregory Smith's Elisalsetkan Critical Essays, vol. ii. (903). 

(P. VN.) 

CAMPISTRON, JEAN OALBERT DE (1656-1723), French 
dramatist, was born at Toulouse of noble family in 160. At the 
age of seventeen he was wounded in a duel and sent to Paris. 
Here he became an ardent disciple of Racine. If he copied his 
master's methods of construction with some success, in the 
execution of his plans he never advanced beyond mediocrity, 
nor did he ever approach the secret of the musical lines of A tkalie 
and Padre. He secured the patronage of the influential duchesse 
de Bouillon by dedicating Amanita to her, and in 1685 he scored 
his first success with Andronic, which disguised under other 
names the tragic story of Don Carlos and Elizabeth of France. 
The piece made a great sensation, but Campistron's treatment 
is weak, and be failed to availlimself of the possibilities inherent' 
in his subject. Racine was asked by Louts Joseph, duc de 
Vendome, to write the book of an opera to be performed at a 
if te given in honour of the Dauphin. He handed on the com-
mission to Campistron, who produced Acis et Galas s& for Lulli's 
music. Campistron had another success in Tiridale (1691), in 
which he treated, again under changed names, the biblical story 
of Amnon's passion for his sister Tamar. He wrote many other 
tragedies and two comedies, one of which, Le Jaloux dtsabuse, 
has been considered by some judges to be his best work. In 
1686 he bad been made intendant to the duc de Vendome and 
followed him to Italy and Spain, accompanying him on all his 
campaigns. If he was not a good poet he was an honest man 
under circumstances in which corruption was easy and usual. 
Many honours were conferred on him. The king of Spain 
bestowed on him the order of St James of the Sword; the duke 
of Mantua made him marquis of Penango in Montlerrat; and 
in 1701 he was received into the Academy. After thirty years 
of service with VendOme he retired to his native place, where 
he died on the 11th of May 1723. 

CANIPOAMOR Y CAZPOOSORIO, RAMON DE (1817-1901), 
Spanish poet, was born at Navia (Asturias) on the 24th of 
September 1817. Abandoning his first intention of entering the 
Jesuit order, he studied medicine at Madrid, found an opening in 
politics as a supporter of the Moderate party, and, after occupying  

several subordinate posts, became governor of Castell6n de Is 
Plana, of Alicante and of Valencia. His conservative tendencies 
grew more pronounced with time, and his Pokftnicas COS la 
Demeracia (i862) may be taken as the definitive expression of 
his political opinions. His first appearance as a poet dated from 
184o, when he published his Ternesas y )fora, a collection of 
idyllic verses, remarkable for their technical excellence. His 
Ayes del Alma (1842) and his Pastas morales y politicos (t8ar) 
sustained his reputation, but showed no perceptible increase of 
power or skill. An epic poem in sixteen cantos, Colds (1833), is 
no more successful than modem epics usually are. Campoamor's 
theatrical pieces, such as El Palacio de la Verdad (1871), Dies 
Irae (1873),  El Honor (1874) and Gkrial 111111114Mill (IggS), are 
interesting experiments; but they are totally lacking in dramatic 
spirit. He always showed a keen interest in metaphysical and 
philosophic questions, and defined his position in La Filosofia 
de las rya (1846), El Personalism OW, La Absolute (1865) 
and El Ideismo (1883). These studies are chiefly valuable as 
embodying fragments of self-revelation, and as having led to 
the composition of those dolmas, knmoradas and premier 
poetises, which the poet's admirers consider as a new poetic 
species. The first collection of DOIONS was printed in 1846, and 
from that date onwards new specimens were added to each 
succeeding edition. It is difficult to define a dolora. Ooe critic 
has described it as a didactic, symbolic stanza which combines 
the lightness and grace of the epigram, the melancholy of the 
endecha, the concise narrative of the ballad, and the philosophic 
intention of the apologue. The poet himself declared that a 
dolor° is a dramatic kunsorada, and that a pegnetlo poem is a 
dolora on a larger scale. These definitions are unsatisfactory. 
The humoristic, philosophic epigram is an ancient poetic form 
to which Campoamor has given a new name; his invention goes 
no further. It cannot be denied that in the Dolmas Canmoamor's 
special gifts of irony, grace and pathos find their best expression. 
Taking a commonplace theme, he presents in four, eight or twelve 
lines a perfect miniature of condensed emotion. By his choice 
of a vehicle he has avoided the fatal facility and copiousness 
which have led many Spanish poets to destruction. It pleased 
him to affect a vein of melancholy, and this affectation has been 
reproduced by his followers. Hence he gives the impression of 
insincerity, of trifling with grave subjects and of using mysticism 
as a mask for frivolity. The genuine Campoamor is a poet of 
the sunniest humour who, under the pretence of teaching 
morality by satire, is really seeking to utter the gay scepticism 
of a genial, epicurean nature. His influence has not been alto-
gether for good. His formula is too easily mastered, and to his 
example is due a plague of doloras and kumoradas by poetasters 
who have caricatured their model. Campoamor, as he himself 
said, did not practise art for art's sake; he used art as the 
medium of ideas, and in ideas his imitators are poor. He died 
at Madrid on the 12th of February root. Of late years a deep 
silence had fallen upon him, and we are in a position to judge 
him with the impartiality of another generation. The over-
whelming bulk of his work will perish; we may even say that 
it is already dead. His pretensions, or the pretensions put 
forward in his name, that he discovered a new poetic genre will 
be rejected later, as they are rejected now by all competent 
judges. The title of a philosophic poet will be denied to him. 
But he will certainly survive, at least in extract, as a distinguished 
humorist, an expert in epigrammatic and sententious aphorism, 
an artist of extremely finished execution. (J. F.-K.) 

CAMPOBASSO, a city of Molise, Italy, the capital of the 
province of Campobasso, 172 m. E.S.E. of Rome by rail, situated 
2132 ft. above sea-level. Pop. (1901) town 11,273; commune 
14,491. The town itself contains no buildings of antiquarian 
interest, but it has some fine modern edifices. Its thief industry 
is the manufacture of arms and cutlery. Above the town are 
the picturesque ruins of a castle of the 13th century. The date 
of the foundation of Campobasso is unknown. The town, with 
the territory surrounding it, was under the feudal rule of oonnts 
until 1739, when it passed to the Neapolitan crown, in considera-
tion of a payment of ,o8,000 ducats. 
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CAMPODEA, a small whitish wingless insect with long flexible 

antennae and a pair of elongated caudal appendages. The best-
known species (Campodea staphylinus) has a wide distribution 
and is equally at home in the warm valleys of south Europe, 
in the subarctic conditions of mountain tops, in caves and in 
woods and gardens in England. It lives in damp places under 
stones, fallen trees or in rotten wood and leaves. Although 
blind, it immediately crawls away on exposure to the light into 
the nearest crevice or other sheltered spot, feeling the way with 
its antennae. Its action is characteristically serpentine, recalling 
that of a centipede. Campodea is one of the bristle-tailed or 
thysanurous insects of the order Aptera 

CAINPOMANS3, PEDRO RODRIGUEZ, Corms DE (1723-1802), 
Spanish statesman and writer, was born at Santa Eulalia de 
Sorribia, in Asturias, on the rat of July 1723. From 1788 to 1793 
he was president of the council of Castile; but on the accession 
of Charles IV. he was removed from his office, and retired from 
public life, regretted by the true friends of his country. His first 
literary work was Araiquidad maritime de to republics de 
Cartago, with an appendix containing a translation of the Voyage 
of Hanna the Carthaginian. with curious notes. This appeared 
in a quarto volume in 1756. His principal works are two admir-
able essays, Discarso sabre d foment° de la industria popular, 
1774, and Discurro sabre la education popular de los artesanos 
y su foment°, 1775. As a supplement to the last, be published 
four appendices, each considerably larger than the original essay. 
The first contains reflections on the origin of the decay of arts and 
manufactures in Spain during the last century. The second 
points out the steps necessary for improving or re-establishing 
the old manufactures, and contains a curious collection of royal 
ordinances and rescripts regarding the encouragement of arts 
and manufactures, and the introduction of foreign raw materials. 
The third treats of the gild laws of artisans, contrasted with 
the results of Spanish legislation and the municipal ordinances 
of towns. The fourth contains eight essays of Francisco Martinez 
de Mate on national commerce, with some observations adapted 
to present circumstances. These were all printed at Madrid in 
1774 and 1777, in five volumes. Count CaMpOMIthell died on the 
3rd of February 1802. 

Don A. Rodriguez Villa has placed a biographical notice of Campo. 
manes as an introduction to the first edition of his Cartes politico- 
SCOMPIPSialf , published in 1878. 

CAMPOS, ARSENIO MARTINEZ DB (1831-1900), Spanish 
marshal, senator and knight of the Golden Fleece, was born at 
Segovia on the r4th of December 1831. He graduated as a 
lieutenant in 1852, and for some years was attached to the staff 
college as an assistant professor. He took part in the Morocco 
campaign of 1$59-:86o, and distinguished himself in sixteen 
actions, obtaining the cross of San Fernando, and the rank of 
lieutenant-colonel. He then returned to the staff college, as a 
professor. Afterwards he joined the expedition to Mexico under 
Prim. In 1869 he was sent to Cuba, where he was promoted to 
the rank of general in 1872. On his return to the Peninsula, the 
Federal Republican government in 1873 confided to General 
Campos several high commands, in which he again distinguished 
himself against the Cantonal Republicans and the .Carlists. 
About that time he began to conspire with a view to restore the 
son of Queen Isabella. Though Campos made no secret of his 
designs, Marshal Serrano,in 1874, appointed him to the command 
of a division which took part in the relief of Bilbao on the 2nd of 
May of that year, and in the operations around Estella in June. 
On both occasions General Campos tried in vain to induce the 
other commanders to proclaim Alphonso XII. He then affected 
to hold aloof, and would have been arrested, had not the minister 
of war, Ceballos, answered for his good behaviour, and quartered 
him in Avila under surveillance. He managed to escape, and 
after hiding in Madrid, joined General Daban at Sagunto on the 
29th of December 1874, when he proclaimed Alphonso XII. king 
of Spain. • From that date he never ceased to exercise great 
influence in the politics of the restoration. He was considered as 
a sort of supreme counsellor, being consulted by King Alphonso, 
sad later by his widow, the queen-regent, in every important  

political crisis, and on every international or colonial question, 
especially when other generals or the army itself became trouble-
some. He took an important part in the military operations 
against the Cellists, and in the negotiations with their leaders, 
which put an end to the civil war in 1876. In the same way he 
brought about the pacification of Cuba in 1878. On his return 
from that island he presided over a Conservative cabinet for a 
few months, but soon made way for Canovas, 'whom be ever 
afterwards treated as the leader of the Conservative party. In 
0181, with other discontented generals, he assisted Sagasta in 
obtaining office. After the death of King Alphonso, Campos 
steadily supported the regency of Queen Christina, and held high 
commands, though declining to take office. In 1893 he was 
selected to command the Spanish army at Melilla, and went to 
the court of Morocco to make an advantageous treaty of peace, 
which averted a war. When the Cuban rising in 1895 assumed 
a serious aspect, be was sent out by the Conservative cabinet of 
Canovas to cope with the rebellion, but he failed in the field, as 
well as in his efforts to win over the Creoles, chiefly because he 
was not allowed to give them local self-government, as he wished. 
Subsequently be remained aloof from politics, and only spoke 
in the senate to defend his Cuban administration and on army 
questions. After the war with America, and the loss of the 
colonies in 1899, when Senor Silvela formed a new Conservative 
party and cabinet, the old marshal accepted the presidency of 
the senate, though his health was failing fast. He held this post 
up to the time of his death. This took place in the summer 
recess of 19oo at Zarauz, a village on the coast of Guipuzcoa, 
where he was buried. 

CAMPOS, an inland city of the state of Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, 
on the Parahyba river,• 30 m. from the sea, and about 143 m. 
N.E. of the city of Rio de Janeiro. Pop. (I890) of the city, 
22,518; of the municipality, 78,036. The river is navigable for 
small steamers above and below the city, but is closed to coast-
wise navigation by dangerous sandbars at its mouth. The 
shipping port for Campos is Imbetiba (near Macahi), 6o m. south-
west, with which it is connected by rail. There is also water 
communication between the two places by means of coastal lakes 
united by canals. Campos has indirect railway communication 
with Rio de Janeiro by way of Macahe, and is the starting point 
for several small independent lines. The elevation of the city is 
only 6q ft. above sea level, and it stands near the western margin 
of a highly fertile alluvial plain devoted to the production of 
sugar. The climate is hot and humid, and many kinds of tropical 
fruit are produced in abundance. 

CAMPDLEINO (also written Campu Lung and Kimpulung), 
the capital of the department of Muscel, Rumania, and the seat 
of a suffragan bishop; situated among the outlying hills of the 
Carpathian Mountains, at the head of a long well-wooded glen 
traversed by the river Tirgului, a tributary of the Argesh. Pop. 
(woo) 13,033. Its pure air and fine scenery render CAmpulung 
a popular summer resort. In the town are more than twenty 
churches, besides a monastery and a cathedral, which both claim 
to have been founded, in the 13th century, by Radul Negru, first 
prince of Walachia. The Tirgului supplies water-power for 
several paper-mills; annual fairs are held on the loth of July 
and the 24th of October; and there is a considerable traffic with 
Transylvania,over the Torzburg Pass, 15 m. north, and with the 
south by a branch railway to Ploesci. Near ampulung are the 
remains of a Roman camp; and, just beyond the gates, vestiges 
of a Roman colony, variously identified with Romula, Stepenium 
and Ulpia Traiana, but now called Gradistea or Jidovi. 

CAMUCCINI, VINCENZO (1773-1844), Italian historical 
painter, was born at Rome. He was educated by his brother 
Pietro, a picture-restorer, and Borubelli, an engraver, and, up to 
the age of thirty, attempted nothing higher than copies of the 
great masters, his especial study being Raphael.. As an original 
painter, Camuccini belongs to the school of the French artist 
David. His works are rather the fruits of great cleverness and 
patient care than of fresh and original genius; and his style was 
essentially imitative. He enjoyed immense popularity, both 
personally, and as an artist, and received many honours and 
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preferments from the papal and other Italian courts. He was 
appointed director of the Academy of San Luca and of the 
Neapolitan Academy at Rome, and conservator of the pictures 
of the Vatican. He was also made chevalier of nearly all the 
orders in Italy, and member of the Legion of Honour. His chief 
works are the classical paintings of the " Assassination of Caesar," 
the " Death of Virginia," the " Devotion of the Roman Women," 
" Young Romulus and Remus," " Horatius Codes," the " St 
Thomas," which was copied in mosaic for St Peter's, the " Pre-
sentation of Christ in the Temple " and a number of excellent 
portraits. He became a rich man, and made a fine collection of 
pictures which in x80 were sold, a number of them (including 
Raphael's " Madonna with the Pink ") being bought by the duke 
of Northumberland. 

CAMULOD111111M„ also written CAMALODOWITY (mod. Col-
chester, q.v.), a British and Roman town. It was the capital of 
the British chief Cunobelin and is named on his coins: after his 
death and the Roman conquest of south Britain, the Romans 
established (about A.D. 48) a colonia or municipality peopled 
with discharged legionaries, and intended to serve both as an 
informal garrison and as a centre of Roman civilization. It was 
stormed and burnt A.D. 61 in the rising of Boadicea (q.v.), but 
soon recovered and became one of the chief towns in Roman 
Britain. Its walls and some other buildings still stand and 
abundant Roman remains enrich the local museum. The name 
denotes " the fortress of Camulos," the Celtic Mars. 

CAMUS, ARMAND GASTON (174o-18o4), French revolu-
tionist, was a successful advocate before the Revolution. In 
1789 he was elected by the third estate of Paris to the states 
general, and attracted attention .by his speeches against social 
inequalities. Elected to the National Conventioriby the depart-
ment of Haute-Loire, he was named member of the committee of 
general safety, and then sent as one of the commissioners charged 
with the surveillance of General C. F. Dumouriez. Delivered 
with his colleagues to the Austrians on the 3rd of April 1793, he 
was exchanged for the daughter of Louis XVI. in November 
1795. He played an inconspicuous Me in the council of the Five 
Hundred. On the 14th of August 1789 the Constituent Assembly 
made Camus its archivist, and in that capacity he organized the 
national archives, classified the papers of the different assemblies 
of the Revolution and drew up analytical tables of the prods-
verbaux. He was restored to the office in 1796 and became 
absorbed in literary work. He remained an austere republican, 
refusing' to take part in the Napoleonic regime. 

CAMUS, CHARLES ETIENNE LOUIS (1699-1768), French 
mathematician and mechanician, was born at Crecy-en-Brie, 
near Meaux, on the 25th of August 1699. He studied mathe-
matics, civil and military architecture, and astronomy, and 
became associate of the Academic des Sciences, professor of 
geometry, secretary to the Academy of Architecture and fellow 
of the Royal Society of London. In 1736 he accompanied 
Pierre Louis Maupertuis and Alexis Claude Clairaut in the 
expedition to Lapland for the measurement of a degree of the 
meridian. He died on the and of February 5768. He was the 
author of a Gears de nualansatigues (Paris, 1766), and a number 
of essays on mathematical and mechanical subjects (see Poggen-
dorff, Biog.-lit. Handwarterbuch). 

CAMUS, FRANgOIS JOSEPH DES (1672-1732), French 
mechanician, was born near St Mihiel, on the 14th of September 
1672. After studying for the church, he devoted himself to 
mechanical inventions, a number of which he described in his 
Trail des forces moiroantes pour la pratigue des arts U 
Paris, 1722. He died in England in 1732. 

CAMUS DE MEZIERES, NICOLAS LB (r72r-5789), French 
architect, was born at Paris on the 26th of March 1721, and died 
at the same city on the 27th of July 1789. He published several 
works on architectural and related subjects. 

CANA, of Galilee, a village of Palestine remarkable as the 
home of Nathanael, and the scene of Christ's "beginning of 
miracles " (John ii. 1-tr, iv. 46-54). Its site is unknown, but it 
is evident from the biblical narrative that it was in the neighbour-
hood of, and higher than, Capernaum. Opinion as to identifica- 

tion is fairly divided between Kerr Kenna and Kana-el-jelff. 
The former, about 4 m. N.N.E. of Nazareth, contains a 
ruined church and a small Christian population; the latter 
is an uninhabited village about 9 m. N. of Nazareth, with no 
remains but a few cisterns. 

CANAAN, CANAANITEL These geographical and ethnic 
terms have a shifting reference, which doubtless arises out of the 
migrations of the tribes to which the term " Canaanite " 
belongs. Thus in Josh. v. 1 the term seems to be applied to a 
population on the coast of the Mediterranean, and in Josh. M. 3, 
Num. xiii. 29 (d. also Gen. xiii. 12) not only to these, but to a 
people in the Jordan Valley. 111 Isa. mii. Ix it seems to be used 
of Phoenicia, and in Zeph.. ii. s (where, however, the text is 
disputed) of Philistia. Most often it is applied comprehensively 
to the population of the entire west Jordan land and its pre-
Israelitish inhabitants. This usage is characteristic of the 
writer called the Yahwist (J); see e.g. Gen. zii. 3, mail IS; 
Ex. xv. 5; Num. uriii. 51; Josh. xxii. 9; Judg.iii. ; Ps. cvi. 38, 
and elsewhere. It was also, as Augustine tells us,' a usage of the 
Phoenicians to call their land " Canaan." This is confirmed by 
coins of the city of Laodicea by the Lebanon, which bear the 
legend, " Of Laodicea, a metropolis in Canaan ".' these coins are 
dated wider Antiochus I V. (1 75-164a. c. ), and hissuccessors, Greek 
writers, too, tell us a fact of much interest, viz. that the original 
name of Phoenicia was re., i.e. Rena, a short, collateral form of 
Kena'an or Kan'an. The form Kan'an is favoured by the Egyptian 
usage. Seti I. is said to have conquered the Shasu, or Arabian 
nomads, from the fortress of Taru (Shot?) to " the Ka-n-'-na," 
and Raaneses III. to have built a temple to the god Amen in " the 
Ka-n-'-na." By this geographical name is probably meant all 
western Syria and Palestine with Raphia—" the (first) city of the 
Ka-n-'-na "—for the south-west boundary towards the deserts 
In the letters sent by governors and princes of Palestine to their 
Egyptian overlord s—commonly known as the Tel-el-Amarna 
tablets—we find the two forms Rinahffi and Kinahna, corres-
ponding to Rena' and Renit'an respectively, and standing, as 
Ed. Meyer has shown, for Syria in its widest extent. 

On the name " Canaan " Winckler remarks! "There is at 
present no prospect of an etymological explanation." From the 
fact that Egyptian (though not Hebrew) scribes censtantly 
prefix the article, we may suppose that it originally meant 
" the country of the Canaanites," just as the Hebrew phrase 
" the Lebanon " may originally have meant " the highlands of 
the Libnites "; and we are thus permitted to group the term 
" Canaan " with clan-names such as Alan, Akan, Jaakan, 
Anak (generally with the article prefixed), Rain, Kenan. Nor 
are scholars more unanimous with regard to the region where the 
terms " Canaanite " and " Canaan " arose. It may be true that 
the term Kinahhi in the Amarna letters corresponds to Syria and 
Palestine in their entirety. But this does not prove that the 
terms " Canaanite " and " Canaan " arose in that region, for 
they are presumably much older than the Amarna tablets. Let 
us refer at this point to a document in Genesis which Is perhaps 
hardly estimated at its true value, the so-called Table of Peoples 
in Gen. x. Here we find " Canaan" included among the four 
sons of Ham. If Cush in a. 6 really means Ethiopia, and M-g-r-i-m 
Egypt, and Put the Libyans, and if ljam is really a Hebraized 
form of the old Egyptian name for Egypt, Kam-t (black), 5  the 
passage is puzzling in the extreme. But if, as has recently been 
suggested' Cush, M-g-r-i-m, and Put are in north Arabia, and 
Ham is the short for Yarham or Yerahmc'el (see 1 Chr. ii 23-27, 
4 2), a north Arabian name intimately associated with Caleb, all 
becomes dear, and Canaan in particular is shown to be an 
Arabian name. Now it is no mere hypothesis that beginning 

1  Enarratio in Psalm eh,. 
W. M. Muller, Asien and Europa, p. 205. 

▪ The letters are written in the offiaal and diplomatic language—
Babylonian, though " Canaanitish " words and idioms are not 
wanting. 

Die Reilinschriften and des Alte Testantesa,p. 
These explanations are endorsed by Driver (Genesis,on Gets. X.). 

▪ See the relevant articles in Eno. Bib. and Cheyne's Genesee 
and Exodus. 
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from about 4000 n.c. 1  a wave of Semitic migration poured out of 
Arabia, and flooded Babylonia certainly, and possibly, more or 
less, Syria and Palestine also. Also that between 2800 and 2600 
sec. a second wave from Arabia took the same course, covering 
not only Babylonia, but also Syria and Palestine and probably 
also Egypt (the Hyksos). It is soon after this that we meet with 
the'gre=t empire-builder and civilizes, Khammumbi (2267-2213), 
the first king of a united Babylonia. It is noteworthy that the 
first part of his name is identical with the name of the father of 
Canaan in Genesis (liam or Kham), indicating his Arabian 
origin.' It was he, too, who restored the ancient supremacy of 
Babylonia over Syria and Palestine, and so prevented the 
Babylonizing of these countries from coming to an abrupt end. 

We now understand how the Phoenicians, whose ancestors 
arrived in the second Semitic migration, came to call their land 
" Canaan." They had in fact the best right to do so. The first of 
the Canaanite immigrants were driven seawards by the masses 
which followed them. They settled in Phoenicia, and in after 
times became so great in commerce that " Canaanite " became a 
common Hebrew term for " merchant " (e.g. Isa. xxiii. 8). It is 
a plausible theory that in the conventional language of their 
inscriptions they preserved a number of geographical and re-
ligious phrases which, for them, had no clear meaning, and 
belonged properly to the land of their distant ancestors, Arabia' 
For their own traditions as to their origin see PHOENICIA; we 
cannot venture to reject these altogether. The masses of immi-
grants which followed them may have borne the name of 
Amorites. A few words on this designation must here be given. 
Both within and without Palestine the name was famous. 

First, as regards the Old Testament. We find " the Amorite " 
(a collective term) mentioned in the Table of Peoples (Gen. x. 
r6-18a) among other tribal names, the exact original reference of 
which had probably been forgotten. No one in fact would 
gather from this and parallel passages how important a part was 
played by the Amorites in the early history of Palestine. In 
Gen. xiv. 7 f., Josh. x. s f., Dent. i. 19 ff., 27, 44 we find them 
located in the southern mountain country, while in Num. xxi. 13, 
21 f., Josh.ii. to, izro , xxiv.8, 12,&c. we hear of two great Amorite 
kings, residing respectively at Heshbon and Ashtaroth on the 
east of the Jordan. Quite different, however, is the view taken in 
Gen. xv. 16, xlviii. 22, JOSh.X.XiV.IS, Judg. L 34, Am. ii.o, so, &c., 
where the name of Amorite is synonymous with " Canaanite," 
except that " Amorite " is never used for the population on the 
coast. Next, as to the extra-Biblical evidence. In the Egyptian 
inscriptions and in the Amarna tablets Amar and Amurru have a 
more limited meaning, being applied to the mountain-region 
east of Phoenicia, extending to the Orontes. Later on, Amurru 
became the Assyrian term for the interior of south as well as 
north Palestine, and at a still more recent period the term " the 
land of Uatti " (conventionally =Hittites) displaced " Amurru " 
so far as north Palestine is concerned (see lirrrrrEs). 

Thus the Phoenicians and the Amorites belong to the first 
stage of the second great Arabian migration. In the interval 
preceding the second stage Syria with Palestine became an 
Egyptian dependency, though the links with the sovereign 
power were not so strong as to prevent frequent local rebellions. 
Under Thodunes ILL and Amen-hotep II. the pressure of a strong 
hand kept the Syrians and Canaanites sufficiently loyal to the 
Pharaohs. The reign of Amen-hotep III., however, was not 
quite so tranquil for the Asiatic province. Turbulent chiefs 
began to seek their opportunities, though as a rule they did not 
find them because they could not obtain the help of a neighbour-
ing king.' The boldest of the disaffected was Aziru, son of Abd- 

For the grounds of these dates see Winkler, Gerd. hr.i. 127 f .; 
Pawn, Early Hist. of Syria and Palestine (1902), pp. 6-8, 25-28. 

T It is true the Babylonians themselves interpreted the name 
clifferently (5 R. 44a b 2 I), kimta papas:slum," wide family." That, 
however, is only a natural protest against what we may call Canaan-
's= or Arabism. 

' See Cheyne, Genesis and Exodus (on Gen. i. 26), and cf. G. A. 
Cooke, N. San. Inscriptions (e.g. pp. 30.40, on EsInunazar's in. 
scription). 

See Ansansa Leuers, Wincklees edition, No. 7.  
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ashirta, a prince of Amurru, who even before the death of Amen-
hotep III. endeavoured to extend his power into the plain of 
Damascus. AkIzsi, governor of Katna (near Horns or Hamath), 
reported this to the Pharaoh who seems to have frustrated the 
attempt. In the next reign, however, both father and son caused 
infinite trouble to loyal servants of Egypt like Rib-Addi, governor 
of Gubla (Gebal). 

It was, first, the advance of the Hatti (Hittites) into Syria, 
which began in the time of Amen-hotep III., but became far more 
threatening in that of his successor, and next, the resumption of 
the second Arabian migration, which most seriously undermined 
the Egyptian power in Asia. Of the former we cannot speak 
here (see HirrrrEs), except so far as to remark the Abd-Ashirta 
and his son Aziru, though at first afraid of the Uatti, was after-
wards clever enough to make a treaty with their king, and, with 
other external powers, to attack the districts which remained 
loyal to Egypt. In vain did Rib-Addi send touching appeals 
for aid to the distant Pharaoh, who was far too much engaged in 
his religious innovations to attend to such messages. What most 
interests us is the mention of troublesome' n vaderscalledsometimes 
so -gas (a Babylonian ideogram meaning " robber "), sometimes 
liabirL Who are these Ijabiri? Not, as was at first thought by 
some, specially the Israelites, but all those tribes of land-hungry 
nomads (" Hebrews ") who were attracted by the wealth and 
luxury of the settled regions, and sought to appropriate it for 
themselves. Among these we may include not only the Israelites 
or tribes which afterwards became Israelitish, but the Moabites, 
Ammonites and Edomites. We meet with the Uabiri in north 
Syria. Itakkama writes thus to the Pharaoh' " Behold, 
Namyawaza has surrendered all the cities of the king, my lord, 
to. the SA-GAS in the land of Kadesh and in Ubi. But I will go, 
and if thy gods and thy sun go before me, I will bring back the 
cities to the king, my lord, from the Ijabiri, to show myself 
subject to him; and I will expel the SA-GAS." Similarly Zimrida, 
king of Sidon, declares, " All my cities which the king has given 
into my hand, have come into the hand of the Ijabiri." ,  Nor 
had Palestine any immunity from the Arabian invaders. The 
king of Jerusalem, Abd-Uiba, the second part of whose name has 
been thought to represent the Hebrew Yahweh,' reports thus to 
the Pharaoh, " If (Egyptian) troops come this year, lands and 
princes will remain to the king, my lord; but if troops come not, 
these lands and princes will not remain to the king, my lord. , 

 Abd-Uiba's chief trouble arose from persons called Milkili and 
the sons of Lapaya, who are said to have entered into a treason-
able league with the Ijabiri. Apparently this restless warrior 
found his death at the siege of Gina.' All these princes, however, 
malign each other in their letters to the Pharaoh, and protest 
their own innocence of traitorous intentions. Namyawaza, for 
instance, whom Itakkama (see above) accuses of disloyalty, 
writes thus to the Pharaoh, " Behold, I and my warriors and my 
chariots, together with my brethren and my SA-GAS, and my Sufi' 
are at the disposal of the (royal) troops, tog° whithersoever the k i ng, 
my lord, commands." t 1  This petty prince, therefore, sees no harm 
in having a band of Arabians for his garrison, as indeed Hezekiah 
long afterwards had his Urbi to help him against Sennacherib. 

From the same period we have recently derived fresh and 
important evidence as to pre-Israelitish Palestine. As soon as 
the material gathered is large enough to be thoroughly classified 
and critically examined, a true history of early Palestine will be 
within measurable distance. At present, there are five places 
whence the new evidence has been obtained: 1. Tell-el-Hasy, 
generally identified with the Lachish of the Old Testament. 
Excavations were made here in 189o-1892 by Flinders Petrie 
and Bliss. 2. Gezer, plausibly identified with the Gezer of s Kings 
ix. z6.. Here R. A. S. Macalister began excavating in 1902. 

3. Tell-es-Safy, possibly the Gath of the Old Testament, 6 m.from 
Eleutheropolis. Here F. J. Bliss and R. A. S. Macalister made 

, Op. cif. No. 146. 	 • Op. cit. No. 147. 
T Johns, Assyrian Deeds. iii. p. 16. 

A marna Leiters, No. Ito 	20-241• 
Ibid. No.164 (m. ts-i8). 	T. Nomads of the Syrian desert. 

11  Amarna Letters, No. 144 (xi. 24-3• 
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some discoveries in 1890-t9oo. A complete examination of the 
site, however, was impossible. 4. Tell-el-Mutasellim, near 
Lejjffn (Megiddo-Legio). Schumacher began working here in 
1903 for the German Palestine Society. 5. Taannek, on the 
south of the plain of Esdraelon. Here Prof. Ernst Sellin of 
Vienna was able to do much in a short time (1902-1904). It may 
be mentioned here that on the first of these sites a cuneiform 
tablet belonging to the Amarna series was discovered; at Gezer, 
a deed of sale; at Tell-el-Hasy the remains of a Babylonian 
stele, three seals, and three cylinders with Babylonian mytho-
logical representations; at Tell-el-Mutasellim, a seal bearing a 
Babylonian legend, and at Taannek, twelve tablets and frag-
ments of tablets were found near the fragments of the terra-
cotta box in which they were stored. It is a remarkable fact 
that the kings or chiefs of the neighbourhood should have used 
Babylonian cuneiform in their own official correspondence. 
But much beside tablets has been found on these sites; primitive 
sanctuaries, for instance. The splendid alignment of monoliths 
at Gezer is described in detail in P.E.P. Quart. Statement, 
January 1903, p. 23, and July 1903, p. 219. There is reason, 
as Macalister thinks, to believe that it is the result of a gradual 
development, beginning with two small pillars, and gradually 
enlarging by later additions. There is a smaller one at Tell-es-
*afy. The Semitic cult of sacred standing stones is thus proved 
to be of great antiquity; Sellin's discoveries at Taannek and those 
of Bliss at Tell-es-Safy fully confirm this. Rock-hewn altars 
have also been found, illustrating the prohibition in Ex. xx. 
25, 26, and numerous jars with the skeletons of infants. We 
cannot doubt that the sacrificing of children was practised on a 
large scale among the Canaanites. Their chief deity was Ashtart 
(Astarte), the goddess of fertility. Numerous images of her have 
been found, but none of the god Baal. The types of the divine 
form vary in the different places. The other images which have 
been found represent Egyptian deities. We must not, however, 
infer that there was a large Egyptian element in the Canaanitish 
Pantheon. What the images do prove is the large amount of 
intercourse between Egypt and Canaan, and the presence of 
Egyptians in the subject country. 

See the Tell-el-A marna Letters, ed. by Winckler, with translation 
(1896); the reports of Macalister in the Pal. Expl. Fund Statements 
from 1903 onwards; Sellin's report of excavations at Tell Ta'annek; 
also H. W. Hogg, " Recent Assyriology," &c., in Inaugural Lectures 
ed. by Prof. A. S. Peake (Manchester University, 19o.5). On Biblical 
questions, see Dillmann's commentaries and the Bible dictionaries. 
See further articles PALESTINE; Jaws. (T. K. C.) 

CANACHUS, a sculptor of Sicyon in Achaea, of the latter part 
of the 6th century B.C. He was especially noted as the author 
of two great statues of Apollo, one in bronze made for the temple 
at Miletus, and one in cedar wood made for Thebes. The coins 
of Miletus furnish us with copies of the former and show the god 
to have held a stag in one hand and a bow in the other. The 
rigidity of these works naturally impressed later critics. 

CANADA. The Dominion of Canada comprises the northern 
half of the continent of North America and its adjacent islands, 
excepting Alaska, which belongs to the United States, and 
Newfoundland, still a separate colony of the British empire. 
Its boundary on the south is the parallel of latitude 49., between 
the Pacific Ocean and Lake-of-the-Woods, then a chain of small 
lakes and rivers eastward to the mouth of Pigeon river on the 
north-west side of Lake Superior, and the Great Lakes with 
their connecting rivers to Cornwall, on the St Lawrence. From 
this eastward to the state of Maine the boundary is an artificial 
line nearly corresponding to lat. 43* ; then an irregular line 
partly determined by watersheds and rivers divides Canada 
from Maine, coming out on the Bay of Fundy. The western 
boundary is the Pacific on the south, an irregular line a Yew miles 
inland from the coast along the " pan handle " of Alaska to 
Mount St Elias, and the meridian of 10° to the Arctic Ocean. 
A somewhat similar relationship cuts off Canada from the 
Atlantic on the east, the north-eastern coast of Labrador belong-
ing to Newfoundland. 

Physkal Geography.—In spite of these restrictions of its 
natural coast line on boat the Atlantic and the Pacific. Canada  

is admirably provided with harbours on both oceans. The Gulf 
of St Lawrence with its much indented shores and the coast of 
Nova Scotia and New Brunswick supply endless harbours, the 
northern ones closed by ice in the winter, but the southern ones 
open all the year round; and on-the Pacific British Columbia 
is deeply fringed with islands and fjords with well-sheltered 
harbours everywhere, in strong contrast with the unbroken 
shore of the United States to the south. The long stretches of 
sheltered navigation from the Straits of Belle Isle north of 
Newfoundland to Quebec, and for 600 m. on the British 
Columbian coast, are of great advantage for the coasting trade . 

The greatly varied Arctic coast line of Canada with its large 
islands, inlets and channels is too much clogged with ice to be of 
much practical use, but Hudson Bay, a mediterranean sea 85o m . 

long from north to south and 600 m. wide, with its outlet Hudson 
Strait, has long been navigated by trading ships and whalers, 
and may become a great outlet for the wheat of western Canada, 
though closed by ice except for four months in the summer. Of 
the nine provinces of Canada only three have no coast line on salt 
water, Manitoba, Alberta and Saskatchewan, and the first may 
soon be extended to Hudson Bay. Ontario has a seaboard only 
on Hudson Bay's southern extension, James Bay, and there is 
no probability that the shallow harbours of the latter bay 
will ever be of much importance for shipping, though Churchill 
Harbour on the west side of Hudson Bay may become an im-
portant grain port. What Ontario lacks in salt water navi-
gation is, however, made up by the busy traffic of the Great 
Lakes. 

The physical features of Canada are comparatively simple, 
and drawn on a large scale, more than half of its surface sloping 
gently inwards towards the shallow basin of Hudson Bay, with 
higher margins to the south-east and south-west. In the main 
it is a broad trough, wider towards the north than towards the 
south, and unsymmetrical, Hudson Bay occupying much of its 
north-eastern part, while to the west broad plains rise gradually 
to the foot-hills of the Rocky Mountains, the eastern member 
of the Cordillera which follows the Pacific coast of America. 
The physical geography of Canada is so closely bound up with 
its geology that at least an outline of the geological factors 
involved in its history is necessary to understand the present 
physiography. The mountain structures originated in three 
great orogenic periods, the earliest in the Archean, the second at 
the end of the Palaeozoic and the third at the end of the Mesozoic. 
The Archean mountain chains, which enclosed the crab  
present region of Hudson Bay, were so ancient that 
they had already been worn down almost to a plain before the 
early Palaeozoic sediments were laid down. This ruling geological 
and physical feature of the North American continent has been 
named by E. Suess the " Canadian Shield." Round it the 
Palaeozoic sands and clays, largely derived from its own waste, 
were deposited as nearly horizontal beds, in many places still 
almost undisturbed. Later the sediments lying to the south-east 
of this " protasis," or nucleus of the continent, were pushed 
against its edge and raised into the Appalachian chain of moun-
tains, which, however, extends only a short distance into Canada. 
The Mesozoic sediments were almost entirely laid down to the 
west and south-west of the protasis, upon the flat-lying Palaeo-
zoic rocks, and in the prairie region they are still almost hori-
zontal; but in the Cordillera they have been thrust up into the 
series of mountain chains characterizing the Pacificcoast region. 
The youngest of these mountain chains is naturally the highest, 
and the oldest one in most places no longer rises to heights 
deserving the name of mountains. Owing to this unsymmetric 
development of North America the main structural watershed 
is towards its western side, on the south coinciding with the 
Rocky Mountains proper, but to the northward falling back to 
ranges situated further west in the same mountain region. The 
great central area of Canada is drained towards Hudson Bay, 
but its two largest rivers have separate watersheds, the Mackenzie 
flowing north-west to the Arctic Ocean and the St Lawrence 
north-east towards the Atlantic, the one to the south-west and 
the other to the south-east of the Archean protaxis. While 
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these ancient events shaped the topography in a broad way, its 
final development was comparatively recent, during the glacial 
period, when the loose materials were scoured from some regions 
and spread out as boulder clay, or piled up as moraines in others; 
and the original water-ways were blocked in many places. The 
retreat of the ice left Canada much in its present condition 
except for certain post-glacial'changes of level which seem to be 
still in progress. For this reason the region has a very youthful 
topography with innumerable lakes and waterfalls as evidence 
that the rivers have not long been at work. The uneven. carving 
down of the older mountain systems, especially that of the 
Archean protaxis, and the disorderly scattering of glacial material 
provide most of the lake basins so characteristic of Canada. 

Laws and Rivers.—As a result of the geological causes just 
mentioned many parts of Canada are lavishly strewn with lakes 
of all sizes and shapes, from bodies of water hundreds of miles 
long and a thousand feet deep to ponds lost to sight in the forest. 
Thousands of these lakes have been mapped more or less carefully, 
and every new survey brings to light small lakes hitherto un-
known to the white man. For numbers they can be compared 
only with those of Finland and Scandinavia in Europe, and for 
size with those of eastern Africa; but for the great extent of 
lake-filled country there is no comparison. From the map it 
will be noticed that the largest and most thickly strewn lakes 
occur within five hundred or a thousand miles of Hudson Bay, 
and belong to the Archean protaxis or project beyond its edges 
into the Palaeozoic sedimentary rocks which lean against it. 
The most famous of the lakes are those of the St Lawrence 
system, which form part of the southern boundary of Canada 
and are shared with the United States; but many others have 
the right to be called " Great Lakes " from their magnitude. 
There are nine others which have a length of more than roe m., 
and thirty-five which are more than so m. long. Within the 
Archean protaxis they are of the most varied shapes, since they 
represent merely portions of the irregular surface inundated by 
some morainic dam at the lowest point. Comparatively few 
have simple outlines and an unbroken surface of water, the great 
majority running into long irregular bays and containing many 
islands, sometimes even thousands in number, as in Georgian 
Bay and Lake-of-the-Woods. In the Cordilleran region on the 
other hand the lakes are long, narrow and deep, in reality sections 
of mountain valleys occupied by fresh water, just as the fjords 
of the adjoining coast are valleys occupied by the sea. The lakes 
of the different regions present the same features as the nearest 
sea coasts but on a smaller scale. The majority of the lakes have 
rocky shores and islands and great variety of depth, many of the 
smaller ones, however, are rimmed with marshes and are slowly 
filling up with vegetable matter, ultimately becoming peat bogs, 
the muskegs of the Indian. Most of Canada is so well watered 
that the lakes have outlets and are kept fresh, but there are a few 
small lakes in southern Saskatchewan, e.g. the Quill and Old 
Wives lakes, in regions arid enough to require no outlets. In 
such cases the waters are alkaline, and contain various salts in 
solution which are deposited as a white rim round the basin 
towards the end of the summer when the amount of water has 
been greatly reduced by evaporation. It is interesting to find 
maritime plants, such as the sarnphire, growing on their shores 
a thousand miles from the sea and more than a thousand feet 
above it. In many cases the lakes of Canada simply spill over 
at the lowest point from one basin into the next below, making 
chains of lakes with no long or well-defined channels between, 
since in so young a country there has not yet been time for the 
rivers to have carved wide valleys. Thus canoe navigation may 
he carried on for hundreds of miles, with here and there a water-
fall or a rapid requiring a pottage of a few hundred yards or at 
most a mile or two. The river systems are therefore in many 
casts complex and tortuous, and very often the successive 
connecting links between the lakes receive different names. The 
hat trample of this is the familiar one of the St Lawrence, which 
may be said to begin as Nipigon river and to take the names St 
Mary's, St Clair, Detroit and Niagara, before finally flowing 
from Lake Ontario to the sea under its proper name. As these 

lakes are great reservoirs and settling basins, the rivers which 
empty them are unusually steady in level and contain beautifully 
clear water. The St Lawrence varies only a few feet in the year 
and always has pellucid bluish-green water, while the Mississippi, 
whose tributaries begin only a short distance south of the Great 
Lakes, varies 40 ft. or more between high- and low-water and is 
loaded with mud. The St Lawrence is far the most important 
Canadian river from the historic and economic points of view, 
since it provided the main artery of exploration in early days, and 
with its canals past rapids and between lakes still serves as a 
great highway of trade between the interior of the continent and 
the seaports of Montreal and Quebec. It is probable that 
politically Canada would have followed the course of the States 
to the south but for the planting of a French colony with widely 
extended trading posts along the easily ascended channel of the 
St Lawrence and the Great Lakes, so that this river was the 
ultimate bond of union between Canada and the empire. 

North of the divide between the St Lawrence system and 
Hudson Bay there are many large rivers converging on that 
inland sea, such as Whale river, Big river, East Main, Rupert 
and Nottaway rivers coming in from Ungava and northern 
Quebec; Moose and Albany rivers with important tributaries 
from northern Ontario; and Severn, Nelson and Churchill 
rivers from the south-west. All of these are rapid and shallow, 
affording navigation only for canoes; but the largest of them, 
Nelson river, drains the great Manitoban lakes, Winnipeg, 
Winnipegosis and Manitoba, which are frequented by steamers, 
and receive the waters of Lake-of-the-Woods, Lake Seul and 
many others emptying into Winnipeg river from Ontario; of 
Red river coming in from the United States to the south; and 
of the southern parts of the Rocky Mountains and the western 
prairie provinces drained by the great Saskatchewan river. The 
parallel of 49°  approximately separates the Saskatchewan waters 
from the streams going south to the Missouri, though a few 
small tributaries of the latter river begin on Canadian territory. 

The northern part of Alberta and Saskatchewan and much of 
northern British Columbia are drained through the Athabasca 
and Peace rivers, first north-eastwards towards Athabasca Lake, 
then north through Slave river to Great Slave Lake, and finally 
north-west through Mackenzie river to the Arctic Ocean. If 
measured to the head of Peace river the Mackenzie has a length 
of more than moo m., and it provides more than t000 m. of 
navigation for stern-wheel steamers. Unfortunately, like other 
northward-flowing rivers, it does not lead down to a frequented 
sea, and so bears little traffic except for the northern fur-trading 
posts. The Mackenzie forms a large but little-known delta in 
lat. 69°, and in its flood season the head-waters pour down their 
torrents before the thick ice of the lower part with its severer 
climate has yet given way, piling up the ice in great barriers and 
giving rise to widespread floods along the lower reaches. Similar 
flooding takes place in several other important northward-flowing 
rivers in Canada, the St Lawrence at Montreal affording the 
best-known instance. Second among the great north-western 
rivers is the Yukon, which begins its course about 18 m. 
from tide-water on an arm of the Pacific, a800 ft. above the sea 
and just within the Canadian border. It flows first to the north, 
then to the north-west, passing out of the Yukon territory into 
Alaska, and then south-west, ending in Bering Sea, the northward 
projection of the Pacific, soon m. from its head-waters. Of 
its course 1800 m. are continuously navigable for suitable 
steamers, so that most of the traffic connected with the rich 
Klondike gold-fields passes over its waters. The rest of the 
rivers flowing into the Pacific pass through British Columbia 
and are much shorter, though the two southern ones carry a 
great volume of water owing to the heavy precipitation of snow 
and rain in the Cordilleran region. The Columbia is the largest, 
but after flowing north-west and then south for about 400 m., 
it passes into the United States. With its expansions, the 
narrow and deep Arrow lakes, it is an important waterway in the 
Kootenay region. The Fraser, next in size but farther north, 
follows a similar course, entering the sea at Vancouver; while 
the Skeena and Stikine in northern British Columbia are much 
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shorter and smaller, owing to the encroachments of Peace and 
Liard rivers, tributaries of the Nelson, on the Cordilleran territory. 
All of these riven are waterways of some importance in their 
lower course, and are navigated by powerful stern-wheel boats 
supplying the posts and mining camps of the interior with their 
requirements. In most cases they reach the coast through deep 
valleys or profound canyons, and the transcontinental railways 
find their way beside them, the Canadian Pacific following at 
first tributaries of the Columbia near its great bend, and after-
wards Thompson river and the Fraser; while the Grand Trunk 
Pacific makes use of the valley of the Skeena and its tributaries. 
The divide between the rivers flowing west and those flowing 
east and north is very sharp in the southern Rocky Mountains, 
but there are two lakes, the Committee's Punch Bowl and 
Fortress Lake, right astride of it, sending their waters both east 
and west; and there is a mountain somewhat south of Fortress 
Lake whose melting snows drain in three directions into tribu-
taries of the Columbia, the Saskatchewan and the Athabasca, 
so that they are distributed between the Pacific, the Atlantic 
(Hudson Bay) and the Arctic Oceans. The divide between the 
St Lawrence and Hudson Bay in eastern Canada also presents 
one or two lakes draining each way, but in a much less striking 
position, since the water-parting is flat and boggy instead of 
being a lofty range of mountains. The rivers of Canada, except 
the St Lawrence, are losing their importance as means of com-
munication from year to year, as railways spread over the 
interior and cross the mountains to the Pacific; but from the 
point of view of the physical geographer there are few things 
more remarkable than the intricate and comprehensive way in 
which they drain the country. As most of the Canadian rivers 
have waterfalls on their course, they must become of more 
and more importance as sources of power. The St Lawrence 
system, for instance, generates many thousand horse-power at 
Sault Ste Marie, Niagara and the Lachine rapids. All the 
larger cities of Canada make use of water power in this way, and 
many new enterprises of the kind are projected in eastern 
Canada; but the thousands of feet of fall of the rivers in the 
Rocky Mountain region are still almost untouched, though they 
will some day find use in manufactures like those of Switzerland. 

The Archean Proiaxis.—The broad geological and geographical 
relationships of the country have already been outlined, but the 
more important sub-divisions may now be taken up with more 
detail, and for that purpose five areas may be distinguished, 
much the largest being the Archean protaxis, covering about 
2 ,000 ,000 sq. m. It includes Labrador, Ungava and most of 
Quebec on the east, northern Ontario on the south; and the 
western boundary runs from Lake-of-the-Woods north-west to 
the Arctic Ocean near the mouth of Mackenzie river. The 
southern parts of the Arctic islands, especially Banksland, 
belong to it also. This vast area, shaped like a broad-limbed 
V or U, with Hudson Bay in the centre, is made up chiefly of 
monotonous and barren Laurentian gneiss and granite; but 
scattered through it are important stretches of Keewatin and 
Huronian rocks intricately folded as synclines in the gneiss, as 
suggested earlier, the bases of ancient mountain ranges. The 
Keewatin and Huronian, consisting of greenstones, schists and 
more or less metamorphosed sedimentary rocks, are of special 
interest for their ore deposits, which include most of the important 
metals, particularly iron, nickel, copper and silver. The southern 
portion of the protaxis is now being opened up by railways, but 
the far greater northern part is known only along the lakes and 
rivers which are navigable by canoe. Though once consisting 
of great mountain ranges there are now no lofty elevations 
in the region except along the Atlantic border in Labrador, 
where summits of the Nachvak Mountains are said to reach 
6000 ft. or more. In every other part the surface is hilly or 
mammilated, the harder rocks, such as granite or greenstone, 
rising as rounded knobs, or in the case of schists forming narrow 
ridges, while the softer parts form valleys generally floored with 
lakes. From the summit of any of the higher hills one sees that 
the region is really a somewhat dissected plain, for all the hills 
rise to about the same level with a uniform skyline at the horizon. 

The Archean protaxis is sometimes spoken of as a plateau, but 
probably half of it falls below loco ft. The lowland part includes 
from too to soo m. all round the shore of Hudson Bay, and 
extends south-west to the edge of the Palaeozoic rocks on Lake 
Winnipeg. Outwards from the bay the level rises slowly to an 
average of about 300 ft., but seldom reaches 2000 ft. except at 
a few points near Lake Superior and on the eastern coast of 
Labrador. In most parts the Laurentian hills are bare rocker 
mouionndes scoured by the glaciers of the. Ice Age, but a broad 
band of clay land extends across northern Quebec and Ontario 
just north of the divide. The edges of the protaxis are in general 
its highest parts, and the rivers flowing outwards often have a 
descent of several hundred feet in a few miles towards the Great 
Lakes, the St Lawrence or the Atlantic, and in some cases they 
have cut back deep gorges or canyons into the tableland. The 
waterfalls are utilized at a few points to work up into wood pulp 
the forests of spruce which cover much of Labrador, Quebec and 
Ontario. Most of the pine that formerly grew on the Archean 
at the northern fringe of the settlements has been cut, but the 
lumberman is still advancing northwards and approaching the 
northern limit of the famous Canadian white pine forests, beyond 
which spruces, tamarack (larch) and poplar are the prevalent 
trees. As one advances northward the timber grows smaller and 
includes fewer species of trees, and finally the timber line is 
reached, near Churchill on the west coast of Hudson Bay and 
somewhat farther south on the Labrador side. Beyond this to 
the north are the " barren grounds " on which herds of caribou 
(reindeer) and musk ox pasture, migrating from north to south 
according to the season. There are no permanent ice sheets 
known on the mainland of north-eastern Canada, but some of 
the larger islands to the north of Hudson Bay and Straits are 
partially covered with glaciers on their higher points. Unless 
by its mineral resources, of which scarcely anything is known, 
the barren grounds can never support a white population and 
have little to tempt even the Indian or Eskimo, who visit it 
occasionally in summer to hunt the deer in their migrations. 

Tke Acadian Region.—The "maritime provinces" of eastern 
Canada, including Nova Scotia, New Brunswick and Prince 
Edward Island, may be considered together; and to these 
provinces as politically bounded may be added, from a physical 
point of view, the analogous south-eastern part of Quebec—the 
entire area being designated the Acadian region. Taken as a 
whole, this eastern part of Canada, with a very irregular and 
extended coast-line on the Gulf of St Lawrence and the Atlantic, 
may be regarded as a northern continuation of the Appalachian 
mountain system that runs parallel to the Atlantic coast of the 
United States. The rocks underlying it have been subjected 
to successive foldings and crumplings by forces acting chiefly 
from the direction of the Atlantic Ocean, with alternating pro-
longed periods of waste and denudation. The main axis of 
disturbance and the highest remaining land runs through the 
south-eastern part of Quebec,forming the Notre Dame Mountains, 
and terminates in the Gaspe peninsula as the Shickshock 
Mountains. The first-named seldom exceed r soo ft. in height, 
but the Shickshocks rise above 3000 ft. The province of New 
Brunswick exhibits approximately parallel but subordinate 
ridges, with wide intervening areas of nearly flat Silurian and 
Carboniferous rocks. The peninsula of Nova Scotia, connected 
by a narrow neck with New Brunswick, is formed by still another 
and more definite system of parallel ridges, deeply fretted on 
all sides by bays and harbours. A series of quartzites and slates 
referred to the Cambrian, and holding numerous and important 
veins of auriferous quarts, characterize its Atlantic or south-
eastern side, while valuable coal-fields occur in Cape Breton and 
on parts of its shores on the Gulf of St Lawrence. In New 
Brunswick the Carboniferous rocks occupy a large area, but 
the coal seams so far developed are thin and unimportant. 
Metalliferous ores of various kinds occur both in Nova Scotia 
and in this province, but with the exception of the gold already 
mentioned, have not yet become the objects of important 
industries. Copper and asbestos are the principal mineral 
products of that part of Quebec included in the region now under 
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description, although many other minerals are known and 
already worked to some extent. Extensive tracts of good arable 
land east in many parts of the Acadian region. Its surface was 
originally almost entirely wooded, and the products of the 
forest coatinne to hold a prominent place. Prince Edward 
Island, the smallest province of Canada, is low and undulating, 
based on Permo-Carboniferous and Triassic rocks affording 
a red and very fertile soil, much of which is under cultivation. 

The Si Lawrence Plabs.—As the St Lawrence invited the 
earliest settlers to Canada and gave the easiest communication 
with the Old World, it is not surprising to find the wealthiest 
and most populous part of the country on its shores and near the 
Great lakes which it leads up to; and this early development 
was greatly helped by the flat and fertile plain which follows 
it inland for over 600 m. from the city of Quebec to Lake Huron. 
This affords the largest stretch of amble land in eastern Canada, 
tuchading the southern parts of Ontario and Quebec with an 
area of some 38,000 sq. m. In Quebec the chief portion is south 
of the St Lawrence on the low plain extending from Montreal 
to the mountains of the " Eastern Townships," while in Ontario 
it extends from the Archean on the north to the St Lawrence 
and Lakes Ontario, Erie and Huron. The whole region is 
radaiain by nearly horizontal and undisturbed rocks of the 
Palaeozoic from the Devonian downwird. Superimposed on 
the rocks are Pleistocene boulder clay, and clay and sand 
deposited in post-glacial lakes or an extension of the Gulf of 
St Lawrense. Though petroleum and salt occur in the south-
west peninsula of Ontario, metalliferous deposits are wanting, and 
the real wealth of this district lies in its soil and climate, which 
permit the growth of all the products of temperate regions. 
Georgian Bay and the northern part of Lake Huron with the 
whole northern margin of Lake Superior bathe the foot of the 
Laurentian plateau, which rises directly from these lakes; so 
that the older fertile lands of the country with their numerous 
mars and largely-developed manufactures are cut off by an 
eh...aced, rocky and mostly forest-covered tract of the Archean 
Eros the newer and far more extensive farm lands of the west. 
For many years this southern projection of the northern wilder-
tem was spanned by only one railway, and offered a serious 
kadrance to the development of the regions beyond; but 
settlements are now spreading to the north and rapidly filling 
op the gap between east and west. 

The Iniaior Coniinental Plain.—Passing westward by rail 
boat the forest-covered Archean with its rugged granite hills, 
the fat prairie of Manitoba with its rich grasses and multitude of 
Cowers comes as a very striking contrast, introducing the Interior 
Continental plain in its most typical development. This great 
pain 

 
runs north-westward between the border of the Archean 

protasis and the line of the Rocky Mountains, including most 
of Manitoba, the southern part of Saskatchewan and most of 
Alberta. At the international boundary in lat. 49 °  it is Boo m. 
wide, but in lat. 56 °  it has narrowed to 400 m. in width, and to 
the oath of lat. 62° it is still narrower and somewhat interrupted, 
has preserves its main physical features to the Arctic Ocean 
thra the mouth of the Mackenzie. This interior plain of the 
eminent represents the area of the ancient sea by which it was 
orcapioi in Mesozoic times, with a more ancient margin towards 
the north-west against the Archean, where undisturbed lime-
rases and other rocks of the Silurian and Devonian rest upon 
die downward slope of the Laurentian Shield. Most of the plains 
are underlain by Cretaceous and early Tertiary shales hod 
usisoones lying nearly unaltered and undisturbed where they 
were deposited, although now raised far above sea-level, par-
t...calmly along the border of the Rocky Mountains where they 
wrre thrust up into foot-hills when the range itself was raised. 
Tame strata have been subjected to great denudation, but owing 
t. their comparatively soft character this has been, in the main, 
rearty uniform, and has produced no very bold features of 
reed. Coal and lignitic coal are the principal economic minerals 
met with in this central plain, though natural gas occurs and is 
Prct to me near Medicine Hat, and " tar sands " along the north-
eastern edge of the Cretaceous indicate the presence of petroleum. 

v. 3.  

Its chief value lies in its vast tracts of fertile soil, now rapidly 
filling up with settlers from all parts of the world, and the grassy 
uplands in the foot-hill region affording perennial pasturage for 
the cattle, horses and sheep of the rancher. Though the region 
is spoken of as a plain there are really great differences of level 
between the highest parts in south-western Alberta, 4500 ft. 
above the sea, and the lowest in the region of Lake Winnipeg, 
where the prairie is at an elevation of only 800 ft. The very 
flat and rich prairie near Winnipeg is the former bed of the glacial 
Lake Agassiz; but most of the prairie to the west is of a gently 
rolling character and there are two rather abrupt breaks in the 
plain, the most westerly one receiving the name of the Missouri 
Coteau. The first step represents a rise to r600 ft., and the 
second to 3000 ft. on an average. In so flat a country any eleva. 
tion of a few hundred feet is remarkable and is called a mountain, 
so that Manitoba has its Duck and Riding mountains. More 
important than the hills are the narrow and often rather deep 
river valleys cut below the general level, exposing the soft rocks 
of the Cretaceous and in many places seams of lignite. When 
not too deep the river channels may be traced from afar across 
the prairie by the winding band of trees growing beside the water. 
The treeless part of the plains, the prairie proper, has a triangular 
shape with an area twice as large as that of Great Britain. North 
of the Saskatchewan river groves or " bluffs " of trees begin, 
and somewhat farther north the plains are generally wooded, 
because of the slightly more humid climate. It has been proved, 
however, that certain kinds of trees if protected will grow also 
on the prairie, as may be seen around many of the older farm-
steads. In the central southernregions the climate is arid enough 
to permit of " alkaline " ponds and lakes, which may completely 
dry up in summer, and where a supply of drinking-water is often 
hard to obtain, though the land itself is fertile. 

The Cordilkren Belt —The Rocky Mountain region as a whole, 
best named the Cordillera or Cordilleran belt, includes several 
parallel ranges of mountains of different structures and ages, 
the eastern one constituting the Rocky Mountains proper. 
This band of mountains 400 tn. wide covers towards the south 
almost all of British Columbia and a strip of Alberta east of the 
watershed, and towards the north forms the whole of the Yukon 
Territory. While it is throughout essentially a mountainous 
country, very complicated in its orographic features and inter-
locking river systems, two principal mountain axes form its 
ruling features—the Rocky Mountains proper, above referred 
to, and the Coast Ranges. Between them are many other 
ranges .shorter and less regular in trend, such as the Selkirk 
Mountains, the Gold Ranges and the Caribou Mountains. 
There is also in the southern inland region an interior plateau, 
once probably a peneplain, but now elevated and greatly dissected 
by river valleys, which extends north-westward for soo m. with a 
width of about too m. and affords the largest areas of arable 
and pasture land in British Columbia. Similar wide tracts of 
less broken country occur, after a mountainous interruption, in 
northern British Columbia and to some extent in the Yukon 
Territory, where wide valleys and rolling hills alternate with 
short mountain ranges of no great altitude. The Pacific border 
of the coast range of British Columbia is ragged with fjords and 
channels, where large steamers may go so or zoo tn. inland 
between mountainous walls as on the coast of Norway;- and 
there is also a bordering mountain system partly submerged 
forming Vancouver Island and the Queen Charlotte Islands. 
The highest mountains of the Cordillera in Canada are near the 
southern end of the boundary separating Alaska from the Yukon 
Territory, the meridian of zetr°, and they include Mount Logan 
( 1 9,540  ft.) and Mount St Elias (r8,000 ft.), while the highest 
peak in North America, Mount McKinley (ao,000 ft.), is not far 
to the north-west in Alaska. This knot of very lofty mountains, 
with Mount Fairweather and some others, all snowy and glacier-
clad for almost their whole height, are quite isolated from the 
highest points of the Rocky Mountains proper, which are moo m. 
to the south-east. Near the height of land between British 
Columbia and Alberta there are many peaks which rise from 
zo,000 to 12,000 ft. above sea-level, the highest which has been 
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carefully measured being Mount Robson (13,7oo ft). The next 
range to the east, the Selkirks, has several summits that reach 
zo,000 ft. or over, while the Coast Ranges scarcely go beyond 
goon ft. The snow line in the south is from 7500 to c000 ft. 
above sea-level, being lower on the Pacific side where the heaviest 
snowfall comes in winter than on the drier north-eastern side. 
The snow line gradually sinks as one advances north-west, 
reaching only 2000 or 3000 ft. on the Alaskan coast The 
Rockies and Selkirks support thousands of glaciers, mostly not 
very large, but having some so or too sq. m. of snowfield. All 
the glaciers are now in retreat, with old tree-covered moraines, 
hundreds or thousands of feet lower down the valley. The 
timber line is at about 75oo ft. in southern British Columbia and 
4000 ft. in the interior of the Yukon Territory. On the westward 
slopes, especially of the Selkirks and Coast Ranges, vegetation is 
almost tropical in its density and luxuriance, the giant cedar 
and the Douglas fir sometimes having diameters of to ft. or more 
and rising to the height of rso ft. On the eastern flanks of the 
ranges the forest is much thinner, and on the interior plateau 
and in many of the valleys largely gives way to open grass land. 
The several ranges of the Cordillera show very different types of 
structure and were formed at different ages, the Selkirks with 
their core of pre-Cambrian granite, gneiss and schists coming 
first, then the Coast Ranges, which seem to have been elevated 
in Cretaceous times, formed mainly by a great upwelling of 
granite and diorite as batholiths along the margin of the continent 
and sedimentary rocks lying as remnants on their flanks; and 
finally the Rocky Mountains in the Laramie or early Eocene, 
after the dose of the Cretaceous. This latest and also highest 
range was formed by tremendous thrusts from the Pacific side, 
crumpling and folding the ancient sedimentary rocks, which run 
from the Cambrian to the Cretaceous, and faulting them along 
overturned folds. The outer ranges in Alberta have usually 
the form of tilted blocks with a steep cliff towards the north-east 
and a gentler slope, corresponding to the dip of the beds, towards 
the south-west. Near the centre of the range there are broader 
foldings, carved into castle and cathedral shapes. The most 
easterly range has been shown to have been actually pushed 
7 m. out upon the prairies. In the Rocky Mountains proper no 
eruptive rocks have broken through, so that no ore deposits of 
importance are known from them, but in the Cretaceous syn-
clines which they enclose valuable coal basins exist Coal of a 
bituminous and also semi-anthracite kind is produced, the best 
mined on the Pacific slope of the continent, the coking coals of 
the Fernie region supplying the fuel of the great metal mining 
districts of the Kootenays in British Columbia, and of Montana 
and other states to the south. The Selkirks and Gold Ranges 
west of the Rockies, with their great areas of eruptiverocks, 
both ancient and modern, include most of the important mines 
of gold, silver, copper and lead which give British Columbia its 
leadership among the Canadian provinces as a producer of metals. 
In early days the placer gold mines of the Columbia, Fraser 
and Caribou attracted miners from everywhere, but these have 
declined, and lode mines supply most of the gold as well as the 
other metals. The Coast Ranges and islands also include many 
mines, especially of copper, but up to the present of less value 
than those inland. Most of the mining development is in 
southern British Columbia, where a network of railways and 
waterways gives easy access; but as means of communication 
improve to the north a similar development may be looked for 
there. The Atlin and White Horse regions in northern British 
Columbia and southern Yukon have attracted much attention, 
and the Klondike placers still farther north have furnished 
many millions of dollars' worth of gold. Summing up the 
economic features of the Cordilleran belt, it includes many of 
the best coal-mines and the most extensive deposits of gold, 
copper, lead and zinc of the Dominion, while in silver, nickel and 
iron Ontario takes the lead. When its vast area stretching from 
the international boundary to beyond the Arctic circle is opened 
up, it may be expected to prove the counterpart of the great 
mining region of the Cordillera in the United States to the 
south. 

14.6 (GEOGRAPHY 

Climate.—In a country like Canada ranging from lat. v° 
to the Arctic regions and touching three oceans, there must 
be great variations of climate. If placed upon Europe it would 
extend from Rome to the North Cape, but latitude is of course 
only one of the factors influencing climate, the arrangement of 
the ocean currents and of the areas of high and low pressure 
making a very wide difference between the climates of the two 
sides of the Atlantic. In reality the Pacific coast of Canada, 
rather than the Atlantic coast, should be compared with western 
Europe, the south-west , corner of British Columbia, in lat. 48° 
to 50°, having a climate very similar to the southern coast of 
England. In Canada the isotherms by no means follow parallels 
of latitude, especially in summer when in the western half of the 
country they run nearly north-west and south-east, so that the 
average temperature of 55° is found about on the Arctic circle 
in the Mackenzie river valley, in lat. so° near the Lake-of-the-
Woods, in lat. 55° at the northern end of James Bay, and in 
lat ao° on Anticosti in the Gulf of St Lawrence. The proximity 
of the sea or of great lakes, the elevation and the direction of 
mountain chains, the usual path of storms and of prevalent 
winds, and the relative length of day and amount of sunshine in 
summer and winter all have their effect on different parts of 
Canada. One cannot even describe the climate of a single 
province, like Ontario or British Columbia, as a unit, as it varies 
so greatly in different parts. Details should therefore be sought 
in articles on the separate provinces. In eastern Canada Ungava 
and Labrador are very chill and inhospitable, owing largely 
to the iceberg-laden current sweeping down the coast from 
Davis Strait, bringing fogs and long snowy winters and a 
temperature for the year much below the freezing-point. South 
of the Gulf of St Lawrence, however, the maritime provinces 
have much more genial temperatures, averaging 40° F. for the 
year and over 6o° for the summer months. The amount of rain 
is naturally high so near the sea, 40 to 56 in., but the snowfall 
is not usually excessive. In Quebec and northern Ontario the 
rainfall is diminished, ranging from 20 to ao in., while the snows 
of winter are deep and generally cover the ground from the begin-
ning of December to the end of March. The winters are brilliant 
but cold, and the summers average from 60° to 65° F., with 
generally clear skies and a bracing atmosphere which makes 
these regions favourite summer resorts for the people of the 
cities to the south. The winter storms often sweep a little to 
the north of southern Ontario, so that what falls as snow in the 
north is rain in the south, giving a much more variable winter, 
often with too little snow for sleighing. The summers are warm, 
with an average temperature of 6 5° and an occasional rise to cio°. 
As one goes westward the precipitation diminishes to 17.34 in. 
in Manitoba and 13.35 for the other two prairie provinces, most 
of this, however, coming opportunely from May to August, the 
months when the growing grain most requires moisture. There 
is a much lighter snowfall in winter than in northern Ontario 
and Quebec, with somewhat lower temperatures. The snow 
and the frost in the ground are considered useful as furnishing 
moisture to start the wheat in spring. The precipitation in 
southern Saskatchewan and Alberta is much more variable than 
farther east and north, so that in some seasons crops have been 
a failure through drought, but large areas are now being brought 
under irrigation to avoid such losses. The prairie provinces 
have in most parts a distinctly continental climate with com-
paratively short, warm summers and long, cold winters, but 
with much sunshine in both seasons. In southern Alberta, 
however, the winter cold is often interrupted by chinooks, 
westerly winds which have lost their moisture by crossing the 
mountains and become warmed by plunging down to the plains, 
where they blow strongly, licking up the snow and raising the 
temperature, sometimes in a few hours, from 20°  to 40° F 
In this region cattle and horses can generally winter on the grass 
of the ranges without being fed, though in hard seasons there 
may be heavy losses. Northwards chinooks become less frequent 
and the winter's cold increases, but the coming of spring is not 
much later, and the summer temperatures, with sunshine for 
twenty hours out of twenty-four in June, are almost the same 
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as for hundreds of miles to the south, so that most kinds of grain 
and vegetables ripen far to the north in the Peace river valley. 
Though the climate of the plains is one of extremes and often 
of rather sudden changes, it is brisk and invigorating and of 
particular value for persons affected with lung troubles. 

The climate of the Cordilleran region presents even more 
variety than that of the other provinces because of the ranges 
of mountains which run parallel to the Pacific. Along the coast 
itself the climate is insular, with little frost in winter and mild 
heat in summer, and with a very heavy rainfall amounting to 
too in. on the south-west side of Vancouver Island and near 
Port Simpson. Within too m. inland beyond the Coast Range 
the precipitation and general climate are, like those of Ontario, 
comparatively mild and with moderate snowfall towards the 
south, but with keen winters farther north. The interior 
plateau may be described as arid, so that irrigation is required 
if crops are to be raised. The Selkirk Mountains have a heavy 
rainfall and a tremendous snowfall on their western flanks, but 
very much less precipitation on their eastern side. The Rocky 
Mountains have the same relationships but the whole precipita-
tion is much less than in the Selkirks. The temperature depends 
largely, of course, on altitude, so that one may quickly pass from 
perpetual snow above foco ft. in the mountains to the mild, moist 
dimate of Vancouver or Victoria, which is like that of Devonshire. 
In the far north of the territories of Yukon, Mackenzie and 
Ungava the climate has been little studied, as the region is un-
inhabited by white men except at a few fur-trading posts. 
North-west and north-east of Hudson Bay it becomes too severe 
for the growth of trees as seen on the " barren grounds," and 
there may be perpetual ice beneath the coating of moss which 
serves as a non-conducting covering for the " tundras." There 
b, however, so little precipitation that snow does not accumulate 
on the surface to form glaciers, the summer's sun having warmth 
enough to thaw what falls in the winter. Leaving out the mari-
time provinces, southern Ontario, southern Alberta- and the 
Pacific coast region on the one hand, and the Arctic north, 
particularly near Hudson Bay, on the other, Canada has snowy 
and severe winters, a very short spring with a sudden rise of 
temperature, short warm summers, and a delightful autumn 
with its " Indian summer." There is much sunshine, and the 
atmosphere is bracing and exhilarating. 

Flora.—The general flora of the Maritime Provinces, Quebec 
and Eastern Ontario is much the same, except that in Nova 
Scotia a number of species are found common also to Newfound-
land that are not apparent inland. Professor Macoun gives 
us a few notable species—Calluna vulgaris, Salisb., Alchemilla 
mdgeris, L., Rhododendron maximum, L., Ilex glabia, Gray, 
Hudsonia ericoides, L., Caylussacia dumosa, F. and G., and 
Schaaea frust71a, Pursh. In New Brunswick the western flora 
begins to appear as well as immigrants from the south, while 
in the next eastern province, Quebec, the flora varies consider-
ably. In the lower St Lawrence country and about the Gulf 
many Arctic, and sub-Arctic species are found. On the shores 
of the lower reaches Tkalictrurn alpinism, L., Vesicaria arclica, 
Richards, Arapis alpina, L., Saxifrage oppositifolia, L., Ca-as-
hram alpinism, L., Saxifrage caespitosa, L. and S. have been 
gathered, and on the Shickshock Mountains of Eastern Canada 
Stine acendis, L, Lychnis alpine, L, Cassiope kypnoides, Don., 
Rindodeudrow isfrorricure, Wahl, and many others. On the 
summit of these hills (4000 ft.) have been collected Aspidium 
ecidealuns. Swartz var., Scopulinum, D. C. Eaton, Pdlaea dcnsa, 
Hook, Gallium kandschalicum, Sletten. From the city of 
Quebec westwards there is a constantly increasing ratio of 
southern forms, and when the mountain (so called) at Montreal 
is reached the representative Ontario flora begins. In Ontario 
the fora of the northern part is much the same as that of the 
Gulf of St Lawrence, but from Montreal along the Ottawa and 
St Lawrence valleys the flora takes a more southern aspect, and 

shrub3 and herbaceous plants not found in the eastern 
parts of the Dominion become common. In the forest regions 
north of the lakes the vegetation on the shores of Lake Erie 
requires a high winter temperature, while the east and north  
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shores of Lake Superior have a boreal vegetation that shows 
the summer temperature of this enormous water-stretch to be 
quite low. Beyond the forest country of Ontario come the 
prairies of Manitoba and the North-West Territories. In the 
ravines the eastern flora continues for some distance, and then 
disappearing gives place to that of the prairie, which is found 
everywhere between the Red river and the Rocky Mountains 
except in wooded and damp localities. Northwards, in the 
Saskatchewan country, the flora of the forest and that of the 
prairies intermingle. On the prairies and the foot-hills of the 
Rocky Mountains a great variety of grasses are found, several 
years' collection resulting in 42 genera and t56 species. Of 
the best bay and pasture grasses, Agropyrum Bionics, Slipa, 
Bramus, A grostis, Calamagroda and Poo, there are 59 species. 
Besides the grasses there are leguminous plants valuable for 
pasture—Asiragalus, Vicia (wild vetch), Laihyrus (wild pea) of 
which there are many species. The rose family is represented 
by Prunus, Patenting, Fragaria, Rosa, Rub= and Amelanckier. 

About the saline lakes and marshes of the prairie country are 
found Ruppia maritimo, L., Hdiotropium curassavicum, L., 
natives of the Atlantic coast, and numerous species of Chow-
podium, Atriplez and allied genera. The flora of the forest belt 
of the North-West Territories differs little from that of northern 
Ontario. At the beginning of the elevation of the Rocky Moun-
tains there is a luxurious growth of herbaceous plants, including 
a number of rare umbellifers. At the higher levels the vegetation 
becomes more Arab.. Northwards the valleys of the Peace and 
other rivers differ little from those of Quebec and the northern 
prairies. On the western slope of the mountains, that is, the 
Selkirk and Coast ranges as distinguished from the eastern or 
Rocky Mountains range, the flora differs, the climate being damp 
instead of dry. In some of the valleys having an outlet to the 
south the flora is partly peculiar to the American desert, and 
such species as Purskia tridentate, D.C., and Artemisia tridentate, 
Nutt., and species of Cilia, Aster and Erigonum are found that 
are not met with elsewhere. Above Yale, in the drier part of the 
Fraser valley, the absence of rain results in the same character 
of flora, while in the rainy districts of the lower Fraser the 
vegetation is so luxuriant that it resembles that of the tropics. 
So in various parts of the mountainous country of British 
Columbia, the flora varies according to climatic conditions. 
Nearer the Pacific coast the woods and open spaces are filled 
with flowers and shrubs. Liliaceous flowers are abundant, 
including Erythoniums, Trilliums, Alliums, Brodeacas, Frilil-
larias, Camassias and others. 

Fauna.—The larger animals of Canada are the musk ox and 
the caribou of the barren lands, both having their habitat in the 
far north; the caribou of the woods, found in all the provinces 
except in Prince Edward Island; the moose, with an equally 
wide range in the wooded country; the Virginia deer, in one or 
Oilier of its varietal forms, common to all the southern parts; 
the black-tailed deer or mule deer and allied forms, on the western 
edge of the plains and in British Columbia; the pronghorn 
antelope on the plains, and a small remnant of the once plentiful 
bison found in northern Alberta and Mackenzie, now called 
" wood buffalo." The wapiti or American elk at one time 
abounded from Quebec to the Pacific, and as far north as the 
Peace river, but is now found only in small numbers from 
Manitoba westwards. In the mountains of the west are the 
grizzly bear, black bear and cinnamon bear. The black bear 
is also common to most other parts of Canada; the polar bear 
everywhere along the Arctic littoral. The large or timber wolf 
is found in the wooded districts of all the provinces, and on the 
plains there is also a smaller wolf called the coyote. In British 
Columbia the puma or cougar, sometimes called the panther 
and the American lion, still frequently occurs; and in all parts the 
common fox and the silver fox, the lynx, beaver, otter, marten, 
fisher, wolverene, mink, skunk and other fur-bearing animals. 
Mountain and plain and Arctic hares and rabbits are plentiful 
or scarce in localities, according to seasons or other circumstances. 
In the mountains of British Columbia are the bighorn or Rocky 
Mountain sheep and the Rocky Mountain goat, while the 
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(POPULATION 

saddleback and white mountain sheep have recently been dis-
covered in the northern Cordillera. The birds of Canada are mostly 
migratory, and are those common to the northern and central 
states of the United States. The wildfowl are, particularly in 
the west, in great numbers; their breeding-grounds extending 
from Manitoba and the western prairies up to Hudson Bay, the 
barren lands and Arctic coasts. The several kinds of geese—
including the Canada goose, the Arctic goose or wavey, the 
laughing goose, the brant and others--all breed in the northern 
regions, but are found in great numbers throughout the several 
provinces, passing north in the spring and south in the autumn. 
There are several varieties of grouse, the largest of which is the 
grouse of British Columbia and the pennated grouse and the 
prairie chicken of Manitoba and the plains, besides the so-called 
partridge and willow partridge, both of which arc grouse. While 
the pennated grouse (called the prairie thicken in Canada) has 
always been plentiful, the prairie hen (or chicken) proper is a 
more recent arrival from Minnesota and the Dakotas, to which 
it had come from' Illinois and the south as settlement and accom-
panying wheatfields extended north. In certain parts of Ontario 
the wild turkey is occasionally found and the ordinary quail, but 
in British Columbia is found the California quail, and a larger bird 
much resembling it called the mountain partridge. The golden 
eagle, bald-headed eagle, osprey and a large variety of hawks 
are common in Canada, as are the snowy owl, the homed owl 
and others inhabiting northern climates. The raven frequently 
remains even in the colder parts throughout the winter; these, 
with the Canada jay, waxwing, grosbeak and snow bunting, 
being the principal birds seen in Manitoba and northern districts 
in that season. The rook is not found, but the common crow 
and one or two other kinds are there during the summer. Song-
birds are plentiful, especially in wooded regions, and include the 
American robin, oriole, thrushes, the cat-bird and various 
sparrows; while the English sparrow, introduced years ago, 
has multiplied excessively and become a nuisance in the towns. 
The smallest of the birds, the ruby throat humming-bird, is 
found everywhere, even up to timber line in the mountains. 
The sea-birds include a great variety of gulls, guillemots, cor-
morants, albatrosses (four species), fulmars and petrels, and in 
the Gulf of St Lawrence the gannet is very abundant. Nearly 
all the sea-birds of Great Britain are found in Canadian waters 
or arc represented by closely allied species. (A. P. C.) 

Arca and Population.—The following table shows the division 
of the Dominion into provinces and districts, with the capital, 
population and estimated area of each. 

In x867 the Dominion was formed by the union of the provinces 
of Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, Quebec (Lower Canada) and 
Ontario (Upper Canada). In 1869 the North-west Territories 
were purchased from the Hudson's Bay Company, from a corner 
of which Manitoba was carved in the next year. In 1871 British 
Columbia and in 1873 Prince Edward Island joined the Dominion. 

The islands and other districts within the Arctic circle became 
a portion of the Dominion only in 188o, when all British posses-
sions in North America, excepting Newfoundland, with its 
dependency, the Labrador coast, and the Bermuda islands, 
were annexed to Canada. West of the province of Ontario, then 
inaccurately defined, the provinces of Manitoba and British 
Columbia were the only organized divisions of the western 
territory, but in 1882 the provisional districts of Assiniboia, 
Athabasca, Alberta and Saskatchewan were formed, leaving 
the remainder of the north-west as unorganized territories, a 
certain portion of the north-east, called Keewatin, having 
previously been placed under the lieutenant-governor of Mani-
toba. In 1905 these four districts were formed into the two 
provinces of Alberta and Saskatchewan, and Keewatin was 
placed directly under the federal government. In 1898, owing 
to the influx of miners, the Yukon territory was constituted 
and granted a limited measure of self-government. The un-
organized territories are sparsely inhabited by Ihdians, the 
people of the Hudson's Bay Company's posts and a few 
missionaries. 

Population.—The growth of population is shown by the 
following figures:-1371, 3,485,761; 1881, 4,324,810; 1891, 
4,833, 239; 1901 , 3,37 1 ,3 1 3. Since 19or the increase has been 
more rapid, and in nos alone 144,621 emigrants entered Canada, 
of whom about two-fifths were from Great Britain and one-third 
from the United States. 

The density of population is greatest in Prince Edward Island, 
where it is 51 .6 to the sq m.; in Nova Scotia it is 22-3; New 
Brunswick, .8; Ontario, 9.9; Manitoba, 4'9; Quebec, 4' 8 ; 
Saskatchewan, rum; Alberta, 0.72; British Columbia, 0.4: 
the Dominion, r•8. This is not an indication of the density in 
settled parts; as in Quebec, Ontario and the western provinces 
there are large unpopulated districts, the area of which enters 
into the calculation. The population is composed mainly of 
English- or French-speaking people, but there arc German 
settlements of some extent in Ontario, and of late years there 
has been a large immigration into the western provinces and 
territories from other parts of Europe, including Russians, 
Galicians, Polish and Russian Jews, and Scandinavians. These 

foreign elements have been assimilated 
more slowly than in the United States, 
but the process is being hastened by 
the growth of a national consciousness. 
English, Irish and Scots and their 
descendants form the bulk of the popula- 
tion of Ontario, French-Canadians of 
Quebec, Scots of Nova Scotia, the Irish 
of a large proportion of New Brunswick. 
In the other provinces the latter race 
tends to confine itself to the cities. 
Manitoba is largely peopled from On- 
tario, together with a decreasing number 
of half-breeds—i.e. children of white 
fathers (chiefly French or Scottish) and 
Indian mothers—who originally formed 
the bulk of its inhabitants. Alberta and 
Saskatchewan, particularly the ranching 
districts, are chiefly peopled by English 
immigrants, though since Iwo there has 

also been a large influx from the United States. British 
Columbia contains a mixed population, of which in the 
mining districts a large proportion is American. Since t87x 
a great change has taken place throughout the west, 
i.e. from Lake Superior to the Pacific. Then Manitoba was 
principally inhabited by English and French half-breeds (or 
Difitis), descendants of Hudson's Bay Company's employfs, or 

The census is taken every ten years. save in these three provinces, 
where it is taken every five. fheir popu ation in 1906 was:—
Manitoba. 36o,000; Saskatchewan, 257,000; Alberta, 18 000. 

1  The areas assigned to Prince Edward Island, Nova Scotia. New 
Brunswick and British Columbia are exclusive of the territorial 
seas, that to Quebec is exclusive of the Gulf of St Lawrence (though 
including the islands lying within it), and that to Ontario is exclusive 
of the Canadian portion of the Great Lakes. About 500,000 sq. tn. 
belong to the Arctic region and 125.755 sq. m. arc water. 

Population. 
Official Capital. Area in sq.m. 

1881. 1901. 

Provinces— 
Ontario 	. 	. 	. 	. 
Quebec 	. 	. 	. 	• 
Nova Scotia 	. 	. 	. 
New Brunswick 	. 	. 
Manitoba 	. 	. 	. 	. 
British Columbia 	. 	. 
Prince Edward Island 	. 
Saskatchewan 	. 	. 	. 
Albe Alberta 	. 	. 	, 	. 

 

bistricts- 
Keewatin 	. 	• 	. 	. 
Yukon 	. 	. 	• 	. 
Mackenzie . 	.. 	„ 
Ungava 	. 	. 	. 	. 
Franklin 	. 	. 	. 	. 

260.862 
351,873 

21,428 
27,985 
73,732 

372,630 
2,184 

250,650 
253,540 

5 1 6.57 1 
 196,976 

562.182 
354,961 
500,000 

1,926,922 
1,359,027 

440,572 
321,233 

62,260 
49.459 

108,891 

l 
I 

30,931 

1 	25,515  

2,182,947 
1,648,898 

459,574 
331,120 
255,211 I 
178,657 
103,239 
91,460' 
72,841 l 

8,800 
27,219 

5.216 
5. 11 3 

Toronto 
Quebec 
Halifax 
Fredericton 
Winnipeg 
Victoria 
Charlottetown 
Regina  
Edmonton 

• - 
Dawson City! 

.. 

.. 

The Dominion 	. 	. 3,745,574' 4.324.8 10  5,371,315 Ottawa 
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adventurous pioneers from Quebec, together with Scottish settlers, 
descendants of those brought out by Lord Selkirk (q.v.), some 
English army pensioners and others, and the van of the immigra-
tion that shortly followed from Ontario. Beyond Manitoba 
Maio were still running on the plains, and British Columbia 
taring lost its mining population of 1859 and 186o was largely 
cited by Indians, its white population which centred in the 
city of Victoria being principally English. 

French is the language of the province of Quebec, though 
Lighsh is much spoken in the cities; both languages are officially 
recognized in that province, and in the federal courts and parlia-
ment Elsewhere, English is exclusively used, save by the 
newly-arrived foreigners. The male sex is slightly the more 
ramerous in all the provinces except Quebec, the greatest 
6screpancy existing in British Columbia. 

The birth-rate is high, especially in Quebec, where families 
of twelve to twenty are not infrequent, but is decreasing in 
Ontario. In spite of the growth of manufactures since 1878, 
there are few large cities, and the proportion of the urban 
population to the rural is small. Herein it differs noticeably 
from Australia. Between 1891 and igen the number of farmers 
in Ontario, Quebec and the Maritime provinces decreased, and 
there seemed a prospect of the country being divided into a 
manufacturing east and an agricultural west, but latterly large 
tracts in northern Ontario and Quebec have proved suitable for 
cultivation and are being opened up. 

Adigiox. —There is no established church in Canada, but in 
the province of Quebec certain rights have been allowed to the 
Raman Catholic church ever since the British conquest. In that 
province about 87% of the population belongs to this church, 
which is strong in the others also, embracing over two-fifths of 
the population of the Dominion. The Protestants have shown 
a tendency to subdivision, and many curious and ephemeral 
sects have sprung up; of late years, however, the various sections 
of Presbyterians, Methodists and Baptists have united, and a 
working alliance has been formed between Presbyterians, 
Methodists and Congregationalists. The Methodists are the 
strangest, and in Ontario form over 30% of the population. 
Nat come the Presbyterians, the backbone of the maritime 
Peovinces. The Church of England is strong in the cities, 
mewcially Toronto. Save among the Indians, active disbelief 
0 Christianity is practically non-existent, and even among them 
ten% are nominally Christian. 

Jadienr.—The Indian population numbers over too,000 and 
has slightly increased since z881. Except in British Columbia 
Lad the unorganized territories, nearly all of these are on reserva-
teas, wbere they are under government supervision, receiving 
an annuity in money and a certain amount of provisions; and 
shay, by means of industrial schools and other methods, 
crelmed habits are slowly superseding their former mode of life. 
hrtijh Columbia has about 2 5 ,000, most of whom are along the 
caast though one of the important tribes, the Shuswaps, is in 
he interior. An almost equal number are found in the three 
:cline provinces. Those of Ontario, numbering about 20,00o, 
art more civilized than those of the west, many of them being 
land farmers. In all the provinces they are under the control 
of the federal government which acts as their trustee, investing 
the money which they derive chiefly from the sale of lands and 
Ineber, and making a large annual appropriation for the pay-
mat of their annuities, schools and other expenses. While 
cable to alienate their reservations, save to the federal govern-
nest, they are not confined to thein, but wander at pleasure. 
As they progress towards a settled mode of life, they are given 
the franchise; this process is especially far advanced in Ontario. 
A certain number are found in all the provinces. They make 
ncamparable guides for fishing, hunting and surveying parties, 
ca which they will cheerfully undergo the greatest hardships, 
'1=0 tending to shrink from regular employment in cities or 
on farms. 

Oriratth.—The Chinese and Japanese numbered in 1906 about 
nix*, of whom, three-quarters were in British Columbia, though 
they were spreading through the other provinces, chiefly as  

laundrymen. They are as a rule frugal, industrious and law-
abiding, and are feared rather for their virtues than for their 
vices. Since 1885 a tax has been imposed on all Chinese entering 
Canada, and in 1903 this was raised to boo ($500)• British 
Columbia endeavoured in 1905 to lay a similar restriction on the 
Japanese, but the act was disallowed by the federal legislature. 

Finanre.—Since 1871 the decimal system of coinage, corre-
sponding to that of the United States, has been the only one 
employed. One dollar is divided into one hundred cents 
(it =$4.861). The money in circulation consists of a limited 
number of notes issued by the federal government, and the 
notes of the chartered banks, together with gold, silver and 
copper coin. Previous to 1906 this coin was minted in England, 
but in that year a branch of the royal mint was established at 
Ottawa. Though the whole financial system rests on the main-
tenance of the gold standard, gold coin plays a much smaller 
part in daily business than in England, France or Germany. 
United States' notes and silver are usually received at par; those 
of other nations are subject to a varying rate of exchange. 

The banking system, which retains many features of the, 
Scotch system, on which it was originally modelled, combines 
security for the note-holders and depositors with prompt increase 
and diminution of the circulation in accordance with the varying 
conditions of trade. This is especially important in a country 
where the large wheat crop renders an additional quantity of 
money necessary on very short notice during the autumn and 
winter. There has been no successful attempt to introduce the 
"wild cat " banking , which had such disastrous effects in the early 
days of the western states. Since federation no chartered bank 
has been compelled to liquidate without paying its note-holders 
in full. The larger banks are chartered by the federal govern-
ment; in the smaller towns a number of private banks remain, 
but their importance is small, owing to the great facilities given 
to the chartered banks by the branch system. In 1906 there 
were 34 chartered banks, of which the branches had grown from 
619 in iseoo to ;05 in i906, and the number since then has 
rapidly increased. The banks are required by law to furnish 
to the finance minister detailed monthly statements which are 
published in the official gazette. Once in every ten years the 
banking act is revised and weaknesses amended. Clearing-
houses have been established in the chief commercial centres. 
In October 1906 the chartered banks had an aggregate paid-up 
capital of over $94,000,000 with a note circulation of $83,000,000 
and deposits of over $553,000,000. 

There are four kinds of savings banks in Canada:—(t) the 
post-office savings banks; (2) the government savings banks 
of the Maritime provinces taken over at federation and being 
gradually merged with the former; (3) two special savings banks 
in the cities of Montreal and Quebec; (4) the savings bank 
departments of the chartered banks. The rate of interest 
allowed by the government is now 3%, and the chartered banks 
usually follow the government *rate. The amount on deposit in 
the first three increased from $5,057,607 in t868 to $89,781,546 
in October 1906. The returns from the chartered banks do not 
specify the deposits in these special accounts. 

The numerous loan and trust companies also possess certain 
banking privileges. 

The federal revenue is derived mainly from customs and 
excise duties, with subsidiary amounts from mining licences, 
timber dues, post-office, &c. Both the revenue and the expendi-
ture have in recent years increased greatly, the revenue rising 
from $46,743,503  in 1899 to $71,186,073 in 1905 and the expendi-
ture keeping pace with it. The debt of the Dominion in 1873 
and in 1905 was:— 

x873. 1 905. 

Gross debt . 	. $129.743,432 $377,678,580 
Assets 	. 30.894.970 111 .454.4 1 3 
Net debt 98,848.462 266.224,167 

While the debt had thus increased faster than the population, 
it weighed less heavily on the people, not only on account of the 
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great increase in commercial prosperity, but of the much lower 
rate of interest paid, and of the increasing revenue derived from 
assets. Whereas in x867 the rate of interest was over q%, and 
interest was being paid on former provincial loans of over 6%, 
Canada could in 1906 borrow at 3%. 

The greater part of the debt arises from the assumption of the 
debts of the provinces as they entered federation, expenditure 
on canals and assistance given to railways. It does not include 
the debts incurred by certain provinces since federation, a 
matter which concerns themselves alone. A strong prejudice 
against direct taxation exists, and none is imposed by the 
federal government, though it has been tentatively introduced 
in the provinces, especially in Quebec, in the form of liquor 
licences, succession duties, corporation taxes, &c. British 
Columbia has a direct tax on property and on income. The 
cities, towns and municipalities resort to it to supply their local 
needs, and there is a tendency, especially pronounced in Ontario 
on account of the excellence of her municipal system, to devolve 
the burden of educational payments, and others more properly 
provincial, upon the municipal authorities on the plea of 
decentralization. 

Commerce and Manufactures.—Since 1867 the opening up of 
the fertile lands in the north-west, the increase of population, 
the discovery of new mineral fields, the construction of railways 
and the great improvement of the canal system have changed 
the conditions, methods and channels of trade. The great 
extension during the same period of the use of water-power has 
been of immense importance to Canada, most of the provinces 
possessing numerous swift-flowing streams or waterfalls, capable 
of generating a practically unlimited supply of power. 

In 1878 the introduction of the so-called " National Policy " 
of protection furthered the growth of manufactures. Protection 
still remains the trade policy of Canada, though modified by a 
preference accorded to imports from Great Britain and from most 
of the British colonies. The tariff, though moderate as compared 
with that of the United States, amounted in 19°7 to about 28% 
on dutiable imparts and to about 16% on total imports. 
Tentative attempts at export duties have also been made. Inter. 
provincial commerce is free, and the home market is greatly 
increasing in importance. The power to make commercial 
treaties relating to Canada rests with the government of Great 
Britain, but in most cases the official consent of Canada is 
required, and for many years no treaty repugnant to her interests 
has been signed. The denunciation by the British government 
in 1897 of commercial treaties with Belgium and Germany, at 
the request of Canada, was a striking proof of her increasing 
importance, and attempts have at various times been made to 
obtain the full treaty-making power for the federal government. 
The great proportion of the foreign trade of the Dominion is 
with the United States and Great Britain. From the former 
come most of the manufactured goods imported and large 
quantities of raw materials; to the latter arc sent food-stuffs. 
Farm products are the most important export, and with the 
extension of this industry in the north-west provinces and in 
northern Ontario will probabiy continue to be so. Gold, silver, 
copper and other minerals are largely exported, chiefly in an 
unrefined state and almost entirely to the United States. The 
exports of lumber arc about equally divided between the two. 
Formerly, the logs were shipped as square timber, but now 
almost always in the form of deals, planks or laths; such square 
timber as is still shipped goes almost entirely to Great Britain. 
Wood pulp for the manufacture of paper is exported chiefly to 
the United States. To that country fresh fish is sent in large 
quantities, and there is an important trade in canned salmon 
between British Columbia and Great Britain. Few of the 
manufacturers do more than compete with the foreigner for an 
increasing share of the home market. In this they have won 
increased success, at least five-sixths of the manufactured goods 
used being produced within the country, but a desire for further 
protection is loudly expressed. Though the chief foreign 
commerce is with Great Britain and the United States, the 
Dominion has trade relations with all the chief countries of the  

world and maintains commercial agents among them. Her 
total foreign trade (import and export) was in 1906 over 
iloo,000,000. 

Shipping.—The chief seaports from cast to west are Halifax, 
N.S., Sydney, N.S., St John, N.B., Quebec and Montreal 
on the Atlantic; and Vancouver, Esquimalt and Victoria, B.C., 
on the Pacific. Halifax is the ocean terminus of the Intercolonial 
railway; St John, Halifax and Vancouver of the Canadian 
Pacific railway. • Prince Rupert, the western terminus of the 
Grand Trunk Pacific railway, was in 19(26 only an uninhabited 
harbour, but was being rapidly developed into a flourishing city. 
Though Halifax and St John are open in winter, much of the 
winter trade eastwards is done through American harbours, 
especially Portland, Maine, owing to the shorter railway journey. 
Esquimalt, Halifax, Kingston (Ont.) and Quebec have well-
equipped graving-docks. The coast, both of the ocean and of 
the Great Lakes, is well lighted and protected. The decay of the 
wooden shipbuilding industry has lessened the comparative 
importance of the mercantile marine, but there has been a great 
increase in the tonnage employed in the coasting trade and upon 
inland waters. Numerous steamship lines ply between Canada 
and Great Britain; direct communication exists with France, 
and the steamers of the Canadian Pacific railway run regularly 
to Japan and to Australia. 

Internal Communications. —Her splendid lakes and rivers, 
the development of her canal system, and the growth of railways 
have made the interprovincial traffic of Canada far greater than 
her foreign, and the portfolio of railways and canals is one of 
the most important in the cabinet. There are, nominally, about 
zoo railways, but about one-half of these, comprising five-sixths 
of the mileage, have been amalgamated into four great systems: 
the Grand Trunk, the Canadian Pacific, the Canadian Northern 
and the Intercolonial; most of the others have been more or less 
consolidated. With the first of the four large systems is connect ed 
the Grand Trunk Pacific. The Intercolonial, as also a line across 
Prince Edward Island, is owned and operated by the federal 
government. Originally built chiefly as a military road, and 
of ten the victim of political exigencies, it has not been a commer-
cial success. With the completion of the Grand Trunk Pacific 
(planned for 1911) and the Canadian Northern, the country 
would possess three trans-continental railways, and be free from 
the reproach, so long hurled at it, of possessing length without 
breadth. 

At numerous points along the frontier, connexion is made 
with the railways of the United States. Liberal aid is given 
by the federal, provincial and municipal governments to the 
construction of railways, amounting often to more than half 
the cost of the road. The government of Ontario has con-
structed a line to open up the agricultural and mining districts 
of the north of the province, and is operating it by means of a 
commission. Practically all the cities' and large towns have 
electric tramways, and electricity is also used as a motive power 
on many lines uniting the larger cities with the surrounding 
towns and villages. Since x 9o3 the Dominion government 
has instituted a railway commission of three members with 
large powers of control over freight and passenger rates and 
other such matters. Telephone and express companies are also 
subject to its jurisdiction. From its decisions an appeal may 
be made to the governor-general in council, i.e. to the federal 
cabinet. It has exercised a beneficial check on the railways 
and has been cheerfully accepted by them. In Ontario a some-
what similar commission, appointed by the local government, 
exercises extensive powers of control over railways solely 
within the province, especially over the electric lines. 

Despite the increase in railway facilities, the waterways remain 
important factors in the transportation of the country. Steamers 
ply on lakes and rivers in every province, and even in the far 
northern districts of Yukon and Mackenzie. Where necessary 
obstacles are surmounted by canals, on which over £x2,000,000 
have been spent, chiefly since federation. The St Lawrence 

in Canada a city must have over mow inhabitants, a town 
Over 2000. 
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river canal system from Lake Superior to tide water overcomes 
a difference of about boo ft., and carries large quantities of 
grain from the west to Montreal, the head of summer navigation 
on the Atlantic. These canals have a minimum depth of xa ft. 
on the sills, and are open to Canadian and American vessels 
on equal terms; the equipment is in every respect of the most 
modem character. So great, however, is the desire to shorten 
the time and distance necessary for the transportation of grain 
from Lake Superior to Montreal that an increasing quantity 
is taken by water as far as the Lake Huron and Georgian Bay 
ports, and thence by rail to Montreal. Numerous smaller canals 
bring Ottawa into connexion with Lake Champlain and the 
Hudson river via Montreal; by this route the logs and sawn 
lumber of Ontario, Quebec and New Brunswick find their 
destination. It has long been a Canadian ideal to shorten the 
distance from Lake Superior to the sea. With this object 
in view, the Trent Valley system of canals has been built, 
connecting Lake Ontario with the Georgian Bay (an arm of 
Lake Huron) via Lake Sinicoe. In x899 and subsequently 
surveys were made with a view to connecting the Georgian 
Bay through the intervening water stretches, with the Ottawa 
river system, and thence to Montreal. In 1903 all tolls were 
taken off the Canadian canals, greatly to the benefit of trade. 

Mining. —The mineral districts occur from Cape Breton 
to the islands in the Pacific and the Yukon district. Nova 
Scotia, British Columbia and the Yukon are still the most 
productive, but the northern parts of Ontario are proving 
rich in the precious metals. Coal, chiefly bituminous, occurs 
in large , quantities in Nova Scotia, British Columbia and in 
various parts of the north-west (lignite), though most of the 
anthracite is imported from the United States, as is the greater 
part of the bituminous coal used in Ontario. Under the stimulus 
of federal bounties, the production of pig iron and of steel, 
chiefly from imported ore, is rapidly increasing. Bounties on 
certain minerals and metals are also given by some of the 
provinces. The goldfields of the Yukon, though still valuable, 
show a lessening production. Sudbury, in Ontario, is the centre 
of the nickel production of the world, the mines being chiefly 
in American hands, and the product exported to the United 
States. Of the less important minerals, Canada is the world's 
chief producer of asbestos and corundum. Copper, lead, silver 
and all the important metals are mined in the Rocky Mountain 
district. From Quebec westwards, vast regions are still partly, 
or completely, unexplored. 

1.311111,C7.—In spite of great improvidence, and of loss by 
tire, the forest wealth of Canada is still the greatest in the 
world. Measures have been taken, both by the provincial and 
be federal governments, for its preservation, and for re-foresta-

tion of depleted areas. Certain provinces prohibit the exporta-
tion of logs to the United States, in order to promote the growth 
of saw-mills and manufactures of wooden-ware within the 
country, and the latter have of late years developed with great 
rapidity. The lumber trade of British Columbia has suffered 
from lack of an adequate market, but is increasing with the 
grea ter demand from the provinces of Alberta and Saskatchewan. 
A great development has also taken place in Ontario and the 
eastern provinces, through the use of spruce and other trees, 
long considered comparatively useless, in the manufacture of 
wood-pulp for paper-making. 

Crown Lands. —Large areas of unoccupied land remain in 
all the provinces (except Prince Edward Island). In Manitoba, 
Saskatchewan, Alberta, the so-called railway belt of British 
Columbia and the territories, these crown lands are chiefly 
owned by the federal parliament; in the other provinces, by 
the local legislatures. So great is their extent that, in spite 
Of the immigration of recent years, the Dominion government 
gives a freehold of x6o acres to every bona fide settler, subject 
to certain conditions of residence and the erection of buildings 
during the first three years. Mining and timber lands are sold 
or leased at moderate rates. All crown lands controlled by 
the provinces must be paid for, save in certain districts of 
Ontario. where free grants are given, but the price charged is  

low. The Canadian Pacific railway controls large land areas 
in the two new provinces; and large tracts in these provinces 
are owned by land companies. Both the Dominion and the 
provincial governments have set apart certain areas to be 
preserved, largely in their wild state, as national parks. Of 
these the most extensive are the Rocky Mountains Park at Banff, 
Alberta, owned by the Dominion government, and the "Algon-
quin National Park," north-cast of Lake Simcoe, the property 
of Ontario. 

Fisheries.—The principal fisheries are those on the Atlantic 
coast, carried on by the inhabitants of Nova Scotia, New Bruns-
wick, Prince Edward Island, and the eastern section of Quebec. 
Cod, herring, mackerel and lobsters are the fish chiefly caught, 
though halibut, salmon, anchovies and so-called sardines are 
also exported. Bounties to encourage deep-sea fishing have 
been given by the federal government since 1882. In British 
Columbian waters the main catch is of salmon, in addition to 
which are halibut, oolachan, herring, sturgeon, cod and shell-
fish. The lakes of Ontario and Manitoba produce white fish, 
sturgeon and other fresh-water fish. About 8o,000 persons find 
more or less permanent employment in the fishing industry, 
including the majority of the Indians of British Columbia. 

The business of fur-seal catching is carried on to some extent 
in the North Pacific and in Bering Sea by scalers from Victoria, 
but the returns show it to be a decreasing industry, as well as 
one causing friction with the United States. Indeed, no depart-
ment of national life has caused more continual trouble between 
the two peoples than the fisheries, owing to different laws 
regarding fish protection, and the constant invasion by each 
of the territorial waters of the other. 

Education. —The British North America Act imposes on the 
provincial legislatures the duty of legislating on educational 
matters, the privileges of the denominational and separate 
schools in Ontario and Quebec being specially safeguarded. In 
1871, the New Brunswick legislature abolished the separate 
school system, and a contest arose which was finally settled by 
the authority of the legislature being sustained, though certain 
concessions were made to the Roman Catholic dissentients. 
Subsequently a similar difficulty arose in Manitoba, where the 
legislature in 1890 abolished the system of separate schools 
which had been established in i871. After years of bitter 
controversy, in which a federal ministry was overthrown, a 
compromise was arranged in x897, in which the Roman Catholic 
leaders have never fully acquiesced. In the provinces of Alberta 
and Saskatchewan, formed in 1905, certain educational privileges 
(though not amounting to a separate school system) were 
granted to the Roman Catholics. 

All the provinces have made sacrifices to insure the spread of 
education. In 1901, 76% of the total population could read 
arid write, and 86% of those over five years of age. These 
percentages have gradually risen ever since federation, especially 
in the province of Quebec, which was long in a backward state. 
The school systems of all the provinces are, in spite of certain 
imperfections, efficient and well-equipped, that of Ontario 
being especially celebrated. A fuller account of their special 
features will be found under the articles on the different 
provinces. 

Numerous residential schools exist and are increasing in 
number with the growth of the country in wealth and culture. 
In Quebec are a number of so-called classical colleges, most of 
them affiliated with Laval University. 

Higher education was originally organized by the various 
religious bodies, each of which retains at least one university 
in more or less integral connexion with itself. New Brunswick, 
Ontario and Manitoba support provincial universities at 
Fredericton, Toronto and Winnipeg. Those of most importance' 
are:—Dalhousie University, Halifax, N.S. (1818); the Univer- 
sity of New Brunswick, Fredericton, N.B. (i goo); McGill 
University, Montreal, Que. (1821); Laval University, Quebec, 
and Montreal, Que. (1852); Queen's University, Kingston, Ont. 
(1841); the University of Toronto, Toronto, Ont. (1827); 

' The date of foundation is given in brackets. 
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Trinity University, Toronto, Ont. (1852); Victoria Uni-
versity, Toronto, Ont. (1836); the University of Ottawa, 
Ottawa, Ont. (1848); the University of Manitoba, Winnipeg, 
Man. 0870. 

Of these McGill (see MONTREAL) is especially noted for the 
excellence of its training in practical and applied science. Many 
of the students, especially in the departments of medicine and 
theology, complete their education in the United States, Britain 
or Europe. 

Most of the larger towns and cities contain public libraries, 
that of Toronto being especially well-equipped. 

Of the numerous learned and scientific societies, the chief is 
the Royal Society of Canada, founded in 1881. 

Defence.—The command in chief of all naval and military 
forces is vested in the king, but their control rests with the 
federal parliament. The naval forces, consisting of a fisheries 
protection service, are under the minister of marine and fisheries, 
the land forces under the minister of militia and defence. Prior 
to 1903, command of the latter was vested in a British officer, 
but since then has been entrusted to a militia council, of which 
the minister is president. The fortified harbours of Halifax 
(N.S.) and Esquimalt (B.C.) were till 1905 maintained and 
garrisoned by the imperial government, but have since been 
taken over by Canada. This has entailed the increase of the 
permanent force to about s000 men. Previously, it had num-
bered about moo (artillery, dragoons, infantry) quartered in 
various schools, chiefly to aid in the training of the militia. In 
this all able-bodied citizens between the ages of 18 and 6b arc 
nominally enrolled, but the active militia consists of about 
45,000 men of all ranks, in a varying state of efficiency. These 
cannot be compelled to serve outside the Dominion, though 
special corps may be enlisted for this purpose, as was done 
during the war in South Africa (1899-x9o2). At Quebec is a 
Dominion arsenal, rifle and ammunition factories. Cadet corps 
flourish in most of the city schools. At Kingston (Ont.) is the 
Royal Military College, to the successful graduates of which a 
certain number of commissions in the British service is annually 
awarded. 

Justice and Crime.—Justice is well administered throughout 
the country, and even in the remotest mining camps there has 
been little of the lawlessness seen in similar districts of Australia 
and the United States. For this great credit is due to the 
" North-west mounted police," the " Riders of the Plains," 
a highly efficient body of about seven hundred men, under the 
control of the federal government. Judges are appointed for 
life by the Dominion parliament, and cannot be removed save by 
impeachment before that body, an elaborate process never 
attempted since federation, though more than once threatened. 
From the decisions of the supreme court of Canada appeal may be 
made to the judicial committee of the imperial privy council. 

AUTHORITIES.—The Canadian Geological Survey has published 
(Ottawa, since 1845) a series of reports covering a great number 
of subjects. Several provinces have bureaus or departments of 
mines, also issuing reports. The various departments of the federal 
and the provincial governments publish annual reports and frequent 
special reports, such as the decennial report on the census, from 
which a vast quantity of information may be obtained. Most of this is 
summed up in the annual Statistical Year Book of Canada and in the 
Official Handbook of the Dominion of Canada. issued at frequent 
intervals by the Department of the Interior. See also J. W. White 
(the Dominion geographer), Atlas of Canada (1906); J. Castel' 
Hopkins, Canada: an Encyclopaedia (6 vols., 1898-1900); The 
Canadian Annual Rez•iew (yearly since 1902), replacing H. J. 
lvlorgan's Canadian Annual Register (1878-1886) ; Sir J. W. Dawson, 
Handbook of Canadian Geology (1889); George Johnson, Alphabet 
of First Thtngs in Canada (3rd ed.. 1898); A. G. Bradley, Canada 
in the Twentieth Century (1903); Transactions of the Royal Society 
of Canada (yearly since 1883); R. C. Brackenridge, The Canadian 
Banking System (t895); A. Shortt, history of Canadian Banking 
(1907-1906); Sir S. Fleming, The Jnlercolonial (1876); John 
Davidson, " Financial Relations of Canada and the Provinces ". 
(Economic Journal,. June 1905); Transactions of the Royal Society 
of Canada, passim, for valuable papers by H. M. Am i, A. P. Coleman, 
G. M. Dawson, %V. F. Ganong. B. J. Harrington and others; also 
articles in Canadian Economics and in the Handbook of Canada, 
published on the occasion of visits of the British Association. 

(W. L. G.) 

AGRICTILTURE 

Canada is pct-eminently an agricultural country. Of the 
total population (estimated in 1907 at 6,44o,000) over so% are 
directly engaged in practical agriculture. In addition large 
numbers are engaged in industries arising out of agriculture; 
among these are manufacturers of agricultural implements, 
millers of flour and oatmeal, curers and packers of meat, makers 
of cheese and butter, and persons occupied in the transportation 
and commerce of grain, hay, live stock, meats, butter, cheese, 
milk, eggs, fruit and various other products. The country is 
splendidly formed for the production of food. Across the 
continent there is a zone about 3900 m. long and as wide as or 
wider than France, with (over a large part of this area) a climate 
adapted to the production of foods of superior quality. Since 
the opening of the zoth century, great progress has been made 
in the settlement and agricultural development of the western 
territories between the provinces of Manitoba and British 
Columbia. The three " North-West Provinces " (Manitoba, 
Saskatchewan, Alberta) have a total area of 369,869,898 acres, 
of which 12,853,120 acres are water. In t906 their population 
was 808,863, nearly double what it was in 1901. The land in 
this vast area varies in virginal fertility, but the best soils are 
very rich in the constituents of plant food. Chemical analyses 
made by Mr F. T. Shutt have proved that soils from the North-
West Provinces contain an average of t8,000 lb of nitrogen, 
t 5,58o lb of potash and 6,700 lb of phosphoric acid per acre, 
these important elements of plant food being therefore present 
in much greater abundance than they are in ordinary cultivated 
European soils of good quality. The prairie lands of Manitoba 
and Saskatchewan produce wheat of the finest quality. Horse 
and cattle ranching is practised in Alberta, where the milder 
winters allow of the outdoor wintering of live stock to a greater 
degree than is possible in the colder parts of Canada. The 
freezing of the soil in winter, which at first sight seems a drawback, 
retains the soluble nitrates which might otherwise be drained out. 
The copious snowfall protects vegetation, supplies moisture, and 
contributes nitrogen to the soil. The geographical position of 
Canada, its railway systems and steamship service for freight 
across the Atlantic and Pacific oceans, arc favourable to the 
extension of the export trade in farm products to European and 
oriental countries. Great progress has been made in the develop-
ment of the railway systems of Canada, and the new trans-
continental line from the Atlantic to the Pacific, passing through 
Saskatchewan via Saskatoon, and Alberta via Edmonton, 
renders possible of settlement large areas of fertile wheat-growing 
soil. The canal system of Canada, linking together the great 
natural waterways, is also of much present and prospective 
importance in cheapening the transportation of agricultural 
produce. 

Of wheat many varieties are grown. The methods of cultiva-
tion do not involve the application of so much hand labour per 
acre as in Europe. The average yield of wheat for the tC 
whole of Canada is nearly 20 bushels per acre. In 
root the total production of wheat in Canada was 55i million 
bushels. In 1906 the estimated total production was 136 
million bushels. The total wheat acreage, which at the census 
of tool was 4,224,000, was over 6,aoo,000 in•z906, an increase of 
nearly two million acres in five years. 

Up to the close of the 19th century, Ontario was the largest 
wheat-growing province in Canada. In 1900 the wheat acreage 
in Ontario was 1,487,633, producing 28,418,907 bushels, an 
average yield of to. to bushels per acre. Over three-quarters of 
this production was of fall or winter wheat, the average yield 
of which in Ontario over a series of years since 1883 had been 
about 20 bushels per acre. But the predominance in wheat. 
growing has now shifted to the new prairie regions of the west. 
A census taken in 1906 shows that the total acreage of wheat in 
the North-West Provinces was 5, 062 ,493, Yielding 110,586,824 
bushels, an average in a fairly normal season of 21.84 bushels 
per acre. Of this total wheat acreage, 2,721,079 acres were in 
Manitoba, 2,117,484 acres in Saskatchewan, and 223 ,930  acres 
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in Alberta, with average yields per acre at the rates of 20•02 
bushels in Manitoba, 23.70 in Saskatchewan and 26.49 in Alberta. 
In these provinces spring wheat is almost universally sown, 
except in Alberta where fall or winter wheat is also sown to a 
considerable extent Summer fallowing for wheat is a practice 
that has pined ground in the North-West Provinces. Land 
ploughed and otherwise tilled, but left unseeded during the 
summer, is sown with wheat in the succeeding autumn or spring. 
Wheat on summer fallow land yielded, according to the North-
West census of 1906, from a to 8 bushels per acre more than that 
sown on other land. Summer fallowing is, however, subject to 
one drawback: the strong growth which it induces is apt to 
retard the ripening of the grain. Canada is clearly destined to 
rank as one of the most important grain-producing countries of 
the world. The northern limits of the wheat-growing areas have 
not been definitely ascertained; but samples of good wheat 
were grown in i9o7 at Fort Vermilion on the Peace river, nearly 
too in. north of Winnipeg in Int. 58.34 and at Fort Simpson on 
the Mackenzie river in lat. 61.52, more than Soo m. north of 
Winnipeg and about taco in. north of the United States 
boundary. As a rule the weather during the harvesting period 
permits the grain to be gathered safely without damage from 
sprouting. Occasionally in certain localities in the north-west 
the grain is liable to injury from frost in late summer; but as 
the proportion of land under cultivation increases the climate 
becomes modified and the danger from frost is appreciably less. 
The loss from this cause is also less than formerly, because 
any grain unfit for export is now readily purchased for the 
feeding of animals in Ontario and other parts of eastern 
Canada. 

Suitable machinery for cleaning the grain 'is everywhere in 
general use, so that weed seeds are removed before the wheat 
is ground. This gives Canadian wheat excellent milling pro-
perties, and enables the millers to turn out flour uniform in 
quality and of high grade as to keeping properties. Canadian 
flour has a high reputation in European markets. It is known 
as flour from which bakers can make the best quality of bread, 
'and also the largest quantity per barrel, the quantity of albumi-
molds being greater in Canadian flour than in the best brands of 
European. Owing to its possession of this characteristic of what 
miners term " strength," i.e. the relative capacity of flour to 
make large loaves of good quality, Canadian flour is largely in 
demand for blending with the flour of the softer English wheats. 
For this reason some of the strong Canadian wheats have com-
manded in the home market p. and 6s. a quarter more than 
English-grown wheat. At the general census of mot the number 
of flouring and grist mill establishments, each employing five 
persons and over, was returned at 400, the number of employes 
being 4251 and the value of products $31,835,873. A special 
census of manufactures in 1906 shows that these figures had 
grown in 1905 to 832 establishments, 5619 employfa and 
856.703,269 value of the products. There is room for a great 
extension in the cultivation of wheat and the manufacture and 
exportation of flour. 

In the twelve months of 1907 Canada exported 37,503,057 
bushels of wheat of the value of $34, 1 3 2 ,759 and 1,858,485 
I arrels of flour of the value of 17,626,408. The corresponding 
figures in moo were—wheat, 16,844,6 so bushels,value,111 ,995,488, 
and flour, 768,562 bushels, value, 12,794885. 

Oats of fine quality are grown in large crops from Prince 
Edward Island on the Atlantic coast to Vancouver Island on the 
Pacific coast. Over large areas the Canadian soil and climate 
are admirably adapted for producing oats of heavy weight per 
bushel In all the provinces of eastern Canada the acreage under 
oats greatly exceeds that under wheat. The annual average 
oat crop in all Canada is estimated at about 248 million bushels. 
As the total annual export of oats is now less than three million 
bushels the home consumption is large, and this is an advantage 
in maintaining the fertility of the soil. In 1907 the area under 
oats in Ontario was 2,932,509 Urea and yielded 83,524,3ot 
bushels, the area being almost as large as that of the acreage 
snider bay and larger than the combined total of the other  

principal cereals grown in the province. Canadian oatmeal is 
equal in quality to the best. It is prepared in different forms, 
and in various degrees of fineness. 

Barley was formerly grown for export to` the United States 
for malting purposes. After the raising of the duty on barley 
under the McKinley and Dingley tariffs that trade was practically 
destroyed and Canadian farmers were obliged to find other uses 
for this crop. Owing to the development of the trade with the 
mother-country in dairying and meat products, barley as a home 
feeding material has become more indispensable than ever. 
Before the adoption of the McKinley tariff about nine million 
bushels of barley were exported annually, involving the loss of 
immense stores of plant food. In 1907, with an annual produc-
tion of nearly fifty million bushels, only a trifling percentage was 
exported, the rest being fed at home and exported in the form of 
produce without loss from impoverishment of the soil. The 
preparation of pearl or pot barley is an incidental industry. 

Rye is cultivated successfully, but is seldom used for human 
food. Flour from wheat, meal from oats, and meal from Indian 
corn are preferred. 

Buckwheat flour is used in considerable quantities in some 
districts for the making of buckwheat cakes, eaten with maple 
syrup. These two make an excellent breakfast dish, character-
istic of Canada and some of the New England states. There are 
also numerous forms of preparations from cereals, sold as break-
fast foods, which, owing to the high quality of the grains grown 
in Canada and the care exercised in their manufacture, compare 
favourably with similar products in other countries. 

Peas in large areas are grown free from serious trouble with 
insect pests. Split peas for soup, green peas as vegetables and 
sweet peas for canning are obtained of good quality. 

Vegetables are grown everywhere, and form a large part of 
the diet of the people. There is a comparatively small export, 
except in the case of turnips and potatoes and of vegetables 
which have been canned or dried. Besides potatoes, which 
thrive well and yield large quantities of excellent quality, there 
are turnips, carrots, parsnips and beets. The cultivation of 
sugar beets for the manufacture of sugar has been established 
in Ontario and in southern Alberta, where in gee an acreage 
under this crop of 3344 yielded 27,211 tons, an average of 
8.13 tons per acre. Among the common vegetables used in the 
green state are peas, beans, cabbage, cauliflowers, asparagus, 
Indian corn, onions, leeks, tomatoes, lettuce, radish, celery, 
parsley, cucumbers, pumpkins, squash and rhubarb. Hay, of 
good quality of timothy (Phleum pretense), and also of timothy 
and clover, is grown over extensive areas. For export it is put 
up in bales of about rso lb each. Since 099 a new form of 
pressing has been employed, whereby the hay is compressed to 
stow in about 7o cub. ft. per ton. This has been a means of 
reducing the ocean freight per ton. The compact condition 
permits the hay to be kept with less deterioration of quality 
than under the old system of more loose baling. Austrian brome 
grass (Brooms inermis) and western rye grass (dgropyrum 
:enema) are both extensively grown for hay in the North-West 
Provinces. 

The almost universal adoption of electrical traction in towns 
has not led to the abandonment of the breeding of horses to 
the extent that was at one time anticipated. Heavy 
draught horses are reared in Ontario, and to a less 	su.k, 
but increasing extent in the North-West Provinces, 
the breeds being mainly the Clydesdale and the Shire. 
Percherons are also bred in different parts of Canada, and a 
few Belgian draught horses have been introduced. Good 
horses suitable for general work on farms and for cabs, omni-
buses, and grocery and delivery wagons, are plentiful for local 
markets and for export. Thoroughbred and pure bred hackney 
stallions are maintained in private studs and by agricultural 
associations throughout the Dominion, and animals for cavalry 
and mounted infantry remounts are produced in all the provinces 
including those of the North-West. Useful carriage horses 
and saddle horses are bred in many localities. Horse ranching 
is practised largely in Alberta. There are no government 
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stud farms. The total number of horses in the Dominion was 
estimated on the basis of census returns at 2,019,824 for the 
year 1907, an increase of 609,309 since 1901. 

Cattle, sheep, swine and poultry arc reared in abundance. 
The bracing weather of Canadian winters is followed by the 
warmth and humidity of genial summers, under which crops 
grow in almost tropical luxuriance, while the cool evenings and 
nights give the plants a robustness of quality which is not 
to be found in tropical regions, and also make life for the various 
domestic animals wholesome and comfortable. In the North-
West Provinces there arc vast areas of prairie land, over which 
cattle pasture, and from which thousands of fat bullocks 
are shipped annually. Throughout other parts bullocks are 
fed on pasture land, and also in stables on nourishing and 
succulent feed such as hay, Indian corn fodder, Indian corn 
silage, turnips, carrots, mangcls, ground oats, barley, peas, 
Indian corn, rye, bran and linseed oil cake. The breeding 
of cattle, adapted for the production of prime beef and of 
dairy cows for the production of milk, butter and cheese, 
has received much attention. There is government control of 
the spaces on the steamships in which the cattle are carried, 
and veterinary inspection prevents the exportation of diseased 
animals. 

A considerable trade has been established in the exportation 
of dressed beef in cold storage, and also in the exportation 
of meat and other foods in hermetically sealed receptacles. 
By the Meat and Canned Foods Act of teo7 of the Dominion 
parliament and regulations thereunder, the trade is carried 
on under the strictest government supervision, and no canned 
articles of food may be exported unless passed as absolutely 
wholesome and officially marked as such by government 
inspectors. There is a considerable trade in " lunch tongues." 

The cattle breeds are principally those of British origin. 
For beef, shorthorns, Herefords, Galloways and Aberdeen-
Angus cattle are bred largely, whilst for dairying purposes, 
shorthorns, Ayrshires, Jerseys, Guernseys and Holstein-Friesians 
preVail. The French-Canadian cattle are highly esteemed in 
eastern Canada, especially by the farmers of the French provinCes. 
They are a distinct breed of Jersey and Brittany type, and 
are stated to be descended from animals imported from France 
by the early settlers. The estimated number of cattle in Canada 
in 1907 Was 7,439,05 1 , an increase of 2 ,066 ,547 over the figures 
of the census of teox. 

All parts of the Dominion are well adapted for sheep; but 
various causes, amongst which must be reckoned the prosperity 
of other branches of agriculture, including wheat-growing and 
dairying, have in several of the provinces contributed to prevent 
that attention to this branch which its importance deserves, 
though there are large areas of rolling, rugged yet nutritious 
pastures well suited to sheep-farming. In the maritime provinces 
and in Prince Edward Island sheep and lambs are reared in large 
numbers. In Ontario sheep breeding has reached a high degree 
of perfection, and other parts of the American continent draw 
their supplies of pure bred stock largely from this province. 
All the leading British varieties are reared, the Shropshire, 
Oxford Down, Leicester and Cotswold breeds being most 
numerous. There are also excellent flocks of Lincolns and South-
downs. The number of sheep and lambs in Canada was estimated 
for the year 1907 at 2,830,785, as compared with 2,465,565 
in 1901. 

Pigs, mostly of the Yorkshire, Berkshire and Tamworth 
breeds, are reared and fattened in large numbers, and there 
is a valuable export trade in bacon. Canadian hogs are fed, 
as a rule, on feeds suited for the production of what are known 
as " fleshy sides." Bacon with an excess of fat is not wanted, 
except in the lumber camps; consequently the farmers of 
Canada have cultivated a class of swine for bacon having 
plenty of lean and firm flesh. The meat extension of the dairy 
business has fitted in with the rearing of large numbers of 
swine. Experimental work has shown that swine fattened with 
a ration partly of skim-milk were lustier and of a more healthy 
appearance than swine fattened wholly on grains. Slaughtering  

and curing are carried on chiefly at large packing houses. The 
use of mechanical refrigerating plants for chilling the pork 
has made it practicable to cure the bacon with the use of a 
small percentage of salt, leaving it mild in flavour when delivered 
in European markets. Regular supplies are exported during 
every week of the year. Large quantities of lard, brawn and 
pigs' feet are exported. in 1907 the number of pigs in Canada 
was estimated at 3,530,060, an increase of 1,237,385 over the 
census record of loos. Turkeys thrive well, grow to a fine 
size and have flesh of tender quality. Chickens are raised 
in large numbers, and poultry-keeping has developed greatly 
since the opening of the loth century. Canadian eggs are 
usually packed in cases containing thirty dozens each. Card-
board fillers are used which provide a separate compartment 
for each egg. There are cold storage warehouses at various 
points in Canada, at which the eggs are collected, sorted and 
packed before shipment. These permit the eggs to be landed 
in Europe in a practically fresh condition as to flavour, with 
the shells quite full. 

Canada has been called the land of milk and honey. Milk 
is plentiful, and enters largely into the diet of the people. With 
a climate which produces healthy, vigerous animals, 
notably free from epizootic diseases, with a fertile 
soil for the growth of fodder crops and pasture, with 
abundance of pure air and water, and with a plentiful supply 
of ice, the conditions in Canada are ideal for the dairying 
industry. Large quantities of condensed milk, put up in her-
metically sealed tins, are sold for use in mining camps and 
on board steamships. The cheese is chiefly of the variety known 
as " Canadian Cheddar." It is essentially a food cheese rather 
than a mere condiment, and x lb of it will furnish as mud, 
nourishing material as 21 lb of the best beefsteak. The industry 
is largely carried on by co-operative associations of fanners. 
The dairy factory system was introduced into Canada in 1164, 
and from that time the production and exportation of cheese 
grew rapidly. Legislation was passed to protect Canadian 
dairy produce from dishonest manipulation, and soon Canadian 
cheese obtained a deservedly high reputation in the British 
markets. In 180 cheese factories and creameries numbered 
1 733, and in 1899 there were 3649. In 1908 there were 4355 
of these factories, of which 1284 were in Ontario, 2806 in 
Quebec, and 265 in the remaining seven provinces of Canada. 
Those in Ontario are the largest in size. Amongst the British 
imports of cheese the Canadian product ranks first in quality, 
whilst in quantity it represents about 72% of the total value 
of the cheese imports, and 84% of the total value of the imports 
of that kind of cheese which is classed as Cheddar. In 1906 
the total exports of cheese to all countries from Canada reached 
21 5.834,543 lb of the value of $24,433,1 69- 

Butter for export is made in creameries, where the milk, 
cream and butter are handled by skilled makers. The creameries 
are provided with special cold storage rooms, into which the 
butter is placed on the same day in which it is made. From 
them it is carried in refrigerator railway cars and in cold storage 
chambers on steamships to its ultimate destination. For the 
export trade it is packed in square boxes made of spruce or 
some other odourless wood. These are lined with parchment 
paper, and contain each 56 lb net of butter. The total export c f 
butter from Canada in 1906 was 34,031,525 lb, of the value 
of $7,075,539. According to a census of manufactures taken 
in 1906, the total value of factory cheese and butter made in 
Canada during that year was $32,402,265. 

There are large districts lying eastward of the Great Lakes 
and westward of the Rocky Mountains, where apples of fine 
quality can be grown; and there are other smaller nu, en  

areas in which pears, peaches and grapes are grown 
in quantities in the open air. The climate is favourable to the 
growth of plums, cherries, strawberries, raspberries, currants, 
gooseberries, etc. There are many localities in which cran-
berries are successfully grown, and in which blueberries also 
grow wild in great profusion. 

Apples and pears are the chief sorts of fruit exported. The 
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high flavour, the crisp, juicy flesh and the long-keeping qualities 
of the Canadian apples are their chief merits. Apples are 
exported in barrels and also in boxes containing about one 
bushel each. Large quantities are also evaporated and exported. 
Establishments for evaporating halt are now found in most 
of the larger apple-growing districts, and canning factories and 
jam factories have been established in many parts of Canada, and 
are conducted with advantage and profit. 

The chief fruit-growing districts have long been in southern 
and western Ontario and in Nova Scotia; but recently much 
attention has been devoted to fruit-growing in British Columbia, 
where large areas of suitable land are available for the cultivation 
of apples, pears and other fruits. In some parts of the semi-
arid districts in the interior of the province irrigation is being 
successfully practised for the purpose of bringing land under 
profitable cultivation for fruit. Collections of fruit grown in 
British Columbia have received premier honours at the com-
petitive exhibitions of the Royal Horticultural Society in London, 
where their high quality and fine colour have been greatly 
appreciated. 

Wine is made in considerable quantities in the principal 
vine-growing districts, and in several localities large vineyards 
have been planted for this purpose. An abundance of cider 
is also made in all the large apple-growing districts. 

Honey. is one of the minor food-products of Canada, and 
in many localities bees have abundance of pasturage. Canadian 
honey for colour, flavour and substance is unsurpassed. Maple 
sugar and syrup are made in those areas of the country where 
the sugar-maple tree flourishes. The syrup is used chiefly 
as a substitute for jam or preserved fruits, and the sugar is 
used in country homes for sweetening, for cooking purposes 
and for the making of confectionery. The processes of manu-
facture have been improved by the introduction of specially 
constructed evaporators, and quantities of maple sugar and 
syrup are annually exported. 

Tobacco is a new crop which has been grown in Canada 
since 1904. Its cultivation promises to be successful in parts 
of Ontario, Quebec and British Columbia. 

The department of agriculture of the Dominion government 
renders aid to agriculture in many ways, maintaining the 

experimental farms and various effective organiza- 
tions for assisting the live-stock, dairying and fruit-

growing industries, for testing the germination and purity of 
agricultural seeds, and for developing the export trade in 
agricultural and dairy produce. The health of animals branch, 
through which are administered the laws relating to the 
contagious diseases of animals, and the control of quarantine 
and inspection stations for imported animals, undertakes also 
valuable experiments on the diseases of farm live-stock, including 
glanders in horses, tuberculosis in cattle, &c. The policy of 
slaughtering horses reacting to the mallein test hits been success-
fully initiated by Canada, the returns for 1908 from all parts 
of the country indicating a considerable decrease from the 
previous year in the number of horses destroyed and the amount 
of compensation paid. A disease of cattle in Nova Scotia, 
known as the Pictou cattle disease, long treated as contagious, 
has now been demonstrated by the veterinary officers of the 
department to be due to the ingestion of a weed, the ragwort, 
Seaccio Jacobca. Hog cholera or swine fever has been almost 
eradicated. A laboratory is maintained for bacteriological and 
pathological researches and for the preparation of preventive 
vaccines. Canada is entirely free from rinderpest, pleuro-
pneumonia and foot-and-mouth disease.  

The work of the live-stock branch is directed towards the 
improvement of the stock-raising industry, and is carried on 
through the agencies of expert teachers and stock judges, the 
systematic distribution of pure-bred breeding stock, the yearly 
testing of pure-bred dairy herds, the supervision of the accuracy 
of the registration of pure-bred animals and the nationalization 
of live-stock records. The last two objects are secured by act 
of the Dominion parliament passed in 19os. Under this act 
a record committee, appointed annually by the pedigree stud,  

herd and flock book associations of Canada, perform the duties 
of accepting the entries of pure-bred animals for the respective 
pedigree registers, and are provided with an office and with 
stationery and franking privileges by the government. Pedigree 
certificates are certified as correct by an officer of the department 
of agriculture, so that in Canada there exist national registration 
and government authority for the accuracy of pedigree live-
stock certificates. The government promotes the extension 
of markets for farm products; it maintains officers in the 
United Kingdom who make reports from time to time on the 
condition in which Canadian goods are delivered from the steam-
ships, and also on what they can learn from importing and 
distributing merchants regarding the preferences of the market 
for different qualities of farm goods and different sorts of packages. 
Through this branch of the public service a complete chain of 
cold-storage accommodation between various points in Canada 
and markets in Europe, particularly in Great Britain, has been 
arranged. The government offered a bonus to those owners of 
creameries who would provide cold-storage accommodation at 
them and keep the room in use fora period of three years. It also 
arranged with the various railway companies to run refrigerator 
cars weekly on the main lines leading to Montreal and other 
export points.. The food-products from any shippers are received 
into these can at the various railway stations at the usual 
rates, without extra charge for icing or cold-storage service. 
The government offered subventions to those who would provide 
cold-storage warehouses at various points where these were 
necessary, and also arranged with the owners of ocean steam-
ships to provide cold-storage chambers on them by means of 
mechanical refrigerators. The policy of encouraging the provision 
of ample cold-storage accommodation has been developed 
still further by the Cold Storage Act of the Dominion parliament 
passed in 1907, under which subsidies are granted in part pay-
ment of the cost of erecting and equipping cold-storage ware-
houses in Canada for the preservation of perishable food. 
products. 

Besides furnishing technical and• general information as to 
the carrying on of dairying operations, the government has 
established and maintained illustration cheese factories and 
creameries in different places for the purpose of introducing the 
best methods of co-operative dairying in both the manufacturing 
and shipping of butter and cheese. Inspectors are employed 
to give information regarding the packing of fruit, and also to 
see to the enforcement of the Fruit Marks Acts, which prohibit 
the marking of fruit with wrong brands and packing in any 
fraudulent manner. 

The seed branch of the department of agriculture was estab-
lished in thoo for the purpose of encouraging the production and 
use of seeds of superior quality, thereby improving all kinds of 
field and garden crops grown in Canada. Seeds are tested in 
the laboratory for purity and germination on behalf of farmers 
and seed merchants, and scientific investigations relating to 
seeds are conducted and reported upon. In the year 1906-1907 
6676 samples of seeds were tested. Encouragement to seed-
growing is given by the holding of seed fair;, and bulletins are 
issued on weeds, the methods of treating seed-wheat against 
smut and on other subjects. Collections of weed seeds are 
issued to merchants and others to enable them readily to identify 
noxious weed seeds. The Seed Control Act of x 9os brings under 
strict regulations the trade in agricultural seeds, prohibiting 
the sale for seeding of cereals, grasses, clovers or forage plants 
unless free from weeds specified, and imposing severe penalties 
for infringements. 

The census and statistics office, reorganized as a branch of the 
department of agriculture in 19os, undertakes a complete census 
of population, of agriculture, of manufactures and of all the 
natural products of the Dominion every ten years, a census of 
the population and agriculture of the three North-West Provinces 
every five years, and various supplemental statistical inquiries 
at shorter intervals. 

Experimental farms weie established in 1887 in different parts 
of the Dominion, and were so located as to render efficient help 
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to the farmers in the more thickly settled districts, and at the 
same time to cover the varied climatic and other conditions 
which influence agriculture in Canada. The central experimental 

farm is situated at Ottawa, near the boundary line 
eom'd* between Quebec and Ontario, where it serves as an aid 
MIAMI 

hems. 	to agriculture in these two important provinces. One 
of the four branch farms then established is at Nappan, 

Nova Scotia, near the boundary between that province and New 
Brunswick, where it serves the farmers of the three maritime 
provinces. A second branch experimental farm is at Brandon 
in Manitoba, a third is at Indian Head in Saskatchewan and 
the fourth is at Agassiz in the coast climate of British Columbia. 
In 1906-1907 two new branch farms were established. One is 
situated at Lethbridge, southern Alberta, where problems will 
be investigated concerning agriculture upon irrigated land and 
dry farming under conditions of a scanty rainfall. The other 
is at Lacombe, northern Alberta, about 7o m. south of Edmonton, 
in the centre of a good agricultural district on the Canadian 
Pacific railway. Additional branch farms in different parts of 
the Dominion are in process of establishment. At all these 
farms experiments are conducted to gain information as to the 
best methods of preparing the land for crop and of maintaining 
its fertility, the most useful and profitable crops to grow, and 
how the various crops grown can be disposed of to the greatest 
advantage. To this end experiments are conducted in the 
feeding of cattle, sheep and swine for flesh, the feeding of cows 
for the production of milk, and of poultry both for flesh and eggs. 
Experiments are also conducted to test the merits of new or 
untried varieties of cereals and other field crops, of grasses, forage 
plants, fruits, vegetables, plants and trees; and samples, 
particularly of the most promising cereals, are distributed 
freely among farmers for trial, so that those which promise to 
be most profitable may be rapidly brought into general cultiva-
tion. Annual reports and occasional bulletins are published 
and widely distributed, giving the results of this work. Farmers 
are invited to visit these experimental farms, and a large corre-
spondence is conducted with those interested in agriculture in 
all parts of the Dominion, who are encouraged to ask advice and 
information from the officers of the farms. 

The governments of the several provinces each have a depart-
ment of agriculture. Among other provincial agencies for 

imparting information there are farmers' institutes, Aso- 
cwt.*/ 	travelling dairies, live-stock associations, farmers', 
r4VIalifi. dairymen's, seed-growers', and fruit-growers' associa- 
11""'d tions, and agricultural and horticultural societies. 
*duration. 

These arc all maintained or assisted by the several 
provinces. Parts of the proceedings and many of the ad-
dresses and papers presented at the more important meetings of 
these associations are published by the provincial governments, 
and distributed free to farmers who desire to have them. There 
are also annual agricultural exhibitions of a highly important 
character, where improvements in connexion with agricultural 
and horticultural products, live-stock, implements, &c., are 
shown in competition. The Dominion government makes in 
turn to one of the chief local agricultural exhibition societies a 
grant of 850,000 for the purposes of the national representation 
of agriculture and live-stock. The exhibition receiving the grant 
loses its local character, and thus becomes the Dominion exhibi-
tion or fair for that year. 

There are several important agricultural colleges for the 
practical education of young men in farming, foremost amongst 
them being the Ontario Agricultural College at Guelph. Agri-
cultural colleges are also maintained at Truro, Nova Scotia, 
and Winnipeg, Manitoba. In most of the provinces are dairy 
schools where practical instruction and training are given. 
Since the beginning of the loth century agricultural education 
and rural training in Canada have been greatly stimulated by 
the munificence of Sir William C. Macdonald of Montreal. A 
donation by him of $ro,000, distributed to boys and girls on 
Canadian farms for prizes in a competition for the selection of 
seed grain, as recommended by Professor J. W. Robertson, led 
to the Macdonald-Robertson Seed Growers' Association. This  

soon assumed national proportions in the Canadian Seed Growers' 
Association, which, with the seed branch of the department of 
agriculture mentioned above, has done much to raise to a 
uniform standard of excellence the grain grown over large areas 
of the Canadian wheat-fields. The Macdonald Institute at 
Guelph, Ontario, the buildings and equipment of which Sir 
William provided at a cost of E182,500, and the Macdonald 
College at Ste Anne de Bellevue, 20 tn. west of Montreal, have 
been established to promote the cause of rural education upon 
the lines of nature study, with school gardens, manual training, 
domestic science, &c., which on both sides of the Atlantic are 
now being found so effective in the hands of properly trained 
and enthusiastic teachers. The property of the Macdonald 
College at Ste Anne de Bellevue comprises 561 acres, of which 
74 acres are devoted to campus and field-research plots, too acres 
to a petite culture farm and 387 acres to a live-stock and 
grain farm. The college includes a school for teachers, a school 
of theoretical and practical agriculture and a school of household 
science for the training of young women. The land, buildings 
and equipment of the college, which cost over $2,5oo,000, were 
presented by Sir William Macdonald, who in addition has pro-
vided for the future maintenance of the work by a trust fund of 
over $2,000,000. In connexion with the public elementary schools 
throughout Canada, where the principles of agriculture are taught 
to some extent, manual training centres, provided out of funds 
supplied by the same public-spirited donor, are now maintained 
by local and provincial public school authorities. (E. H. G.) 

HISTORY 
About A.D. t000 Leif Ericsson, a Norseman, led an expedition 

from Greenland to the shores probably of what is now Canada, 
but the first effective contact of Europeans with Canada Dlarev 
was not until the end of the 15th century. John 	

ory. 
 

Cabot (q.v.), sailing from Bristol, reached the shores of Canada 
in 1497. Soon after fishermen from Europe began to go in 
considerable numbers to the Newfoundland banks, and in time 
to the coasts of the mainland of America. In 1534  a French 
expedition under Jacques Cartier, a seaman of St Malo, sent 
out by Francis I., entered the Gulf of St Lawrence. In the 
following year Cartier sailed up the river as far as the Lachine 
Rapids, to the spot where Montreal now stands. During the 
next sixty years the fisheries and the fur trade received some 
attention, but no colonization was undertaken. 
At the beginning of the 17th century we find the first great 

name in Canadian history. Samuel de Champlain (q.v.), who 
had seen service under Henry IV. of France, was 
employed in the interests of successive fur-trading 
monopolies and sailed up the St Lawrence in 1603. 
In the next year he was on the Bay of Fundy and had a share 
in founding the first permanent French colony in North America 
—that of Port Royal, now Annapolis, Nova Scotia. In 1608 
he began the settlement which was named Quebec. From 16o8 
to his death in 1635 Champlain worked unceasingly to develop 
Canada as a colony, to promote the fur trade and to explore 
the interior. He passed southward from the St Lawrence to 
the beautiful lake which still bears his name and also westward, 
up the St Lawrence and the Ottawa, in the dim hope of reaching 
the shores of China. He reached Lake Huron and Lake Ontario, 
but not the great lakes stretching still farther west. 

The era was that of the Thirty Years' War (1618-48), and 
during that great upheaval England was sometimes fighting 
France. Already, in 1613, the English from Virginia had 
almost completely wiped out the French settlement at Port 
Royal, and when in 1629 a small English fleet appeared at 
Quebec, Champlain was forced to surrender But in 1632 
Canada was restored to France by the treaty of St Germain-en-
Laye. Just at this time was formed under the aegis of Cardinal 
Richelieu the " Company of New France," known popularly 
as " The Company of One Hundred Associates." With 120 
members it was granted the whole St Lawrence valley; for 
fifteen years from 1629 it was to have a complete monopoly 
of trade; and products from its territory were to enter France 
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free of duty. In return the company was to take to New 
Duce 300 colonists a year; only French Catholics might 
p; and for each settlement the, company was to provide 
three priests. Until 1663 this company controlled New 
France. 

It was an era of missionary zeal in the Roman Catholic church, 
tad Canada became the favourite mission. The Society of 
Jesus was only one of several orders—Franciscans (Recollets), 
Solpicians, Ursulines, tec.who worked in New France. The 
Jesuits have attracted chief attention, not merely on account 
of their superior zeal and numbers, but also because of the 
tragic fate of some of their missionaries in Canada. In the 
voluminous Relations of their doings the story has been preserved. 
Among the Huron Indians, whose settlements bordered on the 
lake of that name, they secured a great influence. But there was 
relentless war between the Hurons and the Iroquois occupying 
the southern shore of Lake Ontario, and when in 1649 the 
Iroquois ruined and almost completely destroyed the Hurons, 
the Jesuit missionaries also fell victims to the conquerors' 
rap. Missionaries to the Iroquois themselves met with a similar 
fate and the missions failed. Commercial life also languished. 
The company planned by Richelieu was not a success. It did 
link to colonize New France, and in 1660, after more than thirty 
years of its monopoly, there were not more than 2000 French 
is the whole country. In 1663 the charter of the company 
was revoked. No longer was a trading company to discharge 
the duties of a sovereign. New France now became a royal 
province, with governor, intendant, &c., on the model of the 
provinces of France. 

In 1664 a new " Company of the West Indies " (Compagnie 
la lades Occidaaales) was organized to control French trade 
'and colonization not only in Canada but also in West Africa, 
South America and the West Indies. At first it promised well. 
Is :665 some taco emigrants were sent to Canada; the 
European population was soon doubled, and Louis XIV. began 
to take a personal interest in the colony. But once more, 
in contrast with English experience, the great trading company 
proved a failure in French hands as a colonizing agent, and in 
1674 its charter was summarily revoked by Louis XIV. Hence-
forth in name, if not in fact, monopoly is ended in Canada. 

By this time French explorers were pressing forward to 
unravel the mystery of the interior. By 1659 two Frenchmen, 
Wasson and Groseillers, had penetrated beyond the great 
lakes to the prairies of the far West; they were probably the 
int Europeans to see the Mississippi. By x666 a French 
minion was established on the shores of Lake Superior, and 
is 1673 Joliet and Marquette, explorers from Canada, reached 
and for some distance descended the Mississippi. Five years 
later Cavelier de la Salle was making his toilsome way westward 
from Quebec to discover the true character of the great river 
and to perform the feat, perilous in view of the probable hostility 
el the natives, of descending it to the sea. In 1682 he accom-
plished his task, took possession of the valley of the Mississippi 
la the name of Louis XIV. and called it Louisiana. Thus 
from Canada as her basis was France reaching out to grasp 
a continent 

There was a keen rivalry between church and state for 
dominance in this new empire. In 1659 arrived at Quebec 
a young prelate of noble birth, Francois Xavier de Laval-
Montmorency, who had come to rule the church in Canada. 
An ascetic, who practised the whole cycle of medieval austerities, 
he was determined that Canada should be ruled by the church, 
and he desired for New France a Puritanism as strict as that 
M New England. His especial zeal was directed towards the 
velfree of the Indians. These people showed, to their own 
ran, a reckless liking for the brandy of the white man. Laval 
misted that the traders should not supply brandy to the natives. 
Ile declared excommunicate any one who did so and for a 
twit be triumphed. More than once he drove from Canada 
governors who tried to thwart him. In 1663 he was actually 
invited to choose a governor after his own mind and did so, 
he with no cessation of the old disputes. In 1672 Louis de 

Buade, comte de Frontenac (q.s.), was named governor of New 
France, and in him the church found her match. Yet not 
at once; for, after a bitter struggle, he was recalled in 1682, 
But Canada needed him. He knew how to control the ferocious 
Iroquois, who had cut off France from access to Lake Ontario; 
to check them lge had built a fort where now stands the city 
of Kingston. With Frontenac gone, these savages almost 
strangled the colony. On a stormy August night in 1689 
isoo Iroquois burst in on the village of Lachine near Montreal, 
butchered 200 of its people, and carried off more than too to 
be tortured to death at their leisure. Then the strong man 
Frontenac was recalled to face the crisis. 

It was a critical era. James II. had fallen in England, and 
William III was organizing Europe against French aggression. 
France's plan for a great empire in America was 
now taking shape and there, as in Europe, a deadly wsinth'nf" 
struggle with England was inevitable. Frontenac 
planned attacks upon New England and encouraged 
a ruthless border warfare that involved many horrors. Him, 
in return, the English attacked. Sr William Phips sailed from 
Boston in 169o, conquered Acadia, now Nova Scotia, and then 
hazarded the greater task of leading a fleet up the St Lawrence 
against Quebec. On the 36th of October 096 thirty-four 
English ships, some of them only fishing craft, appeared in 
its basin and demanded the surrender of the town. When 
Frontenac answered defiantly, Phips attacked the place; but 
he was repulsed and in the end sailed away unsuccessful. 

Each side had now begun to see that the vital point was 
control of the interior, which time was to prove the most 
extensive fertile area in the world. La Salle's expedition had 
aroused the French to the importance of the Mississippi, and 
they soon had a bold plan to occupy it, to dose in from the 
rear on the English on the Atlantic coast, seize their colonies 
and even deport the colonists. The plan was audacious, for 
the English in America outnumbered the French by twenty 
to one. But their colonies were democracies, disunited because 
each was pursuing its own special interests, while the French 
were united under despotic leadership. Frontenac attacked 
the Iroquois mercilessly in 1696 and forced these proud savages 
to sue for peace. But in the next year was made the treaty 
of Ryswick, which brought a pause in the conflict, and in 1698 
Frontenac died. 

After Frontenac the Iroquois, though still hostile to France, 
are formidable no more, and the struggle for the continent is 
frankly between the English and the French. The peace of 
Ryswick proved but a truce, and when in tqcn, on the death of 
the exiled James II., Louis XIV. flouted the claims of William III. 
to the throne of England by proclaiming as king James's son, 
renewed war was inevitable. In Europe it saw the brilliant 
victories of Marlborough; in America it was less decisive, but 
France lost heavily. Though the English, led by Sir Hovenden 
Walker, made in 1711 an effort to take Quebec which proved 
abortive, they seized Nova Scotia; and when the treaty of 
Utrecht was made in 1713, France admitted defeat in America 
by yielding to Britain her claims to Hudson Bay, Newfoundland 
and Nova Scotia. But she still held the shores of the St Lawrence, 
and she retained, too, the island of Cape Breton to command its 
mouth. There shc built speedily the fortress of Louisbourg, and 
prepared once more to challenge British supremacy in America. 
With a sound instinct that looked to future greatness, France 
still aimed, more and more, at the control of the interior of the 
continent. The danger from the Iroquois on Lake Ontario had 
long cut her off from the most direct access to the West, and from 
the occupation of the Ohio valley leading to the Mississippi, but 
now free from this savage scourge she could go where she would. 
In 1701 she founded Detroit, commanding the route from Lake 
Erie to Lake Huron. Her missionaries and leaders were already 
at Sault Ste Marie commanding the approach to Lake Superior, 
and at Michilimackinac commanding that to Lake Michigan. 
They had also penetrated to what is now the Canadian West, and 
it was a French Canadian, La Verendrye, who, by the route 
leading past the point where now stands the city of Winnipeg, 
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pressed on into the far West until in 2743, first recorded of 
white men, he came in sight of the Rocky Mountains. In the 
south of the continent France also crowned La Salle's' work by 
founding early in the r 8th century New Orleans at the mouth of 
the Mississippi. It was a far cry from New Orleans to Quebec., 
If France could link them by a chain of settlements and shut in 
the English to their narrow strip of Atlantic seaboard there was 
good promise that North America would be hers. 

The project was far-reaching, but France could do little to 
make it effective. Louis XV. allowed her navy to decline and 
her people showed little inclination for emigration to the colonies. 
In 1744, when the war of the Austrian Succession broke out, the 
New England colonies planned and in 1745 effected the capture 
of Louisbourg, the stronghold of France in Cape Breton Island, 
which menaced their commerce. But to their disgust, when the 
peace of Aix-la-Chapelle was made in 1748, this conquest was 
handed back to France. She continued her work of building a 
line of forts on the great lakes—on the river Niagara, on the Ohio, 
on the Mississippi; and the English colonies, with the enemy 
thus in their rear, grew ever more restive. In 1753 Virginia 
warned the French on the Ohio that they were encroaching on 
British territory. The next year, in circumstances curiously 
like those which were repeated when the French expedition under 
Marchand menaced Britain in Egypt by seeking to establish a 
post on the Upper Nile, George Washington, a young Virginian 
officer, was sent to drive the French from their Fort Duquesne 
on the Ohio river, where now stands Pittsburgh. The result was 
sharp fighting between English and French in a time of nominal 
peace. In 2755 the British took the stern step of deporting the 
Acadian French from Nova Scotia. Though this province had 
been ceded to Great Britain in 1713 many of the Acadians had 
refused to accept British sovereignty. In 1749 the British 
founded Halifax, began to colonize Nova Scotia, and, with war 
imminent, deemed it prudent to disperse the Acadians, chiefly 
along the Atlantic seaboard (see NOVA SCOTIA: History). In 
1756 the Seven Years' War definitely began. France had no 
resources to cope with those of Britain in America, and the 
British command of the sea proved decisive. On the 13th of 
September 1759 Wolfe won his great victory before Quebec, 
which involved the fall of that place, and a year later at 
Montreal the French army in Canada surrendered. By the 
peace of Paris, 1763, the whole of New France was finally ceded 
to Great Britain. 

With only about 6o,000 French in Canada at the time of the 
conquest it might have seemed as if this population would soon 

be absorbed by the incoming British. Some thought 
&Okla that, under a Protestant sovereign, the Canadian mono- 

Catholics would be rapidly converted to Protestantism. 
But the French type proved stubbornly persistent 

and to this day dominates the older Canada. The first English 
settlers in the conquered country were chiefly petty traders, not 
of a character to lead in social or public affairs. The result was 
that the government of the time co-operated rather with the 
leaders among the French. 

After peace was concluded in 1763, Canada was governed 
under the authority of a royal proclamation, but sooner or later 
a constitution specially adapted to the needs of the country was 
inevitable. In 1774 this was provided by the Quebec Act passed 
by the Imperial parliament. Under this act the western territory 
which France had claimed, extending as far as the Mississippi 
and south to the Ohio, was included with Canada in what was 
called the Province of Quebec. This vast territory was to be 
governed despotically from Quebec; the Roman Catholic church 
was given its old privileges in Canada; and the French civil law 
was established permanently side by side with the English 
criminal law. The act linked the land-owning class in Canada 
and the church by ties of self-interest to the British cause. The 
habitant, placed again under their authority, had less reason to be 
content. 

In 1775 began the American Revolution. Its leaders tried to 
make the revolt continental, and invaded Canada, hoping that 
the French would join them. They took Montreal and besieged 

Quebec during the winter of 177 5-17 76 ; but the prudent leader-
ship of Sir Guy Carleton, afterwards Lord Dorchester, saved 
Quebec and in 1776 the revolutionary army withdrew unsuccess-
ful from Canada. Since that time any prospect of Canada's 
union to the United States has been very remote. 

But the American Revolution profoundly influenced the life 
of Canada. The country became the refuge of thousands of 
American' loyalists who would not desert Great Britain. To 
Nova Scotia, to what are now New Brunswick (q.v.) and Ontario 
(q.v.) they •fled in numbers not easily estimated, but probably 
reaching about 40,000. Until this time the present New Bruns-
wick and Ontario had contained few European settlers; now 
they developed, largely under the influence of the loyalists of the 
Revolution. This meant that the American type of colonial life 
would be reproduced in Canada; but it meant also bitter 
hostility on the part of these colonists to the United States, which 
refused in any way to compensate the loyalists for their con-
fiscated property. Great Britain did something; the loyalists 
received liberal grants of land and cash compensation amounting 
to nearly £4,000,000. 

A prevailingly French type of government was now no longer 
adequate in Canada, and in 1791 was passed by the British 
parliament the Constitutional Act, separating Canada at the 
Ottawa river into two parts, each with its own government; 
Lower Canada, chiefly French, retaining the old system of laws, 
with representative institutions now added, and Upper Canada, 
on the purely British model. (For the history of Lower and 
Upper Canada, now Quebec and Ontario, the separate articles 
must be consulted.) Each province had special problems; the 
French in Lower Canada aimed at securing political power for 
their own race, while in Upper Canada there was no race problem, 
and the great struggle was for independence of official control 
and in all essential matters for government by the people. It 
may be doubted whether at this time it would have been safe to 
give these small communities complete self-government. But 
this a clamorous radical element demanded insistently, and the 
issue was the chief one in Canada for half a century. 

But before this issue matured war broke out between Great 
Britain and the United States in at: from causes due chiefly to 
Napoleon's continental policy. The war seemed to furnish a 
renewed opportunity to annex Canada to the American Union. 
and Canada became the chief theatre of conflict. The struggle 
was most vigorous on the Niagara frontier. But in the end the 
American invasion failed and the treaty made at Ghent in 1814 
left the previous status unaltered. 

In 183 7 a few French Canadians in Lower Canada, led by Louis 
Joseph Papineau (q.v.), took up arms with the wild idea of 
establishing a French republic on the St Lawrence. In the same 
year William Lyon Mackenzie (q.v.) led a similar armed revolt in 
Upper Canada against the domination of the ruling officialdom 
called, with little reason, the " Family Compact." Happening, 
as these revolts did, just at the time of Queen Victoria's accession, 
they attracted wide attention, and in 1838 the earl of raev Durham (q.ro ) was sent to govern Canada and report on 
the a ff airs of British North America. Clothed as he was 
with large powers, he undertook in the interests of leniency and 
reconciliation to banish, without trial, some leaders of the 
rebellion in Lower Canada. For this reason he was censured at 
home and he promptly resigned, after spending only five months 
in the country. But his Report, published in the following year, 
is a masterly survey of the situation and included recommenda-
tions that profoundly influenced the later history of Canada. He 
recommended the union of the two Canadian provinces at once, 
the ultimate union of all British North America and the granting 
to this large state of full self-government. The French element 
he thought a menace to Canada's future, and partly for this 
reason he desired all the provinces to unite so that the British 
element should be dominant. 

To carry out Lord Durham's policy the British government 
passed in 1840 an Act of Union joining Upper and Lower 
Canada, and sent out as governor Charles Poulett Thompson, 
who was made Baron Sydenham and Toronto. In the single 
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parliament each province was equally represented. By this 
time there was more than a million people in Canada, and the 
country was becoming important. Lord Sydenham died in 
184: before his work was completed, and he left Canada still 
in a troubled condition. The French were suspicious of the 
Union, aimed avowedly at checking their influence, and the 
complete self-government for which the " Reformers " in 
English-speaking Canada had clamoured was not yet conceded 
by the colonial office. But rapidly it became obvious that 
the provinces united had become too important to be held 
in leading strings. The issue was finally settled in 1849 when 
the earl of Elgin was governor and the Canadian legislature, 
sitting at Montreal, passed by a large majority the Rebellion 
Losses Bill, compensating citizens, some of them French, in 
Lower Canada, for losses incurred at the hands of the loyal 
party during the rebellion a decade earlier. The cry was easily 
raised by the Conservative minority that this was to vote 
reward for rebellion. They appealed to London for inter-
vention. The mob in Montreal burned the parliament buildings 
and stoned Lord Elgin himself because he gave the royal assent 
to the bill. He did so in the face of this fierce opposition, on 
the ground that, in Canadian domestic affairs, the Canadian 
parliament must be supreme. 

The union of the two provinces did not work well. Each 
was jealous of the other and deadlocks frequently occurred. 
Commercially, after 1849, Canada was prosperous. In 1854 
Lord Elgin negotiated a reciprocity treaty with the United 
States which gave Canadian natural products free entrance 
to the American market. The outbreak of the Civil War in 
the United States in 1861 increased the demand for such products, 
and Canada enjoyed an extensive trade with her neighbour. 
But, owing largely to the unfriendly attitude of Great Britain 
to the northern side during the war, the United States cancelled 
the treaty, when its first term of ten years ended in 1863, and 
it has never been renewed. 

Under the party system in Canada cabinets changed as 
often as, until recently, they did in France, and the union of 
the twq provinces did not give political stability. The French 
and English were sufficiently equal in strength to make the 
task of government well nigh impossible. In 1864 came the 
opportunity for change, when, New Brunswick, Nova Scotia 
and Prince Edward Island were considering a federal union. 
Canada suggested a wider plan to include herself and, in October 
1864, a conference was held at Quebec. The conference out-
lined a plan of federation which subsequently, with slight 
modifications, passed the imperial parliament as " The British 
North America Act," and on the 1st of July 1867, the Dominion 
of Canada came into existence. It was born during the era 
of the American Civil War, and was planned to correct defects 
which time had revealed in the American federation. The 
provinces in Canada were conceded less power than have the 
states in the American union; the federal government retaining 
the residuum of power not conceded. (G. M .W.) 

When federation was accomplished in 1867 the Dominion 
of Canada comprised only the four provinces of Ontario, Quebec, 
ca.d. New Brunswick and Nova Scotia. Lord Monck was 
sae* appointed the first governor-general, and at his 
Ibirraw request the Hon. John Al‘xander Macdonald under-/ma took the formation of an administration. A coalition 
cabinet was formed, including the foremost Liberals and Con-
servatives drawn from the different provinces. Under a 
proclamation issued from Windsor Castle by Queen Victoria on 
the 22nd of May the new constitution came into effect on the 
1st of July. This birthday of the Dominion has been fixed 
by statute as a public holiday, and is annually observed under 
the name of " Dominion Day." Seventy-two senators—half 
Conservatives and half Liberals—were appointed, and lieu tenan t-
governors were named for the four provinces. The prime 
minister was created a K.C.B., and minor honours were con-
ferred on other ministers in recognition of their services in 
bringing about the union. 

The first general election for the Dominion Houk of Commons 
was held during the month of August, and except in the province 
of Nova Scotia was favourable to the administration, 
which entered upon its parliamentary work with a Zi a 

 majority of thirty-two. The first session of parliament question. 
was opened on the 8th of November, but adjourned 
on the 21st of December till the 12th of March t868, chiefly 
on account of the fact that members of the Dominion parliament 
were allowed, in Ontario and Quebec, to hold seats in the local 
legislatures, so that it was difficult for the different bodies 
to be in session simultaneously. It was not till 1873 that an 
act was passed making members of the local legislatures ineligible 
for scats in the House of Commons. Immediately after the 
completion of federation a serious agitation for repeal of the 
union arose in Nova Scotia, which had been brought into the 
federal system by a vote of the existing legislature, without 
any direct preliminary appeal to the people. Headed by Joseph 
Howe (q.v.), the advocates of repeal swept the province at the 
Dominion election. Out of 19 members then elected s8 were 
pledged to repeal, Dr Tupper, the minister responsible for 
carrying the Act of Union, alone amoqg the supporters of 
federation securing a scat. The local assembly, in which 36 
out of 38 members were committed to repeal, passed an address 
to Her Majesty praying her not to " reduce this free, happy 
and hitherto self-governed province to the degraded condition 
of a servile dependency of Canada," and sent Howe with a 
delegation to London to lay the petition at the foot of the 
throne. Howe enlisted the support of John Bright and other 
members of parliament, but the imperial government was 
firm, and the duke of Buckingham, as colonial secretary, soon 
informed the governor-general in a despatch that consent could 
not be given for the withdrawal of Nova Scotia from the 
Dominion. Meanwhile Howe, convinced of the impossibility 
of effecting separation, and fearing disloyal tendencies which 
had manifested themselves in some of its advocates, entered 
into negotiations with Dr Tupper in London, and later with 
the Dominion government, for better financial terms than those 
originally arranged for Nova Scotia in the federal system. 
The estimated amount of provincial debt assumed by the general 
government was increased by $1,i86,736, and a special annual 
subsidy of $82,698 was granted for a period of ten years. These 
terms having been agreed to, Howe, as a pledge of his approval 
and support, accepted a seat as secretary Of state in the Dominion 
cabinet. By taking this course he sacrificed much of his remark-
able popularity in his native province, but confirmed the work 
of consolidating the Dominion. It was many years before 
the bitterness of feeling aroused by the repeal agitation entirely 
subsided in Nova Scotia. 

A gloom was cast over the first parliament of the Dominion 
by the assassination in 1868 of one of the most brilliant figures 
in the politics of the time, D'Arcy McGee (q.v.). His murderer, 
a Fenian acting under the instructions of the secret society to 
which he belonged, was discovered, and executed in 1869. 

The reorganization of the various departments of state, 
in view of the wider interests with which they had to deal, 
occupied much of the attention of the first parliament of the 
Dominion. In 1867 the postal rates were reduced and unified. 
In 1868 a militia system for the whole Dominion was organized, 
the tariff altered and systematized, and a Civil Service Act 
passed. The banking system of the country was put on a sound 
footing by a series of acts culminating in 1871, and in the some 
year a uniform system of decimal currency was established for 
the whole Dominion. While the new machinery of state was 
thus being put in operation other large questions presented 
themselves. 

The construction of the Inter-Colonial railway as a connecting 
link between the provinces on the seaboard and those along 
the St Lawrence and the Great Lakes was a part 
of the federation compact, a clause of the British 
North America Act providing that it should be begun 
within six months after the date of union. The 
guarantee of the imperial government made easy the provision 

later 
Colonial 
railway. 
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of the necessary capital, but as this was coupled with a voice 
in the decision of the route, it complicated the latter question, 
about which a keen contest arose. The most direct and therefore 
commercially most promising line of construction passed near 
the boundary of the United States. Recent friction with that 
country made this route objected to by the imperial and many 
Canadian authorities. Ultimately the longer, more expensive, 
but more isolated route along the shores of the Gulf of 
St Lawrence was adopted. The work was taken in hand at once, 
and pressed steadily forward to completion. It has since been 
supplemented by other lines built for more distinctly com-
mercial ends. Though not for many years a financial success, 
the Inter-Colonial railway, which was opened in 1876, has 
in a marked way fulfilled its object by binding together socially 
and industrially widely separated portions of the Dominion. 

Within a month of the meeting of the first parliament of the 
Dominion a question of vast importance to the future of the 
mds.,,a  country was brought forward by the Hon.W.McDougall 

in a series of resolutions which were adopted, and on 
Pas.r 	which was based an address to the queen praying that 
61"4" 	Her Majesty would unite Rupert's Land and the North- 
tortes. 

West Territories to Canada. A delegation consisting 
of Sir G. E. Cartier and the Hon. W. McDougall was in 0868 sent 
to England to negotiate with the Hudson's Bay Company (q.e.) 
for the extinction of its claims, and to arrange with the imperial 
government for the transfer of the territory. After prolonged 
discussions the company agreed to surrender to the crown, in 
consideration of a payment of 13oo,000, the rights and interests 
in the north-west guaranteed by its charter, with the exception 
of a reservation of one-twentieth part of the fertile belt, and 
45,000 acres of land adjacent to the trading posts of the company. 
For the purposes of this agreement the " fertile belt " was to be 
bounded as follows:—" On the south by the U.S. boundary, 
on the west by the Rocky Mountains, on the north by the 
northern branch of the Saskatchewan river, on the east by 
Lake Winnipeg, the Lake of the Woods, and the waters connect- 
ing them." An act authorizing the change of control was passed 
by the imperial parliament in July 1868; the arrangement made 
with the Hudson's Bay Company was accepted by the Canadian 
parliament in June 1869; and the deed of surrender from the 
Hudson's Bay Company to Her Majesty is dated November 19th, 
869. In anticipation of the formal transfer to the Dominion 

an act was passed by the Canadian parliament in the same month 
providing for the temporary government of Rupert's Land and 
the North-West Territories. On the 28th of September the Hon. 
W. McDougall was appointed the first governor, and left at once 
to assume control on the ist 'of December, when it had been 
understood that the formal change of possession would take place. 

Meanwhile a serious condition of affairs was developing in the 
Red river settlement, the most considerable centre of population 

Red river 
in the newly acquired territory. The half-breeds 
regarded with suspicion a transfer of control concerning 
which they had not been consulted. They resented the 

presence of the Canadian surveyors sent to lay out roads 
and townships, and the tactless way in which some of these 
did their work increased the suspicion that long-established 
rights to the soil would not be respected. A population largely 
Roman Catholic in creed, and partly French in origin and 
language, feared that an influx of new settlers would overthrow 
cherished traditions. Some were afraid of increased taxation. 
A group of immigrants from the United States fomented disturb- 
ance in the hope that it would lead to annexation. Louis Riel, 
a fanatical half-breed, placed himself at the head of the move- 
ment. His followers established what they called a "provisional 
government " of which he was chosen president, and when the 
newly appointed governor reached the boundary line he was 
prevented from entering the territory. Several of the white 
settlers who resisted this rebellious movement were arrested and 
kept in confinement. One of these, a young man named Thomas 
Scott, having treated Riel with defiance, was court-martialled 
for treason to the provisional government, condemned, and on 
the 4th of March 1870, shot in cold blood under the walls of Fort 

Garry. This crime aroused intense excitement throughout the 
country, and the Orange body, particularly, to which Scott 
belonged, demanded the immediate punishment of his murderer 
and the suppression of the rebellion. An armed force, composed 
partly of British regulars and partly of Canadian volunteers, 
was made ready and placed under the command of Colonel 
Garnet Wolseley, afterwards Lord Wolseley. As a military 
force could not pass through the United States, the expedition 
was compelled to take the route up Lake Superior, and from the 
head of that lake through soo m. of unbroken and difficult 
wilderness. In August 187o, the force reached Fort Garry, 
to find the rebels scattered and their leader, Riel, a fugitive in 
the neighbouring states. Meanwhile, during the progress of the • 
expedition, an act had been passed creating Manitoba a province, 
with full powers of self-government, and the arrival of the 
military was closely followed by that of the first governor, 
Mr (later Sir) Adams G. Archibald, who succeeded in organiz-
ing the administration on a satisfactory basis. Fort Gorey 
became Winnipeg, and there were soon indications that it 
was destined to be a great city, and the commercial door-
way to the vast prairies that lay beyond. Meanwhile, till 
adequate means of transportation were provided, it was seen 
that city and prairie alike must wait for any large inflow of 
population. 

Provision was made in the British North America Act to 
receive new provinces into the Dominion. Manitoba was the 
first to be constituted; in 1871 British Columbia, 
which had hitherto held aloof, determined, under the 
persuasion of a sympathetic governor, Mr (later Sir) 
Antony Musgrave, to throw in its lot with the Dominion. 
Popular feeling in British Columbia itself was not strongly in 
favour of union, and the terms under which the new province 
was to be received were the subject of much negotiation with the 
provincial authorities, and were keenly debated in parliament 
before the bill in which they were embodied was finally carried. 
The clause on which there was the widest divergence of opinion 
was one providing that a trans-continental railway, connecting 
the Pacific province with the eastern part of the Dominion, 
should be begun within two, and completed within ten years. 
To a province which at the time contained a population of only 
36,000, and but half of this white, the inducement thus held out 
was immense. The Opposition in parliament claimed that the 
contract was one impossible for the Dominion to fulfil. The 
government of Sir John Macdonald felt, however, that the 
future of the Dominion depended upon linking together the 
Atlantic and the Pacific, and in view of the vast unoccupied 
spaces lying between the Great Lakes and the Rocky Mountains, 
open to immigration from the United States, their audacity in 
undertaking the work was doubtless justified. The construction 
of the Canadian Pacific railway, thus inaugurated, became for 
several years the chief subject of political contention between 

opposing Parties. 
Anticipating the order of chronology slightly, it may be 

mentioned here that in 1873 Prince Edward Island (q.v.) , which 
had in x865 decisively rejected proposals of the Quebec conference 
and had in the following year repeated its rejection of federation 
by a resolution of the legislature affirming that no terms Canada 
could offer would be acceptable, now decided to throw in its lot 
with the Dominion. The island had become involved in heavy 
railway expenditure, and financial necessities led the electors to 
take a broader view of the question. In the end the federal 
government assumed the railway debt, arrangements were 
made for extinguishing certain proprietary rights which had 
long been a source of discontent, and on the 1st of July 1873 
the Dominion was rounded off by the accession of the new 
province. 

Finally in 1878, in order to remove all doubts about un-
occupied territory, an imperial order in council was passed 
in response to an address of the Canadian parliament, annex-
ing to the Dominion all British possessions in North America, 
except Newfoundland. That small colony, which had been re-
presented at the Quebec conference, also rejected the proposals 
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of 2865, and, in spite of various efforts to arrange satisfac-
tory terms, has steadily held aloof, and so has proved the only 
obstacle to the complete political unification of British North 
America- 

A signal proof was soon furnished of the new standing in 
the empire which federation had given to the Canadian provinces. 

A heritage of differences and difficulties had been 
gra., left to be settled between England, Canada and the 
wan She American Union as the result of the Civil War. In 
Voir• retaliation for the supposed sympathy of Canadians Maws. with the South in this struggle the victorious North 
took steps to abrogate in 1866 the reciprocity treaty of 
1854, which had conferred such great advantages on both 
countries. It followed that the citizens of the United States 
lost the right which they had received under the treaty to 
share in the fisheries of Canada. American fishermen, how-
ever, showed so little inclination to give up what they had 
enjoyed so long, that it was found necessary to take vigorous 
steps to protect Canadian fishing rights, and frequent causes 
of friction consequently arose. During the progress of the 
Civil War American feeling had been greatly exasperated by 
the losses inflicted on commerce by the cruiser " Alabama," 
which, it was claimed, was allowed to leave a British port in 
violation of international law. On the other hand, Canadian 
feeling had been equally exasperated by the Fenian raids, 
organized on American soil, which had cost Canada much 
expenditure of money and some loss of life. In addition to 
these causes of difference there was an unsettled boundary 
dispute in British Columbia, and questions about the navigation 
of riven common to the United States and Canada. In 1869 
the government of Canada sent a deputation to England to 
press upon the imperial government the necessity of asserting 
Canada's position in regard to the fisheries, and the desirability 
of settling other questions in dispute with the republic. The 
outcome of this application was the appointment of a commission 
to consider and if possible settle outstanding differences between 
the three countries. The prime minister of the Dominion, 
Sir John Macdonald, was asked to act as one of the imperial 
commissioners in carrying on these negotiations. This was 
the first time that a colonist had been called upon to assist 
in the settlement of international disputes. The commission 
assembled at the American capital in February 1871, and 
after discussions extending over several weeks signed what 
is known as the treaty of Washington. By the terms of this 
treaty the " Alabama " claims and the San Juan boundary 
were referred to arbitration; the free navigation of the St 
Lawrence was granted to the United States in return for the 
free use of Lake Michigan and certain Alaskan rivers; and 
it was settled that a further commission should •decide the 
excess of value of the Coss.iian fisheries thrown open to the 
United States over and above the reciprocal concessions made 
to Canada. Much to the annoyance of the people of the 
Dominion the claims for the Fenian raids were withdrawn 
at the request of the British government, which undertook to 
make good to Canada any losses she had suffered. To some of 
these terms the representative of Canada made a strenuous 
opposition, and in finally signing the treaty stated that he 
did so chiefly for imperial interests, although in these he 
believed Canadian interests to be involved. The clauses relating 
to the fisheries and the San Juan boundary were reserved for 
the approval of the Canadian parliament, which, in spite of 
much violent opposition, ratified them by a large majority. 
Under the " Alabama " arbitration Great Britain paid to 
the United States damages to the amount of $15,500,000, 
whale the German Emperor decided the San Juan boundary 
in favour of the United States. The Fishery Commission, on 
the other hand, which sat in Halifax, awarded Canada Ss, soo,oco 
as the excess value of its fisheries for twelve years, and after 
mach hesitation this sum was paid by the United States into 
the Canadian treasury. An imperial guarantee of a loan for 
the arnstruction of railways was the only compensation Canada 
received for the Fenian raids. 

The second general election for the Dominion took place 
in 1872. It was marked by the complete defeat of the Anti-
Unionist party in Nova Scotia, only one member of 
which secured his election, thus exactly reversing the Paesoz 
vote of 1867. While Sir John Macdonald's adminis-fluty_ 
tration was supported in Nova Scotia, it was weakened qi"h""` 
in Ontario on account of the clemency shown to Rid, and in 
Quebec by the refusal to grant a general amnesty to all who had 
taken part in the rebellion. Two important members of the 
cabinet, Sir G. Cartier and Sir F. Hincks, were defeated. 
Opposition to the Washington treaty and dread of the bold 
railway policy of the government also contributed to weaken 
its position. But a graver blow, ending in the complete over-
throw of the administration, was soon to fall as the result of 
the election. In 1872 two companies had been formed and 
received charters to build the Canadian Pacific railway. Sir 
Hugh Allan of Montreal was at the head of the one, and the 
Hon. David Macpherson of Toronto was president of the other. 
The government endeavoured to bring about an amalgamation 
of these rival companies, believing that the united energies 
and financial ability of the whole country were required for 
so vast an undertaking. While negotiations to this end were 
still proceeding the election of 1872 came on with the result 
already mentioned. Soon after the meeting of parliament, 
a Liberal member of the House, Mr L. S. Huntingdon, formally 
charged certain members of the cabinet with having received 
large sums of money, for use in the election, from Sir Hugh Allan, 
on condition, as it was claimed, that the Canadian Pacific 
contract should be given to the new company, of which he 
became the head on the failure of the plan for amalgamation. 
These charges were investigated by a royal commission, which 
was appointed after it had been decided that the parliamentary 
committee named for that purpose could not legally take 
evidence under oath. Parliament met in October 1873, to receive 
the report of the commission. While members of the government 
were exonerated by the report from the charge of personal 
corruption, the payment of large sums of money by Sir Hugh 
Allan was fully established, and public feeling on the matter 
was so strong that Sir J. Macdonald, while asserting his own 
innocence, felt compelled to resign without waiting for the 
vote of parliament. Lord Dufferin, who had succeeded Lord 
Lisgar as governor-general in 1872, at once sent for the 
leader of the Opposition, Mr Alexander Mackenzie (q.v.), 
who succeeded in forming a Liberal administration which, 
on appealing to the constituencies, was supported by an over-
whelming majority, and held power for the five following years. 

On the accession to power of the Liberal party, a new policy 
was adopted for the construction of the trans-continental 
railway. It was proposed to lessen the cost of construction by 
utilizing the water stretches along the route, while, on the ground 
that the contract made was impossible of fulfilment, the period 
of completion was postponed indefinitely. Meanwhile the 
surveys and construction were carried forward not by a company, 
but as a government work. Under this arrangement British 
Columbia became exceedingly restive, holding the Dominion 
to the engagement by which it had been induced to enter the 
union. A representative of the government, Mr (later Sir 
James) Edgar, sent out to conciliate the province by some 
new agreement, failed to accomplish his object, and all the 
influence of the governor-general, Lord Dufferin, who paid 
a visit at this time to the Pacific coast, was required to quiet 
the public excitement, which had shown itself in a resolution 
passed by the legislature for separation from the Dominion 
unless the terms of union were fulfilled. 

Meanwhile a policy destined to affect profoundly the future 
of the Dominion had, along with that of the construction 
of the Canadian Pacific railway, become a subject ak k  
of burning political discussion and party division. ...=e 

 During the period of Mr Mackenzie's administration pelky... 
a profound business depression affected the whole 
continent of America. The Dominion revenue showed a series 
of deficits for several years in succession. The factories of 
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the United States, unduly developed by an extreme system 
of protection, sought in Canada a slaughter market for their 
surplus products, to the detriment or destruction of Canadian 
industries. Meanwhile the republic, which had for many 
years drained Canada of hundreds of thousands of artisans to 
work its factories, steadily declined to consider any suggestion 
for improving trade relations between the two countries. In 
these circumstances Sir J. Macdonald brought forward a proposal 
to adopt what was called a "national policy," or, in other 
words, a system of protection for Canadian industries. Mr 
Mackenzie and his chief followers, whose inclinations were 
towards free trade, pinned their political fortunes to the main-
tenance of a tariff for revenue only. After some years of fierce 
discussion in parliament and throughout the country the question 
was brought to an issue in 1878, when, with a large majority 
of followers pledged to carry out protection, Sir John Macdonald 
was restored to power. The new system was laid before parlia-
ment in 1879 by the finance minister, Sir Leonard Tilley; 
and the tariff then agreed upon, although it received considerable 
modification from time to time, remained, under both Con-
servative and Liberal administrations, the basis of Canadian 
finance, and, as Canadians generally believed, the bulwark of 
their industry. It had almost immediately the effect of lessening 
the exodus of artisans to the United States, and of improving 
the revenue and so restoring the national credit. 

In October 1878 Lord Dufferin's term of office expired, and 
his place as governor-general was taken by the marquess of Lorne, 
whose welcome to the Dominion was accentuated by the fact 
that he was the son-in-law of the queen, and that his viceroyalty 
was shared by the princess Louise. The election of 1878 marked 
the beginning of a long period of Conservative rule—the premier-
ship of Sir J. Macdonald continuing from that time without a 
break until his death in 1891, while his party remained in power 
till 1896. This long-continued Conservative supremacy was 
apparently due to the policy of bold and rapid development 
which it bad adopted, and which appealed to a young and 
ambitious country more strongly than the more cautious pro-
posals of the Liberal leaders. As soon as the government had 
redeemed its pledge to establish a system of protection a vigorous 
um*. railway policy was inaugurated. A contract was made  

lb. with a new company to complete the Canadian Pacific tlea 
Callan= railway within ten years, on condition of receiving a 
Peak, 	grant of $25,000,coo and 25,000,000 acres of land, 
railway. together with those parts of the line already finished 
under government direction. After fierce debate in parliament 
these terms were ratified in the session of 1881. The financial 
difficulties encountered by the company in carrying out their 
gigantic task were very great, and in 1884 they were compelled 
to obtain from the Dominion government a loan of $2o,0oo,000 
secured on the company's property. This loan was repaid by 
1887. Meanwhile the work was carried forward with so much 
energy that, five years before the stipulated period of completion, 
on the 7th of November x886, the last spike was driven by Mr 
Donald A. Smith (Lord Strathcona), whose fortune had been 
largely pledged to the undertaking, along with those of other 
prominent Canadian business men, especially Mr George Stephen 
(Lord Mountstephen), Mr Duncan McIntyre, and Mr R. B. 
Angus. Under the energetic management of Mr (later Sir) 
W. C. Van Home, who was appointed president of the company 
in 1888, the new railway soon became the most prominent 
feature in the development of the country; lines of steamships 
were established on the great lakes and the Pacific; a stream of 
immigration began to flow into the prairie region; and the 
increasing prosperity of the railway had a powerful influence in 
improving the public credit. 

Even before the Canadian Pacific railway was fully completed, 
it proved of great service in a national emergency which suddenly 
krose in the north-west. With the organization of Manitoba 
and the opening of improved communication immigrants began 
to move rapidly westward, and government surveyors were soon 
busy laying off lands in the So‘katchewan valley. The numbers 
of the half-breed settlers of this district had been increased by  

the migration of many of those who had taken part in the first 
uprising at Fort Garry. Influenced by somewhat similar motives, 
fearing from the advance of civilization the destruction Rws  
of the buffalo, on which they chiefly depended for food, rows.. 
with some real grievances and others imaginary, the 
discontented population sent for Rid, who had been living, 
since his flight from Fort Garry, in the United States. He 
returned to put himself at the head of a second rebellion. At 
first he seemed inclined to act with moderation and on lines of 
constitutional agitation, but soon, carried away by fanaticism, 
ambition and vanity, he turned to armed organization against 
t he government. To half-breed rebellion was added t he imminent 
danger of an Indian uprising, to which Rid looked for support. 
The authorities at Ottawa were at first careless or sceptical in 
regard to the danger, the reality of which was only brought home 
to them when a body of mounted police, advancing to regain 
small post at Duck Lake, of which the rebels had taken possession, 
was attacked and twelve of their number killed. Volunteers 
and militia were at once called out in all the old provinces of 
Canada, and were quickly conveyed by the newly constructed 
line of railway to the neighbourhood of the point of disturbance. 
Major-general Middleton, of the imperial army, who was then in 
command of the Canadian militia, led the expedition. Several 
minor engagements with half-breeds or Indians preceded the 
final struggle at Batoche, where Gabriel Dumont, Rid's military 
lieutenant, had skilfully entrenched his forces. After a cautious 
advance the eagerness of the troops finally overcame the hesita-
tion of the commander in exposing his men, the rifle pits were 
carried with a rush, and the rebellion crushed at a single stroke. 
Dumont succeeded in escaping across the United States boundary; 
Rid was captured, imprisoned, and in due course tried for 
treason. This second rebellion carried on under his leadership 
had lasted about three months, had cost the country many 
valuable lives, and in money about five millions of dollars. Clear 
as was his guilt, Rd's trial, condemnation and execution on the 
16th of November 1885, provoked a violent political storm which 
at one time threatened to overthrow the Conservative govern. 
ment. The balance of power between parties in parliament was 
held by the province of Quebec, and there racial and religious 
feeling evoked no slight sympathy for Rid. But while a section 
of Quebec was eager to secure the rebel's pardon, Ontario was 
equally bent on the execution of justice, so that in the final vote 
on the question in parliament the defection of French Conserva-
tives was compensated for by the support of Ontario Liberals. 
In the end 25 out of 53 French members voted in justification 
of Riel's punishment. With him were executed several Indian 
chiefs who had been concerned in a massacre of whites. Painful 
as were the circumstances connected with this rebellion, it is 
certain that the united action of the different provinces in 
suppressing it tended to consolidate C.o.dian sentiment, and 
the short military campaign had the effect of fixing public 
attention upon the immense fertile territory then being opened 
up. 

The general election of 1882 turned chiefly upon endorsement 
of the national policy of protection; in that of 1887 the electoral 
test was again applied to the same issue, while Sir John 
Macdonald also asked for approval of the government's arra 
action in exacting from Rid the full penalty of his mod 
guilt. On both issues the Conservative policy was " Iles 
upheld by the electors,. and Macdonald was continued in power 
with a large parliamentary majority. From the election of 1887 
the Rid agitation ceased to seriously influence politics, but the 
fiscal controversy continued under new forms. Between r887 
and x891 a vigorous agitation was kept up under Liberal auspices 
in favour of closer trade relations with the United States, at 
first under the name of Commercial Union and later under that 
of Unrestricted Reciprocity. The object in both cases was to 
break down tariff barriers between the United States and Canada, 
even though that should be at the expense of discrimination 
against Great Britain. The Conservative party took the position 
that commercial union, involving as it would a common protec-
tive tariff against all other countries, including the motherland, 
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would inevitably lead to political unification with the United 
States. The question after long and vehement discussion was 
brought to a final issue in the election of 1891, and Sir John 
Maolonald's government was again sustained. From that time 
protection became the settled policy of the country. On their 
accession to power in 1896 it was adopted by the Liberals, who 
joined to it a preference for the products of the mother country. 
Under the protective policy-thus repeatedly confirmed, Canada 
radially became more independent of the American market 
than in earlier times, and enjoyed great commercial prosperity. 
Sson after the election of 1891 Sir John Macdonald (q.v.) died, 
after an active political career of more than forty years. Under 
Iris direction the great lines of policy which have governed the 
development of Canada as a confederated state within the 
empire were inaugurated and carried forward with great success, 
so that his name has become indissolubly connected with the 
history of the Dominion at its most critical stage. 

During the years which succeeded the death of Sir John 
Macdonald a succession of losses weakened the position of 

•ate. the Conservative party which had held power so long. 
mr„,.. The Hon. J. C. C. Abbott, leader of the party in the 
wawa Senate, became prime minister on Macdonald's death in 

1891, but in 1892 was compelled by ill-health to resign, 
and in 1893 he died. His successor, Sir John Thompson, after 
a successful leadership of about two years, died suddenly of 
heart disease at Windsor Castle, immediately after being sworn 
of the imperial privy council. Charges of corruption in the 
administration of the department of public works, which led 
to the expulsion of one member of parliament, involved also 
the resignation from the cabinet of Sir Hector Langcvin, leader 
of the French Conservatives, against whom carelessness at least 
is administration had been established. The brief premiership 
of Sr Mackenzie Bowell, between 1894 and 1896, was marked 
by much dissension in the Conservative ranks, ending finally 
is a reconstruction of the government in 1896 under Sir Charles 
Tupper. Breaks had been made in the Liberal ranks also by the 
death in 1892 of the Hon. Alexander Mackenzie and the with-
drawal of the Hon. Edward Blake from Canadian politics to 
accept a seat in the British parliament as a member of the 
Home Rule party. But the appeal made to the electors in 
1696 resulted in a decisive victory for the Liberal party, and 
marked the beginning of a long period of Liberal rule. 

Sir Wilfrid Laurier (q.v.) became prime minister, and 
strengthened the cabinet which he formed by drawing into 
fan*. it from provincial politics the premiers of Ontario, 

New Brunswick and Nova Scotia. The administration 
thus established underwent many changes, but after winning 
three general elections it was still in power in 1909. The period 
of Sr Wilfrid Laurier's rule was one of striking progress in 
material growth, and a marked development of national feeling. 
While the federation of the provinces favoured the growth 
of a strong sentiment of Canadian individuality, the result 
of unification had been to strengthen decidedly the ties that 
bind the country to the empire. This was as true under Liberal 
as under Conservative auspices—as Canadians understood the 
meaning of these party names. The outbreak of the South 
African war in 1899 furnished an occasion for a practical display 
of Canadian loyalty to imperial interests. Three contingents 
of troops were despatched to the seat of war and took an active 
tart in the events which finally secured the triumph of the 
British arms. These forces were supplemented by a regiment 
of Canadian horse raised and equipped at the sole expense 
of Lord Strathcona, the high commissioner of the Dominion 
n London. The "same spirit was illustrated in other ways. In 
bringing about a system of penny postage throughout the empire; 
is forwarding the construction of the Pacific cable to secure close 
and safe imperial telegraphic connexion; in creating rapid and 
eSient lines of steamship communication with the motherland 
aced all the colonies; in granting tariff preference to British 
pods and in striving for preferential treatment of inter-imperial 
trade; in assuming responsibility for imperial defence at the two 
important stations of Halifax and Esquimalt,—Canada, under the  

guidance of Sir Wilfrid Laurier and his party, took a lading 
part and showed a truly national spirit. 

The opening years of the toth century were marked by a 
prolonged period of great prosperity. A steady stream of 
emigrants from Europe and the United States, some- ca

su times rising in number to 3c0,000 in a single year, ,,,, dy:a.  
began to occupy the vast western prairies. So 
considerable was the growth of this section of the Dominion 
that in 1905 it was found necessary to form two new provinces, 
Alberta and Saskatchewan, from the North-West Territories, 
the area of each being '275,ono sq. m. Each province has a 
lieutenant-governor and a single legislative chamber, with a 
representation of four members in the Senate and five in the 
House of Commons of the Dominion parliament. The control of 
the public lands is retained by the general government on the 
ground that it has been responsible for the development of the 
country by railway construction and emigration. With the 
rapid increase of population, production in Canada also greatly 
increased; exports, imports and revenue constantly expanded, 
and capital, finding abundant and profitable employment, 
began to flow freely into the country for further industrial 
development. New and great railway undertakings were a 
marked feature of this period. The Canadian Pacific system 
was extended until it included t 2,000 m. of line. The Canadian 
Northern railway, already constructed from the Great Lakes 
westward to the neighbourhood of the Rockies, and with water 
and rail connexions reaching eastward to Quebec, began to 
transform itself into a complete transcontinental system, with 
an extension to the Hudson Bay. That this line owed its 
inception and construction chiefly to the joint enterprise of 
two private individuals, Messrs Mackenzie and Mann, was a 
striking proof of the industrial capacities of the country. To 
a still more ambitious line, the Grand Trunk Pacific, extending 
from the Atlantic to the Pacific, aiming at extensive steamship 
connexion on both oceans, and closely associated with the 
Grand Trunk system of Ontario and Quebec, the government 
of Canada gave liberal support as a national undertaking. 
The eastern section of 0375 m., extending from Winnipeg to 
Moncton, where connexion is secured with the winter ports 
of Halifax and St John, was, under the act of incorporation, 
to be built by the government, and then leased for fifty years, 
under certain conditions, to the Grand Trunk Pacific Company. 
The western portion, of 1480 m., from Winnipeg to the Pacific, 
was to be built, owned and operated by the company itself, 
the government guaranteeing bonds to the extent of 75 % 
of the whole cost of construction. The discovery of large 
deposits of nickel at Sudbury; of extremely rich gold mines 
on the head-waters of the Yukon, in a region previously con-
sidered well-nigh worthless for human habitation; of extensive 
areas of gold, copper and silver ores in the mountain regions of 
British Columbia; of immense coal deposits in the Crow's 
Nest Pass of the same province and on the prairies; of veins 
of silver and cobalt of extraordinary richness in northern Ontario 
—all deeply affected the industrial condition of the country 
and illustrated the vastness of its undeveloped resources. The 
use of wood-pulp in the manufacture of paper gave a greatly 
enhanced value to many millions of acres of northern forest 
country. The application of electricity to purposes of manu-
facture and transportation made the waterfalls and rapids 
in which the country abounds the source of an almost unlimited 
supply of energy capable of easy distribution for industrial 
purposes over wide areas. 

Since confederation a series of attempts has been made with 
varying degrees of success to settle the questions in dispute 
between the Dominion and the United States, naturally !wade,. 
arising from the fact that they divide between them wreathe 

the control of nearly the whole of a large continent and ref 
its adjoining waters. Considering the vastness of the 
interests involved, there is much cause for satisfaction in the fact 
that these differences have been settled by peaceful arbitrament 
rather than by that recourse to force which has so often marked 
the delimitation of rights and territory on other continents. 
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The Washington Treaty of 1871 has already been referred to. 
Its clauses dealing with the fisheries and trade lasted for fourteen 
years, and were then abrogated by the action of the United 
States. Various proposals on the part of Canada for a renewal 
of the reciprocity were not entertained. After 1885 Canada was 
therefore compelled to fall back upon the treaty of 1818 as the 
guarantee of her fishing rights. It became necessary to enforce 
the terms of that convention, under which the fishermen of the 
United States could not pursue their avocations within the three 
miles' limit, tranship cargoes of fish in Canadian ports, or enter 
them except for shelter, water, wood or repairs. On account of 
infractions of the treaty many vessels were seized and some were 
condemned. In 1887 a special commission was appointed to 
deal with the question. On this commission Mr Joseph Chamber-
lain, Sir Sackville West and Sir ,Charles Tupper represented 
British and Canadian interests; Secretary T. F. Bayard, Mr 
W. le B. Putnam and Mr James B. Angell acted for the United 
States. The commission succeeded in agreeing to the terms of 
a treaty, which was recommended to Congress by President 
Cleveland as supplying " a satisfactory, practical and final 
adjustment, upon a basis honourable and just to both parties, 
of the difficult and vexed questions to which it relates." This 
agreement, known as the Chamberlain-Bayard treaty, was 
rejected by the Senate, and as a consequence it became necessary 
to carry on the fisheries under a modus visendi renewed annually. 

In t886 a difference about international rights on the high seas 
arose on the Pacific coast in connexion with the seal fisheries 
of Bering Sea. In that year several schooners, fitted out in 
British Columbia for the capture of seals in the North Pacific, 
were seized by a United States cutter at a distance of 6o m. 
from the nearest land, the officers were imprisoned and fined, 
and the vessels themselves subjected to forfeiture. The British 
government at once protested against this infraction of inter-
national right, and through long and troublesome negotiations 
firmly upheld Canada's claims in the matter. The dispute was 
finally referred to a court of arbitration, on which Sir John 
Thompson, premier of the Dominion, sat as one of the British 
arbitrators. It was decided that the United States had no 
jurisdiction in the Bering Sea beyond the three miles' limit, but 
the court also made regulations to prevent the wholesale slaughter 
of fur-bearing seals. The sum of $4 63,454 was finally awarded 
as compensation to the Canadian scalers who had been unlawfully 
seized and punished. This sum was paid by the United States 
in 1898. 

As the result of communications during 1897 between Sir 
Wilfrid Laurier and Secretary Sherman, the governments of 
Great Britain and the United States agreed to the appointment 
of a joint high commission, with a view of settling all outstanding 
differences between the United States and Canada. The com-
mission, which included three members of the Canadian cabinet 
and a representative of Newfoundland, and of which Lord 
Herschel was appointed chairman, met at Quebec on the 23rd 
of August 1898. The sessions continued in Quebec at intervals 
until the loth of October, when the commission adjourned to 
meet in Washington on the 1st of November, where the discussions 
were renewed for some weeks. Mr Nelson Dingley, an American 
member of the commission, died during the month of January, 
as did the chairman, Lord Herschel, in March, as the result of 
an accident, soon after the close of the sittings of the commission. 
The Alaskan boundary, the Atlantic and inland fisheries, the 
alien labour law, the bonding privilege, the seal fishery in the 
Bering Sea and reciprocity of trade in certain products were 
among the subjects considered by the commission. On several 
of these points much progress was made towards a settlement, 
but a divergence of opinion as to the methods by which the 
Alaskan boundary should be determined gut an end for the time 
to the negotiations. 

In 1903 an agreement was reached by which the question of 
this boundary, which depended on the interpretation put upon 
the treaty of 1825 between Russia and England, should be 
submitted to a commission consisting of ".six impartial jurists 
of repute," three British and three American. The British  

commissioners appointed were: Lord Alverstone, lord chief 
justice of England; Sir Louis Jette, K.C., of Quebec; and A.B. 
Aylesworth, K.C., of Toronto. On the American side were 
appointed: the Hon. Henry C. Lodge, senator for Massachusetts; 
the Hon. Elihu Root, secretary of war for the United States 
government; and Senator George Turner. Canadians could not 
be persuaded that the American members fulfilled the condition 
of being " impartial jurists," and protest was made, but, though 
the imperial government also expressed surprise, no change 
in the appointments was effected. The commission met is 
London, and announced its decision in October. This was 
distinctly unfavourable to Canada's claims, since it excluded 
  from all ocean inlets as far south as the Portland 
Channel, and in that channel gave to Canada only two of the 
four islands claimed. A statement made by the Canadian 
commissioners, who refused to sign the report, of an unexplained 
change of opinion on the part of Lord Alverstone, produced a 
widespread impression for a time that his decision in favour 
of American claims was diplomatic rather than judicial. Later 
Canadian opinion, however, came to regard the decision of the 
commission as a reasonable compromise. The irritation caused 
by the decision gradually subsided, but at the moment it led 
to strong expressions on the part of Sir Wilfrid Laurier and 
others in favour of securing for Canada a fuller power of making 
her own treaties. While the power of making treaties must 
rest ultimately in the hands that can enforce them, the tendency 
to give the colonies chiefly interested a larger voice in inter-
national arrangements had become inevitable. The mission 
of a Canadian cabinet minister, the Hon. R. Lemieux, to Japan 
in 1907, to settle Canadian difficulties with that country, illus-
trated the change of diplomatic system in progress. 

Under the British North American Act the control of education 
was reserved for the provincial governments, with a stipulation 
that all rights enjoyed by denominational schools at ad....m  

the time of confederation should be respected. Pro- 
vincial control has caused some diversity of management; the 
interpretation of the denominational agreement has led to acute 
differences of opinion which have invaded the field of politics. 
In all the provinces elementary, and in some cases secondary, 
education is free, the funds for its support being derived from 
local taxation and from government grants. The highly organized 
school system of Ontario is directed by a minister of education, 
who is a member of the provincial cabinet. The other provinces 
have boards of education, and superintendents who act under 
the direction of the provincial legislatures. In Quebec the 
Roman Catholic schools, which constitute the majority, are 
chiefly controlled by the local clergy of that church. The 
Protestant schools are managed by a separate board. In 
Ontario as well as in Quebec separate schools are allowed to 
Roman Catholics. In Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, Prince 
Edward Island, Manitoba and British Columbia the public 
schools are strictly undcnominational. This position was only 
established in New Brunswick and Manitoba after violent 
political struggles, and frequent appeals to the highest courts of 
the empire for decisions on questions of federal or provincial juris-
diction. The right of having separate schools has been extended 
to the newly constituted provinces of Alberta and Saskatchewan. 

Secondary education is provided for by high schools and 
collegiate institutes in all towns and cities, and by large resi-
dential institutions at various centres, conducted on the principle 
of the English public schools. The largest of these is Upper 
Canada College at Toronto. Each province has a number of 
normal and model schools for the training of teacher& For 
higher education there are also abundant facilities. M'Gill 
University at Montreal has been enlarged and splendidly en-
dowed by the munificence of a few private individuals; Toronto 
University by the provincial legislature of Ontario; Queen's 
University at Kingston largely by the support of its own graduates 
and friends. University work in the maritime provinces, instead 
of being concentrated, as it might well, be, in one powerful 
institution, is distributed among five small, but within their 
range efficient universities. The agricultural college at Guelph and 
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the experimental farms maintained by the federal government 
give excellent training and scientific assistance to farmers. 
Sir William Macdonald in 1908 built and endowed, at an ex-
penditure of at least 170e,000, an agricultural college and normal 
school at St Anne's, near Montreal. While the older universities 
have increased greatly in influence and efficiency, the following 
new foundations have been made since confederation:—Urd-
versity of Manitoba, Winnipeg, 1877; Presbyterian College, 
Winnipeg, 1870; Methodist College, Winnipeg, 1888; Wesleyan 
College, Montreal, 1873; Presbyterian College, Montreal, 1868; 
School of Practical Science, Toronto, 1877; Royal Military 
College, Kingston, 1875; M'Master University, Toronto, 1888. 
All the larger universities have schools of medicine in affiliation, 
and have the power of conferring medical degrees. Since 1877 
Canadian degrees have been recognized by the Medical Council 
of Great Britain. 

In her treatment of the aboriginal inhabitants of the country 
(numbering 93,318 in 1901) Canada has met with conspicuous 
baaa 	success. Since the advance of civilization and indis- 
"4a 	criminate slaughter have deprived them of the bison, 

so long their natural means of subsistence, the north-
west tribes have been maintained chiefly at the expense of 
the country. As a result of the great care now used in watching 
over them there has been a small but steady increase in their 
numbers. Industrial and boarding schools, established in 
several of the provinces, by separating the children from the 
degrading influences of their home life, have proved more 
effectual than day schools for training them in the habits and 
ideas of a higher civilization. (See INDIANS, NORTH AMERICAN.) 

The constitution of the Dominion embodies the first attempt 
made to adapt British principles and methods of government 

Caesar 
to a federal system. The chief executive authority 

 Nee. is vested in the sovereign, as is the supreme command 
of the military and naval forces. The governor-

general represents, and fulfils the functions of, the crown, 
which appoints him. He holds office for five years, and his 
powers are strictly limited, as in the case of the sovereign, 
all executive acts being done on the advice of his cabinet, the 
members of which hold office only so long as they retain the 
confidence of the people as expressed by their representatives 
in parliament. The governor-general has, however, the inde-
pendent right to withhold his assent to any bill which he considers 
in conflict with imperial interests. The following governors-
general have represented the crown since the federation of the 
provinces, with the year of their appointment: Viscount Monck, 
1867; Sir John Young (afterwards Baron Lisgar), 1868; the 
earl of Dufferin, 1872; the marquess of Lorne (afterwards duke 
of Argyll), 1878; the marquess of Lansdowne, 1883; Lord 
Stanley of Preston (afterwards earl of Derby), 1888; the earl 
of Aberdeen, 1893; the earl of Minto, 1898; Earl Grey, 1904. 
The upper house, or Senate, is composed of members who hold 
office for life and are nominated by the governor-general in 
counciL It originally consisted of 72 members, 24 from Quebec, 
24 from Ontario, and 24 from the maritime provinces, but this 
number has been from time to time slightly increased as new 
provinces have been added. The House of Commons consists 
of representatives elected directly by the people. The number 
of members, originally 196, is subject to change after each 
decennial census. The basis adopted in the British North 
America Act is that Quebec shall always have 65 representatives, 
and each of the other provinces such a number as will give 
the same proportion of members to its population as the number 
65 bears to the population of Quebec at each census. In 1908 
the number of members was 218. 

Members of the Senate and of the House of Commons receive 
- an annual indemnity of $a5oo, with a travelling allowance. 

Legislation brought forward in 1906 introduced an innovation 
in assigning a salary of $7oce to the recognized leader of the 
Opposition, and pensions amounting to half their official income 
to ex-cabinet ministers who have occupied their posts for 
five consecutive years. This pension clause has since been 
tepealod. One principal object of the framers of the Canadian  
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opposite plan was therefore adopted to that employed in the 
system of the United States, where the federal government 
enjoys only 'the powers granted to it by the sovereign states. 
The British North America Act assigns to the different provinces, 
as to the central parliament, their spheres of control, but all 
residuary powers are given to the general government. Within 
these limitations the provincial assemblies have a wide range of 
legislative power. In Nova Scotia and Quebec the bicameral 
system of an upper and lower house is retained; in the other 
provinces legislation is left to a single representative assembly. 
For purely local matters municipal institutions are organized 
to cover counties and townships, cities and towns, all based 
on an exceedingly democratic franchise. 

The creation of a supreme court engaged the attention of 
Sir John Macdonald in the early years after federation, but 
was only finally accomplished in 1876, during the premiership 
of Alexander Mackenzie. This court is presided over by a chief 
justice, with five puisne judges, and has appellate civil and 
criminal jurisdiction for the Dominion. By an act passed in 
1891 the government has power to refer to the supreme court 
any important question of law affecting the public interest. 
The right of appeal from the supreme court, thus constituted, 
to the judicial committee of the privy council marks, in questions 
judicial, Canada's place as a part of the British empire. 

The appointment, first made in 1897, of the chief justice 
of Canada, along with the chief justices of Cape Colony and 
South Australia, as colonial members of the judicial committee 
still further established the position of that body as the final 
court of appeal for the British people. The grave questions 
of respective jurisdiction which have from time to time arisen 
between the federal and provincial governments have for the 
most part been settled by appeal to one or both of these judicial 
bodies. Some of these questions have played a considerable 
part in Canadian politics, but are of too complicated a nature' 
to be dealt with in the present brief sketch. They have 
generally consisted in the assertion of provincial rights against 
federal authority. The decision of the courts has always been 
accepted as authoritative and final. 

An excellent bibliography of Canadian history will be found in the 
volume Literature of American History, published by the American 
Library Association. The annual Review of Historical Publications 
Relating to Canada, published by the University of Toronto, gives 
a critical survey of the works on Canadian topics appearing from 
year to year. (G. R. P.) 

Lrrettartraz 
1. English -Canadian Literature is marked by the weaknesses 

as well as the merits of colonial life. The struggle for existence, 
the conquering of the wilderness, has left scant room for broad 
culture or scholarship, and the very fact that Canada is a colony, 
however free to control her own affairs, has stood in the way 
of the creation of anything like a national literature. And yet, 
while Canada's intellectual product is essentially an offshoot 
of the parent literature of England, it is not entirely devoid of 
originality, either in manner or matter. There is in much of 
it a spirit of freedom and youthful vigour characteristic of the 
country. It is marked by the wholesomeness of Canadian life 
and Canadian ideals, and the optimism of a land of limitless 
potentialities. 

The first few decades of the period of British rule were lean 
years indeed so far as native literature is concerned. This 
period of unrest gave birth to little beyond a flood of political 
pamphlets, of no present value save as material for the historian. 
We may perhaps except the able though thoroughly partisan 
writings of Sir John Beverley Robinson and Bishop Strachan 
on the one side, and Robert Fleming Gourlay and William 
Lyon Mackenzie on the other. In the far West, however, a 
little group of adventurous fur-traders, of whom Sir Alexander 
Mackenzie, David Thompson, Alexander Henry and Daniel 
Williams Harmon may be taken as conspicuous types, were 
unfolding the vast expanse of the future dominion. They were 
men of action, not of words, and had no thought of literary 
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fame, but their absorbingly interesting journals are none the 
less an essential part of the literature of the country. • 

Barring the work of Francis Park man, who was not a Canadian, 
no history of the first rank has yet been written in or of Canada. 
Canadian historians have not merely lacked so far the genius 
for really great historical work, but they have lacked the point 
of view; they have stood too close to their subject to get the 
true perspective. At the same time they have brought together 
invaluable material for the great historian of the future Robert 
Christie's History of Lower Canada (1848-1854) was the first 
serious attempt to deal with the period of British rule. William 
Kingsford's (1819-1898) ambitious work, in ten volumes, comes 
down like Christie's to the Union of 1841, but goes back to the 
very beginnings of Canadian history. In the main it is impartial 
and accurate, but the style is heavy and sometimes slovenly. 
J. C. Dent's (1841-1888) Last Forty Years (188o) is practically 
a continuation of Kingsford. Dent also wrote an interesting 
though one-sided account of the rebellion of 1837. Histories 
of the maritime provinces have been written by Thomas Chandler 
Haliburton, Bcamish Murdoch and James Hannay. Hali-
burton's is much the best of the three. The brief,but stirring 
history of western Canada has been told by Alexander Begg 
(184o-1898); and George Bryce (b. 1844) and Beckles Willson 
(b. 1869) have written the story of the Hudson's Bay Company. 
Much scholarship and research have been devoted to local and 
special historical subjects, a notable example of which is Arthur 
Doughty's exhaustive work on the siege of Quebec. J. McMullen 
(b. ilizo), Charles Roberts (b. t86o) and Sir John Bourinot 
(183 /-1902) have written brief and popular histories, covering 
the whole field of Canadian history more or less adequately. 
Alpheus Todd's (1821-1884) Parliamentary Government in 
England (1867-1869) and Parliamentary Government in the 
British Colonies (1880) are standard works, as is also Bourinot's 
Parliamentary Procedure and Practice (1884). 
' Biography has been devoted mainly to political subjects. 

The best of these arc Joseph Pope's Memoirs of Sir John Mac-
donald (1894), W. D. le Sueur's Fronienac (1906), Sir John 
Bourinot's Lord Elgin (1905), Jean Mdlwraith's Sir Frederick 
Haldimand (19o4), D. C. Scott's John Groves Simcoe (1905), 
A. D. de Celles' Papineau and Cartier (19o4), Charles Lindsey's 
William Lyon Mackenzie 0860, J. IV. Longley's Joseph Howe 
(19o5) and J. S. Willison's Sir Wilfrid Laurier (1903). 

In belles leltres very little has been accomplished, unless we 
may count Goldwin Smith (q.v.) as a Canadian. As a scholar, 
a thinker, and a master of pure English he has exerted a marked 
influence upon Canadian literature and Canadian life. 

While mediocrity is the prevailing characteristic of most 
of what passes for poetry in Canada, a few writers have risen 
to a higher level. The conditions of Canadian life have Lot been 
favourable to the birth of great poets, but within the limits 
of their song such men as Archibald Lampman (1861-1891), 
William Wilfred Campbell (b. 1861), Charles Roberts, Bliss 
Carman (b. 1861) and George Frederick Cameron have written 
lines that arc well worth remembering. Lampman's poetry is 
the most finished and musical. He fell short of being a truly 
great poet, inasmuch as great poetry must, which his does not, 
touch life at many points, but his verses are marked by the 
qualities that belonged to the man-sincerity, purity, seriousness. 
Campbell's poetry, in spite of a certain lack of compression, is 
full of dramatic vigour; Roberts has put some of his best work 
into sonnets and short lyrics, while Carman has been very 
successful with the ballad, the untrammelled swing and sweep 
of which he has finely caught; the simplicity and severity of 
Cameron's style won the commendation of even so exacting a 
critic as Matthew Arnold. One remarkable drama-Charles 
Heavysege's (1816-1876) Saul (1857)-belongs to Canadian 
literature. Though unequal in execution, it contains p.-....ages 
of exceptional beauty and power. The sweetness and maturity 
of Isabella Valency Crawford's (1851-1887) verse are also very 
worthy of remembrance. The habitant poems of Dr W. H. 
Drummond (1854-1907) stand in a class by themselves, 
between English and French Canadian literature, presenting  

the simple life of the habitant with unique humour and 
e icturesqueness. 

The first distinctively Canadian novel was John Richardsdn's 
(1796-1852) Wacousta (1832), a stirring tale of the war of 113:4. 
Richardson afterwards wrote half a dozen other romances, 
dealing chiefly with incidents in Canadian history. Susanna 
Moodie (18o3-1885) and Katharine Parr Train (1802•.1899), 
sisters of Agnes Strickland, contributed novels and tales to one 
of the earliest and best of Canadian magazines, the Literary 
Garland (1838-1847). The Golden Dog, William Kirby's (1817-
1906) fascinating romance of old Quebec, appeared in 1877, 
in a pirated edition. Twenty years later the first authorized 
edition was published. James de Mille (1833-1880) was the 
author of some thirty novels, the best of which is Helena's 
Household (1868), a story of Rome in the 1st century. The 
Dodge Club (1869) , a humorous book of travel, appeared, curiously 
enough, a few months before Innocents Abroad. De Mifle's 
posthumous novel, A Strange- Manuscript found in a Copper 
Cylinder (1888), describes a singular race whose cardinal doctrine 
is that poverty is honourable and wealth the reverse. Sir Gilbert 
Parker (b. 1862) stands first among contemporary Canadian 
novelists. He has made admirable use in many of his novels 
of the inexhaustible stores of romantic and dramatic material 
that lie buried in forgotten pages of Canadian history. Of 
later Canadian novelists mention may be made of Sara Jeannette 
Duncan (Mrs Evcrard Cotes, b. 1862), Ralph Connor (Charles 
W. Gordon, b. 1866), Agnes C. Taut. (b. 1872), W. A. Fraser 
(b. 1859) and Ernest Thompson Seton (b. 186o). Thomas 
Chandler Haliburton (q.v.) stands in a class by himself. In many 
respects his is the most striking figure in Canadian literature. 
He is best known as a humorist, and as a humorist he ranks 
with the creators of " My Uncle Toby " and " Pickwick.." But 
there is more than humour in Haliburton's books. He lacked, 
in fact, but one thing to make him a great novelist: he had no 
conception of how to construct a plot. But he knew human 
nature, and knew it intimately in all its phases; be could 
construct a character and endow it with life; his people talk 
naturally and to the point; and many of his descriptive 
passages are admirable. Those who read Haliburton's books 
only for the sake of the humour will miss much of their value. 
His inimitable Clockinaker (1837), as well as the later books, 
The Old.Judge ( 1849), The AttachE (1843), Wise Saws and 
Modern Instances (1853) and Nature and Human Nature (1855), 
are mirrors of colonial life and character.. 

For general treatment of English-Canadian literature, reference 
may be made to Sir John Bourmot's Intellectual Development of the 
Canadian People (1881); G. Mercer Adam's Outline History of 
Canadian Literature (1887); " Native Thought and Literature," 
in J. E. Collins's Life of Sir John A. Macdonald (1883); " Canadian 
Literature," by J. M. Oxley, in the Encyclopaedia Americana, vol. ix. 
0904); A. MacMurchy's Handbook o Canadian Literature (1906); 
and articles by J. Castel! Hopkins, Jo n Reade, A. B. de Milk and 
Thomas O'Hagan, in vol. v. of Canada : an Encyclopaedia of the 
Country (1898-1900); also to Henry J. Morgan's Bibluotieca Cana-
densis (1867) and Canadian Men and Women of the Time (1898); 
W. D. Lighthall, Songs of the Great Dominion; Theodore Rand's 
Treasury of Canadian Verse (190o0o); C. C. James's Bibliography of 
Canadian Vase (1898); L. E. Horning's and L. J. Burpee's 
trophy of Canadian Fiction ( 1904); S. E. Dawson's Prose Writers of 
Canada (1901); "Canadian Poetry," by J. A. Cooper. in The 
National, 29, p. 364: " Recent Canadian Fiction," by L. J. Burpee , 
in The Forum, August 1899. For individual authors, see Hali- 
burton's A Centenary Chaplet (1897), with a bibliography; " 
burton," by F. Blake Crofton, in Canada: an Encyclopaedia of the 
Country; C. H. Farnham's Life of Francis Parkmals and H. O. 
Sedgmck's Francis Parkman (tool) ; and articles on " Parkmari." 
by E. L. Godkin, in The Nation, 71, p. 441; by Justin Winner in 
The Atlantic, 73, p. 66o; by W. D. Howells, The Atlantic. 34, p. 6o2; 
by John Fiske, The Atlantic, 7.3, p. 664; by J. B. Gilder in The 
Critic, 23, p. 322; " Goldwin Smith as a Critic," by H. Spencer, 
Contemp. Review, 41, p. 519; " Goldwin Smith's Historical Work.," 
by C. E. Norton, North American Review, 99, . 523; "Poetry of 
Charles Heavysege," by Bayard Taylor, Atla

p
ntic, 16, p. 442-

" Charles Heavysege," by L. J. Burpee, in Trans. Royal Society ol 
Canada, /got ' Archibald Lampma n," by W. D. Howells, Literature 
(N.Y.). 4, p. 217; "Archibald Lampman," by , L J. Burpee, in 
North American Notes and Queries (Quebec). August and September 
1900; "Poetry of Bliss Carman," by J. P. Mo

gu
wbray, Critic , az, 
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p.3o8;" Isabella Valency Crawford," in Poet -Lore (Boston), xiii. No. 
4; Retests and the Inguatees of his Time (t906), by James Cappon; 
"William Wilfred Campbell," Sewanee Review, October 19oo; 
" 1Cingslord's History of Canada," by G. M. Wrong, N. A . Review, 
I. P Mo; "Books of Gilbert Parker," by C. A. Pratt, Critic, 33• 
p. 271. (L. J. B.) 

2. French-Canadian Literature at the opening of the loth 
century might be described as entirely the work of two genera-
tions, and it was separated from the old regime by three more 
generations whose racial sentiment only found expression in 
the traditional songs and tales which their forefathers of the 
t7th century had brought over from the inert patrie. Folk-lore 
has always been the most essentially French of all imaginative 
initamces in Canadian life; and the songs are the quintessence 
of the lore. Not that the folk-songs have no local variants. 
Indian words, like moccasin and toboggan, are often introduced. 
French forms are freely turned into pure Con.dianiseas, like 
mesa, Talisman, boucane, brushwood smoke, portage, &c. 
New characters, which appeal more directly to the local audience, 
sometimes supplant old ones, like the quake views sauvages 
who have ousted the time-honoured quatre-s-officiers from the 
Canadian version of Malbrouk. There are even a few entire 
songs of transatlantic origin. But all these variants together 
we mere stray curios among the crowding souvenirs of the 
old home over sea. No other bridge can rival k Pont d'Avignon. 
" Jci "in C'est k bon win qui dame ki can be nowhere else but 
in old France—le bon win alone proves this. And the Canadian 
loik-singer, though in a land of myriad springs, still goes d la 
dare fontaine of his ancestral fancy; while the lullabies his 
mother sang him, like the love-songs with which he serenades 
his Mande, were nearly all sung throughout the Normandy of 
k Grand Monarque. The habitant was separated from old-
world changes two centuries ago by difference of place and 
circammances, while he has hitherto been safeguarded from 
malty new-world changes by the segregative influences of race, 
Migion, language and custom; and so his folk-lore still remains 
the intimate alter et ideas of what it was in the days of the great 
pioneers. It is no longer a living spirit among the people at 
large; but in secluded villages and " back concessions " one 
can still  hear some charming melodies as old and pure as the 
verses to which they are sung, and even a few quaint survivals 
of Gregorian tunes. The best collection, more particularly 
from the musical point of view, is Les Chansons populaires 
da Canada, started by Ernest Gagnon (1st ed. 1865). 

Race-patriotism is the distinguishing characteristic of French-
f  snvlian  literature, which is so deeply rooted in national 
politic that L. J. Papineau, the most insistent demagogue 
of 1837, must certainly be named among the founders, for 
the sake of speeches which came before written works both 
in point of time and popular esteem. Only 36o volumes had 
been published during 8o years, when, in 1845, the first famous 
book appeared—Francois Xavier Garneau's (1809-1866)Histoire 
do Canada. It had immense success in Canada, was favourably 
noticed in France, and has influenced all succeeding men of 
kttas. Unfortunately, the imperfect data on which it is based, 
and the too exclusively patriotic spirit in which it is written, 
prevent it from being an authoritative history: the author 
himself declares " Vous versa si to defaik de nos ancitres ne 
lead has tomes les viaoires." But it is of far-reaching importance 
as the first great literary stimulus to racial self-respect. " Le 
Canada franca: alma perdu ses felines de noblesse; Garneau 
!es lei a maws." F. X. Garneau is also remembered for his 
Poems, and he was followed by his son Alfred Gameau (1836- 
It04). 

A. Genli-Lajoie was a mere lad when the exile of some com-
patriots inspired Le Canadien errant, which immediately became 
a universal folk-song. Many years later he wrote discrimin-
atingly about those Dix ans as Canada (t888) that saw the 
establishment of responsible government. But his fame rests 
on lean Rivard (x874), the prose bucolic of the habitant. The 
hem, kft at the head of a fatherless family of twelve when 
truly through college, turns from the glut of graduates swarming 
round the prospects of professional city-bred careers, steadfastly  

wrests a home from the wilderness, helps his brothers and 
sisters, marries a habkante fit for the wife of a pioneer, brings 
up a large family, and founds a settlement which grows into 
several parishes and finally becomes the centre of the electoral 
district of " Rivardville," which returns bins to parliament. 
These simple and earnest Scenes de to vie reelle are an appealing 
revelation of that eternal secret of the soil which every people 
wishing to have a country of its own must early lay to heart; 
and Jean Rivard, to defrkheur, will always remain the eponym 
of the new colons of the 19th century. 

Philippe de Gaspe's historical novel, Les Amiens Canadiens 
(1863), is the complement of Garneau and Gerin-Lajoie. Every-
thing about the author's life helped him to write this book. 
Born in 1784, and brought up among reminiscent eye-witnesses 
of the old regime, he was an eager listener, with a wonderful 
memory and whole-hearted pride in the glories of his race and 
family, a kindly seigneur, who loved and was loved by all his 
censitaires, a keen observer of many changing systems, down 
to the final Confederation of 1867, and a man whiz had felt 
both extremes of fortune (Mimoires, 1866). The story rambles 
rather far from its well-worn plot. But these very digressions 
give the book its intimate and abiding charm; for they keep 
the reader in close personal touch with every side of Canadian 
life, with songs and tales and homely forms of speech, with 
the best features of seigniorial times and the strong guidance 
of an ardent church, with voyageurs, coureurs de bok, Indians, 
soldiers, sailors and all the strenuous adventurers of a wild, 
new, giant world. The poet of this little band of authors was 
Octave Cremazie, a Quebec bookseller, who failed in business 
and spent his last years as a penniless exile in France. He 
is usually rather too derivative, he lacks the saving grace of 
style, and even his best Canadian poems hardly rise above 
fervent occasional verse. Yet he became a national poet, 
because he was the first to celebrate occasions of deeply felt 
popular emotion in acceptable rhyme, and he will always remain 
one because each occasion touched some lasting aspiration 
of his race. He sings what Gameau recounts—the love of 
mother country, mother church and Canada. The Guam de 
Cringe, Guerre d'Italie, even Castel-fidardo,sre duly chronicled. 
An ode on Mgr. de Montmorency-Laval, first bishop of Quebec, 
brings him nearer to his proper themes, which are found in full 
perfection in the Chant du vieux soldat canadien, composed in 
1856 to honour the first French man-of-war that visited British 
Quebec, and Le Drapeau de Carillon (1858), a centennial paean 
for Montcahn's Canadians at Ticonderoga. Much of the mature 
work of this first generation, and of the juvenilia of the second, 
appeared in Les Soirees canadiennes and Le Foyer canadien, 
founded in 1862 and 1863 respectively. The abbe Ferland was 
an enthusiastic editor and historian, and Etienne Parent should 
be remembered as the first Canadian philosopher. 

At Confederation many eager followers began to take up the 
work which the founders were laying down. The abbe Casgmin 
devoted a life-time to making the French-Canadians appear as 
the chosen people of new-world history; but, though an able 
advocate, he spoilt a really good case by trying to prove too 
much. His Pelerinage as pays d'Evangeline (1888) is a splendid 
defence of the unfortunate Acadians; and all his books attract 
the reader by their charm of style and personality. But his 
Montcalm et Ltvis (1891) and other works on the conquest, are 
all warped by a strong bias against both Wolfe and Montcalm, 
and in favour of Vandrcuil, the Canadian-born governor; while 
they show an inadequate grasp of military problems, and 
practically ignore the vast determining factor of sea-power 
altogether. Benjamin Suite's comprehensive Hisloire des 
Canadiens-francais (r882) is a well-written, many-sided work. 
Thomas Chapais' monographs are as firmly grounded as they 
are finely expressed; his Jean Talon (1904) is of prime im-
portance; and his Monkalen (19ot) is the generous amende 
honorable paid by French-Canadian literature to a much mis-
represented, but admirably wrought, career. A. Girin-Lajoie's 
cry of " back to the land " was successfully adapted to modern 
developments in Le Saguenay (1896) and L'Outaouais superieur 
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(1889) by Arthur Bucea, who showed what immense inland 
breadths of country lay open to suitable " Jean Rivards " from 
the older settlements along the St Lawrence. In oratory, 
which most French-Canadians admire beyond all other forms 
of verbal art, Sir Wilfrid Laurier has greatly surpassed L. J. 
Papineau, by dealing with more complex questions, taking a 
higher point of view, and expressing himself with a much apter 
flexibility of style 

Among later poets may be mentioned Pierre Chauveau (1820-
1890), Louis Fisct, (b. 1827), and Adolphe Poisson (b. 1849) 
Louis FrEchette (1839-1908) has,however, long been the only poet 
with a reputation outside of Canada. In 1879 Les Fkurs bortales 
won the Prix Monthyon from the French Academy In 1887 
La Ltgcnde d'un people became the acknowledged epic of a race. 
He occasionally nods; is rather strident in the patriotic vein, 
and too often answers the untoward call of rhetoric when his 
subject is about to soar into the heights of poetry But a rich 
vocabulary, a mastery of verse-forms quite beyond the range 
of Cif mazie, real originality of conception, individual distinction 
of style, deep insight into the soul of his people, and, still more, 
the glow of warm-blooded life pulsing through the whole poem, 
all combine to give him the greatest place at home and an im-
portant one in the world at large. Les Vengeance: (1875), 
by Leon Pamphile Le May, and Les Aspirations (190.4), by W 
Chapman, worthily represent the older and younger contem-
poraries. Dr Nei& Beauchemin keeps within somewhat narrow 
limits in Les Floraisons ,nalulinales (1897); but within them 
he shows true poetic genius, a fine sense of rhythm, rhyme and 
verbal melody, a curiosa fdicitas of epithet and phrase, and 
so slice an eye for local colour that a stranger could choose no 
better guide to the imaginative life of Canada. 

A Canadian drama hardly exists; among its best works are 
the pleasantly epigrammatic plays of F. G. Marchand. Novels 
are not yet much in vogue; though Madame Conan's L'Oublie 
(1902) has been crowned by the Academy; while Dr Choquette's 
Les Ribaud (s898) is a good dramatic story, and his Claude 
Payson (1899) is an admirably simple idyllic tale of the hopeless 
love of a soil-bound habitant, told with intense natural feeling 
and fine artistic reserve. Chief-Justice Routhier, a most accom-
plished occasional writer, is very French-Canadian when arraign-
ing Les Grands Drames of the classics (1889) before his ecclesi-
astical court and finding them guilty of Paganism. 

The best bibliographies are Phillas Gagnon's Essai de biblio-
graphic canadienne (1895). and Dr N. E. Dionne's list of publications 
from the earliest times in the Transactions of the Royal Society of 
Canada for 1905. (W. Wo.) 

CANAL (from Lat. eanalis, " channel " and " kennel " being 
doublets of the word), an artificial water course used for the 
drainage of low lands, for irrigation (q.v.), or more especially 
for the purpose of navigation by boats, barges or ships. Probably 
the first canals were made for irrigation, but in very early times 
they came also to be used for navigation, as in Assyria and Egypt. 
The Romans constructed various works of the kind, and Charle-
magne projected a system of waterways connecting the Main 
and the Rhine with the Danube, while in China the Grand Canal, 
joining the Pei-ho and Yang-tse-Kiang and constructed in the 
13th century, formed an important artery of commerce, serving 
also' for irrigation. But although it appears from Marco Polo 
that inclines were used on the Grand Canal, these early waterways 
suffered in general from the defect that no method being known 
of conveniently transferring boats from one level to another 
they were only practicable between points that lay on nearly 
the same level; and inland navigation could not become 
generally useful and applicable until this defect had been remedied 
by the employment of locks. Great doubts exist as to the person, 
and even the nation, that first introduced locks. Some writers 
attribute their invention to the Dutch, holding that nearly a 
century earlier than in Italy locks were used in Holland where 
canals are very numerous, owing to the favourable physical 
conditions. On the other hand, the contrivance has been claimed 
for engineers of the Italian school, and it is said that two brothers 
Domenico of Viterbo constructed a lock-chamber enclosed by  

a pair of gates in 148r, and that in /487 Leonardo da Vinci 
completed six locks uniting the canals of Milan. Be that as it 
may, however, the introduction of locks in the lath or :oh 
century gave a new character to inland navigation and laid the 
basis of its successful extension. 

The Languedoc Canal (Canal du Midi) may be regarded as 
the pioneer of the canals of modern Europe. Joining the Bay 
of Biscay and the Mediterranean it is 148 m long and rises 
62o ft. above sea-level with x19 locks, its depth being about 
61 ft. It was designed by Baron Paul Riquet de Bonrepos 
(1604-168o) and was finished in 1681 With it and the still 
earlier Snare canal (t605-1642) France began that policy of 
canal construction which has provided her with over 3000 m. 
of canals, in addition to over 4600 m. of navigable rivers. In 
Russia Peter the Great undertook the construction of a system 
of canals about the beginning of the 18th century, and in Sweden 
a canal with locks, connecting Eskilatuna with Lake Mater, 
was finished in 1606. In England the oldest artificial canal 
is the Foss Dyke, a relic of the Roman occupation. It extends 
from Lincoln to the river Trent near Torksey ni.), and 
formed a continuation of the Caer Dyke, also of Roman origin 
but now filled up, which ran from Lincoln to Peterborough 
(40 m.). Camden in his Britannia says that the Foss Dyke was 
deepened and to some extent rendered navigable in 1121. Little, 
however, was done in making canals in Great Britain until the 
middle of the 18th century, though before that date some pro-
grass had been made in rendering some of the larger rivers 
navigable. In 1759 the duke of Bridgewater obtained powers 
to construct a canal between Manchester and his collieries at 
Worsley, and this work, of which James Brindley was the 
engineer, and which was opened for traffic in t 761,was followed by 
a period of great activity in canal construction, which, however, 
came to an end with the introduction of railways. According 
to evidence given before the royal commission on canals in Igoe 
the total mileage of existing canals in the United Kingdom was 
39ot. In the United States the first canal was made in 1792-
1796 at South Hadley, Massachuietts, and the canal-system, 
though its expansion was checked by the growth of railways, has 
attained a length of 4200 m., most of the mileage being in New 
York, Ohio, and Pennsylvania. The splendid inland navigation 
system of Canada mainly consists of natural lakes and rivers, 
and the artificial waterways are largely " lateral " canals, an 
in order to enable vessels to avoid rapids in the rivers. (See 
the articles on the various countries for accounts of the canal-
systems they possess.) 

The canals that were made in the early days of canal-construc-
tion were mostly of the dada known as barge or boat canals, 
and owing to their limited depth and breadth were only available 
for vessels of small size. But with the growth of commerce 
the advantage was seen of cutting canals of such dimensions 
as to enable them to accommodate sea-going ships. Such 
skip -canals, which from an engineering point of view chiefly 
differ from barge-canals in the magnitude of the works they 
involve, have mostly been constructed either to shorten the 
voyage between two seas by cutting through an intervening 
isthmus, or to convert important inland places into sea-ports. 
An early example of the first class is afforded by the Caledonian 
Canal (q.v.), while among later ones may be mentioned the 
Suez Canal (q.v.), the Kaiser Wilhelm, Nord-Ostsee or Kid 
Canal, connecting Brunsbilttel at the mouth of the Elbe with 
Kiel (q.v.) on the Baltic, and the various canals that have 
been proposed across the isthmus that joins North and South 
America (see PANAMA CANAL). Examples of the second class 
are the Manchester Ship Canal and the canal that runs from 
Zeebrugge on the North Sea to Bruges (q.v.). 

Construction.—In laying out a line of canal the engineer is 
more restricted than in forming the route of a road or a railway. 
Since water runs downhill, gradients are inadmissible, and the 
canal must either be made on one uniform level or must be 
adapted to the general rise or fall of the country through which 
it passes by being constructed in a series of level reaches at 
varying heights above a chosen datum line, each dosed by t 
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ka or some equivalent device to enable vessels to be transferred 
from one to another. To avoid unduly heavy earthwork, the 
reaches must closely follow the bases of hills and the windings 
of valleys, but from time to time it will, become necessary to 
cross a sudden depression by the aid of an embankment or 
aqueduct, while a piece of rising ground or a hill may involve 
a cutting or a tunnel. Brindley took the Bridgewater canal 
over the Irwell at Barton by means of an aqueduct of three 
MN arches, the centre one having a span of 63 ft., and T. 
Telford arranged that the Ellesmere canal should cross the Dee 
valley at Pont-y-Cysyllte partly by embankment and partly 
by aqueduct. The embankment was continued till it was 75 ft. 
above the ground, when it was succeeded by an aqueduct, too° ft. 
long and 127 ft. above the river, consisting of a cast iron trough 
supported on iron arches with stone piers. Occasionally when 
a navigable stream has to be crossed, a swing viaduct is necessary 
to allow shipping to pass. The first was that built by Sir E. 
leader Williams to replace Brindley's aqueduct at Barton, 
which was only high enough to give room for barges (see MAN-
ars= SHIP CANAL). One of the earliest canal tunnels was 
made in 1766-1777 by Brindley at Harecastle on the Trent and 
Mersey canal; it is 288o yds. long, 12 ft. high and q ft. wide, 
and has no tow-path, the boats being propelled by men lying 
on their backs and pushing with their feet against the tunnel 
walls (" leggers "). A second tunnel, parallel to this but t6 ft. 
high and 14 ft. wide, with a tow-path, was finished by Telford in 
1327. Standedge tunnel, on the Huddersfield canal, is over 3 m. 
long. and is also worked by leggers. 

The dimensions of a canal, apart froth considerations of water-
supply, are regulated by the size of the vessels which are to be 
Die& 

used on it. According to J. M. Rankine, the depth of 
water and sectional area of waterway should be such 
as not to cause any material increase of the resistance 

to the motion of the boats beyond what would be encountered 
in open water, and he gives the following rules as fulfilling these 
conditions:— 

Least breadth of bottom ez X greatest breadth of boat. 
Least depth of water 	s i ) ft.+ greatest draught of boat. 
Last area of waterway -6Xgreatest midship section of boat. 

The ordinary inland canal is commonly from 25 to 3o ft. wide 
at the bottom, which is flat, and from 40 to so ft. at the water 
level, with a depth of q or 5 ft., the angle of slope of the sides 
varying with the nature of the soil. To retain the water in porous 
ground, and especially on embankments, a strong watertight 
lining of puddle or tempered day must be provided on the bed 
and aides of the channel. Puddle is made of day which has been 
finely chopped up with narrow spades, water being supplied 
anti it is in a semi-plastic state. It is used in thin layers, each 
of which is worked so as to be firmly united with the lower 
stratum. The full thickness varies from 1 to 3 ft. To prevent 
the erosion of the sides at the water-line by the wash from the 
teats, it may be necessary to pitch them with stones or face 
them with brushwood. In some of the old canals the slopes 
have been cut away and vertical walls built to retain the towing-
paths, with the result of adding materially to the sectional area 
of the waterway. 

A canal cannot be properly worked without a supply of 
rater calculated to last over the driest season of the year. If 
Maw 

there be no natural lake available in the district for 
iivf, storage and supply, or if the engineer cannot draw upon 

some stream of sufficient size, he must form artificial 
temvoirs in suitable situations, and the conditions which must 
he attended to in selecting the positions of these and in con-
structing them are the same as those for drinking-water supply, 
except that the purity of the water is not a matter of moment. 
They most be situated at such an elevation that the water from 
them may flow to the summit-level of the canal, and if the 
etijeose of pumping is to be avoided, they must command a 
suiScient catchment area to supply the loss of water from the 
caul by evaporation from the surface, percolation through the 
tcd, and lockage. If the supply be inadequate, the draught of 
the boats plying on the canal may have to be reduced in a dry 

season, and the consequent decrease in the size of their cargoes 
will bothlessen the carrying capacity of the canal and increase 
the working expenses in relation to the tonnage handled. Again, 
since the consumption of water in lockage increases both with 
the size of the locks and the frequency with which they are used, 
t*e difficulty of finding a sufficient water supply may put a 
limit to the density of traffic possible on a canal or may prohibit 
its locks from being enlarged so as to accommodate boats of the 
size necessary for the economical handling of the traffic under 
modern conditions. It may be pointed out that the up con-
sumes more water than the down traffic. An ascending boat 
on entering a lock displaces a volume of water equal to its 
submerged capacity. The water so displaced flows into the lower 
reach of the canal, and as the boat passes through the lock is 
replaced by water flowing from the upper reach. A descending 
boat in the same way displaces a volume of water equal to its 
submerged capacity, but in this case the water flows back into 
the higher reach where it is retained when the gates are 
closed. 

An essential adjunct to a canal is a sufficient number of 
waste-weirs to discharge surplus water accumulating during 
floods, which, if not provided with an exit, may Wm.. 
overflow the tow-path, and cause a breach in the banks, weirs and 
stoppage of the traffic, and damage to adjoining "T . 

 lands. The number and positions of these waste-weirs ter"' 
must depend on the nature of the country through which the 
canal passes. Wherever the canal crosses a stream a waste-
weir should be formed in the aqueduct; but independently 
of this the engineer must consider at what points large influxes 
of water may be apprehended, and must at such places form 
not only waste-weirs of sufficient size to carry off the surplus, but 
also artificial courses for its discharge into the nearest streams. 
These waste-weirs are placed at the top water-level of the 
canal, so that when a flood occurs the water flows over them 
and thus relieves the banks. 

Stop-gates are necessary at short intervals of a few miles 
for the purpose of dividing the canal into isolated reaches, 
so that in the event of a breach the gates may be shut, and 
the discharge of water confined to the small reach intercepted 
between two of them, instead of extending throughout the 
whole line of canal. In broad canals these stop-gates may be 
formed like the gates of locks, two pairs of gates being made 
to shut in opposite directions. In small works they may be 
made of thick planks slipped into grooves formed at the narrow 
points of the canal under road bridges, or at contractions made 
at intermediate points to receive them. Self-acting stop-gates 
have been tried, but have not proved trustworthy. When 
repairs have to be made stop-gates allow of the water being 
run off by " off-lets " from a short reach, and afterwards restored 
with but little interruption of the traffic. These off-lets are pipes 
placed at the level of the bottom of the canal and provided 
with valves which can be opened when required. They are 
generally formed at aqueducts or bridges crossing rivers, where 
the contents of the canal between the stop-gates can be run 
off into the stream. 

Locks are chambers, constructed of wood, brickwork, masonry 
or concrete, and provided with gates at each end, by the aid 
of which vessels are transferred from one reach of torte.  
the canal to another. To enable a boat to ascend, 
the upper gates and the sluices which command the flow of 
water from the upper reach are closed. The sluices at the lower 
end of the lock are then opened, and when the level of the water 
in the lock has fallen to that of the lower reach, the boat passes 
in to the lock. The lower gates and sluices being then closed, 
the upper sluices are opened, and when the water rising in 
the lock has floated the boat up the level of the upper reach 
the upper gates are opened and it passes out. For a descending 
boat the procedure is reversed. Thesluices by which the lock is 
filled or emptied are carried through the walls in large locks, 
or consist of openings in the gates in small ones. The gates 
arc generally of oak, fitting into recesses of the walls when 
open, and closing against sills in the lock bottom when shut. 
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In small narrow locks single gates only are necessary; in large 
locks pairs of gates are required, fitting together at the head 
or " mitre-post " when dosed. The vertical timber at the 
end of the gate is known as the " heel-post," and at its foot is 
a casting that admits an iron pivot which is fixed in the lock 
bottom, and on which the gate turns. Iron straps round the 
head of the heel-post are let into the lock-coping to support 
the gate. The gates are opened and closed by balance beams 
?rojecting over the lock side, by gearing or in cases where 
they are very large and heavy by the direct action of a hydraulic 
ram. In order to economize water canal locks are made only 
a few inches wider than the vessels they have to accommodate. 
The English canal boat is about 70 or 75 ft. long and 7 or 8 ft. 
in beam; canal barges are the same length but 14 or is ft. 
in width, so that locks which will hold one of them will admit 
two of the narrower canal boats side by side. In general canal 
locks are just long enough to accommodate the longest vessels 
using the navigation. In some cases, however, provision is 
made for admitting a train of barges; such long locks have 
sometimes intermediate gates by which the effective length 
is reduced when a single vessel is passing. The lift of canal 
locks, that is, the difference between the level of adjoining 
reaches, is in general about 8 or to ft., but sometimes is as 
little as 1i ft. On the Canal du Centre (Belgium) there are locks 
with a lift of t 7 ft., and on the St Denis canal near La Villette 
basins in Paris there is one with a lift of 321 ft. In cases where 
a considerable difference of level has to be surmounted the 
locks are placed close together in a series or " flight," so that 
the lower gates of one serve also as the upper gates of the next 
below. To save water, especially where the lift is considerable, 
side ponds are sometimes employed; they are reservoirs into 
which a portion of the water in a lock-chamber is run, instead 
of being discharged into the lower reach, and is afterwards 
used for partially filling the chamber again. Double locks, 
that is, two locks placed side by side and communicating by 
a passage which can be opened or closed at will, also tend to 
save water, since each serves as a side pond to the other. The 
same advantage is gained with double flights of locks, and time 
also is saved since vessels can pass up and down simultaneously. 

A still greater economy of water can be effected by the use 
of inclined planes or vertical lifts in place of locks. In China 
', La.. rude inclines appear to have been used at an early 

date, vessels being carried down a sloping plane of 
stonework by the aid of a flush of water or hauled up it by 
capstans. On the Bude canal (England) this plan was adopted 
in an improved form, the small flat-bottomed boats employed 
being fitted with wheels to facilitate their course over the 
inclines. Another variant, often adopted as an adjunct to 
locks where many small pleasure boats have to be dealt with, 
is to fit the incline itself with rollers, upon which the boats 
travel. In some cases the boats are conveyed on a wheeled 
trolley or cradle running on rails; this plan was adopted on 
the Morris canal, built in 1825-1831, in the case of 23 inclines 
having gradients of about x in zo, the rise of each varying 
from 44 to too ft. Between the Ourcq canal and the Marne, 
near Meaux, the difference of level is about 40 ft., and barges 
weighing about 7o tons are taken from the one to the other on 
a wheeled cradle weighing 35 tons by a wire rope over an incline 
nearly sco yards long. But heavy barges are apt to be strained 
by being supported on cradles in this way, and to avoid this 
objection they are sometimes drawn up the inclines floating 
in a tank or caisson filled with water and running on wheels. 
This arrangement was utilized about 1840 on the Chard canal 
(England), and to years later it was adapted at Blackhill on 
the Monkland canal (Scotland) to replace a double flight of 
locks, in consequence of the traffic having been interrupted 
by insufficiency of water. There the height to be overcome 
was 96 ft. Two pairs of rails, of 7 ft. gauge, were laid down 
on a gradient of z in to, and on these an two carriages having 
wrought iron, water-tight caissons with lifting gates at each 
end, in which the barges floated partially but not wholly sup-
ported by water. The carriages, with the barge and water,  

weighed about 8o tons each, and were arranged to counter. 
balance each other, one going up as the other was going down. 
The power required was provided by two high pressure steam 
engines of 25 h.p., driving two large drums round which was 
coiled, in opposite directions, the 2-inch wire rope that hauled 
the caissons. An incline constructed on the Union canal at 
Foxton (England) to replace to locks giving it total rise of 
75 ft., accommodates barges of 70 tons, or two canal boats 
of 33 tons. It is in some respects like the Monkland canal 
incline, but the movable caissons work on four pairs of rails 
on an incline of r in 14, broadside on, and the boats are entirely 
waterborne. Steam power is employed, with an hydraulic 
accumulator which enables hydraulic power to be used in 
keeping the caisson in position at the top of the , incline while 
the boats are being moved in or out, a water-tight joint being 
maintained with the final portion of the canal during the 
operation. The gates in the caisson and canal are also worked 
by hydraulic power. The incline is capable of passing 200 canal 
boats in 12 hours, and the whole plant is worked by three men. 

Vertical lifts can only be used instead of locks with advantage 
at places where the difference in level occurs in a short length 
of canal, since otherwise long embankments or Liu  
aqueducts would be necessary to obtain sites for 
their construction. An early example was built in aosi at 
Tardebigge on the Worcester and Birmingham canal. It 
consisted of a timber caisson, weighing 64 tons when full of 
water, counterpoised by heavy weights carried on timber 
platforms. The lift of 12 ft. was effected in about three minutes 
by two men working winches. Seven lifts, erected on the Grand 
Western canal between Wellington and Tiverton about 1835, 
consisted of two chambers with a masonry pier between them. 
In each chamber there worked a timber caisson, suspended 
at either end of a chain hung over large pulleys above. As 
one caisson descended the other rose, and the apparatus was 
worked by putting about a ton more water in the descending 
caisson than in the ascending one. At Anderton a lift was 
erected in 1875 to connect the Weaver navigation with the 
Trent and Mersey canal, which at that point is so ft. higher than 
the river. The lift is a double one, and can deal with barges 
up to zoo tons. The change is made while the vessels are 
floating In 5 ft. of water contained in a wrought iron caisson, 
75 ft. long and is, ft. wide. An hydraulic ram 3 ft. in diameter 
supports each caisson, the bottom of which is strengthened 
so as to transfer the weight to the side girders. The descending 
caisson falls owing to being filled with 6 in. greater depth 
of water than the ascending one, the weight on the rams (240 
tons) being otherwise constant, since the barge displaces its 
own weight of water; an hydraulic accumulator is used to over-
come the loss of weight in the descending caisson when it begins 
to be immersed in the lower level of the river. The two presses 
in which the rams work are connected by a s-in. pipe, so that 
the descent of one caisson effects the raising of the other. A 
similar lift, completed in 1888 at Fontinettes on the Neuffoss6 
canal in France, can accommodate vessels of aso tons, a total 
weight of 785 tons being lifted 43 ft.; and a still larger example 
on the Canal du Centre at La Louviare in Belgium has a rise 
of 5o ft., with caissons that will admit vessels up to 400 tons, 
the total weight lifted amounting to over Joao tons. This lift, 
with three others of the same character, overcomes the rise 
of 217 ft., which occurs in this canal in the course of 41 tn. 

Haulage.—The horse or mule walking along a tow-path 
and drawing or " tracking " a boat or barge by means of a 
towing rope, still remains the typical method of 

A•111111 conducting traffic on the smaller canals; on ship-
canals vessels proceed under their own steam or are 
aided by tugs. Horse traction is very slow. The maximum 
speed on a narrow canal is about 31 m. an hour, and the 
average speed, which, of course, depends largely on the number 
of locks to be passed through, very much less. It has been 
calculated that in England on the average one horse hauls 
one narrow canal boat about 2 m., an hour loaded or 3 in. 
empty, or two narrow canal boats 1i m. loaded and rim. 
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empty. Efforts have accordingly been made not only to quicken 
the rate of transit, but also to move heavier loads, thus increasing 
the carrying capacity of the waterways. But at speeds exceeding 
about 3} m. an hour the " wash " of the boat begins to cause 
maim of the banks, and thus necessitates the employment 
of special protective measures, such as building side walls 
of masonry or. concrete. For a canal of given depth there is 
a particular speed at which a boat can be hauled with a smaller 
emenditure of energy than at a higher or a lower speed, this 
=imam being the speed of free propagation of the primary 
wave raised by the motion of the boat (see WAve). About 
183o when, in the absence of railways, canals could still aspire 
to act as carriers of passengers, advantage was taken of this 
fact on the Glasgow and Ardrossan canal, and subsequently 
cm some others, to run fast passenger boats, made lightly of 
wrought iron and measuring 6o ft. in length by about 6 ft. 
in breadth. Provided with two horses they started at a low speed 
behind the wave, and then on a given signal were jerked on the 
too of the wave, when their speed was maintained at 7 or 8 m. 
an hour, the depth of the canal being 3 or 4 ft. this method, 
however, is obviously inapplicable to heavy barges, and in their 
case improved conditions of transport had to be sought in other 
directions. 

Steam towage was first employed on the Forth and Clyde 
canal in 18o2, when a tug-boat fitted with steam engines by 
"Waal. 

W. Symington drew two barges for a distance of 
m. in 6 hours in the teeth of a strong headwind. 

As a result of this successful experiment it was proposed 
to employ steam tugs on the Bridgewater canal; but the 
project fell through owing to the death of the duke of Bridge. 
water, and the directors of the Forth and Clyde canal also 
decided against this method because they feared damage to 
the hanks. Steam tugs are only practicable on navigations on 
which there are either no locks or they are large enough to admit 
the tag and its train of barges simultaneously; otherwise the 
advantages are more than counterbalanced by the delays at 
locks. On the Bridgewater canal, which has an average width 
of so ft. with a depth of si ft., is provided with vertical stone 
walls in place of sloping banks, and has no locks for its entire 
length of ao m. except at Runcorn, where it joins the Mersey, 
Tap of so Lh.p., with a draught of 4 ft., tow four barges, each 
weighing 6o tons, at a rate of nearly 3 m. an hour. On the 
fire and Calder navigation, where the locks have a minimum 
length of 215 ft., a large coal traffic is carried in trains of boat- 
compartments on a system designed by W. H. Bartholomew. 
The boats are nearly square in shape, except the leading one 
which has an ordinary bow; they are coupled together by 
knuckle-joints fitted into hollow stern-posts, so that they can 
move both laterally and vertically, and a wire rope in tension 
es each side enables the train to be steered. No boat crews are 
required, the crew of the steamer regulating the train. If the 
number of boats does not exceed sr they can be pushed, but 
beyond that number they are towed. Each compartment 
carries 35 tons, and the total weight in a train varies from 
722 to goo tons. On the arrival of a train at Goole the boats 
use detached and are taken over submerged cradles under 
hydraulic hoists which lift the boat with the cradle sufficiently 
high to enable it to be turned over and discharge the whole 
cargo at once into a shoot and thence into sea-going steamers. 
Another method of utilizing steam-power, which was also first 
tried on the Forth and Clyde canal by Symington in 1789, 
is to provide each vessel with a separate steam engine, and 
many barges are now running fitted in this way. Experiments 
*we also been made with internal combustion engines in place 
of steam engines. .In some cases, chiefly on rivers having a 
strong current, recourse has been had to a submerged chain 
aimed round a drum on a tug: this drum is rotated by steam 
Power and thus the tug is hauled up against the current. To 
abviate the inconvenience of passing several turns of the chain 
round the drum in order to get sufficient grip, the plan was 
ztroduced on the Seine and Oise in 1893 of passing the chain 
round a pulley which could be magnetized at will, the necessary 

adhesion being thus obtained by the magnetic attraction 
exercised on the iron chain; and it was also adopted about 
the same time in combination with electrical haulage on a small 
portion of the Bourgogne canal, electricity being employed 
to drive the motor that worked the pulley. Small locomotives 
running on rails along the towpath were tried on the Shropshire 
Union canal, where they were abandoned on account of practical 
difficulties in working, and also on certain canals in France 
and Germany, where, however, the financial results were not 
satisfactory. On portions of the Teltow canal, joining the 
Havel and the Spree, electrical tractors run on rails along 
both banks, taking their power from an overhead wire; they 
attain a speed of ai m. an hour when hauling two 600-ton 
barges. The electrical supply is also utilized for working the 
lock gates and for various other purposes along the route of 
the canal. In the Mont-de-Rilly tunnel, at the summit level of the 
Aisne-Marne canal, a system of cable-traction was established 
in arm, the boats being taken through by being attached to 
an endless travelling wire rope supported by pulleys on the 
towpath. 

When railways were being carried out in England some canal 
companies were alarmed for their future, and sold their canals to 
the railway companies, who in 1906 owned 1538 m. of canals out 
of a total length in the United Kingdom of 39ot m. As some of these 
canals are links in the chain of internal water communication com-
plaints have frequently arisen on the question of through traffic 
and tolls. The great improvements carried out in America and on 
the continent of Europe by state aid enable manufacturers to get 
the raw material they use and goods they export to and from their 
ports at much cheaper rates than those charged on British canals. 
The association of chambers of commerce and other bodies having 
taken up the matter, a royal commission was appointed in 1906 to 
report on the canals and water-ways of the kingdom, with a view to 
considering how they could be more profitably used for national 
purposes. Its Report was published in December 19o9. 

AUTHOILITIES.—L. F. Vernon -Harcourt, Rivers and Canals (and 
ed., 1896); Chapman, Canal Navigation; Firisi, On Canals; R. 
Fulton, Canal Navigation; Tatham, Economy of Inland Navigation; 
Valency, Treatise on Inland Navigation; D. Stevenson, Canal and 
River Engineering; John Phillips, History of Inland Navigation; 
J. Priestley, History of Navigable Rivers, Canals, &c. in Great 
Britain (1831); T. Telford, Life (1838); John Smeaton, Reports 
(1837); Reports of the International Congresses on Interior Naviga-
tion; Report and Evidence of the Royal Commission on Canals (Great 
Britain), 1906-9. 	 (E. L. W.) 

CANAL DOVER, a city of Tuscarawas county, Ohio, U.S.A., 
on the Tuscarawas river, about 7o m. S. by E. of Cleveland. 
Pop. 0890 3470; (1900) 5422 (939 foreign-born); (1910) 662x. 
It is served by the Baltimore & Ohio and the Pennsylvania 
railways, and by the Ohio canal, and is connected with Cleveland 
by an inter-urban electric line. It lies on a plateau about 88o ft. 
above sea-level and commands pleasant views of diversified 
scenery. Coal and iron ore abound in the vicinity, and the city 
manufactures iron, steel, tin plate, electrical and telephone 
supplies, shovels, boilers, leather, flour, brick and tile, salt, 
furniture and several kinds of vehicles. The municipality owns 
and operates its water-works. Canal Dover was laid out as a 
town in 1807, and was incorporated as a village in 1842, but its 
charter was soon allowed to lapse and was not revived until 1867. 
Canal Dover became a city under the Ohio municipal code of 
1 903. 

CANALS (or CANALETTO), ANTONIO (1697-1768), Venetian 
painter, born on the 18th of October 1697, was educated under 
his father Bernard, a scene-painter of Venice, and for some 
time followed his father's line of art. In 1719 he went to Rome, 
where he employed himself chiefly in delineating ancient ruins, 
and particularly studied effects of light and shade, in which he 
became an adept. He was the first painter who made practical 
use of the camera lucida. On returning home he devoted his 
powers to views in his native city, which he painted with a clear 
and firm touch and the most facile mastery of colour in a deep 
tone, introducing groups of figures with much effect. In his 
latter days he resided sonic time in England. His pictures, in 
their particular range, still remain unrivalled for their magnificent 
perspective. The National Gallery, London, has five pictures 
by him, notably the " View on the Grand Canal, Venice," and 
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Gomera, consists of mountain peaks, isolated and rising direct y 
from an ocean of great depth; while the other, comprisfhg 
Lanzarote, Fuerteventura and six uninhabited islets, is based 
on a single submarine plateau, of far less depth. Teneriffe and 
Gomera, the only members of the principal group which have 
a common base, may be regarded as the twin peaks of one great 
volcanic mass. Ever since the researches of Leopold von Ruch 
the Canary Islands have been classical groutd to the student of 
volcanic action. Such considered them to be representative 
of his " craters of elevation." In common with the other West 
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the " Regatta on the Grand Canal." He died on the loth 
August 1768. Bellotto (commonly named Bernardo), who is 
also sometimes called CANALETTO (1724-1780), was his nephew 
and pupil, and painted with deceptive resemblance to the style 
of the more celebrated master. 

CANALIS (also " canal " and . " channel "; from the Latin), 
in architecture, the sinking between the fillets of the volute of 
the Ionic capital: in the earliest examples, though sunk below 
the fillets, it is slightly convex in section. 

CANANDAIGUA, a village and the county-seat of Ontario 
county, New York, U.S.A., 30 m. S.E. of Rochester. Pop. 
(189o) 5868; (1900) 6151; (nom) 7217. It is served 
by the New York Central and Hudson River, and the North-
ern Central (Pennsylvania system) railways, and Is con-
nected with Rochester by an inter-urban electric line. Among 
the manufactures arc pressed bricks, tile, beer, ploughs, flour, 
agate and tin-ware. The village, picturesquely situated at the 
north end of Canandaigua Lake, a beautiful sheet of water about 
15 m. long with a breadth varying from a mile to a mile and a 
half, is a summer resort. It has a county court house; the 
Canandaigua hospital of physicians and surgeons•

' 
 the Frederick 

Ferris Thompson memorial hospital, with a bacteriological 
laboratory supported by the county; the Clark Manor House 
(a county home for the aged), given by Mrs Frederick Ferris 
Thompson in memory of her mother and of her father, Myron 
Holley Clark (1806-1892), president of the village of Canandaigua 
in 1850-1851 and governor of New York in 1855-t857; the 
Ontario Orphan Asylum; Canandaigua Academy; Granger Place 
school for girls; Brigham Hall (a private sanatorium for nervous 
and mental diseases); Young Men's Christian Association 
building (1905); and two libraries, the Wood (public) library 
and the Union School library, founded in 1795. There is a 
public playground in the village with free instruction by a 
physical director; and a swimming school, endowed by Mrs 
F. F. Thompson, gives free lessons in swimming. The village 
owns its water-supply system. A village of the Seneca Indians, 
near the present Canandaigua, bearing the same name, which 
means " a settlement was formerly there " (not, as Lewis 
Morgan thought, " chosen spot "), was destroyed by Gen. John 
Sullivan in 1779. There are boulder memorials of Sullivan's 
expedition and of the treaty signed here on the is th of November 
1794 by Timothy Pickering, on behalf of the United States with 
the Six Nations—a treaty never ratified by the Senate. Canan-
daigua was settled in 1789 and was first incorporated in 
181 2. 

CANARD (the Fr. for " duck "), a sensational or extravagant 
story, a hoax or false report, especially one circulated by news-
papers. This use of the word in France dates from the 17th 
century, and is supposed by Little to have originated in the 
old expression, "rendre un canard d milli" (to half-sell a duck); 
as it is impossible to " half-sell a duck," the phrase came to 
signify to take in, or to cheat. 

CANARY (Serious canarius), a well-known species of passerine 
bird, belonging to the family Fringillidae or finches (sec Fiticu). 
It is a native of the Canary Islands and Madeira, where it occurs 
abundantly in the wild state, and is of a greyish-brown colour, 
slightly varied with brighter hues, although never attaining 
the beautiful plumage of the domestic bird. It was first domesti-
cated in Italy during the 16th century, and soon spread over 
Europe, where it is now the most common of cage-birds. During 
the years of its domestication, the canary has been the subject 
of careful artificial selection, the result being the production 
of a bird differing widely in the colour of its plumage, and in a 
few of its varieties even in size and form, from the original wild 
species. The prevailing colour of the most admired varieties 
of the canary is yellow, approaching in some cases to orange, 
and in others to white; while the most robust birds are those 
which, in the dusky green of the upper surface of their plumage, 
show a distinct approach to the wild forms. The least prized 
are those in which the plumage is irregularly spotted and speckled. 
In one of the most esteemed varieties, the wing and tail feathers 
arc at first black—a peculiarity, however, which disappears  

after the first moulting. Size and form have also been modified 
by domestication, the wild canary being not more than 51 in. 
in length, while a well-known Belgian variety usually measures 
8 in. There are also hooped or bowed canaries, feather-footed 
forms and top-knots, the latter having a distinct crest on the 
head; but the offspring of two such top-knotted canaries, 
instead of showing an increased development of crest, as might 
be expected, are apt to be bald on the crown. Most of the 
varieties, however, of which no fewer than twenty-seven were 
recognized by French breeders so early as the beginning of the 
18th century, differ merely in the colour and the markings of 
the plumage. Hybrids are also common, the canary breeding 
freely with the siskin, goldfinch, citril, greenfinch and linnet. 
The hybrids thus produced are almost invariably sterile. It is 
the female canary which is almost invariably employed in 
crossing, as it is difficult to get the females of the allied species 
to sit on the artificial nest used by breeders. In a state of 
nature canaries pair, but under domestication the male bird 
has been rendered polygamous, being often put with four or 
five females; still he is said to show a distinct preference for the 
female with which he was first mated. It is from the others, 
however, that the best birds are usually obtained. The canary 
is very prolific, producing eggs, not exceeding six in number, 
three or four times a year; and in a state of nature it is said to 
breed still oftener. The work of building the nest, and of in-
cubation, falls chiefly on the female, while the duty of feeding 
the young rests mainly with the cock bird. The natural song 
of the canary is loud and clear; and in their native groves the 
males, especially during the pairing season, pour foith their 
song with such ardour as sometimes to burst the delicate vessels 
of the throat. The males appear to compete with each other 
in the brilliancy of their melody, in order to attract the 
females, which, according to the German naturalist Johann 
Matthaus Bechstcin (1757-1822)•always select the best singers 
for their mates. The canary readily imitates the notes of 
other birds, and in Germany and especially Tirol, where the 
breeding of canaries gives employment to a large number of 
people, they arc usually placed for this purpose beside the 
nightingale. (A. N.) 

CANARY ISLANDS (Canaria:), a Spanish archipelago in the 
Atlantic Ocean; about 6o m. W. of the African coast, between 
27° 40' and 29- 3o N., and between If 20' and is° ie W. Pop. 
(two) 358,564; area 2807 sq. m. The Canary Islands resemble 
a roughly-drawn semicircle, with its convex side facing south-
wards, and with the island of Hierro detached on the southwest. 
More precisely, they may be considered as two groups, one of 
which, including Teneriffe, Grand Canary, Palma, Hierro and 
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African islands they are of volcanic origin. The lavas consist 
chiefly of tntchytes and basalts. 

Chmate.—From April to October a north or north-east wind 
Noes upon the islands, beginning about to A.M. and continuing 
until s or 6 P.Y. In summer this wind produces a dense stratum 
of sea-cloud (cumuloni), Soo ft. thick, whose lower surface is 
about rsoo ft above the sea at Teneriffe. This does not reach up 
to the mountains, which have on every side a stratum of their 
own, about moo ft. thick, the lower surface being about 35oo ft. 
above the level of the sea. Between these two distinct strata 
there is a gap, through which persons on a vessel near the island 
may obtain a glimpse of the peak. The sea-cloud conceals from 
view the other islands, except those whose mountains pierce 
through it. On the south-west coasts there is no regular sea or 
land breeze. In winter they are occasionally visited by a hot 
muth-east wind from Africa, which is called the Levante, and 
produces various disagreeable consequences on the exposed 
parts of the person, besides injuring the vegetation, especially 
on the higher grounds. Locusts have sometimes been brought 
by this wind. In 1812 it is said that locusts covered some 
fields in Fuerteventura to the depth of 4 ft. Hurricanes, accom-
panied by waterspouts, sometimes cause much devastation; 
but, on the whole, the islands are singularly free from such 
visitations. The climate generally is mild, dry and healthy. 
On the lower grounds the temperature is equable, the daily 
range seldom exceeding 6° Fehr. At Santa Cruz the mean for 
the year is about 71°. The rainy season occurs at the same 
period as in southern Europe. The dry season is at the time of 
the trade-winds, which extend a few degrees farther north than 
this latitude. 

Famm.—The indigenous mammals of the Canary Islands 
are very few in number. The dog, swine, goat and sheep were 
alone found upon the island by the Spanish conquerors. The 
race of large dogs which is supposed to have given a name to the 
islands has been long extinct. A single skeleton has been found, 
which is deposited in one of the museums at Paris. The ferret, 
rabbit, cat, rat, mouse and two kinds of bat have become 
mturalized. The ornithology is more interesting, on account 
at once of the birds native to the islands, and the stragglers 
from the African coast, which are chiefly brought over in winter, 
'chat the wind has blown for some time from the east. Among 
the indigenous birds are some birds of prey, as the African 
ralture, the falcon, the buzzard, the sparrow-hawk and the kite. 
There are also two species of owl, three species of sea-mew, the 
stockcrove, quail, raven, magpie, chaffinch, goldfinch, blackcap, 
canary, titmouse, blackbird, house-swallow, &c. As to the 
burets, mention may be made of a species of gnat or mosquito 
which is sometimes troublesome, especially to strangers. The 
he of reptiles is limited to three varieties of lizard and one 
+pecks of frog. The only fresh-water fish is the eel. Marine 
fishes are not numerous, the reason perhaps being that the 
seepness of the coast does not allow seaweed to grow in sufficient 
quantity to support the lower forms of marine animal life. 
Whales and seals are occasionally seen. The cuttle-fish is 
abundant, and is sought for as an article of food. 

Flora.—The position of mountainous islands like the Canaries, 
la the subtropical division of the temperate zone, is highly 
favourable to the development, within a small space, of plants 
characteristic of both warm and cold climates. Von Such 
Wen to five regions of vegetation in Teneriffe:—(1) From the 
ma to the height of tsoo ft. This be styles the African region. 
The climate in the hottest parts is similar to that of Egypt 
Hoe grow, among the introduced plants, the coffee tree, the 
date-palm, the sugar-cane, the banana, the orange tree, the 
American agave and two species of cactus; and among in-
digenous plants, the dragon tree on the north-west of Teneriffe. 
A leafless and fantastic euphorbia, E. canariensis, and a shrubby 
composite plant, Care& kkinia, give a character to the land-
scape about Santa Crnz. (2) Between 1300 ft. and 213oo ft. This 
is the region of south European vegetation, the climate answering 
to that of southern France and central Italy. Here flourish 
vines and cereals. (3) The region of indigenous trees, including  

various species of laurel, an Ardisia, Iles, Rhamnus,Oka, Myriia; 
and other trees found wild also at Madeira. The clouds rest on 
this region during the day, and by their humidity support a 
vegetation amongst the trees, partly of shrubs, and partly of 
ferns. It extends to the height of e000 ft. (4) The region of the 
beautiful Pinus canariensis, extending to the height of 6400 ft.; 
here the broad-leaved trees have ceased to grow, but arborescent 
heaths are found throughout its whole extent, and specimens of 
Juniperus osycednu may be met with. (5) The region of Retama 
(Cytisus nubigenus), a species of white-flowering and sweet-
scented broom, which is found as high as r x ,000 ft. At the upper 
edge of this region a lilac-coloured violet clings to the soil, and 
above there is nothing but a little lichen. The number of wild 
flowering plants may be estimated at goo, upwards of 27o of 
which are peculiar to the Canaries. The forms of vegetation 
must in the main be considered North African. The character 
of the vegetation in Lanzarote and Fuerteventura, islands com-
posed of extensive plains and low hills, with few springs, is 
different from that cif the other islands,- which are more elevated 
and have many springs. The wood is less abundant, and the 
vegetation less luxuriant. 

Inhabitants.—The Guanches (q.v.), who occupied the Canaries 
at the time of the Spanish invasion, no longer exist as a separate 
race, for the majority were exterminated, and the remainder 
intermarried with their conquerors. The present inhabitants are 
slightly darker than the people of Spain, but in other respects 
are scarcely distinguishable from them. The men are of middle 
height, well-made and strong; the women are not striking 
in respect of.beauty, but they have good eyes and hair. Spanish 
is the only language in use. The birth-rate is uniformly high 
and the death-rate low; and, despite the emigration of many 
families to South America and the United States, the census of 
woo showed that the population had increased by over 75,000 
since t877. The excess of females over males, which in xgoo 
amounted to upwards of 22,000, is partly explained by the fact 
that few women emigrate. Fully So% of the inhabitants could 
neither read nor write in igoo; but education progresses more 
rapidly than in many other Spanish provinces. Good schools 
are numerous, and the return of emigrants and their children 
who have been educated in the United States, tends to raise 
the standard of civilization. The sustenance of the poorer 
classes is chiefly composed of fish, potatoes and gofio, which is 
merely Indian corn or wheat roasted, ground and kneaded 
with water or milk. The land is, in great part, strictly 
entailed. 

Gorernment.—The archipelago forms one Spanish province, 
of which the capital is Santa Cruz de Tenerife, the residence 
of the civil governor, who has under his command one of the 
two districts into which the archipelago is divided, this first 
district comprising Teneriffe, Palma, Gomera and Hierro. 
The other district includes Grand Canary, Lanzarote, Fuerte-
venture, and has at its head a sub-governor, residing in Las 
Palmas, on Grand Canary, who is independent of the governor 
except in regard to elections and municipal administration. 
The chief finance office is at Santa Cruz de Tenerife. The 
court of appeal, created in 1526, is in Las Palmas. The captain-
general and second commandant of the archipelago reside in 
Santa Cruz de Tenerife, and there is a brigadier-governor of 
Grand Canary, residing in Las Palmas, besides eight inferior 
military commandants. The province furnishes no men for 
the Spanish peninsular army, but its annual conscription provides 
men for the local territorial militia, composed of regiments of 
infantry, squadrons of mounted rifles and companies of garrison 
artillery—about s000 men all told. The archipelago is divided 
into two naval districts, commanded by royal navy captains. 
Roman Catholicism is the official religion, and ecclesiastical 
law is the same as in other Spanish provinces. The convents 
have been suppressed, and in many cases converted to secular 
uses. Laguna and Las Palmas are episcopal secs, in the arch-
bishopric of Seville. 

Industry and Commerce.—Owing to the richness of the volcanic 
soil, agriculture in the Canaries is usually very profitable. 
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Land varies in value according to the amount of water available, 
but as a rule commands an extraordinarily high price. In the 
Ten'enos de secano, or non-irrigable districts, the average price 
of an acre ranges from £7 to i17; in the TerreNOS de siege, 
or irrigable land, it ranges from boo to £250. Until 1 853 
wine was the staple product, and although even the finest brand 
(known as Vidonia) never equalled the best Madeira vintages, 
it was largely consumed abroad, especially in England. The 
annual value of the wine exported often exceeded £5oo,000. 
In 1853, however, the grape disease attacked the vineyards; 
and thenceforward the production of cochineal, which had 
been introduced in 1825, took the place of viticulture so com-
pletely that, twenty years later, the exports of cochineal were 
worth f556,00o. France and England were the chief purchasers. 
This industry declined in the later years of the 19th century, 
and was supplanted by the cultivation of sugar-cane, and 
afterwards of bananas, tomatoes, potatoes and onions. Bananas 
are the most important crop. Other fruits grown in 
smaller quantities include oranges, figs, dates, pineapples, 
guavas, custard-apples and prickly pears. Tobacco-planting 
is encouraged by the Spanish government, and the sugar trade 
is maintained, despite severe competition. The grain harvest 
does not supply the needs of the islanders. Pigs and sheep of a 
small, coarse-wooLkd breed, are numerous; and large herds 
of goats wander in an almost wild state over the higher hills. 
Fishing is a very important industry, employing over to,coo 
hands. The fleet of about 2200 boats operates along some 
600 m. of the African coast, between Cape Cantin and the 
Arguin Bank. Shipbuilding is carried on at .Las Palmas; 
and the minor industries include the manufacture of cloth, 
drawn-linen (calado) work, silk, baskets, hats, &c. A group 
of Indian merchants, who employ coolie labour, produce silken, 
jute and cotton goods, Oriental embroideries, wrought silver, 
brass-ware, porcelain, carved sandal-wood, &c. The United 
Kingdom heads the import trade in coal, textiles, hardware, 
iron, soap, candles and colonial products. Timber comes chiefly 
from North America and Scandinavia, alcohol from Cuba and 
the United States, wheat and flour from various British 
possessions, maize from Morocco and Argentina. Large 
quantities of miscellaneous imports are sent by Germany, 
Spain, France and Italy. Bananas, tomatoes, potatoes, sugar 
and wine are exported. The total value of the foreign trade 
fluctuates very greatly, and the difficulty of forming an estimate 
is enhanced in many years by the absence of official statistics; 
but imports and exports together probably amount in a normal 
year to about ir,000,000. The chief ports are Las Palmas 
and Santa Cruz, which annually accommodate about 7000 
vessels of over 8,oco,000 tons. In 1854 all the ports of the 
Canaries were practically declared free; but on the rat of 
November 1904 a royal order prohibited foreign vessels from 
trading between one island and another. This decree deprived 
the outlying islands of their usual means of communication, and, 
in answer to a protest by the inhabitants, its operation was 
postponed. 

History. —There is ground for supposing that the Phoenicians 
were not ignorant of the Canaries. The Romans learned of 
Their existence through Juba, king of Mauretania, whose account 
of an expedition to the islands, made about 40 B.C., was preserved 
by the elder Pliny. He mentions " Canaria, so called from 
the multitude of dogs of great size," and " Nivaria, taking 
its name from perpetual snow, and covered with clouds," 
doubtless Teneriffe. Canaria was said to abound in palms 
and pine trees. Both Plutarch and Ptolemy speak of the 
Fortunate Islands, but from their description it. is not clear 
whether the Canaries or one of the other island groups in the 
western Atlantic are meant; see Isms or THE BLEST. In 
the 12th century the Canaries were visited by Arab navigators, 
and in 1334 they were rediscovered by a French vessel driven 
among them by a gale. A Portuguese expedition, undertaken 
about the same time, failed to find the archipelago, and want 
of means frustrated the project of conquest entertained by a 
grandson of Alphonso X. of Castile, named Juan de la Cerda,  

who had obtained a grant of the islands and had been crowned 
king of them at Avignon, by Pope Clement VI. Two or possally 
more Spanish expeditions followed, and a monastic mission 
was established, but at the close of the 14th century the Guandhes 
remained unconquered and unconverted. In 14oz, however, 
Gadifer de la Salle and Jean de Bethencourt (q.v.) sailed with 
two vessels from Rochelle, and landed early in July on Lanzarote. 
The relations between these two leaders, and their respective 
shares in the work of conquest and exploration, have been 
the subject of much controversy. Between 1402 and 1 404 
La Salle conquered Lanzarote and part of Fuerteventura, 
besides exploring other islands; Betbencourt meanwhile sailed 
to Cadiz for reinforcements. He returned in 1404 with the 
title of king, which he had secured from Henry III. of Castile. 
La Salle, thus placed in a position of inferiority, left the islands 
and appealed unsuccessfully for redress at the court of Castile. 
In 1405 BEthencourt visited Normandy, and returned with fresh 
colonists who conquered Hierro. In December 1406 he left the 
Canaries, entrusting their government to his nephew Macicit 
de Bethencourt,and reserving for himself a share in any profits 
obtained, and the royal title. Eight years of misrule followed 
before Queen Catherine of Castile intervened. Marlot there-
upon sold his office to her envoy, Pedro Barba de Canapes; 
sailed to Lisbon and resold it to Prince Henry the Navigator; 
and a few years afterwards resold it once more to Enrique de 
Guzman, count of Niebla. Jean de Bethencourt, who died 
in 1422, bequeathed the islands to his brother Reynaud; Guzman 
sold them to another Spaniard-  named Parent, who was forced 
to re-sell to Ferdinand and Isabella of Castile in 1476; and 
Prince Henry twice endeavoured to enforce his own claims. 
Meanwhile the Guanches remained unconquered throughout 
the greater part of the archipelago. In 2479 the sovereignty 
of Ferdinand and Isabella over the Canaries was established 
by the treaty of Alcacova, between Portugal and Castile. After 
much bloodshed, and with reinforcements from the mother 
country, the Spaniards, under Pedro de Vera, became masters 
of Grand Canary in 1483. Palma was conquered in 1491, and 
Teneriffe in 1495, by Alonzo de Lugo. The archipelago was 
included for administrative purposes in the captaincy-general 
of Andalusia until 1833, when it was made a separate province. 
In 1902 a movement in favour of local autonomy was repressed 
by Spanish troops. 

BIBLIOG1e*1HY.—F01 a general description of the islands, see Las 
Iles Canaries, by J. Pitard and L. Proust (Paris, 1909); Madeira end 
Site Canary Islands, by A. Samler Brown, a guide for travellers and 
invalids, with coloured maps and plates (London, 1901); A Geode 
to the Canary Islands, by J. H. T. Ellerbeck (London, 1892); The 
Canary Islands as a W011/7 Resort, by Whitford (London, 1890, 
with maps and illustrations); De la Tuna Canaria, by L. and A. 
Millares Cuba, (Madrid, 1894); and Physiltalische Besclereemeg der 
kanaracken Insets, by L. von Such (Berlin, 1825. Besides the inter-
esting folio atlas of von Buch (Paris, 1836), modern mapa have 
been published by E. Stanford (London, t 1, 121 Engraft in. to 
t in.), and M. Perez y Rodriquez (Madrid, 116-1898, 4 sheets). See 
also Histoire nature& des ties Canaries, by P. Barker-Webb and S. 
Berthelot (Paris, 1835-1849); and " Les Iles Canaries et les parsecs 
de ptche canariens," by Dr. A. Taquin, in the B.S.R. Belie G. 26 
(1902), and 27 (1903); and, for history and antiquities, the ifinarin 
general de las isles Canarias, by A. Millares Cubes, in to vols. (Las 
Palmas, t 893-1895), and Histona dela nquisicionts las isias Canaries, 
by the same author (Las Palmas, 1874); Antiguan ansarinnses, 
by S. Berthelot (Paris, 1879). 

CANCALE, a fishing port of north-western France in the depart-
ment of Ille-et-Vilaine on the Bay of Cancale, 9 m. E.N-E. of 
St Malo by road. Pop. (1906) town 3827, commune 7061. 
It exports oysters, which arc found in its bay in large numbers 
and of excellent quality, and equips a fleet for the Newfoundland 
cod-fisheries. The harbour is protected by the rocks known 
as the Roches de Cancale. In 1758 an English army under 
the duke of Marlborough landed here for the purpose of attacking 
St Malo and pillaged the town. It was again bombarded by the 
English in 1779. 

CANCEL (from the Lat. cancdli, a plural diminutive of cancer , 
a grating or lattice, from which are also derived " chancel " 
and " chancellor "), a word meaning to cross out, from the 
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crossed latticed lines drawn across a legal document to annul it, 
hence to delete or destroy. 

CANCILLI (plural of Lat. cascellus, dim. of cancer, a crossing 
bar), in architecture, the term given to barriers which correspond 
to the modern balustrade or railing, especially the screen divid-
ing the body of a church from the part occupied by the ministers; 
hence " chancel " (q.v.). By the Romans cascelli were similarly 
employed to divide off portions of the courts of law (d. the 
English " bar "). 

CANCER, LUIS ( d. 1549), Spanish missionary •  to Central 
America, was born at Barbastro near Saragossa. After working 
for some time in Dominica and Haiti, he crossed to the mainland, 
where be had great success in pacifying the Indians whom more 
violent methods had failed to subdue. He upheld the cause 
of the natives at an ecclesiastical assembly held in Mexico in 
1546, and three years later, on the 26th of June, met his death 
at their hands on the west coast of Florida. 

CANCER (" TIM CRAB "), in astronomy, the fourth sign of the 
zodiac, denoted by the symbol %, . Its name may be possibly 
derived from the fact that when the sun arrives at this part of 
the ecliptic it apparently retraces its path, resembling in some 
manner the sidelong motion of a crab. It is also a constellation, 
mentioned by Eudoxus (4th century s.c.) and Aratus (3rd 
century s.c.); Ptolemy catalogued r3 stars in it, Tycho Brahe 

5 and Hevelius 29. Its most interesting objects are: a large 
loose duster of stars, known as Prauepe or the Beehive, visible 
as a nebulous patch to the naked eye, and r Cancri, a remarkable 
multiple star, composed of two stars, of magnitudes s and 5.7, 
revolving about each other in 6o years, and a third star of magni-
tude 5.5 which revolveS about these two in an opposite direction 
in a period of r71 years; from irregularities in the motion of this 
star, it is supposed to be a satellite of an invisible body which 
itself revolves about the two stars previously mentioned, in a 
period of 600 to Tao years. 

CANCER, or CIRC1NOKA (from Lat. caster, Gr. eapeircoua, 
an eating ulcer), the name given to a class of morbid growths 
or tumours which occur in man, and also in most or all vertebrate 
animals. The term " malignant disease " is commonly used 
as synonymous with " cancer." For the general pathology, &c., 
of tumours see TUMOUR. 

Cancer exists in various forms, which, although differing fritm 
each other in many points, have yet certain common characters 
to which they owe their special significance. 

r. In structure such growths are composed of nucleated cells 
and free nuclei together with a milky fluid called cancer juice, 
all contained within a more or less dense fibrous stroma or 
framework. 

a. Ibe7 have no well-defined'limits, and they involve all 
textures m their vicinity, while they also tend to spread by the 
lymphatics and veins, and to cause similar growths in distant 
parts or organs called " secondary cancerous growths." 

3. They are undergoing constant increase, and their progress 
is usually rapid. 

4. Pain is a frequent symptom. When present it is generally 
of a severe and agonizing character, and together with the local 
effects of the disease and the resulting condition of ill health or 
" cadlexia," hastens thelatal termination to which all cancerous 
growths tend. 

s. When such growths are removed by the surgeon they are 
apt to return either at the same or at some other part. 

The chief varieties of cancer are Scirrkus or hard cancer, 
Escephaloid or soft cancer and Epithelial cancer. 

Scirrhus is remarkable for its hardness, which is due to the 
large amount of its fibrous, and relatively small proportion of 
its cell elements. It is of comparatively slow growth, but it 
tends to spread and to ulcerate. Its most common seat by far 
is the female breast, though it sometimes affects internal organs. 

Eneephaloid is in structure the reverse of the last, its softness 
depending on the preponderance of its cell over its fibrous de-
ments. Its appearance and consistence resemble brain substance 
(hence its name), and it is of such rapid growth as to have given 
the to its being occasionally termed acute cancer. Its most  

frequent seats are internal organs or the limbs. Ulceration and 
haemorrhage are common accompaniments of this form of cancer. 

Epithelial cancer is largely composed of cells resembling the 
natural epithelium of the body. It occurs most frequently 
in those parts provided with epithelium, such as the skin and 
mucous membranes, or where those adjoin, as in the lips. This 
form of cancer does not spread so rapidly nor produce secondary 
growths in other organs to the same extent as the two other 
varieties, but it tends equally with them to involve the neigh-
bouring lymphatic glands, and to recur after removal. 

Cancer affects all parts of the body, but is much more frequent 
in some tissues than in others. According to recent statistics 
prepared by the registrar-general for England and Wales (sixty-
seventh annual report) the most frequent seats are, in numerical 
order, as follows:--calm—stomach, liver, rectum, intestines, 
oesophagus, tongue; females—uterus, breast, stomach, liver, 
intestines, rectum. Other statistics give similar, though not 
identical results. It may be said, broadly, that the most frequent 
seats are the female sexual organs and after them the digestive 
tract in both sexes. In children, in whom cancer is rare, the 
most frequent seats appear to be—under five, the kidneys 
and supra-renal bodies; five to ten, the brain; ten to twenty, 
the arm and leg bones. 

Cancer tends to advance steadily to a fatal termination, 
but its duration varies in different cases according to the part 
affected and according to the variety of the disease. Soft 
Cancer affecting important organs of the body often proves 
fatal in a few months, while, on the other hand, cases of hard 
or epithelial cancer may sometimes last for several years; 
but no precise limit can be assigned for any form of the disease. 
In some rare instances growths exhibiting all the signs of cancer 
may exist for a great length of time without making any progress, 
and may even dwindle and disappear altogether. This is called 
" spontaneous cure." 

Cancer has been the subject of observation from time 
immemorial, and of the most elaborate investigation by innumer-
able workers in recent years; but the problems of its c+
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origin and character have hitherto baffled inquiry. 
Modern scientific study of them may be said to have 
begun with J. Mtiller's microscopic work in the structure of 
cancerous tissue early in the nth century. A great impetus 
to this line of investigation was given by the cellular theory 
of R. Virchow and the pathological researches of Sir J. Paget, 
and general attention was directed to the microscopic examina-
tion of the cells of which cancer is composed. This led to a 
classification, on which much reliance was once placed, of 
different kinds of cancer, based on the character of the cells, 
and particularly to a distinction between carcinoma, in which the 
cells are of the epithelial type, and sarcoma, in which they are 
of the connective tissue type. The distinction, though still 
maintained, has proved barren; it never had any real signifi-
cance, either clinical or pathological, and the tendency in 
recent research is to ignore it. The increased knowledge gained 
in numerous other branches of biological science has also been 
brought to bear on the problem of cancer and has led to a number 
of theories; and at the same time the apparently increasing 
prevalence of the disease recorded by the vital statistics of 
many countries has drawn more and more public attention 
to it. Two results have followed. One is the establishment 
of special endowed institutions devoted to cancer research; 
the other is the publication and discussion of innumerable 
theories and proposed methods of treatment. Popular interest 
has been constantly fanned by the announcement of some 
pretended discovery or cure, in which the public is invited to 
place its trust. Such announcements have no scientific value 
whatever. In the rare cases in which they are not pure quackery, 
they are always premature and based on inadequate data. 

Organized cancer research stands on a different footing. 
It may be regarded as the revival at the end of the Nth century 
of what was unsuccessfully attempted at the beginning. As 
early as 1792, at the suggestion of Mr. John Howard, surgeon, 
a ward was opened at the Middlesex hospital in London for 
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the special benefit of persons suffering from cancer. It was 
fitted up and endowed anonymously by Mr. Samuel Whitbread, 
M.P. for Bedford, and according to the terms of the benefaction 
at least six patients were to be continually maintained in it 
until relieved by art or released by death. The purpose was 
both philanthropic and scientific, as Mr. Howard explained in 
bringing forward the suggestion. Two principal objects, he 
said, presented themselves to his mind, " namely, the relief of 
persons suffering under this disease and the investigation of 
a complaint which, although extremely common, is both with 
regard to its natural history and cure but imperfectly known." 
This benefaction was the origin of one of the most complete 
institutions for the scientific study of cancer that exists to-day. 

In 18o4 a Society for Investigating the Nature of Cancer 
was formed by a number of medical men in London, Edinburgh 
and other towns at the instigation of John Hunter. The aim 
was collective investigation, and an attempt was made to carry 
it out by issuing forms of inquiry; but the imperfect means 
of communication then existing caused the scheme to be aban-
doned in a short time. Subsequent attempts at collective 
investigation also failed until recently. About moos movement, 
which had been for some time gathering force, began to take 
visible shape simultaneously in different countries. The cancer 
ward at the Middlesex hospital had then developed into a 
cancer wing, and to it were added special laboratories for the 
investigation of cancer, which were opened on the 1st of March 
two. In this establishment the fully equipped means of clinical 
and laboratory research were united under one roof and manned 
by a staff of investigators under the direction of Dr W. S. 
Lazarus Barlow. In the same year the Deutsche Conine fits 
Krebsforschung was organized in Berlin, receiving an annual 
subsidy of s000 marks ((25o) from the imperial exchequer. 
This body devoted its energies to making a census of cancer 
patients in Germany on a definite date. A special ward for 
cancer was also set apart at the Charite hospital in Berlin, 
with a state endowment of 53,000 marks (i256o) per annum, 
and a laboratory for cancer research was attached to the first 
medical clinique under Professor Ernst von Leyden at the 
same hospital. A third institution in Germany is a special cancer 
department at the Royal Prussian Institute for Experimental 
Therapeutics at Frankfort-on-Main, which has been supported, 
like the Imperial Cancer Research Fund in England, by private 
contributions on a generous scale. The fund just mentioned 
was initiated in October Igor, and its operations took definite 
shape a year later, when Dr. E. F. Bashford was appointed 
general superintendent of research. The patron of the founda-
tion was King Edward VII., and the president was the prince of 
Wales. It had in ma a capital endowment of about LI:0,000, 

subscribed by private munificence and producing an income 
of about bozo a year. The central laboratory is situated 
in the examination building of the Royal Colleges of Physicians 
and Surgeons in London, and the work is conducted under the 
superintendence of an executive committee formed by repre-
sentatives of those bodies. In the United States a cancer 
laboratory, which bad been established in Buffalo in 1899 
under Dr Roswell Park, was formally placed under the control 
of New York state in June Igor, and is supported by an annual 
grant of Sts,000 (Delco). There are other provisions in the 
United States connected with Harvard and Cornell universities. 
At the former the " Caroline Brewer Croft Fund for Cancer 
Research " started special investigations in the surgical depart-
ment of the Harvard Medical School in moo or the previous 
year, and in connexion with the Cornell University Medical 
School there is a small endowment called the " Huntingdon 
Cancer Research Fund." There appear to be institutions of 
a similar character in other countries, in addition to innumerable 
investigators at universities and other ordinary seats of scientific 
research.. 

Some attempt has been made to co-ordinate the work thus 
carried on in different countries. An international cancer 
congress was held at Heidelberg and Frankfort in igro6, and 
a proposal was put forward by German representatives that a  

permanent International conference on cancer should be estab-
lished, with headquarters in Berlin. The committee of the 
Imperial Cancer Research Fund did not fall in with the proposal, 
being of opinion that more was to be gained in the existing 
stage of knowledge by individual intercourse and exchange 
of material between actual laboratory workers. 

In spite of the immense concentration of effort indicated 
by the simultaneous establishment of so many centres of endowed 
research, and in spite of the light thrown upon 
the problem from many sides by modern biological 
science, our knowledge of the origin of cancer is 
still in such a tentative state that a detailed account of 
the theories put forward is not called for; it will suffice to 
indicate their general drift. The actual pathological process 
of cancer is extremely simple. Certain cells, which are apparently 
of a normal character and have previously performed normal 
functions, begin to grow and multiply in an abnormal way 
in some part of the body. They continue this process so per-
sistently that they first invade and then destroy the surrounding 
tames; nothing can withstand their march. They are moreover 
carried to other parts of the body, where they establish them-
selves and grow in the same way. Their activity is carried on 
with relentless determination, though at a varying pace, until 
the patient dies, unless they are bodily removed. Hence the 
word " malignant." The problem is—what are these cells, 
or why do they behave in this way? The principal answers 
put forward may be summarized:—(x) they are epithelial cells 
which grow without ceasing because the connective tissue has 
lost the capacity to hold their proliferative powers in check 
(H. Freund, following K. Thiersch and W. Waldeyer); (2) they 
are embryonic cells accidentally shut off (J. F. Cohnheim); 
(3) they are epithelial cells with a latent power of unlimited 
proliferation which becomes active on their being dislocated 
from the normal association (M. W. H. Ribbert and Born:mann); 
(4) they are stimulated to unlimited growth by the presence 
of a parasite (Plimmer, Sanfelice, Roncali and others); (5) they 
are fragments of reproductive tissue (G. T. Beatson); (6) they 
are cells which have lost their differentiated character and 
assumed elementary properties (von Hausemann, 0. Hertwig). 
The very number and variety of hypotheses show that none 
is established. Most of them attempt to explain the growth 
but not the origin of the disease. The hypothesis of a parasitic 
origin, suggested by recent discoveries in relation to other 
diseases, has attracted much attention; but the observed 
phenomena of cancerous growths are not in keeping with those 
of all known parasitic diseases, and the theory is now somewhat 
discredited. A more recent theory that cancer is due to failure 
of the normal secretions of the pancreas has not met with 
much acceptance. 

Some generalizations bearing on the problem have been 
drawn from the work done in the laboratories of the Imperial 
Cancer Research Fund They may be summarily stated thus. 
Cancer has been shown to be an identical process in all vertebrates 
(including i fishes), and to develop at a time which conforms in 
a striking manner to the limits imposed by the long or short 
compass of life in different animals. Cancerous tissue can be 
artificially propagated in the short-lived mouse by actual 
transference to another individual, but only to one of .  the same 
species. Cancerous tissue thus propagated presents all the 
characteristic features of the malignant growth of sporadic 
tumours; it infiltrates and produces extensive secondary 
growths. Under suitable experimental conditions the aggregate 
growth of a cancer is undefined, of enormous and, so far as we 
can judge, of limitless amount. This extraordinary growth is due 
to the continued proliferation of cancerous cells when trans-
planted. The processes by which growing cancer cells are trans-
ferred to a new individual are easily distinguishable and funda-
mentally different from all known processes of infection. The 
artificial propagation of cancer causes no specific symptoms of 
illness in the animal in which it proceeds. Under artificial 
propagation cancer maintains all the characters of the original 
tumours of the primary heats. Carcinoma and sarcasm agree 
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In possessing all the pathological and cellular features of malig-
nant new growths. 

Simultaneously with the active pursuit of laboratory research 
much statistical work has been devoted to establishing the broad 

facts of the prevalence and incidence of cancer on a 
firm basis. The point of most general interest is the 
apparently steady increase of the disease in all countries 

possessing fairly trustworthy records. It will be sufficient to 
give the figures for England and Wales as an example. 

ANNUAL DEATH-RATES FROM CANCER TO A MILLION LIVING. 
England and Wales. 
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In forty years the recorded rate had risen from 403 to 86r 
The question how far these and similar statistics represent a 
real increase cannot be satisfactorily resolved, because it is 
impossible to ascertain how much of the apparent increase is 
due to more accurate diagnosis and improved registration. 
Some of it is certainly due to those causes, so that the recorded 
figures cannot be taken to represent the facts as they stand. 
At the same time it is certain that some increase has taken place 
in consequence of the increased average length of life; a larger 
proportion of persons now reach the ages at which cancer is 
most frequent. Increase due to this fact, though it is a real 
increase, does not indicate that the cause of cancer is more rife 
or more potent; it only means that the condition of the popula-
tion in regard to age is more favourable to its activity. On thg 
whole it seems probable that, when allowance has been made 
for this factor and for errors due to improved registration, a real 
increase due to other causes has taken place, though it is not so 
great as the recorded statistics would indicate. 

The long-established conclusions concerning the incidence of 
the disease in regard to age and sex have been confirmed and 
rendered more precise by modern statistics. Cancer is a disease 
of old age; the incidence at the ages of sixty-five to seventy-five 
is ten times greater than at the ages thirty-five to forty-five. 
This fact is the source of frequent fallacies when different countries 
or districts and different periods are compared with each other, 
unless account is taken of the differences in age and constitution. 
With regard to sex females are far more liable than males, the 
respective death-rates per million living for England and Wales 
in loos were—males 740; females roo6. But the two rates 
show a tendency to approximate; the increase shown over 
a series of years has been considerably more rapid among males 
than among females. One result of more careful examination 
of statistics has been to discredit, though perhaps somewhat 
hastily, certain observations regarding the prevalence of cancer 
in special districts and special houses. On the other hand the 
fuller statistics now available concerning the relative frequency 
of cancer in the several organs and parts of the body, of which 
some account is given above, go to confirm the old observation 
that cancer commonly begins at the seat of some local irritation. 
By far the most frequent seats of disease are the uterus and 
breast in women and the digestive tract in both sexes, and these 
are all particularly subject to such irritation. With regard to 
the influence of heredity the trend of modem research is to 
minimize or deny its importance in cancer, as in phthisis, and 
to explain family histories by other considerations. At most 
heredity is only thought to confer a predisposition. 

The only " cure " for cancer remains removal by operation; 
but improved methods of diagnosis enable this to be done in 

Tres& 	
many cases at an earlier stage of the disease than 

meat 	formerly; and modem methods of surgery permit not 
only of operation in parts of the body formerly inacces-

sible, but also more complete removal of the affected tissues. 
Numerous forms of treatment by modem therapeutic means, 
both internal and external, have been advocated and tried; 
but they are all of an experimental nature and have failed to 
meet with general acceptance. One of the most recent is treat-
ment by tiypsin, a pancreatic ferment. This has been suggested 
V 4  

by Dr John Beard of Edinburgh in conformity with the theory, 
mentioned above, that failure of the pancreatic secretions is 
the cause of cancer. It has been claimed that the drug exercises 
a favourable influence in conjunction with operation and even 
without it. The experience of different observers with regard 
to results is contradictory; but clinical investigations conducted 
at Middlesex hospital in a number of cases of undoubted cancer 
in strict accordance with Dr Beard's directions, and summarized 
by Dr Walter Ball and Dr Fairfield Thomas in the Sixth Report 
from the Cancer Research Laboratories (Archives of Middlesex 
Hospital, vol. ix.) in May 1oo7, resulted in the conclusion " that 
the course of cancer, considered both as a disease and as a 
morbid process, is unaltered by the administration of trypsin 
and amylopsin." The same conclusion has been reached after 
similar trials at the cancer hospital. Another experimental 
method of treatment which has attracted much attention 
is application of the X-rays. The results vary in a capricious 
and inexplicable manner; in some cases marked benefit has 
followed, in others the disease has been as markedly aggravated. 
Until more is known both of cancer and of X-rays, their use must 
be considered not only experimental but risky. (A. Si..) 

CANCRIN, FRANZ LUDWIG VON (1738,-1812), German 
mineralogist and metallurgist, was born on the 21st of February 
1738, at Breitenbach, Hesse-Darmstadt. In 1764 be entered 
the service of the landgmve of Hesse-Darmstadt at Hanau, be-
coming professor of mathematics at the military academy, head 
of the civil engineering department of the state, director of the 
theatre and (1774) of the mint. A work on the copper mines of 
Hesse (1767) earned him a European reputation, and in 1783 he 
accepted from Catherine II. of Russia the directorship of the 
famous Staraya salt-works, living thenceforth in Russia. In 
1798 he became a councillor of state at St Petersburg. He pub-
lished many works on mineralogy and metallurgy, of which the 
most important, the Grumtstige der Berg- and Salzwerkskunde 
(13 vols. , Frankfort, 1773-1791), has been translated into several 
languages. His son, Count Georg von Cancrin, or Kankrin 
(1774-1845), was the eminent Russian minister of finance. 

CANDELABRUM (from Lat. candela, a taper or candle), 
the stand on which ancient lamps were placed. The most ancient 
example is the bronze candelabrum made by Callimachus for the 
Erechtheum at Athens, to carry the lamp sacred to Minerva. 
In this case it is probable the lamp was suspended, as in the 
example from Pompeii, now in the Naples museum; this con-
sisted of a stalk or reed, the upper part moulded with projecting 
feature to carry the lamps, and a base resting on three lions' or 
griffins' feet; sometimes there was a disk at the top to carry 
a lamp, and sometimes there was a hollow cup, in which resinous 
woods were burnt. The origin of the term suggests that on the 
top of the disk was a spike to carry a wax or tallow candle (candela 
or funalia). Besides these bronze candelabra, of which there are 
many varieties in museums, the Romans used more ponderous 
supports in stone or marble, of which many examples were found 
in the Thermae. These consisted of a base, often triangular, 
and of similar design to the small sacrificial altars, and a shaft 
either richly moulded or moved with the acanthus plant and 
crowned with a large cup or basin. There is a fine example of 
the latter in the Vatican. The Roman examples seem to have 
served as models for many of the candelabra in the churches in 
Italy. The word " candelabrum " is also now used to describe 
many different forms of lighting with multiple points, and is 
often applied to hanging lights as well as to those which rise from 
a stand. 

CANDIA, formerly the capital and still the most populous city 
of Crete (q.v.), to which it has given its name. It is situated on 
the northern shore somewhat nearer the eastern than the western 
end of the island, in 35° 20' N. lat. and 25° q' E. long. It is still 
surrounded by its extensive Venetian fortifications; but they 
have fallen into disrepair, and a good part of the town is in a 
dilapidated condition, mainly from the effects of earthquakes. 
The principal buildings are the Venetian loggia (barbarously 
mutilated by the new regime), the Konak (now Prefecture), 
the mosques. which are fourteen in number, the new cathedral, 

Sts Wee 
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the two Greek churches, the Armenian church, the Capuchin 
monastery, the bazaars and the baths. There are also some 
beautiful Venetian fountains. The town is the seat of a Greek 
archbishop. A highly interesting museum has been formed 
here containing the antiquities found during the recent excava-
tions. The chief trade is in oil and soap, both of which are of 
excellent quality. The coasting trade, which is of considerable 
importance, is mainly carried on in Turkish vessels. The manu-
facture of leather for home consumption is an extensive industry, 
and wine of good quality is produced in the neighbourhood. 
The harbour, which had grown almost inaccessible, was deepened 
by Mustapha Pasha between 1820 and 1840. It is formed for 
the most part by the ancient moles, and was never deep enough 
to admit the larger vessels even of the Venetians, which were 
accustomed to anchor in the port of the neighbouring island 
of Standia. A short distance from St George's Gate there was 
a small village exclusively inhabited by lepers, who numbered 
about seventy families, but they have now been transported to 
Spinalonga. The population of the town is estimated at from 
15,00o to 18,000, about half being Mahommedan Greeks. The 
site of Candia, or, as it was till lately locally known, Megalo 
castro (the Great Fortress), has been supposed to correspond 
with that of the ancient Heracleion, the seaport of Cnossus, 
and this appellation has now been officially revived by its Greek 
inhabitants. The ruins of Cnossus are situated at the distance 
of about 3 m. to the south-east at the village of Makrytcichos 
or Long Wall. Founded by the Saracens in the 4th century, 
Candia was fortified by the Genoese in the 12th, and was greatly 
extended and strengthened by the Venetians in the 13th, 14th 
and 15th centuries. It was besieged by the Turks under the 
vizier Achmet in 1667; and, in spite of a most heroic defence, 
in which the Venetians lost 30,000 in killed and wounded, it 
was forced to surrender in 5669 (See also Caere.) 

CANDIDATE, one who offers himself or is selected by others 
for an office or place, particularly one who puts up for election 
to parliament or to any public body. The word is derived 
from the Latin candidalus, clad in white (candidus). In Rome, 
candidates for election to the higher magistracies appeared in 
the Campus Martins, the Forum and other public places, during 
their canvass, in togas with the white of the natural wool 
brightened by chalk. 

CANDLE (Lat. candela, from candere, to glow), a cylindrical 
rod of solid fatty or waxy matter, enclosing a central fibrous 
wick, and designed to be burnt for giving light. The oldest 
materials employed for making candles are beeswax and tallow, 
while among those of more recent introduction are spermaceti, 
stearine and paraffin wax. Waxlights (emus, sc. funis) were 
known to the Romans. In the midlde ages wax candles were 
little used, owing to their expense, except for the ceremonies 
of the church and other religious purposes (see LIGHTS, CERE-
MONIAL USE OP), but in the 15th century, with the cheapening of 
wax. they began to find wider employment. The tallow candle, 
mentioned by Apuleius as sebaccus, was long an article of domestic 
manufacture. The tallow was melted and strained, and then 
lengths of cotton or flax fibre, or rushes from which most of the 
external skin had been stripped, only sufficient being left to 
support the pith (" rushlights"), were dipped into it, the opera-
tion being repeated until the desired thickness had been attained. 
In Paris, in the 13th century, there was a gild of candlemakers 
who went from house to house to make tallow candles, the 
manufacture of wax candles being in the hands of another gild. 
This separation of the two branches of the trade is also exempli-
fied by the existence of two distinct livery companies in the 
city of London—the Waxchandlers and the Tallowchandlers; 
the French chandelle properly means tallow candle, candles made 
of materials less fusible than tallow being called bougies, a term 
said to be derived from the town of Bougie in Algeria, either 
because wax was produced there or because the Venetians 
imported wax candles thence into Europe. The old tallow 
"dips" gave a poor light, and tallow itself is now used only 
to a limited extent, except as a source of "stearine." This is 
the trade name for a mixture of solid fatty adds—mainly  

stearic and palmitic—manufactured not only from tallow and 
other animal fats, but also from such vegetable fats as palm-oil. 
Paraffin wax, a mixture of solid hydrocarbons obtained from 
crude North American and Rangoon petroleum, and also yielded 
in large quantities by the Scotch shale oil industry, is, at least 
in Great Britain, a still more important material of candle-
manufacture, which came into use about t854. Spermaceti, 
a crystalline fatty substance obtained from the sperm whale 
(Physeler macrocephalus), was introduced as a material for 
candles about a century earlier. In practice the candlemaker 
mostly uses mixtures of these materials. For instance, 5-10% 
of stearine, which is used alone for candles that have to be burnt 
in hot climates, is mixed with paraffin wax, to counteract the 
tendency to bend with heat exhibited by the latter substance. 
Again, the brittleness of spermaceti is corrected by the addition 
of beeswax, stearine, paraffin wax or ceresin (obtained from the 
mineral wax ozocerite). In some "composite " candles stearine 
is mixed with the hard fat (" cocoa-nut stearine ") expressed from 
cocoa-nut oil by hydraulic pressure; and this cocoa-nut stearine 
is also used for night-lights, which are short thick candles with 
a thin wick, calculated to burn from six to ten hours. 

The stearine or stearic acid industry originated in the discovery 
made by M. E. Chevreul about 1815, that fats are" glycerides 
or compounds of glycerin with fatty acids, mostly palmitic, 
stearic and oleic. The object of the candlemaker is to remove 
this glycerin, not only because it is a valuable product in itself, 
but also because it is an objectionable constituent of a candle, 
the vapours of acrolein formed by its decomposition in the 
flame are the cause of the unpleasant odours produced by 
tallow " dips." He also removes the oleic acid, which is liquid 
at ordinary temperatures, from the palmitic and stearic adds, 
mixtures of which solidify at temperatures varying from about 
13o* to 155° F., according to the percentage of each present. 
Several methods are in use for the decomposition of the fats. 
In the autoclave process the fat, whether tallow, palmsul or a 
mixture of the two, mixed with 25 or 3o% of water and about 
3% of lime, is subjected in an autoclave to steam at a pressure 
of about I TO lb per square inch for eight or ten hours, when 
nearly all of it is saponified. On standing the product' separates 
into two layers—" sweet water " containing glycerin below; 
and the fatty acids with a certain amount of lime soap above. 
The upper layer is then boiled and treated with enough sulphuric 
acid to decompose the lime soap, the calcium sulphate formed 
is allowed to subside, and the fatty acids are run off into shallow 
boxes to be crystallized or " seeded " prior to the separation 
of the oleic acid, which is effected by pressing the solid blocks 
from the boxes, first cold and then hot, by hydraulic machinery. 
In another process saponification is effected by means of con-
centrated sulphuric acid. The fat is mixed with 4-6% of the 
acid and treated with steam in boiling water till the hydrolysis 
is complete,when on standing the glycerin and sulphuric acid 
sink to the bottom and the fatty acids rise to the top. Owing 
to the darkness of their colour, when this process is employed, 
the latter usually have to be distilled before being crystallized. 
The autoclave process yields about 45% of stearine, one-third 
of which is recovered from the expressed oleic acid, but with 
sulphuric acid saponification the amount of stearine is higher—
over 6o%—and that of oleic acid less, part of it being converted 
into solid material by the action of the acid. The yield of 
glycerin is also less. In a combination of the two processes the 
fat may first be treated by the autoclave process, so as to obtain 
a full yield (about to%) of glycerin, and the resulting fatty 
acids then subjected to acid saponification, so as to get the higher 
amount of stearine. At the best, however, some 3o% of oleic 
acid remains, and though often sought, no satisfactory method 
of converting this residue into solid has been discovered. It 
constitutes " red oil," and is used in soap-making and in woollen 
manufacture. In the process patented by Ernst Twitchell 
in 1898, decomposition is effected by boiling the fat with half 
its bulk of water in presence of a reagent obtained by the action 
of sulphuric acid on oleic acid and an aromatic hydrocarbon such 
as benzene. 
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The wick is a most important part of a candle, and unless 

it is of proper size and texture either too much or too little 
fuel will be supplied to the flame, and the candle will gutter 
or be otherwise unsatisfactory. The material generally employed 
is cotton yarn, plaited or " braided " by machinery, and treated 
or " pickled " with a solution of boracic acid, ammonium or 
potassium nitrate, or other salt. The tightness of the plaiting 
varies with the material used for the candle, wicks for stearine 
being looser than for paraffin, but tighter than for wax or 
spermaceti. The plaited wick is flat and curls over as the 
candle burns, and thus the end is kept projecting into the 
outer part of the flame where it is consumed, complete com-
bustion being aided by the pickling process it has undergone. 
In the old tallow dips the strands of cotton were merely twisted 
together, instead of being plaited; wicks made in this way 
had no determinate bias towards the outside of the flame, 
and thus were not wholly consumed, the result being that there 
was apt to be an accumulation of charred matter, which choked 
the flame unless removed by periodical " snuffing " 

Four ways of making candles may be distinguished—dipping, 
pouring, drawing and moulding, the last being that most com-
monly employed. Dipping is essentially the same as the domestic 
process already described, but the rate of production is increased 
by mounting a number of wicks in a series of frames, each of 
which in turn is brought over the tallow bath so that its wicks 
can be dipped. Pouring, used in the case of wax, which cannot 
well be moulded because it contracts in cooling and also has 
a tendency to stick to the moulds, consists in ladling molten 
wax upon the wicks suspended from an iron ring. When of 
the desired thickness the candles are rolled under a plate on 
a marble slab. In drawing, used for small tapers, the wick, 
rolled on a drum, is passed through the molten wax or paraffin, 
drawn through a circular hole and slowly wound on a second 
drum; it is then passed again through the molten material 
and through a somewhat larger hole, and reeled back on the 
lust drum, this process being repeated with larger and larger 
holes until the coating is of the required thickness. In moulding, 
a number of slightly conical moulds are fixed by the larger 
extremity to a kind of trough, with their tapered ends projecting 
downwards and with wicks arranged down their centres. The 
molten material is poured into the trough and fills the moulds, 
from which the candles are withdrawn when solidified. Modern 
candle-moulding machines are continuous in their operation; 
long lengths of wick are coiled on bobbins, one for each mould, 
and the act of removing one set of candles from their moulds 
draws in a fresh set of wicks. " Self-fitting ends," which were 
invented by J. L. Field in 5864, and being shaped like a trun-
cated cone enable the candles to be fixed in candlesticks of any 
diameter, are formed by means of an attachment to the tops 
of the moulds; spirally twisted candles are, as it were, unscrewed 
from their moulds. It is necessary to be able to regulate the 
temperature of the moulds accurately, else the candles will 
not come out freely and will not be of good appearance. For 
S1=111.11C candles the moulds are immersed in tepid water and 
the cooling must be slow, else the material will crystallize, 
though if it be too slow cracking will occur For paraffin, on 
the other hand, the moulds must be rather hotter than the molten 
material (about 200°  F.), and must be quickly cooled to prevent 
the candles from sticking. 

A candle-power, as a unit of light in photometry, was defined 
by the (London) Metropolis Gas Act of 1860 as he light given 
by a sperm candle, of which six weighed r lb and each burned 
120 grains an hour. 

See W. Lant Carpenter. Soaps and Candles (London, 1890 re. E. 
Groves and W. Thorp. Chemical Technology. vol. ii. " Lighting " 
(London, inn); L L. Lamborn. Soaps. Candles and Glycerine (New 

J York, 1906); J. Lewkowitsch, Oils. Fats, and Waxes (London, 1909). 
CANDLEMAS (Lat. festum eanddaruns sine luminum), the 

name for the ancient church festival, celebrated annually on 
the and of February, in commemoration of the presentation 
of Christ in the Temple. In the Greek Church it is known as 
Trararrn tar &Voir ("the meeting of the Lord," i.e. with 

Simeon and Anna), in the West as the Purification of the Blessed 
Virgin. It is the most ancient of all the festivals in honour of the 
Virgin Mary. A description is given of its celebration at Jeru-
salem in the Peregrinatio of Etheria (Silvia), in the second half 
of the 4th century. It was then kept on the 54th of February, 
forty days after Epiphany, the celebration of the Nativity 
(Christmas) not having been as yet introduced, the Armenians 
still keep it on this day, as " the Coming of the Son of God Into 
the Temple." The celebration gradually spread to other parts 
of the church, being moved to the and of February, forty days 
after the newly established feast of Christmas. In 542 it was 
established throughout the entire East Roman empire by 
Justinian. Its introduction in the West is somewhat obscure. 
The 8th-century Gdasian Sacramenlary, which embodies a 
much older tradition, mentions it under the title of Purification 
of the Blessed Virgin Mary, which has led some to suppose that 
it was ordained by Pope Gelasius I. in 492' as a counter-attraction 
to the heathen Lupercalia; but for this there is no warrant. 
The procession on this day was introduced by Pope Sergius I. 
(687-7o1) The custom of blessing the candles for the whole 
year on this day, whence the name Candlemas is derived, did not 
come into common use until the tith century. 

In the Quadra gesimae de Epiphania as described by Etheria 
there is, as Monsignor Duchesne points out (Christian Worship, p. 
272), no indication of a special association with the Blessed 
Virgin; and the distinction between the festival as celebrated in 
the East and West is that in the former it is a festival of Christ, 
in the latter a festival pre-eminently of the Virgin Mother. 

See L. Duchesne, Christian Worship (Eng. trans., London. IWO; 
art. 5.5. by F. G. Holweck in the Catholic Encyclopaedia. 

CANDLESTICK, the receptacle for holding a candle, now-
adays made in various art-forms. The word was formerly 
used for any form of support on which lights, whether candles 
or lamps, were fixed; thus a candelabrum (q.v.) is sometimes 
spoken of from tradition as a candlestick, e.g. as when Moses 
was commanded to make a candlestick for the tabernacle, of 
hammered gold, a talent in weight, and consisting of a base 
with a shaft rising out of it and six arms, and with seven lamps 
supported on the summits of the six arms and central shaft. 
When Solomon built the temple, he placed in it ten golden 
candlesticks, five on the north and five on the south side of the 
Holy Place; but after the Babylonish captivity the golden 
candlestick was again placed in the temple, as it had been 
before in the tabernacle by Moses. On the destruction of 
Jerusalem by Titus, it was carried with other spoils to Rome. 
Representations of the seven-branched candlestick, as it is called, 
occur on the arch of Titus at Rome, and on antiquities found 
in the Catacombs at Rome. The primitive form of candlestick 
was a torch made of slips of bark, vine tendrils or wood dipped 
in wax or tallow, tied together and held in the hand by the 
lower end, such as are frequently figured on ancient painted 
vases. The next step was to attach to them a cup (discus) 
to catch the dripping wax or tallow. 

A candlestick may be either " flat " or " tall." The former 
has a short stem, rising from a dish, and is usually furnished 
with an extinguisher fitting into a socket; the latter has a pillar 
which may be only a few inches in height or may rise to several 
feet, and rarely has an extinguisher. The flat variety is some- 
times called a " bedroom candlestick." The beginnings of this 
interesting and often beautiful appliance are not exactly known, 
but it dates certainly as far back as the 54th century and is 
probably older. It is most usually of metal, earthenware or 
china, but originally it was made of some hard wood and had 
no socketed pillar, the candle fitting upon a metal spike, in the 
fashion still familiar in the case of many church candlesticks. 
It has been constantly influenced by mobiliary and architectural 
fashions, and has varied, as it still varies, from the severest 
simplicity of form and material to the most elaborate artistic 
treatment and the costliest materials—gold and silver, crystal, 
marble and enamel. Previous to the 17th century, iron, latten, 
bronze and copper were chiefly used, but thenceforward the 

So Baronius, Ann. ad ann. 5.44. 
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most elegant examples were chiefly of silver, though in more 
modern periods Sheffield plate, silver plate and china became 
exceedingly popular. Sometimes the base and sconce are of one 
material and the pillar of another, as when the former are of 
silver and the pillar of marble or china. The choice and com-
bination of materials are, indeed, infinite. The golden age of the 
candlestick lasted, roughly speaking, from the third quarter 
of the 17th century to the end of the 18th. The later Jacobean, 
Queen Anne and early Georgian forms were often extremely 
elegant, with broad bases, round, oval or square and swelling 
stems. Fine examples of these periods, especially when of silver, 
are much sought after and command constantly augmenting 
prices. As with most domestic appliances the history of the 
candlestick is an unceasing tendency towards simplicity, the 
most elaborate and fantastic forms, animals and reptiles, the 
monstrous creatures of mythology, lions and men-at-arms, angels 
and cupids, having gradually given place to architectural motives 
such as the baluster stem and to the classic grace of the Adam 
style. The candlestick in its modern form is, indeed, artistically 
among the least unsatisfactory of household plenishings. 

CANDLISH. ROBERT SMITH (1806-1873), Scottish divine, 
was born at Edinburgh on the 23rd of March 1806, and spent 
his early years in Glasgow, where he graduated in 1823. During 
the years 1823-1826 he went through the prescribed course 
at the divinity hall, then presided over by Dr Stevenson MacGill, 
and on leaving, accompanied a pupil as private tutor to Eton, 
where he stayed two years. In 1829 he entered upon his life's 
work, having been licensed to preach during the summer 
vacation of the previous year After short assistant pastorates at 
St Andrew's, Glasgow, and Bonhill, Dumbartonshire, he obtained 
a settled charge as minister of the important parish of St George's, 
Edinburgh Here he at once took the place he so long held 
as one of the ablest preachers in Scotland. Destitute of natural 
oratorical gifts and somewhat ungainly in his manner, he 
attracted and even riveted the attention of his audience by 
• rare combination of intellectual keenness, emotional fervour, 
spiritual insight and power of dramatic representation of 
character and life. His theology was that of the Scottish 
Calvinistic school, but his sympathetic character combined 
with strong conviction gathered round him one of the largest 
and most intelligent congregations in the city. 

From the very commencement of his ministry in Edinburgh, 
Candlish took the deepest interest in ecclesiastical questions, 
and he soon became involved as one of the chief actors in the 
struggle which was then agitating the Scottish church. His 
first Assembly speech, delivered in 1839, placed him at once 
among the leaders of the party that afterwards formed the 
Free Church, and his influence in bringing about the Disruption 
of 1843 was inferior only to that of Thomas Chalmers. Great 
as was his popularity as a preacher, it was in the arena of 
ecclesiastical debate that his ability chiefly showed itself, and 
probably no other single man had from first to last so large a 
share in shaping the constitution and guiding the policy of 
the Free Church. He took his stand on two principles: the 
right of the people to choose their ministers, and the independence 
of the church in things spiritual. On his advice Hugh Miller 
was appointed editor of the Witness, the powerful Free Church 
organ. He was actively engaged at one time or other in nearly 
all the various schemes of the church, but special mention 
should be made of his services on the education committee, 
of which he was convener from 1846 to 1863, and in the un-
successful negotiations for union among the non-established 
Presbyterian denominations of Scotland, which were carried 
on during the years I863-1873. In the Assembly of 1861 he 
filled the moderator's chair. 

As a theologian the position of Candlish was perhaps inferior 
to that which he held as a preacher and ecclesiastic, but it was 
not inconsiderable. So early as 1841 his reputation in this 
department was sufficient to secure for him the government 
nomination to the newly founded chair of Biblical criticism 
in the university of Edinburgh. Owing to the opposition of 
Lord Aberdeen, however, the presentation was cancelled. In  

2847 Candlish, who had received the degree of D.D. from Prince-
ton, New Jersey, in 1841, was chosen by the Assembly of the 
Free Church to succeed Chalmers in the chair of divinity in the 
New College, Edinburgh. After partially fulfilling the duties 
of the office for one session, he was led to resume the charge 
of St George's, the clergyman who had been chosen by the 
congregation as his successor having died before entering on 
his work. In 1862 he succeeded William Cunningham as principal 
of New College with the understanding that he should still 
retain his position as minister of St George's. He died on the 
zgth of October 1873. 

Though his greatest power was not displayed through the 
press, Candlish made a number of contributions to theological 
literature. In 1842 he published the first volume of his Con-
tributions towards the Exposition of the Book of Genesis, a work 
which was completed in three volumes several years later. 
In 2854 he delivered, in Exeter Hall, London, a lecture on 
the Theological Essays of the Rev. F. D. Maurice, which he after-
wards published, along with a fuller examination of the doctrine 
of the essays. In this he defended the forensic aspect of the 
gospel. A treatise entitled The Atonement; its Reality, COM-
plekness and Extent (1860 was based upon a smaller work 
which first appeared in 184$. In 1864 he delivered the first 
series of Cunningham lectures, taking for his subject The Father-
hood of God. Published immediately afterwards, the lectures 
excited considerable discussion on account of the peculiar views 
they represented. Further illustrations of these views were 
given in two works published about the same time as the 
lectures, one a treatise On the Sonship and Brotherhood of 
Believers, and the other an exposition of the first epistle of 
St John. 

See William Wilson, Memorials of R. S. Candlish, D.D., with a 
chapter on his position as a theologian by Robert Rainy. 

CANDOLLE, AUGUSTIN PYRAME DE (2778-1841), Swiss 
botanist, was born at Geneva on the 4th of February 2778. He 
was descended from one of the ancient families of Provence, 
whence his ancestors had been expatriated for their religion 
in the middle of the 16th century. Though a weakly boy he 
showed great aptitude for study, and distinguished himself 
at school by his rapid attainments in classical and general 
literature, and specially by a faculty for writing elegant verse. 
He began his scientific studies at the college of Geneva, where 
the teaching of J. P. E. Vaucher first inspired him with the 
determination to make botanical science the chief pursuit of 
his life. In rig6 he removed to Paris. His first productions, 
Historia Plantarum Succuletriarrim(4 vols., 799)and Astragalogia 
(1802), introduced him to the notice of Curter, for whorls he acted 
as deputy at the College de France in t8o2, and to J. B. Lamarck, 
who afterwards confided to him the publication of the third 
edition of the Fiore frangaise (1803-1815). The Principes 
elimentaires de botanique, printed as the introduction to this 
work, contained the first exposition of his principle of classifica-
tion according to the natural as opposed to the Linnean or 
artificial method. In 2804 he was granted the degree of doctor 
of medicine by the medical faculty of Paris, and published his 
Essai sus les proprilles midicaks des planks cow:parks over levers 
formes exterieures et law classification naturdk, and soon after, 
in 1806, his Synopsis plantarunt in flora Gallica descriptantm. 
At the desire of the French government he spent the summers 
of the following six years in making a botanical and agricultural 
survey of the whole kingdom, the results of which were published 
in 1813. In 18o7 he was appointed professor of botany in the 
medical faculty of the university of Montpellier, and in 5810 
he was transferred to the newly founded chair of botany of the 
faculty of sciences in the same university. From Montpellier, 
where he published his Thforie Ilementaire de to botanique (1813), 
he removed to Geneva in 1816, and in the following year was 
invited by the now independent republic to fill the newly created 
chair of natural history. The rest of his life was spent in an 
attempt to elaborate and complete his " natural " system of 
botanical classification. The results of his labours In this 
department are to be found In his Regal widabilis systems 
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naturals, of which two volumes only were completed (1821) 
when he found that it would be impossible for him to execute 
the whole work on so extensive a scale. Accordingly in 1824 
he began a less extensive work of the same kind—his Prodromus 
systematis regni vegetabilis—but even of this he was able to finish 
only seven volumes, or two-thirds of the whole. He had been 
for several years in delicate health when be died on the 9th of 
September 1841 at Geneva. 

His son, ALPHONSE LOUIS PIERRE PYRAKE DE CANDOLLE, 
born at Paris on the 28th of October 1806, at first devoted 
himself to the study of law, but gradually drifted to botany 
and finally succeeded to his father's chair. He published a 
number of botanical works, including continuations of the 
Prodromcce in collaboration with his son, Anne Casimir 
FYrame de Candolle. He died at Geneva on the 4th of April 
1893. 

CANDOR, a town of South Ilocos province, Luzon, Philippine 
Islands, on the W. coast, about 200 m. N. by W. of Manila. 
Pop. (19,23) 18,828. Its climate is hot, though healthy. Candon 
a surrounded by an extensive and fertile plain, and is defended by 
a small fort Its inhabitants are noted for their honesty and 
industry, as well as for their regard for law and order. They carry 
on an extensive traffic with the wild tribes of the neighbouring 
mountains. Indigo is grown in considerable quantity, as are 
rice and tobacco. The weaving of blankets, handkerchiefs, and 
cotton and silk cloths constitutes quite an important industry. 
The language is Eocene. 

CAJIDTTUFT (lberis amara, so called from Iberia, i.e. Spain, 
where many species of the genus are native, and amara, bitter, 
i.e. in taste), a small annual herb (natural order Cruciferae) with 
white or purplish flowers, the outer petals of which are longer 
than the rest It is a native of western Europe and found wild 
on dry soil in cultivated ground in the centre and east of England. 
This and several other species of the genus are known as garden 
plants, and are of easy culture in ordinary garden soil if well 
exposed to sun and air. The common candytuft of gardens is 
I. untbellata, a hardy annual, native of southern Europe, and 
known in a number of varieties differing in colour of flowers 
I. coromaria (rocket candytuft) has long dense heads of white 
flowers and is also an annual. Some species have a shrubby 
growth and are evergreen perennials; the best-known is I. 
sempervireice, a native of southern Europe, a much-branched 
plant about a foot high with long racemes of white flowers. 
I. gibraltarica is a showy, handsome half hardy evergreen. 

CARE, a name applied to many plants which have long, 
slender, reed-like stalks or stems, as, for example, the sugar-cane, 
the bamboo-cane or the reed-cane. From the use as walking-
sticks to which many of these plants have been applied, the 
name " cane " is improperly given to sticks, irrespective of the 
source from which they are derived. Properly it should be re-
stricted to a peculiar class of palms, known as rattans, included 
under the two closely allied genera Calamine and Deem:wraps, of 
which there are a large number of species. The plants are found 
widely extended throughout the islands of the Indian Archi-
pelago, the Malay Peninsula, China, India and Ceylon; and also 
in Australia and Africa. They were described by Georg Eberhard 
Rumpf or Rumphius (1627-1702), governor of Amboyna, and 
author of the Herbarium Miaow= (6 vols. folio, Amsterdam, 
1741-2755), under the name of Palmijunci, as inhabitants of 
dense forests into which the rays of the sun scarce can penetrate, 
where they form spiny bushes, obstructing the passage through 
the jungle. The slender stems rarely exceed an inch in diameter 
and are generally much smaller. They creep or trail to an 
enormous length, often reaching Soo or boo ft., and support 
themselves on trees or bushes by recurved spines borne on the 
stalk or back of the midrib of the leaf, or by stiff hooks replacing 
the upper leaflets. In some cases the midrib is elongated beyond 
the leaflets to form a long whip-like structure, bearing recurved 
hooks at intervals. The natives, in preparing the canes for the 
market, strip off the leaves by pulling the cut plant through a 
notch made in a tree. The canes always present distinct rings 
at the junction of the sheathing leaves with the stem. They  

assume a yellow colour as they dry; and those imported from 
Calcutta have a glossy surface, while the produce of the Eastern 
Archipelago presents a dull exterior. 

Canes, on account of their lightness, length, strength and 
flexibility, are used for a great variety of purposes by the inhabit-
ants of the countries in which they grow. Split into thin strips 
they are twisted to form ropes and ships' cables, an application 
mentioned by Captain Dampier in his Voyages. A more im-
portant application, however, is for basket-work, and for making 
chairs, couches, pillows, &c., as the great strength and durability 
of thin and easily prepared strips admit of such articles being 
made at once airy, strong and flexible. Much of the beautiful 
and elaborate basket-work of the Chinese and Japanese is made 
from thin strips of cane, which are also used by the Chinese for 
larger works, such as door-mats, houses and sheds. 

A very large trade with Western countries and the United 
States is carried on in canes and rattans, the principal centres 
of the trade being Batavia, Sarawak, Singapore, Penang and 
Calcutta. In addition to the varieties used for walking-sticks, 
whip and umbrella handles, &c., the common rattans are in 
extensive demand for basket-making, the seats and backs of 
chairs, the ribs of cheap umbrellas, saddles and other harness-
work; and generally for purposes where their strength and 
flexibility make them efficient substitutes for whalebone. The 
walking-stick " canes " of commerce include a great many 
varieties, some of which, however, are not the produce of trailing 
palms. The well-known Malacca canes are obtained from 
Colonise Scipiosum, the stems of which are much stouter than 
is the case with the average species of Calamus. 

CANEA, or KHANIA, the principal seaport and since 5841 
the capital of Crete, finely situated on the northern coast of 
the island, about 25 m. from its western extremity, on the 
isthmus of the Akrotiri peninsula, which lies between the Bay 
of Cauca and the Bay of Suda (latitude 35°  31' N., longitude 
24* t' E.). Surrounded by a massive Venetian wall, it forms 
a closely built, irregular and overcrowded town, though of late 
years a. few of its streets have been widened. The ordinary 
houses are of wood; but the more important buildings are of 
more solid materials. The Turks have a number of mosques; 
there are Greek churches and a Jewish synagogue; an old 
Venetian structure serves as a military hospital; and the 
prison is of substantial construction. The town is now the 
principal seat of government; the seat of a Greek bishop, who 
is suffragan to the metropolitan at Candia, and the official 
residence of the European consuls. The harbour, formed by 
an ancient transverse mole nearly I 2oo ft. long, and protected 
by a lighthouse and a fort, would admit vessels of considerable 
tonnage; but it has been allowed to silt up until it shoals off 
from 24 ft. to to or even 8, so that large vessels have to anchor 
about 4 or 5 m. out. The principal articles of trade are oil and 
soap, and there is a pretty extensive manufacture of leather. 
The fosse is laid out in vegetable gardens; public gardens have 
been constructed outside the walls; and artesian wells have 
been bored by the government. To the east of the town a 
large Arab village had grown up, inhabited for the most part 
by natives of Egypt and Cyrenaica, who acted as boatmen, 
porters and servants, but since the fall of the Turkish govern-
ment most of these have quitted the island; while about a 
mile off on the rising ground is the village of Rhalepa, where 
the consuls and merchants reside. The population of the town 
is estimated at 20,000. Canes probably occupies the site of 
the ancient Cydonia, a city of very early foundation and no small 
importance. During the Venetian rule it was one of the strongest 
cities in the island, but it fell into the hands of the Turks in 
1646, several years before the capture of Candia. In x856 it 
suffered from an earthquake. The neighbouring plain is famous 
for its fruitfulness, and the quince is said to derive its name 
Cydonia from the town. (See also Cam.) 

CANE-FENCING (the Fr. cause), the art of defending oneself 
with a walking-stick. It may be considered to be single-stick 
fencing without a guard for the hand, with the important 
difference that in cane-fencing the thrust is as important as 
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the cut, and thus tonne approaches nearer to sabre-play. 
The cuts are practically identical with those of the single-stick 
(q.v.), but they are generally given after one or more rapid 
preliminary flourishes (moidinels, circles) which the lightness 
of the stick facilitates, and which serve to perplex and disconcert 
an assailant. The thrusts are similar to those in foil-play, but 
are often carried out with both hands grasping the stick, giving 
greater force and enabling it to be used at very close quarters. 
The canes used in French fencing schools are made of several 
kinds of tough wood and are about 3 ft. long, tapering towards 
the point. As very severe blows are exchanged, masks, gloves, 
padded vests and shin-guards, similar to those used in football, 
are worn. 

See Georges d'Amoric, French Method of the Nobk Art of Self-
Defence (London, 1898); J: Charlemont, L Are de la Bose franfaise 
et de la Carne (Paris, 1899). 

CANEPHORAE (Gr. slurroo, a basket, and clApay, to carry), 
" basket-bearers," the title given of old to Athenian maidens of 
noble family, annually chosen to carry on their heads baskets 
with sacrificial implements and apparatus at the Panathenaic 
and other festivals. The term (also in the form Canephors) is 
applied in architecture to figures of either sex carrying on 
their heads baskets, containing edibles or material for sacrifices. 
The term might well be applied to the Caryatide figures of the 
Erechtheum. Those represented in the Panathenaic frieze of 
the Parthenon carry vases on their shoulders. 

CANES VENATICI (" The Homan," or " the GREYHOUNDS "), 
in astronomy, a constellation of the northern hemisphere named 
by Hevelius in 169o, who compiled it from the stars between 
the older asterisms Ursa Major, Bootes and Coma Berenices. 
Interesting objects in this portion of the heavens are: the famous 
spiral nebula first described by Lord Rosse; a-Canum Verrati-
corum, a double star, of magnitudes 3 and 6; this star was 
named Cor Caroli, or The Heart of Charles IL, by Edmund 
Halley, on the suggestion of Sir Charles Scarborough (1616-x694), 
the court physician; a cluster of stars of the rah magnitude 
and fainter, extremely rich in variables, of the goo stars examined 
no less than 132 being regularly variable. 

CANGA-ARGUELLES, JOSE (177o-1843), Spanish statesman, 
was born in 177o. He took an active part in the Spanish resist-
ance to Napoleon in a civil capacity and was an energetic 
member of the cortes of 1812. On the return of the Bourbon 
line in 1814, Canga-Arguelles was sent into exile in the province 
of Valencia. On the restoration in 182o of the constitution of 
1812, he was appointed minister of finance. He continued at 
this post till the spring of 1821, distinguishing himself by the 
zeal and ability with which he sought to reform the finances 
of Spain. It was high time; for the annual deficit was greater 
than the entire revenue itself, and landed and other property 
was, to an unheard-of extent, monopolized by the priests. 
The measures he proposed had been only partially enforced, 
when the action of the king with regard to the ministry, of 
which he was a member, obliged him to resign. Thereafter, 
as a member of the Moderate Liberal party, Canga-Arguelles 
advocated constitutional government and financial reform, till 
the overthrow of the constitution in 2823, when he fled to 
England. He did not return to Spain till 2829, and did not 
again appear in public life, being appointed keeper of the archives 
at Simancas. He died in 1843. Canga-Arguelles is the author 
of three works: Ekmentos de la Ciencia de Hacienda (Elements 
of the Science of Finance), London, 1825; Diccionario de 
Hacienda (Dictionary of Finance), London, 2827; and Obser-
vaciones sabre la guerra do la Peninsula (Observations on the 
Peninsular War), in which be endeavoured to show that his 
countrymen had taken a far more effective part in the national 
struggle against the French than English historians were willing 
to admit. 

CANGAS DE ONES, or CANGAS, a town of northern Spain, in 
the province of Oviedo; situated on the right bank of the river 
Sella, in a fertile, well-watered, partly wooded, undulating 
region. Pop. (1900) 8537. The trade of Cangas de Onfs is chiefly 
in live-stock and coal from the neighbouring mines. A Latin  

inscription on the town-hall records the fact that this place 
was the residence of the first Spanish kings after the spread of 
the Moors over the Peninsula. Here early in the 8th century 
lived King Pelayo, who started the Christian reconquest of 
Spain. His historic cave of Covadonga is only 8 m. distant 
(see Asruitras). The church of the Assumption, rebuilt in the 
path century, is on the model and site of an older church of the 
middle ages. Near Cangas are ruins and bridges of the Roman 
period. 

CANGAS DE TINED, a town of northern Spain, in the province 
of Oviedo, and on the river Narcea. Pop. (190o) 22,742. There 
is no railway and the river is not navigable, but a good road 
runs through Tine°, Grads and the adjacent coal-fields, to the 
ports of Cudillero and Aviles. The inhabitants have thus an 
easily accessible market for the farm produce of the fertile hills 
round Cangas de Tineo, and for the cloth, leather, pottery, &c., 
manufactured in the town. 

GANGUE, or CANG, the European name for the Chinese Kia 
or Kea, a portable pillory, carried by offenders convicted of 
petty offences. It consists of a square wooden collar weighing 
from 20 to 6o lb, through a hole in which the victim's head 
is thrust. It fits tight to the neck and must be worn day and 
night for the period ordered. The offender is left exposed in 
the street. Over the parts by which it fastens slips of paper 
bearing the mandarin's seal are pasted so that no one can liberate 
the condemned. The length of the punishment is usually from 
a fortnight to a month. As the cangue is 3 to 4 ft. across the 
convict is unable to feed himself or to lie down, and thus, unless 
fed by friends or passers-by, often starves to death. As in the 
English pillory, the name of the man and the nature of his 
offence are inscribed on the cangue. 

CANINA, LUIGI (1795-1856), Italian archaeologist and 
architect, was born at Casale in Piedmont. He became professor 
of architecture at Turin, and his most important works were 
the excavation of Tusculum in 1829 and of the Appian Way in 
1848, the results of which he embodied in a number of works 
published in a costly form by his patroness, the queen of 
Sardinia. 

CANINI, GIOVANNI AGNOLO (1617-066), Italian designer 
and engraver, was born at Rome. He was a pupil of Domenichin 
and afterwards of Antonio Barbalonga. He painted some 
altar-pieces at Rome, including two admired pictures for the 
church of San Martino a' Monti, representing the martyrdom 
of St Stephen and of St Bartholomew. Having accompanied 
Cardinal Chigi to France, he was encouraged by the minister 
Colbert to carry into execution his project of designing from 
medals, antique gems and similar sources a series of portraits 
of the most illustrious characters of antiquity, accompanied 
with memoirs; but shortly after the commencement of the 
undertaking Canini died at Rome. The work, however, was 
prosecuted by his brother Marcantonio, who, with the assistance 
of Picard and Valet, completed and published it in i699, under 
the title of Iconografia di Gio. Ag. Canini. It contains rso 
engravings. A reprint in Italian and French appeared at Amster-
dam in 1731. 

CANIS MAJOR (" Great Dog "), in astronomy, a constellation 
placed south of the Zodiac, just below and behind the heels of 
Orion. Canis minor, the " little dog," is another constellation, 
also following Orion and separated from Canis major by the 
Milky Way. Both these constellations, or at least their principal 
stars, Sirius in the Great Dog and Procyon in the Little Dog, 
were named in very remote times, being referred to as the " dogs 
of Orion " or in equivalent terms. Sirius is the brightest star 
in the heavens; and the name is connected with the adjectives 
yelp& and creipwr, scorching. It may possibly be related to 
the Arabic Slug, thus meaning the " glittering one." Hommel 
has shown that Sirius and Procyon were " the two Srray " 
or glitterers. It is doubtful whether Sirius is referred to in the 
Old Testament. By some it has been identified with the Hebrew 
mammoth, the Lucifer of the Vulgate; by others with massalota, 
the duodecim signa of the Vulgate; while Professor M. A. Stern 
identifies it with the Hebrew kimak, which is rendered variously 
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in the Vulgate as Arcturus, Hyades and Pleiades" The in-
habitants of the Euphrates valley included both constellations 
in their stellar system; but considerable difficulty is encountered 
in the allocation of the Babylonian names to the dominant 
stars. The name kak-has, which occurs on many tablets, has 
been determined by Epping and Strassmaier, and also by 
Jensen and Hommel, as equivalent to Sirius; etymologically 
this word means dog-star " (or, according to R. Brown, 
Priwguse Constellations, " bow-star "). On the other hand, 
Kaksidi or Kak-si-so, meaning the " leader," has been identified 
by Sayce and others with Sirius, while Hommel regards it as 
Procyon. The question is mainly philological, and the arguments 
sem inconclusive. We may notice, however, that connexions 
were made between Kaksidi and the weather, which have 
strong affinities with the ideas expressed at a later date by the 
Greeks. For example, its appearance in the morning with the 
sun heralded the " north winds," the ilopiat i-rocriaz or 
aquilenses desist, the strong and dangerous north-westerly winds 
of Greece which blow for forty days from the rising of the star; 
again, when Sirius appeared misty the " locusts devour." 
Sirius also appears in the cosmogony of Zoroaster, for Plutarch 
records that Ormuzd appointed this star to be a guard and 
overseer in the heavens, and in the Avesta we find that Tistrya 
(Sirius) is " the bright and happy star, that gives happy dwelling." 
With the Egyptians Sirius assumed great importance. Appearing 
with the sun when the Nile was rising, Sirius was regarded as a 
herald of the waters which would overspread the land, renewing 
its fertility and promising good harvests for the coming season. 
Hephaestion records that from its aspect the rise of the water 
was foretold, and the Roman historian Florus adds that the 
weather was predicted also. Its rising marked the commence-
meat of their new year, the annul canaries and among cynicus 
of the Romans. It was the star of Sept or Sothis, and, according 
W one myth, was identified with the goddess Hathor—the 
Aphrodite of the Greeks. It was the " second sun " of the 
heavens, and according to Maspero (Dams of Civilisation, 140 
" Saha and Sopdlt, Orion and Sirius, were the rulers of this 
mysterious world of night and stars." 

The Greeks, borrowing most of their astronomical knowledge 
from the Babylonians, held similar myths and ideas as to the 
constellations and stars. Sirius was named Zelpior, Khan 
(the dog) and rel derpov, the star; and its heliacal rising was 
associated with the coming of the dry, hot and sultry season. 
Besiod tells us that " Sirius parches head and knees"; Homer 
speaks similarly, calling it annie Ad, the evil star, and the 
star of late summer (6rilipa), the rainy and stormy season. 
Procyon (Hpoirbier) was so named because it rose before Maar. 
The Euphratean myth of the dogs has its parallel in Greece, 
Sirius being the hound of the hunter Orion, and as recorded by 
Aratus always chasing the Hare; Pindar refers to the chase 
of Pleione, the mother of the Pleiads, by Orion and his dogs. 
Similarly Procyon became Macre, the dog of Icarius, when 
Bootes became Icarius, and Virgo his daughter Erigone. 

The Romans adopted the Greek ideas. They named the 
constellation Canis, and Sirius was known as Canis also, and 
as Canicula. Procyon became Antecamem and Antecanis, but 
these names did not come into general use. They named the 
hottest part of the year associated with the heliacal rising of 
Sirius the Dies cosies:fares, a phrase which has survived in the 
modern expression "dog-days"; and the pestilences which 
then prevailed occasioned the offering of sacrifices to placate 
this inimical star. Festus narrates, in this connexion, the sacri-
ficing of red dogs at the feast of Floralia, and Ovid of a dog 
on the Robigalia. The experience of the ancient Greeks that 
Srins rose with the sun as the latter entered Leo, i.e. the hottest 
part of the year, was accepted by the Romans with an entire 
disregard of the intervening time and a different latitude. To 
quote Sir Edward Sherburne (Sphere of Manilism, r675), 
" The greater part of the Antients assign the Dog Star rising 
to the time of the Sun's first entering into Leo, or, as Pliny 
(rites, 23 days after the summer solstice, as Varro 29, as 

See G. Schiaparelli, Agronomy in the Old Testament (1905). 

Columella 30.* . . . At this day with us, according to 
Vulgar computation, the rising and setting of the said Star 
is in a manner coincident with the Feasts of St Margaret 
(which is about the 13th of our July) and St Lawrence (which 
falls on the roth of our August)." 

Sirius is the most conspicuous star in the sky; it sends to 
the earth eleven times as much light as Aldebaran, the unit 
standard adopted in the revised Harvard Photometry; numeric-
ally its magnitude is- r-6. At the present time its colour is 
white with a tinge of blue, but historical records show that this 
colour has not always prevailed. Aratus designated it instelhos, 
many coloured; the Alexandrian Ptolemy rlancified it with 
Aldebaran, Antares and Betelgeuse as 6rieippos, fiery red; 
Seneca describes it as " redder than Mars "; while, in the 
roth century, the Arabian Biruni termed it " shining red." 
On the other hand Sufi, who also flourished in the loth century, 
pointedly omits it from his list of coloured stars. The question 
has been thoroughly discussed by T. J. J. See, who shows 
that Sirius has shone white for the last woo to 1200 years.' 
The parallax has been determined by Sir David Gill and W. L. 
Elkin to be 0.37"; it is therefore distant from the earth over 
5X to" miles, and its light takes 8.6 years to traverse the inter-
vening space. If the sun were at the same distance Sirius would 
outshine it 3o times, the sun appearing as a star of the second 
magnitude. It has a large proper motion, which shows recurrent 
undulations having a so-year period. From this Bessel surmised 
the existence of a satellite or companion, for which C. A. F. 
Peters and A. Auwers computed the elements. T. H. Safford 
determined its position for September 186r; and on the 31st 
of January 1862, Alvan G. Clark, of Cambridgeport, Mass., 
telescopically observed it as a barely visible, dull yellow star 
of the 9th to loth magnitude. The mean distance apart is 
about 20 astronomical units; the total mass of the pair is 3.7 
times the mass of the sun, Sirius itself being twice as massive 
as its companion, and, marvellously enough, forty thousand 
times as bright. The spectrum of Sirius is characterized by 
prominent absorption lines due to hydrogen, the metallic lines 
being weak; other stars having the same spectra are said 
to be of the " Sirian type." Such stars are the most highly 
heated (see Suit). 

Piocyots, or a Canis minoris, is a star of the 2nd magnitude, 
one-fifth as bright as Sirius, or numerically 0-47 when compared 
with Aldebaran. It is more distant than Sirius, its parallax 
being 0.33"; and its light is about six times that of the sun. 
Its proper motion is large, 1•25", and its velocity at right angles 
to the line of sight is about it m. per second. Its proper motion 
shows large irregularities, pointing to a relatively massive com-
panion; this satellite was discovered on the 13th of November 
1896 by J. M. Schaeberle, with the great Lick telescope, as a 
star of the 13th magnitude. Its mass is equal to about that 
of the sun, but its light is only one twenty-thousandth. 

CANITZ, FRIEDRICH RUDOLF LUDWIG, FREIHERR VON 
(1654-1699), German poet and diplomatist, was born at Berlin 
on the 27th of November 1654. He attended the universities 
of Leiden and Leipzig, travelled in England, France, Italy and 
Holland, and on his return was appointed groom of the bed-
chamber (Kammerjunker) to the elector Frederick William 
of Brandenburg, whom he accompanied on his campaigns in 
Pomerania and Sweden. In 168o he became councillor of lega-
tion, and he was employed on various embassies. In 1697 the 
elector Frederitk HI. made him a privy councillor, and the 
emperor Leopold I. created him a baron of the Empire. Having 
fallen ill on an embassy to the Hague, he obtained his discharge 
and died at Berlin in 1699. Canitz's poems (Nebenslunden 
unie►schiedesser Gedklete), which did not appear until after his 
death (r7oo), are for the most part dry and stilted imitations 
of French and Latin models, but they formed a healthy 

For other values of the interval between the summer solstice 
and the rising of Sirius, see Smith's Dig. of Greek and Roman 
Antumilies. 

' See Thomas Barker, Phil. Trans.. 1760, St, p. 498, for quotations 
from classical authors; also T. J. J. Sec, Astronomy and Astrophysics, 
vol. xi. p. 269. 
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contrast to the coarseness and bombast of the later Silesian 
poets. 

A complete edition of Canitz's poems was d
er 	

by U. Rflnig 
in 1727. ;.  see also L. Fulda, Dse Geyser ar recites; schlesischen 
Schstle, u. (1883). 

CASIZARES, JOSE DR (2676-2750), Spanish dramatist, was 
born at Madrid on the 4th of July 1676, entered the army, and 
retired with the rank of captain in 1702 to act as censor of the 
Madrid theatres and steward to the duke of Osuna. In his 
fourteenth year Colizares recast a play by Lope de Vega under 
the title of Las Cuenfas del Gran Capildn, and he speedily became 
a fashionable playwright. His originality, however, is slight, 
and El &mine Lucas, the only one of his pieces that is still read, 
is an adaptation from Lope de Vega. Callizares produced a 
version of Racine's I phiginie shortly before 1716, and is to some 
extent responsible for the destruction of the old Spanish drama. 
He died on the 4th of September 175o at Madrid. 

CANNAIS (mod. Cannel, an ancient :Allege of Apulia, near the 
river Aufidus, situated on a hill on the right bank, 6 m. 
S.W. from its mouth. It is celebrated for the disastrous defeat 
which the Romans received there from Hannibal in 216 B.C. 
(see Punic Warts). There is a considerable controversy as to 
whether the battle took place on the right or the left bank of the 
river. In later times the place became a municipium, and un-
important Roman remains still exist upon the hill known as 
Monte di Canne. In the middle ages it became a bishopric, 
but was destroyed in 1276. 

See 0. Schwab, Des Schladelfeld von Cause (Munich, 1898), and 
authorities under PUNIC WARR. 

CANNANORE, or KANANORE, a town of British India, in the 
Malabar district of Madras, on the coast, 58 m. N. from Calicut 
and 470 m. by rail from Madras. Pop. (1901) 27,812. Cannanore 
belonged to the Kalahasti or Cherakal rajas till the invasion of 
Malabar by Hyder Ali. In 1498 it was visited by Vasco da 
Gama; in !sox a Portuguese factory was planted here by 
Cabral; in 1502 da Gama made a treaty with the raja, and in 
2505 a fort was built. In i656 the Dutch effected a settlement 
and built the present fort, which they sold to All Raja in 1771. 
In 1783 Cannanore was captured by the British, and the reigning 
princess became tributary to the East India Company. Here is 
the residence of the Moplah chief, known as the All Raja, who 
owns most of the Laccadive Islands. Cannanore was the military 
headquarters of the British on the west coast until 1887. 

CANNES, a seaport of France, in the department of the Alpes 
Maritimes, on the Mediterranean, 29 m. S.W. of Nice and 220 m. 
E. of Marseilles by rail. Pop.(1906)24,531. It enjoys a southern 
exposure on a seaward slope, and is defended from the northern 
winds by ranges of hills. Previous to 2832, when it first attracted 
the attention of Lord Brougham, it mainly consisted of the old 
quarter (named Sucquet), and had little to show except an 
ancient castle, and a church on the top of Mont Chevalier, 
dedicated in 1603 to Notre Dame du Mont Esperance; but 
since that period it has become a large and important town, 
and is now one of the most fashionable winter resorts in the 
south of France, much frequented by English visitors, the 
Americans preferring Nice. The neighbourhood is thickly studded 
with magnificent villas, which are solidly built of a stone so soft 
that it is sawn and not hewn. There is an excellent quay, and 
a beautiful promenade nuts along the beach; and numerous 
sheltered roads stretch up the valleys amidst groves of olive 
trees. On the north the modern town climbs up to Le Cannot 
(2 m.), while on the east it practically extends along the coast 
to Golfe Jouan (3} m.), where Napoleon landed on the 1st of 
March 1825, on his return from Elba. From Cannes a railway 
runs north in 12} m. to Grasse. On the top of the hill behind 
the town are a Roman Catholic and a Protestant cemetery. 
In the most prominent part of the latter is the grave of Lord 
Brougham, distinguished by a massive stone cross standing on 
a double basement, with the simple inscription—" Henricus 
Brougham, Natus MDCCLEXVIII., Decessit icoccemxvni."; and 
in the immediate vicinity lies James, fourth duke of Montrose, 
who died December 1874. The country around is very beautiful  

and highly fertile; orange and lemon trees are cultivated like 
peach trees in England, while olives, almonds, figs, peaches, 
grapes and other fruits are grown in abundance, and, along 
with the produce of the fisheries, form the chief exports of the 
town. Essences of various kinds are manufactured, and flowers 
are extensively cultivated for the perfumers. The climate of 
Cannes has been the subject of a considerable variety of opinion, 
—the preponderance being, however, in its favour. According 
to Dr de Valcourt, it is remarkable by reason of the eles-ation 
and regularity of the temperature during the height of the day, 
the dearness of the atmosphere and abundance of light, the 
rarity of rain and the absence of fogs. 

Cannes is a place of great antiquity, but its earlier history 
is very obscure. It was twice destroyed by the Saracens in the 
8th and the roth centuries; but it was afterwards repeopled 
by a colony from Genoa. Opposite the town is the island of 
Ste Marguerite (one of theLerins), in the citadel of which the Man 
with the Iron Mask was confined from i686 to 1698, and which 
acquired notoriety as the prison whence Marshal Bazaine escaped 
in August 1874. On the other chief island (St Honorat) of the 
Lerins is the famous monastery ( 5th century to r 788), in connexion 
with which grew up the school of Lerins, which had a wide 
influence upon piety and literature in the 5th and 6th centuries. 

See L. Allies, Histoire du nsonastere de Urins (a vols., Paris. r862); 
and Les Iles de Lelia.; Cannes, et ks rivafes environnants (Paris. 186o) 
Cartulaire du monastere de Lerins (2 vols., Paris, 188 and 5905); de 

J Valcourt, Cannes and its Climate (London. 1873); Joanne. special 
Guide to Cannes; J. R. Green, essay on Cannes and St Honorat. 
in the first series of his Stray Studies (tat ed., 1876) ; A. Cooper-
Marsdin, The School of Lerins (Rochester, 1905). (W. A. B. C) 

CANNIBALISM, the eating of human flesh by men (from a 
Latinized form of Carib, the name of a tribe of South America, 
formerly found also in the West Indies), also called " anthro-
pophagy "(Gr. ilveporros, man, and Owyeir, to eat). Evidence 
has been adduced from some of the palaeolithic cave-dwellings 
in France to show that the inhabitants practised cannibalism, 
at least occasionally. From Herodotus, Strabo and others we 
hear of peoples like the Scythian Massagetae, a nomad race 
north-east of the Caspian Sea, who killed old people and ate 
them. In the middle ages reports, some of them probably un-
trustworthy, by Marco Polo and others, attributed cannibalism 
to the wild tribes of China, the Tibetans, &c. In our own days 
cannibalism prevails, or prevailed until recently, over a great part 
of West and Central Africa, New Guinea, Melanesia (especially 
Fiji) and Australia. New Zealand and the Polynesian Idanwt% 
were great centres of the practice. It is extensively practised 
by the Eattas of Sumatra and in other East Indian islands and 
in South America; in earlier days it was a common feature of 
Indian wars in North America. Sporadic cannibalism occurs 
among more civilized peoples as a result of necessity or as a 
manifestation of disease (see LYCANTHROPY). 

Classification.—Cannibalistic practices may be classified from 
two points of view: (i) the motives of the act; (2) the cere-
monial regulations. A third division of subordinate importance 
is also possible, if we consider whether the victims are actually 
killed for food or whether only such are eaten as have met their 
death in battle or other ways. 

1. From a psychological point of view the term cannibalism 
groups together a number of customs, whose only bond of union 
is that they all involve eating of human flesh. (a) Food canni-
balism, where the object is the satisfaction of hunger, may occur 
sporadically as a result of real necessity or may be kept up for 
the simple gratification of a taste for human flesh in the absence 
of any lack of food in general or even of animal food. (i.) Canni-
balism from necessity is found not only among the lower races, 
such as the Fuegians or Red Indian tribes, but also among 
civilized races, as the records of sieges and shipwrecks show. 
(ii.) Simple food cannibalism is common in Africa; the Niarn-
Niam and Monbuttu carry on wars for the sake of obtaining 
human flesh; in West Africa human flesh could formerly be 
seen exposed for sale in the market like any other article of 
commerce; and among some tribes it is the practice to sell the 
corpses of dead relatives for consumption as food. (b) Ia 
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cations contrast to this latter custom is the practice of devouring 
dead kinsfolk as the most respectful method of disposing of their 
remains. In a small number of cases this practice is combined 
with the custom of killing the old and sick, but in the great 
majority of peoples it is simply a form of burial; it seems to 
prevail in moat parts of Australia, many parts of Melanesia, 
Africa and South America, and less frequently in other parts 
of the world. To this group belong the customs described by 
lisodotus; we may perhaps regard as a variant form the custom 
of acing the skull of a dead man as a drinking-cup. This practice 
is widely found, and the statement of Herodotus that the skull 
was set in gold and preserved by the Issedones may point in 
this direction; from the account given of the Tibetans some 
seven hundred years ago by William of Ruysbruck (Rubruquis) 
it appears that they had given up cannibalism but still preserved 
the use of the skull as a drinking vessel. Another modification 
of as original ritual cannibalism is the custom of drinking the 
ashes of the dead, which is practised by some African and South 
American tribes. The custom of holding burial feasts has also 
been traced to the same origin. More incomprehensible to the 
European than any other form of cannibalism is the custom of 
pa:taking of the products of putrefaction as they run down from 
the body. The Australians smoke-dry the bodies of tribesmen; 
here, too, it is the custom to consume the portions of the body 
which are rendered liquid by the heat. (c) The ritual cannibal-
ism just mentioned shades over into and may have been originally 
derived from magical cannibalism, of which three sub-species 
oily be distinguished. (i.) Savages are accustomed, on the one 
hand, to abstain from certain foods in order that they may not 
ropire certain qualities; on the other hand other foods are 
eagerly desired in order that they may by partaking of the flesh 
also come to partake of the mental or bodily peculiarities of 
the man or animal from which the meat is derived; thus, after 
the birth of a child, especially the first-born, the parents are 
frequently forbidden the flesh of slow-moving animals, because 
that would prevent the child from learning to walk; conversely, 
eating the heart of a lion is recommended for a warrior to make 
him brave; from this point of view therefore we readily under. 
mod the motives which lead to the eating of those slain in 
tattle, both friends and foes. (ii.) We may term protective an 
=fir* different kind of magical cannibalism, which consists in 
the consumption of a small portion of the body of a murdered 
=I, in order that his ghost may not trouble the murderer; 
according to Hans Egede, the Eskimo, when they kill a witch, 
eat a portion of her heart, that she may not haunt them. 
The practice is also said to have the effect of causing the relatives 
of the murdered man to lose heart or to prevent them from 
Mercising the might of revenge; in this case it may be brought 
ono relation with the ceremony of the blood covenant in one of 
tie Is of which the parties drink each other's blood; or, it 
my point to a reminiscence of a ritual eating of the dead kins-
man. The late survival of this idea in Europe is attested by its 
oration by Dante in the Purgatorio. (d) The custom of eating 
fool offered to the gods is widespread, and we may trace to 
this origin Mexican cannibalism, perhaps, too, that of Fiji. The 
Ante worship of the god of war, Huitzilopochtli, led to the 
scrifice of prisoners, and the custom of sacrifice to their frequent 
wars. The priest took out the heart, offered it to the sun, and 
dot went through the ceremonies of feeding the idol with the 
ion sad blood; finally the bodies of the victims were consumed 
by the worshippers. (e) We reach an entirely different set of 
motives in penal and revenge cannibalism. For the origin of 
tine Was we may perhaps look to that of protective magic, 
dealt with above; but it seems possible that there is also some 
rim of influencing the lot of the criminal in a future life; it 
24 be noted that the whole of the body is seldom eaten in 
Protective cannibalism; among the Battas, however, the 
criminal. and in parts of Africa the debtor, are entirely consumed. 
Other cases, especially where the victim is an enemy, may be due 
to We fury and bravado. (I) In the west of North America a 
Peculiar kind of cannibalism is found, which is confined to a 
Catlin body of magicians termed " Hametzen and a necessary 

condition of admission to their order. Another kind of initiator) , 
 cannibalism prevailed in the south of Australia, where a magician 

had to eat a portion of a child's body before he was admitted. 
The meaning of these ceremonials is not clear. 

a. Most kinds of cannibalism are hedged round with ceremonial 
regulations. Certain tribes, as we have seen above, go to war 
to provide human flesh; in other cases it is only the nearest 
relatives who may not partake of a body; in other cases again 
it is precisely the nearest relatives on whom the duty falls. A 
curious regulation in south-east New Guinea prescribes that the 
killer of the victim shall not partake in the feast; in some cases 
the whole of the clan to which belonged the man for whom 
revenge is taken abstains also; in other cases this clan, together 
with any others of the same intermarrying group, takes part in 
the feast to the exclusion of (a) the clan or group with which 
they intermarry and (8) all outside clans. Some peoples forbid 
women to eat human flesh; in others certain classes, as the 
Muri of the Bambala, a tribe in the ICassai, may be forbidden to 
eat it. In Mindanao the only person who might eat of a slain 
enemy was the priest who led the warriors, and he was not per-
mitted to escape this duty. In Grand Bassam all who had taken 
part in a festival at the foundation of a new village were com-
pelled to eat of the human victim. But the variations are too 
numerous for any general account to be given of ceremonial 
limitations. S. R. Steinmetz has proposed a division into endo-
and exo-cannibalism; but these divisions are frequently of 
minor importance, and he has failed to define satisfactorily the 
limits of the groups on which his classification is based. 

Origin.—It will probably never be possible to say how canni-
balism originated; in fact the multiplicity of forms and the 
diversity of ceremonial rules—some prescribing that tribesmen 
shall on no account be eaten, others that the bodies of none but 
tribesmen shall provide the meal of human flesh—point to a 
multiple origin. It has been maintained that the various forms 
of endo-cannibalism (eating of tribesmen) spring from an original 
practice of food cannibalism which the human race has in common 
with many animals; but this leaves unexplained inter alia the 
limitation of the right of participation in the funeral meal to the 
relatives of the dead man; at the same time it is possible to 
argue that the magical ideas now associated with cannibalism 
are of later,growth. Against the view put forward by Steinmetz 
it may be urged that we have other instances of magical foods, 
such as the eating of a lion's heart, which do not point to an 
original custom of eating the animal as food. We shall probably 
be justified in referring all forms of endo-cannibalism to a ritual 
origin; otherwise the limitation is inexplicable; on the other 
hand exo-cannibalism, in some of its forms, and much of the 
extension of endo-cannibalism must be referred to a desire for 
human flesh, grown into a passion. 

Brettocitspriv —Steinmetz, in Mill. Anthrop. Ges. Wien, N.F. 
xvi.; Andree, Die Arakropophagie; Bergmann, Die Verbreitung 
der Anthropophagie: Schneider, Die Naturoolker, I. 121-200; Schaff-
hausen, Anthropologssche Studies, Internat. Archie iii. 69-7,3; 
xii. 78; E. S. Hartland, Legend of Perseus, vol. ii.; Dictionnatre 
des sci. med.. set. " Anthropophagie "; Dr Seligmann in Reports of 
the Cook-Daniels Expedition to New Guinea. (N. W. T.) 

CANNING, CHARLES JOHN, EARL (1812-s 862), English states-
man, governor-general of India during the Mutiny of 1857, was 
the youngest child of George Canning, and was born at B romp ton, 
near London, on the 14th of December 181i. He was educated 
at Christ Church, Oxford, where he graduated B.A. in 1833, as 
first class in classics and second class in mathematics. In 1836 
he entered parliament, being returned as member for the town 
of Warwick in the Conservative interest. He did not, however, 
sit long in the House of Commons; for, on the death of his 
mother in 1837, he succeeded to the peerage which bad been 
conferred on her with remainder to her only surviving son, 
and as Viscount Canning took his seat in the House of Lords. 
His first official appointment was that of under-secretary of 
state for foreign affairs, in the administration formed by Sir 
Robert Peel in 1840—his chief being the earl of Aberdeen. 
This post he held till January 0846; and from January to July 
of that year, when the Peel administration was broken up, 
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Lord Canning filled the post of commissioner of woods and 
forests. He declined to accept office under the earl of Derby; 
but on the formation of the coalition ministry under the earl 
of Aberdeen in January 1853, he received the appointment of 
postmaster-general. In this office he showed not only a large 
capacity for hard work, but also general administrative ability 
and much zeal for the improvement of the service. He retained 
his post under Lord Palmerston's ministry until July 1855, 
when, in consequence of the death of Lord Dalhousie and a 
vacancy in the governor-generalship of India, he was selected 
by Lord Palmerston to succeed to that great position. This 
appointment appears to have been made rather on the ground 
of his father'i great services than from any proof as yet given 
of special personal fitness on the part of Lord Canning. The new 
governor sailed from England in December 1855, and entered 
upon the duties of his office in India at the close of February 
1856. His strong common sense and sound practical judgment 
led him to adopt a policy of conciliation towards the native 
princes, and to promote measures tending to the betterment 
of the condition of the people. 

In the year following his accession to office the deep-seated 
discontent of the people broke out in the Indian Mutiny (q.v.). 
Fears were entertained, and even the friends of the viceroy 
to some extent shared them, that he was not equal to the crisis. 
But the fears proved groundless. He had a dear eye for the 
gravity of the situation, a calm judgment, and a prompt, swift 
hand to do what was really necessary. By the union of great 
moral qualities with high, though not the highest, intellectual 
faculties, he carried the Indian empire safely through the stress 
of the storm, and, what was perhaps a harder task still, he dealt 
wisely with the enormous difficulties arising at the close of such 
a war, established a more liberal policy and a sounder financial 
system, and left the people more contented than they were 
before. The name of " Clemency Canning," which was applied 
to him during the heated animosities of the moment, has since 
become a title of honour. 

While rebellion was raging in Oudh he issued a proclamation 
declaring the lands of the province forfeited; and this step 
gave rise to much angry controversy. A " secret despatch," 
couched in arrogant and offensive terms, was addressed to 
the viceroy by Lord Ellenborough, then -a member of the Derby 
administration, which would have justified the viceroy in 
immediately resigning. But from a strong sense of duty he 
continued at his post; and ere long the general condemnation 
of the' despatch was so strong that the writer felt it necessary 
to retire from office. Lord Canning replied to the despatch, 
calmly and in a statesman-like manner explaining and vindi-
cating his censured policy. In April 1859 he received the thanks 
of both Houses of Parliament for his great services during the 
mutiny. He was also made an extra civil grand cross of the 
order of the Bath, and in May of the same year he was raised 
to the dignity of an earl. By the strain of anxiety and hard 
work his health and strength were seriously impaired, while 
the death of his wife was also a great shock to him; in the 
hope that rest in his native land might restore him, he left 
India, reaching England in April 1862. But it was too late. 
He died in London on the 17th of June following. About a 
month before his death he was created K.G. As he died without 
issue the title became extinct. 

See Sir H. S. Cunningham, Earl Calming (" R niers of India" series), 
1891; and A. J. C. Hare, The Story of Two NoMe Liver (1893). 

CANNING, GEORGE (177o- 1827), British statesman, was born 
in London on the r ith of April 177o. The family was of English 
origin and had been settled at Bishop's Canynge in Wiltshire. 
In 1618 a George Canning, son of Richard Canning of Foxcote in 
Warwickshire, received a grant of the manor of Garvagh in 
Londonderry, Ireland, from King James I. The father of the 
statesman, also named George, was the eldest son of Mr Stratford 
Canning, of Garvagh. He quarrelled with and was disowned by 
his family. He came to London and led a struggling life, partly 
in trade and partly in literature. In May 1768 he married Mary 
Annie Costello, and he died on the 11th of April 1771, exactly  

one year after the birth of his son. Mrs Canning, who was left 
destitute, received no help from her husband's family, and went 
on the stage, where she was not successful. She married a dis-
solute and brutal actor of the name of Reddish. Her son owed 
his escape from the miseries of her household to another member 
of the company, Moody, who wrote to Mr Stratford Canning, a 
merchant in London and younger brother of the elder George 
Canning. Moody represented to Mr Stratford Canning that the 
boy, although full of promise, was on the high road to the gallows 
under the evil influence of Reddish. Mr Stratford Canning 
exerted himself on behalf of his nephew. An estate of the value 
of L200 a year was settled on the boy, and he was sent in succes-
sion to a private school at Hyde Abbey near Winchester, to 
Eton in 178i, and to Christchurch, Oxford, in 1787. After 
leaving Eton and before going to Oxford, he was entered as a 
student at Lincoln's Inn. At Eton he edited the school magazine, 
The Microcosm, and at Oxford he took the leading part in the 
formation of a debating society. He made many friends, and his 
reputation was already so high that Sheridan referred to him in 
the House of Commons as a rising hope of the Whigs. According 
to Lord Holland, he had been noted at Oxford as a furious 
Jacobin and hater of the aristocracy. In 1792 he came to London 
to read for the bar. He had taken his B.A. in 179 t and proceeded 
M.A. on the 6th of July 1794. 

Soon after coming to London he became acquainted with Pitt 
in some uncertain way. The hatred of the aristocracy, for which 
Lord Holland says he was noted at Oxford, would naturally 
deter an ambitious young man with his way to make in the 
world, and with no fixed principles, from attaching his fortune 
to the Whigs. Canning had the glaring examples of Burke and 
Sheridan himself to show him that the great "revolution 
families "—Cavendishes, Russells, Bentindcs—who controlled 
the Whig party, would never allow any man, however able, wbo 
did not belong to their connexion, to rise to the first rank. He 
therefore took his place among the followers of Pitt. It is, 
however, only fair to note that he always regarded Pitt with 
strong personal affection, and that he may very naturally have 
been influenced, as multitudes of other Englishmen were, by 
the rapid development of the French Revolution from a reform-
ing to an aggressive and conquering force. In a letter to his 
friend Lord Boringdon (John Parker, afterwards earl of Morley), 
dated the 13th of December 1792, he explicitly states that this 
was the case. Enlightened self-interest was doubtless combined 
with honest conviction in ranking him among the followers of 
Pitt. By the help of the prime minister he entered parliament 
for the borough of Newtown in the Isle of Wight in July 1793_ 
His maiden speech, on the subvention to the king of Sardinia, 
was made on the 31st of January 1794. It is by some said to 
have been a failure, but he satisfied himself, and he soon estab-
lished his place as the most brilliant speaker on the ministerial 
side. It may be most conveniently noted here, that his political 
patrons exerted themselves to provide for his private as well 
as his official prosperity. Their favour helped him to make a 
lucrative marriage with Miss Joan Scott, who had a fortune of 
£roo,000, on the 8th of July 18co. The marriage was a very 
happy one, though the bulk of the fortune was worn away in the 
expenses of public and social life. Mrs Canning, who survived 
her husband for ten years, was created a viscountess in 282S_ 
Fourchildren were born of the marriage—a son who died in his 
father's lifetime, and was lamented by him in very touching 
verse; another a captain in the navy, drowned at Madeira in 
1827; a third son, Charles (q.v.), afterwards created Earl 
Canning; and a daughter Harriet, who married the marquess of 
Clanricarde in 1825. 

The public life of Canning may be divided into four stages. 
From 1793 to aor he was the devoted follower of Pitt, was in 
minor though important office, and was the wittiest of, the 
defenders of the ministry in parliament and in the press. From 
t got to 1809 he was partly in opposition, partly in office, fighting 
for the foremost place. Between 1809 and 1822 there was a 
period of comparative eclipse, during which he was indeed at 
times in office, but in lesser places than he would have been 
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prepared to accept between 1804 and 1809, and was regarded 
with general distrust. From 1822 till his death in 1827 he was 
the most powerful influence in English, and one of the most 
powerful in European, politics. 

In the spring of 1796 he was appointed under-secretary for 
the foreign office, and in the election of that year he was 
returned for Wendover. He was also appointed receiver-general 
of the alienation office, a sinecure post which brought him 
fro a year. His position as under-secretary brought him into 
dose relations with Pitt and the foreign secretary, Lord Grenville 
(;.s.). During the negotiations for peace at Lille (1797), Canning 
am actively concerned In the devices which were employed by 
Fitt aid Grenville to keep the real character of the discussion 
secret from other members of the cabinet. Canning had a taste 
for mystery and disguises, which he had shown at Oxford, and 
which did much to gain him his unfortunate reputation for 
aides. From the loth of November 1797, till the 9th of July 
138, he was one of the most active, and was certainly the most 
silty of the contributors to the Anti-Jacobin, a weekly paper 
started to ridicule the frothy philanthropic and eleutheromaniac 
not of the French republicans, and to denounce their brutal 
rapacity and cruelty. But Canning's position as under-secretary 
*isnot wholly pleasant to him. He disliked his immediate chief 
Grenville, one of the Whigs who joined Pitt, and a man of 
thoroughly Whiggish aristocratic insolence. In 1799 he left the 
foleign office and was named one of the twelve commissioners 
for India, and in 180o joint paymaster of the forces, a post which 
he held till the retirement of Pitt in 18ot. 

During these years of subordinate activity Canning had 
established his position, as an orator and a wit. His oratory 
cannot be estimated with absolute confidence. Speeches were 
then badly reported. The text of his own, published by ferry 
(6 ninnies, London, 1828), were revised by himself, and not for 
the better. Though his favourite author was Dryden, whose 
prose is uniformly manly and simple, and though he had a keen 
eye for faults of taste in the style of others, Canning had himself 
a leaning to preciosity and tinseL His wit was, and remains, 
above all question. In public life it did him some harm in the 
•pinion of serious people, who could not believe that so jocose 
a politician had solid capacity. It exasperated opponents, some 
Of whom, notably Peter Pindar (see WOLCOT, Joust), retaliated 
by brutal personalities. Canning was constantly reminded that 
La mother was a strolling actress, and was accused of foisting 
his pauper family on the public funds. The accusation was 
Perfectly untrue, but this style of political controversy was 
CARIBOO, and was adopted by Canning. He put himself on a 
lend with Peter Pindar when he assailed Pitt's successor 
Addington (see Smuocrra, Viscourrr) on the ground that he 
was the son of a doctor. 

While out of office with Pitt, Canning proved a somewhat 
.12512Sordinate follower. The snobbery and malignity of his 
attacks on Addington roused considerable feeling against him, 
LA his attempts to act as a political go-between in ministerial 
mangements were unfortunate. On the formation of Pitt's 
woad ministry he took the post of treasurer of the navy on the 
Ink of May 1804. In office he continued to be insubordinate, 
IA committed mistakes which got him into bad odour as un-
trustworthy. He endeavoured to persuade Lord Hawkesbury 
(ter Livizeoco., EARLS OP) to join in a scheme for turning an old 
friend out of the India Office. Though his relations with Pitt 
reps to be somewhat strained towards the end, he left office on 
the minister's death on the 2 tst of January 1806. 

Canning, who delivered the eulogy of Pitt in the House of 
Ccamons on the 3rd of February, refused to take office in Fox's 
xcUtry of " all the talents." Attempts were made to secure 

and he was offered the leadership of the House of Commons, 
meler the supervision of Fox, an absurd proposal which he had 
the good sense to decline. After the death of Fox, and the 
dismissal by the king of Lord Grenville's ministry, he joined the 
administration of the duke of Portland as secretary of state for 
keeign affairs. He held the office from the 25th of March t8o7 
till the 9th of September 1809. During these two years he had a  

large share in the vigorous policy which defeated the secret 
articles of the treaty of Tilsit by the seizure of the Danish fleet. 
As foreign secretary it fell to him to defend the ministry when it 
was attacked in parliament. He refused to tell how he be-
came aware of the secret articles, and the mystery has never 
been fully solved. He threw himself eagerly into the prosecution 
of the war in Spain, yet his tenure of office ended in resignation 
in circumstances which left him under deep discredit. He be• 
came entangled in what can only be called two intrigues. In 
view of the failing health of the duke of Portland he told his 
colleague, Spencer Perceval, chancellor of the exchequer, that a 
new prime minister must be found, that he must be in the House 
of Commons, that the choice lay between them, adding that he 
might not be prepared to serve as subordinate. In April of 1809 
he had told the duke of Portland that Lord Castlereagh, 
secretary for the colonies and war, was in his opinion unfit for his 
post, and must be removed to another office. The duke, a 
sickly and vacillating man, said nothing to Castlereagh, and 
took no steps, and Canning did not enlighten his colleague. 
When he found that no measures were being taken to make a 
change of office, Canning resigned on the 7th of September. 
Castlereagh then learnt the truth, and after resigning sent 
Canning a challenge on the 19th of September. In the duel on 
Putney Heath which followed Canning was wounded in the 
thigh. His apologists have endeavoured to defend him against 
the charge of double dealing, but there can be no question that 
Castlereagh had just ground to be angry. Public opinion was 
strong against Canning, and in the House of Commons he was 
looked upon with distrust. For twelve years he remained out of 
office or in inferior places. His ability made it impossible that he 
should be obscure. In aro he was a member of the Bullion 
Committee, and his speeches on the report showed his mastery 
of the subject. It was no doubt his reputation for economic 
knowledge which chiefly recommended him to the electors of 
Liverpool in aim He had been elected for Tralee in 1803, for 
Newtown (Hants) in 18o6 and for Harwich in i807. But in 
parliament he had lost all influence, and is described as wandering 
about neglected and avoided, In 18x2 he committed the serious 
mistake of accepting a well-paid ornamental mission to Lisbon, 
which he was about to visit for the health of his eldest son. He 
remained abroad for eighteen months. In x816 he submitted to 
enter office as president of the Board of Control in Lord Liver-
pool's cabinet, in which Castlereagh, to whom he had now 
become reconciled, was secretary of state for foreign affairs. In 
1820 he resigned his post in order to avoid taking any part in the, 
proceedings against Queen Caroline, the wife of George IV. 

Canning's return to great office and influence dates from the 
suicide of Castlereagh in 1822. He had accepted the governor-
generalship of India, which Would have implied his retirement 
from public life at home, and refused to remain unless he was 
promised " the whole inheritance " of Castlereagh,—the foreign 
office and the leadership of the House of Commons. His terms 
were accepted, and he took office in September 18 2 2. He held the 
office from that date till April 1827, when he became prime 
minister in succession to Lord Liverpool, whose health had 
broken down. Even before this he was the real director of the 
policy of the cabinet—as Castlereagh had been from 1812 to 
1822. It may be noted that he resigned his seat for Liverpool in 
1823, and was elected for Harwich, which he left for Newport in 
1826. Few English public men have represented so many 
constituencies. 

His fame as a statesman is based mainly on the foreign policy 
which he pursued in those years—the policy of non-intervention, 
and of the patronage, if not the actual support, of national and 
liberal movements in Europe (see the historical articles under 
EUROPE, SPAIN, PORTUGAL, TURKEY, GREECE), To this policy 
he may be said to have given his name, and. he has enjoyed the 
reputation of having introduced a generous spirit into British 
politics, and of having undone the work of his predecessor at the 
foreign office, who was constantly abused as the friend of 
despotism and of despots. It may well be believed that Canning 
followed his natural inclinations, and it can be asserted without 
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the possibility of contradictidn, if also without possibility of 
proof, that he had influenced the mind of Castlereagh. Yet the 
fact remains that when Canning came into office in September 
1822, he found the instructions to be given to the representative 
of the British government at the congress of Verona already 
drawn up by his predecessor, who had meant to attend the 
congress himself (see LONDONDERRY, ROBERT STEWART, 2ND 
MARQUESS or). These instructions were handed on without 
change by Canning to the duke of Wellington, who went as 
representative, and they contain all the principles which have 
been said to have been peculiarly Canning's. Indeed this policy 
was dictated by the character and position of the British govern-
ment, and had been followed in the main since the conference of 
Aix-la-Chapelle in aa. Canning was its orator and minister 
rather than its originator. Yet his eloquence has associated with 
his name the responsibility for British policy at the time. No 
speech of his is perhaps more famous than that in which he 
claimed the initiative in recognizing the independence of the 
revolted Spanish colonies in South America in 2823—" I resolved 
that, if France had Spain, it should not be Spain with the Indies. 
I called the New World into existence to redress the balance of 
the Old" (December 11, 2826). 

When Lord Liverpool was struck down in a fit on the 27th of 
February 2827, Canning was marked out by position as his only 
possible successor. He was not indeed accepted by all the party 
which had followed Liverpool. The duke of Wellington, Sir 
Robert Peel and several other members of the ministry, moved 
perhaps by personal animosity, and certainly by dislike of his 
known and consistent advocacy of the claims of the Roman 
Catholics, refused to serve with him. Canning succeeded in 
constructing a ministry in April—but the hopes and the fears of 
friends and enemies proved to be equally unfounded. His 
health had'already begun to give way, and broke down altogether 
under the strain of the effort required to form his ministry. He 
had caught cold in January at the funeral of the duke of York, 
and never recovered. He died on the 8th of August 1827, at 
Chiswick, in the house of the duke of Devonshire, where Fox had 
died, and in the same room. 

See Speeches, with a memoir by R. Therry (London, 1826); A.G. 
Stapleton, Political Life of Canning, 1822-1827 (and ed., London, 
1831); Canning and His Times (London, 1859) ; Lord Dalling and 
Bulwer, Historical Characters (London, 1868); F. H. Hill, George 
Canning (London, 1887); Some Political Correusitmderice of George 

J Canning, ed. E. j. Stapleton (a vols.. 1897); J.  A. R. Marriott, 
George Canning and His. Times, a Political St y (London, 1903); 
W. Alison Phillips, George Canning (London, 19o3), with repro-
ductions of contemporary portraits and caricatures; H. W. V. 
Temperley, George Canning (London, loos). 

CANNIZZARO, STANISLAO (1826-1910), Italian chemist, 
was born at Palermo on the 13th of July 1826. In 1841 he 
entered the university of his native place with the intention of 
making medicine his profession, but he soon turned to the study 
of chemistry, and in 1845 and 1846 acted as assistant to Rafaelle 
Pins ( ars-186D, known for his work on salicin, who was then 
professor of chemistry at Pisa and subsequently occupied the 
same position at Turin. During the Sicilian revolution he served 
as an artillery officer at Messina and was also chosen deputy for 
Francavilla in the Sicilian parliament; and after the fall of 
Messina in September 1848 he was stationed at Taormina. 
On the collapse of the insurgents he escaped to Marseilles, in 
May 2849, and after visiting various French towns reached 
Paris in October. There he gained an introduction to M. E. 
Chevreul's laboratory, and in conjunction with F. S. Clots 
(1817-1883) made his first contribution to chemical research 
in as s, when they prepared cyanamide by the action of ammonia 
on cyanogen chloride in ethereal solution. In the same year 
he was appointed professor of physical chemistry at the National 
College of Alexandria, where he discovered that aromatic 
aldehydes are decomposed by alcoholic potash into a mixture 
of the corresponding acid and alcohol, e.g. benzaldehyde into 
benzoic acid and benzyl alcohol (" Cannizzaro's reaction "). 
Ip the autumn of ass he became professor of chemistry at 
Geneva university, and six years later, after declining professor- 

ships at Pisa and Naples, accepted the chair of inorganic and 
organic chemistry at Palermo. There he spent ten years, studying 
the aromatic compounds and continuing to work on the amines, 
until in 1871 he was appointed to the chair of chemistry at 
Rome university. Apart from his work on organic chemistry, 
which includes also an investigation of santonin, he rendered 
great service to the philosophy of chemistry when in his memoir 
Sunto di us torso di Filosofia chemist; (i858) he insisted on the 
distinction, till then Imperfectly realized, between molecular 
and atomic weights, and showed bow the atomic weights of 
elements contained in volatile compounds can be deduced from 
the molecular weights of those compounds, and how the atomic 
weights of elements of whose compounds the vapour densities 
are unknown can be ascertained from a knowledge of their 
specific heats. For this achievement, of fundamental importance 
for the atomic theory in chemistry, he was awarded the Copley 
medal by the Royal Society in 289x. Cannizzaro's scientific 
eminence in 187! secured him admission to the Italian senate, 
of which he was vice-president, and as a member of the Council 
of Public Instruction and in other ways he rendered important 
services to the cause of scientific education in Italy. 

CANNOCK, a market town in the western parliamentary 
division of Staffordshire, England, in the district known as 
Cannock Chase, r3o m. N.W. from London by the London and 
North Western railway. Pop. of urban district (ificr) 20,613; 
( root) 23,974.  The church of St Luke is Perpendicular, enlarged 
in modern times. The famous political preacher, Henry Sach-
everell, held the living early in the 18th century. Cannock has 
tool, boiler, brick and tile works. Cannock Chase, a tract 
'generally exceeding soo ft. in elevation, extends on an axis 
from north-west to south-east over some 36,000 acres. It was 
a royal preserve, and remains for the most part an uncultivated 
waste, but it is also a rich coalfield, and there are mines in every 
direction. Brownhills, Burntwood and Chase Town, Great 
Wyrley, Hednesford, Hammerwich, and Pelsall are townships 
or villages of the mining population. 

CANNON (a word common to Romance languages, from the 
Lat. canna, a reed, tube, with the addition of the augmentative 
termination -on, -one), a gun or piece of ordnance. The word, 
first found about 1400 (there is an indenture of Henry IV. 1407 
referring to "commies, mu instruments Anglicl gunner ward"), 
is commonly applied to any form of firearm which is fired from 
a carriage or fixed mounting, in contradistinction to "small-
arms," which are fired without a rest or support of any kind.' 
An exception must be made, however, in the case of issockine 
guns (q.v.), and the word as used in modern times may be defined 
as follows: "a piece of ordnance mounted upon a fixed or 
movable carriage and firing a projectile of greater calibre than 
ri in." In French, however, canon is the term applied to the 
barrel of small arms, and also, as an alternative to mitraillense 
or mitrailleur, to machine guns, as well as to ordnance properly 
se-called. The Hotchkiss machine gun used in several navies is 
officially called " revolving cannon." For details see Anrittrav, 
ORDNANCE, MACHINE GUNS, &c. Amongst the many derived 
senses of the word may be mentioned "cannon curls," in which 
the hair is arranged in horizontal tubular curls one above the 
other. For " cannon " in billiards see BILLIARDS. 

In the 16th and 17th centuries the " cannon " in England 
was distinctively a large piece, smaller natures of ordnance 
being called by various special names such as culverin, saker, 
falcon, demi-cannon, &c. We hear of Cromwell taking with 
him to Ireland (1649) " two cannon of eight inches, two cannon 
of seven, two demi-cannon, two twenty-four pounders," &c. 

Sir James Turner, a distinguished professional soldier con-
temporary with Cromwell, says: " The cannon or battering 
ordnance is divided by the English into Cannon Royal, Whole 
Cannon and Demi-Cannon. The first is likewise called the 
Double Cannon, she weighs 8000 pound of metal and shoots a 
bullet of 6o, 62 or 63 pound weight. The Whole Cannon weighs 
7000 pound of metal and shoots a bullet of 38, 39 or 40 pound. 

5  The original small arms, however, are often referred to as hand 
cannon. 
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The Demi-Cannon weighs about 6000 pound and shoots a bullet 
of 28 or 3o pound. . . . These three several guns are called 
cannons of eight, cannons of seven and cannons of six." The 
generic sense of " cannon, " in which the word is now exclusively 
used, is found along with the special sense above mentioned 
as early as 1474. A warrant of that year issued by Edward IV. 
of England to Richard Copcote orders him to provide "buntitardos, 
canones, culaerynes . . . d alias canons quoscumpse, ac pulveres, 
sidles . . . pro eisdem canattilnu necessarias." " Artillery " and 
" ordnance," however, were the more usual terms up to the time 
of Louis XIV. (c. 167o), about which time heavy ordnance 
began to be classified according to the weight of its shot, and the 
special sense of " cannon " disappears. 

CANNON-BALL TREE (Couroupila giciattensis), a native of 
tropical South America (French Guiana), which bears large 
spherical woody fruits, containing numerous seeds, as in the 
allied genus Bevil:011th.: (Brazil nut). 

CANNSTATT, or Kasussrart, a town of Germany in the 
kingdom of WUrttemberg, pleasantly situated in a fertile valley 
on both banks of the Neckar, 2} m. from Stuttgart, with which 
it has been incorporated since 19o4- Pop. (r905) 26,497. It is 
a railway centre, has two Evangelical and a Roman Catholic 
church, two bridges across the Neckar, handsome streets in the 
modern quarter of the town and fine promenades and gardens. 
There is a good deal of business in the town. Railway plant, 
automobiles and machinery are manufactured; spinning and 
weaving are carried on; and there are chemical works and a 
brewery here. Fruit and vines are largely cultivated in the 
neighbourhood. A large population is temporarily attracted 
to Cannstatt by the fame of its mineral springs, which are valu-
able for diseases of the throat and weaknesses of the nervous 
system. These springs were known to the Romans. Besides 
the usual bathing establishments there are several medical 
institutions for the treatment of disease. Near the town are the 
palaces of Rosenstein and Wilhelma; the latter, built 0842- 
1850 for King William of WUrttemberg in the Moorish style, is 
surrounded by beautiful gardens. In the neighbourhood also 
are immense caves in the limestone where numerous bones of 
mammoths and other extinct animals have been found. On the 
Rotenberg, where formerly stood the ancestral castle of the 
house of Wiirttemberg, is the mausoleum of King William and his 
wife. 

Cannstatt (Condistat) is mentioned early in the 8th century as 
the place where a great court was held by Charlemagne for the 
trial of the rebellious dukes of the Alamanni and the Bavarians. 
From the emperor Louis the Bavarian it received the same rights 
and privileges as were enjoyed by the town of Esslingen, and 
until the middle of the 24th century it was the capital of the 
county of WUrttemberg. Cannstatt was the scene of a victory 
gained by the French over the Austrians on the asst of July 
1796- 

See Veiel. Dee Kurort Kannskat and seine Mineralquellen (Cann-
watt, 1875). 

CANO, ALONZO (r6or-1667), Spanish painter, architect and 
sculptor, was born at Granada. He has left in Spain a very 
great number of specimens of his genius, which display the 
boldness of his design, the facility of his pencil, the purity of his 
flesh-tints and his knowledge of chiaroscuro. He learned archi-
tecture from his father, Miguel Cano, painting from Pacheco 
and sculpture from Juan Martinez Montaftes. As a statuary, 
his most famous works are the Madonna and Child in the church 
of Nebrissa, and the colossal figures of San Pedro and San Pablo. 
As an architect he indulged in too profuse ornamentation, and 
gave way too much to the fancies of his day. Philip IV. made 
him royal architect and king's painter, and gave him the church 
preferment of a canon. His more important pictures are at 
Madrid. He was notorious for his ungovernable temper; and 
it is said that once he risked his life by committing the then 
capital offence of dashing to pieces the statue of a saint, when in 
a rage with the purchaser who grudged the price he demanded. 
His known passionateness also (according to another story) 
caused him to be suspected, and even tortured, for the murder of  

his wife, though all other circumstances pointed to his servant 
as the culprit. 

CANO, MELCHIOR (1525-156o), Spanish theologian, born at 
Tarancon, in New Castile, joined the Dominican order at an 
early age at Salamanca, where in 1546 he succeeded to the 
theological chair in that university. A man of deep learning 
and originality, proud and a victim to the odium tkeologkum, 
he could brook no rivalry. The only one who at that time could 
compare with him was the gentle Bartolomeo de Caranza, also a 
Dominican and afterwards archbishop of Toledo. At the uni-
versity the schools were divided between the partisans of the 
two professors; but Cano pursued his rival with relentless 
virulence, and took part in the condemnation for heresy of his 
brother-friar. The new society of the Jesuits, as being the fore-
runners of Antichrist, also met with his violent opposition; and 
he was not grateful to them when, after attending the council 
of Trent in 1 545, he was sent, by their influence, in 1552, as 
bishop of the far-off see of the Canaries. His personal influence 
with Philip II. soon procured his recall, and he was made pro-
vincial of his order in Castile. In 1556 he wrote his famous 
Consultatio theologica, in which he advised the king to resist the 
temporal encroachments of the papacy and, as absolute monarch, 
to defend his rights by bringing about a radical change in the 
administration of ecclesiastical revenues, thus making Spain 
less dependent on Rome. With this in his mind Paul IV. styled 
him " a son of perdition." The reputation of Cano, however, 
rests on a posthumous work, De Locis theologicis (Salamanca, 
156 2), which stands to-day unrivalled in its own line. In this, a 
genuine work of the Renaissance, Cano endeavours to free 
dogmatic theology from the vain subtleties of the schools and, 
by clearing away the puerilities of the later scholastic theologians, 
to bring religion back to first principles; and, by giving rules, 
method, co-ordination and system, to build up a scientific 
treatment of theology. He died at Toledo on the 3oth of 
September r56o. (E. TN.) 

CANOE (from Carib. carded, the West Indian name found in 
use by Columbus; the Fr. cant, boat, and Ger. Kakn, are 
derived from the Lat. canna, reed, vessel), a sort of general term 
for a boat sharp at both ends, originally designed for propulsion 
by one or more paddles (not oars) held without a fixed fulcrum, 
the paddler facing the bow. As the historical native name for 
certain types of boat used by savages, it is applied in such cases 
to those which, like other boats, are open within from end to end, 
and the modern " Canadian canoe ' preserves this sense; but 
a more specific usage of the name is for such craft as differ 
essentially from open boats by being covered in with a deck, 
except for a " well ' where the paddler sits. Modern develop-
ments are the cruising canoe, combining the use of paddle and 
sails, and the racing canoe, equipped with sails only. 

The primitive canoes were light frames of wood over which 
skins (as in the Eskimo canoe) or the bark of trees (as in the 
North Americanlndians' birch-bark canoe) were tightly stretched, 
The modern painted canvas canoe, built on Indian lines, was 
a natural development of this idea. The Indian also used, and 
the African still uses, the " dug-out," made from a tree hollowed 
by fire after the manner of Robinson Crusoe. Many of these are 
of considerable size and carrying capacity; one in the New York 
Natural History Museum from Queen Charlotte's Island is 63 ft. 
long, 8 ft. 3 in. wide, and 5 ft. deep, cut from a single log. The 
" war canoe " of paddling races is its modern successor. In the 
islands of the Pacific primitive canoes are wonderfully handled by 
the natives, who make long sea voyages in them, often stiffening 
them by attaching another hull (see CATAMARAN). 

In the earlier part of the loth century, what was known as a 
" canoe " in England was the short covered-in craft, with a 
" well " for the paddler to sit in, which was popularly uscd for 
short river practice; and this type still survives. Bat the sport 
of canoeing in any real sense dates from 1865, when John Mac-
Gregor (q.v.) designed the canoe "Rob Roy " for long journeys 
by water, using both double-bladed paddle and sails, yet light 
enough (about 7o1b) to be carried over land. The general type 
of this canoe is built of oak with a cedar deck; the length is from 
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12 ft. to /5 ft., the beam from 26 in. to 30 in., the depth to in. 
to 16 in. The paddle is 7 ft. long and 6 in. wide in the blade, 
the canoeist sits low in a cockpit, and in paddling dips the blades 
first on one side and then the other. The rig is generally yawl. 

In 1866 the Royal Canoe Club was formed in England, and the 
prince of Wales (afterwards Edward VII.) became commodore. 
Its headquarters are at Kingston-on-Thames and it is still the 
leading organization. There is also the British Canoe Association, 
devoted to cruising. After the English canoes were seen in Paris 
at the Exhibition of 1867, others like them were built in France. 
Branches and clubs were formed also at the English universities, 
and in Liverpool, Hull, Edinburgh and Glasgow. The New York 
Canoe Club was founded in 0371. One member of the Royal 
Canoe Club crossed the English Channel in his canoe, another the 
Irish Channel from Scotland to Ireland, and many rivers were 
explored in inaccessible parts, like the Jordan, the Kishon, and 
the Abana and the Pharpar at Damascus, as well as the Lake 
Menzaleh in the Delta of the Nile, and the Lake of Galilee and 
Waters of Merom in Syria. 

W. Baden Powell modified the type of the " Rob Roy " in the 
" Nautilus," intended only for sailing. From this time the two 
kinds of pleasure canoe--paddling and sailing—parted company, 
and developed each on its own lines; the sailing canoe soon 
(1882) had a deck seat and tiller, a smaller and smaller cockpit, 
and a larger and larger sail area, with the consequent necessary 
air and water-tight bulkheads in the hull. Paul Butler of Lowell, 
Mass., added (r886) the sliding outrigger seat, allowing the 
canoeist to slide out to windward. The final stage is the racing 
machine pure and simple, seen in the exciting contests at the 
annual August meets of the American Canoe Association on the 
St Lawrence river, or at the more frequent race days of its 
constituent divisions, associated as Canadian (47 clubs), Atlantic 
(32 clubs), Central (26 clubs) and Western. 

The paddling canoe, propelled by single-bladed paddles, is also 
represented in single, tandem and crew (" war canoe ") races, 
and this form of the sport remains more of the amateur type. 
The " Canadian," a clinker or carvel built mahogany or cedar or 
bass-wood canoe, or the painted canvas, bark or compressed 
paper canoe, all on the general lines of the Indian birch bark, are 
as common on American rivers as the punt is on the Thames, and 
are similarly used. 

Sec MacGregor, A Thousand Miles in the Rob Roy Canoe (1866), 
The Rob Roy on the Baltic, &c.: W. Baden Powell, Canoe Travelling 

E 871); W. L. Alden. Canoe and the Flying Fran (New York, 1878); 
. D. Hayward, Camping out With the British Canoe Association; 
. B. Vaux, Canoe Handling (New York, 1888); Stephens, Canoe 

and Boat Building (New York, 1881). 
CANON. The Greek word eaviliv means onginally a straight 

rod or pole, and metaphorically what serves to keep a thing 
upright or straight, a rule. In the New Testament it occurs in 
Gal. vi. i6, and 2 Cor. x. 13, 15, i6, signifying in the former 
passage a measure, in the latter what is measured, a district. 
The general applications of the word fall mainly into two groups, 
in one of which the underlying meaning is that of rule, in the other 
that of a list or catalogue, i.e. of books containing the rule. Of 
the first, such uses as that of a standard or rule of conduct or 
taste, or of a particular form of musical composition (see below) 
may be mentioned, but the principal example is of the sum of the 
laws regulating the ecclesiastical body (see CANON LAW). In the 
second group of uses that of the ecclesiastical dignitary(see below), 
that of the list of the names of those persons recognized as saints 
by the Church (see CANONIZATION). and that of the authoritative 
body of Scriptures (see below) are examples. 

Music. —A canon in part-music is the form taken by the 
earliest compositions in harmony, successive or consequent parts 
having the same melody, but each beginning at a stated period 
after its precursor or antecedent. In many early polyphonic 
compositions, one or more voices were imitated note for note by 
the others, so that the other parts did not need to be written out 
at all, but were deduced from the leaders by a rule or canon. Sir 
Frederick Bridge has pointed out that in this way the term 
" canon " came to supersede the old name of the art-form, Fuga 
ligata. (Sec also under FUGUE, CONTRAPUNTAL Foams and 

Music.) When the first part completes its rhythmical sentene9 
before the second enters, and then continues the melody as an 
accompaniment to the second, and so on for the third or fourth, 
this form of canon in England was styled a " round " or " catch "; 
the stricter canon being one in which the succession of parts did 
not depend on the ending of the phrase. But outside England 
catches and canons were undifferentiated. The " round " 
derived.its name from the fact that the first part returned to the 
beginning while the others continued the melody; the " catch " 
meant that each later part caught up the tune. The problem of 
the canon, as an artistic composition, is to find one or more points 
in a melody at which one or more successive parts may start the 
same tune harmoniously. Catches were familiar in English folk 
music until after the Restoration; different trades having 
characteristic melodies of their own. In the time of Charles II. 
they took a bacchanalian cast, and later became sentimental. 
Gradually the form went out as a type of folk music, and now 
survives mainly in its historical interest. (H. CH-) 

The Church Dignitary. —A canon is a person who possesses a 
prebend, or revenue allotted for the performance of divine service 
in a. cathedral or collegiate church. Though the institute of canons 
as it at present exists does not go back beyond the i t th century it 
has a long history behind it. The name is derived from the list 
(matricula) of the clergy belonging to a church, rar'or being thus 
used in the council of Nicaea (c. 16). In the synod of Laodicea 
the adjective worse& is found in this sense (c. 15); and 
during the 6th century the word cononicus occurs commonly in 
western Europe in relation to the clergy belonging to a cathedral 
or other church. Eusebius of Vercelli (d. 37o) was the first to 
introduce the system whereby the cathedral clergy dwelt together, 
leading a semi-monastic life in common and according to rule; 
and St Augustine established a similar manner of life for the 
clergy of his cathedral at Hippo. The system spread widely over 
Africa, Spain and Gaul; a familiar instance is St Gregory's 
injunction to St Augustine that at Canterbury the bishop and his 
clergy should live a common life together, similar to the monastic 
life in which he had been trained; that these " clerics " at 
Canterbury were not monks is shown by the fact that those of 
them in the lower clerical grades were free to marry and live at 
home, without forfeiting their position or emoluments as members 
of the body of cathedral clergy (Bede, Hisi. Ecd. i. 27). This 
mode of life for the secular clergy, which became common in the 
west, seems never to have taken root in the east. It came to be 
called vita canonica, canonical life, and it was the object of various 
enactments of councils during the 6th, 7th and 8th centuries. 
The first serious attempt to legislate for it and reduce it to rule 
was made by Chrodegang, bishop of Metz (c. 750), who composed 
a rule for the clergy of his cathedral, which was in large measure 
an adaptation of the Benedictine Rule to the case of secular 
clergy living in common. Chrodegang's Rule was adopted in 
many churches, both cathedral and collegiate (i.e. those served 
by a body of clergy). In 816 the synod of Aix-la-Chapelle (see 
Mon. Germ. Conch. ii. 307) made further regulations for the 
canonical life, which became the law in the Frankish empire for 
cathedral and collegiate churches. The Rule of Chrodegang was 
taken as the basis, but was supplemented and in some points 
mitigated and made less monastic in character. There was a 
common dormitory and common refectory for all, but each canon 
was allowed a dwelling room within the cloister; the use of flesh 
meat was permitted, and the clothing was of better quality than 
that of monks. Each canon retained the use of his private 
property and money, but the revenues of the cathedral or church 
were treated as a common fund for the maintenance of the whole 
establishment. The chief duty of the canons was the performance 
of the church services. Thus the canons were not monks, but 
secular clergy living in community, without taking the monastic 
vows or resigning their private means—a form of life somewhat 
resembling that of the fathers of the London or Birmingham 
Oratory in our day. The bishop was expected to lead the 
common life along with his clergy. 

The canonical life as regulated by the synod of Aix, subsisted 
in the 9th and roth centuries; but the maintenance of this  
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intermediate form of fife was of extreme difficulty. There was a 
constant tendency to relax the bonds of the common life, and 
attempts in various directions to restore it. In England, by the 
middle of the roth century, the prescriptions of the canonical 
life seem to have fallen into desuetude, and in nine cathedrals 
the canons were replaced by communities of Benedictines. In 
the rah century the Rule of Chrodegang was introduced into 
certain of the English cathedrals, and an Anglo-Saxon transla-
tion of it was.made under Leofric for his church of Exeter. The 
turning point came in rosco, when a reforming synod, held at the 
Lateran, exhorted the clergy of all cathedral and collegiate 
churches to live in community, to hold all property and money in 
common, and to "lead the life of the Apostles" (cf. Acts lea, 
45). The dergy of numerous churches throughout Western 
Europe (that of the Lateran Basilica among them) set themselves 
to carry out these exhortations, and out of this movement grew 
the religious order of Canons Regular or Augustinian Canons 
(q.r.). The opposite tendency also ran its course and produced 
the institute of secular canons. The revenues of the cathedral 
were divided into two parts, that of the bishop and that of the 
clergy; this latter was again divided among the clergy them-
selves, so that each member received his own separate income, 
and the persons so sharing, whatever their clerical grade, were 
the canons of the cathedral church. Naturally all attempt at 
leading any kind of common life was frankly abandoned. In 
England the final establishment of this order of things was due to 
St Osmund (row). The nature and functions of the institute of 
secular canons are described in the article CATHEDRAL. 

SeeDu Cange, Clossariant. under " Canonicus "; Amort, Veins 
Discsplina Canons:corium (1747). to be used with caution for the 
earlier period ; C. du Molinet, Rifiexions histopmes et curieuses tar 
in antic:nth des chanoines last seemlier: que (1674); Herzog, 
RtaktitYkk 1Padie (rd ed.), art. " Kapitel ' ; Wetzer and Welte, 
Ktrekeirlexicon (znd ed.), art. " Canomca vita' and " Canonikat." 
The history of the canonical institute is succinctly told, and the best 
literature named, by Max Heimbucher, Ordes and Kongregationets, 
1896, i- I 55; also by Otto Thaler, Askew and Monchtum, 1897, 
pp. 422-435. On medieval secular canons a standard work is Chr. 
Wordsworth's Statutes of Lincoln Cathedral (1892-1897); see also an 
article thereon by Edm. Bishop in Dublin Renew, July 1898. 

(E. C. B.) 
In the Church of England, the canons of cathedral or collegiate 

churches retain their traditional character and functions, 
though they are now, of course, permitted to marry. Their 
duties were defined by the Canons of 1603, and included that of 
residence at the cathedrals according to "their local customs and 
statutes," and preaching in the cathedral and in the churches of 
the diocese, " especially those whence they or their church 
receive anyyearly rent or profit." A canonry not being legally a 
" cure of souls," a canon may hold a benefice in addition to his 
prebend, in spite of the acts against pluralities. By the Canons 
of 1603 he was subject to discipline if he made his canonry an 
excuse for neglecting his cure. By the act of 184o reforming 
cathedral chapters the number of canonries was greatly reduced, 
while some were made applicable to the endowment of arch-
deaconries and professorships. At the same time it was enacted 
that a canon must have been six years in priest's orders, except in 
the case of canonries annexed to any professorship, headship or 
other office in any university. The obligatory period of residence, 
hitherto varying in different churches, was also fixed at a uniform 
period of three months. The right of presentation to canonries 
is now vested in some cases in the crown, in others in the lord 
chancellor, the archbishop or in the bishop of the diocese. 

Honorary canons are properly canons who have no prebend or 
other emoluments from the common fund of the chapter. In the 
case of old cathedrals the title is bestowed upon deserving 
clergymen by the bishop as a mark of distinction. In new 
cathedrals, e.g. Manchester or Birmingham, where no endowment 
exists for a chapter, the bishop is empowered to appoint honorary 
canons, who carry out the ordinary functions of a cathedral 
body (Ste CATHEDRAL). 

Minor canons, more properly styled priest-vicars, are ap-
pointed by the dean and chapter. Their function is mainly to 
sing the service, and they are selected therefore mainly for their  

voices and musical qualifications. They may hold a benefice, if 
it lies within 6 m. of the cathedral. 

In the Protestant churches of the continent canons as ecclesi-
astical officers have ceased to exist. In Prussia and Saxony, 
however, certain chapters, secularized at the Reformation, 
still exist. The canons (Dona:erten) are, however, laymen with 
no ecclesiastical character whatever, and their rich prebends are 
merely sources of endowment for the cadets of noble families. 

See Phillimore, Ecdes. Law, 2 vols. (London, 1895). (W. A. P.) 
The Scripktres.—There are three opinions as to the origin of 

the application of the term " canon " to the writings used by the 
Christian Church. According to Sender, Baur and others, the word 
had originally the sense of list or catalogue—the books publicly 
read in Christian assemblies. Others, as Steiner, suppose that 
since the Alexandrian grammarians applied it to collections of 
old Greek authors as models of excellence or classics, it meant 
classical (canonical) writings. According to a third opinion, the 
term included from the first the idea of a regulating principle. 
This is the more probable, because the same idea lies in the New 
Testament use of the noun, and pervades its applications in the 
language of the early Fathers down to the time of Constantine, 
as Credner has shown.' The " stereos of the church " in the 
Clementine homilies' the " ecclesiastical easier " and the " earam 
of the truth " in Clement and Irenaeus,' the xamiro of the faith in 
Polycrates,' the regula fidei of Tertullian," and the libri regulates 
of Origen' imply a normalise principk. Credner's view of carat 

as an abbreviation of -medal studios, equivalent to Scriptural 
kgis in Diodetian's Act' is too artificial, and is unsanctioned 
by usage. 

The earliest example of its application to a catalogue of the 
Old or New Testament books occurs in the Latin translation of 
Origen's homily on Joshua, where the original seems to have 
been Karim. The word itself is certainly in Amphilochius,' as 
well as in Jerome " and Rufinus." As the Latin translation of 
Origen has canonkus and canonizalus, we infer that he used 
stuorutbs, opposed as it is to a pocryphus or secretes. The first 
occurrence of KCIVOVtKof is in the 59th canon of the council of 
Laodicea, where it is contrasted with Idioms& and ascamieurrot. 
Raivinillseva "canonized books," is first used in Athanasius's festal 
epistle." The kind of rule which the earliest Fathers thought the 
Scriptures to be can only be conjectured; it is certain that they 
believed the Old Testament books to be a divine and infallible 
guide. But the New Testament was not so considered till 
towards the close of the 2nd century, when the conception of a 
Catholic Church was realized. The collection of writings was not 
called Scripture, or put on a par with the Old Testament as sacred 
and inspired, till the time of Theophilus of Antioch (about ,8o 
s.o.). Hence Irenaeus applies the epithets divine and perfect to 
the Scriptures; and Clement of Alexandria calls them inspired. 

When distinctions were made among the Biblical  writings other 
words were employed, synonymous with sartnstbueva or Kfl(CL-

ropy, Ova, such as imititthica, 4.rotopiva. The canon was thus 
a catalogue of writings, forming a rule of truth, sacred, divine, 
revealed by God for the instruction of men. The rule was 
perfect for its purpose. (See BraLE: section Canon.) 

The term " canonical," i.e. that which is approved or ordered 
by the " canon " or rule, is applied to ecclesiastical vest-
ments, " canonicals," and to those hours set apart by the 
Church for prayer and devotion, the " Canonical Hours " (see 
BREVIARY). (S. D.) 

Zur Gesekiekte des Kaftans, pp. 4-68. 
Clement Horn., ap. Coteler. vol. 1. p. 608. 
Stromalet, vi. 15, p. 803, ed. Potter. 
Ado. Haeres. I. 95. 	 Euseb. H.R. v. 24. 
De praescripl. Haerdicorunt, chs. 12. 13. 

/ Comment. in Mat. iii. p. 916, ed. Delarue. 
Monument,: velera ad Dona1istarum historian' perlinentia, ed. 

Dupin, p. 168. 
At the end of the Iambi ad Sekucum, on the books of the New 

Testament, he adds, arra ilkudia?cg rot meant dr dy ?Co Ortorrel,rnes 
 • Prologars gamins in U. Reg. 

To**,, t .  Expos. in Synth. Aposi. 37. P. 374. ed. Migne. 
° After the word is added sal ropinlogirra, meroidirra vS Oita drat. 

Opp. vol. i. p. 961, ed. Benedict. 
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CANONESS (Fr. chanoinesse, Ger. Kanonissin, Lat. canonica 
or carionica virgo), a female beneficiary of a religious college. In 
the 8th century chapters of canons were instituted in the Frankish 
empire, and in imitation of these certain women took common 
vows of obedience and chastity, though not of poverty. Like 
nuns they had common table and dormitory, and recited the 
breviary, but generally the rule was not so strict as in the case of 
nuns. The canonesses often taught girls, and were also employed 
in embroidering ecclesiastical vestments and transcribing 
liturgical books. A distinction was drawn between regular and 
secular canonesses, the latter being of noble family and not 
practising any austerity. Some of their abbesses were notable 
feudal princesses. In Germany several foundations of this 
kind (e.g. Gandersheim, Herford and Quedlinburg), which were 
practically secular institutions before the Reformation, adopted 
the Protestant faith, and still exist, requiring of their members 
the simple conditions of celibacy and obedience to their superior 
during membership. These institutions (Stiffer) are now practi-
cally almshouses for the unmarried daughters of noble families. 
In some cases the right of presentation belongs to the head of the 
family, sometimes admission is gained by purchase; but in 
modern times a certain number of prebends have been created for 
the daughters of deserving officials. The organization of the Stift 
is collegiate, the head bearing the ancient titles of abbess, prioress 
or provostess (Prabstin), and the canonesses (Slifisdamen) meet 
periodically in Korona for the discussion of the affairs of the 
community. The ladies are not bound to residence. In many of 
these Stifle, quaint pre-Reformation customs and ceremonies 
still survive; thus, at the convent of St John the Baptist at 
Schleswig, on the day of the patron saint, the room in which the 
Konvent is held is draped in black and a realistic life-size wax 
head of St John on a charger is placed in the centre of the table 
round which the canonesses sit. 

CANONIZATION, in its widest sense, an act by which in the 
Christian Church the ecclesiastical authority grants to a deceased 
believer the honour of public callus. In the early Church there 
was no formal canonization. The cult us applied at first to local 
martyrs, and it was only in exceptional circumstances that a 
kind of judiciary inquiry and express decision became necessary 
to legitimate this callus. The peculiar situation of the Church of 
Africa explains the Vindicatio martyrum, which was early 
practised there (Optalus Milevit.,i. 6). In the callus rendered to 
confessors, the authorization of the Church had long been merely 
implicit. But when an express decision was given, it was the 
bishop who gave it. Gradually the canonization of saints came 
to be included in the centralizing movement which reserved to the 
pope the most important acts of ecclesiastical power. The earliest 
acknowledged instance of canonization by the pope is that of 
Ulric of Augsburg, who was declared a saint by John XV. in A.D. 
993. From that time the pontifical intervention became more 
and more frequent, and, in practice, the right of the bishops in 
the matter of canonization continued to grow more restricted. 
In 1170 the new right was sufficiently established fc- Pope 
Alexander III, to affirm that the bishops could not institute the 
cultus of a new saint without the authority of the Roman Church 
(Cap. Audivimus, Decret. De Roll. of venerat. Sanctorum, iii. its). 
The 12th and, especially, the 13th centuries furnish many 
examples of canonizations pronounced by the popes, and the 
procedure of this period is well ascertained. It was much more 
summary than that practised in modern times. The evidence of 
those who had known the holy personages was collected on the 
spot. The inquiry was as rapid as the judgment, and both of ten 
took place a short time after the death of the saint, as in the cases 
of St Thomas of Canterbury (died 1170, canonized 1173), St Peter 
of Castelnau (died on the 15th of January 1208, canonized on the 
12th of March of the same year), St Francis of Assisi (died on the 
4th of October 1226, canonized on the 19th of July 1228), and St 
Anthony of Padua (died on the 13th of June 1231, canonized on 
the 3rd of June 1232). 

At this period there was no marked difference between canon-
ization and beatification. In modern practice, as definitively 
settled by the decrees of Pope Urban VIII. (1625 and 1634), the  

two acts are totally distinct. Canonization is the solemn and 
definitive act by which the pope decrees the plenitude of public 
honours. Beatification consists in permitting a callas, the 
manifestations of which are restricted, and is merely a step 
towards canonization. 

The procedure at present followed at the Roman curia is either 
exceptional or common. The approval of immemorial embus comes 
within the category of exceptional procedure. Urban VIII., 
while forbidding the rehdering of a public enlists without author-
ization from the Holy See, made an exception in favour of the 
blessed who were at that time (1623) in possession of an im-
memorial callus, i.e. dating back at least a century (1525). The 
procedure per Mani casus excepti consists in the legitimation of a 
callus which has been rendered to a saint for a very long time. 
The causes of the martyrs (declarationis martyrii) also are 
exceptional. Juridical proof is required of the fact of the martyr-
dom and of its cause, i.e. it must be established that the servant 
of God was put to death through hatred of the faith. These are 
the two cases which constitute exceptional procedure. 

The common procedure is that in which the cause is prosecuted 
per Warn non callus. It is, in reality, a suit at law, pleaded before 
the tribunal of the Congregation of Rites, which is a permanent 
commission of cardinals, assisted by a certain number of sub-
ordinate officers and presided over by a cardinal. The supreme 
judge in the matter is the pope himself. The postulator, who is 
the mandatory of a diocese or ecclesiastical commonalty, is the 
solicitor. He must furnish the proofs, which are collected 
according to very stringent rules. The promoter of the faith, 
popularly called the " devil's advocate " (advocatus diaboli), is 
the defendant, whose official duty is to point out to the tribunal 
the weak points of the case. 

The procedure is loaded with many formalities, of which the 
historical explanation lies in the tribunals of the ancient system, 
and which considerably delay the progress of the causes. The 
first decisive step is the introduction of the cause. If, by the advice 
of the cardinals who have examined the documents, the pope 
pronounce his approval, the servant of God receives the title of 
" Venerable," but is not entitled to any manifestation of cultas. 
Only in the event of the claimant passing this test successfully 
can the essential part of the procedure be begun, which will result 
in conferring on the Venerable the title of " Blessed." This part 
consists in three distinct proceedings: (1) to establish a reputation 
for sanctity, (2) to establish the heroic quality of the virtues, (3) 
to prove the working of miracles. A favourable judgment on all 
three of these tests is called the decree de tido, by which the pope 
decides that they may safely proceed to the solemn beatification 
of the servant of God (Tuto procedi potest ad solemnem V .S.D.N. 
bcalificationem). In the ceremony of beatification the essen tial 
part consists in the reading of the pontifical brief, placing the 
Venerable in the rank of the Blessed, which is done during a 
solemn mass, celebrated with special rites in the great hall 
above the vestibule of the basilica of St Peter. 

The process of canonization, which follows that of beatification, 
is usually less lengthy. It consists principally in the discussion of 
the miracles (usually two in number) obtained by the intercession 
of the Blessed since the decree of beatification. After a great 
number of formalities and prayers, the pope pronounces the 
sentence, and indicates eventually the day on which he will 
proceed to the ceremony of canonization, which takes place with 
great solemnity in the basilica of St Peter. 

The extremely complicated procedure which is prescribed for 
the conduct of the cases in order to ensure every opportunity for 
exercising rigour and discretion, considerably retards the progress 
of the causes, and necessitates a numerous staff. This circum-
stance, together with the custom of ornamenting the basilica of 
St Peter very richly on the day of the ceremony, accounts for 
the considerable cost which a canonization entails. To prevent 
abuses, a minute tariff of expenses was drawn up during the 
pontificate of Leo XIII. 

The Greek Church, represented by the patriarch of Constanti-
nople, and the Russian Church, represented by the Holy Synod, 
also canonize their saints after a preliminary examination of their 
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titles to public adios. Their procedure is less rigorous than 
that of the Doman Church, and as yet has been but imperfectly 
studied. 

See J. Fontanini, Codex Conaitutionuns Resta swami postifses 
eirierunt is adman muttons= uttons= ( ome. 1 729, a collection 
of original documents); Pr. Lambertini (Pope Benedict XIV.). De 
sessenem Dei beatsfications et berating= canonisations (Bologna. 1'734- 
17311), several times reprinted, and more remarkable for erudition 
and knowledge of canon law than for historical criticism: Al. Lauri, 
Coda pee postulateribus alumnus beatifications  et canonisations, 
ntilowst Joseph Fornari (Romae, 1890; F. W. Faber, Essay on 
beatficatien. Canonisation, &c. (London, 1848); A. Boudinhon, 
La Precis - de biatification N de canonisation (Pans, 1905): E. Coln-
tasakij. Isortja Kamonssagii ssiaiick tr nuskoj priori (Moscow. too3). 

(H. DE.) 
CA JON LAW. Canon law, jot easumicuss, is the sum of the 

laws which regulate the ecclesiastical body; for this reason it is 
oho called ecclesiastical law, jus eccksiasticum. It is also re-
ferred to under the name of calumet, soarmimes, a title of 
peat antiquity, for the orardra, regskie, were very early dis-
tinguished from the secular laws, the repot, kges. 

The word easeer, canon, has been employed in ecclesiastical 
literature in several different senses (see CANON above). The 
w„d  disciplinary decisions of the council of Nicaea, for 
-mess^ example (can. 2, 2, Ac.), employ it in the sense of an 
Dikftat established rule, ecclesiastical in its origin and in its 
mamill" object. But the expression is most frequently used to 
designate disciplinary laws, in which case canons are distinguished 
hem dogmatic definitions. With regard to form, the decisions of 
councils, even when dogmatic, are called canons; thus the 
definitions of the council of Trent or of the Vatican, which 
generally begin with the words " Si finis dixerii," and end with 
the anathema, are canons; while the long chapters, even when 
dealing with mattersof discipline, retain the name of chapters or 
decrees. Similarly, it has become customary to give the name of 
moons to the texts inserted in certain canonical compilations 
soch as the Decretum of Oration, while the name of chapters is 
given to the analogous quotations from the Books of the Decretals. 
It is merely a question of words and of usage. As to the ex-
pression* canonicum, it implies the systematic codification of 
ecclesiastical legislation, and had no existence previous to the 
labours which resulted in the Corpus Pans C01109411. 

Canon law is divided into public law and private law; the 
former is concerned with the constitution of the Church, and, 
comb., consequently, with die relations between her and other 

bodies, religious and civil; the latter has as its object 
the internal discipline of the ecclesiastical body and its members. 
This division, which has been found convenient for the study of 
canon Law, has no precedent in the collections of texts. With 
regard to the texts now in force, the name of jut (oakum's, 
aociest law, tag been given to the laws previous to the Corpus 
Psis easosici; the legislation of this Corpus has been called 
jet enlist, new law; and finally, the name of recent law, jar 
nesissiamiss, has been given to the law established by the.council 
of Treat and subsequent papal constitutions. There is a further 
distinction between the written law,* seriphs'', laws made by 
the councils or popes, which are to be found in the collections, 
and the unwritten law, jut non scripts's, a body of practical 
roles arising rather from natural equity and from custom than 
11002 formal laws; with this is connected the customary law. 
In the Church, as in other societies, it has happened that the 
unwritten customary law has undergone a gradual diminution 
io importance, as .a consequence of centralization and the 
accumulation of written laws; nowadays it need not be reckoned 
with, save in cases where local customs are involved. The 
common law is that which is intended to regulate the whole 
body; speonl or local law is that which is concerned with 
certain districts or certain categories of persons, by derogation 
from or addition to the common law. 

By the sources or authors of the canon law are meant the 
authorities from which it is derived; they must obviously be of 
suma  such a nature as to be binding upon the whole religious 

body, or at least upon a specified portion of it. In the 
NOM rank must be placed Christ and the Apostles, whose 

dispositions for the constitution and government of the Church 
are contained in the New Testament, completed by tradition; 
for the Church did not accept the disciplinary and ritual pro-
visions of the Old Testament as binding upon her (see Acts xi., 
:v.). To the apostles succeeded the episcopal body, with its 
chief the bishop of Rome, the successor of St. Peter, whose 

ti legislave and disciplinary power, by a process of centralization, 
underwent a slow but uninterrupted development. It is then to 
the episcopate, assembled in ecumenical council, and to its chief, 
that the function of legislating for the whole Church belongs; 
the inferior authorities, local councils or isolated bishops and 
prelates, can only make special laws or statutes, valid only for 
that part of the Church under their jurisdiction. Most of the 
canons, however, which constitute the ancient law, and notably 
those which appear in the Detre:am of Oration, emanate from 
local councils, or even from individual bishops; they have 
found a place in the common law because the collections of 
canons, of which they formed the most notable part, have been 
everywhere adopted. 

Having made these general observations, we must now consider 
the history of those texts and collections of canons which to-day 
form the ecclesiastical law of the Western Church: (1) up to the 
Baseboard Oration, (:) up to the council of Trent, (3 and 4) up to 
the present day, including the codification ordered by Pius X. 

r. From the Beginning to the Decretum of Graiinn.—At no time, 
and least of all during the earliest centuries, was there any 
attempt to draw up a uniform system of legislation for the whole 
of the Christian Church. The various communities ruled them-
selves principally according to their customs and traditions, 
which, however, possessed a certain uniformity resulting from 
their Close connexion with natural and divine law. Strangely 
enough, those documents which bear the greatest resemblance to 
a small collection of canonical regulations, such as the Didache, 
the Didascalia and the Canons of Hippolytus, have not been 
retained, and find no place in the collections of canons, doubtless 
for the reason that they were not official documents. Even the 
Apostolical Constitutions (g s.), an expansion of the Didache and 
the Didascalia, after exercising a certain amount of influence, 
were rejected by the council in Trullo (692). Thus the only 
pseudo-epigraphic document preserved in the law of the Greek 
Church is the small collection of the eighty-five so-called " Apos-
tolic Canons " (q.v.). The compilers, in their several collections, 
gatheied only occasional decisions, the outcome of no pre-
determined plan, given by councils or by certain great bishops. 

These compilations began in the East. It appears that in 
several different districts canons made by the local assemblies, 

 were added to those of the council of Nicaea which a a  
were everywhere accepted and observed. The first ewaecsas 
example seems to be that of the province of Pontus, 
where after the twenty canons of Nicaea were placed the twenty-
five canons of the council of Ancyra (3,4), and the fifteen of that 
of Neocaesarea (315-32o) These texts were adopted at Antioch, 
where there were further added the twenty-five canons of the 
so-called council in encaelsiiv of that city (341). Soon after-
wards, Paphlagonia contributed twenty canons passed at the 
council of Ganges (held, according to the Synodicon orieniak, 
in 343)' and Phrygia fifty-nine canons of the assembly of 
Laodicea (345-381 ?), or rather of the compilation known as the 
work of this council.,  The collection was so well and so widely 
known that all these canons were numbered in sequence, and 
thus at the council of Chalcedon (45t) several of the canons of 
Antioch were read out under the number assigned to them in 
the collection of the whole It was further increased by the 

The councils which we are about to mention, up to the 9th 
century, have , been published several times, notably in the great 
collections of Hardouin, Mansi, &c.; they will be found brought 
together in one small volume in Bruns, Canones apostolorum a 
concilionon (Berlin, 1839). 

The date of this council was formerly unknown; it is ascribed 
to 343 by the Syriac Nestorian collection recently published by 
M. Chabot, Synodicon Orientals. p. 278. note 4. 

See Bouchnhon, " Note sur le concile de Laodic6e," in the 
Compte rends du premier conials des savants calholiques d Pans, 
1888 (Paris, 1889), vol. ii. p. 42o. 
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twenty-eight (thirty) canons of Chakedon; about the same 
time were added the four canons of the council of Constantinople 
of 381, under the name of which also appeared three- (or seven) 
other canons of a later date. Towards the same date, also, the 
so-called " Apostolic Canons " were placed at the head of the 
group. Such was the condition of the Greek collection when 
it was translated and introduced into the West. 

In the course of the 6th century the collection was completed 
by the addition of documents already in existence, but which 
had hitherto remained isolated, notably the canonical letters of 
several great bishops, Dionysius of Alexandria, St Basil and 
others. It was at this time that the Latin collection of Dionysius 
Exiguus became known; and just as he had given the Greek 
councils a place in his collection, so from him were borrowed the 
canons of councils which did not appear in the Greek collection— 
the twenty canons of Sardica (343), in the Greek text, which 
differs considerably from the Latin; and the council of Carthage 
of 419, which itself included, more or less completely, in 105 
canons, the decisions of the African councils. Soon after came 
the council is Trull° (692), also called the Qinssisexisson, because 
it was considered as complementary to the two councils (5th 
and 6th ecumenical) of Constantinople (553 and 08o), which 
had not made any disciplinary canons. This assembly elabor- 
ated 102 canons, which did not become part of the Western law 
till much later, on the initiative of Pope John VIII. (872-881). 
Now, in the second of its canons, the council in Trullo recognized 

and sanctioned the Greek collection above men- Ha 
m 
Mint and it enumerates all its articles, insists on the war 

recognition of these canons, and at the same time pro-
hibits the addition of others. As thus defined, the collection 
contains the following documents: firstly, the eighty-five 
Apostolic Canons, the Constitutions having been put aside 
as having suffered heretical alterations; secondly, the canons 
of the councils of Nicaea, Ancyra, Neocaesarea, Gangra, Antioch, 
Laodicea, Constantinople (380, Ephesus (the disciplinary 
canons of this council deal with the reception of the Nestorian, 
and were not communicated to the West), Chalcedon, Sardica, 
Carthage (that of 419, according to Dionysius), Constantinople 
(394), thirdly, the series of canonical letters of the following 
great bishops—Dionysius of Alexandria, Peter of Alexandria 
(the Martyr), Gregory Thaumaturgus, Athanasius, Basil, 
Gregory of Nyssa, Gregory of Nazianzus, Amphilochus of 
Iconium, Timotheus of Alexandria, Theophilus of Alexandria, 
Cyril of Alexandria, Gennadius of Constantinople; the canon 
of Cyprian of Carthage (the Martyr) is also mentioned, but with 
the note that it is only valid for Africa. With the addition of 
the twenty-two canons of the ecumenical council of Nicaea 
(787), this will give us the whole contents of the official collection 
of the Greek Church; since then it has remained unchanged. 
The law of the Greek Church was in reality rather the work of 
the Byzantine emperors.' 

The collection has had several commentators; we need only 
mention the commentaries of Photius (883), Zonaras (rim) 
and Balsamon (ri7o). A collection in which the texts are 
simply reproduced in their chronological order is obviously 
inconvenient; towards sso, Johannes Scholasticus, patriarch 
of Constantinople, drew up a methodical climification of them 
under fifty heads Finally should be mentioned yet another 
kind of compilation still in use in the Greek Church, bearing 
Homo- the name of nomoco non, because in them are inserted, 
maces. side by side with the ecclesiastical canons, the imperial 

laws on each subject: the chief of them are the one 
bearing the name of Johannes Scholasticus, which belongs, 
however, to a later date, and that of Photius (883). 

The canon law of the other Eastern Churches had no marked 
influence on the collections of the Western Church, so we need 
not speak of it here. While, from the 5th century onwards a 
certain unification in the ecclesiastical law began to take place 

' For the further history of the law of the Greek Church and that 
of the Eastern Churches, see Vering, Ksrchenreela, 84 14.183 (ed. 
1893) The Russian Church, as we knqw, adopted the Greek ecclesi-
astical law.  

within the sphere of the see of Constantinople, it was not till 
later that a similar result was arrived at in the West. For 
several centuries there is no mention of any but local 	8. go. 
collections of canons, and even these are not found till 	ma. 
the 5th century, we have to come down to the 8th 
or even the 9th century before we find any trace of unification. 
This process was uniformly the result of the passing on of the 
various collections from one region to another. 

The most remarkable, and the most homogeneous, as well as 
without doubt the most ancient of these local collections is that 
of the Church of Africa. It was formed so to speak, •".a 
automatically, owing to the plenary assemblies of the 
African episcopate held practically every year, at which it was 
customary first of all to read out the canons of the previous 
councils. This gave to the collection an official character. At 
the time of the Vandal invasion this collection comprised the 
canons of the council of Carthage under Gratus (about 348) 
and under Genethlius (39o), the whole series of the twenty or 
twenty-two plenary councils held during the episcopate of 
Aurelius, and finally, those of the councils held at Byzacezie. 
Of the last-named we have only fragments, and the series of the 
councils under Aurelius is very incomplete. The African collec-
tion has not come to us directly: we have two incomplete and 
confused arrangements of it, in two collections, that of the 
Hisperia and that of Dionysius Exiguus. Dionysius knows 
only the council of 419, in connexion.with the affair of Apiarists; 
but in this single text are reproduced, more or less fully, almost 
all the synods of the collection; this was the celebrated Ces-
cilium 

 
Africasum, so often quoted in the middle ages, which 

was also recognized by the Greeks. 'The Spanish collection 
divides the African canons among seven councils of Carthage 
and one of Mileve; but in many cases it ascribes them to the 
wrong source; for example, it gives under the title of the fourth 
council of Carthage, the Manta ficclesia4 anliqus, an Artesia' n 
compilation of Saint Caesarius, which has led to a number of 
incorrect references. Towards the middle of the 6th century 
a Carthaginian deacon, Fulgentius Ferrandus, drew up a Breeia-
tier carsonson, ,  a methodical arrangement of the African collec-
tion, in the order of the subjects. From it we learn that the 
canons of Nicaea and the other Greek councils, up to that of 
Chalcedon, were also known in Africa. 

The Roman Church, even more than the rest, governed itself 
according to its own customs and traditions. Up to the end 
of the 5th century the only canonical document of 	Re.a 
non-Roman origin which it officially recognized was 
the group of canons of Nicaea, under which name were also 
included those of Sardica. A Latin version of the other Greek 
councils (the one referred to by Dionysius as prisca) was known, 
but no canonical use was made of it. The local law was founded 
on usage and on the papal letters called decretals. The latter 
were of two kinds: some were addressed to the bishops of the 
ecclesiastical province immediately subject to the pope; the 
others were issued in answer to questions submitted from various 
quarters; but in both cases the doctrine is the same. At the 
beginning of the 6th century the Roman Church adopted the 
double collection, though of private origin, which was draft 
up at that time by the monk Dionysius, known by the 
name of Dionysius Exiguus, which he himself had armee 
assumed as a sign of humility. He was a Scythian 
by birth, and did not come to Rome till after 496; 
his learning was considerable for his times, and to him we owe 
the employment of the Christian era and a new way of reckoning 
Easter. At the desire of Stephen, bishop of Salona, he undertook 
the task of making a new translation, from the original Greek 
text, of the canons of the Greek collection. The manuscript 
which he used contained only the first fifty of the Apostolic 
Canons; these he translated, and they thus became part of the 
law of the West. This part of the work of Dionysius was not 
added to later; it was otherwise with the second part. This 

'Edited by Pierre Pithou (Paris, 1588). and later by ChifRet. 
Fah. Ferrands opera (Dijon, 1694); reproduced in ?Algae, Pete. 
Lai. vol. 67, col. 949. 
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embodied the documents containing the local law, namely 39 
decretah of the popes from Siricius (384-398) to Anastasius II 
(496-498). As was natural this collection received successive 
additions as further decretals appeared. The collection formed 
by combining these two parts remained the only official code 
of the Roman Church until the labours undertaken in consequence 
of the reforming movement in the r ith century. In 774 Pope 
Adrian I. gave the twofold collection of the Scythian monk 
to the future emperor Charlemagne as the canonical book of the 
Raman Church; this is what is called the Dionysio-Hadriana. 
This was an important stage in the history of the centralization 

of canon law; the collection was officially received 
by the Frankish Church, imposed by the council of larklass 
,Aix-la-Chapelle of 802, and from that time on was 

recognized and quoted as the fiber canonum. If we consider 
that the Church of Africa, which had already suffered considerably 
from the Vandal invasion, was at this period almost entirely 
destroyed by the Arabs, while the fate of Spain was but little 
better, it is easy to see why the collection of Dionysius became 
the code of almost the whole of the Western Church, with the 
exception of the Anglo-Saxon countries; though here too it 
was known. 

The other collections of canons, of Italian origin, compiled 
before the loth century, are of importance on account of the 
&gamuts which they have preserved for us, but as they have 
not exercised any great influence on the development of canon 
law, we may pass them over. 

The Dionysio-Hadriana did not, when introduced into Gaul, 
take the place of any other generally received collection of 
y 0,, canons. In this country the Church had not been 

centralized round a principal see which would have 
produced unity in canon law as in other things; even the 
political territorial divisions had !men very unstable. The only 
canonical centre of much activity was the Church of Arles, 
which exercised considerable influence over the surrounding 
region in the 5th and 6th centuries. The chief collection known 
throughout Gaul before the Dionysio-Hadriana was the so- 

called collection of Quesnel, named after its first (berm 	. .a.di„. editor.* It is a rich collection, though badly arranged, 
and contains 98 documents—Eastern and African 

canons and papal letters, but no Gallic councils; so that it is 
lot a collection of local law. We might expect to find such a 
collection, in view of the numerous and important councils 
held in Gaul; but their decisions remained scattered among 
a great number of collections none of which had ever a wide 
circulation or an official character. 

It would be impossible to enumerate here all the Gallic councils 
which contributed towards the canon law of that country; we 
0.A.  will mention only the following:—Arles (314), of great 

importance; a number of councils in the district 
of Arles, completed by the Stotafa Ecdesiae antique of St 
Csesarins;' the councils of the province of Tours; the assemblies 
of the episcopate of the three kingdoms of the Visigoths at 
Agile (5o6), of the Franks at Orleans (sit), and of the Bur-
gmdians at Epaone (517); several councils of the kingdoms 
of the Franks, chiefly at Orleans; and finally, the synods of the 
middle of the 8th century, under the influence of St Boniface. 
Rvidently the impulse towards unity had to come from without; 

began with the alliance between the Carolingians and the 
Papacy, and was accentuated by the recognition of the fiber 
cu•nneve. 

In Spain the case, on the contrary, is that of a strong centralize- 
ten round the see of Toledo. Thus we find Spanish canon law 

simi, embodied in a collection which, though perhaps not 
official, was circulated and received everywhere; 

this was the Spanish collection, the Hisparea! The collection 
a well pot together and includes almost all the important 

'Published by Quesnel in his edition of the works of St Leo, 
vol. R. (Paris. OW: reproduced by the brothers Ballerini, with 
learned &mutations, Opera S. Leonis. vol. iii.: Migne, P.L. 56. 

'Winery, Saint Chain d' Aries (Paris, 1894). 
Calicos COSOSIIIIII Eectesiae Hispanas (Madrid, 184); repro-

heed is align'. P.G. 84.  

canonical documents. In the first part are contained the 
councils, arranged according to the regions in which they were 
held: Greek councils, following a translation of Italian origin, 
but known by the name of Hispana; African councils, 
Gallican councils and Spanish councils. The latter. W4. 
which form the local section, are further divided into 
several classes: firstly, the synods held under the Roman 
empire, the chief being that of Elvira (c. 300) ; next the texts 
belonging to the kingdom of the Suevi, after the conversion of 
these barbarians by St Martin of Braga: these are, the two 
councils of Braga (563 and 572), and a sort of free translation or 
adaptation of the canons of the Greek councils, made by Martin 
of Braga; this is the document frequently quoted in later days 
under the name of Capllula Martini papas; thirdly, the de-
cisions of the councils of the Visigothic Church, after its con-
version to Catholicism. Nearly all these councils were held at 
Toledo, beginning with the great council of 589. The series 
continued up to 694 and was only interrupted by the Mussulman 
invasion. Finally, the second part of the Hispania contains 
the papal decretals, as in the collection of Dionysius. 

From the middle of the 9th century this collection was to 
become even more celebrated; for, as we know, it served as 
the basis for the famous collection of the False Decretals. 

The Churches of Great Britain and Ireland remained still 
longer outside the centralizing movement. Their contribution 
towards the later system of canon law consisted in a., 
two things: the Penitentials and the influence of the BrItala 

Irish collection, the other sources of local law not 	••41  
having been known to the predecessors of Gratian 
nor to Gratian himself. 

The Penitentials' are collections intended for the guidance 
of confessors in estimating the penances to be imposed for various 
sins, according to the discipline in force in the Anglo- 	

area" Saxon countries. They are all of Anglo-Saxon or,  gm& 
 Irish origin, and although certain of them were com- 

piled on the continent, under the influence of the island mis-
sionaries, it seems quite certain that a Roman Penitential has 
never existed.' They are, however, of difficult and uncertain 
ascription, since the collections have been largely amended and 
remodelled as practice required. Among the most important 
we may mention those bearing the names of Vinnianus (d. 589), 
Gildas (d. 583), Theodore of Canterbury (d. 69o), the Venerable 
Bede (d. 735) and Egbcrt of York (732-767); the Penitentials 
which are ascribed to St Columbanus, the founder of Luxeuil 
and Bobbio (d. 615), and Cumean (Cumine Ailbha, abbot of 
Iona); in the Frankish kingdom the most interesting work 
is the Penitential of Halitgar, bishop of Cambrai' from 817 to 
831. As penances had for a long time been lightened, and the 
books used by confessors began to consist more and more of 
instructions in the style of the later moral theology (and this 
is already the case of the books of Halitgar and Rhabanus 
Maurus), the canonical collections began to include a greater or 
smaller number of the penitential canons. 

The Irish collection,' though it introduced no important 
documents into the law of the Western Church, at least set 
canonists the example of quoting passages from the ma,  
Scriptures and the writings of the Fathers. This col- 
lection seems to date from the 8th century; besides 
the usual sources, the author has included several documents 
of local origin, beginning with the pretended synod of St 
Pattick. 

L. Duchesne, " Le Concile d'Elvire " in the Wenger Rader. 
For the Penitential*, see Wasserschleben, Die Bussordnungen 

der abendlendischat Kira. (Halle, t 851); Mgr. H.J.Sch mitt, Die Buss-
bucker and die Bussdisciplin der Kinks (2 vols., Mains, 1883, 1898). 

This is proved, in spite of the contrary oainions of Wilmer. 
schleben and Schmitz, by M. Paul Fournier, " Etude sur les Peni-
tentiels," in the Revue d histoire et de litarature relizieuse.4, vol. vi. 
(1901), pp. 289-317, and vol. vii., 1902, pp. 59-7o and 121.127. 

' In Migne, P.L. 105, col. 631. 
Edited by Wasserschleben (Giessen, 1874). See also P. Fournier, 

" De 'Influence de Is collection irlandaise sur Is formation des 
collections canoniques," in Nouvelle Revue, histories* de drat fren-
etic et Stranger, vol. xxiii. note 1. 
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In the very middle of the 9th century a much enlarged edition 

of the Hispana began to be circulated in France. To this rich 
collect ion the author, who assumes the name of Isidore, 

Ms Salm 
&crews,  the saintly bishop of Seville, added a good number 

of apocryphal documents already existing, as well as 
a series of letters ascribed to the popes of the earliest centuries, 
from Clement to Silvester and Damasus inclusive, thus filling 
up the gap before the decretal of Siricius, which is the first 
genuine one in the collection. The other papal letters only rarely 
show signs of alteration or falsification, and the text of the 
councils ts entirely respected.' From the same source and at 
the same date came two other forged documents—firstly, a 
collection of Capitularies, in three books, ascribed to a certain 
Benedict (Benedictus Levita), ,  a deacon of the church of Mainz; 
this collection, in which authentic documents find very little 
place, stands with regard to civil legislation exactly in the 
position of the False Decretals with regard to canon law. The 
other document, of more limited scope, is a group of Capitula 
given under the name of Angilram, bishop of Meta. It is now- 
adays admitted by all that these three collections come from the 
same source. For a study of the historical questions connected 
with the famous False Decretals, see the article DECRETALS 
(FALSE), here we have only to consider them with reference 
to the place they occupy in the formation of ecclesiastical law. 
In spite of some hesitation, with regard rather to the official 
character than to the historical authenticity of the letters attri- 
buted to the popes of the earlier centuries, the False Decretals 
were accepted with confidence, together with the authentic 
texts which served as a passport for them. AU later collections 
availed themselves indiscriminately of the contents of this vast 
collection, whether authentic or forged, without the least 
suspicion. The False Decretals did not greatly modify nor corrupt 
the Canon Law, but they contributed much to accelerate its 
progress towards unity. For they were the last of the chrono- 
logical collections, i.e. those which give the texts in the order 
in which they appeared. From this time on, canonists began 
sy.s. 	to exercise their individual judgment in arranging 
III•tk 	their collections according to some systematic order, 
mire° 	grouping their materials under divisions more or less 
Oleos. happy, according to the object they had in view. 
This was the beginning of a codification of a common canon law, 
in which the sources drawn upon lose, as it were, their local 
character. This is made even more noticeable by the fact that, 
in a good number of the works extant, the author is not content 
merely to set forth and classify the texts; but he proceeds to 
discuss the point, drawing conclusions and sometimes outlining 
some controversy on the subject, just as Gratian was to do more 
fully later on. 

During this period, which extended from the end of the 9th 
century to the middle of the 12th, we can enumerate about forty 
systematic collections, of varying value and circulation, which 
all played a greater or lesser part in preparing the juridical 
renaissance of the 12th century, and most of which were 
utilized by Gratian. We need mention only the chief of them 
—the Colledio Anselmo dedicate, by an unknown author of the 

end of the 9th century; the Libri duo de synodalibus 
audit d diaciplinis esdesiasticis,s compiled about 926 

by Regino, abbot of Pram, and dedicated to Hatto of Mainz, 
relatively a very original treatise; the enormous compilation 
Birchard.  in twenty books of Burchard, bishop of Worms (1 2– 

s122), the Decretum or Collectariens, ,  very widely 
spread and known under the name of Brocardum, of which the 
nth book, dealing with the process of confession, is specially 
noteworthy. Towards the end of the 11th century, under the 

" The collection of the False Decretals has been published with 
a long critical introduction by P. Hinschius, Decretates Pseudo-
Isictorteme et capitate A fig:kernel (Leipzig, 1863). For the rest of 
the bibliography, see DECRETALS (FALsE). 

The latest edition is in Pert:, ifonumexte Germanise, vol. ii. 
part ii. 

Edited by Wasterschleben (Leipzig, 184o); reproduced by Migee, 
P.L. 132. 

Edited several tinses;in Migne, P.L. 140.  

influence of Hildebrand, the reforming movement makes itself 
felt in several collections of canons, intended to support the 
rights of the Holy See and the Church against the pretensions 
of the emperor. To this group belong an anonymous collec-
tion, described by M. P. Fournier as the first manual of the 
Reform;' the collection of Ansehn, bishop of Lucas,• in 23 
books (zo8o-to86); that of Cardinal Deusdedit,' 
in 4 books, dedicated to Pope Victor III. (1086-1087) ; 
and lastly that of Bonizo,' bishop of Sutri, in so books 
(1089). In the 12th century, the canonical works of No of 
Chartres' are of great importance. His Panormia, compiled 
about Toes or so96, is a handy and well-arranged 

true collection in 8 books; as to the Deadens, a weighty crain:„... 
compilation in 17 books, there seems sufficient proof 
that it is a collection of material made by No in view of his 
Passormia. To the 12th century belong the collection in the 
MS. of Saragossa (Cae-saraugustana) to which attention was 
drawn by Antonio Agustin; that of Cardinal Gregory, called 
by him the Polycarpus, in 8 books (about it's); and finally 
the Liber de mitericordia of justitia of Algerus. 1° scholasticus 
of Liege, in 3 books, compiled at latest in 1123. 

But all these works were to be superseded by the Decretum 
of Gratian. 

2. The Deaden' of Gratian and the Corpus !wit CassessicE-
The work of Gratian, though prepared and made possible by 
those of his predecessors, greatly surpasses them in Ise scientific value and in magnitude. It is certainly Dram". 
the work which had the greatest influence on the eoorad.,a  
formation of canon law; it soon became the sole 
manual, both for teaching and for practice, and even after the 
publication of the Decretals was the chief authority in the 
universities. The work is not without its faults; Grad= is 
lacking in historical and critical faculty; his theories are often 
hesitating; but on the whole, his treatise is as complete and as 
perfect as it could be; so much so that no other work of the 
same kind has been compiled; just as there has never been 
made another Book of the Sentences. These two works, which 
were almost contemporary (Gratian is only about two years 
earlier),u were destined to have the same fate; they were the 
manuals, one for theology, the other for canon law, in use in 
all the universities, taught, glossed and commented on by the 
most illustrious masters. From this period dates the more 
marked and definitive separation between theology and ecclesi-
astical law. 

Of Gratian we know practically nothing. He was a Catnaldn-
lensian monk of the convent of St Felix at Bologna, where be 
taught canon law, and published, probably in 1,48, his treatise 
called at first Caesars:arida discordatttims sesames, but soon 
known under the name of the Deadum. Nowadays, and for 
some time past, the only part of the Daretem considered is 
the collection of texts; but it is actually a treatise, in which 
the author endeavours to piece together a coherent juridical 
system from the vast body of texts of widely differing periods 
and origin, which are furnished by the collections. These texts 
he inserts bodily in the course of his dissertation; 
where they do not agree, he divides them into opposite rararaa 

 groups and endeavours to reconcile them; but the 
'really original part of his work are the Dicta Great:xi, inserted 
between the texts, which are still read. Gratian drew his 
materials from the existing collections, and especially from the 

, P. Fournier " Le Premier Manuel canonique de la riforine du 
i XI,  sickle," in ldanges de PP:x.{8 franfaise de Roam, :iv. (1894). 

• Unpublished. 
▪Edited by Mgr. Pio Martinucci(Venioe, 1869). On this collection 

see Wolf von Glanvell, Die Xanonessattemlung des Kardinals Dear 
dedit (Paderborn, 19o3). 

Unpublished. 
▪Several times edited; in Milne, P.L. t6s. See P. Fournier, 

" Les Collections canoniques attributes Yves de Chiutses," 
thavie de rEcole des Charles (1896 and 1897). • 

Printed in Martene, Nov. Timmer. mead. vol. v. col. sot
u See P. Fournier, " Deux Controverses cur lea orienes du  

de Greek's," in the Revue d'hidoire is de litarassre raising= vaL 
(1898). DP. a. a and 3. 
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richer of them; when necessary, he has recourse to the Roman 
laws,aind he made an extensive use of the works of the Fathers 
and the ecclesiastical writers; he further made use of the canons 
of the recent councils, and the recently published decretals, 
up to and including the Lateran council of r 139. His immense 

area work consists of three parts (porta). The first, 
. 

treating of the sources of canon law and of ecclesi- 
astical persons and offices, is divided according to the method 
of Paucapalea, Gratian's pupil, into rot distinaionts, which 
are subdivided into octanes. The second part consists of 36 
castes (cases proposed for solution), subdivided into quaesttones 
(the several questions raised by the case), under each of which 
are arranged the various canaries (canons, decretals, &c.) beanng 
on the question. But cause xxxiii. quaestio 3, headed TAICiallll 
de Poeniteniia, is divided like the main part into seven dis- 
iinaiones, containing each several cowries The third part, 
which is entitled De Consecration, gives, in five distil:au:nes, 
the law bearing on church ritual and the sacraments. The 

following is the method of citation. A reference to 
Mak of 
citetioa, the first part indicates the initial words or number 

of the canton and the number of the distinctio, e.g. 
can. Propter ecclesiasticas, dist. :via. or c. 15, d. xviii. The 
second part is cited by the canon, cause and quaestio, e.g. can. 
Si quis suadente, C. t 7, qu. 4, or c. 29, qu. 4. The treatise 
De Poatitenlia, forming the 3rd quaestio of the 33rd cause of the 
second part, is referred to as if it were a separate work, e.g. c. 
Principium, D. ii. de poenit. or c. 45. D. ii. de poenit. In quoting 
a passage from the third part the canon and distinaio are given, 
e.g. c. Missar. solenn. D. I. de consecrat., or c. is, D. I. de 
ConseCe. 

Considered from the point of view of official authority, the 
Deeretuns occupies an intermediate position very difficult to 

rih define. It is not and cannot be a really official code, Amtber. 
in which every text has the force of a law. It has never 

been recognized as such, and the pretended endorsement of it 
by Pope Eugenius III. is entirely apocryphal. Moreover, it 
could not have become an official code; it would be impossible 
to transform into so many laws either the discordant texts 
which Gratian endeavoured to reconcile or his own Dicta, a 
treatise on canon law is not a code. Further, there was as yet 
no idea of demanding an official compilation. The Decedent 
has thus remained a work of private authority, and the texts 
embodied in it have only that legal value which they possess 
in themselves. On the other hand, the Decedent actually 
enjoys a certain public authority which is unique; for centuries 
it has been the text on which has been founded the instruction 
in canon law in all the universities; it has been glossed and 
commented on by the most illustrious canonists; it has become, 
without being a body of laws, the first part of the Corpus juris 
canonici, and as such it has been cited, corrected and edited 
by the popes. It has thus, by usage, obtained an authority 
perfectly recognized and accepted by the Church. ,  

Gratian's collection, for the very reason that it had for its aim 
the creation of a systematic canon law, was a work of a trans,- 

after tional character. Henceforth a significant differentia- 
arsrtu ti on began to appear; the collections of texts, the 

number of which continued to increase, were clearly 
separated from the commentaries in which the canoeists con-
tinued the formation and interpretation of the law. Thus the 
way was prepared for official collections. The disciples of 
Gratian, in glossing or commenting on the Deere:um, turned to 
the papal decretals, as they appeared, for information and the 
determination of doubtful points. Their idea, then, was to 
make collections of these points, to support their teaching; 
this is the origin of those Compilations  which were soon to be 
embodied in the collection of Gregory IX. But we must not 
forget that these compilations were intended by their authors 
to complete the Decedent of Gratian; in them were included 
the decretals called extravagentes, i.e. quae catatonia extra 
Daman. This is why we find in them hardly any documents 
earlier than the time of Gratian, and also why canonists have 

'See Laurin, Introdatio in corpus juris canonici, c. vii. p. 73.  

continued to refer to the decretals of Gregory IX. by the abbrevia. 
tion X (Eska, i.e. extra Decrdunv). 

There were numerous collections of this kind towards the end 
of the t 2th and at the beginning of the 13th century. Passing 
over the first Additiones to the Decretune and the 
Appendix conciiii Laieratiensis (council of 1179), we (We"' 
will speak only of the Quinque conspdationes' which doses.•• 
served as a basis for the works of Raymond of Penna- 
forte. The first and most important is the work of Bernard, 
provost and afterwards bishop of Pavia, namely, the Bremner,' 
extratagandin, compiled about rtho; it included the decretals 
from Alexander III. to Clement III., together with 
certain " useful chapters " omitted by Gratian. The of Pavia, 

important feature of the book is the arrangement 
Mrs." of the decretals or sections of decretals in five books, 

divided into titles' (Wen) logically arranged. The five books 
treat of (r) ecclesiastical persons and dignitaries or judges; 
(2) procedure; (3) rights, duties and property of the clergy, i.e. 
benefices, dues, sacraments, &c., with the exception of marriage, 
which is the subject of book (4); (5) of penalties. There is a 
well-known hexameter summing up this division: 

Jude:. judicial, citrus. connsina. crimes. 

This is the division adopted in all the official collections of the 
Corpus juris. By a bull of the 28th of December 1 210 Innocent 
III. sent to the university of Bologna an authentic 
collection of the decretals issued during the first twelve 
years of his pontificate; this collection he had caused 
to be drawn up by his notary, Petrus Collivacinus of 
Benevento, his object being to supersede the collections in circu-
lation, which were incomplete and to a certain extent 
spurious. This was the Compilatio terra; for soon 
after, Joannes Galensis (John of Wales) collected the 
decretals published between the collection of Bernard of Pavia 
and the pontificate of Innocent Ill.; and this, though of later 
date, became known as the Compilatio secunda. The 
quarto, the author of which is unknown, contained 
the decretals of the last six years of Innocent III., and the 
important decrees of the Lateran council of r2r3. 
Finally, in 1226, Honorius III. made an official pre- 
sentation to Bologna of his own decretals, this forming the Com-
pilalio 

The result of all these supplements to Gratian's work, apart 
from the inconvenience caused by their being so scattered, was 
the accumulation of a mass of material almost as 
considerable as the Decretum itself, from which they war. 
tended to split off and form an independent whole, sx. 
embodying as they did the latest state of the Law. 
From 1230 Gregory IX. wished to remedy this condition of 
affairs, and gave to his penitentionary, the Dominican Raymond 
of Pennaforte, the task of condensing the five compilations in use 
into a single collection, freed from useless and redundant docu-
ments. The work was finished in 1234. and was at once sent by 
the pope to Bologna with the bull Rex pacifies:, declaring it to be 
official. Raymond adopts Bernard of Pavia's division into five 
books and into titles; in each title he arranges the decretals in 
chronological order, cutting out those which merely repeat one 
another and the less germane parts of those which he preserves; 
but these parks deessae, indicated by the words "et infra " or 

j." are none the less very useful and have been printed in 
recent editions. Raymond does not attempt any original 
work; to the texts already included in the Quinque coin pilationes, 
he adds only nine decretals of Innocent III. and 196 chapters of 
Gregory IX. This first official code was the basis of the second 
part of the Corpus juris canonici. The collection of Gregory IX. 
is cited as follows: the opening words of the chapter are given, 
or else its order or number, then the title to which it belongs; 
earlier scholars added X (extra); nowadays, this indication is 
omitted, and the order or number of the title in the book is given 

1  ,,rtEe,31 
there .

rerierp. to 	drgechrea,taslusccoefekulor nivliX.g. afo the 
much 

ut 	texts - c  : 	n 
h bridged 

edition of the Chmtque compilations (Leipzig, 1882). 

tertio." 
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instead, e.g. Quum dim, de Consuetudine, X.; or cap. 6, de consuet. 
(I. iv.); that is to say, book I., title iv., de consuetudine, chapter 
6, beginning with the words Quunt 

Though Gregory IX. wished to supersede the compilations, he 
had no idea of superseding the De reruns of Gratian, still less of 
nor  codifying the whole of the canon law. Though his 
relation to collection is still in theory the chief monument of 
ISO  Se  mra ecclesiastical law, it only marked a certain stage and 
law. was before long to receive further additions. The 
reason for this is that in most cases the decretals did not formu-
late any law, but were merely solutions of particular cases, 
given as models; to arrive at the abstract law it was necessary 
to examine the solution in each case with regard to the circum-
stances and thus formulate a rule; this was the work of the 
canonists. The " decretalists " commented on the new collec-
tion, as the " decretists " had done for that of Gratian; but the 
canonists were not legislators: even the summaries which they 
placed at the head of the chapters could not be adduced as 
legislative texts. The abstract law was to be found rather in the 
Summae of the canonists than in the decretals. Two important 
results, however, were achieved: on the one hand, supple-
mentary collections on private authority ceased to be made, for 
this Gregory IX. had forbidden; on the other hand, the collec-
tions were no longer indefinitely swelled by the addition of new 
decisions in particular cases, those already existing being enough 
to form a basis for the codification of the abstract law; and for 
this reason subsequent collections contain as a rule only the 
" constitutions " of popes or councils, i.e. rules laid down as of 
general application. Hence arose a separation, which became 
more and more marked, between legislation and jurisprudence. 
This change was not produced suddenly, the old method being at 
first adhered to. In 1245 Innocent IV. sent to the universities a 
collection of 45 decretals, with the order that they should 
be inserted under their proper titles in the collection of 
Gregory IX.' In 1253 he sent a further list of the first words 
(principia) of the complementary constitutions and decretals; 
but the result was practically nil and the popes gave up 
this system of successive additions. It was, however, found 
expedient to publish a new official collection. At the instance of 
the university of Bologna, Boniface VIII., himself an eminent 
canonist, had this prepared by a committee of canonists and 
published it in 1298. As it came as an addition to the five 
books of Gregory IX., it was called the sixth book, the Liber 
77m Sextus. It includes the constitutions subsequent to 

1234, and notably the decrees of the two ecumenical 
sauna.•• councils of Lyons, and is arranged in books and titles, 

as above described; the last title, de regulis furls, con-
tains no less than eighty-eight legal axioms, mostly borrowed 
from Roman law. The Liber Sextus is cited like the decretals of 
Gregory IX., only with the addition of: in sexto (in VI° ). 

The same observations apply to the next collection, the 
Clementine. It was prepared under the care of Clement V., and 

Taa 
even promulgated by him in consistory in March T314; 

Ckamt - but, in consequence of the death of the pope, which 
Goat." took place almost immediately after, the publication 

and despatch of the collection to the universities was 
postponed till 1317, under John XXII. It includes the consti-
tutions of Clement V., and above all, the decrees of the council of 
Vienne of 1311, and is divided, like preceding collections, into 
books and titles; it is cited in the same way, with the additional 
indication Clem-(entire). 

At this point the official collections stop. The two last, 
which have found a place in the editions of the Corpses, are 

collections of private authority, but in which all the 
sasses" ot documents are authentic. Evidently the strict pro- 
•Mba 	hibition of the publishing of collections not approved xxu 	by the Holy See had been forgotten. The Extrava- 
ganks (i.e. extra collections publkas) of John XXII. number 20, 

and are classified under fourteen titles. The Extra- 

IV. 	vaganks commune: (i.e. coming from several popes) 
number 73, from Boniface VIII. to Sixtus IV. (1484), 

and are classified in books and titles. These two collections  

were included in the edition of Jean Chappuis in 1500; they 
passed into the later editions, and are considered as forming part 
of the Cot pus juris canonici. As such, and without receiving any 
complementary authority, they have been corrected and re-
edited, like the others, by the Correctores romani. They arc cited, 
like the decretals, with a further indication of the collection to 
which they belong: Extra,. Jo. XXII., or inter-comet-(uses). 

Thus was closed, as the canonists say, the Carpus juris canonici; 
but this expression, which is familiar to us nowadays, is only a 
bibliographical term. Though we find in the 15th 
century, for example, at the council of Basel the 
expression corpus furls, obviously suggested by the camealti." 
Corpus juris civilis, not even the official edition of 
Gregory XIII. has as its title the words Corpus furls canonici, 
and we do not meet with this title till the Lyons edition of 167 t. 

The history of the canonical collections forming the Corpus 
juris would not be complete without an account of the labours 
of which they were the object. We know that the 
universities of the middle ages contained a Faculty .7.  gm'er 
of Decrees, with or without a Faculty of Laws, i.e tam. 
civil law. The former made doctores decraorum, the 
latter declines legion. The teaching of the magistri consisted in 
oral lessons ("ethane) directly based on the text. The short 
remarks explanatory of words in the text, originally written 
in the margin, became the gloss which, formed thus 
by successive additions, took a permanent form and 	na  
was reproduced in the manuscripts of the Corpus, and 
later in the various editions, especially in the official Roman 
edition of 1582; it thus acquired by usage a kind of semi-official 
authority. The chief of the glossatores of the Decretuns of 
Gratian were Paucapalea, the first disciple of the master, Rufinus 
(116o-1170), John of Faeces (about i7o), Joannes Teutonicus 
(about 1210), whose glossary, revised and completed by Bar-
tholomeus Brixensis (of Brescia) became the glossa ordinark 
decreli. For the decretals we may mention Vincent the Spaniard 
and Bernard of Botone Bemardus Parmensis, d. 1263), author of 
the Glossa ordinaria. That on the Liber Status is due to the 
famous Joannes Andreae (c. 1340); and the one which he began 
for the Clementines was finished later by Cardinal Zabarella 
(d. 1417). The commentaries not so entirely concerned with the 
text were called Apparatus; and Summae was the name given to 
general treatises. The first of these works arc of capital 
importance in the formation of a systematic canon 
law. Such were the Summae of the first disciples of 
Gratian: Paucapalea [so)! Rolando Bandinelli , 

 (afterwards Alexander III., e. 1 t so), Rufinus 3  (c. ii65). Etienne 
of Tournai 4  (Stephanus Tornacensis, c. 1 168), John of Faeces 
(c. t 17o), Sicard. bishop of Cremona (c. ti8o), and above all 
Huguccio (c. 1180). For the Decretals we should mention: 
Bernard of Pavia s (c. [95), Sinibaldo Fieschi (Innocent IV., 
c. 1240), Henry of Susa (d. t 271), commonly called (cardinalis) 
Hostiensis, whose Summa Hostiensis or Summa maw is a work 
of the very highest order; Wilhelmus Durantis or Durandus, 
Joannes Andreae, Nicolas de Tudeschis (abbas 
The t5th century produced few original treatises; but after 
the council of Trent the Corpus juris was again commented on 
by distinguished canonists, e.g. the Jesuit Paul Layman (157s-
1635), the Portuguese Agostinho Barbosa (159o-1649), Manuel 
Gonzalez Tellez (d. 1649) and Prospero Fagnani (1598-1687), 
who, although blind, was secretary to the Congregation of the 
Council. But as time goes on, the works gradually lose the 
character of commentaries on the text, and develop into ex-
positions of the law as a whole. 

Edited by Schulte, Die Summa des Paucepalta (Giessen, 'goo). 
Edited by Thaner. Die Summa Magisin Ratan& (Innsbruck, 

1874): later by Gietl, The Sentensen Rolands (Freiburg im R., tags). 
Edited by H. Singer, Ate Summa Decretorum des Magester Rufimus 

(Paderborn, 1902). 
' Edited by Schulte, Die Summe des Stephanus Tonal:arum 

(Giessen, 1891). 
He made a Summa of his own collection, ed E. Laspryrea, 

Bernardi Pawns's Summa Deereiallum (Mainz. 1860). The com-
mentaries of Innocent IV. and Henry of Susa have been frequently 
published. 

The 
.• Sae. 
warp.•• 
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We can mention here only the chief editions of the Corpus. 

The council of Trent, as we know, ordered that the official books 
was& of the Roman Church—sacred books, liturgical books, 

&c—should be issued in official and more correct 
editions; the compilations of ecclesiastical law were also re- 
vised. The commission of the Corredores romani,' established 

about 1563 by Pius IV., ended its work under Gregory 
Xiii, and the official edition, containing the text and MM. 

...W.. the glosses, appeared at Rome in 1582. Richter's 
edition (2' vols., Leipzig, 1839) remains valuable, but 

has beat greatly surpassed by that of E. Friedberg (Leipzig, 
1879-188!). Many editions contain also the ',Willi- 

e...es 	times composed at the command of Paul IV. (1555- 
Lam** 	1559) by Giovanni Paolo Lancelotti, a professor of 

Bologna, on the model of the Institutes of Justinian. 
The work has merits, but has never been officially 
approved. 

Though the collections of canon law were to receive no more 
additions, the source of the laws was not dried up; decisions 
of councllsand popes continued to appear; but there was no 
attempt made to collect them. Canonise obtained the recent 
tab as they could. Moreover, it was an epoch of trouble: the 
great Schism of the West, the profound divisions which were 
its result, the abuses which were to issue in the Reforma-
b014 were conditions little favourable for a reorganization 
of the ecclesiastical laws. Thus we are brought to the third 
period 

. After the Council of Trent —The numerous important 
decrees made by the council of Trent, in the second part of its 
session, called de reformatione, are the starting-point of the 
anon law in its latest stage, jus sosfssinum; it is this which is 
still in force in the Roman Church. It has in no way undermined 
the official status of the Corpus juris; but it has completed the 
legislation of the latter in many important respects, and in some 
cases reformed it. 

The law during this period, as abstracted from the texts and 
compilations, suggests the following remarks. The laws are 

formulated in general terms, and the decisions in 
particular cases relegated to the sphere of juris-

u,46.„ prudence; and the canonists have definitely lost the 
function which fell to them in the 12th and 13th 

centuries: they receive the law on authority and no longer have 
to deduce it from the texts. The legislative power is powerfully 
centralized in the hands of the pope: since the reforming decrees 

the council of Trent it is the pontifical constitutions alone 
winch have made the common law; the ecumenical council, 
doubtless, has not lost its power, but none were held until that 
of the Vatican (187o), and this latter was unable to occupy 
asdf with matters of discipline. Hence the separation, in-
creasingly marked, between the common law and the local 
laws, which cannot derogate from the common law except 
by concession of the Holy See, or by right of a lawfully 
authorized custom. This centralization, in its turn, has greatly 
maimed the tendency towards unity and uniformity, which 
have reached in the present practice of the Roman Church 
I degree never known before, and considered by some to be 
excessive. 

If we now consider the laws in themselves, we shall find that 
the dispersed condition of the legislative documents has not 

been modified since the closure of the Corpus juris; 
ts.""h° on the contrary, the enormous number of pontifical do. 
re.9, 	constitutions, and of decrees emanating from the 

Roman Congregations, has greatly aggravated the 
Oration; moreover, the attempts which have been made to 
sesame the interrupted process of codification have entirely 
faded. As regards the texts, the canon law of to-day is in a very 
wean position to that of English law, which gave rise to J. S. 
11ffi's saying: " All ages of English history have given one 

'The history of this commission and the rules which it followed 
for editing the Decrelispre, will be found in Laurin, Introductio in 
miss pirr, canonici, p. 63, or in the Prolegomena to Friedberg's 
edition of the Deerstune.  

another rendezvous in English law; their several products 
may be seen all together, not interfused, but heaped one upon 
another, as many different ages of the earth may be read in some 
perpendicular section of its surface." a Nothing has been 
abrogated, except in so far as this has been implicitly demanded 
by subsequent laws. From this result insoluble controversies 
and serious uncertainties, both in the study and practice of the 
law; and, finally, it has become impossible for most people to have 
a first-hand knowledge of the actual laws. 

For this third period, the most important and most consider-
able of the canonical texts is the body of disciplinary decrees 
of the council of Trent (1545-1563). In consequence 
of the prohibition issued by Pius IV., they have not acne 
been published separately from the dogmatic texts fmmetr ot  
and other acts, and have not been glossed; a but their " ea-
official interpretation has been reserved by the popes to the 
" Congregation of the cardinal interpreters of the Council of 
Trent," whose decisions form a vast collection of jurisprudence. 
Next in importance come the pontifical constitutions, which 
are collected together in the Bullarium; but this is 
a collection of private authority, if we except the 	aut, 
Bullarium of Benedict XIV., officially published by Roes. 
him in 1747; further, the Bullarium is a compilation - 
arranged in chronological order, and its dimensions make it 
rather unwieldy. In the third place come the decrees of the 
Roman Congregations, which have the force of law. Several 
of these organs of the papal authority have published 
official collections, in which more place is devoted .13f" 
to jurisprudence than to laws; several others have c.d.. 
only private compilations, or even none at all, among 
others the most important, viz. the Holy Office (see CURIA 
ROMANA). The resulting confusion and uncertainty may be 
imagined. 

These drawbacks were felt a long time back, and to this feeling 
we owe two attempts at a supplementary codification which 
were made in the i6th century, both of which are •sui 
known under the name of Liber septimus. The first seedmiw's 
was of private origin, and had as its author Pierre 11_,..P• 
Mathieu, the Lyons jurist (1563-1620; it appeared """'" s. 

 in t590 at Lyons. It is a continuation of the Extravagantes 
communes, and includes a selection of papal constitutions, 
from Sixtus IV. (1471-1484) to Sixtus V. (1585-159o) inclusive, 
with the addition of a few earlier documents. It follows the 
order of the decretals. This collection has been of some service, 
and appears as an appendix in many editions of the Corpus juris; 
the chief reason for its failure is that it has no official sanction. 
The second attempt was official, but it came to nothing. It 
was connected with the movement of reform and revision which 
followed the council of Trent. Immediately after the publication 
of the official edition of the Corpusjuris, Gregory XIII. appointed 
a committee of cardinals charged with the task of drawing up 
a Liber septimus. Sixtus V. hurried on its execution, which was 
rapidly proceeded with, mainly owing to Cardinal ea. et  
Pinelli, who submitted the draft of it to Clement VIII. vu, 
The pope had this Liber VII printed as a basis for 
further researches; but after long deliberations the volume was 
suppressed, and the idea of a fresh codification was abandoned. 
The collection included the decrees of the council of Trent, and 
a number of pontifical constitutions, arranged in the order of 
the titles of the decretals. 4  But even had it been promulgated, 
it is doubtful whether it would have improved the situation. 
It would merely have added another collection to the previous 
ones, which were already too voluminous, without resulting 
in any useful abrogations. 

Quoted by Hogan, Clerical Studies, p. 235. 
There are innumerable editions of the council of Trent. That 

which is favoured by canonises is Richter's edition (Leipzig, 1863), 
in which each chapter de reformations is followed by a selection of 
decisions of the S.C. of the council. 

4  Republished by F. Sentis, from one of the few copies which have 
escaped destruction: Clementis Pupae VIII. Decreiaks, qua* Indigo 
nuncupanlur Liber septimus Decretalium Clement is VIII. (Freiburg 
im B., 187o). 
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4. The Future Codification.—Neither Clement VIII. nor, at 
a later date, Benedict XIV , could have dreamt of the radical 

reform at present in course of execution. Instead of 
Dammed accumulating the texts of the laws in successive collec-tor oath- 
lfgahm 	bons, it is proposed entirely to recast the system of 

editing them. This codification in a series of short 
articles was suggested by the example of the French codes, 
the history of which during the 19th century is well known. 
From all quarters the Catholic episcopate had submitted to the 
Vatican council petitions in this tense. " It is absolutely clear," 
said some French bishops, " and has for a long time past been 
universally acknowledged and asserted, that a revision and 
reform of the canon law is necessary and most urgent. As 
matters now stand, in consequence of the many and grave changes 
in human affairs and in society, many laws have become useless, 
others difficult or impossible to obey. With regard to a great 
number of canons, it is a matter of dispute whether they are 
still in force or are abrogated. Finally, in the course of so many 
centuries, the number of ecclesiastical laws has increased to such 
an extent, and these laws have accumulated in such immense 
collections, that in a certain sense we can well say: We are 
crushed beneath the laws, °footrest. legibus. Hence arise 
infinite and inextricable difficulties which obstruct the study 
of canon law; an immense field for controversy and litigation; 
a thousand perplexities of conscience, and finally contempt for 
the laws."' We know how the Vatican council had to separate 
without approaching the question of canonical reform; but this 
general desire for a recasting of the ecclesiastical code was taken 
up again on the initiative of Rome. On the loth of March 190.8, 

Pius X. published a Motu proprio," de ecdesiae legibus

of 
 pueblos 

X. •n unum redignults." After briefly reviewing the Plus  
present condition of the canonical texts and collec-

tions, he pointed out its inconvenience, referred to the many 
requests from the episcopate, and decreed the preparation of 
a general code of canon law. This immense undertaking in-
volved the codification of the entire canon law, drawing it up in 
a clear, short and precise form, and introducing any expedient 
modifications and reforms. For this purpose the pope appointed 
Al. a commission of cardinals, of which he himself became 

president; also a commission of " consultors " 
resident at Rome, which asked for a certain amount of assistance 
from canonists at various universities and seminaries. Further, 
the assembled bishops of each province were invited to give 
their opinion as to the points in which they considered the canon 
law might profitably be modified or abrogated. Two consultors 
had the duty of separately drawing up a preliminary plan for each 
title, these projects being twice submitted for the deliberation 
of the commission (or sub-commission) of consultors, the version 
adopted by them being next submitted to the commission of 
cardinals, and the whole finally sent up for the papal sanction. 
These commissions started work at the end of '904. 

Local Law.—The common law of the Roman Church cannot 
by itself uniformly regulate all the churches of the different 
L • nations; each of them has its own local law, which 

 we must briefly mention here. In theory, this law 
has as its author the local ecclesiastical authorities, councils 
or bishops; but this is true only for laws and regulations 
which are in harmony with the common law, merely completing 
or defining it. But if it is a question of derogating from the 
common law, the authority of the Holy Sec must intervene to 
legalize these derogations. This intervention takes the form 
either of " indults," i.e. graceful concessions granted at the 
request of the episcopate, or of special approbation of conciliary 
resolutions. It would, however, be impossible to mention any 
compilations containing only local law. Whether in the case 
of national or provincial councils, or of diocesan synods, the 
chief object of the decrees is to reinforce, define or apply the 
law; the measures which constitute a derogation have only a 
small place in them. It is, then, only in a limited sense that we 
can see a local canon law in the councils of the various regional 

Owniow coacilii Vaticani . documestioestus colledio, per Con-
radum Martin (Paderborn, 1873), p. 152.  

churches. Having made this remark, we must distinguish 
between the countries which are still subject to the system of 
concordats and other countries. 

In the case of the former, the local law is chiefly founded 
on the concordat (q.v.), including the derogations and privileges 
resulting from it. The chief thing to note is the c.„„„the., 
existence, for these countries, of a civil-ecclesiastical sotqict is 

law, that is to say, a body of regulations made by the cos• 
civil authority, with the consent, morc or less explicit, "'mg` 
of the Church, about ecclesiastical matters, other than spiritual, 
these dispositions are chiefly concerned with the nomination or 
confirmation by the state of ecclesiastics to the most important 
benefices, and with the administration of the property of the 
Church; sometimes also with questions of jurisdiction, both 
civil and criminal, concerning the persons or property of the 
Church. It is plain that the agreements under the concordats 
have a certain action upon a number of points in the canonical 
laws; and all these points go to constitute the local concordatory 
law This is the case for Austria, Spain, Portugal. Bavaria, 
the Prussian Rhine provinces, Alsace. Belgium, and, in America, 
Peru. Up to 19o5  it was also the case in France, where the ancient 
local customs now continue, pending the reorganization of the 
Church without the concordat. 

We do not imply that in other countries the Church can always 
find exemption from legislative measures imposed upon her by 
the civil authorities, for example, in Italy, Prussia and Russia; 
but here it is a situation de facto rather than de jure, which the 
Church tolerates for the sake of convenience; and these regula-
tions only form part of the local canon law in a very irregular 
sense. 

In other countries the episcopal assemblies lay down the local 
law. England has its council of Westminster (1852), the United 
States their plenary councils of Baltimore (185:, t866, 
1884), without mentioning the diocesan synods; and iuws  
the whole of Latin America is ruled by the special law 
of its plenary council, held at Rome in 1899. The same is the 
case with the Eastern Churches united to the Holy See; follow-
ing the example of the famous council of Lebanon for the Maron-
ites, held in 173o, and that of Zamosc for the Ruthenians, in 
172o, these churches, at the suggestion of Leo XIII., have drawn 
up in plenary assembly their own local law: the Syrians at 
Sciarfa in 1888; the Ruthenians at Leopol ir. 18ot ; and a little 
later, the Copts. The framing of local law will certainly be more 
clear and more easy when the general code of canon law has been 
published. 

Blacionaavnir.—For the teats and collections: the dissertations 
of Dom Coustant, De antiquts canonum collectionibus, deque rams 
eitslot.  r4uts Ronit;acoonnitt.wed citoionnenstums ((Ppaarrt.  tgfsti;  PihedebAlarca. 

Peter and Jerome Ballerini, De anttquis tam editis tem inedttss cottec-
tionibus et collectoribus canonum ad Grattanuns 'swat (Venici, 1-,57). 
This is the best of all these works: it is reproduced in Migne, 
vol. 56; C. Seb. Berardi, De Danis saceorum canonum collect towitut 
ante Gratianum (Turin, 1752); P. Quesnel, De codice canonum 
Ecciesiae Ronsanae; de varits fides antiquo Rom. Eat. 
codice cantentis; de primo use codicil canonum Dwnysit Extgut to 

Gallicanis regionibus (Paris, 1675; with the critical notes of the 
brothers Ballerini, also in Migne, loc. cit.); and finally. Florent. 
De method° Moue auctoeitale colkctionis Gratiani (Paris, 1679). and 
Antonio Agustin, archbishop of Tarragona. De entendahone Graham 
(Tarragona, 1586): these have all been brought together in Gallarrdi, 
De vetustis canon um collectiontbus dissent:It:0mm sylloge (Venice. 
1778). The most complete work on the texts up to the 9th century 
is F. Maassen. Geschichte der Quellen and der Ltteratur des canontseben 
Reeks ins Abendlande, vol. i. (all that has yet appeared. Gratz, 1870). 
For the period between the False Decretals and Gratian, there 
no work of this sort, but the materials have been put together and 
published in part by M. P. Fournier. Alter Gratian, the classic 
work is Schulte, Geschichte der Quellen and Literatur des couanischen 
Reeks von Gratian bis au( die Gegenwart (3 vols., Stuttgart, 1875 et 
seq.). Manuals for the study of the sources: Ph. Schneider, Die 
Lehre von den Kirchrnrechlsguellen (Regensburg, 1892); F. Laurin. 
Introductio in Corpus juris cannier (Freiburg. 1889): Tardif. 
Histoire des sources du droll canonique (Paris, 1887). Most of the 
German manuals on canon law devote considerable space to the 
history of the sources: see Phillips, vol. ii (3rd ed., 1857: French 
translation by the abbe Crouzet); Wring, 3rd ed. (Freiburg, s243); 
Schulte, Des kathalische Kirchertruht, pt. I. (Giessen, 1860), Se 
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For the Greek Church: Pima, Awls ecclesiae graecorum historic; a 
✓measasfs (Rome. 1864); the later history of the Greek law: 
Zachariam Historiae jams grata:own delineatio (Heidelberg, 1839); 
Mortreml, Martino du droit bytaidin (Paris, 1843-1846); the recent 
teas is the Cenciliana's Co&-dio tacensis, vol. 1; Ada et decreta 
s. amediorsyy, gnat ab episcopis famous orientalists' ab a. 168a usque 
ad a. 174 aideque ad a. 186o sun! odebrata (Freiburg, t876). Short 
manual of Institutions: Jos. Papp-Szilagyi, Enckiridion jaris ecd. 
erusialis catkolicae (Magno-Varadini, 1862). For recent canonical 
tes: Richter's edition of the council of Trent (Leipzig, 1863); 
the Co&dames S.C. de Propaganda Fide (Rome, 1893); the 
811301000, a collection of papal acts and constitutions; the editions 
of 	uelines (28 vols., Rome, T 733-1756), and of Cherubini (19 vols., 

, 1727-1758), which are better than the enlarged reprint 
at Turin, which was unfinished (it goes up to 173o). The official 
edition of the Bullarisun of Benedict XIV. (4 vole., Rome, 17S4-
1758) bas been reprinted several times and is of great importance; 
the continuation of the Bulgarians since Benedict XIV. has been 
pabfished by Barberi, Bullarii ?maul contimiatio, in 20 vols., going 
ap to the fourth year of Gregory XVI. Every year, since 1854, has 
beta printed a collection of pontifical acts, Ada Pii IX., Ada 
leosis X III., &c., which are the equivalents of the Bullarium. 
Dictionaries: Durand de Maillane, Didionnaire canonique (Paris, 
06). re-edited by Andre under the title, Cows alphabetique a 
n&b.mdsque de droll , carionique, and by Wagner (Paris, 1894), has 
Callican tendencies; Ferraris, Prompia bibliotheca canonica, &c., 
several new and enlarged editions; the best is that of Migne (1866), 
completed by Father Bucceroni, Ferraris Supplantation (Rome, 
1t99). Articles on canon law in Wetter and Welte's Kirdontlericon 
(Ind ed., Freiburg, I880 et); Hauck, Realencyldopadie figs pros. 
Theologie and Kirche (2nd ed., Leipzig, 1877-1888), Vacant-lHanim-
coes Didicuusaire de tkeologie catkolique, in course ofpublicanon 
(Paris, 1899 et seq.). Periodicals: Anaketa juris pontificis, ed. by 
Mgr. Chailbt (1863-1889); Anatedis ecclesiastica (since 1893); Ada 
Suicide wait (since 1865): Archly fair lea llo& Kirchenreck! (since 
1557); Le Caaonisle contemporain (since 1878). (A. Bo. •) 

Conon Law in England and in the Anglican Communion.—
These were matters in which the local English and Irish canon 
law, even before the Tech century, differed from that obtaining 
on the western part of the European continent. Thus (1), it has 
been said that—whereas the continental canon law recognized 
a quadripartite division of Church revenue of common right 
between (a) the bishop, (b) the clergy, (c) the poor, (d) the fabric 
—the English law maintained a tripartite division—(a) clergy, 
(I) the poor, (c) the fabric. Lord Selborne (Ancient Facts and 
Fidienr concerning Churches and Tithes, 2nd ed., 1892) denies 
that there was any division of tithe in England. (a) By the 
general canon law the burden of repairing the nave, as well as 
the chancel of the church, was upon the parson or rector who 
collected the whole tithe. But the custom of England traps-
fared this burden to the parishioners, and some particular 
local customs (as in the city of London) placed even the burden 
of repair of the chancel on them. To meet this burden church 
rates were levied. (3) A church polluted by the shedding of 
blood, as by suicide or murder, was reconsecrated on the 
continent In England the custom was (and is) simply to 
" reconcile." (4) A much more important difference, if the 
decision of the Irish court of exchequer chamber upheld in 
the House of Lords, where the peers were equally divided, 
correctly stated the English canon law (Reg. v. Millis, to Cl. 

fin, 534) was in regard to the essentials of marriage. By 
the general Western canon law before the council of Trent, 
the parties themselves were said to be the " ministers of the 
Sacrament " in the case of holy matrimony. The declared 
consult of the parties to take each other there and then con-
stituted at once (although irregularly) holy matrimony. The 
presence of priest or witnesses was not necessary. In Reg. v. 
Mills, however, it was held that in England it was always 
otherwise and that here the presence of a priest was necessary. 
Irighauthorities, however, have doubted the historical accuracy 
of this decision. (5) The addition of houses of priests to the pro-
vincial synods seems peculiar to England and Ireland. 

The historical position of the general canon law of the Catholic 
Church in the English provinces has, since the separation from 
Rome, been the subject of much consideration by English 
kern and ecclesiastics. The view taken by the king's courts, 
sad acquiesced in by the ecclesiastical courts, since Henry VIII., 
is that the Church of England was always an independent 
rational church, subject indeed to the general principles of the  

jug commune ecelesiatlicum (Whitlock J. in Ever v. Owen, God-
bolt's Reports, 432), but unbound by any particular constitu-
tions of council or pope; unless those constitutions had been 
" received " here by English councils, or so recognized by English 
courts (secular or spiritual) as to become part of the ecclesiastical 
custom of the realm. Foreign canon law never bound (so it has 
been taught) proprio oigore. 

The sources of Englkh ecclesiastical law (purely ecclesiastical) 
were therefore (t) the principles of the jut commune cede-
siadicum; (a) foreign particular constitutions received here, as 
just explained; (3) the constitutions and canons of English 
synods (cf. Pkill. Eat. Low, part i. ch. iv., and authorities there 
cited). 

1. On the existence of this jur commune ecdesia.rticum and 
that the Church of England, in whatever sense independent, 
takes it over until she repeals it, see Escoli v. Martin, 4 Moo. 
P.C.C. 119. Lord Brougham, in delivering the judgment, 
speaks of the " common law prevailing for 1400 years over 
Christian Europe," and (p. 137) says that " nothing but express 
enactment can abrogate the common law of all Christendom 
before the Reformation of the Anglican Church." 

2. As to foreign particular constitutions in England, there are 
a great number of them, of which it has been and is admitted, 
that they have currency in England. However papal in their 
origin, post-Reformation lawyers have regarded them as valid, 
unless they can be shown to be contrary to the king's pre-
rogative, or to the common or statute law of the realm. To this 
doctrine express statutory authority (as the events have 
happened) has been given by 25 Hen. VIII. c. 19. sect. 7. A 
striking example of the doctrine is furnished by the decree of 
Innocent III. in the Fourth Lateran Council against pluralities. 
This decree was enforced in the court of Arches against a pluralist 
clerk in 1848 (Burder v. Mayor, z Roberts, 614). The courts 
of common law from Lord Coke's time downwards have recog-
nized this " constitution of the pope " (as the queen's bench 
called it in 1598). The exchequer chamber, in 1837, declared 
it to have " become part of the common law of the land " 
(Alston v. Allay, 7 A. and E. 289). 

3. The particular constitutions of English synods are numer-
ous and cover a large field. At least in legal theory, the only 
distinction between pre-Reformation and post-Reformation 
constitutions is in favour of the former—so long as they do not 
contravene the royal prerogative or the law of the land (see 
25 Hen. VIII. c. 19). The most important are collected to-
gether and digested (so far as regards England) in Lyndwood's 
Provinciale, a work which remains of great authority in English 
courts. These constitutions are again divided into two classes: 
(a) provincial constitutions promulgated by provincial synods, 
usually In the name of the presiding archbishop or bishop; and 
(b) decrees of papal legates, Otho in 1236 and Othobon (Otto-
buono de' Fieschi, afterwards Pope Adrian V.) in t 269. Canons 
passed since 25 Hen. VIII. c. s9 have not the parliamentary 
confirmation which that act has been held to give to previous 
canons, and do not necessarily bind the laity, although made 
under the king's licence and ratified by him. This doctrine 
laid down by Lord Hardwicke in Middleton v. Croft (2 Stra. 
mi56) was approved in 186o in Marshall v. Bp. of Exeter (L.R. 3 
H.L. 57). Nevertheless, there are many provisions in these post-
Reformation canons which are declaratory of the ancient usage 
and law of the Church,and the law which they thusrecord is bind-
ing on the laity. The chief body of English post-Reformation 
canon law is to be found in the canons of 1603, amended in 
ales and s888. The canons of 1640 are apparently upon the 
same footing as those of 1603; notwithstanding objections made 
at the time that they were void because convocation continued 
to sit after the dissolution of parliament. The opinion of all 
the judges taken at the time was in favour of the legality of this 
procedure. 53 Car. ii. c. I2 simply provided that these canons 
should not be given statutory force by the operation of that 
act. 

In addition to the enactment of canons (strictly so-called) the 
English provincial synods since the Henrician changes have 
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legislated—in 157o by the enactment of the Thirty-Nine 
Articles, in 1661 by approving the present Book of Common 
Prayer, and in 1873 by approving shorter forms of matins and 
evensong. 

The distinction between pre-Henrician and post-Henrician 
procedure lies in the requirement, since 25 Hen. VIII., of the 
royal licence and confirmation. Apparently diocesan synods 
may still enact valid canons without the king's authority; but 
these bodies are not now called. 

The prevailing legal view of the position of the Church of 
England in regard to canon law has been just stated, and that is 
the view taken by judicial authority for the past three cen-
turies. On the other hand, it is suggested by, e.g., the late 
Professor Maitland, that it was not, in fact, the view taken here 
in the later middle ages—that in those ages there was no theory 
that " reception " here was necessary to validate papal decrees. 
It is said by-this school of legal historians that, from the Con-
quest down to Henry VIII., the Church of England was regarded 
by churchmen not as in any sense as separate entity, but as two 
provinces of the extra-territorial, super-national Catholic Church, 
and that the pope at this period was contemplated as the princep 
of this Catholic Church, whose edicts bound everywhere, as those 
of Augustus had bound in the Roman empire. 

It is right that this view should be stated, but it is not that 
of the writer of this article. 

As to Ireland, in a national synod of the four Irish provinces 
held at Dublin before the four archbishops, in 1634, a hundred 
canons were promulgated with the royal licence, containing 
much matter not dealt with by similar constitutions in England. 
In 1711, some further canons were promulgated (with royal 
licence) by another national synod. Some forms of special 
prayer were appended to these canons. 

In 1869 the Irish Church Act (32 and 33 Vict. c. 42) " dis-
established " the Irish Church, sect. zo repealed any act of 
parliament, law or custom whereby the bishops, clergy or laity 
of the said church were prohibited from holding synods or elect-
ing representatives thereto for the purpose of making rules for 
the well-being and ordering of the said church, and enacted that 
no such law, &c., should hinder the said bishops, clergy and laity, 
by such representatives, lay and clerical, and so elected as they 
shall appoint, from meeting in general synod or convention and 
in such general synod or convention forming constitutions and 
providing for future representation of the members of the church 
in diocesan synods, general convention or otherwise. The 
Church of Ireland, so set free, created for herself new legislative 
authorities, unknown to the old canon law, viz, mixed synods 
of clergy and laity, and a system of representation by election, 
unknown to primitive or medieval times. Similar changes had, 
however, been introduced during the preceding century in some 
parts of the Anglican communion outside the British Isles 
(see infra). Sect. 20 of the same statute kept alive the old 
ecclesiastical law of Ireland by way of assumed contract (cf. 
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION). 

Under the provisions of this statute, the " archbishops and 
bishops of the ancient Apostolic and Catholic Church of Ire-
land" (so they describe themselves), together with representa-
tives of the clergy and laity, assembled in 1870, in " General 
Convention," to " provide for the regulation " of that church. 
This Convention declared that a General Synod of the arch-
bishops and bishops, with representatives of the clergy and 
laity, should have chief legislative power in the Irish Church, 
with such administrative power as might be necessary and con-
sistent with the church's episcopal constitution. This General 
Synod was to consist of two Houses—the House of Bishops and 
the House of Lay and Clerical Representatives. No question was 
to be carried unless there were in its favour a majority of the 
clerical and lay representatives, voting either conjointly or by 
ordets, and also a majority of the bishops, should they desire 
to vote. This General Synod was given full power to alter or 
amend canons, or to repeal them, or to enact new ones. For 
any alteration or amendment of " articles, doctrines, rites or 
rubrics," a two-thirds majority of each order of the represen- 

tative house was required and a year's delay for consultation of 
the diocesan synods. Provisions were made as to lay repre-
sentation in the diocesan synods. The Convention also enacted 
some canons and a statute in regard to ecclesiastical tribunals 
(see ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION). It expressly provided 
that its own legislation might be repealed or amended by future 
general synods. 

In 1871 the General Synod attempted to codify its canon 
law in forty-eight canons which, " and none other," were to 
have force and effect as the canons of the Church of Ireland. 
Since 1871 the General Synod has, from time to time, put forth 
other canons. 

The post-Reformation history of canon law in the Anglican 
communion in Scotland has differed from the story of that law 
in the last four centuries in Ireland. After the legislation under 
William and Mary disestablishing episcopacy in Scotland and 
subjecting its professors to civil penalties, little attention was 
given to canon law for many years. Synods of bishops at 
Edinburgh in 1724 and 1731 dealt with some disputed questions 
of ritual and ceremonial. In 1743 an assembly of five bishops 
enacted sixteen canons. A " primus " was to be chosen indiffer-
ently from the bishops, but to have no other powers than those 
of convoking and presiding over synods. He was to hold office 
only during pleasure of the other bishops. Bishops were to be 
elected by the presbyters of the district. Such election was 
subject to the confirmation of the majority of the bishops. In 
1811, a " Code of Canons " was enacted by a " General Ecclesi-
astical Synod," consisting of the bishops, the deans (viz. 
presbyters appointed by the bishops in each diocese to defend 
the interests of the presbyters and now for the first time given 
" decisive " voice in synods) and certain clerical representatives 
from the " districts " or dioceses. Future synods, called for the 
purpose of altering the code, were to consist of two chambers. 
The first was to be composed of the bishops; the second to 
consist of the " deans " and clerical representatives. No law 
or canon was to be enacted or abrogated, save by the consent 
of both chambers. These canons were revised in 1828, 1829 
and 1838. The code of this last year created diocesan synods, 
to be held annually and to consist of the bishop, dean and all 
instituted clergy of the diocese. It also provided for the annual 
meeting of a purely episcopal synod, which was to receive 
appeals from either clergy or laity. In 1862-1863, another 
General Synod further revised and amended the Code of Canons. 
This revised code enabled the bishop to appoint a learned and 
discreet layman to act as his chancellor, to advise him in legal 
matters and be his assessor at diocesan synods. Assistant 
curates and mission priests were, under certain restrictions, 
given seats in diocesan synods. Male communicants were also 
permitted to be present at such synods, with a deliberative but 
not " decisive " voice; unless in special circumstances the 
bishop excluded them. Canon 46 provides that " if any question 
shall arise as to the interpretation of this Code of Canons or of 
any part thereof, the general principles of canon law shall be 
alone deemed applicable thereto." This provision was re-
enacted in Canon 47 of 1876. Canon sr of 1890, however, 
weakens this provision. It enacts that: " The preceding canons 
shall in all cases be construed in accordance with the principles 
of the civil law of Scotland. Nevertheless, it shall be lawful, 
in cases of dispute or difficulty concerning the interpretation 
of these canons, to appeal to any generally recognized principles 
of canon law." The canons of 1862-1863 also provided for a lay 
share in the election of bishops. In 18no the 32nd canon enacted 
that the " General Synod " should thereafter be called the 
Provincial Synod. 

The canon law in Scotland before the 16th century was gener-
ally that of the continent of Europe. The usages of the church 
were similar to those in France, and had not the insular character 
of those in England and Ireland. The canon law regulating 
marriage, legitimacy and succession was taken over by the 
Scottish secular courts (see ECCLESIASTICAL knasorc-TroN) 
and survived as part of the common law of the land almost un-
impaired. Thus, the courts recognize marriages by verba de 
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premed or by verbs de Jahr° cam copula—in this last matter 
following a decree of Gregory IX.—and also legitimation per 
soluequas inatrinionium But though one of the finites juror 
&mist, canon law never was of itself authoritative in Scotland. 
In the canons of her national provincial councils (at whose yearly 
meetings representatives attended on behalf of the king) that 
mostly possessed a canon law of her own,-which was recognized 
by the parliament and the popes, and enforced in the courts of 
law. Much of it, no doubt, was borrowed from the Corpus juris 
amnia and the Fnglich provincial canons. But the portions 
u adopted derived their authority from the Scottish Church. 
The general canon law, unless where it has been acknowledged 
by act of Parliament, or a decision of the courts, or sanctioned 
by the canons of a provincial council, is only received in Scotland 
according to equity and expediency. 

The " Protestant Episcopal Church in the United States " is 
the organization of the Anglican Communion in the American 
colonies before the separation. This communion was subject to 
"al the laws of the Church of England applicable to its situa-
tioo " (Murray Hoffman, A Treatise on the Lam of the Protestant 
Episcopal Church, New York, aso, p. 17). This body of law 
the Protestant Episcopal Church of the United States took over 

P- 41 et seq.; F. Vinton, A Manual Commentary on the 
General Canon Lays and the Constitution of the Protestant Epis-
tolic. ICeurch, New York, 187o, p. a6 et seq.). Much, however, 
of the English post-Reformation canonical legislation was not 
applicable to the United States, because of different circum-
stances, as e.g. a very large portion of the canons of 1603 (Vinton, 
a 32). In 1789, a General Convention, consisting of clerical 
and lay deputies as well as of bishops, assumed for itself and 
provided for its successors supreme legislative power. The 
mocorrenee of both " orders," clerical and lay, was required 
far the validity of any vote. Since t8s3 a lay deputy to the 
Convention has been required to be a communicant (a. p. zoo). 
Upon the American bishops numbering more than three, they 
became a separate " House " from the " Convention." The 
House of Bishops was given a right to propose measures to the 
` Hoare of Deputies," and to negative acts of the House of 
Deputies, provided they complied with certain forms. Similar 
" constitutions " providing for representation of the laity have 
teen adopted by the different dioceses (Hoffman, op. cit. p. 184 
et seq.). Deacons are also admitted to a deciding voice in every 
diocese but New Jersey, where they may speak but not vote. 
A great body of legislation has been put forth by these bodies 
daring the past century. 

Since 1870, at least, the " Church of the Province of South 
Africa" has secured autonomy while yet remaining a part of 
the Anglican Communion. By its constitution of that year 
the English Church in South Africa adopts the laws and usages 
of the Church of England, as far as they are applicable to an 
=established church, accepts the three creeds, the Thirty-
Nine Articles, the Book of Common Prayer, the decisions of the 
=disputed general councils, the Authorized English Version 
of the Scriptures, disclaims the right of altering any of these 
standards of faith and doctrine, except in agreement with such 
alterations as may be adopted by a general aynod of the Anglican 
Communion. But in interpreting these standards of faith and 
doctrine, the Church of the Province of South Africa is not 
Feud by decisions other than those of its own Church courts, 
or such court as the Provincial Synod may recognize as a tribunal 
re appeal. The Provincial Synod is the legislative authority 
sebject to a general synod of the Anglican Communion, provided 
as= latter synod include representatives from the Church of 
south Africa. The Provincial Synod consists of (a) the House 
of Bishops, (2) the House of the Clergy, (3) the House of the 
Laity. No resolution can be passed which is not accepted by 
all three orders. Bishops are elected by the clergy with the 
larelt of lay representatives, subject to the confirmation of the 
"rtropalitan and comprovincial bishops. The metropolitan 
ate be consecrated in England by the archbishop of Canterbury. 
lie now bears the title of archbishop. All bishops are to enter 
taloa contract to obey and maintain the constitution and canons  

of the province. Canon t8 of the Code of 1870 recognizes the 
offices of catechist, reader and sub-deacon (Wirgman, The 
English Church and People in South Africa, p. 223 et seq.). 

In the West Indies, Canada, Australia and New Zealand, 
provincial and diocesan synods or conventions have been formed 
on one or other of the types above mentioned and have enacted 
canons. (W. G. F. P.) 

CANOPUS, or CANOMYS, an ancient coast town of Lower 
Egypt, a hundred and twenty stadia, or as m. east of Alexandria, 
the principal port in Egypt for Greek trade before the foundation 
of Alexandria, situated at the mouth of the westernmost (Canopic 
or Heracleotic) branch of the Nile, on the western bank. The 
channel, which entered the Mediterranean at the western end 
of the Bay of Aboukir, is entirely silted up, but on the shore at 
Aboukir there are extensive traces of the city with its quays, &c. 
Excavation has disclosed granite monuments with the name 
of Rameses II., but they may have been brought at a late 
period for the adornment of the place. It is not certain that 
Canopus was an old Egyptian town, but it appears in Herodotus 
as an ancient port. In the 9th year of Ptolemy Euergetes 
(239 s.c.) a great assembly of priests at Canopus passed an 
honorific degree, inter alia, conferring the title Efserryiroot 
" Benefactor " on the king. Two examples of this decree are 
known, inscribed in hieroglyphic, demotic and Greek. From 
it we learn that the native form of the name of Canopus was 
Karob. A temple of Osiris was built by Euergetes, but very 
near to Canopus was an older shrine, a temple of Heracles 
mentioned by Herodotus as an asylum for fugitive slaves. The 
decree shows that Heracles here stands for Ammon. Osiris 
was worshipped at Canopus under a peculiar form, a vase with 
a human head, and was identified with Canopus, the pilot of 
Menelaus, who was said to have been buried here: the name 
Canonic has been applied, through an old misunderstanding, 
to the vases with human and animal heads in which the internal 
organs were placed by the Egyptians after embalming. In the 
Roman epoch the town was notorious for its dissoluteness. 
Aboukir means " father Cyrus," referring to a Coptic saint of 
that name. (F. Lt.. G.) 

CANOPY (through Fr. canape, from Med. Lat. canapeum, 
classical conopcsons, a mosquito curtain, Gr. Kedrank, a gnat), the 
upper part or cover of a niche, or the projecting ornament over 
an altar or seat or tomb. Early English canopies are generally 
simple, with trefoiled or cinquefoiled heads; but in the later 
styles they are very rich, and divided into compartments with 
pendants, knots, pinnacles, &c. The triangular arrangement 
over an Early English and Decorated doorway is often called 
a canopy. The triangular canopies in the north of Italy are 
peculiar. Those in England are generally part of the arrangement 
of the arch mouldings of the door, and form, as it were, the hood-
moulds to them, as at York. The former are above and in-
dependent of the door mouldings, and frequently support an 
arch with a tympanum, above which is a triangular canopy, 
as in the Duomo at Florence. Sometimes the canopy and arch 
project from the wall, and are carried on small jamb shafts, as 
at San Pietro Martire, at Verona. There is an extrereely curious 
canopy, being a sort of horseshoe arch, surmounting and breaking 
into a circular arch, at Tournai. Similar canopies are often 
over windows, as at York, over the great west window, and lower 
tiers in the towers. These are triangular, while the upper 
windows in the towers have ogee canopies. 

CANOSA (anc. Canusium), a town of Apulia, Italy, in the 
province of Bari, situated on the right bank of the Ofanto 
(anc. A ufidus), sos ft. above sea-level, 1s m. S.W. of Barletta 
by rail. Pop. (:god 24,230. It was rebuilt in 963 below the 
Roman city, which had been abandoned after its devastation 
by the Saracens in the 9th century. The former cathedral 
of S. Sabino (the bishopric passed in 18 x 8 to Andria), in the 
southern Romanesque style, was consecrated in slot: it has 
five domes (resembling St Mark's at Venice, except that it is 
a Latin cross, instead of a Greek cross, in plan) and many ancient 
columns. The archiepiscopal throne and pulpit of the end of the 
oath century are also fine. On the south side of the building 

411MIN.— 
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is the detached mausoleum of Bohemund, son of Robert Guiscard, 
who died in rrrr, constructed partly in Byzantine, partly in 
the local style. It has fine bronze doors with long inscriptions; 
the exterior is entirely faced with cipollino (Carystian) marble. 
The conception of this mortuary chapel, which is unique at this 
period, was undoubtedly derived from the larbda before a 
mosque; these turbehs are square, domed-roofed tombs in 
which the sultans and distinguished Mahommedans are buried 
(E. Bertaux, L'Ari dans 'Talk mbidionale, Paris, 1904, i. 312). 
A medieval castle crowns the hill on the side of which the city 
stands. (See Comma.) (T. As.) 

CANOSSA, a ruined castle, ritoo ft. above sea-level, in Emilia, 
Italy, 12 M. S.W. of Reggio Emilia, commanding a fine view of 
the Apennines. It belonged to the countess Matilda of Tuscany 
(d. tr z 5), and is famous as the scene of the penance performed 
by the emperor Henry IV. before Pope Gregory VII. in to77. 
The castle was destroyed by the inhabitants of Reggio in 1255. 

CANOVA, ANTONIO (x757-1822), Italian sculptor, was born 
on the 1st of November 1757, at Passagno, an obscure village 
situated amid the recesses of the hills of Asolo, where these 
form the last undulations of the Venetian Alps, as they subside 
into the plains of Treviso. At three years of age Canova was 
deprived of both parents, his father dying and his mother re-
marrying. Their loss, however, was compensated by the tender 
solicitude and care of his paternal grandfather and grandmother, 
the latter of whom lived to experience in her turn the kindest 
personal attention from her grandson, who, when he had the 
means, gave her an asylum in his house at Rome. His father 
and grandfather followed the occupation of stone-cutters or 
minor statuaries; and it is said that their family had for several 
ages supplied Passagno with members of that calling. As soon 
as Canova's hand could hold a pencil, he was initiated into the 
principles of drawing by his grandfather Pasino. The latter 
possessed some knowledge both of drawing and of architecture, 
designed well, and showed considerable taste in the execution 
of ornamental works. He was greatly attached to his art; 
and upon his young charge he looked as one who was to per-
petuate, not only the family name, but also the family profession. 

The early years of Canova were passed in study. The bias of 
his mind was to sculpture, and the facilities afforded for the 
gratification of this predilection in the workshop of his grand-
father were eagerly improved. In his ninth year he executed 
two small shrines of Carrara marble, which are still extant. 
Soon after this period he appears to have been constantly 
employed under his grandfather. Amongst those who patronized 
the old man was the patrician family Falier of Venice, and by 
this means young Canova was first introduced to the senator 
of that name, who afterwards became his most zealous patron. 
Between the younger son, Giuseppe Falier, and the artist a 
friendship commenced which terminated only with life. The 
senator Faller was induced to receive him under his immediate 
protection. It has been related by an Italian writer and since 
repeated by several biographers, that Canova was indebted to 
a trivial circumstance—the moulding of a lion in butter—for 
the warm interest which Falier took in his welfare. The anecdote 
may or may not be true. By his patron Canova was placed 
under Bernardi, or, as he is generally called by filiation, Torretto, 
a sculptor of considerable eminence, who had taken up a 
temporary residence at Pagnano, a village in the vicinity of the 
senator's mansion. This took place whilst Canova was in MI 
thirteenth year; and with Torretto he continued about two 
years, making in many respects considerable progress. This 
master returned to Venice, where he soon afterwards died; but 
by the high terms in which be spoke of his pupil to Falier, the 
latter was induced to bring the young artist to Venice, whither 
he accordingly went, and was placed under a nephew of Torretto. 
With this instructor he continued about a year, studying with 
the utmost assiduity. After the termination of this engagement 
he began to work on his own account, and received from his 
patron an order for a group, " Orpheus and Eurydice." The 
first figure, which represents Eurydice in flames and smoke, 
in the act of leaving Hades, was completed towards the close  

of his sixteenth year. It was highly esteemed by his patron 
and friends, and the artist was now considered qualified to appear 
before a public tribunal. The kindness of some monks supplied 
him with his first workshop, which was the vacant cell of a 
monastery. Here for nearly four years he laboured with the 
greatest perseverance and industry. He was also regular in 
his attendance at the academy, where he carried off several 
prizes. But he relied far more on the study and imitation of 
nature. From his contemporaries he could learn nothing, for 
their style was vicious. From their works, therefore, he re-
verted to living models, as exhibited in every variety of situation. 
A large portion of his time was also devoted to anatomy, which 
science was regarded by him as " the secret of the art." He 
likewise frequented places of public amusement, where he care-
fully studied the expressions and attitudes of the performers. 
He formed a resolution, which was faithfully adhered to for 
several years, never to close his eyes at night without having 
produced some design. Whatever was likely to forward his 
advancement in sculpture he studied with ardour. On archaeo-
logical pursuits he bestowed considerable attention. With 
ancient and modern history he rendered himself well acquainted 
and he also began to acquire some of the continental languages. 

Three years had now elapsed without any production coming 
from his chisel. He began, however, to complete the group for 
his patron, and the Orpheus which followed evinced the great 
advance he had made. The work was universally applauded. 
and laid the foundation of his fame. Several groups succeeded 
this performance, amongst which was that of " Daedalus and 
Icarus," the most celebrated work of his noviciate. The 
simplicity of style and the faithful imitation of nature which 
characterized them called forth the warmest admiration. His 
merits and reputation being now generally recognized, his 
thoughts began to turn from the shores of the Adriatic to the 
banks of the Tiber, for which he set out at the commencement 
of his twenty-fourth year. 

Before his departure for Rome, his friends had applied to the 
Venetian senate for a pension, to enable him to pursue his studies 
without embarrassment. The application was ultimately suc-
cessful. The stipend amounted to three hundred ducats (about 
(fio per annum), and was limited to three years. Canova had 
obtained letters of introduction to the Venetian ambassador, 
the Cavaliere Zulian, and enlightened and generous protector of 
the arts, and was received in the most hospitable manner. His 
arrival in Rome, on the 28th of December 178o, marks a new era 
in his life. It was here he was to perfect himself by a study of the 
most splendid relics of antiquity, and to put his talents to the 
severest test by a competition with the living masters of the art. 
The result was equal to the highest hopes cherished either by 
himself or by his friends. The work which first established his 
fame at Rome was " Theseus vanquishing the Minotaur." The 
figures are of the heroic size. The victorious Theseus is repro-
sented as seated on the lifeless body of the monster. The 
exhaustion which visibly pervades his whole frame proves the 
terrible nature of the conflict in which he has been engaged_ 
Simplicity and natural expression had hitherto characterized 
Canova's style; with these were now united more exalted 
conceptions of grandeur and of truth. The Theseus W23 
regarded with fervent admiration. 

Canova's next undertaking was a monument in honour of 
Clement XIV.; but before he proceeded with it be deemed it 
necessary to request permission from the Venetian senate, 
whose servant he considered himself to be, in consideration of the 
pension. This he solicited in person, and it was granted. He 
returned immediately to Rome, and opened his celebrated 
studio close to the Via del Babuino. He spent about two years 
of unremitting toil in arranging the design and composing the 
models for the tomb of the pontiff. After these were completed, 
other two years were employed in finishing the monument, and 
it was finally opened to public inspection in 2787. The "Pork, 
in the opinion of enthusiastic dildtarsti, stamped the author as 
the first artist of modern times. After five years of incessant 
labour, he completed another cenotaph to the memory of Clement 
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MIL, which raised his fame still higher. Works now came 
rapidly from his chisel. Amongst these is Psyche, with a butter-
fly, which is placed on the left hand, and held by the wings with 
the right. This figure, which is intended as a personification of 
man's immaterial part, is considered as in almost every respect 
the most faultless and classical of Canova's works. In two 
different groups, and with opposite expression, the sculptor has 
represented Cupid with his bride; in the one they are standing, 
is the other recumbent. These and other works raised his 
reputation so high that the most flattering offers were sent him 
from the Russian court to induce him to remove to St Petersburg, 
bat these were declined. " Italy," says be, in writing of the 
occurrence to a friend, " Italy is my country—is the country and 
native soil of the arts. I cannot leave her; my infancy was 
nurtured here. If my poor talents can be useful in any other 
Land, they must be of some utility to Italy; and ought not her 
claim to be preferred to aU others ? " 

Numerous works were produced in the years 1795-1797, of 
which several were repetitions of previous productions. One 
was the celebrated group representing the ' Parting of Venus 
and Adonis." This famous production was sent to Naples. The 
French Revolution was now extending its shocks over Italy; 
and Canova sought obscurity and repose in his native Passagno. 
Thither he retired in 1798, and there he continued for about a 
year, principally employed in painting, of which art also he had 
some knowledge. He executed upwards of twenty paintings 
about this time. One of his productions is a picture representing 
the dead body of the Saviour just removed from the cross, 
mounded by the three Marys, S. John, Joseph of Arimathea, 
and, somewhat in the background, Nicodemus. Above appears 
the Father, with the mystic dove in the centre of a glory, and 
surrounded by a circle of cherubs. This composition, which was 
greatly applauded, ho presented to the parochial church of his 
Naive place. Events in the political world having come to a 
temporary lull, he returned to Rome; but his health being 
impaired from arduous application, he took a journey through a 
part of Germany, in company with his friend Prince Rezzonico. 
lie returned from his travels much improved, and again com-
menced his labours with vigour and enthusiasm. 

Canova's sculptures have been distributed under three heads: 
--(1) Heroic compositions; (2) Compositions of grace and 
elegance; and (3) Sepulchral monuments and relievos. In 
noticing the works which fall under each of these divisions, it 

be impossible to maintain a strict chronological order, but 
Perhaps a better idea of his productions may thus be obtained. 
Their vast number, however, prevents their being all enumerated. 

It) His " Perseus with the Head of Medusa " appeared soon 
after his return. The moment of representation is when the 

flushed with conquest, displays the head of the " snaky 
Gorgon," whilst the right hand grasps a sword of singular 
device. By a public decree, this fine work was placed in one of 
the game of the Vatican hitherto reserved for the most precious 
works of antiquity; but it would be a mistake to say that it 
wholly sustains this comparison, or that it rivals the earlier 
realization of the same subject in Italian art, that by Cellini. 
In igoi, at the personal request of Napoleon, Canova repaired 
to Paris to model a bust of the first consul. The artist was 
entertained with munificence, and various honours were 
conferred upon him. The statue, which is colossal, was not 
finished till six years after. On the fall of the great Napoleon, 
Louis XVIII. presented this statue to the British government, 
by *Isom it was afterwards given to the duke of Wellington. 

Palansedes," " Creugas and Damoxenus," the " Combat of 
Theseus and the Centaur," and "Hercules and Lichas" may 
dose the class of heroic compositions, although the catalogue 
might be swelled by the enumeration of various others, such as 

}lector and Ajax," and the statues of Washington, King 
Ferdinand of Naples, and others. The group of " Hercules and 
balsas " is considered as the most terrible conception of Canova's 
mind, and in its peculiar style-as scarcely to be excelled. 

Is) Under the head of compositions of grace and elegance, the 
statue of Hebe takes the first place in point of date. Four times  

has the artist embodied in stone the goddess of youth, and each 
time with some variation. The only material improvement, 
however, is the substitution of a support more suitable to the 
simplicity of the art. Each of the statues is, in all its details, in 
expression, attitude and delicacy of finish, strikingly elegant. 
The " Dancing Nymphs " maintain a character similar to that of 
the Hobe. The " Graces " and the " Venus " are more elevated. 
The " Awakened Nymph " is another work of uncommon 
beauty. The mother of Napoleon, his consort Maria Louisa 
(as Concord), to model whom the author made a further journey 
to Paris in aro, the princess Esterhazy and the muse Polymnia 
(Elba Bonaparte) take their place in this class, as do the ideal 
heads, comprising- Corinna, Sappho, Laura, Beatrice and Helen 
of Troy. 

(3) Of the cenotaphs and funeral monuments the most splendid 
is the monument to the archduchess Maria Christina of Austria, 
consisting of nine figures. Besides the two for the Roman 
pontiffs already mentioned, there is one for Alfieri, another for 
Emo, a Venetian admiral, and a small model of a cenotaph for 
Nelson, besides a great variety of monumental relievos. 

The events which marked the life of the artist during the first 
fifteen years of the period in which he was engaged on the above-
mentioned works scarcely merit notice. His mind was entirely 
absorbed in the labours of his studio, and, with the exception of 
his journeys to Paris, one to Vienna, and a few short intervals of 
absence in Florence and other parts of Italy, he never quitted 
Rome. In his own words, " his statues were the sole proofs of 
his civil existence." There was, however, another proof, which 
modesty forbade him to mention, an ever-active benevolence, 
especially towards artists. In t8t5 he was commissioned by the 
Pope'to superintend the transmission from Paris of those works 
of art which had formerly been conveyed thither under the 
direction of Napoleon. By his zeal and exertions, for there 
were many conflicting interests to reconcile, he adjusted the 
affair in a manner at once creditable to his judgment and fortunate 
for his country. In the autumn of this year he gratified a wish he 
had long entertained of visiting London, where he received the 
highest tokens of esteem. The artist for whom he showed 
particular sympathy and regard in London was Haydon, who 
might at the time be counted the sole representative of historical 
painting there, and whom he especially honoured for his cham-
pionship of the Elgin marbles, then recently transported to 
England, and ignorantly depreciated by polite connoisseurs. 
Canova returned to Rome in the beginning of 'Sr 6, with the 
ransomed spoils of his country's genius. Immediately after, 
he received several marks of distinction,—by the hand of the 
Pope himself his name was inscribed in " the Golden Volume of 
the Capitol," and he received the title of marquis of Ischia, with 
an annual pension of 3000 crowns, about £625. 

He now contemplated a great work, a colossal statue of 
Religion. The model filled Italy with admiration; the marble 
was procured, and the chisel of the sculptor ready to be applied 
to it, when the jealousy of churchmen as to the site, or some other 
cause, deprived the country of the projected work. The mind of 
Canova was inspired with the warmest sense of devotion, and 
though foiled in this instance he resolved to consecrate a shrine to 
the cause. In his native village he began to make preparations 
for erecting a temple which was to contain, not only the above 
statue, but other works of his own; within its precincts were 
to repose also the ashes of the founder. Accordingly he repaired 
to Passagno in 1819. At a sumptuous entertainment which he 
gave to his workmen, there occurred an incident which marks 
the kindliness of his character. When the festivities of the day 
had terminated, he requested the shepherdesses and peasant-
girls of the adjacent hamlets to pass in review before him, and to 
each he made a present, expending on the occasion about £40 0. 
We need not, therefore, be surprised that a few years afterwards, 
when the remains of the donor came to be deposited in their last 
asylum, the grief which the surrounding peasantry evinced was 
in natural expression so intense as to eclipse the studied solemnity 
of more pompous mourning. 

After the foundation-stone of this edifice had been laid. 
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Canova returned to Rome; but every succeeding autumn he 
continued to visit Passagno, in order to direct the workmen, and 
encourage them with pecuniary rewards and medals. In the 
meantime the vast expenditure exhausted his resources, and 
compelled him to labour with unceasing assiduity notwithstand-
ing age and disease. During the period which intervened between 
commencing operations at Passagno and his decease, he executed 
or finished some of his most striking works. Amongst these were 
the group " Mars and Venus," the colossal figure of Pius VI., the 
" Pied," the " St John," the " recumbent Magdalen." The 
last performance which issued from his hand was a colossal bust 
of his friend, the Count Cicognam. In May 1822 he paid a visit to 
Naples, to superintend the construction of wax moulds for an 
equestrian statue of the perjured Bourbon king Ferdinand. 
This journey materially injured his health, but he rallied again on 
his return to Rome. Towards the latter end of the year he paid 
his annual visit to the place of his birth, when he experienced a 
relapse. He proceeded to Venice, and expired there on the 
13th of October 1822, at the age of nearly sixty-five. His disease 
was one which had affected him from an early age, caused by the 
continual use of carving-tools, producing a depression of the ribs. 
The most distinguished funeral honours were paid to his remains, 
which were deposited in the temple at Passagno on the 25th of 
the same month. 

Canova, in a certain sense, renovated the art of sculpture in 
Italy, and brought it back to that standard from which it had 
declined when the sense both of classical beauty and moderation, 
and of Titanic invention and human or superhuman energy as 
embodied by the unexampled genius of Michelangelo, had 
succumbed to the overloaded and flabby mannerisms of the 17th 
and 18th centuries. His finishing was refined, and he had a special 
method of giving a mellow and soft appearance to the marble. 
He formed his models of the same size as the work was intended 
to be. The prominent defect of Canova's attractive and highly 
trained art is that which may be summed up in the word artifici-
ality,—that quality, so characteristic of the modern mind, which 
seizes upon certain properties of conception and execution in the 
art of the past, and upon certain types of beauty or emotion in 
life, and makes a compound of the two—regulating both by the 
standard of taste prevalent in contemporary " high society," a 
standard which, referring to cultivation and refinement as its 
higher term, declines towards fashion as the lower. Of his moral 
character a generous and unwearied benevolence formed the most 
prominent feature. The greater part of the vast fortune realized 
by his works was distributed in acts of this description. He 
established prizes for artists and endowed all the academies of 
Rome. The aged and unfortunate were also the objects of his 
peculiar solicitude. His titles were numerous. He was enrolled 
a mongst the nobili ty of several sta tes, &cora ted wi th va riouso niers 
of knighthood, and associated in the highest professional honours. 

Sec the Life of Canova by Mcmes; that by Missirini; the Biagrafia 
by the Count Cicognara Canova el ses ouvrages, by Quatremhre de 
Quincy (1834); Opere sulk di Antonio Canova, by Anzelmi (Naples. 
18 42 ): Canova, by A. G. Meyer (1898): and La Relasione del Canova 
con Napoli . . . memorie con documenli inedai, by Angelo Borzelli 
(1901). (W. M. R.) 

CANOVAS DEL CASTILLO, ANTONIO (1828-1897), Spanish 
statesman, was born in Malaga on the 8th of February 1828. 
Educated in his native town, he went to Madrid in 1845, bent 
upon finding means to complete his literary and philosophical 
studies. His uncle, Don Scrafin Estebatiez Calderon, found him 
a situation as clerk in the Madrid-Aranjuez railway, but Canovas 
soon took to journalism and literature, earning enough to support 
himself and pay for his law studies at the Madrid University. 
During this period he published his two best works—an historical 
novel, Las Campanas dc Huesca, and the history of the decay of 
Spain from Philip III. to Charles II. under the house of Austria. 
He became a politician through his Junius-like letters to the 
" Murcielago "—The Bat, a satirical political journal—and by 
drawing up the manifesto of Manzanares in 1854 for Marshal 
O'Donnell, of whom he always remained a loyal adherent. 
Canovas entered the Cortes in 1854; he was made governor of 
Cadiz in z857, sub-director of the state department in 1858,  

under-secretary at the home office in 1860, minister of the 
interior in 1864, minister of the colonies in 1865, minister of 
finance in 1866, and was exiled by Marshal Narvaez in the same 
year, afterwards becoming a bitter opponent of all the reactionary 
cabinets until the revolution of t868. He took no part in 
preparing that event He sat in the Cortes Constituyentes of 
1869 as a doctrinaire Conservative, combating all Radical and 
democratic reforms, and defending the exiled Bourbons; but be 
abstained from voting when the Cortes elected Amadeus king on 
the 16th of November :87o. He did not object to sane of his 
political friends, like Silvela and Elduayen, entering the cabinets 
of King Amadeus, and in 1872 declared that his attitude would 
depend on the concessions which government would make to 
Conservative principles. After the abdication of Amadeus and 
the proclamation of the federal republic, Canovas took the lead 
of the propaganda in favour of the restoration of the Bourbons, 
and was their principal agent and adviser. He drew up the 
manifesto issued in 1874 by the young king Alphonso XII., at 
that time a cadet at Sandhurst; but he dissented from the 
military men who were actively conspiring to organize an 
Alphonsist pronunciamicnto. Like Marshal Concha, marquis del 
Duero, he would have preferred to let events develop enough to 
allow of the dynasty being restored without force of arms, and he 
severely blamed the conduct of the generals when he first heard 
of the pronunciandenlo of Marshal Campos at Sagunto. Sagasta 
thereupon caused Canovas to be arrested (3othof December 1874); 
but the next day the Madrid garrison also prozlaimed Alphonso 
XII. king, and Canovas shored the full powers he had received 
from the king to assume the direction of affairs. He formed a 
regency ministry pending the arrival of his majesty, who con-
firmed his appointment, and for six years Canovas was premier 
except during the short-lived cabinets of Marshal Jovellar in 
1875 and Marshal Campos for a few months in 1879. Canovas 
was, in fact, the soul of the Restoration. He had to reconstruct a 
Conservative party out of the least reactionary parties of the days 
of Queen Isabella and out of the more moderate elements of the 
revolution. With such followers he made the constitution of 
1876 and all the laws of the monarchy, putting a limited franchise 
in the place of universal suffrage, curtailing liberty of conscience, 
rights of association and of meeting, liberty of the press, checking 
democracy, obliging the military to abstain from politics, con-
ciliating the Carlists and Catholics by his advances to the Vatican, 
the Church and the religious orders, pandering to the protection-
ists by his tariff policy, and courting abroad the friendship of 
Germany and Austria after contributing to the marriage of his 
king to an Austrian princess. Canovas crowned his policy by 
countenancing the formation of a Liberal party under Sagasta, 
flanked by Marshal Serrano and other Liberal generals, which 
took office in 1881. He again became premier in 1883, and 
remained in office until November 1885; but he grew very un-
popular, and nearly endangered the monarchy in 1885 by his 
violent repression of popular and press demonstrations, and of 
student riots in Madrid and the provinces. At the death of 
Alphonso XII. he at once advised the queen regent to send for 
Sagasta and the Liberals, and during five years he looked on 
quietly whilst Sagasta re-established universal suffrage and most 
of the liberties curtailed in 1876, and carried out a policy of free 
trade on moderate lines. In 1890 Canovas took office under the 
queen regent, and one of his first acts was to reverse the tariff 
policy of the Liberals, denouncing all the treaties of commerce, 
and passing in 1892 a highly protectionist tariff. This was the 
starting-point of the decline in foreign trade, the advance of 
foreign exchanges, the decay of railway traffic, and the monetary 
and financial crisis which continued from 1892 to 1898. Splits in 
the Conservative ranks forced Canovas to resign at the end of 
1893, and Sagasta came in for eighteen months. Canovas 
resumed office in March 1895 immediately after the outbreak of 
the Cuban insurrection, and devoted most of his time and efforts, 
with characteristic determination, to the preparation of ways and 
means for sending 200,000 men to the West Indies to carry out 

his stern and unflinching policy of no surrender, no concessions 
and no reforms. He was making up his mind for another effort 
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to enable General Weyler to enforce the reforms that had 
been wrung from the Madrid government, more by American 
diplomacy than from a sense of the inevitable, when the bullet of 
an anarchist, in August 1897, at the baths of Santa Agueda, cut 
short his career. On the whole, Canovas must be regarded as the 
greatest Spanish statesman of the close of the 19th century. He 
was not only a politician but also a man of the world, a writer of 
considerable merit, a scholar well versed in social, economic 
and philosophical questions, a great debater, a clever lecturer, a 
member of all the Madrid academies and a patron of art and 
letters. (A. E. H.) 

CANROBERT„ FRANOIS CERTAIN (1809-1895), marshal of 
France, was born at St Ceti (Lot) on the 27th of June 18o9 and 
educated at St Cyr; he received a commission as sub-lieutenant 
in 1828, becoming lieutenant in 1833. He went to Algeria in 
1835, served in the expedition to Mascara, at the capture of 
Tlemcen, and in 1837 became captain. In the same year he was 
wounded in the storm of Constantine, receiving the Legion of 
Honour for his conduct. In 1839 he was employed in organizing 
a battalion of the Foreign Legion for the Carlist Wars. In 1841 
he was again serving in Africa. Promoted lieutenant-colonel in 
1846 and colonel of the 3rd regiment in 1847, he commanded the 
expedition against Ahmed Sghir in 1848, and defeated the 
Arabs at the Djerma Pass. Transferred to the Zouaves, he 
defeated the Kabyles, and in 1849 displayed both courage and 
energy in reinforcing the blockaded garrison of Bou Sada, and in 
command of one of the attacking columns at Zaatcha (December 
1849). For his valour on the latter occasion he received the 
rank of general of brigade and the commandership of the Legion 
of Honour. He led the expedition against Narah in 1850 and 
destroyed the Arab stronghold. Summoned to Paris, he was 
made aide-de-camp to the president, Louis Napoleon, and took 
part in the coup d'itat of the and of December 1851. In the 
Crimean War he commanded a division at the Alma, where he 
was twice wounded. He held a dormant commission entitling 
him to command in case of St Amaud's death, and he thus 
succeeded to the chief command of the French army a few days 
after the battle. He was slightly wounded and had a horse 
killed under him at Inkerman, when leading a charge of Zouaves. 
Disagreements with the English commander-in-chief and, in 
general, the disappointments due to the prolongation of the 
siege of Sevastopol led to his resignation of the command, but he 
did not return to France, preferring to serve as chief of his old 
division almost up to the fall of Sevastopol. After his return to 
France he was sent on diplomatic missions to Denmark and 
Sweden, and made a marshal and senator of France (grand cross 
Legion of Honour, and honorary G.C.B.). He commanded the 
III. army corps in Lombardy in 1859, distinguishing himself at 
Magenta and Solferino. He successively commanded the camp 
at Chilons, the IV. army corps at Lyons and the army of Paris. 
In the Franco-German War he commanded the VI. army corps, 
which won the greatest distinction in the battle of Gravelotte, 
where Canrobert commanded on the St Privat position. The 
VI. corps was amongst those shut up in Metz and included in the 
surrender of that fortress. After the war Canrobert was appointed 
a member of the superior council of war, and was also active in 
political life, being elected senator for Lot in 1876 and for 
Charente in 1879 and again in 1885. He died at Paris on the 
28th of January 1895 and his remains received a public funeral. 
His Sorrocnirs were published in 1898 at Paris. 

CANT, ANDREW (1590?-1663), a leader of the Scottish 
Covenanters. About 1623 the peciple of Edinburgh called Mm to 
be their minister, but he was rejected by James I. Ten years 
later he was minister of Pitsligo ire Aberdeenshire, a charge 
which he left in 1638 for that of Newbattle in ?Aid-Lothian. In 
July of that year he went with other commissioners to Aberdeen 
in the vain attempt to induce the university and the presbytery 
of that city to subscribe the National Covenant, and in the 
following November sat in the general assembly at Glasgow 
whicbabolishedepiscopacy in Scotland. In 164o he was chaplain 
to the Scottish army and then settled as minister at Aberdeen. 
Though a stanch Covenanter, he was a zealous Royalist,  

preaching before Charles I. in Edinburgh, and stoutly advocating 
the restoration of the monarchy in the time of the Commonwealth. 
Cant's frequent and bitter attacks on various members of his 
congregation led in 166o to complaints laid before the magis-
trates, in consequence of which he resigned his charge. His son 
Andrew was principal of Edinburgh University (1675-1685). 

CANT. (1) (Possibly through the Fr. from lat. cantos, corner), 
in architecture, a term used where the corner of a square is cut 
off, octagonally or otherwise. Thus a bay window, the sides of 
which arc not parallel, or at right angles to the spectator, is said 
to be canted. (a) (From the Lat. canlarr, to sing, very early in 
use, in a depreciatory sense, of religious services), a word appear. 
ing in English in the 16th century for the whining speech of 
beggars; hence it is applied to thieves' or gipsies' jargon, to the 
peculiar language of any class or sect, to any current phrase or 
turn of language, and particularly to the hypocritical use of 
pious phraseology. 

CANTABRI, an ancient tribe which inhabited the north coast 
of Spain near Santander and Bilbao and the mountains behind—
a district hence known as Cantabria. Savage and untameable 
mountaineers, they long defied the Roman arms and made them-
selves a name for wild freedom. They were first attacked by the 
Romans about 150 a.c.; they were not subdued till Agrippa and 
Augustus had carried out a series of campaigns (29-19 a.c.) which 
ended in their partial annihilation. Thenceforward their land 
was part of the province Hispania Tarraconensis with some 
measure of local self-government. They became slowly Roman-
ized, but developed little town life and are rarely mentioned in, 
history. They provided recruits for the Roman auxilia, like 
their neighbours the Astsres, and their land contained lead mines, 
of which, however, little is known. 

CANTABRIAN MOUNTAINS (Span. Cordillera Cantabrica), 
a mountain chain which extends for more than Soo m. across 
northern Spain, from the western limit of the Pyrenees to the 
borders of Galicia, and on or near the coast of the Bay of Biscay. 
The Cantabrian stretch from cast to west, nearly parallel to the 
sea, as far as the pass of Lcitaricgos, afterwards trending south-
ward between Leon and Galicia. Their western boundary is 
marked by the valley of the river Mino (Portuguese Minho), by 
the lower Sil, which flows into the Mini), and by the Cabrera, 
a small tributary of the Sil. Some geographers regard the 
mountains of Galicia beyond the Min° as an integral part of the 
same system; others confine the name to the eastern half of the 
highlands between Galicia and the Pyrenees, and call their 
western half the Asturian Mountains. There are also many 
local names for the subsidiary ranges within the chain. As a 
whole, the Cantabrian Mountains arc remarkable for their 
intricate ramifications, but almost everywhere, and especially in 
the cast, it is possible to distinguish two principal ranges, 
from which the lesser ridges and mountain masses radiate. One 
range, or series of ranges, closely follows the outline of the coast ; 
the other, which is loftier, forms the northern limit of the great 
tableland of Castile and Leon, and is sometimes regarded as a 
continuation of the Pyrenees. The coastal range rises in some 
parts sheer above the sea, and everywhere has so abrupt a 
declivity that the streams which flow seaward are all short and 
swift. The descent from the southern range to the high plateaus 
of Castile is more gradual, and several large rivers, notably the 
Ebro, rise here and flow to the south or west. The breadth of the 
Cantabrian chain, with all its ramifications, increases from about 
6o m. in the east to about 115 m. in the west. Many peaks are 
upwards of 6000 ft. high, but the greatest altitudes are attained 
in the central ridges on the borders of Leon, Oviedo, Palencia 
and Santander. Here are the Pena Vieja (8743 ft.), Pricta 
(8304 ft.) and Espinguete (7898 ft.); an unnamed summit in 
the Penes de Europa, to which range the Pena Vieja also belongs, 
rises on the right bank of the Sella to a height of 8045 ft.; farther 
west the peaks of Manipodre, Ubi6a , Rubia and Cuina all exceed 
7000 ft.. A conspicuous feature of the chain, as of the adjacent 
tableland, is the number of its paranteras, isolated plateaus shut 
in by lofty mountains or even by precipitous walls of rock. At 
the south-western extremity of the chain is el Vierzo, once a 
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lake-bed, now a valley drained by the upper Sil and enclosed by 
mountains which bifurcate from the main range south of the 
pass of Leitariegos—the Sierra de Justrcdo and Montafias de . 

Leon curving towards the east and south-west, the Sierra de 
Picos, Sierra del Caurel and other ranges curving towards the 
west and south-cast. The Cantabrians are rich in coal and iron; 
an account of their geological structure is given under SPAIN. 
They are crossed at many points by good roads and in their 
eastern half by several railways. In the west, near the pass of 
Pajares, the railway from Leon to Gijon passes through the 
Perruca tunnel, which is 2 m. long and 4200 ft. above sea-level; 
the railway descends northward through fifty-eight smaller 
tunnels. The line from Leon to Orense also traverses a remark-
able series of tunnels, bridges and deep cuttings. 

CANTACUZINO, CANTACUZEN or CANTACUZENE, the name 
of a family which traces its origin to the Byzantine emperors and 
writers of the same name (see under JOHN V., Cantacuzcnc). 
The founder of the family, Andronik, migrated to Rumania in 
1633, and from his two sons Constantine and Gheorgc sprang the 
two principal lines which afterwards branched into numerous 
families of nobles and high dignitaries, including hospodars 
(rulers) of Walachia and Moldavia. The Cantacuzinos were 
represented in every branch of administration and in the world 
of letters. Under their influence the Rumanian language and 
literature in the 17th century reached their highest development. 
Among the more prominent members of the family the following 
may be mentioned. (z) SHERBAN CANTACUZINO (1640-1688), 
appointed hospodar of Walachia in 5679. He served under the 
Turks in the siege of Vienna, and when they were defeated it is 
alleged that he conceived the plan of marching on Constantinople 
to drive the Turks out of Europe, the western powers having 
promised him their moral support. In the midst of his prepara-
tions he died suddenly, poisoned, it is said, by the boyars who 
were afraid of his vast plans. Far more important was his activity 
in economic and literary directions. He introduced the maize 
into Rumania; it is now the staple food of the country. He 
founded the first Rumanian school in Bucharest; he assisted 
liberally in the establishment of various printing offices; and 
under his auspices the famous Rumanian Bible appeared in 
Bucharest in 1688. Through his influence also the Slavonic 
language was officially and finally abolished from the liturgy 
and the Rumanian language substituted for it. (2) STEFAN 
CANTACUZINO, son of Constantine, prince of Walachia, 1714-1716. 
(3) DEMETRIUS CANTACUZINO, prince of Moldavia, 1674-1676. 
He left an unsatisfactory record. Descendants of Demetrius and 
Sherban have emigrated to Russia, and held high positions there 
as governors of Bessarabia and in other responsible posts. (4) 
Of the Moldavian Cantacuzinos, THEODORE is well known as a 
chronicler of his times (c. 1749). (5) GHEORCE CANTACUZINO 
(b. 1837), son of Gaccoat (18co-r849). He was appointed in 
1870 minister of public instruction in Rumania; in 1889, pre-
sident of the chamber; in 1892, president of the senate; from 
1899 he was head of the Conservative party, and from 1905 
to 11907 prime minister (see also RUMANIA: History). (M. G.) 

CANTAGALI.O, an inland town of the state of Rio de Janeiro, 
Brazil, about zoo m. by rail N.E. of the port of Rio de Janeiro, 
with which it is connected by the Cantagallo railway. Pop. 
(1890) of the municipality, 26,067, of whom less than one-fourth 
live in the town. Cantagallo is situated in the fertile Parahyba 
valley and is the commercial centre of a rich coffee-producing 
district. There are exhausted gold placer mines in its vicinity, 
but they were not rich enough to cause any considerable develop-
ment in mining. Coffee production is the principal industry, 
but sugar-cane is grown to a limited extent, and some attention 
is given to the raising of cattle and swine. The district is an 
excellent fruit region. 

CANTAL, a department of central France, formed from 
Haute-Auvergne, the southern portion of the old province of 
Auvergne. It is bounded N. by the department of Puy-de-
D6me. E by Haute-Loire, S.E. by Loare, S. by Aveyron and 
Lozire, and W. by Corrdze and Lot. Area 2231 sq. m. Pop. 
(1906) 228,69o. • Cantal is situated in the middle of the central  

plateau of France. It takes its name from the Monts du Cantal, 
a volcanic group occupying its central region, and continued 
towards the north and cast by ranges of lower altitude. The 
Plomb du Cantal, the culminating summit of the department, 
attains a height of 6096 ft.; and its neighbours, the Puy Mary 
and the Puy Chavarochc, attain a height of 5863 and 57:2 ft. 
respectively. Immediately to the east of this central mass lies 
the lofty but fertile plateau of Plandze, which merges into the 
Monts de la Margeridc on the eastern border. The valley of the 
Truydre skirts the Plandze on the south and divides it from the 
Monts d'Aubrac, at the foot of which lies Chaudesaigues, noted 
for its thermal springs, the most important in the department. 
Northwards the Monts du Cantal are connected with the Monts 
Dore by the volcanic range of Cerallicr and the arid plateaus of 
Artcnsc. In the west of the department grassy plateaus and 
beautiful river valleys slope gently down from the central 
heights. Most of the streams of the department have their 
sources in this central ridge and fall by a short and rapid course 
into the rivers which traverse the extensive valleys on either side. 
The principal rivers are the Alagnon, a tributary of the Allier; 
the Celle and Truydre, tributaries of the Lot; and the Cire and 
Rue, tributaries of the Dordogne. The climate of the depart-
ment varies considerably in the different localities. In the 
alluvial plain between Murat and St Flour, and in the south-
west in the arrondissement of Aurillac, it is generally mild and 
dry; but in the northern and central portions the winters are 
long and severe and the hurricanes peculiarly violent. The 
cold and damp of the climate in these districts are great obstacles 
to the cultivation of wheat, but rye and buckwheat are grown 
in considerable quantities, and in natural pasture Cantal is 
extremely rich. Cattle are accordingly reared with profit, 
especially around Salers and in the Monts d'Aubrac, while butter 
and Roquefort cheese are made in large quantities. Large flocks 
of sheep pasture in the Monts d'Aubrac and elsewhere in the 
department; goats are also reared. The inhabitants are simple 
and primitive and accustomed to live-on the scantiest fare. 
Many of them migrate for part of the year to Paris and the pro-
vinces, where they engage in the humblest occupations. The 
principal articles of food are rye, buckwheat and chestnuts. 
The internal resources of the department are considerable; but 
the difficulty of land-carriage prevents them being sufficiently 
developed. The hills and valleys abound with game and the 
streams with fish. Cantal produces a vast variety of aromatic 
and medicinal plants; and its mineral products include coal, 
antimony and lime. The department has no prominent manu-
factures. Live-stock, cheese, butter and coal are the principal 
exports; coal, wine, cereals, flour and earthenware are im-
ported. The department is served by the railways of the Orldans 
and Southern companies, the construction of which at some 
points demanded considerable engineering skill, notably in the 
case of the viaduct of Garabit spanning the gorge of the Truyire. 
Cantal is divided into four arrondissements—Aurillac, Maurlac, 
Murat and St Flour-23 cantons and 267 communes. It belongs 
to the region of the XIII. army corps and to the academe 
(educational division) of Clcrmont-Ferrand. Its bishopric is 
at St Flour and depends on the archbishopric of Bourses. Its 
court of appeal is at Riom. The capital is Aurillac (q.v.), and 
St Flour (q.v.) is the other principal town. 

CANTARINL SIMONE (1612-1648), called SIMONE DA PESARO, 
painter and etcher, was born at (hope= near Pesaro in 161z 
He was a disciple of Guido Reni and a fellow-student of Dorneni-
chino and Albano. The irritability of his temper and his vanity 
were extreme; and it is said that his death, which took place 
at Verona in 1648, was occasioned by chagrin at his failure in 
a portrait of the duke of Mantua. Others relate that be was 
poisoned by a Mantuan painter whom he had injured. His 
pictures, though masterly and spirited, are deficient in originality. 
Some of his works have been mistaken for examples of Guido 
Rcni, to whom, indeed, he is by some considered superior is the 
extremities of the figures. Among his principal paintings are 
"St Anthony," at Cagli; the "Magdalene," at Pesaro; the 
"Transfiguration." in the Brera Gallery, Milan; the "Portrait 
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Of Guido," in the Bologna gallery; and " St Romuald," in the 
Casa Paolucd. His most celebrated etching is " Jupiter, 
Neptune and Pluto, honouring the arms of Cardinal Borghese." 

CANTATA (Italian for a song or story set to music), a vocal 
composition accompanied by instruments and generally con-
taining more than one movement. In the 16th century, when 
all serious music was vocal, the term had no reason to exist, but 
with the rise of instrumental music in the 17th century cantatas 
began to exist under that name as soon as the instrumental art 
was definite enough to be embodied in sonatas. From the middle 
of the 17th till late in the 18th century a favourite form of Italian 
chamber music was the cantata for one or two solo voices, with 
accompaniment of harpsichord and perhaps a few other solo 
instruments. It consisted at first of a declamatory narrative 
or scene in recitative, held together by a primitive aria repeated 
at intervals. Fine examples may be found in the church music 
of Carissimi; and the English vocal solos of Purcell (such as 
Mad Tom and Mad Bess) show the utmost that can be made of 
this archaic form. With the rise of the Da Capo aria the cantata 
became a group of two or three arias joined by recitative. 
Handel's numerous Italian duets and trios are examples on a 
rather large scale. His Latin motet Silete Venti, for soprano 
solo, shows the use of this form in church music. 

The Italian solo cantata naturally tended, when on a large 
scale, to become indistinguishable from a scene in an opera. 
In the same way the church cantata, solo or choral, is indis-
tinguishable from a small oratorio or portion of an oratorio. 
This is equally evident whether we examine the unparalleled 
church cantatas of Bach, of which nearly 200 are extant, or the 
Chanties Anthems of Handel. In Bach's case many of the 
larger cantatas are actually called oratorios; and the Christmas 
Oratorio is a collection of six church cantatas actually intended 
for performance on six different days, though together forming 
as complete an artistic whole as any classical oratorio. 

The essential point, however, in Bach's church cantatas is 
that they formed part of a church service, and moreover of 
a service in which the organization of the music was Far more 
coherent than is possible in the Anglican church. Many of 
Bach's greatest cantatas begin with an elaborate chorus followed 
by a couple of arias and recitatives, and end with a plain chorale. 
This has often been commented upon as an example of Bach's 
indifference to artistic climax in the work as a whole. But no 
one will maintain this who realizes the place which the church 
cantata occupied in the Lutheran church service. The text was 
carefully based upon the gospel or lessons for the day; unless 
the cantata was short the sermon probably took place after the 
first chorus or one of the arias, and the congregation joined in 
the final chorale. Thus the unity of the service was the unity 
of the music; and, in the cases where all the movements of the 
cantata were founded on one and the same chorale-tune, this 
unity has never been equalled, except by those 16th-century 
masses and motets which are founded upon the Gregorian tones 
of the festival for which they are written. 

In modern times the term cantata is applied almost exclusively 
to choral, as distinguished from solo vocal music. There has, 
perhaps, been only one kind of cantata since Bach which can 
be recognized as an art form and not as a mere title for works 
otherwise impossible to classify. It is just possible to recognize 
as a distinct artistic type that kind of early 29th-century cantata 
in which the chorus is the vehicle for music more lyric and song-
like than the oratorio style, though at the same time not exclude 
ins the possibility of a brilliant climax in the shape of a light 
order of fugue. Beethoven's Glorrekize Augenblick is a brilliant 
" pot-boiler " in this style; Weber's Abel Cantata is a typical 
specimen, and Mendelssohn's Walpurgisnackt is the classic. 
Mendelssohn's " Symphony Cantata," the Lobgesang,is a hybrid 
work, partly in the oratorio style. It is preceded by three sym-
phonic movements, a device avowedly suggested by Beethoven's 
ninth symphony; but the analogy is not accurate, as Beet-
hoven's work is a symphony of which the fourth movement is 
a choral finale of essentially single design, whereas Mendelssohn's 
"Symphony Cantata " is a cantata with three symphonic 
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preludes. The full lyric possibilities of a string of choral 
songs were realized at last by Brahms in his Rinaldo, set to a 
text which Goethe wrote at the same time as he wrote that of 
the Walpurgisnacht. The point of Brahms's work (his only 
experiment in this genre) has naturally been lost by critics who 
expected in so voluminous a composition the qualities of an 
elaborate choral music with which it has nothing whatever 
to do. Brahms has probably said the last word on this subject; 
and the remaining types of cantata (beginning with Beethoven's 
Meeres-stille, and including most of Brahms's and many notable 
English small choral works) are merely so many different ways 
of setting to choral music a poem which is just too long to be 
comprised in one movement. (D. F. T.) 

CANTEEN (through the Fr. centime, from Ital. cantina, a 
cellar), a word chiefly used in a military sense for an official 
sutler's shop, where provisions, &c., are sold to soldiers. The 
word was formerly applied also to portable equipments for carry-
ing liquors and food, or for cooking in the field. Another sense 
of the word, which has survived to the present day, is that of a 
soldier's water-bottle, or of a small wooden or metal can for 
Drying a workman's -liquor, &c. 

CANTEMIR, the name of a celebrated family of Tatar origin, 
which came from the Crimea in the 17th century and settled in 
Moldavia. 

Co/mt./wrist CANTEMIR became a prince of Moldavia, 1685- 
x 693. He was a good and conscientious ruler, who protected 
the people from the rapacity of the tax-gatherers and introduced 
peace into his country. He was succeeded on the throne by his 
son Antioch, who ruled twice, 1696-1700 and z7o5-rx707. 

His youngest brother, DEMETRIUS or DEMETER CANTEMIR 

(b. October s6, 1673), was made prince of Moldavia in 171o; he 
ruled only one year, 1710-1711, when he joined Peter the Great 
in his campaign against the Turks and placed Moldavia under 
Russian suzerainty. Beaten by the Turks, Cantetnir emigrated 
to Russia, where he and his family finally settled. He died at 
Kharkov in 1723. He was known as one of the greatest linguists 
of his time, speaking and writing eleven languages, and being 
well versed in Oriental scholarship. He was a voluminous and 
original writer of great sagacity and deep penetration, and his 
writings range over many sqbjects. The best known is his 
History of the Growth and Decay of the Ottoman Empire. He also 
wrote a history of oriental music, which is no longer extant; the 
first critical history of Moldo-Walachia; the first geographical: 
ethnographical and economic description of Moldavia, De-
scriptio Moldaviae, under the name of Historic Hieroglyphica, to 
which he furnished a key, and in which the principal persons are 
represented by animals; also the history of the two ruling 
houses of Brancovan and Cantacuzino; and a philosophical 
treatise on the old theme of the disputation between soul and 
body, written in Greek and Rumanian under the title Divans! 
Lumii. 

The latter's son, Awrioczz CANTEMIR (born in Moldavia, z7co; 
died in Paris, 1744), became in 1731 Russian minister in Great 
Britain, and in 1736 minister plenipotentiary in Paris. He 
brought to London the Latin MS. from whence the English 
translation of his father's history of the Turkish empire was made 
by N. Tindal, London, 1756, to which he added an exhaustive 
biography and bibliography of the author (pp. '455-460). He 
was a Russian poet and almost the first author of satires in 
modem Russian literature. 

BIBLIOGRAPRT.—Operele Principdui D. Cantemir, ed. Academia 
Rornan5 (1872 (oil.); A. Philippule, Introducere in istoria Umbel si 
literat. roman 1888), pp. 192 2o2; 0. G. Lecca, Familide 
boereiti roman. (Bukarest, 1898), pp. 144-148; M. Garter, Chrestom. 
romdna, i. 322, 359 (in Cyrilitc). (M. G.) 

CANTERBURY, CHARLES MANNERS-SUTTON, zsr 
COIINT (1780-1845), speaker of the House of Commons, was the 
elder son of Charles Manners-Sutton (q.v.), afterwards archbishop 
of Canterbury, and was born on the 29th of January 1780. 
Educated at Eton and Trinity College, Cambridge, he graduated 
B.A. in 18o2, and was called to the bar at Lincoln's Inn in z8o6. 
At the general election of this year he was returned to parliament 
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in the Tory interest as member for Scarborough, and in 1809 
became judge-advocate-general in the ministry of Spencer 
Perceval. He retained this position until June 1817, when he 
was elected speaker in succession to Charles Abbot, created . 

 Baron Colchester, refusing to exchange this office in 1827 for 
that of home secretary. In 1832 he abandoned Scarborough and 
was returned to parliament as one of the members for the 
university of Cambridge. Before the general election of 1832 
Manners-Sutton had intimated his desire to retire from the 
position of speaker and had been voted an annuity of L4000 a 
year. The ministry of Earl Grey, however, reluctant to meet 
the reformed House of Commons with a new and inexperienced 
occupant of the chair, persuaded him to retain his office, and in 
1833 he was elected speaker for the seventh time. Some feeling 
had been shown against him on this occasion owing to his Tory 
proclivities, and the Whigs frequently complained that outside 
the House he was a decided partisan. The result was that when 
a new parliament met in February 1835 a sharp contest ensued 
for the speakership, and Manners-Sutton was defeated by James 
Abercromby, afterwards Lord Dunfermline. In March 1835 the 
retiring speaker was raised to the peerage as Baron Bottesford 
and Viscount Canterbury. In 2835 he was appointed high 
commissioner for Canada, but owing to domestic reasons he 
never undertook the appointment. He died in London on the 
21st of July 1845 and was buried at Addington. His first wife 
was Lucy (d. 1815), daughter of John Denison of Ossington, by 
whom he had two sons and a daughter. Both his sons, Charles 
John (1812-1869), and John Henry Thomas (1814-1877), 
succeeded in turn to the viscounty. By his second wife, Ellen 
(d. 1845), widow of John Home-Purves, he had a daughter. 

CANTERBURY, a city and county of a city, the metropolis of 
an archdiocese of the Church of England, and a municipal, 
county and parliamentary borough of Kent, England, 62 m. 
E.S.E. of London by the South-Eastern & Chatham railway. 
Pop. (1901) 24,889. It lies on the river Stour, which here 
debouches from a beautiful narrow valley of the North Downs, 
the low but abrupt elevations of which command fine views of 
the city from the west and south, while the river presently enters 
upon the flat belt of land which separates the elevated Isle of 
Thanet from the rest of Kent. This belt represents the existence, 
in early historic times, of a sea-strait, and Fordwich, little more 
than 2 m. north-east of Canterbury, was once accessible for ship-
ping. The city surrounds the precincts of the great cathedral. 

The Cathedral.—It was to Canterbury, as the capital of 
lEthelberht, the fourth Saxon king of Kent, that in 597 Augustine 
and his fellow-missionaries came from Rome, and their settle-
ment by 1Ethelberht in his capital became the origin of its 
position, held ever since, as the metropolis of the Church of 
England. 1Ethelberht, whose queen, Bertha, was already a 
Christian, gave the missionaries a church whose mythical founder 
was King Lucius. Augustine via., a Benedictine and established 
the monastery of that order attached to the cathedral; this 
foundation was set upon a firm basis after the Norman Conquest 
by Archbishop Lanfranc, who placed its charge (as distinct from 
that of the diocese) in the hands of a prior. 

Preparatory to the description of the cathedral, the principal 
epochs in the history of its erection may be noted. The Romano- 

British church occupied by St Augustine, of basilica 
form, remained long in use, though it was largely 
rebuilt by Archbishop Odo, c. 950; after further 
vicissitudes it was destroyed by fire in 1067. Arch- 

bishop Lanfranc, taking up his office in 1070, undertook the 
building of an entirely new church, but under Anselm (c. Imo) 
Prior Ernulf rebuilt the eastern part, and his successor Conrad 
carried on the work. A fire destroyed much of this part of the 
building in 1174, and from that year the architect, William of 
Sens, took up the work of rebuilding until 1178, when, on his 
suffering serious injury by falling from a scaffold, another 
William, commonly distinguished as the Englishman, carried on 
the work and completed it in 184. In 1376 Archbishop 
Sudbury entered upon the construction of a new nave, and Prior 
Chillenden continued this under Archbishop Courtenay. The 

building of the central tower was undertaken c. 1395 by Prior 
Goldstone, with the counsel of Selling, his predecessor, and 
Archbishop Morton. 

This Perpendicular tower is the most notable feature of the 
exterior. It rises in two storeys to a height of 235 ft. from the 
ground, and is known variously as Bell Harry tower ea mir. 

 from the great bell it contains, or as the Angel steeple 
from the gilded figure of an angel which formerly adorned the 
summit. The Perpendicular nave is flanked at the west front 
by towers, whose massive buttresses, rising in tiers, serve to 
enhance by contrast the beautiful effect of the unbroken straight 
lines of Bell Harry tower. The south-western of these towers 
is an original Perpendicular structure by Prior Goldstone, while 
the north-western was copied from it in 1834-184o, replacing a 
Norman tower which had carried a spire until 1705 and had 
become unsafe. The north-west and south-west transepts are 
included in Chillenden's Perpendicular reconstruction; but east 
of these earlier work is met with. The south-cast transept 
exhibits Norman work; the projecting chapel east of this is 
known as Anselm's tower. The cathedral terminates eastward in 
a graceful apsidal form, with the final addition of the circular 
eastern chapel built by William the Englishman, and known as 
the Corona or Becket's Crown. St Andrew's tower or Chapel 
on the north side, corresponding to Ansclm's on the south, is 
the work of Ernulf. From this point westward the various 
monastic buildings adjoin the cathedral on the north side, so 
that the south side is that from which the details of the exterior 
must be examined. 

When the nave of the cathedral is entered, the complete 
separation of the interior into two main parts, not only owing 
to the distinction between the two main periods of mt."... 
building, but by an actual structural arrangement, 
is realized as an unusual and, as it happens, a most impressive 
feature. In most English cathedrals the choir is separated from 
the nave by a screen; at Canterbury not only is this the case, 
but the separation is further marked by a broad flight of steps 
leading up to the screen, the choir floor (but not its roof) being 
much higher than that of the nave. Chillenden, in rebuilding 
the nave, retained only the lower parts of some of the early 
Norman walls of Lanfranc and the piers of the central tower 
arches. These piers were encased or altered on Perpendicular 
lines. In the choir, the late lath-century work of the two 
Williams, the notable features are its great length, the fine 
ornamentation and the use of arches both round and pointed, 
a remarkable illustration of the transition between the Norman 
and Early English styles; the prolific use of dark marble in the 
shafts and mouldings strongly contrasting with the light stone 
which is the material principally used; and, finally, the graceful 
incurve of the main arcades and walls at the eastern end of the 
choir where it joins the chapel of the Trinity, an arrangement 
necessitated by the preservation of the earlier flanking chapels 
or towers of St Anselm and St Andrew. From the altar eastward 
the floor of the church is raised again above that of the choir. 
The choir screen was built by Prior de Estria, c. 1300. The 
organ is not seen, being hidden in the triforium and played from 
the choir. There are several tombs of archbishops in the choir. 
The south-east transept serves as the chapel of the King's school 
and exhibits the work of William of Sens in alteration of that 
of Emulf. Ansclm's chapel or tower, already mentioned, may 
be noticed again as containing a Decorated window (1336). This 
style is not common in the cathedral. 

Behind the altar is Trinity Chapel, in the centre of which 
stood the celebrated shrine of St Thomas of Canterbury. The 
priory owed its chief fame to the murder of Archbishop mia"... 
Becket (ri7o) in the church, his canonization as St shrimps. 
Thomas of Canterbury, and the resort of the Christian ~for. 
world on pilgrimage to his shrine. Miracles were allea* 
almost immediately said to be worked at his grave in the crypt 
and at the well in which his garments had been washed; and 
from the time when Henry II. did his penance for the murder 
in the church, and the battle of Alnwick was gained over the 
Scots a few days afterwards—it was supposed aka result—the 
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CANTERBURY 
fame of the martyr's power and the popularity of his worship 
became established in England. On the rebuilding of the 
cathedral after the fire of 1174, 5 magnificent shrine was erected 
for him in Trinity Chapel, which was built for the purpose, and 
became thronged for three centuries by pilgrims and worshippers 
of all classes, from kings and emperors downward. Hence-
forward the interests of the city became bound up in those of 
the cathedral, and were shown in the large number of hostels 
he the accommodation of pilgrims, and of shops containing 
warm especially suited to their tastes. A pilgrimage to Canter-
bury became not only a pious exercise, but a favourite summer 
mcarslon; and the poet Chaucer, writing in. the 14th century, 
fives an admirable picture of such pilgrimages, with the manners 
and behaviour of a party of pilgrims, leisurely enjoying the 
journey and telling stories on the road. The English language 
trey preserved two words originating in these customs-a 

canterbury," or a " canterbury tale," a phrase used for a 
faction., mad a " canter," which is a short form for a " canterbury 
gallop," an allusion to the easy pace at which these pilgrimages 
were performed. The shrine with its vast collected wealth was 
destroyed, and every reminiscence connected with it as far as 
passible effaced, by King Henry VIII.'s commissioners in x538. 
Bat some of the beautiful old windows of stained glass, illustrat-
iag the miracles wrought in connexion with the saint, are pre-
served. The north-west transept was the actual scene of Becket's 
murder; the spot where he fell is shown on the floor, but this 
put of the building is of later date than the tragedy. 

Close to the site of the shrine is the fine tomb of Edward the 
Bladt. Prince, with a remarkable portrait effigy, and above it 
kis helmet, shield and other equipment. There is also in this 
chapel the tomb of King Henry IV. The Corona, at the extreme 
mat of the church, contains the so-called St Augustine's chair 
in which the archbishops are enthroned. It is of marble, but 
its came is not deserved, as it dates probably from c. 1200. The 
western part of the crypt, beneath the choir, is the work of 
Einidf, and perhaps incorporates some of Lanfranc's work. 
The chapel of St John or St Gabriel, beneath Anselm's tower, 
is still used for service, in which the French language is used; 
it was devoted to this purpose in 1561, on behalf of French 
Piacenza refugees, who were also permitted to carry on their 
trade as weavers in the crypt. The eastern and loftier part of 
the crypt, with its apsidal termination, is the work of William 
the Englishman. Here for some time lay the body of Becket, 
and here the celebrated penance of Henry II. was performed. • 

The chief entrance to the precincts is through an ornate gate- 
way at the south-west, called Christchurch gateway, and built 

by Prior Goldstone in 1517. Among the remains of 
Jkostle 
jeddbp. the monastic buildings there may be mentioned the 

Norman ruins of the infirmary, the fine two-storeyed 
treasury and the lavatory tower, Norman in the lower part and 
Perpendicular in the upper. The cloisters are of various dates, 
con:a:ming a little rich Norman work, but were very largely 
rebuilt by Prior Chillenden. The upper part of the chapter-
ho.me is also his work, but the lower is by Prior de Estria. The 
library is modern. The site of the New Hall of the monastery 
is covered by modern buildings of King's school, but the Norman 
may-stair is preserved-a magnificent example of the style, 
with highly ornate arcading. 

principal dimensions of the 'cathedral are: length (out-
side 522 ft., nave x78 ft., choir 18o ft. The nave is 71 ft. in 
breadth and So ft. in height. 

The archbishop of Canterbury is primate of all England; the 

kwilmor 
ecclesiastical province of Canterbury covers England 

awe and Wales south of Cheshire and Yorkshire; and the 
Awn& diocese covers a great part of Kent with a small part 

of Sussex. The following is a list of archbishops of 
Canterbury:- 
I. Augustine, 597 to 605. 	6. Deusdedit (Frithona), 655 
2. Lawrence (1.aurentius), 605 	to 664. 

to 619. 	 7. Theodore. 668 to 690. 
3. Mellitus. 6:9 to 624. 	8. Brethwald (Berhtuald). 693 

4- pratio, 624 to 627. 	 to 731. 
kozsa W. 627 to 653. 	 9. Taetwine, 731 to 734.  

2 1 1 

Simon Sudbury, 1375 to 
1381. 

William Courtenay, 1381 to 
396. 

Thomas Arundel, 1396 to 
1 4 1 4. 

Henry
3. 

 Chicheley, 1414 to 

i 44 Stafford, 144,3 to 1452. 
i
chn 

 John Kemp, 1452 to 1454. 
Thomas Bourchier, 1454 to 

1486. 
john Morton, 1486 to 1500. 

enry Dean (Dene), 1501 to 
1503. 

William Warham, 1503 to 
1532. 

Thomas Cranmer, 1533 to 
1556. 

Reginald Pole, 1556 to 1558. 
Matthew Parker. 1559 to 

Edmund Grindal, 1575 to 
1583. 

kJohn Whitgift,g83 to 1604. 
ichard Banc t, 1604 to 
16zo. 

George Abbot, 16m to 1633. 
William Laud, 1633 to 1645. 
William Juxon, 1660 to 1663. 
Gilbert Sheldon, 1663 to 

1677. 
William Sancroft, 1678 to 

16g1. 
John Tillotson, 1691 to 1694. 
Thomas Tenison, 1694 to 

1 
William

5.  
 Wake, 17r6 to 1737. 

John Potter, 1737 to 1 747. 
Thomas Hemng, 1747 to 

1757• 
Matthew Hutton, 1757 to 

1 758. 
Thomas Seeker, 1758 to 

1768. 
Frederick Cornwallis, 1768 

to 1783. 

John Moore, 1783 to 1805. 
harles Manners-Sutton, 
1805 to 1828. 

William Howley, 1828. tO 
1848. 	• 

John Bird Sumner, 1848 to 
1862. 

Charles Thomas Longley, 
1862 to 1868. 

Archibald Campbell Tait, 
1868 to 1882. 

Edward White Benson, 1882 
to 1896. 

Frederick Temple,. 1896 to 
1903. 

Randall Thomas Davidson. 

The archbishop has a seat at Lambeth Palace, London. 
There are fragments in Palace Street of the old archbishop's 
palace which have been incorporated with a modern palace. 

Other Ecclesiastical Foundations. - Canterbury naturally 
abounded in religious foundations. The most important, apart 
from the cathedral, was the Benedictine abbey of St Augustine. 
This was erected on a site granted by King /Ethelberht outside 
his capital, in a tract called Longport. Augustine dedicated 
it to St Peter and St Paul, but Archbishop Dunstan added the 
sainted name of the founder to the dedication, and in common 
use it came to exclude those of the apostles. The site is now 
occupied by St Augustine's Missionary College, founded in 1844 
when the property was acquired by A. J. B. Beresford Hope. 
Some ancient remnants are preserved, the principal being the 
entrance gateway (1300), with the cemetery gate, dated a century 
later, and the guest hall, now the refectory; but the scanty 
ruins of St Pancras' chapel are of high interest, and embody 
Roman material. The chapel is said to have received its dedica-
tion from St Augustine on account of the special association of 
St Pancras with children, and in connexion with the famous . 

 story of St Gregory, whose attention was first attracted to Britain 
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when'he saw the fair-faced children of the Angles who had been 
brought to Rome, and termed them " not Angles but angels.", . 

There were lesser houses of many religious orders in Canterbury, 
but only two, those of the Dominicans near St Peter's church 
in St Peter's Street, and the Franciscans, also in St Peter's 
Street, have left notable remains. The Dominican refectory is 
used as a chapel. Among the many churches, St Martin's, 
Longport, is of the first interest. This was the scene of the 
Tarliest work of Augustine in Canterbury, and had seen Christian 
service before his arrival. Its walls contain Roman masonry, 
but whether it is in part a genuine remnant of a Romano-British 
Christian church is open to doubt. There are Norman, Early 
English and later portions; and the font may be in part pre-
Norman, and is indeed associated by tradition with the baptism 
of 1Ethelberht himself. St Mildred's church exhibits Early 
English and Perpendicular work, and the use of Roman material 
is again visible here. St Paul's is of Early English origin; 
St Dunstan's, St Peter's and Holy Cross are mainly Decorated 
and Perpendicular. The village of Harbledown, on the hill 
west of Canterbury on the London road, from the neighbourhood 
of which a beautiful view over the city is obtained, has many 
associations with the ecclesiastical life of Canterbury. It is 
mentioned by Chaucer•in his pilgrimage under the name, appro-
priate to its site, of " Bob up and down." The almshouses, 
which occupy the site of Lanfranc's hospital for lepers, include 
an ancient hall and a chapel in which the west door and northern 
nave arcade are Norman, and are doubtless part of Lanfranc's 
buildings. The neighbouring parish church is in great part 
rebuilt. Amonethe numerous charitable institutions in Canter-
btiry there are several which may be called the descendants of 
medieval ecclesiastical foundations. 

City Buildings, erc.—The old city walls may be traced, and 
the public walk called the Dane John (derived probably from 
'donjon) follows the summit of a high artificial mound within 
the lines. The cathedral is finely seen from this point. Only 
the massive turreted west gate, of the later part of the 14th 
century, remains out of the former six city gates. The site of 
the eastle is not far from the Dane John, and enough remains of 
the Norman keep to show its strength and great size. Among 
other buildings and institutions there may be mentioned the 
guildhall in High Street, of the early part of the 18th century; 
the museum, which includes a fine colleCtion of local, including 
many Roman, relics; and the school of art, under municipal 
management, but founded by the painter T. Sidney Cooper 
(d. 19o2), who was a resident at Harbledown. A modern statue 
of a muse commemorates the poet Christopher Marlowe (1564-
1 593), a native of the city; and a pillar indicates the place where 
a number of persons were burnt at the stake in the reign of Mary. 

The King's school, occupying buildings adjacent to the 
cathedral, developed out of the early teaching furnished by the 
monastery. It was refounded by Henry VIII. in x541 (whence 
its name), and is managed on the lines of ordinary public schools. 
It has about 25o boys; and there is besides a junior or prepara-
tory school. The school is still connected with the ecclesiastical 
foundation, the dean and chapter being its governors. 

A noted occasion of festivity in Canterbury is the Canterbury 
cricket-week, when the Kent county cricket eleven engages in 
matches with other first-class teams, and many visitors are 
attracted to the city. 

Canterbury has a considerable agriculture trade, breweries, 
tanneries, brickworks and other manufactures. The parlia-
mentary borough returns one member. The city is governed by 
a mayor, 6 aldermen and a counCillors. Area, 3955 acres. 

History of the Cily.—The existence of a Romano-British town 
tin the site of Canterbury'has already been indicated. It was 
named Durorernum, and was a flourishing county town on the 
road from the Kentish ports to London. Mosaic pavements and 
other remains have been found in considerable abundance. The 
city, known by the Saxons as Canhvaraburh, the town of the men 
Of Kent, was the metropolis of dEthelberht's kingdom. At the 
time of the Domesday survey Canterbury formed part of the 
royal demesne and was governed by a portreeve as it had been  

before the Conquest. In the Lath and zeth centuries, two 
bailiffs presided over the burghmote, assisted by a larger and 
smaller council. Henry II., by an undated charter, confirmed 
former privileges and granted to the citizens that no one should 
implead them outside the city walls and that the pleas of the 
crown should be decided according to the customs of the city. 
In 2256 Henry III. granted them the city at an annual fee farm 
of i6d, also the right of electing their bailiffs. Confirmations 
of former charters with additional liberties were granted by later 
sovereigns, and Henry VI. incorporated Canterbury, which he 
called " one of our most ancient cities," under the style of the 
mayor and commonalty, the mayor to be elected by the burgesses. 
James I. in 1609 confirmed these privileges, giving the burgesses 
the right to be called a body corporate and to elect twelve alder-
men and a common council of twenty-four. Charles U., after 
calling in the charters of corporations, granted a confirmation in 
1684. Canterbury/ was first represented in parliament in 1283, 
and it continued to return two members until 1885, when the 
number was reduced to one. A fair was granted by Henry VI. 
to the citizens to be held in the city or suburbs on the 4th of 
August and the two days following; other fairs were in the 
hands of the monasteries; the corn and cattle markets and a 
general market have been held by prescription from time 
immemorial. Canterbury was a great centre of the silk-weaving 
trade in the 17th century, large numbers of Walloons, driven by 
persecution to England, having settled there in the reign of 
Elizabeth. In 1676 Charles II. granted a charter of incorporation 
to the Walloon congregation under style of the master, wardens 
and fellowship of weavers in the city of Canterbury. The market 
for the sale of corn and hops was regulated by a local act in s8ei. 

See A. P. Stanley, Historical Memorials of Canterbury (London, 
1855); J. Brent, Canterbury in the Olden Time (Canterbury. 1879); 
J. W. Legg and W. H. St J. Hope, Inventories of Christchurch, 
Canterbury (London, 19o2); Victoria County History, Kent. 

CANTHAR1DES, or SPANISH FLIES, the common blister-
beetles (Cantharis vesicatoria) of European pharmacy. They are 
bright, iridescent, golden-green or bluish-coloured beetles (see 
COLeorreea), with the breast finely punctured and pubescent, 
head and thorax with a longitudinal channel, and elytra with two 
slightly elevated lines. The insect is from half-an-inch to an inch 
in length, and from one to two lines broad, the female being 
broader in the abdomen and altogether larger than the male. 
It is a native of the south of Europe, being found in Spain, 
France, Germany, Italy, Hungary and the south of Russia, and 
it is also obtained in Siberia. The Spanish fly is also occasionaDy 
found in the south of England. The insects feed upon ash, lilac, 
privet and jasmine leaves, and are found more rarely on elder, 
rose, apple and poplar trees. Their presence is made known by 
a powerful disagreeable odour, which penetrates to a considerable 
distance. They are collected (erase at late evening or early 
morning, while in a dull bedewed condition, by shaking them off 
the trees or shrubs into cloths spread on the ground; and they 
are killed by dipping them into hot water or vinegar, or by expos-
ing them for some time over the vapour of vinegar. They are 
then dried and put up for preservation in. glass-stoppered 
bottles; and they require to be very easefully guarded against 
mites and various other minute insects, to the attacks of which 
they are peculiarly liable. It has been shown by means of 
spectroscopic observations that the green colour of the elytra, 
&c., is due to the presence of chlorophyll; and that the varia-
tions of the spectral bands are sufficient, after the lapse of many 
years, to indicate with some certainty the kind of leaves on which 
the insects were feeding shortly before they were killed. 

Cantharides owe their value to the presence of a peculiar 
chemical principle, to which the name cantharidin has been given. 
It is most abundant in large full-grown insects, while in very 
young specimens no cantharidin at all has been found. From 
about one-fourth to rather more than one-half per cent. of 
cantharidin has been obtained from different samples; and it 
has been ascertained that the elytra or wing-sheaths of the 
insect, which alone are used in pharmacy, contain more of the 
active principle than the soft parts taken together; hat 
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apparently cantharidin is most abundant in the eggs and 
generative organs. 

Caatharidin constitutes from to z %of cantharides. It has the 
fermsda CsH, 104, and on hydrolysis is converted into cantharinic 
sad, CaHoOr. It crystallizes in colourless plates and is 
readily soluble in alcohol, ether, &c., but not in water. The 
British Pharmacopeia contains a large number of preparations of 
astharides, but the only one needing special mention is the tinc-
ture, which is meant for internal administration; the small dose is 
aoteeorthy, five minims being probably the maximum for safety. 

The external action of cantharides or cantharidin is extremely 
daracteristic. When it is applied to the skin there ate no 
obvious consequences for some hours. Thereafter the part 
becomes warm and painful, owing to marked local vascular 
datation. This is the typical rabefacient action. Soon after-
•-lids there is an accumulation under the epidermis of a serum 
erived from the dilated blood-vessels. The numerous small 

blisters or vesicles thus derived coalesce, forming a large sac full 
of blister-fluid." The drug is described as a counter-irritant, 
tteugh the explanation of this action is very doubtful. Ap-
parently there is an influence on the afferent nerves of the part 
said causes a reflex contraction—some authors say dilatation-
oi the vessels in the internal organs that are under the control of 
the some segment of the nervous system as that supplying the area 
or skin from which the exciting impulse comes. When applied 

this fashion a certain quantity of the cantharides is absorbed. 
Taken internally in any but minute doses, the drug causes 

t..4. most severe gastro-intestinal irritation, the vomited and 
evacuated matters containing blood, and the patient suffering 
agonizing pain and extreme depression. The further character-
one symptoms are displayed in the genito-urinary tract. The 
dreg circulates in the blood in the form of an albuminate and is 
slowly excreted by the kidneys. The effect of large doses is to 
aose great pain in the renal region and urgent wish to micturate. 
The urine is nevertheless small in amount and contains albumen 
sad blood owing to the local inflammation produced in the 
. iric-ey by the passage of the poison through that organ. The 
enig often has a marked aphrodisiac action, producing priapism, 
or a the female sex the onset of the catamenia or abortion. 

Cantharides is used externally for its counter-irritant action. 
There are certain definite contra-indications to its use. It must 
set be employed in cases of renal disease, owing to the risks 
atteulaat upon absorption. It must always be employed with 
nation in the case of elderly persons and children; and it must 
cm be applied to a paralysed limb (in which the power of healing 
is deficient), nor to parts upon which the patient lies, as other-
v; a bed-sore is likely to follow its use. The drug is admini-
cered internally in certain cases of impotence and occasionally 

ether conditions. Its criminal employment is usually intended 
to heighten sexual desire, and has frequently led to death. 

The toxic symptoms have already been detailed, the patient 
=nay dying from arrest of the renal functions. The treatment 
is far from satisfactory, and consists in keeping up the strength 
and Muting the poison in the blood and in the urine by the 
Idandstration of bland fluids, such as soda-water, milk and plain 
rater, in quantities as large as possible. External warmth should 
also be applied to the regions specially affected by the drug. 

X say large number of other insects belonging to the same 
holly possess blistering properties, owing to their containing 
unisseidin. Of these the most remarkable is the Telini " fly " 
eE ludia (My :brio eichorii), the range of which extends from 
15}y and Greece through Egypt and central Asia as far as China. 
it is very rich in cantharidin, yielding fully twice as much as 
sezary cantharides. Several green-coloured beetles are, on 
a:meat of their colour, used as adulterants to cantharides, but 
they are very easily detected by examination with the eye, or, 
d Powdered, with the microscope. 

CUTICLES. The Old Testament book of Canticles, or the 
&an of Solomon, is called in Hebrew The Song of Songs (that is, 
tie choicest of songs), or, according to the full title which stands as 
fir fat verse of the book, The choicest of the songs of Solomon. 

the Western versions the book holds the third place among  

the so-called Solomonic writings, following Proverbs and Ecclesi-
astes. In Hebrew Bibles it stands among the Megiloeh, the five 
books of the Hagiographa which have a prominent place in the 
Synagogue service. In printed Bibles and in German MSS. it 
is the first of these because it is read at the Passover, which is 
the first great feast of the sacred year of the Jews. 

No part of the Bible has called forth a greater diversity of 
opinions than the Song of Solomon, and this for two reasons. 
In the first place, the book holds so unique a position in the 
Old Testament, that the general analogy of Hebrew literature 
is a very inadequate key to the verbal difficulties, the artistic 
structure, and the general conception and purpose of the poem. 
In point of langulge the departures from ordinary Hebrew are 
almost always in the direction of Aramaic. Many forms unique 
in Biblical Hebrew are at once explained by the Aramaic dialects, 
but not a few are still obscure. The philological difficulties 
of the book are, however, less fundamental than those which 
lie in the unique character of the. Song of Solomon in point of 
artistic form, and in the whole atmosphere of thought and feeling 
in which it moves. Even in these respects it is not absolutely 
isolated. Parallels to the peculiar imagery may be found in 
the book of Hosea, in Ezekiel xvi. and xxiii. and above all in the 
45th Psalm; but such links of union to the general mass of the 
Old Testament literature are too slight to be of material assistance 
in the solution of the literary problem of the book. Here, again, 
as in the lexical difficulties already referred to, we are tempted 
or compelled to argue from the distant and insecure analogy 
of other Eastern literatures, or are thrown back upon traditions 
of uncertain origin and ambiguous authority. 

The power of tradition has been the second great source of 
confusion of opinion about the Song of Solomon. To tradition 
we owe the title, which apparently indicates Solomon as the 
author and not merely as the subject of the book. The authority 
of titles in the Old Testament is often questionable, and in the 
present case it is certain on linguistic grounds that the title is 
not from the hand that wrote the poem; while to admit that it 
gives a correct account of the authorship is to cut away at one 
stroke all the most certain threads of connexion between the 
book and our historical knowledge of the Old Testament people 
and literature. 

To tradition, again, we owe the prejudice in favour of an 
allegorical interpretation, that is, of the view that from verse 
to verse the Song sets forth the history of a spiritual and not 
merely of an earthly love. To apply such an exegesis to Canticles 
is to violate one of the first principles of reasonable interpretation. 
True allegories are never without internal marks of their 
allegorical design. The language .of symbol is not so perfect 
that a long chain of spiritual ideas can be developed without 
the use of a single spiritual word or phrase; and even were this 
possible it would be false art in the allegorist to hide away his 
sacred thoughts behind a screen of sensuous and erotic imagery, 
so complete and beautiful in itself as to give no suggestion that 
it is only the vehicle of a deeper sense. Apart from tradition, 
no one, in the present state of exegesis, would dream of allegoriz-
ing poetry which in its natural sense is so full of purpose and 
meaning, so apt in sentiment, and so perfect in imagery as the 
lyrics of Canticles. We are not at liberty to seek for allegory 
except where the natural sense is incomplete. This is not the 
case in the Song of Solomon. On the contrary, every form of 
the allegorical interpretation which has been devised carries 
its own condemnation in the fact that it takes away from the 
artistic unity of the poem and breaks natural sequences of 
thought' The allegorical interpretation of the Song of Solomon 
had its rise in the very same conditions which forced a deeper 

An argument for the allegorical interpretation has been often 
drawn from Mahommedan mysticism—from the poems of Hafiz, and 
the songs still sung by dervishes. See Jones, Poeseos Asialicae Corn. 
Elniici.scaba. 3 z RoEsenmaajleiscre. .i  mart BsonLuotat,  hthere 

 is no true 
's Praenlcatioie anl  ,looci; aongy  

between the Old 

	and 
Egyptians, h 
Testament and the pantheistic mysticism of 'slam, 

and there is every reason to believe that, where the allegory takes a 
form really analogous to Canticles, the original sense of these songs 
was purely erotic. 
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sense, now universally discarded, upon so many other parts 
of scripture. Yet strangely enough there is no evidence that 
the Jews of Alexandria extended to the book their favourite 
methods of interpretation. The arguments which have been 
adduced to prove that the Septuagint translation implies an 
allegorical exegesis are inadequate; t and Philo does not mention 
the book. Nor is there any allusion to Canticles in the New Testa-
ment. The first trace of an allegorical view identifying Israel 
with the " spouse " appears to be in the Fourth Book of Ezra, near 
the close of the 1st Christian century (v. 24, 26; vii. 26). Up 
to this time the canonicity of the Canticles was not unquestioned; 
and the final decision as to the sanctity of the book, so energetic-
ally carried through by R. Aqiba, when he declared that " the 
whole world is not worth the day on which the Song of Songs 
was given to Israel; for all the scriptures (or Hagiographa) 
are holy, but the Canticles most holy," must be understood as 
being at the same time a victory of the allegorical interpretation 
over the last remains of a view which regarded the poem as 
simply erotic' 

The form in which the allegorical theory became fixed in the 
synagogue is contained in the Midrash Chazila and in the Targum, 
which is a commentary rather than a translation. The spouse 
is Israel, her royal lover the divine king, and the poem is ex-
plained as tracing the great events of the people's history from 
the Exodus to the Messianic glory and final restoration' 

The authority of Origen, who, according to Jerome, surpassed 
himself in his.commentary of ten volumes on this book, estab-
lished the allegorical theory in the Christian church in the two 
main forms in which it has since prevailed. The bridegroom is 
Christ, the bride either the church or the believing soul.. The 
latter conception is, of course, that which lends itself most 
readily to purposes of mystical edification, and which has 
made Canticles the manual in all ages of a wide-spread type of 
religious contemplation. But the other view, which identifies 
the bride with the church, must be regarded as the standard of 
orthodox exegesis. Of course the allegorical principle admitted 
of very various modifications, and readily adapted itself to new 
religious developments, such as the rise of Mariolatry. Within 
the limits of the orthodox traditions the allegory took various 
colours, according as its mystical or its prophetical aspect was 
insisted on. Among medieval commentators of the former class 
S. Bernard holds a pre-eminent place; while the second class is 
represented by Nicolaus de Lyra, who, himself a converted Jew, 
modified the Jewish interpretation so as to find in the book an 
account of the proccssus eecicsiae under the Old and New Testa-
ments. The prophetic exegesis reached its culminating point 
in the post-Reformation period, when Cocceius found in the 
Canticles a complete conspectus of church history. But the 
relaxation of traditional authority opened the door to still 
stranger vagaries of interpretation. Luther was tempted to 
understand the book of the political relations of Solomon and 
his people. Others detected the loves of Solomon and Wisdom—
a view which found a supporter in Rosenmilller. 

The history of the literal interpretation begins with the great 
" commentator "of the Syrian Church, Theodorus of Mopsuestia 
(died 429), who condemned equally the attempt to find in the 
book a prophecy of the blessings given to the church, and the 
idea even at that time expressed in some quarters that the book 
is immoral. Theodorus regarded the Canticles as a poem 
written by Solomon in answer to the complaints of his people 
about his Egyptian marriage; and this was one of the heresies 
charged upon him after his death, which led to his condemnation 

Repeated recently by Scholz, Kommenter, pp. iii. and iv. 
'The chief passages of Jewish writings refemng to this dispute are 

Mishna Jadatrn, iii. 5 and Tosifta Sanhedrin, xii. For other passages 
see Gratz's Commentary, p. 115, and in control of his criticism the 
introduction to the commentary.  of Delitzsch. 

The text of the Targum in the Polyglots and in Buxtorf's 
Rabbinic Bible is not complete. The complete text is given in the 
Venice editions, and in Lagarde's Hagiographa Chaldolce (Lipsiae, 
1873). The Polyglots add a Latin version. A German version is 
given by Riedel in his very useful book, Die Auslegunc des lichen-
liedes (1898). which also reviews the interpretation of Canticles by 
Hippolytus, Origen and later Greek writers.  

at the second council of Constantinople (553 an.). A literal 
interpretation was not again attempted till in 1544 Chateillon 
(Castellio or Castellon) lost his regency at Geneva for proposing 
to expel the book from the canon as impure. Grotius (A nent. 
in V.T., 1644) took up a more moderate position. Without 
denying the possibility of a secondary reference designed by 
Solomon to give his poem a more permanent value, he regards 
the Canticles as primarily an deplores (conjugal prattle) between 
Solomon and Pharaoh's daughter. The distinction of a primary 
and secondary sense gradually became current not only among 
the Remonstrants, but in England (Lightfoot. Lowth) and even 
in Catholic circles (Bossuet, i693). In the actual understanding 
of the book in its literal sense no great progress was made. 
Solomon was still viewed as the author, and for the most part 
the idea that the poem is a dramatic epithalamium was borrowed 
from Origen and the allegorists, and applied to the marriage 
of Pharaoh's daughter. 

From Grotius to Lowth the idea of a typical reference designed 
by Solomon himself appears as a mere excrescence on the natural 
interpretation, but as an excrescence which could not be removed 
without perilling the place of Canticles in the canon, which, 
indeed, was again assailed by Whiston in 1723. But in his notes 
on Lowth's lectures, J. D. Michaelis, who regarded the poem as a 
description of the enduring happiness of true wedded love long 
after marriage, proposed to drop the allegory altogether, and to 
rest the canonicity of the book, as of those parts of Proverbs 
which treat of conjugal affection, on the moral picture it presents 

( 1 758)• 
Then came Herder's exquisite little treatise on Solomon's 

Songs of Love, the Oldest and Sweetest of the East (t 778). Herder, 
possessing delicacy of taste and sympathetic poetical genius, 
delighted in the Canticles as the transparently natural expression 
of innocent and tender love. He expressed the idea that the 
poem is simply a sequence of independent songs without inner 
unity, grouped so as to display various phases and stages of love 
in a natural order, culminating in the placid joys of wedded life. 
The theory of Herder, which refuses to acknowledge any con-
tinuity in the book, was accepted by Eichhom on the part of 
scholars, and with some hesitation by Goethe on the part of the 
poets. Commentaries based on this view are those of Dbpke 
(1829), Magnus (1842), Noyes (1846). 

The prevalent view of the toll century, however, recognizes 
in the poem a more or less pronounced dramatic character, and 
following Jacobi (r 771) distinguishes the shepherd, the true love 
of the Shulamite, from King Solomon, who is made to play an 
ignominious part. Propounded by Staudlin (1792) and Ammon 
(t795), this view was energetically carried out by Umbreit (t 
and above all by Ewald, whose acuteness gave the theory a Bew 
development, while his commanding influence among Hebrew 
scholars acquired for it general recognition. Ewald assumed a 
very simple dramatic structure, and did not in his first publica-
tion (1826) venture to suppose that the poem had ever been acted 
on a stage. His less cautious followers have been generally 
tempted to dispose of difficulties by introducing more complicated 
action and additional interlocutors (so, for example, Hitzig. 
1855; Ginsburg, 1857; Renan, t86o); while BOttcher (tS5c) 
did his best to reduce the dramatic exposition to absurdity by 
introducing the complexities and stage effects of a modern 
operetta. Another view is that of Delitzsch (i851 and :875) 
and his followers, who also plead for a dramatic form--thouh 
without supposing that the piece was ever acted—but adhere 
to the traditional notion that Solomon is the author, wh o  cek-
brates his love to a peasant maiden, whom he made his wife, and 
in whose company the proud monarch learned to appreciate the 
sweetness of a true affection and a simple rustic life. 

In view of the prevalence of the " dramatic " theory  of 
Canticles during the 19th century, and its retention by some 
comparatively recent writers (Oettli, Driver, Adeney, Harper), 
it seems desirable that this theory should be presented in env...  
detail. A convenient summary of the form it assumed in the 
hands of Ewald (the shepherd-hypothesis) and of Delitzsch (the 
king-hypothesis) is given by Driver (Liter:Marc of she  ois 
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Testa te's:, ch. a. § a). The following presentation of the theory, 
en the general lines of Ewald, gives that form of it which 
Robertson Smith was able to accept in 1876. 

The centre of attraction is throughout a female figure, and the 
unity of this figure is the chief test of the unity of the book. In 
the long canto, i. 7, the heroine appears in a royal palace 

4) among the daughters of Jerusalem, who are thus presumably 
ladies of the court of Zion. At i. 9, an additional interlocutor is 
introduced, who is plainly a king, and apparently Solomon 
G. 4. 12). He has just risen from table, and praises the charms 
of the heroine with the air of a judge of beauty, but without 
warmth. He addresses her simply as "my friend" (not as 
English version, "my love"). The heroine, on the contrary, is 
passionately in love, but nothing can be plainer than that the 
object of her affection is not the king. She is not at home in the 
palace, for she explains (i. 6) that she has spent her life as 
peasant girl in the care of vineyards. Her beloved, whom she 
knows not where to find (i. 7), but who lies constantly on her 
heart and is cherished in her bosom like a spray of the sweet 
henna flowers which Oriental ladies delight to wear (i. 13, 1 4), is 
Like herself a peasant—a shepherd lad (i. 7)—with whom she was 
*cat to sit in the fresh greenwood under the mighty boughs of 
the cedars (i. 16, t 7). Even before the king's entrance the ladies 
of the court are impatient at so silly an affection, and advise her, 

if she is really so witless," to begone and rejoin her plebeian 
lover (i. 8). To them she appeals in ii. 5, 6, where her self-
Patrol!strung to the highest pitch as she meets the compliments 
of the king with reminiscences of her absent lover, breaks down 
in a fit of half-delirious sickness. The only words directed to the 
king are those of i. 11, which, if past tenses are substituted for the 
presents of the English version, contain a pointed rebuff. Finally, 
ii. 7 is, on the plainest translation, a charge not to arouse love till 
it please. The moral of the scene is the spontaneity of true 
affection. 

Now, at viii. 5, a female figure advances leaning upon her 
beloved, with whom she claims inseparable union,—"for love is 
strong as death, its passion inflexible as the grave, its fire a 
divine flame which no waters can quench or floods drown. Yea, 
if a man would give all his wealth for love he would only be 
cortemnecL" This is obviously the sentiment of ii. 7, and the 
senor, whose wealth is despised, must almost of necessity be 
identified with the king of chapter i., if, as seems reasonable, we 
place viii. II, 1a in the mouth of the same speaker—"King 
Solomon has vineyards which bring him a princely revenue, and 
enrich even the farmers. Let him and them keep their wealth; 
my vineyard is before me" (i.e. I possess it in present fruition). 
The last expression is plainly to be connected with i. 6. But this 
happiness has not been reached without a struggle. The speaker 
zs proved herself an impregnable fortress (ver. 10), and, armed 

cely with her own beauty and innocence, has been in his eyes as 
ewe that found peace. The sense is that, like a virgin fortress, 
she has compelled her assailant to leave her in peace. To these 
marks of identity with the heroine of ch. i. are to be added that 
die appears here as dwelling in gardens, there as a keeper of 
vineyards (L 6, and viii. 13), and that as there it was her brethren 
that prescribed her duties, so here she apparently quotes words in 
which her brothers, while she was still a child, speculated as to her 
farm conduct and its reward (viii. 8, 9). 

If this analysis of the commencement and close of the book is 
foram it is certain that the poem is in a sense dramatic, that is, 
that it uses dialogue and monologue to develop a story. The 
heroine appears in the opening scene in a difficult and painful 
Oa-ration, from which in the last chapter she is happily ex-
Mated- But the dramatic progress which the poem exhibits 
soncely involves a plot in the usual sense of that word. The 
seeds of viii. 9, to dearly indicate that the deliverance of the 
bcsiar is due to no combination of favouring circumstances, 
ten to her own inflexible fidelity and virtue. 

The constant direction of the maiden's mind to her true love is 
Pertly expressed in dialogue with the ladies of the court (the 
hers of Jerusalem), who have no dramatic individuality, 
and whose only function in the economy of the piece is to give  

the heroine opportunity for a more varied expression of her 
feelings. In I. 8 we found them contemptuous. In chapter 
they appear to be still indifferent; for when the heroine relates a 
dream in which the dull pain of separation and the uneasy 
consciousness of confinement and danger in the unsympathetic 
city disappear for a moment in imagined reunion with her lover, 
they are either altogether silent or reply only by taking up a 
festal part song describing the marriage procession of King 
Solomon 6-1 z), which stands in jarring contrast to the 
feelings of the maiden' A second dream (v. 2-8), more weird 
and melancholy, and constructed with that singular psycho. 
logical felicity which characterizes the dreams of the Old Testa-
ment, gains more sympathy, and the heroine is encouraged to 
describe her beloved at large (v. to-vi. 3). The structure of 
these dialogues is so simple, and their purpose is so strictly 
limited to the exhibition of the character and affection of the 
maiden, that it is only natural to find them supplemented by a 
free use of pure monologue, in which the heroine recalls the 
happiness of past days, or expresses her rising hope of reunion 
with her shepherd, and restoration to the simple joys of her 
rustic life. The vivid reminiscence of ii. 8-17 takes the form of a 
dialogue within the main dialogue of the poem, a picture within a 
picture—the picture of her beloved as he stood at her window in 
the early spring time, and of her own merry heart as she laugh-
ingly answered him in the song with which watchers of the 
vineyards frighten away the foxes. It is, of course, a fault of 
perspective that this reminiscence is as sharp in outline and as 
strong in colour as the main action. But no one can expect 
perspective in such early art, and recollection of the past is 
clearly enough separated from present reality by ii. 16, t 7. The 
last monologue (vii. to-viii. 3), in which the hope of immediate 
return with her lover is tempered by maidenly shame, and a 
maiden's desire for her mother's counsel, is of special value 
for a right appreciation of the psychology of the love which 
the poem celebrates, and completes a picture of this flower 
of the northern valleys which is not only firm in outline, but 
delicate in touch. The subordinate action which supports the 
portraiture of the maiden of Galilee is by no means easy to 
understand. 

We come next to chapter vi., which again sings the praises 
of the heroine, and takes occasion in this connexion to introduce, 
with the same want of perspective as we observed in ch. ii., 
a dialogue descriptive of Solomon's first meeting with the maiden. 
We learn that she was an inhabitant of Shulem or Shunem in 
Issachar, whom the king and his train surprised in a garden on 
the occasion of a royal progress through the north. Her beauty 
drew from the ladies of the court a cry of admiration. The 
maiden shrinks back with the reply—"I was gone down into 
my garden to see its growth. . . . I know not how my soul 
hath brought me among the chariots of princes"; but she is 
commanded to turn and let herself be seen in spite of her bashful 
protest—" Why do ye gaze on the Shulamite as at a dance of 
Mahanaim (a spectacle)?" Now the person in whose mouth 
this relation is placed must be an eye-witness of the scene, and 
so none other than the king. But in spite of the verbal repetition 
of several of the figures of ch. iv. . . . the tone in which the 
king now addresses the Shulamite is quite changed. She is 
not only beautiful but terrible, her eyes trouble him, and he 
cannot endure their gaze. She is unique among women, the choice 
and only one of her mother. The unity of action can only be 
maintained by ignoring vii. r-9, and taking the words of Solomon 
in chapter vi. in their obvious sense as implying that the king 
at length recognizes in the maiden qualities of soul unknown in 
the harem, a character which compels respect, as well as a beauty 
that inflames desire. The change of feeling which was wrought 
in the daughters of Jerusalem in the previous scene now extends 
to Solomon himself, and thus the glad utterances of vii. to, seq., 

'Ewald and others make this song a distinct scene in the action of 
the poem, supposing that the author here exhibits the honourable 
form of espousal by which Solomon thought to vanquish the scruples 
of the damsel. This view, however, seems to introduce a com-
plication foreign to the plan of the book. 
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have a sufficient motive, and the dtnostement is no longer violent 
and unprepared. 

The 'sodas of the action is fully given in chapter i., the final 
issue in chapter viii. The solution lies entirely in the character 
and constancy of the heroine, which prevail, in the simplest 
possible way, first over the ladies of the court and then over 
the king. 

The attractiveness of the above theory cannot be denied; 
but it may be asked whether the attraction does not lie in the 
appeal to modern taste of a story which is largely the product 
of modern imagination. It supposes a freedom of intercourse 
between lovers inconceivable for the East. The initial situation 
of the maiden in the harem of Solomon is left as a problem for 
the reader to discover, until he comes to its supposed origin in 
vi. ; the expedient might be granted in the case of one of 
Browning's Men and Women, but seems very improbable in 
the present case. The more elaborate dramatic theories can 
find no parallel in Semitic literature to the " drama "of Canticles, 
the book of Job being no exception to this statement; whilst 
even the simpler theories ask us to believe that the essential 
parts of the story—the rape of the Shulamite, the change in 
Solomon's disposition, her release from the harem—are to be 
supplied by the reader from obscure and disputable references. 
More serious still is the fact that any progress of action from 
first to last is so difficult to prove. In the first chapter we listen 
to a woman speaker desiring to be kissed by the man who has 
brought her into his chambers, and speaking of " our bed "; 
in the last we leave her " leaning upon her beloved." The 
difficulties of detail are equally great. To suppose that all the 
male love-making, by hypothesis unsuccessful, belongs to 
Solomon, whilst the heroine addresses her passionate words to 
the continuously absent shepherd, is obviously unconvincing; 
yet, if this shepherd speaks in iv. 8-v. z, how are we to explain 
his appearance in the royal harem? This and other difficulties 
were acknowledged by Robertson Smith, notably the presence 
of vii. 1-9, which he proposed to set aside as an interpolation, 
because of its sensuality and of the difficulty of working it into 
the dramatic scheme. The fact that this passage has subse-
quently become the central element in the new interpretation 
of the book is, perhaps, a warning against violent measures with 
difficulties. 

Attention has already been drawn to Herder's. proposal, 
accepted by some later writers, including Diestel and Reuss, to 
regard the book as a collection of detached songs. This received 
new and striking confirmation from the anthropological data 
supplied by J. G. Wetstein (1873), Prussian consul at Damascus. 
His observations of the wedding customs of Syrian peasants led 
him to believe that Canticles is substantially a collection of 
songs originally sung at such festivities. Wetstein's contribution 
was republished shortly afterwards by Delitzsch, in an appendix 
to his Commentary; but it received little attention. The first 
amongst Old Testament scholars to perceive its importance 
seems to have been Stade, who accepted Wetstein's view in a 
footnote to his History of The !elvish People p. 197), published 
in 1888; to Budde, however, belongs the distinction of the 
systematic and detailed use of Wetstein's suggestions, especially 
in his Commentary (1898). This interpretation of the book is 
accepted by Kautzsch (1896), Siegfried (1898), Cheyne (1899), 
and other eminent scholars. The last-named states the theory 
tersely as follows: " The book is an anthology of songs used at 
marriage festivals in or near Jerusalem, revised and loosely 
connected by an editor without regard to temporal sequence " 
(Ency. Bibl. 691). The character of the evidence which has 
contributed to the acceptance of this view may be indicated 
in Wetstein's own statements:— 

" The finest time in the life of the Syriansant consists of the pea 
first seven days after his wedding, in which he and his young wife 
play the part of king (melik) and queen (melika), both being no 
treated and served by their village and the invited communities of 
the neighbourhood. The majority of thegreater village weddings 
fall in the month of March, the finest of' the Syrian year. The 
winter rains being over, and the sun still refreshing, not oppressive 
as in the following months, the weddings are celebrated in the open 

air on the village threshing-floor, which at this time of the years 
with few exceptions a flowery mead... . We pass over the weddsag- 
day itself with its displays, the sword-dance of the bride, and the 
great feast. On the morrow, bridegroom and bride awake as king 
and queen. Already.  before sunrise they receive the leader of the 
bridesmen, as their vizier, and the bridesmen themselves; the latter 
thereupon fetch the threshing-board and bring it to the threshing-
floor, singing a rousing song of battle or love, generally both. There 
it is erected as a throne. and after the royal couple have taken their 
seats and the necessary formalities are gone through, a great dance 
in honour of the young couple begins; the accompanying song i3 
concerned only with themselves, its principal element being the 
inevitable wasf, i.e. a description of the physical perfections of both 
and their ornaments. The eulogy of the queen is more moderate, 
and praises her visible, rather than veiled, charms; this is due to 
the fact that she is to-day a married woman, and that the soil 
sung on the re day during her sword-dance has left nothing 
to desire. This was/ is the weak element in Syrian wedding-songs 
according to our taste; its comparisons are to us frequently too 
clumsy and reveal the stereotyped pattern. It is the same with the 
little collection of charming wedding-songs and fragments of them 
which has been received into the canon of the Old Testament under 
the name of Canticles; the wasf (iv.-vii.) is considerably below the 
rest in poetical value. With this dance begin the sports, la,tieg 
seven days, begun in the morning on the first, shortly before midday 
on the other days, and continuing far into the night by the light of 
the fires that are kindled; on the last day alone all is over by sunset. 
During the whole week both royalties are in marriage attire, must do 
no work and have no cares; they have only to look down from the 
merteba (throne) on the sports carried on before them, in which they 
themselves take but a moderate part; the queen, however, occa-
sionally gives a short dance to attract attention to her bridal attire. - . 

For the general application of these and the related customs 
to the interpretation of the book, reference should be made to 
Budde's Commentary, which recognizes four too*, viz. iv. 1-7 
(describing the bride from head to breasts), v. to-s6 (the bride-
groom), vi. 4-7 (similar to and partly repeating iv. t-7), and 
vii. t-9, belonging to the sword-dance of the bride, her physical 
charms being sung from feet to head (cf. vii. " Why look ye 
on the Shulamite as (on) a dance of camps?" i.e. a war-dance). 
This dance receives its name from the fact that she dances it 
with a sword in her hand in the firelight on the evening of her 
wedding-day, and amid a circle of men and women, whilst such 
a wasf as this is sung by the leader of the choir. The passage 
relating to the litter of Solomon (iii. 6-x0—an old difficulty 
with the dramatizers—relates to the erection of the thyme 
on the threshing-floor.' The terms " Solomon " and " the 
Shulamite " are explained as figurative references to the 
famous king, and to Abishag the Shulamite, " fairest among 
women," on the lines of the use of " king " and " queen " noted 
above. Other songs of Canticles are referred by Budde to the 
seven days of festivities. It need hardly be said that difficulties 
still remain in the analysis of this book of wedding-songs; 
whilst Budde detects 23 songs, besides fragments, Siegfried 
divides the book into to.' Such differences are to be expected 
in the case of a collection of songs, some admittedly in dialogue 
form, all concerned with the common theme of .the love of man 
and woman, and without any external indication of the transition 
from one song to the next. 

Further, we must ask whether the task has been complicated 
by any editorial rearrangement or interpolation; the collector 
of these songs has certainly not reproduced them in the order 
of their use at Syrian weddings. Can we trace any principle, or 
even any dominant thought in this arrangement? In this 
connexion we touch the reason for.the reluctance of some scholars 
to accept the above interpretation, viz. the alleged marks of 

Wetstein, Zeitschrift f. EUta., 1873, pp. 270-3o2; quoted and 
condensed by Budde as above in Comm. p. xvii.; for a fuller repro-
duction of Wetstein in English see Harper, The Song of Songs. PP- 74- 
76. 

For the connexion of the threshing-floor with marriage through'  
the idea of sexual fertility, we may compare many primitive ideas 
and customs, such as those described by Frazer (The Golden Bough. 
ii. p. 18t f., '86). 

Castelli (It Cashes dei Carsiki, 1892) has written a very attract ise 
little book on Canticles (quite apart from the Wetstein development)! 
regarded as " a poem formed by a number of dialogues mutually 
related by a certain succession "; they require for their under-1 
standing nothing but some indication of the speaker at each tran-
sition (such as we find in codex A of the Septuagint). 
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literary unity which the book contains .(c.g. Driver, lot. cif.). 

These are (1) general similarity of treatment, seen in the use 
of imagery (the bride as a garden, iv. tx; vi. 2, 3), the frequent 
references to nature and to particular places, and the recurrence 
of descriptions of male and female beauty; (2) references to 

Solomon" or "the king," to "the Shulamite " and to "the 
daughters of Jerusalem" (from which, indeed, the dramatic 
theory has found its chief inspiration); (3) indications that the 
same person is speaking in different places (cf. the two dreams 
of a woman, and the vineyard references, i. 6; viii. 12); (q) 
repetitions of words and phrases especially of the refrains, 
" disturb not love" (ii. 7; iii. 5;  viii. q), and "until the day 
break" (ii. t7; iv. 6). But of these (1) is no more than'should 
be expected, since the songs all relate to the same subject, and 
spring from a common world of life and thought of the same 
group of people; (2) finds at (cast a partial parallel and cxplana-
t:on in the use of "king"  and "queen"  noted above; whilst 
(j) and (q) alone seem to require something more than the work 
of a mere collector of the songs. It is, of course, true that, in 
recurrent ceremonies, the same thought inevitably tends to 
find expression in the same words. But this hardly meets the 
use of the refrains, whilst the reference to the vineyard at be-
ginning and end does suggest some literary connexion. It is to 
be noted that the three refrains "disturb not love" severally 
follow passages relating to the consummation of the sexual 
relation, whilst the two refrains "until the day break " appear 
to form an invitation and an answer in the same connexion, 
whilst the " Omnia vincit Amor" passage in the last chapter 
forms a natural climax (cf. Haupt's translation). So far, then, 
as this somewhat scanty evidence goes, it may point to some 
one hand which has given its semblance of unity to the book by 
underlining the joy of consummated love—to which the vineyard 
and garden figures throughout allude—and by so arranging the 
co kction that the descriptions of this joy find their climax 
in viii. 6-7. 1  

Whatever conclusion, however,' may be reached as to the 
present arrangement of Canticles, the recognition of wedding-
songs as forming its nucleus marks an important stage in the 
interpretation of the book; even Rothstein (1902), whilst 
attempting to resuscitate a dramatic theory, "recognizes . 
the possibility that older wedding-songs (as, for instance, the 
aasfs) are worked up in the Song of Songs" (Hastings' D.B. 
p. sq.eb). The drama he endeavours to construct might, indeed, 
be called" The Tokens of Virginity," since he makes it culminate 
in the procedure of Dent. xxii. r3 f., which still forms part of 
the Syrian ceremonies. But his reconstruction is open to the 
same objection as all similar attempts, in that the vital moments 
of the dramatic action have to be supplied from without. Thus 
between v. 2 and v. 2, the baffled king is supposed to have dis-
appeared, and to have been replaced by the happy lover; 
between viii. 7 and viii. 8, we are required to imagine "the 
bridal night and its mysteries "; whilst between viii. 9 and viii. 
to, we must suppose the evidence that the bride has been found 
a virgin is exhibited. He also attempts, with considerable 
ingenuity, to trace the legend involved in the supposed drama 
to the fact that Abisbag remained a virgin in regard to David 
(r Kral i. 4)  whilst nothing is said of her marriage to Solomon' 

On the view accepted above, Canticles describes in a number 
• On the erotic meaning of man of the figures employed see the 

no tes of Haupt in The American Journal 	of Semitic Languages (July 
*902); also G. Jacob, Paz Hohdied (2902), who rightlyp rotests 
against the limitation in the Comm. of Budde and Siegfned(p. to) 
of all the sorbs to the marriage relation. Haupt thinks that the songs 
were not _originally composed for weddings, though used there 
(p. 207, ep. crl.). Diestel had pointed out, in another connexion 
(d L. 129), that nothing is said in the book of the blessing of children, 
the chit end of marriage from a Hebrew standpoint. 

• Rothstein's criticism of Budde turns chiefly on the latter's 
admission of redactional elements, introducing "movement and 
rsion." and may be summed up in the statement that "Budde 
hiasdf by the characteristics he assigns to the redactor points the 
way main past his own hypothesis to the dramatical view of the 
on' 	N. mb). A. Harper," The Song of Songs" (Cambridge 

Bebi e'i. also criticizes Budde at length in favour of the conventional 
dramatical theory (Appendix).  

of separate poems the central passion of human life, and is 
wholly without didactic tendencies. Of its earliest history as 
a book we have no information. It is already included in the 
Hebrew canon (though its right to be there is disputed) when 
the first explicit mention of the book occurs. We have no 
evidence, therefore, of the theory of interpretation prevalent 
at the time of its incorporation with the other books of the 
canon. It seems, however, fair to infer that it would hardly 
have found acceptance but for a Solomonic theory of authorship 
and a "religious "'theory of meaning. The problem raised by 
its present place in the canon occurs in relation to mistaken 
Jewish theories about other books also; it suggests, at least, 
that divine inspiration may belong to the life of a people rather 
than to the letter of their literature. Of that life Canticles 
portrays a central element—the passion of love—in striking 
imagery and graceful language, however far its oriental standard 
of taste differs from that of the modern West. 

From the nature of the book, it is impossible to assign a 
precise date for its origin; the wedding-songs of which it chiefly 
consists must belong to the folklore of more than one century. 
The only evidence we possess as to date is drawn from the char-
acter of the Hebrew in which the book is written, which shows 
frequent points of contact with new Hebrew.l On this ground, 
we may suppose the present form of the work to date from the 
Greek period, i.e. after 332 B.e. 'This is the date accepted by 
most recent writers, e.g. Kautzsch, Cheyne, Budde, Rothstein, 
Jacob, Haupt. This late date finds some confirmation in the 
fact that Canticles belongs to the third and latest part of the Old 
Testament canon, and that its canonicity was still in dispute 
at the end of the 1st century so. The evidence offered for a 
north Israelite origin, on the ground of linguistic parallels and 
topographical familiarity (Driver, lac. cit.), does not seem very 
convincing; Haupt, however, places the compilation of the book 
in the neighbourhood of Damascus. 

LITERATURE.—Most of the older books of importance are named 
above; Ginsburg, The Son` of Songs (1857), gives much informa-
tion as to the history of the exegesis of Canticles; Diestel's 
article, " Hohes Lied," in Schenkel's Bsbcl Lexikon ( 187t), reviews 
well the history of interpretation prior to Wetstein; cf. also Riedel, 
Die Ausfegunt des Hohenliedes in der judischcn Gemeinde said der 
piechischen Kirche (1898). The most important commentary is 
that by Budde, in Martin Kurrer Hand- Commentar (Die fusf 
Megilloth) (1898), where references to the literature of the 19th 
century are given. To his list add Siegfried, " Prediger and Ilohes-
lied," in Nowack's flandkommentar ( 1898); Chcyne's article 
"Canticles," in the Encyclopaedia Biblica ( 1890); Dalman, Palas-
linischer Disoan (1901), parallels to the songs; Rothstein's article, 
"Song of Songs," in Hastings' Dictionary of the Bible (1002); G. 
Jacob, Dan Hohelied au) Grand arabiscker and anderer Para Aden 
son nenem Ustersuckt (1 9o2); A. Harper, The Song of Songs (*002)• 
Haupt, "The Book of Canticles," in The American Journal of 
Semitic Languages Uuly 1002); Schola, Kommentar uber das 
Hohelied usd Psalm 45 (1904) (written from the Roman Catholic 
dogmatic standpoint of allegorical interpretation, with a vigorous 
criticism of other positions). No commentator in English, except 
Haupt, in the article named above, has yet worked on the lines of 
the above anthology theory. Haupt gives valuable notes, with a 
translation and rearrangement of the separate songs. 

(W. R. S.; H. W. R.•) 

CANTILEVER (a word of doubtful origin, probably derived 
from "fever," in its ordinary meaning, and "cant," an angle 
or edge, or else from modern Lat. quanta Libra, of what weight), 
a building term for a stone, iron or wooden bracket, considerably 
greater in length than depth, used to support a gallery, &c.; 
and for a system of bridge-building (sec BRIDGES). 

CANTILDPE, THOMAS DE (c. 1218-1282), English saint and 
prelate, was a son of William de Cant ilupe, the 2nd baron (d.125t), 
one of King John's ministers, and a nephew of Walter de Canti-
lupe, bishop of Worcester. He was educated at Paris and 
Orleans, afterwards becoming a teacher of canon law at Oxford 
and chancellor of the university in 1262. During the Barons' 
War Thomas favoured Simon de Montfort and the baronial 
party. He represented the barons before St Louis of France 

1  E.g, the late form of the relative pronoun used throughout 
except in title; foreign words, Persian and Greek; Aramaic words 
and usages (details in the Comm. or in E. B. 693). 
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at Amiens in 5264; he was made chancellor of England in 
February 1265, but was deprived of this office after Montfort's 
death at Evesham, and lived out of England for some time. 
Returning to England, he was again chancellor of Oxford Uni-
versity, lectured on theology, and held several ecclesiastical 
appointments. In 1274 he attended the second council of Lyons, 
and in 5275 he was appointed bishop of Hereford. Cantilupe 
was now a trusted adviser of Edward I.; he attended the royal 
councils, and even when differing from the king did not forfeit 
his favour. The archbishop of Canterbury, Robert Rilwardby, 
was also his friend; but after Rilwardby's death in 1279 a series 
of disputes arose between the bishop and the new archbishop, 
John Peckham, and this was probably the cause which drove 
Cantilupe to visit Italy. He died at Orvieto, on the 25th of 
August 1282, and he was canonized in 1330. Cantilupe appears 
to have been an exemplary bishop both in spiritual and secular 
affairs. His charities were large and his private life blameless; 
he was constantly visiting his diocese, correcting offenders and 
discharging other episcopal duties; and he compelled neighbour-
ing landholders to restore estates which rightly belonged to the 
see of Hereford. In roes the Cantilupe Society was founded to 
publish the episcopal registers of Hereford, of which Cantilupe's 
is the first in existence. 

See the Ada Sentiment. Boll., 1st October; and the Register of 
Thomas de Cantilape, with introduction by W. W. Capes (1906). 

CANTILLIPE, WALTER DE (d. 1265), bishop of Worcester, 
came of a family which had risen by devoted service to the 
crown. His father and his elder brother are named by Roger of 
Wendover among the " evil counsellors " of John, apparently 
for no better reason than that they were consistently loyal 
to an unpopular master. Walter at first followed in his father's 
footsteps, entering the service of the Exchequer and acting as an 
itinerant justice in the early years of Henry III. But he also 
took minor orders, and, in 1236, although not yet a deacon, 
received the see of Worcester. As bishop, he identified himself 
with the party of ecclesiastical reform, which was then led by 
Edmund Rich and Robert Grosseteste. Like his leaders he was 
sorely divided between his theoretical belief in the papacy as a 
divine institution and his instinctive condemnation of the policy 
which Gregory IX. and Innocent IV. pursued in their dealings 
with the English church. At first a court favourite, the bishop 
came at length to the belief that the evils of the time arose from 
the unprincipled alliance of crown and papacy. He raised his 
voice against papal demands for money, and after the death of 
Grosseteste (1253) was the chief spokesman of the nationalist 
clergy. At the parliament of Oxford (1258) he was elected by 
the popular party as one of their representatives on the committee 
of twenty-four which undertook to reform the administration; 
from that time till the outbreak of civil war he was a man of 
mark in the councils of the baronial party. During the war he 
sided with Montfort and, through his nephew, Thomas, who was 
then chancellor of Oxford, brought over the university to the 
popular side. He was present at Lewes and blessed the Mont-
fortians before they joined battle with the army of the king; 
he entertained Simon de Montfort on the night before the final 
rout of Evesham. During Simon's dictatorship, the bishop 
appeared only as a mediating influence; in the triumvirate of 
" Electors " who controlled the administration, the clergy were 
represented by the bishop of Chichester. Walter de Cantilupe 
died in the year after Evesham (1266). He was respected by 
all parties, and, though far inferior in versatility and force of 
will to Grosseteste, fully merits the admiration which his moral 
character inspired. He is one of the few constitutionalists of his 
day whom it is impossible to accuse of interested motives. 

See the Chronica Maiora of Matthew Paris (" Rolls " series. ed. 
Luard); the Chronaon de Bella (ed. Halliwell, Camden Society); 
and the Annales Monastiei (" Rolls" series, ed. Luard); also T. F. 
Tout in the Political History of England, vol. iii. (1505). 

CANTO (from the Lat canna, a song), one of the divisions of 
a long poem, a convenient division when poetry was more usually 
sung by the minstrel to his own accompaniment than read. In 
music, the canto, in a concerted piece, is that part to which the  

air is given. In modern music this is nearly always the soprano. 
The old masters, however, more frequently allotted it to the tenor. 
Canto fermo, or canna firma, is that part of the melody which 
remains true to the original motive, while the other parts vary 
with the counterpoint; also in Church music the simple straight-
forward melody of the old chants as opposed to castle figments, 
which is full of embellishments of a florid character (see PI.4211 
SONG). 

CANTON, JOHN (1718-1772), English natural philosopher, 
was born at Stroud, Gloucestershire, on the 31st of July 1718. 
At the age of nineteen, he was articled for five years as clerk to 
the master of a school in Spital Square, London, with whom at 
the end of that time he entered into partnership. In 5750 he 
read a paper before the Royal Society on a method of making 
artificial magnets, which procured him election as a fellow of the 
society and the award of the Copley medal. He was the first 
in England to verify Benjamin Franklin's hypothesis of the 
identity of lightning and electricity, and he made several import-
ant electrical discoveries. In 1762 and 1764 he published 
experiments in refutation of the decision of the Florentine 
Academy, at that time generally accepted, that water is incom-
pressible; and in 1768 he described the preparation, by calcining 
oyster-shell with sulphur, of the phosphorescent material known 
as Canton's phosphorus. His investigations were carried on 
without any intermission of his work as a schoolmaster. He 
died in London on the 22nd of March 2772. 

CANTON (more correctly KWANG-CHOW Fo), a large and 
populous commercial city of China, in the province of Kwang-
tung, situated on the eastern bank of the Pearl river, which at 
Canton is somewhat broader than the Thames at London Bridge, 
and is navigable 3oo m. into the interior. The Pearl river has an 
additional course of 8o m. to the sea, the first part of which lies 
through a rich alluvial plain. Beyond this rises a range of hills 
terminating in abrupt escarpments along the course of the river. 
The bold shore thus formed compresses the stream at this went 
into a narrow pass, to which the Chinese have given the name of 
Hu-mun, or Tiger's Gate. This the Portuguese translated into 
Boca Tigre, whence the designation of " the Bogue," by which it 
is commonly known among Europeans. When viewed from the 
hills on the north, Canton appears to be little more than as 
expanse of reddish roofs relieved by a few large trees,—two 
pagodas shooting up within the walls, and a five-storeyed tower 
near the northern gate, being the most conspicuous objects. 
These hills rise 2 mo ft. above the river. Little or no vegetation 
is seen on them; and their acclivities, covered for miles with 
graves and tombs, serve as the necropolis of this vast city. 
Three or four forts are built on the points nearest the northern 
walls. Facing the city on the opposite side of the river is the 
suburb and island of Honan. The part of Canton endosed by 
walls is about 6 rn. in circumference, and has a partition wall, 
running east and west, and dividing the city into two unequal 
parts. The northern and larger division is called the old, and the 
southern the new city. Including the suburbs, the city has a 
circuit of nearly to zn. The houses stretch along the river for 4 ra., 
and the banks are almost entirely concealed by boats and rafts. 
The walls of the city are of brick, on a foundation of sandstone 
and granite, are 20 ft. thick, and rise to an average height of 25 ft. 
On the north side the wall rises to include a hill which it there 
meets with, and on the other three sides the city is surrounded 
by a ditch, which is filled by the rising tide, when, for a time, the 
revolting mass of filth that lies in its bed is concealed from view. 
There are twelve outer gates—four of which are in the partition 
wall, and two water gates, through which boats pass from east to 
west across the new city. The gates are all shut at night, and in 
the daytime a guard is stationed at them to preserve order. 
The streets, amounting in all to upwards of boo, are long, straight, 
and very narrow. They are mostly paved and are not as dirty 
as those of some of the other cities in the empire; in fact, 
considering the habits of the people and the inattention of the 
government to these matters, Canton may be said to be a well-
governed and comparatively cleanly city. The houses are in 
general small, seldom consisting of more than two storeys, the 
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ground floor serving as a shop, and the rest of the house, with the 
court behind, being used as a warehouse. Here are to be found 
the moductions of every quarter of the globe; and the merchants 
are in general atteative, civil, expert men of business, and 
generally assiduous. 

The temples and public buildings of Canton are numerous, but 
tort of them presents features worthy of special remark. There 
are two pagodas near the west gate of the old city, and 1 24 
terries, pavilions, halls and other religious edifices within the 
cry. One of the pagodas called the Kwanglak, or Plain Pagoda, 
is a Mabommedan _mosque, which was erected by the Arabian 
'magus who were in the habit of visiting Canton about ten 
centuries ago. It rises in an angular tapering tower to the height 
of Ito ft. The other is an octagonal pagoda of nine storeys, 170 ft. 
is height, and was first erected more than thirteen centuries ago. 
A Buddhist temple at Honan, opposite the foreign factories, and 
nand in Chinese Hai-dewing-se, or the Temple of the Ocean 
Banner, is one of the largest in Canton. Its grounds, which 
covet about seven acres, are surrounded by a wall, and are 
divided into courts, gardens and a burial-ground, where are 
deposited the ashes of priests, whose bodies are burned. There 
are about 175 priests connected with this establishment: Besides 
the Hai-crwang-rse the most noteworthy temples in and about 
the city are those of the Five Hundred Gods and of Longevity, 
both in the western suburbs; the Tatar City Temple and the 
Tamale of the Five Genii. The number of priests and nuns in 
Canton is not exactly known, but they probably exceed 2000, 
sine-tenths of whom are Buddhists. The temples are gloomy-
baking edifices. The areas in front of them are usually occupied 
by hucksters, beggars and idlers, who are occasionally driven 
of to make mom for the mat-sheds in which the theatrical 
performances got up by the wealthy inhabitants are acted. The 
Principal hall, where the idol sits enshrined, is lighted only in 
frost, and the inner apartments are inhabited by a class of men 
almost as senseless as the idols they serve. 

The residences of the high officers of government are all 
Vahan the walls of the old city .. The residence of the governor-
roma/ used to be in the south-west corner of the new city, but it 
was utterly destroyed by the bombardment in r856. The site 
remained desolate until i86o, when it was taken possession of by 
the French authorities, who erected a Roman Catholic cathedral 
pan it The residence of the commander-in-chief is in the old 
thy, and is said to be one of the best houses in Canton. There 
an bur prisons in the city, all large edifices. For the space of 
4 or 5 m. opposite Canton boats and vessels are ranged parallel to 
rich other in such close order as to resemble a floating city; 
and these marine dwellings are occupied by numerous families, 
who reside almost constantly on the water. In the middle of the 
ricer lie the Chinese junks, some of them of from 600 to moo tons 
bales, which trade to the north and to the Strait Settlements. 
The various gilds and associations among the people and the 
merchants from other provinces have public halls each for its own 
pareadar use. The number of these buildings is not less than 
150. Canton was long the only seat of British trade with China, 
sad was no doubt fixed upon by the Chinese government for the 
Earepean trade, as being the most distant from the capital 
Pang. 

Formerly only a limited number of merchants, called the 
Lacy 

 
or security merchants, were allowed to trade with foreigners. 

They were commonly men of large property and were famed 
kr integrity in their transactions. All foreign cargoes passed 
elm* the hands of these merchants, and by them also the 
rerun cargoes were furnished. They became security for the 
Prement of customs duties, and it was criminal for any other 
merchant to engage in the trade with foreigners. 

Although it is in the same parallel of latitude as Calcutta, the 
elute of Canton is much cooler, and is considered superior to 
that of most places situated between the tropics. The extreme 
nage of the thermometer is from 38° to zoo° F., though these 
triremes are rarely reached. In ordinary years the winter 
minimum is about 42° and the maximum in summer 96°. 
The hot season is considered to last from May to October;  

during the rest of the year the weather is cool. In shallow 
vessels ice sometimes forms at Canton; but so rarely is snow 
seen that when in February 1835 a fall to the depth of 2 in. 
occurred, the citizens hardly knew its proper name. Most of the 
rain falls during May and June, but the amount is nothing in 
comparison with that which falls during a rainy season in 
Calcutta. July, August and September are the regular monsoon 
months, the wind coming from the south-west with frequent 
showers, which allay the heat. In the succeeding months the 
northerly winds begin, with some interruptions at first, but from 
October to January the temperature is agreeable, the sky clear 
and the air invigorating. Few large cities are more generally 
healthy than Canton, and epidemics rarely prevail there. 

Provisions and refreshments of all sorts are abundant, and in 
general are excellent in quality and moderate in price. It is 
a singular fact that the Chinese make no use of milk, either in 
its natural state or in the form of butter or cheese. Among the 
delicacies of a Chinese market are to be seen horse-flesh, 
dogs, cats, hawks, owls and edible birds'-nests. The business 
between foreigners and natives at Canton is generally transacted 
in a jargon known as " pidgin English," the Chinese being 
extremely ready in acquiring a sufficient smattering of English 
words to render themselves intelligible. 

The intercourse between China and Europe by the way of 
the Cape of Good Hope began in 1517, when Emanuel, king of 
Portugal, sent an ambassador, accompanied by a fleet of eight 
ships, to Peking, on which occasion the sanction of the emperor 
to establish a trade at Canton was obtained. It was in 2596, 
in the reign of Queen Elizabeth, that the English first attempted 
to open an intercourse with China, but ineffectually, for the 
two ships which were despatched on this mission were lost on 
the outward voyage, and it was not till about 1634 that English 
ships visited Canton. Unfortunately at this time a misunder-
standing having occurred with the Chinese authorities owing to 
the treachery of the Portuguese, a rupture and a battle took 
place, and it was with difficulty that peace was again restored. 
In 2673 China was again visited by an English ship which was 
subsequently refused admission into Japan, and in 2677 a factory 
was established at Amoy. But during an irruption of the 
Tatars three years later this building was destroyed, and it was 
not till 2685 that the emperor permitted any trade with Europeans 
at that port. Upon the union of the two East India Companies 
in London, an imperial edict was issued, restricting the foreign 
commerce to the port of Canton. 

Tea was first imported into England about the year 1667, and 
in 1689 a customs duty of 55. per lb was for the first time imposed. 
From this date to 2834 the East India Company held a monopoly 
of the trade at Canton, and during this period the prosperity 
of the port increased and multiplied, notwithstanding the ob-
structions which were constantly thrown in the way of the 
" barbarians " by the Chinese government. The termination of 
the Company's monopoly brought no alteration in the conduct 
of the native authorities, whose oppressions became before long 
so unbearable that in 1839 war was declared on the part of Great 
Britain. In 2841, while the forces under Sir Hugh (afterwards 
Lord) Gough were preparing to capture Canton, Captain Elliott 
entered into negotiations with the Chinese, and consented to 
receive a pecuniary ransom in lieu of occupying the city. Mean-
while the war was carried on in central China, and finally re-
sulted in the conclusion of the Nanking treaty in August 1842, 
under the terms of which four additional ports, viz. Shanghai, 
Ningpo, Fu-chow and Amoy, were thrown open to foreign trade, 
and foreigners were granted permission to enter the city of 
Canton, from which they had hitherto been excluded. This 
latter provision of the treaty, however, the Chinese refused to 
carry out; and after endless disputes about this and other 
improper acts of the Chinese government, war was again declared 
in 2856, the immediate cause of which was an insult offered to 
the British flag by the capture of certain Chinese on board the 
" Arrow," a small craft trading under English colours. The 
outbreak of hostilities was followed by the pillage and destruction 
of the foreign " factories " in December 1856 by a Chinese mob, 
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and twelve months later Canton was taken by assault by a force 
under Sir Charles Straubenzce, which had been sent out from 
England for the purpose. From this time until October 1861 
the city was occupied by an English and French garrison, and 
the administration of affairs was entrusted to an allied com-
mission, consisting of two English officers and one French officer, 
acting under the English general. Since the withdrawal of this 
garrison, the city of Canton has been freely open to foreigners 
of all nationalities, and the English consul has his residence 
in the Yamun formerly occupied by the allied commissioners, 
within the city walls. 

On the conclusion of peace it became necessary to provide 
a foreign settlement for the merchants whose " factories " had 
been destroyed, and after some consultation it was determined 
to fill in and appropriate as the British settlement an extensive 
mud flat lying to the westward of the old factory site, and 
known as Sha-mien or " The Sand Flats." This site having 
been leased, it was converted into an artificial island by building 
a massive embankment of granite in an irregular oval form. 
Between the northern face of the site and the Chinese suburb 
a canal of zoo ft. in width was constructed, thus forming an island 
of about 285o ft. in length and 950 ft. in greatest breadth. The 
expense of making this settlement was 3 25,000 Mexican dollars, 
four-fifths of which were defrayed by the British government 
and one-fifth by the French government. The British portion 
of the new settlement was laid out in eighty-two lots; and so 
bright appeared the prospect of trade at the time of their sale 
that 9000 dollars and upwards was paid in more than one instance 
for a lot with a river frontage, measuring 12,645 sq. ft. The 
depression in trade, however, which soon followed acted as a 
bar to building, and it was not until the British consulate was 
erected in 1865 that the merchants began to occupy the settle-
ment in any numbers. The British consulate occupies six lots, 
with an area of 75,87o sq. ft. in the centre of the site, overlooking 
the river, and is enclosed with a substantial wall. A ground-rent 
of t5,000 cash (about £3) per mow (a third of an acre) is annually 
paid by the owners of lots to the Chinese government. 

The Sha-mien settlement possesses many advantages. It is 
dose to the western suburb of Canton, where reside all the 
wholesale dealers as well as the principal merchants and brokers; 
it faces the broad channel known as the Macao Passage, up 
which the cool breezes in summer are wafted almost uninter-
ruptedly, and the river opposite to it affords a safe and com-
modious anchorage for steamers up to moo tons burden. 
Steamers only are allowed to come up to Canton, sailing vessels 
being restricted to the anchorage at Whampoa. There is daily 
communication by steamer with Hong-Kong, and with the 
Portuguese colony of Macao which lies near the mouth of the 
river. Inland communication by steam is now open by the west 
river route to the cities of Wuchow and Nanking. The opening 
of these inland towns to foreign trade, which has been effected, 
cannot but add considerably to the volume of Canton traffic. 
The native population is variously estimated at frqm 1,500,000 
to 2,000,000, the former being probably nearer the truth. The 
foreign residents number about goo. Canton is the headquarters 
of the provincial government of Kwangtung and Kwangsi, 
generally termed the two Kwang, at the head of which is a 
governor-general or viceroy, an office which next to that of 
Nanking is the most important in the empire. It possesses a 
mint built in 1889 by the then viceroy Chang Chih-lung, and 
equipped with a very complete plant supplied from England. 
It turns out silver subsidiary coinage and copper cash. Con-
tracts have been- entered into to connect Canton by railway 
with Hong-Kong (Kowlun), and by a grand trunk line with 
Hankow on the Yangtsze.. It is connected by telegraph with 
all parts. The value of the trade of Canton for the year 1904 
was £ 1 3,749,582 , £7,555,090 of which represented imports and 
£6,594,490 exports. (R. K. D.) 

CANTON, a city of Fulton county, Illinois, U.S.A., in the W. 
part of the state, 12 m. N. of the Illinois river, and 28 m. S.W. 

of Peoria. Pop. (2890) 5604: (1900) 6564 (424 foreign-born); 
(1910) 20,453: Canton is served by the Chicago, Burlington & 

Quincy, the Toledo, Peoria &'Western, and the Illinois Central 
Electric Interurban railways. About 1 m. from the centre of 
the city are the Canton Chautauqua grounds. The city has a 
public library. Canton is situated in a rich agricultural region, 
for which it is a supply point, and there are large coal-mines in 
the vicinity. Among the manufactures are agricultural impk-
ments (particularly ploughs), machine-shop and foundry products 
(particularly mining-cars and equipment), flour, cigars, cigar-
boxes, brooms, and bricks and tile. The municipal water-works 
are supplied from a deep artesian well. Canton was laid out in 

825; it was incorporated as a town in 1837 and as a village in 
1849, and was chartered as a city in 2 854. 

CANTON, a village and the county-scat of St Lawrence county, 
New York, U.S.A., 27 m. S.E. of Ogdensburg; on the Grasse 
river. Pop. (2890) 258o; (190o) 2757; (1905) 3083; (1910) 
27ot . The village is served by the Rome, Watertown & Ogdens-
burg division of the New York Central & Hudson River railway . 

Canton is the seat of St Lawrence University (co-educational; 
chartered in 1856; at first Universalist, afterwards unsectarian), 
having a college of letters and science, which developed from an 
academy, opened in 1859; a theological school (Universalist), 
opened in 1858; a law school, established in 1869, discontinued 
in 1872 and re-established in Brooklyn, New York, in 2903 as 
the Brooklyn Law School of St Lawrence. University; and a 
state school of agriculture, established in 1906 by the state 
legislature and opened in 1907. In 1907-1908 the university 
had 52 instructors, 168 students in the college of letters and 
science, 24 students in the theological  school, 287 in the law 
school and '3 in the agricultural school. The Clinton Liberal 
Institute (Universalist, 1832), which was removed in 1879 from 
Clinton to Fort Plain, New York, was established in Canton in 
19ot. The Grasse river furnishes water-power, and the village 
has saw-, planing- and flour-mills, and plant for the building of 
small boats and launches. The village corporation owns a fine 
water-supply system. Canton was first settled in 2800 by 
Daniel Harrington of Connecticut and was incorporated in 
1845. It was for many years the home of Silas Wright, who was 
buried here. 

CANTON, a city and the county-seat of Stark county, Ohio, 
U.S.A., on Nimisillen Creek, 6o m. S. by E. of Cleveland. Pop. 
(2890) 26,189; (1900) 30,667, of whom 4028 were foreign-born; 
and (1910) 50,217. It is served by the Pennsylvania. the 
Baltimore & Ohio, and the Wheeling & Lake Erie railways, and 
is connected by an interurban electric system with all the 
important cities and towns within a radius of so m. I t lies at an 
elevation of about 103o ft. above sea-level, in a wheat-growing 
region, in which bituminous coal, limestone, and brick and 
potter's clay abound. Meyer's Lake in the vicinity is a summer 
attraction. The principal buildings are the post-office, court-
house, city hall, an auditorium with a seating capacity of scoo, 
a Masonic building, an Oddfellows' temple, a Y.M.C.A. building 
and several handsome churches. On Monument Hill, in West 
Lawn Cemetery, in a park of 26 acres—a site which President 
McKinley had suggested for a monument to the soldiers and 
sailors of Stark county—there is a beautiful monument to the 
memory of McKinley, who lived in Canton. This memorial is 
built principally of Milford (Mass.) granite, with a bronze statue 
of the president, and with sarcophagi containing the bodies of 
the president and Mrs McKinley, and has a total height, from 
the first step of the approaches to its top, of 163 ft. 6 in., the 
mausoleum itself being 98 ft. 6 in. high and 78 ft. 9 in. in diameter; 
it was dedicated on the 3oth of September 1907, when an address 
was delivered by President Roosevelt. Another monument 
commemorates the American soldiers of the Spanish-American 
War. Among the city's manufactures are agricultural imple. 
ments, iron bridges and other structural iron work, watches and 
watch-cases, steel, engines, safes, locks, cutlery, hardware. 
wagons, carriages, paving-bricks, furniture, dental and surgical 
chairs, paint and varnish, clay-working machinery and saw-null 
machinery. The value of the factory product in i9o5 was 
$10,591,243, being to.6 % more than the product value of two 
Canton .was laid out as a town in 2805, became the comity-54st 
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b2 1808, was incorporated as a village in 1822 and in 1854 was 
chartered as a city. 

CANTON (borrowed from the Ital. carotene, a corner or angle), 
a word used for certain divisions of some European countries. 
In France, the canton, which is a subdivision of the arrondisse-
ment, is a territorial, rather than an administrative, unit. The 
canton, of which there are 2908, generally comprises, on an 
average, about twelve communes, though very large communes 
are sometimes divided into several cantons. It is the seat of 
a justice of the peace, and returns a member to the coated 
d'arrondiseenserst (see FRANCE). In Switzerland, canton is the 
name given to each of the twenty-two states comprising the 
Swiss confederation (see Swrmssaarro). 

In heraldry, a " canton " is a corner or square division on a 
shield, occupying the upper corner (usually the dexter). It i#ln 
area two-thirds of the quarter (see HERALDRY). 

CANTONMENT (Fr. containment, from cantoswier, to quarter; 
Ger. Ortrunterkurilt or Quartia). When troops are distributed 
in small parties amongst the houses of a town or village, they are 
said to be in cantonments, which are also called quarters or 
ballets. Formerly this method ol,providing soldiers with shelter 
was rarely employed on active service, though the normal 
method in " winter quarters," or at seasons when active military 
operations were not in progress. In the field, armies lived as a 
rule in camp (q.s.), and when the provision of canvas shelter was 
impossible in bivouac. At the present time, however, it is 
unusual, in Europe at any rate, for troops on active service to 
hamper themselves with the enormous trains of tent wagons that 
would be required, and cantonments or bivouacs, or a combina-
tion of the two have therefore taken the place, in modern warfare, 
of the old long rectilinear lines of tents that marked the resting-
place and generally, too, the order of battle of an 18th-century 
army. The greater part of an army operating in Europe at 
the present day is accommodated in widespread cantonments, 
an army corps occupying the villages and farms found within 
an area of 4 m. by s or 6. 'This allowance of space has 
been ascertained by experience to be sufficient, not only for 
comfort, but also for subsistence for one day, provided that the 
density of the ordinary civil population is not less than 200 
persons to the square mile. Under modern conditions there is 
little danger from such a dissemination of the forces, as each 
fraction of each army corps is within less than two hours' march 
of its concentration post. If the troops halt for several days, of 
course they require either a more densely populated country from 
which to requisition supplies, or a wider area of cantonments. 
The difficulty of controlling the troops, when scattered in private 
houses in parties of six or seven, is the principal objection to this 
system of cantonments. But since Napoleon introduced the 

war of masses " the only alternative to cantoning the troops 
is bivouacking, which if prolonged for several nights is more 
injurious to the well-being of the troops than the slight relaxation 
of discipline necessitated by the cantonment system, when the 
latter is well arranged and policed. The troops nearest the 
enemy, however, which have to be maintained in a state of 
constant readiness for battle, cannot as a rule afford the time 
either for dispersing into quarters or for rallying on an alarm, and 
in western Europe at any rate they are required to bivouac. 
In India, the term " cantonment " means more generally a 
military station or standing camp. The troops live, not in 
private houses, but in barracks, huts, forts or occasionally camps. 
The large cantonments are situated in the neighbourhood of the 
North-Western frontier, of the large cities and of the capitals of 
important native states. Under Lord Kitchener's redistribution 
of the radian army in loos, the chief cantonments are Rawalpindi, 
Quetta, Peshawar, Kohat, Bannu, Nowahera, Sialkot, Mian Mir, 
Umballa, Muttra, Ferozepore, Meerut, Lucknow, Mhow, Jubbul-
pore, Bolarum, Poona, Secunderabad and Bangalore. 

CANT6,, CESARE (5804-5895), Italian historian, was born at 
Brivio in Lombardy and began his career as a teacher. His first 
literary essay (1828) was a romantic poem entitled Ales°, o la 
Leger Lombardo (new ed., Milan, 1876), and in the following year 
he produced a Stork di Como in two volumes (Como, 1829). The  

death of his father then left him in charge of a large family, and 
howrorked very hard both as a teacher and a writer to provide for 
them. His prodigious literary activity led to his falling under 
the suspicions of the Austrian police, and he was mixed up in a 
political trial and arrested in 1833. While in prison writing 
materials were denied him, but he managed to write on rags with 
a tooth-pick and candle smoke, and thus composed the novel 
Ifarglierila Furtado (Milan, 1838). On his release a year later, 
as he was interdicted from teaching, literature became his only 
resource. In 5836 the Turinese publisher, Giuseppe Pomba, 
commissioned him to write a' universal history, which his vast 
reading enabled him to do. In six years the work was completed 
in seventy-two volumes, and immediately achieved a general 
popularity; the publisher made a fortune out of it, and Cantil's 
royalties amounted, it is said, to 300,000 lire (L12,o0o). just 
before the revolution of 1848, being warned that be would be 
arrested, be fled to Turin, but after the " Five Days "he returned 
to Milan and edited a paper called La Guardia Nosionak. 
Between tilao and illso he published his Stork: degli 
(Turin, 1855) and many other works. In 1857 the archduke 
Maximilian tried to conciliate the Milanese by the promise of a 
constitution, and Canta was one of the few Liberals who accepted 
the olive branch, and went about in company with the archduke. 
This act was regarded as treason and caused Canta much annoy-
ance in after years. He continued his literary activity after the 
formation of the Italian kingdom; producing volume after 
volume until his death. For a short time he was member of the 
Italian parliament; he founded the Lombard historical society, 
and was appointed superintendent of the Lombard archives. 
He died in March 2895. His views 're coloured by strong 
religious and political prejudice, and by a moralizing tendency, 
and his historical work has little critical value and is for the most 
part pure book-making, although he collected a vast amount of 
material which has been of use to other writers. In dealing with 
modern Italian history he is reactionary and often wilfully 
inaccurate. Besides the above-mentioned works he wrote Gil 
Erdici in Italia (Milan, 1873); Cronistoria dell' Indipenderna 
aaliana (Naples, 1872-1877); 11 Conciliatore e i Carbomari 
(Milan, 1878), &c. (L. V.•)- 

CANU81171I (Gr. Karberm, mod. Canosa), an ancient city of 
Apulia, on the right bank of the Aufidus (Ofanto), about I2`111.*  
from its mouth, and situated upon the Via Traiana, 85 m. E.N.Fa 
of Beneventum. It was said to have been founded by Diomede, 
and even at the time of Horace (Sal. i. 10. 30) both Greek and 
Latin were spoken there. The legends on the coins are Greek, 
and a very large number of Greek vases have been found in the 
necropolis. The town came voluntarily under Roman sover-
eignty in 3t8 B.C., afforded a refuge to the Roman fugitives after 
Cannae, and remained faithful for the rest of the war. It 
revolted in the Social War, in which it would appear to have 
suffered, inasmuch as Strabo (vi. 283) speaks of Canusium and 
Arpi as having been, to judge from the extent of their walls, the 
greatest towns in the plain of Apulia, but as having shrunk 
considerably in his day. Its importance was maintained, 
however, by its trade in agricultural products and in Apulian 
wool (which was there dyed and cleaned), by Its port (probably 
Cannae) at the mouth of the Aufidus, and ray its position on the 
high-mad. It was a wornkipienn under the early empire, but was 
converted into a colonia under Antoninus Pius by Herodes Atticds, 
who provided it with a water-supply. In the 6th century it was 
still the most important city of Apulia. Among the ancient 
buildings which are still preserved, an amphitheatre, an aqueduct 
and a city gate may be mentioned. 

See N. jambone Ricerche sulk; stone e is lopografia di Canosa 
Anti= (Canoes di Puglia, roos). (T. As.) 

CANUTE (Crum), known as "the Great" (c. 995-2o35)Abig 
of Denmark and England, second son of King Sweyn Forkbeard, 
and his first wife, the daughter of the Polish prince, Mieszko, 
was born c. 995. On the death of his father he was compelled 
to quit England by a general rising of the Anglo-Saxons, on 
which occasion in a fit of rage, for he was not naturally melt 
he abandoned his hostages after cutting off their hands, ears 
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and noses. In the following year, tots, he returned with a 
great fleet manned by a picked host, " not a thrall or a freedman 
among them." He speedily succeeded in subduing all England 
except London, now the last refuge of King "Ethelred and his 
heroic son, Edmund Ironside. On the death of /Ethelred (23rd of 
April told) Canute was elected king by an assembly of notables 
at Southampton; but London clung loyally to Edmund, who 
more than once succeeded in raising the western shires against 
Canute. Edmund indeed approved binisPlf the better general 
of the two, and would doubtless have prevailed, but for the 
treachery of his own ealdormen. This was notably the case 
at the great battle of Assandun, in which by the desertion of 
Eadric an incipient Anglo-Saxon victory was converted into 
a crushing defeat. Nevertheless, the antagonists were so evenly 
matched that the great men on both sides, fearing that the 
interminable war would utterly ruin the land, arranged a con-
ference between Canute and Edmund on an island in the Severn, 
when they agreed to divide England between them, Canute 
retaining Mercia and the north, while Edmund's territory com-
prised East Anglia and Wessex with London. On the death of 
Edmund, a few months later (November to16), Canute was 
unanimously elected king of all England at the beginning of 
tot7. The young monarch at once showed himself equal to 
his responsibilities. He did his utmost to deserve the confidence 
of his Anglo-Saxon subjects, and the eighteen years of his reign 
were of unspeakable benefit to his adopted country. He identi-
fied himself with the past history of England and its native 
dynasty by wedding Emma, or "Elgifu, to give her her Saxon 
name (the Northmen called her Alfifa), who came over from 
Normandy at his bidding, Canute previously repudiating his 
first wife, another ,Elgifu, the daughter of the ealdorman 
"Elfhem of Deira, who, with her sons, was banished to Denmark. 
In Ica Canute inherited the Danish throne, his elder brother 
Harold having died without issue. He now withdrew most 
of his army from England, so as to spare as much as possible 
the susceptibilities of the Anglo-Saxons. For the same reason 
he had previously dispersed all his warships but forty. On 
his return from Denmark he went a step farther. In a remark-
able letter, addressed to the prelates, ealdormen and people, 
he declared his intention of ruling England by the English, 
and of upholding the laws of King Edgar, at the same time 
threatening with his vengeance all those who did not judge 
righteous judgment or who let malefactors go freo. The tone 
of this document, which is not merely Christian but sacerdotal, 
shows that he had wisely resolved, in the interests of law and 
order, to form a close alliance with the native clergy. Those 
of his own fellow-countrymen who refused to co-operate with 
him were summarily dismissed. Thus, in tort, the stiffnecked 
jarl Thorkil was banished the land, and his place taken by an 
Anglo-Saxon, the subsequently famous Godwin, who became 
one of Canute's chief commellors. The humane and conciliatory 
character of his government is also shown in his earnest efforts 
to atone for Danish barbarities in the past. Thus he rebuilt 
the church of St Edmundsbury in memory of the saintly king 
who had perished there at the hands of the earlier Vikings., and 
with great ceremony transferred the relics of St Alphege from 
St Paul's church at London to a worthier resting-place at 
Canterbury. His work of reform and reconciliation was in-
terrupted in 1026 by the attempt of Olaf Haraldson, king of 
Norway, in conjunction with Anund Jakob, king of Sweden, 
to conquer Denmark. Canute defeated the Swedish fleet at 
Stangebjerg, and so seriously injured the combined squadrons 
at the mouth of the Helgeaa in East Scania, that in 1028 he was 
able to subdue the greater part of Norway " without hurling 
a dart or swinging a sword." But the conquest was not per-
manent, the Norwegians ultimately rising successfully against 
the tyranny of Alfifa, who misruled the country in the name 
of her infant son Sweyn. Canute also succeeded in establishing 
the dominion of Denmark over the southern shores of the Baltic, 
in Witland and Samland, now forming part of the coast of 
Prussia. Of the details of Canute's government in Denmark 
proper we know but little. His most remarkable institution 

was the Tinglid, a military brotherhood, originally soon In 
number, composed of members of the richest and noblest families, 
who not only formed the royal bodyguard, but did garrison duty 
and defended the marches or borders. They were subject to 
strict discipline, embodied in written rules called the Viderlog 
or Vederlag, and were the nucleus not only of a standing army 
but of a royal council. Canute is also said to have endeavdurixl 
to found monasteries in Denmark, with but indifferent success, 
and he was certainly the first Danish king who coined money, 
with the assistance of Anglo-Saxon mint-masters. Of his 
alliance with the clergy we have already spoken. Like the other 
great contemporary kingdom-builder, Stephen of Hungary, 
he dearly recognized that the church was the one civilizing 
element in a world of anarchic barbarism, and his submission 
to her guidance is a striking proof of his perspicacity. But it 
was no slavish submission. When, in 1027, he went to Rome, 
with Rudolf III. of Burgundy, to be present at the coronation 
of the emperor Conrad II., it was quite as much to benefit his 
subjects as to receive absolution for the sins of his youth. He 
persuaded the pope to remit the excessive fees for granting the 
polliwog, which the English and Danish bishops had found such 
a grievous burden, substituting therefor a moderate amount 
of Peter's pence. He also induced the emperor and other 
German princes to grant safe-conducts to those of his subjects 
who desired to make the pilgrimage to Rome. 

Canute died at Shaftesbury on the 12th of November toss 
in his 4oth year, and was buried at Winchester. He was cut 
off before he had had the opportunity of developing most of his 
great plans; yet he lived long enough to obtain the title of 
" Canute the Wealthy " (i.e. " Mighty "), and posterity, still 
more appreciative, has well surnamed him " the Great" A 
violent, irritable temper was his most salient defect, and more 
than one homicide must be laid to his charge. But the fierce 
Viking nature was gradually and completely subdued; for 
Canute was a Christian by conviction and sincerely religious. 
His humility is finely illustrated by the old Norman poem which 
describes how he commanded the rising tide of the Thames at 
Westminster to go back. The homily he preached to his courtiers 
on that occasion was to prepare them for his subsequent journey 
to Rome and his submission to the Holy See. Like his father 
Sweyn, Canute loved poetry, and the great Icelandic Mulder, 
Thorar Lovttmge and Thormod Kolbnmarskjbld, were as welcome 
visitors at his court as the learned bishops. As an administrator 
Canute was excelled only by Alfred. He possessed in an eminent 
degree the royal gift of recognizing greatness, and the still more 
useful faculty of conciliating enemies. No English king before 
him had levied such heavy taxes, yet never were taxes more 
cheerfully paid; because the people felt that every penny of 
the money was used for the benefit of the country. According 
to the Knyllinga Saga King Canute was huge of limb, of great 
strength, and a very goodly man to look upon, save for his nose, 
which was narrow, lofty and hooked; he had also long fair 
hair, and eyes brighter and keener than those of any man living. 

Pp. 383 -406 (Corn 	1897-1905); Freeman, Norma* 
See Danmark: Ristesailistorie. Old Tides og den addre Mad:raider. 

(tmuord, 187o-2575); teenstrup, NOrIndlintrISe (Copenhagen. I 
Ins). (R. N. B. 

CANUTE VI. (1 r63--1 2o2), king of Denmark, eldest son of 
Valdemar L, was crowned in his seventh year (117o), as his 
father's co-regent, so as to secure the succession. In riga be 
succeeded to the throne. During his twenty yea& reign Den-
mark advanced steadily along the path of greatness and pros-
perity marked out for her by Valdemar I., consolidating and 
extending her dominion over the North Baltic coast and adopt-
ing a more and more independent attitude towards Germany. 
The emperor Frederick L's claim of overlordship was haughtily 
rejected at the very outset, and his attempt to stir up Duke 
Bogislav of Pomerania against Denmark's vassal, Jaromir of 
Rttgen, was defeated by Archbishop Absalon, who destroyed 
465 of Bogislav's coo ships in a naval action off Strela fStralsund) 
in 1184. In the following year Bogislav did homage to Canute on 
the deck of his long-ship, off Jomsborg in Pomerania, Canute 
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henceforth styling himself king of the Danes and Wends. This 
victory led two years later to the voluntary submission of the two 
Abodrite princes Niklot and Borwin to the Danish crown, where-
upon the bulk of the Abodrite dominions, which extended from 
the Trave to the Warnow, including modern Mecklenburg, were 
divided between them. The concluding years of Canute's reign 
were peaceful, as became a prince who, though by no means a 
coward, was not of an overwhelmingly martial temperament. 
In 1197, however, German jealousy of Denmark's ambitions, 
especially when Canute led a fleet against the pirates of Esthonia, 
induced Otto, margrave of Brandenburg, to invade Pomerania, 
while in the following year Otto, in conjunction with Duke 
Adolf of Holstein, wasted the dominions of the Danophil 
Abodrites. The war continued intermittently till 1201, when 
Duke Valdemar, Canute's younger brother, conquered the whole 
of Holstein, and Duke Adolf was subsequently captured at 
Hamburg and sent in chains to Denmark. North Albingia, as 
the district between the Eider and the Elbe was then called, now 
became Danish territory. Canute died on the t 2th of November 
gins. Undoubtedly he owed the triumphs of his reign very 
largely to the statesmanship of Absalon and the valour of 
Valdemar. But be was certainly a prudent and circumspect 
ruler of blameless life, possessing, as Arnold of Lubeck (c. 116o-
2212) exprisses it, " the sober wisdom of old age even In his 
tender youth." 

See Danmark, Riges Historic. °bidden og dew adds* Middelalder 
(Copenhagen, 1897-1905). PP. 72 1 -735. (R. N. B.) 

CANVAS, a stout cloth which probably derives its name from 
cannabis, the Latin word for hemp. This would appear to indi-
cate that canvas .was originally made from yarns of the hemp 
fibre, and there is some ground for the assumption. This fibre 
and that of flax have certainly been used for ages for the produc-
tion of cloth for furnishing sails, and for certain classes of cloth 
used for this purpose the terms " sailcloth " and " canvas " are 
synonymous. Warden, in his Linen Trade, states that the 
manufacture of sailcloth was established in England in 159o, as 
appears by the preamble of James I., cap. 23:—" Whereas the 
cloths called Milderniz and Powd Davies, whereof sails and other 
furniture for the navy and shipping are made, were heretofore 
altogether brought out of France and other parts beyond sea, and 
the skill and art of making and weaving of the said sailcloths 
never known or used in England until about the thirty-second 
year of the late Queen Elizabeth, about what time and not before 
the perfect art or skill of making or weaving of the said cloths was 
attained to, and since practised and continued in this realm, to the 
great benefit and commodity thereof." But this, or a similar 
cloth of the same name had been used for centuries before this 
time by the Egyptians and Phoenicians. Since the introduction 
of the power loom the cloth has undergone several modifications, 
and it is now made both from flax, hemp, tow, jute and cotton, 
or a mixture of these, but the quality of sailcloth for the British 
government is kept up to the original standard. All flax canvas 
is essentially of double warp, for it is invariably intended to 
withstand some pressure or rough usage. 

In structure it is similar to jute tarpaulin; indeed, if it were 
sot for the difference in the fibre, it would be difficult to say 
where one type stopped and the other began. " Bagging," 
" tarpaulin " and " canvas " form an ascending series of cloths 
so far as fineness is concerned, although the finest tarpaulins are 
finer than some of the lower canvases. The cloth may be 
natural colour, bleached or dyed, a very common colour being 
tan. It has an enormous number of different uses other than 
naval. 

Amongst other articles made from it are:—receptacles for 
photographic and other apparatus; bags for fishing, shooting, 
golf and other sporting implements; shoes for cricket and 
other games, and for yachting; travelling cases and hold-ails, 
letter-bags, school-bags and nose-bags for horses. Large 
quantities of the various makes of flax and cotton canvases are 
tarred, and then used for covering goods on railways, wharves, 
docks, etc. 

Sail canvas is. naturally, of a strong build, and is quite different 

from the canvas cloth used for embroidery purposes, often called 
" art canvas." The latter is similar in structure to cheese cloths 
and strainers, the chief difference being that the yarns for art 
canvas are, in general, of a superior nature. All kinds of 
vegetable fibres are used in their production, chief among which 
are cotton, flax and jute. The yarns are almost invariably two 
or more ply, an arrangement which tends to obtain a uniform 
thickness—a very desirable element in these open-built fabrics. 
The plain weave A in the figure is extensively used for these 
fabrics, but in many cases special weaves 
are used which leave the open spaces well 
defined. Thus weave B is often employed, 
while the " imitation gauze " weaves C 
and D, are also largely utilized in the A 	8 
production of these embroidery cloths. 
Weave B is known as the hopsack, and 
probably owes its name to being originally 
used for the making of bags for hops. 
The cloth for this purpose is now called 
" hop pocketing," and is of a structure e 
between bagging and tarpaulin. Another class of canvas, 
single warp termed " artists' canvas," is used, as its name implies, 
for paintings in oils. It is also much lighter than sail canvas, 
but must, of necessity, be made of level yarns. The best qualities 
are made of cream or bleached flax line, although it is not unusual 
to find an admixture of tow, and even of cotton in the commoner 
kinds. When the cloth comes from the loom, it undergoes a 
special treatment to prepare the surface for the paint. 

CANVASS (an older spelling of " canvas "), to sift by shaking 
in a sheet of canvas, hence to discuss thoroughly; as a political 
term it means to examine carefully the chances of the votes in a 
prospective election, and to solicit the support of the electors. 

CANYNGES, CANYNGE, WILLIAM (c. 1399 -1474), Ehigish 
merchant, was born at Bristol in 1399 or 1400, a member of a 
wealthy family of merchants and cloth-manufacturers in that 
city. He entered, and in due course greatly extended, the 
family business, becoming one of the richest Englishmen of his 
day. Canynges was five times mayor of, and twice member of 
parliament for, Bristol. He owned a fleet of ten ships, the 
largest hitherto known in England, and employed, it is said, 
Soo seamen. By special license from the king of Denmark he 
enjoyed for some time a monopoly of the fish trade between 
Iceland, Finland and England, and he also competed successfully 
with the Flemish merchants in the Baltic, obtaining a large 
share of their business. In 1456 he entertained Margaret of 
Anjou at Bristol, and in 1461 Edward IV. Canynges undertook at 
his own expense the great work of rebuilding the famous Bristol 
church of St Mary, Redcliffe, and for a long time had a hundred 
workmen in his regular service for this purpose. In 1467 he 
himself took holy orders, and in 1469 was made dean of 
Westbury. He died in 474. The statesman George Canning 
and the first viscount Stratford de Redcliffe were descendants of 
his family. 

Sec Pryce, Memorials of the Canynges Family and their Times 
(Bristol, 1854). 

CANYON (Anglicized form of Span. anion, a tube, pipe or 
cannon; the Spanish form being also frequently written), a 
type of valley with huge precipitous sides, such as the Grand 
Canyons of the Colorado and the Yellowstone livers, and the gorge 
of the Niagara river below the falls, due to rapid stream erosion 
in a " young " land. A river saws its channel vertically down-
wards, and a swift stream erodes chiefly at the bottom. In 
rainy regions the valleys thus formed are widened out by slope-
wash and the resultant valley.slopes are gentle, but in arid 
regions there is very little side-extension of the valleys and 
the river cuts its way downwards, leaving almost vertical 
cliffs above the stream. If the stream be swift as in the 
western plateau of North America, the cutting action will be 
rapid. The ideal conditions for developing a canyon are: great 
altitude and slope causing swift streams, arid conditions with 
absence of side-wash, and hard rock horizontally bedded which 
will hold the walls up. 
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CANZONR, a form of verse which has reached us from Italian 

literature, where from the earliest times it has been assiduously 
cultivated. The word is derived from the Provencal canto, 
a song, but it was in Italian first that the form became a literary 
one, and was dedicated to the highest uses of poetry. The 
canzone-strophe consists of two parts, the opening one being 
distinguished by Dante as the frank, the dosing one as the 
;firma. These parts are connected by rhyme, it being usual 
to make the rhyme of the last line of the frank identical with 
that of the first line of the sirma. In other respects the canzone 
has great liberty, as regards number and length of lines, arrange-
ment of rhymes and conduct of structure. An examination 
of the best Italian models, howjver, shows that the tendency 
of the canzone-strophe is to possess 9, ro, 11 , 13, 14 or 16 verses, 
and that of these the strophe of 14 verses is so far the most 
frequent that it may almost be taken as the type. In this form 
it resembles an irregular sonnet. The Vita Num contains many 
examples of the canzone, and these are accompanied by so 
many explanations of their form as to lead us to believe that 
the canzone was originally invented or adopted by Dante. 
The following is the preemie or frank of one of the most cele-
brated canzoni in the Vila Nueva (which may be studied in 
English in Dante Gabriel Rossetti's translation)— 

"Donna pietosa e di novella etate, 
Adorns assai di gentilezza umane, 
Era It ov' io chiamava spesso Morte. 
Veggendo gli occbi mid pica di pietate, 
Ed ascoltando le parole vane, 
Si moose con paura a pianger forte; 
Ed altro donne, the u furo accorte 
Di me per quells che meco piangla, 
Fecer Id partir via 
Ed apprissarsi per farmi 'entire. 
Quel dices: ' Non dormire 
Equal dices: Perche d to sconforte?' 
Alloy lasciai Is nuova fantasia, 
Chiarnando it nome della donna rills." 

The Cansoniere of Petrarch is of great authority as to the 
form of this species of verse. In England the canzone was 
introduced at the end of the sixteenth century by William 
Drummond of Hawthornden, who has left some very beautiful 
examples. In German poetry it was cultivated by A. W. von 
Schlegel and other poets of the Romantic period. It is doubtful, 
however, whether it is in agreement with the genius of any 
language but Italian, and whether the genuine " Canzone 
toscana " is a form -which can be reproduced elsewhere than 
in Italy. (E. G.) 

CAPE BRETON, the north-east portion of Nova Scotia, 
Canada, separated from the mainland by a narrow strait, known 
as the Gut of Canceau or Canso. Its extreme length from north 
to south is about rio m., greatest breadth about 87 m., and area 
3120 sq. m. It juts out so far into the Atlantic that it has been 
called "the long wharf of Canada," the distance to the west 
coast of Ireland being less by a thousand miles than from New 
York. A headland on the east coast is also known as Cape 
Breton, and is said by some to be the first land made by Cabot 
on his voyage in 1497-1498. The large, irregularly-shaped, 
salt-water lakes of Bras d'Or communicate with the sea by two 
channels on the north-east; a short ship canal connects them 
with St Peter's bay on the south, thus dividing the island into 
two parts. Except on the north-west, the coast-line is very 
irregular, and indented with numerous bays, several of which 
form excellent harbours. The most important are Aspy, St 
Ann's, Sydney, Mira, Louisburg, Gabarus, St Peter's and Mabou; 
of these, Sydney Harbour, on which are situated the towns of 
Sydney and North Sydney, is one of the finest in North America. 
There are numerous rivers, chiefly rapid hill streams not navigable 
for any distance; the largest are the Denys, the Margaree, 
the Baddeck and the Mira. Lake Ainslie in the west is the most 
extensive of several fresh-water lakes. The surface of the island 
is broken in several places by ranges of hills of moderate elevation, 
well wooded, and containing numerous picturesque glens and 
gorges; the northern promontory consists of a plateau, rising 
at cape North to a _height of 'Boo ft. This northern projection  

is formed of Laurentian gneiss, the only instance in Nova Scotia 
of this formation, and is fringed by a narrow border of carboni-
ferous rocks. South of this extends a Cambrian belt, a continua-
tion of the same formation on the Atlantic coast of Nova Scotia. 
On various portions of the west coast, and on the south side 
of the island at Seacoal Bay and Little River (Richmond county), 
valuable seams of coal a're worked. Still more important is 
the Sydney coal-field, which occupies tire east coast from Mira 
Bay to St Ann's. The outcrop is plainly visible at various 
points along the coast, and coal has been mined in the neighbour-
hood from a very early Period. Since 1893 the operations have 
been greatly extended, and over 3,000,000 tons a year are now 
shipped, chiefly to Montreal and Boston. The coal is bituminous, 
of good quality and easily worked, most of the seams dipping 
at a low angle. Several have been mined for some distinct 
beneath the ocean. Slate, marble, gypsum and limestone are 
quarried, the latter, which is found in unlimited quantities, 
being of great value as a flux in the blast-furnaces of Sydney. 
Copper and iron are also found, though not in large quantities. 

Its lumber, agricultural products and fisheries are also im-
portant. Nearly covered with forest at the time of its discovery, 
it still exports pine, oak, beech, maple and ash. Oats, wheat, 
turnips and potatoes are cultivated, chiefly for home consump-
tion; horses, cattle and sheep are reared in considerable numbers; 
butter and cheese are exported. The Bras d'Or lakes and the 
neighbouring seas supply an abundance of cod, mackerel, herring 
and whitefish, and the fisheries employ over 7000 men. Salmon 
are caught in several of the rivers, and trout in almost every 
stream, so that it is visited by large numbers of tourists and 
sportsmen from the other provinces and from the United States. 
The Intercolonial railway has been extended to Sydney, and 
crosses the Gut of Canso on a powerful ferry. From the same 
strait a railway runs up the west coast, and several shorter 
lines are controlled by the mining companies. Of these the most 
important is that connecting Sydney and Louisburg. Numerous 
steamers, with Sydney as their headquarters, ply upon the 
Bras d'Or lakes. The inhabitants are mainly of Highland 
Scottish descent, and Gaelic is largely spoken in the country 
districts. On the south and west coasts are found a number of 
descendants of the original French settlers and of the Acadian 
exiles (see NOVA Scoria), and in the mining towns numbers of 
Irish are employed. Several hundred Mic Mac Indians, for the 
most part of mixed blood, are principally employed in making 
baskets, fish-barrels and butter-firkins. Nearly the whole 
population is divided between the Roman and Presbyterian 
creeds, and the utmost cordiality marks the relations between 
the two faiths. The population is steadily increasing, having 
risen from 27,58o in 1851 to over roo,000 in 1906. 

There is some evidence in favour of early Norse and Icelandic 
voyages to Cape Breton, but they left no trace. It was probably 
visited by the Cabots in 1497- 1498, and its name may either 
have been bestowed in remembrance of Cap Breton near 
Bayonne, by the Basque sailors who early frequented the coast, 
or may commemorate the hardy .mariners of Prittany and 
Normandy. 

In 1629 James Stewart, fourth Lord Ochiltree, settled a small 
colony at Baleine, on the east side of the island; but he was 
soon after taken prisoner with all his party by Captain Daniell 
of the French Company, who caused a fort to be erected at Great 
Cibou (now St Ann's Harbour). By the peace of St Germain 
in 1632, Cape Breton was formally assigned to France; and in 
1654 it formed part of the territory granted by patent to Nicholas 
Denys, Sieur de Fronsac, who made several small settlements 
on the island, which, however, had only a very temporary success. 
When by the treaty of Utrecht (z 713) the French were deprived 
of Nova Scotia and Newfoundland, they were still left in posses-
sion of Cape Breton, and their right to erect fortifications for 
its defence was formally acknowledged. They accordingly 
transferred the inhabitants of Plaisance in Newfoundland to 
the settlement of Havre it l'Anglois, which soon after, under the 
name of Louisburg, became the capital of Cape Breton (or Be 
Royale, as it was then called), and an important military post. 
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Ccd-fishing formed the staple industry, and a large contraband 
trade in French wines, brandy and sugar, was carried on with 
the English colonies to the south. In 1745  it was captured by 
a force of volunteers from New England, under Sir William 
Pepperdl (1696-1759) aided by a British fleet under Commodore 
Warren (1703-1752). By the treaty of Aix-la-Chapelle, the town 
was restored to France; but in 1758 was again captured by a 
British force under General Sir Jeffrey Amherst and Admiral 
Boscawen. On the conclusion of hostilities the island was ceded 
to England by the treaty of Paris; and on the 7th of October 
1763 it was united by royal proclamation to the government 
of Nova Scotia. In 1784 it was separated from Nova Scotia, 
and a new capital founded at the mouth of the Spanish river 
by Governor Desbarres, which received the name of Sydney 
in honour of Lord Sydney (Sir Thomas Townshend), then 
secretary of state for the colonies. There was immediately 
a cousiderable influx of settlers to the island, which received 
another important accession by the immigration of Scottish 
Highlanders from 1800 to 1828. In 182o, in spite of strong 
opposition, it was again annexed to Nova Scotia. Since then, 
its history has been uneventful, chiefly centring in the 
development of the mining industry. 

Bratiocaarnv.—Historical: Richard Brown, A History of the 
Rand of Cape Bram (1869), and Sir John Bourinot, Historical and 
Descriptiee Account of Cape Breton (1892), are both excellent. See 
also Dean Description &gr. a hist. des ales de 1 'An:biotic sep-
sentrionak (1672); Pichon, Litres et onionoires du Cap Breton (176o). 
General: Reports of Geological Survey. 1872 to 1882-1886, and 
1895 to 1899 (by Robb, H. Fletcher and Faribault); H. Fletcher, 
The Sydney Coal Fields, Cape Breton, N.S. (1900); Richard Brown, 
Tie Coal Fields of Cape Bretow (1871; reprinted, 1899). 

CAPE COAST, a port on the Gold Coast, British West Africa, 
h 5° 5' N., 1° is' W., about 8o m. W. of Accra. Pop. (19o1) 
:1948, mostly Fantis. There are about too Europeans and a 
colony of Krumen. The town is built on a low bank of gneiss 
and micaceous slate which runs out into the sea and affords 
some protection at the landing-place against the violence of 
the surf. (This bank was the Cabo Corso of the Portuguese, 
whence the English corruption of Cape Coast.) The castle faces 
the sea and is of considerable size and has a somewhat imposing 
appearance. Next to the castle, used as quarters for military 
oiScers and as a prison, the principal buildings are the residence 
of the district commissioner, the churches and schools of various 
denominations, the government schools and the colonial hospital. 
Many of the wealthy natives live in brick-built residences. 
The streets are hilly, and the town is surrounded on the east and 
north by high ground, whilst on the west is a lagoon. Fort 
Victoria lies west of the town, and Fort William (used as a light-
house) on the east- 

The first European settlement on the spot was that of the 
Portromese in 161o. In 1652 the Swedes established themselves 
here and built the castle, which they named Carolusburg. In 
16)9 the Dutch obtained possession, but the castle was seized 
h 1664 by the English under Captain (afterwards Admiral Sir) 
Robert Holmes, and it has not since been captured in spite 
of an attack by De Ruyter in 1665, a French attack in 2757, 
and various assaults by the native tribes. Next to Elmina 
it was considered the strongest fort on the Guinea Coast. Up 
to 1876 the town was the capital of the British settlements on 
the coast, the administration being then removed to Accra. 
It a still one of the chief ports of the Gold Coast Colony, and 
nom it starts the direct road to Kumasi. In 19o5 it was granted 
municipal government In the courtyard of the castle are 
tuned George Maclean (governor of the colony 1830-1843) 
and his wife (Laetitia Elizabeth Landon). The graves are 
looked by two stones bearing respectively the initials" L. E. L." 
tad " G. M." The land on the east side of the town is 
madded with disused gold-diggers' pits. The natives are 
dinded into seven clans called companies, each under the rule 
of recognized captains and povsecsing distinct customs and 

See A. Ffoulkes, " The Company System in Cape Coast Castle," 
Itt Ad, African Soc..vol. vii, 1908; and GOLD COAST. 

CAPE COLONY (officially," PROVINCE or rot CAPE 07 G000 
HOYE "), the most southern part of Africa, a British possession 
since r8o6. It was named from the promontory on its south-
west coast discovered in 1488 by the Portuguese navigator Diaz, 
and near which the first settlement of Europeans (Dutch) was 
made in 1652. From 1872 to 1910 a self-governing colony, in 
the last-named year it entered the Union of South Africa as an 
original province. Cape Colony as such then ceased to exist 
In the present article, however, the word " colony " is retained. 
The " provinces " referred to are the colonial divisions existing 
before the passing of the South Africa Act 19o9, except in the 
sections Corutiirdiois and Government and Lam and Justice, where 
the changes made by the establishment of the Union are set 
forth. (See also SOUTH APRICA.) 

Boundaries and A rea.—The coast-line extends from the mouth 
of the Orange (28° 38' S. 16° 27' E.) on the W. to the mouth of 
the Umtamvuna river (31° 4' S. 30°  12' E.) on the E., a distance 
of over 1300 m. Inland the Cape is bounded E. and N.E. by 
Natal, Basutoland, Orange Free State and the Transvaal; N. 
by the Bechuanaland Protectorate and N.W. by Great Namaqua-
land (German S.W. Africa). From N.W. to S.E. the colony has a 
breadth of Boo m., from S.W. to N.E. 750 m. Its area is 2 76 ,995 
sq. m.—more than five times the size of England. Walfish Bay 
(q.v.) on the west coast north of the Orange river is a detached 
part of Cape Colony. 

Physical Features.—The outstanding orographic feature of the 
country is the terrace-formation of the land, which rises from 
sea-level by well-marked steps to the immense plateau which 
forms seven-eighths of South Africa. The coast region varies in 
width from a few miles to as many as fifty, being narrowest on the 
south-east side. The western coast line, from the mouth of the 
Orange to the Cape peninsula, runs in a general south-east 
direction with no deep indentations save just south of 33 °  S. 
where, in Saldanha Bay, is spacious and sheltered anchorage. 
The shore is barren, consisting largely of stretches of white 
sand or thin soil sparsely covered with scrub. The Cape 
peninsula, which forms Table Bay on the north and False Bay on 
the south, juts pendant beyond the normal coast line and consists 
of an isolated range of hills. The scenery here becomes bold and 
picturesque. Dominating Table Bay is the well-known Table 
Mountain OW ft.), flat-topped and often covered with a " table-
cloth " of cloud. On its lower slopes and around Table Bay is 
built Cape Town, capital of the colony. Rounding the storm-
vexed Cape of Good Hope the shore trends south-east in a series of 
curves, forming shallow bays, until at the saw-edged reefs of Cape 
Agulhas (Portuguese, Needles) in 34°  51' 15°  S. 20°  E.' the 
southernmost point of the African continent is reached. Hence 
the coast, now very slightly indented, runs north by east until at 
Algoa Bay (2 s. 45' E.) it takes a distinct north-east bend, and so 
continues beyond the confines of the colony. Along the southern 
and eastern shore the country is better watered, more fertile and 
more picturesque than along the western seaboard. Cape Point 
(Cape of Good Hope) stands 840 ft. above the sea; Cape Agulhas 
455 ft. Farther on the green-clad sides of the Uiteniquas 
Mountains are plainly visible from the sea, and as the traveller 
by boat proceeds eastward, stretches of forest are seen and 
numbers of mountain streams carrying their waters to the ocean. 
In this part of the coast the only good natural harbour is the 
spacious estuary of the Knysna river in 23° 5' E. The entrance, 
which is over a bar with 14 ft. minimum depth of water, is 
between two bold sandstone cliffs, called the Heads. 

Off the coast are a few small islands, mainly mere rocks within 
the bay. None is far from the mainland. The largest are 
Dassen Island, 20 m. S. of Saldanha Bay, and Robben Island, 
at the entrance to Table Bay. St Croix is a rock in Algoa Bay, 
upon which Diaz is stated to have erected a cross. A number of 
small islands off the coast of German South-West Africa, chiefly 
valuable for their guano deposits, also belong to Cape Colony 
(see ANGRA PEQUENA). 

Ocean Currents. —Off the east and south shores of the colony 
the Mozambique or Agulhas current sweeps south-westward 
with force sufficient to set up a back drift. This back drift or 
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counter current flowing north-cut is close in shore and is taken 
advantage of by vessels going from Cape Town to Natal. On the 
west coast the current runs northwards. It is a deflected stream 
from the west drift of the " roaring forties " and coming from 
Antarctic regions is much colder than the Agulhas current. Off 
the southern point of the continent the Agulhas current meets the 
west drift, giving rise to alternate streams of warm and cold water. 
This part of the coast, subject alike to strovc westerly and south-
easterly winds, is often tempestuous, as is witnessed by the name, 

corruption of a Hottentot word meaning dry, arid. Having 
crossed the Little Karroo, from which rise minor mountain chains, 
a second high range has to be climbed. This done the traveller 
finds himself on another tableland—the Great Karroo. It has an 
average width of 8o m. and is about 35o m. long. Northwards 
the Karroo (q.v.) is bounded by the ramparts of the great inner 
tableland, of which only a comparatively small portion is in 
Cape Colony. This sequence of hill and plain—namely (x) the 
coast plain, (2) first range of hills, (3) first plateau (Little Karroo), 
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Cabo Tormentoso, given to the Cape of Good Hope, and to the 
many wrecks off the toast. The most famous was that of the 
British troopship " Birkenhead," on the 26th of February x852, 
off Danger Point, midway between Cape of Good Hope and Cape 
Agulhas. 

Mountains and Tablelands.—It has been stated that the land 
rises by well-marked steps to a vast central plateau. Beyond the 
coast plain, which here and there attains a height of 600 ft., are 
mountain ranges running parallel to the shore. These mountains 
are the supporting walls of successive terraces. When the steep 
southern sides of the ranges nearest the sea are ascended the hills 
are often found to be flat-topped with a gentle slope northward 
giving on to a plateau rarely more than ao m. wide. This 
plateau is called the Southern or Little Karroo, Karroo being a  

(4) second range of hills, (5) second plateau (the Great Karroo), (6) 
main chain of mountains guarding, (7) the vast interior tableland 
—is characteristic of the greater part of the colony but is no 
clearly marked in the south-east and north-west borders. The 
innermost, and most lofty, chain of mountains follows a curve 
almost identical with that of the coast at a general distance of 
120 m. from the ocean. It is known in different places under 
different names, and the same name being also often given to one 
or more of the coast ranges the nomenclature of the mountains is 
confusing (see the map). The most elevated portion of the inner-
most range, the Drakensberg (q.v.) follows the curve of the coast 
from south to north-east. Only the southern slopes of the range 
are in Cape Colony, the highest peaks—over to,000 ft.—being in 
Basutoland and NataL Going westward from the Drakensberg 
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the rampart is known successively as the Stormberg, Zuurberg, 
Simeawberg and Nieuwveld mountains. These four ranges face 
drolly south. In the Sneeuwberg range is Compass Berg, 
loo ft above the sea, the highest point in the colony. In the 
NietrineId are heights of over Mow ft. The Komsberg range, 
which joins the Nieuwveld on the east, sweeps from the south to 
the north-west and is followed by the Roggeveld mountains, 
which face the western seaboard. North of the Roggeveld the 
interior plateau approaches closer to the sea than in southern 
Cape Colony. The slope of the plateau being also westward, the 
mountain rampart is less elevated, and north of 32 0  S. few points 
attain Sono ft. The coast ranges are here, in Namaqualand and 
the district of Van Rhyns Dorp, but the outer edges of the inner 
range. They attain their highest point in the Kamies Berg, 5511 
ft. above the sea. Northward the Orange river, marking the 
hornier of the colony, cuts its way through the bills to the 
Atlantic. 

From the Olifants river on the west to the Kei river on the 
not the series of parallel ranges, which are the walls of the 
tunas between the inner tableland and the sea, are dearly 
traceable. Their general direction is always that of the coast, 
aid they are cut across by rugged gorges or kloofs, through 
which the mountain streams make their way towards the sea. 
The two chief chains, to distinguish them from the inner chain 
already described, may be called the coast and central chains. 
Each has many local names. West to east the central chain is 
holm as the Cedarberg, Groote Zwarteberg (highest point 
608 ft.), Groote river, Winterhoek (with Cockscomb mountain 
5773 ft. high) and Zuurberg ranges. The Zuurberg, owing to the 
north-east trend of the shore, becomes, east of Port Elizabeth, a 
coast range, and the central chain is represented by a more 
sorthaly line of hills, with a dozen different names, which are a 
south-easterly spur of the Sneeuwberg. In this range the Great 
Winter Berg attains a height of 780o ft. 

The coast chain is represented west to east by the Olifants 
coontains (with Great Winterhoek, 6618 ft. high), Drakenstein, 
Zander Elude, Langeberg (highest point 5654 ft.), Attaquas, 
Liteniqoas and various other ranges. In consequence of the 
meth-east trend of the coast, already noted, several of these 
images end in the sea in bold bluffs. From the coast plain rise 
many short ranges of considerable elevation, and on the east side 
of False Bay parallel to Table Bay range is a mountain chain 
with heights of zoo° and s000 ft. East of the Kei river the whole 
of the country within Cape Colony, save the narrow seaboard, is 
mountainous. The southern part is largely occupied with spurs 
of the Stormberg; the northern portion, Griqualand East and 
?addend, with the flanks of the Drakensberg. Several peaks 
exceed 7000 ft. in height. Zwart Berg, near the Basuto-Natal 
frontier, rises 7615 ft. above the sea. Mount Currie, farther 
south, is 7296 ft.. high. The Witte Bergen (over sow ft. high) 
are an inner spur of the Drakensberg running through the 
Herschel district 

That part of the inner tableland of South Africa which is in the 
colony has an average elevation of 3000 ft., being higher in the 
eastern than in the western districts. It consists of wide rolling 
toeless plains scarred by the beds of many rivers, often dry for a 
great pan of the year. The tableland is broken by the Orange 
river, which traverses its whole length. North of the river the 
plateau slopes northward to a level sometimes as low as 2000 
ft- The country is of an even more desolate character than south 
of the Orange (see BECHUANAIAND). Rising from the plains 
are chains of isolated flat-topped hills such as the Ranee 
Bergen, the Asbestos mountains and Kuruman hills, compara-
tively unimportant ranges. 

Although the mountains present bold and picturesque outlines 
cm their outward faces, the general aspect of the country north of 
the coast-lands, except in its south-eastern corner, is bare and 
menotonous. The flat and round-topped hills (kopjes), which are 
eery numerous on the various plateaus, scarcely afford relief to the 
ere, which searches the sun-scorched landscape, usually in vain, 
for running water. The absence of water and of large trees is one 
of the most abiding impressions of the traveller. Yet the vast  

arid plains are covered with shallow beds of the richest soil, 
which only require the fertilizing power of water to render them 
available for pasture or agriculture. After the periodical rains, 
the Karroo and the great plains of Bushmanland are converted 
into vast fields of grass and flowering shrubs, but the summer sun 
reduces them again to a barren and burnt-up aspect. The 
pastoral lands or odds are distinguished according to the nature 
of their herbage as " sweet " or " sour." Shallow sheets of water 
termed idols, usually brackish, accumulate after heavy rain at 
many places in the plateaus; in the dry seasons these spots, 
where the soil is not excessively saline, are covered with rich 
grass and afford favourite grazing land for cattle. Only in the 
southern coast-land of the colony is there a soil and moisture 
supply suited to forest growth. 

Rivers.—The inner chain of mountains forms the watershed of 
the colony. North of this great rampart the country drains to the 
Orange (q.v.), which flows from east to west nearly across the 
continent. For a considerable distance, both in its upper and 
lower courses, the river forms the northern frontier of Cape 
Colony. In the middle section, where both banks are in the 
colony, the Orange receives from the north-east its greatest 
tributary, the Vaal (q.v.). The Vaal, within the boundaries of the 
colony, is increased by the Harts river from the north-east and 
the Riet river from the south-east, whilst just within the colony 
the Riet is joined by the Modder. All these tributaries of the 
Orange flow, in their lower courses, through the eastern part of 
Griqualand West, the only well-watered portion of the colony 
north of the mountains. From the north, below the Vaal 
confluence, the Nosob, Molopo and Kuruman, intermittent 
streams which traverse Bechuanaland, send their occasional 
surplus waters to the Orange. In general these rivers lose them-
selves in some old in the desert land. The Molopo and Nosob 
mark the frontier between the Bechuanaland Protectorate and 
the Cape; the Kuruman lies wholly within the colony. From 
the south a number of streams, the Brak and Ongers, the Zak 
and Olifants Vlei (the two last uniting to form the Hartebeest), 
flow north towards the Orange in its middle course. Dry for a 
great part of the year, these streams rarely add anything to the 
volume of the Orange. 

South of the inner chain the drainage is direct to the Atlantic 
or Indian Oceans. Rising at considerable elevations, the coast 
rivers fall thousands of feet in comparatively short courses, and 
many are little else than mountain torrents. They make their 
way down the mountain sides through great gorges, and are 
noted in the eastern part of the country for their extremely 
sinuous course. Impetuous and magnificent streams after heavy 
rain, they become in the summer mere rivulets, or even dry up 
altogether. In almost every instance the mouths of the rivers 
are obstructed by sand bars. Thus, as is the case of the Orange 
river also, they are, with rare exceptions, unnavigable. 

Omitting small streams, the coast rivers running to the Atlantic 
are the Buffalo, Olifants and Berg. It may be pointed out here 
that the same name is repeatedly applied throughout South 
Africa to different streams, Buffalo, Olifants (elephants') and 
Groote (great) being favourite designations. They all occur 
more than once in Cape Colony. Of the west coast rivers, the 
Buffalo, about r ay in. long, the most northern and least important, 
flows through Little Namaqualand. The Olifants (i so in.), 
which generally contains a fair depth of water, rises in the 
Winterhoek mountains and flows north between the Cedarberg 
and Olifants ranges. The Doom, a stream with a somewhat 
parallel but more easterly course, joins the Olifants about so in. 
above its mouth, the Atlantic being reached by a semicircular 
sweep to the south-west. The Berg river (1a5 tn.) rises in the 
district of French Hoek and flows through fertile country, in a 
north-westerly direction, to the sea at St Helena Bay. It is 
navigable for a few miles from its mouth. 

On the south coast the most westerly stream of any size is the 
Breede (about 165 tn. long), so named from its low banks and 
broad channel. Rising in the Warm Bokkeveld, it pierces the 
mountains by Mitchell's Pass, flows by the picturesque towns of 
Ceres and Worcester, and receives, beyond the last-named place, 
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the waters which descend from the famous Hex River Pass. 
The Breede thence follows the line of the Langeberg mountains as 
far as Swellendam, where it turns south, and traversing the coast 
plain, reaches the sea in St Sebastian Bay. From its mouth the 
river is navigable by small vessels for from 3o to ao m. East of 
the Breede the following rivers, all having their rise on the inner 
mountain chain, are passed in the order named Gouritz 
(zoom.); Gamtoos (290 m.), Sunday ( 90 m.),Great Salt (23o m.), 
Kei (150 m.), Bashee (go m.) and Umzimvuba or St John's 
(140 m.). 

The Gouritz is formed by the junction of two streams, the 
Gamka and the Olifants. The Gamka rises in the Nieuwveld 
not far from Beaufort West, traverses the Great Karroo from 
north to south, and forces a passage through the Zwarteberg. 
Crossing the Little Karroo, it is joined from the east by the 
Olifants (r r5 m.), a stream which rises in the Great Karroo, 
being known in its upper course as the Traka, and pierces the 
Zwarteberg near its eastern end. Thence it flows west across the 
Little Karroo past Oudtshoorn to its junction with the Gamka. 
The united stream, which takes the name of Gouritz, flows south, 
and receives from the west, a few miles above the point where it 
breaks through the coast range, a tributary (125 m.) bearing the 
common name Groote, but known in its upper course as the 
Buff els. Its headwaters are in the Komsberg. The Touws 
(go m.),which rises in the Great Karroo not far from the sources of 
the Hex river, is a tributary of the Groote river. Below the 
Groote the Gouritz receives no important tributaries and 
enters the Indian Ocean at a point so m. south-west of Mossel 
Bay. 

The Gamtoos is also formed by the junction of two streams, 
the Kouga, an unimportant river which rises in the coast hills, 
and the Groote river. This, Ike Groote river of Cape Colony, has 
its rise in the Nieuwveld near Nels Poort, being known in its upper 
course as the Salt river. Flowing south-east, it is joined by the 
Kariega on the left, and breaking through the escarpment of the 
Great Karroo, on the lower level changes its name to the Groote, 
the hills which overhang it to the north-east being known as 
Groote River Heights. Bending south, the Groote river passes 
through the coast chain by Cockscomb mountain, and being 
joined by the Kouga, flows on as the Gamtoos to the sea at St 
Francis Bay. 

Sunday river does not, like so many of the Cape streams, 
change its name on passing from the Great to the Little Karroo 
and again on reaching the coast plain. It rises in the Sneeuwberg 
north-west of Graaff Reinet, flows south-east through one of the 
most fertile districts of the Great Karroo, which it.pierces at the 
western end of the Zuurberg (of the coast chain), and reaches the 
ocean in Algoa Bay. 

Great Salt river is formed by the junction of the Kat with 
the Great Fish river, which is the main stream. Several small 
streams rising in the Zuurberg (of the inner chain) unite to form 
the Great Fish river which passes through Cradock, and crossing 
the Karroo, changes its general direction from south to east, and 
is joined by the Kooner (or Koonap) and Kat, both of which 
rise in the Winterberg. Thence, as the Great Salt river, it winds 
south to the sea. Great Fish river is distinguished for the sudden 
and great rise of its waters after heavy rain and for its exceedingly 
sinuous course. Thus near Cookhouse railway station it makes an 
almost circular bend of so m., the ends being scarcely z m. apart, 
in which distance it falls 200 ft. Although, like the other streams 
which cross the Karroo, the river is sometimes dry in its upper 
course, it has an estimated annual discharge of sr,724,000,000 
cubic ft. 

The head-streams of the Kei, often called the Great Kei, rise 
in the Stormberg, and the river, which resembles the Great Fish 
in its many twists, flows in a general south-east direction through 
mountainous country until it reaches the coast plain. Its 
mouth is ao m. in a direct line north-east of East London. In 

The distances given after the names of rivers indicate the length 
of the river valleys, including those of the main upper branch. in 
nearly all instances the rivers, owing to their sinuous course, are 
much longer.  

the history of the Cape the Kei plays an important part as long 
marking the boundary between the colony and the independent 
Kaffir tribes. (For the Umzimvuba and other Transkei rivers 
Set KAFFRARIA.) 

Of the rivers rising in the coast chain the Knysna (3o m.), 
Kowie (4o m.), Keiskama (75 m.) and Buffalo (45 in.) may be 
mentioned. The Knysna rises in the Uiteniquas hills and is of 
importance as a feeder of the lagoon or estuary of the same 
name, one of the few good harbours on the coast. The banks 
of the Knysna are very picturesque. Kowie river, which rises 
in the Zuurberg mountains near Graham's Town, is also noted 
for the beauty of its banks. At its mouth is Port Alfred. The 
water over the bar permits the entrance of vessels of to to is ft. 
draught. The Buffalo river rises in the hilly country north of 
King William's Town, past which it flows. At the mouth of 
the river, where the scenery is very fine, is East London, third 
in importance of the ports of Cape Colony. 

The frequency of " fontcin " among the place names of the 
colony bears evidence of the number of springs in the country. 
They are often found on the flat-topped hills which dot the 
Karroo. Besides the ordinary springs, mineral and thermal 
springs are found in several places. 

Lakes and Caves.—Cape Colony does not possess any lakes 
properly so called. There are, however, numerous natural 
basins which, filled after heavy rain, rapidly dry up, leaving an 
incrustation of salt on the ground, whence their name of salt 
pans. The largest, Commissioner's Salt Pan, in the arid north-
west district, is tfi to so m. in circumference. Besides these 
pans there are in the interior plateaus many shallow pools or 
skis whose extent varies according to the dryness or moisture 
of the climate. West of Knysna, and separated from the seashore 
by a sandbank only, are a series of five rids, turned in flood 
times into one sheet of water and sending occasional spills to 
the ocean. These lids are known collectively as " the lakes." 
In the Zwarteberg of the central chain are the Cango Caves, 
a remarkable series of caverns containing many thousand of 
stalactites and stalagmites. These caves, distant so m. from 
Oudtshoorn, have been formed in a dolomite limestone bed 
about Soo ft. thick. There are over 120 separate chambers, 
the caverns extending nearly a mile in a straight line. 

Climate.—The climate of Cape Colony is noted for its healthi-
ness. Its chief characteristics arc the dryness and dearness 
of the atmosphere and the considerable daily range in tempera-
ture; whilst nevertheless the extremes of heat and cold are 
rarely encountered. The mean annual temperature over the 
greater part of the country is under 65° F. The chief agents 
in determining the climate are the vast masses of water in the 
southern hemisphere and the elevation of the land. The large 
extent of ocean is primarily responsible for the lower temperature 
of the air in places south of the tropics compared with that 
experienced in countries in the same latitude north of the equator. 
Thus Cape Town, about 34°  S., has a mean temperature, 6f F., 
which corresponds with that of the French and Italian Riviera, 
in 41° to 43°  N. For the dryness of the atmosphere the elevation 
of the country is responsible. The east and south-east winds, 
which contain most moisture, dissipate their strength against 
the Drakensberg and other mountain ranges which guard the 
interior. Thus while the coast-lands, especially in the south-
east, enjoy an ample rainfall, the winds as they advance west 
and north contain less and less moisture, so that over the larger 
part of the country drought is common and severe. Along the 
valley of the lower Orange rain does not fall for years together. 
The drought is increased in intensity by the occasional hot 
dry wind from the desert region in the north, though this wind 
is usually followed by violent thunderstorms. 

Whilst the general characteristics of the climate are as here 
outlined, in a country of so large an area as Cape Colony there 
are many variations in different districts. In the coast-lands 
the daily range of the thermometer is less marked than in the 
interior and the humidity of the atmosphere is much greater. 
Nevertheless, the west coast north of the Olifants river is practic-
ally rainless and there is great difference between day and night 
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temperatures, this part of the coast sharing the characteristics 
of the interior plateau. The division of the year into four seasons 
is not dearly marked save in the Cape peninsula, where excep-
ticeal conditions prevail. In general the seasons are but two-
rammer and winter, summer lasting from September to April 
and winter filling up the rest of the year. The greatest heat is 
aperienced in December, January and February, whilst June and 
July are the coldest months. In the western part of the colony 
the winter is the rainy season, in the eastern part the chief rains 
cone is summer. A line drawn from Port Elizabeth north-west 
saes the Karroo in the direction of Walfish Bay roughly divides 
the regions of the winter and summer rains. All the country 
north of the central mountain chain and west of 23 °  E., including 
the western part of the Great Karroo, has a mean annual rainfall 
of tinder 12 in. East of the 23° E. the plateaus have a mean 
meal rainfall ranging from 12 to 25 in. The western coast-
lands and the Little Karroo have a rainfall of from Jo to 20 in.; 
the Cape peninsula by exception having an average yearly 
rainfall of 40 in. (see CAPE Tower). Along the south coast and 
in the south-cast the mean annual rainfall exceeds 25 in., and is 
over so in. at some stations. The rain falls, generally, in heavy 
and sadden storms, and frequently washes away the surface soil. 
The mean annual temperature of the coast region, which, as stated, 
is 63° F. at Cape Town, increases to the cast, the coast not only 
trending north towards the equator but feeling the effect of the 
ram Mozambique or Agulltas current. 

On the Karroo the mean maximum temperature is 77 °  F., the 
mean minimum 49°, the mean daily range about 27°. In summer 
the drought is severe, the heat during the day great, the nights 
cool and clear. In winter frost at night is not uncommon. The 
chaste of the northern plains is similar to that of the Karroo, 
bat the extremes of cold and heat are greater. In the summer 
the shade temperature reaches 110° F., whilst in winter nights 
I3.  of frost have been registered. The hot westerly winds of 
simmer make the air oppressive, though violent thunderstorms, 
in which form the northern districts receive most of their scanty 
rainfall, occasionally clear the atmosphere. Mirages are occasion-
ally seen. The keen air, accompanied by the brilliant sunshine, 
readers the winter climate very enjoyable. Snow seldom falls 
is the coast region, but it lies on the higher mountains for three 
or four months in the year, and for as many days on the Karroo. 
Violent hailstorms, which do great damage, sometimes follow 
periods of drought. The most disagreeable feature of the 
climate of the colony is the abundance of dust, which seems 
to be blown by every wind, and is especially prevalent in the 
rainy season. 

That white men can thrive and work in Cape Colony the 
hatory of South Africa amply demonstrates. Ten generations 
of settlers from northern Europe have been born, lived and died 
there, and the race is as strong and vigorous as that from which 
it sprang. Malarial fever is practically non-existent in Cape 
Colony, and diseases of the chest are rare. (F. R. C.) 

Geology.—The colony affords the typical development of the 
geological succession south of the Zambezi. The following 
general arrangement has been determined:— 

TABLE OF FORMATIONS. 
Post-Cretaceous and Recent. 

Cretaceous 	Mendota nd Cretaceous Serizs 
System 	lUitenhage Series 	 ). Cretaceous 

Stormberg Series 
Karroo System { Bea af  celseri" 	

Carboniferous 
Ecca Series 	 to Jurassic 
Dwyka Series 	 JJ 

Bokkeveld Series Bolciceveld Series Carte System 	Table Mountain Sandstone} Devonian 
Series 

(Includes several independent) JrAn.• uetin to Pre-Cape Rocks 	unfossiliferous formations of {ro 
pre-Devonian age 	.. 	

Sil flan(?) 

The general structure of the colony is simple. It may be 
regarded as a shallow basin occupied by the almost horizontal 
locks of the Karroo. These form the plains and plateaus of the  
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interior. Rocks of pre-Cape age rise from beneath them on the 
north and west; on the south and east the Lower Karroo and 
Cape systems are bent up into sharp folds, beneath which, but in 
quite limited areas, the pre-Cape rocks emerge. In the folded 
regions the strike conforms to the coastal outline on the south 
and east. 

Pre-Cape rocks occur in three regions, presenting a different 
development in each:— 

North. West. South. 

Matsap Series Nieuwerust Beds Cango Beds 
Ongeluk Volcanic Series 
Griquatown Series Ibiquas Beds 
Campbell Rand Series 
Black Reef Series 
Pniel Volcanic Series 
Keis Series 
Namaqualand Schist', Namaqualand Schists and 

Malmesbury Beds 
Malmesbury 

Beds 

The pre-Cape rocks are but little understood. They no doubt 
represent formations of widely different ages, but all that can be 
said is that they are greatly older than the Cape System. The 
hope that they will yield fossils has been held out but not yet 
fulfilled. Their total thickness amounts to several thousand feet. 
The rocks have been greatly changed by pressure in most cases 
and by the intrusion of great masses of igneous material, the 
Namaqualand schists and Malmesbury beds being most altered. 

The most prominent member of the Cango series is a coarse 
conglomerate; the other rocks include slates, limestone and 
porphyroids. The Ibiquas beds consist of conglomerates and 
grits. Both the Cango and Ibiquas series have been invaded 
by granite of older date than the Table Mountain series. The 
Nieuwerust beds contain quartzite, arkose and shales. They 
rest indifferently on the Ibiquas series or Malmesbury beds. 

The pre-Cape rocks of the northern region occur in the Camp-
bell Rand, Asbestos mountains, Matsap and Langebergen, and in 
the Schuftebergen. They contain a great variety of sediments 
and igneous rocks. The oldest, or Keis, series consists of quart-
zites, quartz-schists, phyllites and conglomerates. These are 
overlain, perhaps unconformably, by a great thickness of lavas 
and volcanic breccias (Pniel volcanic series, Beer Vley and 
Zeekoe Beard amygdaloids), and these in turn by the quartzites, 
grits and shales of the Black Reef series. The chief rocks of the 
Campbell Rand series are limestones and dolomites, with some 
interbedded quartzites. Among the Griquatown series of quart-
zites, limestones and shales are numerous bands of jasper and 
large quantities of crocidolite (a fibrous amphibole); while 
at Blink Klip a curious breccia, over 200 ft. thick, is locally 
developed. Evidences of one of the oldest known glaciations 
have been found near the summit in the district of Hay. The 
Ongeluk volcanic series, consisting of lavas and breccias, conform-
ably overlies the Griquatown series; while the grits, quartzites 
and conglomerates of the Matsap series rest on them with a great 
discordance. 

Rocks of the Cape System have only been met with in the 
southern and eastern parts of South Africa. The lowest member 
(Table Mountain Sandstone) consists of sandstones with sub-
ordinate bands of shale. It forms the upper part of Table 
Mountain and enters largely into the formation of the southern 
mountainous folded belt. It is unfoasiliferous except for a few 
obscure shells obtained near the base. A bed of conglomerate is 
regarded as of glacial origin. 

The Table Mountain Sandstone passes up conformably into 
a sequence of sandstones and shales (Bokkeveld Beds), well 
exposed in the Cold and Warm Bokkevelds. The lowest beds 
contain many fossils, including Phacops, Honsalonotus, Lepto-
codia, Spirifer, Choneks, Ortkothetes, Orthoceras, Bellerophon. 
Many of the species are common to the Devonian rocks of the 
Falkland Islands, North and South America and Europe, with 
perhaps a closer resemblance to the Devonian fauna of South 
America than to that of any other country. 

The Bokkeveld beds are conformably succeeded by the sand-
stones, quartzites and shales of the Witteberg series. So far 
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imperfect remains of plants (Spiropkylan) are the only fossils, 
and these are not sufficie ,1 to determine if the beds belong to the 
Devonian or Carboniferous System. 

The thickness of the rocks of the Cape System exceeds 5000 ft. 
The Karroo System is par excellence the geological formation of 

South Africa. The greater part of the colony belongs to it, as do 
large tracts in the Orange Free State and Transvaal. It includes 
the following well-defined subdivisions:— 

Feet. 
1Volcanic Beds . . . . g000 

be Stormrg Cave Sandstone . . . 	 800 Jurassic 

	

Series 	Red Beds 	  1400 
Molteno Beds . . . 	 2000 

Beaufort 
) Burghersdory Beds 	 Trias 

Dicynodon Beds 	. . Soon 

	

Series 	Parmasaurus Beds 	 Permian Shales and Sandstones Ems 	Laingsburg Beds 	) 	 2600 

	

Series 	Shales 
Upper Shales 	  600 Carboniferous 

	

Dwyka 	Conglomerates . . . 	 1000 

	

Series 	Lower Shales 	. . .  	700 
In the southern areas the Karroo formation follows the Cape 

System conformably; in the north it rests unconformably on 
very much older rocks. The most remarkable deposits are 
the conglomerates of the Dwyka series. These afford the 
clearest evidences of glaciation on a great scale in early Carboni-
ferous times. The deposit strictly resembles a consolidated 
modern boulder clay. It is full of huge glaciated blocks, and in 
different regions (Prieska chiefly) the underlying pavement is 
remarkably striated and shows that the ice was moving south-
ward. The upper shales contain the small reptile Ai esosaurus 
knuidens. 

Plants constitute the chief fossils of the Ecca series; among 
others they include Glossopieris, Gangantopleris, Phyllotheca. 
The Beaufort series is noted for the numerous remains of remark-
able and often gigantic reptiles it contains. The genera and 
species are numerous, Dicynodon, Oudcnodon, Pareiasaurus 
being the best known. • Among plants Glossopkris occurs for the 
last time. The Stormberg series occurs in the mountainous 
regions of the Stormberg and Drakensbcrg. The Molten beds 
contain several workable scams of coal. The most remarkable 
feature of the series is the evidence of volcanic activity on an 
extensive scale. The greater part of the volcanic series is formed 
by lava streams of great thickness. Dykes and intrusive sheets, 
most of which end at the folded belt, are also numerous. The age 
of the intrusive sheets met with in the Beaufort series is usually 
attributed to the Stormberg period. They form the kopjes, or 
characteristic flat-topped hills of the Great Karroo. The Storm-
berg series contains the remains of numerous reptiles. A true 
crocodile, Nolochanipsa, has been discovered in the Red Beds 
and Cave Sandstone. Among the plants, Thinnfeldia and 
Taeniopleris are common. Three genera of fossil fishes, Clei-
throlepis, Scmionolus and Ceralodus, ascend from the Beaufort 
series into the Cave Sandstone. 

Cretaceous rocks occur only near the coast. The plants of the 
Uitenhage beds bear a close resemblance to those of the Wealden. 
The marine fauna of Sunday river indicates a Neocomian age. 
The chief genera are Hamiks, Baculiks,Criocercts,Okoskphanus 
and certain Trigoniae. 

The superficial post-Cretaceous and Recent deposits are 
widely spread. High-level gravels occur from 600 to 2000 ft. 
above the sea. The remains of a gigantic ox, Bubalus Baini, 
have been obtained from the alluvium near the Modder river. 
The recent deposits indicate that the land has risen for a long 
period. (W. G.') 

Fauna.—The fauna is very varied, but some of the wild animals 
common in the early days of the colony have been exterminated 
(e.g. quagga and blaauwbok), and others (e.g. the lion, rhinoceros, 
giraffe) driven beyond the confines of the Cape. Other game 
have been so reduced in numbers as to require special protection. 
This class includes the elephant (now found only in the Knysna 
and neighbouring forest regions), buffalo and zebra (strictly pre-
served, and confined to much the same regions as the elephant),  

eland, oribi, koodoo, haartebeest and other kinds of antelope and 
gnu. The leopard is not protected, but lingers in the mountahi. 
ous districts. Cheetahs are also found, including a rare woolly 
variety peculiar to the Karroo. Both the leopards and cheetahs 
are commonly spoken of in South Africa as tigers. Other 
carnivore more or less common to the colony are the spotted 
hyena, card-wolf (or Prattles), silver jackal, the Olocyon or Cape 
wild dog, and various kinds of wild cats. Of ungulate, besides a 
few hundreds of rare varieties, there are the springbuck, of 
which great herds still wander on the open veld, the steinbok, a 
small and beautiful animal which is sometimes coursed like a 
hare, the klipspringer or " chamois of South Africa," common in 
the mountains, the wart-hog and the dassie or rock rabbit. 
There are two or three varieties of hares, and a species of jerboa 
and several genera of mongooses. The English rabbit has been 
introduced into Robben Island, but is excluded from the main-
land. The ant-bear, with very long snout, tongue and ears, is 
found on the Karroo, where it makes inroads on the ant-heaps 
which dot .the plain. There is also a scaly ant-eater and various 
species of pangolins, of arboreal habit, which live on ants. 
Baboons are found in the mountains and forests, otters in the 
rivers. Of reptiles there are the crocodile, confined to the 
Transkei rivers, several kinds of snakes, including the cobra di 
capello and puff adder, numerous lizards and various tortoises, 
including the leopard tortoise, the largest of the continental 
land forms. Of birds the ostrich may still be found wild in some 
regions. The great kori bustard is sometimes as much as 5 ft. 
high. Other game birds include the francolin, quail, guinea-
fowl, sand-grouse, snipe, wild duck, wild goose, widgeon, teal, 
plover and rail. Birds of prey include the bearded vulture, 
aasvogel and several varieties of eagles, hawks, falcons and owls. 
Cranes, storks, flamingoes and pelicans are found in large variety. 

Parrots are rarely seen. The greater number of birds belong 
to the order Passeres; starlings, weavers and larks are very 
common, the Cape canary, long-tailed sugar bird, pipits and 
wagtails are fairly numerous. The English starling is stated to 
be the only European bird to have thoroughly established itself in 
the colony. The Cape sparrow has completely acclimatized itself 
to town life and prevented the English sparrow obtaining a footing. 

Large toads and frogs are common, as are scorpions, 
tarantula spiders, butterflies, hornets and stinging ants. In 
some districts the tsetse fly causes great havoc. The most 
interesting of the endemic insectivore is the Chrysockloris or 
" golden mole," so called from the brilliant yellow lustre of its 
fur. There are not many varieties of freshwater fish, the 
commonest being the baba or cat-fish and the yellow fish. Both 
are of large size, the baba weighing as much as 7o lb. The 
smallest variety is the culper or burrowing perch. In some of the 
'leis and streams in which the water is intermittent the fish 
preserve life by burrowing into the ooze. Trout have been 
introduced into several rivers and have become acclimatized. 
Of sea fish there are more than forty edible varieties. The snack, 
the steenbrass and geelbeck are common in the estuaries and 
bays. Seals and sharks are also common in the waters of the 
Cape. Whales visit the coast for the purpose of calving. 

Of the domestic animals, sheep, cattle and dogs were possessed 
by the natives when the country was discovered by Europeans. 
The various farm animals introduced by the whites have thriven 
well (see below, Agriculture). 

Flora.—The flora is rich and remarkably varied in the coast 
districts. On the Karroo and the interior plateau there is less 
variety. In all, some ro,coo different species have been noted 
in the colony, about zso genera being peculiar to the Cape. 
The bush of the coast districts and lower hills consists largely 
of heaths, of which there are over zoo species. The heaths and 
the rhenoster or rhinoceros wood, a plant x to 2 ft. high 
resembling heather, form the characteristic features of the 
flora of the districts indicated. The prevailing bloom is pink 
coloured. The deciduous plants lose their foliage in the dry 
season but revive with the winter rains. Notable among the 
flowers are the arum lily and the iris. The pelargonium group, 
including many varieties of geranium, is widely represented. In 
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the eastern coast-lands the vegetation becomes distinctly sub-
uupical. Of pod-bearing plants there are upwards of eighty 
genera: Cape " everlasting " flowers (generally species of 
Hdiceryston) are in great numbers. Several species of aloe 
are indigenous to the Cape. The so-called American aloe has 
also been naturalized. The castor-oil plant and many other 
plants of great value in medicine are indigenous in great abund-
ance. Among plants remarkable in their appearance and 
structure may be noted the cactus-like Euphorbiae or spurge 
plants., the.Stapelia or carrion flower, and the elephant's foot 
or Hottentots' bread, a plant of the same order as the yam. 
Hooks, thorns and prickles are characteristic of many South 
African plants. 

Forests are confined to the seaward slopes of the coast ranges 
facing south. They cover between Soo and 600 sq. m. The 
forests contain a great variety of useful woods, affording excellent 
timber; among the commonest trees are the yellow wood, 
which is also one of the largest, belonging to the yew species; 
black iron wood; heavy, close-grained and durable stinkhout; 
mahout, a white wood, used for wheelwork; nieshout; and 
the assegai or Cape lancewood. Forest trees rarely exceed 
30 ft. in height and scarcely any attain a greater height than 
6o ft. A characteristic Cape tree is Leucadendron argot:tuns 
or silver tree, so named from the silver-like lustre of stem and 
leaves. The so-called cedars, whence the Cedarberg got its name, 
crest no longer. Among trees introduced by the Dutch or 
British colonists the oak, poplar, various pines, the Australian 
blue-gum (eucalyptus) and wattle flourish. The silver wattle 
grows freely in shifting sands and by its means waste lands, 
e.g. the Cape Flats, have been reclaimed. The oak grows more 
rapidly and more luxuriantly than in Europe. There are few 
indigenous fruits; the kei apple is the fruit of a small tree or 
shrub found in Kaffmria and the eastern districts, where also 
the wild and Kaffir plums are common; hard pears, gourds, 
water melons and species of almond, chestnut and lemon are also 
native. Almost all the fruits of other countries have been 
introduced and flourish. On the Karroo the bush consists of 
dwarf mimosas, wax-heaths and other shrubs, which after the 
spring rains are gorgeous in blossom (see KARROO). The grass 
of the interior plains is of a coarse character and yellowish 
colour, very different from the meadow grasses of Fngland. The 
" Indian " doab grass is also indigenous. 

With regard to mountain flora arborescent shrubs do not 
reach beyond about 4000 ft. Higher up the slopes are covered 
with small heath, Bruniaceae, Rutaceae, &c. All plants with per-
manent foliage are thickly covered with hair. Above 6000 ft. over 
seventy species of plants of Alpine character have been found. 

Races and Population. —The first inhabitants of Cape Colony 
of whom there is any record were Bushmen and Hottentots 
few.). The last-named were originally called Quaequaes, and 
received the name Hottentots from the Dutch. They dwelt 
chiefly in the south-west and north-west parts of the country• 
elsewhere the inhabitants were of Bantu negroid stock, and to 
them was applied the name Kaffir. When the Cape was dis-
covered by Europeans, the population, except along the coast, was 
very scanty and it is so still.. The advent of Dutch settlers 
and a few Huguenot families in the 17th century was followed 
in the 19th century by that of English and German immigrants. 
The Bushmen retreated before the white races and now few are 
to be found in the colony. These live chiefly in the districts 
bordering the Orange river. The tribal organization of the 
Hottentots has been broken up, and probably no pure bred 
representatives of the race survive in the colony. 

Half-breeds of mixed Hottentot, Dutch and Kaffir blood now 
form the bulk of the native population west of the Great Fish 
river. Of Kaffir tribes the most important living north of the 
Orange river are the Bechuanas, whilst in the eastern province 
and Kaffraria live the Fingoes, Tembus and Pondos. The 
Amaxosa are the principal Kaffir tribe in Cape Colony proper. 
The Griquas (or Bastaards) are descendants of Dutch-Hottentot 
half-castes. They give their name to two tracts of country. 
During the slavery period many thousands of negroes were  

imported, chiefly from the Guinea coast. The negroes have been 
largely assimilated by the Kaffir tribes. (For particulars of the 
native races see their separate articles.) Of the white races 
in the Colony the French element has been completely absorbed 
in the Dutch. They and the German settlers are mainly 
pastoral people. The Dutch, who have retained in a debased 
form their own language, also engage largely in agriculture 
and viticulture. Of fine physique and hardy constitution, 
they are of strongly independent character; patriarchal in 
their family life; shrewd, slim and courageous; in religion 
Protestants of a somewhat austere type. Education is somewhat 
neglected by them, and the percentage of illiteracy among adults 
is high. They are firm believers in the inferiority of the black 
races and regard servitude as their natural lot. The British 
settlers have developed few characteristics differing from the 
home type. The British element of the community is largely 
resident in the towns, and is generally engaged in trade or in 
professional pursuits; but in the eastern provinces the bulk 
of the farmers are English or German; the German farmers 
being found in the district between King William's Town and 
East London, and on the Cape Peninsula. Numbers of them 
retain their own language. The term " Africander " is some-
times applied to all white residents in Cape Colony and 
throughout British South Africa, but is often restricted to 
the Dutch-speaking colonists. " Boer," i.e. farmer, as a synonym 
for " Dutch," is not in general use in Cape Colony. 

Besides the black and white races there is a large colony of 
Malays in Cape Town and district, originally introduced by the 
Dutch as slaves. These people are largely leavened 'with 
foreign elements and, professing Mahommedanism, religion rather 
than race is their bond of union. They add greatly by their 
picturesque dress to the gaiety of the street scenes. They are 
generally small traders, but many are wealthy. There are also 
a number of Indians in the colony. English is the language of 
the towns; elsewhere, except in the eastern provinces, the taal 
or vernacular Dutch is the tongue of the majority of the whites, 
as it is of the natives in the western provinces. 

The first census was taken in 1865 when the population of the 
colony, which then had an area of t95,000 sq. m., and did not 
include the comparatively densely-populated Native Territories, 
was 566,158. Of these the Europeans numbered 187,40o or 
about 33% of the whole. Of the coloured races the Hottentots 
and Bushmen were estimated at 82,000, whilst the Kaffirs formed 
about so% of the population. Since 1865 censuses have been 
taken—in 1875, 1891 and 1904. In 1875 Basutoland formed 
part of the colony; in 1891 Transkei, Tembuland, Griqualand 
East, Griqualand West and Walfish Bay had been incorporated, 
and Basutoland had been disannexed; and in 1904 Pondoland 
and British Bechuanaland had been added. The following 
table gives the area and population at each of the three periods. 

875. 1891. 1 904. 

Area. 
sq. m. Pop. 

Area. 
sq. m. Pop. Area. 

sq. M. 
Pop. 

201,136 849,160 260,978 1,527,224 276,995 2 .409 ,804 

The 1875 census gave the population of the colony proper at 
740,984, and that of Basuto and at 028,176. The colony is 
officially divided into nine provinces, but is more conveniently 
treated as consisting of three regions, to which may be added the 
detached area of Walfish Bay and the islands along the coast of 
Namaqualand. The table on the next page shows the distribution 
of population in the various areas. 

The white population, which as stated was 187,400 in 186 5 
and 579.741  in 1904, was at the intermediate censuses 236,783 
in 1875 and 376,987 in 1891. The proportion of Dutch descended 
whites to those of British origin is about 3 to 2. No exact 
comparison can be made showing the increase in the native 
population owing to the varying areas of the colony, but the 
natives have multiplied more rapidly than the whites; the 
increase in the numbers of the last-named being due, in consider-
able measure, to immigration. The whites who form about 25 % 
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of the total population are in the proportion of 4 to 6 in the 
colony proper. The great bulk of the people inhabit the coast 
region. The population is densest in the south-west corner (which 
includes Cape Town, the capital) where the white outnumbers 

the coloured population. Here in an area of 27 1 sq. m. the 
*nhabitants exceed 264,000, being 154 to the sq. m The urban 
population, reckoning as such dwellers in the nine largest towns 
and their suburbs, exceeds 33z,000, being nearly 25 % of the 
total population of the colony proper. Of the coloured inhabit-
ants at the 1904 census 15,682 were returned as Malay, 8489 as 
Indians, 85,892 as Hottentots,' 4168 as Bushmen and 6289 as 
Griquas. The Kaffir and Bechuana tribes numbered 2,114,067 
individuals, besides 310,720 Fingoes separately classified, while 
279,662 persons were described as of mixed race. Divided by 
sex (including white and black) the males numbered (1904) 

1,218,940, the feniales 1,190,864, females being in the proportion 
of 97.70 to too males. By race the proportion is:—whites, 
82.16 females to every zoo males (a decrease of to % compared 
with 1891); coloured, 103.22 females to every zoo males. Of 
the total population over 14 years old-1,409,975—the  number 
married was 738,563 or over 5o %. Among the white population 
this percentage was only reached in adults over 17. 

The prof essional,commercial and industaialoccupationsemploy 
about th of the white population. In 1904 whites engaged 
in such pursuits numbered respectively only 32,202, 46,750 and 
67,278, whereas 99,319 were engaged in domestic employment, 
and 111,275 in agricultural employment, while 214,982 (mostly 
children) were dependants. The natives follow domestic and 
agricultural pursuits almost exclusively. 

Registration of births and deaths did not become compulsory 
till 1895. Among the European population the birth-rate is 
about 33.00 per thousand, and the death-rate r4.00 per thousand. 
The birth-rate among the coloured inhabitants is about the same 
as with the whites, but the death-rate is higher—about 25.00 
per thousand. 

Immigration and Emigration.—From 1873 to 1884 only 23,337 
persons availed themselves of the government aid to immigrants 
from England to the Cape, and in 1886 this aid was stopped. 
The total number of adult immigrants by sea, however, steadily 
increased from 11,559 in 1891 to 38,669 in 1896, while during the 
same period the number of departures by sea only increased from 
$425 to 1 7,695, and most of this increase took place in the last 
year. But from 1896 onwards the uncertainty of the political 
position caused a falling off in the number of immigrants, while 
the emigration figures still continued to grow; thus in 1900 
there were 29,848 adult arrivals by sea, as compared with 21,163 
departures. Following the close of the Anglo-Boer War the 
immigration figures rose in 1903 to 61,870, whereas the departures 
numbered 29,615. This great increase proved transitory; in 
1904 and 1905 the immigrants numbered 32,282 and 33,775 
respectively, while in the same years the emigrants numbered 
33,651 and 34,533. At the census of x904, 21.68 % of the Euro-
pean population was born outside Africa, persons of Russian 
extraction constituting the strongest foreign element. 

Provinces.—The first division of the colony for the purposes 
of administration and election of members for the legislative 
council was into two provinces, a western and an eastern, the 
western being largely Dutch in sentiment, the eastern chiefly 
British. With the growth of the colony these provinces were 
found to be inconveniently large, and by an act of government, 

I This is an overstatement. The director of the census estimated 
the true number of Hottentots at about 56,000.  

which became law in 1874, the country was portioned out into 
seven provinces; about the same time new fiscal divisions were 
form within them by the reduction of those already existing. 
The seven provinces are named from their geographical position: 

western, north-western, south-western, 
eastern, north-eastern, south-eastern and 
midland. In general usage the distinction 
made is into western and eastern provinces, 
according to the area of the primary division. 
Griqualand West on its incorporation with 
the colony in 1880 became a separate pro-
vince, and when the crown colony of British 
Bechuanaland was taken over by the Cape 
in 1895 it also became a separate province 

(see GRIQUALAND and BECHUANALAND). For electoral purposes 
the Native Territories (see KAFFRAR14) are included in the eastern 
province. 

Chief Towns.—With the exception of Kimberley the principal 
towns (see separate notices) arc on the coast. The capital, Cape 
Town, had a population (1904) of 77,668, or including the 
suburbs, 169,641. The most important of these suburbs, which 
form separate municipalities, are Woodstock (28,990), Wynberg 
(18,477), and Claremont (14,972).  Kimberley, the centre of the 
chamond mining industry, 647 m. up country from Cape Town, 
had a pop. of 34,331, exclusive of the adjoining municipality of 
Beaconsfield (9378). Port Elizabeth, in Algoa Bay, had 32,959 
inhabitants, East London, at the mouth of the Buffalo river, 
25,220. Cambridge (pop. 3480) is a suburb of East London. 
Uitenhage (pop. 12,193) is 21 M. N.N.W. of Port Elizabeth. 
Of the other towns Somerset West (2613), Somerset West Strand 
(3059), Stellenbosch (4969), Paarl (11,293), Wellington (4881), 
Ceres (2410), Malmesbury (3810, Caledon (3508), Worcester 
(7885), Robertson (3244) and Swellendam (2406) are named 
in the order of proximity to Cape Town, from which Swellendam 
is distant 134 m. Other towns in the western half of the colony 
are Riversdale (2643),  Oudtshoorn  (8849), Beaufort West 
(5478), Victoria West (2762), De Aar (3271), and the ports of 
Mossel Bay (4206) and George (3506). Graaff Rcinet (10,083). 
Middleburg (6137), Cradock (7762), Aberdeen (2553), Steyns-
burg (225o) and Colesberg (2668) are more centrally situated, 
while in the east are Graham's Town (13,887), King William's 
Town (9506),  Queenstown (9616), Molten (2725), Burghersdorp 
(2894), Tarkastad (2270), Dordrecht (2052), Aliwal North 
(5566), the largest town on the banks of the Orange, and Somerset 
East (52,6). Simon's Town (6643) in False Bay is a station of 
the British navy. Mafeking (2723), in the extreme north of the 
colony near the Transvaal frontier, Taungs (2715) and Vryburg 
(2985) are in Bechuanaland. Kokstad (2903) is the capital of 
Griqualand East, Umtata (2342) the capital of Tembuland. 

Port Nolloth is the seaport for the Namaqualand copper mines, 
whose headquarters are at O'okiep (2106). Knysna, Port 
Alfred and Port St Johns are minor seaports. Barkly East and 
Barkly West are two widely separated towns, the first being 
E.S.E. of Aliwal North and Barkly West in Griqualand West. 
Hopetown and Prieska are on the south side of the middle course 
of the Orange river. Upington (2508) lies further west on the 
north bank of the Orange and is the largest town in the western 
part of Bechuanaland. Indwe (2608) is the centre of the coal-
mining region in the east of the colony. The general plan of-the 
small country towns is that of streets laid out at right angles, and 
a large central market square near which are the chief church, 
town hall and other public buildings. In several of the towns, 
notably those founded by the early Dutch settlers, the streets are 
tree-lined. Those towns for which no population figures are 
given had at the x904 census fewer than 2000 inhabitants. 

Agriculture and Allied Industires.—Owing to the scarcity of 
water over a large part of the country the area of land under 
cultivation is restricted. The farmers, in many instances, are 
pastoralists, whose wealth consists in their stock of cattle, sheep 
and goats, horses, and, in some cases, ostriches. In the lack of 
adequate irrigation much fertile soil is left untouched. 

The principal cereal crops are wheat, with a yield of r,7or,oso 

Population ( 1904 • 

Area in Per 
stl. nl• White. Coloured. Total. 
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Cape Colony Proper . 	. 206,613 553,452 936,239 1,489,691 
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British Bechuanaland. 	. 5 1 .424 9.368 75. 1 04 84.472  
Native Territories 	. 	. ,8, to 16,777 827,867 834.644 
Walfish Bay and Islands 	. 648 144 853 997 

Total 	. 276.995 579.74 1  1.830,063 2,409,804 8.70 
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boshels in 2po4, oats, barley, rye, medics (Indian corn) and 
Kaffir corn (a kind of millet). The principal wheat-growing 
districts are in the south-western and eastern provinces. The 
yield per sae is fully up to the average of the world's yield, 
computed at twelve bushels to the acre. The quality of Cape 
wheat is stated to be unsurpassed. Rye gives its name to the 
Roggeveld, and is chiefly grown there and in the lower hills of 
Namaqualand. Mealies (extensively used as food for cattle and 
horses) are very largely grown by the coloured population and 
Kaffir corn almost exclusively so. Oats are grown over a wider 
area than any other crop, and next to mealies are the heaviest 
crop grown. They are often cut whilst still tender, dried and 
used as forage being known as oat hay (67,742,000 bundles of 
about 51 lb each were produced in 2904). The principal vege-
tahles cultivated are potatoes, onions, mangold and beet, beans 
and peas. Farms in tillage are comparatively small, whilst those 
devoted to the rearing of sheep are very large, ranging from 3000 
acres to r 5,00o acres and more. For the most part the graziers 
own the farms. they occupy. 

The rearing of sheep and other live-stock is one of the chief 
occupations followed. At the census of 1904 over 8,465,_oon 
welled and 3,353,000  other sheep were enumerated. There 
were 2,775,000  angora and 4,386,0oo other goats, some 2,000,000 
cattle, 25o,000 horses and ioo,000 asses. These figures showed 
in most cases a large decrease compared with those obtained in 
thei, the cause being largely the ravages of rinderpest. Lucerne 
and clover are extensively grown for fodder. Ostrich farms are 
maintained in the Karroo and in other parts of the country, young 
birds having been first enclosed in 1857. A farm of 6000 acres 
supports about 300 ostriches. The number of domesticated 
ostriches in 1904 was 357,000, showing an increase of over 
200,000 since 1891. There are large mule-breeding establish-
ments on the veld. 

Viticulture plays an important part in the life of the colony. 
It is doubtful whether or not a species of vine is indigenous to 
the Cape. The first Dutch settlers' planted small vineyards, 
while the cuttings of Frenth vines introduced by the Huguenots 
about 2688 have given rise to an extensive culture in the south-
western districts of the colony. The grapes are among the finest 
is the world, whilst the fruit is produced in almost unrivalled 
abundance. It is computed that over Poo gallons of wine are 
produced from loop vines. The vines number about 8o,000,000, 
and the annual output of wine is about 6,000,000 gallons, besides 
2,500p00 gallons of brandy. The Cape wines are chiefly those 
known as Hermitage, Muscadel, Pontac, Stein and Hanepoot. 
The high reputation which they had in the first half of the 29th 
century was afterwards lost to a large extent. Owing to greater 
are on the part of growers, and the introduction of French-
American resistant stocks to replace vines attacked by the 
phylloxera, the wines in the early years of the aoth century again 
acquired a'limited sale in England. By far the greater part 
of the vintage has been, however, always consumed in the 
colony. The chief wine-producing districts are those of the 
P324 Worcester, Robertson, Mahnesbury, Stellenbosch and 
the Cape, all in the south-western regions. Beyond the 
colony proper there are promising vine stocks in the Gar-
denia division of Bechuanaland and in the Umtata district of 
Tanbuland. 

Fruit culture has become an impOrtant industry with the 
facilities afforded by rapid steamers for the sale of produce in 
Europe. The trees whose fruit readies the greatest perfection 
and yield the largest harvest are the apricot, peach, orange and 
apple. Large quantities of table grapes are also growp. Many 
=Botts of each of the fruits named are produced annually. The 
Pew, lemon, plum, fig and other trees likewise flourish. Cherry 
trees are scarce. The cultivation of the olive was begun in the 
western provinces, c. woo. In the Oudtshoorn, Stockenstroom, 
Uniondale, Piquetberg and other districts tobacco is grown. 
The output for 2904 was 53 09,000  lb. 

Flour•milling is an industry second only in importance to 
that of diamond mining (see below). The chief milling centres 
are Port Elizabeth and the Cape district. In 2904 the output  

of the mills was valued at over £2,200,000, more than 7 ,000,000 
bushels of wheat being ground. 

Forestry is a growing industry. Most of the forests are crown 
property and are under the care of conservators. Fisheries 
were little developed before 1897 when government experiments 
were begun, which proved that large quantities of fish were 
easily procurable by trawling. Large quantities of soles are 
obtained from a trawling ground near Cape Agulhas. The collec-
tion of guano from the islands near Walfish Bay is under govern-
ment control. 

Mining.—The mineral wealth of the country is very great. 
The most valuable of the minerals is the diamond, found in 
Griqualand West and also at Hopetown, and other districts along 
the Orange river. The diamond-mining industry is almost 
entirely under the control of the De Beers Mining Company. 
From the De Beers mines at Kimberley have come larger numbers 
of diamonds than from all the other diamond mines of the world 
combined. Basing the calculation on the figures for the ten yeari 
1896-1905, the average annual production is slightly over two and 
a half million carats, of the average annual value of £4,250,000, 
the average price per carat being £2 : 13 : 3. From the other 
districts alluvial diamonds are obtained of the average annual 
value of £25o,00o-1400,000. They are finer stones than the 
Kimberley diamonds, having an average value of £3 : 2 : 7 
per carat. 

Next in importance among mineral products are coal and 
copper. The collieries are in the Stormberg district and are of 
considerable extent. The Indwe mines are the most productive. 
The colonial output increased from 23,000 tons in 2892 to 288,000 
tons in 1904. The copper mines are in Namaqualand, an average 
of 5o,000 to 70,000 tons of ore being mined yearly. Copper was 
the first metal worked by white men in the colony, operations 
beginning in 1852. 

Gold is obtained from mines on the Madibi Reserve, near 
121afeking—the outcrop extending about 3o m.—and, in small 
quantities, from mines in the Knysna district. In the Cape 
and Paarl districts are valuable stone and granite quarries. 
Asbestos is mined near Prieska, in which neighbourhood 
there are also nitrite beds. Salt is produced in several 
districts, there being large pans in the Prieska, Hopetown 
and Uitenhage divisions. Tin is obtained from Kuils river, near 
Cape Town.. Many other minerals exist but are not put to 
industrial purposes. 

Trade.—The colony has not only a large trade in its own com-
modities, but owes much of its commerce to the transit of goods 
to and from the Transvaal, Orange River Colony and Rhodesia. 
The staple exports are diamonds, gold (from the Witwatersrand 
mines), wool, copper ore, ostrich feathers, mohair, hides and 
skins. The export of wool, over 23,000,000 lb in 2860, had 
doubled by 1871, and was over 63,473,000  lb in 1905 when the 
export was valued at £2,887,459. In the same year ( z 9o5) 
471,024 lb of ostrich feathers were exported valued at £1,081,187. 
The chief imports are textiles, food stuffs, wines and whisky, 
timber, hardware and machinery. The value of the total imports 
rose from £23,622,405 in 1895 to £33,761,831 in 1903, but dropped 
to £20,000,923 in 2905. The exports in z895 were valued at 
£26,798,237 and rose to £23,247,258 in 1899. The dislocation 
of trade caused by the war with the Boer Republics brought 
down the exports in itpoo to £7,646,682 (in which year the 
value of the gold exported was only £336,795). They rose to 
£to,000,000 and £16,00o,0oo in 19o2 and 1902 respectively, and 
in 1905 had reached £33,812,210. (This figure included raw gold 
valued at £20,732,159.) About 75 % of the imports come from 
the United Kingdom or British colonies, and nearly the whole of 
the exports go to the United Kingdom. The tonnage of ships 
entered and cleared at colonial ports rose from 10,175,903 in '895 
to 22,5:8,286 in 1905. In that year -isr  the of the tonnage was 
British. It is interesting to compare the figures already given with 
those of earlier days, as they illustrate the growth of the colony 
over a longer period. In 1836 the total trade of the country 
was under £1,000,000, in 286o it had risen to over £4,500,000, 
in •2874 it exceeded £10,50o,000. It remained at about this 
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figure until the development of the Witwatersrand gold mines. 
The consequent great increase in the carrying trade with the 
Transvaal led to some neglect of the internal resources of the 
colony. Trade depression following the war of 1899-1902 
turned attention to these resources, with satisfactory results. 
The value of imports for local consumption in t906 was 
L12,847,188, the value of exports, the produce of the colony 
being Li 5,302,854. A " trade balance-sheet " for 1906 drawn up 
fot the Cape Town chamber of commerce by its president showed, 
however, a debtor account of Li 8,751,000 compared with a credit 
account of L17,931,000, figures representing with fair accuracy 
the then economic condition of the country. 

Cape Colony is a member of the South African Customs Union. 
The tariff, revised in 1906, is protective with a general ad 
valorem rate of is% on goods not specifically enumerated. On 
machinery generally there is a 3% ad valorem duty. Books, 
engravings, paintings, sculptures, &c., are on the free list. There 
is a rebate of 3% on most goods from the United Kingdom,' 
machineiy from Great Britain thus entering free. 

Communications.—There is regular communication between 
Europe and the colony by several lines of steamships. The 
British mails are carried under contract with the colonial govern-
ment by packets of the Union-Castle Steamship Co., which 
leave Southampton every Saturday and Cape Town every 
Wednesday. The distance varies from 5866 m. to 6146 m., 
according to the route followed, and the mail boats cover the 
distance in seventeen days. From Cape Town mail steamers 
sail once a week, or oftener, to Port Elizabeth (436 m., two days) 
East London (543 m., three days) and Durban (823 m., four 
or five days); Mossel Bay being called at once a fortnight. 
Steamers also leave Cape Town at frequent and stated intervals 
for Port Nolloth. 

Steamers of the D.O.A.L. (Deutsche ast A frika Linic), starting 
from Hamburg circumnavigate Africa, touching at the three 
chief Cape ports. The western route is via Dover to Cape Town, 
the eastern route is via the Suez Canal and Natal. Several lines 
of steamers ply between Cape Town and Australian ports, and 
others between Cape Colony and India. 

There are over 800o m. of roads in the colony proper and rivers 
crossing main routes are bridged. The finest bridge in the 
colony is that which spans the Orange at Hopetown. It is 
148o ft. long and cost L114,000. Of the roads in general it may 
be said that they are merely tracks across the veld made at the 
pleasure of the traveller. The ox is very generally used as a 
draught animal in country districts remote from railways; 
sixteen or eighteen oxen being harnessed to a wagon carrying 
3 to 4 tons. Traction-engines have in some places sup-
planted the ox-wagon for bringing agricultural produce to 
market. The " Scotch cart," a light two-wheeled vehicle is also 
much used. 

Railways.—Railway construction began in 1859 when a private 
company built a line from Cape Town to Wellington. This line, 
64 m. long, was the only railway in the colony for nearly fifteen 
years. In 1871 parliament resolved to build railways at the 
public expense, and in 1873 (the year following the conferment 
of responsible government on the colony) a beginning was made 
with the work, L5,000,000 having been voted for the purpose. In 
the same year the Cape Town-Wellington line was bought by 
the state. Subsequently powers were again given to private 
companies to construct lines, these companies usually receiving 
subsidies from the government, which owns and works the 
greater part of the railways in the colony. 

The plan adopted in 1873 was to build independent lines 
from the seaports into the interior, and the great trunk lines 
then begun determined the development of the whole system. 
The standard gauge in South Africa is 3 ft., 6 in. and all railways 
mentioned are of that gauge unless otherwise stated. 

The railways, which have a mileage exceeding 4000, are 	 
fled under three great systems:—the Western, the Midland and 
the Eastern. 

The Western system—the southern section of the Cape to 
Cairo route—starts from Cape Town and runs by Kimberley  

(647 m.) to- Vryburg (774 In.), whence it is continued by the 
Rhodesia Railway Co. to Mafeking (870 m.), Bulawayo (t36om.), 
the Victoria Falls on the Zambezi (1623 in.) and the Belgian 
Congo frontier, whilst a branch from Bulawayo runs via 
Salisbury to Beira. 2037 in. from Cape Town. From Fourteen 
Streams, a station 47 in. north of Kimberley, a line goes via 
Klerksdorp to Johannesburg and Pretoria, this being the most 
direct route between Cape Town and the Transvaal. (Distance 
from Cape Town to Johannesburg, uss m.) 

The Midland system starts from Port Elizabeth, and the main 
line runs by Cradock and Naauwpoort to Norval's Pont on the 
Orange river, whence it is continued through the Orange River 
Colony and the Transvaal by Bloemfontein to Johannesburg 
(714 M. from Port Elizabeth) and Pretoria (741 m.). From 
Kroonstad, a station rnidwaybetween Bloc mfontein and Johannes. 
burg, a railway, opened in 1906, goes via Ladysmith to Durban, 
and provides the shortest railway route between Cape Town and 
Port Elizabeth and Natal. From Port Elizabeth a second line 
(186 m.) runs by Uitenhage and Graaff Reinet, rejoining the 
main line at Rosmead, from which a junction line (83 in.) runs 
eastwards, connecting with the Eastern system at Stormberg. 
From Naauwpoort another junction line (69 m.) runs north-west, 
connecting the Midland with the Western system at De Aar, 
and affords an alternative route to that via Kimberley from 
Cape Town to the Transvaal. (Distance from Cape Town to 
Johannesburg via Naauwpoort, 2012 in.) 

The Eastern system starts from East London, and the principal 
line runs to Springfontein (314 in.) in the Orange River Colony, 
where it joins the line to Bloemfontein and the Transvaal. 
(Distance from East London to Johannesburg, 665 m.) From 
Albert junction (246 m. from East London) a branch, originally 
the main line, goes east to Aliwal North (280 m.). 

The west to east connexion is made by a series of railways 
running for the most part parallel with the coast. Starting 
from Worcester, too m. from Cape Town on the western main 
line a railway runs to Mussel Bay via Swellendam and Rivers-
dale. From Mossel Bay another line runs by George, Oudt-
shoorn and Willowmore to Klipplaat, a station on the line from 
Graaff Reinet to Port Elizabeth. (Distance from Cape Town 
666 m.) From Somerset East a line (164 In.) goes via King 
William's Town to Blaney junction on the eastern main line 
and 3r m. from East London. The Somerset East line crosses, 
at Cookhouse station, the Midland main line from Port Elizabeth 
to the north, and by this route the distance between Port Elizabeth 
and East London is 307 tn. Before the completion in 1905 of 
the Somerset East-King William's Town line, the nearest railway 
connexion between the two seaports was via Rosmead and 
Stormberg junction—a distance of 547 m. From Sterkstroom 
junction on the eastern main line a branch railway goes through 
the Transkei to connect at Riverside, the frontier station, with 
the Natal railways. It runs via the Indwe coal-mines (66 m. 
from Sterkstroom), Maclear (173 in.) and Kokstad. From 
Kokstad to Durban is 232 M. The eastern system is also 
connected with the Transkei by another railway. From Amabele, 
a station 51 m. from East London, a line goes east to Umtata 
(r80 m. distant). Thence the line is continued to Port St Johns 
(307 m. from East London), whence another line 142 M. long 
goes to Kokstad. 

Besides the main lines there are many smaller lines. Thus all 
the towns within a so m. radius of Cape Town are linked 
to it by railway. Longer branches run from the capital S.L. 
to Caledon (87 tn.) and N.W. via Malmesbury (47 in.), and 
Piquetberg (107 m.) to Graaf Water (176 m.). A line runs N.W. 
across the veld from Hutchinson on the western main line via 
Victoria West to Carnarvon (86 m.). From De Aar junction, 
a line (i x 1 m.) goes N.W. via Britstown to Prieska on the Orange 
river. From Port Elizabeth a line (35 in.) runs east to Grahams-
town, whence another line (43 m.) goes south-east to Port 
Alfred at the mouth of the Kowie river. Another line ( t79 na.) 
on a two-foot gauge runs N.W. from Port Elizabeth via Humans-
dorp to Avontuur. 

A line, unconnected with any other in the colony, runs from 
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Port Noiloth on the west coast to the O'okiep copper mines 

m.). It has a gauge of 2 ft 6 in. 
The railways going north have to cross, within a comparatively 

short distance of the coast, the mountains which lead to the 
Karroo. The steepest gradient is on the western main line. 
Having entered the hilly district at Tulbagh Road, where the 
railway ascends Soo ft. in 9 m., the Hex River Pass is reached 
soon after leaving Worcester, 794 ft. above the sea. In the 
neat 36 ra. the line rises 2400 ft., over 20 m. of that distance 
being at gradients of 0 in 40 to. t in 45. The eastern line is the 
most continuously steep in the colony. In the first 18 m. from 
East London the railway rises loco ft.; at Rei Road, 46 m. 
from its starting-point, it has reached an altitude of 2332 ft., 
at Cathcart (109 m.) it is 3906 ft. above the sea, and at Cypher-
gat, where it pierces the Stormberg, 204 M. from East London, 
the rails are 5450 ft. above the sea. From Sterkstroom to 
Cyphergat, r5 m., the line rises 1o44 ft. The highest railway 
station in the colony is Krom Hooghte, 5543 ft., in the Zuurberfl, 
on the branch line connecting the Eastern and Western systems. 
The capital expended on government railways to the end of 
0905 was £29,973,024, showing a cost per mile of £00,034. The 
gross earnings in 1905 were £4,047,065 (as compared with 
13,390.093 in 2895); the expenses £3,076,920 (as compared with 
1i,596,013 in 1895). Passengers conveyed in 1905 numbered 
tont 4384, and the tonnage of goods 1,836,946 (of 2000 lb). 

Posts and Telegraphs.—Direct telegraphic communication 
between London and Cape Town was established on Christmas 
day 1879. Cables connect the colony with Europe (1) via 
lands and Bathurst, (2) via St Helena, Ascension and 
St Vincent; with Europe and Asia (3) via Natal, Zanzibar 
and Aden, and with Australia (4) via Natal, Mauritius and 
Cocos. 

An overland telegraph wire connects Cape Town and Ujiji, 
on Lake Tanganyika, via Rhodesia and Nyasaland. Other 
into connect Cape Town with all other South African states, 
while within the colony there is a complete system of telegraphic 
communication, over 8000 m. of lines being open in 1906.. 
The telephone service is largely developed in the chief towns. 
The telegraph lines are owned and have been almost entirely 
Milt, at a cost up to 1906 of £865,670, by the government, 
which is 1873 took over the then existing lines (781 m.). 

The postal service is well organized, and to places beyond the 
reach of the railway there is a service of mail carts, and in parts 
of Gordonia (Bechuanaland) camels are used to carry the mails. 
Since taco a yearly average of over 50,000,000 has passed 
through the post. Of these about four-fifths are letters. 

Conning:ion and GovernmenL—Under the constitution estab-
lished in 1872 Cape Colony enjoyed self-government. The legis-
lature consisted of two chambers, a Legislative Council and a 
Home of Assembly. Members of the Legislative Council or 
Upper House represented the provinces into which the colony 
was divided and were elected for seven years; members of the 
House of Assembly, a much more numerous body, elected for 
five years, represented the towns and divisions of the provinces. 
At the bead of the executive was a governor appointed by the 
crown. By the South Africa Act 19o9 this constitution was 
abolished as from the establishment of the Union of South Africa 
a tow. Cape Colony entered the Union as an original province, 
being represented in the Union parliament by eight members in 
the Senate and fifty-one in the House of Assembly. The qualifi-
cations of voters for the election of members of the House of 
Assembly are the same as those existing in Cape Colony at the 
establishment of the Union, and are as follows —Voters must 
be born or naturalized British subjects residing in the Cape 
Province at least twelve months, must be males aged 21 (no 
rhstinction being made as to race or colour), must be in possession 
Of property worth £75, or in receipt of salary or wages of not less 
than £50 a year. No one not an elector in 1892 can be registered 
els voter unless he can sign his name and write his address and 
occupation. A share in tribal occupancy does not qualify for a 
vote. A voter of non-European descent is not qualified for 
election to parliament (see further Soma Ames). The number  

of registered electors in 0907 was 152,135, of whom over 20,000 
were non-Europeans. 

For provincial purposes there is a provincial council consisting 
of the same number of members as are elected by the province 
to the House of Assembly. The qualifications of voters for the 
council are the same as for the House of Assembly. All voters, 
European and non-European, are eligible for seats on the 
council, but any councillor who becomes a member of parliament 
thereupon ceases to be a member of the provincial council. 
The council passes ordinances dealing with direct taxation 
within the province for purely local purposes, and generally 
controls all matters of a merely local or private nature in the 
province. The council was also given, for five years following 
the establishment of the Union, control of elementary education. 
All ordinances passed by the council must have the sanction of 
the Union government before coming into force. The council 
is elected for three years and is not subject to dissolution save 
by effiurion of time. The chief executive officer is an official 
appointed by the Union government and styled administrator 
of the province. The administrator holds his post for a period 
of five years. He is assisted by an executive committee consist-
ing of four persons elected by the provincial council but not 
necessarily members of that body. 

To the provincial council is entrusted the oversight of the 
divisional and municipal councils of the province, but the powers 
of such subordinate bodies can also be varied or withdrawn 
by the Union parliament acting directly. Divisional councils, 
which are elected triennially, were established in ;855. In 
0908 they numbered eighty-one. The councils are presided 
over by a civil commissioner who is also ,  usually resident 
magistrate. They have to maintain all roads in the division; 
can nominate field comets (magistrates); may borrow money 
on the security of the rates for public works; and return 
three members yearly to the district licensing court. Their 
'receipts in 19o8 were £269,000; their expenditure in the same 
period was £283,000. The electors to the divisional councils are 
the owners or occupiers of immovable property. Members of 
the councils must be registered voters and owners of immovable 
property in the division valued at not less than £500. 

Municipalities at the Cape date from 1836, and are now, for 
the most part, subject to the provisions of the General Municipal 
Act of z882. Certain municipalities have, however, obtained 
special acts for their governance. In 1907 there were x o 
municipalities in the province. Under the act of 1882 the 
municipalities were given power to levy annually an owner's 
rate assessed upon the capital value of rateable property, and 
a tenant's rate assessed upon the annual value of such property. 
No rate may exceed 2d. in the £ on the capital value or 8d. in 
the £ on the annual value. The receipts of the municipalities 
in 0907 amounted to £t,43o,000. During the same period 
the expenditure amounted to £1,539,000. 

Law and Justice.—The basis of the judicial system is the 
Roman-Dutch law, which has been, however, modified by 
legislation of the Cape parliament. In each division of the 
province there is a resident magistrate with primary jurisdiction 
in civil and criminal matters. The South Africa Act 1909 
created a Supreme Court of South Africa, the supreme court of 
the Cape of Good Hope, which sits at Cape Town, becoming a 
provincial division of the new supreme court, presided over by a 
judge-president. The two other superior courts of Cape Colony, 
namely the eastern districts court which sits at Graham's 
Town, and the high court of Griqualand which sits at Kimberley, 
became local divisions of the Supreme Court of South Africa. 
Each of these courts consists of a judge-president and two 
puisne judges. The provincial and local courts, besides their 
original powers, have Jurisdiction in all matters in which the 
government of the Union is a party and in all matters in which 
the validity of any provincial ordinance shall come into 
question. From the decisions of these courts appeals may 
be made to the appellate division of the Supreme Court. The 
judges of the divisional courts go on circuit twice a year. 
In addition, since r888 a special court has been held at 
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Kimberley for trying cases relating to illicit diamond 
buying (" I.D.B."). This court consists of two judges of the 
supreme court and one other member, hitherto the civil com-
missioner or the resident magistrate of Kimberley. The Trans- 

n territories, which fall under the jurisdiction of the eastern 
district court, are subject to a Native Territories Penal Code, 
which came into force in 1887. Besides the usual magistrates 
in these territories, there is a chief magistrate, resident at Cape 
Town, with two assistants in the territories. 

Religion.—Up to the year 1876 government provided an 
annual grant for ecclesiastical purposes which was divided 
among the various churches, Congregationalists alone declining 
to receive state aid. From that date, in accordance with the 
provisions of the Voluntary Act of 1875, grants were only con-
tinued to the then holders of office. The Dutch Reformed 
Church, as might be anticipated from the early history of the 
country, is by far the most numerous community. Next in 
number of adherents among the white community come the 
Anglicans—Cape Colony forming part of the Province of South 
Africa. In 2847 a bishop of Cape Town was appointed to preside 
over this church, whose diocese extended not only over Cape 
Colony and Natal, but also over the Island of St Helena. Later, 
however, separate bishops were appointed for the eastern 
province (with the seat at Graham's Town) and for Natal. 
Subsequently another bishopric, St John's, ICaffraria, was created 
and the Cape Town diocesan raised to the rank of archbishop. 
Of other Protestant bodies the Methodists outnumber the 
Anglicans, eight-ninths of their members being coloured people. 
The Roman Catholics have bishops in Cape Town and Graham's 
Town, but are comparatively few. There are, besides, several 
foreign missions in the colony, the most important being the 
Moravian, London and Rhenish missionary societies. The 
Moravian have been established since 1732. 

The following figures are extracted from the census returns 
of 1904:—Protestants, 2,305,453; Roman Catholics, 38,218; 
Jews, 19,537; Mahommedans, 22,623; other sects, 4297; "no . 

religion," 2,016,255. In this last category are placed the pagan 
natives. The figures for the chief Protestant sects were:— 
Dutch Reformed Church, 399,4 87; Gereformeerde Kerk, 6209; 
Lutherans, 80,902; Anglicans, 281,433; Presbyterians, 88,66o; 
Congregationalists, 212,202; Wesleyan and other Methodists, 
290,264; Baptists, 24,105. Of the Hottentots 77%, of the 
Fingoes 50%, of the mixed races 89%, and of the Kaffirs and 
Bechuanas 26% were returned as Christians. 

Education.—Theve is a state system of primary education 
controlled by a superintendent-general of education and the 
education department which administers the parliamentary 
grants. As early as 2839 a scheme of public schools, drawn up 
by Sir John Herschel, the astronomer, came into operation, 
and was continued until 1865, when a more comprehensive 
scheme was adopted. In 2905 an act was passed dividing the 
colony into school districts under the control of popularly elected 
school boards, which were established during 19o5-1906. These 
boards levy, through municipal or divisional councils, a rate 
for school purposes and supervise all public and poor schools. 
The schools arF divided into public undenominational elementary 
schools; day schools and industrial institutions for the natives; 
mission schools to which government aid for secular instruction 
is granted; private farm schools, district boarding schools, 
training schools for teachers, industrial schools for poor whites, 
&c. In 1905 2930 primary schools of various classes were open. 
Education is not compulsory, but at the 2904 census gs % of 
the white population over fourteen years old could read and write. 
In the same year 286,000 natives could read and write, and 
53,000 could read but not write. There are also numbers of 
private schools receiving no government aid. These include 
schools maintained by the German community, in which the 
medium of instruction is German. 

The university of the Cape of Good Hope, modelled on that of 
London, stands at the head of the educational system of the 
colony. It arose out of and superseded the board of public 
examiners (which had been constituted in 1858), was established  

in 1874 and was granted a royal charter in 2877. It is governed 
by a chancellor, a vice-chancellor (who is chairman of the 
university council) and a council consisting (1 9o9) of 38 members, 
including representatives of Natal. The university is empowered 
to grant degrees ranking equally with those of any university in 
Great Britain. Originally only B.A., M.A., LL.B., LL.D„ 
and M.D. degrees were conferred, but degrees in literature, 
science and music and (in 19o8) in divinity were added. The 
number of students who matriculated rose from 34 in 1875 
to 118 in 1885, 242 in 1895 and 539 in 1905. The examina-
tions are open to candidates irrespective of where they 
have studied, but under the Higher Education Act grants 
are paid to seven colleges that specially devote themselves 
to preparing students for the graduation courses. These 
are the South African College at Cape Town (founded in 
2829), the Victoria College at Stellenbosch, the Diocesan 
College at Rondeboach, Rhodes University College, Graham's 
Town, Gill College at Somerset East, the School of !CMS 
at Kimberley and the Huguenot Ladies College at Welling-
ton. Several denominational colleges, receiving no govern-
ment aid,, do the same work in a greater or less degree, the 
best known being St Aidan's (Roman Catholic) College and 
Kingswood (Wesleyan) College, both at Graham's Town. 
Graaff Reinet College, Dale College, King William's Town, and 
the Grey Institute, Port Elizabeth, occupy the place of high 
schools under the education department. The Theological 
Seminary at Stellenbosch prepares theological students for the 
ministry of the Dutch Church. At Cape Town is a Royal Observa-
tory, founded in 1829, one of the most important institutions of 
its kind in the world. It is under the control of a royal astro-
nomer and its expenses are defrayed by the British admiralty. 

Defence.—The Cape peninsula is fortified with a view to 
repelling attacks from the sea. Simon's Town, which is on the 
east side of the peninsula, is the headquarters of the Cape and 
West Coast naval squadron. It is strongly fortified, as is also 
Table Bay. Port Elizabeth is likewise fortified against naval 
attack. A strong garrison of the British army is stationed in the 
colony, with headquarters at Cape Town. The cost of this 
garrison is borne by the imperial government. For purposes of 
local defence a force named the Frontier Armed and Mounted 
Police was organized in 1853, and a permanent colonial force has 
been maintained since that date. It is now known as the. Cape 
Mounted Riflemen and is about loo strong. Its ordinary duty 
is to preserve order in the Transkeian territories. The Cape 
Mounted Police, over 1600 strong, are also available for the 
defence of the colony and are fully armed. There are numerous 
volunteer corps, which receives capitation grant from the govern-
ment. By a law passed in x878 every able-bodied man between 
eighteen and fifty is liable to military service without as well as 
within the limits of the state. There is also a volunteer naval force. 

Revenue, Debt, &c.—The following table shows the total receipts 
(including loans) and payments (including that under Loan Acts) 
of the colony in various financial years, from x8842 to ‘9 05:—  

Year. ending 
30th June. 

Receipts. 

Payments. 
Total. Loans 

uded in total). (included ii.'3'.1.ilS  

£3,556,601 
L3,8 1 4,947 

5.57 1 .907 
5,416,611 
6,565.752 

13,856,247 

£496,795 
1 , 1 4 1 ,857 

26,441 
128,376 

5.214490 

£3,742,665 
4.211 .832 
5.327496 
5.388, 1 57 
7.773.210 

10,914,7a4 

The colony had a public debt of £42,209,561 on the 31st of 
December 1905, including sums raised for corporate bodies, 
harbour boards, &c., but guaranteed in the general revenue. 
The greater part of the loans were issued at 3i or 4% interest. 
Nearly the whole of the loans raised have been spent on railways, 
harbours, irrigation and other public works. The value of 
assessed property for divisional council purposes was returned in 
19o5 at 07,078,268. The total revenue of the divisional councils 
increased from £260,558  in 2902 to £273,543 in 1995, and the 
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Standard Time
, 

Money, Weights and Measures.—Since 19o3 a 
standard time has been adopted throughout South Africa, being 
that of 3e or two hours east of Greenwich. In other words 
soon in South Africa corresponds to ro.o a.m. in London. The 
actual difference between the meridians of Greenwich and Cape 
Town is one hour fourteen minutes. The monetary system is 
that of Great Britain and the coins in circulation are exclusively 
British. Though all the standard weights and measures are 
British, the following old Dutch measures are still used:-- 
Liquid Measure: Leaguer =about 128 imperial gallons; half 
aum= isj imperial gallons; anker 71 imperial gallons. Cap-
acity: Aluict..3 bushels. The general surface measure is the old 
Amsterdam Morgew, reckoned equal to 2.11654 acres; woo 
Cape lineal feet are equal to 1033 British imperial feet. The Cape 
ton is 2000 lb. 

The Press.—The first newspaper of the colony, written in 
Dutch and English, was published in 1824, and its appearance 
marked an era not only in the literary but in the political 
history of the colony, since it drew to a crisis the disputes which 
had arisen between the colonists and the governor, Lord Charles 
Somerset, who had issued a decree prohibiting all persons from 
convening or attending public meetings. Its criticisms on 
public affairs soon led to its suppression by the governor, and a 
memorial from the colonists to the king petitioning for a free 
press was the result. This boon was secured to the colony in 1828, 
and the press soon became a powerful agent, characterized by 
public spirit and literary ability. In politics the newspapers are 
divided, principally on racial lines, appealing either to the 
British or the Dutch section of the community, rarely to both 
aides. There are about one hundred newspapers in English or 
Dutch published in the colony. 

The chief papers are the Cape Times, Cape Argus; Smith 
African News (Bond), both daily and weekly; the Diamond 
Fields Advertiser (Kimberley) and the Eastern Province Herald 
(Port Elizabeth). Ons Land and Ha Dagblad are Dutch papers 
published at Cape Town. (F. R. C.) 

HISTORY 

Discovery and Settlement.—Bartholomew Diaz, the Portuguese 
navigator, discovered the Cape of Good Hope in 1488, and 
Vasco da Gama in 1497 sailed along the whole coast of South 
Africa on his way to India. The Portuguese, attracted by the 
riches of the East, made no permanent settlement at the Cape. 
But the Dutch, who, on the decline of the Portuguese power, 
established themselves in the East, early saw the importance of 
the place as a station where their vessels might take in water and 
provisions. They did not, however, establish any post at the 
Cape until 1652, when a small garrison under Jan van Riebeek 
ume sent there by the Dutch East India Company. Riebeek 
laded at Table Bay and founded Cape Town. In 1671 the first 
Purchase of land from the Hottentots beyond the limits of the 
fort built by Riebeek marked the beginning of the Colony proper. 
The earliest colonists were for the most part people of low station 
CI indifferent character, but as the result of the investigations  

of a commissioner sent out in 1685 a better class of immigrants 
was introduced. About 1686 the European population was 
increased by a number of the French refugees who left their 
country on the revocation of the edict of Nantes. The influence 
of this small body of immigrants on the character of the Dutch 
settlers was marked: The Huguenots, however, owing to the 
policy of the Company, which in 17o1 directed that Dutch only 
should be taught in the schools, ceased by the middle of the 18th 
century to be a distinct body, and the knowledge of French 

disappeared. Advancing north and 
east from their base at Cape Town 
the colonists gradually acquired— 
partly by so-called contracts, partly 
by force—all the land of the Hot- 
tentots, large numbers of whom they 
slew. Besides those who died in 
warfare, whole tribes of Hottentots 
were destroyed by epidemics of 

smallpox in 17'5 and in 175$.  Straggling remnants still main- 
tained their independence, but the mass of the Hottentots took 
service with the colonists as herdsmen, while others became 
hangers-on about the company's posts and grazing-farms or 
roamed about the country. In 1787 the Dutch government passed 
a law subjecting these wanderers to certain restrictions. The 
effect of this law was to place the Hottentots in more immediate 
dependence upon the farmers, or to compel them to migrate 
northward beyond the colonial border. Those who chose the 
latter alternative had to encounter the hostility of their old foes, 
the Bushmen, who were widely spread over the plains from the 
Nieuwveld and Sneeuwberg mountains to the Orange river. 
The colonists also, pressing forward to those territories, came in 
contact with these Ishmaelites—the farmers' cattle and sheep, 
guarded only by a Hottentot herdsman, offering the strongest 
temptation to the Bushman. Reprisals followed; and the 
position became so desperate that the extermination of the 
Bushmen appeared to the government the only safe alternative. 
" Commandoes " or war-bands were sent out against them, and 
they were hunted down like wild beasts. Within a period of six 
years, it is said, upwards of 3000 were either killed or captured. 
Out of the organization of these commandoes, with their field- 
commandants and field-cornets, has grown the common system 
of local government in the Dutch-settled districts of South Africa. 

It was not to the hostility of the natives, nor to the hard 
struggle with nature necessary to make agriculture profitable 
on Karroo or veld, that the slow progress made by the colonists 
was due, so much as to the narrow and tyrannical policy adopted 
by the East India Company, which closed the colony against free 
immigration, kept the whole of the trade in its own hands, 
combined the administrative, legislative and judicial powers in 
one body, prescribed to the farmers the nature of the crops they 
were to grow, demanded from them a large part of their produce, 
and harassed them with other exactions tending to discourage 
industry and enterprise. (See further SOUTH AFRICA, where 
the methods and results of Dutch colonial government are 
considered in their broader aspects.) To this mischievous policy 
is ascribed that dislike to orderly government, and that desire 
to escape from its control, which characterized for many genera- 
tions the " hoer " or farmer class of Dutch settlers—qualities 
utterly at variance with the character of the Dutch in their 
native country. It was largely to escape oppression that the 
farmers trekked farther and farther from the seat of government. 
The company, to control the emigrants, established a magistracy 
at Swellendam in 1745 and another at Graaff Reinet in 1786. 
The Gamtoos river had been declared, c. 1740, the eastern 
frontier of the colony, but it was soon passed. In 1780, however, 
the Dutch, to avoid collision with the warlike Kaffir tribes 
advancing south and west from east central Africa, agreed with 
them to make the Great Fish river the common boundary. In 
1 795 the heavily taxed burghers of the frontier districts, who 
were afforded no protection against the Kaffir,,  expelled the 
officials of the East India Company, and set up independent 
governments at Swellendara and Graaff Reinet. In the same 

expenditure from £170,882 in rem to £243,241 in 1905. The 
receipts from municipal rates and taxes rose from £520,587 in 
1901 to £700,103 in 1905; the total municipal receipts in the 
same period from {978,867 to £1,752,105. At the end of 1905 
the total indebtedness of the municipalities was £5,775,420,  and 
the value of assessed property within the municipal bounds 
i5344,5,224. 

Banks.—The following table gives statistics of the banks under 
tact laws:-- 

31st 
December. 

Inc uding Head Offices. 
Circulation, 
Colony only. 

Assets and 
Liabilities. 

Colony only. 
Capital 

Subscribed. 
Capital 
Paul up. Reserve. 

1890 
1895 
Iwo 
1905 

£5.780,610 
7, 189,090 

 12,166,800 
11,510,900 

£1,558,612 
2,382,003 
6,508,308 
4456.925 

050489 
1,008,837 
1,8,0,621 
2,948,428 

£740,210 
612,266 
,361,637 

1,065.251 

£9,221,661 
11,864452 
20,537,343 
20.749,988 
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year, Holland having fallen under the revolutionary government 
of France, a British force under General Sir James Craig was sent 
to Cape Town to secure the colony for the prince of Orange—a 
refugee in England—against the French. The governor of Cape 
Town at first refused to obey the instructions from the prince, 
but on the British proceeding to take forcible possession he 
capitulated.' His action was hastened by the fact that the 
Hottentots, deserting their former masters, flocked to the British 
standard. The burghers of Graaff Reinet did not surrender until 
a force had been sent against them, while in 1799 and again in 
18o1 they rose in revolt. In February 1803, as a result of the 
peace of Amiens, the colony was handed over to the Batavian 
Republic, which introduced many needful reforms, as had the 
British during their eight years' rule. (One of the first acts of 
General Craig had been to abolish torture in the administration 
of justice.) War having again broken out, a British force was 
once more sent to the Cape. After an engagement (Jan. 1806) 
on the shores of Table Bay the Dutch garrison of Cape Castle sur-
rendered to the British under Sir David Baird, and in 1814 the 
colony was ceded outright by Holland to the British crown. 
At that time the colony extended to the line of mountains guard-
ing the vast central plateau, then called Bushmansland, and had 
an area of about 120,000 sq. m. and a population of some 6o,000, 
of whom 27,000 were whites, 17,000 free Hottentots and the rest 
slaves. These slaves were mostly imported negroes and Malays. 
Their introduction was the chief cause leading the white settlers 
to despise manual labour. 

Tke First and Second Kaffir Wars. —At the time of the 
cession to Great Britain the first of several wars with the Kaffirs 
had been fought. (The numerous minor conflicts which since 
1789 had taken place between the colonists and the Kaffirs—the 
latter sometimes aided by Hottentot allies—are not reckoned 
in the usual enumeration of the Kaffir wars.)• The Kaffirs, who 
had crossed the colonial frontier, had been expelled from the 
district between the Sunday and Great Fish rivers known as 
the Zuurveld, which became a sort of neutral ground. For some 
time previous to az r the Kaffirs, however, had taken possession 
of the neutral ground and committed depredations on the 
colonists. In order to expel them from the Zuurveld, Colonel 
John Graham took the field with a mixed force in December 113 r 1, 
and in the end the Kaffirs were driven beyond the Fish river. 
On the site of Colonel Graham's headquarters arose the town 
which bears his name. In girl further trouble arose with the 
Kaffirs, the immediate cause of quarrel being an attempt by the 
colonial authorities to enforce the restitution of some stolen 
cattle. Routed in 1818 the Kaffirs rallied, and in the early part 
of 1819 poured into the colony in vast hordes. Led by a prophet-
chief named Makana, they attacked Graham's Town on the 
22nd of April, then held by a handful of white troops. Help 
arrived in time and the enemy were beaten back. It was then 
arranged that the land between the Fish.and Keiskamma rivers 
should be neutral territory. 

Tke British Settkrs of 1820. —The war of 1817-19 led to the 
first introduction of English settlers on a considerable scale, 
an event fraught with far-reaching consequences. The then 
governor, Lord Charles Somerset, whose treaty arrangements 
with the Kaffir chiefs had proved unfortunate, desired to erect 
a barrier against the Kaffirs by settling white colonists in the 
border district. In 1820, on the advice of Lord Charles, parlia-
ment voted iso,000 to promote emigration to the Cape, and 
sow British were sent out These people formed what was 
known as the Albany settlement, founding Port Elizabeth and 
making Graham's Town their headquarters. Intended primarily 
as a measure to secure the safety of the frontier, and regarded by 
the British government chiefly as a better means of affording a 
livelihood to a few thousands of the surplus population, this 
emig' ration scheme accomplished a far greater work than its 
authors contemplated. The new settlers, drawn from every part 
of the British Isles and from almost every grade of society, 

1  It is stated that Colonel R. J. Gordon (the explorer of the Orange 
river), who commanded the Dutch forces at the Cape, chagrined 
by the occupation of the country by the British, committed suicide.  

retained, and their descendants retain, strong sympathy with 
their native land. In course of time they formed a valuable 
counterpoise to the Dutch colonists, and they now constitute the 
most progressive element in the colony. The advent of these 
immigrants was also the means of introducing the English 
language at the Cape In 1825, for the first time, ordinances 
were issued in English, and in 1827 its use was extended to 
the conduct of judicial proceedings. Dutch was not, however, 
ousted, the colonists becoming to a large extent bilingual. 

Dislike of Brilisk Rule. —Although the colony was fairly 
prosperous, many of the Dutch farmers were as dissatisfied 
with British rule as they had been with that of the Dutch East 
India Company, though their ground of complaint was not the 
same. In 1792 Moravian missions had been established for the 
benefit of the Hottentots' and in 1799 the London Missionary 
Society began work among both Hottentots and Kaffirs. The 
championship of Hottentot grievances by the missionaries caused 
much dissatisfaction among the majority of the colonists, whose 
views, it may be noted, temporarily prevailed, for in IS z 2 an ordin-
ance was issued which empowered magistrates to bind Hottentot 
children as apprentices under conditions differing little from that 
of slavery. Meantime, however, the movement for the abolition 
of slavery was gaining strength in England, and the missionaries 
at length appealed from the colonists to the mother country. 
An incident which occurred in i875-18r6 did much to make 
permanent the hostility of the frontiersmen to the British. 
A farmer named Bezuidenhout refused to obey a summons issued 
on the complaint of a Hottentot, and firing on the party sent to 
arrest him, was himself killed by the return fire. This caused a 
miniature rebellion, and on its suppression five ringleaders were 
publicly hanged at the spot—Slachters Nek—where they had 
sworn to expel " the English tyrants." The feeling caused 
by the hanging of these men was deepened by the circumstances 
of the execution—for the scaffold on which the rebels were 
simultaneously swung, broke down from their united weight and 
the men were afterwards hanged one by one. An ordinance 
passed in 1827, abolishing the old Dutch courts of landroost 
and keentraden (resident magistrates being substituted) and 
decreeing that henceforth all legal proceedings should be con-
ducted in English; the granting in 1828, as a result of the 
representations of the missionaries, of equal rights with 
whites to the Hottentots and other free coloured people; the 
imposition (1830) of heavy penalties for harsh treatment of 
slaves, and finally the emancipation of the slaves in 1834, 1—all 
these things increased the dislike of the farmers to the government 
Moreover, the inadequate compensation awarded to slave-
owners, and the suspicions engendered by the method of payment, 
caused much resentment, and in 1835 the trekking of farmers 
into unknown country in order to escape from an unloved govern-
ment, which had characterized the ,8th century, recommenced. 
Emigration beyond the colonial border had in fact been con-
tinuous for 1so years, but it now took on larger proportions. 

Tke Third Kaffir War.—On the eastern border further trouble 
arose with the Kaffirs, towards whom the policy of the Cape 
government was marked by much vacillation. On the 11th of 
December 1834 a chief of high rank was killed while resisting 
a commando party. This set the whole of the Kaffir tribes 
in a blaze. A force of ro,000 fighting men, led by Macomo, 
a brother of the chief who was tilled, swept across the frontier, 
pillaged and burned the homesteads and murdered all who 
dared to resist Among the worst sufferers were a colony of 
freed Hottentots who, in rfiag, bad been settled in the Rat 
river valley by the British authorities. The fighting power 
of the colony was scanty, but the governor, Sir Benjamin 
D'Urban (q.v.), acted with promptitude, and all available forces 
were mustered under Colonel (afterwards Sir Harry) Smith, 
who reached Graham's Town on the 6th of January 1835, six days 
after news of the rising reached Cape Town. The enemy's 

*From 1737 to 1744 George Schmidt, " The apostle to the 
Hottentots," Ind a mission at Genadendal—" The Vale of Grace." 

I Masters were allowed to keep their ex-slaves as " apprentices" 
until the rat of December 1838. 
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territory was invaded, and after nine months' fighting the Kaffirs 
were compktely subdued, and a new treaty of peace concluded 
(OR the 17th of September). By this treaty all the country 
as far as the river Kei was acknowledged to be British, and its 
inhabitants declared British subjects. A site for the seat of 
government was selected and named King Wiliam's Town. 

The Great Treit.—The action of Sir Benjamin D'Urban was not 
approved by the home government, and on the instruction of 
Lord Glenelg, secretary for the colonies, who declared that 
"the great evil of the Cape Colony consists in its magnitude," 
the colonial boundary was moved back to the Great Fish 
river, and eventually (in 1837) Sir Benjamin was dismissed from 
office. "The Kaffirs," in the opinion of Lord Glenelg, " had 
an ample justification for war; they had to resent, and endeav-
oured justly, though impotently, to avenge a series of encroach-
ments "(despatch of the 26th of December 1835). This attitude 
towards the Kaffirs was one of the many reasons given by the 
Trek Boers for leaving Cape Colony. The Great Trek, as it is 
called, lasted from 1836 to 1840, the trekkers, who numbered 
about 7000, founding communities with a republican form of 
government beyond the Orange and Vaal rivers, and in Natal, 
where they had been preceded, however, by British emigrants. 
From this time Cape Colony ceased to be the only civilized com-
munity in South Africa, though for long it maintained its pre-
dominance. Up to 1856  Natal was, in fact, a dependency of 
the Cape (see SOUTH AFRICA). Considerable trouble was 
caused by the emigrant Boers on either side of the Orange 
river, where the new corners, the Basutos and other Kaffir 
tribes, Bushmen and Griquas contended for mastery. The Cape 
government endeavoured to protect the rights of the natives. 
On the advice of the missionaries, who exercised great influence 
with all the non-Dutch races, a number of native states were 
recognized and subsidized by the Cape government, with the 
object—not realized—of obtaining peace on this northern 
frontier. The first of. these " Treaty States " recognized was 
that of the Griquas of Griqualand West. Others were 
recognized in 1843 and r844—in the last-named year a treaty 
was made with the Pondoes on the eastern border. During 
this period the condition of affairs on the eastern frontier was 
deplorable, the government being unable or unwilling to afford 
protection to the farmers from the depredations of the Kaffirs. 
Elsewhere, however, the colony was making progress. The 
change from slave to free labour proved to be advantageous to 
the farmers in the western provinces; an efficient educational 
system, which owed its initiation to Sir John Herschel, the 
astronomer (who lived in Cape Colony from 0834 to 0838), 
was adopted; Road Boards were established and did much 
good work; to the staple industries—the growing of wheat, the 
rearing of cattle and the making of wine—was added sheep-
raising; and by 0846 wool became the most valuable export 
from the country. The creation, in 5835, of a legislative council, 
on which unofficial members had seats, was the first step in 
giving the colonists a share in the government. 

The War of the Aze.—Another war with the Kaffirs broke out 
in 1846 and was known as the War of the Axe, from the murder 
of a Hottentot, to whom an old Kaffir thief was manacled, while 
being conveyed to Graham's Town for trial for stealing an axe. 
The escort was attacked by a party of Kaftans and the Hottentot 
killed. The surrender of the murderer was refused, and war was 
declared in March 5846. The Gaikas were the chief tribe engaged 
in the war, assisted during the course of it by the Tambukies. 
After some reverses the Kaffirs were signally defeated on the 
;Old June by General Somerset on the Gwangn, a few miles 
from Fort Peddie. Still the war went on, till at length Sandili, 
the chief of the Gaikas, surrendered, followed gradually by the 
other chiefs; and by the beginning of 0848 the Kaffir were again 
subdued, after twenty-one months' fighting. 

Eitel:ion of British Sovereignty.—In the last month of the 
war (December r8gq) Sir Harry Smith reached Cape Town 
as governor of the colony, and with his arrival the Glenelg 
Micro-as reversed. By proclamation, on the r 7th of December, 
he extended the frontier of the colony northward to the Orange  
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at a meeting of the Kaffir chiefs, announced the annexation of 
the country between the Keiskamma and the Kei rivers to the 
British crown, thus reabsorbing the territory abandoned by 
order of Lord Glenelg. It was not, however, incorporated with 
the Cape, but made a crown dependency under the name of 
British Kaffraria. For a time the Kaffirs accepted quietly the 
new order of things. The governor had other serious matters 
to contend with, including the assertion of British authority 
over the Boers beyond the Orange river, and the establishment 
of amicable relations with the Transvaal Boers. In the colony 
itself a crisis arose out of the proposal to make it a convict 
station. 

The Conic! Agitation and Granting of a Consiitutitin.—In 1848 
a circular was sent by the 3rd Earl Grey, then colonial secretary, 
to the governor of the Cape (and to other colonial governors), 
asking him to ascertain the feelings of the colonists regarding the 
reception of a certain class of convicts, the intention being to 
send to South Africa Irish peasants who had been driven into 
crime by the famine of 1845. Owing to some misunderstanding, 
a vessel, the " Neptune, " was despatched to the Cape before the 
opinion of the colonists had been received, having on board 289 
convicts, among whom were John Mitchell, the Irish rebel, and 
his colleagues. When the news reached the Cape that this 
vessel was on her way, the people of the colony became violently 
excited; and they established an anti-convict association, by 
which they bound themselves to cease from all intercourse of 
every kind with persons in any way connected " with the landing, 
supplying or employing convicts." On the r9th of September 
1849 the " Neptune " arrived in Simon's Bay. Sir Harry Smith, 
confronted by a violent public agitation, agreed not to land the 
convicts, but to keep them on board ship in Simon's Bay till he 
received orders to send them elsewhere. When the home 
government became aware of the state of affairs orders were sent 
directing the " Neptune " to proceed to Tasmania, and it did so 
after having been in Simon's Bay for five months. The agitation 
did not, however, pass away without other important results, 
since it led to another movement, the object of which was to 
obtain a free representative government for the colony. This 
concession, which had been previously promised by Lord Grey, 
was granted by the British government, and, in ass, a constitu-
tion was established of almost unprecedented liberality. 

The Kaffir War of 1850-1853.--Mo anti-convict agitation had 
scarcely ceased when the colony was once again involved in war. 
The Kaffirs bitterly resented their loss of independence, and ever 
since the last war had been secretly preparing to renew the 
struggle. Sir Harry Smith, informed of the threatening attitude 
of the natives, proceeded to the frontier, and summoned Sandili 
and the other chiefs to an interview. Sandili refused obedience; 
upon which, at an assembly of other chiefs (October Viso), the 
governor declared him deposed from his chief ship, and appointed 
an Englishman, Mr Brownlee, a magistrate, to be temporary 
chief of the Gaika tribe. The governor appears to have believed 
that the measures he took would prevent a war and that Sandili 
could be arrested without armed resistance. On the 24th of 
December Col. Geo. Mackinnon, being sent with a small force with 
the object of securing the chief, was attacked in a narrow defile 
by a large body of Kaffirs, and compelled to retreat with some 
loss. This was the signal for a general rising of the Gaika tribe. 
The settlers in the military villages, which had been established 
along the frontier, assembled in fancied security to celebrate 
Christmas Day, were surprised, many of them murdered, and 
their houses given to the flames. Other disasters followed in 
quick succession. A small patrol of military was cut off to a man. 
The greater part of the Kaffir police deserted, many of them 
carrying off their arms and accoutrements. Emboldened by 
success, the enemy in immense force surrounded and attacked 
Fort Cox, where the governor was stationed with an inconsider-
able force. More than one unsuccessful attempt was made to 
relieve Sir Harry; but his dauntless spirit was equal to the 
occasion. At the head of iso mounted riflemen, accom-
panied by Colonel Mackinnon, he dashed out of the fort, 
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and, through a heavy fire of the enemy, rode to King William's 
Town—a distance of 11 m. Meantime, a new enemy appeared. 
Some coo of the Kat river Hottentots, who had in former wars 
been firm allies of the British, threw in their lot with their 
hereditary enemies—the Kaffus. They were not without 
excuses. They complained that while doing burgher duty in 
former wars—the Cape Mounted Rises consisted largely of 
Hottentot levies—they had not received the same treatment as 
others serving in defence of the colony, that they got no com-
pensation for the losses they had sustained, and that they were 
in various ways made to feel they were a wronged and injured 
race. A secret combination was formed with the Kaffirs to take 
up arms to sweep the Europeans away and establish a Hottentot 
republic. Within a fortnight of the attack on Colonel Mackinnon 
the Kat river Hottentots were also in arms. Their revolt was 
followed by that of the Hottentots at other missionary stations; 
and part of the Hottentots of the Cape Mounted Rifles followed 
their example, including the very men who had escorted the 
governor from Fort Cox. But numbers of Hottentots remained 
loyal and the Fingo Kaffirs likewise sided with the British. 

After the confusion caused by the sudden outbreak had sub-
sided, and preparations had been made, Sir Harry Smith and his 
gallant force turned the tide of war against the Kaffirs. The 
Amatola mountains were stormed; and the paramount chief 
Kreli, who all along covertly assisted the Gates, was severely 
punished. In April 1852 Sir Harry Smith was recalled by Earl 
Grey, who accused him—unjustly, in the opihion of the duke of 
Wellington—of a want of energy and judgment in conducting the 
war, and he was succeeded by Lieutenant-General Cathcart. 
Krell was again attacked and reduced to submission. The 
Amatolas were finally cleared of the Kaffirs, and small forts 
erected among them to prevent their reoccupation. The British 
commanders were hampered throughout by the insufficiency of 
their forces, and it was not till March 1853 that this most 
sanguinary of Kaffir wars was brought to a conclusion, after a 
loss of many hundred British soldiers. Shortly afterwards, 
British Kaffraria was made a crown colony. The Hottentot 
settlement at Kat river remained, but the Hottentot power 
within the colony was now finally crushed. 

The Grad Amaxosa Delusion. —From 1853 the Kaffir tribes 
on the cast gave little trouble to the colony. This was due, in 
large measure, to an extraordinary delusion which arose among 
the Amaxosa in x856, and led in 1857 to the death of some 5o,000 
persons. This incident is one of the most remarkable instances 
of misplaced faith recorded in history. The Amaxosa had not 
accepted their defeat in 1853 as decisive and were preparing to 
renew the struggle with the white men. At this juncture, May 
1856, a girl named Nongkwase told her father that on going to 
draw water from a stream she had met strangers of commanding 
aspect. The father, Mhlakza, went to see the men, who told him 
that they were spirits of the dead, who had come, if their behests 
were obeyed, to aid the Kaffirs with their invincible power to 
drive the white man from the land. Mhlakza repeated the 
message to his chief, Sarili, one of the most powerful Kaffir rulers. 
Sarili ordered the commands of the spirits to be obeyed. These 
orders were, at first, that the Amaxosa were to destroy their fat 
cattle. The girl Nongkwase, standing in the river where the 
spirits had first appeared, heard unearthly noises, interpreted 
by her father as orders to kill more and more cattle. At length 
the spirits commanded that not an animal of all their herds was 
to be left alive, and every grain of corn was to be destroyed. 
If that were done, on a given date myriads of cattle more beautiful 
than those destroyed would issue from the earth, while great 
fields of corn, ripe and ready for harvest, would instantly appear. 
The dead would rise, trouble and sickness vanish, and youth and 
beauty come to all alike. 'Unbelievers and the hated white man 
would on that day utterly perish. The people heard and obeyed. 
Sarili is believed by many persons to have been the instigator 
of the prophecies. Certainly some of the principal chiefs regarded 
all that was done simply as the preparation for a last struggle 
with the whites, their plan being to throw the whole Amaxosa 
nation fully armed and in a famishing condition upon the colony. 

There were those who neither believed the predictions nor looked 
for success in war, but destroyed their last particle of food in 
unquestioning obedience to their chief's command. Either in 
faith that reached the sublime, or in obedience equally great, 
vast numbers of the people acted. Great kraals were also 
prepared for the promised cattle, and huge skin sacks to hold 
the milk that was soon to be more plentiful than water. At 
length the day dawned which, according to the prophecies, was 
to usher in the terrestrial paradise. The sun rose and sank, but 
the expected miracle did not come to pass. The chiefs who had 
planned to hurl the famished warrior host upon the colony had 
committed an incredible blunder in neglecting to call the nation 
together under pretext of witnessing the resurrection. This 
error they realized too late, and endeavoured by fixing the re- 
surrection for another day to gather the clans, but blank despair 
had taken the place of hope and faith, and it was only as starving 
suppliants that the Amaxosa sought the British. The colonists 
did what they could to save life, but thousands perished miserably. 
In their extremity many of the Kaffirs turned cannibals, and one 
instance of parents eating their own child is authenticated. 
Among the survivors was the girl Nongkwasc; her father 
perished. A vivid narrative of the whole incident will be found 
in G. M. Theal's History and Geography of South Africa (3rd ed 
London, 1878), from which this account is condensed. The 
country depopulated as the result of this delusion was of terwards 
peopled by European settlers, among whom were members of the 
German legion which had served with the British army in the 
Crimea, and some moo industrious North German emigrants, 
who proved a valuable acquisition to the colony. 

Sir George Grey's Governorship. —In 1854 Sir George Grey 
became governor of the Cape, and the colony owed much to his 
wise administration. The policy, imposed by the home govern-
ment, of abandoning responsibility beyond the Orange river, was, 
he perceived, a mistaken one, and the scheme he prepared in 
s858 for a confederation of all South Africa (q.v.) was rejected by 
Great Britain. By his energetic action, however, in eupport of 
the missionaries Moffat and Livingstone, Sir George kept open 
for the British the road through Bechuanaland to the far interior. 
To Sir George was also due the first attempt, missionary effort 
apart, to educate the Kaffirs and to establish British authority 
firmly among them, a result which the self-destruction of the 
Amaxosa rendered easy. Beyond the Kei the natives were left to 
their own devices. Sir George Grey left the Cape in 1861. 
During his governorship the resources of the colony had been 
increased by the opening up of the copper mines in Little Nama-
qualand, the mbhair wool industry had been established and 
Natal made a separate colony. The opening, in November 1863, 
of the railway from Cape Town to Wellington, begun in 1859, and 
the construction in t86o of the great breakwater in Table Bay, 
long needed on that perilous coast, marked the beginning in the 
colony of public works on a large scale. They were the more or 
less direct result of the granting to the colony of a large share in 
its own government. In 1865 the province of British Kaffraria 
was incorporated with the colony, under the title of the Electoral 
Divisions of King William's Town and East London. The 
transfer was marked by the removal of the prohibition of the 
sale of alcoholic liquors to the natives, and the free trade in 
intoxicants which followed had most deplorable results among the 
Kaffir tribes. A severe drought, affecting almost the entire 
colony for several years, caused great depression of trade, and 
many farmers suffered severely. It was at this period (186e) that 
ostrich-farming was successfully established as a separate 
industry. 

Whether by or against the wish of the home government, the 
limits of British authority continued to extend. The Basutos, 
who dwelt in the upper valleys of the Orange river, had subsisted 
under a semi-protectorate of the British government from 1843 
to 1854; but having been left to their own resources on the 
abandonment of the Orange sovereignty, they fell into a long 
exhaustive warfare with the Boers of the Free State. On the 
urgent petition of their chief Moshesh, they were proclaimed 
British subjects in 1868, and their territory became part of the 
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colony in 1871 (see BASUTOLAND). In the same year the south-
eastern part of Bechuanaland was annexed to Great Britain 
under the title of Griqualand West. This annexation was a con-
sequence of the discovery there of rich diamond mines, an event 
which was destined to have far-reaching results. (F. R. C.) 

Development of Modern Condilions. —The year 187o marks the 
dawn of a new era in South Africa. From that date the develop-
ment of modern South Africa may be said to have fairly started, 
and in spite of political complications, arising from time to time, 
the progress of Cape Colony down to the outbreak of the Transvaal 
War of x899 was steadily forward. The discovery of diamonds on 
the Orange river in 1867, followed immediately afterwards by the 
discovery of diamonds on the Vaal river, led to the rapid occupa-
tion and development of a tract of country which had hitherto 
been but sparsely inhabited. In 1870 Dutoitspan and Bult-
fontein diamond mines were discovered, and in 1871 the still 
richer mines of Kimberley and De Beers. These four great 
deposits of mineral wealth are still richly productive, and con-
stitute the greatest industrial asset which the colony possesses. 
At the time of the beginning of the diamond industry, not only 
the territory of Cape Colony and the Boer Republics, but all 
South Africa, was in a very depressed condition. Ostrich-farm-
ing was in its infancy, and agriculture but little developed. The 
Boers, except in the immediate vicinity of Cape Town, were a 
primitive people. Their wants were few, they lacked enterprise, 
and the trade of the colony was restricted. Even the British 
colonists at that time were far from rich. The diamond industry 
therefore offered considerable attractions, especially to colonists 
of British origin. It was also the means at length of demonstrat-
ing the fact that South Africa, barren and poor on the surface, 
was rich below the surface, It takes ten acres of Karroo to feed a 
sleep, but it was now seen that a few square yards of diamond-
iferous blue ground would feed a dozen families. By the end of 
i871 a large population had already gathered at the diamond 
fields, and immigration continued steadily, bringing new-comers 
to the rich fields. Among the first to seek a fortune at the 
diamond fields was Cool Rhodes. 

In 1858 the scheme of Sir George Grey for the federation of the 
various colonies and states of South Africa had been rejected, as 
has been stated, by the home authorities. In 1874 the 4th earl of 
Carnarvon, secretary of state for the colonies, who had been 
successful in aiding to bring about the federation of Canada, 
turned his attention to a similar scheme for the confederation of 
South Africa. The representative government in Cape Colony 
had been replaced in 1872 by responsible, i.e. self-government, 
and the new parliament at Cape Town resented the manner 
in which Lord Carnarvon propounded his suggestions. A resolu-
tion was passed (June 1875) stating that any scheme in favour 
of confederation must in its opinion originate within South 
Africa itself. James Anthony Froude, the distinguished historian, 
was sent out by Lord Carnarvon to furtherhis policy in South 
Africa. As a diplomatist and a representative of the British 
government, the general opinion in South Africa was that Froude 
was not a success, and he entirely failed to induce the colonists to 
adopt Lord Carnarvon's views. In 1876, Fingoland, the Idutywa 
reserve, and Noman's-land, tracts of country on the Kaffir 
frontier, were annexed by Great Britain, on the understanding 
that the Cape government should provide for their government. 
Lord Carnarvon, still bent on confederation, now appointed Sir 
Bartle Frere governor of Cape Colony and high commissioner 
of South Africa. 

Frere had no sooner taken office as high commissioner 
than he found himself confronted with serious native troubles in 
Zululand and on the Kaffir frontier of Cape Colony. In 1877 
there occurred an outbreak on the part of the Galekas and the 
Gallus. A considerable force of imperial and colonial troops was 
employed to put down this rising, and the war was subsequently 
known as the Ninth Kaffir war. It was in this war that the 
famous Kaffir chief, Sandili, lost his life. At its conclusion the 
Transkei, the territory of the Galeka tribe, under Krell, was 
annexed by the British. In the meantime Lord Carnarvon had 
assigned his position in the British cabinet, and the scheme for 
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confederation which he had been pushing forward was abandoned. 
As a matter of fact, at that time Cape Colony was too fully 
occupied with native troubles to take into consideration very 
seriously so great a question as confederation. A wave of feeling 
spread amongst the different Kaffir tribes on the colonial frontier, 
and after the Gaika-Galeka War there followed in 1879 a rising in 
Basutoland under Moirosi, whose cattle-raiding had for some 
time past caused considerable trouble. His stronghold was taken 
after very severe fighting by a colonial force, but, their defeat 
notwithstanding, the Basutos remained in a restless and aggressive 
condition for several years. In 1880 the colonial authorities 
endeavoured to extend to Basutoland the Peace Preservation Act 
of 1878, under which a general disarmament of the Basutos was 
attempted. Further fighting followed on this proclamation, 
which was by no means successful, and although peace was 
declared in the country in December x882, the colonial authorities 
were very glad in 1884 to be relieved of the administration of a 
country which had already cost them f3,000,000. The imperial 
government then took over Basutoland as a crown colony, on the 
understanding that Cape Colony should contribute for adminis-
trative purposes Lzfil,000 annually. In x880, Sir Bartle Frere, 
who by his energetic and statesmanlike attitude on the relations 
with the native states, as well as on all other questions, had won 
the esteem and regard of loyal South African colonists, was 
recalled by the 1st earl of Kimberley, the liberal secretary of state 
for the colonies, and was succeeded by Sir Hercules Robinson. 
Griqualand West, which included the diamond fields, was now 
incorporated as a portion of Cape Colony. 

Origin of the Afrikander Bond.—The Boer War of i88r, with 
its disastrous termination, naturally reacted throughout South 
Africa; and as one of the most important results, in the year 
1882 the first Afrikander Bond congress was held at Graaff 
Reinet. The organization of the Bond developed into one 
embracing the Transvaal, the Orange Free State and Cape 
Colony. Each country had a provincial committee with district 
committees, and branches were distributed throughout the whole 
of South Africa. At a lat ter date the Bond in the Cape Colony 
dissociated itself from its Republican branches. The general 
lines of policy which this organization endeavoured to promote 
may best be gathered from Dc Patriot, a paper published in the 
colony, and an avowed supporter of the organization. The 
following extracts from articles published in 1882 will illustrate, 
better than anything else, the ambition entertained by some of 
the promoters of this remarkable organization. 

" The Afrikander Bond has for its object the establishment of a 
South African nationality by spreading a true love for what is 
really our fatherland. No better time could be found for establishing 
the Bond than the present, when the consciousness of nationality 
has been thoroughly aroused by the Transvaal war." . . ." The 
British government keep on talking about a confederation under the 
British flag, but that will never be brought about. They can be 
quite certain of that There is just one obstacle in the way of 
confederation, and that is the British flag. Let them remove that, 
and in less than a year the confederation would be established 
under the Free Afrikander flag." " After a time the English will 
realize that the advice given them by Froude was the best—they 
must just have Simon's Bay as a naval and military station on the 
way to India, and give over all the rest of South Africa to the 
Afriltanders." . . . " Our principal weapon in the social war must 
be the destruction of English trade by our establishing trading 
companies for ourselves.' . . . " It is the duty of each true 
Afrikander not to spend anything with the English that he can 
avoid." 

De Patriot afterwards became imperialist, but Om Land, 
another Bond organ, continued in much the same strain. 

In addition to having its press organs, the Bond from time to 
time published official utterances less frank in their tone than 
the statements of its press. Some of the Articles of the Bond's 
original manifesto are entirely praiseworthy, e.g. those referring 
to the administration of justice, the honour of the people, &c.; 
such clauses as these, however, were meaningless in view of the 
enlightened government which obtained in Cape Colony, and for 
the true " inwardness " of this document it is necessary to note 
Article 3, which distinctly speaks of , the promotion of South 
Africa's independence (Zdfstandigheid). If the Bond aroused 
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disloyalty and mistaken aspirations in one section of the Cape 
inhabitants, it is equally certain that it caused a great wave of 
loyal and patriotic enthusiasm to pass through another and more 
enlightened section. A pamphlet written in 1885 for an associa-
tion called the Empire League by Mr Charles Leonard, who 
afterwards consistently championed the cause of civil equality 
and impartial justice in South Africa, maintained as follows:— 

" (1) That the establishment of the English government here 
was beneficial to all classes; and (2) that the withdrawal of that 
government would be disastrous to every one having vested interests 
in the colony. . . . England never can, never will, give up this 
colony, and we colonists will never give up England. . . . Let us, 
the inhabitants of the Cape Colony, be swift to recognize that we 
are one people, cast together under a glorious flag of liberty, with 
heads clear enough to appreciate the freedom we enjoy, and hearts 
resolute to maintain our true privileges; let us desist from reproach-
ing and insulting one another, and, rejoicing that we have this 
goodly land as a common heritage, remember that by united action 
only can we realize its grand possibilities. We belong both of us to a 
home-loving stock, and the peace and prosperity of every home in 
the land is at stake. On our action now depends t he question whether 
our children shall curse or bless us; whether we shall live in their 
memory as promoters of civil strife, with all its miserable conse- 
quences, or as joint architects of a happy, prosperous and united 
state. Each of us looks back to a noble past. United, we may 
ensure to our descendants a not unworthy future. Disunited, we 
can hope for nothing but stagnation, misery and ruin. Is this a 
light thing ? " 

It is probable that many Englishmen reading Mr Leonard's 
manifesto at the time regarded it as unduly alarming, but sub-
sequent events proved the soundness of the views it expressed. 
The fact is that, from 1881 onwards, two great rival ideas came 
into being, each strongly opposed to the other. One was that of 
Imperialism—full civil rights for every civilized man, whatever 
his race might be, under the supremacy and protection of Great 
Britain. The other was nominally republican, but in fact 
exclusively oligarchical and Dutch. The policy of the extremists 
of this last party was summed up in the appeal which President 
Kruger made to the Free State in February 1881, when he bade 
them " Come and help us. God is with us. It is his will to unite 
us as a people "—" to make a united South Africa free from 
British authority." The two actual founders of the Bond party 
were Mr Borckenhagen, a German who was residing in Bloem-
fontein, and Mr Reitz, of tcrwards state secretary of the Transvaal. 
Two interviews have been recorded which show the true aims of 
these two promoters of the Bond at the outset. One.occurred 
between Mr Borckenhagen and Cecil Rhodes, the other between 
Mr Reitz and Mr T. Schreiner, whose brother became, at a later 
date, prime minister of Cape Colony. In the first interview 
Mr Borckenhagen remarked to Rhodes: " We want a united 
Africa," and Rhodes replied: " So do I." Mr Borckenhagen 
then continued: "There is nothing in the way; we will take 
you as our leader. There is only one small thing: we must, of 
course, be independent of the rest of the world." Rhodes re-
plied: " You take me either for a rogue or a fool. I should be 
a rogue to forfeit all my history and my traditions; and I should 
be a fool, because I should be hated by my own countrymen 
and mistrusted by yours." But as Rhodes truly said at Cape 
Town in 1898, " The only chance of a true union is the over-
shadowing protection of a supreme power, and any German, 
Frenchman, or Russian would tell you that the best and most 
liberal power is that over which Her Majesty reigns." The other 
interview took place at the beginning of the Bond's existence. 
Being approached by Mr Reitz, Mr T. Schreiner objected that 
the Bond aimed ultimately at the overthrow of British rule and 
the expulsion of the British flag from South Africa. To this 
Mr Reitz replied: " Well, what if it is so?" Mr Schreiner 
expostulated in the following terms: " You do not suppose 
that that flag is going to disappear without a tremendous struggle 
and hard fighting?" " Well, I suppose not, but even so, what 
of that?" rejoined Mr Reitz. In the face of this testimony with 
reference to two of the most prominent of the Bond's promoters, 
it is impossible to deny that from its beginning the great under-
lying idea of the Bond was an independent South Africa. 

Mr Flofirter's Policy. —In 1882 an act was passed in the 
Cape legislative assembly, empowering members to speak in 

the Dutch language on the floor of the House, if they so desired. 
The intention of this act was a liberal one, but the moment 
of its introduction was inopportune, and its effect was to give 
an additional stimulus to the policy of the Bond. It was prob-
ably also the means of bringing into the House a number of 
Dutchmen, by no means well educated, who would not have been 
returned had they been obliged to speak English. By this act 
an increase of influence was given to the Dutch leaders. The 
head of the Afrikander Bond at this time in Cape Colony, and 
the leader of Dutch opinion, was Mr J. H. Hofmeyr, a man of 
undoubted ability and astuteness. Although he was recognized 
leader of the Dutch party in Cape Colony, he consistently refused 
to take office, preferring to direct the policy and the action of 
others from an independent position. Mr Hofmeyr sat in the 
house of assembly as member for Stellenbosch, a strong Dutch 
constituency. His influence over the Dutch members was 
supreme, and in addition to directing the policy of the Bond 
within the Cape Colony, he supported and defended the aggressive 
expansion policy of President Kruger and the Transvaal Boers. 
In 1883, during a debate on the Basutoland Dis-annexation 
Bill, Rhodes openly charged Mr Hofmeyr in the House with a 
desire to see a " United States of South Africa under its own 
flag." In 1884 Mr Hofmeyr led the Bond in strongly supporting 
the Transvaal Boers who had invaded Bechuanaland (9.2.), 
proclaiming that if the Bechuanaland freebooters were not per-
mitted to retain the territories they had seized, in total disregard 
of the terms of the conventions of 188r and '884, there would 
be rebellion among the Dutch of Cape Colony. Fortunately, 
however, for the peace of Cape Colony at that time, Sir Charles 
Warren, sent by the imperial government to maintain British 
rights, removed the invading Boers from Stellaland and Goshen 
—two so-called republics set up by the Boer freebooters—in 
March 1885 and no rebellion occurred. Nevertheless the Bond 
party was so strong in the House that they compelled the ministry 
under Sir Thomas Scanlon to resign in 1884. The logical and 
constitutional course for Mr Hofmeyr to have followed in these 
circumstances would have been to accept office and himself form 
a government. This he refused to do. He preferred to put in 
a nominee of his own who should be entirely dependent on hint 
Mr Upington, a clever Irish barrister, was the man he selected, 
and under him was formed in 1884 what will always be know -n 
in Cape history as the " Warming-pan" ministry. This action 
was denounced by many British colonists, who were sufficiently 
loyal, not only to Great Britain, but also to that constitution 
which had been conferred by Great Britain upon Cape Colony, 
to desire to see the man who really wielded political power also 
acting as the responsible headof the party. It was Mr Hof meyr's 
refusal to accept this responsibility, as well as the nature of his 
Bond policy, which won for him the political sobriquet of the 
" Mole." Open and responsible exercise of a power conferred 
under the constitution of the country, Englishmen and English 
colonists would have accepted and even welcomed. But that 
subterranean method of Dutch policy which found its strongest 
expression in Pretoria, and which operated from Pretoria to Cape 
Town, could not but be resented by loyal colonists. From 18S1 
down to 1898, Mr Hofmeyr practically determined how Dutch 
members should vote, and also what policy the Bond should 
adopt at every juncture in its history. In 1895 he resigned his 
seat in parliament—an action which made his political dictator-
ship still more remarkable. This influence on Cape politics 
was a demoralizing one. Other well-known politicians at the 
Cape subsequently found it convenient to adapt their views 
a good deal too readily to those held by the Bond. In justice 
to Mr Hofmeyr, however, it is only fair to say that after the 
Warren expedition in 1885, which was at least evidence that Great 
Britain did not intend to renounce her supremacy in South 
Africa altogether, he adopted a less hostile or anti-British 
attitude. The views and attitude of Mr Hofmeyr between 1 ggi 
and 1884when even loyal British colonists, looking to the 
events which followed Majuba, had almost come to believe that 
Great Britain had little desire to maintain her supremacy--tan 
scarcely be wondered at. 
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Rhodes and Dutch Senfiment.—Recognizing the difficulties of 
the position, Cecil Rhodes from the outset of his political career 
showed his desire to conciliate Dutch sentiment by considerate 
treatment and regard for Dutch prejudices. Rhodes was first 
returned as member of the House of Assembly for Barkly West 
in ,88o, and in spite of all vicissitudes this constituency remained 
loyal to him. He supported the bill permitting Dutch to be used 
in the House of Assembly in 1882, and early in 1884 he first took 
office, as treasurer-general, under Sir Thomas Scanlen. Rhodes 
had only held this position for six weeks when Sir Thomas Scanlen 
resigned, and in August of the same year he was sent by Sir 
Hercules Robinson to British Bechuanaland as deputy-com-
missioner in succession to the Rev. John Mackenzie, the London 
Missionary Society's representative at Kuruman, who in the 
previous May had proclaimed the queen's authority over the 
district. Rhodes's efforts to conciliate the Boers failed—hence 
the necessity for the Warren mission. In 1885 the territories 
of Cape Colony were farther extended, and Tembuland, Bomvana-
land and Galekaland were formally added to the colony. In 
1836 Sir Gordon Sprigg succeeded Sir Thomas Upington as 
prime minister. 

Sorts African Customs Union.—The period from 1878 to 1885 
in Cape Colony had been one of considerable unrest. In this short 
time, in addition to the chronic troubles with the Basutos-
which led the Cape to hand them over to the imperial authorities 
—there occurred a series of native disturbances which were 
followed by the Boer War of 1881, and the Bechuanaland dis-
turbances of 1884. In spite, however, of these drawbacks, the 
development of the country proceeded. The diamond industry 
was flourishing. In 1887 a conference was held in London 
for " promoting a closer union between the various parts of the 
British empire by means of an imperial tariff of customs." 
At this conference it is worthy of note that Mr Hofmeyr pro-
pounded a sort of " Zollverein " scheme, in which imperial 
customs were to be levied independently of the duties payable 
on all goods entering the empire from abroad. In making the 
proposition he stated that his objects were " to promote the 
lotion of the empire, and at the same time to obtain revenue for 
the purposes of general defence." The scheme was not at the 
time found practicable. But its authorship, as well as the 
sentiments accompanying it, created a favourable view of Mr 
Hofmeyr's attitude. In the year 1888, in spite of the failure of 
statesmen and high commissioners to bring about political 
confederation, the members of the Cape parliament set about 
the establishment of a South African Customs Union. A 
Customs Union Bill was passed, and this in itself constituted 
a considerable development of the idea of federation. Shortly 
after the passing of the bill the Orange Free State entered the 
union. An endeavour was also made then, and for many years 
afterwards, to get the Transvaal to join. But President Kruger, 
consistently pursuing his own policy, hoped through the Delagoa 
Bay railway to make the South African Republic entirely in-
dependent of Cape Colony. The endeavour to bring about a 
customs union which would embrace the Transvaal was also 
Buie to the taste of President Kruger's Hollander advisers, 
interested as they were in the schemes of the Netherlands 
Railway Company, who owned the railways of the Transvaal. 

Diamonds and Railways.—Another event of considerable 
commercial importance to the Cape Colony, and indeed to 
South Africa, was the amalgamation of the diamond-mining 
companies, chiefly brought about by Cecil Rhodes, Alfred Beit 
and " Barney " Barnato, in 1889. One of the principal and 
nest beneficent results of the discovery and development of 
the diamond mines was the great impetus which it gave to 
railway extension. Lines were opened up to Worcester and 
Beaufort West, to Graham's Town, Graaff Reinet and Queens-
town. Kimberley was reached in i885. In 1890 the line was 
wended northwards on the western frontier of the Transvaal as 
hr as Vryburg in Bechuanaland. In 1889 the Free State entered 
into an arrangement with the Cape Colony whereby the main 
trunk railway was extended to Bloemfontein, the Free State 
rtailring half the profits. Subsequently the Free State bought  

at cost price the portion of the railway in its own territory. 
In 5891 the Free State railway was still farther extended to 
Viljoen's Drift on the Vaal river, and in 1892 it reached Pretoria 
and Johannesburg. 

Rhodes as Prime Minister: Native Policy.—In i889 Sir Henry 
Loch was appointed high commissioner and governor of Cape 
Colony in succession to Sir Hercules Robinson. In 1890 Sir 
Gordon Sprigg, the premier of the colony, resigned, and a Rhodes 
government was formed. Prior to the formation of this ministry 
(see table at end of article), and while Sir Gordon Sprigg was 
still in office, Mr Hofmeyr approached Rhodes and offered to put 
him in office as a Bond nominee. This offer was declined. When, 
however, Rhodes was invited to take office after the downfall of 
the Sprigg ministry, he asked the Bond leaders to meet him 
and discuss the situation. His policy of customs and railway 
unions between the various states, added to the personal esteem 
in which he was at this time held by many of the Dutchmen, 
enabled him to undertake and to carry on successfully the 
business of government. 

The colonies of British Bechuanaland and Basutoland were 
now taken into the customs union existing between the Orange 
Free State and Cape Colony. Pondoland, another native terri-
tory, was added to the colony in 1894, and the year was marked 
by the Glen Grey Act, a departure in native policy for which 
Rhodes was chiefly responsible. It dealt with the natives resid-
ing in certain native reserves, and in addition to providing for 
their interests and holdings, and in other ways protecting the 
privileges accorded to them, the principle of the duty of some 
degree of labour devolving upon every able-bodied native enjoy-
ing these privileges was asserted, and a small labour tax was 
levied. ,  This is in many respects the most statesmanlike act 
dealing with natives on the statute-book; and in the session of 
1895 Rhodes was able to report to the Cape parliament that the 
act then applied to illo,000 natives. In 1905 the labour clauses 
of this act, which had fallen into desuetude, were repealed. The 
clauses had, however, achieved success, in that they had caused 
many thousands of natives to fulfil the conditions requisite to 
claim exemption. 

In other respects Rhodes's native policy was marked by com-
bined consideration and firmness. Ever since the granting of 
self-government the natives had enjoyed the franchise. An act 
passed in 1E192, at the instance of Rhodes, imposed an educa-
tional test on applicants for registration, and made other pro-
visions, all tending to restrict the acquisition of the franchise 
by " tribal " natives, the possible danger arising from a large 
native vote being already obvious (see section Constitution). 

Rhodes opposed the native liquor traffic, and at the risk of 
offending some of his supporters among the brandy-farmers of 
the western provinces, he suppressed it entirely on the diamond 
mines, and restricted it as far as he was able in the native reserves 
and territories. Nevertheless the continuance of this traffic on 
colonial farms, as well as to some extent in the native territories 
and reserves, is a black spot in the annals of the Cape Colony. 
The Hottentots have been terribly demoralized, and even 
partially destroyed by it in the western province. 

Another and little-known instance of Rhodes's keen insight 
in dealing with native affairs—an a.ction which had lasting results 
on the history of the colony—may be given. After the native 
territories east of the Kei had been added to Cape Colony, a case 
of claim to inheritance came up for trial, and in accordance with 
the law of the colony, the court held that the eldest son of a 
native was his heir. This decision created the strongest resent-
ment among the people of the territory, as it was in distinct 

The act enjoined that " every male native residing in the district, 
exclusive of natives in possession of lands under ordinary quit-rent 
titles, or in freehold, who, in the judgment of the resident magistrate, 
is fit for and capable of labour, shall pay to the public revenue a tax 
of ten shillings per annum unless he can show to the satisfaction of 
the magistrate that he has been in service beyond the borders of the 
district for at least three months out of the previous twelve, when 
he will be exempt from the tax for that year, or unless he can show 
that he has been employed for a total period of three years, when he 
will be exempt altogether." 
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contradiction to native tribal law, which recognized the great 
son, or son of the chief wife, as heir. The government were 
threatened with a native disturbance, when Rhodes tele-
graphed his assurance that compensation should be granted, 
and that such a decision should never be given again. This assur-
ance was accepted and tranquillity restored. At the close of the 
next session (that of 0394), after this incident had occurred, 
Rhodes laid on the table a bill drafted by himself, the shortest 
the House had ever seen. It provided that all civil cases were to 
be tried by magistrates, an appeal to lie only to the chief magis-
trate of the territory with an assessor. Criminal cases were to 
be tried before the judges of supreme court on circuit. The bill 
was passed, and the effect of it was, inasmuch as the magistrates 
administered according to native law, that native marriage 
customs and laws (including polygamy) were legalized in these 
territories. Rhodes had retrieved his promise, and no one who 
has studied and lived amongst the Bantu will question that the 
action taken was both beneficent and wise. 

During 1895 Sir Hercules Robinson was reappointed governor 
and high commissioner of South Africa in succession to Sir Henry 
Loch, and in the same year Mr Chamberlain became secretary 
of state for the colonies. 

Movement for Commercial Fedesation.—With the development 
of railways, and the extension of trade between Cape Colony 
and the Transvaal, there had grown up a closer relationship 
on political questions. Whilst premier of Cape Colony, by means 
of the customs union and in every other Way, Rhodes en-
deavoured to bring about a friendly measure of at least com-
mercial federation among the states and colonies of South Africa. 
He hoped to establish both a commercial and a railway union, 
and a speech which he made in 1894 at Cape Town admirably 
describes this policy:— 

" With full affection for the flag which I have been born under, 
and the flag I represent, I can understand the sentiment and feeling 
of a republican who has created his independence, and values that 
before all; but I can say fairly that I believe in the future that I 
can assimilate the system, which I have been connected with, 
with the Cape Colony, and it is not an impossible idea that the 
neighbouring republics, retaining their independence, should share 
with us as to certain general principles. If 1 might put it to you, I 
would say the principles of tariffs, the principle of railway connexion, 
the principle of appeal in law, the principle of coinage, and in fact 
all those principles which exist at the present moment in the United 
States, irrespective of the local assemblies which exist in each separate 
state in that country." 

To this policy President Kruger and the Transvaal govern-
ment offered every possible opposition. Their action in what 
is known as the Vaal River Drift question will best illustrate the 
line of action which the Transvaal government believed it ex-
pedient to adopt. A difficulty arose at the termination of the 
agreement in 1894 between the Cape government railway and 
the Netherlands railway. The Cape government, for the purposes 
of carrying the railway from the Vaal river to Johannesburg, 
had advanced the sum of Lfloo,000 to the Netherlands railway 
and the Transvaal government conjointly; at the same time it 
was stipulated that the Cape government should have the right 
to fix the traffic rate until the end of 1894, or until such time as 
the Delagoa Bay-Pretoria line was completed. These rates were 
fixed by the Cape government at ad. per ton per mile, but at the 
beginning of 1895 the rate for the 52 m. of railway from the Vaal 
river to Johannesburg was raised by the Netherlands railway 
to no less a sum than 8d. per ton per mile. It is quite evident 
from the action which President Kruger subsequently took in 
the matter that this charge was put on with his approval, and 
with the object of compelling traffic to be brought to the Trans-
vaal by the Delagoa route, instead of as heretofore by the colonial 
railway. In order to compete against this very high rate, the 
merchants of Johannesburg began removing their goods 
from the Vaal river by waggon. Thereupon President Kruger 
arbitrarily closed the drifts (fords) on the Vaal river, and thus 
prevented through waggon traffic, causing an enormous block 
of waggons on the banks of the Vaal. A protest was then made 
by the Cape government against the action of the Transvaal, on 
the ground that it was a breach of the London Convention. 

President Kruger took no notice of this remonstrance, and an 
appeal was made to the imperial government; whereupon the 
latter entered into an agreement with the Cape government, 
to the effect that if the Cape would bear half the cost of any 
expedition which should be necessary, assist with troops, and 
give full use of the Cape railway for military purposes if required, 
a protest should be sent to President Kruger on the subject 
These terms were accepted by Rhodes and his colleagues, of 
whom Mr W. P. Schreiner was one, and a protest was then sent 
by Mr Chamberlain stating that the government would regard 
the closing of the drifts as a breach of the London Convention, 
and as an unfriendly action calling for the gravest remonstrance. 
President Kruger at once reopened the drifts, and undertook 
that he would issue no further proclamation on the subject 
except after consultation with the imperial government. 

On the 29th of December 1895 Dr Jameson (qr.) made his 
famous raid into the Transvaal, and Rhodes's complicity in this 
movement compelled him to resign the premiership of Cape 
Colony in January 1896, the vacant post being taken by Sir 
Gordon Sprigg. As Rhodes's complicity in the raid became 
known, there naturally arose a strong feeling of resentment and 
astonishment among his colleagues in the Cape ministry, who 
had been kept in complete ignorance of his connexion with any 
such scheme. Mr Hofmcyr and the Bond were loud in their 
denunciation of him, nor can it be denied that the circumstances 
of the raid greatly embittered againstEngland the Dutch element 
in Cape Colony, and influenced their subsequent attitude towards 
the Transvaal Boers. 

In 1897 a native rising occurred under Galeshwe, a Bantu 
chief, in Griqualand West. Galeshwe was arrested and the 
rebellion repressed. On cross-examination Galeshwe stated 
that Rosman, a magistrate of the Transvaal, had supplied 
ammunition to him, and urged him to rebel against the govern-
ment of Cape Colony. There is every reason to suppose that 
this charge was true, and it is consistent with the intrigues which 
the Boers from time to time practised among the natives. 

In 1897 Sir Alfred Milner was appointed high commissioner 
of South Africa and governor of Cape Colony, in succession to 
Sir Hercules Robinson, who had been created a peer under the 
title of Baron Rosmead in August 1896. 

Mr Schreiner's Policy.—In 1898 commercial federation us 
South Africa advanced another stage, Natal entering the cus-
toms union. A fresh convention was drafted at this time, and 
under it " a uniform tariff on all imported goods consumed 
within such union, and an equitable distribution of the duties 
collected on such goods amongst the parties to such union, and 
free trade between the colonies and state in respect of all South 
African products," was arranged. In the same year, too, the 
Cape parliamentary election occurred, and the result was the 
return to power of a Bond ministry under Mr W. P. Schreiner. 
From this time, until June moo, Mr Schreiner remained in office 
as head of the Cape government. During the negotiations 
(see TRANSVAAL) which preceded the war in 1899, feeling at the 
Cape ran very high, and Mr Schreiner's attitude was very freely 
discussed. As head of a party, dependent for its position in 
power on the Bond's support, his position was undoubtedly 
a trying one. At the same time, as prime minister of a British 
colony, it was strongly felt by loyal colonists that he should at 
least have refrained from openly interfering between the Trans-
vaal and the imperial government during the course of most 
difficult negotiations. His public expressions of opinion were 
hostile in tone to the policy pursued by Mr Chamberlain and 
Sir Alfred Milner. The effect of them, it was believed, might 
conceivably be to encourage President Kruger in persisting in 
his rejection of the British terms. Mr Schreiner, it is true, used 
directly what influence he possessed to induce President Kruger 
to adopt a reasonable course. But however excellent his in-
tentions, his publicly expressed disapproval of the Chamberlain_ 
Milner policy probably did more harm than his private influence 
with Mr Kruger could possibly do good. On the r ith of June 
1899, shortly after the Bloemfontein conference, from which 
Sir Alfred Milner had just returned, Mr Schreiner asked the high 
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commissioner to inform Mr Chamberlain that he and his col-
leagues agreed in regarding President Kruger's Bloemfontein 
proposals as " practical, reasonable and a considerable step in 
the right direction." Early in June, however, the Cape Dutch 
politicians began to realize that President Kruger's attitude 
was not so reasonable as they had endeavoured to persuade 
themselves, and Mr Hofmeyr, accompanied by Mr Herholdt, 
the Cape minister of agriculture, visited Pretoria. On arrival, 
they found that the Transvaal Volksraad, in a spirit of defiance 
and even levity, had just passed a resolution offering four new 
seats in the Volksraad to the mining districts, and fifteen to 
exclusively burgher districts. Mr Hofmeyr, on meeting the 
mecutive, freely expressed indignation at ;hese proceedings. 
Unfortunately, Mr Hotmeyr's influence was more than counter-
balanced by an emissary from the Free State, Mr Abraham 
Fischer, who, while purporting to be a peacemaker, practically 
encouraged the Boer executive to take extreme measures. 
Mr Hofmeyr's established reputation as an astute diplomatist, 
and as the trusted leader for yearn of the Cape Dutch party, 
made him as powerful a delegate as it was possible to find. If any 
emissary could accomplish anything in the way of persuading 
Mr Kruger, it was assuredly Mr Hofmeyr. Much was looked 
for from his mission by moderate men of all parties, and by none 
MOM so, it is fair to believe, than by Mr Schreiner. But Mr 
Hofmeyr's mission, like every other mission to Mr Kruger to 
induce him to take a reasonable and equitable course, proved 
entirely fruitless. He returned to Cape Town disappointed, but 
probably not altogether surprised at the failure of his mission. 
Meanwhile a new proposal was drafted by the Boer executive, 
which, before it was received in its entirety, or at least before 
it was dearly understood, elicited from Mr Schreiner a letter 
on the 7th of July to the South African News, in which, referring 
to his government, he said:- 

" While anxious and continually active with good hope in the 
cause of securing reasonable modifications of the existing repre-
sentative system of the South African Republic, this government 
is convinced that no ground whatever exists for active interference 
in the internal affairs of that republic." 

This letter was precipitate and unfortunate. On the rtth of 
July, after seeing Mr Hofmeyr on his return, Mr Schreiner made 
a personal appeal to President Kruger to approach the imperial 
government in a friendly spirit. At this time an incident 
occurred which raised the feeling against Mr Schreiner to a very 
high pitch. On the 7th of July soo rifles and it,000,000 rounds of 
ammunition were landed at Port Elizabeth, consigned to the 
Free State government, and forwarded to Bloemfontein. Mr 
Sclueiner's attention was called to this consignment at the 
time, but he refused to stop it, alleging as his reason that, inas-
much as Great Britain was at peace with the Free State, he had 
no right to interdict the passage of arms through the Cape Colony. 
The British colonist is as capable of a grim jest as the Transvaal 
Boer, and this action of Mr Schreiner's won for him the nickname 
"Ammunition Bill." At a later date he was accused of delay 
in forwarding artillery and rifles for the defence of Kimberley, 
Mafeking and other towns of the colony. The reason he gave 
for delay was that he did not anticipate war; and that he did 
not wish to excite unwarrantable suspicions in the minds of the 
Free State. His conduct in both instances was perhaps 
tedmically correct, but it was much resented by loyal colonists. 

On the 28th of July Mr Chamberlain sent a conciliatory 
degmtch to President Kruger, suggesting a meeting of delegates 
to consider and report on his last franchise proposals, which were 
complex to a degree. Mr Schreiner, on the 3rd of August, tele-
graphed to Mr Fischer begging the Transvaal to welcome Mr 
Chamberlain's proposal. At a later date, on receiving an inquiry 
from the Free State as to the movements of British troops, 
Mr Schreiner curtly refused any information, and referred 
the Free State to the high commissioner. On the 28th of August 
Sr Gordon Sprigg in the House of Assembly moved the adjourn-
ment of the debate, to discuss the removal of arms to the Free 
State. Mr Schreiner, in reply, used expressions which called 
doom upon him the severest censure and indignation, both in  

the colony and in Great Britain. He stated that, should the 
storm burst, he would keep the colony aloof with regard both to 
its forces and its people. In the course of the speech he also 
read a telegram from President Steyn, in which the president 
repudiated all contemplated aggressive action on the part 
of the Free State as absurd. The speech created a great sensation 
in the British press. It was probably forgotten at the time 
(though Lord Kimberley afterwards publicly stated it) that one 
of the chief reasons why the Gladstone government had granted 
the retrocession of the Transvaal after Majuba, was the fear that 
the Cape Colonial Dutch would join their kinsmen if the war 
continued. What was a danger in 1881, Mr Schreiner knew to 
be a still greater danger in agg. At the same time it is quite 
obvious, from a review of Mr Schreiner's conduct through the 
latter half of 1899, that he took an entirely mistaken view of the 
Transvaal situation. He evinced, as premier of the Cape Colony, 
the same inability to understand the Uitlanders' grievances, 
the same futile belief in the eventual fairness of President 
Kruger, as he had shown when giving evidence before the British 
South Africa Select Committee into the causes of the Jameson 
Raid. Actual experience taught him that President Kruger 
was beyond an appeal to reason, and that the protestations of 
President Steyn were insincere. War had no sooner commenced 
with the ultimatum of the Transvaal Republic on the 9th of 
October ifigg, than Mr Schreiner found himself called upon to 
deal with the conduct of Cape rebels. The rebels joined the 
invading forces of President Steyn, whose false assurances 
Mr Schreiner had offered to an indignant House of Assembly 
only a few weeks before. The war on the part of the Republics 
was-evidently not to be merely one of self-defence. It was one 
of aggression and aggrandisement. Mr Schreiner ultimately 
addressed, as prime minister, a sharp remonstrance to President 
Steyn for allowing his burghers to invade the colony. He also 
co-operated with Sir Alfred Milner, and used his influence to 
restrain the Bond. 

The War of 1899-raos. ,—The first shot actually fired in the 
war was at Kraipan, a small railway station within the colony, 
40 m. south of Mafeking, a train being derailed, and ammuni-
tion intended for Colonel Baden-Powell seized. The effect 
of this was entirely to cut off Mafeking, the northernmost town 
in Cape Colony, and it remained in a state of siege for over seven, 
months. On the 16th of October Kimberley was also isolated. 
Proclamations by the Transvaal and Free State annexing portions 
of Cape Colony were actually issued on the 18th of October, and 
included British Bechuanaland and Griqualand West, with the 
diamond fields. On the 28th of October Mr Schreiner signed 
a proclamation issued by Sir Alfred Milner as high commissioner, 
declaring the Boer annexations of territory within Cape Colony 
to be null and void. 

Then came the British reverses at Magerskintein (on the 1 nth 
of December) and Stormberg (on the loth of December). The 
effect of these engagements at the very outset of the war, occur-
ring as they did within Cape Colony,was to offer every inducement 
to a number of the frontier colonial Boers to join their kinsmen 
of the republiCs. The Boers were prolific, and their families large. 
Many younger sons from the colony, with nothing to lose, left 
their homes with horse and rifle to join the republican forces. 

Meanwhile the loyal Cape colonists were chafing at the tardy 
manner in which they were enrolled by the imperial authorities. 
It was not until after the arrival of Lord Roberts and Lord 
Kitchener at Cape Town on the loth of January woo that these 
invaluable, and many of them experienced, men were freely 
invited to come forward. So strongly did Lord Roberts feel on 
the subject, that he at once made Colonel Brabant, a well-known 
and respected colonial veteran and member of the House of 
Assembly, a brigadier-general, and started recruiting loyal 
colonists in earnest. On the 15th of February Kimberley was 
relieved by General French, and the Boer general, Cronje, 
evacuated Magersfontein, and retreated towards Bloemfontein. 
Cecil Rhodes was shut up in Kimberley during the whole of the 
siege, and his presence there undoubtedly offered an additional 

I See also TRANSVAAL. 
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incentive to the Boers to endeavour to capture the town, but 
his unique position and influence with the De Beers workmen 
enabled him to render yeoman service, and infused enthusiasm 
and courage into the inhabitants. The manufacture of a big 
gun, which was able to compete with the Boer " Long Tom," 
at the De Beers workshops, under Rhodes's orders, and by the 
ingenuity of an American, Mr. Labram, who was killed a few days 
after its completion, forms one of the most striking incidents of 
the period. 

With the relief of Mafeking on the 17th of May, the Cape 
rebellion ended, and the colony was, at least for a time, delivered 
of the presence of hostile forces. 

On the moth of March Mr (afterwards Sir James) Rose-Innes, 
a prominent member of the House of Assembly, who for several 
years had held aloof from either party, and who also had defended 
Mr Schreiner's action with regard to the passage of arms to the 
Free State, addressed his constituents at Claremont in support 
of the annexation of both republics; and in the course of an 
eloquent speech he stated that in Canada, in spite of rebellions, 
loyalty had beer; secured from the French Canadians by free 
institutions. In South Africa they might hope that a similar 
policy would attain a similar result with the Boers. In June, 
Mr Schreiner, whose recent support of Sir Alfred Milner had 
incensed many of his Bond followers, resigned in consequence 
of the refusal of some of his colleagues to support the disfranchise-
ment bill which he was prepared, in accordance with the views 
of the home government, to introduce for the punishment of 
Cape rebels. The bill certainly did not err on the side of severity, 
but disfranchisement for their supporters in large numbers was 
more distasteful to the Bond extremists than any stringency 
towards individuals. Sir Gordon Sprigg, who after a political 
crisis of considerable delicacy, succeeded Mr Schreiner and for 
the fourth time became prime minister, was able to pass the 
Bill with the co-operation of Mr Schreiner and his section. 
Towards the end of the year two the war entered on a new 
phase, and took the form of guerilla skirmishes with scattered 
forces of marauding Boers. In December some of these bands 
entered the Cape Colony and endeavoured to induce colonial 
Boers to join them. In this endeavour they met at first with 
little or no success; but as the year 19ox progressed and the 
Boers still managed to keep the various districts in a ferment, it 
was deemed necessary by the authorities to proclaim martial 
law over the whole colony, and this was done on the 9th of 
October 1901. 

On the 4th of January root Sir Alfred Milner was gazetted 
governor of the Transvaal and Orange River Colony, being 
shortly afterwards created a peer as Lord Milner, and Sir Walter 
Hely-Hutchinson, governor of Natal, was appointed his successor 
as governor of the Cape Colony. The office of high commissioner 
in South Africa was now separated from the governorship of the 
Cape and associated with that of the Transvaal— an indication 
of the changed conditions in South Africa. The division of the 
colonists into those who favoured the Boer states and those 
firmly attached to the British connexion was reflected, to the 
detriment of the public weal, in the parties in the Cape parliament. 
Proposals were made to suspend the constitution, but this 
drastic course was not adopted. The Progressive party, the 
name taken by those who sought a permanent settlement under 
the British flag, lost their leader, and South Africa its foremost 
statesman by the death, in May 1902, of Cecil Rhodes, a few 
weeks before the end of the war. 

After the War.—The acknowledgment of defeat by the Boers 
in the field, and the surrender of some to,000 rebels, did not 
weaken the endeavours of the Dutch to obtain political supremacy 
in the colony. Moreover, in the autumn of 1902 Sir Gordon 
Sprigg, the prime minister, nominally the leader of the Progres-
sives, sought to maintain his position by securing the support 
of the Bond party in parliament. In the early part of 1903 
Mr Chamberlain included Cape Town in his visit to South Africa, 
and had conferences with the political leaders of all parties. 
Reconciliation between the Bond and British elements in the 
colony was, however, still impossible, and the two parties con- 

centrated their efforts in a struggle for victory at the coming 
election. Mr Hofmeyr, who had chosen to spend the greater 
part of the war period in Europe, returned to the Cape to re-
organize the Bond. On the other side Dr Jameson came forward 
as the leader of the Progressives. Parliament was dissolved in 
September 1903. It had passed, since the war, two measures 
of importance—one (19o2) restricting alien immigration, the 
other (1903) ratifying the first customs convention between all 
the South African colonies. This convention was notable for its 
grant of preferential treatment (in general, a rebate of 25 %on 
the customs already levied) to imports from the United Kingdom. 

The election turned on the issue of British or Bond supremacy. 
It was fought on a register purged of the rebel voters, many of 
whom, besides being disfranchised, were in prison. The issue 
was doubtful, and each side sought to secure the support of the 
native voters, who in several constituencies held the balance of 
power. The Bondsmen were more lavish than their opponents 
in their promises to the natives and even invited a Kaffir journal-
ist (who declined) to stand for a seat in the Assembly. In view 
of the agitation then proceeding for the introduction of Chinese 
coolies to work the mines on the Rand, the Progressives declared 
their intention, if returned, to exclude them from the colony, 
and this declaration gained them some native votes. The polling 
(in January and February 1904) resulted in a Progressive majority 
of five in a house of 95 members. The rejected candidates 
included prominent Bond supporters like Mr Merriman and Mr 
Sauer, and also Sir Gordon Sprigg and Mr A. Douglass. another 
member of the cabinet. Mr W. P. Schreiner, the ex-premier, 
who stood as an Independent, was also rejected. 

The Jameson If inistry. —On the 18th of February Sir Gordon 
Sprigg resigned and was succeeded by Dr L. S. Jameson, who 
formed a ministry wholly British in character. The first task 
of the new government was to introduce (on the 4th of March) 
an Additional Representation Bill, to rectify—in part—the 
disparity in electoral power of the rural and urban districts. 
Twelve new seats in the House of Assembly were divided among 
the larger towns, and three members were added to the legislative 
council. The town voter being mainly British, the bill met with 
the bitter opposition of the Bond members, who declared that 
its object was the extinction of their parliamentary power. 
In fact, the bill was called for by the glaring anomalies in the 
distribution of seats by which a minority of voters in the country 
districts returned a majority of members, and it left the towns 
still inadequately represented. The bill was supported by two 
or three Dutch members, who were the object of violent attack 
by the Bondsmen. It became law, and the elections for the 
additional seats were held in July, after the close of the session. 
They resulted in strengthening the Progressive majority both in 
the House of Assembly and in the legislative council—where 
the Progressives previously had a majority of one only. 

At the outset of its career the Jameson ministry had to face 
a serious financial situation. During the war the supplying of the 
army in the field had caused an artificial inflation of trade, and 
the Sprigs ministry had pursued a policy of extravagant expendi-
ture not warranted by the finances of the colony. The slow 
recovery of the gold-mining and other industries in the Transvaal 
after the war was reflected in a great decline in trade in Cape 
Colony during the last half of 1903, the distress being aggravated 
by severe drought. When Dr Jameson assumed office he found 
an empty treasury, and considerable temporary loans bad to 
be raised. Throughout 1904, moreover, revenue continued to 
shrink—compared with 1903 receipts dropped from £z i,7co,000 
to £9,913,000. The government, besides cutting down official 
salaries and exercising strict economy, contracted (July 1904) 
a loan for £3,000,000. It also passed a bill imposing a graduated 
tax (6d. to is. in the on all incomes over fug*. A substantial 
excise duty was placed on spirits and beer, measures of relief 
for the brandy-farmers being taken at the same time. The 
result was that while there was a deficit on the budget of 1904-
1905 of £731,000, the budget of x905-1906 showed a surplus 
of 15161. This small surplus was obtained notwithstanding 
a further shrinkage in revenue. 
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Dr Jameson's programme was largely one of material develop-
ment. In the words of the speech opening the 1905 session of 
parliament, " without a considerable development of our agri-
cultural and pastoral resources our position as a self-sustaining 
colony cannot be assured." This reliance on its own resources 
was the more necessary for the Cape because of the keen rivalry 
of Natal and Delagoa Bay for the carrying trade of the Trans-
vaaL The opening up of backward districts by railways was 
vigorously pursued, and in other ways great efforts were made 
to assist agriculture. These efforts to help the country 
districts met with cordial recognition from the Dutch farmers, 
and the release, in May 1904, of all rebel prisoners was 
another step towards reconciliation. On the exdusion of 
Chinese from the colony the Bond party were also in agreement 
with the ministry. An education act passed in 19os established 
school boards on a popular franchise and provided for the gradual 
introduction of compulsory education. The cultivation of 
friendly relations with the neighbouring colonies was also one 
of the leading objects of Dr Jameson's policy. The Bond, on its 
side, sought to draw closer to Het Volk, the Boer organization 
in the Transvaal, and similar bodies, and at its 5906 congress, 
held in March that year at Ceres, a resolution with that aim 
was passed, the design being to unify, in accordance with the 
original conception of the Bond, Dutch sentiment and action 
throughout South Africa. 

Native affairs proved a source of considerable anxiety. In 
January 1905 an inter-colonial native affairs commission re-
ported on the native question as it affected South Africa as a 
whole, proposals being made for an alteration of the laws in 
Cape Colony respecting the franchise exercised by natives. In 
the opinion of the commission the possession of the franchise 
by the Cape natives under existing conditions was sure to create 
in time an intolerable situation, and was an unwise and dangerous 
thing. (The registration of 7905 showed that there were over 
23,000 coloured voters in the colony.) The commission proposed 
separate voting by natives only for a fixed number of members 
of the legislature—the plan adopted in New Zealand with the 
Maori voters. The privileged position of the Cape native was 
seen to be an obstacle to the federation of South Africa. The 
discussion which followed, based partly on the reports that the 
ministry contemplated disfranchising the natives, led, however, 
to no immediate results. 

Another disturbing factor in connexion with native affairs 
was the revolt of the Hottentots and Hereros in German South-
West Africa (q.v.). In 1904 and the following years large 
numbers of refugees, including some of the most important 
chiefs, fled into British territory, and charges were made in 
Germany that sufficient control over these refugees was not 
exercised by the Cape government. This trouble, however, came 
to an end in September 1907. In that month Morenga, a chief 
who had been interned by the colonial authorities, but bad 
escaped and recommenced hostilities against the Germans, was 
once more on the British side of the frontier and, refusing to 
surrender, was pursued by the Cape Mounted Police and killed 
after a smart action. The revolt in the German protectorate 
had been, nearly a year before the death of Morenga, the in-
direct occasion of a " Boer raid " into Cape Colony. In Novem-
ber zoo& a small party of Transvaal Boers, who had been em-
ployed by the Germans against the Hottentots, entered the 
colony under the leadership of a man named Ferreira, and began 
raiding farms and forcibly enrolling recruits. Within a week 
the filibusters were all captured. Ferreira and four companions 
were tried for murder and convicted, February 1907, the death 
sentences being commuted to terms of penal servitude. 

As the result of an inter-colonial conference held in Pieter-
maritzburg in the early months of rpo6, a new customs con-
vention of a strongly protective character came into force on 
the tat of June of that year. At the same time the rebate on 
goods from Great Britain and reciprocating colonies was in-
creased. The session of parliament which sanctioned this 
change was notable for the attention devoted to irrigation and 
railway schemes. But one important measure of a political  

character was passed in 2906, namely an amnesty act. Under 
its provisions over ;coo ex-rebels, who would otherwise have 
had no vote at the ensuing general election, were readmitted to 
the franchise in 1907. 

While the efforts made to develop the agricultural and mineral 
resources of the country proved successful, the towns 'continued 
to suffer from the inflation—over-buying, over-building and 
over-speculation—which marked the war period. As a conse-
quence, imports further declined during 5906-1907, and receipts 
being largely dependent on customs the result was a consider-
ably diminished revenue. The accounts for the year ending 
30th of June 1907 showed a deficit of £640,455- The decline in 
revenue, £4,000,000 in four years, while not a true reflection 
of the economic condition of the country—yearly becoming 
more self-supporting by the increase in home produce—caused 
general disquietude and injuriously affected the position of the 
ministry. In the session of 1907 the Opposition in the legis-
lative council brought on a crisis by refusing to grant supplies 
voted by the lower chamber. Dr Jameson contested the con-
stitutional right of the council so to act, and on his advice the 
governor dissolved parliament in September. Before its dissolu-
tion parliament passed an act imposing a profit tax of to% on 
diamond- and copper-mining companies earning over £so,000 per 
annum, and another act establishing an agricultural credit bank. 

Mr Merriman, Premier.—The elections for the legislative 
council were held in January r9o8 and resulted in a Bond 
victory. Its supporters, who called themselves the South 
African party, the Progressives being renamed Unionists, 
obtained 17 seats out of a total of 26. Dr Jameson thereupon 
resigned (31st of January), and a ministry was formed with 
Mr J. X. Merriman as premier and treasurer, and Mr J. W. Sauer 
as minister of public works. Neither of these politicians was a 
member of the Bond, and both had held office under Cecil Rhodes 
and W. P. Schreiner. They had, however, been the leading 
parliamentary exponents of Bond policy for a considerable time. 
The elections for the legislative assembly followed in April and, 
partly in consequence of the reinfranchisement of the ex-rebels, 
resulted in a decisive majority for the Merriman ministry. 
There were returned 69 members of the South African party, 
33 Unionists and s Independents, among them the ex-premiers 
Sir Gordon Sprigg and Mr Schreiner. The change of ministry 
was not accompanied by any relief in the financial situation. 
While the country districts remained fairly prosperous (agri-
cultural and pastoral products increasing), the transit trade 
and the urban industries continued to decline., The depression 
was accentuated by the financial crisis in America, which affected 
adversely the wool trade, and in a more marked degree the 
diamond trade, leading to the partial stoppage of the Kimberley 
mines. (The " slump " in the diamond trade is shown by a 
comparison of the value of diamonds exported from the Cape 
in the years 1907 and 1908; in :907 they were valued at 
£8,973,148, in 1908 at £4,796 ,635.) This seriously diminished 
the revenue returns, and the public accounts for the year 1907-
1908 showed a deficit of £996,000, and a prospective deficit for 
the ensuing year of an almost equal amount. To balance the 
budget, Mr Merriman proposed drastic remedies, including the 
suspension of the sinking fund, the reduction of salaries of all 
civil servants, and taxes on incomes of £so per annum. Partly 
in consequence of the serious economic situation the renewed 
movement for the closer union of the various South African 
colonies, formally initiated by Dr Jameson in 1907, received 
the support of the Cape parliament. During 1907-1908 a national 
convention decided upon unification, and in 1910 the Union of 
South Africa was established (see SOUTH AFRICA: History). 

Leading Personalities.—The public life of Cape Colony has 
produced many men of singular ability and accomplishments. 
The careers of Cecil Rhodes, of Jan Hendrik Hofmeyr, 
and of Dr L. S. Jameson have been sufficiently indicated (see 
also their separate biographies). Sir Gordon Sprigg, four times 
premier, was associated with the Cape parliament from 1873 to 
1904, and was once more elected to that assembly in 1908. In 
and out of office his zeal was unflagging, and if he lacked those 
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qualities which inspire enthusiasm and are requisite in a great 
leader, he was at least a model of industry. Among other 
prominent politicians were Sir James Rose-Innes, Mr J. X. 
Merriman and Mr W. P. Schreiner. The two last named both 
held the premiership; their attitude and views have been 
indicated in the historical sketch. Sir James Rose-Innes, a 
lawyer whose intellectual gifts and patriotism have never been 
impugned, was not a " party man," and this made him, on more 
than one occasion, a somewhat difficult political ally. On the 
native question he held a consistently strong attitude, defending 
their rights, and uncompromisingly opposing the native liquor 
traffic. In 19oz he went to the Transvaal as chief justice of that 
colony. Sir Thomas Fuller, a Cape Town representative, though 
he remained outside office, gave staunch support to every en-
lightened liberal and progressive measure which was brought 
forward. A man of exceptional culture and eloquence, he made 
his influence felt, not only in politics, but in journalism and the 
best social life of the Cape peninsula. From 19o: to 19o8 he 
held the office of agent-general of the colony in London. 

In literature, the colony has produced at least two authors 
whose works have taken their place among those of the best 
English writers of their day. The History of South Africa, by 
Mr G. McCall Theal, will remain a classic work of reference. 
The careful industry and the lucidity which characterize Mr 
Theal's work stamp him as a historian of whom South Africa 
may well be proud. In fiction, Olive Schreiner (Mrs Cronwright-
Schreiner) produced, while still in her teens, the Story of an 
African Farm, a work which gave great promise of original 
literary genius. Unfortunately, she, in common with the rest 
of South Africa, was subsequently swept into the seething 
vortex of contemporary politics and controversy. In music 
and painting there have been artists of talent in the Cape Colony, 
but the country is still too young, and the conditions of life too 
disturbed, to allow such a development as has already occurred 
in Australia. 

GOVERNORS AT THE CAPE SINCE INTRODUCTION OF RESPONSIBLE 
GOVERNMENT 

1870. Sir Henry Barkly. 
1877. Sir Bartle Frere. 
1880. Sir Hercules Robinson. 
1889. Sir Henry Loch. 
1895. Sir Hercules Robinson (Lord Rosmead). 
1897. Sir Alfred Milner. 
1901. Sir Walter Hely-Hutchinson. 

PRIME MINISTERS. 
1872. MrI.,  C. Molteno. 	189o. Mr C. J. Rhodes. 
1878. Mr J.  Gordon Sprigg. 	1896. Sir J. Gordon Sprigg. 
1881. Mr . C. Scanlen. 	1898. Mr W. P. Schreiner. 
1884. Mr Upington. 	 two. Sir J. Gordon Sprigg. 
1886. Sir J. Gordon Sprigg. 	'904. Dr L. S. Jameson. 

1908. Mr J. X. Merriman. 
(A. P. H.; F. R. C.) 

BIBLIOGRAPHY—The majority of the books concerning Cape 
Colony deal also with South Africa as a whole (see Sourit AFRICA: 
Bibliography). The following list gives books specially relating to the 
Cape. For ethnography see the works mentioned under BUSHMEN, 
HOTTENTOTS, KAFFIRS and BECHUANA. 

(a) Descriptive accounts, geography, commerce and economics: 
—The best early accounts of the colony are found in de la Collie's 
Journal historique du voyage fail on Cap de Bonne Eeseperance (Paris, 
1763), the Nouvelle Description du Cap de Bonne Es ranee (Amster-
dam, 1778),• F. le Vaillant's Voyage dons l'inteneur de l'Afrique 
(Pans, t7r). and Second Voyage (Paris, an III. [1794-1795l);  C. P. 
Thunberg s " Account of the Cape of Good Hope " in vol. xvi. of 
Pinkerton's Travels (London, 181,r A. Sparman's Voyage to the 
Cape of Good Hope . . . 1772-1776 translated into English from the 
Swedish, London, 1785)—an excellent work; and W. Paterson's 
A Narrative of Four Journeys . 1777-1779 (London, 1789). 
P. Kolbe or Kolben's Present State of the Cape of Good Hope (English 
translation from the German, London, 1731) is less trustworthy. 
Sir J. Barrow's Account of Travels into the Interior of Southern Africa 
in 1797-1798 (2 vols., London, 1801-1804); H. Lichtenstein's 
Travels in Southern Africa in 18o3-.18o6 (translated from theGerman, 
2 vols., London, 1812-1815), and W. J. Burchell's Travels in the 
Interior of Southern Africa (2 vols., London, 1822- 1824) are standard 
works. 13,  urchell's book contains the best map of the Cape published 
up to that time. W. P. Greswell's Geography of Africa south of the 
Zambesi (Oxford, 1892) deals specially with Cape Colony; the 
Illustrated Officialllandbook of the Cape and South Africa (Cape Town,  

1893) includes chapters on the zoology, flora, productions and 
resources of the colony. A. R. E. Burton, Cape Colony Today 
(Cape Town, 1907), a useful guide to the country and its resources 
A Statistical Register is issued yearly by the Cape government. The 
Census of the Colony, Noe: General Report (Cape Town. 19os) and 
previous census reports contain much valuable matter. 

(b Special subjects:--For detailed information on special stibi 
consult The Natives of South Africa (London. t9o1),• Wallace,  
Farming Industries of Cape Colony (London, 1896); A. /2. E. Burton, 
Cape Colony for the Settler (London, 1903); The Agricultural Journal 
of the Cape of Good Hope; Gardner F. Williams, The Diamond Moves 
of South Africa. revised ed. (New York, 190$), an authoritative work 
by a former manager of the De Beers mine; A. W. Rogers, As 
Introduction to the Geology of Cape Colony (London, 1905) and " The 
Campbell Rand and Griquatown Series in Hay," Trans. Geol. Svc 
S. A rica, vol. ix. (1906); Reports, Geological Commission of the Cape 
of Hope (1896 et seq.); Science in South Africa (Cape Town, 
tr5); H. A. Bryden, Aloof and Karoo; sport, legend and natural 
history in Cape Colony (London, 1889); South African Edam:hos 
Yearbook (Cape Colony edition, Cape Town, 1906 et seq.). For 
books dealing with Roman-Dutch law, see Spurn AFRICA. 

(c) History:—H. C. V. Leibbrandt, Précis of the Archives of tke 
Cape of Good Hope (15 vols., vols. v.-vii. contain van Riebeek's 
Journal, Cape Town, 1896- 1902); The Rebellion of 18 z ,ty 
known as Slachter's Nek (Cape Town, 1902); G. M. Thm,l, 
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CaPe Commanders .. 1651 -1691 ... (Cape Town, 1882), and 

Records of the Cape Colony from February 1793 to April 1831, from 
MS. in the Record Office, London (36 vole , Cape Town, 1897-1905); 
History of South Africa under the Administration of 	Dutch East 
India Company 1052 to 1795 	vole., London, 1 7): History of 
South Africa from 1795 to 1834 ( London, 1891); E. . Watermeyer, 
Three Lectures on the Cape . . . under the . . . Dutch East India 
Company (Cape Town, 1857); A. Wilmot and J. C. Chase, History of 
the . Cape .. from its Discovery to .. 1868 (Cape Town. 
1869); Lady Anne Barnard, South Africa a Hundred Years Ago: 
Letters written from the Cape, 1797--1801 (London, 1901), a vivid 
picture of social life, &c.; Mrs A. F. Trotter, Old Cape Colony . 
Her Men and Houses  from 1652 to t8o6 (London, 1903); C. T. 
Campbell, British South Africa, 1795-1823 (London, 1897), the story 
of the British settlers of 182o. Consult also J. Martineau's Life of 
Sir Bartle Frere; the Autobiography of Sir Harry Smith; P. A. 
Molteno's Life and Times of Sir John Charles Molteno (first premier ol 
Cape Colony) (a VON., London, 1900); A Wilmot's Life of Sr, 
Richard Southey (London, 19o4), and G. C. Henderson's Sir Gere 
Grey (London, 1907). B. Worsfold's Lord Milner's Work in South 
Africa, 18 1902 (London, 1906), is largely concerned with Cape 
politics. For Blue-books, &c., relating to the colony published 
by the British parliament, see the Colonial Office List (London. 
yearly) (F. R. C) 

CAPRFIGUR, JEAN-BAPTISTS HONORg RAYMOND (1801-
1872), French historian and biographer, was born at Marseilles 
in 18ot. At the age of twenty he went to Paris to study law; 
but he soon deserted law for journalism. He became editor 
of the Quolidienne, and was afterwards connected, either as 
editor or leading contributor, with the Temps, the Messages des 
Chambres, the Revolution de 1848 and other papers. During 
the ascendancy of the Bourbons he held a post in the foreign 
office, to which is due the royalism of some of his newspaper 
articles. Indeed all Capefigue's works receive their colour from 
his legitimist politics; he preaches divine right and non-re-
sistance, and finds polite words even for the profligacy of Louis 
XV. and the worthlessness of his mistresses. He wrote bio-
graphies of Catherine and Marie de' Medici, Anne and Maria 
Theresa of Austria, Catherine II. of Russia, Elizabeth of England, 
Diana of Poitiers and Agnes Sorel—for he delighted in passing 
from " queens of the right hand " to " queens of the left." 
His historical works, besides histories of the Jews from the fan 
of the Maccabees to the author's time, of the first four centuries 
of the Christian church, and of European diplomatists, extend 
over the whole range of French history. He died at Paris in 
December 1872. 

The general catalogue of printed books for the Bibliothique 
Nationale contains no fewer than seventy-seven works (145 volumes) 
published by Capefigue during forty years. Of these only the 
Histoire de Philippe -Auguste (4 vols., t829) and the Histoire de Is 
riforme, de la ligue et du rigne de Henri IV (8 vols., 5834-183,3) 
perhaps deserve still to be remembered. For Capefigue's style bears 
evident marks of haste, and although he had access toan exception-
ally large number of sources of information, includingthestatepaperu, 
neither his accuracy nor his judgment was to be trusted. 

CAPRI. (or HADHAM), ARTHUR CAPEL, BARON (fl. 1640-
1649), English royalist, son of Sir Henry Capel of Rayne Hall, 
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Emu, and of Theodosia, daughter of Sir Edward Montagu of 
Broughton, Northamptonshire, was elected a member of the 
Short and Long Parliaments in 1640 for Hertfordshire. He at 
brit supported the opposition to Charles's arbitrary government, 
but mon allied himself with the king's cause, on which side his 
sympathies were engaged, and was raised to the peerage by the 
title of Baron Capel of Hadham on the 6th of August 5641. On 
the outbreak of the war he was appointed lieutenant-general of 
Shropshire, Cheshire and North Wales, where he rendered useful 
military services, and later was made one of the prince of Wales's 
countillors, and a commissioner at the negotiations at Uxbridge 
is 1645. He attended the queen in her flight to France in 1646, 
but disapproved of the prince's journey thither, and retired to 
Jersey, subsequently aiding in the king's escape to the Isle of 
Wight. He was one of the chief leaders in the second Civil War, 
but met with no success, and on the 27th of August, together 
with Lord Norwich, be surrendered to Fairfax at Colchester on 
eternise of quarter for life.' This assurance, however, was after: 
wards interpreted as not binding the civil authorities, and his 
fate for some time hung in the bdlance. He succeeded in escaping 
froso the Tower, but was again captured, was condemned to 
death by the new " high court of justice " on the 8th of March 
1649, and was beheaded together with the duke of Hamilton 
and Lord Holland the next day. He married Elizabeth, daughter 
and heir of Sir Charles Morrison of Cassiobury, Hertfordshire, 
through whom that estate passed into his family, and by whom 
besides four daughters he had five sons, the eldest Arthur being 
created earl of Essex at the Restoration. Lord Capel, who was 
much beloved, and who was a man of deep religious feeling and 
exemplary life, wrote Daily Observations or Meditations: Divine, 
Moran, published with some of his letters in z654, and reprinted, 
with a short life of the author, under the title Excellent Con-
templations, in 1683. 

CAPEL CURIO, a tourist resort in Carnarvonshire, North 
Wales, 141 m. from Bangor. It is a collection of a few houses, too 
scattered to form a village properly so called. At the Roberts hotel 
is shown on a window pane the supposed signature of Wellington. 
The road from Bettwo y coed, past the Swallow Falls to Capel 
Citric and thence to Llanberis and.Carnarvon, is very interesting, 
grand and lonely. Excellent fishing is to be had here, chiefly 
kg*  trout_ In summer, coaching tours discharge numbers of 
visitors daily; the railway station is Bettws (London & North-
Firestem railway). Capel Curig means " chapel of Curig," a 
British saint mentioned in Welsh poetry. The place is a centre 
for artists, geologists and botanists, for the ascent of Snowdon, 
Wel Siabod, Glydyr Fawr, Glydyr Tryfan, &c., and 
for visiting Llyn Ogwen, Llyn Idwal, Twll du (Devil's Kitchen). 
Mint Ffrancon and the Penrhyn quarries. 

CAPILL, EDWARD (1713-1781), English Shakespearian critic, 
was born at Troston Hall in Suffolk on the 11th of June 1713. 
Through the influence of the duke of Grafton he was appointed 
to the office of deputy-inspector of plays in 1737, with a salary 
of L500 per annum, and in 1745 he was made groom of the privy 
dumber through the same influence. In 1760 appeared his 
Prdusions, or Select Pieces of Ancient Poetry, a collection which 
ireltdcd Edward III. , placed by Capell among the doubtful 
Plays of Shakespeare. Shocked at the inaccuracies which hid 
crept into Sir Thomas Hanmer's edition of Shakespeare, he 
Mojected an entirely new edition, to be carefully collated with 
the original copies. After spending three years in collecting, 
acrd comparing scarce folio and quarto editions, he published 
his own edition in 10 vols. 8vo (1768), with an introduction 
written in a style of extraordinary quaintness, which was after-
wards appended to Johnson's and Steevens's editions. Capell 
Pobfished the first part of his commentary, which included 
notes on nine plays with a glossary, in 1774. This he afterwards 
mulled, and the publication of the complete work, Notes and 
Various Readings of Shakespeare (1779-1783),  the third volume 
of which bears the title of Tke School of Shakespeare, was corn-
Pktzd, under the superintendence of John Collins, in 1783, two 

'Cartlinces Hist. of the Civil War, iv. 206; cf. article on Fairfax 
by C. H. Frith in the Dice. of Nat. Biog.  

years after the author's death. It contains the results of his 
unremitting labour for thirty years, and throws considerable 
light on the history of the times of Shakespeare, as well as on 
the sources from which he derived his plots. Collins asserted 
that Steevens had stolen Capell's notes for his own edition, 
the story being that 'the printers had been bribed to show 
Steevens the sheets of Capell's edition while it was passing 
through the press. Besides the works already specified, he 
published an edition of Antony and Cleopatra, adapted for the 
stage with the help of David Garrick in 1758. His edition of 
Shakespeare passed through many editions (1768, 1771, 1793, 
1 799, 1803, 1813). Capcll died in the Temple on the 24th of 
February 1781. 

CAPELLA, MARTIANUS MINNEUS FELIX, Latin writer, 
according to Cassiodorus a native of Madaura in Africa, flourished 
during the 5th century, certainly before the year 43g. He appears 
to have practised as a lawyer at Carthage and to have been in 
easy circumstances. His curious encyclopaedic work, entitled 
Satyricon, or De Nuptiis Philologiae et Mcrcurii et de septem 
Arlibus liberalibus libri novem, is an elaborate allegory in nine 
books, written in a mixture of prose and verse, after the manner 
of the Menippean satires of Varro. The style is heavy and 
involved, loaded with metaphor and bizarre expressions, and 
verbose to excess. The first two books contain the allegory 
proper—the marriage of Mercury to a nymph named Philologia. 
The remaining seven books contain expositions of the seven 
liberal arts, which then comprehended all human knowledge. 
Book iii. trbats of grammar, iv. of dialectics, v. of rhetoric, vi. of 
geometry, vii. of arithmetic, viii. of astronomy, ix. of music. 
These abstract discussions are linked on to the original allegory by 
the device of personifying each science as a courtier of Mercury 
and Philologia. The work was a complete encyclopaedia of the 
liberal culture of the time, and was in high repute during the 
middle ages. The author's chief sources were Varro, Pliny, 
Solinus, Aquila Romanus, and Aristides Quintilianus. His 
prose resembles that of Apuleius (also a native of Madaura), but 
is even more difficult. The verse portions, which are on the 
whole correct and classically constructed, are in imitation of 
Varro and are less tiresome. 

A passage in book viii. contains a very clear statement of the 
heliocentric system of astronomy. It has been supposed that 
Copernicus, who quotes Capella, may have received from this 
work some hints towards his own new system. 

Editio princeps, by F. Vitalis Bodianus, 1499; the best modern 
edition is that of F. Eyssenhardt (1866); for the relation of Martianus 
Capella to Aristides Quintilianus see H. Deiters, Studien su den 
griechiscken Musikern (1880. In the itch century. the German 
monk Notker Labeo translated the first two books into Old High 
German. 

CAPE MAY, a city and watering•place of Cape May county, 
New Jersey, U.S.A., on the Atlantic coast, 2 m. E.N.E. of Cape 
May, the S. extremity of the state, and about 8o m. S. by E. of 
Philadelphia. Pop. (189o) 2136; (190o) 2257; (1905)  3006; 
(59,0) 247z. Cape May is served by the Maryland, Delaware 
& Virginia (by ferry to Lewes, Delaware), the West Jersey & 
Seashore (Pennsylvania system), and the Atlantic City (Reading 
system) railways, and, during the summer seasqn, by steamboat 
to Philadelphia. The principal part of the city is on a peninsula 
(formerly Cape Island) between the ocean and Cold Spring 
inlet, which has been dredged and is protected by jetties to make 
a suitable harbour. The further improvement of the inlet and the 
harbour was authorized by Congress in 1907. On the ocean side, 
along a bard sand beach 5 m. long, is the Esplanade. There are 
numerous hotels and handsome cottages for summer visitors, who 
come especially from Philadelphia, from New York, from the 
South and from the West. Cape May offers good bathing, 
yachting and fishing, with driving and hunting in the wooded 
country inland from the coast. At Cape May Point is the Cape 
May lighthouse, 145 ft. high, built in 1800 and rebuilt in 1 859. 
In the city are canneries of vegetables and fruit, glass-works and 
a gold-beating establishment. Fish and oysters are exported. 
Cape May was named by Cornelis Jacobsen Mey, director of the 
Prince Hendrick (Delaware) river for the West India Company of 
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Holland, who took possession of the river in 1623, and planted 
the short-lived colony of Fort Nassau 4 m. below Philadelphia, 
near the present Gloucester City, N.J. Cape May was settled 
about 1699,—a previous attempt to settle here made by Samuel 
Blommaert in 1635 was unsuccessful. It was an important 
whaling port early in the 58th century, and became prominent as 
a watering-place late in that century. It was incorporated as 
the borough of Cape Island in 1848, and chartered as the city of 
Cape Island in 583i ; in 1869 the name was changed to Cape May. 

CAPENA, an ancient city of southern Etruria, frequently 
mentioned with Veii and Falerii. Its exact site is, however, un-
certain. According to Cato it was a colony of the former, and in 
the wars betweenVeli and Rome itappears as dependent uponVeii, 
after the fall of which town, however, it became subject to Rome. 
Out of its territory the tribus Stellatina was formed in 367 n.c. 
In later republican times the city itself is hardly mentioned, 
but under the empire a municipitins Capenatium foederalum is 
frequently mentioned in inscriptions. Of these several were found 
upon the hill known as Civitucola, about 4 m. north-east of the 
post station of ad Vicesimant on the ancient Via Flaminia, a site 
which is well adapted for an ancient city. It lies on the north 
side of a dried-up lake, once no doubt a volcanic crater. Remains 
of buildings of the Roman period also exist there, while, in the 
sides of the bill of S. Martino which lies on the north-east, ,  rock-
cut tombs belonging to the 7th and 6th centuries D.C. but used in 
Roman times for fresh burials, were excavated in 2859-1864, and 
again in 1904. Inscriptions in early Latin and in local dialect 
were also found (W. Henzen, Bullettino dell' Istituto, 5864, 143; 
R. Paribeni, Notizie degli Scan, 190$, 305). Similar tombs have 
also been found on the hills south of Civitucola. G. B. de Rossi, 
however, supposed that the games of which records (fragments of 
the fasti ludorum) were also discovered at Civitucola, were those 
which were celebrated from time immemorial at the Lucus 
Feroniae, with which he therefore proposed to identify this site, 
placing Capena itself at S. Oreste, on the south-eastern side of 
Mount Soracte. But there are difficulties in the way of this 
assumption, and it is more probable that the Lucus Feroniae is to 
be sought at or near Nazzano, where, in the excavation of a 
circular building which some conjecture to have been the actual 
temple of Feronia, inscriptions relating to a municipality were 
found. Others, however, propose to place Lucus Feroniae at 
the church of S. Abbondio, x m. east of Rignano and 4 m. north-
north-west of Civitucola, which is built out of ancient materials. 
On the Via Flaminia, 26 m. from Rome, near Rignano, is the 
Christian cemetery of Theodora. 

See R.. Lanciani, Bullestino dell' hatuia, 1870, 32; G. B. de Rossi, 
Anneal dell' Masao, 1883, 254; Bulkttino Cristiana, 1883, 11$; 
G. Dennis, Cities and Cemeteries of Etruria (London, 1883), i. 135; 
E. Bormann, Corpus Inscrtptionum Latinarum (Berlin, 1888), xi. 571; 
H Nissen, Italische Landeskunde (Berlin, 1902), ii. 369; R. Paribeni, 
in MOtSaMeali del Lincei, xvi. (1906), 277 seq. (T. As.) 

CAPER, FLAVIIIS, Latin grammarian, flourished during the 
and century. He devoted special attention to the early Latin 
writers, and is highly spoken of by Priscian. Caper was the 
author of two works—De Lingua Latina and De Dubiis Generibus. 
These works ip their original form are lost; but two short 
treatises entitled De Orthographic; and De Verbis Dubiis have 
come down to us under his name, probably excerpts from the 
original works, with later additions by an unknown writer. 

See F. Osann, De navies Capra (1849), and review by W. Christ in 
Phdologus, xviii. 165-170 (1862), where several editions of other 
important grammarians are noticed; G. Keil, " De Flavio Gram-
matico," in Dissertationes Haknxes, x. (1889); text in H. Keil's 
Grammatici Latini, vii. 

CAPERCALLY, or CAPERKALLY,1  a bird's name commonly 
derived from the Gaelic ca pull, a horse (or, more properly, a 

Some writers wrongly speak as though the two hillswere identical. 
*This is the spelling of the old law-books, as given by Pennant, 

the zoologist, who, on something more than mere report, first in-
cluded this bird among the British fauna. The only one of the 
" Scots Acts." however, in which the present writer has been able 
to ascertain that the bird is named is Isla 30 of James VI. (1621), 
which was passed to protect " pootties, partrikes, moore foulles, 
blakcoks, gray hennis, termigantis, quailzies, capercaiksies,': &c.  

mare), and collie, a wood, but with greater lfftellood, according 
to the opinion of Dr M'Lauchlan, froni cableer, an old man (and, 
by metaphor, an old bird), and collie, the name of Tetra° urogallus, 
the largest of the grouse family (Tciraonidae), and a species which 
was formerly indigenous to Scotland and Ireland. The word is 
frequently spelt otherwise, as capercalze, capercaflzie (the z, 
a letter unknown in Gaelic, being pronounced like y), and caper- 

and the English name of wood-grouse or cock-of-the-wood 
has been often applied to the same bird. The earliest notice of 
it as an inhabitant of North Britain seems to be by Hector 
Boethius, whose works were published in 1326, and it can then 
be traced through various Scottish writers, to whom, however, 
it was evidently but little known, for about Zoo years, or may be 
more, and by one of them only, Bishop Lesley, in 1578, was a 
definite habitat assigned to it :—" In Rossia quoque Louguhabria 
[Lochaber), atque aliis montanis•locis " (De Origin Msribss 
et rebus gulls Scolorum. Romae: ed. 1675, P. 24). Pennant, 
during one of his tours in Scotland, found that it was then (5769) 
still to be met with in Glen Moriston and In The Chisholm's 
country, whence he saw a cock-bird. We may infer that it 
became extinct about that time, since Robert Gray (Birds of the 
West of Scotland, p. 229) quotes the Rev. John Grant as writing 
in 1794: " The last seen in Scotland was in the woods of Strath-
glass about thirty-two years ago." Of its existence in Ireland 
we have scarcely more details. If we may credit the Pavanes 
sylvestres of Giraldus Cambrensis with being of this species, 
it was once abundant there, and Willughby (5678) was told 
that it was known in that kingdom as the "cock-of-the-wood." 
A few other writers mention it by the same name,and John Rutty, 
in 1772, says (Nal. Hist. Dublin, i. p. 302) that "one was Seta 
in the county of Leitrim about the year 1710, but they have 
entirely disappeared of late, by reason of the destruction of our 
woods." Pennant also states that about 5760 a few were to 
be found about Thomastown in Tipperary, but no later evidence 
is forthcoming, and thus it would seem that the species was 
exterminated at nearly the same period in both Ireland and 
Scotland. 

When the practice of planting was introduced, the restoration 
of this fine bird to both countries was attempted. In Ireland 
the trial, of which some particulars are given by J. Vaughan 
Thompson (Birds of Ireland, ii. 32), was made at Glengariff, 
but it seems to have utterly failed, whereas in Scotland, where 
it was begun at Taymouth, it finally succeeded, and the species 
is now not only firmly established, but is increasing in numbers 
and range. Mr L. Lloyd, the author of several excellent works on 
the wild sports and natural history of Scandinavia, supplied 
the stock from Sweden, but it must be always borne in mind 
that the original British race was wholly extinct, and no remains 
of it are known to exist in any museum. 

This specks is widely, though intermittently, distributed on 
the continent of Europe, from Lapland to the northern parts 
of Spain, Italy and Greece, but is always restricted to pine-
forests, which alone afford it food in winter. Its bones have been 
found in the kitchen-middens of Denmark, proving that country 
to have once been clothed with woods of that kind. Its remains 
have also been recognized from the caves of Aquitaine. Its 
eastern or southern limits in Asia cannot be precisely given, 
but it certainly inhabits the forests of a great part of Siberia. 
On the Stannovoi Mountains, however, it is replaced by a 
distinct though nearly allied species, the 7'. itrogalloides of 
Dr von Middendorff,2  which is smaller with a slenderer bill but 
longer tail. 

The cock-of-the-wood is remarkable for his large size and dark 
plumage, with the breast metallic green. He is polygamous, 
and in spring mounts to the topmost bough of a tall tree, whence 
he challenges all corners by extraordinary sounds and gestures; 
while the hens, which are much smaller and mottled in colour, 
timidly abide below the result of the frequent duels, patiently 
submitting themselves to the victor. While this is going on it 
is the practice in many countries, though generally in defiance 

' Not to be confounded with the bird so named previously by Prof. 
Nilsson, which is a hybrid. 
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of the law, for the so-called sportsman stealthily to draw nigh, 
and with well-aimed gun to murder the principal performer 
in the sane. The hen makes an artless nest on the ground, and 
lays therein from seven to nine or even more eggs. The young are 
able to fly soon after they are hatched, and towards the end of 
summer and beginning of autumn, from feeding on the fruit 
and leaves of the bilberries and other similar plants, which form 
the undercovert of the forests, get into excellent condition and 
become good eating. With the first heavy falls of snow they 
betake themselves to the trees, and then, feeding on the 
pine-leaves, their flesh speedily acquires so strong a flavour of tur-
pentine as to be distasteful to most palates. The usual method of 
pursuing this species on the continent of Europe is by encouraging 
a trained dog to range the forest and spring the birds, which then 
perch on the trees; while he is baying at the foot their attention 
is so much attracted by him that they permit the near approach 
of his master, who thus obtains a more or less easy shot. A 
amsiderable number, however, are also snared. Hybrids are 
very frequently produced between the capercally and the black 
grouse (T. Saris), and the offspring has been described by 
some authors under the name of T. medins, as though a distinct 
species. (A. N.) 

CAP/RN, EDWARD (i8i9-i894), English poet, was born 
at Tiverton, Devonshire, on the 21st of January 1819. From an 
early age he worked in a lace factory, but owing to failing eyesight 
be had to abandon this occupation in 1847 and he was in dire 
distress until he secured an appointment to be " the Rural 
Postman of Bideford," by which name he is usually known. 
He occupied his leisure in writing occasional poetry which struck 
the popular fancy. Collected in a volume and published by 
subsaiption in s856, it received the warm praise of the reviews 
and many distinguished people. Poems, by Edward Capers, 
was followed by Ballads and Songs (1858), The Devonshire 
MdMist (a collection of the author's songs, some of them to his 
own music) and Wayside Warbles (1865), and resulted in a civil 
list pension being granted him by Lord Palmerston. He died 
on the 5th of June 1894. 

CAPERNAUM (Kairsproo6p; probably, " the village of 
Nakum "), an ancient city of Galilee. More than any other place, 
it was the home of Jesus after he began his mission; there he 
preached, called several of his disciples, and did many works, but 
without meeting with much response from the inhabitants, over 
whom he pronounced the heavy denunciation:—" And thou, 
Capernaum, which art exalted unto heaven, shalt be brought 
down to bell." The site of the city has been a matter of much 
dispute,—one party, headed by Dr E. Robinson, maintaining an 
identification with Khan Minyeh at the north-west corner of the 
Sea of Galilee, and another, represented especially by Sir C. W. 
Wilson, supporting the daims of Tell Ham, midway between 
[kin Minyeh and the mouth of the Jordan. Khan Minyeh is 
beautifully situated in a " fertile plain formed by the retreat of 
the mountains about the middle of the westem shore " of the Sea 
of Galilee. Its ruins are not very extensive, though they May 
have been despoiled for building the great Saracenic Khan from 
which they take their name. In the neighbourhood is a water-
s:4ra, Ain et- Tdbighals, an Arabic corruption of Heptapegon 
cs , Seven Springs (referred to by Josephus as being near 
Capernaum). Tell Ham lies about 3 m. north of Khan Minyeh, 
sad its ruins, covering an area of " half a mile long by a quarter 
wide," prove it to have been the site of no small town. It must 
be admitted that if it be not Capernaum it is impossible to say 
what ancient place it represents. But it is doubtful whether 
Tell Ham can be considered as a corruption of Kefr Nabson, the 
Semitic name which the Greek represents: and there is not here, 
is at Khan Minyeh, any spring that can be equated to the 
Ilepapegon of Josephus. On the whole the probabilities of the 
two sites seem to balance, and it is practically impossible without 
farther discoveries to decide between them. The sites of the 
weighbouring cities of Bethsaida and Chorazin are probably to be 
might respectively at El-Bateiha, a grassy plain in the north-east 
corner of the lake, and at Kerazeh, 2 m. north of Tell Ham. 
According to the so-called Pseudo-Melhodius there was a tradition  

that Antichrist wouldbe born at Choradn, educated at Bethsaida 
and rule at Capernaum—hence the curse of Jesds upon these 
cities. 

On the site of Capernaum see especially W. Sanday in Journal of 
Theological Studies. vol. v. p. 42. (R. A. S. M.) 

CAPERS, the unexpandcd flower-buds of Capparis spinosa, 
prepared with vinegar for use as a pickle. The caper plant is a 
trailing shrub, belonging to the Mediterranean region, resembling 
in habit the common bramble, and having handsome flowers of a 
pinkish white, with four petals, and numerous long tassel-like 
stamens. The leaves are simple and ovate, with spiny stipules. 
The plant is cultivated in Sicily and the south of France; and in 
commerce capers are valued according to the period at which 
the buds are gathered and preserved. The finest are .  the young 
tender buds called " nonpareil," after which, gradually increasing 
in size and lessening in value, come " superfine," " fine," 
" capucin " and " capot." Other species of Capparis are 
similarly employed in various localities, and in some cases the 
fruit is pickled. 

CADET, the name of a family to which, for nearly nine centuries, 
the kings of France, and many of the rulers of the most powerful 
fiefs in that country, belonged, and which mingled with several 
of the other royal races of Europe. The original significance of 
the name remains in dispute, but the first of the family to whom 
it was applied was Hugh, who was elected king of the Franks in 
987. The real founder of the house, however, was Robert the 
Strong (q.v.), who received from Charles the Bald, king of the 
Franks, the countships of Anjou and Blois, and who is sometimes 
called duke, as he exercised some military authority in the district 
between the Seine and the Loire.- According to Aimoin of Sai nt-
Germain-des-Pres, and the chronicler, Richer, he was a Saxon, 
but historians question this statement. Robert's two sons, Odo 
or Eudes, and Robert II., succeeded their father successively as 
dukes, and, in 887, some of the •Franks chose Odo as their king. 
A similar step was taken, in ga s, in the case of Robert IL, this 
too marking the increasing irritation felt at• the weakness of the 
Carolingian kings. When Robert died in 923, he was succeeded 
by his brother-in-law, Rudolph, duke of Burgundy, and not by 
his son Hugh, who is known in history as Hugh the Great, duke of 
France and Burgundy, and whose domain extended from the 
Loire to the frontiers of Picardy. When Louis V., king of the 
Franks, died in 987, the Franks, setting aside the Carolingians, 
passed over his brother Charles, and elected Hugh Capet, son of 
Hugh the Great, as their king, and crowned him at Reims. 
Avoiding the pretensions which had been made by the Caro-
lingian kings, the Capetian kings were content, for a time, with a 
more modest position, and the story of the growth of their power 
belongs to the history of France. They had to combat the feudal 
nobility, and later, the younger branches of the royal house 
established in the great duchies, and the main reason for the 
permanence of their power was, perhaps, the fact that there were 
few minorities among them. The direct line ruled in France 
from 987 to 1328, when, at the death of King Charles IV., it was 
succeeded by the younger, or Valois, branch of the family. 
Philip VI., the first of the Valois kings, was a son of Charles I., 
count of Valois and grandson of King Philip III. (see Yams). 
The Capetian-Valois dynasty lasted until 1498, when Louis, duke 
of Orleans, became king as Louis XII., on the death of King 
Charles VIII. (see ORLEANS). Louis XII. dying childless, the 
house of Valois-Angoulbme followed from Francis I. to the death 
of Henry III. in 1589 (see ANGOUIiME), when the last great 
Capetian family, the Bourbons (q.v.) mounted the throne. 

Scarcely second to the royal house is the branch to which 
belonged the dukes of Burgundy. In the loth century the duchy 
of Burgundy fell into the hands of Hugh the Great, father of 
Hugh Capet, on whose death in 956 it passed to his son Otto, and, 
in 965, to his son Henry. In 1032 Robert, the second son of 
Robert the Pious, king of the Franks, and grandson of Hugh 
Capet, founded the first ducal house, which ruled until 1361. 
For two years the duchy was in the hands of the crown, but in 
1363, the second ducal house, also Capetian, was founded by 
Philip the Bold, son of John II., king of France This branch 
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of the Capetians is also distinguished by its union with the 
Habsburgs, through the marriage of Mary, daughter of Charles 
the Bold, duke of Burgundy, with Maximilian, afterwards the 
emperor Maximilian L Of great importance also was the house 
of the counts of Anjou, which was founded in 1246, by Charles, 
son of the French king Louis VIII., and which, in 136o, was 
raised to the dignity of a dukedom (see Aujou). Members of 
this family sat upon the thrones of two kingdoms. The counts 
and dukes of Anjou were kings of Naples from 1265 to 1442. 
In 1.308 Charles Robert of Anjou was elected king of Hungary, 
his claim being based on the marriage of his grandfather Charles 
II., king of Naples and count of Anjou, with Maria, daughter of 
Stephen V., king of Hungary. A third branch formed the house 
of the counts of Artois, which was founded in 5238 by Robert, 
son of Ring Louis VIII. This house merged in that of Valois 
in 5383, by the marriage of Margaret, daughter of Louis, count 
of Artois, with Philip the Bold, duke of Burgundy. The throne 
of Navarre was also filled by the Capetians. In 5284 Jeanne, 
daughter and heiress of Henry I., king of Navarre, married 
Philip IV., king of France, and the two kingdoms were united 
until Philip of Valois became king of France as Philip VI. in 
1328, when Jeanne, daughter of King Louis X., and heiress of 
Navarre, married Philip, count of Evreux (see NAVARRE). 

In the 13th century the throne of Constantinople was occupied 
by a branch of the Capetians. Peter, grandson of King Louis VI., 
obtained that dignity in 1217 as brother-in-law of the two 
previous emperors, Baldwin, count of Flanders, and his brother 
Henry. Peter was succeeded successively by his two sons, 
Robert and Baldwin, from whom in 5261 the empire was re-
covered by the Greeks. 

The counts of Dreux, for two centuries and a half (1132-1377), 
and the counts of Evreux, from 5307 to 5425, also belonged to the 
family of the Capets,—other members of which worthy of mention 
are the Dunois and the Longuevilles, illegitimate branches of the 
house of Valois, which produced many famous warriors and 
courtiers. 

CAPE TOWN, the capital of the Cape Province, South Africa, 
in 33° 56' S., r8° 28' E. It is at the north-west extremity of 
the Cape Peninsula on the south shore of Table Bay, is 6181 m. 
by sea from London and 957 by rail south-west of Johannesburg. 
Few cities are more magnificently situated. Behind the bay 
the massive wall of Table Mountain, 2 m. in length, rises to a 
height of over 35oo ft., while on the east and west projecting 
mountains enclose the plain in which the city lies. The mountain 
to the east, 3300 ft. high, which projects but slightly seawards, 
is the Devil's Peak, that to the west the Lion's Head (over 
2000 ft. high), with a lesser height in front called the Lion's Rump 
or Signal Hill. The city, at first confined to the land at the 
head of the bay, has extended all round the shores of the bay 
and to the lower spurs of Table Mountain. 

The purely Dutch aspect which Cape Town preserved until 
the middle of the 19th century has disappeared. Nearly all 
the stucco-fronted brick houses, with flat roofs and cornices 
anfl wide spreading sleeps, of the early Dutch settlers have been 
replaced by shops, warehouses and offices in styles common to 
English towns. Ol the many fine public buildings which adorn the 
city scarcely any date before 1860. The mixture of races among 
the inhabitants, especially the presence of numerous Malays, 
who on all festive occasions appear in gorgeous raiment, gives 
additional animation and colour to the street scenes. The 
mosques with their cupolas and minarets, and houses built in 
Eastern fashion contrast curiously with the Renaissance style 
of most of the modern buildings, the medieval aspect of the 
castle and the quaint appearance of the Dutch houses still 
standing. 

Chief Public Buildings.—The castle stands near the shore 
at the head of the bay. Begun in 1666 its usefulness as a fortress 
has long ceased, but it serves to link the city to its past. West 
of the castle is a large oblong space, the Parade Ground. A 
little farther west, at the foot of the central jetty is a statue 
of Van Ricbeek, the first governor of the Cape. In a line with 
the jetty is Adderley Street, and its continuation Government 

Avenue. Adderley Street and the avenue make one straight 
road a mile long, and at its end are " the Gardens," as the suburbs 
built on the rising ground leading to Table Mountain are called. 
The avenue itself is fully half a mile long and is lined on either 
side with fine oak trees. In Adderley Street are the customs 
house and railway station, the Standard bank, the general post 
and telegraph offices, with a tower 120 ft. high, and the Dutch 
Reformed church. The church dates from 1699 and is the oldest 
church in South Africa. Of the original building only the clock 
tower (sent from Holland in 1727) remains. Government 
Avenue contains, on the east side, the Houses of Parliament, 
government house, a modernized Dutch building, and the Jewish 
synagogue; on the west side are the Anglican cathedral and 
grammar schools, the public library, botanic gardens, the museum 
and South African college. Many of these buildings are of 
considerable architectural merit, the material chiefly used in 
their construction being granite from the Paarl and red brick. 
The botanic gardens cover 14 acres, contain over 8000 varieties 
of trees and plants, and afford a magnificent view of Table 
Mountain and its companion heights. In the gardens, in front 
of the library is a statue of Sir George Grey, governor of the Cape 
from 1854 to 1861. The most valuable portion of the library is 
the 500o volumes presented by Sir George Grey. In Queen 
Victoria Street, which runs along the west side of the gardens, 
are the Cape University buildings (begun in 1906), the law courts, 
City club and Huguenot memorial hall. The Anglican cathedral, 
begun in 5905 to replace an unpretentious building on the same 
site, is dedicated to St George. It lies between the library and 
St George's Street, in which are the chief newspaper offices, 
and premises of the wholesale merchants. West of St George's 
Street is Greenmarket Square, the centre of the town during 
the Dutch period. From the balcony of the town house, which 
overlooks the square, proclamations were read to the burghers, 
summoned to the spot by the ringing of the bell in the small-
domed tower. Still farther west, in Riebeek Square, is the old 
slave market, now used as a church and school for coloured people. 

Facing the north side of the Parade Ground are the handsome 
municipal buildings, completed in 1906. The most conspicuous 
feature is the clock tower and belfry, 200 ft. high. The hall is 
130 ft. by 62, and 55 ft. high. Opposite the main entrance is 
a statue of Edward VII. by William Goscombe John, unveiled 
in 5905. The opera house occupies the north-west corner of 
the Parade Ground. Plein Street, which leads south from the 
Parade Ground, is noted for its cheap shops, largely patronized 
on Saturday nights by the coloured inhabitants. In Sir Lowry 
Road, the chief eastern thoroughfare, is the large vegetable 
and fruit market. Immediately west of the harbour are the con-
vict station and Somerset hospital. They are built at the town 
end of Greenpoint Common, the open space at the foot of Signal 
Hill. Cape Town is provided with an excellent water supply 
and an efficient drainage system. 

The Suburbs.—The suburbs of Cape Town, for natural beauty 
of position, are among the finest in the world. On the west they 
extend about 3 m., by Green Point to Sea Point, between the sea 
and the foot of the Lion's Rump; on the east they run round the 
foot of the Devil's Peak, by Woodstock, Mowbray, Rondeboach, 
Netilands, Claremont, &c., to Wynberg, a distance of 7 m. Though 
these are managed by various municipalities, the re is practically no 
break in the buildings for the whole distance. All the parts are 
connected by the suburban railway service, and by an electric 
tramway system. A tramway also runs from the town over the 
Moot or pass between Table Mountain and the Lion's Head, 
to Camp's Bay, on the west coast south of Sea Point, to which 
place it is continued, the tramway thus completely circling the 
Lion's Head and Signal Hill. Of the suburbs mentioned, Green 
Point and Sea Point are seaside resorts, Woodstock being both 
a business and residential quarter. Woodstock covers the ground 
on which the British, in 1806, defeated the Dutch, and contains 
the house in which the articles of capitulation were signed. 
Another seaside suburb is Milnerton on the north-east shores 
of Table Bay at the mouth of the Diep river. Near Maitland, 
and 3 m. from the city, is the Cape Town observatory, built in 
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18m tad maintained by the British government. Rondebosch, 
5 m from the city, contains some of the finest of the Dutch 
mansions in South Africa. Less than a mile from the station 
is Groote Schuur, a typical specimen of the country houses built 
by the Dutch settlers in the 17th century. The house was the 
property of Cecil Rhodes, and was bequeathed by him for the 
use of the prime minister of Federated South Africa. The 
grounds of the estate extend up the slopes of Table Mountain. 
At Newlands is Bishop's Court, the home of the archbishop of 
Cape Town. More distant suburbs to the south-east are Con-
stantia, with a famous Dutch farm-house and wine farm, and 
if oinnberg and Kalk Bay, the two last villages on the shore 
of False Bay. At Muizenberg Cecil Rhodes died, 1902. Facing 
the Atlantic is Hout's Bay, so m. south-south-west of Wynberg. 

Most of the suburbs and the city itself are exposed to the south-
east winds which, passing over the flats which join the Cape 
Peninsula to the mainland, reach the city sand-laden. From its 
bracing qualities this wind, which blows in the summer, is known 
as the " Cape Doctor " During its prevalence Table Mountain 
is covered by a dense whitish-grey cloud, overlapping its side 
like a tablecloth. 

Tke Harbour —Table Bay, so m. wide at its entrance, is fully 
aposed to north and north-west gales. The harbour works, 
begun in 1860, afford sheltered accommodation for a large 
number of vessels. From the west end of the bay a breakwater 
extends north-east for some 4000 ft. East of the breakwater 
and parallel to it for a loo ft. is the South pier. From breakwater 
wad pier arms project laterally. In the area enclosed are the 
Victoria basin, covering 64 acres, the -Alfred basin of 81 acres, 
a graving dock 529 ft. long and a patent slip for vessels up to 
1500 tons. There is good anchorage outside the Victoria basin 
under the lee of the breakwater, and since 1904 the foreshore 
MK of the south pier has been reclaimed and additional wharfage 
provided. Altogether there are ai m. of quay walls, the wharfs 
being provided with electrical cranage. Cargo can be transferred 
direct from the ship into railway trucks. Vessels of the deepest 
draught can enter into the Victoria basin, the depth of water 
at low tide ranging from 24 to 36 ft. 

Trade and Communication. —The port has apactical mono-
poly of the passenger traffic between the Cape and England. 
Several lines of steamers—chiefly British and German—maintain 
regular communication with Europe, the British mail boats 
taking sixteen days on the journey. By its railway connexions 
Cape Town affords the quickest means of reaching, from western 
Europe, every other town in South Africa. In the import trade 
Cape Town is closely rivalled by Port Elizabeth, but its export 
trade, which includes diamonds and bar gold, is fully 70% of 
that of the entire colony. In 1898, the year before the beginning 
of the Anglo-Boer war, the volume of trade was:—Imports 
15,128,292, exports £15,881,952. In 1904, two years after the 
conclusion of the war the figures went—imports £9,070,757; 
exports £17,471,760. In 1907 during a period of severe and 
Prolonged trade depression the imports had fallen to £5,263,930, 
but the exports owing entirely to the increased output of gold 
from the Rand mines had increased to £37,994,658; gold and 
&moods represented over £37,000,000 of this total. The 
tonnage of ships entering the harbour in 1887 was 801,033. In 
1904 it had risen to 4,846,012 and in 1907 was 4,671,146. The 
trade of the port in tons was 1,176,350 in x899 and 1,413471 in 
1904 In 1907 it had fallen to 658,721. 

Defence.—Cape Town, being in the event of the closing of the 
Suez Canal on the main route of ships from Europe to the East, 
not considerable strategic importance. It is defended by several 
batteries armed with modem heavy guns. It is garrisoned by 
Imperial and local troops, and is connected by railway with the 
naval station at Simon's Town on the east of the Cape Peninsula. 

Pvhdatiou. —The Cape electoral division, which includes 
Cape Town, had in 1865 a population of 50,064, in x875 57,319,  in 
1891 97,238, and in 1904 213,x67, of whom 120,475 were whites. 
Cape Town itself had a population in t875 of 33,000, in 1891 of 
57 , 251 and in 1904 of 77,668. Inclusive of the nearer suburbs 
the population was 78,866 in 1891 and 170,983 in 1904. Of the  

inhabitants of the city proper 44,203 were white (1904). Of the 
coloured inhabitants 6561 were Malays; the remainder being 
chiefly of mixed blood. The most populous suburbs in 1904 were 
Woodstock with 28,990 inhabitants, and Wynberg with 18,477. 

History and Local Governntent. —Cape Town was founded in 
‘652 by settlers sent from Holland by the Netherlands East 
India Co., under Jan van Riebeek. It came definitely into the 
possession of Great Britain in ,8o6. Its political history is 
indistinguishable from that of Cape Colony (q.v.). The town was 
granted municipal institutions in '836. (Among the councillors 
returned at the election of 1904 was Dr Abdurrahman, a Mahom-
medan and a graduate of Edinburgh, this being, it is believed, 
the first instance of the election of a man of colour to any Euro-
pean representative body in South Africa.) The municipality 
owns the water and lighting services. The municipal rating 
value was, in 1880 £2,054,204, in 1901 £9,475, 260, in 1908 (when 
the rate levied was 3d. in the £) L14,129,439. The total rateable 
value of the suburbs, not included in the above figures, is over 
£8,000,000. Rates are based on capital, not annual, value. The 
control of the port is yested in the Harbour and Railway Board 
of the Union. 

Cape Town is the seat of the legislature of the Union of South 
Africa, of the provincial government, of the provincial division 
of the Supreme Court of South Africa, and of the Cape University; 
also of an archbishop of the Anglican and a bishop of the Roman 
Catholic churches. 

CAPE VERDE ISLANDS (Ilhas do Cabo Verde), an archipelago 
belonging to Portugal; off the West African coast, between 
t7° 13' and 540  47' N. and 40' and a? 22'  W. Pop. (1905) 
about 138,620; area, 1475 sq. m. The archipelago consists of 
ten islands:—Santo Antio (commonly miswritten St Antonio), 
Sao Vicente, Santa Luzia, Sao Nicolao, Sal, Boa Vista, Maio, Sao 
Thiago (the St Jago of the English), Fogo, and Brava, besides 
four uninhabited islets. It forms a sort of broken crescent, with 
the concavity towards the west. The last four islands constitute 

the leeward (Sotavento) group and the other six the windward 
(Barlavento). The distance between the coast of Africa and the 
nearest island (Boa Vista) is about 300 m. The islands derive 
their name, frequently but erroneously written " Cape Verd," 
or " Cape de Vend " Islands, from the African promontory off 
which they lie, known as Cape Verde, or the Green Cape. The 
entire archipelago is of volcanic origin, and on the island of Fogo 
there is an active volcano. No serious eruption has taken place 
since 1680, and the craters from which the streams of basalt 
issued have lost their outline. 
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Climate.—The atmosphere of the islands is generally hazy, 
especially in the direction of Africa. With occasional exceptions 
during summer and autumn, the north-east trade is the prevailing 
wind, blowing most strongly from November to May. The rainy 
season is during August, September and October, when there is 
thunder and a light variable wind from south-east or south-west. 
The Harmattan, a very dry east wind from the African continent, 
occasionally makes itself felt. The heat of summer is high, the 
thermometer ranging from flo°  to 9o° Fahr. near the sea. The 
unhealthy season is the period during and following the rains. 
when vegetation springs up with surprising rapidity, and there is 
much stagnant water, poisoning the air on the lower grounds. 
Remittent fevers are then common. The people of all the 
islands are also subject in May to an endemic of a bilious nature 
called locally levadias, but the cases rarely assume a dangerous 
form, and recovery is usually attained in three or four days 
without medical aid. On some of the islands rain has occasionally 
not fallen for three years. The immediate consequence is a 
failure of the crops, and this is followed by the death of great 
numbers from starvation, or the epidemics-which usually break 
out afterwards. 

Flora.—Owing largely to the widespread destruction of 
timber for fuel, and to the frequency of drought, the flora of the 
islands is poor when compared with that of the Canaries, the 
Azores or Madeira. It is markedly tropical in character; and 
although some seventy wild-flowers, grasses, ferns, &c., are 
peculiar to the archipelago, the majority of plants are those found 
on the neighbouring African littoral. Systematic afforestation 
has not been attempted, but the Portuguese have introduced 
a few trees, such as the baobab, eucalyptus and dragon-tree, 
besides many plants of economic value. Coffee-growing, an 
industry dating from 179o, is the chief resource of the people of 
Santo Antko, Fogo and Silo Thiago; maize, millet, sugar-cane, 
manioc, excellent oranges, pumpkins, sweet potatoes, and, to a 
less extent, tobacco and cotton are produced. On most of the 
islands coco-nut and date palms, tamarinds and bananas may 
be seen; orchil is gathered; and indigo and castor-oil are pro-
duced. Of considerable importance is the physic-nut (Jalropka 
curcas), which is exported. 

Fauna.—Quails are found in all the islands; rabbits in Boa 
Vista, Stto Thiago and Fogo; wild boars in Sa0 Thiago. Both 
black and grey rats are common. Goats, horses and asses are 
reared, and goatskins are exported. The neighbouring sea 
abounds with fish, and coral fisheries are carried on by a colony of 
Neapolitans in Sao Thiago. Turtles come from the African coast 
to lay their eggs on the sandy shores. The Ilheu Branco, or 
White Islet, between Sao Nicolao and Santa Luzia, is remarkable 
as containing a variety of puffin unknown elsewhere, and a 
species of large lizard (Macroscinclus cocki) which feeds on plants. 

Inhabitants.—The first settlers on the islands imported negro 
slaves from the African coast. Slavery continued in full force 
until 1854, when the Portuguese government freed the public 
slaves, and ameliorated the conditions of private ownership. In 
1857 arrangements were made for the gradual abolition of slavery, 
and by 1876 the last slave had been liberated. The transporta-
tion of convicts from Portugal, a much-dreaded punishment, was 
continued until the closing years of the 19th century. It was the 
coexistence of these two forms of servitude, even more than the 
climate, which prevented any large influx of Portuguese colonists. 
Hence the blacks and mulattoes far outnumber the white 
inhabitants. They are, as a rule, taller than the Portuguese, and 
are of fine physique, with regular features but woolly hair. 
Slavery and the enervating climate have left their mark on the 
habits of the people, whose indolence and fatalism are perhaps 
their most obvious qualities. Their language is a bastard 
Portuguese, known as the lingua creoula. Their religion is Roman 
Catholicism, combined with a number of pagan beliefs and rites, 
which are fostered by the cur.:rk:Irina or medicine men. These 
superstitions tend to disappear gradually before the advance of 
education, which has progressed considerably since 1867, when 
the first school, a lyceum, was opened in Ribeira Brava, the 
capital of Sao Nicolao. On all the inhabited islands, except 

Santa Luzia, there are churches and primary schools, conducted 
by the government or the priests. The children of the wealthier 
classes are sent to Lisbon for their education. 

Government.—The archipelago forms one of the foreign 
provinces of Portugal, and is under the command of a governor-
in-chief appointed by the crown. There are two principal judges, 
one for the windward and another for the leeward group, the 
former with his residence at Silo Nicolao, and the latter at Praia; 
and each island has a military commandant, a few soldiers, and a 
number of salaried officials, such as police, magistrates and 
custom-house directors. There is also an ecclesiastical establish-
ment, with a bishop, dean and canons. 

1 ndustrics.—The principal industries, apart from agriculture, 
are the manufacture of sugar, spirits, salt, cottons and straw hats 
and fish-curing. The average yearly value of the exports is 
about £6o,000; that of the imports (including izoo,000 for coal), 
about f,350,0oo. The most important of the exports are coffee, 
physic-nuts, millet, sugar, spirits, salt, live animals, skins and 
fish. This trade is principally carried on with Lisbon and the 
Portuguese possessions on the west coast of Africa, and with 
passing vessels. The imports consist principally of coal, textiles, 
food-stuffs, wine, metals, tobacco, machinery, pottery and 
vegetables. Over 3000 vessels, with a total tonnage exceeding 
3,500,000, annually enter the ports of the archipelago; the 
majority call at Mindello, on Sko Vicente, for coal, and do nor 
receive or discharge any large quantities of cargo. 

Santo Ant& (pop. 25,000), at the extreme north-west of the 
archipelago, has an area of 265 sq. m. Its surface is very mugged 
and mountainous, abounding in volcanic craters, 01 which the chief 
is t he Topoda Coroa (730o f t.), also known as t he Sugar-loaf. Mineral 
springs exist in many places. The island is the most picturesque, 
the healthiest, and, on its north-western slope, the best watered and 
most fertile of the archipelago. The south-eastern slope, shut out 
by lofty mountains from the fertilizing moisture of the trade-winds. 
has an entirely different appearance, black rocks, white pumice 
and red clay being its most characteristic features. Santo Anti° 
produces large quantities of excellent coffee, besides sugar and fruit. 
It has several small ports, of which the chief are the sheltered and 
spacious Tarrafal Bay, on the south-west coast, and the more 
frequented Ponta do Sol, on the north-cast. 8 m. from the capital, 
Ribeira Grande, a town of 4500 inhabitants. Cinchona is cultivated 
in the neighbourhood. In 1780 the slaves on Santo Antio were 
declared free, but this decree was not carried out. About the same 
time many white settlers, chiefly from the Canaries, entered the 
island, and introduced the cultivation of wheat. 

Sao Vicente, or Se Vsnceni (8000), lies near Santo Anti°, on the 
southeast, and has an area of 75 sq. m. Its highest point is Monte 
Verde (2400 ft.). The whole island is as arid and sterile as the 
south-eastern half of Santo Antlio, and for the same reason. It was 
practically uninhabited until t795; in 1829 its population numbered 
about too. Its harbour, an extinct crater on the north coast, with 
an entrance eroded by the sea, affords complete shelter from every 
wind. An English sulator founded a coaling station here in 
1851, and the town of Mindello, also known as Porto Grande or St 
Vincent, grew up rapidly, and became the commercial centre of the 
archipelago. Most of the business is in English hands, and nine-
tenths of the inhabitants understand English. Foodstuffs, wood 
and water are imported from Santo Antic), and the water is stored 
in a large reservoir at Mindello. Sao Vicente has a station for the 
submarine cable from Lisbon to Pernambuco in Brazil. 

Sawa Lucia. about 5 m. south-east, has an area of t8 sq. nt., 
and forms a single estate, occupied only by the servants or the 
family of the proprietor. Its highest point is 895 ft. above sea-level. 
On the south-west it has a good harbour, visited by whaling and 
fishing boats. Much orchil was formerly gathered, and there is 
good pasturage for the numerous herds of cattle. A little to the 
south are the uninhabited islets of Branco and Razo. 

Sao Nicolao, or Nicolau (t2,oao), a long, narrow, crescent -shaped 
island with an area of tan sq. tn., lies farther east, near the middle 
of the archipelago. Its climate is not very healthy. Maize, kidney-
beans, manioc, sugar-cane and vines are cultivated; and in ordinary 
years grain is exported to the other islands. The interior is moun-
tainous, and culminates in two peaks which can be seen for many 
leagues; one has the shape of a sugar-loaf, and is near the middle of 
the island; the other, Monte Gordo, is near the west end, and base 
height of 428o ft. All the other islands of the group can be seen 
from Sao Nicolao in clear weather. Vessels frequently enter Pre-
guica, or Freshwater Bay, near the south-east extremity of the 
island, for water and fresh provisions; and the custom-house is here. 
The island was one of the first colonized; in 1774 its inhabitants 
numbered 13,500, but famine subsequently caused a great decrease. 
The first capital, Laps, at the end of a promontory on the south, 
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was abandoned during the period of Spanish ascendancy over 
Portugal (1580-1640) in favour of Ribeira Brava Woo), on the 
north mut. a town which now has a considerable trade. 

Sal (75o), in the north-east of the archipelago, has an area of 75 
eq. m. It was originally named Lana or L&tra (" plain "). from the 
&MSS Ci the ter part of its surface. It derives its modern name 
Gam a natural salt-spring, but most of the salt produced here is now 
obtained from artificial salt-pans. Towards the close of the 17th 
century it was inhabited only by a few shepherds, and by slaves 
employed in the salt-works. In 1705 it was entirely abandoned, 
owing to drought and consequent famine; and only in 1808 was the 
manufactured salt resumed. A railway, the first built in Portuguese 
territory, was opened in 5835. The hostile Brazilian tariffs of 1889 
for a time nearly destroyed the salt trade. Whales, turtles and fish 
ire abundant, and dairy-farming is a prosperous industry. There 
are many small harbours, which render every part of the island 
easily accessible. 

Doe Vida (2600), the most easterly island of the archipelago, 
has an area of 235 Sq. 131. It was named Sao Christovio by Its 
Macoverers in the 15th century. Its modern name. meaning ' fair 
new," is singularly inappropnate, for with the exception of a few 
com-ant trees there is no wood, and in the dry season the island 
ants nothing but an arid waste. The little vegetation that then 
tints is in the bottom of ravines, where corn, beans and cotton are 
cultivated. The springs of good water are few. The coast is indented 
by numerous shallow bays, the largest of which is the harbour of the 
capital. Porto Sal-Rei, on the western side (pop. about moo). A 
chain of heights, flanked by inferior ranges, traverses the middle of 
Boa Vista, culminating in Monte Gallego (1250 It.), towards the east. 
Is the north-western angle of the island there is a low tract of loose 
and, which is inundated with water during the rainy season; and 
here are some extensive salt-pans, where the sea-water is evaporated 
by the heat of the sun. Salt and orchil are exported. A good deal 
Of fah is taken on the coast and supplies the impoverished islanders 
visit much of their toad. 

Maio (moo) has an area of 7o sq. m., and resembles Sal and Boa 
Vista in climate and configuration, although it belongs to the Sota-
into group. Its best harbour is that of Nossa Senhora da Luz, 
ca the south-west coast, and is commonly known as Porto Inglez 
or English Road. from the fact that it was occupied until the end of 
the 18th century by the British, who based their claim on the 
rauriageareaty between Charles and Catherine of Braganza 
(1662). The island is a barren, treeless waste, surrounded by rocks. 
Its inhabitants, who live chiefly by the manufacture of salt, by 
cattle-farming and by fishing, are compelled to import most of 
their provisions from Sao Thine, with which, for purposes of local 
administration. Maio is included. 

She Tkiago (63,000) is the most populous and the largest of the 
Cape Verde Islands, having an area of 350 sq. m. It is also one of 
the most unhealthy, except among the mountains over 2000 ft. high. 
The interior is a mass of volcanic heights, formed of basalt covered 
with chalk and clay, and culminating in the central Pico da Antonia 
(;Boo ft), a sharply pointed cone. There are numerous ravines, fur-
rowed by perennial streams, and in therm ravines are grown large 
quantities of coffee, oranges, sugar-cane and physic-nuts, besides 
a variety of tropical fruits and cereals. Spirits are distilled from 
ssgar-cane, and coarse sugar is manufactured. The first capital of 
the islands was Ribeira Grande, to-day called Cidade Velha or the 
Old City., a picturesque town with a cathedral and ruined fort. It 
was beak in the 15th century on the south coast, was made an 
ten:opal see in t532, and became capital of the archipelago in 1592. 
In 1712 it was wicked by a French force, but despite its poverty 
and anhealthy situation it continued td be the capital until 1770, 
van itsplace was taken by Praia on the south-east. Praia (often 
mitten Prays) has a fine harbour, a population of 21,000 and a 
considerable trade. It contains the palace of the governor-general, 
a small natural history museum, a meteorological observatory and 
an important station for the cables between South America, Europe 
and West Africa. It occupies a basalt plateau, overlooking the bay 
Mato da Praia). and has an attractive appearance, with its numerous 
OCO-nut trees and the peak of Antonia rising in the background 
above successive steps of tableland. Its unhealthiness has been 
mitigated by the partial drainage of a marsh lying to the east. 

Foto (17.600) is a mass of volcanic rock, almost circular in shape 
and measuring about 190 sq. m. In the centre a still active volcano, 
the Pico do Cano. rises to a height of about moo° ft. Its crater, 
which stands within an older crater, measures 3 m. in circumference 
and is visible at sea for nearly 100 in. It emits smoke and ashes at 
Intervals; and in 1680, 1785, z799, 1816, 1846, 1852 and 1857 it was 
in eruption. After the first and most serious of these outbreaks, the 
nand. which had previously been called Sao Felippe, was renamed 
Fogs. i.e. " Fire." The ascent of the mountain was first made in 
!hla by two British naval officers, named Vidal and Mudge. The 
Eland is divided, like Santo Antao. into a fertile and a sterile zone. 
Its northern half produces fine coffee, beans. maize and sugar-cane; 
the southern half is little better than a desert, with oases of cultivated 
had near its few springs. Sao Felippe or Nossa Senhon da Luz 
(am). on the west coast, is the capital. The islanders claim to be 
tat .aristocracy of the archipelago, and trace their descent from the 
equal Portuguese settlers The majority, however, are negroes or  

mulattoes. Drought and famine, followed by severe epidemics, have 
been especially frequent here, notably in the years 1887-1889. 

Brava (90'3), the most southerly of the islands, has an area of 
23 sq. rn. Though mountainous, and in some parts sterile, it is very 
closely cultivated, and, unlike the other islands, is divided into a 
multitude of small holdings. The desire to own land is almost uni-
versal, and as the population numbers upwards of 380 per sq. m., 
and the system of tenure gives rise to many disputes, the peasantry 
are almost incessantly engaged in litigation. The women, who are 
locally celebrated for their beauty, far outnumber the men, who 
emigrate at an early age to America. These emigrants usually return 
richer and better educated than the peasantry of the neighbouring 
islands. To the north of Brava lie a group of reefs among which two 
islets (Ilheus Sacco, or llheus do Rombo) are conspicuous. These 
are usually known as the Ilheu de Dentro (Inner Islet) and the Ilheu 
de Fora (Outer Islet). The first is used as a shelter for whaling and 
fishing vessels and as pasturage for cattle; the second has supplied 
much guano for. export. 

History. —The earliest known discovery of the islands was 
made in 1456 by the Venetian captain Alvise Cadamosto (q.v.), 
who had entered the service of Prince Henry the Navigator. 
The archipelago was granted by King Alphonso V. of Portugal 
to his brother, Prince Ferdinand, whose agents completed the 
work of discovery. Ferdinand was an absolute monarch, 
exercising a commercial monopoly. In 1461 he sent an expedition 
to recruit slaves on the coast of Guinea and thus to people the 
islands, which were almost certainly uninhabited at the time. 
On his death in 1470 his privileges reverted to the crown, and 
were bestowed by John II. on Prince Emanuel, by whose acces-
sion to the throne in 1495  the archipelago finally became part of 
the royal dominions. Its population and importance rapidly 
increased; its first bishop was consecrated in 1532, its first 
governor-general appointed about the end of the century. It 
was enriched by the frequent visits of Portuguese fleets, on their 
return to Europe laden with treasure from the East, and by the 
presence of immigrants from Madeira, who introduced better 
agricultural methods and several new industries, such as dyeing 
and distillation of spirits. The failure to maintain an equal rate 
of progress in the 18th and 19th centuries was due partly to 
drought, famine and disease—in particular,' to the famines of 
1730- 1733 and 1831-1833—and partly to gross misgovernment 
by the Portuguese officials. 

The best general account of the islands is given in vols. xxiii. and 
xxvii. of the Boletim of the Lisbon Geographical Society (19o5 and 
1908), and in Madeira, Cabo Verde, e Guise, by J. A. Martins (Lisbon, 
1891). Official statistics are published in Lisbon at irregular intervals. 
See also Ober die Capverden (Leipzig, t884) and Du Vulcan der 
Capverden (Graz, 1882), both by C. /Miter. A useful map, entitled 
Ocean Atlantic° Norte, Archipelago do Cabo Verde, was issued in 
190o by the Consmissdo de Cartographic, Lisbon. 

CAPORAVE, JOHN ( 1 393-1464), English chronicler and 
hagiologist, was born at Lynn in Norfolk on the list of April 
1393. He became a priest, took the degree of D.D. at Oxford, 
where he lectured on theology, and subsequently joined the order 
of Augustinian hermits. Most of his life he spent in the house of 
the order at Lynn, of which he probably became prior; he was 
certainly provincial of his order in England, which involved 
visits to other friaries, and he made at least one journey to Rome. 
He died on the 12th of August 1464. 

Capgrave was an indefatigable student, and was reputed one 
of the most learned men of his age. The bulk of his works are 
theological: sermons, commentaries and lives of saints. His 
reputation as a hagiologist rests on his Nova kgcnda Angliae, or 
Catalogus of the English saints, but this was no more than a 
recension of the Sanailogium which the chronicler John of 
Tinmouth, a monk of St Albans, had completed in 1366, which 
in its turn was largely borrowed from the Sanailogium of Guido, 
abbot of St Denis. The Nova kgenda was printed by Wynkyn 
de Worde in 15t6 and again in 1527. Capgrave's historical 
works are The Chronicle of England (from the Creation to 1417), 
written in English and unfinished at his death, and the Lifter de 
illustribus Henrkis, completed between 1446 and 1453. The 
latter is a collection of lives of German emperors (918-1198), 
English kings (1100-1446) and other famous Henries in various 
parts of the world (1031-1406). The portion devoted to Henry 
VI. of England is a contemporary record, but consists mainly of 
ejaculations in praise of the pious king. The accounts of the 
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other English Henries are transferred from various well-known 
chroniclers. The Chronicle was edited for the " Rolls " Series 
by Francis Charles Hingeston (London, 1858); the Libra de 
illustribus Henricis was edited (London, 1858) for the same series 
by F. C. Hingeston, who published an English translation the 
same year. The editing of both the works is very uncritical 
and bad. 

See Potthast, Baliotheka Med. An.; and U. Chevalier, Riper:Oise 
des sources hist. Bio -bibliographie, s.v. 

CAP RATTLER, CAPE HAITIEN or HsvrteN, a seaport of Haiti, 
West Indies. Pop. about 15,0oo. It is situated on the north 
coast, 90 m. N. of Port an Prince, in ie 46' N. and 72° 14' W. 
Its original Indian name was Guarico, and it has been known, at 
various times, as Cabo Santo, Cap Francais and Cape Henri, 
while throughout Haiti it is always called Le Cap. It is the most 
picturesque town in the republic, and the second in importance. 
On three sides it is hemmed in by lofty mountains, while on the 
fourth it overlooks a safe and commodious harbour. Under the 
French rule it was the capital of the colony, and its splendour, 
wealth and luxury earned for it the title of the " Paris of Haiti." 
It was then the see of an archbishop and possessed a large and 
flourishing university. The last remains of its former glory were 
destroyed by the earthquake of 1842 and the British bombard-
ment of r865. Although now but a collection of squalid wooden 
huts, with here and there a well-built warehouse, it is the centre 
of a thriving district and does a large export trade. It was 
founded by the Spaniards about the middle of the 17th century, 
and in 1687 received a large French colony. In r695 it was 
taken and burned by the British, and in 1791 it suffered the same 
fate at the hands of Toussaint L'Ouverture. It then became the 
capital of Ring Henri Christophe's dominions, but since his fall 
has suffered severely in numerous revolutions. 

CAPILLARY ACTION. ,  A tube, the bore of which is so small 
that it will only admit a hair (Lat. capilla), is called a capillary 
tube. When such a tube of glass, open at both ends, is placed 
vertically with its lower end immersed in water, the water 
is observed to rise in the tube, and to stand within the tube 
at a higher level than the water outside. The action between 
the capillary tube and the water has been called capillary action, 
and the name has been extended to many other phenomena 
which have been found to depend on properties of liquids and 
solids similar to those which cause water to rise in capillary tubes. 

The forces which are concerned in these phenomena are those 
which act between neighbouring parts of the same substance, 
and which are called forces of cohesion, and those which act 
between portions of matter of different kinds, which are called 
forces of adhesion. These forces are quite insensible between 
two portions of matter separated by any distance which we can 
directly measure. It is only when the distance becomes exceed-
ingly small that these forces become perceptible. G. H. Quincke 
(Pogg. Ann. cmcevii. p. 402) made experiments to determine the 
greatest distance at which the effect of these forces is sensible, 
and he found for various substances distances about the 
twenty-thousandth part of a millimetre. 

Historical. —According to J. C. Poggendorff (Pogg. Ann. ci. 
p. 551), Leonardo da Vinci must be considered as the discoverer 
of capillary phenomena, but the first accurate observations of 
the capillary action of tubes and glass plates were made by 
Francis Hawksbee (Physico -Mechanical Experiments, London, 
'709, pp. 139-169;  and Phil. Trans., 1711 and 1712), who 
ascribed the action to an attraction between the glass and the 
liquid. He observed that the effect was the same in thick tubes 
as in thin, and concluded that only those particles of the glass 
which are very near the surface have any influence on the 
phenomenon. Dr James Jurin (Phil. Trans., 17:8, p. 739, and 
1719, p. zo83) showed that the height at which the liquid is 
suspended depends on the section of the tube at the surface of 
the liquid, and is independent of the form of the lower part of 
the tube. He considered that the suspension of the liquid is due 

, In this revision of James Clerk Maxwell'. classical article in 
the ninth edition of the Encyclopaedia Britannic, additions are 
marked by square brackeJ.s. 

to " the attraction of the periphery or section of the surface 
of the tube to which the upper surface of the water is contiguous 
and coheres." From this he showed that the rise of the liquid 
in tubes of the same substance is inversely proportional to their 
radii. Sir Isaac Newton devoted the 31st query in the last 
edition of his Opticks to molecular forces, and instanced several 
examples of the cohesion of liquids, such as the suspension of 
mercury in a barometer tube at more than double the height 
at which it usually stands. This arises from its adhesion to 
the tube, and the upper part of the mercury sustains a consider-
able tension, or negative pressure, without the separation of its 
parts. He considered the capillary phenomena to be of the same 
kind, but his explanation is not sufficiently explicit with respect 
to the nature and the limits of the action of the attractive force. 

It is to be observed that, while these early speculators ascribe 
the phenomena to attraction, they do not distinctly assert that 
this attraction is sensible only at insensible distances, and that 
for all distances which we can directly measure the force is alto-
gether insensible. The idea of such forces, however, had been 
distinctly formed by Newton, who gave the first example of 
the calculation of the effect of such forces in his theorem on the 
alteration of the path of a light-corpuscle when it enters or 
leaves a dense body. 

Alexis Claude Clairault (Theorie de la figure de in terre, Paris, 
1808, pp. los, 128) appears to have been the first to show the 
necessity of taking account of the attraction between the parts 
of the fluid itself in order to explain the phenomena. He did 
not, however, recognize the fact that the distance at which the 
attraction is sensible is not only small but altogether insensible. 
J. A. von Segner (Comment. Soc. Reg. Gutting. i. (t751) p. 3or) 
introduced the very important idea of the surface-tension of 
liquids, which he ascribed to attractive forces, the sphere of 
whose action is so small " ut nullo adhuc sensu percipi potuerit." 
In attempting to calculate the effect of this surface-tension in 
determining the form of a drop of the liquid, Segner took account 
of the curvature of a meridian section of the drop, but neglected 
the effect of the curvature in a plane at right angles to this 
section. 

The idea of surface-tension introduced by Segner had a most 
important effect on the subsequent development of the theory. 
We may regard it as a physical fact established by experiment 
in the same way as the laws of the elasticity of solid bodies. 
We may investigate the forces which act between finite portions 
of a liquid in the same way as we investigate the forces which 
act between finite portions of a solid. The experiments on solids 
lead to certain laws of elasticity expressed in terms of coefficients, 
the values of which can be determined only by experiments 
on each particular substance. Various attempts have also been 
made to deduce these laws from particular hypotheses as to the 
action between the molecules of the elastic substance. We may 
therefore regard the theory of elasticity as consisting of two 
parts. The first part establishes the laws of the elasticity of a 
finite portion of the solid subjected to a homogeneous strain, 
and deduces from these laws the equations of the equilibrium 
and motion of a body subjected to any forces and displace-
ments. The second part endeavours to deduce the facts of 
the elasticity of a finite portion of the substance from hypo-
theses as to the motion of its constituent molecules and the forces 
acting between them. In like manner we may by experiment 
ascertain the general fact that the surface of a liquid is in a state 
of tension similar to that of a membrane stretched equally in 
all directions, and prove that this tension depends only on the 
nature and temperature of the liquid and not on its form, and 
from this as a secondary physical principle we may deduce all 
the phenomena of capillary action. This is one step of the 
investigation. The next step is to deduce this surface-tension 
from a hypothesis as to the molecular constitution of the liquid 
and of the bodies that surround it. The scientific importance 
of this step is to be measured by the degree of insight which it 
affords or promises into the molecular constitution of real bodies 
by the suggestion of experiments by which we may discriminate 
between rival molecular theories. 
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In 1756 J. G. Leidenfrost (De aquae communis nonnullis 

qualitalibus &Wallas, Duisburg) showed that a soap-bubble 
tends to contract, so that if the tube with which it was blown 
is left open the bubble will diminish in size and will expel through 
the tube the air which it contains. He attributed this force, 
however, not to any general property of the surfaces of liquids, 
but to the fatty part of the soap which he supposed to separate 
itself from the other constituents of the solution, and to form 
a thin skin on the outer face of the bubble. 

In 1787 Gaspard Monge ignsoires de l' Acad. des Sciences, 
1787, p. so6) asserted that " by supposing the adherence of the 
partides of a fluid to have a sensible effect only at the surface 
itself and in the direction of the surface it would be easy to deter-
mine the curvature of the surfaces of fluids in the neighbourhood 
of the solid boundaries which contain them; that these surfaces 
would be linteariae of which the tension, constant in all directions, 
would be everywhere equal to the adherence of two particles, 
and the phenomena of capillary tubes would then present nothing 
which could not be determined by analysis." He applied this 
principle of surface-tension to the explanation of the apparent 
attractions and repulsions between bodies floating on a liquid. 

In z8o2 John Leslie (Phil. Mag., :8o2, vol. xiv. p. 193) gave 
the first correct explanation of the rise of a liquid in a tube by 
considering the effect of the attraction of the solid on the very 
thin stratum of the liquid in contact with it. He did not, like 
the earlier speculators, suppose this attraction to act in an up-
ward direction so as to support the fluid directly. He showed 
that the attraction is everywhere normal to the surface of the 
solid. The direct effect of the attraction is to increase the 
pressure of the stratum of the fluid in contact with the solid, 
so as to make it greater than the pressure in the interior of the 
fluid. The result of this pressure if unopposed is to cause this 
stratum to spread itself over the surface of the solid as a drop 
of water is observed to do when placed on a clean horizontal 
glass plate, and this even when gravity opposes the action, 
as when the drop is placed on the under surface of the plate. 
Hence a glass tube plunged into water would become wet all 
over were it not that the ascending liquid film carries up a 
quantity of other liquid which coheres to it, so that when it has 
ascended to a certain height the weight of the column balances 
the force by which the film spreads itself over the glass. This 
explanation of the action of the solid is equivalent to that by 
which Gauss afterwards supplied the defect of the theory of 
Laplace, except that, not being expressed in terms of mathe-
matical symbols, it does not indicate the mathematical relation 
between the attraction of individual particles and the final 
result. Leslie's theory was afterwards treated according to 
Laplace's mathematical methods by James Ivory in the article 
on capillary action, under "Fluids, Elevation of," in the supple-
ment to the fourth edition of the Encyclopaedia Britannica, 
published in 1819. 

In 1804 Thomas Young (Essay on the "Cohesion of Fluids," 
Phil. Trans., 1805, p. 65) founded the theory of capillary pheno-
mena on the principle of surface-tension. He also observed the 
constancy of the angle of contact of a liquid surface with a solid, 
and showed how from these two principles to deduce the pheno-
mena of capillary action. His essay contains the solution of a 
great number of cases, including most of those afterwards solved 
by Laplace, but his methods of demonstration, though always 
correct, and often extremely elegant, are sometimes rendered 
obscure by his scrupulous avoidance of mathematical symbols. 
Having applied the secondary principle of surface-tension to 
the various particular cases of capillary action, Young proceeded 
to deduce this surface-tension from ulterior principles. He 
supposed the particles to act on one another with two different 
kinds of forces, one of which, the attractive force of cohesion, 
extends to particles at a greater distance than those to which 
the repulsive force is confined. He further supposed that the 
attractive force is constant throughout the minute distance to 
which it extends, but that the repulsive force increases rapidly 
as the distance diminishes. He thus showed that at a curved 
Part of the surface, a superficial particle would be urged towards  

the centre of curvature of the surface, and he gave reasons for 
concluding that this force is proportional to the sum of the 
curvatures of the surface in two normal planes at right angles 
to each other. 

The subject was next taken up by Pierre Simon Laplace 
(Mgcanique celesk, supplement to the tenth book, pub. in 'Sob). 
His results are in many respects identical with those of Young, 
but his methods of arriving at them are very different, being 
conducted entirely by mathematical calculations. The form 
into which he threw his investigation seems to have deterred 
many able physicists from the inquiry into the ulterior cause of 
capillary phenomena, and induced them to rest content with 
deriving them from the fact of surface-tension. But for 
those who wish to study the molecular constitution of bodies 
it is necessary to study the effect of forces which are sensible 
only at insensible distances; and Laplace has furnished us with 
an example of the method of this study which has never been 
surpassed. Laplace investigated the force acting on the fluid 
contained in an infinitely slender canal normal to the surface 
of the fluid arising from the attraction of the parts of the fluid 
outside the canal. He thus found for the pressure at a point 
in the interior of the fluid an expression of the form 

12.1C-l-iH(t/R+1/R'). 
where K is a constant pressure, probably very large, which, 
however, does not influence capillary phenomena, and therefore 
cannot be determined from observation of such phenomena; 
H is another constant on which all capillary phenomena depend; 
and R and R' are the radii of curvature of any two normal 
sections of the surface at right angles to each other. 

In the first part of our own investigation we shall adhere 
to the symbols used by Laplace, as we shall find that an accurate 
knowledge of the physical interpretation of these symbols is 
necessary for the further investigation of the subject. In the 
Supplcmcnl to the Theory of Capillary Action, Laplace deduced 
the equation of the surface of the fluid from the condition that 
the resultant force on a particle at the surface must be normal 
to the surface. His explanation, however, of the rise of a liquid 
in a tube is based on the assumption of the constancy of the angle 
of contact for the same solid and fluid, and of this he has nowhere 
given a satisfactory proof. In this supplement Laplace gave 
many important applications of the theory, and compared the 
results with the experiments of Louis Joseph Gay Lussic. 

The next great step in the treatment of the subject was made 
by C. F. Gauss (Principia generalia Tkeoriae Figurae Fluidorum 
in stain Aequilibrii, Gottingen, 1830, or Werke, v. 29, Gottingen, 
1867). The principle which he adopted is that of virtual velo-
cities, a principle which under his hands was gradually trans-
forming itself into what is now known as the principle of the 
conservation of energy. Instead of calculating the direction 
and magnitude of the resultant force on each particle arising 
from the action of neighbouring particles, he formed a single 
expression which is the aggregate of all the potentials arising 
from the mutual action between pairs of particles. This ex-
pression has been called the force-function. With its sign 
reversed it is now called the potential energy of the system. It 
consists of three parts, the first depending on the action of 
gravity, the second on the mutual action between the particles 
of the fluid, and the third on the action between the particles 
of the fluid and the particles of a solid or fluid in contact with it. 

The condition of equilibrium is that this expression (which 
we may for the sake of distinctness call the potential energy) 
shall be a minimum. This condition when worked out gives 
not only the equation of the free surface in the form already 
established by Laplace, but the conditions of the angle of 
contact of this surface with the surface of a solid. 

Gauss thus supplied the principal defect in the great work of 
Laplace. He also pointed out more distinctly the nature of the 
assumptions which we must make with respect to the law of 
action of the particles in order to be consistent with observed 
phenomena. He did not, however, enter into the explanation 
of particular phenomena, as this had been done already by 
Laplace, but he pointed out to physicists the advantages of the 
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method of Segner and Gay Lussac, afterwards carried out by 
Quincke, of measuring the dimensions of large drops of mercury 
on a horizontal or slightly concave surface, and those of large 
bubbles of air in transparent liquids resting against the under side 
of a horizontal plate of a substance wetted by the liquid. 

In 0331 Simeon Denis Poisson published his Nouvelle Thdorie 
de l'adion capillaire. He maintained that there is a rapid 
variation of density near the surface of a liquid, and he gave 
very strong reasons, which have been only strengthened by 
subsequent discoveries, for believing that this is the case. He 
proceeded to an investigation of the equilibrium of a fluid on the 
hypothesis of uniform density, and arrived at the conclusion 
that on this hypothesis none of the observed capillary phenomena 
would take place, and that, therefore, Laplace's theory, in which 
the density is supposed uniform, is not only insufficient but 
erroneous. In particular he maintained that the constant 
pressure K, which occurs in Laplace's theory, and which on that 
theory is very large, must be in point of fact very small, but the 
equation of equilibrium from which he concluded this is itself 
defective. Laplace assumed that the liquid has uniform density, 
and that the attraction of its molecules extends to a finite though 
insensible distance. On these assumptions his results are cer-
tainly right, and are confirmed by the independent method of 
Gauss, so that the objections raised against them by Poisson fall 
to the ground. But whether the assumption of uniform density 
be physically correct is a very different question, and Poisson 
rendered good service to science in showing how to carry on 
the investigation on the hypothesis that the density very near 
the surface is different from that in the interior of the fluid. 

The result, however, of Poisson's investigation is practically 
equivalent to that already obtained by Laplace. In both 
theories the equation of the liquid surface is the same, involving 
a constant FL which can be determined only by experiment. 
The only difference is in the manner in which this quantity H 
depends on the law of the molecular forces and the law of density 
near the surface of the fluid, and as these laws are unknown to 
us we cannot obtain any test to discriminate between the two 
theories. 

We have now described the principal forms of the theory 
of capillary action during its earlier development. In more 
recent times the method of Gauss has been modified so as to 
take account of the variation of density near the surface, and 
its language has been translated in terms of the modern doctrine 
of the conservation of energy.' 

J. A. F. Plateau (Slalique explrintentak et theorique des 
liquides), who made elaborate study of the phenomena of surface-
tension, adopted the following method of getting rid of the effects 
of gravity. He formed a mixture of alcohol and water of the 
same density as olive oil, and then introduced a quantity of oil 
into the mixture. It assumes the form of a sphere under the 
action of surface-tension alone. He then, by means of rings of 
iron-wire, disks and other contrivances, altered the form of 
certain parts of the surface of the oil. The free portions of the 
surface then assume new forms depending on the equilibrium 
of surface-tension. In this way he produced a great many of 
the forms of equilibrium of a liquid under the action of surface-
tension alone, and compared them with the results of mathe-
matical investigation. He also greatly facilitated the study of 
liquid films by showing how to form a liquid, the films of which 
will last, for twelve or even for twenty-four hours. The debt 
which science owes to Plateau is not diminished by the fact 
that, while investigating these beautiful phenomena, he never 
himself saw them, having lost his sight in about 184o. 

G. L. van der Mensbrugghc (Mem. de !'Arad. Roy. de Belgique, 
xxxvii., 1873) devised a great number of beautiful illustrations 

See Enrico Beta. Teoria della Capillarild: Nuevo Cimento 
(1867); a memoir by M. Stahl. " Ueber einige Punckte in der 
Theorie der Capillarerscheinungen." Pogg. Ann. cxxxix. p. 239 
(1870); and J. D. Van der Waal's Over de Conlin:WM ran den 
Gwen Vloeislofloestand. A good account of the subject from a 
mathematical point of view will be found in James Challis's 
"'Report on the Theory of Capillary Attraction," Brit. Ass. Report, 
iv. 0. 235 (x834).  

of the phenomena of surface-tension, and showed their connexion 
with the experiments of Charles Tomlinson on the figures formed 
by oils dropped on the clean surface of water. 

Athanase Dupre in his sth, 6th and 7th Memoirs on the 
Mechanical Theory of Heat (Amt. de Chirnie el de Physique, 1866- 

x868) applied the principles of thermodynamics to capillary 
phenomena, and the experiments of his son Paul were exceedingly 
ingenious and well devised, tracing the influence of surface-
tension in a great number of very different circumstances, and 
deducing from independent methods the numerical value of 
the surface-tension. The experimental evidence which Dupre 
obtained bearing on the molecular structure of liquids must be 
very valuable, even if our present opinions on this subject should 
turn out to be erroneous. 

F. H. R. Ltldtge (Pogg. Ann. cxxxix. p. 620) experimented on 
liquid films, and showed how a film of a liquid of high surface-
tension is replaced by a film of lower surface-tension. He also 
experimented on the effects of the thickness of the film, and 
came to the conclusion that the thinner a film is, the greater is 
its tension. This result, however, was tested by Van der Alms-
brugghe, who found that the tension is the same for the same 
liquid whatever be the thickness, as long as the film does not 
burst. [The continued coexistence of various thicknesses, as 
evidenced by the colours in the same film, affords an instan-
taneous proof of this conclusion.] The phenomena of very thin 
liquid films deserve the most careful study, for it is in this way 
that we are most likely to obtain evidence by which we may test 
the theories of the molecular structure of liquids. 

Sir W. Thomson (afterwards Lord Kelvin) investigated the 
effect of the curvature of the surface of a liquid on the thermal 
equilibrium between the liquid and the vapour in contact with 
it. He also calculated the effect of surface-tension on the pro-
pagation of waves on the surface of a liquid, and determined the 
minimum velocity of a wave, and the velocity of the wind when 
it is just sufficient to disturb the surface of still water. 

THEORY OF CAPILLARY ACTION 

When two different fluids are placed in contact, they may 
eitherdiffuse into each other or remain separate. In some cases 
diffusion takes place to a limited extent, after which the result-
ing mixtures do not mix with each other. The same substance 
may be able to exist in two different states at the same tem-
perature and pressure, as when water and its saturated vapour are 
contained in the same vessel. The conditions under which the 
thermal and mechanical equilibrium of two fluids, two mixtures. 
or the same substance in two physical states in contact with 
each other, is possible belong to thermodynamics. All that we 
have to observe at present is that, in the cases in which the fluids 
do not mix of themselves, the potential energy of the system 
must be greater when the fluids are mixed than when they are 
separate. 

It is found by experiment that it is only very dose to the 
bounding surface of a liquid that the forces arising from the 
mutual action of its parts have any resultant effect on one of 
its particles. The experiments of Quincke and others seem to 
show that the extreme range of the forces which produce capillary 
action lies between a thousandth and a twenty-thousandth part 
of a millimetre, 

We shall use the symbol a to denote this extreme range, 
beyond which the action of these forces may be regarded as 
insensible. If x denotes the potential energy of unit of mass 
of the substance, we may treat x as sensibly constant except 
within a distance a of the bounding surface of the fluid. In 
the interior of the fluid it has the uniform value xe. In like 
manner the density, p, is sensibly equal to the constant quantity 
pi, which is its value in the interior of the liquid, except within 
a distance e of the bounding surface. Hence if V is the volume 
of a mass M of liquid bounded by a surface whose area is S. the 
integral 	

M ill pax dy di , 	  (t) 
where the integration is to be extended throughout the volume 
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V, may be divided into two parts by considering separately the 
thin shell or skin extending from the outer surface to a depth e, 
within which the density and other properties of the liquid vary 
with the depth, and the interior portion of the liquid within 
which its properties are constant. 

Since e is a line of insensible magnitude compared with the 
dimensions of the mass of liquid and the principal radii of curva-
ture of its surface, the volume of the shell whose surface is S 
and thickness e will be Se, and that of the interior space will 
be V-Se. 

If we suppose a normal r less than s to be drawn from the surface 
S into the liquid, we may divide the shell into elementary shells 
whose thickness is de, in each of which the density and other 
properties of the liquid will be constant. 

The volume of one of these shells will be Sdr. Its mass will be 

Spdr• The mass of the whole shell will therefore be Srde, and 

that of the interior part of the liquid (V -Sx)oa. We thus find for 
the whole mass of the liquid 

M wVps-Sr 	p)d.. . . 	 (2) 

To find the potential enerr we have to integrate 
E 	zp dr dy ds. 	 (3) 

Substituting xp for p in the process we have just gone through, 
we find 

E Vasa -Si:(xesu - xp)dr. . . • • (4) 
Multiplying equation (2) by x", and subtracting it from (4), 

E -Mx. Sf:(x - x.)Pd•• • • • • (S) 
In this expression M and xs are both constant. so that the varia-

tion of the right-hand side of the equation is the same as that of 
the energy E, and expresses that part of the energy which depends 
on the area of the bounding surface of the liquid. We may call this 
the surface energy. 

The symbol a expresses the energy of unit of mass of the liquid 
at a depths within the bounding surface. When the liquid is in 
contact with a rare medium, such as its own vapour or any other 
gas, x is greater than as, and the surface energy is positive. By the 
principle of the conservation of energy, any displacement of the 
liquid by which its energy is diminished will tend to take place of 
itself. Hence if the energy is the greater, the greater the area of 
the exposed surface, the liquid will tend to move in such a way as 
to diminish the area of the exposed surface, or, in other words, the 
exposed surface will tend to diminish if it can do so consistently 
with the other conditions. This tendency of the surface to contract 
itself is called the surface-tension of liquids. 

Dupre has described an arrangement by which the surface. 
tension of a liquid film may be illustrated. A piece of sheet metal 

is cut out in the form AA (fig. 1). 
A very fine slip of metal is laid 
on it in the position BB, and the 
whole is dipped into a solution 
of soap, or M. Plateau's glycerine 
mixture. When it is taken out the 

II rectangle AACC if filled up by a 
liquid film. This film, however, 
tends to contract on itself, and the 
loose strip of metal BB will, if it 

is let go. be drawn up towards AA, provided it is sufficiently light 
and smooth. 

Let T be the surface energy per unit of area; then the energy of 
a surface of area S will be ST. If, in the rectangle AACC, AA -a, 
and AC =b, its area is S - ab, and its energy Tab. Hence if F is the 
force by which the slip BB is pulled towards AA. 

1?.. a3Tab wTa, 	  (6) 

or the force arising from the surface-tension acting on a length a 
of the strip is Ta, so that T represents the surface-tension acting 
transversely on every unit of length of the periphery of the liquid 
surface. Hence if we write 

- xo)ede• 	• • • • • (7) 

we may define T either as the surface-energy per unit of area. or as 
the surface tension per unit of contour. for the numerical values of 
these two quantities are equal. 

If the liquid is bounded'by a dense substance. whether liquid or 
solid. the value of x  may be different from its value when the liquid 
has a free surface. If the liquid is in contact with another liquid, 
let as distinguish quantities belonging to the two liquids by suffixes. 
We shall then have 

El -Masa SI:'(x.1-xe)exrIn. • • 	(8) 

El %X. 	 X001•142. • • • (9) 

Adding these expressions, and dividing the second member by S, 
we obtain for the tension of the surface of contact of the two liquids 

° 

Ti .s 	 — 	. . (to) 

If this quantity is positive, the surface of contact will *lid to 
contract, and the liquids will remain distinct. If, however, it were 
negative, the displacement of the liquids which tends to enlarge the 
surface of contact would be aided by the molecular forces, so that 
the liquids, if not kept separate by gravity, would at length become 
thoroughly mixed. No instance, however, of a phenomenon of this 
kind has been discovered, for those liquids which mix of themselves 
do so by the process of diffusion, which is a molecular motion, and 
not by the spontaneous puckering and replication of the bounding 
surface as would be the case if T were negative. 

It is probable, however, that there are many cases in which the 
integral belonging to the less dense fluid is negative. If the denser 
body be solid we can often demonstrate this; for the liquid tends 
to spread itself over the surface of the solid, so as to increase the area 
of the surface of contact, even although in so doing it is obliged to 
increase the free surface in opposition to the surface-tension. Thus 
water spreads itself out on a clean surface of glass. This shows 

thatr.(x -Wad. must be negative for water in contact with glass. 

On the Tension of Liquid Films. —The method already given 
for the investigation of the surface-tension of a liquid, all whose 
dimensions are sensible, fails in the case of a liquid film such as a 
soap-bubble. In such a film it is possible that no part of the 
liquid may be so far from the surface as to have the.potential 
and density corresponding to what we have called the interior 
of a liquid mass, and measurements of the tension of the film 
when drawn out to different degrees of thinness may possibly 
lead to an estimate of the range of the molecular forces, or at 
least of the depth within a liquid mass, at which its properties 
become sensibly uniform. We shall therefore indicate a method 
of investigating the tension of such films. 

Let S be the area of the film, M its mass, and E its energy; • the 
mass, and e the energy of unit of area; then 

M =So 	  01) 
E s•Se. 	(ta) 

Let us now suppose that by some change in the form of the 
boundary of the film its area is changed from S to S4-dS. If its 
tension is T the work required to effect this increase of surface will 
be TdS, and the energy of the film will be increased by this amount. 
Hence 

	

TdS dE wSde 4-edS. 	  ( 1 3) 
But since M is constant, 

	

dM ■ Sda-l-actS   ( 1 4) 
Eliminating dS from equations (13) and (t4), and dividing by S, 

we find 
de 

T=e-oN, 	  ('5) 
In this expression • denotes the mass of unit of area of the film, 

and e the energy of unit of area. 
If we take the axis of s normal to either surface of the film, the 

radius of curvature of which we suppose to be very great compared 
with its thickness c, and if p is the density, and x the energy of unit 
of mass at depth a, then 

(t6) 

and 

e=1:apie, 	  (t7) 
Both p an3 x are functions of s, the value of which remains the 

same when s-c is substituted for s. If the thickness of the film is 
greater than 2a, there will be a stratum of thickness c- 21 in the 
middle of the film, within which the values of p and a will be ps and 
xe- In the two strata on either side of this the law, according to 
which p and x depend on the depth, will be the same as in a liquid 
mass of large dimensions. Hence in this case 

	

. ..(c-244+2f:pds 	  08) 

(c-24aspe+21:apde, , 	. (t9) 
do 	de 	de 

,.■ 30,,Pe• • • 2,-, ■ ao. 

T 4:x4e -2Xi:Pdx..2f:(X-Xs)Pd•• • • (so) 

Hence the tension of a thick film is equal to the sum of the tensions 
of its two surfaces as already calculated (equation 7). On the 
hypothesis of uniform density we shall find that this is true for films 
whose thickness exceeds e. 

The symbol a is defined as the energy of unit of mass of the 
substance. A knowledge of the absolute value of this energy is not 
required, since in every expression in which it occurs it is under the 

•wrpdx 
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form x -au, that is to say, the difference between the energy in two 
different states. The only cases, however, in which we have ex-
perimental values of this quantity are when the substance is either 
liquid and surrounded by similar liquid, or gaseous and surrounded 
by similar gas. It is impossible to make direct measurements of 
the properties of particles of the substance within the insensible 
distance e of the bounding surface. 

When a liquid is in thermal and dynamical equilibrium with its 
vapour, then if p' and x' are the values of p and x for the vapour, 
and pa and Its those for the liquid, 

X. 	-PCl/i -1 /P.), • • • • (a1) 
where J is the dynamical equivalent of heat, L is the latent heat 
of unit of mass of the vapour, and p is the pressure. At points in 
the liquid very near its surface it is probable that x is greater than 
g,,,•and at points in the gas very near the surface of the liquid it 
is probable that x is less than x', but this has not as yet been ascer-
tained experimentally. We shall therefore endeavour to apply to 
this subject the methods used in Thermodynamics, and where these 
fail us we shall have recourse to the hypotheses of molecular physics. 

We have next to determine the value of x jn terms of the action 
between one particle and another. Let us suppose that the force 
between two particles m and m' at the distance f is 

F ■ tainqie(f )+CP) , 	 (22) 
being reckoned positive when the force is attractive. The actual 
force between the particles arises in part from their mutual gravita-
tion, which is inversely as the square of the distance. This force is 
expressed by m tre Cr'. It is as to show that a force subject to 
this law would not account for capillary action. We shall, therefore, 
in what follows, consider only that part of the force which depends 
on ♦(f), where #(f) is a function off which is insensible for all sensible 
values of f, but which becomes sensible and even enormously great 
when f is exceedingly small. 

If we next introduce a new function of f and write 
f .(f )df .11(1) 	  (23) 

then m m' 11(f) will represent—(1) The work done by the attractive 
force on the particle m, while it is brought from an infinite distance 
from m' to the distance f from we; or (2) The attraction of • particle 
m on • narrow straight rod resolved in the direction of the length 
of the rod, one extremity of the rod being at a distance from in, 
and the other at an infinite distance the mass of unit of length of 
the rod being m'. The function li(ji is also insensible for sensible 
values of f, but for insensible values o f it may become sensible and 
even very great. 

If we next write 

• 
I: [tiff )df ■ i(s) , 	  

•
(24) 

then 2ersunk(2) will represent—(t) The work done by the attractive 
force while a particle m is brought from an infinite distance to a 

distance s from an infinitely thin stratum of 
I  the substance whose mass per unit of area is 

e; (2) The attraction of a particle m placed 
Q' at a distance s from the plane surface of an 

infinite solid whose density is 0. 
Let us examine the case in which the particle 

m is placed at a distance a from a curved 
stratum of the substance, whose principal 
radii of curvature are 12, and Rs. Let P 
(fig. a) be the particle and PB a normal to 
the surface. Let the plane of the paper be a 
normal section of the surface of the stratum 
at the point B, making an angle s• with the 

FIc. 2. 	section whose radius of curvature is R,. 
Then if 0 is the centre of curvature in the 

plane of the paper, and BO-s, 
costs_i_sies 

; 	' 
Let 	p0() -8, ?Orr, PQ-f, BP-s, 

p-stii-e-2ur cos • 	 (26) 
The element of the stratum at Q may be expressed by 

es,  sin • de ds, 
or expressing de in terms of df by (26), 

oast f df 
Multiplying this by m and by r(f), we obtain for the work done 

by the attraction of this element when m is brought from an infinite 
distance to Ps 

ineur-ifl I (f )dfdsr. 
Integrating with respect to f from J..: to f ■ a, where a is a line 

very great compared with the extreme range of the molecular force, 
but very small compared with either of the radii of curvature, we 
obtain for the work 

foveae-1 (0W -,k(o))d.., 

and since 0(a) is an insensible quantity we may omit it. We may 
also write 

1-sr -t+ etc..  

since s is very small compared.with a, and expressing it in terms of 
is by (25), we find 

j:Trarks) 1+41-1"1- si-4-9 du•sermok(s) I ,+ IFJ . 

This then expresses the work done by the attractive forces when 
a particle in is brought from an infinite distance to the point P at a 
distance s from a stratum whose surface-density is e, and whose 
principal radii of curvature are R, and R. 

To find the work done when as is brought to the point P in the 
neighbourhood of a solid body, the density of which is a function 
of the depth below the surface, we have only to write instead of e 
ode, and to integrate 

2ririf s  pf(s)ds+ rm 	+ 5:04.(s)de, 

where, in general, we must stir 	
n 

p a function of s. This ele 
lion, when integrated, gives t) the work done on a particle 
while it is brought from an in nite distance to the point P. or (a) 
the attraction on a long slender column normal to the surface and 
terminating at P, the mass of unit of length of the column being in. 
In the form of the theory given by Laplace, the density of the liquid 
was supposed to be uniform. Hence if we write 

K ■ 24-:,p(s)ds, 	H ■ 21r1 se(s)dz, 
the pressure of a column of the fluid itself terminating at the surface 
will be 

pi1K+0.10/R,+1/Rin, 
and the work done by the attractive forces when a particle IN is 
brought to the surface of the fluid from an infinite distance will be 

If we write 
J s  kz)ds - 8(2). 

then 21150W will express the work done by the attractive forces. 
while a particle m is brought from an infinite distance to a distance 
s from the plane surface of a mass of the substance of density 
and infinitely thick. The function e(s) is insensible for all sensible 
values of a. For insensible values it may become sensible, but it 
must remain finite even when s 	in which case e(o)-K. 

If x'  is the potential energy of unit of mass of the substance in 
vapour, then at a distancea .a  frcr_t3tepep(o.  plane surface of the liquid a.   

x..x'-airp0(0). 
At a distance s within the surface 

x 	- 4.0(0) 4-2,02(2). 
If the liquid forms a stratum of thickness c, then 

x.■ x'-4110(0)+2see(s)+270(e-c). 
The surface-density of this stratum is a - cp. The energy per unit 

of area is 
e 4.zeds ae(x-  4 2e0(0))+ a re're(i)ds+2 	tqc - s)ds. • 

Since the two sides of the stratum are similar the fait two teens 
are equal, and 

e.cp(a' - 4114(0))+ 4 Pif 0(z)dx. 
Differentiating with respect to c, we find 

de 	de 
a -

PCX' OPEC +41,P•ce). 
Hence the surface-tension 

de 
T ■ e-,-4,rix(f:1(2)ds - ce(c)). 

Integrating the first term within brackets by parts, it becomes 
de 

ce(c) 

cf• Remembering that e(o) is a finite quantity, and that T... -Cab 
we find 

T ■ Sepirsi Wax. 	 • • (27) 
When c is greater than . this is equivalent to aH in the equation of 
Laplace. Hence the tension is the same for all films thicker than r. 
the range of the molecular forces. For thinner films 

dT 
..4ire'Pe(c). 

Hence if 0(c) is positive, the tension and the thickness will increase 
together. Now 2 einc4(c) represents theattraction between& particle 
m and the plane surface of an infinite mass of the liquid. when the 
distance of the particle outside the surface is c. Now, the force 
between the particle and the liquid is certainly, on the whole. 
attractive: but if between any two small values of c it should be 
repulsive, then for films whose thickness lies between these values 
the tension will increase as the thickness diminishes, but for all 
other cases the tension will diminish as the thickness diminishes. 

We have given several examples in which the density is as-
sumed to be uniform, because Poisson has asserted that capillary 

(25) 

At the surface 



I (s) = frirk, #41,- rivh + Oro', • • (39) 
1C••••Prfr'• .3vrk   401 

The range of the attractive force is mathematically infinite, but 
practically of the order and we see that T is of higher order in 
this small quantity than K. That K is in all cases of the fourth order 
and T of the fifth order in the range of the forces is obvious from (37) 
without integration. 
We apparently simple example would be to suppose e(s) ■ s". 

 get 

	

• MO 	 4(a) 	 

zeros  

	

Ko   (o) 
The intrinsic pressure will thus be infinite whatever a may be. If 
is+4 be positive, the attraction of infinitely distant parts contributes 
to the result; while if 5+4 be negative, the parts in immediate 
contiguity act with infinite power. For the transition case, discussed 
by William Sutherland (Phil. Mag. xxiv. p. 113, 1887), of n+4 - 0, 
K. is also infinite. It seems therefore that nothing satisfactory can 
be arrived at under this head. 

As a third example, we will take the law proposed by Young, viz. 

1fs) ■ I from s ■ o to s ■

a, (42) (s)•so from 11...a tO X ■ CO; S • • • •  
and corresponding therewith, 

II s 	from a=a to i•Pro, 
Ilrra—z from s ■ 0 to a•Pa, 

s 	 — I Cs' — s') 
from s—o to a—a. 

e(s).o 	from s.a to a...to, 
Equations (37) now give 

Ks -11.reds 
*a 
	 (43) (43) 3 o 

	

T.. if: 'Ms   (46) 
The numerical results differ from ihose of Young, who finds that 
" the contractile force is one-third of the whole cohesive force of a stratum 
of particles, equal in thickness to the interval to which the primitive 

cohesion extends," viz. T. faK ; whereas according to the 
above calculation T 4aK. The discrepancy seems to depend upon 
Young having treated the attractive force as operative in one 
direction only. For further calculations on Laplace's principles, see 
Rayleigh, Phil. Mag., Oct. Dec. 1890, or Scientific Papers, vol. ill. 
P• 397• 

ON SUPSACE-TENSION 

Definition.—The tension of a liquid surface across any line 
drawn on the surface is normal to the line, and is the same for all 
directions of the line, and is measured by the force across an element 
of the line divided by the length of that element. 

Experimental Lams of Surface-Tension.—s. For any given 
liquid surface, as the surface which separates water from air, 
or oil from water, the surface-tension is the same at every point 
of the surface and in every direction. It is also practically inde-
pendent of the curvature of the surface, although it appears 
from the mathematical theory that there is a alight increase of 
tension where the mean curvature of the surface is concave, 
and a slight diminution where it is convex. The amount of this 
increase and diminution is too small to be directly measured, 
though it has a certain theoretical importance in the explanation 
of the equilibrium of the superficial layer of the liquid when it 
is inclined to the horizon. 

a. The surface-tension diminishes as the temperature rises, 
and when the temperature reaches that of the critical point at 
which the distinction between the liquid and its vapour ceases, 
it has been observed by Andrews that the capillary action also 
vanishes. The early writers on capillary action supposed that 
the diminution of capillary action was due simply to the change 
of density corresponding to the rise of temperature, and, there-
fore, assuming the surface-tension to vary as the square of the 

(43)  

(44)  
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In all cases to which it Is necessary to have regard the integrated 
terms vanish at both limits, and we may write 

an that f:*(8)ds 
	s'e(s)ds, f: st(s)ds if: egs)ds: (36) 

plummets would not take place unless the density varied rapidly 
our the surface. In this assertion we think he was mathematically 
=Dog, though in his own hypothesis that the density does actually 
vary, he was probably right. In fact, the quantity 41.01C, which 
we may call with van der Waals the molecular pressure, is so great 
for most liquids (3000 atmospheres for water), that in the parts near 
the surface, where the molecular varies rapidly, we may 
expect considerable variation of ensity, evep when we take into 
amount the smallness of the compressibility of liquids. 

The pressure at any point of the liquid arises from two causes, 
the external pressure P to which the liquid is subjected, and the 
pressure arising from the mutual attraction of its molecules. If we 
suppose that the number of molecules within the range of the 
attraction of a given molecule is very large, the part of the pressure 
arising from attraction will be proportional to the square of the 
panther of molecules in unit of volume, that is, to the square of the 
density. Hence we may write 

p-P+AA 
Mere A is • constant (equal to Laplace's intrinsic pressure K. But 
this eqmtion is applicable only at points in the interior, where 0 
is set varying.) 

(The intrinsic pressure and the surface-tension of a uniform mass 
are perhaps more easily found by the following process. The former 
ma be found at once by calculating the mutual attraction of the 
pare of a large mass which lie on opposite sides of an imaginary 
plane interface. If the density be a, the attraction between the 
whole of one side and a layer upon the other distant s from the plane 
and of thickness de is aves#(2Xs, reckoned per unit of area. The 
apemen for the intrinsic pressure is thus simply 

K ■arssf:*(s)ds. 	  (x8) 

the valet which (28 then assumes 1C,, so that as above 
Is Laplace's • 	" time is supposed to be unity. We may call 

211: il(s)ds. 	  (29) 
The •oo for the superficial tension is most readily found with 

the aid at the idea of superficial energy, introduced into the subject 
he Game Since the tension is constant, the work that must be 
dose to extend the surface by one unit of area measures the tension, 
and the work required for the generation of any surface is the product 
re the tension and the area. From this consideration we may derive 
lsplace's expression, as has been done by Dupre (Them* micaniqwe 
Se la dialers. Paris, 1869), and Kelvin (" Capiry lla Attraction, ' 
Prat.Roy. Inst., January 1586. Reprinted, Popular Lectures and 
didrenu, Inn). For imagine a small cavity to be formed in the 
interior at the mass and to be gradually expanded in such a shape 
that the walls consist almost entirely of two parallel planes. The 
finance between the planes is supposed to be very small compared 
with their ultimate diameters, but at the same time large enough to 
exceed the range of the attractive forces. The work required to 
peter this crevasse is twice the product of the tension and the area 
of one of the faces. If we now suppose the crevasse produced by 
fires reparation of its walls, the work necessary must be the same 
as berm, the initial and final configurations being identical; and 
we recognize that the tension may be measured by half the work 
that must be done per unit of area against the mutual attraction 

ideal of as 	 distance from one another which is outside 
is order toof= to a diste the two portions which lie upon opposite sides 

the range the forces. It only remains to calculate this work. 
If ep, si represent the densities of the two infinite solids, their 

astral attraction at distance a is per unit of area 

2,„,4,7*(s)ds, 	 (3o) 

(1).1-1 4,Vdk •4(s).11+.1 BOW& 
Sire 8(o) is finite, proportional to K, the integrated term vanishes 
at led Jenks, and we have simply 

	

f: e(n)ds -Kowa, . 	(m) 

T ■ ref:pre(r)ds. 	  (35) 
h Lattice's notation the second member of (34), multiplied by ar, 

utartsented by H. 
As Lkplace has shown, the values for K and T may also be er- 

rand ;a term' of the function a, with which we Integrating 
SI PIM we get 

A)418 	lel I ()) 4/54.()126.  
Pits)as *Ws) +kg I Qd +OW  

gf)   (38) 
From this we obtain 

at reheit(s), if we write 
f: p(s)as (s) 	  (p) 

Ile nark required to produce the separation in question is thus 

2mrowf: e(n)ds. 	  (32) 

sad far the Omsk* Id a liquid of density • we have 

T.ref:ti(s)ds• 	  (33) 
nukes of this expression may be modified by integration by parts. 
For 

K. ■Ii":1040(s)ds, To if:s440(s)ds. • • • . (37) 

A few examples of these formulae will promote an intelligent 
comprehension of the subject. One of the simplest suppositions 
open to us is that 
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density, they deduced its variations from the observed dilatation 
of the liquid by heat. This assumption, however, does not 
appear to be verified by the experiments of Brunner and Wolff 
on the rise of water in tubes at different temperatures. 

3. The tension of the surface separating two liquids which 
do not mix cannot be deduced by any known method from the 
tensions of the surfaots'of the liquids when separately in contact 
with air. 

When the surface is curved, the effect of the surface-tension 
is to make the pressure on the concave side exceed the pressure 
on the convex side by T (i/Ri +1/12,), where T is the intensity 
of the surface-tension and R,, R3 are the radii of curvature 
of any two sections normal to the surface and to each other 

If three fluids which do not mix are in contact with each other, 
the three surfaces of separation meet in a line, straight or curved. 
Let 0 (fig. 3) be a point in this line, and let the plane of the paper 

be supposed to be normal to the 
line at the point 0. The three 
angles between the tangent planes 

o to the three surfaces of separation 
at the point 0 are completely 
determined by the tensions of the 
three surfaces. For if in the 
triangle abc the side ab is taken 
so as to represent on a given 

,,, scale the tension of the surface of 
• contact of the fluids a and b, and if 

the other sides be and ca are taken 
Fro. 3. so as to represent on the same scale 

the tensions of the surfaces between b and c and between c and 
a respectively, then the condition of equilibrium at 0 for the 
corresponding tensions R, P and Q is that the angle ROP shall 
be the supplement of abc, POQ of bca, and, therefore, QOR of 
cab. Thus the angles at which the surfaces of separation meet 
are the same at all parts of the line of concourse of the three 
fluids. When three films of the same liquid meet, their tensions 
are equal, and, therefore, they make angles of I 20° with each 
other. The froth of soap-suds or beaten-up eggs consists of a 
multitude of small films which meet each other at angles of I zo° 

If four fluids, a, b, c, d, meet in a point 0, and if a tetrahedron 
ABCD is formed so that its edge AB represents the tension of 
the surface of contact of the liquids a and b, BC that of b and c, 
and so on; then if we place this tetrahedron so that the face 
ABC is normal to the tangent at 0 to the line of concourse of the 
fluids abc, and turn it so that the edge AB is normal to the tangent 
plane at 0 to the surface of contact of the fluids a and b, then 
the other three faces of the tetrahedron will be normal to the 
tangents at 0 to the other three lines of concourse of the liquids, 
and the other five edges of the tetrahedron will be normal to 
the tangent planes at 0 to the other five surfaces of contact. 

If six films of the same liquid meet in a point the corresponding 
tetrahedron is a regular tetrahedron, and each film, where it 
meets the others, has an angle whose cosine is—j. Hence if 
we take two nets of wire with hexagonal meshes, and place one 
on the other so that the point of concourse of three hexagons 
of one net coincides with the middle of a hexagon of the other; 
and if we then, after dipping them in Plateau's liquid, place them 
horizontally, and gently raise the upper one, we shall develop 
a system of plane laminae arranged as the walls and floors of 
the cells are arranged in a honeycomb. We must not, however, 
raise the upper net too much, or the system of films will become 
unstable. 

When a drop of one liquid, B, is placed on the surface of 
another, A, the phenomena which take place depend on the re-
lative magnitude of the three surface-tensions corresponding 
to the surface between A and air, between B and air, and between 
A and B. If no one of these tensions is greater than the sum 
of the other two, the drop will assume the form of a lens, the 
angles which the Upper and lower surfaces of the lens make 
with the free surface of A and with each other being equal to 
the external angles of the triangle of forces. Such lenses are 
Often seen formed by drops of fat floating on the surface of hot  

water, soup or gravy. But when the surface-tension of A exceeds 
the sum of the tensions of the surfaces of contact of B with air 
and with A, it is impossible to construct the triangle of forces, 
so that equilibrium becomes impossible. The edge of the drop 
is drawn out by the surface-tension of A with a force greater 
than the sum of the tensions of the two surfaces of the drop. 
The drop, therefore, spreads itself out, with great velocity, 
over the surface of A till it covers an enormous area, and is 
reduced to such extreme tenuity that it is not probable that it 
retains the same properties of surface-tension which it has in 
a large mass. Thus a drop of train oil will spread itself over the 
surface of the sea till it shows the colours of thin plates. These 
rapidly descend in Newton's scale and at last disappear, showing 
that the thickness of the film is less than the tenth part of the 
length of a wave of light. ilut even when thus attenuated, 
the film may be proved to be present, since the surface-tension 
of the liquid is considerably less than that of pure water. This 
may be shown by placing another drop of oil on the surface. 
This drop will not spread out like the first drop, but will take 
the form of a flat lens with a distinct circular edge, showing that 
the surface-tension of what is still apparently pure water is 
now less than the sum of the tensions of the surfaces separating 
oil from air and water. 

The spreading of drops on the surface of a liquid has formed 
the subject of a very extensive series of experiments by Charles 
Tomlinson; van der Mensbrugghe has also written a very 
complete memoir on this subject (Ste k Ses.tion supesficiUk 
des liquides, Bruxelles, 1873). 

When a solid body is in contact with two fluids, the surface 
of the solid cannot alter its form, but the angle at which the 
surface of contact of the two fluids meets the surface of 
the solid depends on the values of the three surface-tensions. 
If a and b are the two fluids and c the solid then the equi-
librium of the tensions at the point 0 depends only 
on that of thin components parallel to the surface, 
because the surface-tensions normal to the surface 
are balanced by the resistance of the solid. Hence 
if the angle ROQ (fig. 4) at which the surface of 
contact OP meets the solid is denoted by a, 

Ts. — T.. — To, cos a =o, 
Whence 

cos a 	—Lard- 	 • 
As an experiment on the angle of contact only gives FIG. 4 
us the difference of the surface-tensions at the solid 
surface, we cannot determine their actual value. It is theoretk-
ally probable that they are often negative, and may be called 
surface-pressures. 

The constancy of the angle of contact between the surface 
of a fluid and a solid was first pointed out by Dr Young, who 
states that the angle of contact between mercury and glass is 
about 140°. Quincke makes it ire 32% 

If the tension of the surface between the solid and one of the 
fluids exceeds the sum of the other two tensions, the point of 
contact will not be in equilibrium, but will be dragged towards 
the side on which the tension is greatest. If the quantity of the 
first fluid is small it will stand in a drop on the surface of the solid 
without wetting it. If the quantity of the second fluid is small 
it will spread itself over the surface and wet the solid. The angle 
of contact of the first fluid is 18o° and that of the second is 
zero. 

If a drop of alcohol be made to touch one side of a drop of oil 
on a glass plate, the alcohol will appear to chase the Oil over the 
plate, and if a drop of water and a drop of bisulphide of carbon 
be placed in contact in a horizontal capillary tube, the bisulphide 
of carbon will chase the water along the tube. In both cases 
the liquids move in the direction in which the surface-pressure 
at the solid is least. 

[In order to express the dependence of the tension at the inter-
face of two bodies in terms of the forces exercised by the bodies 
upon themselves and upon one another, we cannot do better 
than follow the method of Dupre. If Tv denote the interfacial 
tension, the energy corresponding to unit of area of the interface 
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is also Tes, as we see by considering the introduction (through a 
fine tube) of one body into the interior of the other. A com-
pulsion with another method of generating the interface, similar 
to that previously employed when but one body was in question, 
will now allow us to evaluate T n. 

The work required to deave asunder the parts of the first 
fluid which lie on the two sides of an ideal plane passing through 
the interior, is per unit of area 2T1, and the free surface produced 
is two units in area. So for the second fluid the corresponding 
work i.. 2T,. This having been effected, let us now suppose that 
cads of the units of area of free surface of fluid (r) is allowed 
to approach normally a unit area of (a) until contact is estab-
lished. In this process work is gained which we may denote 
by 4Th. 2T'n for each pair. On the whole, then, the work 
expended in producing two units of interface is 2T,-F2T,-4ris, 
and this, as we have seen, may be equated to 21•12• Hence 

	 (47) 
If the two bodies are similar, 

T'n; 
sad Tc. o, as it should do. 

Laplace does not treat systematically the question of Inter-
facial tension, but he gives incidentally in terms of his quantity 
H a relation analogous to (47). 

If IT'n>1.,+Ts, T. would be negative, so that the interface 
would of itself tend to increase. In this case the fluids must 
mix. Conversely, if two fluids mix, it would seem that T'n 
most exceed the mean of T, and Ti; otherwise work would 
have to be eraersdal to effect a dux alternate stratification of 
the two bodies, such as we may suppose to constitute a first 
step in the procesi ofmixture (Dupre, Thkrie mecanique de la 

,  p. 372; Kelvin, Popular Lectures, p. 53)• 
The value of rn has already been calculated (32). We may 

write 
ru Tel Iryfr 	ds 	244.(s)42 ; . . (48) 

and in general the functions 0, or must be regarded as capable 
of assuming   different forms. Under these circumstances there 
is so limitation upon the values of the interfacial tensions for 
three fluids, which we may denote by Tn, TU, Tn. If the three 

fluids can remain in contact with one <2 another, the sum of any two of the 
quantities must exceed the third, and 
by Neumann's rule the directions of 
the interfaces at the common edge 

T., must be parallel to the sides of a 
Fro. 5- triangle, taken proportional to Tn, 

To  To. If the above-mentioned condition be not satisfied, the 
triangle is imaginary, and the three fluids cannot rest in con-
tact, the two weaker tensions, even if acting in full concert, 
being incapable of balancing the strongest. For instance, if 
T,,>To-l-To, the second fluid spreads itself indefinitely upon 
the interface of the first and third fluids. 

The experimenters who have dealt with this question, 
C. G. 34. Marangoni, van der Mensbrugghe, Quincke, have all 
arrived at results inconsistent with the reality of Neumann's 
triangle.. Thus Marangoni says (Pegg. Annan', cxliu. p. 348, 
1571):---" Die gemeinschaftliche Oberfliche zweier FlUssig-
liken bat dne geringere Oberflichenspannung als die Differenz 
d Oberflichenspannung der Fltissigkeiten selbst (mit Aus-
mime des Quecksilbers)." Three pure bodies (of which one 
may be air) cannot accordingly remain in contact. If a drop 
of of stands in lenticular form upon a surface of water, it 
is became the water-surface is already contaminated with a 
Posy film. 

Oa the theoretical side the question is open until we intro-
duce some limitation upon the generality of the functions. 
BY far the simplest supposition open to us is that the functions 
sic the same in all cases, the attractions differing merely by 
coofficimts analogous to densities in the theory of gravitation. 
This hypothesis was suggested by Laplace, and may conveni-
rEly be named after him. It was also tacitly adopted by 
Yowls, in connexion with the still more special hypothesis  

which Young probably had in view, namely that the force in 
each case was constant within a limited range, the same in all 
cases, and vanished outside that range. 

As an immediate consequence of this hypothesis we have 
from (a8) 

	

T ■ Tegr', 	...... . . (3o
9

) 

where Ro, Te are the same for all bodies. 
But the most interesting results are those which Young 

(Works, vol. i. p. 463) deduced relative to the interfacial tensions 
of three bodies. By (37), (48), 

	

1"11 ale1111;   (51) 
so that by (47), (so), 

Tut ■•• (on — 4.1),T. 	  Oa) 
According to (52), the interfacial tension between any two 
bodies is proportional to the square of the difference of their 
densities. The densities ab  oh  a, being in descending order of 
magnitude, we may write 

Tu 	—.t-Fet—es)rre 
12-1-Tis +2 (al 

so that To necessarily exceeds the sum of the other two inter-
facial tensions. We are thus led to the important conclusion 
that according to this hypothesis Neumann's triangle is neces-
sarily imaginary, that one of three fluids will always spread 
upon the interface of the other two. 

Another point of importance may be easily illustrated by 
this theory, viz. the dependency of capillarity upon abruptness 
of transition. " The reason why the capillary force should 
disappear when the transition between two liquids is sufficiently 
gradual will now be evident. Suppose that the transition from 
o to a is made in two equal steps, the thickness of the inter-
mediate layer of density fa being large compared to the range 
of the molecular forces, but small in comparison with the radius 
of curvature. At each step the difference of capillary pressure 
is only one-quarter of that due to the sudden transition from o 
to a, and thus altogether half the effect is lost by the inter-
position of the layer. If there were three equal steps, the effect 
would be reduced to one-third, and so on. When the number of 
steps is infinite, the capillary pressure disappears altogether." 
(" Laplace's Theory of Capillarity," Rayleigh, Phil. Mog., 1883, 
• PO 

According to Laplace's hypothesis the whole energy of any 
number of contiguous strata of liquids is least when they are 
arranged in order of density, so that this is the disposition 
favoured by the attractive forces. The problem is to make 
the sum of the interfacial tensions a minimum, each tension 
being proportional to the square of the difference of densities 
of the two contiguous liquids in question. If the order of 
stratification differ from that of densities, we can show that 
each step of approximation to this order lowers the sum of 
tensions. To this end consider the effect of the abolition of 
a stratum cr,..1, contiguous to a. and Before the change 
we have (a,,—a.4.,) ,+(a.,+,—a,,o),, and afterwards 
The second minus the first, or the increase in the sum of 
tensions, is thus 

2  (0,6 016+0 	 — 0,44. 
Hence, if cr.+, be intermediate in magnitude between a. and 
cr.+,, the sum of tensions is increased by the abolition of the 
stratum; but, if a..,., be not intermediate, the sum is decreased. 
We see, then, that the removal of a stratum from between neigh-
bours where it is out of order and its introduction between 
neighbours where it will be in order is doubly favourable to 
the reduction of the sum of tensions; and since by a succession 
of such steps we may arrive at the order of magnitude through-
out, we conclude that this is the disposition of minimum tensions 
and energy. 

So far the results of Laplace's hypothesis are in marked 
accordance with experiment; but if we follow it out further, 
discordance, begin to manifest themselves. According to (52) 

To 	+ 41.13 . 	  (53) 
a relation not verified by experiment. What is more, (52) 
shows that according to the hypothesis Tn is necessarily positive, 

3  
Tr 
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so that, if the preceding argument be correct, no such thing as 
mixture of two liquids could ever take place. 

There are two apparent exceptions to Marangoni's rule which 
call for a word of explanation. According to the rule, water, 
which has the lower surface-tension, should spread upon the 
surface of mercury; whereas the universal experience of the 
laboratory is that drops of water standing upon mercury retain 
their compact form without the least tendency to spread. To 
Quincke belongs the credit of dissipating the apparent exception. 
He found that mercury specially prepared behaves quite 
differently from ordinary mercury, and that a drop of water 
deposited thereon spreads over the entire surface. The ordinary 
behaviour is evidently the result of a film of grease, which 
adheres with great obstinacy. 

The process described by Quincke is somewhat elaborate; 
but there is little difficulty in repeating the experiment if the 
mistake be avoided of using a free surface already contaminated, 
as almost inevitably happens when the mercury is poured from 
an ordinary bottle. The mercury should be drawn from under-
neath, for which purpose an arrangement similar to a chemical 
wash bottle is suitable, and it may be poured into watch-glasses, 
previously dipped into strong sulphuric acid, rinsed in distilled 
water, and dried over a Bunsen flame. When the glasses are 
cool, they may be charged with mercury, of which the first part 
is rejected. Operating in this way there is no difficulty in obtain-
ing surfaces upon which a drop of water spreads, although from 
causes that cannot always be traced, a certain proportion of 
failures is met with. As might be expected, the grease which 
produces these effects is largely volatile. In many cases a very 
moderate preliminary warming of the watch-glasses makes all 
the difference in the behaviour of the drop. 

The behaviour of a drop of carbon bisulphide placed upon 
clean water is also, at first sight, an exception to Marangoni's 
rule. So far from spreading over the surface, as according to 
its lower surface-tension it ought to do, it remains suspended 
in the form of a lens. Any dust that may be lying upon the 
surface is not driven away to the edge of the drop, as would 
happen in the case of oil. A simple modification of the experi-
ment suffices, however, to clear up the difficulty. If after the 
deposition of the drop, a little lycopodium be scattered over the 
surface, it is seen that a circular space surrounding the drop, of 
about the size of a shilling, remains bare, and this, however 
often the dusting be repeated, so long as any of the carbon 
bisulphide remains. The interpretation can hardly be doubtful. 
The carbon bisulphide is really spreading all the while, but on 
account of its volatility is unable to reach any considerable 
distance. Immediately surrounding the drop there is a film 
moving outwards at a high speed, and this carries away almost 
instantaneously any dust that may fall upon it. The pheno-
menon above described requires that the water-surface be clean. 
If a very little grease be present, there is no outward flow and 
dust remains undisturbed in the immediate neighbourhood of 
the drop.] 

On the Rise of a Liquid in a Tube.—Let a tube (fig. 6) whose 
internal radius is r, made of a solid substance c, be dipped into 

a liquid a. Let us suppose 
that the angle of contact 
for this liquid with the 
solid c is an acute angle. 
This implies that the ten-
sion of the free surface of 
the solid c is greater than 
that of the surface of 
contact of the solid with 
the liquid a. Now con-
sider the tension of the 
free surface of the liquid 

Fin. 6. a. All round its edge 
there is a tension T acting 

at an angle a with the vertical. The circumference of the 
edge is airs, so that the resultant of this tension is a force 
zra cos a acting vertically upwards on the liquid. Hence  

the liquid will rise in the tube till the weight of the vertical 
column between the free surface and the level of the liquid 
in the vessel balances the resultant of the surface-tension. The 
upper surface of this column is not level, so that the height 
of the column cannot be directly measured, but let us assume 
that k is the mean height of the column, that is to say, the 
height of a column of equal weight, but with a fiat top. Then if 
r is the radius of the tube at the top of the column, the volume 
of the suspended column is Trek, and its weight is srpgrek, when 
p is its density and g the intensity of gravity. Equating this 
force with the resultant of the tension 

upgrak maT cos e, 
Or 

Is ..2T aoe a/pgr. 
Hence the mean height to which the fluid rises is inversely 23 

the radius of the tube. For water in a clean glass tube the angle 
of contact is zero, and 

k., 2T/ogr. 
For mercury in a glass tube the angle of contact is s 	gs, 
the cosine of which is negative. Hence when a glass tube is 
dipped into a vessel of mercury, the mercury within the tube 
stands at a lower level than outside it. 

Rise of a Liquid between Two Plates.—When two parallel 
plates are placed vertically in a liquid the liquid rises between 
them. If we now suppose fig. 6 to represent a vertical section 
perpendicular to the plates, we may calculate the rise of the 
liquid. Let I be the breadth of the plates measured perpen-
dicularly to the plane of the paper, then the length of the line 
which bounds the wet and the dry parts of the plates inside is I 
for each surface, and on this the tension T acts at an angle a to the 
vertical. Hence the resultant of the surface-tension is a T cos a. 
If the distance between the inner surfaces of the plates is a, 
and if the mean height of the film of fluid which rises between 
them is is, the weight of fluid raised is pgkla. Equating the 
forces— 

pgkla 21T cos a, 
whence 

cos a/pga. 
This expression is the same as that for the rise of a liquid in 
tube, except that instead of r, the radius of the tube, we have 
a the distance of the plates. 

Form of Ike Capillary Surface.—The form of the surface of a 
liquid acted on by gravity is easily determined if we assume 
that near the part considered the line of contact of the surface 
of the liquid with that of the solid bounding it is straight and 
horizontal, as it is when the solids which constrain the liquid 
are bounded by surfaces formed by horizontal and parallel 
generating lines. This will be the case, for instance, near a flat 
plate dipped into the liquid. If we suppose these generating 
lines to be normal to the plane of the paper, then all sections 
of the solids parallel to this plane will be equal and similar to 
each other, and the section of the surface of the liquid will be 
of the same form for all such sections. 

Let us consider the portion of the liquid between two parallel 
sections distant one unit of length. Let P,, P. (fig. 7) be two 
points of the surface; 8,, 8, 
the inclination of the surface 
to the horizon at P, and Ps; 

y, the heights of P, and 
P, above the level of the 
liquid at a distance from all 
solid bodies. The pressure at 
any point of the liquid which 
is above this level is negative Ti 

 unless another fluid as, for in-
stance, the air, presses on the 
upper surface, but it is only 
the difference of pressures with which we have to do, because 
two equal pressures on opposite sides of the surface produce 
no effect. 

We may, therefore, write for the pressure at a height y 
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where p is the density of the liquid, or if there are two fluids 
the excess of the density of the lower fluid over that of the upper 
One. 

The forces acting on the portion of liquid P,P,A,A, are—
first, the horizontal pressures, — ipgy? and ipgyi; second, the 
surface-tension T acting at P, and P, in directions inclined 81 
and 0, to the horizon. Resolving horizontally we find- 

T(cos 8, —cos 80+ lia(Ye —y,') 
whence 

COS es •• cos ih 	- 

or if we suppose P, fixed and P, variable, we may write 
cos. constant — 

This equation gives a relation between the inclination of the 
curve to the horizon and the height above the level of the liquid. 

Resolving vertically we find that the weight of the liquid 
raised above the level must be equal to T(sin 0,—sin 8,), and 
this is therefore equal to the area P,P,A,A, multiplied by gp. 
The form of the capillary surface is identical with that of the 
" elastic curve," or the curve formed by a uniform spring 
originally straight, when its ends are acted on by equal and 

r, opposite forces applied either 
to the ends themselves or to 
solid pieces attached to them. 
Drawings of the different forms 
of the curve may be found in 
Thomson and Tait's Natural 
Philosophy, vol. i. p. 455. 

A, 	 We shall next consider the 

F. 8. 	 rise of a liquid between two 
plates of different materials 

for which the angles of contact are a, and a, the distance 
between the plates being a, a small quantity. Since the plates 
are very near one another we may use the following equation of 
the surface as an approximation:— 

y—h, +Az.-1- Be, hva k,+Aa +Be, 
whence 

cot a,--A, cot at.. A +213a 
T(cos a, +cos .0 ••aija(3,+ iAa + I Ba'), 

whence we obtain 
T , 

.1= — i.cos al +cos ad + 2
6

(3 cot a, — cot ad 
nit  
— e (cos s, +cos si)-f-`16(2 cot al — cot as). ag  

Let X be the force which must be applied in a horizontal direction 
to either plate to keep it from approaching the other, then the 
forces acting on the first plate are T+ X in the negative direction, 
and T sin ci, -1- 10/1,1  in the positive direction. Hence 

X igah,2 — T(1 — sin at). 
For the second plate 

X WV—TO —sin ad. 
Hence 

X ,ige(itit+Itti)—Tli  —4(sin a,+sin al)), 

or, substituting the values of h, and 115 , 

T27 (cos a,+cos cats  

—11 - 	(sin a, + sin as) — iss (cos al +cos ai) (cot a l  +cot ai)1 
the remaining terms being negligible when a is small. The 
force, therefore, with which the two plates are drawn together 
consists first of a positive part, or in other words an attraction, 
varying inversely as the square of the distance, and second, of 
a negative part of repulsion independent of the distance. Hence 
in all cases except that in which the angles a, and a, are 
supplementary to each other, the force is attractive when a is 
small enough, but when cos a, and cos a, are of different signs, 
as when the liquid is raised by one plate, and depressed by the 
other, the first term may be so small that the repulsion indi-
cated by the second term comes into play. The fact that a 
pair of plates which repel one another at a certain distance may 
attract one another at a smaller distance was deduced by 
Laplace from theory, and verified by the observations of the 
abb& Hatay. 

A Drop between Two Plates.—If a small quantity of a liquid 
which wets glass be introduced between two glass plates slightly 
inclined to each other, it will run towards that part where the 
glass plates are nearest together. When the liquid is in equi-
librium it forms a thin film, the outer edge of which is all of the 
same thickness. If d is the distance between the plates at the 
edge of the film and II the atmospheric pressure, the pressure 

of the liquid in the film is II 	cc's a, and if A is the area of the 

film between the plates and B its circumference, the plates will 
be pressed together with a force 

2AT s. 	. 
—3

co
-- +BT am a, 

and this, whether the atmosphere exerts any pressure or not. 
The force thus produced by the introduction of a drop of water 
between two plates is enormous, and is often sufficient to press 
certain parts of the plates together so powerfully as to bruise 
them or break them. When two blocks of ice are placed loosely 
together so that the superfluous water which melts from them 
may drain away, the remaining water draws the blocks together 
with a force sufficient to cause the blocks to adhere by the 
process called Regelation. 

(An effect of an opposite character may be observed when the 
fluid is mercury in place of water. When two pieces of flat 
glass are pressed together under mercury with moderate force 
they cohere, the mercury leaving the narrow crevasses, even 
although the alternative is a vacuum. The course of events 
is more easily followed if one of the pieces of glass constitutes 
the bottom, or a side, of the vessel containing the mercury.) 

In many experiments bodies are floated on the surface of 
water in order that they may be free to move under the action 
of slight horizontal forces. Thus Sir Isaac Newton placed a 
magnet in a floating vessel and a piece of iron in another in order 
to observe their mutual action, and A. M. Ampere floated a voltaic 
battery with a coil of wire in its circuit in order to observe the 
effects of the earth's magnetism on the electric circuit. When 
such floating bodies come near the edge of the vessel they are 
drawn up to it, and are apt to stick fast to it. There are two 
ways of avoiding this inconvenience. One is to grease the float 
round its water-line so that the water is depressed round it. 
This, however, often produces a worse disturbing effect, because 
a thin film of grease spreads over the water and increases its 
surface-viscosity. The other method is to fill the vessel with 
water till the level of the water stands a little higher than the 
rim of the vessel. The float will then be repelled from the edge 
of the vessel. Such floats, however, should always be made 
so that the section taken at the level of the water is as small as 
possible. 

(The Size of Drops.—The relation between the diameter of a 
tube and the weight of the drop which it delivers appears to 
have been first investigated by Thomas Tate (Phil. Mag. vol. 
xxvii. p. 176, 1864, whose experiments led him to the conclusion 
that " other things being the same, the weight of a drop of liquid 
is proportional to the diameter of the tube in which it is formed." 
Sufficient time must of course be allowed for the formation of the 
drops; otherwise no simple results can be expected. In Tate's 
experiments the period was never less than 40 seconds. 

The magnitude of a drop delivered from a tube, even when 
the formation up to the phase of instability is infinitely slow, 
cannot be calculated a priori. The weight is sometimes equated 
to the product of the capillary tension (T) and the circumference 
of the tube (zwa), but with little justification. Even if the 
tension at the circumference of the tube acted vertically, and 
the whole of the liquid below this level passed into the drop, 
the calculation would still be vitiated by the assumption that 
the internal pressure at the level in question is atmospheric. 
It would be necessary to consider the curvatures of the fluid 
surface at the edge of attachment. If the surface could be 
treated as a cylindrical prolongation of the tube (radius a), the 
pressure would be T/a, and the resulting force acting downwards 
upon the drop would amount to one-half (waT) of the direct 
upward pull of the tension along the circumference. At this 
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rate the drop would be but one-half of that above reckoned. 
But the truth is that a complete solution of the statical problem 
for all forms up to that at which instability sets in, would not 
suffice for the present purpose. The detachment of the drop 
is a dynamical effect, and it is influenced by collateral circum-
stances. For example, the bore of the tube is no longer a matter 
of indifference, even though the attachment of the drop occurs 
entirely at the outer edge. It appears that when the external 
diameter exceeds a certain value, the weight of a drop of water 
is sensibly different in the two extreme cases of a very small 
and of a very large bore. 

But although a complete solution of the dynamical problem 
is impracticable, much interesting information may be obtained 
from the principle Of dynamical similarity. The argument has 
already been applied by Dupre ( Theorie mecanique de la chaleur, 
Paris, t869, p. 328), but his presentation of it is rather obscure. 
We will assume that when, as in most cases, viscosity may be 
neglected, the mass (M) of a drop depends only upon the density 
(a), the capillary tension (T), the acceleration of gravity (g), and 
the linear dimension of the tube (a). In order to justify this 
assumption, the formation of the drop must be sufficiently slow, 
and certain restrictions must be imposed upon the shape of the 
tube. For example, in the case of water delivered from a glass 
tube, which is cut off square and held vertically, a will be the 
external radius; and it will be necessary to suppose that the 
ratio of the internal radius to a is constant, the cases of a ratio 
infinitely small, or infinitely near unity, being included. But if 
the fluid be mercury, the flat end of the tube remains unwetted, 
and the formation of the drop depends upon the internal diameter 
only. 

The " dimensions " of the quantities on which M depends 
are:— 

(Mass) ,  (Length)-', 
T (Force) ,  (Length) ,  = (Mass) ,  (Time)- 2, 
g Acceleration = (Length) ,  (Time)'', 

of which M, a mass, is to be expressed as a function. If we 
assume 

M 
we have, considering in turn length, time and mass, 

y -3s 4- sr o, rs-Fry..o, x-1-5=1; 
so that 

y=-x, s=i-z, u=3 
Accordingly 

M
oe _Ta _T 8-1  

g kgoa*/ 

Since x is undetermined, all that we can conclude is that M 
is of the form 

Ta T 
M = —.F — 	  g 	goa)' 	 (1)  

where F denotes an arbitrary function. 
Dynamical similarity requires that Tlgera ,  be constant; or, 

if g be supposed to be so, that a' varies as T/e. If this condition 
be satisfied, the mass (or weight) of the drop is proportional to T 
and to a. 

If Tate's law be true, that ceteris paribus M varies as a, it 
follows from (r) that F is constant. For all fluids and for all 
similar tubes similarly wetted, the weight of a drop would then 
be proportional not only to the diameter of the tube, but also 
to the superficial tension, and it would be independent of the 
density. 

Careful observations with special precautions to ensure the 
cleanliness of the water have shown that over a considerable 
range, the departure from Tate's law is not great. The results 
give material for the determination of the function Fin (t). 

T/9ea' gM/Ta 

2.58 4. 1 3 
1•t6 3.97 
0.708 3.80  
0.441 3 . 73 
0277 3 . 7 8  
0.220 3 . 90  
0.169 4•08  

In the preceding table, applicable to thin-walled tubes, the first 
column gives the values of Tlgoa ,, and the second column those 
of gM/Ta, all the quantities concerned being in C.C.S. measure, 
or other consistent system. From this the weight of a drop 
of any liquid of which the density and surface tension are known, 
can be calculated. For many purposes it may suffice to treat 
F as a constant, say 3-8. The formula for the weight of a drop 
is then simply 

Mg =3.8Ta, 	 (2) 
in which 3.8 replaces the 27 of the faulty theory alluded to 
earlier (see Rayleigh, Phil. Mag., Oct. 1899).1 

Phenomena arising from the Variation of theSurfaterension.— 
Pure water has a higher surface-tension than that of any other 
substance liquid at ordinary temperatures except mercury. 
Hence any other liquid if mixed with water diminishes its 
surface-tension. For example, if a drop of alcohol be placed on 
the surface of water, the surface-tension will be diminished from 
8o, the value for pure water, to 25, the value for pure alcohol. 
The surface of the liquid will therefore no longer be in equilibrium, 
and a current will be formed at and near the surface from the 
alcohol to the surrounding water, and this current will go on as 
long as there is more alcohol at one part of the surface than at 
another. If the vessel is deep, these currents will be balanced 
by counter currents below them, but if the depth of the water 
is only two or three millimetres, the surface-current will sweep 
away the whole of the water, leaving a dry spot where the 
alcohol was dropped in. This phenomenon was first described 
and explained by James Thomson, who also explained a pheno-
menon,the converse of this, called the " tears of strong wine." 

If a wine-glass be half-filled with port wine the liquid rises a 
little up the side of the glass as other liquids do. The wine, 
however, contains alcohol and water, both of which evaporate, 
but the alcohol faster than the water, so that the superficial layer 
becomes more watery. In the middle of the vessel the superficial 
layer recovers its strength by diffusion from below, tut the film 
adhering to the side of the glass becomes more watery, and 
therefore has a higher surface-tension than the surface of the 
stronger wine. It therefore creeps up the side of the glass 
dragging the strong wine after it, and this goes on till the quantity 
of fluid dragged up collects into a drop and runs down the side 
of the glass. 

The motion of small pieces of camphor floating on water arises 
from the gradual solution of the camphor. If this takes place 
more rapidly on one side of the piece of camphor than on the 
other side, the surface-tension becomes weaker where there is 
most camphor in solution, and the lump, being pulled unequally 
by the surface-tensions, moves off in the direction of the strongest 
tension, namely, towards the side on which least camphor is 
dissolved. 

If a drop of ether is held near the surface of water the vapour 
of ether condenses on the surface of the water, and surface-
currents are formed flowing in every direction away from under 
the drop of ether. 

If we place a small floating body in a shallow vessel of water 
and wet one side of it with alcohol or ether, it will move off with 

great velocity and skim about on the surface of the water, the 
part wet with alcohol being always the stern. 

The surface-tension of mercury is greatly altered by slight 
changes in the state of the surface. The surface-tension of pure 
mercury is so great that it is very difficult to keep it dean, for 
every kind of oil or grease spreads over it at once. 

But the most remarkable effects of change of surface-tension 
are those produced by what is called the electric polarization 
of the surface. The tension of the surface of contact of mercury 
and dilute sulphuric acid depends on the electromotive force 
acting between the mercury and the acid. If the electromotive 
force is from the acid to the mercury the surface-tension increases, 
if it is from the mercury to the acid, it diminishes. Faraday 
observed that a large drop of mercury, resting on the flat bottom 
of a vessel containing dilute acid, changes its form in a remarkable 
way when connected with one of the electrodes of a battery, 
the other electrode being placed in the acid. When the mercury 
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or 

Or 

is made positive it becomes dull and spreads itself out; when it 
is made negative it gathers itself together and becomes bright 
again. G. Lippmann, who has made a careful investigation 
of the subject, finds that exceedingly small variations of the 
electromotive force produce sensible changes in the surface-
tension. The effect of one of a Daniell's cell is to increase the 
tension from 3o-4 to 4o-6. He has constructed a capillary 
electrometer by which differences of electric potential less than 
out of that of a Daniell'i cell can be detected by the difference 
of the pressure required to force the mercury to a given point 
of a fine capillary tube. He has also constructed an apparatus 
is which this variation in the surface-tension is made to do work 
and drive a machine. He has also found that this action is 
reversible, for when the area of the surface of contact of the acid 
and mercury is made to increase, an electric current passes 
from the mercury to the acid, the amount of electricity which 
passes while the surface increases by one square centimetre 
being Sufficient to decompose -0000t3 gramme of water. 

(The movements of camphor scrapings referred to above afford 
a useful test of the condition of a water surface. If the contamina-
tion exceed a certain limit, the scrapings remain quite dead. In 
a striking form of the experiment, the water is contained, to 
the depth of perhaps one inch, in a large flat dish, and the 
operative part of the surface is limited by a flexible hoop of thin 
sheet brass lying in the dish and rising above the water-level. 
If the hoop enclose an area of (say) one-third of the maximum, 
and if the water be clean, camphor fragments floating on the 
interior enter with vigorous movements. A touch of the finger 
will then often reduce them to quiet; but if the hoop be ex-
panded, the included grease is so far attenuated as to lose its 
effect. Another method of removing grease is to immerse and 
remove strips of paper by which the surface available for the 
contamination is in effect increased. 

The thickness of the film of oil adequate to check the camphor 
movements can be determined with fair accuracy by depositing 
a weighed amount of oil (such as -8 mg.) upon the surface of water 
in a large bath. Calculated as if the density were the same 
as in a normal state, the thickness of the film is found to be 
about two millionths of a millimetre. 

Small as is the above amount of oil, the camphor test is a 
comparatively coarse one. Conditions of a contaminated surface 
may easily be distinguished, upon all of which camphor fragments 
spin vigorously. Thus, a shallow tin vessel, such as the lid of a 
biscuit box, may be levelled and filled with tap-water through 
a rubber lame. Upon the surface of the water a little sulphur 
is dusted. An application of the finger for so or 3o seconds 
to the under surface of the vessel will then generate enough 
heat to lower appreciably the surface-tension, as is evidenced 
by the opening out of the dust and the formation of a bare spot 
perhaps z in. in diameter. When, however, the surface is but 
very slightly greased, a spot can no longer be cleared by the 
warmth of the finger, or even of a spirit lamp, held underneath. 
And yet the greasing may be so slight that camphor fragments 
move with apparently unabated vigour. 

The varying degrees of contamination to which a watcr surface 
is subject are the cause of many curious phenomena. Among 
these is the superficial viscosity of Plateau. In his experiments 
a long compass needle is mounted so as to swing in the surface 
of the liquid under investigation. The cases of ordinary clean 
water and alcohol are strongly contrasted, the motion of the 
needle upon the former being comparatively sluggish. Moreover, 
a different behaviour is observed when the surfaces are slightly 
dusted over. In the case of water the whole of the surface in 
front of the needle moves with it, while on the other hand the 
dust floating on alcohol is scarcely disturbed until the needle actu-
ally strikes it. Plateau attributed these differences to a special 
quality of the liquids, named by him " superficial viscosity." 
It has been proved, however, that the question is one of con-
tamination, and that a water surface may be prepared so as to 
behave in the same manner as alcohol. 

Another consequence of the tendency of a moderate con-
tamination to distribute itself uniformly is the calming effect  

of oil, investigated by B. Franklin. On pure water the propa-
gation of waves would be attended by temporary extensions 
and contractions of the surface, but these, as was shown by 
0. Reynolds, are resisted when the surface is contaminated. 

Indeed the possibility of the continued existence of films, such 
as constitute foam, depends upon the properties now under 
consideration. If, as is sometimes stated, the tension of a vertical 
film were absolutely the same throughout, the middle parts 
would of necessity fall with. the acceleration of gravity. In 
reality, the tension adjusts itself automatically to the weight 
to be supported at the various levels. 

Although throughout a certain range the surface-tension 
varies rapidly with the degree of contamination, it is remarkable 
that, as was first fully indicated by Miss Pockels,the earlier stages 
of contamination have little or no effect upon surface-tension. 
Lord Rayleigh has shown that the fall of surface-tension begins 
when the quantity of oil is about the half of that required to 
stop the camphor movements, and he suggests that this stage 
may correspond with a complete coating of the surface with a 
single layer of molecules.] 

On the Forms of Liquid Films which are Figures of Revolution.— 
A soap bubble is simply a small quantity of soap-suds spread 
out so as to expose a large surface to the air. The 
bubble, in fact, has two surfaces, an outer and an inner ,177'" 
surface, both exposed to air. It has, therefore, a sues,.. 
certain amount of surface-energy depending on the area 
of these two surfaces. Since in the case of thin films the outer and 
inner surfaces are approximately equal, we shall consider the 
area of the film as representing either of them, and shall use 
the symbol T to denote the energy of unit of area of the film, 
both surfaces being taken together. If r is the energy of a single 
surface of the liquid, T the energy of the film is 2T'. When by 
means of a tube we blow air into the inside of the bubble we in-
crease its volume and therefore its surface, and at the same 
time we do work in forcing air into it, and thus increase the 
energy of the bubble. 

That the bubble has energy may be shown by leaving the end 
of the tube open. The bubble will contract, forcing the air 
out, and the current of air blown through the tube may be made 
to deflect the flame of a candle. If the bubble is in the form of 
a sphere of radius. this material surface will have an area 

S (r) 
If T be the energy corresponding to unit of area of the film the 
surface-energy of the whole bubble will be 

ST s.4er,T 	• 	 (2) 
The increment of this energy corresponding to an increase of 
the radius from r to r+dr is therefore 

TdS 8 erTdr 	  (3) 
Now this increase of energy was obtained by forcing in air at 
a pressure greater than the atmospheric pressure, and thus 
increasing the volume of the bubble. 

Let II be the atmospheric pressure and II +p the pressure of 
the air within the bubble. The volume of the sphere is 

V = I es',  	(4) 
and the increment of volume is 

dV –4er,dr  	(5) 
Now if we suppose a quantity of air already at the pressure 
11+p, the work done in forcing it into the bubble is pdV 
Hence the equation of work and energy is 

p dV–Tds 	  

• 	

(6) 

4epedr..8nrdrT 	  (7) 

p-2T/r 	  (8) 

This, therefore, is the excess of the pressure of the air within 
the bubble over that of the external air, and it is due to the 
action of the inner and outer surfaces of the bubble. We may 
conceive this pressure to arise from the tendency which the 
bubble has to contract, or in other words from the surface-tension 
of the bubble. 

If to increase the area of the surface requires the expenditure 
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right angles to the meridian section is equal to the part of the 
normal cut off by the axis, which is 

RI PN y/ cos 	 OW- 
Hence dividing equation to by y sin a, we find 

p —T(t/11, +1 /R.) 	 

of work, the surface must resist extension, and if the bubble in 
contracting can do work, the surface must tend to contract. 
The surface must therefore act like a sheet of india-rubber when 
extended both in length and breadth, that is, it must exert 
surface-tension. The tension of the sheet of india-rubber, 
however, depends on the extent to which it is stretched, 
and may be different in different directions, whereas the tension 
of the surface of a liquid remains the same however much the 
film is extended, and the tension at any point is the same in all 
directions. 

The intensity of this surface-tension is measured by the 
stress which it exerts across a line of unit length. Let us 
measure it in the case of the spherical soap-bubble by consider-
ing the stress exerted by one hemisphere of the bubble on the 
other, across the circumference of a great circle. This stress is 
balanced by the pressure p acting over the area of the same great 
circle: it is therefore equal to rep. To determine the intensity 
of the surface-tension we have to divide this quantity by the 
length of the line across which it acts, which is in this case the 
circumference of a great circle 2217. Dividing Tr2p by this length 
we obtain,} pr as the value of the intensity of the surface-tension, 
and it is plain from equation 8 that this is equal to T. Hence 
the numerical value of the intensity of the surface-tension is 
equal to the numerical value of the surface-energy per unit of 
surface. We must remember that since the film has two surfaces 

the surface-tension of the film is double the 
tension of the surface of the liquid of which it 
is formed. 

To determine the relation between the sur-
face-tension and the pressure which balances 
it when the form of the surface is not spherical, 
let us consider the following case:— 

Let fig. 9 represent a section through the 
axis Cc of a soap-bubble in the form of a 
Non figure of revolution bounded by two 
nph.rical circular disks AB and ab, and having 

the meridian section APa. Let PQ 
"bahL  be an imaginary section normal to the 
axis. Let the radius of this section PR by y, 
and let PT, the tangent at P, make an angle a 
with the axis. 

Let us consider the stresses which are 
b c— 	exerted across this imaginary section by the 

FIG. 9. 	lower part on the upper part. If the internal 
pressure exceeds the external pressure by p, 

there is in the first place a force iry'p acting upwards arising 
from the pressure p over the area of the section. In the next 
place, there is the surface-tension acting downwards, but at an 
angle a with the vertical, across the circular section of the bubble 
itself, whose circumference is try, and the downward force is 
therefore mryT cos a. 

Now these forces arc balanced by the external force which 
acts on the disk ACB, which we may call F. Hence equating 
the forces which act on the portion included between ACB and 
PRQ 

alp—asyT cos a= —F 	 (9). 
If we make CR wx, and suppose a to vary, the shape of the 
bubble of course remaining the same, the values of y and of a 
will change, but the other quantities will be constant. In 
studying these variations we may if we please take as our inde-
pendent variable the length s of the meridian section AP reckoned 
from A. Differentiating equation 9 with respect to s we obtain, 
after dividing by 27 as a common factor, 

da —T cos .2+ Ty sin air  -o. . . . (to), 
Now 

The radius of curvature of the meridian section is 

	  (12). 
The radius of curvature of a normal section of the surface at  

yivir,_.) 
This relation between y and r is identical with the relation 
between the perpendicular from the focus of a conic section on 
the tangent at a given point and the focal distance of that point, 
provided the transverse and conjugate axes of the conic are 
2a and 26 respectively, where 

a 	and b* ,. — 
P 	alt* 

Hence the meridian section of the film may be traced by the 
focus of such a conic, if the conic is made to roll on the axis. 

On the different Forms of the Meridian Line.-1. When the 
conic is an ellipse the meridian line is in the form of a series of 
waves, and the film itself has a series of alternate swellings and 
contractions as represented in figs. 9 and to. This form of the 
film is called the unduloid. 

ta. When the ellipse becomes a circle, the meridian line 
becomes a straight line parallel to the axis, and the film passes 
into the form of a cylinder of revolution. 

cab. As the ellipse degenerates into the straight line joining 
its foci, the contracted parts of the unduloid become narrower, 
till at last the figure becomes a series of spheres in contact. 

In all these cases the internal pressure exceeds the external 
by 2T/a where a is the semi-transverse axis of the conic. The 
resultant of the internal pressure and the surface-tension is 
equivalent to a tension along the axis, and the numerical value 
of this tension is equal to the force due to the action of this 
pressure on a circle whose diameter is equal to the conjugate 
axis of the ellipse. 

2. When the conic is a parabola the meridian line is a cate-
nary (fig. 1); the internal pressure is equal to the external 
pressure, and the tension along the axis is equal to aarna where 
m is the distance of the vertex from the focus. 

3. When the conic is a hyperbola the meridian line is in the 
form of a looped curve (fig. I a). The corresponding figure of the 
film is'called the nodoid. The resultant of the internal pressure 
and the surface-tension is equivalent to a pressure along the 
axis equal to that due to a pressure p acting on a circle whose 
diameter is the conjugate axis of the hyperbola. 

When the conjugate axis of the hyperbola is made smaller 
and smaller, the nodoid approximates more and more to the 
series of spheres touching each other along the axis. When the 
conjugate axis of the hyperbola increases without limit, the 
loops of the nodoid are crowded on one another, and each becomes 
more nearly a ring of circular section, without, however, ever 

( 1 4). 
This equation, which gives the pressure in terms of the principal 
radii of curvature, though here proved only in the case of a 
surface of revolution, must be true of all surfaces. For the 
curvature of any surface at a given point may be completely 
defined in terms of the positions of its principal normal sections 
and their radii of curvature. 

Before going further we may deduce from equation 9 the 
nature of all the figures of revolution which a liquid film can 
assume. Let us first determine the nature of a curve, such that 
if it is rolled on the axis its origin will trace out the meridian 
section of the bubble. Since at any instant the rolling curve is 
rotating about the point of contact with the axis, the line drawn 
from this point of contact to the tracing point must be normal 
to the direction of motion of the tracing point. Hence if N is 
the point of contact, NP must be normal to the traced curve. 
Also, since the axis is a tangent to the rolling curve, the ordinate 
PR is the perpendicular from the tracing point P on the tangent 
Hence the relation between the radius vector and the perpen-
dicular on the tangent of the rolling curve must be identical with 
the relation between the normal PN and the ordinate PR of the 
traced curve. If we write r for PN, then y r cos a, and equation 
9 becomes 
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reaching this form. The only closed surface belonging to the 
series is the sphere. 

These figures of revolution have been studied mathematically 
by C. W. B. Poisson,' Goldschmidt' L. L Lindelfif and F. M. N. 
Moigno,' C. E. Delaunay,' A. IL E. Lamarle' A. Beer' and 
V. M. A. Mannheim,' and have been produced experimentally 
by Plateau' in the two different ways already described. 

FIG. I0.—Unduloid. FIG. 1.—Catenoid. FIG. 12.—Nodoid. 

The limiting conditions of the stability of these figures have 
been studied both mathematically and experimentally. We 
shall notice only two of them, the cylinder and the catenoid. 

Stability of the Cylinder. —The cylinder is the limiting form 
of the unduloid when the rolling ellipse becomes a circle. When 
the ellipse differs infinitely little from a circle, the equation of 
the meridian line becomes approximately y a-1-• sin (xla) 
where c is small. This is a simple harmonic wave-line, whose 
mean distance from the axis is a, whose wave-length is rra, 
and whose amplitude is c. The internal pressure corresponding 
to this unduloid is as before p=T/a. Now consider a portion 
of a cylindric film of length z terminated by two equal disks 
of radius • and containing a certain volume of air. Let one of 
these disks be made to approach the other by a small quantity 
dr. The film will swell out into the convex part of an unduloid, 
having its largest section midway between the disks, and we 
have to determine whether the internal pressure will be greater 
or less than before. If A and C (fig. 13) are the disks, and if 

x the distance between the 
disks is equal to w• half 
the wave-length of the 
harmonic curve, the disks 
will be at the points where 
the curve is at its mean 

FIG. 3• distance from the axis, 
and the pressure will therefore be Tires before. If A 1 , C, are the 
disks, so that the distance between them is less than Tr, the curve 
must be produced beyond the disks before it is at its mean dis-
tance from the axis. Hence in this case the mean distance is less 
than r, and the pressure will be greater than Tit. If, on the other 
hand, the disks are at As and C,, so that the distance between 
them is greater than Tr, the curve will reach its mean distance 
from the axis before it reaches the disks. The mean distance 
will therefore be greater than r, and the pressure will be less than 
Th.. Hence if one of the disks be made to approach the other, 
the internal pressure will be increased if the distance between 
the disks is less than half the circumference of either, and the 
pressure will be diminished if the distance is greater than this 
quantity. In the same way we may show that if the distance 
between the disks is increased, the pressure will be diminished 
or increased according as the distance is less or more than half 
the circumference of either. 

Now let us consider a cylindric film contained between two 
equal fixed disks A and B, and let a third disk, C, be placed 
midway between. Let C be slightly displaced towards A. If 
AC and CB are each less than half the circumference of a disk 
the pressure on C will increase on the side of A and diminish on 
the side of B. The resultant force on C will therefore tend to 
oppose the displacement and to bring C back to its original 

Nouvelle Marie de radian capillaire (1831). 
• Deternsinatio superficiei minimum rotations nsrwe data duo panda 

jusigentis circa datum arms arias (Gottingen, 1831). 
• Leon, de cared des variations (Paris, 1861). 
.1 " Sur la surface de revolution dont Is courbure moyenne est 

coustante." Liosseille's Journal, vi. 
• " Thearie geometrique des rayons et centres de courbure," 

de r Acad. de Belgique, 1857. 
Trackass de Theoria Mathematiia-  Phansomtnoruns in Liquidis 

adissi graritatis daractis obsereatorwn (Bonn, 1857). 
• !mensal de r Institut, No. 126o. 
• &wiper experimental e e thlorique des liguides, 1873.  

position. The equilibrium of C is therefore stable. It is easy 
to show that if C had been placed in any other position than 
the middle, its equilibrium would have been stable. Hence 
the film is stable as regards longitudinal displacements. It is 
also stable as regards displacements transverse to the axis, for 
the film is in a state of tension, and any lateral displacement 
of its middle parts would produce a resultant force tending to 
restore the film to its original position. Hence if the length of 
the cylindric film is less than its circumference, it is in stable 
equilibrium. But if the length of the cylindric film is greater 
than its circumference, and if we suppose the disk C to be placed 
midway between A and B, and to be moved towards A, the 
pressure on the side next A will diminish, and that on the side 
next B will increase, so that the resultant force will tend to 
increase the displacement, and the equilibrium of the disk C is 
therefore unstable. Hence the equilibrium of a cylindric film 
whose length is greater than its circumference is unstable. Such 
a film, if ever so little disturbed, will begin to contract at one 
secton and to expand at another, till its form ceases to resemble 
a cylinder, if it does not break up into two parts which become 
ultimately portions of spheres. 

Instability of a Jet of Liquid.—When a liquid flows out of a 
vessel through a circular opening in the bottom of the vessel, 
the form of the stream is at first nearly cylindrical though its 
diameter gradually diminishes from the orifice downwards on 
account of the increasing velocity of the liquid. But the liquid 
after it leaves the vessel is subject to no forces except gravity, 
the pressure of the air, and its own surface-tension. Of these 
gravity has no effect on the form of the stream except in drawing 
asunder its parts in a vertical direction, because the lower parts 
are moving faster than the upper parts. The resistance of the 
air produces little disturbance until the velocity becomes very 
great. But the surface-tension, acting on a cylindric column 
of liquid whose length exceeds the limit of stability, begins to 
produce enlargements and contractions in the stream as soon 
as the liquid has left the orifice, and these inequalities in the 
figure of the column go on increasing till it is broken up into 
elongated fragments. These fragments as they are (rang 
through the air continue to be acted on by surface-tension. 
They therefore shorten themselves, and after a series of oscilla-
tions in which they become alternately elongated and flattened, 
settle down into the form of spherical drops. 

This process, which we have followed as it takes place on 
an individual portion of the falling liquid, goes through its 
several phases at different distances from the orifice, so that 
if we examine different portions of the stream as it descends, 
we shall find next the orifice the unbroken column, then a series 
of contractions and enlargements, then elongated drops, then 
flattened drops,and so on till the drops become spherical. 

(The circumstances attending the resolution of a cylindrical 
jet into drops were admirably examined and described by 
F. Savart (" Memoire sur la constitution des veines liquides 
lancet's par des orifices circulaires en minces patois," Ann. d. 
Chi*. t. 1833) and for the most part explained with great 
sagacity by Plateau. Let us conceive an infinitely long circular 
cylinder of liquid, at rest (a motion common to every part of the 
fluid is necessarily without influence upon the stability, and 
may therefore be left out of account for convenience of concep-
tion and expression), and inquire under what circumstances 
it is stable or unstable, for small displacements, symmetrical 
about the axis of figure. 

Whatever the deformation of the originally straight boundary 
of the axial section may be, it can be resolved by Fourier's 
theorem into deformations of the harmonic type. These com-
ponent deformations are in general infinite in number, of very 
wave-length and of arbitrary phase; but in the first stages of 
the motion, with which alone we are at present concerned, 
each produces its effect independently of every other, and may 
be considered by itself. Suppose, therefore, that the equation 
of the boundary is 

0,-a-1-a cos es 	  
where a is a small quantity, the axis of s being that of symmetry 
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The wave- length of the disturbance may be called X, and is 
connected with k by the equation k ■ ralk. The capillary 
tension endeavours to contract the surface of the fluid; so that 
the stability, or instability, of the cylindrical form of equilibrium 
depends upon whether the surface (enclosing a given volume) 
be greater or less respectively after the displacement than before. 
It has been proved by Plateau (side supra) that the surface is 
greater than before displacement if ka> z, that is, if X.< mra; 
but less if ka< 1, or X> rra. Accordingly, the equilibrium is 
stable if X be less than the circumference; but unstable if It be 
greater than the circumference of the cylinder. Disturbances 
of the former kind lead to vibrations of harmonic type, whose 
amplitudes always remain small; but disturbances, whose 
wave-length exceeds the circumference, result in a greater and 
greater departure from the cylindrical figure. The analytical 
expression for the motion in the latter case involves exponential 
terms, one of which (except in case of a particular relation be-
tween the initial displacements and velocities) increases rapidly, 
being equally multiplied in equal times. The coefficient (q) of 
the time in the exponential term (e") may be considered to 
measure the degree of dynamical instability; its reciprocal 
zlq is the time in which the disturbance is multiplied in the 
ratio c. 

The degree of instability, as measured by q, is not to be deter-
mined from statical considerations only; otherwise there would 
be no limit to the increasing efficiency of the longer wave-
lengths. The joint operation of superficial tension and inertia 
in fixing the wave-length of maximum instability was first con-
sidered by Lord Rayleigh in a paper (Malls. Soc. Proc., November 
1878) on the " Instability of Jets " It appears that the value 
of q may be expressed in the form 

q  q (-1) F(ka),   (a) 
pa 

where, as before, T is the superficial tension, p the density, and 
F is given by the following table-- 

k1/4 , . F(ka). Oak F(ka). 

•1536 eP
 w

a
.0
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0
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. 

•3382 
•2108 •3432 

',
  

-
  •2754 . 3344 

•3182 •2701 
•201.5 

The greatest value of F thus corresponds, not to a zero value 
of klat, but approximately to eat= -4858, or to X =4-5,28X sa. 
Hence the maximum instability occurs when the wave-length 
of disturbance is about half as great again as that at which 
instability first commences. 

Taking for water, in C.C.S. units, T=81, p= 1, we get for the 
case of maximum instability 

1(.4 " otri7-43" 115di 	• • • 	(3) . 
if d be the diameter of the cylinder. Thus, if d 1, 
or for a diameter of one centimetre the disturbance is multiplied 
2.7 times in about one-ninth of a second. If the disturbance 
be multiplied moo fold in time, t, 3log. 10= 6.9, so that 
1.79cif. For example, if the diameter be one millimetre, the 
disturbance is multiplied woo fold in about one-fortieth of a 
second. In view of these estimates the rapid disintegration of 
a fine jet of water will not cause surprise. 

The relative importance of two harmonic disturbances de-
pends upon their initial magnitudes, and upon the rate at which 
they grow. When the initial values are very small, the latter 
consideration is much the more important; for, if the disturb-
ances be represented by a 2eno, in which q, exceeds 
their ratio is (adal)e-fq. -e.)'; and this ratio decreases without 
limit with the time, whatever be the initial (finite) ratio a, :a,. 
If the initial disturbances are small enough, that one is ultimately 
preponderant for which the measure of instability is greatest. 
The smaller the causes by which the original equilibrium is 
upset, the more will the cylindrical mass tend to divide itself 
regularly into portions whose length is equal to 4.5 times the 
diameter. But a disturbance of less favourable wave-length  

may gain the preponderance in cue its magnitude be sufficient 
to produce disintegration in a less time than that required by 
the other disturbances present. 

The application of these results to actual jets presents no great 
difficulty. The disturbances by which equilibrium is upset are 
impressed upon the fluid as it leaves the aperture, and the con-
tinuous portion of the jet represents the distance travelled during 
the time necessary to produce disintegration. Thus the length 
of the continuous portion necessarily depends upon the character 
of the disturbances in respect of amplitude and wave-length. 
It may be increased considerably, as F. Savart showed, by a snit-
able isolation of the reservoir from tremors, whether due to 
external sources or to the impact of the jet itself in the vanel 
placed to receive it. Nevertheless it does not appear to be 
possible to carry the prolongation very far. Whether the 
residuary disturbances are of external origin, or are due to 
friction, or to some peculiarity of the fluid motion within the 
reservoir, has not been satisfactorily determined. On this point 
Plateau's explanations are not very clear, and he sometimes 
expresses himself as if the time of disintegration depended only 
upon the capillary tension, without reference to initial disturb-
ances at all. 

Two laws were formulated by Savart with respect to the 
length of the continuous portion of a jet, and have been to a 
certain extent explained by Plateau. For a given fluid and a 
given orifice the length is approximately proportional to the 
square root of the head. This follows at once from theory, if it 
can be assumed that the disturbances remain always of the same 
character, so that the time of disintegration is constant. When 
the head is given, Savart found the length to be proportional 
to the diameter of the orifice. From (3) it appears that the time 
in which a disturbance is multiplied in a given ratio varies, not 
as d, but as e. Again, when the fluid is changed, the time 
varies as p4T-1. But it may be doubted whether the length 
of the continuous portion obeys any very simple laws, even when 
external disturbances are avoided as far as possible. 

When the circumstances of the experiment are such that the 
reservoir is influenced by the shocks due to the impact of the jet, 
the disintegration usually establishes itself with complete regu-
larity, and is attended by a musical note (Savart). The impact 
of the regular series of drops which is at any moment striking 
the sink (or vessel receiving the water), determines the rupture 
into similar drops of the portion of the jet at the same moment 
passing the orifice. The pitch of the note, though not absolutely 
definite, cannot differ much from that which corresponds to the 
division of the jet into wave-lengths of maximum instability; 
and, in fact, Savart found that the frequency was directly as 
the square root of the head, inversely as the diameter of the 
orifice, and independent of the nature of the fluid—laws which 
follow immediately from Plateau's theory. 

From the pitch of the note due to a jet of given diameter, 
and issuing under a given head, the wave-length of the nascent 
divisions can be at once deduced. Reasoning from some ob.. 
servations of Savart,. Plateau finds in this way 4.38 as the 
ratio of the length of a division to the diameter of the jet. The 
diameter of the orifice was 3 millims., from which that of the 
jet is deduced by the introduction of the coefficient .8. Now 
that the length of a division has been estimated a priori, it is 
perhaps preferable to reverse Plateau's calculation, and to 
exhibit the frequency of vibration in terms of the other data of 
the problem. Thus 

J.1111 	  frequency 4 .5  

But the most certain method of obtaining complete regularity 
of resolution is to bring the reservoir under the influence. of an 
external vibrator, whose pitch is approximately the same as 
that proper to the jet. H. G. Magnus (Pegg. Ana. cvi., 1852) 
employed a Nects hammer, attached to the wooden frame 
which supported the reservoir. Perhaps an electrically main-
tained tuning-fork is still better. Magnus showed that the most 
important part of the effect is due to the forced vibration of that 
side of the vessel which contains the orifice, and that but little 
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of it is propagated through the air. with respect to the limits 
of pitch, Savart found that the note might be a fifth above, 
and more than an octave below, that proper to the jet. Accord-
ing to theory, there would be no well-defined lower limit; on 
the other side, the external vibration cannot be efficient if it 
tends to produce divisions whose length is less than the circum-
ference of the jet. This would give for the interval defining 
the upper limit r: 4.505, which is very nearly a fifth. In the 
case of Plateau's numbers (w: 4.38) the discrepancy is a little 
greater. 

The detached masses into which a jet is resolved do not at 
once assume and retain a spherical form, but execute a series 
of vibrations, being alternately compressed and elongated in 
the direction of the axis of symmetry. When the resolution 
is effected in a perfectly periodic manner, each drop is in the 
same phase of its vibration as it passes through a given point 
of space; and thence arises the remarkable appearance of alter-
nate swellings and contractions described by Savart. The 
interval from one swelling to the next is the space described by 
the drop during one complete vibration,and is therefore(as Plateau 
shows) proportional ceteris paribus to the square root of the head. 

The time of vibration is of course itself a function of the nature 
of the fluid and of the size of the drop. By the method of dimen-
sions alone it may be seen that the time of infinitely small 
vibrations varies directly as the square root of the mass of the 
sphere and inversely as the square root of the capillary tension; 
and it may be proved that its expression is 

. 	  (5) 
V being the volume of the vibrating mass. 

In consequence of the rapidity of the motion some optical 
device is necessary to render apparent the phenomena attending 
the disintegration of a jet. Magnus employed a rotating mirror, 
and also a rotating disk from which a fine slit was cut out. The 
readiest method of obtaining instantaneous illumination is the 
electric spark, but with this Magnus was not successful. The 
electric spark had, however, been used successfully for this 
purpose some years before by H. Buff (Liebigs Ann. lxxviii. 
1851), who observed the shadow of the jet on a white screen. 
Preferable to an opaque screen is a piece of ground glass, 
which allows the shadow to be examined from the farther side 
(Lord Rayleigh). Further, the jet may be very well observed 
directly, if the illumination is properly managed. For this 
purpose it is necessary to place it between the source of light 
and the eye. The best effect is obtained when the light of the 
spark is somewhat diffused by being passed (forexample) through 
a piece of ground glass. 

The spark may be obtained from the secondary of an induction 
coil, whose terminals are in connexion with the coatings of a 
Leyden jar. By adjustment of the contact breaker the series 
of sparks may be made to fit more or less perfectly with the forma-
tion of the drops. A still greater improvement may be effected 
by using an electrically maintained fork, which performs the 
double office of controlling the resolution of the jet and of 
interrupting the primary current of the induction coil. In this 
form the experiment is one of remarkable beauty. The jet, 
illuminated only in one phase of transformation, appears almost 
perfectly steady, and may be examined at leisure. In one 
experiment the jet issued horizontally from an orifice of about 
half a centimetre in diameter, and almost immediately assumed 
a rippled outline. The gradually increasing amplitude of the 
disturbance, the formation of the elongated ligament, and the 
subsequent transformation of the ligament into a spherule, 
could be examined with ease. In consequence of the trans-
formation being in a more advanced stage at the forward than 
at the hinder end, the ligatnent remains for a moment connected 
with the mass behind, when it has freed itself from the mass in 
front, and thus the resulting spherule acquires a backwards 
relative velocity, which of necessity leads to a collision. Under 
ordinary circumstances the spherule rebounds, and may be thus 
reflected backwards and forwards several times between the 
adjacent masses. Magnus showed that the stream of spherules  

may be diverted into another path by the attraction of a 
powerfully electrified rod, held a little below the place of 
resolution. 

Very interesting modifications of these phenomena are observed 
when a jet from an orifice in a thin plate (Tyndall has shown 
that a pinhole gas burner may also be used with advantage) 
Is directed obliquely upwards. In this case drops which break 
away with different velocities are carried under the action of 
gravity into different paths; and thus under ordinary circum-
stances a jet is apparently resolved into a " sheaf," or bundle 
of jets all lying in one vertical plane. Under the action of a 
vibrator of suitable periodic time the resolution is regularized, 
and then each drop, breaking away under like conditions, is 
projected with the same velocity, and therefore follows the 
same path. The apparent gathering together of the sheaf into 
a fine and well-defined stream is an effect of singular beauty. 

In certain cases where the tremor to which the jet is subjected 
is compound, the single path is replaced by two, three or even 
more paths, which the drops follow in a regular cycle. The 
explanation has been given with remarkable insight by Plateau. 
If, for example, besides the principaldistuThance,whichdetermines 
the size of the drops, there be another of twice the period, it 
is clear that the alternate drops break away under different 
conditions and therefore with different velocities. Complete 
periodicity is only attained after the passage of a pair of drops; 
and thus the odd series of drops pursues one path, and the even 
series another. 

Electricity, as has long been known, has an extraordinary 
influence upon the appearance of a fine jet of water ascending 
in a nearly perpendicular direction. In its normal state the jet 
resolves itself into drops, which even before passing the summit, 
and still more after passing it, are scattered through a consider-
able width. When a feebly electrified body (such as a stick of 
sealing-wax gently rubbed upon the coat sleeve) is brought into 
its neighbourhood, the jet undergoes a remarkable transforma-
tion and appears to become coherent; but under more powerful 
electrical action the scattering becomes even greater than at first. 
The second effect is readily attributed to the mutual repulsion 
of the electrified drops, but the action of feeble electricity in 
producing apparent coherence was long unexplained. 

It was shown by W. von Beetz that the coherence is apparent 
only, and that the place where the jet breaks into drops is not 
perceptibly shifted by the electricity. By screening the various 
parts with metallic plates in connexion with earth, Beetz further 
proved that, contrary to the opinion of earlier observers, the 
scat of sensitiveness is not at the root of the jet where it leaves 
the orifice, but at the place of resolution into drops. An easy 
way of testing this conclusion is to excite the extreme tip of a 
glass rod, which is then held in succession to the root of the jet, 
and to the place of resolution. An effect is observed in the 
latter, and not in the former position. 

The normal scattering of a nearly vertical jet is due to the 
rebound of the drops when they come into collision with one 
another. Such collisions are inevitable in consequence of the 
different velocities acquired by the drops under the action of the 
capillary force, as they break away irregularly from the con-
tinuous portion of the jet. Even when the resolution is regular. 
ized by the action of external vibrations of suitable frequency, 
as in the beautiful experiments of Savart and Plateau, the drops 
must still come into contact before they reach the summit of 
their parabolic path. In the case of a continuous jet, the 
equation of continuity shows that as the jet loses velocity 
in ascending, it must increase in section. When the stream 
consists of drops following one another in single file, no such 
increase of section is possible; and then the constancy of the 
total stream requires a gradual approximation of the drops, 
which in the case of a nearly vertical direction of motion cannot 
stop short of actual contact. Regular vibration has, however, the 
effect of postponing the collisions and consequent scattering of 
the drops, and in the case of a direction of motion less nearly 
vertical, may prevent them altogether. 

Under moderate electrical influence there is no material 
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change in the resolution into drops, nor in the subsequent 
motion of the drops up to the moment of collision. The differ-
ence begins here. Instead of rebounding after collision, as the 
unelectrified drops of clean water generally, or always, do, the 
electrified drops coalesce, and then the jet is no longer scattered 
about. When the electrical influence is more powerful, the repul-
sion between the drops is sufficient to prevent actual contact, 
and then, of course, there is no opportunity for amalgamation. 

These experiments may be repeated with extreme ease, and 
with hardly any apparatus. The diameter of the jet may be 
about Ili  in., and it may issue from a glass nozzle. The pressure 
may be such as to give a fountain about 2 ft. high. The change 
in the sound due to the falling drops as they strike the bottom 
of the sink should be noticed, as well as that in the appearance of 
the jet. 

The actual behaviour of the colliding drops becomes apparent 
under instantaneous illumination, e.g. by sparks from a Leyden 
jar. The jet should be situated between the sparks and the eye, 
and the observation is facilitated by a piece of ground glass held 
a little beyond the jet, so as to diffuse the light; or the shadow 
of the jet may be received on the ground glass, which is then held 
as close as possible on the side towards the observer. 

In another form of the experiment, which, though perhaps less 
striking to the eye, lends itself better to investigation, the collision 
takes place between two still unresolved jets issuing horizontally 
from glass nozzles in communication with reservoirs containing 
water. One at least of the reservoirs must be insulated. In 
the absence of dust and greasy contamination, the obliquely 
colliding jets may rebound from one another without coalescence 
for a considerable time. In this condition there is complete 
electrical insulation between the jets, as may be proved by the 
inclusion in the circuit of a delicate galvanometer, and a low 
electro-motive force. But if the difference of potential exceed 
a small amount (1 or a volts), the jets instantaneously coalesce. 
There is no reason to doubt that in the case of the fountain also, 
coalescence is due to differences of potential between colliding 
drops. 

If the water be soapy, and especially if it contain a small 
proportion of milk, coalescence ensues without the help of elec-
tricity. In the case of the fountain the experiment may be made 
by leading tap-water through a Woulfe's bottle in which a little 
milk has been placed. As the milk is cleared out, the scattering 
of the drops is gradually.re-established. 

In attempting to explain these curious phenomena, it is well 
to consider what occurs during a collision. As the liquid masses 
approach one another, the intervening air has to be squeezed 
out. In the earlier stages of approximation the obstacle thus 
arising may not be important; but when the thickness of the 
layer of air is reduced to the point at which the colours of thin 
plates are visible, the approximation must be sensibly resisted 
by the viscosity of the air which still remains to be got rid of. 
No change in the capillary conditions can arise until the interval 
is reduced to a small fraction of a wave-length of light; but 
such a reduction, unless extremely local, is strongly opposed by 
the remaining air. It is true that this opposition is temporary. 
The question is whether the air can everywhere be squeezed out 
during the short time over which the collision extends. 

It would seem that the forces of electrical attraction act with 
peculiar advantage. If we suppose that upon the whole the 
air cannot be removed, an that the mean distance between 
the opposed surfaces remains constant, the electric attractions 
tend to produce an instability whereby the smaller intervals 
are diminished while the larger are increased. Extremely local 
contacts of the liquids, while opposed by capillary tension which 
tends to keep the surfaces flat, are thus favoured by the elec-
trical forces, which moreover at the small distances in question 
act with exaggerated power. 

A question arises as to the mode of action of milk or soap 
turbidity. The observation that it is possible for soap to be 
in excess may here have significance. It would seem that the 
surfaces, coming into collision within a fraction of a second of their 
birth, would still be subject to further contamination from the  

interior. A particle of soap rising accidentally to the surface 
would spread itself with rapidity. Now such an outward move-
ment of the liquid is just what is required to hasten the removal 
of intervening air. It is obvious that the effect would fail if 
the contamination of the surface had proceeded too far previously 
to the collision. 

This view is confirmed by experiments in which other gases are 
substituted for air as the environment of colliding jets. Oxygen 
and coal-gas were found to be without effect. On the other hand, 
the more soluble gases, carbon dioxide, nitrous oxide, sulphur 
dioxide, and steam; at once caused union.] 

Stability of the Catenoid.—When the internal pressure is equal 
to the external, the film forms a surface of which the mean 
curvature at every point is zero. The only surface of revolution 
having this property is the catenoid formed by the revolution of a 
catenary about its directrix. This catenoid, however, is in stable 
equilibrium only when the portion considered is such that the 
tangents to the catenary at its extremities intersect before they 
reach the directrix. 

To prove this, let us consider the catenary as the form of 
equilibrium of a chain suspended between two fixed points A and 
B. Suppose the chain hanging between A and B to be of very 
great length, then the tension at A or B will be very great. Let 
the chain be hauled in over a peg at A. At first the tension will 
diminish, but if the process be continued the tension will reach a 
minimum value and will afterwards increase to infinity as the 
chain between A and B approaches to the form of a straight line. 
Hence for every tension greater than the minimum tension there 
are two catenaries passing through A and B. Since the tension is 
measured by the height above the directrix these two catenaries 
have the same directrix. Every catenary lying between them 
has its directrix higher, and every catenary lying beyond them 
has its directrix lower than that of the two catenaries. 

Now let us consider the surfaces of revolution formed by this 
system of catenaries revolving about the directrix of the two 
catenaries of equal tension. We know that the radius of curva-
ture of a surface of revolution in the plane normal to the meridian 
plane is the portion of the normal intercepted by the axis of 
revolution. 

The radius of curvature of a catenary is equal and opposite to 
the portion of the normal intercepted by the directrix of the 
catenary. Hence a catenoid whose directrix coincides with the 
axis of revolution has at every point its principal radii of curva-
ture equal and opposite, so that the mean curvature of the 
surface is zero.. 

The catenaries which lie between the two whose direction 
coincides with the axis of revolution generate surfaces whose 
radius of curvature convex towards the axis in the meridian 
plane is less than the radius of concave curvature. The mean 
curvature of these surfaces is therefore convex towards the axis. 
The catenaries which lie beyond the two generate surfaces whose 
radius of curvature convex towards the axis in the meridian plane 
is greater than the radius of concave curvature. The mean cur-
vature of these surfaces is, therefore, concave towards the axis. 

Now if the pressure is equal on both sides of a liquid film, and il 
its mean curvature is zero, it will be in equilibrium. This is the 
case with the two catenoids. If the mean curvature is convex 
towards the axis the film will move from the axis. Hence if a 
film in the form of the catenoid which is nearest the axis is ever 
so slightly displaced from the axis it will move farther from the 
axis till it reaches the other catenoid. 

If the mean curvature is concave towards the axis the film will 
tend to approach the axis. Hence if a film in the form of the 
catenoid which is nearest the axis be displaced towards the axis, 
it will tend to move farther towards the axis and will collapse. 
Hence the film in the form of the catenoid which is nearest the 
axis is in unstable equilibrium under the condition that it is 
exposed to equal pressures within and without. If, however, 
the circular ends of the catenoid are closed with solid disks, so 
that the volume of air contained between these disks and the 
film is determinate, the film will be in stable equilibrium however 
large a portion of the catenary it may consist of. 
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The criterion as to whether any given catenoid is stable or not 

may be obtained as follows:— 
Let PABQ and ApqB (fig. 14) be two catenaries having the 

same directrix and intersecting in A and B. Draw Pp and Qq 
touching both catenaries, Pp and Qq will intersect at T, a point in 
the directrix; for since any catenary with its directrix is a 
similar figure to any other catenary with its directrix, if the 
directrix of the one coincides with that of the other the centre of 

similitude must lie on the 
common directrix. Also, 
since the curves at P and 
p arc equally inclined to 
the directrix, P and pare 
corresponding points and 
the line P p must pass 
through the centre of 
similitude. Similarly Qq 
must pass through the 
centre of similitude. 
Hence T, the point of 

FIG. 14. 	 intersection of Pp and 
Qq, must be the centre 

of similitude and must be on the common directria. Hence 
the tangents at A and B to the upper catenary must intersect 
above the directrix, and the tangents at A and B to the lower 
catenary must intersect below the directrix. The condition 
of stability of a catenoid is therefore that the tangents at the 
extremities of its generating catenary must intersect before they 
reach the directrix. 

Stability of a Plane Surface.—We shall next consider the limit-
ing conditions of stability of the horizontal surface which 
separates a heavier fluid above from a lighter fluid below. Thus, 
in an experiment of F. Duprez (" Sur un cas particulier de Nqui-
libre des liquides," Novveaux Mem. de I' Acad. de Belgique, 1851 a 
1153), a vessel containing olive oil is placed with its mouth down-
wards in a vessel containing a mixture of alcohol and water, the 
mixture being denser than the oil. The surface of separation is in 
this case horizontal and stable, so that the equilibrium is estab-
lished of itself. Alcohol is then added very gradually to the 
mixture till it becomes lighter than the oil. The equilibrium of 
the fluids would now be unstable if it were not for the tension of 
the surface which separates them, and which, when the orifice of 
the vessel is not too large, continues to preserve the stability of 
the equilibrium. 

When the equilibrium at last becomes unstable, the destruc-
tion of equilibrium takes place by the, ighter fluid ascending in 
one part of the orifice and the heavier descending in the other. 
Hence the displacement of the surface to which we must direct 
our attention is one which does not alter the volume of the liquid 
in the vessel, and which therefore is upward in one part of the 
surface and downward in another. The simplest case is that of a 
rectangular orifice in a horizontal plane, the sides being a and b. 

Let the surface of separation be originally in the plane of the 
orifice, and let the inates r and y be measured from one corner 
parallel to the sides a and b respectively, and let s be measured 

Then if a be the density of the upper liquid, and • that of 
rata: Squid, and P the original pressure at the surface of separa-
tion, then when the surface receives an upward displacement s, the 
premure above it will be P -Kr, and that below it will be P - oss, 
so that the surface will be acted on by an upward pressure (p -e)gs. 
Nov if the displacement s be everywhere very small, the curvature in 
the planesparallel to es and .yz will be d's/dx,  and "My ,  respectively, 
and if T is the surface-tennon the whole upward force will be 

T (411+Z) 
If this quantity is of the same sign as s, the displacement will be 

increased, and the equilibrium will be unstable. If it is of the 
opposite sign from s, the equilibrium will be stable. The limiting 
condition may be found by putting it equal to zero. One form of 
the solution of the equation, and that which is applicable to the 
case of a rectangular orifice, is 

s-C sin px sin qy. 
Substituting in the equation we find the condition 

-4-" stable. 
(ps 	T - (a -cr)g )o neutral. 

-" unstable. 
v• 5* 

That the surface may coincide with the edge of the orifice, which 
is a rectangle, whose sides are a and 6, we must have 

pa-mw , qoi•ur, 
when IN and a are integral numbers. Also, if as and a are both 
unity, the dispiacement will be entirely positive, and the volume of 
the liquid will not be constant. That the volume may be constant, 
either a or as must be an even number. We have, therefore, to 
consider the conditions under which 

sa O- -41) T-(v —  e)g 

cannot be made negative. Under these conditions the equilibrium 
is stable for all small displacements of the surface. The smallest 
admissible value of 5+2; is 	where a is the longer side of 
the rectangle. Hence the condition of stabffity is that 

sr la3+a) T (so--N4e 

is a positive quantity. When the breadth b is lessthan 
\
-op 
(P 

the length a may be unlimited. 	
- P)I 

 
When the orifice is circular of radius a, the limiting value of 

a is 41' s, where s is the least root of the equation 
it 	 el 

Iril(2)  
The least root of this equation is 

s3.8,317t. 
If h is the height to which the liquid will rise in a capillary tube of 

unit radius, then the diameter of the largest orifice is 
za..3.83t747A3.■ 5.41884Thi• 

Duprez found from his experiments 
20  5' 485 Nal• 

[The above theory may be well illustrated by a lecture ex-
periment. A thin-walled glass tube of internal diameter equal 
to 14 mm. is ground true at the lower end. The upper end 
is contracted and is fitted with a rubber tube under the control 
of a pinch-cock. Water is sucked up from a vessel of moderate 
size, the rubber is nipped, and by a quick motion the tube 
and vessel are separated, preferably by a downward movement 
of the latter. The inverted tube, with its suspended water, 
being held in a clamp, a beaker containing a few drops of ether 
is brought up from below until the free surface of the water is 
in contact with ether vapour. The lowering of tension, which 
follows the condensation of the vapour, is then strikingly shown 
by the sudden precipitation of the water.; 

Effect of Surface -knsion on the Velocity of Waver.--When a 
series of waves is propagated on the surface of a liquid, the sur-
face-tension has the effect of increasing the pressure at the 
crests of the waves and diminishing it in the troughs. If the 
wave-length is X, the equation of the surface is 

rob sin 2r-I. 

The pressure due to the surface tension T is 
p 	- • T y . 

This pressure must be added to the pressure due to gravity 
gpy. Hence the waves will be propagated as if the intensity 
of gravity had been 

11 ■ 21.  Jai 
and the minimum value is 

1,= 147rg'*- 
For waves whose length from crest to crest is greater than X, 

the principal force concerned in the motion is that of gravitation. 
to 

T 
.f=g4- 71, -; 

instead of g. Now it is shown in hydrodynamics that the 
velocity of propagation of waves in deep water is that acquired 
by a heavy body falling through half the radius of the circle 
whose circumference is the wave-length, or 

	  • (1 ) r zr pk 

This velocity is a minimum when 
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For waves whose length is less than X the principal force 
concerned is that of surface-tension.. Lord Kelvin proposed to 
distinguish the latter kind of waves by the name of ripples. 

When a small body is partly immersed in a liquid originally 
at rest, and moves horizontally with constant velocity V, waves 
are propagated through the liquid with various velocities 
according to their respective wave-lengths. In front of the 
body the relative velocity of the fluid and the body varies from 
V where the fluid is at rest, to zero at the cutwater on the 
front surface of the body. The waves produced by the body 
will travel forwards faster than the body till they reach a distance 
from it. at which the relative velocity of the body and the fluid 
is equal to the velocity of propagation corresponding to the 
wave-length. The waves then travel along with the body at 
a constant distance in front of it. Hence at a certain distance 
in front of the body there is a series of waves which are stationary 
with respect to the body. Of these, the waves of minimum velo-
city form a stationary wave nearest to the front of the body. 
Between the body and this first wave the surface is comparatively 
smooth. Then comes the stationary wave of minimum velocity, 
which is the most marked of the series. In front of this is a 
double series of stationary waves, the gravitation waves forming 
a series increasing in wave-length with their distance in front 
of the body, and the surface-tension waves or ripples diminishing 
in wave-length with their distance from the body, and both sets 
of waves rapidly diminishing in amplitude with their distance 
from the body. 

If the current-function of the water referred to the body 
considered as origin is tt, then the equation of the form of the 
crest of a wave of velocity so, the crest of which travels along 
with the body, is 

dy-so ds 
where ds is an element of the length of the crest. To integrate 
this equation for a solid of given form is probably difficult, 
but it is easy to see that at some distance on either side of the 
body, where the liquid is sensibly at rest, the crest of the wave 
will approximate to an asymptote inclined to the path of the 
body at an angle whose sine is to/V, where to is the velocity of 
the wave and V is that of the body. 

The crests of the different kinds of waves will therefore appear 
to diverge as they get farther from the body, and the waves 
themselves will be less and less perceptible. But those whose 
wave-length is near to that of the wave of minimum velocity 
will diverge less than any of the others, so that the most marked 
feature at a distance from the body will be the two long lines 
of ripples of minimum velocity. If the angle between these 
is 28, the velocity of the body is to sec 0, where to for water is 
about 23 centimetres per second. 

[Lord Kelvin's formula (i) may be applied to find the surface-
tension of a clean or contaminated liquid from observations 
upon the length of waves of known periodic time, travelling 
over the surface. If 1\/r we have 

T- =f'  coth2 n     (2) 

It denoting the depth of the liquid. In observations upon ripples 
the factor involving It may usually be omitted, and thus in the 
case of water (p= t) 

method by which Foucault tested reflectors is suitable. The 
following results have been obtained 

Clean 	  74.0 
Dreary to the point where camphor motions nearly cease 53-o 
Saturated with olive oil 	  41-o 
Saturated with sodium deate 	  25-o 

(Phil. Mag. November 189o) for the tensions of various water-
surfaces at t8° C, reckoned in C. G. S. measure. 

The tension for dean water thus found is considerably lower 
than that (8t) adopted by Quincke, but it seems to be entitled 
to confidence, and at any rate the deficiency is not,due to con-
tamination of the surface. 

A calculation analogous to that of Lord Kelvin may be applied 
to find the frequency of small transverse vibrations of a cylinder 
of liquid under the action of the capillary force. Taking the case 
where the motion is strictly in two dimensions, we may write 
as the polar equation of the surface at time t 

riwa+n, cos necospe 	 (4) 
where p is given by 

 

r -o0-4 	 (5) 

If n= 1, the section remains circular, there is no force of restitu-
tion, and p=o. The principal vibration, in which the section 
becomes elliptical, corresponds to - a. 

Vibrations of this kind are observed whenever liquid issues 
from an elliptical or other non-circular hole, or even when it it 
poured from the lip of an ordinary jug; and they are super-
posed upon the general progressive motion. Since the phase 
of vibration depends upon the time elapsed, it is always the same 
at the same point in space, and thus the motion is steady in the 
hydrodynamical sense, and the boundary of the jet is a fixed 
surface. In so far as the vibrations may be regarded as iso-
chronous, the distance between consecutive corresponding 
points of the recurrent figure, or, as it may be called, the ware-
length of the figure, is directly proportional to the velocity of 
the jet, i.e. to the square root of the head. But as the head in-
creases, so do the lateral velocities which go to form the transverse 
vibrations. A departure from the law of isochronism may then 
be expected to develop itself. 

The transverse vibrations of non-circular jets allow us to soli -e 
a problem which at first sight would appear to be of great 
difficulty. According to Marangoni the diminished surface-
tension of soapy water is due to the formation of a film. The 
formation cannot be instantaneous, and if we could measure 
the tension of a surface not more than Am of a second old, we 
might expect to find it undisturbed, or nearly so, from that 
proper to pure water. In order to carry out the experiment 
the jet is caused to issue from an elliptical orifice in a thin plate, 
about a mm. by s mm., under a head of 15 cm. A comparison 
under similar circumstances shows that there is hardly any 
difference in the wave-lengths of the patterns obtained with 
pure and with soapy water, from which we conclude that at this 
initial stage, the surface-tensions are the same. As early as 
1869 Dupre had arrived at a similar conclusion from experi-
ments upon the vertical rise of fine jets. 

A formula, similar to (5), may be given for the frequencies 
of vibration of a spherical mass of liquid under capillary force. 
If, as before, the frequency be p/211, aid a the radius of the 
sphere, we have 

pr=n(x-1)(x+2)Tia 	  (6) 
x denoting the order of the spherical harmonic by which the 
deviation from a spherical figure is expressed. To find the 
radius of the sphere of water, which vibrates seconds, put 
p=21I, t, 21.. 2. Thus a= 2.54 ems., or one inch 
very nearly.) 

TABLES 07 SI/MACE-TENSION 
In the following tables the units of length, mass and time are 

the centimetre, the gramme and the second, and the unit of 
force is that which if it acted on one gramme for one second 
would communicate to it a velocity of one centimetre per 
second:— 

T-  4r  -LS 	  (3) 2 ar-  
simply. The method has the advantage of independence of 
what may occur at places where the liquid is in contact with 
solid bodies. 

The waves may be generated by electrically maintained 
tuning-forks from which dippers touch the surface; but special 
arrangements are needed for rendering them visible. The 
obstacles are (t) the smallness of the waves, and (2) the changes 
which occur at speeds too rapid for the eye to follow. The second 
obstacle is surmounted by the aid of the stroboscopic method 
of observation, the light being intermittent in the period of 
vibration, so that practically only one phase is seen. In order 
to render visible the small waves employed, and which we may 
regard as deviations of a plane surface from its true figure, the 



Table of Surface-Tension at 20 °  C. (Qui , . 

Liquid. Specific 
Gravity. 

Tension of surface 
separating the liquid from 

Angle of contact with 
glass in presence of 

Air. Water. Ntercury. Air. Water. Memory.  

Water 	. 	. 	. 	. 
Mercury 	. 	. 	. 	. 

Ittide of Carbon 	- 

	

OF61 	. 
Alcohol 	  
Oise Oil 	  
Turpentine 
Petroleum 	  
Hydrochloric Acid 	. 
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phite of Soda 	. 	. 	. 
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Olive Oil and Alcohol. 12.2. 
Olive oil and aqueous alcohol (sp. g..9231, tension of free surface 

15-5). 6-8. angle 87° 48'. 

Quincke has determined the surface-tension of a great many 
substances near their point of fusion or solidification. His 
method Ras that of observing the form of a large drop standing 
Da a plane surface. If K is the height of the flat surface 
Of the drop, and k that of the point where its tangent plane is 
vertical, then 

8(K--k)rgo. 

Qu.'ncke find., that for wee-rat series of substances the surface-

-1MM la nearly proportional to the density, so that if we call 
Sm-flee-Tertrieml of 7.1.  MeV!, ni their Pali. I 

I e 	 QUI Pi I ke.  

to the liquid which is dynamically 
equivalent to the product of the 
absolute temperature into the de-
crement of the surface-tension per 
degree of temperature. We may 
call this the take/ heal of surface-
extension. 

It appears from the experiments 
of C. Brunner and C. J. E. Wolf 
that at ordinary temperatures the 
latent heat of extension of the 
surface of water is dynamically 
equivalent to about half the 
mechanical work done in producing 
the surface-extension. 

REFERENct.s.—Further information on some of the matters dis-
cussed above will be foum in Lord Rayleigh's Collected Scientific 
Papers (loot). In its full extension the subject of capillarity is 
very wide. Reference may be made to A. W. Reinold and Sir A. W. 
Rucker (Phil. Trans. 1886, p. 627); Sir W. Ramsay and J. Shields 
(Zeitichr. physik. Chem. 1 893, 12, P. 433): and on the theoretical side, 
see papers by Josiah Willard Gibbs; R. E.Otvos (Wield. Ann., 1886, 
27, p. 452): J. D. Van der Waals, G. Bakker and other writers of the 
Dutch school. U. C. M.; R.) 

CAPISTRANO, GIOVANNI DI (1386-1456), Italian friar, 
theologian and inquisitor, was born in the little village of Capis-
trano in the Abruzzi. of a family which had come to Italy with 
the Angevins. He lived at first a wholly secular life, married, 
and became a successful magistrate; he took part in the con-
tinual struggles of the small Italian states in such a way as to 
compromise himself. During his captivity he was practically 
ruined and lost his young wife. He then in despair entered the 
Franciscan order and at once gave himself up to the most 
rigorous asceticism, violently defending the ideal of strict 
observance. He was charged with various missions by the popes 
Eugenius IV. and Nicholas V., in which he acquitted himself with 
implacable violence. As legate or inquisitor he persecuted the 
last Fraticelli of Ferrara, the Jesuati of Venice, the Jews of Sicily, 
Moldavia and Poland, and, above all, the Hussites of Germany, 
Hungary and Bohemia; his aim in the last case was to make 
conferences impossible between the representatives of Rome and 
the Bohemians, for every attempt at conciliation seemed to him 
to be conniving at heresy. Finally, after the taking of Con-
stantinople, he succeeded in gathering troops together for a 
crusade against the Turks (1455),  which at least helped to raise 
the siege of Belgrade, which was being blockaded by Mahommed 
II. He died shortly afterwards (October 23, 1456), and was 
canonized in 169o. Capistrano,. in spite of this restless life, 
found time to work both in the lifetime of his master St 
Bernardino of Siena and after, at the reform of the order of the 
minor Franciscans, and to uphold both in his writings and his 
speeches the most advanced theories upon the papal supremacy 
us opposed to that of the councils. 

See E. Jacob, Johannes von Capistrano, vol. 	" Du Leben und 
Wirken Capistrans; " vol. ii.: " Die handschriftlichen Aufzeich-
oungen von Reden und Tractaten Capistrans," (1st series, Breslau, 
1 903-1905). (P. A.) 

CAPITAL (Lat. capul, head), in architecture, the crowning 
member of the column, which projects on each side as it rises, in 
order to support the abacus and unite the square form of the latter 
with the circular shaft. The bulk of the capital may either be 
convex, as in the Doric capital; concave, as in the bell of the 
Corinthian capital; or bracketed out, as in the Ionic capital. 
These are the three principal types on which all capitals are 
based. The capitals of Greek, Doric, Ionic and Corinthian orders 
are given in the article ORDER. 

From the prominent position it occupies in all monumental 
buildings, it has always been the favourite feature selected for 
ornamentation, and consequently . it has become the clearest 
indicator of any style. 

The two earliest capitals of importance arc those which are 
based on the lotus (fig. t) and papyrus (fig. a) plants respectively, 
and these, with the palm tree capital, were the chief types em-
ployed by the Egyptians down to the 3rd century s.c., when, 

Subuo 
Temperature of 
Solidification. 

Surf 	e- 
Tens, n 

Platinum 	  2000 °  C. 16511 
Gold 	  1200 °  981 
Zmc 	  360° 86o 
Tin 	  230 °  58 7 
Mercury 	  —. 40°  577 

33o° 4.3,5 
silver 	  moo° 4 , 9 
Bismuth 	  265 °  8 
Potassium 	  58°  364 
Sodium 90 °  253 
Antimony 	  432°  244 
Borax 	  woo° 212 
Carboeate of Soda 	  moo° 206 
Chloride of Sodium 	  Ito 
Water 	  0° 86.2 
Selenium 	  217° 70. 4 
Sulphur 	  
Phosphorus 	  
Wax 	  

43 ° 
 68° 

4 1 '3 
0' 1  
33'4 

(L-i)r= 217g,, the specific cohesion, we may state the genera 
results of his everiments as follows:— 

The bromides and iodides have a specific cohesion about 
hay that of mercury. The nitrates, chlorides, sugars and fats, 

tho the metals lead, bismuth and antimony, have a specific 
Cohesion nearly equal to that of mercury. Water, the carbonates 
and sulphates, and probably phosphates, and the metals 
pblinum, gold, silver, cadmium, tin and copper have a specific 
Cohesion double that of mercury. Zinc, iron and palladium, 
three times that of mercury, and sodium, six times that of 
mercury. 

RELATION OF SURFACE-TENSION TO TEMPERATURE 

It appears from the experiments of Brunner and of Wolf on the 
iscon of water in tubes that at the temperature f° centigrade 

T •73.2o (1 —o-oot 87t) (Brunner); 
s•76-oe (1 —0.0021+0.00000413P), fora tube •02346cm. diameter 

(Wolf) ; 
• 77 -34(1 -0 -00s1310, for a tube -03098 cm. diameter (Wolf). 

Lad Kelvin has applied the principles of Thermodynamics 
la determine the thermal effects of increasing or diminishing 
gle area of the free surface of a liquid, and has shown that in 
Met to keep the temperature constant while the area of the 
Indite increases by unity, an amount of heat must be supplied 
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CAPITAL 
under the Ptolemaic dynasties, various liver plants were 
employed decoratively and the lotus capital goes through 

FIG. 2.—Papyrus Capital from Karnak. 

various modifications (fig. 3). Some kind of volute capital is 
shown in the Assyrian bas-reliefs, but no Assyrian capital has 
ever been found; those exhibited as such in the British Museum 
are bases. 

The Persian capital belongs to the third dass above mentioned, 
the brackets are carved with the lion (fig. 4) or the griffin pro-
jecting right and left to support and lessen the bearing of the 
architrave, and on their backs carry other brackets at right 
angles to support the cross timbers. The profuse decoration 
underneath the bracket capital in the palace of Xerxes and 

3.—Modified Lotus 	 FIG. 4. — Persian Capit 
Capital from Philae. 	 from Persepolis. 

elsewhere, serves no structural function, but gives some variety 
to the extenuated shaft. 

The earliest Greek capital is that shown in the Temple-fresco 
at Cnossus in Crete (1600 s.c.); it was of the first type—convex, 
and was probably moulded in stucco: the second is represented 
by the richly carved example of the columns (fig. 5) flanking the 
tomb of Agamemnon in Mycenae (c. rico B.C.), also convex, 
carved with the chevron device, and with an apophyge on which 
the buds of some flowers are sculptured. The Doric capital of the 
temple of Apollo at Syracuse (c. 70o s.c.) follows, in which the  

echinus moulding has become a more definite form: this in the 
Parthenon reaches its culmination, where the convexity is at the 
top and bottom with a delicate uniting curve. The sloping side of 

Fro. 5.—Early Greek Capital from the Tomb of Agamemnon, 
Mycenae. 

the echinus becomes flatter in the later examples, and in the 
Colosseum at Rome forms a quarter round. 

In the Ionic capital of the Archaic temple of Diana at Ephesus 
(56o s.c.) the width of the abacus is twice that of its depth, 
consequently the earliest Ionic capital known was virtually a 

Fin. 6.—Corinthian Capital from the Tholo. of Epidaurus 
bracket capital. A century later, in the temple on the llissus, 
published in Stuart and Revett, the abacus has become square. 
One of the most beautiful Corinthian capitals is that from the 
Tholos of Epidaurus (zoo a.c.) (fig. 6); it illustrates the transition 
between the earlier 
Greek capital of Bassae 
and the Roman version 
of the temple of Mars 
Ultor (fig. 7). 

The foliage of the 
Greek Corinthian capital 
was based on the Acan-
thus spinosus, that of 
the Roman on the Acan-
thus mollis; the capital 
of the temple of Vesta , 
and other examples at 
Pompeii are carved with 	j 
foliage of a different FIG.  -.— 7 Roman Capital from the Temple 
type 	 of Mars Ultor, Rome. 

Byzantine 	capitals 
are of endless variety; the Roman composite capital would 
seem to have been the favourite type they followed at first: 
subsequently, the block of stone was left rough as it came 
from the quarry, and the sculptor, set to carve it, evolved 
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zee types of design to his own fancy, so that one rarely 

of the same design. One of 
the most remarkable is the 
capital in which the leaves 
are carved as if blown by the 
wind; the finest example 
being in Sta Sophia, Thessa-
lonica; those in St Mark's, 
Venice (fig. 8) specially 
attracted Ruskin's fancy. 
Others are found in St Apolli-
nare-in-classe,Ravenna. The 
Thistle and Pine capital is 

bud in St Mark's, Venice; St Luke's, Delphi; the mosques 
se Kalman and of Ibn Telun, Cairo, in the two latter cases 

fa tr.—Romanesque Capitals from the Cloister of Monreale, 
near Palermo, Sicily. 

being taken from Byzantine churches. The illustration of the 
capital in S. Vitale, Ravenna (figs. 9 and to) shows above it the 
dosseret required to carry the arch, the springing of which was 
much wider than the abacus of the capital. 

The Romanesque and Gothic capitals throughout Europe 
present the same variety as in the Byzantine and for the same 

FIG. I3.—Gothic Capitals from Wells Cathedral. 

reason, that the artist evolved his conception of the design from 
the block he was carving, but in these styles it goes further on 
account of the clustering of columns and piers. 

The earliest type of capital in Lombardy and Germany is that 
which is known as the cushion-cap, in which the lower portion 
of the cube block has been cut away to meet the circular shaft 
(fig. it). These early types were generally painted at first with 
various geometrical designs, afterwards carved. 

In Byzantine capitals, the eagle, the lion and the lamb are 
occasionally carved, but 
treated conventionally. 

In the Romanesque and 
Gothic styles, in addition 
to birds and beasts, figures 
are frequently introduced 
into capitals, those in the 
Lombard work being 
rudely carved and verging ' 
on the grotesque; later, 
the sculpture reaches a 
higher standard; in the 
cloisters of Monreale 
(fig. 12) the birds being 

FIG. I4.--Gothic Capitals from Amiens wonderfully true to 	 Cathedral. nature. In England and 
France (figs. 13 and x4), the figures introduced into the capitals 
are sometimes full of character. These capitals, however, are 
not equal to those 
of theEarlyEnglish 
school, in which the 
foliage is conven-
tionally treated as 
if it had been. 
copied from metal 
work, and is of 
infinite variety, 
being found in 
small village 
churches as well as 
in cathedrals. 

Reference has 
only been made 
to the leading 
examples of the 
Roman capitals; 
in the Renaissance 
period (fig. t5) the 
feature became of 
the greatest importance and its variety almost as great as 
in the Byzantine and Gothic styles. The pilaster, which 

asets with many repetitions 

FIG. 9.—Byzantine Capital 
from the Church of S. Vitale, 
Itaseana. 
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was employed so extensively in the Revival, called for new 
combinations in the designs for its capitals. Most of the 
ornament can be traced to Roman sources, and although less 
vigorous, shows much more delicacy and refinement in its 
carving. (R. P. S.) 

CAPITAL (i.e. capital stock or fund), In economics, generally, 
the accumulated wealth either of a man or a community, that 
is available for earning interest and producing fresh wealth. In 
social discussion it is sometimes treated as antithetical to labour, 
but it is in reality the accumulated savings of labour and of the 
profits accruing from the savings of labour. It is that portion 
of the annual produce reserved from consumption to supply 
future wants, to extend the sphere of production, to improve 
industrial instruments and processes, to carry out works of public 
utility, and, in short, to secure and enlarge the various means of 
progress necessary to an increasing community. It is the 
increment of wealth or means of subsistence analogous to the 
increment of population and of the wants of civilized man. 
Hence J. S. Mill and other economists, when seeking a graphic 
expression of the service of capital, have called it " abstinence." 
The labourer serves by giving physical and mental effort in 
order to supply his means of consumption: 'The capitalist, or 
labourer-capitalist, serves by abstaining from consumption, by 
denying himself the present enjoyment of more or less of his 
means of consumption, in the prospect of a future profit. This 
quality, apparent enough in the beginnings of capital, applies 
equally to all its forms and stages; because whether a capitalist 
stocks his warehouse with goods and produce, improves land, 
lends on mortgage or other security, builds a factory, opens a 
mine, or orders the construction of machines or ships, there is 
the element of self-deprival for the present, with the risk of 
ultimate loss of what is his own, and what, instead of saving and 
embodying in some productive form, he might choose to consume. 
On this ground rests the justification of the claims of capital to 
its industrial rewards, whether in the form of rent, interest or 
profits of trade and investment. 

To any advance in the arts of industry or the comforts of life, 
a rate of production exceeding the rate of consumption, with 
consequent accumulation of resources, or in other words, the 
formation of capital, is indispensable. The primitive cultivators 
of the soil, whether those of ancient times or the pioneers who 
formed settlements in the forests of the New World, soon dis-
covered that their labour would be rendered more effective by 
implements and auxiliary powers of various kinds, and that until 
the produce from existing means of cultivation exceeded what 
was necessary for their subsistence, there could be neither labour 
on their part to produce such implements and auxiliaries, nor 
means to purchase them. Every branch of industry has thus 
had a demand for capital within its own circles from the earliest 
times. The flint arrow-heads, the stone and bronze utensils of 
fossiliferous origin, and the rude implements of agriculture, war 
and navigation, of which we read in Homer, were the forerunners 
of that rich and wonderful display of tools, machines, engines, 
furnaces and countless ingenious and costly appliances, which 
represent so large a portion of the capital of civilized countries, 
and without the pre-existing capital could not have been 
developed. Nor in the cultivation of land, or the production 
simply of food, is the need of implements, and of other auxiliary 
power, whether animal or mechanical, the only need immediately 
experienced. The demands on the surplus of produce over con-
sumption are various and incessant. Near the space of reclaimed 
ground, from which the cultivator derives but a bare livelihood, 
are some marshy acres that, if drained and enclosed, would add 
considerably in two or three years to the produce; the forest 
and other natural obstructions might also be driven farther back 
with the result, in a few more years, of profit; fences are necessary 
to allow of pasture and field crops, roads have to be made and 
farm buildings to be erected; as the work proceeds more artificial 
investments follow, and by these successive outlays of past 
savings in improvements, renewed and enhanced from generation 
to generation, the land, of little value in its natural state either 
to the owner and cultivator or the community, is at length  

brought into a highly productive condition. The history d 
capital in the soil is substantially the history of capital in all 
other spheres. No progress can be made in any sphere, small or 
large, without reserved funds possessed by few or more persons, 
in small or large amounts, and the progress in all cases is adven-
tured under self-deprival in the meanwhile of acquired value, 
and more or less risk as to the final result. 

Capital is necessarily to be distinguished from money, with 
which in ordinary nomenclature it is almost identical. Wealth 
may be in other things than money; oxen, wives, tools, have 
at different stages of civilization represented the recognized 
form of capital; and modem usage only treats capital as meaning 
the command of money because money is the ordinary form of it 
nowadays. The capital of a country can scarce be said to be 
less than the whole sum of its investments in a productive form, 
and possessing a recognized productive value. 

Adam Smith's distinction of " fixed " and " circulating " 
capital in the Wealth of Nation., (book ii. c. L) cannot fail to be 
always useful in exhibiting the various forms and conditions 
under which capital is employed. Yet the principal pheno-
mena of capital are found to be the same, whether the form of 
investment be more or less permanent or circuLable. The 
machinery in which capital is " fixed," and which yields a profit 
without apparently changing hands, is in reality passing away 
day by day, until it is worn out, and has to be replaced. So 
also of drainage and other land improvements. When the 
natural forests have been consumed and the landowners begin 
to plant trees on the bare places, the plantations while growing 
are a source of health, shelter and embellishment—they are not 
without a material profit throughout their various stages to 
maturity—and when, at the lapse of twenty or more years, they 
are ready to be cut down, and the timber is sold for useful 
purposes, there is a harvest of the original capital expended 
as essentially as in the case of the more rapid yearly crops of 
wheat or oats. The chief distinction would appear to rest in the 
element of time elapsing between the outlay of capital and its 
return. Capital may be employed in abort loans or bills of 
exchange at two or three months, in paying wages of labour 
for which there may be return in a day or not in less than a year 
or more, or in operations involving within themselves every form 
of capital expenditure, and requiring a few years or ninety-nine 
years for the promised fructification on which. they proceed. 
But the common characteristic of capital is that of a fund yield-
ing a return and reproducing itself whether the time to this end 
be long or short. The division of expenditure or labour (all 
expenditure having a destination to labour of one kind or 
another) into " productive " and " unproductive " by the same 
authority (book ii. c. 3) is also apposite both for purposes of 
political economy and practical guidance, though economists 
have found it difficult to define where " productive expenditure" 
ends and " unproductive expenditure " begins. Adam Smith 
includes in his enumeration of the "fixed capital " of a country 
" the acquired and useful abilities of all the inhabitants "; 
and in this sense expenditure on education, arts and sciences 
might be deemed expenditure of the most productive value. 
and yet be wanting in strict commercial account of the profit 
and loss. It must be admitted that there is a personal expendi-
ture among all ranks of society, which, though not in any sense 
a capital expenditure, may become capital and receive a pro-
ductive application, always to be preferred to the grossly un 
productive form, in the interest both of the possessors and of 
the community. 

The subject in its details is full of controversies, and a discussion 
of it at any length would embrace the whole fold of economics. The 
subject will be found fully dealt with in every important economic 
work, but the following may be specially consulted'—J. S. Mill. 
Principles ;:if Political Economy; J. E. Cairns, Sane Landsat 
Principles o Political Economy: F. A. Walker. Political Earamay; 
A. Marshal , Principles al Economics; E. Bohm v. Bawerk, ralneal 
and Interest; K. Marx, Capital; J. B. Clark, Capital and its Ea+ 
fags; see also the economic works of W. H. Matlock (Critical Ex-
amination of Socialism, 1908, &c.) for an insistence on the importance 
of " ability," or brain-work, as against much of modern socialist 
theorizing against " capitalism." 
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 the Church as the inheritor of Christian traditions and Roman CAPITAL PUNISHMENT. By this term is now meant the 

infliction of the penalty of death for crime under the sentence of 
some properly constituted authority, as distinguished from 
killing the offender as a matter of self-defence or private ven-
geance, or under the order of some self-constituted or irregular 
tribunal unknown to the law, such as that of the Vigilantes of 
California, or of lynch law .(q.e.). In the early stages of society 
a man-slayer was killed by the " avenger of blood " on behalf 
of the family of the man killed, and not as representing 
the authority of the state (Pollock and Maitland, Hist. Eng. 
Lam u. 447.) This mode of dealing with homicide survives in the 
vendetta of Corsica and of the Mainotes in Greece, and in certain 
of the southern states of North America. The obligation or 
inclination to take vengeance depends on the fact of homicide, 
and not on the circumstances in which it was committed, i.e. 
it is a part of the kz tationis. The mischief of this system was 
alleviated under the Levitical law by the creation of cities of 
refuge, and in Greece and Italy, both in Pagan and Christian 
times, by the recognition of the right of sanctuary in temples 
and churches. A second mode of dealing with homicide was that 
known to early Teutonic and early Celtic law, where the relatives 
of the deceased, instead of the life of the slayer, received the 
wer of the deceased, i.e. a payment in proportion to the rank 
of the slain, and the king received the blood-wite for the loss 
of his man. But even under this system certain crimes were 
in Anglo-Saxon law bot-less, i.e. no compensation could 
be paid, and the offender must suffer the penalty of death. 
In the laws of Ithammurabi, king of Babylon (2285-2242 
D.C.), the death penalty is imposed for many offences. The 
modes for executing it specially named are burning, drowning 
and impalement (Oldest Code of Laws, by C. H. W. Johns, 1903). 
Under the Roman law, " capital " punishment also included 
punishments which deprived the offender of the status of 
Roman citizen (eatitis deminutio, rapids amissio), e.g. condemna-
tion to servitude in the mines or to deportation to an island 

B. to). 
United Kingdom—The modes of capital punishment in 

England under the Saxon and Danish kings were various: 
mush ime hanging, beheading, burning, drowning, stoning, and 
sweeps precipitation from rocks. The principle on which this 
41.• 411" variety depended was that where an offence was 
MINGAIR. such as to entitle the king to outlaw the offender, 
he forfeited all, life and limb, lands and goods, and that the 
king might take his life and choose the mode of death. William 
the Conqueror would not allow judgment of death to be exe-
cuted by hanging and substituted mutilation; but his successors 
varied somewhat in their policy as to capital punishment, and 
by the r 3th century the penalty of death became by usage (with-
out legislation) the usual punishment for high and petty treason 
and for all felonies (except mayhem and petty larceny, i.e. theft 
of property worth less than is.); see Stephen, Hist. Cr. Law, 
voL i. 458; Pollock and Maitland, Hist. Eng. Law, vol. 1 459• 
It therefore included all the more serious forms of crime against 
person or property, such as murder, manslaughter, arson, high-
way robbery, burglary (or hamesucken) and larceny; and when 
statutory felonies were created they were also punishable by 
death unless the statute otherwise provided. The death penalty 
was also extended to heretics under the writ de heretic° win-
k:rend*, which was lawfully issuable under statute from 1382 
(5 Ric. n. stat. 5) until 14577 (29 Chas. IL c. 9). For this purpose 
the legislature had adopted the civil law of the Roman Empire, 
which was not a part of the English common law (Stephen, 
Hist. Cr. Law, vol. ii. 438-469)- 

11w methods of execution by crucifixion (as under the Roman 
law), or breaking on the wheel (as under the Roman Dutch law 
and the Holy Roman Empire), were never recognized by the 
common law, and would fall within the term " cruel and unusual 
punishments" in the English Bill of Rights, and in the United 
States would seem to be unconstitutional (see Wilkinson v. Utak, 
In% 136 U.S. 436, 446). 

The severity of barbarian and feudal laws was mitigated, so 
tar as common-law offences were concerned, by the influence of  

jurisprudence. The Roman law under the empire did not allow 
the execution of citizens except under the Lex Portia. But the 
right of the emperors to legislate per reseriptum prineipis enabled 
them to disregard the ordinary law when so disposed. The 83rd 
novel of Justinian provided that criminal causes against clerics 
should be tried by the judges, and that the convicted cleric 
should be degraded by his bishop before his condemnation by 
the secular power, and other novels gave the bishops considerable 
influence, if not authority, over the lay judiciary. In western 
Europe the right given by imperial legislation in the Eastern 
Empire was utilized by the Papacy to claim privilege of clergy, 
i.e. that clerks must be remitted to the bishop for canonical 
punishment, and not subjected to civil condemnation at all. 
The history of benefit of clergy is given in Pollock and Maitland, 
Hist. English Law, vol. i. pp. 424-440, and Stephen, Hist. Cr. 
Law, vol. Hi. 459, 463. By degrees the privilege was extended 
not only to persons who could prove ordination or show a genuine 
tonsure, but all persons who had sufficient learning to be able 
to read the neck-verse (Ps. li. v. 1). Before the Reformation 
the ecclesiastical courts had ceased to take any effective action 
with respect to clerks accused of offences against the king's laws; 
and by the time of Henry VII. burning on the hand under the 
order of the king's judges was substituted for the old process 
of compurgation in use in the spiritual courts. 

The effect of the claim of benefit of clergy is said to have been 
to increase the number of convictions, though it mitigated the 
punishment; and it became, in fact, a means of showing mercy 
to certain classes of individuals convicted of crime as a kind 
of privilege to the educated, i.e. to all clerks whether secular 
OT religious (25 Edw. III. stat. 3); and it was allowed only 
in case of a first conviction, except in the case of clerks who could 
produce their letters of orders or a certificate of ordination. 
To prevent a second claim it was the practice to brand murderers 
with the letter M, and other felons with the Tyburn T, and Ben 
Jonson was in 1598 so marked for manslaughter. 

The reign of Henry VIII. was marked by extreme severity 
in the execution of criminals—as during this time 72,00o persons 
are said to have been banged. After the formation of English 
settlements in America the severity of the law was mitigated 
by the practice of reprieving persons sentenced to death on 
condition of their consenting to be transported to the American 
colonies, and to enter into bond service there. The practice 
seems to have been borrowed from Spain, and to have been begun 
in 1 597 (39 Eliz. c. 4). It was applied by Cromwell after his 
campaign in Ireland, and was in full force immediately after 
the Restoration, and is recognized in the Habeas Corpus Act 
1677, and was used for the Cameronians during Claverhouse's 
campaign in south-west Scotland. In the 18th century the courts 
were empowered to sentence felons to transportation (see 
DEPORTATION) instead of to execution, and this state of the law 
continued until 1857 (6 Law Quarterly Review, p. 388). This 
power to sentence to transportation at first applied only to 
felonies with benefit of clergy; but in 1705, on the abolition 
of the necessity of proving capacity to read, all criminals alike 
became entitled to the benefit previously reserved to clerks. 
Benefit of clergy was finally abolished in x827 as to all 
persons not having privilege of peerage, and in 1842 as 
to peers and peeresses. Its beneficial effect had now been 
exhausted, since no clergyable offences remained capital crimes. 

At the end of the 18th century the criminal law of all Europe 
was ferocious and indiscriminate in its administration of capital 
punishment for almost all forms of grave crime; and yet owing 
to poverty, social conditions, and the inefficiency of the police, 
such forms of crime were far more numerous than they now are. 
The policy and righteousness of the English law were questioned 
as early as 1766 by Goldsmith through the mouth of the vicar 
of Wakefield: " Nor can I avoid even questioning the validity 
of that right which social combinations have assumed of capitally 
punishing offences of a slight nature. In cases of murder their 
right is obvious, as it is the duty of us all from the law of self-
defence to cut off that man who has shown a disregard for the 
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life of another. Against such all nature rises in arms; but it 
is not so against him who steals my property." He adds later: 
" When by indiscriminate penal laws the nation beholds the same 
punishment affixed to dissimilar degrees of guilt, the people 
are led to lose all sense of distinction in the crime, and this 
distinction is the bulwark of all morality." 

The opinion expressed by Goldsmith was strongly supported 
by Bentham, Romilly, Basil Montagu and Mackintosh in England, 
and resulted in considerable mitigation of the severity of the law. 
In 'Poo over 200 and in 1819 about 18o crimes were capital. 
As the result of the labour of these eminent men and their 
disciples, and of Sir Robert Peel, there are now only four crimes 
(other than offences against military law or naval discipline) 
capitally punishable in England—high treason, murder, piracy 
with violence, and destruction of public arsenals and dockyards 
(The Dockyards, &c., Protection Act 1772). An attempt to 
abolish the death penalty for this last offence was made in 1837, 
but failed, and has not since been renewed. In the case 
of the last two offences sentence of death need not be pro-
nounced, but may be recorded (4 Geo. IV. c. 48). Since 1838 
it has in practice been executed only for murder; the method 
being by hanging. 

The change in the severity of the law is best illustrated by the 
following statistics:— 

Years. 

Death Sentences. Sentences Executed. 

For all 
Crimes. 

For 
Murder. 

For all 
Crimes. 

For 
Murder. 

1831 

18381 
3 , 

1838 1 3 
18621 

1601 
93 1 

 1 16 
29 

1 4 
9 

22i 

52 
33 
6 

15 

12 
6 
5 

15 

During the twelve years rom 1893 to 1904, 788 persons were 
committed for trial for murder, being an average of 65. The 
highest number was in 1893 (82) and the lowest in goo (5r). Of 
those tried in 1904, 28 (26 males and a females) were convicted 
of murder, 16 (all males) were executed; 9 males and a females 
had their sentences commuted to penal servitude for life. 

In Scotland capital punishment can be imposed only for 
treason, murder and offences against zo Geo. IV. c. 38, i.e. 
wilful shooting, stabbing, strangling or throwing corrosives with 
intent to murder, maim, disfigure, disable, or do grievous bodily 
harm, in all cases where if death had ensued the offence would 
have been murder. Prior to 1887 rape, robbery, wilful fire-raising 
and incest, and many other crimes, 
were also capital offences; but in 
practice the pains of law were re-
stricted at the instance of the prose-
cution. The method is by hanging. 

In Ireland capital punishment 
may be inflicted for the same 
offences as in England, except 
offences under the Dockyards Pro-
tection Act 1772, and it is carried 
out in the same manner. 

Offences under Military Law.—Thus far only crimes against 
the ordinary law of the land have been dealt with. But both 
the Naval Discipline Act of x866 and the Army Act empower 
courts-martial to pass sentence for a number of offences against 
military and naval laws. Such sentences are rarely if ever 
passed where an ordinary court is within reach, or except in time 
of war. The offences extend from traitorous communication 
with the enemy and cowardice on the field to falling asleep while 
acting as a sentinel on active service. It is for the authority 
confirming a sentence of death by court-martial to direct the 
mode of execution, which both in the British and United States 
armies is usually by shooting or hanging. During the Indian 
Mutiny some mutineers were executed by being blown from the 
mouth of cannon. As to the history of military punishments 
see Clode, Military and Martial Law. 

Each of these years followed upon legislation mitigating severity 
of punishment. 

British Colonies and Possessions.—Under the Indian Penal 
Code sentence 

 
if death may be passed for waging war against 

the king (s. in) and for murder (s. 302). If the murder is com-
mitted by a man under sentence of transportation for life the 
death penalty 

 
oust be imposed (s. 303). In other cases it is 

alternative. This code has been in substance adopted in Ceylon, 
in Straits Settlements and Hong-Kong, and in the Sudan. 
In most of the British colonies and possessions the death penalty 
may be imposed only in the case of high treason, wilful murder 
and piracy with violence. But in New South Wales and Victoria 
sentence of death may be passed for rape and criminal abuse of 
girls under ten. In Queensland the law was the same until the 
passing of the Criminal Code of 1899. 

Under the Canadian Criminal Code of 1892 the death sentence 
may be imposed for treason (s. 657), murder (s. 230, rape (s. 267), 
piracy with violence (s. 27), and upon subjects of a friendly 
power who levy war on the king in Canada (s. 68). But the judge 
is bound by statute to report on all death sentences, and the date 
of execution is fixed so as to give time for considering the report. 
The sentence is executed by hanging. In South Africa the 
criminal law is based on the Roman-Dutch law, under which 
capital punishment is liable for treason (cringers perduellionis or 
lame majestatis), murder and rape (van Leeuwen, c. 36). In the 
Cape Colony rape is still capital (R. v. Nossosi, 1885; 1 Buchanan, 
1898). In Natal rape may be pimi.110 ,1 by banging (act no, as, 
1898). Though the Roman-Dutch modes of executing the 
sentence by decapitation or breaking on the wheel have not bees 
formally abolished, in practice the sentence in the Cape Colony is 
executed by hanging. In the Transvaal hanging is now the sole 
mode of executing capital punishment (Criminal Procedure 
Code, 1903, s. 244). The Roman-Dutch law as to crime and 
punishments has been superseded in Ceylon and British Guiana 
by ordinance. 

Austria-Hungary.—In Austria capital punishment was in 1787 
for a time abolished, but was reintroduced in 1795 for high 
treason, and in 1803 for certain other crimes. Under the 
penal code still in force in 1906 it might be inflicted for 
the offences in the table given below, but not on offenders 
who were under twenty when they committed the offence. 
The annexed table indicates that the full sentence was 
sparingly executed. Under a Penal Code drafted in 1906, 
however, only two offences were made capital, viz. high treason 
against the person of the emperor and the graver cases of 
murder. The sentence is executed by hanging. 

Belgium.—Under the Belgian Penal Code of 1867 the death 
penalty is retained for certain forms of high treason, and for 
assassination and parricide by poisoning. It may not be 
pronounced on a person under eighteen. The sentence is 
executed publicly by the guillotine. No execution seems to 
have taken place since 1863. 

Denmark.—Sentence of death may be imposed for most forms 
of high treason, aggravated cases of murder, rape and piracy. 
It is executed publicly by the axe. Offenders under eighteen an 
not liable. 

Finland.—In Finland the death penalty Is alleged not to have 
been inflicted since ars. It may be imposed for the assassina-
tion of the grand duke or grand duchess of the head of a friendly 
state, and wilful murder of other persons. 

Franc.—Under the °mien regime in France, z Ts aimesslubd 
become capital in zygo. The mode of execution varied, but in 
some cases it was effected by breaking on the wheel or burning,. 

Crimes Punishable by 
Death. 

1853 to 1873. 1875 to 1900. 1901 to 1903. 
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Murder, s. 136 	. 	. 	. 	 
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and was coupled with mutilation. Under the Penal Code of 
aro, as amended in or after 1832, even so late as 3871, thirty 
offences were capital, one being perjury against a „prisoner 
malting in his condemnation to death (art. 361). At present it 
may be imposed for wounding a public official with intent to 
=infer (art. 233), assassination, parricide, poisoning, killing to 
commit a crime or escape from justice (arts. 302, 304). But 
juries freely exercise the power of acquitting in capital cases, or 
of defeating the capital sentence by finding extenuating circum-
stances in more than seven-eighths of the cases, which compels 
the court to reduce the punishment by one or more degrees, i.e. 
below the penalty of death. And in recent times the prerogative 
of mercy has been continually exercised by the president, even in 
gross cases where public opinion demanded the extreme penalty. 
The sentence is executed in public by the guillotine. 

canary.—In many of the states of Germany capital punish-
ment had been abolished (Brunswick, Coburg, Nassau, Olden-
burg in 1849; Saxe-Meiningen, Saxe-Weimar, 1862; Baden, 
1863; Saxony, x868). But it has been restored by the Imperial 
Criminal Code of 1872, in the case of attempts on the life of the 
emperor, or of the sovereign of any federal state in which the 
offender happens to be (s. 8o), and for deliberate homicide (s. 21 I ) 
—as opposed to intentional homicide without deliberation—and 
for certain treasonable acts committed when a state of siege has 
been proclaimed. The sentence is executed by beheading (s. z3). 

ileiland.—In Holland there have been no executions since 
i86o. Capital punishment (by hanging) was abolished in 187o, 
and was not reintroduced in the Penal Code of r886. 

Italy.—Capital punishment was abolished in Tuscany as far 
back as 1786, and from Italy has come the chief opposition to 
the death penalty, originated by Beccaria, and supported by 
may eminent jurists. Under the Penal Code of t888 the death 
penalty was abrogated for all crimes, even for regicide. The 
cases of homicide in Italy are very numerous compared with 
those in England, amounting in 19o5 to 105 per million as com-
pared with 27 per million in the United Kingdom. 

Japon.—The penalty of death is executed by hanging within a 
prison. It may be imposed for executing or contriving acts 
of violence against the mikado or certain of his family, and for 
seditious violence with the object of seizing the territory or 
'obverting the government or laws of Japan, or conspiring 
with foreign powers to commence hostilities against Japan. It 
h inflicted for certain forms of homicide, substantially wilful 
murder in the first degree. 

Nosmay.—Under Norwegian law, up to nos, sentence of death 
might be passed for murder with premeditation, but the court 
night as an alternative decree penal servitude for life. Sentence 
of death had also to be passed in cases where a person under 
sentence of penal servitude for life committed murder or culpable 
homicide, or caused bodily injuries in circumstances warranting 
a sentence of penal servitude for life, or committed robbery or 
the graver forms of wilful fire-raising. The sentence was 
carried out by decapitation (see BEHEADING); but there had 
been no execution since 1876. The new Norwegian Code, 
which came into force on the 6th of January nos, abolished 
capital punishment. 

hirragal.—There has been considerable objection in Portugal 
to capital punishment, and it was abolished in r867. 

ffirmassia.—Capital punishment was abolished in 1864. 
kund.—In 1750, under the empress Elizabeth, capital punish-

ment was abolished; but it was restored later and was freely 
kfficted, the sentence being executed by shooting, beheading 
or hanging. According to a Home Office Return in England 
is 1907 the death penalty is abolished, except in cases where the 
Ens of the emperor, empress pr heir to the throne are concerned. 

Sptia.—Under the Spanish Penal Code of i87o the following 
crimes are capital:—inducing a foreign power to declare war 
Mast Spain, killing the sovereign, parricide and assassination. 
The method employed is execution in public by the garrote. 
But the death sentence is rarely imposed, the customary penalty 
for murder being penal servitude in chains for life, while a parri-
one is hnptisoned in chains " in perpetuity until death." 

Sweden.—Theseverity of the law in Sweden was greatly miti-
gated so far back as 1777. Under the Penal Code of 1864 the 
penalty of death may be imposed for certain forms of treason, in-
cluding attempts On the life of the sovereign or on the independence 
of Sweden, and for premeditated homicide (assassins!), and in 
certain cases for offences committed by persons under sentence 
of imprisonment for life. In nos a bill to abolish capital 
punishment was rejected by both houses of the Swedish 
parliament. 

Switzerland.—Capital punishment was abolished in Switzer-
land in 1874 by Federal legislation; but in 1879, in consequence 
of a plebiscite, each canton was empowered to restore the 
death penalty for offences in its territory. The Federal govern-
ment was unwilling to take this course, but was impelled to it 
by the fact that, between 1874 and 1879, cases of premeditated 
murder had considerably increased. Seven of the cantons out 
of twenty-two have exercised the power given to restore capital 
punishment. But there do not, seem to have been any cases 
in which the death penalty has been inflicted; and on the 
assassination of the empress of Austria at Geneva in 1898 it 
was found that the laws of the canton did not permit the execu-
tion of the assassin. The canton of Zug imposes the lowest 
minimum penalty known, i.e. three years' imprisonment for 
wilful homicide, the maximum being imprisonment for life. 

(Inked Sinks of Anterica.—Under the Federal laws sentence 
of death may be passed for treason against the United States 
and for piracy and for murder within the Federal jurisdiction. 
But for the most part the punishment of crime is regulated by 
the laws of the constituent states of the Union. 

The death penalty was abolished in Michigan in 1846 except 
fdr treason, and wholly in Wisconsin in 1853. In Maine it was 
abolished in :876, re-enacted in 1883, and again abolished 
in 1887. In Rhode Island it was abolished in 185a, but restored 
in 1882, only in case of murder committed by a person under 
sentence of imprisonment for life (Laws, r896, c. 277, s. 2). 
In all the other states the death penalty may still be inflicted: 
in Alabama, Delaware, Georgia, Maryland, and West Virginia, 
for treason, murder, arson and rape; in Alaska, Arizona, 
Kansas, New Jersey, Mississippi, Montana, New York, North 
Dakota, Oregon, and South Dakota, for treason and murder; 
in Colorado, Idaho, Illinois, Iowa, Massachusetts, Minnesota, 
Nebraska, New Hampshire, New Mexico, Nevada, Ohio, Okla-
homa, Pennsylvania, Utah and Wyoming, for murder only; 
in Kentucky and Virginia, for treason, murder and rape ; 
in Vermont, (or treason, murder and arson; in Indiana, for 
treason, murder, and for arson if death result; in California, 
for treason, murder and train-wrecking; in North Carolina, 
for murder, rape, arson and burglary; in Florida, Missouri, 
South Carolina, Tennessee and Texas, for murder and rape; 
in Arkansas and Louisiana, for treason, murder, rape, and 
administering poison or use of dangerous weapons with intent 
to murder. Louisiana is cited by Girardin (k droll de punir) 
as a state in which the death penalty was abolished in 183o. 
Under the influence of the eminent jurist, E. Livingston, who 
framed the state codes, the legislature certainly passed a resolu-
tion against capital punishment. But since as early as 1846 
it has been there lawful, subject to a power given to the jury, 
to bring in a verdict of guilty, " but no capital punishment," 
which had the effect of imposing a sentence of hard labour for 
life. In certain states the jury has, under local legislation, the 
right to award the sentence. The constitutionality of such 
legislation has been doubted, but has been recognized by the 
courts of Illinois and Iowa. Sentence of death is executed 
by hanging, except in seven of the states, where it is carried 
out by " electrocution " 

With the mitigation of the law as to punishment, agitation 
against the theory of capital punishment has lost much of its 
force. But many European and American writers, and 
some English writers and associations, advocate the ° cacao 
total abolition of the death punishment. The ultimate altolliloa 

argument of the opponents of capital punishment is that 
society has no right to take the life of any one of its members on 
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any ground. But they also object to capital Punishment: 0) on 
religious grounds, because it may deprive the sinner of his full time 
for repentance; (z) on medical grounds, because homicide is 
usually if not always evidence of mental disease or irresponsi-
bility; (3) on utilitarian grounds, because capital punishment is 
not really deterrent, and is actually inflicted in so few instances 
that criminals discount the risks of undergoing it; (4) on legal 
grounds, i.e. that the sentence being irrevocable and the evidence 
often circumstantial only, there is great risk of gross injustice 
in executing a person convicted of murder; (s) on moral grounds, 
that the punishment does not fit the case nor effect the refor-
mation of the offender. It is to be noted that the English 
Children Act 1908 expressly forbids the pronouncing or recording 
the sentence of death against any person under the age of 
sixteen (s. 103). 

The punishment is probably retained, partly from ingrained 
habit, partly from a sense of its appropriateness for certain 
crimes, but also that the Wilma ratio may be available in cases 
of sufficient gravity to the commonweal. The apparent dis-
crepancy between the number of trials and convictions for 
murder is not in England any evidence of hostility on the part 
of juries to capital punishment, which has on the whole lessened 
rather than increased since the middle of the 19th century. It 
is rarely if ever necessary in England, though common in America, 
to question the jurors as to their views on capital punishment. 
The reasons for the comparatively small number of convictions 
for murder seem to be: (2) that court and jury in a capital case 
lean in favorers; vitae, and if the offence falls short of the full 
gravity of murder, conviction for manslaughter only results; 
(2) that in the absence of a statutory classification of the degrees 
of murder, the prerogative of mercy is exercised in cases falling 
short of the highest degree of gravity recognized by lawyers and 
by public opinion; (3) that where the conviction rests on cir- . 

 cumstantial evidence the sentence is not executed unless the 
circumstantial evidence is conclusive; (4) that charges of in-
fanticide against the mothers of illegitimate children are treated 
mercifully by judge and jury, and usually terminate in acquittal, 
or in a conviction of concealment of birth; (5) that many persons 
tried as murderers are obviously insane; (6) that coroners' 
juries are somewhat recklessly free in returning inquisitions 
of murder without any evidence which would warrant the 
conviction of the person accused. 

The medical doctrine, and that of Lombroso with respect 
to criminal atavism and irresponsibility, have probably tended 
to incline the public mind in favour of capital punishment, and 
Sir James Stephen and other eminent jurists have even been 
thereby tempted to advocate the execution of habitual criminals. 
It certainly seems strange that the community should feel bound 
carefully to preserve and tend a class of dangerous lunatics, and 
to give them, as Charles Kingsley says, " the finest air in England 
and the right to kill two gaolers a week." 

The whole question of capital punishment in the United 
Kingdom was considered by a royal commission appointed in 
1864, which reported in i866 (Part. Pap., 1866, 10,438). The 
commission took the opinions of all the judges of the supreme 
courts in the United Kingdom and of many other eminent 
persons, and collected the laws of other countries so far as this 
was ascertainable. The commissioners differed on the question 
of the expediency of abolishing or retaining capital punishment, 
and did not report thereon. But they recommended: (r) that 
it should be restricted throughout the United Kingdom to high 
treason and murder; (2) alteration of the law of homicide so 
as to classify homicides according to their gravity, and to confine 
capital punishment to murder in the first degree; (3) modifica-
tion of the law as to child murder so as to punish certain cases 
of infanticide as misdemeanours; (4) authorizing judges to 
direct sentence of death to be recorded; (5) the abolition—
since carried out—of public executions. 

AUTHORITI ES. —Beccaria, Doi Ddiue e delle Peso (17oo); Bentham, 
Rationale of Punishment; Lammasch, Grundris des Strafreelas 
(Leipzig, 1902); Olivecrona, De la „wine de mort; Mittermaier, 
Capital Punishment; Report of the Royal Commission on Capital 
Punishment (Part. Pap., 1866, No. 10.438); Oldfield, The Penalty of 

Death (19o1): Pollock and Maitland, History of English Loss; .Pike. 
History of Crime; Sir J. F. Stephen, History of Crave is England; 
S. Walpole, History of England, vol. i. p. 191; vol. iv. p. 74; 
Andrews' Old Time Punishments; A Century 4 Law Refers 
(London, [pot); Lecture u. by Sir H. B: Poland; Howard Association 
Publications. (W. F. C.) 

CAPITO (or Ka8n.r.), WOLFGANG IFAnsucrus1 (r478-1541), 
German reformer, was born of humble parentage at Hagenau in 
Alsace. He was educated for the medical profession, but also 
studied law, and applied himself so earnestly to theology that 
he received the doctorate in that faculty also, and, having 
joined the Benedictines, taught for some time at Freiburg. lie 
acted for three years as pastor in Bruchsal, and was then called 
to the cathedral church of Basel (1515). Here he made the 
acquaintance of Zwingli and began to correspond with Luther. 
In 1519 he removed to Mainz at the request of Albrecht, arch-
bishop of that city, who soon made him his chancellor. In 1523 
he settled at Strassburg, where he remained till his death in 
November 1541. He had found it increasingly difficult to 
reconcile the new religion with the old, and from Iva was one 
of the leaders of the reformed faith in Stmssburg. He took a 
prominent part in the earlier ecclesiastical transactions of the 
16th century, was present at the second conference of Zfiric.h 
and at the conference of Marburg, and along with Martin Bum 
drew up the Confessio Tetrapolitana. Capito was always more 
concerned for the " unity of the spirit " than for dogmatic 
formularies, and from his endeavours to conciliate the Lutheran 
and Zwinglian parties in regard to the sacraments, he seems to 
have incurred the suspicions of his own friends; while from his 
intimacy with Martin Cellarius and other divines of the Socinian 
school he drew on himself the charge of Arianism. His principal 
works were:--/astilutionum Hebraicarum libri duo; Emarrationes 
in Habacuc et Hareem Propketas; a life of Oecolampadius and 
an account of the synod of Berne ( 1 53 2). 

CAPITULARY (Med. Lat. capilularium), a series of legislative 
or administrative acts emanating from the Merovingian and 
Carolingian kings, so called as being divided into sections or 
chapters (capitula). With regard to these capitularies two 
questions arise: (1) as to the means by which they have been 
handed down to us; (2) as to their true character and scope. 

(r) As soon as the capitulary was composed, it was sent to the 
various functionaries of the Frankish empire, archbishops, 
bishops, milli and counts, a copy being kept by the chancellor 
in the archives of the palace. At the present day we do not 
possess a single capitulary in its original form; but very 
frequently copies of these isolated capitularies were included in 
various scattered manuscripts, among pieces of a very different 
nature, ecclesiastical or secular. We find, therefore, a fair number 
of them in books which go back as far as the 9th or t oth centuries. 
In recent editions in the case of each capitulary it is carefully 
indicated from what manuscripts it has been collated. 

These capitularies make provisions of a most varied nature; 
it was therefore found necessary at quite an early date to rt.ssify 
them into chapters according to the subject. In 827 Ansegisus, 
abbot of St Wandrille at Fontenelle, made such a collection_ 
He embodied them in four books: one of the ecclesiastical 
capitularies of Charlemagne, one of the ecclesiastical capitularies 
of Louis the Pious, one of the secular capitularies of Charlemagne, 
and one of the secular capitularies of Louis, bringing together 
similar provisions and suppressing duplicates. This collection 
soon gained an official authority, and after 829 Louis the Pious 
refers to it, citing book and section. 

After 827 new capitularies were naturally promulgated, and 
before 858 there appeared a second collection in three books, 
by an author calling himself Benedictus Levita. His aim was, 
he said, to complete the work of Ansegisus, and bring it up to 
date by continuing it from 827 to his own day; but the autho 
has not only borrowed prescriptions from the capitularies; he 
has introduced other documents into his collection, fragments of 
Roman laws, canons of the councils and especially spurious 
provisions very similar in character to those of the same date 
found in the False Decretals. His contemporaries did not notice 
these spurious documents, but accepted the whole collection as 
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authentic, and incorporated the four books of Ansegisus and 
the three of Benedictus Levita into a single collection in seven 
books. The serious historian of to-day, however, is careful not 
to use books v., vi. and vii. for purposes of reference. 

Early editors chose to republish this collection of Ansegisus 
and Benedictus as they found it. It was a distinguished French 
scholar, Etienne Baluze, who led the way to a fresh classification. 
In 1677 he brought out the Capihtlaria regum francorum, in two 
folio volumes, in which he published first the capitularies of the 
Merovingian kings, then those of Pippin, of Charles and of 
Louis the Pious, which he had found complete in various manu-
scripts. After the date of 84o, he published as supplements the 
unreliable collection of Ansegisus and Benedictus Levita, with 
the warning that the latter was quite untrustworthy. He then 
gave the capitularies of Charles the Bald, and of other Carolingian 
kings, either contemporaries or successors of Charles, which he 
had discovered in various places. A second edition of Baluze 
was published in 178o in 2 volumes folio by Pierre de Chiniac. 

The edition of the Capitularies made in 1835 by George Pertz, 
in the Monuments Germaniae (folio edition, vol. i., of the Leges) 
was not much advance on that of Baluze. A fresh revision was 
required, and the editors of the Mammoth; decided to reissue 
it in their quarto series, entrusting the work to Dr Alfred Boretius. 
In 1883 Boretius published his first volume, containing all the 
detached capitularies up to 827, together with various appendices 
bearing on them, and the collection of Ansegisus. Boretius, 
whose health had been ruined by overwork, was unable to finish 
his work; it was continued by Victor Krause, who collected 
in vol. ii. the scattered capitularies of a date posterior to 828. 
Karl Zeumer and Albrecht Werminghoff drew up a detailed 
index of both volumes, in which all the essential words are noted. 
A third volume, prepared by Emil Seckel, was to include the 
collection of Benedictus Levita. 

(2) Among the capitularies are to be found documents of a very 
varied kind. Boretius has divided them into several classes:— 

(a) The Capitula legibus addenda.—These are additions made 
by the king of the Franks to the barbarian laws promulgated 
under the Merovingians, the Salic law, the Ripuarian or the 
Bavarian. These capitularies have the same weight as the law 
which they complete; they are particular in their application, 
applying, that is to say, only to the men subject to that law. 
Like the laws, they consist chiefly of scales of compensation, 
rules of procedure and points of civil law. They were solemnly 
promulgated in the local assemblies where the consent of the 
people was asked. Charlemagne and Louis the Pious seem to 
have made efforts to bring the other laws into harmony with the 
Salle law. It is also to be noted that by certain of the capitularies 
of this class, the king adds provisions affecting, not only a single 
law, but all the laws in use throughout the kingdom. 

(b) The Capilula eccksiastica.—These capitularies were 
elaborated in the councils of the bishops; the kings of the 
Franks sanctioned the canon of the councils, and made them 
obligatory on all the Christians in the kingdom. 

(c) The Capitula per se scribersda.—These embodied political 
decrees which all subjects of the kingdom were bound to observe. 
They often bore the name of ediclum or of constitutio, and the 
provisions made in them were permanent. These capitularies 
were generally elaborated by the king of the Franks in the 
autumn assemblies or in the cdmmittees of the spring assemblies. 
Frequently we have only the proposition made by the king to 
the committee, capitula tractanda cunt comitibus, episcopis, et 
abbctibus, and not the final form which was adopted. 

(d) The Capitals missorum, which are the instructions given 
by Charlemagne and his successors to the missi sent into the 
various parts of the empire. They are sometimes drawn up in 
common for all the mini of a certain year—ropily/a missorum 
generalia; sometimes for the missi sent only on a given Circuit-
copinda missorum specialia. These instructions sometimes hold 
good only for the circuit of the missus; they have no general 
application and are merely temporary. 

(e) With the capitularies have been incorporated various 
documents; for instance, the rules to be observed in administer- 

ing the king's private domain (the celebrated capitulary de vials, 
which is doubtless a collection of the instructions sent at various 
times to the agents of these domains); the partitions of the 
kingdom among the king's sons, as, the Divisio regnorum of 806, 
or the Ordinatio imperil of 817; the oaths of peace and brother-
hood which were taken on various occasions by the sons of Louis 
the Pious, &c. 

The merit of dearly establishing these distinctions belongs to 
Boretius. He has doubtless exaggerated the difference between 
the Capitula missorum and the Capitula per se scribenda; among 
the first are to be found provisions of a general and permanent 
nature, and among the second temporary measures are often 
included. But the idea of Boretius is none the less fruitful. In 
the capitularies there are usually permanent provisions and 
temporary provisions intermingled; and the observation of 
this fact has made it possible more clearly to understand certain 
institutions of Charlemagne, e.g. military service. 

After the reign of Louis the Pious the capitularies became 
long and diffuse. Soon, from the zoth century onwards, no 
provision of general application emanates from the kings. Hence-
forth the kings only regulated private interests by charters; it 
was not until the reign of Philip Augustus that general provisions 
again appeared; but when they did so, they bore the name of 
ordinances (ordonnances). 

There were also capitularies of the Lombards. These capitu-
laries formed a continuation of the Lombard laws, and are 
printed as an appendix to these laws by Boretius in the folio 
edition of the Monumenta Germaniac, Leger, vol. iv. 

Aurnoarrucs.—Boretius, Die Capitularien im Longobardenreich 
(Halle, 1864); and Beitrage sae Capitularienkritik (Leipzig. 1874); 
G. Seeliger, Die Kapaularien der Karolinger (Munich, 1893). See 
also the histories of institutions or of law by Waits, Brunner, 
Fustel de Coulanges, Viollet, Esmein. (C. Pr.) 

CAPITULATION (Lat. caPituluns, a little head or division; 
capitulare, to treat upon terms), an agreement in time of war for 
the surrender to a hostile armed force of a particular body of 
troops, a town or a territory. It is an ordinary incident of war, 
and therefore no previous instructions from the captor's govern-
ment are required before finally settling the conditions of capitu-
lation. The moat usual of such conditions are freedom of religion 
and security of private property on the one hand, and a promise 
not to bear arms within a certain period on the other. Such 
agreements may be rashly concluded with an inferior officer, on 
whose authority the enemy are not in the actual position of the 
war entitled to place reliance. When an agreement is made by 
an officer who has not the proper authority or who has exceeded 
the limits of his authority, it is termed a sponsion, and, to be 
binding, must be confirmed by express or tacit ratification. 
Article 3s of the Hague Convention (28g9) on the laws and the 
customs of war lays down that " capitulations agreed on between 
the contracting parties must be in accordance with the rules of 
military honour. When once settled they must be observed by 
both the parties." 

In another sense, capitulation is the name given to an arrange-
ment by which foreigners are withdrawn, for most civil and 
criminal purposes, from the jurisdiction of the state making the 
capitulation. Thus in Turkey arrangements termed capitula-
tions (q.v.), and treaties confirmatory of them, have been made 
between the Porte and other states by which foreigners resident 
in Turkey are subject to the laws of their respective countries. 
The term is also applied by French writers to the oath which on 
his election the Holy Roman emperor used to make to the 
college of electors; this related chiefly to such matters as regalian 
rights, appeals from local jurisdictions, the rights of the pope, &c. 

CAPITULATIONS (from Lat. caput, or its Low-Latin diminutive 
capitulum, as indicating the form in which these acts were set 
down in " chapters "; the Gr. equivalent cephakosis, ve0aXatarats, 
is occasionally used in works of the 17th century), treaties 
granted by a state and conferring the privilege of extra-territorial 
jurisdiction within its boundaries on the subjects of another 
state. Thus, in the 9th century, the caliph liarun-al-Rashid 
engaged to grant guarantees and commercial facilities to such 
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Franks, subjects of the emperor Charlemagne, as should visit 
the East with the authorization of their emperor. After the 
break-up of the Frank empire, similar concessions were made to 
some of the practically independent Italian city states that grew 
up on its ruins. Thus, in 1og8, the prince of Antioch granted a 
charter of this nature to the city of Genoa; the king of Jerusalem 
extended the same privilege to Venice in ti 33 and to Marseilles 
in 1136. Salah-ud-din (Saladin), sultan of Babylon (Cairo), 
granted a charter to the town of Pisa in 1173. The Byzantine 
emperors followed this example, and Genoa, Pisa and Venice 
all obtained capitulations. The explanation of the practice is 
to be found in the fact that the sovereignty of the state was held 
in those ages to apply only to its subjects; foreigners were 
excluded from its rights and obligations. The privilege of 
citizenship was considered too precious to be extended to the 
alien, who was long practically an outlaw. But when the 
numbers, wealth and power of foreigners residing within the 
state became too great, it was found to be politic to subject them 
to some law, and it was held that this law should be their own. 
When the Turkish rule was substituted for that of the Byzantine 
emperors, the system already in existence was continued; the 
various non-Moslem peoples were allowed their semi-autonomy 
in matters affecting their personal status, and the Genoese of 
Galata were confirmed in their privileges. But the first capitula-
tion concluded with a foreign state was that of x 535  granted to 
the French. Lest it should be imagined that this was a concession 
wrested by the victorious Christian monarch from the decadent 
Turk, it should be borne in mind that Turkey was then at the 
height of her power, and that Francis I. had shortly before 
sustained a disastrous defeat at Pavia. His only hope of assist-
ance lay in Suleiman I., whose attack on Vienna had been checked 
by the victorious Charles V. The appeal to Suleiman on the 
ground of the common interest of France and Turkey in over-
coming Charles V.'s overweening power was successful; the 
secret mission of Frangipani, an unofficial envoy who could be 
disowned in case of failure, paved the way for De la Forest's 
embassy in 1 534, and in 1536 the capitulations were signed.' 
They amounted to a treaty of commerce and a treaty allowing 
the establishment of Frenchmen in Turkey and fixing the 
jurisdiction to be exercised over them: individual and religious 
liberty is guaranteed to them, the king of France is empowered 
to appoint consuls in Turkey, the consuls are recognized as 
competent to judge the civil and criminal affairs of French 
subjects in Turkey according to French law, and the consuls may 
appeal to the officers of the sultan for their aid in the execution 
of their sentences. This, the first of the capitulations, is practi-
cally the prototype of its successors. Five years later, similar 
capitulations were concluded with Venice. The capitulations 
were at first held to be in force only during the lifetime of the 
sultan by whom they were granted; thus in 1569 Sultan Selim II. 
renewed the French capitulations granted by his predecessor. 
In 1583 England obtained her first capitulation, until which time 
France had been the official protector of all Europeans estab-
lished in Turkey. Later on, England claimed to protect the 
subjects of other nations, a claim which is rejected in the French 
capitulations of 1597, 1604 and 1607, the last-named of which 
explicitly lays down that the subjects of all nations not repre-
sented at Constantinople by an ambassador shall be under 
French protection. In 1613 Holland obtained her first capitula-
tion, with the assistance of the French ambassador, anxious 
to help a commercial rival of England. In 1673 the French, 
represented by the marquis de Nointel, succeeded in obtaining 
the renewal of the capitulations which, for various reasons, had 
remained unconfirmed since 1607. Louis XIV. had been anxious 
to secure the protectorate of all Catholics in Turkey, but was 
obliged to content himself with the recognition of his right to 
protect all Latins of non-Turkish nationality; his claims for the 
restoration to the Catholics of the Holy Places usurped by the 
Greeks was also rejected, the sultan only undertaking to promise 
to restore their churches to the Jesuit Capuchins. An important 

'La Forest, a knight of St John of Jerusalem, was the first resident 
ambassador of France at Constantinople. He died in 1$37.  

commercial gain was the reduction of the import duties frost 
5 to 3 %; and all suits the value of which exceeded zeos aspror 
in which French subjects sued, or were sued by, an Ottoman 
subject, were to be heard not by the ordinary tribunals but at the 
Porte itself. Later, France's friendship secured for Turkey a 
successful negotiation of the peace of Belgrade in 1739, and the 
result was the capitulation of 1740; this is no longer limited in 
duration to the sultan's lifetime but is made perpetual, and, 
moreover, declares that it cannot be modified without the assent 
of the French. It conferred on the French ambassador pre-
cedence over his colleagues. Austria had obtained capitulations 
in 1718, modified in 1784; Russia secured similar privileges in 
1784. In the course of the 18th century nearly every European 
power had obtained these, and such newly-established countries 
as the United States of America, Belgium and Greece followed 
in the 19th century. 

The chief privileges granted under the capitulations to 
foreigners resident in Turkey are the following: liberty of 
residence, inviolability of domicile, liberty to travel by land 
and sea, freedom of commerce, freedom of religion, immunity 
from local jurisdiction save under certain safeguards, ex-
clusive extra-territorial jurisdiction over foreigners of the same 
nationality, and competence of the forum of the defendant in 
cases in which two foreigners are concerned (though the Sublime 
Porte has long claimed to exercise jurisdiction in criminal cases 
in which two foreigners of different nationality are concerned—
the capitulations are silent on the point and the claim is resisted 
by the powers). 

The same system has been followed by such countries as Penis, 
China, japan and Siam. 

The practical result of the capitulations in Turkey is to form 
each separate foreign colony into a sort of imperium is inipere., 
and to hamper the local jurisdiction very considerably. As the 
state granting the capitulations progresses in civilization it 
chafes under these restraints in its sovereignty. Turkey's 
former vassals, Rumania and Servia, though theoretically bound 
to respect the capitulations so long as they formed part of 
Turkey, had practically abrogated them long before securing 
their Independence through the treaty of Berlin in 1878. The 
same may be said of Bulgaria. Japan was liberated from the 
burden of the capitulations some years ago. 

The extra-territorial jurisdiction exercised by the foreign 
powers over their subjects in Turkey and other countries where 
capitulations exist is regulated by special legislative enactments; 
in the case of the United Kingdom by orders in council. 

In Turkey the capitulations are practically the only treaties 
in force with the powers, since the expiration about 3889 of the 
commercial treaties concluded in 1861-z 86a. As they all con- ' 
tain the " most-favoured nation " clause, the privileges in any 
one apply to all the powers, though not always claimed. Thus 
America and Belgium claim under their treaties with Turkey 
the right to try all their subjects, even if accused of offences 
against Ottoman subjects—a claim recently made by Belgium 
in the case of the Belgian subject Joris, accused of participation 
in the bomb outrage of egos at Yikliz. One peculiar privilege 
granted in the capitulations of 1673 (Art. 74) authorizes the 
king of England to buy in Turkey with his own money two 
cargoes of figs and raisins, in fertile and abundant years and not 
in times of dearth or scarcity, and provides that after a duty 
of 3 % has been paid thereon no obstacle or hindrance shall be 
given thereto, 

CAPIZ, a town and the capital of the province of Ckpiz, Panay, 
Philippine Islands, on the Cdpiz or Panay river, about 4 M. from 
its mouth on the N. coast. Pop. (r903) 18,525. Clpis has 
a large and beautiful Roman Catholic church (of stone), 
Protestant church (with a hospital) and good government , 

buildings, and is the seat of the provincial high school. Alcohol 
of a superior quality is manufactured in large quantities from 
the fermented juice of the nips palm, which grows plentiful? 
in the neighbouring swamps. Fishing and the weaving of fabric& 
of cotton, hemp and pineapple fibre are important industries. 
Rice and sugar are raised in ablindance. Tobacco, Indian corn 
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and cacao are produced to a limited extent; and rice, alcohol,‘ 
sugar and copra are exported. Coasting vessels ascend the 
fiver to the town. The language is Visayan. 

CONANT Y IONTPALAII, ANTONIO DE (1742-1813) o 
 Spanish polygraph, was born at Barcelona on the 24th of Novem-

ber 1742. He retired from the army in 1770, and was subse-
quently elected secretary of the Royal Academy of History at 
Madrid. His principal works are—Memories hiskricas sobre la 

cosemercio, y arks de to anligua ciudad de Barcelona 
(4 vols. 1779-1792); Teak° kidarico-crilico de to elocuencia 
&patola (1786); Filiosofla de la elocuencia (r776), and 
Caestiones critical sobre varios punks de kistoria econdmica, 

y neilitar (18o7). Capmany died at Barcelona on the 
14th of November 1813. His monograph on the history of his 
birthplace still preserves much of its original value. 

CAPO D'ISTRIA, GIOVANNI ANTONIO [JOANNESM COUNT 
(1776-1831), Russian statesman and president of the Greek 
republic, was born at Corfu on the xtth of February 1776. He 
belonged to an ancient Corfiot family which had immigrated 
from Istria in 1373,  the title of count being granted to it by 
Charles Emmanuel, duke of Savoy, in 1689. The father of 
Giovanni, Antonio Maria Capo d'Istria, was a man of consider-
able importance in the island, a stiff aristocrat of the old school, 
who in 1798, after the treaty of Campo Formio had placed the 
Ionian Islands under French rule, was imprisoned for his oppo-
sition to the new regime, his release next year being the earliest 
triumph of his son's diplomacy. On the establishment in 1800, 
under Turkish suzerainty, of the septinsular•republic—a settle-
ment negotiated at Constantinople by the elder Capo d'Istria-
Giovanni, who had meanwhile studied medicine at Padua, entered 
the government service as secretary to the legislative council, 
and in one capacity or another exercised for the next seven years 
a determining voice in the affairs of the republic. At the begin-
ning of t8o7 he was appointed "extraordinary military 
governor " to organize the defence of Santa Mauro against All 
Pasha of lannina, an enterprise which brought him into contact 
with Theodoros Kolokotrones and other future chiefs of the war 
of Greek independence, and awoke in him that wider Hellenic 
patriotism which was so largely to influence his career. 

Throughout the period of his official connexion with the 
Ionian government, Capo d'Istria had been a consistent upholder 
of Russian influence in the islands; and when the treaty of 
Tilsit (1807) dashed his hopes by handing over the Ionian republic 
to Napoleon, he did not relinquish his belief in Russia as the most 
reliable ally of the Greek cause. He accordingly refused the 
offers made to him by the French government, and accepted the 
invitation of the Russian chancellor Romanzov to enter the tsar's 
service. He went to St Petersburg in 18o9, and was appointed 
to the honorary post of attache to the foreign office, but it was 
not till two years after, in at 1, that he was actually employed 

diplomatic work as attaché to Baron Stackelberg, the Russian 
ambassador at Vienna. His knowledge of the near East was here 
of great service, and in the following year he was attached, as chief 
of his diplomatic bureau, to Admiral Chichagov, on his mission 
to the Danubian principalities to stir up trouble in the Balkan 
peninsula as a diversion on the flank of Austria, and to attempt 
RI supplement the treaty of Bucharest by an offensive and 
defensive alliance with the Ottoman empire. The Moscow 
campaign of 1812 intervened; Chichagov was disgraced in con-
sequence of his failure to destroy Napoleon at the passage of the 
Beresina; but Capo d'Istria was not involved, was made a 
onmcillor of state and continued in his diplomatic functions. 
Daring the campaign of 1813 he was attached to the staff of 
Barclay de Tony and was present at the battles of Liltmn, 
Bantam. Dresden and Leipzig. With the advance of the.allies 
Be was sent to Switzerland to secure the withdrawal of the 
republic from the French alliance. Here, in spite of his instruc-
tions to guarantee the neutrality of Switzerland, he signed on his 

'After his election to the Greek presidency in 1827. Capo d'Istria, 
elms baptismal names were Giovanni Antonio, signed himself 

tze Capodistrias, the form by which be is very commonly  

own responsibility the proclamation issued by Prince Schwarzen-
berg, stating the intention of the allied troops to march through 
the country. His motive was to prevent any appearance of dis-
agreement among the allies. The emperor Alexander, to whom he 
hastened to make an explanation in person, endorsed his action. 

Capo d'Istria was present with the allies in Paris, and after the 
signing of the first peace of Paris he was rewarded by the tsar 
with the order of St Vladimir and his full confidence. At the 
congress of Vienna his influence was conspicuous; he represented 
the tsar on the Swiss committee, was associated with Rasumovsky 
in negotiating the tangled Polish and Saxon questions, and was 
the Russian plenipotentiary in the discussions with the Baron 
vom Stein on the affairs of Germany. His Mimoire sur ('empire 
germanique, of the 9th of February tars, presented to the tsar, 
was based on the policy of keeping Germany weak in order to 
secure Russian preponderance in its councils. It was perhaps 

'from a similar motive that, after the Waterloo campaign, he 
strenuously opposed the proposals for the dismemberment of 
France. It was on his advice that the duc de Richelieu persuaded 
Louis XVIII. to write the autograph letter in which he declared 
his intention of resigning rather than submit to any diminution 
of the territories handed down to him by his ancestors.' The 
treaty of the loth of November t 5, which formed for years the 
bdsis of the effective concert of Europe, was also largely his work. 

On the 26th of September tilt 5, after the proclamation of the 
Holy Alliance at the great review on the plain of Vertus, Capo 
d'Istria was named a secretary of state. On his return to St 
Petersburg, he shared the ministry of foreign affairs with Count 
Nesselrode, though the latter as senior signed all documents. 
Capo d'Istria, however, had sole charge of the newly acquired 
province of Bessarabia, which he governed conspicuously well. 
In '8t8 he attended the emperor Alexander at the congress of 
Aix-la-Chapelle, and in the following year obtained leave to visit 
his home. He travelled by way of Venice, Rome and Naples, 
his progress exciting the liveliest apprehensions of the powers, 
notably of Austria. The " Jacobin " pose of the tsar was 
notorious, his all-embracing ambition hardly less so; and Russian 
travellers in Italy, notably the emperor's former tutor, Cesar de 
Laharpe, were little careful in the expression of their sympathy 
for the ideals of the Carbonari. In Metternich's eyes Capo 
d'Istria, " the coryphaeus of liberalism," was responsible for the 
tsar's vagaries, the fount of all the ills of which the times were 
sick; and, for all the count's diplomatic reticence, the Austrian 
spies who dogged his footsteps earned their salaries by reporting 
sayings that set the reactionary courts in a flutter. For 
Metternich the overthrow of Capo d'Istria's influence became a 
necessity of political salvation. At Coolie Capo d'Istria became 
the repository of all the grievances of his countrymen against 
the robust administration of Sir Thomas Maitland. At the 
congress of Vienna the count had supported the British pro-
tectorate over the Ionian Islands, the advantages of which from 
the point of view of trade and security were obvious; but 
the drastic methods of " King Tom's " government, symbolized 
by a gallows for pirates and other evil-doers in every popular 
gathering place, offended his local patriotism. He submitted a 
memorandum on the subject to the tsar, and before returning to 
Russia travelled via Paris to England to lay the grievances of the 
Ionians before the British government. His reception was a cold 
one, mainly due to his own disingenuousness, for he refused to 
show British ministers the memorandum which he had already 
submitted to the Russian emperor, on the ground that it was 
intended only for his own private use. The whole thing seemed, 
rightly or wrongly, an excuse for the intervention of Russia in 
affairs which were by treaty wholly British. 

On his return to St Petersburg in the autumn of 1819, Capo 
d'Istria resumed his influence in the intimate counsels of the tsar. 
The murder of the Russian agent, Kotzebue, in March, had 
shaken but not destroyed Alexander's liberalism, and it was 
Capo d'Istria who drew up the emperor's protest against the 
Carlsbad decrees and the declaration of his adherence to con-
stitutional views (see ALEXANDER I.). In October 1820 Capo 

The letter was written by Michael Stourdza and copied by Louis. 
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d'Istria accompanied the tsar to the congress at Troppau. The 
events of the year—the murder of the duc de Berry in Much, 
the Revolutions in Spain and in Naples—had produced their 
effect. Alexander was, in Metternich's exultant language, " a 
changed man," and Capo d'Istria apparently shared his conver-
sion to reactionary principles. The Austrian chancellor now 
put forth all his powers to bring Alexander under his own 
influence, and to overthrow Capo d'Istria, whom he despised, 
distrusted and feared. In 1821 Alexander Ypsilanti's misguided 
raid into the Danubian principalities gave him his opportunity. 
The news reached the tsar at the congress of Laibach, and to 
Capo d'Istria was entrusted the task of writing the letter to 
Ypsilanti in , which the tsar repudiated his claim, publicly pro- . 

 claimed that he had the sympathy and support of Russia. For 
a while the position of Capo d'Istria was saved; but it was 
known that he had been approached by the agent of the Greek 
Hetairia before Ypsilanti, and that he had encouraged Ypsilanti 
to take up the ill-fated adventure which he himself had refused; 
he was hated at the Russian court as an upstart Greek, and 
Metternich was never weary of impressing on all and sundry that 
he was " using Russian policy for Greek ends." At last nothing 
but long habit and native loyalty to those who had served him 
well, prevented Alexander from parting with a minister who had 
ceased to possess his confidence. Capo d'Istria, anticipating his 
dismissal, resigned on the eve of the tsar's departure for the 
congress of Verona (1822), and retired into private life at Geneva. 

On the 11th of April 1827, the Greek national assembly at 
Troezene elected Capo d'Istria president of the republic. The 
vote was a triumph for the Russian faction, for the count, even 
after his fall, had not lost the personal regard of the emperor 
Alexander, nor ceased to consider himself a Russian official. 
He accepted the offer, but was in no hurry to take up the thank-
less task. In July he visited the emperor Nicholas I. at Tsarskoye 
Selo, receiving permission to proceed and instructions as 
to the policy he should adopt, and he next made a tour of the 
courts of Europe in search of moral and material support. The 
news of the battle of Navarino (loth of October 1827) hastened 
his arrival; the British frigate " Warspite " was placed at his 
disposal to carry him to Greece, and on the 19th of January 1828 
he landed at Nauplia. 

Capo d'Istria's rule in Greece had to contend against immense 
difficulties—the utter poyerty of the treasury, the barbarism 
of the people but recently emancipated, the continued presence 
of Ibrahim Pasha, with an unbroken army, in the south of the 
Mores. His strength lay in his experience of affairs and in the 
support of Russia; but he was by inheritance an aristocrat and 
by training an official, lacking in broad human sympathy, and 
therefore little fitted to deal with the wild and democratic 
elements of the society it was his task to control. The Greeks 
could understan4 the international status given to them by his 
presidency, and for a while the enthusiasm evoked by his arrival 
made him master of the situation. He thoroughly represented 
Greek sentiment, too, in his refusal to accept the narrow limits 
which the powers, in successive protocols, sought to impose on 
the new state (see GREECE). But the Russian administrative 
system by which he sought to restrain the native turbulence 
was bound in the end to be fatal to him. The wild chiefs of the 
revolution won over at first by their inclusion in his government, 
were offended by his European airs and Russian uniform, and 
alienated by his preference for the educated Greeks of the 
Phanar and of Corfu, his promotion of his brothers Viaro and 
Agostino to high commands causing special offence. Dissatisfac-
tion ended in open rebellion; the islands revolted; Capo d'Istria 
called in the aid of the Russian admiral; and Miaoulis, the hero 
of the Greek war at sea, blew up the warships under his command 
to prevent their falling into the hands of the government. On 
land, so far as the president was concerned, the climax was 
reached with the attempt to coerce the Mavromichales of the 
Mains, the bravest and most turbulent of the mountain clans, 
whose chief .Petros Mavromichales, commonly known as Petrobey, 
had played a leading part in the War of Independence. The 
result was an insurrection in the Mains (Easter, 1830), and the  

imprisonment of those of the Mavromichales, including Petrobey, 
who happened to be in the power of the government. At the 
news of their chieftain's imprisonment the Mainots, who had for 
a while been pacified, once more flew to arms and threatened to 
march on Nauplia; but negotiations were opened, and on the 
advice of the Russian minister Petrobey consented to make his 
submission to the president. Unhappily, when he was brought 
under guard to the appointed interview, Capo d'Istria, in a 
moment of irritation and weariness, refused to see him. Maddened 
with rage at this insult from a man who had not struck a blow 
for Greece, the proud old chief, on his way back to prison, called 
out to two of his kinsmen, his son George and his brother 
Constantine, " You see how I fare," and passed on. Accord-
ing to the code of the Mains this was a command to take 
revenge. Next day, the 9th of October 1831, the two placed 
themselves at the door of the church where Capo d'Istria 
was accustomed to worship. As he passed in Constantine 
shot him down, and as he fell George thrust a dagger into his 
heart. 

AOTRORITIES.—Carl W. P. Mendelssohn-Bartholdy's Graf I olsosns 
Kapadiarias (Berlin, 1864) is based on all the sources, printed and 
unpnnted, available at the time of publication, and contains an 
excellent guide to these. This may be supplemented by the historical 
sections of F. de Marten's Recueit des franks condom par la Ramie. &c. 
(1874, &c.). A sketch of Capo d'Istria's activity as president 
be found in W. Alison Phillips's The War of Greek Independence 
(London, 1897). Many of Capo d'Istria's despatches, &c., are 
published in the collections of diplomatic correspondende mentioned 
in the bibliography of the article EUROPE: History. Under the 
Russian title " Zaptska graphs Joanna Capodistnas " is published in 
the series of the Imperial Russian Historical Society,voliu. p. 153 (St 
Petersburg, 1868) the A per ma carriire jeiblique, written by Capo 
d'Istria for presentation to the emperor Alexander. and dated at 
Geneva H December 1826. Of unpublished materials may be 
mentioned the letters of Capo d'Istria to Sir Richard Church.vol. xvi. 
of the Church Papers in the British Museum (Add. MSS. 36453-
36575). See further bibliography to chapter vi. of vol. x. of the 
Cambridge Modern History (5907). (W. A. P.) 

CAPODISTRIA, a town and seaport of Austria, in Istria, 
15 M. S.W. of Trieste by rail. Pop. (moo) 10,711, meetly Italians. 
It is situated on a small island, which occupies the end of a large 
bay in the Gulf of Trieste, and which is connected with the 
mainland by a causeway half a mile in length. Capodistria is an 
old town with small streets, and has preserved remarkably well 
its Italian, almost its Venetian character. The most noteworthy 
buildings are the cathedral, the town-hall and the Loggia or the 
old law-court, all situated in the principal square. In addition 
to the extraction of salt from the sea in the extensive salt works 
near the town, fishing and shipbuilding are the other principal 
occupations of the population. Trade is chiefly in sea-salt, wine 
and oil. Capodistria is usually identified with the town of 
Aegida, mentioned by Pliny, which appears by an inscription 
to have afterwards received (in the 6th century) the name of 
Justinopolis from Justin II. When at the beginning of the 13th 
century Istria fell into the hands of the patriarchs of Aquileia, 
they made this town the capital of the whole province. Thence 
it acquired its actual name, which means the capital of Istria. 
It was captured by the Venetians in 1279, and passed into 
Austrian possession in 1797. 

CAPONIER (from the Fr. caponnitre, properly a capon-rote 
or house), in fortification, a work constructed in the ditch of a 
fort. Its fire (musketry, machine-guns, case shot, &c.) sweeps 
the bottom of the ditch and prevents an enemy from establishing 
himself in it. The term is used in a military sense as early as in 
the late 17th century. In various bastioned systems of fortifica-
tion a caponier served merely ks a covered means of access to 
outworks, the bastion trace providing i for the defence of the 
ditch by fire from the main parapet. 

CAPPADOCIA, in ancient geography, an extensive inland 
district of Asia Minor. In the time of Herodotus the Cappa• 
docians occupied the whole region from Mount Taurus to the 
Euxine. That author tells us that the name of the Cappadocians 
(Katpatoulca) was applied to them by the Persians, while they 
were termed by the Greeks " Syrians," or " White Syrians " 
(Leucosyri). Under the later kings of the Persian empire the 
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 a great mound at a place called Xis (or Ekuz) Hisser, about were divided into two satrapies or governments, the one atm-

prising the central and inland portion, to which the name of 
Cappadocia continued to be applied by Greek geographers, while 
the other was called Cappadocia ear& Horror, or simply Pontus 
(au). This division had already come about before the time 
of Xenophon. As after the fall of the Persian government the 
two provinces continued to be separate, the distinction was per-
petuated, and the name Cappadocia came to be restricted to 
the inland province (sometimes called Great Cappadocia), which 
alone will be considered in the present article. 

Cappadocia, in this sense, was bounded S. by the chain of 
Mount Tun* E. by the Euphrates, N. by Pontus, and W. 
vaguely by the great central salt " Desert " (Azylon). But it is 
impossible to define its limits with accuracy. Strabo, the only 
ancient author who gives any circumstantial account of the 
country, greatly exaggerated its dimensions; it was in reality 
about sso in. in length by less Than x so in breadth. With the 
aceptkm of a narrow strip of the district called Melitene, on the 
east, which forms part of the valley of the Euphrates, the whole 
of this region is a high upland tract, attaining to more than 
roe ft., and constituting the most elevated portion of the great 
tableland of Asia Minor (q.v.). The western parts of the province, 
where it adjoins Lycaonia, extending thence, to the foot of 
Mount Taurus, are open treeless plains, affording pasture in 
modem as in ancient times to numerous flocks of sheep, but 
almost wholly desolate. But out of the midst of this great 
upland level rise detached groups or masses of mountains, mostly 
of volcanic origin, of which the loftieat are Mount Argaeus (still 
called by the Turks Erjish Dagh), (13,mo ft.), and Hassan Dagh 
to the south-west (Soon ft.). 

The eastern portion of the province is of a more varied and 
broken character, being traversed by the mountain system 
called by the Greeks Anti-Taurus. Between these mountains 
and the southern chain of Taurus, properly so called, lies the 
region called in ancient times Cataonia, occtipying an upland 
plans surrounded by mountains. This district in the time of 
Strabo formed a portion of Cappadocia and was completely 
assimilated; but earlier writers and the Persian military system 
regarded the Cataonians as a distinct people. 

Cappadocia contained the sources of the Sarus and Pyramus 
rivers with their higher affluents, and also the middle course of 
the Malys (see ASIA Mnvon), and the whole course of the tributary 
of Euphrates now called Tokhma Su. But as no one of these 
rivers was navigable or served to fertilize the lands along its 
torrential course, none has much importance in the history of 
the province. 

The kingdom of Cappadocia, which was stall In existence in 
the time of Strabo, as a nominally independent state, was 
(raided, according to that geographer, into ten districts. Of 
these Cataonia has been described; the adjoining district of 
Metiteme, which did not originally form part of Cappadocia at all, 
but was annexed to it by Ariarathes I., was a fertile tract adjoining 
the Euphrates; its chief town retains the name of Malatia. 
Cilicia was the name given to the district in which Caesarea, the 
capital of the whole country was situated, and in which rose the 
conspicuous Mount Argaeus. Tyanitis, the region of which Tyana 
was the capital, was a level tract in the extreme south, extend-
* to the foot of Mount Taurus. Garsaserilis appears to have 
comprised the western or south-western districts adjoining 
Lycaonia; its chief town was Archelais. Laviansene or Laviniane 
was the country south and south-east of Sivas, through which 
ran the road from Sebastea to Caesarea: Sargarausene lay south 
of the above, and included Uzun Yaila and the upper basin of 
the Tokhma Su; Saracen lay west of Laviansene and included 
the modem district of Ak Dagh; Chamanene lay west again 
ef the above along the middle course of the Halys: Morimene 
was the north-western district extending along the edge of the 
central desert as far south as Melegob. 

The only two cities of Cappadocia considered by Strabo to 
deserve that appellation were Maraca, the capital of the kingdom 
cadet its native monarchs (see CAESAREA-KV-KA); and Tyana, 
not far from the foot of the Taurus, the site of which is marked by  
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12 m. south-west of Nigdeh. Archelais, founded by Archelaus, 
the last king of the country, subsequently became a Roman 
colony, and a place of some importance. It is now Akserai. 

Several localities in the Cappadocian country were the sites of 
famous temples. Among these the most celebrated were those of 
Coltrane (q.v.) and Venasa in Morimene, where a male god was 
served by over 3000 hicrodnli. The local sanctity of Venasa has 
been perpetuated by the Moslem veneration for Haji Bektash, 
the founder of the order of dervishes to which the Janissaries 
used in great part to belong. Cappadocia was remarkable for the 
number of its slaves, which' constituted the principal wealth of 
its monarchs. Large numbers were sent to Rome but did not 
enjoy a good reputation. The Cappadocian peasants are still 
in the habit of taking service in the west of the peninsula and 
only returning to their homes after long absences; their labour 
is now much valued by employers, as they are a strong sober 
folk. The province was celebrated for its horses, as well as for 
its vast flocks of sheep; but from its elevation above the sea, and 
the coldness of its climate, it could never have been rich and 
fertile. 

History.—Nothing is known of the history of Cappadocia 
before it became subject to the Persian empire, except that the 
country was the home of a great " Hittite " power centred at 
Boghaz-Keui (see Pram), which has left monuments at many 
places, e.g. Nevsheher, Fraktin, Gorun, Malatia, various points 
about Albistan and Derendeh, Bulgur Medea, Andaval and 
Tyana. Possibly the princes of the last named city were inde-
pendent. With the decline of the Syro-Cappadocians after their 
defeat by Croesus, Cappadocia was left in the'power of a sort of 
feudal aristocracy, dwelling in strong castles and keeping the 
peasants in a servile condition, which later made them apt for 
foreign slavery. It was included in the third Persian satrapy in 
the division established by Darius, but long continued to be 
governed by rulers of its own, none apparently supreme over the 
whole country and all more or less tributary to the Great King. 
Thoroughly subdued at last by the satrap Datames, Cappadocia 
recovered independence under a single ruler, Ariarathes (hence 
called Ariarathes I.), who was a contemporary of Alexander the 
Great, and maintained himself on the throne of Cappadocia 
after the fall of the Persian monarchy. 

The province was not visited by Alexander, who contented 
himself with the tributary acknowledgment of his sovereignty 
made by Ariarathes before the conqueror's departure from Asia 
Minor; and the continuity of the native dynasty was only in-
terrupted for a short time after Alexander's death, when the 
kingdom fell, in the general partition of the empire, to Eumenes. 
His claims were made good in 322 by the regent Perdiccas, who 
crucified Ariarathes; but in the dissensions following Eumenes's 
death, the son of Ariarathes recovered his inheritance and left it 
to a line of successors, who mostly bore the name of the founder 
of the dynasty. Under the fourth of the name Cappadocia 
came into relations with Rome, first as a foe espousing the cause 
of Antiochus the Great, then as an ally against Perseus of 
Macedon. The kings henceforward threw in their lot with the 
Republic as against the Seleucids, to whom they had been from 
time to time tributary. Ariarathes V. marched with the Roman 
proconsul Crassus against Aristonicus, a claimant to the throne of 
Pergammum, and their forces were annihilated (13o n.c..). The 
imbroglio which followed his death ultimately led to interference 
by the rising power of Pontus and the intrigues and wars which 
ended in the failure of the dynasty. The Cappadocians, sup-
ported by Rome against Mithradates, elected a native lord, 
Ariobarzanes, to succeed (93 B.c.); but it was not till Rome had 
disposed at once of the Pontic and Armenian kings that his 
rule was established (63 B.c.). In the civil wars Cappadocia was 
now for Pompey, now for Caesar, now for Antony, now against 
him. The Ariobarzanes dynasty came to an end and a certain 
Archelaus reigned in its stead, by favour first of Antony, then of 
Octavian, and maintained tributary independence till A.D. 17, 
when the emperor Tiberius, on Archela'us's death in disgrace, 
reduced Cappadocia at last to a province. Vespasian in A.D. 70 
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joined Armenia Minor to it and made the combined province 
a frontier bulwark. It remained, under various provincial 
redistributions, part of the Eastern Empire till late in the 
11th century, though often ravaged both by Persians and 
Arabs. But before it passed into Seljuk hands (1074), and from 
them ultimately to the Osmanlis, it had already become largely 
Armenian in religion and speech; and thus we find the southern 
part referred to as " Hermeniorum terra " by crusading chroni-
clers. At this day the north-east and east parts of the province 
are largely inhabited by Armeniank. The native kings had done 
much to Hellenize Cappadocia, which had previously received 
a strong Iranian colour; but it was left to Christianity to com-
plete their work. Though pre-Hellenic usages long survived in 
the local cults and habits, a part of the people has remained more 
or less Hellenic to this day, in spiteof its envelopment by Moslem 
conquerors and converts. The tradition of its early church, 
illuminated by the names of the two Gregories and Basil of 
Caesarea, has been perpetuated by the survival of a native 
Orthodox element throughout the west and north-west of the 
province; and in the remoter valleys Greek speech has never 
wholly died out. Its use has once more become general under 
Greek propagandist influence, and the Cappadocian " Greeks " 
are now a flourishing community. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.—W. Wright, Emtire of the Hiaihts (1884); 
G. Perrot and C. Chipiez, ist. de 'art dans l'anliquiti, vol. tv. 
(x886); A. H. Sayce, Hittiler (1892) (see also Prams); J. G. 
Droysen, Gesck. des HeUenisnius (3rd ed., 1878); A. Holm, Gesck. 
Grierk. (Eng. trans., 1886); Th. Remach, Mitliridate Eupator (1890); 
E. R. Bevan, House of Seleucus (1902); Th. Mommsen, Provinces of 
the Roman Empire (Eng. trans.,: 886); J. Marquardt, Rom. Staatsver-
waltung, i. (1874); W. M. Ramsey, Hist. Geol. of Asia Minor (1890); 
C. Ritter, Erdkunde, xviii. xix. (1858-1859); D. G. Hogarth and 
J. A. R. Munro, Mod, and Anc. Roads in E. Asia Minor (R. G. S. 
Supp. Papers, iii. 1893); G. Perrot, Souvenirs d'un voyage dans TA. 
Mineure 0864); H. J. v. Lennep, Travels in Asia Minor (1870); 
E. Chantre, Mission en Cappadocie (1898); H. F. Tozer, Turkish 
Armenia 0880; H. C. Barkley, Ride Through A. M. and Armenia 

1_89 1 ); Lord Warkworth, Notes of a Diary in As. Turkey (1898); 
M. Sykes, Dar ul-Islam (1904). (E. H. B.; D. G. H.) 

CAPPEL, a French family which produted some distinguished 
jurists and theologians in the s 5th and 16th centuries. In 1491, 
Guillaume Cappel, as rector of the university of Paris, protested 
against a tithe which Innocent VIII. claimed from that body. 
His nephew, Jacques Cappel (d. 1541), the real founder of the 
family, was himself advocate-general at the parlement of Paris, 
and in a celebrated address delivered before the court in 1 537, 
against the emperor Charles V., claimed for Francis I. the 
counties of Artois, Flanders and Charolais. He left nine chil-
dren, of whom three became Protestants. The eldest, Jacques 
(1529-1586), sieur du Tilloy, wrote several treatises on juris-
prudence. Louis (1 534-1586), sicur de Moriambert, the fifth 
son, was a most ardent Protestant. In 157o he presented a 
confession of faith to Charles IX. in the name of his oo-re-
ligionists. He disputed at Sedan before the duc de Bouillon 
with the Jesuit, Jean Maldonat (1534-1583), and wrote in de-
fence of Protestantism. The seventh son, Ange (1537-1623), 
seigneur du Luat, was secretary to Henry IV., and enjoyed the 
esteem of Sully. Among those who remained Catholic should be 
mentioned Guillaume, the translator of Machiavelli. The eldest 
eon Jacques also left two sons, famous in the history of Pro-
testantism :—Jacques (1570-1624), pastor of the church founded 
by himself on his fief of le Tilley and afterwards at Sedan, where 
he became professor of Hebrew, distinguished as historian, 
philologist and exegetical scholar; and Louis (see below). 

On the protest of Guillaume Cappel, see Du Bellay, Historic 
Universitato Parisiensis, vol. v. On the family, see the sketch by 
another Jacques Cappel, " De Capellorum gente," in the Coni-
meatarii et nine cruicae in Fetus Tertamesisats of Louis Cannel, his 
father (Amsterdam, 1689). Consult Eugene and Emile Haag, La 
Frantz profestante, vol. ik. (new edition, 1881). 

CAPPEL, LOUIS (1585-1658), French Protestant divine and 
scholar, a Huguenot whose descent is traced above, was 
born at St Eller, near Sedan, in x585. He studied theology 
at Sedan and Saumur; and Arabic at Oxford, where he spent 
two years. At the age of twenty-eight he accepted the chair of 

Hebrew at Saumur, and twenty years afterwards was appointed 
professor of theology. Amongst his fellow lecturers were Moses 
Amyraut and Josu6 de la Place. Asa Hebrew scholar he made 
a special study of the history of the Hebrew text, which led 
him to the conclusion that the vowel points and accents are 
not an original part of the Hebrew language, but were inserted 
by the Massorete Jews of Tiberias, not earlier than the 5th 
century A.D., and that the primitive Hebrew characters are those 
now known as the Samaritan, while the square characters are 
Aramaic and were substituted for the more ancient at the time 
of the captivity. These conclusions were hotly contested by 
Johannes Buxtorf, being in conflict with the views of his father, 
Johannes Buxtorf senior, notwithstanding the fact that Elias 
Levita had already disputed the antiquity of the vowel points 
and that neither Jerome nor the Talmud shows any acquaintance 
with them. His second important work, Crake Sacra, was 
distasteful from a theological point of view. He had completed 
it in 1634; but owing to the fierce opposition with which he had 
to contend, he was only able to print it at Paris in x65o, by aid 
of a son, who had turned Catholic. The various readings in the 
Old Testament text and the differences between the ancient 
versions and the Massoretic teat convinced him that the idea 
of the integrity of the Hebrew text, as commonly held by Pro-
testants, was untenable. This amounted to 'an attack on the 
verbal inspiration of Scripture. Bitter, however, as was the 
opposition to his views, it was not long before his results were 
accepted by scholars. 

Cappel was also the author of Annotations: d Commaktarii is 
Vetus Testamentum, Clironolopa Sacra, and other biblical works, 
as well as of several other treatises on Hebrew, among which are the 
Arcanum Punctuationis revelation (1624) and the Diatrae de verse tit 
anliquis Ebraeorum Uteri; (1645). His COANICIIICHUS at Cap/Ikea= 
gente, giving an account of the family to which he belonged, was 
published by his nephew James Cappel (1639-1722), who, at the age 
of eighteen, became professor of Hebrew at Saumur, but. on the 
revocation of the edict of Nantes, fled to England, where he died is 
1722. See Herzog-Hauck, Reakncykk,pddie. 

CAPPELLO, BIANCA (1543-1587), grand duchess of Tuscany, 
was the daughter of Bartolommeo Cappello, a member of one 
of the richest and noblest Venetian families, and was famed for 
her great beauty. At the age of fifteen she fell in love with 
Pietro Bonaventuri, a young Florentine clerk in the firm of 
Salviati, and on the 28th of November 1563 escaped with him 
to Florence, where they were married and she had a daughter 
named Pellegrina. The Venetian government made every effort 
to have Bianca arrested and brought back, but the grand duke 
Cosimo de' Medici intervened in her favour and she was left 
unmolested. However she did not get on well with her husband's 
family, who were very poor and made her do menial work, until 
at last her beauty attracted Francesco, the grand duke's son, 
a vicious and unprincipled rake. Although already married to 
the virtuous and charming Archduchess Giovanna of Austria, 
he seduced the fair Venetian and loaded her with jewels, money 
and other presents. Bianca's accommodating husband was given 
court employment, and consoled himself with other ladies; 
in 1572 he was murdered in the streets of Florence in consequence 
of some amorous intrigue, though possibly Bianca and Francesco 
were privy to the deed. On the death of Cosimo in 1574 Francesco 
succeeded to the grand duchy; he now installed Bianca in a 
fine palace close to his own and outraged his wife by flaunting 
his mistress before her. As Giovanna had borne Francesco 
no sons, Bianca was very anxious to present him with an heir, 
for otherwise her position would remain very insecure. But 
although she resorted to all sorts of expedients, even to that of 
trying to pass off a changeling as the grand duke's child, she was 
not successful. In x578 Giovanna died; a few days later 
Francesco secretly married Bianca, and on the loth of June, 
57e, the marriage was publicly announced. The Venetian 

government now put aside its resentment and was officially 
represented at the magnificent wedding festivities, for it saw 
in Bianca Cappello an instrument for cementing good relations 
with Tuscany. But the long expected heir failed to come, 
and Bianca realized that if her husband were to die before her 
she was lost, for his family, especially his brother Cardinal 
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Ferdinand, hated her bitterly, as an adventuress and interloper. 
In October 1587 both the grand duke and his wife died of colic 
within a couple of days of each other. At the time poison was 
suspected, but documentary evidence has proved the suspicion 
to be unfounded. 

See S. Romania, Lezioni di dada Veneta, vol. ii. (Florence, 1875) ; 
G. E Saltini, Tragedie Afedicee donsestiche (Florence, 1898)). 

(L. V•*) 
CIPPERONNIER, CLAUDE (167x-1744), French classical 

scholar, the son of a tanner, was born at Montdidier on the 1st of 
Nay 1671. He studied at Amiens and Paris, and took orders in the 
Church of Rome, but devoted himself almost entirely to classical 
studies. He declined a professorship in the university of Bile, 
and was afterwards appointed (1722) to the Greek chair in the 
College de France. He published an edition of Qui ntilian (1725) 
and left behind him at his death an edition of the ancient Latin 
Rhetoricians, which was published in 1756. He furnished much 
material for Robert Estienne's Thesaurus Linguae Lafirsae. 
His nephew, Jean Capperonnier (17I6-1775), his successor 
in the chair of Greek at the College de France, was also a distin-
guished scholar, and published valuable editions of classical 
authors—Caesar, Anacreon, Plautus, Sophodes. 

CAPPONI, GINO, MARQUIS (1792-1876), Italian statesman 
and historian, was born on the 13th of September 1792. The 
Capponi family is one of the most illustrious Florentine houses, 
and is mentioned as early as 25o; it acquired great wealth 
as a mercantile and banking firm, and many of its members 
distinguished themselves in the service of the republic and the 
Itedicis (see CAPPONI, PIERO), and later in that of the house of 
Lorraine. Gino was the son of the Marquis Pier Roberto 
Capponi, a nobleman greatly attached to the reigning grand 
duke of Tuscany, Ferdinand III. When that prince was deposed 
by the French in 1799 the Capponi family followed him into 
male at Vienna, where they remained until he exchanged his 
rights to the grand duchy for a German principality (x8o3). 
The Capponi then returned to Florence, and in 1811 Gino married 
the marchesina Giulia Riccardi. Although the family were 
very anti-French Gino was chosen with other notables to pay 
homage to Napoleon in Paris in 1813. On the fall of Napoleon 
Ferdinand returned to Tuscany (September 814), but the restora-
tim proved less reactionary there than in any other part of 
Italy. Young Capponi was well received at court; but not being 
satisfied with the life of a mere man of fashion, he devoted himself 
to serious study and foreign travel. After sundry journeys in 
Italy he again visited Paris in ilia, and then went to England. 
He became deeply interested in English institutions, and care-
fully studied the constitution, the electoral system, university 
fife, industrial organization, &c. At Edinburgh he met Francis 
Jeffrey, the editor of the Edinburgh Review, and conceived a 
desire to found a similar review in Italy. Besides knowing 
Jeffrey be made the acquaintance of many prominent statesmen 
and men of letters, including Lord John Russell, the duke of 
Bedford, Dugald Stewart, Ugo Foscolo, &c. This visit had a 
great effect in forming his character, and while it made him 
as ardent Angfophil, he realized more and more the distressing 
conditions of his own country. He returned to Italy in 182o, 
and on reaching Florence he set to work to found a review on 
the fines of the Edinburgh, which should attract the best literary 
talent. This be achieved with the help of the Swiss G. P. 
%lemma, and the result was the Anlologia. He contributed 
hugely w its columns, as well as to those of the Archivio Stork°, 
another of Vieusseux's ventures. Capponi began to take a 
more active interest in politics, and entered into communication 
with the Liberals of all parts of Italy. He had discussed the 
pmeffity of liberating Italy with Prince Charles Albert of 
Savoy-Carignano, to whom he had introduced the Milanese 
revolationiSt Count Confalonieri (q.v.). But the collapse of the 
rung of 1821 and the imprisonment of Confalonieri made 
CsePoni despair of achieving anything , by revolution, and he 
devoted himself to the economic development of Tuscany and 
to study. At his beautiful villa of Varramista he collected 
materials for a history of the Church; his work was interrupted  

by family troubles and by increasing blindness, but although 
by ;844 he had completely lost his sight he continued to work by 
means of amanuenses. In 1847 he again plunged into politics 
and discussed plans for an Italian alliance against Austria. 
When the grand duke Leopold II. decided in 1848 to grant his 
people a constitution, Capponi was made a member of the 
commission to draw it up, and he eventually became prime 
minister. During his short tenure of office he conducted foreign 
affairs with great skill, and made every effort to save the Italian 
situation after the defeat of Charles Albert on the Mincio. In 
October 1848 he resigned; soon afterwards the grand duke 
fled, anarchy followed, and then in 1849 he returned, but with 
an escort of Austrian soldiery. The blind statesman thanked 
God that he could not see the hated white uniforms in Florence. 
He returned to his studies and commenced his great Styria 
della Repubblica di Firenze; but he followed political affairs 
with great interest, and helped to convince Lord John Russell, 
who stayed with him in 1859, of the hopelessness of the grand 
duke's position. On Leopold's second flight (27th of April 
1859) a Tuscan assembly was summoned, and Capponi elected 
member of it. He voted for the grand duke's deposition and 
for the union of Tuscany with Piedmont. Ring Victor Emmanuel 
made him senator in dlio. His last years were devoted almost 
exclusively to his Florentine history, which was published in 
1875 and achieved an immediate success. This was Capponi's 
swan song, for on the 3rd of February 1876 he died at the age of 
eighty-four. 

Capponi was one of the best specimens of the Tuscan landlord 
class. "He represents," wrote his biographer Tabarrini, 
" one of the most striking personalities of a generation :  now 
wholly passed away, which did not resign itself to the beatitudes 
of 1815, but wished to raise Italy from the humble state to which 
the European peace of that year had condemned her; and he 
succeeded by first raising the character of the Italians in the 
opinion of foreigners, so as to deserve their esteem and respect." 
He knew nearly all the most interesting people in Italy, besides 
many distinguished foreigners: Giuseppe Giusti, the poet, 
A. Manzoni, the novelist, Niccole Tommaseo, Richard Cobden, 
A. von Rcumont, the historian, were among those whom he 
entertained at his palace or his villas, and many were the strug-
gling students and revolutionists to whom he gave assistance. 
As a historian his reputation rests on his Maria ddla Repubblica 
di Firenze (Florence, 1875); it was the first comprehensive 
Italian book on the subject based on documents and written 
in a modern critical spirit, and if the chapters on the early 
history of the city are now obsolete in view of recent discoveries, 
yet, as a whole, it remains a standard work. Besides his history 
a large number of essays and pamphlets have been published 
in his Scritti Inediti. 

See M. Tabarrini, Gino Capponi (Florence, 1879); and A. von 
Reumont, Gino Capponi (Gotha, 188o). (L. V.•) 

CAPPONI, PIERO (1447-1496), Florentine statesman and 
warrior. He was at first intended for a business career, but 
Lorenzo de' Medici, appreciating his ability, sent him as am-
bassador to various courts, where he acquitted himself with 
distinction. On the death of Lorenzo (1492), who was succeeded 
by his son, the weak and incapable Piero, Capponi became one of 
the leaders of the anti-Medicean faction which two years later 
expelled him from Florence. Capponi was then made chief of 
the republic and conducted public affairs with great skill, notably 
in the difficult negotiations with Charles VIIL of France, who 
had invaded Italy in 1494 and in whose camp the exiled Medici 
had taken refuge. In November Charles, on his way to Naples, 
entered Florence with his army, and immediately began to 
behave as though he were the conqueror of the city, because he 
had entered it lance in rest. The signory was anxious to be on 
good terms with him, but when he spoke in favour of the Medici 
their temper changed at once, and the citizens were ordered 
to arm and be prepared for all emergencies. Tumults broke 
out between French soldiers and Florentine citizens, barricades 
were erected and stones began to fly from the windows. This 
alarmed Charles, who lowered his tone and said nothing more 
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about conquered cities or the Medici. The Florentines were 
willing to pay him a large sum of money, but in settling the 
amount further disagreements arose. Charles, who was full of 
the ,Medici's promises, made exorbitant demands, and finally 
presented an ultimatum to the signory, who rejected it. 
" Then we shall sound our trumpets," said the king, to which 
Capponi replied " And we shall toll our bells," and tore up the 
ultimatum in the king's face. Charles, who did not relish the 
idea of house-to-house fighting, was forced to moderate his claims, 
and concluded a more equitable treaty with the republic. On 
the 28th of November he departed, and Capponi was appointed 
to reform the government of Florence. But being more at home 
in the camp than in the council chamber, he was glad of the 
opportunity of leading the armies of the republic against the 
Pisan rebels. He proved a most capable general, but while 
besieging the castle of Soiana, he was killed on the 25th of 
September 1496. His death was greatly regretted, for the 
Florentines recognized in him their ablest statesman and 
warrior. 

See under SAVONA IOLA , FLORENCE, MEDICI, Citrates VIII. The 
" Vita di Piero di Gino Capponi," by V. Acciaiuoli (published in the 
Archivio Storico Italian, series I vol. iv. part r, 1853), is the chief 
contemporary authority; see also P. Villari,• Savonarola, vol. i. 
(Florence, 1887), and Gino Capponi, Storia della &paha; di Firenze, 
vol. ii. (Floience, 1875). (L. V.•) 

CAPRAIA (anc. Capraria, from Lat. copra, wild-goat), an 
island of Italy, off the N.W. coast (the highest point 1466 ft. 
above sea-level), belonging to the province of Genoa, 42 m. S.S.E. 
of Leghorn by sea. Pop. (x901) 547. It is of volcanic origin, 
and is partly occupied by a penal agricultural colony. It pro-
duces wine, and is a centre of the anchovy fishery. It became 
Genoese in 1527 and was strongly fortified. In 1796 it was 
occupied for a short time by Nelson. About 20 rn. to the north 
is the island of Gorgona (highest point 836 ft.), also famous for 
its anchovies. 

CAPRERA, an island off the N.E. coast of Sardinia, about 
r m. in length. It is connected by a bridge with La Madda-
lena. Its chief interest lies in its connexion with Garibaldi, 
who first established himself there in 1854, and died there on 
the and of June 1882. His tomb is visited on this anniversary by 
Italians from all parts. Roman remains, including a bust of 
Maximian, have been found upon the island. 

CAPRI (anc. Capreae), an island on the S. side of the Bay of 
Naples, of which it commands a fine view; it forms part of the 
province of Naples, and is distant about ao m. S. of the town of 
Naples. Pop. ( 9or) of the commune of Capri, 3890, of Anacapri, 
2326. It divides the exits from the bay into two, the Bocca 
Grande, about 16 m. wide, between Capri and Ischia, and the 
Bocca Piccola, 3 m. wide between Capri and the extreme south-
west point of the peninsula of Sorrento. It is 4 m. in length and 
the greatest width is ri m., the total area being 51 sq. m. The 
highest point is the Monte Solaro (1920 ft.) on the west, while at 
the east end the cliffs rise to a height of goo ft. sheer from the 
sea. The only safe landing-place is on the berth side. There are 
two small towns, Capri (450 ft.) and Anacapri (980 ft.), which 
until the construction of a carriage road in 1874 were connected 
only by a flight of 784 steps (the substructures of which at least 
arc ancient). The island lacks water, and is dusty during 
drought, but is fertile, producing fruit, wine and olive oil; the 
indigdnous flora comprises goo species. The fishing industry 
also is- important. But the prosperity of the island depends 
mainly upon foreign visitors (some 30,000 annually), who are 
attracted by the remarkable beauty of the scenery (that of the 
coast being especially fine), the views of the sea and of the Bay of 
Naples, and the purity of the air. The famous Blue Grotto, the 
most celebrated of the many caves in the rocky shores of the 
island, was known in Roman times, but lost until 1826, when it 
was rediscovered. Another beautiful grotto has green instead of 
blue refractions; the effect in both cases is due to the light 
entering by a small entrance. 

The high land in the west of the island and the somewhat less 
elevated region in the cast arc formed of Upper Tithonian and 
Lower Cretaceous limestones, the latter containing Rudistes. 

The intervening depression, which seems to be bounded on the 
west by a fault, is filled to a large extent by sandstones and marls 
of Eocene age. A superficial layer of recent volcanic mils 
occurs in several parts of the island. The Blue Grotto is in the 
Tithonian limestones; it shows indications of recent changes of 
level. • 

The earliest mythical inhabitants (though some have localized 
the Sirens here) are the Teleboi from Acarnania under their king 
Telon. Neolithic remains were found in 1882 in the Grotta delk 
Felci, a cave on the south coast. In historical times we find the 
island occupied by Greeks. It subsequently fell into the hands of 
Neapolis, and remained so until the time of Augustus, who took 
it in exchange for Aenaria (Ischia) and often resided there. 
Tiberius, who spent the last ten years of his life at Capri, built no 
fewer than twelve villas there; to these the great majority of the 
numerous and considerable ancient remains on the island belong. 
All these villas can be identified with more or less certainty, the 
best preserved being those on the east extremity, consisting of 
a large number of vaulted substructures and the foundations 
perhaps of a phoros (lighthouse). One was known as Villa Jetta, 
and the other eleven were probably named after other deities. 
The existence of numerous ancient cisterns shows that in Roman 
as in modern times rain-water was largely used for lack of springs. 
After Tiberius's death the island seems to have been little 
visited by the emperors, and we hear of it only as a place of 
banishment for the wife and sister of Commodus. The island, 
having been at first the property of Neapolis, and later of the 
emperors, never had upon it any community with civic rights 
Even in imperial times Greek was largely spoken there, for about 
as many Greek as Latin inscriptions have been found. The 
medieval town was on the north side at the chief landing-place 
(Marina Grande), and to it belonged the church of S. Costanzo, an 
early Christian building. It was abandoned in the isth century 
on account of the inroads of pirates, and the inhabitants took 
refuge higher up at the two towns of Capri and Anacapri. 

In i8o6 the island was taken by the English fleet under Sir 
Sidney Smith, and strongly fortified, but in i8o8 it was retaken 
by the French under Lamarque. In 1813 it was restored to 
Ferdinand I. of the Two Sillies. 

See J. &loch, Campanien (Breslau, ago). 278 seq.; G. Feria.
Rapper/a sulk 	 71 state dei ruderi Augusto-bertast—MS. inedito• 
publicato dal Dott. lgnazio Cerio (Naples, 144); F. Furchbeics. 
Bibliografia dell' Isola di Capri e della provincia Sorrentiwa (Naples, 
1899): C. Weichhardt, Des Schloss des Tiberius toed andere Row. 
banks awl Capri (Leipzig, two). (T. As.) 

CAPRICCIO, or CAPRICE (Ital. for a sudden motion or fancy). 
a musical term for a lively composition of an original and fan-
tastic nature, not following a set musical form, although 
the first known, written for the harpsichord, partook of the 
nature of a fugue. The word is also used for pieces of a 
fanciful type, in the nature of transcriptions and variations. 

CAPRICORNUS (" THE GOAT "), in astronomy, the tenth 
sign of the zodiac (q.v.), represented by the symbol /2* intended 
to denote the crooked horns of this animal. The word is derived 
from Lat. caper, a goat, and coma, a horn. It is also a constella-
tion of the southern hemisphere, mentioned by Eudoxus 
century B.C.) and Aratus (3rd century n.c.); Ptolemy and Tycho 
Brahe catalogued a8 stars, Hevelius gave 29. It was represented 
by the ancients as a creature having the forepart a goat, and the 
hindpart a fish, or sometimes simply as a goat. An interesting 
member of this constellation is a-Capricorni, a pair of stars of 3rd 
and 4th magnitudes, each of which has a companion of the 9th 
magnitude. 

CAPRIFOLIACRAR, a natural order of plants belonging to 
the sympetalous or higher division of Dicotyledons, that namely 
which is characterized by having the petals of the flower united. 
The plants are mainly shrubs and trees; British representatives 
are Sambucus (elder), Viburnum (guelder-rose and wayfaring tree), 
Lonicera (honeysuckle) (see fig.); Ado= (rnoschatel), a small 
herb with a creeping stem and small yellowish-green flowers, is 
occasionally found on damp hedge-banks; Linnoca, a skmdet 
creeping evergreen with a thread-like stem and pink bell-shaped 
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flower, a northern plant, occurs in fir-forests and plantations in 
the north of England and Scotland. The leaves are opposite, 
simple as in honeysuckle, or compound as in elder; they have 
usually no stipules. The flowers are regular as in Viburnum 

Flowering shoot of Lowicera Camel°lium, slightly reduced. t, Fruit 
slightly reduced; 1, horizontal plan of arrangement of flower. 

and &sebum, more rarely two-lipped as in Lonieera; the sepals 
and petals are usually five in number and placed above the ovary, 
the five stamens are attached to the corolla-tube, there are three 
to five carpels, and the fruit is a berry as in honeysuckle or 
=wherry (Synigekoricarpue), or a stone fruit, with several, 
madly three, stones, as in Sambuests. 

Ia Sarebunts and Viburnum the small white flowers are 
massed in heads; honey is secreted at the base of the styles 
and, the tube of the flower being very short, is exposed to the 
visits of (ties and insects with short probosces. The flowers of 
Imicera, which have a long tube, open in the evening, when they 
are sweet-scented and are visited by hawk-moths. The order 
contains about 250 species, chiefly natives of the north temperate 
lone and the mountains of the tropics. Several genera afford 
ornamental plants; such are Lanka°, erect shrubs or twiners 
with long-tubed white, yellow or red flowers; .Sympkoricargeiu, 
a North American shrub, with small whitish pendulous flowers 
and white berries; Ditreilla (also known as Weigdia), and 
ribarwans, induding V. ("Indus, guclder rose, in the cultivated 
forms of which the corolla has become enlarged at the expense 
of the essential organs and the flowers are neuter. 

CAPRIVI DE CAPRERA DE MONTECUCCOLI, GEORO LEO 
TOE. Coorct (1835-1899), German soldier and statesman, was 
has on the 24th of February 1831 at Charlottenburg. The 
family springs from Carniola, and the name was originally 
mitten Kopriva; in the 18th century one branch settled in 
Eeraigerode, and several members entered the Prussian service; 
*lather of the chancellor held a high judicial post, and was 
made a life member of the Prussian House of Lords. Caprivi 
was educated in Berlin, and entered the army in 1849; he took 
Pert in the campaign of 1866, being attached to the staff of the 
1st army. In 5870 he served as chief of the staff to the roth army 
kepi, which formed part of the rnd army, and took part in the 
knits before Metz as well as in those round Orleans, in which 
k highly distinguished himself. One of the most delicate 
strategical problems of the whole war was the question of 
Masher tochange the direction of the sot h corps on the morning of 
lk slued August before Vionville, and in this, as well as in the  

actual manoeuvres of the corps on that day, Caprivi, as repre-
sentative of, and counsellor to, his chief, General v. Voigts-
Rhetz, took a leading part. At the battle of Beaune-la-Rolande, 
the turning-point of the Orleans campaign, the loth corps bore 
the brunt of the fighting. After the peace he held several 
important military offices, and in 1883 was made chief of the 
admiralty, in which post he had to command the fleet and to 
organize and represent the department in the Reichstag. He 
resigned in i888, when the command was separated from the 
representation in parliament, and was appointed commander of 
the toth army corps. Bismarck had already referred to him as 
a possible successor to himself, for Caprivi had shown great 
administrative ability, and was unconnected with any political 
party; and in March 1890 he was appointed chancellor, Prussian 
minister president and foreign minister. He was quite unknown 
to the public, and the choice caused some surprise, but it was 
fully justified. The chief events of his administration, which 
lasted for four years, are narrated elsewhere, in the article on 
Germany. He showed great ability in quickly mastering the 
business, with which he was hitherto quite unacquainted, as he 
himself acknowledged; his speeches in the Reichstag were 
admirably clear, dignified and to the point. His first achieve-
ment was the conclusion in July t 890 of a general agreement with 
Great Britain regarding the spheres of influence of the two 
countries in Africa. Bismarck had supported the colonial 
parties in Germany in pretensions to which it was impossible 
for Great Britain to give her consent, and the relations between 
the two powers were in consequence somewhat strained. Caprivi 
adopted a conciliatory attitude, and succeeded in negotiating 
terms with Lord Salisbury which gave to Germany all she could 
reasonably expect. But the abandonment of an aggressive 
policy in East Africa and in Nigeria, and in the withdrawal of 
German claims to Zanzibar (in exchange for Heligoland) aroused 
the hostility of the colonial parties, who bitterly attacked the 
new chancellor. Caprivi had, however, by making the frontiers 
of the Congo Free State and German East Africa meet, " cut " 
the Cape to Cairo connexion of the British, an achievement 
which caused much dismay in British colonial circles, regular 
treaties having been obtained from native chiefs over large 
areas which the chancellor secured for Germany. In Nigeria 
also Caprivi by the 1890 agreement, and by another concluded 
in 1893, made an excellent bargain for his country, while in 
South-West Africa he obtained a long but narrow extension 
eastward to the Zambezi of the German protectorate (this strip 
of territory being known as " Caprivi's Finger "). In his African 
policy the chancellor proved far-sighted, and gained for the new 
protectorates a period for internal development and consolida-
tion. The Anglo-German agreement of 1890 was followed by 
commercial treaties with Austria, Rumania, &c.; by concluding 
them he earned the express commendation of the emperor and 
the title of count, but he was from this time relentlessly attacked 
by the Agrarians, who made it a ground for their distrust that 
he was not himself a landed proprietor; and from this time he 
had to depend much on the support of the Liberals and other 
parties who had been formerly in opposition. The reorganization 
of the army caused a parliamentary crisis, but he carried it 
through successfully, only, however, to earn the enmity of the 
more old-fashioned soldiers, who would not forgive him for 
shortening the period of service. His position was seriously 
compromised by the failure in 1892 to carry an education bill 
which he had defended by saying that the question at issue was 
Christianity , or Atheism, and he resigned the presidency of the 
Prussian ministry, which was then given to Count Eulenburg. 
In x894, a difference arose between Eulenburg and Caprivi 
concerning the bill for an amendment of the criminal code (the 
Umdurs ;ferriage), and in October the emperor dismissed both. 
Caprivi's fall was probably the work of the Agrarians, but it was 
also due to the fact that, while he showed very high ability in 
conducting the business of the country, he made no attempt to 
secure his personal position by forming a party either in parlia-
ment or at court. He interpreted his position rather as a soldier; 
he did his duty, but did not think of defending himself. He 
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suffered much from the attacks made on him by the followers of 
Bismarck, and he was closely associated with the social ostracism 
of that statesman; we do not know, however, in regard either to 
this or to the other events of his administration, to what extent 
Caprivi was really the author of the policy he carried out, and to 
what extent be was obeying the orders of the emperor. With a 
loyalty which cannot be too highly praised, he always refused, 
even after his abrupt dismissal, to justify himself, and he could 
not be persuaded even to write memoirs for later publication. 
The last years of his life were spent in absolute retirement, for 
he could not return even to the military duties which he had 
left with great reluctance at the orders of the emperor. He died 
unmarried on the 6th of February 1899, at the age of sixty-eight. 

See R. Arndt, Die Redeye des Crofen v. Caprivi (Berlin, t4), with 
a biography. (J. W. Ha.) 

CAPRONNIER, JEAN BAPTISTE (1814-1891), Belgian 
stained-glass painter, was born in Brussels in 1814, and died 
there in 1891. He had much to do with the modern revival of 
glass-painting, and first made his reputation by his study of 
the old methods of workmanship, and his clever restorations of 
old examples, and copies made for the Brussels archaeological 
museum. He carried out windows for various churches in 
Brussels, Bruges, Amsterdam and elsewhere, and his work was 
commissioned also for France, Italy and England. At the 
Paris Exhibition of 1855 he won the only medal given for glass-
painting. 

CAPSICUM, a genus of plants, the fruits of which are used 
as peppers (Ste CAYENNE PEPPER for botany, &c.). As 
used in medicine, the ripe fruit of the capsicums asinine; (or 
frulescons), containing the active principle capsaicin (cap-
sacutin), first isolated by Thresh in 1876, has remarkable 
physiological properties. Applied locally to the skin or mucous 
membrane, it causes redness and later vesication. Internally in 
small doses it stimulates gastric secretions and causes dilatation 
of the vessels; but if used internally in excess for a long period it 
will cause subacute gastritis. In single doses in excess it causes 
renal irritation and inflammation and strangury. The adminis-
tration of capsicum is valuable in atony of the stomach due to 
chronic alcoholism, its hot stimulating effect not only increasing 
the appetite but to a certain degree satisfying the craving for 
alcohol. 1 It is also useful in the flatulency of the aged, where it 
prevents the development of gas, and hal a marked effect on 
anorexia. It has been used in functional torpidity of the kidney. 
Externally capsicum plaster placed over the affected muscles is 
useful in rheumatism and lumbago. Capsicum wool, known as 
calorific wool, made by dissolving the oleoresin of capsicum in 
ether and pouring it on to absorbent cotton-wool, is useful in 
rheumatic affections. 

CAPSTAN (also spelt in other forms, or as " capstock " and 
"cable stock," connected with the 0. Fr. capeskin or cabesiars, 
from Lat. capistrunt, a halter, capere; to take hold of; the 
conjecture that it came from the Span. cobra, goat, and estanio, 
standing:is untenable), an appliance used on board ship and on 
dock walls, for heaVing-in or veering cables and hawsers, whether 
of iron, steel or hemp. It differs from a windlass, which is used 
for the same purposes, in having the axis on which the rope is 
wound vertical instead of horizontal. The word seems to have 
come into English (14th century) from French or Spanish ship-
men at the time of the Crusades. The earlier forms were of a 
comparatively simple character, made of wood with an iron 
spindle and worked by manual labour with wooden capstan bars. 
As heavier cables were supplied to ships, difficulty was found, 
when riding at anchor, in holding, checking and veering cable. 
A cable-holder (W. H. Harfield's) was tested in H.M.S. " New-
castle " (wooden frigate) in 187o and proved effective; its first 
development in 1876 was the application in the form of a 
windlass secured to the deck, driven by a messenger chain from 
the capstan, fitted in H.M.S. " Inflexible " (fig. 1). 

The capstans and engine are shown at A,A,A, and the windlass 
B is driven by messenger chains C, C. The four cables (dotted 
line D, D) lead to their respective cable-holders, fitted with a 
brake, and by these means each cable-holder can be connected 

to the main driving shaft, and any cable hove-in or veered 
independently of the other; by using steam power instead of 
manual, the previous slow motion 
was obviated. In H.M.S. " Col-
lingwood " steam power was 
used to work the windlass 
directly by means of worm 
gearing; the windlass was 
divided into two parts, so that 
the one on the port side could 
be worked independently of that 
on the starboard, and vice 
versa. An independent capstan 
in both ships, arranged to take 
either of the cables, could be 
worked by hand or steam. In 
the " Collingwood's " windlass the cables remained on their 
holders, and could be hove-in or veered without being touched. 

Napier's patent windlass for merchant ships (1906) resembla 
an appliance fitted in the earlier second-class cruisers of the 
British navy (1890 to goo). Two cable wheels or cable-holden 
are mounted loose on a horizontal axle, one on each side of a 
worm wheel which is tightly keyed on the middle part of the ask 
A vertical steam engine with two cylinders, placed one on each 
side of the framing, drives a second horizontal axle which is 
connected by a set of bevel gears to an upright worm shaft, 
which works the worm wheel. This worm wheel can be con-
nected by means of sliding bolts to one or both of the able 
wheels, enabling one or both cables to be hove-in or veered 
as necessary. A brake, of Napier's self-holding differential 
type, is fitted to each cable wheel, and is controlled by hand 
wheels on the aft side of the windlass. For warping pur-
poses, warping drums are fitted (made portable if required). 
A third central capstan, fitted forward of the windlass, is con-
nected to the upright worm shaft by a horizontal shaft and 
bevel wheels. It can also be worked by manual labour with 
capstan bars. Fig. a represents the arrangement of the capstans 
on the forecastleof a battleship, fitted by Napier Brothers. Deep- 

FIG. 2.—Elevation looking aft. 

bodied capstans have -been superseded bylow drum-beaded onus, 
over which the guns may be fired. The three capstans or cable-
holders of cast steel, capable of taking a l l in. cables, are fitted 
on vertical spindles, which pass down through the main acid 
armoured decks to the platform one, where the steam engine sad 
gearing are placed. The gearing consists of worm and whed 
gears, so arranged that the three capstans can be worked singly or 
in conjunction, when heaving-in or veering, and the brakes (of 
the type previously mentioned) are controlled by a portable 
hand wheel fitted on the aft side of each. The cable-holders 
can be used for riding at anchor (see CABLE). The middle Gne 
capstan E is keyed to vertical spindles and can be coupled up to 
the capstan engine, by clutch and drop bolts in the capstan 
engine room; it is fitted with a cable-holder, to take either the 
port or starboard cables, and in addition is provided with 
portable whelps, enabling it to be used for warping. It can also 
be worked by manual labour with capstan bars, a drum-bead 
fitted on the spindle on the main deck, enabling additional 
capstan bars to be used if required. 

To avoid carrying steam pipes aft, the after capstan is worked 
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by an electric motor which is kept below the water-line. Napier 
Brothers' capstan (fig. 3) is for warping purposes, for working the 
stern anchor with wire hawser and for coaling. It is placed on the 
upper deck, and is fitted with a drum-head for capstan bars, with 
pawls and pawl rim or. the deck plate, the pawls A being lifted and 
placed on their rests B when working with the motor. The upper 
portion of the capstan, together with its drum-head, is portable, 
being fixed to the centre boss with keys and gun-metal screws. 
The centre boss is keyed to the spindle, which passes through the 
deck and carries at its lower end a coupling for connecting to 
the worm wheel gear. For working by motor, the additional 
security of two drop bolts is provided. The gearing consists 
of a single worm and worm wheel, working in an oil-bath, the 
worm shaft being coupled direct to the motor spindle. The 
motor is of the semi-enclosed type, the working and live parts 
being protected by a perforated metallic covering; it is worked 
off a too-volt circuit, at a speed under full load conditions of 300 
revolutions per minute. The motor is of a 4-pole type and 

compound wound, the shunt 
winding limiting the speed on 
light load to not more than 
woo revolutions per minute. 
A frictional break is provided, 
pulled off by means of a shunt- 
excited magnet. The controller 
is of the reversing drum type, 
with not less than four steps 
in either direction, and is fitted 
with a magnetic blow-out. The 
control is effected by a remov- 
able hand wheel on a portable 
pedestal, fitted on top with a 
circular dial plate and indi- 

Fro. 3.—Napier Brothers 	cating pointer; the hand wheel capstan. reverses the current as well as 
graduates the speed in either direction. All capstans of the 
British navy, after being fitted on board ship, are tested for 
lifting power and speed; with foremost (steam) capstans, the 
steam being at 'so lb pressure, the anchor is usually let go in 
16 to 25 fathoms water, and the speed ascertained by observing 
the time taken to heave-in not less than a length of cable, 75 ft.; 
the length must be hove-in in three minutes, or at the rate of 
25 ft. per minute. With the after capstan (motor) of first-class 
battleships and cruisers, a weight is used instead of an anchor, 
the test being to lift o tons at the rate of 25 ft. per minute. 
Capstans on dock walls in British government dockyards are 
usually driven by hydraulic or air pressure, conveyed through 
pipes to small engines underneath the capstans. (J. W. D.) 

CAPSULE (from the Lat. capsule, a small box), a term in 
botany for a dry seed vessel, as in the poppy, iris, foxglove, &c., 
containing one or more cells. When ripe the capsule opens and 
scatters the seed (see BOTANY). The word is used also for a 
small gelatinous case enclosing a dose of medicine, and for a 
metal cap or cover on bottles and jars. In anatomy the term 
is used to denote a cover or envelope partly or wholly surrounding 
a structure. Every diarthrodial joint possesses a fibrous or 
ligamentous capsule, lined with synovial membrane, attached 
to the adjacent ends of the articulating bones. The term is 
particularly applied to the sac which encloses the crystalline 
lens of the eye; to Glisson's capsule, a thin areolar coat of fibrous 
tissue lying inside the tunics serosa of the liver; to the glomerular 
capsules in the kidney substance; to the suprarenal capsules, 
two small flattened organs in the epigastric region; and to the 
internal and external capsules of the brain (see Basin, fig. 1 4 
and explanation). 

CAPTAIN (derived from Lat. cepa, head, through the Low 
Lat. capilanus), a chief or leader, in various connexions, but 
particularly a grade officer in the army or navy. 

At sea the name of captain is given to all who command ships 
whether they belong to the military navy of their country or 
not, or whether they hold the substantive rank or not. Thus a 
lieutenant when in command of a vessel is addressed as captain. 

In France a naval lieutenant is addressed as wow capitaine, 
because he has that comparative rank in the army. The master 
of a merchant ship is known as her captain. But the name is 
also used in the strict sense of foreman, or head man, to describe 
many of the minor or " petty " officers of a British or American 
man-of-war—the captain of a top, of the forecastle, or of a gun. 
The title " post captain " in the British navy means simply 
full captain, and is the equivalent of the French capitaine de 
vaisseau. it had its origin in the fact that captains appointed 
to a ship of twenty guns and upwards were included in, or 
" posted " on, the permanent list of captains from among whom 
the admirals were chosen. The captain of the fleet is an officer 
who acts as chief of the staff to an admiral commanding a large 
force. The position is equivalent to flag rank, but is held by 
a captain. Staff captain is the highest grade of the officers 
entrusted with the navigation of a ship or Beet. 

The military rank of captain (Fr. capitaine, Ger. HaupOnann, 
or in the cavalry, Rittmeister), which was formerly the title of an 
officer of high tank corresponding to the modern general officer 
or colonel, has with the gradual subdivision and articulation 
of armies, come to be applied to the commanders of companies 
or squadrons, and in general to officers of the grade equivalent 
to this command (see OFFICERS). 

The title of " captain-general " was formerly used in the 
general sense of a military commander-in-chief, and is still 
similarly used in Spain. In the Spanish army there are eight 
captains-general, each of whom has command of a " region " 
corresponding to an army corps district. The same title was 
formerly given to the Spanish governors of the colonial provinces 
in the New World. The official title of the governor of Jamaica 
is " captain-general and governor-in-chief." 

CAPTAL (Lat. cafritalis, " first," " chief "), a medieval feudal 
title in Gascony. According to Du Cange the designation captal 
(capital, copies', capita's) was applied loosely to the more illus-
trious nobles of Aquitaine, counts, viscounts, &c., probably 
as capiialcs domini, " principal lords," though he quotes more 
fanciful explanations. As an actual title the word was used 
only by the lords of Trene, Puychagut, Epernon and Buch. 
It is best known in connexion with the famous soldier, Jean de 
Grailly, captal of Bush (d. 1376), the " captal de Buch" par 
excellence, immortalized by Froissart as the confidant of the 
Black Prince and the champion of the English cause against 
France. His active part in the war began in 1364, when he 
ravaged the country between Paris and Rouen, but was beaten 
by Bertrand du Guesclin at Cocherel and taken prisoner. Re-
leased next year, he received the seigniory of Nemours and took 
the oath of fealty to the French king, Charles V., but soon resigned 
his new fief and returned to his allegiance to the English king. 
In 1367 he took part in the battle of Navarette, in which Du 
Guesclin was taken prisoner, the captal being entrusted with his 
safe-keeping. In 1371 Jean de Grailly was appointed constable 
of Aquitaine, but was taken prisoner next year and interned in 
the Temple at Paris where, resisting all the tempting offers of 
the French king, he remained till his death five years later. 

CAPTION (Lat. cepa°, a taking or catching), a term still 
used in law, especially Scots, for arrest or apprehension. From 
the obsolete sense of a catching at any possible plea or objection 
conies the adjective " captious," i.e. sophistical or fault-finding. 
The term also has an old legal use, to signify the part of an 
indictment, &c. which shows where, when and by what authority 
it is taken, found or executed; so its opening or heading. From 
this is derived the modern sense of the heading of an article in 
a book or newspaper. 

CAPTIVE (from Lat. capere, to take), one who is captured in 
warfare. As a term of International Law, it has been displaced by 
that of " prisoner of war." The position and treatment of cap-
tives or prisoners of war is now dealt with fully in chapter ii. of 
the regulations annexed to the Hague Convention respecting the 
Laws and Customs of War on Land, of the 18th of October ton. 

See Paces CONFE REECE and WA I ; also Sir T.Barclay, supplement 
to Problems of Inkrnational Practice and Diplomacy, for comparison 
of texts of 1899 and 1907. 
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CAPTURE (from Lat. copse, to take; Fr. prise maritime; 

Ger. Wegnahme), in international law, the taking possession 
by a belligerent vessel of an enemy or neutral merchant or non-
fighting ship. If an enemy ship is captured she becomes forth-
with lawful prize (q.v.); when a neutral ship, the belligerent 
commander, in case her papers are not conclusive, has a right 
to search her. If he finds contraband on board or the 
papers or cargo or circumstances excite any serious suspicion 
in his mind, which the master of the ship has been unable to 
dispel, he places an officer and a few of his crew on board and 
sends her to the nearest port where there is a prize court for 
triaL The word is also used for the vessel thus captured (see 
BLOCKADE, CONTRABAND). (T. BA.) 

CAPUA (anc. Casilinum), a town and archiepiscopal see of 
Campania, Italy, in the province of Caserta, 7 m. W. by rail from 
the town of Caserta. Pop. (19o1) 4,285. It was erected in 
856 by Bishop Landulf on the site of Casilinum (q.v.) after the 
destruction of the ancient Capua by the Saracens in 840, but 
it only occupies the site of the original pre-Roman town on the 
left (south) bank of the river. 

The cathedral of S. Stefano, erected in 80, has a handsome 
atrium and a lofty Lombard campanile, and d (Modernized) 
interior with three aisles; both it and the atrium have ancient 
granite columns. The Romanesque crypt, with ancient columns, 
has also been restored. It has a fine paschal candlestick, and 
the fragments of a pulpit with marble mosaic of the 13th century. 
There are also preserved in the cathedral a fine Exultet roll and 
an evangdarium of the end of the 12th century, bound in bronze 
decorated with gold filigree and enamels. The mosaics of the 
beginning of the 12th century in the apses of the cathedral and 
of S. Benedetto, were destroyed about 1720 and 1620 respectively. 
The small church of S. Marcello was also built in 856. In 1232-
1240 Frederick IL erected a castle to guard the Roman bridge 
over the Volturno, composed of a triumphal arch with two 
towers. This was demolished in 1557. The statues with which 
it was decorated were contemporary imitations of classical 
sculptures. Some of them are still preserved in the Museo 
Campano (E. Bertaux, L' Art dans l'Italie mbridionale, Paris, 
1904, f. X07). The Musco Campano also contains a considerable 
collection of antiquities from the ancient Capua. 

Capua changed hands frequently during the middle ages. 
One of the most memorable facts in its history is the terrible 
attack made on it in !sox by Caesar Borgia, who had entered 
the town by treachery, in which 5000 lives were sacrificed. It 
remained a part of the kingdom of Naples until the and of 
November 1860, when, a month after the battle of the Volturno, 
it surrendered to the Italian troops. (T. As.) 

CAPUA (mod. S. Maria di Capua Vetere), the chief ancient 
city of Campania, and one of the most important towns of 
ancient Italy, situated 16 m. N. of Neapolis,.on the N.E. edge 
of the Campanian plain. Its site in a position not naturally 
defensible, together with the regularity of its plan, indicates that 
it is not a very ancient town, though it very likely occupies the 
site of an early Oscan settlement. Its foundation is attributed 
by Cato to the Etruscans, and the date given as about 26o year 
before it was " taken " by Rome (Vell. i. 7). If this be referred, 
not to its capture in the second Punic War (21, n.c.) but to its 
submission to Rome in 338 B.C., we get about 600 B.C. as the date 
of its foundation, a period at which the Etruscan power was at 
its highest, and which may perhaps, therefore, be accepted.' 
The origin of the name is probably Campus, a plain' as the 
adjective Camponus shows, Capuanus being a later form stig-
matized as incorrect by Varro (De L. L. z. 16). The derivation 
from zeros (a vulture, Latinized into Volturnum by some 
authorities who tell us that this was the original name), and that 
from capul (as though the name bad been given it as the " head " 
of the twelve Etruscan cities of Campania), must be rejected. 

G. Patroni, in A tti del Congresso Internasionale di Sciense Storiche 
(Rome, t9o4), v. 217, is inclined to place it considerably earlier. 

Livy iv. 37, " Vulturnum Etruscorum urbem quae nunc Capua 
est, ab Samnitibus captam (425 s.c.) Capuamque ab duce eorum 
Capye, vel, quod proplus vero cst, a campestri agro appellatam." 

The Etruscan supremacy in Campania came to an end with the 
Samnite invasion in the fatter half of the 5th century u.c. (see 
CAMPANIA); these conquerors, however, entered into alliance 
with Rome for protection against the Samnite mountain tribes, 
and with Capua came the dependent communities Casilinum, 
Calatia, Atella, so that the greater part of Campania now fell 
under Roman supremacy. The citizens received the cieitas rise 
suPagio. In the second Samnite War they proved untrustworthy, 
so that the Ager Falernus on the right bank of the Voltumus 
was taken from them and distributed among citizens of Rome, 
the tribus Falenta being thus formed; and in 3 i 8 the powers of the 
native officials (meddices) were limited by the appointment of 
officials with the title praefecti Caption Oozes (taking their 
name from the most important towns of Campania); these were 
at first mere deputies of the praetor urbanus, but after 123 B.C. 
were elected Roman magistrates, four in number; they governed 
the whole of Campania until the time of Augustus, when they 
were abolished. In 312 B.c. Capua was connected with Rome 
by the construction of the Via Appia, the most important of the 
military highways of Italy. The gate by which it left the 
Servian walls of Rome bore the name Porta Capena—perhaps 
the only case in which a gate in this enceinte bears the name of 
the place to which it led. At what time the Via Latina was 
prolonged to Casilinum is doubtful (it is quite possible that it was 
done when Capua fell under Roman supremacy, i.e. before the 
construction of the Via Apple); it afforded a route only 6 m. 
longer, and the difficulties in connexion with its construction 
were much less; it also avoided the troublesome journey through 
the Pomptine Marshes (see T. Ashby in Papers of the British 
School at Rome, i. 217, London, tom). The importance of Capua 
increased steadily during the 3rd century, and at the beginning 
of the second Punic War it was considered to be only slightly 
behind Rome and Carthage themselves, and was able to furnish 
30,000 infantry and 4000 cavalry. Until after the defeat of 
Cannae it remained faithful to Rome, but, after a vain demand 
that one of the consuls should always be selected from it, it 
transferred its allegiance to Hannibal, who made it his winter-
quarters, with bad results to the morale of his troops (see PUNIC 
WARS). After a long siege it was taken by the Romans in 2I1 B.C. 
and severely punished; its magistrates and communal organiza-
tion were abolished, the inhabitants losing their cisic rights, and 
its territory became Roman state domain. Parts of it were sold 
in aos and roe B.C., another part was divided among the citizens 
of the new colonies of Volturnum and Litcrnum established 
near the coast in 194 B.c., but the greater portion of it was 
reserved to be let by the state. Considerable difficulties occurred 
in preventing illegal encroachments by private persons, and it 
became necessary to buy a number of them out in 161 B.C. It 
was, after that period, let, not to large but to small proprietors. 
Frequent attempts were made by the democratic leaders to 
divide the land among new settlers. Brutus in 83 B.C. actually 
succeeded in establishing a colony, but it was soon dissolved; and 
Cicero's speeches De Lege Agraria were directed against a 
similar attempt by Servilius Rullus in 63 B.C. In the meantime 
the necessary organization of the inhabitants of this thickly-
populated district was in a measure supplied by grouping them 
round important shrines, especially that of Diana Tifatina, in 
connexion with which a pagus Dianne existed, as we learn from 
many inscriptions; a pagus Herculanau is also known. The 
town of Capua belonged to none of these organizations, and was 
entirely dependent on the praefecti. It enjoyed great prosperity, 
however, owing to its spelt, which was worked into groats, wine, 
roses, spices, unguents, &c., and also owing to its manufactures, 
especially of bronze objects, of which both the elder Cato and 
the elder Pliny speak in the highest terms (De arr. r35; Hist. 
Nat. xxiv. 95). Its luxury remained proverbial; and Campania 
is especially spoken of as the home of gladiatorial combats-
From the gladiatorial schools of Campania came Spartacus and 
his followers in 73 B.C. Julius Caesar as consul in so B.C. succeeded 
in carrying out the establishment of a colony in connexion with 
his agrarian kw, and 20,000 Roman citizens were settled in this 
territory. The nurnber_of _colonists was increased by Mark 
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Antony, Augustus (who constructed an aqueduct from the Mona 
Tifata, and gave the town of Capua estates in the district of 
Coossus in Crete to the value of 12 million sesterces—i120,000), 
and Nero. In the war of A.D. 69 it took the side of Vitellius. 
Under the later empire it is not often mentioned; but in the 
4th century it was the seat of the C011514101iS Campaniae and its 
chief town, though Ausonius puts it behind Mediolanum (Milan) 
and Aquileia in his ordo nobilium winos. Under Constantine 
we hear of the foundation of a Christian church in Capua. In 
A.D. 456 it was taken and destroyed by Genseric, but must have 
been soon rebuilt: it was, however, finally destroyed by the 
Saracens in 840 and the church of S. Maria Maggiore, founded 
about 497, alone remained. It contains 52 ancient marble 
columns, but was modernized in 1766. The site was only 
occupied in the late middle ages by a village which has, however, 
outgrown the medieval Capua in modern days. 

Remains.—No pre-Roman remains have been found within 
the town of Capua itself, but important cemeteries have been 
discovered on all sides of it, the earliest of which go back to the 
7th or 6th century B.C. The tombs are of various forms, partly 
chambers with frescoes on the walls, partly cubical blocks of 
peperino, hollowed out, with grooved lids. The objects found 
within them consist mainly of vases of bronze (many of them 
without feet, and with incised designs of Etruscan style) and of 
day, some of Greek, some of local manufacture, and of paintings. 
On the east of the town, in the Patturelli property, a temple has 
been discovered with Oscan votive inscriptions, some of them 
inscribed upon terra-cotta tablets, others on cippi, while of a 
group of 150 tufa statuettes (representing a matron holding one 
or more children in her lap) three bore Latin inscriptions of the 
early imperial period. The site of the town being in a perfectly 
flat plain, without natural defences, it was possible to lay it out 
regularly. Its length from east to west is accurately determined 
by the fact that the Via Appia, which runs from north-west to 
south-east from Casilinum to Calatia, turns due east very soon 
after passing the so-called Arco Campano (a triumphal arch of 
good brickwork, once faced with marble, with three openings, 
erected in honour of some emperor unknown), and continues to 
run in this direction for 5413} English feet 6000 ancient 
Oscan feet). The west gate was the Porta Romana; remains 
of the east gate (the name of which we do not know) have been 
found. This fact shows that the main street of the town was 
perfectly orientated, and that before the Via Appia was con-
structed, i.e. in all probability in pre-Roman times. The width 
of the town from north to south cannot be so accurately deter-
mined as the line of the north and south walls is not known, 
though it can be approximately fixed by the absence of tombs 
(Beloch fixes it at goo° Oscan feet 3609 English feet), nor is it 
absolutely certain (though it is in the highest degree probable, 
for Cicero praises its regular arrangement and fine streets) that 
the plan of the town was rectangular. Within the town are 
remains of thermae on the north of the Via Appia and of a theatre 
opposite, on the south. The former consisted of a large crypto-
porticus round three sides of a court, the south side being open 
to the road; it now lies under the prisons. Beloch (see below) 
attributes this to the Oscan period; but the construction as 
shown in Labruzzi's drawing (v. 10' is partly of brick-work and 
opus raiculalum, which may, of course, belong to a restoration. 
The stage of the theatre had its back to the road; Labruzzi 
(v. z5) gives an interesting view of the canna. It appears from 
inscriptions that it was erected after the time of Augustus. 
Other inscriptions, however, prove the existence of a theatre as 
early as 94 B.C., so that the existence of another elsewhere must 
be assumed. We know that the Roman colony was divided into 
regions and possessed a capitolium, with a temple of Jupiter, 
within the town, and that the market-place, for unguents 
especially, was called Seplasia; we also hear of an seder alba, 
probably the original senate house, which stood in an open space 
known as elbow. But the sites of all these are quite uncertain. 
Outside the town on the north is the amphitheatre, built in the 

For these drawings see T. Ashby, " Detains it:Edits de Carlo 
Labruzzi," in Maarses de rack franGaise, 1903. 4 5 4.  

time of Augustus, restored by Hadrian and dedicated by 
Antoninus Pius, as the inscription over the main entrance 
recorded. The exterior was formed by 8o Doric arcades of four 
storeys each, but only two arches now remain. The keystones 
were adorned with heads of divinities. The interior is better 
preserved; beneath the arena are subterranean passages like 
those in the amphitheatre at Puteoli. It is one of the largest in 
existence; the longer diameter is 185 yds., the shorter t52, and 
the arena measures 83 by 49 yds., the corresponding dimensions 
in the colosseum at Rome being 205, 170, 93 and 58 yds. To 
the east are considerable remains of baths—a large octagonal 
building, an apse against which the church of S. Maria delle 
Grazie is built, and several heaps of debris. On the Via Appia, 
to the south-east of the cast gate of the town, are two large and 
well-preserved tombs of the Roman period, known as is Careeri 
medic and la Conocckia. To the east of the amphitheatre an 
ancient road, the Via Dianae, leads north to the Pagus Dianae, 
on the west slopes of the Mons Tifata, a community which sprang 
up round the famous and ancient temple of Diana, and probably 
received an independent organization after the abolition of that 
of Capua in III B.C. The place often served as a base for attacks 
on the latter, and Sulla, after his defeat of C. Norbanus, gave the 
whole of the mountain to the temple. Within the territory of 
the papa were several other temples with their maestri. After 
the restoration of the community of Capua, we find magistri of 
the temple of Diana still existing, but they were probably 
officials of Capua itself. The site is occupied by the Benedictine 
church of S. Angelo in Formis s which dates from 944, and 
was reconstructed by the abbot Desiderius (afterwards Pope 
Victor III.) of Monte Cassino in 1073, with interesting paintings, 
dating from the end of the 11th century to the middle of the 12th, 
in which five different styles may be distinguished. They form a 
complete representation of all the chief episodes of the New 
Testament (see F. X. Kraus, Jahrtnich d. k. prams. Kunst-
sammlungen, xiv.). Deposits of votive objects (favissae), 
removed from the ancient temple from time to time as new ones 
came in and occupied all the available space, have been found, 
and considerable remains of buildings belonging to the Vicus 
Dianae (among them a triumphal arch and some baths, also a 
hall with frescoes, representing the goddess herself ready for the 
chase) still exist. 

The ancient road from Capua went on beyond the Vicus 
Dianae to the Volturnus (remains of the bridge still exist) and 
then turned east along the river valley to Caiatia and Telesis. 
Other roads ran to Puteoli and Cumae (the so-called Via 
Campana) and to Neapolis, and as we have seen the Via Appia 
passed through Capua, which was thus the most important road 
centre of Campania (q.v.). 

See Th. Mommsen in Corpus Inscrip. Lai. x. (Berlin, 1883). p. 365 
seq.; J. Beloch, Car/rpm:fen (Breslau, 1890), 295 seq.: Ch. Hulsen in 
Pauly-Wiasowa, Reakncyclopadie (Stuttgart, 1899), II 1555. (T. As.) 

CAPUCHIN MONKEY, the English name of a tropical 
American monkey scientifically known as Cebus capucinus; the 
plural, capuchins, is extended to embrace all the numerous 
species of the same genus, whose range extends from Nicaragua 
to Paraguay. These monkeys, whose native name is sapajou, 
are the typical representatives of the family Cebidae, and belong 
to a sub-family in which the tail is generally prehensile. From 
the other genera of that group (Cebinae) with prehensile tails 
capuchins are distinguished by the comparative shortness of 
that appendage, and the absence of a naked area on the under 
surface of its extremity. The hair is not woolly, the general 
build is rather stout, and the limbs are of moderate length and 
slenderness. The name capuchin is derived from the somewhat 
cowl-like form assumed by the thick hair on the crown of the 
head of the sapajous. In their native haunts these monkeys 
go about in troops of considerable size, frequenting the summits 
of the tall forest-trees, from which they seldom, if ever, descend. 
In addition to fruits of various kinds, they consume tender 
shoots and buds, insects, eggs and young birds. Many of the 

s The name comes from the aqueduct (forma) erected by Augustus 
for the supply of Capua, remains of which still exist. 
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species are difficult to distinguish, and very little is known of their 
habits in a wild state, although several members of the group 
are common in captivity (see PRISIATES). (R. L..) 

CAPUCHINS, an order of friars in the Roman Catholic Church, 
the chief and only permanent offshoot from the Franciscans. 
It arose about the year r 52o, when Matteo di Bassi, an " Obser-
vant Franciscan, became possessed of the idea that the habit 
worn by the Franciscans was not the one that St Francis had 
worn; accordingly he made himself a pointed or pyramidal 
hood and also allowed his beard to grow and went about bare-
footed. His superiors tried to suppress these innovations, but 
in 1528 he obtained the sanction of Clement VII. and also Use 
permission to live as a hermit and to go about everywhere 
preaching to the poor; and these permissions were not only for 
himself, but for all such as might join him in the attempt to 
restore the most literal observance possible of St Francis's rule. 
Matteo was soon joined by others. The Observants opposed 
the movement, but the Conventuals supported it, and so Matteo 
and his companions were formed into a congregation, called 
the Hermit Friars Minor, as a branch of the Conventual Fran-
ciscans, but with a vicar of their own, subject to the jurisdiction 
of the general of the Conventuals. From their hood (cattune) 
they received the popular name of Capuchins. In 1529 they 
had four houses and held their first general chapter, at which 
their special rules were drawn up. The eremitical idea was 
abandoned, but the life was to be one of extreme austerity, 
simplicity and poverty—in all things as near an approach to 
St Francis's idea as was practicable. Neither the monasteries 
nor the congregation should possess anything, nor were any 
devices to be resorted to for evading this law; no large provision 
against temporal wants should be made, and the supplies in the 
house should never exceed what was necessary for a few days. 
Everything was to be obtained by begging, and the friars were 
not allowed even to touch money. The communities were to be 
small, eight being faxed as the normal number and twelve as the 
limit. In furniture and clothing extreme simplicity was enjoined 
and the friars were to go bare-footed without even sandals. 
Besides the choral canonical office, a portion of which was recited 
at midnight, there were two hours of private prayer daily. The 
fasts and disciplines were rigorous and frequent. The great ex-
ternal work was preaching and spiritual ministrations among 
the poor. In theology the Capuchins abandoned the later 
Franciscan school of Scotus; and returned to the earlier school 
of Bonaventura (q.v.). The new congregation at the outset 
of its history underwent a series of severe blows. The two 
founders left it, Matteo di Bassi to return to the Observants, 
while his first companion, on being superseded in the office of 
vicar, became so insubordinate that he had to be expelled. 
The case of the third vicar, Bernardino Ochino (q.v.), who became 
a Calvinist, 1543, and married, was even more disastrous. 
This mishap brought the whole congregation under the suspicion 
of heretical tendencies and the pope resolved to suppress it; 
he was with difficulty induced to allow it to continue, but the 
Capuchins were forbidden to preach. In a couple of years the 
authorities were satisfied as to the soundness of the general body 
of Capuchin friars, and the permission to preach was restored. 
The congregation at once began to multiply with extraordinary 
rapidity, and by the end of the 16th century the Capuchins had 
spread all over the Catholic parts of Europe, so that in 1619 
they were freed from their dependence on the Conventual 
Franciscans and became an independent order, with a general 
of their own. They are said to have had at that time x soo houses 
divided into fifty provinces. They were one of the chief factors 
in the Catholic Counter-reformation, working assiduously 
among the poor, preaching, catechizing, confessing in all parts, 
and impressing the minds of the common people by the great 
poverty and austerity of their life. By these means they were 
also extraordinarily successful in making converts from Pro-
testantism to Catholicism. Nor were the activities of the 
Capuchins confined to Europe. From an early date they under-
took missions to the heathen in America, Asia and Africa, and 
at the middle of the 17th century a Capuchin missionary college 

was founded in Rome for the purpose of prep ring their subjects 
for foreign missions. A large number of Capuchins have suffered 
martyrdom for the Gospel. This activity in Europe and else-
where continued until the dose of the 18th century, when the 
number of Capuchin friars was estimated at 3 toao. 

Like all other orders, the Capuchins suffered severely from 
the secularizations and revolutions of the end of the 18th century 
and the first half of the 19th; but they survived the strain, 
and during the latter part of the igth century rapidly recovered 
ground. At the beginning of the present century there were 
fifty provinces with some Soo monasteries and Soo hospices or 
lesser houses; and the number of Capuchin friars, including 
lay-brothers, was reckoned at 9500. In England there are ten 
or twelve Capuchin monasteries, and in Ireland three. The 
Capuchins now, possess the church of the Portiuncula at Assisi. 
The Capuchins still keep up their missionary work and have some 
200 missionary stations in all parts of the world—notably India, 
Abyssinia and the Turkish empire. Though "the poorest of all 
orders," it has attracted into its ranks an extraordinary number 
of the highest nobility and even of royalty. The celebrated 
Father Mathew, the apostle of Temperance in Ireland, was a 
Capuchin friar. Like the Franciscans the Capuchins wear a 
brown habit. 

The Capuchines are Cajauchin nuns. They were founded 
in 1538 in Naples. They lived according to the rules and regu-
lations of the Capuchin friars, and so austere was the life that 
they were called " Sisters of Suffering." The order spread to 
France and Spain, and a few convents still exist. 

In order fully to grasp the meaning of the Capuchin reform, it is 
necessary to know the outlines of Franciscan history (see FRANCIS-
CANS). There does not appear to be any modern general history of 
the Capuchin order as a whole, though there are histories of vanous 
provinces and of the foreign missions. The references to all this 
literature will be found in the article " Kapuzinerorden " in Wetter 
and Welte, Kirchenkricon (and ed.), which is the best general sketch 
on the subject. Shorter sketches, with the needful references, are 
given in Max Heimbucher, Orden and Kongregationen (x896), i. 5 44, 
and in Herzog-Hauck, Realencyklopddie (3rd ed.), art. " Kapursn' er." 
Hclyot's HUI. des ordees religieux (1792), vii. C. 24 and c. 27, 
gives an account of the Capuchins up to the end 'of the 17th 
century. (E. C. B.) 

CAPUS, ALFRED (1858-- 	), French author, was born at 
Aix, in Provence, on the 25th of November 1858. In x878 he 
published, in collaboration with L. Vonoven, a volume of short 
stories; and in the next year the two produced a one-act piece, 
Le Mari mat gre lap, at the Th6ltre Cluny. He had been educated 
as an engineer, but became a journalist, and joined the staff 
of the Figaro in 1894. His novels, Qui tad gagne (x89o), Faux 
Depart (1891), AMliCS &overshoes (1895), which belong to this 
period, describe the strue,glesof three young men at the beginning 
of their career. From the first of these he took his first comedy, 
Brignol ci sa fine (Vaudeville, 23rd November 1894). Among 
his later plays are Innocent (1896), written with Alphonse Allais; 
Polies folks (1897);  Rosine (1897); Mariage bourgeois (1898); 
Les Math de Lionlitte (19oo); La Bourse ou la vie (1900); La 
Veine (1901); La Pdile Fonclionnaire (saw); Les Deus teaks 
(1902); La Ckctl1lsmcf1 nos); L' Adver seise (19o3), with Emmanuel 
Arene, which was produced in London by Mr George Alexander 
as The Man of the Moment, and Notre Jesixesse (ups), the first 
of his plays to be represented at the Theatre Francais; Monsieur 
Pilgois (loos); and, in collaboration with Lucien Desaives, 
L' Allenlal (1906). 

See Edouard Quet, Alfred Caput (1904). with appeciatioas by 
various authors, in the series of aMbrilis d'aujourdIsd. 

CAPYBARA, or CasPincno (Hydrockarras capybara), the 
largest living rodent mammal, characterized by its moderately 
long limbs, partially-webbed toes, of which there are four in 
front and three behind, hoof-like nails, sparse hair, short ears, 
cleft upper lip and the absence of a tali. The dentition is 
peculiar on account of the great size and complexity of the last 
upper molar, which is composed of about twelve plates, and 
exceeds in length the three teeth in front. The front surface 
of the incisors. has a broad, shallow groove. Capybaras are 
aquatic rodents, frequenting the banks of lakes and rivers, and 
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being sometimes found where the water is brackish. They 
generally associate in herds, and spend most of the day in covert 
on the banks, feeding in the evening and morning. When dis-
turbed they make for the water, in which they swim and dive 
with expertness, often remaining below the surface for several 
minutes. Their usual food consists of water-plants and bark, 
but in cultivated districts they do much harm to crops. Their 
cry is a low, abrupt grunt. From five to eight is the usual 
number in a litter, of which there appears to be only one in the 
year; and the young are carried on their parent's back when 
in the water. Extinct species of capybara occur in the tertiary 
deposits of Argentina, some of which were considerably larger 
than the living form. Capybaras belong to the family Caviidae, 
the leading characteristics of which are given in RODENTJA. 
When full-grown the entire length of the animal is about 4 ft., 
and the girth 3 ft. Their geographical range extends from 
Guiana to the river Plate. Capybaras can be easily tamed; 
numbers are killed on land by jaguars and in the water by 
caimans—the alligators of South America. 

CAR (Late Lat. carra), a term originally applied to a small 
two-wheeled vehicle for transport (see CARRIAGE), but also to 
almost anything in the nature of a carriage, chariot, Ac., and 
to the carrying-part of a balloon. With some specific qualifica-
tion (tram-car, street-car, railway-car, sleeping-car, motor-car, 
Ac.) it is combined to serve as a general word instead of carriage 
or vehicle. From Ireland comes the " jaunting-car," which is 
in general use, both in the towns, where it is the commonest 
public carriage for hire, and in the country districts, where it is 
employed to carry the mails and for the use of tourists. The 
gentry and more well-to-do farmers also use it as a private 
carriage in all parts of Ireland. The genuine Irish jaunting-car 
is a two-wheeled vehicle constructed to carry four persons 
besides the driver. In the centre, at right angles to the axle, 
is a " well " about r8 in. deep, used for carrying parcels or small 
luggage, and covered with a lid which is usually furnished with 
a cushion. The " well " provides a low back to each of the two 
seat", which are in the form of wings placed over each wheel, 
with foot boards hanging outside the wheel on hinges, so that 
when not in use they can be turned up over the seats, thus 
reducing the width of the car (sometimes very necessary in the 
narrow country toads) and protecting the seats from the 
weather. The passengers on each side sit with their backs to 
each other, with the " well " between them. The driver sits 
on a movable box-seat, or " dicky," a few inches high, placed 
across the head of the " well," with a footboard to which there 
is usually no splash-board attached. A more modern form of 
jaunting-car, known as a " long car," chiefly used for tourists, 
is a four-wheeled vehicle constructed on the same plan, which 
accommodates as many as eight or ten passengers on each side, 
and two in addition on a high box-seat beside the driver. In the 
city of Cork a carriage known as an " inside car " is in common 
use. It is a two-wheeled covered carriage in which the pas-
sengers sit face to face as in a wagonette. In remote country 
districts the poorer peasants still sometimes use a primitive 
form of vehicle, called a " low-backed car," a simple square 
shallow box or shelf of wood fastened to an axle without springs. 
The two wheels are solid wooden disks of the rudest construction, 
generally without the protection of metal tires, and so small in 
diameter that the body of the car is raised only a few inches from 
the ground. 

CARABDRIRS, originally mounted troops of the French 
army, armed with the carabine (carbine). In 1690 one company 
of cambiniers was maintained in each regiment of cavalry. 
Their duties were analogous to those of grenadiers in infantry 
regiments—scouting, detached work, and, in general, all duties 
requiring special activity and address. They fought mounted 
and dismounted alike, and even took part in siege warfare in 
the trenches. At the battle of Neerwinden in 1693 all the care-
binier companies present were united in one body, and after 
the action Louis XIV. consolidated them into a permanent 
regiment with the name Royal Carabiniers. This was one of 
the old regiments which survived the French Revolution, at  

which time the title was changed to " horse grenadiers "; it is 
represented in the French army of to-day by the r rth Cuirassiers 
The carabiniers (6th Dragoon Guards) of the British army date 
from r68$, and received the title from being armed with the 
carbine in 1692. Regimentally therefore they were one yeas 
senior to the French regiment of Royal Carabiniers, and as a 
matter of fact they took part as a regiment in the battle of 
Neerwinden. Up to 1745 their title was "The King's Cara-
biniers "; from 1745  to 1788 they were called the 3rd Irish Horse, 
and from 1788 they have borne their present title. In the 
German army, one cambinier regiment alone (2nd Saxon Reiter 
regiment) remains of the cavalry corps which formerly in various 
states bore the title. In Italy the gendarmerie are called care-
binicri. 

CARABOBO, the smallest of the thirteen states of Venezuela, 
bounded N. by the Caribbean Sea, E. by the state of Aragua, S. 
by Zamora and W. by Lam. Its area is 2985 sq. m., and its 
population, according to an official estimate of 19o5, is 221,891. 
The greater part of its surface is mountainous with moderately 
elevated valleys of great fertility and productiveness, but south 
of the Cordillera there are extensive grassy plains conterminous 
with those of GuArico and Zamora, on which large herds of cattle 
are pastured. The principal products of the state are cattle, 
hides and cheese from the southern plains, coffee and cereals from 
the higher valleys, sugar and aguardiente from the lower valleys 
about Lake Valencia, and cacao, coco-nuts and coco-nut fibre 
from the coast. Various minerals are also found in its south-west 
districts, about Nirgua. The capital is Valencia, and its princi-
pal towns are Puerto Cabello, Montalb8n (estimated pop. in 1904 
73oo), 3o m. W.S.W. of Valencia; Nirgua (pop. in 1891 8394), 
an important commercial and mining town 364 m. S.W. of 
Valencia, 2500 ft. above sea level; and Ocumare (pop. in 1891 
7493), near the coast i84 m. E. of Puerto Cabello, celebrated 
for the fine quality of its cacao. Carabobo is best known for the 
battle fought on the 24th of June 1821 on a plain at the southern 
exit from the passes through the Cordillera in this state, between 
the revolutionists under Bolivar and the Spanish forces under 
La Torre. It was one of the four decisive battles of the war, 
though the forces engaged were only a part of the two armies 
and numbered 2400 revolutionists (composed of Ism mounted 
Ilaneros known as the "Apure legion," and goo British), and 
3000 Spaniards. The day was won by the British, who drove 
the Spaniards from the field at the point of the bayonet, although 
at a terrible loss of life. The British legion was afterwards 
acclaimed by Bolivar as " Salvadores de mi Patria." The 
Spanish forces continued the war until near the end of 1823, but 
their operations were restricted to the districts on the coast. 

CARACAL, the capital of the department of Romanatzi, 
Rumania; situated in the plains between the lower reaches of 
the Jiu and Olt rivers, and on the railway from Corabia, beside 
the Danube, to Hermannstadt in Transylvania. Pop. (t9oo) 
12,055. Caracal has little trade, except in grain. Its chief 
buildings are the prefecture, school of arts and crafts and several 
churches. There are some ruins of a tower, built in an. 217 by 
the Roman emperor Caracalla, after whom the place is named. 
In 1596 Michael the Brave of Walachia defeated the Turks near 
Caracal. 

CARACAL (Lynx caracal), sometimes called Persian lynx, an 
animal widely distributed throughout south-western Asia, and 
over a large portion of Africa. It is somewhat larger than a fox, 
of a uniform reddish brown colour above, and whitish beneath, 
with two white spots above each of the eyes, and a tuft of long 
black hair at the tip of the ears; to these it owes its name, which 
is derived from Turkish words signifying " black-ear." There 
is little information as to the habits of this animal in a wild 
state. Dr W. T. Blanford considers that it dwells among grass 
and bushes rather than in forests. Its prey is said to consist 
largely of gazelles, small deer, hares and peafowl and other birds. 
The caracal is easily tamed, and in some parts of India is trained 
to capture the smaller antelopes and deer and such birds as the 
crane and pelican. According to Blyth, it is a favourite amuse-
ment among the natives to let loose a couple of tame caracals 
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among a flock of pigeons feeding on the ground, when each will 
strike down a number of birds before the flock can escape. 
Frequent reference is made in Greek and Roman literature to 
the lynx, and from such descriptions as are given of it there is 
little doubt that the caracal, and not the European lynx, was 
referred to. In South Africa, where the caracal abounds, its 
hide is made by the Zulus into skin-cloaks, known as karosses. 
According to W. L. Sclater, these when used as blankets are said 
to be beneficial in cases of rheumatism; an ointment prepared 
from the fat of the animal being employed for the same purpose. 
The North African caracal has been separated as Lynx, or 
Caracal, berberorunt, but it is best regarded as a local race. 

CARACALLA (or CARACALLUS), MARCUS AURELIUS 
ANTONINUS (186-217), Roman emperor, eldest son of the 
emperor Septimius Severus, was born at Lugdunum (Lyons) on 
the 4th of April 186. His original name was Bassianus; his 
nickname Caracalla was derived from the long Gallic tunic which 
he wore and introduced into the army. He further received the 
imperial title of Marcus Aurelius Antoninus at the time when 
his father declared himself the adopted son of M. Aurelius. After 
the death of Severus (211) at Eboracum (York) in Britain, 
Caracalla and his brother Geta, who had accompanied their 
father, returned to Rome as colleagues in the supreme power. 
In order to secure the sole authority, Caracalla barbarotisly 
murdered his brother in his mother's arms, and at the same time 
put to death some 20,000 persons, who were suspected of favour-
ing him, amongst them the jurist Papinianus. An important 
act of his reign (212) was the bestowal of the rights of Roman 
citizenship upon all free inhabitants of the empire, although the 
main object of Caracalla was doubtless to increase the amount 
of revenue derived from the tax on inheritances or legacies to 
which only Roman citizens were liable. His own extravagances 
and the demands of the soldiery were a perpetual drain upon his 
resources, to meet which he resorted to taxes and extortion of 
every description. He spent the remainder of his reign wandering 
from place to place, a mode of life to which he was said to have 
been driven by the pangs of remorse. Handing over the reins 
of government to his mother, he set out in 213 for Raetia, where 
he carried on war against the Alamanni; in 214 he attacked the 
Goths in Dacia, whence he proceeded by way of Thrace to Asia 
Minor, and in 215 crossed to Alexandria. Here he took vengeance 
for the bitter sarcasms of the inhabitants against himself and his 
mother by ordering a general massacre of the youths capable of 
bearing arms. In 216 he ravaged Mesopotamia because Arta-
banus, the Parthian king, refused to give him his daughter in 
marriage. He spent the winter at Edessa, and in 217, when he 
recommenced his campaign, he was murdered between Edessa 
and Carrhae on the 8th of April at the instigation of Opellius 
(Opilius) Macrinus, praefect of the praetorian guard, who 
succeeded him. Amongst the numerous buildings with which 
Caracalla adorned the city, the most famous are the thermos, 
and the triumphal arch of Septimius Severus in the forum. 

AUTHOR1TIES.—Dio Cassius ixxvii., lxxviii.; Herodian iii. to, 
iv. 14; lives of Caracalla. Severus and Geta, in Scrtpores Ilistoriae 
Augustar; Eutropius viii. 19-22; Aurelius Victor. De Caesaribus, 
20-2,3; Epit. 20-23; Zosimus i. 9 - to; H. Schiller, Geschichie era 
romtschen Kaiserzeit (1 883), 738 ff. ;Pauly-Wissowa, Realencyclopddie, 
ii. 2434 8. (von Rohden). 

CARACAS, the principal city and the capital of the United 
States of Venezuela, situated at the western extremity of an 
elevated valley of the Venezuelan Coast Range known as the 
plain of Chacao, 61 m. S.S.E. of La Guaira, its port on the 
Caribbean coast, in Lit. to° 3o' N., long. 67° 4' W. The plain 
is about r1 m. long by 3 m. wide, and is separated from the 
coast by a part of the mountain chain which extends along 
almost the entire water front of the republic. It is covered with 
well-cultivated plantations. The Guaira river, a branch of the 
Tug, traverses the plain from west to east, and flows past the 
city on the south. Among its many small tributaries are the 
Catuche, Caroata and Anauco, which flow down through the city 
from the north and give it a natural surface drainage. The city 
is built at the narrow end of the valley and at the foot of the 

Cerro de Avila, and stands from 2887 to 3442 ft. above sea level, 
the elevation of the Plaza de Bolivar, its topographical centre, 
being 3025 ft. Two miles north-east is the famous Sills de 
Caracas, whose twin summits, like a gigantic old-fashioned 
saddle (silk), rise to an elevation of 8622 ft.; and the Naigueti, 
still farther eastward, overlooks the valley from a height of 
9 t86 ft. The climate of Caracas is often described as that of 
perpetual spring. It is subject, however, to extrema and rapid 
variations in temperature, to alternations of dry and humid 
winds (the latter, called calla:, being irritating and oppressive), 
to chilling night mists brought up from the coast by the westerly 
winds, and to other influences productive of malaria, catarrh, 
fevers, bilious disorders and rheumatism. The maximum and 
minimum temperatures range from 84 °  to 48° F., the annual 
mean being about 66°, and the daily variation is often as much 
as t 5°. The city is built with its streets running between the 
cardinal points of the compass and crossing each other at right 
angles. Two intersecting central streets also divide the city 
into four sections, in each of which the streets are methodically 
named and numbered, as North 3rd, 5th, 7th, 3c„ or West 2nd, 
4th, 6th, 81c.. according to direction and location- This method 
of numeration dates from the time of Guzman Blanco, but the 
common people adhere to the names bestowed upon the city 
squares in earlier times. The streets are narrow, but are dean 
and well-paved, and are lighted by electricity and gas. There 
are several handsome squares and public gardens, adorned with 
statues, trees and shrubbery. The principal square is the Plaza 
de Bolivar, the conventional centre of the city, in which stands 
a bronze equestrian statue of Bolivar, and on which face the 
cathedral, archbishop's residence, Casa Amarilla, national 
library, general post office and other public offices. The Inde-
pendencia Park, formerly called Calvario Park, which occupies 
a hill on the west side of the city, is the largest and most attractive 
of the public gardens. Among the public edifices are the capitol, 
which occupies a whole square, the university, of nearly equal 
size, the cathedral, pantheon, masonic temple (built by the 
state in the spendthrift days of Guzman Blanco), national 
library, opera-house, and a number of large churches. The city 
is generously provided with all the modern public services, 
including two street car lines, local and long distance telephone 
lines, electric power and light, and waterworks. The principal 
water supply is derived from the Macarao river, 1 5 m. distant. 
Railway connexion with the port of La Guaira was opened in 1883 
by means of a line 23 m. long. Another line (the Gran Ferro-
carril de Venezuela) passes through the mountains to Valencia, 

m. distant, and two short lines run to neighbouring villages, 
one to Petare and Santa Lucia, and the other to El Valle. The 
archbishop of Venezuela resides in Caracas and has ecclesiastical 
jurisdiction over the dioceses of Ciudad Bolivar, Calabozo, 
Barquisimeto, Merida and Maracaibo. There are no mans-
factures of note. 

Caracas was founded in 1567 by Diego de Losada under 
the pious title of Santiago de Lean de Caracas, and has been 
successively capital of the province of Caracas, of the captaincy-
general of Caracas and Venezuela, and of the republic II 
Venezuela. It is also one of the two chief cities, or capitals, of the 
Federal district. It was the birthplace of Simen Bolivar, and 
claims the distinction of being the first colony in South America 
to overthrow Spanish colonial authority. The city was almost 
totally destroyed by the great earthquake of 1812. In the war 
of independence it was repeatedly subjected to pillage and 
slaughter by both parties in the strife, and did not recover its 
losses for many years. In 18to its population was estimated at 
50,000; seventy-one years later the census of 1881 gave it only 
55,638. In 1891 its urban population was computed to be 
72,429, which in 1904 was estimated to have increased to about 
90.000. 

CARACCI, LODOVICO, AGOSTINO, and ANNIBALE, three 
celebrated Italian painters, were born at Bologna in 1555, 1557. 
and 156o respectively. Lodovico, the eldest, son of a butcher, 
was uncle to the two younger, Agostino and Annibale, sons of a 
tailor, and had nearly finished his professional studies before the 
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others had begun their education. From being a reputed dunce, 
while studying under Tintoretto in Venice, he gradually rose, by 
an attentive observation of nature and a careful examination of 
the works of the great masters preserved at Bologna, Venice, 
Florence and Panne, to measure himself with the teachers of his 
day, and ultimately projected the opening of a rival school in his 
native place. Finding himself unable to accomplish his design 
without assistance, he sent for his two nephews, and induced 
then to abandon their handicrafts (Agostino being a goldsmith, 
and Annibale a tailor) for the profession of painting. Agostino 
he fast placed under the care of Fontana, retaining Annibale in 
Wove studio; but he afterwards sent both to Venice and Parma 
to copy the works of Titian, Tintoretto and Correggio, on which 
his own taste had been formed. On their return, the three 
relatives, assisted by an eminent anatomist, Anthony. de la Tour, 
opened, in 1589, an academy of painting under the name of the 
lncamminati (or, as we might paraphrase it, the Right Road), 
provided with numerous casts, books and bassi-rilievi, which 
Lodovico had collected in his travels. From the affability and 
kindness of the Caracci, and their zeal for the scientific education 
of the students, their academy rose rapidly in popular estimation, 
and soon every other school of art in Bologna was deserted and 
closed. They continued together till, at the invitation of Cardinal 
Farnese, Annibale and Agostino went to Rome in goo to paint 
the gallery of the cardinal's palace. The superior praises awarded 
to Agostino inflamed the jealousy of Annibale, already kindled 
by the brilliant reception given by the pupils of the Incamminati 
to Agostino's still highly celebrated picture of the " Communion 
of St Jerome," and the latter was dismissed to Parma to paint 
the great saloon of the Casino. Here he died in gor, when on 
nacre of finishing his renowned painting of "Celestial, Terrestrial 
and Venal Love." Annibale continued to work alone at the 
Farnese gallery till the designs were completed; but, dis-
appointed at the miserable remuneration offered by the cardinal, 
be retired to Naples, where an unsuccessful contest for a great 
work in the church of the Jesuits threw him into a fever, of 
wliich be died in goo. Lodovico always remained at his academy 
in Bologna (excepting for a short visit to his cousin at Rome), 
though invited to execute paintings in all parts of the country. 
Ht died in 1619, and was interred in the church of Santa Maria 
Maddalena. The works of Lodovico are numerous in the chapels 
of Bologna. The most famous are—The " Madonna standing on 
the moon, with St Francis and St Jerome beside her, attended by 
a retinue of angels 

"Cecilia' 
 "John the Baptist," • "St Jerome," "St 

Benedict " and " St  ; and the " Limbo of the Fathers." 
He was by far the most amiable of the three painters, rising 
superior to all feelings of jealousy towards his rivals, and though 
he received large sums for his productions, yet, from his almost 
=paralleled liberality to the students of the academy, he died 
poor. With skill in painting Agostino combined the greatest 
proficiency in engraving (which he had studied under Cornelius 
de Cort) and high accomplishments as a scholar. He died not 
untroubled by remorse for the indecencies which, in accordance 
with the corruption of the time, he had introduced into some 
of his engravings. The works of Annibale are more diversified 
in style than those of the others, and comprise specimens of 
painting after the manner of Correggio, Titian, Paolo Veronese, 
Raphael and Michelangelo. The most distinguished are the 

Dead Christ in the lap of the Madonna "; the " Infant and 
St John "; " St Catherine "; " St Roch distributing alms " 
(now in the Dresden gallery); and the " Saviour wailed over by 
the Maries," at present in possession of the earl of Carlisle. He 
frequently gave great importance to the landscape in his com-
Positions. The reputation of Annibale is tarnished by his 
leak:any and vindictiveness towards his brother, and the licen-
tiousness of his disposition, which contributed to bring him to a 
comparatively early grave. 

The three Caracci were the founders of the so-called Eclectic 
school of painting,—the principle of which was to study in the 
works of the great masters the several excellences for which they 
bad been respectively pre-eminent, and to combine these in the 
Productions of the school itself; for instance, there was to be the  

design of Raphael, the power of Michelangelo, the colour of 
Titian, and so on. 

See A. Venturi, I Caracci a la lore studs, 1895. 	(W. M. R.) 
CARACCIOLO, FRANCESCO. PRINCE 0732-5799), Neapolitan 

admiral and revolutionist,• was born on the 18th of January 
5732, of a noble Neapolitan family. He entered the navy and 
learned ' his seamanship under Rodney. He fought with 
distinction in the British service in the American War of Inde-
pendence, against the Barbary pirates, and against the French 
at Toulon under Lord Hotham. The Bourbons placed the 
greatest confidence in his skill. When on the approach of the 
French to Naples King Ferdinand IV. and Queen Mary Caroline 
fled to Sicily on board Nelson's ship the " Vanguard " (December 
5798), Caracciolo escorted them on the frigate " Sannita." He 
was the only prominent Neapolitan trusted by the king, but 
even the admiral's loyalty was shaken by Ferdinand's cowardly 
flight. On reaching Palermo Caracciolo asked permission to 
return to Naples to look after his own private affairs (January 
5799). This was granted, but when he arrived at Naples he 
found all the aristocracy and educated middle classes infatuated 
with the French revolutionary ideas, and he himself was received 
with great enthusiasm. He seems at first to have intended to 
live a retired life; but, finding that he must either join the 
Republican party or escape to Procida, then in the hands of the 
English, in which case even his intimates would regard him as 
a traitor and his property would have been confiscated, he was 
induced to adhere to the new order of things and took command 
of the republic's naval forces. Once at sea, he fought actively 
against the British and Neapolitan squadrons and prevented 
the landing of some Royalist bands. A few days later all the 
French troops in Naples, except soo men, were recalled to the 
north of Italy. 

Caracciolo then attacked Admiral Thurn, who from the 
" Minerva " commanded the Royalist fleet, and did some damage 
to that vessel. But the British fleet on the one hand and Cardinal 
Fabrizlo Ruffo's army on the other made resistance impossible. 
The Republicans and the soo French had retired to the castles, 
and Caracciolo landed and tried to escape in disguise. But 
he was betrayed and arrested by a Royalist officer, who on the 
29th of June brought him in chains on board Nelson's flagship 
the " Foudroyant." It is doubtful whether Caracciolo should 
have been included in the capitulation concluded with the 
Republicans in the castles, as that document promised life and 
liberty to those who surrendered before the blockade of the forts, 
whereas he was arrested afterwards, but as the whole capitulation 
was violated the point is immaterial. Moreover, the admiral's 
fate was decided even before his capture, because on the 27th 
of June the British minister, Sir W. Hamilton, had communicated 
to Nelson Queen Mary Caroline's wish that Caracciolo should 
be hanged. As soon as he was brought on board, Nelson ordered 
Thum to summon a court martial composed of Caracciolo's 
former officers, Thurn himself being a personal enemy of the 
accused. The court was held on board the " Foudroyant," 
which was British territory—a most indefensible proceeding. 
Caracciolo was charged with high treason; he had asked to be 
judged by British officers, which was refused, nor was he allowed 
to summon witnesses in his defence. He was condemned to 
death by three votes to two, and as soon as the sentence was 
communicated to Nelson the latter ordered that he should be 
hanged at the yard-arm of the " Minerva " the next morning, 
and his body thrown into the sea at sundown. Even the cus-
tomary twenty-four hours' respite for confession was denied 
him, and his request to be shot instead of hanged refused. The 
sentence was duly carried out on the 3oth of June 1799. 

Caracciolo was technically a traitor to the king whose uniform 
he had worn, but apart from the wave of revolutionary 
enthusiasm which had spread all over the educated classes of 
Italy, and the fact that treason to a government like that of the 
Neapolitan Bourbons could hardly be regarded as a crime, 
there was no necessity for Nelson to make himself the executor 
of the revenge of Ferdinand and Mary Caroline. His greatest 
offence, as Captain Mahan remarks (Life of Nelson, i. 440, was 
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committed against his own country by sacrificing his inalienable 
character as the representative of the king of Great Britain 
to his secondary and artificial character as delegate of the king 
of Naples. The only explanation of Nelson's conduct is to be 
found in his infatuation for Lady Hamilton, whose low ambition 
made her use her influence over him in the interest of Queen 
Mary Caroline's malignant spite. 

Atrruolurtzs.—Besides the general works on Nelson and Naples, 
such as P. Colletta's Maria del Reams di Napoli (Florence, 1848), 
there is a large amount of special literature on the subject. Nelson 
and the Neapolitan Jacobins (Navy Records Society, 1903) contains 
all the documents on the episode, including those incorrectly tran-
scribed by A. Dumas in his Borlsoni di Napoli (Naples, 1862-1863), 
with an introduction defending Nelson by H. C. Gutteridge; the 
work contains a bibliography. The case against Nelson is set forth 
by Professor P. Villari in his article" Nelson, Caracciolo, e Is Repub-
blica Napolitana " (Nuova Antologia, 16th February 1899); Captain 
A. T. Mahan has replied in " The Neapolitan Republic and Nelson's 
Accusers" (English Historical Review, July 1899), "Nelson. at 
Naples " (shid., October 1900), and "Nelson at Naples" (Athenaeum, 
8th July 1899); Dee also F. Lemmi, Nelson e Caracciolo Florence, 
1898); C. Giglioli, Naples in 1790 (London, 1901); Freiherr von 
Helfert, Fabrizio Ruffo (Vienna, 1882); H. Huffer, Die neapoli-
lanische Republik des !ohms 1799 (Leipzig, 1884). (L. V.*) 

CARACOLE (a Fr. word, the origin of which is doubtful, mean-
ing the wheeling about of a horse; in Spanish and Portuguese 
carved means a snail with a spiral shell), a turn or wheeling 
in horsemanship to the left or right, or to both alternately, so 
that the movements of the horse describe a zig-zag course. 
The term has been used loosely and erroneously to describe any 
display of fancy riding. It is also used for a spiral staircase in 
a tower. 

CARACMCDS, strictly CARATACUS, the Latin form of a Celtic 
name, which survives in Caradoc and other proper names. The 
most famous bearer of the name was the British chieftain who 
led the native resistance to the Roman invaders in A.D. 48-51, 
and was finally captured and sent to Rome (Tac. Ann. xii. 33, 
Dio. lx.). Two old camps on the Welsh border are now called 
Caer Caradoc, but the names seem to be the invention of anti-
quaries and not genuinely ancient memorials of the Celtic hero, 

CARADOC SERIES, in geology, the name introduced by 
R. I. Murchison in 1839 for the sandstone series of Caer Caradoc 
in Shropshire, England. The limits of Murchison's Caradoc 
series have since been somewhat modified, and through the 
labours of C. Lapworth the several membeis of the series have 
been precisely defined by means of graptolitic zones. These 
zones are identical with those found in the rocks of the same 
age in North Wales, the Bala series (q.v.), and the terms Bala 
or Caradoc series are used indifferently by geologists when 
referring to the uppermost substage of the Ordovician System. 
The Ordovician rocks of the Caradoc district have been sub-
divided into the following beds, in descending order: the 
Trinuclests shales, Acton Scott beds, Longville flags, Chatwell 
and Soudley sandstones, Hamage shales and Hoar Edge grits 
and limestone. In the Corndon district in the same county the 
Caradoc series is represented by the Marrington group of ashes 
and shales and the Spy Wood group beneath them; these two 
groups of strata are sometimes spoken of as the Chirbury series. 
In the Breidden district are the barren Criggeon shales with 
ashes and flows of andesite. 

In the Lake district the Coniston limestone series represents the 
Upper Caradocian, the lower portion being taken up by part of the 
great Borrowdale volcanic series of rocks. The Coniston limestone 
series contains the following subdivisions:— 

Ashgill group (Ashgill shales and Stattrocephalus limestone). 
Kiesley -limestone. 
Sleddale group (Applethwaite beds -Upper Coniston limestone 

conglomerate; Yarlside rhyolite; stye end beds -Lower 
Coniston limestone. 

Roman Fell group (Corona beds). 
The Dutton shales and Drygill shales are equivalents of the 

Sleddale group. 
Rocks of Caradoc age are well developed in southern Scotland; in 

the Girvan district they have been described as the Ardmillan series 
with the Drummock group and Barren Flagstone group in the upper 
portion, and the Whitehouse, Ardwell and Balclatchie groups in the 
lower part. Similarly, two divisions, known as the Upper and Lower 

Harden series, are recognized in the southern and central area. is 
Peeblesshire, Ayrshire and Dumfriesshire. 

In Ireland the Caradoc or Bala series is represented by the lime-
stones of Portraine near Dublin and of the Chair of Kildare; by the 
Ballymoney series of Wexford and Carnalea shales of Co. Down. 
In the Lough Mask district beds of this age are found, as in Wales. 
interstratiled with voleanic lavas and tuffs. Other localities are 
known in counties Tyrone, Meath and Louth, also in Lambay Island. 

See ORDOVICIAN SYSTEM; also C. Lapworth, Ann. awl Megg. 
Nat. Hist., 5th aeries, vol. vi., 1880; Cool. Mati889; C. Lapwortk 
and W. W. Watts, Proc. Geol. Assoc., Ail., 1 ; J. E. Marl'. Geol. 
Mpg., 1892- J. E. Marl' and T. Roberts, Q. . G. 1, 1885: B. N. 
Peach atif. Horne, "Silurian Rocks of Great Britain," vol. L. 1899 
(Meer.G Survey). (J. A. H.) 

CARALES (Gr. Klyzaus, mod. Cagliari, g.s.), the most 
important ancient city of Sardinia, situated on the south coast 
of the island. Its foundation is generally attributed to the 
Carthaginians, and Punic tombs exist in considerable numbers 
near the present cemetery on the east and still more on the rocky 
plateau to the north-west of the town. It first appears in R0111111 
history in the Second Punic War, and probably obtained full 
Roman civic rights from Julius Caesar. In imperial times it was 
the most important town in the island, mainly owing to its fine 
sheltered harbour, where a detachment of the dassis Miscast 
was stationed. In the 4th and 5th centuries it was probably the 
seat of the praeses Sardiniae. It is mentioned as an important 
harbout in the Gothic and Gildonic wars. It was also the chief 
point of the road system of Sardinia. Roads ran hence to Ofbia 
by the east coast, and through the centre of the island, to Othoca 
(Oristano) direct, and thence to Olbia (probably the most 
frequented route), through the mining district to Sulci and 
along the south and west coasts to Othoca. The hill occupied 
by the Pisan fortifications and the medieval town within than 
must have been the acropolis of the Carthaginian settlement; 
it is impossible to suppose that a citadel presenting such natural 
advantages was not occupied. The Romans, too, probably 
made use of it, though the lower quarters were mainly occupied 
in imperial times. A. Taramelli (Notizie degli Seoul, 1905. 
41 seq.) rightly points out that the nucleus of the Roman seam-
cipium is probably represented by the present quarter of the 
Marina, in which the streets intersect at right angles and Roman 
remains are frequently found in the subsoil. An inscription 
found some way to the north towards the amphitheatre speaks 
of paving in the squares and streets, and of drains constructed 
under Domitian in A.D. 83 (F. Vivanet in Notizie degli Seavi, 
1897, 279). The amphitheatre occupies a natural depression in 
the rock just below the acropolis, and open towards the sea with 
a fine view. Its axes are 951 and 79 yds., and it is in the main cut 
in the rock, though some parts of it are built with concrete. 
Below it, to the south, are considerable remains of ancient 
reservoirs for rain-water, upon which the city entirely depended. 
This nucleus extended both to the east and to the west; in the 
former direction it ran some way inland, on the east of the castle 
hill. Here were the ambulationes or public promenades con-
structed by the pro-consul Q. Caecilius Metellus before A.D. 6 
(Corp. I nscrip. Lat. x., Berlin, 1883, No. 7581). Here also, not far 
from the shore, the remains of Roman baths, with a fine coloured 
mosaic pavement, representing deities riding on marine monsters, 
were found in 1907. To the east was the necropolis of Bonaria, 
where both Punic and Roman tombs exist, and where, on the 
site of the present cemetery, Christian catacombs have been 
discovered (F. Vivanet in Notizie degli Scavi, 1892, 283 seq.; 
G. Pima in Thum Bullettino di Archeolagia Cristiana, 19o1, 
61 seq.). But the western quarter seems to have been far more 
important; it extended along the lagoon of S. Gills (which lies 
to the north-west of the town, and which until the middle ages 
was an open bay) and on the lower slopes of the hill which rises 
above it. The chief discoveries which have been made are noted 
by Taramelli (loc. cif.) and include some important buildings, of 
which a large Roman house (or group of houses) is the only one 
now visible (G. Spano in Notizie degli Seati, 1876, 1.48, 173; 
2877, 285; 1880, 105, 405). Beyond this quarter begins an 
extensive Roman necropolis extending along the edge of the hill 
north-east of the high road leading to the north-west; the most 
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important tomb is the so-called Grotta delle Vipere, the rock-
hewn tomb of Cassius Philippus and Atilia Pomptilla, the sides 
of which are covered with inscriptions (Corpus Inscr. Lat. x., 
Berlin, 1883, Nos. 7563-7578). Other tombs are also to be found 
On the high ground near the Punic tombs already mentioned. 
The latter are hewn perpendicularly in the rock, while the Roman 
tombs are chambers excavated horizontally. In the lagoon 
itself were found a large number of terra cottas, made of local 
clay, some being masks of both divinities and men (among them 
grotesques) others representing hands and feet, others various 
animals, and of amphorae of various sizes and other vases. 
Some of the amphorae contained animals' bones, possibly the 
remains of sacrifices. These objects are of the Punic period; 
they were all found in groups, and had apparently been arranged 
on a platform of piles in what was then a bay, in readiness for 
shipment (F. Vivanet in Notizie degli ScaM, 5893, 255). It is 
probable that the acropolis of Carales was occupied even in 
prehistoric times; but more abundant traces of prehistoric 
settlements (pottery and fragments of obsidian, also kitchen 
middens, containing bones of animals and shells of molluscs 
used for human food) have been found on the Capo S. Elia 
to the south-east of the modern town (see A. Taramelli in 
Notizie degli Scari, 1904, 19 seq.). An inscription records the 
existence of a temple of Venus Erycina on this promontory in 
Roman times. The museum contains an interesting collection 
of objects from many of the sites mentioned, and also from other 
parts of the island; it is in fact the most important in Sardinia, 
and is especially strong in prehistoric bronzes (see SARDINIA). 

For the Roman inscriptions see C. I. L. cit., Nos. 7552-7807. (T.As.) 
CARAN V'ACHE, the pseudonym (meaning " lead-pencil ") of 

Emmanuel Poirf (x858-1909), French artist and illustrator, who 
was born and educated at Moscow, being the grandson of one of 
Napoleon's officers who had settled in Russia. He determined 
to be a military painter, and when he arrived in Paris from 
Russia he found an artistic adviser in Detaille He served five 
years in the army, where the principal work allotted to him was 
the drawing of uniforms for the ministry of war. He embellished 
a short-lived journal, La Vie militaire, with a series of illustra-
tions, among them being some good-tempered caricatures of the 
German army, which showed how accurately he was acquainted 
with military detail. His 'special gift lay in pictorial anecdote, 
the story being represented at its different stages with irresistible 
effect, in the artist's own mannered simplicity. Much of his 
work was contributed to La Vie park' ienne, Le Figaro illustre, 
La Caricature, Le Chat noir, and he also issued various albums of 
sketches, the Carnet de cheques, illustrating the Panama scandals, 
Albans de croguis militaires et d'hisloirc sans Ugendes, Histoire 
de Marlborough, &c., besides illustrating a good many books, 
notably the Prince Kmalsokoff of Bemadaky. He died on the 
26th of February 1909. 

A collection of his work was exhibited at the Fine Art Society's 
rooms in London in 1898. The latalogue contained a prefatory note 
by M. H. Spielmanu. 

CARAPACE (a Fr. word, from the Span. carapacho, a shield 
or armour), the upper shell of a crustacean, tortoise or turtle. 
The covering of the armadillo is called a carapace, as is also the 
hard case in which certain of the Infusoria are enclosed. 

CAEAPEGUA, an interior town of Paraguay, 37 m. S.E. 
of Asunci6a on the old route between that city and the missions. 
Pop. (est.) 13,000 (probably the population of the large rural 
district about the town is included in this estimate). The town 
(founded in 1725) is situated in a fertile country producing 
cotton, tobacco, Indian corn, sugar-cane and mandioca. It has 
two schools, a church and modern public buildings. 

CARAT (Arab. Qirlfl, weight of four grains; Gr. Kopimov, 
little born, the fruit of the carob or locust tree), a small weight 
(originally in the form of a seed) used for diamonds and precious 
stones, and a measure for determining the fineness of gold. 
The exact weight of the carat, in practice, now varies slightly in 
different places. In 1877 a syndicate of London, Paris and 
Amsterdam jewellers fixed the weight at 2o5 milligrammes 
(3-163 any grains). The South African carat, according to 

Gardner Williams (general manager of the De Beers mines), is 
equal to 3.174  grains ( The Diamond Mines of South Africa, 1902). 
The fineness of gold is measured by a ratio with 24 carats as a 
standard; thus s parts of alloy make it 22-carat gold, and so on. 

CARAUSIUS, MARCUS AURELIUS, tyrant or usurper in 
Britain, A.D. 286-293, was a Menapian from Belgic Gaul, a man 
of humble origin, who in his early days had been a pilot. Having 
entered the Roman army, he rapidly obtained promotion, and 
was stationed by the emperor Maximian at Gessoriacum 
(Bononia, Boulogne) to protect the coasts and channel from 
Frankish and Saxon pirates. He at first acted energetically, but 
was subsequently accused of having entered into partnership with 
the barbarians and was sentenced to death by the emperor. 
Carausius thereupon crossed over to Britain and proclaimed 
himself an independent ruler. The legions at once joined him; 
numbers of Franks enlisted in his service; an increased and 
well-equipped fleet secured him the command of the neighbouring 
seas. In 289 Maximian attempted to recover the island, but 
his fleet was damaged by a storm and he was defeated. Maxi-
mian and Diocletian were compelled to acknowledge the rule 
of Carausius in Britain; numerous coins are extant with the 
heads of Carausius, Diocletian and Maximian, bearing the 
legend " Carausius et fratres sui." In 292 Constantius Chlorus 
besieged and captured Gessoriacum (hitherto in possession of 
Carausius), together with part of his fleet and naval stores. 
Constantius then made extensive preparations to ensure the 
reconquest of Britain, but before they were completed Carausius 
was murdered by Allectus, his praefect of the guards (Aurelius 
Victor, Caesarea, 39; Eutropius ix. TI, TT; Eumenius, Pane-
gyrici ii. 52, v. 12). A Roman mile-stone found near Carlisle 
(5895) bears the inscription IMP. Ckesj M. AUR[elius] MAUS. 
The meaning of MAUS is doubtful, but it may he an anticipation 
of ARAUS (see F. J. Haverfield in Cumberland and Westmoreland 
Antiquarian Soc. Transactions, 1895, D. 437). 

A copper coin found at Richborough, inscribed Domino 
Carausio Ces., must be ascribed to a Camusius of later date, 
since the type of the reverse is not found until the middle of the 
4th century at the earliest. Nothing is known of this Carausius 
(A. J. Evans in Numismatic Chronicle, 1887, " On a coin of a 
second Carausius Caesar in Britain in the Fifth Century "). 

See J. Watts de Peyster. The History of Carausius, the Dutch 
Augustus (1858); P. H. Webb, The Reign and Coinage of Carausias 
(5908). 

CARAVACA, a town of south-eastern Spain, in the province 
of Murcia; near the left bank of the river Caravaca, a tributary 
of the Segura. Pop. (190o) 15,846. Camvaca is dominated by 
the medieval castle of Santa Cruz, and contains several convents 
and a fine parish church, with a miraculous cross celebrated 
for its healing power, in honour of which a yearly festival is 
held on the 3rd of May. The hills which extend to the north 
are rich in marble and iron. Despite the lack of railway com-
munication, the town is a considerable industrial centre, 
with large iron-works, tanneries and manufactories of paper, 
chocolate and oil. 

CARAVAGGIO, MICHELANGELO AMERIGHI (or Mastic') 
DA (1569-16o9), Italian painter, was born in the village of 
Caravaggio, in Lombardy, from which he received his name. 
He was originally a mason's labourer, but his powerful genius 
directed him to painting, at which he worked with immitigable 
energy and amazing force. He despised every sort of idealism 
whether noble or emasculate, became the had of the Naturalisti 
(unmodified imitators of ordinary nature) in painting, and 
adopted a style of potent contrasts of light and shadow, laid on 
with a sort of fury, indicative of that fierce temper which led the 
artist to commit a homicide in a gambling quarrel at Rome. 
To avoid the consequences of his crime be fled to Naples and to 
Malta, where he was imprisoned for another attempt to avenge 
a quarrel. Escaping to Sicily, he was attacked by a party sent 
in pursuit of him, and severely wounded. Being pardoned, he 
set out for Rome; but having been arrested by mistake before 
his arrival, and afterwards released, and left to shift for himself 
in excessive heat,and still suffering from wounds and hardships, 
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ho died of fever on the beach at Pontercole in 1609. His best 
pictures arc the " Entombment of Christ," now in the Vatican; 
" St Sebastian," in the Roman Capitol; a magnificent whole-
length portrait of a grand-master of the Knights of Malta, 
Alof de Vignacourt, and his page, in the Louvre; and the 
Borghese " Supper at Emmaus." 

CARAVAGGIO, POLIDORO CALDARA DA (los or 1 49a-
1543), a celebrated painter of frieze and other decorations in the 
Vatican. His merits were such that, while a mere mortar-carrier 
to the artists engaged in that work, he attracted the admiration 
of Raphael, then employed on his great pictures in the Loggie of 
the palace. Polidoro's works, as well as those of his master, 
Maturino of Florence, have mostly perished, but are well known 
by the fine etchings of P. S. Bartoli, C. Alberti, &c. On the 
sack of Rome by the army of the Constable do Bourbon in 132j, 
Polidoro fled to Naples. Thence he went to Messina, where he 
was much employed, and gained a considerable fortune, with 
which he was about to return to the mainland of Italy when he 
was robbed and murdered by an assistant, Tonno Calabrese, in 
1543. Two of his principal paintings are a Crucifixion, painted 
in Messina, and " Christ bearing the Cross " in the Naples 
gallery. 

CARAVAN (more correctly Karwan), a Persian word, adopted 
into the later Arabic vocabulary, and denoting, throughout 
Asiatic Turkey and Persia,' a body of traders travelling together 
for greater security against robbers (and in particular against 
Bedouins, Kurds, Tatars and the like, whose grazing-grounds the 
proposed route may traverse) and for mutual assistance in the 
matter of provisions, water and so forth. These precautions are 
due to the absence of settled government, inns and roads. 
These conditions having existed from time immemorial in the 
major part of western Asia, and still existing, caravans always 
have been the principal means for the transfer of merchandise. 
In these companies camels are generally employed for the trans-
port of heavy goods, especially where the track, like that between 
Damascus and Bagdad, for example, lies across level, sandy 
and arid districts. The camels are harnessed in strings of fifty 
or more at a time, a hair-rope connecting the rear of one beast 
with the head of another; the leader is gaily decorated with 
parti-coloured trappings, tassels and bells; an unladen ass 
precedes the file, for luck, say some, for guidance, say others. 
Where the route is rocky and steep, as that between Damascus 
and Aleppo, mules, or even asses, are used for burdens. The 
wealthier members ride, where possible, on horseback. Every 
man carries arms; but these are in truth more for show than for 
use, and are commonly flung away in the presence of any serious 
robber attack. Should greater peril than ordinary be antici-
pated, the protection of a company of soldiers is habitually 
pre-engaged,—an expensive, and ordinarily a useless adjunct. A 
leader or director, called Karawan -Bashi (headman), or, out of 
compliment, Karawan -Seraskier (general), but most often 
simply designated Rats (chief), is before starting appointed by 
common consent. His duties are those of general manager, 
spokesman, arbitrator and so forth; his remuneration is 
indefinite. But in the matter of sales or purchases, either on the 
way or at the destination, each member of the caravan acts for 
himself. 

The number of camels or mules in a single caravan varies from 
forty or so up to six hundred and more; sometimes, as on the 
reopening of a long-closed route, it reaches a thousand. The 
ordinary caravan seasons are the months of spring, early summer 
and later autumn. Friday, in accordance with a recommenda-
tion made in the Koran itself, is the favourite day for setting out, 
the most auspicious hour being that immediately following 
noonday prayer. The first day's march never does more than 
just clear the starting-point. Subsequently each day's route is 
divided into two stages,—from 3 or 4 A.M. to about to in the 
forenoon, and from between a and 3 P.M. till 6 or even 8 in the 
evening. Thus the time passed daily on the road averages from 

in Arabia proper it is rarely employed in speech and never in 
writing, strictly Arabic words such as ROO (" assembled riders ") or 
Qdfila (" wayfaring band ") being in ordinary use.  

ten to twelve hours, and, as the ordinary pace of a laden camel 
does not exceed a m. an hour, that of a mule being 21, a distance 
varying from 23 to a8 m. is gone over every marching day. 
But prolonged halts of two, three, four and even more days often 
occur. The hours of halt, start and movement, the precise lines 
of route, and the selection or avoidance of particular localities are 
determined by common consent. But if, as sometimes happens, 
the services of a professional guide, or those of a military officer 
have been engaged, his decisions are final. While the caravan is 
on its way, the five stated daily prayers are, within certain 
limits, anticipated, deferred or curtailed, so as the better to 
coincide with the regular and necessary halts,—a practice 
authorized by orthodox Mahommedan custom and tradition. 

Two caravans are mentioned in Genesis xxxvii.; the route 
on which they were passing seems to have coincided with that 
nowadays travelled by Syrian caravans on their way to Egypt. 
Other allusions to caravans may be found in Job, in Isaiah and 
in the Psalms. Eastern literature is full of such references. 

The yearly pilgrim-bands, bound from various quarters of the 
Mahommedan world to their common destination, Mecca, are 
sometimes, but inaccurately, styled by European writers cara-
vans; their proper designation is Hajj, a collective word for 
pilgrimages and pilgrims. The two principal pilgrim-caravans 
start yearly, the one from Damascus, or, to speak more exactly, 
from Mozarib, a village station three days' journey to the south of 
the Syrian capital, the other from Cairo in Egypt.' This latter 
was formerly joined on its route, near Akaba of the Red Sea, by 
the North African Hajj, which, however, now goes from Egypt by 
sea from Suez; the former gathers up bands from Anatolia, 
Kurdistan, Mesopotamia and Syria. Besides these a third, but 
smaller Hajj of Persians, chiefly sets out from Suk-esh-Sheiukh, 
in the neighbourhood of Meshed Ali, on the lower Euphrates; a 
fourth of negroes, Nubians, etc., unites at Yambu on the Hejaz 
coast, whither they have crossed from Kosseir in Upper Egypt; 
a fifth of Indians and Malays, centres at Jidda; a sixth and 
seventh, of southern or eastern Arabs arrive, the former from 
Yemen, the latter from Nejd. 

The Syrian Hajj is headed by the pasha of Damascus, either in 
person or by a vicarious official of high rank, and is further 
accompanied by the Sorrah Arnie or " Guardian of the Purse," a 
Turkish officer from Constantinople. The Egyptian company is 
commanded by an amir or ruler, appointed by the Cairene 
government, and is accompanied by the famous " ?datum]," or 
sacred pavilion. The other bands above mentioned have each 
their own amir, besides their inekowwanss or agents, whose 
business it is to see after provisions, water and the like, and are 
not seldom encumbered with a numerous retinue of servants and 
other attendants. Lastly, a considerable force of soldiery ac-
companies both the Syrian and the Egyptian Hajj. 

No guides properly so-called attend these pilgrim-caravans, 
the routes followed being invariably the same, and well known. 
But Bedouin bands generally offer themselves by way of escort, 
and not seldom designedly lead their clients into the dangers 
from which they bargain to keep them safe. This they are the 
readier to do because, in addition to the personal luxuries with 
which many of the pilgrims provide themselves for the journey, a 
large amount of wealth, both in merchandise and coins, is habitu-
ally to be found among the travellers, who, in accordance with 
Mahommedan tradition, consider it not merely lawful but praise-
worthy to unite mercantile speculation with religious duty. 
Nor has any one, the pasha Wm.-If or the amir and the nulitary, 
when present, excepted, any acknowledged authority or 
general control in the pilgrim-caravans; nor is there any orderly 
subdivision of management or service. The pilgrims do, indeed, 
often coalesce in companies among themselves for mutual help, 
but necessity, circumstance or caprice governs all detalls,and 
thus it happens that numbers, sometimes as many as a third of 
the entire Hajj, yearly perish by their own negligence or by 
misfortune,—dying, some of thirst, others of fatigue andsickness, 
others at the hand of robbers on the way. In fact the principal 

I The Syrian and Egyptian hajj have been able, since 1908, to 
travel by the railway from Damascus to the Hejaz. 
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mates are in many places lined for miles together with the bones 
of camels and men. 

The numbers which compose these pilgrim caravans are much 
exaggerated by popular rumour; yet it is certain that the 
Syrian and Egyptian sometimes amount to s000 each, with 
25.coo or 3o,00o camels in train. Large supplies of food and 
water have to be carried, the more so at times that the pilgrim 
season, following as it does the Mahommedan calendar, which is 
lunar, falls for years together in the very hottest season. Hence, 
too, the journey is usually accomplished by night marches, the 
haws being from 3 to 4 P.M. to 6 or 7 A.M. of the following day. 
Torches are lighted on the road, the pace is slower than that of 
an ordinary caravan, and does not exceed a m. an hour. 

See MECCA and MAIIMENEDAN RELIGION. 
CARAVANSERAI, a public building, for the shelter of a 

caravan (q.v.) and of wayfarers generally in Asiatic Turkey. It 
is commonly constructed in the neighbourhood, but not within 
the walls, of a town or village. It is quadrangular in form, 
with a dead wall outside; this wall has small windows high up, 
but in the lower parts merely a few narrow air-holes. Inside a 
cloister-like arcade, surrounded by cellular store-rooms, forms 
the ground floor, and a somewhat lighter arcade, giving access to 
little dwelling-rooms, runs round it above. Broad open flights of 
stone steps connect the storeys. The central court is open to the 
sky, and generally has in its centre a well with a fountain-basin 
beside it A spacious gateway, high and wide enough to admit 
the passage of a loaded camel, forms the sole entrance, which is 
furnished with heavy doors, and is further guarded within by 
massive iron chairm, drawn across at night. The entry is paved 
with flagstones, and there are stone seats on each side. The court 
itself is generally paved, and large enough to admit of three or 
four hundred crouching camels or tethered mules; the bales of 
merchandise are piled away under the lower arcade, or stored up 
in the cellars behind it. The upstairs apartments are for human 
lodging; cooking is usually carried on in one or more corners 
of the quadrangle below. Should the caravanserai be a small one, 
the merchants and their goods alone find place within, the beasts 
of burden being left outside. A porter, appointed by the muni-
cipal authority of the place, is always present, lodged just 
within the gate, and sometimes one or more assistants. These 
loam a guard of the building and of the goods and persons in it, 
and have the right to maintain order and, within certain limits, 
decorum; but they have no further control over the temporary 
occupants of the place, which is always kept open for all arrivals 
from prayer-time at early dawn till late in the evening. A small 
gratuity is expected by the porter, but he has no legal claim for 
payment, his maintenance being provided for out of the funds of 
the institution. Neither food nor provender is supplied. 

Many caravanserais in Syria, Mesopotamia and Anatolia have 
considerable architectural merit; their style of construction is in 
general that known as Samcenic; their massive walls are of hewn 
gone; their proportions apt and grand. The portals especially 
are often decorated with intricate carving; so also is the prayer-
niche within. These buildings, with their belongings, are works 
of charity, and are supported, repaired and so forth out of funds 
derived from pious legacies, most often of land or rentals. Some-
times a municipality takes on itself to construct and maintain a 
caravanserai; but in any case the institution is tax-free, and its 
remains are inalienable. When, as sometimes happens, those 
revenues have been dissipated by peculation, neglect or change 
of times, the caravanserai passes through downward stages of 
dilapidation to total ruin (of which only too many examples 
may be seen) unless some new charity intervene to repair and 
maw it. 

lama, Le. places analogous to inns and hotels, where not 
lodging only, but often food and other necessaries or comforts 
may be had for payment, are sometimes by inaccurate writers 
confounded with caravanserais. They are generally to be found 
within the town or village precincts, and are of much smaller 
diminutions than caravanserais. The khan of Mad Pasha at 
Damascus is a model of constructive skill and architectural 
beauty. 

CARAVEL, or CARVEL (from the Gr. ruipallos, a light ship, 
through the Ital. =rubella and the Span: camber), a name applied 
at different times and in different countries to ships of very 
varying appearance and build, as in Turkey to a ship of war, and 
in France to a small boat used in the herring fishery. In the isth 
and r6th centuries, caravels were much used by the Portuguese 
and Spanish for long voyages. They were roundish ships, with a 
double tower at the stern, and a single one in the bows, and were 
galley rigged. Two out of the three vessels in which Columbus 
sailed on his voyage of discovery to America were " caravels." 
Carvel, the older English fond, is now used only in the term 
" carvel-built," for a boat in which the planking is flush with 
the edges laid side to side, in distinction from " clinker-built," 
where the edges overlap. 

CARAVELLAS, a small seaport of southern Bahia, Brazil, on 
the Caravellas river a few miles above its mouth, which is 
dangerously obstructed by.sandbars. Pop. (t8t7o) of the muni-
cipality 5482, about one-half of whom lived in the town. Cara-
vellas was once the centre of a flourishing whale fishery, but has 
since fallen into decay. It is the port of the Bahia & Minas 
railway, whose traffic is comparatively unimportant. 

CARAWAY, the fruit, or so-called seed, of Carum Carui, an 
umbelliferous plant growing throughout the northern and 
central parts of Europe and Asia, and naturalized in waste places 
in England. The plant has finely-cut leaves and compound 
umbels' of small white flowers. The fruits are laterally com-
pressed and ovate, the mericarps (the two portions into which the 
ripe fruit splits) being subcylindrical, slightly arched, and marked 
with five distinct pale ridges. Caraways evolve a pleasant 
aromatic odour when bruised, and they have an agreeable spicy 
taste. They yield from 3 to 6 % of a volatile oil, the chief 
constituent of which is cymene aldehyde. Cymene itself is 
present, having the formula CHiC4H,CH(C114 2 ; also carvone 
C,011,40, and limonene, a terpene. The dose of the oil is 
minims. The plant is cultivated in north and central Europe, 
and Morocco, as well as in the south of England, the produce of 
more northerly latitudes being richer in essential oil than that 
grown in southern regions. The essential oil is largely obtained 
by distillation  for use in medicine as an aromatic stimulant and 
carminative, and as a flavouring material in cookery and in 
liqueurs for drinking. Caraways are, however, more extensively 
consumed entire in certain kinds of cheese, cakes and bread, 
and they form the basis of a popular article of confectionery 
known as caraway comfits. 

CARBALLO, a town of north-western Spain, in the province of 
Corunna; on the right bank of the river Allones, 10 M. S.W. of 
the city of Corunna. Pop. (two) 13,032. Carballo is the central 
market of a thriving agricultural district. At San Juan de 
Carballo, on the opposite bank of the Allones, there are hot 
sulphurous springs. 

CARBAZOL, C,1H,N, a chemical constituent of coal-tar and 
crude anthracene. From the latter it may be obtained by fusion 
with caustic potash when it is converted into carbazol-potassium, 
which can be easily separated by distilling off the anthracene. 
It may be prepared synthetically by passing the vapours of 
diphenylamine or aniline through a red-hot tube; by beating 
diorthodiaminodiphenyl with a % sulphuric acid to 200°  C. for 
is hours; by heating orthoaminodiphenyl with lime; or by 
heating thiodiphenylamine with copper powder. It is also 
obtained as a decomposition product of brucine or strychnine, 
when these alkaloids are distilled with zinc dust. It is easily 
soluble in the common organic solvents, and crystallizes in plates 
or tables melting at 238° C. It is a very stable compound, 
possessing feebly basic properties and characterized by its 
ready sublimation. It distils unchanged, even when the opera-
tion is carried out in the presence of zinc dust. On being heated 
with caustic potash in a current of carbonic acid, it gives carbazol 
carbonic acid CulluN•COOH; melted with oxalic acid it gives 
carbazol blue. It dissolves in concentrated sulphuric acid to a 
clear yellow solution. The potassium salt reacts with the alkyl 
iodides to give N-substituted alkyl derivatives. It gives the 
pine-shaving reaction, in this respect resembling pyrrol (q.v.). 
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CARBIDE, in chemistry, a compound of carbon with another 
element. The introduction of the electric furnace into practical 
chemistry was followed by the preparation of many metallic 
carbides previously unknown, some of which, especially calcium 
carbide, are now of great commercial importance. Carbides of 
the following general formulae have been obtained by H. Moissan 
(M denotes an atom of metal and C of carbon):-- 

MsC manganese, iron ; M,C .= molybdenum ; MX.— chro-
mium ; MC zirconium ; M4Cs beryllium, aluminium ; 
M,C, = uranium; MC,— barium, calcium, strontium, lithium, 
thorium, &c.; MC,—chromium. 

The principal methods for the preparation of carbides may be 
classified as follows:—(1) direct union at a high temperature, 
e.g. lithium, iron, chromium, tungsten, &c.; (2) by the reduc-
tion of oxides with carbon at high temperatures, e.g. calcium, 
barium, strontium, manganese, chromium, &c.; (3) by the 
reduction of carbonates with magnesium in the presence of carbon, 
e.g. calcium, lithium; (4) by the action of metals on acetylene or 
metallic derivatives of acetylene, e.g., sodium, potassium. The 
metallic carbides are crystalline solids, the greater number being 
decomposed by water into a metallic hydrate and a hydro-
carbon; sometimes hydrogen is also evolved. Calcium carbide 
owes its industrial importance to its decomposition into acetylene; 
lithium carbide behaves similarly. Methane is yielded by alum-
inium and beryllium carbides, and, mixed with hydrogen, by 
manganese carbide. The important carbides are mentioned in 
the separate articles on the various metals. The commercial 
aspect of calcium carbide is treated in the article ACETYLENE. 

CARBINE (Fr. carabine, Ger. Karabiner), a word which came 
into use towards the end of the 16th century to denote a form of 
small fire-arm, shorter than the musket and chiefly used by 
mounted men. It has retained this significance, through all 
subsequent modifications of small-arm design, to the present 
day, and is now as a rule a shortened and otherwise slightly 
modified form of the ordinary rifle (q.v.). 

CARBO, the name of a Roman plebeian family of the gens 
Papiria. The following are the most important members in 
Roman history:- 

1. Guns PAPIRIUS CARE°, statesman and orator. He was 
associated with C. Gracchus in carrying out the provisions of the 
agrarian law of Tiberius Gracchus (see GRACCHUS). When 
tribune of the people (1 31 a.c.) he carried a law extending voting 
by ballot to the enactment and repeal of kiwi; another proposal, 
that the tribunes should be allowed to become candidates for the 
same office in the year immediately following, was defeated by 
the younger Scipio Africanus. Carbo was suspected of having 
been concerned in the sudden death of Scipio (129), if not his 
actual murderer. He subsequently went over to the optimates, 
and (when consul in 12o) successfully defended Lucius Opimius, 
the murderer of Galin Gracchus, when he was impeached for the 
murder of citizens without a trial, and even went so far as to say 
that Gracchus had been justly slain. But the optimates did not 
trust Carbo. He was impeached by Licinius Crassus on a 
similar charge, and, feeling that he had nothing to hope for from 
the optimates and that his condemnation was certain, be com-
mitted suicide. 

See Livy:  Epit. 59; Appian, Bell.Civ. 1. 18; Vell. Pat. ii: 4; 
Val. Max. ui. 7. 6; A. H. J. Greenidge, History of Rome (1904). 

2. His son, GAIUS PAPIRIUS CARBO, surnamed Arvina, was a 
staunch supporter of the aristocracy, and was put to death by 
the Marian party in 82. He is known chiefly for the law (Plautia 
Papiria) carried by him and M. Plautius Silvanus when tribunes 
of the people in go (or 89), whereby the Roman franchise was 
offered to every Italian ally domiciled in Italy at the time when 
the law was enacted, provided he made application personally 
within sixty days to the praetor at Rome (see ROME: History, 
II. " The Republic," Period C.). The object of the law was to 
conciliate the states at war with Rome and to secure the loyalty 
of the federate states. Like his father, Caul* was an orator of 
distinction. 

See Cicero, Pro Archia, 	Vc11. Pat. ii. 26; Appian, PAL •Cio. 
i. 88. 

3. GNAEUS PAPIRIUS CARBO (C. 130-82 B.C.), nephew of (1). 
lie was a strong supporter of the Marian party, and took part in 
the blockade of Rome (87). In 85 he was chosen by Cinna as 
his colleague in the consulship, and extensive preparations were 
made for carrying on war in Greece against Sulla, who had 
announced his intention of returning to Italy. Cinna and Carbo 
declared themselves consuls for the following year, and large 
bodies of troops were transported across the Adriatic; but when 
Cinna was murdered by his own soldiers, who refused to engage 
in civil war, Carbo was obliged to bring them back. In 82 
Carbo, then consul for the third time with the younger Marius, 
fought an indecisive engagement with Sulla near Clusium, but 
was defeated with great loss in an attack on the camp of Sulles 
general, Q. Caecilius Metellus Pius [see under MErruus (6)1 
near Faventia. Although he still had a large army and the 
Samnites remained faithful to him, Carbo was so disheartened by 
his failure to relieve Praeaeste, where the younger Marius had 
taken refuge, that he decided to leave Italy. He first Bed to 
Africa, thence to the island of Cossyra (Pentellaria), where he was 
arrested, taken in chains before Pompey at Lilybaeum and put 
to death. 

See Appian, Bell. Cis. i. 67-98; Livy, EPil. 79. 84, 88, 89; 
Plutarch, Pompey, 5, 6, zo, and Salle, 28; Cicero, ad Pam. ix. 21; 
Eutropius, V. 8, 9; Orosius, V. so; Within Maximus, V. 3. 5, ix. 
13. 2; art. SULLA, L. CORNELIUS. 

CARBOHYDRATE, in chemistry, the generic name for 
compounds empirically represented by the formula C.(13,0),.. 
They are essentially vegetable products, and include the sugars, 
starches, gums and celluloses (q.v.). 

CARBOLIC ACID or PHENOL (hydroxy-benzene), CsHs011, an 
acid found in the urine of the herbivorae, and in small quantity 
in castoreum (F. Wtilder, A nn., 1848, 67, P. 360). Its principal 
commercial source is the fraction of coal-tar which distils between 

so and 2o0° C., in which it was discovered in 1834 by F. Runge. 
In order to obtain the phenol from this distillate, it is treated 
with caustic soda, which dissolves the phenol and its homologues 
together with a certain quantity of naphthalene and other 
hydrocarbons. The solution is diluted with water, and the 
hydrocarbons are thereby precipitated and separated. The 
solution is then acidified, and the phenols are liberated and form 
an oily layer on the surface of the acid. This layer is separated, 
and the phenol recovered by a process of fractional distillation. 
It may be synthetically prepared by fusing potassium benzene 
sulphonate with caustic alkalis (A. Kekule, A. Wurtz); by the 
action of nitrous acid on aniline; by passing oxygen into boiling 
benzene containing aluminium chloride (C. Friedel and J. M. 
Crafts, Ann. Chim. Phys., x888 (6) 1 4,P. 435); by heating phenol 
carboxylic acids with baryta; and, in small quantities by the 
oxidation of benzene with hydrogen peroxide or nascent ozone 
(A. R. Leeds, Ber., 1881, 14, p. 976). 

It crystallizes in rhombic needles, which melt at 42.5-43° C., 
and boil at x82-183° C.;. its specific gravity is pogo6 (o° 
It has a characteristic smell, and a biting taste; it is poisonous, 
and acts as a powerful antiseptic. It dissolves in water, z 5 parts 
of water dissolving about one part of phenol at 16-1 7°  C., but it is 
miscible in all proportions at about 70° C.; it is volatile in steam, 
and is readily soluble in alcohol, ether, benzene, carbon bisul-
phide, chloroform and glacial acetic acid. It is also readily 
soluble in solutions of the caustic alkalis, slightly soluble in 
aqueous ammonia solution, and almost insoluble in socthun 
carbonate solution. When exposed in the moist condition to the 
air it gradually acquires a red colour. With ferric chloride it 
gives a violet coloration, and with bromine water a white 
precipitate of tribromphenol. 

When phenol is passed through a red-hot tube a complex decom-
position takes place, resulting in the formation of benzene. toluene. 
naphthalene, &c. (J. G. Kramers, A yin., 1877, 189. p. 129). Chromium 
oxychloride reacts violently on phenol, producing hydroquinooe 
ether, O(C.H 2OH),; chromic acid gives phenoquinone. and potas-
sium permanganate gives paradiphenol, oxalic acid, and some 
salicylic acid (R. Henriques, Bee., 1888, at, p. t62o). In alkaline 
solution, potassium permanganate oxidizes it to inactive tartan- 
acid and carbon dioxide (0. Doebner, Ber., 1891, 24. p. 1755). When 
distilled over lead oxide, it forms diphenylene oxide, (C,11,),0 ; aad 
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when heated with oxalic acid and concentrated sulphuric acid, it 
forms aurin. C ra H,,03. It condenses with aceto-acetic ester, in the 
presence of sulphuric acid, to 0-methyl coumarin (H. v. Pechmann 
and J. B. Cohen, Bee., 1884, 17. p. 2188). 

The hydrogen of the hydroxyl group in phenol can be replaced by 
metals, by alkyl groups and by acid radicals. The metallic den-
vatives (phenolates. phenates or carbolates) of the alkali metals are 
obtained by dissolving phenol in a solution of a caustic alkali, in the 
absence of air. Potassium phenolate, C s FLOK, crystallizes in fine 
needles, is very hygroscopic and oxidizes rapidly on exposure. 
Other phenolates may be obtained from potassium phenolate by 
precipitation. The alkyl derivatives may be obtained by heating 
phenol with one molecular proportion of a caustic alkali and of an 
alkyl iodide. They are compounds which greatly resemble the 
mired ethers of the aliphatic series. They are not decomposed by 
boiling alkalis, but on heating with hydriodic acid they split into 
their components. Anise,. phenyl methyl ether, C,,HvO•CH,, is 
prepared either by the above method or by the action of diazo-
methane on phenol, Ci li a0H -1-CHiNps Ni+CsHeO•CH, (H. v. 
Pechmann. Ber., :895. 28, p. 857); by distilling anisic acid (para-
methoxy benzoic acid) with baryta or by boiling phenyl diazonium 
chloride with methyl alcohol. It is a colourless pleasant-smelling 
liquid which boils at 154.3 °  C. Phenetol, phenyl ethyl ether, 
Ci li a••CiHs. a liquid boiling at 172 °  C., may be obtained by similar 
methods. A. Hantzsch (Bra., Pam, y4, p. 3337) hasshown that in the 
action of alcohols on diazonium salts an inmate in the molecular 
weight of the alcohol and an accumulation of negative groups in the 
aromatic nucleus lead to a diminution in the yield of the ether 
produced and to the production of a secondary reaction, resulting 
in the formation of a certain amount of an aromatic hydrocarbon. 

The acid esters of phenol are best obtained by the action of acid 
chlorides or anhydrides on phenol or its sodium or potassium salt, 
or by digesting phenol with an acid in the presence of phosphorus 
oxychlonde (F. Hasinski, Jour. f. peak. Chem., 1882 "al, 26, p. 62). 
Phenyl acetate, C•Hv lo O•COCHi, a colourless liquid of boiling point 
193° C., may be prepared by heating phenol with acetamide. When 
heated with aniline it _yields. phenol and acetanilide. Phenyl 
benzoate, CaH•O•COGHi. prepared from phenol and benzoyl 
chloride, crystallizes in monoclinic prisms, which melt at 68-69; C. 
and boil at 314 °  C. 

Phenol is characterized by the readiness with which it forms sub-
stitution products; chlorine and bromine, for example, react readily 
with phenol, forming ortho- and para- chlor- and -bromphenol, and, 
by further action, trichlor- and tribrom-phenol. lodphenol is 
obtained by the action of iodine and iodic acid on phenol dissolved 
in a dilute solution of caustic potash. Nitro-phenols are readily , 

 obtained by the action of nitric acid on phenol. By the action of 
dilute nitnc acid, ortho- and para-nitrophenols are obtained, the 
ortho-compound being separated from the para-compound by distil-
lation in a current of steam. Ortho-nitrophenol, C e tte0H.N010 
crystallizes in yellow needles which melt at 45 °  C. and boil at 2 14°C. 
Para-nitrophenol, C4/14.0H•NO1(1.4), crystallizes in long colourless 
needles which melt at 11{°C. Meta-nit rophenol, CaHrOH•NOr (1 .3), 
is prepared from meta-mtraniline by diazotizing the base and boiling 
the resulting diazonium salt with water. By nitrating phenol with 
concentrated nitric acid, no care being taken to keep the temperature 
of reaction down. trinitrophenol (picric acid) is obtained (see PICRIC 
Acto). By the reduction of nitro-phenols, the corresponding 
aminophenols are obtained, and of these, the meta- and para-deriva. 
tires arc the moat important. Para-aminophenol, HeOH•NH3(1•4) 
melts at 148° C., with decomposition. Its most important derivative 
is phenacetin. Meta-aminophenol •  CalicOH•N H2(1.3). and dimethyl 
meta-ansinophenol,C4Hi•OH•N(CH,),(1.3),areextensively employed 
in the manufacture of the important dyestuffs known as the rhoda-
mines. The aminophenols also find application as developers in 
photography. the more important of these developers being amidol, 
the hydrochloride of diaminophenol, caul, the hydrochloride of 
para-methylaminophenol,C4HeOWNHCHEHCI(1.4), rodinal. para. 
aminophenol, and metol, the sulphate of a methylaminophenol 
su!phonic acid. Meta-aminophenol is prepared by reducing meta-
nitrophenol, or by heating resorcin with ammonium chloride and 
ammonia to zoo C. Dimethyl-meta-aroinophenol is prepared by 
heating meta-aminophenol with methyl alcohol and hydrochloric 
acid in an autoclave; by sulphonation of dimethylaniline, the sul-
phonic acid formed being finally fused with potash; or by nitrating 
dimethylaniline, in the presence of sulphuric acid at o °  C. In the 
tatter case a mixture of nitro-compounds is obtained which can be 
separated by the addition of 'odium carbonate. The meta-nitro-
compound, which is precipitated last, is then reduced, and the 
amino group so formed is replaced by the hydroxyl group by means 
of the Sandmeyer reaction. Dimethyl-meta-aminophenol crystallizes 
in small prisms which melt at 87 °  C. It condenses with phthalic 
anhydride to form rhodamine, and with succinic anhydride to 
rhodamine S. 

Phenol dissolves readily in concentrated sulphuric acid, a mixture 
ofphenol-ortho- and -para-sulphonic acids being formed. These 
adds may be separated by conversion into their potassium salts. 
which are then fractionally,  crystallized, the potassium salt of the 
para-acid separating first. The ortho-acid, in the form of its aqueous 
solution. is -sometimes used as an antiseptic, under the name of  

&septa A thiophrsol, C.,11..SH, is known, and is prepared by the 
action of phosphorus pentasulphide on phenol, or by distilling a 
mixture of sodium benzene sulphonate and potassium sulphydrate. 
It is a colourless liquid, which possesses a very disagreeable smell, 
and boils at 168° C. 

Various methods have been devised for the quantitative determina-
tion of phenol. J. Messinger and G. Vortmann (Bee., 1890, 23, 
p. 2753) dissolve phenol in caustic alkali, make the solution up to 
known volume, take an aliquot part, warm it to 60° C., and add 
decinormal iodine solution until the liquid is of a deep yellow colour. 
The mixture is then cooled, acidified by means of sulphuric acid. 
and titrated with decinormal sodium thiosulphate solution. S. B. 
Schryver (Jour. of Soc. Chem. Industry, 1899, 18, p. 553) adds excess 
of sodamide to a solution of the phenol in a suitable solvent, absorbs 
the liberated ammonia in an excess of acid, and titrates the excess 
of acid. See also C. E. Smith, Amer. Jour. Pharm., 1898, 369. 

Pharmacology and Therapeutics.—Carbolic acid is an efficient 
parasiticide, and is largely used in destroying the fungus of 
ringworm and of the skin disease known as pityriasis verricolor. 
When a solution of the strength of about t in 20 is applied to 
the skin it produces a local anaesthesia which lasts for many 
flours. If concentrated, however, it acts as a caustic. It 
never produces vesication. The drug is absorbed through the 
unbroken skin—a very valuable property in the treatment of 
such conditions as an incipient whitlow. A piece of cotton wool 
soaked in strong carbolic acid will relieve the pain of dental 
caries, but is useless in other forms of toothache. Taken inter-
nally, in doses of from one to three grains, carbolic acid will 
often relieve obstinate cases of vomiting and has some value as 
a gastric antiseptic. 

Toxicology. — Carbolic acid is distinguished from all other 
acids so-called—except oxalic acid and hydrocyanic acid—in 
that it is a neurotic poison, having a marked action directly upon 
the nervous system. In all cases of carbolic acid poisoning 
the nervous influence is seen. If it be absorbed from a surgical 
dressing there are no irritant symptoms, but when the acid is 
swallowed in concentrated form, symptoms of gastro-intestinal 
irritation occur. The patient becomes collapsed, and the skin 
is cold and clammy. The breathing becomes shallow, the drug 
killing, like nearly all neurotic poisons (alcohol, morphia, prussic 
acid, &c.), by paralysis of the respiratory centre, and the patient 
dying in a state of coma. The condition of the urine is of the 
utmost importance, as it is often a clue to the diagnosis, and in 
surgical cases may be the first warning that absorption is occur-
ring to an undue degree. The urine becomes dark green in 
colour owing to the formation of various oxidation products 
such as pyrocatechin. Fifteen grains constitute an exceedingly 
dangerous dose for an adult male of average weight. Other 
symptoms of undue absorption are vertigo, deafness, sounds 
in the ears, stupefaction, a subnormal temperature, nausea, 
vomiting and a weak pulse (Sir Thomas Fraser). 

The antidote in cases of carbolic acid poisoning is any soluble 
sulphate. Carbolic acid and sulphates combine in the blood to 
form sulpho-carbolates, which are innocuous. The symptoms 
of nerve-poisoning are due to the carbolic acid (or its salts) 
which circulate in the blood after all the sulphates in the blood 
have been used up in the formation of sulpho-carbolates (hence, 
during administration of carbolic acid, the urine should fiequently 
be tested for the presence of free sulphates; as long as these 
occur in the urine, they are present in the blood and there 
is no danger). The treatment is therefore to administer an ounce 
of sodium sulphate in water. by the mouth, or to inject a similar 
quantity of the salt in solution directly into a vein or into the 
subcutaneous tissues. Magnesium sulphate may be given by 
the mouth, but is poisonous if injected intravenously. If the 
acid has been swallowed, wash out the stomach and give chalk, 
the carbolate of calcium being insoluble. Alkalis which form 
soluble carbolates are useless. Give ether and brandy sub-
cutaneously and apply hot water-bottles and blankets if there 
are signs of collapse. 

CARBON (symbol C, atomic weight a), one of the chemical 
non-metallic elements. It is found native as the diamond 
(q.v.), graphite (q.v.), as a constituent of all animal and vegetable 
tissues and of coal and petroleum. It also enters (as carbonates) 
into the composition of many minerals, such as chalk, dolomite. 

la 
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calcite, witherite, calamine and spathic iron ore. In combing: many metals at the temperature of the electric furnace, to Iona 

carbides (g.e.). 
The specific heat of carbon varies with the temperature the 

ollowing values having been obtained by H. F: Weber (Jalves. 
berickte, 1874, P. 83):—  

tion with oxygen (as carbon dioxide) it is also found to a small 
extent in the atmosphere. It is a solid substance which occurs 
in several modifications, differing very much in their physical 
properties. Amorphous carbon is obtained by the destructive 
distillation of many carbon bompounds, the various kinds differ-
ing very greatly as regards physical characters and purity, 
according to the substance used for their preparation. The 
most common varieties met with are lampblack, gas carbon, 
wood charcoal, animal charcoal and coke. Lampblack is prepared 
by burning tar, resin, turpentine and other substances rich in 
carbon, with a limited supply of air; the products of combustion 
being conducted into condensing chambers in which cloths are 
suspended, on which the carbon collects. It is further purified 
by heating in dosed vessels, but even then it still contains a 
certain amount of mineral matter and more or less hydrocarbons. 
It is used in the manufacture of printer's ink, in the preparation 
of black paint and in calico printing. Gas carbon is produced 
by the destructive distillation of coal in the manufacture of 
illuminating gas (see GAS: Manufacture), being probably 
formed by the decomposition of gaseous hydrocarbons. It is 
a very dense form of carbon, and is a good conductor of heat 
and electricity. It is used in the manufacture of carbon rods 
for arc lights, and for the negative element in the Bunsen 
battery. 

Charcoal is a porous form of carbon; several varieties exist. 
Sugar charcoal is obtained by the carbonization of sugar. It is 
purified by boiling with acids, to remove any mineral matter, 
and is then ignited for a long time in a current of chlorine in 
order to remove the last traces of hydrogen. Animal charcoal 
(bone black) is prepared by charring bones in iron retorts. It 
is a very impure form of carbon, containing on the average about 
So% of calcium phosphate. It possesses a much greater 
decolorizing and absorbing power than wood charcoal. A 
variety of animal charcoal is sometimes prepared by calcining 
fresh blood with potassium carbonate in large cylinders, the 
mass being purified by boiling out with dilute hydrochloric 
acid and subsequent reheating. Wood charcoal is a hard and 
brittle black substance, which retains the external structure 
of the wood from which it is made. It is prepared (where wood 
is plentiful) by stacking the wood in heaps, which are covered 
with earth or with brushwood and turf, and then burning the 
heap slowly in a limited supply of air. The combustion of the 
wood is conducted from the top downwards, and from the ex-
terior towards the centre; great care has to be taken thatthe 
process is carried out slowly. The disadvantage in this process 
is that the by-products, such as pyroligneous acid, acetone, 
wood spirit, &c., are lost; as an alternative method, wood is 
frequently carbonized in ovens or retorts and the volatile 
products are condensed and utilized. 

Charcoal varies considerably in its properties, depending upon the 
particular variety of wood from which it is prepared, and also upon 
the process used in its manufacture. It can be made at a temperature 
as low as 300° C., and is then a soft, very friable material possessing 
a low ignition point. When made at higher temperatures it is much 
more dense, and its ignition point is considerably higher. Charcoal 
burns when heated in air, usually without the formation of flame, 
although a flame is apparent if the temperature be raised. It is 
characterized by its power of absorbing gases; thus, according to 
J. Hunter [Phil. Mag., 1863 (4), 25, p. 3631, one volume of charcoal 
absorbs (at 0. C. and 76o mm. pressure) 171.7 ccs. of ammonia, 
86.3 ccs. of nitrous oxide. 67.7 ccs. of carbon monoxide. 21.2 ccs. of 
carbon dioxide, 17.9 ccs of oxygen, 15.2 cca. of nitrogen, and 4.4 cc*. 
of hydrogen [see also J. Dewar, Ann. Chim. Phys., 1904 (8) ,  3, 1• 51. 
It also has the power of absorbing colouring matters from solution. 
Charcoal is used as a fuel and as a reducing agent in metallurgical 
processes. 

The element carbon unites directly with hydrogen to form acetylene 
when an electric arc is passed between carbon poles in an atmosphere 
of hydrogen M. Bcrthelot); it also unites directly with fluorine, 
producing, chiefly, carbon tetmfluonde CF.. It burns when heated 
in an atmosphere of oxygen. forming carbon dioxide, and when 
heated in sulphur vapour it forms carbon bisulphide (q.v.). When 
heated with nitrogenous substances, in the presence of carbonated or 
caustic alkali, it forms cyanides. It combines directly with silicon, 
at the temperature of the electric furnace, yielding carborundum, 
SiC; and H. Moissan has also shown that it will combine with 

Diamond. Graphite. Porous wood carbon. 

t°. Sp. Ht. t°. Sp. Ht. t• Sp. Ht. 

8,2
21;1

1
:1 

+ 

0o0635 -50.3  0-1138 0-23  co- 1653 
0.0055 -10  0.1437  0-99 0-045 
0•1125 +10•5 0.1604 0-225 0.205 
0.1765 61.5 0-1990 
0.2733 201.6 0.2966 
0.4408 6411 0.4454 
0-4589 977 .0  0•4670* 

The atomic weight of ca bon has been determined by J. B. A. Dumas 
and by J. S. Stan [Ann. Chins. Phys., 184 (3), I, p. I: Jairrab., 
1849, 2231 by estimating the amount of carbon dioxide formed on 
burning graphite or diamond in a curren of oxygen, the value 
obtained being 12.0 	t6). Confirmatory evidence has also bees 
obtained by 0. L. Erdmann and R. F. Marchand (Jose. Pea. Chem., 
184s, 23, p. 159; see also F; W. Clarke, Jamb., 1881, p. 7)- 

Compounds.—Three oxides of carbon are known, namely. carbon 
suboxide, C10,, carbon monoxide, CO. and carbon dioxide, CO. 
Carbon salmi-We, C,01, is formed by the action of phoeplionas pent-
oxide on ethyl malonate (0. Diets and B. Wolf, Bet., 1906, 39, p. 689), 
CH,(COOC21-15), ■ 2Citli HrO+CrOi. At ordinary temperatures 
it is a colourless gas, possessing a penetrating and suffocating smell 
It liquefies at 7° C. It is an exceedingly reactive compound. com- 
bining with water to form malonic acid, with hydrogen chloride to 
form malonyl chloride, and with ammonia to form malonamide. 
When kept for some time in sealed tubes it changes to a yellowish 
liquid, from which a yellow flocculent substance gradually separate. 
and finally it suddenly solidifies to a dark red mass, which a ppsan  
to be a polymeric form. Its vapour density agrees with the 
formula CIO,. and this formula is also confirmed by exploding the 
gas with oxygen and measuring the amount of carbon diamide 
produced (see KETENES). 

Carbon monoxide, CO. is found to some extent in volcanic ram 
It was first prepared in 1[776 by J. M. F. Laseone (Mews. Aeca.d.rariel 

ea by heating zinc oxide with carbon, and was for some time 
a.der 

 
to be identical with hydrogen. Cruikshank concluded that it was 
an oxide of carbon, a fact which was confirmed by Clement and 
J. B. Dfsormes (Ann. Chins. Phys., 1801, 38, p. 285). It may be 
prepared by passing carbon dioxide over red•hot carbon, or red-hot
iron; by heating carbonates (magnesite, chalk, &c.) with zinc dust 
or iron: or by heating many metallic oxides with carbon. It may 
also be prepared by heating formic and oxalic acids (or tbeir salts) 
with concentrated sulphuric acid (in the case of oxalic acid, an equal 
volume of carbon dioxide is produced); and by heating potassium 
ferrocyanide with a large excess of concentrated sulphuric acid. 
KiFe(CN)s-H3H,SO4-1-8Hr0 ■2EiS0.-1-FeS0r+3(NHi),S0.+6C0. 
It is a colourless. odourless gas of specific gravity 0•967 (air I). It 
is one of the most difficultly liquefiable gases, its critical temperature 
being -139.5° C., and its critical pressure 35.5 atmos. The liquid 
boils at - i9o° C., and solidifies at - 211 °  C. (L. P. Cailletet, Compides 
radio. 1884, 99, p. 706). It is only very slightly soluble in water. 
It burns with a characteristic pale blue flame to form carbon dioxide. 
It is very poisonous, uniting with the haemoglobin of the blood to 
form carbonyl-haemoglobin. It is a powerful reducing agent. 
especially at high temperatures. It is rapidly absorbed by as 
ammoniacal or acid (hydrochloric acid) solution of cuprous chloride. 
It unites directly with chlorine, forming carbonyl chloride or phosgene 
(see below), and with nickel and iron to form nickel and iron car-
bonyls (see NICKEL and Ilion). It also combines directly with 
potassium hydride to form potassium formate (see FORSIIC Aclt)). 
The volume composition of carbon monoxide is established by 
exploding a mixture of the gas with oxygen, two volumes of the gas 
combining with one volume of oxygen to form two volumes of carbon 
dioxide. This fact, coupled with the determination of the vapour 
density of the gas, establishes the molecular formula CO. 

Carbon dioxi de , co„ is a gas first distinguished from air by ran 
Helmont (1577-1644), who observed that it was formed in (examina-
tion processes and during combustion, and gave to it the oame gas 
sybestre. J. Black (Ellin. Phys. and Lit. Essays. 1755) showed that 
it was a constituent of the carbonated alkalis and called it ford 
air." T. 0. Bergman, in 1774, pointed out its acid character, and 
A. L Lavoisier (1781-1788) first proved it to be an oxide of carbon 
by burning carbon in the oxygen obtained from the decomposition 
of mercuric oxide. It is a regular constituent of the atmosphem, 
and is found in many spring waters and in volcanic _gases; it also 
occurs in the uncombmed condition at the Grotto del Cane (Naples) 
and in the Poison Valley (Java). It is a constituent of the minerah 
cerussite, malachite, azurite, spathic iron ore, calamine, stroeitiaaite-
witherite, calcite aragonite, limestone. &c. It may be prepared by 
burning carbon in excess of air or oxygen, by the direct deco - - 
of many carbonates by heat, and by the decomposition of 
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with mineral acids, HiC0i4-2HC1.2MCI+fit0+C01. It is also 
formed in ordinary fermentation processes, in the combustion of all 
carbon compounds (oil, gas, candles, coal, &c.), and in the process of 
respiration. 

It is a colourless gas, possessing a faint pungent smell and a 
slightly and taste. It does not burn, and does not support ordinary 
combustion, but the alkali metals and magnesium, if strongly 
heated, will continue to burn in the gas with formation of oxides and 
liberation of carbon. Its specific gravity is 1.529 (air -1). It is 
readily condensed, passing into the liquid condition at 0° C. under a 
pressure of 35 atmospheres. Its critical temperature is 31.35° C., 
and its critical pressure is 72.9 atmos. The liquid boils at -711.2. C. 
(I atmo.), and by rapid evaporation can be made to solidify to a 
snow-white solid which melts at —65 °  C.(see LIQUID Gams). Carbon 
dioxide is moderately soluble in water, its coefficient of solubility 
at o° C. being 1.7977 (R. Bunsen). It is still more soluble in alcohol. 
The solution of the gas in water shows a faintly acid reaction and is 
supposed to contain carbonic acid, H,C0a• The gas is rapidly 
absorbed by solutions of the caustic alkalis, with the production of 
alkaline carbonates (q.t.), and it combines readily with potassium 
hydride to form potassium formate. It unites directly with ammonia 
gas to forrn ammonium carbamate, NH,COONH t . It may be readily 
recognized by the white precipitate which it forms when passed 
through lime or baryta water. Carbon dioxide dissociates, when 
strongly heated, into carbon monoxide and oxygen, the reaction 
being a balanced action; the extent of dissociation for varying 
temperatures and pressures has been calculated by H. Le Chatelier 
(Zest. Phys. Chem., 1888, 2, p. 782; see H. Sainte-Claire Deville, 
Comptes rends:, 1863, 56, p. 195 et seq.). The volume composition 
of carbon dioxide is determined by burning carbon in oxygen, when 
it is found that the volume of carbon dioxide formed is the same 
as that of the oxygen required for its production, hence carbon 
dioxide contains its own volume of oxygen. Carbon dioxide finds 
industrial application in the preparation of soda by the Solvay 
process. in the sugar industry, in the manufacture of mineral waters, 
and in the artificialproduction of ice. 

Carbon'', chloride (phosgene), COCIs, was first obtained by John 
Davy (Phil. Trans., 1812, 40, p. 22o). It may be prepared by 
the direct union of carbon monoxide and,chlorirte in sunlight (Th. 
Warn and G. Wischin, Ann., 1868, 14, p. 1502; by the action of 
phosphorus pentoxide on carbon tetrachloride at 200-210 C. 
(G. Gustayson, Ber.,1872,5, . 4CC14+1'.0a .2COs +4 POO + 
2C0Cle ; by the oxidation of(  chloroform with chromic acid mixture 
(A_ Emmerling and B. Lengyel, Bee., 1869, 2, p. 54), 4CHci,4-30,.. 
4C0Clo +2H/10+2Clt; or most conveniently by heating carbon 
tetrachloride with fuming sulphuric acid (H. Erdmann, Ber., 1893, 
26, p. 1993). 250,+CC14.S,OiCli+COC13. 

It is a colourless gas, possessing an unpleasant pungent smell. 
Its vapour density is 3.46 i). It may be condensed to a liquid, 
which boils at 8 C. It is readily soluble in benzene, glacial acetic 
acid, and in many hydrocarbons. Water decomposes it violently, 
with formation of carbon dioxide and hydrochlonc acid. It reacts 
with alcohol to form chlorcarbonic ester and ultimately diethyl 
carbonate (see CARBONATES), and with ammonia it yields urea (q.v.). 
It is employed commercially in the production of colouring matters 
(see BENTOPHENONE), and for various synthetic processes. 

Carbon ozysulphide. COS, was first prepared by C. Than in 1867 
(Ans. Suppl.. 5, p. 236) by passing carbon monoxide and sulphur 
vapour through a tube at a moderate heat. It is also formed by 
the action of aulphuretted hydrogen on the isocyanic esters, 
2CONC,Hs+HtS.COS+CO(NHC,H01, by the action of concen-
trated sulphuric acid on the isothiocyanic esters, RNCS+H t0. 
COS+ RNHe. or of dilute sulphuric acid on the thiocyanates. In the 
latter reaction various other compounds, such as carbon dioxide, 
carbon bisulphide and hydrocyaitic acid, are produced. They are 
removed by passing the vapours in succession through concentrated 
solutions of the caustic alkalis, concentrated sulphuric acid, and 
triethyl pbosphine; the residual gas is then purified b/ liquefaction 
(W. Hempel, Zed. angew. Chemie, 19ot, 14, p. 865. It is also 
formed when sulphur trioxide reacts with carbon isulphide sat 
too' C., CS2+3S03.COS +4501, and by the decomposition of ethyl 
potassium thiocarbonate with hydrochloric acid, CO(OC,HOSK+ 
NCI COS + KCI +CM tOH. It is a colourless, odourless gas, which 
burns with a blue flame and is decomposed by heat. its vapour 
density is 2.1046 (air .1). The liquefied gas boils at —47 °  C. under 
atmospheric pressure. It is soluble in water; the aqueous solution 
gradually decomposes on standing, forming carbon dioxide and 
sulpluretted hydrogen. It is easily soluble in solutions of the caustic 
alkalis. provided they are not too concentrated, forming solutions 
of alkaline carbonates and sulphides, COS+4KHO K1CO3+. 
Ka.5-4.2HSO. 

CARBONADO, a name given in Brazil to a dark massive form 

of impure diamond, known also as " carbonate " and in trade 
sharply as carbon. It is sometimes called black diamond. 

Genczany it is found in small masses of irregular polyhedral 

form, black, brown or dark-grey in colour, with a dull resinoid 
base; and breaking with a granular fracture, paler in colour,  

and in some cases much resembling that of fine-grained steel. 
Being slightly cellular, its specific gravity is rather less than that 
of crystallized diamond. It is found almost exclusively in the 
state of Bahia in Brazil, where it occurs in the cascalho or 
diamond-bearing gravel. Borneo also yields it in small quantity. 
Formerly of little or no value, it came into use on the introduc-
tion of Leschot's diamond-drills, and is now extremely valuable 
for mounting in the steel crowns used for diamond-boring. 
Having no cleavage,..the carbon is less liable to fracture on the 
rotation of the drill than is crystallized diamond. The largest 
piece of carbonado ever recorded was found in Bahia in 1895, 
and weighed 3150 carats. Pieces of large size are, however, 
relatively less valuable than those of moderate dimensions, 
since they require the expenditure of much labour in reducing 
them to fragments of a suitable size for mounting in the drill-
heads. Ilmenite has sometimes been mistaken in the South 
African mines for carbonado. (F. W. (Le) 

CARBONARI (an Italian word meaning " charcoal-burners "), 
the name of certain secret societies of a revolutionary tendency 
which played an active part in the history of Italy and France 
early in the 19th century. Societies of a similar nature had 
existed in other countries and epochs, but the stories of the 
derivation of the Carbonari from mysterious brotherhoods of 
the middle ages are purely fantastic. The Carbonari were 
probably an offshoot of the Freemasons, from whom they 
differed in important particulars, and first began to assume 
importance in southern Italy during the Napoleonic wars. In 
the reign (1808-1815) of Joachim Murat a number of secret 
societies arose in various parts of the country with the object 
of freeing it from foreign rule and obtaining constitutional 
liberties; they were ready to support the Neapolitan Bourbons 
or Murat, if either had fulfilled these aspirations. Their watch-
words were freedom and independence, but they were not agreed 
as to any particular form of government to be afterwards 
established. Murat's minister of police was a certain Malghella 
(a Genoese), who favoured the Carbonari movement, and was 
indeed the instigator of all that was Italian in the king's policy. 
Murat himself had at first protected the sectarians, especially 
when he was quarrelling with Napoleon, but later, Lord William 
Bentinck entered into negotiations with them from Sicily, 
where he represented Great Britain, through their leader Vin-
cenzo Federici (known as Capobianco), holding out promises of 
a constitution for Naples similar to that which had been 
established in Sicily under British auspices in 18,2. Some 
Carbonarist disorders having broken out in Calabria, Murat sent 
General Manhis against the rebels; the movement was ruth-
lessly quelled and Capobianco hanged in September 1813 (see 
Greco, Intorno al teniatiro dci Carbonari di Citeriore Calabria 
net 1813). But Malghella continued secretly to protect the 
Carbonari and even to organize them, so that on the return of 
the Bourbons in 1815 King Ferdinand IV. found his kingdom 
swarming with them. The society comprised nobles, officers 
of the army, small landlords, government officials, peasants and 
even priests. Its organization was both curious and mysterious, 
and had a fantastic . ritual full of symbols taken from the 
Christian religion, as well as from the trade of charcoal-burning, 
which was extensively practised in the mountains of the 
Abruzzi and Calabria. A lodge was called a vendlia (sale), 
members saluted each other as buoni cugini (good cousins), 
God was the " Grand Master of the Universe," Christ the 

" Honorary Grand Master," also known as " the Lamb," and 
every Carbonaro was pledged to deliver the Lamb from the Wolf, 

i.e. tyranny. Its red, blue and black flag was the standard of 
revolution in Italy until substituted by the red, white and 
green in x83z. 

When King Ferdinand felt himself securely re-established at 
Naples be determined to exterminate the Carbonari, and to this 
end his minister of police, the prince of Canosa, set up another 
secret society called the Calderai del COltirOPPOO (braziers of the 
counterpoise), recruited from the brigands and the dregs of the 
people, who committed hideous excesses against supposed 
Liberals, but failed to exterminate the movement. On the 
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contrary, Carbonarism flourished and spread to other parts of 
Italy, and countless lodges sprang up, their adherents comprising 
persons in all ranks of society, including, it is said, some of royal 
blood, who bad patriotic sentiments and desired to see Italy 
free from foreigners. In Romagna the movement was taken 
up with enthusiasm, but it also led to a certain number of 
murders owing to the fiery character of the Romagnols, although 
its criminal record is on the whole a very small one. Among the 
foreigners who joined it for love of Italy was Lord Byron. The 
first rising actively promoted by the Carbonari was the Nea-
politan revolution of aro. Several regiments were composed 
entirely of persons affiliated to the society, and on the rat of 
July a military mutiny broke out at Monteforte, led by two 
officers named Morelli and Silvati, to the cry of " God, the King 
and the Constitution." The troops sent against them, under 
General Pepe, himself a Carbonaro, sympathized with the 
mutineers, and the king, being powerless to resist, granted the 
constitution (13th of July), which he swore on the altar to 
observe. But the Carbonari were unable to carry on the govern-
ment, and after the separatist revolt of Sicily had broken out the 
king went to the congress of Laibach, and obtained from the 
emperor of Austria the loan of an army with which to restore 
the autocracy. He returned to Naples early in x821 with so,000 
Austrians, defeated the constitutionalists under Pepe, dismissed 
parliament, and set to work to persecute all who bad been in 
any way connected with the movement. 

A similar movement broke out in Piedmont in March 1821. 
Here as in Naples the Carbonari comprised many men of rank, 
such as Santorre di Santarosa, Count San Marano, Giacinto 
di Collegno, and Count Moffa di Lisio, all officers in the army, 
and they were more or less encouraged by Charles Albert, 
the heir-presumptive to the throne. The rising was crushed, 
and a number of the leaders were condemned to death or long 
terms of imprisonment, but most of them escaped. At Milan 
there was only the vaguest attempt at Conspiracy; but Silvio 
Pellico, Maroncelli and Count Confalonieri were implicated 
as having invited the Pledmontese to invade Lombardy, and 
were condemned to pass many years in the dungeons of the 
Spielberg. 

The French revolution of 1830 had its echo in Italy, and Car-
bonarism raised its head in Parma, Modena and . Romagna the 
following year. In the papal states a society called the San-
fedisti or Bande della Santa Fede had been formed to checkmate 
the Carbonari, and their behaviour and character resembled 
those of the Calderai of Naples. In x831 Romagna and the 
Marches rose in rebellion and shook off the papal yoke with 
astonishing ease. At Parma the duchess, having rejected the 
demand for a constitution, left the city and returned under 
Austrian protection. At Modena, Duke Francis IV., the worst 
of all Italian tyrants, was expelled by a Carbonarist rising, and 
a dictatorship was established under Biagio Nardi on the 5th 
of February. Francis returned with an Austrian force• and 
hanged the conspirators, including Ciro Menotti. The Austrians 
occupied Romagna and restored the province to the pope, but 
though many arrests of Carbonari were made there were no 
executions. Among those implicated in the Carbonarist 
movement was Louis Napoleon, who even in after years, when he 
was ruling France as Napoleon III., never quite forgot that he 
had once been a conspirator, a fact which influenced his Italian 
policy. The Austrians retired from Romagna and the Marches 
in July 1831, but Carbonarism and anarchy having broken out 
again, they returned, while the French occupied Ancona. The 
Carbonari after these events ceased to have much importance, 
their place being taken by the more energetic Giovane Italia 
Society presided over by Mazzini. 

In France, Carbonarism began to take root about 182o, and 
MB more thoroughly organized than in Italy. The example 
of the Spanish and Italian revolutions incited the French Car-
bonari, and risings occurred at Belton, Thouars, La Rochelle and 
other towns in 1821, which though easily quelled revealed the 
nature and organization of the movement. The Carbonarist 
lodges proved active centres of discontent until 1830, when, after  

contributing to the July revolution of that year, most of their 
members adhered to Louis Philippe's government. 

The Carbonarist movement undoubtedly played an important 
part in the Italian Risorgimento, and if it did not actively 
contribute to the wars and revolutions of 1848-49, 1859-80  and 
1866, it prepared the way for those events. One of its chief 
merits was that it brought Italians of different classes and 
provinces together, and taught them to work in hammy for 
the overthrow of tyranny and foreign rule. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.—Much information on the Carbonari will be 
found in R. M. Johnston's Napokowie Empire us Soothers Italy 
(a vols., London, 1904). which contains a full bibliography; B. 
Spadoni's Setk, respire:Iota, e ceapiratori (Turin, 19o4) is an coodkat 
monograph; Memoirs of the Secret Societies of Southern Italy, said 
to be by one Bertoldi or Bartholdy (London. 182t, ItaL trans!. by 
A. M. Cavallotti, Rome, 194) ; Saint-Edme. Coustitatios es orgainsa-
liens des Carboaari; P. Colletta, Stork del Rearm di Napoli (Florence, 
1848); B. King, A History of Italia* Unity (London, 189a), will 
bibliography. (L. V.') 

CARBONATES. (I) The metallic carbonates are the salts of 
carbonic acid, 111C01. Many are found as minerals, the more 
important of such naturally occurring carbonates being caussitt 
(lead carbonate, PbCO5), malachite and azurite (both basic 
copper carbonates), calamine (zinc carbonate, ZnCO3), witherin 
(barium carbonate, BaCOs), strontianite (strontium carbonate, 
SrCO3), calcite (calcium carbonate, CaCCh), dolomite (calcium 
magnesium carbonate, CaCO•MgCO3), and sodium carbonate, 
Na,COs. Most metals form carbonates (aluminium and 
chromium are exceptions), the alkali metals yielding both acid 
and normal carbonates of the types MHCO, and M,CO,(M moat 
atom of a monovalent metal); whilst bismuth, copper and 
magnesium appear only to form basic carbonates. The add 
carbonates of the alkali metals can be prepared by saturating 
an aqueous solution of the alkaline hydroxide with carbon dioxide. 
MOH+ CO,- MHCO,, and from these acid salts the normal salts 
may be obtained by gentle heating, carbon dioxide and water 
being produced at the same time, 2MH COI MoCOt.+HO,+COs 
Most other carbonates are formed by precipitation of salts of 
the metals by means of alkaline carbonates. All carbonates, 
except those of the alkali metals and of thallium, are amiable 
in water; and the majority decompose when heated strongly, 
carbon dioxide being liberated and a residue of an oxide of the 
metal left. The alkaline carbonates undergo only a very slight 
decomposition, even at a very bright red heat. The carbonates 
are decomposed by mineral acids, with formation of the cone. 
sponding salt of the acid, and liberation of carbon dioxide. 
Many carbonates which are insoluble in water dissolve in water 
containing carbon dioxide. The individual carbonates arc 
described under the various metals. 

(2) The organic carbonates are the esters of carbonic acid. 
litCO3, and of the unknown ortho-carbonic acid, C(OH)s. The 
acid esters of carbonic acid of the type HO•CO-OR are not 
known in the free state, but J. B. Dumas obtained barium 
methyl carbonate by the action of carbon dioxide on bawl 
dissolved in methyl alcohol (A n*., 184o, 3S,  p. 283). 

Potassium ethyl carbonate. KO•COGC,H., is obtained in the form 
of pearly scales when carbon dioxide is passed into an alcoholic 
solution of potassium ethylate, It 
is not very stable, water decomposing it into alcohol and the alkaline 
carbonate. The normal esters may be prepared by the scrim of 
silver carbonate on the alkyl iodides, or by the action of alcohols en 
t he chlorcarbonic esters. These normal esters are colourless. plump 
smelling liquids, which are readily soluble in water. They thou all 
the reactions of esters, being readily hydrolysed by caustic alkali. 
and reacting with ammonia to produce carmic esters and me. '

a  
eliminated and a chlorcarbonic ester formed. Dirnethvkarboeste. 
By heating with phosphorus pentachloride an alkyl group 

CO(OCH,),, is a colourless liquid, which boils at 9o•e• C., and is 
prepared by heating the methyl ester of chlorcarbonac acid with lead 
oxide. Diethylcarbonate, CO(OCiFl i)i, is a colourless 1puid. which 
boils at 125.8° C.; its specific gravity is 0.978 (acil H. Kopp'. 
When it is heated to 120.  C. with sodium ethylate ,t deoom 
into ethyl ether and sodium ethyl carbonate (A. Geuther. Zest. 
Charlie, t868). 

Ortho•carbonic ester, C(OCiiii)., is formed by the active 
sodium ethylate on chlorpicrin (H. Bassett, Ana., 1864, 132, 54 
CC111,10,+4C,H*ONa∎ C (OCIH 6) 4+ NaN01-11-3NaCI.It nap& 
smelling liquid, which boils at 158.159 C.. and has a 
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gravity of 0e925:  When heated with ammonia it yields guanidine, 
and on boiling with alcoholic potash it yields potassium carbonate. 

Chiorcarbonic ester. CI-001.0CeHs, is formed by the addition of 
well-cooled absolute alcohol to phosgene (carbonyl chloride). It is a 
pungent-smelling liquid, which fumes strongly on exposure to air. 
It boils at 93.1° C., and has a specific gravity of I.144 (15° C.). When 
heated with ammonia it yields urethane. Sodium amalgam converts 
it into formic add; whilst with alcohol it yields the normal carbonic 
ester. It is easily broken down by many substances (aluminium 
chloride, sine chloride, &c.) into ethyl chloride and carbon dioxide. 

Percarbonater.—Barium percarbonate, BaC0e, is obtained by 
passmy an excess of carbon dioxide into water containing barium 
peroxide in suspension; it is fairly stable, and yields hydrogen 
peroxide when treated with acids (E. Merck, Abs. ../.C.S., 1907, u. 
p. 859). Sodium percarbonates of the formulae Na1C0e. NaeCe0s, 

asC0e. NaHCO. (two isomers) are obtained by the action of gaseous 
or solid carbon dioxide on the peroxides NW/a, Nae0e, NaHOs (two 
isorners)in the presence of water at a low temperature (R.Wolffenstein 
and E.Peltner, Ber, ; 1908 41, pp. 275, 28o). Potassium percarbonate, 
&CIO., is obtained in the electrolysis of potassium carbonate at 

ro to —15°. 

CARBON BISULPHIDE, CS,, a chemical product first dis-
covered in 1796 by W. A. Lampadius, who obtained it by heating 
a mixture of charcoal and pyrites. It may be more conveniently 
prepared by passing the vapour of sulphur over red hot char-
coal, the uncondensed gases so produced being led into a tower 
containing plates over which a vegetable oil is allowed to flow 
in order to absorb any carbon Disulphide vapour, and then into 
a second tower containing lime, which absorbs any sulphuretted 
hydrogen. The crude product is very impure and possesses 
an offensive smell; it may be purified by forcing a fine spray of 
lime water through the liquid until the escaping water is quite 
dear, the washed bisulphide being then mixed with a little 
colourless oil and distilled at a low temperature. For further 
methods of purification see J. Singer (lown. of Soc. Chao. 
1889, P. 93). Th. Sidot (Jahresb., 1869, P. 243), E. Allary (Be/1. 
de la Soc. Chins., 1881 45, P. 49 1 ), E. Obach (law. prak. Chem., 
1882 (2), 26, p. 282). 

When perfectly pure, carbon bisulphide is a colourless, some-
what pleasant smelling, highly refractive liquid, of specific 
gravity 1.2661 (18°/4°) (J. W. Brilhl) or 1.29215 (ciVe) (T. E. 
Thorpe). It boils at 46.04 °  C. (T. E. Thorpe, Joust'. Ckem. Soc., 
1880, 37, p. 364). Its critical temperature is 2771 C., and its 
critical pressure is 78•1 atmos. (J. Dewar, Chem. News,'1885, 
ST, p. 27). It solidifies at about - z r6° C., and lique¢es again at 
about I zo° C. (K. Olszewski,Jahresb., 1883, p. 75). It is a mono-
molecular liquid (IV. Ramsay and J. Shields, Jour. Chem. Soc., 
1893, 63, p. 1089). It is very volatile, the vapour being heavy 
and very inflammable. It burns with a pale blue flame to form 
carbon dioxide and sulphur dioxide. It is almost insoluble in 
water, but mixes in all proportions with absolute alcohol, ether, 
benzene and various oils. It is a good solvent for sulphur, 
phosphorus, wax, iodine, &c. It dissociates when heated to 
a sufficiently high temperature. A mixture of carbon bisulphide 
vapour and nitric oxide burns with a very intense blue-coloured 
flame, which is very rich in the violet or actinic rays. When 
heated with water in a sealed tube to 150° C. it yields carbon 
dioxide and sulphuretted hydrogen. Zinc and hydrochloric 
acid reduce it to tri-thioformaldehyde (CH,S), (A. Girard, 
Comptes radios, 1856, 43, P. 396). When passed through a 
red-hot tube with chlorine it yields carbon tetrachloride and 
sulphur thloride (H. Kolbe). Potassium, when heated, burns 
in the vapour of carbon bisulphide, forming potassium sulphide 
and liberating carbon. In contact with chlorine monoxide it 
forms carbonyl chloride and thionyl chloride (P. Schiltmo-
berger, Ber., 2869, 2, p. 219). When passed with carbon dioxide 
through a red-hot tube it yields carbon oxysulphide, COS 
(C. Winkler), and when passed over sodamide it yields am-
monium thiocyanate. A mixture of carbon bisulphide vapour 
and sulphuretted hydrogen, when passed over heated copper, 
gives, amongst other products, some methane. 

Carbon bisulphide slowly oxidizes on exposure to air, but by the 
action of potassium permanganate or chromic acid it is readily 
oxidized to carbon dioxide and sulphuric acid. By the action of 
aqueous alkalis, carbon bisulphide is converted into a mixture of 
an alkaline carbonate and an alkaline thiocarbonate (J. Berzelius. 

Pou. Ann., 1825,6, p. 444), 8KHOA-3CS1 ■ K4CO3-F2KICS,1-3H 2O; 
on the other hand, an alcoholic solution of a caustic alkali converts 
it into a mutilate (A. Vogel, !cared., 1853, p. 643), 

C% K HO A-R.OH 1-120-F RO.CS-SK. 
Aqueous and alcoholic solutions of ammonia convert carbon bi-
sulphide into ammonium dithiocarbamate, which readily breaks 
down into ammonium thiocyanate and sulphuretted hydrogen 
(A. W. Hofmann). 

CS14-2NH,—)NlieCSS  -NHe—)HeS-FNHeCNS. 
Carbon bisulphide combines with primary amines to form alkyl 
dithioc.arbamates, which when heated lose sulphuretted hydrogen 
and leave a residue of a dialkyl thio-urea, 

C84+2 R- N Hi—) R.NH.CSS. N H 12—)CS(NHR), +I-14 ; 
or if the aqueous solution of the dithiocarbamate be boiled with 
mercuric chloride or silver nitrate solution, a mustard oil (q.v.) is 
formed, 
R.NH.CSS.N11,121-HgClrbHg(R.NH.CSS)s42RNCSA-HaSA-FL.S. 
Carbon bisulphide is used as a solvent for caoutchouc, for extracting 
essential oils, as a germicide. and as an insecticide. 

Carbon nsonosulphide, CS, is formed when a silent electric discharge 
is passed through a mixture of carbon bisulphide vapour and hydrogen 
or carbon monoxide (S. M. Losanitsch and M. Z. Jovitschitsch, Ber., 
1897, 30, p. 135). 

CARBONDALE, a city of Lackawanna county, Pennsylvania, 
U.S.A., on the Lackawanna river, i6 tn. N.E. of Scranton. 
Pop. (z89o) 10,833; (1900)  23,536, of whom 2553 were foreign-
born; (1920 census) 27,040. Carbondale is served by the 
Erie, the Delaware & Hudson (which has machine shops here), 
and the New York, Ontario & Western railways. The city lies 
near the upper end of the Lackawanna valley, and the scenery 
of the surrounding mountains makes it a summer resort of some 
importance. It has a public library, a small park, an emergency 
hospital and the Carbondale city private hospitaL Carbondale 
is situated in one of the richest anthracite coal regions of the 
state, and its principal interest is in coal. Among its manu-
factures are foundry and machine shop products, sheet-iron, 
silk, glass, thermometers and hydrometers, bobbins and re-
frigerating machines. The value of the city's factory products 
increased from 81,146,181 in 2900 to 82,315,695 in 1905, or 
102%. The settlement of the place began in 1824 with the 
opening of the coal mines, and Carbondale was chartered as a 
city in 1851. 

CARBONIC ACID, in chemistry, properly HeC0e, the acid 
assumed to be formed when carbon dioxide is dissolved in water; 
its salts are termed carbonates. The name is also given to the 
neutral carbon dioxide from its power of forming salts with 
oxides, and on account of the acid nature of its solution; and, 
although not systematic, this use is very common. 

CARBONIFEROUS SYSTEM, in geology, the whole of the great 
series of stratified rocks and associated volcanic rocks which 
occur above the Devonian or Old Red Sandstone and below 
the Permian or Triassic systems, belonging to the Carboniferous 
period. The name was first applied by W. D. Conybeare in 
1822 to the coal-bearing strata of England and Wales, including 
the related grits and limestones immediately beneath them. 
The term is a relic of that early period in the history of strati-
graphy when each group of strata was supposed to be distin-
guished by some peculiar Ethological character. In this case 
the carbonaceous beds—coal-seams—naturally appealed most 
strongly to the imagination, and the name is a good one, not-
withstanding the fact that coal-seams occupy but a small fraction 
of the total thickness of the Carboniferous system; and although 
subsequent investigations have demonstrated the existence of 
coal in other geological formations, in none of these does it play 
so prominent a part. The stratified rocks of this system include 
marine limestones, shales and sandstones; estuarine, lagoonal 
and fresh-water shales, sandstones and marls with beds of coal, 
oil-bearing rocks, gypsum and salt. 

In many parts of the world there is no sharp line of demar-
cation between the Devonian and the Carboniferous rocks; 
neither can the fossil faunas and floras be clearly separated at 
any well-defined line; this is true in Britain, Belgium, Russia, 
Westphalia and parts of North America. Again, at the summit 
of the Carboniferous series, both the rocks and their fossil 
contents merge gradually into those of the succeeding Permian 
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31 0 CARBONIFEROUS SYSTEM 
system, as in Russia, Bohemia, the Saar region and Texas. 
This has led certain geologists to dassify the Devonian, Car-
boniferous and Permian into one grand system; E. Renevier 
in 1874 proposed to include these three into a single " Carbon-
ique " system, later he retained only the two latter groups. 

There seems to be sufficient reason, however, to maintain each o 
these groups as a separate system and limit the term Carboni 
ferous (carbonifkrien) in the manner indicated above. At the 
same time it must be remembered that there is ip India, South 
Africa, the Urals, in Australasia and parts of North America 
an important series of rocks, with a " Permo-Carboniferous " 
fauna, which constitutes a passage formation between the Car-
boniferous, sense *jar), and Jurassic rocks. 

Straligraphy.—No assemblage of stratified rocks has received such 
careful and detailed examination as the Carboniferous system; 
consequently our knowledge of the stratigraphical sequence in 
isolated local areas, where the coals have been exploited, is very full. 

In Europe, the system is very completely developed in the British 
Isles, where was made the first successful attempt at a classification 
of its various members, although at a somewhat earlier date Omalius 
d'Halloy had recognized a terrain bituminifere or coal-bearing series 
in the Belgian region. 

The area within which the Carboniferous rocks of Britain occur is 
sufficiently extensive to contain more than one type of the system, 
and thus to cast much light on the varied geographical conditions 
under which these rocks were accumulated. In prosecuting the 
study of this part of British geology it is soon discovered, and it is 
essential to bear in mind, that, during the Carboniferous period, 
the land whence the chief supplies of sediment were derived rose 
mainly to the north and north-west, as it seems to have done from 
very early geological time. While therefore the centre and south 
of England lay under clear water of moderate depth, the north of 
the country and the south of Scotland were covered by shallow 
water, which was continually receiving sand and mud' from the 
adjacent northern land. Hence vertical sections of the Carboniferous 
formations of Britain differ greatly according to the districts in 
which they are taken. 

The Coal-Measures and Millstone Grit are usually grouped together 
in the Upper Carboniferous. the Carboniferous Limestone series 
constituting the Lower Carboniferous. 

In addition to the above broad subdivisions. Murchison and 
Sedgwick, when working upon the rocks of Devonshire and Cornwall. 
recognized, with the assistance of W. Lonsdale, another phase of 
sedimentation. This comprised dark shales, with . grits and thin 
limestones and thin, impure coals, locally called ' culm " (q.v.). 
These geologists appropriated the term " culm " for the whole of 
this facies in the west of England, and subsequently traced the same 
type on the European continent, where it is widely developed in the 
western centre. 

Besides the considerable exposed area of Carboniferous rocks in 
Great Britain, there is as much or more that is covered by younger 
formations; this is true particularly of the eastern side of England 
and the south-eastern counties, where the coal-measures have already 
been found at Dover. 

From England, Carboniferous rocks can be followed across 
northern and central France, into Germany, Bohemia, the Alps, 
Italy and Spain. In Russia this system occupies some 30.000 sq. m., 
and it extends northward at least as far as Spitsbergen. Carboni-
ferous rocks are present in North and South Africa. and in India and 
Australasia ; in China they cover thousands , of square miles, and in  

the United States and British North America they occupy no las 
than 2oo,000 sq. m.; they are known also in South America. 

The subjoined table expresses the typical subdivisions which can 
be recognized, with modifications, in the United Kingdom. 

Upper: Red and grey sandstones, marls and clays 
with occasional breccia,, thin coals and limestones 
with Spirorbis, workable coals in the South Wales, 

Coal 	Bristol, Somerset and Forest of Dean coalfields. 
Measures. 	Middle: Sandstones. marls, shales and the most 

important of the British coals. 
Lower: Flaggy hard sandstones (ganister), shales 

and thin coal seams. 
Grits (coarse and fine), shales, thin coal seams and 

occasional thin limestones. The fossil plants connect 
this group with the coal-measures; the marine fossils 
have, to some extent, a Carboniferous limestone 
aspect. 

Upper black shales with thin limestones (Pendleside 
group) connecting this series with the Millstone grit 
above. 

The thick, mails or scour limestone (mountain lime-
stone) of the centre and south of England, Wales and 
Ireland, which splits up in the Yorkshire dales 
(Yoredale group) into a succession of stout limestone 
beds between beds of sandstone and shale, and 
becomes increasingly detrital in character as it is 
traced northwards. 

Lower limestone shales of the south and centre of 
England with marine fossils, and the Cakiferous 
Sandstone group of Scotland with marine.estuarine 
and terrestrial fossils. 

(See BERNICIAN, TUEDIAN and Avolvtax.) 
At an early period, owing to the immense commercial importance 

of the coal seams, it became the practice to distinguish a " produc-
tive " (Itotzfahrend, terrain howler) and an "unproductive," barren 
(jtotsleerer) Lower Carboniferous; these two groups correspond in 
North America to the " Carboniferous " and " Sub-Carboniferous " 
respectively, or, as they are now sometimes styled, the " Pennsyl-
vanian "and " Mississippian." But it was soon discovered that the 
" productive " beds were not regularly restricted to the upper or 
younger division, and, as E. Kayser points out, the real state of the 
matter is more accurately represented by the subjoined tabular 
scheme. 

Continental Type of 
Deposit. 

Marine Type of 
Formation. 

Upper 
Carboni- 

ferous . 

Upper Prodiktive Carboni- 

femur' 
• 

Younger 	Carboniferous 
limestone andh t e . F ass - 

Tina limestone of Russia 
and Western North 
America 

Lower 

ferous 

Lower Productive Carboni- 
ferous 

Culm 
(in part) 

Lower 	Carboni- 
ferous ous 	lime- 
stone aeries 

While the continental type of deposit with its coal beds, was the 
earliest to be formed in certain arms, and the marine series came on 
later, in other regions this order was reversed. It should be observed. 
however, that the repeated intercalation of marine deposits within 
the continental series and the frequent occurrence of thin coaly 
layers in the marine series makes any hard and fast distinction of 
this kind impossible. 

The so-called " unproductive " or barren strata, that is, those 
without workable coals, are not always limestones; quite as often 
they are shales, red sandstones and red marls. 

In subdividing the strata of the Carboniferous system and conclat • 
ing the major divisions in different areas, just as in other great 
systems, use has to be made of the fossil contents of the rocks. 
stratigraphical units, based on lithology, are useless for this purpose. 
The groups of organisms utilized for zoning and correlation by differ-
ent workers include brachiopods, pelecypods, cephalopods, corats, 
fishes and plants; and the results of the companson of the faunas 
and floras of different area where Carboniferous rocks occur are 
generalized in the table below. 

The relative value of any group of animals or plants for the 
correlation of distant areas must vary greatly with the varying 
conditions of sedimentation and with the precise definition of the 
zonal species and with many other factors. It is found that the sub-
divisions in this system demanded by palaeobotanists do not always 
coincide with those acknowledged by palaeoxoologists; nevertheless 
there is general agreement as to the main divisional lines. 

Breaks in the Stratigraphic Sequence.—The sequence of Carboni-
ferous strata is not everywhere one of unbroken continuity. From 
central France eastward towards the Carpathians only later portions 
of the system are found. These generally rest upon crystalline rocks. 
but in places they contain evidence of the denuded surfaces of Lower 
Carboniferous, as in the basin of Charleroi. where the equivalent e4 

Millstone 
Grit. 

Carboniferous 
Limestone 

Series. 
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the Millstone Grit contains fragment of chen which can only have 
come from the waste of the earlier limestones. This unconformity 
is generally found about the same h in the continental CuIm 
area and it occurs again in the western part of the English CuIm. 

In the eastern border of the Rhenish Schiefergebirge the Permian 
rests uncoaformably upon Lower Carboniferous rocks. In the 

Tabular Statement of the Principal Subdivisions of the Carboniferous 

eni ed States, in Missouri, Pennsylvania, West Virginia, Kentucky. 
Ohio and elsewhere, there is an unconformable junction between the 
Loser and Upper Carboniferous, representing an interval of time 
during which the lower member was strongly eroded; it has even 
been proposed to regard the Mississippian (Lower Carboniferous) as 
a distinct geological period, mainly -on account of this break in the 
succession. 

Thickness of Carboniferous Rocks.—The great variety of conditions 
nailer which the sediments and limestones were formed naturally 
endaced corresponding inequalities in the thickness. In the 
Eurasian land area the greatest thickness of Carboniferous rocks is 
in the west; in North America it is in the east. In Britain the 
Carboniferous limestone series is z000-3 .500 ft. thick; in the Ural 
mountains it is over 450o ft.; the Culm in Moravia is credited with 
the esommus thickness of over 42,000 ft. The Upper Carboniferous 
in Lancashire is from 12,000 to 13,000 ft.; elsewhere in. Britain it is 
thinner. In western Germany this portion attains a thickness of 
10,000 ft. In Pennsylvania the sandstone and shale, at its maximum, 
reaches 4.soo ft., but even within the limits of the state this formation 
has thinned out to no more than 300 ft. in places. In Colorado the 
lower Carboniferous is only 40o-soo ft. thick; while the limestones 
of the Mississippi basin amount to 150o ft. and in Virginia are 2000 f t. 
thick. 

Life of the Carboniferous Period.—We have seen that in the 
Cuboniferous rocks there are two phases of sedimentation, the one 
marine, the other continental; corresponding with these there are 
two distinct faunal facies. 

(I) Fauna of the Marine Strata.—Numerically, the most important 
inhabitants of the clear Carboniferous seas were the crinoids, corals. 
Foraminifera and brachiopods. Each of these groups contributed 
at one place or another towards the upbuilding of great masses of 
limestone. For the first time in the earth's history we find Foramini-
km taking a prominent part in the marine faunas; the genus 
Flashed was abundant in what is now Russia, China, Japan, North 
America; Valoldi/14 had a wide range, as also had Endothyra and 
Anhardisno; Saccammina is a form well known in Britain and 
Belgium, and many others have been described; some Carboniferous 
genera are still extant. Radiolaria are found in cherts in the Calm 
of Devonshire and Cornwall, in Russia, Germany and elsewhere. 
Sponges are represented by spicules and anchor ropes. Corals, both 
reef-builders and others, flourished in the clearer waters; rugose 
loran are represented by Amplexoid, Zaphrentid and Cyathophyllid 
typea. and 	Litkostrotiori and Phillipsastraea; common tabulate 
forms are C 	Chladochonsis, Mickelinia, &c. Amongst the 
echinoderms crinoids were the most numerous individually, dense 
submarine thickets of the long-stemmed kinds appear to have 
flourished in many places wheretheir remains consolidated into thick 
NM of rock; prominent genera are Cyailsocrinus, Woodocrinus. 
Aniaocrialts; sea-urchins, A rchaeocidaris, Palatechinsis, &c., were 
Cement; while the curious extinct Blastoids, which included the 
iraups of Pentremaidae and Codasteridae, attained their maximum 

t. 
Annefids (Spirorbis, Serpsdites, &c.).  are common fossils on certain 

horizons. The Bryozoa were also abundant in some regions (Polypora, 
FninteUa), including the remarkable form known as Archimedes. 

Brachiopods occupied an important place; most typical were the 
Productids, some of which reached a great size and had very thick 
thffls. Other common genera are Spinier, Chonetes, Athyris, 
IthYrehemellids and Terebratulids, piscsna and Crania. Some  

species had an almost world-wide range with only minor variations; 
such are Products: semireticulatus, P. cora, P. pustulosus; Orthotetes 
(Streptorhynchus) crenistria, Dielasma hastata, and many others. 

Pelecypods among the true mollusca were increasing in numbers 
and importance (Aviculopecten, Possdonomya); Nueula, Carboni-
cola, Edrnorsdia, Conocardium, Modiola, Gasteropods also were 

System numerous (Murchisonta. Essomphalus. Naticopsis). The 
Pteropods were well represented by °nail la and Belle-
rophon. Amongst the Cephalopods, the most striking 
feature is the rise and development of the Goniatites 
(Glyphioceras, Gastrioceras, &c.); straight-shelled forms 
still lived on in some variety (Orthoceras, Actinoceras), along 
with numerous nautiloids. 

Trilobites during this period sank to a very subordinate 
position, but Ostracods (Cy/here, Kirkbya, Beyrichia) were 
abundant.  

Many fish inhabited the Carboniferous seas and most of 
these were Elasmobranchs, sharks with crushing pavement 
teeth (Psammodus), adapted for grinding the shells of 
brachiopods, crustaceans, &c. Other sharks had piercing 
teeth (Cladoselache and Cladodus); some, the petalodonts, 
had peculiar cycloid cutting teeth. The Arthrodirans, so 
prominent dunng_ the Devonian period, disappeared before 
the close of the Carboniferous. Most of the sharks lived 
in the sea continuously, but the ganoids frequenting the 
coastal waters appear to have migrated inland. About 700 
species of Carboniferous fish have been described largely 
from teeth, spines and dermal ossicles. 

(2) Flora and Fauna of the Lagoon[ or Continental Facies.- 
The strata deposited during this period are the earliest in 
which the remains of plants take a prominent place. The 

fossil plants which are found in the upper beds of the preceding 
Devonian system are no closely related to those in the Lower 
Carboniferous, that from a palaeobotanical standpoint the two form 
one indivisible period. 

In the Lower Carboniferous the flora was composed of si 
groups of plants, viz. the Equisetales (Horse-tails), the Lyco tales 

six great 

(Club mosses), the Filicales (Ferns) and Cycadofilices, the pheno. 
phyllales and Cordaitales. These six groups were the dominant 
types throughout the period, but during Upper Carboniferous time 
three other groups arose, the Coniferales, the Cycadophyta, and the 
Ginkgoales (of which Ginkgo biloba is the only modern representa-
tive). Algae and fungi also were present, but there were no flowering 
plants. The true ferns, including tree ferns with a height of upwards 
of do ft., were associated with many plants possessing a fern-like 
habit (Cycadofilices) and others whose affinities have not yet been 
definitely determined. The fronds of some of these Carboniferous 
ferns are almost identical with those of living species. Probably 
many of the ferns were epiphytic. Pecopteris, Cyclopteris, Negro-
pkrts, Alethopteris, Sphenopkns are common genera ; Megaphyton 
and Caulopteris were tree ferns. Our modern diminutive " horse-
tails " with scaly leaves were represented in the Carboniferous period 
by gigantic calamites, often with a diameter of I to 2 ft. and a height 
of 5o to coo ft. The Carboniferous forerunners of the tiny club-moss 
were then great trees with dichotomously branching stems and 
crowded linear leaves, such as Lepidodendron (with its fruit cone 
called Lepidostrobus), Hatonia, Lepidophloios and Sigillaria, the 
largest plants of the period, with trunks sometimes 5 ft. in diameter 
and too ft. high. The roots of several of these forms are known 
as Stigmaria. Sphenophyllum was a slender climbing plant with 
whorls of leaves, which was probably related both to the calamites 
and the lycopods. Cordaites, a tall plant (20.30 ft.) with yucca-like 
leaves, was related to the cycads and conifers; the catkin-like 
inflorescence, which bore yew-like berries, is called Cardiocar pus. 
Many large trees which have been looked upon as conifers on account 
of their wood structure may perhaps belong more properly to the 
Cordaitales. True coniferous trees (Wakhia) do appear at the top 
of the coal measures. 

The animals preserved in the continental type of Carboniferous 
deposit naturally differ markedly from the fossil remains of the purely 
marine portions of the system. The inhabitants of the waters of 
this geographical phase include mollusca, which are supposed to have 
lived in brackish or fresh water, such as Anthracomya, Naiadiks, 
Carbonicola, and many forms of Crustacea, e.g. (Bairdia Carbon ia), 
phyllopods (Esthersa), phyllocarids (Acanthocaris, Dithyrocaris), 
schizopods (Anthrapalaemon), Eurypterids (Esityptenis, Glypto-
scotpius). Fishes were abundant, many of the smaller ganoids are 
beautifully preserved in an entire condition, other larger forms are 
represented by fin spines, teeth and bones; Cknodus, Uronemss, 
Acanthodes, Cheirodus, Gyracanthus are characteristic genera. 

Frequently a temporary return of marine conditions permitted 
the entombment of such salt water genera as Lingsla, Orbiculoidea, 
Prodnclus in the thin beds known as " marine bands." 

Remains of air-breathing insects, myriapods and arachnids show 
that these forms of life were both well developed and individually 
numerous. Among the insects we find the Orthoptera, Neuroptera. 
Hemiptera and Coleoptera represented; cockroaches were particu-
larly abundant; crickets, beetles, locusts, walking-stick Insects, 
mayflies and bugs are found, but there were neither flies, moths. 
butterflies nor beeit, which is no more than we should expect from 
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the conditions of plant life. Many insects, &c.. have been obtained 
from the coalfields of Saarbruck and Commentry, and from the 
hollow trunks of fossil trees in Nova Scotia. Certain British coal-
fields have yielded good specimens: Archaeoptilus, from the Derby-
shire coalfield, had a spread of wing extending to more than 14 in.; 
some specimens (Brodta) still exhibit traces of brilliant wing colours. 
In the Nova Scotian tree trunks land snails (Archaeozonites, Dendro-
pupa) have been found. 

In the later Carboniferous rocks the earliest amphibians make 
their appearance in considerable numbers; they were all Stego-
cephalians (Labyrinthodonts) with long bodies, a head covered with 
bony plates and weak or undeveloped limbs. The largest were 
about 7 or 8 ft. long, the smallest only a few inches. Some were 
probably uviat i le in habit (LoxommaA nthracosa rus,Ophiderpelon); 
others may have been terrestrial (Dendrerpelon, Hylerpelon). Certain 
footprints in the coal measures of Kansas have been supposed to 
belong to lacertilian or dinosaurian forms. 

The Physical Conditions during the Period.—In western Europe 
the advent of the Carboniferous period was accompanied by the 
production of a series of synclines which permitted the formation of 
organic limestoqes, free from the sediments which generally char-
acterized the concluding phasesof the preceding Devonian deposition. 
The old land area still existed to the north, but doubtless much 
reduced in height ; against this land, detrital deposits still continued 
to be formed, as in Scotland; while over central Ireland and central 
and northern England the clearer waters of the sea furnished a 
suitable home for countless corals, brachiopods and foraminifera 
and great beds of sea lilies; sponges flourished in many parts of the 
sea. and their remains contributed largely to the formation of the 
beds of chert. This clearer water extended from Ireland across 
north-central England and through South Wales and Somerset into 
Belgium and Westphalia; but a narrow ridge of elevated older 
rocks ran across the centre of England towards Belgium at this time. 

Traced eastward into north Germany, Thuringia and Silesia, the 
limestones pass into the detrital culm formations, which owe their 
existence to a southern uplifted massif, the complement of the 
synclines already mentioned. Sediments approaching to the culm 
type, with similar flora and fauna, were deposited in synclinal hollows 
in parts of France and Spain. 

Thus western Europe in early Carboniferous time was occupied by 
a series of constricted. gulf-like seas; and on account of the steady 
progress of intermittent warping movements of the crust, we find 
that the areas of clearer water, in which the limestone-building 
organisms could exist, were repeatedly able to spread, thus forming 
those thin limestones found interbedded with shale and sandstone 
which occur typically in the Yoredale district of Yorkshire and in 
the region to the north, and also in the culm deposits of central 
Europe. The spread of these limestones was repeatedly checked by 
the steady influx of detritus from the land during the pauses in 
movements of depression. Looking eastward, towards central and 
northern Russia, we find a wider and much more open sea; but the 
continental type of deposit prevailed in the northern portion, 
and here, as in Scotland, we find coal-beds amongst the sediments 
(Moscow basin). Farther south in the'Donetz basin the coals only 
appear at the close of the Lower Carboniferous. 

In North America, the crustal movements at the beginning of the 
period are less evident than in Europe. but a marked parallelism 
exists; for in the east, in the Appalachian tract, we find detrital 
sediments prevailing, while the open sea, with great deposits of lime-
stone, lay out towards the west in the direction of that similar open 
sea which lay towards the east of Europe and extended through Asia. 

The close of the early Carboniferous period was. marked by an 
augmentation of the orogenic movements. The gentler synclines 
and anticlines of the earlier part of the period became accentuated, 
giving rise to pro0ounced mountain ridges, right across Europe. 

This movement commenced in the central and western part of 
the continent and continued throughout the whole Carboniferous 
period. The mountains then formed have been called the " Palaeozoic 
Alps " by E. Kayser. the " Hercynian Mountains " by M. Bertrand. 
The most western range extended from Ireland through Wales and 
the south of England to the central plateau of France; this was the 
" Armorican range " of E. Suess. The eastern part of the chain 
passed from South France through the Vosges, the Black Forest. 
Thuringia, Harz, the Fichtelgebirge, Bohemia, the Sudetes, and 
possibly farther east; this constitutes the " Varischen Alps" of 
Suess. 

The sea had gained somewhat at the beginning of the Carboniferous 
period in western Europe, but the effect of these movements. com-
bined with the rapid formation of detrital deposits from the rising 
land areas, was to drive the sea steadily from the north towards the 
south. until the open sea (with limestones) was relegated to what is 
now the Mediterranean and to Russia and thence eastward. Similar 
events were meanwhile happening in North America, for the seas 
were steadily filled with sediments which drove them from tae north-
east towards the south-west, and doubtless those movements which 
at the close of this period uplifted the Appalachian mountains were 
already operative in the same direction. 

The folding of the Ural mountains began in the earlier part of this 
period and was continued, after its close, into the Permian; and 
there are traces of uplifts in central Asia and Armenia. 

None of these movements appears to have affected the southern 
hemisphere. 

The net result of the orogenic movements was, that at the close 
of the period there existed a great northern continental mass, 
embracing Europe, North Asia and North America ; and a great 
southern continental mass, including South America. Africa. Australia 
and India. Between these land masses lay a great Mediterranean 
sea—the " Tethys " of Suess. 

The conditions under which the beds of coal were formed will be 
found described under that head ; it will be sufficient to notice here 
that some coal seams were undoubtedly formed by jungle or swamp-
like growths on the site of the deposit, and it is equally true that 
others were formed by the transport and deposition of vegetable 
detritus. The main point to observe in this connexion is that large 
tracts of land in many parts of the world were at a critical level as 
regards the sea, a condition highly favourable to frequent extensive 
incursions of marine waters over the low-lying areas in a period of 
extreme crustal instability. 

Viikaniciry.—In intimate relationship with the mountain-building 
orogenic crustal movements was the prevalence of volcanic activity 
during the earlier part of this period. In the Lower Carboniferous 
rocks of Scotland intercalated volcanic rocks are strikingly abundant. 
and now form an important feature in the geology of the southern 
portion of that country. Of these rocks Sir Archibald Geikie says: 
" Two great phases or types of volcanic action during Carboniferous 
time may be recognized—(t) Plateaus, where the volcanic materials 
discharged copiously from many scattered openings now form broad 
tablelands or ranges of hills, sometimes many hundreds of square 
miles in extent and tsoo ft. or more in thickness; (2) Puy', where 
the ejections were often confined to the discharge of a small amount 
of fragmentary materials from a single independent vent." The 
plateau type was most extensively developed during the formation 
of the Calciferous Sandstone; the puy type was of somewhat later 
date. Basic lavas, with andesites, trachytes, tuffs and agglomerates 
are the most common Scottish rocks of this period. Similar erup-
tions, but on a much smaller scale, took place in other parts of 
Great Britain. 

Granites, porphyries and porphyrites belonging to this period 
occur in the Saxon Erzgebirge. the Harz, ThOringerwald, Vosges. 
Brittany, Cornwall and Christiania. Porphyrites and tufts are 
known in the French Carboniferous. In China, at the close of the 
period, there were enormous eruptions of mclaphyre, yrite 
and quartz-porphyry:  In North America. the prince W region of 
volcanic activity lay an the west; great thicknesses of igneous rocks 
occur in the Lower Carboniferous rocks of British Columbia, and 
from the middle of the period until near its close volcanoes were 
active from Alaska to California. Igneous rocks of this period are 
found also in Australasia. 

Climate.—That the vegetation during this period was unusually 
exuberant there can be no doubt, and that a general uniformity of 
climatic conditions prevailed is shown not only by the wide distnbu-
tion of coal measures, but by the uniformity of plant types over the 
whole earth. It is well, however, to guard against an over-estima-
tion of this exuberance; it must be borne in mind that the physic-
graphic conditions were peculiarly favourable to the preservation 
of plant remains, conditions that do not appear to have obtained so 
completely in any other period. The climate, we may assume from 
the distribution of land and water, was generally moist, and it was 
probably mild if not warm; conditions favourable to the growth 
of certain types of plants. But there is no good evidence for an 
excess of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere—an assumption founded 
on the luxuriance of the vegetation, coupled with the fact that 
vulcanicity was active and wide-ranging. Carbon dioxide may have 
been present in the air in greater abundance in earlier periods than 
it is at present, but there is no reason to suppose that the percentage 
was appreciably higher in the Carboniferous period than it is now. 

The occurrence of red deposiis in western Australia, Scotland. the 
Ural mountains, in Michigan, Montana and Nova Scotia. &e.„ 
associated in some instances with the formation of gypsum and salt, 
clearly points to the existence of areas of excessive evaporation. 
such as are found in land-locked waters in regions where something 
like desert conditions prevail. The xerophytic structures found in 
some of the plants might seem to corroborate this view; but similar 
structures are assumed by many plants when dwelling in brackish 
marshes and morasses. 

The abundance of corals in some of the Carboniferous seas and 
possibly also the large size of some of the Productids and foraminifers 
may be taken as evidence of warm or temperate waters. 

In spite of the bulk of the evidence being in favour of geniality 
of climate, it is necessary to observe that certain deposits have been 
recognized as glacial; in the culm of the Frankenwald„ in the coal 
basins of central France, and in central England, certain con-
glomeratic beds have ben assigned. somewhat doubtfully, to this 
origin. They have also been regarded as the result of torrential 
action. Glacial deposits certainly do exist in the Penno-carhoni-
ferous formations, which are described under that head, but in the 
true Carboniferous system glaciation may be taken as not proven. 
The foreign boulders of granite, gneiss. &c., found in the coal-
measures of some districts, are quite as likely to have been dropped 
by rafts of vegetation as to have been carried by floating icebergs. 
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Economic Products.—Foremost among the useful products of the 

Carboniferous rocks is the coal (Q.v.) itself; but associated with 
the coal seams in Great Britain, North America and elsewhere, are 
very important beds of ironstone, fire-clay, terra-cotta clay, and 
occasionally oil shale and alum shale. Oil and gas are of importance 
in the Lower Carboniferous Pocono sandstone of West Virginia 
and in the Berm grit of Ohio, where brine also occurs. 

In the Carboniferous Limestone series, the purer kinds of limestone 
are used for the manufacture of lime, bleaching powder and similar 
products, aho as a flux in the smelting of iron; some of the less pure 
varieties are used in making cement. The beds of chert are utilized 
in the pottery industry, and some of the harder and more crystalline 
limestones are beautiful marbles, capable of taking a high polish. 

The sandstones are used for building, and for millstones and grind-
stones- Within the Carboniferous rocks, but due to the action of 
various agencies long after their deposition. are important ore 
formations; such are the Rio Tinto ores of Spain, the lead and zinc 
ores and some haematite of the Pennine and Mendip hills and other 
British localities, and many ore regions in the United States. 

Rant azxciss.—For a good general account of the Carboniferous 
system, see A. Geikie, Text Book of Geology. vol. ii. (4th ed., 1903): 
and for the American development see T. C. Chamberlin and R. D. 
Salisbury, Geology, vol. ii. (1906). These two works give abundant 
references to the literature of the subject. See also, Recent Additions 
to Geological Literature, published annually by the Geological Society 
of London since 1893; and News Jakrbuck far Afineralogse 
(Stuttgart). (J. A. H.) 

CARBORUNDUL a silicide of carbon formed by the action 
of carbon on sand (silica) at high temperatures, which on account 
of its great hardness is an important abrasive, and also has 
possible applications in the metallurgy of iron and steel. Its 
name was derived from carbon and corundum (a form of alumina), 
from a mistaken view as to its composition. It was first ob-
tained accidentally in 1895 by Acheson in America, when he 
was experimenting with the electric furnace in the hope of pro-
ducing artificial diamonds. The experiments were followed 
up in an incandescence furnace, which on a larger scale is now 
employed for the industrial manufacture of the product. A full 
description of the process has been given in the J ours. Soc. Chem. 
Industry, 1897, vol. xvi. p. 863. The furnace is rectangular, 
about 16 ft. long and s ft. wide by s ft. high, with massive 
brick end walls a ft. thick, through which are built the carbon 
poles, consisting of bundles of 6o parallel 3-in. carbon rods, each 
3 ft. in length, with a copper rod let into the outer end to connect 
it with a copper cap, which in turn is connected with one of the 
terminals of the generating dynamo. The spaces between the 
carbons of the electrode are packed tightly with graphite. In 
preparing the furnace for use, transverse iron screens are placed 
temporarily across each end, the space between these and the 
end walls being rammed with fine, coke, and that in the interior 
is filled to the level of the centre of the carbon poles with the 
charge, consisting of 34 parts of coke, with 54 of sand, zo of 
sawdust and a of salt. A longitudinal trench is then formed 
in the middle, and in this is arranged a cylindrical pile of frag-
ments of coke about in. or more in diameter, so that they form 
a core, about an in. in diameter, connecting the carbon poles in 
the end walls. Temporary side walls are then built up, the iron 
screens are removed, and a further quantity of charge is heaped 
up about 3 ft. above the top of the furnace. An alternating 
current of about 170o amperes at too volts is now switched on; 
as the mass becomes heated by the passage of the current the 
resistance diminishes, and the current is regulated'until after 
about a hours or less from starting it is maintained constant at 
about 6000 amperes and 12s volts. Carbon monoxide is given 
off and burns freely around the sides and top of the furnace, tinged 
yellow after a time by the sodium in the salt mixed with the 
charge- Meanwhile a shrinkage takes place, which is made good 
by the addition of a further quantity of charge until the operation 
is complete, usually in about 36 hours from the commencement. 
The current is then switched off, and the side walls, after cooling 
for a day, are taken down, the comparatively. unaltered charge 
from the top is removed, and the products are carefully extracted. 
These consist of the inner carbon core, which at the temperature 
of the furnace will have been for the most part converted into 
graphite, then a thin black crust of graphite mixed with car-
borundum, next a layer of nearly pure crystallized carborundum 
about a foot in thickness, then grey amorphous carbide of silicon  

mixed with increasing proportions of unaltered charge, and 
lastly, on the outside, the portion of the charge which had never 
reached the temperature necessary for reaction, and which is 
altered only by the intrusion of salt from the inner part of the 
furnace. Special precautions are taken in making and breaking 
the intense current here used (amounting at the end to about 
750  kilowatts, or moo E.H.P.), e water-regulator consisting of 
removable iron plates dipped in salt water being used for the 
purpose. In such a furnace as that above described the charge 
weighs about 14 tons, the yield of carborundum is about 3 tons, 
and the expenditure of energy about 3.9 kilowatt-hours (5.2 
H.P.-hours) per pound of finished product. The carborundum 
thus produced is crystalline, greenish, bluish or brownish in 
colour, sometimes opaque, but often translucent, resisting the 
action of even the strongest acids, and the action of air or of 
sulphur at high temperatures. The crude product can therefore 
be treated with hot sulphuric acid to purify it. In hardness it 
nearly equals the diamond, and it is used for tool-grinding in the 
form of vitrified wheels (mixed with powdered porcelain and 
iron, pressed into shape and fired in a kiln). Carborundum 
paper, made like emery paper, is now largely used in place of 
garnet paper in American shoe factories, and finds a market 
in other directions. The amorphous carbide, Which was at 
first a waste product, has been tried, it is reported, -with success 
as a lining for steel furnaces, as it is said not to be affected by 
iron or iron oxide at a white heat. W. G. M.) 

CARBOY (from the Pers. garabak, a flagons 8. large globular 
glass vessel or bottle, encased in wicker or iron-work for pro-
tection, used chiefly for holding vitriol, nitric acid and other 
corrosive liquids. 

CARBUNCLE (Lat. carbuncular, diminutive of maw, a glowing 
coal), in mineralogy, a garnet (g.s.) cut with a convex surface. 
In medicine the name given to an acute local inflammation of 
the deeper layers of the skin, followed by sloughing. It is 
accompanied by great local tension and by constitutional dis-
turbance, and in the early stages the pain is often extremely 
acute. A hard flattened swelling of a deep-red colour is noticed 
on the back, face or extremities. This gradually extends until 
in some instances it may become as large as a dinner-plate. 
Towards the centre, of the mass numerous small openings form 
on the surface, from which blood and matter escape. Through 
these openings a yellow slough or " core " of leathery consistence 
can be seen. Carbuncle is an intense local inflammation caused 
by septic germs which have in some manner found their way 
to the part. It is particularly apt to occur in persons whose 
health is depressed by mental worries, or by such troubles as 
chronic disease of the kidneys or blood-vessels, or by diabetes. 
The attack ends in mortification of the affected tissue, and, 
after much suffering, the core or mortified part slowly comes 
away. The modern treatment consists in cutting into the in-
flamed area, scraping out the germ-laden core at the earliest 
possible moment, and applying germicides. This method 
relieves the pain at once, materially diminishes the risk of blood-
poisoning, and hastens convalescence. (E. O.•) 

CARCAGENTE, or CARCAJgNTE, a town of eastern Spain, in 
the province of Valencia; near the right bank of the river Jficar, 
at the junction between the Valencia-Murcia and CarcagEnte-
Denia railways. Pop. (r000) 13063. Carcagfnte is a pictur-
esque town, of considerable antiquity. Various Roman remains 
have been found in its neighbourhood. It is surrounded by 
groves of orange, palm and mulberry trees, and contains many 
Moorish houses, whose old-fashioned blue-tiled cupolas contrast 
with the chimneys of the silk mills and linen factories opened 
in modern times. An important local industry is the cultivation 
of rice, for which the moist and warm climate of the low-lying 
Jficar valley is well suited. 

CARCAR, a town of the province of Cebfi, island of Cebfi, 
Philippine Islands, on the Carcar river near its mouth at the head 
of Ckrcar Bay, 23 m. S.W. of Cebu, the capital. It is connected 
with Ceb5 by a railway, and a branch of this railway extending 
across the island to Barili and Dumanjug was projected in 
1038. Ckrcar has some coast trade. The surrounding country 
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is rugged, and produces Indian corn and sugar in considerable 
quantity. „, The language is Cebfi-Visayan. Carcaz was founded 
in 1624. 

CARCASS, the dead body of an animal. As a butchees term, 
the word means the body of an animal without the head, ex-
tremities and offal. It is also used of a hollow iron case filled 
with combustibles, and fired from a howitzer to set fire to 
buildings, ships, 8/c., the flames issuing through holes pierced 
in the sides. The word is common in various forms to Romanic 
languages, but the ultimate origin is obscure. Possible deriva-
tions are from the Lat. taro, flesh, and Ital. cane or cassa, chest, 
or from a Med. Gr. Twat:nor, a quiver, for which the Fr. is 
carquois, and Port. carcas. 

CARCASSONNE, a city of south-western France, capital of the 
department of Aude, 57 m. S.E. of Toulouse, on the Southern 
railway between that city and Narbonne. Pop. (1906) 25,346. 
Carcassonne is divided by the river Aude into two distinct towns, 
the Ville Basse and-the Cite, which are connected by two bridges, 
one modern, the other dating from the 13th century. The Cite 
occupies the summit of an abrupt and isolated hill on the right 
bank of the river. Its dirty and irregular streets are inhabited 
by a scanty population of workpeople, and its interest Jim 
mainly in its ancient fortifications (see FORTIFICATION AND 
Sizczotsrr) which, for completeness and strength, are unique 
in France and probably in Europe. They consist of a double 
line of ramparts, of which the outer measures more than 1600 yds. 
in circumference. These are protected at frequent intervals by 
towers, and can be entered only by two gates, one to the east, 
the other to the west, both of which are themselves elaborately 
fortified (see GATE). In the interior, and to the north of the 
western gate, a citadel adjoins the fortifications. A portion of 
the inner line is attributed to the Visigoths of the 6th century; 
the rest, including the castle, seems to belong to the I ith or 12th 
century, while the outer circuit has been referred mainly to 
the end of the 13th. The old cathedral of St Nazaire dates from 
the 11th to the 14th centuries. The nave was begun in 1096 
and is Romanesque in style; the transept and choir, which 
contain magnificent stained glass of the Renaissance period, 
are of Gothic architecture. Both the fortifications and the 
church were restored by Viollet-le-Duc between 185o and i880. 
On the left bank of the Aude, between it and the Canal du Midi, 
lies the new town, clean, well-built and flourishing, with streets 
intersecting each other at right angles. It is surrounded by 
boulevards occupying the site of its ramparts, and is well 
provided with fountains, public squares and gardens planted 
with fine plane-trees. The most interesting buildings are the 
cathedral of St Michel, dating from the 13th century but restored 
in modern times, and St Vincent, a church of the 14th century, 
remarkable for the width of its nave. 

Carcassonne is the scat of a bishop, a prefect and a court of 
assizes, and has tribunals of first instance and of commerce, 
a chamber of commerce and a branch of the Bank of France. 
It also has a lycCe for boys, training-colleges, theological semi-
naries, a library and a museum rich in paintings. The old cloth 
industry is almost extinct. The town is, however, an important 
wine-market, and the vineyards of the vicinity are the chief 
source of its prosperity, which is enhanced by its port on the 
Canal du Midi. Tanning and leather-dressing, distilling, the 
manufacture of agricultural implements, furniture and corks, 
cooperage and the preparation of preserved fruits, are prominent 
Industries. 

Carcassonne occupies the site of Ca•caso, an ancient city of 
Gallia Narbonensis, which belonged to the Volcac Tectosages. 
It was a place of some importance at the time of Caesar's in-
vasion, but makes almost no appearance in Roman history. 
On the disintegration of the empire, it fell into the hands of the 
Visigoths, who, in spite of the attacks of the Franks, especially 
in 585, retained possession till 724, when they were expelled 
by the Arabs, destined in turn to yield before long to Pippin 
the Short. From about 8 to to 1082 Carcassonne formed a 
separate countship, and from the latter date till 1247 a viscount-
ship. Towards the end of the 11th century the viscounts of 

Carcassonne assumed the style of viscounts of Beziers, which 
town and its lords they had dominated since the fall of the 
Carolingian empire. The viscounty of Carcassonne, together 
with that of Bdziers, was confiscated to the crown in 1247, as 
a result of the part played by the viscount Raymond Roger 
against Simon de Montfort in the Albigensian crusade, during 
which in 1209 the city was taken by the Crusaders (see ALBI-
GENSES). A revolt of the city against the royal authority was 
severely punished in 1262 by the expulsion of its principal 
inhabitants, who were, however, permitted to take up their 
quarters on the other side of the river. This was the origin of 
the new town, which was fortified in 1347. During the religious 
wars, Carcassonne several times changed bands, and it did not 
recognize Henry IV. (ill 1596. 

See E. E. Viollet-le-Duc, La Citi de Carcassonne (Paris, 1858); 
L. Fedie, Histoire de Carcassonne (Carcassonne, 1887). 

CARDAMON, the fruit of several plants of the genera Elettaria 
and Amomum, belonging to the natural order Zingiberaceac, the 
principal of which is Malaria Cardamomum, from which the 
true officinal or Malabar cardamom is derived. The Malabar 
cardamom plant is a large perennial herb with a thick fleshy 
root-stock, which sends up flowering stems, 6 to 12 ft. high. The 
large leaves are arranged in two rows, have very long sheaths 
enveloping the stem and a lanceolate spreading blade t to 21 ft. 
long. The fruit is an ovate-triangular, three-celled, three-valved 
capsule (about * in. long, of a dirty yellow colour) enclosing 
numerous angular seeds, which form the valuable part of the 
plant. It is a native of the mountainous parts of the Malabar 
coast of India, and the fruits are procured either from wild 
plants or by cultivation throughout Travancore, western Mysore, 
and along the western Ghauts. A cardamom of much larger 
size found growing in Ceylon was formerly regarded as belonging 
to a distinct species, and described as such under the name of 
Elettaria major; but it is now known to be only a variety of the 
Malabar cardamom. In commerce, several varieties are distin-
guished according to their size and flavour. The most esteemed 
are known as " shorts," a name given to such capsules as are 
from a quarter to half an inch long and about a quarter broad. 
Following these come " short-longs " and " long-longs," also 
distinguished by their size, the largest reaching to about an inch 
in length. The Ceylon cardamom attains a length of an inch and 
a half and is about a third of an inch broad, with a brownish 
pericarp and a distinct aromatic odour. Among the other plants, 
the fruits of which pass in commerce as cardamoms, are the 
round or cluster cardamom, Amomum Caniamomum, a native 
of Siam and Java; the bastard cardamom of Siam, A. ran-
thioides —the Bengal cardamom, which is the fruit of A. subs-
laium, a native of Nepal; the Java cardamom, produced by 
A maximum; and the Korarima cardamom of Somaliland. The 
last-named Is the product of a plant which is unknown botani-
cally. Cardamoms generally are possessed of a pleasant aromatic 
odour, and an agreeable, spicy taste. On account of their flavour 
they are much used with other medicines, and they form a 
principal ingredient in curries and compounded spices. In the 
north of Europe they are much used as a spice and flavouring 
material for cakes and liqueurs; and they are very extensively 
employed in the East fot chewing with betel, &c. 

CARDAN (Ital. CARDANO!, OIROLANO (GEnowrtio or 
Ilicumnuol (1501-r576), Italian mathematician, physician 
and astrologer, born at Pavia on the 24th of September I sot was 
the illegitimate son of Facio Cardano (1444-1524), a learned 
jurist of Milan, himself distinguished by a taste for mathematics. 
He was educated at the university of Pavia, and subsequently 
at that of Padua, where he graduated in medicine. He was, 
however, excluded from the College of Physicians at Milan on 
account of his illegitimate birth, and it is not surprising that his 
first book should have been an exposure of the fallacies of the 
faculty. A fortunate cure of the child of the Milanese senator 
Sfondrato now brought him into notice, and the interest of his 
patron procured him admission into the medical body. About 
this time (1539) he obtained additional celebrity by the public*. 
tion of his Practice arithmeticae :entrails, a work of great merit 
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for the time, and he became engaged in a correspondence with 
Niccolo Tasteslia, who had discovered a solution of cubic 
equations. This discovery Tartaglia had kept to himself, but 
he was ultimately induced to communicate it to Carden under a 
solemn promise that it should never be divulged. Cardan, 
however, published it in his comprehensive treatise on algebra 
(A rds asagnae sine de retails Algebrae fiber sass) which appeared 
at Nuremberg in 1 545 (see ALGEBRA: History). Two years 
previously he had published a work even more highly regarded 
by his contemporaries, his celebrated treatise on astrology. As 
a believer in astrology Cardan was on a level with the best minds 
of his age; the distinction consisted in the comparatively 
cautious spirit of his inquiries and his disposition to confirm his 
assertions by an appeal to facts, or what he believed to be such. 
A very considerable part of his treatise is based upon observations 
carefully collected by himself, and seemingly well calculated to 
support his theories so far as they extend. Numerous instances 
of his belief in dreams and omens may be collected from his 
writings, and he especially valued himself on being one of the 
five or six celebrated men to whom, as to Socrates, had been 
vouchsafed the assistance of a guardian daemon. 

In 1547 be was appointed professor of medicine at Pavia. 
The publication of his works on algebra and astrology at this 
juncture bad gained for him a European renown, and procured 
him flatteringoffers from Pope Paul III. and the king of Denmark, 
both of which he declined. In 1551  his reputation was crowned 
by the publication of his great work, De Subtilitate Reruns, which 
embodied the soundest physical learning of his time and simul-
taneously represented its most advanced spirit of speculation. 
It was followed some years later by a similar treatise, De Varietale 
Reruns (1w), the two making in effect but one book. A great 
portion of this is occupied by endeavours, commonly futile, to 
explain ordinary natural phenomena, but its chief interest for 
us consists in the hints and glimpses it affords of principles beyond 
the full comprehension of the writer himself, and which the world 
was then by no means ready to entertain. The inorganic realm 
of Nature he asserts to be animated no less than the organic; 
all creation is progressive development; all animals were origin-
ally worms; the inferior metals must be regarded as sonatas 
isatarae towards the production of gold. The indefinite varia-
bility of species is implied in the remark that Nature is seldom 
content with a single variation from a customary type. The 
oviparous habits of birds are explained by their tendency to 
favour the perpetuation of the species, precisely in the manner 
of modern naturalists. Animals were not created for the use 
of man, but exist for their Own sakes. The origin of life depends 
upon cosmic laws, which Carden naturally connects with his 
favourite study of astrology. The physical divergencies of man-
kind arise from the effects of climate and the variety of human 
circumstances in general. Cardan's views on the dissimilarity of 
languages are much more philosophical than usual at his time; 
and his treatise altogether, though weak in particular details, 
is strong in its pervading sense of the unity and omnipotence of 
natural law, which renders it in some degree an adumbration of 
the course of science since the author's day. It was attacked 
by J. C. Scaliger, whom Cardan refuted without difficulty. 

The celebrity which Cardan had acquired led in the same 
year (1 551) to his journey to Scotland as the medical adviser 
of Archbishop Hamilton of St Andrews. The archbishop was 
supposed to be suffering from consumption, a complaint which 
Cardan, under a false impression, as he frankly admits, had 
represented himself as competent to cure. He was of great 
service to the archbishop, whose complaint proved to be asth-
matical; but the principal interest attaching to his expedition is 
derived from his account of the disputes of the medical faculty at 
Paris, and of the court of Edward VI. of England. The Parisian 
doctors were disturbed by the heresies of Vesalius, who was 
beginning to introduce anatomical study from the human subject. 
Cardan's liberality of temper led him to sympathize with the 
innovator. His account of Edward VI.'s disposition and 
understanding is extremely favourable, and is entitled to credit 
as that of a competent observer without bias towards either side  

of the religions question`He cast" the -  kilig's nativity, and 
indulged in a number of predictions 'which were effectually 
confuted by the royal youth's death in the following year. 

Carden had now attained the summit of his prosperity, and the 
rest of his life was little but a series of disasters. His principal 
misfortunes arose from the crimes and calamities of his sons, one 
of whom was an utter reprobate, while the tragic fate of the other 
overwhelmed the father. with anguish. This son, Giovanni 
Battista, also a physician, had contracted an imprudent marriage 
with a girl of indifferent character, Brandonia Seroni, who 
subsequently proved unfaithful to him. The injured husband 
revenged himself with poison; the deed was detected, and the 
exceptional severity of the punishment seems to justify Cardan in 
attributing it to the rancour of his medical rivals, with whom he 
had never at any time been on good terms. The blow all but 
crushed him; his reputation and his practice waned; he addicted 
himself to gaming, a vice to which he had always been prone; 
his mind became unhinged and filled with distempered imagina-
tions. He was ultimately banished from Milan on some accusa-
tion not specified, and although the decree was ultimately 
rescinded, he found it advisable to accept a professorship at 
Bologna (1362). While residing there in moderate comfort, and 
mainly occupied with the composition of supplements to his 
former works, he was suddenly arrested on a charge not stated, 
but in all probability heresy. Though be had always been 
careful to keep on terms with the Church, the bent of his mind 
had been palpably towards free thought, and the circumstance 
had probably attracted the attention of Pius V.. who then ruled 
the Church in the spirit, as he had formerly exercised the func-
tions, of an inquisitor. Through the intercession, as would 
appear, of some influential cardinals, Cardan was released, but 
was deprived of his professorship, prohibited from teaching and 
publishing any further, and removed to Rome, where he spent 
his remaining years in receipt of a pension from the pope. It 
seems to have been urged in his favour that his intellect had been 
disturbed by grief for the loss of his son—an assertion to which 
his frequent hallucinations lent some countenance, though the 
existence of any serious derangement is disproved by the lucidity 
and coherence of his last writings. He occupied his time at 
Rome in the composition of his commentaries, De Vita Propria, 
which, along with a companion treatise, De Libris Propriis, 
is our principal authority for his biography. Though he had 
burned much, he left behind him more than a hundred MSS., 
not twenty of which have been printed. He died at Rome on 
the 21st of September 1576. 

Alike intellectually and morally, Cardan is one of the most 
interesting personages connected with the revival of science in 
Europe. He had no especial bent towards any scientific pursuit, 
but appears as the man of versatile ability, delighting in research 
for its own sake. He possessed the true scientific spirit in 
perfection; nothing, he tells us, among the king of France's 
treasures appeared to him so worthy of admiration as a certain 
natural curiosity which he took for the horn of a unicorn. It has 
been injurious to his fame to have been compelled to labour, 
partly in fields of research where no important discovery was 
then attainable, partly in those where his discoveries could only 
serve as the stepping-stones to others, by which they were 
inevitably eclipsed. His medical career serves as an illustration 
of the former case, and his mathematical of the latter. His 
medical knowledge was wholly empirical; restrained by the 
authority of Galen, and debarred from the practice of anatomy, 
nothing more could be expected than that he should stumble on 
some fortunate nostrums. As a mathematician, on the other 
hand, he effected important advances in science, but such as 
merely paved the way fordiscovcrieswhich have obscured his own. 
From his astrology no results could be expected; but even here 
the scientific character of his mind is displayed in his common-
sense treatment of what usually passed for a mystical and occult 
study. His prognostications are as strictly empirical as his 
prescriptions, and rest quite as much upon the observations 
which he supposed himself to have made in his practice. As 
frequently is the case with men incapable of rightly ordering 
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their own lives, he is full of wisdom and sound advice for others; 
his ethical precepts and practical rules are frequently excellent. 
To complete the catalogue of his accomplishments, he is no 
contemptible poet. 

The work of Cardan's, however, which retains most interest for 
this generation is his autobiography, De Vila Propria. In its 
clearness and frankness of self-revelation this book stands almost 
alone among records of its class. It may be compared with the 
autobiography of another celebrated Italian of the age,Benvenuto 
Cellini, but is much more free from vanity and self-consciousness, 
unless the extreme candour with which Cardan reveals his own 
errors is to be regarded as vanity in a more subtle form. The 
general impression is highly favourable to the writer, whose 
impetuosity and fits of reckless dissipation appear as mere 
exaggerations of the warmth of heart which imparted such 
strength to his domestic affections, and in the region of science 
imparted that passionate devotion to research which could alone 
have enabled him to persevere so resolutely and effect such 
marked advances in such multifarious fields of inquiry. 

Cardan's autobiography has been most ably condensed, and at 
the same time supplemented by information from the general body 
of his writings and other sources, by Henry Morley (Jerome Cardan, 
054, 2 vols). His capital treatises, De Sublilitate and De Varielale 
Reruns. are combined and fully analysed in vol. ii. of Rixner and 
Siber's Leben and Lehrmeinun{en beruhmkr Physiker em Ende des 
xvi. and am Anfange des xvit. Jahrhunderts (Sulzbach, 1820). 
Cardan's works were edited in ten volumes by Sponius (Lyons. 
1663). A biography was prefixed by Gabriel Naude, whose un-
reasonable depreciation has unduly lowered Cardan's character with 
posterity. (R. G.) 

CARDENAS (San Juan de Dior do Cdrdenas), a maritime town 
of Cuba, in Matanzas province, about 75 m. E. of Havana, on the 
level and somewhat marshy shore of a spacious bay of the 
northern coast of the island, sheltered by a long promontory. 
Pop. (19o7) 24,280. It has railway communication with the 
trunk railway of the island, and communicates by regular 
steamers with all the coast towns. The city lies between the sea 
and hills. There are broad streets, various squares (including 
the Plaza de Collin, ith a bronze statue of Columbus given to the 
city by Queen Isabel II. and erected in :862) and substantial 
business buildings. Cardenas is one of the principal sugar-
exporting towns of Cuba. The shallowness of the harbour 
necessitates lighterage and repeated loading of cargoes. The 
surrounding region is famed for its fertility. A large quantity of 
asphalt has been taken from the bed of the harbour. A flow of 
fresh water from the bed of the harbour is another peculiar 
feature; it comes presumably from the outlets of subterranean 
rivers. There is a large United States business element, which 
has been, indeed, prominent in the city ever since its foundation. 
At El Varadcro, on a peninsula at the mouth of the bay, there is 
fine sea-bathing on a long beach, and El Varadero is a winter 
resort. Cardenas was founded in 1828, and in 2861 already had 
12,9/0 inhabitants. In 185o General Narciso Lopez landed here 
on a filibustering expedition, and held the town for a few hours, 
abandoning it when he saw that the people would not rise to 
support him in his efforts to secure Cuban independence. On the 

ith of May 1898 an American torpedo-boat and revenue cutter 
here attacked three Spanish gun-boats, and Ensign Worth 
Bagley (1874-1898) was killed—the first American naval officer 
to lose his life in the Spanish-American War. 

CARDIFF, a city, municipal, county and parliamentary 
borough, seaport and market-town, and the county town of 
Glamorganshire, South Wales, situated on the Taff, m. above 
its outflow, 1451. m. from London by the Great Western railway 
via Badminton, 401 m. W. of Bristol and 451 m. E.S.E. of 
Swansea. Cardiff is also the terminus of both the Taff Vale and 
the Rhymney railways, the latter affording the London & 
North-Western railway access to the town. The Barry line from 
Barry dock joins the Great Western and Taff Vale railways at 
Cardiff, and the Cardiff Railway Company (which owns all the 
docks) has a line from Pontypridd via Llanishen to the docks. 
The Glamorganshire canal, opened in 1794, runs from Cardiff to 
Merthyr Tydfil, with a branch to Aberdare. The increase of the 
population of Cardiff during the 19th century was phenomenal;  

from t87o inhabitants in sflot, and 6187 in 2832 it grew to 
33,954 in x861. The borough, which originally comprised only 
the parishes of St John's and St Mary's, was in 7875 and 1893 
extended so as to include Roath and a large part of Llandaff, 
known as Canton, on the right of the Taff. The whole area was 
united as one civil parish in 1903, and the population in zcior was 
164,333, of whom only about 8% spoke Welsh. 

Probably no town in the kingdom has a nobler group of 
public buildings than those in Cathays Park, which also com-
mands a view of the castle ramparts and the old keep. On 
opposite sides of a fine avenue are the assize courts and new 
town hall (with municipal offices), which are both in the Renais-
sance style. The Glamorgan county council has also a site of 
one acre in the park for offices. 

The University College of South Wales and Monmouthshire, 
founded in 1883, under the principalship of J. Viriarau Jones, for 
some time carried on its work in temporary buildings, pending the 
erection of the commodious and imposing building from the plans 
of Mr W. D. Carne, in Cathays Park, where the registry of the 
university of Wales (of which the college is a constituent) is also 
situated. The Drapers' Company has given irs,soo towards 
building a library, in addition to previous donations to the 
engineering department and the scholarship fund of the college. 
The college has departments for arts, pure and applied science 
and technology, medicine, public health, music, and for the 
training of men and women teachers for elementary and secondary 
schools. Its library includes the Salesbury collection of books 
relating to Wales. Aberdare Hall is a hostel for the women 
students. The Baptist theological college of Pontypool was 
removed to Cardiff in 1895. 

The public library and museum were founded in 1863, but in 
x882 were removed to a new building which was enlarged in 
1896. The library is especially rich in books and MSS. relating 
to Wales and in Celtic literature generally. These comprise the 
Welsh portion of the MSS. which belonged to Sir Thomas 
Philhipps of 1Vliddlehill (induding the Book of Aneurin—one of 
the " Four ancient books of Wales "), purchased for 1,35oo. A 
catalogue of the printed books in the Welsh department, which 
soon became a standard work of reference, was published in 
1898, while a calendar of the Welsh MSS. was issued by the 
Historical MSS. Commission in 1903. There are six branch 
libraries, while a scheme of school libraries has been in operation 
since 1899. The chief features of the museum are collections of 
the fossils, birds and flora of Wales and of obsolete Welsh 
domestic appliances, casts of the pre-Norman monuments of 
Wales, and reproductions of metal and ivory work illustrating 
various periods of art and civilization. There is also a unique 
collection of Swansea and Nantgarw china. The fine arts 
department contains twenty-seven oil paintings by modern 
English and continental artists bequeathed by William Menelaus 
of Dowlais in 1883, the Pyke-Thompson collection of about too 
water-colour paintings presented in 1899, and some 3000 prints 
and drawings relating to Wales. In r9o3 Cardiff was selected 
by a privy council committee to be the site of a state-aided 
national museum for Wales, the whole contents of the museum 
and art gallery, together with a site in Cathays Park, having been 
offered by the corporation for the purpose. A charter providing 
for its government was granted on the 19th of March 1907. la 
Cathays Park there is also a " gorsedd " or bardic circle of huge 
monoliths erected in connexion with the eisteddfod of i899. 

The other public buildings of the town include the infirmary 
founded in 2837, the present buildings being erected in 1883, 
and subsequently enlarged; the sanatorium, the seamen's 
hospital, the South Wales Institute of Mining Engineers (which 
has a library) built in 1894, the exchange, an institute for the 
blind, a school for the deaf and dumb, and one of the two prisons 
for the county (the other being at Swansea). There are a 
technical school, an intermediate school for boys and another for 
girls, a " higher-grade " and a pupil teachers' school. A musical 
festival is held triennially. 

In the business part the building are also for the most 
part imposing and the thoroughfares spacious, while the chid 
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suburban streets are planted with trees. The Taff is spanned 
by two bridges, one a four-arched bridge rebuilt in 1858-1859 
leading to Llandaff, and the other a cantilever with a central 
swinging span of 190 ft. 8 in. 

In virtue of its being the shire-town, Cardiff acquired in '535 
the right to send one representative to parliament, which it did 
until 5832, from which date Cowbridge and Llantrisant have 
been joined with it as contributory boroughs returning one 
member. The great sessions for the county were during their 
whole existence from 1542 to 1830 held at Cardiff, but the 
assizes (which replaced them) have since then been held at 
Swansea and Cardiff alternately, as also are the quarter sessions 
for Glamorgan. The borough has a separate commission of the 
peace, having a stipendiary magistrate since 1858. It was 
granted a separate court of quarter sessions in 1890, it was con-
stituted a county borough in s888, and, by letters patent dated 
the 28th of October 1905, it was created a city and the dignity 
of lord mayor conferred on its chief magistrate. The corporation 
consists of ten aldermen and thirty councillors, and the area of 
the municipal borough is 8408 acres. 

Under powers secured in 1884, the town obtains its chief water 
supply from a gathering ground near the sources of the Taff on 
the old red sandstone beyond the northern out-crop of the 
mineral basin and on the southern slopes of the Brecknock 
Beacons. Here two reservoirs of a combined capacity of 668 
million gallons have been constructed, and a conduit some 36 m. 
long laid to Cardiff at a total cost of about Li,250,000. A third 
reservoir is authorized. A gas company, first incorporated in 
1837, supplies the city as well as Llandaff and Penarth with gas, 
but the corporation also supplies electric power both for lighting 
and working the tramways, which were purchased from a private 
company in 1898. The city owned in r905 about 290 acres 
of parks and " open spaces," the chief being Roath Park of zoo 
acres (including a botanical garden of 15 acres), Llandaff fields of 
7o acres, and Cathays Park of 6o acres, which was acquired 
in Toss mainly with the view of placing in it the chief public 
buildings of the town. 

Commerce and Industries. —Edward II.'s charter of 1324 
indicates that Cardiff had become even then a trading and 
shipping centre of some importance. It enjoyed a brief existence 
as a staple town from 1327 to 1332. During the reigns of Eliza-
beth and James I. it was notorious as a resort of pirates, while 
some of the ironfounders of the district were suspected of secretly 
supplying Spain with ordnance. It was for centuries a " head 
port," its limits extending from Chepstow to Llanelly; in the 
18th century it sank to the position of " a creek " of the port 
of Bristol, but about 1840 it was made independent, its limits 
for customs' purposes being defined as from the Rum ncy estuary 
to Nash Point, so that technically the "port of Cardiff " includes 
Barry and Penarth as well as Cardiff proper. Down to the end 
of the !Mb century there was only a primitive quay on the river 
side for shipping purposes. Coal was brought down from the 
hills on the backs of mules, and iron carried in two-ton wagons. 
In 1798 the first dock (12 acres in extent) was constructed at 
the terminus of the Glamorgan canal from Merthyr. The com-
mercial greatness of Cardiff is due to the vast coal and iron 
deposits of the country drained by the Taff and Rhymney, 
between whose outlets the town is situated. But a great impetus 
to its development was given by the 2nd marquess of Bute, who 
has often been described as the second founder of Cardiff. In 
1830 he obtained the first act for the construction of a dock, 
which (now known as the West Bute dock) was opened in 1839 
and measures (with its basin) 191 acres. The opening of the Taff 
Vale railway in 5840 and of the South Wales railway to Cardiff 
in 1850 necessitated further accommodation, and the trustees 
of the marquess (who died in 1848) began in i851 and opened in 
1855 the East Bute dock and basin measuring 46¢ acres. The 
Rhymney railway to Cardiff was completed in 1858 and the trade 
of the port so vastly increased that the shipment of coal and coke 
went up from 4562 tons in 1839 to 1,796,000 tons in 1860. In 
5864 the Bute trustees unsuccessfully sought powers for con-
structing three additional docks to cost two millions sterling, but  

under the more limited powers granted in 1866, the Roath basin 
(12 acres) was opened in 1874, and (under a substituted act 
of 1882) the Roach dock (33 acres) was opened in 1887. All these 
docks were constructed by the Bute family at a cost approaching 
three millions sterling. Still they fell far short of the requirements 
of the district for in 1865 the Taff Vale Railway Company opened 
a dock of 26 acres under the headland at Penarth, while in 1884 
a group of colliery owners, dissatisfied with their treatment at 
Cardiff, obtained powers to construct docks at Barry which are 
now 114 acres in extent. The Bute trustees in i885 acquired the 
Glamorgan canal and its dock, and in the following year obtained 
an act for vesting their various docks and the canal in a company 
now known as the Cardiff Railway Company. The South Bute 
dock of 501 acres, authorized in 1894 and capable of accommodat-
ing the largest vessels afloat, was opened in 1907, bringing the 
whole dock area of Cardiff (including timber ponds) to about 
2 10 acres. There are also ten private graving and floating docks 
and one public graving dock. There is ample equipment of fixed 
and movable staiths and cranes of various sizes up to 70 tons, 
the Lewis-Hunter patent cranes being largely used for shipping 
coal owing to their minimizing the breakage of coal and securing 
its even distribution. The landing of foreign cattle is permitted 
by the Board of Trade, and there arc cattle lairs and abattoirs 
near the Cardiff wharf. The total exports of the Cardiff docks 
in 1906 amounted to 8,767,502 tons, of which 8, 433, 629 tons were 
coal, coke and patent fuel, 151,912 were iron and steel and their 
manufactures, and 185,076 tons of general merchandise. What 
Cardiff lacks is a corresponding import trade, for its imports in 
5906 amounted to only 2,108,133 tons, of which the chief items 
were iron ore (895,610 tons), pit-wood (303,407), grain and 
flour (298,197). Taking " the port of Cardiff " in its technical 
sense as including Barry and Penarth, it is the first port in the 
kingdom- for shipping cleared to foreign countries and British 
possessions, second in the kingdom for its timber imports, and 
first in the world for shipment of coal. 

The cast moors, stretching towards the outlet of the Rhymney 
river, have become an important metallurgical quarter. Copper 
works were established here in 1866, followed long after by tin. 
stamping and enamel works. In 1888 the Dowlais Iron Company 
(now Messrs Guest, Keen & Nettlefold, Ltd.) acquired here some 
ninety acres on which were built four blast furnaces and six 
Siemens' smelting furnaces. There are also in the city several 
large grain mills and breweries, a biscuit factory, wire and hemp 
roperies, fuel works, general foundries and engineering works. 
At Ely, 31 m. out of Cardiff, there are also breweries, a small 
tin works and large paper works. The newspapers of Cardiff 
include two weeklies, the Cardiff Times and Weekly Mail, 
founded in 1857 and 187o respectively, two morning dailies, 
tho South Wales Daily News and IVestern Mail, established in 
1872 and 1869 respectively, and two evening dailies. 

History and Historic Buildings. — In documents of the first 
half of the 12th century the name is variously spelt as Kairdif. 
Cairti and Kardid. The Welsh form of the name, Cacrdydd 
(pronounced Caerdecth, with the accent on the second syllable) 
suggests that the name means " the fort of (Aulus ?) Didius," 
rather than Cacr DM (" the fortrets on the Taff "), which is 
nowhere found (except in Leland), though Caer Dyv once existed 
as a variant. No traces have been found of any pre-Roman 
settlement at Cardiff. Excavations carried out by the marquess 
of Bute from 1889 onward furnished for the first time conclusive 
proof that Cardiff had been a Roman station, and also revealed 
the sequence of changes which it had subsequently undergone. 
There was first, on the site occupied by the present castle, a 
camp of about ten acres, probably constructed after the conquest 
of the Silures A.D. 75-77, so as to command the passage of the 
Taff, which was here crossed by the Via Maritima running from 
Gloucester to St David's. In later Roman times there were 
added a series of polygonal bastions, of the type found at Caer-
went. To this period also belongs the massive rampart, over 
so ft. thick, and the north gateway, one of the most perfect 
Roman gateways in Great Britain. After the departure of 
the Romans the walls became ruinous or were partly pulled down, 
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perhaps by sea rovers from the north. In this period of anarchy 
the native princes of Glamorgan had their principal demesne, 
not at the camp but a mile to the north at Llystalybont, now 
merely a thatched farmhouse, while some Saxon invaders threw 
up within the camp a large moated mound on which the Normans 
about the beginning of the 12th. century built the great shell-
keep which is practically all that remains of their original 
castle. Its builder was probably Robert, earl of Gloucester, who 
also built Bristol castle. Then or possibly even earlier the old 
rampart was for two-thirds of its circuit buried under enormous 
earthworks, the remainder being rebuilt. It was in the keep, 
and not, as tradition says, in the much later " Black Tower " 
(also called " Duke Robert's Tower "), that Robert, duke of 
Normandy, was imprisoned by order of his brother Henry I. 
from 1108 until his death in 1134. Considerable additions of 
later date, in the Decorated and Perpendicular styles, are due 
to the Despensers and to Beauchamp, earl of Warwick, while the 
present residential part is of various dates ranging from the 15th 
century down to the last half of the 19th, when a thorough 
restoration, including the addition of a superbly ornamented 
clock-tower, was carried out. The original ditch, about 20 yds. 
wide, still exists on three sides, but it. is now converted into a 
" feeder " for the docks and canal. Geoffrey of Monmouth was 
at one time chaplain of the castle, where he probably wrote 
some of his works. The scene of the " sparrow-hawk " tourna-
ment, described in Gcraint and Enid, one of the Arthurian 
romances, is laid at Cardiff. 

On the conquest of the district by the Normans under Fitz 
Hamon, Cardiff became the caput of the seigniory of Glamorgan, 
and the castle the residence of its lords. The castle and lordship 
descended by heirship, male and female, through the families 
of De Clare, Despenser, Beauchamp and Neville to Richard III., 
on whose fall they escheated to the Crown,and were granted later, 
first to Jasper Tudor, and finally by Edward VI. in 1550 to Sir 
William Herbert, afterwards created Baron Herbert of Cardiff 
and earl of Pembroke. Through the daughter and grand-
daughter of the 7th earl the castle and estates became the 
property of the 1st marquess of Bute (who was created 
Baron Cardiff in 1776), to whose direct descendant they now 
belong. 

The town received its earliest known grant of municipal 
privileges sometime before 1147 from Fitz Hamon's successor 
and son-in-law Robert, earl of Gloucester. In 1284 the inhabit-
ants petitioned the burgesses of Hereford for a certified copy of 
the customs of the latter town, and these furnished a model 
for the later demands of the growing community at Cardiff from 
its lords, while Cardiff in turn furnished the model for the 
Glamorgan towns such as Heath and Kenfig. In 1324 Edward II. 
granted a number of exemptions to Cardiff and other towns in 
South Wales, and this grant was confirmed by Edward HI. 
in 1359, Henry IV. in 1400, Henry VI. in 1452, and Edward IV. 
in 1 465. 

Its most important early charter was that granted in 1340 
by Hugh lc Despenser, whereby the burgesses acquired the right 
to nominate persons from whom the constable of the castle 
should select a bailiff and other officers, two ancient fairs, held 
on the 29th of June and 19th of September, were confirmed, 
and extensive trading privileges were granted, including the 
right to form a merchant gild. A charter granted in 1421 by 
Richard de Beauchamp provided that the town should be 
governed by twelve elected aldermen, but that the constable 
of the castle should be mayor. In 1581 Queen Elizabeth granted 
a confirmatory charter to the mayor and bailiffs direct without 
reference to the lord of the castle. The town was treated as a 
borough by prescription until 1608, when James I. confirmed 
its status by express incorporation, adding also to its rights of 
self-government, and granting it a third fair (on the 3oth of 
November). In 1687 the town surrendered this charter to James 
II., who in a substituted one, which, however, was never acted 
upon, reserved to the Crown the right of removing any member 
of the corporation from office. The first step towards the modern 
improvement of the town was taken in 1774, when a special act  

was obtained for the purpose. Nineteen private acts and 
provisional orders were obtained during the i9th century. 

Among the many early English kings who visited or passed 
through Cardiff was Henry II., on whom in 117r, outside St 
Piran's chapel (which has long since disappeared), was urged 
the duty of Sunday observance. About 1153, Ivor Bich (or 
the Little), a neighbouring Welsh chieftain, seized the castle 
and for a time held William, earl of Gloucester, and the countess 
prisoners in the hills. In 1404 Owen Glendower burnt the town, 
except the quarters of the Friars Minors. In 1645, after the 
battle of Naseby, Charles I. visited the town, which until then 
had been mainly Royalist, but about a month later was taken 
by the Parliamentarians. In 1648, a week after the Royalists 
had been decisively defeated by Colonel Horton at St Fagan's, 
4 m. west of Cardiff, Cromwell passed through the town on his 
way to Pembroke. 

Outside the north-west angle of the castle, Richard de Clare 
in 1256 founded a Dominican priory, which was burnt by Glen-
dower in 1404. Though rebuilt, the building fell into decay 
after the Dissolution. The site was excavated in z887. Outside 
the north-east angle a Franciscan friary was founded in 128o 
by Gilbert de Clare,which at the Dissolution became the residence 
of a branch of the Herbert family. Its site was explored in :896. 
The only other building of historic interest is the church of St 
John the Baptist, which is in the Perpendicular style, its fine 
tower having been built about 1443 by Hart, who also built 
the towers of Wrexham and St Stephen's, Bristol. In the 
Herbert chapel is a fine altar tomb of two brothers of the family. 
A sculptured stone reredos by W. Goscombe John was erected 
in 1896. The original church of St Mary's, at the mouth of the 
river, was swept away by a tidal wave in 1607: Wordsworth 
took this as a subject for a sonnet. 

In 1555 Rawlins White, a fisherman, was burnt at Cardiff 
for his Protestantism, and in 1679 two Catholic priests were 
executed for recusancy. Cardiff was the birthplace of Chrnto-
pher Love (b. 1618), Puritan author, and of William Erbury, 
sometime vicar of St Mary's in the town, who, with his curate, 
Walter Cradock,were among the founders of Welsh nonconformity. 

As to Roman Cardiff see articles by J. Ward in the Arckaeologia 
for i9ot (vol. Ivii.), and in Archaeologea Carnbrensis for t9o8. As 
to the castle and the Black and Gray Friars see Archaeologic' Caw-
&en:is, 3rd series, viii. 25t (reprinted in Clark's Medieval Military 
Architecture), 5th series, vi. 97; vii. 283; xvii. 55; 6th series. 69. 
The charters of Cardiff and " Materials for a History of the County 
Borough from the Earliest Times" were published by order of the 
corporation in Cardiff Records (5 vols., 1898. sqq.). See also a 
Handbook of Cardiff and District, prepared for the use of the British 
Association, 189t; Cardiff, an Illustrated Handbook. 1896: the 
Annual Report of the Cardiff Chamber of Commerce; the Calesular 
of the University College. (D. Lt. T.) 

CARDIGAN, JAMES THOMAS BRUDENELL, Ira EARL 07 
(1797-1868), English lieutenant-general, son of the 6th earl 
of Cardigan (the title dating from 1661), was born at Hambleden, 
Bucks, on the ,6th of October 1797. He studied for several 
terms at Christ Church, Oxford; and in t818 entered parliament. 
He entered the army in 1824 as cornet in the 8th Hussars, and 
was promoted within eight years, by purchase, to be lieutenant-
colonel in the 15th Hussars. With this regiment he made himself 
one of the most unpopular of commanding officers. He gave the 
reins to his natural overbearing and quarrelsome temper, treating 
his men with excessive rigour and indulging in unscrnpulms 
licentiousness. Within two years he held toy courts-martial 
and made more than 70o arrests, although the actual strength 
of his regiment was only 35o men. In consequence of one of his 
numerous personal quarrels, he left the regiment in 1834; but 
two years later, at the urgent entreaty of his father, he was 
appointed to the command of the t t th Hussars. He played 
the same part as before, and was censured for it; but he was 
allowed to retain his post, and the discipline and equipment of 
his regiment, in which he took great pride, and on which he spent 
large sums of money, received high commendation from the duke 
of Wellington. He succeeded to the peerage on the death of his 
father in August 1837. In September 184o Lord Cardigan 
fought a duel, on Wimbledon common, with one of his own 
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Amts. The latter was wounded, and Lord Cardigan was tried 
before the House of Lords on a charge of feloniously shooting his 
adversary. But the trial was a mere sham, and on a trivial 
technical ground he was acquitted. In 1854, at the outbreak 
of the Crimean War, he was appointed to the command of the 
Ight cavalry brigade, with the rank of major-general, and he 
spent a very large sum in the purchase of horses and on the 
equipment of his regiment. He took a prominent part in the 
early actions of the campaign, and displayed throughout the 
greatest personal courage and the greatest recklessness in exposing 
his men. In the charge of the light brigade at Balaklava (q.v.) 
he was the first man to reach the line of the Russian guns; and 
Cardigan and his men alike have been credited by the bitterest 
critics of the charge with splendid daring and unquestioning 
obedience to orders. At the close of the war he was created 
K.C.B., and was appointed inspector-general of cavalry, and this 
post be held till 186o. In 1863 he engaged without success in 
legal proceedings against an officer who had published an account 
of Balaklava which the earl held to contain a reflection on his 
military character. He attained the rank of lieutenant-general 
in :86i. He was twice married, in 1826 and 1858, but had 
no children. On his death, which took place on the 28th of 
March 186S, the family titles (including the English barony of 
Brudenell, a. 1628) passed to his relative, the second marquess 
of Ailesbury. 

CARDIGAN (Aberteifi), a seaport, market-town and municipal 
borough, and the county town of Cardiganshire, Wales, pictur-
esquely situated on the right bank of the Teifi about 3 m. above 
its mouth. Pop. (19o1) 3511. It is connected by an ancient 
stone bridge with the suburb of Bridgend on the southern or 
Pembroke bank of the river. It is the terminal station of the 
Whitland-Cardigan branch of the Great Western railway. 
Owing to the bar at the estuary of the Teifi, the shipping trade is 
inconsiderable, but there are brick-works and foundries in the 
town; and as the centre of a large agricultural district, Cardigan 
market is well attended. There is a curious local custom of 
mixing " culm," a compound of clay and small coal, in the streets. 
The town has for the most part a modem and prosperous ap-
pearance. Two bastions with some of the curtain wall of the 
ancient castle remain, whilst the dwelling-house known as 
Castle Green contains part of a drum tower, and some vaulted 
chambers of the 13th century. The chancel of the Priory 
church of St Mary is an interesting specimen of early Perpen-
dicular work, and the elaborate tracery of its fine east window 
contains some fragments of ancient stained glass. It is the only 
existing portion of a Benedictine house which was originally 
founded by Prince Rhys ap Griffith in the 12th century. 

Although a Celtic settlement doubtless existed near the mouth 
of the Teifi from an early period, it was not until Norman times 
that Cardigan became a place of importance. Its castle was 
first erected by Roger de Montgomery about the year too, and 
throughout the 12th and 13th centuries this stronghold of Car-
digan played no small part in the constant warfare between 
Welsh and English, either side from time to time gaining posses-
sion of the castle and the small town dependent on it. In 1136 
the English army under Randolf, earl of Chester, was severely 
defeated by the Welsh at Cnlg Mawr, now called Bank-y-Warren, 
a rounded hill 2 m. north-east of the town. During the latter 
part of the 12th century the castle became the residence of Rhys 
ap Griffith, prince and justiciar of South Wales (d. 1196), who 
kept considerable state within its walls, and entertained here in 

188 Archbishop Baldwin and Giraldus Cambrensis during their 
preaching of the Third Crusade. In 1284 Edward I. spent a 
month in the castle, settling the affairs of South Wales. This 
famous pile was finally taken and destroyed by the Parliamen-
tarian Major-General Laughame in 1645. The lordship, castle 
and town of Cardigan formed part of the dower bestowed on 
Queen Catherine of Aragon by King Henry VII. Henry VIII.'s 
charter of 1542 confirmed earlier privileges granted by Edward I. 
and other monarchs, and provided for the government of the 
town by a duly elected mayor, two bailiffs and a coroner. In 
1487 the assizes and quarter sessions were removed hence to 

Lampcter, which has a more central position in the county 
Cardigan was declared a parliamentary borough in 1536, but in 
1885 its representation was merged in that of the county. 

CARDIGANSHIRE (Ccrcdigion, Str Abcrtci(i), a county of 
South Wales, bounded N. by Merioneth, E. by Montgomery, 
Radnor and Brecon, S. by Carmarthen and Pembroke, and W. by 
Cardigan Bay of the Irish Sea. It has an area of 688 sq. m., so 
that it ranks fifth in size of the Welsh countries. The whole of 
Cardiganshire is hilly or undulating, with the exception of the 
great bogs of Borth and Trcgaron, but the mountains generally 
have little grandeur in their character; Plinlimmon itself, on 
the boundary of the county with Montgomeryshire, in spite of its 
elevation of 2463 ft., being singularly deficient in boldness of 
outline. Of other hills, only Tregaron Mountain (r778 ft.) 
exceeds too ft. in height. Of the rivers by far the most im-
portant is the Teifi, or Tivy, which rises above Tregaron in Llyn 
Teifi, one of a group of tiny lakes which are usually termed 
the Teifi Pools, and flows southward through the county as far 
as Lampeter, forming from this point onwards its southern 
boundary. A succession of deep pools and rushing shallows, the 
Teifi has from the earliest times been celebrated for the quantity 
and quality of its salmon, which are netted in great numbers on 
Cardigan Bar. Trout and sewin (a local species of sea-trout) are 
also plentiful, so that the Teifi is much frequented by anglers. 
This river is also believed to have been the last British haunt of 
the beaver (otongc, lost-Ilydan), for the slaying of which a very 
heavy penalty was exacted by the old royal laws of Wales. 
Giraldus Cambrensis, Michael Drayton, and other writers allude 
to this circumstance, though at what date the beaver became 
extinct in these waters is quite uncertain. On the Teifi may 
frequently be observed fishermen in coracles. Other rivers 
worthy of mention are the Dovey (Dyfi), separating Cardigan 
from Merioneth in the extreme north; the Rheidol and the 
Ystwyth, which rise in Plinlimmon; and.the Acron, which has its 
source in Llyn Eiddwen, a pool in the hilly district known as 
Mynydd Bach. All these streams flow westward into Cardigan 
Bay. 

The valley of the Teifi presents many points of great beauty 
and interest between Llandyssul and the sea. The rapids of 
Henllan, the falls of Cenarth and the wooded cliffs of Coed-
more constitute some of the finest scenery in South Wales. 
The valley of the Acron is well wooded and fertile, while the 
Rheidol contains amidst striking surroundings the famous 
cascade spanned by the Devil's Bridge, which is known to the 
Welsh as Pont-ar-Fynach (the Monks' Bridge). 

Geology.—The rocks of Cardiganshire consist of shales, slates and 
grits which have been folded and uptilted so that nowhere do they 
retain their original horizontality. They belong entirely to the 
Ordovician and Silurian periods; they have yielded few fossils, 
and much work remains to be done upon them before the strati-
graphical subdivisions can be clearly defined. Many metalliferous 
lodes occur in the rocks, and the lead mines have long been famous; 
it was from the profits of his mining speculations, carried on chiefly 
in this county, that the celebrated Sir Hugh Myddleton was enabled 
to carry out his gigantic project for supplying London with water 
by means of the New River. Copper and zinc ores have also been 
obtained. Trcgaron is the centre of the mining district, and the 
Lisburne, Goginan and Cwm Ystwyth mines arc among the most 

important. have been worked at Devil's Bridge, Corris. Strata 
Florida, Goginan, &c. Glacial drift occupies some of the lower 
ground, and peaty bogs are common on the mountains. A small 
tract of blown sand lies at the mouth of the river Dovey. 

Industricr.—The climate on the coast is mild and salubrious, 
but that of the hill country is cold, bleak and rainy. The 
cultivated crops consist of oats, wheat, barley, turnips and 
potatoes; and in the lower districts on the coast, especially in 
the neighbourhood of Cardigan, Aberaeron and Llanrhystyd, 
good crops are raised. The uplands are mostly covered by wild 
heathy pastures, which afford good grazing for Welsh mountain 
sheep and ponies. The country has long been celebrated for its 
breed of " Cardiganshire cobs," for which high prices are often 
obtained from English dealers, who frequent the local horse 
fairs, especially Dalis Fair at Lampeter. Cattle, sheep, pigs, 
butter, oats, wool, flannel and coarse slates form the principal 
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articles of export. Hand-looms are by no means uncommon in 
the remote parts of the country, and clog-making of alder wood 
meets a local demand. The North Cardiganshire lead-mines, of 
which the Lisburne, Goginan and Cwm Ystwyth mines are the 
most noted, have been famous, and are said to have been worked 
by the Romans. Some of the lead raised is very rich in silver, 
and in the 17th century so great was the amount of silver obtained 
that a mint for coining it was erected by virtue of letters patent 
at Aberystwyth. 

Contmunications.—The railways within the county are the 
Cambrian, by means of which access is given to Aberystwyth 
from all parts of the kingdom; and the former Manchester & 
Milford line, which runs south from Aberystwyth by Lampeter 
to Pencadcr, and has been acquired by the Great Western 
railway. The lower valley of the Teifi, or Tivyside, is reached by 
means of two branch lines of the Great Western railway—one 
from Whitland to Cardigan, and the other from Pencader to 
Llandyssul and Newcastle-Emlyn. 

Population and Administration.—The area of the administra-
tive county is 443,072 acres, with a population in 2891 of 63,467, 
and in 1901 of 60,237. The municipal boroughs are Aberystwyth 
(pop. 8023), Cardigan (3521) and Lampeter (1722). Aberacron 
and New Quay arc urban districts. Other towns are Tregaron 
(1509), an ancient but decayed market-town in a wild boggy 
district; Abemeron (1331), a small seaport, and Llandyssul 
(2800 a rising place on the Teifi with woollen factories. In 
modern times several small watering-places have sprung up on 
the coast, notably at Borth, New Quay, Tresaith, Aberporth and 
Gwbert. Quarter sessions are held at Lampetcr, and here also 
are held the assizes for the county, which lies in the South Wales 
circuit. The county returns one member of parliament, and has 
no parliamentary borough. Ecclesiastically it lies wholly in the 
diocese of St David's, and contains sixty-six parishes. 

History.— In spite cf its poverty and sparse population, 
Cardiganshire has never ceased to play a prominent part in 
all Welsh political, literary and educational movements. The 
early history of the district is obscure, but at the time of the 
Roman invasion it was tenanted by the Dimetae, a Celtic tribe, 
within whose limits was comprised the greater portion of the 
south-west of Wales. After the departure of the Romans, the 
whole basin of the Teifi eventually fell into the power of Ceredig, 
son of Cunedda Wledig of North Wales; and the district, 
peopled with his subjects and nearly co-extensive with the 
existing shire, obtained the name of Ceredigion, later corrupted 
into Cardigan. During the nth and 6th centuries Ceredigion was 
largely civilized by Celtic missionaries, notably by St David and 
St Padarn, the latter of whom founded a bishopric at Llanbadarn 
Fawr, which in the 8th century became merged in the see of St 
David's. Two important local traditions, evidently based on 
fact, are associated with this remote em:—the inundation of the 
Cantref-y-Gwaelod and the synod of Llanddewi Brefi. The 
Cantref-y-Gwaelod (the lowland Hundred), a large tract of flat 
pasture-land containing sixteen townships, and protected from 
the inroad of the sea by sluices, was suddenly submerged at an 
uncertain date about the year soo. The legend of its destruc-
tion declares that Seithenyn, the drunken keeper of the sluices, 
carelessly let in the waters of the bay, with the result that the 
land was lost for ever, and Prince Gwyddno and his son Elphin, 
with all their subjects, were forced to migrate to the wild region 
of Snowdon. This tale has ever been a favourite theme with 
Welsh bards, so that " the sigh of Gwyddno when the wave 
turned over his land " remains a familiar figure of speech through-
out Wales. In support of this story it may be mentioned that 
there are indications of submerged dwellings and roads (e.g. the 
Sam Cynfelin and Sam Badrig) between the mouth of the Dovey 
and Cardigan Head. The famous synod of Brefi, an historical 
fact clouded by miraculous details, probably took place early in 
the 6th century, when at a largely attended meeting of the 
Welsh clergy held at Brefi, near the source of the Teifi, St David's 
eloquence for ever silenced the champions of the Pelagian heresy. 
In the zoth and tsth centuries the coast of Ceredigion suffered 
much from the inroads of the Danes, and in later times of the 

Normans and Flemings; but on the whole the native inhabitants 
seem to have maintained a successful resistance. By the dose of 
the r th century most of Ceredigion had been reduced by the 
Normans, and during the rath and 13th centuries it formed • 
favourite battle ground between the Welsh princes and the 
English forces. By the Statutes of Rhuddlan (1284) Edward L 
constituted Ceredigion out of the former principality of Walesa 
shire on the English model, dividing the new county into sit 
hundreds and fixing the assizes at Carmarthen. By the act of 
Union in the reign of Henry VIII., the boundaries of the county 
were subsequently enlarged to their present size by the addition 
of certain outlying portions of the Marches round Trcgaron and 
Cardigan, and the assizes were assigned to the county town. 
During the rebellion of Owen Glendower in the opening years of 
the esth century, the county was again disturbed, and Owen fot 
a short time actually held a court in Aberystwyth Castle. In 
the year 1485, according to local tradition, Henry of Richmond 
marched through South Cardiganshire on his way to Bosworth 
Field, and he is stated to have raised recruits round LJamrth 
where the old mansion of Wem, still standing, is pointed out as 
his halting-place on this occasion. Under Henry VIII. Cardigan-
shire was for the first time empowered to send a representative 
member to parliament, and under Mary the same privilege 
was extended to the boroughs. During the Great Rebellion the 
county—which possessed at least three leading Parliamentarians 
in the persons of Sir John Vaughan, of Crosswood, afterwards 
chief justice of the common pleas; Sir Richard Pryse, of 
Gogerddan; and James Philippe, of Cardigan Priory—seems to 
have been less Royalist in its sympathies than other parts of 
Wales. At this time the castles of Cardigan and Aberystwyth, 
both held in the name of King Charles, were reduced to ruins 
by the Cromwellian army. In the 18th century the Methodist 
movement found great support in the county; in fact, Daniel 
Rowland (1713-1790), curate of Llangeitho, was one of the chief 
leaders of this important revival. The 19th century witnessed 
the foundation of two important educational centres in the 
county:—St David's College at Lampeter (1827), and one of the 
three colleges of the university of Wales at Aberystwyth (1872) 
In the years 2842-1843 the county was much disturbed by the 
Rebecca Riots, during which a large number of turnpike gates 
were destroyed by local mobs. Forty-five years later it was 
affected by the Welsh agrarian agitation against payment of 
tithe, which produced some scenes of violence against the &s-
training police, especially in the district round Llangranog. 

Chief amongst the county families of Cardigan is that of Lloyd, 
descendants of the powerful Cadif or ap Dinawal, lord of Castle 
Howell, in the lath century. Certain branches of this family, 
such as the Lloyds of Millfield (Maes-y-felin), the Lloyds of 
Llanlyr and the Lloyds of Peterwell, are extinct, but others are 
still flourishing. The family of Vaughan of Crosswood, or 
Trawscoed (now represented by the earl of Lisburne), has held its 
family estates in the male line for many centuries. A representa-
tive in the female line of the ancient house of Pryse, long 
prominent in the annals of the rout ty, still possesses the old 
family seat of Gogerddan. Other families worthy of mention 
are Lloyd of Bronwydd, Powell of Nanteos and Johnes of Haled 
and Llanfair-Clydogau. 

Antiquities. — Scattered over all parts of the county are 
numerous British or early medieval tumuli and camps. Traces 
of the ancient Roman road, the Via Oceidentalis—called by the 
Welsh Sarn Helen, a corruption of Sara Lkon, Road of the 
Legion—are to be found in the eastern districts of the county: 
and at Llanio are to be seen what are perhaps the remains of 
the Roman military station of Loventium. There are also 
various inscribed and incised stones, of which good examples 
exist in the churchyards of Llanbadarn Fawr and Liam:kind 
Brefi. In buildings of interest Cardiganshire is singularly 
deficient. Besides the ruins of Aberystwyth and Cardigan 
Castles, and of Strata Florida Abbey, there is a large cruciform 
church of the lath century at Llanbadarn Faun.; whilst the 
massive parish church of Llanddewi Brefi once formed part of 
the minster of a prebendal college founded by Bishop Beck of 
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St David's towards the close of the 13th century. Tregaron, 
Llanwenog, Llandyssul and Llanarth own parish churches with 
western towers of early date, but for the most part the ecclesi-
astical structures of Cardiganshire are small in size and mean in 
appearance, and many of them were entirely rebuilt during the 
latter half of the 19th century. The little church of Egiwys 
Newydd, near the Devil's Bridge, contains one of Sir Francis 
Chantrey's masterpieces, a white marble group in memory of 
Mariamne Mines (ilia), the daughter of Thomas johns, of 
Hafod (1748-1816), the translator of Froissart. 

Customs, etc.—The old Welsh costume, customs and super-
stitions are fast disappearing, although they linger in remote 
districts such as the neighbourhood of Llangeitho. The steeple-
crowned beaver hat has practically vanished, although it was in 
general use within living memory; but the short petticoat and 
overskirt (pais -a-gdm -bdck), the frilled mob-cap, little check 
shawl and buckled shoes are still worn by many of the older 
women. Of peculiarly Welsh customs, the bidding (gwahoddiad) 
is not quite extinct in the county. The bidding was a formal 
invitation sent by a betrothed pair through a bidder (gwakoddurr) 
to request the presence and gifts of all their neighbours at the 
forthcoming marriage. All presents sent were duly registered in a 
book with a view to repayment, when a similar occasion should 
arise in the case of the donors. When printing became cheap 
and common, the services of the professional bidder were often 
dispensed with, and instead printed leaflets were circulated. 
The curious horse wedding (priodas ceifylas) at which the man 
and his friends pursued the future bride to the church porch on 
horseback, and then returned home at full gallop, became 
obsolete before the end of the 19th century. Of the practices 
connected with death, the wake, or watching of the corpse, alone 
remains; but the habit of attending funerals, even those of 
Strangers, is still popular with both sexes, so that a funeral pro-
cession in Cardiganshire is often,  a very imposing sight. Nearly 
all the old superstitions, once so prevalent, concerning the fairies 
(tyhrrylk kg) and fairy rings, goblins (bwbachod), and the teulu, or 
phantom funeral, are rapidly dying out; but in the corpse candle 
(caswil carph), a mysterious light which acts as a death-portent 
and is traditionally connected with St David, are still found many 
believers. 

Aurnoarrits—Sir S. R. Meyrick, History and Antiquities of 
Cardiganshire (London. 1806); Rev: G. Eyre Evans, Cardiganshire 
mod its Antiquities . (Aberystwyth, 1903); E. R. Hornell-Turner, 
Walks and Wanderings in County Cardigan (Bingley). 

CARDINAL (Lat. cardinalis), in the Roman Church, the title of 
the highest dignitaries next to the pope. The cardinals constitute 
the council or senate of the sovereign pontiff, his auxiliaries in the 
general government of the Church; it is they who act as ad-
ministrators of the Church during a vacancy of the Holy See and 
elect the new pope. Together they constitute a spiritual body 
called the Sacred College. The dignity of cardinal is not an 
essential part of the legal constitution of the Church; it is a 
reflection of and participation in the sovereign dignity of the 
Head of the Church, by the chief clergy of the Church of Rome. 
The present position is the result of a long process of evolution, of 
which there are several interesting survivals. 

The name is derived from cards, hinge; like many other words 
(the word pope in particular) it was originally of a more general 
application, before it was reserved exclusively to the members of 
the Sacred College, and the word is still used adjectivally in the 
sense of pre-eminent or that on which everything else " hinges." 
As early as the 6th century we find mentioned, in the letters 
of St Gregory, cardinal bishops and priests. This expression 
signifies clergy who are attached to their particular church in a 
stable relation, as a door is attached to a building by its hinges 
(see Thomassin, Vdtes et soya discip& vol. x, lib. ii. cap. 113-115). 
Moreover, this sense is still preserved in the present day in the 
expressions incardinatio, excardinatio, which signify the act by 
which a bishop permanently attaches a foreign cleric to his 
diocese, or allows one of his own clergy to leave his diocese in 
order to belong to another. For a long time, too, the superior 
clergy, and especially the canons of cathedrals or the heads of  

important churches, were cordinater (see examples in Du Cange, 
Glossarist's, s.v.). Gradually, however, this title was confined by 
usage to the Roman cardinals, until Pius V., by his constitution 
of the 15th of February 1568, reserved it to them exclusively. 

The grouping of the cardinals into a body called the Sacred 
College, the College of Cardinals, is connected, in the case at 
least of cardinal priests, with the ancient presbyterium, 
which existed in each church from the earliest times. Jac 

The Sacred College as such was not, however, de- cork. 
finitively constituted until the uniting of the three 
orders of cardinals into a single body, the body which was to 
elect the pope; and this only took place in the 12th century. 
Up till that time the elements remained distinct, and there were 
separate classes: the " Roman " bishops, i.e. bishops of sees 
near Rome, presbyters of the " titles " (Midi). of Rome, and 
deacons of the Roman Church. Nowadays, the Sacred College is 
still composed of three orders or categories: cardinal bishops, 
cardinal priests, and cardinal deacons. But the process of evolu-
tion has not been the same in the case of all these orders. 

Cardinal bishops are the bishops of suburbicarian churches, 
situated in the immediate neighbourhood of Rome. Very 
early we find them assisting the pope in his ritual 
functions and in dealing with important business; Cnra  
they formed a kind of permanent synod (cf. the 
arrolior lobarcriera of Constantinople); and they also took the 
place of the pope in the ceremonies of the liturgy, excepting the 
most important ones, and especially in the service of the cathedral 
at Rome, the Lateran. A passage from the life of Stephen II. 
(A.D. 769), in the Libor Posisficalis (ed. Duchesne, f. p. 478), 
shows clearly that they were seven in number and served for 
a week in turn: His cotestitseit at omni dominico die a sepkm 
Episcopis cardinalibus hebdomadariis, qui in eccleria Saloatoris 
(the Lateran) observant, missarum solemnia super attire Beall 
Petri cekbrarerstur. They were called " cardinal bishops of the 
Lateran church," as recorded by St Peter Damian in 1o58 (Ep. 1, 
lib. Their sees are the same to-day as they were then: 
Ostia, Porto, Santa Rufma (Sylva Candida), Albano, Sabina, 
Tusculum (Frascati) and Palcstrina. From time immemorial 
the bishop of Ostia has had the privilege of sacring the pope, and 
on this ground he enjoys the right of wearing the " pallium "; 
he is ex officio dean of the suburbicarian bishops, and consequently 
dean of the. Sacred College. His episcopal see having been in 
ruins for a long time, that of Velletri has been joined to it. The 
second rank belongs to the bishop of Porto, who is ex officio vice-
dean of the Sacred College; his episcopal see being also in ruins 
Calixtus IL added to it that of Santa Rufina, thus reducing the 
number of suburbicarian bishoprics and cardinal bishops to six; 
this number was adhered to by Sixtus V., and has not varied since. 

The second order of cardinals is that of the cardinal priests. 
It represents and is a continuation of the ancient presbyterium; 
but in Rome the process of evolution was different 
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from that in the other episcopal towns. In the latter, 
the division into parishes was but slowly accom- 
plished; there is no authority for their existence before the year 
moo; the bishop with the higher clergy, now developed into the 
chapter, were in residence at the cathedral, which formed, as it 
were, the one parish in the town. At Rome, on the contrary (and 
doubtless at Alexandria), certain churches, to which were at-
tached certain districts, were at an early date entrusted to one 
or more priests. These churches, in which the liturgy was cele-
brated, or certain sacraments administered, were called Midi 
(titles). According to the Liber Pontifscalis (ed. Duchesne, i. pp. 
122, 126, 164), the titles of Rome, numbering twenty-five, were 
already established as early as the ist century; this seems 
hardly probable, but it was certainly the case in the 5th century. 
The priest serving one of these churches was the priest of that 
title, and, similarly, the church which he served was that priest's 
title. When several priests were attached to the same church, 
only the first, or principal one, had the title; he alone was the 
presbyter cardirsalis. This practice explains how it is that the 
Roman presbyterium did not give rise to a cathedral chapter, 
but to cardinal priests, each attached to his title. As the higher 
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clergy of Rome gradually acquired a more important status, the 
relations between the cardinal priest and the church, of which he 
bore the title became more and more nominal; but they have 
never entirely ceased. Even to-day every cardinal priest has his 
title, a church in Rome of which he is the spiritual head, and the 
name of which appears in his official signature, e.g. " Herbertus 
tituli sanctorum Andreae et Gregorii sanctae romanae ecclesiae 
presbyter cardinalis Vaughan." When the attachment of the 
cardinal priest to his title had become no more than a tradition, 
the number of cardinal titles, which in the nth century had 
reached twenty-eight, was increased according to need, and it 
was held an honour for a church to be made titulary. The last 
general rearrangement of the titular churches was begun by 
Clement VIII. and completed by Paul V.; Leo XIII. made a 
title of the church of San Vitale. To-day, according to the 
Gerarchia Pontificia the cardinal titles number fifty-three; since 
the highest possible number of cardinal priests is fifty, and this 
number is never reached, it follows that there are always a certain 
number of vacant tides. The first title is that of San Lorenzo in 
Lucina, and the cardinal priest of the oldest standing takes the 
name of " first priest," protopresbyter. 

The third order of cardinals is that of the cardinal deacons. 
For a long time the Roman Church, faithful to the example of 
Cardinal 

the primitive church at Jerusalem (Acts vi.), had only 
seven deacons. Their special function was the ad- 
ministration of her temporal property, and particularly 

works of charity. Between them were divided at an early date 
the fourteen districts (regions) of Rome, grouped two by two 
so as to constitute the seven ecclesiastical districts. Now the 
charitable works were carried on in establishments called 
diaconiae, adjoining churches which were specially appropriated 
to each diaconia. The connexion between the names (diaconus) 
and (diaconia) and the presence of a church in connexion with 
each diaconia gradually established for the deacons a position 
analogous to that of priests. In the 8th century Pope Adrian 
found sixteen diaconiae and founded two othert (Lib. Pont. 
ed. Duchesne, i. p. go); in the 12th century the cardinal 
deacons?  who then numbered eighteen, were no longer distin-
guished by an ecclesiastical district, as they had formerly been, 
but by the name of the church connected with some diaconia 
(loc. cit. p. 364). By the time of Sixtus V. the connexion between 
a cardinal deacon and his diaconia was merely nominal. Sixtus 
reduced the number of cardinal deacons to fourteen; and this 
is still the number to-day. Except that his church is called a 
diaconia, and not a title, the cardinal deacon is in this respect 
assimilated to the cardinal priest; but he does not mention his 
diaconia in his official signature: e.g. " Joannes Henricus 
diaconus cardinalis Newman." There are at present sixteen 
diaconiae, the chief being that of Santa Maria in Via late; the 
cardinal deacon of longest standing takes the name of " first 
deacon," protodiaconus. 

Cardinals can pass from one order, title or see to another, by a 
process of " option." When a suburbicarian see falls vacant, the 
cardinals resident at Rome have the right of " opting " for it in 
order of rank,—that is to say, of claiming it in consistory and 
receiving their promotion to it. In the same way cardinal deacons 
can pass after ten years to the order of priests, while retaining after 
their passage the rank in the Sacred College given them by the date 
of their promotion. 

With the exception of the classes resulting from the order to 
which they belong, there are no distinctions between the rights of 
the various cardinals. As to the ordination obligatory upon them, 
it is that indicated in their title; cardinal bishops must naturally 
be bishops; for cardinal priests it is enough to have received. the 
priesthood, though many of them are actually .  bishops; similarly, 
it is enough for cardinal deacons to have received the diaconate, 
though most of them are priests; cases have occurred, however, 
even in quite recent times, of cardinals who have only received the 
diaconate. e.g. Cardinal Mertel. 

There is one cardinal chosen by the pope from among the Sacred 
College to whom is entrusted the administration of the common 
property; this is the cardinal camerlengo or chamberlain (come-
rarsou). His office is an important one, for during the vacancy of the 
Holy See it is he who exercises all external authority, especially that 
connected with the Conclave. 

The number of the cardinals reaches a total of 7o: six cardinal  

bishops, fifty cardinal priests and fourteen cardinal deacons 
This number was definitively fixed by Sixtus V. (constit. 
Postpone, 5th December 1586); but the Sacred Col- and 
lege never reaches its full number, and there are always 4010.0• 
ten or so " vacant hats," as the saying goes. Though g.'"' 
the rule laid down by Sixtus V. has not been modified since, 
before him the number of cardinals was far from being constant 
FOr a long time it varied in the neighbourhood of twenty; in 
1331 John XXII. said that there were twenty cardinals; is 
t378 they were reckoned at 23. Their number increased during 
the Great Schism because there were several rival obediences. 
The councils of Constance and Basel reduced the number of 
cardinals to 24; but it did not rest at that for long, and in the 
16th century was more than doubled. In 1517 Leo X., in order 
to introduce strong supporters of himself into the Sacred College, 
created 31  cardinals at the same time. The highest number 
was reached under Pius IV., when the cardinals numbered as 
many as 76. 

The composition of the Sacred College is subject to no definite 
law; but the necessity for giving a first representation to different 
interests, especially in view of the election of the popes, has for 
a long time past thrown open the Sacred College to representa-
tives of the episcopate of the Catholic nations. From the rith 
century onwards are to be found cases in which the pope sum-
moned to its ranks persons who did not belong to the Roman 
Church, particularly abbots, who were not even required to 
give up the direction of their monasteries. In the following 
century occur a few cases of bishops being created cardinals 
without having to leave their see, and of cardinals upon whom 
were conferred foreign bishoprics (cf. Thomasain, loc. cit. cap. 

hs, n. g). Of the cardinals created by the popes of Avignon the 
majority were French, and in 1331 John XXII. remarks that 
17 cardinals were French out of the 20 who then existed. The 
councils of Constance and Basel forbade that more than a third 
of the cardinals shduld belong to the same country. After the 
return of the popes to Rome and after the Great Schism, the 
ancient customs were soon resumed; the cardinals were for the 
most part Italians, the entire number of cardinals' hats conferred 
on the other Catholic nations only amounting to a minority. 
The non-Italian cardinals, with rare exceptions, are not resident 
in Rome; together with the rank of cardinal they receive a 
dispensation from residing in curia; they are none the km, 
as cardinals, priests or deacons of the Roman Church. 

The reform of the College of Cardinals inaugurated by the 
councils of Constance and Basel, though without much immediate 
success, was not only concerned with the number and 
nationality of the cardinals; it also dealt with conditions °wag"' 
of age, learning and other qualifications: men of the 
most honourable character, aged not less than thirty, were to be 
chosen; eft least a third were to be chosen from among the 
graduates of the universities; persons of royal blood and princes 
were not to be admitted in too great numbers, and lastly, rela-
tives of the pope were to be set aside. Moreover, in order to 
secure the effectiveness of these reforms, selection of the new 
cardinals was to be made by the votes of the members of the 
Sacred College given in writing. This mode of control was per-
haps excessive, and the reform consequently remained ineffective. 
Up to the middle of the 16th century there were still instances 
of unfortunate and even scandalous appointments to the car-
dinalate of very young men, of relatives or favourites of the 
popes and of men whose qualifications were by no means mks 
iastical. In the Sacred College as elsewhere nepotism and as 
exaggerated estimate of temporal interests were rife. At last 
a real reform was effected. The council of Trent (secs. xxiv 
cap. i. de reform.) requires for cardinals all the qualifications 
prescribed by law for bishops. Sixtus V. defined these still 
more clearly, and his regulations are still in force: a cardinal 
must, in the year of his promotion, be of the canonical age 
required for his reception into the order demanded by his rank: 
i.e. 22 for the diaconate, 23 for the priesthood and 3o for the 
episcopate, and if not already ordained he must take orders 
in the year of his appointment. Men of illegitimate birth are 
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etduded, as well as near relatives of the pope (with one exception) 
and of the cardinals; the personal qualities to be most sought 
for are learning, holiness and an honourable life. All these 
nomamendations have been, on the whole, well observed, and 
me an better than ever in the present day. We may add that 
the religious orders have had a certain number of representa-
tives, four, at least, in the Sacred College, since Sixtus V., 
mversl of whom, as we know, became popes. M to the cardinals' 
bats granted at the request of the heads of Catholic states, they 
are subject to negotiations analogous to those concerning 
nominations to the episcopate, though entailing no concordatory 
agreement, strictly speaking, on the part of the popes. 

The creation of cardinals (to use the official term) is in fact 
nowadays the function of the pope alone. It is accomplished 
c.a.. by the publication of the persons chosen by the pope , 

in secret consistory (q.v.). No other formality is 
essential; and the provision of Eugenius IV., which required 
the reception of the insignia of the cardinalate for the pro-
motion to be valid, was abrogated before long, and definitely 
annulled by the declaration of Pius V. of the 26th of January 1571. 
Similarly neither the consent nor the vote of the Sacred College 
is required. It is true that a Roman Cerernoniak of 1338 (Thomas-
sin, lee. cit. cap. 114, n. is) still enjoins upon the pope to consult 
the Sacred College, on the Wednesdays during Ember days, as 
to whether it is necessary to nominate new cardinals, and if so, 
bow many; but this is only a survival of the ritual of the ancient 
fOrM 01 ordination. The injunctions of the councils of Constance 
and Basel as to the written vote of the cardinals became before 
my long a dead letter, but there still remains a relic of them. 
In the consistory, when the pope has nominated those whom he 
desires to raise to the purple, he puts to the cardinals present 
the question: "Quid vobis videtur?" The cardinals bend 
the bead as a sign of their consent, and the pope then continues: 
" loupe, auctoritate ornnipotentis Dei, sanctorum Apostolorum 
Petri et Pauli, et Nostra, creamus et publicamus sanctae romanae 
Ecdesiae cardinales N. et N., etc." 

The new dignitary, who has been warned of his nomination 
several weeks in advance by " biglietto " (note) from the office 
of the secretary of state, is then officially informed of it by a 
enemeniarins of the pope; he at once waits upon the pope, 
to whom he is presented by one of the cardinals. The pope 
lust invests him with the rochet and red biretta, but there is no 
formal ceremony. The conferring of the cardinal's red hat takes 
place a few days later in a public consistory; while placing the 
bat an his bead the pope pronounces the following words: 
"Ad laudem omnipotentis Del et Sanctae Sedis ornamentum, 
aceipegalerum rubrum, insigne singularis dignitatis cardinalatus, 
Per quad designatur quod usque ad mortem et sanguinis effusio-
nem indusive pro exaltatione sanctae fidei, pace et quiete populi 
christiani, augment° et state sacrosanctae romanae Ecdesiae, 
te intrepidum exhibere debeas, in nornine Patris et Filii et 
Spiritus Sancti." While pronouncing the last words the pope 
makes the sign of the cross three times over the new cardinal. 
The public consistory is immediately followed by a secret con-
Ii3t0(7, to accomplish the last ceremonies. The pope begins 
by dosing the mouth of the new cardinal, who is led before him, 
as a symbol of the discretion he should observe; alter this he 
bestowson him the cardinal's ring, assigns him a title or diaconia; 
and fmally, after going through the formality of consulting the 
Salted College, finishes with the symbolic ceremony of the opening 
of the mouth, signifying the right and duty of the new cardinal 
to express his opinion and vote in the matters which it will 
fall to him to consider. 

When the cardinals are resident abroad and appointed at the 
amplest of the beads of their state, a member of the Noble 
Giant is sent on the same day that the consistory is held to take 
the new dignitary the cardinal's " calotte "; after a Jew days 
the red biretta is brought to him by a Roman prelate, with the 
Dowels of an abkgatra; the biretta is conferred on him with 
Pat pomp by the head of the state. But the conferring of the 
ad hat always takes place at the hands of the pope in a public 
tessiStory. 

Sometimes, after nominating the cardinals, the pope adds that 
he also appoints a certain number of others, whose names he 
does not divulge, but reserves the right of publishing 
at a later date. These cardinals, whose names he con- Clulasah 

 teals " in his breast," are for that reason called cardinals pogo... 
in pectore (Ital. in pato). This practice seems to go 
back to Martin V., who may have had recourse to this expedient 
in order to avoid the necessity of soliciting the votes of the 
cardinals; but for a long time past the popes have only resorted 
to it for quite other reasons. If the pope dies before making 
known the cardinals is polo, the promotion is not valid; if 
he publishes them, the cardinals take rank from the day on 
which they were reserved in pedere, the promotion acting 
retrospectively, even in the matter of emoluments. This method 
has sometimes been used by the popes to ensure to certain, prelates 
who had merit, but were poor, the means of paying the expenses 
of their promotion. In March 1875 Pius IX. announced the nomi-
nation of several cardinals in edit", whose names would be given 
in his will. It was pointed out to the pope that this posthumous 
publication would not be a pontifical act, and ran the risk of 
being contested, or even declared invalid; Pius IX. gave way 
before this reasoning, and published the names in a subsequent 
consistory (Sept. 17). 

The dignity, of the cardinals is a participation in that of the 
sovereign pontiff, and as such places them above all the other 
ecclesiadtical dignitaries and prelates. This rank, 
however, has not always been assigned to them; 
but was attributed to the cardinal bishops before it was to 
the rest. Their common prerogative was definitively estab-
lished when they became the sole electors of the pope, at 
a period when the papacy, under pontiffs like Innocent III., 
shone with its most brilliant lustre. For example, at the council 
of Lyons in 1245 all the cardinals took precedence of the arch-
bishops and bishops. It was in 1245, or perhaps the year before, 
that Innocent IV. granted the cardinals the privilege of wearing 
the red hat; as to the scarlet robe which still forms their costume 
of' ceremony, it was already worn by cardinals performing the 
functions of legate; and the use was soon extended to all. 
As to their civil relations, cardinals were assimilated by the 
Catholic kings to the rank of princes of the blood royal, cardinals 
being the highest in the Church, after the pope, just as princes of 
the blood royal are the first in the kingdom after the king. Of 
the many ecclesiastical privileges enjoyed by the cardinals, we 
will mention only two: the real, though nowadays restricted, 
jurisdiction which they exercise over the churches forming 
their title or diaconia; and the official style of address conferred 
on them by Urban VIII. (roth of June 1630), of Eminence, 
Eminentissimo signore. 

The most lofty function of the cardinals is the election of the 
pope (see CONCLAVE). But this function is necessarily inter-
mittent, and they have many others to fulfil rode 
plena. On those rare occasions on which the pope 
officiates in•person, they carry out, according to their respective 
orderh, their former functions in the ritual. But they are, 
above all, the assistants of the pope in the administration of the 
Church; they fill certain permanent offices, such as those of 
chancellor, penitentiary, Itc.; or again, temporary missions, 
such as that of legate a Were; they have seats in the councils 
and tribunals which deal with the affairs of the Church, and the 
Roman congregations of cardinals (see CURIA ROMANA). 

Br BLIOG RA PH Y.—All works on canon law contain a treatise on the 
cardinals. See particularly, for the history, Thomassin, Volta d 
nova discipl., torn. I., lib. ii., cap. 153-115. For history and law, 
Phillips, Kirehenrechr, vol. vi.; Hinschius, System des kaShol. Kitchen-
recites. vol. i. p. X5 2. For the canonical aspect, Ferraris, Premiers 

s.v. Cardinales;" Bouix, De curia romasa (Paris, 
1859). pp. 5-to ; Card. de Luca. Reirdio curiae postgame. disc. 5. 
For details of the ceremonies and costume, Grimaldi, Les Congriga-
lions romaines (Siehna, 5890), p. 99 et seq.; Barbier de Montault, 
Le Costume et ks usages ecilesiastiques (Pans), s.d. For a list of the 
names of the cardinals, according to their titles, see De Mas-Latrie. 
Trisor de chronologie, col. 2219-2264; and in the chronological order 
of their promotion, from St Leo IX. to Benedict XIV., ibid. 1177-
1242; also Didionsaire des cardiac= (Paris. 1856). (A. Bo.') 
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CARDINAL VIRTUES (Lat. cardo, a hinge; the fixed point 

on which anything turns), a phrase used for the principal virtues 
on which conduct in general depends. Socrates and Plato 
(see Republic, iv. 427) take these to be Prudence, Courage 
(or Fortitude), Temperance and Justice. It is noticeable that 
the virtue of Benevolence, which has played so important a 
part in Christian ethics and in modern altruistic and sociological 
theories, is omitted by the ancients. Further, against the Platonic 
list it may be urged (1) that it is arbitrary, and (2) that the 
several virtues are not specifically distinct, that the basis of 
the division is unsound, and that there is overlapping. It is 
said that St Ambrose was the first to adapt the Platonic classifica-
tion to Christian theology. By the Roman Catholic Church 
these virtues are regarded as natural as opposed to the theological 
virtues, Faith, Hope and Charity. Some authors, combining 
the two lists, have spoken of the Seven Cardinal Virtues. In 
English literature the phrase is found as far back as the Cursor 
Mardi (130o) and the Ayenbite of Imoit (134o). 

See B. Jowett, Republic of Plato (Eng. trans., Oxford, 1887, 
Introd. p. ixiii); Plato, Protarras (329-33o); Aristotle, Mconsachean 
Ethics, vi. 13. 6; Th. Ziegler, Gash. d. dr. Ea. (and ed.); H. 
Sidgwick. Hutory of Ethics (5th ed.), pp. 44, 133, 143; and Methods 
of Ethics, p. 375. 

CARDING, the process of using the " card " (Lat. carduus, 
a thistle or teasel) for combing textile fibrous materials. The 
practice of carding is of such great antiquity that its origin 
cannot be traced. It consists in combing or brushing fibres 
until they arc straight and placed in parallel lines; in doing this, 
imperfect fibres are separated from perfect ones, all impurities 
are removed, and the sound fibres are in condition for further 
treatment. The teasels once used have long given place to hand 
cards, and these in turn to what, in the rudest form, were known 
as " stock cards," namely, two wire brushes, each 4 in. broad 
by 12 in. longs  and having teeth bent at a uniform angle. One 
was nailed upon a bench with the teeth sloping from the operator, 
the other was similarly secured upon a two-handled bar with 
the teeth sloping towards the operator. The material to be 
treated was thinly spread upon the fixed card, and the movable 
one drawn by hand to and fro over it. When sufficiently carded, 
a rod furnished with parallel projecting needles, called a " needle 
stick," was pushedamongst the card teeth to strip the fibres from 
the comb. The strip thus procured was rolled into a sliver and 
spun. James Hargreaves, the inventor of the spinning jenny, 
suspended the movable comb by passing. two cords over pulleys 
fixed in the ceiling and attached balance weights to opposite 
ends of the cords. This enabled him to lengthen the cards, 
to apply two or three to the same stock and to manipulate the , 
top one with less labour, as well as to produce more and better 
work. In May of 1748, Daniel Bourn, of Leominster, patented 
a machine in which four parallel rollers were covered with cards, 
and set close together. Fibres were fed to the first rotating 
roller, each in turn drew them from the preceding one, and a 
grid was employed to remove the carded material from the 
last roller. This introduced the principle of carding with revolving 
cylinders whose surfaces were clothed with cards working point to 
point. In December of the same year Lewis Paul, of Birmingham, 
the inventor of drawing rollers, patented two types of carding 
engines. In one, parallel rows of spaced cards were nailed upon 
a cylinder which was revolved by a winch handle. Beneath the 
cylinder a concave trough had a card fixed on the inside, so that 
as the fibres passed between the two series of teeth they were 
combed. This was the origin of "flat-carding," namely, nailing 
strips of stationary cards upon transverse pieces of wood and 
adjusting the strips or flats by screws to the cylinder. In 
1762, the father of Sir Robert Peel, with the assistance of Har-
greaves, erected and used a cylinder carding engine which 
differed in some important particulars from Bourn's invention. 
But although roller-carding and flat-carding are the only principles 
in use at the present time, to Sir Richard Arkwright belongs 
the merit of introducing an automatic carding engine, for 
between the years 1773 and 1775 he combined the various 
improvements of his predecessors, entirely remodelled the  

machine, and added parts which made the operation coo. 
sinuous. So successful were these cards that some of them 
were in use at the beginning of the present century. Not. 
withstanding the numerous and important changes that have 
been made since Arkwright's time, carding remains essen-
tially the same as established by him. (See Corrow-Svmemsc 
MACHINERY.) (T. W. F.) 

CARDIOID, a curve so named by G. F. M. M. Castillon (1708-
1791), on account of its heart-like form (Gr. ea/Aka, heart). It 
was mathematically treated by Louis Cane in 17os and KOMORI 
in 174,. It is a particular form of the limacon (q.v.) and is 
generated in the same way. It may be regarded as an epicycloid 
in which the rolling and fixed circles are equal in diameter, 
as the inverse of a parabola for its focus, or as the caustic pro-
duced by the reflection at a spherical surface of rays emanating 
from a point on the circumference. The polar equation to the 
cardioid is ro. a( z +cos 0). There is symmetry about the Initial 
line and a cusp at the origin. The area is frao, 12. zi times the 
area of the generating circle; the length of the curve is 8.e. 
(For a figure see Ltalscorc.) 

CARDONA (perhaps the anc. Udura), a town of north-eastern 
Spain, in the province of Barcelona; about is m. N.W. of 
Batcelona, on a hill almost surrounded by the river Cardoner, 
a branch of the Llobregat. Pop. (Iwo) 3855. Cardona is a 
picturesque and old-fashioned town, with Moorish walls and 
citadel, and a 14th-century church. It is celebrated for the 
extensive deposit of rock salt in its vicinity. The salt forms a 
mountain mass about 300 ft. high and 3 m. in circumference, 
covered by a thick bed of a reddish-brown clay, and apparently 
resting on a yellowish-grey sandstone. It is generally more or 
less translucent, and large masses of it are quite transparent. 
The hill is worked like a mine; pieces cut from it are carved by 
artists in Cardona into images, crucifixes and many articles 
of an otnamental kind. 

CARDOON, Cynara cardunculus (natural order Compositat), 
a perennial plant from the south of Europe and Barbary, a near 
relation of the artichoke. The edible part, called the chard, 
is composed of the blanched and crisp stalks of the inner Eaves 
Cardoons are fotind to prosper on light deep soils. The seed 
is sown annually about the middle of May, ib shallow trenches, 
like those for celery, and the plants are thinned out to so or I r is  
from each other in the lines. In Scotland it is preferable to sow 
the seed singly in small plots, placing them in a mild temperature, 
and transplanting them into the trenches after they have attained 
a height of 8 or so in. Water must be copiously supplied in 
dry weather, both to prevent the formation of flower-stalks 
and to increase the succulence of the leaves. In autumn the 
leaf-stalks are applied close to each other, and wrapped round 
with bands of hay or straw, only the points being left free. 
Earth is then drawn up around them to the height of rs or 
28 in. Sometimes cardoons are blanched by a more thorough 
earthing up, in the manner of celery, but in this case the operation 
must be carried on from the end of summer. During severe frost 
the tops of the leaves should be defended with straw or litter. 
Besides the common and Spanish cardoons, there are the prickly-
leaved Tours cardoon, the red-stemmed cardoon and the Path 
cardoon, all of superior quality, the Paris being the largest 
and most tender. The common artichoke is also used for the 
production of chard. 

CARDS, PLAYING. As is the case with all very ancient 
pastimes, the origin of playing-cards is obscure, many nations 
having been credited with the Invention, but the generally 
accepted view is that they come from Asia. In the Chinese 
dictionary, Ching-We-lung (1678), it is said that cards were 
invented in the reign of Stun-ho, II 20 A.D., for the amusement 
of his concubines. There is a tradition that cards have existed 
in India from time immemorial—very ancient ones, round in 
form, arc preserved in museums—and that they were invented 
by the Brahmans. Their invention has also been assigned to 
the Egyptians, with whom they were said to have had a religious 
meaning, and to the Arabs. A very ingenious theory, founded on 
numerous singular resemblances to the ancient game of dos 
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(cbataranga, the four angas or members of an army), has been 
advanced that they were suggested by chess (see." Essay on the 
Indian Game of Chess," by Sir William Jones, in his Asiatic 
Researches, vol. 

The time and manner of the introduction of cards into Europe 
are matters of dispute. The 38th canon of the council of Worces-
ter (124o) is of ten quoted as evidence of cards having been known 
in England in the middle of the 13th century; but the games 
de rcpt a regina there mentioned are now thought to have been a 
kind of mumming exhibition (Strutt says chess). No queen is 
found in the earliest European cards. In the wardrobe accounts 
of Edward I. (1278), Walter Stourton is paid 8s. 5d. ad  opus 
relit. ad ludendum ad quatuor reges, a passage which has been 
thought to refer to cards, but it is now supposed to mean chess, 
which may have been called the " gamc'of four kings," as was 
the case in India (chaluraji). if cards were generally known 
in Europe as early as 1278, it is very remarkable that Petrarch, 
in his dialogue that treats of gaming, never once mentions them; 
and that, though Boccaccio, Chaucer and other writers of that 
time notice various games, there is not a single passage in them 
that can be fairly construed to refer to cards. Passages have 
been quoted from various works, of or relative to this period, 
but modern research leads to the supposition that the word 
rendered cards has often been mistranslated or interpolated. 
An early mention of a distinct series of playing cards is the entry 
of Charles or Charbot Poupart, treasurer of the household of 
Charles VI. of France, in his book of accounts for 1392 or z393, 
which runs thus: Dona d Jacquemin Gringonneur, peintre, 
pour kois jests de cartes, d or a d diverse couleurs, mks de piusieurs 
devises, pour porter dews k Seigneur Roi, pour son ebalerient, 
mama:de-six sots parisis. This, of course, refers only to the 
painting of a set or pack of cards, which were evidently already 
well known. But, according to various conjectural interpreta-
tions of documents, the earliest date of the mention of cards has 
been pushed farther back by different authorities. For instance, 
in the account-books of Johanna, duchess of Brabant, and her 
husband, Wenceslaus of Luxemburg, there is an entry, under 
date of the 14th of May 1 ,379, as follows: " Given to Monsieur 
and Madame four peters, two florins, value eight and a half 
moutons, wherewith to buy a pack of cards" (Quarispe/ met k 
copes). This proves their introduction into the Netherlands at 
least as early as 1379. In a British Museum MS. (Egerton, 
2, 419) mention is made of a game of cards (qui ludus 
twangs' appeUalur) in Germany in 1377. The safe conclusion 
with regard to their introduction is that, though they may 
possibly have been known to a few persons in Europe about the 
middle of the 14th century, they did not come into general use 
until about a half-century later. Whence they came is another 
question that has not yet been answered satisfactorily. If we 
may believe the evidence of Covelluzzoof Viterbo ( 5th century) 
cards were introduced into Italy from Arabia. On the authority 
of a chronicle of one of his ancestors he writes: "In the year 
1379 was brought into Viterbo the game of cards, which comes 
from the country of the Saracens, and is with them called 
mak." The Crusaders, who were inveterate gamblers, may 
have been the instruments of their introduction (see !stork 
Ufa dud di Viterbo, by F. Bussi, Rome, 1743). According to 
other authorities, cards came first to Spain from Africa with the 
Moors, and it is significant that, to this day, playing cards are 
called in Spain swipes (probably a corruption of the Arabic Nabi, 
Prophet). Taken in connexion with the statement of Covelluzzo, 
this fact would seem to prove the wide popularity of the game of 
naib, or cards, among the Arab tribes. The meaning of the word 
(prophet) has been suggested to refer to the fortune-telling 
function of cards, and the theory has been advanced that they 
were used by the Moorish gypsies for that purpose. Gypsies 
are, however, not known to have appeared in Spain before the 
Isth century, at a time when cards were already well known. 
In regard to the word naib, the Italian language still preserves 
the name noiki, playing cards. 

Towards the end of the 14th century cards seem to have 
become common, for in an edict of the provost of Paris, 1397,  

working-people are forbidden to play at tennis, bowls, dice, cards 
or nine-pins on working days. From an omission of any mention 
of cards in an ordonnance of Charles V. in 1369, forbidding certain 
other games, it may be reasonably concluded that cards became 
popular in France between that date and the end of the century. 
In Italy it is possible that they were generally known at a 
somewhat earlier date. In the isth century they were often the 
object of the attacks of the clergy. In z423 St Bernardino of 
Siena preached a celebrated sermon against them at Bologna, 
in which, like the English Puritans after him, be attributed their 
invention to the devil. Cards in Germany are referred to in a 
manuscript of Nuremberg about 1384, which illustrates the rapid 
spread of the new game throughout Europe. Intform the earliest 
cards were generally rectangular or square, though sometimes 
circular. 

Not long after their introduction, cards began to be used for 
other purposes than gaming. In t 509 a Franciscan friar, Thomas 
Murner, published an exposition of logic in the form of a pack 
of cards, and a pack invented in 1651 by Baptist Pendleton 
purported to convey a knowledge of grammar. These were soon 
followed by packs teaching geography and heraldry, the whole 
class being called " scientist! cards." Politics followed, and in 
England satirical and historical sets appeared, one of them 
designed to reveal the plots of the Popish agitators. The first 
mention of cards in the New World is found in the letters of 
Herrera, a companion of Cortes, who describes the interest 
manifested by the Aztecs in the card games of the Spanish 
soldiers. 

Early in the 15th century the making of cards had become 
a regular trade in Germany, whence they were sent to other 
countries. Cards were also manufactured in Italy at least as 
early as 1425, and in England before 1463; for by an act of 
parliament of 3 Edw. IV. the importation of playing cards is 
forbidden, in consequence, it is said, of the complaints of manu-
facturers that importation obstructed their business. No cards 
of undoubted English manufacture of so early a date have been 
discovered; and there is reason to believe, notwithstanding the 
act of Edward IV., that the chief supplies came from France or 
the Netherlands. In the reign of Elizabeth the importation of 
cards was a monopoly; but from the time of James I. most of 
the cards used in this country were of home manufacture. A 
duty was first levied on cards in the reign of James I.; since 
when they have always been taxed. 

It has been much disputed whether the earliest cards were 
printed from wood-blocks. If so, it would appear that the art 
of wood-engraving, which led to that of printing, may have been 
developed through the demand for the multiplication of imple-
ments of play. The belief that the early card-makers or card-
painters of Ulm, Nuremberg and Augsburg, from about 1418-
1450, were also wood-engravers, is founded on the assumption 
that the cards of that period were printed from wood-blocks. 
It is, however, clear that the earliest cards were executed by 
hand, like those designed for Charles VI. Many of the earliest 
wood-cuts were coloured by means of a stencil, so it would seem 
that at the time wood-engraving was first introduced, the art of 
depicting and colouring figures by means of stencil plates was 
well known. There are no playing cards engraved on wood 
to which so early a date as 1423 (that of the earliest dated 
wood-engraving generally accepted) can be fairly assigned; and 
as at this period there were professional card-makers established 
in Germany, it is probable that wood-engraving was employed 
to produce cuts for sacred subjects before it was applied to 
cards, and that there were hand-painted and stencilled cards 
before there were wood-engravings of saints. The German 
Briefinaler or card-painter probably progressed into the wood-
engraver; but there is no proof that the earliest wood-engravers 
were the card-makers. 

It is undecided whether the earliest cards were of the kind now 
common, called numeral cards, or whether they were torocchi 
or tarots, which are still used in some parts of France, Germany 
and Italy, but the probability is that the tarots were the earlier. 
A pack of tarots consists of seventy-eight cards, four suits of 
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numeral cards and twenty-two emblematic cards, called atutti 
or °souls (=trumps). Each suit consists of fourteen cards, 
ten of which are the pip cards, and four court (or more properly 
Coal cards), viz. king, queen, chevalier and valet. The clouts 
are numbered from t to a t ; the unnumbered card, called the Jou, 
has no positive value, but augments that of the other agouti 

(see Academie des jeux, Corbet, Paris, 1814, for an aocount of the 
mode of playing tarocchino or tarots). 

The marks of the suits on the earliest cards (German) are hearts, 
bells, leaves and acorns. No ace corresponding to the earliest 
known pack has been discovered; but other packs of about 
the same date have aces, and it seems unlikely that the suits 
commenced with the deuces. 

Next in antiquity to the marks mentioned are swords, batons, 
cups and money. These are the most common on Italian 
cards of the late 15th century, and are used both in Italy and in 
Spain. French cards of the 16th century bear the marks now 
generally used in France and England, viz. caul (hearts), 
trifle (clubs), pique (spades) and carreau (diamonds). 

The French trifle, though so named from its resemblance to 
the trefoil leaf, was in all probability copied from the acorn; 
and the pique similarly from the leaf (green) of the German suits, 
while its name is derived from the sword of the Italian suits. 
It is not derived from its resemblance to a pike head, as commonly 
supposed. In England the French marks are used, and are 
named—hearts, clubs (corresponding to :refit. the French symbol 
being joined to the Italian name. &Wong), spades (corresponding 
to the French pique, but having the Italian name, spade ...swords) 
and diamonds. This confusion of names and symbols is accounted 
for by Chatto thus—" If cards were actually known in Italy and 
Spain in the latter part of the zath century, it is not unlikely that 
the game was introduced into this country by some of the English 
soldiers who had served, under Hawkwood and other free captains, 
in the wars of Italy and Spain. However this may be, it seems 
certain that the earliest cards commonly used in this country 
were of the same kind, with respect to the marks of the suits, 
as those used in Italy and Spain." 

About the last quarter of the 15th century. packs with animals, 
flowers and human figures, for marks of thh suits, were engraved 
upon copper; and later, numerous variations appeared, dictated 
by the caprice of individual card-makers; but they never came 
into general use. 

The court cards of the early packs were king, chevalier and 
knave. The Italians were probably the first to substitute a 
queen for the chevalier, who in French cards is altogether 
superseded by the queen. The court cards of French packs 
received fanciful names, which varied from time to time. 

AUTHORITIES.—Abbi Rive, Eclaircissements sue l'invention des 
cartes d jouer (Paris. 1780); J. G. I. Breit kopf, Versuch den Ursprung 
der Spielkarten zu erforschen (Leipzig, 1784); Samuel Weller Singer, 
Researches into the Ilatory of Playing Cards. with Illustraisons of the 
Origin of Printing and Engraving on Wood (London. 1816); G. 
Peignot, Analyse critique et raisonnee de tastes less recherche publties 
jusqu'd ge jour. our Fanzine des cartes d puff (Dijon. 1826); M. C. 
Leber, Etudes histongues sue Its cartes d Jotter. principalement sue Les 
cartes franiaises (Paris, 1842); William Andrew Chatto. Facts and 
Speculations on the Origin and History of Playing Cards (London. 
1 80); P. Boiteau D'Ambly, Les Cartes d jolter et la cartomancie 
(Paris. 2854), translated into English with additions under the title 
of The history of Playing Cards, with Anecdotes of their use in Conjur-
ing. Fortune-telling, and Card-sharping, edited by the Rev. E. S. 
Taylor. B.A. (London, 1865); W. Hughes Wiltshire, M.D., A 
Descriptive Catalogue of Playing and other Cards in the British 
Museum, printed by order of the trustees (London, 1876); Origin 
des cartes d jouer. by R. Merlin (Paris. 1869); The Devil's Picture 
Rooks. by Mrs J. K. Van Rensselaer (New York, 1890): Bibliography 
of Works In English on Playing Cards and Gaming. by F. Jessel 
(London, 1908); and especially Les Cartel it jouer, by Henri Rene 
d'Allemagne (Paris, 1906) (an exhaustive account). 

CARDUCCI, BARTOLOMMEO (1560-161o), Italian painter, 
better known as CARDUCI10. the Spanish corruption of his Italian 
patronymic, was born in Florence, where he studied architecture 
and sculpture under Ammanati, and painting under Zuccaero. 
The latter master he accompanied to Madrid, where he painted 
the ceiling of the Escorial library, assisting also in the production 
of the frescos that adorn the cloisters of that famous palace. 

He was a great favourite with Philip III., and lived and died ia 
Spain, where most of his works are to be found. The most 
celebrated of them is a Descent from the Cross, in the church 
of San Felipe el Real, in Madrid. 

His younger brother VINCENZO (1568-038), was born in Flor-
ence, and was trained as a painter by Bartolommeo, whom be 
followed to Madrid. He worked a great deal for Philip III. and 
Philip IV., and his best pictures are those he executed for the 
former monarch as decorations in the Prado. Examples of his 
work are preserved at Toledo, at Valladolid, at Segovia. and at 
several other Spanish cities. For many years he laboured in 
Madrid as a teacher of his art, and among his pupils were Giovanni 
Ricci, Pedro Obregon, Vela, Francisco Collantes, and other 
distinguished representatives of the Spanish school during the 
17th century. He was also author of a treatise or dialogue, 
De las Excelencia.t de laPintura, which was published in 1633. 

CARDUCCI, OIOSUE (1836-1907), Italian poet, was born 
at Val-di-Castello, in Tuscany, on the 27th of July 1836, his 
father being Michele Carducci, a physician, of an old Florentine 
family, who in his youth had suffered imprisonment for his 
share in the revolution of 2831. Carducci received a good 
education. He began life as a public teacher, but soon took to 
giving private lessons at Florence, where he became connected 
with a set of young men, enthusiastic patriots in politics, and is 
literature bent on overthrowing the reigning romantic taste by 
a return to classical models. These aspirations always constituted 
the mainsprings of Carducci's poetry. In 036o he became pro-
fessor at Bologna, where, after in 1865 astonishing the public 
by a defiant Hymn to Satan, he published in 1868 Letia Gratis, 
a volume of lyrics which not only gave him an indisputable 
position at the head of contemporary Italian poets, but made 
him the head of a school of which the best Italian men of letters 
have been disciples, and which has influenced all. Several other 
volumes succeeded, the most important of which were the 
Decennalia (1870, the Nuove Poesie (1872), and the three series 
of the Odi forbore (1877-5889). 

Carducci had been brought into more fraternal contact with 
the aims of the younger generation by the efforts of Angelo 
Sommaruga who became, about t88o, the publisher of a group 
of young unknown writers all destined to some, and a few to 
great, accomplishment. The period of his prosperity was a 
strange one for Italy. The first ten years of the newly constituted 
kingdom had passed more in stupor than activity; original 
contributions to literature had been scarce, and publishers 
had preferred bringing out inferior translations of not always 
admirable French authors to encouraging the original work 
of Italians—work which it must be confessed was generally 
mediocre and entirely lifeless. Sommaruga's creation, a literary 
review called La Crowd Bizantina, gathered together such 
beginners as Giovanni Manadi, hlatilde Serao,EdoardoScarfoglio, 
Guido Magnoni and Gabriele d'Annunzio. In order to obtain the 
sanction of what he considered an enduring name, the founder 
turned to Giosuk Carducci, then living in retirement at Bologna, 
discontented with his fate, and still not generally known by the 
public of his own country. The activity of Sommaruga exercised 
a great influence on Giosue Carducci. Within the next few years 
he published the three admirable volumes of his Conlessioai 
Bateag(ie, the Ca Ira sonnets, the Nuove Odi Barbare, and a 
considerable number of articles, pamphlets and essays, which 
in their collected edition form the most living part of his work. 
His lyrical production, too, seemed to reach its perfection in 
those five years of tense, unrelenting work; for the Canume 
di Lepanto, the Odes to Rome and to Monte Mario, the Elegy on 
the urn of Percy Bysshe Shelley, the ringing rhymes of the laic-
mezzo, in which he happily blended the satire of Heine with the 
lyrical form of his native poetry—all belong to this period. 
together with the essays on Leopardi and on Parini, the admirable 
discussions in defence of his Ca Ira, and the pamphlet called 
Eterno Femminino regale, a kind of self-defence, undertaken to 
explain the origin of the Alcaic metre to the queen of Italy, wbirb 
marks the beginning of the last evolution in Carducci's work 
(1881). The revolutionary spirits of the day, who had always 
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looked upon Giosue Carducci as their bard and champion, 
fell away from him after this poem written in honour of a queen, 
and the poet, wounded by the attitude of his party, wrote what 
he intended to be his defence and his programme for the future 
in pages that will remain amongst the noblest and most powerful 
of contemporary literature. From that time Carducci appears 
in a new form, evolved afterwards in his last Odes, 11 Piemonte, 
Li Bicocca cif San Giacomo, the Ode to the daughter of Francesco 
Crispi on her marriage, and the one to the church where Dante 
once prayed, Alla Chiese°a dei Polenta, which is like the with-
drawing into itself of a warlike soul weary of its battle. 

For a few months in 1876 Carducci bad a seat in the Italian 
Chamber. In 1881 he was appointed a member of the higher 
council of education. In 1890 he was made a senator. And in 
t906 he was awarded the Nobel prize for literature. He died at 
Bologna on the 16th of February 1907. By his marriage in 1859 
he had two daughters, who survived him, and one son, who died 
in infancy. 

The same qualities which placed Carducci among the classics of 
Italy in his earlier days remained consistently with him in later 
life. His thought flows limpid, serene, sure of itself above an 
undercurrent of sane and vigorous if pagan philosophy. Patriot-
ism. the grandeur of work, the soul-satisfying power of justice, 
are the poet's dominant ideals. For many years the national 
struggle for liberty had forced the best there was in heart and 
brain into the atmosphere of political intrigue and from one 
battlefield to another; Carducci therefore found a poetry emas-
culated by the deviation into other channels of the intellectual 
virility of his country. On this mass of patriotic doggerel, of 
sickly, languishing sentimentality as insincere as it was inane, he 
grafted a poetry not often tender but always violently felt and 
thrown into a mould of majestic form; not always quite expected 
or appreciated by his contemporaries, but never commonplace 
in structure; always high in tone and free in spirit. The adapta-
tion of various kinds of Latin metres to the somewhat sinewless 
language he found at his disposal, whilst it might have been an 
effort of mere pedantry in another, was a life-giving and strength-
ening inspiration in his case. Another of his characteristics, 
which made him peculiarly precious to his countrymen, is the 
fact that his poems form a kind of lyric record of the Italian 
struggle for independence. The tumultuous vicissitudes of 
all other nations, however, and the pageantry of the history 
of all times, have in turns touched his particular order of imagina-
tion. The more important part of his critical work which belongs 
to this.later period consists of his Conversazioni critiche, his 
Sloria filosofica ddla letteratura Italian, and a masterly edition 
of Petrarch. That he should have had the faults of his qualities 
is not remarkable. Being almost a pioneer in the world of 
criticism, his essays on the authors of other countries, though 
appearing in the light of discoveries to his own country, absorbed 
as it bad hitherto been in its own vicissitudes, have little of 
value to the general student beyond the attraction of robust 
style. And in his unbounded admiration for the sculptural 
lines of antique Latin poetry he sometimes relapsed into that 
fascination by mere sound which is the snare of his language, and 
against which his own work in its great moments is a reaction. 

CARDWELL, EDWARD (1787-1861), English theologian, was 
born at Blackburn in Lancashire in 1787. He was educated at 
Brasenose College, Oxford (B.A. 18o9; M.A. 1812; B.D. 1819; 
D D. 1831), and after being for several years tutor and lecturer, 
was appointed, in 18t4, one of the examiners to the university. 
In 1825 he was chosen Camden professor of ancient history; 
and during his five years' professorship he published an edition 
of the Ethics of Aristotle. and a course of his lectures on The 
Coinage of Ike Greeks and Romans. In 1831 he succeeded 
Archbishop Whately as principal of St Alban's Hall. He 
published in 1837 a student's edition of the Greek Testament, and 
an edition of the Greek and Latin texts of the History of the 
?elvish War, by Josephus, with illustrative notes. But his most 
Important labours were in the field of English church history. 
He projected an extensive work, which was to embrace the 
entire synodical history of the church in England, and was to be  

founded on David Wilkins's Concilia Ilagnae Britanniae et 
Hiberniae. Of this work he executed some portions only. The 
first published was Documentary Annals of the Reformed Church 
of England from 1546 to 1716, which appeared in 1839. It was 
followed by a History of Conferences, &c., connected with the 
Revision of the Book of Common Prayer (1840). On 1842 appeared 
Synodalia, a Collection of Articles of Religion, Canons, and 
Proceedings of Convocation from 1547 to 1717, completing the 
series for that period. Closely connected with these works is the 
Reformatio Legume Ecclesiasticarum (1850), which treats of the 
efforts for reform during the reigns of Henry VIII., Edward VI., 
and Elizabeth. Cardwell also published in 1854 a new edition of 
Bishop Gibson's Synodus Anglicans. He was one of the best 
men of business in the university, and held various important 
posts, among which were those of delegate of the press, curator of 
the university galleries, manager of the Bible department of 
the press, and private secretary to successive chancellors of the 
university. He established the Wolvercot paper mill. He died 
at Oxford on the 23rd of May 1861. 

CARDWELL, EDWARD CARDWELL. Viscounts' (1813-1886), 
English statesman, was the son of a merchant of Liverpool, 
where he was born on the 24th of July 1813. After a brilliant 
career at Oxford, where he gained a double first-class, he entered 
parliament as member for Clitheroe in 1842, and in 1845 was 
made secretary to the treasury. He supported Sir Robert Peel's 
free-trade policy, and went out of office with him. In 1847 he 
was elected for Liverpool, but lost his seat in as: for having 
supported the repeal of the navigation laws. He soon found 
another constituency at Oxford, and upon the formation of Lord 
Aberdeen's coalition ministry became president of the Board of 
Trade, although debarred by the jealousy of his Whig colleagues 
from a seat in the cabinet. In 1854 he carried, almost without 
opposition, a most important and complicated act consolidating 
all existing shipping laws, but in 1835 resigned, with his Peelite 
colleagues, upon the appointment of Mr Roebuck's Sevastopol 
inquiry committee, declining the offer of the chancellorship of 
the Exchequer pressed upon him by Lord Palmerston. In 1858 
he moved the famous resolution condemnatory of Lord Ellen-
borough's despatch to Lord Canning on the affairs of Oude, 
which for a time seemed certain to overthrow the Derby govern-
ment, but which ultimately dissolved into nothing. He obtained 
a seat in Lord Palmerston's cabinet of 1859, and after filling the 
uncongenial posts of secretary for Ireland and chancellor of the 
duchy of Lancaster (1861), became secretary for the colonies in 
:864. Here be reformed the system of colonial defence, refusing 
to keep troops in the colonies during time of peace unless their 
expense was defrayed by the colonists; he also laid the founda-
tion of federation in Canada and, rightly or wrongly, censured 
Sir George Grey's conduct in New Zealand. Resigning with his 
friends in 1866, he again took office in :868 as secretary for war. 
In this post he performed the most memorable actions of his life 
by the abolition of purchase and the institution of the short 
service system and the reserve in the army, measures which 
excited more opposition than any of the numerous reforms 
effected by the Gladstone government of that period, but which 
were entirely justified by their successful working afterwards. 
On the resignation of the Gladstone ministry in 1874 he was 
raised to the peerage as Viscount Cardwell of Ellerbeck, but took 
no further prominent part in politics. His mental faculties, 
indeed, were considerably impaired during the last few years of 
his life, and he died at Torquay on the 15th of February 1886. 
He was not a showy, hardly even a prominent politician, but 
effected far more than many more conspicuous men. The great 
administrator and the bold innovator were united in him in an 
exceptional degree, and he allowed neither character to pre-
ponderate unduly. 

CARDWELL, a town of Cardwell county, Queensland, Australia, 
on Rockingham Bay, about Boom. direct N.W. by N. of Brisbane. 
Pop. of town and district (tool) 3435. It has one of the best 
harbours in the state, easy of access in all weathers, with a depth 
ranging from 4 to to fathoms. Various minerals, including gold 
and tin, exist in the district; and there are preserve and sauce 
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factories, and works for meat extract and tinning. The dugong 
fishery is carried on, and the oil is extracted. There are large 
timber forests in the district, and much cedar is exported. 

CAREW, GEORGE (d. about 1613), English diplomatist and 
historian, second son of Sir Wymond Carew of Antony, was 
educated at Oxford, entered the Inns of Court, and passed some 
years in continental travel. At the recommendation of Queen 
Elizabeth, who conferred on him the honour of knighthood, he 
was appointed secretary to Sir Christopher Hatton, and after-
wards, having been promoted to a mastership in chancery, was 
sent as ambassador to the king of Poland. In the reign of James 
he was employed in negotiating the treaty of union with Scotland, 
and for several years was ambassador to the court of France. 
On his return he wrote a Relation of the State of France, with 
sketches of the leading persons at the court of Henry IV. It is 
written in the classical style of the Elizabethan age, and was 
appended by Dr Birch to his Historical View of the Negotiations 
between the Courts of England, France and Brussels, from 1 592 

 to 16:7. Much of the information regarding Poland contained 
in De Thou's History of His Own Times was furnished by Carew. 

CAREW, RICHARD (1555-162o), English poet and antiquary, 
was born on the 17th of July 1555, at Antony House, East 
Antony, Cornwall. At the age of eleven, he entered Christ 
Church, Oxford. and when only fourteen was chosen to carry 
on an extempore debate with Sir Philip Sidney, in presence of 
the earls of Leicester and Warwick and other noblemen. From 
Oxford he removed to the Middle Temple, where he spent three 
years, and then went abroad. By his marriage with Juliana 
Arundel in 1577 he added Coswarth to the estates he had already 
inherited from his father. In 1586 he was appointed high-sheriff 
of Cornwall; he entered parliament in 1584; and he served 
under Sir Walter Raleigh, then lord lieutenant of Cornwall, as 
treasurer. He became a member of the Society of Antiquaries 
in L58% and was a friend of William Camden and Sir Henry 
Spelman. His great work is the Survey of Cornwall, published 
in 16oa, and reprinted in 1769 and 18t t. It still possesses 
interest, apart from its antiquarian value, for the picture it gives 
of the life and interests of a country gentleman of the days of 
Elizabeth. Carew's other works are —a translation of the first 
five Cantos of Tasso's Gerusalemme (1594), printed in the first 
instance without the author's knowledge, and entitled Godfrey 
of Balloigne, or the Recouerie of Hierusalarn; The Examination 
of Men's Wits ( 1 594), a translation of an Italian version of John 
Huarte's Examen de Ingenios; and An Epistle concerning the 
Excellences of the English Tongue (i6o5). Carew died on the 
6th of November 162o. 

His son, Sir RICHARD CAREW (d. 1643?), was the author of a 
True and Readie Way to learn the Latine Tongue, by writers of 
three nations, published by Samuel Hartlib in 1 654. 

CAREW, THOMAS (1595-1645?),  English poet, was the son 
of Sir Matthew Carew, master in chancery, and his wife, Alice 
Ingpenny, widow of Sir John Rivers, lord mayor of London. 
The poet was probably the third of the eleven children of his 
parents, and was born at West Wickham in Kent, in the early 
part of 1505, for he was thirteen years of age in June 1608, when 
he matriculated at Merton College, Oxford. He took his degree 
of B.A. early in 1611, and proceeded to study at the Middle 
Temple. Two years later his father complained to Sir Dudley 
Carleton that he was doing little at the law. He was in conse-
quence sent to Italy, as a member of Sir Dudley's household, and 
when the ambassador returned from Venice, he seems to have 
kept Thomas Carew with him, for he is found in the capacity 
of secretary to Sir Dudley Carleton, at the Hague, early in 1616. 
From this office he was dismissed in the autumn of that year for 
levity and slander; he had great difficulty in finding another 
situation. In August t6r8 his father died, and Carew entered 
the service of Lord Herbert of Cherbury, in whose train he 
started for France in March tem and it is believed that he 
travelled in Herbert's company until that nobleman returned 
to England, at the close of his diplomatic missions, in April 1624. 
Carew " followed the court before he was of it," not receiving 
the definite appointment of gentleman of the privy chamber  

until 1628. While Carew held this office, he displayed his tact 
and presence of mind by stumbling and extinguishing the candle 
he was holding to light Charles I. into the queen's chamber, 
because he saw that Lord St Albans had his arm round her 
majesty's neck. The king suspected nothing, and the queen 
heaped favours on the poet. Probably in 1630, Carew was made 
" server " or taster-in-ordinary to the king. To this period may 
be attributed his dose friendship with Sir John Suckling, Bea 
Jonson and Clarendon; the latter says that Carew was "a 
person of pleasant and facetious wit." Donne, whose celebrity 
as a court-preacher lasted until his death in 1631, exercised a 
powerful if not entirely healthful influence over the genius of 
Carew. In February 1633 a masque by the latter, entitled Codas 
Britanicsn, was acted in the banqueting-house at Whitehall. 
and was printed in 1634. The close of Carew's life is absolutely 
obscure. It was long supposed that be died in 1639, and this 
has been thought to be confirmed by the fact that the first edition 
of his Poems, published in 1640, seems to have a posthumous 
character. But Clarendon tells us that "after fifty years of life 
spent with less severity and exactness than it ought to have beta 
be died with the greatest remorse for that licence." If Carew 
was more than fifty years of age, he must have died in or after 
t645, and in fact there were final additions made to his Pomo 
in the third edition of 1651. Walton tells us that Carew is 
his last illness, being afflicted with the horrors, sent in great 
haste to " the ever-memorable " John Hales (1584-1656); Hales 
" told him he should have his prayers, but would by no mean 
give him then either the sacrament or absolution." 

Carew's poems, at their best, are brilliant lyrics of the purely 
sensuous order. They open to us, in his own phrase, " a mine of 
rich and pregnant fancy." His metrical style was influenced by 
Jonson and his imagery still more dearly by Donne, for whom he 
had an almost servile admiration. His intellectual power was 
not comparable with Donne's, but Carew had a lucidity and 
directness of lyrical utterance unknown to Donne. It is perhaps 
his greatest distinction that he is the earliest of the Cavalier 
song-writers by profession, of whom Rochester is the latest, 
poets who turned the disreputable incidents of an idle court-hie 
into poetry which was often of the rarest delicacy and the purest 
melody and colour. The longest and best of Carew's poems, 
" A Rapture," would be more widely appreciated if the rich 
flow of its imagination were restrained by greater reticence 
of taste. 

The best- edition of Carew's Poems is that prepared by Anhui 
Vincent in 1899. (E. G.) 

CAREY, HENRY (d. 1745), English poet and musician, reputed 
to be an illegitimate son of George Savile, marquess of Halifax, 
was born towards the end of the 17th century. His mother is 
supposed to have been a schoolmistress, and Carey himself 
taught music at various schools. He owed his knowledge of 
music to Olaus Linnert, and later he studied with Roseingnme 
and Geminiani. He wrote the words and the music of The 
Contrivances; or More Ways than One, a farce produced at 
Drury Lane in 1715. His Hanging and Marriage; or The Deed 
Man's Wedding was acted at Lincoln's Inn Fields is t722 
Chronorthotornhologos (1734), described as " The most Tragical 
Tragedy that ever was tmgedized by any Company of Tra-
gedians," was a successful burlesque of the bombast of the 
contemporary stage. The best of his other pieces were A 
Wonder; or the Honest Yorkskireman (1735), a ballad opera, and 
the Dragon of Wantley 0737), • burlesque opera, the music al 
which was by J. F. Lampe. He was the author of North-
Pamby, a once famous parody of Ambrose Philips's verses to 
the infant daughter of the earl of Carteret. Carey is best remem-
bered by his songs. " Sally in our Alley " (printed in his Modal 
Century) was a sketch drawn after following a shoemaker's 
'prentice and his sweetheart on a holiday. The present tune tel 
to these words, however, is not the one written by Carey, but is 
borrowed from an earlier song, "The Country Lasse," which is 
printed in The Merry Musician (vol. Hi., c. x716). It has bees 
daimed for him that he was the author of " God save the King'  
(see NATIONAL ANTHEMS). He died in London on the 4th of 
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October 1743; and it was asserted, without justification, that be 
had committed suicide. Edmund Kean, the tragedian, was 
one of his great-grandchildren. 

The completest edition of his poems is Poems on Several Occasions 
(1729). His dramatic works were published by subscription in 1743. 

CAREY, HENRY CHARLES (1793-1879), American econo-
mist, was born in Philadelphia on the isth of December 1793. 
At the age of twenty-eight he succeeded his father, Mathew 
Carey (1760-1839)--an influential economist, political reformer, 
editor, and publisher, of Irish birth, but for many years a resident 
of Philadelphia—as a member of the publishing firm of Carey 
& Lea, which was long the most conspicuous in America. He 
died in Philadelphia on the 13th of October 5879. 

Among Mathew Carey's many writings had been a collection 
(1822) of Essays on Political Economy, one of the earliest of 
American treatises favouring protection, and Henry C. Carey's 
life-work was devoted to the propagation of the same theory. 
He retired from business in 1838, almost simultaneously with 
the appearance (1837-184o) of his Principles of Political 
Economy. This treatise, which was translated into Italian and 
Swedish, soon became the standard representative in the United 
States of the school of economic thought which, with some 
interruptions, has since dominated the tariff system of that 
country. Carey's first large work on political economy was 
preceded and followed by many smaller volumes on wages, 
the credit system, interest, slavery, copyright, &c ; and in 
1838-1839 he gathered the fruits of his lifelong labours into 
Tke Principles of Social Science, in three volumes. This work 
is a most comprehensive as well as mature exposition of his 
views. In it Carey sought to show that there exists, inde-
pendently of human wills, a natural system of economic laws, 
skids is essentially beneficent, and of which the increasing 
prosperity of the whole community, and especially of the work-
ing classes, is the spontaneous result—capable of being defeated 
only by the ignorance or perversity of man resisting or impeding 
its action. He rejected the Malthusian doctrine of population, 
maintaining that numbers regulate themselves sufficiently in 
every well-governed society, and that their pressure on sub-
sistence characterizes the lower, not the more advanced, stages 
of civilization. He denied the universal truth, for all stages of 
cultivation, of the law of diminishing returns from land. 

His fundamental theoretic position relates to the antithesis 
of wealth and value. Carey held that land, as we are concerned 
with it in industrial life, is really an instrument of production 
which has been formed as such by man, and that its value is due 
to the labour expended on it in the past—though measured, not 
by the sum of that labour, but by the labour necessary under 
existing conditions to bring new land to the same stage of 
productiveness. He studied the occupation and reclamation 
of land with peculiar advantage as an American, for whom the 
traditions of first settlement were living and fresh, and before 
whose eyes the process was indeed still going on. The diffi-
culties of adapting a primitive soil to the work of yielding 
organic products for man's use can be lightly estimated only 
by an inhabitant of a country long under cultivation. It is, 
in Carey's view, the overcoming of these difficulties by arduous 
and continued effort that entitles the first occupier of land to his 
property in the soil. Its present value forms a very small pro-
portion of the cost expended on it, because it represents only 
what would be required, With the science and appliances of our 
time, to bring the land from its primitive into its present state. 
Property in land is therefore only a form of invested capital—
a quantity of labour or the fruits of labour permanently incor-
porated with the soil; for which, like any other capitalist, the 
owner is compensated by a share of the produce. He is not 
rewarded for what is done by the powers of nature, and society 
is in no sense defrauded by his sole possession. The so-called 
Rii:ardian theory of rent is a speculative fancy, contradicted by 
all experience. Cultivation does not in (act, as that theory 
supposes, begin with the best, and move downwards to the poorer 
soils in the order of their inferiority. The light and dry higher 
lands are first cultivated; and only when population has become  

dense and capital has accumulated, are the low-lying lands, with 
their greater fertility, but also with their morasses, inundations, 
and miasmas, attacked and brought into occupation. Rent, 
regarded as a proportion of the produce, sinks, like all interest 
on capital, in process of time, but, as an absolute amount, 
increases. The share of the labourer increases, both as a pro-
portion and an absolute amount. And thus the interests of 
these different social classes are in harmony. But, Carey pro-
ceeded to say, in order that this harmonious progress may be 
realized, what is taken from the land must be given back to it. 
All the articles derived from it are really separated parts of it, 
which must be restored on pain of its exhaustion. Hence the 
producer and the consumer must be close to each other; the 
products must not be exported to a foreign country in exchange 
for its manufactures, and thus go to enrich as manure a foreign soil. 
In immediate exchange value the landowner may gain by such 
exportation, but the productive powers of the land will suffer. 

Carey, who had set out as an earnest advocate of free trade, 
accordingly arrived at the doctrine of protection: the " co-
ordinating power" in society must intervene to prevent private 
advantage from working public mischief. He attributed his 
conversion on this question to his observation of the effects of 
liberal and protective tariffs respectively on American pros-
perity. This observation, he says, threw him back on theory, 
and led him to see that the intervention referred to might be 
necessary to remove (as he phrases it) the obstacles to the 
progress of younger communities created by the action of older 
and wealthier nations. But it seems probable that the influence 
of List's writings, added to his own deep-rooted and hereditary 
jealousy and dislike of English predominance. had something 
to do with his change of attitude (see Pacrrzerms). 

CAREY. WILLIAM (1761-1834, English Oriental scholar, 
and the pioneer of modern missionary enterprise, was born at 
Paulerspury, Northamptonshire, on the 17th of August 1761 
When a youth he worked as a shoemaker; but having joined 
the Baptists when he was about twenty-one, he devoted much 
of his time to village preaching. In 1787 he became pastor of 
a Baptist church in Leicester, and began those energetic move-
ments among his fellow religionists which resulted in the for-
mation of the Baptist Missionary Society, Carey himself being 
one of the first to go abroad. On reaching Bengal in 1793, 
he and his companions lost all their property in the Hugh; but 
having received the charge of an indigo factory at Malda, he 
was soon able to prosecute the work of translating the Bible 
into Bengali. In 5799 he quitted Malda for Serampore, where 
he established a church, a school, and a printing-press for the 
publication of the Scriptures and philological works. In t8or 
Carey was appointed professor of Oriental languages in a college 
founded at Fort William by the marquess of Wellesley. From 
this time to his death he devoted himself to the preparation 
of numerous philological works, consisting of grammars and 
dictionaries in the Mahratta. Sanskrit, Punjabi, Telinga, Bengali 
and Bhetanta dialects. The Sanskrit dictionary was unfortun-
ately destroyed by a fire which broke out in the printing establish-
ment. From the Serampore press there issued in his lifetime 
over 200,000 Bibles and portions in nearly forty different lan-
guages and dialects, Carey himself undertaking most of the 
literary work. He died on the 9th of June 5834. 

See Lives by J. Culross (1881) and G. Smith (1884). 
CAROILL, DONALD (r610-1681), Scottish Covenanter, was 

born in r6to. He was educated at St Andrews, and afterwards 
attached himself to the Protesters. After his appointment to 
one of the churches in Glasgow, he openly resisted the measures 
of the government. Compelled to remain at a distance from his 
charge, he ventured back to celebrate the Communion, and was 
arrested, but was liberated at the instance of some of his private 
friends. He was afterwards wounded at the battle of Bothwell 
Bridge, and fled to Holland, where he remained a few months. 
On his return he joined Richard Cameron in publishing the 
Sanquhar declaration, and boldly excommunicated the king and 
his officials. He was soon afterwards apprehended, and brought 
to Edinburgh, where he was beheaded on the 27th of July 1681 
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CARGO (Span. for " loading," from Lat. carries, car), a ship-• 
load, or the goods (or even, less technically, persons) carried on 
board a ship; and so, by analogy, a term used for any large 
amount. The maritime law affecting the cargo of a ship is dealt 
with in the articles AVERAGE, A7,REJGHTMENT, INSURANCE, 
SALVAGE, BOTTOMRY, LIEN; and the specialities of cargo-ships 
under SKIP. 

CARlA, an ancient district of Asia Minor, bounded on the N. 
by Ionia and Lydia, on the W. and S. by the Aegean Sea, and on 
the E. by Lycia and a small part of Phrygia. The coast-line 
Consists of a succession of great promontories alternating with deep 
inlets. The most important inlet, the Ceramic Gulf,or Gulf of Cos, 
extends inland for 7o tn., between the great mountain promontory 
terminating at Myndus on the north, and that which extends to 
Cnidus and the remarkable headland of Cape Krio on the south. 
North of this is the deep bay called in ancient times the Gulf of 
lasus (now known as the Gulf of Mendeliyah), and beyond this 
again was the deeper inlet which formerly extended inland 
between Miletus and Priene, but of which the outer part has 
been entirely filled up by the alluvial deposits of the Maeander, 
while the innermost arm, the ancient Latmic Gulf, is now a lake. 
South of Cape Krio again is the gulf known as the Gulf of Doris, 
with several subordinate inlets, bounded on the south by the 
rugged promontory of Cynossema (mod. Cape Alupo). Between 
this headland and the frontier of Lycia is the sheltered bay of 
Marmarice, noted in modern times as one of the finest harbours 
of the Mediterranean. 

Almost the whole of Carla is mountainous. The two great 
masses of Cadmus (Baba-dagh) and Salbacum (Boz-dagh), which 
are in fact portions of the great chain of Taurus (see ASIA Wawa), 
form the nucleus to which the whole physical framework of the 
country is attached. From these lofty ranges there extends a 
broad tableland (in many parts more than 3000 ft. high), while it 
sends down offshoots on the north towards the Maeander, and on 
the west towards the Aegean. Of these ranges the summit of 
Mt Latinos alone reaches 4500 ft. 

The coast is fringed by numerous islands, in some instances 
separated only by narrow straits from the mainland. Of these 
the most celebrated are Rhodes and Cos. Besides these are 
Syme, Telos, Nisyros, Calymnos, Leros and Patmos, all of which 
have been inhabited, both in ancient and modern times, and 
some of which contain excellent harbours. Of these Nisyros 
alone is of volcanic origin; the others belong to the same lime-
stone formation with the rocky headlands of the coast. The 
country known as Carta was shared between the Carians proper 
and the Caunians, who were a wilder people, inhabiting the 
district between Carla and Lycia. They were not considered 
to be of the same blood as the Carians, and were, therefore, 
excluded from the temple of the Carian Zeus at Mylasa, which 
was common to the Carians, Lydians'and Mysians, though their 
language was the same as that of the Carians proper. Herodotus 
(i. 172) believed the Caunians to have been aborigines, the 
Carians having been originally called Leleges, who had been 
driven from the Aegean islands by the invading Greeks. This 
seems to have been a prevalent view among the Greek writers, 
for Thucydides (i. 8) states that when Delos was "purified" 
more than half the bodies found buried in it were those of 
" Carians." Modern archaeological discovery, however, is 
against this belief; and the fact that Mysus, Lydus and Car were 
regarded as brothers indicates that the three populations who 
worshipped together in the temple of Mylasa all belonged to the 
same stock. Homer (11. x. 428-429) distinguishes the Leleges 
(q.v.) from the Carians, to whom is ascribed the invention of 
helmet-crests, coats of arms, and shield handles. 

A considerable number of short Carian inscriptions has been 
found, most of them in Egypt. They were first noticed by 
Lepsius at Abu-Simbel, where he correctly inferred that they 
were the work of the Carian mercenaries of Psammetichus. 
The language,. so far as it has been deciphered, is " Asianic " 
and not Indo-European. 

The excavations of W.A. Paton at Assarlik (.1ouns.11e11..Sindies, 
1887) and of F. Winter at Idrias have resulted in the discovery  

of Late•Mycenaean and Geometric pottery. Carla, holism 
figured but little in history. It was absorbed into the kingdom 
of Lydia, where Carian troops formed the bodyguard of the king 
Cnidus and Halicarnassus on the coast were colonized by Dorian!. 
At Halicarnassus (q.v.) the Mausoleum, the monument erected 
by Artemisia to her husband Mausolus, about 36o ac., was 
excavated by Sir C. T. Newton in 1837--03513. Cnidus (CS.) war 
excavated at the same time, when the " Cnidian Lion," now is 
the British Museum, was found crowning a tomb near the site d 
the old city (C. T. Newton, History of Discoveries at Cisidsa, 
lalicarnassus and Branckidac). On the border-land between 

Carla and Lydia lay other Greek cities, Miletus, Prime, and 
Magnesia (see articles s.v.), colonized in early times by the Ionians. 
Inland was Tralles (mod. Aidin), which also had an lonic poinda-
tion, though it never belonged to the Ionic confederacy (see 
TRALLES). The excavations of the English in 1868-'869, of the 
French under 0. Rayet and A. Thomas in :873, and more 
recently of the Germans under Th. Wiegand and Schrader in 
1895-1898 have laid bare the site of the Greek Priene, and the 
same has been done for the remains of Magnesia ad Maeandram 
by French excavators in 1842-1843 and the German expedition 
under K. Humann in 189r-1893. A German expedition under 
Th. Wiegand carried on excavations at Miletus (see articles on 
these towns). 

In the Persian epoch, native dynasts established themselves 
in Carla and even extended their rule over the Greek cities. The 
last of them seems to have been Pixodarus, after whose death the 
crown was seized by a Persian, Orontobates, who offered a 
vigorous resistance to Alexander the Great. But his capital, 
Halicarnassus, was taken after a siege, and the principality of 
Carta conferred by Alexander on Ada, a princess of the native 
dynasty. Soon afterwards the country was incorporated into 
the Syrian empire and then into the kingdom of Pergamum- 

See W. M. Ramsay, " Historical Geography of Asia Minor " 
(R.G.S. iv., 1890); W. Ruge and E. Friedrich, Archasiogiscke Kees 
son Kleinasies (1899); Perrot and Chides, History of Art is neve. 
Lydia, Carla and Lycla (Eng. trans., 1892); A. H. Sayer. "The 
Karian Language and Inscriptions " (T.S.B.A. ix. 1, 1887): P. 
Kretschmer, Einkitang in die Gesckickte der grieckisckeis 
pp. 376.384 (1896). For the coinage see NUMISMATICS. (A. H. S) 

CARIACO. or SAN FELIPE DE Atlanta, a town on the north 
coast of Venezuela, 40 m. east of the city of Cumuli at the head 
of the gulf bearing the same name. Pop. (19o8, estimate) 7,oca 
It stands a short distance up the Guises river and its port 
immediately on the coast is known as Puerto Sucre. The 
surrounding district produces cotton, tobacco, cacao, cattle 
and fruit, and there is considerable trade through Puerto Sucre, 
although that port has no regular connexion with foreign ports. 

CARIBBRIC ISLANDS, a name chiefly of historical importance, 
sometimes applied to the whole of the West Indies, but strictly 
comprehending only the chain of islands stretching from Porto 
Rico to the coast of South America. These are also known as 
the Lesser Antilles, and the bulk of them are divided into the 
two groups of the Leeward and Windward Islands. 

CARIES, the name, used first by Columbus (from Correa, 
said to mean "a valiant man "), of a South American people. 
who, at the arrival of the Spanish, occupied parts of Guiana 
and the lower Orinoco and the Windward and other islands is 
what is still known OS the Caribbean Sea. They were believed 
to have had their original home in North America, spreading 
thence through the Antilles southward to Venezuela, the Guiants, 
and north-east Brazil. This view has been abandoned, as Carib 
tribes, the Bakairi and Nahuquas, using an archaic type of 
Carib speech and primitive in habits, have been met by German 
explorers in the very heart of Brazil. It may thus be assumed 
that the cradle of the race was the centre of South America, 
their first migrating movements being to Guiana and the Antilles 
A cruel, ferocious and warlike people, they made a stout resist-
ance to the Spaniards. They were cannibals, and it is to them 
that we owe that word, Columbus's Caribal being transformed 
into Cannibal in apparent reference to the canine voracity at 
the Caribs. They are physically by no means a powerful race, 
being distinguished by slight figures with limbs well formed but 
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lacking muscle, and with a tendency to be pot-bellied, due 
apparently to their habit of drinking paiwari (liquor prepared 
from the cassava plant) in great quantities. Their colour is a 
red cinnamon, but varies with different tribes. Their hair is 
thick, long, very black, and generally cut to an even edge, at 
right angles to the neck, round the head. The features are 
strikingly Mongoloid. Among the true Caribs a 2-in. broad 
belt of cotton is knitted round each ankle, and just below each 
knee of the young female children. All body-hair in both sexes 
is pulled out, even to the eye-brows. Among the women the 
lower lips are often pierced, pins of wood being passed through 
and forming a sort of cheraux de frise round the mouth. Some-
times a bell-shaped ornament is hung by men to a piece of string 
passed through the lower lip. The Carib government was 
patriarchal. Though the women did most of the hard work, 
they were kindly treated. Polygamy prevailed. Very little 
ceremony attended death. The Caribs of the West Indies, 
known as "Red" and "Black," the first pure, the second mixed 
with negro blood, after a protracted war with the British were 
transported in 1796 to the number of 5000 from Dominica and 
St Vincent to the island of Ruatan near the coast of Honduras. 
A few were subsequently allowed back to St Vincent, but the 
majority are settled in Honduras and Nicaragua. 

CARICATURE (Ital. caricature, i.e. "ritratto ridicolo," from 
caricare, to load, to charge; Fr. charge), a general term for the 
art of applying the grotesque to the purposes of satire, and for 
pictorial and plastic ridicule and burlesque. The word " cari-
catura" was first used as English by Sir Thomas Browne (1605-
'6&0, in his Christian Morals, a posthumous work; it is next 
found, still in its Italian form, in No. 537 of the Spectator; it 
was adopted by Johnson in his dictionary (1757), but does not 
appear in Bailey's dictionary, for example, as late as 1773; 
and it only assumed its modern guise towards the end of the 
ath century, when its use and comprehension became general. 

Little that is not conjectural can be written concerning 
caricature among the ancients. Few traces of the comic are 
di::overable in Egyptian art—such papyri of a satirical tendency 
as are known to exist appearing to belong rather to the class of 
ithyphallic drolleries than to that of the ironical grotesque. 
Among the Greeks, though but few and dubious data are extant, 
it seems possible that caricature may not have been altogether 
unknown. Their taste for pictorial parody, indeed, has been 
sufficiently proved by plentiful discoveries of pottery painted 
with burlesque subjects. Aristotle, moreover, who disapproved 
of grotesque art, condemns in strong terms the pictures of a 
certain Pauson, who, alluded to by Aristophanes, and the subject 
of one of Lucian's anecdotes, is hailed by Champfleury as the 
doyen of caricaturists. That the grotesque in graphic art con-
ceived in the true spirit of intentional caricature was practised 
by the Romans is evident from the curious frescoes uncovered 
at Pompeii and Herculaneum; from the mention in Pliny of 
certain painters celebrated for burlesque pictures; from the 
curious fantasies graven in gems and called Grylli; and from 
the number pf ithyphallic caprices that have descended to 
modern times. But in spite of these evidences of Greek and 
Roman humour, in spite of the famous comic statuette of Cara-
calla, and of the more famous graffito of the Crucifixion, the 
caricaturists of the old world must be sought for, not among 
its painters and sculptors, but among its poets and dramatists. 
The comedies of Aristophanes and the epigrams of Martial were, 
to the Athens of Pericles and the Rome of Domitian, what the 
etchings of Gillray and the lithographs of Daumiet were to the 
London of George III. and the Paris of the Citizen King. 

During the middle ages a vast mass of grotesque material was 
accumulated, but selection becomes even more difficult than 
with the scarce relics of antiquity. With the building of the 
cathedrals originated a new style of art; a strange mixture of 
memories of paganism and Christian imaginings was called 
into being for the adornment of those great strongholds of urban 
Catholicism, and in this the coarse and brutal materialism of 
the popular humour found its largest and freest expression. 
On missal-merge and sign-board, on stall and entablature, in  

gargoyle and initial, the grotesque displayed itself in an infinite 
variety of forms. The import of this inextricable tangle of 
imagery, often obscene and horrible, often quaint and fantastic, 
is difficult, if not impossible, to determine. We recognize the 
prevalence of three great popular types or figures, each of which 
may be credited with a satirical intention—of Reynard the Fox, 
the hero of the famous medieval romance; of the Devil, that 
peculiarly medieval antithesis of God; and of Death, the sar-
castic and irreverent skeleton. The popularity of the last is 
evidenced by the fact that no fewer than forty-three towns in 
England, France and Germany are enumerated as possessing 
sets of the Dance of Death, that grandiose all-levelling series of 
caprices in the contemplation of which the middle ages found 
so much consolation. It was reserved for Holbein (1498 -1554). 
seizing the idea and resuming all that his contemporaries thought 
and felt on the subject, to produce, in his fifty-three magnificent 
designs of the Danse Macabre, the first and perhaps the greatest 
set of satirical moralities known to the modern world. 

It is in the tumult of the Renaissance, indeed, that caricature 
in its modern sense may be said to have been born. The great 
popular movements required some such vehicle of comment or 
censure; the perfection to which the arts of design were attain-
ing supplied the means; the invention of printing ensured its 
dissemination. The earliest genuine piece of graphic irony that 
has been discovered is a caricature (1499) relating to Louis XII. 
and his Italian war. But it was the Reformation that produced 
the first full crop of satirical ephemerae, and the heads of Luther 
and Alexander VI. are therefore the direct ancestors of the masks 
that smirk and frown from the "cartoons" of Punch and the 
Charivari. Fairly started by Lucas Cranach, a friend of Luther, 
in his Passionals of Christ and Antichrist (1521), caricature was 
naturalized in France under the League, but only to pass into 
the hands of the Dutch, who.supplied the rest of Europe with 
satirical prints during the whole of the next century. A curious 
reaction is visible in the work of Pieter Breughel (1510-1570) 
towards the grotesque diablerie and macaberesque morality of 
medieval art, the last original and striking note of which is 
caught in the compositions of Jacques Callot (1593-1635), and, 
in a less degree, in those of his followers, Stefano della Bella 
(1610-1664) and Salvator Rosa (1615-1673). On the other 
hand, however, Callot, one of the greatest masters of the 
grotesque that ever lived, in certain of his Caprices, and in his 
two famous sets of prints, the Miseres de la guerre, may be said 
to anticipate certain productions of Hogarth and Goya, and so 
to have founded the modern school of ironic genre. 

In England one of the earliest caricatures extant is that in the 
margin of the Forest Roll of Essex, 5, ed. 1 , now at the Record 
Office; it is a grotesque portrait of "Aaron 51 Diabolc " (Aaron, 
son of the devil), probably representing Cok, son of Aaron. It 
is dated 1277. Another caricature, undated, appears on a Roll 
containing an account of the tillages and fines paid by Jews, 
17. Henry III., belonging to 1233 (Exch. of Receipt, Jews' Roll, 
No. 8). It is an elaborate satirical design of Jews and devils, 
arranged in a pediment. During the 16th century, caricature 
can hardly be said to have existed at all,—a grotesque of Mary 
Stuart as a mermaid, a pen and ink sketch of which is yet to be 
seen in the Rolls Office, being the only example of it known. 
The Great Rebellion, however, acted as the Reformation had 
done in Germany, and Cavaliers and Roundheads caricatured 
each other freely. At this period satirical pictures usually did 
duty as the title-pages of scurrilous pamphlets; but one instance 
is known of the employment during the war of a grotesque 
allegory as a banner, while the end of the Commonwealth 
produced a satirical pack of playing cards, probably of Dutch 
origin. The Dutch, indeed, as already has been stated, were the 
great purveyors of pictorial satire at this time and during the 
early part of the next century. In England the wit of the 
victorious party was rather vocal than pictorial; in France the 
spirit of caricature was sternly repressed; and it was from 
Holland, bold in its republican freedom, and ,ich in painters 
and etchers, that issued the flood of prints and medals 
which illustrate, through cumbrous allegories and elaborate 
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symbolization, the principal political passages of both the former 
countries, from the Restoration (t660) to the South Sea Bubble 
(1720). The most distinguished of the Dutch artists was Romain 
de Hooghe (1638-1720), a follower of Callot, who, without any 
of the weird power of his master, possessed a certain skill in 
grouping and faculty of grotesque suggestiveness that made his 
point a most useful weapon to William of Orange during the long 
struggle with Louis XIV 

The 18th century, however, may be called emphatically the 
age of caricature. The spirit is evident in letters as in art; in 
the fierce grotesques of Swift, in the coarser charges of Smollett, 
in the keen ironies of Henry Fielding, in the Aristophanic 
tendency of Foote's farces, no less than in the masterly moralities 
of Hogarth and the truculent satires of Gillray. The first event 
that called forth caricatures in any number was the prosecution 
(171o) of Dr Sacheverell; most of these, however, were importa-
tions from Holland, and only in the excitement attendant on the 
South Sea Bubble, some ten years later, can the English school 
be said to have begun. Starting into active being with the 
ministry of Walpole (t721), it flourished under that statesman 
for some twenty years,—the " hieroglyphics," as its prints were 
named, graphically enough, often circulating on fans. It con-
tinued to increase in importance and audacity till the reign 
of Pitt (1757-1761), when its activity was somewhat abated. 
It rose, however, to a greater height than ever during the rule 
of Bute (1761-1763), and since that time its influence has 
extended without a check. The artists whose combinations 
amused the public during this earlier period are, with few 
exceptions, but little known and not greatly esteemed. Among 
them were two amateurs, Dorothy, wife of Richard Boyle, 
3rd earl of Burlington, and General George Townshend (after-
wards 1st Marquess Townshend); Goupy, Boitard and Liotard 
were Frenchmen; Vandergucht and Vanderbank were Dutch-
men. This period witnessed also the rise of William Hogarth 
(1697-1764). • As a political caricaturist Hogarth was not 
successful, save in a few isolated examples, as in the portraits 
of Wilkes and Churchill; but as a moralist and social satirist 
he has not yet been equalled. The publication, in 1732, of his 
Modern Midnight Conversation may be said to mark an epoch in 
the history of caricature. Mention must also be made of Paul 
Sandby (1725-1809), who was not a professional caricaturist, 
though he joined in the pictorial hue-and-cry against Hogarth 
and Lord Bute, and who is best remembered as the founder of 
the English school of water-colour; and of John Collet (1723-
1788), said to have been a pupil of Hogarth, a kindly and indus-
trious humorist, rarely venturing into the arena of politics. 
During the latter half of the century, however, political caricature 
began to be somewhat more skilfully handled than of old by 
James Sayer, a satirist in the pay of the younger Pitt, while 
social grotesques were pleasantly treated by Henry William 
Sunbury (1750-1811) and George Moutard Woodward. These 
personalities, however, interesting as they are, are dwarfed into 
insignificance by the great figure of James Gillray (t737-1815), 
in whose hands political caricature became almost epic for 
grandeur of conception and far-reaching suggestiveness. It is 
to the works of this man of genius, indeed, and (in a less degree) 
to those of his contemporary, Thomas Rowlandson (1756-1827), 
an artist of great and varied powers, that historians must turn 
for the popular reflection of all the political notabilia of the end 
of the 18th and the beginning of the 19th centuries. England 
may be said to have been the chosen home of caricature during 
this period. In France, timid and futile under the Monarchy, 
it bad assumed an immense importance under the Revolution, 
and a cloud of hideous pictorial libels was the result; but even 
the Revolution left no such notes through its own artists, though 
Fragonard (1732-1806) himself was of the number, as came from 
the gravers of Gillray and Rowlandson. In Germany caricature 
did not exist. Only in Spain was there to be found an artist 
capable of entering into competition with the masters of the 
satirical grotesque of whom England could boast. The works 
Of Francesco Goya y Lucientes (1746-1828) are described by 
Theophile Gautier as " a mixture of those of Rembrandt, 

Watteau, and the comical dreams of Rabelais," and Champlin', 
discovers analogies between him and Honore Daumier, the 
greatest caricaturist of modern France. 

The satirical grotesque of the 18th century had been character• 
ized by a sort of grandiose brutality, by a certain vigorous 
obscenity, by a violence of expression and intention, that appear 
monstrous in these days of reserve and restraint, but that 
doubtless sorted well enough with the strong party feelings and 
fierce political passions of the age. After the downfall of Napoleon 
(this), however, when strife was over and men were weary and 
satisfied, a change in matter and manner came over the auks. 
cure of the period. In connection with this change, the name 
of George Cruikshank (1792-1878), an artist who stretches 
hands on the one side towards Hogarth and Gillray, and oa the 
other towards Leech and Tenniel, deserves honourable mestizo. 
Those of Cruikshank's political caricatures which were designed 
for the squibs of William Hone (1779-1842) are, comparatively 
speaking, uninteresting; his ambition was that of Hogarth-
the production of " moral comedies." Much of his work, there-
fore, may be said to form a link in the chain of developmeat 
through which has passed that ironical genre to which reference 
has already been made. In 1829, however, began to appear the 
famous series of lithographs, signed H. B., the work of Joha 
Doyle (1798-1868). These jocularities are interesting otherwise 
than politically; thin and weakly as they are, they inaugurated 
the style of later political caricature. In France, meanwhile, 
with the farcical designs of Edme Jean Pigal (b. 1794) and the 
realistic sketches of Henri Monnier (1805-1872), the admirable 
portrait-busts of Jean Pierre Dantan the younger (t8co-1862) 
and the fine military and low-life drolleries of Nicolas Toussaint 
Charlet (1792-1845) were appearing. Up to this date, though 
journalism and caricature had sometimes joined hands (as is 
the case of the Craftsman and the Arai-Jacobin, and particularly 
in Les Revolutions de France et de Brabant and Let Ades do 
A pokes), the alliance had been but brief; it was reserved far 
Charles Philipon (1802-1862), who may be called the father of 
comic journalism, to make it lasting. The foundation of Ls 
Caricature, by Philipon in 1831, suppressed in /83e after a bed 
but glorious career, was followed by Le Chariaari (December 
1832), which is perhaps the most renowned of the innumerable 
enterprises of this extraordinary man. Among the artists he 
assembled round him, the highest place is held by Honed 
Daimler (1808-1879), a draughtsman of great skill, and a 
caricaturist of immense vigour and audacity. Another et 
Philipon's band was Sulpice Paul Chevalier (thoz-1866), better 
known as Gavarni, in, whose hands modern social caricature. 
advanced by Cruikshank and Charlet, assumed its prestat 
guise and became elegant. Mention must also be made e 
Grandville (J. I. I. Gerard) (1803-1847), the illustrator of La 
Fontaine, and a modern patron of the medieval skeleton; Gi 
Charles Joseph Travies de Villers, the father of the laws 
hunchback " Mayeux "; and of Amedie de Not, or " Chart: 
the wittiest and most ephemeral of pictorial satirists. In 184o 
the pleasantries of " H. B." having come to an end, there was 
founded, in imitation of this enterprise of Philipon, the comic 
journal which, under the title of Punch, or Ike Lowden Cliariawi 
has since become famous all over the world. Among its early 
illustrators were John Leech (1817-1864) and Richard Doyle 
(1824-1883), whose drawings were full of the richest grotesque 
humour. 

In 1862 Carlo Pellegrini, in Vanity Fair, began a series of 
portraits of public men, which may be considered the most 
remarkable instances of personal caricature in England. 

For the later developments of caricature, it is convenient to take 
them by countries in the following sections:— 

Great Britain.—During the later 19th century the term caricature. 
somewhat loosely used at all times, came gradually to cover almca 
every form of humorous art, from the pictorial wit and winders el 
Sir John Tenniel to the weird grotesques of Mr S. H. Sime. Iron the 
gay pleasantries of Randolph Caldecott to the graceful but sedan 
fancies of Mr Walter Crane. It is made to embrace alike the SOCAll 
studies. satirical and sympathetic. of Du Maurice and Keene, t!--r 
political cartoons of her Harry Furniss and Sir F. C. Gould, 
unextenuating likenesses of " Pipe," and " Spy." mad "Max.'the 
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subtle conceits of Mr Linley Sambourne, the whimsicalities of Mr 
E. T. Reed. the exuberant burlesques of Mr J. F. Sullivan, the 
frank buffooneries of W. G. Baxter. Of these diverse forms of graphic 
humour, some have no other object than to amuse, and therefore do 
not call fur serious notice. The work of Mr Max Beerbohm (" Max ") 
has the note of originality and extravagance too; while that of  

Spy" (Mr Leslie Ward) in Vanity Fair, if it does not rival the 
occasional brilliancy of his predecessor " Ape " (Carlo Pellegrini, 
1839-1889), maintains a higher average of merit. The pupil, too, is 
much more genial than the master, and he is content if his pencil 
evokes the comment, "How ridiculously.  fike!" Caricature of this 
kind is merely an entertainment. Here we are concerned rather 
with those branches of caricature which, merrily or mordantly, 
reflect and comment upon the actual life we live. In treating of 
recent caricature of this kind, we must give the first place to Punch. 
Mr Punch's outlook upon life has not changed much since the 
'seventies of the last century. His influence upon the tone of 
caricature made itself felt most appreciably in the days of John 
Leech and Richard Doyle. Their successors but follow in their steps. 
In their work, says a clever German critic, is to be found no vestige 
of the "sour bilious temper of John Bull" that pervaded the 
pictures of Hogarth and Rowlandson. Charles Keene (1823-1891) 
and Du Manner (1834-t896), he declares, are not caricaturists or 
satirists, but amiable and tenderly grave observers of life, friendly 
optimists. The characterization is truer of Keene, perhaps, than of 
Du Maurier. Charles Keene's sketches are almost always cheerful; 
almost without exception they make you smile or laugh. In many 
of Du Maurier's, on the other hand, there is an underlying serious-
ness. While Keene looks on at life with easy tolerance, an amused 
spectator, Du Maurice shows himself sensitive, emotional, sym-
pathetic, taking infinite delight in what istty and gay and 
charming, but hurt and offended by the sordid and the ugly. Thus 
while Keene takes things dispassionately as they come, seeing only 
the humorous side of them, we find Du Maurice ever and anon 
attacking some new phase of snobbishness or philistinism or cant. 
For all his kindliness its depicting congenial scenes, he is at times as 
unrelenting a satirist as Rowlandson. The other Punch artists, 
whose work is in the same field, resemble Keene in this respect rather 
than Du Maurice. Mr Leonard Raven-Hill recalls Charles Keene 
not merely in temperament but in technique; like Keene, too, he 
finds his subjects principally in bourgeois life. Mr J. Bernard 
Partridge, though, like Du Maurier, he has an eye for physical 
beauty, is a spectator rather than a critic of life, yet he has made 
his mark as a " cartoonist." Phil May (d. 1903), a modern Touch-
stone, is less easily classified. Though he wears the cap and bells, 
be is alive to the pity of things; he sees the pathos no less than the 
humour of his street-boys and " gutter-snipes." He is, however, a 
jester primarily: an artist, too, of high achievement. Two others 
stand out as masters of the art of social caricature—Frederick 
Barnard and Mr J. F. Sullivan. Barnard's illustrations to Dickens, 
like his original sketches, have a lively humour—the humour of 
irrepressible high spirits—and endless invention. High spirits and 
invention are characteristics also of Mr Sullivan. It is at the British 
artisan and petty tradesman—at the grocer given to adulteration 
and the plumber who outstays his welcome—that he aims his most 
boisterous fun. Ile rebels, too, delightfully, against red tape and all 
the petty tyrannies of officialdom. In political caricature Sir John 
Tenniel (q.v.) remained the leading artist of his day. The death of 
Abraham Lincoln. Bismarck's fall from power, the tragedy of 
Khartum—to subjects such as these, worthy of a great painter, 
Tenniel has brought a classic simplicity and a sense of dignity 
unknown previously to caricature. It is hard to say in which field 
Tenniel most excels—whether in those ingenious parables in which 
the British Lion and the Russian Bear, John Chinaman, Jacques 
Bonhomme and Uncle Sam play their part—or in the ever-changing 
scenes of the great parliamentary Comedy—or in sombre dramas 
of Anarchy, Famine or Crime—or in those London extravaganzas 
in which the symbolic personalities of Gog and Magog, Father Thames 
and the -Fog Fiend, the duke of Mudford and Mr Punch himself, 
have become familiar. Subjects similar to these have been treated 
also for many years by Mr Linley Sambourne in his fanciful and often 
beautiful designs. In the field of humorous portraiture also, as in 
cartoon-designing, Mr Sambourne has made his mark, and he may 
be said almost to have originated, in a small way, that practice of 
illustrating the doings of parliament with comic sketches in which 
Mr Fumiss, Mr E. T. Reed and Sir F. C. Gould were his most 
notable successors. Mr Furniss satirized the Royal Academy as 
effectively as the Houses of Parliament, but he has been above all 
the illustrator of parliament—the creator of Mr Gladstone's collars, 
the thief of Lord Randolph Churchill's inches. the immortalizer of so 
many otherwise obscure politicians who has worked the House of 
Commons and its doings into so many hundreds of eccentric designs. 
But Mr Furniss was never, like Sir F. C. Gould (of the Westminster 
Gaseise), a politician first and a caricaturist afterwards. Gould is 
an avowed partisan, and his caricatures became the most formidable 
weapons of the Radical party. Caustic, witty and telling, not 
specially well drawn, but drawn well enough—the likenesses un-
failingly caught and recognizable at a glance—his " Picture Politics " 
won him a place unique in the ranks of caricaturists. There is no 
evidence of such strenuousness in the wig* of Mr E. T. Reed (of 

Punch). In his parliamentary sketches, as in his " Animal Land " 
and " Prehistoric Peeps," Mr Reed is a wholly irresponsible humorist 
and parodist. One finds keen satire, however, in those " Ready-
made Coats of Arms," in which be turned at once his heraldic lore 
and his insight into character to excellent account. In his more 
serious picture in which he has drawn a parallel between the tricotestses 
awaiting with grim enjoyment the fall of the guillotine and those 
modern English gentlewomen who flock to the Old Bailey as to the 
play, we have the true Hogarthian touch. Mr Gunning King, 
Mr F.H.Townshend, Mr C. E. Brock, Mr Tom Browne, are among the 
younger humorists who have advanced to the front rank. Though 
there have been some notable competitors with Punch, there has 
never been a really " good second." In Matt Morgan the Tomahawk 
(1865-1867) could boast an original cartoonist after Tenniel's style, 
but without Tenniel's power and humour. Morgan's Tomahawk 
cartoons gained in effect from an ingenious method of _printing in 
two colours. In Fred Barnard, W. G. Baxter, and Mr J. F. Sullivan, 
Judy (founded in i867) possessed a trio of pictorial humorists of the 
first rank, and in W. Bowcher a political cartoonist thoroughly to 
the taste of those hot and strong Conservatives to whom Punch's 
faint Whiggery was but Radicalism in disguise. His successor, Mr 
William Parkinson, was not less loyal to Tory ideas, though more 
urbane in his methods. Furs has had cartoonists of high merit in 
Mr Gordon Thomson and in Mr John Proctor, who worked also for 
Moonshine (founded in 1879 now extinct). Moonshine afterwards 
enlisted the services of Alfred Bryan, to whose clever pencil the 
Christmas number of the World was indebted for many years. Ally 
Slope, founded in 1884, is notable only as the widely circulated 
medium for W. G. Baxter's wild humours, kept up in the same spirit 
by Mr W. F. Thomas. his successor. Pick-me-up could once count a 
staff which rivalled at least the social side of Punch; Mr Raven-Hill, 
Phil May. Mr Maurice Greiffenhagen and Mr Dudley Hardy all 
contributed in their time to its sprightly pagmi, while Mr S. H. Sime 
made it the vehicle for his " squint-brained Imaginings. The Will 
o' the Wisp, the Butterfly and the Unicorn, kindred ventures, though 
on different lines, all met with an early death. Likes Joke,, founded 
in 1894 by Mr Harry Furniss, who in that year abandoned Punch, 
and afterwards Fair Game, were also short-lived. To this brief list 
of purely comic or satirical journals should be added the names of 
several daily and weekly publications—and among monthlies the 
Idler, with its caricatures by Mr Scott Rankin, Mr Sime and Mr 
Beerbohm—which have made a special feature of humorous art. 
Among these are the Graphic, whose Christmas numbers were first 
brightened by Randolph Caldecott; the Daily Graphic, enlivened 
sometimes by Phil May and Mr A. S. Boyd; Vanity Fair, with its 
grotesque portraits; Truth, to whose Christmas numbers Sr F. C. 
Gould contributed some of his best and most ambitious work, 
printed in colours; the Sketch, with Phil May and others; Black 
and While, with Mr Henry Meyer; the Pall Mall Gazette, first with 
Sir F. C. Gould, and later with Mr G. R. Halkett. The St Stephen's 
Review, whose crudely powerful cartoons, the work of Tom Merry, 
were so popular,-ceased publication in 1892. A tribute should be 
paid in conclusion to the coloured cartoons of the Weekly Freeman 
and other Irish papers, often remarkable for their humour and talent. 
(See also CARTOON and ILLUSTRATION.) 

France—In that peculiar branch of art which is based on irony, 
fun, oddity and wit, and in which Honore Daumier O8o6-1870. 
next to " Gavarni " (18o4-1866). remains the undisputed master. 
France—as has already been shown—can produce an unbroken 
series of draughtsmen of strong individuality. Though " Cham " 
died in 1879, Eugene Giraud in 1881, " Bandon " in 1884, " Andre 
Gill " in z885, " Marcelin " in 1887, Edouard de Beaumont in 1888. 
Lami in 1891, Alfred Grivin in t892, and " Stop " in 1899. a new 
group arose under the leadership of " Nadar " (b. 1820) and Etienne 
Carjat (b. 1828). Mirthful or satirical, and less philosophical than 
of yore, neglecting history for incident, and humanity for the puppets 
of the day, thew drawings, which illustrate daily events, will 
perpetuate the manner and anecdotes of the time, though the illustra-
tions to newspapers, or prints which need a paragraph of explanation, 
show nothing to compare with the Propos de Thomas Virelocque by 
" Gavarni." Quantity perhaps makes up for quality, and some of 
these artists deserve special mention. " Draner ' (b. 5833) and 
" Henriot " (b. 1857) are jeumalists, carrying on the method first 

i introduced by " Cham " n the Univers Must& realistic sketches, 
with no purpose beyond the droll illustration of facts, amusing at the 
time. but of no value to the print-collector. M. J. L. Foram, born 
at Reims in 1852, studied at the Ecole des Beaux Arts under Jean 
Leon Ger6me and J. B. Carpeaux. He first worked for the Cou  
Francais in 1887, and afterwards for Figaro; he was then drawn 
into the polemical work of politics. Though he has created some 
great types of flunkeydom, the explanatory story is more to him 
than the picture, which is often too sketchy, though masterly. 
Reduced reproductions of his work have been issued in volumes, a 
common form of popularity never attempted with Daumier's fine 
lithographs. M.A. L. Willette, born at Chllons-sur-Marne in 1857, 
a son of Colonel Willette, the aide-de-camp to Marshal Bazaine, 
worked for four years in Alexandre Cabanel's studio, and so gained 
an artistic training which alone would have distinguished him from 
his fellows, even without the delightful poetical fancy and Watteau-
like grace which are somewhat unexpected amid the ugliness of 
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modern life. His work has the value, no doubt, of deep and various 
*caning, but it has also intrinsic artistic worth. M. Willette is, in 
fact, the ideal delineator of the more voluptuous and highly spiced 
aspects of contemporary life. " Caran d'Ache," a native of Moscow, 
born in 1858. borrowed from the German caricaturists—mainly from 
W. Busch—his methods of illustrating "a story without words." 
He makes fun even of animals, and is a master of canine physiog-
nomy. His simple and unerring outline is a method peculiarly his 
own; now and again his wit rises to grandiloquence, as in his 
Beltona, rushing on ati automobile through massacre and con-
flagrations. and in his Epp& (Epic) of shadows thrown on a sheet. 
Among his followers may be included A. Guillaume and Gerbault. 
M. C. L. Xeandre, born at Champsecret (Orne), in 1862, is, like 
"Andre Gill." a draughtsman of monstrosities; he can get a perfect 
likeness of a face while exaggerating some particular feature, gives 
his figure a hump-back, as Dantan did in his statuettes, and has a 
facial dexterity which sometimes does scant justice to his very 
original wit. At the same time he has a true sense of beauty. 
M. Theophile A. Steinlen, born at Lausanne in 1859, went to Paris 
in 1881. He should be studied in his illustrations to Bruant. He 
knows the inmost core of the Butte-Montmartre, and depicts it 
with realistic and brutal relish. M. Albert Robida,born at Compiegne 
in 0348, collaborated with Decaux in 1871 to found La Caricature; 
he is a paradoxical seer of the possible future and a curiosity-hunter 
of the past. Old Paris has no secrets from him; he knows all the 
old stones and costumes of the middle ages, and has illustrated 
Rabelais; and for fertility of fancy he reminds us of Gustave Dore, 
but with a sense of movement so vibrant as to be almost distressing. 
" Bac," born at Vienna in 1859, has infused a strain of the Austrian 
woman into the Parisienne; representing her merely as a pleasure-
and love-seeking creature, as the toy of an evening, he has recorded 
her peccadilloes, her witcheries and her vices. Others who have shot 
folly as it flies are M. Albert Guillaume, who illustrated the Exhibi-
tion of 1900 in a series of remarkable silhouettes; " Mars "; " Henri 
Somm "; Gerbault; and Gran. M. Huard depicts to perfection 
the country townsfolk in their elementary psychology. hi. Hermann 
Paul. M. Forain's not unworthy successor on the Figaro, is a cruel 
satirist, who in a single face can epitomize a whole class of society, 
and could catalogue the actors of the comidie huntaine in a series of 
drawings. M. Jean Veber loves fantastic subjects, the gnomes of 
fairy-tales and myths; but he has a biting irony for contemporary 
history, as in the Butcher's Skop. where Bismarck is the blood-stained 
butcher. M. Abel Faivre, a refined and charming painter, is a 
whimiscal humorist with the pencil. He shows us monstrous women, 
fabulously hideous, drawing them with a sort of realism which is 
droll by sheer ugliness. Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec startles us by 
extraordinary dislocations, scrawled limbs and inexplicable 
anatomy; he has left an inimitable series of sketches of Mine 
Yvette Guilbert when she was at her thinnest. M. Felix Vallotton 
reproduces crows in blots of black with a Japanese use of the brush. 
hi. G. Jeanniot, a notable illustrator, sometimes amuses himself by 
contributing to Le Rire. Le Sourire, Le Pompon, L'Assiette as 
Bemire, &c., drawing the two types he most affects: the fashionable 
world and soldiers. M. Ibels, Capiello and many more might be 
enumerated, but it is impossible to chronicle all the clever humorous 
artists of the illustrated papers. 

It is the frequent habit of French caricaturists to employ a nom-
dr-euerre. We therefore give here a list of the genuine names 
represented by the pseudonyms used above, together with others 
familiar to the public:- 

" Andre Gill " 	. . -L. A. Cosset de Guine ( 1840-18115). 
" Bac 	(" Cab " and 

" Savo ") 	 . . a Ferdinand Bach (b. 1859). 
"Caran &Ache " . 	-Emmanuel Poire. 
" Chant " 	.....0omte Amedee de Noe (b. 1818). 
" Crafty " w Victor Gerusez (b. t1340)• 
" Draner (and " Pal ") a Jules Renard (b. 1833). 
" Faustin " . ...Faustin Betbeder (b 1847). 
" Gavarni " . 	. . 	. 	S. G Chevalier (1 flos-1866). 
" Gideon " . . 	. ..GFcleon Bard (b. tap). 
" Grandville " . . w J. I. I. Gerard ( 1 803-1 847). 
" Henriot " (and " Piff ") -Henri Maigrot (b. 1857). 
" Henri Somm " . Henri Sommier (b. 1844). 
" Job "   al. 0. de Brbville (b. 1858). 
" Marcelin " . . .   a Emile Planat (1825-1887). 
" Man" 	  a Maurice Bonvoisin (b. 1849). 
" Moloch " . . .  	Colomb (b. 0849). 
" Montbard " 	. . 	 "C. A. Loye (1841-1905). 
" Nader" 	. . .  	Tournachon (b. 1820). 

	

Pasquin " . . . 	 -GeorgesCoutan (b. 1853). 
" Pepin 	. . . 	 -Ed. Guillaume (b. 1842). 
" Bandon " 	 -G lbert (1814-1845). 
" Sahib "  	L. E. Lesage (b. 1847)• 
" Said " 	  e. Alphonse Levy (b. 1845). 
" Scm " 	  =George Goursat. 
" Stop" .   ...L. P. Morel-Reis (b. 1825). 

Gertuany.—During the later 19th century German caricature 
flourished principally io the comic papers KWderadatsch of Berlin 
and Fliezende BMW. of Munich; the former • political paper with  

little artistic value, in which the ideas alone are clever. whilst the 
illustrations are merely a more or less clumsy adjunct to the tern. 
while the Fliegende Blink., on the contrary, has artistic merit as 
well as wit. Wilhelm Busch (b. 1832), the most brilliant German 
draughtsman of the last generation, made his debug with an illustrated 
poem " The Peasant and the Miller," and won a world-wide reputa. 
lion with the following works: Pater Filucitts. Die &mate Heim, 
Max and Morita, Der heilige Antonius, Mater Kkksel, &Muir 
Bahlamm, Die Erkbnisse Knopps des Junuesellen. Busch stands 
alone among the caricaturists of his nation, inasmuch as he is both 
the author and the illustrator of these works, his witty doggerel 
supplying Germany with household words. The drawings that 
accompany the text are amazing for the skill and directness with 
which he hits the vital mark. A flourish or two and a few touches 
are enough to set before us figures of intensely comical aspect. This 
distinguishes Busch from Adolf Oberlander (1845), who became the 
chief draughtsman on Fliegende Blotter. Busch's drawings would 
have no meaning apart from the humorous words. Obertinder 
works with the pencil only. Men, animals, trees, objects, are en-
dowed by him with a mysterious life of their own. Without the 
help of any verbal joke, he achieves the funniest results simply by 
seeing and accentuating the comical side of everything. His 
drawings are caricature in the strict sense of the word, its principle 
being the exaggeration of some natural characteristic. The new 
generation of contributors to Fliegende Maker do not work on these 
lines. Busch and Oberlander were both offshoots of the romantic 
school; they made fun of modern novelties. Hermann Schlittgen, 
Meggendorfer, .H. Vogel-Pfauen, Rene Reinicice, Adolf Hengtier 
and Fritz Wahle are the sons of a self-satisfied time, triumphing in 
its own chic, elegance and grace: hence they do not parody taint 
they see, but simply depict it. The wit lies exclusively in the text; 
the illustrations aim merely at a direct representation of street or 
drawing-room scenes. It is this which gives to Fliegende Batter 
its value as a pictorial record of the history of German manners. Its 
pages are a permanent authority on the subject for those who desire 
to see the social aspects of Germany during the last quarter of the 
19th century onwards. At the same time a falling-off in the brilliancy 
of this periodical was perceptible. Its fun became domestic and 
homely; it has faithfully adhered to the old technique of wood-
engraving, and made no effort to keep pace with the modern methods 
of reproduction. German caricature, to live and flourish. was sat 
keeping pace with the development of the art; it had to take into 
its service the gay effects of colour, and derive fresh insOration 
from the sweeping lines of the ornamental draughtsman. This led 
to the appearance of three new weekly papers: Jugend, Das Narks-
schiff and Simplkississur. Jugend, started in 1896 by Georg Hirth 
in Munich, collected from the first a group of gifted young artists, 
more especially Thony, Bernhard Pankok and Julius Diez, who 
based their style on old German wood-engraving; Fidus, who 
lavished the utmost beauty of line in unshaded pen.and.ink work: 
Rudolf Wilke, whose grotesques have much in common with Foraina 
clever drawings; Angelo Jank and R. M. Eichler, who work with 3 

delightful bonhomie. Among the draughtsmen on the Narrenschti 
(The Ship of Fools), Hans Baluschck is worthy of mention as having 
made the types of Berlin life all his own; and while this paper gives 
us for the most part inoffensive satire on society, SimPticisstma, 
first printed at Munich and then at Zurich, under the editorship of 
Albert Langen, shows a marked Socialist and indeed Anarchist 
tendency, subjecting to ridicule and mockery everything that has 
hitherto been held as unassailable by such weapons; it reminds us 
of the scathing satire of Honors Daumier in La Caricature at the 
time of Louis Philippe. Thomas Theodor Heine (1867) is unsurpassed 
in this style for his power of expression and variety of technique 
We must admire his delicate draughtsmanship, or again, his drawn
of the figure with the heavy line of heraldic ornament, and his broad 
and monumental grasp of the grotesque. His laughter is rites 
insolent. but he is more often the preacher, scourge in hand, who 
ruthlessly unveils all the dark side of life. Nest to him come Paul. 
an incomparable limner of student life and the manners and customs 
of the Bavarian populace; E. Thony, a wonderfully clever cari-
caturist of the airs and assumption of the Prussian Junk" and the 
Prussian subaltern; J. C. Eugh and F. von Regnieck, who make 
fun of the townsman and political spouter in biting and searching 
satire. The standard of caricature is at the present time a high one 
in Germany; indeed. the modern adoption of the pen-line, winch 
has arisen since the impressionists in oil-painting repudiated line. 
had its origin in the influence of caricature. 

United Staffs.—The proverbial irreverence of the American mind 
even towards its most cherished personages and ideals has made it 
particularly responsive to the appeal of caricature. At first an 
importation, it developed but slowly: then it burst into luxuriant 
growth, sometimes exceeding the limits of wise and careful cultiva-
tion. In the early period of American caricature, almost the ocrly 
native is F. 0. C. Darley (1822-1888), an illustrator of some 
portance; the other names include the engraver Paul Revere (chiefly 
famous for a picturesque exploit in the War of Independence); a 
Scotsman, William Charles; the Englishmen, Matt Morgan and 
E. P. Bellew; and the Germans, Thomas Nast and Joseph Keppler. 

The name of Thomas Nast overshadows and sums up Americas 
political caricature. Nast, who was born in Bavaria in efts°, was 
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brought to America at the age of six; and his training and all his 
interests were strongly American. At fourteen he was an illustrator 
on Leslie's Weekly, and was sent at twenty to England to illustrate 
the famous Sayers-Heenan prize-fight. Ile then went as recorder 
of Garibaldi's campaign of 1860. He returned to America known 
only as an illustrator. The Civil War did not awaken his latent 
genius till 1864. when he published a cartoon of fierce irony against 
the political party which opposed Lincoln's re-election and advocated 
peace measures with the Southern confederacy. This cartoon not 
only made Nast famous, but may be said to contain the germ of 
American caricature; for all that had gone before was too crude in 
technique to pass muster even as good caricature. 

The magnificent corruption of Tammany Hall under the leader-
ship of William M. Tweed, the first of the great municipal " bosses," 
gave Nast a subject worth attacking. Siegfried. earnest but light-
hearted. armed with the mightier sword of the pen of ridicule, 
assailed the monster ensconced in his treasure-cave, and after a 
long battle won a brilliant victory. Nast did not always rely on a 
mere picture to carry his thrust ; often his cartoon consisted of only 
a minor figure or two looking at a late placard on which a long and 
poignantly-worded attack was delivered in cold type. At other times 
the most ingenious pictorial subtlety was displayed. This long series 
sounds almost the whole gamut of caricature, from downright 
ridicule to the most lofty denunciation. A very happy device was 
the representation of Tweed's face by a money-bag with only dollar 
marks for features, a device which, strangely enough, made a 
curiously faithful likeness of the " boodle "-loving despot. When, 
finally, 'Tweed took to flight, to escape imprisonment, he was recog-
nized and caught, it is said, entirely through the wide familiarity 
given to his image in Nast's cartoons. 

When Nast retired from Harper's Weekly, he was succeeded by 
Charles Green Bush (born 1842; died 1909). With even greater 
technical resources, he poured forth a series of cartoons of 
remarkable evenness of skill and interest ; he soon left weekly for 
daily journalism. He never won. single-handed. such a battle as 
Nast's, but his drawings have amore general, perhaps a more lasting 
interest. When he left Harper's Weekly he was succeeded by W. A. 
Rollers, who composed many ingenious and telling cartoons. 

The vogue which, through Nast, Harper's Weekly gave to cari-
cature, prepared the way for the first purely comic weekly paper, 
Puck. founded by two Germans, and for long published in a German 
as well as an English edition—a journal which has cast its influence 
generally in favour of the Democratic party. It is worth noting 
that not only the founders but the spirit of American caricature 
have been rather German than English, the American comic papers 
more closely resembling Fliegende Matter, for example, than Punch. 
One of the founders of Puck was Joseph Keppler (1838-1894), long 
its chief caricaturist. 

The Republican party soon found a champion in Judge, a weekly 
satirical paper which resembles Puck closely in its crudely coloured 
pages, though somewhat broader and less ambitious in the spirit and 
execution of its black-and-white illustrations. These two papers 
have kept rather strictly to permanent staffs, and have furnished 
the opening for many popular draughtsmen, such as Bernhard 
Gillam (d. 1896), and his brother. Victor; J. A. Wales (d. 1886); 
E. Zimmerman, whose extremely plebeian and broadly treated types 
often obscure the observation and Falstaffi an humour displayed in 
them; Grant Hamilton; Frederick Opper, for many years devoted 
to the trials of suburban existence, and later concerned in combating 
the trusts; C. J. Taylor, a graceful technician; H. Smith; Frank A. 
Nankivell, whose pretty athletic girls are prone to attitudinizing; 
J. Mortimer Flagg; F. M. Howarth • Mrs Frances O'Neill Latham, 
whose personages are singularly well modelled and alive; and Miss 
Baker Baker, a skilful draughtswoman of animals. 

A stimulus to genuine art in caricature was given by the establish-
ment (1883) of the weekly Life, edited by J. A. Mitchell. a clever 
draughtsman as well as an original writer. It is to this paper that 
America owes the discovery and encouragement of its most remark-
able artist humorist, Charles Dana Gibson. whose technique has 
developed through many interesting phases from exceeding delicacy 
to a sculpturesque boldness of line without losing its rich texture, 
and without becoming monotonous. Mr Gibson is chiefly beloved 
by his public for his almost idolatrous realizations of the beautiful 
American woman of various types, ages and environments. His 
works are. however, full of the most subtle character-observations, 
and American men of all walks of life, and foreigners of every type, 
im as much importance and humour to his pages as his " Gibson 
gir " give radiance. His admitted devotion to Du Maurice in 
reverence for the beautiful woman beautifully attired, has led some 
critics to set him down as a mere disciple, while his powerful indi-
viduality has led others to accuse him of monotony ; but a serious 
examination of his work has seemed to reveal that he has gone 
beyond the genius of Du Maurier in sophistication, if not in variety, 
of subjects and treatment. As much as any other artist Mr Gibson 
has studiously tried new experiments in the new fields opened by 
modernized processes of photo-engraving, and has been an important 
influence in both English and American line-illustration. 

Among other students of society, particular success has been 
achieved by C. S. Reinhart (1844-1896).  Charles Howard Johnson 
(d. 1895), H. W. M'Vickar, S. W. van Schaick, A. E. Sterner, W. H. 

Hyde, W. T. Smedley and A. B. Wenzell, each of them strongly 
individual in manner and often full of verve and truth. 

Life, and other comic papers, including for many years Truth, 
also brought forward caricaturists of distinct worth and a marked 
tendency to specialization. F. E. Atwood (d. 1900) was ingenious 
in cartoons lightly allegorical; Oliver Herford has shown a fascina-
tion elusive of analysis in his drawings as in his verse; T. S. Sullivant 
has made a quaintly intellectual application of the old-world devices 
of large heads, small bodies, and the like; Peter Newell has developed 
individuality both in treatment and in humour; E. W. Kemble is 
noteworthy among the exploiters of negro life; and H. B. Eddy, 
Augustus Dirk, Robert L. Wagner. A. Anderson, F. Sarka and J. 
Swinnerton have all displayed marked individuality. 

In distinction from the earlier period, the modern school of 
American caricature is strongly national, not only in subject, but 
in origin, training and in mental attitude, exception being made 
of a few notable figures. such as Michael Angelo Woolf, born in 
England, and of a somewhat Cruikshankian technique. He came 
to America while young, and contributed a long series of what may 
be called slum-fantasies, instinct alike with laughter and sorrow. 
at times strangely combining extravagant melodrama with a most 
plausible and convincing impossibility. His drawings must always 
lie very close to the affections of the large audience that welcomed 
them. American also by adoption is Henry Mayer, a German by 
birth, who has contributed to many of the chief comic papers of 
France, England, Germany and America. 

Entirely native in every way is the art of A. B. Frost (b. 185t), a 
prominent humorist who deals with the life of the common people. 
His caricature (he is also an illustrator of versatility and importance) 
is distinguished by its anatomical knowledge, or, rather, anatomical 
imagination. Violent as the action of his figures frequently is, it is 
always convincing. Such triumphs as the tragedy of the kind-
hearted man and the ungrateful bull-calf; the spinster's cat that 
ate rat poison, and many others, force the most serious to laughter 
by their amazing velocity of action and their unctuousness of ex. 
pression. Frost is to American caricature what " Artemus Ward " 
has been to American humour, and his field of publication has been 
chiefly the monthly magazine. 

The influence of the weekly periodicals has been briefly traced. 
A later development was the entrance of the omnivorous daily 
newspaper into the field of both the magazine and the weekly. 
For many years almost every newspaper has printed its daily car-
toon •  generally of a political nature. Few of the cartoonists have 
been able to keep up the pace of a daily inspiration, but C. G. Bush 
has been unusually successful in the attempt. Yet an occasional 
success atones for many slips, and the cartoonists are known and 
eagerly watched. The most influential has doubtless been Homer 
C. Davenport, whose slender artistic resources have been eked out 
by a vigour and mercilessness of 'assault rare even in American 
annals. He has a Rabelaisian complacency and skill in making a 
portrait magnificently repulsive, and his caricatures are a vivid 
example of the school of cartoonists who believe in slashing rather 
than merely prodding or tickling the object of attack. Charles 
Nclan (1859-19o4) frequently scored, and in the wide extent of the 
United States one finds keen wits busily assailing the manifold evils 
of life. Noteworthy among them are: Thos. E. Powers, H. R. 
Heaton, Albert Levering, Clare Angell and R. C. Swayne. 

Scandinavia.—Caricature flourishes also in the Scandinavian 
countries, but few names are known beyond their borders. Professor 
Hans Tegner of Denmark is an exception; his illustrations to Hans 
Andersen (English edition, t9oo) have carried his name wherever 
that author is appreciated, yet his reputation was made in the 
Danish Punch, which was founded after the year 1870 but has long 
ceased to exist. Alfred Schmidt and Axel Thiess have contributed 
notable sketches to Puk and its successor Klockhaus, but in point 
of style they scarcely carry on the tradition of their predecessor, 
Fritz Jorgensen. Among humorous artists of Norway, Th. Kittelsen 
perhaps holds the leading place, and in Sweden, Bruno Liljefors, 
best known as a brilliant painter of bird life. 

Blettoc RA PliY.—Rules for Drawing Caricature, With an Essay on 
Comic Painting, .7 Francis Grose (8vo. London, 1788); Historical 
Sketch of the Art o Caricaturing, by J. Peller Malcolm (4to, London. 
1813); History of Caricature and Grotesque in Literature and Art, by 
Thomas Wright (8vo, London, 1865); Mu.see de la caricature, by 
Jaime; (a) Histoire de la caricature antique; (b) Hutt:tire de la 
caricature au moyen dge et sous to renaissance; (c) Histoire de la 
caricature sous la el forme el la ligue; (d) Histoire de la caricature 
sous la republique, l'empire, at la restauration; (e) Histoire de la 
caricature moderne (5 vols.), by Champfleury (r.e. Jules Fleury), 
(8vo, Paris); Le Music secret de to caricature, by Champfleury (i.e. 
Jules Fleury), (8vo, Paris); L'Art du rice et de la caricature, by 
Arshne Alexandre (8vo, Paris); Caricature and other Comic Art, by 
James Parton (sm. ato, New York, 1878); Le Miroir de to vie: la 
Caricature, by Robert de la Sizeranne (8vo, Paris, i9oz), (tracing 
the aesthetic development of the art and spirit of caricature); La 
Caricature d tracers les siecles, by Georges Veyrat (ato, Paris); La 
Caricature et les caricaturistes, by Emile Bagaud (with a preface by 
Ch. Leandre). (fo., Paris); Le Rive et la caricature, by Paul Gaultier 
(with a preface by Sully Prudhomme)• (8vo. Paris, 1906), (a work 
of originality, dwelling not only on the aesthetic but on the essentially 
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pessimistic side of satiric art); English Caricaturists and Graphic 
Humorists of the Nineteenth Century, by Graham Everitt (i.e. William 
Rodgers Richardson), (sto, London, 1886), (a careful and interesting 
survey); La Caricature en Angkterre, by Augustin Filva (8vo, Paris, 
1902). (an able criticism from the point of view of psycho-sociology); 
The History of Punch, by M. H. Spielmann (8vo, London, 1895). 
(dealing with caricature art of England during the half-century 
covered by the book); Magazine of Art, passim, for biographies of 
English caricaturists—" Our Graphic Humorists "; Social Pictorial 
Satire, by George du Maurier (tamo, London, 1898); Les Mears 
et la caricature en France, by J. Grand-Carteret (8vo. Paris. 1885); 
La Caricature et I'humeur (rascals as X IX. slide, by Raoul Deberdt 
(8vo, Paris); Les Mattres de to caricature francaise en X I X. slide, 
by Armand Dayot (Paris); Nos husnoristes, by Ad. Brisson (4to, 
Paris, 1900); Les Messrs et la caricature en Allemagne, &c., by 
J. Grand-Carteret (8vo, Paris, 1885). See also biographies of 
Charles Keene, H. Daurnier, John Leech, &c., indicated under those 
Game& (M. H. S.) 

CARIGARA, a town of the province of Leyte, island of Leyte, 
Philippine Islands, on Carigara Bay, 22 m. W. of Tacloban, 
the capital. Pop. (19o3) 19,488, including that of Capoocan 
(3106), annexed to Carigara in the same year. Carigara is open 
to coast trade, exports large quantities of hemp, raises much 
rice, and manufactures cotton and abaca fabrics. It also has 
important fisheries. 

CARIGNAN°, a town of Piedmont, Italy, in the province of 
Turin, ir m. S. by steam tramway from the town of Turin. Pop. 
(1901) town, 4672, commune, 7104. It has a handsome church 
(S. Giovanni Battista) erected in 1756-1766 by the architect 
Benedetto Alfieri di Sostegno (17oo-1767), uncle of the poet 
Alfieri. S. Maria delle Grazie contains the tomb of Bianca 
Palaeologus, wife of Duke Charles I. of Savoy, at whose court 
Bayard was brought up. The town passed into the bands of the 
counts of Savoy in 1418. 

Carignan was erected by Charles Emmanuel I. of Savoy into 
a principality as an appanage for his third son, Thomas Francis 
(1596-1656), whose descendant, Charles Albert, prince of Carig-
nano, became king of Sardinia on the extinction of the elder line 
of the house of Savoy with the death of Charles Felix in 1831. 
The house of Carignan developed two junior branches, those of 
Soissons and Villafranca. The first of these, which became 
extinct in 1734,  was founded by Eugene Maurice, second son of 
Thomas, by his wife Marie de Conde, countess of Soissons, who 
received his mother's countship as his appanage. In.1662 the 
town of Yvois in the Ardennes was raised by Louis XIV. into a 
duchy in his favour, its name being changed at the same time to 
Carignan. The famous Prince Eugene was the second son of 
the first duke of Carignan. The branch of Villafranca started with 
Eugene Marie Louis (d. 1785), second son of Louis Victor of 
Carignan, whose grandson Eugene (18i6-t888), afterwards an 
admiral in the Italian navy, was created prince of Savoy-
Carignano, by King Charles Albert in 1834. He had contracted 
a morganatic marriage, and in 1888, on the occasion of his 
silver wedding, the title of countess of Villafranca was bestowed 
upon his wife, his eldest son, Filiberto, being at the same time 
created count of Villafranca, and his younger son, Vittorio, 
count of Soissons. 

CARILLON, an arrangement for playing tunes upon a set of 
bells by mechanical means. The word is said to be a Fr. form 
of Late Lat. or Ital. quadriglio, a simple dance measure on four 
notes or for four persons (Lat. quell:m.00; and is used sometimes 
for the tune played, sometimes (and more commonly in England) 
for the set of bells used in playing it. The earliest medieval 
attempts at bell music, as distinct from mere noise, seem to have 
consisted in striking a row of small bells by hand with a hammer, 
and illustrations in MSS. of the 12th and 13th centuries show 
this process on three, four or even eight bells. The introduction 
of mechanism in the form either of a barrel (see BARREL-ORGAN) 

set with pegs or studs and revolving in connexion with the 
machinery of a clock, or of a keyboard struck by hand (carillon 
d clavier), made it possible largely to increase the number of 
bells and the range of harmonies. In Belgium, the home of the 
carillon the art of the carillonneur was at one time brought to 
great perfection and held in high esteem (see Bats.); but even 
there it is gradually giving way to mechanism. In England  

manual skill has never been much employed, though keyboards 
on the continental model have been introduced, e.g. at the 
Manchester town hall, at Eaton Hall, and elsewhere; carillon 
music being mainly confined to hymn tunes at regular intervals 
(generally three hours), or chimes at the hours and intervening 
quarters. The " Cambridge " and " Westminster " chimes are 
very familiar; and more recently chimes have been composed 
by Sir John Stainer for Freshwater in the Isle of Wight (" Tenny-
son" Chimes), and by Sir Charles Stanford for " Bow Bells " in 
London. 

CARINI, a town in the province of Palermo, Sicily, 13 IR. 

by rail W.N.W. of Palermo. Pop. (19or) 13,931. On the coast 
are some ruins of the ancient Hyccara, the only Sican settlement 
(probably a fishing village) on the coast. It was Stormed and 
taken by the Athenians in 415 s.c., and the inhabitants, among 
them the famous courtesan Lais, sold as slaves. At La Grazia 
Christian catacombs have been found (Nol.degliScavi, 11399, 36a). 

CARINTHIA (Ger. Karnlen), a duchy and crownland of Austria, 
bounded E. by Styria, N. by Styria and Salzburg, W. by Tirol, 
and S. by Italy, Gera and Gradisca and Carniola. It has an 
area of 4005 sq. m. Carinthia is for the most part a mountainous 
region, divided by the Drave, which traverses it from west to east 
into two parts. To the north of the valley of the Drave the duchy 
is occupied by the Hohe Tauem and the primitive Alps of Carin-
thia and Styria, which belong to the central zone of the Eastern 
Alps. The Hohe Tauern contains the massifs of the Gross 
Glockner (12,4 55 ft.), the Hochnarr (10,67o ft.) and the Ankogd 
(i t,006 ft.), and is traversed by the saddles of the Hochtbor 
and the Malnitzer Tauern, which separates these groups from 
one another. To the east of the Hohe Tauern stretches the group 
of the primitive Alps of Carinthia and Styria, namely the Maar 
Alps with the glacier-covered peak of the Hafner Eck (10,041 ft.); 
the Stang Alps with the highest peak the Eisenhut (8007 ft.); 
the Saualpe with the highest peak the Grosse Saualpe (6825 ft.); 
and finally the Koralpen chain or the Stainer Alps (7023 ft) 
separated from the preceding group by the Lavant valley. The 
country south of the Drave is occupied by several groups of the 
southern limestone zone, namely the Carnic Alps, the Julian 
Alps, the Karawankas and the Steiner Alps. The Carnic Alps 
are divided by the Gail valley into the South Carnic group and the 
northern Gailthal Alps. They are traversed by the Pontebba 
or Pontafel Pass, through which passes one of the principal 
Alpine roads from Italy to Austria. The road is covered by the 
fortress of Malborgeth, where Captain Hensel with a handful 
of men met with a heroic death defending the place against an 
overwhelming French force in the campaign of 1809. A similar 
fate overtook, on the same day, the 18th of May 18o9, Captain 
Hermann von Hermannsdorf and his small garrison, who were 
defending the Predil fort. This fort covers the road which 
traverses the Predil Pass in the Julian Alps and is the principal 
road leading from Carinthia to the Coastland. Commemorative 
monuments have been erected in both places. The Gallas! 
Alps end with the Dobratsch or Villacher Alp (7107 ft.), situated 
to the south-west of Villach (17.o.), which is celebrated as one of the 
finest views in the whole eastern Alps. South of Hermagor, the 
principal place of the Gail valley, is the chain of mountains which 
is famous as being the only place where the beautiful Wullmie 
Carinthiaca is found. The highest peaks in the Karawankas 
are the Grosse Mittagskogel (7033 ft.), the Och Obir (7023 ft.) 
and the Petzcn (6934 ft.). The Ursula Berg (5563 ft.) ends the 
group of the Karawankas, which are continued by the Steiner Alps. 

The principal river is the Drave, which flows from west to east 
through the length of the duchy, and receives in its course the 
waters of all the other streams, except the Fella, which reaches 
the Adriatic by its junction with the Tagliamento. Its principal 
tributaries are the Gail on the right, and the MOIL the Lieser, 
the Gurk with the Glan, and the Lavant on the left. Carinthia 
possesses a great number of Alpine lakes, which, unlike the odic 
Alpine lakes, lie in the longitudinal valleys. The •min6pal 
lakes are: the Millstatter-see (81 sq. m. in extent, 908 ft_ deep, 
at an altitude of 1902 ft.), the Worther-see (17 sq. m. in cleat, 
213 ft. deep, at an altitude of 1438 ft.), the Ossiach -sce (10139-0- 
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in extent, r so ft. deep, at an altitude of 1599 ft.), and the elongated 
Weissen-see (4i m. long, 309 ft. deep, at an altitude of 3o37 ft.). 

The climate is severe in the north and north-west parts, but the 
south and south-east districts are milder, while the most favoured 
part is the Lavant valley. Of the total area only 13.7 % is arable 
land, 10.50% is occupied by meadows and gardens, 5.18% by 
pastures, while 44.24% is covered by forests, almost exclusively 
pine-forests. Cattle-rearing is well developed, and the horses 
bred in Carinthia enjoy a good reputation. The mineral wealth of 
Carinthia is great, and consists in lead, iron, zinc and coal. Iron 
ore is extracted in the region of the Saualpe, and is worked in the 
foundries of St Leonhard, St Gertraud, Prkvali, Hirt, Treibach 
and Eberstein. About two-thirds of the total production of 
lead in Austria is extracted in Carinthia, the principal places 
being Bleiberg and Raibl. The metallurgic industries are well 
developed, and consist in the production of iron, steel, machinery, 
small-arms, lead articles, wire-cables and rails. The principal 
manufacturing places are Pravali, Brtickl, Klagenfurt, Lippitz-
bach, Wolfsberg, St Veit and Buchscheiden near Feldkirchen. 
The manufacture of small-arms is concentrated at Ferlach. 
Other trades are the manufacture of paper, leather, cement 
and the exploitation of forests. 

The population of Carinthia in 19oo was 367,344, which 
corresponds to 91 inhabitants per sq. m. According to nation-
ality, 71.54% were Germans, and 28.39% Slovenes, mostly 
settled in the districts adjoining the Slovene province of Carniola. 
Over 94% of the population were Roman Catholics. The local 
diet, of which the bishop of Gurk is a member ex officio, is com-
posed of 37 members, and Carinthia sends to deputies to the 
Reichsrat at Vienna. For administrative purposes, the province 
is divided into seven districts, and an autonomous municipality, 
Klagenfurt (pop. 24.3 1 4), the capital. Other principal places 
are: Villach (9690), Wolfsberg (4852), St Veit (4667), an old 
town, the former capital of Carinthia up to t 5 at, Pravali (4047), 
Travis (3640), a favourite summer-resort and tourist place, 
Bleiberg (3435), Velkermarkt (2606) and Spittal (2564). 

Carinthia is so called from the Carni, a Celtic people, and in 
the time of Augustus it formed part of Noricum. After the fall 
of the Roman empire, it was the nucleus of the kingdom of 
Carentania, which was founded by Samo, a Frankish adventurer, 
but soon fell to pieces after his death. Under Charlemagne 
it constituted a margravate, which in 843 passed into the hands 
of Louis the German, whose grandson Amulf was the first to 
bear the title of duke of Carinthia. The duchy was held by various 
families during the r rth, rath and 13th centuries, and at length 
in 1335 was bestowed by Louis the Bavarian on the dukes of 
Austria. It was divided into Upper or Western Carinthia and 
Lower or Eastern; of these the former fell to France in 1809, 
but was reconquered in 1813. It was created a separate crown-
land in 1849. 

See Aelschker, Geschicke Karnterer (Klagenfurt, 1885). 
CARINUS, MARCUS AURELIUS, Roman emperor, A.D. 

283-284, was the elder son of the emperor Carus, on whose 
accession be was appointed governor of the western portion of 
the empire. He fought with success against the German tribes, 
but soon left the defence of the Upper Rhine to his legates and 
returned to Rome, where he abandoned himself to all kinds of 
debauchery and excess. He also celebrated the Iadi Romani 
on a scale of unexampled magnificence. After the death of 
Carus, the army in the East demanded to be led back to Europe. 
and Numerianus, the younger son of Carus, was forced to comply. 
During a halt at Chalcedon, Numerianus was murdered, and 
Diocletian, commander of the body-guards, was proclaimed 
emperor by the soldiers. Carinus at once left Rome and set out 
for the East to meet Diocletian. On his way through Pannonia 
he put down the usurper M. Aurelius Julianus, and encountered 
the army of Diocletian in Moesia. Carious was successful in 
several engagements, and at the battle on the Margus (Morava), 
according to one account, the valour of his troops had gained 
the day, when be was assassinated by a tribune whose wife he 
had seduced. In another account, the battle is represented as 
having resulted in a complete victory for Diocletian. Carinus 

v ea  

has the reputation of having been one of the worst of the 
emperors. 

Vopiscus, Cashew (mainly the recital of his crimes); Aurelius 
Victor, De Caesarians, 38. Epit. 38; Eutropius ix. 18-2o; Zonaras 
xii. 3o; Orosius vii. 25; Pauly-Wispowa, Realencyclopadie. it. 24 R. 
(Henze). 

CARIPE, a small town of Venezuela in the state of Bermfidez, 
about 53 m. E.S.E. of CumanA. It is the chief station of the 
Capuchin missions to the Chayma Indians, founded toward the 
close of the 17th century, and stands 2635 ft. above sea-level, 
in a fertile valley of the Sierra Bergantin, long celebrated for its 
cool, invigorating climate. The locality is also celebrated for 
the extensive system of caves in the limestone rocks found in its 
vicinity, which were described by Humboldt in his Personal 
Narrative. The principal cave, known as the Cueva del G uftcharo, 
extends inward a distance of 280o ft. with a height of 70-80 ft. 
These caves are frequented by a species of night-hawk, called 
Oise/taro, which nests in the messes of the rocks. The young are 
killed in great numbers for their oil. Caripe itself has a popula-
tion of only 58o, but the valley and neighbouring stations have 
about ten times that number. Caripe should not be confounded 
with Rio Caribe, a town and port on the Caribbean coast a short 
distance east of Carfipano,which has a population of about6000. 

CARISBROOKR a town in the Isle of Wight, England, x m. 
S. of Newport. Pop. (1901) 3993. The valley of the Lugley 
brook separates the village from the steep conical hill crowned 
by the castle, the existence of which has given Carisbrooke 
its chief fame. There are remains of a Roman villa in the valley, 
but no reliable mention of Carisbrooke occurs in Saxon times, 
though it has commonly been identified with the Saxon Wad-
garaburh captured by Cerdic in 530. Carisbrooke is not mentioned 
by name in the Domesday Survey, but Bowcombe, its principal 
manor, was a dependency of the royal manor of Amesbury, and 
was obtained from the king by William Fitz Osbern in exchange 
for three Wiltshire manors. The castle is mentioned in the 
Survey under Alvington, and was probably raised by William 
Fitz Osbern, who was made first lord of the Isle of Wight. From 
this date lordship of the Isle of Wight was always associated 
with ownership of the castle, which thus became the seat of 
government of the island. Henry I. bestowed it on Richard de 
Redvers, in whose family it continued until Isabella de Fortibus 
sold it to Edward I., after which the government was entrusted 
to wardens as representatives of the crown. The keep was 
added to the castle in the reign of Henry I., and in the reign of 
Elizabeth, when the Spanish Armada was expected, it was 
surrounded by an elaborate pentagonal fortification. The castle 
was garrisoned by Baldwin de Redvers for the empress Maud 
in 1136, but was captured by Stephen. In the reign of Richard II. 
it was unsuccessfully attacked by the French; Charles I. was im-
prisoned here for fourteen months before his execution. After- . 

 wards his two youngest children were confined in the castle, 
and the Princess Elizabeth died there. In 1904 the chapel of St 
Nicholas in the castle was reopened and reconsecrated, having 
been rebuilt as a national memorial of Charles I. The remains 
of the castle are extensive and imposing, and the keeper'shouse 
and other parts are inhabited, but the king's apartments are in 
ruins. Within the walls is a well 200 ft. deep; and another in 
the centre of the keep is reputed to have been still deeper. The 
church of St Mary, Carisbrooke, has a beautiful Perpendicular 
tower, and contains transitional Norman portions. Only the 
site can be traced of the Cistercian priory to which it belonged. 
This was founded shortly after the Conquest and originated 
from the endowment which the monks of Lyre near Evreux held 
in Bowcombe, including the church, mill, houses, land and tithes 
of the manor. Richard II. bestowed it on the abbey of Mount-
grace in Yorkshire. It was restored by Henry IV., but was 
dissolved by act of parliament in the reign of Henry V., who 
bestowed it on his newly-founded charter-house at Sheen. 
Carisbrooke formerly had a considerable market, several mills, 
and valuable fisheries, but it never acquired municipal or repre-
sentative rights, and was important only as the site of the castle. 

See Victoria County History—Hampshire; William Westall. His-
tory of Carisbrooke Castle (1850). 
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CARISSIMI, GIACOMO (c. 1604-1674), one of the most cele-

brated masters of the Italian, or, more accurately, the Roman 
school of music, was born about 1604 in Marino (near Rome). 
Of his life almost nothing is known. At the age of twenty he 
became chapel-master at Assisi, and in 2628 he obtained the same 
position at the church of St Apollinaris belonging to the Collegium 
Gennanicum in Rome, which he held till his death on the 12th 
of January 1674, at Rome. He seems never to have left Italy. 
The two great achievements generally ascribed to him are the 
further development of the recitative, lately introduced by 
Monteverde, and of infinite importance in the history of dramatic 
music; and the invention of the chamber-cantata, by which 
Carissimi superseded the madrigals formerly in use. His position 
in the history of church music and vocal chamber music is 
somewhat similar to that of Cavalli in the history of opera. It 
is impossible to say who was really the inventor of the chamber-
cantata; but Carissimi and Luigi Rossi were the composers who 
first made this form the vehicle for the most intellectual style of 
chamber-music, a function which it continued to perform until 
the death of Alessandro Scarlatti, Astorga and Marcello. Of his 
oratorios Joisthalt has been published by Novell° Sr Co., and is 
well known; this work and others are important as defmitely 
establishing the form of oratorio unaccompanied by dramatic 
action, which has maintained its hold to the present day. He 
also may claim the merit of having given greater variety and 
interest to the instrumental accompaniments of vocal composi-
tions. Dr Burney and Sir John Hawkins published specimens of 
his compositions in their works on the history of music; and Dr 
Aldrich collected an almost complete set of his compositions, at 
present in the library of Christ Church, Oxford. The British 
Museum also possesses numerous valuable works by this great 
Italian master. Most of his oratorios are in the Bibliotheque 
Nationale at Paris. 

CARLETON, WILLIAM (1794-1869), Irish novelist, was born 
at Prillisk, Clogher, Co. Tyrone, on the 4th of March 1794. 
His father was a tenant farmer, who supported a family of 
fourteen children on as many acres, and young Carleton passed 
his early life among scenes precisely similar to those he after-
wards delineated with so much power and truthfulness. His 
father was remarkable for his extraordinary memory, and had a 
thorough acquaintance with Irish folklore; the mother was noted 
throughout the district for the sweetness of her voice. The 
beautiful character of Honor, the miser's wife, in Fardorougha, 
is said to have been drawn from her. 

The education received by Carleton was of a very humble 
description. As his father removed from one small farm to 
another, he attended at various places the hedge-schools, which 
used to be a notable feature of Irish life. The admirable little 
picture of one of these schools is given in the sketch called 
"The Hedge School" included in Trails and Stories of Irish 
Peasantry. Most of his learning was gained from a curate 
named Keenan, who taught a classical school at Donagh (Co. 
Monaghan), which Carleton attended from 1814 to 1816. Before 
this Carleton had resolved to prosecute his education as a poor 
scholar at Munster, with a view to entering the church; but 
in obedience to a warning dream, the story of which is told 
in the Poor Scholar, he returned home, where he received the 
unbounded veneration of the neighbouring peasantry for his 
supposed wonderful learning. An amusing account of this 
phase of his existence is given in the little sketch, " Denis 
O'Shaughnessy." About the age of nineteen he undertook one 
of the religious pilgrimages then common in Ireland. His 
experiences as a pilgrim, narrated in "The Lough Derg Pilgrim," 
made him resign for ever the thought of entering the church, 
and he eventually became a Protestant. His vacillating ideas 
as to a mode of life were determined in a definite direction by 
the reading of Gil Blas. He resolved to cast himself boldly upon 
the world, and try what fortune had in store for him. He went 
to Killanny, Co. Louth, and for six months acted as tutor in the 
family of a farmer named Piers Murphy, and after some other 
experiments he set out for Dublin, and arrived in the metropolis 
with as 9d. in his pocket. He first sought occupation as a bird- 

stuffer, but a proposal to use potatoes and meal as stuffing failed 
to recommend him. He then determined to become a soldier, 
but the colonel of the regiment in which he desired to enlist 
persuaded him—Carleton had applied in Latin—to give up the 
idea. He obtained some teaching and a clerkship in a Sunday 
School office, began to contribute to the journals, and his paper 
" The Pilgrimage to Lough Derg," which was published in the 
Christian Examiner, excited great attention. In 1830 appeared 
the first series of Traits and Stories of the Irish Peasantry (2 vols.), 
which at once placed the author in the first rank of Irish novelists 
A second series (3 vols.), containing, among other stories, "Tubber 
Derg, or the Red Well," appeared in 1833, and Tales of Ireton( 
in 1834. From that time till within a few years of his'cleath 
Carleton's literary activity was incessant. " Fardorougha the 
Miser, or the Convicts of Lisnansona " appeared in 1837-1838 
in the Dublin University Magazine. Among his other famous 
novels are: Valentine MeCluteh9, the Irish Agent, or Chronicles 
of the Castle Cumber Property (3 vols., 1845); The Black Prophet, 
a Tale of the Famine; in the Dublin University Magazine (1846), 
printed separately in the next year; The Emigrants of Addams 
(1847); Willy Reilly and his dear Colleen Bann (in The Inde-
pendent, London, aso); and The Tithe Proctor ( 1849), the 
violence of which did his reputation harm among his own 
countrymen. Some of his later stories, The Squanders of Castle 
Squander (1852) for instance, are defaced by the mass of political 
matter with which they are overloaded. In spite of his very 
considerable literary production Carleton remained poor, but 
his necessities were relieved in 1848 by a pension of Lao° a year 
granted by Lord John Russell in response to a memorial on 
Carleton's behalf signed by numbers of distinguished persons 
in Ireland. He died at Sandford, Co. Dublin, on the 30th of 
January 1869. 

Carleton's best work is contained in the Traits and Stories 
of the Irish Peasantry. He wrote from intimate acquaintance 
with the scenes he described; and he drew with a sure hand a 
series of pictures of peasant life, unsurpassed for their appreciation 
of the passionate tenderness of Irish home life, of the buoyant 
humour and the domestic virtues which would, under better 
circumstances, bring prosperity and happiness. He alienated 
the sympathies of many Irishmen, however, by his unsparing 
criticism and occasional exaggeration of the darker side of 
Irish character. He was in his own words the " historian of their 
habits and manners, their feelings, their prejudices, their super-
stitions and their crimes." (Preface to Tales of Ireland.) 

During the last months of his life Carleton began an autobiography 
which he brought down to the beginning of his li terary career. This 
forms the first part of The Life of IVilliam Carleton ... fa WAS-. 
1896), by D. J. O'Donoghue, which contains full information about 
his life, and a list of has scattered writings. A selection from his 
stories (1889), in the " Camelot Series." has an introduction by 
Mr W. B. Yeats. He must not be confused with Will Carleton 
(b. 1845),  the American author of Farm Ballads (1873). 

CARLETON PLACE, a town and port of entry of Lanark 
county, Ontario, Canada, 28 m. S.W. of Ottawa, on the Mississippi 
river, and at the junction of the main line and Brockville branch 
of the Canadian Pacific railway. It has abundant water-poser 
privileges, and extensive railway-repair shops and woollen 
mills. Pop. (19ot) 4059. 

CARLILE. RICHARD (1790-1843),  English freethinker, was 
born on the 8th of December t79o, at Ashburton, Devonshire. 
the son of a shoemaker. Educated in the village school, he was 
apprenticed to a tinman against whose harsh treatment he fre-
quently rebelled. Having finished his apprenticeship, he obtained 
occupation in London as a journeyman tinman. Influenced by 
reading Paine's Rights of Man, he became an uncompromising 
radical, and in 1817 started pushing the sale of the Black Dow!. 
a new weekly paper, edited by Jonathan Wooler, all over London. 
and in his zeal to secure the dissemination of its doctrines fre-
quently walked 3o m. a day. In the same year he also printed 

and sold 25,000 copies of Southey's li'at Tyler, reprinted the 
suppressed Parodies of Hone, and wrote himself, in imitation of 
them, the Political Litany. This work cost him eighteen weeks 
imprisonment. In 1818 be published Paine's works, for winds 
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and for other publications of a like character he was fined it Soo, 
and sentenced to three years' imprisonment in Dorchester gaol. 
Here he published the first twelve volumes of his periodical 
the Republican. The publication was continued by his wife, who 
was accordingly sentenced to two years' imprisonment in 1821. 
A public subscription, headed by the duke of Wellington, was 
now raised to prosecute Carlile's assistants. At the same time 
Cantle's furniture and stock-in-trade in London were seized, 
three years were added to his imprisonment in lieu of payment 
of his fine, his sister was fined isoo and imprisoned for a year 
lot publishing an address by him, and nine of his shopmen 
r,-eived terms of imprisonment varying from six months to 
three years. In 1825 the government decided to discontinue the 
prosecutions. After his release in that year Carlile edited-the 
Evian, a weekly paper, and conducted free discussions in the 
London Rotunda. For refusing to give sureties for googl behaviour 
Mtn a prosecution arising out of a refusal to pay church rates, 
he was again imprisoned for three years, and a similar resistance 
cost him ten weeks' more imprisonment in 1834-1835. He died 
on the loth of February 1843, after having spent in all nine years 
and four months in prison. 

CARUNGFORD, CHICHESTER SAMUEL FORTESCUE, 
BARON (1823-1898), British statesman, son of Chichester Fortes-
cue (d. 1826),M.P. for Louth in the Irish parliament, was born 
in January 1823. He came of an old family settled in Ireland 
since the days of Sir Faithful Fortescue ( t 581-1666), whose uncle, 
Lord Chichester, was lord deputy. The history of the family wls 
written by his elder brother Thomas (1815-1887), who in 1852 
was created Baron Clermont. The future Lord Carling 
then Hr  Chichester Fortescue, went to Christ Church, Oxford, 
where be took a first in classics (1844) and won the chancellor's 
English essay (1846); and in 1847 he was elected to parliament 
for Louth as a LiberaL He became a junior lord of the treasury 
in :354, and subsequently held minor offices in the Liberal 
administrations till in 1865 he was made chief secretary for 
Ireland under Lord Russell, a post which he again occupied 
under Gladstone in 1868-1870; he then became president of the 
Board of Trade (1871-1874), and later lord privy seal (1881-1885) 
and president of the council (1883-1885). He was raised to the 
peerage in 1874. He parted from Gladstone on the question of 
Irish Home Rule, but in earlier years he was his active supporter 
on Irish questions. His influence in society was due largely 
to KS wife, Frances (1821-1879), previously the wife of the 7th 
Ead Waldegrave, whom he married in 1863. In 1887 his brother, 
Lord Clermont, died, and Carlingford inherited his peerage; 
but on his own death without issue on the 30th of January 1898 
both titles became extinct. 

CARLINGPORD, a small market town and port of Co. Louth, 
Ireland, in the north parliamentary division. Pop. (1901) 606. 
It is beautifully situated on the western shore of Carlingford 
Lough, at the foot of Carlingford Mountain (1935 ft.), facing the 
fine heights of the Mourne Mountains across the lough in Co. 
Down. It has a station on the railway connecting Greenore 
and Newry, owned by the London & North-Western railway of 
England- It was formerly a place of great importance, as attested 
by numerous remains. King John's Castle (1210) commands the 
lasgh from an isolated rock. There are other remains of the 
castellated houses erected during the Elizabethan and previous 
wars. A Dominican monastery was founded in 1305, and com-
hoes ecclesiastical and military remains. The town received 
several charters between the reign? of Edward II. and James II., 
was represented in the Irish parliament until the Union, and 
possessed a mint from 1467. The lough is a typical rock-basin 
bellowed out by glacial action, about 4 fathoms deep at its 
entrance, but increasing to four times that depth within. The 
oyster-beds are valuable. 

CARL-ROBB]. GIOVANNI RINALDO, COUNT or (1720-1795), 
Italian economist and antiquarian, was born at Capo d' Istria. in 
1 720. At the age of twenty-four he was appointed by the senate 
of Venice to the newly established professorship of astronomy 
and navigation in the university of Padua, and entrusted 
nth the superintendence of the Venetian marine. After filling  

these offices for seven years with great credit, he resigned them, 
in order to devote himself to the study of antiquities and political 
economy. His principal economic works are his Delle monde, 
e della institusione ddle setae d' Italia; his Ragionantento 
sopro i bilanci economici delis =ions: (i759), in which he 
maintained that what is termed the balance of trade between 
two nations is no criterion of the prosperity of either, since 
both may be gainers by their reciprocal transactions; and 
his Sal libero COMIRCICi0 dei grani (1771), in which he argues 
that free trade in grain is not always advisable. Count Carli's 
merits were appreciated by Leopold of Tuscany, afterwards 
emperor, who in 1765 placed him at the head of the council of 
public economy and of the board of public instruction. In 
1769 he became privy councillor, in 1771 president of the new 
council of finances. He died at Milan in February 1795. During 
his leisure he completed and published his Antichila Daliche, 
in which the literature and arts of his country are ably discussed. 
Besides the above, he published many works on antiquarian, 
economic and other subjects, including L' Uomo libero, in 
confutation of Rousseau's Contra! Social; an attack upon the 
abbe Tartarotti's assertion of the existence of magicians; 
Observasioni sulk musica calico e modern; and several 
poems. 

CARLISLE, EARLS OF. This English title has been held by 
two families, being created for James Hay in 1622, and being 
extinct in that line on the death of his son in t66o, and then 
being given in 1661 to Charles Howard, and descending to the 
present day in the Howard family. 

JAMES HAY, 1St earl of Carlisle (d. 1636), was the son of Sir 
James Hay of Kingask (a member of a younger branch of the 
Erroll family), and of Margaret Murray, cousin of George Hay, 
afterwards ist earl of Kinnoull. He was knighted and taken 
into favour by James VI. of Scotland, brought into England 
in 1603, treated as a " prime favourite " and made a gentleman 
of the bedchamber. In 1604 he was sent on a mission to France 
and pleaded for the. Huguenots, which annoyed Henry IV. 
and caused a substantial reduction of the present made to the 
English envoy. On the 21st of June 1606 he was created by 
patent a baron for life, with precedence next to the barons, 
but without a place or voice in parliament, no doubt to render his 
advancement less unpalatable to the English lords. The king 
bestowed on him numerous grants, paid his debts, and secured 
for him a rich bride in the person of Honora, only daughter and 
heir of Edward, Lord Denny, afterwards earl of Norwich. In 
Oro he was made a knight of the Bath, and in 1613 master of 
the wardrobe, while in 1615 he was created Lord Hay of Sawley, 
and took his seat in the House of Lords. He was sent to France 
next year to negotiate the marriage of Princess Christina with 
Prince Charles, and on his return, being now a widower, married 
in 1617 Lady Lucy Percy (1599r-t66o), daughter of the 9th earl 
of Northumberland, and was made a privy councillor. In 1618 
he resigned the mastership of the wardrobe for a large sum in 
compensation. He was created Viscount Doncaster, and in 
February igig was despatched on a mission to Germany, where 
he identified himself with the cause of the elector palatine and 
urged Janies to make war in his support. In 1621 and 1622 he 
was sent to France to obtain peace for the Huguenots from Louis 
XIII., in which he was unsuccessful, and in September 1622 was 
created earl of Carlisle. Next year he went to Paris on the occa-
sion of Prince Charles's journey to Madrid, and againinI624 to join 
Henry Rich, afterwards Lord Holland, in negotiating the prince's 
marriage with Henrietta Maria, when he advised James without 
success to resist Richelieu's demands on the subject of religious 
toleration. On the 2nd of July 1627 Lord Carlisle obtained from 
the king a grant of all the Caribbean Islands, including Barbados, 
this being a confirmation of a former concession given by James 
I. He was also a patentee and councillor of the plantation of 
New England, and showed great zeal and interest in the colonies. 
Ile became gentleman of the bedchamber to king Charles I. 
after his accession. In 1628, after the failure of the expedition to 
Rhe, he was sent to make a diversion against Richelieu in Lor-
raine and Piedmont; he counselled peace with Spain and the 
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vigorous prosecution of the war with France, but on his return 
home found his advice neglected. He took no further part in 
public life, and died in March 1636. Carlisle was a man of good 
sense and of accommodating temper, with some diplomatic 
ability. His extravagance and lavish expenditure, his " double 
suppers" and costly entertainments, were the theme of satirists 
and wonder of society, and his debts were said at his death to 
amount to more than £80,000. " He left behind him," says 
Clarendon, " a reputation of a very fine gentleman and a most 
accomplished courtier, and after having spent, in a very jovial 
life, above £400,000, which upon a strict computation he received 
from the crown, he left not a house or acre of land to be 
remembered by." 

The charms and wit of his second wife, Lucy, countess of 
Carlisle, which were celebrated in verse by all the poets of the 
day, including Carew, Cartwright, Herrick and Suckling, and 
by Sir Toby Matthew in prose, made her a conspicuous figure 
at the court of Charles I. There appears no foundation for the 
scandal which made her the mistress successively of Strafford 
and of Pym. Strafford valued highly her sincerityand services, 
but after his death, possibly in consequence of a revulsion of 
feeling at his abandonment by the court, she devoted herself 
to Pym and to the interests of the parliamentary leaders, to 
whom she communicated the king's most secret plans and 
counsels. Her greatest achievement was the timely disclosure 
to Lord Essex of the king's intended arrest of the five members, 
which enabled them to escape. But she appears to have served 
both parties simultaneously, betraying communications on both 
sides, and doing considerable mischief in inflaming political 
animosities. In 1647 she attached herself to the interests of the 
moderate Presbyterian party, which assembled at her house, and 
in the second Civil War showed great zeal and activity in the 
royal cause, pawned her pearl necklace for £15oo to raise money 
for Lord Holland's troops, established communications with 
Prince Charles during his blockade of the Thames, and made 
herself the intermediary between the scattered bands of royalists 
and the queen. In consequence her arrest was ordered on the 

ist of March 1649, and she was imprisoned in the Tower, 
whence she maintained a correspondence in cipher with the king 
through her brother, Lord Percy, till Charles went to Scotland. 
According to a royalist newsletter, while in the Tower she was 
threatened with the rack to extort information. She was 
released on bail on the 25th of September 165o, but appears 
never to have regained her former influence in the royalist 
counsels, and died soon after the Restoration, on the 5th of 
November ,66o. 

The first earl was succeeded by Paces, his only surviving son 
by his first wife, at whose death in 166o without issue, the peerage 
became extinct in the Hay family. 

CHARLES HOWARD, ist earl of Carlisle in the Howard line 
(1629-1685), was the son and heir of Sir William Howard, of 
Naworth in Cumberland, by Mary, daughter of William, Lord 
Eure, and great-grandson of Lord William Howard, " Belted 
Will " (1563-164o), and was born in 162g. In 1645 he became 
a Protestant and supported the government of the common-
wealth, being appointed high sheriff of Cumberland in 165o. 
He bought Carlisle Castle and became governor of the town. 
He distinguished himself at the battle of Worcester on Crom-
well's side, was made a member of the council of state in 1653, 
chosen captain of the protector's body-guard and selected to 
carry out various public duties. In 1655 he was given a regiment, 
was appointed a commissioner to try the northern rebels, and a 
deputy major-general of Cumberland, Westmorland and North-
umberland. In the parliament of 1653 he sat for Westmorland, 
in those of 1654 and 1656 for Cumberland. In 1657 he was 
included in Cromwell's House of Lords and voted for the pro-
tector's assumption of the royal title the same year. In 1659 
he urged Richard Cromwell to defend his government by force 
against the army leaders, but his advice being refused he used his 
influence in favour of a restoration of the monarchy, and after 
Richard's fall he was imprisoned. In April 166o he sat again in 
parliament for Cumberland, and at the Restoration was made  

01.110: rot:storm of Essex and lord-lieutenant of Cumberland and 
Westmorland. On the toth of April 1661 he was created Baron 
Dacre of Gillesland, Viscount Howard of Morpeth, and earl of 
Carlisle; the same year he was made vice-admiral of North-
umberland, Cumberland and Durham, and in 1662 joint com-
missioner for the office of earl marshal. In 1663 he was appointed 
ambassador to Russia, Sweden and Denmark, and in 1668 be 
carried the Garter to Charles XI. of Sweden. In 1667 he was 
made lieutenant-general of the forces and joint commander-in-
chief of the four northernmost counties. In 1672 he became 
lord-lieutenant of Durham, and in 1673 deputy earl marshal. 
In 1678 he was appointed governor of Jamaica, and reappointed 
governor of Carlisle. He died on the 24th of February 1685, 
and was buried in York Minster. He married Anne (d. 1696), 
daUghter of Edward, 1st Lord Howard of Escrick; his eldest 
son EDWARD (c. 1646-1692) succeeded him as and earl of 
Carlisle, the title descending to his son CHARLES (1674-17381 
and grandson HENRY (1694- 1758). 

FREDERICK HOWARD, 5th earl (x748-1825), son of the  4th 
earl, was born in 1748. During his youth he was chiefly known 
as a man of pleasure and fashion; and after he had reached 
thirty years of age, his appointment on a commission sent out 
by Lord North to attempt a reconciliation with the American 
colonies was received with sneers by the opposition. The failure 
of the embassy was not due to any incapacity on the part of the 
earl, but to the unpopularity of the government from which 
it received its authority. He was, indeed, considered to have 
displayed so much ability that he was entrusted with the vice-
rolty of Ireland in 1780. The time was one of the greatest 
dWculty; for while the calm of the country was disturbed by 
the American rebellion, it was drained of regular troops, and 
large bands of volunteers not under the control of the government 
had been formed. Nevertheless, the two years of Carlisle's rule 
passed in quietness and prosperity, and the institution of a 
national bank and other measures which he effected left per-
manently beneficial results upon the commerce of the island. 
In 1789, in the discussions as to the regency, Carlisle took a 
prominent part on the side of the prince of Wales. In :791 
he opposed Pitt's policy of resistance to the dismemberment of 
Turkey by Russia; but on the outbreak of the French Revolution 
he left the opposition and vigorously maintained the cause of 
war. In 1815 he opposed the enactment of the Corn Lass; 
but from this time till his death, in 1825, he took no important 
part in public life. Carlisle was the author of some political 
tracts, a number of poems, and two tragedies, The Father's 
Revenge and The Stepmother, which received high praise from his 
contemporaries. His mother was a daughter of the 4th Lord 
Byron, and in s798 he was appointed guardian to Lord Bros, 
the poet, who lampooned him in English Bards. and Scokh 
Reviewers. 

GEORGE HOWARD, 6th earl (1773-1848), eldest son of the 51.11 
earl, entered parliament as Lord Morpeth in 1795 as a Whig . 

He was appointed to the Indian board in 1806, when the "Ministry 
of all the Talents " took office, but resigned in 1807, though be 
remained prominent in the House of Commons. After his 
elevation to the House of Lords (1825), he held various cabinet 
offices under Canning and Grey. He made some minor con-
tributions to literature and left the reputation of an amiable 
scholar. 

GEORGE WILLIAM FREDERICK HOWARD, 7th earl (18o2- 1864), 
was born in London on the 18th of April 18o2. He was the 
eldest son of the 6th earl by his wife Lady Georgian* Cavendish. 
eldest daughter of the duke of Devonshire. He was educated at 
Eton and Christ Church, Oxford, where (as Lord Morpeth) be 
earned a reputation as a scholar and writer of graceful verse, 
obtaining in 182x both the chancellor's and the Newdigate 
prizes for a Latin and an English poem. In 1826 he accompanied 
his uncle, the duke of Devonshire, to Russia, to attend the 
coronation of the tsar Nicholas, and became a great favourite 
in society at St Petersburg. At the general election of the same 
year he was returned to parliament as member for the family 
borough of Morpeth. In one of his earliest speeches he undertook. 
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at the risk of forfeiting the good opinion of the Liberal party, 
the defence of the Russian emperor against severe attacks made 
on him in reference to the suppression of the Polish insurrection 
of 283o. In the agitation for parliamentary reform he took the 
side of Earl Grey; and after the dissolution of parliament, which 
took place about that time, he was elected member for Yorkshire. 
This seat he held till after the passing of the Reform Bill in 1832. 
He was then returned for the West Riding; and in 1835 be 
was appointed by Lord Melbourne chief secretary for Ireland, 
a position at that time of great difficulty, O'Connell being then 
at the height of his reputation. This post he held for about six 
years (being included in the cabinet in 1839), winning great 
popularity by his amiable manners and kindly disposition. 
Losing his seat at the election of 1841, he visited the United 
States, but in 1846 he was again returned for the West Riding, 
and was made chief commissioner of woods and forests in Lord 
John Russell's cabinet. Succeeding to the peerage in 1848, he 
became chancellor of the duchy of Lancaster in 185o. The great 
event of his life, however, was his appointment by Lord Palmer-
ston to the lord-lieutenancy of Ireland in 1855. This office he 
continued to hold till February 1858, and again from June 1859 
till within a few months of his death. His literary tastes and 
culture were displayed in various popular lectures and in several 
published works. Among these may be mentioned a lecture 
on The Life sad Writiags of Pope (1851); The Last of the Greeks, 
a tragedy (1828); a Diary in Turkish cad Greek Wakrs (1854), 
the fruit of travels in the East in 1853 and 1854; and a volume 
of Poems, published after his death. In x866 appeared his 
Viceregal Speeches, collected and edited by J. Gaskin. He took 
warm interest in the reformation of juvenile criminals, and 
established on his own estate one of the best conducted reforma-
tories in the country. Lord Carlisle died at Castle Howard oil 
the 5th of December 1864. He was never married, and was 
succeeded in the peerage by his brother, the REV. WILLIAM 
GEORGE HOWARD (d. 1889), as 8th earl. 

GEORGE JAMES HOWARD, 9th earl, born in 2843, was the son 
of Charles, fourth son of the 6th earl. He was educated at 
Eton and Trinity, Cambridge, and, then being only Mr Howard, 
married in :864 Rosalind, daughter of the 2nd Lord Stanley 
of Alderley. He sat in parliament as a Liberal in 1829-188o, 
and again from 1881 to 1885; and succeeded his uncle in the 
peerage in 1889. His wife, a more active Liberal politician 
than himself, took a prominent part in the temperance movement 
and other advanced causes; and Lord Carlisle became best known 
as an art patron and an artist of considerable ability, whose 
landscape painting had considerable affinity to the work of 
Giovanni Costa. His position as a connoisseur was recognized 
by his being made one of the trustees of the National Gallery. 
His son, Viscount Morpeth (b. 1867), had a distinguished career 
at Oxford, and after various defeats in other constituencies was 
returned to parliament for South Birmingham as a Unionist 
supporter of Mr Chamberlain in 1 904. 

CARLISLE, a city, municipal and parliamentary borough, 
and the county town of Cumberland, England, 299 m, N.N.W. 
of London, and 8 m. S. of the Scottish border. Pop. (toot) 
45.480. It lies on the south bank of the river Eden, a little below 
the point where it debouches upon the Solway Plain, 8 m. above 
its mouth in the Solway Firth, at the junction of two tributaries 
from the south, the Caldew and the Petted'. The city grew 
up originally on and about the two slight eminences of the penin-
sula enclosed between these three streams. To the north of the 
Eden lies the suburb of Stanwix, connected with the city by a 
handsome bridge (1812-1815). The rivers are not navigable, 
and a canal opened in 1823, connecting the city with Port 
Carlisle on the Solway Firth, was unsuccessful, and was converted 
into a railway. Silloth, on the Irish Sea, is the nearest port of 
importance (21 m.). Carlisle, however, is one of the principal 
railway centres in Great Britain.  The London & North-Western 
and the Midland railways of England, and the Caledonian, 
North British and Glasgow & South-Western of Scotland, 
berg make a junction for through traffic between England 
and Scotland; and the city is further served by the North 

Eastern (from Newcastle) and 'the Maryport & Carlisle 
railways. 

Cm-lisle is the seat of a bishop. Bede, in his life of St Cuthbert, 
alludes to a monastery here, and the saint was also believed to 
have founded a convent and school. But all was swept away 
by the Nortbmen, and though William Rufus, who rehabilitated 
the town, doubtless made provision for an ecclesiastical founda-
tion, it was left for Henry I., in 1133, to create a bishopric out of 
the house of Augustinian canons, founded in 1102. This was 
the sole episcopal chapter of regular canons of St Augustine in 
England. It was dissolved in 154o. Between 1x56 and 1204 
the bishop's throne was unoccupied, but thereafter there was 
a continuous succession. The diocese covers the whole of 
Westmorland, and practically of Cumberland, with Furness 
and the adjacent district in the north of Lancashire. The 
cathedral as it stands is a fine cruciform building with a central 
tower, but it is incomplete. Of the Norman nave, built by 
iEthelwold, the first prior and bishop, only two bays are standing, 
the remainder having been destroyed by the Parliamentarians 
in 1646. The south transept, and the lower part of the tower 
piers, are also of this period. Remarkable distortion is seen in 
the nave arches, owing to the sinking of the foundations. The 
thinness of the aisle walls, and the rude masonry of the founda-
tions of the original apse which have been discovered, point to 
native, not Norman, workmanship. The choir is ornate and 
beautiful, and the huge Decorated east window, with its wonderful 
elaborate tracery, is perhaps the finest of its kind extant. The 
reconstruction of the Norman choir was begun in the middle of 
the 13th century, but the work was almost wholly destroyed by 
fire in 1292. The north transept and the tower also suffered. 
Building began again c. 1352, and the present tower, erected with 
some difficulty on the weak foundations of the Norman period, 
dates from 1400-1419. The conventual buildings are scanty, 
including little more than a Perpendicular gateway and refectory. 
A stone inscribed with runes, and a well, are among the objects 
of interest within the cathedral. Among the numerous memorials 
is one to Archdeacon Paley; and a stained-glass window com-
memorates the five children of Archibald Campbell Tait, dean of 
the cathedral, and afterwards archbishop of Canterbury. Of the 
two eminences within the three rivers, the cathedral occupies 
one, the castle the other. It was matted and very strong; but 
has been so far altered that only the keep is of special interest. 
A tower in which Mary, queen of Scots, was imprisoned was 
taken down in 1835. The castle serves as barracks. Fragments 
of the old city walls are seen on the western side over against 
the river Caldew. At Carlisle are the county gaol and the 
Cumberland infirmary, in connexion with which there is a sea-
side convalescent institution at Silloth. Other notable public 
buildings are the city hall, the court-houses, museum and art 
gallery. The grammar school, of very early foundation, received 
endowment from Henry VIII. Industries include the manu-
facture of cotton and woollen goods, and there are iron foundries, 
breweries, tanneries and large railway works. There is also a 
considerable agricultural trade. The parliamentary borough 
returns one member. The municipal borough is under a mayor, 
zo aldermen and 3o councillors. Area, 2025 acres. 

This was the Romano-British Luguvalliuss, probably rather 
a town than a fort, being one of the few towns as distinct from 
forts in the north of Britain. It lay a mile south of Hadrian's wall. 
There are no traces above ground in sirs; but many inscriptions, 
potsherds, coins and other such-like relics have been discovered. 

Carlisle (Caer Luel, Karliol) is first mentioned in 685, when 
under the name of Luel it was bestowed by Ecgfrith on St 
Cuthbert to form part of his see of Lindisfarne. It was then a 
thriving and populous city, and when St Cuthbert visited it in 
686 he was shown with pride the ancient walls and a Roman 
fountain of marvellous construction. Nennius, writing in the 
9th century, mentions it in a list of British cities under the name 
of Caer Luadiit, Caer Ligualid or Caer Lualid, but about this 
time it was either wholly or in part destroyed by the Danes, and 
vanishes completely from history until in 1092 it was re-estab-
lished as the political centre of the district by William Rufus, 
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who built the Castle and sent husbandmen to dwell there and till 
the land. During the centuries of border-strife which followed, 
the history of Carlisle centres round that of the castle, which 
formed the chief bulwark against the Scots on the western border, 
and played an important part in the history of the country down 
to the rebellion of the young Pretender in 1745. In '292 a great 
fire destroyed nearly all the buildings and muniments of the 
city, so that no original charter is extant before that date. A 
charter from Edward I., dated 1293, however, exemplifies two 
earlier grants. The first, from Henry IL, confirmed the liberties 
and customs which the city had theretofore enjoyed, granting 
in addition a free gild merchant, with other privileges. This 
grant is exemplified in the second charter, from Henry III., 
dated 1251. By a writ dated 5 Henry III. the citizens were 
allowed to hold the city direct from the king, paying a fee-farm 
rent of £6o, instead of the former rent of £ so, paid by the medium 
of the sheriff. A charter from Edward II., dated 1316, grants 
to the citizens the city, the king's mills in the city, and the 
fishery in the Eden, at a fee-farm rent of £80 a year. A charter 
from Edward III. in 1352 enumerates the privileges and liberties 
hitherto enjoyed by the citizens, including a market twice a week, 
on Wednesday and Saturday; a fair for sixteen days at the 
feast of the Assumption of the Virgin (55th of August); free 
election of a mayor, bailiffs and two coroners; and the right to 
hold their markets in the place called " Battailholm." It also 
mentions that the city was greatly impoverished by reason of 
the devastations of the Scots and by pestilence. Confirmations 
of former privileges were issued by Richard II., Henry IV. and 
Henry VI. A charter from Edward IV. in 1465, after reciting 
the damage sustained by the city through fire, reduced the fee-
farm rent from £80 to £40, and granted to the citizens the fishery 
called the sheriff's net, free of rent. Further confirmations were 
granted by later sovereigns. Although the city had been under 
the jurisdiction of a mayor and bailiffs at least as early as 
1290, the first charter of incorporation was granted by Elizabeth 
in 1566; it established a corporation under the style of " a mayor, 
eleven worshipful persons, and twenty-four able persons." A 
charter of James L confirmed former liberties, and in 1638 
Charles I. granted a charter under which the town continued to 
be governed until 1835. It declared Carlisle a city by itself, 
and established a corporation consisting of a mayor, l5 aldermen, 
24 capital citizens, 2 bailiffs, 2 coroners and a recorder; the 
mayor, the recorder and 2 senior aldermen to be justices of the 
peace, and the mayor to be clerk of the market; other officers 
were a common clerk, a sword-bearer and three serjeants-at-mace. 
Two charters from Charles II. in 1664 and 1684 were never 
accepted. The latter granted a three days' fair or market 
on the first Wednesday in June. Much valuable information 
relating to the early history and customs of Carlisle is furnished 
both by the Dormont Book, which contains an elaborate set 
of bye-laws dated 1561, and by the records of the eight craft 
gilds—weavers, smiths, tailors, tanners, shoemakers, skinners, 
butchers and merchants. The defensive and offensive warfare 
in which the citizens were constantly engaged until the union of 
the crowns of England and Scotland left little time for the 
development of commercial pursuits, and Fuller, writing in the 
17th century, says that the sole manufacture, that of fustian, 
though established shortly after the Restoration, had met with 
scant encouragement. In 1750 the manufacture of coarse linen 
cloth was established, and was followed in a few years by the 
introduction of calico stamperies. The commercial prosperity of 
Carlisle, however, began with the railway development of the 19th 
century. In 1283 the citizens of Carlisle were summoned to send 
two representatives to parliament, but no return is recorded. 
From 1295 Carlisle continued to return two members until 
the Redistribution Act of 1885. At the time of the Scottish wars 
Edward I. held two parliaments at Carlisle—in r3o0 and in 1307. 

See Victoria County History, Cumberland; R. S. Few.. non, Some 
Municipal Records of;h e City of Carlisle (Combed. and Westm. Antiq. 
and Archaeol. Soc., Carlisle and London. 5887). and Royal Charters 
of Carlisle (ditto, Carlisle, &c.. 1894):  Mandell Creighton, Carlisle in 
" Historic Towns " series (London, 1889). 

CARLISLE. a borough and the county-seat of Cumberland 
county, Pennsylvania, U.S.A., r8 m. W. by S. of Harrisburg 
and 118 m. W. by N. of Philadelphia. Pop. (5890) 7620; 
(two) 9626 (1148 being negroes); (two) z0,303. It is served by 
the Cumberland Valley (controlled by the Pennsylvania railway) 
and the Gettysburg & Harrisburg railways. The borough is 
pleasantly situated in the central part of the fertile Cumberland 
Valley, which is here 12 m. wide. Mount Holly Springs and 
Boiling Springs are near, and are important summer attractions. 
In Carlisle is Dickinson College, founded in 1783 by Presbyterians, 
and named in honour of John Dickinson (q.v.), a benefactor 
of the college; it was reorganized in 1833 as a Methodist Epis-
copal College, and is now divided into the college, the school of 
law (founded in 5834) and Conway Hall, the preparatory 
department. President James Buchanan and Chief Justice 
R. B. Taney were graduates. Here are also Metzger College for 
young ladies, and a well-known United States Indian industrial 
school, established in 1879 through the efforts of Lieutenant (later 
Brigadier-General) Richard Henry Pratt (b. 1840), its superin-
tendent until 1904; the school pays especial attention to industrial 
and agricultural training, and its athletic organizations are 
famous. A great effort is made to preserve and develop Indian 
arts and crafts; the instruction given by Mrs Angel Decera 
Dietz; a Winnebago, in colour work and design, decorating 
leather, making beadwork and weaving rugs, is particularly 
noteworthy. On the initiative of the pupils the Leupp Indian 
Art School was built on the campus in 5906-1907, all materials 
being purchased with the funds of the athletic association and 
all work being done by the students. The building is named 
in honour of Francis Ellington Leupp (b. r849), U.S. commissioner 
of Indian affairs in 2905. Carlisle is prominent for the manu-
facture of boots and shoes, and has machine shops and manufac-
tories of carriages, ribbons, railway frogs and switches, carpets 
and paper boxes. In 19o5 the value of all the factory products 
was $1,985,743, of which $5,078,405 was the value of boots and 
shoes. The place was laid out as a town in r75i, was named 
from Carlisle, Cumberland, England, and was incorporated 
as a borough in 1872. In 1753 Benjamin Franklin, with two 
other commissioners, negotiated a treaty with the Ohio Indians 
here. During the War of Independence the Americans kept 
here for secure confinement a number of British prisoners, 
among them Major John Andr6, and in 1794 Carlisle was the head-
quarters of George Washington during the Whisky Rebellion. On 
the night of the tst of July 1863 Carlisle was bombarded by 
Confederate troops. 

CARLOPORTE, a town of Sardinia, in the province of Cagliari, 
the capital of the small island (6 by 5 m.) of San Pietro (anc. 
A reipitrum or "Ieocurovvijoos) off the west coast of Sardinia. Pop. 
(1901) 7693. It lies on the east coast of the island, 6 tn. wet 
by sea from Portoscuso, which is 47 m. west by rail from Cagliari. 
It was founded in 1737 by Charles Emmanuel III. of Savoy, 
who planted a colony of Genoese, whose dialect and costume 
still prevail. In 1798 it was attacked by the Tunisians and 933 
inhabitants taken away as slaves. They were ransomed after 
five years and the place fortified. It is now s a centre of the 
tunny fishery, and there are manganese mines also. The coral 
banks, which were once important, are now. exhausted. Three 
m. to the south-east is the island of S. Antioco. 

CARLOWAN (828-88o), king of Bavaria and Italy, was the 
eldest son of Louis the German, king of the East Franks. In 
856 he undertook the defence of the eastern frontier of Bavaria 
against the Bohemians and Moravians, and won considerable 
fame in various campaigns. He married a daughter of Ernest, 
count of the Bohemian mark, and in conjunction with his 
father-in-law resisted the authority of his father in 861. For 

some years he alternated between rebellion and submission to 
his father, but in 865 an arrangement was made by which he 
became possessed of Bavaria and Carinthia as his expectant share 
of the kingdom of Louis. During the troubles between Louisand 
his two younger sons Carloman remained faithful to his father, 
and carried on the war with the Moravian so successfully that 
in 87o their territory was completely under the power of the 
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Franks; and when peace was made at Forchheim in 874, they 
=Pled the Frankish supremacy. In 875 the emperor Louis IL 
died, having named his cousin Carloman as his successor in Italy. 
Carloman crossed the Alps to claim his inheritance, but was 
cajoled into returning by the king of the West Franks, Charles 
the Bald. In 876, on his father's death, Carloman became 
actually king of Bavaria, and after a short campaign against the 
Moravian he went again to Italy in 877 and was crowned king 
of the Lombards at Pavia; but his negotiations with Pope 
john VIII. for the imperial crown were fruitless, and personal 
discos added to the outbreak of an epidemic in his army com-
pelled him to return to Bavaria. Stricken with paralysis, 
Carloman was unable to prevent his brother Louis from seizing 
Bavaria; so making a virtue of necessity, he bequeathed the 
whole of his lands to Louis. He died on the 22nd of September 
ISo at Ottingen, where he was buried, leaving an illegitimate 
son, afterwards the emperor Arnold. 

See" Armies Fuldeases," "Annales Bertiniani," Regino von Prum, 
(Armies's," all in the AI tnsumenta Gernsanige historka. &Tiptoes, 

Band L (Hanover and Berlin, 826 -1892) : E. Mahlbacher,DieRegesten 
des Keiserreglu unto den Karolingern (Innsbruck, 1880; and E. 
Dummies, Geschichte des os#Tdakischen Reiches (Leipzig, 1887-1888). 

CARLOMAN, the name of three Frankish princes. 
Cuttomarr (d. 754), mayor of the palace under the Merovingian 

kings, was a son of Charles Martel, and, together with his brother, 
Pippin the Short, became mayor on his father's death in 741, 
administering the eastern part of the Frankish kingdom. He 
was successful in extending the power of the Franks in various 
wars with his troublesome neighbours, and was not less zealous 
in seeking to strengthen and reform the church in the lands 
under his rule. In 747 Carloman laid down his office and retired 
to a monastery which he founded on Monte Soracte, but troubled 
by the number of his visitors, he subsequently entered a monastery 
an Monte Casino. He died at Vienne on the 17th of August 754. 

CAILOYAN (751-771), king of the Franks, was a son of King 
Pippin the Short, and consequently a brother of Charlemagne. 
The brothers became joint kings of the Franks on Pippin's 
death in 768, and some trouble which broke out between them 
over the conduct of the war in Aquitaine was followed by Carlo-
maa's death at Samoussy on the 4th of December 77i. He married 
Gerberga, a daughter of Desiderius, king of the Lombards, who, 
together with her children, vanished from history soon after her 
husband's death. 

Caittomaar (d. 884), king of France, was the eldest son of King 
Louis IL, the Stammerer, and became king, together with his 
brother Louis III., on his father's death in 879. Although some 
doubts were cast upon their legitimacy, the brothers obtained 
recognition and in 88o made a division of the kingdom, Carloman 
receiving Burgundy and the southern part of France. In 882 he 
became sole king owing to his brother's death, but the kingdom 
was in a very deplorable condition, and his power was very 
circumscribed. Carloman met his death while hunting on the 
trth of December 884. 

See E. Lavisse, Histoire de France, tome ii. (Paris, 1903). 
CARLOS I. (1863-1908), king of Portugal, the third sovereign 

of Portugal of the line of Braganza-Coburg, son of King Louis I. 
and Maria Pia, daughter of King Victor Emmanuel of Italy, 
was born on the 28th of September 1863. When about twenty 
YEWS of age he spent a considerable time in travelling, visiting 
England in 1883. On the 22nd of May 1886 he married Marie 
Arafdie, daughter of Philippe, duc d'Orleans, comte de Paris, 
sod on the death of his father (19th of October 1889) he suc-
ceeded to the throne of Portugal In that year the British 
government found it necessary to make formal remonstrances 
*Mat Portuguese encroachments in South Africa, and relations 
between the two countries were greatly strained for some time. 
The king's attitude during this critical period was one of concilia-
tem, and his temperate, though firm, speech on opening the 
Cartes in January 2890 did much to strengthen the party of 
Peace. In 1900-rnot also his friendly attitude towards Great 
Britain was shown by cordial toasts at a banquet to the officers 
el the British fleet at Lisbon. King Carlos distinguished himself 
as a Patron of science and literature, and was himself an artist  

of some repute. In March 1894 he took a very active part in 
the celebration of the 500th anniversary of the birth of Prince 
Henry the Navigator, and a year later he decorated the Portuguese 
poet, Joao de Deus, with much honour at Lisbon. He took a 
great personal interest in deep-sea soundings and marine explora-
tion, and published an account of some of his own investiga-
tions, the results themselves being shown at an oceanographic 
exhibition opened by him on the 12th of April 1897. In May 
1907 the king suspended the constitution of Portugal and 
temporarily appointed Senhor Franco as dictator with a view 
to carrying out certain necessary reforms. Some discontent 
was aroused by this proceeding; this was increased by Franco's 
drastic measures, and on the ast of February 0908 King Carlos 
and his elder son, Louis, duke of Braganza (1887-19o8), were 
assassinated whilst driving through the streets of Lisbon. The 
king was succeeded by his only surviving son, Manuel, duke of 
Bela (b. i889), who took the title of Manuel II. 

See S. M. El Ra D. Carlos I. e saga obra artistica a saints:fins 
(Lisbon, 1908). 

CARLOS, DON (1545-1568), prince of Asturias, was the son of 
Philip II. king of Spain, by his first wife Maria, daughter of John 
III., king of Portugal, and was born at Valladolid on the 8th of 
July 1 545. His mother died a few days after his birth, and the 
prince, who was very delicate, grew up proud, wilful and indolent, 
and soon began to show signs of insanity. In 1559 he was be-
trothed to Elizabeth, daughter of Henry II., king of France, 
a lady who a few months later became the third wife of his 
father; in 156o he was recognized as the heir to the throne of 
Castile, and three years later to that of Aragon. Other brides 
were then suggested for the prince; Mary, queen of Scots, Margaret, 
another daughter of Henry II., and Anne, a daughter of the 
emperor Maximilian II.; but meanwhile his mental derangement 
had become much more acute, and his condition could no longer 
be kept secret. In 1562 he met with an accident which was 
followed by a serious illness, and after his recovery he showed 
more obvious signs of insanity, while his conduct both in public 
and in private was extremely vicious and disorderly. He took 
a marked dislike to the duke of Alva, possibly because he wished 
to proceed to the Netherlands instead of the duke, and he 
exhibited a morbid antipathy towards his father, whose murder 
he even contemplated. At length in January 1568, when he had 
made preparations for flight from Spain, he was placed in con-
finement by order of Philip, and on the 24th of July of the same 
year he died. This event is still enveloped in some mystery. 
Philip has been accused of murdering his son, and from what 
is known of the king's character this supposition is by no means 
improbable. It is known that the king appointed commissioners 
to try the prince, and he may have been put to death for treason in 
accordance with their verdict. It has also been suggested that 
his crime was heresy, and that his death was due to poison, and 
other solutions of the mystery have been put forward. On the 
other hand, it should be remembered that the health of Carlos 
was very poor, and that his outrageous behaviour in captivity 
would have undermined a much stronger constitution than his 
own. Consequently there is nothing strange or surprising in 
his death from natural causes, and while no decisive verdict 
upon this question can be given,Philip may perhaps be granted the 
benefit of the doubt. By some writers the sad fate and early 
death of Carlos have been connected with the story of his unlaw-
ful attachment to his promised bride, Elizabeth, who soon 
became his stepmother, and whose death followed so quickly 
upon his own. There is circumstantial evidence for this tale. 
The loss of an affianced bride, followed by hatred between 
supplanted and supplanter, who were father and son, then the 
increasing infirmity of the slighted prince, and finally the almost 
simultaneous deaths of the pair. But mature historical research 
dismisses this story as a fable. It has, however, served as the 
subject for romance. Schiller and Alfieri, J. G. de Campristron 
in Andronic, and Lord John Russell have made it the subject 
of dramas, and other dramas based upon the life of Don Carlos 
have been written by Thomas Otway, M. A. Ch6nier, J. P. de 
hlontalvan, and D X. de Enciso. 
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See C. V. de Saint Rial, Don Carios, somas kistorique (Paris, 

1672). This gives the story of the attachment of Carlos and Eliza-
beth. which has been refuted by L von Ranke, Zur Geschickte des 
don Corks (Vienna. 1829); and J. A. Llorente, Histoire critique de 
l'Inquisition (French translation, Paris, 1817). See also L. P. 
Gachard, Don Carlos a Philipps II (Brussels. 1863); C. de Molly, 
Don Corks It Philippe II (Paris, 1863); M. Bildinger, Don Corks, 
Haft and Tod (Vienna, 1891); L A. Warnk6mg, Don Carlos, Lek*, 
Verhaftang and Tod (Stuttgart, 1864); W. Maurenbrecher, Don 
Corks (Berlin, 1876); and W. H. Prescott, History of At Reign of 
Philip II. vol. ii. (London, 1833, 1859). 

CARLOS, DON (1788-1855), the first of the Carlist claimants 
of the throne of Spain, was the second surviving son of King 
Charles IV. and his wife, Louisa Maria of Parma. He was born 
OD the 29th of March 1788, and wan christened Carlos Maria 
Isidro. From 1808 till 184 he was a prisoner in France at 
Valencay with his brothers, who had been imprisoned by Napoleon 
when he seized the whole royal family of Spain at Bayonne. 
After his return he lived quietly as a prince at Madrid. In 
September 18:6 he married Maria Francesca de Asia, daughter 
of King John VI. of Portugal, and sister of the second wife of 
his elder brother King Ferdinand VII. Though he took no part 
in the government of Spain, except to hold a few formal offices, 
Don Carlos was known for the rigid orthodoxy of his religious 
opinions, the piety of his life, and his firm belief in the divine 
right of kings to govern despotically. During the revolutionary 
troubles of 1820-1823 he was threatened by the extreme radicals, 
but no attack was made on him. When the revolutionary 
agitation was put down by French intervention in 1823, Don 
Carlos continued to behave as the affectionate brother and 
loyal subject of Ferdinand VII. The family affection between 
them was undoubtedly sincere, and was one of the very few 
amiable traits in the character of the elder brother. Towards 
the close of Ferdinand's reign Don Carlos was forced against his 
own will into the position of a party leader, or rather into the 
position of a prince whom a great party was forced to take as 
its leader. The extreme clericals among the Spaniards, who were 
the partisans of despotism because they rightly considered 
it as most favourable to the church, began to be discontented 
with King Ferdinand, who seemed wanting in energy. When 
the king showed his intention to alter the law of succession in 
order to secure the crown for his daughter Isabella, the clericals 
(in the Spanish phrase, " apost6licos ") banded to protect the 
rights of Don Carlos. There can be no question' that if he had 
been disposed to place himself at the head of an insurrection he 
would have been followed, and might have put Ferdinand under 
restraint. But Don Carlos held his principles honestly. He 
considered rebellion as a sin in a prince as much as in other men, 
and as wicked when made by " apostalcos " as by liberals. 
He would do no more than assert his rights, and those of his 
children, in words. His wife and her sister, the princess of 
Beira, widow of his first cousin the infante Pedro, were less 
scrupulous. They were actively engaged in intrigues with the 
" apost6licos." In March 1833 the princess of Beira was informed 
by the king that her brother Don Miguel, then regent in Portugal, 
desired her presence, and that she must pay him a visit. On 
the 16th of March Don Carlos left for Portugal with his wife, 
in company with the princess, after an interview with his brother 
the king which is said to have been friendly. In the following 
month he was called upon by the king to swear allegiance to the 
infanta Isabella, afterwards queen. Don Carloi refused, in 
respectful terms but with great firmness, to renounce his rights 
and those of his sons, in a public letter dated the 29th of April. 
The death of his brother on the 29th of September 1833 gave him 
an opportunity to vindicate his claims without offence to his 
principles, for in his own opinion and that of his partisans he 
was now king. But he was entangled in the civil war of Portugal 
and was shut off from Spain. He did, and perhaps could do, 
nothing to direct the Spaniards who rose on his behalf, and had 
proclaimed him king as Charles V. When the Miguelite party 
was beaten in Portugal, Don Carlos escaped to England on the 
1st of June 1834 in H.M.S. " Donegal." His stay in England 
was short. On the 2nd of July he passed over to France, where 
he was actively aided by the legitimist party, and on the 11th  

he joined his partisans at Mond* in the valley of Pastan, in 
the western Pyrenees. On the 27th of October of this year 
he was deprived of his rights as infante by a royal decree, con-
firmed by the Cortex on the 15th of January 1837. Don Carlos 
remained in Spain till the defeat of his party, and then escaped 
to France on the 14th of September 1839. During these years 
he accompanied his armies, without displaying any of the qualities 
of a general or even much personal courage. But he endured a 
good deal of hardship, and was often compelled to take to biding in 
the bills. On these occasions he was often carried over difficult 
places on the back of a stout guide commonly known as the royal 
jackass (burro real). The semblance of a court which he main-
tained was torn by incessant personal intrigues, and by con-
flicts between his generals and the ecclesiastics who exercised 
unbounded influence over his mind. The defeat of his cause, 
which had many chances of success, was unquestionably due to 
a very large extent to his want of capacity, his apathy, and his 
increasing absorption in practices of puerile piety. His first 
wife having died in England, Don Carlos married her elder sister. 
the princess of Beira, in Biscay in October 2837. After his 
flight from Spain, Don Carlos led a life of increasing insignificance. 
He abdicated in May 1845, took a title of count of Molina, and 
died at Trieste on the :nth of March ass. 

By his first marriage, Don Carlos had three sons, Charles 
0818-1860, John (1822-1887), and Ferdinand (x824-1861). 
Charles succeeded to the claims of his father, and was known to 
his partisans as Don Carlos VI., but was more commonly known 
as the count of Montemolin. In 1846, when the marriage of queen 
Isabella was being negotiated, the Austrian government endeav-
oured to arrange an alliance between her and the count cI 
Montemolin. But as he insisted on the complete recognition cI 
his rights, the Spanish government refused to hear of him as 
a candidate. The Carlists took up arms on his behalf between 
1846 and 1848, but the count, who had been expelled from 
France by the police, did not join them in the field. In Apell 
s86o he and his brother Ferdinand landed at San Carlos de la 
Rkpita, at the mouth of the Ebro, in company with a feather-
headed officer named Ortega, who held a command in the Balearic 
islands. They hoped to profit by the fact that the bulk of the 
Spanish army was absent in a war with Morocco. But no Cerise 
rising took place. The men who had been brought from the 
islands by Ortega deserted him. Montemolin and his brother, 
together with their devoted partisan General Elio, who had 
accompanied them from exile, lurked in hiding for a fortnight and 
were then captured. Ortega was shot, but the princes saved their 
lives, and that of Elio, by making an abject surrender of their 
claims. When he had been allowed to escape and had reached 
Cologne, the count of Montemolin publicly retracted his renunica-
tion on the 15th of June, on the ignominious ground that it had 
been extorted by fear. Montemolin and his brother Ferdinand 
died within a fortnight of one another in January :86r without 
issue. 

The third brother, John, who had advanced his own daises 
before his brother's retraction, now came forward as the repre-
sentative of the legitimist and Cellist cause. As he had show. 
a disposition to accept liberalism, and to make concessions to 
the spirit of the age, he was unpopular with the party. On the 
3rd of October 1868 he made a formal renunciation in favour of 
his son Charles (Don Carlos VII.), who is separately noticed below. 

See Hermann Baumgarten, Geichichie Spaniels (Leipeig, 1861); 
H. Butler Clarke, Modern Spain (Cambridge, 3906), which cootaissa 
useful bibliography. 

CARLOS, DON (CHARLES MARIA DE cos DOLORES PAS 
ISIDORE JOSEPH FRANCIS QUIRIN ANTONY MICHAEL GABRIEL 
RAPHAEL) (1848-1909),prince of Bourbon, claiman t,as Don Carlos 
VII., to the throne of Spain, was born at Laibach on the 3oth 
of March 3848, being the eldest surviving son of Don Juan (Jan) 
of Bourbon and of the archduchess Maria Beatrix, daughter of 
Francis IV., duke of Modena. Don Carlos was the grandson of 
the first pretender, noticed above. He married in February 1867, 
at Frohsdorf, Princess Marguerite, daughter of the duke of Parma 
and niece of the corn te de Chambord, who was born on the ist 
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of January 1847, and who bore him a son, Don Jaime, in 187o, 
and three daughters. Don Carlos boldly asserted his pretensions 
to the throne of Spain two years after the revolution of 1868 
had driven Queen Isabella II. and the other branch of the Bour-
bons into exile. His manifesto, addressed to his brother Alphonse, 
namesake of his rival, Alphonse XII., found an echo in the 
fanatical priesthood and peasantry of many provinces of the 
Peninsula, but little support among the more enlightened 
middle classes, especially in the towns. The first rising was 
started in Catalonia by the brother of the pretender, who himself 
entered Spain by way of Vera, in the Basque provinces, on the 
list of May 1872. The troops of King Amadeus under General 
Marines, a progressist officer, who was one of Spain's ablest 
and most popular commanders, surprised and very nearly cap-
tured the pretender at Oroquista, sending him a fugitive to France 
in headlong flight with a few followers. For more than a year 
he loitered about in the French Pyrenees, the guest of old noble 
bases who showed him much sympathy, while the French 
authorities winked at the fact that he was fomenting civil war 
in Spain, where his guerilla bands, many of them led by priests, 
committed atrocities, burning, pillaging, shooting prisoners of 
ear, and not unfrequently ill-using even foreign residents and 
destroying their property. When the Federal Republic was 
proclaimed on the abdication of King Amadeus, the Carlists had 
overrun Spain to such an extent that they held all the interior 
of Navarre, the three Basque provinces, and a great part of 
Catalonia, Lower Aragon, and Valencia, and had made raids 
into the provinces of Old Castile and Estremadura. Don Carlos 
re-entered Spain on the i sth of July 1873, just before the Carlists 
took Estella, in Navarre, which became, with Tolosa and Durango 
in the Basque provinces, his favourite residence. He displayed 
any lax morals and an apathy which displeased his staff and 
partisans. Don Carlos was present at some fights around 
Estella, and was in the neighbourhood of Bilbao during its 
famous siege of three months in 1874 until its relief by Marshals 
Serrano and Concha on the and of May. He was also present 
at the battle near Estella on the 27th of June 1874, in which 
Marshal Concha was killed and the liberals were repulsed with 
loss. Twice he lost golden opportunities of making a rush for 
the capital—in 1873, during the Federal republic, and after 
Concha's death. From the moment that his cousin Alphonse XII. 
was proclaimed king it Sagunto, at Valencia, in Madrid, and 
at Logrono, by General Campos, Daban, Jovellar, Primo de 
Rivera, and Laserna, the star of the pretender was on the wane. 
Only once, a few weeks after the Alphonsist restoration, the 
army of Don Carlos checked the Liberal forces in Navarre, and 
surprised and made prisoners half a brigade, with guns and 
colours, at Lacer, almost under the eyes of the new king and his 
headquarters. This was the last Carlist success. The tide of war 
set in favour of Alphonse XII., whose armies swept the Carlist 
bands out of central Spain and Catalonia in r87s, while Marshal 
Quesada, in the upper Ebro valley, Navarre, and Ulava, prepared 
by a series of successful operations the final advance of 18o,000 
men, beaded by Quesada and the king, which defeated the Carlists 
at Estella, Pena Plata, and Elgueta, thus forcing Don Carlos 
aith a few thousand faithful Carlists to retreat and surrender to 
the French frontier authorities in March 1876. 

The pretender went to Pau, and there, singularly enough, 
issued his proclamations bidding temporary adieu to the nation 
and to his volunteers from the same chateau where Queen 
Isabella, also a refugee, had issued hers in 0868. From that date 
Don Carlos became an exile and a wanderer, travelling much in 
the Old and New World, and raising some scandal by his mode of 
life. He fixed his residence for a time in England, then in Paris, 
from which be was expelled at the request of the Madrid govern-
ment, and next in Austria, before he took up his abode at 
rammer) in Italy. Like all pretenders, he never gave in, and 
his pretensions, haughtily reasserted, often troubled the courts 
and countries whose hospitality be enjoyed. His great dis-
anointment was the coldness towards him of Pope Leo XIII., 
and the favour shown by that pontiff for Alphonse XII. and his 
Maim, Alpheus° XIII. Don Carlos bad two splendid chances  

of testing the power of his party in Spain, but failed to profit 
by them. The first was when he was invited to unfurl his flag 
on the death of Alphonse XIL, when the perplexities and un-
certainties of Castilian politics reached a climax during the first 
year of a long minority under a foreign queen-regent. The second 
was at the dose of the war with the United States and after the 
loss of the colonies, when the discontent was so widespread 
that the Carlists were able to assure their prince that many 
Spaniards looked upon his cause as the one untried solution of the 
national difficulties. Don Carlos showed his usual lack of decision; 
he wavered between the advice of those who told him to unfurl 
his standard with a view to rally all the discontented and dis-
appointed, and of those who recommended him to wait untila great 
pronsinciaritienio, chiefly military, should be made in his favour—
a day-dream founded upon the coquetting of General Weyler and 
other officers with the Carlist senators and deputies in -Madrid. 
Afterwards the pretender continued to ask his partisans to go 
on organizing their forces for action some day, and to push 
their propaganda and preparations, which was easy enough 
in view of the indulgence shown them by all the governments 
of the regency and the open favour exhibited by many of the 
priesthood, especially in the rural districts, the religious orders, 
and the Jesuits, swarming all over the kingdom. After the 
death of his first wife in 1893, Don Carlos married in the following 
year Princess Marie Bertha of Mohan. He died on the 18th of 
July Igoe. His on by his first wife, Don Jaime, was educated 
in Austrian and British military schools before he entered the 
Russian army, in which he became a colonel of dragoons. 

CARLOW, a county of Ireland in the province of Leinster, 
bounded N. by the counties Kildare and Wicklow, E. by Wicklow 
and Wexford, S. by Wexford, and W. by Queen's county and 
Kilkenny. Excepting Louth, it is the smallest county in, Ireland, 
having an area of 221,424 acres, or about 346 sq. m. The surface 
of the county is in general level or gently undulating, and of 
pleasing appearance, except the elevated tract of land known 
as the ridge of Old Leighlin (Gallows Hill Bog, 974 ft.), forming 
the beginning of the coal-measures of Leinster, and the south-
eastern portion of the county bordering on Wexford, where the 
wild and barren granitic elevations of Knockroe (1746 ft.) 
and Mount Leinster (26 to ft.) present a bolder aspect. Glacial 
deposits, which overspread the lower grounds, sometimes afford 
good examples of the ridge-forms known as eskers, as in the 
neighbourhood of Bagenalstown. There are no lakes nor canals 
in the county, nor does it contain the source of any important 
river; but on its western side it is Intersected from north to 
south by the Barrow, which is navigable throughout the county 
and affords means of communication with the port of Waterford; 
while on the eastern border the Slaney, which is not navigable 
in any part of its course through the county, passes out of 
Carlow into Wexford at Newtownbarry. 

Carlow is largely a granite county; but here the Leinster 
Chain does not form a uniform moorland. The mica-schists and 
Silurian slates of its eastern flank are seen in the diversified 
and hilly country on the pass over the shoulder of Mt. Leinster, 
between Newtownbarry and Borris. The highland drops west-
ward to the valley of the Barrow, Carlow and Bagenalstown 
lying on Carboniferous Limestone, which here abuts upon the 
granite. On the west of the hollow, the high edge of the Castle-
comer coalfields rises, scarps of limestone, grit, and coal-measures 
succeeding one another on the ascent. Formerly clay-ironstone 
was raised from the Upper Carboniferous strata. 

The soil is of great natural richness, and the country is among 
the most generally fertile in the island. Agriculture is the chief 
occupation of the inhabitants, but is not so fully developed as 
the capabilities of the land would suggest; in effect, the extent 
of land under tillage shows a distinctly retrograde movement, 
being rather more than half that under pasture. The pasture 
land is of excellent quality, and generally occupied as dairy farms, 
the butter made in this county maintaining a high reputation 
in the Dublin market. The farms are frequently large, and care 
is given to the breeding of cattle. Sheep and poultry, however, 
receive the greatest attention. The staple trade of the county is 
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in corn, flour, meal, butter and provisions, which are exported 
in large quantities. There are no manufactures. The sandstone 
of the county is frequently of such a nature as to split easily 
into layers, known in commerce as Carlow flags. 

Porcelain clay exists in the neighbourhood of Tullow; but no 
attempt is made to turn this product to use. 

The Great Southern & Western railway from Kildare to Wexford 
follows the river Barrow through the county, with a branch from 
Bagenalstown to Kilkenny, while another branch from the north 
terminates at Tullow. 

As regards population (41,964 in 1891; 37,74 8  in 1 901 ), 
the county shows a decrease among the more serious of Irish 
counties, and correspondingly heavy emigration returns. Of the 
total, about 89% are Roman Catholics, and nearly the whole 
are rural. Carlow (pop. 6513), Bagenalstown (1882), and 
Tullow (1725) are the only towns. The county is divided into 
seven baronies, and contains forty-four civil parishes and parts 
of parishes. It belongs to the Protestant diocese of Dublin and 
the Roman Catholic diocese of Kildare and Leighlin. The 
assizes are held at Carlow, and quarter sessions at that town 
and also at Bagenalstown and Tullow. One member is returned 
to parliament. 

Carlow, under the name of Catherlogh, is among the counties 
generally considered to have been created in the reign of John. 
Leinster was confirmed as a liberty to William Marshal, earl of 
Pembroke, by John, and Carlow, among other counties in this 
area, had the privileges of a palatinate on descending to one of 
the earl's heiresses. The relics of antiquity in the county com-
prise large cromlechs at Browne's Hill near Carlow and at 
Hacketstown, and a rath near Leighlin Bridge, in which were 
found several urns of baked earth, containing only small quan-
tities of dust. Some relics of ecclesiastical and monastic buildings 
exist, and also the remains of several castles built after the 
English settlement. Old Leighlin, where the 12th century 
cathedral of St Lazerian is situated, is merely a village, although 
until the Union it returned two members to the Irish parliament. 

CARLOW, the county town of Co. Carlow, Ireland, on the 
navigable river Barrow. Pop. of urban district (19ot) 6513. 
It is 56 m. S.W. of Dublin by the Great Southern & Western 
railway. The castle (supposed to have been founded by Hugh 
de Lacy, appointed governor of Ireland in 1179, but sometimes 
attributed to King John), situated on an eminence overlooking 
the river, is still a chief feature of attraction in the general 
view of the town, although there is not much of the original 
building left. It consisted of a hollow quadrangle, with a 
massive round tower at each angle. The principal buildings are 
the Roman Catholic College of St Patrick (1793), a plain but 
spacious building in a picturesque park adjoining the Roman 
Catholic cathedral of the diocese of Kildare and Leighlin; the 
Protestant parish church, with a handsome steeple of modern 
erection; the court-house, where the assizes are held. an  octagonal 
stone building with a handsome Ionic portico; and other county 
buildings. The cathedral, in the Perpendicular style, has a 
highly ornamented west front, and a monument to Bishop James 
Doyle (d. 1834). The Wellington Bridge over the river Barrow 
connects Carlow with the suburb of Graigue. Two m. N.E. of 
the town is one of the finest cromlechs in Ireland, and 3 m. 
to the west is the notable church, of Norman and pre-Norman 
date, of Killeshin in Queen's county. The industries of Carlow 
consist of brewing and flour-milling, and a considerable trade is 
carried on in the sale of butter and eggs. 

Carlow was of early importance. In the reign of Edward III. 
the king's exchequer was removed thither, and Lsoo, a large 
sum at that period, applied towards surrounding the town with 
a strong wall. In the early part of the reign of Queen Elizabeth 
the castle was taken, and the town burned bythe Irish chieftain, 
Rory Oge O'More. When summoned to surrender by Ireton, 
the Commonwealth general, during the war of 1641, Carlow 
submitted without resistance. In the insurrection of 1798 the 
castle was attacked by an undisciplined body of insurgents. 
They were speedily repulsed, and suffered severe loss, no quarter 
being given; and, in the confusion of their flight, many of the  

insurgents took refuge in houses, which the king's troops im-
mediately set on fire. Carlow obtained a charter of incorporation 
as early as the 13th century, and was reincorporated, with 
enlarged privileges, by James L The corporation, which was 
styled " The Sovereign, Free Burgesses and Commonalty of 
the Borough of Catherlogh," was authorized to return two 
members to the Irish parliament. The town returned one 
member to the Imperial parliament until 1885. 

CARLSBAD, or KAISER-KARLSBAD (Czech, Karim Vary), 
a town and celebrated watering-place of Bohemia, Austria, 

t6 m. W.N.W. of Prague by rail. Pop. (1goo) 24,64o. It is 
situated at an altitude of 1227 ft. and lies in the beautiful 
narrow and winding valley of the Tepl at its junction with the 
Eger, being hemmed in by precipitous granite hills, covered with 
magnificent forests of pine. The town is spread on both banks 
of the river and in the valley of the Eger, its houses being built 
up the mountain sides in tier above tier of terraces approached 
by long flights of steps or steep and tortuous roads. This 
irregularity of site and plan, together with the varied form and 
high-pitched roofs of the houses, makes the place very picturesque. 
Among the principal buildings of Carlsbad are the Catholic 
parish church, built in 1732-1736 in rococo style; the gorgeous 
Russian church, finished in 1897; the English church; and a 
handsome synagogue. In the first rank of the other buildings 
stands the famous Mahlbrunnen Colonnade, erected between 
1871 and 1878, which, with its 103 monolithic granite Corinthian 
columns, is a fine example of modern classical architecture; 
the Kurhaus (1865); the magnificent Kaiserbarl, built in 1 895 
in the French Renaissance style, and several other bathing 
establishments; the Sprudel Colonnade, an imposing iron and 
glass structure, built in 1879, within which rises the Sprudd, 
the principal spring of Carlsbad; and several hospitals and 
hospices for poor patients. Both banks of the Tepl are provided 
with quais, planted with trees, which constitute the chief pro-
menades of the centre of the town; and there are, besides, a 
municipal park and several public gardens. 

The mineral springs, to which Carlsbad owes its fame, rise 
from beneath a very hard kind of rock, known as Sprudelsehale or 
Sprudeldecke, beneath which it is believed that there exists 
a large common reservoir of the hot mineral water, known as 
the Sprudelkessel. Several artificial apertures in the rock have 
been made for the escape of the steam of this subterranean 
cauldron, which, owing to the incrustations deposited by the 
water, require to be cleared at regular intervals. Altogether 
there arc seventeen warm springs, with a temperature varying 
from 164° F. to 107.7° F., and two cold ones. The oldest, best-
known, and at the same time the most copious spring is the 
Sprudel, a hot geyser with a temperature of 164° F., which 
gushes up in jets of 14 ft. thick to a height of about 34 ft., and 
delivers about 405 gallons of water per minute. Other springs 
are the Mithlbrunnen, with a temperature of 121°  F., which is 
after the Sprudel the most used spring; the Neubrunnen 
(138° F.); the Kaiser-Karl-Quelle (112° F.); the Theresica-
brunnen (134°  F.), &c. The warm springs belong to the class 
of alkaline-saline waters and have all the same chemical com-
position, varying only in their degree of temperature. The 
chemical composition of the Sprudel, taken to a thousand parts 
of water, is: 2.405 sulphate of soda, 1 298 bicarbonate of soda, 
1.042 chloride of soda, o 186 sulphate of potash, o. t 66 bicarbonate 
of magnesia, 0.012 bicarbonate of lithium, and 0.966 carbonic 
acid gas. They contain also traces of arsenic, antimony, selenium. 
rubidium, tin and organic substances. The wa ter is colourless and 
odourless, with a slightly acidulated and salt taste, and has a 
specific gravity of 1.0053 at 64 4°  F. The waters are used both 
for drinking and bathing, and are very beneficent in cases of liver 
affections, biliary and renal calculi, diabetes, gout, rheumatism, 
and uric acid troubles. They are very powerful in their effect 
and must not be used except under medical direction, and during 
the cure, a carefully-regulated diet must be observed, coupled 
with a moderate amount of exercise in the open air. The number 
of visitors in 19ot was 5 1 .454; in 1756 it was only 257; in 1828 
it was 3713: and it attained 14,182 in 1869, and 34,396 in don. 
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Carlsbad is encircled by mountains, covered with beautiful 

forests of pine, which are made accessible by well-kept paths. 
Just above the town towers the Hirschensprung (1620 ft.), 
a little farther the Freundschaftshbhe (1722 ft.); the Franz-
Josefs-Hdhe (1663 ft.); and the Aberg (1980 ft.). On the 
opposite bank of the Tepl lies the Rudolfshohe (1379 ft.); 
the Dreikreuzberg (18o5 ft.); the KOrtig Otto's Hobe (1960 ft.); 
and the Ewiges Leben (2086 ft.), with the Stephaniewarte, a 
tower, 98 ft. high, built in 1889, which commands a superb view. 
The town is the centre of the porcelain and stoneware industry 
of Bohemia, and manufactures a special liqueur (Karlsbader 
Bluer), besides various objects from the Sprudel rock and con-
fectionery. It exported, in 1901, 21 millions of bottles of mineral 
water, and 16o,000 lb of Sprudel salt, i.e. salt obtained by 
evaporation from the water of the Sprudel. 

Many interesting places are to be found near Carlsbad. To 
the north is the village of Dallwitz, with a porcelain factory, 
a handsome castle and beautiful oaks extolled by Theodor 
Kzrner, under which he composed in 1812 his touching elegy on 
the downfall of Germany. To the east is the watering-place of 
GiesshUbl-Puchstein with celebrated springs, which contain 
alkaline waters impregnated with carbonic acid gas. To the west 
in the valley of the Eger, the village of Aich, with a porcelain 
factory, and a little farther the much-visited Hans Heiling's 
Rock, a wild and romantic spot, with which a very touching 
legend is connected. To the south-east the ruined castle of 
Engelhaus, situated on a rock of phonolite, 2340 ft. high, built 
probably in the first part of the 13th century and destroyed by 
the Swedes in 1635. At the foot of the mountain lies the actual 
village of Engelhaus. 

According to legend the springs•of Carlsbad were discovered 
during a hunting expedition by the emperor Charles IV., who 
built the town, which derives its name from him, on both banks 
of the Tepl. But the hot springs were already known two 
centuries before, as is indicated by the name of the river Tepl 
(warm), under which name the river was known in the 12th 
century. Besides, on the same spot stood already in the 13th 
century a place called Vary, which means the Sprudel. The 
truth is, that the emperor Charles IV., after being cured here, 
built about 1358 a castle in the neighbourhood and accorded 
many privileges to the town. It obtained its charter as a town 
in 1370; the fame of the waters spread and it was created a royal 
free town in :707 by the emperor Joseph I. The waters were 
used only for bathing purposes until 1520, when they began to be 
prescribed also for drinking. The first Kurhaus was erected in 
17x1 near the hfUhlbrunnen, and was replaced by a larger one, 
built in x761 by the empress Maria Theresa. Carlsbad was 
nearly completely destroyed by fire in 1604, and another great 
fire raged here in 1759. It also suffered much from inundations, 
especially in 1582 and 090. In August 1819 a meeting of the 
ministers of the German courts took place here under the presi-
dency of Prince hfetternich, when many reactionary measures, 
embodied in the so-called " Carlsbad Decrees " (see below), 
were agreed upon and introduced in the various states of the 
German Confederation. 

Among the extensive literature of the place see Mannl, Carlsbad 
end as Mineral Springs (Leipzig, 1850); Cartellieri, Karlsbad als 
Kura's (Karlsbad. 1888); Friedeathal, Der Karort Karlsbad Tope-
graphrseh end Afeditinisch (Karlsbad. 1895). 

CARLSBAD DECREES (Karlsbader Beschlttsse), the name 
usually given to a series of resolutions (Besckliisse) passed by a 
conference of the ministers and envoys of the more important 
German states, held at Carlsbad from the 6th to the 3rst of 
August 18,9. The occasion of the meeting was the desire of 
Prince Metternich to take advantage of the consternation caused 
by recent revolutionary outrages (especially the murder of the 
dramatist Kotzebue by Karl Sand) to persuade the German 
governments to combine in a system for the suppression of the 
Liberal agitation in Germany. The pretended urgency of the 
case served as the excuse for only inviting to the conference those 
states whose ministers happened to be visiting Carlsbad at the 
time. The conferences were, therefore, actually attended by  

the representatives of Austria, Prussia, Saxony, Bavaria, WUrt-
temberg, Hanover, Baden, Nassau and Mecklenburg; at the 
fourth conference (August 9th) Baron von Fritsch, minister of 
state for Saxe-Weimar, who " happened to be present " at 
Carlsbad on that day, attended by special invitation. Prince 
Metternich presided over the conferences, and Friedrich von 
Gentz acted as secretary. 

The business to be discussed, as announced in Metternich's 
opening address, was twofold: (x) Matters of urgent importance 
necessitating immediate action; (2) Questions affecting the 
fundamental constitution of the German Confederation, demand-
ing more careful and prolonged discussion. To the first class 
belonged (a) the urgent necessity for a uniform system of press 
regulation in Germany; (b) the most urgent measures in regard 
to the supervision of universities and schools; (c) measures in 
view of the already discovered machinations of the political 
parties. To the second class belonged (a) the more clear 
definition of article XIII. of the Act of Confederation (i.e. state 
constitutions); (b) the creation of a permanent federal supreme 
court; (c) the creation of a federal executive organization 
(Bundes - Executions Ordnung) armed with power to make the 
decrees of the diet and the judgments of the high court effective; 
(d) the facilitation of commercial intercourse within the con-
federation in accordance with article XIX. of the Act of Con-
federation (Beilage A. rum craters Protokoll, Martens, iv. p. 74). 

These questions were debated in twenty-three formal confer-
ences. On the issues raised by the first class there was practical 
unanimity. All were agreed that the state of Germany demanded 
disciplinary measures, and as the result of the deliberations it 
was determined to lay before the federal diet definite proposals 
for (t) a uniform press censorship over all periodical publications; 
(2) a system of " curators " to supervise the education given 
in universities and schools, with disciplinary enactments against 
professors and teachers who should use their position for purposes 
of political propaganda; (3) the erection of a central commission 
at Mainz, armed with inquisitorial powers, for the purpose of 
unmasking the widespread revolutionary conspiracy, the exist-
ence of which was assumed. 

On the questions raised under the second class there was more 
fundamental difference of opinion, and by far the greater part 
of the time of the conference was occupied in discussing the 
burning question of the due interpretation of article XIII. 
The controversy raged round the distinction between " assemblies 
of estates," as laid down in the article, and " representative 
assemblies," such as had been already established in several 
German states. Gentz, in an elaborate memorandum (Neben-
beilage suns siebentea Protokoll, iv. p. Loa), laid down that 
representation by estates was the only system compatible with 
the conservative principle, as the " outcome of a well-ordered 
civil society, in which the relations and rights of the several 
estates are due to the peculiar position of the classes and cor-
porations on which they are based, which have been from time to 
time modified by law without detracting from the essentials of the 
sovereign power "; whereas representative assemblies are based 
on "the sovereignty of the people." In answer to this, Count 
Wintzingerode, on behalf of the king of WUrttemberg, placed 
on record (Nebenbeilage 2 rum neunten Protokoll, p. x47) a protest, 
in which he urged that to insist on.the system of estates would be 
to stereotype caste distinctions foreign to the whole spirit of the 
age, would alienate public opinion from the governments, and 
—if enforced by the central power—would violate the sovereign 
independence of those states which, like Wurttemberg, had 
already established representative constitutions. 

Though the majority of the ministers present favoured the 
Austrian interpretation of article XIII. as elaborated by Gentz, 
they were as little prepared as the representative of Wilrttem-
berg to agree to any hasty measures for strengthening the 
federal government at the expense of the jealously guarded 
prerogatives of the minor sovereignties. The result was that the 
constitutional questions falling under the second class were 
reserved for further discussion at a general conference of German 
ministers to be summoned at Vienna later in the year. The 
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effective Carlsbad resolutions, subsequently issued as laws by 
the federal diet, were therefore only those dealing with the 
curbing of the " revolutionary" agitation. For the results of 
their operation see GERMANY: History. 

The acts, protocols and resolutions of the conference of Carlsbad 
are given in M. de Marten's Nouveau Rutted ginerat de traids, &c., 
t. 4, pp. 8-166 (Gottingen, 1846). An interesting criticism of the 
Carlsbad Decrees is appended (p. 166), addressed by Baron Hans 
von Gagern, Luxemburg representative in the federal diet, to 
Baron von Plestien, Mecklenburg plenipotentiary at the conference 
of Carlsbad. (W. A. P.) 

CARLSTADT, KARLSYMTE or KAROLOSTADT (1480-1541), 

German reformer, whose real name was Andreas Rudolf Boden-
stein, was born at Carlstadt in Bohemia. He entered the 
university of Erfurt in the winter term of 1499-1500, and re-
mained there till 1503, when he went to Cologne. In the winter 
term of 1504-1505 he transferred himself to the newly founded 
university of Wittenberg, where he soon established his repu-
tation as a teacher of philosophy, and a zealous champion of 
the scholastic system of Thomas Aquinas, against the revised 
nominalism associated with the name of Occam. In z5o8 he 
was made canon of the Allerkeiligendift, a collegiate church 
incorporated in the university; and in 15 to he became doctor of 
theology and archdeacon, his duties being to preach, to say mass 
once a week and to lecture before the university; in 1513 he 
was appointed ordinary professor of theology. In 1515  he went 
to Rome, where with a view to becoming provost of the Atka.- 
heiligenstift he studied law, taking his degree as doctor juris 
utriusque. His experiences in'the papal city produced upon him 
the same effect as upon Luther, and when in 1516 he returned to 
Germany it was as an ardent opponent of the Thomist philosophy 
and as a champion of the.Augustinian doctrine of the impotence 
of the human will and salvation through Divine grace alone. 
The 151 theses of Carlstadt, dated the 16th of September 1516, 
discovered by Theodor Kolde (" Wittenberger Disputations-
theses " in Zeitschrift fur Kirchengeschickte, xi. p. 448, &c.), 
prove that, so far from owing his change of view to Luther's 
influence, he was at this time actually in advance of Luther. 
The two reformers were, in fact, never friends; though from the 
end of 1516 onwards the development of each was considerably 
influenced by the other. 

In the spring of 15:8, in reply to Eck's Obdisci, an attack on 
Luther's tis theses, Carlstadt published a series of theses, main-
taining the supremacy of the Holy Scriptures (which he regarded 
as verbally inspired) over ecclesiastical tradition and the authority 
of the fathers, and asserting the liability of general councils to 
error. Eck challenged him to a public disputation, in which 
Luther also took part, and which lasted from the 27th of June 
to the 15th of July 1519. In this dialectical warfare Carlstadt 
was no match for Eck; but the dispute only served to confirm 
him in his revolt from the dominant theology, and in three violent 
polemical treatises against Eck he proclaimed the doctrine of the 
exclusive operation of grace in the justification of believers. 

This attitude led him in 1520, by a logical development, to an 
open attack on all those ecclesiastical practices in which the 
doctrine of justification by works had become crystallized; 
e.g. indulgences and the abuse of holy water and consecrated 
salt. At the same time he appeared as the first of modern biblical 
critics, denying the Mosaic authorship of the Pentateuch and 
classing the Scriptures into three categories of different value in 
accordance with the degrees of certainty as to their traditional 
origin. He still, however, maintained the doctrine of verbal 
inspiration, and attacked Luther for rejecting the epistle of James. 
In 152o Carlstadt's name was included in the papal bull ex-
communicating Luther; after a momentary hesitation he decided 
to remain firm in his protestant attitude, published an appeal 
from the pope to a general council, and attacked the corruptions 
of the papacy itself in a treatise on " the holiness of the pope " 
(Von popsdkker Ileiligkeil, October 17th, 1520). 

In May 1521 Carlstadt went to Denmark, on the invitation of 
King Christian II., to assist in the reform of the church; but his 
disposition was anything but conciliatory, and, though his 
influence is traceable in the royal law of the 26th of May 1521  

abolishing the celibacy of the clergy, he was forced, by thehos-
tility of nobles and clerics alike, to leave after a few weeks' stay. 
In June he was back in Wittenberg, busy with tracts on the Holy 
Sacrament (he still believed in the corporeal presence) and against 
the celibacy of the clergy (de codibatu). Carlstadt has been 
unjustly accused of being responsible for the riots against the 
Mass fomented by the Augustinian friars and the students; u 
a matter of fact, he did his best to keep the peace, pending a 
decision by the elector of Saxony and the authorities of the 
university, and it was not till Christmas day that be himself 
publicly communicated the laity under both species. The next 
day he announced his engagement to a young lady of noble 
family, Anna von Mochau. 

From this moment Carlstadt was accepted as the leader of 
Protestantism in Wittenberg; and, at his instance, auricular 
confession, the elevation of the Host and the rules for fasting 
were abolished. On the 19th of January he was married, in 
the presence of many of the university professors and city 
magistrates. A few days later the property of the religious 
corporations was confiscated by the city and, after pensions bad 
been assigned to their former members, was banded over to 
charitable foundations. A pronouncement of Carlstadt's against 
pictures and images, supported by the town, also led to icono-
clastic excesses. 

The return of Luther early in March, however, ended Cad-
stadt's supremacy. The elector Frederick the Wise was stren-
uously opposed to any alteration in the traditional services, and 
at his command Luther restored communion in one kind and 
the elevation of the Host. Carlstadt himself, though still pro-
fessor, was deprived of all influence in practical affairs, and 
devoted himself entirely to theological speculation, which led him 
ever nearer to the position of the mystics. He now denied the 
necessity fora clerical order at all, called himself " a new layman," 
doffed his ecclesiastical dress, and lived for a while as a peasant 
with his wife's relations at Segrena. In the middle of 1523. 
however, he went to Orlamtlnde, a living held by him with his 
canonry, and there in the parish church reformed the services 
according to his ideas, abolishing the Mass and even preaching 
against the necessity for sacraments at all. He still continued 
occasionally to lecture at. Wittenberg and to fulminate against 
Luther's policy of compromise. 

AU this brought him into violent conflict with the elector, 
the university and Luther himself. His professorship and living 
were confiscated and, in September 1514, he went into exile 
with his wife and child. He was now exposed to great privations 
and hardships, but found opportunity for polemical writing. 
proclaiming for the first time his disbelief in the " Real Presence." 
He preached wherever he could gain a hearing, and visited 
Strassburg, Heidelberg, ZUrich, Basel, Schweinfurth, Kitzingen 
and Nordlingen, before he found a more permanent resting-place 
at Rothenburg on the Tauber. He was here when the Peasants' 
War broke out, and was sent as a delegate to reason with the 
insurgents. His admonitions were unsuccessful, and he only 
succeeded in bringing himself under suspicion of being in part 
responsible for their excesses. When Rothenburg was taken 
by the margrave of Anspach (28th June 1525) Carlstadt had to 
fly for his life. His spirit was now broken, and from Frankfort 
be wrote to Luther humbly praying him to intercede for him 
with the elector. Luther agreed to do so, on receiving from 
Carlstadt a recantation of his heterodox views on the Lord's 
Supper, and as the result the latter was permitted to return to 
Wittenberg (1525). He was not, however, allowed to lecture. 
and he lived as a peasant, first at Segrena and afterwards at 
Bergwitz, cultivating small properties, in which he had invested 
the remnant of his fortune, with such poor success that at the 
end of 1526 he had to eke out a living as a pedlar in the little 
town of Kemberg. This was endurable; but not so the demand 
presently made upon him to take up the cudgels against Zwingh 
and Oecolampadius. Once more he revolted; to agree with 
" Dr Martin's opinions on the sacrament" was as difficult as 
flying like a bird; he appealed to the elector to allow him to 
leave Saxony; but the elector's conscience was in Luther's 
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keeping, anti Carlstadt had to fly ignominiously in order to avoid 
imprisonment. He escaped to Holstein, where in March 1529 
he stayed with the Anabaptist Melchior Hofmann. Expelled 
by the authorities, he took refuge in East Friesland, where he 
remained till the beginning of 1530 under the protection of a 
nobleman in sympathy with the Helvetic reformers. His 
preaching gave him great influence, but towards the dose of the 
year persecution again sent him on his travels. He ultimately 
reached Zurich, where the recommendations of Bucer and 
OecoLsmpadius secured him a friendly reception by Zwingli, who 
procured him employment. After Zwingli's death he remained 
in close intercourse with the Zurich preachers, who defended 
him against renewed attacks on Luther's part; and finally, in 
t534, on Bullinger's recommendation, he was called to Basel as 
preacher at the church of St Peter and professor at the university. 
Here be remained till his death on the 24th of December 1 54 1  

During these latter years Carlstadt's attitude became more 
moderate. His championship of the town council against the 
theocratic claims of Antistes Myconius and the ecclesiastical 
council, in the matter of the control of the university, was 
perhaps in consonance with his earlier views on the relations of 
clergy and laity. He was, however, also instrumental in restoring 
the abolished doctorate of theology and other degrees; and, 
despatched on a mission to Strassburg in 5536, to take part in a 
discussion on a proposed compromise in the matter of the Lord's 
Supper between the theologians of Strassburg and Wittenberg, 
be displayed a conciliatory attitude which.earned-him the praise 
of Bucer. Carlstadt's historical significance lies in the fact that 
he was one of the pioneers of the Reformation. But he was a 
thinker and dreamer rather than a man of affairs, and though 
be had the moral and physical courage to carry his principles 
to their logical conclusions (he was the first priest to write against 
celibacy, and the first to take a wife), he lacked the balance of 
mind and sturdy common sense that inspired Luther's policy 
of consideration for " the weaker brethren " and built up the 
Evangelical Church on a conservative basis. But though Carl-
stadt was oniriendly terms, and corresponded with Mauer and 
other Anabaptists, he did not share their antinomian views, nor 
was be responsible for their excesses. His opinion as to the 
relation of faith and " good works " was practically that ex-
pressed in articles XL and XII. of the Church of England. 
In reply to Luther's violent onslaught on him in his Wider 
die Isimmliscken Prophetess he Issued from Rothenburg his 
Ataeig Wicker Hasplartikei christliche ►  Ldtre, a compendious 
exposition of his views, in which he says: " Those who urge to 
good works do so, not that the conscience may be justified by 
works, but that their freedom may redound to God'rglory and 
that their neighbours may be fired to praise God." 

See C. F. Jaeger, Andreas Bodeasteinieni Karina& (Stuttert,1856) ; 
Hermann Barge, Andreas Badeasieii won Raddadt, voL s (Leipzig, 
1905). 

CARLYLE, ALEXANDER (1722-1805), Scottish divine, was 
born on the 26th of January 1722, in Dumfriesshire, and passed 
his youth and early manhood at Prestonpans, where he wit-
nessed the battle of 1745. He was educated at Edinburgh 
(ILA. 1743), Glasgow and Leiden. From 1748 until his death 
on the 28th of August illos he was minister at Inveresk in Mid-
lothian, and during this long career rose to high eminence 
in his church not only as leader of the moderate or " broad " 
Church section, but as moderator of the General Assembly 577o 
and dean of the Chapel Royal in 1789. His influence was 
enhanced by his personal appearance, which was so striking 
as to earn him the name of " Jupiter Carlyle "; and his auto-
biography (published r86o), though written in his dosing years 
and not extending beyond the years 77o, is abundantly interesting 
as a picture of Scottish life, social and ecclesiastical, in the 18th 
century. Carlyle's memory recalled the Porteous Riots of 1736, 
and less remotely his friendship with Adam Smith, David Hume, 
and John Home, the dramatist, for witnessing the performance 
of whose tragedy Douglas he was censured in 1757. He was 
tfistinctly a has vivant, but withal an upright, conscientious 
and capable minister. 

CARLYLE, JOSEPH DACRIC (r759-1804), British orientalist, 
was born in 1759 at Carlisle, where his father was a physician. 
He went in 1775 to Cambridge, was elected a fellow of Queens' 
College In 1779, taking the degree of B.D. in 1793. With the 
assistance of a native of Bagdad known in England as David 
Zamio, then resident at Cambridge, he attained great proficiency 
in Arabic literature; and after succeeding Dr Paley in the 
chancellorship of Carlisle, he was appointed, in 1795, professor 
of Arabic in Cambridge University. His translation from the 
Arabic of Yusuf ibn Taghri Birdi, the Return Egypticaram 
Annales, appeared in 1792, and in 1796 a volume of Specimens 
of Arabic Poetry, from the earliest times to the fall of the Caliphate, 
with some account of the authors. Carlyle was appointed chap-
lain by Lord Elgin to the embassy at Constantinople in 1799, 
and prosecuted his researches in Eastern literature in a tour 
through Asia Minor, Palestine, Greece and Italy, collecting in his 
travels several valuable Greek and Syriac MSS. for a projected 
critical edition of the New Testament, collated with the Syriac 
and other versions—a work, however,which he did not live to 
complete. On his return to England in ifiox he was presented 
by the bishop of Carlisle to the living of Newcastle-on-Tyne, 
where he died on the 12th of April x 804. After his death there 
appeared a volume of poems descriptive of the scenes of his 
travels, with prefaces extracted from his journal. Among 
other works which he left iinfinkhed was an edition of the Bible 
in Arabic, completed by H. Ford and published in 2-81 s. 

CARLYLE, THOMAS (1795-1881), British essayist, historian 
and philosopher,bom on the 4th of December r 79 5 at Ecdefechan, 
in Annandale, was the eldest of the nine children of James 
Carlyle by his second wife, Janet Aitken. The father was by 
trade a mason, and afterwards a small farmer. He had joined 
a sect of seceders from the kirk, and had all the characteristics 
of the typical Scottish Calvinist. He was respected for his 
integrity and independence, and a stern outside covered warm 
affections. The family tie between all the Carlyles was unusually 
strong, and Thomas regarded his father with a reverence which' 
found forcible expression in his Reminiscences. He always 
showed the tenderest love for his mother, and was the best of 
brothers. The narrow means of his parents were made sufficient 
by strict frugality. He was sent to the parish school when 
seven, and to Annan grammar-school when ten years old. 
His pugnacity brought him into troubles with his fellbws at 
Annan; but he soon showed an appetite for learning which 
induced his father to educate him for the ministry. He walked 
to Edinburgh in November 113o9, and entered the university. 
He cared little for any of the professors, except Sir John Leslie, 
from whom he learned some mathematics. He acquired a little 
classical knowledge, but the most valuable influence was that of 
his contemporaries. A few lads in positions similar to his own 
began to look up to him as an intellectual leader, and their 
correspondence with him shows remarkable interest in literary 
matters. In 1814 Carlyle, still looking forward to the career 
of a minister, obtained the mathematical mastership at Annan. 
The salary of 16o or a year enabled him to save a little money.' 
He went to Edinburgh once or twice, to deliver the discourses 
required from students of divinity. He does not seem, however, 
to have taken to his profession very earnestly. He was too shy 
and proud to see many of the Annan people, and found his chief 
solace in reading such books as he could gel In x8x6 he was 
appointed, through the recommendation of Leslie, to a school 
at Kirkcaldy, where Edward Irving, Carlyle's senior by three 
years, was also master of a school. Irving's severity as a teacher 
had offended some of the parents, who set up Carlyle to be his 
rival. A previous meeting with Irving, also a native of Annan, 
had led to a little passage of arms, but Irving now welcomed 
Carlyle with a generosity which entirely won his heart, and the 
rivals soon became the closest of friends. The intimacy, affection-
ately commemorated in the Reminiscences, was of great im-
portance to Carlyle's whole career. " But for Irving," he says, 
" I had never known what the communion of man with man 
means." Irving had a library, in which Carlyle devoured Gibbon 
and much French literature, and they made various excursions 
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together. Carlyle did his duties as a schoolmaster punctiliously, 
but found the life thoroughly uncongenial. No man was less 
fitted by temperament for the necessary drudgery and worry. 
A passing admiration for a Miss Gordon is supposed to have 
suggested the " Blumine " of Sartor Resartus; but he made 
no new friendships, and when Irving left at the end of 1818 
Carlyle also resigned his post. 

He had by this time resolved to give up the ministry. He has 
given no details of the intellectual change which alienated him 
from the church. He had, however, been led, by whatever 
process, to abandon the dogmatic system of his forefathers, 
though he was and always remained in profound sympathy 
with the spirit of their teaching. A period of severe struggle 
followed. He studied law for a time, but liked it no better than 
schoolmastering. He took a pupil or two, and wrote articles 
for the Edinburgh Encyclopaedia under the editorship of Brewster. 
He occasionally visited his family, and their unfailing confidence 
helped to keep up his courage. Meanwhile he was going through 
a spiritual crisis. Atheism seemed for a time to be the only 
alternative to his old creed. It was, however, profoundly 
repugnant to him. At last, one day in June 1821, after three 
weeks' total sleeplessness, he went through the crisis afterwards 
described quite " literally " in Sorter Resort's:. He cast out 
the spirit of negation, and henceforth the temper of his misery 
was changed to one, not of " whining," but of " indignation 
and grim fire-eyed defiance." That, he says, was his spiritual 
new-birth, though certainly not into a life of serenity. The 
conversion was coincident with Carlyle's submission to a new 
and very potent influence. In Aro he had begun to study 
German, with which he soon acquired a very remarkable familiar-
ity. Many of his contemporaries were awakening to the im-
portance of German thought, and Carlyle's knowledge enabled 
him before long to take a conspicuous part in diffusing the new 
intellectual light. The chief object of his reverence was Goethe. 
In many most important respects no two men could be more 
unlike; but, for the present, Carlyle seems to have seen in Goethe 
a proof that it was possible to reject outworn dogmas without 
sinking into materialism. Goethe, by singularly different 
methods, had emerged from a merely negative position into 
a lofty and coherent conception of the universe. Meanwhile, 
Carlyle's various anxieties were beginning to be complicated 
by physical derangement. A rat, he. declared, was gnawing 
at the pit of his stomach. He was already suffering from the 
ailments, whatever their precise nature, from which he never 
escaped. He gave vent to his irritability by lamentations so 
grotesquely exaggerated as to make it difficult to estimate the 
real extent of the evil. 

Irving's friendship now became serviceable. Carlyle's con-
fession of the radical difference of religious opinion had not 
alienated his friend, who was settling in London, and used his 
opportunities for promoting Carlyle's interest. In January 
1822 Carlyle; through Irving's recommendation, became 
tutor to Charles and Arthur Buller, who were to be students 
at Edinburgh. Carlyle's salary was L200 a year, and this, with 
the proceeds of some literary work, enabled him at once to help 
his brother John to study medicine and his brother Alexander 
to take up a farm. Carlyle spent some time with the elder 
Bullers, but found a life of dependence upon fashionable people 
humiliating and unsatisfactory. He employed himself at inter-
vals upon a life of Schiller and a translation of Wilhelm Meister. 
He received £so for a translation of Legendre's Geometry; and 
an introduction, explaining the theory of proportion, is said by 
De Morgan to show that he could have gained distinction as an 
expounder of mathematical principles. He finally gave up his 
tutorship in July 1824, and for a time tried to find employment 
in London: The impressions made upon him by London men 
of letters were most unfavourable. Carlyle felt by this time 
conscious of having a message to deliver to mankind, and his 
comrades, he thought, were making literature a trade instead of 
a vocation, and prostituting their talents to frivolous journalism. 
He went once to see Coleridge, who was then delivering his 
oracular utterances at Highgate, and the only result was the  

singularly vivid portrait given in a. famous chapter in his life of 
Sterling. Coleridge seemed to him to be ineffectual as a philoso-
pher, and personally to be a melancholy instance of genius running 
to waste. Carlyle, conscious of great abilities, and impressed 
by sdth instances of the deleterious effects of the social atmo-
sphere of London, resolved to settle in his native district. There 
he could live frugally and achieve some real work. He could, 
for one thing, be the interpreter of Germany to England. A 
friendly letter from Goethe, acknowledging the translation of 
Wilhelm Meister, reached him at the end of 1824 and greatly 
encouraged him. Goethe afterwards spoke warmly of the life 
of Schiller, and desired it to be translated into German. Letters 
occasionally passed between them in later years, which were 
edited by Professor Charles Eliot Norton in 1887. Goethe 
received Carlyle's homage with kind complacency. The gift 
of a seal to Goethe on his birthday in 2831 " from fifteen English 
friends," including Scott and Wordsworth, was suggested and 
carried out by Carlyle. The interest in German, which 
Carlyle did so much to promote, suggested to hirii other 
translations and reviews during the next few years, and 
he made some preparations for a history of German literature. 
British curiosity, however, about such matters seems to 
have been soon satisfied, and the demand for such work 
slackened. 

Carlyle was meanwhile passing through the most important 
crisis of his personal history. Jane Baillie Welsh, born am, 
was the only child of Dr Welsh of Haddington. She had shown 
precocious talent, and was sent to the school at Haddington 
where Edward Irving (q.v.) was a master. After her father's 
death in thro she lived with her mother, and her wit and beauty 
attracted many admirers. Her old tutor, Irving, was now 
at Kirkcaldy, where he became engaged to a Miss Martin. He 
visited Haddington occasionally in the following years, and a 
strong mutual regard arose between him and Miss Welsh. They 
contemplated a marriage, and Irving endeavoured to obtain a 
release from his previous engagement. The Martin family 
held him to his word, and he took a final leave of Miss Welsh 
in 5823. Meanwhile he had brought Carlyle from Edinburgh 
and introduced him to the Welshes. Carlyle was attracted by 
the brilliant abilities of the young lady, procured books for bet 
and wrote letters to her as an intellectual guide. The two were 
to perform a new variation upon the theme of Abelard and 
Release. [A good deal of uncertainty long covered the precise 
character of their relations. Until Igoe, when Mr. Alexander 
Carlyle published his edition of the " love-letters," the full 
material was not accessible; they had been read by Carlyle's 
biographer, Fronde, and also by Professor Charles Norton, and 
Norton (in his edition of Carlyle's Early Letters, 2886) declared 
that Froude had distorted the significance of this corre-
spondence in a sense injurious" to the writers. The publica-
tion of the letters certainly seems to justify Norton's view.] 
Miss Welsh's previous affair with Irving had far less im-
portance than Froude-  ascribes to it; and she soon came to 
regard her past love as a childish fancy. She recognized 
Carlyle's vast Intellectual superiority, and the respect gradually 
deepened into genuine love. The process, however, took some 
time. Her father had bequeathed to her his whole property 
(Luce to boo a year). In t823 she made it over to her mother, 
but left the whole to Carlyle in the event of her own and her 
mother's death. She still declared that she did not love him 
well enough to become his wife. In 1824 she gradually relented 
so far as to say that she would marry if he could achieve inde-
pendence. She had been brought up in a station superior to 
that of the Carlyles, and could not accept the life of hardship 
which would be necessary in his present circumstances. Carlyle. 
accustomed to his father's household, was less frightened by the 
prospect of poverty. He was determined not to abandon his 
vocation as a man of genius by following the lower though more 
profitable paths to literary success, and expected that his wife 
should partake the necessary sacrifice of comfort. The natural 
result of such discussions followed. The attraction became 
stronger on both sides, in spite of occasional spasms of doubt. 
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An odd incident 'precipitated the result. A friend of Irving's, 
Mrs Basil Montague, wrote to Miss Welsh, to exhort her to sup-
press her love for Irving, who bad married Miss Martin in 1823. 
Niss Welsh repliedby announcing her intention to marry Carlyle; 
and then told him the whole story, of which he had previously 
been ignorant. He properly begged her not to yield to the 
impulse without due consideration. She answered by coming 
at once to his father's house, where he was staying; and the 
marriage was finally settled. It took place on the 17th of 
October 1826. 

Carlyle had now to arrange the mode of life which should 
enable him to fulfil his aspiration. His wife had made over her 
income to her mother, but he had saved a small sum upon which 
to begin housekeeping. A passing suggestion from Mrs Carlyle 
that they might live with her mother was judiciously abandoned. 
Carlyle had thought of occupying Craigenputtock, a remote and 
dreary farm belonging to Mrs Welsh. His wife objected his 
utter incapacity as a farmer; and they finally took a small 
house at Comely Bank, Edinburgh, where they could live on a 
bumble scale. The brilliant conversation of both attracted 
some notice in the literary society of Edinburgh. The most 
important connexion was with Francis, Lord Jeffrey, still editor 
of the Edinburgh Review. Though Jeffrey had no intellectual 
sympathy with Carlyle, he accepted some articles for the Review 
and became warmly attached to Mrs Carlyle. Carlyle began to 
be known as leader of a new " mystic " school, and his earnings 
enabled him to send his brother John to study in Germany. 
Die public appetite, however, for " mysticism " was not keen. 
In spite of support from Jeffrey and other friends, Carlyle failed 
in a candidature for a professorship at St Andrews. His brother, 
Alexander, had now taken the farm at Craigenputtock, and the 
Carlyles decided to settle at the separate dwelling-house there, 
which would bring them nearer to Mrs Welsh. They went there 
In 1828, and began a hard struggle. Carlyle, indomitably 
determined to make no concessions for immediate profit, wrote 
slowly and carefully, and turned out some of his most finished 
work. He laboured " passionately " at Sartor Resartus, and 
made articles out of fragments originally intended for the history 
of German literature. The money difficulty soon became more 
pressing John, whom he was still helping, was trying unsuccess-
fully to set up as a doctor in London; and Alexander's farming 
failed. In spite of such drawbacks, Carlyle in later years looked 
back upon the life at Craigenputtock as on the whole a compara-
tively healthy and even happy period, as it was certainly one 
of most strenuous and courageous endeavour. Though often 
absorbed in his work and made both gloomy and irritable by his 
anxieties, he found relief in rides with his wife, and occasionally 
visiting their relations. Their letters during temporary separa-
tions are most affectionate. The bleak climate, however, the 
solitude, and the necessity of managing a household with a single 
savant, were excessively trying to a delicate woman, though 
Mrs Carlyle concealed from her husband the extent of her 
sacrifices. The position was gradually becoming untenable. 
In the autumn of 1831 Carlyle was forced to accept a loan of £50 
from Jeffrey, and went in search of work to London, whither his 
wife followed him. He made some engagements with publishers, 
though no one would take Sartor Resartus, and returned to 
Craigenputtock in the spring of 1832. Jeffrey, stimulated per-
haps by his sympathy for Mrs Carlyle, was characteristically 
generous. Besides pressing loans upon both Thomas and John 
Carlyle, be offered to settle an annuity of £zoo upon Thomas, 
and finally enabled John to support himt.plf  by recommending 
him to a medical position. ,  Carlyle's proud spirit of independence 
made him reject Jeffrey's help as long as possible; and even 
his acknowledgment of the generosity (in the Reminiscences) is 
tinged with something disagreeably like resentment. In 1834 he 
applied to Jeffrey for a post at the Edinburgh Observatory. 

John Aitken Carlyle (1801-t879) finally settled near the Carlyles 
in Chelsea. He began an English prose version of Dante's Divine 
Comedy—which has earned him the name of " Dante Carlyle "-
but only completed the translation of the Inferno (1840). The 
work included a critical edition of the text and a valuable intro-
duction and notes. 

Jeffrey naturally declined to appoint a man who, in spite of 
some mathematical knowledge, had no special qualification, and 
administered a general lecture upon Carlyle's arrogance and 
eccentricity which left a permanent sense of injury. 

In the beginning of 1833 the Carlyles made another trial of 
Edinburgh. There Carlyle found materials in the Advocates' 
Library for the article on the Diamond Necklace, one of his most 
perfect writings, which led him to study the history of the French 
Revolution. Sartor Resartus was at last appearing in Fraser's 
Magazine, though the rate of payment was cut down, and the 
publisher reported that it was reedited with " unqualified 
dissatisfaction." Edinburgh society did not attract him, and he 
retreated once more to Craigenputtock. After another winter 
the necessity of some change became obvious. The Carlyles 
resolved to " burn their ships." They went to London in the 
summer of r834, and took a house at 5 (now 24) Cheyne Row, 
Chelsea, which Carlyle inhabited till his death; the house has 
since been bought for the public.. Irving, who had welcomed 
him on former occasions, was just dying,--a victim, as Carlyle 
thought, to fashionable cajoleries. A few young men were 
beginning to-show appreciation. J. S. Mill had made Carlyle's 
acquaintance in the Previous visit to London, and had corre-
sponded with him. Mill had introduced Ralph Waldo Emerson, 
who visited Cmigenputtock in 1833. Carlyle was charmed with 
Emerson, and their letters published by Professor Norton show 
that his regard never cooled. Emerson's interest showed that 
Carlyle's fame was already spreading in America. Carlyle's 
connexion with Charles Buller, a zealous utilitarian, introduced 
him to the'circle of " philosophical radicals." 

Carlyle called himself in some sense a radical; and J. S. Mill, 
though not an intellectual disciple, was a very warm admirer of his 
friend's genius. Carlyle had some expectation of the editorship of 
the London Review, started by Sir W. Molesworth at this time as 
an organ of philosophical radicalism. The combination would 
clearly have been explosive. Meanwhile Mill, who had collected 
many books upon the French Revolution, was eager to help 
Carlyle in the history which he was now beginning. He set to 
work at once and finished the first volume in five months. The 
manuscript, while entrusted to Mill for annotation, was burnt by 
an accident.. Mill induced Carlyle to accept in compensation 
boo, which was urgently needed. Carlyle took up the task again 
and finished the whole on the z 2th of January 1837. " I can tell 
the world," he said to his wife, " you have not had for a hundred 
years any book that comes more direct and flamingly from the 
heart of a living man. Do what you like with it, you —" 

The publication, six months later, of the French Revolution 
marks the turning-point of Carlyle's career. Many readers hold 
it to be the best, as it is certainly the most characteristic, of 
Carlyle's books. The failure of Sartor Resartus to attract 
average readers is quite intelligible. It contains, indeed, some 
of the most impressive expositions of his philosophical position, 
and some of his most beautiful and perfectly written passages. 
But there is something forced and clumsy, in spite of the flashes 
of grim humour, in the machinery of the Clothes Philosophy. 
The mannerism, which has been attributed to an imitation of Jean 
Paul, appeared to Carlyle himself to be derived rather from the 
phrases current in his father's house, and in any case gave an 
appropriate dialect for the expression of his peculiar idiosyncrasy. 
But it could not be appreciated by readers who would not take 
the trouble to learn a new language. In the French Revolution 
Carlyle had discovered his real strength. He was always at his 
best when his imagination was set to work upon a solid frame-
work of fact. The book shows a unique combination: on the 
one hand is the singularly shrewd insight into character 'and 
the vivid realization of the picturesque; on the other is the 
" mysticism " or poetical philosophy which relieves the events 
against a background of mystery. The contrast is marked by 
the humour which seems to combine a cynical view of human 
folly with a deeply pathetic sense of the sadness and suffering of 
life. The convictions, whatever their value, came, as he said, 
"flamingly from the heart." It was, of course, impossible for 
Carlyle to satisfy modern requirements of matter-of-fact accuracy. 
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He could not in the time have assimilated all the materials even 
then extant, and later accumulations would necessitate a 
complete revision. Considered as a "prose epic," or a vivid 
utterance of the thought of the period, it has a permanent and 
unique value. 

The book was speedily successful. It was reviewed by Mill 
in the Westminster and by Thackeray in The Times, and Carlyle, 
after a heroic struggle, was at last touching land. In each of 
the years 1837 to 184o he gave a course of lectures, of which 
the last only (upon " Hero Worship ") was published; they 
materially helped his finances. By Emerson's management he 
also received something during the same period from American 
publishers. At the age of forty-five he had thus become inde-
pendent. He had also established a position among the chief 
writers of the day. Young disciples,. among whom John Sterling 
was the most accepted, were-gathering round him, and he became 
an object of social curiosity. Monckton Mines (Lord Houghton), 
who won universal popularity by the most genuine kindliness 
of nature, became a cordial friend. Another important intimacy 
was with the Barings, afterwards Lord and Lady Ashburton. 
Carlyle's conversational powers were extraordinary; though, as 
he won greater recognition as a prophet,. he indulged too freely 
in didactic monologue. In his prophetic capacity he published 
two remarkable books: Chartism (1829), enlarged from an article 
which Lockhart, though personally approving, was afraid to take 
for the Quarterly; and Past and Present (1843), in which the 
recently published Mediaeval Chronicle was taken as a text 
for the exposure of modern evils. They may be regarded as 
expositions of the doctrine implicitly set forth in the French 
Revolution. Carlyle was a " radical " as sharing the sentiments 
of the class in which he was born. He had been profoundly 
moved by the widely-spread distresses in his earlier years. When 
the yeomanry were called out to suppress riots after the Peace, 
his sympathies were with the people rather than with the 
authorities. So far he was in harmony with Mill and the" philo-
sophical radicals." A fundamental divergence of principle, 
however, existed and was soon indicated by his speedy separation 
from the party and alienation from Mill himself. The Revolu-
tion, according to him; meant the sweeping away of effete beliefs 
and institutions, but implied also the necessity of a reconstructive 
process. Chartism begins with a fierce attack upon the kisses 
Jails theory, which showed blindness to this necessity. The 
prevalent political economy, in which that theory was embodied, 
made a principle of neglecting the very evils which it should be 
the great function of government to remedy. Carlyle's doctrines, 
entirely opposed to the ordinary opinions of Whigs and Radicals, 
found afterwards an expositor in his ardent disciple Ruskin, and 
have obvious affinities with more recent socialism. At the time 
he was as one crying in the wilderness to little practical purpose. 
Liberals were scandalized by his apparent identification of 
" right " with "might," implied in the demand for a strong 
government; and though he of ten declared the true inter-
pretation to be that the right would ultimately become might, 
his desire for strong government seemed too' often tb sanction 
the inverse view. He came into collision with philanthropists, 
and was supposed to approve of despotism for its own sake. 

His religious position was equally unintelligible to the average 
mind. While unequivocally rejecting the accepted creeds, and 
so scandalizing even liberal theologians, he was still more hostile 
to simply sceptical and materialist tendencies. He was, as he 
called himself, a " mystic "; and his creed was too vague to be 
put into any formula beyond a condemnation of atheism. One 
corollary was the famous doctrine of " hero worship " first ex-
pounded in his lectures. Any philosophy of history which 
emphasized the importance of general causes seemed to him 
to imply a simply mechanical doctrine and to deny the efficacy 
of the great spiritual forces. He met it by making biography 
the essence of history, or attributing all great events to the 
" heroes," who are the successive embodiments of divine 
revelations. This belief was implied In his next great work, the 
Life and Letters of Oliver Cromwell, published in 1845. The great 
Puritan hero was a man after his own heart, and the portrait  

drawn by so sympathetic a writer is not only intensely vivid, but 
a very effective rehabilitation of misrepresented character. The 
" biographical " view of history, however; implies the weakness, 
not only of unqualified approval of all Cromwell's actions, but of 
omitting any attempt to estimate the Protector's real relation 
to the social and political development of the time. The ques-
tion, what was Cromwell's real and permanent achievement, is 
not answered nor distbactly considered. The effect may be partly 
due to the peculiar form of the book as a detached series of docu-
ments and comments. The composition introduced Carlyle to 
the " Dryasdust - rubbish heaps of which he here and ever after-
wards bitterly complained. A conscientious desire to unearth 
the facts, and the effort of extracting from the dullest records 
the materials for graphic pictures, made the process of production 
excessively painful. For some years after Cremes& Carlyle 
wrote little. His growing acceptance by publishers, and the 
inheritance of her property by Mrs Carlyle on her mother's death 
in 1842, finally removed the stimulus of money pressure. 'He 
visited Ireland in r846 and again in 1849, when he made a long 
tour in company with Sir C. Cavan Duffy, then a young member 
of the Nationalist party (see Sir C. G. Duffy's Conserattions sigh 
Carlyle, 1892, for an interesting narrative). Carlyle's strong 
convictions as to the misery and misgovernment of Ireland re-
commended him to men who had taken part in the rising of 1843. 
Although the remedies acceptable to a eulogist of Cromwell 
could not be to their taste, they admired his moral tea hint 
and he received their attentions, as Sir C. G. Duffy testifies, with 
conspicuous courtesy. His aversion from the ordinary radical-
ism led to an article upon slavery in tilag, to which Mill replied, 
and which caused their final alienation. It was followed in ifiso 
by the Latterday Pamphlets, containing " sulphurous " denun-
ciations of the do-nothing principle. They gave general offence, 
and the disapproval, according to Froude, stopped the sale for 
years. The Life of Sterling (d. x844), which appeared in as:, 
was intended to correct the life by Julius Hue, which had given 
too much prominence to theological questions. The subject 
roused Carlyle's tenderest mood, and the Life is one of the most 
perfect in the language. 

Carlyle meanwhile was suffering domestic troubles; unfor-
tunately not exceptional in their nature, though the exceptional 
intellect and characters of the persons concerned have given 
them unusual prominence. Carlyle's constitutional irritability 
made him intensely sensitive to petty annoyances. He suffered 
the torments of dyspepsia; he was often sleepless, and the 
crowing of " demon-fowls " in neighbours' yards drove him 
wild. Composition meant for him intense absorption in his 
work; solitude and quiet were essential; and he resented inter-
ruptions by grotesque explosions of humorously exaggerated 
wrath. Mrs Carlyle had to pass many hours alone, and the 
management of the household and of devices intended to shield 
him from annoyances was left entirely to' her. House-cleanings 
and struggles with builders during the construction of a " sound-
proof room " taxed her energy, while Carlyle was hiding himself 
with his'family in Scotland or staying at English country houses. 
Nothing could be more affectionate than his behaviour to his 
wife on serious occasions, such as the death of her mother, and 
he could be considerate when his attention was called to the 
facts. But he was of ten oblivious to the strain upon her energies, 
and bad little command of his temper. An unfortunate aggra-
vation of the difficulty arose from his intimacy with the Ash-
burtons. Lady Ashburton, a woman of singular social charm 
and great ability, appreciated the author, but apparently ac-
cepted the company of the author's wife rather as a necessity 
than as an additional charm. Mrs Carlyle was hurt by the fine 
lady's condescension and her husband's accessibility to aristo-
cratic blandishments. Carlyle, as a wise man, should haw 
yielded to-his wife's wishes; unluckily, he was content to point 
out that her jealousy was unreasonable, and, upon that very 
insufficient ground, to disregard it and to continue his intimacy 
with the Ashburton on the old terms. Mrs Carlyle bitterly 
resented his conduct. She had been willing to renounce any 
aspirations of her own and to sink herself in his glory, but s he 
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naturally expected him to recognize her devotion and to value 
her society beyond all others. She bad just cause of complaint, 
and a remarkable power, as her letters prove, of seeing things 
plainly and despising sentimental consolations. She was child-
less, and bad time to brood over her wrongs. She formed a little 
circle of friends, attached to her rather than to her husband; 
awl to one of them, Giuseppe Mazzini, she confided her troubles 
in 1846. He gave her admirable advice; and the alienation 
from her husband, though it continued still to smoulder, led to 
no further results. A journal written at the same time gives 
a painful record of her sufferings, and after her death made 
Carlyle conscious for the first time of their full extent. The 
death of Lady Ashburton in 1857 removed this cause of jealousy; 
and Lord Ashburton married a second wife in x858, who became 
a warm friend of both Carlyles. The cloud which had separated 
them was thus at last dispersed. Meanwhile Carlyle had become 
absorbed in his best and most laborious work. Soon after the 
completion of the Cromwell he had thought of Frederick for his 
nest hero, and had in 1845 contemplated a visit to Germany 
to collect materials. He did not, however, settle down finally 
to the work till 1851. He shut himsrlf up in his study to wrestle 
with the Prussian Dryasdusts, whom he discovered to be as 
wearisome as their Puritan predecessors and more voluminous. 
He went to Scotland to see his mother, to whom he had always 
shown the tenderest affection, on her deathbed at the end of 
1853. He returned to shut himself  up in the " sound-proof 
room." He twice visited Germany (1852 and 1858) to see 
Frederick's battlefields and obtain materials; and he occasion-
ally went to the Ashburton and his relations in Scotland. The 
first two volumes of Frederick tke Great appeared in 1858, and 
succeeding volumes in 1862, 1864 and r865. The success was 
great from the first, though it did little to dear up Carlyle's 
gloom. The book is in some respects his masterpiece, and its 
merits are beyond question. Carlyle had spared no pains in 
research. The descriptions of the campaigns are admirably 
vivid, and show his singular eye for scenery. These narratives 
are said to be used by military students in Germany, and at least 
convince the non-military student that he can understand the 
story. The book was declared by Emerson to be the .wittiest 
ever written. Many episodes, describing the society at the 
Prussian court and the relations of Frederick to Voltaire, are 
unsurpassable as humorous portraiture. The eff,ort to fuse 
the masses of raw material into a well-proportioned whole is 
perhaps not quite successful; and Carlyle had not the full 
sympathy with Frederick which had given interest to the 
Cromwell. A hero-worshipper with half-concealed doubts as 
to his hero is in an awkward position. Carlyle's general con-
ception of history made him comparatively blind to aspects of 
the subject which would, to writers of other schools, have a 
great importance. The extraordinary power of the book is 
undeniable, though it does not show the fire which animated 
the French Revolution. A certain depression and weariness of 
spirit darken the general tone. 

During the later labours Mrs Carlyle's health had been break-
ing. Carlyle, now that happier relations had been restored, 
did his best to give her the needed comforts; and in spite of his 
immersion in Frederick, showed her all possible attention in later 
years. She had apparently recovered from an almost hopeless 
illness, when at the end of 1865 he was elected to the rectorship 
of the university of Edinburgh. He delivered an address there 
on the and of April x866, unusually mild in tone, and received 
with general applause. He was still detained in Scotland when 
lirs Carlyle died suddenly while driving in her carriage. The 
immediate cause was the shock of an accident to her dog. She 
had once hurt her mother's feelings by refusing to use some wax 
candles. She had preserved them ever since, and by her direction 
they were now lighted in the chamber of death. Carlyle was 
overpowered by her loss. Hja life thenceforward became more 
lad more secluded, and he gradually became incapable of work. 
He went to Mentone in the winter of 1866 and began the Reminis-
cences. He afterwards annotated the letters from his wife, 
published (c883) as Letters and Memorials. He was, as Froude  

says, impressed by the story of Johnson's " penance " at 
Uttoseter, and desired to make a posthumous confession of his 
shortcomings in his relations to his wife. A few later utterances 
made known his opinions of current affairs. He'joined the com-
mittee for the defence of Governor Eyre in z867; he also wrote 
in 2867 an article upon " shooting Niagara," that is, upon the 
tendency of the Reform Bill of that year; and in 187o he wrote 
a letter defending the German case against France. The worth 
of his Frederick was acknowledged by the Prussian Order of 
Merit in 1874. In the same year Disraeli offered him the Grand 
Cross of the Bath and a pension. • He declined very courteously, 
and felt some regret for previous remarks upon the minister. 
The length of his literary career was now sof teiting old antipathies, 
and he was the object of general respect. His infirmities enforced 
a very retired life, but he was constantly visited by Froude, and 
occasionally by his disciple Ruskin. A small number of other 
friends paid him constant attention. His conversation was still 
interesting, especially when it turned upon his recollections, 
and though his judgments were sometimes severe enough, he 
never condescended to the scandalous. His views of the future 
were gloomy. The world seemed to be going from bad to worse, 
with little heed to his warnings. He would sometimes regret that 
it was no longer permissible to leave it in the old Roman fashion. 
He sank gradually, and died on the 4th of February x88 x. A place 
in Westminster Abbey was offered, but he was buried, according 
to his own desire, by the side of his parents at tcclefechan. 
He left Craigenputtocic, which had become his own property, to 
found bursaries at the university of Edinburgh.. He gave his 
books to Harvard College. 

Carlyle's appearance has been made familiar by many portraits, 
none of them, according to Froude, satisfactory. The statue by 
Boehm on the Chelsea Embankment, however, is characteristic;, 
and there is a fine painting by Watts in the National Portrait 
Gallery. J. McNeill Whistler's portrait of him is in the possession 
of the Glasgow corporation. 

During Carlyle's later years the antagonism roused by his 
attacks upon popular opinions bad subsided; and upon his 
death general expression was given to the emotions natural upon 
the loss of a remarkable man of genius. The rapid publication of 
the Reminiscences by Froude produced a sudden revulsion of 
feeling. Carlyle became the object of general condemnation. 
Froude's biography, and the Memorials of Mrs Carlyle, published 
soon afterwards, strengthened the hostile feeling. Carlyle had 
appended to the Reminiscences ai•injunction to his friends not to 
publish them as they stood, and added that no part could ever 
be published without the strictest editing. Afterwards, when 
he had almost forgotten what he had•written, he verbally em-
powered Froude to use his own judgment: Fronde accordingly 
published the book at once, without any editing, and with many 
inaccuracies. Omissions of a few passages written from memory 
at a time of profound nervous depression would have altered the 
whole character of the book. Froude in this and the later 
publications held thlt he was giving effect to Carlyle's wish to 
imitate Johnson's " penance." No one, said Boswell, should 
persuade him to make his lion into a cat. Froude intended, in 
the same spirit, to give the shades as well, as the lights in the 
portrait of his hero. His admiration for Carlyle probably led him 
to assume too early that his readers would approach the story 
from the same point of view, that is, with an admiration too 
warm to be repelled by the admissions. Moreover, Froude's 
characteristic desire for picturesque effect, unchecked by any 
painstaking accuracy, led to his reading preconceived impressions 
into his doccubents. The result was that Carlyle was too of ten 
judged by his defects, and regarded as a selfish and eccentric 
misanthrope with flashes of genius, rather than as a man with 
many of the highest qualities of mind and character clouded by 
constitutional infirmities. Yet it would be difficult to speak too 
strongly of the great qualities which underlay the superficial 
defects. Through long years of poverty and obscurity Carlyle 
showed unsurpassed fidelity to his vocation and superiority to 
the lower temptations which have ruined so many literary careers. 
His ambition might be interpreted as selfishness, but certainly 
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showed no coldness of heart. His unstinted generosity to his 
brothers during his worst times is only one proof of the singular 
strength of his family affections. No one was more devoted to 
such congenial friends as Irving and Sterling. He is not the only 
man whom absorption in work and infirmity of temper have 
made into a provoking husband, though few wives have bad 
Mrs Carlyle's capacity for expressing the sense of injustice. The 
knowledge that the deepest devotion underlies misunderstandings 
is often a very imperfect consolation; but such devotion clearly 
existed all through, and proves the defect to have been relatively 
superficial. 

The harsh judgments of individuals in the Reminiscences had 
no parallel in his own writings. He scarcely ever mentions a 
contemporary; and was never involved in a personal controversy. 
But the harshness certainly reflects a characteristic attitude of 
mind. Carlyle was throughout a pessimist or a prophet denoun-
cing a backsliding world. His most popular contemporaries 
seemed to him to be false guides, and charlatans had ousted the 
heroes. The general condemnation of " shams" and cant had, 
of course, particular applications, though he left them to be 
inferred by his readers. Carlyle was the exponent of many of 
the deepest convictions of his time. Nobody could be more in 
sympathy with aspirations for a spiritual religion and for a lofty 
idealism in political and social life. To most minds, however, 
which cherish such aspirations the gentler optimism of men like 
Emerson was more congenial. They believed in the progress of 
the race and the triumph of the nobler elements. Though 
Carlyle, especially in his earlier years, could deliver an invigorat-
ing and encouraging, if not a sanguine doctrine, his utterances 
were more generally couched in the key of denunciation, and 
betrayed a growing despondency. Materialism and low moral 
principles seemed to him to be gaining the upper hand; and the 
hope that religion might survive the "old clothes" in which it 
had been draped seemed to grow fainter. The ordinary mind 
complained that he had no specific remedy to propose for the 
growing evils of the time; and the more cultivated idealist was 
alienated by the gloom and the tendency to despair. To a later 
generation it will probably appear that, whatever the exaggera-
tions and the misconceptions to which he was led, his vehement 
attacks at least called attention to rather grave limitations and 
defects in the current beliefs and social tendencies of the time. 
The mannerisms and grotesque exaggerations of his writings 
annoyed persons of refinement, and suggest Matthew Arnold's 
advice to flee " Carlylese " as you would flee the devil. Yet the 
shrewd common-sense, the biting humour, the power of graphic 
description and the imaginative " mysticism " give them a 
unique attraction for many even who do not fully sympathize 
with the implied philosophy or with the Puritanical code of 
ethics. The letters and autobiographical writings, whether they 
attract or repel sympathy, are at least a series of documents of 
profound interest for-any one who cares to study character, and 
display an almost unique idiosyncrasy. (L. S.) 

The chief authorities for Carlyle's life are his own Reminiscences, 
the Letters of Jane Welsh Carlyle, the Lore Letters of Thomas 
Carlyle and Jane Welsh (ed. A. Carlyle). and the four volumes of 
J. A. Froude's biography; Froude was Carlyle's literary executor. 
Prof. C. E. Norton s edition of the Reminiscences and his collection 
of Carlyle's Early Letters correct some of Froude's inaccuracies. A 
list of many articles upon Carlyle is given by Mr Ireland in Notes 
and Queries, sixth series, vol. iv. Among other authors may be 
noticed Henry James, sen., in Literary Remains; Prof. Masson, 
Carlyle, Personally and in his Writings; Conway, Thomas Carlyle; 
Larkin, The Open Secret of Carlyle's Life; Mrs Oliphant in Mac-
millan's Magazine for April 1881; G. S. Venables in Fortnightly 
Review for May 1883 and November 1884. A good deal of con-
troversy has arisen relating to Froude's treatment of the relations 
between Carlyle and his wife, and during 1903-1904 this was pushed 
to a somewhat unsavoury extent. Those who are curious to pry 
into the question of Carlyle's marital capacity, and the issues between 
Froude's assailants and his defenders, may consult New Letters and 
Memorials of Jane Welsh Carlyk, with introduction by Sir James 
Crichton-Browne; My Relations with Carlyle, by J. A. Froude; 
The Nemesis of Froude, by SirJ. Crichton-Browne and Alexander 
Carlyle; and articles in the Contemporary Rerkw (June, July, 
August, t903). and Nineteenth Century and After (May,. July, 19031. 
See also Herbert Paul's Life of Froude (1905). The precise truth in  

these matters is hardly recoverable, even, if it concerns posterity: 
and though Froude was often inaccurate, he was given full authority 
by Carlyle. he hac•all the unpublished material before him, and 
he was dead and unable to reply to criticism when the later attach 
were made, 

CARMAGNOLA. FRANCESCO BIISSONE, Cotner or (r3go-
1432), Italian soldier of fortune, was born at Carmagnola near 
Turin, and began his military career when twelve years old under 
Facino Cane, a condo:lien then in the service of Gian Galeazzo 
Visconti, duke of Milan. On the death of the latter his duchy 
was divided among his captains, but his son and heir, Filippo 
Maria, determined to reconquer it by force of arms. Facino Cane 
being dead, Visconti applied to Carmagnola, then in his thirtieth 
year, and gave him command of the army. That general's 
success was astonishingly rapid, and soon the whole duchy was 
brought once more under Visconti's sway. But Filippo Maria, 
although he rewarded Carmagnola generously, feared that he 
might become a danger to himself, and instead of giving him 
further military commands made him governor of Genoa. 
Carmagnola felt greatly aggrieved, and failing to obtain a 
personal interview with the duke, threw up his commission and 
offered his services to the Venetians (1425). He was well 
received in Venice, for the republic was beginning to fear the 
ambitions of the Visconti, and the new doge, Francesco Foscari, 
was anxious to join the Florentines and go to war with Milan. 
Carmagnola himself represented the duke's forces as much less 
numerous than they were supposed to be, and said that the 
moment was an opportune one to attack him. These arguments, 
combined with the doge's warlike temper, prevailed; Carmagnola 
was made captain-general of St Mark in 1426, and war was 
declared. But while the republic was desirous of rapid and 
conclusive operations, it was to the interest of Carmagnola, as 
indeed to all other soldiers of fortune, to make the operations 
last as long as possible, to avoid decisive operations, and to 
liberate all prisoners quickly. Consequently the campaign 
dragged on interminably, some battles were won and others lost, 
truces and peace treaties were made only to be broken, and no 
definite result was achieved. Carmagnola's most important 
success was the battle of Maclodio (1427), but be did not follow 
it up. The republic, impatient of his dilatoriness, raised his 
emoluments and promised him immense fiefs including the 
lordship of Milan, so as to increase his ardour, but in vain. At 
the same time Carmagnola was perpetually receiving messengers 
from Visconti, who offered him great rewards if he would abandon 
the Venetians. The general trilled with his past as with his 
present employers, believing in his foolish vanity that be held 
the fate of both in his hand. But the Venetians were dangerous 
masters to trifle with, and when they at last lost all patience, the 
Council of Ten determined to bring him to justice. Summoned 
to Venice to discuss future operations on the 29th of March 1432, 
he came without suspicion. On his arrival at the ducal palace 
he was seized, imprisoned and brought to trial for treason 
against the republic. Although the doge befriended him he was 
condemned to death and beheaded on the sth of May. A man 
of third-rate ability, his great mistake was that he failed to set 
that he could not do with a solvent and strong government what 
he could with bankrupt tyrants without military resources, and 
that the astute Visconti meant to ruin him for his abandonnwa. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.—The best 'account of Carmagnola is Horatio 
Brown's essay in his Studies in Venetian History (London, 1

r''' see also A. Battistella, 11 Conk di Carmagnola (Genoa. 1889): E. 
Ricotti, Sioria delle Compagnie di Ventura (Turin, 1845). Akassedio 
Maneoni (q.v.) made this episode the subject of a poetical drama, 
11 Conte di Carmagnola (1826). 

CARMAGNOLA, a town of Italy, in the province of 'Ruin, 
18 rn. by rail S. of Turin. Pop. (1901) 2447 (town), 
(commune). It is the junction where the lines for Savona sad 
Cuneo diverge; it is also connected with Turin by a stern 
tramway via Carignan°. Carmagnola is a place of medietal 
origin. The town was captured by the French in 1796. 

CARMAGNOLE (from Carmagnola, the town in Italy), a word 
first applied to a Piedmontese peasant costume, well known in 
the south of France, and brought to Paris by the revolutionaries 
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of Marseilles in 1798. It consisted of a short skirted coat with 
rows of metal buttons, a tricoloured waistcoat and red cap, and 
became the popular dress of the Jacobins. The name was then 
given to the famous revolutionary song, composed in 1792, the 
tune of which, and the wild dance which accompanied it, may 
have also been brought into France by the Piedmontese. The 
original fast verse began:— 

" Monsieur Veto (i.e. Louis XVI.) avait promis 
D'être fidele 4 sa patrie." 

and each verse ends with the refrain:— 
" Vive le son, wive le son, 
Dansons la Carmagnole, 

Vive le son 
Du Canon." 

TIC words were constantly altered and added to during the 
Terror and later; thus the well-known lines, 

" Madame Veto avait promis 
De faire egorger tout Parts 

• 	- 	• 	• 
On Iui coups la tete," &c., 

were added after the execution of Marie Antoinette. Played in 
double time the tune was a favourite march in the Revolutionary 
armies, until it was forbidden by Napoleon, on becoming First 
Consul. 

CARMARTHEN (Caerfyrddin), a municipal borough, contri-
butory parliamentary borough (united with Llanelly since 1832), 
and county town of Carmarthenshire, and a county of itself, 
finely situated on the right bank of the Towy, which is here tidal 
and navigable for small craft. Pop. (r9o1) 10,025. It is the 
terminal station of a branch of the London & North-Western 
railway coming southward from Shrewsbury, and is a station on 
the main line of the Great Western running to Fishguard; it is 
also the terminus of a branch-line of the Great Western running 
to Newcastle-Emly-n. The station buildings lie on the left bank 
of the river, 'which is here spanned by a fine old stone bridge. 
There are works for the manufacture of woollens and ropes, also 
tanneries, but it is as the central market of a large and fer-
tile district that Carmarthen is most important. The weekly 
Saturday market is well attended, and affords interesting scenes 
of modern Welsh agricultural life. From the convenient and 
accessible position of the town, the gaol and lunatic asylum 
serving for the three south-western counties of Wales—Cardigan, 
Pembroke and Carmarthen—have been fixed here. Although 
historically one of the most important towns in South Wales, 
Carmarthen can boast of very few ancient buildings, and the 
general aspect of the town is modern. A well-preserved gateway 
of red sandstone and portions of two towers of the castle are 
included in the buildings of the present gaol, and the old parish 
church of St Peter contains some interesting monuments, 
amongst them being the altar tomb (of the 16th century) of Sir 
Rhys ap Thomas. KG., and his wife, which was removed hither 
for safety at the Reformation from the desecrated church of the 
ceighbouring Priory of St John. Some vestiges of this celebrated 
monastic house, which formerly owned the famous Welsh MS. 
known as the "Black Book of Carmarthen," are visible between 
the present Priory Street and the river. Of the more recent 
erections in the town, mention may be made of the granite 
obelisk in memory of General Sir Thomas Picton (x738-1813) 
and the bronze statue of General Sir William Nott (1784-1846). 

Carmarthen is commonly reputed to occupy the site of the 
Roman station of Maridunum, and its present name is popularly 
associated with the wizard-statesman Merlin, or Merddyn, whose 
memory and prophecies are well remembered in these parts of 
Wales and whose home is popularly believed to have been the 
conspicuous hill above Abergwili, known as Merlin's Hill. 
Another derivation of the name is to be found in Caer-m4r-din, 
signifying " a fortified place near the sea." In any case, the 
antiquity of the town is undisputed, and it served as the seat of 
government for Ystrad Tywi until the year 877, when Prince 
Cadel! of South Wales abandoned Carmarthen for Dinefawr, 
rut Llandilo, probably on account of the maritime raids of the 
Danes and Saxons. Towards the close of the nth century a  

castle was built here by the Normans, and for the next two 
hundred years town and castle were frequently taken and 
retaken by Welsh or English. On the annexation of Wales, 
Edward I. established  here his courts of chancery and exchequer 
and the great sessions for South Wales. Edward III., by the 
Statute Staple of 1353, declared Carmarthen the sole staple for 
Wales, ordering that every bale of Welsh wool should be sealed 
or " cocketed " here before it left the Principality. The earliest 
charter recorded was granted in 1201 under King John; a 
charter of James I. in 1604 constituted Carmarthen a county of 
itself; and under a charter by George III. in 0764, which had 
been specially petitioned for by the citizens, the two separate 
jurisdictions of Old and New Carmarthen were fused and hence-
forth " called by the name of Our Borough of Carmarthen." 
In 1355 Bishop Farrar of St David's was publicly burned for 
heresy under Queen Mary at the Market Cross, which was ruth-
lessly destroyed in 1846 to provide a site for General Nott's 
statue. In 1646 General Laugharne took and demolished the 
castle in the name of the parliament, and in 1649 Oliver Cromwell 
resided at Carmarthen on his way to Ireland. In 1684 the duke 
of Beaufort with a numerous train made his state entry into 
Carmarthen as lord-president of Wales and the Marches. With 
the rise of Llanelly the industrial importance of Carmarthen has 
tended to decline; but owing to its central position, its close 
connexion with the bishops of St David's and its historic past the 
town is still the chief focus of all social, political and ecclesiastical 
movements in the three counties of Cardigan, Pembroke and 
Carmarthen. Carmarthen was created a parliamentary borough 
in 0536. 

CARMARTHENSHIRE (Sir Gaerfyrddin, colloquially known 
as Sir Cdr), a county of South Wales bounded N. by Cardigan, 
E. by Brecon and Glamorgan, W. by Pembroke and S. by 
Carmarthen Bay of the Bristol Channel. The modern county 
has an area of 918 sq. m., and is therefore the largest in size of 
the South Welsh counties. Almost the whole of its surface is 
hilly and irregular, though the coast-line is fringed with extensive 
stretches of marsh or sandy burrows. Much of the scenery in 
the county, particularly in the upper valley of the Towy, is 
exceedingly beautiful and varied. On its eastern borders 
adjoining Broconshire rises the imposing range of the Black 
Mountains Of ynydd Del), sometimes called the Carmarthenshire 
Beacons, where the Carmarthen Van attains an elevation of 
2632 ft. Mynydd Mallaen in the wild districts of the north-east 
corner of the county is 143o ft. in height, but otherwise few of 
the numberless rounded hills with which Carmarthenshire is 
thickly studded exceed moo ft. The principal river is the Towy 
(Tywi), which, with its chief tributaries, the Gwili, the Cothi 
and the Sawdde, drains the central part of the county and enters 
the Bay at Llanstephan, 9 m. below Carmarthen. Coracles are 
frequently to be observed on this river, as well as on the Teifi, 
which separates Carmarthenshire from Cardiganshire on the 
north. Other streams are the T4f, which flows through the 
south-western portion of the county and reaches the sea at 
Laugharne; the Gwendracth, with its mouth at Kidwelly; and 
the Loughor, or Llwchwr, which rises in the Black Mountains 
and forms for several miles the boundary between the counties 
of Carmarthen and Glamorgan until it falls into Carmarthen Bay 
at Loughor. All these rivers contain salmon, sewin (glcisiad) 
and trout in fair numbers, and are consequently frequented by 
anglers. With the exception of the. Van Pool in the Black 
Mountains the lakes of the county are inconsiderable in size. 

Geology —The oldest rocks in Carmarthenshire come to the surface 
in the Vale of Towy at Llanarthney and near Carmarthen; they 
consist of black shales of Tremadoc (Cambrian) age, and are succeeded 
by conglomerates. sandstones and shales, with beds of volcanic ash 
and lava, of Arenig (Ordovician) age, which have been brought up 
along a belt of intense folding and faulting which follows the Towy 
from Llangadock to Carmarthen and extends westwards to the edge 
of the county at Whitland. The Llandeilo shales, flags and lime-
stones and occasional volcanic ashes, which follow, are well developed 
at Llangadock and Llandeilo and near Carmarthen, and are famed 
for their trilobites, Asapkus tyrawnsis and Ogygio Bucki. Shales and 
mudstones and impersistent limestones of Bala age come next in 
order, and, bounding the Vale of Towy on the north, extend as a 
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narrow belt north-westwards towards the Presley hills. Except 
for the foregoing deposits the great area between the Teifi and the 
Towy, of which little is known, is made up of a monotonous suc-
cession of greatly folded slates and shales with interbedded con-
glomerates and sandstones which give rise to scarps, ridges and 
moorlands; they appear to be of Llandovery age. 

South of the Towy a narrow belt of steeply dipping and even 
rt inveed Silurian sandstones and mudstones Upper Llandovery, 

Wenlock and Ludlow) extends south-west s from Llandovery 
to Llanarthney, where they disappear under the Old Red Sandstone. 
This formation, which consists of red marls and sandstones with 
occasional thin impure limestones (cornstones), extends from near 
Llandovery to beyond Carmarthen Bay; its upper conglomeratic 
beds cap the escarpment of the Black Mountains (2460 It.) on the 
south-eastern borders of the county. To the south the scarps and 
moorlands of the Carboniferous Limestone and Millstone Grit form 
the north-western rim of the South Wales coalfield. The rest of the 
county is occupied by the rich Coal-Measures of the Gwendraeth 
Valley and Llanelly districts. All the rocks in the county are 
affected by powerful folds and faults. Glacial deposits are plentiful 
in the valleys south of the Towy, striae abound on the Millstone 
Grit and show that the ice-sheet rose far up the slopes of the Black 
Mountains. Coal is the chief mineral, the iron-ore is no longer 
worked; the Carboniferous Limestone is burnt at Llandybie; 
fire-bricks are manufactured from the Millstone Grit, and a few 
lead-veins are found in the Ordovician rocks. 

Industries.—The climate is mild, except in the upland regions, 
but the annual rainfall is very heavy. With the exception of its 
south-eastern portion, which forms part of the great South 
Welsh coalfield, Carmarthenshire may be considered wholly as 
an agricultural county. The attention of the farmers is devoted 
to stock-raising and dairy-farming rather than so the growth 
of cereals, whilst the large tracts of unenclosed hill-country form 
good pastures for sheep and ponies. The soil varies much, but in 
the lower valleys of the Towy and TA' it is exceedingly fertile. 
Outside agriculture the gathering of cockles at the estuaries of 
the Towy and TA f gives employment to a large number of persons, 
principally women; Ferryside and Laugharne being the chief 
centres of the cockling industry. The local textile factories at 
Pencader, Penboyr, Llangeler, and in the valley of _the Loughor 
are of some importance. Gold has been found near Cabo in the 
Cothi valley, but the yield is trifling. There are lead-mines in 
various places, but none of great value. The really important 
industries are restricted to the populous south-eastern district, 
where coal-mining, iron-founding and the smelting of tin and 
copper are carried on extensively at Llanclly, Pembrey, Tirydail, 
Garnant, Pontardulais, Ammanford and other centres. 

Communications.—The Great Western railway traverses the 
lower part of the county, whilst a branch of the London & North-
Western enters it at its extreme north-eastern point by a tunnel 
under the Sugar Loaf Mountain, and has its terminal station at 
Carmarthen. A branch line of the Great Western connects 
Llanelly with Llandilo by way of Ammanford, and another 
branch of the same railway runs northward from Carmarthen 
to Newcastle-Emlyn on the Teifi, joining the Aberystwyth 
branch, formerly the Manchester & Milford line, at Pencader. 

Population and Administralion.—The area of the county is 
587,816 acres, and the population in x891 was 130,566 and in 
root it was 135325. The municipal boroughs are Carmarthen 
(pop. 9935), Kidwelly (2285) and Llandovery (1809). Urban 
districts are Ammanford, Llanelly, Burry Port, Llandilo and 
Newcastle - Emlyn. The principal towns are Carmarthen, 
Llanelly (25,627), Llandilo or Llandeilo Fawr (x934), Llangadock 
(1578), Llandovery, Kidwelly, Pembrey (7313) and Laugharne 
(2430. The county is in the South Wales circuit, and assizes 
are held at Carmarthen. The borough of Carmarthen has a 
commission of the peace and separate quarter sessions. The 
county is divided into two parliamentary divisions, the eastern 
and western, and it also includes the united boroughs of Car-
marthen and Llanelly, thus returning three members in 
all to parliament. The ancient county, which contains 75 
parishes and part of another, is wholly in the diocese of St 
David's. 

History.—Carmarthenshire originally formed part of the lands 
'of the Dimetae conquered by the Romans, who constructed 
military roads and built on the Via Julia the important station 
of Idaridunum upon or near the site of the present county town. 

After the retirement of the Roman forces this fortified town 
became known in course of time as Caerfyrddin, anglicized into 
Carmarthen, which subsequently gave its name to the county. 
During the 5th and 6th centuries Carmarthenshire, or Ystrad 
Tywi, was the scene of the labours of many Celtic missionaries, 
notably of St David and St Teilo, who brought the arts of 
civilization as well as the doctrines of Christianity to its nude 
inhabitants. In the 9th century the whole of Ystrad Tywi was 
annexed to the kingdom of Roderick the Great (Rkodri Maw), 
who at his death in 877 bequeathed the principality of South 
Wales to his son, Cadell. The royal residence of the South Welsh 
princes was now fixed at Dynevor (Dinefawr) on the Tow) ,  near 
Llandilo. Cadell's son, Howell the Good (Hywel Dda), was the 
first to codify ,the ancient laws of Wales at his palace of Ty Gwyn 
Ar Dif, the White Lodge on the banks of the TM, near the 
modern Whitland. In to8o, during the troubled reign of Rhys 
ap Tudor, the Normans first appeared on the shores of Car-
marthen Bay, and before the end of King Henry I.'s reign bad 
constructed the great castles of Kidwelly, Carmarthen, Lang-
hame and Llanstephan near the coast. From this period until 
the death of Prince Llewelyn (2282) the history of Carmarthen-
shire is national rather than local. By the Statutes of Rhuddlan 
(1284) Edward I. formed the counties of Cardigan and Car-
marthen out of the districts of Ceredigion and Ystrad Tywi, the 
ancient possessions of the house of Dinefawr, which were now 
formally annexed to the English crown. Nearly a third of the 
present county, however, still remained under the jurisdiction 
of the Lords Marchers, and it was not until the Act 27 Henry 
VIII. that these districts, including the commas of Kidwelly, 
Iscennen and Carnwillion, were added to Edward I.'s original 
shire. The prosperity of the new county increased considerably 
under Edward III., who named Carmarthen the chief staple-
town in Wales for the wool trade. The revolt of Owen Glendower 
had the effect of disturbing the peace of the county for a time, 
and the French army, landed at Milford on his behalf, was 
warmly received by the people of Carm ■rthenshire. In the 
summer of 1485 Sir Rhys ap Thomas, of Abermarlais and 
Dinefawr, marched through the county collecting recruits for 
Henry of Richmond, for which service he was created a knight 
of the Garter and made governor of all Wales. At the Reforma-
tion the removal of the episcopal residence from distant St 
David's to Abergwili, a village barely two miles from Carmarthen, 
brought the county into close touch with the chief Welsh diocese, 
and the new palace at Abergwili will always be associated with 
the first Welsh translations of the New Testament and the 
Prayer Book, made by Bishop Richard Davies (2300-te8 2) and 
his friend William Salesbury, of Llanrwst (16th century). In 
the early part of the 17th century the county witnessed the first 
religious revival recorded in Welsh annals, that led by Rhys 
Prichard (d. 1644, the Puritan vicar of Llandovery, whose 
poetical works, the Cantoyll y Cymry (" the Welshman's Candle ") 
are still studied in the principality. At the time of the Grit 
Wars, Richard Vaughan, earl of Carbery, the patron of Jeremy 
Taylor, was in command of the royal fortresses and troops, but 
made a very feeble and half-hearted resistance against the 
parliamentarian forces. During the following century the great 
Welsh spiritual and educational movement, which later spread 
over all Wales, had its origin in the quiet and remote parish of 
Llanddowror, near Laugharne, where the vicar, the celebrated 
and pious. Griffith Jones (1684-1762), had become the founder 
of the Welsh circulating charity schools. Other prominent 
members of this important Methodist revival, likewise natives 
of Carmarthenshire, were William Williams of Pantycelyn, the 
well-known hymn-writer (1716-1791), and Peter Williams, the 
Welsh Bible commentator (1722-1796). The county was deeply 
implicated in the Rebecca Riots of 1842-1843. 

Foremost amongst the county families of Carmarthenshire.  is 
Rhys, or Rice, of Dynevor Castle, near Llandilo, a modern 
castellated house standing in a beautiful park which contains the 
historic ruin of the old Dinefawr fortress. The present Lord 
Dynevor, the direct lineal descendant of the princes of South 
Wales, is the head of this family. Almost opposite Dynevor 
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Castle (formerly known as Newtown), on the left bank of the 
Towy, stands Golden Grove (Gdli Au.), once the seat of the 
Vaaghans, earls of Carbery, whose senior line and titles became 
extinct early in the 18th century. The famous old mansion has 
Lem replaced by a modern Gothic structure, and is now the 
property of Earl Cawdor. Golden Grove contains the " Hides 
Hera," the gift of King Henry VII. to Dafydd ap Evan of 
lltryadafydd, Cardiganshire, perhaps the most celebrated of 
Welsh historical relics. Other families of importance, extinct 
at existing, are Johnes, formerly of Abermarlais and now of 
Dolaucothi; Williams (now Drummond) of Edwinsford; Lloyd 
of Forest; Lloyd of Glansevin; Stepney of Llanelly and Gwynne 
of Tatiana. 

danewities.—Carmarthenshire contains few memorials of the 
Roman occupation, but it possesses various camps and tumuli 
of the British period, and also a small but perfect cromlech near 
LLinglydwen on the banks of the TM. Of its many medieval castles 
the most important still in existence are: Kidwelly; Laugharne; 
Lfsastephan, a fine pile of the 12th century on a hill at the mouth 
of the Towy; Carreg Cennen, an imposing Norman fortress 
conning a cliff not far from Llaudilo; and Dynevor Castle, the 
agent seat of Welsh royalty, situated on a bold wooded height 
above the .Towy The remains of the castles at Carmarthen, 
Dtysllsyn, Llandovery and Newcastle-Emlyn are inconsiderable. 
Of the monastic houses Talley Abbey (Tal-y-Llychau, a name 
drawn from the two small lakes in the neighbourhood of its site) 
au founded by Whys ap Griffith, prince of South Wales, 
tosards the dose of the oath century for Benedictine monks; 
%Inland, or Albalanda, also a Benedictine house, was probably 
kurded by Bishop Bernard of St David's early in the 12th 
century, on a site long associated with Welsh monastic life; and 
the celebrated Augustinian Priory of St John at Carmarthen 
vas likewise established in the x 2th century. Very slight traces 
of these three important religious houses now exist The parish 
churches of Carmarthenshire are for the most part small and of 
m special architectural value. Of the more noteworthy mention 
may be made of St Peter's at Carmarthen, and of the. parish 
chardxs at Laugharne, Kidwelly, Llangadock, Abergwili and 
llangathen, the last named of which contains a fine monument to 
Bishop Anthony Rudd (d. 16:5). Many of these churches are 
distinguished by tall massive western towers, usually of the 12th 
or 13th centuries. Besides Golden Grove and Dynevor the county 
=tains some fine historic houses, prominent amongst which are 
Abergwlli Palace, the official residence of the bishops of St 
David's since the Reformation, burnt down in 1902, but rebuilt 
se the old lines; Aberglasney, a mansion near Llangathen, 
erected by Bishop Rudd and once inhabited by the poet John 
Dyer (1700-1738); Court Henry, an ancient seat of the Herbert 
family; and Abermarlais, once the property of Sir Whys ap 
Thomas. 

Casson:, fiec.—The old Welsh costume, folklore and customs 
Lave survived longer in Carmarthenshire than perhaps in any 
other county of Wales. The steeple-crowned beaver hat, now 
puctically extinct, was often to be seen in the neighbourhood of 
Carmarthen as late as 189o, and the older women often affect the 
Poir.a-gibs belch, the frilled mob-cap and the small plaid shawl of 
1 previous generation. Curious instances of old Welsh supersti-
tions are to be found amongst the peasantry of the more remote 
districts, particularly in the lovely country in the valleys of the 
bevy and Teifi, where belief in fairies, fairy-rings, goblins and 
" corpse-candles " still lingers. The curious mumming, known 
u" Mari Lwyd " (Blessed Mary), in which one of the performers 
sears a horses skull decked with coloured ribbands, was prevalent 
mound Carmarthen as late as 1885. At many parish churches the 
Indent service of the "Pylgsin " (a name said to be a corruption 
of the Latin pain cassias) is held at daybreak or cock-crow on 
Christmas morning. A species of general catechism, known as 
funs, h also common in the churches and Nonconformist chapels. 
The old custom of receiving NewYear's gifts of bread and cheese, 
or meal and money (earwig), still flourishes in the rural parishes. 
The " bidding " before marriage (as in Cardiganshire) was 
lorautly universal and is not yet altogether discontinued, and  

bidding papers were printed at Llanchlo as late as two. The 
horse weddings (priodas cejylau) were indulged in by the farmer 
class in the neighbourhood of Abergwili as late as x 880. 

Airrsoarrias.—T. Nicholas, Alma's and Antiqus of the Colonies 
of Wales (London, 1872); W. Surrell, Carmarthen and sts Neighbour 
hood (Carmarthen, 1879); J. B. D. Tyumen and Alcwyn C. Evans, 
Royal Charters, dec., relating to the Town and County of Carmarthen 
(Carmarthen, 1878). 

CARMATHIANS (QARISATHIANS, KARILATHIANS), a Mahom-
medan sect named after Hamden Qarmat, who accepted the 
teaching of the Ismallites (see MAHOMMEDAN RELIGION: Setts) 
from Hosain ul-Ahwarl, a missionary of Aimed, son of the 
Persian Abdallah ibn Maiman, toward the close of the 9th 
century. This was in the Sawed of Irak, which was inhabited by 
a people little attached to Islam. The object of Abdallah ibn 
Maimtua had been to undermine Islam and the Arabian power 
by a secret society with various degrees, which offered induce-
ments to all classes and creeds and led men on from an interpreta-
tion of Islam to a total rejection of its teaching and a strict 
personal submission to the head of the society. For the political 
history of the Carmathians, their conquests and their decay, see 
ARABIA: History; CauefiaTz (sect. C. ¢¢ t6, 17, 18, 23); and 
EGYPT: History (Mahommedan period). 

In their religious teaching they claimed to be Shiites; i.e. 
they asserted that the imamate belonged by right to the descend-
ants of Ali. Further, they were of the lamellae branch of these, 
i.e. they acknowledged the claim to the imamate of Isma'll the 
eldest son of the sixth imam. The claim of Loma% had been 
passed over by his father and many Shi'ites because he had been 
guilty of drinking wine. The Isma'flites said that as the imam 
could do no wrong, his action only showed that wine-drinking 
was not sinful. Abdallah taught that from the creation of man 
there had always been an imam sometimes known, sometimes 
hidden. Ismail was the last known; a new one was to be looked 
for. But while the imam was hidden, his doctrines were to be 
taught by his missionaries (dd'Ls). Hamden Qarmat was one 
of these, Ahmed ibn Abdallah being nominally the chief. The 
adherents of this party were initiated by degrees into the secrets 
of its doctrines and were divided into seven (afterwards nine) 
classes. In the first stage the convert was taught the existence 
of mystery in the Koran and made to feel the necessity of a 
teacher who could explain it. He took an oath of complete 
submission and paid a sum of money. In the second stage the 
earlier teachers of Islam were shown to be wrong in doctrine and 
the imams alone were proved to be infallible. In the third it was 
taught that there were only seven imams and that the other sects 
of the Shi'ites were in error. In the fourth the disciple learnt 
that each of the seven imams had a prophet, who was to be 
obeyed in all things. The prophet of the last imam was Abdallah. 
The doctrine of Islam was that Mahomet was the last of the 
prophets. In the fifth stage the uselessness of tradition and the 
temporary nature of the precepts and practices of Mahomet were 
taught, while in the sixth the believer was induced to give up 
these practices (prayer, fasting, pilgrimage, fir.). At this point 
the Carmathian had completely ceased to be a Moslem. In the 
remaining degrees there was more liberty of opinion allowed and 
much variety of belief and teaching existed. 

The last contemporary mention of the Carmathians is that of 
Nasir ibn Khosrau, who visited them in A.D. tom. In Arabia 
they ceased to exercise influence. In Persia and Syria their work 
was taken up by the Assassins (q.v.). Their doctrines are said, 
however, to exist still in parts of Syria, Persia, Arabia and India, 
and to be still propagated in Zanzibar. 

See lostrnal asiatique (1877), vol. i. pp. 377-386. 	(G. W. T.) 
CARNAUX, a town of southern France, in the department of 

Tarn, on the left bank of the Cdrou, to m. N. of Albi by rail. Pop. 
(1906) 8618. The town gives its name to an important coal-
basin, and carries on the manufacture of glass. 

CARMEL, the mountain promontory by which the seacoast 
of Palestine is interrupted south of the Bay of Acre, 32°  so' N. 
35° E. It continues as a ridge of oolitic limestone, broken by 
ravines and honeycombed by caves, running for about so m. 
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in a south-easterly direction, and finally joining the mountains of 
Samaria. Its maximum height is at 'Esfia, 176o ft. It was 
included in the territory of the tribe of Asher. No great political 
event is recorded in connexion with it; it appears throughout the 
Old Testament "either as a symbol or as a sanctuary "; its name 
means " garden-land." Its fruitfulness is referred to by Isaiah 
and by Amos; Micah describes it as wooded, to which was no 
doubt due its value as a hiding-place (Amos ix. 3). It is now 
wild, only a few patches being cultivated; most of the mountain 
is covered with a thick brushwood of evergreens, oaks, myrtles, 
pines, &c., which is gradually being cleared away. That the 
cultivation was once much more extensive is indicated by the 
large number of rock-hewn wine and olive presses. Vines and 
olives are now found at 'Esfia only. The outstanding position 
of Cannel, its. solitariness, its visibility over a wide area of 
country, and its fertility, marked it out as a suitable place for 
a sanctuary from very ancient times. It is possibly referred 
to in the Palestine lists of Thothmes III. as Rosh Kodsu, " the 
holy headland." An altar of Jehovah existed here from early 
times; it was destroyed when the Phoenician Baal claimed the 
country under Jezebel, and repaired by Elijah (1 Kings xviii. 30) 
before the great sacrifice which decided the claims of the con-
tending deities. The traditional site of this sacrifice is at 
El -Muhraka, at the eastern end of the ridge. The Druses still 
visit this site, where is a dilapidated structure of stones, as a holy 
place for sacrifice. On the bank of the Kishon below is a mound 
known as Tell el-gusts," the Priest's mound," but the connexion 
that has been sought between this name and the slaughter of 
the priests of Baal is hardly justifiable. Other sites on the hill 
are traditionally connected with Elijah, and some melon-like 
fossils are explained as being fruits refused to him by its owner, 
who was punished by having them turned to stone. Elisha was 
stationed here for a time. Tacitus describes the hill as the site 
of an oracle, which Vespasian consulted. lamblichus in his 
life of Pythagoras speaks of it as a place of great sanctity forbidden 
to the vulgar. A grove of trees, called the " Trees of the Forty " 
(Martyrs), still remains, no doubt in former times a sacred grove. 
So early as the 4th century Christian hermits began to settle here, 
and in 1207 the Carmelite order was organized. The monastery, 
founded at the fountain of Elijah in 1209, has had many vicissi-
tudes: the monks were slaughtered or driven to Europe in 1238 
and the building decayed; it was visited and refounded by St 
Louis in :232; again despoiled in 1291; once more rebuilt in 
1631, and, in 1635 (when the monks were massacred), sacked 
and turned into a mosque. Once more the monks established 
themselves, only to be murdered after Napoleon's retreat in 1799. 
The church and the monastery were entirely destroyed in 5821 
by 'Abd Allah, pasha of Acre, on the plea that the monks would 
favour the revolting Greeks; but it was shortly afterwards 
rebuilt by order from the Porte, partly at 'Abd Allah's expense 
and partly by contributions raised in Europe, Asia and Africa 
by Brother Giovanni Battista of Frascati. The villages with 
which the mountain was once covered have been to a large 
extent depopulated by the Druses. (R. A. S. M.) 

CARMELITES, in England called White Friars (from the 
white mantle over a brown habit), one of the four mendicant 
orders. The stories concerning the origin of this order, seriously 
put forward and believed in the 17th and :8th centuries, are 
one of the curiosities of history. It was asserted that Elias 
established a community of hermits on Mount Cannel, and that 
this community existed without break until the Christian era 
and was nothing else than a Jewish Carmelite order, to which 
belonged the Sons of the Prophets and the Essenes. Members 
of it were present at St Peter's first sermon on Pentecost and 
were converted, and built a chapel on Mount Cannel in honour 
of the Blessed Virgin Mary, who, as well as the apostles, enrolled 
herself in the order. In 1668 the Bollandist Daniel Papen-
broek (1628-1714), in the March volumes of the Ada Sancloruni, 
rejected these stories as fables. A controversy arose and the 
Carmelites had recourse to the Inquisition. In Spain they 
succeeded in getting the offending volumes of the Ada censured, 
but in Rome they were less successful, and so hot did the  

controversy become that in 1698 a decree was issued imposing 
silence upon both parties, until a formal decision should be 
promulgated—which has not yet been done. 

The historical origin of the Carmelites must be placed at the 
middle of the tab century, when a crusader from Calabria, 
named Berthold, and ten companions established themselves 
as hermits near the cave of Elias on Mount Cannel. A Greek 
monk, Phocas, who visited the Holy Land in c18s, gives an 
account of them, and says that the ruins of an ancient building 
existed on Mount Carmel; but though it is likely enough that 
there had previously been Christian monks and hermits on the 
spot, it is impossible to place the beginning of the Carmelite 
institute before Berthold. About 12:o the hermits on Cannel 
received from Albert, Latin patriarch of Jerusalem, a rule com-
prising sixteen articles. This was the primitive Carmelite rak_ 
The life prescribed was strictly eremitical: the monks were to 
live in separate cells or huts, devoted to prayer and work; they 
met only in the oratory for the liturgical servic es, and were to 
live a life of great silence, seclusion, abstinence and austerity. 
This rule received papal approbation in 1226. Soon, however, 
the losses of the Christian arms in Palestine made Cannel as 
unsafe place of residence for western hermits, and so, c. 124a, 
they migrated first to Cyprus and thence to Sicily, France and 
England. In England the first establishment was at Alnwick 
and the second at Aylesford, where the first general chapter of 
the order was held in 1247, and St Simon Stock, an English 
anchorite who had joined the order, was elected general. During 
his generalate the institute was adapted to the conditions of the 
western lands to which it had been transplanted, and for this 
purpose the original rule bad to be in many ways altered: the 
austerities were mitigated, and the life was turned from eremitical 
into cenobitical, but on the mendicant rather than the monistic 
model. The polity and government were also organized on the 
same lines, and the Carmelites were turned into mendicants and 
became one of the four great orders of Mendicant Friars, in 
England distinguished as the " White Friars " from the white 
mantle worn over the dark brown habit. This change was made 
and the new rule approved in 1247, and under this form the 
Carmelites spread all over western Europe and became exceed-
ingly popular, as an order closely analogous to the Dominicans and 
Franciscans. In the course of time, further relaxations of the 
rule were introduced, and during the Great Schism the Carmelites 
were divided between the two papal obediences, rival generals 
being elected,—a state of things that caused still further re-
laxations. To cope with existing evils Eugenius IV. approved 
in 1431 of a rule notably milder than that of 1247, but many 
houses clung to the earlier rule; thus arose among the Carmel-
ites the same division into " observants " and " conventuals" 
that wrought such mischief among the Franciscans. During 
the 15th and 16th centuries various attempts at reform arose, 
as among other orders, and resulted in the formation of semi-
independent congregations owing a titular obedience to the 
general of the order. The Carmelite friars seem to have flourished 
especially in England, where at the dissolution of the monasteries 
there were some 4o friaries. (See F. A. Gasquet, English Monis-
tic Life, table and maps; Catholic Dictionary, art. "Carmelites") 
There were no Carmelite nunneries in England, and indeed anti 
the middle of the 1 stb century there were no nuns at all anywhere 
in the order. 

Of all movements in the Carmelite order by far the most 
important and far-reaching in its results has been the reform 
initiated by St Teresa. After nearly thirty years passed in a 
Carmelite convent in Avila under the mitigated rule of 1431, 
she founded in the same city a small convent wherein a rule 
stricter than that of /247 was to be observed. This was in 1sbs. 
In spite of opposition and difficulties of all kinds, she succeeded 
in establishing a number, not only of nunneries, but (with the 
co-operation of St John of the Cross, q.$) also of friaries of the 
strict observance; so that at her death in 1582 there were of the 
reform is monasteries of men and 17 of women, all in Spain. 
The interesting and dramatic story of the movement should be 
sought for in the biographies of the two protagonists; as also 
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an account of the school of mystical theology founded by them, 
without doubt the chief contribution made by the Carmelites 
to religion (see Mrsricasu). Here it must suffice to say that the 
idea of the reform was to go behind the settlement of 1247 and 
to restore and emphasize the purely contemplative character 
of primitive Carmelite life: indeed provision was made for the 
reproduction, for such as desired it, of the eremitical life led by 
Berthold and his companions. St Teresa's additions to the 
rule of 1247 made the life one of extreme bodily austerity and of 
prolonged prayer for all, two hours of private prayer daily, in 
addition to the choral canonical office, being enjoined. From 
the fact that those of the reform wore sandals in place of shoes 
and stockings, they have come to be called the Discalced, or 
bare-footed, Carmelites, also Teresians, in distinction to the 
Caked or older branch of the order. In i58o the reformed 
monasteries were made a separate province under the general 
of the order, and in 1593 this province was made by papal act 
an independent order with its own general and government, so 

, that there are now two distinct orders of Carmelites. The 
Discaked Carmelites spread rapidly all over Catholic Europe, 
and then to Spanish America and the East, especially India and 
Persia, in which lands they have carried on to this day extensive 
missionary undertakings. Both observances suffered severely 
from the various revolutions, but they both still exist, the Dis-
caked being by far the most numerous and thriving. There are 
in all some 2000 Carmelite friars, and the nuns are much more 
numerous. In England and Ireland there are houses, both of 
men and of women, belonging to each observance. 

Atrrucaurzas-7-A full account is given by Helyot, Ilia. des ordres 

end sce  sflischei 
errefaeccreonuntsiocoalninteuedratutore  he 

and new, may be found in Maxgkeimbucher, Orden a. Kenerescaionen 
(1897). iL If 92-96: Wetzer u. Welte, Kirchenkricon (ed. a), art. 
"Carmelitenorden": Herzog-Hauck, Realemyklopadie (ed. 3), art. 
" Karmeliter." The story of St Teresa's reform will be found ih 
lives of St Teresa and in her writings, especially the Foundations. 
  reference may be mad. to the works of Zimmerman, a 
Carmelite friar, Carmel in England (1899), and AI onwnenta Isistorica 
Carmelitana, L (1905 foIL). (E. C. B.) 

CARMICHAEL, GERSHON (c. 1672-1729), Scottish philo-
sopher, was born probably in London, the son of a Presbyterian 
minister who had been banished by the Scottish privy council 
for his religious opinions. He graduated at Edinburgh Univer-
sity in 1691, and became a regent at St Andrews. In 1694 he 
was elected a master in the university of Glasgow—an office 
that was converted into the professorship of moral philosophy 
in 1727, when the system of masters was abolished at Glasgow. 
Sir William Hamilton regarded him as " the real founder of the 
Scottish school of philosophy." He wrote Breviuscula Intro-
ductia ad Logicans, a treatise on logic and the psychology of the 
intellectual powers; Synopsis Theologiae Naturalis; and an 
edition of Pufendorf, De Officio Hominis el Civis, with notes 
and supplements of high value. His son Frederick was the 
author of Sermons on Several Important Subjects and Sermons 
en Christian Zeal, both published in i753. 

CARMINE, a pigment of a bright red colour obtained from 
cochineal (q.v.). It may be prepared by exhausting cochineal 
with boiling water and then treating the clear solution with alum, 
cream of tartar, stannous chloride, or acid oxalate of potassium; 
the colouring and animal matters present in the liquid are thus 
precipitated. Other methods are in use; sometimes white of 
egg, fish glue, or gelatine are added before the precipitation. 
The quality of carmine is affected by the temperature and the 
degree of illumination during its preparation—sunlight being 
requisite for the production of a brilliant hue. It differs also 
according to the amount of alumina present in it. It is some-
times adulterated with cinnabar, starch and other materials; 
from these the carmine can be separated by dissolving it in 
ammonia. Good carmine should crumble readily between the 
fingers when dry. Chemically, carmine is a compound of car-
mink acid with alumina, lime and some organic acid. Carmine 
is used in the manufacture of artificial flowers, water-colours, 
rouge, cosmetics and crimson ink, and in the painting of minia- 

tures. " Carmine lake " is a pigment obtained by adding freshly 
precipitated alumina to decoction of cochineaL 

CARMONA, a town of south-western Spain, in the province 
of Seville; 27 m. N.E. of Seville by rail. Pop. (woo) 1 7, 25 5. 
Carmona is built on a ridge overlooking the central plain of 
Andalusia, from the Sierra Morena, on the north, to the peak 
of San Cristobal, on the south. It has a thriving trade in wine, 
olive oil, grain and cattle; and the annual fair, which is held in 
April, affords good opportunity of observing the costumes and 
customs of southern Spain. The citadel of Carmona, now in 
ruins, was formerly the principal fortress of Peter the Cruel 
(1350-1369), and contained a spacious palace within its defences. 
The principal entrance to the town is an old Moorish gateway; 
and the gate on the road to Cordova is partly of Roman con-
struction. Portions of the ancient college of San Teodomir are 
of Moorish architecture, and the tower of the church of San 
Pedro is an imitation of the Giralda at Seville. 

In 1881 a large Roman necropolis was discovered close to the 
town, beside the Seville road. It contains many rock-hewn 
sepulchral chambers, with niches for the cinerary urns, and occa-
sionally with vestibules containing stone seats (triclinia). In 
1881 an amphitheatre, and another group of tombs, all belong-
ing to the first four centuries A.D., were disinterred near the 
original necropolis, and a small museum, maintained by the 
Carmona archaeological society, is filled with the mosaics, 
inscriptions, portrait-heads and other antiquities found here. 

Carmona, the Roman Canso, was the strongest city of Further 
Spain in the time of Julius Caesar (zoo-44 p.c.), and its strength 
was greatly increased by the Moors, who surrounded it with a 
wall and ornamented it with fountains and palaces. In :247 
Ferdinand III. of Castile took the city, and bestowed on it the 
motto Sicta Lucifer lard in Aurora, sic in Wandalia Carmona 
(" As the Morning-star shines in the Dawn, so shines Carmona 
in Andalusia "). 

For an account of the antiquities of Carmona, see Estudios arqueo-
'ethos e bistoricos, by M. Sales y Ferro (Madrid, 1887). 

CARNAC, a village of north-western France, in the depart-
ment of Morbihan and arrondissement of Lorient, q m. S.S.W. 
of Auray by road. Pop. (1906) 667. Carne has a handsome 
church in the Renaissance style of Brittany, but it owes its 
celebrity to the stone monuments in its vicinity, which are among 
the most extensive and interesting of their kind (see STONE 
Morrukrurs). The most remarkable consist of long avenues 
of menhirs or standing stones; but there is also a profusion 
of other erections, such as dolmens and barrows, throughout the 
whole district. About half a mile to the north-west of the 
village is the Menec system, which consists of eleven lines, 
numbers 874 menhirs, and extends a distance of 3376 ft. The 
terminal circle, whose longest diameter is 300 ft., is somewhat 
difficult to make out, as it is broken by the houses and gardens 
of a little hamlet. To the east-north-east there is another system 
at Kermario (Place of the Dead), which consists of 855 stones, 
many of them of great size—some, for example, 18 ft. in height 
—arranged in ten lines and extending about 4000 ft. in length. 
Still further in the same direction is a third system at Kerlescan 
(Place of Burning), composed of 262 stones, which are distributed 
into thirteen lines, terminated by an irregular circle, and alto-
gether extend over a distance of z000 ft. or more. These three 
systems seem once to have formed a continuous series; the 
menhirs, many of which have been broken up for road-mending 
and other purposes, have diminished in number by some thou-
sands in modern times. The alignment of Kermario points to 
the dolmen of Kercado (Place of St Cado), where there is also 
a barrow, explored in 1863; and to the south-east of Mcnec 
stands the great tumulus of Mont St Michel, which measures 
377 ft. in length, and has a height of 65 ft. The tumulus, which 
is crowned with a chapel, was excavated by Renk Galles in 1862; 
and the contents of the sepulchral chamber, which include 
several jade and fibrolite axes, are preserved in the museum 
at Vannes, About a mile east of the village is a small piece 
of moorland called the Bossenno, from the boccnieu or mounds 
with which it is covered; and here, in 1874, the explorations of 
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James Miln, a Scottish antiquary, brought to light the remains 
of a Gallo-Roman town. The tradition of Carnac is that there 
was once a convent of the Templars or Red Cross Knights on 
the spot; but this, it seems, is not supported by history. Similar 
traces were also discovered at Mane Bras, a height about 3 m. 
to the east. The rocks of which these various monuments are 
composed is the ordinary granite of the district, and most of 
them present a strange appearance from their coating of white 
lichens. Carnac has an interesting museum of antiquities. 

See W. C. Lukis, Guide to the Prue' Chambered Barrows and 
other Prehistoric Mossroseas as the Massa of the Mathias's, arc. 
((Ripon, 1875); Rene Galles, Pastilles do Most Salsa Mickel en 

(Vannes, 1864); A. Fotmuet, Des mennoresnds celtiques des 
raises romaises dams k blorass (Vannes, 1833); James Miln, 
Arckaolotical Researches at Canute is Briaassy: 1Cermario (Edin- 
burgh, 1881); and Excavations at Carlow: The Bosseaso and the 
Most St Michel (Edinburgh, 1877). 

CARMARVON, EARLDOM OP. The earldom of Carnarvon 
was created in 1628 for Robert Dormer, Baron Dormer of Wyng 
(c. 1610-1643), who was killed at the first battle of Newbury 
whilst fighting for Charles I., and it became extinct on the death 
of his son Charles, the 2nd earl, in 1709. From 1714 to 2789 it 
was held by the family of Brydges, dukes of Chandos and mar-
quesses of Carnarvon, and in 1793 Henry Herbert, Baron Por-
chester (1741-1811), was created earl of Carnarvon. 

His great-grandson, HENRY HOWARD MOLYNEUX HERBERT, 
4th earl of Carnarvon (1 83z-189o), was born on the 24th of June 
2831. He succeeded to the title in 1849, on the death of his 
father, Henry John George, the 3rd earl ( z 80o-1849). Soon after 
taking his degree at Oxford be began to play a prominent part 
in the deliberations of the House of Lords. In 1858 he was 
under secretary for the colonies, and in 1866 secretary of state. 
In this capacity be introduced in 1867 the bill for the federation 
of the British North American provinces which set so many 
political problems at rest; but he had not the privilege of passing 
it, having, before the measure became law, resigned, owing to his 
distaste for Disraeli's Reform Bill. Resuming office in 1874, 
he endeavoured to confer a similar boon on South Africa, but 
the times were not ripe. In 1878 he again resigned, out of oppo-
sition to Lord Beaconsfield's policy on the Eastern question; 
but on his party's return to power in 1885 he became lord-
lieutenant of Ireland. His short period of office, memorable for 
a conflict on a question of personal veracity between hims•If 

 and Mr Parnell as to his negotiations with the latter in respect 
of Home Rule, was terminated by another premature resignation. 
He never returned to office, and died on the 29th of June 1890. 
As a statesman his career was marred by extreme sensitiveness; 
but he was beloved as a man of worth and admired as a man of 
culture. He was high steward of the university of Oxford, and 
president of the Society of Antiquaries. The 4th earl was 
succeeded by his son, George Edward Stanhope Molyneux 
(b. 1866). 

CARNARVON, a market town and municipal borough, and 
the county town of Carnarvonshire, north Wales, 681 m. W. 
of Chester by the London & North-Western railway. Pop. 
(1901) 9760. It stands very nearly on the site of Caer Seine, 
capital of the Segontiaci, and was fortified in 1o98 by Hugh 
Lupus, earl of Chester, after Roman occupation, a fort, baths 
and villa, with coins and pottery, having been exhumed here. 
As the castle was begun only in 1284, Edw'ard IL, supposed to 
have been born in its Eagle Tower on the extreme west, can only 
have been born outside. The castle is an irregular oblong 
building on the west of the town, surrounded by walls and having 
thirteen polygonal towers. There is still much of the town wall 
extant. The parish church (Llanbeblig) is some half-mile out 
of the town, the institutions of which include a town and 
county hall, a training college, and a gaol for Anglesey and 
Carnarvonshire jointly. Manufactures in the town are scanty, 
but Llanberis and Llanllyfni export hence slates, " sets " and 
copper ore. A steam ferry unites Carnarvon and Tan y foel, 
Anglesey, while a summer service of steamers runs to Menai 
Bridge, Bardsey, &c. The borough forms part of a district ret urn-
ing a member to parliament since 1536. To this district the 

Reform Act added Bangor. The county quarter sessions aid 
assizes are held in the town, which has a separate commiMice 
of the peace, but no separate court of quarter sessions. Three 
weekly Welsh (besides English) newspapers are published here. 

CAREARVONSHIRE (Welsh Caer'sctrfos, for Caw ye Alfa), 
a county of north Wales, bounded N. by the Irish Sea, E. by the 
county of Denbigh, S.E. by Merioneth, S. by Tremadoc and 
Cardigan Bays, S.W. by Carnarvon Bay, W. by the Menai 
Straits (separating the county from Anglesey), and N.W. by 
Conway Bay. Area, 565 sq. m. There is, owing to the changed 
bed of the Conwy stream, a small detached part of the county 
on the north coast of Denbighshire, stretching inland for some 
2} in. between Old Colwyn and Llandulas. About half the whole 
length of the county is a peninsula, Lleyn, running south-west 
into the Irish Sea, and forming Cardigan Bay on the south and 
Carnarvon Bay on the north. The county is rich DI mizezah, 
e.g. lead, copper, some gold. Its slate quarries are many and 
good. Its mountains include the highest in England and Wales, 
the summit of Snowdon (Wyddfa or Eryri) being 3560 ft. The 
principal mountains occupy the middle of the county and include 
Carnedd Llewelyz1 (3484 ft.), Carnedd Dafydd (3426), Glydyr 
Fawr (3279) and Glydyr Fach (3262), Elide Fawr (3029), Mod 
Siabod (2862), Mod Hebog or Hebawg (2566). The valleys vuy 
from the wildness of Pont Aberglaslyn gorge to the quiet of 
Nant Gwynnant. Those of Beddgelert and Llanberis—at the 
south and north base of Snowdon respectively—are famous, 
while that of the Conwy, from Llanrwst to Conway (Cowry), is 
well set off by the background of Snowdonia. 

The largest stream is the Conwy, tidal and navigable for sent 
22 m. from Deganwy; this rises in Llyn Conwy, in the south. 
east, divides Carnarvon from Denbigh (running nearly due 
north) for some 3o m., and fella into the sea at Deganwy. Tbc 
Seint (wrongly spelled Seiont) is a small stream rising in Snowdon 
lord falling into the sea at Carnarvon, to which it gave its old 
name Segontium (Seer Seine yn Arvon in the Mabistogics). 
The Swallow Falls are near Nant Ffrancon (the stream of the 
Beaver or Mane, a mythological animal). Nant Mamma leads 
north-west from near Capel Curig and Bettws y coed and pat 
Bethesda, reaching the sea in Beaumaris Bay. The lakes, 
numerous and occasionally large, include: Llyn Pais and Lip 
Padarn at Llanberis, north of Snowdon; Llyn Ogwen, north of 
Glydyr Fawr; Llyn Cowlyd and Llyn Eigiau, both north of 
Capel Curig; Llyn Llydaw, on Snowdon; Llyn Cwellyn, west 
of Snowdon; Llyn Gwynnant, east of Snowdon; Llyniau (Nant 
y lief or) Nandle, near Llanllyfni; Llyn Conway. 

The greater part of the county, including the mountainous Saow-
don district and nearly all the eastern portion of the promootcry of 
Lleyn, is occupied by rocks of Ordovician age. the Aram, . g. Bahand 
Llandeilo series. These are dark slates and thin-bedded grits with 
enormous masses of interbedded igneous rocks, lavas and ashes, the 
product of contemporaneous volcanoes. At the base of Snowdos 
are Bala grits and slates, above them lie three beds of felspathic 
porphyry, which are in turn succeeded by a great mass of capsicum 
and sandy volcanic ashes, while upon the summit are the rumors 
of a lava sheet. The whole mountain is part of a syncline, the tech 
dipping into it from the north-west and south-east. 

Next to the Ordovician, the Cambrian rocks are the most im-
portant; they are found in three separate areas; the largest is is 
the north-west, and extends from Bangor to Bethesda, through Lys 
Cwellyn and Llanwada to the coast near Clynnogfawr. The second 
area lies west of Tremadoc, which has given its name to the tipper 
division of the Cambrian system. The third forms the promomory 
south of Llanenga. Cambrian slates are extensively quarried ax 
Penrhyn, Llanbens and Di norwic. Pre-Cambrian schism and igloo= 
rocks occupy a strip, from 2 to 3 m. wide, along the coast from Heim 
to Bardsey Island. A very small area of the Denb ighshire Samna 
enters this county near Conway near the eastern border; it com-
prises Tarannon shale and Wenlock beds with graptolites. 

The striking headland of the Great Orme as well as Little Orme** 
Head is composed of carboniferous limestone, containing coesk 
and large Productus shells. A narrow strip of the same formation 
runs along the Menai Straits for several miles south of the tubular 
bridge. At the southern extremity of the limestone a small patch 
coal measures is found. 

Glacial drift—gravel, boulders and clay-ia abundant slaw the 
northern mut, and in the neighbourhood of Snowdon it es an im-
portant feature in the landscape; massive moraines. perched blocks. 
striated stones and other evidences of ice action are common. Oa 
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Mod Trygarn and on the western flanks of Snowdon marine shells 
have been found in the drift up to an elevation of Isoo ft. above 
sea-level. Blown sand occurs along the coast near Conway. south-
west of Carnarvon and on the south coast. Several hollows and 
pipes in the carboniferous limestone about Orme' Head contain 
clays and sands of mixed origin, including Upper Carboniferous, 
Tnassic and drift materials. The igneous rocks, especially those 
of volcanic origin, constitute one of the most striking geological 
features of the county; they comprise felsites, rhyolites, quartz 
porphyries, enstatite &abases, andesitc tuffs, diabases and granite. 

The climate is cold and damp in winter, except in the peninsula, 
Lleyn, and on the mild coast. Arable land, but a small propor-
tion of the surface, is mostly in the Conwy valley or near the sea. 
Principal crops are oats, barley and potatoes, with some little 
wheat. The valley soil (alluvial) is often fertile, chiefly as 
meadow and enclosed pasture. Dairy and sheep-farming occupy 
most farmers. The small mountain ponies, especially of Llanbedr 
(Conwy Vale), are famous, and Welsh ponies were known for 
staying power even to Arrian (Cynegetics). Agriculture still too 
much follows the old routine, besides losing by the influx of 
labour into the towns or to the mining industry and "set 
works "(stone). 

The county is served by the London & North-Western railway; 
its terminus is Mon Wen, within 4 m. of Pwllheli. Between 
these stations plies the Cambrian, which runs along the Cardigan 
Bay coast and terminates at Pwllheli. The North Wales Narrow 
Gauge line runs from Dinas, south of Carnarvon, to Snowdon 
Ranger, 4 m. from Beddgelert. The main line of the London 
& North-Western runs along the northern coast, with branches 
from Llandudno junction to Blaenau Festiniog, along the 
Denbighshire side of the Conwy stream; from Menai Bridge to 
Carnarvon (thence continuing to Llanberis, or, by another line, 
to Mon Wen). The chief ports are Portmadoc, Pwllheli, Car-
narvon, Port Dinorwic and Bangor. Near Portmadoc is 
Criccieth, with a castle resorted to by visitors; Pwllheli is also 
a summer resort, and a tramway runs thence to within a short 
distance of Abersoch, another favourite watering-place. Nefyn 
(some 6 m. from Pwllheli), still unserved by rail or tram, was the 
scene of a royal tournament in the 15th century, and is another 
bathing resort; near are Carreg Liam and Pistyll farm (see 
BARDSEY). 

The area of the ancient county is 361,x56 acres, with a popula-
tion in xciox of 126,883. The area of the administrative county 
is 365,986 acres. The inhabitants practically all speak Welsh 
(slightly differing, especially in  Lleyn,  from that of  Anglesey). 
Over So is the percentage in Carnarvonshire, as against over 
90 for Anglesey. The county is divided into two parliamentary 
divisions, south (Eifion) and north (Arfon). 

The Carnarvon district of boroughs is formed of Bangor city, 
Carnarvon, Conway, Criccieth, Nefyn and Pwllheli. There are 
four municipal boroughs: Bangor (pop. 11,269), Carnarvon 
(976o), Conway (4681) and Pwllheli (3675). Other urban 
districts are: Bethesda (5281), Bettws y coed (torn), Criccieth 
(1406), Llandudno (9279), Llanfairfechan (2769), Perunaenmawr 

(3503) and Ynyseynhaiarn (4883). Carnarvon, where assizes 
are held, is in the north Wales circuit. Except a few parishes 
(in and near Llandudno) in St Asaph diocese, Carnarvonshire 
is in the diocese of Bangor, and contains sixty-one ecclesiastical 
parishes or districts, with parts of four others. Bangor, Carnar-
von, Pwllheli and Llandudno are the principal towns, with 
Criccieth, Nefyn, Portmadoc and Tremadoc. 

Carnarvonshire was occupied by the Segontiaci, with difficulty 
subdued by Ostorius Scapula and C. Suetonius Paulinus (Paul-
iinus). From here Agricola crossed to conquer Anglesey. Relics 
of British forts and camps have been discovered. Caerhun (Caer 
Rhun) and Carnarvon (Caer Seint) are respectively the old 
Conovium and Segontium of Britannia Secunda. The county 
was part of Gwynedd kingdom, until Edward I. in 1277 restricted 
that to Snowdon proper. The early fortresses at Deganwy, 
Dinorwic, DIMS Dinlle, &c., and the later castles of Conwy 
(Conway), Carnarvon, Criccieth and Dolbadarn, bear witness 
to the warlike character of its inhabitants. 

See Edw. Breese, 'Calendar of Gwynedd (London, 1874). 

CARNATIC, or RAMAT= (Kannada, Karnata, Karnataka-
desa), a name given by Europeans to a region of southern India, 
between the Eastern Ghats and the Coromandel coast, in the 
presidency of Madras. It is ultimately derived, according to 
Bishop Caldwell (Grammar of the Dravidian Languages), front 
ker, " black," and nadu, " country," i.e. " the black country," 
" a term very suitable to designate the 'black cotton soil,' as it 
is called, of the plateau of the Southern Deccan." Properly the 
name is, in fact, applicable only to the country of the Kanarese 
extending between the Eastern and Western Ghats, over an 
irregular area narrowing northwards, from Palghat in the south 
to Bidar in the north, and including Mysore. The extension of 
the name to the country south of the Karnata was probably due 
to the Mahommedan conquerors who in the 16th century over-
thriw the kingdom of Vijayanagar, and who extended the name 
which they found used of the country north of the Ghats to that 
south of them. After this period the plain country of the south 
came to be called Karnata Payanghat, or " lowlands," as 
distinguished from. Karnata Balaghat, or " highlands." The 
misapplication of the name Carnatic was carried by the British 
a step further than by the Mahommedans, it being confined by 
them to the country below the Ghats, Mysore not being included. 
Officially, however, this name is no longer applied, " the 
Carnatic " having become a mere geographical term. Adminis-
tratively the name Carnatic (or rather Karnatak) is now applied 
only to the Bombay portion of the original Karnata, viz. the 
districts of Belgaum, Dharwar and Bijapur, part of North 
Kanara, and the native states of the Southern Mahratta agency 
and Kolhapur. 

The region generally known to Europeans as the Carnatic, 
though no longer a political or administrative division, is of 
great historical importance. It extended along the eastern 
coast about 600 m. in length, and from so to too m. in breadth. 
It was bounded on the north by the Guntur circar, and thence it 
stretched southward to Cape Comorin. It was divided into the 
Southern, Central and Northern Carnatic. The region south 
of the river Coleroon, which passes the town of Trichinopoly, 
was called the Southern Camatic. The principal lbw= of this 
division were Tanjore, Trichinopoly, Madura, Tranquebar, 
Negapatam and Tinnevelly. The Central Carnatic extended 
from the Coleroon river to the river Penner; its chief towns 
were Madras, Pondicherry, Arcot, Vellore, Cuddalore, Pulicat, 
Nellore, &c. The Northern Carnatic extended from the river 
Penner to the northern limit of the country; and the chief town 
was Ongole.t The Carnatic, as above defined, comprehended 
within its limits the maritime provinces of Nellore, Chingleput, 
South Arcot, Tanjore, Madura and Tinnevelly, besides the 
inland districts of North Arcot and Trichinopoly. The popula-
tion of this region consists chiefly of Brahmanical Hindus, the 
Mahommedans being but thinly scattered over the country. 
The Brahmans rent a great proportion of the land, and also 
fill different offices in the collection of the revenue and the 
administration of justice. Throughout the country they 
appropriate to themselves a particular quarter in every town, 
generally the strongest part of it. Large temples and other 
public monuments of civilization abound. The temples are 
commonly built in the middle of a square area, and enclosed by a 
wall r5 or 20 ft. high, which conceals them completely from the 
public view, as they are never raised above it. 

At the earliest period of which any records exist, the country 
known as the Carnatic was divided between the Pandya and 
Chola kingdoms, which with that of Chera or Kerala formed the 
three Tamil kingdoms of southern India. The Pandya kingdom 
practically coincided in extent with the districts of Madura and 
Tinnevelly; that of the Cholas extended along the Coromandel 
coast from Nellore to Pudukottai, being bounded on the north 
by the Pennar river and on the south by the Southern Vellaru. 
The government of the country was shared for centuries with 
these dynasties by numerous independent or semi-independent 
chiefs, evidence of whose perennial internecine conflicts is 

As a geographical term, Climatic is not now applied to the 
district north of Penner. 
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preserved in the multitudes of forts and fortresses the deserted 
ruins of which crown almost all the elevated points. In spite, 
however, of this passion of the military classes for war the Tamil 
civilization developed in the country was of a high type. This 
was largely due to the wealth of the country, famous in the 
earliest times as now for its pearl fisheries. Of this fishery 
Korkai (the Greek KI,Xxot), now a village on the Tambraparni 
river in Tinnevelly, but once the Pandya capital, was the centre 
long before the Christian era. In Pliny's day, owing to the 
silting up of the harbour, its glory had already decayed and the 
Pandya capital had been removed to Madura (Hist. Nat. vi. cap. 
xxiii. 26), famous later as a centre of Tamil literature. The 
Chola kingdom, which four centuries before Christ had been 
recognized as independent by the great Maurya king Asoka, 
had for its chief port Kaviripaddinam at the mouth of the 
Cauvery, every vestige of which is now buried in sand. For 
the first two centuries after Christ a large sea-borne trade was 
carried on between the Roman empire and the Tamil kingdoms; 
but after Caracalla's massacre at Alexandria in A.D. 215 this 
ceased, and with it all intercourse with Europe for centuries. 
Henceforward, until the 9th century, the history of the country 
is illustrated only by occasional and broken lights. The 4th 
century saw the rise of the Pallava power,' which for some goo 
years encroached on, without extinguishing, the Tamil kingdoms. 
When in A.D. 640 the Chinese traveller Hs(lan Tsang visited 
Kanchi (Conjevaram), the capital of the Pallava king, he learned 
that the kingdom of Chola (Chu-li-ya) embraced but a small 
territory, wild, and inhabited by a scanty and fierce population; 
in the Pandya kingdom (Malakuta), which was under Pallava 
suzerainty, literature was dead, Buddhism all but extinct, while 
Hinduism and the naked Jain saints divided the religious 
allegiance of the people, and the pearl fisheriei continued to 
flourish. The power of the Pallava kings was shaken by the 
victory of Vikramaditya Chalukya in A.D. 74o, and shattered by 
Aditya Chola at the close of the 9th century. From this time 
onward the inscriptional records are abundant. The Chola 
kingdom, which in the gth century had been weak, now revived, 
its power culminating in the victories of Rajaraja the Great, who 
defeated the Chalukyas after a four years' war, and, about A.D. 
994, forced the Pandya kings to become his tributaries. A 
magnificent temple at Tanjore, once his capital, preserves the 
records of his victories engraved upon its walls. His career of 
conquest was continued by his son Rajendra Choladeva I., 
self-styled Gangaikonda owing to his victorious advance to the 
Ganges, who succeeded to the throne in A.D. 1018. The ruins 
of the new capital which he built, called Gangaikonda Chola-
puram, still stand in a desolate region of the Trichinopoly 
district. His successors continued the eternal wars with the 
Chalukyas and other dynasties, and the Chola power continued 
in the ascendant until the death of Kulottunga Chola III. in 
1278, when a disputed succession caused its downfall and gave 
the Pandyas the opportunity of gaining for a few years the 
upper hand in the south. In 13to, however, the Mahommedan 
invasion under Malik Kafur overwhelmed the Hindu states of 
southern India in a common ruin. Though crushed, however, 
they were not extinguished; a period of anarchy followed, 
the struggle between the Chola kings and the Mussulmans 
issuing in the establishment at Kanchi of a usurping Hindu 
dynasty which ruled till the end of the 14th century, while in 
1365 a branch of the Pandyas succeeded in re-establishing itself 
in part of the kingdom of Madura, where it survived till 1623. 
At the beginning of the r 5th century the whole country had come 
under the rule of the kings of Vijayanagar; but in the anarchy 

The Pallavas are supposed by some authorities to be identical 
with the Pahlavas (Parthians of Persia), who, with the Sakas and 
Yavanas, settled in western India about a.o. too. Mr Vincent 
Smith, however, who in the 1st edition (l904) of his Early History 
of India maintained this view, says in the and edition (1908. p. 423) 
that "recent research does not support this hypothesis," and that 
" it seems more likely that the Pallavas were a tribe, clan or caste 
which was formed in the northern part of the existing Madras 
Presidency." The evidence points to their having been a race 
distinct from the Tamils,  

that followed the overthrow of the Vijayanagar empire by the 
Mussulmans in the 16th century, the Hindu viceroys (soyakkas) 
established in Madura, Tanjore and Kanchi made themselves 
independent, only in their turn to become tributary to the 
kings of Golconda and Bijapur, who divided the Cement 
between them. Towards the close of the 17th century the 
country was reduced by the armies of Aurangzeb, who in 1692 
appointed Zulfikar All nawab of the Carnatic, with his seat at 
Arcot. Meanwhile, the Mahratta power had begun to develop; 
in 1677 Sivaji had suppressed the last remnants of the dip. 
yanagar power in Vellore, Gingee and Kurnool, while his brother 
Ekoji, who in 1674 had overthrown the Nayakkas of Tanjore, 
established in that city a dynasty which lasted for a century. 
The collapse of the Delhi power after the death of Aurangzeb 
produced further changes. The nawab Saadet-allah of Arcot 
(1710-1732) established his independence; his successor Dust Al 
(1732-174o) conquered and annexed Madura in 1736, and his 
successors were confirmed in their position as nawabs of the 
Carnatic by the nizam of Hyderabad after that potentate had 
established his power in southern India. After the death of the 
nawab Mahommed Anwar-ud-din ( 1 744-1 740, the OUCC1311i011 
was disputed between Maliommed All and Husein Dost. Is 
this quarrel the French and English, then competing for influence 
in the Carnatic, took opposite sides. The victory of the British 
established Mahommed All in power over part of the Carmine 
till his death in r795. Meanwhile, however, the country had 
been exposed to other troubles. In rut Madura, which the 
nawab Dost All (17p--174o) had added to his dominions is 
1736, was conquered by the Mabrattas; and in 1743 Hyder Al 
of Mysore overran and ravaged the central Carnatic. The 
latter was reconquered by the British, to whom Madura had 
fallen in 1758; and, finally, in aot all the possessions of the 
nawab of the Carnatic were transferred to them by a treaty 
which stipulated that an annual revenue of several lakhs of 
pagodas should be reserved to the nawab, and that the British 
should undertake to support a sufficient civil and military force 
for the protection of the country and the collection of the revenue 
On the death of the nawab in 1853 it was determined to put as 
end to the nominal sovereignty, a liberal establishment being 
provided for the family. 

The southern Carnatic, when it came into the possession of 
the British, was occupied by military chieftains called pollsters, 
who ruled over the country, and held lands by doubtful tenures. 
They were unquestionably a disorderly race; and the country. 
by their incessant feuds and plundering!, was one continued 
scene of strife and violhnce. Under British rule they were 
reduced to order, and their forts and military establishments 
were destroyed. 

See INDIA: History. For the various applications of the same 
Carnatic see the Imperial Gazetteer of India (Oxford, 1908). se.: for 
the results of the latest researches in the early history of the country 
see V. A. Smith, Early History of India (2nd ed., Oxford. tuest). and 
Robert Sewell, A Forgouea Empire (Vijayanagar), (London. moo)- 

CARNATION (Dianthus Caryophyllas, natural order Canto-
phytlaceae), a garden Hower, a native of southern Europe, but 
occasionally found in an apparently wild state in England_ 
It has long been held in high estimation for the beauty and the 
delightful fragrance of its blossoms. The varieties are 1/11/DerOUS. 
and are ranged under three groups, called bizarre, fakes and 
picolees. The last, from their distinctness of character, are DOW 
generally looked upon as if they were a different plant, whereas 
they are, in truth, but a seminal development from the carnation 
itself, their number and variety being entirely owing to the 
assiduous endeavours of the modern florist to vary and to 
improve them. 

The true carnations, as distinguished from picotees, are those 
which have the colours arranged in longitudinal stripes or bars 
of variable width on each petal, the ground colour being white. 
The bizorres are those in which stripes of two-distinct colours 
occur on the white ground, and it is on the purity of the white 
ground and the dearness and evenness of the striping that the 
technical merit of each variety rests. There are scarlet bizarre 
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marked with scarlet and maroon, crimson bizarres marked with 
crimson and purple, and pink and purple bizarres marked with 
those two colours. The flakes have stripes of only one colour 
on the white ground; purple flakes are striped with purple, 
scarlet flakes with scarlet, and rose flakes with rose colour. The 
sells, those showing one colour only, as white, yellow, crimson, 
purple, rte, are commonly called doves. 

The picolee has the petals laced instead of striped with a 
distinct colour; the subgroups are red-edged, purple-edged, 
rose-edged and scarlet-edged, all having white grounds; each 
group divides into two sections, the heavy-edged and the light-
edged. In the heavy-edged the colour appears to be laid on in 
little touches, passing from the edge inwards, but so closely that 
they coalesce into one line of colour from to of an inch broad, 
and more or less feathered on the inner edge, the less feathered 
the better; the light-edged display only a fine edge, or " wire " 
edge, of colour on the white ground. Yellow picotees are a 
group of great beauty, but deficient in correct marking. 

During the decade 5898-1908 a new American race of carna-
tions became very popular with British growers. As the plants 
flower chiefly during the winfar—from October till the end of 
March—they are known as " winter flowering " or " perpetual "; 
they are remarkable for the charming delicacy and colouring 
of the blossoms and for the length of the flower-stalks. This 
enables them to be used with great effect during the dullest 
months of the year for all kinds of floral decorations. These 
varieties are propagated by layers or cuttings or " pipings." 

" Marguerite " carnations are lovely annuals remarkable for 
their beautifully fringed blossoms. They are easily raised from 
seeds every year, and should be treated like half-hardy annuals. 

What trade growers call " jacks " are seedling carnations with 
single flowers of no great value or beauty. Thousands of these 
are raised every year for supplying " grass " (as the foliage is 
called) to put with choicer varieties. Costermongers take 
advantage of the ordinary householders' ignorance of plants 
by selling " jacks " as choice varieties at a high price. 

Carnations are usually propagated by " layering " the non-
flowering shoots about the second or third week in July, in the 
open air; but almost at any period when proper shoots can be 
obtained under glass. Cuttings or " pipings " are also inserted 
in rich but very gritty soil in cold frames, or in beds with gentle 
bottom heat in greenhouses. The rooted layers may be removed 
and potted or planted out towards the end of September, or 
early in October, the choice sorts being potted in rather small 
pots and kept in a cold frame during winter, when damp is 
dangerous. 

New varieties can only be obtained from carefully saved seeds, 
or when a " sport " is produced—i.e. when a shoot with a flower 
differing entirely in colour from that of the parent plant appears 
unexpectedly. " Malmaison " carnations arose in this way, and 
are largely cultivated in greenhouses. 

The soil for carnations and picotees should be a good turfy 
loam, free from wireworm, and as fibry as it can be obtained; 
to four parts of this add one part of rotten manure and one of 
leaf-mould, with sufficient sharp sand to keep it loose. A 
moderate addition of old lime rubbish will also be an advantage. 
This should be laid up in a dry place, and frequently turned over 
so as to be in a free friable condition for use towards the end of 
February or early in March. 

Carnations are subject to several diseases, the worst being the 
" rust " (Uroncyces Caryopkilinus), " leaf-spot " and maggot. 
The first two are checked or prevented by spraying the plants 
with sulphide of potassium (x oz. to to gallons of water), taking 
care to avoid the painted woodwork; while the only way to 
deal with the carnation maggot is to pierce the centre of 
attacked plants with a needle, and to destroy the eggs whenever 
they are observed. 

Descriptive lists of the best varieties may be had from all the 
leading nurserymen. 

CARXEA. one of the great national festivals of Sparta, held in 
honour of Apollo Carneus. Whether Carneus (or Carnus) was 
originally an old Peloponnesian divinity subsequently identified  

with Apollo, or merely an " emanation " from him, is uncertain; 
but there seems no reason to doubt that Carneus means " the 
god of flocks and herds " (Hesychius, s.s. Kam:), in a wider 
sense, of the harvest and the vintage. The chief centre of his 
worship was Sparta, where the Carnes took place every year 
from the 7th to the 15th of the month Carneus (.• Metageitnion, 
August). During this period all military operations were sus-
pended. The Carnea appears to have been at once agrarian, 
military and piacular in character. In the last aspect it is 
supposed to commemorate the death of Carus, an Acamanian 
seer and favourite of Apollo, who, being suspected of espionage, 
was slain by one of the Heraclidae during the passage of the 
Dorians from Naupactus to Peloponnesus. By way of punish-
ment, Apollo visited the army with a pestilence, which only 
ceased after the institution of the Carnea. The tradition is prob-
ably intended to explain the sacrifice of an animal (perhaps a later 
substitute for a human being) as the representative of the god. 

The agrarian and military sides of the festival are clearly 
distinguished. (I) Five unmarried youths (Kapreiirat) were 
chosen by lot from each (tribe) for four years, to superintend the 
proceedings, the officiating priest being called &prig (" leader "). 
A man decked with garlands (possibly the priest himself) started 
running, pursued by a band of young men called arailmhodobliot 
(" running with bunches of grapes in their hands'); if he was 
caught, it was a guarantee of good fortune to the city; if not, 
the reverse. (a) In the second part of the festival nine tents 
were set up in the country, in each of which nine citizens, repre-
senting the phratries (or obae), feasted together in honour of the 
god (for buts or booths extemporized as shelters compare the 
Jewish feast of Tabernacles; and see W. Warde Fowler in 
Classical Review, March 1908, on the country festival in Tibullus 
ii. r). According to Demetrius of Scepsis (in Athenaeus iv. 14 1 ), 
the Carnea was an imitation of life in camp, and everything 
was done in accordance with the command of a herald. In regard 
to the sacrifice, which doubtless formed part of the ceremonial, 
all that is known is that a ram was sacrificed at Thurii. Other 
indications point to the festival having assumed a military char-
acter at an early date, as might have been expected among the 
warlike Dorians, although some scholars deny this. The general 
meaning of the agrarian ceremony is clear, and has numerous 
parallels in north European harvest-customs, in which an animal 
(or man disguised as an animal) was pursued by the reapers, the 
animal if caught being usually killed; in any case, both th•man 
and the animal represent the vegetation spirit. E. H. Binney 
in Classical Review (March t9o5) suggests that the story of 
Alcestis was performed at the Carnes (to which it may have 
become attached with the name of Apollo) as a vegetation 
drama, and " embodied a Death and Resurrection ceremony." 

The great importance attached to the festival and its month 
is shown in several instances. It was responsible for the delay 
which prevented the Spartans from assisting the Athenians at 
the battle of Marathon (Herodotus vi. io6), and for the despatch 
of a small advance guard under Leonidas to hold Thermopylae 
instead of the main army (Herodotus vii. zo6). Again, when 
Epidaurus was attacked in are by Argos, the movements of the 
Spartans under Agis against the latter were interrupted until 
the end of the month, while the Argives (on whom, as Dorians, 
the custom was equally binding), by manipulating the calendar, 
avoided the necessity of suspending operations (see Grote, Hist. 
of Greece, ch. 56; Thucydides v. 54)• 

See S. Wide, Lakonische Kulte (1893), and article " Karneios " in 
Roscher's Lesikon; L. Couve in Daremberg and Saglio's Dictionnaire 
des antiquaes; W. Mannhardt, Mythologische Forschungen (x883), 
p. 170, and Wald- and Feidkulte (and ed.. 1905), ii. 254; L. R. 
Farnell, Cults of the Greek Slates, iv. (1907); G. SchOmann, Griechische 
Altertamer (ed. J. H. Lipsius, 1902); J. G. Frazer on Pausanias, 
iii. 13. 3; H. Usener in Rheinisches Museum, Mi. (1898), p. 377; 
J. Vurtheim in Mnemosyne, xxxi. (1903). P. 234. 

CARNEADES (214-129 n.c.), Greek philosopher, founder of 
the Third or New Academy, was born at Cyrene. Little is 
known of his life. He learned dialectics under Diogenes the 
Stoic, and under Hegesinus, the third leader of the Academy in 
descent from Arcesilaus. The chief objects of his study, however, 
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Were the works of Chrysippus, opposition to whose views is the 
mainspring of his philosophy. " If Chrysippus had not been," 
he is reported to have said, " I had not been either." In ssS, 
together with Diogenes the Stoic and Critolaus the Peripatetic, 
he was sent on an embassy to Rome to justify certain depreda-
tions committed by the Athenians in the territory of Oropus. 
On this occasion he delivered two speeches on successive days, 
one in favour of justice, the other against it. His powerful 
reasoning excited among the Roman youth an enthusiasm for 
philosophical speculations, and the elder Cato insisted on 
Carneades and his companions being dismissed from the city. 

Carneades, practically a sth-century sophist, is the most 
important of the ancient sceptics. Negatively, his philosophy 
is a polemic against the Stoic theory of knowledge in all its 
aspects. All our sensations are relative, and acquaint us, not 
with things as they are, but only with the impressions that 
things produce upon us. Experience, he says, dearly shows 
that there is no true impression. There is no notion that may 
not deceive us; it is impossible to distinguish between false and 
true impressions; therefore the Stoic ejoarraolo saraXiirrue6 
(see Sroics) must be given up. There is no criterion of truth. 
Carneades also assailed Stoic theology and physics. In answer 
to the doctrine of final cause, of design in nature, he points to 
those things which cause destruction and danger to man, to the 
evil committed by men endowed with reason, to the miserable 
condition of humanity, and to the misfortunes that assail the 
good man. There is, he concludes, no evidence for the doctrine 
of a divine superintending providence. Even if there were 
orderly connexion of parts in the universe, this may have resulted 
quite naturally. No proof can be advanced to show that this 
world is anything but the product of natural forces. Carneades 
further attacked the very idea of God. He points out the contra-
diction between the attributes of infinity and individuality. 
Like Aristotle, he insists that virtue, being relative, cannot be 
ascribed to God. Not even intelligence can be an attribute of 
the divine Being. Nor can he be conceived of as corporeal or 
incorporeal. If corporeal, he must be simple or compound; if 
a simple and elementary substance, he is incapable of life and 
thought; if compound, he contains in himself the elements of 
dissolution. If incorporeal, he can neither act nor feel. In fact, 
nothing whatever can be asserted with certainty in regard to 
God. The general line of argument followed by Carneades 
anticipates much in modern thought. 

The positive side of his teaching resembles in all essentials 
that of Arcesilaus (q.v.). Knowledge being impossible, a wise 
man should practise Fray, (suspension of judgment). He will 
not even be sure that be can be sure of nothing. Ideas or notions 
are never true, but only probable; nevertheless, there are 
degrees of probability, and hence degrees of belief, leading to 
action. According to Carneades, an impression may be probable 
in itself; probable and uncontradicted (lorepioraoros, lit. " not 
pulled aside," not distracted by synchronous sensations, but 
shown to be in harmony with them) when compared with others; 
probable, uncontradicted, and thoroughly investigated and con-
firmed. In the first degree there is a strong persuasion of the 
propriety of the impression made; the second and third degrees 
are produced by comparisons of the impression with others 
associated with it, and an analysis of itself. His views on the 
summon bonum are not dearly known even to his disciple and 
successor Clitomachus. He seems to have held that virtue 
consisted in the direction of activity towards the satisfaction of 
the natural impulses. Carneades left no written works; his 
opinions seem to have been systematized by Clitomachus. 

See A. Getters, De Areesilae S uccessorrbus (1845) ; C. Gouraud, 
De Carneadis Vita el Placitis (1848); V. Brochard, Les Seephiques 
grecs (1887); C. Martha, " Le Philosophe Carneade Rome,' in 
Revue des deux mender, xxix. (1878), and She histories of philosophy ; 
also ACADEMY, GAHM. 

CARNEGIE, ANDREW (1837– ), American "captain of 
industry " and benefactor, was born in bumble 'circumstances 
in Dunfermline, Scotland, on the asth of November 1837. In 
5848 his father, who had been a Chartist, emigrated to America, 
settling in Allegheny City, Pennsylvania. The raw Scots lad  

started work at an early age as a bobbin-boy in a cotton factory, 
and a few years later was engaged as a telegraph dark and 
operator. His capacity was perceived by Mr T. A. Scott of 
the Pennsylvania railway, who employed him as a secretary-, 
and in 1859, when Scott became vice-president of the comInny 
he made Carnegie superintendent of the western division of the 
line. In this post he was responsible for several improvements 
in the service; and when the Civil War opened he accompanied 
Scott, then assistant secretary of war, to the front. The first 
sources of the enormous wealth he subsequently attained 
were his introduction of sleeping-cars for railways; and his 
purchase (1864) of Storey Farm on Oil Creek, where a large 
profit was secured from the oil-wells. But this was only a 
preliminary to the success attending his development of the 
iron and steel industries at Pittsburg. Foreseeing the extent to 
which the demand would grow in America for iron and steel, 
he started the Keystone Bridge works, built the Edgar Thomson 
steel-rail mill, bought out the rival Homestead steel works, and 
by 1888 had under his control an extensive plant served by 
tributary coal and iron fields, a railway sas m. long, and a line 
of lake steamships. As years went by, the various Carnegie 
companies represented in this industry prospered to such an 
extent that in mot, when they were incorporated in the United 
States Steel Corporation, a trust organized by Mr J. Pimpoat 
Morgan, and Mr Carnegie himself retired from business, be was 
bought out at a figure equivalent to a capital of approximately 

co,000,000. 
From this time forward public attention was turned from the 

shrewd business capacity which had enabled him to accumulate 
such a fortune to the public-spirited way in which be devoted 
himself to utilizing it on philanthropic objects. His views os 
social subjects, and the responsibilities which great wealth 
involved, were already known in a book entitled Triumphal 
Democracy, published in i886, and in his Gospel of Wedth 
(190o).. He acquired Skibo Castle, in Sutherlandshire, Scotland, 
and made his home partly there and partly in New York; and 
he devoted his life to the work of providing the capital for 
purposes of public interest, and social and educational advance-
ment. Among these the provision of public libraries in the 
United States and United Kingdom (and similarly in other 
English-speaking countries) was especially prominent, and 
" Carnegie libraries " gradually sprang up on all sides, his 
method being to build and equip, but only on condition that 
the local authority provided site and maintenance, and des to 
secure local interest and responsibility. By the end of rocs he 
had distributed over fici,000,000 for founding libraries alone. 
He gave (2,000,000 in tgioi to start the Carnegie Institute at 
Pittsburg, and the same amount (z9o2) to found the Carnegie 
Institution at Washington, and in both of these, and other. 
cases he added later to the original endowment. In Scotland 
he gave (2,000,000 in 19or to establish a trust for providing funds 
for assisting education at the Scottish universities, a benefaction 
which resulted in his being elected lord rector of St Andress 
University. He was a large benefactor of the Tuskegee Institute 
under Booker Washington for negro education. He also 
established large pension funds—in toot for his former employfs 
at Homestead, and in 1905 for American college professors. 
His benefactions in the shape of buildings and endowments 
for education and research are too numerous for detailed enumera-
tion, and are noted in this work under the headings of the rancor 
localities. But mention must also be made of his founding ci 
Carnegie Hero Fund commissions, in America (moo) and in the 
United Kingdom (19o8), for the recognition of deeds of hemisin 
his contribution of isoo,000 in 1903 for the erection of a Temple 
of Peace at The Hague, and of (1s0,000 for a Pan-American 
Palace in Washington as a home for the International Batas 
of American republics. In all his ideas he was dominated by 
an intense belief in the future and influence of the English-
speaking people, in their democratic government and alliance for 
the purpose of peace and the abolition of war, and in the progress 
of education on unsectarian lines. He was a powerful supporter 
of the movement for spelling reform, as a means of promoting 
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the spread of the English language. Mr Carnegie married in 
1087 and had one daughter. Among other publications by him 
were At; American Four-in-hand in Britain (1883), Round the 
Worid (,884), The Empire of Business (19o2), a Life of James 
Walt (19o5) and Problems of To-day (t9°8). 

CARNEGIE, a borough of Allegheny county, Pennsylvania, 
US.A., 6 m. S.W. of Pittsburg. Pop. (tom) 733o (1816 being 
foreign-born); (191o) to,ocg. It is served by the Pittsburg, Cin-
cinnati, Chicago & St Louis, the Pittsburg, Chartiers & Youg-
hiogheny, and the Wabash Pittsburg Terminal railways, and the 
Pittsburg street railway. Carnegie is situated in the beautiful 
valley of Chartiers Creek, and is in one of the coal and natural 
gas districts of the state. In the borough are a Carnegie library 
and St Paul's orphan asylum. Among the borough's manu-
factures are steel, lead, glass, ploughs and enamel- and tin-ware. 
There are alkaline and lithia mineral springs here. In 1894 
Carnegie, named in honour of Andrew Carnegie, was formed by 
the union of the boroughs Chartiers and Mansfield. 

CARNELIAN, a red variety of chalcedony, much used as an 
ornamental stone, especially for seals. The old name was 
carnelian, said to have been given in reference either to the 
horny appearance of the stone (Lat. coma, " horn '2) or to its 
resemblance in colour to the berry of the cornet; but the original 
word was corrupted to carnelian, probably in allusion to its 
reddish colour (earnests, " flesh-coloured"). Some carnelian, 
however, is brown, yellow or even white. Certain kinds of 
brown and bright red chalcedony, much resembling carnelian, 
pass under the name of sard (q.v.). The Hebrew odem was 
probably a red stone, either carnelian, sard or jasper. All 
carnelian is translucent and is thus distinguished from jasper 
of similar colour, which is always opaque. The red colour. of 
typical carnelian is due to the presence of ferric oxide. This is 
often developed artificially by exposure to sunshine, or to 
artificial heat, whereby any ferric hydrate in the stone becomes 
more or less dehydrated; or the stone is treated with a solution 
of an iron salt, like ferrous sulphate, and then heated, when 
ferric oxide is formed in the pores of the stone. An opaque 
white surface is sometimes produced artificially on a red 
carnelian: this is said to be done by coating the stone with 
carbonate of soda and then placing it on a red-hot iron; or by 
using a mixture of potash, white lead and certain vegetable 
juices, and heating it on charcoal. Inscriptions and figures in 
white on red carnelian (" burnt carnelian ") are well known from 
the East- Much carnelian comes from India, being mostly 
derived from agate-gravels, resulting from the disintegration of 
the Deccan traps, in the neighbourhood of Ratanpur, near 
Broach. A good deal of the carnelian now sold, however, is 
Brazilian agate, artificially stained. (See AGATE.) 

CARNESECCRI, PIETRO (1508-1567), Italian humanist, was 
the son of a Florentine merchant, who under the patronage of 
the Medici, and especially of Giovanni de' Medici as Pope 
Clement VII., rapidly rose to high office at the papal court. He 
came into touch 'with the new learning at the house of his 
maternal uncle, Cardinal Bernardo Dovizzi, in Rome. At the 
age of twenty-five he held several rich livings, had been notary 
and protonotary to the Curia, and was first secretary to the 
pope, in which capacity he conducted the correspondence with 
the nuncios (among them Pier Paolo Bergerio in Germany) and a 
host of other duties. By his conduct at the conference with 
Francis I. at Marseilles he won the favour of Catherine de' 
Medici and other influential personages at the French court, who 
in later days befriended him. He made the acquaintance of 
the Spanish reformer Juan de Valdes at Rome, and got to know 
him as a theologian at Naples, being especially drawn to him 
through the appreciation expressed by Bernardino Ochino, and 
through their mutual friendship with the Lady Julia Gonzaga, 
whose spiritual adviser he became after the death of Valdes. 
He became a leading spirit in the literary and religious circle 
that gathered round Valdes in Naples, and that aimed at effecting 
from within the spiritual reformation of the church. Under 
Valdes' influence he whole-heartcdly accepted Luther's doctrine 
K justification by faith, though he repudiated a policy of schism. 

When the movement of suppression began, Carnesecchi was impli-
cated. For a time he found shelter with his friends in Paris, and 
from 1552 he was in Venice leading the party of reform in that 
city. In r557 he was cited (for the second time) before the 
tribunal in Rome, but refused to appear. The death of Paul IV. 
and the accession of Pius IV. in 1559 made his position easier, 
and he came to live in Rome. With the accession of Pius V. 
(Michael Ghislieri) in 1565 the Inquisition renewed its activities 
with fiercer zeal than ever. Carnesecchi was in Venice when the 
news reached him, and betook himself to Florence, where, think-
ing himself safe, he was betrayed by Cosimo, the duke, who wished 
to curry favour with the pope. From July 4566 he lay in prison 
over a year. On the 21st of September 1567 sentence of degrada-
tion and death was passed on him and sixteen others, ambassadors 
from Florence vainly kneeling to the pope for some mitigation, 
and on the sst. of October he was publicly beheaded and then 
burned. 

CARNIOLA (Ger. Krain), a duchy and crown-land of Austria, 
bounded N. by Carinthia, N.E. by Styria, S.E. and S. by 
Croatia, and W. by Gam and Gradisca, Trieste and Istria. It 
has an area of 3856 sq. in. Carniola is for the most part a moun-
tainous region, occupied in the N. by the Alps, and in the S. by 
the Karst (q.v.) or Carso Mountains. It is traversed by the 
Julian Alps, the Karawankas and the Steiner „Alps, which 
belong all to the southern zone of the Eastern Alps. The highest 
point in the Julian Alps is formed by the three sugar-loaf peaks of 
the Triglav or Terglou (9394 ft.), which offers one of the finest 
views in the whole of the Alps, and which bears on its northern 
declivity the only glacier in the province. The Triglav is the 
dividing range between the Alps and the Karst Mountains, and 
its huge mass also forms the barrier between three races: the 
German, the Slavonic and the Italian. Other high peaks are the 
Mangan (8784 ft.) and the Jaluz (8708 ft.). The Karawankas, 
which form the boundary between Carinthia and Carniola, have 
as their highest peak the Stou or Stuhlberg (7344 ft.), and are 
traversed by the Loibl Pass (4492 ft.). They are continued by 
the Steiner or Santhalcr Alps, which have as their highest peak 
the Grintouz or Grintovc (8393 ft.). This peak is situated on the 
threefold boundary of Carinthia, Carniola and Styria, and affords 
a magnificent view of the whole Alpine neighbouring region. 
The southern part of Carniola is occupied by the following 
divisions of the northern ramifications of the Karst Mountains: 
the Birnbaumer Wald with the highest peak, the Nanos (4275 ft.), 
and the Krainer Schneeberg (5890 ft.); the Hornwald with the 
highest peak, the Hornbllchl (3608 ft.), and the Uskokengebirge 
(3874 ft.). The portion of Carniola belonging to the Karst 
region presents a great number of caves, subterranean streams, 
funnels and similar phenomena. Amongst the best-known are 
the grottos of Adelsberg, the larger ones of Planina and the 
Krcuzberghohle near Laas. 

With the exception of the Idria and the Wippach, which as 
tributaries of the Isonzo belong to the basin of the Adriatic, 
Carniola belongs to the watershed of the Save. The Save or Sau 
rises within the duchy, and is formed by the junction at Rad-
mannsdorf of its two head-streams the Wurzener Save and the 
Wocheiner Save. Its principal affluents are the Ranker and the 
Steiner Feistritz on the left, and the Zeyer or Sora, the Laibach 
and the Gurk on the right. The most remarkable of these rivers 
is the Laibach, which rises in the Kant region under the name of 
Poik, takes afterwards a subterranean course and traverses the 
Adelsberg grotto, and appears again on the surface near Planina 
under the name of Unz. Shortly after this it takes for the 
second time a subterranean course, to appear finally on the 
surface near Oberlaibach. The small torrent of Rothwcin, which 
flows into the Wurzener Save, forms near Veldes the splendid 
series of cascades known as the Rotbwein Fall. Amongst the 
principal lakes are the Wochein, the Weissenfcls, the Veldes, 
and the seven small lakes of the Triglav; while in the Karst 
region lies the famous periodical lake of Zirknitz, known to the 
Romans as Lacus Lugens or Lugea Palus. 

The climate is rather severe, and the southern part is exposed 
to the cold north-eastern wind, known as the Bora. The mean 
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annual temperature at Laibach is 48.4 °  F., and the rainfall 
amounts to 72 ins. Of the total area only 14-8% is under 
cultivation, and the crops do not suffice for the needs of the 
province; forests occupy 44•4%, 17.2% are meadows, 15.7% 
are pastures, and 1.17% of the soil is covered by vineyards. 
Large quantities of flax are grown, while the timber trade is of 
considerable importance. Fish and game are plentiful, and the 
silkworm is bred in the warmer districts. The principal mining 
product is mercury, extracted at Idria, while iron and copper 
ore, zinc and coal are also found. The industry is not well 
developed, but the weaving of linen and lace is pursued as a 
household industry. 

Carniola had in 1900 a population of 508,348, which cone-
sponds to 132 inhabitants per sq. m. Nearly 95% were Slovenes 
and 5% Germans, while 99% of the population belonged to the 
Roman Catholic Church. The local diet, of which the bishop of 
Laibach is a member ex officio, is composed of thirty-seven 
members, and Carniola sends eleven deputies to the Reichsrat at 
Vienna. For administrative purposes the province is divided 
into eleven districts and one autonomous municipality, Laibach 
(Pap. 36,547), the capital. Other important places are Oberlai-
bach (5882), Idria (5772),  Gurkfcld (5294), Zirknith (5 266), 
Adelsberg (3636), Neumarktl (2626), Krainburg (2484) and 
Gottschee (2421). 

Carniola derives its modern name from the Slavonic word 
Krajina (frontier). During the Roman Empire it formed part of 
Noricum and Pannonia. The Slavonic population settled here 
during the end of the 6th and the beginning of the 7th century. 
Conquered by Charlemagne, the most of the district was bestowed 
on the duke of Friuli; but in the Toth century the title of 
margrave of Carniola began to be borne by a family resident in 
the castle of Kieselberg near Krainburg. Various parts of the 
present territory were, however, held by other lords, such as the 
duke of Carinthia and the bishop of Freising. Towards the close 
of the 14th century all the separate portions had come by in-
heritance or bequest into the hands of Rudolph IV. of Austria, 
who took the title of duke of Carniola; and since then the duchy 
has remained a part of the Austrian possessions, except during 
the short period from 18o9 to 1813, when it was incorporated 
with the French Illyrian Provinces. In 1849 it became a separate 
crown-land. 

See Dinka, Geschichie Krains von der aliesten Zeit bis 1813 
(4 vols., Laibach, 1874- 1876). 

CARNIVAL (Med. Lat. carndevarium, from taro, carnis, 
flesh, and Lenart, to lighten or put aside; the derivation from 
valere, to say farewell, is unsupported), the last three days pre-
ceding Lent, which in Roman Catholic countries are given up to 
feasting and merry-making. Anciently the carnival was held 
to begin on twelfth night (6th January) and last till midnight 
of Shrove Tuesday. There is little doubt that this period of 
licence represents a compromise which the church always inclined 
to make with the pagan festivals and that the carnival really 
represents the Roman Saturnalia. Rome has ever been the 
headquarters of .  carnival, and though some popes, notably 
Clement IX. and XI. and Benedict XIII., made efforts to stem 
the tide of Bacchanalian revelry, many of the popes were great 
patrons and promoters of carnival keeping. Paul II. was notable 
in this respect. In his time the Jews of Rome were compelled 
to pay yearly a sum of 1130 golden florins (the thirty being added 
as a special memorial of Judas and the thirty pieces of silver), 
which was expended on the carnival. A decree of Paul II., 
minutely providing for the diversions, orders that four rings of 
silver gilt should be provided, two in the Piazza Navona and two 
at the Monte Testaccio—one at each place for the burghers and 
the other for the retainers of the nobles to practise riding at the 
ring. The pope also orders a great variety of races, the expenses 
of which are to be paid from the papal exchequer—one to be 
run by the Jews, another for Christian children, another for 
Christian young men, another for sexagenarians, a fifth for 
asses, and a sixth for buffaloes. Under Julius III. we have long 
accounts of bull-hunts--or rather hull-baits—in the Forum, 
with gorgeous descriptions of the magnificence of the dresses,  

and enormous suppers in the palace of the Conservatori in the 
capitol, where seven cardinals, together with the duke Oraao 
Farnese, supped at one table, and all the ladies by themselves 
at another. After the supper the whole party went into the 
courtyard of the palace, which was turned into the semblance of 
a theatre, " to see a most charming comedy which was admir-
ably played, and lasted so long that it was not over till ten 
o'clock!" Even the austere and rigid Paul IV. (ob. 155o) 
used to keep carnival by inviting all the Sacred College to dine 
with him. Sixtus V., who was elected in 1585, set himself to the 
keeping of carnival after a different fashion. Determined to 
repress the lawlessness and crime incident to the period, be set 
up gibbets in conspicuous places, as well as whipping-pmts. 
the former as a hint to robbers and cut-throats, the latter in 
store for minor offenders. We find, further, from the provisions 
made at the time, that Sixtus reformed the evil custom of throw-
ing dirt and dust and flour at passengers, permitting only flowers 
or sweetmeats to be thrown. 

The later popes for the most part restricted the public festivi-
ties of the carnival to the last six or seven days immediately 
preceding Ash Wednesday. The municipal authorities of the 
city, on whom the regulation of such matters now depends,allos 
ten days. The carnival sports at Rome anciently consisted of 
three divisions: (1) the races in the Corso (formerly called the 
Via Lata, and taking its present name from them), which appear 
to have been from time immemorial a part of the festivity; (a) the 
spectacular pageant of the Agona; (3) that of the Testaccio. 

Of other Italian cities, Venice used in old times to be the 
principal home, after Rome, of carnival. To-day Turin, Milan, 
Florence, Naples, all put forth competing programmes. In 
old times Florence was conspicuous for the licentiousness of its 
carnival; and the Conti Carnascialesai, or carnival songs, of 
Lorenzo de' Medici show to what extent the licence was carried. 
The carnival in Spain lasts four days, including Ash Wednesday. 
In France the merry-making is restricted almost entirely to 
Shrove Tuesday, or snardi gras. In Russia, where no Ash 
Wednesday is observed, carnival gaieties last a week from Sunday 
to Sunday. 

CARNIVORA,, the zoological order typified by the larger 
carnivorous placental land mammals of the present day, such 
as lions, tigers and wolves, but also including species like bears 
whose diet is largely vegetable, as well as a number of smaller 
flesh-eating species, together with the seals and their relatives, 
and an extinct Tertiary group. Apart from this distinct group 
(see CREODONTA), the Carnivore are characterized by the follow-
ing features. They are unguiculate, or clawed mammals, with 
never less than four toes to each foot, of which the first is never 
opposable to the rest; the claws, or nails, being more or less 
pointed although occasionally rudimentary. The teeth com-
prise a deciduous and a permanent series, all being rooted, and the 
latter divisible into the usual four series. In front there is a series 
of small pointed incisors, usually three in number, on each side. 
of both jaws, of which the first is always the smallest and the 
third the largest, the difference being most marked in the upper 
jaw; these are followed by strong conical, pointed, reclined 
canines; the premolars and molars are variable, but generally. 
especially in the anterior part of the series, more or less com-
pressed, pointed and trenchant; if the crowns are flat and 
tuberculated, they are never complex or divided into lobes by 
deep inflexions of enamel. The condyle of the lower jaw is 
transversely placed half-cylinder working in a deep glcno.d 
fossa of corresponding form. The brain varies much in sit: 
and form, but the hemispheres are never destitute of convo-
lutions. The stomach is always simple and pyriform; the 
caecum is either absent or short and simple; and the colon is 
not sacculated or much wider than the small intestine. Vesicadae 
scminales are never developed, but Cowper's glands may be 
present or absent. The uterus is two-horned, and the teats are 
abdominal and variable in number; while the placenta is 
deciduate, and almost always zonary. The clavicle is often 
absent, and when present never complete. The radius and ulna 
are distinct; the scaphoid and lunar of the tarsus are united; 
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there is never an os centrale in the adult; and the fibula is 
distinct. 

The large majority of the species subsist chiefly on animal 
food, though many are omnivorous, and a few chiefly vegetable-
eaters. The more typical forms live altogether on recently-
killed warm-blooded animals, and their whole organization is 
thoroughly adapted to a predaceous mode of life. In conformity 
with this manner of obtaining their subsistence, they are gener-
ally bold and savage in disposition, though some are capable 
of being domesticated, and when placed under favourable cir-
cumstances exhibit a high degree of intelligence. 

1. FISSIPEDI 
The typical section of the group, the Carnivore Vera,Fissipedia 

or Carnassidentia, includes all the existing terrestrial members 
of the order, together with the otters and sea-otters. In this 
section the fore-limbs never have the first digit, or the hind-
limbs the first and fifth digits, longer than the others; and the 
incisors are on each side, with very rare exceptions. The 
cerebral hemispheres are more or less elongated; always with 
three or four convolutions on the outer surface forming arches 
above each other, the lowest surrounding the Sylvian fissure. 
In the cheek-series there is one specially modified tooth in each 
jaw, to which the name of " sectorial " or " carnassial " is 
applied. The teeth in front of this are more or less sharp-
pointed and compressed; the teeth behind broad and tuber-
culated. The characters of the sectorial teeth deserve special 
attention, as, though fundamentally the same throughout the 
group,they are greatly modified in different genera. The upper 
sectorial is the most posterior of the teeth which have pre-
decessors, and is therefore reckoned as the last premolar (Li of 
the typical dentition). It consists of a more or less compressed 
blade supported on two roots and an inner lobe supported by 
a distinct root (see fig. a). The blade when fully developed 
has three cusps (a, 2 and 3), but the anterior is always small, 
and often absent. The middle cusp is conical, high and pointed; 
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Fin. 1.—Left upper sectorial or carnassial teeth of Carnivore. 

I, Fells; II, Canis; Ill, Ursus. I, anterior, 2, middle, and 3, 
posterior cusp of blade; 4, inner cusp supported on distinct root; 

ri 3, inner cusp, posterior in position, and without distinct root, 
characteristic of the Ursidae. 

and the posterior cusp has a compressed, straight, knife-like edge. 
The inner cusp (4) varies in extent, but is generally placed near 
the anterior end of the blade, though sometimes median in 
position. In the Ursidae alone both the inner cusp and its root 
are wanting, and there is often a small internal and posterior 
cusp (5) without root. In this family also the sectorial is rela-
tively to the other teeth much smaller than in other Carnivora. 
The lower sectorial (fig. 2) is the most anterior of the teeth 
without predecessors in the milk-series, and is therefore reckoned 
the first molar. It has two roots supporting a crown, consisting 
when fully developed of a compressed bibbed blade (t and 2), 
a heel (a), and an inner tubercle (3). The cusps of the blade, 
of which the hinder (2) is the larger, are separated by a notch. 
generally prolonged into a linear fissure. In the specialized 
Fdidae (I) the blade alone is developed, both heel and inner 

tubercle being absent or rudimentary. In Metes (V) and Ursus 
(VI) the heel is greatly developed, broad and tuberculated. 
The blade in these cases is generally placed obliquely, its flat 
or convex (outer) side looking forwards, so that the two lobes 
or cusps are almost side by side, instead of anterior and posterior. 
The inner tubercle (3) is generally a conical pointed cusp, placed 
to the inner side of the hinder lobe of the blade. The special 
characters of these teeth are more disguised in the sea-otter 
than in any other species, but even here they can be traced. 

zr 
FIG. 2.—Left lower sectorial or carnassial teeth of Carnivora. 

I, Fells; 11, Canis; Ill,  Herpestes; IV, Lutra ; V. Metes; VI. 
t. Anterior cusp of blade; 2, posterior cusp of blade; 

3, inner tubercle; 4, heel. It will be seen that the relative size of 
the two roots varies according to the development of the portion of 
the crown they respectively support. 

The toes are nearly always armed with large, strong, curved 
and sharp claws, ensheathing the terminal phalanges and held 
firmly in place by broad plates of bone reflected over their 
attached ends from the bases of the phalanges. In the Felidae 
these claws are " retractile "; the terminal phalange with the 
claw attached, folding back in the fore-foot into a sheath by the 
outer or ulnar side of the middle phalange of the digit, and 
retained in thisposition when at rest by a strong elastic ligament. 
In the hind-foot the terminal joint or phalange is retracted 
on to the top, and not the side of the middle phalange. By the 
action of the deep flexor muscles the terminal phalanges are 
straightened, the claws protruded from their sheath, and the 
soft " velvety " paw becomes suddenly converted into a formid. 
able weapon of offence. The habitual retraction of the claws 
preserves their points from wear. 

The land Carnivore are best divided into two subgroups or 
sections—(A) the Aeluroidea, or Herpestoidea, and (B) the 
Arctoidea; the recognition of a third section, Cynoidea, being 
rendered untenable by the evidence of extinct forms. 

(A) Aeluroidea.—In this section, which comprises the cats 
(Fclidae), civets (Viverridac) and hyenas (Hyarnidae), the 
tympanic bone is more or less ring-like, and forms only a part 
of the outer wall of the tympanic cavity; an inflated alisphenoid 
bulla is developed; and the external auditory meatus is short. 
In the nasal chamber ;he maxillo-turbinal is small and doubly 
folded, and does not cut off the naso-turbinal and adjacent 
bones from the nasal aperture. The carotid canal in the skull 
is short or absent. Cowper's glands are present, as is a prostate 
gland and a caecum, as well as a duodenal-jejunal flexure in 
the intestine, but an os penis is either wanting or small. 

The members of the cat tribe. or Fdidae, are collectively character-
ized by the following features. An alisphenoid is lacking on the 
lower aspect of the skull. In existing forms the usual e  
dental formula is i. I,  c. j, P. I, m. 1; the tapper molar 
being rudimentary and placed on the inner side of the carnassial, 
but the first premolar may be absent, while, as an abnormality, there 
may be a small second lower molar, which is constantly present an 
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some of the extinct forms. The auditory bulla and the tympanic 
are divided by an internal partition. The paroccipital process is 
separate from, or only extends to a slight degree upon the auditory 
bulls. The thoracic vertebrae number 13; the feet are digitigrade, 
with five front and four hind toes, of which the claws are retractile; 
and the metatarsus is haired all round. Anal glands are present. 

As regards the teeth, when considered in more detail, the incisors 
are small, and the canines large, strong, slightly recurved, with 
trenchant edges and sharp points, and placed wide apart. The pre-
molars are czressecl and sharp-pointed; the most posterior in 
the upper jaw the sectorial) being a large tooth, consisting of a 
comprmsed b , divided into three unequal cusps supported by 
two roots, with a small inner lobe placed near the front and supported 
by a distinct root (fir 1. I). The upper molar is a small tubercular 
tooth placed more or less transversely at the inner side of the hinder 
end of the last. In the lower jaw the molar (sectorial) is reduced to 
the blade, which is large, trenchant, compressed and divided into 
two subequal lobes (fig. 1, I). Occasionally it has a rudimentary 
heel, but never an inner tubercle. The skull generally is short and 
rounded, though proportionally more elongated in the larger forms; 
with the facial portion short and broad, and the zygomatic arches 
wide and strong. The auditory bullae are large, rounded and smooth. 
Vertebrae: C. 7, D. t3, L..7, S. 3, Ca. 13-29. Clavicles better 

other developed than in oth Carmvora, but not articulating with either 
the shoulder-bones or sternum. Of the five front toes, the third and 
fourth are nearly equal and longest, the second slightly, and the 
fifth considerably shorter. The first is still shorter, not reaching the 
metacarpophalangeal articulation of the second. In the hind-feet 
the third and fourth toes are the longest, the second and fifth some-
what shorter and nearly equal, while the first is represented only by 
the rudimentary metatarsal bone. The claws are large, strongly 
curved, compressed, very sharp, and exhibit the retractile condition 
in the highest degree. The tail varies greatly in length, being in 
some species a mere stump, in others nearly as long as the body. 
The ears are of moderate size, more or less triangular and pointed; 
and the eyes rather large, with the iris mobile, and with a pupillary 
aperture which contracts under the influence of light in some species 
to a narrow vertical slit, in others to an oval, and in some to a circular 
aperture. The tongue is thickly covered with sharp, pointed, re-
curved horny papillae; and the caecum is small and simple. 

As in structure so in habits, the cat may be considered the most 
specialized of all Carnivora, although they exhibit many features 
connecting them with extinct types. All the members of the group 
feed almost exclusively on warm-blooded animals which they have 
themselves killed, but one Indian species, Fells eive,rina, is said to 
prey on fish, and even fresh-water molluscs. Unlike dogs, they 
never associate inprcks, and rarely hunt their prey on open ground, 
but from some place of concealment wait until the unsuspecting 
victim comes within reach, or with noiseless and stealthy tread, 
crouching close to the ground for concealment, approach near enough 
to make the fatal spnng. In this manner they frequently attack 
and kill animals considerably exceeding their own size. They are 
mostly nocturnal, and the greater number, especially the smaller 
species, more or less arboreal. None are aquatic, and all take to 
the water with reluctance, though some may habitually haunt the 
banks of rivers or pools, because they more easily obtain their prey 
in such situations. The numerous species are widely diffused over 
the greater part of the habitable world, though most abundant in 
the warm latitudes of both hemispheres. None are, however, found 
in the Australian region, or in Madagascar. Although the Old 
World and New World cats (except perhaps the northern lynx) are 
all specifically distinct, no common structural character has been 
pointed out by which the former can be separated from the latter. 
On the contrary, most of 

i 
 the groups into which the family may be 

divided have representatives in both hemispheres. 
Notwithstanding the considerable diversity in external appearance 

and size between different members of this extensive family, the 
structural differences are but slight. The principal differences arc 
to be found in the form of the cranium, especially of the nasal and 
adjoining bones, the completeness of the bony orbit posteriorly, 
the development of the first upper premolar and of the inner lobe 
of the upper sectorial, the length of the tail, the form of the pupil. 
and the condition and coloration of the fur, especially the presence 
or absence of tufts or pencils of hair on the external ears. 

In the typical genus Fells, which includes the great majority of 
the species, and has a distribution coextensive with that of the 
family, the upper sectorial tooth has a distinct inner cusp, the claws 
are completely contractile, the tail is long or moderate, and the ears 
do not carry distinct tufts of hair. As regards the larger species, the 
lion (F. leo), tiger (F. Signs), leopard (F. pardus), ounce or snow-
leopard (F. cam) and clouded leopard (F. nebulous) are described 
in separate articles. Of other Old World species it must suffice to 
mention that the Tibetan Fontanier's cat (F. trislis), and the Indian 
marbled cat (F. mannorala), an ally of the above-mentioned clouded 
leopard, appear to be the Asiatic representatives of the American 
ocelots. The Tibetan Pallas's cat (F. maned) has been made the 
type of a distinct genus, Trichaelssrus, in allusion to its long coat. 
One of the largest of the smaller species is the African serval, at, 
(F. serval), which is yellow with solid black spots, has long limbs, 
and a relatively short tail. Numerous " tiger-cats " and " leopard- 

cats," such as the spotted F. benzalensis and the uniformly rhenium 
F. badia, inhabit tropical Asia; while representative species occur 
in Africa. The jungle-cat (F. dews), which in its slightly tufted 
ears and shorter tail foreshadows the lynxes, is common to both 
continents. Another African species (F. walla) appears to have 
been the chief progenitor of the European domestic cat, which has. 
however, apparently been crossed to some extent with the ordinary 
wild cat (F. talus). Of the New World species, F. conceder. the puma 
or couguar, commonly called " panther" in the United States 
is about the size of a leopard, but of a uniform brown colour, spotted 

i only when young, and is extensively distributed in both North and 
South America, ranging between the parallels of ote N. and so* S., 
where it is represented by numerous local races, varying in size and 
colour. F. onto. the jaguar, is a larger and more powerful animal 
than the last, and more resembles the leopard in its colours; it is 
also found in both North and South America, although with a less 
extensive range, reaching northwards only as far as Texas. and 
southwards nearly to Patagonia (see JAGUAR). F. paniales and 
several allied smaller, elegantly-spotted species inhabiting the 
intratropical regions of America, are commonly confounded under 
the name of ocelot or tiger-cat. F. yagnaronds. rather larger than 
the domestic cat, with an elongated head and body. and of a uniform 
brownish-grey colour, ranges from northern Mexico to Paraguay: 
while the allied F. era is a small ca:, weasel-like in form, havm/gas 
elongated head, body and tail, and short limbs, and is of a uniform ht 
reddish-brown colour. It is a native of South America and Mexico 
F. pajeros is the Pampas cat. 

The typical lynxes, as represented by Lynx borealis (L. lynx), the 
southern L. pardina, and the American L. rule, are a northern group 
common to both hemispheres, and characterized by their tufted 
ears, short tail, and the presence of a rudimentary heel to the lower 
carnassial tooth. As a rule, they are more or less spotted in winter. 
but tend to become uniformly-coloured in summer. They are cos- 
nected with the more typical cats by the long-tailed and uniformly 
red cetera!, Lynx (Cavaco) can:cal. of India, Persia and Africa, and 
the propriety of separating them from Fells may be open to doubt 
(Set LYNX and CARACAL). 

However this may be, there can be no doubt of the right of the 
hunting-leopard or chits (cheeta), as, in common with the leopard, 
it is called in India, to distinction from all the other cats as a distinct 
genus, under the name of cynaelsgrus jubafus. From all the other 
Felidae this animal, which is common to Asia and Africa. is dis-
tinguished by the inner lobe of the upper sectorial tooth, though 
supported by a distinct root, having no salient cusp upon it. by the 
tubercular molar being more in a line with the other teeth. and by 
the claws being smaller. less curved and less completely retractile. 
owing.  to the feebler development of the elastic ligaments The 
skull as short and high, with the frontal region broad and elevated 
in consequence of the large development of air-sinuses. The head is 
small and round, the body light, the limbs and tail Irma. and the colour 
pale yellowish-brown with small solid black spots (see CHEETA). 

The family Viverridae, which includes the civet-cats. genets and 
mongooses, is nearly allied to the Felidae, but its members have 
a fuller dentition, and exhibit certain other structural 
differences from the cats, to the largest of which they •••••• 
make no approach in the matter of bodily size. As a rule. 

there is an alisphenoid canal; the cheek-dentition is p..1=--r  
3 Of 4 

24. The bulls is small and the tympanic large, with a lots 

division between them; and the paroccipital process is leaf-like 
and spread over the bulla. The number of dorsal vertebrae, except 
in the aberrant Proieles, is 13 or 14; the claws may be either 
completely or partially retractile or non-retractile: generally 
each foot. has five toes, but there may be four in front and by 
behind, the reverse of this, or only four on each foot; the gait may 
be either digitigrade or partially plantigrade: and the metatarsus 
may be either hairy or naked inferiorly. Anal, and in some cases 
also perinea!, glands are developed. The family is limited to the 
warmer parts of the Old World. 

Considerable difference of opinion prevails  with regard to the 
serial position of the fossa, or foussa (Cryproprocki fever). of Mada-
gascar. some writers considering that its affinities are so close to the 
Feluiae that it ought not to be included in the present family at 
all. Others, on the contrary, ree no reason to separate it from the 
IfiveTrirsese or more typical representatives of the civet-tribe. As a 
medium course, it may be regarded as the sole representative of 
special subfamily—Crypoproclinae—of the Viverridae. The sub-
family and genus are characterized by _possess ing a total of36 
teeth, arranged as +, f, c. f, p. f M. I. e teeth generally clmer 
resemble those of the Felidae. the first premolar of both jaws being 
very minute and early deciduous; the upper sectorial has a small 
inner lobe, quite at the anterior part: the molar is small and placed 
transversely: and the lower sectorial has a large trenchant bibbed 
blade. and a minute heel, but no inner tubercle. The skull is gener-
ally like that of Fells, but proportionally longer and narrower. with 
the orbit widely open behind. Vertebrae: C. 7, D. 13, L. 7. S. 3. 
Ca. 19. Body elongated. Limbs moderate in size. Feet sob-
plantigrade, with five well-develesied toes on each, carry* 
sharp, compressed, retractile claws. Ears moderate. Tail Ion and 
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cylindrical. The fauna is a sandy-coloured animal with an exceed- 

naprt
long tail (see Foussa). e   
more typical members of the group, constituting the subfamily 

Viserrisae, are characterized by their sharp, curved and largely 
retractile claws, the presence of five toes to each foot, and of perineal 
and one pair of anal glands, and a tympanic bone which retains to a 
great extent the primitive ring-like form, so that the external auditory 
meatus has scarcely any inferior lip, its orifice being close to the 
tympanic ring. The first representatives of the subfamily are the 
civet-cats, or civets (Vieerra and Viverricula), and the genets 
(Greene), in all of which the dentition is 1.3, c. f, p. re. ; total 40. 
The skull is elongated, with the facial portion small and compressed, 
and the orbits well-defined but incomplete behind. Vertebrae: 
C. 7, D. 13, L. 7 (or D. 14. L. 6), S. 3, Ca. 22-3o. Body elongated 
and comp .rmed. Head pointed in front; ears rather small. Ex-
tremities short. Feet small and rounded. Toes short, the first on 
fore and hind feet much shorter than the others. Palms and soles 
covered with hair, except the pads of the feet and toes, and in some 
species a narrow central line on the under side of the sole, extending 
backwards nearly to the heel. Tail moderate or long. The pair 
of large glands situated on the perineum (in both sexes) secretes an 
oily substance of a peculiarly penetrating odour. In the true civets, 
which include the largest members of the group, the teeth are stouter 
and less compressed than in the other genera; the second upper 
molar being especially large, and the auditory bulls smaller and 
more pointed in front; the body is shorter and stouter; the limbs 
are longer; the tail shorter and tapering. The under side of the 
tarsus is completely covered with hair, and the claws are longer and 
less retractile. Fur rather long and loose, and in the middle line of 
the neck and back especially elongated so as to form a sort of crest 
or mane. Pupil circular when contracted. Perinea) glands greatly 
developed:  These characters apply especially to V. civeffa, the 
African civet, or civet-cat, as it is commonly called, an animal 
rather larger than a fox, and an inhabitant of intratropical Africa. 
V. sibena, the Indian civet, of about equal size, approaches in many 
respects, especially in the characters of the teeth and feet and 
absence of the crest of elongated hair on the back, to the next section. 
It inhabits Bengal, China, the Malay Peninsula and adjoining 
islands. V. taxgalunga is a smaller but nearly allied animal from 
the same part of the world. From these three species and the next 
the civet of commerce, once so much admired as a perfume in 
England, and still largely used in the East, is obtained. The 
animals are kept in cages, and the odoriferous secretion collected by 
scraping the interior of the perineal follicles with a spoon or spatula. 
The single representative of the genus Viverricsda resembles in many 
respects the genets, but agrees with the civets in having the whole 
of the under aide of the tarsus hairy; the alisphenoid canal is gener-
ally absent. V. onalaccensis, the rasse, inhabiting India, China, 
Java and Sumatra, is an elegant little animal which affords a 
favourite perfume to the Javanese. The genets (GeneUa) are smaller 
animals, with more elongated and slender bodies, and shorter limbs 
than the civets. The skull is elongated and narrow; and the 
auditory bulls large, elongated and rounded at both ends. The 
teeth are.compressed and sharp-pointed, with a lobe on the inner 
side of the third, upper premolar not present in the previous genera. 
Pupil contracting to a linear aperture. Tail long, slender, ringed. 
Fur short and soft, spotted or cloudy. Under side of the metatarsus 
with a narrow longitudinal bald streak. Galata snsigaris, or G. 
gowns, the common genet, is found in France south of the river 
Loire, Spain, south-western Asia and North Africa. G. Mina, 
sessegaksuu., tigrina, victories and pardalis are other named species, 
all African in habitat. 

The Malagasy fossane (Fossa daubers:ow°, which has but little 
markings on the fur of the adult, differs by the absence of a scent-
pouch and the presence of a couple of bare spots on the under surface 
of the metatarsus. The beautiful linsangs (Linsanga or Prionodon), 
ranging from the eastern Himalaya to Java and Borneo, are repre-
sented by two or three species, easily recognizable by the broad 
transverse bands of blackish brown and yellow with which the body 
and tail are marked. They are specially distinguished by having 
only one pair of upper molars, thereby resembling the cats, with 
which, in correlation with their arboreal habits, they agree in their 
highly retractile claws, and the hairy surface of the under side of the 
metatarsus. About is in. is the length of the type species. In 
West Africa the linsangs are represented by Poiana rickardsani, a 
small species with a spotted genet-like coat, and also with a narrow 
naked stripe on the under surface of the metatarsus, as in genets. 

Here may be placed the two African spotted palm-civets of the 
genus Nandinia, namely N. biriatata from the west and N. gerrardi 
from the east forest-region. In common with the true palm-civets, 
t ■ have a dentition numerically identical with that of Viscera
and Gessatks, but the cusps of the hinder premolars and molars are 
much less sharp and pointed. They are peculiar in that the wall of 
the inner chamber of the auditory bulls never ossifies, while the 
paroccipital process is not flattened out and spread over the bulla. 
In this respect they resemble the Miocene European genus A nsphictis, 
as they do in the form of their teeth, so that they may be regarded as 
nearly related to the ancestral Viserridar, and forming in some 
degree a connecting link between the present and the next sub-
family. Nandi/Ms is also peculiar in possessing a kind of rudimentary 
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marsupial pouch. Apparently &plats faudoti. of Madagascar, 
which has been generally classed in the Herpestinae, is a nearly 
related animal, charactenzed by the reduction of its dentition, due 
to insectivorous habits (fig. 3); the canines being small, the anterior 
premolars canine-like, and the hinder premolars molariform. It is 
a uniformly-coloured creature of medium size. 

The palm-civets, or paradoxures, constituting the Asiatic genus 
Paradox-Inas, have, as already stated, the following dental formula, 
viz. 1. I, c. f, p. 3, m. i. total soi the cusps of the molars being 
low and blunted, and these teeth in the upper jaw much broader 
than in the civets. The head is pointed in front, with small rounded 
ears; the limbs are of medium length, with the soles of the feet 
almost completely naked, and fully retractile claws; while the long 
tail is not prehensile and clothed with hair of moderate length. 

FIG. 3.—Skull of Esspkres goudoli. 

Spots are the chief type of marking. The vertebrae number C. 7, 
D. t3, L. 7, S. 3, Ca. 29-36. Numerous relatively large species 
ranging from India to Borneo, Sumatra and Celebes, with one in 
Tibet, represent the genus. Nearly allied are Arctagale kiscatis, 
with a wide distribution, and A. irsrsorta, of Java, both longitudin-
ally striped species, with small and slightly separated molars, and a 
prolonged bony palate (see Pant-CIVET). 

The binturong (A rctiais binturong) has typically the same dental 
formula as the last, but the posterior upper molar and the first lower 
premolar are often absent. Molars small and rounded, with a dis-
tinct interval between every two, but formed generally on the same 
pattern as Paradazuras. Vertebrae: C. 7, D. 14, L. 3, S. 3, Ca. 34. 
Body elongated; head broad behind, with a small pointed face, 
long and numerous whiskers, and small ears, rounded, but clothed 
with a pencil of long hairs. Eyes small. Limbs short, with the 
soles of the feet broad and entirely naked. Tail very long and 
prehensile. Fur long and harsh. Caecum extremely small. The 
binturong inhabits southern Asia from Nepal through the Malay 
Peninsula to the islands of Sumatra and Java. Although structu-
rally agreeing closely with the paradoxures, its tufted ears, long, 
coarse and dark hair, and prehensile tail give it a very different 
external appearance. It is slow and cautious in its movements, 
chiefly if not entirely arboreal, and appears to feed on vegetables as 
well as animal substances (see BINTURONG). 

Hensitak is another modification of the paradoxure type, repre-
sented by H. kardsoickei of Borneo, an elegant-looking animal, 
smaller and more slender than the paradoxures, of light grey colour, 
with transverse broad dark bands across the back and loins. 

Cynozak also contains one Bornean species, C. bennetti, a curious 
otter-like modification of the viverrine type, having semi-aquatic 
habits, both swimming in the water and climbing trees, living upon 
fish, crustaceans, small mammals, birds and fruits. The number 
and general arrangement of the teeth are as in Paradozents, but the 
premolars are peculiarly elongated, compressed, pointed and re-
curved, though the molars are tuberculated. The head is elongated, 
with the muzzle broad and depressed, the whiskers are very long 
and abundant, and the ears small and rounded. Toes short and 
slightly webbed at the base. Tail short, cylindrical, covered with 
short hair. Fur very dense and soft, of a dark-brown colour, mixed 
with black and grey. 

In the mongoose group, or Herpestinae, the tympanic or anterior 
portion of the auditory bulla is produced into an ossified external 
auditory meatus of considerable length; while the paroccipital 
process never projects below the bulls, on the hinder surface of 
which, in adult animals, it is spread out and completely lost. The 
toes are straight, with long, unsheathed, non-retractile claws. 

In the typical mongooses or ichneumons, Herpestes, the dental 

formula is i. I, 	P , W 3 	I; total 40 or 36; the molars Or  
having generally strongly-developed, sharply-pointed cusps. The 
skull is elongated and constricted behind the orbits. The face is 
short and compressed, with the frontal region broad and arched. 
Post-orbital processes of frontal and jugal bones well developed, 
generally meeting so as to complete the circle of the orbit behind. 
Vertebrae: C. 7, U. t3, L. 7, S. 3, Ca. 21-26. Head pointed in front. 
Ears short and rounded. Body long and slender. Extremities 
short. Five toes on each foot, the first, especially that on the hind-
foot, very short. Toes free, or but slightly palmated. Soles of 
fore-feet and terminal portion of those of hind-pair naked; under 
surface of metatarsus clothed with hair. Tail long or moderate, 
generally thick at the base, and sometimes covered with more or 
less elongated hair. The longer hairs covering the body and tail 
almost always ringed. The genus is common to the warmer parts of 
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Asia and Africa, and while many of the species, like the Egyptian 
H. ichneumon and the ordinary Indian mongoose, H. mungo, are 
pepper-and-salt coloured, the large African H. albicauda has the 
terminal two-thirds of the tail clothed with long white hairs (see 
ICHNEUMON). 

The following distinct African and Malagasy generic representa-
tives of the subfamily are recognized. viz. Helogale, with / premolars, 
and containing the small South African H. pomula and a variety of 
the same. Bdeogale crosszcanda and two allied tropical African 
species differ from Herpcsks in having only four toes on each foot. 
The orbit is nearly complete, and the tail of moderate length and 
rather bushy. In Cynictis, which has the orbit completely closed, 
there are five front and four hind toes; and the skull is shorter and 
broader than in Herpesies, rather contracted behind the orbits, the 
face short, and the anterior chamber of the auditory bulla very 
large. The front claws are elongated. Includes only C. penfillata 
from South Africa. 

All the foregoing herpestines have the nose short, with its under 
surface flat, bald, and with a median longitudinal groove. The 
remaining forms have the nose more or less produced, with its 
under side convex, and a space between the nostrils and the upper 
lip covered with closely pressed hairs, and without any median 
groove. The South African Rhynchogale muelleri, a reddish animal 
with five toes to each foot and I (abnormally I) premolars, alone 
represents the first genus. The cusimanses (Crossarrhns), which 
differ by having only f  premolars, and thus a total of 36 teeth, 
include, on the other hand, several species. The muzzle is elopgated, 
the claws on the fore-feet are long and curved, the first front toe is 
very short; the under surface of the metatarsus naked; and the 
tail shorter than the body, tapering. . Fur harsh. Includes C. ob-
scures, the cusimanse, a small burrowing animal from West Africa, 
of uniform dark-brown colour, C. fasciatus, C. zebra, C. gambianus 
and others. Lastly, we have Somata, a more distinct genus than 

i any of the above. The dental formula is as in the last, but the teeth 
of the molar series are remarkably short in the antero-posterior 
direction, corresponding with the shortness of the skull generally. 
Orbits complete behind. Vertebrae: C. 7, D. 15, L. 6, S. 3, Ca. 20. 
Though the had is short and broad, the nose is pointed and rather 
produced and movable, while the cars are very short. Body shorter 
and limbs longer than in Iler pestes. Toes 4.4. Claws on fore-feet 
very long and narrow, arched, pointed and subequal. Hind-feet 
with shorter claws, soles hairy. Tail rather shorter than the body. 
One species only is known, the meerkat or suricate, S. ietradactyla, 
a small grey-brown animal, with dark transverse stripes on the 
hinder part of the back, from South Africa. 

The names Gall:dials, Golidia and Hemigalidia indicate three 
generic modifications of the Ikrpestinae, all inhabitants of Mada-
gascar. The best-known, Galidm degans, is a lively squirrel-like 
little animal with soft fur and a long bushy tail, which climbs and 
jumps with agility. It is of a chestnut-brown colour, the tail being 
ringed with darker brown. Galidittis siiiaia and G. sirioia chiefly 
differ from the ichneumons in their coloration, being grey with 
parallel longitudinal stripes of dark brown. 

Considerable diversity of opinion prevails with regard to the 
serial position of the aard-wolf, or maned jackal (Profits cristalus), 
of southern and eastern Africa, some authorities making it the 
representative of a family .  by itself, others referring it to the 
Hyaenidae, while others again regard it as a modified member of the 
Viverrielae. After all, the distinction either way cannot be very 
great, since the two families just named are intimately connected 

marks 	
. 

by 	rks of the extinct Ictilherium. With the Vieerridae it agrees 
in having the auditory bulla divided, while in the number of dorsal 
vertebrae it is hyena-like. The cheek-teeth are small, far apart, 

ry and almost rudimentary in character (see fig. 4), and the canines 

long and rather slender. The dental formula is el 

a  leit

, p.m. • 

total 30 or 32. Vertebrae: C. 7, D. 15, L. 5, S. 2, Ca. 24. The 
fore-feet with five toes; the first, though short, with a distinct claw. 
The hind-feet with four subequal toes; all, like those of the fore-foot, 
furnished with strong, blunt, non-retractile claws (see AARD-WOLF). 

The hyenas or hyaenas (Hyaenidae) differ from the preceding 
family (Viturridae) in the absence of a distinct vertical partition 

between the two halves of the auditory bulla; and are 
fro.."88  further characterized by the absence of an alisphenoid 

canal, the reduction of the molars to j, and the presence 
of is dorsal vertebrae. The dental formula in the existing forms 
(to which alone all these remarks apply) is i. f, c. p. f, in. I; 
total 34; the teeth, especially the canines and premolars, being very 
large, strong and conical. Upper sectorial with a large, distinctly 
trilobed blade and a moderately developed inner lobe placed at the 
anterior extremity of the blade. Molar very small, and placed trans-
versely close to the hinder edge of the last, as in the &lam. Lower 
sectorial consisting of little more than the bathed blade. Zygomatic 
arches of skull very wide and strong; and sagittal crest high, giving 
attachment to very powerful biting muscles. Orbits incomplete 
behind. Vertebrae: C. 7, D. t5, L. 5, S. 4, Ca. In. Limbs rather 
long, especially the anterior pair, digitigrade, four subequal toes on 
each, with stout non-retractile claws, the first toes being represented 
by rudimentary metacarpal and metatarsal bones. Tail rather  

short. A large post-anal median glandular pouch, into which the 
largely developed anal scent glands pour their secretion. 

The three well-characterized species of Hyaena are divisible into 
two sections, to which some zoologists assign generic rank. In the 
typical species the upper molar is moderately developed and three-
rooted ; and an inner tubercle and heel more or less developed 
on the lower molar. Ears large and pointed. Hair long, forming a 
mane on the back and shoulders. Represented firstly by H. stoats, 

FIG. 4.—Skuff and Dentition of Aa rd- Wolf (Protelestristatus). 

the striped hyena of northern and eastern Africa and southern 
Asia ; and II. brunnta of South Africa, in some respects intermediate 
between this and the next section. In the second section, forming the 
subgenus CIOCUill, the upper molar is extremely small, two- or one-
rooted, often deciduous; the lower molar without trace of inner 
tubercle. and with an extremely small heel. Ears moderate, rounded 
Hair not elongated to form a mane. The spotted hyena, Hyaena 
(Omura) crochia, of which, like the striped species, there are several 
local races, represents this group, and ranges all over Africa south 
of the Sahara. In dental characters the first section inclines mare 
to the Vszerridoe, the second to the Felidae; or the second may be 
considered as the more specialized form, as it certainly is in its 
visceral anatomy, especially in that of the reproductive organs of 
the female. (See HYENA.) 

(B) Arcloidca.—So far as the auditory 'region of the skull 
is concerned, the existing representatives of the dog tribe or 
Canidae are to a great extent intermediate between the cat and 
civet group (Aelnroidea) on the one hand, and the typical 
representatives of the bear and weasel group on the other. 
They were consequently at one time classed in an intermediate 
group—the Cynoidca; but fossil forms show such a complete 
transition from dogs to bears as to demonstrate the artificial 
character of such a division. Consequently, the dogs are in-
cluded in the bear-group. In this wider sense the Arctoidea 
will be characterized by the tympanic bone being disk-shaped 
and forming the whole of the outer wall of the tympanic cavity; 
the large size of the external auditory meatus or tube; and the 
large and branching maxillo-turbinal bone, which cuts off the 
nano-turbinal and two adjacent bones from the anterior nasal 
chamber. The tympanic bulla has no internal partition. There 
is a large carotid canal. Cowper's glands are lacking; and there 
is a large penial bone. 

From all the other members of the group the Canidae are broadly 
distinguished (in the case of existing forms) by the large and we 

 tympanic bulla, with which the paroccipital 
process is in contact. An alisphenoid canal is present. 
The feet are digitigrade, usually with five (in one instance four) 
front and always four hind-toes. The molars—generally (-
have tall cusps, and the sectorials are large and powerful(figs.I 
and a). The intestine has both a ducdeno-jejunal fleawe and a 
caecum. A prostate gland is present; but there are no glands m 
the vasa deferentia; the penial bone is grooved; and anal glands 
are generally developed. The distribution of the family is ozazeo-
politan. The normal dentition is i. I, c. I. p. 	mg. t; total 
thus differing from the typical series only by the loss of the last pair 
of upper molars (present in certain extinct forms). In the characters 
of the teeth the group is the most primitive of all Carnivora. Typi-
cally the upper sectorial (fig. t, II) consists of a stout blade, of when 
the anterior cusp is almost obsolete, the middle cusp large, conical 
and pointed backwards, and the posterior cusp in the form of a 
compressed ridge; the inner lobe is very small, and placed at the 
fore part of the tooth. The first molar is more than half the anterm 
posterior length of the sectorial, and considerably wider than long: 
Its crown consists of two prominent conical cusps, of which the 
anterior is the larger, and a low, broad inward prolongation, suppart-
ing two more or less distinct cusps and a raised inner border. The 
second molar resembles the first m general form, but is considerably 
smaller. The lower sectorial (fig. 2, II) is a large tooth, with a 
strong compressed bilobed blade, the hinder lobe being considerably 
the larger and more pointed, a small but distinct Inner tubercle 
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placed at the hinder margin of the posterior lobe of the blade, and 
a broad, low, tuberculated heel, occupying about one-third of the 
whole length of the tooth. The second molar is less than half the = of the first, with a pair of cusps placed side by side anteriorly, 

less distinct postenor pair. The third is an extremely small 
and simple tooth with a subcircular tuberculated crown and single 
root. 

Views differ in regard to the best classification of the Canidae, 
some writers adopting a number of generic groups, while others con-
sider that very few meet the needs of the case. In retaining the old 
genus Canis in the wide sense, that is to say, inclusive of the foxes, 
Professor Max Weber is followed. The best cranial character by 
which the different members of the family may be distinguished is 
that in dogs, wolves and jackals the post-orbital process of the 
frontal bone is regularly smooth and convex above, with its extremity 
teat downwards, whereas in foxes the process is hollowed above, 
with its outer margin (particularly of the anterior border) somewhat 
raised. This modification coincides in the main with the division 
of the group into two parallel series, the Thooids or Lupine forms 
and Alopecoids or Vulpine forms, characterized by the presence 
of frontal air-sinuses in the former, which not only affects the 
external form but to a still greater degree the shape of the anterior 
part of the cranial cavity, and the absence of such sinuses in the 
latter. The pupil of the eye when contracted is round in most 
members of the first group, and vertically elliptical in the others, 
bat more observations are required before this character can be 
absolutely relied upon. The form and length of the tail is often used 
for the purposes of classification, but its characters do not coincide 

FIG. 5.—The African Hunting-Dog (Lycaon pietas). 

with those of the cranium, as many of the South American Celticlac 
have the long bushy tails of foxes and the skulls of wolves. 

The most aberrant representative of the thooid series is the 
African hunting-dog (Lycaon pietas, fig. 5), which differs from the 
other members of this series by the teeth being rather more massive 
and rounded, the skull shorter and broader, and the presence of 
but four toes on each limb, as in Hyena. The hunting-dog, from 
south and east Africa, is very distinct externally from all other 
Canidae; being nearly as large as a mastiff, with large, broadly 
ovate erect ears and a singular colouring, often consisting of un-
symmetrical large spots of white, yellow and black. it presents 
some curious superficial resemblances to Hyena mad°, perhaps a 
case of mimetic analogy, and hunts its prey in large packs. Several 
local races, one of which comes from Somaliland, differing in size 
and colour, are recognized (see HUNTING-DOG). Nearly related to 
the hunting-dog are the dholes or wild dogs of Asia, as represented 
by the Central Asian Cyon primaents and the Indo-Malay C. 
jewelers:. They have, however, five front-toes, but lack the last 
lower molar; while they agree with Lycaon and Speothos in that 
the heel of the lower sectorial tooth has only a single compressed 
cutting cusp, in place of a large outer and a smaller inner cusp as in 
Canis. Dholes are whole-coloured animals, with short heads; 
and hunt in packs. The bush-dog (Speothos, or Icticyon venaticus) 
of Guiana is a small, short-legged, short-tailed and short-haired 

species characterized by the molars being only 
2 oar tt 

;the carnassial 

having no inner cusp. The long-haired raccoon-dog (Nyctereufes 
pnreyatoides) of Japan and China agrees essentially in everything 
bat general appearance (which is strangely raccoon-like) with Canis. 
The typical group of the latter includes some of the largest members 
of the family, such as the true wolves of the northern parts of both 
Old and New Worlds (C. lupus, &c.), and the various breeds of the 
domestic dog (C. familiaris), the origin of which is still involved in 

obscurity. Some naturalists believe it to be a distinct species, 
descended from one that no longer exists in a wild state; others 
have sought to find its progenitors in some one of the wild or half-
wild races, either of true dogs, wolves or jackals- while others again 
believe that it is derived from the mingling of two or more wild 
species or races. It is probably the earliest animal domesticated 
by man, and few if any other species have undergone such an extra-
ordinary amount of variation in size, form and proportion of limbs, 
ears and tail, variations which have been perpetuated and increased 
by careful selective breeding (see Doc). The dingo or Australian 
dog is met with wild, and also as the domestic companion of the 
aboriginal race of the country, by whom it appears to have been 
originally introduced. It is nearly related to a half-wild dog in-
habiting Java, and also to the pariah dogs of India and other eastern 
countries. Dogs were also in the possession of the natives of New 
Zealand and other islands of the Pacific, where no placental mammals 
exist naturally, on their discovery by Europeans in the 18th century. 
The slender-jawed C. simensis of Abyssinia and the South American 
C. jubcdus and C. antardicus are also generally placed in this group. 
On the other hand, the North American coyote (C. latrans), with its 
numerous subspecies, and the Old World jackals, such as the Indo-
European C. caress, the Indian C. pamper, and the African C. 
Ispader, C. anihus, C. adustus. C. vartegatus and C. snesornelas (the 
black-backed jackal), although closely related to the wolves, have 
been placed in a separate group under the name of Lupulus. Again, 
Thous (or Lycalopex), is a group proposed for certain South American 
Canidae, locally known as foxes, and distinguished from all the 
foregoing by their fox-like aspect and longer tails, although with 
skulls of the thooid type. Among these are the bright-coloured 
colpeo, C. magellanicus, the darker C. thous, C. azarae, C. griseus, 
C. cancrivono and C. brasiliensis. Some of these, such as C. mares 
and C. pious, show a further approximation to the fox in that the 
pupil of the eye forms a vertical slit. More distinct from all the pre-
ceding are the members of the alopecoid or vulpine section. which are 
unknown in South America. The characteristic feature of the skull 
has been already mentioned. In addition to this, reference may be 
made to the elliptical (in place of circular) pupil of the eye, and the 
general presence of ten (rarely eight) teats instead of a smaller 
number. The typical groups constituting the subgenus (or genus) 
Vsdpes, is represented by numerous species and races spread over 
the Old World and North America. Foremost among these is the 
European fox (C. swipes—otherwise Vu/pet dopes, or V. vulpes), 
represented in the Himalaya by the variety C. v. montanus and in 
North Africa by C. v. niloticus, while the North American C. pennsyl-
vanicus or fuleus, can scarcely be regarded as more than a local race. 
On the other hand, the Asiatic C. bengalensis and C. corset, and the 
North American C. velox (kit-fox) are smaller and perfectly distinct 
species. From all these the North American C. cinereo-argentcaus 
(grey fox) and C. littoralis are distinguished by having a fringe of 
stiff hails in the tail, whence they are separated as Urocyon. Again, 
the Arctic fox (C. lagopus), of which there is a blue and a white phase, 
has the tail very full and bushy and the soles of the feet thickly 
haired, and has hence been distinguished as Leutocyon. Lastly, we 
have the elegant little African foxes known as fennecs (Fennecus), 
such as C. serda and C. famdicus of the north, and the southern 
C. chasm, all pale colouredanimals, with enormously long ears, 
and corre9.ondingly inflated auditory bullae to the skull (see WOLF, 
JACKAL, FOX). 

Whatever differences of opinion may obtain among naturalists 
as to the propriety of separating generically the foxes from the 
wolves and dogs, there can be none at to the claim of the long-eared 
fox (Otocyon megalotis) of south and cast Africa to represent a 
genus by itself. In this animal the dental formula is i. 1, c. I, p. 1, 
m.

4 
 ; total 46 or 48. The molar teeth being in excess of almost 

all other placental mammals with a differentiated series of teeth. 
They have the same general characters as in Canis, with very pointed 
cusps. The lower sectorial shows little of the typical character, 
having five cusps on the crown-surface; these can, however, be 
identified as the inner tubercle, the two greatly reduced and obliquely 
placed lobes of the blade, and two cusps on the heel. The skull 
generally resembles that of the smaller foxes. particularly the fennecs. 
The auditory bullae are very large. The hinder edge of the lower 
jaw has a peculiar form, owing to the great development of an ex-
panded, compres.ed and somewhat inverted subangular process. 
Vertebrae: C. 7, D. 13, L. 7, S. 3, Ca. 22. Ears very large. Limbs 
rather long. with the normal number of toes. The two parietal 
ridges on the skull remain widely separated, so that no safittal 
crest is formed. The animal is somewhat smaller than an ordinary 
fox. In the year 1880 Professor Huxley suggested that in the long-
cared fox we have an animal nearly representing the stock from 
which have been evolved all the other representatives of the dog 
and fox tribe. One of the main grounds for arriving at this conclusion 
was the fact that this animal has very generally four true molars in 
each jaw, and always that number in the lower jaw; whereas three 
is the maximum number of these teeth to be met with in nearly 
all placental mammals, other than whales, mantis, armadillos 
and certain others. The additional molars in Otacyou were regarded 
as survivals from a primitive type when a larger number was the 
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rule. Palaeontology has, however, made great strides since 188o, 
and the idea that the earlier mammals had more teeth than their 
descendants has not only received no confirmation, but has been 
practically disproved. Consequently Miss Albertina Carlsson had a 
comparatively easy task (in a paper published in the Zoologisches 
Jahrbuch for tno5) in demonstrating that the long-eared fox is a 
specialized, and to some extent degraded, form rather than a 
primitive type. This, however, is not all, for the lady points out 
that, as was suggested years previously by the present writer, the 
creature is really the descendant of the fossil Canis curvipalatus of 
northern India. This is a circumstance of considerable interest from 
a distributional point of view, as affording one more instance of the 
intimate relationship between the Tertiary mammalian fauna of 
India and the existing mammals of Africa. 

Inregard to the members of the dog-tribe as a whole, it may be 
stated that they are generally sociable animals, hunting their prey 
in packs. Many species burrow in the ground; none habitually 
climb trees. Though mostly carnivorous, feeding chiefly on animals 
they have chased and killed themselves, many, especially among the 
smaller species, eat garbage, carrion, insects, and also fruit, berries 
and other vegetable substances. The upper surface of the tail 
of the fox has a gland covered with coarse straight hair. This 
gland, which emits an aromatic odour, is found in all Canidae, with 
possibly the exception of Lycaon plans. Although the bases of the 
hair covering the gland are usually almost white, the tips are always 
black; this colour being generally extended to the surrounding 
hairs, and often forming dark bars on the buttocks. The dark spot 
on the back of the tail is particularly conspicuous, notably in such 
widely separated species as the wolves, Azara's dog and the fennec. 

Although its existing representatives are very different, the bear-
family or Ursidae, as will be more fully mentioned in the sequel, 

was in past times intimately connected with the Canndae. 
Bear idle' In common with the next two families, the modern 
Ursidae are characterized by the very small tympanic bulla, 
and the broad paroccipital process, which is, however, inde-
pendent of the bulla. The feet are more or less completely planti-
grade and five-toed. The intestine has neither duodeno jejunal 
flexure nor a caecum; the prostate gland is rudimentary; but 
glands occur in the vase deferentia; and the penial bone is cylin-
drical. As distinctive characteristics of the Ursidae, may be men-
tioned the presence of an alisphenoid canal on the base of the skull; 
the general absence of a perforation on the inner side of the lower 
end of the humerus; the presence of two pairs of upper and three of 
lower molars, which are mostly elongated and low-cusped; and the 
non-cutting character and fore-and-aft shortening of the upper 
sectorial. which has no inner root and one inner cusp (fig. 1, Ill.). 
Anal glands are apparently wanting. The short tail, bulky build, 
completely plantigrade feet and clumsy gait are features eminently 
characteristic of the bears. 

The great majority of existing bears may be included in the 
typical genus UrSICS, of which, in this wide sense, the leading char-
acteristics will be as follows. The dentition is i. J, C. to p. j, m. - 42; 
but the three anterior premolars, above and below, are one-rooted, 
rudimentary and frequently wanting. Usually the first (placed 
close to the canine) is present, and after a considerable interval the 
third, which is situated close to the other teeth of the cheek-series. 
The fourth (upper sectorial) differs essentially from the corresponding 
tooth of other Carnivore in that the inner lobe is not supported by a 
distinct root; its sectorial characters being very slightly marked. 
The crowns of both true molars are longer than broad, with flattened, 
tuberculated, grinding surfacest the second having a large backward 
Prolongation or heel. The lower sectorial has a small and indistinct 
blade and greatly developed tubercular heel; the second molar is of 
about the same length, but with a broader and more flattened 
tubercular crown; while the third is smaller. The milk-teeth are 
comparatively small, and shed at an early age. The skull is more 
or less elongated, with the orbits small and incomplete behind, and 
the palate prolonged considerably behind the last molar. Vertebrae: 
C. 7. D. i4, L. 6, S. 5, Ca. 8-1o. Body heavy. Feet broad, com-
pletely plantigrade; the five toes on each well developed, and 
armed with long compressed and moderately curved, non-retractile 
claws, the soles being generally naked. Tail very short. Ears 
moderate, erect, rounded, hairy. Fur generally long, soft and 
shaggy. 

Bears are animals of considerable bulk, and include among them 
the largest members of the order. Though the species arc not 
numerous, they are widely spread over the earth, although absent 
from Africa south of the Sahara and Australasia. As a rule, they 
are omnivorous, or vegetable feeders, even the polar bear, which 
subsists for most of the year on flesh and fish, eating grass in summer. 
On the other hand, many of the brown bears live largely on salmon 
in summer. Among the various species the white polar bear of the 
Arctic regions, 111114.3 (Thalassarctus) maritirnus, differs from the 
rest by its small and low head, small, narrow and simple molars, 
and the presence of a certain amount of hair on the soles of the feet. 
The typical group of the genus is represented by the brown bear 
(U. araus) of Europe and Asia, of which there are many local races, 
such as the Syrian U. a. syriacus, the Himalayan U. a. isabellinus, 
the North Asiatic U. a. collaris, and the nearly allied Kamchadale 
race, which is of great size. In Alaska the group is represented by  

huge bears, which can scarcely claim specific distinctness floe 
U. arctus; and if these are ranked only as races, it is 
impossible to regard the Rocky Mountain grizzly bear (U. isrrs'6siis) 
as of higher rank, although it naturally differs more from the Asiatic 
animal. On the other hand, the small and light-coloured U. pnawat 
of Tibet may be allowed specific rank. More distinct is the North 
American black bear U. americansts, and its white relative U. 
kennodei of British Columbia; and perhaps we should affiliate to 
this group the Himalayan and Japanese black bears (U. tonsmains 
and U. japonicas). Very distinct is the small Malay sun-beer U. 
(Helaraus) malayames, characterized by its short, smooth far, 
extensile tongue, short and wide head, and broad molars. Finely, 
the spectacled bear of the Andes, U. (Tremarchts) °maw, which IS 
also a broad-slculled black species, differs from all the rest in haviag 
a perforation, or foramen, on the inner side of the lower end of the 
humerus. A second genus, Meissner, represented by the Indies 
sloth-bear (M. ursinur), differs from the preceding an having only 
two pairs of upper incisors, the small size of the cheek-teeth, and the 
extensile lips. Ants, white-ants, fruits and honey form the chief 
food of this shaggy black species,—a diet which accounts for its 
feeble dentition (see BEAR). 

The parti-coloured bear or giant panda (Aelaropas smiassokscra. 
fig. 6) of eastern Tibet and north-west China forms in some degree 
a connecting link between the bears and the true panda, although 
placed by Professor E. R. Lankester in the same family as the latter 
In the number of the teeth, and to some extent in the character of 
the molars, as well as in the abbreviated tail. A elaropes resembles 
the bears, but in the structure of the sectorial tooth, the presence 
of an extra radial carpal bone, and the osteology generally, it is 
more like the panda. In the absence of an alisphenoid matt to the 

FIG. 6.—The Parti-coloured Bear, or Giant Panda 
(Aduropus me)anokucus), 

skull it differs both from the latter and the bears, and thereby 
resembles the raccoons; while in having a perforation at the loser 
end of the humerus, it agrees with the spectacled bear, the panda 
and raccoons. The dentition is i. I, c. I, p. m. I: total 40; 
premolars increasing in size from first to last, and two-rooted meta 
the first; the first upper molar with quadrate crown, broader that 
long; and the second larger than the first. Skull with the rygo-
matic arches and sagittal crest immensely developed, ascend eg 
branch of lower jaw very high, giving great space for attachment of 
temporal muscle, and facial portion short, Bony palate not exteed- 
ing behind the last molar. No alisphenoid canal. Fiet bear-like. 
but soles more hairy, and perhaps less completely plantigrade. 
Fur long and thick; and tail extremely short. Humerus with a 
perforation on the inner side of the lower end; a very large extra 
radial carpal bone. The colour of this strange animal is black and 
white (fig. 6). 

With the panda (Aelurus futons) we reach an undoubted repre-
sentative of the Procyonidae, or raccoon tribe, differing, dowser. 
from all the rest except the doubtful Aeluropus, in its Asiatic habitat. 
If the latter be included, the family may be defined as follows. 
Molars 1, except in Aeluropus, with blunt or sharp cusps; no air 
sphenoid canal, except in Adams; humerus generally with a 
foramen; feet plantigrade; tail, except in Adstropus, long awl 
generally ringed. 

In the panda the dentition is i. f, c. 1, p. f , m.1: total 38; the 
first lower molar being minute and deciduous, and the upper molars 
broad with numerous and complicated cusps. Vertebrae: C. 7. 
D. 14, L. 6, S. 3. Ca. 18. Skull high and compressed, with an all- 
sphenoid canal, a short facial portion, and the ascending branch 
of the lower jaw, as in Aelstropsts, very tall. Face cat-like. with 
moderate, erect, pointed ears. Claws blunt. Tail cylindrical and 
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ringed. Fur long and thick. Extra radial carpal bone moderate. 
The panda is a bright golden red animal, with black under-parts, 
ranging from the eastern Himalaya to north-western China, where 
it is represented by a distinct race. Fossil species occur in the later 
Tertiary deposits of Europe (see PANDA). 

The raccoons (Procyon) are the first and typical representatives 
of the American section of the family, in which an alisphenoid canal 
is always wanting. In this genus the dentition is i. 1, c. I. p. I, m. I; 
total 40; the Lamer molars being broad and tuberculated; the upper 
so:tonal (like that of ACINTOP114 and Adana) having three outer 
cusps and a broad bicuspid inner lobe, giving an almost quadrate 
form to the crown. First upper molar with a large tuberculated 
noun, rather broader than to second considerably smaller, 
with transversely oblong crown. Lower sectorial (first molar) with 
an extremely small and ill-defined blade, placed transversely in 
front, and a large inner tubercle and heel; second molar as long as 
the first, but narrower behind, with five obtuse cusps. Vertebrae: 
C. 7, D. 14, L. 6, S. 3, Ca. 16-20. Body stout. Head broad behind, 
but with a pointed muzzle. In walking the entire sole not applied 
to the ground, as it is when the animal is standing. Toes, especially 
of the fore-foot, very free, and capable of being spread wide art ; 
claws compressed, curved and pointed. Tail moderately long. 
cylindrical, thickly covered with hair, ringed, non-prehensile. Fur 
long, thick and soft. The common raccoon (Procyon lotto) of North 
America is the type of this genus; it is replaced in South America 
by P. cancriverus (see RACCOON). The cacomistles (Basseriscus) 
are nearly allied to Procyon, but of more slender and elegant propor-
tions, with sharper nose, longer tail, and more digitigrade feet, and 
teeth smaller and more sharply cusped. The typical B. osiula is 
from the southern parts of the United States and Mexico, while B. 
(Wn ) Gensler° is Mexican and Central American. 

The name Bassaricyou has been given to a distinct modification of 
the procyonine type of which at present two species are known, 
one from Costa Rica and the other from Ecuador respectively, 
named B. rabbi and B. alleni. They much resemble the kinkajou 
in external appearance, but the skull and teeth are more like those 
of Procyon and Hama. In the coatis. Nano, the dentition is as in 
Procyon, but the upper canines are larger and more strongly com-
pressed. and the molars smaller; while the facial portion of the 
skull is mote elongated and narrow. Vertebrae: C. 7, D. 14, L. 6, 
S g. Ca. 22-23. Body elongated and rather compressed. Nose 
prolonged into a somewhat upturned, obliquely-truncated, mobile 
snout. Tail long, non-prehensile, tapering and ringed. Coatis, or 
coati-mundis, live in small troops of eight to twenty, are chiefly 
arboreal, and feed on fruits, young birds, eggs, insects, &c. The 
two best-known species are N. mince of Mexico and Central America, 
and N. rate South America from Surinam to Paraguayisee Coari). 

In the • kajou (q.v.), an animal long known as Cerc pus condi-
imargings, but whose designation it has been proposed to change to 
the unclassical Palos !lams, the dentition is i. 1, c. f, p. 1,  m. 
Molars with low flat crowns, very obscurely tuberculated. Skull 
short and rounded, with flat upper surface. Vertebrae: C. 7, D. 14. 
L. 6, S. 3. Ca. 26-28. Clavicles present, but in a very rudimentary 
condition. Head broad and round. Ears short. Body long and 
musteline. Limbs short. Tail long, tapering and prehensile. Fur 
short and soft. Tongue long and very extensile. 

The last existing family of the land Carnivore. is that typified 
by the martens and weasels, and hence known as the Mustelidae. 
ignmegel The group is characterized by the absence of an alisphenoid 

canal in the skull, the reduction of the molars to 4 or even 
.4, the medium size of the sectorial tooth in each jaw, the 

absence or presence of a perforation in the humerus, and the presence 
of anal glands. The family is cosmopolitan in distribution, with the 

ion of Australasia and Madagascar. 
first section of the family, forming the subfamily Musklinae, 

is typically characterized by the short and partially webbed toes, 
furnished with short, compressed, sharp, curved and often partially 
retractile claws. The upper molar is always of moderate size and 
elongated in the transverse direction. In the martens and sables 
(fifesiela) the dentition is i. 1, c. , p. 4, m. i; total 38; the upper 
sectorial having its inner lobe close to the anterior edge of the 
tooth; and the upper molar being nearly as large as tne sectorial. 
Lower sectorial with small inner tubercle. Vertebrae: C. 7, D. 14. 
L. 6, S. 3. Ca. 18-23. Body long and slender. Limbs short, partially 
digitigrade, with the feet rounded and the toes short, with com-
pressed, acute, semi-retractile claws. Tail moderate or long, more 
or less badly. One species, M. marks. the pine-marten, is British; ; 
the remainder inhabit the northern regions of Europe, Asia and 
America. Many of the species, as the sable (M. Mbellina), yield fur 
of great value (see MARTEN). 

The dentition of Putorius differs from that of Muskies chiefly in 
the absence of the anterior premolars of both jaws. The teeth arc 
more sharply cusped, and the lower sectorial wants the inner tubercle. 
External characters generally similar to those of the martens, but 
the body longer and more slender, and the limbs even shorter. All 
the species are small animals, of active, bloodthirsty and courageous 
disposition, living chiefly on birds and small mammals, and rather 
terrestrial than arboreal, dwelling among rocks, stones and out-
buildings. Some of the species, as the stoat or ermine (P. ermineus), 
inhabiting cold climates, undergo a seasonal change of colour, being  

brown in summer and white in winter, though the change does 
not affect the whole of the fur. the end of the tail remaining 
black in all seasons. This is a large genus, having a very extensive 
geographical range throughout the Old and New Worlds, and 
includes the animals commonly known as weasels, polecats, ferrets 
and minks (q.v.). 

In the glutton (Gala lames) the dentition is 1. 1. c. 3, p. 1, on. 3; 
total 38; the crowns of the teeth being stout, and the upper molar 
much smaller than the sectorial. Lower sectorial large, with small 
heel and no inner tubercle. The dentition, though really but a 
modification of that of the weasels, presents a general resemblance 
to that of hyena. Vertebrae: C. 7, D. 15, L. 5, S. 3, Ca. 15. Body 
and limbs stoutly made; feet large and powerful, subplantigrade, 
with large, compressed, much-curved and sharp-pointed claws. 
Soles of the feet (except the pads of the toes) covered with thick 
bristly hairs. Ears very small, nearly concealed by the fur. Eyes 
small. Tail abort, thick and bushy. Fur full, long and rather 
coarse. The one species, the wolverine or glutton, is an inhabitant 
of the forest regions of northern Europe, Asia and America. and much 
resembles a small bear in appearance. It is a very powerful animal 
for its size, climbs trees and lives on squirrels, hares, beavers, 
reindeer, and is said to attack even horses and cows. 

The South American grison and tayra represent the genus Callan, 
in which the dentition is t. 1, c. i, p. 1, m. 4; total 34; the molars 
being small but stout, and the upper sectorial with the inner lobe 
near the middle of die inner border. Lower sectorial with heel 
small, and inner tubercle small or absent. Body long; limbs short, 
with non-retractile claws and naked 'soles. Head broad and 
depressed. Tail of moderate length. The species include the 
moon (G. alkalis), G. allamandi, and the tayra (G. barbara); the 
last, which extends northward into Central America, being sub-
generically separated as Galera. Nearly allied to these is the smaller 
and more weasel-like Lyncodors patagonicus. All the foregoing 
South American carnivores display a marked tendency to being 
darker on the lower than on the upper surface. The same feature 
obtains in the African and Indian rate's, or honey-badgers, con-
stituting the genus Mellingra, distinguished from all the other 
members of the family by having only a single pair of lower molars, 
the dentition being i. 1, c. 3, p. I, m. 4; total 32 the upper sectorial 
is large, with its inner cusp at the anterior end of . the blade, the molar 
much smaller and transversely extended, having a small outer and 
a larger rounded inner lobe. Heel of lower sectorial very small, 
scarcely one-fourth of the whole length of the tooth, with but one 
cusp. Vertebrae: C. 7, D. 14, L. 4. S. 4, Ca. 35. Body stout, 
depressed; limbs short, strong; head depressed; nose rather 
pointed; ears rudimentary. Tail short. M. indica, from India, 
and M. raki, from south and west Africa, have nearly the same 
general appearance and size, being rather larger than a common 
badger, and may be only races of the same species. Their coloration 
is peculiar, all the upper surface of the body, head and tail being 
ash-grey, while the lower parts, separated by a distinct longitudinal 
boundary line, are black. They live chiefly on the ground, into 
which they burrow, but can also climb trees. They feed on small 
mammals, birds, reptiles and insects, and are partial to honey. 

In the I ndo-Malay ferret-badger, Helictis, the dentition is r. 1, c. 4, 
p. 4, m. 4; total 38. Upper sectorial with a large bicusped inner 
lobe, molar smaller, wider transversely than in the antero-posterior 
direction. Lower sectorial with heel about one-third the length of 
the tooth. Skull elongated, rather narrow and depressed; facial 
portion especially narrow; infraorbital foramen very large. Head 
rather small and produced in front, with an elongated, obliquely 
truncated, naked snout and small ears. Body elongated, lambs 
short. Tail short or moderate. bushy. Several species are described, 
such as H. orientalis, moschata,nipaknsis, and subaurentieca, from 
eastern Asia. all small animals, climbing trees with agility and living 
on fruits and berries as well as on small mammals and birds. 

The African striped zorilles, or Muis-ponds (Ictanyx), have a 
dental formula of i. 4, c. i, p. 4, in, 4; total 34•the teeth much 
resembling those of the polecats, and the upper molar being smaller 
than the sectorial, and narrow from before backwards. Lower 
sectorial with a small narrow heel and distinct inner tubercle. 
General form of body mustoline. Limbs short, fore-feet large and 
broad, with five stout, nearly straight, blunt and non-retractile 
claws, of which the first and fifth are considerably shorter than the 
others. Tail moderate, with longer hairs towards the end, giving it 
a bushy appearance. Hair generally long and loose. The best. 
known species of this genus, the Cape polecat, Mateyo capensis 
(or Zorilla gorilla), is about the size of a polecat, but conspicuous 
by its broad. longitudinal bands of dark-brown, alternating with 
white. Its odour is said to be as offensive as that of the American 
skunks. From the Cape of Good Hope it ranges as far north as 
Senegal. Another species, I. lybicus, from Sea naa r, has been described. 
The small striped polecat of southern Africa, Poecilogale albingicha, 
represents a genus by itself, and is a shorter-haired animal. 

The skunks of America are very similar to the two genera last 
mentioned in their colouring, and with the latter serve to form a 
connecting link with the more typical Musklinae, and the badger 
group, or Mclinae, in which the feet are elongated, with straight toes 
and non-retractile, slightly curved, subcompressed, blunt claws, 
especially large on the fore-foot. In all cases the upper molar is 
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larger than the sectorial, and in the•more typical genera is much 
longer than broad. 

In the North American skunks of the genus Mepkilir the dentition 
is i. c. I. P. f m. 4: total 34. Upper molar larger than the 
sectorial, subquadrate, rather broader than long; lower sectorial 
with heel less than half the length of the whole tooth. Bony 
palate. terminating posteriorly opposite the hinder border of the 
last molar. Facial portion of skull short and somewhat truncated 
in front. Vertebrae: C. 7, D. 16, L. 6, S. 2, Ca. 21. Head small. 
Body elongated. Limbs moderate. subplantigrade. Ears short and 
rounded. Tail long, abundantly clothed with long fine hair. Anal 
glands largely developed; their secretion, which can be discharged 
at the will of the animal, has an intolerably offensive odour and has 
rendered skunks proverbial. The South American species, which 
have only two upper premolars, and differ in some other characters, 
are generically separated under the name of an:epees; while the 
small North American arboreal skunks are distinguished as Spilagak 
(see SKUNK). 

Passing on to the more typical members of the badger group, we 
have first the genus A rcionyr, with the dentition t.;, c. 4, p. es. ; 
"or 	total 38. The incisor line is curved, the outer teeth being 

Wes' 	
posteriorly to the others: lower incisors inclined 

forwards. First premolars often rudimentary or absent ; 
upper molar much larger than the sectorial. longer in the antero-
posterior direction than broad; lower sectorial with a very large, 
low, tuberculated heel. Skull elongated and depressed; face long, 
narrow and concave above; bony palate extending as far back-
wards as the level of the glenoid fossa; and palatal bones dilated. 
Suborbital foramina very large. Vertebrae: C. 7, D. 16, L. 4, S. 4, 
Ca. 20. Snout long, naked, mobile and truncated, with large 
terminal nostrils, much like those of a pig. Eyes small; ears very 
small and rounded. Body compressed, rather than depressed. 
Limbs of moderate length, and partially digitigrade in walking. 
Tail moderate, tapering. A full soft under-fur. with longer bristly 
hairs interspersed. The longest-known species is A. colla•s, 
the bhalsi-soon (bear-pig) or bals•soar (sand-pig) of the natives of the 
mountains of north-eastern India. Burma and Borneo. It is rather 
larger than the badger, higher on its legs, and very pig-like in general 
aspect, of a light grey colour, with flesh-coloured snout and feet; 
nocturnal and omnivorous. Other species or local varieties have been 
described from north China and Burma. 

In the genus Mydaus the dentition is as the last, but the cusps of 
the teeth are more acutely pointed. Skull elongated, face narrow 
and produced. Suborbital foramen small, and the palate, as in all 
the succeeding genera of this group, produced backwards about 
midway between the last molar and the glenoid fossa. Vertebrae: 
C. 7. D. 14-15, L. 6-5. S. 3, Ca. 12. Head pointed in front; snout 
produced, mobile, obliquely truncated, the nostrils being inferior. 
Limbs rather short and stout. Tail extremely short, but clothed 
with rather long bushy hair. Anal glands largely developed, and 
emitting an odour like that of the skunks. One species, M. mcliceps, 
the teledu, a small burrowing animal from the mountains of Java, 
at an elevation of 7000 or more ft. above the sea-level; and a second 
(M. marches) from the Philippines. 

In the true badger of the genus Metes the dentition is i. c. 1, 
p. f. m. ; total 38. The first premolar in both jaws is extremely 
minute and often deciduous; while the upper molar is much larger 
than the sectorial, aubquadrate, and as broad as long. Lower 
sectorial with a broad, low, tuberculated heel, more than hall the 
length of the whole tooth. The postglenoid process of the skull so 
strongly developed, and the glenoid fosse so deep, that the condyle of 
the lower jaw is firmly held in place after the soft parts are removed. 
Vertebrae: C. 7, D. z5, L. 5, S. 3, Ca. t8. Muzzle pointed. Ears 
very short. Body stout, broad. Limbs short, strong. subplanti-
grade. Tail short. Typified by the common badger (M. torus or 
M. nicks) of Europe and northern Asia, still found in many parts of 
England, where it lives in woods, is nocturnal, burrowing and very 
omnivorous, feeding on mice, reptiles, insects, fruit, acorns and 
roots. Other nearly allied species, M. Image= and M. ckifunsis, 
are found in continental Asia, and M. anakuma in Japan. 

In the nearly-allied genus Taridea the dental formula is as in 
Metes, except that the rudimentary anterior premolars appear to be 
always wanting in the upper jaw. The upper sectorial is much larger 
in proportion to the other teeth; and the upper molar about the 
some size as the sectorial, triangular, with the apex turned back-
wards. Heel of lower sectorial less than half the length of the tooth. 
Skull very wide in the occipital region; the lambdoidal crest greatly 
developed, and the sagittal but shghtly,contrary to what obtains in 
Metes. Vertebrae: C. 7. D. 15. L. 5, S. 3,. Ca. (?). Body stoutly 
built and depressed. Tail short. The animals of this genus are 
peculiar to North America, where they represent the badgers of the 
Old World, resembling them much in appearance and habits. T. 
americana is the common American-badger of the United States, 
T. bcrlandient, the Mexican badger, being a local variety. 

The third and last subfamily is that of the otters, or Latrine, 
in which the feet (with the exception of the hind pair in the sea-otter) 
Otter 	are short and rounded, with the toes webbed, and the 
bM 	claws small, curved and blunt. The head is broad and 

much depressed. The upper posterior cheek-teeth are 
large and quadrate. The kidneys are conglomerate. Habits aquatic. 

In the true ouer:of the genus /atm the dentition ii j, c. 
p. f. m. ; total 36. Upper sectorial with a trenchant tnicusped 
blade, and a very large inner lobe, hollowed on the free surface. 
with a raised sharp edge, extending along two-thirds or more of the 
length of the blade. Upper molar large, with a quadricuspidate 
crown, broader than long. • Skull broad and depressed, contracted 
immediately behind the orbits; with the facial portion very short and 
the brain-case large. Vertebrae: C.7 D. t4- L 6-5, S.3, Ca. ao-26. 
Body very long. Ears short and rounded. Limbs short. Feet com-
pletely webbed, with well-developed claws on all the toes. Tail long, 
thick at the base and tapering, rather depressed. Fur short and close. 

Otteri are more or less aquatic, living on the margins of rivers, 
lakes, and in some cases the sea; are expert divers and swimmers, 
and feed chiefly on fish. They have an extensive geographicalirange. 
and so much resemble each other in outward appearance, especially 
in the nearly uniform brown colouring, that in some cases the species 
are by no means well-defined. The Brazilian otter (L. branisensiz) 
is a very large species from Brazil, Demerara and Surinam, witk 
a prominent ridge along each lateral margin of the tail. In two 
small species the feet are only slightly webbed; claws exceedingly 
small or altogether wanting on some of the toes; the first upper 
premolar very small, sometimes wanting; and the molars very 
broad and massive. The species in question are L. insingire of 
South Africa, and r. kpionyr or einem of India, Java and Sumatra, 
and have been separated as a distinct genus, Aonyx. 

The sea-otter. I 	(or Enhydra)lutra, with a dentition of ii. f . c. i. 
p. 4, m. 4, total 32, differs from other Carnivora in having but two 
incisors on each side of the lower jaw, the one corresponding to the 
first (very small in the true otters) being absent. Though the molar 
teeth generally resemble those of Leen in their proportions, they 
differ in the exceeding roundness and massiveness of their crowns 
and bluntness of their cusps. Feet webbed; forefeet short, with 
five subequal toes, with short compressed claws; bind-feet very 
large, depressed and fin-like, their phalanges flattened as in seals. 
The fifth toe the longest and.stoutest, the rest gradually diminishing 
in size to the first.all with moderate claws. Tail moderate, cylindrical 
(see OTTER). 

II. PINNMEDIA 

The second suborder is formed by the seals, walruses and 
eared seals, which differ from the rest of the Carnivora mainly 
in the limbs being modified for aquatic progression; the two 
upper segments being very short and partially enveloped in 
the general integument of the body, while the third, especially 
in the hind extremities, is elongated, expanded and webbed. 
There are always five well-developed digits on each limb. In 
the hind-limb the two marginal digits (first and fifth) are stouter 
and generally larger than the others. The teeth also differ from 
those of the more typical Carnivore. The incisors are always 
fewer than 41. The cheek series consists generally of four pre-
molars and one molar of uniform characters, with never more 
than two roots, and with conical, more or less compressed, 
pointed crowns, which may have accessory cusps, placed before 
or behind the principal one, but are never broad and tuber-
culated. The milk-teeth are small, simple and shed or absorbed 
at an early age, usually either before or within a few clays after 
birth. The brain is relatively large, the cerebral hemispheres 
broad in proportion to their length, and with numerous and 
complex convolutions. There is a very short caecum; the 
kidneys are divided into numerous distinct lobules. There 
are no Cowper's glands. Teats two or four, abdominal. No 
clavicles. Tail always short. Eyes large and exposed, with 
fiat comes. The nostrils close by the elasticity of their walls, 
and are opened at will by muscular action. 

The members of this group are aquatic, spending the greater 
part of their time in the water, swimming and diving with great 
facility, feeding mainly on fish, crustaceans and other marine 
animals, and progressing on land with difficulty, but always 
coming on shore for the purpose of bringing forth their young . 

They are generally marine, but occasionally ascend large rivers, 
and some inhabit inland seas and lakes, as the Caspian and 
Baikal. Though not numerous in species, they are widely 
distributed over the world, but occur most abundantly on the 
coasts of lands situated in cold and temperate :ones. 

As mentioned in the article Catonours,thetrueseals( Plkeisist). 
together with the walruses, may be directly descended from the 
primitive Creodont Carnivora. The eared seals, on the other 
band, show signs of affinity with the bears; but as they are 
of earlier geological age than the latter, they cannot be derived 
from that group. 
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The true seals (family Phocidae) are the most completely adapted 

for aquatic life of all the Pinnipedia. When on land the hind-limbs 
are extended backwards and take no part in progression, 

Saa• which is effected by a series of jumping movements 
modoced by the muscles of the trunk, in some species aided by the 
fore-limbs. The soles of the feet are hairy. There is no pinna to 
the ear, and no scrotum, the testes being abdominal. The upper 
incisors have simple, pointed crowns, and vary in number in the 
different groups. All have well developed canines and 1 teeth of the 
cheek manes. In those species of which the milk-dentition is known, 
there are three milk molars, which precede the second, third, and 
fourth permanent molars; the dentition is therefore p. f, m. 1, 
the first premolar having as usual no milk predecessor. The skull 
has no post-orbital process and no alisphenoid canal. The fur is 
stiff and adpreesed, without woolly under-fur. 

In the typical group, or subfamily Pkocinae, the incisors are 1. 
All the feet have five well-developed claws with the toes on the hind-
feet subequal, the first and fifth not greatly exceeding the others 
in length, the interdigital membrane not extending beyond them. 
In the genus Halichoerus the dentition is i. 1, c. 1, p. j, at. 1; total 34. 
Mobrs with large, simple, conical, recurved, slightly compressed 
crowns, having sharp anterior and posterior edges, but without 

cups, except sometimes the two hinder ones of the lower 
lcafre.smaith the exception of the last one or two in the upper jaw 
and the last in the lower jaw, all are single-rooted. Vertebrae: 
C. 7, D. 15, L.5, S. 4, Ca. IA. Includes only one shecies H. grypus, 
the ow seal of the coasts of Scandinavia and the British Isles. 

In Phoca the dental formula is as in the last, but the teeth are 
smaller and more pointed. Molars with two roots (except the first 
in each jaw). Crowns with accessory cusps. Vertebrae: C. 7, D. IS-
11, L 5, S. 4, Ca. 11-14. Head round and short. Fore-feet short 
with five strong, subcompressed, slightly curved, subequal, rather 
sharp claws. On the hind-feet the claws much narrower and less 
curved. The species of this genus are widely distributed throughout 
the northern hemisphere, and include P. barbaus, the bearded seal; 
P. treenlandica, the Greenland seal; P. saulina, the common seal; 
P. kispida, the ringed seal of the north Atlantic; P. =pica, from 
the Caspian and And Seas; and P. sibirica, from Lake Baikal. (See 
SEAL). 

The members of the second subfamily, Monachinae, have incisor-
; and the molars two-rooted, except the first. On the hind-1, 

the first and fifth toes greatly exceeding the others in length, with 
mils rudimentary or absent. In the genus Moaackus, the dentition 
is i. 1, r. j, p.: total 32. Crowns of molars strong, conical, 
compressed, ho on the inner side, with a sttongly-marked 
lobed cingulum, especially on the inner side, and slightly developed 
accessory cusps before and behind. The first and last upper and 
the first lower molar smaller than the others. Vertebrae: C. 7, 
O. 53, L. 5, S. 2, Ca. it. All the nails of both fore and hind feet 
very small and rudimentary. Represented by M. albiveraer, the 
monk-seal of the Mediterranean and adjacent parts of the Atlantic, 
and the West Indian M. Iropicalis. 

The other genera of this section have the same dental formula, 
but are distinguished by the characters of the cheek-teeth and the 
feet. They are all inhabitants of the shores of the southern 

In 	Maus all the teeth of the cheek-series have three distinct 
point cusps, deeply separated from each other, of which the 
'Diddle. or principal cusp is largest and slightly recurved; the other 
two are nearly equal in size, and have their tips directed towards the 
middle one. Skull much elongated. One species, 0. kpionyx, the 
sea-leopard, widely distributed in the Antarctic and south rn 

temperate seas. In Lobodon the molars have compressed elonga 
crowns, with a principal recurved cusp, rounded and sornewha t 
bulbous at the apex, and one anterior, and one, two or three posterior 
distinct accessory cusps. One species, L. carcntophaftre, the cr b- 
eating seal. In the third genus, Lepicntyckoks, represented  I, 
L. anddelli, the molars are small, with simple, subcompm ,  1. 
conical crowns, and a broad cingulum, but no distinct acres , 

 turps. Finally in the white seal (OrninaMphoca torsi) all the te 
are very small, those of the cheek-series with pointed, recur.o.i 
crowns, and small posterior and still less developed anterior accessory 
cusps. Orbits very large. Nails rudimentary on front and absent 
on -feet. The skull bears a considerable resemblance to that 
of the next subfamily. 

The presence of two pairs of upper and one pair of lower incisors 
is characteristic of the members of the subfamily Cystsphorinar, 
in which the teeth of the cheek-series are generally one-rooted. The 
nose of the males has an appendage capable of being inflated. First 
sad fifth toes of hind-feet greatly exceeding the others in length, 
with prolonged cutaneous lobes, and rudimentary or no nails. In 
the typical genus Cynopkora the dentition is i. I, c. j, p. f, m. i; 
total 3o; the last molar having generally two distinct roots. Beneath 
the skin over the face of the male, and connected with the nostrils, 
is a sac capable of inflation, when it forms a kind of hood covering 

bind-feet. Represented by C. en is faia. the hooded or bladder-nosed 
the upper rt of the head. Nails present, though small on the 

seal of the Polar Seas. In Macrorhisax the dentition is numerically 
the same as in the last, but the molars are of simpler character and 
all one-rooted. Al the teeth, except the canines, very small seta- 

tively to the size of the animal. blind-feet without nails. Vertebrae: 
C. 7, D. 15, L. 5, S. 4, Ca. t z. Nose of adult male produced into a 
short tubular proboscis, ordinarily flaccid, but capable of dilatation 
and elongation under excitement. One species, M. horsiness, the 
elephant-seal, or " sea elephant " of the whalers, the largest of the 
whole family, attaining the length of nearly 20 ft. Formerly 
abundant in the Antarctic Seas, and also found on the coast of 
California. 

The next family is that of the walruses, or Odobaenidae, the single 
generic representative of which is in some respects intermediate 
between the Pkocidae and Otariaae, but has a completely 
aberrant dentition. Walruses have no external ears, as Waft.' 
in the Phocidae; but when on land the hind-feet are turned forwards 
and used in progression, though less completely than in the Otariidae. 
The upper canines are developed into immense tusks, which descend 
a long distance below the lower jaw. All the other teeth, including 
the lower canines, are much alike, small, simple and one-rooted, 
the molars with flat crowns. The skull is without post-orbital 
process, but has an alisphenoid canal. In the young the dentition is 
s. p. and in. 1, but many of these teeth are, however, lost early 
or remain through life in a rudimentary state, concealed by the gums. 
The teeth which are usually developed functionally are i. c. 1, 
P, 1, m. 1: total t8. Vertebrae: C. 7, O.14, L. 6 S. 4, ca. q. 
Head round. Eyes rather small. Muzzle short and broad, with a 
group of long, very stiff, bristly whiskers on each side. The remainder 
of the hair-covering very short and closely pressed. Tail rudi-
mentary. Fore-feet with subequal toes, carrying five minute 
flattened nails. Hind-feet with subequal toes, the fifth slightly the 
largest, with cutaneous lobes projecting beyond the ends as in 
Otaria; first and fifth with minute flattened nails; second, third 
and fourth with large, elongated, subcompressed pointed nails. 
The two species are Odobaenus rormarsa, of the Atlantic, and the 
closely allied 0. canna, of the Pacific. (See WALRUS.) 

The third and last family of the Pinrupedia, and thus of existing 
Carnivore, is the Otariidae, which includes the eared seals, or sea-
lions and sea-bears. In all these animals, when on land, 
the hind-feet are turned forwards under the body, and Sea4I"L 
aid in supporting and moving the trunk as in ordinary quadrupeds. 
There are small external ears. Testes suspended in a distinct 
external scrotum. Skull with post-orbital processes and alisphenoid 
canal. Soles of feet naked. By many naturalists these seals are 
arranged is a number of generic groups, but the d'fference 
between them are not very great, treoy may all be included in the 

typical genus &aria. The dental formula is i. 1, c. 1, p. 1, s.
oir 2

;-- 

total 34 or 36. The first and second upper incisors are small, with 
the summits of their crowns divided by deep transverse grooves 
into an anterior and a posterior cusp of nearly equal height ; the 
third large and canine-like. Canines large, conical, pointed, recurved. 
Molars and premolars usually 4, of which the second, third and 
fourth are preceded by milk-teeth shed a few days after birth; 
sometimes (as in fig. 7) a sixth upper molar (occasionally developed 

Fln,7.-Skull and dentition of Australian Sea-Bear 
(Otaria forsieri). 

on one side and not the other); all with similar characters, generally 
single-rooted; crown moderate, compressed, pointed, with a single 
principal cusp, and sometimes a cingulum, and more or less developed 
anterior and posterior accessory cusps. Vertebrae: C. 7, D. 13, 
L. 5, S. 4. Ca. 9-10. Head rounded. Eyes large; ears small, 
narrow and pointed. Neck long. Skin of the feet extended far 
beyond the nails and ends of the digits, with a deeply-lobed margin. 
The nails small and often quite rudimentary, especially those of 
the first and fifth toes of both feet; the best-developed and most 
constant being the three middle claws of the hind-foot, which are 
elongated, compressed and curved. 

Sea-bears and sea-lions are widely distributed, especially in the 
temperate regions of both hemispheres, though absent from the 
coasts of the North Atlantic. They spend more of their time on 
shore, and range inland to greater distances than the true seals, 
especially at the breeding-time, though they are obliged to return 
to the water to seek their food. They are gregarious and poly-
gamous, and the males usually.  much larger than the females. Some 
possess, in addition to the stiff, close, hairy covering common to the 
group, a fine, dense, woolly under-fur. The skins of these, when 
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dressed and deprived of the longer harsh outer hairs, constitute the 
" sealskin " of commerce. The species include 0. stelleri, the 
northern sea-lion, the largest of the genus, from the North Pacific, 
about to ft. in length; O. jubala, the southern sea-lion, from the 
Falkland Islands and Patagonia; 0. ealiforniana, from California; 
0. farina, the sea-bear or fur-seal of the North Pacific, the skins of 
which are imported in immense numbers from the Pribiloff Islands; 
0. antardica or pusilla, from the Cape of Good Hope; and 0. 
forderi, from Australia and various islands in the southern hemisphere. 
(See SEAL-FISHERIES.) 

Little is known as to the past history of the sea-lions and sea- 
bears, but a skull has been obtained from the Miocene strata of 
Oregon, which Mr F. W. True states to be considerably larger than 
any existing sea-lion skull; its basal length when entire being 
probably about 20 in. The name Pontoleon magnus has been pro-
posed for this fossil sea-lion, as the character of the skull and teeth 
do not agree precisely with those of any living member of the group. 
If, however, all the modern eared seals are Included in the genus 
(Maria, there is apparently no reason to exclude the fossil species. 

EXTINCT CARNIVORA 

Modern Carnivosa are undoubtedly the descendants of the 
Creodonta (q.v.), an extinct early Tertiary suborder. It has been 
observed that as the Miocene is approached, some of these Carnivora 
Creodonta, or Primitiva, begin to assume more and more of the 
characteristics of the Carnivora Vera, till at last it is difficult to 
determine where the one group ends and the other commences. 
The creodont genera Stypolophus and Proviverra show some of these 
modern characters; but it is not till we reach the European Oligo-
cene genus A mphictis, with the dental formula i. f, c. }. p. 1, in. I, 
that we meet a type in which the fourth upper premolar and the first 
lower molar assume the truly sectorial character of the Carnivora 
Vera, while the teeth behind them are proportionally reduced in 
size. From the A mphictidae are probably descended the Viverridae, 
the connecting genus being the African Nandinia, which, as•lready 
mentioned, retains the imperfectly ossified bulls of the ancestral 
forms. In another direction, Amphictis, through the Old World 
Lower Pliocene genus Ictitherium, has given rise to the Hyaenidae. 
The . Felidae have apparently an ancestral type in the creodont 
Palaeonidis, which has been regarded as the direct ancestor of 
the sabre-toothed cats, or machae,odon,i,.„, MACHAERODUS); 
but it is possible that Palaeonidis may be o the direct line, and 
that the Felidae are sprung from Arnphictis. Be this as it may, 
from another group of creodonts, represented by Vulpavus (Micas), 
Viverramss (Didymictis), and Uintacyon, is probably derived the 

Oligocene Cynodictis, with a dental formula like that of Canis or 
Cyon, a perforation•to the humerus, and an apparently undivided 
auditory bulla; and from Cynodictis the transition is easy to the 
Canidae. It should be mentioned, however, that there is a group 
of North American Oligocene dog-like animals, such as Daphaentss, 
Protemnocyon, and Temnocyon, which agree with Cyan in the short-
ness of the jaws, and with that genus and Speothos in the cutting-heel 
of the lower sectorial. Possibly these genera may be nearly related 
to Cyon. Other dog-like North American types are Oligoltinis, 
Enhydrocyon and Hyaenocyon. 

By means of the A mphicyonidae, as represented by the Middle 
Tertiary genera Proamphicyon, Pseudamphicyon, and Amphicyon, 
in which there were three upper molars, we have a transition from 
the Cynodictis-type to the bear-group • one of the later intermediate 
forms being the Lower Pliocene Old 'World Hyaenaraus, in which 
the two upper molars are squared and foreshadow those of Ursus 
itself. In some unknown manner Hyaertarctus appears to be related 
to Aduropus.  An allied type is found in A raotherium of the South 
American Pleistocene. 

By the loss of the third lower molar and certain modifications of 
the other teeth and skull, the Miocene genus Plesidis may be derived 

from Cynodictis, its dental formula being i. I. c. 	p.  1. m. 
 1 or 1 

Now Pksictis is nothing more than a generalized representative of 
the Mustelidae. We have thus traced three out of the four modern 
arctoid families to the Cynodktis-type. The Procyonidae, or fourth 
family (apart from the Asiatic Adurus and Aduropus) are connected 
with the last-named genus through the North American Oligocene 
Phlaeocyon, which is stated to be in almost every respect inter-
mediate between Procyon and Cynodictis; while the living Bar-
sariscits is stated to show closer signs of affinity with Cynodiclis 
than with Plilaeocyon. 

To deal with fossil representitives of living genera, or extinct 
genera nearly related to groups still existing, would here be im-
practicable. It may be stated, however, that aberrant groups like 
the otters are linked up with more normal types by means of extinct 
forms (in this particular instance by the Miocene Potamotheriun,), 
so that the gaps in the phylogeny of the Carnivora are comparatively 
few. 

LITERATURE.—The above article is based on that by Sir W. H. 
Flower in the 9th edition of this Encyclopaedia. The principal 
works on Carnivora are the following: W. H. Flower, On the 
Value of the Base of the Cranium in the Classification of the Carni-
vora." Proc. Zool. Soc. London, t869; T. H. Huxley, " Cranial and 

Dental Characters of the Canidae." Proc. Zoo:. Sec. loud" deo; 
St G. Mivart, " On the Classification and Distribution of the Ads- 
roidea . . and Arctoidea," Proc. Zeal. Soc. London, 1882 sod 
1885; E. R. Lankester, " On the Affinities of Aeluropus," Treas. 
Linn. Soc. London, vol. viii. part iv., 1901; Miss A. Carlsson. 
" Ober die systematische Stellung von Nandinia," Zoo1. AAA. Syst 
vol. xiii., 19oo, and " let Otocyon die Ausgangsform des Heade-
geschlechts oder nicht r op. cis. vol. xxii., 1905; J. L Wortman 
and W. D. Matthew, "The Ancestry of Certain Members of the 
Canidae, Viverridae, and Procyonidae," Bull. Amer. Mss., vol. M.. 
1899. (R. 1...• 

CARNOT, LAZARE HIPPOLYTE (18oz-r888), French states-
man, the second son of L. N. M. Carnot (q.v.), was born at Saint-
Omer on the 6th of October i8ot. Hippolyte Carnot lived at 
first in exile with his father, returning to France only in 1873. 
Unable then to enter active political life, he turned to literature 
and philosophy, publishing in 1828 a collection of Chants het-
niques translated from the German of W. Midler, and in 183o aa 
Expose de la doctrine Saint-Simonienne, and collaborating is 
the Saint-Simonian journal Le Produdeur. He also paid several 
visits to England and travelled in other countries of Europe . 

In March 1839, after the dissolution of the chamber by Louis 
Philippe, he was elected deputy for Paris (re-elected in 1843 
and in 1846), and sat in the group of the Radical Left, being 
one of the leaders of the party hostile to Louis Philippe. On the 
24th of February 1848 he pronounced in favour of the republic 
Lamartine chose him as minister of education in the provisMnal 
government. Carnot set to work to organize the primary school 
systems, proposing a law for obligatory and free primary in-
struction. and another for the secondary education of girls. 
But he declared himself against purely secular schools, holding 
that " the minister and the schoolmaster are the two columns 
on which rests the edifice of the republic." By this attitude he 
alienated both the Right and the Republicans of the Extreme 
Left, and was forced to resign on the 5th of July 1848. He was 
one of those who protested against the romp d'etat of the and of 
December 1851, but was not proscribed by Louis Napoleon. 
He refused to sit in the Corps Legislatif until 1864, in order not 
to have to take the oath to the emperor. From 1864 to 1869 
he was in the republican opposition, taking a very active part. 
He was defeated at the election of 1869. On the 8th of February 
1871 he was named deputy for the Seine at Oise, and-participatoi 
in the drawing up of the Constitutional Laws of 1875. On the 
16th of December 1875, he was named by the National Assembly 
senator for life. He died on the 16th of March 1888, three 
months after the election of hiselder son, M. F. S. Carnet (q ), 
to the presidency of the republic. He had published Le Ministire 
de l'instruction publique et des culks du vq•levrier au •jaind 1848, 
(1849), Memoires cur Lazare Carnal (2 VOIS.,1861-1864), Mgstoira 
de Boren (with David Angers, 4 vols., 1842-1843). His second 
son, Marie Adolphe Carnot (b. 1839), became a distinguished 
mining-engineer and director of the Ecole des Mines (180, 
his studies in analytical chemistry placing him in the front rank 
of French scientists. He was made a member of the Academy 
of Sciences in 1895. 

See Vermorel, Les Hemmer de 1848 (3rd ed., z869): E. Soldier. 
Histoire .rkmentaire Sc la Seconde Ripubliqice (1891) ;  P. de la 
Gorce, Hisioire du Second Empire (1894 et seq.). 

CARNOT. LAZARE NICOLAS MARGUERITE (1753-ar3), 
French general, was born at Noisy in Burgundy in 1753. He 
received his training as an engineer at Mizieres, becoming an 
officer of the Corps de Genie in 1773 and a captain ten years 
later. He had then just published his first work, an Essai :arks 
machines en general. In 1784 he wrote an essay on balloons, and 
his bole of Vauban, read by him publicly, won him the com-
mendation of Prince Henry of Prussia. But as the result d a 
controversy with Montalembert. Carnot abandoned the official, 
or Vauban, theories of the art of fortification, and went over to 
the " perpendicular " school of Montalembert. He was conse-
quently imprisoned, on the pretext of having fought a duel, 
and only released when selected to accompany Prince Henry 
of Prussia in a visit to Vauban's fortifications. In 1795 he 
married. The Revolution drew him into political life, and he 
was elected a deputy for the Pas de Calais. In the Assembly be 
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took a prominent part in debates connected with the army. 
Camot was a stern and sincere republican, and voted for the 
execution of the king. In the campaigns of 1792 and 1793 he 
was continually employed as a commissioner in military matters, 
his greatest service being in April 1793 on the north-eastern 
frontier, where the disastrous battle of Neerwinden and the 
subsequent defection of Dumouriez had thrown everything into 
confusion. After doing what was possible to infuse energy into 
the operations of the French forces, he returned to Paris and 
was made a member of the Committee of Public Safety. He was 
charged with duties corresponding to those of the modern chief 
of the general staff and adjutant-general. As a member of the 
committee he signed its decrees and was thus at least technically 
responsible for the acts of the Reign of Terror. His energies 
were, however, directed to the organization, not yet of victory, 
but of defence. His labours were incessant; practically every 
military document in the archives of the committee was Carnot's 
own work, and he was repeatedly in the field with the armies. 
His part in Jourdan's great victory at Wattignies was so im-
portant that the credit of the day has often been assigned to 
Carrot. The winter of 1793-1794 was spent in hew preparations, 
is instituting a severe discipline in the new and ill-trained troops 
of the republic, and in improvising means and material of war. 
He continued to visit the armies at the front, and to inspire them 
with energy. He acquiesced in the fall of Robespierre in 1 794, 
but later defended Barere and others among his colleagues, 
declaring that he himself had constantly signed papers without 
reading them, as it was physically impossible to do so in the 
press of business. When Carnot's arrest was demanded in, May 
1793, a deputy cried " Will you dare to lay hands on the man 
who has organized victory?" Camot had just accepted pro-
motion to the rank of major in the engineers. Throughout 1793, 
when be had been the soul of the national defence, and 1794, in 
which year he had " organized victory " in fourteen armies, he 
was a simple captain. 

Carnet was elected one of the five Directors in November 1795, 
sad continued to direct the war department during the campaign 
of 1796. Late in 1796 he was made a member (1st class) of the 
Institute, which he had helped to establish. He was for two 
periods president of the Directory, but on the coup d'etat of the 
18th Fructidor (1797) was forced to take refuge abroad. He 
returned to France after the 18th Brumaire (1799) and was 
re-elected to the Institute in 1800. Early in ,boo he became 
moister of war, and he accompanied Moreau in the early part 
of the Rhine campaign. His chief work was, however, in reducing 
the expenses of the armies. Contrary to the usual custom he 
refused to receive presents from contractors, and he effected 
mucia-needed reforms in every part of the military administra-
tion. He tendered his resignation later in the year, but it was 
long before the First Consul would accept it. From 18ot he 
heed in retirement with his family, employing himself chiefly 
in scientific pursuits. As a senator he consistently opposed the 
increasing monarchism of Napoleon, who, however, gave him 
in 1809 a pension and commissioned him to write a work on 
fortification for the school of Metz. In these years he had 
Published De la correlation des figures de geometric (i8oz), Geo-
*foie de position (1803), and Principes fondawrentaux de Fequilibre 
dim mosspewient (18o3), all of which were translated into German. 
Ifs great work on fortification appeared at Paris in am (De la 
&Jesse de places fortes), and was translated for the use of almost 
MT,' army in Europe. He took Montalembert as his ground-
work. Without sharing Montalembert's antipathy to the bas-
tioned trace, and his predilection for high masonry caponiers, 
he followed out the principle of retarding the development of 
the attack, and provided for the most active defence. To 
facilitate sorties in great force he did away with a counterscarp 
will, providing instead a long gentle slope from the bottom of 
the ditch to the crest of the glacis. This, he imagined, would 
outPel an assailant to maintain large forces in the advanced 
benches, which he proposed to attack by vertical fire from 
mortars. Along the front of his fortress was built a heavy 
detached waft, loop-holed for fire, and sufficiently high to be a  

most formidable obstacle. This " Carnot wall," and, in general, 
Carnot's principle of active defence, played a great part in the 
rise of modern fortification. 

He did not seek employment in the field in the aggressive wars 
of Napoleon, remaining a sincere republican, but in 1814, when 
France itself was once more in danger, Carnot at once offered 
his services. He was made a general of division, and Napoleon 
sent him to the important fortress of Antwerp as governor. 
His defence of that place was one of the most brilliant episodes 
of the campaign of 1814. On his return to Paris he addressed 
a political memoir to the restored king of France, which aroused 
much attention both in France and abroad. He joined Napoleon 
during the Hundred. Days and was made minister of the interior, 
the office carrying with it the dignity of count, and on the 2nd of 
June he was made a peer of France. On the second Restoration 
he was proscribed. He lived thenceforward in Magdeburg, 
occupying himself still with science. But his health rapidly 
declined, and he died at Magdeburg on the 2nd of August 1823. 
His remains were solemnly removed to the Pantheon in 1889. 
Long before this, in 1836, Antwerp had erected a statue to its 
defender of 1814. In 1837 Arago pronounced his doge before 
the Academie des Sciences. The sincerity of his patriotism and 
his political convictions was proved in 18o1—i8o4 and in 1814. 
The memory of his military career is preserved in the title, given 
to him in the Assembly, of " The organizer of victory." His 
sons, Sadi and L. Hippolyte, are separately noticed. 

AUTHORITIRS.—Baron de B . . Vie prick, politicise, morale 
de L N. M. Carnal (Paris, '1816); Sdrieys, Carnal, sa vie politicise a 
priofe (Paris, 1816); Mandan, Notice biographigue sur to general 
Canna. &c. (Paris, 1818); W. Kline, Das I...ben L. N. AL Carnets 
(Leipzig, 1820); P. F. Tissot, Mtmoires kistoriques d militaires sur 
Carnal (Paris, t824) ;  Arago, Biographic de Carnal (Paris, 1850); 
Hippolyte Cannot, Mensoires sur Carnal (Paris, 1863); C. Remond, 
Nonce biographique sur to grand Carnal (Dijon 1880); A. Picaud, 
Carnal, rorganisakur de la victoire (Paris, 1885 and 1887); A. 
Burdeau, Une Familk de Patriotes (Paris, 1888); L. Hennet, Lasare 
Carnal (Paris, t888); G.Hubbard, Une Famile regrablicaine (Paris, 
1888); M. breyfous, Les Trois Carnal (Paris, 1888),• M. Bonnet, 
Carnal, d'aprls ks archives, &c. (Paris, 1888); and memoir by 
E. Charavaray in La Grande Encyclopedic. 

CARNOT, MARIE FRANCOIS SARI (t8317—x894), fourth 
president of the third French Republic, son of L. Hippolyte 
Carnot, was born at Limoges on the 11th of August 1837. He 
was educated as a civil engineer, and after having highly dis-
tinguished himself at the Ecole Polytechnique and the F..cole 
des Ponts et Chaussees, obtained an appointment in the public 
service. His hereditary republicanism recommended him to the 
government of national defence, by which he was entrusted in 
187o with the task of organizing resistance in the departments 
of the Eure, Calvados and Seine Inferieure, and made prefect 
of the last named in January 5871. In the following month 
he was elected to the National Assembly by the department 
Cote d'Or. In August 1878 he was appointed secretary to the 
minister of public works. In September i88o he became minister, 
and again in April 1885, passing almost immediately to the 
ministry of finance, which he held under both the Ferry and 
the Freycinet administrations until December ,886. When the 
Wilson scandals occasioned the downfall of Grevy in December 
1887, Carnot's high character for integrity marked him out as 
a candidate for the presidency, and he obtained the support of 
Clemenceau and of all those who objected to the candidatures 
of men who have been more active in the political arena, so that 
he was elected by 616 votes out of 827. He assumed office at a 
critical period, when the republic was all but openly attacked 
by General Boulanger. President Carnot's ostensible part during 
this agitation was mainly confined to augmenting his popularity 
by well-timed appearances on public occasions, which gained 
credit for the presidency and the republic. When early in 1889, 
Boulanger was finally drivin into exile, it fell to President 
Carnot's lot to appear at the head of the state on two occasions 
of especial interest, the celebration of the centenary of 1789 
and the opening of the Paris Exhibition of that year. The 
perfect success of both was regarded, not unreasonably, as a 
popular ratification of the republic, and though continually 
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harassed by the formation and dissolution of ephemeral ministries, 
by socialist outbreaks, and the beginnings of anti-Semitism, 
Carrot had but one serious crisis to surmount, the Panama 
scandals of 1892, which, if they greatly damaged the prestige 
of the state, increased the respect felt for its bead, against whose 
integrity none could breathe a word. Carrot seemed to be 
arriving at the zenith of popularity, when on the 24th of June 
1894, after delivering at a public banquet at Lyons a speech 
in which he appeared to imply that he nevertheless would not 
seek re-election, he was stabbed by an Italian anarchist named 
Caserio and expired almost immediately. The horror and grief 
excited by this tragedy were boundless, and the president was 
honoured with a splendid funeral in the Pantheon, Paris. 

His son, Fitascors Clamor, was first elected deputy for the 
Cote d'Or in 1902. 

See E. Zevort, Hisoore de la Troisanse Republique, tome iv., " La 
Presidence de Carnot " (Paris, 1901). 

CARNOT, SADI NICOLAS LEONHARD (1796-1832), French 
physicist, elder son of L. N. M. Carnot, was born at Paris on the 
ist of June 3796. He was admitted to the Ecole Polytechnique 
in 1812, and late 111 1814 he left with a commission in the 
Engineers and with prospects of rapid advancement in his 
profession. But Waterloo and the Restoration led to a second 
and final proscription of his father ; and though not himself 
cashiered, Sadi was purposely told off for the merest drudgeries 
of his service. Disgusted with an employment which afforded 
him neither leisure for original work nor opportunities for acquir-
ing scientific instruction, he presented himself in 1819 at the 
examination for admission to the staff corps (aal-major) and 
obtained a lieutenancy. He then devoted himself with astonish-
ing ardour to mathematics, cheinistry, natural history, tech-
nology and even political economy. He was an enthusiast in 
music and other fine arts; and he habitually practised as an 
amusement, while deeply studying in theory, all sorts of athletic 
sports, including swimming and fencing. He became captain 
in the Engineers in 1827, but left the service altogether in the 
following year. His naturally feeble constitution, further 
weakened by excessive study, broke down finally in 5832. An 
attack of scarlatina led to brain fever, and he had scarcely 
recovered when he fell a victim to cholera, of which he died in 
Paris on the 24th of August 1832. He was one of the most 
original and profound thinkers who have ever devoted them-
selves to science. The only work he published was his Rifierions 
sue Is puissance ncolrice du feu et sue les machines pro pre' d 
deoelopper cells puissance (Paris, 2824). This contains but a 
fragment of his scientific discoveries, but it is sufficient to put 
him in the very foremost rank, though its full value was not 
recognized until pointed out by Lord Kelvin in 1848 and 1849. 
Fortunately his manuscripts had been preserved, and extracts 
were appended to a reprint of his Puissance motrice by his brother, 
L. H. Carnot, in 1878. These show that he had not only realized 
for himself the true nature of heat, but had noted down for trial 
many of the best modern methods of finding its mechanical 
equivalent, such as those of J. P. Joule with the perforated 
piston and with the friction of water and mercury. Lord Kelvin's 
experiment with a current of gas forced through a porous plug 
is also given. " Carnot's principle " is fundamental in the theory 
of thermodynamics (q.v.). 

CARNOUSTIR, a police burgh and watering-place of Forfar-
shire, Scotland. Pop. (1901) 5204. It lies on the North Sea, 
ioj m. E.N.E. of Dundee by the North British railway. Bathing 
and golfing are good. Barry Links, a triangular sandy track 
occupying the south-eastern corner of the shire, are used as a 
camping and manceuvring ground for the artillery and infantry 
forces of the district, and occasionally of Scotland. Its most 
extreme point is called Buddon Ness, off which are the dangerous 
shoals locally known as the Roaring Lion, in consequence of 
the deep boom of the waves. On the Ness two lighthouses have 
been built at different levels, the lights of which are visible at 
13 and 16 m. 

CARNUNTUM (Kagovids in Ptolemy), an important Roman 
fortress, originally belonging to Noricum, but after the 1st  

century A.D. to Pannonia. It was a Celtic town, the name, 
which is nearly always found with K on monuments, being 
derived from Kay, Kant (" rock," " cairn "). Its extensive 
ruins may still be seen near Hainburg, between Deutsch-Altea 
burg and Petronell, in lower Austria. Its name first occurs in 
history during the reign of Augustus (a.o. 6), when Tiberius 
made it his base of operations in the campaigns against Maro-
boduus (Marbod). A few years later it became the centre of the 
Roman fortifications along the Danube from Vindobona (Vienna) 
to Brigetio (0-Szony), and (under Trajan or Hadrian) the 
permanent quarters of the XIV legion. It was also a very old 
mart for the amber brought to Italy from the north. It was 
created a municipium by Hadrian (Actium Carnuntum). 
Marcus Aurelius resided there for three years ([72-175) during 
the war against the Marcomanni, and wrote part of his Medita-
tions. Septimius Severus, at the time governor of Pannonia, 
was proclaimed emperor there by the soldiers (193). In the 
4th century it was destroyed by the Germans, and, although 
partly restored by' Valentinian I., it never regained its former
importance, importance, and Vindobona became the chief military centre- 
It was finally destroyed by the Hungarians in the middle ages. 

A special society (Cantunfuneserein) exists for the exploration of 
the numerous ruins, the results of which will be found in J. W. 
Kubitschek and S. Frankfurter, Foyer dunk Carisnauns (3rd 
1890; we also.  E. von Sacken, .. the ranusche Stadt Carnuntum. " 

in bitzungsbersclae der k. A kad. der Wissenschaften, ix. (Vienna. 
1852): article by Kubitachek in Pauly-Wissors's Reale:514*(1dr. 
iii. part u. (1899); Corpus Inscriptsonsne Latinarsun, ut.., part i. 
P. 550. 

CARNUTES (Gantlet, Carnutae, Kaprovrivor in Plutarch), 
a Celtic people of central Gaul, between the Sequana (Seine) 
and the Liger (Loire). Their territory corresponded to the 
dioceses of Chartres, Orleans and Blois, -  that is, the greater part 
of the modern departments of Eure-et-Loir, Loiret, Loir-et-Cher. 
It wan regarded as the political and religious centre of the Gallic 
nation. The chief towns were Cenabum (not Genabum; (Means) 
and Autricum (Chartres). According to Livy (v.34) the Carnutes 
were one of the tribes which accompanied Bellovesus in his 
invasion of Italy during the reign of Tarquinius Prisms. In 
the time of Caesar they were dependents of the Rend, who on one 
occasion interceded for them. In 52 they joined in the rebellion 
of Vercingetorix. As a punishment for the treacherous murder 
of some Roman merchants and one of Caesar's commissariat 
officers at Cenabum, the town was burnt and the inhabitants 
put to the sword or sold as slaves. During the war they sent 
12,000 men to relieve Alesia, but shared in the defeat of the 
Gallic army. Having attacked the Bituriges Cubi, who appealed 
to Caesar for assistance, they were forced to submit. Under 
Augustus, the Carnutes, as one of the peoples of Lugdunensis, 
were raised to the rank of cicadas socia or foederala, retaining 
their own institutions, and only bound to render military service 
to the emperor. Up to the 3rd century Autricum (later Caruntes, 
whence Chartres) was the capital, but in 275 Aurelian changed 
Cenabum from a Mars into a cicadas and named it Aureliannm 
or Aurelianensis urbs (whence Orleans). 

See Caesar, Bell. Gall. v. 25, 29, vii. 8, It, 75, viii. 5, 31; Strabo 
iv. pp. 191-191; R. Boutrays. titbit gentises. Carnation kistors. 
0624); A. Destardins, Geographic kistoriese de la Gamic ii. (ta* 
1 893); article and bibliography in La Grande Encydopidie; T. R. 
Holmes, Caesar's Conquest of Gaul (1899), p. aoa, on Cenabum. 

CARO, ANNIBALE (1 so7-1566), Italian poet, was born a; 
Civita Nuova, in Ancona, in 1507. He became tutor in the 
family of Lodovico Gaddi, a rich Florentine, and then secretary 
to his brother Giovanni, by whom he was presented to a valuable 
ecclesiastical preferment at Rome. At Gaddi's death, he entered 
the service of the Farnese family, and became confidential 
secretary in succession to Pietro Lodovico, duke of Parma. and 
to his sons, duke Ottavio and cardinals Ranuttio and Akzander. 
Caro's most important work was his translation of the Arland 
(Venice, 1582; Paris, 5760). He is also the author of Rime, 
Cansoni, and sonnets, a comedy named Gli Straccioni, and two 
clever fear d'esiorit, one in praise of figs, La Ficheide, and another 
in eulogy of the big nose of Leoni Ancona, pre,ident of tilt 
Academia della Vertff. Caro's poetry is distinguished by very 
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considerable ability, and particularly by the freedom and grace 
of its versification; indeed he may be said to have brought the 
verso sciolto to the highest development it has reached in Italy. 
His prose works consist of translations from Aristotle, Cyprian 
and Gregory Nazianzen; and of letters, written in his own name 
and in those of the cardinals Farnese, which are remarkable 
both for the baseness they display and for their euphemistic 
polish and elegance. His fame has been greatly damaged by the 
virulence with which he attacked Lodovico Castelvetro in one 
of his canzoni, and by his meanness in denouncing him to the 
Holy Office as translator of some of the writings of Melanchthon. 
He died at Rome about 1566. 

CARO, ELME MARIE (x826-1887), French philosopher, was 
born on the 4th of March 1826 at Poitiers. His father, a pro-
fessor of philosophy, gave him an excellent education at the 
Se. nicks  College and the Ecole Normale, where he graduated in 
184. After being professor of philosophy at several provincial 
universities, he received the degree of doctor, and came to Paris 
in 1858 as master of conferences at the Ecole Normale. In 1865 
he became inspector of the Academy of Paris, in 1864 professor 
of philosophy to the Faculty of Letters, and in 5874 a member 
of the French Academy. He married Pauline Cassin, the 
authoress of the Fiche de Madeleine and other well-known novels. 
He died in Park on the 13th of July 1887. In his philosophy he 
was mainly concerned to defend Christianity against modern 
Positivism. The philosophy of Cousin influenced him strongly, 
but his strength lay in exposition and criticism rather than in 
original thought. Besides important contributions to La Prance 
and the Revue des deux monde:, he wrote Le Mysticism au 
X VIII. sidcle(1852-i854),LI Id& de Dieu(1864),LeMaterialisme 
d la science (1868), Le Pessimism as XIX• deck (1878), louts 
d'oreames (x872), M. Lithe d is positivism (x883), George Sand 
(0187), Mdanges et portraits (z888), La Philosophic de Goethe 
(2nd ed., s88o). 

CAROL (0. Fr. tarok), a hymn of praise, especially such as 
is sung at Christmas in the open air. The origin of the word is 
obscure. Dien suggests that the word is derived from chorus. 
Others ally it with corolla, a garland, circle or coronet,,  the 
earliest sense of the word being apparently " a ring " or " circle," 
" a ring dance." Stonehenge, often called the Giants' Dance, 
was also frequently known as the Carol; thus Harding, Citron. 

z., " Within (the) Giauntes Carole, that so they hight, The 
(Stone hengles) that nowe so named been." The Celtic forms, often 
cited as giving the origin of the word, are derivatives of the English 
or French. The crib set up in the churches at Christmas was the 
centre of a dance, and some of the most famous of Latin Christmas 
hymns were written to dance tunes. These songs were called 
R'iegerilieder in German, nods in French, and carols in English. 
They were originally modelled on the songs written to accompany 
the choric dance, which were probably the starting-point of the 
lyric poetry of the Germanic peoples. Strictly speaking, there-
fore, the word should be applied to lyrics written to dance 
measures; in common acceptation it is applied to the songs 
written for the Christmas festival. Carolling, i.e. the combined 
exercise of dance and song, found its way from pagan ritual into 
the Christian church, and the clergy, however averse they might 
be from heathen survivals, had to content themselves in this, 
as in many other cases, with limiting the practice. The third 
council of Toledo (589) forbade dancing in the churches on the 
vigils  of saints' days , and secular dances in church were forbidden 
by the council of Auxerre in the next year. Even as late as 1209 
it was necessary for the council of Avignon to forbid theatrical 
dances and secular songs in churches. Religious dances persisted 
longest on Shrove Tuesday, and a castanet dance by the choristers 
round the lectern is permitted three times a year in the cathedral 
of Seville. The Christmas festival, which synchronized with and 

I In architecture, the term " carol " (also wrongly spelled "carrel " 
or " carrol ") is used, in the sense of an enclosure, of a small chapel 
or oratory enclosed by screens, and also sometimes of the rails of the 
Klee= the ves. It is more particularly applied to the separate 
seats near the windows of a cloister (q.v.), used by the monks for the 
purposes of study, &c. The term " carol " has, by a mistake, been 
sometimes used of a scroll bearing an inscription of a text, &c.  

superseded the Latin and Teutonic feasts of the winter solstice, 
lent itself especially to gaiety. The " crib " of the Saviour was 
set up in the churches or in private houses, in the traditional 
setting of the stable, with earthen figures of the Holy Family, 
the ox and the ass; and carols were sung and danced around it. 
The " rocking of the cradle " was the occasion of dialogue 
between Joseph and Mary which was not without elements of 
comedy, and gave rise to lullabies such as the well-known 
German Dormi fill. The adoration of the shepherds and the 
visit of the Magi also provided matter for dramatic and choral 
representation. The singing of the carol has survived in places 
where the institution of the "crib," said to have been originated 
by St Francis of Assisi to inculcate the doctrine of the incarna-
tion, has been long in disuse, but in the West Riding of Yorkshire 
the children who go round carol-singing still carry " milly-
boxes " (My Lady boxes) containing figures which represent the 
Virgin and Child. 

That carol-singing early became a pretext for the asking of 
alms is obvious from an Anglo-Norman carol preserved in the 
British Museum (MS. Reg. i6 E. viii.), Scignew's ore entendey 
d airs, which is little more than a drinking song. Carols were an 
important element in the mystery plays of the Nativity, and 
one of these, included in the Marguerites de in Marguerite des 
princesses, trts-illustre reline de Navarre (Lyons, 1547), incidentally 
gives evidence of the connexion of dancing and carol-singing, 
for the shepherds and shepherdesses open their chorus at the 
manger with "Datums, chantons, faisons rage." There is a long 
English carol relating the chief incidents of the life of Christ, 
which is a curious example of the mixture of the sacred and pro-
fane common in this species of composition. It begins " To-
morrow shall be my dancing day," and has for refrain- 

" Sing, oh ! my love, oh my love, my love, my love; 
Tins have I done for my true love. ' 

There are extant numerous carols dating from the r 5th century 
which have the characteristic features of folksong. The famous 
Cherry-tree Carol, " Joseph was an old man," is based on an 
old legend which is related in the Coventry mystery plays. 
" I saw three ships come sailing in," and " The Camel and the 
Crane," though of more modern date, preserve curious legends. 
Numerous entries in the household accounts of the Tudor 
sovereigns show that carol-singing was popular throughout 
the 16th century, and the literature of Christmas was enriched 
in the next century by poems which are of ten included in collec-
tions of carols, though they were probably written to be read 
rather than sung. Milton, Crashaw, Southwell, Ben Jonson, 
George Herbert and George Wither all produced Christmas 
poems, but the richest collection by any one poet is to be found 
in the poems of Herrick, whose " Come, bring with a noise " is 
a typical carol of the jovial kind, and may well have been written 
to a dance tune. Among 18th-century religious carols perhaps 
the most famous is Charles Wesley's " Hark, how all the welkin 
rings," better known in the variant, " Hark, the herald angels 
sing." The artificial modern revival of carol-singing has pro-
duced a quantity of new carols, the best of which are perhaps 
mostly derived from medieval Latin Christmas hymns. Among 
the many modern Christmas poems one of the most striking 
is Swinburne's " Three Damsels in the Queen's Chamber," 
which is, however, a ballad rather than a carol. 

The earliest printed collection of carols was issued by Wynkyn 
de Worde in 1525. It contained the famous Boar's Head carol, 
Caput apri defero, Reddens 'aides Domino, which in a slightly 
altered form is sung at Queen's College, Oxford, on the bringing 
in of the boar's head. Modern collections of ancient carols 
are derived chiefly from three tracts belonging to the collection 
of Anthony it Wood, preserved in the Bodleian library, from 
a 15th-century MS. (Sloane 2 593), a 16th-century MS. with the 
music (Add. 5665), and other MSS. in the British Museum, 
and from oral tradition. In the 18th century T. Bloomer of 
Birmingham published a number of carols in the form of broad-
sides. Among the numerous collections of French carols is 
Noel Borguignon de Gui Barka (1720), giving the words and 
the music of thirty-four nods, many of them very free in character. 
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CAROLINE—CAROLINE ISLANDS 
The term noel passed into the English carol as a favourite refrain, 
" nowell," and seems to have been in common use in France as an 
equivalent for sisal. 

Among the more important modern collections of Christmas carols 
are: Songs and Carols (1847), edited by T. Wright for the Percy 
Society from Sloane MS. 2593; W. Sandys, Christmastide, its History, 
Festivities and Carols (s852); Christmas with the Poets (edited by 
V. H., 4th ed., 1872); T. Helmore and J. M. Neale, Carols for 
Christmastide ('853-t8 ), 	music; R. R. Chope, Carols (new 
and complete edition, 	 church ), a tune-book for chuh use, with an 
introduction by S. Baring uld; H. IL Bramley, Christmas Carols, 
New and Old, the music by Dr Stainer; A. H. Bullen, Carols and 
Poems (1885); A. Fuller Maitland and W. S. Rockstro, Thirteen 
Carols of the Fifteenthh Cents, from a Trinity Coll., Cambridge, MS. 
0890. See Julian's Dictionary of Hymnology, s.s. " Carol " • 
E. Cortet, Essai sow ks fats religiasses (1867). 

CAROLINE (1683-1737), wife of George IL, king of Great 
Britain and Ireland, was a daughter of John Frederick, margrave 
of Brandenburg-Ansbach (d. 086). Born at Ansbach on the ist 
of March 1683, the princess passed her youth mainly at Dresden 
and Berlin, where she enjoyed the close friendship of Sophie 
Charlotte, wife of Frederick L of Prussia; she married George 
Augustus, electoral prince of Hanover, in September i7o5. 
The early years of her married life were spent in Hanover. She 
took a continual interest in the approaching accession of the 
Hanoverian dynasty to the British throne, was on very friendly 
terms with the old electress Sophia, and corresponded with 
Leibnitz, whose acquaintance she had made in Berlin. In 
October 1714 Caroline followed her husband and her father-in-
law, now Ring George L, to London. As princess of Wales she 
was accessible and popular, and took the first place at court, 
filling a difficult position with tact and success. When the quarrel 
between the prince of Wales and his father was attaining serious 
proportions, Caroline naturally took the part of her husband, 
and matters reached a climax in 1717. Driven from court, 
ostracized by the king, deprived even of the custody of their 
children, the prince and princess took up their residence in London 
at Leicester House, and in the country at Richmond. They 
managed, however, to surround themselves with a distinguished 
circle; Caroline had a certain taste for literature, and among 
their attendants and visitors were Lord Chesterfield, Pope, 
Gay, Lord Hervey and his wife, the beautiful Mary Lepel. 
A formal reconciliation with George I. took place in 1720. In 
October 1727 George II. and his queen were crowned. During 
the rest of her life Queen Caroline's influence in English politics 
was very chiefly exercised in support of Sir Robert Walpole; 
she kept this minister in power, and in control of church patron-
age. She was exceedingly tolerant, and the bishops appointed 
by her were remarkable rather for learning than for orthodoxy. 
During the king's absences from England she was regent of the 
kingdom on four occasions. On the whole, Caroline's relations 
with her husband, to whom she bore eight children, were satis-
factory. A clever and patient woman, she was very complaisant 
towards the king, flattering his vanity and acknowledging his 
mistresses, and she retained her influence over him to the end. 
She died on the toth of November 1737. 

Caroline appears in Scott's Heart of Midlothian; see also Lord 
Hervey, Memoirs of the Reign of George II., ed. by J. W. Croker (154) ; 
W. H. Wilkins, Caroline the Illustrious (too. ); and A. D. Greenwood, 
Lives of the Hanoverian Querns of England, vol. L ('slo)). 

CAROLINE AMELIA AUGUSTA (1768-1821), queen of 
George IV. of Great Britain, second daughter of Charles William 
Ferdinand, duke of Brunswick-Wolfenbiittel, was born on the 
17th of May 1768. She was brought up with great strictness, 
and her education did not fit her well for her subsequent station 
in life. In 1795 she was married to the then prince of Wales 
(see GEORGE IV.), who disliked her and separated from her after 
the birth of a daughter in January into. The princess resided 
at Blackheath; and as she was thought to have been badly 
treated by her profligate husband, the sympathies of the people 
were strongly in her favour. About 18o6 reports reflecting on 
her conduct were circulated so openly that it was deemed 
necessary for a commission to inquire into the circumstances. 
The princess was acquitted of any serious fault, but various  

improprieties in her conduct were pointed out and censured. 
In 1814 she left England and travelled on the continent, residing 
principally in Italy. On the accession of George in 182o, orders 
were given that the English ambassadors should prevent the 
recognition of the princess as queen at any foreign court. Her 
name also was formally omitted from the liturgy. These acts 
stirred up a strong feeling in favour of the princess among the 
English people generally, and she at once made arrangements for 
returning to England and claiming her rights. She rejected a 
proposal that she should receive an annuity of Lso,000 a year 
on condition of renouncing her title and remaining abroad. 
Further efforts at compromise proved unavailing; Caroline 
arrived in England on the 6th of June, and one month later a bill 
to dissolve her marriage with the king on the ground of adultery 
was brought into the House of Lords. The trial began on the 
17th of August 182*, and on the zoth of November the bill, after 
passing the third reading, was abandoned. The public excite-
ment had been intense, the boldness of the queen's counsel, 
Brougham and Denman, unparalleled, and the ministers felt 
that the smallness of their majority was virtual defeat. The 
queen was allowed to assume her title, but she was refused admit-
tance to Westminster Hall on the coronation day, July 19, 1821. 
Mortification at this event seems to have hastened her death, 
which took place on the 7th of August of the same year. 

See A Queen of Indiscretions, the Tragedy of Caroline of Bromwich. 
Queen of England, translated by F. Chapman from the Italian of 
Graziano Paolo Clerici (London, 19117). with numerous portraits, Ae. 
Of contemporary authorities the Creevy Papers (t9o5) throw the 
most interesting sidelights on the subject. 

CAROLINE ISLANDS, a widely-scattered archipelago in the 
Pacific Ocean, E. of the Philippines and N. of New Guinea, 
included in Micronesia, between s° and so° N., and z35° and 
z6° E., belonging to Germany. They fall into three main 
groups, the Western, Central and Eastern Carolines, the central 
being the most numerous, while the western include the Pelew 
group. The total land area is about 38o sq. m., and out of this, 
307 sq. tn. is covered by the four main islands, Ponape and 
Kusaie in the eastern group, Truk or Hogolu in the central, and 
Yap in the western. These islands are of considerable elevation 
(the highest point of Ponape approaches 3000 ft.), but the rest 
are generally low coral islets. The climate is equable and moist, 
but healthy; but the islands are subject to heavy storms. The 
total population is estimated at 36,000. The natives, who are 
Micronesian hybrids of finer physique than their kinsmen of the 
Pelew Islands, have a comparatively high mental standard, being 
careful agriculturists, and peculiarly clever boatbuilders and 
navigators. The Germans divide the whole archipelago into 
two administrative districts, eastern and western, having the 
seats of government at Ponape and Yap respectively. The 
principal article of export is copra. The islands were discovered 
(at least in part) by the Portuguese Diego da Rocha in 1527, 
and called by him the Sequeira Islands. In 3686 Admiral 
Francesco Lazeano, who made further explorations, renamed 
them the Carolines in honour of Charles H. of Spain. The 
islands were subsequently visited by a few travellers; but the 
natives have only in modern times been reconciled to the presence 
of foreigners; an early visit of missionaries (1730 resulted in 
one of several murderous attacks on white men which darken 
the history of the islands; and it was only in 1875 that Spain, 
claiming the group, made some attempt to assert her rights. 
These were contested by Germany, whose flag was hoisted on 
Yap, and the matter was referred to the arbitration of Pope 
Leo XIII. in 1885. He decided in favour of Spain, but gave 
Germany free trading rights; and in 18w Germany took over 
the administration of the islands from Spain, paying 25,00tt,oco 
pesetas (nearly ir,000,000 sterling). 

Ancient Stone Buildings. —In Ponape and Kusaie, massive stone 
structures, similar to those which occur in several other parts 
of the Pacific Ocean, have long been known to exist. They have 
been closely explored by Herr Kubary, Mr F. J. Moss, and latex 
Mr F. W. Christian. None of the colossal structures hitherto 
described appears to have been erected by the present Melanesian 
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or Polynesian peoples, while their wide diffusion, extending as 
far as Easter Island, within goo m. of the New World, points 
to the occupation of the Pacific lands by a prehistoric race which 
had made some advance in general culture. The Funafuti 
borings (1897) show almost beyond doubt that Polynesia is an 
area of comparatively recent subsidence. Hence the land con-
nexions must have formerly been much easier and far more 
continuous than at present. The dolmen-builders of the New 
Stone Age are now known to have long occupied both Korea 
and Japan, from which advanced Asiatic lands they may have 
found little difficulty in spreading over the Polynesian world, 
just as in the extreme west they were able to range over Scandi-
navia, Great Britain and Ireland. To Neolithic man, still perhaps 
represented by some of the more light-coloured and more regular-
featured Polynesian groups, may therefore not unreasonably 
be attributed these astonishing remains, which assume so many 
different forms according to the nature of the locality, but seem 
generally so out of proportion with the present restricted areas 
on which they stand. With the gradual subsidence of these 
areas their culture would necessarily degenerate, although echoes 
of sublime theogonics and philosophies are still heard in the oral 
traditions and folklore of many Polynesian groups. In the islet 
of Lele, close to Kusaie, at the eastern extremity of Micronesia, 
the ruins present the appearance of a citadel with cyclopean 
ramparts built of large basaltic blocks. There are also numerous 
canals, and what look like artificial harbours constructed amid 
the shallow lagoons. 

In Ponape the remains are of a somewhat similai character, 
but on a much larger scale, and with this difference, that while 
those of Lele all stand on the land, those of Ponape arc built in 
the water. The whole island is strewn with natural basaltic 
prisms, some of great size; and of this material, brought by boats 
or rafts from a distance of 3o m. and put together without any 
mortar, but sustained by their own weight, are built all the 
massive walls and other structures on the cast side of the Island. 
The walls of the main building near the entrance of Metalanim 
harbour form a massive quadrangle 200 ft. on all sides, with 
inner courts, vault and raised platform with walls so to 40 ft. 
high and from 8 to t8 ft. thick. Some of the blocks are 25 ft. 
long and 8 ft. in circumference, and many of them weigh from 
3 to 4 tons. There are also numerous canals from 3o to zoo ft. 
wide, while a large number of islets, mainly artificial, covering 
an area of 9 sq. m., have all been built up out of the shallow 
waters of the lagoon round about the entrance of the harbour, 
with high sea-walls composed of the same huge basaltic prisms. 
In some places the walls of this " Pacific Venice " are now 
submerged to some depth, as if the land had subsided since the 
construction of these extensive works. Elsewhere huge break-
waters had been constructed, the fragments of which may still 
be seen stretching away for a distance of from 2 to 3 M. Most 
observers, such as Admiral Sir Cyprian Bridge and Mr Le Hunte, 
agree that these structures could not possibly be the work of any 
of the present Polynesian peoples, and attribute them to a now 
extinct prehistoric race, the men of the New Stone Age from the 
Asiatic mainland. 

Stone lloney. —The inhabitants of Yap are noted for possessing 
the most extraordinary currency, if it can be so called, in the 
whole world. Besides the ordinary shell money, there is a sort 
of stone coinage, consisting of huge calcite or limestone discs or 
wheels from 6 in. to t 2 ft. in diameter, and weighing up to nearly 
5 tons. These are all quarried in the Pelew Islands, 200 M. to 
the south, and are now brought to Yap in European vessels. 
But some were in the island long before the arrival of the whites, 
and must consequently have been brought by native vessels or 
on rafts. The stones, which are rather tokens than money, do 
not circulate, but are piled up round about the chief's treasure-
house, and appear to be regarded as public property, although 
it is hard to say what particular use they can serve. They appear 
to be kept rather for show and ornament than for use. 

See F. W. Christian. The Caroline Islands (London, ago); G. 
Vollcens. " Ober die Karolinen Inset Yap," in Verkandlungen 
Gesellschaft &astute Berlin., =Ail (1901); J. S. Kubary, Eihno- 

raphische Beitrdge sin Kenheiss des Korolinen-Archipel (Leiden. 
1889-1892); De Abrade, Historia del cow Liao Si las Carolinas, &c. 
(Madrid, 1886). 

CAROLINGIANS, the name of a family (so called from Charle-
magne, its most illustrious member) which gained the throne of 
France A.O. 731. It appeared in history in 613, its origin being 
traced to Arnulf (Arnoul), bishop of Metz, and Pippin, long 
called Pippin of Landen, but more correctly Pippin the Old or 
Pippin I. Albeit of illustrious descent, the genealogies which 
represent Arnulf as an Aquitanian noble, and his family as 
connected—by more or less complicated devices—with the 
saints honoured in Aquitaine, are worthless, dating from the 
time of Louis the Pious in the 9th century. Arnulf was one of 
the Austrasian nobles who appealed to Clotaire II., king of 
Neustria, against Brunhilda, and it was in reward for his services 
that he received from Clotaire the bishopric of Metz (613). 
Pippin, also an Austrasian noble, had taken a prominent part in 
the revolution of 613. These two men Clotaire took as his 
counsellors; and when he decided in 623 to confer the kingdom of 
Austrasia upon his son Dagobert, they were appointed mentors to 
the Austrasian king, Pippin with the title of mayor of the palace. 
Before receiving his bishopric, Arnulf had had a son Adalgiselus, 
afterwards called Anchis; Pippin's daughter, called Beggs in later 
documents, was married to Arnulf's son, and of this union was born 
Pippin II. Towards the end of the 7th century Pippin II., called 
incorrectly Pippin of Heristal, secured a preponderant authority 
in Austrasia, marched at the head of the Austrasians against 
Neustria, and gained a decisive victory at Tertry, near St 
Quentin (687). From that date he may be said to have been 
sole master of the Frankish kingdom, which he governed till his 
death (714). In Neustria Pippin gave the mayoralty of the palace 
to his son Grimoald, and afterwards to Grimoald's son Theode-
bald ; the mayoralty in Austrasia he gave to his son Drogo, and 
subsequently to Drogo's children, Arnulf and Hugh. Charles 
Martel, however, a son of Pippin by a concubine Chalpatda, 
seized the mayoralty in both kingdoms, and he it was who 
continued the Carolingian dynasty. Charles Martel governed 
from 714 to 741 , and in 751 his son Pippin III. took the title of 
king. The Carolingian dynasty reigned in France from 751 to 
987, when it was ousted by the Capetian dynasty. In Germany 
descendants of,Pippin reigned till the death of Louis the Child in 
911; in Italy the Carolingians maintained their position until 
the deposition of Charles the Fat in 887. Charles, duke of Lower 
Lorraine, who was thrown into prison by Hugh Capet in 991, 
left two sons, the last male descendants of the Carolingians, Otto, 
who was also duke of Lower Lorraine and died without issue, and 
Louis, who after the year z000 vanishes from history. 

See P. A. F. Gerard and L. A. Warnkillnig, Histoire des Carolingiens 
(Brussels, 1862); H. E. Donnell, Anfange des Karoling. Hawses 
(Berlin, 1866); J. F. Bohmer and E. MOhlbacher, Regesten d. 
Kaiserreichs unter d. Karolingern (Innsbruck, 1889 seq.); E. Muhl-
bacher, Deutsche Gesch. sinter d. Karolingern (Stuttgart. 1896); 
F. Lot, Les Verniers Carolingians (Paris, 1890. (C. Pr.) 

CAROLUS-DURAN, the name adopted by the French painter 
Charles Auguste Emile Durand (1837- ), who was born at 
Lille on the 4th of July 1837. He studied at the Lille Academy 
and then went to Paris, and in 1861 to Italy and Spain for 
further study, especially devoting himself to the pictures of 
Vclasquez. His subject picture " Murdered," or " The Assassina-
tion " (1866), was one of his first successes, and is now in the 
Lille museum, but he became best known afterwards as a portrait-
painter, and as the head of one of the principal ateliers in Paris, 
where some of the most brilliant artists of a later generation 
were his pupils. His" Lady with the Glove "(1869), a portrait of 
his own wife, was bought for the Luxembourg. In 1889 he was 
made a commander of the Legion of Honour. He became a 
member of the Academie des Beaux-arts in 1904, and in the next 
year was appointed director of the French academy at Rome in 
succession to Eugene Guillaume. 

CARORA, an inland town of the state of Lara, Venezuela, on 
the Carora, a branch of the Tocuyo river, about 54 m. W. by S. of 
the city of Barquisimeto, and 1128 ft. above sea-level. Pop. 
(1908 estimate) 6000. The town is comparatively well-built 
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and possesses a fine parish church, and a Franciscan convent and 
hermitage. It was founded in 1754,  and its colonial history 
shows considerable prosperity, its population at that time 
numbering 9000 to io,000. The neighbouring country is devoted 
principally to raising horses, mules and cattle; and in addition 
to hides and leather, it exports rubber and other forest products. 

CARP, the typical fish of a large family (Cyprinidae) of Ostario-
physi, as they have been called by M. Sagemehl, in which the air-
bladder is connected with the ear by a chain of small bones (so-
called Weberian ossicles). The mouth is usually more or less 
protractile and always toothless; the lower pharyngeal bones, 
which are large and falciform, subparallel to the branchial arches, 
are provided with teeth, often large and highly specialized, in 
one, two or three series (pharyngeal teeth), usually working 
against a horny plate attached to a vertical process of the basi-
occipital bone produced under the anterior vertebrae, mastica-
tion being performed in the gullet. These teeth, adapted to 
various requirements, vary according to the genus, being conical, 
hooked, spoon-shaped, molariform, &c. 

The species are extremely numerous, about 1400 being known, 
nearly entirely confined to fresh water, and feeding on vegetable 
substances or small animals. They are dispersed over the whole 
world with the exception of South America, Madagascar, Papu-
asia, and Australasia. Remains of several of the existing 
genera have been found in Oligocene and later beds of Europe, 
Sumatra and North America. One member of the Cyprinidae is 
at present known to be viviparous, but no observations have as 
yet been made on its habits. It is a small barbel discovered in 
Natal by Max Weber, and described by him under the name 
Barbs viviparus. 

The Cyprinidae ,  are divided into four subfamilies:—Catasto-
m(nae (mostly from North America, with a few specics from 
China and eastern Siberia), in which the maxillary bones take a 
share in the border of the mouth, and the pharyngeal teeth are 
very numerous and form a single, comb-like series; Cyprininae, 
the great bulk of the family, more or less conforming to the type of 
the carp; Cobilinae, or loaches (Europe, Asia, Abyssinia), 
which are dealt with in a separate article (see Loam); and the 
Hornaloplerinae (China and south-eastern Asia), mountain forms 
allied to the loaches, with a quite rudimentary air-bladder. 

For descriptions of other Cyprinids than the carp, see GOLD-. 
FISH, BARBEL, GUDGEON, RUDD, ROACH, CHUB, DACE, MINNOW, 
TENCH, BREAM, BLEAK, BITTERLINC, MAHSEER. 

The carp itself, Cyprinus carpio, has a very wide distribution, 
having spread, through the agency of man, over nearly the 
whole of Europe and a part of North America, where it lives in 
lakes, ponds, canals, and slow-running rivers with plenty of 

The Common Carp. 
vegetation. The carp appears to be a native of temperate Asia 
and perhaps also of south-eastern Europe, and to have been 
introduced into other parts in the 1 2th and 13th century; it was 
first mentioned in England in 1496. The acclimatization of the 
carp in America has been a great success, especially in the 
northern waters, where, the growth continuing throughout the 
entire year, the fish soon attains a remarkable size. The presence 
of carp in Indo-China and the Malay Archipelago is probably 
also to be ascribed to human agency. In the British Isles the 

The name of the fishes of the genus Cyprinus is derived from the 
island of Cyprus, the ancient sanctuary of Venus; this name is 
supposed to have arisen from observations of the fecundity and 
vivacity of carp during the spawning period.  

carp seldom reaches a length of si ft., and a weight of mit, 
whilst examples of that size are quite frequent on the continent, 
and others measuring 4 ft. and weighing 6o te or more are on 
record. The fish is characterized by its large scales (34 to 40 in 
the lateral line), its long dorsal 6n, the first ray of which is stiff 
and serrated, and the presence of two small barbels on each side of 
the mouth. But it varies much in form and scaling, and some 
most aberrant varieties have been fixed by artificial selection, 
the principal being the king-carp or mirror-carp, in which the 
scales are enlarged and reduced in number, forming more or kss 
regular longitudinal series on the sides, and the leather-carp, in 
which the scales have all but disappeared, the fish being covered 
with a thick, leathery skin. Deformed examples are not of rare 
occurrence. 

Although partly feeding on worms and other small forms of 
animal life, the carp is principally a vegetarian, and the great 
development of its pharyngeal apparatus renders it particularly 
adapted to a graminivorous regime. The longevity of the fish has 
probably been much exaggerated, and the statements of carp of 
zoo years living in the ponds of Pont-Chartrain and other places 
in France and elsewhere do not rest on satisfactory evidence. 

A close ally of the carp is the Crucian carp, Cyprinus carasrak, 
chiefly distinguished by the absence of barbels. It inhabits 
Europe and northern and temperate Asia, and is doubtfully 
indigenous to Great Britain. It is a small fish, rarely exceeding a 
length of 8 or 9 in. It has many varieties. One of these, re-
markable for its very short, thick head and deep body, is the so-
called Prussian carp, C. gibelio, often imported into English 
ponds, whilst the best known is the goldfish (q.v.), C. ~afar, 
first produced in China. (G. A. B.) 

CARPACCIO. VITTORIO. or Vrrroas (c. 1465-c. 1522), 
Italian painter, was born in Venice, cf an old Venetian family. 
The facts of his life are obscure, but his principal works were 
executed between 1490 and 1319; and he ranks as one of the 
finest 'precursors of the great Venetian masters. The date of 
his birth is conjectural. He is first mentioned in 1472 in a will 
of his uncle Fra Ilario, and Dr Ludwig infers from this that 
he was born c. 1455, on the ground that no one could enter into 
an inheritance under the age of fifteen; but the inference ignores 
the possibility of a testator making his will in prospect of the 
beneficiary attaining his legal age. Consideration of the youthful 
style of his earliest dated pictures (" St Ursula " series, Venice, 
149o) makes it improbable that at that time he had reached so 
mature an age as thirty-five; and the date of his birth is more 
probably to be guessed from his being about twenty-five in 1440- 
What is certain is t hat he was a pupil (not, as sometimes thought, 
the master) of Lazzaro Bastiani, who,' like the Bellini and 
Vivarini, was the bead of a large (tidier in Venice, and whose 
own work is seen in such pictures as the " S. Veneranda " at 
Vienna, and the " Doge Mocenigo kneeling before the Virgin' 
and " Madonna and Child " (formerly attributed to Carpaccia) 
in the National Gallery, London. In later years Carpaccio 
appears to have been influenced by Cima da Conegliano (e.g. 
in the " Death of the Virgin," r3o8, at Ferrara). Apart from 
the " St Ursula " series, his scattered series of the " Life of the 
Virgin " and " Life of St Stephen," and a " Dead Christ " at 
Berlin, may be specially mentioned. 

For an authoritative and detailed account, see the Life and Woks 
of Vittorio Carpaccio, by Pompon Molmenti and Gustav Ludsig. 
Eng. trans. by R H. Cust (i9o7); and the criticism by Rgtn Fry. 
" A Genre Painter and his Critics," in the Quarterly Review ( 
April 19°8). 

CARPATHIAN MOUNTAINS ,  (Lat. Monks Smoak.* Died 
Lat. Monies N ilium), the eastern wing of the great rental 
mountain system of Europe. With the exception of the 
extreme southern and south-eastern ramifications, which Wont 
to Rumania, the Carpathians lie entirely within Austrian and 

The name is derived from the Slavonic word Chrb, which mous 
mountain-range. As Chrawol, it was first applied to the inhabitants 
of the region, whence it passed in the form !Craps/ or Kappa as the 
name of mountain system. In official Hungarian documents of 
the 13th and 14th centuries the Carpathians are named Thom:halo 
Tarczal, and also Morales Nioium. 
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Hungarian territory. They begin on the Danube near Pressburg, 
surround Hungary and Transylvania in a large semicircle, the 
concavity of which is towards the south-west, and end on the 
Danube near Orsova. The total length of the Carpathians is 
over goo m., and their width varies between 7 and 230 m., 
the greatest width of the Carpathians corresponding with its 
highest altitude. Thus the system attains its greatest breadth 
in the Transylvanian plateau, and in the meridian of the Tatra 
group. It covers an area of 7a,600 sq. m., and after the Alps 
is the most extensive mountain system of Europe. The Car-
pathians do not form an uninterrupted chain of mountains, 
but consist of several orographically and geologically distinctive 
groups; in fact they present as great a structural variety as 
the Alps; but as regards magnificence of scenery they cannot 
compare with the Alps. The Carpathians, which only in a few 
places attain an altitude of over B000 ft., lack the bold peaks, 
the extensive snow-fields, the large gladers, the high waterfalls 
and the numerous large lakes which are found in the Alps. 
They are nowhere covered by perpetual snow, and glaciers 
do not exist, so that the Carpathians, even in their highest 
altitude, recall the middle region of the Alps, with which, how-
ever, they have many points in common as regards appearance, 
structure and flora. The Danube separates the Carpathians from 
the Alps, which they meet only in two points, namely, the Leitha 
Mountains at Pressburg, and the Bakony Mountains at Vacz 
(Waitzen), while the same river separates them from the Balkan 
Mountains at Orsova. The valley of the March and Oder 
separates the Carpathians from the Silesian and Moravian chains, 
which belong to the middle wing of the great central mountain 
system of Europe. The Carpathians separate Hungary and 
Transylvania from Lower Austria, Moravia, Silesia, Galicia, 
Bukovina and Rumania, while its ramifications fill the whole 
northern part of Hungary, and form the quadrangular mass 
of the Transylvanian plateau. Unlike the other wings of the 
great central system of Europe, the Carpathians, which form the 
watershed between the northern seas and the Black Sea, are sur-
rounded on all sides by plains, namely the great Hungarian plain 
on the south-west, the plain of the Lower Danube (Rumania) 
on the south, ancrthe Galician plain on the north-east. 

The Carpathian system can be divided into two groups: the 
Carpathians proper, and the mountains of Transylvania. The 
Carpathians proper consist of an outer wall, which forms the 
frontier between Hungary and the adjacent provinces of Austria, 
and of an inner wall which fills the whole of Upper Hungary, and 
forms the central group. The outer wall is a complex, roughly 
circular mass of about boo m.•extending from Pressburg to the 
valley of the Vis6, and the Golden Bistritza, and is divided 
by the Poprad into two parts, the western Carpathians and the 
eastern or wooded Carpathians. Orographically, therefore, 
the proper Carpathians are divided into: (a) the western 
Carpathians, (b) the eastern or wooded Carpathians, and (c) 
the central groups. 

(a) The western Carpathians, which begin at the Porta Hungarica 
on the Danube. just opposite the Leitha Mountains, and extend to 
RaNIPS. the Poprad over, are composed of four principal groups: 

the Little Carpathians (also called the Pres'burg group) 
with the highest peak Bradlo (2670 ft.); the White Carpathians or 
Miava group, with the highest peak Javornik (3325 ft.), and the 
Zemerka (3445 ft.); the Beskid proper or western Beskid group, 
which extends from a little west of the Jablunlca pass to the river 
Poprad, with the highest peaks. Beskid (3115 ft.), Smrk (4395 ft.), 
Lissa Hora (4350  ft.) and Ossus (slob ft.): and the Magura or 
Area Niagara group. which extends to the south of Beskid Mountains, 
and contains the Babia Goes (5650 ft.), the highest peak in the whole 
western Carpathians. 

(b) The eastern or wooded Carpathians extend from the river 
Poprad to the sources of the river Vis6 and the Golden Bistritza, 
whence the Transylvanian Mountains begin, and form the link 
between these mountains and the central groups or High Carpathians. 
They are a monotonous sandstone range, covered with extensive 
forests, which up to the sources of the rivers Ung and San are also 
called the eastern Beskids, and are formed of small parallel ranges. 
The northern two-thirds of this range has a mean altitude of 325o ft., 
and only in its southern portion it attains a mean altitude of s000 ft. 
The principal peaks are Rusky Put (4264 ft.), Popadjf (5690 ft.), 
Biwa(3936 ft.). Pop Ivan (6214 ft.), Tomnatik (5035 ft.). Giumaleu 
(6077 ft.) and Cserna Gore (65o5 ft.), the culminating peak of the  

whole range. To the eastern Carpathians belongs also the range of 
mountains extending between the Laborcza and the Upper Theiss, 
called Vihorlat, which attains in the peak of the same name an 
altitude of 3495 ft. As indicated by its name, which means " burnt," 
it is of volcanic origin, and plays an important part in the folklore 
and in the superstitious legends of the Hungarian people. 

(c) The central groups or the High Carpathians extend from the 
confluence of the flyers Armand Was to the river Poprad, and 
include the highest group of the Carpathian system. They consist 
of the High Tatra group (see Tanta Mountan7, where is found the 
Gerlsdorfer or Franz Josef peak (Hung. Gerlach alai-Cnics), with an 
altitude of 8737 ft., the highest peak in the who e Carpathian Moun-
tains. On its west are the Liptauer Magura, with the highest peak 
the Biela Szkala (69oolt.), and on its east are the Zipser Magura, 
which have a mean altitude of 3000 ft. South of the central groups 
lies a widely extending mountain region, which fills the whole of 
northern Hungary, and is known as the Hungarian highland. It is 
composed of several groups, which are intersected by the valleys of 
numerous rivers, and which descend in sloping terraces towards the 
Danube and the Hungarian plain. The principal groups are: the 
Neutra or Galg6c Mountains (4400 ft.), between the rivers Waag 
and Neutra; the Low or Nizna Tatra, which extends to the south 
of the High Tatra, and has its hi ghest peaks, the Djumbir (6700 ft.) 
and the Kralove Hole (6400 ft. ; this group is continued towards 
the east up to the confluence of t the &Mm ini with the Hernad, by the 
so-called Carpathian foot-hills, with the highest peak the Zelesznik 
(2675 ft.). West of the Low Tatra extend the Fatra group, with the 
highest peak, the Great Fatra (5825 ft.), to the south and east of 
which lie the Schemnitz group, the Ostrowsky group, and several 
other groups, all of which are also called the Hungarian Ore Moun-
tains, on account of their richness in valuable ores. South-east of 
the Low Tatra extend the Zipa—G6mtir Ore Mountains, while the 
most eastern group is the Hegyalja Mountains, between the Toole. 
Tarcza and Hernad rivers, which run southward from Eperjes to 
Tokaj. In their northern portion, they are also called Sovir Moun-
tains, and reach in their highest peak, Simonka, an altitude of 335o ft., 
while their southern portion, which ends with the renowned Tokaj 
Hill (165o ft.), is also called Tokaj Mountains. The smaller groups 
of the Hungarian highland are: on the south-west the Neograd 
Mountains (2850), whose offshoots reach the Danube; to the east 
of them extends the Matra group, with the highest peak the Sask6 
(3285 ft.). The Matra group is of volcanic origin, rising abruptly in 
the great Hungarian plain, and constitutes one of the most beautiful 
groups of the Carpathians; lastly, to its east extend the thickly-
wooded Bilkk Mountains (3too ft.), 

Throughout the whole of the Carpathian system there are numerous 
mountain lakes, but they cannot compare with the Alpine lakes 
either in extenrion or beauty. The largest and most . 
numerous are found in the Tatra Mountains. These lakes 
are called by the people " eyes of the sea," through their belief that 
they are in subterranean communication with the sea. 

The western and central Carpathians are much more accessible 
than the eastern Carpathians and the Transylvanian Mountains. 
The principal passes in the western Carpathians are: Paws. Strany, Hrozinkau, Wlara, Lissa and the Jablunka pass 
('970 ft.), the principal route between Silesia and Hungary, crosaed 
by the Breslau-Budapest railway; and the Jordanow pass. In the 
central Carpathians are: the road from Neumarkt to Kesmark 
through the High Tatra, the Telgart pass over the Krilova Hole 
from the Poprad to the Gran, and the Tylicz pass from Bartfeld to 
Tarnow. In the eastern Carpathians are: the Dukla pass. the 
Mezo-Laborcz pass crossed by the railway from Tokaj to Przemysl; 
the Uszok pass, crossed by the road from Ungvar to Sambor; the 
Vereczke pass, crossed by the railway from Lemberg to Munkflcs; 
the Delatyn or Klirosmezti pass (3300 ft.), also called the Magyar 
route, crossed by the railway from Kolomea to Debreczen; and the 
Stiol pass in Bukovina. 

The Carpathians consist of an outer zone of newer beds and an 
inner zone of older rocks. Between the two zones lies a row of 
Klippen, while towards the Hungarian plain the inner mow, 
zone is bordered by a fringe of volcanic eruptions of 
Tertiary age. The outer zone is continuous throughout the whole 
extent of the chain, and is remarkably uniform both in composition 
and structure. It is formed almost entirely of a succession of sand-
stones and shales of Cretaceous and Tertiary .  age—the so-called 
Carpathian Sandstone—and these are thrown Into a series of iso-
clinal folds dipping constantly to the south. The folding of this zone 
took place during the Miocene period. The inner zone is not con-
tinuous, and is much more complex in structure. It is visible only 
in the west and in the cast, while in the central Carpathians, between 
the Hernad and the headwaters of the Theist, it is lost beneath the 
modern deposits of the Hungarian plain. In the western Carpathians 
the inner zone consists of a foundation of Carboniferous and older 
rocks, which were folded and denuded before the deposition of the 
succeeding strata. In the outer poortion of the zone the Permian 
and Mesozoic beds are crushed and folded against the core of ancient 
rocks; in the inner portion of the zone they rest upon the old founda-
tion with but little subsequent disturbance. In the eastern Car-
pathians also, the Permian and Mesozoic beds are not much folded 
except near the outer margin of the zone. The Klippen are isolated 
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hills, chiefly of Jurassic limestone, rising up in the midst of the later 

1 and softer deposits on the inner border of the sandstone zone. 
Their relations to the surrounding beds are still obscure. They may 
be " rootless " masses brought upon the top of the later beds by 
thrustplanes. They may be the pinched-up summits of sharp 
anticlinals, which in the process of folding have been forced through 
the softer rocks which lay upon them. Or, finally, they may have 
been islands rising above the waters, in which were deposited the 
later beds which now surround them. The so-called Klippen of the 
Swiss Alps are now usually supposed to rest upon thrustplanes, but 
they are not strictly analogous, either in structure or in position, 
with those of the Carpathians. Of all the peculiar features of the 
Carpathian chain, perhaps the most remarkable is the fringe of 
volcanic rocks which lies along its inner margin. The outbursts 
began in the later part of the Eocene period, and continued into the 
Pliocene, outlasting the period of folding. They appear to be 
associated with faulting upon the inner margin of the chain. 
Trachytes, rhyolites, anclesates and basalts occur, and a definite 
order of succession has been made out in several areas; but this 
order is not the same throughout the chain. 

The Carpathians, like the Alps, form a protective wall to the 
regions south of them, which enjoy a much milder climate than those 
ClIm 	situated to the north. The vegetation of these regions is ato, 
Roras 	naturally subjected to the different climateric conditions. 
Femur 	The mountains themselves are mostly covered wit h forests, 

and their vegetation presents four zones: that of the 
beech extends to an altitude of 4000 ft.; that of the Scottish fir to 
moo ft. higher. Above this grows a species of pine, which becomes 
dwarfed and disappears at an altitude of about 6000 ft., beyond 
which is a zone of lichen and moss covered or almost bare rock. 
The highest parts in the High Tatra and in the Transylvanian 
Mountains have a flora similar to that of the Alps, more specially 
that of the middle region. Remarkable is the sea-shore flora, which 
is found in the numerous salt-impregnated lakes, ponds and marshes 
in Transylvania. As regards the fauna, the Carpathians still contain 
numerous bears, wolves and 

i 
 lynxes, as well as birds of prey. It 

presents a characteristic feature in its mollusc fauna, which contains 
many species not found in the neighbouring regions, and only found 
in the Alpine region. Cattle and sheep are pastured in great numbers 
on its slopes. 

The Carpathian system is richer in metallic ores than any other 
mountain system of Europe, and contains large quantities of gold, 

salver, copper, iron, lead, coal, petroleum, salt, zinc, &c., 
besides a great variety of useful mineral. A great number 

of mineral springs and thermal waters are found in the Carpathians, 
many of which have become frequented watering-places. 

The systematic and scientific exploration of the Carpathians 
dates only from the beginning of the 19th century. The first ascen-
moo, Ilion of the Lommtzer peak in the High Tatra was made 

by one David or Johann Frohlich in 1615. The first 
account of the Tatra Mountains was written by Georg Buchholz, a 
resident of Kesmark in 166.4. The English naturalist, Robert 
Townson, explored the Tatra in 1793 and 1794, and was the first to 
make a few reliable measurements. The results of his exploration 
appeared in his.  book, Travels in Hungary. published in 1797. But 
the first real important work was undertaken by the Swedish 
naturalist, Georg Wahlenberg (1780-1851), who in 1813 explored the 
central Carpathians as a botanist, but afterwards also made topo-
graphical and geological studies of the system. The results of all 
the former explorations were embodied by A. von Sydow in an 
extensive work published in 1827. During the 19th century the 
measurements of the various parts of the Carpathians was under-
taken by the ordnance survey of the Austrian army, which published 
their first map of the central Carpathians in 1870. A great stimulus 
to the study of this mountain system was given by the foundation 
of the Hungarian Carpathian Society in 1873, and a great deal of 
information has been added to our knowledge since. In 188o 
two new Carpathian societies were formed: a Galician and a 
Transylvanian. 

AUTHORITtEs.—F.W. Hildebrandt, Karpathenbilder (Gloga u .1863) ; 
E. Sagorski and G. Schneider, Flora Carpatorurn Centralsum (2 vols., 
Leipzig. 1891); Muriel Dowie, A Girl In the Carpathians (London, 
189 1 ); Orohydrographisches Tableau der Karpathos (Vienna, 1886 ) , in 
six maps of scale I : 750,000; V. Uhlig, " Bau and Bild der Karpaten," 
in Baa sand Bud Osterreichs (Vienna, 1903). (0. BR.; P. LA.) 

CARPATHUS (Ital. Scarpanio), an island about 30 m. south-
west of Rhodes, in that part of the Mediterranean which was 
called, after it, the Carpathian Sea (Carpathium Marc). It was 
both in ancient and medieval times closely connected with 
Rhodes; it was held by noble families under Venetian suzerainty, 
notably the Comari from 1306 to z 54o, when it finally passed 
into the possession of the Turks. From its remote position 
Carpathus has preserved many peculiarities of dress, customs 
and dialect, the last resembling those of Rhodes and Cyprus. 

See L. Ross, Reiser oaf den gr. Insets (Halle, 1840-1845); T. Bent, 
Annus ' of Hellenic Studies, . (1885), p. 235; R. M. Dawkins, 
Animal of British School at Athens. ix- and x. 

CARPEAUX, JEAN BAPTISTE ( 1827-1875), French saaPtac, 
was born at Valenciennes, France, on the nth of May an. 
He was the son of a mason, and passed his early life in extreme 
poverty. In 1842 he came to Paris, and after working for two 
years in a drawing-school, was admitted to the Ecole des geaux-
Arts on the 9th of September ass.. The Grand Prix de Rome 
was awarded to his statue of " Hector bearing in his arms his 
son Astyanax." His first work exhibited at the Salon, in 1853, 
did not show the spirit of an innovator, and was very unlike the 
work of his master Rude. At Rome he was fascinated by 
Donatello, and yet more influenced by Michelangelo, to whom 
he owes his feeling for vehement and passionate action. He 
sent from Rome a bust, " La Palombella," 1856; and a " Nea-
politan Fisherman," 1858. This work was again exhibited in the 
Salon of 1859, and took a second-class medal; but it was not 
executed in marble till 1863. In his last year in Rome be sent 
home a dramatic group, " Ugolino and his Sons," and exhibited 
at the same time a " Bust of Princess Mathilde." This gained 
him a second-class medal and the favour of the Imperial family. 
In 1864 he executed the " Girl with a Shell," the companion 
figure to the young fisherman; and although in 1865 be did 
not exhibit at the Salon, busts of " Mme. A. E. Andre," of 
" Giraud " the painter., and of " Mlle. Benedetti " showed 
that he was not idle. He was working at the same time on the 
decorations of the Pavilion de Fiore, of which the pediment 
alone was seen at the Salon, though the bas-relief below is an 
even better example of his style. After producing a statue of 
the prince imperial, Carpeaux was made chevalier of the Legion 
of Honour in 1866. Two years later he received an important 
commission to execute one of the four groups for the facade 
of the new opera house. His group, representing " Dancing," 
1869, was greeted with indignant protests; it is nevertheless 
a sound work, full of movement, with no fault but that of ex-
ceeding the limitations prescribed. In 1869 he exhibited a 
" Bust of M. Gamier," and followed this up with two pieces 
intended for his native city: a statue of Watteau, and a bas-
relief, " Valenciennes repelling Invasion." During the Commune 
he came to England, and made a " Bust of Gounod " in 1871. 
His last important work was a fountain, the " Four Quarters of 
the World," in which the globe is sustained by four female 
figures personifying Europe, Asia, Africa and America. This 
fountain is now in the Avenue de l'Observatoire in Paris. Car-
peaux, though exhausted by illness, continued designing in-
defatigably, till he died at the Chateau de Becon, near Courbevaie, 
on the 12th of October 1875, after being promoted to the higher 
grade of the Legion of Honour. Many of his best drawings have 
been presented by Prince Stirbey to the city of Valenciennes. 

See Ernest Chesneau, Carpeaux, sa vie d son eaves (Paris, 1882); 
Paul Foucart, Catalogue du Mush Carpeaux, Valenciennes (Paris, 
1882); Jules Claretie, J. Carpeaux (1882); Francois Boursted, 
J. B. Carpeaux (1893). 

CARPENTARIA, GULP OF, an extensive arm of the sea deeply 
indenting the north coast of Australia, between to' go' and 
175  40' S., and 135°  30' and 142 ° E. Its length is 48o m. and its 
extreme breadth (E. to W.) 420 M. It is bounded E. by Cape 
York Peninsula, and W. by the Northern Territory of South 
Australia. Near its southern extremity is situated a group of 
islands called Wellesley; and towards the western side are the 
Sir Edward Pellew Islands, the Groote Eylandt and others. 
A large number of rivers find their way to the gulf, and some are 
of considerable size. On the eastern side there is the Mitchell 
river; at the south-east corner the Gilbert, the Norman, the 
Flinders, the Leichhardt and the Gregory; and on the west the 
Roper river. Jan Carstensz, who undertook a voyage of din 
covery in this part of the globe in 1623, gave the name of Came,- 
tier to a small river near Cape Duyfhen in honour of Pieter 
Carpentier, at that time governor-general of the Dutch East 
Indies; and after the second voyage of Abel Tasman. in 2644. 
the gulf, which he had Successfully explored, began to appear on 
the charts under its present designation. 

CARPENTER, LANT (1780-180), English Unitarian minister, 
was born at Kidderminster on the and of September 178o, the 
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son of a carpet manufacturer. After some months at a non-
conformist academy at Northampton, he proceeded to Glasgow 
University, and then joined the ministry. After a short time 
as assistant master at a Unitarian school near Birmingham, he 
was in am appointed librarian at the Liverpool Athenaeum. 
In x8o5 he became pastor of a church in Exeter, removing in 
air to Bristol. At both Bristol and Exeter be was also engaged 
in school work, among his Bristol pupils being Harriet and 
James Martineau. Carpenter did much to broaden the spirit 
of English Unitarianism. The rite of baptism seemed to him a 
superstition, and he substituted for it a form of infant dedication. 
His health, undermined by his constant labours, broke down in 
1839, and he was ordered to travel. He was drowned on the 
night of the 5th of April 1840, having been washed overboard 
from the steamer in which be was travelling from Leghorn to 
Marseilles. 

CARPENTER, MARY (1807-5877), English educational and 
social reformer, was born on the 3rd of April 1807 at Exeter, 
where her father, Dr Lant Carpenter, was Unitarian minister. 
In 1817 the family removed to Bristol, where Dr Carpenter was 
called to the ministry of Lewin's Mead Meeting. As a child 
Mary Carpenter was unusually earnest, with a deep religious vein 
and a remarkable thoroughness in everything she undertook. 
She was educated in her father's school for boys, learning Latin, 
Greek and mathematics, and other subjects at that time not 
generally taught to girls. She early showed an aptitude for 
teaching, taking a class in the Sunday school, and afterwards 
helping her father with his pupils. When Dr Carpenter gave 
up his school in 1829, his daughters opened a school for girls 
under Mrs Carpenter's superintendence. In 1833 the raja 
Rammohnn Roy visited Bristol, and inspired Miss Carpenter 
with a warm interest in India; and Dr Joseph Tuckerman of 
Boston about the same time aroused her sympathies for the con-
dition of destitute children. Her life-work began with her taking 
part in organizing, in 1835, a " Working and Visiting Society," 
of which she was secretary for twenty years. In 1843 her interest 
in negro emancipation was aroused by a visit from Dr S. G. 
Howe. Her interest in general educational work was also 
growing. A bill introduced in this year "to make provision 
for the better education of children in manufacturing districts," 
as a first instalment of a scheme of national education, failed to 
pass, largely owing to Nonconformist opposition, and private 
effort became doubly necessary. So-called " Ragged Schools " 
sprang up in many places, and Miss Carpenter conceived the plan 
of starting one in Lewin's Mead. To this was added a night-
school for adults. In spite of many difficulties this was rendered 
a success, chiefly owing to Miss Carpenter's unwearied enthusiasm 
and remarkable organizing power. In 1848 the closing of their 
own private school gave Miss Carpenter more leisure for philan-
thropic and literary work. She published a memoir of Dr 
Trickerman, and a series of articles on ragged schools, which 
appeared in the Inquirer and were afterwards collected in book 
form. This was followed in rilsx by Reformatory Schools for 
the Children of the Perishing and Dangerous Classes, and for 
Juvessik Offenders. She sketched out three classes of schools as 
urgently needed: — (x) good free day-schools; (2) feeding 
industrial schools; (3) reformatory schools. This book drew 
public attention to her work, and from that time onwards she 
was drawn into personal Intercourse with leading thinkers and 
workers. She was consulted in the drafting of educational bills, 
and invited to give evidence before House of Commons com-
mittees. To test the practical value of her theories, she herself 
started a reformatory school at Bristol, and in 1852 she published 
Aram& Ddinquents, their Condition and Treatment, which 
largely helped on the passing of the Juvenile Offenders Act in 
044. Now that the principle of reformatory schools was 
established, Miss Carpenter returned to her plea for free day-
schools, contending that the ragged schools were entitled to 
pecuniary aid from the annual parliamentary grant. At the 
Oxford meeting of the British Association (186o) she read a 
paper on this subject, and, mainly owing to her instigation, 
a conference on ragged schools in relation to government grants  

for education was held at Birmingham (1864. In r866 Miss 
Carpenter was at last able to carry out a long-cherished plan of 
visiting India, where she found herself an honoured guest. She 
visited Calcutta, Madras and Bombay, inaugurated the Bengal 
Social Science Association, and drew up a memorial to the 
governor-general dealing with female education, reformatory 
schools and the state of gaols. This visit was followed by others 
in 1868 and 1869. Her attempt to found a female normal school 
was unsuccessful at the time, owing to the inadequate previous 
education of the women, but afterwards such colleges were 
founded by government. A start, however, was made with a 
model Hindu girls' school, and here she had the co-operation of 
native gentlemen. Her last visit to India took place in 1875, 
two years before her death, when she had the satisfaction of 
seeing many of her schemes successfully established. At the 
meeting of the prison congress in 1872 she read a paper on 
" Women's Work in the Reformation of Women Convicts." 
Her work now began to attract attention abroad.' Princess 
Alice of Hesse summoned her to Darmstadt to organize a Women's 
Congress. Thence she went to Neuchatel to study the prison 
system of Dr Guillaume, and in 1873 to America, where she was 
enthusiastically received. Miss Carpenter watched with interest 
the increased activity of women during the busy 'seventies. 
She warmly supported the movement for their higher education, 
and herself signed the memorial to the university of London in 
favour of admitting them to medical degrees. She died at 
Bristol on the 14th of June x877, having lived to see the accomt 
plishment of nearly all the reforms for which she had worked 
and hoped. (A. Z.) 

CARPENTER, WILLIAII BENJAMIN (x813-1885), English 
physiologist and naturalist, was born at Exeter on the 29th 
of October ars. He was the eldest son of Dr Lent Carpenter. 
He attended medical classes at University College, London, 
and then went to Edinburgh, where he took the degree of M.D. 
in 1839. The subject of his graduation thesia " The Physiological 
Inferences to be Deduced from the Structure of the Nervous 
System of Invertebrated Animals," indicates a line of research 
which had fruition in his Principles of General and Comparative 
Physiology. His work in comparative neurology was recognized 
in r844 by his election to the Royal Society, which awarded 
him a Royal medal in dint ; and his appointment as Fullerian 
professor of physiology in the Royal Institution in 1845 enabled 
him to exhibit his powers as a teacher and lecturer, his gift of 
ready speech and luminous interpretation placing him in the 
front rank of exponents, at a time when the popularization of 
science was in its infancy. His manifold labours as investigator, 
author, editor, demonstrator and lecturer knew no cessation 
through life; but in assessing the value of his work, prominence 
should be given to his researches in marine zoology, notably 
in the lower organisms, as Foraminifera and Crinoids. These 
researches gave an impetus to deep-sea exploration, an outcome 
of which was in x868 the " Lightning," and later the more 
famous " Challenger," expedition. He took a keen and laborious 
interest in the evidence adduced by Canadian geologists as to the 
organic nature of the so-called Eosoon Canadense, discovered 
in the Laurentian strata, and at the time of his death had 
nearly finished a monograph on the subject, defending the now 
discredited theory of its animal origin. He was an adept in the 
use of the microscope, and his popular treatise on The Microscope 
and its Revelations (x856) has stimulated a host of observers to the 
use of the " added sense " with which it has endowed man. 
In 1856 Carpenter became registrar of the university of London, 
and held the office for twenty-three years; on his resignation in 
1879 he was made a C.B. in recognition of his services to edu-
cation generally. Biologist as he was, Carpenter nevertheless 
made reservations as to the extension of the doctrine of evolution 
to man's intellectual and spiritual nature. In his Principles of 
Mental Physiology he asserted both the freedom of the will and 
the existence of the " Ego," and one of his last public engage-
ments was the reading of a paper in support of miracles. He 
died in London, from injuries occasioned by the accidental 
upsetting of a spirit-lamp, on the r9th of November 1885. 
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CARPENTRAS, a town of south-eastern France, capital of 

an arrondissement in the department of Vaucluse s6 m. N.E. 
of Avignon by rail. Pop. (1oo6) town, 7775; commune, 10,721. 
The town stands on the left bank of the Auzon on an eminence, 
the summit of which is occupied by the church of St Siff rein, for-
merly a cathedral, and the adjoining law-court. St Sifirein, in 
its existing state, dates from the 15th and 16th centuries and is 
Gothic in style, but it preserves remains of a previous church 
of Romanesque architecture. The rich sculpture of the southern 
portal and the relics and works of art in the interior are of some 
interest. The law-court, built in 164o as the bishop's palace, 
contains in its courtyard a small but well-preserved triumphal 
arch of the Gallo-Roman period. Other important buildings 
are the hospital, an imposing structure of the 18th century, 
opposite which is a statue of its founder, Malachie d'Inguimbert, 
bishop of Carpentras; and the former palace of the papal 
legate, which dates from 164o. Of the old fortifications the only 
survival is the Porte d'Orange, a gateway surmounted by a fine 
machicolated tower. Their site is now occupied by wide boule-
vards shaded by plane-trees. Water is brought to the town by 
an aqueduct of forty-eight arches, completed in 1734. 

arpentras is the seat of a sub-prefect and of a court of assizes, 
and has a tribunal of first instance, communal college for girls 
and boys, a large library and a museum. Felt hats, confection-
ery, preserved fruits and nails are its industrial products, and 
there are silk-works, tanneries and dye-works. There is trade 
in silk, wool, fruit, oil, &c. The irrigation-canal named after the 
town flows to the east of it (see VaucLusz). 

Carpentras is identified with Carpentorack, a town of Gallia 
Narbonensis mentioned by Pliny, which appears to have been 
of some importance during the Roman period. Its medieval 
history is full of vicissitudes; it was captured and plundered 
by Vandal, Lombard and Saracen. In later times, as capital 
of the Comtat Venaissin, it was frequently the residence of the 
popes of Avignon, to whom that province belonged from 1228 

till the Revolution. Carpentras was the seat of a bishopric from 
the 5th century till 1505. 

CARPENTRY, the art and work of a carpenter (from Lat. 
carpenium, a carriage), a workman in wood, especially for build-
ing purposes. The labour of the sawyer is applied to the division 
of large pieces of timber or logs into forms and sizes to suit the 
purposes of the carpenter and joiner. His working-place is 
called a sawpit, and his most important tool is a pit-saw. A 
cross-cut saw, axes, dogs, files, compasses, lines, lampblack, 
blacklead, chalk and a rule may also be regarded as necessary 
to him. But this method of sawing timber is now only used in 
remote country places, and in modern practice logs, dic., are 
converted into planks and small pieces at saw-mills, which are 
equipped with modern machinery to drive all kinds of circular 
saws by electricity, steam or gas. 

Carpentry or carpenters' work has been divided into three 
principal branches— descriptive, constructive and mechanical. 
The first shows the lines or method for forming every species of 
work by the rules of geometry; the second comprises the practice 
of reducing the timber into particular forms, and joining the 
forms so produced in such a way as to make a complete whole 
according to the intention or design; and the third displays 
the relative strength of the timbers and the strains to which 
they are subjected hy their disposition. Here we have merely 
to describe the practical details of the carpenter's work in the 
operations of building. He is distinguished from the joiner by 
his operations being directed to the mere carcass of a building, 
to things which have reference to structure only. Almost every-
thing the carpenter does to a building is absolutely necessary 
to its stability and efficiency, whereas the joiner does not begin 
his operations until the carcass is complete, and every article 
of joiners' work might at any time be removed from a building 
without undermining it or affecting its most important qualities. 
Certainly in the practice of building a few things do occur regard-
ing which it is difficult to determine to whose immediate province 
they belong, but the distinction is sufficiently broad for general 
purposes. 

The carpenter frames or combines separate pieces of timber 
by scarfing, notching, cogging, tenoning, pinning and wedging, 
&c. The tools he uses are the rule, axe, adze, saws, mallet, 
hammers, chisels, gouges, augers, pincers, set squares, bevel. 
compasses, gauges, level, plumb rule, jack, trying and smooth-
ing planes, rebate and moulding planes, and gimlets and wedges. 
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FIGS. 3, 4 2a4 5.—Scarf Joints. 

The carpenter has little labour to put on to the stuff; his chid 
work consists in fixing and cutting the ends of timbers, the 
labour in preparing the timber being done by machinery. 

loins.—The joints in carpentry are various, and each is 
designed according to the thrust or strain put upon it. Those 
principally used are the following: lap, fished, scarf, notching, 
cogging, dovetailing, housing, halving, mortice and tenon, stub 



Fro. ts.—Bevelled Halving. 	Fro. [a.—Dovetailed Halving. 

Flo. [q.—Stub Tenon or Joggle. 

Flo. 17.—Bridle Joint. 

through it to receive the 
tenon; the two are then 
wedged or 'pinned with 
wood pins (fig. 13). 

A stub tenon or joggle 
(fig. 14) is used for fixing 
a post to a sill; a sinking 
is cut in the sill and a 
tenon is cut on the foot of 
the post to fit into the 
sinking to keep the post 
from sliding. 

The purpose of a dove-
tailed tenon (fig. ts) is to 
hold two pieces of wood 
together with mortice and 
tenon so that it can be 

CARPENTRY 
tenon, dovetailed tenon, tusk tenon, joggle; bridle, foxtail 
wedging, mitre, birdsmouth, built-up, dowel. Illustrations are 
given of the most useful joints in general use, and these, 
together with the descriptions, will enable a good idea to be 
formed of their respective merits and methods of application. 

The lapped joint (fig. t) is used for temporary structures in 
lengthening timbers and is secured with iron straps and bolts; 
a very common use of the lap joint is seen in scaffolding 
secured with cords and wedges. 

The fished joint (fig. 2) is used for lengthening beams and 
is constructed by butting the ends of two pieces of timber 
together with an iron plate on top and bottom, and bolting 
through the timber; these iron connecting-plates are usually 

about 3 ft. long and I in. 
and in. in thickness. 
This joint provides a good 
and cheap method of 
accomplishing its purpose. 

The scarf joint (figs. 3, 
4 and 5) is used for length-
ening beams, and is made 
by cutting and notching 
the ends of timbers and 
lapping and fitting and 
bolting through. This 
method cuts into the tim-
ber, but is very strong 
and neat; in addition for 

extra strong work 
an iron fish-plate is 
used as in the fished 
joint. 

The ends of floor 
joints and rafters 
are usually notched 
(fig. 6) over plates 
to obtain a good 
bearing and bring 
them to the re- 
quired levels. Where 
one timber crosses 
another as in pur- 
hos, rafters, wood 
floor girders, plates, 
&c., both timbers 

are notched so as to fit 
over each other; this tog- 
ging (fig. 7) serves instead 
of fastenings. The timbers 
are held together with a 
spike. In this way they 
are not weakened, and the 
joint is a very good one for 
keeping them in position. 

Dovetailing 
(fig. 8) is used 
for connecting 
angles of timber 
together, such as 
lantern curbs or 
linings, and is 
the strongest 
form. When an 
end of timber is 

Fos. sex—Halving. let entirely into 
Another timber it is said to be housed (fig. 9). Where timbers 
cross one another and require to be flush on one or both faces, 
sinkings are cut in each so as to fit over each other (halving); 
these can either be square (fig. to), bevelled (fig. 11) or dove-
tailed siukings (fig. 12). The end of one piece of timber cut so 
as to leave a third of the thickness forms a tenon, and the piece 
Of timber which is to be joined to it has a mortice or slot cut 

38 7 
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taken apart when necessary. The tenon is cut dovetail shape, 
and a long mortice permits the wide part of the tenon to 
go through, and it is secured with wood wedges. Where the 
floor joists or rafters are trimmed round fires, wells, &c., the 
tusk tenon joint (fig. z6) is used for securing the trimmer joist. 
It is formed by cutting a tenon on the trimmer joist and passing 
it through the side of the trimming joist and fixing it with a wood 
key. Where large timbers are tusk tenoned together, the tenons 
do not pass right through, but are cut in about 4 in. and spiked. 

A bridle joint or birdsmouth (fig. 57) is formed by cutting one 
end of timber either V shape or segmental, and morticing the 
centre of this shaped end. Similar sinkings are cut on the 
adjoining timber to fit one into the other; these are secured with 
pins and also various other forms of fastenings. Foxtail wedging 
(fig. 18) is a method very similar to mortice and tenon. But the 
tenon does not go through the full thickness of the timber; and 
also on the end of the tenon are inserted two wedges, so that 
when the tenon is driven home the wedges split it and wedge 
tightly into the mortice. This joint is used mostly in joinery. 
The mitre is a universal joint, used for connecting angles of 
timber as in the case of picture frames. Built-up joints involve 
a system of lapping and bolting and fishing, as in the case of 
temporary structures, for large spans of centering for arches, and 
for derrick cranes. Dowels are usually 3 or 4 in. long and driven 
into a circular hole in the foot of a door frame or post; the other 

end is let into a hole 
in the sill (fig. to). 

Centering.—Cen-
tering is temporary 
timber or framing 
erected so as to 
carry concrete floors 
or arches of brick 
or stone, &c.; when 
the work has set the 
centering is removed 

gradually. The centering for concrete floors is usually composed 
of scaffold boards resting on wood bearers (fig. 2o). One wood 
bearer rests along on top of the steel joists; through this 
bearer long bolts are suspended, and to the bottom of these 
bolts a second bearer is fixed, and on the bottom bearer the 
scaffold boards rest. Another method, not much used now, is 
to fit the boards to the size of the floor and prop them up on 
legs, but among other disadvantages this process takes up 
much space and is more costly. 

Turning piece is a name given to centering required for turning 
an arch over (fig. 21); it is only 4 in. wide on the soffit or bed, 
and is generally cut out of a piece of 3 or 4 in. stuff, the top 
edge being made circular to the shape of the arch. It is kept 
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in position whilst the arch is setting with struts from ground or 
sills and is nailed to the reveals, a couple of cross traces being 
wedged between. In the case of a semicircular or elliptical arch 
with 4 in. soffit this turning piece would be constructed of 
ribs cut out of 4 in. stuff with ties and braces. Or the ribs could 
be cut out of r in. stuff, in which case there must be one set of 
ribs outside and one inside secured with ties and braces; each 

set of ribs when formed of thin stuff is made of two thicknesses 
nailed together so as to lap the joints. For spans up to 15 ft. 
the thin ribs would be used, and for spans above is ft. ribs oat 
of 4 in. stuff and upwards. For arches with o in. soffit and 
upwards, whether segmental or semicircular or elliptical, the 
centres are formed with the thin ribs and laggings up to IS 
span; above 53 ft. with 4 in. ribs and upwards (fig. 22). The 
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FIG. 22.—Centering for Stone Arch. 	CkalOP 

lower member of centres is called the tie, and is fixed so as to 
tie the extremities together and to keep the centre from 
spreading. Where the span is great, these ties, instead of being 
fixed straight, are given a rise so as to allow for access or traffic 
underneath. Braces are necessary to support the ribs from 
buckling in, and must be strong enough and so *arranged as to 
withstand all stresses. Laggings are small pieces or strips of 
wood nailed on the ribs to form the surface on which to build 
the arch, and are spaced z in. apart for ordinary arches; for 
gauged arches they are nailed close together and the joints planed 
off. When centres are required to be taken down, the wedges 
upon which the centre rests are first removed so as to allow the 
arch to take its bearing gradually. Centres for brick sewers and 
vault arching are formed in the same way as previously men-
tioned, with ribs and laggings, but the thickness of the timbers 
depends upon the weight to be carried. 

Floors.—For ordinary residential purposes floors are chiefly 
constructed of timber. Up to about the year rflos neatly 

FIG. 23.—Single Floor. 

every modern building was constructed with wood joists, bet 
because of evidence adduced by fire brigade experts and the 
serious fires that have occurred fire-resisting 'floors have been 
introduced. These consist of steel girders and joists, filled i s 
with concrete or various patented brick materials in accordance 
with such by-laws as those passed by the London County Council.  
and other. authorities. The majority of the floors of pub lic 
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balms, factories, schools, and large residential flats are now 
constructed of fire-resisting materials. There are two descrip-
tions of flooring, single and double. 

Single flooring (fig. 23) consists of one row of wood joists 
ruing on a wall or partition at each end without any inter- 

mediate support, and receiving the floor boards on the 
mwn upper surface and the ceiling on the underside. Joists 

should never be less than 2 in. thick, or they are liable 
to split when the floor brads are driven in; the thickness varies 
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a4.—Fiver pugged to resist passage of sound 

from r to 4 in_ and the depth from 5 to r r is (see By-laws, below); 
the distance between each joist is usually 12 in. In the dear, but 
greater strength is obtained m a floor by having deep joists and 
pitting them closer together These floors are made firm and 
prevented from buckling by the use of strutting as mentioned 
hereafter 

The efficiency of single flooring is materially affected by the 
necessity which constantly occurs in practice of trimming round 
fireplaces and flues, and round well holes such as lif ts, staircases, 
kr_ Trimming is a method of supporting the end of a joist by 
tenoning it into timber crossing it, the timber so tenoned is 
called the trimmer joist, and the timber morticed for the tenon of 
the trimmer is called the trimming joist, while the intermediate 
timbal tenoned into the trimmer are known as the trimmed 
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FIG. 23.—Double Floor, with Steel Binders. 

jests This system has to be resorted to when it is impossible to 
get a bearing on the wall. 

A trimmer requires for the most part to be carried or supported 
at mar both ends by the trimming joists, and both the trimmer 
tad the trimming joists are necessarily made stouter than if they 
bad to bear no more than their own share of the stress. In the 
mad practice the trimmer and trimming joists are r in. thicker  

than the common joists, but there are special regulations and 
by-laws set out in the various districts and boroughs (see By-
laws, below) to which attention must be given. 

The principal objection to single flooring is that the sound 
passes through from floor to floor, so that, in some cases,conversa-
tion in one room can almost be understood in another. To stop 

the sound from passing through floors the remedy is to pug them 
(fig. 24). This consists in using rough boarding resting on fillets 
nailed to the sides of the joists about half-way up the depth of 
the joists, and then filling in on top of the boarding with slag 
wool usually 3 in. thick. Also to further prevent sound from 

passing through floors the flooring should be tongued and the 
ceiling should have a good thick floating coat; in poor work the 
stuff on ceilings is very minted. In days gone by, ceiling joists 
were put at right angles to the floor joists, but this took up head 
room and was costly, and the arrangement is obsolete. 
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Fro 28.—Herring-bone Strutting. 
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Frc. 29.—Solid Strutting. 

Double flooring (fig. 25) consists of single fir joists trimmed 
into steel girders; in earlier times a double floor consisted of 
fir joists called binding, bridging and ceiling joists, 
but these are very little used now and the single fir 
joists and steel girders have taken their place. 
Steel girders span from wall to wall, and on their flanges 
are bolted wood plates to receive the ends of the single joists 
which are notched over plates and run at right angles to the 
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rows being about 6 ft. apart. Solid strutting consists of t3 in. 
boards, nearly the same depth as the joists and fitted tightly 
between the joists, and nailed in continuous rows 6 ft. apart. 
Where heavy weights are likely to be put on floors long bolts 
are passed through the centre of joists at the side of strutting; 
since this draws the strutting tightly together and does not 
produce any forcing stress on the walls, it is undoubtedly 
the best method. 

Floors are usually constructed to carry the following loads 
(including weight of floor):— 

Residences, If cwt. per foot super of floor space. 
Public buildings, ti cwt. per foot super of floor space. 
Factories, 24 to 4 cwt. per foot super of floor space. 
Local B7-laws.--With regard to floor joists in domestic buildings, 

the following are required an the Hornsey district, in the north of 
London. The size of every common bearing floor joist up to 3 ft. 
long in clear shall be 3 in. X 24 in. ; from 4 ft. to 6 ft. in clear it shall 
be 44 in. X 3 in.; from 6 ft. to 8 ft., 6) in. X at in.; from 8 ft. to 
Is ft., 7 in.X24 in.. and so on according to the clear span. The 
Hornsey by-laws with regard to trimmers are as follows:—A 
trimmer joist shall not receive more than six common joists, and 
the thickness of a trimming joist receiving a trimmer at not more 
than 3 ft. from one end and of every trimmer 
joist shall be ith of an inch greater than the 
thickness for a common joist of the same 
bearing for every common joist carried by a 
trimmer. For example, if the common joists 
are 7 in. X2i in. and the trimmer has six joists 
trimmed into same, the size of trimmer would 
have to be 7 in. X31. in. The Hornsey council 
also requires that the floor boards shall not be 
less than iths of an inch thick. 

There is little difference in the requirements 
of the various localities. For example, the regu-
lations of the Croydon council require that every 
common bearing joist for lengths up to 3 ft. 
4 in. in clear shall be 3 in. X24 in.; for lengths 
between 3 ft. 4 in. and 5 ft. 4 in., 4 in. X2 in.; 
for lengths between 5 ft. 4 in. and 7 ft. 4 in., 
4 in. X3_in.; and so on according to the clear osed •partaton span. The Croydon by-laws with regard to FIG. 31.—Trussed I rtition. trimmers are as follows:—A trimmer joist shall 
not receive more than six common joists, and the thickness of a two forms of trussing, namely, queen post (fig. 32) and king 
trimming joist shall be ii in. thicker than that for common joistsv'"'" (fig . 1 
of the same bearing, and the thickness of a trimmer joist shall be 	J 'n•  ri  

Bnckno in. thicker for every joist trimmed into same than the common 	g,ged partitions are formed In the same manner as 
joist. For example, if the common joists are 4 in.X3 in. the trim - the common stud partition, except that the studs are placed 
ming joists would have to be 4 in. X44 in., and the trimmer joist usually 18 or 27 in. apart in the clear instead of IS in and 
would have to be 4 in. X43 in. 	 the z8 and 27 in. widths being multiples of a brick dimension, 

Parliiions.—Partitions are screens used to divide large floor they are filled in with brickwork 43 in. thick and god. 
spaces into smaller rooms and are sometimes constructed to carry always built in cement. These are used to prevent ~id 

the floors above by a system of trussing. They are built of sound from passing from one room to another, and 0"1"" 
various materials; those in use now are common stud partitions, also to prevent fire from spreading, and are vermin-proof 
brickoogged partitions, and solid deal and hardwood partitions, Another method is to fill the space between the studs with coke 
43 is brick walls or bricks laid on their sides, so making a 3 in. breeze concrete instead of brickwork. 
partition, and various patent partitions such as coke breeze 	Timber partitions have the advantages that they are light 
concrete or hollow brick partitions (see BRICKWORK), iron and cheap and substantial, and the disadvantages that Off 
and wire partitions, and plaster slab partitions (see PtssrEa- are not fire-resisting or sound-resisting or vermin-proof; 
woax). 	 they should never be erected in damp positions such as the 

girders (fig. 26). The bearings of the joists on the wall also 
rest on wall plates, so as to get a level bed, and are some-
times notched over them. Wall plates, which are usually 
44 in. X 3 in. and are bedded on walls in 
molar, take the ends of joists and distri-
bute the weight along the wall. The plates 
bolted on the side of girders , are of sizes to 
suit the width of the flanges. 

The medieval floor (fig. 27) consisted of 
the framed floor with wood girders, binding, 
bridging and ceiling joists; and the under-
side of all the timbers was usually wrought, 
the girders and binders being boldly moulded 
and the other timbers either square or stop 
chamfered. 

Flooring is strengthened by the use of 
strutting, either herring-bone (fig. 28) or solid 
(fig. 29). Herring-bone strutting consists of con -In-Nan par lion 
two pieces of timber, usually 2 in. X 2 in., 	 Fto. 3o.—Common Partition. 
fixed diagonally between each joist in continuous rows, the one room from another, and do not carry any weight. They 

weigh about 25 lb per foot superficial including camr plastering on both sides, and are composed of 4 is X 3 priers 
M. head and sill and 4 in. X 2 in. upright studs; 
4 in. X 2 in. nogging pieces are fitted between the studs to 
keep them from bending in, and are placed parallel with the 
head, usually 4 ft. apart. Where door-openings occur in these 
partitions the studs next the opening are 4 in. X 3 in. Should 
the floor boards have been laid, the sill of the partition woad 
be laid direct on them, but if the partitions are erected at the 
time of building the structure the sill should either rest directly 
over a joist, if parallel with it, or at right angles to the joists; 
should the position of the sill come between two joists, that 
parallel with them, then short pieces called bridging pieces of 
4 in. X 2 in. stuff are wedged between the two joists and nailed 
to carry the sill. 

Trussed partitions (fig. 31) are very similar to the last, bat 
they are so built as to carry their own weight and also 
to support floors, and in addition have braces; the 
head and sill are larger, and calculated according to 
the clear bearing and the weight put upon them. There are 

1  There are two kinds of stud or quarter partitions, common 
and trussed. 

Common partitions (fig. 30) simply act as a screen to divide 
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in a public building the London' Building Act requires them 
to be of a in. hardwood, with only small panels of fire-resisting 
glass. 

Timber Work. — Half timber work consists of a framework 
of timber; the upper storeys of suburban and country residences 
are often thus treated, and the spaces between the timbers are 
filled in with brickwork and plastered inside, and rough cast 
outside, though sometimes tiles are hung on the outside. In some 
instances in country places there is no filling between the timbers, 
and both sides are lath and plastered, and in others the timbers 
are solid, or facing pieces are simply plugged to the walls, the 
joints being pinned with hardwood pins. Half timber work 
(fig. 34) well designed has a very pleasing, homely and rural 
effect. The best and most durable wood to use is English oak 
worked smooth on the external face and usually painted; the 
by-laws of various authorities differ considerably as to the method 
of construction and in the restrictions as to its use. Some very 
fine early examples are to be seen in England, as at Holborn 
Bars, London, in the old parts of Bristol, and at Moreton Old 
Hall, near Congleton, Cheshire (see HOUSE, Plate IV. fig. 53). 

Timber-framed permanent buildings are not used in the towns 
of England, not being allowed by the by-laws. In some English 
villages timber bungalows are allowed, plastered inside, and 
either rough cast outside, or with tiles, or with sheet iron painted. 

lower floors of 
buildings. 

Solid wood parti-
tions are used in 
offices and class-
rooms of schools, 
the upper portions 
usually being 
glazed; where 
these partitions 
enclose a staircase 

s
_— 

yront etc talon 	 eicyclhein 

FIG. 34.—Half Timber Construction. 

At the garden city of Letchworth, in Hertfordshire, there are 
a  few  timber-framed bungalows (erected about t904 and 
originally intended to be used as week-end cottages), the 
outsides of which are covered with sheet iron and painted. 
Other instances of the temporary use of this kind of building 
are found in soldiers' barracks, offices and chapels. 

In America and the British colonies this class of building 
is very largely erected on the outskirts of the cities. In 
American practice in framing the walls of wooden buildings 
two distinct methods are used and are distinguished as 
" braced " and " balloon." 

The Braced (fig. 35) was the only kind in use previous to 
about the year 585o. In this method of framing the sills, 
posts, girts and plates are made of heavy timber morticed and 
pinned together and braced with 4 in. X 4  in. or 4 in. X 6 in. 
braces and common studding. To frame a building in this  way 
it is  necessary  to cut all the  pieces  and  make  all the mortice 
holes on  the  ground,  and then fit them together  and raise  a 
whole side at a time or at least one storey of it. The common 
studs are  only one  storey high. 

The  Balloon  frame (fig.  36)  is composed of much smaller 
scantlings and  is  more rapidly  erected and less expensive. 
The  method is  to first lay the sill, generally 4 in. X 6 in., 
halved at the angles. After the floor is laid, the corner posts, 
usually  4 in. X 6 in.,  are erected  and  temporarily secured in 

place with the aid of stays. The common studs are then set 
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up and spiked to the sill, and a temporary board nailed 
across their face on the inside. These common studs are 
the full height from sill to roof plate, and the second tier of 
floor joists are supported by notching a ti in. X 7 in. board, 
called a false girt or ribbon, into their inside edge at the 
height to receive the floor joists. The ends of the joists are 
also placed against a stud and spiked. The tops of the studs 
are cut to a line, and a 2 in. X 4 in. plate is spiked on top, 
an additional a in. X 4 in. plate being placed on the top of 

FIG. 36.—Balloon Frame. 

FIG. 35.—Braced Frame. 
the last breaking joint. Should the studs not be long 
enough to reach the plate, then short pieces are fished on 
with pieces of wood spiked on both aides. The diagram 
shows a portion of the framework of a two-storey house 
constructed in the manner described. In the balloon frame 
the timbers are held together entirely by nails and spikes, 
thus permitting them to be put up rapidly. The studs are 
doubled where windows or openings occur. In both these 
methods dwarf brick foundations should be built, upon which 
to rest the sill. For buildings of a superior kind a combination 
of the braced and balloon frames is sometimes adopted. 

The sides of frame buildings are covered with siding, which is 
fastened to a sheathing of rough boards nailed to the studs. The 
siding may consist of matched boards placed diagonally, or of 
clapboards or weather boards—which are thin boards thicker at 
one edge than the other, and arranged horizontally with the 
thick edge downwards and overlapping the thin edge of the 
board below. Shingles or wooden tiles are also employed. 

AUTHORITIES.—The following are the principal publications on 
carpentri: T. Trrdgold, Carpentry; Peter Nicholson, Carpenter and 
Joiner; . Newlands, Carpenter's Assistant; J. Gwilt, Encyclopaedia 
of Arch,teaure; Rivingtoo, Building Contraction (elementary and 
advanced); E. L. Tarbuck, Encyclopaedia of Practical Carpentry and 
Joinery; A W. Pugin, Details of Ancient Timber Houses; Beresford 
Fite, Building Construction; J. P. Allen, Building Construction; 
H. Adams, Notes on Building; C. F. Mitchell. Building Construction 
(elementar• and advanced); Burrell, Building Construction; F. E. 
Kidder, Building Construction (U.S.A.); E. E. Viollet le Due, Dic- 
tionmaire; J. K. Krafft, L'Art de la ckarpenk. U. Br.) 

CARPET, the name given to any kind of textile covering for 
the ground or the floor, the like of which has also been in use co 
couches and seats and sometimes even for will or tent hangings 
or curtains. In modern times, however, carpet usually means 
a patterned fabric woven with a raised surface of tufts (either 
cut or looped), and used as a floor covering. Other floor 
coverings are and have been made also without such a tufted 
surface, and of these some are simple shuttle-woven materials 
plain or enriched with needlework or printed with patterns; 
others are woven after the manner of tapestry-weaving (see 
TAPESTRY) or in imitation of it, and a further class of carpets is 
made of felt (see FELT). This last material is entirely different 
from that of shuttle or tapestry weaving. Although carpet 
weaving by hand is, and for centuries has been, an Oriental 
industry, it has also been, and is still, pursued in many European 
countries. Carpet-weaving by steam-driven machinery Is solely 
European in origin, and was not brought to the condition' of 
meeting a widespread demand until the loth century. 

In connexion with the word " carpet ^ (Lat. carpus, rug; 
0. Fr. car pire) notice may be taken of the Gr. ?Am and the 
Lat. tapetium, whence also comes the Fr. tapir (the rosy. 
present word for " carpet ") as well as out own word 

tapestry." This latter, though now more particularly descrip-
tive of hangings and curtains woven in a special way, was, in 
later medieval times, indiscriminately applied to them and to 
stuffs used as floor and seat coverings. From a very early period 
classical writers make mention of them. In ancient Egypt, for 
instance, floor and seat coverings were used in temples for 
religious ceremonies by the priests of Amen Ra; later on they 
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PLATE I. 

Fig. 1.—Part of a Linen Covering Over-wrought Fig. 2.—Part of a Linen Covering Over-wrought 
with Ornament in Loops of Coloured Wools. 	with Ornament in Loops of Dark-brown Wool. 
Egypto-Roman of the 3rd or 4th century A.D. 	 Egypto-Roman of the 3rd or 4th century A.D. 

(Victoria and Albert Museum, South Kensington.) (Victoria and Albert Museum, South Kensington.) 

Fig. 3.—Cut Pile Turkey Carpet, 18th century, exemplifying such characteristic angular treatment of 
quasi-botanical forms as is usually found in carpets and rugs made in Asia Minor. From designs of 
Persian or Mosil origin. (Victoria and Albert Museum.) 

• ■-• 
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Fig. 5.—Carpet of Stout Flax or Hemp Woven and then Completely Covered with Ornament Worked in Close 

Needle Stitches in Coloured Threads. 
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Fig. 7.—Very Fine Cut Pile Persian Carpet known as 
the Holy Carpet of the Mosque at Ardebil. 

CARPET 	 PLATE III. 

Fig. 6.—Cut Pile Worsted Carpet, 
bearing royal arms of England with 
E. R. (Elizabeth Regina); date 
1570. 



PLATE IV. CARPET 

Fig. 8.—Fine Cut Pile Lahore Carpet (r. 1664) be-
longing to the Girdler5' Company and preserved 
in their hall in London. Oi Persian design. 

Fig. 9.—Corner of a Cut Pile Carpet of Persian Manufacture, r6th 
Century. 

Fig. zo.—Cut Pile Carpet of Spanish Manufacture, Early zOth Century. 
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were used to garnish the palaces of the Pharaohs. If one may 
jadge from rare remains of decorative textiles, in the museum 
at Cairo especially, dating from at least 148o Lc., such Egyptian 
Kos were of linen inwoven with coloured wools in a tapestry-
thin* manner, and were not tufted or piled textures. Taken 
bulithe palace at Nineveh is a large marble slab carved in low 
malfwith a geometrical pattern surrounded by a border of lotus 
11thats and buds, evidently a copy of an Assyrian floor cover or 
WS about pas 13-C., such as was also woven probably in the 
tapastry-weaving manner. On the other hand, its design 
wally well suggests patchwork—a method of needlework in 
was with Egyptians, at least goo years a.c., for ornamental 
uses, as indicated by the elaborately patterned canopy 
did covered the bier of an Egyptian queen—the mother-in-
farctShis' hak who took Jerusalem some three or four years after 
therkath of Solomon—and is preserved in the museum at Cairo. 
ludicOdyssey,tapetia are frequently mentioned, but these again, 
winther floor coverings or hangings, arc more likely to have been 
Bred and not piled fabrics. On the tomb of Cyrus was 
*Mid a " covering of Babylonian tapestry, the carpets under-
woe( the finest wrought purple " (Arrian vi. 29). Athenaeus 
(Ide. r eh. 27) gives from Callixenus the Rhodian (c. 280 a.c.) 
an account of a banquet given by Ptolemy Philadelphus at 
Alethadria, and describes " the purple carpets of finest wool, 
with the pattern on both sides," as well as " handsomely 
embroidered rugs very beautifully elaborated with figures "; 
these again were probably not piled fabrics but kindred to the 
hangings in the palace of Ptolemy Philadelphus decorated with 
portraits, which were likely to have been of tapestry-weaving, 
and would be nearly the same in appearance on both sides of the 
fabric. Of corresponding tapestry woven work are Egypto-
Roman specimens dating from the and or 3rd century A.D., a 
considerable collection of which is in the Victoria and Albert 
Museum at South Kensington. From about the same period 
date bits of hangings or coverings woven In linen, over-wrought 
is a method of needlework with ornament of compact loops of 
worsted (Plate I. figs. z and 2). These are the earliest extant 
specimens of textiles presenting a tufted or piled surface very 
kindred to that of woven pile carpets of much later date. But 
the mains.operandi in producing the earlier only remotely 
corresponds with that of the later—though making a surface 
of loops by means of needlework as in the Coptic or Egypto-
Roman specimens of Plate L figs. r and a seems to be a step in 
a progress towards the introduction at an apparently later date 
of tufts into loom weavings such as we find in ifith-century 
tufted or piled carpets. 

The simple traditional Oriental method of making these latter 
is briefly as follows:—The foundation is a warp of strong cotton 
allow si Of hempen or woollen or silk threads, the number of 
maws which is regulated by the breadth of the carpet and 
rare the fineness or coarseness to be given to its pile. 
avlis' Short lengths of coloured wool or goats' or camels' 
hair or silk are knotted on to each of the warp threads so that 
the two ends of each twist or tuft of coloured yarn, of whatever 
material it is, project in front. Across the width of the warp 
and above the range of tufts a weft thread is run in; another 
line or row of tufts is then knotted, and above this another weft 
thread is run in across the warps, and so on. These rows of tufts 
and weft as made are compressed together by means of a blunt 
fork or rude comb-like instrument, and thus a compact textile 
with a pile or tufted surface is produced; the projecting tufts 
are then carefully clipped to an even surface. In the East the 
rude wooden frames in which the warp-threads are stretched 
either stand upright upon, or are level with, the ground. They 
are easily transported and put together, and the weaving in them 
is done chiefly by wandering groups of weavers. The local 
=wounding', often those of rocky arid districts, in which 
Kurdish and other families weave carpets are well illustrated 
in Oriental Rugs by J. H. Mumford. For making pile carpets 
and rap two traditional knots are in use; the first is termed 
the Turkish or Ghiordes knot, from Ghiordes, an old city not 
he from Brusa. It is in vogue principally throughout Asia 

Minor, as far east as Kurdistan and the Caucasus, but it is also 
used farther south-east in parts of Persia and India. The yard 
of the pile is knotted in short lengths upon the warp-threads 
so that the two outstanding ends of each knot alternate with 
every two threads of the warp. The second traditional knot is 
the Persian or Selina. knot, which, though better calculated 
to produce a close, fine, even, velvety surface, has in many 
parts of Persia been abandoned for the Ghiordes knot, which 
is a trifle more easily tied. The Persian or Sehna knot is tied 
so that from every space between the warp-threads one end of 
the knot protrudes. The number of knots to the inch tied 
according to either the Turkish or Persian method is determined 
by the size and closeness of the warp-threads and the size and 
number of weft-threads thrown across after each row of knots. 
The patterns of the fabrics made by country weavers are usually 
taken by them from old rugs. But in towns where weaving is 
conducted under more organized conditions new patterns are 
often devised, and are traced sometimes upon great cardboards, 
on which the stitches, or knots, are indicated by squares each 
painted in its proper colour. Its some of the Persian carpets 
and rugs made at Sehna, Kirman and Tabriz, the warp 
is of silk, a material that contributes to fine compact pile 
textures. 

There is much uncertainty as to the period when cut pile 
carpets were first made in the East. Their texture is certainly 
akin to that of fustian and velvet; while that of the Da. al 
finer Persian •carpets, which were not made much original 
earlier than about the t sth century, is practically not Pik 
distinguishable from velvet, having long or heavy pile.. ("1  '' 
Fustian, the English name for a cut short pile textile, is derived 
from Fostat (old Cairo), and such material is likely to have been 
made there, as soon as anywhere else by Saracens, especially 
during the propitious times of the Fatimite Khalifs, who for more 
than two centuries previously to the 13th century were noted 
for the encouragement they gave to all sorts of arts and manu-
factures. It seems that velvet came into use in Europe not much 
earlier than the 14th century, and various French church inven-
tories of the time contain entries of " lapis re/us (cut pile carpets) 
d'astltre seer, d mettre par terse" (see Essai sur l'histoire des lapis-
series et lapis, by W. Chocqueel, Paris, 1863, pp. 22-23). It is an 
open question if the making of cut pile carpets in Persia or by 
Saracens elsewhere preceded that of fustian and velvets or 
whether the developments in making the three proceeded pall 
passe. 

The making of carpets with a flat surface, however, is probably 
far older than that of cut pile carpets, and characteristic of one 
such old method is that in the making of Soumak car-
pets (Plate H. fig. 5), the ornament of which done in 
close needle stitches with coloured threads completely 
conceals the stout flax or hemp web which is the 
essential material of these carpets. Soumak is a distortion of 
Shemaka, a Caucasian town in the far east of Asia Minor. But 
so-called Soumak carpets are made in other districts, and the 
particular needlework used in them is practically of the same 
kind as that on a smaller scale used for the well-known Persian 
Nakshe or woman's trousering, and again that used on a still 
smaller scale in the ornamentation of valuable Kashmir shawls. 
Quilted and chain-stitched cotton prayer and bath tugs from 
Persia are referred to in the article on EMBROMERY. 

Another method of making carpets with a flat surface is that 
of tapestry-weaving (see Plate II. fig. 4), which, according to 
existing and well-authenticated specimens of considerable 
antiquity (already referred to), appears to be the oldest of any 
historic process of ornamental weaving (see TAPESTRY). 

Very broadly considered, the traditional designs or patterns 
of Oriental carpets fall into two classes: the one, prevailing to 
a much larger extent than the other, seems to reflect moil.. m 
the austerity of the Sunni or orthodox Mahommedans traditional 
in making patterns with abstract geometric and *drug kr 
angular forms, stiff interlacing devices, cryptic signs °""',..ial  
and symbols and the like; whilst the other suggests 
the freer thought of the Shiah or unorthodox sect, in 

Carpels 
wan Rat 
surface. 
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designs of ingenious blossom and leafy scrolls, conventional 
arabesques, botanical and animal forms, and cartouches enclosing 
Kufic inscriptions (see the splendid example known as the 
Ardebil carpet, Plate III. fig. 7, and another in Plate IV. fig. 9). 
Types of the more austere design occur in carpets from Afghan-
istan, Turkestan, Bokhara and Asia Minor, N.W. India and 
even Morocco, the other types of freer design being almost 
special to Persian rugs and carpets. 

Next in historic importance to Persia, Turkestan and Asia 
Minor is India, where the making of cut pile carpets—known 

as Kalin and Kalicha—was presumably introduced 
by the Mahommedans during the latter part of the 
14th century. But the industry did not apparently 

attain importance until after the founding of the Mogul dynasty 
by Saber early in the 16th century. The designs mainly derived 
from those of Persian carpets of that period do not as a rule rise 
to the excellence of their prototypes. Historical centres of 
Indian carpet making are in Kashmir, the Punjab and Sind, 
and at Agra, Mirzapur, Jubbulpore, Warangal in the Deccan, 
Malabar and Masulipatam. Velvets are richly embroidered in 
gold and silver thread at Benares and Murshidabad and used as 
ceremonial carpets, and silk pile carpets are made at Tanjore Ancl 
Salem. For the most part the best of the Indian woollen pile 
carpets have been produced by workers of repute engaged by 
princes, great nobles and wealthy persons to carry on the craft 
in their dwellings and palaces. These groups of highly skilled 
workers as part of the household staff were paid fixed salaries, 
but they were also allowed to execute private orders. During 
the loth century the carpet industry was developed in govern-
ment gaols. Produced in great quantities the prison-made 
carpets as a rule are less well turned out, and the competition 
set up betewen them and the rugs and carpets of private factories 
has had a somewhat detrimental effect upon the industry 
generally. Older in origin than the cut pile carpets are those 
of thinner and flat surface texture, which from almost 
immemorial times have been woven in cotton with blue and 
white or blue and red stripes in the simplest way. These are 
called daris and satranjis, and are made chiefly in Benares and 
northern India. They are also made in the south and by such 
abOrigines retaining primitive habits as the Todas of the Nilgiri 
Hills, a fact which points to the age of this particular method of 
making ground or floor coverings. 

A condition that has always controlled the designs of Oriental 
carpets is their rectangular shape, more often oblong than 
comm. square. As a rule, there is a well-schemed border, 
controlling enclosing the main portion or field over which the 
designs or details of the pattern are symmetrically distributed. 
Oriental 	• Simpler patterns in the field of a carpet or rug consist 
caracls• 

of repetitions of the same device or of a small number 
of different devices (see Plate II. fig. 4). Richer patterns 
display more organic pattern in the construction, of which the 
leading and continuous features are expressed as diversified 
bands, scrolls and curved stems; amongst these latter are very 
varied devices which play either predominant or subordinate 
parts in the whole effect of the design (Plate III. fig. 7). 
Angular and simplified treatments of these elaborate designs 
are rendered in many Asia Minor or Turkey carpets (Plate I. 
fig. 3); but the typical flowing and more graceful versions are 
of Persian origin (sec Plate III. fig. 7, and Plate IV. fig. 9), 
usually of the 16th century. Mingled in such intricate stem 
designs or " arabesques " are details many of which have been 
derived on the one hand from Sassanian and even from far 
earlier Mesopotamian emblematical ornament based on cheetahs 
seizing gazelles, on floral forms, blossoms and buds so well con-
ventionalized in Assyrian decoration, and on the other hand 
from Tatar and Chinese sources. The style, strong in suggestion 
of successive historical periods, seems to have been matured 
in Mosil.engraved and damascened metal work of the 12th and 
13th centuries before its occurrence in Persian carpet designs, 
the.finest of which were produced about the reign of Shah Abbas. 
A good deal earlier than this period arc carpets designed chiefly 
according to the simpler taste of the Sunnites, and such as these  

appear to be mentioned by Marco Polo (1256-1323) whew 
writing that " in Turcomania they weave the handsomest carpets 
in the world." He quotes Conia (Konieb in Anatolia), Saysst 
(Sivas in Asia Minor), slime. 300 m. north-east of Konieh. sod 
Cassaria (Kaisaria or Caesaraea in Anatolia) as the chief waving 
centres. It is the carpets from such places rather than from 
Persia that appear to have been the first Oriental ones known is 
European countries. 

Entries of Oriental carpets are frequent in the inventorift .  of 
European cathedral treasures. In England, for instance, carpets 
are said to have been first employed by Queen Eleanor 
of Castile and her suite during the latter part of the b 

 13th century, who had them from Spain, where their 
manufacture was appardntly carried on by Saracens or Moors 
in the southern part of the country. On the other hand. 
Pierre Dupont, a master carpet-maker of the Savonnerie (see 
below), gives his opinion in 5632 that the introduction of carpet-
making into France was due to the Saracens after their defeat 
by Charles Martel in A.D. 726. But more historically precise 
is the record in the book of crafts (Litre des settlers) by Etienne 
Boileau, provost of the merchants in Paris (1258-x268), of ` the  
tapicers or makers of tapir sarrasinois,' who say that their craft 
is for the service only of churches or great men like kings and 
nobles." In the 13th and 14th centuries Saracen weavers of 
rich and ornamental stuffs were also employed at Venice, whirls 
was a chief centre for importing Oriental goods, including carpets, 
and distributing them through western Europe. Dr Bode, in 
his Vorderasialische Knagkppkke, instances Oriental carpets 
with patterns mainly of geometric and angular forms represented 
in frescoes and other paintings by Domenico di Bartolo (i44e), 
Niccolo di Buonaccorso 0450, Lippo Memmi (1480) and others. 

Of greater interest perhaps; and especially as throwing light 
upon the trade in, if not the making of, carpets in England 
somewhat in the method of contemporary Turkey carpets, is 
the specimen represented in Plate LIL fig. 6. This may have 
been made in England, where foreign workmen, especially 
Flemings, were from early times often encouraged to settle in 
order to develop industries, amongst which pile carpet-making 
probably and tapestry-weaving certainly were included. The 
earliest record of tapestry-weaving works in England is that of 
William Sheldon's at Barcheston, Warwickshire, in 1509, and 
besides wall hangings, carpets of tapestry-weaving were also 
possibly made there' The cut pile carpet belonging to Lord 
Verulam (Plate III. fig. 6) was perhaps made at Norwich. It 
has a repeating and simply contrixed continuous pattern of 
carnations and intertwining stems with a large lozenge in the 
centre bearing the royal arms of England with the letters E. R. 
(Elizabeth Regina) and the date 157o. It also has the arms of 
the borough of Ipswich and those of the family of Harbottle. 
The sequence or continuity of its border pattern fails in the 
corners at one end of the rug or carpet in a way very common 
to many Asia Minor and Spanish carpets (see Plate I. fig. 3. 
Plate II fig. 4, and Plate IV. fig. so ); not, however, to the majornr 
of Persian carpets (see Plate III. fig. 7, and Plate IV. fig. 8). A 
large cut pile carpet in the Victoria and Albert Museum has a 
repeating pattern of star devices, rather Moorish in style, with 
the inscription on one end of the border, " Feare God and Keep 
His Commandments, made in the ycare z 603," and in the field 
the shield of arms of Sir Edward Apsley of Thakeham, Seam 
impaling those of his wife, Elizabeth Elmes of Lifford, Northamp-
tonshire. This may have been made in England. A carpet of 
very similar design, especially in its border, is to be seen in 
painting by Marc Gheeraedts of the conference at old Somerset 
House of English and Spanish plenipotentiaries (1604), not is 
the National Portrait Gallery, London. A more important and 

1  The lapissiers sarrasirtois were apparently the makers of plled 
or velvety carpets, and have always been written about in contra-
distinction to the lapissiers de haute lisse or lapissiers noshes, who it 
appears did not weave piled or velvety material, but made wears. 
woven hangings and coverings for furniture. 

In Ilakluyt's Veyaees mention is made of directions having kern 
given to Morgan Hubblethorne, a dyer, to proceed (about 5579) to 
Persia to learn the arts of dyeing and of making carpets. 

Indian 
carpets. 
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finer carpet belongs to the Girdlers' Company (Plate IV. fig. 8), 
and is of Persian design, into which are introduced the arms of 
the company, shields with eagles, and white panels with English 
letters, the monogram of Robert Bell the master in 1634, but 
this was made at Lahore ,  to his order. 

Before dealing with later phases of the carpet industry'  in 
England, mention may now be made of Spanish carpets, of 

Slaelsh 
European as distinct from Saracenic or Persian 

carpets design; the making of them dates at least from the 
end of the 25th century or the beginning of the 16th 

century. It is only within recent years that specimens of them 
have been obtained for public collections, and at present little 
is known of the factories in Spain whence they came. A large 
and most interesting series is shown in the Victoria and Albert 
Museum, and a portion of one of the earlier of the Spanish cut 
pile carpets in that museum is given in Plate IV. fig. to. The 
inner repeating pattern has suggestions of a lingering Moorish 
influence, but a superior version of it with better definition is to be 
seen in extant bits of Spanish shuttle-woven silks of the 16th 
century. The border of distorted dragon-like creatures is of a 
Renaissance style, and this style is more pronounced in other 
Spanish carpets having borders of poorly treated Italian 16th-
century pilaster ornament. Beside cut pile, many Spanish 
carpets of the 17th and 18th centuries have looped and flat 
surfaces, and bear Spanish names and inscriptions; .nany too are 
of needlework in tent or cross stitch. 

Another interesting class of very fine pile carpets that has also 
become known comparatively recently to collectors is the so- 

Pohl, 
called Polish carpets, generally made of silk pile for 
the ornament, which is distinctively Oriental, and of tarlIWIL 
gold and silver thread textile for the ground, very 

much after the manner of early 17th-century Brusa fabrics. 
Many of these carpets are in the Czartoryski collection at Cracow. 
They are discussed by Dr Bode in his treatise on Oriental carpets 
already referred to. European coats of arms of the persons for 
whom they were made are often introduced into them, sometimes 
different in workmanship from that of the carpets, though there 
are specimens in which the workmanship is the same throughout. 
The details of their designs consist for the most part of arabesques 
and long curved serrated leaves similar to such as are commonly 
used in Rhodian pottery decoration of the 16th century, though 
more typical of those so frequent in 17th-century Turkish 
ornament. Various considerations lead to the conclusion that 
these so-called Polish carpets were probably made in either 
Constantinople or Damascus (tapefe Damaschini frequently 
occur in Venetian inventories of the 16th century) rather than, as 
has been thought, by the Persian workmen employed at the 
Nlazarski silk factory which lasted for a short period only during 
the 18th century at Sleucz in Poland. 

The European carpet manufactory, of which a continuous 
history for some two hundred and fifty years is recorded with 

exceptional completeness, is that which has been 
maintained under successive regimes, royal, imperial 
and republican, in France—at the Hotel des Gobelins 
in Paris. Seventy years before its organization under 

Colbert in 1667 as a state manufactory (Manufacture Royale des 
Aleubks de la Couronne), Henry IV. had founded royal art work-
shops for all sorts of decorative work, at the Louvre; and here in 
1604 a workroom was established for making Oriental carpets by 
the side of that which existed for making tapir flatnands. In 
tato letters patent were granted to the Sieur Fortier, who has 
been reputed to be the first inventor in France of the art of 
making in silk and wool real Turkey and other piled carpets with 
grounds of gold thread, which must have been sumptuous 
fabrics probably resembling the so-called Polish carpets of this 
date. Some ten years later it is recorded that Pierre Dupont and 
Simon Lourdet started a pile carpet (lapis reloulfs) manufactory 
at Chaillot (Paris) in large premises which had been used for the 
manufacture of soap—whence the name of " Savonnerie." To 
this converted manufactOry were transferred in 1631 the carpet-

, The Royal Factofy at Lahore was established by Akbar the Great 
in the ,6th century.,  

makers from the Louvre, and under the direct patronage of the 
crown it continued its operations for many years at Chaillot. It 
was not until 1828 that the making of tapir de la Savonnerie 
(pile carpets of a fine velvety character) was transferred to the 
Hotel des Gobelins. Here, in contradistinction to the Savonnerie, 
carpets are made others which, like those of Beauvais (where 
a manufactory of hangings and carpets was established by 
Colbert in 1664), are lapis tar or non-piled carpets, being of 
tapestry-weaving, as also are those made by old-established 
firms at Aubusson and at Felletin, where the manufacture 
was flourishing, at the former place in 1732 and at the latter 
in 5 737. 

Returning now to England, there are evidences towards the 
end of the 17th century, if not earlier, that Walloon and Flemish 
makers of Turkey pile carpets had settled and set up works in 
different parts of the country. A protective charter, for instance, 
was granted in 1701 by William III. to weavers in Axminster and 
Wilton. The ultimate celebrity of the pile carpet industry at 
Wilton was due mainly to the interest taken in it during the 
earlier part of the 18th century by Henry, earl of Pembroke and 
Montgomery, who in the course of his travels abroad collected 
certain French and Walloon carpet-makers to work for him in 
Wiltshire—over them he put two Frenchmen, Antoine Dufossy 
and Pierre Jemale. More notable, however, than these is Pere 
Norbert, who naturalized himself as an Englishman, changed his 
name to Parisot, and started a manufactory of pile carpets and a 
training school in the craft at Fulham about 1751. In 1753 he 
wrote and published " An account of the new manufactory of 
Tapestry after the manner of that at the Gobelins, and of carpets 
after the manner of that at Chaillot (i.e. Savonnerie) now under-
taken at. Fulham by Mr Peter Parisot." Two refugee French 
carpet-makers from the Savonnerie had arrived in London in 
1750, and started weaving a specimen carpet in Westminster. 
Parisot, having found them out, induced the duke of Cumberland 
to furnish funds for their removal to better workrooms at 
Paddington. The carpet when finished was presented by the 
duke to the princess dowager of Wales. Parisot quarrelled with 
his two employees, enticed others to come over, and then removed 
the carpet works from Paddington to Fulham. A worker, 
J. Baptiste Grignon, writing to" Mr Parisot in Foulleme Manu-
factory," mentions the marked preference "shown by the 
English court for velvet," and how much a "chair-back he had 
worked in the manner of the Savonnerie had been admired." 
Correspondence published in the Nouvelles Archives de Tart 
frangais (1878) largely relates to the efforts of the French govern-
ment to stop the emigration to England of workers from the 
Gobelins and the Savonnerie. Parisot's Fulham works were sold 
up in 1755. He then tried to start a manufactory at Exeter, but 
apparently without success, as in s756 his Exeter stock was sold 
in the Great Piazza auction rooms, Covent Garden. Joseph 
Baretti (Dr Johnson's friend), writing from Plymouth on the 
18th of April 1760, alludes to his having that morning visited 
the Exeter manufactory of tapisseries de Gobelins " founded by 
a distinguished anti-Jesuit—the renowned Father Nobert." 
Previously to this a Mr Passavant of Exeter' had received in 
z 70 a premium from the Society of Arts of London for making a 
carpet in " imitation of those brought from the East and called 
Turky carpets." Similar premiums had been awarded by the 
society in 1757 to a Mr Moore of Chiswell Street, Moorfields, and 
to a Mr Whitt y of Axminster. In 1759 a society's premium was 
won by Mr Jeffer of Frome. In the Transactions of the Society, 
vol. i., dated 1783, it is stated that by their rewards, the manu-
facture of " Turky carpets is now established in different parts of 
the kingdom, and brought to a degree of elegance and beauty 
which the Turky carpets never attained." Such records as 
these convey a fair notion of the sporadic attempts which im-
mediately preceded a systematic manufacture of pile carpets in 
this country. Whilst the Wilton industry survived, that actually 

A wealthy serge-maker of Swiss nationality, who had been 
settled for some years in Exeter, and bought up the plant of Parisot's 
Exeter works. (See Bulletin de la socuW de l'histoire de l'art frattiai• ;  
p. 97, vol. 1875 to 1878.) 
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carried on at Axminster died towards the end of the 18th century, 
and the name of Axminster like that of Savonnerie carpets now 
perpetuates the memory of a locally deceased manufactory, 
much as in a parallel way Brussels carpets seem to owe their name 
to the renown of Brussels as an important centre in the isth and 
16th centuries for tapestry-weaving. 

Before the existence of steam-driven carpet-making machinery 
in England, employers, following the example set by the French, 
At  applied the Jacquard apparatus, for regulating and 

facilitating the weaving of patterns, to the hand 
manufacture of carpets. This was early in the 19th 

century; a great acceleration in producing English carpets oc-
curred, severely threatening the industry as pursued (largely for 
lapis ras) at Toumai in Belgium, at Nimes, Abbeville, Aubusson, 
Beauvais, Tourcoing and Lannoy in France. The severity of 
the competition, however, was still more increased when English 
enterprise, developing the inventions of Erastus B. Bigelow 
(1814-1879) of America and Mr William Wood of England, 
took the lead in perfecting Jacquard weaving carpet looms 
worked by steam, which resulted in the setting up of many power-
loom carpet manufactories in the United Kingdom. It was 
not until 188o that French pile carpet manufacturers began 
to adopt similar carpet power-looms, importing them from 
England. 

These machines for weaving pile carpets, either looped (boucle) 
as in Brussels, or cut (rdorde) as in Wilton or Axminster carpets, 
were similar in all respects to such as had been in use by the 
important English manufacturers—Crossleyof Halifax,Templeton 
of Glasgow, Humphreys of Kidderminster, Southwell of Bridg-
north, and others. A so-called tapestry carpet weaving-loom 
was invented by Richard Whytock of Edinburgh in 183z, but 
it was not brought to sufficient completeness for sustained 
manufacture until ass. The essential feature of Mr•Whytock's 
process was that the warp-threads were dyed and parti-coloured, 
in such a way that when woven the several points of colour 
formed the pattern of the whole fabric. Although the name 
" tapestry " is used, the texture of these wares has but a remote 
likeness to that of hand-made tapestry hangings and carpets 
such as those of the Gobelins and Aubusson manufactories, nor 
is it the same as the texture of Brussels carpets. Machine-made 
tapestry carpets are also called " ingrain " carpets, because the 
wool or worsted is dyed in the grain, i.e. before manufacture. 
Germany in her manufacture of carpets resorts chiefly to the 
" ingrain " process, but in common with Holland and Belgium 
she produces pile (looped and cut) carpets from power-looms. 
In the United States of America there are many similar and very 
important carpet manufactories; and Austria produces fine cut 
pile carpets (veloulls), the designs of which are largely derived 
from those of the Aubusson tapestry-woven carpets (lapis ras). 

Lengths or pieces of felt and other substantial material are 
frequently made for floor and stair carpeting, and are often 
printed with patterns. These of course come into quite another 
class technically. The technological aspects of the several 
branches of carpet manufacture by machinery are treated in 
the articles on TEXTILE-PRINTING and WEAVING. Briefly, the 
products of carpet manufacture practically fall into three main 
divisions: (r) Pile carpets (lapis moquettes) which arc either 
looped (boucle) or cut (vdoule); (2) flat surface carpets (lapis ras) 
as in hand tapestry-woven material; and (3) printed stuffs 
used for carpeting. 

Whilst the production of carpets by steam power predomi-
nates in Europe and the United States of America, and at 
m  one time appeared to be giving the coup de grdce to 
bend•mede the craft of making carpets by hand, there has been in 
carpets. recent times a revival in this latter, and many carpets 

of characteristic modern design, several of them 
made in England, are due to the influence of the late William 
Morris, who devoted much of his varied energies to tapestry 
weaving and pile carpet weaving by hand, both of which crafts 
are being fostered as cottage industries in parts of Ireland, as 
well as in England. At the same time leading English carpet 
manufactures, continue to produce hand-made carpets as  

occasion requires. In France a much more systertiatic existence 
of tapestry weaving and pile carpet making by hand has been 
maintained and is of course attributable to the perennial activity 
of the state tapestry works in Paris (at the .Gobelins workshops) 
and in Beauvais, and of corresponding works managed by private 
enterprise at Aubusson and elsewhere. 

Designing patterns for English carpet manufacture is now 
more organized than it was, and greater thought and invention 
are given to devising ornament suitable to the purpose of floor 
coverings. Before zilso and for a few years later, rather rude 
realistic representations of animals and botanical forms (decadent 
versions of Savonnerie designs) were often wrought in rugs and 
carpets, and survivals of these are still to be met with, but the 
lessons that have beensubsequentlyderived from intelligent study 
of Oriental designs have resulted in the definite designing of 
conventional forms for surface patterns. The early movement 
in this direction owes much to the teaching of Ow-en Jones, 
and in its later and rather freer phases the Morris influence has 
been powerful. Schools of art at Glasgow, at Manchester, Bir-
mingham and elsewhere in the United Kingdom have trained 
and continue to train designers, whose work has contributed 
to the formation of an English style with a new note, which, as 
a French writer puts it, has created a sensation in France, in 
Germany, in fact in all Europe and America. 

France retains that facility of execution and liveliness in 
invention which have been nurtured for over three hundred 
years by systematic governmental solicitude for education 
in decorative design and enterprise in perfecting manufacture. 
Her Aubusson and Savonncrie carpets have maintained a style 
of design in form and colour entirely different from any that 
clearly throws back to Oriental principles, and many of the 
designs for the finer and larger of these carpets are schemed 
with large central oval panels, garlands of flowers and fantastic 
frames very much on the plan of what is frequently to be seen 
in the decoration of ceilings. At the same time the style called 
!'art nouteau has become developed. It largely grows front 
very fanciful dispositions of free-growing natural forms, as well 
as curiously curved and tenuous forms, many of which are 
bone-like and fibre-like in character, flat in treatment and rather 
thin and washy in colour, and its influence has slightly percolated 
into designs for pile carpets. This style, sometimes intermixed 
with the more robust, less fantastic and rather fuller-coloured 
English style, has found followers in England, America and 
Germany, but the bulk of the designs now used in power carpet 
looms seems to be mainly of Oriental descent. 

The more important art museums in Europe contain collections 
of Oriental carpets, and the history of many is fairly well estab-
lished. The subject has become one of serious study, the results 
of which have been published and elucidated by means of well-
executed coloured reproductions of carpets and rugs preserved 
in both public and private collections. 
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which precedes by nine or ten years the more learned workshy Ftiegl 
and Bode. there are two exampld, one ascribed to the manufactory 
at Akaraz in La Mancha, and one to the supposed manufactory of 
the 17th century at Warsaw. By the light of later and more com-
plete investigations Mr Robinson's ascriptions are scarcely borne 
out (7) Oriental Carpets, by Herbert Coxon (London, 1884, 8vo). 
(8) Altorierstalische Teppiche, by Alois Riegl (Leipzig, 1891); a 
useful book of reference (containing thirty-six illustrations) of 
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der kunsthistorischee Sansmlsoqess des Allerhbasten Kaiserkauses, 
so), Eli. (Wien, '892). Containing an important and finely illus-
trated article, " Altere orientalische Teppiche aus dem Besitze des 
Alkrhachsten Kaiserhauses," by Alois Rid!, in the course of which 
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tions, in engraved metal work and those of carpets. (to) Oriental 
Carpets, published by the Austrian Commercial Museum (English 
edition by C. Purdon Clarke) (Vienna, 1892-1896). This contains a 
arks of monographs by 1. M. Stockel, Smyrna; Dr William Bode, 
Berlin; Vincent Robinson, London; M. Gerspach, Paris; T. A. 
Churchill, Tehran; Sir George Birdwood, London; C. Purdon 
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Scala, Vienna. (I 1) Ancient Oriental Carpets, a supplement to the 
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906, large 'Olio). (12) Vorderasiatisclse Knsipfteppiclse aim alterer 

Zeit. by Wilhelm Bode (Leipzig, 1901). This learned treatise gives 
later alia suggestive notes upon the production of the so-called 
Polish carpets and of Spanish carpets. (13) Ein orientalischer 
Teppich worn Akre 1202 said die &tains orientaliscken TeppicIse, by 
Alms Riegl (Berlin. 1895). A coloured illustration is given of a pile 
curtain with a triple niche design and an Armenian inscription that 
it was made by 

triple 
 Gorzi the Artist " to the glory of the church of 

St Hripsime—an Armenian martyr. The date 651 appears in the 
inscription, but Riegl adduces valid reasons for reading it as the 
equivalent of &D. 1202. Another pile carpet of conventional girden 
daritn, probably not of earlier manufacture than 14th century, is 
also illustrated and carefully discussed, especially in connexion with 
the appearance in it of well-authenticated Sassanid devices--streams 
with fishes and birds. &c. (14) Report on Carpets at the Paris 
Esiabition of spar by Fmdinand Leborgne (i9or, 8vo). (15) 
Oriental Rugs, by John Kimberly Mumford (London, 1901), con,. 
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(t6) Rugs. Oriental and Occidental, by Rosa Belle Holt (Chicago, 
19o1), well illustrated, with colour-plate reproductions of various 
types of rugs, including less known Chinese and Navajo specimens. 
(17) The Art Workers' Quarterly, vol. iii. No. 11. July tsios• article 
on the pile carpet belonging to the Worshipful Company of Girdlers 
of the City of London, by A. F. Kendrick, with a colour-plate of 
this remarkable camet, made to the order of the master of the com-
pany in 1634 at Lahore. (i8) /owned of Indian Art and Industry: 
laws Carpets and Riggs (parts 87 to 94) (London •  igo5 and 
1906). Upwards of ninety-nine illustrations of many varieties of 
Indian and Persian carpetsare given in this publication, a large 
number showing debased versions of fine designs, e.g. some from the 
Punjab. Warangal, Mirzapur and Elura; those from Yarkand 
exhibit Tatar and Chinese influences. (t9) A History of Oriental 
Carpets before Moo, by F. R. Martin, published by the State Printing 
Office in Vienna (Bernard Quaritch, London, 1906). This contains 
a series of excellent reproductions in colours of Oriental carpets, 
many of which, being presents to kings of Sweden by the shah 
of Persia in the 17th century, are to be seen in the castles of Stock-
holm and Copenhagen—others are in the imperial Museum at 
Constantinople or belong to private owners. (A. S. C.) 

CARPET-BAGGER, a political slang term for a person who 
stands as a candidate for election in a locality in which he is a 
stranger. It is particularly used of such a candidate sent down 
by the central party organization. The term was first used in 
the western stases of America of speculative bankers who were 
said to have started business with no other property than what 
they could carry in a carpet-bag, and absconded when they 
failed. The term became of general use in American politics 
in the reconstruction period after the Civil War, as a term 
of contempt for the northern political adventurers in the South 
who, by the help of the negro vote, gained control of the ad-
ministration. 

CARPET-KNIGHT, properly one who has been knighted in 
time of peace on the carpet before the king's throne, and not 
on the field of battle as an immediate reward for valour. It is 
used as a term of reproach for a soldier who stays at home, 
and avoids active service and its hardships, with a particular 
reference to the carpet of a lady's chamber, in which such a 
faitaan1 soldier lingers. 

CARPI. GIROIAMO DA (isoz-zss6), Italian 'historical and 
portrait painter, born at Ferrara, was one of Benvenuto Garo-
falo's best pupils. Becoming infatuated with the work of Cor-
reggio, he quitted Ferrara, and spent several years in copying 
that master's paintings at Parma, Modena and elsewhere, 
succeeding in aping his mannerisms so well as to be able to 
dispose of his own works as originals by Correggio. It is probable 
that not a few pictures yet attributed to the great painter are in 
reality the work of his parasite. Da Carpi's best paintings are 
a Descent of the Holy Spirit, in the church of St Francis at 
Rovigo; a Madonna, an Adoration of the Magi, and a St 
Catharine, at Bologna; and the St George and the St Jerome, 
at Ferrara. 

CARPI,UGO DA, Italian 15th-century painter, was long held the 
inventor of the art of printing in, chiaroscuro, afterwards brought 
to such perfection by Parmigiano and by Baltasar Peruzzi of 
Siena. The researches of Michael Huber (1727-1804) and Johann 
Gottlob Immanuel Breitkopf (1719-1794) have proved, however, 
that this art was known and practised in Germany by Johann 
Ulrich Pilgrim (Wachtlin) and Nikolaus Alexander Mair (i45 0-  
C. 152o), at least as early as 1499, while the date of the oldest 
of Da Carpi's prints is 1518. Printing in chiaroscuro is performed 
by using several blocks. Da Carpi usually employed three—
one for the outline and darker shadows, another for the lighter 
shadows, and a third for the half-tint. By means of them he 
printed engravings after several pictures and after some of the 
cartoons of Raphael. Of these a Sybil, a Descent from the 
Cross, and a History of Simon the Sorcerer are the most • 
remarkable. 

CARPI, a Dacian tribe established upon the lower Danube 
from the rat century D.C. They rose to considerable power 
during the 3rd century A.D., and claiming to be superior to the 
Goths accordingly demanded that their incursions into Roman 
territory likewise should be bought off by tribute. When this 
was refused they invaded in force, but were beaten back by the 
emperor Philip. After this they joined with the Goths in their 
successful inroads until both nations were defeated by Claudius 
Gothicus. Later, after repeated defeats under Diocletian and 
Galerius, they were taken under Roman protection and the 
greater part established in the provinces of Pannonia and 
Moesia; some were left beyond the Danube, and they are last 
heard of as allies of the Huns and Sciri in the time of Theodosius 
I. Ptolemy speaks of Harpil and a town Harpis. This was no 
doubt the form the name assumed in the mouths of their 
Germanic neighbours, Bastarnae and Goths. (E. H. M.) 

CARPI, a town and episcopal see of Emilia, Italy, in the 
province of Modena, 9 m. N.N.W. by rail from the town of 
Modena. Pop. (1905) 7118 (town), 27,135 (commune). It is 
the junction of a branch line to Reggio nell' Emilia via Correggio, 
and the centre of a fertile agricultural district. Carpi contains 
several Renaissance buildings of interest, the facade of the old 
cathedral (an early Romanesque building in origin, with some 
early 15th-century frescoes), the new cathedral (after 1 5 1 3). 
perhaps the nave of S. Niccold and a palace, all being by 
Baldassare Peruzzi: while the prince's palace (with a good 
court and a chapel containing frescoes by Bernardino Loschi of 
Parma, 1489-1540) and the colonnades opposite the theatre 
are also good. These, and the fortifications, are all due to 
Alberto Pio of Carpi, a pupil of Aldus Manutius, expelled in 
1525 by Charles V., the principality being given to the house of 
Este. 

CARPINI, JOANNRS DR PLANO, the first noteworthy Euro-
pean explorer of the Mongol empire (in the ,3th century), 
and the author of the earliest important Western work on 
northern and central Asia, Russian Europe, and other regions 
of the Tatar dominion. lie appears to have been a native of 
Umbria, where a place formerly called Pian del Carpine, but now 
Piano della Magione, stands near Perugia, on the road to Cortona. 
He was one of the companions and disciples of his countryman 
St Francis of Assisi, and from sundry indications can hardly 
have been younger than the latter, born in 1182. Joann bore 
a high repute in the order, and took a foremost part in the 
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propagation of its teaching in northern Europe, holding suc-
cessively the offices of warden (autos) in Saxony, and of provincial 
(minister) of Germany, and afterwards of Spain, perhaps of 
Barbary, and of Cologne. He was in the last post at the time of 
the great Mongol invasion of eastern Europe and of the disastrous 
battle of Liegnitz (April co, 1240, which threatened to cast 
European Christendom beneath the feet of barbarous hordes. 
The dread of the Tatars was, however, still on men's mind four 
years later, when Pope Innocent IV. despatched the first formal 
Catholic mission to the Mongols ( 2245), Partly to protest against 
the latter's invasion of Christian lands, partly to gain trustworthy 
information regarding the hordes and their purposes; behind 
there may have lurked the beginnings of a policy much developed 
in after-time—that of opening diplomatic intercourse with a 
power whose alliance might be invaluable against Islam. 

At the head of this mission the pope placed Friar Joannes, 
at this time certainly not far from sixty-five years of age; and 
to his discretion nearly everything in the accomplishment of 
the mission seems to have been left. The legate started from 
Lyons, where the pope then resided, on Easter day (April 16, 
1245), accompanied by another friar, one Stephen of Bohemia, 
who broke down at Kamm near Kiev, and was left behind. 
After seeking counsel of an old friend, Wenceslaus, king of 
Bohemia, Carpini was joined at Breslau by another Minorite, 
Benedict the Pole, appointed to act as interpreter.. The on-
ward journey lay by Kiev; the Tatar posts were entered at 
Kanev, and thence the route ran across the Dnieper (Neper, 
Nepere, in Carpini and Benedict) to the Don and Volga (Etkil in 
Benedict; Carpini is the first Western to give us the modem 
name). Upon the last-named stood the Ordu or camp of Batu, 
the famous conqueror of eastern Europe, and the supreme 
Mongol commander on the western frontiers of the empire, as 
well as one of the most senior princes of the house of Jenghiz. 
Here the envoys, with their presents, had to pass between two 
fires, before being presented to the prince (beginning of April 
1246). Batu ordered them to proceed onward to the court of 
the supreme khan in Mongolia; and on Easter day once more 
(April 8, 1246) they started on the second and most formidable 
part of their journey— " so ill," writes the legate, " that we could 
scarcely sit a horse; and throughout all that Lent our food had 
been nought but millet with salt and water, and with only snow 
melted in a kettle for drink." Their bodies were tightly bandaged 
to enable them to endure the excessive fatigue of this enormous 
ride, which led them across the lad or Ural river, and north of 
the Caspian and the Aral to the Jaxartes or Syr Dada (madams 
lluvius magma cujus noises ignoramus), and the Mahommedan 
cities which then stood on its banks; then along the shores of 
the Dzungarian lakes; and so forward, till, on the feast of St 
Mary Magdalene (July 22), they reached at last the imperial 
camp called Site Orda (i.e. Yellow Pavilion), near Karakorum 
and the Orkhon river—this stout-hearted old man having thus 
ridden something like 3000 m. in i06 days. 

Since the death of Okkodai the imperial authority had been 
in interregnum. Kuyuk, Okkodai's eldest son, had now. been 
designated to the throne; his formal election in a great Kurultai, 
or diet of the tribes, took place while the friars were at Sirs Orda, 
along with 3000 to 4000 envoys and deputies from all parts of 
Asia and eastern Europe, bearing homage, tribute and presents. 
They afterwards, on the 24th of August, witnessed the formal 
enthronement at another camp in the vicinity called the Golden 
Ordu, after which they were presented to the emperor. It was 
not till November that they got their dismissal, bearing a letter 
to the pope in Mongol, Arabic and Latin, which was little else 
than a brief imperious assertion of the khan's office as the scourge 
of God. Then commenced their long winter journey homeward; 
of ten they had to lie on the bare snow, or on the ground scraped 
bare of snow with the traveller's foot. They reached Kiev on the 
oth of June 1247. There, and on their further journey, the 
Slavonic Christians welcomed them as risen from the dead, with 
festive hospitality. Crossing the Rhine at Cologne, they found 
the pope still at Lyons, and there delivered their report and the 
khan's letter. 

Not long afterwards Friar Joannes was rewarded with the 
archbishopric of Antivari in Dalmatia, and was sent as legate 
to St Louis. The date of his death may be fixed, with the hip 
of the Franciscan Martyrology and other authorities, as the rot 
of August x252; hence it is clear that John did not long survive 
the hardships of his journey. 

He recorded the information that he had collected in a work, 
variously entitled in the MSS. Historia Mongalorams ems am 
Tartan appellamus, and Like' Tarlatans's, or Tataronsm. This 
treatise is divided into eight ample chapters on the country, 
climate, manners, religion, character, history, policy and tactic 
of the Tatars, and on the best way of opposing them, followed by 
a single (ninth) chapter on the regions passed through. The 
book thus answers to its title. Like some other famous medieval 
itineraries it shows an entire absence of a traveller's or author's 
egotism, and contains, even in the last chapter, scarcely any 
personal narrative. Carpini was not only an old man when 
he went cheerfully upon this mission, but was, as we know 
from accidental evidence in the annals of his order, a fat and 
heavy man (vin grads U corputentus), insomuch that during his 
preachin.  gs in Germany he was fain, contrary to Franciscan pre-
cedent, to ride a donkey. Yet not a word approaching more 
nearly to complaint than those which we have quoted above 
appears in his narrative. His book, both as to persona/ and 
geographical detail, is inferior to that written a few years Iota 
by a younger brother of the same Order, Louis IX.'s most 
noteworthy envoy to the Mongols, William of Rubroock or 
Rubruquis. But in spite of these defects, due partly to his con-
ception of his task, and in spite of the credulity with which he 
incorporates the Oriental tales, sometimes of childish absurdity, 
from which Rubruquis is so free, Friar Joannes' Histeria is in 
many ways the chief literary memorial of European overland 
expansion before Marco Polo. It first revealed the Mongol 
world to Catholic Christendom; its account of Tatar mamas. 
customs and history is perhaps the best treatment of the 
subject by any Christian writer of the middle ages. We may 
especially notice, moreover, its four name-lists:—of the nations 
conquered by the Mongols; of the nations which had up to this 
time (x245-1247) successfully resisted; of the Mongol princes; 
and of the witnesses to the truth of his narrative, including 
various merchants trading in Kiev whom he had met. All these 
catalogues, unrivalled in Western medieval literature, are of the 
utmost historical value. To the accuracy of Carpini's statements 
upon Mongol life, a modern educated Mongol, Galsang Gomboyev, 
has borne detailed and interesting testimony (see Melanges arid. 
tints du Bullet. Hid. Philo& de l' Acad. Imp. de St Pderatowg, 
ii. p. 65o, 1856). 

The book must have been prepared immediately after the 
return of the traveller, for the Friar Salimbeni, who met him is 
France in the year of his return (1247), gives us these interesting 
particulars:—" He. was a clever and conversable man, well 
lettered, a great discourser, and full of a diversity of experience. 
. . . lie wrote a big book about the Tattars (sic), and about other 
marvels that he had seen, and whenever he felt weary of telling 
about the Tattars, he would cause that book of his to be read, as 
I have often heard and seen " (" Chron. Fr. Salimbeni Parmensis" 
in Monum. Histor ad Proo. d Haunt. per:Mortis, Parma, 180. 

For a long time the work was but partially known, and that 
chiefly through an abridgment in the vast compilation of Vin-
cent of Beauvais (Speculum Historiak) made in the generation 
following the traveller's own, and printed first in 1473. Hakloyt 
(x598) and Bergeron (1634) published portions of the origins] 
work; but the complete and genuine text was not printed till 
1838, when it was put forth by the late M. D'Avezac, an editorial 
masterpiece, embodied (1839) in the 4th volume of the Rawl 
de voyages el de memoircs of the Geographical Society of Paris. 

Joannes' companion, Benedictus Polonus, also left a brief 
narrative taken down from his oral relation. This was 61st 
published by M. D'Avezac in the work just named. 

The following four MSS. may be noticed : 	"Capes,' ii 
Corpus Christi College, Cambntige, No. tat: (2) " Petaa." 
Leiden University, 77 (former)y ro4)—both these are certain/y man 
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than 1300; (3) " Colbert." i.e. Paris, National Library, Fonds Lat. 
?477. of about 1350; (4) " London-Lumley," i.e. London, British 
Museum, MSS. Reg. 13 A xiv., of late 13th century. Three other 
MSS. certainly exist; yet six more are perhaps to be found, but 
Done of these possesses the value of those given above. Besides 
the editions referred to in the body of the article, we may also men-
tion (1) P. Girolamo Golubovich, Brblioteca bio-bibliografica della 
Terra Santa e Oriente Francescano (1906), vol.i. (1215-1300), pp. 
190-213; (2) William of Rrsbruck . . . with . . . John of Pion de 
CarpOse, edited by W. W. Rockhill, Hakluyt Society (1900), especi- 
ally pp. 1-39; (3) C. Raymond Beazley, Dawn of Modern Geography, 
ii. (1901), 279-317, 375-380; iii. 85, 544.  553; and Carptni and 
Rnbrnquis, Hakluyt Society (1903), especially pp. vii.-xviu. 43-144, 
249-295- (H. Y.; C. R. B.) 

CARPOCRATES, a Gnostic of the and century, about whose 
life and opinions comparatively little is known. He is said to 
have been a native of Alexandria and by birth a Jew. His 
family, however, seem to have been converted to Christianity. 
With Epiphanes, his son, he was the leader of a philosophic 
school basing its theories mainly upon Platonism, and striving 
to amalgamate Plato's Republic with the Christian ideal of 
human brotherhood. The image of Jesus was crowned along 
with those of Pythagoras, Plato and Aristotle. Carpocrates 
made especial use of the doctrines of reminiscence and pre-
existence of souls. He regarded the world as formed by inferior 
spirits who are out of harmony with the supreme unity, knowledge 
of which is the true Gnosis. The souls which remember their 
pre-existing state can attain to this contemplation of unity, 
and thereby rise superior to all the ordinary doctrines of religion 
or life. Jesus is but a man in whom this reminiscence is unusually 
strong, and who has consequently attained to unusual spiritual 
excellence and power. To the Gnostic the things of the world 
are worthless; they are to him matters of indifference. From 
this position it easily followed that actions, being merely external, 
were morally indifferent, and that the true Gnostic should 
abandon himself to every lust with perfect indifference. The 
express declaration of these antinomian principles is said to have 
been given by Epiphanes. The notorious licentiousness of the 
sect was the carrying out of their theory into practice. 

CARPZOV (Latinized Carpzavius), the name of a family, many 
of whose members attained distinction in Saxony in the 17th 
and 18th centuries as jurists, theologians and statesmen. The 
family traced its origin to Simon Carpzov, who was burgomaster 
of Brandenburg in the middle of the 16th century, and who left 
two sons, Joachim (d. 1628), master-general of the ordnance in 
the service of the king of Denmark, and BENEDIKT (1565- 1624), 
an eminent jurist. 

BENEDICT CARPZOV was born in Brandenburg on the 22nd 
of October '565, and after studying at Frankfort and Witten-
berg, and visiting other German universities, was made doctor 
of laws at Wittenberg in 1590. He was admitted to the faculty 
of law in 2592, appointed professor of institutions in x599, and 
promoted to the chair Digests: inforliali el novi in rnoi. In 
'602 be was summoned by Sophia, widow of the elector 
Christian I. of Saxony, to her court at Colditz, as chancellor, and 
was at the same time appointed councillor of the court of appeal 
at Dresden. After the death of the electress in 1623 he returned 
to Wittenberg, and died there on the 26th of November 1624, 
leaving five sons. He published a collection of writings entitled 
Dispulationes juridicae. 

BENEDIKT CARPZOV (1595-1666), second of the name, was the 
second son of the preceding, and like him was a great lawyer. 
He was born at Wittenberg on the 27th of May 1595, was at first 
a professor at Leipzig, obtained an honourable post at Dresden 
in t639, became ordinary of the faculty of jurists at Leipzig 
in 1645, and was named privy councillor at Dresden in 1653. 
Among his works which had a very extensive influence on the 
administration of justice, even beyond the limits of Saxony, are 
Definiliones forenses (1638), Practica nova Imperialis Saxonica 
2g71,0R crinsinalium (1635), Opus decisionum illustrium Saxoniae 
(1646), PrOCOSUS juris Saxonici (1657), and others. He did 
much, both by his writings and by his official work, to systematize 
the body of German jurisprudence which had resulted from the 
intersection of the common law of Saxony with the Roman and 

Canon laws. His last years were spent at Leipzig, and his time 
was entirely devoted to sacred studies. He read the Bible 
through fifty-three times, studying also the comments of Osiander 
and Cramer, and making voluminous notes. These have been 
allowed to remain in manuscript. He died at Leipzig on the 
3oth of August 1666. 

JOHANN BENEDIKT CARPZOV (1607-1657), fourth SOD of the first 
Benedikt, was born at Rochlitz in 1607. He became professor 
of theology at Leipzig in 1643, made himself chiefly known by 
his Isagoge in Libros Eccksiarum Lullseranarson Symbolicos (pub-
lished in 1665), and died at Leipzig on the 22nd of October 1657, 
leaving five sons, all of whom attained some literary eminence. 

AUGUST CARPZOV (1612-1683), fifth son of the first Benedikt, 
distinguished himself as a diplomatist. Born at Colditz on the 
4th of June 1612, he studied at the universities of Wittenberg, 
Leipzig and Jena, and in 1637 was appointed advocate of the 
court of justice (Firofgericht) at Wittenberg. Entering the service 
of Frederick William II., duke of Saxe-Altenburg, he took part 
in the negotiations which led to the peace of Westphalia in 1648, 
and was appointed chancellor by the duke in 1649. From 1672 
to 1680 he was chief minister of Ernest I. and Frederick I., 
dukes of Saxe-Coburg-Gotha, and died at Coburg on the 19th 
of November 1683. August, who was a man of earnest piety, 
wrote Der gekreuzigte Jesus (1679) and some treatises on 
jurisprudence. 

JOHANN Gorrton CARPZOV (1679-1767), grandson of Johann 
Benedikt, was born at Dresden in 1679. He was educated at 
Wittenberg, Leipzig and Altdorf, became a learned theologian,' 
and in 1719 was appointed professor of Oriental languages at 
Leipzig. In 173o he was made superintendent and first pastor 
at Lubeck. His most important works were the Introduclio 
in libros canonicos bibliorum Veteris Testamenli (1721), Critic° 
sacra Y.T. (1728), and Apparatus Historico-criticus Antiquitalunt 
V. Test. (1748). He died at Litbeck on the 7th of April 1767. 

JOHANN BENEDIKT CARPZOV (1720-1803), great-grandson of 
the first Johann Benedikt, was born at Leipzig, became professor 
of philosophy there in 5 747, and in the following year removed 
to Helmstadt as professor of poetry and Greek. In 1749 he was 
named also professor of theology. He was author of various 
philological works, wrote a dissertation on Mencius, and pub-
lished an edition of Musacus. He died on the 28th of April 1803. 

On the family of Carpzov, see Dreyhaupt, Besckrtibung des 
Saalkreises, Beilagen zu Theil 2. S. 26. 

CARRANZA, BARTOLOBIR (1503-1576). Spanish theologian, 
sometimes called de Miranda or de Carranza y Miranda, younger 
son of Pedro Carranza, a man of noble family, was born at 
Miranda d'Arga, Navarre, in 1503. He studied (1515-1520) 
at Alcalk, where Sancho Carranza, his uncle, was professor; 
entering (1520) the Dominican order, and then (1521-1525) 
at Salamanca and at Valladolid, where from 1527 he was teacher 
of theology. No Spaniard save Melchior Canus rivalled him in 
learning; students from all parts of Spain flocked to hear him. 
In 1530 he was denounced to the Inquisition as limiting the papal 
power and leaning to opinions of Erasmus, but the process failed; 
he was made professor of philosophy and (1533- 1539) regent 
in theology. In 1539, as representative to the chapter-general 
of his order he visited Rome; here he was made doctor of theo-
logy, and while he mixed with the liberal circle associated with 
Juan de Valais, he had also the confidence of Paul III. Return-
ing to Valladolid, he acted as censor (cualificacfor) of books 
(including versions of the Bible) for the Inquisition. In 1540 
he was nominated to the sees of Canaria and of Cusco, Peru, 
but declined both. Charles V. chose him as envoy to the council 
of Trent (5546). He insisted on the imperative duty of bishops 
and clergy to reside in their benefices, publishing at Venice 
(1547) his discourse to the council De necessaria reside's:la 
personali, which he treated as juris divini. His Lenten sermon 
to the council, on justification, caused much remark. He was 
made provincial of his order for Castile. Charles sent him to 
England (1554) with his son Philip on occasion of the marriage 
with Mary. He became Mary's confessor, and laboured earnestly 
for the re-establishment of the old religion, especially in Oxford 
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In 1557 Philip appointed him to the archbishopric of Toledo; he 
accepted with reluctance, and was consecrated at Brussels on 
the 27th of February 1558. He was at the deathbed of Charles V. 
(21st of September) and gave him extreme unction; then raised 
a curious controversy as to whether Charles, in his last moments, 
had been infected with Lutheranism. The same year he was 
again denounced to the Inquisition, on the ground of his Comes-
lariat sabre d Catechism° (Antwerp,1558),which in 1563, however, 
was approved by a commission of the council of Trent. He had 
evidently lost favour with Philip, by whose order he was arrested 
at Tordelaguna (1559) and imprisoned for nearly eight years, 
and the book was placed on the Index. The process dragged on. 
Carranza appealed to Rome, was taken thither in December 1566, 
and confined for ten years in the castle of St Angelo. The final 
judgment found no proof of heresy, but compelled him to abjure 
sixteen errors, rather extorted than extracted from his writings, 
suspended him from his see for five years, and secluded him to 
the Dominican cloister of Sta Maria supra Minerva. Seven 
days after his abjuration he died, on the 2nd of May x576. He 
was succeeded in his see by the inquisitor-general, Gaspar 
Quiroga. Yet the Spanish people honoured him as a saint; 
Gregory XIII. placed a laudatory inscription on his tomb in 
the church of Sta Maria. His real crime was not heresy but 
reform. His Summa Conciliorum d Pontificum (Venice, 5546) has 
been often reprinted (as late as 1821), and has permanent value. 

See P. Salazar de Miranda, Vida (1788); H. Laugwitz, Hartholo-
milts Carman (187o); J. 'A. Llorente, Hist. Inotosition in Spain 
(English abridgment. 1826); Hefele in I. Goschler's Did. encydo- 
peek= de la AM. calls. 0838). (A. Co.') 

CARRARA, or CARAARESI, a powerful family of Longobard 
origin which ruled Padua in the r4th century. They take their 
name from the village of Carrara near Padua, and the first 
recorded member of the house is Gamberto (d. before 970). 
In the wars between Guelphs and Ghibellines the Carraresi 
at first. took the latter side, but they subsequently went over 
to the Guelphs. This brought them into conflict with Ezzelino 
da Romano; Jacopo da Carrara was besieged by Ezzelino in 
his castle of Agna, and while trying to escape was drowned. 
Another Jacopo led the Paduans in 1312 against Cangrande 
della Scala, lord of Verona, and though taken prisoner managed 
to negotiate a peace in 1318. To put an end to the perpetual 
civil strife the Paduans elected him their lord, and he seems to 
have governed well, leaving the city at his death (1324) to his 
nephew Marsiglio, a man famed for his cunning. But Cangrande 
was bent on acquiring Padua, and Marsiglio, unable to resist, 
gave it over to him and was appointed its governor. Cangrande 
died in 1319, being succeeded by his nephew Martino, and 
Marsiglio soon began to meditate treachery; he negotiated with 
the Venetians in 1336, and in the following year he secretly in-
troduced Venetian troops into Padua, arrested Alberto della 
Scala, Martino's brother, then in charge of the town, and thus 
regained the lordship. He died in 1338, and was succeeded by 
his relative Ubertino, a typical medieval tyrant, who earned an 
unenviable notoriety for his murders and acts of treachery, 
but was also a patron of the arts; he built the Palazzo dei 
Principi, the castle of Este, constructed a number of roads and 
canals, and protected commerce. He died in 1345. His distant 
kinsman Marsiglietto da Carrara succeeded to him, but was 
immediately assassinated by Jacopo da Carrara, a prince famed 
as the friend of Petrarch. In 135o Jacopo was murdered by 
Guglielmo da Carrara, and his brother Jacopino succeeded, 
reigning together with his nephew Francesco. 

In 1355 Francesco (il Vecchio) ruse against his uncle and 
imprisoned him. Francesco changed the traditional policy of 
his house by quarrelling with the Venetians, in the hope of ob-
taining more advantages from the Visconti of Milan. When the 
former were at war with Hungary over Dalmatia in 1356 and 
asked Carrara to help them, he refused. Their resentment 
was all the more bitter when at the instance of the pope he 
mediated between them and Hungary and brought about 
peace on terms unfavourable to the republic. He received 
Feltre, Belluno and Cividalc from the Hungarian king, but  

in x369 a frontier dispute led to war between him and Venice. 
After some defeats, Venice was victorious and dictated peace; 
Carrara had to pay a huge indemnity and ask the republic's 
pardon (1373). In 1378 he joined the league against Venice 
formed by Genoa, Hungary and the Scala, and took part in the 
siege of Chioggia. But the Venetians were victorious, and by 
the peace of Turin Carrara found himself in the status qua ante, 
but he bought Treviso from Austria, to whom Venice had given it 
in the day of her trouble. In x385 the Venetians set the Scala 
against Carrara, who thereupon allied himself with the treacher-
ous Gian Galeazzo Visconti. The Scala were expelled from 
Verona, but Carrara and Visconti quarrelled over the divisioa 
of the spoils. Visconti was determined to capture Padua as 
well as Verona, and made an alliance with Venice and the house 
of Este for the purpose. Francesco, seeing that the situation 
was hopeless, surrendered to Visconti, in whose hands be remained 
a prisoner until his death in 1392. 

Francesco Novello, his son, resisted bravely, but was runpelled 
to surrender owing to dissensions in Padua itself. He was forced 
to renounce his dominions, and received a castle near Asti, 
but he escaped to France, and after a series of romantic 
adventures succeeded in making peace with Venice, who was 
becoming alarmed at the restless ambition and treachery of 
Visconti; in 1390 be raised a small armed force and seized 
Padua, where he was enthusiastically welcomed by the citisena, 
and for several years reigned there in peace. But in 1399 
Visconti recommenced his wars of conquest, which were to have 
included Padua had not death cut short his schemes in 1402. 
Carrara then allied himself with Guglielmo Scala, seized Verona, 
and tried to capture Vicenza. But the Vicentini had always 
hated the Carrarcsi and after a short siege gave themselves over 
to Venice. This led to a war between that republic and Padua, 
for now that Visconti was dead the Venetians had no longer 
any reason to protect Carrara. Padua and Verona were besieged; 
the latter, defended by' tiovello's son Jacopo, was soon captured 
Novello himself, besieged in his capital, although repeatedly 
offered favourable terms, held out for some months hoping far 
help from Florence and also from certain Venetian nobles with 
whom he was intriguing. Hunger, plague, the treachery 
of his captains and internal discontent at last forced him to 
surrender (November 1405). He and his sons Francesco IIL 
and Jacopo were conveyed to Venice, and at first treated with 
consideration; but when their intrigues with Venetian traitors 
for the overthrow of the republic came to light, they were tried, 
condemned, and strangled in prison (1406). Novelio's other 
son Marsigllo made a desperate attempt to recover Padua is 
1 435, but was discovered and killed. With him the house of 
Carrara ceased from troubling. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.-0. Gattaro," Istoria Padovana." in Meroswi's 
Ref. It. Script. xvii., a very full account; P. P. Vergerius, Moe 
Carrarensium, ibid. ail,. untrustworthy; Verci, Storis data Max 
Trisikana (Venice, 1789); P. Litta, I.e Famiglie cekbri 
vol. i,i. (Milan. 1831); W. Lenel, Studien ow Geschichts Poises use 
Veronas ins XIII Jahrh. (Strassburg, 1893); G. Gittadella. Sloss 
della Dominazione Carrarese in Padova (Padua. 1842); and Horatio 
Brown's brilliant essay on " The Carraresi " in his Shaies is Veneta* 
History (London, 1907). (L. V.') 

CARRARA, a town of Tuscany, Italy, in the province of 
Mama e Carrara, 390 ft. above sea-level, 3 m. by rail N.N.E. 
of Avenza, which is i6 m. E.S.E. of Spezia. Pop (r 88r) 26, 323; 
(1905) town, 38,100; commune, 48 ,493. The cathednd (1272-
1385) is a fine Gothic building dating from the period of Pisan 
supremacy; the other churches, and indeed all the prime/pHd 
buildings of the town, are constructed of the local marble, to 
which the place owes its importance. The Accademia di Belle 
Arti contains several Roman antiquities found in the quarries, 
and some modern works by local sculptors. A large theatre 
was inaugurated in 1892. Some of the quarries were worked in 
Roman times (see LUNA), but were abandoned after the downfall 
of the western empire, until the growth of Pisan architecture 
and sculpture in the 12th and 13th centuries created a demand 
for it. The quarries now extend over almost the whole of the 
Apuan Alps, and some boo of them are being worked, of which 
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345, with 4400 workehen, are at Carrara itself, and 50 (goo men) 
a Massa. The amount exported in Agri was ao,000 tons. 
The quarries are served by a separate railway, with several 
branch lines. 

CARREL, JUN BAPTISTE NICOLAS ARMAND (1800-1836), 
French publicist, was born at Rouen on the 8th of May aleo. 
Ifs father was a merchant in good circumstances, and he received 
a Baal education at the college of Rouen, afterwards attending 
the military school at St Cyr. He bad an intense admiration for 
the great generals of Napoleon, and his uncompromising spirit, 
bald uprightness and independent views marked him as a man 
to be suspected. Entering the army as sub-lieutenant be took 
a secret but active part lathe unsuccessful conspiracy of Belfort. 
On the outbreak of war with Spain in 1823, Carrel, whose 
sympathies were altogether with the liberal cause, sent in his resig-
nation, and succeeded in effecting his escape to Barcelona. He 
carolled himself in the foreign legion and fought gallantly against 
his former comrades. Near Figuieras the legion was compelled 
to surrender, and Carrel became the prisoner of his old general, 
Dames. There was considerable difficulty about the terms 
el capitulation, and one council of war condemned Carrel to 
death. Fortunately some informality prevented the sentence 
Wog executed, and he was soon afterwards acquitted and set at 
Hefty. His career as a soldier being then finally dosed, Carrel 
resolved to devote himself to literature. He came to Paris 
and began as secretary to Augustin Thierry, the historian. His 
servica were found to be of great value, and he not only obtained 
admirable training in habits of composition, but was led to in-
vestigate for himself some of the most interesting portions of 
English history. His first work of importance (he bad already 
urinal one or two historical abstracts) was the History of the 
Conotter-Roolation in England, an exceedingly able political 
study of the events which culminated in the Revolution of 1688. 
Ile gradually became known as a skilful writer in various periodi-
cals; but it was not till he formed his connexion with the 
X,uienal that he became a power in France. The National 
vat at first conducted by Thiers, Mignet and Carrel in con-
junction; but after the revolution of July, Thiers and Mignet 
assumed office, and the whole management fell into the hands of 
Carrel. Under his direction this journal became the first political 
mean in Paris. His judgment was unusually dear, his principles 
solid and well founded, his sincerity and honesty beyond question; 
and to these qualities he united an admirable style, lucid, precise 
and well balanced. As the defender of democracy he bad fre-
quently to face serious dangers. He was once in Ste Pelagic, 
and several times before the tribunal to answer for his journal. 
Ear was he in less danger from private enmities. Before his 
het fatal encounter he was twice engaged in duels with editors 
d rival papers. The dispute which led to the duel with Emile 
de Girardin was one of small moment, and might have been 
amicably arranged had it not been for some slight obstinacy on 
Grad's part. The meeting took place on the morning of the 
road of July 1836. De Girardin was wounded in the thigh, 
Carrel in the groin. The wound.was at once seen to be dangerous, 
Ltd Carrel was conveyed to the house of a friend, where he died 
after two days' suffering. 

Ills works, with biographical notice by Lime, were published in 
im volumes (Paris, 1858). A fine estimate of his character will be 
load is Mill's Dissertations, vol. 

CAMERA, JOS* ■IGUEL (1785-1820, the principal leader 
in the early fighting for the independence of Chile, was born at 
Santiago on the 15th of October 1785. Sent to Spain for a 
military career, he served in the Spanish army in the Napoleonic 
war. but returned to Chile in July 181x, where his vigorous 
abancta and military experience enabled him by means of a 
:easel coup d'itats to place himself at the bead of the nationalist 
traemment. Though at first he laboured patriotically to estab-
riah a stable administration, to promote education, and to 
Madre the Chilean forces, his selfish arrogant spirit produced 
dttlensions between himself and other patriots, and it was his 
rivalry with Bernardo O'Higgins that led to the defeat of the 
latirmalist forces at Rancagua in am. In . the expedition of 
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1811, led by Jose de San Martin and Bernardo O'Higgins, which 
resulted in the liberation of Chile, Carrera had no share, owing 
to his hostility to the leaders, but he attempted to procure in 
the United States materials for a fresh enterprise of his own. 
The Argentine government, however, auspicious of his intentions, 
would not allow him to go to Chile, and Carrera, enraged by this 
treatment and by the execution of his brothers at Mendoza by 
the San Martin party, proceeded to organize rebellion in Argen tins , 
but was eventually captured and shot at Mendoza on the 4th of 

Set:
mber 182i. 
A. Valdes, Revolneion allow y CantPaRas de la Independencio 

(Santiago, 1888), which is practically a vindication of Carrera's 
career ; also P. B. Figueroa, Diccionario biograftco de Chile, up-
z887 (Santiago, 1888), and J. B. Suarez, Rasps biograficar de hombres 
notables de Chile (Valparaiso, 886), both giving biographical sketches 
of prominent characters in Chilean history. 

CARRILOE, a term which in its widest signification is used,' 
as its derivation permits, for any form of " carrying "; thus, 
a person's " carriage " is still spoken of in the sense of the way 
ho bears himself. But it is more specifically the general term 
for all vehicular structures employed for the purposes of trans-
port of merchandise and movable goods and of human beings. 
Such vehicles are generally mounted on wheels, but the sledge 
and the litter are types of the exception to this rule. Within this 
definition a vast variety of forms is included, ranging from the 
roster's barrow and rude farm-cart up to the luxuriously ap-
pointed sleeping-cars of railways and the state carriages of royal 
personages. A narrower application, however, limits the term 
to such vehicles as are used for the conveyance of persons 
and are drawn by horses, and it is with carriages in this restricted 
sense that we are here concerned. Tramcars, railway carriages 
and motor-cars are dealt with in other articles. 

History.—A wheeled carriage appears to have been in very 
general use in Egypt at an early period, called a car or chariot 
(q.s.); in the Bible the word is usually translated " chariot." 
The bodies of these chariots were small, usually containing only 
two persons standing upright.. They were very light, and 
could be driven at great speed. They were narrow, and therefore 
suitable to Eastern cities, in whiCh the streets were very narrow, 
and to mountainous roads, which were of ten only 4 ft. wide. 
From Egypt the use of chariots spread into other countries, and 
they were used in war in large numbers on the great plains of 
Asia. We read of the goo chariots of Jabin, king of Canaan; 
how David took 70o chariots from the kings of Syria and woo 
from the king of Zobah. Solomon had 1400 chariots, and his 
merchants supplied northern Syria and the surrounding countries 
with chariots brought out of Egypt at 60o shekels (about £5o) 
apiece. From the ancient sculptures preserved from Nineveh 
and Babylon, some of which are in the British Museum, we 
observe the use of chariots continued for the purpose of hunting 
as well as for war. Homer describes the chief warriors on both 
sides at the siege of Troy as going into battle and fighting from 
their chariots. The Roman nation as it increased in power 
adopted the car, though chiefly for purposes of show and state. 
A beautiful marble model of one of these still exists at the Vatican 
in Rome: a copy of it and the horses drawing it is in the museum 
at South Kensington. The war chariots used by the Persians 
were larger; the idea seems to have been to form a sort of turret 
upon the car, from which several warriors might shoot or throw 
their spears. These chariots were provided with curved blades 
projecting from the axle-trees. Alexander the Great, king of 
Macedon, invading Asia was met upon the banks of the river 
Indus by King Portia, in whose army were a number of elephants 
and also several thousand chariots. On Alexander's return from 
India towards Persia, he travelled in a chariot drawn by eight 
horses, followed by an innumerable number of others covered 
with rich carpets and purple coverlets. After Alexander's 
death a funeral car was prepared to convey his body from Baby-
lon to Alexandria in Egypt, and this car has perhaps never been 
excelled in the annals of coach-building. It was designed by the 
celebrated architect Hieronymus, and took two years to build. 
It was a ft. long and is ft. wide, on four massive wheels, and 
drawn by sixty-four mules, eight abreast. The car was composed 
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of a platform, with a lofty roof, supported by eighteen columns, 
and was profusely adorned with drapery, gold and jewels; round 
the edge of the roof was a row of golden bells; in the centre was 
a throne, and before it the coffin; around were placed the 
weapons of war and the armour that Alexander had used. 

The Romans established the use of carriages as a private 
means of conveyance, and with them carriages attained great 
variety of form as well as richness of ornamentation. In all 
times the employment of carriages. depended greatly on the 
condition of the roads over which they had to be driven, and the 
establishment of good roads, such as the Appian Way, constructed 
331 s.c., and others, greatly facilitated the development of 
carriage travelling among the Romans. In Rome.  itself, and 
probably also in other large towns, it was necessary to restrict 
travelling in carriages to a few persons of high rank, owing to 
the narrowness and crowded state of the streets. For the same 
reason the transport of goods along the streets was forbidden 
between sunrise and sunset. For long journeys and to convey large 
parties the redo and carruca appear to have been mostly used, 
but what their construction and arrangements were is not known. 
During the empire the carriage which appears in representations 
of public ceremonials is the carpentum. It is very slight, with 
two wheels, sometimes covered, and generally drawn by two 
horses. If a carriage had four horses they were yoked abreast; 
among the Greeks and Romans, not in two pairs as now. From 
the carruca are traced the modern European names,—the English 
carriage, the French carrosse and the Italian comma. The 
sirpea was a very ancient form of vehicle, the body of which was 
of osier basket-work. It originated with the Gauls, by whom 
it was named henna, and by them it was employed for the con-
veyance of persons and goods in time of peace, and baggage 
during war. With its name are connected the modern French 
bonne, banneton, oannerie and panier,—all indicating basket-work. 

The ancient Britons used a car for warlike purposes which was 
evidently new to the Romans. It was open in front, instead of at 
the back as in their cars; and the pole, which went straight 
out between the horses, was broad, so that the driver could 
walk along, and if needful drive from the end. Above all, it 
possessed a seat, and was called essedum from this peculiarity. 
For war purposes this car was provided with scythes projecting 
from the ends of the axle-trees. Cicero, writing to a friend in 
Britain, remarks " that there appeared to be very little worth 
bringing away from Britain except the chariots, of which he 
wished his friend to bring him one as a pattern." 

The Roman vehicles were sometimes very splendidly orna-
mented with gold and precious stones; and covered carriages 
seem more and more to have become appendages of Roman 
pomp and magnificence. Sumptuary laws were enacted on 
account of the public extravagance, but they were little regarded, 
and were altogether abrogated by the emperor Alexander Severus. 
Suctonius states that Nero took with him on his travels no less 
than a thousand carriages. 

On the introduction of the feudal system the use of carriages 
was for some time prohibited, as tending to render the vassals 
less fit for military service. Men of all grades and professions 
rode on horses or mules, and sometimes the monks and women 
on she-asses. Horseback was the general mode of travelling; 
and hence the members of the council, who at the diet and on 
other occasions were employed as ambassadors, were called 
Rilimeiner. In this manner also great lords made their public 
entry into cities. 

Covered carriages (see Coact') were known in the beginning 
of the 15th century, but their use was confined to ladies of the 
first rank; and as it was accounted a reproach for men to ride 
in them, the electors and princes sometimes excused their non-
attendance at meetings of the state by the plea that their health 
would not permit them to ride on horseback. Covered carriages 
were for a long time forbidden even to women; but about the 
end of the 15th century they began to be employed by the 
emperor, kings and princes in journeys, and afterwards on state 
occasions. In tam the emperor Frederick III. visited Frankfort 
in a dose carriage, and again in the following year in a very  

magnificent covered carriage. Shortly afterwards carriages 
„began to be splendidly decorated; that, for instance, of the 
electress of Brandenburg at the tournament held at Ruppin 
in 1500 was gilded all over, and that of the duchess of Mecklen-
burg was hung with red satin. When Cardinal Dietricbstein 
made his entrance into Vienna in 1611, forty carriages went to 
meet him; and in the same year the consort of the emperor 
Matthias made her public entrance on her marriage in a carriage 
covered with perfumed leather. The wedding carriage of the 
first wife of the emperor Leopold, who was a Spanish princess, 
cost, together with the harness, 38,000 florins. Those of the 
emperor are thus described: " In the imperial coaches no great 
magnificence was to be seen; they were covered over with red 
cloth ar.d black nails.. The harness was black, and In the whole 
work there was no gold. The panels were of glass, and on this 
account they were called the imperial glass coaches. On festivals 
the harness was ornamented with red silk fringes. The imperial 
coaches were distinguished only by their having leather tracts; 
but the ladies in the imperial suite were obliged to be contented 
with carriages the traces of which were made of ropes." At the 
magnificent court of Duke Ernest Augustus at Hanover, in 1631, 
there were fifty gilt coaches with six horses each. The first time 
that ambassadors appeared in coaches on a public solemnity 
was at the imperial commission held at Erfurt in 1613. Soon 
after this time coaches became common all over Germany, not-
withstanding various orders and admonitions to deter vassals 
from using them. These vehicles appear to have been of very 
rude construction. Beckmann describes a view he had seen of 
Bremen, painted by John Landwehr in 1661, in which was 
represented a long quadrangular carriage, apparently not 
suspended by straps, and covered with a canopy supported by 
four pillars, but without curtains. In the side was a small door, 
and in front a low seat or box; the coachman sat upon the 
horses; and the dress of the persons within proved them to be 
burgomasters. At Paris in the 14th, 15th and even 16th cen-
turies, the French monarchs rode commonly on horses, the 
servants of the court on mules, and the princesses and principal 
ladies sometimes on asses. Persons even of the highest rank 
sometimes sat behind their equerry on the same horse. Car-
riages, however, were used at a very early period in France; for 
there is still extant an ordinance of Philip the Fair, issued is 
1204, by which citizens' wives are prohibited from using them. 
It appears, however, that about 155o there were only three 
carriages at Paris,—one belonging to the queen, another to 
Diana of Poitiers, and the third to Rend de Laval, a very cor-
pulent nobleman who was unable to ride on horseback. The 
coaches used in the time of Henry IV. were not suspended by 
straps (an improvement referred to the time of Louis XIV ), 
though they were provided with a canopy supported by four 
ornamental pillars, and with curtains of stuff or leather. 

Occasional allusion is made to the use of some kinds of vehicles 
in Englabd during the middle ages. In The Spey. of Lam &era, 
a poem of a period anterior to Chaucer, a description of a sump-
tuous carriage occurs: 

" To-morrow ye shall on hunting fare 
And ride, my daughter, in a chare. 
It shall be covered with velvet red, 
And cloth of fine gold all about your bead. 
With damask white and azure blue 
Well diaper'd with lilies new." 

Chaucer himself describes a chare as 
" With gold wrought and pierrie." 

When Richard II. of England, towards the end of the sob 
century, was obliged to Hy before his rebellious subjects, he and 
all his followers were on horseback, while his mother alone used 
a carriage. The oldest carriages used in England were knos-a 
as charts, cars, chariots, caroches and whirlicotes; but these 
became less fashionable when Ann, the wife of Richard 
showed the English ladies how gracefully she could side on the 
side-saddle, Stow, in his Survey of London, remarking, " 21) If1S 

riding in those whirlicotes and chariots forsaken except at 
coronations and such like spectacles." 
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Tere were curious sumptuary laws enacted during the 16th 

century in various Italian cities against the excessive use of silk, 
velvet, embroidery and gilding, on the coverings of coaches 
and the trappings  of horses. In 1564 Pope Pius IV. exhorted 
the cardinals and bishops not to ride in coaches, according to the 
fashion of the times, but to leave such things to women, and 
themselves ride on horseback. The use of coaches in Germany 
in the 16th century was not less common than in Italy. The 
current of trade, especially from the East, had for a long time 
poured into those two countries towards Holland, enriching all 
the cities in its progress. Macpherson, in his H isiary of Commerce, 
says that Antwerp possessed Soo coaches in 156o. France and 
England appear to have been behind the rest of Europe at 
this period. 

The first coach in England was made in 1555 for the earl of 
Rutland by Walter Rippon, who also made a coach in 1556 for 
Queen Mary, and in 1564 a state coach for Queen Elizabeth. 
That one of the carriages used by Queen Elizabeth could be 
opened and dosed at pleasure may be inferred from her causing 
at Warwick during one of her progresses—" every part and side 
of her coach to be opened that all her subjects present might 
behold her, which most gladly they desired." 

Coaches of the type now properly so-called were first known in 
England about the year 158o, and were introduced, according 
to Stow, from Germany by Henry Fitzalan, 12th earl of Arundel. 
By the beginning of the 17th century the use of coaches had 
become so prevalent in England that in x6ox the attention of 
parliament was drawn to the subject, and a bill " to restrain 
the excessive use of coaches " was introduced, which, however, 
was rejected on the second reading. Their use told severely on 
the occupation of the Thames watermen, and Taylor the poet 
and waterman complained bitterly both in prose and verse 
against the new-fangled practice:— 

" Carroaches, coaches, jades, and Flanders snares 
Doe rob us of our shares, our wares, our fares. 
Against the ground we stand and knock our heels 
Whitest all our profit runs away on wheeler." 

The sneers of wits and watermen notwithstanding, coaches 
became so common, that in the early part of the 17th century 
they were estimated to number more than 6000 in London and 
its surrounding country. 

We now arrive gradually at the modern conception of carriage-
building. No trace of glass windows or complete doors for 
coaches seems to have existed up to 165o. But plain and.rude as 
was the first coach of Louis XIV., it was in his reign, which lasted 
till 1 715, that the most rapid progress was made. The credit for 
this is equally due to Germany, Italy, France and England. 
There is very little mention made by historians of steel springs, 
but they were first applied to wheel carriages about 1670, prior to 
which bodies were suspended by long straps from the four 
corners to pillars erected upon the under carriage. The great 
advantage of the introduction of springs was speedily recognized 
as reducing vibration, enabling carriages to be built much 
lighter and lessening the draught for the horses. In the diary of 
Samuel Pepys there are many amusing and interesting references 
to the art of coach-building, which was beginning to attract 
much attention at that period. 

In the French Encydopidie (1772) by Diderot there are 
elaborate descriptions of the art of coach-building, the workshops 
a ad tools used, and plates of the different carriages in use. The 
Sth century is remarkable for the rapid development which 

took place, more especially in the manufacture of state carriages 
of a sumptuous and ornate character, which were largely in 
demand by the various courts of Europe. One of the most 
beautiful of these is that belonging to the imperial family of 
Henna, which was built in 1696, and is shaped with all the curves 
that arc familiar to us in cabinets and furniture of the style of 
Louis XIV. The panels are beautifully painted with nymphs in 
the style of Rubens. There is an unusual quantity of plate glass 
in the panels, and on the centre of the roof is a large imperial 
crown. In 1757 was built the elaborate state coach of the city 
of London, and in 1761 the royal state coach of England, built for 

King George III. (see Coacn).  During the reigns of George IL 
and George III. all English manufactures bad received as 
immense impulse from the energy of the men of the time, in 
which they were much encouraged by the action of the Society of 
Arts in offering money prizes for improvements; and in these 
coach-builders largely participated. 

In the year 1804 Obadiah Elliot patented his plan for banging 
vehicles upon elliptical springs, thus dispensing with the heavy 
wood and iron perch and cross beds, invariably used in four-
wheeled carriages up to that time. Elliot was rewarded by the 
grant of a gold medal by the Society of Arts, and extensive 
orders for the carriages of a lighter character, which he was thus 
enabled to produce. 

Of carriages much in fashion and characteristic of this period 
may be mentioned the " curricle," a cabriolet (see below) on two 
wheels, driven with a pair of horses, the balance being secured 
by an ornamental bar across the horses' backs, connected by a 
leather brace to a spring under the pole. For lack of perfect 
safety this was gradually superseded by the " gentleman's 
cabriolet," for one horse, on C springs, fitted with folding leather 
hood and platform behind, on which stood a youthful trim 
servant in top-boots, popularly termed a " tiger." To produce 
this satisfactorily, the best coach-building talent was required, 
and to work it a horse of exceptional strength and breeding was 
needful, but when complete this equipage had a distinction 
never surpassed. During this period the pair-horse " mail 
phaeton " was introduced, and has enjoyed a long period of 
popularity. As a travelling carriage with the needful appoint-
ments the " britzska," having a straight body with ogee curves 
at front and back, with single folding hood, and hung on C springs, 
was a distinctive and popular feature among carriages of the 
period from 1824 until after 1840. Of two-wheeled vehicles the 
" stanhopc " and " tilbury " gigs, the " dog cart " and " tandem 
tart," came into use during these years, and have afforded 
facilities of agreeable locomotion to many thousands of people at 
a moderate cost. But the greatest improvement of this period 
was the introduction of the " brougham." Several attempts 
had been made to arrive at a light carriage of this description, but 
it was not until 1839 that a carriage• was produced to a design 
adopted by Lord Brougham, and called after him. The "vic-
toria " was known as a carriage for public hire in continental 
cities for several years before being adopted as a fashionable 
carriage by the wealthy classes. In 1869 the prince of Wales 
brought one from Paris of the cab shape, and Baron Rothschild 
brought one from Vienna of the square shape, examples speedily 
followed. In various elegant and artistic forms, either as an 
elliptic or C spring, it has since become a most popular and 
convenient carriage. 

Public carriages for hire, or hackney (q.v.) coaches, were first 
established in London in 1625. In 1635 the number was re-
stricted to fifty. Still they increased, notwithstanding the oppo-
sition of the court and king, who thought they would break up 
the roads, till in x650 there Were as many as 300. In Paris 
they were introduced during the minority of Louis XIV. by 
Nicholas Sauvage, who lived in the rue St Martin at the sign 
of St Fiacre, from which circumstance hackney carriages in 
Paris have since been called fiacres. In 1694 the number in 
London had increased to 700. Many of these were old private 
coaches of the nobility and gentry, and it was not until 1790 
that coaches on a smaller scale were built specially for hackney 
purposes (see Coact!). 

We are told that in 1673 there were stage coaches from London 
to York, to Chester and to Exeter, having each forty horses on 
the road, and carrying each six inside-passengers. The coach 
occupied eight days travelling to Exeter. In 1706 a coach went 
from London to York every Monday, Wednesday and Friday, 
performing the journey in four days. In the same year there was 
a coach from London to Birmingham starting on Monday and 
arriving on Wednesday. In 1754 a coach was started from 
Manchester called the flying coach, which was advertised to reach 
London in four days and a half. In 1784 coaches became 
universal at the speed of 8 m. an hour. 
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In the year t786 the prince of Wales, afterwards George IV., 
began to erect the pavilion at Brighton, and this led to a great 
increase of traffic, so that in tflao no less than m coaches 
daily visited and left Brighton. The number continued to 
increase, until in 1835 there were as many as loo mail 
coaches throughout Great Britain and Ireland. The system of 
road construction introduced by Mr McAdam during this time 
was of great value in facilitating this development. 

Notwithstanding the competition of the sedan-chair (q.v.), the 
hackney-coach held its place and grew in importance, till it was 
supplanted about aro by the cabriolet de place, now shortened 
into " cab " (g.o.), which had previously held a most important 
place in Paris. In that city the cabriolet came into great public 
favour about the middle of the x8th century, and in the year 
1813 there were 1150 such vehicles plying in the Parisian streets. 
The original cabriolet was a kind of hooded gig, inside which the 
driver sat, besides whom there was only room left for a single 
passenger. For hackney purposes Mr Boulnois introduced a 
four-wheeled cab to carry two persons, which was followed by 
one to carry four persons, introduced by Mr Harvey, the proto-
type of the London " four-wheeler." 

The hansom patent safety cab (1834) owes its invention to J. A. 
Hansom (q.v.), the architect of the Birmingham town-hall. This 
has passed through many stages of improvement with which the 
name of Forder of Wolverhampton is conspicuously associated. 

The prototype of the modern " omnibus "first began plying in 
the streets of Paris on the 18th of March x662, going at fixed 
hours, at a stated fare of five sous. Soldiers, lackeys, pages and 
livery servants were forbidden to enter such conveyances, 
which were announced to be pour la plus gran* cougutodill d 
Merle des 'minutes de sterile. In the time of Charles X. the 
omnibus system in reality was established; for no exclusion of 
any class or condition of person who tendered the proper fare was 
permitted in the vehicles then put on various routes, and the fact 
of the carriages being thus " at the service of all " gave rise to the 
present name. The first London omnibus was started in July 
1829 by the enterprising Mr Shillibeer. The first omnibuses 
were drawn by three horses abreast and carried twenty-two 
passengers, all inside. Though appearing unwieldy they were 
light of draught and travelled speedily. They were, however, 
too large for the convenience of street traffic, and were superseded 
by others carrying twelve passengers inside. In 1849 an outside 
seat along the centre of the roof was added. The London 
General Omnibus Company was founded in 1856; since then 
continual improvements in this system of public conveyance 
have been introduced. 

Modern Private Carriages. —At the accession of Queen Victoria 
the means of travelling by road and horse-power, in the case of 
public coaches, had reached in England its utmost limits of speed 
and convenience, and the travelling-carriages of the nobility 
and the wealthy were equipped with the completest and most 
elaborate contrivances to secure personal comfort and safety. 
More particularly was this the case as regards continental tours, 
which had become indispensable to all who had at their command 
the means for this costly educational and pleasurable experience. 
Concurrently with this development the style and character of 
court equipages had also reached a consummate degree of 
splendour and artistic excellence. Not only was this the case 
in points of decoration, in which livery colour and heraldic 
devices were effectively employed, but also in the beauty of 
outline and skilful structural adaptation, in which respect 
carriages of that period made greater demands upon the capacity 
of the builder and the skill of the workman than do those of the 
present day. For this attainment the art of coachmaking was 
indebted to a very few leading men, whose genius has left its 
impress upon the art, and is still jealously cherished by those 
who in early life had experience of their achievements. The 
early portion of Queen Victoria's reign was an age of much 
emulation; the best-equipped carriages of that period, dis-
tinctive of noble families and foreign embassies, with their 
graceful outline and superb appointments, and harnessed to a 
splendid breed of horses—all harmoniously blended, perfect in .  

symmetry and adaptation—gave to the London season, mote 
especially on drawing-room days, and at other times in Hyde 
Park, an attractiveness unequalled in any other capital. After 
the death of the prince consort, the pageantry of that period very 
much declined and, except as an appendage of royalty, full-
dress carriages have since been comparatively few, though there 
are hopes of a revival in this direction. Meanwhile, owing to 
the rapid development of railways and the wide extension of 
commerce, the demand for carriages greatly increased. The 
larger types gave place to others of a lighter build and more 
general utility, in which in some eases an infusion of American 
ideas made its appearance. In accordance with the universal 
rule of supply meeting the demand, Mr Stenson, an ironnusta 
of Northampton, was successful in producing a mild forging 
steel, which proved for some years, until the manufacture ceased, 
very conducive to the object of securing lightness with strength . 

In the early 'seventies the eminent mechanician, Sir Joseph 
Whitworth, in the course of his scientific studies in the perfecting 
of artillery, succeeded in manufacturing a steel of great purity, 
perfectly homogeneous and possessing marvellous tenacity and 
strength, known as " fluid compressed steel." Incidentally 
carriage-building was able to participate in the results of this 
discovery. Two firms well known to Sir Joseph were asked 
to test its merits as a material applicable to this industry. Is 
this test much difficulty was experienced, the nature of the steel 
not being favourable to welding, of which so much is required 
in the making of coach ironwork; but after much perseverance 
by skilful hands this was at length accomplished, and for some 
years there existed not a little rivalry in the use of this material, 
more especially in the case of carriages on the C and under-
spring principle, which for lightness, elegance and luxurious 
riding left nothing to be desired. Many of these carriages may 
be referred to to-day as rare examples of constructive skill 
Unfortunately, the original cost of the material, still more of the 
labour to be expended upon it, and the difficulty of educating 
men into the art of working it, were effectual barriers to its 
general adoption. The idea, however, had taken hold, and 
attention was given by other firms to the manufacture of the 
steel now in general use, admitting of easier application, with 
approximate, if not equal, results. 

From C and under-spring carriages there arose another 
application of springs which was very prominently before the 
public during this period, by means of which it was professed 
that two drawbacks recognized in the C and unde•sprirg 
carriages were obviated, which were caused by the perch or bar 
which passes under the body holding the front and hind parts 
in rigid connexion, and yet making use of a form of spring to 
which the same terms may be applied. These objections are 
the weight of the perch, and the limitation which it causes to 
the facility of turning, which in narrow roads and crowded 
thoroughfares is an inconvenience. The objection to weight is. 
however, minimized by the introduction of steel, and as the more 
advanced builders almost always construct the perch with a 

FIG. 1. 
forked arch in front, allowing the wheels to pass under, the 
difficulty of a limited lock is in a great measure overcome (fig. 
It must be noted, however (and this cannot be too emphatically 
stated), that the so-called C springs above referred to are not at 
all the same in action as the C spring proper; they are bat as 
elongation of the ordinary elliptic spring in the form of the 
letter C (fig. a), without adding anything to, but rather lesseiaraC 
their elasticity, and entirely ignoring the principle of soispessiout 
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doors, windows, lamps and other parts, in use upon the road 
in all weathers, must from time to time require some attention 
with this object. To meet this difficulty, the introduction of 
indiarubber has been received by carriage-users as a great boon. 
It was about the year z8,52 that Mr Reading, who at that time 
was known as a builder of invalid carriages, conceived the idea 
of encircling wheels with that material, but his method only 
admitted of its use on vehicles travelling slowly over good roads. 
This was improved upon at a later date by Uriah Scott, who, 
taking advantage of the tempering capacity of indiarubber by 
the chemical action of sulphur, produced an inner rim of such 
density as to hold bolts, by which it could be secured through the 
felloe, forming a base for the outer covering of soft pliable rubber. 
This system was attended with satisfactory results, and was in 
favour for some years with persons whose health needed such 
provision. Another method, originated by Mr Mulliner of Liver-
pool in the early 'seventies, was to screw on iron flanges to the 
outer and inner sides of the fences, having a kind of lip to press 
into the indiarubber filling the intervening space; but the cost 
of this—L.36 per set—rendered its adoption prohibitive. Mean-
while another invention by Uriah Scott, afterwards improved 
upon by an American patentee, came into use; this was known 
as the "rubber-cushioned axle," cylindrical rings being introduced 
between the axle-box and hub of the wheel, thus insulating the 
body of the carriage from the concussion of the road. This, 
however, necessitated the cutting away of so much of the timber 
of the hub as to impair its durability, and had, therefore, after a 
few years' experience, to be abandoned in favour of an invention 
by a Parisian builder, who introduced indiarubber bearings 
between the spring and axle-tree. This was thoroughly practi-
cable, and met with general acceptance, and it is still used in 
conjunction with iron and steel tires. In ago the pneumatic 
tire was first applied to road carriages. Its bulky appearance 
is a great drawback, contrasting strongly with the qualities 
which distinguish a graceful equipage; and in spite of its 
practical advantages it never became popular in England or 
America. In Paris and its neighbourhood and many parts of 
France, pneumatic tires are to be seen in frequent use both on 
public and private conveyances. In another form the indiarubber 

tire has become of almost universal applies- 
tion. Owing to an ingenious invention of 
Mr Carment, what appeared to be an in-
superable difficulty in rolling a grooved tire 
was overcome (fig. 3). This so simplified 

FIG 3 	the application as to bring the cost within 
.  

practicable limits. The grooved tire is now 
made in several sections, in some of which the inward projection 
for securing the rubber is dispensed with, this being kept in posi-
tion by wires running through the whole length, and electrically 
welded at the point of contact. Whatever be the method chosen 
for securing the tire, the best tires, both for durability and ease, 
are those in which the rubber provided is most resilient in its 
nature. 
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by leather braces over the C spring proper, by which alone the 
advantage of superior ease is to be obtained. 

Another improvement which stamps the period under review 
is the introduction of indiarubber for the tires of wheels. To 
produce a carriage as nearly as possible free from noise and 
rattle has always been the aim of high-class coachmaking. 
A structure composed of wood, iron and glass, with axle-trees, 

For the lifting and lowering of the hoods of victories and other 
such carriages, and the opening and closing of landaus, there 
are now many automatic contrivances, of which the simplest 
are the most to be preferred. The quarter-light or five-glass 
landau is a carriage which his been greatly improved. The 
complicated adjustments of pillars, windows and roof have been 
replaced by one simple parallel movement. The first public 
exhibition of a finished carriage on this principle wad by an 
English firm at the Paris Exhibition of x876 (fig. 4). 

In the matter of style certain types of carriages have passed 
through marked changes. Extreme lightness was at one time 
considered by many the one desideratum both as to appearance 
and actual weight, in providing which ease of movement and 
comfortable seating of the occupants became secondary con-
siderations—though to these extremes builders of repute were 
always opposed. Still, when at the International Exhibition of 
Paris :889, it was seen that the Parisian builders had suddenly 
gone in the opposite direction, the world of fashion in carriages 
was taken by surprise. From being built upon easy, flowing, 
graceful lines, it was seen, with some revulsion of feeling, that 

FIG. 4. 

these were to be displaced by the deep, full-bodied victoria, 
brougham and landau. Only by slow degrees did this character-
istic find acceptance with English connoisseurs, and then only 
in a modified form, though eventually in a greater or less degree 
it is now the prevailing style. 

While the better types of English carriages are still pre: 
eminent in their constructive qualities, and represent the 
well-known characteristics of individual firms, some emulation 
may be excited by the elegant taste and careful workmanship 
which French builders display in points of finish, both internally 
and externally. Of the various types of carriages now in vogue, 
the victoria, in its many varieties of form, is the most popular, 
accompanied, as of necessity, by the double victoria, sociable, 
brougham, landaulet and landau. Four-in-hand coaches for 
private use, as well as the " road " coaches, are built on a smaller 
scale than formerly; 6 ft. 8 in. may now be taken as the standard 
height of the roof from the ground. Owing to the encouragement 
given by the Four-in-hand and Coaching Clubs, the ascendancy 
of this style of driving is still preserved to Great Britain; and 
in association with it the char-l-bane, mail phaeton, wagonette, 
and four-wheel dog-cart retain their popularity. Of two-
wheeled vehicles the polo-cart and ralli-cart are most in favotir, 
to which may be added the governess-car, which is found con-
venient for many purposes not implied by its name. For a few 
years an effort was made, but with very indifferent success, to 
bring into fashion the tandem-cart, which may again be con-
sidered almost obsolete in England. 

America has long held a prominent position in connexion with 
the carriage industry. In all the chief cities manufactories on a 
colossal scale are to be found, producing thousands of vehicles 
annually and equipped with the most perfect labour-saving 
machinery; and as vehicles of any particular pattern—many of 
small value—are required, not singly, but in large numbers, much 
economy is exercised in their manufacture. It is remarkable that, 
as a contrast to the popular buggy, wagon and rockaway of the 
United States, which are to be found in infinite variety, carriage 
establishments of the wealthy are not considered complete unless 
furnished_with some of a European character, selected from the 
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Most eminent firms of London or Paris, in addition to others of 
their own manufacture. In Paris preference. is given to an 
excess of bulk, with elaborate scroll ornamentation and diminu-
tive windows, forming indeed, by reason of its exaggeration, a 
distinctive class. In respect of workmanship and finish, 
carriages by the best-known American builders leave nothing to 
be desired. 

The International Exhibition of Paris zgoo brought together 
examples from various continental countries, in some of which a 
preference for curvilinear outline was displayed, but the best 
examples followed very closely the well-known English styles. 
In the French section it was interesting to find a revival of the 
once all-prevailing chariot, barouche and britzska, suspended on 
C and under-springs, with perch, but with ideas of lightness 
somewhat out of proportion to their general character. 

Coach-making, or the carriage-manufacturing industry, is a com- 
bination of crafts rarely united in one trade, embracing as it does 
work in such divers materials as wood, iron. steel, brass, cloth, 
silk, leather, oils and colours, glass, ivory, hair, indiarubber, &c. 
Many divisions of labour and numerous highly-skilled artisans are 
consequently employed in the various stages in the construction of 
a high-class carriage. The workmen include body-makers, who 
build up the parts in which persons sit; carriage-makers, who make 
and fit together all the under parts of the vehicle on which the body 
rests; wheelwrights, joiners and fitters; several classes of smiths, 
for special work connected with the strengthening of the body frame-
work by means of long edge plates, the construction of under works, 
tiring and wheels, manufacture of springs, axle-trees, &c. Painting 
is an important part of the business, those professing it being 
divided into body, carriage and heraldry painters. Trimmers are 
needed who fit up the upholstery of the interior, and budget 
trimmers who new on the patent leather covering to dasher 
wings. &c. 

A very great deal in the coach-making industry depends upon the 
selection of materials. Ash is the kind of wood required in the 
framework both of body and carriage. The quality best suited for 
the body is that of full-grown mild and free nature; for the carriage 
that Which is strong and robust; that for carriage-poles should be of 
younger growth, straight and tough in quality. An important con-
sideration is the seasoning of this timber. Planks of various thick-
nesses are .  required, varying from in. to 6 in., the time required 
for seasoning being one year for every inch of thickness. After the 
framework is made, the body is panelled with } in. mild Honduras 
mahogany, plain and free from grain, every joint and groove care-
fully coated with ground white lead to exclude water. The roof is 
covered with in. wide pine boards, unless when superseded by an 
American inverition, by which, in order to obtain the needful width 
frequently of 5 ft. or upwards, boards are cut from the circumference 
of the tree, instead of through its diameter; three thicknesses of 
very thin wood are then glued together under pressure, the grain of 
the centre running across the outer plies, the whole forming a solid 
covering without joints. Birch and elm of 1 in. thickness also enter 
into the construction in many carriages; for floor and lining boards 
pine is the material used. 

Wheel-making is a very important branch of the business, in 
which, owing to the increased lightness now required, many modern 
improvements have been introduced. The timber used in an 
ordinary carriage wheel is wych elm for the naves, heart of oak for 
the spokes, and ash for the fences. American hickory has of late 
years been also largely used for spokes in exceptionally light wheels, 
as well as the American method of making the rim in two sections of 
straight-grained ash or hickory bent to the required circle. This 
method has much to recommend it, more especially for wheels with 
indiarubber tires, in which the wood felloes are not required to be 
nearly so deep as for steel tires. One well-known feature in light 
wheels is the " Warner nave," which is a solid iron casting with 
mortices to receive the spokes, and being of small diameter gives the 
wheel a light appearance. 

For springs the finest quality of steel is made from Swedish ore. 
but the ordinary English spring steel by the best makers leaves 
nothing to be desired. To secure the most perfect elasticity it is 
important that the tapering down of the ends of each plate should 
be done by hand labour on the anvil, and that the plates should 
not be more than in. in thickness. To obtain cheapness wholesale 
spring-makers adopt the method of squeezing the ends of spring 
plates between eccentric rollers, and so produce the tapered form, 
which, however, is too short and gives a lumpy and unsightly appear-
ance to the spring when put together, so that by this they lose much 
of their pliability. 

The iron mounting of coach work requires the skill of experienced 
smiths, and gives scope for much taste andjudgment in shaping 
the work, and providing strength suited to the relative strain to 
which it will be subjected. Axle-trees are not made by coach. 
builders, but by firms who make it their special business. They are 
of two kinds, the " mail," which are secured to the wheel by three  

bolts passing through the nave, and the " coiling." Onvented is 
ma), the latter made secure by gun-metal cone-shaped collets aad 
nuts. The axle boxes which are wedged into the nave ate of dins 
kinds, cast, chilled and wrought iron, in all cases case-hardened, 
the first being the cheapest and the last the most costly. Many 
attempts have been made to improve upon the collinge axle-tree. 
but none of them has got far beyond the experimental stage. 

No branch of coach-building contributes more to the elegance of 
the vehicle than that of painting. To obtain the needful perfection 
the work has to pass through several stages before reaching the 
finishing colour, which must be of the finest quality. The varnish 
used is copal, of which there are two kinds, the one for finishing the 
body, the other the carriage. In first-class work as many.  as etgbtan 
or twenty coats will be required to complete the various 
After a carriage has been in use about twelve months, it is 	• 
to revive the brilliant gloss on the panels by hand-polishing with 
the aid of rottenstone and oil, a process which requires a specially 
trained man to do successfully. 

The trimming of the interior of a carriage requires much skill and 
judgment on the part of the workmen in providing reallyconsfartabk 
well-fitted seats and neatness of workmanship. In the middle of the 
lath century figured tabaret or satin were much used, but for own 
years past morocco has been almost universally preferred. Silk 
lutestnng spring curtains, Brussels or velvet pile carpet, complete 
the interior, unless are added neat morocco covered trays with 
mirror, &c., for ladies convenience. Electric light is now frequently 
used for the interior, and can be- applied with much neatness and 
efficiency. Road lamps, door handles, polished silver tubas 
furniture, are supplied to the coach-builder by firms whose= 
business it is to make them. Lever brakes are now a very 
requirement. Much judgment is needful to make them efficient 
and careful workmanship to prevent rattle. Indiarubber is the best 
material for blocks applied to steel tires, and cast iron for indiartibbn 
tires. The " Bowden wire " recently introduced is in some eases a 
convenient and light alternative to the long bar connecting the 
handle with the hind cross levers, and has the advantage of 
out of sight through the interior of the body. 	(J. A. M'N.) 

CARRICKFERGUS,' seaport and watering-place of Co. Antrim, 
Ireland, in the east parliamentary division; on the northern 
shore of Belfast Lough, pi  m. N.E. of Belfast by the Northern 
Counties (Midland) railway. Pop. of urban district (toot) ass& 
It stretches for about t m. along the shore of the Lough. The 
principal building is the castle, originally built by John de Coed 
towards the close of the 12th century, and subsequently much 
enlarged. It stands on a projecting rock above the sea, and was 
formerly a place of much strength. It is still maintained as as 
arsenal, and mounted with heavy guns. The ancient donjon or 
keep, go ft. in height, is still in good preservation. The town 
walls, built by Sir Henry Sidney, are still visible on the west and 
north, and the North Gate remains. The parish church of St 
Nicholas, an antiquated cruciform structure with curious 
Elizabethan work in the north transept, and monuments of the 
Chichester family, was originally a chapel or oratory dependent 
on a Franciscan monastery. The entrance to a subterranean 
passage between the two establishments is still visible under the 
communion-table of the church. The gaol, built on the site ef 
the monastery above mentioned, was formerly the county of 
Antrim prison. The court-house, which adjoins the gaol, is a 
modern building. The town has some trade in domestic produce. 
and in leather and linen manufactures, there being several in 
spinning-mills and bleach-works in the immediate neighbourhood 
Distilling is carried on. The harbour admits vessels of son tom. 
The fisheries are valuable, especially the oyster fisheries. At 
Duncrue about a m. from the town, rock salt of remarkable 
purity and in large quantity is found in the Triassic sandstort 
The neighbouring country is generally hilly, and Sieve Trot 

zoo ft.) commands a magnificent prospect. 
In 1182, John de Courci, to whom Henry II. had granted as 

the parts of Ulster he could obtain possession of by the sword 
fixed a colony in this district. The castle came in the 
century into possession of the De Lacy family, who, bort 
ejected, invited Edward Bruce to besiege it (ivy). After II 
desperate resistance the garrison surrendered. In 1136, the 
town was burned by the Scots, and in 1400 was destroyed bl 
the combined Scots and Irish. Subsequently, it suffered mod 
by famine and the occasional assaults of the neighbouring Irish 
chieftains, whose favour the townsmen were at length forced 
to secure by the payment of an annual tribute. In the rap of 
Charles I. many Scottish Covenantersse t tied in the neighbourhood 
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to avoid the persecution directed against them. In the civil 
wars, from 1641, Carrickfergus was one of the chief places of 
refuge for the Protestants of the county of Antrim; and on 
the toth of June 1642, the first Presbytery held in Ireland met 
here. In that year the garrison was commanded by General 
Robert Munro, who, having afterwards relinquished the cause 
of the English parliament, was surprised and taken prisoner by 
Sr Robert Adair in 1648. At a later period Carrickfergus was 
held by the partisans of James IL, but surrendered in 1689 to 
the forces under King William's general Schomberg; and in 
t6go it was visited by King William, who landed here on his 
expedition to Ireland. In 176o it was surprised by a French 
squadron under Commodore Thurot, who landed with about 
woo men, and, after holding the place for a few days, evacuated 
it on the approach of the English troops. Eighteen years later 
Paul Jones, in his ship the " Ranger," succeeded in capturing 
the " Drake," a British sloop-of war, in the neighbouring bay; 
but be left without molesting the town. In the reign of Queen 
Elizabeth the town obtained a charter, and this was confirmed 
by James I., who added the privilege of sending two burgesses 
to the Irish parliament. The corporation, however, was super-
seded, under the provisions of the Municipal Reform Act of 184o, 
by a board of municipal commissioners. Carrickfergus was a 
parliamentary borough until 1885; and a county of a town till 
1898, having previously (till x85o) been the county town of 
county Antrim. But its importance was sapped by the vicinity 
of Belfast, and its historical associations are now its chief interest. 

CARRICRNACROSS, a market town of Co. Monaghan, Ireland, 
in the south parliamentary division, 68 m. N.W. of Dublin on 
a branch of the Great Northern railway. Pop. of urban district 
(icsoz) 1874. It has a pleasant, elevated site, a considerable 
agricultural trade, and a famous manufacture of lace, which is 
carried on in various conventual establishments. There are 
some remains of an Elizabethan castle, a seat of the earls of 
Essex, which was destroyed during the wars of 1641; the ruins 
of the old church of St Finbar commemorate the same disastrous 
period. 

CARRICK-ON-SHANNON, a market town and the county 
town of Co. Leitrim, Ireland, in the south parliamentary division, 
beautifully situated on the left bank of the upper Shannon, 
between Loughs Allen and Boderg, close to the confluence of 
the Boyle. Pop. (root) 1118. It is on the Sligo branch of the 
Midland Great Western railway, go m. W.N.W. of Dublin, 
the station being across the river in county Roscommon. Though 
having so small a population it is the largest town in the county, 
is the seat of the assizes, and has quays and some river trade. 
The surrounding country, with its waterways, loughs and woods, 
is of considerable beauty. 

CARFUCR-ON-SUIR, a market town of Co. Tipperary, Ireland, 
in the east parliamentary division, on the north (left) bank of 
the Suir, 1.41 m. W.N.W. from Waterford by the Waterford & 
Limerick line of the Great Southern & Western railway. Pop. 
of urban district (toot) 5406. It was formerly a walled town, 
and contains some ancient buildings, such as the castle, erected 
in 1309, formerly a seat of the dukes of Ormonde, now belonging 
to the Butler family, a branch of which takes the title of earl 
from the town. On the other side of the river, connected by a 
bridge of the 14th century, and another of modem erection, stands 
the suburb of Carrickbeg, in county Waterford, where an abbey 
was founded in z336. The woollen manufactures for which the 
town was formerly famous are extinct. A thriving export trade 
is carried on in agricultural produce, condensed milk is manu-
factured, and slate is extensively quarried in the neighbour. 
hood, while some coal is exported from the neighbouring fields. 
Dredging has improved the navigable channel dt the river, which 
is tidal to this point and is lined with quays. 

CARRIER. JEAN BAPTISTE (1756-1794), French Revolu-
tionist and Terrorist, was born at Yolet, a village near Aurillac 
in Upper Auvergne. In 1790 he was a country attorney (coun-
sellor for the boilliage of Aurillac) and in 1792 be was chosen 
deputy to the National Convention. He was already known 
as One of tbeinfluential members of the Cordeliers club and of  

that of the Jacobins. After the subjugation of Flanders he was 
one of the commissioners nominated in the dose of t7g2 by the 
Convention, and sent into that country In the following year 
he took part in establishing the Revolutionary Tribunal. He 
voted for the death of Louis XVI., was one of the first to call for 
the arrest of the duke of Orleans, and took a prominent part in 
the overthrow of the Girondists (on the 31st of May). After a 
mission into Normandy, Carrier was sent, early in October 1793, 
to Nantes, under orders from the Convention to suppress the 
revolt which was raging there, by the most severe measures. 
Nothing loth, he established a revolutionary tribunal, and 
formed a body of desperate men, called the Legion of Marat, for 
the purpose of destroying in the swiftest way the masses of 
prisoners heaped in the jails. The form of trial was soon dis-
continued, and the victims were sent to the guillotine or shot or 
cut down in the prisons en masse. He also had large numbers 
of prisoners put on board vessels with trap doors for bottoms, 
and sunk in the Loire. This atrocious process, known as the 
Noyodu of Nantes, gained for Carrier a reputation for wanton 
cruelty. Since in his mission to Normandy he had been very 
moderate, it is possible that, as he was nervous and ill when sent 
to Nantes, his mind had become unbalanced by the atrocities 
committed by the Vendean and royalist armies. Naturally, the 
stories told of him are not all true. He was recalled by the 
Committee of Public Safety on the 8th of February 1794, took 
part in the attack on Robespierre on the 9th Thermidor, but was 
himself brought before the Revolutionary Tribunal on the Irth 
and guillotined on the 16th of November 1 794% 

See Comte Fleury, Carrier a Nantes, 1793-1794 (Paris, 1897); 
Alfred Lathe, J. B. Carrier, representant du Cantal a la Convention 
1756-1794 d'apres de nouveaux documents (Paris, 1901). These 
works, and the others of Lillie, are inspired by strong royalist 
sympathies and are not altogether to be accepted. 

CARRIER, a general term for any person who conveys the 
goods of another for hire, more specifically applied to the trades-
men, now largely superseded by the railway system, who convey 
goods in carts or wagons on the public roads. In jurisprudence, 
however, the term is collectively applied to all conveyers of 
property, whether by land or water; and in this sense the changes 
and enlargements of the system of transit throughout the world 
have given additional importance to the subject. The law by 
which carriers, both by land and sea, are made responsible for 
the goods entrusted to them, is founded on the praetorian edict 
of the civil law, to which the ninth title of the fourth book of the 
Pandect is devoted. The edict itself is contained in these few 
words, "nautae, coupons, stabularii, quod cujusque solemn fore 
reccPeriid, nisi restituod,in cos judicium dabo." The simplicity of 
the rule so announced has had a most beneficial influence on the 
commerce of the world. Throughout the great civilized region 
which took its law directly from Rome, and through the other 
less civilized countries which followed the same commercial code, 
it laid a foundation for the principle that the carrier's engagement 
to the public is a contract of indemnity. It bound him in the 
general case, to deliver what he had been entrusted with, or 
its value,—thus sweeping away all secondary questions or dis-
cussions as to the conditions of more or less culpability on his 
part under which loss or damage may have occurred; and it 
left any limitations of this general responsibility to be separately 
adjusted by special contract. 

The law of England recognizes a distinction between a common 
and a private carrier. The former is one who holds himself out to 
the public as ready to carry for hire from place to place the goods 
of such persons as choose to employ him. The owner of a stage-
coach, a railway company, the master of a general ship, a whar-
finger carrying goods on his own lighters are common carriers; 
and it makes no difference that one of the termini of the journey 
is out of England. It has been held, however, that a person who 
carries only passengers is not a common carrier; nor of course is 
a person who merely engages to carry the goods of particular 
individuals or to carry goods upon any particular occasion. A 
common carrier is subject at law to peculiar liabilities. He is 
bound to carry the goods of any person Who offers to pay his 
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hire, unless there is a good reason to the contrary, as, for example, 
when his carriage is full, or the article is not such as he is in the 
habit of conveying. He ought to carry the goods in the usual 
course without unnecessary deviation or delay. To make him 
liable there must be a due delivery of the goods to him in the 
known course of his business. His charge must be reasonable; 
and he must not give undue preference to any customer or class 
of customers. The latter principle, as enforced by statute, has 
come to be of great importance in the law of railway companies. 
In respect of goods entrusted to him, the carrier's liability, unless 
limited by a special contract, is, as already stated, that of an 
insurer. There is no question of negligence as in the case of 
injury to passengers, for the warranty is simply to carry safely 
and securely. The law, however, excepts losses or injuries 
occasioned immediately " by the act of God or the king's 
enemies "—words which have long had a strict technical significa-
tion. It would appear that concealment without fraud, on the 
part of the customer, will relieve the carrier from his liability for 
negligence, but not for actual misfeasance. Fraud or deceit by 
the customer (e.g., in misrepresenting the real value of the goods) 
will relieve the carrier from his liability. The responsibility of the 
carrier ceases only with the delivery of the goods to the proper 
consignee. By the Carriers' Act 1830 the liability of carriers for 
gold, silver, &c. (in general " articles of great value in small 
compass ") is determined. Should the article or parcel exceed 
ito in value, the carrier is not to be liable for loss unless such 
value is declared by the customer and the carrier's increased 
charge paid. Where the value is thus declared, the carrier may, 
by public notice, demand an increased charge, for which he must, 
if required, sign a receipt. Failing such receipt or notice, the 
carrier must refund the increased charge and remain liable as at 
common law. Except as above no mere notice or declaration 
shall affect a carrier's liability; but he may make special con-
tracts with his customers. The carriage of goods by sea is 
subject to special regulations (see AFFREIGHTUENT). The 
carriage of goods by railway and canal is subject to the law of 
common carrier, except where varied by particular statutes, as 
the Railway and Canal Traffic Acts 1854 to 1894 and the Regula-
tion of Railways Acts 1840 to 1893. The effect of these acts is to 
prevent railway companies as common carriers from limiting by 
special contract their liability to receive, forward and deliver 
goods, unless the conditions embodied in the special contract are 
reasonable, and the contract is in writing and signed by, or on 
behalf of, the sender. A railway company must provide reason-
able facilities for forwarding passengers' luggage; where luggage 
is taken into the carriage with a passenger, the company is 
responsible for it only in so far as loss or damage is due to the 
passenger's interference with the company's exclusive control 
of it. As carriers of passengers companies are bound, in the 
absence of any special contract, to exercise due care and diligence, 
and are responsible for personal injuries only when they have 
been occasioned by negligence or want of skill. Where there has 
been contributory negligence on the part of the passenger, i.e. 
where he might, by the exercise of ordinary care, have avoided 
the consequences of the defendants' negligence—he is not 
entitled to recover. By the act of 1846 (commonly called Lord 
Campbell's Act), when a person's death has been caused by such 
negligence as would have entitled him to an action had he 
survived, an action may be maintained against the party re-
sponsible for the negligence on behalf of the wife, husband, 
parent or child of the deceased. Previously such cases had been 
governed by the maxim ache persottalis moritur cam persona. 

CARRIERS, MORITZ (1817-1895), German philosopher and 
historian, was born at Griedel in Hesse Darmstadt on the 5th of 
March 1817. After studying at Giessen, Gottingen and Berlin, 
be spent a few years in Italy studying the fine arts, and established 
himself in 1842 at Giessen as a teacher of philosophy. In 1853 he 
was appointed professor at the university of Munich, where he 
lectured mainly on aesthetics. He died in Munich on the 19th 
of January 1895. An avowed enemy of Ultramontanism, he 
contributed in no small degree to making the idea of German 
unity more palatable to the South Germans. Caniere identified 

himself with the school of the younger Fichte as one who held the 
theistic view of the world which aimed at reconciling the contra-
dictions between deism and pantheism. Although no obstinate 
adherent of antiquated forms and prejudices, he firmly upheld 
the fundamental truths of Christianity. His most important 
works are: Aestkelik (Leipzig, 1859; 3rd ed., 1885), supplemented 
by Die Kunst in Zusammenhang der Kulturenhoickhrng xxd do 
Utak der Menschkeit (3rd ed., 1877-1886); Die RkileieeRkieek 
Weltanschauung der Reformationneu (Stuttgart, 1847; and ed., 
Leipzig, 1886), and Die sit:licks Weltordnung (Leipzig, 1877; 
and ed., 1891), in which he recognized both the immutability of 
the laws of nature and the freedom of the will He described 
his view of the world and life as " real-idealism." His essay on 
Cromwell in Lebensskimen, 039o), which may be considered his 
political confession of faith, also deserves mention. His com-
plete works were published at Leipzig, 14 vols., in 1886-1894. 

See S. P. V..Lind in Zeitschrift f. Philos. (cvi, 11395, pp. 93-101); 
W. Christ in Allgemeine deutsche Biographic (1903). 

CARRINGTON, CHARLES ROBERT WYNN-CARINITIGIL 
1ST EARL (1843— ), English statesman, son of the and Baron 
Carrington (d. 1868), was educated at Eton and Trinity, 
Cambridge, and sat in the House of Commons as a Liberal for 
High Wycombe from 1865 till he succeeded to the title ins868. 
He was governor of New South Wales 1885-189o, lord chamber-
lain 1892-r1395, and became president of the board of agriculture 
in 19o5, having a seat in the cabinet in Sir H. Campbell-Banner-
man's and Mr Asquith's ministries. He was created Earl 
Carrington and Viscount Wendover in 1895. The Carringtoo 
barony was conferred in 5796 on Robert Smith (1752-1838). 
M.P. for Nottingham, a member of a famous banking family, 
the title being suggested by one held from 1643 to 1706 in another 
family of Smith in no way connected. The 2nd baron married 
as his second wife one of the two daughters of Lord Willoughby 
de Ercsby, and their son, through her, became in 1879 joint 
hereditary lord great chamberlain of England. The sad Ramo 
took the surname of Carrington, afterwards altered to CaringtoN 
instead of Smith. 

CARRINOTON, RICHARD CHRISTOPHER (1826-18;5), 
English astronomer, son of a brewer at Brentford, was born is 
London on the 26th of May 1826. Though intended for the 
Church, his studies and tastes inclined him to astronomy, and 
with a view to gaining experience in the routine of an observatory 
he accepted the post of observer in the university of Durham 
Finding, however, that there was little chance of obtaining 
instruments suitable for the work which he wished to undertake. 
be  resigned that appointment and established in 1853 an 
observatory of his own at Redhill Here he devoted three years 
to a survey of the zone of the heavens within 9 degrees of the 
North Pole, the results of which are contained in his Rolksi 
Catalogue of 3735 Stars. But his name is chiefly perpetuated 
through his investigation of the motions of sun-spots, by which he 
determined the elements of the sun's rotation and made the 
important discovery of a systematic drift of the photosphere, 
causing the rotation-periods of spots to lengthen with increase 
of solar latitude. He died on the 27th of November 1875. 

For further information see Mouth. Notices Roy. Asb. Seridy ,  
xiv. 13. xviii. 2.3, 109, xix. 140, 161, xxxvi. 137; Memoirs kr 
Asir. Soc., siren. 139: The limes. Nov. 23 and Dec. 7. am 
Roy. Society's Cat. Scien3. Papers, vols. i. and vii.: Introductions to 
Works. 

CARROCCIO, a war chariot drawn by oxen, used by the 
medieval republics of Italy. It was a rectangular platform on 
which the standard of the city and an altar were erected; priests 
held services on the altar before the battle, and the trumpeters 
beside them encouraged the fighters to the fray. In battle the 
carroccio was surrounded by the bravest warriors in the army and 
it served both as a rallying-point and as the palladium of the city's 
honour; its capture by the enemy was regarded as an inetriev. 
able defeat and humiliation. It was first employed by the 
Milanese in 1038, and played a great part in the wars of ale 
Lombard league against the emperor Frederick Barbarossa It 
was afterwards adopted by other cities, and first appears on a 
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Florentine battlefield in 1328. The Florentine carroccio was 
usually followed by a smaller car bearing the marline:1a, a bell to 
ring out military signals. When war was regarded as likely the 
tuartinella was attached to the door of the church of Santa Maria 
in the Mercato Nuovo in Florence and rung to warn both citizens 
and enemies. In times of peace the carroccio was in the keeping 
of some great family which had distinguished itself by signal 
services to the republic. 

Accounts of the carroccio will be found in most histories of the 
Italian republics; see for instance, M. Villani's Chronache, vi. 5 
(Florence, 1825-1826); P. Villari, The Two First Centuries of 
Florentine History, vol. i. (Engl. transl., London, 1894); Gino 
Capponi, Stone Bela Repubblica di Firenze, voL i. (Florence, 1875). 

CARRODLIS, JOHN TIPLADY (1836-1895), English violinist, 
was born on the loth of January 1836, at Keighley, in Yorkshire. 
He made his first appearance as a violinist at the age of nine, and 
had the advantage of studying between the ages of twelve and 
eighteen at Stuttgart, with Wilhelm Bernhard Molique. On his 
return to England in 1853 Costa got him engagements in the 
leading orchestras. He was a member of the Covent Garden 
opera orchestra from 1855, made his debut as a solo player at a 
concert given on the 22nd of April 1863 by the Musical Society 
of London, and succeeded Sainton as leader at Covent Garden 
in 1869. He died at Hampstead on the 13th of July x895. For 
many years be had led the Philharmonic orchestra and those of 
the great provincial festivals. He published two violin solos and 
a " Marceau de salon," and was a very successful teacher. 

CARROLL, CHARLES (1737-1832), American political leader, 
of Irish ancestry, was born at Annapolis, Maryland, on the 19th 
of September 1737. He was educated abroad in French Jesuit 
colleges, studied law at Bourges, Paris and London, and in 
February t765 returned to Maryland, where an estate known as 
" Carrollton," in Frederick county, was settled upon him; 
he always signed his name as " Charles Carroll of Carrollton." 
Before and during the War of Independence, he was a whig or 
patriot leader, and as such was naturally a member of the various 
local and provincial extra-legal bodies—committees of cone-
spondence,commit tees of observation,council of safety, provincial 
convention ( 1 774-1 776) and constitutional convention (1776). 
From 1 777 until 1800 he was a member of the Maryland senate. 
In April-June 1776 he, with Samuel Chase and Benjamin 
Franklin, was a member of the commission fruitlessly sent by 
the continental congress to Canada for the purpose of persuading 
the Canadians to join the thirteen revolting colonies. From 
1776 to 1779 he sat in the continental congress, rendering 
important services as a member of the board of war, and signing 
on the and of August 1776 the Declaration of Independence, 
though he had not been elected until the day on which that 
document was adopted. lie out-lived all of the other signers. 
He was a member of the United States Senate from 1789 to 1792. 
From x8e21 until his death, at Baltimore, on the 14th of November 
1832, he lived in retirement, his last public act being the formal 
ceremony of starting the construction of the Baltimore and Ohio 
railway (July 4, 1828). In politics, after the formation of 
parties, he was a staunch Federalist. Of unusual ability, 
high character and great wealth, he exercised a powerful 
influence, particularly among his co-religionists of the Roman 
Catholic faith, and he used it to secure the independence of. the 
colonies and to establish a stable central government. 

See the Life by Kate Mason Rowland (t898). 
CARROLL, JOHN (1735-1815), American Roman Catholic 

prelate, was born at Upper Marlborough, Prince George's county, 
Maryland, on the 8th of January 1735, the son of wealthy 
Catholic parents and a cousin of Charles Carroll " of Carrollton." 
He was educated at St Omer'a in Flanders, becoming a novitiate 
in the Society of Jesus in 1753, and then at the Jesuit college 
in liege, being ordained priest in 1769 and becoming professor of 
philosophy and theology. In 1771 he became a professed father 
of the Society of Jesus and professor at Bruges. As tutor to 
the son of Lord Stourton, he travelled through Europe in 1772- 
, 773. After the papal brief of the 21st of July 1773 suppressed 
the Society of Jesus, be accompanied its English members then  

in Flanders to England. In 1774 he returned to America, and 
set to work at a mission at Rock Creek, Montgomery county, 
Maryland, where his mother lived. He shared the feeling for 
independence growing among the American colonists, foreseeing 
that it would mean greater religious freedom. In 1776, at the 
request of the continental congress, he actompanied Benjamin 
Franklin, Charles Carroll and Samuel Chase on their mission 
to secure the aid or neutrality of the French-Canadians, and 
though unsuccessful it gained for him the friendship of Franklin. 
In 1783 he took a prominent part in the petition to Rome to 
take the control of the American church away from London; and 
on Franklin's recommendation, Carroll was named prefect apos-
tolic, the American church being recognized as a distinct body in 
a decree issued by Cardinal Antonelli on the 9th of June 1784. In 
the summer of r785 he began his visitations; in 1786 he induced 
the general chapter to authorize a Catholic seminary (now 
Georgetown University); and at the same session it was voted 
that the condition of the church required a bishop, accountable 
directly to the pope (and not to the Congregation of the Pro-
paganda) and chosen by the American clergy. Consent to this 
course was given by Antonelli in a letter of the 12th of July 
1788. The clergy met at Whitemarsh, Maryland, and Baltimore 
was adopted as the episcopal seat, Carroll being chosen as 
bishop; and on the 6th of November 1789 Pius VI. issued a bull 
to that effect, Carroll being consecrated at Lulworth Castle, 
England, on the 15th of August 1 790. 

On his return from England the bishop saw Georgetown 
College completed (179i), thanks to moneys he bad received 
from English Catholics. His first synod met on the 7th of Novem-
ber 1791; and on the 16th he issued the " Circular on Christian 
Marriage," which attacked marriage by any save " lawful 
pastors of our church." In 1795 the Rev. Leonard Neale (1746-
1817) was appointed his coadjutor. In 1799, after the death 
of Washington, Bishop Carroll bade his clergy hold the 22nd 
of February t800.as a day of mourning, and on that day delivered 
in his pro-cathedral a memorial discourse which attracted 
much attention. Already in 1802 he was pressing for the 
creation of new sees in his diocese, and the Louisiana Purchase 
of 1803 gave added weight to this request; in September 1805 
the Propaganda made him administratot apostolic of the diocese 
of New Orleans, to which be appointed John Olivier as vicar 
general; and in 18o8 Pius VII. divided Carroll's great diocese 
into four sees, Boston, New York, Philadelphia and Bardstown 
(Kentucky), suffragan to the metropolitanate of Baltimore; of 
which Carroll actually became archbishop by the assumption 
of the long delayed gallium on the 18th of August 18x1 , having 
consecrated three suffragans in the autumn of am. In '811 
ecclesiastical jurisdiction over the Danish and Dutch West Indies 
was bestowed upon him. Carroll was now an old man, and the 
shock of the war of 1812, which as a staunch Federalist he had 
opposed until its actual declaration, together with the action of 
the Holy See in appointing to the sees of Philadelphia and New 
York other candidates than those of his recommendation, 
weighed on his mind. He died in Georgetown on the 3rd of 
December 18'5. He may well be reckoned the greatest figure 
in the Roman Catholic Church of the United States. His position 
in the church had never been easy, partly because he had been a 
prominent member of the Society of Jesus. The great size of 
his diocese had made it unwieldy; and his struggle to secure the 
independence of the American church had been a difficult one. 
As a defender of papal and episcopal authority he had, especially 
in Philadelphia and Baltimore, to deal with churches whose 
trustees insisted that they and their parishes alone could choose 
priests, that bishop or prefect could not object to their choice. 
Akin to this difficulty was the desire of Catholics of different 
nationalities to have separate churches, a desire often created 
or encouraged by intriguing and ambitious priests. Besides 
these and other internal annoyances, Carroll had to meet the 
deep-seated distrust of his church in communities settled almost 
exclusively by Protestants. 

See John Gilmary Shea, History of the Catholic Church in the 
United Stales, vol. IL (1763-1815), (Akron and New York, 1880; 
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and Daniel Brent, Biographical Sketch of the Most Rev. John Carroll, 
First Archbishop of Baltimore, with Seka Portions of His Writings, 
edited by John Carroll Brent (Baltimore, ,843). 

CARRONADE, a piece of ordnance invented, by the applica-
tion of an old principle of gun construction, to serve as a ship's 
gun. The inventor was the antiquary General Robert Melville 
(1728-1809). He designed the piece in 1 759, and called it the 
" smasher," but it was not adopted in the British navy till 1779, 
and was then known as the " carronade," from the Carron works 
on the Carron river in Stirlingshire, Scotland, where it was first 
cast by Mr Gascoigne. The carronade had a powder chamber 
like many of the earliest guns known, and was similar to a mortar. 
It was short, light, had a limited range, but was destructive at 
close quarters. Carronades were added to the existing arma-
ments of guns proper or long guns. A 38-gun frigate carried 
ten carronades, and was therefore armed with 48 pieces of 
ordnance. As the official classifications were not changed, they 
were misleading guides to the real strength of British ships, 
which always carried more pieces than they were described as 
carrying. The same remark applies to French and American 
ships when the use of the carronade extended from the British 
to other navies. 

CARROT. Wild carrot, Daucus carols, a member of the 
natural order Umbelliferae, grows wild in fields and on roadsides 
and sea-shores in Britain and the north temperate zone generally 
of the Old World. It is an annual and resembles the cultivated 
carrot, except in the root, which is thin and woody. It is the 
origin of the cultivated carrot, which can be developed from it in 
a few generations. M. Vilmorin succeeded in producing forms 
with thick fleshy roots and the biennial habit in four generations. 
In the cultivated carrot, during the first season of growth, the 
stem remains short and bears a rosette of graceful, long-stalked, 
branched leaves with deeply cut divisions and small, narrow 
ultimate segments. During this period the plant devotes its 
energies to storing food, chiefly sugar, in the so-called root, 
which consists of the upper part of the true root and the short 
portion of the stem between the root and the lowest leaves. A 
transverse section of the root shows a central core, generally 
yellow in colour, and an outer red or scarlet rind. The core 
represents the wood of an ordinary stem and the outer ring the 
soft outer tissue (bast and cortex). In the second season the 
terminal bud in the centre of the leaf-rosette grows at the 
expense of the stored nourishment and lengthens to form a 
furrowed, rather rough, branched stem, 2 or 3 ft. high, and 
bearing the flowers in a compound umbel. The umbel is char-
acterized by the fact that the small leaves (bracts) which 
surround it, resemble the foliage leavet on a much reduced scale, 
and ultimately curve inwards, the whole inflorescence forming 
a nest-like structure. The flowers are small, the outer white, 
the central ones often pink or purplish. The fruit consists of 
two one-seeded portions, each portion bearing four rows of stiff 
spinous projections, which cause the fruits when dropped to 
cling together, and in, a natural condition help to spread the 
seed by clinging to the fur of animals. On account of these 
projections the seeds cannot be sown evenly without preiious 
rubbing with sand or dry ashes to separate them. As usual in 
the members of the order Umbelliferae, the wall of the fruit is 
penetrated lengthwise by canals containing a characteristic oil. 

Carrots vary considerably in the length, shape and colour of 
their roots, and in the proportion of rind to core. The White 
Belgian, which gives the largest crops, has a very thick root 
which is white, becoming pale green above, where it projects 
above ground. For nutritive purposes it is inferior to the red 
varieties. The carrot delights in a deep sandy soil, which should 
be well drained and deeply trenched. The ground should be 
prepared and manured in autumn or winter. For the long-
rooted sorts the soil should be at least 3 ft. deep, but the Short 
Horn varieties may be grown in about 6 in. of good compost laid 
on the top of a less suitable soil. Peat earth may be usefully 
employed in lightening the soli. Good carrots of the larger sorts 
may be grown in unfavourable soils by making large holes 18 in. 
deep with a crowbar, and filling them up with sandy compost  

in which the seeds are to be sown. The main crop is DOWD at the 
end of March or beginning of April. After sowing, it is only 
necessary to thin the plants, and keep them clear of weeds. 
The roots are taken up in autumn and stored during winter in 
a cool shed or cellar. 

CARRYING OVER, or CONTINUATION, a stock exchange term 
for the operation by which the settlement of a bargain transacted 
for money or for a given account, may for a consideration (called 
either a " contango " or a " backwardation ") be postponed 
from one settling day to another. Such a continuation is 
equivalent to a sale " for the day " and a repurchase for the 
succeeding account, or to a purchase " for the day " and a resale 
for the succeeding account. The price at which such transac-
tions are adjusted is the " making-up " price of the day. (See 
ACCOUNT and STOCK EXCHANGE.) 

CARSIOLI (mod. Carsoli), an ancient city of Italy, on the Via 
Valeria, 42 m. E. by N. of Rome. It was founded in the country 
of the Aequi between 302 and 298 B.C., just after the establish-
ment of Alba Fucens, no doubt as a stronghold to guard the road 
to the latter. It is mentioned in ass B.C. as one of the twelve out 
of thirty Latin colonies which protested their inability to furnish 
more men or money for the war against Hannibal. We Said it 
used in x68 B.C. like Alba Fucens as a place of confinement for 
political prisoners. It was sacked in the Social War, but prob-
ably became a inunicipium after it, though we hear but little of 
it. The modem town of Carson first appears in a diploma of 
A.D. 866, but the old site does not seem to have been abandoned 
until the 13th century. It is now occupied only by vineyards, 
and lies about 2100 ft. above sea-level, in a plain surrounded by 
mountains, now called Piano del Lavaliere. The line of the city 
walls (originally in tufa, and reconstructed in limestone), but 
of rectangular blocks, can be traced, and so can the scanty 
remains of several buildings, including the podium or base, of a 
temple, and also the ancient branch road from the Via Valeria 
(which itself keeps just south-east of Carsioli), traversing the 
site from north to south. The forty-third milestone of the Via 
Valeria still lies at or near its original site; it was set up by 
Nerva in A.D. 97. One mile to the north-west of Carsioli are the 
remains of an ancient aqueduct consisting of a buttressed wall 
of concrete crossing a valley. 

See G. J. Pfeiffer and T. Ashby in Suppkaocutary Papors 
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American School in Rome, i. (tcoo3), 108 seq. 	(T. As.) 

CARSON, CHRISTOPHER [" KIT "I (1809-1868), American 
hunter and scout, was born in Madison county, Kentucky, on 
the 24th of December ace. When he was a year old his parents 
removed to Howard county, Missouri, then a frontier settlement, 
and the boy was early trained in the hardships and requirements 
of pioneer life. He served for a while as a saddler's apprentice. 
and after 1826 devoted himself to the life of a professional iuide 
and hunter. He was hunter for the garrison at Bent's Fort on 
the Arkansas river in what is now Bent county, Colorado, from 
5832 to 1840, and accompanied John C. Fremont on his exploring 
expeditions of 1842 and 1843-1844, and on his California expedi-
tion in 1843-1846. Carson took part in the Mexican War, and, 
after the rush to the Pacific Coast began, engaged m a guide to 
convoy emigrants and drovers across the plains and mountains 
In 1854 he became Indian agent at Taos, New Mexico, in which 
position, through his knowledge of the Indian traits and language 
he was able to exercise for many years a restraining influence 
over the warlike Apaches and other tribes. During the Civil 
War he rendered invaluable services to the Federal cause in the 
south-west as chief scout in charge of the various bodies of 
irregular scouts and rangers participating in the constant bonier 
warfare that characterized the conflict in that part of the Union-
In March 1865 he was breveted brigadier-general of volunteers 
for gallantry in the battle of Valverde (on the 21st of February 
x862) and for distinguished services in New Mexico, and after the 
war resumed his position as Indian agent, which be held until 
his death at Fort Lyon, Colorado, on the 23rd of May t868 . 

" Kit " Carson occupies in the latter period of American pioneer 
history a position somewhat similar to that held by Daniel Boat 
and David Crockett at an earlier period, as the typical frontier 
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hero and Indian fighter, and his hairbreadth escapes and personal 
prowess are the subject of innumerable stories. 

See Charles Burdett, Life of Kit Carson, the Great Western Hunter 
and Guide (New York, 1859; new ed., 1877); and De Witt C. Peters, 
The Life and Adventures of Kit Carson, the Nestor of the Rocky 
ifornssains, from Facts Narrated by Himself (New York, 1858). 

CARSON CITY, the capital of Nevada, U.S.A., and the county 
seat of Ormsby county, about 120 in. N.E. of Sacramento, Cali-
fornia. Pop. (189o) 3950; (1900) 2100; (IOW) 2466. It is served 
by the Virginia and Truckee railway, which has repair shops here, 
and by stage to Lake Tahoe, II m. W. of the city. It is pictur-
esquely situated in Eagle valley, near the east base of the 
Sierra Nevada, at an elevation of 4720 ft. above the sea. Within 

m. of the city are Shims Hot Springs. The city is a distribut-
ing point for the neighbouring mining region. Among the 
public buildings are the capitol, the United States government 
building, a United States mint, and a state orphans' home; 
in the vicinity are the state prison and a United States govern-
ment school for Indians. The industrial interests of the city 
are principally in mining, lumbering and agriculture. It has 
an excellent supply of mountain spring water. Carson City 
(named in honour of Christopher Carson) was settled in 1851 
as a trading post, was laid out as a town in 1838, was made the 
capital of the state and the county seat of the newly erected 
county in 186r, and was chartered as a city in 1875. 

CARSTARES (or Caasrmas), WILLIAM (1649-1715), Scottish 
clergyman, was born at Cathcart, near Glasgow, on the 11th of 
February 1649, the son of the Rev. John Carstares, a member of 
the extreme Covenanting party of Protestors. He was educated 
at the university of Edinburgh, and then passed over to Utrecht, 
where he commenced his lifelong friendship with the prince of 
Orange, and began to take an active part in the politics of his 
country. The government disliked Carstares for several reasons. 
He was the intimate of William; he had been the bearer of 
meslages between the disaffected in Scotland and Holland; 
and he was believed to be concerned with Sir James Steuart 
(5635-1755) in the authorship of a pamphlet—An Account of 
Scotland's Grievances by reason of tke D. of Lauderdale's Ministrie, 
humbly tendered to his Sacred Majesty. Accordingly, on his 
return to England, at the close of 1674, he was committed to the 
Tower; the following year he was transferred to Edinburgh 
Castle, and it was not till August 5679 that he was released. 
After this he visited Ireland, and then became pastor to a Non-
conformist congregation at Cheshunt. During 5682 he was in 
Holland. but in the following year he was again in London, and 
was implicated in the Rye House Plot. On its discovery he 
was examined before the Scottish Council; though the torture 
of the thumb-screw was applied, he refused to utter a word till 
he was assured that his admissions would not be used in evidence, 
and in the disclosures he then made be displayed great discretion. 
On his return to Holland he was rewarded by William's still 
warmer friendship. and the post of court chaplain; and after 
the Revolution he continued to hold this office, under the title 
of royal chaplain for Scotland. He was the confidential adviser 
of the king, especially with regard to Scottish affairs, and 
rendered important service in promoting the Revolution Settle-
ment. On the accession of Anne, Carstares retained his post as 
royal chaplain, but resided in Edinburgh, having been elected 
principal of the university. He was also minister of Greyfriars', 
and afterwards of St Giles', and was four times chosen moderator 
of the general assembly. He took an important part in pro-
moting the Union, and was consulted by Harley and other lead-
ing Englishmen concerning it. During Anne's reign, the chief 
object of his policy was to frustrate the measures which were 
planned by Lord Oxford to strengthen the Episcopalian Jacobites 
—especially a bill for extending the privileges of the Episcopalians 
and the bill for replacing in the hands of the old patrons the 
right of patronage, which by the Revolution Settlement had been 
vested in the elders and the Protestant heritors. On the ac-
cession of George I., Carstares was appointed, with five others, 
to welcome the new dynasty in the name of the Scottish Church. 
He was received graciously, and the office of royal chaplain was  

again conferred upon him. A few months after he was struck 
with apoplexy, and died on the 28th of December rm. 

See State-papers and Letters addressed to Watkins Carstares, to 
which is prefixed a Life by M'Cormick (1774); Story's Character 
and Career of William Carstares (1874); Andrew Lang's History of 
Scotland (1907). 

CARSTENS, MMUS JACOB (1754-1790,  German painter, 
was born in Schleswig, and in 1776 went to Copenhagen to study. 
In 5783 he went to Italy, where he was much impressed by the 
work of Giulio Romano. He then settled in LUbeck ass portrait 
painter, but was helped to visit Rome again in 5792, and gradually 
produced some fine subject and historical paintings, e.g. "Plato's 
Symposium " and the " Battle of Rossbach "—which made him 
famous. He was appointed professor at Berlin, and in 5795 a 
great exhibition of his works was held in Rome, where he died 
in 5798. Carstens ranks as the founder of the later school of 
German historical painting. 

CARSULAE, an ancient city of Umbria, on the Via Flaminia, 
19 m. N. of Namia (mod. Nana) and 24 m. S.S.W. of Mevania 
(mod. Bevagna). It is little mentioned in ancient literature. 
The town was a municipinnt. The Via Flaminia is well preserved 
and enters the north gate of the town, the archway of which still 
stands. Remains of buildings may also be seen upon the site, 
and the outline of an amphitheatre is visible. The town of Cesi, 
3 m. to the south-east, has polygonal walls, and may perhaps be 
regarded as an Umbrian city which was destroyed by the Romans, 
Carsulae being constructed in its stead. The medieval city, as so 
often happened in Italy, returned to the pre-Roman site. 

See G. Gamurrini in Notizie degli Scald (1884), 149: for the tombs, 
L. Lanai, in Noting degli Scam (1902), 592. 

CART (A.S. met, Gaelic coin; connected with " car "), a 
general term for various. kinds of vehicles (see CARRIAGE), in 
some cases for carrying people, but more particularly for trans-
porting goods, for agricultural or postal purposes, &c., or for 
carriers. Though constructed in various ways, the simplest type 
for goods is two-wheeled, topless and springless; but as a-general 
term " cart " is used in combination with some more specific 
qualification (dog-cart, donkey-cart, road-cart, polo-cart, &c.), 
when it is employed for pleasure purposes. The " dog-cart," so 
called because originally used to convey sporting dogs, is a more 
or less elevated two-wheeled carriage, generally with seats back to 
back, in front and behind; the " governess-cart " (presumably 
so called from its use for children), a very low two-wheeled pony-
carriage, has two side seats facing inwards; the " tax-cart," a 
light two-wheeled farmer's cart, was so called because formerly 
exempted from taxation as under the value of L21. 

CARTAGENA, Of CARTHAGENA, a city, seaport, and the capital 
of the department of Bolivar, Colombia, South America, on the 
Caribbean coast, in to* 25' 48' 75°  34' W. Pop. ( 1 905, 
official estimate) 14,000. The population of Cartagena is 
largely composed of blacks and mixed races, which form the 
predominant type on the lowland plains of northern Colombia. 
The well-to-do whites of Cartagena usually have country houses 
on the Turbaco hills, where the temperature is much lower than 
on the coast. The mean annual temperature in the city is 82°, 
and the port is classed as very unhealthful, especially for unac-
climatized foreigners. The harbour, which is the best on the north 
coast of South America, is formed by an indentation of the coast-
line shut in by two long islands lying parallel to the mainland. 
It covers an area of about 62.5 sq. m. and affords deep and 
secure anchorages and ample facilities for loading and unloading 
large vessels. The city itself has no modern quays, and large 
vessels do not approach within a mile of its landing-stages, but 
the railway pier (lengthened 12o ft. in 1898) on the mainland 
opposite permits the mooring of vessels alongside. There were 
formerly two entrances to the harbour—the Boca Grande (large 
mouth) between the low sandy island or peninsula on which the 
city stands and the island of Tierra Bomba, and the Boca Chita 
(small mouth) at the south end of the latter island. The Boca 
Grande was filled with stone after the city had been captured 
three times, because of the ease with which an enemy's ships 
could pass through it at any time, and the narrow and more 
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easily defended Boca. Cities, 7 m. farther south, has since been 
used 

The city occupies a part of the upper island or peninsula facing 
the northern end of the harbour, and is separated from the main-
land on the east by a shallow lagoon-like extension of the bay 
which is bridged by a causeway passing through the extra-mural 
suburb of Xiximani on another island. The old city, about 

m. long, north and south, and m. wide, is enclosed by a heavy 
wall, in places so ft. thick, and is defended by several formidable-
looking forts, which have long been dismantled, but are still in a 
good state of preservation. At the mainland end of the causeway 
leading from the city is the fort of San Felipe, about too ft. above 
sea-level, adapted as a distributing reservoir in the city's water-
works; works; and behind it are verdure-covered hills rising to an 
elevation of 50o ft., forming a picturesque background to the 
grey walls and red-tiled roofs of the city. The streets are narrow, 
irregular and roughly paved, but are lighted by electricity; 
tramway lines run between the principal points of the city and 
suburbs. The houses are built with thick walls of stone and 
brick round open courts, in the Moorish style, and their iron-
barred doors and windows give them the appearance of being a 
part of the fortifications. Among the numerous churches, the 
largest and most imposing is the Jesuit church of San Juan de 
Dios, with its double towers and celebrated marble pulpit; an 
old monastery adjoins. Cartagena is an episcopal see, and its 
cathedral dates from colonial times. The city was once the head-
quarters of the Inquisition in South America, and the edifice 
which it occupied, now private property, is an object of much 
interest. The water supply 9f the city was formerly obtained 
from rainwater tanks on the walls or by carriage from springs a 
few miles inland. But in 1906 an English company received a 
concession to bring water by pipes from springs on the Turbaco 
hills, 30o ft. above the sea. 

The commercial importance of Cartagena declined greatly 
during the period of civil disorders which followed the war for 
independence, but in later years has revived. In the reign of 
Philip II. the Spaniards had opened a canal (" El Dique ") 
through some marshes and lagoons into a small western outlet of 
the Magdalena, which gave access to that river at Calamar, about 
81 m. above the bar at its mouth; during Cartagena's decline 
this was allowed to fill up; it was reopened in 1846 for a short 
time and then was obstructed again by river floods; but in 1881 
it was reopened for steam navigation. Towards the end of the 
19th century a railway, 65 m. long, was built between Cartagena 
and Caboose. Imports consist of cotton, linen and woollen 
fabrics, hardware, cutlery and machinery, kerosene, glass and 
earthenware; and the exports of cattle, sugar, tobacco, coffee, 
coco-nuts and fibre, dividivi and dye-woods, vegetable ivory, 
rubber, hides and skins, medicinal forest products, gold, silver 
and platinum. The aggregate value of the exports in 1906 was 
$3,788,o94 U. S. gold. 

Cartagena was founded in 1533 by Pedro de Heredia. In 1544 
it was captured by pirates, who plundered the town; in 1585 by 
Sir Francis Drake, who exacted a large ransom; and in 1697 by 
the French, who obtained from it more than ii,000,000. In 

1 74 1  Admiral Vernon unsuccessfully besieged the town. It was 
taken by Bolivar in 1815, but was surrendered to the royalists in 
the same year. It was recaptured by the republicans on the 25th 
of September 1821, and thereafter remained in their possession 
It figured prominently in the political agitations and revolutions 
which followed, and underwent a siege in the civil war of 1885. 
It was an important naval station under Spanish colonial rule, 
and is the principal naval station of Colombia. 

CARTAGENA, or CARTHAGENA, a seaport of south-eastern 
Spain, in the province of Murcia; in 37° 36' N. and e 58' W., at 
the terminus of a branch railway from the city of Murcia, and 
on the Mediterranean Sea. Pop. (ttioo) 99,871. Cartagena is 
fortified, and possesses an arsenal and naval dockyards. To-
gether with Ferrol and San Fernando near Cadiz, the other great 
naval stations of Spain, it is governed by an admiral with the 
title of captain-general. It has also an episcopal see. 

The city stands on a hill separated by a little plain from the 

harbour; towards the north and east it communicates with a 
fertile valley; on the south and west it is hemmed in by high 
mountains. Its grey houses have a neglected, almost a dilapi-
dated appearance, from the friable stone of which they are 
constructed; and there are no buildings of antiquarian interest 
or striking architectural beauty, except, perhaps, the ruined 
citadel and the remnants of the town walls. The wide streets 
are traversed by a system of tramways, which pass through 
modern suburbs to the mining district about two leagues inland, 
and on the west a canal enables small vessels to enter the town 
without using the port. The harbour, the largest in Spain after 
that of Vigo, and the finest on the east coast, is a spacious bay, 
deep, except near its centre, where there is a ledge of rock barely 
5 ft. under water. It is dominated, on the seaward side, by four 
hills, and approached by a narrow entrance, with forts on either 
hand; a breakwater affords shelter on the east, and on the west 
is the Arsenal Basin, often regarded as the original harbour of 
the Carthaginians and Romans. The island called La Escom-
brem, the ancient Scombraria (i.e. " mackerel fishery "), ni. 
south, protects Cartagena from the violence of wind and waves. 

The mines near the city arc very productive, and thousands of 
men and beasts are employed in transporting lead, iron, copper, 
zinc and sulphur to the coast. The industrial and commercial 
progress of Cartagena was much hindered, during the first half 
of the 19th century, by the prevalence of epidemic diseases, 
the abandonment of the arsenal, and rivalry with the neighbour-
ing port of Alicante. Its sanitary condition, though still defective, 
was improved by the drainage of the adjacent Almajar Marsh; 
and after 187o, when the population had dwindled to about 
26,000, Cartagena advanced rapidly in size and wealth. The 
opening of the railway enabled it to compete successfully with 
Alicante, and revived the mining and metallurgical industries, 
while considerable sums were expended on bringing the coast 
and land defences up to date, and adding new quays, docks and 
other harbour works. As a naval station, Cartagena suffered 
severely in 1898 from the maritime disasters of the Spanish-
American War; and its commerce was much affected when, 
at the beginning of the same year, Porman, or Portman, a mining 
village on a well-sheltered bay about it m. east, was declared by 
royal order an independent port Vessels go to Porman to land 
coke and coal, and to load iron ore and lead. From Cartagena 
the principal exports are metallic ores, esparto grass, wine, 
cereals and fruit. Esparto grass, which grows freely in the 
vicinity, is the sparlum, or Spanish broom, which gave the town 
its Roman designation of Carthago Spartaria. It is still used 
locally for making shoes, ships' cables, mats and a kind of spun 
cloth. Timber is largely imported from the United States. 
Sweden and Russia; coal from Great Britain; dried codfish 
from Norway and Newfoundland. In 1904, exclusive of coasters 
and small craft trading with north-west Africa, 662 ships of 
604,208 tons entered the port of Cartagena, 259 being British 
and so Spanish; while 90 vessels were accommodated at Pormaa 

Cartagena was founded about the year 243 s.c. by the Cartha-
ginian Hasdrubal, and was called Carthago Nova or New Carthage, 
to distinguish it from the African city of Carthage. It was 
conveniently situated opposite to the Carthaginian territory in 
Africa, and was early noted for its harbour. Its silver and gold 
mines were the source of great wealth both to the Carthaginians 
and to the Romans. In 210 B.C. this important place, the 
-headquarters and treasure city of the Punic army, was stormed 
and taken with great slaughter by P. Scipio. The city continued 
to flourish under the Romans, who made it a colony, with the 
name Catania Victrix Julia Nova Carthago. In A.D. 425 it was 
pillaged and nearly destroyed by the Goths. Cartagena was a 
bishopric from about seo to 1289, when the see was removed to 
Murcia. Under the Moors it became an independent principality. 
which was destroyed by Ferdinand II. of Castile in t 243, restored 
by the Moors, and finally conquered by James I. of Aragoa is 
1276. It was rebuilt by Philip IL of Spain (5527-1598) foe the 
sake, of its harbour. In 1585 it was sacked by an English fleet 

Sir Francis Drake. In 1706, in the War of the Spanish 
Succession, it was occupied by Sir John Leake; and in the next 
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year it was retaken by the duke of Berwick. On the 5th of . 

November x823 it capitulated to the French. In consequence 
of the insurrection in Spain, Cartagena was in thes again the 
scene of warfare. On the 23rd of August x873 it was bombarded 
by the Spanish fleet under Admiral Lobos; on the 11th of 
October a battle took place off the town, between the ships of 
the government and the rebels, and on the x ath of January 1 874 
Cartagena was occupied by the government troops. 

See Bildiateca 8ist6rica de Cartagena, by G. Vicent y Portillo 
(Madrid, 1889, Ike.); Fechos y fecheu de Cartagena, by I. Martinez 
Rico (Cartagena. 1894); and Serie de los obispos de Cartagena, by P. 
Diaz Casson (Madnd, x895)• 

CARTAGO, the capital of the province of Cartago, in Costa 
Rica, Central America; r3 m. E.S.E. of San Jose by the trans-
continental railway. Pop. ( 1 900) 4536. Cartago is built 493o ft. 
above sea-level, on the fertile and beautiful plateau of San Jost, 
and at the southern base of the volcano Iraz6 (I ',molt.). Some 
of its older buildings, especially the churches, are of considerable 
interest; but all bear marks of the volcanic disturbances from 
which the town has suffered on many occasions—notably in 
x723, when it was nearly overwhelmed by the bursting of the 
flooded crater of Iraz6, and in 1841, when it was shattered by an 
earthquake. There are hot mineral springs much frequented 
by invalids at Bella Vista, a suburb connected with the town by a 
tramway 3 m. long. The local trade is chiefly in coffee of fine 
quality, which is readily cultivated in the rich volcanic soil of the 
neighbourhood. Cartago is said to have been in existence as 
early as r522; it was probably named in 1563 by the Spaniard 
Vazquez de Coronado, to whom its foundation is often ascribed. 
Though several times plundered by buccaneers, it retained its 
importance as the capital of Costa Rica until 1823, when it is said 
by tradition to have contained 3o,000 inhabitants. Its prosperity 
rapidly diminished after the transference of the seat of govern-
ment to San Jose, in 1823, but somewhat revived with the 
development of railways after 1871. 

CARTE, THOMAS (1686-z754), English historian, was born 
at Dusmoon, near Clifton. He was educated at Oxford, and 
was first brought into notice by his controversy with Dr Henry 
Chandler regarding the Irish massacre, in which he defended 
Charles I. His attachment to the Stuarts also caused him to 
remain a non-juror, and on the discovery of the plot of Atterbury, 
whose secretary he was, he was forced to flee to France. There 
he collected materials for an English edition of De Thou and 
Rigault, which were purchased and published by Dr Mead. 
Being recalled to England through the influence of Queen 
Caroline, he published, in 1738, A General Account of the Necessary 
Makrials for a History of England. The first volume of his 
General History of England, which is only of value for its vast 
and careful collection of facts, was published in 1747. By the 
insertion in it of the statement that the king's evil had been 
cured by the Pretender, Carte forfeited the favour of most of 
his patrons. He, however, continued to publish; and the 2nd 
volume appeared in 1750, the 3rd in 1752, the 4th in 1 755. 
He published also a Life of lames, duke of Ormond, containing 
a collection of letters, ike. (3 vob., 1735-1736; new ed., in 6 vols., 
Oxford, 1851), and a History of ire Revolutions of Portugal, with 
letters of Sir R. Southwell during his embassy there (London, 
174o). His papers became the property of the university of 
Oxford, and were deposited in the Bodleian library. 

CARTER, ELIZABETH (1717-1806), English poet and trans-
lator, daughter of the Rev. Nicholas Carter, was born at Deal, 
in Kent, on the 16th of December 1717. Dr Carter educated 
his children, boys and girls, alike; but Elizabeth's slowness tired 
his patience, and it was only by great perseverance that she 
conquered her natural incapacity for learning. She studied 
late at night and early in the morning, taking snuff and chewing 
green tea to keep herself awake; thus causing severe injury 
to her health- She learned Greek and Latin, and Dr Johnson 
said concerning a celebrated scholar that he " understood 
Greek better than any one whom be had ever known except 
Elizabeth Carter." She learned also Hebrew, French, German 
Italian, Spanish, Portuguese, and lastly some Arabic. She  

studied astronomy, ancient geography, and ancient and modern 
history. Edward Cave was a friend of Dr Carter, and in 1734 
some of Elizabeth's verses, signed " Eliza," appeared in the 
Gentleman's Magazine, to which she contributed for many years. 
In 1738 Cave published her Poems upon Particular Occasions; 
in 1739 she translated from the French an attack on Pope's 
Essay on Maw by J. P. de Crousaz; and in the same year 
appeared her translation from the Italian of Algarotti's New-
ionianismo per k Dame, under the title of Sir Isaac Newton's 
Philosophy explained for the use of the Ladies, in six Dialogues 
on Light and Colour. Her translation of Epictetus (1758) was 
undertaken in x749 to please her friends, Thomas Seeker (after-
wards archbishop of Canterbury) and his niece, Catherine 
Talbot, to whom the translation was sent, sheet by sheet, as it 
was done. In 1.762 Miss Carter printed a second collection of 
Poems on Several Occasions. Her letters to Miss Talbot contain 
an account of a tour on the continent undertaken in 1763 in 
company with Edward and Elizabeth Montagu and William 
Pulteney, xst earl of Bath. Dr Carter, firm 1762 to his death 
in 1774, lived with his daughter in a house at Deal, which she 
had purchased. An annuity was settled on her by Sir William 
Pulteney and his wife, who had inherited Lord Bath's fortune; 
and she had another annuity from Mrs Montagu. Among 
Miss Carter's friends and correspondents were Samuel Johnson, 
Bishop Butler, Richard Savage, Horace Walpole, Samuel 
Richardson. Edmund Burke, Hannah More, and Elizabeth Vesey, 
who was a leader of literary society. She died in Clarges Street. 
Piccadilly, on the x9th of February tho6. 

Her Memoirs were published in 18o7; her correspondence with 
Miss Talbot and Mrs Vesey in 1E809; and her letters to Mrs Montagu 
in 1817. See also A Woman of Wit and Wisdom (1906), a biography 
by Alice C. C. Gaussen. 

CARTERET, SIR GEORGE (c. Aro-1680), English politician, 
was born between 1609 and 1617  on the island of Jersey, where his 
family had long been prominent landholders. He was the son 
of Helier de Carteret of St Ouen, and in his youth was trained to 
follow the sea. In 1639 he became comptroller of the English 
navy. Dining the Civil War he was active in behalf of the king. 
In 1643 he succeeded by reversion from his uncle, Sir Philip 
Carteret, to the post of bailiff of Jersey, and in the same year 
was appointed by the king lieutenant-governor of the island. 
After subduing the Parliamentary party in the island, he was 
commissioned (1644) a vice-admiral of Jersey and "the maritime 
parts adjacent," and by virtue of that office he carried on from 
there an active privateering campaign in the Royalist cause. 
Parliament branded him as a pirate and excluded him specifically 
from future amnesty. His rule in Jersey was severe, but profit-
able to the island; he developed its resources and made it a 
refuge for Royalists, among whom in 1646 and again in 1649- 

 r65o was Prince Charles, who created Carteret a knight and 
baronet. In 1650, in consideration of Carteret's services, Charles 
granted to him " a certain island and adjacent islets near Vir-
ginia, in America," which were to be called New Jersey; but no 
settlement upon this grant was made. In 1651 Carteret, after 
a seven weeks' siege, was compelled to surrender Jersey to a 
Parliamentary force; he then joined the Royalist exiles in France, 
where for a time he held a command in the French navy. He 
returned toEngland at theRestoration,became a privy councillor, 
sat in parliament for Portsmouth, and also served as vice-cham-
berlain of the royal household, a position to which he had been 
appointed in 2647. From 1661 to 1667 he was treasurer of the 
navy. He rendered valuable service during the Dutch War, 
but his lax methods of keeping accounts led to his being censured 
by parliament. In 1667 he became a deputy treasurer of Ireland. 
He continued nevertheless in the royal favour, and subsequently 
was appointed one of the commissioners of the admiralty and 
a member of the board of trade and plantations. He belonged to 
that group of courtiers interested in the colonization of America, 
and was one of the eight to whom Charles II. granted the country 
of the Carolinas by the charters of 1663 and 1665. In 1664 
James, duke of York, granted that part of his American territory 
between the Hudson and Delaware rivers to Sir George Carteret 
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and John, Lord Berkeley, and in Carteret's honour this tract 
received the name of New Jersey. Sir George's relative, Philip 
Carteret (d. 1682), was sent over as governor in i665, but was 
temporarily deposed in 1672 by the discontented colonists, 
who chose James Carteret (perhaps a natural son of Sir George) 
as " president" Philip Carteret was restored to his office in 
1674. In this year Lord Berkeley disposed of his share of the 
grant, which finally fell under the control of William Penn and 
his associates. With them Carteret agreed (1676) upon a 
boundary line which divided the colony into East and West 
Jersey. He died in January 168o, and two years later his heirs 
disposed of his New Jersey holdings to Penn and other Quakers. 

CARTESIANISH,l the general name given to the philosophy 
developed principally in the works of Descartes, Malebranche and 
Spinoza. It is impossible to exhibit the full meaning of these 
authors except in connexion, for they are all ruled by one and 
the same thought in different stages of its evolution. It may be 
true that Malebranche and Spinoza were prepared, the former 
by the study of Augustine, the latter by the study of Jewish 
philosophy,to draw from Cartesian principles consequences which 
Descartes never anticipated. But the foreign light did not alter 
the picture on which it was cast, but only let it be seen more 
dearly. The consequences were legitimately drawn. It may be 
shown that they lay in the system from the first, and that they 
were evolved by nothing but its own immanent dialectic. At 
the same time it is not likely that they would ever have been 
brought into such clear consciousness, or expressed with such 
consistency, except by a philosopher whose circumstances and 
character had completely detached him from all the convictions 
and prejudices of the age. In Malebranche, Cartesianism found 
an interpreter whose meditative spirit was fostered by the 
cloister, but whose speculative boldness was restrained by the 
traditions of the Catholic church. In Spinoza it found one 
who was in spirit and position more completely isolated than any 
monk, who was removed from the influence of the religious as well 
as the secular world of his time, and who in his solitude seemed 
scarcely ever to hear any voice but the voice of philosophy. 
It is because Cartesianism found such a pure organ of expression 
that its development is, in some sense, complete and typical. 
Its principles have been carried to their ultimate result, and we 
have before us all the data necessary to determine their value. 

The Philosophy of Descartes.—Descartes was, in the full sense 
of the word, a partaker of the modern spirit. He was equally 
moved by the tendencies that produced the Reformation, and 
the tendencies that produced the revival of letters and science. 
Like Erasmus and Bacon, he sought to escape from a tran-
scendent and unreal philosophy of the other world, to the know-
ledge of man and the world he lives in. But like Luther, he 
found within human experience, among the matters nearest to 
man, the consciousness of God, and therefore his renunciation 
of scholasticism did not end either in materialism or in that 
absolute distinction between faith and reason which inevitably 
leads to the downfall of faith. What was peculiar to Descartes, 
however, was the speculative interest which made it impossible 
for him to rest in mere experience, whether of things spiritual or 
of things secular, which made him search, both in our conscious-
ness of God and our consciousness of the world, for the links 
by which they are bound to the consciousness of self. In both 

cases it is his aim to go back to the beginning, to retrace 
Pried pit 
•hiptht. the unconscious process by which the world of ex- 

perience was built up, to discover the hidden logic 
that connects the different parts of the structure of belief, to 
substitute a reasoned system, all whose elements are inter- 
dependent, for an unreasoned congeries of opinions. Hence his 
first step involves reflection, doubt and abstraction. Turning 
the eye of reason upon itself, he tries to nteasure the value of that 
collection of beliefs of which he finds himself possessed; and the 
first thing that reflection seems to discover is its accidental and 
unconnected character. It is a mass of incongruous materials, 
accumulated without system and untested. Its elements have 
been put together under all kinds of influences, without any con- 
'For biographical details Me DESCARTES; M ALSB RANC ; SPINOZA. 

scious intellectual process, and therefore we can have no assur-
ance of them. In order that we may have such assurance we 
must unweave the web of experience and thought which we have 
woven in our sleep, that we may begin again at the beginning and 
weave it over again with " clear and distinct " consciousness 
of what we are doing. De omnibus dubilondurn ea. We must 
free ourselves by one decisive effort from the weight of custom, 
prejudice and tradition with which our consciousness of the world 
has been overlaid, that in that consciousness in its simplest and 
most elementary form we may find the true beginning of know-
ledge. The method of doubt is at the same time a method of 
abstraction, by which Descartes rises above the thought of the 
particular objects of knowledge, in order that he may find the 
primary truth in which lies the very definition of knowledge, or 
the reason why anything can be said to be true. First disappears 
the whole mass of dogmas and opinions as to God and man 
which are confessedly received on mere authority. Then the 
supposed evidence of sense is rejected, for external reality is not 
immediately given in sensation. It is acknowledged by all that 
the senses often mislead us as to the nature of things without to, 
and perhaps they may also mislead us as to there being anything 
without us at all. Nay, by an effort, we can even carry doubt 
beyond this point; we can doubt even mathematical truth. 
When, indeed, we have our thoughts directed to the geometrical 
demonstration, when the steps of the process are immediately 
before our minds, we cannot but assent to the proposition 
that the angles of a triangle are equal to two right angles; 
but when we forget or turn away our thoughts from such demon-
stration, we can imagine that God or some powerful spirit is 
playing upon our minds to deceive them, also that even our most 
certain judgments may be illusory. In this naive manner does 
Descartes express the idea that there are necessities of thought 
prior to, and presupposed in the truth of geometry. He is 
seeking to strip thought of all the " lending& " that seem to 
come to it from anything but itself, of all relation to being 
that can be supposed to be given to it from without, that be may 
discover the primary unity of thought and being on which all 
knowledge depends. And this he finds in pure self- o rgAgy 

 consciousness. Whatever I abstract from, I cannot MAY 

abstract from self, from the " I think " that, as Kant loom* 
puts it, accompanies all our ideas; for it was in fact the ' at 

 very independence of this universal element on the particulars 
that made all our previous abstraction possible. Even doubt 
rests on certitude; alone with self I cannot get rid of this self. 
By an effort of thought I separate my thinking self from all 
that I think, but the thinking self remains, and in thinking I 
am. Cogilo, ergo sum:"I think, therefore I am." The objective 
judgment of self-consciousness is bound up with or involved 
in the very faculty of judging, and therefore remains when we 
abstract from all other objective judgments. It is an assertion 
involved in the very process by which we dismiss all other 
assertions. Have we not then a right to regard it as a primitive 
unity of thought and being, in which is contained, or out of which 
may be developed, the very definition of truth 

The sense in which Descartes understood his first principle bermes 
clearer when we look at his answers to the objections made against it. 
On the one hand it was challenged by those who asked, 
like Gassendi, why the argument should be based especi- fir  

ally on thought, and why we might not say with as good W
a right, ambulo, ergo sum: " I walk, therefore 1 am." 
Descartes explains that it is only as referred to conscious- ergs am.." 
ness that walking is an evidence of my existence; but if I 
say, " I am conscious of walking, therefore I exist," this is equivalent 
to saying, " I think in one particular way, therefore I exist" Bet 
it is not thinking in a particular way, but thinking in general that 
is coextensive with my existence. I am not always conscious of 
walking or of any other special state or object, but I am always 
conscious, for except in consciousness there is no ego or see. and 
where there is consciousness there is always an ego. " Do I thenalusys 
think, even in sleep?" asks the objector; and Descartes exposes 
himself to the criticisms of Locke, by maintaining that it is im-
possible that there should ever be an interval in the activity of 
consciousness, and by insisting that as man is essentially a thinking 
substance, the child thinks, or is self-conscious, even in its mother's 
womb. The difficulty disappears when we observe that the question 
as to the conditions under which self-consciousneas is developed is 
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the incfividasl human subject does not affect the nature of self-
consciousness in itself or in its relation to knowledge. The force of 
Descartes's argnment really lies in this, that the world as an intelli-
Ole said exists only for a conscious self, and that therefore the 
unity of thought and being in self-consciousness is presupposed in 
all knowledge. Of this self it is true to say that it exists only as it 
thinks, and that it thinks always. Cogito, ergo sum is, as Descartes 
pieta out, not a syllogism, but the expression of an identity which 
■dammed by the simple intuition of the mind.' If it were other-
wise, the major " omne quad cogitat existit " would require to have 
teen known before the minor "cogito ": whereas on the contrary 
it is from the immediate consciousness of being as contained in self-
ccuscionsness that that major can alone be derived. Again, when 
Hobbes and others argued that thinking is or may be a property 
el a material substance, Descartes answers that the question whether 
the material and the thinking substance are one does not meet us 
at the outset, but can only be solved after we have considered what 
is involved in the conception' of these different substances respec-
tively.* In other words, to begin by treating thinking as a quality 
of a material substance, is to go outside of the intelligible world for 
so explanation of the intelligible world. It is to ask for something 
p.t to that which is first in thought Hit be true that the conscious-
ness of self is that from which we cannot abstract, that which is 
involved in the knowledge of anything, then to go beyond it and seek 
for a mason or explanation of it in anything else is to go beyond 
the beginning of knowledge; it is to ask for a knowledge before 
knowledge. 

Descartes, however, is himself unfaithful to this point of view; 
for. strictly taken, it would involve the consequence, not only that 
there is nothing prior to the pure consciousness of self, but that 
there ma be no object which is not in necessary relation to it. 
Hence there can be no absolute opposition between thought and 
anything ehme,no opposition which thought itself does not transcend. 
But Descartes commits the error of making thought the property 
of a sabstance, a re: cogitates, which as such can Immediately or 
directly apprehend nothing but thoughts or ideas; while, altogether 
outside of these thoughts and ideas, there is another substance 
characterized by the property.  of extension, and with which thought 
his nothing to do. Matterspace is thus changed, in Keaton 

into a " thing in itself,' an object out of all relation to 
the sa ; and on the other band, mind seems to be shut up 

dv magic circle of its own ideas, without any capacity of breakimg 
t roach the circle or apprehending any reality but itself. Between 

t and being, in spite of their subjective unity in self-conscious-
ness, a great  gulf seems still to be fixed, which cannot be crossed 
unless thought should become extended, or matter think. But to 
Descartes the dualism is absolute, because it is a presupposition with 
which he starts. Mind cannot go out of itself, cannot deal with 
anything but thought, without ceasing to be mind; and matter 
mast cease to be matter ere it can lose its absolute externality, its 

They am as the divisible and the indivisible, and there is 
nature as havingparses extra parses, and acquire the unity of mind. 

so possffsle existence of matter in thought except a representative 
existence. The ideal (or, as Descartes calls it, objective) existence 
of matter is thought and the real (or, as Descartes calls it, formal) 
eminence of matter out of thought are absolutely different and 
independent things. 

It was, however, impossible for Descartes to be' content with 
a subjective idealism that confined all knowledge to the tauto- 

logical expression of self-consciousness " I am I," 
• ie " What I perceive I perceive." If the individual is to w oe 
004.

s=  
 find in his self-consciousness the principle of all know- 

ledge, there must be something in it which transcends 
the distinction of self and not self, which carries him beyond 
the'limit of his own individuality. What then is the point where 
the subjective consciousness passes out into the objective, 
from which it seemed at first absolutely excluded? Descartes 
answers that it is through the connexion of the consciousness of 
self with the consciousness of God. It is because we find God 
in oar minds that we find anything else. The proof of God's 
ersteace is therefore the hinge on which the whole Cartesian 
philosophy turns, and it is necessary to examine the nature of 
it somewhat closely. 

Descartes, in the first place, tries to extract a criterion of truth 
out of the cogita, ergo sum. Why am I assured of my own existence? 
It is because the conception of existence is a t once and immediately 
involved in the consciousness of self. I can logically distin-
guish the two elements, but I cannot separate them; whenever I 
dearly and distinctly conceive the one, I am forced to think the 
alas along, with it. But this gives me a rule for all judgments 

Widen.
Rap. ad seesaw objectfonts. p. 74.—quoting from the Elzevir 

 • 
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whatever, a principle which is related to the cogilo, ergo sum as 
the formal to the material principle of knowledge. Whatever 
we cannot separate from the clear and distinct conception of 
anything, necessarily belongs to it in reality; and on the other 
band, whatever we can separate from the dear and distinct 
conception of anything, does not necessarily belong to it in 
reality. Let us therefore set an object dearly before us, let us 
sever it in thought so far as is possible from all other objects, 
and we shall at once be able to determine what properties and 
relations are essential and what are not essential to it. And if 
we find empirically that any object manifests a property or 
relation not involved in the dear and distinct conception of it, 
we can say with certainty that such property or relation does not 
belong to it except by arbitrary arrangement, or, in other words; 
by the external combination of things which in their own nature 
have no affinity or connexion. 

Now, by the application of this principle, we might at once 
assure ourselves of many mathematical truths; but, as has been 
already shown, there is a point of view from which we may 
doubt even these, so long as the idea of a God that deceives us 
is not excluded. If it is not certain that there is a God that 
cannot lie, it is not certain that there is an objective matter in 
space to which mathematical truth applies. But the existence of 
God may be proved in two ways. In the first place, it may be 
proved through the principle of causality, which is a self-evident 
truth. We have in our mind many ideas, and according to the 
principle of causality, all these ideas must be derived from 
something that contains a " formal " reality which corresponds 
to their " objective " reality, i.e. which contains at least as 
much reality in its existence out of thought as they contain in 
their existence in thought Now we might derive from ourselves 
not only the ideas of other minds like ourselves, but possibly 
also of material objects, since these are lower in the scale of 
existence than ourselves, and it is conceivable that the idea of 
them might be got by emitting some of the qualities which 
distinguish ourselves. But the idea of God, of a being who is 
eternal and immutable, all-powerful, all-wise, and all-good, 
cannot be derived from our own limited and imperfect existence. 
The origin, therefore, must be sought in a being who 'contains 
actually in himself all that is ;contained in our idea of him. 

It was objected by some of the critics of Descartes that the idea 
of God as the infinite Being is merely negative, and that it is derived 
from the finite simply by abstracting from its conditions. 
Descartes answers that the case is just the reverse—the Desesilas's  

infinite is the positive idea, and the finite is the negative, muds-
and therefore the former is the presupposition of the latter. 011lrahm' 
As Kant, at a later date, pointed out that space is not a general 
conception, abstracted from the ideas of particular spaces, and 
representing the common element in them, but that, on the contrary, 
the ideas of particular spaces are got by the limitation of the one 
infinite space that is_prior to them, so Descartes maintains in .general 
that the idea of the finite is had only by limitation of the Infinite, 
and not the idea of the infinite by abstraction from the particular 
determinations of the finite. It is a necessary consequence of this 
that the self-consciousness of a finite being is bound up with the 
consciousness of the infinite. Hence the idea of God is not merely 
one among other ideas which we have, but it is the one idea that is 
necessary to our very existence as thinking beings, the idea through 
which alone we can think ourselves, or anything else. " I ought 
never to suppose," says Descartes, " that my conception of the 
infinite is a negative idea, got by negation of the finite, just as I 
conceive repose to be merely negation of movement, and darkness 
merely the negation of light. On the contrary, 1 see manifestly 
that there is more reality in the infinite than in the finite substance, ) 

 and that therefore I have in me the notion of the infinite, even in 
some sense prior to the notion of the finite, or, in other words, that 
the notion of myself in some sense presupposes the notion of God ; 
for how could I doubt or desire, how could I be conscious of anything 
as a want, how could I know that I am not altogether perfect, if I 
had not in me the idea of a being more perfect than myself, by com-
parison with whom I recognize the defects of my own existence?"' 
Descartes then goes on in various ways to illustrate the thesis that 
the consciousness of a defective and growing nature cannot give 
rise to the idea of infinite perfection, but on the contrary presupposes 
it. We could not think of a series of approximations unless there 
were somehow present to us the idea of the completed infinite as the 
goal we aim at. If we had not the consciousness of ourselves as 
finite in relation to the infinite, either we should not be conscious of 

3  Meditalso Salsa, p. at. 
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ourselves at all, or we should be conscious of ourselves as infinite. 
The image of God is so impressed by him upon us, that we " con-
ceive that resemblance wherein the idea of trod is contained by the 
same faculty whereby we are conscious of ourselves." In other 
words, our consciousness of ourselves is at the same time conscious-
ness of our finitude, and hence of our relation to a being who is 
infinite. 

The principle which underlies the reasoning of Descartes is, that 
to be conscious of a limit, is to transcend it. We could not feel the 
limits either upon our thought or upon our existence, we could not 
doubt or desire, if we did not already apprehend something beyond 
khese limits. Nay, we could not be conscious of our existence as 
individual selves if we were not conscious of that which is not 
ourselves, and of a unity in which both self and not-self are included. 
Our individual life is therefore to us as self-conscious beings a part 
of a wider universal life. Doubt and aspiration are but the mani-
festation of this essential division and contradiction of a nature 
which, as conscious of itself, is at the same time conscious of the 
whole in which it is a part. And as the existence of a self and its 
consciousness are one, so we may say that a thinking being is not 
only an individual, but always in some sense identified with that 
universal unity of being to which it is essentially related. 

If Descartes had followed out this line of thought, he would have 
been led at once to the pantheism of Spinoza, if not beyond it. 
As it is, he is on the verge of contradiction with himself when he 
speaks of the consciousness of God as in some sense prior to the con-
sciousness of self. How can anything be prior to the first principle 
of knowledge? It is no answer to say that the consciousness of 
God is the principium essendi, while the consciousness of self is the 
principium cognoscendi. For, if the idea of God is prior to the idea 
of self, knowledge must begin where existence begins, with God. 
The words " in some sense." with which Descartes qualifies his 
assertion of the priority of the idea of God, only betray hishesitation 
and his partial consciousness of the contradiction in which he is 
involved. Some of Descartes's critics presented this difficulty to 
him in another form, and accused him of reasoning in a circle when 
he said that it is because God cannot lie that weare certain that our 
clear and distinct ideas do not deceive us. The very e xistence of the 
conscious self, the cogito, ergo sum, which is the first of all truths 
and therefore prior in certitude to the existence of God, is believed 
only because of the clearness and distinctness with which we appre-
hend it. How then, they argued, could God's truthfulness be our 
security for a principle which we must use in order to prove the 
being of God ? The answer of Descartes is somewhat lame. We 
cannot doubt any self-evident principle, or even any truth based 
on a self-evident principle, when we are directly contemplating it 
in all the necessity of its evidence; it is only when we forget or turn 
away from this evidence, and begin to think of the possibility of a 
deceitful God, that a doubt arises which cannot be removed except 
by the conviction that God is true.' It can scarcely be said that 
this is a dignus vindice sodas, or that God can fitly appear as a 
kind of second-best resource to the forgetful spirit that has lost its 
direct hold on truth and its faith in itself. God, truth, and the human 
spirit are thus conceived as having merely external and accidental 
relations with each other. What Descartes, however, is really ex-
pressing in this exoteric way is simply that beneath and beyond all 
particular truths lies the great general truth of the unity of thought 
and existence. In contemplating particular truth, we may not 
consciously relate it to this unity, but when we have to defend 
ourselves against scepticism we are forced to realize this relation. 
The ultimate answer to any attack upon a special aspect or element 
of truth must be to show that the fate of truth itself, the very 
possibility of knowledge, is involved in the rejection of it, and that 
we cannot doubt it without doubting reason itself. But to doubt 
reason is, in the language of Descartes, to doubt the truthfulness of 
God, for, in his view, the idea of God is involved in the very con-
stitution of reason. Taken in this way then, the import of Descartes's 
answer is, that the consciousness of self, like every other particular 
truth, is not at first seen to rest on the consciousness of God, but 
that when we realize what it means we see that it does so rest. 
But if this be so, then in making the consciousness of self his first 
principle of knowledge, Descartes has stopped short of the truth. 
It can only be the first principle if it is understood, not as the 
consciousness of the individual self, but in a sense in which the 
consciousness of self is identical with the consciousness of God. 

Descartes, however, is far from a clear apprehen sion id the ultimate 
unity of thought and being, which nevertheless he strives to find in 
God. Beginning with an absolute separation of the res cogitans 
from the res extensa, he is continually falling back into dualism 
just when he seemed to have escaped from it. Even in God the 
absolute unity, idea and reality fall asunder; our idea of God is not 
God in us, it is only an idea el which God's existence is the cause. 
But the category of causality, if it forms a bridge between different 
things, as here between knowing and being, at the same time 'repels 
them from each other. It is a category of external relation which 
may be adequate to express the relation of the finite to the finite, 
but not the relation of the finite to the infinite. We cannot conceive 
God as the cause of our idea of him, without making God a purely 

i Resp. quarter, p. 234. 

objective and therefore finite existence. Nor is the case better 
when we turn to the so-called ontological argument,—that existence 
is necessarily involved in the idea of God, just as the property of 
having its angles equal to two right angles is involved in the idea of 
a triangle. If indeed we understood this as meaning that thou  ht 
transcends the distinction between itself and existence, and that 
therefore existence cannot be a thing in itself out of thought. but 
must be an intelligible world that exists as such only for the thinking 
being, there is some force in the argument. But this meaning VT 
cannot find in Descartes, or to find it we must make him inconsistent 
with himself. He was so far from having quelled the phantom 
" thing in itself," that he treated matter in space as such a thmit, 
and thus confused externality of space with externality to the mind. 
On this dualistic basis, the ontological argument becomes a manifest 
paralogism, and lies open to all the objections that Kant brought 
against it. That the idea. of God involves existence, proves only 
that God, if he exists at all, exists by the necessity of his being. 
But the link that shall bind thought to existence is still wanting. 
and, in consistency with the other presuppositions of Descartes, it 
cannot be supplied. 

But again, even if we allow to Descartes that God is the unity of 
thought and being, we must still ask what kind of un ity ? Is it a 
mere generic unity, reached by abstraction, and therefore leaving 
out alt the distinguishing characteristics of the particulars under it 
Or is it a concrete unity to which the particular elements are sub- 
ordinated, but in which they are nevertheless included ? To answer 
this question, we need only look at the relation of the finite to the 

i infinite, as it is expressed in that passage already quoted, and is 
many others. Descartes always speaks of the infinite as a purely 
affirmative or positive existence, and of the finite in so far as it IS 
distinguished from the infinite, as purely negative, or in other yards 
as a nonentity. " I am," he says, " a mean between God and 
nothing, between the Supreme Being and not-being. In so far as I 
am created by God, there is nothing in me that can deceive me 
or lead me into error. But on the other hand, if I consider myself 
as participating in nothingness or not-being, inasmuch as I am not 
myself the Supreme Being, but in many ways defective, I find myself  
exposed to an infinity of errors. Thus error as such is not somethi 
real that depends on God, but simply a defect; I do not need to 
explain it by means of any special faculty bestowed on me by God, 
but merely by the fact that the faculty for discerning truth from 
error with which he has endowed me, is not infinite." But ff we 
follow out this principle to its logical result, we must say not only 
that error is a consequence of finitude, but also that the very existence 
of the finite as such is an error or illusion. All finitude, all determina-
tion, according to the well-known Spinostistic aphorism, is negation 
and negation cannot constitute reality. To know the reality of 
things, therefore, we have to abstract from their limits, or in other 
words, the only reality is the infinite. Finite being. gam finite, has 
no existence, and finite self-consciousness, consciousness of a self 
in opposition to or limited by a not-self, is an illusion. But Descartes 
does not thus reason. He does not see " anything in the nature of 
the infinite which should exclude the existence of finite things." 
" What," he asks."' would become of the power of that imaginary 
infinite if it could create nothing ? Perceiving in ourselves the 
power of thinking, we can easily conceive that there should be a 
greater intelligence elsewhere. And even if we should suppose that 
intelligence increased ad in.driaum, we need not fear that our own 
would be lessened. And the same is true of all other attributes 
which we ascribe to God, even of his power, provided only that we 
do not suppose that the power in us is not subjected to God's wilt 
Irian points, therefore, he is infinite without any exclusion of created 
things. The truth of this view we need not dispute; the question 
is as to its consistency with Cartesian principles. It may be a higher 
idea of God to conceive him as revealing himself in and to finite 
creatures; but it is tudifferent idea from that which is implied in 
Descartes's explanations of error. It is an inconsistency that brings 
Descartes nearer to Christianity, and nearer, it may also be said. 
to a true metaphysic; but it is not the less an inconsistency with 
his fundamental principles, which necessarily disappears is dim 
subsequent development. To conceive the finite as constituted not 
merely by the absence of some of the positive elements of the infinite, 
but as in necessary unity with the infinite; to conceive the infinite 
as not merely that which has no limits or determinations, but as 
that which is self-determined and self-manifesting, which through all 
finitude and manifestation returns upon itself, may not be erroner.n. 
But it would not be difficult to show that the adoption of sax' a 
conception involves the rejection or modification of almost every 
doctrine of the Cartesian system. 

In connexion with this inconsistency we may notice the 
different relations in which Descartes conceives mind on the one side 
and matter on the other, to stand towards God, who yet aid  
is the cause of both, and must therefore. by the principle 

sssmx of causality, contain in himself all that is in both. Matter 
sad mind are to Descartes absolute opposites. Whatever of 

be asserted of mind can be denied of matter, whatever cam be 
asserted of matter can be denied of mind. Matter is passive, mind 
is active; matter is extended, and therefore divisible ad ovIsaarm; 
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mind is an indivisible unity. In fact, though of this Descartes is 
not conscious, the determination of the one is mediated by its 
opposition to the other; the ideas of object and subject, the self 
and not-self, ate terms of a relation distinguishable but inseparable. 
But in the idea of God we must find a unity which transcends this 
difference in one way or another, whether by combining the two 
under a higher notion, or, as it would be more natural to expect on 
Cartesian principles, by abstracting equally from the particular 
characteristic s of both. Descartes really does neither, or rather he 
acts partly on the one principle and partly on the other. In his idea 
of God he abstracts from the properties of matter but not from those 
of mind. " God," he says,' contains in himself lemmings all that 
is in mind, but only animater all that is in matter "; or, as he 
elsewhere expresses it more popularly, he is mind, but he is only 
the creator of matter. And for this he gives as his reason, that 
matter as being divisible and passive is essentially imperfect. Ipso 
sates carper* sisttas imperfections insolail, and, therefore, " there 
is more analogy between sounds and colours than there is between 
material things and God." But the real imperfection here lies in the 
abstractness of the Cartesian conception of matter as merely 
extended, merely passive; and this is balanced by the equal abstract-
ness of the conception of mind or self-consciousness as an absolutely 
simple activity, a pure intelligence without any object but itself. 
If matter as absolutely opposed to mind is imperfect, mind as 
absolutely opposed to matter is equally imperfect. In fact they are 
the elements or factors of a unity, and lose all meaning when severed 
from each other, and if we are to seek this unity by abstraction, we 
must equally abstract from both. 

The result of this one-sidedness is seen in the fact that Descartes, 
who begins by separating mind from matter, ends by finding the 

essence of mind in pure will, is. in pure formal self-deter- 
mination. Hence God's will 'is conceived as absolutely sad arbitrary, not determined by any end or law, for all laws, 

even the necessary truths that constitute reason, spring from 
God's determination. and do not precede it. " He is the author 
of the essence of things no less than their existence," and his will 
has no reason but his will. In man there is an intelligence with 
eternal laws or truths involved in its structure, which so far limits 
his will. " He finds the nature of good and truth already determined 
by God, and his will cannot be moved by anything else." His 
highest freedom consists in having his will determined by a clear 
perception of the nature of good and truth, and_" he is never in-
different except when he is ignorant of it. or at least does not see it 
so clearly as to be lifted above the possibility of doubt." ,  In-
difference of will is to him " the lowest grade of liberty." yet, on the 
other hand, in nothing does the image of God in him show itself 
more clearly than in the fact that his will is not limited by his 
clear and distinct knowledge, but is " in a manner infinite." For 
" there is no object of any will, even the infinite will of God, to 
which our will does not extend." ,  Belief is a free act, for as we 
can yield our assent to the obscure conceptions presented by sense 
and the imagination, and thus allow ourselves to be led into error, 
so on the other hand we can refuse to give this assent, or allow our-
selves to be determined by anything but the clear and distinct ideas 
of intelftence. That which makes it possible for us to err is that 
ataxia which the divine image in us is most clearly seen. We cannot 
have the freedom of God whose will creates the object of his know-
ledge; but in reserving our assent for the clear and distinct 
perceptions of intelligence, we, as it were, re-enact for ourselves 
the divine law, and repeat, so far as is possible to finite beings, the 
transcendent act of will in which truth and good had their origin. 

The inherent defect of this view is the divorce it makes between the 
form and the matter of intelligence. It implies that reason or self-
consciousness is one thing, and that truth is another and quite 
different thing, which has been united to it by the arbitrary will of 
God. The same external conception of the relation of truth to the 
mind is involved in the doctrine of innate ideas. It is true that 
Descartes did not hold that doctrine in the coarse form in which it 
was attributed to him by Locke, but expressly declares that he has 
" never said or thought at any time that the mind required innate 
ideas which were separated from the faculty of thinking. He had 
simply used the word innate to distinguish those ideas which are 
derived from that faculty, and not from external objects or the 
determination of the will. Just as when we say generosity is innate 
in certain families, and in certain others diseases, like the gout or 
the stone, we do not mean to imply that infants in their mother's 
womb are affected with these complaints." ,  Yet Descartes. as we 
Save seen, does not hold that these truths are involved in the very 
nature of intelligence as such, so that we cannot conceive a self-
conscious being without them. On the contrary, we are to regard 
the divine intelligence as by arbitrary act determining that two and 
two should be four, or that envy should be a vice. We are "not to_ 
conceive eternal truth flowing from God as rays from the sun." , 

 In other wards, we are not to conceive all particular truths as 
different aspects of one truth. It is part of the imperfection of 
man's finite nature that he " finds truth and good determined for 
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him." It is something given.--given, indeed, along with his very 
faculty of thinking, but still gteen as an external -limit to it. It 
belongs not to his nature as spirit, but to his finitude as man. 

After what has been said, it is obvious that the transition from 
God to matter must be somewhat arbitrary and external. God's 
truthfulness is pledged for the reality of that of which we 
have clear and distinct ideas; and we have clear and Tea sr 
distinct ideas of the external world so long as we conceive .1.„,ten'al  
it simply as extended matter, infinitely divisible, and wO  
moved entirely from without,—so long, in short, as we conceive it 
as the direct opposite of mind, and do not attribute to it any one 
of the properties of mind. " Ormies proprietates, quas in ea dare 
percipimus, ad hoc unum reducuntur, quod sit partibilis et mobilis. 
secundum partes." We must, therefore, free ourselves from the 
obscure and confused modes of thought which arise whenever we 
attribute any of the secondary qualities, which exist merely in our 
sensations, to the objects that cause these sensations. The subjec-
tive character of such qualities is proved by the constant change 
which takes place in them, without any change of the object in 
which they are perceived. A piece of wax cannot lose its extension; 
but its colour, its hardness, and all the other qualities whereby it is 
presented to sense, may be easily altered. What is objective in all 
this is merely an extended substance, and the modes of motion 
or rest through which it is made to pass. In like manner we must 
separate from our notion of matter all ideas of ado in distans,—e.g. 
we must explain weight not as a tepdency to the centre of the earth 
or an attraction of distant 'cies of matter, but as a consequence 
of the pressure of other bodies, immediately surrounding that which 
is felt to be heavy! For the only conceivable ache is distant is 
that which is mediated by thought, and it is only in so far as we 
suppose matter to have in it a principle of activity like thought, 
that we can accept such explanations of its motion, Again, while 
we must thus keep our conception of matter clear of all elements 
that do not belong to it, we must also be careful not to take away 
from it those that do belong to it. It is a defect of distinctness in 
our ideas when we conceive an attribute as existing apart from its 
substance, or a substance without its attribute; for this is to treat 
elements that are only separated by a "distinction of reason, as 
if they were distinct things. The conception of the possibility of a 
vacuum or empty space arses merely from our confusing the possible 
separation of any mode or form of matter from matter in ,general 
with the impossible separation of matter in general from its own 
essential attribute. Accordingly, in his physical philosophy, 
Descartes attempts to explain everything on mechanical principles, 
starting with the hypot hesis that a certain quantity of motion 
has been impressed on the material universe by God at the first, a 
quantity which can never be lost or diminished, and that space is an 
absolute plenum in which motion propagates itself in circles. 

It is unnecessary to follow Descartes into the detail of the theory 
of vortices. It is more to the purpose to notice the nature of the 
reasons by which he is driven to regard such a mechanical 
explanation of the universe as necessary. A real or sub- Magedal  
stantive existence is, in his view, a res compkia, a thing "___.,"".• 
that can be conceived as a whole in itself without relations r"„, 
to any other thing. Now matter and mind are, he — 
thinks, such complete existences, so long as we conceive them, as 
pure intelligence must conceive them, as abstract opposites of each 
other; and do not permit ourselves to be confused by those mixed 
modes of thought which are due to sense or imagination. Descartes 
does not see that in this very abstract opposition there is a bond 
of union between mind and matter, that they are correlative 
opposites, and therefore in their separation res inconspktae. In 
other words, they are merely elements of reality substantiated by 
abstract thought into independent realities. He indeed partly 
retracts his assertion that mind and matter severed from each other 
are res compktae, when he declares that neither can be conceived 
as existing apart from God, and that therefore, strictly speaking, 
God alone is a substance. But, as we have seen, he avoids the 
necessary inference that in God the opposition between mind and 
matter is reconciled or transcended, by conceiving God as abstract 
self-consciousness or will, and the material world not as his necessary 
manifestation, but simply as his creation.—as having its origin in 
an act of bare volition and that only. His God is the God of mono-
theism and not of Christianity, and therefore the world is to God 
always a foreign matter which he brings into being, and acts on 
from without, but in which he is not revealed. 

It is a natural consequence of this view that nature is essentially 
dead matter, that beyond the motion it has received from God at the 
beginning, and which it transmits from part to part A

Nmds 
 

without increase or diminution, it has no principle of 
activity in it. Every trace of vitality in it must be '"" Ma 

 explained away as a mere false reflection upon it of the nature of 
mind. The world is thus "cut in two with a hatchet," and there 
is no attraction to overcome the mutual repulsion of its severed 
parts. Nothing can be admitted in the material half that savours of 
self-determination, all its energy must be communicated, not self-
originated ; there is no room for gravitation, still less for magnetism 
or chemical affinity, in this theory. A fortiori, animal life must be 

Resp. &Mae, pp. 165-166. 
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completely explained away. The machine may be very complicated. 
but It is still, and can be nothing bk. a machine. If we once ad-
mitted that matter could be anything but mechanical, we should be 
on the way to admit that matter could become mind. When a 
modern physical philosopher declares that everything, even life and 
thought. is ultimately reducible to matter, we cannot always be 
certain that he means what he seems to say. Not seldom the 
materialist sei-disant, when we hear his account of the properties 
of matter, turns out to be something like a spiritualist in disguise; 
but when Descartes asserted that everything but mind is material, 
and that the animals are automata, there is no such dubiety of 
interpretation. He said what he meant, and meant what he said, 
in the hardest sense MI words can bear. His matter was not even 
gravitating, much less Jiving; it had no property except that of 
retaining and transmitting the motion received from without by 
pressure and impact. And his animals were automata, not merely 
in the sense of being governed by sensation and instinct, but precisely 
in the sense that a watch is an automaton. Henry More cries out 
against the ruthless consequence with which he develops his principles 
to this result. " In this,' he says, " I do not so much admire the 
penetrative power of your genius as I tremble for the fate of the 
animals. What I recognize in you is not only subtlety of thought, 
but a hard and remorseless logic with which you arm yourself as 
with a sword of steel, to take away life and sensation with one blow, 
from almost the whole animal kingdom." But Descartes was not 
the man to be turned from the legitimate result of his principles by 
a scream. " Nec motor astutias et sagacitates canum et .vu .lpium, 
nec quaecunque alia propter cibum, venerem, aut metuni a brutis 
fiunt. Profiteor enini me posse pegfacile ilia armadas a sofa membrorum 
eaajormatione profeeta explicare." i 

The difficulty reaches its height-when Descartes attempts to 
explain the union of the body and spirit in man. Between two 
Nal... a  substances which, when clearly and distinctly conceived, 
sassWa do not imply each other, there can be none but an artificial 

unity,—a unity of composition that still leaves them 
external to each other. Even God cannot make them one in any 
higher sense.,  And as it is impossible in the nature of mind to see 
any reason why it should be embodied, or in the nature of matter 
to see any reason why it should become the organ of mind, the union 
of the two must be taken as a mere empirical fact. When we put 
on the one side all that belongs to intelligence, and on the other 
all that belongs to matter, there as a residuum in our ideas which we 
cannot reduce to either head. Thisyesiduum consistsof our appetites, 
our passions, and our sensations, including not only the feelings of 
pain and pleasure, but also the perceptions of colour, smell, taste, of 
hardness and softness, and all the other qualities apprehended by 
touch. These must be referred to the union of mind with body. 
They are subjective in the sense that they give us no information 
as to the nature either of things or of mind. Their function is only 
to indicate what things are useful or hurtful to our composite nature 
as such, or in other words what things tend to confirm or dissolve 
the unity of mind and body. They indicate that something is taking 
place in our body, or without it, and so stimulate us to some kind of 
action, but what it is that is taking place they do not tell us. There 
is no resemblance in the sensation of pain produced by great heat to 
the rending of the fibres of our body that causes it. But we do not 
need to know the real origin of our sensation to prevent us going 
too near the fire. Sensation leads us into error only when we are not 
conscious that its office is merely pmctical, and when we attempt 
to make objective judgments by means of its obscure and confused 
ideas, e.g. when we say that there is heat in our hands or in the fire. 
And the remedy for this error is to be fouqd simply in the dear 
conviction of the subjectivity of sensation. 

These views of the nature of sense, however, at once force us to 
ask how Descartes can consistently admit that a subjective result 
rassryel such as sensation, a result in mind, should be produced 
oonsNaaf by matter, and on the other hand how an objective result, 
COM& 

a result in matter, should be effected by mind. Descartes 
explains at great length, according to his modification of 

the physiology of the day, that the pineal gland, which is the im-
mediate organ of the soul, is acted on by the nerves .  through the 
" animal spirits," and again by reaction upon these spirits produces 
motions in the body. It is an obvious remark that this explanation 
either materializes mind, or else puts for the solution the very problem 
to be solved. It was therefore In the spirit of Descartes, it was only 
making explicit what is involved in many of his expremions, when 
Geulincx, one of his earliest followers, formulated the theory of 
occasional causes. The general approval of the Cartesian school 
proved that this was a legitimate development of doctrine. Vet it 
tore away the last veil from the absolute dualism of the system, 
which had so far stretched the antagonism of mind and matter 
that no mediation remained possible, or what is the some thing, 
remained possible only through an inexplicable will of God. The 
intrusion of such a Dear ex machine; into philosophy only showed 
that philosophy by its violent abstraction had destroyed the unity 
of the known and intelligible world, and was, thaelore, forced to 
seek that unity in the region of the unknown and unintelligible. 
If our light be darkness, then in our darkness we must seek for light; 

gEpiss. L 66, 67. 	 r Print. i. 60.  

if reason be contradictory in itself, truth must be found In wannasse 
The development of the Cartesian school was soon to show what is the 
necessary and inevitable end of such worship of the unknown'. 

To the ethical aspect of his philosophy, Descartes, unlike Spinosa, 
only devoted a subordinate attention. In a short treatise, tacraavar, 
he discussed the relation of reason to the passions. After di. 
we have got over the initial difficulty, that matter should 
give rise to effects in mind, and mind in matter. and have admitted 
that in man the unity of mind and body turns what in the asimals 
is mere mechanical reception of stimulus from without and reaction 
upon it into an action and reaction mediated by sensation, creaks 
and passion, another question presents itself. How can the some 
natural movement of passion, the nature of which is fixed by the 
original constitution of our body, and of the things that act npoa 
it, be altered or modified by pure reason? For while it is abysms 
that morality consists in the determination of reason by itself, it is 
not easy to conceive how the same being who is determined by 
passion from without should also be determined by reason Goss 
within. How in other words, can asp iritual being maintain its 
character as self-determined, or at least determined molly by the clear 
and distinct ideas of the reason which are its innate forms, in the 
presence of this foreign element of passion that seems to make it 
the slave of external impressions? Is reason able to crush the 
intruder, or to turn it into a servant? Can the pesniUns be anon& 
ated, or can they be spiritualized ? Descartes could not property 
adopt either alternative; he could not adopt the ethics d asorticism. 
for the union of body and mind is, in his view, natural; and hence 
the passions which are the results of that union are in themselves good. 
They are provisions of nature for the protection of the unity of soul 
and body, and stimulate-us to the acts necessary for that purpose_ 
Vet, on the other hand, he could not admit that these parsons are 
capable of being completely spiritualized; for so long as the Imam 
of body and soul is regarded as merely external and accidental, it ■ 
impossible to think that the passions which arise out of this unity 
can be transformed into the embodiment and expression of mason. 

Descartes, indeed, points out that every passion has a lower arid 
a higher form, and while in its lower or primary form it is based 
'on the obscure ideas produced by the motion of the animal spirits. 
in its higher form it is connected with the clear and distinct judg-
ments of reason regarding good and evil. If, however, the unity 
of soul and body be a unity of composition. there is an element of 

-obscurity in the judgments of passion which cannot be made clear. 
an  element in desire that cannot be spiritualized. If the mind be 
external to the passions it can only impose upon them an external 
rule of moderation. On such a theory no ideal morality is possible 
to man in his present state; for, in order to the attainment of such 
an ideal morality, it would be necessary that the accidental element 
obtruded into he life as a spiritual being by his conneaion with the 
body should be expelled. What can be attained under present con-
ditions is only to abstract so far as is possible from external things, 
and those relations to external things into which passion brings us. 
Hence the great importance which Descartes attaches to the dis-
tinction between things in our power and things not in our power. 
What is not in our power includes all outward things, and therefrom 
it is our highest wisdom to regard them as determined by an absolute 
fate, or the eternal decree of God. We cease to wish for the im-
possible; and therefore to subdue our passions we only need to 
convince ourselves that no effort of ours can enable us to secure 
their objects. On the other hand, that which is within our power. 
and which, therefore, we cannot desire too earnestly, is virtue. 
Butvirtue in this abstraction from all objects of desire is simply 
the harmony of season with itself, the &most& of the Stoic mailer 
a slight change of aspect. Thus in ethics, as in met = 

rtes Desca 	ends not with a reconciliation of the 
but with a dualism, or at best, with a unity which 	meek d 
abstraction. 

The Philosophy of Malebraocke.—Malebranche was prepared. 
by the ascetic training of the cloister and the teaching of Augus-
tine, to bring to clear consciousness and expression many of the 
tendencies that were latent and undeveloped in the philosophy 
of Descartes. To use a chemical metaphor, the Christian 
Platonism of the church father was a medium in which Cartesian-
ism could precipitate the product of its elements. Yet the medium 
was, as we shall see, not a perfect one, and hence the product 
was not quite pure. Without metaphor, Malebranche, by his 
previous habits of thought, was well fitted to detect and develop 
the pantheistic and ascetic elements of his master's philosophy. 
But he was not well fitted to penetrate through the veal of popsdar 
language under which the discordance of that philosophy with 
orthodox Christianity was hidden. On the contrary, the whole 
training of the Catholic priest, and especially his practical spirit. 
with that tendency to compromise which a practical spirit 
always brings with it, enabled him to conceal from himself as 
well as from others the logical result of his principles. And we 
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do not wonder even when we find him treating as a " miserable " 
the philosopher who tore away the veil. 

Malebranche saw " all things in God." In other words, he 
taught that knowledge is possible only in so far as thought is 
the expression, not of the nature of the individual subject as 
such, but of a universal life in which he and all other rational 
beings partake. " No one can feel my individual pain; every 
one can see the truth which I contemplate—why is it so ? The 
reason is that my pain is a modification of my substance, but 
truth is the common good of all spirits."' This idea is ever 
present to Malebranche, and is repeated by him in an endless 
variety of forms of expression. Thus, like Descartes, but with 
more decision, he tells us that the idea of the infinite is prior to 
the idea of the finite. " We conceive of the infinite being by 
the very fact that we conceive of being without thinking whether 
it be finite or DO. But in order that we may think of a finite 
being, we must necessarily cut off or deduct something from the 
general notion of being, which consequently we must previously 
possess. Thus the mind does not apprehend anything whatever, 
except in and through the idea that it has of the infinite; and 
so far is it from being the case that this idea is formed by the 
confused assemblage of all the ideas of particular things as the 
philosophers maintain, that, on the contrary, all these particular 
ideas are only participations in the general idea of the infinite, 
just as God does not derive his being from the creatures, but all 
the creatures are imperfect participations of the divine Being." , 

 Again, he tells us, in the same chapter, that " when we wish to 
think of any particular thing, we first cast our view upon all 
being, and then apply it to the consideration of the object in 
question. We could not desire to see any particular object unless 
we saw it already in a confused and general way, and as there is 
nothing which we cannot desire to see, so all objects must be in 
a manner present to our spirit." Or, as he puts it in another 
place, " our mind would not be capable of representing to itself 
the general ideas of genera and species if it did not see all things 
as contained in one; for every creature being an individual 
we cannot say that we are apprehending any created thing 
when we think the general idea of a triangle." 

The main idea that is expressed in all these different ways is 
amply this, that to determine any individual object as such, we 
must relate it to, and distinguish it from, the whole of which 

it is a part; and that, therefore, thought could never 
iMmtias„,_ apprehend anything if it did not bring with itself the 

idea of the intelligible world as a unity. Descartes had 
sWol 

 ammo 	already expressed this truth in his Meditations, but 
he had deprived it of its full significance by making a 
distinction between the being and the idea of God, the base. 	distinction  
former of which, in his view, was only the cause of the 

latter. Malebranche detects this error, and denies that there is any 
idea of the infinite, which is a somewhat crude way of saying that 
there is no division between the idea of the infinite and its reality. 
What Reid asserted of the external world, that it is not represented 
by an idea in our minds, but is actually present to them, Malebranche 
asserted of God. No individual thing, he tells us—and an idea is 
but an individual thing—could represent the infinite. On the 
contrary, aU individual things are represented through the infinite 
Being , who contains them all in his substance " tres efficace, et par 

MIXe trio intelligible." ,  We know God by himself, material 
things only by their ides in God, for they are " unintelligible in 
themselves, and we can see them only in the being who contains 
them in an intelligible manner." And thus, unless we in some way 
"saw God. we should be able to see nothing else." The vision of 
God or in God, therefore, is an " intellectual intuition " in which 
seer and seen, knower and known, are one. Our knowledge of things 
is our participation in God's knowledge of them. 

When we have gone so far with Malebranche, we are tempted to 
ask why he does not follow out his thought to its natural conclusion. 
of the idea of God is not separable from his existence, if it is through 
the idea of him that all things are known, and through his existence 
that all things are, then it would seed% necessarily to follow that our 
consciousness of God is but a part of God's consciousness of himself, 
that our consciousness of self and other things is but God's conscious. 
MIS of them, and lastly, that there is no existence either of ourselves 
or other things except in this consciousness. To understand Male. 
branche is mainly to understand how he stopped short of results 
that seemed to lie so directly in the line of his thought. 

To begin with the last point, it is -“sy to see that Malebranche 
only asserts unity of idea and reality in God, to deny it everywhere 
a Morale, i. 1. 12. s Recherche, iii. pt. ii. ch. vi. Recherche. ch. vii.  

else, which with him is equivalent to asserting it in general and 
denying it in particular. To him, as to Descartes, the opposition 
between mind and matter is absolute. Material things cannot come 
into our minds nor can our minds giodut of themselves " pour se 

ro pmener dans lea rims." ,  Hence t 	are in themselves absolutely 
unknown; they are known only in 	, in whom are their ideas, 
and as these ideas again are quite distinct from the reality, they 
" might be presented to the mind without anything existing." Thin 
they exist out of God in another manner than the intelligible manner 
of their existence is God, is explained by a mere act of His will, 
that is, it is not explained at all. Though we see all things in God, 
therefore, there is no connexion between his existence and theirs. 
The " world is not a necessary emanation of divinity; God is 
perfectly self-sufficient, and the idea of the infinitely perfect Being 
can be conceived quite apart from any other. The existenceof the 
creatures is due to the free decrees of God." ,  Malebmnche. therefore, 
still treats of external things as " things in themselves," which have 
an existence apart from thought, even the divine thought, though 
it is only in and through the divine thought they can be known by us. 
"To see the material world, or rather to judge that it exists (since 
in itself it is invisible), it is necessary that God should reveal it to 
us, for we cannot see the result of his arbitrary will through necessary 
reason." 6  

But if we know external things only through their idea in God. 
how do we know ourselves? Is it also through the idea of us in 
God? Here we come upon a point in which Malebranche diverges 
wry far from his master. We do not, he says, properly know 
ourselves at all as we know God or even external objects. We are 
conscious of ourselves by inner sense (seirtimear intirintr), and from 
this we know that we are, but we do not know what we are. " We 
know the existence of our soul more distinctly than of our body, 
but we have not so perfect a knowledge of our soul as of our body." 
This is shown by the fact that from our idea of body as extended 
substance, we can at once see what are its possible modifications. 
In other words, we only need the idea of extended substance to see 
that there is an inexhaustible number of figures and motions of 
which it is capable. The whole of geometry is but a development 
of what is given already in the conception of extension. But it is 
not so with our consciousness of self, which does not enable us to 
say prior to actual experience what sensations orixassions are 
possible to us. We only know what heat, cold, light, co our, hunger, 
anger and desire are by feeling them. Our knowledge extends as 
far as our experience and no further. Nay, we have good reason to 
believe that many of these modifications exist in our soul only by 
reason of its accidental association with a body, and that if it were 
freed from that body it would be capable of far other and higher ex-
periences. " We know by feeling that our soul is great, but perhaps 
we know almost nothing of what it is in itself." The informations 
of sense have, as Descartes taught, only a practical but no theoretical 
value; they tell us nothing of the external world, the real nature 
of which we know not through touch and taste and sight, but only 
through our ides of extended substances; while of the nature of 
the soul they do not tell us much more than that it exists and that 
it is not material. And in this latter case we have no idea, nothing 
better than sense to raise us above its illusions. It is clear from 
these statements that by self-consciousness Malebranche means 
consciousness of desires and feelings, which belong to the individual 
as such, and not consciousness of self as thinking. He begins, in 
fact, where Descartes ended, and identifies the consciousness of 
self as thinking, and so transcending the limits of its own particular 
being, with the consciousness or idea of God. And between the 
consciousness of the finite in sense and the consciousness of the 
infinite in thought, or in other words, between the consciousness of 
the universal and the consciousness of the individual, he sees no 
connexion. Malebranche is just one step from the pantheistic 
conclusion that the consciousness of finite individuality as such is 
illusory, and that as all bodies are but modes of one infinite extension, 
so all souls are but modes of one infinite thought. But while he 
willingly accepts this result in regard to matter, his religious feelings 
prevent him from accepting it in relation to mind. lie is driven, 
therefore, to the inconsistency of holding that sense and feeling, 
through which in his view we apprehend the finite as such, give us 
true though imperfect knowledge of the soul, while the knowledge 
they give us of body is not only imperfect but false. ,  Thus the finite 
spirit is still allowed to be a substance, distinct from the infinite, 
though it holds its substantial existence on a precarious tenure. It 
is left hanging, we may say, on the verge of the infinite, whose 
attraction must soon prove too strong for it. Ideas are living things, 
and often remould the minds that admit them in spite of the greatest 
resistance of dead custom and traditionary belief. In the graspof a 
logic that overpowers him the more easily in that he is unconscious 
of its tendency. Malebranche is brought within one step of the pan-
theistic conclusion, and all his Christian feeling and priestly training 
can do is just to save him from denial of the personality of man. 

But even this denial is not the last word of pantheism. When the 
principle that the finite is known only in relation to the infinite, 
the individual only in relation to the universal, is interpreted as 

Recherche. ch. I. 	s Morale, i. t, § 5. 
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meaning that the infinite and universal is complete in itself without 
the finite and individual, when the finite and individual is treated 
as a mere accidental existence due to the " arbitrary will of God," 
it ceases to be 'possible to conceive even God as a spirit. Did 
Malebranche realize what he was saying when he declared that God 
was " being in general," but not any particular being? At any rate 
we can see that the same logic that leads him almost to deny the 
reality of finite beings, leads him also to seek the divine nature in 
something more abstract and general even than thought., If we 
must abstract from all relation to the finite in order to know God as 
he is, is it not necessary for us also to abstract from self-consciousness, 
for self-consciousness has a negative element in it that is something 
definite, and therefore limited? We do not wonder, therefore, when 
we find Malebranche saying that reason does not tell us that God 
is a spirit, but only that he is an infinitely perfect being, and that 
he must be conceived rather as a spirit than as &body simply because 
spirit is more perfect than body. " When we call God a spirit, it 
is not so much to show positively what he is, as to signify that he 
is not materiaL" But as we ought not to give him a bodily form 
like man's, no we ought not to think of his spirit as similar to our 
own spirits, although we can conceive nothing more perfect. " It 
is necessary rather to believe that as he contains in himself the 
properties of matter without being material, so he comprehends in 
himself the perfections of created spirits without being a spirit as 
we alone can conceive spirits, and that his true name is ' He who 
is.' i.e. Being without restriction, Being infinite and universal."' 
Thus the essentially self-revealing God of Christianity gives way 
to pure spirit, and pure spirit in its turn to the eternal and in-
comprehensible substance of which we can say nothing but that it is. 
The divine substance contains in it, indeed, everything that is in 
creation, but it contains them eminences in some Incomprehensible 
form that is reconcilable with its infinitude. But we have no 
adequate name by which to call it except Being. The curious 
metaphysic of theology by which, in his later writings, Malebranche 
tried to make room for the incarnation by supposing that the finite 
creation, which as finite is unworthy of God, was made worthy by 
union with Christ, the divine Word, shows that Malebranche had 
some indistinct sense of the necessity of reconciling his philosophy 
with his theology; but it shows also the necessarily artificial nature 
of the combination. The result of the union of such incongruous 
elements was something which the theologians at once recognized as 
heterodox and the philosophers as illogical. 

There was another doctrine of Malebranche which brought him 
into trouble with the theologians, and which was the main subject 
of his long controversy with irnauld. This was his denial of 
particular providence. As Leibnitz maintained that this is the best 
of all possible worlds, and that its evils are to be explained by the 
negative nature of the finite, so Malebranche, with a slight change of 
expression, derived evil from the nature of particular or individual 
existence. It is not conformable to the nature of God to act by any 
but universal laws, and these universal laws necessarily involve 
particular evil consequences, though -their ultimate result is the 
highest possible good. The question why there should be any 
particular existence, any existence but God, seeing such existence 
necessarily involves evil, remains insoluble so long as the purely 

i pantheistic view of God s maintained; and it is this view which is 
really at the bottom of the assertion that he can have no particular 
volitions. To the coarse and anthropomorphic conception of 
particular providence Malebranche may be right in objecting, but 
on the other hand, it cannot be doubted that any theory .  in which 
the universal is absolutely opposed to the particular, the infinite to 
the finite, is unchristian as well as unphilosophical. For under this 
dualistic presupposition, there seem to be only two possible alter-
natives open to thought: either the particular and finite must be 
treated as something independent of the universal and infinite, 
which involves an obvious contradiction,or else it must be regarded 
as absolute nonentity.. We find Malebranche doing the one or the 
other as occasion requires. Thus he vindicates the freedom of man's 
will on the ground that the universal will of God does not completely 
determine the particular volitions of man; and then becoming 
conscious of the difficulty involved in this conception, he tries, like 
Descartes, to explain the particular will as something merely 
negative, a defect, and not a positive existence. 

But to understand fully Malebranche's view of freedom and the 
ethical system connected with it, we must notice an important 

alteration which he makes in the Cartesian theory of the 
Rd'alag  relation of will and intelligence. To Descartes, as we have wait wig seen, the ultimate essence of mind lay in pure abstract 
self-determination or will, and hence he based even moral and in-
tellectual truth on the arbitrary decrees of God. With Malebranche, 
on the other hand, abstraction goes a step further; and the absolute 
is sought not in the subject as opposed to the object, not in pure 
formal self-determination as opposed to that which is determined, 
but in a unity that transcends this difference. With him, therefore, 
will ceases to be regarded as the essence of intelligence, and sinks 
into a property or separable attribute of it. As we can conceive an 
extended substance without actual movement, so, he says, we can 
conceive a thinking substance without actual volition. But " matter 
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or extension without motion would be entirely useless and i000able 
of that variety of forms for which it is made; and we cannot, t
fore, suppose, suppose, that an all-wise Being would create it in this Tray. 
In like manner, if a spiritual or thinking substance were without 
will, it is clear that it would be quite useless, for it would not be 
attracted towards the objects of its perception. and would not lose 
the good for which it is made. We cannot therefore conceive as 
intelligent being so to fashion it"' Now God need not be conceived 
as creating at all, for he is self-sufficient; but if he be a creator 
of spirits, he must create them for himself. " God cannot will that 
there should exist a spirit that does not love him, or that lows him 
less than any other good." ,  The craving for good in general. for an 
absolute satisfaction, is a natural love of God that is common to all. 
" The just, the wicked, the blessed, and the damned all alike love 
God with this love." • Out of this love of God arises the love we 
have to ourselves and to others, which are the natural ischeathar 
that belong to all created spirits. For these inclinations are but the 
elements of the love which is in God, and which therefore he inspire" 
in all his creatures. " II s'aime, it nous airae, iI aims tastes saes 
creatures; it ne fait done point d'esprits qu'il ne les parte Palmer.

s'aimer, et a aimer toutes les creatures."s Stripping this thought 
of its theological vesture, what is expressed here is simply that as a 
spiritual being each man is conscious of his own limited and indi-
vidual existence, as well as of the limited and individual existence 
of other beings like himself, only in relation to the whole in which 
they are parts, so he can find his own good only in the good of the 
whole, and he is in contradiction with himself so long ashe rests 
in any good short of that. His love of happiness. his ivatinal 
inclinations both selfish and social, may be therefore regarded as as 
undeveloped form of the love of God; and the ideal state of his 
inclinations is that in which the love of self and of others are ex-
plicitly referred to that higher affection, or in which his love does 
not proceed from a part to the whole, but from the whole to the parts. 

The question of morals to Malebranche is the question how these 
nature/ inclinations are related to the particular passions. Sensation 
and passion arise out of the connexion of body and soul, 
and their use is only to urge us to attend to the wants at al lam• 
the former. We can scarcely hear without a smile the simple 
monastic legend which Malebranche weaves together about the 
original nature of the passions and their alteration by the Fall. 
" It is visibly a disorder that a spirit capable of knowing and loving 
God should be obliged to occupy itself with the needs of the body. 
" A being altogether occupied with what mai in his body sad 

i with the infinity of objects that surround it cannot be thsaking 
on the things that are truly good." Hence the necessity of an 
immediate and instinctive warning from the senses in 	to 
the relations of things to our organism, and also of pains and 
which may induce us to attend to this warning. " Sensible 
is the mark that nature has attached to the use of certain tes igaiszle 

 order that without having the trouble of examining them by reams, 
we may employ them for the preservation of the body. but acv in 
order that we may love them."' Till the Fall the mind was merely 
united to the body, not subjected to it, and the influence of these 
pleasures and pains was only such as to make men attend to their 
bodily wants, but not to occupy the mind, or fill it with sensuous 
joys and sorrows, or trouble its contemplation of that which is rmiDy 
good. Our moral aim should therefore be to restore this state of 
things, to weaken our union with the body and strengthen our mina 
with God. And to encourage us in pursuing this aim we have to 
remember that union with God is natural to the spirit, and that. 
while even the condition of union with the body is artificial, the 
condition of subjection to the body is wholly unnatural to it. Om 
primary tendency is towards the supreme good, and we only love 
the objects of our passions in so far as we , ' determine towards 
particular, and therefore false goods, the love that God gives us for 
himself." The search for happiness is really the search for God in 
disguise, and even the levity and .  inconstancy with which men rush 
from one finite good to another, is a proof that they were made for 
the infinite. Furthermore, this natural love of God, or inclination 
for good in general, " gives us the power of suspending our content 
in regard to those particular goods•which do not satisfy it." s If we 
refuse to be led by the obscure and confused voice of instinctive 
feeling, which arises from and always tends to confirm our union 
with the body, and wait for the light of reason which arises frets 
and always tends to confirm our union with God, we have done al 
that is in our power, the rest is God's work. " If we only jedge 
precisely of that which we see clearly, we shall never be d -ecea 
For then it will not be we that judge, but the universal remain that 
judges in us." ,  And as our rove, even of particular gcods. a  as 
confused love of the supreme good, so the cher vision of God in-
evitably brings with it the love of him. " We needs roust love the 
highest when we see it." When it is the divine reason that 'Flab 
in us it is the divine love that moves us, " the same love wherewith 
God loves himself and the things he has made."' 

The general result of the ethics of Malebranche is ascetic. The 
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passions, like the senses, have no relation to the higher life of the 
soul; their value is only in relation to the union of soul and body, a 
union which is purely accidental or due to the arbitrary will of 
The more silently they.  discharge their provisional function, and the 
less they disturb or interfere with the pure activity of ' spirit, 
the more nearly they approach to the only perfection that is possible 
for them. Their ideal state is to remain or become again simple 
instincts that act mechanically like the circulation of the blood. 
Universal light of reason casts no ray into the obscurity of sense; 
its universal love cannot embrace any of the objects of particular 
passion. It is indeed recognized by Malebranche that sensation in 
man is mixed with thought, that the passions in him are forms of the 
love of good in general. But this union of the rational with the 
sensuous nature is regarded merely as a confusion which is to be 
cleared up. riot in a higher unity of the two elements, but simply by 
the withdrawal of the spirit from contact with that which darkens and 
defiles it. Of a transformation of sense into thought, of passion into 
dui an elevation of the life of sense till it becomes the embodiment y— 
and expression of the life of reason—Malebranche has no conception. 
Hence the life of reason turns with him to mysticism in theory 
and to asceticism in practice. His universal is abstract and opposed 
to the particular; instead of explaining it, it explains it away. 

A certain tender beauty as of twilight is spread over the world 
as we view it through the eyes of this cloistered philosopher, and we 
do not at first see that the softness and ideality of the picture is 
due to the gathering darkness. Abstraction seems only to be purify. 
ing, and not destroying till it has done its perfect work. Male-
branche conceived himself to be presenting to the world only the 
purest and most refined expression of Christian ethics and theology. 
But if we obey his own continual advice to think clearly and dis-
tinctly:, if we divest his system of all the sensuous and imaginative 
forms in which he has clothed it, and reduce it to the naked simplicity 
of its central thought, what we find is not a God that reveals himself 
in the finite, and to the finite, but the absolute substance which has 
DO revelation, and whose existence is the negation of all but itself. 
Thus to tear away the veil, however, there was needed a stronger. 
simpler. and freer spirit—a spirit less influenced by opinion, less 
inclined to practical compromise, and gifted with a stronger " faith 
in the whispers of the lonely muse "of speculation than Malebtanche. 

The Philosophy of Spinoza.—It is a remark of Hegel's that 
Spinoza, as a Jew, first brought into European thought the idea 
of an absolute unity in which the difference of finite and infinite 
is lost- Some later writers have gone further, and attempted to 
show that the main doctrines by which his philosophy is distin-
guished from that of Descartes were due to the direct influences 
of Jewish writers like Maimonides, Gersonides, and Hasdai 
Crescas, rather than to the necessary development of Cartesian 
ideas. And it is undoubtedly true that many points of similarity 
with such writers, reaching down even to verbal coincidence, 
may be detected In the works of Spinoza, although it is not so 
easy to determine how much he owed to their teaching. His own 
view of his obligations is sufficiently indicated by the fact, that 
while in his ethics he carries on a continual polemic against 
Descartes, and strives at every point to show that his own 
doctrines are legitimately derived from Cartesian principles, 
be only once refers to Jewish philosophy as containing an 
obscure and unreasoned anticipation of these doctrines. " Quod 
quidam Hebraeorum quasi per nebulam vidisse videntur qui 
scilicet statuunt Drum Dei intellectum resque ab ipso intellectas 
unum et idem ease." t It may be that the undeveloped pantheism 
and rationalism of the Jewish philosophers had a deeper influence 
than he himself was aware of, in emancipating him from the 
traditions of the synagogue, and giving to his mind its first 
philosophical bias. In his earlier work there are Neoplatonic 
ideas and expressions which in the Ethics are rejected or re-
moulded into a form more suitable to the spirit of Cartesianism. 
But the question, after all, has little more than a biographical 
interest. In the Spinozistic philosophy there are few differences 
from Descartes which cannot be traced to the necessary develop-
ment of Cartesian principles; and the comparison of Malebranche 
shows that a similar development might take place under the 
most diverse intellectual conditions. What is most remarkable 
in Spinoza is just the freedom and security with which these prin-
ciples are followed out to their last result. His Jewish origin and 
his breach with Judaism completely isolated him from every 
influence but that of the thought that possesses him. And no 
scruple or hesitation, no respect for the institutions or feelings 
of his time interferes with his speculative consequence. He 
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exhibits to us the almost' perfect type of a mind without super-
stitions, which has freed itself from all but reasoned and intelligent 
convictions, or, in the Cartesian phrase, " clear and distinct 
ideas "; and when he fails, it is not by any inconsistency, or 
arbitrary stopping short of the necessary conclusions of his 
logic, but by the essential defect of his principles. 

Spinoza takes his idea of method from mathematics, and after 
the manner of Euclid,places at the head of each book of his Ethics 
a certain number of definitions, axioms, and postulates 
which are supposed to be intuitively certain, and to form ""- 
a sufficient basis for all that follows. Altogether there esrntcal 

are twenty-seven definitions, twenty axioms, and eight ai""""' 
postulates. If Spinoza is regarded as the most consequent aP.4:41  
of philosophers it cannot be because he has based his nyaky 

 system upon so many fragmentary views of truth; it 
must be ben use a deeper unity has been discerned in the system 
than is visible on the first aspect of it. We must, therefore, to a 
certain extent distinguish between the form and the matter of his 
thought, though it is also true that the defective form itself involves 
a defect in the matter. 

What in the first instance recommends the geometrical method to 
Spinoza is, not only its apparent exactness and the necessity .  of its 
sequence, but, so to speak, its disinterestedness. Confusion of 
thought arises from the fact that we put ourselves, our desires and 
feelings and interests, into our view of things; that we do not regard 
them as they are in themselves, in their essential nature, but look 
for some final cause, that is, some relation to ourselves by which 
they may be explained. For this reason, he says, " the truth might 
for ever have remained hid from the human race, if mathematics, 
which looks not to the final cause of figures, but to their essential 
nature and the properties involved in it, had not set another type of 
knowledge before them." To understand things is to see how all 
that is true of them flows from the clear and distinct idea expressed 
in their definition, and ultimately, it is to see how all truth flows 
from the essentia Del as all geometrical truth flows from the idea of 
quantity. To take a mathematical view of the universe, therefore, 
is to raise ourselves above all consideration of the end or tendency 
of things, above the fears and hopes of mortality into the region 
of truth and necessity. " When I turned my mind to this subject," 
he says in the beginning of his treatise on politics, " I did not propose 
to myself any novel or strange aim, but simply to demonstrate by 
certain and indubitable reason those things which agree best with 
practice. And in order that I might inquire into the matters of 
this science with the same freedom of mind with which we are wont 
to treat lines and surfaces in mathematics, I determined not to 
laugh or to weep over the actions of men, but simply to understand 
them; and tocontemplate their affections and passions, such as love, 
hate, anger. envy, arrogance, pity and all other disturbances of soul 
not as vices of human nature, but as properties pertaining to it in 
the same way as heat, cold, storm, thunder pertain to the nature of 
the atmosphere. For these, though troublesome, are yet necessary, 
and have certain causes through which we may come to understand 
them, and thus, by contemplating them in their truth, gain for our 
minds as much joy as by the knowledge of things that are pleasing 
to the senses." All our errors as to the nature of things arise from 
ourjudging them from the point of view of the part and not of the 
whole, from a point of view determined by their relation to our own 
individual being. and not from a point of view determined by the 
nature of the things themselves; or, to put the same thing in another 
way, from the point of view of sense and imagination, and not from 
the point of view of intelligence. Mathematics shows us the in-
adequacy of such knowledge when it takes us out of ourselves into 
things, and when it presents these things to us as objects of universal 
intelligence apart from all special relation to our individual feelings. 
And Spinoza only wishes that the same universality and freedom of 
thought which belongs to mathematics, because its objects do not 
interest the passions, should be extended to those objects that do 
interest them. Purity from interest is the first condition of the 
philosopher's being; he must get beyond the illusion of sense and 
passion that makes our own lives so supremely important and 
interesting to us simply because they are our own. He must look 
at the present as it were through an inverted telescope of reason, 
that will reduce it to its due proportion and place in the sum of 
things. To the heat of passion and the higher heat of imagination, 
Spinoza has only one advice—" Acquaint yourself with God and 
be at peace." Look not to the particular but to the universal, view 
things not under the form of the finite and temporal, but sub guodans 
specie aeternaatis. 

The illusion of the finite—the illusion of sense, imagination and 
passion, which, in Bacon's language, tends to make men judge of 
things ex analogies hominis and not ex analogia universi, ass es. 
which raises the individual life, and even the_present 
moment of the individual life, with its passing feelings, 
into the standard for measuring the universe—this, in 
the eyes of Spinoza, is the source of all error and evil to man. 
On the other hand, his highest good is to live the universal 
life of reason, or what is the same thing, to view all things from 
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their centre in God, and to be moved only by the passion for good in 
general, " the intellectual love of God." In the treatise De Emenda-
tions Intel:earls, Spinoza takes up this contrast in the first instance 
from its moral side. " All our felicity or infelicity is founded on the 
nature of the object to which we are joined by love." To love the 
things that perish is to be in continual trouble and disturbance of 
passion; it is to be full of envy and hatred towards others who 
possess them; it is to be ever striving after that which, when we 
attain it, does not satisfy us; or lamenting over the loss of that 
which inevitably passes away from us; only " love to an object 
that is infinite and eternal feeds the soul with a changeless and 
unmingledjoy." But again our love rests upon our knowledge; 
if we saw things as they really are we should love only the highest 
object. It is because sense and imagination give to the finite an 
independence and substantiality that do not belong to it, that we 
waste our love upon it as if it were infinite. And as the first step 
towards truth is to understand our error, so Spinoza proceeds to 
explain the defects of common sense, or in other words, of that first 
and unreflected view of the world which he, like Plato, calls opinion. 
Opinion is a kind of knowledge derived partly from hearsay, and 
partly from exfrerientia yap. It consists of vague and general con- 
ceptions of things, got either from the report of others or from an 
experience Which has not received any special direction from in-
telligence. The mind that has not got beyond the stage of opinion 
takes things as they present themselves in its individual experience; 
and its beliefs grow up.  by association of whatever happens to have 
been found together in that experience. And as the combining 
principle of the elements of opinion is individual and not universal, 
so its conception of the world is at once fragmentary and accidental. 
It does not see things in their connexion with the unity of the whole, 
and hence it cannot see them in their true relation to each other. 
" I assert expressly," says Spinoza, " that the mind has no adequate 
conception either of itself or of external things, but only a confused 
knowledge of them, so long as it perceives them only in the common 
order of nature, i.e. so long as it is externally determined to contem-
plate this or that object by the accidental concourse of things, and 
so long as it is not internally determined by the unity of thought in 
which it considers a number of things to understand their agreements, 
differences and contradictions."' 

There are two kinds of errors which are usually supposed to 
i exclude each other, but which Spinoza finds to be united in opinion. 

These are the errors of abstraction and imagination; 
Vas of the former explains its vice by defect, the latter its vice 
Alaimo- by excess. On the one hand, opinion is abstract and one- 
tka a" sided; it is defective in knowledge and takes hold of 
laragiaa.  don, 	things only at one point. On the other hand, and just 

because of this abstractness and one-sidedness, it is forced 
to give an artificial completeness and independence to that which is 
essentially fragmentary and dependent. The word "abstract " is 
misleading, in so far as we are wont to associate with abstraction the 
idea of a mental effort by which parts are separated from a given 
whole; but it may be applied without violence to any imperfect 
conception, in which things that are really elements of a greater 
whole are treated as if they were res completae, independent objects, 
complete in themselves. And in this sense the ordinary conscious-
ness of man is often the victim of abstractions when it supposes itself 
most of all to be dealing with realities. The essences and substances 
of the schoolman may delude him, but he cannot think these notions 
clearly without seeing that they are only abstract elements of reality, 
and that they have a meaning only in relation to the other elements 
of it. But common sense remains unconscious of its abstractness 
because imagination gives a kind of substantiality to the fragmentary 
and limited, and so makes it possible to conceive it as an independent 
reality. Pure intelligence seeing the part as it is in itself could never 
see it but as a part. Thought, when it rises to clearness and distinct-
ness in regard to any finite object, must at once discern its relation 
to other finite objects and to the whole,—must discern, in Spinozistic 
language, that it is " modal " and not " real." But though it is 
not possible to think the part as a whole it is possible to picture it 
as a whole. The limited image that fills the mind's eye seems to 
need nothing else for its reality. We cannot think a house clearly 
and distinctly in all the connexion of its parts with each other 
without seeing its necessary relation to the earth on which it stands. 
to the pressure of the atmosphere, &c. The very circumstances by 
which the possibility of such an existence is explained make it im-
possible to conceive it apart from other things. But nothing hinders 
me from resting on a house as a complete picture by itself. Imagina-
tion represents things in the externality of space and time, and is 
subjected to no other conditions but those of space and time. Hence 
it can begin anywhere and stop anywhere. For the same cause it 
can mingle and confuse together all manner of inconsistent forms—
can imagine a man with a horse's head, a candle blazing in vacuo, a 
speaking tree, a man changed into an animal. There may be ele-
ments in the nature of these things that would prevent such com-
binations; but these elements are not necessarily present to the 
ordinary consciousness, the abstractness of whose conceptions leaves 
it absolutely at the mercy of imagination or accidental association. 

i To thought in this stage anything is possible that can be pictured. 

On the other band, as knowledge advances, this freedom'of coot. 
bination becomes limited, " the less the mind understands and the 
more it perceives the greater is its power of fiction, and the more it 
understands the narrower is the limitation of that power. For 
just as in the moment of consciousness we cannot imagine that et 
do not think, so after we have apprehended the nature of body we 
cannot conceive of a fly of infinite size, and after we know the nature 
of a soul we cannot think of it as a sq_uare, though we may use the 
words that express these ideas."' Thus, according to Spinoza, 
the range of possibility narrows as knowledge wdals, until to 
perfected knowledge posibility is lost in necessity. 

From these considerations it follows that all thought is imperfect 
that stops short of the absolute unity of all things. Our first im-
perfect notion of things as isolated from each other, or 
connected only by co-existence and succession, is a mere 411•111.1* 
imagination of things., It is a fictitious substantiation sires) 
of isolated moments in the eternal Being. Knowledge, 
so far as it deals with the finite, is engaged in a continual 
process of self-correction which can never be completed, for at every 
step there is an element of falsity, in so far as the mind rests in the 
contemplation of a certain number of the elements of the wend, 
as if they constituted a complete whole by themselves. whereas 
they are only a part, the conception of which has to be modified 
at the next step of considering its relation to the other parts. Than 
we rise from individuals of the first to individuals of the second order. 
and we cannot stop short of the idea of " all nature as one individual 
whose parts vary through an infinite number of modes, without 
change of the whole individual."' At first we think of pieces of 
matter as independent individuals, either because we can picture 
them separately, or because they preserve a certain proportion or 
relation of parts through their changes. But on further considera-
tion, these apparent substances sink into modes, each of which is 
dependent on all the others. All nature is bound together by 
necessary law, and not an atom could be other than it is without 
the change of the whole world. Hence'it is only in the whole world 
that there is any true individuality or substance. And the same 
principle applies to the minds of men. Their individuality is a mere 
semblance caused by our abstraction from their conditions. Isolate 
the individual man. and he will not display the character of a think-
ing being at all. His whole spiritual life is bound up with his rela-
tions to other minds, past and present. He has such a life, only is 
and through that universal life of which he is so infinitesimal a part 
that his own contribution to it is as good as nothing. " VIS qua 
homo in existendo perseverat limitata est, et a potentia causarum 
externarum infinite superatur." What can be called his awe? 
His body is a link in a cyclical chain of movement which inycives 
all the matter of the world, and which as a whole remains without 
change through all. His mind is a link in a great movemere 
thought, which makes him the momentary organ and ex  
one of its phases. His very consciousness of self is marted by a fane 
abstraction, above which he must rise ere he can know himself as he 

reqe!ts. us imagine," says Spinoza in his fifteenth letter. " a Vatic 
worm living in blood which has vision enough to discern the particles 
of blood, lymph, &c., and reason enough to observe how one particle 
is repelled by another with which it comes into contact. or com-
municates a part of its motion to it. Such a worm would live in the 
blood as we do in this part of the universe, and would regard each 
particle of it, not as a part, but as a whole, nor could it know how 
all the parts are influenced by the universal nature of the blood, and 
are obliged to accommodate themselves to each other as is required 
by that nature, so that they co-operate together according to a bed 
law. For if we suppose that there are no causes outside of the blood 
which could communicate new motions to it, and no space beyond 
the blood, nor any other bodies to which its particles could transfer 
their motion, it is certain that the blood as a whole would always 
maintain its present state, and its particles would suffer no other 
variations than those which may be inferred from the given relapse 
of the motion of the blood to lymph. chyle, &c. And thus is that 
case the blood would require to be considered always as a whole and 
not as a part. But since there are many other causes which inflamer 
the laws of the nature of blood, and are in turn influenced therebs, 
other motions and other variations must arise in the blood which are 
not due to the proportion of motion in its constituents bat also to 
the relation between that motion and external causes. And these-
fore we cannot consider the blood as a whole, but only as a part et 
a greater whole." 

Now we can think, and indeed ought to think, of all aatmal 
bodies in the same manner in which we have thought of this blood. 
for all bodies are surrounded by other bodies, and reciprocally 
determine and are determined by them, to exist and operate is 
fixed and definite way, so as to preserve the same ratio of inatioe 
and rest in the whole universe. Hence it follows that every body. 
in so far as it exists under a certain definite modification, ought to 
be considered as merely a part of the whole universe which agrees 
with its whole, and thereby is in intimate union with all the other 
parts; and since the nature of the universe is not limited Wee that 
of the blood, but absolutely infinite, it is clear that by this nature. 
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with its infinite powers, the parts are modified in an infinite number 
of ways, and compelled to pass through an infinity of variations. 
Moreover, when I think of the universe as a substance, I conceive 
of a still closer union of each part with the whole; for. as I have 
elsewhere shown, it is the nature of substance to be infinite, and 
therefore every single part belongs to the nature of the corporeal 
substance, so that apart therefrom it neither can exist nor be con-
ceived. And as to the human mind, I think of it also as of part of 
nature, for I think of nature as having in it an infinite power of 
thinking, which, as infinite, contains in itself the idea of all nature, 
and whose thoughts run parallel with all existence." 

From this point of view it is obvious that our knowledge of things 
cannot be real and adequate, except in so far as it is determined by 

Taw who*? the idea of the whole, and proceeds from the whole to the 
parts. A knowledge that proceeds from part to part 
must always be imperfect; it must remain external to 

she Paris.  its object, it must deal in abstractions or mere main 
rationis, which it may easily be led to mistake for realities. Hence 
Spinoza. like Plato, distinguishes reason whose movement is regres-
sive (from effect to cause, from variety to unity) from snentia 
intatiliro, whose movement is progressive, which " proceeds from 
the adequate idea of certain of God's attributes to an adequate 
knowledge of the nature of things." ,  The latter alone deserves to 
be called science in the highest sense of the term. " For in order that 
our mind may correspond to the exemplar of nature, it must develop 
all its ideas from the idea that represents the origin and source of 
nature, so that that idea may appear as the source of all other 
ideas." ,  The regressive mode of knowledge has its highest value in 
preparing for the progressive. The knowledge of the finite, ere it 
can become perfectly adequate, must be absorbed and lost in the 
knowledge of the infinite. 

In a remarkable passage in the Ethics. Spinoza declares that the 
defect of the common consciousness of men lies not so much in their 

RWOr ignorance, either of the infinite or of the finite, as in their 
incapacity for bringing the two thoughts together, so as 
to put the latter in its proper relation to the former. 
All are ready to confess that God is the cause both of the 

ssassaarw 
isfalts 

existence and of the nature of things created, but they 
do not realize what is involved in this confession—and 

hence they treat created things as if they were substances, that is, 
as if they were Gods. " Thus while they are contemplating finite 
things, they think of nothing less than of the divine nature; and 
again when they turn to consider the divine nature, they think of 
nothing less than of their former fictions on which they have built 
up the knowledge of finite things, as if these things could contribute 
nothing to our understanding of the divine nature. Hence it is not 
wonderful that they are always contradicting themselves." ,  As 
Spinoza says elsewhere, it belongs to the very nature of the human 
mind to know God. for unless we know God we could know nothing 
else. The idea of the absolute unity is involved in the idea of every 
particular thing, yet the generality of men, deluded by sense and 
imagination, are unable to bring this implication into clear conscious-
ness, and hence their knowledge of God does not modify their view 
of the finite. It is the business of philosophy to correct this defect, 
to transform our conceptions of the finite by relating it to the 
infinite. to complement and complete the partial knowledge produced 
by individual experience by bringing it into connexion with the idea 
of the whole. And the vital question which Spinoza himself prompts 
us to ask is how far and in what way this transformation is effected 
in the Spinozistic philosophy. 

There are two great steps in the transformation of knowledge by 
the idea of unity as that idea is conceived by Spinoza. The first 
step involves a change of the conception of individual finite things 
by which they lose their individuality, their character as independent 
substances, and come to be regarded as modes of the infinite. But 
secondly, this negation of the finite as such is not conceived as 
implying the negation of the distinction between mind and matter. 
Mind and matter still retain that absolute opposition which they. 
had in the philosophy of Descartes, even after all limits have been 
removed. And therefore in order to reach the absolute unity, and 
transcend the Cartesian dualism, a second step is necessary, by 
which the independent substantiality of mind and matter is with-
drawn, and they are reduced into attributes of the one infinite 
substance. Let us examine these steps successively. 

The method by which the finite is reduced into a mode of the 
infinite basalready been partially explained. Spinoza follows to its 
Apo.... legitimate result the metaphysical or logical principles of 

Descartes and Malebranche. According to the former, flas 
 sawn 	as we have seen, the finite presupposes the infinite, and, el 

matter. 	indeed, so far as it is real, it is identical with the infinite. 
The infinite is absolute reality, because it is pure affirma-

tion, because it is that which negationem nullam involod. The finite 
is distinguished from it simply by its limit, i.e. by its wanting some-
thing which the infinite has. At this point Spinoza takes up the 
argument. If the infinite be the real, and the finite, so far as it is 
distinguishedtherefrom, the unreal, then the supposed substantiality 
or individuality of finite beings is an illusion. In itself the finite is 
but an abstraction, to which imagination has given an apparent  

independence. All limitation or determination is negative, and in 
order to apprehend positive reality we must abstract from limits. 
By denying the negative, we reach the affirmative; by annihilating 
finitude in our thought, and so undoing the illusory work of the 
imagination, we reach the indeterminate or unconditioned being 
which alone truly is. All division, distinction and relation are but 
engin ralionis. Imagination and abstraction can give to them, as 
they can give to mere negation and nothingness, " a local habitation 
and a name," but they have no objective meaning, and in the highest 
knowledge, in the scientio intsama, which deals only with reality, 
they must entirely disappear. Hence to reach the truth as to matter, 
we must free ourselves from all such ideas as figure or number, 
measure or time, which imply the separation and relation of parts. 
Thus in his both letter, in answer to some question about figure, 
Spinoza says, " to prove that figure is negation, and not anything 
positive, we need only consider that the whole of matter conceived 
indefinitely, or in its infinity, can have no figure; but that figure 
has a place only in finite or determinate bodies. He who says that 
he perceives figure. says only that he has before his mind a limited 
thing and the manner in which it is limited. But this limitation 
does not pertain to a thing in its ease,' but contrariwise in its 
' nonuse (i.e. it signifies, not that some positive quality belongs 
to the thing, but that something is wanting to it). Since, then, 
figure is but limitation, and limitation is but negation, we cannot 
say that figure is anything." The same kind of reasoning is else-
where (Epul. 29) applied to solve the difficulties connected with the 
divisibility of sce or extension. Really, according to Spinoza, 
extension is indiv

pa
isible, though modally It is divisible. In other 

words, parts ad infinity*, may be taken in space by the abstracting 
mind, but these parts have no separate existence. You cannot 
rend space, or take one part of it out of its connexion with other 
parts. Hence arises the impossibility of asserting either that there 
is an infinite number of parts in space, or that there is not. The 
solution of the antinomy is that neither alternative is true. There 
are many things " quae nullo numero explicari possunt," and to 
understand these things we must abstract altogether from the 
idea of number. The contradiction arises entirely from the applica-
tion of that idea to the infinite. We cannot say that space has a 
finite number of parts, for every finite space must be conceived as 
itself included in infinite space. Yet, on the other hand, an infinite 
number is an absurdity; it is a number which is not a number. 
We escape the difficulty only when we see that number is a category 
inapplicable to the infinite, and this to Spinoza means that it is 
not applicable to reality, that it is merely an abstraction, or ear 

The same method which solves the difficulties connected with the 
nature of matter is applied to mind. Here also we reach the reality, 
or thing in itself, by abstracting from all determination. Atm.., 
All conceptions, therefore, that involve the independence ad., 
of the finite, all conceptions of good, evil, freedom and 
responsibility disappear. When W. Blyenburg accuses Spinoza of 
making God the author of evil, Spinoza answers that evil is an ens 
rationu that has no existence for God. " Evil is not something posi-
tive, but a state of privation, and that not in relation to the divine, 
but simply in relation to the human intelligence. It is a conception 
that arises from that generalizing tendency of our minds, which 
leads us to bring all beings that have the external form of man 
under one and the same definition, and to suppose that they are all 
equally capable of the highest perfection we can deduce from such a 
definition. When, therefore, we find an individual whose works are 
not consistent with this perfection, straightway we judge that he is 
deprived of it, or that he is diverging from his own nature,—a 
judgment we should never make if we had not thus referred him to 
a general definition, and supposed him to be possessed of the nature 
it defines. But since God does not know things abstractly, or through 
such general definitions, and since there cannot be more reality 
in things than the divine intelligence and power bestows upon them, 
it manifestly follows that the defect which belongs to finite things, 
cannot be called a privation in relation to the intelligence of God, 
but only in relation to the intelligence of man." a Thus evil and good 
vanish when we consider things sub specie aeierwitatis, because they 
are categories that imply a certain independence in finite beings. 
For the idea of a moral standard implies a relation of man to the 
absolute good, a relation of the finite to the infinite, in which the 
finite is not simply lost and absorbed in the infinite. But Spinoza 
can admit no such relation. In the presence of the infinite the finite 
disappears, for it exists only by abstraction and negation; or it 
seems to us to exist, not because of what is present to our thoughts, 
but because of what is not present to them. As we think ourselves 
free because we are conscious of our actions but not of their causes, 
so we think that we have an individual existence only because the 
infinite intelligence is not wholly but only partially realized in us. 
But as we cannot really divide space, though we can think of a part 
of it, so neither can we place any real division in the divine intelli-
gence. In this way we can understand how Spinoza is able to speak 
of the human mind as part of the infinite thought of God, and of the 
human body as part of the infinite extension of God, while yet he 
asserts that the divine substance is simple, and not made up of parts. 
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So far as they exist, they must be conceived as parts of the divine 
substance, but when we look directly at that divine substance their 
separate existence altogether disappears. 

It has, however, been already mentioned that this ascending 
movement of abstraction does not at once and directly bring 

Spinoza to the absolute unity of substance. The pnn- 
,..2.'""' aisle that " determination is negation," and that there- 

fore the absolute reality is to be found only in the 
indeterminate, would lead us to expect this conclusion; but the 
Cartesian dualism prevents Spinoza from reaching it. Mind and 
matter are so absolutely opposed, that even when we take away 
all limit and determination from both, they still retain their 
distinctness. Raised to infinity, they still refuse to be identified. 
We are forced. indeed, to take from them their substantial or sub- 
stantive existence, for there can be no other substance but God, 
who includes all reality in himself. But though reduced to attributes 
of a common substance, the difference of thought and extension is 
insoluble. The independence of individual finite things disappears 
whenever we substitute thought for imagination, but even to pure 
intelligence, extension remains extension, and thought remains 

, thought. Spinoza seems therefore reduced to a dilemma 
44.___°""  he cannot surrender either the unity or the duality of 
"""' 	things, yet he cannot relate them to each other. The only 
from 	course left open to him is to conceive each attribute in its 
D.wen".  turn as the whole substance, and to regard their difference 
foam. as the difference of expression. As the patriarch was 
called by the two names of Jacob and Israel, under different aspect', 
each of which included the whole reality of the man, so our minds 
apprehend the absolute substance in two ways, each of which 
expresses its whole nature. ,  In this way the extremes of absolute 
identity and absolute difference seem to be reconciled. There is a 
complete parallelism of thought and extension, " ordo et connexio 
idearum idem est ac ordo et connexio rerum." ,  yet there is also a 
complete independence and absence of relation between them, for 
each is the whole. A thing in one expression cannot be related to 
itself in another expression. Hence in so far as we look at the 
substance under the attribute of thought, we must take no account 
of extension, and in so far as we look at it under the attribute of 
extension, we must equally refuse to take any account of thought. 
This parallelism may be best illustrated by Spinoza's account of the 
relation of the human soul and body. The soul is the idea of the 
body, and the body is the object of the soul, whatever is in the one 
really is in the other ideally; yet this relation of object and subject 
does not imply any connexion. The motions and changes of the 
body have to be accounted for partly by itself, partly by the influence 
of other bodies; and the thoughts of the soul in like manner have 
to be accounted for partly by what God thinks as constituting the 
individual mind, and partly by what he thinks as constituting the 
minds of other individuals. But to account for thought by the 
motions of the body, or for the motions of the body by thought, 
is to attempt to bridge the impassable gulf between thought and 
extension. It involves the double absurdity of accounting for a 
thing by itself, and of accounting for it by that which has nothing 
in common with it. 

In one point of view, this theory of Spinoza deserves the highest 
praise for that very characteristic which probably excited most 

5plaora•s 
odium against it at the time it was first published, namely, 

Splao 
its exaltation of matter. It is the mark of an imperfect 
spiritualism to hide its eyes from outward nature, and to 
shrink from the material as impure and defiling. But 

its horror and fear are proofs of weakness; it flies from an enemy 
it cannot overcome. Spinora's bold identification of spirit and 
matter, God and nature, contains in it the germ of a higher idealism 
than can be found in any philosophy that asserts the claims of the 
former at the expense of the latter. A system that begins by making 
nature godless, will inevitably end, as Schelling once said, in making 
God unnatural. The expedients by which Descalies keeps matter at 
a distance from God, were intended to maintain his pure spirituality•, 
but their ultimate effect was seen in his reduction of the spiritual 
nature to mere will. As Christianity has its superiority over other 
religions in this, that it does not end with the opposition of the human 
to the divine, the natural to the spiritual, but ultimately reconciles 
them, no a true idealism must vindicate its claims by absorbing 
materialism into itself. It was, therefore, a true instinct of philosophy 
that led Spinoza to raise matter to the co-equal of spirit, and at 
the same time to protest against the Cartesian conception of matter 
as mere inert mass, moved only by impulse from without. " What 
were a God that only impelled the world from without?" says 
Goethe. " It becomes him to stir it by an inward energy, to involve 
nature in himself, himself in nature, so that that which lives and 
moves and has a being in him can never feel the want of his power 
or his spirit." 

While, however, Spinoza thus escapes some of the inconsequences 
of Descartes, the contradiction that was implicit in the Cartesian 
system between the duality and the unity, the attributes and the 
substance, in his system becomes explicit. When so great emphasis 
is laid upon the unity of substance, it becomes more difficult to 
explain the difference of the attributes. The result is, that Spinoza 

lEpist. 27. 	 ii. 7.  

is forced to account for it, not by the nature of substance knit 
but by the nature of the intelligence to which it is revealed. " By 
substance." he says, " I understand that which is in itself. 
and is conceived through itself. By attribute I understand .„7"Z iii" 
the same thing, nisi quad attributum dicatur respectu is 
intellectus substantiae certum talem naturam tribuentis." 
Hence we are naturally led with J. E. Erdman to think 5.1.28Vs 
of the intelligence dividing the substance as a kind of 
prism that breaks the white light into different colours. A P"' 
through each of which the same world is seen. only with a 
different aspect. But if the intelligence in itself is but a mode of 
one of the attributes, how can it be itself the source of their 
distinction? 

The key to this difficulty is that Spinoza has really, and almost in 
spite of his logical principles, two opposite conceptions of substance. 
between which he alternates without ever bringing them to a units 
On the one hand, in accordance with the principle that determination 
is negation, substance must be taken as that which is utterly in-
determinate, like the Absolute of the Buddhist, which we can char-
acterize only by denying of it everything that we assert of the finite. 
In this view, no predicate can be applied univocally to God and to 
the creatures; he differs from them, not only in existence, but in 
essence.,  If we follow out this view to its legitimate result, God a 
withdrawn into his own absolute unity, and no difference of attributes 
can be ascribed to him, except in respect of something else than 
himself. It is owing to the defects of our intelligence that be appears 
under different forms or expressions; in himself he is pure being, 
without form or expression at all. But, on the other hand, it is to he 
observed, that while Spinoza really proceeds by abstraction and 
negation, he does not mean to do so. The abstract is to him the 
unreal and imaginary. and what he means by substance is not 
simply Being in general, the conception that remains when we omit 
all that distinguishes the particulars. but the absolute totality of 
things conceived as a unity in which all particular existence is 
included and subordinated. Hence at a single stroke the indeter-
minate passes into the most determinate Being, the Being with no 
attributes at all into the Being constituted by an infinite number 
of attributes. And while, under the former conception, the detect 
of our intelligence seemed to be that it divided the substance, is 
saw a difference of attributes in its absolute unity, under the second 
conception its defect lies in its apprehending only two oat of the 
infinite multitude of these attributes. 

To do justice to Spinoza, therefore, we must distinguish between 
the actual effect of his logic and its effect as he conceived it. The 
actual effect of his logic is to dissolve all in the ultimate abstractioe 
of Being, from which we can find no way back to the concrete 
But his intent was simply to relate all the parts to that absolute 
unity which is the presupposition of all thought and being. and so 
to arrive at the most concrete and complete idea of the reality cf 
things. He failed to see what is involved in his own principle that 
determination is negation; for if affirmation is impossible without 
negation, then the attempt to divorce the two from each other, the 
attempt to find a purely affirmative being, must necessarily end ir 
the barest of all abstractions being confused with the unity of at 
things. But even when the infinite substance is defined as the 
negative of the finite, the idea of the finite becomes an esseatiti 
element in the conception of the infinite. Even the Pantheist. who 
says that God is what finite things are not, in spite of himself recog-
nizes that God has a relation to finite things. Finite things may is 
his eyes have no positive relation to God, yet they have a negatne 
relation; it is through their evanescence and transitoriness, through 
their nothingness, that the eternal, the infinite reality akoe is 
revealed to him. Spinoza is suite conscious of this process, coereioes 
that he reaches the affirmation of substance by a negation of what 
he tonoeives as the purely negative and unreal existence of finite 
things, but as he regards the assertion of the finite as merely an 
illusion due to our imagination, so he regards the correction of this 
illusion, the negation of the finite as • movement of reflection which 
belongs merely to our intelligence, and has nothing to do with the 
nature of substance in itself. We find the true affirmation by the 
negation of the negative, but in itself affirmation has no rektios 
to negation. Hence his absolute being is the dead all-absorbirg 
substance and not the self-revealing spirit. It is the being without 
determination, and not the being that determines itself. There is so 
reason in the nature of substance why it should have either attributes 
or modes; neither individual finite things nor the general distinction 
of mind and matter can be deduced from it. The descending move-
ment of thought is not what Spinoza himself said it should be. as 
evolution, but simply an external and empirical process by which 
the elements dropped in the ascending movement of abstraction are 
taken up again with a merely nominal change. For the sole difference 
in the conception of mind and matter as well as in the corceptms 
of individual minds and bodies which is made by their reference to 
the idea of God, is that they lose their'substantive character sod 
become adjectives. Aristotle objected to Plato that his ideas were 
merely elet9Imi ltige, that is, that his idealization of the world was 
merely superficial, and left the things idealized very much what they 
were before to the sensuous consciousness; and the same may be 
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said of Spinner's negation of finite things. It was an external and 
imperfect negation, which did not transform the idea of the finite, 
but merely substituted the names of attributes and modes for the 
names of general and individual substances. 

The same defective logic, by which the movement of thought in 
determining the substance is regarded as altogether external to the 
substance itself; is seen again in Spinoza's conceptions of the relations 
of the attributes to each other. Adopting the Cartesian opposition of 
mind and matter, he does not see, any more than Desmrtes, that in 
their opposition they are correlative. Or if he did see it (as seems 
possible from a passage in his earliest treatise?' he regarded the 
correlation as merely subjective, merely belonging to our thought. 
They are to him only the two attributes which we happen to know 
out of the infinite number belonging to God. There is no necessity 
that the substance should manifest itself in just these attributes 
and no others, for abstract substance is equally receptive of all 
determinations, and equally indifferent to them all. Just because 
the unity is merely generic, the differences are accidental, and do 
not form by their union any complete whole. If Spinoza had seen 
that matter in itself is the correlative opposite of mind in itself, he 
need not have sought by abstracting from the difference of these 
elements to reach a unity which is manifested in that very difference, 
and his absolute would have been not substance but spirit. This 
idea he never reached, but we find him approximating to it in two 
ways. On the one hand, he condemns the Cartesian conception of 
matter as passive and self-external. or infinitely divisible—as, in 
short, the mere opposite of thought' And sometimes he insists 
on the parallelism of extension and thought at the expense of their 
opposition in a way that almost anticipates the assertion by Leibnitz 
of the essential identity of mind and matter. On the other hand, 
be recognizes that this parallelism is not complete. Thought is not 
like a picture; it is conscious, and conscious not only of itself, 
but of extension. It transcends therefore the absolute distinction. 
between itself and other attributes. It is only because he cannot rid 
himself of the phantom of an extended matter as a thing in itself, 
which is entirely different from the idea of it, that Spinoza is pre-
vented from recognizing in mind that unity that transcends all 
distinctions, even its own distinction from matter. As it is, his main 
reason for saying that intelligence is not an attribute of God, but 
merely a mode, seems to be this, that the thought of God must be 
conceived as producing its own object, i.e. as transcending the dis- 
tinction of subject and object which is necessary to our intelligence.. 
But this argument of itself points to a concrete quite as much as to 
an abstract unity. It is as consistent with the idea of absolute spirit 
as with that of absolute substance. Spinoza's deliberate and formal 
doctrine is undoubtedly the latter; but he constantly employs 
expressions which imply the former, as when he speaks of God as 
cause sal. The higher idea inspires him, though his consciousness 
only embraces the lower idea. 

The ethical philosophy of Spinoza is determined by the same 
principles and embarrassed by the same difficulties as his meta- 

physics. In it also we find the same imperfect conception 
5.6"81'.  of the relation of the positive to the negative elements. 
whm/ 	and, as a consequence, the same confusion of the highest 
4"6".' 	unity of thought, the affirmation that subordinates and 
transcends all negation with mere abstract affirmation. Or, to put 
the same thing in ethical language, Spinoza teaches a morality 
which is in every point the opposite of asceticism, a morality of self-
assertion or self-seeking, and not of self-denial. The conalas use 
emaservandi is to him the supreme principle of virtue; yet this self-
seeking is supposed, under the guidance of reason, to identify itself 
with the love of man and the love of God, and to find blessedness 
not in the reward of virtue, but in virtue itself. It is only confusion 
of thought and false mysticism that could object to this result on 
the 'round of the element of self still preserved in the timer Dei 
iaidualis. For it isjust the power of identifying himself with 
that which is wider and higher than his individual being that makes 
morality possible to man. But the difficulty lies in this, that 
Spinoza will not admit the negative element, the element of mortifica-
tion or sacrifice, into morality at all, even as a moment of transition. 
For him there is no dead self, by which we may rise to higher things, 
DO losing of life that we may find it. For the negative is nothing, 
it is evil in the only sense in which evil exists, and cannot be the 
source of good. The higher affirmation of our own being, the higher 
seeking of ourselves which is identical with the love of God, must 
therefore be regarded as nothing distinct in kind from that first 
seeking of our natural self which in Spinoza's view belongs to us in 
common with the animals, and indeed in common with all beings 
whatever. It must be regarded merely as a direct development 
and extension of the same thing. The main interest of the Spinozistic 
ethics therefore lies in observing by what steps he accomplishes this 
transition, while excluding altogether the idea of a real division of 
the higher and the lower life, the spirit and flesh, and of a conflict 
in which the former is developed through the sacrifice of the latter. 

Finite creatures exist only as modes of the divine substance, only 
so far as they partake in the infinite, or what is the same thing with 
Spinoza, in the purely affirmative or self-affirming nature of God. 

Tractatus de Dee et homing. ii. 19. 	 t Epist. z9, 7o. 
schol. 17. 	 'Elk. iv. schol. 22.  

They therefore must also be self-affirming. They can never limit 
themselves; their limit lies in this, that they are not identified with 
the infinite substance which expresses itself also in other modes. 
In other words, the limit of any finite creature, that which makes it 
finite, lies without it, and its own existence, so far as it goes, must 
be pure self-assertion and self-seeking. " Unaquaeque res quantum 
in se at in suo ease perseverare conatur," and this colossus is its very 
essence or inmost nature.' In the animals this comaus takes the 
form of appetite, in man of desire, which is " appetite with the 
consciousness of it." ,  But this constitutes no essential difference 
between appetite and desire, for " whether a man be conscious of 
his appetite or no, the appetite remains one and the same thing."' 
Man therefore, like the animals, is purely self-asserting and self-
seeking. He can neither know nor will anything but his own being, 
or if he knows or wills anything else, it must be something involved 
in his own being. If he knows other beings, or seeks their good, 
it must be because their existence and their good are involved in his 
own. If he loves and knows God it must be because he cannot know 
himself without knowing God, or find his supreme good anywhere 
but in God. 

What at first makes the language difficult to us is the identification 
of will and intelligence. Both are represented as affirming their 
objects. Descartes had prepared the way for this when he treated 
the will as the faculty of judging or giving assent to certain com-
binations of ideas, and distinguished it from the purely intellectual 
faculties by which the ideas are apprehended. By this distinction 
he had, as he supposed, secured a place for human freedom. Ad mit-
ing that intelligence is under a law of necessity, he claimed for the 
will a certain latitude or liberty of indifference, a power of giving 
or withholding assent in all cases where the relations of ideas were 
not absolutely clear and distinct. Spinoza points out that there is 
no ground for such a distinction, that the acts of apprehension and 
judgment cannot be separated from each other. " In the mind 
there is no volition, i.e. no affirmation or negation which is not 
immediately involved in the idea it apprehends," and therefore 
" intellect and will are one and the same thing." ,  If, then, there is 
no freedom except the liberty of indifference, freedom is impossible. 
Man, like all other beings and things, is under an absolute law of 
necessity. All the actions of his will, as well as of his intelligence, 
are but different forms of the self-assertive tendency to which he 
cannot but yield, because it is one with his very being, or only 
ideally distinguishable therefrom. There is, however, another idea 
of liberty. Liberty as the opposite of necessity is an absurdity—it 
is impossible for either God or man; but liberty as the opposite of 
slavery is possible, and it is actually possessed by God. The divine 
liberty consists in this, that God acts from the necessity of his own 
nature alone, and is not in any way determined from without. 
And the great question of ethics is, How far can man partake in this 
liberty? At first it would seem impossible that he should partake 
in it. He is a finite being, whose power is infinitely surpassed by 
the power of other beings to which he is related. His body acts 
only as it is acted on, and his mind cannot therefore apprehend his 
body, except as affected by other things. His self-assertion and 
self-seeking are therefore confused with the asserting and seeking 
of other things, and are never pure. His thought and activity cannot 
be understood except through the influence of other things which 
lie outside of his consciousness, and upon which his will has no 
influence. He cannot know clearly and distinctly either himself or 
anything else; how then can he know his own good or determine 
himself by the idea of it ? 

The answer is the answer of Descartes, that the apprehension of 
any finite thing involves the adequate idea of the infinite and eternal 
nature of God. This is the primary object of intelligence, in which 
alone is grounded the possibility of knowing either ourselves or 
anything else. In so far as our knowledge is determined by this 
idea, or by the ideas of other things, which are referred to this idea 
and seen in its light, in so far its action flows from an internal 
and not an external necessity. In so far, on the other hand, as we 
are determined by the affections of the body, ideas in which the 
nature of our own body and the nature of other things are confused 
together, in so far we are determined by an external necessity. Or 
to put the same thing in what has been shown to be merely another 
way of expression, in so far as we are determined by pure intelligence 
we are free, but in so far as we are determined by opinion and 
imagination we are slaves. 

From these premises it is easy to see what form the opposition 
of reason and passion must necessarily take with Spinoza. The 
passions belong to our nature as finite; they are grounded on, or 
rather are but another form of inadequate ideas; but we are free 
only in so far as our ideas either immediately are, or can be made, 
adequate. Our idea of God is adequate ex vi termini; our ideas 
of the affections of our body are inadequate, but can be made 
adequate in so far as they are referred to the idea of God. And as 
the Idea of God is purely affirmative, this reference to the idea of 
God implies the elimination of the negative element from the ideas 
of the affections of the body, " for nothing that is positive in a false 
idea is removed by the presence of truth as such.". Brought into 

Elk. iii. 6, 7. Eth. iii. 9. 	Ells. iii.Def. Affect. t. 
Elk. ii. 45. 	is Etk. iv. 1. 
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contact with the idea of God, all ideas become true and adequate, 
by the removal of the negative or false element in them. The idea 
of God is, as it were, the touchstone which distinguishes the gold 
from the dross. It enables us to detect the higher spiritual element 
in the natural passions, and to sever the element belonging to that 
pure love of self which is identical with the love of perfection from 
the elements belonging to that impure love of our own finite 
individuality as suoh which is identical with the love of evil. 

The imperfection in Spinoza's development of thisprinciple has 
already been indicated. It is in fact the same imperfection which 
imps*  runs through his whole system. Just as he supposed that 
dim , 	the ideas of finite things were at once made consistent 
migka, 	with the idea of the infinite when he had named them 

modes, so here his conception of the change through which 
selfish natural desire must pass in order to become spiritual is far 
too superficial and external. Hence he has no sympathy with 
asceticism, but treats it, like Bentham, as a tons et trials superstitio. 
Joy is the " transition from less to greater perfection," and cannot 
be but good; pain is the " transition from greater to less perfection," 
and cannot be but evil. The revolt against the medieval opposition 
of the nature and spirit is visible in many of his sayings. " No 
Deity who is not envious can delight in my weakness or hurts, or 
can regard as virtues those fears and sighs and tears which are the 
signs of the mind's weakness; but contrariwise, the greater is our 
joy, the greater is our progress to perfection, and our participation 
in the divine nature." ,  " A free man thinks of nothing less than 
death, his wisdom is a meditation not of death bbt of life." ,  The 
same idea, combining with the idea of necessity, leads him to con-
demo repentance and pity, as well as pride and humility. Un- 
consciously, Spinoza reproduces the principle of asceticism, while 
in words he utterly rejects it. For though he tells us that pure 
self-complacency is the highest thing we can hope, yet from this 
self-complacency all regard to the finite individuality of the subject 
is eliminated. " Qui Deum amat, conari non potest ut Deus ipsum 
contra amet." In like manner, he absolutely condemns all hatred, 
envy, rivalry and ambition, as springing out of an over-estimate of 
those finite things which one only can possess, while the highest good 
is that which is enjoyed the more easily and fully the greater the num-
ber ofparticipants. Yet Spinoza's exaltation of the social life, and 
of the love that binds it together, is too like the Buddhist's universal 
charity that embraces all creatures, and all creatures equally. Both 
are based on a n abstraction from all that is individual, only the Buddh-
ist's abstraction goes a step further, and erases even the distinction 
between man and the animals. Spinoza felt the pressure of this all-
levelling logic when he said, " I confess I cannot understand how 
spirits express God more than the other creatures, for I know that 
between the finite and the infinite there is no proportion, and that 
the distinction between God and the most excellent of created things 
differs not a whit from the distinction between him and the lowest 
and meanest of them." ,  As Pope said, God is "as full and perfect 
in a hair as a heart "; in all finite things there ilia ray of divinity, 
and in nothing more than a ray. Yet in another epistle Spinoza 
contradicts this view, and declares that, while he does not consider 
it necessary to " know Christ after the flesh, he does think it is 
necessary to know the eternal Son of God, i.e. God's eternal wisdom, 
which is manifested in all things, but chiefly in the mind of man, 
and most of all in Christ Jesus." In the Ethics the distinction of 
man and the animals is treated as an absolute distinction, and it is 
asserted with doubtful consistency that the human soul cannot 
all be destroyed along with the body, for that there is something 
of it which is eternal. Yet from this eternity we must, of course, 
eliminate all notion of the consciousness of the finite self as such. 
At this point, in short, the two opposite streams of Spinoza's thought, 
the positive method he intends to pursue, and the negative or 
abstracting method he really does pursue, meet in irreconcilable 
contradiction. The finite must be related to the infinite so as to 
preserve all that is in it of reality; and therefore its limit or the 
negative element in it must be abstracted from. But it turns out 
that, with this abstraction from a negative element involved in the 
existence of the finite, the positive also disappears, and God is all in 
all in a sense that absolutely excludes the existence of the finite. 
" The mind's intellectual love of God," says Spinoza, " is the very 
love wherewith God loves himself, not in so far as he is infinite, but 
in so far as he can be expressed by the essence of the human mind, 
considered under the form of eternity; i.e. the mind's intellectual 
love of God is part of the infinite love wherewith God loves him-
self." , This double "in so far," which returns so frequently in 
Spinoza, just conceals for a moment the contradiction of two streams 
of thought, one of which must be swallowed up by the other, if they 
are once allowed to meet. 

We have now reviewed the main points of the system, which 
was the ultimate result of the principles of Descartes. The 
importance of this first movement of modern philosophy lies 
in its assertion and exhibition of the unity of the intelligible 
world with itself and with the mind of man. In this point of 

Eth. iv. schol. 	Etk. iv. 67. 	Epist. 57. 
Epist. 21. 	 I EA. v. 36.  

view, it was the philosophical counterpart of • Protestantism; 
but, like Protestantism in its earliest phase, it passed rapidly 
from the doctrine that God is, without priest or 
authority, present to man's spirit, to the doctrine 
that man's spirit is as nothing before God. The wan Woo 
object was too powerful for the subject, who effaced camma"_„„_, 
himself before God that he might be strong towards "`""""' 
men. But in this natural movement of feeling and thought it 
was forgotten that God who effaced the world and the finite spirit 
by his presence could not be a living God. Spinoza gives the 
ultimate expression to this tendency, and at the same time 
marks its limit, when he says that whatever reality is in the 
finite is of the infinite. But he is unsuccessful in showing t hat, 
on the principles on which he starts, there an be any reality ia 
the finite at all. Yet even if the finite be an Elusion, still more 
if it be better than an illusion, it requires to be accounted foe. 
Spinoza accounts for it neither as illusory nor as real. It was 
reserved for the following generation of philosophers to assert, 
in different ways, the reality of the finite, the value of experience 
and the futility of abstractions. Spinoza had declared that true 
knowledge consists in seeing things under the form of eternity, 
but it is impossible that things can be seen under the form of 
eternity unless they have been first seen under the form of 
time. The one-sided assertion of individuality and difference in 
the schools of Locke and Leibnitz was the natural complement of 
the one-sided assertion of universality and unity in the Cartesian 
schooL But when the individualistic tendency of the sStk 
century had exhausted itself, and produced its own refutation 
in the works of Ham, it was inevitable that the minds of men 
should again turn to the great philosopher, who, with almost 
perfect insight working through imperfect logic, first formulated 
the idea of a unity presupposed in and transcending the difference 
of matter and mind, subject and object 
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CARTHAGE (Phoenician Kart-ha:hat, " New City "; Gr . 

Kapxnaeov, Lat. Carthago or Carchedon), one of the most 
famous cities of antiquity, on the north coast of Africa; it was 
founded about 822 B.C. by the Phoenicians, destroyed for the 
first time by the Romans in 146 B.C., rebuilt by the Romans, 
and finally destroyed by the Arabs in A.D. 698. It was situated 
in the heart of the Sinus UticensiS (mod. Gulf of Timis),-which 
is protected on the west by the promontory of Apollo (mod. 
Ras All el Mekki), and on the east by the promontory of Mercury 
or Cape Bon (mod. Ras Addar). Its position naturally formed 
a sort of bastion on the inner curve of the bay between the 
Lake of Tunis on the south and the marshy plain of Utica (Suk-
ham) on the north. Cape Gamart, the Arab village of Sidi-bu-
Said and the small harbour of Colette (La Goulette, Hair el Wad) 
form a triangle which represents the area of Carthage at its 
greatest, including its extramural suburbs. Of this area the 
highest point is Sidi-bu-Said, which stands on a lofty cliff about 
490 ft. high. On Cape Gamart (Kaman) was the chief cemetery; 
the citadel, Byrsa, was on the hill on which to-day stand the 
convent of Les Peres Blanes (White Fathers) and the cathedral 
of St Louis. The harbours lay about three-fifths of a sole 
south of Byrsa, near the modern hospital of the Khram, at 
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Cartageana. The tongue of land, which runs from the harbours 
as far as Goletta, to the mouth of the Catadas which connects 
the Lake of Tunis with the sea, was known as foetid (ribbon, 
band) or ligula (diminutive of lingua, tongue). The isthmus 
connecting the peninsula of Carthage with the mainland was 
roughly estimated by Polybius as 25 stades (about f 3,cos ft.); 
the peninsula itself, according to Strabo, bad a circumference 
of 36o stades (az in.). The distance between Gamart and 
Goletta is about 6 in. 

From Byrsa, which is only tos ft. above the sea, there is a fine 
view; thence it is possible to see how Carthage was able at once 
to dominate the sea and the gently undulating plains which 
stretch westward as far as Tunis and the line of the river Bagradas 
(mod. Mejerda). On the horizon, on the other side of the Gulf 
of Tunis, rise the chief heights of the mountain-chain which was 
the scene of so many fierce struggles between Carthage and Rome, 
between Rome and the Vandals:—the Bu-Kornaln (" Two-
Homed Mountain "), crowned by the ruins of the temple of 
Saturn Balcaranensis; Jebel Rcssas, behind which lie the ruins of 
Neferis; Zaghwan, the highest point in Zeugitana; Hammam-Lif, 
Rules (Ghades, Gades, the ancient Maxula) on the coast, and 
to in. to the south-west the " white " Tunis (heut& Tanis 
of Diodorus) and the fertile hills of Ariana. All round Byrsa, 
alike on the plain and on the slopes, are fields of barley, vineyards 
and patches of cactus, interrupted only by huge heaps of rubbish 
and excavation-mounds, the haunts of green lizards, and by 
houses and villages built of materials drawn for many a century 
from the ancient ruins. 

The ancient harbours were distinguished as the military and the 
commercial. The remains of the latter are to be seen in a par-
tially ruined artificial lagoon which originally, according to 
Beule, had an area of nearly 6o acres; there were, however, 
in addition a large quay for unloading freight along the shore, 
and huge basins or outer harbours protected by jetties, the remains 
of which are still visible at the water-leveL The military 
harbour, known as Cothon, communicated with the commercial 
by means of a canal now partially ruined; it was circular in 
shape, surrounded by large docks 163 ft. wide, and capable of 
holding 120 vessels, though its area was only some 22 acres. 
In the centre was an islet from which the admiral could inspect 
the whole fleet. ,  

Among the other ruins which have been identified are the circus 
or hippodrome, traversed by the railway at the north of the 
village of Duar-es-Shat; the forum, between Cothon and Byrsa, 
where stood the Curia, the regular place of assembly of the senate, 
and near which were the moneychangers' shops, the tribunal, 
the temple of Apollo, and in the Byzantine period the baths of 
Theodora. Three main streets led from the forum to Byrsa. 

The hill of St Louis, the ancient citadel of Byrsa, has a circuit 
of 4525 ft. It appears to have been surrounded at least at 
certain points by several lines of fortifications. It was, however, 
dismantled by P. Scipio Africanus the younger, in 146 B.C., and 
was only refortffied by Theodosius II. in s.o. 424; subsequently its 
walls were again renewed by Belisarius in 553• On the plateau 
of Byrsa have been found the most ancient of the Punic tombs, 
huge cisterns in the eastern part, and near the chapel of St Louis 
the foundations of the famous temple of Eshmun (see below), 
and the palace of the Roman proconsul. 

About 325 ft. from the railway station of La Malga are the still 
imposing ruins of the amphitheatre. Near by, at the spot 
called Bir el Jebana, Pere Delattre has discovered four cemeteries, 
one of which contains the tombs of state officials or servants of 
the imperial government. Rather more than half a mile north-
west of Byrsa are the huge cisterns of La Malga, which, at the 
time of the Arab geographer, Ichisl, still comprised twenty-four 
parallel covered reservoirs, 325 ft. by 711 ft.; of these fourteen 
only remain. 

1 The whole questhin of these harbours has been fully discussed by 
Cecil Torr. Otto Meltzer. R. Ohler, S. Gsell, M. de Roquefeuil; 
wee Aug. Audollent, Carthage Fontaine. pp. 198 seq.; Revue °reheat. 
3rd verses. xxiv.; Jahrbdels f. class. Phdologie, vols. Muse, cxlix.; 
also Classical Review, viols. v., vu., viii. 

On the bill of the Petit Seminaire, which is separated from 
Byrsa by a valley, Pere Delattre has discovered a Christian 
basilica, the baths of Gargilius, large graves with several levels 
of tombs, and much debris of sculpture, which, however, is 
insufficient to enable us to say that this is the site of the temple 
of Tanit or Juno Caelestis. The quarter of Dermiche, near the 
sea, whose name recalls the Latin Titers:is or Therms, is re-
markable for the imposing remains of the baths (thermae) of 
Antoninus. In one place called Douimes was the Ceramicus 
where excavation has discovered a graceful basilica, proto-Punic 
tombs, potters' ovens with numerous terra-cotta moulds which 
were abandoned after the siege in 146 s.c., and finally a Roman 
palace with superb marble statues. Farther on are huge reser-
voirs of Borj-Jedid which are sufficiently well-preserved to be 
used again. 

Behind the small fort of Borj-Jedid is the plateau of the Odeum 
where the theatre and fine marble statues of the Roman period 
have been laid bare; beyond is the great Christian basilica of 
Damus-el-Karita (perhaps a corruption of Downs Carkatis); 
in the direction of Sidi-bu-Sald is the plaka nova, the huge stairway 
of which, like so many other Carthaginian buildings, has of late 
years been destroyed by the Arabs for use as building material; 
on the coast near St Monica is the necropolis of Rabs where 
Delattre dug up fine anthropoid sarcophagi of the Punk period. 

In the quarter of Megara (Magaria, mod. La Mama) it would 
seem that there never were more than isolated buildings, villas 
in the midst of gardens. At Jebel Khaui (Cape Kamart) there 
is a great necropolis, the sepulchral chambers of which were 
long ago rifled by Arabs and Vandals. This cemetery had a 
Jewish quarter. 

We must mention finally the gigantic remains in the western 
plain of the Roman aqueduct which carried water from Jebel 
Zaghwan (Mons Zeugitanus) and Juggar (Zucchara) to the 
cisterns of La Malga. From the nyrnphaeststs of Zaghwan to 
Carthage this aqueduct is 6t Roman miles (about 36 English 
miles) long; in the plain of Manuba its arches are nearly 49 ft. 
high. 

Though several famous travellers visited and described the ruins 
of Carthage during the first thirty years of the 79th century, such as 
Major Humbert, Chateaubriand, Estrup, no scientific investigations 
took place till 1833 In that year Captain Falbe, Danish consul at 
Tunis. made a plan of the ruins so far as they were visible. In 1837 
there was formed in Paris, on the initiative of Dureau de Is Malle, a 
Soileti pour ks fouilks de Carthage; under the auspices of this body 
Falbe and Sir Grenville Temple undertook researches, and a little 
later Sir Thomas Read, English consul, following the example of the 
Genoese and the Pisans, carried away to England the mosaics, 
columns and statues of the baths of Antoninus. The Abbe Bour-
gade, chaplain of the church of St Louis erected in 1841, collected 
together Punic stelae and other antiquities from the surrounding 
plain; these formed the nucleus of the magnificent museum subse-
quently formed by Pere Delattre at the instigation of Cardinal 
Lavigerie. Between 1856 and 1858 Nathan Davis made excavations 
on the supposed site of the Odeum, and in 1859 Beule undertook 
his celebrated investigations on Byrsa. Among other explorers 
were A. Deux in 7866; von Maltzan in 1870; E. de Sainte-Marie in 
1874; Ch. d'Herisson in 5883; E. Babelon and S. Reinach in 1884 ; 

Vernaz in 1885; Gauckler in 1903. Of these the majority were sent 
officially by the French government. But their attempts were 
partial, disjointed and without any systematic plan; they were 
entirely superseded by the brilliant and persevering work of R. P. 
Delattre. The.Musee Lavigerie, the result of his labours, contains 
a vast archaeological treasure, the interest of which is doubled by 
the fact that it stands in the very midst of the ancient site. Un-
fortunately Delattre's work suffered too often from the absence of 
a cordial understanding with the directors of the antiquities depart-
ment, La Blanchere and P. Gauckler, who, having themselves 
undertaken excavations, transported their finds to the Bardo 
museum, by the help of the public funds at their disposal. 

The main authority for the topography and the history of the 
excavations is Aug. Audollent's Carthage romaine (Paris, 1901). A 
topographical and archaeological map of the site was published 
under the direction of Colonel Dolot and with the assistance of 
Delattre and Gauckler by the Ministers de l'Instruction Publique in 
1 907. 

History. —The history of Carthage falls into four periods: (1) 
from the foundation to the beginning of the wars with the 
Sicilian Greeks in sso s.c.; (a) from 33o to 263, the first year of 
the Punic Wars; (3) the Punic Wars to the fall of Carthage in 
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1 46  LC; (4) the periods of Roman and Byzantine rule down to 
the destruction of the city by the Arabs in A.D. 608. 

(1) Foundation to sso B.C.—From an extremely remote period 
Phoenician sailors had visited the African coast and had had 
commercial relations with the Libyan tribes who inhabited the 
district which forms the modern Tunis. In the 26th century B.C. 
the Sidonians already had trading stations on the coast; with 
the- object of competing with the Tyrian colony at Utica they 
established a trading station called Cambe or Caccabe on the very 
site afterwards occupied by Carthage. Near Borj-Jedid unmis-
takable traces of this early settlement have been found, though 
nothing is known of its history. According to the classical tradi-
tion Carthage was founded about 85o B.C. by Tyrian emigrants 
led by Elissa or Elissir, the daughter of the Tyrian king Mutton I., 
fleeing from the tyranny of her brother Pygmalion. According to 
the story, Elissa subsequently received the name of Dido, i.e." the 
fugitive." Cambe welcomed the new arrivals, who bought from 
the mixed Libyo-Phoenician peoples of the neighbourhood, 
tributaries of the Libyan king Japon, a piece of land on which 
to build a "new city," Kart-hadshat, whence the Greek andRoman 
forms of the name. The story goes that Dido, having obtained 
" as much land as could be contained by the skin of an ox," 
proceeded to cut the skin of a slain ox into strips narrow enough 
to extend round the whole of the hill, which afterwards from 
this episode gained the name of Byrsa. This last detail obviously 
arose from a mere play on words by which Noon " hide," 
" skin," is confused with the Phoenician bosra, born% " citadel," 
" fortress." In memory of its Tyrian origin, Carthage paid an 
annual tribute to the temple of Al elkarth at Tyr, and under the 
Roman empire coins were struck showing Dido fleeing in a galley, 
or presiding over the building of Byrsa. On the Vatican Virgil 
there is a representation in miniature of workmen shaping 
marble blocks and columns for Dido's palace. 

The early history of Carthage is very obscure. It is only in 
the 6th century that real history begins. By this time the city 
is unquestionably a considerable capital with a domain divided 
into the three districts of Zeugitana (the environs of Carthage 
and the peninsula of C. Bon), Byzacium (the shore of the Syrtes), 
and the third comprising the emporia which stretch in the form 
of a crescent to the centre of the Great Syrtis as far as Cyrenaica. 
The first contest against the Greeks arose from a boundary 
question between the settlements of Carthage and those of the 
Greeks of Cyrene. The limits were eventually fixed and marked 
by a monument known as the " Altar of Philenae." The de-
struction of Tyre by Nebuchadrezzar (gm.), in the first half of 
the 6th century, enabled Carthage to take its place as mistress 
of the Mediterranean. The Phoenician colonies founded by 
Tyre and Sidon in Sicily and Spain, threatened by the Greeks, 
sought help from Carthage, and from this period dates the 
Punic ,  supremacy in the western Mediterranean. The Greek 
colonization of Sicily was checked, while Carthage established 
herself on all the Sicilian coast and the neighbouring islands as 
far as the Balearic Islands and the coast of Spain. The inevitable 
conflict between Greece and Carthage broke out about 550. 

(2) Wars with the Grecks.—In 550, the Carthaginians, led by the 
suffetes Malchus, conquered almost all Sicily and expelled the 
Greeks. In 536 they defeated the Phocaeans and the Massaliotes 
before Alalia on the Corsican coast. But Malchus, having failed 
in Sardinia, was banished by the stern Carthaginian senate 
and swore to avenge himself. He laid siege to Carthage itself, 
and, after having sacrificed his son Carthalo to his lust for 
vengeance, entered the city as a victor. He ruled until he was 
put to death by the party which had supported him. Mago, 
son of Hanno, succeeded Malchus, as suffetes and general-in-chief. 
He was the true founder of the Carthaginian military power. 
He conquered Sardinia and the Balearic Islands, where he founded 
Port Mahon (Portus Magonis), and so increased the power of 
Carthage that he was able to force commercial treaties upon 
the Etruscans, and the Greeks of both Sicily and Italy. The 
first agreement between Carthage and Rome was made in 500, 
one year after the expulsion of the Tarquins, in the consulship of 

1  i.t. " of the Poen; (Phoenicians)." 

Junius Brutus and Marcus Horatins. The text is preserved by 
Polybius (His'. iii. 22-23). It assigned Italy to the Romans and 
the African waters to Carthage, but left Sicily as a dangerous 
neutral zone. 

Mago was succeeded as commander-in-chief by his elder 
son Hasdrubal (c. 500), who was thrice chosen suffetes; be 
died in Sardinia about 485. His brother Hamflcar, having 
collected a fleet of 200 galleys for the conquest of Sicily, was 
defeated by the combined forces of Gelo of Syracuse and Theron 
of Agrigentum under the walls of Himera in 480, the year in 
which the Persian fleet was defeated at Salamis (some say 
the two battles were simultaneous); it is said that rsopoo 
Carthaginians were taken prisoners. The victory is celebrated 
by Pindar (Pyth. i.). 

These two leaders of the powerful house of the Barcidae each left 
three sons. Those of Hasdrubal were Hannibal, Hasdrubal and 
Sapho; those of Hamilcar, Hindle°, Hanno and Cisco. All, 
under various titles, succeeded to the authority which it bad 
already enjoyed. About 46o Hanno,2  passing beyond the 
Pillars of Hercules (Straits of Gibraltar), founded settlements 
along the West African coast in the modern Senegal and Guinea, 
and even in Madeira and the Canary Islands. 

In Sicily the war lasted for a century with varying success. 
In 406 Hannibal and Hindle) destroyed Agrigentum and 
threatened Gela, but the Carthaginians were forced back on 
their strongholds in the south-west by Dionysius the Elder, 
Dionysius the Younger, Timoleon and Agathodes successively, 
whose cause was aided by a terrible plague and civil troubles 
in Carthage itself. A certain Hanno, unquestionably of the 
Barcide house, attempted to seize the supreme power, but 
his partisans were overwhelmed and he himself suffered the 
most cruel punishment. Profiting by these troubles, Tim/en 
defeated the Carthaginians at Crimissus in 340, and compelled 
them to sue for peace. This peace was not of long duration; 
Agathocles crossed to Africa and besieged Carthage, which se 
then handicapped by the conspiracy of Bomilcar. Bornacar 
was crucified, and Agathocles having been obliged to return to 
Sicily, his general Eumarcus was compelled to carry his army out 
of Africa, where it had maintained itself for three years (August 
3ro to October 307). After the death of Agathocics, the Car-
thaginians re-established their supremacy in Sicily, and Maga 
even offered assistance to Rome against the invasion of Pyrrhus 
(280). Pyrrhus crossed to Sicily in 277, and was preparing to 
emulate Agathocles by sailing to Africa when he was compelled 
to return to Italy (see SICILY: History). 

Delivered from these dangers and more arrogant than before. 
Carthage claimed the monopoly of Mediterranean waters, and 
seized every foreign ship found between Sardinia and the Man 
of Hercules. " At Carthage," said Polybius, " no one is blamed. 
however he may have acquired his wealth." The sailors took 
the utmost care to conceal the routes which they followed; there 
is a story that a Carthaginian ship, pursued by a Roman galley 
as far as the Atlantic, preferred to be driven out of her course 
and sunk rather than reveal the course to the Cassiteride, 
whither she was bound in quest of tin. The owner being saved, 
the senate made good his losses from the public treasury (Seib% 
iii. 5. 22 ). 

(3) Wars with Rome.z—The first Punic War lasted twenty-
seven years (268-241); it was fought by Carthage for the defence 
of her Sicilian possessions and her supremacy in the Tyrrhenian 
Sea. The Romans, victorious at the naval battles of Mylee 
(Mclazzo) and Ecnomus (26o and 256), sent M. Atilius Regalus 
with an army to Africa. But the Carthaginians, by the help of 
the Spartan Xanthippus, were successful, and Regulus was 
captured. The fighting was then transferred to Sicily, where 
Hasdrubal was defeated at Panormus (25o); subsequently the 
Romans failed before Lilybacum and were defeated at Drepanzs. 
but their victory at the Aegates Islands ended the war (242). 

' The identification of this Hanno with the son of Hander 's  
COnctural; see liANNO. 

or the military side of these wars see Punic WARS; Hauttau.; 
HASDRUSAL. 
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Grillage now desired to disband her forces, but the mercenaries 
dined their arrears of pay, and on being refused revolted under 
Spendins and Matho, pillaged the suburbs of Carthage and laid 
siege to the city itself. Only the genius of Hamilcar Barca raised 
the siege; the mercenaries were caught in the defile of the Axe, 
where they were cut down without mercy. This war, which all 
bat ruined Carthage, is known to the Roman historians as the 

This peril averted, Carthage undertook the conquest of Spain. 
It was the work of Hamilcar, and lasted nine years up to the day 
of Hamlicar's death, sword in hand, in 228. His son-in-law, 
Easdmbal Pulcher, built Carthagena in 227 and concluded with 
Rowe a treaty by which the Ebro was adopted as the boundary 
of the Carthaginian sphere. crii his death the soldiers chose for 
themselves as leader Hannibal, son of Hamilcar. At this period 
Carthage, with a population or perhaps r,coo,000, was in the 
enjoyment of extraordinary prosperity alike in its internal 
industries and in its foreign trade. The manufacture of woven 
goods, especially, was a flourishing industry; the Greek writer 
Memo records a special treaty dealing with Carthaginian 
fabrics which were a recognized luxury throughout the ancient 
world. In Sicily, Italy. and Greece the Carthaginians sold 
especially black slaves, ivory, metals, precious stones and all 
the products of Central Africa, which came thence by caravan. 
In Spain they sought copper and silver, and it was by them that 
the modern mines of Huelva, as also those of Osca and Cartha-
gena, were first exploited. The district round Carthage, with 
its fuming fertility, was the granary of the city, as it was later 
that of Rome. Mago had drawn up a treaty dealing with agri-
Culture and rural economy generally, which was subsequently 
brought to Rome and translated into Latin by Decimus Silanus 
by order of the senate (J. P. Mahaffy, " The Work of Ma80,"  in 

eressalsexa, xv. pp. 29-33). 
In the midst of this prosperity the Second War with Rome 

broke out At this time the genius of Carthage is incarnate in 
Hannibal; his campaigns in Spain, Italy and Africa have won 
the admiration of military experts of all periods. The war 
became inevitable in 210 when Hannibal captured Saguntum, 
which was in alliance with Rome. Passing through Spain and 
Gaul, Hannibal resolved to carry the war into the heart of Italy 
(218-217). The battles of the Ticinus, Trebia and Trasimene 
Lake are but stages in the wonderful progress which culminated 
itt the battle of Canine (August 2, 2x6). The road to Rome was 
now open to him, but he did not profit by his advantage, while 
the Carthaginian senate, to its shame, withheld all further 
support. His brother Hasdrubal with his relieving army was 
defeated at the Metaurus in 207; the Romans recovered their 
had in Spain, and, seeing that Hannibal was unable to move in 
Italy, carried the war back to Africa. Hearing that Scipio had 
taken Utica (203) and defeated Hasdrubal and Syphax, king of 
Namidia, Hannibal returned from Italy, but with a hastily 
levied army was defeated at Zama (October 19, 202). The sub-
sequent peace was disastrous to Carthage, which lost its fleet 
and all save its African possessions. 

After the Second War Carthage soon revived. The population 
is said still to have numbered 7oo,000, and despite its humiliation, 
the city never ceased to inspire alarm at Rome. The Numidian 
prince Massinissa, rival of Syphax and a Roman protig6; took 
advantage of a clause in the treaty of 202, which forbade Carthage 
to make war without the consent of the Roman senate, to extend 
las possessions at the expense of Carthage. In response to a 
protest from Carthage an embassy including M. Porcius Cato the 
Elder was seat to inquire into the matter, and Cato was so 
impressed with the city as a whole that on returning to Rome 
he sever made a speech without concluding with the warning 
" Wm& catCarthago." 

At this time there were three political parties in Carthage: 
(1) that which upheld the Roman alliance, (2) that which advo-
cated the Numidian alliance, and (3) the popular party. These 
three were led respectively by Hanno, Hannibal Passer, Has-
dothel and Carthalo. The popular faction, which was turbulent 
and exasperated by the bad faith of the Romans, expelled the 

Numidian party and declared war in 149 on Massinissa, who was 
victorious at Oroscope. Rome then intervened, determined 
finally to destroy her now enfeebled rival. War was declared on 
the pretext that Carthage had engaged in .war with Massinissa 
without the sanction of Rome. The third Punic War lasted three 
years, and after a heroic resistance the city fell in 146. The last 
champions of liberty entrenched themselves under Hasdrubal 
in the temple of Eshmun, the site of which is now occupied by 
the chapel of St Louis. The Roman troops were let loose to 
plunder and burn. The thick bed of cinders, blackened stones, 
broken glass, fragments of metal, twisted by fire, half-calcined 
bones, which is found to-day at a depth of t3 to 16 ft. under the 
remains of Roman Carthage between Byrsa and the harbours, 
bears grim witness, in accord with the accounts of Polybius and 
Appian, to the terrible fate which overtook this part of the city. 
Before long a commission arrived from Rome to decide the fate 
of the province of Carthage. In the city itself, temples, houses 
and fortifications were levelled to the ground, the site was 
dedicated with solemn imprecations to the infernal gods, and all 
human habitation throughout the vast ruined area was expressly 
forbidden. 

Constitutiossarnistory.—The narrative must here be interrupted 
by an account of the political and religious development of Phoenician 
Carthage. Carthage was an aristocratic republic based on wealth 
rather than on birth. Indeed, the_popular party, which included 
certain noble families such as the ltarcidae, was always powerful, 
and thus government by demagogues was not infrequent. So 
Aristotle, writing about 33o, emphasizes the importance of great 
wealth in Carthaginian politics. The government was in fact a 
plutocracy. The aristocratic party was represented by the two 
suffetes and the senate; the democratic by the popular assembly. 
The suffetes (Safetins) presided in the senate and controlled the civil 
administration• the office was annual, but there was no limit to 
re-election. Hannibal was elected for twenty-two years. The 
senate, which, like that of Tyre, was composed of boo members, 
exercised ultimate control over all public affairs, decided on peace 
and war, nominated the Commission of Ten, which was charged 
with aiding and controlling the suffetes. This commission was 
subsequently replaced by a council of one hundred, called by the 
Greeks gerausia. This tribunal, which maintained law and order 
and called the generals to account, gradually became a tyrannical 
inquisition. Frequently.  it met at night in the Temple of Eshmun 
on Byrsa, in secret sessions described by Aristotle as °ursine ear 
iroapaa. 

The popular assembly was composed, not of all the citizens, but 
of the eimuchi (Gr. ray;, low), i.e. those who possessed a certain 
property-qualification. The election of the suffetes had to be ratified 
by this assembly. The two bodies were almost always in opposition, 
and this was one of the chief causes of the ruin of Carthage. 

The army was recruited externally by senators who were sent to 
the great emporia or trade-centres, even to the most remote, to 
contract with local princes for men and officers. The payments, 
agreed upon in this way, were frequently in arrears; hence the 
terrible revolts such as that of the " helium inexpiabile." It was 
not till the 3rd century that Carthage, in imitation of the kings of 
Syria and Egypt, began to make use of elephants in war. The 
elephant used was the African type (elephas capensis), which was 
smaller than the Asiatic (deems indiests), though with longer ears. 
In addition to the mercenanes, the army contained a legion com-
posed of young men belonging to the best families in the state; 
this force was important as a nursery of officers. 

Religion.—The religion of Carthage waa.that of the Phoenicians. 
Over an army of minor deities (aim and isaalins) towered the 
trinity,  of great gods composed o( Baal-Ammon or Moloch (identi-
fied by the Romans with Cronus or Saturn); Tanit, the virgin 
goddess of the heavens and the moon, the Phoenician Astarte, and 
known as Juno Caelestis in the Roman period; Eshmun, the pro- 
tecting deity and protector of the acropolis, generally identified 
with Aesculapius. There were also special cults: of lolaus or 
Tammuz-Adonis, whom the Romans identified to some extent with 
Mercury; of the god Patechus or Pygmaeus, a deformed and 
repulsive monster like the Egyptian Ptah, whose images were placed 
on the prows of ships to frighten the enemy; and lastly of the Tyrian 
Melkarth, whose functions were analogous to those of Hercules. 
The statue of this god was carried to Rome after the siege of 146 
(Pliny, Nat. Hist. =M. 12. 39). From inscriptions we know the 
names of other minor deities, which are perhaps only other names 
of the same gods, e.g. Rabbat Umma, " the great mother "; Baalat 
haedrat, " mistress of the sanctuary "; Ashtoreth (Astarte), that, 
Sakon. Tsaphon, Sid. Aria Ares). 

From the close of the 4th century a.c. the intimate relations 
between the Carthaginians and the Sicilian Greeks began to introduce 
Hellenic elements into this religion. In the forum of Carthage was a 
temple to Apollo containing a colossal statue, which was transported 
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to Rome. The Carthaginians once at least sent offerings to Delphi, 
and Tanit approximated to some extent to Demeter; hence on the 
coins we find the head of Tanit pr the Punic Astarte crowned with 
ears of corn, in imitation of the coins of the Greek Sicilian colonies. 
The symbol of Tanit is the crescent moon; in her temple at Carthage 
was preserved a famous veil or peplos which was venerated as the 
city's palladium. On the innumerable votive stelae which have 
been unearthed, we find invocations to Tanit and Baal-Ammon,. 
as two associate deities (Owl ramboos). The usual formula in these 
inscriptions is, " To the great lady Tank, the manifestation (reflex, 
face] of Baal (Tanis-Pent-Baal) and to our lord Baal-Ammon, 
the vow of Bomilcar, son of Mago, eon of Bomilcar, because they 
have heard •  his prayer" (Corp. snscr. semi,. vol. i. pp. 276 f.; 
Audollent. Cards. Rom. p. 369). 

Baal-Ammon or Moloch, the great god of all Libya, is represented 
as an old man with ram's horns on his forehead ; the ram is frequently 
found with his statues. He appears also with a scythe in his hand 
(" falcens feces sews plaid's., St Cyprian, De idol. rani:, 10. 
At Carthage children were sacrificed to him, and in his temple there 
was a colossal bronze statue in the arms of which were placed the 
children who were to be sacrificed (Diod. Sic. xx. 14; Justin xviii. 
6, xis. I; Plut. De superstit. 13, De sera num. oindic. 6.). The 
children slipped one by one from the arms into a furnace amid the 
plaudits of fanatical worshippers. These sacrifices persisted even 
under Roman rule; Tertullian states that even in his time they 
took place in secret (Apolog. cis.; cf. Delattre, " [script, de Carth.," 
in Bulletin 1pigraphigue, iv. p. 317; Audollent, op. cit. p. 398). 

(4) Roman Period.—In 122 B.C., twenty-four years after the 
destruction of the city by Scipio Aemilianus, the Roman senate, 
on the proposal of Rubrius, decided to plant a Latin colony on 
the site.. C. Graccbus and Fulvius Flaccus were entrusted 
with the foundation of the new city, which was christened 
Colonia Junonia, and placed under the protection of Juno 
Caelestis, the new name for the Punic Tanit. But its prosperity 
was obstructed both by unpropitious omens and by the very 
recollection of the ancient feud, and fifty years later Marius, 
proscribed by Sulla, found the ruins practically deserted. In 
the neighbourhood were the scattered remnants of the old Punic 
population, who, according to Atlienaeus (Deipnosoph. v. so), 
had actually had the assurance to send ambassadors to Mithra-
dates the Great assuring him of their support against Rome. 
Ultimately M. Minucius Rufus passed a law abrogating that of 
x sr and suppressing the Colonic; Junonia. 

Julius Caesar, pursuing the lost supporters of Pompey, 
encamped on the ruins of the city, and there, according to 
tradition, had a dream which induced him to re-establish the 
abandoned colony. Returning to Rome, he despatched thither 
the poor citizens who were demanding land from him. Later on 
Augustus sent new colonists, and, henceforward, the machinery 
of administration was regularly centred there (Appian viii. 136; 
Dio Cass. )xrt. x; Audollent, op. cit. p. 46). he proconsuls of 
the African province had hitherto lived at Utica; in 24-23 B.c. 
C. Sentius Saturninus transferred his headquarters to Carthage, 
which was henceforth known as Colonia Julia Carthago. Several 
inscriptions use this name, as also the bronze coins which bear 
the heads of Augustus and Tiberius, and were struck at first in 
the name of the snicks, afterwards in that of duumviri. 

Pomponius Mela and Strabo already describe Carthage as 
among the greatest and most wealthy cities of the empire. 
Herodian puts it second to Rome, and such is the force of tradi-
tion that the Roman citizens resident in Carthage boasted of its 
Punic past, and loved to recall its glory. Virgil in the Aenetd 
celebrated the misfortunes of Dido, whom the colonists ultimately 
identified with Tanit-Astarte; a public Dido-cult grew up, and 
the citizens even pretended to have discovered the very house 
from which she had watched the departure of Aeneas. The 
religious character of these legends, coupled with the city's 
resumption of its old role as mistress of Africa, and its inde-
pendent spirit, reawakened the old distrust, and even up to the 
invasions of the Vandals the jealous rivalry of Rome forbade 
the reconstruction of the city walls. 

The revolt of L. Clodius Macer, legate of Numidia, in A.D. 68 
was warmly supported by Carthage, and one of the coins of this 
short-lived power bears the symbol of Carthage personified. 
At the moment of the accession of Vitellius, Piso, governor of 
the province of Africa, was in his turn proclaimed emperor at 
Carthage. A little later, under Antoninus Pius, we read of a fire  

which devastated the quarter of the forum; about the same 
time, i.e. under Hadrian and Antoninus, there was built the 
famous Zaghwan aqueduct, which poured more than seven 
million gallons of water a day into the reservoirs of the Mapalia 
(La Malga); the cost of this gigantic work was defrayed by a 
special tansvhich pressed heavily on the inhabitants as late as 
the reign of Septimius Severus; allusions to it are made on the 
coin-types of this emperor (E. Babelon, Rivista italiana di 
numismatica, 2903, p. 157). 

In the early history of Christianity Carthage played as 
auspicious part, in virtue of the number of its disciples, the 
energy and learning of their leaders, the courage and eloquence 
of its teachers, the persecutions of which it was the scene, the 
number of its councils and the heresies of which it witnessed 
the birth, propagation or extinction (see CARTHAGE. SYNODS or). 
The labours of Delattre have filled the St Louis museum at 
Carthage with memorials of the early Church. From the end 
of the 2nd century there was a bishop, of Carthage; the first was 
Agrippinus, the second Optatus. At the head of the apologists, 
whom the persecutions inspired, stands Tertullian. In 202 Of 
203, in the amphitheatre, where Cardinal Lavigerie erected a 
cross in commemoration, occurred the martyrdom of Perpetua 
and Felicitas. Tertullian was succeeded (248) by a no less 
famous bishop Cyprian. About this time the proconsul Gordian 
had himself proclaimed (230 emperor at Thysdrus (El Jem). 
Shortly afterwards Sabinianus, aspiring to the same dignity, 
was besieged by the procurator of Mauretania; the inhabitants 
gave him up and thus obtained a disgraceful pardon (IL Cagnat, 
L'armee romaine d'Afrique, p. 52; Audollent, op. 73). 
Peace being restored, the persecution of the Christians was 
renewed by an edict of the emperor Decius (ago). Cyprian 
escaped by hiding, and subsequently caused the heresy of 
Novatian to be condemned in the council of a51. In 252, is a 
new persecution under Valerian, Cyprian was beheaded by the 
proconsul Galerius Maximus. 

About 264 or 265 a certain Celsus proclaimed himself emperor 
at Carthage, but was quickly slain. Probus, like Hadrian and 
Severus, visited the city, and Maximian had new baths con-
structed. Under Constantius Chlorus, Maxentius proclaimed 
himself emperor in Africa; this caused great excitement in 
Carthage, and the garrison, which was hostile to the pre-
tender, compelled L. Domitius Alexander to assume the purple. 
Domitius was, however, captured by Maxentius and strangled 
at Carthage. About 321 there arose the famous Dawn: 
heresy, supported by 270 African bishops (see DONATISTS sad 
CONSTANTINE I.). At the synod of Carthage in 411 this heresy 
was condemned owing to the eloquence of Augustine. Two 
years later the Carthaginian sectaries even ventured upon a 
political rebellion under the leadership of Heraclianus, who 
proclaimed himself emperor and actually dared to make a descent 
on Italy itself, leaving his son-in-law Sabinus in command at 
Carthage. Being defeated he fled precipitately to Carthage. 
where he was put to death (413). Donatism was followed by 
Pelagianism (see PELAGIUS), also of Carthaginian origin, and 
these religious troubles were not settled when in May 429  the 
Vandals, on the appeal of Count Boniface, governor of Africa. 
crossed the Straits of Gibraltar and invaded Mauretania. Gem-
scric, who was hailed with one accord by all the different sectaries 
as the champion of their several views, appeared in 439 before 
the walls of Carthage, which bad been hastily rebuilt after lye 
hundred years by the order of Theodosius II. The priest 
Salvianus has left a splendid picture of Carthage at this moment 
(de Cuban. vii. 6). It bad soo,cmo inhabitants, and as basilicas 
(several of which have been discovered by Delattre). Gesso* 
entered almost without a blow (October to, 439). and gave 
over the city to plunder before departing for his attack on Italy. 
From this time Carthage became, in the hands of the Vandals 
a mere pirate stronghold, such as Tunis and Algiers were sub-
sequently to become. Once, in 470, the fleet of the Eastern 
empire under the orders of Basiliscus appeared in the Bay . 111 
Carthage, but Generic succeeded in setting fire to the attacking 
ships and from Byrsa watched their entire annthilatioa. 
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Bygowline Ride .—Under Geaseric 's successors (see VANDALS), 

Carthage was still the scene of many displays of savage brutality, 
though Thrasamund built new baths and a basilica . Ultimately 
Gelimer ,.She last Vandal king , was defeated at Ad Decimum by 
the Byzantine army under Belisarius , who entered Carthage 
unopposed (September 14, 533 ). The restored city now received 
the name of Colonia Justinian Carthago ; Beisarius rebuilt the 
walk and entrusted the government to Solomon . New basilicas 
and other monuments were erected , and Byzantine Carthage re-
covered for a century the prosperity of the Roman city. 

At length the Arabs , having conquered Cyrenaica and Tn-
politana (647), and founded Kairawan (67o), arrived before 
Carthage. In 697 Hasan ibn en-Noman , the Gassanid governor 
of Egypt, captured the city almost without resistance. But 
the garrison left by the Arabs was quite unable to defend itself 
against the patrician Joannes, who retook the city and hastily 
put it in a state of defence . Hasan returned furious with anger, 
defeated the Byzantines again , and decreed the entire destruction 
of the city. His orders were fulfilled ; and in 698 Carthage 
finally disappears from history . Once again only does the name 
appear in the middle ages , when the Stench king , Louis IX., at 
the head of the eighth crusade , disembarked there on the 17th of 
July 1270 . He died , however , of the plague on the 25th of August 
without having recovered northern Africa for civilization. 

Brationaarnr .—l. Ancient.—(a) Polybius , Diodorus Slculus, 
Lfvy, Appian , Justin , Strabo ; (b) for the Christianperind , Tertullian, 
Cypnan , Augustine ; (c) for the Byzantine and Vandal , Procopius 
and Victor de Vita. All the references to the topography of Roman 
and Byzantine Carthage are collected in Audollent , Carthage romaine 

1901), pp. 775-825,  which also contains a full list of modem works 
13-332, and p. 835)- 

1. Modes.—The most important are: Falbe, Recbercies say 
Fwwplocenea St Carthage (Pans, r83^); Dureau de la Matte, Togpoo..  
ppaphie d< Carthage ( Paris, 1835; Nathan Davis , Carthage and lie,
1Zewsarwt (London, 186,); Bruit, Fous/ks d Carthage (Paris, 1861); 
Victor Guerin, Voyage ardt4o(og iyae Sans is rfgence de Tunis (Paris, 
,862); E. de Sainte.Marie, Mission d Carthage (Paris, 1884); C. 
T'sasot, GEagrapiie comysrh de la province romaine d'Afngue (Paris, 
1884-1888 2 vole.); E. Babelon , Carthage ( Paris, 1896); Otto 
Meltzer, Gesckichfe Sc, Kartia er (Berlin; 1879-1896, 2 vols.); Paul 
Monceaux, Let Africains, Etude sur to blt&ature !aline de I'Afrique; 
Las Paiesu (Paris, 5898); Xistoire litkraire de l'Afrique chrftiennr 
(Paris, 1901-1909, 3  vols.); Pallq de Lessen. VV ,caves et conies 
fAfrigre (Paris, 1892); Forks des provinces africaines sous la 
dawisatsoa rofnasne (Paris. 1896- 1901, 2 volt.); R . Cagnat , L'ArmEe 
romaine d'Afrigw (Paris, 1892); C. Diehl, L'Afrique byeantine, 
iirtoire Sc Ia damnation byzanl,ne on Afrique (Paris, 1896); Aug. 
Andoient , Cartiafe romaine ( Paris , 19o'); A . J. Church and A. 
Gilman , Carthage in "Story of the Nations " series (1886). For the 
nunySrroous pubfcationsof PbreDelattre scattered in various periodicals 
see Etude stn les diverse, publications du R. P. DeIo,Ure, by Marquis 
d'Anselms Sc Puisaye (Paris, 1895); Miss Mabel Moore s Carthage 
oJ the Phoenicians (London , 1905) contains a useful summary of 
Delaetre's excavations. See further for the discussion of particular 
pints:  " Chronique archbologique africaine," published by Stiph. 
Gsell, it the Revue afrwaine of Algiers , ' 893, and following years; 
and in the Melanges d'archEolegie et d'iittofre Sr I'Lcote frantaise Sc 
Rome. vol. xv. (1895 and (otfowing years ) ; Dr Carton ," Chroniqque 
arebbologique nord-africatne ," in the Revue tunisienne. (E. B.`) 

CARTHAGE, a city and the county -seat of Jasper county, 
Missouri . U.S.A., on the Spring river , about 950 ft. above sea-
Level , and about i5o m . S. by E . of Kansas City. Pop . (' 690) 
7981; (t9oo) 9416, of whom 539  were negroes; (19to census) 
9483. It is served by the St Louis tit San Francisco, the 
Missouri Pacific . and the St Louis , Iron Mountain k Southern 
railways , and is connected with Webb City and Joplin. Mo.. 
and Galena , Kan., by the electric line of the Southwest Missouri 
railway . The town is built on high ground underlain by solid 
limestone , and has much natural and architectural beauty. It 
is the seat of the Carthage Collegiate Institute ( Presbyterian). 
A Chautauqua assembly and a county fair are held annually. 
In the vicinity there are valuable lead , zinc and coal mines, and 
quarries of Carthage "marble ," with which the county court 
houses built . Carthage is a jobbing centre for a fruit and grain 
producing region ; live-stock (especially harness horses) is raised 
in the vicinity ; and among the city 's manufactures are lime, 
&vir, armed fruits , furniture , bed springs and mattresses, 
alining and quarrying machinery , ploughs and woollen goods. 

Inr9osthefactoryproducts were valuedat$1 ,179.66, . Natural 
gas for domestic use and for factories is piped from the Kansas 
gas fields . The municipality owns and operates the electric-
lighting plant . Carthage , founded in 1833, was laid out as a 
town and became the county -seat in 2842 , was incorporated 
as a town in 1868 , was chartered as a city in 1873 , and in 1890 
became a city of the third class under the general (state) law. 
On the 5th of July 1862 about 3500 Confederates under General 
James E. Rains and M. M. Parsons , accompanied by Governor 
Claiborne Fox Jackson ( 1807-1862), and 15oo Union troops 
under Colonel Franz Sigel , were engaged about 7 m. north of the 
city in an indecisive skirmish which has been tamed the battle 
of Carthage. 

CARTHAGE, SYNODS OP. During the 3rd , 4th. and 5th 
centuries the town of Carthage (q.s.) in Africa served as the 
meeting -place of a large number of church synods , of which, 
however , only the most important can be treated here. 

,. In May s5' a synod , assembled under the presidency of 
Cyprian to consider the treatment of the lapsi (those who had 
fallen away from the faith during persecution ), excommunicated 
Felicissimus and five other Novatian bishops (Rigorists), and 
declared that the lapsi should be dealt with, not with indiscrim-
inate severity , but according to the degree of individual guilt. 
These decisions were confirmed by a synod of Rome in the 
autumn of the same year . Other Carthaginian synods concern-
ing the la psi were held in 252 and 254 

See Hefele , 2nd ed ., i. pp. 111 sqq. (English translation , i. pp. 93 
sqq.); Mansi, i. pp- 863 qq•• 905 sqq.; Hardoufn, i. pp- 1 33 sqq., 
147 qq•; CYpnan, Epp.  52. 54. 55. 68. 

2. Two synods , in 255 and 256 , held under Cyprian, pro-
nounced against the validity, of heretical baptism, thus taking 
direct issue with Stephen , bishop of Rome , who promptly 
repudiated them , and separated himself from the African 
Church. A third synod , September 256, unanimously reaffirmed 
the position ofthe other two . Stephen 's pretensions to authority 
as "bishop of bishops " were sharply resepted , and for some 
time the relations of the Roman and African Churches were 
severely strained. 

See Hefcle. 2nd ed., i. pp. tt7-t,9 (English translation, I. pp. 9q 
sqq.); Mansi, i. pp. 92 1 qq •. 95 1  sqq .; Hardoufn , I. pp. 153 sqq.; 
Cyprian, Epp- 69-75- 

3. The Dontist schism (see Doxerisrs) occasioned a number 
of important synods . About 348 a synod of Catholio bishops, 
who had met to record their gratitude for the effective official re-
pression of the" Circumceltiones " (Dontist terrorists), declared 
against the rebaptism of any one who had been baptized in the 
name of the Trinity, and adopted twelve canons of clerical 
discipline. 

Sec Hefele , 25d. ed ., i. pp. 632 .633 (English translation, ii. pp. 
184-186); Mansi, iii . pp- 1 43 sqq .; Hardoufn, i. pp. 683 sqq. 

4. The " Conference of Carthage " (see DONArisis), held by 
imperial command in 411 with a view to terminating the Donatist 
schism , while not strictly a synod , was nevertheless one of the 
most important assemblies in the history of the African church, 
and, indeed of the whole Christian church. 

See Hefele , 2nd ed ., ii. pp. 103-104 (English translation, ii pp. 
445-446) ; Mansi, iv. pp. 7.283 ; H ardouin, f. pp. 1043.1190. 

5.On the 1st of May 418 a great synod (" A Council of Africa," 
St Augustine calls it), which assembled under the presidency of 
Aurelius , bishop of Carthage, to take action concerning the 
errors of Caclestius , a disciple of Petagius (g.e.), denounced the 
Pelagian doctrines of human nature , original sin, grace and 
perfectibility , and fully approved the contraryviews of Augustine. 
Prompted by the reinstatement by the bishop of Rome of a 
deposed African priest , the synod enacted that " whoever 
appeals to a court on the other side of the sea (meaning Rome) 
may not again be received into communion by any one in Africa" 
(canon 17). 

See Hefele . 2nd cd . , ii. pp . 116 sqq . (English translation , ii. pp. 
4 'S8 sqq.): Mansi. iii. pp. 8'o sqq., iv. pp. 377 qq•. 45 1  sqq.: 
Hardoufn, i. pp. 926 sqq. 

6. The question of appeals to Rome occasioned two synods, 
one in 419, the other in 424 . The latter addressed a letter to 
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the bishop of Rome, Celestine, protesting against his claim to 
appellate jurisdiction, and urgently requesting the immediate 
recall of his legate, and advising him to send no more judges to 
Africa. 

See Hefele, snd 	pp. 1202CM. 137 sqq. (English translation, 
PP. 462 1.19q...480 sqq•); Mans*, 	PP- 835 KM., Iv. Pp,  Cm KN.. 

477 see.; rtareouin, pp. 943 sqq., 1241 aqq. 	(T. F. C.) 
CARTHUSIANS, an order of monks founded by St Bruno (q.v.). 

In 1084 Bruno and his six companions presented themselves 
before the bishop of Grenoble and explained to him their desire 
to lead an ascetical life in a solitary place. He pointed out to 
them a desolate spot named Chartreuse, on the mountains near 
Grenoble, rocky and precipitous, and snow-covered during a 
great portion of the year, and told them they might there carry 
out their design. They built themselves three huts and an 
oratory, and gave themselves up to a life of prayer and silence 
and extreme austerity. After a few years Bruno was summoned 
to Rome by Urban II., as an adviser in the government of the 
Church, c. 1090; but after a year or so he obtained permission 
to withdraw from Rome, and was able to found in the forests of 
Calabria near Squillace a second, and later on a third and a fourth 
monastery, on the same lines as the Chartreuse. On one of these 
south Italian foundations Bruno died in Hot. On leaving the 
Chartreuse he had appointed a successor as superior, and the 
institute steadily took more settled shape and further develop-
ment. Peter the Venerable, abbot of Cluny, writing about 
forty years later, speaks thus of the mode of life of the earliest 
Carthusians:— 

" Warned by the negligence and lukewarmness of many of the 
older monks, they adopted for themselves and for their followers 
greater precaution against the artifices of the Evil One. As 
remedy against pride and vain-glory they chose a dress more poor 
and contemptible than that of any other religious body; so that it 
is horrible to look on these garments, so short, scanty, coarse and 
dirty are they. In order to cut up avarice by the roots, they en-
closed around their cells a certain quantity of land, more or less, 
according to the fertility of the district; and they would not accept 
a foot of land beyond that limit ff you were to offer them the whole 
world. For the same motive they limit the quantity of their cattle, 
oxen, asses, sheep and goats. And in order that they might have 
do motive for augmenting their possessions, either of land or animals, 
they ordained that in every one of their monasteries there should 
be no more than twelve monks, with their prior the thirteenth, 
eighteen lay brothers and a few paid servants. To mortify the 
flesh they always wear hair shirts of the severest kind, and their 
fasting is welhugh continuous. They always eat bread of unbolted 
meal, and take so much water with their wine that it has hardly 
any flavour of wine left. They never eat meat, whether in health 
or ill. They never buy fish, but they accept it if it is given to them 
for charity. They may eat cheese and eggs only on Sundays and 
Thursdays. On Tuesdays and Saturdays they eat cooked vegetables. 
On Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays they take only bread and 
water. They eat once a day only, save during the octaves of 
Christmas, Easter, Pentecost, Epiphany and other solemnities. 
They live in separate little houses like the ancient monks of Egypt, 
and they occupy themselves continually with reading, prayer and 
the labour of their hands, especially the writing of books. They 
recite the prayers for minor canonical hours in their own dwellings, 
when warned by the bell of the church; but they all assemble in 
church for matins and vespers. On feast days they eat twice, and 
sing all the offices in the church, and eat in the refectory. They 
do not say mass save on festivals and Sundays. They boil the 
vegetables served out to them in their own dwellings, and never 
dnnk wine save with their food." (Migne, Patrol. Let. cboodx. 943.) 

In its broad outlines this description of primitive Carthusian 
life has remained true, even to the present day: the regulations 
as to food are not quite so stringent, and the habit is now an 
ordinary religious habit of white serge. It was not until t170 
that the Carthusians were formally constituted a separate 
religious order by papal act. Owing to its very nature, the 
institute never had any great expansion: at the middle of the 
13th century there were some so Charterhouses; at the beginning 
of the 18th there were 17o, 75 being in France. 

There was no written rule before 1130, when Guigo, the 
fifth prior of the Grande Chartreuse, reduced to writing the 
body of customs that had been the basis of Carthusian life 
(Migne, Patrol. Lat. cliii. 630; enlargements and modifications 
of this code were made in 1259, 1367, 1509 and 1681: this last 
form of the statutes is the present Carthusian rule. 

The life is very nearly eremitical: except on Sundays and 
feasts, the Carthusians meet only three times a day in the 
church—for the Midnight Office, for Mass and for Vespers; 
once a week, on Sundays (and feasts) they have their meal in 
the refectory, and once a week they have recreation together 
and a walk outside enclosure. All the rest of their time is passed 
in solitude in their hermitages, which are built quite separate 
from one another. Each hermitage is a house, containing 
living-room, bedroom and oratory, workshop and store-room, 
and has a small garden attached. The monks are supplied with 
such tools as they wish to employ in workshop and garden, and 
with such books as they need from the library. The Carthusian 
goes to bed every evening at 7 and is called about 11, when 
he says in his private oratory the Officiates B. Marine Virginia. 
Towards midnight all repair to the church for Matins and Lauds, 
which are celebrated with extraordinary solemnity and prolixity, 
so as to last from a to 3 hours, according to the office. They 
then return to bed until 5, when they again go to the church for 
the daily High Mass, still celebrated according to the phase of 
liturgical and ritual development of the 11th century. The 
private Masses are then said, and the monks betake themselves 
to work or study. At ro in summer, t1 in winter, 11 on feast 
days, they have their dinner, alone except on Sundays and feasts; 
the dinner is supplied from the common kitchen through a small 
window. On many days of the year there is but one meal; 
meat is never eaten, even in sickness—this has always been an 
absolute rule among the Carthusians. In the afternoon they 
again assemble in the church for Vespers; the lesser portions 
of the canonical office, as well as the Office of the Blessed Virgin 
and the Office of the Dead, are said privately in the oratories. 

This manner of life has been kept up almost without variation 
for eight centuries: among the Carthusians there have never 
been any of those revivals and reforms that are so striking a 
feature in the history of other orders—" never reformed, because 
never deformed." The Carthusians have always lived thus 
wholly cut off from the outer world, each one in almost entire 
isolation. They introduced and have kept up in western 
Europe a life resembling that of the early Egyptian monks, • 
as under St Anthliny's guidance monasticism passed from the 
utter individualism of the first hermits to the half eremitical, 
half cenobitical life of the Lauras (see Mowasncrsw). Owing 
to certain resemblances in external matters to the Benedictine 
rule and practice, the Carthusians have sometimes been regarded 
as one of the offshoots from the Benedictines; but this view is 
not tenable, the whole Carthusian conception, idea and spirit 
being quite different from the Benedictine. 

The superiors of the Charterhouses arc priors, not abbots. 
and the prior of the Grande Chartreuse is the superior general 
of the order. A general chapter of the priors is held annually 
at the Grande Chartreuse. The Carthusian% have always 

 flourished most in France, but they had houses all over western 
Europe; some of the Italian Certose, as those at Pavia, Florence 
and Naples, are renowned for their wonderful beauty. 

The first English Charterhouse was established in tr78 at 
Witham by Sclwood Forest, and at the Dissolution there were 
nine, the most celebrated being those at Sheen in Surrey and at 
Smithfield in London (for list see Catholic Dictionary, art." Car 
thusians "). The Carthusians were the only order that made 
any corporate resistance to the ecclesiastical policy of Henry 
VIII. The community of the London Charterhouse stood firm, 
and the prior and several of the monks were put to death is 

535 under circumstances of barbarous cruelty. In Marts 
reign a community was reassembled at Sheen, and on her 
death it emigrated, fifteen in number, to Flanders, and finally 
settled in Nieuport; it maintained itself as an English community 
for a considerable time, but gradually dwindled, and the last of 
the old English Carthusian stock died in 1831. There is now one 
Charterhouse in England established at Parkminster in Sussex 
in 1883; the community numbers so choir-monks, but it is 
almost wholly made up of foreigners, including many of those 
recently expelled from France. 

At the French Revolution the monks were driven from the 
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Grande Chartreuse, but they returned in 1816; they were again 
driven out under the Association Laws of 19oz , and. the commun-
ity of the Grande Chartreuse is now settled in an old Certosa 
near Lucca. Of late years the community at the Grande 
Chartreuse had consisted of some 40 choir-monks and 20 lay 
brothers. Before the recent expulsions from France there were 
in all some 20 Charterhouses. 

There have been since the middle of the 13th century a very 
few convents of Carthusian nuns, not more than ten; in recent 
times there have been but two or three, one situated a few miles 
from the Grande Chartreuse. The rule resembles that of the 
monks, but the isolation, solitude and silence are much less 
stringent. The habit of the Carthusian% both monks and nuns, 
is white. 

A word may be added as to the famous liqueur, known as 
Chartreuse, made by the monks. At the Revolution the property 
of the Carthusians was confiscated, and on their restoration they 
recovered only the barren desert in which the monastery stood, 
and for it they had to pay rent. Thus they were for some years 
in want even of the needful means of subsistence. Then the 
liqueur was invented as a means of supplying the wants of the 
community; it became a great commercial success and produces 
a large yearly income. This income the monks have not spent 
on themselves, nor does it accumulate. The first charge is the 
maintenance of the Grande Chartreuse and the other Charter-
houses, and out of it have been built and established the new 
monasteries of the order, as at DUsseldorf, Parkminster and 
elsewhere; but by far the largest portion has been spent on 
religious and charitable purposes in France and all over the world, 
—churches, schools, hospitals, almshouses, foreign missions. 
One thing is certain: the profits made no difference at all to 
the secluded and austere life of the monks of the Grande 
Chartreuse. 

Aurnoairms.—The most comprehensive historical work on the 
Carthusian order is B. Tromby, Scoria del patriarea S. Brunone e 
del sue ordine (so vols., 1773). References to other 'histories, old 
and new, will be found in Max Heimbucher, Orden r. Kongregalionen 
(1696). i. e 36• Wetter and Welte, Kirchenkricon (ed. a), art. 

Karthau en "; Herzog-Hauck, Realencyklopddie (ed. 3). art. 
" Karthauser." For the English Carthusians, see E. Margaret 
Thompson, Somerset Carthusian (1895), and Dom L. Hendrika, 
Landon Charterisouse (1889). The best study on St Bruno and the 
foundation of the order is Hermann LObbel, " Der Slitter des 
Kartbauser-Ordens," 1899 (vol. v. No. I of Kircheneeschichtliche 
Studiess,MOnster); and the best account of the actual life is by Algar 
Thorold (Dublin Review, April 1892), who spent some months in the 
noviciate at the Grande Chartreuse. A little tract (anonymous) 
translated from French, The Carthusians, 1902 (Orphans Press, 
Buckley Hall, Rochdale), gives precise information on the history, 
spirit and life of the Carthusian. (E. C. B.) 

CARTIER, SIR GEORGES /STIRRER Bart. ( 1814-18 73), 
Canadian statesman, was born in the province of Quebec on the 
6th of September x814. Called to the bar in 1835, he soon 
gained a large practice. He took part in the rebellion of 1837, 
and was forced for a time to fly the country. In 1848 he was 
elected to the Canadian parliament. His youthful ebullition 
of x837 was soon repented of, and he became a loyal subject of 
the British crown. So greatly had he changed that in 1854 
he became a leading member of the reconstructed Liberal-
Conservative party. In x855 he was appointed provincial 
secretary, and in 1857 attorney-general for Lower Canada. 
From 0158 to x862 he and Sir John Macdonald were joint prime 
ministers of Canada, and their alliance lasted till the death of 
Cartier. He took the chief part in promoting many useful 
measures, such as the abolition of seigneurial tenure in Lower 
Canada (see QuEnsc), and the codification of the civil law of 
that province (x857-1864). Above all he favoured the con-
struction of railways, and to his energy and fearless optimism 
are largely due the eventual success of the Grand Trunk railway, 
and the resolve to construct the Canadian Pacific. In the face 
of great opposition, he carried his native province into federation 
(1864-1867), which would have been impossible without his aid. 
In the first cabinet of Sir John Macdonald he sat as minister of 
militia and defence, and carried in i868 an important act estab-
lishing the land forces of Canada on a sound basis. Though a 

v8  

devout Catholic, he became involved in a political quarrel with 
his church, and was defeated by clerical influence at the general 
election of x872. Another scat was found for him, but his health 
failed and he died on the aoth of May 1873. 

The Life, by Alfred 0. De Celle, (Toronto, 1904), may be supple-
mented by the sketch in Dent's Canadian Portrait Gallery (Toronto, 
1880). ,(W. L. G.) 

CARTIER, JACQUES (1491-1557),. French navigator, dis-
coverer of the Canadian river St Lawrence, was born at St Malo 
in Brittany. Of his early life nothing is known. On the suppres-
sion by Admiral Chabot of the trade to Brazil, an expedition 
consisting of two ships and sixty-one men was despatched from 
St Malo under Cartier on the aoth of April 1 534, to look for a 
north-west passage to the East. Cartier reached Newfoundland 
on the loth of May, and at once entered the strait of Belle Isle, 
then known to the fishermen as the bay of Castles. While the 
ships renewed their supply of wood and water in Belles Amours 
harbour on the north side of the strait, the long-boats discovered 
that the coast farther west was barren, rocky and uninviting. 
In view of this Cartier set sail on Monday, the 15th of June, for 
the south side of the strait, by following which he was led down 
almost the whole west coast of Newfoundland. Off St George's 
Bay a storm drove the ships out into the gulf, but on resuming 
his course Cartier fell in with the Bird Rocks. The island south 
of these he named Brion Island, after Chabot. Cartier mistook 
our Magdalen and Prince Edward Islands for the main shore on 
the south side of this inland sea. Following the coast of New 
Brunswick northward he was greatly disappointed to discover 
Chaleur Bay was not a strait. During a ten days' stay in Gaspe 
Harbour Cartier made friends with a tribe of Huron-Iroquois 
Indians from Quebec, two of whom he carried off with him. A 
mirage deceived him into thinking the passage up the river south 
of Anticosti was a bay, whereupon he proceeded to coast the 
southern, eastern and northern shores of Anticosti. On dis-
covering the passage between this island and the Quebec shore 
a council was held, at which ft was decided to postpone the 
exploration of this strait until the following year. Heading 
eastward along the Quebec shore, Cartier soon regained the Strait 
of Belle Isle and, entering the Atlantic on the 15th of August, 
reached St Mao in safety on the 5th of September. 

Cartier set sail again from St Malo with three vessels on the 
16th of May 1536, and passing through the strait of Belle Isle 
anchored on the 9th of August in Pillage Bay, opposite Anticosti. 
The next day he named this the bay of St Lawrence. In course 
of time the name spread to the gulf and finally to the river. 
Proceeding through the passage north of Anticosti, Cartier 
anchored on the xst of September at the mouth of the Saguenay, 
which the two Indians who had passed the winter in France 
informed him was the name of a kingdom " rich and wealthy 
in precious stones." Again on reaching the island of Orleans, 
so named after the third son of Francis I., they told Cartier he 
was now in the kingdom of Canada, in reality the Huron-Iroquois 
word for village. Leaving his two larger vessels in the St Charles, 
which there enters the St Lawrence, Cartier set off westward 
with the bark and the long-boats. The former grounded in Lake 
St Peter, but in the latter he reached, on the 2nd of October, 
the Huron-Iroquois village of Hochelaga on the site of the city 
of Montreal. Further progress was checked by the Lachine 
Rapid. From the top of Mount Royal, a name still in use, 
Cartier beheld the St Lawrence and the Ottawa stretching away 
to the west. On his return to the St Charles, where during the 
winter twenty-five men died of scurvy, Cartier sought further 
information about the rich country called Saguenay, which he 
was informed could be reached more easily by way of the 
Ottawa. In order to give Francis I. authentic information of 
this northern Mexico, Cartier seized the chief and eleven of the 
headmen of the village and carried them off to France. This 
time he passed south of Anticosti and, entering the Atlantic 
through Cabot Strait, reached St Malo 'on the r6th of July 
1 537. 

Francis I. was unable to do anything further until the spring 
of 1541, when Cartier set sail with five vessels and took up 
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his quarters at Cap Rouge, g m. above Quebec. A soldier, the 
seigneur de Roberval, had been chosen to lead the men to the 
conquest of Saguenay; but when he did not arrive, Cartier made 
a fresh examination of the rapid of Lachine, preparatory to 
sending the men up the river Ottawa. Roberval at length set 
sail in April 5542, but on reaching St John's, Newfoundland, met 
Cartier on his way back to France. In the summer of x543, 
Cartier was sent out to bring home Roberval, whose attempt to 
make his way up the Ottawa to this mythical Saguenay had 
proved futile. From 2544 until his death at St Malo, on the 1st 
of September 1557, Cartier appears to have done little else than 
give technical advice in nautical matters and act as Portuguese 
interpreter. 

A critical edition of Cartier'. Brief Nat de la navigation faiete is 
isles de Canada (1545), from the MSS., has been published by the 
university of Toronto. The best English version ts that by James 
Phinney Baxter, published at Portland, Maine, in 1906. (H. P. B.) 

CARTILAGE (Lat. coMilago, gristle), the firm elastic and gristly 
connective tissue in vertebrates. (See CONNECTIVE TISSUES 

and Joins.) 
CARTOON (Ital. carlone, pasteboard), a term used in pictorial 

art in two senses. (r) In painting, a cartoon is used as a model 
for a large picture in fresco, oil or tapestry, or for statuary. 
It was also formerly employed in glass and mosaic work. When 
cartoons are used in fresco-painting, the back of the design is 
covered with black-lead or other colouring matter; and, this 
side of the picture being applied to the wall, the artist passes over 
the lines of the design with a point, and thus obtains an impression. 
According to another method the outlines of the figures are 
pricked with a needle, and the cartoon, being placed against the 
wall, is " pounced," i.e. a bag of black colouring-matter is drawn 
over the perforations, and the outlines are thus transferred to the 
wall. In fresco-painting, the portions of the cartoon containing 
figures were formerly cut out and fixed (generally in successive 
sections) upon the moist plaster. Their contour was then traced 
with a pointed instrument, and the outlines appeared lightly 
incised upon the plaster after the portion of the cartoon was 
withdrawn. In the manufacture of tapestries upon which it 
is wished to give a representation of the figures of cartoons, these 
figures are sometimes cut out, and laid behind or under the woof, 
to guide the operations of the artist. In this case the cartoons 
arc coloured. 

Cartoons have been executed by some of the most distinguished 
masters; the greatest extant performances in this line of art 
are those of Raphael. They are seven in number, coloured in 
distemper; and at present they adorn the Victoria and 
Albert Museum, in South Kensington, having been removed 
thither from their former home, the palace of Hampton Court. 
With respect to their merits, they count among the best of 
Raphael's productions; Lanzi even pronounces them to be in 
beauty superior to anything else the world has ever seen. Not that 
they all present features of perfect loveliness, and limbs of 
faultless symmetry,—this is far from being the case; but in 
harmony of design, in the universal adaptation of means to one 
great end, and in the grasp of soul which they display, they stand 
among the foremost works of the designing art. The history of 
these cartoons is curious. Leo X. employed Raphael in design-
ing (in z 5 t5-15t6) a series of Scriptural subjects, which were 
first to be finished in cartoons, and then to be imitated in tapestry 
by Flemish artists, and used for the decoration of the Sistine 
Chapel. Two principal sets of tapestries were accordingly 
executed at Arras in Flanders; but it is supposed that neither 
Leo nor Raphael lived to see them. The set which went to Rome 
was twice carried away by invaders, first in 1527 and afterwards in 
1798. In the first instance they were restored in a perfect state; 
but after.  their return in 1814 one was wanting—the cupidity of 
a Genoese having induced him to destroy it for the sake of 
the precious metal which it contained. Authorities differ as 
to the original number of cartoons, but there appear to have 
been twenty-five,---some by Raphael himself, assisted by Gian-
francesco Pehni, others by the surviving pupils of Raphael. 
The cartoons after which the tapestries were woven were not,  

it would seem, restored to Rome, but remained as lumber 
about the manufactory in Arms till after the revolution of the 
Low Countries, when seven of them which had escaped destruc-
tion were purchased by Charles I., on the recommendation of 
Rubens. They were found much injured, " boles being pricked 
in them for the weavers to pounce the outlines, and in other parts 
they were almost cut through by tracing." It has never been 
ascertained what became of the other cartoons. Three tapestries, 
the cartoons of which by Raphael no longer exist, are in the 
Vatican,—representing the stoning of St Stephen, the conversion 
of St Paul, and St Paul in prison at Philippi. 

Besides the cartoons of +Raphael, two, to which an extra-
ordinary celebrity in art-history attaches, were those executed in 
competition by Leonardo da Vinci and by Michelangelo—the 
former named the Battle of the Standard, and the latter the 
Cartoon of Pisa—soldiers bathing, surprised by the approach of 
the enemy. Both these great works have perished, but the 
general design of them has been preserved. In recent times 
some of the most eminent designers of cartoons have been masters 
of the German school,—Cornelius, ICaulbach, Steinle, Fuhrich, 
&c.; indeed, as a general rule, these artists appear to greater 
advantage in their cartoons than in the completed paintings of 
the same compositions. In England cartoon-work developed con-
siderably in 1843 and 1844, when a competition was held for the 
decoration of the new Houses of Parliament. Dyce and Madise 
left examples of uncommon mark in this line. The cartoon by 
Fred. Walker, A.R.A., made to advertise the dramatic version of 
Wilkie Collins's Woman in IVkile, is now at the Tate Gallery; and 
cartoons by Ford Madox Brown are in the Victoria and Albert 
Museum, South Kensington. (W. M. R.) 

(2) " Cartoon " is also a term now applied to the large politics! 
drawings in the humorous or satirical papers of the day. At an 
earlier period satirical prints were styled " caricatures," and were 
issued separately. Gillray, Rowlandson, the three Cruikshanks, 
Heath and others were popular favourites in this class of design . 

Even the insignificant little cuts by Robert Seymour in Figaro is 
London, the diableries in The Fly, and the vulgar and rancorous 
political skits identified with the flood of scurrilous little papers of 
the time, were dignified by the same term. The long series of 
Political Sketches by " H. B." (John Doyle) were the first ex-
amples of unexaggerated statement, and fair and decorous 
satire. With the advent of Punch and its various rivals (Tie 
Peep-Show, Tke Great Gun, Diogenes and the like), the general 
tone was elevated. Punch at first adopted the word" pencilling 
to describe the " big cut," which dealt variously with political 
and social topics. But when in 1843 there was held in West-
minster Hall the great exhibition of " cartoons " from which 
selection was to be made of designs for the decoration in fresco of 
the new Houses of Parliament, Punch jocularly professed to 
range himself alongside the great artists of the day; so that the 
" mad dcsigne " of the reign of Charles I. became the " cartoon 
of that of Queen Victoria. John Leech's drawing in No. ros of 
that journal was the first caricature to be called a cartoon: it was 
entitled " Substance and Shadow: the Poor ask for Bread, and 
the Philanthropy of the State accords—an Exhibition." Later. 
Punch dropped the word for a while, but the public took it up . 
Yet the New English Dictionary curiously attributes the first use d 
it to Miss Braddon in t863. 

In England the cartoon, no longer a weapon of venosioes 
attack, has come to he regarded as a humorous or sarcastic 
comment upon the topic uppermost in the nation's mind, a witty 
or saturnine illustration of views already formed, rather than as 
an instrument for the manufacture of public opinion. It has 
almost wholly lost its rancour; it has totally lost its ferocity—
the evolutionary result of peace and contentment, for satire in its 
more violent and more spontaneous form is but the outcome of 
the dissatisfaction or the rage of the multitude. The cartoon, it is 
agreed, must be suggestive; it must present a dear idea hscidly 
and, if possible, laughably worked out; and, however reserved 
or restrained it may be, or even, when occasion demands (as is 
the case of Sir John Tenniel and some of his imitators), boy-ewer 
epic in intuition, it must always figure, so to say, as a leading 
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article transformed into a picture. (See Camcarvaz and 
ILLUSTRATION.) (M. H. S.) 

CARTOUCHE (a French word adapted from the ItaL canoed°, 
a roll of paper, Med Lat. carta, for chart°, paper), originally a 
roll of paper, parchment or other material, containing the charge 
of powder and shot for a firearm, a cartridge (q.v.), which itself is a 
corruption of cartouche. The term was applied in architecture to 
various forms of ornamentation taking the shape of a scroll, such 
as the volute of an Ionian capital. It was particularly used of a 
sculptured tablet in the shape of a partly unrolled scroll on 
which could be placed an inscription or device. Such " car-
touches " are used for titles, &c., on engravings of maps, plans, 
and the like. The arms of the popes and ecclesiastics of high 
birth were borne on an oval cartouche; and it is thus particularly 
applied, in Egyptian archaeology, for the oblong device with 
oval ends, enclosing the names of royal personages on the 
monuments. It is properly an oval formed by a rope knotted at 
one end. An amulet of similar shape, as the symbol of the 
" name," was worn by men and women as a protection against 
the blotting out of the name after death. 

CARTRIDGE (corruption of Fr. cartouche), a case, of brass or 
other metal, cardboard, silk, flannel, &c., containing an ex-
plosive charge, and usually the projectile also, for small arms and 
ordnance (see AsturrnmoN). 

CARTWRIGHT, EDMUND (1743-1823), English inventor, 
younger brother of Major John Cartwright (q.v.), was born at 
Marnham, Nottinghamshire, on the 24th of April 1743, and 
educated at Wikefield grammar school He began his academical 
studies at University College, Oxford, and in 1764 he was elected 
to a fellowship at Magdalen. In 1770 he published Amine and 
Blair°, a legendary poem, which was followed in x779 by The 
Prince of Peace. In 1779 he was presented to the rectory of 
Goadby Marwood, Leicestershire, to which in 1786 was added 
a prebend in the cathedral of Lincoln. He took the degree 
of D.D. at Oxford in 1806. He would probably have passed 
an obscure life as a country clergyman had not his attention 
been accidentally turned in r784 to the possibility of applying 
machinery to weaving. The result was that he invented a power-
loom, for which he took out a patent in r785; it was a rude 
contrivance, though it was improved by subsequent patents 
in x786 and 1787, and gradually developed into the modern 
power-loom. Removing to Doncaster in x785, he started a 
weaving and spinning factory; it did not, however, prove a 
financial success, and in 1793 he had to surrender it to his 
creditors. A mill at Manchester, in which a number of his 
machides were installed, was wilfully destroyed by fire in 1791. 
In 1789 he patented a wool-combing machine, for which he took 
out further patents in 1790 and 1792; it effected large economies 
in the cost of manufacture, but its financial results were not 
more satisfactory to its inventor than those of the power-loom, 
even though in zgoz parliament extended the patent for fourteen 
years. In 1807 a memorial was presented to the government 
urging the benefits that had been conferred on the country by 
the power-loom, and the House of Commons voted him Linceo 
in x809. He then purchased a small farm at Hollander, near 
Sevenoaks, Kent, where he spent the rest of his life. He died 
at Hastings on the 3oth of October 1823. Other inventions of 
Cartwright's included a cordelier or machine for making rope 
(7792), and an engine working with alcohol (1797), together 
with various agricultural implements. 

CARTWRIGHT, JOHN (1740-1824), English parliamentary 
reformer, was born at Marnham in Nottinghamshire on the 
27th of September x740, being the elder brother of Edmund 
Cartwright, inventor of the power-loom. He was educated at 
Newark grammar school and Heath Academy in Yorkshire, and 
at the age of eighteen entered the navy. He was present, in his 
first year of service, at the capture of Cherbourg, and served in 
the following year in the action between Sir Edward Hawke 
and Admiral Conflans. Engaged afterwards under Sir Hugh 
Palliser and Admiral Byron on the Newfoundland station, he 
was appointed to act as chief magistrate of the settlement; and 
the duties of this post he discharged for five years (1765-177o). 

III-health necessitated his retirement from active service for a 
time In 177i. When the disputes with the American colonies 
began, he saw clearly that the colonists had right on their side, 
and warmly supported their cause. At the beginning of the war 
he was offered the appointment of first lieutenant to the duke of 
Cumberland, which would have put him on the path of certain 
promotion. But he declined to fight against the cause which 
he felt to be just. In x774 be published his first plea on behalf 
of the colonists, entitled American Independence the Glory and 
Interest of Great Britain. In the following year, when the 
Nottinghamshire Militia was first raised, he was appointed 
major, and in this capacity he served for seventeen years. He 
was at last illegally superseded, because of his political opinions. 
In 1776 appeared his first work on reform in parliament, which, 
with the exception of Earl Stanhope's pamphlets (1774), appears 
to have been the earliest publication on the subject. It was 
entitled, Take your Choice—a second edition appearing under 
the new title of The Legislative Rights of the Commonalty 
ceded. The task of his life was thenceforth chiefly the attainment 
of universal suffrage and annual parliaments. In 1778 he con-
ceived the project of a political association, which took shape in 
1780 as the " Society for Constitutional Information," including 
among its members some of the most distinguished men of the 
day. From this society sprang the more famous " Corresponding 
Society." Major Cartwright worked unweariedly for the pro-
motion of reform. He was one of the witnesses on the trial of 
his friends, Home Tooke, John Thelwall and Thomas Hardy, in 
2 794, and was himself indicted for conspiracy in 1819. He was 
found guilty in the following year, and was condemned to pay a 
fine of ixoo. He died in London on the 23rd of September 1824. 
He had married in 1780, but had no children. In 183x a monu-
ment from a design by Macdowell was erected to him in Burton 
Crescent where he had lived. 

The Life and Correspondence of Major Cartwright, edited by his 
niece F. D. Cartwright, was published in 1826. 

CARTWRIGHT, PETER (1785-1872), American Methodist 
Episcopal preacher, was born on the rst of September 1785 in 
Amherst county, Virginia. His father, a veteran of the War of 
Independence, took his family to Kentucky in 1790, and lived 
near Lancaster until 1793, and then until 1802 in Logan county 
near the Tennessee line. Peter received little education, and was 
a gambler at cards and horse-racing until 1801, when ho heard 
John Page preach. In June he was received into the church; 
in May 1802 was licensed as a regular exhorter, becoming known 
as the " Kentucky Boy "; in the autumn of '802 was licensed to 
form the Livingston circuit around the mouth of the Cumberland 
river; in 1806 was ordained deacon by Bishop Asbury, and in 
,8o8 presiding elder by Bishop McKendree, under whose direc-
tion he had studied theology. He was presiding elder of the 
Wabash district in 18,2, and of Green river district in e813-1816, 
and, after four years on circuit in Kentucky and two as presiding 
elder of the Cumberland district, was transferred in 1823 to the 
Illinois conference, in which he was presiding elder of various 
districts until 1869. Up to 1856 he preached some 14,605 times, 
received some ro,000 persons into the church, and baptized some 
1 2,000 persons. He died near Pleasant Plains, Sangamon county, 
Illinois, on the 25th of September 1872. He was a typical back-
woods preacher, an able, vigorous speaker, and a racy writer. 

See the Autobiography of Peter Cartwright, the Backwoods Preacher, 
edited by W. P Strickland (New York, 1856). 

CARTWRIGHT, SIR RICHARD JOHN (1835- 	), Canadian 
statesman, was born in Kingston, Canada, on the 4th of 
December 1835, son of the Rev. R.. D. Cartwright, chaplain to 
H.M. Forces. In 1863 he entered the Canadian parliament as a 
Conservative, but soon after federation in 1867 quarrelled with 
his party on the question of their financial policy, which he 
considered extravagant. By 1870 the breach was complete, and 
in 1873 he became finance minister of the Liberal ministry of the 
Hon. Alexander Mackenzie. His honesty and economy were 
undoubted, but the latter quality was sometimes pushed to 
extremes. From 1878 to 1896 he was the chief financial critic on 
the side of the Liberal opposition, and on the accession of Sir 
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Wilfrid Laurier to power in x896 he became minister of trade 
and commerce. In 1898-1899 be represented Canada on the 
Anglo-American joint high commission at Quebec. in 1 904 
failing health led to his retirement to the senate. He acted 
in Sir Wilfrid Laurier's absence at the Imperial Conference 
1907 as acting premier.. 

CARTV/RIGHT, THOMAS (x. 1535-16o3), English Puritan 
divine, was born in Hertfordshire. He studied divinity at St 
John's College, Cambridge, but on Mary's accession had to leave 
the university, and found occupation as clerk to a counsellor-at-
law. On the accession of Elizabeth, he resumed his theological 
studies, and was soon afterwards elected fellow of St John's and 
later of Trinity College. In 1564 he opposed John Preston in a 
theological disputation held on the occasion of Elizabeth's state 
visit, and in the following year helped to bring to a head the 
Puritan attitude on church ceremonial and organization. He 
was popular in Ireland as chaplain to the archbishop of Armagh 
(1565-1567), and in 1569 he was appointed Lady Margaret 
professor of divinity at Cambridge; but John Whitgift, on 
becoming vice-chancellor, deprived him of the post in December 
1570, and—as master of Trinity—of his fellowship in September 
1571. This was a natural consequence of the use which he made 
of his position; he inveighed bitterly against the hferarchy and 
constitution of the Anglican Church,which he comparedunfavour-
ably with the primitive Christian organization. So keen was the 
struggle between him and Whitgift that the chancellor, William 
Cecil, had to intervene. After his deprivation by Whitgift, 
Cartwright visited Bess at Geneva. He returned to England in 
1572, and might have become professor of Hebrew at Cambridge 
but for his expressed sympathy with the notorious " Admonition 
to the Parliament" by John Field and Thomas Wilcox. To 
escape arrest he again went abroad, and officiated as clergyman 
to the English residents at Antwerp and then at Middelburg. 
In 1576 he visited and organized the Huguenot churches of the 
Channel Islands, and after revising the Rhenish version of the 
New Testament, again settled as pastor at Antwerp, declining 
the offer of a chair at St Andrews. In 1585 he returned without 
petmission to London, was imprisoned for a short time, and 
became master of the earl of Leicester's hospital at Warwick. 
In 1590 he was summoned before the court of high commission 
and imprisoned, and in 1591 he was once more committed to the 
Fleet. But he was not treated harshly, and powerful influence 
soon secured his liberation. He visited Guernsey (1595-1598), 
and spent his closing years in honour and prosperity at Warwick, 
where he died on the 27th of December 1603. Cartwright was a 
man of much culture and originality, but exceedingly impulsive. 
His views were distinctly Presbyterian, and he stoutly opposed 
the Brownists or Independents. He never conceived of a separa-
tion between church and state, and would probably have refused 
to tolerate any Nonconformity with his reformed national Pres-
byterian church. To him, however, the Puritanism of his day 
owed its systematization and much of its force. 

CARTWRIGHT. WILLIAM (1611-1643), English dramatist 
and divine, the son of a country gentleman who had been reduced 
to keeping an inn, was born at Northway, Gloucestershire, in 
1611. Anthony a Wood, whose notice of Cartwright is in the 
nature of a panegyric, gives this account of his origin, which is 
probably correct, although it is contradicted by statements made 
in David Lloyd's Memoirs. He was educated at the free school 
of Cirencester, at Westminster school, and at Christ Church, 
Oxford, where he took his M.A. degree in 1635. He became, says 
Wood, " the most florid and seraphical preacher in the uni-
versity," and appears to have been no less admired as a reader 
in metaphysics. in 1642 he was made succentor of Salisbury 
cathedral, and in 1643 he was chosen junior proctor of the uni-
versity. He died on the 29th of November of the same year. 
Cartwright was a " son " of Ben Jonson and an especial 
favourite with his contemporaries. The collected edition of his 
poems (t651) contains commendatory verses by Henry Lawes, 
who set some of his songs to music, by Izaak Walton, Alexander 
Brome, Henry Vaughan and others, and the king wore mourning 
on the day of his funeral. His plays are, with the exception of 

The Ordinary, extremely fantastic in plot, and stilted and 
artificial in treatment. They are: The Royal Slow (1636), 
produced by the students of Christ Church before the king and 
queen, with music by Henry Lewes; The Lady Errata (acted. 
1635-1636; printed, top); The Siege, or Love's Cogent (pitted 
r65x). In The Ordinary (1635 ?) he produced a comedy of real 
life, in imitation of Jonson, representing pot-house society. It 
is reprinted in Dodsley's Old Plays (ed. Hazlitt, voL xi.). 

CARUCATE, or CARRUCATE (from the Med. Iat. camas, 
from comma, a wheeled plough), a measure of land, based 
probably on the area that could be ploughed by a team of amnia 
a year; hence " carucage " means a tax levied on each Nara-
cate " of land (see Hum). 

CARUPANO, a town and port of the state of Betmfides, 
Venezuela, 65 m. N.E. of the city of Cumana. Pop. (IA 
estimate) 8600. Carfipano is situated on the Caribbean coast 
at the opening of two valleys, and is a port of all for several 
regular steamship lines. Its mean annual temperature is 81° F, 
but the climate is healthy, because of its open situation on the 
coast. The country immediately behind the town is roues 
but there is a considerable export of cacao, coffee, sugar, cones, 
timber and rum. 

CARUS, KARL GUSTAV (1789-1869), German physiologist 
and psychologist, distinguished also as an art critic and a land-
scape painter, was born and educated at Leipzig. After a coarse 
in chemistry, he began the systematic study of medicine and is 
x81 x became a Prima docent. On the subject which he selected 
(comparative anatomy) no lectures had previously been given 
at Leipzig, and Carus soon established a reputation as a medical 
teacher. In the war of 1813 be was director of the military 
hospital at Pfaffendorf, near Leipzig, and in 1814 professor to tie 
new medical college at Dresden, where he spent the remainder 
of his life. He was made royal physician in x827, and a privy 
councillor in 1862. He died on the 28th of July 1869. In 
philosophy Carus belonged to the school of Schelling, and his 
works are thoroughly impregnated with the spirit of that system 
He regarded inherited tendency as a proof that the all has a 
certain psychic life, and pointed out that individual differems 
are less marked in the lower than in the higher organisms. Of 
his many works the most important are:—Grunddge do 
verglcichenden Anatomic lend Physiologic (Dresden, 1S28); 
System der Physiologic (and ed., 1847-1849); Psydre 
Entwichdungsgeschichte der Seale (1846, 3rd ecl. Stuttgart, rate); 
Physis, sue Geschichte des kiblirken Lebens (Stuttgart, ads* 
Noise lend Idea (Vienna, 186 x); Symbolik des mensatt•lts 
Gestalts (Leipz., 1853, and ed., 1857); Atlas der Kranieshlit 
(and ed. Leipz.., 1864); Vergleiduwde Psychologie (Vienna, 0661 

See his autobiography, Lelnleserinnerungen mid Denkanirliiktira 
(4 vols., 1865-1866) ; K. von Reichenbach, Odische Era-wiener 
an die Herren Professoren Fordage . . . and Hofrath Cares (OW. 
His England and Schott/and im lakes x844 was translated by S C 
Davison (1846). 

CARUS, MARCUS AURELIUS. Roman emperor A.O. 285-2.53 
was born probably at Narbona (more correctly, Narona) is 
Elyria, but was educated at Romp. He was a senator, and bad 
filled various civil and military posts before he was appointed 
prefect of the praetorian guards by the emperor Probes, sad 
whose murder at Sirmium he was proclaimed emperor by tie 
soldiers. Although Carus severely avenged the death of Praes 
he was himself suspected of having been an accessory to the 
deed. He does not seem to have returned to Rome alto ha 
accession, but contented himself with an announcement of the 
fact to the senate. Bestowing the title of Caesar upon his seas 
Carinus and Numerianus, he left Carinus in charge of the vesleo 
portion of the empire, and took Numcrianus with him on the 
expedition against the Persians which had been contemplated by 
Probus. Having defeated the Quadi and Sarmatian on the 
Danube, Carus proceeded through Thrace and Asia Afiret. 
conquered Mesopotamia, pressed on to Seleucia and Ctesiphaa. 
and carried his arms beyond the Tigris. But his hopes of further 
conquest were cut short by his death. One day, after a ainiat 
storm, it was announced that he was dead His death was var-
iously attributed to disease, the effects of lightning, or a wo-Ixt 
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received in a campaign against the Huns; but it seems more 
probable that he was murdered by the soldiers, who were averse 
from further campaigns against Persia, at the instigation of 
Arrius Aper, prefect of the praetorian guard. Carus seems to 
have belied the hopes entertained of him on his accession, and 
to have developed into a morose and suspicious tyrant. 

CH, 
00H 

C.H7(isa). 
a constituent of the ethereal oil of Origami's hirtuns, oil of thyme, 
oil obtained from pepperwort, and wild bergamot. It may 
be synthetically prepared by the fusion of cymol sulphonic 
acid with caustic potash; by the action of nitrous acid on 
1-methyl-2-amino-4-propyl benzene; by prolonged heating 
of 5  parts of camphor with z part of iodine; or by heating 
carvol with glacial phosphoric acid. It is extracted from 
Origanum oil by means of a ro% potash solution. It is a thick 
oil which sets at — 20°  C. to a mass of crystals of melting point eC, 
and boiling point 236-237°C. Oxidation with ferric chloride 
converts it into dicarvacrol, whilst phosphorus pentachloride 
transforms it into chlorcymol. 

CARVAJAL. ANTONIO FERNANDEZ (d. 1659), a Portuguese 
Marano (q.v.) or Crypto-Jew, who came to England in the reign 
of Charles I. He was the first " endenizened " Jew in England, 
and by his extensive trade with the West Indies rendered con-
siderable services to the Commonwealth. Besides his commercial 
value to Cromwell, Carvajal was politically useful also, for he 
acted as " intelligencer." When Manasseh ben Israel in 1635 
petitioned for the return of the Jews who had been expelled 
by Edward I., Carvajal took part in the agitation and boldly 
avowed his Judaism. Carvajal may be termed the founder 
of the Anglo-Jcwish community. He died in 1659• 

See Lucien Wolf, "The First English Jew," Trans. Jewish 
Historical Society, ii. 14. 

CARVAJAL. LUISA DE (1568-1614), Spanish missionary in 
England, was born at Jaraicejo in Estremadura on the 2nd of 
January x 368. Her father, Don Francisco de Carvajal, was the 
head of an old and wealthy family which produced many men 
of note. Her mother, Dona Maria, belonged to the powerful 
house of Mendoza. Both were people of pious character. The 
mother died in 1572 from a fever contracted while visiting the 
poor, and the father took the disease from his wife, and died of it. 
Luisa and a brother were left to the care of their grand-aunt 
Maria Chacon, governess of the young children of Philip IL 
On her death they passed to the care of their maternal uncle, 
Francisco Hurtado de Mendoza, count of Almazan. The 
count, who was named viceroy of Navarre by Philip II., was an 
able public servant in whom religious zeal was carried to the 
point of inhuman asceticism. His niece attracted his favour 
by her manifest disposition to the religious life; she sent her 
own share of dinner to the poor, ate broken meats, wore a chain 
next her skin, and invited humiliation; and at the age of seven-
teen she was instructed by the count to make a surrender of her 
will to two female servants whom he set over her, and by whom 
she was repeatedly scourged while naked, trampled upon and 
otherwise ill-treated. But when Luisa came of age she refused 
to enter a religious house, and decided to devote herself to the 
conversion of England. The execution of the Jesuit emissary 
priest, Henry Walpole, in x396 had moved her deeply, and she 
prepared herself by learning English and by the study of divinity. 
A lawsuit with her brother caused temporary delay, but she 
secured her share of the family fortune, which she devoted to 
founding a college for English Jesuits at Louvain; it was 
transferred to Watten near Saint Omer in 1612, and lasted till 
the suppression of the Order. In zoos she was allowed to go to 
England. She established herself under the protection of the 
Spanish ambassador, whose house was in the Barbican. From 
this place of safety she carried on an active and successful propa-
ganda. She made herself conspicuous by her attentions to the 
Gunpowder Plot prisoners, and won converts, partly by persuasion, 
partly by helping women of the very poorest class in childbirth,  

and taking charge of the children. Her activity attracted the 
attention of the authorities, and she was arrested in 1608. But 
the protection of the Spanish ambassador Zutliga, and the desire 
of King James L to stand well with Spain, secured her release. 
In 1613, while staying at a house in Spitalfields, where she had 
in fact set up a disguised nunnery, she was arrested with all the 
inmates by the pursuivants of Abbot, archbishop of Canterbury, 
who had been on the watch for some time. Her release was again 
secured by the new Spanish ambassador Gondomar, who played 
with effect on the weakness of King James. By this time, 
however, the Spanish authorities had begun to discover that 
she was a political danger to them, and recalled her. Luisa, 
who had hoped for the crown of martyrdom, was bitterly dis-
appointed, and resisted the order. Before she could be forced 
to obey she died in the Spanish ambassador's house on her 
birthday, the 2nd of January 1614. Her body remained as an 
object of admiration for months till it was carried back to Spain. 

The original authority for the life of Luisa de Carvajal is La Vida y 
Virtsdes de la Venerable Virgin Dora Luisa de Carvajal X  Mendoza 
(Madrid, 1632), by the Licentiate Lorenzo Munoz. It is founded 
on her own papers collected by her English confessor Michael Wal-
pole. It is largely autobiographical, and contains some examples 
of her verse. The Vida y Vs.:sides is summarized by Southey in 
his Letters from Spain and Portugal (1808). A life was written by 
Lady Georgians Fullerton (1873), in which much that is shocking to 
modern sentiment is concealed. See also Quaire Portraits de jemmies, 
by La Comtesse R. de Courson (Paris, 1893). There arc several 
references to Luisa de Carvajal in the Records of the English Province 
of the Society of Jesus, by Henry Foley (1877-1883). (D. H.) 

CARVER, JOHN (1575?--r452i), one of the " Pilgrim Fathers," 
first governor of the Plymouth colony in America, was born, 
probably in Nottinghamshire, England, about 1575. Owing 
to religious persecution at home he took refuge in Holland 
about 16o7, and eventually became a deacon in the church at 
Leiden of which John Robinson was the pastor. In 1620 he 
emigrated to America in the " Mayflower," and founded the 
Plymouth colony. Before leaving England he had probably 
been elected governor; after the signing of the famous " Com-
pact " this election was confirmed; and on the 23rd of March 
1620 (i621 N.S.) Carver was re-elected for the ensuing year. 
Early in April, however, he died from the effects of sunstroke. 

CARVER, JONATHAN (c. 1723-1780), American traveller, 
was born probably in Canterbury, Connecticut. The date 
usually given for his birth, 1732, is now considered too late, since 
he was apparently married in :746. In early life he followed the 
trade of a shoemaker and subsequently served with the pro-
vincial forces in the French and Indian wars. According to 
his " Journal " he conceived the idea, after the peace of 1763, 
of exploring Great Britain's newly acquired territory in the 
north-west. He is said to have set out in 1766, journeyed west-
ward by way of the Straits of Mackinac and the Fox and 
Wisconsin rivers to the Mississippi, viewed the Falls of 
St Anthony, lived for some time among the Indians, and received 
from them a grant of zoo sq. m. of territory between the Missis-
sippi and St Croix rivers. Returning east in 1768 by way of the 
north shore of Lake Superior he proceeded in 1769 to England, 
where he presented a letter of introduction to Benjamin Franklin, 
and made vain efforts to interest the board of trade in his in-
vestigations. In 1778 there was published in London what 
purported to be his own narrative of his explorations under the 
title of Travels through the Interior Parts of North America in 
the Years 1766, 1767 and 1768. It had an immediate success, 
was translated into French, German and Dutch, and was long 
generally accepted as a truthful narrative of his travels and 
observations, and as one of the highest authorities on the manners, 
customs and language of the Indians of the northern Mississippi 
valley. Carver died in London on the 31st of January 1780, 
having married a second time in England although his first wife 
was still living in America. 

Soon after his death a new edition of the Travels was brought 
out by the well-known Quaker physician and author, Dr John 
Coakley Lettsom (1744-ars), who " edited " the work and 
furnished a biographical introduction. Some doubt seems to 
have been early entertained as to the real authorship of the 
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work, Oliver Wolcott in 1792 writing to Jedediah Morse, the 
geographer, that Carver was too unlettered to have written it, 
and that in his belief the book was the work of some literary 
hack. Careful investigation of Indian life and north-western 
history, notably by H. R. Schoolcmft in 1823, William H. 
Keating in his narrative of Major Long's Expedition '1824), 
and Robert Greenhow in his History of Oregon. 4844, showed 
a remarkable similarity between the Travels and the accounts 
of several French authorities, but these criticisms were scarcely 
noticed by later writers. Finally Professor E. G. Bourne, in a 
paper contributed to the American' Historical Review for January 
1906, proved beyond dispute that the bulk of Carver's alleged 
narrative was merely a close paraphrase of Charlevoix's Journal, 
La Hontan's New Voyages to North America, and James Adair's 
History of the American Indians. Professor Bourne's theory 
is that the entire book was probably the work of the facile 
Dr Lettsom, whose personal relations with Carver are known 
to have been intimate, the " journal " alone, which constituted 
an inconsiderable part of the whole, having been, in part, 
founded on Carver's random notes and recollections. 

See also J. G. Godfrey, Jonathan Carver; His Travels in the 
North-west, 1766-1768 (No. 3_ of the Parkman Club publications, 
Milwaukee, Wis., 1896). and Daniel S. Durrie, " Captain Jonathan 
Carver and the Carver Grant," in voL vi. of the Wisconsin Historical 
Society's Collections (1872). 

CARVING. To carve (A.S. ceorfan: connected with Gr. 
.yedxfuto) is to cut, whatever the material; but apart from 
the domestic sense of carving meat, the word is more parti-
cularly associated with the art of sculpture. The name of 
sculptor (see Scrnurnaz) is commonly reserved for the great 
masters of the art, especially in stone and marble, while that of 
carver is given to the artists or workmen who execute the sub-
ordinate decorations of architecture. The word is also specially 
applied to sculpture in ivory (q.v.) and its substitutes, and in 
wood (seeW000-Caavtuc) and other soft materials (see also Gale.) 

CARVING AND GILDING, two allied operations which for-
merly were the most prominent features in the important 
industry of frame-making. The craftsmen who pursued the 
occupation were known as " carvers and elders," and the terms 
stillcontinue to be the recognized trade-name of frame-making, 
although very little of the ornamentation of frame-work is now 
accomplished by carving, and much of the so-called gilt orna-
ment is produced without the use of gold. The trade has to do 
primarily with the frames of pictures, engravings and mirrors, 
but many of the light decorative fittings of houses, finished in 
" composition " and gilt work, are also entrusted to the carver 
and gilder. Fashion in picture frames, like all fashions, fluctuates 
greatly. Mouldings of the prevailing sizes and patterns are 
generally manufactured in special factories, and supplied In 
lengths to carvers and gilders ready for use. A large proportion 
of such mouldings, especially those of a cheaper and inferior 
quality, are made in Germany. What is distinctively known 
as a " German " moulding is a cheap imitation of gilt work made 
by lacquering over the surface of a white metallic foil. German 
artisans are also very successful in the preparation of imitation 
of veneers of rosewood, mahogany, walnut and other orna-
mental woods. The more expensive mouldings are either in 
wood (such as oak or mahogany), in veneers of any expensive 
ornamental wood, or real gilt. 

A brief outline of the method of making a gilt frame, enriched 
with composition ornaments, may be taken as a characteristic 
example of the operations of the frame-maker. The foundation 
of such a frame is soft pine wood, in which a moulding of the 
required size and section is roughly run. To prevent warping 
the moulding is, or ought to be, made from two or more pieces 
of wood glued together. The moulding is " whitened up," or 
prepared for gilding by covering it with repeated coatings of a 
mixture of finely powdered whiting and size. When a sufficient 
thickness of the whitening mixture has been applied, the whole 
surface is carefully smoothed off with pumice-stone and glass-
paper, care being taken to keep the angles and curves clear and 
sharp. Were a plain gilt moulding only desired, it would now 
be ready for gilding; but when the frame is to be enriched  

it first receives the composition ornaments. Composition, or 
" compo," is a mixture of fine glue, white resin, and linseed oil 
well boiled together, with as much rolled and sifted whiting 
added as makes the whole into a doughy mass while hot. This 
composition is worked in a hot state into moulds of boxwood. 
and so pressed in as to take up every ornamental detail. On its 
removal from the mould all superfluous matter is trimmed away. 
and the ornament, while yet soft and plastic, is laid on the 
moulding, and fitting into all the curves, &c., is fixed with glue 
The ornamental surface no prepared quickly sets and becomes 
very hard and brittle. When very large bold ornaments are 
wanted for frames of unusual size they are moulded in papier 
mdch8. Two methods of laying on gold—oil-gilding and water-
gilding—are practised, the former being used for frames broken 
up with enrichments. For oil-gilding the moulding is prepared 
with two coats of fine thin size to fill the pores of the wood, 
and afterwards it receives a coat of oil gold-size, which consists 
of a mixture of boiled linseed oil and ochre. When this gold. 
size is in a " tacky " or " sticky " condition, gold leaf is laid oa 
and carefully pressed over and into all parts of the surface; and 
when covered with a coat of finish-size the gilding is complete. 
Water-gilding is applied to plain mouldings and all considerable 
unbroken surfaces, and is finished either " matt " of burnished. 
For these styles of work the mouldings are properly sized, and 
after the size (which for " matt " is red in colour and for burnish 
blue) is dry the gold is laid on with water. Matt-work is pro-
tected with one or two coats of finish-size; but burnished gold 
is finished only by polishing with an agate burnisher—no sire 
or water being allowed to touch such surfaces. The mitring up 
of frames, the mounting and fitting up of paintings, engravings, 
&c., involve too many minor operations to be noticed here in 
detail; but these, with the cutting and fitting of glass, cleaning 
and repairing pictures and prints, and similar operations, al 
occupy the attention of the carver and gilder. 

CARY, ALICE (1820-1871), and PHOEBE (t824-1871), 
American poets, were born at Mount Healthy, Dear Cimionati, 
Ohio, respectively on the 26th of April 182o and the 4th of 
September 1824. Their education was largely self-acquired, 
and their work in literature was always done in unbroken com-
panionship. Their poems were first collected in a volume 
entitled Poems of Alice and Phoebe Carey (z8so). In 1350-
1831 they removed to New York, where the two sisters, befriended 
by Rufus W.Griswold (1815-147),  the quasi-dictator of American 
verse, and Horace Greeley, occupied a prominent position in 
literary circles. In 1868-1869 Alice Cary served for a short 
time as the first president of Sorosis, the first woman's club 
organized in New York. Alice, who was much the more von-
minous writer of the two, wrote prose sketches and novels, now 
almost forgotten, and various volumes of verse, notably The 
Lover's Diary (1868). Her lyrical poem, Pictures of Messio7, 
was much adddred by Edgar Allan Poe. Phoebe published two 
volumes of poems (1854 and i868), but is best known as the 
author of the hymn " Nearer Home," beginning " One sweetly 
solemn thought," written in alp. Alice died in New York Cuy 
on the 12th of February 1871, and Phoebe in Newport, Rhode 
Island, on the 31st of July of the same year. The collected Pedird 
Works of Alice and Phoebe Cary were published in Boston in Oat 

See Mrs Mary Clemmer Amens Memorial of Alice and Pluebe 
Carey (New York, 1873). 

CART, ANNIE LOUISE 0842- ), American singer, was 
born in Wayne, Maine, on the :and of October 1842. She sturbri 
in Milan, and made her debut as an operatic contralto in Copen-
hagen in 1868. She had a successful European career for several 
years, singing In Stockholm, Paris and London, and made 
her New York first appearance in 187o. She only once re-
turned to Europe for a brilliant Russian tour, and until sir 
retired in 1882, on her marriage to Charles M. Raymond, sbe was 
the most popular singer in America. 

CARY, HENRY FRANCIS (1772-1844), English author and 
translator, was born at Gibraltar on the 6th of December 177r. 
the son of a captain in the army. He was educated at tie 
grammar schools! of Rugby, Sutton Coldfield and air' minghare. 
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the ovary, twice as many stamens, inserted with the petals, 
and a pistil of two to five carpels joined to form an ovary con- 
taining a large number of ovules on a central placenta and bearing 

and at Christ Church, Oxford, which he entered in 1790. He 
took holy orders, and was presented in :797 to the vicarage of 
Abbott's Bromley in Staffordshire. This benefice he held till 
his death. In 1800 he was also presented to the vicarage of 
Kingsbury in Warwickshire. While still at school he had become 
a regular contributor to the Gentleman's Magazine, and had 
published a volume of Sonnets and Odes. At Christ Church he 
devoted much time to the study of French and Italian literature; 
and the fruits of these studies appeared in the notes to his classic 
translation of Dante. The version of the Inferno was published 
in 1803, together with the original text. Soon afterwards Cary 
moved to London, where he became reader at Berkeley chapel, 
and subsequently lecturer at Chiswick and citrate of the Savoy. 
His version of the whole Divine Cowtmedia did not appear till 
014. It was published at Cary's own expense, as the publisher 
refused to undertake the risk,"owing to the failure incurred over 
the Inferno. The translation was brought to the notice of 
Samuel Rogers by Thomas Moore. Rogers made some additions 
to an article on it by Ugo Foscolo in the Edinburgh Review. 
This article, and praise bestowed on the work by Coleridge in a 
lecture at the Royal Institution, led to a general acknowledg-
ment of its merit. Cary's Dante thus gradually took its place 
among standard works, passing through four editions in the 
translator's lifetime. It has the great merits of accuracy, 
idiomatic vigour and readableness; it preserves the sincerity and 
vividness of the original; and, although many rivals have since 
appeared in the field, it still holds an honourable place. Its 
blank verse, however, cannot represent the close woven texture 
and the stately music of the terse rise of the original. In 
1824 Cary published a translation of The Birds of Aristophanes, 
and, about 1834, of the Odes of Pindar. In 1826 he was appointed 
assistant-librarian in the British Museum, a post which he held 
for about eleven years. He resigned because the appointment 
of keeper of the printed books, which should have been his in 
the ordinary course of promotion, was refused him when it fell 
vacant. In 1841 a crown pension of £200 a year, obtained 
through the efforts of Samuel Rogers, was conferred on him. 
Cary's Lives of the early French Poets, and Lives of English Poets 
(from Johnson to Henry Kirke White), intended as a continuation 
of Johnson's Lives of the Poets, were published in a collected form 
in 1846. He died in London on the 14th of August 1844, and was 
buried in Westminster Abbey. 

A memoir was published by his son, Henry Cary, in 1847. 
CARYATIDES (Latinized from the Greek; the plural of 

Caryatis, i.e. a woman of Caryae in Laconia), in architecture, 
the term given to the draped female figures used for piers or 
supports, as found in the porticos of the Erechtheum and of the 
Treasury of Cnidus at Delphi (see GREEK Aar, fig. t7). 

CARYL, JOSEPH (5602-1673), English Nonconformist divine, 
was born in London in 1602. He graduated at Exeter College, 
Oxford, and became preacher at Lincoln's Inn. He frequently 
preached before the Long Parliament, and was a member of 
the Westminster Assembly in 1643. By order of the parliament 
he attended Charles I. in Holmby House, and in 163o he was 
lent with John Owen to accompany Cromwell to Scotland. 
In 062 he was ejected from his church of St Magnus near 
London Bridge, but continued to minister to an Independent 
congregation in London till his death in March 1673, when 
John Owen succeeded him. His piety and learning are displayed 
in his ponderous commentary on Job (1a vols., 4to., 1631-1666; 
snd ed., 2 vole., fol. 1676-1677). 

CARTOPHYLLACEAll, a botanical order of dicotyledonous 
plants, containing about 6o genera with 1300 species, and 
widely distributed, especially in temperate, alpine and arctic 
regions. The plants are herbs, sometimes becoming shrubby at 
the base, with opposite, simple, generally uncut leaves and 
swollen nodes. The main axis ends in a flower (definite inflor-
escence), and flower-bearing branches are borne one on each 
side by which the branching is often continued (known technic-
ally as a dichasial cyme). The flowers are regular, with four or 
free sepals which are free or joined to form a tube in their lower 
Portion. the same number of petals, free and springing from below 

Ftc. 1.—Stitchwort (Skikda Holoslea) nat. size. a, Mower 
cut vertically; z, seed; 3, Mae cut vertically; 4, Rome cut 
horizontally. 

two to five styles; the ovary is one-celled or incompletely 
partitioned at the base into three to five cells; honey is secreted 
at the base of the stamens. The fruit is a capsule containing a 
large number of small seeds and opening by apical teeth; the 
seed contains a floury endosperm and a curved embryo. 

The order is divided into two well-defined tribes which are 

Ftc. 2.—I, Flowering shoot of Pink (Dianthus); 2, horizontal plan 
of flower; 3, flower in vertical section. 

distinguished by the character of the flower and the arrangements 
for ensuring pollination. 

Tribe I. Alsineae: the sepals are free and the flowers are open, 
with spreading petals, and the honey which is secreted at the 
base of the stamens is exposed to the visits of abort-tongued 
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insects, such as flies and small bees; the petals are white in 
colour. It includes several British genera, Cerastiuni (mouse-

ear chickweed), Stdlaria (fig. r) 
(s titchwo rt and chickweed), 
A re n a ria (sandwort), Satin a 
(pearlwort), Spergula (spurrey) 
and Spergularia (sandwort 
spurrcy). 

Tribe II. Sikneae: the sepals 
are joined below to form a 

p narrow tube, in which stand the 
long claws of the petals and the 
stamens, partly closing the tube 
and rendering the honey in- 

t/ 	 accessible to all but long-tongued 
FIG. 3. insects such as the larger bees and 

a, Pistil of Cava:tiers line- Lepidoptera. The flowers are 
tam cut vertically; a, uni- often red. It includes several 
!ocular or monothecal ovary; British genera:--Diardkus (pink) p, free central placenta; 

	

ovules; s, styles. 	fig. 2, Stlene. 	(catchfly, bladder 
6, The same cut horizontally, eampion), Lychnis (tampion, L. 

and the halves separated so as Floc-Cuculi is ragged robin), and 
to show the interior of the Gilhago or A:rodent= (corn 
cavity of the ovary o, with the cockle). Several, such as Lychnis free central placenta p, covered vespertine:, Slime nutans and with ovules g. 

others, are night-flowering, open- 
ing their flowers and becoming scented in the evening or at 
night, when they are visited by night-flying moths. 

The plants of this order are of little or no economic value, 
soap-wort, Saponaria officinalis, forming a lather in water was 
formerly offidnal. Dianthus (carnation and pink) Gypsopkila, 
Lychnis and others, are garden plants. 

CASABIANCA, RAPHAEL, COMTE DE (1738-1825), French 
general, was descended from a noble Corsican family. In 1769 
he took the side of France against Genoa, then mistress of the 
island. In 1793, having entered the service of the revolutionary 
government, he was appointed lieutenant-general in Corsica in 
place of Pascale Paoli, who was outlawed for intrigues with 
England. For his defence of Calvi against the English he was 
appointed general of division, and he served in Italy from 1794 
to 1798. After the 18th of Brumaire he entered the senate and 
was made count of the empire in r8o6. In 1814 he joined the 
party of Louis XVIII., rejoined Napoleon during the Hundred 
Days, and in 1819 succeeded again in entering the chamber of 
peers. 

His nephew, Lours DE CASABLANCA (1762-1798), entered the 
French navy, served in the convoy of the French troops sent to 
aid the revolted American colonies, and took part in various 
naval actions off the North American coast. He became captain 
in 1792, represented Corsica in the Convention, and then received 
command of the Orient, which at the battle of the Nile bore 
the flag of Admiral Brucys. When the latter was killed, Casa-
bianca, though badly wounded, fought the burning ship to the 
end, and perished with most of the crew. His son, Giacomo 
Jocante, a boy of ten years of age, refused to leave the ship and 
died in trying to save his father. This heroic act was the sub-
ject of several poems, including the well-known ballad by Mrs. 
Hemans. 

CASABLANCA (Dar d Baida," the white house "), a seaport 
on the Atlantic coast of Morocco, in 3e 27' N., 7°  46' W. It 
is a wool and grain port for central Morocco, chiefly for the 
provinces of Tadla and Sbawia. Third in importance of the 
towns on the Moorish coast, unimpeded by bar or serious rocks, 
the roadstead is exposed to the north-west winds. There is 
anchorage for steamers in s to 6 fathoms. Vessels were loaded 
and discharged by lighters from the beach. In May 1907 the 
construction began of harbour works which afford sheltered 
accommodation for ships at all states of the tide. The value of 
the foreign trade of the port for the period 1897-1907 was about 
£750,000 a year. A railway to Ber Reshid, the first section of a 
line intended to tap the rich agricultural region of which Casa-
blanca is the port, was opened in September 19o8, being the first  

railway built in Morocco. The population, about so,000, includes 
numerous foreign merchants,Frandscan and Protestant missions, 
and a consular corps. Built by the Portuguese upon the site 
of the once prosperous town of Anti, which they had destroyed 
in 1468, Casablanca was held by them for some time, till trouble 
with the natives compelled them to abandon it. In August 
1907, in consequence of the murder of a number of French and 
Spanish workmen engaged on the harbour works, the town ws 
bombarded and occupied by the French (see Monocto: History) 

CASALE MONFERRATO, a town and episcopal see of Pied-
mont, Italy, in the province of Alessandria, 21 M. N.N.W. by 
rail from the town of Alessandria. Pop. (mot) 18,874 (meal, 
31,37o (commune). It lies in the plain on the right bank of tre 
Po, 377 ft. above sea-level, and is a junction for Mortara, Vercell.. 
Chivasso and Asti; it is also connected by steam tramways 
with Alessandria, Vercelli and Montemagno. The fine Lombard 
Romanesque cathedral, originally founded in 742, was rebuilt 
in the early rath century and consecrated in to6; it suffered 
from restoration in 1706, but has been brought back to its origir.il 
form. It contains some good pictures. The church of S 
Domenico is a good Renaissance edifice, and there are some faze 
palaces. The church of S. Mario is said to occupy the site of a 
pagan temple, but the name of the ancient town (if any) which 
occupied this site is not known. About so m. distant is the 
Sacro Monte di Crea, with eighteen chapels on its slopes con-
taining terra-cotta groups of statues, resembling those at Varalk , 

 Casale Monferrato was given by Charlemagne to the church ed 
Vercelli, but obtained its liberty from Frederick I. (Barbaromal. 
It was sacked by the troops of Vercelli, Alessandria and Misr 
in 5255, but rebuilt and fortified in 1220. It fell under the poser 
of its marquises in 1292, and became the chief town of a small 
state. In 1536 it passed to the Gonzagas of Mantua, who fortified 
it very strongly. It has since been of considerable importance 
as a fortress: it successfully resisted the Austrians in 1849, and 
was strengthened in 1852. There is a large Portland =cat 
factory here. 

CASAMARI, a Cistercian abbey in the province of Rouse, 
6 m. E.S.E. of Veroli. It marks the site of Cereatae, the hint-- 
place of Marius, afterwards known, as inscriptions attest, as 
Cereatae Marianae, having been separated perhaps by tte 
triumvirs, from the territory of Arpinum. We find it under 
the early empire as an independent community. The abbey is 
a fine example of Burgundian early-Gothic (1203-1217'. 
paralleled in Italy by Fossanuova alone (which is almost cot-
temporary with it), and is very well preserved. 

See C. Enlart; " Origines francaises de Parchitetture gothiqoe en 
Italie" (Biblioakegate des leaks frasysises d'Ailaxes if de Ream, lase 
66), (Paris, 1894). 

CASANOVA DE SEINGALT, GIOVANNI JACOPO 0725-179S', 
Italian adventurer, was born at Venice in 1725. His Lithe 
belonged to an ancient and even noble family, but alierantsi 
his friends by embracing the dramatic profession early in 1,1r. 
He made a runaway marriage with Zanetta Farusi, the beantinj 
daughter of a Venetian shoemaker; and Giovanni was their 
eldest child. When he was but a year old, his parents, taking a 
journey to London, left him in charge of his grandmother 
who, perceiving his precocious and lively intellect, had km 
educated far above her means. At sixteen he passed his ex-
amination and entered the seminary of St Cyprian is Venice, 
from which he was expelled a short time afterwards for sec: 
scandalous and immoral conduct, which would have cost him 
liberty, had not his mother managed somehow to procure lum a 
situation in the household of the Cardinal Acquaviva. He reek 
but a short stay, however, in that prelate's establishment, as 
restraint being irksome to his wayward disposition, and to.sk 
to travelling. Then began that existence of adventure sad 
intrigue which only ended with his death. He visited Ream 
Naples, Corfu and Constantinople. By turns journalist, preacher. 
abbe, diplomatist, he was nothing very long, except issiesse a 
bonne: fortunes, which profession he cultivated till the end of Ir. 
days. In 2755, having returned to Venice, be was decourzoi 
as a spy and imprisoned. On the rst of November 1;5e he 
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succeeded in escaping, and made his way to Paris. Here he was 
made director of the state lotteries, gained much financial 
reputation and a considerable fortune, and frequented the 
society of the most notable French men and women of the day. 
In 1759 he set out again on his travels. He visited in turn the 
Netherlands, South Germany, Switzerland—where he made the 
acquaintance of Voltaire,—Savoy, southern France, Florence—
whence he was expelled,—and Rome, where the pope gave him 
the order of the Golden Spur. In 1761 be returned to Paris, 
and for the next four or five years lived partly here, partly in 
England, South Germany and Italy. In 1764 he was in Berlin, 
where he refused the offer of a post made him by Frederick II. 
He then travelled by way of Riga and St Petersburg to Warsaw, 
where he was favourably received by King Stanislaus Ponia-
towski. A scandal, followed by a duel, forced him to flee, and he 
returned by a devious route to Paris, only to find a Nice de 
cache's awaiting him, which drove him to seek refuge in Spain. 
Expelled from Madrid in 1769, he went by way of Aix—where he 
met Cagliostro—to Italy once more. From 1774,  with which 
year his memoirs close, he was a police spy in the service of the 
Venetian inquisitors of state; but in 1782, in consequence of a 
satirical libel on one of his patrician patrons, he had once more 
to go into exile. In 1785 he was appointed by Count Waldstein, 
an old Paris acquaintance, his librarian at the chateau of Dux 
in Bohemia. Here he lived until his death, which probably 
occurred on the 4th of June 1 798. 

The main authority for Casanova's life is his Memoires (Iv vols., 
Leipzig, 1826- 1838; later ed. in 8 vols., Paris. 1885), which were 
written at Dux. They are clever, well written and, above all. 
cynical, and interesting as a trustworthy picture of the morals and 
manners of the times. Among Casanova's other works may be 
mentioned Cosfataxions della slosh; dd govern Veneto d'Amdos 
de la lloussaye (Amsterdam, :769), an attempt to ingratiate himself 
with the Venetian government; and the Histoire of his escape from 
prison (Leipzig. 1788; reprinted Bordeaux, 1884; Eng. trans. 
by P. Villars, 1892). Ottmann's Jacob Casanova (Stuttgart, 1900) 
contains a bibliography. 

CAMS GRANDES C' Great Houses "), a small village of 
Mexico, in the state of Chihuahua, situated on the Casas Grandes 
or San Miguel river, about 35 m. S. of Llanos and 15o m. N.W. of 
the city of Chihuahua. The railway from Ciudad Jukes to 
Terrazas passes through the town. It is celebrated for the 
ruins of early aboriginal buildings still extant, about half a mile 
from its present site. They are built of " sun-dried blocks of 
mud and gravel, about 22 in. thick, and of irregular length, gener-
ally about 3 ft., probably formed and dried in situ." The walls 
are in some places about 5 ft. thick, and they seem to have been 
plastered both inside and outside. The principal edifice extends 
Soo ft. from north to south, and 250 ft. east to west; its general 
outline is rectangular, and it appears to have consisted of three 
separate piles united by galleries or lines of lower buildings. The 
exact plan of the whole is obscure, but the apartments evidently 
varied in 521C from mere closets to extensive courts. The walls 
still stand at many of the angles with a height of from 40 to so ft., 
and indicate an original elevation of several storeys, perhaps six 
or seven. At a distance of about 450 ft. from the main building 
are the substructions of a smaller edifice, consisting of a series of 
rooms ranged round a square court, so that there are seven to 
each side besides a larger apartment at each corner. The age 
of these buildings is unknown, as they were already in ruins at the 
time of the Spanish Conquest. The whole district of Casas 
Grandes is further studded with artificial mounds, from which 
are excavated from time to time large numbers of stone axes, 
metates or corn-grinders, and earthen vessels of various kinds. 
These last have a white or reddish ground, with ornamentation 
in blue, red, brown or black, and are of much better manufacture 
than the modern pottery of the country. Similar ruins to those 
of C.asas Grandes exist near the Gila, the Salinas, and the Colorado 
and it is probable that they are all the erections of one people. 
Banaoft is disposed to assign them to the Moquis. 

See vol. iv. of H. H. Bancroft's The Native Races of the Pacific 
States of North America, of which the principal authorities are the 
Notscias dd Estado de Chihuahua of &coder°, who visited the ruins 
in 1819; an article in the first volume of the Album Mexican, the  

author of which was at Casas Grandes in 1842; and the Personal 
Narrative of Explorations and Incidents in Texas, New Mexico, 
California, Sonora and Cadtaaksut (1854), by John Russell Bartlett. 
who explored the locality in 1851. 

CASAI7BON, noRucE ESTIE/DIE 	(1599- 1671), 
English classical scholar, son of Isaac Casaubon, was born at 
Geneva on the 14th of August 1599. At an early age he joined 
his father in England, and completed his education at Eton 
and Oxford (B.A. 1618). His defence of his father against the 
attacks of certain Catholics (Pietas contra maledicos palrii 
Nominis d Rdigionis Hotta, 1621), secured him the notice and 
favour of James I., who conferred upon him a prebendal stall 
in Canterbury cathedral. He also vindicated his father's literary 
reputation against certain impostors who had published, under 
his name, a work on The Origin of Idolatry (Vindicatio Pains 
advensus Inipostores, 1624). During the Civil War he lived a 
retired life, and after its conclusion refused to acknowledge the 
authority of Cromwell, who, notwithstanding, requested him to 
write an " impartial " history of the event,s of the period. In 
spite of the tempting inducements held out, he declined, and also 
refused the post of inspector of the Swedish universities offered 
him by Queen Christina. Af ter the Restom don, he was reinstated 
in his benefice, and devoted the rest of his life to literary 
work. He died at Canterbury on the 14th of July 1671. Mine 
Casaubon's reputation was overshadowed by that of his father; 
but his editions of numerous classical authors, and especially 
of the Meditations of Marcus Aurelius (also English translation, 
new ed. by W. H. D. Rouse, i9o0), were highly valued. Among 
his other works may be mentioned: De Quatuor Linguis Com-
mentatio (1650), Of the Necessity of Reformation (1664), On 
Credulity and Incredulity in Things natural, civil and divine ( t 668). 

CASAUBON, ISAAC (1559-1614), French (naturalized English) 
classical scholar, was born at Geneva, on the 18th of February 
1 559. of French refugee parents. On the publication of the edict 
of January 1562, the family returned to France and settled at 
Crest in Dauphine, where Arnaud Casaubon, Isaac's father, 
became minister of a Huguenot congregation. Till he was nine-
teen, Isaac had no other instruction than what could be given 
him by his father during the years of civil war. Arnaud was 
away from home whole years together in the Calvinist camp, 
br the family were flying to the hills to hide from the fanatical 
bands of armed Catholics who patrolled the country. Thus 
it was in a cave in the mountains of Dauphine, after the massacre 
of St Bartholomew, that Isaac received his fast lesson in Greek, 
the text-book being Isocrates ad Demmictutt. 

At nineteen Isaac was sent to the Academy of Geneva, where 
he read Greek under Francis Portus, a native of Crete. Portus 
died in 1581, having recommended Casaubon, then only twenty-
two, as his successor. At Geneva he remained as professor of 
Greek till 1596. Here he married twice, his second wife being 
Florence, daughter of the scholar-printer, Henri Estienne. 
Here, without the stimulus of example or encouragement, with 
few books and no assistance, in a city peopled with religious 
refugees, and struggling for life against the troops of the Catholic 
dukes of Savoy, Casauboh made himself a consummate Greek 
scholar and master of ancient learning. His great wants at 
Geneva were books and the sympathy of learned associates. 
He spent all he could save out of his small salary in buying 
books, and in having copies made of such classics as were not 
then in print. Henri Estienne, Theodore de Beza (rector of 
the university and professor of theology), and Jacques Lect 
(Lectius), were indeed men of superior learning. But Henri, 
in those last years of his life, was no longer the Estienne of the 
Thesaurus; he was never at home, and would not suffer his son-
in-law to enter his library. "He guards his books," writes 
Casaubon, " as the griffins in India do their gold!" Bela was 
engrossed by the cares of administration, and retained, at most, 
an interest for theological reading, while Lect, a lawyer and 
diplomatist, had left classics for the active business of the council. 
The sympathy and help which Casaubon's native city could 
not afford him, be endeavoured to supply by cultivating the 
acquaintance of the learned of other countries. Geneva, as the 
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metropolis of Calvinism, received a constant succession of 
visitors. The continental tour of the young Englishman of birth 
was not complete without a visit to Geneva. It was there that 
Casaubon made the acquaintance of young Henry Wotton, the 
poet and diplomatist, who lodged in his house and borrowed 
his money. Of more consequence to Isaac Casaubon was the 
acquaintance of Richard Thomson (" Dutch " Thomson), fellow 
of Clare College, Cambridge; for it was through Thomson that 
the attention of Joseph Scaliger, settled in 1593 at Leiden, 
was directed to Casaubon. Scaliger and Casaubon first ex-
changed letters in 1594. Their intercourse, which was wholly 
by letter, for they never met, passes through the stages of civility, 
admiration, esteem, regard and culminates in a tone of the 
tenderest affection and mutual confidence. Influential French 
men of letters, the Protestant Jacques Bongars, the Catholic 
Jacques de Thou, and the Catholic convert Philippe Canaye, sieur 
du Fresne, aided him by presents of books and encouragement, 
and endeavoured to get him invited, in some capacity, to France. 

This was effected in 1596, in which year Casaubon accepted 
an invitation to the university of Montpellier, with the title of 
conseiller du roi and professeur stipendid aux longues d bovines 
Wires. In Montpellier he never took root. He held the professor-
ship there only three years, with several prolonged absences. 
The hopes raised by his brilliant reception were disappointed; 
be was badly treated by the authorities, by whom his salary 
was only paid very irregularly, and, finally, not at all. ,He was 
not, at any time, insensible to the attractions of teaching, and 
his lectures at Montpellier were followed not only by the students, 
but by men of mature age and position. But the love of know-
ledge was gradually growing upon him, and he began to perceive 
that editing Greek books was an employment more congenial 
to his peculiar powers than teaching. At Geneva he had first 
tried his hand on some notes on Diogenes La8rtius, on Theo- 
critus and the New Testament, the last undertaken at his father's 
request. His dfbut as an editor had been a complete Strabo 
(1587), of which he was so ashamed afterwards that he apologized 
for its crudity to Scaliger, calling it " a miscarriage." This was 
followed by the text of Polyaenus, an edilio priseeps, 1589; a 
text of Aristotle, t son; and a few notes contributed to Estienne'a 
editions of Dionysius of Halicarnassus and Pliny's Epistoloe. 
It is not till we come to his edition of Theophrastus's Cliaraderes 
(1592), that we have a specimen of that peculiar style of illus-
trative commentary, at once apposite and profuse, which dis-
tinguishes Casaubon among annotators. At the time of his 
removal to Montpellier he was engaged upon what is the capital 
work of his life, his edition of, and commentary on, Athenaeus. 

In 1598 we find Casaubon at Lyons, superintending the 
passage of his Athenaeus through the press, for which he had 
been unable to find facilities at Montpellier. Here he lived 
in the house of Mk ric de Vicq, surinlendant de la justice, a Catholic, 
but a man of acquirements, whose connexions were with the 
circle of liberal Catholics in Paris. In the suite of De Vicq 
Casaubon made a flying visit to Paris, and was presented to 
Henry IV. The king was very gracious, and said something 
about employing Casaubon's services in the " restoration " 
of the fallen university of Paris. Full of hope he returned to 
Montpellier. In January iseico, he received a summons to repair 
to Paris. But the terms of the letter missive were so vague that, 
though it bore the sign manual, Casaubon hesitated to act 
upon it. However, he resigned his chair at Montpellier, but 
instead of hastening to Paris, be lingered more than a year at 
Lyons, in De Vicq'a house, where he hoped to meet the king, 
who was expected to visit the south. Nothing more was heard 
about the professorship, but instead he was summoned by 
De Vicq, who was then in Paris, to come to him in all haste on 
an affair of importance. The business proved to be the Fontaine-
bleau Conference. Casaubon allowed himself to be persuaded 
to sit as one of the referees who were to adjudicate on the 
challenge sent to Du Plessis Mornay by Cardinal Duperron. By 
so doing he placed himself in a false position, as Scaliger said: 
" Non debebat Casaubon interesse colloquio Plessimano; erat 
minus inter simias, doctus inter imperitos " (Scaligerosso a s). 

The issue was so contrived that the Protestant party could not 
but be pronounced to be in the wrong. By concurring is the 
decision, which was unfavourable to Du Plessis Mornay,Cassabon 
lent the prestige of his name to a court whose verdict would 
without him have been worthless, and confirmed the suspicions 
already current among the Reformed churches that, like bit 
friend and patron, Canaye du Fresne, he was meditating abjura-
tion. From this time forward he became the object of the hopes 
and fears of the two religious parties; the Catholics lavishing 
promises, and plying him with arguments; the Reformed 
ministers insinuating that he was preparing to forsake a losing 
cause, and only higgling about his price. We now know enough 
of Casaubon's mental history to know how erroneous were these 
computations of his motives. But, at the time, it was DOE 

possible for the immediate parties to the bitter controversy to 
understand the intermediate position between Genevan Calvin-
ism and Ultramontanism to which Casaubon's reading of the 
fathers had conducted him. 

Meantime the efforts of De Thou and the liberal Catholics 
to retain him in Paris were successfuL The king repeated his 
invitation to Casaubon to settle in the capital, and assigned him 
a pension. No more was said about the university. The recent 
reform of the university of Paris had dosed its doors to all but 
Catholics; and though the chairs of the Collige de France were 
not governed by the statutes of the university, public opinion 
ran so violently against heresy, that Henry IV. dared not appoiat 
a Calvinist to a chair, even if he had desired to do so. But it was 
designed that Casaubon should succeed to the post of sub-
librarian of the royal library when it should become vacant. 
and a patent of the reversion was made out in his favour. In 
November 1604, Jean Goaselin died in extreme old age; and 
Casaubon succeeded him as sub-librarian, with a. salary of 
Soo livres in addition to his pension. 

In Paris Casaubon remained till trizo. These ten years were 
the brightest period of his life. He had attained the reputation 
of being, after Scaliger, the most learned man of the age,—aa 
age in which learning formed the sole standard of literary merit 
He was placed above penury, though not in easy circronstances 
He had such facilities for religious worship as a Huguenot could 
have, though he had to go out of the city to Hablon, and after-
wards to Charenton, for them. He enjoyed the society of men 
of learning, or of men who took an interest in learned publica-
tions. He had the best opportunities of seeing men of letters 
from foreign countries as they passed through 'Paris. Above 
all, he had ample facilities for using Greek books, both printed 
and in MS., the want of which be bad felt painfully at Geneva 
and Montpellier, and which no other place but Paris could at 
that period have supplied. 

In spite of all these advantages we find Casaubon tesdess 
and ever framing schemes for leavingParbsand settling elsevitiese 
It was known that he was open to offers, and offers came to him 
from various quarters,—from Nimes, from Heidelberg, hoc: 
Sedan. His friends Lect and Giovanni Diodati wished, lathe 
than hoped, to get him back to Geneva. The causes of Casaskes's 
discomfort in Paris were various, but the principal sower ei 
uneasiness lay in his religion. The life of any Huguenot in Paris 
was hardly secure at that time, for it was doubtful if the police 
of the city was strong enough to protect them against any sudden 
uprising of the fanatical mob, always ready to re-enact the St 
Bartholomew. But Casaubon was exposed to persecution e 
another sort. Ever since the Fontainebleau Conference as 
impression prevailed that he was wavering. It was knew: 
that be rejected the osard anti-popery opinions current in the 
Reformed churches; that he read the fathers, and wished k: 
a church after the pattern of the primitive ages. He was gives 
to understand that be could have a professorship only by re-
cantation. When it was found that be could not be bought be 
was plied by controversy. Henry IV., who hied Cumber 
personally, made a point of getting him to follow his oars es-
ample. By the king's orders Duperron was untiring in his efforts 
to convert him. Casaubon's knowledge of the fathers was that 
of a scholar, Duperron's that of an adroit polemist; and the 
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scholar was driven to admit that the polemist was of ten too 
hard for him. These encounters mostly took place in the king's 
hbrary, over which the cardinal, in his capacity of aumonier, 
esercised some kind of authority; and it was therefore impossible 
foe Casaubon to avoid them. On the other hand, the Huguenot 
theologians, and especially Pierre du Moulin, chief pastor of the 
church of Paris, accused him of conceding too much, and of 
having departed already from the lines of strict Calvinistic 
orthodoxy. 

When the assassination of Henry IV. gave full rein to the 
Ultramontane party at court, the obsessions of Duperron 
became more importunate, and even menacing. It was now 
that Casaubon began to listen to overtures which had been 
faintly made before, from the bishops and the court of England. 
In October 1610 he came to England in the suite of the ambas-
sador, Lord Wottonof Marley (brotherof Casaubon'searlyfriend), 
an official invitation having been sent him by Richard Bancroft, 
archbishop of Canterbury., He had the most flattering reception 
from James I., who was perpetually sending for him to discuss 
theological matters. The English bishops were equally delighted 
to find that the great French scholar was an Anglican ready 
made, who had arrived, by independent study of the Fathers, at 
the very pia media between Puritanism and Romanism, which 
was becoming the fashion in the English Church. Casaubon, 
though a layman, was collated to a prebendal stall in Canter-
bury, and a pension of boo a year was assigned him from the 
exchequer. Nor were these merely paper figures. When Sir 
Julius Caesar made a difficulty about payment, James sent a 
note in his own band: " Chanceler of my excheker, I will have Mr 
Casaubon paid before me, my wife, and my barns." He still 
retained his appointments in France. and his office as librarian. 
He had obtained leave of absence for a visit to England, where 
his permanent settlement was not contemplated. In order to 
retain their hold upon him, the government of the queen regent 
refused to allow his library to be sent over. It required a special 
request from James himself to get leave for Madame Casaubon 
to bring him a part of his most necessary books. Casaubon 
continued to speak of himself as the servant of the regent, and 
to declare his readiness to return when summoned to do so. 

Meanwhile his situation in London gradually developed 
unforeseen sources of discomfort. Not that he had any reason 
to complain of his patrons, the king and the bishops. James 
continued to the last to delight in his company, and to be as 
liberal as the state of his finances allowed. John Overall had 
received him and his whole family into the deanery of St Paul's, 
and entertained him there for a year. Overall and Lancelot 
Andrewes, then bishop of Ely, were the most learned men of 
a generation in which extensive reading was more general among 
the higher clergy than it has ever been since. These two were 
attracted to Casaubon by congenial studies and opinions. With 
the witty and learned bishop of Ely in particular Casauhon was 
always happy to spend such hours as he had to spare from the 
labours of the study. Andrewes took him to Cambridge, where 
he met with a most gratifying reception from the_ notabilities 
of the university. They went on together to Downham, where 
Casaubon spent six weeks of the summer of 161 r, in which year 
he became naturalized. In 1613 he was taken to Oxford by Sir 
Henry Savile, where, amid the homage and feasting of which he 
was the object, his principal interest was for the MSS. treasures 
of the Bodleian. The honorary degree which was offered him 
be declined. 
• But these distinctions were far from compensating the serious 
inconveniences of his position. Having been taken up by the 
king and the bishops, he had to share in their rising unpopularity. 
The courtiers looked with a jealous eye on a pensioner who 
enjoyed frequent opportunities of taking James I. on his weak 
side—his love of book talk—opportunities which they would 
have known how to use. Casaubon was especially mortified by 
Sir Henry Wotton's persistent avoidance of him, so inconsistent 
with their former intimacy. His windows were broken by the 
roughs at night, his children pelted in the streets by day. On 
one occasion he himself appeared at Theobalds with a black eye, 

having received a blow from some ruffian's fist in 'the street. 
The historian Hallam thinks that he had "become personally 
unpopular "; but these outrages from the vulgar seer.. to have 
arisen solely from the cockney's antipathy to the Frenchman. 
Casaubon, though he could make shift to read an English book, 
could not speak English, any more than Mme Casaubon. This 
deficiency not only exposed him to insult and fraud, but restricted 

, his social intercourse. It excluded him altogether from the 
circle of the " wits "; either this or some other cause prevented 
him from being acceptable in the circle of the lay learned—the 
" antiquaries." William Camden, the antiquary and historian, 
he saw but once or twice. Casaubon had been imprudent enough 
to correct Camden's Greek, and it is possible that the ex-head-
master of Westminster kept himself aloof in silent resentment of 
Casaubon's superior learning. With Robert Cotton and Henry 
Spelman he was slightly acquainted. Of John Selden we find 
no mention. Though Sir Henry Savile ostensibly patronized 
him, yet Casaubon could not help suspecting that it was Savile 
who secretly prompted an attempt by Richard Montagu to 
forestall Casaubon's book on Baronius. Besides the jealousy 
of the natives, Casaubon had now to suffer the open attacks 
of the Jesuit pamphleteers. They had spared him as long as 
there were hopes of getting him over. The prohibition was taken 
off, now that he was committed to Anglicanism. Not only 
Joanna Eudaemon, Heribert Roaweyd and Scioppius (Gaspar 
Schoppe),,  but a respectable writer, friendly to Casaubon, 
Andreas Schott of Antwerp, gave currency to the insinuation 
that Casaubon had sold his conscience for English gold. 

But the most serious cause of discomfort in his English 
residence was that his time was no longer his own. He was 
perpetually being summoned out of town to one °realer of James's 
hunting residences that the king might enjoy his talk. He bad 
come over from Paris in search of leisure, and found that a new 
claim on his time was established. The king and the bishops 
wanted to employ his pen in their literary warfare against Rome. 
They compelled him to write first one, then a second, pamphlet 
on the subject of the day,—the royal supremacy. At last, 
ashamed of thus misappropriating Casaubon's stores of learning, 
they set him upon a refutation of the Annals of Baronius, then 
in the full tide of its credit and success. Upon this task Casaubon 
spent his remaining strength and life. lie died in great suffering 
on the 1st of July 5614. His complaint was an organic and 
congenital malformation of the bladder; but his end was 
hastened by an unhealthy life of over-study, and latterly by his 
anxiety to acquit himself creditably in his criticism on Baronius. 
He was buried in Westminster Abbey. The monument by which 
his name is there commemorated was erected in 1632 by his friend 
Thomas Morton when bishop of Durham. 

Besides the editions of ancient authors which have been 
mentioned, Casaubon published with commentaries Persius, 
Suetonius, the Scriptures Hisloriae Angustae. The edition of 
Polybius, on which he had spent vast labour, be left unfinished. 
His most ambitious work was his revision of the text of 
the Deiptiosephiske of Athenaetts, with commentary. The Theo-
phrastus perhaps exhibits his most characteristic excellences 
as a commentator. The Exereilalionm in Barman's are but a 
fragment of the massive criticism which he contemplated; 
it failed in bringing before the reader the uncritical character of 
Baronius's history, and had only a moderate success, even 
among the Protestants. His correspondence (in Latin) was 
finally collected by Van Almeloveen (Rotterdam, 1709), who 
prefixed to the letters a careful life of Isaac Casaubon. But this 
learned Dutch editor was acquainted with Casaubon's diary 
only in extract. This diary, Ephemerides, of which the MS. 
is preserved in the chapter library of Canterbury, was printed in 
iSso by the Clarendon Press. It forms the most valuable 
record we possess of the daily life of a scholar, or man of letters ) 

 of the 16th century. (M. P.) 
A few minor changes have been made in the above article, com-

pared with its form in the 9th edition. The most complete account 
1  Eudaemon was a Cretan, Roswcyd a Dutch, Jesuit; Schoppe, a 

German philologist and critic. 
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of Casaubon is the full biography by Mark Pattison 	of 
which a second andievised edition, by H. Nettlestup, was pubumed in 
1892; the most recent work on the subject is Isaac Casaubon, sa tie 
a son temps, by L. J. Naxelle (1897); there is a monograph on the 
Fontainebleau conference by J. A. Lalot (1889). Casaubon is the 
subject of one of St Beuve's Canseries, the soth of July 186o (a notice 
of the Oxford edition of the Ephemerides). See also the article in 
E. Haag's La France Protestants (1882), and J. E. Sandys, Hist. of 
Class. Schol. vol. u. (ed. t9o8), pp. 204 foll. 

CASCADE MOUNTAINS, a continuation northward of the 
Sierra Nevada, some Soo tn. across the states of Oregon and 
Washington, U.S.A., into British Columbia. In American 
territory the range lies from too to tso m. from the coast. The 
Cascades are separated on the S. from the Sierras by deep 
valleys near Mt. Shasta in California, while on the N., somewhat 
be! we the international boundary of 49° N., they approach the 
northern Rockies, mingling with these in inextricable confusion, 
although their name is given also to the much-broken, river-
dissected, central mountain plateau that crosses British Columbia 
from S.E. to N.W. Geologically the Sierras and Cascades are 
very different, though their exact relations are not yet clearly 
determined; topographically they are also different. The 
Cascades are in general a comparatively low, broad mass sur-
mounted by a number of imposing peaks in Oregon and 
Washington. Especially north of the Columbia river, the 
range widens out into a plateau. There are no notable elevations 
in British Columbia. Evidences of volcanic activity in com-
paratively recent geologic time are abundant throughout the 
length of the range, and all the highest summits are volcanic 
cones, covered with snow fields and, in a number of instances, 
with glaciers. The grandest peaks are Shasta (14,38o ft.) at 
the southern end, and Rainier (or Tacoma, 14,363 ft.) in 
Washington, two of the most magnificent mountains of America. 
Other notable summits are Mt. Pitt (976o), Mt. Scott (9122), 
Diamond Peak (8807), Mt. Thielsen (925o), Mt. Jefferson 
(ro,2oo) and Mt. Hood (11,225), in Oregon; and Stuart (9470, 
St Helens (zo,000), Baker (10,827) and Adams (12,470), in 
Washington. The Fraser river in the far north, the Columbia 
at the middle, and the Klamath in the south cut athwart the 
range to the Pacific, and many minor streams descend the range 
to swell their waters, while some drain directly from the flanks 
of the mountains into Puget Sound and Gray's Harbor. The 
Columbia has cut almost to the sea-level through the great 
mountain mass, the Dalles being only about zoo ft. above the 
sea. It is to the Cascades of the tremendous rapids at this point 
that the mountains owe their name. The slopes of the Cascades, 
particularly on the west, which has a very much moister climate 
than the eastern slope, arc clothed with magnificent forests, 
chiefly of coniferous evergreens: firs, pine, tamarack and cedar. 
The Douglas fir, the " Oregon pine "of commerce, often attaining 
a height of 25o ft., is one of the most beautiful trees in the world. 
There are also a variety of deciduous trees, but in the aggregate 
they arc unimportant. In 1910 the mountain forests were 
largely included in ten national forest reserves, with a total 
area of nearly 16,000,000 acres,• extending from the northern 
boundary of Washington to the southern boundary of Oregon. 
The magnificent forest cloak, splendid peaks, great open 
mountain plateau pastures, and exquisite lakes embosomed in 
mountain fastnesses and forest gloom, give variety to the 
scenery, which is often grand, and throughout the range inde-
scribably beautiful, though perhaps not equal to the Sierra 
Nevada in splended light and colour. Large game—deer, bears, 
mountain sheep and goats, wolves and panthers—still abound. 
Two great railway systems, the Great Northern and the Northern 
Pacific, cross the Cascades through noteworthy tunnels; that 
on the former, line is al m. long, that on the latter a little less 
than a M. 

See OREGON and WASHINGTON; also •G. 0. Smith and ,F. C. 
Calkins, A Geological Reconnaissance across the Cascade Range sear 
the Forty-Ninth Parallel (Washington:rD.C., nog), being U.S. 
Geological Survey Bulletin 253. 

CASE, JOHN (d. 1600), English Aristotelian scholar and 
physician, was born at Woodstock. He was educated at Oxford,  

and elected to a fellowship at St John's College, which he was 
obliged to resign in consequence of his Roman Catholic sym-
pathies. He subsequently opened a philosophical school in 
Oxford, which was largely attended. He enjoyed a great reputa-
tion as a logician and dialectician, and was in addition an 
authority on music and a distinguished physician. He is de-
scribed as " a man of an innocent, meek, religious and studious 
life," an agreeable conversationalist, an enthusiastic teacher, 
and a great favourite with his pupils. Moat of his works were 
commentaries on various treatises of Aristotle (Organon, Mies, 
Politics, Oecononsics, Physics) under curious titles; they enjoyed 
a large circulation during his time, and were frequently reprinted-
He was also the author of The Praise of Ifstsicke (1586), dedicated 
to Sir Walter Raleigh. 

CASE. (t) (From Lat. caws, that which falls or happens; 
cadere, to fall), a word used in various senses traceable to the 
derivation. In grammar, the " cases " are the various forms 
in the declension of a noun, adjective or pronoun, the Latin 
word being a translation of the Greek Trans, falling, applied 
by Aristotle to the variations from the simple form of the word, 
whether noun, verb or adjective (of which the adverb would be 
a creams). Later grammarians confined the term to nouns, 
and included the nominative. In law, " case " is the common 
term for a cause or suit brought before a court of justice. Certain 
particular legal usages may also be noted. Adios os the case 
means an action for the recovery of damages for an injury to the 
person or property, where the act done was not immediately 
injurious (see CONTRACT; TORT). A case stated is a statement 
of facts drawn up by one court for the opinion of another on a 
point of law. A special case is a statement of facts agreed to on 
behalf of two or more litigant parties, and submitted for the 
opinion of a court of justice as to the law bearing upon the facts 
so stated. A leading case is a decision which settles some point 
of importance. In the legal systems of the United Kingdom 
and of the United States decided cases are considered authoritative 
for courts of at least equal jurisdiction with those in which the 
judgments Were given, but on the continent of Europe the rule 
is, following that of the Roman law, that they are instructive 
but not authoritative. 

(2) (0. Fr. casse, mod. chdsse, Lat. capsa, from capere, to hold; 
cf. " cash "), a box, sheath or covering. The term is applied to 
the natural protective covering of seed-vessels, and of a pupa 
or chrysalis. It is also used of a box containing instruments, 
pistols, swords, &c., and sometimes of the contents. In building. 
a " case " is the facing where the backing may be of inferior 
material; the framework in which a window or door is hung; 
or the wall surrounding a stair, " staircase " properly signifying 
the whole structure of walls and stairs. In bookbinding. a 
" case " means the boards and back in which the books are boned, 
and in typography, the tray, divided into partitions, containing 
the type ready for the compositor's use. 

CASEMATE (Ital. cases, a house, and mattes, dull or dim), 
an armoured vault or chamber, or in field fortification, a bomb-
proof shelter; in architecture, a hollow moulding, chiefly 
employed in cornices. 

CASEMENT (from a Lat. form caraasestum), in architec-
ture, a frame in wood or metal, which holds the glans at 
a window, and is hung by hinges either at the top, bottom or 
sides. 

CASERTA, a town and episcopal see of Campania, Italy, 
the capital of the province cf Caserta, situated at M. N. by E. 
of Naples by rail via Accerra, and 23 m. via AVerSa. Pop. 
(rnor) town, 19,18o; commune, 33,373. The modern tow' 
(229 ft.) was a mere village belonging to the Caetani family of 
Sermoneta, who were counts of Caserta, until its purchase from 
them by Charles IV. of Naples, and the erection of the royal 
palace, begun by Luigi Vanvitelli (van Wittel) in 1752, but air 
completed until 1774 for Charles's son Ferdinand IV. It forms 
a rectangle, the south front being 83o ft. long and 134 ft. high, 
with 37 windows in each storey. The interior is richly decorated 
with marbles, almost all of which, except the white Carrara 
marble, are Neapolitan or Sicilian. The staircase, the chapel 
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and the 'theatre are especially sumptuous. The extensive 
gardens which occupy the hillside behind the palace are adorned 
with fountains and cascades; the botanical garden contains 
nanytrees from northern climates. Two miles north is S. Leucio, 
a village founded by Ferdinand IV. in 1789, with a royal casino, 
and large silk factories which are still active. The old town 
(Caserta Vecchia) lies high (13 zo ft.) about 3 m. to the north-east. 
It was founded in the 9th century by the Lombards of Capua. 
The cathedralhas not suffered fromrestoration. It wascompleted 
in 1153. It is a copy of that of Sessa Aurunca, and preserves 
the type of the Latin basilica. The campanile, Sicilian in style, 
was completed in 1234, while the dome, which betrays similar 
motives, is even later. Its pulpit is decorated with the richest 
polychrome mosaic that can be found anywhere in Sicily or 
south Italy, and is quite Moslem in its brilliance. It is indeed re-
markable to find these motives in a church so far inland (Bertaux, 
L'Ari dans nstsridionale, Paris, 1904, i. 353, &c.). There 
are also the ruins of the old walls. 

CASE-SHOT, a projectile used in ordnance for fighting at 
close quarters. It consists of a thin metal case containing a 
large number of bullets or other small projectiles (see 
A/MUNITION). Case-shot was formerly called " canister," 
though the term now used occurs as early as 1625. 

CASH. (1) (From 0. Fr. casse, mod. caisse, a box or chest; 
cf. " case "), a term which, originally meaning a box in which 
money is kept, is now commonly applied to ready money or coin. 
In commercial and banking usage " cash " is sometimes confined 
to specie, it is also, in opposition to bills, drafts or securities, 
applied to bank-notes. Hence " to cash " means to convert 
cheques and other negotiable instruments into coin. In book-
keeping, in such expressions as " petty cash," " cash-book," 
and the like, it has the same significance, and so also in 
" cash-payment " or ready-money payment as opposed to 
" credit," however the payment may be made, by coin, notes 
or cheque. . 

The " cash on delivery " or "collect on delivery " system, 
known as C.O.D., is one whereby a tradesman can, through a 
delivery agency, send goods to a customer, and have the money 
due to him collected on the delivery of the same, with a guarantee 
from the carrier that, if no money be collected, the goods shall 
be returned. The function of such an agency is performed in 
the United States of America by the express companies (see 
Exwasss). In most countries of the continent of Europe the 
post office acts as such an agent, as in Germany (where the 
system is known as Post-Nachnahme) and in France (centre 
rengboscrseoncni). It is also in use in India, where it is known as 
" value payable," and was introduced in 1877 in Australia. 
The advantages of the system are obvious,from the point of view 
both of the customer, who can, by post or telegram, order and 
obtain speedy delivery from large towns, and of the tradesman, 
whose area of trade is indefinitely extended. The system does 
away with credit or the delay and inconvenience of paying in 
advance. The success of the large " catalogue " houses in 
America has been mainly due to the system as operated by the 
express companies. At various times, notably in 1904, it has 
been proposed that the General Post Office of the United 
Kingdom should adopt the system. The consistent opposition 
of the retail traders in large urban centres other than the large 
stores, and of the country shopkeeper generally, has been 
sufficient to secure the refusal of the postmaster-general to 
the proposed scheme, but a commencement was made in 1908 
for orders not'exceeding £20 between the United Kingdom and 
Egypt, Cyprus and Malta, and certain British post offices in 
Turkey and Tangier. 

(z) (From Tamil hail, Sinhalese kasi, a small coin, adopted 
by Portuguese as caisa, a box, and similarly assimilated in 
English to " cash " above), a name given by English residents 
in the East to native coins of small value, and particularly to 
the copper coinage of China, the native name for which is hien. 
This, the only coin minted by the government, should bear a 
fixed ratio of x000 cash to one tael of silver, but in practice 
there is no such fixed value. It is the universal medium of  

exchange throughout China for all retail transactions. The hien 
is a round disk of copper alloy, with a square hole punched 
through the centre for stringing. A " string of cash " amounts 
to 500 or moo cash, strung in divisions of so or moo. 

CASHEL, a city of Co. Tipperary, Ireland, in the cast parlia-
mentary division, s m. S.E. of Goold's Cross and Cashef station 
on the main line of the Great Southern & Western railway, 
96 m. S.W. from Dublin. Pop. of urban district (19oz) 2938. 
The town, which lies at the base of the Rock of Cashel, is of 
somewhat poor appearance, but contains several public buildings. 
There are also the cathedral church of St John the Baptist 
(c. :78o), the deanery house (once the bishop's palace), and a 
Roman Catholic church. Cashel gives name to a Roman Catholic 
archdiocese. 

The Rock of Cashel is the object of chief interest in the place. 
This elevation of limestone forrnatiOn rises abruptly from the 
plain to a height of about 30o ft. and is a commanding object 
for many miles around. Its summit is occupied by one of the 
most interesting assemblages of ruins in Ireland, consisting of the 
remains of St Patrick's cathedral, a round tower, Cormac's 
chapel, and an ancient cross. The chapel, which is said to have 
been erected by King Cormac M'Carthy in the 12th century, 
combines the ancient form of high stone roof, having chambers 
between the pitch and the vault, with the richest Norman 
decoration; the chancel arch being of especial magnificence. 
The cathedral, of the t3th century, is cruciform in design, 
with lancet windows and pointed arches, and contains many 
interesting sculptures and tombs. In the adjoining cemetery 
there stands, on a rude pedestal, whereon the kings of Munster 
were crowned, the " Cross of Cashel," with an effigy of St Patrick 
and a portrayal of the Crucifixion sculptured on its sides. The 
round tower, situated at the north-east angle of the cathedral, 
is 8o ft. high with a circumference of so ft., and unlike the 
neighbouring ruins is built, not of the limestone of the " Rock," 
but of freestone. Of the defences of the Rock a massive guard-
tower and portions of the wall remain. At the base of the Rock 
is Hore Abbey, a Cistercian foundation (1272), exhibiting a 
similar style of architecture to that of the cathedral on the Rock; 
and within the town is a Dominican priory (1243), of which the 
east window is a beautiful example of the style of the period. 
From the Rock itself an extensive prospect is commanded over 
the rich Golden Vale backed by the Galtee Mountains, the Devil's 
Bit, and other ranges; the clustering roofs of the city providing 
a picturesque foreground. 

The history of Cashel belongs to the early period of Irish 
chronology. Legend states that the vision of an angel blessing 
the Rock, seen by two swineherds early in the 5th century, led 
Core Mac Luighdheach, king of Munster, to establish a strong-
hold here. It became one of the principal seats of the kings 
of Munster, but in mot it was given over to the church by 
King Murkertagh O'Brien. It afterwards became noteworthy 
as the place where Henry II. received the homage of 
O'Brien, king of Limerick, and still later, where Edward Bruce 
held his Irish parliament. The cathedral was burnt in 1495 
by the earl of Kildare. Cashel was taken by storm during 
the wars of 1647. It was reduced from an archbishopric to a 
bishopric in 1839, and was disfranchised, on account of corrupt 
practice, in 187o, having previously returned one member to 
parliament. 

CASHEW NUT, the fruit of the cashew, cadju or acajou 
tree, Ames:editors occidentals (nat. ord. Anacardiaceae), a native 
of the West Indian Islands.. The fruit is kidney-shaped, about 
an inch in length, and the kernel is enclosed in two coverings, 
the outer of which is smooth, grey and leathery. Inside this 
external rind is a dark-coloured layer, containing an excessively 
acrid juice. The kernels have a bland, oily, pleasant taste. 
They are much eaten, both raw and roasted, in the tropical 
regions in which the tree is cultivated, and they yield a light-
coloured, sweet-tasted oil, said to be equal to olive oil for culinary 
purposes. The fruit-stalk, immediately under the fruit, is 
swollen and fleshy, and assumes a pear-like shape. This swollen 
portion of the stalk has a pleasant acid taste, and is eaten under 
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CASHIBO-CASIMIR III. 

A nacardium oceidetsiak, Cashew Nut plant, belonging to the 
nat. ord. Anacardiaceae 

t. Branch (reduced), bearing 4. Stamen separated. 
lowers and fruit.. The fruit. 5. Nut constituting the fruit. 
stalks are enlarged in a pear- 6. Nut opened longitudinally 
like form, bearing the nut 7. Seed separated from the 
(the true fruit) at their apex. nut. 

a. Flower expanded. 	 8. Cotyledons opened to show the 
3. Stamen and pistil, with the 	radicle a, and the plumule. 

calyx; one fertile stamen 
longer than the others. 

the name of cashew apple. By fermentation it yields an alcoholic 
beverage, from which a spirit for drinking is distilled in the West 
Indies and Brazil,  The stem of the tree yields a gum analogous 
to gum arabic. 

CASHIBO, or CARAPACRE (" bat "), a tribe of South American 
Indians of Pannoan stock, living in scanty numbers on the west 
side of the Ucayali, Peru. They are a wild, savage people who 
have always been foremost in attacks on the Jesuits. They 
joined Juan Santos in 1744 in the destruction of missions. 

CASHIER. (s) (Adapted from the Fr. caissier one in charge 
of the caisse, or money-box), one who has charge of the payment 
or receiving of money in a business house. The " cashier " 
may be a high executive official of a banking or mercantile house 
—thus the name of chief cashier of the Bank of England appears 
on all notes issued during his occupation of the post—or he may 
be merely a clerk, who receives payment for goods sold, and has 
the right to give receipts for the same. 

(2) (In origin ultimately the same as " quash," to annul, 
from Lat. quassare, to dash or break to pieces, a frequenta-
tive of (maim, to shake, but also connected in form and 
meaning with cassare, to make, casssu, empty or void), a military 
term, meaning originally to disband, and probably adopted from 
the Dutch in the 16th century. The word in various forms is 
used in the same sense in most European languages. It is now 
used in English for the dismissal of a commissioned officer from 
the army and navy for particularly serious offences, in the words  

of the Army Act, 188t, s. t6, for " behaving in a scandalous 
manner unbecoming an officer and a gentleman." " Cashiering " 
involves not merely the loss of the commission, but also a per-
manent disqualification from serving the state in any capacity. 

CASH REGISTER, a species of calculating machine adapted 
for use in connexion with the cash-tills of shops, in order to 
provide a record of the money received. Such machines are made 
in great variety and widely used. Sometimes the records are 
constituted by holes punched in a roll of paper, in other cues 
they are shown on dials by the aid of adding mechanism. A 
common form has a number of keys, each representing a particular 
sum and each attached to a counting mechanism which records 
how many times it has been used. By pressing appropriate 
combinations of these keys the amount of any purchase can be 
registered, and the combined records of all thecounting mechanism 
give the total that has been passed through the machine in any 
selected period. Each key when pressed also raises an indicator 
which informs the customer how much he has to pay. In their 
more elaborate forms these cash registers may have a separate 
money-drawer for each assistant employed in the shop. thus 
enabling the proprietor to ascertain how many customers each 
man has served and how much money he has taken, and also to 
fix responsibility for mistakes, bad money, Sic. The machined 
are also made to deliver a printed receipt for each purchase, 
showing the amount, date and assistant concerned, and they 
may be arranged to keep separate records of credit sales, money 
received on account, and money paid out. 

CASILINUM (mod Copra), an ancient city of Campania. 
Italy, 3 m. N.W. of the ancient Caput. Its position at the point 
of junction of the Via Appia and Via Latina, and at their crossing 
of the river Volturnus by a three-arched bridge, which still 
exists, gave it considerable importance under the Ronan 
republic, and while the original pre-Roman town, which was 
doubtless dependent on the neighbouring Capin, stood entizely 
on the Left (S.) bank, surrounded on three sides by the river, 
the Roman city extended to the right bank also; remains of 
it have been found at some 25 ft. below the modem ground-level, 
the river-bed having risen considerably. In the Second Punk War 
it was occupied by Fabius Cunctator in 2t 7 B.C., taken by Hanni-
bal after a gallant defence by troops from Praeneste and Perusia 
in the winter of 216-2I 5, but recaptured in the following year, 
serving the Romans as their base of operations against Capita. 
It lost its independence and became a praefectara. Caesar 
conducted a colony thither in 59 B.C., which was renewed by 
Antony In 44 S.C. The veterans took Octavian's side after 
Caesar's death, but it seems to have been united with Capin 
before the time of Vespasian, and it does not occur in the list of 
independent communities given by Pliny, who indeed (Eris. 
Nat. iii. 7o) speaks of the morientis Casiliai rdiquiae, and only 
its position at the junction of the roads redeemed it from utter 
insignificance. (T. As.) 

CASIMIR M.. called " THE GREAT," king of Poland (1310- 
1370), the son of Wladislaus Lokietek, king of Poland, and 
Jadwiga, princess of Ralisch, was born at Koval in Knjavia 
in 1310. Casimir belongs to that remarkable group of late 
medieval sovereigns who may be called the fathers of modem 
diplomacy, inasmuch as they relegated warfare to its proper 
place as the instrument of politics, and preferred the council-
chamber to the battle-field. lie was educated at the court el 
Charles Robert of Hungary, who had married Casimir's beautiful 
sister Elizabeth, and who gave his brother-In-law an exclaims 
education under Italian masters. In his youth Casimir was 
considered frivolous and licentious; while his sudden flight 
from the field of Plowce, the scene of his father's great victory 
over the Teutonic knights, argued but poorly for his personal 
courage. When, therefore, he ascended the Polish throne in z333. 
the future of his country, which then consisted of little more then 
the lately reunited provinces of Great and Little Poland, seemed 
dark indeed; especially as she was still at war with the Teutoek 
Order and with John of Luxemburg, king of Bohemia, who 
claimed the crown of Poland also. Fortunately Casimir was a 
man of penetrating genius. His father bad been a hero who 
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trusted entirely to bis sword, yet the heroic struggle of a lifetime 
had barely sufficed to keep at bay the numerous and potent foes 
with which Poland was environed. Casimir recognized from the 
first that further fighting against tremendous odds was unprofit-
able. A careful, calculating dynastic policy, which aimed at the 
establishment of an equilibrium by means of prudent compro-
mises and defensive alliances, was, he rightly judged, the best 
guarantee for the future safety and glory of Poland. Casimir began 
by tying the hands of the Teutonic Order by the truce of Thorn; 
he induced the king of Bohemia to relinquish his claims to the 
Polish throne by consenting to leave him a free hand in Silesia 
(conference of Trencsfn, early in 1335); and subsequently he 
attended the celebrated congress of Visegrad (November 12-
December 3, 1335), where Charles Robert entertained him 
and the king of Bohemia magnificently. At this congress the 
differences between Casimir and John of Bohemia were finally 
adjusted; peace was made between the king of Poland and the 
Teutonic Order on the basis of the cession of Pomerania, Kulm, 
and Michalow to the knights, who retroceded Kujavia and 
Dobrayn; and the kings of Hungary and Poland further agreed 
to assist each other in the acquisition of the south-eastern 
border province of Halicz, or Red Russia (very nearly correspond-
ing to the modem Galicia), in case the necessity for intervention 
should arise. The Holy See, jealous of the growing power of 
the house of Luxemburg, attempted to set aside the decrees 
of the congress of Visegr4d, by urging Casimir to take up arms 
against the knights once more; but Casimir prudently refrained 
from hostilities, and ultimately compensated himself in the south-
east for his losses in the north. To guarantee still further the 
integrity of Poland, Casimir, who had no male issue, concluded 
a compact with Charles Robert whereby he recognized Louis, 
Charles Robert's son, as the successor to the Polish crown; 
Louis on his part contracting to confirm the privileges of the 
Polish gentry and clergy and to rule Poland through natives only. 

In isao the death of George II. of Halicz, and the ravaging 
of that fruitful border principality by the Tatars, induced Casimir 
and Charles Robert to establish their joint influence there, and 
111'144 the Red Russian boyar, Demetrius Detko, was appointed 
Mugge, or governor, in the names of the two kings. Nine years 
later Lubart of Lithuania, who also had claims upon Red Russia, 
disputed the sway of Poland in that principality. Hungary 
coming to the assistance of Poland, Lubart was defeated and 
taken prisoner; but Casimir, anxious to avoid a bloody war 
with Lithuania's Tatar allies, came to a compromise with Lubart 
whereby Poland retained Halicz with Lemberg, while Vladimir, 
Betz, and Brzesc fell to the share of Lithuania. With the Teutonic 
knights, still Poland's most dangerous foe, Casimir preserved 
peaceful relations throughout his reign. He kept them within 
due bounds by using the influence of the Luxcmburgers against 
them at the papal court; but the disputes between Poland and 
the order were ultimately settled by the peace of Kalisz (July 
23, 1343), when the knights engaged for the first time to pay 
tribute to the Polish crown. John of Bohemia was also a con-
stant thorn in the side of Casimir. Silesia, now split up into 
seventeen principalities, was the bone of contention between them; 
and when Casimir suddenly invaded that country, took Wschowa, 
and made Prince Charles of Bohemia a prisoner, war between 
the two kingdoms actually broke out and Casimir was besieged in 
Cracow by the Czechs. But his Hungarian allies hastened to 
his assistance, and the mediation of the Holy See restored 
peace in t346. The death of the adventurous John at CrEcy, 
and the election of his son as emperor, still further improved the 
situation. Charles IV., a cautious sovereign with many cares, 
was as anxious for the maintenance of peace as Casimir himself. 
Than the relations between them were never very seriously 
disturbed. 

Throughout his reign Casimir never neglected the great work 
of domestic reform, greatly aided by Jaroslatv Skotowicki, 
archbishop of Gnesen, formerly a professor at Bologna. The 
first result of their joint labours was the much-needed codification 
of the laws of Great and Little Poland in 1347. This was followed 
by the establishment of a supreme court of appeal in 1 367. 

Towards everything like disorder, tyranny, or aristocratic 
oppression, Casimir was always inexorably severe; all dis-
turbers of the peace were remorselessly put to death as the worst 
enemies of their country and he enjoyed in consequence the 
honourable title of " the Peasants' King." The lawlessness 
of the nobility was most noticeable in the province of Great 
Poland, where outrageous acts of violence were of everyday 
occurrence. To remedy the evil, Casimir drew up and pro-
mulgated the severe statute of Great Poland, which went to the 
very root of the matter and greatly strengthened the hands of 
the king's justices. Casimir also did much for education. 
Stimulated by the example of Charles IV., who had founded the 
university of Prague in 2348, Casimir on the 12th of May 13 64 
established and richly endowed the first university of Cracow, 
which had five professors of Roman law, three of Canon law, 
two of physics, and one master of arts. The security of the 
kingdom was sensibly promoted by the erection of a cordon of 
fortresses on its north-eastern borders, and a blow was 4given to 
foreign interference when Casimir succeeded in gaining dominant 
influence over the independent Polish principality of Masovia, 
which had hitherto gravitated between Bohemia and the 
Teutonic Order. 

.Casimir's last political act was the conclusion of a fresh 
alliance with Louis of Hungary against Charles IV. at Buda 
in 1369. He died on the 5th of November 137o from the effects 
of an injury received while hunting. Though married three 
times Casimir left no sons; but he had the satisfaction of knowing 
that his domains would pass into the hands of a nephew every 
whit as capable and sagacious as himself. 

See Jan Lenick, The Congress of Visegrad (Pol.), (Lemberg, 18841; 
J. K. Kochanowski, Casimir the Great (Pot.). (Warsaw, t000 ; 
Kazimierz J. Gorzycki, The Annexation of Red Russia by Casimir e 
Great (Pol.), (Lemberg, 1889); Stanislaw Kryzandwski, The Embassy 
of Casimir the Great to Avignon (Pol.), (Cracow, woo). (R. N. 13.) 

CASIMIR IV., king of Poland (1427-1492), second son of 
Wladislaus II. Jagiello, was appointed while still a lad grand-
duke of Lithuania by his father, and crowned king of Poland 
at Cracow in June 1447, three years after the death of his elder 
brother, Wladislaus III., at the battle of Varna. The cause of 
this long interregnum was the disinclination of the Lithuanians 
to part with their prince till their outstanding differences with 
Poland, relating chiefly to the delimitation of the frontiers of the 
two states, had been settled. Casimir's reign of forty-five years 
was epoch-making for Poland. He was without doubt one of the 
greatest statesmen of his age, concealing beneath a simple 
exterior and homely habits a profound political sagacity and an 
unerring common-sense, and possessing in a high degree those 
useful qualities .of patience, moderation, and tenacity, which 
characterized nearly all the princes of the house of Jagiello. 
Throughout life he steadily followed two guiding principles—
the preservation of the political union between Poland and 
Lithuania at whatever cost, and the recovery of the lost lands 
of old Poland. It was due entirely to his steadfast adherence to 
these principles that Poland in the course of the 15th century 
rose to the rank of a great power; but by a singular irony of 
fate, Casimir, in consequence of his unswerving efforts to make 
his country glorious and prosperous, entirely forfeited the 
popularity of his Polish subjects, whose true interests he under-
stood far better than they did themselves. Thus his refusal to 
sacrifice Polish to Lithuanian or Lithuanian to Polish interests 
caused both Poles and Lithuanians toaccuse the f ar-seeing monarch 
of partiality and favouritism; while his anti-German policy, 
on which the future safety of the dual state depended, could 
only be carried through by the most humiliating concessions 
to patrician pride and greed. His difficulties were moreover 
considerably enhanced by the fact that he was not of an essentially 
martial temperament, and could not therefore appeal to the 
heroic side of the Polish character. 

The great triumph of Casimir's reign was the final subjugation 
of the Teutonic Order, a triumph only accomplished after a 
harassing and desultory thirteen years' war, during which 
Casimir's own subjects gave him more trouble than all his 
enemies. The pretext of the rupture was the attempt of the 
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knights to crush the Prussian diet, which, bearing as it did most 
of the burdens, claimed fairly enough a proportionate share 
in the government of the Prussian provinces. Excommunicated 
by the pope and placed under the ban of the Empire, the 
Prussian cities and gentry naturally turned to their nearest 
neighbour, Poland, for protection. In October 1453 they placed. 
themselves beneath the overlordship of Casimir; on the 4th of 
February 1454 formally renounced their ancient allegiance to the 
Order; and some weeks later captured no fewer than fifty-seven 
towns and castles. On the 6th of March 1454 Casimir  issued 
a manifesto directing the incorporation of the Prussian provinces 
with Poland, but granting them at the same time freedom 
from taxation and full autonomy. But except in the border 
province of Great Poland, the acquisition of this new territory 
excited little interest and no enthusiasm in Poland generally. 
The local diets granted subsidies with a niggard hand, and for 
the conduct of the war the king soon had to depend almost 
entirelyon Hussite mercenaries, who frequently turned against 
him when their wages were not paid. The Polish gentry on the 
other hand exhibited far less energy in the field than in the 
council chamber; they were defeated again and again by the 
knights, and showed themselves utterly incapable of taking 
fortresses. No wonder then if in the earlier years of the war 
the Order recovered its lost ground, and the king, irritated 
beyond endurance by the suicidal parsimony of the estates, 
threatened to retire to the forests of Lithuania. But manlier 
counsels prevailed, the struggle was resumed, and after the 
bloody victory of Puck (September 17, 1462) the scales of 
fortune inclined decisively to the side of Poland. Finally 
the Holy See intervened, and by the second peace of Thorn 
(October 14, 1466) all West Prussia, as it is now called, 
was ceded to Poland, while East Prussia was left in the hands of 
the knights, who held it as a fief of the Polish crown. 

The intervention of the Curia, which hitherto had been hostile 
to Casimir because of his steady and patriotic resistance to papal 
aggression, was due to the permutations of European politics. 
The pope was anxious to get rid of the Hussite king of Bohemia, 
George Podf brad, as the first step towards the formation of a 
league against the Turk. Casimir was to be a leading factor in this 
combination, and he took advantage of it to procure the election 
of his son Wladislaus as king of Bohemia. But he would not 
commit himself too far, and his ulterior plans were frustrated 
by the rivalry of Matthias Corvinus, king of Hungary, who even 
went so far as to stimulate the Teutonic Order to rise against 
Casimir. The death of Matthias in 1490 was a great relief to 
Poland, and Casimir employed the two remaining years of his 
reign in consolidating his position still further. He expired rather 
suddenly while hunting at Troki in Lithuania in June 1492. 

The feature of Cacimir's character which most impressed hit 
contemporaries was his extraordinary simplicity and sobriety. 
He, one of the greatest monarchs in Europe, habitually wore 
plain Cracow cloth, drank nothing but water, and kept the 
most austere of tables. His one passion was the chase. Yet 
his liberality to his ministers and servants was proverbial, and 
his vanquished enemies he always treated with magnificent 
generosity. Casimir's married life was singularly happy. His 
consort, Elizabeth of Austria, " the mother of the Jagiellos," 
bore him six sons and seven daughters, and by her affection and 
good counsel materially relieved the constant anxieties and 
grievous burdens of his long and arduous reign. 

See Jan Dlugosz, Opera (Cracow, 1887); August Sokolowski,  JUus- 
trated History of Poland (Pol.), vol. u. (Vienna, 194). (R. N.13.) 

CASIMIR-PEIUER, JEAN PAUL PIERRE (1847--19o7). fifth 
president of the French Republic, was born in Paris on the 8th 
of November 1847, being the grandson of Casimir Pierre Pfrier 
(q.v.) the famous premier of Louis Philippe. He entered public 
life as secretary to his father, A. V. L. C. Pfrier, who was minister 
of the interior under the presidency of Thiers. In 1874 he was 
elected general councillor of the Aube, and was sent by the same 
department to the chamber of deputies in the general elections 
of 1876, and he was always re-elected until his presidency. In 
spite of the traditions of his family, Casimir-Perier joined the  

group of Republicans on the Left, and was one of the 363 on the 
Seise-Mai (1877). If he refused to vote the expulsion of the 
princes in 1883, and resigned as deputy upon the enactment of 
the law, it was only owing to personal connexions with the family 
of Orleans. On the 17th of August 1883 he became under-
secretary of state for war, and retained that position until the 7th 
of January 1885. From z890 to 1892 he was vice-president of 
the chamber, then in 1893 president. On the 3rd of December 
he became prime-minister, holding the department of foreign 
affairs, resigned in May 1894, and was re-elected president of the 
chamber. On the 24th of June 1894, after the assassination of 
President Carnot, he "was elected president of the republic by 
451 votes against 195 for Henri Brisson and 97 for Charles DuPtrY. 
His presidency lasted only six months. The resignation of the 
Dupuy ministry on the 14th of January riles was followed the 
next day by that of the president. Casimir-Pfrier explained his 
action by the fact that he found himself ignored by the ministers, 
who did not consult him before taking decisions, and did not keep 
him informed upon political events, especially in foreign affairs. 
From that time he definitely and absolutely abandoned politics, 
and devoted himself to business—especially  mining. At the 
trial of Dreyfus at Rennes, Casimir-Pfrier's evidence, as opposed 
to that of General Mercier, was of great value to the cause of 
Dreyfus. He died on the 11th of March tool. 

CASINO (diminutive of case, a house), the Italian name for a 
pleasure-house in a garden, which has been extended to a place 
of public amusement at pleasure resorts, in which concerts, 
theatrical performances and public balls are given, and which 
usually contains a raft-restaurant and gaming saloons. " Casino " 
as an architectural term is still employed in France, and the 
subject is given in competitive programmes in the French scbooh 
of design. In the 18th century in England many Italian examples 
were built in the parks of country mansions, and Sir William 
Chambers in his treatise on civil architecture publishes plates of 
the casinos he had built at Marino, near Dublin, Wilton near 
Salisbury; and Birdshall, Yorkshire. 

Casino or Cassino is also the name given to a game of cards of 
obscure origin, played with a full whist-pack. The object is to 
take as many cards as possible, particularly such as have special 
value. It may be played by two, three or four persons, partners 
sitting opposite one another. The player at the dealer's right is 
called the pony (pone), the one at his left the eldest hand. The 
dealer (selected by the cut of the lowest card) deals four cards to 
each player by twos and also, just before dealing to himself, four 
to the table, face upwards. The eldest hand begins the game by 
playing a card in one of three ways. Either he may take one of 
the exposed cards on the table by matching it with one from his 
own hand; or he may put one of his cards upon one of the table 
hand and call the sum of the pips (called building); or thirdly, 
failing to do either of these things, he must trail, i.e. lay a and 
face upwards on the table beside the exposed cards, and the 
player at his left then plays in his turn. When each player has 
played out all four of his cards the dealer deals four more all 
round, and the game proceeds until the pack is exhausted. The 
game either (z) ends at this juncture, the player having secured 
the most points winning; or (2) the side or player first securing 
as points wins; or (3) the points secured in a given number of 
deals may determine the winner. The points and their respective 
values are as follows :—Big (or Great) Cassno (ten of diamonds), 1, 
Little Casino (deuce of spades), 1; Cards (greatest number), 3; 
Spades (greatest number), 1; Aces, , each or 4 together; Sweeps, 
z each. Thus, without sweeps, the maximum points in one deal 
are II. A sweep is a play that clears the table of all exposed cards. 
The game then proceeds by the next player placing a card on the 
table face upwards. 

" Building," referred to above, is done as follows. Should a 3 
lie exposed on the table, a player ma? place a 4 upon it. saying. 
" I build a 7," and, if it is not distu led before his next ens. be 
may then take the two cards with another 7 from his hand. It 
follows that no combination may be built unlessthe builder holds 
the proper card in his hand. But a build may be increased. Tian. 
in the case cited above, another player may put a 2 upon the roue 
cards which make 7 and say, " I build 9," in which case the original 
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Wilder loses control of the build unless he also holds a 9  in his hand 
sr can himself increase the build again; for instance, adding an ace 
and calling so. In the old way of playing the ace counted 1, the 
deuce 1, and so on as at whist, excepting that all court cards counted 
to But in the popular variation called Royal Casino, now almost 
aniversally played, the ace counts either 1 or 14, the king t3, the 
queen 12 and the knave z z. In this manner the opportunities for 
ample and increased building are greatly multipli ed, resulting in a 
much livelier game. 

If a player has made a build he must take it in on his next play, 
unless he can take some other card. He cannot have two builds on 
the table at the same time, nor increase another build if he already 
has one of his own. Double Builds cannot be incteased, e.g. if a 
player combines a 3 and &lying on the table and/Aloes, 7 from his 
hand upon them, saying, I build sevens" this build can be taken 
only with a 7, and cannot be built upon further.• Of course in the 
case cited the builder must still have another 7 in, his band. In 
playing partners each ma take in the other's builds, or may build 
to a card that has been declared by his partner; e.g. if his partner 
has built an 8 that has been captured by an opponent, he may build 
another 8 with a card from his own hand to the 8 that he knows 
to be in his partner's band, even though he has no 8 himself. In 
Imam, i.e. laying down is card without matching or building, one 
usually plays small cards, avoiding aces and (if Big and Little 
Casino have not yet been played) tens and deuces, as well as any 
cards one has reason to think will be of service to the enemy. High 
cards are usually played last, as they are stronger in talung com-
binations. Such rules are, however, quite general, each situation 
calling for special treatment. In the last round all cards remaining 
on the table become the property of the player taking the last trick. 
A good memory and keen powers of observation are essential in 
playing this game. 

In Twenty-One-Point Casino nothing is scored until the end of the 
deal. A second or third deal is usually n before one side 
scores the requisite 21. In the final deal each side keeps a mental 
count of the points made, and as soon as 21 are scored the game 
is claimed and the points shown. But if, when added to those already 
scored in previous deals, they make more or less than 21. the claimant 
loses the game. In counting out cards count first, followed by spades, 
Big Casino, Lithe Casino, aces and sweeps, in that order. 

Spade Casino is a variation in which the usual II points count as 
in the regular game, and, in addition, each spade counts !, excepting 
the knave of spades, which counts 2, making 24 points in all These 
are scored on a cribbage-board. each point being marked as it is 
made. The game is for 6t points, or once round the board and into 
the game-hole. 

CASINTIM. an  ancient town of Italy, probably of Volscian 
origin. Varro states that the name was Sabine, and meant forum 
Va114, and also that the town itself was Samnite,but he is probably 
wrong. When it came under Roman supremacy is not known, 
but it probably received the citizenship in f88 B.c. It was the 
most south-easterly town in Latiuns adjeauns, situated on the Via 
Latina about so m. N.W. of Capua. It appears occasionally 
in the history of the Hannibalic War. Varro possessed a villa near 
it, in which later on Mark Antony held his orgies. Towards the 
end of the republic it was a praefectura, and under the empire it 
appears as a colony (perhaps founded by the triumvirs), though 
in two (not local) inscriptions it is called municipium. Strabo 
speaks of it as an important town; Varro mentions the olive-oil 
of its district as especially good. The older ,Volscian Casinum 
must have stood on the hill (1715 ft.) above the Roman town 
(148 ft.), where considerable remains of fortifications in Cyclopean 
masonry, of finely cut blocks of limestone, still exist. The site is 
now occupied by the Benedictine monastery of Monte Cassino 
(ol.a.) founded by St Benedict himself in 529. A number of Roman 
inscriptions from Casinum are preserved there. The wall which 
runs south-west and west starting from the west side of the 
monastery, for a total length of about goo yds., is not so clearly 
traceable on the other side of the hill, though there is one fragment 
under the east side of the monastery; but it seems to have 
defended the summit and was perhaps the original acropolis. 
The Roman town lay at the foot of the mountain, close to the 
Via Latina. The amphitheatre, erected by Ununiclia Quadratilla 
(whose passion for actors is mentioned by Pliny, Episf. vii. 
on the occasion of her death at the age of about eighty), is still 
existing. it is built of opus reticulatuns and the five entrances are 
by arches of larger blocks of stone; it is approximately circular 
in plan. The external walls are so ft. high. The seats in the 
Interior have disappeared. Above it on the hillside is a theatre 
of opts rsticidalass, less well preserved. Close by is a building  

converted into the Cappelli' del Crocefisso, originally perhaps a 
tomb in the Via Latina; it is a chamber in the form of a Greek 
cross, constructed of large masses of travertine, with a domed roof 
of the same material. On the opposite bank of the Rapido are 
the ruins called Monticelli, attributed to the vita of Varro,a partof 
which was frequently drawn by the architects of the 16th century 
(T. Ashby in Papers of the British School at Rome, ii. 19). The 
medieval town of S. Germano, which resumed the name Cassino 
in 1871, lies a little to the north. The cathedral was founded in 
the Ath century, but the present building was constructed in the 
17th century. The church of S. Maria delle Cinque Toni contains 
twelve ancient marble columns; above the town is a picturesque 
medieval castle. (T. As.) 

CASIRI, NIGUEL (1710-1791), a learned Maronite, was born 
at Tripoli (Syria) in 1710. He studied at Rome, where he lectured 
on Arabic, Syriac, Chaldee, philosophy and theology. In 1748 
he went to Spain, and was employed in the royal library at 
Madrid. He was successively appointed a member of the Royal 
Academy of History, interpreter of oriental languages to the 
king, and joint-librarian at the Escorial. In 1763 he became 
principal librarian, a post which he appears to have held till his 
death in 1791. Casiri published a work entitled Bibliotheca 
Arabico -Hispana Escurialassis (2 vols., Madrid, 1760- 1770). 
It is a catalogue of above 1800 Arabic MSS., which he found in 
the library of the Escorial; it also contains a number of quota-
tions from Arabic works on history. The MSS. are classified 
according to subjects; the second volume gives an account of 
a large collection of geographical and historical MSS., which 
contain valuable information regarding the wars between the 
Moors and the Christians in Spain. Casiri's work is not yet 
obsolete, but a more scientific system is adopted in Hartwig 
Derenbourg's incomplete treatise, Les Manusaits arabes de 
l'Escorial (Paris, 1884). 

CASKET, a small box or coffer, commonly used for jewels, 
money, papers, or other objects of value. The etymology is 
doubtful. It is possibly a diminutive of " cask," a barrel for 
wine or other liquor. The Spanish casco meant also a skull, 
helmet, or rind of an onion, and is probably connected with 
cascar, tobreak open,Latin gstassare,Frenchcasser, to break, shake. 
The French catgut, racquet, of the same origin is only used of a 
helmet, and the sense of " small chest " is not found in languages 
other than English. Skeat suggests that the word is a corrupticn 
of French cassette, diminutive of caste, box, Latin copra, from 
aspen, to hold, contain, cf. English " case ." History and 
literature are full of references to the often disconcerting contents 
of these famous receptacles. The " Casket Letters " (q.v.) are 
one of the mysteries of history. Harpagnon's casket plays 
an important part in Moliire's L' Avare; Bluebeard given his 
too-curious wife the keys of his caskets filled with precious stones; 
the contents of Sainte-Croix's casket brought about the trial and 
condemnation of the marquise de Brinvilliers, the poisoner. 
This very ancient piece of furniture was no doubt derived from 
the chest, which was the original wardrobe. It wah often an 
object of great value, covered with ivory, enamel, or stamped 
leather, enriched with precious metals, or encrusted with jewels. 
One which belonged to St Louis and is preserved in the Louvre is 
covered with enamelled shields of arms and other decorations. 
In the 16th and 17th centuries secret hiding-places were some-
times in the thickness of the lid or in a false bottom. The word 
is now little used—the natural result of the desuetude of the 
object; but auctioneers occasionally announce that they will sell 
a " casket of jewels," and undertakers, especially in the United 
States, frequently use it as a grandiose synonym for " coffin." 

CASKET LETTERS. This is the name generally given to 
eight letters, and a sequence of irregular sonnets, all described as 
originally in French, and said to have been addressed by Mary, 
queen of Scots, to the earl of Bothwell, between January and 
April 1566-1567. The nature of these documents—authentic, 
forged, or partly forged, partly genuine—has been the theme 'of 
much discussion. If authentic throughout, they afford perfect 
proof of Mary's complicity in the murder of her husband, Henry, 
Lord Darnley. The topic is so perplexing, and possibilities 
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are so delicately balanced, that inquirers may change their 
views, and modify or reverse their opinions, on the appearance of 
each fresh document that is brought to light; or even upon a 
new consideration of existing evidence. Controversy centres 
round a very long and singular undated epistle called " The 
Glasgow Letter " or " Letter IL" If Mary wrote all of this, or 
even wrote some compromising parts of it, she was certainly 
guilty. But two questions remain to be settled—(1) did her 
accusers at one time possess another version of this letter which 
if it existed was beyond doubt a forgery ? and (a) is not part of 
Letter IL a forged interpolation, based on another document, 
not by Mary? 

The whole affair has been obscured and almost inextricably 
entangled, as we shall see, by the behaviour of Mary's accusers. 
Of these Maitland of Lethington was consenting to Darnley's 
murder; the earl of Morton had, at least, guilty foreknowledge; 
the regent Moray (Mary's natural brother) had "looked through 
his fingers " at the crime, and for months remained on intimate 
terms with the criminals. He also perjured himself when putting 
before Elizabeth's commission of inquiry at Westminster (Dec-
ember 1568) a copy of the confession of Hepburn of Bowton 
(Cotton MSS. British Museum. Caligula C.I. fol. 325). This 
is attested as a "true copy," but Moray, who had been present 
when Bowton was examined (December 8, 1567), knew that 
the copy presented at Westminster (December 1568) had been 
mutilated because the excised passages were damning to Lething-
ton and the earl of Morton, accomplices in the crime of Darnley's 
murder, and accomplices of Moray in his prosecution of his 
sister. (See in Cambridge University Library, MS. 00. 47, 
fol. 5 et seq. Compare the MS. copy of the confession in the 
British Museum, Cotton MSS. Caligula, C.L fol. 325, printed 
In Anderson's Collections, vol. ii. pp. 183-188.) 

If Moray the righteous could act thus, much more might the 
murderer Morton perjure himself in his averment that there 
had been no tampering with the Casket Letters in his custody. 
We cannot, in short, believe Mary's accusers on their oaths. 
When they all went, in October-December 1568, to York and 
London to accuse their queen—and before that, in their pro-
clamations—they contradicted themselves freely and frequently, 
they put in a list of dates which made Mary's authorship of Letter 
II. impossible; and they rang the changes on Scots translations 
of the alleged French originals, and on the French itself. For 
example, when Moray, after Mary was in Elizabeth's power 
(May 16, 1568), wished Elizabeth to have the matter tried, 
he in May-June 1568 sent John Wood to England with Scots 
translations of the letters. Wood was to ask, " if the French 
originals arc found to tally with theScots translations, will that be 
reckoned good evidence ?" It was as easy to send copies of 
the French, and thus give no ground for the suspicion that the 
Scots letters were altered on the basis of information acquired 
between May and October 1568, and that the French versions 
were made to fit the new form of the Scots copies. Another 
source of confusion, now removed, was the later publication in 
France of the letters in French. This French did not correspond 
with French copies of some of the originals recently discovered 
in Cecil's MSS. and elsewhere. But that is no ground of suspicion, 
for the published French letters were not copies of the alleged 
originals, but translations of Latin translations of them, from 
the Scots (see T. F. Henderson, The Casket Letters, 189o). German 
historians have not made matters more clear by treating the 
Letters on the principle of " the higher criticism " of Homer and 
the Bible. They find that the documents are of composite 
origin, partly notes from Mary to Darnley, partly a diary of 
Mary's, and so on; all combined and edited by some one who 
played the part of the legendary editorial committee of Peisis-
tratus (see Home), which compiled the Iliad and Odyssey out 
of fragmentary lays . From all these causes, and others, arise 
confusion and suspicion. 

So much information unknown to older disputants such as 
Goodall, the elder Trier, Chalmers, and Malcolm Laing, and in 
certain cases unknown even to Fronde and Skelton, has accrued, 
that the question can now best be studied in The Casket Letters,  

by T. F. Henderson (1889; second issue, 1890, being the more 
accurate); in The Mystery of Mary Stuart, by Andrew Lang 
(4th edition, 1904), and in Henderson's criticism of that book, 
in his Mary, Queen of Scots (1905) (Appendix A). The conclu-
sion arrived at here is that of Henderson, but it is reached 
independently. 

The history of the letters must be given in summary. Hen-
derson, in The Casket Letters (x889), was the first to publish and 
use as evidence a document of which the existence was made 
known in the fifth report of the royal commission on historical 
manuscripts. It is a sworn statement of the earl of Morton, 
written in 1568. A silver casket (originally Mary's property, 
but then in the possession of Bothwell) was placed in his hands 
on the moth of June, and was inspected by several nobles and 
gentlemen on the 21st of June 1567. Morton denies that the 
contents, the letters, sonnets, and some other papers, bad been 
in any way tampered with. But if Moray could knowingly 
submit garbled evidence, Morton's oath is of no value if un-
corroborated. 

Mary was, on the 21st of June 1567, a prisoner in Loch Leven 
Castle. A messenger was at once sent from Edinburgh to London 
with a letter from Lethington and a verbal message. By the s2th 
of July, de Silva, the Spanish ambassador, reports on the 
authority of the French ambassador that du Croc, French envoy 
to Scotland, avers that Mary's Scottish enemies have autograph 
letters of hers proving her guilt, and himself possesses copies. 
Of these copies no more is heard, and they cannot be found. 
According to de Silva, Elizabeth said that she did not believe 
in the Letters, and that Lethington, who vitae to Cecil on the 
21st of June, and sent a verbal message by the bearer, " bad 
behaved badly in the matter,"—whether that of the letters, or in 
general. On what evidence she based that opinion, if she 
really held it, is unknown. In December 1567 the Scottish 
parliament was informed that the letters were signed by Mary 
(they are unsigned), but the phrase is not used in the subsequent 
act of parliament. The letters were exhibited and apparently 
were read, probably read aloud. Mary's party in September 
1 568  declared that they were garbled, and that the handwriting 
was not hers. In the end of July 1567 the earl of Moray, Mary's 
brother, passing through London from France, told de Silva, 
as de Silva reported to his government, that there was proof 
of Mary's guilt in a letter of three double sheets of paper signal 
by her 

According to Moray's version of the letter, Mary was to try 
to poison Darnley in a house on the way between Glasgow 
and Edinburgh where he and she were to stop. Clearly Lord 
Livingstone's house, Callender, where they did rest on their 
tourney, is intended. If this failed, Mary would put Darnley 

in the house where the explosion was arranged for the night 
upon which one of the servants was to be married." No such 
arrangement had been made, as the confessions of the murderers, 
at which Moray was present, clearly prove. It may be said that 
de Silva means " the house in which the explosion was afterwards 
arranged." But the earl of Lennox, Darnley's father, understood 
Moray to mean that as early as January 21-21, 1567, the 
house of Kirk o' Field, where Darnley was slain, had already been 
'ined. Moray's version of the letter made Mary tell Bothwell 
to poison or put away his wife. No such matters occur in Letter 
IL, Moray spoke, he said, on the authority of " a man who had 
read the letter " A similar account of this letter is given in a 
document of Darnley's father, the earl of Lennox (Cambridge 
University Library MSS. 00. 7. 47; 17 b.). Can we suppose 
that "the man who had read the letter" invented much of its 
contents, and told them to Moray, who told de Silva, and told 
Darnley's father, Lennox, then in or near London? 

At this point comes in the evidence—unknown to Fronde, 
Skelton, Hosea, and Henderson in his book The Casket Lewes.— 
of a number of documents, notes of information, and indictments 
of Mary, written for or by the earl of Lennox. These MSS 
are in the University Library of Cambridge, and were trasecribed 
by Father Stevenson. His transcripts were brought to light by 
Father Pollen, S. J., who lent them, with his own notes on them 
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to Andrew Lang for use in his book, The Mystery of Mary Stuart 
( 1 900-1904). 

Not one of the Lennox documents is dated, all but one are 
endorsed in an English hand of the period. It may be conjectured 
that they were selected by Lennox from his papers, and lent by 
him to some one who was writing against Mary. Among them 
(Cambridge University MSS. Oo. 7. 47. fol. 17 b.) is a long 
indictment of Mary, in which Lennox describes a wicked letter of 
Item As has been said, he closely follows Moray's version re-
ported by de Silva in July 1567. Lennox also gives several 
stories of cruel words of Mary spoken to Darnley in the hearing 
of her servants. 

Now, on the nth of June r568, Lennox was in the company of 
John Wood, a creature of Moray's, and Wood, as we saw, brought 
copies of the Scots renderings of the Letters into England in 
May-June 1568. It was argued by Andrew Lang that Wood 
was likely to show these letters to Lennox; and that as Lennox 
follows Moray's version of Mary's long and murderous letter, 
and does not follow Letter IL, the murderous letter (a forgery) 
was then part of the dossier of Mary's accusers. Again, as 
Lennox's indictment of Mary (Cambridge 00. 7. 47. fol. 17 b.) 
is rife in " reports and sayings of Mary's servants " about her 
cruel words to Darnley, and as Lennox had not these reports 
on the nth of June 1568, for on that day he wrote to Scotland 
asking his friends to discover them and send them to him, the 
indictment (Oo. 7. 47) must have been composed long after the 

rth of June. This must be so, for Lennox's letters of the rzth, 
of June were intercepted by his foes, the Hamiltons, and were 
found in the Hamilton Muniment Room. Thus answers to 
his inquiries were delayed. (The letters of Lennox were published 
in Miscellany of the Maitland Club, vol. iv.) 

Henderson, on the other side, believes that Wood " indu-
bitably " showed to Lennox the Scots copies of the Casket 
Letters about the nth of June 1568. But Lennox, he says, 
could not quote Letter II. in his indictment against Mary, 
and had to rest on Moray's version of July 1567, because Lennox's 
indictment was completed, and even laid before Elizabeth, as 
early as the 28th of May z 568. Henderson seeks to prove that 
this is so by quoting from Chalmers's Mary Queen of Scots (vol. 

p. 289) the statement that Lennox and his wife on that.day 
presented to Elizabeth a " Bill of Supplication "; and (though he 
submits that the indictment i00. 7. 47] is a draft for the Bill) 
he strengthens his case by heading the indictment, wffich he 
publishes, Bill of Supplication. The document, in fact, is 
unendorsed, and without a title, and there is not a word of 
" supplication " in it. It is a self-contradictory history of the 
relations between Mary and Darnley. 

Henderson's contention therefore seems erroneous. Lennox 
could not begin to prepare an English indictment against Mary 
till she was in England and in Elizabeth's power. He could not 
hear of this fact—Mary's arrival in England (May z6, r568)—
before, say, the 19th of May; and between the Toth of May and 
the 28th of May he could not write for and receive from Scotland 
" the reports and sayings of her servants." He did not possess 
them on the rith of June, when he asked for them; he did not 
get them at once, for his letters were intercepted; the indictment 
(0o. 7. 47) is rich in them; therefore that paper is not the " Bill 
of Supplication" of the 28th of May 

Thus the question remains, why, if Wood about the kith of 
June showed to Lennox Letter II in Scots, did Lennox follow 
Moray's erroneous version of July 1567? Because in June 1568 
that version, forged, was in the Scots collection of the Casket 
Letters? If so, there was time for Lennox to lend to the accusers 
certain notes which a retainer of his, Thomas Crawford of Jordan 
Hill, swore (December 9, 1568) that he had made for Lennox 
(about January 22, 1567) of secret conversations between 
Darnley and Mary. Lennox (June i i, 1568) asked Crawford 
for his reminiscences, not of Darnley's reports of his talks with 
Mary, but of Crawford's own interview with her as she entered 
Glasgow to visit Darnley, probably on the 21st of January 1567. 
It follows that Lennox possessed Crawford's written notes of 
the Darnley and Mary conversations. If he had not possessed  

them on the r ith of June 1568, he must have staked Crawford 
for his reminiscences of these talks. But he did not Ask. 

Crawford's evidence was all-important, because it corroborated 
Mary's own account of her interviews with Darnley in Letter II. 
That part of the letter then, it is argued by many, is a forged 
interpolation based on Crawford's notes and memories. The 
force of this contention lies in the close verbal identities between 
Crawford's account of the Darnley-Mary interviews (see Craw-
ford's Declaration of December 9, 1568, in Lang's Mystery 
of Mary Stuart, pp. 428.431; from Stole Papers Scotland, 
Elizabeth vol. xiii. No. 14. Record Office) and the correspond-
ing passages in Letter II. (Mystery of Mary Stuart, pp. 396-308). 
The verbal identities can only be explained in one of the following 
ways. Either Letter II. is here based on Crawford; or Crawford 
has copied Letter II. by way of corroborating it (a fatal step, 
if the case came before a modem English court of justice); or 
Darnley's memory of his conversation with Mary was so fresh, 
when he dictated his recollection of it to Crawford on 21st-22nd 
January 1567, that he reported speeches in almost the very 
same words as Mary used in writing Letter II. Henderson prefers 
the hypothesis that Lennox had lost Crawford's notes; and that 
the identities are explained by the "remarkably good memories 
of Crawford and Mary, or by the more likely supposition that 
Craviford, before preparing his declaration for the conference " 
(at Westminster, December x568) "refreshed his memory by 
the letter." (Letter IL, Mary Queen of Scots, p. 65o.) 

Mary did not need a particularly good memory; if she wrote, 
she wrote unchecked her recollections of the day's talk. But 
no human memory of a conversation reported on the 22nd of 
January 1567, could be so nearly " word perfect " as Crawford's 
must have been two years later. If Crawford " refreshed his 
memory by the letter," be exposed himself, and the entire case, 
by copying whole passages, often with lew verbal changes. If 
he had access to his original notes of the list and 22nd of January 
1567, then he was safe—that is, if Darnley's memory of the con-
versations tallied so exactly with Mary's. Whether that could 
be, Darnley dictating while still hot from the exciting inter-
change of words which he meant to report, is a question for 
psychologists. Experiments made by a person who possesses 
a good memory seem to show that the thing is very possible, 
especially if Darnley revised Crawford's notes. 

Thus the, probabilities are delicately balanced. But if any 
one compares Crawford's whole declaration with Letter II. in 
Scots, he will find that Crawford has sources of information not 
yielded by Letter II.; while Letter II. abounds in matter spoken 
by Mary and Darnley which could not be borrowed by the 
hypothetical forger from Crawford's Declaration, for it does not 
contain the facts. These facts, again, in Letter II., are worthless 
to a forger, because they concern matters never alluded to in any 
of the records; never employed in any indictment (though 
Lennox's are copious in private talk between Darnley and Mary, 
" reports of her servants "), and totally useless for the purposes 
of the accusers. Here is one of several examples. Letter II. has, 
and Crawford has not, the statement that Darnley " showed me, 
amongst other talk, that he knew well enough that my brother 
had revealed to me what be (Darnley) had spoken at Stirling. 
Of this he (Darnley) denies half, and above all that he (the 
brother?) ever came to his (Darnley's) chamber." 

Nothing is known about this matter. The Lennox papers are 
full of reports of bitter words that passed between Darnley and 
Mary at Stirling (December 566), where Darnley was sulking 
apart while the festivities of the baptism of his son (later 
James VI.) were being held. But nothing is said in the Lennox 
papers of words spoken by Darnley to Mary's brother (probably 
Lord Robert of Holyrood) and revealed by Lord Robert to Mary. 
Lord Robert was the only friend of Darnley in Mary's entourage; 
and he even, according to the accusers, warned him of his danger 
in Kirk o' Field, to which they said that a Casket Letter (ILL) 
referred. The reference is only to be seen by willing eyes. 

Is it credible that a forger, using Crawford's Declaration, which 
is silent as to Mary's brother at Stirling, should have superfluously 
added what is not to any purpose ? Could he have combined 
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with Crawford's matter the passage " he (Darnley) showed me 
almost all that is in name of the Bishop and Sutherland, and yet 
I have never touched a word of what you (Bothwell) showed 
me . . . and by complaining of the Bishop, I have drawn it all 
out of him." 

Who but Mary herself could have written about this unknown 
affair of the Bishop, and what had the supposed forger to gain 
by inventing and adding these references to affairs unconnected 
with the case? 

There remains what looks like absolute proof that, in essence, 
Crawford's Declaration and Letter II.are independent documents. 
We are not aware that this crucial point has been noticed by the 
earlier critics of the Letters. In Letter H. (paragraph 7, p. 398, 
in Lang's Mystery of Mary Stuart, nom) Mary writes, " I asked 
why he (Darnley) would pass away in the English ship. He 
denies it, and swears thereunto; but he grants that he spoke 
unto the men." Here Crawford's declaration has, " She asked 
him why he would pass away in the English ship. He answered 
that he had spoken with the Englishman, but not of mind to go 
away with him. And, if he had, it had not been without cause, 
considering how he was used. For he had neither [means] to 
sustain himself nor his servants, and need not make further 
rehearsal thereof, seeing she knew it as well as he." (Mystery of 
Mary Stuart, p. 4 29) 

It may seem to the reader doubtful whether these complaints 
are words of Darnley's, or an indignant addition by his friend 
Crawford. But Mary, in Letter II., shows that the complaints 
and the self-defence are Darnlcy's own. It was in paragraph 7 
that she wrote about the English ship; she, did not then give . 

Darnley's remonstrances, as Crawford does. But in paragraph 
8 (Mystery, P. 406) Mary returns to the subject, and writes, " He 

(Darnley) spoke very bravely at the beginning, as the bearer will 
show you, upon the subject of the Englishmen, and of his depart-
ing; but in the end he returned to his humility." 

Thus it is certain that Darnley had reported to Crawford his 
brave words and reproaches of Mary, which Crawford gives in the 
proper place. But Letter II. omits them in that place (para-
graph 7); and only on her second day of writing, in paragraph 
:8, does Mary's mind recur to Darnley's first brave words—" he 
spoke very bravely at the beginning," about his wrongs, " but in 
the end he returned again to his humility." 

Here is proof positive that Crawford does not copy Letter H., 
but gives Darnley's words as reported to him by Darnley—
words that Darnley was proud of,—while Mary, returning on the 
second day of writing to the topic, does not quote Darnley's 
brave words, but merely contrasts his speaking " very bravely 
at the beginning" with his pitiful and craven later submission; 
" he has ever the tear in his eye," with what follows. (Mystery, 
paragraph 12, p. 402.) 

When we add to these and other proofs the strange lists of 
memoranda in the middle of the pages of the letter, and the 
breach in internal chronology which was apparently caused by 
Mary's writing, on her second day, on the dean verso of a page 
on the other side of which she had written some lines during her 
first night in Glasgow; when we add the dramatic changes of her 
mood, and the heart breaking evidence of a remorse not stifled 
by lawless love, we seem compelled to believe that she wrote the 
whole of Letter II.; that none of it is forged. 

In The Mystery of Mary Stuart the evidence for an early forged 
letter was presented with confidence; the interpolation of 
forgeries based on Crawford's declaration was more dubiously 
suggested. That position the writer now abandons. It may be 
asked why, after being with Wood on the rrth of June, did 
Lennox still rely on Moray's version of Mary's letter? The reply 
may be that the Scots versions were regarded as a great secret; 
that Lennox was a married man; and that though Lennox in 
June knew about Mary's letters, doubtless from Wood, or from 
common report (Bishop Jewell in a letter of August x567 mentions 
that he had heard of them), yet Wood did not show to him the 
Scots copies. Lennox quotes Letter II. later, in an indictment 
to be read to the commission sitting at York (October 1568). 
But, on the other hand, as Lennox after meeting Wood wrote to 

Crawford for his reminiscences of his own interview with Mary 
(January as, 1567), and as these reminiscences were only useful 
as corroborative of Mary's account in Letter IL, it seems that 
Wood had either shown Lennox the letters or had spoken of 
their contents. In that case, when Lennox later quotes Moray's 
version, not Letter II. itself, he is only acting with the self-
contradictory stupidity which pervades his whole indictment 
(0o. 7. 47. fol. 17 b.). 

The letters are not known to have been seen by any man—they 
or the silver casket—after the death of the earl of Cowrie (who 
possessed them). In May 5584 Bowes, the English ambassador 
to Holyrood, had endeavoured to procure them for Elizabeth, 
" for the secrecy and benefit of the cause." Conceivably the 
letters fell into the hands of James VI. and were destroyed by 
his orders. (A. 

CASLON, the name of a famous family of English typefounders. 
William Caslon (5692-1766), the first of the name, was been at 
Cradley, Worcestershire, and in 1716 started business in London 
as an engraver of gun locks and barrels, and as a bookbinder's 
tool-cutter. Being thus brought into contact with printers, 
he was induced to fit up a type foundry, largely through the 
encouragement of William Bowyer. The distinction and legi-
bility of his type secured him the patronage of the leading 
printers of the day in England and on the continent. The use 
of Caslon types, discontinued about the beginning of the r9th 
century, was revived about 5845 at the suggestion of Sir Henry 
Cole, and used for printing the Diary of Lady Willonglay (a 
pseudo-17th-century story) by the Chiswick Press. The head-
line on this page is " Caslon Old Face."• He died on the 23rd of 
January 1766. His son, William Caslon (1720-1778), who had 
been partner with his father for some years, continued the 
business. 

CASPARI, KARL PAUL (1814-1892), German Lutheran 
theologian and orientalist, was born of Jewish parents at Dessau, 
Anhalt, on the 8th of February 1814. He studied at Leipzig and 
Berlin, became a Christian in 1838, and in 1857 was appointed 
professor of theology at Christiania, having declined invitations 
to Rostock and Erlangen. He died at Christiania on the nth 
of April 1892. Caspari is best known as the author of an Arabic 
grammar (Gransmatka Arabica, 2 vols., 2844-x848; new edition, 
Arabische Grammatik, edited by A, Miller; 5th ed. 1887). He 
also wrote commentaries on the prophetical books of the Old 
Testament, dogmatic and historical works on baptism, and 
from x857 helped to edit the Theologisk Tidskrift for des maw 
gelisk-lutherske Kirke i Norge. His writings include: Beitrep 
sur Einleitung in Jesaja (1848), and Alts saki sseue Quells* as 
Geschiehte des Taufsymbols and der Glaubensregel (1879). 

CASPIAN SEA (arc. Mare Caspium or Mare Hymn:isms; 
Rtmisn, Kaspiyskoe More, formerly Hvalynskoe More; Persian. 
Darya-i-Khyzyr or Grazers; Tatar, Ak-dengkis; the Sikim and 
Jurian of the ancient Eastern geographers), an inland sea between 
Europe and Asia, extending from 36 °  40' to 47°  20'  N. lat., sad 
from 46°  so' to ss°  to' E. long. Its length is 76o m. from N. 
to S., and its breadth too to 280 m., and its. area readies 
169,330 sq. m., of which 865 sq. m. belong to its islands. It 
fills the deepest part of a vast depression, sometimes knows as 
the Aralo-Caspian depression, once an inland sea., the Eurasian 
Mediterranean or Sarmatian Ocean. At the present time its 
surface lies 86 ft. below the level of the ocean, or 96.7 ft according 
to the Aral-Caspian levelling' and 243-7 ft. below the level of 
the Aral. 

Hydrography and Shores.—The hydrography of the Caviare 
Sea has been studied by von Baer, by N. Ivashintsev (11319-1811) 
in 1862-1870, by 0. Grimm, N. I. Andrusov (1895), and by J. 
B. Spindler (1897), N. von Seidlitz and N. Knipovich (1904) 
since the last quoted date. Its basin is divided naturally into 
three sections—(1) A northern, forming in the east the Gull 
of Mortvyi Kultuk or Tsarevich Bay. This is the shallowest 
part, barely reaching a depth of 20 fathoms. It is being gradually 

By the triangulation of 1840 its level was found to be 84 ft. 
below the level of the Black Sea. The Caucasus srianguLitioa of 
1860-1870 gave 89 ft. 
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silted up by the sedimentary deposits brought down by the 
rivers Volga, Ural and Terek. The western shore, from the delta 
of the Volga to the mouth of the Kuma, a distance of 17o m., 
is gashed by thousands of narrow channels or lagoons, termed 
limas's, from x 2 to 3o m. in length, and separated in some cases 
by chains of hillocks, called bugors, in others by sandbanks. 
These channels are filled, sometimes with sea-water, sometimes 
with overflow water from the Volga and the Kuma. The coast-
line of the Gulf of Mortvyi Kultuk on the north-east is, on the 
other hand, formed by a range of low calcareous hills, constituting 
the rampart of the Ust-Urt plateau, which intervenes between 
the Caspian and the Sea of AraL On the south this gulf is backed 
by the conjoined peninsulas of Busachi and Manghishlak, 
into which penetrates the long, narrow, curving bay or fjord of 
Kaidak or Kara-su. (2) South of the line joining the Bay of 
Kuma with the ManghishLik peninsula, in 44° to' N. lat., the 
western shore is higher and the water deepens considerably, 
being over one-half of the area so fathoms, while the maximum 
depth (between 4t° and 42°  N. lat.) reaches 437 fathoms. This, 
the middle section of the Caspian, which extends as far as the 
Apsheron peninsula, receives the Terek and several smaller 
streams (e.g. Sulak, Samur), that drain the northern slopes of 
the Caucasus. At Derbent, just north of 42° lat., a spur of the 
Caucasus approaches so close to the sea as to leave room for only 
a narrow passage, the Caspiae Pylae or Albanae Parlor, which 
has been fortified for centuries. The eastern shore of this section 
of the sea is also formed by the Ust-Urt plateau, which rises 
530  ft. to 750 ft. above the level of the Caspian; but in 42° N. 
lat. the Ust-Urt recedes from the Caspian and circles round the 
Gulf of Kara-boghaz or Kara-bugaz (also called Aji-darya and 
Kuli-darya). This subsidiary basin is separated from the 
Caspian by a narrow sandbar, pierced by a strait 11 m. long 
and only 115 to 17o yds. wide, through which a current flows 
continuously into the gulf at the rate of x# to 5 m. an hour, 
the mean velocity at the surface being 3 m. an hour. To this 
there exists no compensating outflow current at a greater 
depth, as is usually the case in similar situations. The area of 
this lateral basin being about 7too sq. m., and its depth but 
comparatively slight (3i to 36 ft.), the evaporation is very ap-
preciable (amounting to 3.2 ft. per annum), and sufficient, 
according to von Baer, to account for the perpetual inflow from 
the Caspian. South of the Kara-Boghaz Bay the coast rises 
again in another peninsula, formed by an extension of the 
Balkhan Mountains. This marks (40° N. lat.) the southern 
boundary of the middle section of the Caspian. This basin may 
be, on the whole, considered as a continuation of the synclinal 
depression of the Manych, which stretches along the northern foot 
of the Caucasus, from the Sea of Azov. It is separated from 
(3), the southern and deepest section of the Caspian, by a sub-
marine ridge (3o to 'so fathoms of water), which links the main 
range of the Caucasus on the west with the Kopet-dagh in the 
Transcaspian region on the east. This section of the sea washes 
on the south the base of the Elburz range in Persia, sweeping 
round from the mouth of the Kura, a little north of the Bay of 
Kizil-agach, to Astarabad at an average distance of 40 m. from 
the foot of the mountains. A little east of the Gulf of Enzeli, 
which resembles the Kara-boghaz, though on a much smaller 
scale, the Sefid-rud pours into the Caspian the drainage of the 
western end of the Elburz range, and several smaller streams 
bring down the precipitation that falls on the northern face of 
the same range farther to the east. Near its pouth-east corner 
the Caspian is entered by the Atrek, which drains the mountain 
ranges of the Turkoman (N.E.) frontier of Persia. Farther 
north, on the east coast, opposite to the Bay of Kizil-agach, 
comes the Balkhan or Krasnovodsk Bay. In the summer of 
1894 a subterranean volcano was observed in this basin of the 
Caspian, in 38° to' N. lat. and 52* 37' E. long. The depth in 
this section ranges from 300 to Soo fathoms, with a maximum 
of 6o2 fathoms. 

Drainage Area and Former Extent. —The catchment area from 
which the Caspian is fed extends to a very much greater distance 
on the west and north than it does on the south and east. From 

the former it is entered by the Volga, which is estimated to drain 
an area of 56o,000 sq. m., the Ural 96,000 sq. m., the Terek 
59,E sq. m., the Sulak 7000 sq. m., the Samur 4250 sq. m.; 
as compared with these, there comes from the south and east 
the Kura and Aras, draining the south side of the Caucasus 
over 87,25o sq. m., and the Sefid-rud and the Atrek, both rela-
tively short. Altogether it is estimated (by von Dingelstedt) 
that the total discharge of all the rivers emptying into the 
Caspian amounts annually to a volume equal to 174.5 cub. m. 
Were there no evaporation, this would raise the surface of 
the sea 51 ft. annually. In point of fact, however, the entire 
volume of fresh water poured into the Caspian is only just 
sufficient to compensate for the loss by evaporation. Indeed 
in recent times the level appears to have undergone several 
oscillations. From the researches of Philippov it appears that 
during the period 1851-1888 the level reached a maximum on 
three separate occasions, namely in 1868-1864, 1882 and 1885, 
while in 1853 and 1873 it stood at a minimum; the range of 
these oscillations did not, however, exceed 3 ft. 61 in. The 
Russian expedition which investigated the Kara-boghaz in 
t8g6 concluded that there is no permanent subsidence in the 
level of the sea. In addition to these periodical fluctuations, 
there are also seasonal oscillations, the level being lowest in 
January and highest in the summer. 

The level of the Caspian, however, was formerly about the 
same as the existing level of the Black Sea, although now some 
86 ft. below it. This is shown by the evidences of erosion on 
the face of the rocks which formed the original shore-line of its 
southern basin, those evidences existing at the height of 65 to 
8o ft. above the present level. That a rapid subsidence did take 
place from the higher level is indicated by the fact that between 
it and the present level there is an absence of indications of 
erosive energy. There can be no real doubt that formerly the 
area of the Caspian was considerably greater than it is at the 
present time. Nearly one hundred and fifty years ago Pallas 
had his attention arrested by the existence of the salt lakes and 
dry saline deposits on the steppes to the east of the Caspian, 
and at great distances from its shores, and by the presence in the 
same localities of shells of the same marine fauna as that which 
now inhabits that sea, and he suggested the obvious explanation 
that those regions must formerly have been covered by the 
waters of the sea. And it is indeed the fact that large portions 
of the vast region comprised between the lower Volga, the Aral-
Irtysh water-divide, the Dzungarian Ala-tau, and the outliers 
of the Tian-shan and Hindu-kush systems are actually covered 
with Aralo-Caspian deposits, nearly always a yellowish-grey 
clay, though occasionally they assume the character of a more or 
less compact sandstone of the same colour. These deposits 
attain their maximum thickness of go ft. east of the Caspian, 
and have in many parts been excavated and washed away by 
the rivers (which have frequently changed their beds) or been. 
transported by the winds, which sweep with unmitigated 
violence across those wide unsheltered expanses. The typical 
fossils unearthed in these deposits are shells of species now living 
in both the Caspian and the Aral, though in the shallow parts 
of both seas only, namely (according to Ivan V. Mushketov 
[1850- igo21) Cardium edule, Dreissena polymorpha, Neritina 
!Rural°, Adacna yucca, Hydrobia stagnalis, in the Kara -kum 
desert, and Lithoglyphus caspius, Hydrobia stagnant,- Anodonia 
ponderosa and the sponge Mekhnikovia tuberculoid, in the Kizil-
kum desert. The exact limits of the ancient Aralo-Caspian sea 
are not yet settled, except in the north-west, where the Ergeni 
Hills of Astrakhan constitute an unmistakable barrier. North-
wards these marine deposits are known to exist 8o m. away from 
Lake Aral, though they do not cross the Aral-Irtysh water-
divide, so that this sea will not probably have been at that time 
connected with the Arctic, as some have supposed. The eastern 
limits of these deposits lie about zoo m. from Lake Aral, though 
Severtsov maintained that they penetrate into the basin of Lake 
Balkash. Southwards they have been observed without a break 
for 16o m. from Lake Aral, namely in the Sary-kamysh depression 
(the surface of which lies below the level of the Caspian) and up 
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the Uzboi trench for zoo m. from the latter sea. How far they 
reach up the present courses of the Oxus (Amu-darya) and 
Jaxartes (Syr-darya) is not known. Hence, it is plain that in late 
Tertiary, and probably also in Post-Tertiary, times the Araks-
Caspian Sea covered a vast expanse of territory and embraced 
very large islands (e.g. Ust-Urt), which divided it into an eastern 
and a western portion, communicating by one or two narrow 
straits only, such as on the south the Sary-kamysh depression, 
and on the norththe lined thelakes of Chumyshty and Asmantai. 
More than this, the Caspian was also, it is pretty certain, at the 
same epoch, and later, in direct communication with the Sea of 
Azov, no doubt by way of the Manych depression; for in the 
limos or lagoons of the Black Sea many faunal species 
exist which are not only identical with species that are found in 
the Caspian, but also many which, though not exactly identical, 
are closely allied. As examples of the former may be named-
Archaeobdello, Clessinia variabilis, Neritina literate, Gmelina, 
Gammas.= meoticus, Pseudocuma pectinate., Paramysis Barn, 
Mesomysis Kaminsky( and ld. inkrmedia , Limnomysis Benedetti 
and L. Brandti, and species of the ichthyological fauna Gobius, 
Clupea and Acipenser; while as illustrating the latter class 
the Black Sea contains Dreissenia bugensis (allied to D.rostr(formis 
and D. Grimnu),Cardiuns ponluum (to C. caspium), C. coloratura 
(to Al onodactsa edadula), Ansphineis antique (to A. Kowaievskyi) 
and Bytkokepha asovicsa (to B. socialis). 

In the opinion of Russian geologists the separation of the 
Caspian from the great ocean must have taken place at a com-
paratively recent geological epoch. During the early Tertiary 
age it belonged to the Sarmatian Ocean, which reached from 
the middle Danube eastwards through Rumania, South Russia, 
and along both flanks of the Caucasus to the Aralo-Caspian 
region, and westwards had open communication with the great 
ocean, as indeed the ancient geographers Eratosthenes, Strabo 
and Pliny believed it still had in their day. This communication 
began to fail, or close up presumably in the Miocene period; 
and before the dawn of Pliocene times the Sarmatian Ocean 
was broken up or divided into sections, one of which was the 
Aralo-Caspian sea already discussed. During the subsequent 
Ice Age the Caspian flowed over the steppes that stretch away 
to the north, and was probably still connected with the Black 
Sea (itself as yet unconnected with the Mediterranean), while 
northwards it sent a narrow gulf or inlet far up the Volga valley, 
for Aralo-Caspian deposits have been observed along the lower 
Kama in 56° N. lat. Eastwards it penetrated up the Uzboi 
depression between the Great and Little Balkhan ranges, so that 
that depression, which is strewn (as mentioned above) with 
Post-Tertiary marine deposits, was not (as is sometimes supposed) 
an old bed of the Oxus, but a gulf of the Caspian. After the 
great ice cap had thawed and a period of general desiccation set in, 
the Caspian began to shrink in area, and simultaneously its 
connexions with the Black Sea and the Sea of Aral were severed. 

Penna.—The fauna of this sea has been studied by Eichwald, 
Kowalevsky, Grimm, Dybowski, Kessler and Sars. At the 
present time it represents an intermingling of marine and fresh-
water forms. To the former belongs the herring (C/upea), and 
to the latter, species of Cyprinus, Perks and Silures, also a 
lobster. Other marine forms are Rhizopoda (Rosalie and 
Textillaria), the sponge A morphine, the Ansphickis worm, 
the molluscs Cardium Mute and other Cardidae, and some 
Amphipods (Cunsacea and Mysidae,), but they are forms which 
either tolerate variations in salinity or are especially characteristic 
of brackish waters. But there are many species inhabiting the 
waters of the Caspianwhichare not foundelsewhere. These include 
Protozoa, three sponges, Venues, twenty-five Molluscs, numerous 
Amphipods, fishes of the genera Gobius, Bentisophilus and Cobalt, 
and one mammal (Pkoca caspia). This last, together with some 
of the Mpidae and the species Glyptonotus ottoman, exhibits 
Arctic characteristics, which has suggested the idea of a geologic-
ally recent connexion between the Caspian and the Arctic, an 
idea of which no real proofs have been as yet discovered. The 
Knipovich expedition in 1QO4 found no traces of organic life 
below the depth of 120 fathoms except micro-organisms and a  

single Oligochaete; but above that level there exist abundant 
evidences of rich pelagic life, more particularly from the surface 
down to a depth of 8o fathopu. 

Fisheries.—No other inland sea is so richly stocked with fish 
as the Caspian, especially off the mouths of the large rivers, 
the Volga, Ural, Terek and Kura. The fish of greatest economic 
value are sturgeon (four species), which yield great quantities 
of caviare and isinglass, the herring, the salmon and the lobster. 
The annual catch of the entire sea is valued at an average of one 
million sterling. Some so,000 persons are engaged in this 
industry off the mouth of the Volga alone. Seals are hunted 
in Krasnovodsk Bay. 

Salinity.—The proportion of salt in the water of the Caspian, 
though varying in different parts and at different seasons, 
is generally much less than the proportion in oceanic water, 
and even less than the proportion in the water of the Black Sea. 
In fact the salinity of the Caspian is only three-eights of that of 
the ocean. In the northern section, which receives the copious 
volumes brought down by the Volga, Ural and Terek, the salinity 
is so slight (only o•oo75% in the surface layers) that the water 
is quite drinkable, its specific gravity being not higher than 
t•oo16. In the middle section the salinity of the surface layers 
increases to o-or5%, though it is of course greater along the 
shores. The concentration of the saline ingredients proceeds 
with the greatest degree of intensity in the large bays on the east 
side of the sea, and more especially in that of Kara-boghaz, 
where it reaches 16.3% (Spindler expedition). The bottom 
of this almost isolated basin is covered for an area of 1300 sq. ns. 
with a deposit of Epsom salts (sulphate of magnesia), 7 ft. thick, 
amounting to an estimated total of 1,000,000,ozo tons. While 
the proportion of common salt to sulphate of magnesia is as t  is 
to 1 in the water of the Black Sea and as 2 to r in the Caspian 
water generally, it is as 12.8 to 5.03 in the Kara-boghae The 
salinity of the surface water of the southern section of the 
Caspian averages 1.5%. 

Climate.—The temperature of the air over the Caspian basis 
is remarkable for its wide range both geographically and season-
ally. The January isotherm of r e F. skirts its northern shore; 
that of 4o° crosses its southern border. But the winter extremes 
go far below this range: during the prevalence of north-east 
winds the thermometer drops to -10*, or even lower, on the 
surrounding steppes, while on the Ust-Urt plateau a temperatuse 
of -ye is not uncommon. Again, the July isotherm of 7 S° 
crosses the middle section of the Caspian, nearly coinciding with 
the January isotherm of 25°, while that of 8o° skirts the southern 
shore of the sea, nearly coinciding with the January curve of 4e, 
so that the mean annual range over the northern section of the 
sea is Wand over the southern section ao°. The former section, 
which is too shallow to store up any large amount of heat during 
the summer, freezes for three or four months along the shores, 
effectually stopping navigation on the lower Volga, but out in the 
middle ice appears only when driven there by northerly winds. 

The prevalent winds of the Caspian blow from the south-east, 
usually between October and March, and from the north and 
north-west, commonly between July and September. They 
sometimes continue for days together with great violence, 
rendering navigation dangerous and driving the sea-water up 
over the shores. They also, by heaping up the water at the one 
end of the sea or the other, raise the level temporarily and locally 
to the extent of 4 to 8 ft. The currents of the Caspian were 
investigated by the Knipovich expedition; it detected two of 
special prominence, a south-going current along the west shore 
and a north-going current along the east shore. Asa consequence 
of this the temperature of the water is higher on the Asiatic than 
on the European side. The lowest temperature obtained was 
35°  • 24 on the bottom in shallow water, the highest re -7 oe the 
surface. But in March the temperature, as also the salinity, 
was tolerably uniform throughout all the layers of water. Another 
interesting fact ascertained by the same expedition is that the 
amount of oxygen contained in the water decreases rapidly with 
the depth: off Derbent in the middle section of the sea the 
amount diminished from 5.6 cc. per litre at a depth of zoo metres 
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WO ft.) to 0.32 cc. per litre at a depth of 7oo metres (say 23oo ft.). 
At the same spot samples of water drawn from the bottom were 
found to contain 0.3 cc. of sulphuretted hydrogen per litre. In 
the southern section of the sea the decrease is not so rapid. In 
this latter section Spindler ascertained in July 1897 that the 
temperature of the surface water 6o m. from Baku was 72.9°, 
but that below so fathoms it sank rapidly, and at 200 fathoms 
and below it was constant at 21.2°. 

Navigation. —The development of the petroleum industry in 
the Apeshron peninsula (Baku) and the opening (i886) of the 
Transcaspian railway have greatly increased the traffic across 
the Caspian Sea. A considerable quantity of raw cotton is 
brought from Ferghana by the latter route and shipped at 
Krasnovodsk for the mills in the south and centre of Russia, as 
well as for countries farther west. And Russia draws her own 
supplies of petroleum, both for lighting and for use as liquid fuel, 
by the sea route from Baku. Other ports in addition to those 
just mentioned are Astrakhan, on the Volga; Petmvsk, Derbent 
and Lenkoran, on the west shore; Eliza or Resht, and Astarabad, 
on the Persian coast; and Mikhailovsk, on the east coast. The 
Russians keep a small naval flotilla on the Caspian, all other 
nations being debarred from doing so by the treaty of Turk-
rnanchai (1828). 

At various times and by various persons, but more particularly 
by Peter the Great, the project has been mooted of cutting a 
canal between the Volga and the Don, and so establishing 
unrestricted water communication between the Caspian and the 
Black Sea; but so far none of these schemes has taken practical 
shape. In 1900 the Hydrotechnical Congress of Russia discussed 
the plan of constructing a canal to connect the Caspian more 
directly with the Black Sea by cutting an artificial waterway 
about 22 ft. deep and 18o ft. wide from Astrakhan to Taganrog 
on the Sea of Azov. 

See works quoted under ARAL; also von Baer, " Kaspische 
Studien," in Bull. Sci. St -Pitersbourg (1855-1859). and in Erman's 
Archie run. (1855- 1856); Radde. Fauna and Flora des sadwest. 
lichen Kaspigebietes (1886); J. V. Mushketov, Turkestan (St Peters-
burg, 5886), with bibliographical references; lvashintsev, Hydro- 

traphic Exploration of the L'artian Sea (in Russian), with atlas 
2 vols., 1866); Philippov, Manse Geography of the Caspian Basin 
in Russian, 1877); Memoirs of the Aral-Caspian Expedition of 

1876-1877 (a vols., in Russian), edited by the St Petersburg Society 
of Naturalists; Andrusov, " A. Sketch of the Development of the 
Caspian Sea and its Inhabitants," in Zapiski of Russ. Geog. Soc.: 
General Geog. vol. xxiv.; Eichwald, Fauna Caspio-Caucasica 
(1841); " Das Karabugas Meerbusen," in Globus, with 
map, vol. bum. (1899): Knipovich, " Hydrobiologische linter- 
suchungen des Kaspischen Meeres," in Puermanns Mitteiluagen, 
vol. L (19o4); and Spindler, in 'mania of Russ. Geol. Soc. VOL 
2100dY. (P. A. K.; J. T. BE.) 

CMS, LEWIS (1782-1866), American general and statesman, 
was born at Exeter, New Hampshire, on the 9th of October 1782. 
He was educated at Phillips Exeter Academy, joined his father 
at Marietta, Ohio, about 1799, studied law there in the office of 
Return Jonathan Meigs (1765-1825), and was admitted to the 
bar at the age of twenty. Four years later he became a member 
of the Ohio legislature. During the War of 1812 he served under 
General William Hull, whose surrender at Detroit he strongly 
condemned, and under General W. H. Harrison, and rose from 
the rank of colonel of volunteers to be major-general of Ohio 
militia and finally to be a brigadier-general in the regular United 
States army. In 1813 he was appointed governor of the territory 
of Michigan, the area of which was much larger than that of the 
present state. This position gave him the chief control of Indian 
affairs for the territory, which was then occupied almost entirely 
by natives, there being only 6000 white settlers. During the 
eighteen years in which he held this post he rendered valuable 
services to the territory and to the nation; he extinguished the 
Indian title to large tracts of land, instituted surveys, constructed 
roads, and explored the lakes and sources of the Mississippi river. 
His relations with the British authorities in Canada after the War 
of 1812 were at times very trying, as these officials persisted in 
searching American vessels on the Great Lakes and in arousing 
the hostility of the Indians of the territory against the American 
government. To those experiences was largely due the antipathy  

for Great Britain manifested by him in his later career. Upon 
the reorganization of President Jackson's cabinet in 1831 he 
became secretary of war, and held this office until 1836. It fell 
to him, therefore, to direct the conduct of the Black Hawk and 
Seminole wars. He sided with the president in his nullification 
controversy with South Carolina and in his removal of the 
Indians from Georgia, but not in his withdrawal of the govern-
ment deposits from the United States Bank. 

In 1836 General Cass was appointed minister to France, and 
became very popular with the French government and people. 
In 1842, when the Quintuple Treaty was negotiated by representa-
tives of England, France, Prussia, Russia and Austria for the 
suppression of the slave trade by the exercise of the right of 
search, Casa attacked it in a pamphlet entitled " An Examination 
of the Questions now in Discussion between the American and 
British Government Concerning the Right of Search," and 
presented to the French government a formal memorial which 
was probably instrumental in preventing the ratification of the 
treaty by France. In this same year the Webster-Ashburton 
treaty between Great Britain and the United States was con-
cluded, and, as England did not thereby relinquish her claim of 
the right to search American vessels, Cass, after having taken 
such a decided stand in this controversy, felt himself in an 
awkward position, and resigned his post. His attitude on this 
question made him very popular in America, and he was a strong, 
but unsuccessful, candidate for the. Democratic nomination for 
the presidency in 1844. From 5845 to 1848 and from 1849 to 
1857 he was a member of the United States Senate, and in 1846 
was a leader of those demanding the " re-annexation " of all the 
Oregon country south of se 40' or war with England, and was 
one of the fourteen who voted against the ratification of the 
compromise with England at the 49th parallel. He loyally 
supported Polk's administration during the Mexican War, 
opposed the Wilmot Proviso, and advocated the Compromise 
Measures of 1850 and the Kansas-Nebraska Bill of 1854. In his 
famous " Nicholson letter " of December 1847 he made what was 
probably the earliest enunciation of the doctrine of " popular 
sovereignty," namely, that the people of the territories should 
decide for themselves whether or not they should have slavery. 

In 1843 he received the Democratic nomination for the presi-
dency, but owing to the defection of the so-called " Barnbumers " 
(see FREE-SOIL PARTY) he did not receive the united support of 
his party, and was defeated by the Whig candidate, Zachary 
Taylor. His name was again prominent before the Democratic 
convention of 1852, which, however, finally nominated Franklin 
Pierce. On account of his eminently conservative attitude on all 
questions concerning slavery, General Cass has been accused of 
pandering to the southern Democrats in order to further his 
political aspirations. His ideas of popular sovereignty, however, 
were not inconsistent with the vigorous Democratic spirit of the 
west, of which he was a typical representative, and it is not clear 
that he believed that the application of this principle would result 
in the extension of slavery. As the west became more radically 
opposed.to  slavery after the troubles in Kansas, Cass was soon 
out of sympathy with his section, and when the Republicans 
secured control of the legislature in 1857 they refused to return 
him to the Senate. President Buchanan soon afterward made 
him secretary of state, and in this position he at last had the 
satisfaction of obtaining from the British government an ac-
knowledgment of the correctness of the American attitude with 
regard to the right of search (or " visitation," as Great Britain 
euphemistically termed it). In December s860 he retired 
from the cabinet when the president refused to take a firmer 
attitude against secession by reinforcing Fort Sumter, and he 
remained in retirement until his death at Detroit, Michigan, on 
the 17th of June 1866. He wrote for the North American and 
the American Quarterly .  Reviews, and published Inquiries 
Concerning the History, Traditions and Languages of Indians 
Living Within the United States (1823), and France: Its King, 
COW'S and Government (1840). 

See W. T. Young, Lifi and Public Services of General Lewis Cass 
(Detroit. 1832); W. L. G. Smith, Life and Times of Lewis Cass 
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(New York, 1856). The best biography is by A. G. McLaughlin. 
Lewis Cass (revised edition. Boston, 1899), in the " American 
Statesmen " series. 

CASSABA, a town of Asia Minor, in the sanjak of Manisa, 
63 m. E. of Smyrna, with which it is connected by rail. Pop. 
estimated at 23,000, of which two-thirds are Mussulman; but 
the estimate is probably excessive. It has considerable local 
trade, and exports the products of the surrounding district. 
Cotton is the most important article, and there are ginning 
factories in the town; the silkworm is largely raised and 
exported; and the " melons of Cassaba " are sent not only to 
Smyrna but to Constantinople. There are fragments of marbles 
built into the houses, but the modern town does not seem to 
occupy any ancient site of importance. 

CASSAGNAC, BERNARD ADOLPHE GRANTER DE (28.36- 
188o), French journalist, was born at Averon-Bergelle in the 
department of Gers on the rith of August 1806. In 1832 he 
began his career as a Parisian journalist, contributing ardent 
defences of Romanticism and Conservatism to the Revue de 
Paris, the Journal des Debals, and to La Presse. Then he founded 
a political journal, L'Epoque (1845-1848),  in which his violent 
polemics in support of Guizot brought him notoriety and not 
a few duels. In 1851, in the Conslitutionnd, he declared himself 
openly an imperialist; and in 1852 was elected as " official 
candidate " by the department of Gem. As journalist and 
deputy he actively supported an absolutist policy. He de-
manded the restoration of religion, opposed the laws in favour 
of the press, and was a member of the club of the rue de l'Arcade. 
In March i1368 he accused the Liberal deputies of having received 
money from the king of Prussia for opposing the emperor, and 
when called upon for proof, submitted only false or trivial 
documents. After the proclamation of the republic (4th of 
September I87o) he fled to Belgium. He returned to France 
for the elections of 1876, and was elected deputy. He continued 
to combat all the republican reforms, but with no advantage to 
his party. He died on the 31st of January I880. In addition 
to his journalistic articles he published various historical works, 
now unimportant. 

His SOO, PAUL ADOLPHE MARIE PROSPER GRANTER DE 
CASSAGNAC (1843-1904),  while still young was associated with 
his father in both politics and journalism. In i866 le became 
editor of the Conservative paper Le Pays, and figured in a long 
series of political duels. On the declaration of war in 187o he 
volunteered for service and was taken prisoner at Sedan. On 
his return from prison in a fortress in Silesia he continued 
to defend the Bonapartist cause in Le Pays, against both 
Republicans and Royalists. Elected deputy for the department 
of Gers in 1876, he adopted in the chamber a policy of obstruc-
tion "to discredit the republican regime." In 1877 he openly 
encouraged MacMahon to attempt a Bonapartist coup d'elal, 
but the marshal's refusal and the death of the prince imperial 
foiled his hopes. He now played but a secondary role in the 
chamber, and occupied himself mostly with the direction 
of the journal L' Autorilt, which be had founded. He was 
not re-elected in 1902, and died in November 1904. His 
sons took over L'Aulorili and the belligerent traditions of the 
family. 

CASSANA, NICCOL6 (1659-1714), often called Nicotrrro, 
Italian painter, was born at Venice, and became a disciple of his 
father, Giovanni Francesco Cassana, a Genoese, who had been 
taught the art of painting by Bernardino Strozzi (" it Prete 
Genovese "). Having painted portraits of the Florentine court, 
and also of some of the English nobility, Nicaletto was invited 
to England, and introduced to Queen Anne, who sat to him for 
her likeness, and conferred on him many marks of favour. He 
died in London in 2714, having given way to drinking in his 
later years. Cassano was a man of the most vehement temper, 
and would wallow on the ground if provoked with his work. 
One of his principal paintings is the " Conspiracy of Catiline," 
now in Florence. 

CASSANDRA (c. 350-297 p.c.), king of Macedonia, eldest son 
of Antipater, first appears at the court of Alexander at Babylon,  

where he defended his father against the accusations.of his 
enemies. Having been passed over by his father in favour of 
Polyperchon as his successor in the regency of Macedonia, 
Cassander allied himself with Ptolemy Soter and Antigonus, 
and declared war against the regent. Most of the Greek states 
went over to him, and Athens also surrendered. He further 
effected an alliance with Eurydice, the ambitious wife of King 
Philip Arrhidaeus of Macedon. Both she and her husband, 
however, together with Cassander's brother, Nicanor, were 
soon after slain by Olympias. Cassander at once marched 
against Olympias, and, having forced her to surrender in Pydna, 
put her to death (316). In 310 or 3o9 he also murdered Roxana 
and Alexander, the wife and son of Alexander the Great, whose 
natural son Heracles he bribed Polyperchon to poison. He 
had already connected himself with the royal family by mar-
riage with Thessalonica, Alexander the Great's half-sister, 
and, having formed an alliance with Seleucus, Ptolemy and 
Lysimachus, against Antigonus, be became, on the defeat and 
death of Antigonus in 3o1, undisputed sovereign of Macedonia. 
He died of dropsy in 297. Cassander was a man of literary 
taste, but violent and ambitious. He restored Thebes after its 
destruction by Alexander the Great, transformed Therm' into 
Thessalonica, and built the new city of Cassandreia upon the 
ruins of Potidaea. 

See Diod. Sic. xviii., xis., xx.; Plutarch, Desidrins, 18. 3r„ 
Pliocion, 31; also MACEDONIAN EMPIRE. 

CASSANDRA (or CASSANT), GEORGE (1513-1566), Flemish 
theologian, born at Pitthem near Bruges, went at an early age 
to Louvain and was teaching theology and literature in 1541 
at Bruges and shortly afterwards at Ghent. About 1549 be 
removed to Cologne, where, after a profound study of the 
points of difference between the Catholic and reformed churches, 
he devoted himself to the project of reunion, thus anticipating 
the efforts of Leibnitz. In 1561 he published anonymously 
De Offidis pii ac publkae tranguillilalis vete ansantis viri is key 
dissidio rdigionis (Basel), in which, while holding that no one, 
on account of abuses, has a right utterly to subvert the Church, 
he does not disguise his dislike of those who exaggerated the 
papal claims. He takes his standpoint on Scripture explained 
by tradition and the fathers of the first six centuries. At a time 
when controversy drowned the voice of reason, such a book 
pleased neither party; but as some of the German princes 
thought that he could heal the breach, the emperor Ferdinand 
asked him to publish his Consullalio de Arlicsdis Fidel infer 
Catirolicor d Protestor:les Conlecrocrsis (1563), in which, like 
Newman at a later date, he tried to put a Catholic interpretation 
upon Protestant formularies. While never attacking dogma, and 
even favouring the Roman church on the ground of authority, 
he criticizes the papal power and makes reflections on practices. 
The work, attacked violently by the Louvain theologians on 
one side, and by Calvin and Beza on the other, was put on the 
Roman Index in 1617. He died at Cologne on the 3rd of 
February 1566. The collected edition of his works was published 
in 1616 at Paris. (E- Tn.) 

CASSANDRA, in Greek legend, daughter of Priam and Hecuba. 
She was beloved of Apollo, who promised to bestow on her the 
spirit of prophecy if she would comply with his desires. Cas-
sandra accepted the proposal; but no sooner had she obtained 
the gift than she laughed at the tempter, and refused to fulfil her 
promise. Apollo revenged himself by ordaining that her pre-
dictions should be discredited (Apollodorus iii. r 2.5); and hence 
it was in vain that on the arrival of Helen she prophesied the ruin 
of Troy. On the capture of that city she was ravished by Ajax, 
the son of 011eus, in the temple of Minerva (Stmbo vi. p. :64). 
In the distribution of the booty, Cassandra fell to the lot of 
Agamemnon; but again her foresight was useless, for he would 
not believe her prediction that he -should perish in his own 
country. The prophecy was fulfilled, for both were slain through 
the intrigues of Clytaemnestm (Odyssey, xi. 421 ff.). It h to be 
noticed that there is no mention in Homer of her prophetic gifts. 
Together with Apollo, she was worshipped under the name of 
Alexandra. 
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CLIALUO ALL' IMO, a town of Calabria, Italy, in the 

province of Cosenza; its railway station (6 m. S. of the town) 
is 37 m. N. by E. from the town of Cosenza, while it is 6 m. W. 
of Shari, on the line between Metaponto and Reggio. Pop. 
684z. It is very finely situated, 820 ft. above sea-level: the 
rock above it is crowned by a medieval castle commanding 
beautiful views: a tower is still pointed out as that from which 
the stone was thrown which killed Milo, but this rests on an 
erroneous identification of Cassano with the ancient Compsa 
(q.t.). There are warm sulphurous springs here which are used 
for baths. 

CASSAVA. the name given to the farinaceous root of two 
species of Euphorbiaceous plants, the bitter cassava, Manihal 
atilississa, and the sweet cassava, M. Aipi, both highly im-
portant sources of food starches; Manihot is given as the native 
Brazilian name in Spanish writings of the 16th century. They 
are herbaceous or semi-shrubby, perennials with very large 
fleshy, cylindrical, tapering roots as much as 3 ft. long and 6 to 
g is in diameter, and filled with milky juice. The slender stems, 

Cassava or Manioc (Masi/tot utilissieta), less than half nat. size. 
An inflorescence showing at a 3, Stamens and fleshy disc of male 
a fruit which will presently flower. 
separate into five one-seeded 4, Seed with its appendage (stro-
_rts, about nat. size. phiole or catuncle). 

2. Pistil of female flower. 

5 to g ft. high, bear large spreading long-stalked leaves, 'with 
the blade divided nearly to the base into three to seven long 
narrow segments. The plants are probably natives of South 
America, but the bitter cassava, which is the more important 
of the two in an economic sense, has been introduced into most 
tropical regions, and is extensively cultivated in west tropical 
Africa and the Malay Archipelago, from which, as well as from 
Brazil and other South American states, its starch in the form 
of tapioca is a staple article of export. The sap of the bitter 
cassava root contains hydrocyanic acid, and the root, being 
therefore highly poisonous, cannot be eaten in a fresh condition; 
while on the other hand the sweet cassava is perfectly innocuous, 
and is employed as a table vegetable. Exposure to heat dissi-
Pates the poisonous principle, and the concentrated juice is in 
that state used as the basis of cassareep and other sauces. From 
the bitter cassava roots many different food preparations are 
made in BraziL The roots are preserved for use by being simply 

cleaned, sliced and dried; from such dried slices manioc or 
cassava meal, used for cassava cakes, &c., is prepared by rasping. 
The starch also is separated and used for food under the name 
of Brazilian arrowroot; and this, when agglomerated into pellets 
on hot plates, forms the tapioca (q.v.) of commerce. Cassava 
starch has a stellate hilum, which readily distinguishes it under 
the microscope from other starches. 

CASSEL,. a town of northern France in the department of 
Nord, 34 m. N.W. of Lille by rail. Pop. (1906) 1844. It stands 
on an isolated hill (515 ft.) from which portions of France, 
Belgium and England can be seen, with 31 towns and too villages, 
including St Omer, Dunkirk, Ypres and Ostend. The former 
hotel de vine (0634), the hotel de la Noble Cour, once the seat of 
the jurisdiction of maritime Flanders, now the town-hall, and 
the hotel des dues d'Halluin are the historic buildings of the 
town. Cassel has a communal college. Its industrial establish-
ments include tanneries, oil-mills, salt refineries and breweries, 
and there is trade in cattle and butter. 

The town, supposed to occupy the site of Casidluss Merra-
itierues, was a Roman station, as numerous remains of the 
Gallo-Roman period attest, and an important centre of roads. 
It is frequently mentioned in the wars of the middle ages, and 
was the scene of important battles in 1071, when Robert, count 
of Flanders, vanquished his rival Arnulf; 0328, when Philip 
of Valois defeated the Flemish; and x677, when William of 
Orange was defeated by Philip, duke of Orleans, brother of 
Louis XIV. General D. R. Vandamme (177o--183o) was born 
in the town. 

CASSEL. or 'Cason, a city of Germany, capital of the former 
electorate of Hesse-Cassel, and, since its annexation by Prussia 
in 1866, capital of the province of Hesse-Nassau. Pop. (1885) 
64,083; (0905) 12o,446. It is pleasantly situated, in a hilly 
and well-wooded country, on both sides of the river Fulda, 
over which a stone bridge leads to the lower new town, 1 24 m. 
by rail N.N.E. from Frankfort-on-Main. The river is navigable 
for barges, and railways connect the town with all parts of 
Germany. The streets of the old town are narrow and crooked, 
and contain many picturesque gabled houses, generally of the 
17th century, but those of the upper and lower new.town, and 
the three suburbs, are not surpassed by any in Germany. The 
principal streets are the Konigs-strasse (51oo ft. long and 6o 
broad), the Schone Aussicht, and the Stande-platz (tho ft. broad 
with four rows of linden trees). The large Friedrichs-platz is r000 
by 450 ft. in area In it stands a marble statue of the landgrave 
Frederick II. There is a fine view from the open side. The 
former residence of the electors (Rcsidenzsckloss) fronts this 
square, as well as the Museum Fridericianum, with a facade 
of Roman-Ionic columns. The museum contains various 
valuable collections of curiosities, interesting mosaics, coins, 
casts, a library of 230,000 volumes, and valuable manuscripts. 
In the cabinet of curiosities there is a complete collection of 
clocks and watches from the earliest to the present time. Among 
these is the so-called Egg of Nuremberg, a watch made about 
isoo by Peter Henlein. Among other public places and build-
ings worthy of notice are the Roman Catholic church, with a 
splendid interior; the KOnigs-platz, with a remarkable echo; 
the Karls-platz, with the statue of the landgrave Charles; and 
the Martins-platz, with a. large church—St Martin's—with 
twin towers, containing the burial-vaults of the Hessian princes. 
The gallery of paintings, housed in a handsome building erected 
in t8So on the Schone Aussicht, contains one of the finest small 
collections in Europe, especially rich in the works of Rem-
brandt, Frans Hals and Van Dyck. 

The town contains numerous educational institutions, includ-
ing a technical college, a school of painting, a celebrated classical 
school, which the emperor William II. attended, and a military 
academy. The descendants of the French refugees who founded 
the upper new town have a church and hospital of their own. 
There are three Roman Catholic churches, an English church, 
and two synagogues. Music is much cultivated, and there is an 
opera with a first-rate orchestra, of which Ludwig Spohr was 
at one time conductor. The opera-house or theatre was built 
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by Jerome Napoleon, but in 1906 money was voted for a new 
building on the Auetor. A new Rathaus (town-hall) has been 
erected. There are also the Bose Museum, containing collections 
of pictures and antiquities of Hessian origin, museums of natural 
history and ethnography, an industrial exhibition hall, and an 
industrial art school. A handsome Gothic Lutheran church 
was erected in 1892-1897, a post office (Renaissance) in 1881, 
and new administrative offices and law courts in 1876-1880. 
The municipal (or Murhard) library, in the Hanau park, contains 
I18,000 volumes. The most noticeable of the modern public., 
monuments are those to the emperor William I. (1898), to the 
musician Spohr (1883), and the Ltiwenbrunnen (x881). In the 
Karlsaue, a favourite public promenade lying just below the 
SchOne Aussicht, are the Orangerie and the marble baths. 
Cassel is the headquarters of the XI. German army corps, and 
has a large garrison. It is a favourite residence for foreigners 
and retired officers and government officials. The. industries 
embrace engine-building, the manufacture of railway carriages 
and plant, scientific instruments, porcelain, tobacco and cigars, 
lithography, jute-spinning, iron-founding, brewing and gardening. 

On a slope of the Habichtswald Mountains, 3 m. W. of Cassel, 
and approached by an avenue, is the summer palace of Wilhehns-
hOhe, erected in I787-1794. Napoleon III. resided here, as a 
prisoner of war, after the battle of Sedan. The surrounding 
gardens are adorned with fountains, cascades, lakes and grottos, 
the principal fountain tending up a jet of water i8o ft. high 
and 12 in. in diameter. Here also is an interesting building 
called the Lowenburg. erected in 1793-1796 in the style of a 
fortified castle, and containing among other things portraits 
of Tudors and Stuarts. The principal curiosity is the Karlsburg 
cascade, which is placed in a broad ravine, thickly wooded on 
both sides. A staircase of coo steps leads to the top. On one 
of the landings is a huge rudely-carved stone figure of the giant 
Enceladus, and at the top is an octagon building called the 
Riesenschloss, surmounted by a colossal copper figure of the 
Famese Hercules, 31 ft. high, whose dub alone is sufficiently 
capacious to accommodate from eight to ten persons. In differ-
ent parts of the park, and especially from the Octagon, charming 
views are obtained. The park was first formed by the landgrave 
Frederick II., the husband of Mary, daughter of George II. of 
England, and was finished by his successor the landgrave William, 
after whom it was named. 

The earliest mention of Cassel is in 913, when it is referred to 
as Cassala. The town passed from the landgraves of Thuringia 
to the landgraves of Hesse in the 13th century, becoming one 
of the principal residences of the latter house in the 15th century. 
The burghers accepted the reformed doctrines in 1527. The 
fortifications of the town were restored by the landgrave Philip 
the Magnanimous and his son William IV. during the 16th cen-
tury, and it was greatly improved by the landgrave Charles 
(1654-173o), who welcomed many Huguenots who founded the 
upper new town. In 1762 Cassel was captured by the Germans 
from the French; after this the fortifications were dismantled 
and New Cassel was laid out by the landgrave Frederick II. 
In 1807 it became the capital of the kingdom of Westphalia; in 
1813 it was bombarded and captured by the Russian general 
Chernichev; in 183o, 1831 and 1848 it was the scene of violent 
commotions; from 185o to 1851 it was occupied by the Prussians, 
the Bavarians and the Austrians; in 1866 it was occupied by the 
Prussians, and in i867 was made the capital of the newly formed 
Prussian province of Hesse -Nassau. 

See Piderit, Geschichte der Haupt- and Residensstadi Kassel (Kassel, 
1882); Fr. Muller, Kassel sett 77o Jakren (2 vols., and ed., Kassel, 
1893); and Hessler, Die Residensstadt Kassel and ikre Unigebang 
( Kassel, 1902). 

CASSELL, JOHN (1817-1865), British publisher, was born in 
Manchester on the 23rd of January 1817. His father was the 
landlord of a public-house, and John was apprenticed to a joiner. 
He was self-educated, gaining by his own efforts a considerable 
acquaintance with English literature and a knowledge of French. 
He came to London in 1836 to work at his trade, but his energies 
at this time were chiefly centred in the cause of temperance,  

for which he was an active worker. In 1847 he. established 
himself as a tea and coffee merchant, and soon after started 
a publishing business with the aim of supplying good literature 
to the working classes. From the offices of the firm, which 
became in 1859 Messrs. Cassell, Fetter, Galpin & Co., were issued 
the Popular Educator (1852-1855), the Technical Educator 
(1870-1872), the Magazine of An (1878=1903), Cassell's Magazine 
(from 2852), and numerous editions of standard works. A special 
feature of Cassell's popular books was the illustration. At the 
time of the Crimean War he procured from Paris the cuts used 
in L' Illustration, and by printing them in his Family Paper 
(begun in 2853) secured a large circulation for it. The firm was 
converted in 1883 into a limited liability company, under the 
name of Cassell & Company, Limited. John Cassell died in 
London on the and of April 2865. 

CASSIA (Lat. cassia, Gr. Imola), the aromatic bark derived 
from Cinnansonsum cassia. The greater part of the supply 
coming from China, it is sometimes termed Chinese cinnamon. 
The bark is much thicker than that of true cinnamon; the taste 
is more pungent and the flavour less delicate, though somewhat 
similar to that of cinnamon. The properties of cassia bark 
depend on the presence of a volatile oil—the oil of cassia, which 
is imported in a fairly pure state as an article of commerce from 
Cahton. Cassia bark is in much more extensive demand op the 
continent of Europe than in Great Britain, being preferred to 
cinnamon by southern nations. The chief use of both the 
oil and bark is for flavouring liqueurs and chocolate, and in 
cooking generally. When ground as a spice it is difficult to 
distinguish cassia from cinnamon (q.v.), and it is a common 
practice to substitute the cheap common spice for the more 
valuable article. Cassia Buds, which have a pleasing cinnamon 
flavour, are believed to be the immature fruits of the tree which 
yields Chinese cinnamon. They are brought in considerable 
quantities from Canton, and used as a spice and in confectionery. 
Cassia pulp, used as a laxative, is obtained from the pods of 
Cassia fistula, or pudding pipe tree, a native of Africa which is 
cultivated in both the East and West Indies. Some confusion 
occasionally arises from the fact that Cassia is the generic name 
of an extensive genus of leguminous plants, which, in addition 
to various other medicinal products, is the source 'of the seam 
leaves which form an important article of materia medics. 

CASSIA, VIA, an ancient high-road of Italy, leading from 
Rome through Etruria to Florentia (Florence); at the 11th mile 
the Via Clodia (see CL0014, VIA) diverged north-north-west, 
while the Via Cassia ran to the east of the Locus Sabatinus and 
then through the place now called Sette Vent, where a road, 
probably the Via Annia, branched off to Falerii, through Sutrium 
(where the Via Ciminia, running along the east edge of the Lads 
Ciminius, diverged from it, to rejoin it at Aquae Passeris, north 
of the modern Viterbo% Forum Cassii, Volsinii, Clusium and 
Arretium, its line being closely followed by the modern high-
road from Rome to Florence. The date of its construction 
is uncertain: it cannot have been earlier than 187 when 
the consul C. Flaminius constructed a road from Bononia to 
Arretium (which must have coincided with the portion of the 
later Via Cassia). It is not, it is true, mentioned by any ancient 
authorities before the time of Cicero, who in 45 11.C. speaks of 
the existence of three roads from Rome to Mutina, the Flaminia. 
the Aurelia and the Cassia. A milestone of A.D. 124 mentions 
repairs to the road made by Hadrian from the boundary of the 
territory of Clusium to Florence, a distance of 86 M. 

See Ch. }When in Pauly-Wissowa, Recdencycloadie, iii. 1669. 
(T. AO 

CASSIANIIS, JOANNE EREMITA. or Joaurms MASSIIMISIS 
(t36o-435), a celebrated recluse, one of the first founders of 
monastic institutions in western Europe, was probably born in 

The Via Tmiana Nova, or the (riot.) ties Traianae, mentioned 
in inscriptions with the Cassia and Clodia as under the same carom% 
are not certainly identifiable. 

'1  Having regard to the military importance of Arretium during 
the Punic wars, it is difficult to believe that no direct rood existed 
to this point before 187 U.C. 
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Provence about 360, but he spent the early part of his life in the 
monastery of Bethlehem with his friend Germanus, and his 
-affinities were always Eastern rather than Western. In company 
with Germanus he visited Egypt, and dwelt for several years 
among the ascetics of the desert near the banks of the Nile. 
In 403 he repaired to Constantinople, where he received ordina-
tion as deacon at the hands of Chrysostom. At Marseilles 
(after 410) he founded two religious societies—a convent for 
nuns, and the abbey of St Victor, which during his time is said 
to have contained Sono inmates. In later times his regulations 
enjoyed a high reputation, and were adopted by the monks and 
nuns of Port Royal. He was eventually canonized; and a 
festival in his honour long continued to be celebrated at Marseilles 
on the 25th of July. Cassianus was one of the first and most 
prominent of the Semi-Pelagians; maintaining that while man 
is by nature sinful, he yet has some good remaining in him, 
and that, while the immediate gift of God's grace is necessary 
to salvation, conversion may also be begun by the exercise of 
man's will. He further asserted that God is always willing to 
bestow his grace on all who seek it, though, at the same time, 
it is true that he sometimes bestows it without its being sought. 
These views have been held by a very large part of the church 
from his time, and embrace much of the essence of Arminianism. 
The style of Cassianus is slovenly, and chows no literary polish, 
but its directsimplicity is far superior to the rhetorical affectations 
which disfigure most of the writings of that age. At the request 
of Castor,bishopof Apt,he wrote two monumental and influential 
treatises on the monastic life. The De loutnutione Coenobiorum 
(twelve books) describes the dress, the food, the devotional 
exercises, the discipline and the special spiritual dangers of 
monastic life in the East (gluttony, =chastity, avarice, anger, 
gloom, apathy, vanity and pride). The Conciliates Parses, 
a series of dialogues with the pious fathers of Egypt, deal with 
the way in which these dangers (and others, e.g. demons) may 
be avoided or overcome. At the desire of Leo (then arch-
deacon of Rome) he wrote against Neatorius his De Incarnations 
Domini in seven books. 

Eorrmeni.—Douay (rW) by Ala dun GasSus, with excellent 
notes; Migne's Patrol. Lat. vols. xlix. and L; M. Petschenig in the 
Vienna Corpus Ben*. Eccles. Lat. (a vole.. 1886-088). See A. 
Harnack. History of Dogma, v. 246 ff.. 253 ff.; A. Hoch, Die Lekre 
d. Joh. Causes son Nagar and Glade (Freiburg, 1895); W. Moeller, 
History of the Chr. Church, L 368-37o. 

CASSINI, the name of an Italian family of astronomers, four 
generations of whom succeeded each other in official charge of 
the observatory at Paris. 

GIOVANNI DOMENICO CASSINI (1625-1712), the first of these, 
was born at Perinaldo near Nice on the 8th of June 1625. 
Educated by the Jesuits at Genoa, he was nominated in r6,5o 
professor of astronomy in the university of Bologna; he observed 
and wrote a treatise on the comet of 1652; was employed by the 
senate of Bologna as hydraulic engineer ; and appointed by 
Pope Alexander VII. inspector of fortifications in 1657, and 
subsequently director of waterways in the papal states. His 
determinations of the rotation-periods of Jupiter, Mars and 
Venus in 1665-1667 enhanced his fame ; and Louis XIV. 
applied for his services in 1669 at the stately observatory then 
in course of erection at Paris. The pope (Clement IX.) re-
luctantly assented, on the understanding that the appointment 
was to be temporary; but it proved to be irrevocable. Cassini 
was naturalized as a French subject in 1673, having begun work 
at the observatory in September 1671. Between 1671 and 1684 
he discovered four Saturnian satellites, and in 1675 the division 
in Saturn's ring (see SATURN); made the earliest sustained 
observations of the zodiacal light, and published, in Let Elements 
de ['astronomic verifils (1684), an account of Jean Richer's 
(1630-1696) geodetical operations in Cayenne. Certain oval 
curves which be proposed to substitute for Repler's ellipses as 
the paths of the planets were named after him " Cassinians." 
He died at the Paris observatory on the 1 ith of September 1712. 

A partial autobiography left by Giovanni Domenico Cassini was 
published by his great-grandson, Count Cassini, in his Alernoires 
Isar war d rhistare des sciences (181o). Sec also C. Wolf, Histoire  

de robsernstaire de Paris (1902); Max. Marie, Histoire des sciences, 
t. iv. p. 234; R. Wolf, Geminate der Astronomic, p. 450, &c. 

JACQUIS CASSINI (1677-1756), son of Domenico Cassini, was 
born at the Paris observatory on the 8th of February 1677. 
Admitted at the age of seventeen to membership of the French 
Academy of Sciences, he was elected in 1696 a fellow of the 
Royal Society of London, and became maitre des comptes in 
1706. Having succeeded to his father's position at the obser-
vatory in 1712, be measured in 1713 the arc of the meridian 
from Dunkirk to Perpignan, and published the results in a 
volume entitled De la grandeur et de la figure de to tare (1720) 
(see GEODESY). He wrote besides Elisions d'astronornie (174o), 
and died on the 18th of April 1756 at Thury, near Clermont. 
The first tables of the satellites of Saturn were supplied by 
him in 1716. 

See C. Wolf, Histoire do robsermaare de Paris; Max. Marie, 
Histoire des sciences, vii. at4; R. Wolf, Geschicke der Astronomic, 
p. 451; J. C. Houreau, Bill. astrottaistgue; J. Delambre, Histoire 
de rastrononsie as X V aide, pp. 250-275 (unfairly depreciatory); 
J. F. MontucLI, Hist. des mansimaigues, iv. 145. 248. 

asAR FRANCOIS CASSINI, or CASSUM DE THURY ( 1 714-1784), 
son of Jacques Cassini, was born at the observatory of Paris on 
the 17th of June 1714. He succeeded to his father's official 
employments, continued the hereditary surveying operations, 
and began in 1744 the construction of a great topographical 
map of France. The post of director of the Paris observatory 
was created for his benefit in 1771, when the establishment 
ceased .to be a dependency of the Academy of Sciences. Cassini 
de Thury died at Thury on the 4th of September 1784. His 
chief works are:—Mtridiessne de Pobservaloire de Paris ( 1 744), 
Description flonsetrique de la terre (1775), and Description 
geornitrique de to France (1784). 

See C. Wolf, Histoire de l'observatoire de Paris, p. 287; Max. Marie, 
Histoire des sciences, viii. r58; J. Delambre, Histoire de l'astronomie 
as XVIII' sieck• pp. 275-309; R. Wolf, Geschickte der Astronomic. 
P. 451: J. J. de Lalande, Bibliographie cutronomique. 

JACQUES DOMINIQUE CASSINI, Count (1748-0145), son of 
Cdsar Francois Cassini, was born at the observatory of Paris on 
the 3oth of June 1748. He succeeded in 1784 to the directorate 
of the observatory; but his plans for its restoration and re-
equipment were wrecked in 1793 by the animosity of the 
National Assembly. His position having become intolerable, 
he resigned on the 6th of September, and was thrown into prison 
in 1794, but released after seven months. lie then withdrew to 
Thury, where he died, aged ninety-seven, on the 18th of October 
1845. He published in 1770 an account of a voyage to America in 
1768, undertaken as the commissary of the Academy of Sciences 
with a view to testing Pierre Leroy's watches at sea. A memoir in 
which he described the operations superintended by him in 1787 
for connecting the observatories of. Paris and Greenwich by 
longitude-determinations appeared in - 1791. He visited England 
for the ,purposes of the work, and saw William Herschel at 
Slough. He completed his father's map of France, which was 
published by the Academy of Sciences in 1793. It served as the 
basis for the Atlas National (1791), showing France in depart-
ments. Count Cassini's Mintoires pour seroir it Phistoire de 
robservasoire de Paris (1810) embodied portions of an exten-
sive work, the prospectus of which he had submitted to the 
Academy of Sciences in 1774. The volume included his Eloges 
of several academicians, and the autobiography of his great-
grandfather, the first Cassini: 

See J. F. S. Devic, Histoire de to vie of des hamar de J. D. Cassini 
(1850; J. Delambre, Histoire de l'astronomie as X VIII. aerie. pp. 
409-3 1 3; Phil. Mag. 3rd series, vol. xxviii. p. 412; C. Wolf, Histoire 
CC robseradare de Paris (1902), p. 234 et passim. (A. M. C.) 

CASSIODORUS (not Co,ssiodorius), the name of a Syrian 
family settled at Scyllacium (Squillace) in Bruttii, where it held 
an influential position in the 5th century A.D. Its most important 
member was FLAVIUS MAGNUS AURELIUS CASSIODORUS SENATOR 
(c. 490-585), historian, statesman, and monk. " Senator " 
(not a title) is the name used by himself in his official corre-
spondence. His father held the offices of comes prioasarum and 
sacrarum largitionum (controller of the emperor's private revenue 
and the public exchequer) under Odoacer, and subsequently 
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attached himself to Theodoric, by whom he was appointed 
corrector (governor) of Bruttii and Lucania, and praefectus 
praetorio. The son at an early age became consiliarius (legal 
assessor) to his father, and (probably in 507) quaestor, an official 
whose chief duty at that time consisted in acting as the mouth-
piece of the ruler, and drafting his despatches. In 554 he was 
ordinary consul, and at a later date possibly corrector of his 
native province. At the death of Theodoric (526) he held the 
office of magister officiorum (chief of the civil service). Under 
Athalaric he was praefectus praetorio, a post which he retained 
till about 540, after the triumphal entry of Belisarius into 
Ravenna, when he retired from public life. With the object of 
providing for the transmission of divine and human knowledge 
to later ages, and of securing it against the tide of barbarism 
which threatened to sweep it away, he founded two monasteries—
Vivarium and Castellum—in his ancestral domains at Squillace 
(others identify the two monasteries). The special duty which 
he enjoined upon the inmates was the acquisition of knowledge, 
both sacred and profane, the latter, however, being subordinated 
to the former. He also collected and emended valuable MSS., 
which his monks were instructed to copy, and superintended 
the translation of various Greek works into Latin. He further 
amused himself with making scientific toys, such as sun-dials 
and water-clocks. As he is stated to have written one of his 
treatises at the age of ninety-three, he must have lived till 
after 580. Whether he belonged to the Benedictine order is 
uncertain. 

The writings of Cassiodorus evince great erudition, ingenuity 
and labour, but are disfigured by incorrectness and an affected 
artificiality, and his Latin partakes much of the corruptions of 
the age. His works are (1) historical and political, (2) theo-
logical and grammatical. 

2. (a) Variae, the most important 'of all his writings, in twelve 
books, published in 537. They contain the decrees of Theodoric and 
his successors Arnalasuntha, Theodahad and Witigis; the regula-
tions of the chief offices of state; the edicts published by Cassiodorus 
himself when praefectus praetorio. It is the best source of our 
knowledge of the Ostrogothic kingdom in Italy (ed. T. Mommsen in 
Monumersta Germanise Historica: Auctores Antiquissinti, xii., 2894; 
condensed English translation by T. Hodgkin. 1886). 

(8) Chronica, written at the request of Theodoric's son-in-law' 
Eutharic, during whose consulship (519) it was published. It is a 
dry and inaccurate compilation from various sources, unduly partial 
to the Goths (ed. T. Mommsen in Mon. Germ. Hist.: And. Ant xi. 
pt. i.. 1893). 

• (c) Panegyrics on Gothic kings and queens (fragments ed. L. 
Traube in Mon. Germ. Hist.: Ana. Ant. xii.). 

2. (a) De Anima, a discussion on the nature of the soul, at the 
conclusion of which the author deplores the quarrel between two 
such great peoples as the Goths and Romans. It seems to have been 
published with the last part of the Varlet. 

(b) Irstitutiones divinarun et humanarum litterarum, an encyclo-
paedia of sacred and profane literature for the monks, and a sketch 
of the seven liberal arts. It further contains instructions for using 
the library, and precepts for daily life. 

(c) A commentary on the Psalms and short notes (complexions) 
on the Pauline epistles, the Acts, and the Apocalypse. 

(d) De Orthographic, a compilation made by the author in his 
ninety-third year from the works of twelve grammarians, ending 
with his contemporary Priscian (ed. H. Keil, Grammatici Latini, vii.). 

The Latin translations of the Antiqu ities. of Josephus and of the 
ecclesiastical histories of Theodoret. Sozomen and Socrates, under 
the title of Historia Tripartite (embracing the years 306-439), were 
carried out under his supervision. 

Of his lost works the most important was the Historia Gotkortn, 
written with the object of glonfying the Gothic royal house and 
proving that the Goths and Romans had long been connected by 
ties of friendship. It was published during the reign of Athalaric, 
and appears to have brought the history down to the death of 
Theodonc. His chief authority for Gothic history and legend was 
Ablavius (Ablabius). The work is only known to us in the meagre 
abridgment of lordanes (ed. T. Mommsen, 1882). 

COMPLETEWORNS.— Editio princeps, by G. Fornerius (Paris, 
1579); 1. Garet.  (Rouen, t679; Venice, 1729), reprinted in J. P. 
Migne, Petrologic Latina, lxix., lxx. On Cassiodorus generally, see 
Anecdotal Holderi, excerpts from a treatise of Cassiodorus, edited 
by H. Usener (Bonn, 1877).which throws light on questions connected 
with his biography; T. Mommsen, preface to his edition of the 
Varlet; monographs by A. Thorbecke (Heidelberg. 1867) and A. 
Flans (Breslau, 1872); T. Hodgkin, Italy and her Invaders, iii. 
p. 28o, iv. p. 348; A. Ebert, Allen/wine Geschichte der Lateratur des 

Matelaliers, i.; Teuffel-Schwabe, Hist. of Roman Literature (Ear. 
trans.), § 483; G. A. Simcox, Hist. of Latin Literature (1884): W. 
Ramsay in Smith's Dictionary of Greek and Ronan Biegmaky 
J. B. Bury's edition of Gibbon's Decline and Fall. iv. 180, 52s; 
R. W. Church in the Church Quarterly Review. X. (188o); J. E. 
Sandys in.Hist. of Classical Sckolarskip (and ed., 1906); A. (Ann, 
Casssodore., conservateur des Hats de l'antiquire !aline (Paris, 1891); 
G. Minas', M. A. Cassiodoro . . . ricerche storico-criticke (Naakx. 
1895); and C. Cipolla in Memorie della s. Accadania deile sae= di 
Tonne (and ter. xIbi. pt . 2, 1893); • L. M. Hartmann in Pauly. 
Wissowa's Reakotc. opadie, iii ,. pt. 2 (1899), with note on the 
musical section of Cassiodorus' Instantiates by C. von Jan. 

CASSIOPEIA, in Greek mythology, the wife of Cepheus, and 
mother of Andromeda; in astronomy, a constellation of the 
northern hemisphere, mentioned by Eudoxus (4th century Lc) 
and Aratus (3rd century n.c.). Ptolemy catalogued 23 stars is 
this constellation, Tycho Brahe 46, and Hevelius 37. Its mast 
interesting stars are:—Nosa Cassiopeiae, a " new " star, which 
burst out with extraordinary brilliancy in x572, when it was 
observed by Tycho Brahe,but gradually diminished in  brightness, 
ultimately vanishing in about eighteen rnonths;- a-Cassiepeiat 
and R-Cassiopeiae axe variable stars, the former irregular, the 
latter having a long period; +1-Cassiopeiac, a binary star, 
having components of magnitudes 3i and 71; tr-Cossioteino, 
a double star, one being white and of magnitude 5, the other 
blue and of magnitude 71. 

CASSITERIDES (from the Gr. sconviresoe, tin, i.e. "71n-
islands "), in ancient geography the name of islands regarded m 
being situated somewhere near the west coasts of Europe. Hero-
dotus (430 9.c.) had dimly heard of them. Later writers, 
Posidonius, Diodorus, Strabo and others, call them smash 
islands off (Strabo says, some way off) the north-west coast of. 
Spain, which contained tin mines, or, as Strabo says, tin and 
lead mines—though a passage in Diodorus derives the name 
rather from their nearness to the tin districts of north-west 
Spain. While geographical knowledge of the west was still scanty 
and the secrets of the tin-trade were still successfully guarded 
by the seamen of Gades and others who dealt in the metal, the 
Greeks knew only that tin came to them by sea from the far west, 
and the idea of tin-producing islands easily arose. Later, when 
the west was better explored, it was found that tin actually came 
from two regions, north-west Spain and Cornwall. Neither of 
these could be called " small islands " or described as of the 
north-west coast of Spain, and so the Cassiterides were not 
identified with either by the Greek and Roman geographers. 
Instead, they became a third, ill-understood source of tie, 
conceived of as distinct from Spain cif Britain. Modern writers 
have perpetuated the error that the Cassiterides were definite 
spots, and have made many attempts to identify them. Smog 
islands off the coast of north-west Spain, the headlands of that 
same coast, the Scillies, Cornwall, the British Isles as a whole, 
have all in turn been suggested. But none suits the conditions. 
Neither the Spanish islands nor the Scillies contain tin, at least 
in serious quantities. Neither Britain nor Spain can be called 
" small islands off the north-west of Spain." It seems most 
probable, therefore, that the name Cassiterides represents the 
first vague knowledge of the Greeks that tin was found overseas 
somewhere in or off western Europe. 

Aurnoarrnts.—Herodotus iii. 115; Diodorus v. 21, 22, 38; 
Strabo ii. 5. iii. 2, 5, v. II; Pliny. Nat. Hirt  iv. 119, iii. 197. xxxiv. 156-158, are the chief references in ancient literature. T. lc 
Holmes, Ancient Britain (19o7), appendix, identifies the Cassiteries 
with the British Isles. (F. J. H.) 

CASSITERITE (from the Gr. xnatrirepos, tin), the minera-
logical name for tin-stone, the common ore of tin. It con-
sists of tin dioxide, or stannic oxide (SnO,), and crystallises 
in the tetragonal system. The crystals are usually 4-sided or 
8-sided prisms, striated vertically, and terminated by pyramids 
(fig. 2). Twins, with characteristic re-entrant angles, such 12 
figs. 2 and 3, are common. Certain slender prismatic crystals, 
with an acute 8-sided pyramid, are known in Cornwall as " spar-
able tin," in allusion to their resemblance to spsrable nails. 
whilst very slender crystals are termed needle-tin. Occasionally 
the mineral occurs in fibrous forms, which pass under the name of 
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wood-tin," and these, though not unknown in the matrix, 

are generally found as rolled pebbles. By the disintegration of 
tin-bearing rocks and vein-stones, the cassiterite passes into the 

beds of streams as rolled fragments and 
grains, or even sand, and is then known 
as stream tin or alluvial tin, This detrital 
tin-ore was probably used as a source of 
the metal before the primitive miners 
had learnt to attack the solid tin-bearing 
rocks. 

Pure cassiterite may be colourless, or 
white, as seen in certain specimens from 
the Malay Peninsula; but usually the 
mineral is brown or even black, the 

FIG. 1. colour being referred to the presence of 
ferric oxide or other impurity. Occasionally the tin-stone is 
red. In microscopic sections the colour is often seen to be dis-
posed in zones, following the contour of the crystal. A brown 
variety, with rather resinous lustre, is termed " rosin tin." 
The usual lustre of crystals of cassiterite is remarkably splendent, 
even adamantine. The mineral has a high refractive index, 
and strong bi-refringence. Certain transparent yellow and brown 
specimens, cut as gem-stones, exhibit considerable brilliancy. 

FIG 2. 	 FIG 3. 

The hardness of cassiterite is 6.5, so that it cannot be scratched 
with a knife, and is nearly as hard as quartz. Its specific gravity 
is about 7; and in consequence of this high density, the tin-
stone is readily separated during the process of dressing, from all 
the associated minerals, except wolframite, which may, however, 
be removed by magnetic separators. 

Cassiterite usually occurs as veins or impregnations in granitic 
rocks, and is especially associated with the quartz-mica rock 
called greisen. The usual associates of the tin-stone are quartz, 
tourmaline, apatite, topaz, beryl, fluorite, lithia-mica, wolframite, 
chalcopyrite, &c. The presence of fluorine in many of these 
minerals has led to the opinion that the tin has been derived 
in many cases from an acid or granitic magma by the action of 
fluorine-bearing vapours, and that cassiterite may have been 
formed by the interaction of tin fluoride and water vapour. 
Cassiterite occurs as a pseudomorph after orthoclase felspar in 
some of the altered granite of Cornwall, and it has occasionally 
been found as a cementing material in certain brecciated lodes. 

Among the localities yielding cassiterite may be mentioned 
Cornwall, Saxony, Bohemia, Brittany, Galicia in Spain; the 
Malay peninsula, and the islands of Banca and Billiton; New 
South Wales, Queensland and Tasmania. Fine examples of 
wood-tin, occurring with topaz, are found in Durango in Mexico. 
Deposits of cassiterite under rather exceptional conditions are 
worked on a large scale in Bolivia; and it is notable that cassi-
terite is found in hassle limestone near Campiglia Marittima in 
Tuscany. Cassiterite has been worked in the York region. 
Alaska_ (F W R •) 

CASSIUS, ttie name of a distinguished ancient Roman family, 
originally patrician. Its most important members are the 
following. 

1. Spusius CASSIUS, surnamed Vecdlinus 	 Viscd- 
gnus). Roman soldier and statesman. three times consul, 
and author of the first agrarian law In his first consulate 
1 503  s.c.) he defeated the Sabines; in his second (4951 he renewed 
the league with the Latins. and dedicated the temple of Ceres 

in the Circus, in his third (486) he made a treaty with the 
conquered Hernici. The account of his agrarian law is confused 
and contradictory; it is clear, however, that it was intended to 
benefit the needy plebeians (see AGRARIAN LAWS). As such it 
was violently opposed both by the patricians and by the wealthy 
plebeians. Cassius was condemned by the people as aiming at 
kingly power, and hurled from the Tarpeian rock. Another 
account says he was tried by the family council and put to death 
by his own father, who considered his proposal prejudicial 
to the patrician interest. According to Livy, his proposal 
to bestow a share of the land upon the Latins was regarded 
with great suspicion. According to Mommsen (Remiche For-
sehungen, the whole story is an invention of a later age, 
founded upon the proposals of the Gracchi and M. Livius Drusus, 
to which period belongs the idea of sharing public land with the 
Latins. 

See Livy ii. 33, 41; Dion Italic. v. 49, viii. 69-8o; Cicero, Pro 
Bev, 23 (33), De Republica, ii. 27 (49), 35 (60). Val. Max. v. 8.2. 

The following Cassii are all plebeians. It is suggested that the 
sons of Spurius Cassius either were expelled from, or voluntarily 
left, the patrician order, in consequence of their father's 
execution. 

a. GAIUS CASSIUS LONGINUS, consul 73 B.C. With his 
colleague, Terentius Varro Lucullus, he passed a law (kx Terentia 
Cassia), the object of which was to give authority for the purchase 
of corn at the public expense, to be retailed at a fixed price at 
Rome. It is doubtful whether this Cassius (who is often called 
by the additional name Varus) is identical with the Varus who 
was proscribed by the triumvirs, and put to death at Minturnae 
(43) According to Orosius he was killed at the battle of iguana. 

See Cicero, In Verrem, iii. 70, 75,v. 21; Livy, Epii. 96; Appian, 
Bell. Cm. iv 28; Orosius v. 24. 

3. GAIUS CASSIUS LONGINUS, prime mover in the conspiracy 
against Julius Caesar. Little is known of his early life In 
53 s.c he served in the Parthian campaign under M. Licinius 
Crassus, saved the remnants of the army after the defeat at 
Carrhae, and for two years successfully repelled the enemy. 
In 49 s.c. he became tribune of the plebs. The outbreak of the 
civil war saved him from being brought to trial for extortion 
in Syria. He at first sided with Pompey, and as commander 
of part of his fleet rendered considerable service in the Medi-
terranean. After Pharsalus he became reconciled to Caesar, who 
made him one of his legates. In 44 s.c. he became proctor 
percgrinut with the promise of the Syrian province for the 
ensuing year. The appointment of his junior, M. Junius Brutus, 
as proctor urbanist deeply offended him, and he was one of the 
busiest conspirators against Caesar, taking an active part in the 
actual assassination. He then left Italy for Syria, raised a con-
siderable army, and defeated P. Cornelius Dolabella, to whom 
the province had been assigned by the senate. On the formation 
of the triumvirate, Brutus and he, with their combined armies, 
crossed the Hellespont, marched through Thrace, and encamped 
near Philippi in Macedonia. Their intention was to starve out 
the enemy, but they were forced into an engagement. Brutus 
was successful against Octavian, but Cassius, defeated by M. 
Antonius (Mark Antony), gave up all for lost, and ordered his 
freedman to slay him. He was lamented by Brutus as " the 
last of the Romans," and buried at Thasos. A man of consider-
able ability, he was a good soldier, and took an interest in litera-
ture, but in politics he was actuated by vanity and ambition. 
His portrait in Shakespeare's Julius Catsar, though vivid, is 
scarcely historical. 

See Plutarch, Brutus, passim, Crasins, 27, 29. Caesar, 62, 69: 
Dio Cassius xl. 28, xlii. t, xliv. 14. AYH. 20; Veil. Pat. ii. 46, 36. 
58. 69, 707  87; Cicero, P)silippics. xi. 13, 14, ad Alt. V. 21, xiv. 21, 
ad Fain xi. 3, 15, 16: Appian, Bell. CU,. ii. 111, 113, iii. 2. 8, iv. 
60-62. 87. 90. 132; Caesar, Bell Cio. iii. 101. 

4. Qunervs Cassius LONGINUS, the brother or cousin of 
the murderer of Caesar. quaestor of Pompey in Further Spain 
in 54 s C In 49, as tribune of the people, he strongly supported 
the cause of Caesar. by whom he was made governor of Further 
Spain. He treated the provincials with great cruelty, and bis 
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appointment (48) to take the field against Juba, king of Numidia; 
gave him an excuse for fresh oppression. The result was an 
unsuccessful insurrection at Corduba. Cassius punished the 
leaders with merciless severity, and made the lot of the provincials 
harder than ever. At last some of his troops revolted under the 
quaestor M. Marcellus, who was proclaimed governor of the 
province. Cassius was surrounded by Marcellus in Ulia. Bogud, 
king of Mauretania, and M. Lepidus, proconsul of Hither Spain, 
to whom Cassius had applied for assistance, negotiated an arrange-
ment with Marcellus whereby Cassius was to be allowed to go 
free with the legions that remained loyal to him. Cassius sent his 
troops into winter quarters, hastened on board ship at Malaca 
with his ill-gotten gains, but was wrecked in a storm at the mouth 
of the Iberus (Ebro). His tyrannical government of Spain had 
greatly injured the cause of Caesar. 

See Dio Cassius xli. 15, 24. xlii. 15. x6, xliii. 29; Livy. Epit. 
; Appian, B.C. ii. 33. 43; Beltran Akzandrinum, 48-64. 

5. GNUS Cassius LONGINUS (rat century a.o.), Roman jurist, 
consul in 30, proconsul of Asia 4o-41, and governor of Syria under 
Claudius 45-5o. On his return to Rome his wealth and high 
character secured him considerable influence. He was banished 
by Nero (65) to Sardinia, because among the images of his 
ancestors he had preserved that of the murderer of Caesar. He 
was recalled by Vespasian, and died at an advanced age. As he 
was consul in 3o, he must have been born at the latest in the year 
3 B.C. Cassius was a pupil of Masurius Sabinus, with whom he 
founded a legal school, the followers of which were called Cassiani. 
His chief work was the Libri Jails Claus in ten books, which was 
used by the compilers of •the Digest of Justinian. 

See Tacitus. Annals, xvi. 7-9; Suetomus, Nero, 37; Dio Cassius 
Fix. 29; Teuffel-Schwabe, Hut. of Roman Literature, 298, 3. 

CASSIUS, AVIDIUS (d. A.D. 175), Roman general, a Syrian 
by birth, lived during the reign of Marcus Aurelius. He especially 
distinguished himself during the Parthian War (A.D. 162-165), 
at the conclusion of which he was apparently appointed military 
governor of Asia, though the actual extent of his jurisdiction 
is doubtful. In 2-72 he was sent to Egypt, where he put down a 
dangerous rising of the Bucolici, the robber herdsmen of the 
delta of the Nile, after which he returned to Syria. In 1 7S the 
emperor Aurelius fell ill, and his wife Faustina, to secure her 
position in case of his death, offered her hand and the throne 
to the successful general. A rumour of Aurelius's death having 
reached Syria, Cassius, without waiting for confirmation, pro-
claimed himself emperor; when the report proved false, it was 
too late for him to draw back, and he accordingly prepared 
for war. The senate declared him a public enemy, although 
Aurelius even then expressed the hope that he might have the 
opportunity of pardoning him. Deploring the necessity for 
taking up arms against his trusted officer, Aurelius set out for 
the east. While in Myna, he received the news that Cassius 
had been slain by his own officers. The murderers offered 111 
head to Aurelius, who refused to admit them, and ordered its 
immediate burial. 

See Dio Cassius lxxi. 2 -4, 17, 22.25, 30, 31; Fronto, Letters. i. 6; 
Lives of Marcus Aurelius, Versa and Commodus in the Scriptores 
Historiae Anglaise, and the special biography of Avidius Cassius in 
the same by Vulcacius Gallicanus. The various letters and docu-
ments in the last-named are generally considered spurious, and the 
portions of the narrative founded on them on uentl untrust- 
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 IUS, GAITS, Latin poet, general and politician, called 
Parmensis from his birthplace Parma,was one of the murderers of 
Julius Caesar, and after his death joined the party of Brutus 
and his namesake Cassius the conspirator. In 43 B.C. he was in 
command of the fleet on the coast of Asia, but after the battle 
of Philippi joined Status Pompeius in Sicily. When Pompeius, 
having been defeated in a naval engagement at Naulochus by 
the fleet of Octavian under Agrippa, fled to Asia, Cassius went 
over to Antony, and took part in the battle of Actium (31). 
He afterwards fled to Athens, where he was soon put to death 
by Octavian, whom he had offended by writing an abusive letter 
(Suetonius, Augustus, 4). Cassius is credited with satires, elegies, 
epigrams and tragedies. Some hexameters with the title Cos:ii 

Orpheus are by Antonius Thylesius,an Italian of the ryth annoy. 
Hcgace appears to have thought well of Cassius as a poet, for 
he asks Tibullus whether he intends to compete with the Omits 
(probably the elegies) of Cassius (Epistles, i. 4. 3). The story in 
the Horace scholia, that L. Varius Rufus published his famous 
tragedy Thyestes from an MS. which he found amongst the papers 
of Cassius after his death, is due to a confusion of Curers's 
murderer, Q. Attius Varus, with the tragedian (Appian, B.C. v. 
2, 139; Cicero, ad Fem. xii. 13; Veil. Pat. ii. 87; Orodm, vi. 
2-9; see also the diffuse treatise of A. Weichert, De L Yard d 
Cassii Parinemni Vila et Carminibus, 1836). Cassius Pannone 
must not be confused with Cassius Etruscus (Horace, Satins, i. 
rel. 6o), an improviser, who is said to have used enough paper to 
furnish his funeral pyre. 

CASSIVELAUNI/S„ or CASSIVELLAUNUS, a British chieftain, 
ruler of the country north of the Thames, who led the native toles 
against Julius Caesar on his second expedition (34 "c) (see 
Dianne). After several indecisive engagements, Caesar took 
the camp of Cassivelaunus, who was obliged to make peace on 
condition of paying tribute and giving hostages. But these 
promises were not meant to be kept, and it appears certain that 
The tribute was never paid. According to Bede (Hist. Seeks. 2. r), 
the remains of Cassivelaunus's entrenchment were visible sows 
or eight centuries later. 

See Caesar, B.G. v. 11-22; Dio Cassius id. 2, 3; Orosios vi. 9. 
6; Eutropius vi. 17; Polyaenus, ,Strategeinata, VIII. 23. For the 
etymology of the name (which is Celtic in origin, and appears lam 
as Caswallon) see J..1thys, Celtic Britain, pp. 289-290 (x904); C I. 
Elton, Origins of English History (ago); and Stock's editisa of 
Caesar, Dc Bello Callao (1898). 

CASSOCK (Fr. casaque, a military cloak), a long-sleeved, close-
fitting robe worn by the clergy and others engaged in ecclesi-
astical functions. The name was originally specially applied 
to the dress worn by soldiers and horsemen, and later to' the 
long garment worn in civil life by both men and women. As 
an ecclesiastical term the word " cassock " came into use some-
what late (as a translation of the old names of sublessee, midis 
Ward, toga talaris, or tunics talaris), being mentioned in canon 
74 of 1604; and it is in this sense alone that it now survives. 
The origin of the word has been the subject of much specu-
lation. It is derived through the French from the Italian 
casacca, which Florio (Q. Anna's Ned World of Words, thst) 
translates as " a frock, a horseman's cote, a long cote; also a 
habitation or dwelling," and it is usually held that this in turn 
is derived from case, a house (d.'the derivation of " chasuble," 
q.v.). This, however, though possible is uncertain. A Slav 
origin for the word has been suggested (Hatzfeld and Danne-
steter, Die: gen. de la league franeaise), and the Ccesack baseman 
may have given to the West both the garment and the name. 
Or again, it may be derived from casequin (ItaL casecelsino), rather 
thah vice versa, and this in turn from an Arabic kaseyant 
(Pers. kashdyand), a padded jerkin; the word kasagdn occurring 
in Mid. High Ger. for a riding-cloak, and gasygan in 0. Fr. 
for a padded jerkin (Lagarde in GNI. gdehrte A Inciter, Arai 15, 
1887, p. 238). 

The cassock, though part of the canonical costume of the 
clergy, is not a liturgical vestment. It was originally the oit-
of-doors and domestic dress of lay-people as well as clergy, and 
its survival among the latter when the secular fashion had 
changed is merely the outcome of ecclesiastical conservatism. 
In mild weather it was the outer garment; in cold weather it 
was worn under the tabard or chimere (q.v.); sometimes in the 
middle ages the name" chimere was given to it as well as to the 
sleeveless upper robe. In winter the cassock was often bud 
with furs varying in costliness with the rank of the wearer, and 
its colour also varied in the middle ages with his ecclesiastical 
or academic status. In the Roman Catholic Church the smi-
laxes (Fr. soutane, Ital. sottana) must be worn by the dew 
whenever they appear, both in ordinary life (except in 
Protestant countries) and under their vestments in church. 
It varies in colour with the wearer's rank: white for the pow, 
red (or black edged with red) for cardinals, purple for bishops. 
black for the lesser ranks; members of religious orders, however, 
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whatever their rank, wear the colour of their religious habit. 
In the Church of England the cassock, which with the gown is 
prescribed by the above-mentioned canon of z6o4 as the canonical 
dress of the clergy, has been continuously, though not univer-
sally, worn by the clergy since the Reformation. It has long 
ceased, however, to be their every-day walking dress and is 
now usually only worn in church, at home, or more rarely by 
clergy within the precincts of their own parishes. The custom 
of wearing the cassock under the vestments Is traceable in 
England to about the year 1400. 

The old form of English cassock was a double-breasted robe 
fastened at the shoulder and probably girdled. The continental, 
single-breasted cassock, with a long row of small buttons from 
neck to hem, is said to have been first introduced into England 
by Bishop Harris of Llandaff (1729-1738). The shortened form 
of cassock which survives in the bishop's " apron " was formerly 
widely used also by the continental clergy. Its use was for-
bidden in Roman Catholic countries by Pope Pius IL, but it 
is still worn by Roman Catholic dignitaries as part of their 
out-of-door dress in certain Protestant countries. 

See the Report of the sub-committee of Convocation on the Orna-
ments of tke Church and as Ministers (London, i9o8), and authorities 
there cited. 

CASSONE, in furniture, the Italian name for a marriage coffer. 
The ancient and once almost universal European custom of 
providing a bride with a chest or coffer to contain the household 
linen, which often formed the major part of her dowry, produced 
in Italy a special type of chest of monumental size and artistic 
magnificence. The cassoni of the people, although always large 
in size, were simple as regards ornament; but those of the nobles 
and the well-to-do mercantile classes were usually imposing as 
regards size, and adorned with extreme richness. The cassone 
was almost invariably much longer than the English chest, and 
even at a relatively early period it assumed an artistic finish 
such as was never reached by the chests of northern Europe, 
except in the case of a few of the royal corbeslks de mariage 
made by such artists as Boulle for members of the house of 
France. Many of the earlier examples were carved in panels 
of geometrical tracery, but their characteristic ornament was 
either intorsia or gesso, or a mixture of the two. Bold and 
massive feet, usually shaped as claws, lioncels, or other animals 
are also exceedingly characteristic of cassoni, most of which are 
of massive and sarcophagus-like proportions with moulded lids, 
while many of them are adorned at their corners with figures 
sculptured in high relief. The scroll-work inlay is commonly 
simple and graceful, consisting of floral or geometrical motives, or 
arabesques. The examples coated with gilded gesso or blazoned 
with paintings are, however, the most magnificent. They were 
of ten made of chestnut, and decorated with flowers and foliage 
in a relief which, low at first, became after the Renaissance very 
high and sharp. The panels of the painted cassoni frequently 
bore representations of scriptural and mythological subjects, 
or incidents derived from the legends of chivalry Nor was 
heraldry forgotten, the arms of the family for which the chest 
was made being perhaps emblazoned upon the front. These 
chests rarely bear dates or initials, but it is often possible to 
determine their history from their armorial bearings. 

CASSOWARY (Casuorius), a genus of strutbious birds, only 
inferior in size to the emeu and ostrich, and, according to Sir R. 
Owen, approximating more closely than any other living birds 
to the extinct moss of New Zealand. The species arc all character-
ized by short rudimentary wings, bearing four ov five barbless 
shafts, a few inches long, and apparently useless for purposes of 
flight, of running, or of defence, and by loosely webbed feathers, 
short on the neck, but of great length on the rump and back, 
whence they descend over the body forming a thick hair-like 
covering. They possess stout limbs. with which they kick in 
front, and have the inner toe armed with a long powerful claw. 
'ne common cassowary (Cantarists gakcaus) stands 5 ft. high , 

 and has a horny, helmet-like protuberance on the crown of its 
bead; the front of the neck is naked and provided with two 
brightly-coloured wattles. It is a native of the Island of Ceram,  

where it is said to live in pairs, feeding on fruits and herbs, and 
occasionally on small animals. The mooruk, or Bennett's 
cassowary (Cauterizes Berman), is a shorter and more robust 
bird, approaching in the thickness of its legs to the masts. It 
differs further from the preceding species in having its head 
crowned with a horny plate instead of a helmet. It has only 
been found in New Britain, where the natives are said to regard 
it with some degree of veneration. When captured by them 
shortly after being hatched, and reared by the hand, it soon 
becomes tame and familiar; all the specimens which have 
reached Europe alive have been thus domesticated by the natives. 
The adult bird in the wild state is exceedingly shy and difficult 
of approach, and, owing to its great fleetness and strength, is 
rarely if ever caught. It eats voraciously, and, like the ostrich, 
will swallow whatever comes in its way. (See Emu.) 

CAST (from the verb meaning " to throw "; the word is Stand. 
in origin, cf. Dan. haste, and Swed. haslet; " cast " in Middle 
Eng. took the place of the A.S. weoegon, d. Ger. werfen), a throw, 
or that which is thrown, or that into which something is thrown. 
From these three meanings come the main uses of the word; for 
the throwing of dice, with the figurative sense of a chance or 
opportunity, as in " at the last cast "; for the throwing of a 
fisherman's line in fiy-fishing; for hounds spreading out in 
search of a lost scent; or, with the further meaning of a twisted 
throw or turn, for a slight squint in the eye. " Cast " is applied 
to a measure of herrings or other fish, being the amount taken in 
two hands to be thrown into a vessel, and similarly to a potter's 
measure for a certain quantity of day; in fishing, to the casting 
line of gut with fly attached; to the hard refuse thrown out of the 
crop of a bird of prey, and to the coils of earth thrown up by 
earth-worms. From the old method, in making calculations, of 
using counters, which were thus " thrown " up into a heap, is 
probably derived the meaning of " cast " for the " casting up " 
of figures in anaccount. Further, the word is found for a mould 
for the casting of metals, and more particularly for the copy of 
an original statue or relief taken from a mould; similarly, of 
fossils, for the mineral filling of the empty mould left by the 
organism. Special uses of the word are also found in the 
theatrical term for the assignment of particular parts to the 
actors and actresses in a play, and in the many figurative senses 
of a type or stamp, as of features or characters. 

CASTAGNO, ANDREA DEL (1390-1457), Italian painter of the 
Florentine school, was born in isoo, probably at Castagno, in 
the district of Mugello, and died in August Inv. He imitated 
Masaccio and the naturalists of his time in boldness of attitude, 
but was deficient in grace and colouring. His name was for about 
four centuries burdened with the heinous charge of murder, it 
was said that he treacherously assassinated his colleague, 
Domenico Veneziano, in order to monopolize the then recent 
secret of oil painting as practised in Flanders by the Van Eycks. 
This charge has, however, been proved to be an untruth; 
Domenico died four years after Andrea. The latter is commonly 
called " Andrea (or Andreino) degl' Impiccati " (of the Hanged 
Men); this was in consequence of his being commissioned in 
1435 to paint, in the Palazzo del Podestb in Florence, the fallen 
leaders of the Peruzzi and Albizzi—not (as currently said) the 
men of the Pazzi conspiracy, an event which did not occur until 
1 478, long after this painter's death. One of his principal works 
now extant (most of them have perished) is the equestrian figure 
of Nicola di Tolentino, in the cathedral of Florence. 

CASTALIA. or FONS CASTALIOS, a celebrated fountain in 
Greece. now called the Fountain of St John. which rises in a 
chasm of Mount Parnassus, in the neighbourhood of Delphi. 
It was sacred to Apollo and the Muses. and its water was used in 
the religious purifications of the " Pythian Pilgrims." From its 
connexion with the Muses it is sometimes referred to by late 
Greek writers (e g Lucian, fop. Dag. 30) and Latin poets (e.g. 
Ovid, Ant i. t 5. 56) as a source of inspiration, and this has passed 
into a commonplace of modern literature. According to some 
authorities the nymph Castalia was the daughter of Achelous; 
according to others the water of the spring was derived from the 
Boeotian Cephissus. 
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CASTANETS (Fr. caslagnetks, Ger. Kasta pellets, Span. 

eastaftudas), instruments of percussion, introduced through the 
Moors by way of Spain into Europe from the East, used for 
marking the rhythm in dancing. Castanets, always used in 
pairs, one in each hand, consist of two pear or mussel-shaped 
bowls of hard wood, hinged together by a silk cord, the loop 
being passed over the thumb and first finger. The two halves 
are then struck against each other by the other fingers in single, 
double or triple beats, giving out series of hollow clicks of 
indefinite musical pitch. When intended for use in the orchestra 
the pair of castanets is mounted one at each end of a wooden 
stick about 8 in. long, which facilitates the playing. Castanets 
are also sometimes used in military bands and are then specially 
constructed. The two halves are kept open by a alight spring 
fixed to a frame attached to the hoop of a side drum, and the 
instrument is worked by the drummer with an ordinary drum-
stick. An instance of the use of castanets in opera occurs in the 
Httbanem in Camels. A quaint description of castinatts is 
given in Harleian MS. 2034 (f. 208) at the British Museum 
(before 1688) with a pencil sketch which tallies very well with 
the above. The MS. is by Randle Holme and forms part of the 
Academy of Armoury. Castanets (epbreaa) were used by the 
ancient Greeks, and also by the Romans (Lat. crotalum, crolala) 
to accompany the dances in the Dionysiac and Bacchanalian 
rites. 

CASTE (through the Fr. from Span. and Port. costa, lineage, 
Lat. coitus, pure). There are not many forms of social organiza-
tion on a large scale to which the name " caste " has not been 
applied in a good or in a bad sense. Its Portuguese origin 
simply suggests the idea of family; but before the word came 
to be extensively used in modern European languages, it had 
been for some time identified with the Brahmanic division of 
Hindu society into classes. The conebponding Hindu word is 
varna, or colour, and the words gall, hula, gotra, prewar° and 
karana are also used with different shades of meaning. Wherever, 
therefore, a writer has seen something which reminds him of any 
part of the extremely indeterminate notion, Indian caste, he has 
used the word, without regard to any particular age, race, 
locality or set of social institutions. Thus Palgrave' maintains 
that the colleges of operatives, which inscriptions prove to have 
existed in Britain during the Roman period, were practically 
castes, because by the Theodosian code the son was compelled 
to follow the father's employment, and marriage into a family 
involved adoption of the family employment. But these 
collegia opificum seem to be just the forerunners of the voluntary 
associations for the regulation of industry and trade, the frith-
gilds, and craft-gilds of later times, in which, no doubt, sons bad 
great advantages as apprentices, but which admitted qualified 
strangers, and for which intermarriage was a matter of social 
feeling. The history of the formation of gilds shows, in fact, 
that they were really protests against the authoritative regulation 
of life from without and above. In the Saxon period, at any 
rate, there was nothing resembling caste in the strict sense. 
" The ceorl who had thriven so well as to have five hides of land 
rose to the rank of a thegn; his wergild became 1200 shillings; 
the value of his oath and the penalty of trespass against him 
increased in proportion; his descendants in the third generation 
became gesithcund. Nor was the character of the thriving 
defined; it might, so far as the terms of the custom went, be 
either purchase, or inheritance, or the receipt of royal bounty. 
The successful merchant might also thrive to thegn-right. The 
thegn himself might also rise to the rank, the estimation and 
status of an earl." ,  It has been said that early German history 
is, as regards this matter, in contrast with English, and that true 
castes are to be found in the military associations (Genossen-
schaflen) which arose from the older class of Dienstmannen, and 
in which every member—page, squire or knight—must prove 
his knightly descent; the Bauernstand, or rural non-military 
population; the Burgerstand, or merchant-class. The ministry 
of the Catholic Church in the West, was, however, never restricted 

, History of Rise and Progress of the English Constitution, i. 332. 
Stubbs' Constitutional History of England. i. p. 16.2.  

by blood relation. There is no doubt that at some time or other 
professions were in most countries hereditary. Thus Prescott , 

 tells us that in Peru, notwithstanding the general rule that every 
man should make himself acquainted with the various arts, 
" there were certain individuals carefully trained to those 
occupations which minister to the wants of the more opulent 
classes. These occupations, like every other calling and office 
in Peru, always descended from father to son. The division of 
castes was in this particular as precise as that which existed in 
Hindustan or Egypt" Again, Zurita ,  says that in Mexico no 
one could carry on trade except by right of inheritance, or by 
public permission. The Fiji carpenters form a separate caste, 
and in the Tonga Islands all the trades, except tattoo-markers, 
barbers and club-carvers are hereditary,—the separate classes 
being named matabooles, mooas and tooas. Nothing is more 
natural than that a father should teach his son his handicraft, 
especially if there be no organized system of public instruction; 
it gives the father help at a cheap rate, it is the easiest introduc-
tion to life for the son, and the custom or reputation of the 
father as a craftsman is often the most important legacy he has 
to leave. The value of transmitted skill in the simple wafts 
was very great; and what was once universal in communities 
still survives in outlying portions of communities which have 
not been brought within the general market of exchange. But 
so long as this process remains natural, there can be no question 
of caste, which implies that the adoption of a new profession is 
not merely unusual, but wrong and punishable. Then, the word 
caste has been applied to sacred corporations. A family or a 
tribe is consecrated to the service of a particular altar, or all 
the altars of a particular god. Or a semi-sacred class, such as the 
Brehons or the Bards, is formed, and these, and perhaps some 
specially dignified professions, become hereditary, the others 
remaining free. Thus in Peru, the priests of the Sun at Cuzco 
transmitted their office to their sons; so did the Quipu-camayoc, 
or public registrars, and the °manias and karasecs, the learned 
men and singers. ,  In many countries political considerations, 
or distinctions of race, have prevented intermarriage between 
classes. Take, for example, the patricians and the plebeians at 
Rome, or the Drapnaras, Allecoves or repicsion, and the 
Moires at Sparta. In Guatemala it was the law that if any 
noble married a plebeian woman he should be degraded to the 
caste of ',unequal, or plebeian, and be subject to the duties and 
services imposed on that class, and that the bulk of his estate 
should be sequestered to the king.' In Madagascar marriage 
is strictly forbidden between the four classes of Nobles, Hovers, 
Zarahovas and Andevos,—the lowest of whom, however, are 
apparently mere slaves. In a sense slavery might be called the 
lowest of castes, because in most of its forms it does permit some 
small customary rights to the slave. In a sense, too, the survival 
in European royalty of the idea of " equality of birth " (Ebeskis-
ligkeil) is that of a caste conception, and the marriage of one of 
the members of a European royal family with a person not of 
royal blood might be described as an infraction of caste rule. 

Caste in India is a question of more than historical interest. 
It is the great obstacle to government in accordance with modern 

History of PM, I. 143. 
Rapport sur les differnsks classes de chefs dans la nowselle Espater 

(184o), p. 223. 
, Something like this is to be found in the Russian notion of clink 

or status according to official hierarchy of ranks, as modified by the 
custom of myestnichestvo, by which no one entering the public service 
could be placed beneath a person who had been subject to his father's 
orders. Hereditary nobility at one time belonged to every ses•vast. 
military or civil, above a certain rank, and a family ningout ei  
office for two generations lost its rights of nobility; but in is the 
privilege was confined to army colonels and state councillors at the 
4th class. At one time, therefore, the rciardiiiya intigki, or special 
registers, superseded by Peter the Great s barkhatyva Via, cr 
Velvet Book, contained a complete code of social privilege and pre-
cedence. Peter's " label o rarstakk " contained fourteen classes. The 
subject is treated of in the t600 articles of the ninth volume of the 
Russian Code Shod Zakorwv. The Russian Nobility, though de-
prived of their exemptions from conscription, personal taxation and 
corporal punishment, still retain many advantages in the pubic 
service. 

„Nemo% Hist. of Guatemala, Tr. (London, 1823). 
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Ideas, and to the work of native religious reformers as well as of 
Christian missionaries. By some writers caste has been regarded 
as the great safeguard of social tranquillity, and therefore as the 
indispensable condition of the progress in certain arts and 
industries which the Hindus have made. Others, such as James 
Mill, have denounced it as fatal to the principle of free competi-
tion and opposed to individual happiness. The latter view 
assumes a state of facts which was denied by Colebrooke, one of 
the highest authorities on Indian matters. Writing in 2798 he 
says,' after pointing out that any person unable to earn a sub-
sistence by the exercise of his profession may follow the trade of 
a lower caste or even of a higher: " Daily observation shows even 
Brahmans exercising the menial profession of a Sudra. We are 
aware that every caste forms itself into clubs or lodges, consisting 
of the several individuals of that caste residing within a small 
distance, and that these clubs or lodges govern themselves 
by particular rules or customs or by-laws. But though some 
restrictions and limitations, not founded on religious prejudices, 
are found among their by-laws, it may be received as a general 
maxim that the occupation appointed for each tribe is entitled 
merely to a preference. Every profession, with few exceptions, 
is open to every description of persons; and the discouragement 
arising from religious prejudices is not greater than what exists 
in Great Britain from the effects of municipal and corporation 
laws. In Bengal the numbers of people actually willing to apply 
to any particular occupation are sufficient for the unlimited 
extension of any manufacture." This was corroborated by 
E/phinstone who states that, during a long experience of India, 
be never heard of a single case of degradation from caste; and it 
is illustrated by the experience of the Indian army, in which men 
of all castes unite' 

The ordinary notion of modern caste is that it involves certain 
restrictions on marriage, on profession, and on social intercourse, 
especially that implied in eating and drinking together. How 
far intermarriage is permitted, what are the effects of a marriage 
permitted but looked on as irregular, what are the penalties of a 
marriage forbidden, whether the rules protecting trades and 
occupations are in effect more than a kind of unionism grown 
inveterate through custom, by what means caste is lost, and in 
what circumstances it may be regained,—these are questions on 
which very little real or definite knowledge exists. Sir H. Risley 
regards the absolute prohibition of mixed marriages as now the 
essential and most prominent characteristic. It is very remark-
able that the Vedas, on which the whole structure of Brahmanic 
faith and morals professes to rest, give no countenance to the 
later regulations of caste. The only passage bearing on the 
subject is in the Purusha Sukta, the 9oth Hymn of the loth Book 
of the Rigveda Samhita. " When they divided man, how many 
did they make him? What was his mouth? what his arms? 
what are called his thighs and feet? The Brahmans was his 
mouth, the Raganya was made his arms, the Vaisya became his 
thighs, the Sudra was born from his feet" Martin Haug finds in 
this a subtle allegory that the Brahmans were teachers, the 
K.shat riyas the warriors of mankind. But this is opposed to the 
simple and direct language of the Vedic hymns, and to the fact 
that in the accounts of creation there the origin of many things 
besides classes of men is attributed in the same fanciful manner 
to parts of the divine person. It is in the Puranas and the Laws 
of Manu, neither of which claims direct inspiration, where they 

I Lift and Essays of El. T. Colebrooke, i. p. too. 
iistory of India. 

• The crudities and cruelties of the caste system need not blind 
us to its other aspects. There is no doubt that it is the main cause 
of the fundamental stability and contentment by which Indian 
society has been braced up for centuries against the shocks of 
politics and the cataclysms of Nature. It provides every man with 
his  place, his career, his occupation, his circle of friends. It makes 
him, at the outset, a member of a corporate body: it protects him 
through life from the canker of social jealousy and unfulfilled 
aspirations; it ensures him companionship and a sense of corn,  
Inanity with others in like case with himself. The caste organization 
is to the Hindu his club, his trade union, his benefit society, his 
philanthropic society. An Indian without caste, as things stand at 
present. is not quite easy to imagine." (Sidney Low, Vision of India, 
asio6. ch. ay. p. 263). 

v 8*  

differ from the letter. of the Veda, that the texts are to be found 
on which all that is objectionable in caste has been based. Even 
in the Vishnu Parana, however, the legend of caste speaks of the 
four classes as being at first " perfectly inclined to conduct 
springing from religious faith." It is not till after the whole 
human race has fallen into sin that separate social duties are 
assigned to the classes. The same hymn speaks of the evolution 
of qualities of Brahma. Sattva, or goodness, sprang from the 
mouth of Brahma; Rajas, or passion, came from his breast; 
Tamas, or darkness, from his thighs; others he created from his 
feet. For each one of these gunas, or primitive differences of 
quality, a thousand couples, male and female, have been created, 
to which the distinct heavens, or places of perfection of Prajapati, 
Inds, Manna and Gandharvas are assigned. To the gunas are 
related the yugas, or ages: 1st, the Krita, or glorious age of 
truth and piety, in which apparently no distinctions, at least no 
grades of excellence were known; 2nd, the Treta, or period of 
knowledge; 3rd; the Dvapara, or period of sacrifice; 4th, the 
Kali, or period of darkness. Bunsen supposes there may be an 
historical element in the legend that Pururava, a great conqueror 
of the Treta age, founded caste. The yugas are hardly periods of 
historical chronology, but there is no doubt that the Vayu 
Purana assigns the definite origin of caste to the Treta period. 
" The perfect beings of the first age, some tranquil, some fiery, 
some active and some distressed, were again born in the Treta, 
as Brahmans, &c., governed by the good and bad actions per-
formed in former births." The same hymn proceeds to explain 
that the first arrangement did not work well, and.that a second 
was made, by which force, criminal justice and war were declared 
to be the business of the Kshatriyas; officiating at sacrifices, 
sacred study and the receipt of presents to belong to the 
Brahmans; traffic, cattle and agriculture to the Vaisyas; the 
mechanical arts and service to the Sudras. The Ramayana hymn 
suggests that in the fourgreat periods the castes successively arri ve 
at the state of dlrarma or righteousness. Thus, a Sudra cannot, 
even by the most rigorous self-mortification, become righteous in 
the period proper to the salvation of the Vaisyas. As the hymn 
speaks in the Dvapara age, it speaks of the salvation of Sudras 
as future, and not yet possible. Wholly in opposition to the story 
of a fourfold birth from Brahma is the legend that the castes 
sprang from Manu himself, who is removed by several generations 
of gods and demi-gods from Brahma. Then, again, the Santi-
parvan alleges that the world, at first entirely Brahmanic, was 
separated into castes merely by the evil works of man. Castehood 
consists in the exercise of certain virtues or vices. Munis, or 
persons born indiscriminately, frequently rise to the caste of 
Brahmans, and the offspring of Brahmans sink to a lower level. 
The serpent observes: " If a man is regarded by you as being a 
Brahman only in consequence of his conduct, then birth is vain, 
until action is shown." But this change of caste takes place only 
through a second birth, and not during the life which is spent in 
virtue. Another poetical conception of caste birth is expressed 
in the Harivamsa. The Brahmans were formed from an imperish-
able element (Alcsham), the Kshatriyas from a perishable 
element (Kshara), the Vaisyas frnm alteration, and the Sudras 
from a modification of smoke. 

The general result of the foregoing texts is that several contra-
dictory accounts have been givon of the origin of caste, and that 
these are for the most part unintelligible. Caste is described as 
a late episode in creation, and as born from different parts of 
different gods, from the mortal Manu, from abstract principles, 
and from non-entity. Iris also described as coeval with creation, 
as existing in perfection during the Krita period,and subsequently 
falling into sin. It is also said that only Brahmans existed at first, 
the others only at later periods. Then the rationalistic theories of 
the Santiparvan upset the very foundation of caste,viz.hereditary 
transmission of the caste character.' It seems clear that when 
the Vedas were composed, many persons who were not Brahmans 
acted as priests, and saints, the " preceptors of gods," by their 
" austere fervour," rose from a lower rank to the dignity of 
Brahmanhood. Originally, indeed, access to the gods by prayer 

• Muir's Sanskrit Texts, vol. i. (1868). 
t o 
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and sacrifice was open to all classes of the community. As the 
Brahmans grow in political importance, they make religion an 
exclusive and sacred business. We find them deciding questions 
of succession to the throne, and enforcing their decisions. While 
in the earlier literature there are several instances of Brahmans 
receiving instruction from the bands of Kshatriyas, in the Puranas 
and Manu death is made to overtake Kshatriyas who are not 
submissive to the Brahmans; and in one case Visvamitra, the 
son of Gadhi, actually obtains Brahmanhood as a reward for his 
submission. It seems certain that many of the ancient myths 
were expressly manufactured by the Brahmans to show their 
superiority in birth and in the favour of Heaven to the Kshatriyas 
—a poetical effect which is sometimes spoiled by their claiming 
descent from their rivals. This brings us to a consideration of 
the theories which have been started to account for the appear-
ance of Brahmanic caste, as it is stereotyped in the Laws of Manu. 
James Mill, who invariably underestimated the influence on 
history of " previous states of society," suggested thit the 
original division must have been. the work of some inspired 
individual, a legislator or a social reformer, who perceived the 
advantages which would result from a systematic division of 
labour. The subordination of castes he accounts for by the 
superstitious terror and the designing lust of power which have 
so frequently been invoked to explain the natural supremacy of 
the religious class. Because the ravages of war were dreaded 
most after the calamities sent by heaven, he finds that the 
military class properly occupy the second place. This arrange-
ment he apparently contemplates as at no time either necessary 
or wholesome, and as finally destroyed by the selfish jealousies 
of caste, and by the degradations which the multiplication of 
trades made inevitable. Heerent and Klaproth have contended 
that the division into castes is founded on an original diversity 
of race, and that the higher castes are possessed of superior 
beauty. The clear complexion and regular features of the Brah-
mans are said to distinguish them as completely from the Sudras 
as the Spanish Creoles were distinguished from the Peruvians. 
" The high forehead, stout build, and light copper colour of the 
Brahmins and other castes allied to them, appear in strong con-
trast with the somewhat low and wide heads, slight make, and 
dark bronze of the low castes" (Stevenson, quoted by Max Muller, 
Chips, ii. p. 327), This explanation is, however, generally 
conjoined with that founded on the tradition of conquest by the 
higher castes. There is no doubt that the three castes of lighter 
colour (traivarnika), the white Brahmans, the red Kshatriyas, 
the yellow Vaisyas, are, at least in the early hymns and Bmh-
manas, spoken of as the Aryas, the Sanskrit-speaking conquerors, 
in contradistinction to the dark cloud of the Turanian aborigines 
Dasyus. In fact &rya, which means noble, is derived from arya, 
which means householder, and was the original name of the 
largest caste, now called Vaisyas. The great Sanscrit scholar, 
Rudolf von Roth (1831-1895), in his Brahma and die Brah-
min:an' held that the Vedic people advanced from their home in 
the Punjab, drove the aborigines into the hills, and took possession 
of the country lying between the Ganges, the Jumna and the 
Vindhya range. " In this stage of complication and disturbance," 
he said, " power naturally fell into the hands of those who did 
not possess any direct authority," i.e. the domestic priests of 
the numerous tribal kings. The Sudras he regarded as a con-
quered race, perhaps a branch of the Aryan stock, which immi-
grated at an earlier period into India, perhaps an autochthonous 

t Ideas, i. 6to. 
The idea of a conquering white race is strangely repeated in the 

later history of India. The Rajputs and Brahmans are succeeded by 
the Mussulmans, the Turks, the Afghans. There was an aristocracy 
of colour under the Mogul dynasty. But under an Indian climate it 
could not last many generations. The Brahmans of southern India 
were as black as the lowest castes; the Chandalas are said to be 
descended from Brahmans. According to Manu the Chandala must 
not dwell within town ,• his sole • wealth must be dogs and asses; his 
clothes must consist of the mantles of deceased persons; his dishes 
must be broken pots. Surely this vituperative description must 

apply
apply to an aboriginal race. 

der den:schen morgenlandiselsen GeseUselsof t, Band i. 
(quoted by Muir, ssbi supra). 

Indian tribe. The latter hypothesis is opposed to the fact that, 
while the Sudra is debarred from sharing three important Vedic 
sacrifices, the Bhagasata Purana expressly permits him to 
sacrifice " without mantras," and imposes on him duties with 
reference to Brahmans and cows which one would not expect in 
the case of a nation strange in blood. But unless a prelims 
subordination of castes among the conquering race be supposed, 
it seems difficult to see why the warrior-class, who having 
contributed most to the conquest must have been masters of the 
situation, should have consented to degradation below the class 
of Brahmans. The position of the Sudra certainly suggests 
conquest. But are there sound historical reasons for supposing 
that Brahmans and Sudras belonged to different nations, or that 
either class was confined to one nation? The hypothesis was 
held in a somewhat modified form by Meiners,• who supposed 
that instead of one conquest there may have been two successive 
immigrations,—the first immigrants being subdued by the second, 
and then forming an intermediate class between their conquerors 
and the aborigines; or, if there were no aborigines, the mature 
of the two immigrant races would form an intermediate class. 
In the same way Talboys Wheeler ,  suggested that the Subs 
may be the original conquerors of the race now represented by 
the Pariahs. Most of these explanations seem rather to descrffie 
the mode in which the existing institutions of caste might be 
transplanted from one land to another, from a motherland to its 
colonies, and altered by its new conditions. Military conquest. 
though it often introduces servitude, does not naturally lead to 
the elevation of the priesthood. It is unscientific to assume large 
historical events, or large ethnological facts, or the existence el 
some creator of social order.' 

As Benjamin Constant,  points out, caste rests on the religion 
idea of an indelible stain resting on certain men, and the social 
idea of certain functions being committed to certain classes. 
The idea of physical purity was largely developed under the 
Mosaic legislation; in fact the internal regulations of the 
Essenes (who were divided into four classes) resemble the frivolous 
prohibitions of Brahmanism. As the daily intercourse of met 
in trade and industry presents numberless occasions on which 
the stain of real or fancied impurity might be caught, the power 
of the religious class who define the rules of purity and the 
penalties of their violation becomes very great. Moreover. 
the Hindus are deeply religious, and therefore naturally prepared 
for Purohiti or priest-rule. They were also passionately attached 
to their national hymns, some of which had led them to victory, 
while others were associated with the benign influences of nature. 
Only the priest could chant or teach these hymns, and it was 
believed that the smallest mistake in pronunciation would draw 
down the anger of the gods. But however favourable the con-
ditions of spiritual dominion might be, it seems to have been 
by no more natural process than hard fighting that the Brahmans 
finally asserted their supremacy. We are told that Parasurania, 
the great hero of the Brahmans, " cleared the earth thrice seven 
times of the Kshatriya caste, and filled with their blood the five 
large lakes of Samauta." Wheeler thinks that the substitution 
of blood-sacrifices for offerings of parched grain, clarified butter 
and some wine marks an adaptation by the Brahmans of the great 
military banquets to the purposes of political supremacy. I: 
is not, therefore, till the Brahmanic period of Indian history, 
which ends with the coming of Sakya Muni, in too a.c., that we 
find the caste-definitions of Manu realized as facts. These a re 
—" To Brahmans be (i.e. Brahma) assigned the duties of ending 

De Origine Cask's= (Gottingen). 
History of India, voL r. (1867-1871). 
For a characteristic appreciation of caste see Comte. Conn & 

philosophie positive, vi. c. 8. He regards the hereditary treasonous 
of functions under the rule of a sacerdotal class as a necessity and 
universal stage of social progress, greatly modified by oar and 
colonization. The morality of caste was. he contends. an improve-
ment on what preceded; but its permanence was impossible. locate! 
" the political rule of intelligence is hostile to human progress 
The seclusion of women and the preservation of industrial inventions 
were features of caste; and theih priests were also magistrates. 
philosophers, artists, engineers, and physicians. 

De la religion, ii. 8. 
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the Vedas, of teaching, of sacrificing, of assisting others to sacrifice, 
of giving alms if they be rich, and if indigent of receiving gifts."' 
The duties of the Kshatriya are " to defend the people, to give 
alms, to sacrifice, to read the Veda, to shun the allurements of 
sensual gratification." The duties of a Vaisya are " to keep 
herds of cattle, to bestow largesses, to sacrifice, to read the 
scripture, to carry on trade, to lend at interest, and to cultivate 
land." These three castes (the twice born) wear the sacred 
thread. The one duty of a Sudra is " to serve the before-
mentioned classes without depreciating their worth."' The 
Brahman is entitled by primogeniture to the whole universe; 
he may eat no flesh but that of victims; he has his peculiar 
clothes. He is bound to help military and commercial men in 
distress. He may seize the goods of a Sudra, and whatever 
the latter acquires by labour or succession beyond a certain 
amount. The Sudra is to serve the twice born; and even when 
emancipated cannot be anything but a Sudra. He may not 
learn the Vedas, and in sacrifice he must omit the sacred texts. 
A Sudra in distress may turn to a handicraft; and in the same 
circumstances a Vaisya may stoop to service. Whatever crime 
a Brahman might commit, his person and property were not to 
be injured; but whoever struck a Brahman with a blade of grass 
would become an inferior quadruped during twenty-one trans-
migrations. In the state the Brahman was above all the 
ministers; he was the raja's priest, exempt from taxation, the 
performer of public sacrifices, the expounder of Manu, and at 
one time the physician of bodies as well as of souls. He is more 
liable than less holy persons to pollution, and his ablutions are 
therefore more frequent. A Kshatriya who slandered a Brahinan 
was to be fined too panes (a copper weight of 200 grains); a 
Vaisya was fined zoo panas; a Sudra was to be whipped. A 
Brahman slandering any of the lower castes pays 5o, 25 or is 
panas. In ordinary salutations a Brahman is asked whether 
his devotion hasprospered ; a Kshatriya, whether he has suffered 
from his wounds; a Vaisya whether his health is secure; a 
Sudra whether he is in good health' In administering oaths 
a Brahman is asked to swear by his veracity; a Kshatriya by 
his weapons, house or elephant; a Vaisya by his kine, grain 
or goods; a Sudra by all the most frightful penalties of perjury. 
The Hindu mind is fertile in oaths; before the caste assembly 
the Dhurm, or caste custom, is sometimes appealed to, or the 
feet of Brahma, or some cow or god or sacred river, or the bel 
(the sacred creeper), or the roots of the turmeric plant. The 
castes are also distinguished by their modes of marriage. Those 
peculiar to Brahmans seem to be—nit, Brahma, when a daughter, 
clothed only with a single robe, is given to a man learned in the 
Veda whom her father has voluntarily invited and respectfully 
receives; and, Devas or Daiva, when a daughter, in gay attire 
is given, when the sacrifice is already begun, to the officiating 

The great mass of the Brahmans were in reality mendicants, who 
lived on the festivals of birth, marriage, and death, and on the fines 
exacted for infractions of caste rule. Others had establishments 
called Moths, endowed with Jagir villages. There were two distinct 
orders of officiating priests—the Purohita, or family priest, who 
performed all the domestic rites, and probably gave advice in secular 
matter', and the Guru, who is the head of a religious sect, making 
tours of superintendence and exaction, and having the power to 
degrade from caste and to restore. In some cases the Guru is recog-
nised as the Mehitra or officer of the caste assembly, from whom he 
receives Huka, or salary, and an exemption from house and stamp 
taxes, and service as begarree (Steele's Law and Customs of Nude° 
Co."t  within the Deklian Provinces, 1826; later edition, 1868). 
Expulsion from caste follows on a number of moral offences (e.g. 
assault, murder, as well as ceremonial offences (e.g. eating 
prohibited food, eating with persons of lower caste, abstaining from 
funeral rites, having connexion with a low-caste woman). Exclusion 
means that it is not allowed to eat with or enter the houses of the 
members of the caste, the offender being in theory not degraded but 
dead. For some heinous offences, i.e. against the express letter of 
the Shasters, no readmission is possible. But generally this depends 
on the ability of the out-caste to pay a fine, and to supply the caste 
with an expiatory feast of sweetmeats. He has also to go through 
the Sashtanyam, or prostration of eight members, and to drink the 
pancbakaryam, i.e. drink of the five products of the cow (Description 

People of India, Abbe J. A. Dubois, Missionary in Mysore, Eng. 
Trans-. London. 18 1 7: edition by Pope. Madras. 1862). 
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priest. The primitive marriage forms of Rashasas or Rachasa, 
when a maiden is seized by force from home, while she weeps and 
calls for help, is said to be appropriate to Kahatriya& To the 
two lower castes the ceremony of Asura is open, in which the 
bridegroom, having given as much wealth as be can afford to the 
father and paternal kinsman and to the damsel herself, takes her 
voluntarily as his bride. A Kshatriya woman on her marriage 
with a Brahman must hold an arrow in her hand; a Vaisya 
woman marrying one of the sacerdotal or military classes must 
hold a whip; a Sudra woman marrying one of the upper castes 
must hold the skirt of a mantle. 

How little the system described by Manu applies to the exist-
ing castes of India may be seen in these facts—(1) that there is 
no artisan caste mentioned by Manu; (2) that eating with 
another caste, or eating food prepared by another caste, is not 
said by him to involve loss of caste, though these are now among 
the most frequent sources of degradation. The system must 
have been profoundly modified by the teaching of Buddha: 
" As the four rivers which fall into the Ganges lose their names 
as soon as they mingle their waters with the holy river, so all 
who believe in Buddha cease to be Brahmans, Kshatriyas, 
Vaisyas, and Sudras." After Buddha, Sudra dynasties ruled 
in many parts of India, and under the Mogul dynasty the Cayets, 
a race of Sudras, had almost a monopoly of public offices. But 
Buddha did not wish to abolish caste. Thus it is related that a 
Brahman Pundit who had embraced the doctrines of Buddha 
nevertheless found it necessary, when his king touched him, to 
wash from head to foot" Alexander the Great found no castes 
in the Punjab, but Megasthenes had left an account of the ryots 
and tradesmen, the military order and the gymnosophists 
(including the Buddhist Germanes) whom he found in the country 
Of the Ganges.' From his use of the word gymnosophist it is 
probable that Megasthenes confounded the Brahmans with the 
hermits or fakirs; and this explains his statement that any 
Hindu might become a Brahman. Megasthenes spent some time 
at the court of Sandracottus (Chandragupta Maurya), a con-
temporary of Seleucus Nicator. All the later Greeks ,  follow 
his statement and concur in enumerating seven Indian castes 
—sophists, agriculturists, herdsmen, artisans, warriors, in- 
spectors, councillors On the revival of Brahmanism it was 
found that the second and third castes had disappeared, and 
that the field was now occupied by the Brahmans, the Sudras, 
and a host of mixed castes, sprung from the original twelve, 
Ilnulum and Prutilum, left-hand and right-hand, which were 
formed by the crossing of the four original castes. Manu himself 
gives a list of these impure castes, and the Ain-i-Akbari (z 556- 
16o5) makes the positive statement that there were then Soo 
tribes bearing the name of Kshatriya, while the real caste no 
longer existed. Most of these subdivisions are really trade-
organizations, many of them living in village-communities, which 
trace descent from a pure caste. Thus in Bengal there arc the 
Vaidya or Baidya, the physicians, who, Manu says, originated 
in the marriage of a Brahman father and a Vaisya mother. 

As Colebrooke said, Brahmans and Sudras enter into all trades, 
but Brahmans (who are profoundly ignorant even of their own 
scriptures) have succeeded in maintaining their monopoly of 
Vedic learning, which really means a superficial acquaintance 
with the Puranas and Manu. Though they have succeeded in 
excluding others from sacred employment, only a portion of the 
caste are actually engaged in religious ceremonies, in sacred study, 
or even in religious begging. Many are privates in the army, 
many water-carriers, many domestic servants. And they have, 
like other castes, many subdivisions which prevent intimate 
association and intermarriage. The ideal Brahman is gone: 
the priest " with his hair and beard clipped, his passions sub-
dued, his mantle white, his body pure, golden rings in his ear." 
But the hold which caste has on the Hindu minds may, perhaps, 
be most clearly seen in the history of the Christian missions and 
in comparatively recent times. The Jesuits Xavier and Fra dei 

' Travels of Fah Hien, c. 27. 	' Strabo, Ind. sec. 59. 
Milan. Indic. c. it, is; Diod. Sic. ii. c. 40, at; and Strabo 

xv. 1. 
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Nobili did everything bu•become Brahmans in order to convert 
the south of India—they put on a dress of cavy or yellow colour, 
they made frequent ablutions, they lived on vegetables and milk, 
they put on their foreheads the sandalwood paste used by the 
Brahmans—and Gregory XV. published a bull sanctioning 
caste regulations in the Christian churches of India. The 
Danish mission of Tranquebar, the German mission of the heroic 
Schwarz, whose headquarters were Tanjore, also permitted caste 
to be retained by their follohers. Even the priests of Buddha, 
whose life was a protest against caste, re-erected the system in 
the island of Ceylon, where the radis or radios were reduced to 
much the same state as the Pariahs. ,  Protestant missions have 
made but little progress, even in recent years. The number 
of native converts to Christianity rose from 1,246,000 in 1872 
to 2,664,000 in zeoz ; these figures, however, are by themselves 
rather misleading, for Christianity appears to have touched 
the higher classes in India not at all, only the out-castes. 

It is still the general law that to constitute a good marriage 
the parties must belong to the same caste, but to unconnected 
families. Undoubtedly, however, the three higher castes were 
always permitted to intermarry with the caste next below their 
own, the issue taking the lower caste or sometimes forming a new 
class. A Sudra need not marry a wife of the same caste or sect 
as himself. In 1871 it was decided by the judicial committee 
of the privy council that a marriage between a reminder (land-
owner) of the Malavar class, a subdivision of the Sudra caste, 
with a woman of the Veilala class of Sudras is lawfuL Generally 
also a woman may not marry beneath her own caste. The feeling 
is not so strong against a man marrying even in the lowest caste, 
for Mann permits the son of a Brahman and a Sudm mother 
to raise his family to the highest caste in the seventh generation. 
The illegitimacy resulting from an invalid marriage does not 
render incapable of caste; at least it does not so disqualify the 
lawful children of the bastard. On a forfeiture of caste by either 
spouse intercourse ceases between the spouses: if the out-caste 
be a sonless woman, she is accounted dead, and funeral rites are 
performed for her; if she have a son, he is bound to maintain 
her. It is remarkable that the professional concubinage of the 
dancing-girl does not involve degradation, if it be with a person 
of the same caste. This suggests that whatever may be the 
function of caste, it is not a safe guardian of public morality. 
The rules as to prohibited degrees in marriage used to be very 
strict, but they are now relaxed. An act of 1856 legalized re-
marriage by widows in all the castes, with a conditional forfeit-
ure of the deceased husband's estate, unless the husband has 
expressly sanctioned the second marriage. The later Indian 
Marriage Act was directed against the iniquitous child marriages; 
it requires a minimum age. In many ways the theoretical 
inferiority of the Sudra absolves him from the restraints 
which the letter of the law lays on the higher castes. Thus a 
Sudra may adopt a daughter's or sister's son, though this is 
contrary to the general rule that the adopter should be able to 
marry the mother of the adopted person. The rule requiring the 
person adopted to be of the same caste and gotra or family as the 
adopter is also dispensed with in the case of Sudras. In fact, it is 
only a married person whom a Sudra may not adopt. As regards 
inheritance the Sudra does not come off so well in competition 
with the other castes. " The sons of a Bmhamana in the several 
tribes have four shares or three or two or one; the children of 
a Kshatriya have three portions or two or one; and those of 
a Vaisya take two parts or one." This refers to the case per-
mitted by law, and not unknown in practice, of a Brahman 
having four wives of different castes, a Kshatriya three, and so 
on. But all sons of inferior caste are excluded from property 
coming by gift to the father; and a Sudm son is also excluded 
from land acquired by purchase. It must be recollected, how-
ever, that under an act of 1850, loss of caste no longer affects 
the capacity to inherit or to be adopted. In cases of succession 
ab intestate on failure of the preceptor, pupil, and fellow-student 
(heirs called by the Hindu law after relatives), a priest, or any 
Brahman, many succeed. Where a Sudra is the only son of a 

living, Theory and Practice of Caste (London, 1859).  

Brahman, the Sapinda, or next of kin, would take two-thirds 
of the inheritance; where he is the only son of any other twice-
born father, the Sapinda would take one-half. Possibly, the rule 
of equal division among sons of equal caste did not at fast apply 
to Brahmans, who, as the eldest sons of God, would perhaps 
observe the custom of primogeniture among themselves. Mae 
other hand it was laid down in the judicial committee in 1860, 
contrary to the collected opinions of the Pundits of the Snekler 
court, that, in default of lawful children, the illegitimate children 
of the Sudra caste inherit their putative father's estate, and, eves 
if there be lawful children, are entitled to maintenance out of the 
estate. It had previously been decided by Sir Edward Ryan in 
1857 that the illegitimate children of a Rajput, or of any other 
member of a superior caste, have no right of inheritance eves 
under will, but a mere right to maintenance, provided the children 
are docile. It seems then that the Kshatriya and Vaisya castes, 
though in one sense non-existent, still control Hindu succession 

With regard to Persia the Zend Avesta speaks of a fourfold 
division of the ancient inhabitants of Iran into priests, warriors, 
agriculturists and artificers; and also of a sevenfold division corre-
sponding to the seven amschespands, or servants of Ormuz& This 
was no invention of Zoroaster, but a tradition from the golden 
age of Jemshid or Diemschid. The priestly caste of Magi was 
divided into Herbeds or disciples, Mobeds or masters, and Dmtur 
Mobeds or complete masters. The last-named were alone entitled 
to read the liturgies of Ormuzd; they alone predicted the future 
and carried the sacred costi, or girdle, haven, or cup, and Larson, 
or bunch of twigs. The Zend word Da/sutra is supposed to be 
connected with Brahma, or sacred element, of which the symbol 
was 8  bunch of kusa grass, generally called veda. The Persian 
and Hindu religions are further connected by the ceremony 
called Homa in the one and Soma in the other. Haug, in his 
Tract on the Origin of Brahmanism (quoted by Muir, tibi =pro), 
maintains that the division in the Bend Avesta of the followers 
of Ahura Mazda into Atharvas, Rathaesvas, and Vestry' was 
precisely equivalent to the three superior Indian castes. He 
also asserts that only the sons of priests (Atharvas) could become 
priests, a rule still in force among the Persia. The Book of Dared 
rather suggests that the Magi were an elective body; and as 
regards the secular classes there does not seem to be a trace of 
hereditary employment or religious subordination. There is 
a legend in the Dabistan of a great conqueror, Ma.habad, who 
divided the Abyssinians into the usual four castes; and Strata* 
mentions a similar classification of the Iberians into kings, priests, 
soldiers, husbandmen and menials. 

At one time it was the universal opinion that in Egypt these 
were at least two great castes, priests and warriors, the functions 
of which were transmitted from father to son, the minor FO-
f essions grouped under the great castes being also subject to 
hereditary transmission. This opinion was held by Odried 
Muller' Meiners of Gottingen, and others. Doubts were first 
suggested by Rossellini, and after Champollion had deciphered 
the hieroglyphic inscriptions, J. J. Amperes boldly announced 
that there were in Egypt no castes strictly so called; that in 
particular the professions of priest, soldier, judge, &c., we re not 
hereditary; and that the division of Egyptian society was merely 
that which is generally found, in certain stages of social growth 
between the liberal professions and the mechanical arts and 
trades. No difference of colour, or indeed of any feature, has been 
observed in the monumental pictures of the different Egyptian 
castes. From an inspection of numerous tombs, sarcophagi, 
and funeral stones, which frequently enumerate the names and 
professions of several kinsfolk of the deceased, Ampere concluded 
that sacerdotal and military functions were sometimes united 
in the same person, and might even be combined with civ 
functions; that intermarriage might certainly take place between 
the sacred and military orders; and that the numbers of the 
same natural family did frequentlyadopt thedifferentocenpations 
which had been supposed to be the exclusive property of the 
castes. The tombs of Beni Hassan show in a striking mama r the 

* Manual of Archaeology. 
Bente des deux ntorts, 15th September 180 
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Egyptian tendency to accumulate, rather than to separate, 
employments. Occasionally families were set apart for the 
worship of a particular divinity. An interesting " section " of 
Egyptian society is afforded by a granite monument preserved 

• is the museum at Naples. Nine figures in bas-relief represent 
the deceased, his father, three brothers, a paternal uncle, and the 
father and two brothers of his wife. Another side contains the 
mother, wife, wife's mother and maternal aunts. The deceased 
is described as a military officer and superintendent of buildings; 
his eider brother as a priest and architect; his third brother as a 
provincial governor, and his father as a priest of Ammon. The 
family of the wife is exclusively sacerdotal. Egyptian caste, 
therefore, permitted two brothers to be of different castes, 
and one person to be of more castes than one, and of different 
castes from those to which his father or wife belonged. The lower 
employments, commerce, agriculture, even medicine, are never 
mentioned on the tombs. • The absolute statements about caste 
is Egypt, circulated by such writers as Replier and De Goguet, 
have, no doubt, been founded on passages in Herodotus (ii. 1 43, 
164), who mentions seven classes, and makes war an hereditary 
profession; in Diodorus Siculus (i. 2-8), who mentions five 
classes and a hereditary priesthood; and in Plato, who, anxious 
to Illustrate the principle of compulsory division of labour, on 
which his republic was based, speaks in the Timaass of a total 
separation of the six classes—priests, soldiers, husbandmen, 
artisans, hunters and shepherds. Heeren (ii. 594) does not 
hesitate to ascribe the formation of Egyptian caste to the meeting 
of different races. According to the chronology constructed 
by Bunsen the division into castes began in the period ro,000-
wee, and was completed along with the introduction of animal 
worship and the improvement of writing under the third dynasty 
in the 6th or 7th century of the Old Empire. The Scholiast of 
Apollonius Rhodius, on the authority of Dicaearchus, in the 
Second Book of Hellas, mentions a king, Sesoncliosis, who, about 
3752 B.C., " enacted that no one should abandon his father's 
trade, for this he considered as leading to avarice." Bunsen 
conjectures that this may refer to Sesostoris, the lawgiver of 
Manetho's third or Memphite dynasty, the eighth from Menes, 
who introduced writing, building with hewn stone, and medicine; 
possibly, also, to Sesostris, who, Aristotle says (Mit. vii. 
introduced caste to Crete. He further observes that in Egypt 
there was never a conquered indigenous race. There was one 
nation with one language and one religion; the public panegyrics 
embraced the whole people; every Egyptian was the child and 
friend of the gods. The kings were generally warriors, and latterly 
adopted into the sacerdotal caste. Intermarriage was the rule, 
except between the swineherds and all other classes. " Every 
shepherd is an abomination unto the Egyptians " (Gen. xlvi. 34). 

The comprehensive essay by Sir H. H. Risley in the introductory 
volume of the Indian Census Report for 19o1 is the best recent account 
of caste in India. See also, besides the works mentioned in the 
teat, Sir Denzil Ibbetson's Report on the Punjab Census (1881); W. 
Gook", Things Indian (tips) and other books by this author on 
helm religion and caste; Smart Les Castes dans hide (1866); 
It:Cuadra ?lath Bhattacharya. Hindu Castes and Seas (1896). There 
a an Mt  chapter on the subject in Sidney Low's Vision of 
lades (nod). See also INDIA, INDIAN LAW, and HINDUISM. 

cum, LODES BERTRAND (1688-1757), French mathe-
matician, was born at Montpellier on the nth of November 
1688, and entered the order of the Jesuits in 1703. Having 
studied literature, be afterwards devoted himself entirely to 
mathematics and natural philosophy. He wrote several scien-
tific works, that which attracted moat attention at the time 
being his Optique des coukurs (574o), or treatise on the melody 
of colours. He endeavoured to illustrate the subject by a 
dards oadaire, or ocular harpsichord; but the treatise and 
the illustration were quickly forgotten. He also wrote Math& 
maim universe& (1728) and Train de physique sue la Petalliettr 
utirendk des corps 4734. He also published a critical account 
of the system of Sir Isaac Newton in French in 1 743. 

CASTELAR Y RIPOLL, EMILIO 0832-1890, Spanish states-
masons born at Cadiz on the 8th of September 1832. At the 
age of seven be lost his father, who had taken an active part in  

the progressist agitations during the reign of Ferdinand VII., 
and had passed several years as an exile in England. He at• 
tended a grammar-school at Sax. In 1848 be began to study 
law in Madrid, but soon elected to compete for admittance at 
the school of philosophy and letters, where he took the degree 
of doctor in 1853. He was an obscure republican student when 
the Spanish revolutionary movement of 1854 took place, and the 
young liberals and democrats of that epoch decided to hold a 
meeting in the largest theatre of the capital. On that occasion 
Castelar delivered his maiden speech, which at once placed him 
in the van of the advanced politicians of the reign of Queen 
Isabella. From that moment he took an active part in politics, 
radical journalism, literary and historical pursuits. Castelar 
was compromised in the first rising of June 0366, which was 
concerted by Marshal Prim, and crushed, after much bloodshed, 
in the streets by Marshals O'Donnell and Serrano. A court-
martial condemned him in contuntacion to death by " garote 
vil," and he had to hide in the house of a friend until he escaped 
to France. There he lived two years until the successful revolu-
tion of 1868 allowed him to return and enter the Cortes for the 
first time—as deputy for Saragossa. At the same time he re-
sumed the professorship of history at the Madrid university. 
Castclar soon became famous by his rhetorical speeches in the 
Constituent Cortes of 1869, where he led the republican minority 
in advocating a federal republic as the logical outcome of the 
recent revolution. He thus gave much trouble to men like 
Serrano, Topete and Prim, who had never harboured the idea 
of drifting into advanced democracy, and who had each his own 
scheme for re-establishing the monarchy with certain consti-
tutional restrictions. Hence arose Castelaes constant and 
vigorous criticisms of the successive plans mooted to place a 
Hohenzollern, a Portuguese, the duke of Montpensier, Espartero 
and finally Amadeus of Savoy on the throne. He attacked with 
relentless vigour the short-lived monarchy of Amadeus, and con-
tributed to its downfall. 

The abdication of Amadeus led to the proclamation of the 
federal republic. The senate and congress, very largely composed 
of monarchists, permitted themselves to be dragged along into 
democracy by the republican minority headed by Salmeron, 
Figueras, Pi y Margall and Castelar. The short-lived federal 
republic from the 11th of February 1873 to the 3rd of January 
1874 was the culminating point of the career of Castelar, and his 
conduct during those eleven months was much praised by the 
wiser portion of his fellow-countrymen, though it alienated from 
him the sympathies of the majority of his quondam friends in 
the republican ranks. 

Before the revolution of 1868, Castelar had begun to dissent 
from the doctrines of the more advanced republicans, and 
particularly as to the means to be employed for their success. 
He abhorred bloodshed, he disliked mob rule, he did not approve 
of military prominciamientos. His idea would have been a 
parliamentary republic on the American lines, with some traits 
of the Swiss constitution to keep in touch with the regionalist 
and provincialist inclinations of many parts of the peninsula. 
He would have placed at the head of his commonwealth a 
president and Cortes freely elected by the people, ruling the 
country in a liberal spirit and with due respect for conservative 
principles, religious traditions and national unity. Such a 
statesman was sure to clash with the doctrinaires, like Salmeron, 
who wanted to imitate French methods; with Pi y Margall, 
who wanted a federal republic after purely Spanish ideas of 
decentralization; and above all with the intransigent and gloomy 
fanatics who became the leaders of the cantonal insurrections at 
Cadiz, Seville, Valencia, Malaga and Cartagena in 1873. 

At first Castelar did his best to work with the other republican 
members of the first government of the federal republic. He 
accepted the post of minister for foreign affairs. He even went 
so far as to side with his colleagues, when serious difficulties 
arose between the new government and the president of the 
Cortes, Senor Marton, who was backed by a very imposing 
commission composed of the most influential conservative 
members of the last parliament of the Savoyard king, which had 
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suspended its sittings shortly after proclaiming the federal 
republic. A sharp struggle was carried on for weeks between 
the executive and this commission, at first presided over by 
Marcos, and, when he resigned, by Salmeron. In the background 
Marshal Serrano and many politicians and military men steadily 
advocated a coup d'elat in order to avert the triumph of the 
republicans. The adversaries of the executive were prompted 
by the captain-general of Madrid, Pavia, who promised the 
co-operation of the garrison of the capital. The president, 
Salmeron, and Marshal Serrano himself lacked decision at the 
last moment, and lost time and many opportunities by which 
the republican ministers profited. The federal republicans 
became masters of the situation in the last fortnight of April 
1873, and turned the tables on their adversaries by making a 
pacific bloodless pronunciamienio. 

The battalions of the militia that bad assembled in the bull-
ring near Marshal Serrano's house to assist the anti-democratic 
movement were disarmed, and their leaders, the politicians 
and generals, were allowed to escape to France or Portugal. 
The Cortes were dissolved, and the federal and constituent 
Cortes of the republic convened, but they only sat during the 
summer of 1873, long enough to show their absoluto incapacity, 
and to convince the executive that the safest policy was to 
suspend the session for several months. 

This was the darkest period of the annals of the Spanish 
revolution of 1873-1874. Matters got to such a climax of disorder, 
disturbance and confusion, from the highest to the lowest strata 
of Spanish society, that the president of the executive, Figueras, 
deserted his past and fled the country. Pi y Margall and Sal-
meron, in successive attempts to govern, found no support in 
the really important and influential elements of Spanish society. 
Salmeron had even to appeal to such well-known reactionary 
generals as Pavia, Sanchez, Bregna and Morioncs, to assume 
the command of the armies in the south and in the north of 
Spain. Fortunately these officers responded to the call of the 
executive. In less than five weeks a few thousand men properly 
handled sufficed to quell the cantonal risings in Cordoba, Sevilla, 
Cadiz and Malaga, and the whole of the south might have been 
soon pacified, if the federal republican ministers had not once 
more given way to the pressure of the majority of the Cortes, 
composed of " Intransigentcs " and radical republicans. The 
president, Salmeron, after showing much indecision, resigned, 
but not until he had recalled the general in command in Andalusia, 
Pavia. This resignation was not an unfortunate event for the 
country, as the federal Cortes not only made Castelar chief of 
the executive, though his partisans were in a minority in the 
Parliament, but they gave him much liberty to act, as they 
decided to suspend the sittings of the house until and January 
1874. This was the turning-point of the Spanish revolution, 
as from that day the tide set in towards the successive develop-
ments that led to the restoration of the Bourbons. 

On becoming the ruler of Spain at the beginning of September 
1873, Castelar at once devoted his attention to the reorganization 
of the army, whose numbers bad dwindled down to about 
7o,000 men. This force, though aided by considerable bodies 
of local militia and volunteers in the northern and western 
provinces, was insufficient to cope with the 6o,000 Carlista in 
arms, and with the still formidable nucleus of cantonalists around 
Alcoy and Cartagena. To supply the deficiencies Castelar called 
oat more than zoo,000 conscripts, who joined the colours in less 
than six weeks. He selected his generals without respect of 
politics, sending Moriones to the Basque provinces and Navarre 
at the head of ao,000 men, Martinez Campos to Catalonia with 
several thousand, and Lopez Dominguez, the nephew of Marshal 
Serrano, to begin the land blockade of the last stronghold of the 
cantonal insurgents, Cartagena, where the crews of Spain's only 
fleet had joined the revolt. 

Castclar next turned his attention to the Church. He renewed 
direct relations with the Vatican, and at last induced Pope 
Pius IX. to approve his selection of two dignitaries to occupy 
vacant secs as well as his nominee for the vacant archbishopric 
of Valencia, a prelate who afterwards became archbishop of 

Toledo, and remained to the end a close friend of Castdar. 
He put a stop to all persecutions of the Church and religious 
orders, and enforced respect of Church property. He attempted 
to restore some order in the 'treasury and administration of 
finance, with a view to obtain ways and means to cover the 
expense of the three civil wars, Carlist, cantonal and Cuban. 
The Cuban insurgents gave him much trouble and anxiety, the 
famous Virginias incident nearly leading to a rupture between 
Spain and the United States. Castelar sent out to Cuba all the 
reinforcements he could spare, and a new governor-general, 
Jovellar, whom he peremptorily instructed to crush the mutinous 
spirit of the Cuban militia,.and not allow them to drag Spain 
into a conflict with the United States. Acting upon the instruc-
tions of Castclar, Jovellar gave up the filibuster vessels, and those 
of the crew and passengers who had not been summarily shot 
by General Burricl. Castclar always prided himself on having 
terminated this incident without too much damage to the prestige 
of Spain. 

At the end of 1873 Castelar had reason to be satisfied with 
the results of his efforts, with the military operations in the 
peninsula, with the assistance he was getting from the middle 
classes and even from many of the political elements of the 
Spanish revolution that were not republican. On the other 
hand, on the eve of the meeting of the federal Cortes, be could 
indulge in no illusions as to what he had to expect from the bulk 
of the republicans, who openly dissented from his conservative 
and conciliatory policy, and announced that they would reverse 
it on the very day the Cortes met. Warnings came in plenty, and 
no less a personage than the man he had made captain-general of 
Madrid, General Pavia, suggested that, if a conflict arose between 
Castelar and the majority of the Cortes, not only the garrison 
of Madrid and its chief, but all the armies in the field and their 
generals, were disposed to stand by the president. Castelar knew 
too well what such offers meant in the classic land of trossencie-
mienfor, and he refused so flatly that Pavia did not renew his 
advice. The sequel is soon told. The Cortes met on the and 
of January 1874. The intransigent majority refused to listen to 
a last eloquent appeal that Castelar made to their patriotism 
and common sense, and they passed a vote of censure. Castdar 
resigned. The Cortes went on wrangling for a day and night 
until, at daybreak on the 3rd of January 1874, General Pavia 
forcibly ejected the deputies, dosed and dissolved the Cortes, 
and called up Marshal Serrano to form a provisional government. 

Castelar kept apart from active politics during the twelve 
months that Serrano acted as president of the republic_ Another 
pronunciarnicsilo finally put an end to it in the last week of 
December 1874, when Generals Campos at Sagunto, Jovellar 
at Valencia, Primo de Rivera at Madrid, and Laserna at Logrofio, 
proclaimed Alphonso XII. king of Spain. Castelar then went 
into voluntary exile for fifteen months, at the end of which 
he was elected deputy for Barcelona. He sat in all subsequent 
parliaments, and just a month before his death he was elected 
as representative of Murcia. During that period he became 
even more estranged from the majority of the republicans. 
Bitter experience had shown him that their federal doctrines 
and revolutionary methods could lead to nothing in harmony 
with the aspirations of the majority of Spaniards. He elected. 
to use his own words, to defend and to seek the realMation of 
the substance of the programme of the Spanish revolution or 
1868 by evolution, and legal, pacific means. Hence the contrast 
between his attitude from 1876 to :886, during the reign of 
Alphonso XII., when he stood in the front rank of the Opposition 
to defend the reforms of that revolution against Saar C&DOT1S, 

and his attitude from i886 to 1895. In this latter period Cutdar 
acted as a sort of independent auxiliary of Sagasta and of the 
Liberal party. As soon as Castelar saw universal suffrage re-
established he solemnly declared in the Cortes that his task 
Was accomplished, his political mission at an end, and that be 
proposed to devote the remainder of his life to those Utaar",, 
historical, philosophical, and economic studies which he had 
never neglected even in the busiest days of his political 
career. Indeed, it. was his extraordinary activity and power of 
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assimilation In such directions that allowed him to keep his 
fellow-countrymen so well informed of what was going on in 
the outer world. His literary and journalistic labours occupied 
much of his time, and were his chief means of subsistence. 
He left unfinished a history of Europe in the 19th century. 
The most conspicuous of his earlier works were:—A History of 
Civilisation in the First Five Centuries of Christianity, Recollec-
tions of Italy, Life of Lord Byron, The History of the Republican 
Movement in Europe, The Redemption of Slaves, The Religious 
Resolution, Historical Essays on the Middle Ages, The Eastern 
Question, Fur Filippo Lippi, History of the Discovery of America, 
and some historical novels. Castelar died near Murcia on the 
25th of May 1899, at the age of 66. His funeral at Madrid was 
an imposing demonstration of the sympathy and respect of all 
dames and parties. (A. E. H.) 

CASTELFRANCO NELL' EMILIA, a town of Emilia, Italy, 
In' the province of Bologna, 16 m. N.W. by rail from the town 
of Bologna. Pop. (19ot) 3563 (town), 13,484 (commune). The 
churches contain some pictures by later Bolognese artists. Just 
outside the town is a massive fort erected by Urban VIII. in 
r628, on the frontier of the province of Bologna, now used as 
a prison. Castelfranco either occupies or lies near the site of 
the ancient Forum Gallorum, a place on the Via Aernilia 
between Mutina and Bononia, where in 43 B.C. Octavian and 
Hirtius defeated Mark Antony. 

CASTELFRANCO VENETO, a town and episcopal see of 
Venetia, Italy, in the province of Treviso, 16 m. W. by rail from 
the town of Treviso. Pop. (19o1) 5220 (town), 12,551 (com-
mune). The older part of the town is square, surrounded by 
medieval walls and towers constructed by the people of Treviso 
in s sift (see CITTADELIA). It was the birthplace of the painter 
Giorgio Barbara' (II Giorgione, 1477-1512), and the cathedral 
contains one of his finest works, the Madonna with SS. Francis 
and Liberans ( 1 504), in the background of which the towers of 
the old town may be seen. 

CASTELL, EDMUND (1606-z685), English orientalist, was 
born in 1606 at Tadlow, in Cambridgeshire. At the age of fifteen 
been tered Emmanuel College,Cambridge, but afterwards changed 
his residence to St John's, on account of the valuable library 
there. His great work was the compiling of his Lexicon Hepta-
gloltos H ebraicum,Chaldaicum, S yriacum, Samaritanum, A ethio pi-
cum, Arabicum, d Persicum (1669). Over this book he spent 
eighteen years, working (if we may accept his own statement) 
from sixteen to eighteen hours a day; he employed fourteen 
assistants, and by an expenditure of £t2,000 brought himself 
to poverty, for his lexicon, though full of the most unusual 
learning, did not find purchasers. He was actually in prison 
in 1667 because he was unable to discharge his brother's debts, 
for which he had made himself liable. A volume of poems 
dedicated to the king brought him preferment. He was made 
prebendary of Canterbury and professor of Arabic at Cambridge. 
Before undertaking the Lexicon Heptaglotton, Casten had helped 
Dr Brian Walton in the preparation of his Polyglott Bible. His 
MSS. he bequeathed to the university of Cambridge. He died 
in r685 at Higham Gobion, Bedfordshire, where he was rector. 

The Syriac section of the Lexicon was issued separately at GiSt-
tingen in 1788 by J. D. Michaelis, who offers a tribute to Castell's 
learning and industry. Trier published the Hebrew section in 
3 790-1 792. 

CASTELLAMEARE Dl STADIA (anc. Malice), a seaport and 
episcopal see of Campania, Italy, In the province of Naples, 
27 ns. S.E. by rail from the town of Naples. Pop. (x9u) town, 
26,378; commune, 32,589. It lies in the south-east angle of 
the Bay of Naples, at the beginning of the peninsula of Sorrento, 
and owing to the sea and mineral water baths (12 different 
springs) and its attractive situation, with a splendid view of 
Vesuvius and fine woods on the hills behind, it is a favourite 
resort of foreigners in spring and autumn and of Neapolitans 
in summer. The castle from which it takes its name, on the 
hall to the south of the town, was built by the emperor Frederick 
IL There are three large churches of the late 18th century. 
There are a large royal dockyard and a small-arms factory;  

there are also iron works, cotton, flour and macaroni mills. The 
value of imports (chiefly coal, wheat, scrap-iron and cheese) 
for x904 was £1,239,048, and the value of exports (chiefly 
macaroni and green fruit) £769,too.. There is also a sponge 
trade, but the former coral trade is depressed. The port was 
cleared by 42o vessels of 4774 13 tonnage in x9o5. An electric 
tramway along the coast road to Sorrento was opened in 1 905- 

CASTELLESI, ADRIANO (c. 146o?-c. 1521?), known also 
as CORNET° from his birthplace, Italian cardinal and writer, 
was sent by Innocent VIII. to reconcile James III. of Scotland 
with his subjects. While in England he was appointed (x503), 
by Henry VII., to the see of Hereford, and in the following 
year to the more lucrative diocese of Bath and Wells, but he 
never resided in either. Returning to Rome, he became secre-
tary to Alexander VL and was made by him cardinal (May 3,, 
1503). A man of doubtful reputation, Alexander's confidant and 
favourite, he paid the pope a large sum for his elevation. He 
bought a giro in the Borgo near the Vatican, and thereon 
erected a sumptuous palace after designs by Bramante; and it 
was here, in the summer of 1503, that he entertained the pope 
and Cesare Borgia at a banquet that went on till nightfall despite 
the unhealthy season of the year, when ague in its most malignant 
form was rife. Of the three, Cardinal Adrian was the first to 
fall ill, the pope succumbing a week after. The story of the 
poisoning of the pope is to be relegated to the realm of fiction. 
Soon after the election of Leo X. the cardinal was implicated 
in the conspiracy of Cardinal Petrucci against the pope, and 
confessed his guilt; but, pardon being offered only on condition 
of the payment of 25,000 ducats, he fled from Rome and was 
subsequently deposed from the cardinalate. As early as 1504 
he had presented his palace (now the Palazzo Giraud-Torlonia) 
to Henry VII. as a residence for the English ambassador to the 
Holy See; and on his flight Henry VIII., who had quarrelled 
with him, gave it to Cardinal Campeggio. Adrian first fled to 
Venice. Of his subsequent history nothing is known for certain. 
It is said that he was murdered by a servant when on his way 
to the conclave that elected Adrian VI. As a writer, he was one 
of the first to restore the Latin tongue to its pristine purity; 
and among his works are De Vera Philosophia ex quatuor docto-
ribs: eccicsiae (Bologna, 1507), De Sermon Latino (Basel, 1 5 1 3), 
and a poem, De Venation (Venice, 1534)• 

See Folydore Vergil, Anglicae historiae, edited by H. Ellis (London, 
i844); and A. Aubery, Ilidoire ghdrak des cardinaux (Paris, 
1642)• (E. TN.) 

CASTELLI, IGNAZ FRANZ (1781-1862), Austrian dramatist, 
was bom .at Vienna on the 6th of March 1781. He studied law 
at the university, and then entered the government service. 
During the Napoleonic invasions his patriotism inspired him, to 
write stirring war songs, one of which, Krkgslied far die oder-
rekhische Armec, was printed by order of the archduke Charles 
and distributed in thousands. For this Castelli was proclaimed 
by Napoleon in the Moniteur, and had to seek refuge in Hungary. 
In 1815 he accompanied the allies into France as secretary to 
Count Cavriani, and, after his return to Vienna, resumed his 
official post in connexion with the estates of Lower Austria. 
In 1842 he retired to his property at Lilienfeld, where, sur-
rounded by his notable collections of pictures and other art 
treasures, he for the rest of his life devoted himself to literature. 
Castelli's dramatic talent was characteristically Austrian; his 
plays were well constructed and effective and satirized unspar-
ingly the foibles of the Viennese. But his wit was too local 
and ephemeral to appeal to any but his own generation, and if 
he is remembered at all to-day it is by his excellent Gedichte 
in nialerosterreichischer Mundart (1828). He died at Lilienfeld 
on the 5th of February 1862. 

Castelli's Gesainrnelk Cediehle appeared in 1835 in 6 vols.; a 
selection of his Werke in 1843 in Is vols. (2nd ed.. 1848), followed 
by 6 supplementary volumes in 1858. His autobiography, Meinoiren 
meines Lebens, appeared in 1861-1862 in 4 vols. 

CASTELLO, BERNARDO (1557-1629), Genoese portrait and 
historical painter, born at Albaro near Genoa, was the intimate 
friend of Tasso, and took upon himself the task of designing 
the figures of the Gerusalemme Libcrala, published in 1592; 
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some of these subjects were engraved by Agostino Caracci. 
Besides painting a number of works in Genoa, mostly in a rapid 
and superficial style, Castello was employed in Rome and in 
the court of the duke of Savoy. 

CASTELLO, GIOVANNI BATTISTA (1500 ?-1569 ?), Italian 
historical painter, was born near Bergamo in rsoo or perhaps 
1509, and is hence ordinarily termed 11 Bergamasco. He belongs, 
however, to the school of Genoa, but does not appear to have 
had any family relationship with the other two painters named 
Castello, also noticed here. He was employed to decorate the 
Nunziata di Portoria in Genoa, the saloon of the Lanai Palace 
at Gorlago, and the Pardo Palace in Spain. His best-known 
works are the " Martyrdom of St Sebastian," and the picture 
of " Christ as Judge of the World " on one of the vaultings of 
the Annunziata. He was an architect and sculptor as well as 
painter. In 1567 he was invited to Madrid by Philip IL, and 
there he died, holding the office of architect of the royal palaces. 
The date of death (as of birth) is differently stated as i569 or 
1 579. 

CASTELLO, VALERIO (1625-1659), Italian painter, was the 
youngest son of Bernardo Castello (q.v.). He surpassed his father, 
and particularly excelled in painting battle-scenes. He painted 
the " Rape of the Sabines," now in the Palazzo Brignole, Genoa, 
and decorated the cupola of the church of the Annunziata in the 
same city. In these works he is regarded by his admirers as 
combining the fire of Tintoretto with the general style of Paolo 
Veronese. 

CASTELLO BRANCO, CAMILLO. V1SCONmff DE Comm 
Borsuto (1825-189o), Portuguese novelist, was born out of 
wedlock and lost his parents in infancy. He spent his early years 
in a village in Traz-os-Montes. He learnt to love poetry from 
Camoens and Bocage, while Mendes Pinto gave him a lust for 
adventure, but he dreamed more than be read, and grew up 
undisciplined and proud. He studied in Oporto and Coimbra 
with much irregularity, and since his disdain for the intrigues 
and miseries of politics in Portugal debarred him from the chance 
of a government post, he entered the career of letters to gain 
a livelihood. After a spell of journalistic work in Oporto and 
Lisbon he proceeded to the Episcopal seminary in the former 
city with a view of studying for the priesthood, and during this 
period wrote a number of religious works and translated Chateau-
briand. He actually took minor orders, but his restless nature 
prevented him from following one course for long and he soon 
returned to the world, and henceforth kept up a feverish literary 
activity to the end. He was created a viscount in 1885 in 
recognition of his services to letters, and when his health finally 
broke down and he could no longer use his pen, parliament gave 
him a pension for life. When, having lost his sight, and suffering 
from chronic nervous disease, he died by his own hand in 189o, 
it was generally recognized that Portugal had lost the most 
national of her modern writers. 

Apart from his plays and verses, Castello Branco's works may 
be divided into three sections. The first comprises his romances 
of the imagination, of which Os myskrios de Lisboa, in the style 
of Victor Hugo, is a fair example. The second includes his novels 
of manners, a style of which he was the creator and remained 
the chief exponent until the appearance of 0 Crime de Padre 
Amaro of Eta de Queiroz. In these he is partly idealist and 
partly realist, and describes to perfection the domestic and social 
life of Portugal in the early part of the 19th century. The third 
division embraces his writings in the domain of history, bio-
graphy and literary criticism. Among these may be cited 
Nato de Lamego, Cousas leoes e pesadas, Cava, em ruiner, 
Memories do Bispo do Grdo Para and Bohemia do Espirito. 

In all, his publications number about two hundred and sixty, 
belonging to many departments of letters, but he owes his great 
and lasting reputation to his romances. Notwithstanding the 
fact that his slender means obliged him to produce very rapidly 
to the order of publishers, who only paid him from Lso to £60 
a book, he never lost his individuality under the pressure. 
Knowing the life of the people by experience and not from 
books, he was able to fix in his pages a succession of strongly  

marked and national types, such as the bratileiro, the old /dales 
of the north, and the Minho priest, while his lack of passing 
acquaintance with foreign countries and his relative ignamithe 
of their literatures preserved him from the temptation, so danger-
ous to a Portuguese, of imitating the classical writers of the 
larger nations. Among the most notable of his romances are 
O Romance de an Homers Rico, his favourite, Rapala de Ricardina, 
Amor de Perdicdo, and the magnificent series entitled Novellas 
do Minho. Many of his novels are autobiographical, like Onde 
esid a fdkidade, Memories do Carcere and Vingassce. Castello 
Branco is an admirable story-teller, largely because he was a 
brilliant improvisatore, but he does not attempt character 
study. Nothing can exceed the richness of his vocabulary, and 
no other Portuguese author has shown so profound a knowledge 
of the popular language. Though nature had endowed him with 
the poetic temperament, his verses are mediocre, but his best 
plays are cast in bold lines and contain really dramatic situations. 
while his comedies are a triumph of the grotesque, with a mordant 
vein running through them that recalls Gil Vicente. 

The collected works of Camillo Castello Branco are published by 
the Companhia Editors of Lisbon, and his most esteemed books 
have had several editions. The Diccionario Bibliographic° Poetasters. 
vol. ix. p. 7 et seq., contains a lengthy but incomplete list of his pub 
lications. See Romance do Romancista, by A. Pimcntcl. a badly pot 
together but informing biography; also a study on the novelist by 
J. Pereira de Sampaio an A Gerardo Nova (Oporto. 1886); Dr Theo. 
philo Braga, As Moderns Jdeias na :lucrative Portuguese (Oporto. 
1892); Padre Senna Freitas, Perfil de Camillo Castello BMW, (S. 
Paulo, 1887); and Paulo Osorio, Camillo. a ma vide, • sea Braid, a 
sue obra (Oporto, 1908). (E. Pa..) 

CASTELLO BRANCO. an  episcopal city and the capital of an 
administrative district formerly included in the province of 
Beira, Portugal; i56o ft. above the sea, on the Abrantes-Guasda 
railway. Pop. (woo) 7288. Numerous Roman remains bear 
witness to the antiquity of Castello Branco, but its original name 
is unknown. The city is dominated by a ruined castle, and 
partly enclosed by ancient walls; its chief buildings are the 
cathedral and episcopal palace. Cloth is manufactured,  and there 
is a flourishing local trade in cork, wine and olive oll_ The 
administrative district of Castello Branco, which comprises the 
valleys of the Zezere, Ocreza and Ponsul, right-hand tributaries 
of the Tagus, coincides with the south-eastern part of Beira, 
Pop. (190o) 216,608; area, 2582 act. m. 

CASTELLON DE LA PLAYA, a maritime province of eastern 
Spain, formed in 1833 of districts formerly included in Valencia, 
and bounded on the N. by Teruel and Tarragona, E. by the 
Mediterranean Sea, S. by Valencia, and W. by Teruel Pop 
(1900) 310,828; area, 2495 sq. m. The surface of the province 
is almost everywhere mountainous, and flat only near the coast 
and along some of the river valleys. Even on the coast the 
Atalayas de Alcali and the Desierto de las Palmas form two 
well-defined though not lofty ridges. The Mijares or Millares 
is the principal river, flowing east-south-east from the highlands 
of Teruel, between the Sierras of Espina and Espadan towards 
the south, and the peak called Pefia Golosa (5945 ft.) towards 
the north, until it reaches the sea a little south of the capital. 
also called Castell6n de la Plana. The Monlleo, a loft-band 
tributary of the Mijares; the Bergantes, which Bows inland to 
join the Guadalope in Teruel; the Cenia, which divides CasteN6a 
from Tarragona; and a variety of lesser streams, render the 
province abundantly fertile. No considerable inlet breaks the 
regularity of the coast-line, and there is no first-class harbour. 
The climate is cold and variable in the hilly districts, temperate 
in winter and very warm in summer in the lowlands. Agricul-
ture, fruit-growing, and especially the cultivation of the vise 
and olive, employ the majority of the peasantry; stock-farming 
and sea-fishing are also of importance. Lead, zinc, iron and 
other ores have been discovered in the province; but in sm. 
out of 129 mining concessions registered, only two were worked, 
and their output, lead and zinc, was quite insignificant. The 
local industries are mainly connected with fish-curing, paper. 
porcelain, woollens, cotton, silk, esparto, brandy and oils 
Wine, oranges and oil are exported to foreign countries and 
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other parts of Spain. The important Barcelona-Valencia 
railway skirts the coast, passing through the capital; and the 
Calatay6d-Sagunto line crosses the southern extremity of the 
province. Elsewhere the roads, which are generally indifferent, 
form the sole means of communication. Caste116n (29,904), 
Villarreal (16,068), the port of Burriana (12,962), and Peniscola 
(3142), a town of some historical interest, are described in 
separate articles. The other chief towns are AlcaLi de Chisbert 
(6293), Almazora (7076), Benicar16 (7251), MaeIla (7335), Onda 
(6595). Segorbe (104, Vail de Ux6 (8643), Villafames (6708) 
and Vinaroz (8625). 

CASTELLUN DE LA PLANA, the capital of the province 
described above, on the Barcelona-Valencia railway, 4 m. from 
the Mediterranean Sea. Pop. (1900) 29,904. The broad and 
fertile plain in which Castellon is built is watered artificially by 
a Moorish aqueduct, largely cut through the solid rock, and 
supplied by the estuary of the Mijares, 5 m. south-east. The 
town is partly encircled by ancient walls; and, although most 
of its public buildings are modern, it contains several convents 
of early foundation, a curious old bell-tower, !so ft. high, and a 
parish church chiefly noteworthy for a painting in the interior 
by Francisco Ribalta, who was born here in the middle of the 
16th century. Caste116n has a brisk trade, its manufactures 
comprising porcelain, leather, silk, linen, brandy and cork 
goods. Its harbour, El Gra° de Castellon, about 4 m. east, is 
annually entered by some 200 small vessels. A light railway, 
which traverses the numerous and profitable orange plantations 
on the south-west, connects it with the towns of Almazora, 
Villarreal, Burriana and Onda. Under its Moorish rulers 
Castellon occupied a hill to the north of its present site; its 
removal to the plain by James I. of Aragon (1213-1276) gave 
the town its full name, " Castellon of the Plain." 

CASTELNAU, MICHEL DE, SIEUR DE LA MAUVISSItRE 

(C. 1520-2592), French soldier and diplomatist, ambassador to 
Queen Elizabeth, was born in Touraine about 1520. He was 
one of a large family of children, and his grandfather, Pierce de 
Castelnau, was equerry to Louis XII. Endowed with a dear 
and penetrating intellect and remarkable strength of memory, 
he received a careful education, to complete which he travelled 
in Italy and made a long stay at Rome. He then spent some 
time in Malta, afterwards entered the army, and made his first 
acquaintance with war in the campaigns of the French in Italy. 
His abilities and his courage won for him the friendship and pro-
tection of the cardinal of Lorraine, who took him into his service. 
In 1557 a command in the navy was given to him, and the 
cardinal proposed to get him knighted. This, however, he de-
clined, and then rejoined the French army in Picardy. Various 
delicate missions requiring tact and discretion were entrusted 
to him by the constable de Montmorency, and these he discharged 
so satisfactorily that he was sent by the king, Henry II., to 
Scotland with despatches for Mary Stuart, then betrothed to 
the dauphin (afterwards Francis II.). From Scotland he passed 
into England, and treated with Queen Elizabeth respecting her 
claims on Calais (1559), a settlement of which was effected at 
the congress of Cateau-Carnbresis. He was next sent as am-
bassador to the princes of Germany, for the purpose of prevailing 
upon them to withdraw their favour from the Protestants. 
This embassy was followed by missions to Margaret of Parma, 
governess of the Netherlands, to Savoy, and then to Rome, to 
ascertain the views of Pope Paul IV. with regard to France. 
Paul having died just before his arrival, Castelnau used his 
influence in favour of the election of Pius IV. Returning to 
France, he once more entered the navy, and served under his 
former patron. It was his good fortune, at Nantes, to discover 
the earliest symptoms of the conspiracy of Amboise, which he 
immediately reported to the government. 

After the death of Francis II. (December t s6o) he accom-
panied the queen, Mary Stuart, to Scotland, and remained with 
her a year, during which time he made several journeys into 
England, and attempted to bring about a reconciliation between 
Mary and Queen Elizabeth. The wise and moderate counsels 
which be offered to the former were unheeded. In 1562, in  

consequence of the civil war in France, he returned there. He 
was employed against the Protestants in Brittany, was taken 
prisoner in an engagement with them and sent to Havre, but 
was soon after exchanged. In the midst of the excited passions 
of his countrymen, Castelnau, who was a sincere Catholic, main-
tained a wise self-control and moderation, and by his counsels 
rendered valuable service to the government. He served at the 
siege of Rouen, distinguished himself at the battle of Dreux, 
took Tancarville, and contributed in 1563 to the recapture of 
Havre from the English. 

During the next ten years Castelnau was employed in 
various important missions:—first to Queen Elizabeth, to 
negotiate a peace; next to the duke of Alba, the new governor 
of the Netherlands. On this occasion he discovered the 
project formed by the prince of Conde and Admiral Coligny 
to seize and carry off the royal family at Monceaux (1567). 
After the battle of St Denis he was again sent to Germany 
to solicit aid against the Protestants; and on his return 
he was rewarded for his services with the post of governor of 
Saint-Dizier, and a company of orderlies. At the head of his 
company he took part in the battles of Jarnac and Moncontour. 
In 1572 he was sent to England by Charles IX. to allay the 
excitement created by the massacre of St Bartholomew, and 
the same year he was sent to Germany and Switzerland. Two 
years later he was reappointed by Henry III. ambassador to 
Queen Elizabeth, and he remained at her court for ten years. 
During this period he used his influence to promote the marriage 
of the queen with the duke of Alencon, with a view especially 
to strengthen and maintain the alliance of the two countries. 
But Elizabeth made so many promises only to break them that 
at last he refused to accept them or communicate them to his 
government. On his return to France he found that his chiteau 
of La Mauvissiere had been destroyed in the civil war; and as 
he refused to recognize the authority of the League, the duke of 
Guise deprived him of the governorship of Saint-Dizier. He 
was thus brought almost to a state of destitution. But on the 
accession of Henry IV., the king, who knew his worth, and was 
confident that although he was a Catholic he might rely on his 
fidelity, gave him a command in the army, and entrusted him 
with various confidential missions. 

Castelnau died at Joinville in 1592. His He/noires rank very 
high among the original authorities for the period they cover, 
the eleven years between 1559 and 157o. They were written 
during his last embassy in England for the benefit of his son; 
and they possess the merits of dearness, veracity and im-
partiality. They were first printed in 1621; again, with 
additions by Le Laboureur, in a vols. folio, in 1659; and a third 
time, still further enlarged by Jean Godefroy, 3 vols. folio, in 
1731. Castelnau translated into French the Latin work of 
Ramus, On the Manners and Customs of the Ancient Gauls. 
Various letters of his are preserved in the Cottonian and Harleian 
collections in the British Museum. 

His grandson, JACQUES DE CASTELNAU (i67o-t638), distin-
guished himself in the war against Austria and Spain during the 
ministries of Richelieu and Mazarin, and died marshal of France. 

See Hubault, Ambassade de Castelnau en Angleterre (1856); 
Relations poll iques de la France . . . ava l'Ecolse as seutime 
stick, edited by J. B. A. T. Teulet (1862); and De la Ferriere. Les 
Projels de manage &Elisabeth (1883). 

CASTELNAUDARY, a town of south-western France, capital 
of an arrondissement in the department of Aude, 22 m. W.N.W. 
of Carcassonne, on the Southern railway between that city 
and Toulouse. Pop. (1906) 663o. It is finely situated on an 
elevation in the midst of a fertile and well -cultivated plain; and 
its commercial facilities are greatly increased by the Canal du 
Midi, which widens out, as it passes the town, into an extensive 
basin surrounded with wharves and warehouses for the timber 
used in the upkeep of the canal. The principal buildings arc 
the law court, the hotel de ville, and the church of St Michel, 
dating from the 14th century; none of these offers any feature 
of unusual interest. There are a number of flour-mills, as well 
as manufactories of earthenware, tiles and blankets; an extensive 
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trade is maintained in lime, gypsum, timber, grain, fruits, wine, 
wool, cattle and farm implements, and the building of canal 
boats forms an important industry. The public institutions 
include the sub-prefecture, tribunals of first instance and of 
commerce, a communal college and a farm schooL 

Castelnaudary probably represents the ancient town of 
Soslomagus, taken during the 5th century by the Visigoths, 
who, it is conjectured, rebuilt the town, calling it Cashion 
Novum Arianorum, whence the present name. Early in the 13th 
century the town was the scene of several struggles during the 
war against the Albigenses, between Simon IV., count of Mont -- 
fort, and Raymond VI., count of Toulouse, and their supporters. 
In 1229 it was deprived of its ramparts, and after these had been 
rebuilt, it was captured and burned by the Black Prince in 1355, 
but again rebuilt in 1366. In 1632 it was the scene of a cavalry 
engagement in which the rebel Henry II., duke of Montmorency, 
was defeated and captured by the royal troops. 

CASTELSARRASIN, a town of south-western France, capital 
of an arrondissement in the department of Tam-et-Garonne, 
12 m. W. of Montauban on the Southern railway. Pop. (1906) 
town, 3189; commune, 7496. Castelsarrasin, situated on the 
left bank of the lateral canal of the Garonne and about a mile 
from the right bank of that river, is surrounded by promenades 
occupying the site of the old fortifications. Its chief building' is 
the brick-built church of St Sauveur, which dates from the 13th 
century. The administrative buildings are modem. The town 
has a sub-prefecture, a tribunal of first instance, and a communal 
college. The principal industrial establishment is the metal-
foundry of Sainte-Marguerite, where copper, tin and other 
metals are worked; there are also flour-mills, saw-mills and 
dye-works. Trade is in cattle, agricultural produce, wine, 
baskets and game. 

The name Castelsarrasin appears in the 13th century, when 
the village of Villelongue was replaced by the present bastide. 
Castrum Cerrucium, Castel-sur-Azine (from the neighbouring 
stream, Azine) and Castenum Sarracenum are suggested deriva-
tions, no one of which can be adopted with certainty. 

CASTI, GIOVANNI !anon (1721-.1803), Italian poet, was 
born of bumble parents at Montefiascone, in the states of the 
church, in 1721. He rose to the dignity of canon in the cathedral 
of his native place, but gave up his chance of church preferment 
to satisfy his gay and restless spirit by visiting most of the capitals 
of Europe. In 1782, on the death of Metastasio, he was appointed 
Poeta Cesario, or poet-laureate of Austria, in which capacity he 
applied himself with great success to the opera bouffe; but in 
1796 he resigned this post, in order that he might not be 
hampered by political relations; and he spent the close of his 
life as a private gentleman at Paris, where he died in 18o3. Casti 
is best known as the author of the NoveUe galanti, and of Gli 
Animali par/anti, a poetical allegory, over which he spent eight 
years (1794-1802), and which, notwithstanding its tedious length, 
excited so much interest that it was translated into French, 
German and Spanish, and (very freely and with additions) into 
English, in W. S. Rose's Court and Parliament of Beasts (Land., 
1819). Written during the time of the Revolution in France, it 
was intended to exhibit the feelings and hopes of the people and 
the defects and absurdities of various political systems. The 
Noodle Galardi is a series of poetical tales, in the (dam rime —it 
metre largely used by Italian poets for that class of compositions. 
The sole merit of these poems consists in the harmony and purity 
of - the style, and the liveliness and sarcastic power of many 
passages. They are, however, characterized by the grossest 
licentiousness; and there is no originality of plot—that, 
according to the custom of Italian novelists, being taken from 
classical mythology or other ancient legends. Among the other 
works of Casti is the Poema Tartar°, a mock-heroic satire on the 
court of Catherine II., with which he was personally acquainted. 

CASTIGLIONE. BALDASSARE (1478-1529),  Italian diplomatist 
and man of letters, was born at Casanatico near Mantua, and was 
educated at Milan under the famous professors Merula and 
Chalcondyles. In 1496 he entered the service of Lodovico Sforza, 
duke of Milan, returning to Mantua in isco when Lodovico was  

carded prisoner into France. In 1504 he was attached to the 
court of Guidobaldo Malatesta, duke of Urbino, and in 25o6 be 
was sent by that prince on a mission to Henry VII. of England, 
who had before conferred on Federigo Malatesta, " the Good 
Duke," the most famous mercenary of his age, the order of the 
Garter. Guidobaldo dying childless in 1508, the duchy of Urbino 
was given to Francesco Maria della Rovere, for whom Castiglione, 
envoy at the court of Leo X. (Medici), obtained the office of 
generalissimo of the Papal troops. Charged with the arrangement 
of the dispute between Clement VII. (Medici) and Charles V, 
Castiglione crossed, in 1524, into Spain, where he was received 
with highest honours, being afterwards naturalized, and made 
bishop.of Avila. In 1527, however, Rome was seized and sacked 
by the Imperialists under Bourbon, and in July of the same 
year the surrender of the castle of Sant' Angelo placed Clement 
in their hands. Castiglione had been tricked by the emperor, 
but there were not wanting accusations of treachery against 
himself. He had, however, placed fidelity highest among the 
virtues of his ideal " courtier," and when he died at Toledo in 
1529 it was said that he had died of grief and shame at the 
imputation. The emperor mourned him as " one of the world's 
best cavaliers." A portrait of him, now at the Louvre, was 
painted by Raphael, who disdained neither his opinion nor his 
advice. 

Castiglione wrote little, but that little is of rare merit_ Irn 
verses, in Latin and Italian, are elegant in the extreme; his 
letters (Padua, 1769-1771) are full of grace and finesse. But the 
book by which he is best remembered is the famous treatise, II 
Cortegiano, written in 1514, published at Venice by Aldus in 
1528, and translated into English by Thomas Hoby as early as 
1561. This book, called by the Italians 11 Libro d'oro, and 
remarkable for its easy force and undemonstrative elegance of 
style no less than for the nobility and manliness of its theories 
(see the edition by V. Cian, Florence, 1894), describes the Italian 
gentleman of the Renaissance under his brightest and fairest 
aspect, and gives a charming picture of the court of Guidobaldo 
da Montefeltre, duke of Urbino, " confessedly the purest and 
most elevated court in Italy." In the form of a discussion held 
in the duchess's drawing-room—with Elizabetta Gonzaga. 
Pietro Bembo, Bernardo Bibbiena, Giuliano de' Medici, Emilia 
Pia, and Ceretino the Unique among the speakers—the question. 
What constitutes a perfect courtier? is debated. With but new 
differences, the type determined on is the ideal gentleman of the 
present day. 

See P. L. GinguenE, Histoire iilaratre de T Italie, vi. , mi.; J. A-
Symonds, The Renaissance in Italy (London. 1875); C. Rare, 
Courts and Camps of the Italian Renaissance (1908)• Julia Cart-
wright. B. Castiglione, the Perfect Courtier (1908). with good btuo• 
graphy. 

CASTIGLIONE, CARLO OTTAVIO. Corner (1784-1849), Italian 
philologist, was born at Milan of an ancient family. His principal 
work was done in connexion with the Arabic and other Oriental 
languages, but he also performed good service in several other 
departments. In 1819 he published Monde cufiche del Musk di 
Milano, and assisted Cardinal Mai in his Ulpkilae parterre 
ineditarum in Ambrosianis palimpsestis repertandos eddiir. A 
learned Mtmoire geographique d numinnatique sus la p.var 
orientate de la Barbaric appdle Afrikia par ks Arabes appeared 
in 1826, and established his reputation. In 1829 be published 
by himself the Gothic version of the second epistle of Paul to the 
Corinthians; and this was followed by the Gothic version of the 
epistle to the Romans, the first epistle to the Corinthians, and 
the epistle to the Ephesians in 1834, by Galatians, Philippians, 
and t Thessalonians in 1835, and by 2 Thessalonians in 183o. 
He died at Genoa on the loth of April 1849. 

Ilia Life, by Biondelli, appeared at Milan in t856. 
CASTIGLIONE, GIOVANNI BENEDETTO (n616-167o), called 

in Italy Il Grechetto, and in France Le Benidette, !Lein 
painter of the Genoese school, was born in Genoa, and studied 
for some time under Vandyck. He painted portraits, historical 
pieces and landscapes, but chiefly excelled in fairs, markets and 
rural scenes with animals. Noah and the animals entering the 
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Ark was a favourite subject of his. His paintings are to be found 
in Rome, Venice, Naples, Florence, and more especially Genoa 
and Mantua. He also executed a number of etchings, which 
are spirited, free and full of taste; " Diogenes searching for 
a Man " is one of the principal of these. The etchings are 
remarkable for light and shade, and have even earned for Cas-
tiglione the name of " a second Rembrandt." The Presepio 
(Nativity of Jesus) in the church of San Luca, Genoa, ranks 
among his most celebrated paintings, and the Louvre contains 
eight characteristic examples. In his closing years he lived in 
Mantua, painting for the court; here he received his name of 
" Grechetto," from the classic air of his pastorals, and here he 
died of gout in 167o. His brother Salvatore and his son Fran-
cesco excelled in the same subjects; and it is thought that many 
paintings which are ascribed to Benedetto are only copies after 
him, or perhaps originals by his son or brother. 

CASTIGLIONE DELLE STIVIERE, a town of Lombardy, 
Italy, in the province of Mantua, 20 m. N.W. of Mantua by 
road- Pop. (toot) 4122 (town), 5940  (commune). It has an 
old castle, much altered and restored, especially by the Gonzaga 
family of Mantua in the 16th century. During the War of the 
Spanish Succession, the French under the duke of Vendome 
occupied it; and during the siege of Mantua in 1796, the 
Austrians under WOrmser were defeated here by the French 
under Augereau, who was later created by Napoleon duke of 
Castiglione. 

CASTIGLIONE (ILONA, a town of Lombardy, Italy, in the 
province of Como, 27 m. N.E. of Milan by rail. Pop. (Igor) 
1806. The choir of the collegiate church, erected about 1428 
by Cardinal Brenda Castiglione, contains fine frescoes by 
Masolino of Florence: there are other works by the same 
master in the baptistery. The tomb of the cardinal (1443) is 
good. The church of S. Sepolcro, in the lower part of the town, 
has two large stone figures of saints on its facade (of the end 
of the 13th century) and, within, painted wooden figures and 
the tomb of Guido Castiglione (d. 1485) with fine sculptures 
of the school of Amadeo. The palace erected by Cardinal 
Castiglione has good terra-cotta decorations. 

CASTILE, or CASTILLE (Castilla), an ancient kingdom of Spain, 
occupying the central districts of the Iberian Peninsula; and 
bounded on the N. by the Bay of Biscay, N.E. by the Basque 
Provinces and Navarre, E. by Aragon, S.E. by Valencia and 
Murcia, S. by Andalusia, W. by Estremadura and Leon, and 
N.W. by Asturias. Pop. (1900) 3,708,713; area, 55,307 sq. m. 
The name Castle is commonly said to be derived from the 
numerous frontier forts (castillos) erected in the middle ages 
as a defence against the Moors. The northern part of the 
kingdom, which was first freed from Moorish rule, is called 
Old Castile (Castilla la Viejo); the southern, acquired later, 
is called New Castile (Castilla la Nueva). These two divisions, 
with a third known as North Castile, now rank as military 
districts or captaincies-general; but the term " North Castile," 
which covers the northern extremity of Old Castile, is not 
generally used. In 1833 Old Castile was divided into the pro-
vinces of Avila, Burgos, Logrono, Palencia, Santander, Segovia, 
Soria and Valladolid; while New Castile was similarly divided 
into Ciudad Real, Cuenca, Guadalajara, Madrid and Toledo. 
The modern progress of commerce, communications, &c. in 
these thirteen provinces is described in the separate articles upon 
each of them. 

Castile extends for about Soo m. from north to south, and 
16o m. from east to west. It consists of a vast central plateau, 
with an average altitude of about 25oo ft. This plateau has 
a natural frontier of high mountains on all sides, except on the 
borders of Leon and Murcia; it is also bisected by the Sierra 
de Guadarrama and Sierra de Gredos, which extend in a south-
westerly direction across the central districts, and form the 
dividing line between Old and New Castile. Geographically 
it includes also the high plains of Leon, towards the north-west, 
and of Murcia on the south-east. The existing frontier is marked 
on the north by the Cantabrian Mountains (q.v.); on the east 
by the Sierra de la Demanda with its offshoots, and by the 

Serrania de Cuenca; on the south by the Sierra Morena; and 
on the west by various minor ranges which link together the 
three more or less parallel chains of the Sierra de Credos, Sierra 
de Guadalupe and Sierra Morena. Three great rivers, the 
Douro, which traverses Old Castile, with the Tagus and Guadiana, 
which respectively drain the central and southern regions of 
New Castile, flow westward into Portugal, and finally reach the 
Atlantic; while the Ebro, which rises in the north of the king-
dom, skirts the north-eastern frontier on its way to the Medi-
terranean. These rivers are described under their own names. 

The climate of Old Castile is healthy, but liable to severe cold 
and heat. Snow falls early and lies late in the mountains, and 
there is a heavy rainfall in the north-west. New Castile has a 
still more rigorous climate, for although the mean annual tem-
perature is about 59° Fahr., the summer heat in the valleys is 
peculiarly oppressive, and the highlands are swept by scorching 
or icy gales, laden with dust. The rainfall rarely exceeds ro in. in 
a year. 

In both the Caulks the central plateau has a naturally fertile 
soil, for after rain a luxuriant vegetation appears; but drought 
is common, owing to the insufficient volume of the rivers, and 
the failure of the Spaniards to extend the fine system of irrigation 
which the Moors originated. Certain districts, indeed, in which 
a layer of heavy loam underlies the porous and friable surface, 
are able to retain the moisture which elsewhere is absorbed. 
Such land is found in Palencia, and in the Mesa de Ocala, where 
it yields abundant crops; and many of the northern mountains 
are well wooded. But vast tracts of land are useless except as 
pasture for sheep, and even the sheep are driven by the severe 
winters to migrate yearly into Estremadura (q.v.). The normal 
Castilian landscape is an arid and sterile steppe, with scarcely 
a tree or spring of water; and many even of the villages afford 
no relief to the eye, for they are built of sunburnt unbaked 
bricks, which share the dusty brownish-grey tint of the soil. 
Especially characteristic is the great plain of La Mancha (q.v.). 

The transformation of Castile from a small county in the north 
of what is now Old Castile into an independent monarchy, was 
one of the decisive events in the reconquest of Spain from the 
Moors. The successful resistance offered by Asturias to the 
invaders had been followed by the liberation of Galicia and Leon, 
when Ferdinand I. of Castile (1035-1065), by his marriage 
with Sancha, widow of the last king of Leon, was enabled to 
unite Leon and Castile in a single kingdom, with its capital at 
Burgos. New territories were annexed on the south, until, after 
the capture of Toledo in 1085, and the consequent formation 
of a New Castile, the kingdom comprised the whole of central 
Spain. Thenceforward its history is inseparable from that of 
the whole country; and it is therefore described in full, together 
with the language and literature of Castile, under SPAIN (q.v.). 

Castilian, which is the literary language of Spain, and with 
certain differences, of Spanish America, is spoken in Old and 
New Castile, Aragon, Estremadura, and the greater part of 
Leon; in Andalusia it is subject to various modifications of 
accent and pronunciation. As there is little, if any, difference 
of racial origin, character and physical type, among the in-
habitants of this region, except in Andalusia, and, to a less extent. 
in Estremadura, the Castilian is justly regarded as the typical 
Spaniard. Among the Castilian peasantry, where education 
and foreign influence have never penetrated deeply, the national 
character can best be studied. Its intense pride, its fatalistic 
indolence and ignorance, its honesty and its bigotry, tempered 
by a keen sense of humour, are well-known characteristics. 
Apart from the peasant class, Castilians have contributed more 
to the development of Spanish art and literature than the in-
habitants of any other region except, perhaps, Andalusia, which 
claims to be regarded as supreme in architecture and painting. 
Of the two great Spanish universities, Alcala de Henares belonged 
in all respects to Castile, and Salamanca rose to equality with 
Paris, Oxford or Bologna, under the purely Castilian influence 
of Alphonso X. (1252-1284). 

Fora general description of Castile and its inhabitants, antiquities. 
commerce, &c., we Castilla la Nueva, three illustrated volumes in 
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the series Espana, by J. M. Quadrado and V. de la Fuente (Barcelona, 
1885-1886), and the Guia del (milieu° rein° de Castilla, by E.Valverde 
y Alvarez (Madrid. 1886), which deals with the provinces of Burgos, 
Santander, 1-ogrono, Soria, Avila and Segovia. For the history, 
see in addition to the works cited under SPAIN (section History), 
Cronicas de los reyes de Castilla, by C. Rosell (Madrid, 1875-1877, 
2 V015.); Coleccion de las cronicas y memories de los reyes de Castilla 
(Madrid, 1779-1787, 7 vols.); and Historia de las communidades de 
Castilla (Madrid, 1897). 

CASTILHO, ANTONIO FELICIANO DE (1800-1875), Portu-
guese man of letters, was born at Lisbon. He lost his sight 
at the age of six, but the devotion of his brother Augusto, aided 
by a retentive memory, enabled him to go through his school 
and university course with success; and he acquired an almost 
complete mastery of the Latin language and literature. His 
first work of importance, the Cartes de Echo e Naiad, 0820, 
belongs to the pseudo-classical school in which he had been 
brought up, but his romantic leanings became apparent in the 
Primavera (1822) and in Amor e Melancholia (1823), two volumes 
of honeyed and prolix bucolic poetry. In the poetic legends 
A noise de Castello (1836) and Carnes do bardo (1838) Castilho 
appeared as a full-blown Romanticist. These books exhibit 
the defects and qualities of all his work, in which lack of ideas 
and of creative imagination and an atmosphere of artificiality 
are ill compensated for by a certain emotional charm, great 
purity of diction and melodious versification. Belonging to the 
didactic and descriptive school, Castilho saw nature as all 
sweetness, pleasure and beauty, and he lived in a dreamland 
of his imagination. A fulsome epic on the succession of King 
John VI. brought him an office of profit at Coimbra. On his 
return from a stay in Madeira, he founded the Revisits Universal 
Lisbonense, in imitation of Herculano's Panorama, and his 
profound knowledge of the Portuguese classics served him well 
in the introduction and notes to a very useful publication, the 
Livraria Classics Portugueza (1845-1847, 25 vols.), while two 
years later he established the " Society of the Friends of Letters 
and the Arts." A study on Camoens and treatises on metri-
fication and mnemonics followed from his pen. His praise-
worthy zeal for popular instruction led him to take up the study 
of pedagogy, and in ifiso be brought out his Leisure Repentina, 
a method of reading which was named after him, and he became 
government commissary of the schools which were destined 
to put it into practice. Going to Brazil in r854, he there wrote 
his famous " Letter to the Empress." Though Castilho's lack 
of strong individuality and his over-great respect for authority 
prevented him from achieving original work of real merit, yet 
his translations of Anacreon, Ovid and Virgil and the Chase do 
Enigma, explaining the romantic incidents that led to his first 
marriage with D. Maria de Baena, a niece of the satirical poet 
Tolentino, and a descendant of Antonio Ferreira, reveal him 
as a master of form and a purist in language. His versions of 
Goethe's Faust and Shakespeare's Midsummer Nights Dream, 
made without a knowledge of German and English, scarcely added 
to his reputation. When the Coimbra question arose in 1865, 
Garrett was dead and Herculano had ceased to write, leaving 
Castilho supreme, for the moment, in the realm of letters. 
But the youthful Anthero de Quental withstood his claim to 
direct the rising generation and attacked Isis superannuated 
leadership, and after a fierce war of pamphlets Castilho was 
dethroned. The rise of Joao de Deus reduced him to a secondary 
position in the Portuguese Parnassus, and when he died ten years 
later much of his former fame had preceded him to the tomb. 

See also " Memorias de Castilho" in the Institute) of Coimbra: 
1 nnocencio da Silva in Diccionario bibliographic° Poriugues, i. 130 
and viii. 132; Latino Coelho's study in the Revisits contemporanea 
de Portugal e Brasil, vols. i. and ii.; Dr Theophilo Braga, Historic do 
Romantismo (Lisbon, 188o). (E. Pa.) 

CASTILLEJO, CRISTI5BAL DE (149o-1556), Spanish poet, 
was born at Ciudad Rodrigo in taw. In 1518 he left Spain 
with Ferdinand of Austria, afterwards emperor, whose privste 
secretary he eventually became. While residing at Vienna in 
1528-1530 he wrote the Historia de Pframo y Tisbe, and dedi-
cated it to Anna von Schaumberg, with whom he had a platonic 
love.affair. He seems to have visited Venice, to have been  

neglected by his patron, to have fallen ill in 154o, and to have 
passed his last years in poverty. He died on the 12th of June 
1556, and was buried at Vienna. Castillejo's poems are inter-
esting, not merely because of their intrinsic excellence, but also as 
being the most powerful protest against the metrical innova-
tions imported from Italy by Boscin and Garcilaso de 1.1 
Vega. He adheres to the native quintillas or to the copies de 
pie quebrado, and only abandons these traditional forms when 
he indulges in caustic parody of the new school—as in the lines 
Contra los que dejan los metros castellanos. He excels by virtue 
of his charming simplicity and his ingenious wit, always keen. 
sometimes licentious, never brutal. The urbate gaiety of his 
occasional poems is delightfully spontaneous, and the cynical 
humour which informs the Didlogo de las condiciones de les 
mujeres and the Didlogo de la vida de la cork is impregnated with 
the Renaissance spirit.. Castillejo is the Clement Marot of 
Spain. His plays are lost; the best text of his verses is that 
printed at Madrid in 1792. 

CASTILLO SOL6RZANO, ALONSO DE (1584?-1647?), Spanish 
novelist and playwright, is stated to have been baptized at 
Tordesillas near Valladolid on ist October 1584. Nothing is 
known of his youth, and he is next heard of at Madrid is 
1619 as a man of literary tastes. While in the service of the 
marquis de Villar, he issued his first work, Dortaires del Passau 
(1624-1625), two volumes of humorous poems; his Tanks 
entreknidas (1625) and Jornadas cdcgres (1626) proved that he 
was a novelist by vocation. Shortly afterwards he joined the 
household of the marquis de los Velez, viceroy of Valencia, ani 
published in quick succession three clever picaresque novels. 
La Nina de los embudes, Teresa de Montanans (1634), Les 
Aventuras del Bachiller Trapasa (1637), and a continuation 
entitled La Gardutta de Sevilla y Anzuelo do las balsas (1642). 
To these shrewd cynical stories he owes his reputation. He 
followed the marquis de los Velez in his disastrous campaign 
in Catalonia, and accompanied him to Rome, where the defeated 
general was sent as ambassador. Castillo Sol6rzano's death 
occurred (probably at Palermo) before 1648, but the exact date 
is uncertain. His prolonged absence from Madrid prevented 
him from writing as copiously for the stage as he would other-
wise have done; but he was popular as a playwright both at 
home and abroad. His Marquis del Cigarral and El Mayerove 
figurdn are the sources respectively of Scarron's Don Jopint 
d' Arminie and L'Hfrilier ridicule. Among his numerous remain-
ing works may be mentioned Las Hestia: en Madrid (16331, 
Fiestas del Jardin (1634), Los Alivios de Casandra (16.40) and the 
posthumous Quints de Laurel 0640; the witty observation of 
these books forms a singular contrast to the prim devotion of 
his Sagrario de Valencia (1635). His versatility and graceful 
style deserve the highest praise. (J. F.-K.) 

CASTLE (Lat. cadellum, a fort, diminutive of castra, a camp; 
Fr. chdkau and chile:), a small self-contained fortress, usually 
of the middle ages, though the term is sometimes used of pe-
historic earthworks (e.g. Hollingbury Castle, Maiden Castle). 
and sometimes of citadels (e.g. the castles of Badajoz and Burgos) 
and small detached forts d'arrit in modern times. It is also often 
applied to the principal mansion of a prince or nobleman, and 
in France (as chiteau) to any country seat, this use being a relic 
of the feudal age. Under its twofold aspect of a fortress and a 
residence, the medieval castle is inseparably connected with the 
subjects of fortification (see Fostriricarion aszo Sacicsarr) 
and architecture (q.v.). An account of Roman and pre-Roman 
castella in Britain will be found under BRITAIN. 

The word " castle " (caskl) was introduced into English 
shortly before the Norman Conquest to denote a type of fortress, 
then new to the country, brought in by the Norman knights 
whom Edward the Confessor had sent for to defend Hertford-
shire against the inroads of the Welsh. Richard's castle, of 
which the earthworks remain and which has given its name 
to a parish, was erected at this period on the border of Hereford-
shire and Shropshire by Richard Fitz Scrub. The essential 
feature of this type was a circular mound of earth surmundesi 
by a dry ditch and flattened at the top. Around the crest of 
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is summit was placed a timber palisade. This molded mound 
was styled in French Mat (latinized solo), a word still common 
in French place-names. It is clearly depicted at the time of 
the Conquest in the Bayeux tapestry, and was then familiar 
on the mainland of western Europe. A description of this earlier 
castle is given in the life of John, bishop of Terouanne (Ada 
Sandarant, quoted by G. T. Clark, Medieval Mil. Arekitecture):-- 
" The rich and the noble of that region being much given to 
feuds and bloodshed, fortify themselves . . . and by these 
strongholds subdue their equals and oppress their inferiors. They 
heap up a mound as high as they are able, and dig round ivas 
broad a ditch as they can. . . . Round the summit of the mound 
they construct a palisade of timber to act as a wall. . . . 

Inside the palisade they 
erect a house, or rather 
a citadel, which looks 
down on the whole 
neighbourhood." St 
John. bishop of Terou- 
anne, died in sx3o, and 
this castle of Merchem, 
built by " a lord of the 
town many years be- 
fore " may be taken as 
typical of the practice of 
the ttth century. But 
in addition to the mound, 
the citadel of the for- 
tress, there was usually 

, 1,1015112\402ammumotlovik., appended to it a bailey 
or basecourt (and some- 

Stetioe 	 times two) of semilunar 
From Clark's Medieval Mallory Ankikatm, by or  horseshoe shape, so  
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enceinte. The rapidity 
and ease with which it was possible to construct castles of this 
type made them characteristic of the Conquest period in England 
and of the Anglo-Norman settlements in Wales, Ireland and 
the Scottish lowlands. In later days a stone wall replaced the 
timber palisade and produced what is known as the shell-keep, 
the type met with in the extant castles of Berkeley, Alnwick and 
Windsor. 

But the Normans introduced also two other types of castle. 
The one was adopted where they found a natural rock strong-
hold which only needed adaptation, as at Clifford, Ludlow, the 
Peak and Exeter, to produce a citadel; the other was a type 
wholly distinct, the high rectangular tower of masonry, of which 
the Tower of London is the best-known example, though that of 
Colchester was probably constructed in the tith century also. 
But the latter type belongs rather to the more settled conditions 
of the nth century when haste was not a necessity, and in 
the first half of which the fine extant keeps of Hedingham 
and Rochester were erected. These towers were originally sur-
rounded by palisades, usually on earthen ramparts, which were 
replaced later by stone walls. The whole fortress thus formed 
was styled a castle, but sometimes more precisely " tower and 
castle," the former being the citadel, and the latter the walled 
enclosure, which preserved more strictly the meaning of the 
Roman castellum. 

Reliance was placed by the engineers of that time simply and 
solely on the inherent strength of the structure, the walls of 
which defied the battering-ram, and could only be undermined 
at the cost of much time and labour, while the narrow apertures 
were constructed to exclude arrows or flaming brands. 

At this stage the crusades, and the consequent opportunities 
afforded to western engineers of studying the solid fortresses 
of the Byzantine empire, revolutionized the art of castle-
building, which henceforward follois recognized principles. 
Many castles were built in the Holy Land by the crusaders of 
the 12th century, and it has been shown (Oman, Art of War: 
the Middle Ages, p. 529) that the designers realized, first, that a  

second line of defences should be built within the main enceinte, 
and a third line or keep inside the second line; and secondly, that 
a wall must be flanked by projecting towers. From the Byzan- 

tine engineers, through the crusaders, we derive, therefore, the 
cardinal principle of the mutual defence of all the parts of a 
fortress. The donjon of western Europe was regarded as the 
fortress, the outer walls owe 
as accessory defences; in 
the East each envelope 
was a fortress in itself, and 
the keep became merely 
the last • refuge of the 
garrison, used only when 
all else had been captured. ur 
Indeed the keep, in several 
crusader castles, is no 
more than a tower, larger From Oman's History Me An .1 Wo. EF 

than the rest, built into 	 11"1"'"' 
ley Castle. late Norman Fig. 3.—Berke the enceinte and serving 	 Shell-Keep. 

with the rest for its 
flanking defence, while the fortress was made strongest on the 
most exposed front. The idea of the flanking towers (which 
were of a type very different from the slight projections of the 
shell-keep and rectangular tower) soon penetrated to Europe, 
and Alnwick Castle 
(1140-1150) shows the 
influence of the new 
system. But the finest 
of all castles of the 
middle ages was Richard 
Coeur de Lion's fortress 
of Chateau Gaillard 
(1192) on the Seine near 
Les Andelys. Here the 
innermost ward was 
protected by an elabor-
ate system of strong 
appended defences, 
which included a strong 
We-de -pont covering the Seine bridge (see Clark, i. 384, and Oman, 
p. 533). The castle stood upon high ground and consisted of 
three distinct enceintes or wards besides the keep, which was 
in this case merely a strong tower forming part of the inner-
most ward. The donjon was rarely defended d outcome, and it 
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gradually sank in importance as the outer " wards " grew stronger . 

Round instead of rectangular towers were now becoming usual, 
the finest examples of their employment as keeps being at 
Conisborough in England and at Coucy in France. Against 

FIG. 5.—Kruk-des-Chevalier,: 

the relatively feeble siege artillery of LI., 	 wei.i- 
built fortress was almost proof, but the mines and the battering 
ram of the attack were more formidable, and it was realized that 
corners in the stonework of the fortress were more vulnerable 
than a uniform curved surface. Chlteau Gaillard fell to Philip 
Augustus in 1204 after a strenuous defence, and the success of 
the assailants was largely due to the wise and skilful employ- 
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Fin. 6.—Chlteau Gaillard. 

ment of mines. An angle of the noble keep of Rochester was 
undermined and brought down by John in 1215. 

The next development was the extension of the principle of 
successive lines of defence to form what is called the " con-
centric " castle, in which each ward was placed wholly within 
another which enveloped it; places thus built on a flat side 
(e.g. Caerphilly Castle) became for the first time more formidable  

than strongholds perched upon rocks and hills such as Chilean 
Gaillard, where the more exposed parts indeed possessed many 
successive lines of defence, but at other points, for want of 
room, it was impossible to build more than one or, at most, two 
walls. In these cases, the fall of the inner ward by surptist, 
escalade, vise force, or even 
by regular siege (as was 
sometimes feasible), en-
tailed the fall of the whole 
castle. 

The adoption of the con-
centric system precluded 
any such mischance, and 
thus, even though siege-
engines improved during 
the 13th and 14th cen-
turies, the defence, by the 
massive strength of the 
concentric castle in some 
cases, by natural inaccessi-
bility of position in others, 
maintained itself superior 
to the attack during the 
latter middle ages. Its 
final fall was due to the 
introduction of gunpowder 
as a propellant. " In the 
14th century the change 
begins, in the 15th it is fully developed, in the 16th the feudal 
fastness has become an anachronism." 

The general adoption of cannon placed in the hands of the 
central power a force which ruined the baronial fortifications in 
a few days of firing. The possessors of cannon were usually 
private individuals of the middle classes, from whom the prince 
hired the ntathiel and the technical workmen. A typical case 
will be found in the history of Brandenburg and Prussia (Carlyle, 
Frederick the Great, bk. iii. ch . i.), the impregnable castle of 
Friesack, held by an intractable feudal noble, Dietrich von 

Quitzow, being reduced in two days by the elector Frederick L 
with " Heavy Peg " (Fauk Crete) and other guns hired and 
borrowed (February 1414). The beginnings of orderly govern-
ment in Brandenburg thus depended upon the guns, and the 
taking of Friesack is, in Carlyle's phrase, " a fact memorable to 
every Prussian man." In England, the earl of Warwick in 1464 



themselves from the resentment of the despoiled natives, built 
strongholds and castles on their estates, and these were multiplied 
so rapidly during the troubled reign of King Stephen that the 
" adulterinc " (i.e. un-
authorized) castles are 
said by one writer to have 
amounted to tits. 

In the first instance, 
when the interest of the 
king and of his barons 
was identical, the former 
had only retained in his 
hands the castles in the 
chief towns of the shires, 
which were entrusted to 
his sheriffs or constables. 
But the great feudal re-
volts under the Conqueror 
and his sons showed how 
formidable an obstacle to 
the ruleof the king was the 
existenceof such fort resses 
in private hands, while the people hated them from the first for the 
oppressions connected with their erection and maintenance. It 
was, therefore, the settled policy of the crown to strengthen the 
royal castles and increase their number, while jealously keeping in 
check those of the barons. But in the struggle between Stephen 
and the empress Maud for the crown, which became largely a war 
of sieges, the royal power was relaxed and there was an outburst 
of castle-building, without permission, by the barons. These in 
many cases acted as petty sovereigns, and such was their tyranny 
that the native chronicler describes the castles as " filled with 
devils and evil men." These excesses paved the way for the 
pacification at the close of the reign, when it was provided that all 
unauthorized castles constructed during its course should be 
destroyed. Henry II., in spite of his power, was warned by the 
great revolt against him that he must still rely on castles, and the 
massive keeps of Newcastle and of Dover date from this period. 

Under his sons the importance of the chief castles was recog-
nized as so great that the struggle for their control was in the 
forefront of every contest. When Richard made vast grants at 
his accession to his brother John, he was careful to reserve the 
possession of certain castles, and when John rose against the 
king's minister, Longchamp, in I tot, the custody of castles was the 
chief point of dispute throughout their negotiations, and Lincoln 
was besieged on the king's behalf, as were Tickhill, Windsor and 
Marlborougb subsequently, while the siege of Nottingham had to 
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reduced the strong fortress of Bamborough in a week, and in 
Germany, Franz von Sickingen's stronghold of Landstuhl, 
formerly impregnable on its heights, was ruined in one day by 
the artillery of Philip of Hesse (1523). Very heavy artillery was 
used for such work, of course, and against lighter natures, some 
castles and even fortified country-houses or castellated mansions 

managed to make a stout stand 
even as late as the Great 
Rebellion in England. 

The castle thus ceases to be 
the fortress of small and ill- 
governing local magnates, and 
its later history is merged in 
that of modern fortification. 
But an interesting transitional 
type between the medieval 
stronghold and the modern 
fortress is found in the coast 
castles erected by Henry VIII., 
especially those at Deal, San- 
down and Walmer (c. 1540), 
which played some part in the 
events of the t 7th century, and 
of which Walmer Castle is still 
the official residence of the lord 

warden of the Cinque Ports. Viollet-le-Duc, in his Annals of a 
Fortress (English trans.), gives a full and interesting account of 
the repeated renovations of the fortress on his imaginary site in 
the valley of the Doubs, the construction by Charles the Bold of 
artillery towers at the angles of the castle, the protection of the 
masonry by earthen outworks, boulevards and demi-boulevards, 
and, in the 17th century, the final service of the medieval walls 
and towers as a pure enceinte de shrett. Here and there we find 
old castles serving as forts d'art* or block-houses in mountain 
passes and defiles, and in some few cases, as at Dover, they 
formed the nucleus of purely military places of arms, but normally 
the castle falls into ruins, becomes a peaceful mansion, or is 
merged in the fortifications of the town which has grown up 
around it. In the Annals of a Fortress the site of the feudal 
castle is occupied by the citadel of the walled town, for once 
again, with the development of the middle class and of commerce 
and industry, the art of the engineer came to be displayed chiefly 
in the fortification of cities. The baronial " castle " assumes 
turf passu the form of a mansion, retaining indeed for long some 
capacity for defence, but in the end losing all military character- 
istics save a few which survived as ornaments. Examples of 
such castellated mansions are seen in Wingfield Manor,Derbyshire, 
and Hurstmonceaux, Sussex, erected in the 15th century, and 
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Flo. to.—Beaumaris Castle: View. 

nearly all older castles which survived were continually improved 
and altered to serve as residences. (C. F. A.) 

Influence of Castles in English History. —Such strongholds as 
existed in England at the time of the Norman Conquest seem to 
have offered but little resistance to William the Norman, who, 
in order effectually to guard against invasions from without as 
well as to awe his newly-acquired subjects, immediately began 
to erect castles all over the kingdom, and likewise to repair and 
augment the old ones. Besides, as he had parcelled out the 
lands of the English amongst his followers, they, to protect 
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FIG. I2.—Caerphilly Castle: View. 

be completed by Richard himself on his arrival. To John, in 
turn, as king, the fall of Chateau Gaillard meant the loss of Rouen 
and of Normandy with it, and when he endeavoured to repudiate 
the newly-granted Great Charter, his first step was to prepare 
the royal castles against attack and make them his centres of 
resistance. The barons, who had begun their revolt by besieging 
that of Northampton, now assailed that of Oxford as well and 
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seized that of Rochester. The king recovered Rochester after a 
severe struggle and captured Tonbridge, but thenceforth there 
was a war of sieges between John with his mercenaries and Louis 
of France with his Frenchmen and the barons, which was specially 
notable for the great defence of Dover Castle by Hubert de Burgh 
against Louis. On the final triumph of the royal cause, after 
John's death, at the battle of Lincoln, the general pacification 
was accompanied by a fresh issue of the Great Charter in the 
autumn of 1217, in which the precedent of Stephen's reign was 
followed and a special clause inserted that all " adulterine " 
castles, namely those which had been constructed or rebuilt since 
the breaking out of war between John and the barons, should be 
immediately destroyed. And special stress was laid on this in 
the writs addressed to the sheriffs. 

In 1223 Hubert de Burgh, as regent, demanded the surrender 
to the crown of all royal castles not in official custody, and though 
he succeeded in this, Falkes de Breauti, John's mercenary, burst 
into revolt next year, and it cost a great national effort and a 
siege of nearly two months to reduce Bedford Castle, which he had 
held. Towards the close of Henry's reign castles again asserted, 
in the Baron's War, their importance. The Provisions of Oxford 
included a list of the chief royal castles and of their appointed 
castellans with the oath that they were to take; but the alien 
favourites refused to make way for them till they were forcibly 
ejected. When war broke out it was Rochester Castle that 
successfully held Simon de Montfort at bay in 1264, and in 
Pevensey Castle that the fugitives from the rout of. Lewes were 
able to defy his power. Finally, after his fall at Evesham, it was 
in Kenilworth Castle that the remnant of his followers made 
their last stand, holding out nearly five months against all the 
forces of the crown, till their provisions failed them at the close of 
1266. 

Thus for two centuries after the Norman Conquest castles bad 
proved of primary consequence in English political struggles, 
revolts and warfare. And, although, when the country was 
again torn by civil strife, their military importance was of small 
account, the crown's historic jealousy of private fortification was 
still seen in the need to obtain the king's licence to " crenellate " 
(i.e. embattle) the country mansion. 

BIBLIOGRAPHIL—G. T. Clark, Medieval Military Architecture is 
England (2 vols.), includes a few French castles and is the standard 
work on the subject, but inaccurate and superseded on some points 
by recent research; Professor Oman's Art of War in the Middle 
Ages is a wide survey of the subject, but follows Clark in some of 
his errors; Mackenzie, The Castles of England (1897), valuable for 
illustrations; Devine, Histoire du Chateau-Gaillard (1820) and 
Chateau d' reties (1839); Viollet-le-Due's Essay on the Military 
Architecture of the Middle Ages was translated by M. Macdermott in 
186o. More recent studies will be found inH. Round's Geoffrey 
de Mandevilk (1891); " English Castles" (Quarterly Review, July 
1894); and "Castles of the Conquest" (Archeologia, lviii., 1902); 
St John Hope's " English Castles of the loth and 11th Centuries' 
(Archaeol. Journal, lx., 1902); Mrs Armitage's " Early Norman 
Castles of England " (Eng. Hist. Review, xix. 1904), and her papers 
in Scot. Soc. Ant. Proc. xxxiv., and The Antiquary, July, August, 
1906; G. Neilson's " The Motes in Norman Scotland " (Scottish 
Review, lxiv., 1898); G. H. Orpen, " Motes and Norman Castles in 
Ireland " (Eng. Hut. Review, XXI., XXII., 1906-1907). (J. H. R.) 

CASTLEBAR, a market town and the county town of Co. Mayo, 
Ireland, in the west parliamentary division, on the river and near 
the lough of the same name, on the Manulla and Westport branch 
of the Midland Great Western railway. Pop. of urban district 
(19ot) 3585. The county court buildings and other public 
offices occupy a square, and there is a pleasant mall shaded by 
fine trees. There are some breweries, and trade in linens and 
agricultural produce. The castle, which gives its name to the 
town, was a fortress of the De Burgh family; but the town 
itself was founded in the reign of James I., and received a charter 
from him in 1613. In 1641 the castle was held for the parliament 
by Sir Henry Bingham, but he was forced to surrender to Lord 
Mayo, and fell a victim, with all his garrison, to the fury and 
treachery of the besiegers. The massacre was afterwards 
avenged in 1653 by the execution of Sir Theobald Burke (by 
that time Lord Mayo), who had been in command along with 
his father at the siege. In 1798 the town was occupied for some  

weeks by the French under General J. J. Humbert, who had 
defeated the English under Luke Hutchison in a conflict which 
is jocularly styled the " Castlebar Races." The town returned 
two members to the Irish parliament until the Union. Four 
miles N.E. of Castlebar is Turlough, with a round tower 70 ft. 
high and 57 ft. in circumference, and other remains. 

CASTLECONNELL, a village of Co. Limerick, Ireland, au 
the left bank of the Shannon, 8 m. N.E. of Limerick on the 
Great Southern & Western railway. It possesses a spa which 
was once considerably frequented, but is famous as a centre for 
the salmon fishing on the lower Shannon. Castleconnell is so 
intimately connected with this sport that it has given its name 
to a favourite pattern of fly-rod, in which a movable splice takes 
the place of the usual metal joint- The beautiful rapids of 
Dooms (avoided by a canal) are in the neighbourhood, and the 
surrounding scenery is generally attractive. There are remains 
of a castle from which the town took its name, which was the 
seat of the kings of Thomond, and was blown up by General 
Ginkcl at the time of the siege of Limerick (169o). 

CASTLE DONINGTON, a town in the Loughborough parlia-
mentary division of Leicestershire, England, 1231 m. N.N.W. 
from London, on the Trent Junction and Western branch of the 
Midland railway. Pop. (1901) 2514. It lies on the flank of the 
hills overlooking the Trent and Soar valleys. There are slight 
remains of the castle. The church of St Luke is a fine building 
of Early English and later date. Donington Park, a neighbour-
ing mansion, was offered to refugees during the French Revolu-
tion in 1830, and Chitties X. availed himself of this retreat. 
Hosiery, silk and baskets are manufactured. Castle Doningtoa 
is 2] m. west of Kegworth station on the Midland main line. 
Kegworth (pop. 2078), on the Soar, has a hosiery and knitting 
industry. 

CASTLE DOUGLAS, a burgh of barony and police burgh of 
Kirkcudbrightshire, Scotland. Pop. (r9ox) 3018. It is situated 
on Carlingwark Loch, t91 m. S.W. of Dumfries by the Glas-
gow & South-Western railway. Its auction marts for sheep and 
cattle sales are the largest in the south-west of Scotland; at 
an autumn sale as many as 15,000 sheep and raoe cattle are 
disposed of in one day. The leading industries comprise the 
making of agricultural implements and mineral waters, besides 
tanning. The Macmillan Free Church perpetuates the memory 
of John Macmillan (d. 1753), the Cameronian, who helped to 
found the Reformed Presbyterian Church. He had been chaplain 
to Murray of Broughton, and afterwards became minister of 
Balmaghie, about 31 m. N.W. of Castle Douglas. The town 
is the chief centre of business in East Galloway, and it is alga 
resorted to in midsummer for its beautiful scenery and excellent 
fishing. Till 1765 it was only a village under the name al 
Causewayhead, but the discovery of marl in the lake brought it 
some prosperity, and it was purchased in 1792 by Sir William 
Douglas and called after him. Since then its progress has been 
continuous. Carlingwark Loch contains several Wets, on cos 
of which is a crannog, or ancient lake dwelling. 

CASTLEFORD, an urban district in the Osgoldcross parfia-
mentary division of the West Riding of Yorkshire, England, oa 
the river Aire near its junction with the Calder, 9 m. 
of Leeds, on the North-Eastern and Lancashire & Yorkshire 
railways. Pop. (tool) 17,386. Large glass-bottle and earthen-
ware-jar works, chemical works, and neighbouring collieries 
employ the inhabitants. Here was the Roman village or fort of 
Lagecium or Legeolium; and though visible remains are wanting, 
a number of relics have been discovered. 

CASTLE-GUARD, an arrangement under the feudal tripe, 
by which the duty of finding knights to guard royal castles was 
imposed on certain baronies, and divided among their knight's 
fees. The greater barons provided for the guard of their casdes 
by exacting a similar duty from their knights. In both cases the 
obligation was commuted very early for a fixed money payment, 
which, as " castle-guard rent " lasted on to modern times. 

See J. H. Round, "Castle-Guard," in Arriaeologiod lam{ 
vol. fix.. and " Castle-ward and Coinage." in Tie Caursosnor of 
London. U-11-1) 
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CASTLEWAINE, a town of Talbot county, Victoria, Australia, 

78 m. by rail N.N.W. of Melbourne. Pop. (19or) 5704. The 
gold-mines here were among the first discovered in the colony, 
and dredging for gold is carried on in Barker's and Forrest creeks, 
at the junction of which the town stands. Slate and flagstone 
are largely. quarried in the district, which also produces wine and 
much fruit, especially apples. Castlemaine has a reputation as 
a health resort in cases of pulmonary complaints. 

CASTLE RISING, a village of Norfolk, England, 4 m. by 
road N.E. of King's Lynn. The Norman castle for which it is 
famous stands on slightly elevated ground overlooking, to the 
vest, the low marshy coast of the Wash. Its site is enclosed by 
artificial ramparts of earth and a dyke which is crossed by an 
ancient bridge. The keep is square and massive, and fairly 
perfect, and it is not difficult to reconstruct the arrangement of 
the rooms. In some parts, especially the entrance, the Norman 
carving is very rich. The foundations of a small chapel with 
apsidal eastern termination have been discovered outside the 
castle. The village of Castle Rising is the decayed remnant of a 
town of no little importance. Its church of St Laurence is late 
Norman, with much rich ornamentation; it shows traces of 
coasiderable alterations in the Early English period, but is an 
admirable example of the earlier style. 

It is a matter of dispute whether Rising was or was not an 
early Saxon settlement; in Domesday Book the manor is given 
no having belonged to Archbishop Stigand, from whom it had 
passed to Odo of Bayeux, whose estates were confiscated in to88. 
Granted to William de Albini, whose son built !Ming Castle, it 
passed first to Robert de Montalt, and then by sale to Isabel, 
queen of England, in r332, remaining in the possession of the 
crown until Henry VIII. exchanged it for other lands with the 
duke of Norfolk. In 1269 an inquisition found that the lord had 
the return of all writs. In 1275 Robert de Montalt died seised 
of the manor and vill with the assize of bread and ale. An 
inquisition of 1379, although it makes no mention of the borough, 
gates that the lord has the rents of assizes, and perquisites of 
the courts with view of frank-pledge. A mayor is first mentioned 
in 1343, and a borough existed in the 15th century. A survey of 
1589-1590 declared that Castle Rising was an ancient borough by 
prescription according to the grant made to Hugh de Albini by 
Henry III. In 1589-1590 the recorder was chosen by the lord 
of the manor. The mayor, the only member of the corporation, 
whose sole duty was the holding of the assize of bread and ale, 
was chosen by the burgesses and presented at the court leet for 
confirmation. Castle Rising became a parliamentary borough 
in 1558, but was disfranchised in 1832 and the corporation 
abolished in 1835, although a mayor was elected for special 
Purposes until 1883. Having no manufactures, the trade of the 
town depended entirely on its fairs and markets; but these have 
been long obsolete. 

CASTLE ON, a village in the High Peak parliamentary 
division of Derbyshire, England, 17 m. W.S.W. of Sheffield, and 
2 m. from Hope station on a branch of the Midland railway. 
Pop. (thoz) 547. Lying itself at an elevation of about 600 ft., 
it is surrounded on the north, west and south by hills from 1 400 

 to r7oo ft. in height, rising sharply, and in parts precipitously. 
The village is celebrated for its situation in the midst of the wild 
Peak country, for the caves and mines in the neighbourhood, and 
for the Castle of the Peak, the ruins of which are strongly placed 
on a cliff immediately above the village. The Peak Cavern or 
Devil's Hole, penetrating this cliff, is the most magnificent in 
Derbyshire. For many generations the entrance to this cave 
has served as a workshop, held free of rent, to families employed 
in rope  and twine making. Speedwell Cavern is not far distant, 
at the entrance to the fine pass of Winnats, by which Castleton 
and the Vale of Hope are approached from the west. The 
beauties of this cavern, in which occurs the so-called bottomless 
pit, are in part readily accessible by boat, but the approach to 
the inner or Cliff cavern is so difficult that it has rarely been 
explored. Among several other caves is that known as the 
Blue John Mine, from the decorative fluorspar called " Blue 
Jabs" which is obtained here. The church of St fAlmottd, 

Castleton, retains a fine Norman chancel arch, and the vestry 
contains a valuable library. At Brough near Castleton was a 
Roman fort, established to hold in check the hillmen of the Peak. 
It was connected by roads with Buxton, Manchester and Rother-
ham. The Castle of the Peak, or Peveril Castle, is famous 
through Sir Walter Scott's novel Peveril of the Peak. Early 
earthworks, which, extending from below the castle in a semi-
circle, enclosed the town, can still in great part be traced. 
Before the Conquest the site was held by Gernebern and Hu ndinc, 
and was granted by the Conqueror to William Peverell, by whom 
the castle was built. On the forfeiture of William Peverell, 
grandson of the first holder, it was granted by Henry II. to 
Prince John who, in z 204, made Hugh Nevin governor of the 
castle. In r216 William Ferrers, earl of Derby, took it from 
the rebellious barons, and was made governor by Henry III., 
who in 1223 granted a charter for a weekly market at the town. 
In 1328 the castle was given to John of Gaunt on his marriage 
with Blanche of Lancaster, and thus became parcel of the duchy 
of Lancaster. The castle has often been used as a prison, and 
from its position was almost impregnable. 

CASTLETOWN (Manx, Bully Caslael), a town of the Isle 
of Man, io m. S.W. of Douglas, by the Isle of Man railway. 
Pop. (taos) tan. It is picturesquely situated on both sides of 
a small harbour formed by the outflow of the Silver Bum into 
Castletown Bay. It was the legal capital of the island until 
1862. In the centre of the-town stands Castle Rushen, which 
is said to owe its foundation to the Danish chief, Guthred, in 
947-960, though the existing building, which is remarkably well 
preserved, probably dates from the 14th century. Until the 
z8th century it was the residence of the lords of Man, and until 
1891 served as a prison. The massive keep is square, and is 
surrounded by an outer wall, with towers and a moat. The 
council chamber and court-house were built in 1644. In the 
neighbourhood of the castle is the old House of Keys, where the 
members of the Manx parliament held their sessions until the 
removal of the scat of government to Douglas. A lofty Doric 
column commemorates Cornelius Smelt, lieutenant-governor 
of the island (d. 1832), near which there is a remarkable sun-dial 
with thirteen faces, dating from 172o. King William's College, 
situated a mile to the north-east of the town, was opened in 
1833; but a complete restoration was rendered necessary by 
fire in 1844, and it was subsequently enlarged. It is the chief 
educational establishment in the island. At Hango Hill near 
the town William Christian, receiver-general, who had sur-
rendered the castle, and with it the island, to the parliamentary 
forces in 1651, was executed in 1663 at the instance of the 
countess of Derby, who had undertaken to defend it for the 
king. A small shipping trade is maintained. 

CASTOR and POLLUX (Gr. Ilcaudeforet), in Greek and 
Roman mythology, the twin sons of Leda, and brothers of Helen 
and Clytaemnestra. They were also known under the name 
of Dioscuri (,46creopoe, later auScreovpot, children of Zeus), for, 
according to later tradition, they were the children of Zeus and 
Leda, whose love the god had won under the form of a swan. 
In some versions Leda is represented as having brought forth 
two eggs, from one of which were born Castor and Pollux, from 
the other Helen. In another account, Zeus is the father of 
Pollux and Helen, Tyndareus (king of Sparta) of Castor and 
Clytaemnestra. In Homer, Castor, Pollux and Clytaemnestra 
are said to be the children of Tyndareus and Leda, Helen the 
daughter of Leda by Zeus. The Dioscuri were specially rever-
enced among people of Dorian race, and were said to have 
reigned at Sparta, where also they were buried. They were 
also worshipped, especially in Athens, as lords and protectors 
(drakes, &asses). Sailors in a storm prayed to them (Horace, 
Odes, i. 3) and sacrificed a white lamb, whereupon they were 
wont to appear in the form of fire at the masthead (probably 
referring to the phenomenon of St Elmo's fire), and the storm 
ceased. Later, they were confounded with the Samothracian 
Cabeiri. In battle they appeared riding on white horses and 
gave victory to the side they favoured. They were the patrons 
of hospitality, and founded the sacred festival called Theoxenia. 
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They presided over public games, Castor especially as the horse-
tamer, Pollux as the boxer; but both are represented as riding 
on horseback or driving in a chariot. In Sparta their ancient 
symbol was two parallel beams (Sonalw), connected by cross-bars, 
which the Spartans took with them into the field (Plutarch, De 
Fraterno Amore, r; lierodaus v. 75); later, they were repre-
sented by two amphorae with snakes twined round them. 
Their most important exploits were the invasion of Attica, to 
rescue their sister Helen from Theseus; their share in the hunting 
of the Calydonian boar (see MELEAGER) and the Argonautic 
expedition, and their battle with the sons of Aphareus, brought 
about by a quarrel in regard to some cattle, in which Castor, 
the mortal (as the son of Tyndarcus), fell by the hand of Idas. 
Pollux, finding him dead after the battle, implored Zeus to be 
allowed to die with him; this being impossible by reason of his 
immortality, Pollux was permitted to spend alternately one day 
among the gods, the other in Hades with his brother. Accord-
ing to another fable, the god marked his approval of their love 
by placing them together in the sky, as the Twins or the morning 
and evening star (Hyginus, Poet. Astronons. ii. 22). Like the 
Asvins of the Veda, the bringers of light in the morning sky, 
with whom they have been identified, the Dioscuri are repre-
sented as youthful horsemen, naked or wearing only a light 
chlamys. Their characteristic attribute is a pointed egg-shaped 
cap, surmounted by a star. 

Though their worship was perhaps most carefully observed 
among people of Dorian origin, Castor and Pollux were held 
in no small veneration at Rome. It was the popular belief in 
that city from an early period that the battle of Lake Regillus 
had been decided by their interposition (Dion. Halle. vi. 13). 
Tney had fought, it was said, armed and mounted, at the head 
of the legions of the commonwealth, and had afterwards carried 
the news of the victory with incredible speed to the city. The 
well in the Forum at which they alighted was pointed out, and 
near it rose their ancient temple, in which the senate often held 
its sittings. On the 15th of July, the supposed anniversary of 
the battle, a great festival with sumptuous sacrifices was cele-
brated in their honour, and a solemn parade of the Roman 
knights (ransuellio equituns), who looked upon the Dioscuri as 
their patrons, took place. (Apollodorus iii. to. 7, 1 t. a; Homer, 
Odyssey, xi. 299; Hyginus, Fab. 77. 155; Pindar, Nem. x. 6o, 
8o and schol.; Diod. Sic. iv. 43; Plutarch, Theseus, 32, 33; 
Theocritus, Idyll, xxii.) 

See Maurice Albert, Le Culte de Castor et Pollux en Italie (1883), 
with special descriptions and representations in art, on coins, vases 
and statues; S. Eitrem, " Die gOttlichen Zwillinge bei den Griechen " 
(treating of the divine beings mentioned in pairs in Greek mythology), 
in Videnskabs-Selskab Skrifter (Christiania, 1902)•, W. R. Paton, 
De Cttlist Dioscurorum aped Graecos (Bonn, 1814)i L. M yriantheus, 

sonsets.it pins oder onsets. Dioskuren (Munich, 1876); . R. Harris, The 
Dioscuri in the Christian Legends (1903), and T e Cult of the Heavenly 
Twins (1906); W. Helbig, " Die Castores als Schutzgotter des 
romischen Equitatus," in Hermes. xl. (1995); C. Jaisle, Die Dio-
shores els Reiter zur See bei Gricehen and Rontern, and ihr Fortlebcn 
in christlichen Legman; (Tubingen, tow); L. Preller. Griechische 
and romische Mythologie; articles by A. Furtwangler in Roscher's 
Lexikon der Mythologic, and by M. Albert in Darcmberg and Saglio's 
Dictionnaire des antsquitEs. 

CASTOR OIL, the fixed oil obtained from the seeds of the 
castor oil plant or Palma Christi, Ricinus communis, belonging 
to the natural order Euphorbiaceae. The botanical name is 
from Lat. ricinus, a tick, from the form and markings of the seed. 
The plant is a native of tropical Africa, but it has been introduced, 
and is now cultivated in most tropical and in the warmer 
temperate countries. In size it varies from a shrubby plant to a 
tree of from so to so ft. in height according to the climate in 
which it grows, being arborescent in tropical latitudes. On 
account of its very large beautiful palmate-peltate leaves, which 
sometimes measure as much as 1 ft. in diameter, it is cultivated 
as an ornamental plant. In the south of England, with the habit 
of an annual, it ripens its seeds in favourable seasons; and it has 
been known to come to maturity as far north as Christiania in 
Norway. Plants are readily grown from seed, which should be 
sown singly In small pots and placed in heat early in March. The  

young plants are kept under glass till early in June when they 
are hardened and put out. The fruit consists of a three-celled 
capsule, covered externally with soft yielding prickles, and each 
cell develops a single seed. The seeds of the different cultivated 
varieties, of which there are a great number, differ much in size 
and in external markings; but average seeds are of an oval 
laterally compressed form, with their longest diameter about 
four lines. They have a shining, marble-grey and brown, thick, 
leathery outer coat, within which is a thin dark-coloured brittle 
coat. A large distinct leafy embryo lies in the middle of a dense, 
oily tissue (endosperm). The seeds contain a toxic substance, 
which makes them actively poisonous; so much so that three 
have been known to kill an adult. 

The oil is obtained from the seeds by two principal methods—
expression and decoction—the latter process being largely used 
in India, where the oil, on account of its cheapness and abundance 
is extensively employed for illuminating as well as for other 
domestic and medicinal purposes. The oil exported foss 
Calcutta to Europe is prepared by shelling and crushing the 
seeds between rollers. The crushed mass is then placed in hempen 
cloths and pressed in a screw or hydraulic press. The oil which 
exudes is mixed with water and heated till the water boils, and 
the mucilaginous matter in the oil separates as a scum. It is 
next strained, then bleached in the sunlight, and stored for 
exportation. A considerable quantity of castor oil of an excellent 
quality is also made in Italy; and in California the manufacture 
is conducted on an extensive scale. The following is an outline 
of the proceseadopted in a Californian factory. The seeds are 
submitted to a dry heat in a furnace for an hour or thereby, by 
which they are softened and prepared to part easily with their el 
They are then pressed in a large powerful screw-press, and the 
oily matter which flows out is caught, mixed with an equal 
proportion of water, and boiled to purify it from mucilagico ao  
and albuminous matter. After boiling about an hour, it is 
allowed to cool, the water is drawn off, and the oil is transferred 
to zinc tanks or clarifiers capable of holding from 6o to too 
gallons. In these it stands about eight hours, bleaching in the 
sun, after which it is ready for storing. By this method too lb 
of good seeds yield about 5 gallons of pure oil. 

Castor oil is a viscid liquid, almost colourless when pure, 
possessing only a slight odour, and a mild yet highly nauseous 
and, disagreeable taste. Its specific gravity is -96, a littk less 
than that of water, and it dissolves freely in alcohol, ether and 
glacial acetic acid. It contains palmitic and several other fatty 
acids, among which there is one—ricinolcic acid—peculiar to 
itself. This occurs in combination with glycerin, constituting 
the greater part of the bulk of the oil. 

The active principle to which the oil owes its purgative 
properties has not been isolated. It is, indeed, probable that it 
is formed in the intestine, as a result of some decomposition as 
yet unknown. The dose is from a drachm to an ounce. The 
pharmacopoeia] mixture is best avoided, being almost uniquely 
nauseous. By far the best way to administer the oil is in capsules 
It acts in about five hours, affecting the entire length of the bowel. 
but not increasing the flow of bile except in very large doses. 
The mode of its action is unknown. The oil will purge when 
rubbed into the skin or injected per rectum. It is an inraluaba 
drug in temporary constipation and whenever a mild action is 
essential, as in pregnancy. It is extremely useful for children 
and the aged, but must not be employed in cases of chronic 
constipation, which it only aggravates, whilst relieving the 
symptoms. 

CASTREN, 111A'fTRIAS ALEXANDER (1813-A853), Futaists 
ethnologist and philologist, was born at Tervola, in the parish d 
Kemi in Finland, on the 20th of November (December 2, 1813 1 . 
His father, Christian Castren, parish minister at Rovanierni, 
died in 1825; and Matthias passed under the protection of 
his uncle, Mathias Castrin, the kindly and learned incumbent of 
Kemi. At the age of twelve he was sent to school at Melberg. 
and there be helped to maintain himself by teaching the younger 
children. On his removal to the Alexander University at 
Hclsingfors in 1830, he first devoted himself to Greek and Hebrew 
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with the intention of entering the church; but his interest was 
soon excited by the language of his native country, and he even 
began before his course was completed to lay the foundations of a 
work on Finnish mythology. The necessity of personal explora-
tions among the still unwritten languages of cognate tribes soon 
made itself evident; and in 1838 he joined a medical fellow-
student, Dr. Ehrstrom, in a journey through Lapland. In the 
following year he travelled in Russian Karelia at the expense of 
the literary Society of Finland; and in that he undertook, in 
company with Dr Elias Liinnrot, the great Finnish philologist, a 
third journey, which ultimately extended beyond the Ural as far 
as Obdorsk, and occupied a period of three years. Before start-
ing on this last expedition he had published a translation into 
Swedish of the Finnish epic of Katt-oak; and on his return he 
gave to the world his Elementa pomace: Syrjaenae and 
Elmensta geammatices Tselteremissae,1844. No sooner had he 
recovered from the illness which his last journey had occasioned 
than he set out, under the auspices of the Academy of St Peters-
burg and the Hclsingfors University, on an exploration of the 
whole government of Siberia, which resulted in a vast addition 
to previous knowledge, but seriously affected the health of the 
adventurous investigator. The first-fruits of his collections 
were published at St Petersburg in 1849 in the form of a Yersuch 
enter ostiakischen Spraeldekre. In 185o' he published a treatise 
Ds of xis personalibus linguarum Alicriearum, and was appointed 
professor at Helsingfors of the new chair of Finnish language and 
literature. The following year saw him raised to the rank of 
chancellor of the university; and he was busily engaged in what 
be regarded as his principal work, a Samoyedic grammar, when 
he died on the 7th of May 1853. 

Rae volumes of his collected works appeared from 185a to 1858, 
containing respectively—(1) Reserninnen Judi dren 1838-1844; 
(2) Resebe,dudur oche bee f dren 1845-1849i (3) Fdreldrningar i 
Fault nsyskologi; (4) Eknolo4irka forelasningar Oyer Anaiska 
Mk,: and (5) Smarre ofkandlIngar ock akademiska dissertationer. 
A German translation was published by Anton Schiefner, who was 
alas entrusted by the St Petersburg Academy with the editing of 
km manuscripts, which had been left to the Helsingfors University 
and which were subsequently published. 

CASTRENSIS, PAULUS, an Italian jurist of the Lath century. 
He studied under Baldus at Perugia, and was a fellow-pupil 
with Cardinal Zabarella. He was admitted to the degree of 
doctor of civil law in the university of Avignon, but it is uncertain 
when be first undertook the duties of a professor. A tradition, 
which has been handed down by Panzirolus, represents him as 
having taught law for a period of fifty-seven years. He was 
professor at Vienna in 1390, at Avignon in 1394, and at Padua 
in too; and, at different periods, at Florence, at Bologna and at 
Perugia. He was for some time the vicar-general of Cardinal 
Zabarella at Florence, and his eminence as a teacher .of canon 
las may be inferred from the language of one of his pupils, who 
styles him " famosissimus juris utriusquc monarca." His most 
complete treatise is his readings on the Digest, and it appears from 

passage in his readings on the Digestum Veins that he delivered 
them at a time when he had been actively engaged for forty-five 
Years as a teacher of civil law. His death is generally assigned 
to 2436, but it appears from an entry in a MS. of the Digestum 
Velar, which is extant at Munich, made by the hand of one of 
his pupils who styles him " pracceptor meus," that he died on 
the soth of July i44n. 

CASTERS, a town of south-western France, capital . of an 
arrondissement in the department of Tarn, 29 m. S.S.E. of 
Alla on a branch line of the Southern railway. Pop. (1906) 
town. 19,864; commune, 28,272. Castres, the busiest and most 
Populous town of its department, is intersected from north to 
smith by the Agout; the river is fringed by old houses the 
goner stories of which project over its waters. Wide boulevards 
traverse the west of the town, which is also rendered attractive 
by numerous fountains fed by a fine aqueduct hewn in the rock. 
The church of St Benoit, once a cathedral, and the most im-
Portant of the churches of Castres, dates only from the 17th and 
18th centuries. The hotel de vine, which contains a museum 
and the municipal library, occupies the former bishop's palace,  

designed by Jules Mangan in the 17th century; the Romanesque 
tower beside it is the only survival of an old Benedictine abbey. 
The town possesses some old mansions of which the hotel de 
Name, of the Renaissance, is of most interest. Castres has a 
sub-prefecture, tribunals of first instance and of commerce, 
a board of trade-arbitrators, a chamber of commerce, a branch 
of the bank of France and two hospitals. There are also 
communal colleges for boys and girls, a school of artillery 
and school of draughtsmanship. The industrial establishments 
include manufactories of earthenware and porcelain and metal-
foundries, and tanning, leather-dressing, turnery', the making 
of wooden shoes and furniture, the weaving of woollen and other 
fabrics, dyeing, and the manufacture of machinery, paper and 
parchment are carried on. 

Castres grew up round a Benedictine abbey, which is believed 
to have been founded in the 7th century. It was a place of con-
siderable Importance as early as the lath century, and ranked 
as the second town of the Albigenses. During the Albigensian 
crusade it surrendered of its own accord to Simon de Montfort; 
and in 1356 it was raised to a countship by King John of France. 
On the confiscation of the possessions of the D Armagnac family, 
to which it had passed, it was bestowed by Louis XI. on Boflilo 
del Giudice, but the appointment led to so much disagreement 
that the countship was united to the crown by Francis I. in 1519. 
In the wars of the latter part of the 16th century the inhabitants 
sided with the Protestant party, fortified the town, and estab-
lished an independent republic. They were brought to terms, 
however, by Louis XIII., and forced to dismantle their fortifica-
tions; and the town was made the seat of the ehambre de Mit, 
or chamber for the investigation of the affairs of the Protestants, 
afterwards transferred to Castelnaudary (in 1679). The bishopric 
of Castres, which had been established by Pope John XXII. in 
1317, was abolished at the Revolution. . 

CASTRO. INEZ DE (d. 1355), mistress, and perhaps wife, of 
Peter I. (Pedro), king of Portugal, called Collo de Garza, i.e. 
"Heron's Neck," was born in Spanish Galicia, in the earlier years 
of the lath century. Tradition asserts that her father, Don 
Pedro Fernandez de Castro, and her mother, Dona Aldonca 
Soares de Villadares, a noble Portuguese lady, were unmarried, 
and that Inez and her two brothers were consequently of bastard 
birth. Educated' at the semi-Oriental provincial court of Juan 
Manuel, duke of Pellafiel, Inez grew up side by side with Costanca, 
the duke's daughter by a scion of the royal house of Aragon, 
and her own cousin. After refusing several crowned heads 
in marriage, Costanca was at last persuaded to accept the hand 
of the infante Dom Pedro, son of Alphonso the Proud, king of 
Portugal. In 134r the two girls left Pcnaficl; Costanca's marriage 
was celebrated in the same year, and the young infanta and 
her cousin went to reside at Lisbon, or at Coimbra, where Dom 
Pedro conceived that luckless and furious passion for Inez which 
has immortalized them. 

The morality of the age was lax, and more especially so in 
Spain and Portugal; where the looseness of the marriage tie 
and the example of the Moors encouraged polygamy. Pedro's 
connexion par amours with Inez would of itself have aroused 
no opposition. He might even have married her, after the death 
of his wife in childbirth in 1345. According to his own assurance 
he did marry her in 1354. But by that time the rising power 
of the Castro family had created the most brutal hatred among 
their rivals, both in Spain and Portugal. Alvaro Gonzales, 
Pedro Coelho, and Diogo Lopes Pacheco persuaded the king, 
Alphonso, that his throne was in danger from an alliance between 
his son and the Castros, and with all the brutality of the age 
they urged the king to remove the danger by murdering the poor 
woman. The old king listened, refused, wavered and ended by 
yielding. He went in secret to the palace at Coimbra, where 
Inez and the intante resided, accompanied by his three familiars, 
and by others who agreed with them. The beauty and tears 
of Inez disarmed his resolution, and he turned to leave her; 
but the gentlemen about him had gone too far to recede. Inez 
was stabbed to death and was buried immediately in the church 
of Santa Clara. 
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The infante raised at once the flag of revolt against his father, 

and was only appeased by the concession of a large share in the 
government. The three murderers of Inez were sent out of the 
kingdom by Alphonso, who knew his son too well not to be aware 
that the vengeance would be tremendous as the crime. They 
took refuge in Castile. In :357, however, Alphonso died, and 
the infante was crowned king of Portugal. Peter the Cruel, his 
nephew, reigned over Castile; and the murderers were given 
up as soon as required. Diogo Lopes escaped through the grati-
tude of a beggar to whom he had formerly done a kindness; 
but Coelho and Gonzales were executed, with horrible tortures, 
in the very presence of the king. 

The story of the exhumation and coronation of the corpse 
of Inez has often been told. It is said that to the dead body, 
crowned and robed in royal 'raiment, and enthroned beside the 
king, the assembled nobles of Portugal paid homage as to their 
queen, swearing fealty on the withered hand of the corpse. The 
gravest doubts, however, exist as to the authenticity of this 
story; Feria° Lopes, the Portuguese Froissart, who is the great 
authority for the details of the death of Inez, with some of the 
actors in which he was acquainted, says nothing of the ghastly 
ceremony, though he tells at length the tale of the funeral honours 
that the king bestowed upon his wife. Inez was buried at Alcobaca 
with extraordinary magnificence, in a tomb of white marble, 
surmounted by her crowned statue; and near her sepulchre 
Pedro caused his own to be placed. The monument, after re-
peatedly resisting the violence of curiosity, was broken into 
in 1810 by the French soldiery; the statue was mutilated, and 
the yellow hair was cut from the broken skeleton, to be preserved 
in reliquaries and blown away by the wind. The children of 
Inez shared her habit of misfortune. From her brother, however, 
Alvaro Perez de Castro, the reigning house of Portugal directly 
descends. 

See Fermi° Lopes, Chronic...a del Rey Dom Pedro (1735); Camoens, 
Os Limiadas; Antonio Ferreira's Ines de Castro,—the first regular 
tragedy of the Renaissance after the Sofonisba of Trissino; Luis 
Velez de Guevara, Reiner despises de merit, an admirable play ; 
and Ferdinand Denis, Chroniques ekeonkresgues de IEspagne et du 
Portugal. 

CASTRO, JOAO DR (1$oo-1548), called by Camoens Castro 
Forte, fourth viceroy of the Portuguese Indies, was the son of 
Alvaro de Castro, civil governor of Lisbon. A younger son, and 
destined therefore for the church, he became at an early age a 
brilliant humanist, and studied mathematics under Pcdro 
Nunez, in company with the infante Dom Luis, son of Emanuel 
the First, with whom he contracted a life-long friendship. At 
eighteen he went to Tangier, where he was dubbed knight by 
Duarte de Menezcs the governor, and there he remained several 
years. In 1535 he accompanied Dom Luis to the siege of Tunis, 
where he had the honour of refusing knighthood and reward at 
the hands of the great emperor Charles V. Returning to Lisbon, 
he received from the king the small commandership of Sao 
Pablo de Salvaterra in 5538. He was exceedingly poor, but his 
wife Lenor de Coutinho, a noble Portuguese lady, admired and 
appreciated her husband sufficiently to make light of their 
poverty. Soon after this he left for the Indies in company with 
his uncle Garcia dc Noronha, and on his arrival at Goa enlisted 
among the aventureiros, " the bravest of the brave," told off 
for the relief of Diu. In t540 he served on an expedition under 
Estevio da Game, by whom his sou, Alvaro de Castro, a child 
of thirteen, was knighted, out of compliment to him. Returning 
to Portugal, Joao de Castro was named commander of a fleet, 
in :543, to dear the European seas of pirates; and in :545 he 
was sent, with six sail, to the Indies, in the room of Martin de 
Sousa, who had been dismissed the viceroyalty. The next three 
years were the hardest and most brilliant, as they were the last, 
of his life—years of battle and struggle, of glory and sorrow, of 
suffering and triumph. Valiantly seconded by his sons (one 
of whom, Ferngo, was killed before Diu) and by Joao Masca-
renhas, Joao de Castro achieved such popularity by the over-
throw of Mahmud, king of Gujarat, by the relief of Diu, 
and by the defeat of the great army of the Adil Khan, that 
be could contract a very large loan with the Goa merchants on  

the simple security of his moustache. These great deeds were 
followed by the capture of Broach, by the complete subjugation 
of Malacca, and by the passage of Antonio Moniz into Ceylon, 
and in 1547 the great captain was appointed viceroy by Joao III., 
who had at last accepted him without mistrust. He did not live 
long to fill this charge, expiring in the arms of his friend. St 
Francis Xavier, on the 6th of June 1548. He was buried at Goa, 
but his remains were afterwards exhumed and conveyed to 
Portugal, to be reinterred under a splendid monument in the 
convent of Bemfica. 

See Jacinto Freire de Andrade, Vida de D. lotto de Castro (Lisbee. 
1651), English translation by Sir Peter Wyche (1644); Diogo to 
Couto, Decades da Asia, vi. The Roteiros or logbooks of Castro 
voyages in the East (Lisbon 1833, 1843 and 1872) are of great 
interest. 

CASTROGIOVANNI (Arab. Karr-Yani, a corruption of 
Castrum Ennae), a town and episcopal see of the province al 
Caltanisetta, Sicily, 95 m. by rail S.E. of Palermo, and 56 m. V. 
of Catania, situated 26o5 ft. above sea-level, almost in the centre 
of the island, and commanding a magnificent view of the interior 
Pop. (1 9oi) 25,826. Enna was one of the cities of the &eels, and 
the statement of Stephanus Byzantinus that it was colonized 
by Syracuse in 664 s.c. is improbable. The question is dis-
cussed by E. Pais, Atakta (Pisa, 1891), 63. It flocs not appear 
in history before the time of Dionysius L of Syracuse. who, 
after unsuccessful attempts, finally acquired possession of it by 
treachery about 397 B.C. Its natural position rendered it a 
fortress of great importance, and it is frequently mentioned in 
subsequent history. In 134-132 it was the headquarters of the 
slave revolt, and was only reduced by treachery. Cicero speaks 
of it as a place of some importance, but in imperial times it 
seems to have been of little account. In A.D. 837 the Samos 
attempted to take it, but without success; and it was maw 
only by treachery that they were able to take it in 859. In 
1087 it fell into the hands of the Normans; and the (mistier 
remains of fortifications are entirely medieval. There are 
indeed no remains of earlier days. The cathedral, founded in 
1307, is of some interest. There are no remains of the fames 
temple of Demeter, from which Verres, as Cicero tells us, re-
moved the bronze statue of the goddess. The lake of Pars, 
where Persephone, according to one of the myths, was camel 
off by Hades, lies 4 m. to the south. The myth itself must hare 
had some local origin, but has had so much Greek detail grafted 
upon it that the very names of the earlier Sicd deities bare 
been displaced. 

CASTRO IIRDIALES, a seaport of northern Spain, in the 
province of Santander, situated on the bay of Biscay and at 
the head of a branch railway connected with the Bilbao-San-
tander line. Pop. (1870) about 35 00; (1900) 14,191. Castro 
Urdiales is a modern town, although its castle and parish church 
date from the middle ages. It was destroyed by the French is 
5813, but speedily rebuilt and fortified. Its rapid rise in popu-
lation and prosperity dates from the increased develop:sect 
of iron-mining and railway communication which took place 
after 1879. Its chief industries are iron-mining, fishing, and the 
preservation of fish, especially sardines, in oiL Between kaai 
and 1904 the exports of iron ore rose from 277,200 tars to 
516,574 tons. 

CASTRO Y BELLVIS, GIIILLiDi DR (1569-1631), Spaaealt 
dramatist, was a Valencian by birth, and early enjoyed a re-
putation as a man of letters. In 1591 be became a member 
of a local literary academy called the Noasirwas. At one time a 
captain of the coast-guard, at another the protegE of Basareate 
viceroy of Naples, who appointed him governor of Stigliamx 
patronized by Osuna and Olivares, Castro was nominated a 
knight of the order of Santiago in 1623. He settled at lidadc-id 
in 1626, and died there on the 28th of July 1631 in such poverty 
that his funeral expenses were defrayed by charity. He pm-
bably made the acquaintance of Lope de Vega at the festival , 

 (1620-022) held to commemorate the beatification and canon-
ization of St Isidore, the patron saint of Madrid. On the latter 
occasion Castro's odours were awarded the first prise. Lope Sc 
Vega dedicated to him a celebrated play entitled Las Alumna 
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de Toro (1619), and when Castro's Consediat were published in 
1618-1631 he dedicated the first volume to Lope de Vega's 
daughter. The drama that has made Castro's reputation is 
Las Mocedades del Cid (1599?), to the first part of which Corneille 
was largely indebted for the materials of his tragedy. The two 
parts of this play, like all those by Castro, have the genuine 
ring of the old romances; and, from their intense nationality, 
no less than for their primitive poetry and flowing versification, 
were among the most popufar pieces of their day. Castro's 
Puma Sc la costumbre is the source of Love's Care, a play as-
cribed to Fletcher. He is also the reputed author of El Prodigy 
de los Monks, from which Calder6n derived El Mdgko prodigioso. 

Las Moredades del Cid (Toulouse, 1890) and InfraMud de ausor 

etacchelphia, 1899) have been well edited by E. Mhiznee and H. A. 
respectively. 

CASTRUCCIO CASTRACANI COBOL! ANTECRINELLI (1281-
1328), duke of Lucca, was by birth a Lucchese, and by descent 
and training a Ghibelline. Being exiled at an early age with 
his parents and others of their faction by the Guelphs, then in 
the ascendant, and orphaned at nineteen, he served as a con-
dalliers under Philip IV. of France in Flanders, later with the 
Visconti in Lombardy, and in 1313 under the Ghibelline chief, 
Uguccione della Faggiuola, lord of Pisa, in central Italy. He 
assisted Uguccione in many enterprises, including the capture 
of Lucca (x34) and the victory over the Florentines at Monte-
catini (x315). An insurrection of the Lucchese having led'to 
the expulsion of Uguccione and his party, Castruccio regained 
his freedom and his position, and the Ghibelline triumph was 
presently assured. Elected lord of Lucca in 1316, he warred 
incessantly against the Florentines, and was at first the faithful 
adviser and stanch supporter of Frederick of Austria, who made 
him imperial vicar of Lucca in 1320. After the battle of 
Mtihlbach he went over to the emperor Louis the Bavarian, 
whom be served for many years. In 2325 he defeated the 
Florentines at Altopasdo, and was appointed by the emperor 
duke of Lucca, Pistoja, Volterra and Luni, and two years later 
be captured Pisa, of which he was made imperial vicar. But, 
subsequently, his relations with Louis seem to have grown less 
friendly and he was afterwards excommunicated by the papal 
legate in the interests of the Guelphs. At his death in 1328 the 
fortunes of his young children were wrecked in the Guelphic 
triumph. 

Niceol6 Machiavelli's Life of Castruccio is a mere romance; it 
was translated into French, with notes. by Dreux de Radier in 153. 
See NiccolD Negrini, Vita di Castruccio (Modena, 1496); Winkler s 
Castrucci, Herm von Lucca (Berlin. 1897); also Gino Capponi's 
Maria di Firenze, and G. Sforza, Castruccio Castracani decis Ankl-
ets:still is Lunigiana (Modena, 11391); S. de Sismondi, lisstoire des 
ripubliques italsontes (Brussels. 1838). 

CASTRUM MINERVAB (mod. Castro), an ancient town of the 
Sallentini in Calabria, to m. south of Hydruntum, with an 
ancient temple of Minerva, said to have been founded by Ido-
meatus, who formed the tribe of the Sallentini from a mixture 
of Cretans, Illyrian and Italian Loctians. It is also said to have 
been the place where Aeneas first landed in Italy,the port of which 
he named Arius Veneris. The temple had lost some of its 
importance in Strabo's day. 

CASUARINA. a genus of trees containing about 3o species, 
chiefly Australian, but a few Indo-Malayan. The long whip-like 
green branches are longitudinally grooved, and bear at the nodes 
whorls of small scale-leaves, the shoots resembling those of 
Equiselusts (horse-tail). The flowers are unisexual; the stamin-
ate are borne in spikes, each flower consisting of a central stamen 
which is surrounded by two scale-like perianth-leaves. The 
pistillate are borne in dense spherical heads; each flower stands 
in the &ail of a bract and consists of two united carpels flanked 
by a pair of bracteoles; the long styles hang out beyond the 
bracts, and the one-chambered ovary contains two ovules. 
In the fruit the bracteoles form two woody valves between 
which is a nut; the aggregate of fruits resemble small cones. 
Pollen is transferred by the wind to the long styles. The pollen-
tube does not penetrate the ovule through the micropyle but 
eaters at the opposite end—the chalaza. This anomaly was  

discovered by Dr M. Treub (see A anal. Ardis Botass.Bailensorg, 
x. 1891), and is associated with a peculiar development of the 
ovule, and an increased number and peculiar form of the embryo-
sacs (nacrospores). Treub proposed to separate Casuarina 
as a distinct group of Angiosperms, and suggested the following 
arrangement:7- 

Dicotyledons. 
Angiospermaeo Pcunamaef Monocotyledons. 

Clialazogamae (Casuarina). 
The names of the two subdivisions recall the manner of entrance 
of the pollen-tube. More recent investigations, chiefly by 
Nawaschin and Miss Benson, on members of the orders Betu-
laceae, Fagaceae, Juglans and Ulmus, showed a recurrence 
in a greater or less degree of the various anomalies previously 
observed in Casuarina, and suggest that the affinity of Casuarina 
is with these orders of Dicotyledons. 

The wood is very hard, and several species are valuable timber 
trees. From a fancied resemblance of the wood to that of the 
oak these trees are known as " oaks," and the same species has 
different names in different parts such as " she-oak," " swamp-
oak," "shingle-oak," "river-oak," "iron-wood," " beef-wood," &c. 

See J. H. Maiden, Useful Nolan Plants of Australia (London and 
Sydney. 1889). 

CASUISTRY (from the Lat. cams, a point of law), the art of 
bringing general moral principles to bear on particular actions. 
It is, in short, applied morality; anybody is a casuist who 
reflects about his duties and tries to bring them into line with 
some intelligible moral standard. But morality at different 
times has worn very different dresses. It has sometimes been 
thought of as an outward law, sometimes as an inward disposi- 
tion; and each of these rivall conceptions has developed a 
casuistical method of its own. Believers in law have put their 
trust in authority or logic; while believers in disposition chiefly 
look to our instinctive faculties—conscience, common-sense or 
sentiment. The legal is the older group, and to it the name of 
casuist is often exclusively reserved, generally with the implica-
tion that its methods are too purely technical to commend 
themselves to mankind at large. But common-sense and con-
science are quite as definite guides as logic or authority; and 
there seems no good reason for refusing to give the name of 
casuistry to their operations. 

The casuistry of primitive man is uncompromisingly legaL 
His morality is not yet separated from his religion; and religion 
for him means the cult of some superior being—the king or priest 
of his tribe—whose person is charged with a kind of sacred 
electricity. " His divinity is a fire,which,under proper restraints, 
confers endless blessings; but if rashly touched, or allowed 
to break bounds, it burns or destroys what it touches. Hence 
the disastrous effects supposed to follow a breach of taboo; 
the offender has thrust his band into the divine fire, which shrivels 
up and consumes him on the spot " (Frazer, The Golden Bough, 
i. 169). Elaborate rules are accordingly drawn up to secure 
the maximum of benefit, and the minimum of inconvenience, 
from this sacred fire; and in the application of these rules does 
savage casuistry consist. At a higher stage of civilization the 
god is no longer present in person but issues to his worshippers 
categorical commands. These logic must seize upon and develop 
as far as they will go; for the breach of some trifling consequence 
of a rule might mean the loss of the deity's favour. Hence the 
rise of sacred books among most Eastern peoples. On the 
Jewish Decalogue, for instance, follows the law, and on the law 
the rabbinical schools. Some of these will be stricter, and some. 
laxer; but on the whole all tend to " aggravate " the law—
down to the point of forbidding the faithful to wear a girdle, 
or to kill a noxious insect on the Sabbath. Though indeed 
we might look nearer home than the Talmud for similar absur-
dities; most Puritan communities could furnish strange freaks 
of Sabbatarian casuistry. Nor have the Catholics been one 
whit behind them. Their scholastic doctors gravely discuss 
whether—since water is the " matter " of baptism—a soul 
can be made regenerate by milk, or rose-water or wine. 

At the opposite pole stood ancient Greece. Here ceremonial 
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casuistry found no place, because there were no sacred books. 
" Among the Greeks writing never attained the consecration of 
religion. No system of doctrine and observance, no manuals 
containing authoritative rules of morality, were ever transmitted 
in documentary form. In conduct they shrank from formulae. 
Unvarying rules petrified action; the need of flexibility, of 
perpetual adjustment, was strongly felt" (Butcher, The Greek 
Genius; p. 182). For this reason their interest in ethical specu-
lations was all the keener; their great thinkers were endlessly 
engaged in settling what the relation ought to be between duty 
and self-interest. Ought one to swallow up the other—and, if 
so, which should prevail ? Or was it possible to patch up a 
compromise between them 1 The- great Stoic philosophers 
took the austerest line, and held that duty should always and 
everywhere be our only law. But it was one thing to enunciate 
such magnificent theories in a lecture, and quite another to 
apply them in the market-place. Casuistry came to the aid of 
average human nature—that is to say, pupils began to confront 
the master with hard cases taken from daily life. And more 
than one master was disposed to make large—even startlingly 
large—concessions to the exigencies of practice. This concrete 
side of moral philosophy came specially into evidence when 
Stoicism was transplanted to Rome. Cicero's De °fulls abounds 
in the kind of question afterwards so warmly discussed by Dr 
Johnson and his friends. Is it ever right to tell a lie? May a 
lawyer defend a client whom he knows to be guilty? In selling 
my goods, is it enough not to disguise their shortcomings, or 
ought I candidly to admit them? Seneca even made the 
discussion of such problems into a regular discipline, claiming 
that their concrete character gave an interest in morality to 
those who had no love for abstractions; while they prevented 
those who had from losing themselves in the clouds. And M. 
Thamin maintains that, if his heroes did not form great characters, 
at any rate they taught the Roman child to train its conscience. 
But, then, Cicero and Seneca took common-sense as their guide. 
They decided each problem on its merits, looking more to the 
spirit than to the letter, and often showing a practical sagacity 
worthy of Johnson himself. Quite in the great doctor's spirit is 
Cicero's counsel to his son, to hear what the philosophers had 
to say, but to decide for himself as a man of the world. Such 
advice could not be grateful to the philosophers themselves—
then a definite professional class, not unlike the " spiritual 
directors "of a later Rome, who earned their bread by smoothing 
away the doubts of the scrupulous on all matters intellectual 
and moral. Their great weapon was their logic; and a logician, 
as Pascal says, must be very unfortunate or very stupid if he 
cannot manage to find exceptions to every conceivable rule. 
In their hands casuistry became the art of finding such exceptions. 
From the Greek sophists they borrowed ingenious ways of 
playing off one duty against another, or duty in general against 
self-interest—leaving the doubter in the alternative of neglecting 
the one and being a knave, or neglecting the other and being a 
fool. Or else they raised a subtle distinction between the act 
and the intention. To get drunk for the sake of the drink was 
the mark of a beast; but wine was a powerful stimulant to the 
brain, and to fuddle oneself in order to think great thoughts was 
worthy of a sage. No doubt these airy paradoxes were not 
always seriously taken; but it is significant that a common 
Roman proverb identified " philosophizing " (philosophatur) 
with thinking out some dirty trick. 

Christianity swept the whole discussion on to a higher plane. 
All the stress now fell on the disposition, not on the outward act. 
The good deeds of a just man were a natural consequence of his 
justice.; whereas a bad man was no whit the better, because he 
now and then deviated into doing right. Actions, in short, 
were of no account whatever, apart from the character that 
produced them. " All things are lawful unto me," said St Paul, 

but all are not expedient." And St Augustine sunis the 
whole matter up in the famous phrase: " Have charity, and do 
as thou wilt." Narrow-minded Christian consciences, however, 
could not stay long on this level; law was so very much more 
satisfying a guide than vague, elusive charity. And law in  

plenty was forthcoming, so soon as the Church developed the 
discipline of public confessions followed by appropriate penances 
for each fault. At first the whole proceeding was informal and 
impulsive enough; but by the 7th century it had grown 
thoroughly stereotyped and formal. Libri Pomeitentiaks began 
to appear—detailed lists of all possible sins, with the forfeit to 
be exacted from each. As public penance finally decayed, and 
auricular confession took its place, these were superseded by 
the Sammie de Poosilerslia,—law-books in the strictest seme. 
These were huge digests of all that popes, councils, primitive 
fathers had decided on every kind of question pertaining to the 
confessional—what exactly is a sin, what kind of questions the 
priests must ask, under what conditions he could give absolution. 
As such, they were eagerly welcomed by the clergy; for a single 
magistrate, sitting in secret without appeal, necessarily grasps 
at whatever will lighten his burden of responsibility. Nor was 
their complexity a stumbling-block. The medieval mind was 
only too prone to look on morality as a highly technical art, 
quite as difficult as medicine or chancery law—a path where 
wayfaring men were certain to err, with no guide but their 
unsophisticated conscience. What could they possibly do but 
cling to their priest with a "blind and unexpressed faith"? 

Against this state of things the Reformation was a violent 
protest. Catholicism increasingly took for granted that a ma 
imperilled his soul by thinking for himself; Protestantism 
replied that he could certainly lose it, if he left his thinking to 
another. For it is to the individual conscience that God speaks; 
through the struggles of the individual conscience He builds up 
a strong and stable Christian character. " A man may be a 
heretic in the truth," says Milton in his Areopagitica (t644). 
" if he believes things only because his pastor says so, or the 
Assembly so determines, without knowing other reason, though 
his belief be true, yet the very truth he holds becomes his heresy. 
There is not any burden that some would not gladlier post 
to another than the charge and care of their religion. A wealthy 
man, addicted to his pleasures and his profits, finds religion to be 
a traffic so entangled, and of so many piddling accounts, that 
of all mysteries he cannot skill to keep a stock going upon that 
trade. What does he therefore but resolve to give over toiling, 
and find himself some factor, to whose care and conduct be my 
commit the whole managing of his religious affairs—some divine 
of note and estimation that must be. To him he adheres, resigns 
the whole warehouse of his religion with all the locks and keys 
into his custody, and indeed makes the very person of that man 
his religion. So that a man may say his religion is now no more 
within himself, but is become a dividual moveable, which goes or 
comes near him, according as that good man frequents the home." 

Twelve years after the Areopagitica appeared Pascal's 
Provincial Letters (1656-1657). These deal with the casuists 
of the Counter-Reformation in the spirit of Milton; laying espe-
cial stress on the artificiality of their methods and the laxity 
of their results. Not, of course, that they meant deliberate 
evil; Pascal expressly credits them with good intentions. But 
they were drawn, almost to a man, from Italy or Spain, the 
two countries least alive to the spirit of the Reformation, 
and most of them were Jesuits, the order that set out to be 
nothing Protestantism was, and everything that Protestantism 
was not. Hence they were resolutely opposed to any idea of 
reform; for to begin making changes in the Church's system 
would be a tacit admission that Luther had some show of 
reason on his side. On the other hand, they would certainly 
lose their hold on the laity, unless some kind of change were 
made; for many of the Church's rules were obsolete, and 
others far too severe to impose on the France of Montaigne 
or even the Spain of Cervantes. Thus caught between two fires 
the casuists developed a highly ingenious method, not unlike 
that of the Roman Stoics, for eviscerating the substance of a 
rule while leaving its shadow carefully intact. The next step 
was to force the confessors to accept their lax interpretation 
of the law; and this was accomplished by their famous theory 
of probabilism—first taught in Spain about r580. This made 
it a grave sin in the priest to refuse absolution, whenever them 
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was some good reason for giving it even when there were other 
and better reasons for refusing it. This principle does not 
deserve all the abuse that has been lavished upon it. It secured 
uniformity in the confessional, and thereby protected the 
penitent from the caprices of individual priests; and by de-
priving these of responsibility, it forced the penitent back on 
himself. But the gain was more than counterbalanced by the 
evil The less the Church could expect from its penitents, the 
more it was driven to trust to the miraculous efficiency of sacra-
mental grace. Once get a sinner to confession, and the whole 
*ark was done. However bad his natural disposition, the 
magical words of absolution would make him a new man. As 
for most penitents, all they cared for was to scrape through by 
the skin of their teeth. Casuistry might insist that it only 
proposed to fix the minimum of a minimum, and beg them for 
their soul's sake to aim a little higher. Human nature seldom 
resists the charms of a fixed standard—least of all when it is 
applied by a live judge in a visible court. If the priest must be 
satisfied with little, why be at the trouble of offering more? 
For this reason, probabilism found vigorous opponents in 
Bossuet and other eminent divines; and various of its excesses 
were condemned by the popes during the latter half of the 
17th century. After a long eclipse it was finally re-established, 
though in a very modified form, by Alfonso Liguori about the 
middle of the 18th century. 

In Protestant countries casuistry shrank and dwindled, 
though works on the subject continued to be written both in 
Germany and England during the 1 7 th century. The best known 
of the Anglican books is Jeremy Taylor's Ducks Dubitantium 
(x66o). But the Protestant casuist never pretended to speak 
authoritatively; all he did was to give his reasons, and leave 
the decision to the conscience of his readem- " In all this 
discourse," says Bishop Sanderson, one of the best of the 
English writers, " I take it upon me not to write edicts, but to 
give my advice." Very soon, however, these relics of casuistry 
were swept away by the rising tide of common-sense. The 
18th century loved to discuss hard cases of conscience, as a 
very cursory glance at Fielding's novels (1742-17 51) or Boswell's 
Life of Johnson (1791) will show. But the age was incurably 
suspicious of attempts to deal with such difficulties on any 
kind of technical system. Pope was never tired of girding at 

" Morality by her false guardians drawn, 
Chitane in furs, and casuistry in lawn "; 

while Fielding has embodied the popular conception of a casuist 
in Parson Thwackum and Philosopher Square, both of whom 
only take to argument when they want to reason themselves 
out of some obvious duty. Still more outspoken is the Savoy-
ard vicar in the Emile (1762) of Jean Jacques Rousseau: 
" Whence do I get my rules of action? I find them in my 
heart. All I feel to be good is good; all I feel to be evil is evil. 
Conscience is the best of casuists; it is only when men wish 
to cheat it that they fly to logical quibbles." Extravagant 
as this sentiment sounds, it paved the way to better things. 
The great object of 17th-century moralists had been to find 
some general principle from which the whole of ethics could be 
deduced; common-sense, by turning its back on abstract 
principles of every kind, forced the philosophers to come down 
to the solid earth, and start by inquiring how the world does 
make up its mind in fact. During the last two centuries de-
duction has gone steadily out, and psychology come in. Ethics 
have become more distinctively a science, instead of an awkward 
hybrid between a science and an art; their business has been 
to investigate what moral conduct is, not to lay down the law 
as to what it ought to be. Hence they deliberately refuse to 
engage in casuistry of the old-fashioned sort. Further, it is 
increasingly felt that ethical judgments do not depend on 
reason alone, but involve every element in our character; and 
that the real problem of practical morality is to establish a 
harmonious balance between the intelligence and the feelings 
—to make a man's " I think this is right " correspond with his 
" I feel that it is so." Whether systematic training can do 
anything to make the attainment of this balance easier is a 

question that has lately engaged the attention of many educa- 
tional reformers; and whatever future casuistry may still have 
before it would seem to lie along the lines indicated by them. 

There is an excellent study of the ancient casuists by M. Raymond 
Thamin, Us Probanse moral dons rantiquite (Paris, 1884). For the 
Roman Catholic casuists see Dellinger and Rcusch, Moralstreitig-
keiten im ssebsehnten Jahrhundert (2 vols., Nordlingen, 1889), and 
various articles (" Casuistry," " Ethik,"." Moralsysteme," &c.) in 
Wetter and Welte's Kirchenlexicon (Freiburg, 1880-1896). See 
also the editions of Pascal's Provincial Lesley, by John de Soyres 
(with English notes, Cambridge, 1880), and A. Molinier (2 vols., 
Paris, 1890. The Anglican casuists are discussed in Wlsewcll, 
Lectures on Moral Philosophy (London, 1862). For general.reflec-
tions on the subject see the appendix to Jowett's editiere 1 4 the 
Epistle to the Romans (London. 1855). Most modern text-books on 
ethics devote some attention to the matter—notably F. H. Bradley 
in his Ethical Studies (London, 1876). See also .Hastings Rashdall, 
Theory of Good awl Evil (2 vols., Oxford, 1907). (Sr. C.) 

CANIS BELLI, the technical term for cases in which a state 
holds itself justified in making war, if a certain course to which 
it objects is persisted in. Interference with the full exercise 
of a nation's rights or independence, an affront to its dignity, 
an unredressed injury, are instances of camas bell. Most of the 
new compulsory treaties of arbitration entered into by Great 
Britain and other states exclude from their application cases 
affecting the " vital interests " or " national honour " of the 
contracting states. These may therefore be considered as a sort 
of definition of cams bell in so far as the high contracting 
parties to them are concerned. 

CAT; properly the name of the well-known domesticated 
feline animal usually termed by naturalists Felix domestics, but 
in a wider sense employed to denote all the more typical members 
of the family Fdidae. According to the Nets English Dictionary, 
although the origin of the word " cat " is unknown, yet the name 
is found in various languages as far back as they can be traced. 
In old Western Germanic it occurs, for instance, so early as from 
A.D. 400 to 450; in old High German it is duns° or cacao, and in 
Middle German hallos°. both in Gaelic and in old French it is 
car, although sometimes taking the form of choke in the latter: 
the Gaelic designation of the European wild cat being cat fed-
i:aid:. In Welsh and Cornish the name is cads. If Martial's 
callae refer to this animal, the earliest Latin use of the name 
dates from the 1st century of our era. In the work of Palladius 
on agriculture, dating from about the year A.D. 35o, reference is 
made to an animal called talus or- callus, as being useful in 

1  The word " cat " is applied to various objects, in all cases an 
application of the name of the animal. In medieval siegecraft the 
" cat " (Med. Lat. thadus or :anus. cholla or grata, in Fr. chat or chat-
chasteil) was a movable pent-house used to protect besiegers when 
approaching a wall or gateway, for the purpose of sapping, mining 
or direct attack, or to cover a ram or other battering-engine. The 
word is also sometimes applied to a heavy timber fitted with iron 
spikes orprojections to be thrown down upon besiegers, and to the 
large work known as a " cavalier." " Cat " or cat-head," in 
nautical usage, is the projecting beam on the bows of a ship used to 
clear the anchor from the sides of the vessel when weighed. The 
stock of the anchor rests on the cat-head when hung outside the 
ship. The name is also used of a type of a vessel, now obsolete, 
and formerly used in the coal and timber trade on the north-east 
coast of England; it had a deep waist and narrow stem; it is still 
applied to a small rig of sailing boats, with a single mast stepped 
far forward, with a fore and aft sail. Among other objects also 
known by the name of " cat " is the small piece of wood pointed at 
either end used in the game of tip-cat, and the instrument of punish- 
ment, generally known as the cat o' nine tails" This consists of 
a handle of wood or rope, about 18 in. long, with nine knotted cords 
or thongs. The multiplication of thongs for purposes of flogging is 
found in the old Roman flagellum, a scourge, which had sometimes 
three thongs with bone or bronze knots fastened to them. The 
" cat " was the regular instrument with which floggings were per-
formed in the British army and navy. Since the abolition of flogging 
in the services, the use of the cat is now restricted to certain classes 
of offenders in military prisons (Army Act 1881, § 133). In the 
English criminal law, where corporal punishment is ordered by the 
court for certain criminal offences, the " cat " is used only where 
the prisoner is over sixteen years of age. It may not be used except 
when actually ordered in the sentence, and must be of a pattern 
approved by a secretary of state. Further floggings are inflicted 
with the " cat " upon convicted prisoners for breaches of discipline 
in prison. They must be ordered by the visitors of the prison and 
confirmed by the home secretary. 
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granaries for catching mice. This usage, coupled with the 
existence of a distinct term in Gaelic for the wild species, leaves 
little doubt that the word " cat " properly denotes only the 
domesticated species. This is confirmed by the employment in 
Byzantine Greek of the term carrot or Karen to designate 
domesticated cats brought from Egypt. It should be added that 
the aaoupos of the Greeks, frequently translated by the older 
writers as " cat," really refers to the marten-cat, which appears 
to have been partially domesticated by the ancients and em-
ployed for mousing. 

As regards the origin of the domesticated cats of western 
Europe, it is well known that the ancient Egyptians were in the 
habit of domesticating (at least in some degree) the Egyptian 
race of the African wild cat (Fells °create nsaniculata), and also 
of embalming its remains, of which vast numbers have been 
found in tombs at Beni Hasan and elsewhere in Egypt. These 
Egyptian cats are generally believed by naturalists to have had 
a large share in the parentage of the European breeds, which 
have, however, in many cases been crossed to a greater or less 
extent with the European wild cat (F. calms). 

One of the features by which the Egyptian differs from the 
European wild cat is the longer and less bushy tail; and it has 
been very generally considered that the same feature is character-
istic of European domesticated cats. According, however, to Dr 
E. Hamilton, " the measurement of a number of tails of the 
[European] wild cat and of the domestic cat gives a range 
between 11 in. and us in., the longer length being quite as often 
found in the wild cats as in the domestic. The bushy appearance 
depends entirely on the length of the fur, and accords with the 
thick fur of the rest of the body of the wild cat, while in the 
domestic race the fur both on the body and tail is thinner and 
softer." 

Possibly those domesticated cats with unusually short and 
bushy tails may have a larger share of European wild-cat blood; 
while, conversely, such wild cats as show long tails may, have a 
cross of domesticated blood. 

More importance was attached by Dr A. Nehring of Berlin 
(SB. Ges. Nalurfor., Berlin, 1887) to the colour of the soles of 
the hind-feet as a means of determining the relationship of the 
domesticated cat of Europe. According to his observations, in 
the Egyptian wild cat the pads of the toes are wholly black, 
while the black extends back either continuously or in long 
stripes as far as the calcaneum or heel-bone. In the European 
wild cat, on the other hand, the black is limited to a small round 
spot on the pads, while the colour of the hair as far back as the 
heel-bone is yellowish or yellowish-grey. Since in all domesticated 
cats retaining the colouring of the wild species the soles of the 
hind-feet correspond in this particular with the Egyptian rather 
than with the European wild cat, the presumption is in favour of 
their descent from the former rather than from the latter. 

Later, Dr Nehring (op. cit. 1889) came to the conclusion that 
the domesticated cat has a dual parentage, one stock coming 
from south-eastern Asia and the other from north-eastern Africa; 
in other words, from a domesticated Chinese cat (itself derived 
from a wild Chinese species) on the one hand, and from the 
Egyptian cat on the other. The ordinary. domesticated cats of 
Europe are, however, mainly of African origin, although they 
have largely crossed, especially in Germany (and probably also in 
Great Britain), with the wild cat. The same author was likewise 
of opinion that the domestication or taming of various species of 
wild cats took place chiefly among nationalities of stationary or 
non-nomadic habits who occupied themselves with agricultural 
pursuits, since it would be of vital importance that their stores 
of grain should be adequately protected from the depredations 
of rats and mice. 

The foregoing opinion as to the dual parentage of our domestic-
ated cats receives support from observations made many years 
ago by E. Blyth, which have recently been endorsed and amplified 
by R. I. Pocock (Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 19o7). According to 
these observations, two distinct types of so-called tabby cats are 
recognizable. In the one the pattern consists of narrow vertical 
stripes, and in the other of longitudinal or obliquely longitudinal  

stripes, which, op the sides of the body, tend to assume a spiral 
or sub-circular arrangement characteristic of the blotched tabby. 
This latter type appears to be the true " tabby "; since that word 
denotes a pattern like that of watered silk. One or other of these 
types is to be found in cats of almost all breeds, whether Persian, 
short-haired or Mani; and there appear to be no intermediate 
stages between them. Cats of the striped type are no doubt 
descended from the European and North African wild cats; 
but the origin of cats exhibiting the blotched pattern appears to 
be unknown. As ft was to a cat of the latter kind that Lin.useus 
gave the name of Fells talus, Pocock urges that this title is not 
available for the European Wild cat, which he would call Feist 
syleeslris. Without accepting this proposed change in nomen-
clature, which is liable to lead to confusion without any com-
pensating advantage, it may be suggested that the blotched 
tabby type represents Dr Nehring's presumed Chinese element 
in the cat's parentage, and that the missing wild stock may be 
one of the numerous phases of the leopard-cat (F. bengaterris). 
in some of which an incipient spiral arrangement of the markings 
may be noticed on the shoulder. 

As to the introduction of domesticated eats into Europe, the 
opinion is very generally held that tame cats from Egypt were 
imported at a relatively early date into Etruria by Phoenician 
traders; and there is decisive evidence that these animals were 
established in Italy long before the Christian era. The progeny 
of these cats, more or less crossed with the indigenous species, 
thence gradually spread over Europe, to become mingled at some 
period, according to Dr Nehring's hypothesis, with an Asiatic 
stock. The earliest written record of the introduction of 
domesticated cats into Great Britain dates from about A.D. 936, 
when Hywel Dda, prince of South Wales, enacted a law for their 
protection. " The Romans," writes Dr Hamilton, " were 
probably the original introducers of this cat, and as the final 
evacuation of Britain by that nation took place under the 
emperor Valentinian about A.D. 416, the period of its introduc-
tion may certainly be dated some sea years previous to the Welsh 
chronicle and even much earlier." It is added that the remains 
of cats from Roman villas at Silchester and Dursley are probably 
referable to the domesticated breed. 

Before proceeding to notice some of the different types of 
domesticated cats, a few lines may be devoted to the wild 
European species, P. colas. Beyond stating a that in colour it 
conforms very closely to the striped phase of domesticated tabby, 
it will be unnecessary to describe the species. Its geographical 
range was formerly very extensive, and induded Great Britain, 
France, the Netherlands, Switzerland, Germany, Bohemia, 
Hungary, Poland, Transylvania, Galicia, the Caucasus as far as 
the Caspian, southern Russia, Italy, Spain, Greece, Rumania, 
Bulgaria, Servia, and portions of central and northern Asia. " At 
the present time," observes Dr Hamilton, "the wild cat has 
become almost extinct in many of the above districts. Examples 
may perhaps occasionally still be found in the uninhabited 
forests of Hungary and Transylvania, and occasionally in Spain 
and Greece, as well as in the Caucasus and in some of the Swiss 
cantons, but the original race has in most countries interbred 
with the domestic cat wherever the latter has penetrated? la 
Great Britain wild cats survive only in some of the Scottish 
forests, and even there it is difficult to decide whether pure-bred 
specimens are extant. Remains of the wild cat occur in English 
caverns; while from those of Ireland (where the wild species has 
apparently been unknown during the historic period) have been 
obtained jaws and teeth which it has been suggested are referable 
to the Egyptian rather than to the European wild cat. Such 
determination is, however, extremely hazardous, even if it be 
admitted that the remains of cats from the rock-fissures al 
Gibraltar pertain to Fells ocreata 

The favourite haunts of the wild cat are mountain forests 
where masses or rocks or cliffs are interspersed with trees, the 
crevices in these rocks or the hollow trunks of trees affording 
sites for the wild cat's lair, where its young are produced and 
reared. In the Spanish plains, however, the young are often 
produced in nests built in trees, or among tall bamboos is 
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Fig. x.—Skins of the Blotched Domestic Cat, 	Fig. 2.—Skins of the Striped Domestic Cat, giving 
showing some of the variations to which the 	the "ticked" breed and a partially albino 
pattern is liable. (Cf. Fig. 5 on Plate II.) 	 specimen. (Cf. Fig. 4 on Plate II.) 

Fig. 3.—Skins of the European Wild Cat, from 
Ross-Shire, Scotland. (Cf. Fig. f on Plate IL) 

Note. —Of the two types of colouration found in modern domestic cats, the striped type obviously 
corresponds to the original wild cat as seen in various parts of North Europe to-day. The origin of 
the blotched as a special type is wholly unknown. 

(Photo!, from Platt, YII1., IX. and X., P. Z S.. 1907, I,y permission of th., Zoological Soidety of London.) 
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acre-brakes. " To fight like a wild cat " is proverbial, and wild 
eats are described as some of the most ferocious and untamable 
at all animals. How far this untamable character lends sup-
port to the view of the origin of our domesticated breeds has 
set yet been determined. Hares, rabbits, field-mice, water-
rats, rats, squirrels, moles, game-birds, pigeons, and small 
birds, form the chief food of the wild cat. 

Apart from the above-mentioned division of the striped 
'members of both groups into two types according to the pattern 
of their markings, the domesticated cats of western Europe 
are divided into a short-haired and a long-haired group. Of 
these, the farmer is the one which bears the closest relationship 
to the wild cats of Africa and of Europe, the latter being an 
importation from the East. The striped (as distinct from the 
Notched) short-haired tabby is probably the one most nearly 
allied to the wild ancestors, the stripes being, however, to a 
great extent due to the European wild cat- In one direction 
the tabby shows a tendency to melankun which culminates in 
complete blackness; while in the other direction there is an 
equally marked tendency to albinism; grey cats, which may 
be regarded as tabbies whose stripes have disappeared, forming 
the connecting link between the tabby and the white cat. A 
mixture of the melanistic with the albinistic type will of course 
give rise to parti-coloured cats. A third colour-phase, the 
" erythristic tic " or red, is represented by the sandy cat, the 
female of which takes the form of the " tortoise-shell," char-
acterized, curiously enough, by the colour being a blend of black, 
white, and sandy. The so-called orange tabby is one phase of 
the erytluistic type. 

As to long-haired cats, there appear originally to have been 
two closely-allied strains, the Angora and the Persian, of which 
the former has been altogether replaced in western Europe by 
the latter. That these long-haired cats have an ancestry, to 
some extent at any rate distinct from the ordinary short-haired 
breeds, is practically certain, and it has been suggested that 
they are derived from the " manul " cat, or Pallas's cat (Fair 
stantel), of the deserts of central Asia, which is a long-haired 
and bushy-tailed species with comparatively alight striping. 
The fact that in tabby Persians the body-markings are never 
as strong as in the short-haired breeds is in some degree con-
firmatory of this, as suggesting descent from a nearly whole-
coloured type. At the present day, however, Persians exhibit 
Deady all the colour and pattern types of the short-haired 
breeds, the " orange Persian " representing the erythristic 
phase. 

Turning to the tailless or so-called Manx cats, in which , the tail 
should be represented merely by a tuft of hair without any 
remnant of bone, it seems that the strain is to be met with in 
many pirts of Russia, and there is a very general opinion that 
it originally came from Japan or some other far eastern country. 
Throughout Japan, China, Siam, and the Malay countries, normal 
long-tailed cats are indeed seldom seen. Instead of these are 
cats with more or less abbreviated tails, showing in greater or 
less degree a decided kink or bend near the tip. In other cases 
the tail is of the short curling type of that of a bulldog; some-
times it starts quite straight, but divides in a fork-like manner 
sear the tip; and in yet other instances it is altogether wanting, 
as in the typical Manx cats. These kink-tailed or tailless cats 
MS moreover smaller in size than the ordinary short-tailed breeds, 
with rather longer hair, whose texture approaches that of rabbit-
fur, and a cry said to be like that of the jungle-cat (F. class) 
of India and Africa, and more dog-like habits. Unless the jungle-
Cat, which is a nearly whole-coloured species, can claim the 
Position, the ancestry of these Manx-Malay cats is still unknown. 
Kink-tailed cats, it should be added, are also known from 
Madagascar. 

Among the domesticated cats of India a spotted type of 
colouring, with a more or less decided tendency for the spots 
to coalesce into stripes, is very noticeable; and it is probable 
that these cats are derived from the spotted Indian desert-tat 
(F. srmsta), with a certain amount of crossing from other species. 
The so-called P. impala of India is probably based on cats of  

this type which have reverted to the wild state. Other Indian 
cats with a tawny or fulvous type of colouring are probably,the 
more or less modified descendants of the jungle-cat. From the 
same stock may be derived the Abyssinian breed, in which the 
ears are relatively large and occasionally tipped with long hairs 
(thus recalling the tufted ears of the jungle-cat). The colour is 
typically reddish-brown, each individual hair being " ticked " 
like that of a wild rabbit, whence the popular name of " bunny 
cat." Another African breed is the Mombasa cat,,in which 
the hair is reported to be unusually short and stiff. 

By far the moat remarkable of all the Old World domesticated 
breeds is, however, the royal Siamese cat, which almost certainly 
has an origin quite distinct from that of the ordinary European 
breeds; this being rendered evident not only by the peculiar 
type of colouring, but likewise by the cry, which is quite un-
mistakable. Siamese cats may have the tail either straight 
or kinked, but whether the latter' feature belongs of right to 
the breed, or has been acquired by crossing with the ordinary 
black and tabby kink-tailed cats of the country, is not known. 
In the royal Siamese breed the head is rather long and pointed, 
the body also elongated with relatively slender limbs, the coat 
glossy and close, the eyes blue, and the general colour some 
shade of cream or pink, with the face, ears, feet, under-parts, and 
tail chocolate or seal-brown. There is however a wholly 
chocolate-coloured strain in which the eyes are yellow. The 
most remarkable feature about the breed is that the young are 
white. " The kittens," observes a lady writer, " are born 
absolutely white, and in about a week a faint pencilling comes 
round the ears, and gradually all the points come. At four or 
five months they are lovely, as generally they retain their baby 
whiteness, which contrasts well with their almost black ears, 
deep-brown markings, and blue eyes." In constitution these 
cats are extremely delicate. The blue eyes and the white coat 
of the kitten indicate that the Siamese breed is a semi-albino, 
which when adult tends towards melanism, such a combinatibn 
of characters being apparently unknown in any other animal. 
If the frequent presence of a kink in the tail be an inherent 
feature, the breed is evidently related to the other kink-tailed 
Malay cats which, as already stated, have a cry differing from 
that of European cats. Should this be so, then if the ordinary 
Malay cats are the descendants of the jungle-cat, we shall have 
to assign the same ancestry to the Siamese breed. 

Although definite information on this point is required, it 
seems probable that the southern part of North America and 
South America possessed certain native domesticated breeds of 
cats previous to the European conquest of the country; and 
if this be so, it will be obvious that these breeds must be derived 
from indigenous wild species. One of these breeds is the Para-
guay cat, which when adult weighs only about three pounds, 
and is not more than a quarter the size of an ordinary cat. 
The body is elongated, and the hair, especially on the tail, short, 
shiny and close. This small size and elongated form suggest 
origin from the jaguarondi (F. jaguarondi), a chestnut-coloured 
wild species; but information appears to be lacking with 
regard to the colouring of the domesticated breed. Another 
South American breed is said to be free from the hideous " cater-
wauling " of the ordinary cat. In old days New Mexico was the 
home of a breed of hairless cats, said to have been kept by the 
ancient Aztecs, but now well-nigh if not completely extinct. 
Although entirely naked in summer, these cats developed in 
winter a slight growth of hair on the back and the ridge of the 
tail. 

Lirsaarnas.—St George Mivart, Tke Cal (London, t88z); R. 
Lydekker, " Cats,' in A Ella' Naturalists' Unary (1888); F. . 
Hamilton, Tke Wild Cal of Europe (Lend

o
1896), Frances Simpson, 

Tke Book of the Cal (London, 1903). (R. L.!) 

CATABOLISM, or KATABOLISM (Gr. Matti, down, /3o74, a 
throw), the biological term for the reverse of anabolism, namely 
the breaking down of complex into simpler substances, destructive 
metabolism (see ParmoLoov). 

CATACLYSM (Gr. earcuc)ucraos, a deluge), a great flood or 
deluge (q.v.). The term is used in geology to denote an 
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overwhelming catastrophe which has produced sudden changes 
in the earth's surface; and also, figuratively, of any great and 
violent change which sweeps away the existing social or political 
order. 

CATACOMB, a subterranean excavation for the interment 
of the dead or burial-vault. In this sense the word " catacomb " 
has gained universal acceptance, and has found a place in most 
modern languages. The original term, eolocumbae, however, 
had no connexion with sepulture, but was simply the name of a. 
particular locality in the environs of Rome. It was derived from 
the Greek sari and daiffa, " a hollow," and bad reference to the 
natural configuration of the ground. In the district that bore 
this designation, lying dose to the Appian Way, the basilica of 
San Sebastian was erected, and the extensive burial-vaults 
beneath that church—in which, according to tradition, the 
bodies of the apostles St Peter and St Paul rested for a year and 
seven months previous to their removal to the basilicas which 
bear their names—were, in very early times, called from it 
coemelerium ad calacumbas, or calacumbas alone. From the 
celebrity of this cemetery as an object of pilgrimage its name 
became extensively known, and in entire forgetfulness of the 
origin of the word, colocumboe came to be regarded as a generic 
appellation for all burial-places of the same kind. This extension 
of the term to Christian burial-vaults generally dates from the 
9th century, and obtained gradual currency through the Christian 
world. The original designation of these places of sepulture is 
(Typo or coemekrium. 

The largest number of Christian catacombs belong to the 3rd 
and the early part of the 4th centuries. The custom of sub-
terranean interment gradually died out, and entirely ceased with 
the sack of Rome by Alaric, S.D. 45o. " The end of the catacomb 
graves," writes Mommsen (Cont. Rev., May 1871), " is intimately 
connected with the end of the powerful city itself.... Poverty 
took the place of wealth, ... the traditions. of the Christian 
tomb-architects sank into utter insignificance, and the expanse 
of the wasted Campagna now offered room enough to bury the 
few bodies, without having to descend as once far down below the 
surface of the earth." The earliest account of the catacombs, 
that of St Jerome narrating his visits to them when a schoolboy 
at Rome, about A.D. 354, shows that interment in them was even 
then rare if it had not been altogether discontinued; and the 
poet Prudentius's description of the tomb of the Christian 
martyr Hippolytus, and the cemetery in which it stood, leads us 
to the same conclusion. With the latter part of the 4th century 
a new epoch in the history of the catacombs arose—that of 
religious reverence. In the time of Pope Damasus, A.D. 366-3841 
the catacombs had begun to be regarded with special devotion, 
and had become the resort of large bands of pilgrims, for whose 
guidance catalogues of the chief burial-places and the holy men 
buried in them were drawn up. Some of these lists are still 
extant.,  Pope Damasus himself displayed great zeal in adapting 
the catacombs to their new purpose, restoring the works of art 
on the walls, and renewing the epitaphs over the graves of the 
martyrs. In this latter work he employed an engraver named 
Furius Philocalus, the exquisite beauty of whose characters 
enables the smallest fragment of his work to be recognized at a 
glance. This gave rise to extensive alterations in their con-
struction and decoration, which has much lessened their value 
as authentic memorials of the religious art of the and and 3rd 
centuries. Subsequent popes manifested equal ardour, with the 
same damaging results, in the repair and adornment bf the 
catacombs, and many of the paintings covering their walls, 
which have been assigned to the period of their original construc-
tion, are really the work of these later times. The catacombs 

, The most important of these lists are the two Itineraries belonging 
to the first half of the 7th century, in the Salzburg library. One 
still earlier, but less complete, appears in the Nolitsa Urbis Rome, 
under the title Index Coemeteriorum. Another Itinerary, preserved at 
Einsiedeln, printed by Mabillon, dates from the latter half of the 
same century. That found in the works of William of Malmesbury 
(Hardy's eel. vol. ii. pp. 539-544) appears to be copied from it, or 
both may be from the same source. De Rossi gives a comparative 
table of these Itineraries and other similar lista.  

shared in the devastation of Rome by the Gotha under Edges 
in the 6th century and by the Lombards at a later period; sad 
partly through the spoliation of these barbarian invaders, partly 
through the neglect of those who should have been their guardians, 
they sank into such a state of decay and pollution that, as the 
only means of preserving the holy remains they enshrined from 
further desecration, Pope Paul I., in the latter part of the Sib 
century, and Pope Paschal, at the beginning of the 9th, entered 
upon the work of the translation of the relics, which was 
vigorously carried on by successive pontiffs until the crypts awe 
almost entirely despoiled of their dead. The relics having been 
removed, the visits of pilgrims naturally ceased, and by degrees 
the very existence of those wonderful subterranean cemeteries 
was forgotten. Six centuries elapsed before the accidental 
discovery of a sepulchral chamber by some labourers dining 
for pozaolona earth (May 31, z 578) revealed to the amazed 
inhabitants of Rome "the existence," to quote a contemporary 
record, " of other cities concealed beneath their own suburbs." 
Baronius, the ecclesiastical historian, was one of the first to visit 
the new discovery, and his Annals in more than one place 
evidence his just appreciation of its importance. The true 
" Columbus of this subterranean world," as he has been aptly 
designated, was the indefatigable Antonio Bosio (d. 3629), who 
devoted his life to the personal investigation of the catacombs, 
the results of which were given to the world in 1632 in a huge 
folio, entitled Roma solterroneo, profusely illustrated with rode 
but faithful plans and engravings. This was republished in a 
Latin translation with considerable alterations and omisidems by 
Paolo Aringhi in 1651; and a century after its first appearance 
the plates were reproduced by Giovanni Bottari in 1737, and 
illustrated with great care and learning. Some additioad 
discoveries were described by Marc Antonio Boldetti in his 
Osservaziemi, published in 1720; but, writing in the interests of 
the Roman Church with an apologetic, not a scientific abject, 
truth was made to bend to polemics, and little addition to oar 
knowledge of the catacombs is to be gained from his other-
wise important work. The French historian of art, Severn 
d'Agincourt, 1823, by his copious illustrations, greatly facilitated 
the study of the architecture of the catacombs and the works of 
art contained in them. The works of Raoul Rochette display a 
comprehensive knowledge of the whole subject, extensive 
reading, and a thorough acquaintance with early Christian art 
so far as it could be gathered from books, but be was not aa 
original investigator. The great pioneer in the path of inde-
pendent research, which, with the intelligent use of documentary 
and historical evidence, has led to so vast an increase in ow 
acquaintance with the Roman Catacombs, was Padre Man:hi 
of the Society of Jesus. His work, M onumenti delle gni deristiont 
primitive, is the first in which the strange misconception. 
received with unquestioning faith by earlier writers, that the 
catacombs were exhausted sand-pits adapted by the Christians 
to the purpose of interment, was dispelled, and the true history 
of their formation demonstrated. Marchi's line of investigation 
was followed by the Commendatore De Rossi, and his brother 
Michele, the former of whom was Marchi's fellow-labourer 
during the latter part of his explorations; and it is to them that 
We owe the most exhaustive scientific examination of the whole 
subject. The Catacombs of Rome are the most extensive with 
which we are acquainted, and, as might be expected in the centre 

. of the Christian world, arc in many respects the most remarkable. 
No others have been so thoroughly examined and Mustrated 
These may, therefore, be most appropriately selected for descrip-
tion as typical examples. 

Our description of the Roman Catacombs cannot be more 
appropriately introduced than by St Jerome's account of his 
visits to them in his youth, already referred to, which, 
after the lapse of above fifteen centuries, presents a 
most accurate picture of these wonderful subterranean 
labyrinths. " When I was a boy," he writes, " receiving my 
education in Rome, I and my schoolfellows used, on Sundays. 
to make the circuit of the sepulchres of the apostles and martyrs. 
Many a time did we go down into the catacombs. These are 
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excavated deep in the earth, and contain, on either hand as you 
enter, the bodies of the dead buried in the wall. It is all so dark 
there that the language of the prophet (Ps. Iv. is) seems to be 
fulfilled, ' Let them go down quick into hell.' Only occasionally 
as light let in to mitigate the horror of the gloom, and then not 
so much through a window as through a hole. You take each 
step with caution, as, surrounded by deep night, you recall the 
words of Virgil— 

"Horror ubique animos, simul ipsa silentia terrent." ,  
In complete agreement with Jerome's vivid picture the visitor 

to the Roman Catacombs finds himself in a vast labyrinth of 
narrow galleries, usually from 3 to 4 ft. in width, interspersed 
with small chambers, all excavated at successive levels, in the  

they reach seven storeys), and communicate with one another 
by stairs cut out of the living rock. Light and air are introduced 
by means of vertical shafts (laminaria) running up to the outer 
air, and often serving for several storeys. The drawing (fig. 3) 
from Northcote gives a very correct idea of these galleries, with 
the tiers of graves pierced in the walls. The doorways which 
are seen interrupting the lines of graves are those of the family 
sepulchral chambers, or embiada, of which we shall speak more 
particularly hereafter. 

The graves, or lazuli, as they are commonly designated, were, 
in the Christian cemeteries, with only a few exceptions (Padre 
Marchi produces some from the cemetery of St Ciriaca, Moulton. 
primitia tay. xiv. xliii. xliv.), parallel with the length of the 

Fro. 1.—Plan of part of the Cemetery of Sant' Agnese.. 
A. Entrance from the Basilica of St Agnes. 	6. Air-shafts, or luminaria. 

5, 2. Ancient staircases leading to the first 	7. Ruined vault. 
storey. 	 S. Blind ways. 

3. Corridors from the staircases. 	 9. Passages built up or ruined. 
4. Two ruined staircases leading to the 	lo. Passages obstructed by landslips. 

lower storey. 	 tr. Unfinished passage. 
5. Steps of the rock. 	 12. Passages destitute of tombs.  

(From Martigny.) 
13. Narrow apertures between adjoining 

galleries. 
14-17. Arcosolia. 
113-32. Cubicula. 	 [two chairs. 

33. Chapel with vestibule and apse, and 
34. Double chapel with three chairs. 
35. Large chapel in five divisions. 

strata of volcanic rock subjacent to the city and its environs, 
and constructed originally for the interment of the Christian 
dead. The galleries are not the way of access to the cemeteries, 
but are themselves the cemeteries, the dead being buried in long 
low horizontal recesses, excavated in the vertical walls of the 
passages, rising tier above tier like the berths in a ship, from 
a few inches above the floor to the springing of the arched ceiling, 
to the number of five, six or even sometimes twelve ranges. 
These galleries are not arranged on any definite plan, but, as 
will be seen from the plan (fig. a), they intersect one another 
at different angles, producing an intricate network which it is 
almost impossible to reduce to any system. They generally run• 
in straight lines, and as a rule preserve the same level. The 
different storeys of galleries lie one below the other (fig. a) to the 
number of four or five (in one part of the cemetery of St Calixtus 

Hieron.. Comment is Fisch. lib. Lc c. 4o. The translation is 
Dean Duman&  

gallery. In the pagan cemeteries, on the other hand, the 
sepulchral recess as a rule entered the rock like an oven at right 
angles to the corridor, the body being introduced endways. 
The plan adopted by the Christians saved labour, economized 
space, and consulted reverence in the deposition of the corpse. 
These loculi were usually constructed for a single body only 
Some, however, were formed to contain two, three, or four, or 
even more corpses. Such recesses were known respectively 
as bisomi, trisomi, quadrisomi, &c., terms which often appear 
in the sepulchral Inscriptions. After the introduction of the body 
the lazuli were closed with the greatest care, either with slabs of 
marble the whole length of the aperture, or with huge tiles, three 
being generally employed, cemented together with great exactness 
so as to prevent the escape of the products of decomposition 
(fig. 4). Where any epitaph was sct up—an immense number 
are destitute of any inscription at all—it is always painted or 
engraved on these slabs or tiles. In the earlier interments the 
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epitaph is usually daubed on the slab in red or black paint. In 
later examples it is incised in the marbles, the letters being 
rendered clearer by being coloured with vermilion. The enclosing 
slab very often bears one or more Christian symbols, such as the 

Flo. I.—Section of Galleries at different levels. (From Serous 
d'Agincourt.) 

dove, the anchor, the olive-branch, or the monogram of Christ 
(figs. 5, 6). The palm branch, which isalsoof frequent occurrence, 
is not an indisputable mark of the last resting-place of a martyr, 
being found in connexion with epitaphs of persons dying natural 
deaths, or those prepared by persons in their lifetime, as well 
as in those of little children, and even of pagans. Another 
frequent concomitant of these catacomb interments, a small 
glass vessel containing traces of the sediment of a red fluid, 
embedded in the cement of the loculus (fig. 7), has no better 
claim. The red matter proves to be the remains of wine, not of 
blood; and the conclusion of the ablest archaeologists is that 

Illra;f:--7-1, 

Fitc. 3.—View of a Gallery. 

the vessels were placed where they arc found, alter the euchar-
istic celebration or agape on the day of the funeral or its 
anniversary, and contained remains of the consecrated elements 
as a kind of religious charm. Not a few of the slabs, it is dis-
covered, have done double duty, bearing a pagan inscription 
on one side and a Christian one on the other. These are known 
as opisihographs The bodies were interred wrapped in linen 

cloths, or swathed in bands, and were frequently preserved 
by embalming. In the case of poorer interments the destruction 
of the body was, on the contrary, often accelerated by the me 
of quicklime. 

Interment in the wall-recess or loadies, though infinitely the 
most common, was not the only mode employed in the catacombs 

4.—Loculi. (From de Ross(.) 

Other forms of very frequent recurrence are the table-Mate and 
arched iamb, or arcandium. From the annexed woodcuts it will 
be seen that these only differ in the form of the surmounting 
recess. In each case the arched tomb was formed by an *Wong 
chest, either hollowed out of the rock, or built of masonry, and 
closed with a horizontal slab. But in the table-tomb (fig. 8) the 
recess above, essential for the introduction of the corpse. is 
square, while in the arcosolium (fig. g), a form of later date, it is 
semicircular. Sarcophagi are also found in the catacombs, but art 

nos. 5 and 6.—Loculi. (From de Rossi.) 

of rare occurrence. They chiefly occur in the earlier cemeteries, 
and the costliness of their construction confined their use to the 
wealthiest classes—e.g. in the cemetery of St DomitilLa, herself 
a member of the imperial house. Another unfrequent mode of 
interment was in graves like those of modern times, dug in the 
floor of the galleries (Marchi, se.s., tay. xxi. xxvi.). Table-tombs 
and arcosolia are by no means rare in the corridors of tbecatz-
combs, but they belong more generally to the csibicaia, or Lundy 
vaults, of which we now proceed to speak. 

These cubicula are small apartments, seldom more than 1: ft. 
square, usually rectangular, though sometimes circular or 

7.—Glass Bottles. (From Bosio.) 

polygonal, opening out of the main corridors. They are not 
unfrequently ranged regularly along the sides of the galleries, the 
doors of entrance, as may be seen in a previous illustration (fig. 3). 
following one another in as orderly succession as the bedchambei 
doors in the passage of a modern house. The roof is sometimes 
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Eat, but is more usually vaulted, and sometimes rises into a 
cupola. Both the roof and the walls arc almost universally 
coated with stucco and covered with fresco paintings—in the 
earlier works merely decorative, in the later always symbolical 
or historical. Each side of the cubiculum, except that of the 
entrance, usually contains a recessed tomb, either a table-tomb 

or  an  arcosolium. That facing the entrance was the place of 
greatest honour, where in many instances the remains of a 
martyr were deposited, whose tomb, according to primitive' 
usage, served as an altar for the celebration of the eucharist. 
This was sometimes, as in the Papal crypt of St Calixtus 

(fig. so), protected 
/ 	from irreverence by 

lattice work (ran-
. sennae) of marble. 

The cubiculum was 
e originally designed 

for the reception 
of a very limited 

I 	number of dead. 
But the natural de- 
sire to be buried 

. 	•  near one's relatives 
caused new tombs 
to be cut in the 
walls, above and 
around and behind 
the original tombs, 

the walls being thus completely honeycombed with /auk 
sometimes as many as seventy, utterly regardless of the paint- 
inp originally depicted on the walls. Another motive for 
multiplying the number of graves operated when the cubiculum 
contained the remains of any noted saint or martyr. The 
Christian antiquary has cause continually to lament the de- 
struction of works of art due to this craving. One of the most 
perfect examples of early Christian pictorial decoration, the so- 
called "Dispute with the Doctors," in the catacomb of Calixtus, 
the "antique style of beauty" of which is noticed by Kugler, 
has thus suffered irreparable mutilation, the whole of the lower 
pin of the picture having been destroyed by the excavation 
of a fresh grave-recess (Bottari, vol. ii. tay. Is). The plates of 
Dc Rossi, Perret, and, indeed, all illustrations of the catacombs, 
exhibit frequent examples of the same destructive superstition. 
The illustrations (figs. xi and x2), taken from De Rossi's great 
work, representing two  of  the cubicula in the cemetery of St 
Calixtus, show the general arrangement of the loculi and the 

FIG. 9.—Areosolia. (From Bosio.) 

character of the frescoes which ornament the walls and roof . 

These paintings, it will be seen,  are  simply decorative, of the 
same style as the wall-paintings  of  the baths, and those of 
Pompeii. 

Each cubiadum was usually the burying-place of some one 
family, all the members of which  were  interred in it, just as in 
the chant ry-chapels connected with medieval churches. In them  

was celebrated the fuieral-feast on the day of burial and on its 
anniversary, as well as the eucharist, which was the invariable 
accompaniment of funerals in the primitive church (Bingham, 

Fem.to.—Restoration of the Papal Crypt, Cemetery of st Calixtus. 
(From de Rossi.) 

Orig. Ecd. bk. xxfff. c. iii. 22). The funeral-banquet descended 
to the Christian church from pagan times, and was too often 
profaned by heathen licence. St Augustine, in several passages, 
inveighs against those who thus by " gluttony and insobriety 
buried themselves over the buried," and " made themselves 

FIG. I I.—Cubiculum in Cemetery of St Calixtus. (From de Rossi.) 

drunk in the chapels of the martyrs, placing their excesses to the 
score of religious reverence for the dead " (August., De Mor. 
Ecd. Carnal. C. 34; Cetde. Faust lib. xx. C. 2 1 ; Confess. lib. vi. 

c. 2). Some curious frescoes representing these funeral-feasts, 
found in the cubiada which were the scene of them, are 

FIG. 8.—Table-tomb. 
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reproduced by Bosio (PP. 355. got) and others. A romantic air 
has been thrown over these burial chapels by the notion that they 
were the places of worship used by the Christians in times of 

FIG. 12.—Cubiculum in the Cemetery of St Calixtus. 
(From de Rossi.) 

persecution. This to a certain extent is doubtless true, as in the 
case of the chapel of Santa Priscilla, where the altar or stone 
coffin of a martyr remains, with a small platform behind it for 
the priest or bishop to stand upon. But that they can have been 
so used to any large extent is rendered impossible by their limited 
dimensions, as none of them could hold more than fifty or sixty 
persons. In some of the catacombs, however, there are larger 
halls and connected suites of chapels which may possibly have 
been constructed for the purpose of congregational worship 
during the dark periods when the public exercise of the Christian 
religion was made penal. The most remarkable of these is in 
the cemetery of Sant' Agnese (see plan, fig. es). It consists of 
five rectangular compartments, three on one side of the corridor 

Fin. 13.—Plan of a supposed Church, Catacomb of Sant' Agnese. 
(From Marchi.) 

and two on the other, connected by a passage intersecting the 
gallery at right angles. Two of the five compartments are 
supposed to have been assigned to male, and two to female wor-
shippers, the fifth, at the extremity of the whole, being reserved 
for the altar and its ministers. In the centre of the end-wall 
stands a stone chair (fig. 14), considered to have been the 
episcopal cathedra, with a bench for the clergy on each side. 
There is no trace of an altar, which may, Marchi thinks, have 
been portable. The walls of the compartments are occupied by 
arched sepulchral recesses, above and below which are tiers of 
ordinary graves or Jonah. The arrangements are certainly such 
as indicate a congregational purpose, but the extreme narrowness 

of the suite, and still more of the passage which connects the two 
divisions, must have rendered it difficult for any but a stnall 
number to take any intelligent part in the services at the same 
time. Although the idea of the use of the catacombs for religions 
worship may have been pressed too far, there can be no doubt 
that the sacred rites of the church 
were celebrated within them. We have 
already spoken of the eucharistic cele-
brations of which the cubieula were the 
scene; and still existing baptisteries 
prove that the other sacrament was also 
administered there. The most remark-
able of these baptisteries is that in the 
catacomb of San Pontianus (fig. is). 
Ten steps lead down to a basin of 
sufficient depth for immersion, supplied 
by a spring. Some of the subterranean 	Flo. r— Bishop's 
chambers contain armed seats and Chair. Catacomb of 
benches cut out of the tufa rock. These Sant' Agnew. 

are supposed by Marchi and others to indicate schoolrooms, 
where the catechumens were instructed by the bishop or 
presbyters. But this theory wants verification. It is impossible 
not to be struck with the remarkable analogy between these 
rock-hewn chairs and those discovered in the Etruscan tombs, of 
the purpose of which no satisfactory explanation has been given . 

Very exaggerated statements have been made as to the 
employment of the catacombs as d welling-places by the Christians 
in times of persecution. We have, however, sufficient Tb.,4.4 
evidence that they were used as places of refuge from memos,  
the fury of the heathen, in which the believers— ___,..16.146"- 

 especially the bishops and clergy, who would naturally 
be the first objects of attack—might secrete themselves until the 
storm had blown over. This was a purpose for which they were 

Ftc. I5.—Baptistery of San Pontianus.  (From Perm.) 

admirably adapted both by the intricacy of their labyrinthine 
passages, in which any one not possessing the clue would be 
inevitably lost, and the numerous small chambers and hiding- 
places at different levels which might be passed unperceived in 

the dark by the pursuers. As a . rule also the catacombs had 
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more than one entrance, and frequently communicated with an 
arnsaria or sand-quarry; so that while one entrance was carefully 
watched, the pursued might escape in a totally different direction 
by another. But, to quote J. H. Parker, " the catacombs were 
never intended, nor fit for, dwelling-places, and the stories of 
persons living in them for months are probably fabulous. Accord. 
ing to modern physicians it is impossible to live many days in 
the caves of possolana in which many of the catacombs are 
excavated." Equally exaggerated are the statements as to the 
linear and lateral extent of the catacombs, and their inter-
communication with one another. Without resorting to this 
exaggeration, Mommsen can speak with perfect truth of the 
"enormous space occupied by the burial vaults of Christian 
Rome, not surpassed even by the cloacae or sewers of Republican 
Rome," but the data are too vague to warrant any attempt to 
define their dimensions. Marchi has estimated the united length 
of the galleries at from Soo to 000 m., and the number of inter-
ments at between 6,000,000 and 2,00o,000; Martigny's estimate 
is 587 m.; and Northcote's, lower still, at " not less than 35o m." 
The idea of general intercommunication is negatived by the 
fact that the chief cemeteries are separated by low ground or 
valleys, where any subterranean galleries would be at once 
filled with water. 

It now remains to speak of the history of these subterranean 
burial-places, together with the reasons for, and mode of, their 
construction. From the period of the rediscovery of the cata-
combs in the z6th century till comparatively recent times a 
gigantic fallacy prevailed, repeated by writer after writer, 
identifying the Christian burial-places with disused sand-pits. 
It was accepted as an unquestionable fact by every one who 
undertook to describe the catacombs, that the Christians of 
Rome, finding in the labyrinthine mazes of the exhausted 
arenariae, which abounded in the environs of the city, whence 
the sand used in building had been extracted, a suitable place 
for the interment of their martyred brethren, where also the 
sacred rites accompanying the interment might be celebrated 
without fear of interruption, took possession of them and used 
them as cemeteries. It only needed a comparison of the theory 
with the visible facts to refute it at once, but nearly three 
centuries elapsed before the independence of the arenariae and 
the catacombs was established. The discovery of this inde-
pendence is due to Marchi. Starting with the firmest belief in 
the old traditional view, his own researches by degrees opened 
his eyes to the truth, now universally recognized, that the cata-
combs were exclusively the work of the Christians, and were 
constructed for the interment of the dead. It is true that a 
catacomb is often connected with the earlier sand-quarry, and 
starts from it as a commencement, but the two are excavated 
in different strata, suitable to their respective purposes, and 
their plan and construction are so completely unlike as to 
render any confusion between them impossible. 

The igneous formation of which the greater part of the Roman 
Campagna is, in its superior portion, composed, contains three 
strata known under the common name of tufa,—the "stony," 
" granular," and " sandy " tufa,—the last being commonly 
known as frozzolarsa.' The porsolana is the material required 
for building purposes, for admixture with mortar; and the 
sandpits are naturally excavated in the stratum which supplies 
it. The stony tufa (tufa litoide) is quarried as building-stone. 
The granular tufa is useless for either purpose, containing too 
much earth to be employed in making mortar, and being far 
too soft to be used as stone for building. Yet it is in this stratum, 
and in this alone, that the catacombs are constructed; their 
engineers avoiding with equal care the solid stone of the tufa 
timid( and the friable poszolana, and selecting the stratum of 
medium hardness, which enabled them to form the vertical walls 
of their galleries, and to excavate the toculi and cubicula without 
severe labour and also without fear of their falling in. The 
annexed illustration (fig. r6) from Marchi's work, when compared 
with that of the catacomb of Sant' Agnese already given, presents 

5  In Rome the three strata are known to geologists as tufa liloide, 
tufa grasurlare and possolana.  

to the eye the contrast between the wide winding irregular 
passages of the sand-pit, calculated for the admission of a horse 
and cart, and the narrow rectilinear accurately-defined galleries 
of the catacomb. The distinction between the two is also 
plainly exhibited when for some local or private reasons an 
ancient arenaria has been transformed into a cemetery. The 
modifications required to strengthen the crumbling walls to 
support the roof and to facilitate the excavation of loculi, 
involved so much labour that, as a rule, after a few attempts, 
the idea of utilizing an old quarry for burial purposes was 
abandoned. 

Another equally erroneous idea was that these vast burial-
places of the early Christians remained entirely concealed from 
the eyes of their pagan neighbours, and were constructed not 
only without the permission of the municipal authorities but 
without their cognizance. Nothing can be farther from the truth. 
Such an idea is justly stigmatized by Mommsen as ridiculous, and 
reflecting a discredit as unfounded as it is unjust on the imperial 
police of the capital. That such vast excavations should have 
been made without attracting attention, and that such an im-
mense number of corpses could have been carried to burial in 
perfect secrecy is utterly impossible. Nor was there any reason 
why secrecy should have been desired. The decent burial of the 
dead was a matter especially provided for by the Roman laws. 
No particular mode was prescribed. Interment was just as legal 
as crcmation,and 
had, in fact, been 
universally prac-
tised by the 
Romans until the 
later days of the 
republic.' The 
bodies of the 
ScipiosandNasos 
were buried in 
stillexisting cata-
combs; and if the 
Christians pre-
ferred  to adopt 
that which Minu-
cius Felix calls 
" the better, and more ancient custom of inhumation " 
(Oclariur, c. 2), there was absolutely nothing, to quote the words 
of Northcote (Roma tonerran. pp. 56, 61), " either in their social 
or religious position to interfere with their freedom of action. 
The law left them entire liberty, . . . and the faithful did but 
use their liberty in the way that suited them best, burying their 
dead according to a fashion to which many of them had been long 
accustomed, and which enabled them at the same time to follow 
in death the example of him who was also their model in life." 
Interment in rock-hewn tombs, " as the manner of the Jews is to 
bury," had been practised in Rome by the Jewish settlers for a 
considerable period anterior to the rise of the Christian Church. 
A Jewish catacomb, now lost, was discovered and described by 
Bosio (Rom. soil. p. Tat), and others are still accessible. They 
are to be distinguished from Christian catacombs only, by the 
character of their decorations, the absence of Christian symbols 
and the language of their inscriptions. There would, therefore, 
be nothing extraordinary in the fact that a community, always 
identified in the popular heathen mind with the Jewish faith, 
should adopt the mode of interment belonging to that religion. 
Nor have we the slightest trace of any official interference with 
Christian burials, such as would render secrecy necessary or 
desirable. Their funerals were as much under the protection of 
the law, which not only invested the tomb itself with a sacred 
character, but included in its protection the area in which it 
stood, and the cella memoriae or chapel connected with it, as those 
of their heathen fellow-citizens, while the same shield would be 
thrown over the burial-dubs, which, as we learn from Tertullian 

I  Cicero is our authority for the burial of Marius, and for Sulla's 
being the first member of the Gen/ Cornelia whose dead body was 
burnt (De Legg. ii. 22). 
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(A polog. c. 39), were common among the early Christians, as over 
those existing among the heathen population of Rome. 

We may then completely dismiss the notion of there being any 
studied secrecy in connexion with the early Christian cemeteries, 

and proceed to inquire into the mode of their formation. 
Mold  without exception, they had their origin in 

small burial areas, the property of private persons or 
of families, gradually ramifying and receiving additions of one 
subterranean storey after another as each was required for inter-
ments. The first step would be the acquisition of a plot of ground 
either by gift or purchase for the formation of a tomb. Christians 
were not beyond the pale of the law, and their faith presented no 
hindrance to the property being secured to them in perpetuity. 
To adapt the ground for its purpose as a cemetery, a gallery was 
run all round the area in the tufa rock at a convenient depth 
below the surface, reached by staircases at the corners. In the 
upright walls of these galleries lortdi were cut as needed to receive 
the dead. When these first four galleries were full others were 
mined on the same level at right angles to them, thus gradually 
converting the whole area into a net-work of corridors. If a 
family vault was required, or a burial chapel for a martyr or 
person of distinction, a Alan square room was excavated by the 
side of the gallery and communicating with it. When the 
original area had been mined in this way as far as was consistent 
with stability, a second storey of galleries was begun at a lower 
level, reached by a new staircase. This was succeeded by a third, 
or a fourth, and sometimes even by a fifth. When adjacent burial 
areas belonged to members of the same Christian confraternity, 
or by gift or purchase fell into the same hands, communications 
were opened between the respective cemeteries, which thusspread 
laterally, and gradually acquired that enormous extent which, 
" even when their fabulous dimensions are reduced to their right 
measure, form an immense work."' This could only be executed 
by a large and powerful Christian community unimpeded by 
legal enactments or police regulations, " a living witness of its 
immense development corresponding to the importance of the 
capital." But although, as we have said, in ordinary times 
there was no necessity for secrecy, yet when the peace of the 
Church was broken by the fierce and often protracted persecutions 
of the heathen emperors, it became essential to adopt precautions 
to conceal the entrance to the cemeteries, which became the 
temporary hiding-places of the Christian fugitives, and to bate 
the search of their pursuers. To these stormy periods we may 
safely assign the alterations which may be traced in the staircases, 
which are sometimes abruptly cut off, leaving a gap requiring 
a ladder, and the formation of secret passages communicating 
with the arenoriae, and through them with the open country. 

When the storms of persecution ceased and Christianity had 
become the imperial faith, the evil fruits of prosperity were not 
slow to appear. Cemetery interment became a regular trade 
in the hands of the fossores, or grave-diggers, who appear to have 
established a kind of property in the catacombs, and whose 
greed of gain led to that destruction of the religious paintings with 
which the walls were decorated, for the quarrying of fresh locull, 
to which we have already alluded. Monumental epitaphs record 
the purchase of a grave from the fossores, in many cases during 
the lifetime of the individual, not unfrequently stating the price. 
A very curious fresco, found in the cemetery of Calixtus, preserved 
by the engravings of the earlier investigators (Bottari, tom. ii. p. 

26, tay. go), represents a " fossor " with his lamp in his hand 
and his pick over his shoulder, and his tools lying about him. 
Above is the inscription, " Diogenes Fossor in Pace depositus." 

It is unnecessary to enter on any detailed description of the 
frescoes which cover the walls and ceilings of the burial-chapels in 
the richest abundance. It must suffice to say that the earliest 
examples are only to be distinguished from the mural decorations 
employed by their pagan contemporaries (as seen at Pompeii and 

I Mommsen's chosen example of an ancient burial-chamber, ex-
tending itself into a catacomb, or gathering subterranean additions 
round it till a catacomb was established, 31 that of the cemetery 
of St Domitilla, traditionally identified with a granddaughter of 
Vespasian, and the catacomb of Santi Nereo eel Achille° on the 
Appian and Ardeatine way.  

elsewhere) by the absence of all that was immoral or idolatrous, 
and that it was only very slowly and timidly that any distinctly 
religious representations were introduced. These were 
at first purely symbolical, meaningless to any but a 
Christian eye, such as the Vine, the Good Shepherd, the 
Sheep, the Fisherman, the Fish, &c. Even the personagesof ancient 
mythology were pressed into the service of early Christian art. 
and Orpheus, taming the wild beasts with his lyre, symbolized 
the peaceful sway of Christ; and Ulysses, deaf to the Siren's 
song, represented the Believer triumphing over the allurements 
of sensual pleasure. The person of Christ appeared but rarely, 
and then commonly simply as the chief personage in an historical 
picture. The events depicted from the life of Christ are hat 
few, and always conform rigidly to the same traditional type. 
The most frequent are the miracle at Cana, the multiplicatioa 
of the loaves and fishes, the paralytic carrying his bed, the healing 
of the woman with the issue of blood, the raising of Lazarus, 

17.—Fresco Ceiling. (From Bosio.) 
The subjects, beginning at the top and going to the right, are-

0) The paralytic carrying his (5) Jonah swallowed by the fish. 
bed. 	 (6) Jonah vomited fords. 

(2) The seven baskets full of (7) Moses striking the rock. 
fragments. 	 (8) Noah and the dove. 

(3) Raising of Lazarus. 	 In the centre, the Good 
(4) Daniel in the lions' den. 	Shepherd. 

Zacchaeus, and the triumphal entry into Jerusalem. The 
Crucifixion, and subjects from the Passion, are never represented. 
The cycle of Old Testament subjects is equally limited. The 
most common are the history of Jonah as a type of the Resurrec-
tion, the Fall, Noah receiving the dove with the olive brand; 
Abraham's sacrifice of Isaac, Moses taking off his shoes, David 
with the sling, Daniel in the lions' den, and the Three Children 
in the fiery furnace. The mode of representation is always con-
ventional, the treatment of the subject no less than its choke 
being dictated by an authority to which the artist was compelled 
to bow. All the more valuable of these paintings have bees 
produced in J. H. Parker's series of photographs taken is the 
catacombs by the magnesium light' Wilpert's great work in 
which these frescoes are reproduced in colours, now enabln 
the student even better to distinguish the styles of differeat 
centuries and follow the course of artistic development or decay. 

Beyond Rome and its suburbs the most remarkable Christi n 
catacombs are those in the vicinity of Naples, described by 
Pelliccia (De Christ. Ecd. Pohl. vol. iv. Dissert. s), and in separate 
treatises by Bellerman and Schultze. Plans of them are sho 
given by Agincourt in his great work on Christian art. Thee 

e Parker's invaluable series of Roman photographs may be wen 
at the library of the Victoria and Albert museum. at the Allimakaa 
museum and the Bodleian library, Oxford. 
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Fig. 22.—Section of a Gallery in Cata 
comb at Alexandria. (From Agincourt. 
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catacombs differ materially from those of Rome. They were 
certaiOly originally stone-quarries, and the hardness of the rock 

has made the construction practicable of wide, lofty 

nwasal corridots and spacious halls, very unlike the narrow 
"yr& galleries and contracted chambers in the Roman 

cemeteries. The mode of interment, however, is the 
same as that practised in Rome, and the loculi and arcosolia 
differ by little in the two. The walls and ceilings are covered 

Flo. 18.—Fresco Ceiling. (From Bosio.) 
The subjects, beginning at the bottom and going to the right, are— 

(I) Moses striking the rock. 	(4) Abraham's sacrifice. 
(2) Noah and the dove. 	(5) The miracle of the loaves. 
(5) The three children in the furnace. 

with fresco paintings of different dates, in some cases lying 
one over the other. This catacomb contains an unquestionable 
example of a church, divided into a nave and chancel, with a 
rude stone altar and bishop's seat behind it. 

At Syracuse also there are very extensive catacombs known 
as" the Grottos of St John." They are also figured by Agincourt, 
serseasw and described by Denon (Voyage en Sitik a Mahe) 

and Fiehrer. There is an. entire underground city with 
several storeys of larger and smaller streets, squares and cross 
ways, cut out of the rock; at the intersection of the cross ways 

FIG. eq.—Plan of the Catacombs of St John, Syracuse. 

are immense circular halls of a bottle shape, like a glass-house 
furnace, lighted by air shafts. The galleries are generally very 
narrow, furnished on each side with arched tombs, and com-
municating with family sepulchral-chambers closed originally 

V (,)  

by locked doors, the marks of the hinges and staples being still 
visible. The walls are in many places coated with stucco adorned 
with frescoes, including palms, doves, labara and other Christian 
symbols. The ground-plans (figs. 
19, so), from Agincourt, of the 
catacomb and of one of the cir-
cular halls, show how widely this 
cemetery differs in arrangement from 
the Roman catacombs. The fre-
quency of blind passages and of 
circular chambers will be noticed, as 
well as the very large number of 
bodies in the cruciform recesses, 
apparently amounting in one in- 

Ftc. so. Flan of Circular Stance to nineteen. Agincourt re- Hall, Catacombs of St John, 
marks that this cemetery " gives an :. ,yracubo.(From Agincourt.) 
idea of a work executed with design 
and. leisure, and with means very different from those at 
command in producing the catacombs of Rome." 

Denon also describes catacombs at Malta near the ancient 
capital of the island. The passages were all cut in a close-
grained stone, and are very narrow,with arched ceilings, 	Adm. 

 running very irregularly, and ramifying in all direc- 
tions. The greater part of the tombs stand on either side of 
the galleries in square recesses (like the table-tombs of the Roman 
catacombs), and are rudely fashioned to imitate sarcophagi. 
The interments are not nearly so numerous as in other catacombs, 
nor are there any vestiges of painting, sculpture or inscriptions. 
At Taormina in Sicily is a Saracenic catacomb, also T  
figured by Agincourt. The main corridor is es ft. 
wide, having three or more ranges of kadion either side, running 
longitudinally into the rock, each originally closed by a sloth: . 

 bearing an inscription. 
Passing to Egypt, a 

small Christian catacomb 
at Alexandria is ova 
described and 
figured by de Rossi. ,  The 
loran here also are set end-
ways to the passage. The 
walls are abundantly deco-
rated with paintings, one 
of a liturgical character. 
But the most extensive 
catacombs at Alexandria 
are those of Egypto-Greek 
origin, from the largest of 
which, according to Strabo 
(lib. xvii. p. 795), the 
quarter where it is placed 
had the name of the 
Necropolis. The plan, it 
will be seen, is remarkable 
for its regularity (figs. al, 
22). Here, too, the graves ... 
run endways into the rock. 	rm. al. --Flan of Catacomb at 

Alexandria. (From Agincourt.) 
Other catacombs in the 
vicinity of the same city are described by Pocock and other 
travellers, and are figured by Agincourt. 

Subterranean cemeteries of the general character of those 
described are very frequent in all southern and eastern countries. 
A vast necropolis in the 
environs of Saida, the 
ancient Sidon, sys  
is described in 
Renan's Mission en Phi-
nick, and figured in Tho-
bois's plates. It consists 
of a series of apartments 
approached by staircases, 

Bulletino di archaeologic, criniana, November 1864, August 
1865. See also Authorities, below 

to 
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the sides pierced with sepulchral recesses running lengthwise 
into the rock. 

The rock-hewn tombs of Etruria scarcely come under the 
category of catacombs, in the usual sense, being rather in- 

dependent family burial-places, grouped together in 
ibck. 	a necropolis. They are, however, far too remarkable erienes 
anus. to be altogether passed over. These sepulchres are 

usually hollowed out of the face of low cliffs on the 
side of a hill. They often rise tier above tier, and are some-
times all on the same level " facing each other as in streets, 
and branching off laterally into smaller lanes or alleys "; and 

Fro. 23.—Plan of a Tomb at Cervetri. (From Dennis.) 
occasionally forming " a spacious square or piazza surrounded 
by tombs instead of houses " (Dennis, Cities and Cemeteries of 
Etruria, ii. 31). The construction of the tombs commonly 
keeps up the same analogy between the cities of the living and 
those of the dead. Their plan is for the most part that of a 
house, with a door of entrance and passage leading into a central 
chamber or atrium, with others of smaller size opening from it, 
each having a stone-hewn bench or triclinium on three of its 
sides, on which the dead, frequently a pair of corpses side by 
side, were laid as if at a banquet. These benches are often 
hewn in the form of couches with pillows at one end, and the 
legs carved in relief. The ceilings have the representation of 
beams and rafters cut in the rock. In some instances arm-chairs, 
carved out of the living rock, stand between the doors of the 
chambers, and the walls above are decorated with the semblance 
of suspended shields. The walls are of ten covered with paintings 
in a very simple archaic style, in red and black. As a typical 
example of the Etruscan tombs we give the plan and section 
(figs. 23, 24) of the Grotta deltaSedia at Cervetri from Dennis 
(PP. 3 2, 35). The tombs in some instances form subterranean 
groups more analogous to the general idea of a catacomb. Of 
this nature is the very remarkable cemetery at Poggio Gaiella, 
near Chiusi, the ancient Clusium, of a portion of the principal 
storey of which the woodcut (fig. sD is a plan. The most re-
markable of these sepulchral chambers is a large circular hall 
about 23 ft. in diameter, supported by a huge cylindrical pillar 

aii1511, 
Fm. 24.—Section of the Tomb of the Seats and Shields, Cervetri. 

(From Dennis.) 
hewn from the rock. Opening out of this and the other chambers, 
and connecting them together, area series of low winding passages 
or elthieldi, just large enough for a man to creep through on all 
fours. No plausible suggestion has been offered as to the purpose 
of these mysterious burrows, which cannot fail to remind us of 
the labyrinth which, according to Varro's description as quoted 
by Pliny (Hirt. Nat. lib. xxxvi. c. zo, if 4), was the distinguishing 
mark of Porsena's tomb, and which have led some adventurous 
archaeologists to identify this sepulchre with that of the great 
king of Etruria (Dennis, u.s., pp. 393 ff.). (E. V.; 0. M. D.) 

Modern Discootries:—In 1873 was discovered, bear the 4:12NO• 
tery of St Domitilla, the semi-subterranean basilica of Sean 
Nemo ed Achille°, ion ft. by 6o ft. This is now covered with 
roof, and the fallen columns have been raised up. The loner 

FIG. 25.—Plan of a portion of the principal storey in the Perak 
Gaiella (From Dennis.) 

part of a pillar, which once supported a baldachin over the alwe 
still preserves the name ACILLEUS, and beneath it a bas-reid 
of the martyr, with his hands bound, receiving his death-blee 
from the executioner. The base of a similar column has only 
feet in the same attitude, and probably bore the name Nzlics 
In a grave in the apse was found a large fragment of an inscnjI 
tion, composed by Pope Damasus, but set up by his memo* 
Siricius, which, from the note-book of a Salzburg pilgrim of the 
8th century, can be completed thus:— 

Nereus (see Rom. xvi. is) and Achilleus, said to have bees 
baptized by St Peter, refused to do the bidding of Domitim ss 
praetorians, and entering the service of Flavia Domitilla, suffried 
martyrdom with their mistress Petronilla, of the Aurelian family 
closely connected with the Flavii, and the spiritual daughter d 
St Peter, who was buried in a sarcophagus with the inscription:— 

AVRELIAB • PSTRONILLAE • FIL • DVLCISSIWAR 
This is now in St Peter's, but was probably originally behind the 
apse of this basilica, for there is a fresco of her in an arcosellats 
with a matron named Veneranda. The original entrance to the 
cemetery leads directly into a spacious corridor with no leak 
but recesses for sarcophagi, and decorations of the classical style 
of the and century. From this a wide staircase leads directly 
down to a chamber, discovered in March t881, of a very early 
date. Within an arcosolium is a tablet set up by "Aortas 
Ampliatus and his son Gordian, to Aurelia Bonifatia, his is 

 wife, a woman of true chastity, who lived as yeses, 
2 months, 4 days, and 2 hours." The letters are of the 2ed 
century; but above the arcosolium was found • stem with 
great letters, s or 6 in. high: "Amman, the tomb of Auirk- 
atus." Now Ampliatus is a servile name: how comes it tote 
set up with such distinction in the sepulchre of the Flan? 
Romans xvi. 8 supplies the answer: " Salute Amplistus, mad 
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kneed to me in the Lord." be Rossi thinks the identification 
eel grounded (Bed:eats°, 1881, Ix 74). Epitaphs of members 
of the Madan family have been found here, and others stating 
that they are put up " Ex nexauxtrn• MAME DOICITILIAE 
mein= =Pres." So that be Road did not hesitate to com-
plete as inscription on a broken stone thus:— 

De Reed began his excavations in the cemetery of Santa 
Priscilla in 185z, but for thirty years nothing but what had been 
&sailed by Boaio came to light. In :88o he unearthed a portion 
rear the Cappella Greca, and found galleries that had not been 
touched since they were filled in during the Diocletian perse-
cution. The locadi were intact and the epitaphs still in their 
daces, so that " they form a kind of museum, in which the 
development, the formulae, and the symbolic figures of Christian 
epigraphy, from its origin to the end of the 3rd or 4th century, 
ran be notified and contemplated, not in artificial specimens 
is is the Lateran, but in the genuine and living reality of their 
original condition." (Bella., :884, p. 68). Many of the names 
mentioned in St Paul's Epistles are found here: Phoebe, Prisca, 
Aglaia, Felix Ampliatus, Epenetus, Olympias, Onesimus, 
Philemon, Asyncritus, Lucius, Julia, Caius, Timotheus, Tychicus, 
Gums, Urbanus, Hermogenes, Tryphaena and Trypho(sa) 
ce the same stone. Petrus, a very rare name in the catacombs, 
h found here several times, both in Greek and in Latin. The 
neighbouring Comasteriens °striatum was anciently known as 
• Foss S. Petri," " sbi Paw baptimmil," " uhi Pass prism 
Wit." This cemetery derives its name from Priscilla, mother 
d Padens, who is said to have given hospitality to St Peter the 
Ipoule. We are reminded of St Paul, and of his friends Aquila 
sad Prism, by a monument erected by an imperial freedman 
who was ex•zeosrrys rssemiscvwevw—chiet tentmaker. 
Is an a corridor was discovered which had at one time been 
belated from the rest of the cemetery. It had no loceli, but 
susses in the wall to receive sarcophagi. At the end of the 
candor there was a large chamber, 23 ft. by :3 ft., once lined 
with marble and the ceiling covered with mosaic, a few fragments 
of which still remain. The only tomb here was a sarcophagus, 
of which the broken front bears the letters. which show it to have 
hem the epitaph of one of the Acilian 

*OLIO GLABRION1 FILO 

In the vicinity art fragments of the epitaphs of Manius Acilius 
sd PM9011/1, of Quintus Acilius and Caia MIA in Greek, 
mother Greek inscription " Acilius Rufous mayest thou live 
la God." After careful examination of the nine Acillii, who were 
coots*, 

 
be Rossi concludes that this was the resting-place of 

that Adios Glabrio, consul with Trajan, A.D. 9z, who in the 
year of his consulate was compelled by Domitian to fight with 
beats in the arena, and then banished and put to death in 95• 
The question of his Christianity seems settled by the discovery 
el the sepulchre of these Christian Atilii. From this crypt a 
Sanone led up to the basilica in which Pope Silvester was 
buried, and the whole plan of which was laid bare by be Rossi. 
The tomb of St Silvtater could be identified, and that of Pope 
Sikhs " at his feet," as the pilgrim noted (Bulica., 1890, 
pp 14.119). 

Just before De Rossi's death, Mgr. Wilpert discovered In the 
Cappella Grecs. • painting of the " Fractio Penis " or eucharistic 
ham, which he cleansed from the dust with which it had been 
wend. The picture of the Blessed Virgin and Child, which De 
an ascribed to the 2nd, if not to the nit century, has received 

la unexpected proof of its antiquity. In z890 the floor of the 
Pliny in which it stands was excavated, and another floor was 
hand to be Eft. below its supposed level. The kali in this lower 
Pala were intact, with inscriptions of the and century still in 
their Places, proving that the niche in which that picture was 
Pealed must have been considerably older than the lowering of  

the floor. A flight of iron steps enables the visitor now to examine 
this venerable specimen of early Christian art. 

After the death of be Rossi, one of his pupils, H. Stevenson, 
since dead, discovered in 1896 a small subterranean basilica in 
the catacomb of Sand Pietro e Marcellino on the Via Labicana, 
with pious acclamations on the plaster similar to those in the 
Papal crypt in St Calixtus. Near the well-known subterranean 
chapel in the Canaria, Odrioriursi was discovered by Mgr. 
Crostarosa, in :877, another chapel, in which Signor Armellini 
found traces of St Emerentiana, foster-sister of St Agnes. Near 
this a whole region of galleries has been brought to light with 
:Dodd intact. 

Explorations conducted in the cemetery of Domitilla in 1897-
1898 brought to light a fine double crypt with frescoes represent-
ing Christ seated between six male and female saints; also an 
inscription relating to a new saint (Eulaliva) in a cubiculum of 
the 3rd century. In 1899-:goo were discovered two opposite 
cubicula in the catacomb of Sand Pietro e Marcellino. These 
were unknown to Bodo, and are both covered with frescoes, the 
vault being in one case decorated with the scene which represents 
Christ seated among the apostles and pronouncing sentence upon 
the defunct. An inscription discovered in :goo on the site of the 
ancient cemetery of St Ciriaca, and dating from A.D. 405, states 
that one Euryalus bought a site ad masa, boa martyris 
Lemma; from a certain lassos whose name has been erased. 
This is interesting as an example of what was known as memories: 
dassatio or the blotting out of a name on account of some 
dishonourable action. From the end of the 4th to the first half 
of the 5th century, the fesseru had the privilege of selling sites, 
which frequently led to grave abuses. In 1901-1902 excavation 
in the cemetery of Santa Priscilla, near the Cappelli, Greca, 
revealed a polygonal chamber. This may have originally been 
the isympfiaddis of the great villa of the Acilii Glabriones, the 
hypogaeum of which was discovered by be Rossi near this spot in 
:888. It may have been used as a burial-place for martyrs, and 
Professor Marucchi is inclined to see in it the sepulchral chapel 
of Pope Marcellinus, who died in A.D. 304 during the persecutions 
of Diocletian. In 1902, In that part of the Via Ardeatina which 
passes between the cemeteries of Calixtus and Domitilla, was 
discovered a crypt with frescoes and the sanctuary of a martyr: 
it is thought that this, rather than a neighbouring crypt brought 
to light in 1897, may prove to be the sepulchral crypt of SS. 
Marcus and Marcellianus. In a cubiculum leading out of a 
gallery in the vicinity there was also discovered an interesting 
impression in plaster of an inscription of the mother of Pope 
Damasus, beginning: 

MC DAMAM MATER POEM LAV5E211/16 IM M11114 

In the same year building operations in the Via di Sant' Onofrio 
revealed the presence of catacombs beneath the foundations: 
examination of the loculi showed that no martyrs or illustrious 
persons were buried here. 

In 1903 a new cemetery with frescoes came to light on the Via 
Latina, considered by Marucchi to have belonged to a heretical 
sect. In the same year the Jewish cemetery on the Via Portuense, 
known to Bosio but since forgotten, was rediscovered. The 
subterranean basilica of SS. Felix and Adauctus, discovered by 
Boldetti and afterwards choked up with ruins, was deared again: 
the crypt, begun by Damasus and enlarged by Siridus, contains 
frescoes of the 6tb-7th centuries. 

A good plan of the catacombs at Albano (at the 15th milestone 
of the Appian way), discovered by Boldetti and described by be 
Rossi, has been published by Marucchi (Nuevo Bulletino di 
arckeologia cristiona, 1902, pp. 89 ff.). In 1904 a small sub. 
terranean cemetery was discovered at Anagnis. Catacombs 
have also been recently discovered on the site of Hadrumetum 
near Sousse in Tunisia. (in W. R. B.; O. M. D.) 

Aursoarrnrs.—The classical work on the catacombs of Rome is 
G. B. De Rossi's Roma staterrasea, on which most of the accounts 
in'other languages than Italian have been based. The fine volume 
by Mgr. Wilpert. Lr Piastre dells catacombs ?Merit (Rome, 1r3), 
in which all the important frescoes are reproduced in colours, is to 
be regarded as an addition to the lama sethennws. AU new 
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discoveries made by the active Commissions di arckeologia sacra are 
chronicled with as little delay as possible in the Hums Bulletin de 
archeologia cristiana published in !tome. 

The most recent accounts of the catacombs are to be found in the 
following books:—Armellini, Gil A Michi Cimiteri cristiani di Roma a 
d' Italia (Rome, 1893);. 0. Marucchi, Le Catacombs ramose (Rome, 
1903; also translated into French), Maxuale ds epigrafm cristiana 
(Milan, 1904); M. Banner, Les Cakewalks de Rome (Pans, 1909). 

Among the older works are: Bosio, Roma sotterranea, Severano's 
edition (1642), and Aringlii's edition (1651); Boldetti, Osservasioxi 
sopra i cimsteri del magi martini (Rome, 1720); Bottari, Sadism e 
plasm sagre, &c. (Rome. 1737-1754) ; Seroux d'Agincourt, Histoire 
de l'art par les monuments (Pans. 1823; German ed., 184o); G. 
Marchi, Monumenti Mlle arti cristiam primitive (Rome, 1844) ; Raoul 
Rochette, Tableau des catacombes de Rome (2nd ed., Pans, 1853); 
Pert, Les Calacombes de Rome (Paris, 1855)—a sum nous folio 
work, but not always accurate, Roller, Les Catacombes de Rome 
(Paris, 1881); V. Schultze, Die Katakomben (Leipzig, 1882): 

Works written in English are: Northcote and Brownlovz,. Roma 
sotterranea London, 1869; based upon De Rossi); Wharton 
Marriott, T Testimony of the Catacombs (London, 1870); J. H. 
Parker, The Archaeology of Rome: the Catacombs; Smith and 
Cheetham, Dictionary of Christian Antiquities, s.v. " Catacombs " ; 
R. Lanciani, Pagan and Christian Rome (London, 1892); W. Lowry, 
Christian Art and Archaeology, ch. (London, scoot ; a useful 
introduction to the subject); H. Gee, "The Church in the Cata-
combs," in W. Lefroy's Lectures in Ecclesiastical History (1896); 
Th. Mommsen, in the Contemporary Review, May 1871. 

Accounts of the catacombs will also be found in the encyclopaedias 
and manuals published under the following names: Martigny, 
Perath, F. X. Kraus (Realencyklopddie and ceschickle der aria:when 
Kunst), Reusens, V. Schultze and C. M. Kauffman, and in the large 
new Dictionnaire d'archeologie chretienne el liturgic, published at 
Paris under the editorship of Dom F. Cabrol. 

The catacombs at Naples are described in C. F. Bellermann, Ober 
die dlksten christlidten Begrdbnintlitten sod besonders die Kaki-
komben sx Neapd (Hamburg, 1839); Armellini, as above, and 
V. Schultze Die Katakomben von San Germans dei Poveri is Neapd 
(Jena, 1877). 

For the catacombs in Malta, A. A. Caruana, Ancient Pagan Tombs 
and Christian Cemeteries in the Islands of Matta (Malta, 1898), and 
A. Mayr, " Die altchristlichen BegrabnisstAtten auf Malta," in 
ROmische Quartalschri f voL xv. pp. 216 and 352 (Rome, 1901), 
may be consulted. 

The fullest account of the Sicilian catacombs is given by J. Fahrer, 
Forschungen sue Sicilia sotterranea (Munich, 1897); and D. C. 
Barrecca, Le Catacombs di San Giovanni in Siracusa (Syracuse, 1906). 

A catacomb of the 5th century, discovered at Kertch in South 
Russia, is described by J. Kulakovsky in Materials for Russian 
Archaeology (St Petersburg, 1896; a publication of the Russian 
Imperial Archaeological Commission), but it is written in Russian, 
as also is the account by V. Latyshev, in Vizantieski Vremennik, 
vol. vi. pp. 337 ff. (St Petersburg. 1899). 

The catacombs at Hadrumetum (Sousse) are described by A. F. 
Leynard, Les Calacombes d'Hadrumbk, deuxubtie campagne de fouilks 
(1904-1905). See also Revue Tunisienne (1905), p. 250. 

For the catacombs of Alexandria, Neroutsoe Bey, L' Anticline 
Alexandria, may be consulted in addition to De Rossi's article 
mentioned in the text. (0. M. D.) 

CATAFALQUE (a word of unknown origin, occurring in various 
forms in many European languages, meaning a funeral scaffold 
or temporary stage), a movable structure of wood sometimes 
richly decorated, erected temporarily at funeral ceremonies 
in a church to receive the coffin or effigy of the deceased; also 
an open hearse or funeral car. 

CATALANI. ANGELICA (178o-1849),  Italian opera-singer, 
daughter of a tradesman at Sinigaglia, was educated at the 
convent of Santa Lucia at Gubbio, where her magnificent 
soprano voice, of extraordinary compass and purity, soon 
became famous. In 1795 she made her debut on the stage at 
Venice, and from that moment every impresario in Europe was 
anxious to engage her. For nearly thirty years she sang at all 
the great houses, receiving very large fees; her first appearance 

• in London being at the King's theatre in 1806. She remained 
in England, a prima donna without a serious rival, for seven 
years. Then she was given the management of the opera in 
Paris, but this resulted in financial failure, owing to the incapacity 
and extravagance of her husband, Captain Valabregue, whom 
she married in 1806. But her continental tours continued to 
be enormously successful, until she retired in 1828. She settled 
at Florence in 1830, where she founded a free singing school for 
girls; and her charity and kindness were unbounded. She died 
of cholera in Paris on the 12th of June 1849. 

CATALEPSY (from Gr. ettri).fir, a seizure), a term applied 
to a nervous affection characterized by the sudden suspension 
of sensation and volition, accompanied with a peculiar rigidity 
of the whole or of certain muscles of the body. The subjects 
of catalepsy are in most instances females of highly nervous 
temperament The exciting cause of an attack is usually maul 
emotion operating either suddenly, as in the case of a fright, or 
more gradually in the way of prolonged depression. The symp-
toms presented vary in different cases, and even in the same hob-
vidual in different attacks. Sometimes the typical features of the 
disease are exhibited in a state of complete insensibility, together 
with a statue-like appearance of the body which will retain 
any attitude it may be made to assume during the continuance 
of the attack. In this condition the whole organic and vital 
functions appear to be reduced to the lowest possible limit 
consistent with life, and to such a degree as to simulate actual 
death. At other times considerable mental excitement sill 
accompany the cataleptic symptoms, and the patient will ass 
or utter passionate exclamations during the fit, being all the 
while quite unconscious. The attack may be of short duration, 
passing off within a few minutes. It may, however, last for many 
hours, and in some rare instances persist for several days; and 
it is conceivable that in such cases the appearances presented 
might be mistaken for real death, as is alleged to have occasion-
ally happened. Catalepsy belongs to the class of functional 
nervous disorders (see MUSCLE AND NERVE: Pathology) in which 
morbid physical and psychical conditions are mixed up. Al-
though it is said to occur in persons in perfect health, careful 
inquiry will usually reveal some departure from the normal state, 
as is shown by the greater number of the recorded cases. More 
particularly is this true of females, in whom some form of 
menstrual derangement is generally found to have preceded 
the cataleptic affection. Catalepsy is sometimes associated with 
epilepsy and with grave forms of mental disease. In ordinary 
cases, however, the mental phenomena bear close resemblance 
to those witnessed in hysteria. In many of the subjects of 
catalepsy there appears to be a remarkable weakness of the will, 
whereby the tendency to lapse into the cataleptic state is not 
resisted but rather in some measure encouraged, and attacks 
may thus be induced by the most trivial circumstances. 

CATALOGUE (a Fr. adaptation of the Gr. sariacryos, a register, 
from saraM•yar, to enrol or pick out), a list or enumeration_ 
generally in alphabetical order, of persons, things, &c-, and 
particularly of the contents of a museum or library. A casks( 
raisonnle is such a list classified according to subjects or on some 
other basis, with short explanations and notes. (See also articles 
B1BLIOGRAPNY AND Brnuotocr, and Lraisants.) 

CATALONIA (Cataluna), a captaincy-general, and formerly 
a province of Spain, formerly also a principality of the clown 
of Aragon; bounded on the N. by the Pyrenees, W. by Aragon. 
S. by Valencia, and E. by the Mediterranean Sea. Pop. (spaa' 
1,966,382; area, 12,427 sq. m. The triangular territory Qi 
Catalonia forms the north-eastern corner dale Iberian Peninsula.
A full account of the physical features, and of the modem 
development of commerce, communications, &c., in this area 
is given in the articles on the four provinces Barcelona, Gerona. 
Lerida and Tarragona, into which Catalonia was divided in 3 833 

The coast, which is partly sandy, partly rocky, extends about 
240 m.; its chief harbours are those of the capital. Umlauts. 
of Matar6, of Rosas and of Tarragona. The surface is mach 
broken by spurs of the Pyrenees, the direction of which 
generally south. Running south-west to north-east, and united 
on the north with one of the offsets of the Pyrenees, is the nage 
of the Sierra Llena, which bisects Catalonia, and forms its 
central watershed. The principal rivers are the Ter, the Lahti-
gat, and the Ebro (q.v.), which all run into the Mediterranesa 
None of them is navigable. The climate. in spite of fremiese 
mists and rains, sudden changes of temperature, and occasiocal 
great mid-day heat, is healthy and favourable to vegetal/ea 
The dwarf-palm, orange, lime, and olive grow in the wanner 
tracts; and on the higher grounds the thorn-apple, pomegranate, 
myrtle, esparto and heaths flourish. These is much woodland. 
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but meadows and pastures are rare. Maize, millet, rye, flax, 
liquorice and fruits of all sorts—especially nuts, almonds, 
oranges, figs, walnuts and chestnuts—are produced. Wheat 
sufficient for one-fourth of the population is grown, and the vine 
is extensively cultivated. Few cattle, but numbers of sheep, 
goats and swine are reared. Game is plentiful, and the fisheries 
on the coast are excellent. The wines are for the most part 
rough and strong, though some are very good, especially when 
matured. They are much used to adulterate those of Oporto, 
or, after undergoing the blending operation termed corn page, 
are passed off as Bordeaux wines in France. The best of them, 
priorato, is chiefly known in England,. under the disguise of 
second or third-rate port; it was much used in the military 
hospitals of America during the Civil War. 

The Catalonians are a frugal, sharp-witted, and industrious 
people, having much national pride, and a strong revolutionary 
spirit. They are distinct in origin from the other inhabitants of 
Spain, from whom they differ in their dialect and costume. In 
their great energy and their love of enterprise they resemble the 
Basques. Irrigation, careful husbandry and railroad communica-
tions have much developed the resources of their country, in 
themselves excelknt; and there arc many manufacturing towns 
and industrial establishments. 

Catalonia was one of the first of the Roman possessions in 
Spain, and formed the north-eastern portion of Hispania 
Tarraconensis. About 47o it was occupied by the Mans and 
Goths. It was conquered by the Moors in 7 5 2, but these invaders 
were in tuns dispossessed by the Spaniards and the troops of 
Charlemagne in 788. Catalonia was subsequently ruled by 
French counts, who soon, however, made themselves independent 
of France. By the marriage of Count Raymond Berenger IV. 
of Barcelona with Petronilla of Aragon, Catalonia became 
annexed to Aragon; but this union was frequently severed. 
In 1640, when Philip IV. attempted to deprive Catalonia of its 
rights and privileges, it gave itself up to Louis XIII. of France. 
It was restored to Spain in 1659, and was once more occupied by 
the French from 1694 to 1697. Under Philip V. Catalonia, in 
1714, was deprived of its tortes and liberties. From i8o8 to 
/813 it was held by France. It was the scene of civil war in 1823, 
and of important revolutionary operations in the Carlist wars. 

The history and literature of Catalonia have been closely studied, 
and in many cases the results of research are published in the Catalan 
language. See Cataluna, sus monstmeneor y awes, su natural= e 
Eisloria (2 vols. of the illustrated series Espana), by P. Pifferrer, 
F. Pi Margall. and A. A. Pijoan (Barcelona, 5884); Historia de 
Catalusta, by V. Balaguer (51 vols., Madrid, 1886, &c.); Historic' 
de Cataluta, b_y A. Bori y Fontestk (Barcelona. 1898); Origines 
histiricos de CMalstila, by J. Balari y Jovany.  (Barcelona. OM); 
Caoccio deb monografias de Cnicannya, by J. Rem y Vilardell (Barce-
lona. 5890); /Ham& del demists en Catalonia, Mallorca y Valencia, 
by B. Oliver (Madrid. 1876-1880); and Antigua marina catalana, 
by F. de Bofarull y Sans (Barcelona, 1896). The Revista carakna 
(Catalan Review), published at Barcelona from 5889, contains many 
valuable papers on local affairs. See also SPAIN: sections Language; 
Literature and History, and BARCELONA. 

CATALPA. in botany, a genus belonging to the family Hignoni-
aceae and containing about ten species in America and eastern 
Asia. The best known is Catalpa bignonioidcr, a native of the 
eastern United States which is .often cultivated in parks and 
gardens. It is a stately tree with large heart-shaped pointed 
leaves and panicles of white bell-shaped flowers streaked with 
yellow and brown purple. 

CATALYSIS (Irons the Gr. mud, down, and Niew, to loosen), 
in chemistry, the name given to chemical actions brought about 
by a substance, termed the " catalyst," which is recovered 
unchanged after the action. The term was introduced by 
Berzelius, who first studied such reactions. It is convenient to 
divide catalytic actions into two groups:—(i) when the catalyst 
first combines with one of the reaction components to form a 
compound which immediately reacts with the other components. 
the catalyst being simultaneously liberated, and free to react 
with more of the undecomposed first component; and (2), when 
the catalyst apparently reacts by mere contact. The theory of 
catalysis is treated under CHEMICAL ACTION; in this article 
mention will be made of some of the more interesting examples.  
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A familiar instance of a catalytic action is witnessed when a 
mixture of potassium chlorate and manganese dioxide, is heated 
to 350°, oxygen being steadily liberated, and the manganese 
dioxide being unchanged at the end of the reaction. The action 
may be explained as follows:—part of the chlorate reacts with 
the manganese dioxide to form potassium permanganate, 
chlorine and oxygen, the chlorine subsequently reacting with 
the permanganate to produce manganese dioxide, potassium 
chloride and oxygen, thus 

2KCI03 -1-2Mn02 = 2K Mn04-1-C12-1-02 = 2KCI +2Mn02+ 30s 

This explanation is supported by the facts that traces of chlorine 
are present in the gas, and the pink permanganate can be 
recognized when little dioxide is used. Other oxides bring about 
the same decomposition at temperatures below that at which 
the chlorate yields oxygen when heated alone; but since such 
substances as kaolin, platinum black and some other finely 
powdered compounds exercise the same effect, it follows that the 
explanation given above is not quite general. Another example 
is Deacon's process for the manufacture of chlorine by passing 
hydrochloric acid gas mixed with air over heated bricks which 
had been previously impregnated with a copper sulphate solution. 
The nitrous gases employed in the ordinary chamber process of 
manufacturing sulphuric acid also act catalytically. Mention 
may be made of the part played by water vapour in conditioning 
many chemical reactions. Thus sodium will not react with dry 
chlorine or dry oxygen; carbon, sulphur and phosphorus will 
not burn in perfectly dry oxygen, neither does nitric oxide give 
red fumes of the peroxide. In organic chemistry many catalytic 
actions are met with. In the class of reaction known as " con-
densations," it may be found that the course of the reaction is 
largely dependent upon the nature of some substance which 
acts catalytically. One of the most important is the Friedel 
and Craft's reaction, in which an aromatic compound combines 
with an alkyl haloid in the presence of aluminium, zinc or 
ferric chloride. It seems in this, as in other cases, that addition 
compounds are first formed which subsequently react with the 
re-formation of the catalyst. The formation of benzoin from 
benzaldehyde in the presence of potassium cyanide is another 
example; this action has been investigated by G. Bredig and 
Stern (Zeit. Elektrocketn., r904, 10, p. 582). 

The second class of catalytic actions, viz. those occasioned 
by the presence of a metal or some other substance which under-
goes no change, is of especial interest, and has received much 
attention. The accelerating influence of a dean platinum plate 
on the rate of combination of hydrogen and oxygen was studied 
by Faraday. He found that with the pure gases the velocity 
of reaction increased until the mixture exploded. The presence 
of minute quantities of carbon monoxide, carbon disulphide, 
sulphuretted hydrogen and hydrochloric acid inhibited the 
action; in the case of the first two gases, there is no alteration 
of the platinum surface, since the plate brings about combination 
when removed to an atmosphere of pure hydrogen and oxygen; 
with the last two gases, however, the surface is altered, since 
the plate will not occasion the combination when placed in the 
pure gases. M. Bodenstein (Zeit. phys. Chem, 1904, 46, p. 725) 
showed that combination occurs with measurable velocity at 
ordinary temperatures in the presence of compact platinum. 
More energetic combination is observed if the metal be finely 
divided, as, for instance, by immersing asbestos fibres in a 
solution of platinum chloride and strongly heating. The 
" spongy " platinum so formed brings about the combination 
of ammonia and oxygen to form water and nitric acid, of nitric 
oxide and hydrogen to form ammonia (see German Patent, 1905, 
257,287), and of sulphur dioxide and oxygen to form sulphur 
trioxide. The last reaction, which receives commercial applica-
tion in the contact process of sulphuric acid manufacture, was 
studied by M. Bodenstein and W. Pohl (Zeit. Elektrochetts., 
1905, 11, p. 373), who found that the equilibrium followed the 
law of mass-action (see also F. W. Raster, Zeit. atom. Chem., 
1 904, 42, P. 453, R. Lucas, Zeit. Beistrockettc, 1905, 11, p. 457). 
Other metals. such as nickel, iron, am., can also react as catalysts. 
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The use of finely divided nickel (obtained by reducing the oxide 
in a current of pure hydrogen at a temperature of 350°) has been 
carefully studied by P. Sabatier and J. B. Senderens; a summary 
of their results is given in the Ann. Chim. Phys., 1905 (viii.) 4, 
PP. 319-488. Of special interest is the condensation of acetylene. 
If this gas mixed with hydrogen be passed over the reduced 
nickel in the cold, the temperature may rise to as high as I so°, 
the acetylene disappearing and becoming replaced by a substance 
like petroleum. If the nickel be maintained at 200°, and the 
gases circulated for twenty-eight hours, a product, condensible 
to a yellow liquid having a beautiful fluorescence and boiling 
at as°, is obtained. This substance closely resembles ordinary 
Pennsylvanian petroleum. If acetylene be passed alone over 
nickel heated to 2000-300°, a mixture, boiling at 6o°-7o° and 
having a green colour by diffused and a red by transmitted light, 
was obtained. This substance closely resembles Caucasian 
petroleum. The decomposition of carbon monoxide according 
to the reaction 2C0e-C + CO, is purely catalytic in the presence 
of nickel and cobalt, and also in the presence of iron, so long 
as the amount of carbon dioxide present does not exceed a certain 
amount (R. Schenck and W. Heller, Ber., 19os, 38, pp. 2132, 
2139). It is of interest that finely divided aluminium and 
magnesium decompose methane, ethane, and ethylene into 
carbon and hydrogen in the same way as nickel. Charcoal at 35 0 

 also reacts catalytically; for example, Senderens found that 
ethyl alcohol was decomposed by animal charcoal into methane, 
ethylene, hydrogen, carbon monoxide and a little carbon dioxide, 
and propyl alcohol gave propylene, ethane, carbon monoxide 
and hydrogen, while G. Lemoine obtained from ethyl alcohol 
and wood charcoal a mixture of acetaldehyde and hydrogen. 

CATAMARAN (a Tamil word, from calla, to tie, and ma'am 
wood), a surf-boat or raft used by the natives of Madras and along 
the Coromandel Coast in India. It is usually made of three tree 
trunks lashed together, the centre trunk being the largest and 
longest, and having one end bent upward to form a kind of prow. 
Catamarans of a larger size are in use in the West Indies and 
South America. . The name is also given to two boats lashed 
together. Apparently through an erroneous connexion with cat, 
the name has been applied to a noisy scolding woman. 

CATAMARCA, an Andean province of the Argentine Republic, 
lying W. of Santiago del Estero and Tucuman and extending to 
the Chilean frontier, with Los Andes and Salta on the N., Cordoba 
on the S.E., and Rioja on the S. Pop. (1895) 90. 16 1; ( 1 904, 
estimate) 103,082; area, 47,531  sq. m. The surface of the 
province is extremely broken, the Andes forming its western 
boundary, and the Aconquija, -Ancaste, Ambato, Gulampaja 
and other ranges traversing it from north to south. It is com-
posed very largely of high plateaus with a general slope southward 
broken by a few fertile valleys. The greater part of the province 
is arid and barren, being sheltered from the moist, eastern winds 
by the high mountain barriers of Aconquija and Ancaste. The 
rivers are small, and some of them are lost in the barren, sandy 
wastes. Others, especially in the foothills of the high sierras, 
are utilized to irrigate the fertile valleys. The climate of some 
of the low, sheltered valleys is extremely hot and unhealthy, 
but on the open plateaus it is peculiarly dry and bracing and 
is probably beneficial in the treatment of pulmonary diseases. 
The mineral resources of the province include gold, silver, copper, 
lead, nickel, iron, coal and malachite, but of these only copper 
and silver are mined, and these chiefly in the Andalgalk district. 
Salt deposits also exist, but are worked only to a limited extent. 
Cereals, alfalfa and fruit are grown. Large numbers of cattle, 

'fattened in the alfalfa fields of Pucarfi, Tinogasta and Copaca-
bana, are driven into northern Chile across the San Francisco 
pass (13,124 ft. above sea level) and mules are bred for the 
Bolivian market. Wine of an excellent quality is produced 
and exported. Tanning leather is another industry of the 
province, some of the trees growing in the Catamarca forests being 
rich in tannin. Catamarca is traversed by the Northern Central 
railway between Cordoba and the city of Catamarca, its capital, 
which passes around the southern extremity of the Sierra de 
Ancaste and makes a long detour to Chumbicha, near the Rioja 

frontier. The more important towns, after Catamarca, the 
capital, are Andalgalfi and Tinogasta with populations (esti-
mated, 1904) of soon to 6000 each. Belen is the oldest Spanish 
settlement in the province and was founded in 155o, being called 
Barco at first. The population is largely mixed with Indian 
blood. 

CATAMARCA (San Fernando de Catamarca), capital of the 
above province on the Rio del Valle de Catamarca, 230 m (318 
m. by rail) N.N.W. of Cordoba. Pop. (acts) 7397; (Egos, 
estimate) 8000, with a large percentage of mestizos. Catamarca 
is connected by railways with Rioja and Patquia and with 
Cordoba. The city stands in a narrow, picturesque valley at the 
foot of the Sierra de Ambato, 2772 ft. above sea level. The 
valley is highly fertile, partially wooded, and produces fruit in 
abundance, wine and some cereals. In the city are Sour mills 
and tanneries, and among its exports are leather, fruit, wine, 
flour, and a curious embroidery for which the women of Cata-
marca have long been famous. There is a fine church, 220 by co 
ft., and a national college occupies the old Merced convent- The 
alamcda is one of the prettiest in the Argentine Republic, having 
a reservoir of two acres surrounded by shrubbery and walks. 
Catamarca was founded in 1685 by Fernando de Mendoza 
because the tows of Chacra, the former provincial capital, a few 
miles north of Catamarca, had been found unhealthy and subject 
to inundations. Previous to the selection of Chacra as the 
provincial capital, the seat of government was at San Juan de 
Londres, founded in 1558 and named after the capital of England 
by order of Philip II. in honour of his marriage with Queen Mary. 
The arid surroundings of Londres led to its partial abandonment 
and it is now a mere village. Cholla, a suburb of Catamarca, is 
inhabited wholly by Calchaqui Indians, a remnant of the original 
inhabitants of this region. 

CATANIA (Gr. Kalane, Rom. Catinal), a city and episcopal 
see of Sicily, the chief town of the province of Catania, on the 
east coast, 59 m. by rail S. of Messina, and 2 51 m. by rail S.E. of 
Palermo (tor m. direct). Pop. (1880 100,41 7; (1905) 187,722. 
The principal buildings are handsome, and the main streets, 
meeting in the Piazzo del Duomo, are fine. The cathedral di 
S. Agatha, containing the relics of the saint, retains its three 
original Norman apses (1091), but is otherwise a large baroque 
edifice. The monument of Don Ferrando d'Acunea, a Spanish 
viceroy of Sicily, is a fine early Renaissance work (494). In the 
west portion of the town is the huge Benedictine abbey of S. 
Nicola (now suppressed), the buildings of which occupy an area 
of about 21 acres and contain the museum, a library, observatory, 
&c. The church, dating, like the rest of the buildings, from 
2693-1735, is the largest in Sicily, and the organ, built in 1762 
by Donato del Piano, with 72 stops and 2916 pipes, is very fine. 
The university, founded in x444, has regained some of its former 
importance. To the south near the harbour is the massive 
Casten' Ursino, erected in 1232 by Frederick IL Remains of 
several ancient buildings exist, belonging in the main to the 
Roman period. The theatre, covered by a stream of lava, and 
built partly of small rectangular blocks of the same material. 
though in the main of concrete, has been superimposed upon the 
Greek building, some foundations of which, in calcareous stone. 
of which the seats are also made, still exist. It is 106 yds. in 
diameter, and is estimated to have accommodated 7000 spectators 
Close to it are the remains of the so-called Odeum, of sham plan 
to the theatre but without a stage, and to the north is the church 
of S. Maria Rotonda, originally a Roman domed structure. 
perhaps part of a bath. To the north, in the Piazza Stesicoao, 
is the amphitheatre, a considerable portion of which has bees 
uncovered, including the two corridors which an round the 
whole building and gave access to the seats, while a part of the 
arcades of the exterior has been excavated and left epos; the 
pillars are made of blocks of lava, and the arches of brick The 
external diameters of the amphitheatre are 410 and 348 ft., whale 
the corresponding diameters of the arena are 233 and 167 ft. It 
is thus the third largest Roman amphitheatre knows, twiag 
surpassed only by that at Verona and the Colosseum. Remains 

I This is the form vouched for by the inscriptions. 
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of many other Roman buildings also exist beneath the modern 
town, among the best preserved of which may be noted the 
public baths (Thema* Achilkae) under the cathedral, and those 
under the church of S. Maria dell' Indirizzo. The number of baths 
is remarkable, and gives some idea of the luxury of the place in 
Roman times. Their excellent preservation is accounted for by 
their burial under the lava. The majority were excavated by 
Prince Ignacio Biacari (1719-1786), who formed an important 
private collection of antiquities. Of the ancient city walls no 
authenticated remains exist. 

Catania has a considerable export trade in sulphur, pumice 
stone, asphalt oranges and lemons, almonds, filberts, cereals, 
wire (the total production of wine in the province amounted 
to 28,60o,000 gallons in r9o5) and oil. The total value of exports 
in 1905 was L1,647,075,  and of imports L1,326,055, the latter in-
duding notably coal, almost entirely from the United Kingdom, 
and wheat, from Russian ports. The harbour is a good one, and 
has been considerably enlarged since 1872; L128,000 was voted 
in loos towards the completion of the harbour works by the 
Italian government. Sulphide of carbon is produced here; and 
there are large dyeworks, and a factory for making bed-stuffing 
from seaweed. 

The ancient Catina was founded in 729 D.C. by colonists from 
Naxos, perhaps on the site of an earlier Sicel settlement—the 
name is entirely un-Greek, and may be derived from airway, 
which in the Sicel language, as cerium in Latin, meant a basin, 
and woald thus be descriptive of the situation of the town. 
Charoodas, a citizen of Catina, is famous as its lawgiver, but 
his date and his birthplace are alike uncertain; the fragments 
preserved of his laws show that they belong to a somewhat 
primitive period. The poet Stesichorus of Himera died here. 
Very little is heard of Catina in history until 476 a-c., when 
Blero I. removed its inhabitants to Leontini, repeopled it with 
sou Syractuans and s000 Peloponnesians, and changed its name 
to Aetna.- In 461 s.c., however, with the help of Ducetius and 
the Syracusars, the former inhabitants recovered possession of 
their city and revived the old name. Catina was, however, an 
ally of Athens during the Syracusan expedition (415-413 s.c.), 
and served as the Athenian base of operations in the early part 
of the war. In 403 B.C. it was taken by Dionysius of Syracuse, 
who plundered the city, sold the inhabitants into slavery and 
replaced them with Campanian mercenaries. In the First Punt! 
War it was one of the first cities of Sicily to be taken by the 
Romans (263 Marcellus constructed a gymnasium here 
out of the booty of Syracuse. In 123 B.C. there was an eruption 
of Etna so violent that the tithe on the territory of Catina payable 
to Rome was remitted for ten years. It appears to have been a 
flourishing city in the ist century s.c., but to have suffered from 
the ravages of Sextus Pompeius. It became a Roman colonia 
under Augustus, and it is from this period that the fertile plain, 
hitherto called the plain of Leontini, begins to be called the plain 
of Catint It seems to have been at this time the most important 
city in the island, to judge from the language of Strabo and the 
number of inscriptions found there. In A.D. 251 a lava stream 
threatened the town and entered the amphitheatre, which in the 
time of Theodoric had fallen into ruins, as is clear from the fact 
that he permitted the use of its fallen stones to build the city 
wall. It was recovered by Belisarius in 333, sacked by the 
Saracens in 9o2 and taken by the Normans. The latter founded 
the cathedral; but the town was almost entirely destroyed by 
earthquake in 1x70, and devastated by Henry VI. in 1197. It 
became the usual residence of the Aragonese viceroys of the 13th 
and 14th centuries. In 1669 an eruption of Etna partly filled up 
the harbour, but spared the town, which was, however, almost 
entirely destroyed by the earthquake of 1693. Since that 
catastrophe it has been rebuilt, and has not further suffered from 
its proximity to Etna. 

See A. Holm, Das calk Catania (Labeek, 1873). 	(T. As.) 
CATAN7A110, a town and episcopal see of Calabria, Italy, 

capital of the province of Catanzaro, 1125 It. above sea-level. 
Pop. (19or) 22,799 (town); 32,005 (commune). The station for 
the town (Catanzaro Sala) is situated on a branch line connecting  

the two main lines along the east and west coasts of Calabria, 6 m. 
N. by W. of Catanzaro Marina on the east coast, and 20 in. E. 
of S. Eufemia Biforcazione, on the west coast line. The town 
enjoys a comparatively cool climate in summer, and commands 
fine views. Numerous wealthy families reside here, and the 
town has a trade in olive-oil, silk and velvet. The castle, built 
by Robert Guiscard, has been modernized, and so has the cathe-
dral. The see was founded in Hai. The provincial museum 
contains antiquities and especially coins from the ancient cities 
of Magna Graecia, and a few pictures. 

CATAPHYLL (Gr. earA, down, ibbnao, leaf), a botanical 
term for the early leaf-forms produced in the lower part of a 
shoot, such as bud-scales, or scales on underground stems. 

CATAPULT (Lat. catapult°, Gr. naraweArm), a generic name 
for warlike engines of the cross-bow type used by the ancients. 
Although engines of war appear on Assyrian remains, and are 
mentioned in 2 Chronicles :DA. 15, it appears that Greek armies, 
even of the 5th century, did not possess them, and the first 
record of a large siege train in classical literature is of the year 
399 s.c., when Dionysius I. of Syracuse, contemplating an 
expedition against Carthage, provided himself with engines. 
From Sicily siege engines found their way some years later into 
Greece; they were used by Philip of Macedon at the siege of 
Byzantium in 34o, and thereafter, as a natural consequence 
of the regularizing or professionalizing of armies, artillery, as 
we may call it, came into prominence and called into existence 
technical corps to work it. 

The war engines of the Romans, during the republic and early 
principate, are of the same type as those of Alexander's successors 
in Greece. They are usually classed as (a) catapults and (b) 
ballistae (ueofibkoi). The former were smaller and were 
used with arrows for what is now called direct fire (i.e. at low 
angles of elevation); the latter were large siege engines discharg-
ing heavy bolts or stones at a high angle of elevation, like the 
modern howitzer. The) , 
course, principally siege engines, 
but the smaller natures of cata-
pult appear in field warfare from 
time to time, and eventually, 
during the early principate, they 
are found as part of the regula-
tion equipment of infantry units. 
Both were constructed on the 
same principle. 

The essential parts of the cata-
pult (see illustration) were the 
frame, the propelling gear, the 
trough (corresponding to the 
modern barrel) and the pedestal. 
The frame consisted of two hori-
zontal beams forming top and 
bottom sills, and four strung 
upright bars mortised into them. The three open spaces or 
compartments, resembling narrow, windows, between these 
four uprights carried the propelling and laying gear. The pro-
pelling gear occupied the two outer " windows." In each a 
thick skein of cord or sinews was fastened to the top and bottom 
sills and tightly twisted. Two stiff wooden arms were inserted 
in the two skeins, and a specially strong bowstring joined the 
tips of these arms. In the middle compartment was the hinged 
fore-end of the trough, which was at right angles to the frame 
and at the back of it. The trough could be laid for elevation 
by a movable prop, the upper end of which was hinged to the 
trough, while the lower ran up and down a sort of trail fastened 
to the pedestal. The whole equipment was laid for " line " 
by turning the frame, and.with it the trough, prop and trail 
by a pivot in the head of the pedestal. Sliding up and down 
in the trough was a block, fitted with a trigger mechanism, 
through which passed the middle of the bowstring. The pedestal 
was a strong and solid upright resting upon, and strutted to, 
a framework on the ground; its upper end, as mentioned 
above, took the pivot of the frame and the head of the trail. 
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On coming into action the machine was laid for direction and 
elevation. The block and with it the bowstring was next forced 
back against the resistance of the twisted skeins to the rear end 
of the trough, this being effected by a windlass attachment. 
The trigger being then pressed or struck with a hammer, the 
bowstring was released from the block, the stiff arms were 
violently brought back to the frame by the untwisting of the 
skeins, and the arrow was propelled through the centre" window" 
with great velocity. A small machine of the type described 
weighed about 85 lb, and sent a " three-span " (26-in.) arrow 
weighing lb at an effective man-killing velocity somewhat 
over 400  yds. 

The ballista was considerably larger and more expensive than 
this. In Scipio's siege train, at the attack of New Carthage 
(Livy xxvi. 47. 5), the number of the ballistae was only one-sixth 
that of the catapults. In the ballista the rear end of the trough 
(which projected in front of the frame) always rested upon the 
ground, or rather was fixed to the framework of the pedestal—
which was a heavy trestle construction—and the trough was 
thus restricted to the angle of elevation, giving the maximum 
range (45°). Even so the range was not appreciably greater than 
that of a catapult, and in the case of the largest ballistae (ninety-
pounder) it was much less. These enormous engines, which, once 
in position, could not be laid on any fresh target, were used 
for propelling beams and stones rather than for shooting arrows, 
that is, more for the destruction of material than for man-killing 
effect. The skeins that supplied the motive force of all these 
engines were made of the sinews of animals, twisted raw hide, 
horsehair rope, and, in at least one celebrated case, of women's 
hair. In 146 a.c., the authorities of Carthage having surrendered 
their engines to the Romans in the vain hope of staying their 
advance, new ones were hurriedly constructed, and the women 
and virgins of the city cut off their hair to supply the needed skeins. 

The modern implement known as a " catapult " is formed by 
a forked stick, to the forks of which are attached the ends of a 
piece of elastic. To the middle of this elastic a pocket is fitted 
to contain a bullet or small stone. In use the forked stick is 
held in the left hand and the pocket drawn back with the right. 
Aim is taken and, the pocket being released, the missile flies 
through the fork of the stick. Though classed as a toy, this 
weapon can do considerable execution among birds, &c., when 
skilfully used. The name of " catapult " has also been given to 
a bowling machine which is used for cricket practice. 

CATARACT (from the Lat. form calaracia of the Gr./wee/Arm, 
a floodgate, or waterfall, properly something which rushes down), 
a downpour of water, a waterfall. The earliest use in English 
is of a floodgate or portcullis, and this survives in the name of a 
disease of the eye (sec EYE: Eye Diseases), in which the crystalline 
lens becomes opaque, and forms an apparent grating over the 
eye. The term is also used of a device to regulate the strokes in 
certain types of steam-engine. 

CATAROIU (or CATARGI), LASCAR (1823-149), Rumanian 
statesman, was born in Moldavia in November 1823. He 
belonged to an ancient Walachian family, one of whose members 
had been banished in the 17th century by Prince Matthew 
Bassaraba, and had settled in Moldavia. Under Prince Gregory 
Ghica (1849-1856), Catargiu rose to be prefect of police at Jassy. 
In 1857 he became a member of the Divan ad hoc of Moldavia, 
a commission elected in accordance with the treaty of Paris 
(i 856) to vote on the proposed union of Moldavia and Walachia. 
His strongly conservative views, cur.-dilly on agrarian reform, 
induced the Conservatives to support him as a candidate for 
the throne in 1859. During the reign of Prince Cuza (1859-
1866), Catargiu was one of the Opposition leaders, and received 
much assistance from his kinsman, Barbu Catargiu (b. 147), 
a noted journalist and politician, who was assassinated at 
Bucharest on the loth of June 1862. On the accession of Prince 
Charles in May 1866,   Catargiu became president of the 
council, or prime minister; but, finding himself unable to co-
operate with his Liberal colleagues, I. C. Bratianu and C. A. 
Rosetti, he resigned in July. After eight more ministerial 
changes, culminating in the anti-dynastic agitation of 1870-  

1871, Catargiu formed, for the first time in Rumanian history, 
a stable Conservative cabinet, which lasted until :876. Ifs 
policy, which averted revolution and revived the popularity 
of the crown, was regarded as unpatriotic and reactionary by 
the Liberals, who resumed office in 1876; and a proposal to 
impeach the whole Catargiu cabinet was only withdrawn in 1878. 
Catargiu remained in opposition until 1889, when he formed 
another cabinet, taking the portfolio of the Interior; but this 
administration fell after seven months. In the Florescu ministry 
of March 1891 he occupied the same position, and in December 
he again became president of the council, retaining office until 
1895. During this period he was responsible for several useful 
reforms, chiefly financial and commercial. He died suddenly 
at Bucharest on the ith of April 1899. 

CATARRH (from the Gr. earapseir, to flow down), a term 
principally employed to describe a state of irritation of the 
mucous membrane of the respiratory passages, or what is called 
in popular language a " cold." It is the result of infection by 
a micro-organism in one or more of various predisposing con-
ditions, damp, chill, fatigue, &c. The complaint usually begins 
as a nasal catarrh or tonna (Gr. c6pus, head), with a feeling of 
weight about the forehead and some degree of difficulty in 
breathing through the nose, increased on lying down. Fits of 
sneezing accompanied with a profuse watery discharge from the 
nostrils and eyes soon follow, while the sense of smell and to some 
extent that of taste become considerably impaired. Them is 
usually present some amount of sore throat and of bronchial 
irritation, causing hoarseness and cough. Sometimes the vocal 
apparatus becomes so much inflamed (laryngeal catarrh) that 
temporary loss of voice results. There is always more or less 
feverishness and discomfort, and frequently an extreme sensitive-
ness to cold. After two or three days the symptoms begin to 
abate, the discharge from the nostrils and chest becoming thicker 
and of purulent character, and producing when dislodged 
considerable relief to the breathing. On the other hand the 
catarrh may assume a more severe aspect and pass into some 
form of pulmonary inflammation (see Baosamns) or influenza 
(q.v.). 

When the symptoms are first felt it is well to take a good 
purge, and to encourage free perspiration by a hot bath, some 
diaphoretic drug, as spirits of nitrous ether, being taken before 
retiring to bed. Some of the older school of physicians still pin 
their faith to a dose of Dover's powder. When the cold Mani-
fests itself by aches and pains in back and limbs, aspiria 
taken three or four times in the first twenty-four hours will 
often act like magic. Locally a snuff made of menthol 1 part, 
ammonium chloride 3 parts and boracic acid a parts will relieve 
the discomfort of the nose. Also, remembering the microbic 
origin of the disease, gargling and nasal syringing should be re-
peated at intervals. As soon as the attack shows signs of sub-
siding, a good tonic and, still better, a change of air are veil, 

 helpful. • 
The term catarrh is used in medical nomenclature in a wider 

sense to describe a state of irritation of any mucous surface in 
the body, which is accompanied with an abnormal discharge 
of its natural secretion, hence the terms gastric catarrh, intes-
tinal catarrh, &c. 

Sec also RESPIRATORY SYSTEM: Paald,Ogy, and DICESTIvi 
ORGANS, Pathology of. 

CATARRHINE APE, the term used to describe those apes 
which have the nostrils approximated, the aperture pointing 
downward, and the intervening septum narrow; distinguishing 
features of both the lower " doglike " apes (Cynomorpha) and 
the higher " manlike " apes (Anthropomorpha). The Catarrhia 
are restricted entirely to the Old World, and include the gonla. 
the chimpanzee and orang-utan. 

CATASTROPHE (Gr. saravreo44, from zaraersigine to over-
turn), a term of the ancient Greek drama for the change in the 
plot which leads up to the conclusion. The word is thus used 
of any sudden change, particularly of a violent or disastrous 
nature, and in geology of a cataclysm or great convulsion of 
the earth's surface. 
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CATAUXI, a numerous cannibal tribe of South American 

Indians of the Purus river district, Brazil. They are a fine war-
like race, with remarkably clear complexions and handsome 
features; round wrists and ankles they wear rings of twisted 
hair. They cultivate mandioc, and make pottery and bark 
MOM 

CATAWBAS (from the Choctaw for " divided "), a tribe of 
North American Indians of Siouan stock; formerly the dominant 
people of South Carolina. Some of their divisions extended 
into North Carolina. They are now almost extinct, but were 
at one time able to send nearly 20oo " braves " into battle. 
In the American War of Independence they furnished a valuable 
contingent to the South Carolina troops. They then occupied 
a number of small towns on the Catawba river, but they after-
wards leased their land and removed to the territory of the 
Cherokees, with whom they had been formerly at war. There, 
however, they did not long remain, but returned to a reservation 
in their original district. Their affinities have not been very 
clearly made out, and by Albeirt Gallatin they were grouped 
with the Cherokees, Choctaws, Muskogecs and Natchez. A 
vocabulary of sixty of their words was published by Horatio 
Hale in voL if. of the Transactions of the American Ethnological 
Society in 1848; and a much fuller list—about 30o—collected 
by Oscar M. Lieber, the geologist, in s856, made its appearance 
in vol. ii. of Collections of the South Carolina Historical Society, 
1858. Of the one hundred Catawbas still said to be surviving, 
few, if any, can claim to be full-blooded. They are in the 
Catawba Reservation in York county, South Carolina. The 
name is familiar in connexion with the white American wine, 
the praises of which have been sung by Longfellow. The grape 
from which the wine is obtained was first discovered about z 8o 
near the banks of the Catawba river, and named by Major Adlum 
in 5828, but it is now cultivated extensively in Illinois, Ohio 
and New York, and especially on the shores of Lake Erie. 

See also Handbook of American Indians (Washington, 1907). 
CATCH THE TEN, sometimes called Scotch Whist, a game 

played with a pack of 36 cards, from ace, king, queen to six in 
each snit, the ace being highest both in play and cutting. In 
trumps, however, the knave ranks highest. Any number from 
two to eight may play. If an even number, partners are cut for; 
if odd, each plays for himself. An odd number of players sit as 
they like; four players sit as at whist; six playing in two sides 
sit so that no two partners shall be next each other; six playing 
three sides sit so that two opponents shall divide each pair; 
eight are arranged in alternate pairs. After cutting, the cards 
are dealt according to the number of players. The last card 
is turned up for the trump. When five or seven play, the six 
of spades is usually omitted; when eight play, the four sixes are 
thrown out. The eldest hand leads any card he chooses and 
all must follow suit if able, the penalty for a revoke being the 
loss of the game. The tricks are not kept separate but gathered 
in by one player for his side. At the end of the deal there are 
six hands of six cards on the table. The players first play out 
the first two hands, next the second two and finally the last two, 
the trump card remaining on the table until the first four hands 
are played out. The game is 4r points, the object of the play 
being to win the cards which have a special value. These are, 
with their values: knave of trumps is, ace of trumps 4, king 
of trumps 3, queen of trumps a, ten of trumps ro. All other 
cards have no counting value. As the ten can be taken by any 
other honour the object is to " catch the ten." 

CATECHISE (from Gr. Karma., teach by word of mouth), a 
compendium of instruction (particularly of religious instruction) 
arranged in the form of questions and answers. The custom 
of catechizing, common to all civilized antiquity, was followed 
in the schools of Judaism and in the Early Church, where it helped 
to preserve the Gospel narrative (see CATECHUMEN). 

The catechism as we know it is intended primarily for children 
ane uneducated persons. Its aim is to instruct, and it differs 
from a creed or confession in not being in the first instance an 
act of worship or a public profession of belief. The first regular 
catechisms seem to have grown out of the usual oral teaching  

of catechumens, and to have been compiled in the 8th and 9th 
centuries. Among them the work of Notker Labeo and of Kero, 
both monks of St Gall, and that of Ottfried of Weissenburg in 
Alsace deserve mention. But it is not until the first stirrings of 
revolt against the hierarchy, which preceded the Reformation, 
that they became at all widespread or numerous The Waldenses 
of Savoy and France, the Brethren (small communities of evan-
gelical dissenters from the medieval faith) of Germany. and the 
Unitas Fratrum of Bohemia all used the same catechism (one 
that was first printed in x40, and which continued to be pub-
lished till x53,3) for the instruction of their children. It was 
based on St Augustine's Etschiridion, and considers (a) Faith, 
i.e. the Creed, (b) Hope, i.e. the Lord's Prayer, and (c) Love, 
i.e. the Decalogue. 

The age of the Reformation gave a great stimulus to the 
production of catechisms. This was but natural at a time 
when the invention of printing had thrown the Bible open to 
all, and carried the war of religious opinion from the schools 
into the streets. The adherents of the "old" and the " new " 
religions alike had to justify their views to the unlearned as 
well as to the learned, and to give in simple formulas their 
reasons for the faith that was in them. Moreover, in the uni-
versal unrest and oversctting of all authority, Christianity itself 
was in danger of perishing, not only as the result of the cultured 
paganism of the Renaissance, but also through the brutish 
ignorance of the common folk, deprived now of their traditional 
religious restraints. To the urgency of this peril the reformers 
were fully alive; and they sought its remedy in education. 
"Let the people be taught," said Luther, "let schools be opened 
for the poor, let the truth reach them in simple words in their 
own mother tongue, and they will believe." 

Catechisms of the Chief Religious Communions.—(a) Evangelical 
(Lutheran and Reformed).—It was the ignorance of the peasantry, 
as revealed by the horrors of the Peasants' War of 1524-23, and 
his pastoral visitation of the electorate of Saxony 1525-1527, 
that drew the above exclamation from Luther, and impelled him 
to produce his two famous catechisms 0520. In 152o he 
had brought out a primer of religion dealing briefly with the 
Dccalogue, the Creed and the Lord's Prayer; and Justus Jonas, 
Johannes Agricola and other leaders had done something of the 
same kind. Now all these efforts were superseded by Luther's 
Smaller Catechism meant for the people themselves and especially 
for children, and by his Larger Catechism intended for clergy 
and schoolmasters. These works, which did much to mould the 
character of the German people, were set among the doctrinal 
standards of the Lutheran Church and powerfully influenced 
other compilations. The Smaller Catechism, with the Augsburg 
Confession, was made the Rule of Faith in Denmark in 1 537. 

In this same year (1537) John Calvin at Geneva published 
his catechism for children. It was called Instruction and 
Confession of Faith for the Use of the Chunk of Geneva (a reprint 
edited by A. Rilliet and T. Dufour was published in 1878), and 
explained the Decalogue, the Apostles' Creed, the Lord's Prayer 
and the Sacraments. Though it was meant, as he said, to give 
expression to a simple piety rather than to exhibit a profound 
knowledge of religious truth, it was the work of a man who 
knew little of the child mind, and, though it served as an admir-
able and transparent epitome of his famous Institutes, it was too 
long and too minute for the instruction of children. Calvin came 
to see this, and in 1542, after his experience in Strassburg, 
drafted a new one which was much more suitable for teaching 
purposes, though, judged by modern standards, still far beyond 
the theological range of childhood. It was used at the Sunday 
noon instruction of children, on which Calvin laid much stress, 
and was adopted and similarly used by the Reformed Church of 
Scotland. The Reformed churches of the Palatinate, on the 
other hand, used the Heidelberg Catechism (i 56 2- 1563), " sweet-
spirited, experiential, clear, moderate and happily-phrased," 
mainly the work of two of Calvin's younger disciples, Kaspar 
Olevianus and Zacharias Ursinus. The Heidelberg Catechism, 
set forth by order of the elector, is perhaps the most widely 
accepted symbol of the Calvinistic faith, and is noteworthy for its 
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emphasis on the less controversial aspects of the Genevan theo-
logy. As revised by the synod of Dort in 1619, this catechism 
became the standard of most of the Reformed churches of 
central Europe, and in time of the Dutch and German Reformed 
churches of America. Other compilations were those of Decolam-
padius (Basel, 1526), Leo Juda (Zurich, 1534),  and Bullinger 
(Zurich, 1555)• In France, after Calvin's day, the Reformed 
church used, besides Calvin's book the catechisms of Louis 
Capell (1619), and Charles Drelincourt (1642), and at the present 
time Bonnefon's Nouveau Catechism. Rementaire (14th ed., two) 
seems most in favour. In Scotland both Calvin's Geneva 
Catechism and then the Heidelberg Catechism were translated 
by order of the General Assembly and annotated. In 1592 these 
were superseded by that of John Craig, for a time the colleague 
of John Knox at the High Church, Edinburgh. 

Since 1648 the standard Presbyterian catechisms have been 
those compiled by the Westminster Assembly, presented 
to parliament in 1647, and then authorized by the General 
Assembly of the Church of Scotland (July 1648) and by the 
Scottish parliament (January 1649). The Larger Catechism is 
" for such as have made some proficiency in the knowledge of 
the Christian religion," but is too detailed and minute for 
memorizing, and has never received anything like the reception 
accorded to the Shorter Catechism, which is " for such as are of 
weaker capacity." The work was done by a committee presided 
over first by Herbert Palmer, master of Queens', Cambridge, 
and then by Anthony Tuckney, master of Emmanuel The 
scriptural proof texts were added at the request of the English 
parliament. In his negotiations with the parliament in 1648 
Charles I. offered to license the printing of the catechism, but, 
as the negotiations were broken off, this was not done. The 
Shorter Catechism, after a brief introduction on the end, rule and 
essence of religion, is divided into two parts:—I. The doctrines 
we are to believe (1) concerning the nature of God, (2) concerning 
the decrees of God and their execution—(a) in creation and 
providence, (b) in the covenant of works, (c) in the covenant of 
grace; II. The duties we are to perform (1) in regard to the moral 
law, (2) in regard to the gospel—(a) inward duties, i.e. faith and 
repentance, (6) outward duties as to the Word, the sacraments 
and prayer. It has 107 questions and answers, while that of the 
Anglican Church has but 24, grouping as it does the ten com-
mandments and also the petitions of the Lord's Prayer, instead 
of dealing with them singly. Though the Shorter Catechism, 
closely associated as this has been from the first with Scottish 
public elementary education, has had very great influence in 
forming and training the character of Presbyterians in Scotland, 
America and the British colonies, it is, like most other catechisms 
drawn up by dogmatic theologians, more admirable as an epitome 
of a particular body of divinity than as an instruction for the 
young and the unlearned. Its use is now generally preceded by 
something more adapted to the child-mind, and this is true also 
in other communions and in the case of other catechisms. 

(b) Roman Catholic.—There was no universal catechism 
published by the Latin Church before the council of Trent, but 
several provincial councils, e.g. in Germany and Scotland 
(where Archbishop Hamilton's catechism appeared in 1552 and 
was ordered to be read in church by the parish priest), moved in 
self-defence along the lines already adopted by the reformers. 
The council of Trent in 1563 resolved on an authoritative work 
which was finally carried through by two small papal commis-
sions, and issued in r566 by Pius V. (Eng. trans. by Donovan, 
Dublin, 1829). Being uncatechetical in form and addressed to 
the clergy rather than to the people, it missed its intention, and 
was superseded by others of less exalted origin, especially by those 
of the Jesuit Peter Canisius, whose Summa Doctrine. el Instils-
tionis Christiana ( 1 554) and its shorter form (1556) were already 
in the field. The catechisms of Bellarmine (16o3) and Bossuet 
(1687) had considerable vogue, and a summary of the former 
known as Schema de Porto was sanctioned by the Vatican 
council of 1870. But the Roman Catholic Church as a whole 
has never had any one official catechism, each bishop being 
allowed to settle the matter for his own diocese. In England  

the Roman Catholic bishops have agreed on the use of what is 
known as " The Penny Catechism," which is very lucid and well 
constructed. 

(c) Orthodox Eastern Ckurck.—Peter Mogilas, metropolitan 
of Kiev, drew up in 1643 the Orthodox Confession of the Catholic 
and Apostolic Eastern Church. This bulwark against the en-
croachments of the Jesuits and the Reformed Church was 
standardized by the synod of Jerusalem in 1672. A smaller 
catechism was drawn up by order of Peter the Great in 1723. 
The catechisms of Levshin Platon (1762) and V. D. Philaret 
(1839), each in his day metropolitan of Moscow, are bulky 
compilations which cannot be memorized, though there is a 
short introductory catechism prefaced to Philaret's volume 
(Eng. trans. in Blackmore's Doctrine of the Russian Clrurch, 
1845). These works are not to any extent in the hands of the 
people, but are used by the Russian clergy and schoolmasters 
as guides in giving instruction. The Coptic and Armenian 
churches also have what H. Bonar describes as " mere pretences 
at catechisms." 

(d) Anglican.—The catechism of the Church of England is 
included in the Book of Common Prayer between the Orders 
for Baptism and Confirmation. It has two parts: (i.) the bap-
tismal covenant, the Creed, the Decalogue and the Lord's 
Prayer, drawn up probably by Cmnmer ' and Ridley in the time 
of Edward VI., and variously modified between then (z 549) and 
166i; (ii.) the meaning of the two sacraments, written on the 
suggestion of James I. at the Hampton Court Conference in 1604 
by John Overall, then dean of St Paul's, and afterwards bishop 
successively of Coventry and Lichfield and of Norwich. This 
supplement to what had become known as the Shorter Catechism 
established its use as against the longer one, King Edward 
V lik's Catechism., which had been drawn up in 1553 by John 
Ponet or Poynet, bishop of Winchester, and then revised and 
enlarged in 1570 by Alexander Nowell, Overall's predecessor as 
dean of St Paul's. The Anglican catechism with occasional 
modification, especially in the sacramental section, is used not 
only in the Church of England but in the Episcopal churches of 
Ireland, Scotland, the British dominions and the United States 
of America. By the rubric of the Prayer Book and by the 59th 
canon of 1603 the clergy are enjoined to teach the catechism 
in church on Sundays and holidays after the second lesson at 
Evening Prayer. This custom, long fallen into disuse, has 
largely been revived during recent years, the children going to 
church for a special afternoon service of which catechizing 
is the chief feature. Compared with the thoroughness of most 
other catechisms this one seems very scanty, but it has a better 
chance of being memorized, and its very simplicity has given it 
a firm hold on the inner life and conscience of devout membees 
of the Anglican communion throughout the world. 

(c) Other Communions.—Almost every section of the chards, 
e.g. the Wesleyan Methodist, has its catechism or catechisms, 
but in addition to those already enumerated only a few need be 
mentioned. The Socinians embodied their tenets in the larger 
and smaller works drawn up by Fausto Sozzini and Schmalz, 
and published at Rakow in Poland in 16o5;* modern Unitarians 
have modern catechisms. The Quakers or Friends possess a 
kind of catechism said to have been written by George Fox in 
1660, in which father and son are respectively questioner and 
answerer, and an interesting work by Robert Barclay, in which 
texts of Scripture form the replies. Congregationalists for some 
time used Isaac Watts's Catechisms for Children and Faith 
(1730), since superseded by the manuals of J. H. Stowell, J. H. 
Riddette and others. In 1898 the National Council of the 
Evangelical Free Churches in England and Wales published 

1  Cranmer had published a separate and larger catechism on the 
basis of the work of Justus Jonas in 1.548: note also Alleles Cote. 
chime, A Christen Instruccion of the Principal Ponues of Orton 
Religion (1550. . 

A Latin edition in 1609 was dedicated to James I. of Enflind. 
The British Houses of Parliament passed a resolution ordering all 
copies of it to be publicly burned, and again in 1652 when another 
edition appeared. An English translation, probably by John Birks 
was printed in Amsterdam and widely circulated. 
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an Evandical Free Church Catechism, the work of a committee 
(convened by Rev. Hugh Price Hughes) comprising Congregation-
alists, Baptists, Methodists (Wesleyan, Primitive and others), 
and Presbyterians, and thus representing directly or indirectly the 
beliefs of sixty or seventy millions of avowed Christians in all parts 
of the world, a striking example of inter-denominational unity. 
More remarkable still in some respects is The School Catechism, 
issued in 5902 by a conference of members of the Reformed 
churches in Scotland, which met on the invitation of the Church 
of Scotland. In its compilation representatives of the Episcopal 
Church in Scotland co-operated, and the book though " not 
designed to supersede the distinctive catechisms officially recog-
nized by the several churches for the instruction of their own 
children," certainly " commends itself as suitable for use in 
schools where children of various churches are taught together." 

Catechisms have a strong family likeness. In the main they are 
expositions of the Creed, the Lord s Prayer and the Decalogue, and 
thus follow a tradition that has come down from the days when 
Cyril of Jerusalem delivered his catechetical Lectures. Even when 
(as in the Shorter Westminster Catechism and the School Catechism) 
the Creed is simply printed as an appendix, or where (as in the Free 
Church Catechism) it ts not mentioned at all, its substance is dealt 
with. The order in which these three main themes are treated is by 
no means constant. The Heidelberg and Westminster Catechisms 
are of a more logical and independent character. The former is 
based on the Epistle to the Romans, and deals with the religious 
life as (I) Repentance, (2) Faith. (3) Love. Under these heads it 
discusses respectively the sin and misery of men, the redemption 
wrought by Christ (here are included the Creed and the Sacraments), 
and the grateful service of the new life (the Decalogue). 

It may be noted that Sir Oliver Lodge has adopted the 
catechetical form in his book, The Substance of Faith Allied with 
Science (1o2), which is described as " a catechism for parents and 
teachers?' 

See Ehrenteuchter, Geschichte des Katechssmas (1857); P. Schaff, 
History of the Creeds of Christendom (3 vols.; 1876-1877); Mitchell, 
Catechisms of the Second Reformation (1887); C. Achelis, Lehrbuch 
der prala. Theologie (2 vols., 1898); L. Pullan, History of the Book 
of Compton Prayer, pp. 207-208; E. A. Knox, Pastors and Teachers 
(1902), chi. iii. and iv.; W. Beveridge, A Short History of the West-
"router Assembly (1904), ch. x. (A. J. G.) 

CATECHII, or Curter (Malay, backs), an extract obtained 
from several plants, its chief sources being the wood of two 
species of acacia (A. catechu and A. soma), both natives of India. 
This extract is known as black catechu. A similar extract, 
known in pharmacy as pale catechu (Calecku paUkluirs), and 
in general commerce as gambir, or terra japonica, is produced 
from the leaves of Uncaria gamble and U. acida, cinchonaceous 
plants growing in the East Indian Archipelago. A third product 
to which the name catechu is also applied, is obtained from 
the fruits of the areca or betel palm, Areca catechu. 

Ordinary black catechu is usually imported in three different 
forms. The first and best quality, known as Pegu catechu, 
is obtained in blocks externally covered with large leaves; the 
second and less pure variety is in masses, which have been 
moulded in sand; and the third consists of large cubes packed 
in coarse bags. The wood of the two species of Acacia yielding 
catechu is taken for the manufacture when the trees have attained 
a diameter of about r ft. The bark is stripped off and used for 
tanning, and the trunk is split up into small fragments, which 
are covered with water and boiled. When the extract has be-
come sufficiently thick it is cast into the forms in which the 
catechu is found in commerce. Catechu so prepared is a dark 
brown, or, in mass, almost black, substance, brittle, and having 
generally a shining lustre. It is astringent, with a sweetish 
taste. In cold water it disintegrates, and in boiling water, 
alcohol, acetic acid and strong caustic alkali it is completely dis-
solved. Chemically it consists of a mixture of a peculiar variety 
of tannin termed catechu-tannic acid with catechin or catechuic 
acid, and a brown substance due to the alteration of both these 
principles. Catechu-tannic acid is an amorphous body soluble 
in cold water, while catechin occurs in minute, white, silky, 
needle-shaped crystals, which do not dissolve in cold water. 
A very minute proportion of quercetin, a principle yielded by 
quercitron bark, has been obtained from catechu. 

Gambir, which is similar in chemical composition to ordinary 

catechu, occurs in commerce in the form of cubes of about an 
inch in size, with a pale brown or yellow colour, and an even 
earthy fracture. For the preparation of this extract the plants 
above mentioned are stripped of their leaves and young twigs, 
and these are boiled down in shallow pans. The juice is strained 
off, evaporated, and when sufficiently concentrated is cast into 
shallow boxes, where, as it hardens and dries, it is cut into small 
cubes. 

Gambir rind catechu are extensively employed in dyeing and 
tanning. For dyeing they have been in use in India from the 
most remote period, but it was only during the 19th century 
that they were placed on the list of European dyeing substances. 
Catechu is fixed by oxidation of the colouring principle, catechin, 
on the cloth after dyeing or printing; and treated thus it yields 
a variety of durable tints of drabs, browns and olives with 
different mordants (see DvErsio). The principal consumption 
of catechu occurs in the preparation of fibrous substances exposed 
to water, such as fishing-lines and nets, and for colouring stout 
canvas used for covering boxes and portmanteaus under the name 
of tanned canvas. Black catechu is official in most pharma-
copoeias except that of Great Britain, in which pale catechu is 
the official drug. The actions and uses of the two are similar, 
but black catechu is the more powerful. The dose is from five 
to twenty grains. The pelvis witting comPositus contains catechu 
and kino, and may be given in doses twice as large as those 
named. The drug has the actions and uses of tannic acid, but 
owing to the relative insolubility of catechu-tannic acid, it is 
more valuable than ordinary tannic acid in diarrhoea, dysentery 
and intestinal haemorrhage. 

CATECHUMEN (Lat. catechumenus, Gr. rarirro6posea, 
instructed, from scarxelr, to teach orally), an ecclesiastical 
term applied to those receiving instruction in the principles of 
the Christian religion with a view to baptism. As soon as 
Christianity became a missionary religion, it was found necessary 
to make arrangements for giving instruction to new converts. 
At the beginning the Apostles themselves seem to have under-
taken this duty, and the instruction was apparently given after 
baptism, for in Acts ii. 41, 42, we are told the " they that 
gladly received the word were baptized . . . and they continued 
stedfastly in the Apostles' teaching." There are two instances 
in the New Testament where reference is made to individual 
instruction in this technical sense. Luke (i. 4) in dedicating the 
third Gospel to Theophilus tells him that his aim in writing the 
book was " that thou mightest have certainty in the things in 
which thou has been instructed " (zarrrriens), and we are told 
that Apollos was instructed (scarocrjairos) " in the way of the 
Lord" (Acts xviii. 25). 

With the development of Christianity the instruction became 
more definite and formal. It is probable that the duty of 
instructing converts was assigned to " the teachers," who are 
ranked by Paul immediately after the Apostles and prophets 
(r Cor..xii. 28), and occupied an important position in the 
Christian ministry. In the Didache, or Teaching of the Apostles, 
we have an excellent illustration of the teaching which was 
given to candidates for baptism in early times. There can be 
little doubt that the Didache was used as a manual for cate-
chumens for several centuries. Athanasius (Festal Epistles, 39), 
for instance, says that " it was appointed by the Fathers to be 
read by those who are just recently coming to us, and wish to be 
instructed in the word of godliness " (icaraxelaitai ran rile 
eisrefte(ar Mryor). The instruction prescribed by the Didache 
is very largely ethical, and stands in striking contrast to the 
more elaborate doctrinal teaching which came into vogue in 
later days. The Shepherd of Hernias too is another book which 
seems to have been used for the purpose of catechesis, for 
Eusebius says that it " was deemed most necessary for those 
who have need of elementary instruction "(Ecdes. Hist. 3-6). 

With the rise of theological controversy and the growth of 
heresy catechetical instruction became of vital importance to 
the Church, and much greater importance was attached to it. 
After the middle of the 4th century it was regarded as essential 
that the candidate for baptism should not only be acquainted 
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with the spiritual truths and ethical demands which form the 
basis of practical Christianity, but should also be trained in 
theology and the interpretation of the creeds. Two books have 
been preserved which throw a striking light upon the trans-
formation which had taken place in the conception of catechesis• 
11) the Catechetical Lectures of Cyril of Jerusalem; (a) the 
De rudibus Caleckisandis of Augustine. Cyril's Lectures may be 
termed the Pearson on the Creed of the 4th century. He takes 
each article separately, discusses it clause by clause, explains 
the meaning of each word, and justifies each statement from 
Scripture. Augustine's treatise was written at the request of a 
catechist, named Deogmtias, who had asked him for advice. 
After replying to the question of Deogmtias, and giving sundry 
counsels as to the best method of interesting catechumens, 
Augustine concludes by giving a model catechetical lecture, 
in which he covers the whole of biblical history, beginning from 
the opening chapters of Genesis, and laying particular stress on 
the doctrinal parts of Scripture. Cyril and Augustine differ, as 
we should expect, in the doctrines which they select for emphasis, 
but they both agree in requiring a knowledge of sound doctrine 
on the part of the candidates. 

In spite of the numerous references to catechumens in Patristic 
literature, our knowledge of the details of the system is often 
very deficient, and upon some points there is considerable 
diversity of opinion amongst experts. The following are the 
most important questions which come under consideration. 

I. The Classification of Cateckunsuu.—Bingham and many of the 
older writers held that there were four classes of catechumens, 
representing different stages in the processof instruction: (a)" The 
inquirers" whose interest in Christianity had been sufficiently aroused 
to make them desire further information, and who received private 
and individual instruction from the teachers before they were 
admitted into the second class. (b) " The hearers " (audiences), 
who were admitted into the Church for the purpose of listening to 
sermons and exhortations. (c) The portrait or genii *denies, who 
were allowed also to take part in the pra (d) The dedi or 
conspetentes, who had completed the period of 

yers.
probation and were 

deemed ready to receive baptism. Modern scholars, however, for 
the most part, deny that there is sufficient basis to justify this 
elaborate classification, and think that its advocates have confused 
the catechumenate with the system of penance. The evidence does 
not seem to warrant more than two classes (a) the andienrs, who 
were in the initial stages of their training, 0) the competentes, who 
were qualified for baptism. 

2. The Relation of Catechumens lo the asurch.—Catechumens were 
allowed of course to attend church services, but at a certain point 
were dismissed with the words " Ito catechumen, missa est." The 
moment at which the dismissal took place cannot be exactly deter-
mined, and it is not clear whether the catechumens were allowed to 
remain for a portion of the Communion service, and if so, whether as 
spectators or as partial participants. A passage in Augustine seems 
to imply that in some way they shared in the Sacrament, " that 
which they (the catechumens) receive, though it be not the Body of 
Christ, is yet an holy thing and more holy than the common food 
which sustains us, because it is a Sacrament " (De peccatorstm merilis, 
ii. 42). The explanation of these words has occasioned considerable 
controversy. Many scholars hold (and this certainly seems the 
most natural interpretation) that consecrated bread was taken from 
the Eucharist and given to the catechumens. Bingham, however, 
maintains that the reference is not to the consecrated bread, but to 
salt, which was given to them as a symbol " that they might learn 
to purge and cleanse their souls from sin." 

3. The Duration of the Training.—Various statements with 
to the duration of the catechumenical training are found in ecclesi-
astical authorities. The Apostolical Constitutions, for instance, fix 
it at three years;' the synod of Elvira at two.' The references in 
the Fathers, however, imply that for practical purposes it was 
limited to the forty days of Lent. Very probably, however, the 
forty days of actual instruction were preceded by a period of 
probation. 

4. The Relation between the Catechuntenale and Baptirm.—Cate-
chetieal instruction was designed as a preliminary to baptism. 
There were two directions, however, in which this purpose was 
enlarged: (a) We have no reason to suppose that when infant 
baptism was introduced, those who bad been baptized in infancy 
were excluded from the catechetical training, or that instruction 
was deemed unnecessary in their case, though as a matter of fact 
we have no definite reference to their admission. The custom of 
postponing baptism, which was very general in the 4th and 5th 
centuries, probably made such cases more rare than is generally 
supposed, and so accounts for the absence of any allusion to them 

A post. Constit. viii. 2. 	 Canon az. 

For details of this and other Hindu systems see H. T. Colebrook'. 
Miscellaneous Essays (1837; new ed., E. B. Cowell, t873); H. K 
Wilson, Essays and Lectures on the Religions of the fistulas 0661-
1862); Monier Williams, Indian Wisdom (4th ed., 1893); A. E. 
Gough's Vaiseshika-Sutras (Benares, 1873), and Philos*, 4 de 
Upanishads (London, 1882, 1891); Max Mailer. Sanskrit Lanais% 
and particularly his appendix to Thomson's Laws of Tkosight. 

in connexion with the catechumenate. (b) We have no reams to 
suppose that the instruction given in the famous catechetical schools 
of Alexandria and Carthage was restricted to candidates for baptism. 
There is no doubt that " catechetical " is used in a much wider sense 
when applied to the lectures of Odra than when used of the 
addresses of Cyril of Jerusalem. The instruction " of Or issa was 
given to all classes of Christians, and not merely to those who were 
in the initial stages. 

5. Characteristics of the Cateckuneenical Training.—Besides in-
struction there were some other important features connected 
with the catechumenate. (a) The duty of confession was impressed 
on the candidates. (b) The ceremony of exorcism was often per-
formed in order to free the catechumen from evil spirits. (c) At a 
certain point in the training the creed and the doctrine of the Sacra-
ments were delivered to the candidates by the bishop with much 
impressive ceremonial. This teaching constituted the "hot secret " 
or ' mystery " (discipline; amass) of Christianity. and could only be 
imparted to those who were qualified to receive it. The acquits 'tics 
of this arcanum was regarded as the most essential element in the 
catechetical discipline, and marked off its pommel's from the tent 
of the world. There can be little doubt that this conception of the 
" Holy Secret " came into the Church originally from the Greek 
mysteries, and that much of the ceremonial connected with the 
catechumenate and baptism was derived from the same source. 

AUTHORItiEs.—Cyra, Cakcheser; Gregory of Nyasa. Orate 
Catechetica; Chrysostom, Catecheses ad iihrwinandar; Augustine. 
De rudibus Catechisandis ; Mayer. Geschichte des Katedisanenats .. . 
is den ersten seclu Jakrhunderten (1868); S. Cheetham, The M 	' 
Pagan and Christian. 	 (H. T. A.) 

CATEGORY (Gr. rarrnip(a, " accusation "), a term used 
both in ordinary language and in philosophy with the general 
significance of " class " or " group." In popular language it 
is used for any large group of similar things, and still more 
generally as a mere synonym for the word " dress." The word 
was introduced into philosophy as a technical term by Aristotle, 
who, however, several times used it in its original sense of 
" accusation." He also used the verb mamma., to accuse, 
in the specific logical sense, to predicate; rd samosabsiswo 
becomes the predicate; and xamopuo) rpornon may be 
translated as affirmative proposition. But though the word thus 
received a new signification from Aristotle, it is not on that 
account certain that the thing it was taken to signify was equally 
a novelty in philosophy. In .fact we find in the records of 
Oriental and early Greek thought something corresponding to 
the Aristotelian classification. 

Our knowledge of Hindu philosophy, and of the relations in 
which it may have stood to Greek speculation, scarcely enables on 
to give decisive answers to various questions that natur- mar  
ally arise on observation of their many resemblances (see •0.0b,. 
an article by Richard Garbs in Monist, iv. 176-193). Yet 
the similarity between the two is so striking that, if not historically 
connected, they must at least be regarded as expressions of similar 
philosophic needs. The Hindu classification to which we specially 
refer is that of Kanada, who lays down six categories, or dames of 
existence, a seventh being generally added by the cosnmentators. 
The term employed is Paddrtlich meaning " signification of a word." 
This is in entire harmony with the Aristotelian doctrine, the cate-
kiries of which may with truth be described as signification of 
simple terms, ea sank pads,slar asser/axis Xelipsse. The six 
categories of Kanada are Substance, Quality, Action. Genie, la-
dividuality, and Concretion or Co-inherence. To these is added 
Non-Existence, Privation or Negation. Substance is the permanent 
substance in which Qualities exist. Athens, belonging to or inhering 
in substances, is that which produces change, Genus belongs to 
substance, qualities and actions; there are higher and lowerm... 
Individuality, found only in substance, is that by which a thing r 
self-existent and marked off from others. Concretion or Co-inherence 
denotes inseparable or necessary connection, such as that betimes 
substance and quality. Under these six classes, 71.1 m i bur, 
Kanada then proceeds to range the facts of the universe.' 

Within Greek philosophy itself there were foreshadowing, of the 
Aristotelian doctrine, but nothing so important as to warrant the 
conclusion that Aristotle was directly influenced by it. 0.4 
Doubtless theOne and Many, BeingandNon-Being,of the 0,8s,va, 
Eleatic dialectic, with their subordinate oppositions. may 
be called categories, but they are not so in the Aristotelian owe 
and have little or nothing in common with the later system. Thek 
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starting-point and results are wholly diverse. Nor does it appear 
necessary to do more than mention the Pythagorean table of 
principles, the number of which is supposed to have given rise to the 
decuple arrangement adopted by Aristotle. The two classifications 
have nothing in common; no term in the one list appears in the 
other; and there is absolutely nothing in the Pythagorean principles 
which could have led to the theory of the categories. ,  

One naturally turns to Plato when endeavouring to discover the 
genesis of any Aristotelian doctrine. and undoubtedly there are in 
ma, the Platonic writings many detached discussions in which 

the matter of the categories is touched upon. Special 
terms also are anticipated at various times, e.g. smarm in the 
Themteens. souls and siestas in the Gorgias, and spas Ts in the 
Sophist' But there does not seem to be anything in Plato which 
one could say gave occasion directly and of itself to the Aristotelian 
doctrine; and even when we take a more comprehensive view of the 
Platonic system and inquire what in it corresponds to the widest 
definition of categories, say as ultimate elements of thought and 
existence, we receive no very definite answer. The Platonic dialectic 
never worked out into system, and only in two dialogues do we get 
anything like a list of ultimate or root-notions. In the Sophist, 
Being, Rest and Motion (re 8. dm) gal cram, rat xiremt are 
laid down as piytora ra.  r To these are presently added 
the Same and the Other (Talmo. sal fervor). and out of the con= 
sideration of all five some light is cast upon the obscure notion of 
Non-Being (ro p4 Sr). In the same dialogue (262 seq.) is found the 
important distinction of anima and Asa, noun and verb. The 
Pkilebws presents us with a totally distinct classification into four 
element,—the Infinite, the Finite, the Mixture or Unity of both 
and the Cause of this unity (re leaps., captain, 9 atria). 
[t is at once apparent that, however these classifications arc related 
to one another and to the Platonic system, they lie in a different 
field from that occupied by the Aristotelian categories, and can 
hardly be said to have anything in common with them. 

The Aristotelian doctrine is most distinctly formulated in the 
short treatise Kargyoplat, which generally occupies the first place 
Amway. among the books of the Orgasm. The authenticity of 

the treatise was doubted in early times.  y some of the 
commentators, and the doubts have been revived by such scholars 
as L. Spengel and Carl Prantl. On the other hand, C. A. Brandi', 
H. Bonita, and Ed. Zeller are of ' • n that the tract is substantially 
Aristotle's. The matter ishas ly one that can be decided either 
pro or rem with anything like certainty; but this is of little-moment, 
for the doctrine of the categories, even of the ten categories, does not 
stand or fall with only one portion of Aristotle's works. 

It is surprising that there should yet be so much uncertainty as 
to the real significance of the categories, and that we should be in 
nearly complete ignorance as to the process of thought by which 
Aristotle was led to the doctrine. On both points it is difficult to 
extract from the matter before us anything approaching a satis-
factory solution. The terms employed to denote the categories 
have been scrutinized with the utmost care, but they give little help. 
The most important—s. sou berm or fit obrlat, Tien vol Sera or 717M,  
Army, yin simply, re rpirr  a or /II oxen roam. at erZieen, or al 
asssolensr—only indicate that the categories are general classes 
into which Being as such may be div ided, that they are menu; 
geom. The expressions /km ganympliee. and exisara • a, 
which are used frequently. seem to lead to another and somewhat 
different view. iarrreels being taken to mean that which is predi-
cated, yin file s- would signify the most general classes of predicates, 
the framework into the divisions of which all _predicates must come. 
To this interpretation there are objections. The categories must be 
carefully distinguished from predicables; in the scholastic phrase-
ology the former refer to first intentions, the latter to second intentions, 
is. the one denote real, the other logical connexion. Further, the 
categories cannot without careful explanation be defined as predi-
cates; they are this and something more. The most important 
category, seeks, in one of its aspects cannot be predicate at all. 

In the Karrpoolat Aristotle prefixes to his enumeration a gram-
matico-logical disquisition on homonyms and synonyms, and on the 
elements of the proposition, i.e. subject and predicate. He draws 
attention to the fact that things are spoken of either in the connexion 
known as the proposition, e.g. " a man runs," or apart from such 
connexion, e.g. " wan" and " runs." He then proceeds, " Of 
_things spoken of -apart from their connexion in a proposition (rt. 
earn 'misplay avor).ador kevonterv), each ,srir 

or 
 signifies either Substance 

(dais),), Quantity (~ or 4.), QUallty (saes . Relation (Iran n), 
 Where (i.e.. Place, sou), or When (i.e. Time, .roil), or Position 

(o6.0.4. or Possession (Isei.), or Action (soar), or Passion (latexes), 
°bola, the first category, is subdivided into spins den or primary 
substance, which is defined to be rase n, the singular thing in which 
properties 'inhere, and to which predicates are attached, and drarepat 

The supposed origin of that theory in the treatise rapt sou ras4t, 
ascribed to Archytas (q.v.), has been proved to be an error. The 
treatise itself dates in all probability from the Neo-Pytlaagorean 
schools of the and century A.D. 

Prand, Ges. der Logi*, i. 74-751 F. A. Trendelenburg, Kate-
gevienlehre, 209. a. 

Sepik 254 D.  

°Lela., genera or species which can be predicated of primary 
substances, and are therefore awl, only in a secondarysense. 
Nevertheless, they too, after a certain fashion, signify the singular 
thing, reds p. 3 b 12. 13). It is this doctrine of irlekry oiels 
that has raised doubts with regard tp the authenticity of the Ram. 
'man. But the tenfold classification, which Nasals° been captiously 
objected to, is given in an acknowledged writing of Aristotle's (see 
Topica. i. 9. p. 103 b 20)." At the same time it is at least remarkable 
that in two places where the enumeration seems intended to be 
complete (AM. p. tot) a a5; A n. Pot. i. 32, p. 83 a 21), only eight 
are mentioned, hos and tatfrOat being omitted. In other passages' 
six; five, four, and three are given, frequently with some addition, 
such as sal al aLan e It is also to be observed that, despite of 
this wavering, distinct intimations are given by Aristotle that be 
regarded his list as complete, and he uses phrases which would seem 
to indicate that the division had been exhaustively carried out. 
He admits certainly that some predicates which come under one 
category might be referred to another, but he declines to deduce all 
from one highest class, or to recognize any relation of subordination 
among the several classes. 

The full import of the categories will never be adequately reached 
from the point of view taken up in the lianyropiar, which bears all 
the marks of an early and preliminary study. For true understand-
ing we must turn to the Metaphysics, where the doctrine is handled at 
large. The discussion of Being in that work starts with a distinction 
that at once gives us a clue. r6 is is spoken of in many ways; of 
these (our are classified--rd eastoevalletkidn, rd In is akster, rd 
Ile Sweeps sat issyysla, and r6 de sari rd ex4para rm. sarryopleo.. 
It is evident from this that the categories can be regarded 
neither as purely logical nor as purely metaphysical elements. 
They indicate the general forms or ways in which Being can be 
predicated; they are determinations of Being regarded as an object 
of thought, and consequently as matter of speech. It becomes 
apparent also why the analysis of the categories starts from the 
singular thing, for it is the primary form under which all that is 
becomes object of knowledge, and the other categories modify or 
qualify this real individual. Myra at TA Irrriartra Lid st tam 
liyverou sal is vine sal rl. Td St rl Wrap oar !ram, rarrriaga✓ 11.2'aP 
yolk rawly 4 'Dae rot (Met. p. 1032 a 13-13). — -I be 
categories, therefore, are not logical forms, but real predicates; 
they are the general modes in which Being may be expressed. The 
definite thing, that which comes forward in the process from poten-
tiality to full actuality, can only appear and be spoken of under forms 
of individuality, quality, quantity and so on. The nine later 
categories all denote entity in a certain imperfect fashion. 

The categories then are not to be regarded as heads of predicates, 
the framework into which predicates can be thrown. They are real 
determinations of Being—allgenseine Bestimmtheitew, as Hegel calls 
them. They are not Mania genera of existences, still less are they 
to be explained as a classification of namable things in general. 
The objections Mill has taken to the list are entirely irrelevant, 
and would only have significance if the categories were really—what 
they are not—an exhaustive division of concrete existences. Grote's 
view (Aristotle, i. 108) that Aristotle drew up his list by examining 
various popular propositions, and throwing the different predicates 
into genera, " according as they stood in different logical relation 
to the subject," has no foundation. The relation of the predicate 
category to the subject is not entirely a logical one; it is a relation 
of real existence, and wants the essential marks of the propositional 
form. The logical relations of rd b. arc provided for otherwise than 
by the categories. 

Aristotle has given no intimation of the course of thought by which 
he, was led to his tenfold arrangement, and it seems hopeless to dis-
cover it. Trendelenburg in various essays has worked out the idea 
that the root of the matter is to be found in grammatical considera-
tions, that the categories originated from investigations into gram-
matical functions, and that a correspondence will be found to obtain 
between categories and parts of speech. Thus, Substance corre-
spondss to noun substantive, Quantity and Quality to the adjective, 
Relation partly to the comparative degree and perhaps to the pre-
position, When and Where to the adverbs of time and place Action 
to the active, Passion to the passive of the verb, Position (astsiku) 
to the intransitive verb, Amur to the peculiar Greek perfect. That 
there should be a very close correspondence between the categories 
and grammatical elements is by no means surprising; that the one 
were deduced from the other is both philosophically and historically 
improbable. Reference to the detailed criticisms of Trendelenburg 
by Ritter, Bonita, and Zeller will be sufficient. 

Aristotle has also left us in doubt on another point. Why should 
there be only ten categories? and why should these be the ten? 
Kant and Hegel, it is well known, signalize as the great defect in the 
Aristotelian categories the want of a principle, and yet some of 
Aristotle's expressions would warrant the inference that he had a 
principle, and that he thought his arrangement exhaustive. The 
leading idea of all later attempts at reduction to unity of principle, 

s Against this passage even Prantl can raise no objection of any 
moment: see Ges.- der Logik, i. 2o6. n. 

See Bonin, Index Aristotelicus, s.v., and Nand, Get. des Leek. 
207.. 
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the division Into substance and accident, was undoubtedly not 
overlooked by Aristotle, and Fr. Brentano' has collected with great 
diligence passages which indicate how the complete list might 
have been deduced from this primary distinction. His tabular 
arrangements (pp. 175, 177) are particularly deserving of attention. 
The results, however, are hardly beyond the reach of doubt. 

There was no fundamental change in the doctrine of the categories 
from the time of Aristotle to that of Kant, and only two proposed 

Later reclassifications are of such importance as to require 
notice. The Stoics adopted a fivefold arrangement of °""*" highest 'classes, 'render sr. yd fly or ri, Being, or some-

what in general, was subdivided into inroolseys or subjects, rota or 
qualities in general, which give definiteness to the blank subject,rWr 
kowsa, modes which further determine the subject, and spar n r‘lo 
troves, definite relative modes. These categories are so related that 
each involves the existence of one higher than itself, thus there 
cannot be a ink n ear Igoe which does not rest upon or imply a rem 
lam, but sibs limy is impossible without rode, which only exists 
in forossisissoy, a form or phase of yd Sy.* 

Plotinus, after a lengthy critique of Aristotle's categories, sets 
out a twofold list. 18 1r, elmmit create, yofrohm, heparin
are the primitive categories (rote'ro ilys) of the intelligible sphere. 
awls, ink ix, soil, wordy, clown are the categories tithe sensible 
world. The return to the Platonic classification will not escape 
notice. 

Modern philosophy, neglecting altogether the dry and tasteless 
treatment of the Aristotelian doctrine by scholastic writers, gave a 

new, a wider and deeper meaning to the categories. Modern They now appear as ultimate or root notions, the meta- 
2'0w' physical or thought elements, which give coherence and 

consistency to the material of knowledge, the necessary and universal 
relations which obtain among the particulars of experience. There 
was thus to some extent a return to Platonism, but in reality, as 
might easily be shown, the new interpretation was, with due allow-
ance for difference in point of view, in strict harmony with the true 
doctrine of Aristotle. The modern theory dates in particular from 
the time of Kant, who may be said to have reintroduced the term 
into philosophy. Naturally there are some anticipations in earlier 
thinkers. The Substance, Attribute and Mode of Cartesianism can 
hardly be classed among the categories; nor does Leibnitz's chance 
suggestion of a fivefold arrangement into Substance, Quantity, 
Quality, Action and Passion, and Relations, demand any particular 
notice. Locke, too, has a classification into Substances, Modes 
and Relations, but in it he has manifestly no intention of drawing up 
a table of categoies. What in his system corresponds most nearly 
to the modern view of these elements is the division of kinds of real 
predication. In all judgments of knowledge we predicate either 
(t) Identity or Diversity, (a) Relation. (3) Co-existence, or necessary 
connexion, or (4) Real existence. From this the transition was easy 
to Hume's important classification of philosophical relations into 
those of Resemblance, Identity, Time and Place, Quantity or 
Number; Quality, Contrariety. Cause and Effect. 

These attempts at an exhaustive distribution of the necessary 
relations of all objects of knowledge indicate the direction taken by 
modern thought, before it received its complete expression from 
Kant. 

The doctrine of the categories is the very kernel of the Kantian 
system, and, through it, of later German philosophy. To explain 

it fully would be to write the history of that philosophy. 
Ks" The categories are called by Kant Root-notions of the 
Understanding (Stammbegriffe des Yerstandes), and are briefly the 
specific forms of the a prion or formal element in rational cognition. 
It is this distinction of matter and form in knowledge that marks 
off the Kantian from the Aristotelian doctrine. To Kant knowledge 
was only possible as the synthesis of the material or a posteriori 
with the fbrmal or a priori. The material to which a priori forms of 
the understanding were applied was the sensuous content of the 
pure intuitions, Time and Space. This content could not be known 
by sense, but only by intellectual function. But the understanding 
in the process of knowledge makes use of the universal form of 
synthesis, the judgment ; intellectual function is essentially of the 
nature of judgment or the reduction of a manifold to unity through 
a conception. The specific or type forms of such function will, 
therefore, be expressed in judgments; and a complete classification 
of the forms of judgments is the key by which one may hppe to 
discover the system of categories. Such a list of judgments Kant 
thought he found in ordinary logic, and from it he drew up his well-
known scheme of the twelve categories. These forms are the deter-
minations of all objects of experience, for it is only through them 
that the manifold of sense can be reduced to the unity of conscious-
ness, and thereby constituted experience. They are a priori con-
ditions, subjective in one sense, but objective as being universal, 
necessary and constitutive of experience. 

The table of logical judgments with corresponding categories is as 
follows:— 

, Brentano, Bedestung des Seienden each A., pp. 148478. 
•y For detailed examination of the Stoic categories, see Front!, Get. 

d. Logik, L A28 sqq.; Zeller, Ph. d. Grimh. ui. 1. 82. sqq.; Tren-
delenburg, .&aseg. p. 217s 

Categories. 
Unity. 
Plurality. 
Totality. 
Reality 
Negation. 
Limitation. 
Inherence and Subsistence 

(Substance and Accideat). 
Causality and Dependence 

(Cause and Effect). 
Community (Reciprocity). 
Possibility and Impossnaty. 
Existence and Non-Existence. 
Necessity and Contingency. 

Kant, it Li . well known, criticizes Aristotle severely for having 
drawn up his. categories without a principle, and claims to have 
disclosed the only possible method by which an exhaustive 
classification• might be obtained. What he criticized in Aristotle 
is brought against his own procedure by the later German thinkers, 
particularly Fichte and Hegel. And in point of fact it cannot 
be denied that Kant has allowed too much completeness to 
the ordinary logical distribution of propositions; he has given no 
proof that in these forms are contained all species of synthesis, /Led 
in consequence he has failed to show that in the categories, or pee 
conceptions, are contained all the modes of apriori synthesis. 
Further, his principle has so far the unity he clai for it. the unity 
of a single function, but the specific forms in which such unary 
manifests itself are not themselves accounted for by this principle. 
Kant himself hints more than once at the possibility of a completely 
rational system of the categories, at an evolution from one single 
movement of thought, and in his Remarks on the Tat* of the Cate-
gories gave a pregnant hint as to the method to be employed. From 
any complete realization of this suggestion Kant, however, was 
precluded by one portion of his theory. The categories. although 
the necessary conditions under which alone an object of eerarrinics 
can be thrown, are merely forms of the mind's own activity; they 
apply only to sensuous and consequentlysubjective materiel 
Outside of and beyond them lies the thing-in-itself, which to Kant 
represented the ultimately real. This subjectivism was a distinct 
hiatus in the Kantian system, and against It principally Fichte and 
Hegel directed criticism. It was manifest that at the root of the whole 
system of categories there lay the synthetizing unity of self- aviis 

 consciousness, and it was upon this unity that Fichte fixed 
as giving the possibility of a more complete and rigorous deduction of 
the pure notions of the understanding. Without the act of the Ego.  
whereby it is self-conscious, there could be no knowledge. and ilea 
primitive act or function must be, he saw, the panties or affirmation 
of itself by the Ego. The first principle then must be that the Ego 
posits itself as the Ego, that Ego.. Ego, a principle which is un- 
conditioned both in form and matter, and therefore capable of 
standing absolutely first, of being the prises in a system. Meta-
physically regarded this act of self-position yields the categor ies 
of Reality. But, so far as matter is concerned, there cannot be 
affirmation without negation, mei/ deternsinatio -  est negatio. The 
determination of the Ego presupposes or involves the Non-Ego. 
The form of the proposition in which this second act takes to itseh 
expression, the Ego is not .• Not-Ego, is unconditioned. not derivable 
from the first. It is the absolute antithesis to the primitive thesis. 
The category of Negation is the result of this second act. Fetes 
these two propositions, involving absolutely opposed and eniztenhy 
destructive elements, there results a third which reconciles both in ■ 
higher synthesis. The notion in this third is determination or limn-
tion ; the Ego and Non-Ego limit, and are opposed to one another. 
From these three positions Fichte proceeds to evolve the categories 
by a series of thesis, antithesis and synthesis. 

In thus seizing upon the unity of self-consciousness as the aright 
for systematic development. Fichte has clearly taken a step m 
advance of. and yet in strict harmony with, the Kantise 
doctrine. For, after all that can be said as to the demon-
strated character of formal logic, Kant's procedure was empirical. 
and only after the list of categories had been drawn out, dad he 
bring forward into prominence what gave them coherence zed 
reality. The peculiar method of Fichte. also, was nothing but a 
consistent application of Kant's own Remark on the Table of the 
Categories. Fichte's doctrine, however, is open to some of the objec-
tions advanced against Kant. His method is too abstract and 
external, and wants the unity of a single principle. The first two of 
his fundamental propositions stand isolated from one another. 
not to be resolved into a primitive unity. With him, too, the weak 
stands yet on the plane of subjectivity. He *yaks, indeed. of the 
universal Ego as distinct from the empirical 8W-consciousness; but 
the universal does not rise with him to concrete spirit. Nevertheless 
the Wissenschajtslehre contains the only real advance in thetransuree 
of the categories from the time of Kant to that of Hegel.' This. of 

- 5  It does not seem necessary to do more than refer to the= 
alterations made on Kant's Table of Categories by J. G. son 
(in the Metakrilik), by Solomon Maimon (in the Propidestsk sin miner 

Judgments. 
Universal 	. 	I. Particular . . 	Of Quantity Singular. 	. 
Affirmative 	. 
Negative . . 	Of Quality Infinite . 	. . 
Categorical 	, 

Hypothetical . 	Of Relation 

Disjunctives . 
Problematical . 	IV. Assertoric . 	Of Modality Apodictic . . 
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course, does not imply that there were not certain elements in 
Schelling, particularly in the Transcendental Idealism, that are of 
value in the transition to the later system; but on the whole it is 
only in Hegel that the whole matter of the Kantian categories has 
been assimilated and carried to a higher stage. The Hegelian philo-
s0Ohy. in  brief, is a system of the categories; and, as it is not intended 
here to expound that philosophy, it is impossible to give more than a 
few general and quite external observations as to the Hegelian mode 
of viewing these elements of thought. With Kant.as has been seen. 
the categories were still subjective, not as being forms of the indi-
vidual subject, but as having over against them the world of 110111114714 
to which they were inapplicable. Self-consciousness, which was. 
even with Kant, the sodas or kernel whence the categories sprang, 
was nothing but a logical centre,—the reality was concealed. There 
was thus a dualism, to overcome which is the first step in the Hegelian 
system. The principle, if there is to be one, must be universally 
applicable. all-comprehensive. Self-consciousness is .  precisely the 
principle wanted; it is a unity, an identity, containing in itself a 
multiplicity. The universal an absolute self-consciousness is just 
pare thinking, which in systematic evolution is the categories; the 
particular is the natural or multiform, the external as such; the 
concrete of both is spirit, or self-consciousness come to itself. The 
same law that obtains among the categories is found adequate to an 
explanation of the external thing which had so sadly troubled Kant. 
The categories themselves are moments of the universal of thought, 
type forms, or definite aspects which thought assumes ,• determina- 
tions, Bestunmungen, as Hegel most frequently calls them. They 
evolve by the same law that was found to be the essence of ultimate 
reality—i.e. of self-conseiousness. The complete system is pure 
thot, the Universal par excellence. 

After the Hegelian there can hardly be said to have been a philo- 
sophical treatment of the categories in Germany which is not more 
or less a criticism of that system. It does not seem necessary to 
mention the unimportant modifications introduced by Kuno Fischer, 
J. E. Erdmann, or others belonging to the school. In the strongly= 
opposed philosophy of J. F. Herbert the categories can hardly be 
said to hold a prominent place. They are, with him, the most 
general notions which are psychologically formed, and he classifies 
them as follows:—(1) Thing, either as product of thought or as 
given in experience: Az) Property, either qualitative or quantitative; 
(3) Relation; in(4)  The Negated. Along with these he posits as 
categories of ner procese—(o) Sensation, (a) Cognition, .(3) Will, 
alidemAct=chLoh. FT. L. G 
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The moat imposing of more recent attempts at a reconstruction 

of the categories is that of F. A. Trendelenburg. To him the first 
• principle, or primitive reality, is Motion, which is both 

real as external movement, and ideal au him construction. b_ The necessary conditions of Motion are Time and Space, 
which are both subjective and objective. From this point onwards 
are developed the mathematical (point, line, &c.) and real (causality, 
substance, quantity, crudity, &c.) _categories which appear as 
involved in the notion of motion. Matter cannot be regarded as a 
product of motion; it is the condition of motion, we must think 
something moved. All these categories, " under the presupposition 
ei motion as the first energy of thought, are ideal and subjective 
relatioos,• as also, under the presupposition of motion as the first 
energy of Being, real and objective relations." ,  A serious difficulty 
presents itself in the next category, that of End (Zweck), which can 
easily be thought for inner activity, but can hardly be reconciled 
with real motion. Trendelenburg solves the difficulty only empiric. 
ally, by pointing to the insufficiency of the merely mechanical to 
account for the organic. The consideration of Modality effects the 
transition to the forms of logical thought. On the whole, Trendekn-
burg's unique fact of motion seems rather a blunder. There is 
numb more involved than he is willing to allow, and motion per se 
a by no means adequate to eelf-consciousness. His theory has found 
G ttle favour. 

Hermann Ulrici works out a system of the categories from a 
psychological or logical point of view. To him the fundamental 
was fact of philosophy b the distinguishing activity (utiles- 

scheidende Titigkeit) of thought. Thought is only possible 
by distinction. difference. The fixed points in the relations of objects 
upon which this activity turns are the categories, which may be 
called the forms or laws of thought. They are the aspects of things, 
notions under which things must be brought, in order to become 

seats Tkeorie Sc, Dodoes), by J. F. Fries (in the Nene Kritik der 
Vernanft), or by Schopenhauer, who desired to reduce all the cate-
gories to one—that of Causality. We should reguire a new philo-
rphiai vocabulary even to translate the extraordinary compounds 
in which K. C. F. Krause expounds his theory of the categories. 
Norms of the chance introduced by Antonio Rosmini-Serbati, 
aid el Vincenzo Gioberti's remarkable theory, will be found in 
&pias work referred to below. 

System der ildaphysits (144). 
' Logische Molorsochangeo, L 376-377.  

objects of thought. They are thus the most general predicates or 
heads of predicates. The categories cannot be completely gathered 
from experience. norran they be evolved a priori; but, by attending 
to the general relations of thought and its purely indefinite matter, 
and examining what we must predicate in order to know Being, we 
may attain to a satisfactory list. Such a list is given in great detail 
in the System der Logik (1852), and in briefer, preciser form in the 
Compendium der Logili (and ed., 1872); it is in many points well 
deserving of attention. 

The definition of the categories by the able French logician Charles 
Bernard Renouvier in some respects resembles that of Ulrici. To 
him the primitive fact is Relation, of which all the cate- 
gories are but forms. " The categories," he says, " are the R,_....."1"4.6  
primary and irreducible laws of knowledge, die funds-
mental relations which determine its form and regulate its MsL movements." His table and•his criticism of the }Canaan 
theory are both of interest. ,  The criticism of Kant's categories by 
Cousin and his own attempted classification are of no importance. 
Of little more value is the elaborate table drawn out by Sir W. 
Hamilton.,  The generalized category of the Conditioned had but little 
meaning, and the subordinate categories evolve themselves by no 
principle, but are arranged after a formal and quite arbitrary manner. 
They are never brought into connexion with thought itself, nor 
could they be shown to spring from its nature and relations. J. S. 
Mill presented, " as a substitute for the abortive classification of 
Existences, termed the categories of Aristotle," the following as an 
enumeration of all nameable things :--(z ) Feelings, or states of 
consciousness; (2) The minds witch experience these feelings; , 
(3) Bodies, or external objects which excite certain of those feelings; 
(4) Successions and co-existences, likenesses and unlikenessek 
between feelings or states of consciousness.* This classification 
proceeds on a quite peculiar view of the categories, and is here 
presented only for the sake of completeness. 

By modern psychologists the subject has been closely investigated. 
Professor G. F. Stout (Manual of Psychology, vol. it pp. gm folL) 
defines categories as " forms of cognitive consciousness, No,. 
universal principles or relations presupposed either in all 
cognition or in all cognition of a certain kind. He then 
treats. External (or Physical) Reality. Space, Time, 
Causality and " Thinghood " from the standpoint of the perceptual 
consciousness,• showing in what sense the categories of causality, 
substance and the rest exist in the sphere of perception. As con-
trasted with the ideational, the perceptual consciousness is concerned 
with practice. Perception tells the child of things as separate 
entities, not in their ultimate relations as parts of a coherent whole. 
G. T. Ladd (Psychology Descriptive and Explanatory, ch. xxi., on 
" Space, Time and Causality ") defines the categories from the psy- 
chological standpoint as " those highly abstract conceptions which 
the mind frames by reflection•upon its own most general modes of 
behaviour. They are our own notions resulting from co-operation 
of imagination and judgment, concerning the ultimate and un-
analyzable forms of our own existence and development." In other 
words, the categories are highly abstract, have no content, and are 
realized as a kind of thinking which has for its-object all the other 
mental processes. 

AUTHORITIES.—Besides those quoted above, see Eduard v. Hart- 
mann, Kalegorienkhre (Leipzig, 1896), and " Begriff der Kate- 
gorialfunktio,n " in Zeitschr. f. Philos. said Phil. Kris. cxv. (1899), 
pp. 9-19; E. Minh; in the same periodical. cam. (1889), pp. 232-279, 
and caw. (1899), pp. 78- to5_; F. A. Trendelenburg. Geschichie der 
Kategorienkhre (1846); P. Ragnisco, Styria critica Belle categoril 
(2 vols. Florence, 1871); W. Windelhand. Vom System der Kate. 
tories (Tubingen. moo); R. Eisler, Worterbuch der philosophischen 
Begrife (Berlin, 1899), pp. 400-409; S. Joda, Studio critic° is le 
categoric (Naples, MI); H. Vaihinger, Die transcendentale Deduktims 
der Kategorien (Halle, 0902); H. W. B. Joseph. Introduction to Logic 
(Oxford, 19136), ch. iii.; F. H. Bradley, Principles of Logic (1884); 
B. Bosanquet's Knowledge and Reality (1885, and ed. 1892); histories 
of philosophy. For further authorities see works quoted under 
ARISTOTLE and Kau; and in J. M. Baldwin's Dia. Philos. Psych. 
vol. iii. pt . 2, p. 685. (R. AD.; X.) 

CATENARY (from Lat. caiona, a chain), in mathematics, 
the curve assumed by a uniform chain or string hanging freely 
between two supports. It was investigated by Galileo, who 
erroneously determined it to be a parabola; Jungiva detected 
Galileo's error, but the true form was not discovered until thot, 
when James Bernoulli published it as a problem in the Ada 
Ersditorum. Bernoulli also considered the cases when (1) the 
chain was of variable density, (2) extensible, (3) acted upon at 
each point by a force directed to a fixed centre. These curves 
attracted much attention and were discussed by John Bernoulli, 
Leibnitz, Huygens, David Gregory and others. 

l'Essals de critique :inhale (and ed.). La Logique, i. pp. 184, 190, 
207.225. 

Discussions, p. 577. 
• Logic. L 83: cr., Bain, Ded. Log.. App. C. 
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The mechanical properties of the curves are treated in the article 
Mecuatucs,where various forms are illustrated. The simple catenary 
is shown in the figure. The cartesian equation referred to the axis 

and directrix is y-c cosh (x/c) or 
Y ir(te/.-1-e./.); other forms are 
s-c sinh (x/c) and y' ■ c, -Fri, s 
being the arc measured from the 
vertex; the intrinsic equation is 
s-c tan #. The radius of curva-
ture and normal are each equal to 
c sect 

The surface formed by revolving 
the catenary about its directrix 
is named the aloseide. It is a 
minimal surface, i.e. the catenary 
solves the problem: to find a 
curve joining two given points, 
which when revolved about 'a line 
co-planar with the points traces 
a surface of minimum area (see 
VARIATIONS, CALCULUS OF). 

The involute of the catenary 
is called the Iraciory, tractrix or 

antifnicrion curve; it has a cusp at the vertex of the catenary, and 
is asymptotic to the directrix. The cartesian equation is _ . 

4 (s' -e)+iclagilc -  4 (0-Y 1)1 11i+ 4 (c1-1-Y2)11, 
and the curve has the geometrical property that the length of its 

. tangent is constant. It is named the tractory, since a weight placed 
on the ground and drawn along by means of a flexible string by a 
penon travelling in a straight line, the weight not being in this 
line. describes the curve in question. It is named the antifriction 
curve, since a pivot and step having the form of the surface generated 
by revolving the curve about its vertical axis wear away equally (see 
MECHANICS: Applied). 

CATERAN (from the Gaelic cealkaime, a collective word 
meaning " peasantry "), the band of fighting men of a Highland 
clan; hence the term is applied to the Highland, and later to any, 
marauders or cattle-lifters. 

CATERHAM, an urban district in the Wimbledon parlia-
mentary division of Surrey, England, ao tn. S. of London by the 
South-Eastern & Chatham railway. Pop. (1901) 9486. It lies 
in a healthy, hilly.district, and has grown in modern times from 
a village into a large residential town. There are large barracks 
In the neighbourhood, and the-Metropolitan lunatic asylum is 
close to the town. 

CATERPILLilli the. popular name of the larva of various 
insects, particularly of butterflies and moths (see LT.PIDOFfERA, 
HEXAPODA, METAMORPHOSIS). The word appears first in the 
form calerpyl (Promplorium Parvulorum, about the middle of 
the 15th century). This may be the original form, with the 
addition of -ar or -er; if so, it represents the 0. Fr. chats-
pelose or chalepdeuse, i.e. "hairy-cat " (chat, cat, and pdousc, 
hairy, Lat. pilosus), a name applied to the hairy caterpillar, and 
also according to Cotgrave to a weevil. The use of " cat " in 
this connexion is paralleled by the Swiss name for a caterpillar, 
leufelskalz, and the popular English name for the blossom of 
the willow, catkin," somewhat resembling a caterpillar (cf. 
" palmer ") ; the modern French is chenille, Latin canicula, a 
little dog. The termination of the word seems to have been early 
connected with "puller," a robber, plunderer from the de-
structive habits of the larva, cf. Joel i. 4—' .' That which the 
palmer-worm heti, left, bath the locust eaten." The spelling 
" caterpillar," a r7th century corruption, has been the usual 
form since Johnson. 

CATESBY, ROBERT (1573-1605), English conspirator, son of 
Sir William Catesby of Lapworth in Warwickshire, a prominent 
recusant who was a descendant of Sir William Catesby; speaker 
of the House of Commons in 1484, executed by Henry VII. after 
the battle of Bosworth, was born in 1573, and entered Gloucester 
Hall (now Worcester College), Oxford, in 1586. He possessed 
a considerable estate, and was said to be wild and extravagant in 
his youth. In 1596 he was one of those arrested on suspicion 
during an illness of Queen Elizabeth. In ifiot he took part in 
the rebellion of Essex, was wounded in the fight and imprisoned, 
but finally pardoned on the payment of an enormous fine, to 
obtain which he was forced to sell a portion of his property. 
In 16o2 he despatched Thomas Winter and the Jesuit Tesimond 
alias Greenway to Spain to induce Philip III. to organize an  

invasion of England, and in 16o3, after James's accession, be was 
named as an 'accomplice in the " Bye Plot." Catesby was a 
man of great beauty of person, " above 2 yards high," says 
Father Gerard, " and though slender, yet as well-proportimed 
to his height as any man one should see." He possessed a clear 
head and unflinching courage, and with a strong determinatiOo 
and fascinating manner mastered the minds of his associates 
and overpowered all opposition. He was, however, headsaroag, 
wilful and imprudent, fit for action, but incapable of due delibera-
tion, and entirely wanting in foresight. Exasperated by his 
personal misfortunes and at the repressive measures under which 
his co-religionists were suffering, and blinded by a religious zeal 
which amounted to fanaticism, he was now to be the chief in-
stigator of the famous Gunpowder Plot, which must in any event 
have brought disaster upon the Roman Catholic cause. The idea 
of some great stroke seems to have first entered his mind is 
May 1603. About the middle of January 1604 he imparted his 
scheme of blowing up the Parliament House to his =Ma 
Thomas Winter, subsequently taking in Guy Fawkes and several 
otter conspirators and overcoming all fears and scruples. But 
it was his determination, from which he would not be shaken. 
not to allow warning to be given to the Roman Catholic peen 
that was the actual cause of the failure of the plot. A fatal 
mistake had been made in imparting the secret to Francis 
Tresham (q.v.), in order to secure his financial assistance; and 
there is scarcely any doubt that he was the author of the cele-
brated letter to his brother-in-law, Lord Monteagle, which 
betrayed the conspiracy to the government, on the 26th of 
October. On receiving the news of the letter on the Ads, 
Catesby exhibited extraordinary coolness and fortitude, and 
refused to abandon the attempt, hoping that the government 
might despise the warning and still neglect precautions; and 
his confidence was strengthened by Fawkes's report that nothing 
in the cellar had been touched or tampered with. On the and 
of November his resolution was shaken by Tresham's renewed 
entreaties that he would flee, and his positive assurance that 
Salisbury knew everything. On the evening of the 3rd, however, 
he was again, through Percy's insistence, persuaded to stand 
firm and hazard the great stroke. The rest of the story is told 
in the article GUNPOWDER PLOT. Here it need only be said that 
Catesby, after the discovery of the conspiracy, fled with his 
fellow-plotters, taking refuge ultimately at Holbeche in Stafford-
shire, where on the night of the 8th of November he was over-
taken and killed. He had married Catherine, daughter of 
Thomas Leigh of Stoneleigh, Warwickshire, and left one son. 
Robert, who inherited that part of the family estate which bad 
been settled on Catesby's mother and was untouched by the 
attainder, and who is said to have married a daughter of 
Thomas Percy. 

CAT-FISH, the name usually applied to the fishes of the 
family Siluridae, in allusion to the long barbels or feelers about 
the mouth, which have been compared to the whiskers of a cat. 
The Siluridae arc a large and varied group, mostly inhabitants 
of fresh waters; some of them by their singular form and 
armature are suggestive of the Devonian mailed fishes, and were 
placed at one time in their vicinity by L. Await. Even such 
authorities as T. H. Huxley and E. D. Cope were inclined to 
ascribe ganoid affinities to the Siluridae; but this view has 
gradually lost ground, and most modern ichthyologists, if not all, 
have adopted the conclusions of M. Sagemehl, who has placed the 
Siluridae near the carps and Characinids in the group Ostariophysi 
The Silurids and Cyprinids may be regarded as two wand 
series derived from some common stock which cannot have bees 
very different from the existing Characinids. In spite of the 
archaic appearance of some of its members, the family /bribe 
does not appear .to extend far back in time, its oldest knows 
representative being the Bucklandiunt diltesii of the Laser 
Eocene (London Clay) of Sheppey. A great number of forms 
were placed by Cuvier and his successors in the family Sitsriticr, 
which has since been broken up by T. Gill and other American 
authors into several families, united under the name of Netaato-
gnathi. A middle course appears the more reasonable to the 
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present writer, who has divided the Siltuidae of Cuvier into 
three families, with the following definitions:— 

Silstridae—ribs attached to strong parapophyses; operculum 
well developed. 

Loricariidae—ribs sessile; parapophyses absent; operculum 
more or less developed. 

Aspredinidae—ribs sessile; strong parapophyses; operculum 
absent. 

These three families may be defined among the Ostariophysi 
by having the parietal bones fused with the supraoccipital, no 
syrnplectic, the body naked or with bony scutes, the mouth 
usually toothed, with barbels, and usually an adipose dorsal fin. 

The Silstridae embrace more than one thousand species, spread 
over the fresh waters of all parts of the world, but mostly from 
between the tropics. They are absent from western Europe and 
north-west Africa, and from North America west of the Rocky 
Mountains, but this deficiency has been made good by now, the 
introduction of Amiurus nebulosus and allied species in various 
parts of continental Europe and California having proved 
a success. Only a few forms are marine (Plotosus, Arius, 
Gekklaloys). 

The species which has given the name to the whole family is 
the " Wels " of the Germans, Saurus glanis, the largest European 
fresh-water fish, inhabiting the greater part of Europe from the 
Rhine eastwards and north of the Alps. Its head is large and 
broad, its mouth wide, furnished with six barbels, of which those 

Flo. 1 —The " Wels " (Saurus glanis). 

of the upper jaw are very long. Both jaws and the palate are 
armed with broad bands of small closely-set teeth, which give the 
bones a rasp-like appearance The eyes are exceedingly small. 
The short body terminates in a long, compressed, muscular tail; 
and the whole fish is covered with a smooth, scaleless, slippery 
skin. Specimens of 4 and s ft. in length, and of so to 8o lb in 
weight, are of common occurrence, and the fish grows to so ft., 
with a weight of goo lb, in the Danube. Its food consists 
chiefly of other bottom-feeding fishes, and in inland countries 
it is considered one of the better class of food fishes. Stories 
about children having been found in the stomach of very 
large individuals are probably inventions. An allied species 
(S. arisiatelis) is found in Greece. 

The Clinics and Hekrobranchus of Africa and south-eastern 
Asia have an elongate, more or less eel-shaped body, with long 
dorsal and anal fins, and are known to be able to live a long time 
out of water, being provided with an accessory dendritic breath-
ing organ situated above the gills. Some species live in burrows 
during the dry season, crawling about at night in search of food. 
The common Nile species, the " Harmoot " (Clarias lasera), occurs 
abundantly in the Lake of Galilee and was included in, if not 
chiefly aimed at, by the Mosaic law which forbade the Jews to 
eat scaleless fishes, a prohibition which has been extended to 
eels in spite of the obvious presence of minute scales in the 
latter. 

The Saccobranchus of India and Ceylon, a genus more nearly 
related to Siistrus, have also an accessory organ for breathing 
atmospheric air. It consists of a long sac behind the gill-cavity, 
extending far back on each side of the body under the muscles. 

In the majority of the Silaridoe, called by A. GUnther the 
Proleropierae, a section extremely numerous in species, and 
represented throughout the tropics, the dorsal fin consists of a  

short-rayed and an adipose portion, the former belonging to the 
abdominal vertebral confirm; the anal is always much shorter 
than the tail. The gill-membranes are not confluent with the 
skin of the isthmus; they have a free posterior margin. When a 
nasal barbel is present, it belongs to the posterior nostril. This 
section includes among many others the genus Bagrus, of which 
the bayad (B. bayed) and docmac (B. docmac) frequently come 
under the notice of travellers on the Nile; they grow to a length 
of 5 ft. and are eaten. 

Of the " cat-fishes " of North America (Amiursts), locally called 
" bull-heads " or " horned-pouts," with eight barbels, some 
twenty species are known. Some of them are valued as food, 
especially one which is abundant in the ponds of New England, 
and capable of easy introduction into other localities (A. 
nebulosus). Others which inhabit the great lakes (A. nigricans) 
and the Mississippi (A. ponderosas) often exceed the weight of 
zoo lb. Pialysionta and Pimelodus people the rivers and lakes 
of tropical America, and many of them are conspicuous in this 
fauna by the ornamentation of their body, by long spatulate 
snouts, and by their great size. 

The genus Arius is composed of a great number of species and 
has the widest distribution of all Silurids, being represented in 
almost all tropical countries which are drained by large rivers. 
Most of the species live in salt water. They possess six barbels, 
and their head is extensively osseous on its upper surface; their 
dorsal and pectoral spines are generally developed into powerful 
weapons. Bagarius, one of the largest Silurids of the rivers 
of India and Java, exceeding a length of 6 ft. differs from 
Arias in having eight barbels and the head covered with skin. 

R. Semen has made observations in Queensland on the habits 
of Arius australis, which builds nests in the sandy bed of the 
Burnett river. These nests consist of circular basin-like ex-
cavations about so in. in diameter, at the bottom of which the 
eggs are laid and covered over by several layers of large stones. 
In the marine and estuarine species of Arius, Gakickikys and 
Osieogeniosus, the male, more rarely the female, carries the eggs 
in the mouth and pharynx; these eggs, few in number, are 
remarkably large, measuring as much as 17 or 18 millimetres in 
diameter in Arius commusonii, a fish 3 or 4 ft. in length.- 

The common North American Amiuras nebsdosus also takes 
care of its eggs, which are deposited beneath protecting objects 
at the bottom of the water, failing which both parents join in 
excavating a sort of nest in the mud. The male watches over 
the eggs, and later leads the young in great schools near the shore, 
seemingly caring for them as the hen for her chickens. 

In the Siluridae Sienobranchiae of Glinther the dorsal fin con-
sists of an adipose portion and a short-rayed fin which belongs to 
the abdominal vertebral column, and, like the adipose fin, may 
be sometimes absent. The gill-membranes are confluent with 
the skin of the isthmus. The Silurids belonging to this section are 
either South 'American or African. Among the former we notice 
specially the genus Duras, which is distinguished by having a 
series of bony scutes along the middle of the side. The narrow- 

FIG. 2.—Synadonsis ziphias. 

ness of their gill-openings appears to have developed in them 
a habit which has excited the attention of all naturalists who 
have visited the countries bordering upon the Atlantic rivers 
of tropical America, viz, the habit of travelling during seasons 
of drought from a piece of water about to dry up to ponds of 
greater capacity. These journeys are occasionally of such a 
length that the fish have to travel all night; they are so numerous 
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that the Indians fill many baskets of them. J. Hancock supposes 
that the fish carry a small supply of .water with them in their 
gill-cavity, which they can easily retain by closing their bronchial 
apertures. The same naturalist adds that they make regular 
nests, in which they cover up their eggs with care and defend 
them—male and female uniting in this parental duty until the 
eggs are hatched. Synodonlis is an African genus and common 
in the Nile, where the various species are known by the name 
of " Shal." They frequently occur among the representations 
of aliimals left by the ancient Egyptians. The upper part of their 

FIG. 3.—Malopterscrus deckicus. 

head is protected by strong osseous scutes, and both the dorsal 
and pectoral fins are armed with powerful spines. Their mouth 
is small, surrounded by six barbels, which are more gr less 
fringed with a membrane or with branched tentacles. 

The curious fact of some species of Synodonlis having the 
lower parts darker than the upper, some being whitish above 
and blackish beneath, appears to be connected with their habit 
of swimming in a reversed position, the belly turned upwards. 
This habit, known to the ancient Egyptians, who have frequently 
represented them in that attitude, has been described by 
E. Geoffroy, who says they nearly constantly swim on their 
back, moving quite freely forwards and sidewards; but if 
alarmed, they revert to the normal position to escape more 
rapidly 

The electric cat- or sheath-fishes (Malopkrw'us) have been 
referred to the same section. Externally they are at once 
recognized by the absence of a rayed dorsal fin, of which only a 
rudiment remains as a small interneural spine concealed below 
the skin. The entire fish is covered with soft, villose skin, 
an osseous defensive armour having become unnecessary 
in consequence of the development of a powerful electric 
apparatus, the strength of which, however, is exceeded 
by that of the electric eel and the large species of 
Torpedo 

The electric organ of Maloplerurus differs essentially 
from that of other fishes provided with such batteries, 
being part of the tegumentary system instead of being 
derived from the muscles. It consists of rhomboidal cells 
of a fine gelatinous substance immediately under the 
skin. It is put into action by a single ganglionic cell at 
the anterior extremity of the spinal cord. Contrary to 
what takes place in other electric fishes, the current 
proceeds from the head to the tail. 

The electric cat-fish, which grows to a length of 3 ft. 
in the Congo, has a wide distribution in Africa, extend-
ing from the Nile to the Zambezi and from the Senegal 
to the Congo It was well known to the ancient 
Egyptians, who have depicted it in their mural paintings 
and elsewhere, and an account of its electric properties 
was given by an Arab physician of the 12th century; 
then as now the fish was known under the suggestive 
name of Road or Raash, which means " thunder." 

Gdnther's Sduridae Branchkolac comprise the smallest 
and least developed members of the family; they are 
referred to two genera only from South America, Steps-
philus and Vandellia, the smallest of which does not exceed 
the length of 2 in. Their body is soft, narrow, cylindrical 
and elongate; the dorsal and anal fins short; the vent FIG. 
far behind the middle of the length of the body; gill-
membranes confluent with the skin of the isthmus. Each 
maxillary is provided with a small barbel; and the gill-covers 
are armed with short stiff spines. Their small size notwith-
standing, these Silurids are well known to the Brazilians, who  

accuse them of entering and ascending the urethra of persons whale 
bathing, causing inflammation and sometimes death. Some 
certainly live parasitically in the gill-cavity of large &lurid*, 
and F. Silvestri has observed Slegophilus instd ionu to suck the 
blood in the gills of Plalystoma unused's', a Silurid growing to 
a length of 6 ft. 

The mailed cat-fish of the South American genus Collizitlsys 

builds regular nests of grass on leaves, sometimes placed in a 
hole scooped out in the bank, in which they cover their eggs 
and defend them, male and female sharing in this parental 
duty. In the allied Corydoras a lengthy courtship takes place. 
followed by an embrace, during which the female receives the 
seminal fluid in a sort of pouch formed by the folded membranes 
of her ventral fins, immediately after, five or six eggs are 
produced and received in the pouch, to be afterwards carefully 
placed in a secluded spot. This operation is repeated many 
times, until the total number of eggs, about 250, have been 
deposited. In accordance with these pairing habits, the pectoral 
spines of the male, which are used in amplexation, are larger 
and stronger than those of the female. These fish are moon- 
gamous, and both parents remain 
by the side of the nest, furiously 
attacking any assailant. 

The allied family Loricariidae 

5.—Loricarla lanreotara, from the upper Amazons. (Nay,: 

is entirely confined to the fresh waters of Central and South 
America. C. T. Regan, who has recently published an 
elaborate monograph of them, recognizes 189 species, refened 
to 17 genera. Many of them are completely mailed; but 
all have in common a short-rayed dorsal fin, with the 
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ventrals below or rarely in front of it. Their gill-openings 
are reduced to a short slit. The first group of this section 
comprises alpine forms of the Andes, without any armature, 
and with a very broad and pendent lower lip. They have been 
referred ,to several genera (Sty:ageism, Arges, Brontes, Astro-
blepus), but are collectively called " prenadillas " by the natives, 
who state that they live in subterranean craters within the 
bowels of the volcanoes of the Andes, and are ejected with 
streams of mud and water during eruptions. These fishes may, 
however, be found in surface waters at all times, and their 
appearance in great quantities in the low country during volcanic 

6.—Abdomen of Aspredo bairachus, with the ova attached; 
at a the ova are removed, to show the spongy structure of the skin, 
and the processes filling the interspaces between the ova. (Natural 
size.) 

eruptions can be accounted for by numbers being killed by the 
salphuretted gases which escape during an eruption and by their 
being swept down with the torrents of water issuing from the 
volcano. The lowland forms have their body encased in large 
Kates, either rough, scale-like, and arranged in four or five series 
(Chadosionsgs), or polished, forming broad rings round the 
slender and depressed tail (Loricaria, fig. 5). They are mostly 
of small size. 

In certain of the mailed genera the secondary sexual differences 
may be very pronounced, and have given rise to many nominal 
"Kies. The shape of the snout may differ according to the sex, 
and its margin may be beset with tentacles in the male, whilst 
It frequently happens that the bead of the latter is margined 
with spines or bristles which are either absent or considerably 
'boner is the female. 

The Aspredinidae, which are also closely related to the Siluridoe, 

are represented by four genera and eighteen species from South 
America. Aspredo batrachus (fig. 6), of the Guirtnas, the largest 
form, reaching to about a foot in length, deserves notice from 
the manner in which the female carries her eggs attached to the 
belly and paired fins, in a single layer, each egg being connected 
with the skin by a cup-shaped pedunculate base supplied with 
blood-vessels and coated with a layer of epithelium, the forma-
tion of which is still unexplained. (G. A. B ) 

CATGUT, the name applied to cord of great toughness and 
tenacity prepared from the intestines of sheep, or occasionally 
from those of the horse, mule and ass. Those of the cat are not 
employed, and therefore it is supposed that the word is properly 
*itgsa, kit meaning " fiddle," and that the present form has arisen 
through confusion with kit — cat. The substance is used for the 
strings of harps and violins, as well as other stringed musical 
instruments, for hanging the weights of clocks, for bow-strings, 
and for suturing wounds in surgery. To prepare it the intestines 
are cleaned, freed from fat, and steeped for some time in water, 
after which their external membrane is scraped off with a blunt 
knife. They are then steeped for some time in an alkaline ley, 
smoothed and equalized by drawing out, subjected to the 
antiseptic action of the fumes of burning sulphur, if necessary 
dyed, sorted into sizes, and twisted together into cords of 
various numbers of strands according to their uses. The best 
strings for musical instruments are imported from Italy (" Roman 
strings "); and it is found that lean and animals yield 
the toughest gut. 

CATHA, the Mat of the Arabs, a shrub widely distributed 
and much cultivated in Arabia and tropical Africa from Abyssinia 
to the Cape. The dried leaves are used for the preparation of a 
kind of tea and also as tobacco. The plant is a member of the 
natural order Ceiastraceae, a family of shrubs and trees found 
in temperate and tropical climates and represented in Britain by 
the spindle -tree (Euonyinus europocus). 

CATHARS (CATRARI or CATHARISTS), a widespread heretical 
sect of the middle ages. They were the dEbris of an early 
Christianity, scattered in the loth to lath centuries over East 
and West, having their analogues in the Mahommedan world 
as well. In the East they were called Bogomils (q.v.) and 
Paulicians; in the West, Patarenes, Tixerands (i.e. Weavers), 
Bulgars, Concorricii, Albanenscs, Albigeois, &c.; in both, 
Cathars and Manicheans. This article relates to the Western 
Cathars, as they appear (I) in the Cathar Ritual written in 
Provencal and preserved in a 13th-century MS. in Lyons, 
published by Clfdat, Paris, 1888; (2) in Bernard Curs Practice 
inquisitionis kodelicee pravitatis, edited by Canon C. Douais, 
Paris, x886; and (3) in the prods verbal of the inquisitors' 
reports. Some were downright dualists, and believed that there 
are two gods or principles, one of good and the other of evil, 
both eternal; but as a rule they subordinated the evil to the 
good. All were universalists in so far as they believed in the 
ultimate salvation of all men. ,  

Their tenets were as follows:—The evil god, Satan, who inspired 
the malevolent parts of the Old Testament, is god and lord of 
this world, of the things that are seen and are temporal, and 
especially of the outward man which is decaying, of the earthen 
vessel, of the body of death, of the flesh which takes us captive 
under the law of sin and desire. This world is the only true 
purgatory and hell, being the antithesis of the world eternal, 
of the inward man renewed day by day, of Christ's peace and 
kingdom which are not of this world. Men are the result of a 
primal war in heaven, when hosts of angels incited by Satan 
or Lucifer to revolt were driven out, and were imprisoned in 
terrestrial bodies created for them by the adversary. But 
there are also celestial bodies, bodies spiritual and not natural. 
These the angel souls left behind in heaven, and they are 
buildings from God, houses not made with hands, tunics eternal. 

1  A certain Peter (Doc. Dore.. 22, p.98) declared that could he bu t get 
hold of the false and perfidious God of the Catholics who created a 
thousand men in order to save a single one and damn all the rest, he 
would break him to pieces and tear him asunder with his nails and 
spit in his face. 
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Imprisoned in the garment of flesh, burdened with its sin, souls 
long to be clothed upon with the habitations they left in heaven. 
So long as they are at home in the body, they are absent from 
the Lord. They would fain be at home with the Lord, and 
absent from the body, for which there is no place in heaven 
since flesh and blood cannot inherit the kingdom of God, nor 
corruption inherit incorruption. There is no resurrection of the 
flesh. The true resurrection is the spiritual baptism bequeathed 
by Christ to the boni homines. How shall man escape from 
his prison-house of flesh, and undo the effects of his fall? For 
mere death brings no liberation, unless a man is become a new 
creation, a new Adam, as Christ was; unless he has received the 
gift of the spirit and become a vehicle of the Paradete. If a 
man dies unreconciled to God through Christ, he must pass 
through another cycle of imprisonment in flesh; perhaps in 
a human, but with equal likelihood in an animal's body. For 
when after death the powers of the air throng around and 
persecute, the soul flees into the first lodging of clay that it 
finds. ,  Christ was a life-giving spirit, and the boni homines, the 
" good men," as the Cathars called themselves, are his ambas-
sadors. They alone have kept the spiritual baptism with fire 
which Christ instituted, and which has no connexion with the 
water baptism of John; for the latter was an unregenerate 
soul, who failed to recognize the Christ, a Jew whose mode of 
baptism with water belongs to the fleeting outward world and 
is opposed to the kingdom of God. It would be.interesting to 
trace Bardesanes and the Syriac Hymn of the Soul in all 
this. 

The Cathars fell into two classes, corresponding to the Baptized 
and the Catechumens of the early church, namely, the Perfect, 
who had been " consoled," Le. had received the gift of the 
Paradcte; and the credenks or Believers. The Perfect formed 
the ordained priesthood, were women no less than men, and 
controlled the church; they received from the -Believers un-
questioning obedience, and as vessels of election in whom the 
Holy Spirit already dwelt, they were adored by the faithful, 
who were taught to prostrate themselves before them whenever 
they asked for their prayers. For none but the Consoled had 
received into their hearts the spirit of God's Son, which cries 
" Abba, Father." They alone were become adopted sons, and 
so able to use the Lord's Prayer, which begins, " Our Father, 
which art in heaven." The Perfect alone knew God and could 
address him in this prayer, the only one they used in their 
ceremonies. The mere credens could at best invoke the living 
saint, and ask him to pray for him. 

All adherents of the sect seem to have kept three Lents in 
the year, as also to have fasted Mondays, Wednesdays and 
Fridays of each week; in these fasts a diet of bread and water 
was usual. But a credens under probation for initiation, which 
lasted at least one and often several years, fasted always. The 
life of a Perfect was so hard, and, thanks to the inquisitors, so 
fraught with danger, that most Believers deferred the rite until 
the death-bed, as in the early centuries many believers deferred 
baptism. The rule imposed complete chastity. A husband 
at initiation left his wife, committing her " to God and the 
gospel"; a wife her husband. A male Perfect could not lay his 
hand on a woman without incurring penance of a three-days' 
fast. All begetting of children is evil, for Adam's chambering 
with Eve was the forbidden fruit. It is good for a man not to 
touch a woman; a man's relations with his own wife are merely 
a means of fornication, and marriage and concubinage are 
indistinguishable as against the kingdom of God, in which 
there is no marrying or giving in marriage. Those only have 
been redeemed from earth who were virgins, undefiled with 
women. The passages of the New Testament which seem to 
connive at the married relation were interpreted by the Cathars 
as spoken in regard of Christ and the church. The Perfect must 
also leave his father and mother, and his children, for a man's 
foes are they of his own household. The family must be sacri- 

Here we have a doctrine of metempsychosis which seems of 
Indian origin (see Ascattctsw). But Julius Caesar (de B.G. vi. 13) 
attests this belief among the ancient Druids of Gaul.  

ficed to the divine kinship. He that loveth father or mother 
more than Christ is not worthy of him, nor he that loveth more 
his son or daughter. The Perfect takes up his cross and follows 
after Christ. 

Next he must abstain from all flesh diet except fish. He may 
not even eat cheese or eggs or milk, for they, like meat, are pro-
duced per Siam generalionis sea coitus. Everything that is 
sexually begotten is impure. Fish were supposed to be bons 
in the water without sexual connexion, and on the basis of this 
old physiological fallacy the Cathars equally with the Catholic 
framed their rule of fasting. And there was yet another reason 
why the Perfect should not eat animals, for a human soul might 
be doing time in its body. Nor might a Perfect or one in course 
of probation kill anything, for the Mosaic commandment applies 
to all life. He might not lie nor take an oath, for the precept 
" Swear not at all " was, like the rest of the gospel, taken seriously. 
This was the chief of their " anarchist doctrines." a 

The Cathar rites, which remain to us in a manual of the sect, 
"recall," says the Abbe Guiraud, no too favourable a whams, 
"those of the primitive church with a truth and precision the 
more striking the nearer we go back to the apostolic age." The 
medieval inquisitor saw in them an aping of the rites of the 
Catholic church as he knew them; But they were really, says the 
same authority, " archaeological vestiges (i.e. survivals) of the 
primitive Christian liturgy. In the bosom of medieval society 
they were the last witness to a state of things that the regular 
development of Catholic cult had amplified and modified. 
They resemble the erratic blocks which lost amid alien sorb 
recall, where we find them, the geological conditions of earlier 
ages. This being so, it is of the deepest interest to study the 
Cathar cult, since through its rites we can get a glimpse of those 
of the primitive church, about which want of documents Icarus 
us too often in the dark." 

The central Cathar rite was consolamentum, or baptism with 
spirit and fire. The spirit received was the Paradete denied 
from God and sent by Christ, who said, " The Father is greater 
than I." Of a consubstantial Trinity the Cathars naturally bad 
never heard. Infant baptism they rejected because it was un-
scriptural, and because all baptism with water was an appanage 
of the Jewish demiurge Jehovah, and as such expressly rejected 
by Christ. 

The consolomenium removes original sin, undoes the sad effects 
of the primal fall, clothes upon us our habitation which is from 
heaven, restores to us the lost tunic of immortality. A Consoled 
is an angel walking in the flesh, whom the thin screen of death 
alone separates from Christ and the beatific vision. The rite was 
appointed by Christ, and has been handed down from generation 
to generation by the boni homines. 

The long probation called " abstinence " which led up to it 
is a survival of the primitive catechumenate with its scrutinies 
The prostrations of the credens before the Perfect were in their 
manner and import identical with the prostration of the cate-
chumen before the exorcist. We find the same custom in the 
Celtic church of St Columba. Just as at the third scrutiny 
the early catechumen passed a last examination in the Gospels, 
Creed and Lord's Prayer, so after their year of abstinence the 
credens receives creed and prayer; the allocution with which 
the elder "handed on" this prayer is preserved, and of it the 
Abbe Guiraud remarks that, if it were not in a Cathar ritual, 
one might believe it to be of Catholic origin. It is so Christian 
in tone, he quaintly remarks elsewhere, that an inquisitor might 
have used it quite as well as a heretic. In it the Perfect addresses 
the postulant, as in the corresponding Armenian rite, by the name 
of Peter; and explains to him from Scripture the indwelling 
of the spirit in the Perfect, and his adoption as a son by God. 
The Lord's Prayer is then repeated by the postulant after 
the elder, who explains it clause by clause; the words Pea 

The Abbe Guiraud remarks that in refusing to take oaths the 
Cathars " contraried the social principles on which the constitutions 
of all states repose." and congratulates himself that society is ant 
yet so thoroughly " laicized " as to have given up oaths la the we 
Important acts of social life. 
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saperstantialis being interpreted not of the material but of the 
spiritual bread, which consists of the Words of Life. 

There followed the Renunciation, primitive enough in form, 
but the postulant solemnly renounced, not Satan and his works 
and pomp, but the harlot church of the persecutors, whose 
prayers were more deadly than desirable. He renounced the 
cross which its priests had signed on him with their chrism, 
their sham baptisms and other magical rites. Next followed the 
spiritual. baptism itself, consisting of imposition of hands, and 
bolding of the Gospel on the postulant's head. The elder begins a 
fresh allocution by citing Matt. xxviii. ro , Mark xvi. is, 16, John 
iii. 3 (where the Cathars' text must originally have omitted in 
v. s the words " of water and," since their presence contradicts 
their argument). Acts ix. 17,18, viii. 14-17, are then cited; also 
John xx. 21-23, Matt. xvi. 18,19, Matt. xviii. 18-20, for the Perfect 
one receives in this rite power to bind and loose. The Perfect's 
vocation is then defined: he must not commit adultery nor 
homicide, nor lie, nor swear any oath, nor pick and steal, nor do 
unto another that which he would not have done unto himself. 
He shall pardon his wrongdoers, love his enemies, pray for them 
that calumniate and accuse him, offer the other cheek to the 
smiter, give up his mantle to him that takes his tunic, neither 
judge nor condemn. Asked if he will fulfil each of these, the 
postulant answers: " I have this will and determination. Pray 
God for me that he give me his strength." 

The next episode of the rite exactly reproduces the Roman 
confacor as it stood in the 2nd century; " the postulant says: 

Parcite nobis. For all the sins I have committed, in word or 
thought or deed, I come for pardon to God and to the church 
and to you all.' And the Christians shall say:' By God and by 
us and by the church may they be pardoned thee, and we pray 
God that he pardon you them.' " 

There follows the act of " consoling." The elder takes the 
Gospel off the white cloth, where it has lain all through the 
ceremony, and places it on the postulant's head, and the other 
good men present place their right hands on his head; they 
shall say the parcias (spare), and thrice the " Let us adore the 
Father and Son and Holy Spirit," and then pray thus: " Holy 
Father, welcome thy servant in thy justice and send upon 
him thy grace and thy holy spirit." Then they repeat the 
" Let us adore," the Lord's Prayer, and read the Gospel 
(John i. 1-17). 

This was the vital part of the whole rite. The credens is now a 
Perfect one. He is girt with the sacred thread round his naked 
body under the breasts. Where the fear of the persecutor was 
absent be was also clad in a black gown. The Perfect ones 
present give him the kiss of peace, and the rite is over. This 
part of the rite answers partly to the Catholic confirmation of 
a baptized person, partly to the ordination of a pope of Rome or 
Alexandria. The latter in being ordained bad the Gospel laid on 
their heads, and the same feature occurs in old Gallican and 
Coptic rites of ordaining a bishop. 

Thus the Cathar ritual, like that of the Armenian dissenters 
(see PAULICIANS), reflects an age when priestly ordination was 
Dot yet differentiated from confirmation. " Is it not curious," 
says the Abbh Guiraud, " to remark that the essential rite of the 
consolamentunt is in effect nothing but the most ancient form of 
Christian ordination?" 

The Cathar Eucharist was equally primitive, and is thus 
described by a contemporary writer M a 13th-century MS. of the 
Milan Library:—" The Benediction of bread is thus performed 
by the Cathars. They all, men and women, go up to a table, and 
standing up say the ' Our Father." And he who is prior among 
them, at the dose of the Lord's Prayer, shall take hold of the 
bread and say: ' Thanks be to the God of our Jesus 'Christ. 
May the Spirit be with us all.' And after that he breaks and 
distributes to all. And such bread is called bread blessed, al-
though no one believes that out of it is made the body of Christ. 

Cf. S. Gregorii Ep. ix. 12 (26): " Mos apostolorum fuit ut ad 
solummodo orationem oblationis hostiam consecrarent." 

' The custom of the apostles was to use no other prayer but the 
Lord's in consecrating the host of the offering.") 

The Albanenses, however, deny that it can be blessed or sanctified, 
because it is corporeal " (i.e. material). 

As Tertullian relates of his contemporaries in the 2nd century, 
so the Cathars would reserve part of their bread of blessing and 
keep it for years, eating of it occasionally though only after 
saying the Benedicite. The Perfect kept it wrapped up in a bag 
of pure white cloth, tied round the neck,' and sent it long distances 
to regions which through persecution they could not enter. On 
the death-bed it could even, like the Catholic Viaticum, take the 
place of the rite of Consolamentum, if this could not be performed. 
Once a month this solemn rite of breaking bread was held, the 
credences assisting. The service was called apparellamentson, 
because a table was covered with a white cloth and the Gospel 
laid on it. The Perfect were adored, and the kiss of peace was 
passed round. 

The influence of Catharism on the Catholic church was 
enormous. To counteract it celibacy was finally imposed on 
the clergy, and the great mendicant orders evolved; while the 
constant polemic of the Cathar teachers against the cruelty, 
rapacity and irascibility of the Jewish tribal god led the church 
to prohibit the circulation of the Old Testament among laymen. 
The sacrament of " extreme unction " was also evolved by way 
of competing with the death-bed consolamentum. 
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CATHAY, the name by which China (q.v.) was known to medi-
eval Europe and is still occasionally referred to in poetry, as in 
Tennyson's " Better fifty years of Europe than a cycle of Cathay." 
It is derived from Khital, or Khitat, the name which was properly 
that of the kingdom established by the Khitrin conquerors in the 
northern provinces of China about A.D. 907, which after the fall 
of this dynasty in z z as remained attached to their former 
territory, and was subsequently applied by the nations of Central 
Asia to the whole of China. Thus " Kitai " is still the Russian 
name for China. The name penetrated to Europe in the 13th 
century with the fame of the conquests of Jenghiz Khan. After 
the discovery of southern China by European navigators Cathay 
was erroneously believed to be a country to the north of China, 
and it was the desire to reach it that sent the English adventurers 
of the 16th century in search of the north-east passage. 

CATHCART, SIR GEORGE (1794-1854), English soldier, third 
son of the 1st Earl Cathcart, was born in London on the 12th of 
May 1794. He was educated at Eton and Edinburgh University. 
In 1810 he entered the army, and two years later accompanied 
his father to Russia as aide-de-camp. With him he joined the 
Russian headquarters in March 1813; and he was present at all 
the great battles of that year in Germany, and of the following 
year in France, and also at the taking of Paris. The fruits of his 
careful observation and critical study of these operations 
appeared in the Commentaries on the war in Russia and Germany 
1812-1813, a plain soldier-like history, which he published in 
z85o. After the peace of 1814 he accompanied his father to the 
congress of Vienna. He was present at Quatre Bras and at 
Waterloo, as an aide-de-camp to the duke of Wellington, and 
remained on the staff till the army of occupation quitted France. 

Cf. Duchesne, Origins, ed. 1898, p. 177. 
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Reappointed almost immediately, he accompanied the duke to 
the congresses of Aix-la-Chapelle and Verona, and in 1826 to 
Prussia. Promoted lieutenant-colonel in 1826, he was placed on 
half-pay in 1834. He was recalled to active service in 1838, and 
sent as commander of the King's Dragoon Guards to Canada, 
where he played an important part in suppressing the rebellion 
and pacifying the country. In 1844 he returned to England, 
and two years later was appointed deputy-lieutenant of the 
Tower, a post which he held up to the time of his promotion to 
major-general in 1851. In March 1852 he succeeded Sir Harry 
Smith as governor and commander-in-chief at the Cape, and 
brought the Kaffir war, then in progress, to a successful conclu-
sion. He promulgated the first constitution of Cape Colony, and 
conducted operations against the Basuto. Cathcart was made 8 
K.C.B. and received the thanks of both Houses for his services 
(x853). In December 1853 he was made adjutant-general of the 
army, but never entered upon his duties, being sent out to the 
Crimean War as soon as he arrived in England. He was even 
given a dormant commission entitling him to the chief command 
in case of accident to Lord Raglan, and the highest hopes were 
fixed on him as a scientific and experienced soldier. But these 
hopes were not to be fulfilled; for he fell at the battldof Inkerman 
(November 5, 1854). His remains, with those of other officers, 
were buried on Cathcart's Hill. Sir George Cathcart married in 
1824 Lady Georgians Greville, who survived him, and by whom 
he had a family. 

See Colburn's United Service Magazine, January 1855; Corre-
spondence of the Hon. Sir George Cathcart relative to Kaffrarta (1856); 
A. W. Kinglake's Invasion of the Crimea, vol. v. 

CATHCART. WILLIAM SCRAM CATHCART, 1ST EARL 
( 1 755-1843), English soldier and diplomatist, was born at Peter-
sham on the 17th of September 1755, and educated at Eton. 
In 1771 he went to St Petersburg, where his father, Charles, 
9th Baron Cathcart (1721-1776), a general in the army, was 
ambassador. From 1773 to 1777 he studied law, but after 
succeeding to the barony in 1776 he obtained a commission in 
the cavalry. Proceeding to America in 1777, he had before the 
close of his first campaign twice won promotion on the field of 
battle. In 1778 he further distinguished himself in outpost 
work, and at the battle of Monmouth he commanded an irregular 
corps, the " British Legion," with conspicuous success; for a 
time also he acted as quartermaster-general to the forces in 
America. He returned home in 178o, and in February 1781 was 
made captain and lieutenant-colonel in the Coldstream Guards. 
He was elected a representative peer for Scotland in 1788, and 
in 1792 he became colonel of the 29th foot. He served with 
distinction in the campaigns in the Low Countries, 1793-1795, 
in the course of which he was promoted major-general; and in 
ator he was made a lieutenant-general, having in the meanwhile 
received the appointments of vice-admiral of Scotland (1795), 
privy councillor (1798), and colonel of the 2nd Life Guards 
(1797). From 1803 to 1805 Lord Cathcart was commander-in-
chief in Ireland, and in the latter year he was sent by Pitt in 
command of the British expedition to Hanover (see NAPOLEONIC 
CAMPAIGNS). After the recall of this expedition Cathcart 
commanded the forces in Scotland until 1807, when he was 
placed in charge of the expedition to Copenhagen, which sur-
rendered to him on the 6th of September. Four weeks later 
he was created Viscount Cathcart of Cathcart and Baron 
Greenock of Greenock in the peerage of the United Kingdom, 
resuming the Scottish command on his return from the front. 
On the tst of January 1812 he was promoted to the full rank of 
general, and a few months later he proceeded to Russia as am-
bassador and military commissioner.. In the latter capacity he 
served with the headquarters of the allies throughout the War 
of Liberation (1812-1814); his success in the delicate and difficult 
task of maintaining harmony and devotion to the common cause 
amongst the generals of many nationalities was recognized after 
the war by his elevation to the earldom (July 1814). He then 
went to St Petersburg, and continued to hold the post of am-
bassador until 182o, when he returned to England. He died at 
his estate near Glasgow on the 16th of June 2843 

His son, CHARLES MURRAY CATHCART, 2nd earl (1783-459), 
succeeded to the title in 1843. He entered the and Life Guards 
in tfloo, and saw active service under Sir James Craig in the 
Mediterranean, 18o5-18o6. In 18o7 he became by courtesy 
Lord Greenock. He took part in the Waltheren expedition 
of 1809 as a major, and as a lieutenant-colonel served at Buzau, 
Salamanca and Vittoria. He had already gained staff experieue, 
and he now served under Graham in Holland, 1814, as quarter-
master-general. He was present at Waterloo, and for his ser-
vices received the C.B. and several foreign orders. During the 
peace he became deeply interested in scientific pursuits, and a 
new mineral discovered by him in 1841 was named Greenockite. 
His later military services included the chief command in Canada 
during a period of grave unrest (1846-1849). He retired from 
active service in 1859, becoming a full general just before his 
death. The title passed to his son and grandson as 3rd and 
4th earls. 

CATHCART, a parish situated partly in Renfrewshire and 
partly in Lanarkshire, Scotland. The Renfrewshire portion 
has the larger area (2387 acres), but the smaller population (73;5), 
the area of the Lanarkshire portion being 745 acres and the 
population (19or) 20,983. The industries include paper-making, 
dyeing and sandstone quarrying, but limestone and coal have 
also been worked. The parish includes the town of Cathcart 
(pop. 4808), and the villages of Old and New Cathcart, but much 
of it, though outside the city boundaries, is practically monso-
ons with some of the southern suburbs of Glasgow, with which 
there is communication by electric tram and the Caledonian 
railway's circular line. The White Cart flows through the 
parish. In the 12th century Cathcart became a barony of the 
Cathcarts, who derived the title of their lordship (1460) and 
earldom (1814) from it. On the Queen's Knowe, a hillock near 
the ruins of Cathcart Castle, a memorial marks the spot where 
Queen Mary watched the progress of the battle of Langside 
(1568), the site of which lies within the parish. 

CATHEDRAL, more correctly " cathedral church " (=dais 
cathedralis), the church which contains the official " seat " or 
throne of a bishop—cathedra, one of the Latin names for this, 
giving us the adjective " cathedraL" The adjective has grade. 
ally, for briefness of speech, assumed the character of a sub-
stantive, but though an instance of this (strictly incorrect) use 
of the word as a substantive has been found as far back as 1587, 
it became common only at the end of the 18th, or first half of 
the 19th, century. One of the earliest instances of the term 
ecdesia cathedralis is said to occur in the acts of the council of 
Tarragona in 516. Another name for a cathedral church is 
ecdesia mater, indicating that it is the mother church. As being 
the one important church, it was also known as ecdesia auk*. 
This is the formal expression used by Archbishop Walter Gray 
of York (1216-1255), and it is preserved in modern times by the 
name of " La dfajeure," by which the old cathedral drurdt of 
Marseilles is popularly known. Again, as the chief house of 
God, the cathedral church was the Dorcas Dei, and from this 
name the German Domkirche, or Dom, is derived, n also the 
Swedish Domkyrka, and the Italian Dianna. 

History and Organisation.—It was early decreed that the 
cathedra of a bishop was not to be placed in the church of a 
village, but only in that of a city. There was no difficulty as 
to this on the continent of Europe, where towns were numerous, 
and where the cities were the natural centres from which ChM-
tianity was diffused among the people who inhabited the sur-
rounding districts. In the British islands, however, the case 
was different; towns were few, and owing to other causes, 
instead of exercising jurisdiction over definite areas or district s, 
many of the bishops were bishops of tribes or peoples, as the 
bishops of the south Saxons, the west Saxons, the Sontermetas 
and others. The cathedra of such a bishop was often migratory. 
and was at times placed in one church, and then another, and 
sometimes in the church of a village. In ton a council was held 
in London, under the presidency of Archbishop Laafraae, 
which, reciting the decrees of the council of Sardis held ia 317 
and that of Laodicea held in 36o on this matter, ordered the 
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bishop of the south Saxons to remove his see froin Selsey to 
Chichester; the Wilts and Dorset bishop to remove his cathedra 
from Sherbome to Old Sarum, and the Mercian bishop, whose 
cathedra was then at Lichfield, to transfer it to Chester. Traces 
of the tribal and migratory system may still be noted in the 
designations of the Irish see of Meath (where the result has been 
that there is now no cathedral church) and Ossory, the cathedral 
church of which is at Kilkenny. Some of the Scottish sees were 
also migratory. 

By the canon law the bishop is regarded as the pastor of the 
cathedral church, the parochia of which is his diocese. In view 
of this, canonists speak of the cathedral church as the one 
church of the diocese, and all others are deemed chapels in their 
relation to it. 

Occasionally two churches jointly share the distinction of 
containing the bishop's cathedra. In such case they are said 
to be con-cathedral in relation to each other. Instances of this 
occurred in England before the Reformation in the dioceses of 
Bath and Wells, and of Coventry and Lichfield. Hence the double 
tides of those dioceses. In Ireland an example occurs at Dublin, 
where Christ Church and St Patrick's are jointly the cathedral 
churches of that diocese. In France the bishop of Couserans 
(a see suppressed at the Revolution) had two con-cathedral 
churches at St Lizier, and the bishop of Sisteron (a see also 
suppressed) had a second throne in the church of Forcalquier 
which is still called " La Con-cathfdrale." Other instances 
might be named. In the case of York the collegiate churches 
of Beverley, Ripon and Southwell were almost in the same 
position, but although the archbishop had a stall in each he had 
no diocesan cathedra in them, and the chapter were not united 
with that of the metropolitical church in the direct government 
of the diocese, or the election of the archbishop, nor had they 
those other rights which were held to denote the cathedral 
character of a church. 

Cathedral churches are reckoned as of different degrees of 
dignity: (1) the simple cathedral church of a"diocesan bishop, 
(2) the metropoli deal church to which the other diocesan cathedral 
churches of a province are suffragan, (3) the primatial church 
under which are ranged metropolitical churches and their 
provinces, (4) patriarchal churches to which primatial, metro-
political, and simple cathedral churches alike owe allegiance. 
The title of " primate " was occasionally conferred on metro-
pol itan s of sees of great dignity or importance, such as Canterbury, 
York, Rouen, &c., whose cathedral churches remained simply 
metropolitical. Lyons, where the cathedral church is still 
known as " La Primatiale," and Lund in Sweden, may be cited 
as instances of churches which were really primatial. Lyons 
bad the archbishops of Sens and Paris and their provincial 
dioceses subject to it till the Revolution, and Lund had the 
archbishop of Upsala and his province subject to it. As with 
the title of primate, so also that of "patriarch" has been 
conferred on sees such as Venice and Lisbon, the cathedral 
churches of which are patriarchal in name alone. The cathedral 
church of St John Lateran, the cathedral church of the pope as 
bishop of Rome and patriarch of the West, alone in western 
Europe possesses potentially a patriarchal character. Its 
formal designation is " Patriarchans Basilica, Sacrosancia 
Roomiest Cathedralis Ecelesia Laterauensis." 

The removal of a bishop's cathedra from a church deprives 
that church of its cathedral dignity, although of ten the name 
clings in common speech, as for example at Antwerp, which was 
deprived of its bishop at the French Revolution. 

The history of the body of clergy attached to the cathedral 
church is obscure, and as in each case local considerations 
affected its development, all that can be attempted is to give 
a general outline of the main features which were more or less 
common to all. Originally the bishop and cathedral clergy 
formed a kind of religious community, which, in no true sense a 
monastery, was nevertheless often called a nronasteriurn. The 
word had not the restricted meaning which it afterwards acquired. 
Bence the apparent anomaly that churches like York and 
Lincoln, which never had any monks attached to them, have  

inherited the name of minster or monastery. In these early 
communities the clergy often lived apart in their own dwellings, 
and were not infrequently married. • In the 8th century, however, 
Cbrodegang, bishop of Metz (743-766), compiled a code of rules 
for the clergy of the cathedral churches, which, though widely 
accepted in Germany and other parts of the continent, gained 
little acceptance in England. According to Chrodegang's rule 
the cathedral clergy were to live under a common roof, occupy 
a common dormitory and submit to the authority of a special 
officer. The rule of Chrodegang was, in fact, a modification of 
the Benedictine rule. Gisa, a native of Lorraine, who was 
bishop of Wells from roSi to ion, introduced it into England, 
and imposed its observance on the clergy of his cathedral church, 
but it was not followed for long there, or elsewhere in England. 

During the two centuries, roughly bounded by the years coo 
and z zoo, the cathedral clergy became more definitely organized, 
and were also divided into two classes. One was that of a 
monastic establishment of some recognized order of monks, 
very often that of the Benedictines, while the other class was 
that of a college of clergy, living in the world, and bound by no 
vows, except those of their ordination, but governed by a code 
of statutes or canons. Hence the name of " canon " given to 
them. In this way arose the distinction between the monastic 
and secular cathedral churches. In England the monastic 
cathedral churches were Bath, Canterbury, Carlisle, Coventry, 
Durham, Ely, Norwich, Rochester, Winchester and Worcester, 
all of them Benedictine except Carlisle, which was a church of 
Autustinians. The secular churches were Chichester, Exeter, 
Hereford, Lichfield, Lincoln, St Paul's (London), Salisbury, 
Wells, York, and the four Welsh cathedral churches. In Ireland 
all were secular except Christ Church, Dublin (Augustinian), 
and Down (Benedictine), and none, even in their earliest days, 
were ever, it is believed, churches of recognized orders of monks, 
except the two named. In Scotland St Andrew's was Augus-
tinian, Elgin (or Moray), Glasgow and Aberdeen were always 
secular, and ordered on the models of Lincoln and Salisbury. 
Brechin had a community of Culdees till 1372, when a secular 
chapter was constituted. The cathedral church of Galloway, 
at Whithorn, of English foundation, was a church of Praemon-
stratensians. In Germany, as in England, many of the cathedral 
churches were monastic. In Denmark all seem to have been 
Benedictine at first, except Borglum, which was Praemon-
stratensian till the Reformation. The others were changed to 
churches of secular canons. In Sweden, Upsala was originally 
Benedictine, but was secularized about zap, and it was ordered 
that each of the cathedral churches of Sweden should have a 
chapter of at least fifteen secular canons. In France monastic 
chapters were very common, but nearly all the monastic cathedral 
churches there had been changed to churches of secular canons 
before the 17th century. One of the latest to be so changed was 
that of Seer, in Normandy, which was Augustinian till 1547, 
when Pope Paul III. dispensed the members from their vows, 
and constituted them a chapter of secular canons. The chapter 
of Scncz was monastic till 1647, and others perhaps even 
later, but the majority were secularized about the time of the 
Reformation. 

In the case of monastic cathedral churches there were no 
dignitaries, the internal government was that of the order to 
which the chapter belonged, and all the members kept perpetual 
residence. The reverse of this was the case with the secular 
chapters; the dignities of provost, dean, precentor, chancellor, 
treasurer, &c., soon came into being, for the regulation and good 
order of the church and its services, while the non-residence of 
the canons, rather than their perpetual residence, became the 
rule, and led to their duties being performed by a body of 
" vicars," who officiated for them at the services of the church. 

Abroad, the earliest head of a secular church seems to have 
been the provost (praepositus, Probst, &c ), who was charged, not 
only with the internal regulation of the church, and oversight 
of the members of the chapter and, control of the services, but 
was also the steward or seneschal of the lands and possessions 
of the church. The latter often mainly engaged his attention. 
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to the neglect of his domestic and ecclesiastical duties, and 
complaints were soon raised that the provost was too much 
mixed in worldly affairs, and was too frequently absent from his 
spiritual duties. This led, in many cases, to the institution of a 
new officer called the " dean," who had charge of that portion 
of the provost's duties which related to the internal discipline of 
the chapter and the services of the church. In some cases the 
office of provost was abolished, but in others it was continued, the 
provost, who was also occasionally archdeacon as well, remaining 
head of the chapter. This arrangement was most commonly 
followed in Germany. In England the provost was almost un-
known. Bishop Gisa introduced a provostas head of the chapter 
of Wells, but the office was afterwards subordinated to the other 
dignities, and the provost became simply the steward of certain 
of the prebendal lands. The provost of the collegiate church of 
Beverley was the most notable instance of such an officer in 
England, but at Beverley he was an external officer with no 
authority in the government of the church, no stall in the choir 
and no vote in chapter. The provost of Eton, introduced by 
Henry VI., occupied a position most nearly approaching that 
of a foreign cathedral provost. In Germany and in Scandinavia, 
and in a few of the cathedral churches in the south of France, 
the provost was the ordinary head of the cathedral chapter, but 
the office was not common elsewhere. As regards France, of 
one hundred and thirty-six cathedral churches existing at the 
Revolution, thirty-eight only, and those either on the borders 
of Germany or in the extreme south, had a provost as the head 
of the chapter. In others the provost existed as a subordinate 
officer. There were two provosts at Autun, and Lyons and 
Chartres had foul• each, all as subordinate officers. 

The normal constitution of, the chapter of a secular cathedral 
church comprised four dignitaries (there might be more), in 
addition to the canons. The dean (decanus)seems to have derived 
his designation from the Benedictine dean who had ten monks 
under his charge. The dean, as already noted, came into 
existence to supply the place of the provost in the internal manage-
ment of the church and chapter. In England the dean was the 
head of all the secular cathedral churches, and was originally 
elected by the chapter and confirmed in office by the bishop. 
He is president of the chapter, and in church has charge of the 
due performance of the services, taking specified portions of them 
by statute on the principal festivals. He sits in the chief stall 
in the choir, which is usually the first on the right hand on enter-
ing the choir at the west. Next to the dean (as a rule) is the 
precentor (primicerius, cantor, &c.), whose special duty is that of 
regulating the musical portion of the services He presides in 
the dean's absence, and occupies the corresponding stall on the 
left side, although there are exceptions to this rule, where, as at 
St Paul's, the archdeacon of the cathedral city ranks second 
and occupies what is usually the precentor's stall. The third 
dignitary is the chancellor (scholastksu, tcoldtre, capiscol, 
magistral, &c.), who must not be confounded with the chancellor 
of the diocese. The chancellor of the cathedral church is 
charged with the oversight of its schools, ought to read divinity 
lectures, and superintend the lections in the choir and correct 
slovenly readers. He is often the secretary and librarian of the 
chapter. In the absence of the dean and precentor he is president 
of the chapter. The easternmost stall, on the dean's side of the 
choir, is usually assigned to him. The fourth dignitary is the 
treasurer (curios, sacrists, cheficier). He is guardian of the fabric, 
and of all the furniture and ornaments of the church, and his 
duty was to provide bread and wine for the eucharist, and 
candles and incense, and he regulated such matters as the 
ringing of the bells. The treasurer's stall is opposite to that of 
the chancellor. These four dignitaries, occupying the four 
corner stalls in the choir, are called in many of the statutes the 
" guatuor majores personae " of the church. In many cathedral 
churches there were additional dignitaries, as the praelector, 
subdean, vice-chancellor, succentor-canonicorum, and others, 
who came into existence to supply the places of the other absent 
dignitaries, for non-residence was the fatal blot of the secular 
churches, and in this they contrasted very badly with the  

monastic churches, where all the members were in condoms 
residence. Besides the dignitaries there were the ordinary 
canons, each of whom, as a rule, held a separate prebend or 
endowment, besides receiving his share of the common fonds 
of the church. For the most part the canons also nieedlly 
became non-resident, and this led to the distinction of mai-
dentiary and non-residentiary canons, till in most churches the 
number of resident canons became definitely limited in number, 
and the non-residentiary canons, who no longer shared in the 
common funds, became generally known as prebendaries only, 
although by their non-residence they did not forfeit their position 
as canons, and retained their votes in chapter like the others. 
This system of non-residence led also to the institution of vicars 
choral, each canon having his own vicar, who sat in his stall 
in his absence, and when the canon was present, in the stall 
immediately below, on the second form. The vicars had no 
place or vote in chapter, and, though irremovable except for 
offences, were the servants of their absent canons whose stalls 
they occupied, and whose duties they performed. Abroad they 
were often called demi-prebendaries, and they formed the bas 
chew of the French churches. As time went on the vicars 
were themselves often incorporated as a kind of lesser chapter, 
or college, under the supervision of the dean and chapter. 

There was no distinction between the monastic cathedral 
chapters and those of the secular canons, in their relation to the 
bishop or diocese. In both cases the chapter was the bishop's 
consilium which he was bound to consult on all important matters 
and without doing so he could not act. Thus, a judicial decision 
of a bishop needed the confirmation of the chapter before it could 
be enforced. He could not change the service books, or " fur " 
of the church or diocese, without capitular consent, and there are 
many episcopal acts, such as the appointment of a cliOcesaa 
chancellor, or vicar general, which still need confirmation by 
the chapter, but the older theory of the chapter as the bishop's 
council in ruling the diocese has become a thing of the past, not 
in England only, but on the continent also. In its corporate capa-
city the chapter takes charge sede =tante of a diocese. In Eng-
land, however (except as regards Salisbury and Durham), this 
custom has never obtained, the two archbishops having, from time 
immemorial, taken charge of the vacant dioceses in their respec
tive provinces. When, however, either of the sees of Canterbury 
or York is vacant, the chapters of those churches take charge, not 
only of the diocese, but of the province as well, and incidentally, 
therefore, of any of the dioceses of the province which may be 
yacant at the same time. 

All the English monastic cathedral chapters were dissolved by 
Henry VIII., and, except Bath and Coventry, were refounded by 
him as churches of secular chapters, with a dean as the head, sad 
a certain number of canons ranging from twelve at Canterbury 
and Durham to four at Carlisle, and with certain subordinate 
officers as minor canons, gospellers, epistolers, &c. The precentor-
ship in these churches of the " New Foundation," as they an 
called, is not, as in the secular churches of the "Old Foundation," 
a dignity, but is merely an office held by one of the minor canons. 

English cathedral churches, at the present day, may be 
classed under four heads: (1) the old secular cathedral churches 
of the " Old Foundation," enumerated in the earlier part of this 
article; (a) the churches of the " New Foundation " of Henry 
VIII., which are the monastic churches already specified, with 
the exception of Bath and Coventry; (3) the cathedral churches 
of bishoprics founded by Henry VIII., via. Bristol, Chester, 
Gloucester, Oxford and Peterborough (the constitution of the 
chapters of which corresponds to those of the New Foundation); 
(4) modern cathedral churches of sees founded since ISO, viz 
(a) Manchester, Ripon and Southwell, formerly collegiate churches 
of secular canons; (b) St Albans and Southwark, original" 
monastic churches; (c) Truro, Newcastle and Wakefield, 
formerly parish churches, (d) Birmingham and Liverpeck 
originally district churches. The ruined cathedral church of 
the diocese of Sodor (i.e. the Southern Isles) and Man, at'Ped 
in the latter island, appears never to have had a chapter of dere:, 
attached to it. 
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Arraroannts.—Frances, De =testis callsedralibus (Venice, 1¢98) ; 

Bordeoave. L'Esiai des elitists eathedraks (Paris, 1643); Van Espen, 
Supple III., cap. 5; Hericourt, Les Lois eedisiastiques de Francs 
(Paris, 1756); La France ecelisiastique (Paris, 1790); Daugaard, 
Oa &Broads glostre i Middelaklerets (Copenhagen, 1830) ; Hinschius, 
Des Kircheurecht der !Calla:atm a. Prokstanku is Deuncklattd. 
(Bolin. 1878): Walcott, Calkedralia (London, 1865); Freeman, 
Csaardred Carrel& of Wells (London, 187o); 

or 
Benson, The Cathedral 
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1878)
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894).
radshaw and Wordsworth, Lincoln 

M. 
 Cathedral 

Solutes b. .  
Archikdare.—From the architectural point of view there is 

no special treatment as regards dimensions or style for a cathedral 
other than that required for a church or abbey, as there are cases 
when the former are comparatively small buildings (like the old 
cathedral at Athens), and some parish churches and abbeys are 
larger than many cathedrals. In recent times, indeed, some 
English abbeys or minters, such as those of Ripon, Manchester, 

St Albans and 
Southwell, partly 
on account of 
their dimensions, 
have been raised 
to the rank of 
cathedrals, in 
consequence of 
the demand for 
additional sees ; 
others, such as 
those of Bristol, 
Gloucester,Ox-
ford, Chester and 
Peterborough, be-
came cathedrals 
only on the dis-
solution of the 
monasteries by 
Henry VIII. 

Under the head- 
ings NAVE, AISLE, 
CHOIR, APSE, 
CHEVET, and 
LADY-CHAPEL, the 
principal arrange-
ments of the plan 
of a cathedral are 
dealt with, and 
Its architectural 
features, such as 
TOWERRIld SPIRE, 
PORCH, TRITOR- 
WM, CLERESTORY 
and VAULT, are 
separately de-
fined; while in the 
article Aacarrac-

nu the evolution of the various styles in England, France, 
Germany, Italy and Spain, is net forth. It is only necessary 
here to deal with the development of the eastern end of English 
and foreign cathedrals, as it was in those that the greatest 
changes from the middle of the a tth century to the close of the 
16th century took place. 

The earliest extended development of the eastern end of the 
cathedral is that which was first set out in Edward the Confessor's 
church at Westminster, probably borrowed from the ancient 
church of St Martin at Tours; in this church, dating probably 
from the loth century, two new elements are found, (a) the carry-
ing of the choir aisle round a circular apse so as to provide a 
processional aisle round the eastern end of the church, and (2) five 
Vidal chapels, constituting the germ of the chevet, which 
transformed the eastern terminations of the French cathedrals 
in the 12th and z3th centuries. It is only within recent times 
that the foundations of the early church at Tours with its choir 
aisle and chapels have been traced under the existing church. 

In Edward the Confessor's church (lose) there were probably 
only three chapels and a processional aisle; in the next example 
at Gloucester (1o89) were also three chapels, two of which, on the 
north and south sides of the aisle, still remain; the same is found 
in Canterbury (1o96.-11o7) and Norwich (1089-1119), the 
eastern chapel in all three cases having been taken dawn to 
make way for the Lady-chapel in Gloucester and Norwich, and 
for the Trinity chapel in Canterbury cathedral (fig. a). The 
semicircular aisle is said to have existed in the Anglo-Norman 
cathedral of Winchester, but the eastern end being square, two 
chapels were arranged filling the north and south ends, and an 
apsidal chapel projecting beyond the east wall. This semi-
circular processional aisle with chevet chapels was the favourite 
type of plan in the Anglo-Norman cathedrals, and was followed 
up to about the middle of the 12th century, when the English 
builders in some cases returned to the square east end instead of 
the semicircular apsidal termination. The earliest example of 
this exists in Romscy Abbey (c. 113o), where the processional 

FIG. 2.—Plan of Salisbury Cathedral. 

path crosses behind the presbytery, there being eastern apsidal 
chapels in the axis of the presbytery aisle and a central rectangular 
chapel beyond. A similar arrangement is found in Hereford 
cathedral, and exists in Winchester, Salisbury (fig. a), Durham, 
St Albans, Exeter, Ely, Wells and Peterborough, except that in 
all those cases (except Wells) the eastern chapels are square 
ended; in Wells cathedral the most eastern chapel (the Lady-
chapel) has a polygonal termination; in Durham (fig. 3), the 
eastern chapels are all in one line, constituting the chapel of the 
nine altars, which was probably borrowed from the eastern end of 
Fountains Abbey. It should be noted that in some of the above 
the original design has been transformed in rebuilding; thus in 
St Albans, Durham, York and Exeter cathedrals, there was no 
eastern ambulatory but three parallel apses, in some cases 
rectangular externally. In Southwell, Rochester, Ely and 
Chester, there was no processional path or ambulatory round the 
east end; in Carlisle no eastern chapels; and in Oxford only one 
central apse. In Ely cathedral (fig. 4) the great central tower 
built by the first Norman abbot (1o82-1094) fell down in 1321, 
carrying with it portions of the adjoining bays of ,the nave. 
transept and choir; instead of attempting to rebuild the tower. 
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Man of Walsingham conceived the idea of obtaining a much 
larger area in the centre of the cathedral, and Instead of rebuild 
ing the piers of the tower he took as the base of his design a central 
octagonal space, the width of which was equal to that of nave 
and aisles, with wide arches to nave, transepts and choir, and 
smaller arches across the octagonal sides; from shafts in the 
eight pier angles, ribs in wood project forward and carry a smallu I 

octagon on which the lantern rests. Internally the effect of this 
central octagon is of great beauty and originality, and it is the 
only instance of such a feature in English Gothic architecture . 

(See ARCHITECTURE, Plate VIII., fig. 8z.) 
The earliest example of the chevet is probably to be found 

in the church of St Martin at Tours; this was followed by others 

From Rickman's Sines al Archiledne. 

FIG. 3.—Plan of Durham Cathedral. 
at Tournus, Clermont-Ferrand, Auxerre, Chartres, Le Mans 
and other churches built during the great church-building 
period of the tith century. In the still greater movement in 
the 12th century, when the episcopacy, supported by the eman-
cipated communes, undertook the erection of cathedrals of 
greater dimensions and the reconstruction of others, in some 
cases they utilized the old foundations, as in Chartres (fig. 5), 
Coutances and Auxerre cathedrals, while in others (as at Le 
Mans) they extended the eastern termination, much in the 
same way as in many of the early examples in England, with 
this important difference, that when the apsidal east end was 
given up (about the middle of the lath century) in favour of the 
square east end in England, the French, on the other hand, 
developed it by doubling the choir aisles and adding to the 
number of extra chapels; thus in Canterbury, Norwich and 
Gloucester, there were only three apsidal chapels in the chevet, 
whereas in Noyon (115o), Soissons (zroo), Reims (1212), Tours, 
Seez, Bayeux (123o), Clermont (1275), Senlis, Limoges, Albi 
and Narbonne cathedrals there were five; in Amiens, Le Mans 
and Beauvais, there were seven apsidal chapels, and in Chartres 
cathedral nine. Double aisles round the choir, of which there 

are to examples in England, are found 
Paris, Bourges and 
Le Mans; the 
cathedral of Sens 
(fig. 6) (1144-1168) 
possesses one feat-
ure which is almost 
unique, viz. the 
coupled columns of 
the alternate bays 
of nave and choir 
and of the apse; 
and these were 
introduced into 
the chapel of the 
Trinity in Canter-
bury cathedral, 
probably from the 
designs of William 
of Sens. by his suc-
cessor William the 
Englishman. The 
square east end 
found no favour in 
France—Laon, 
Poiters and Dol be-
ing the only cathe-
dral examples; and 
of the triapsal 
arrangement, viz. 
with apses in the 
axes of the choir 
aisle and a central 
apse, the only ex-
ample is that of the 
cathedral of Autun. 
The immense de-
velopment given to 
the eastern limb 
of the French 

cathedrals was some- 
times obtained at the 
expense of the nave, so 
that, notwithstanding 
the much greater 
dimensions compared 
with English examples, 
in the latter the naves 
are much longer and 
consist of more ba)s 
than those in France. 

In one of the French 
cathedrals, Bourses, 
there is no transept; 
on the other hand there 
arc many examples in 
which this part of the 
church is emphasized 
by having aisles on 
each side, as at Leon. 
Soissons, Chartres, 
Reims, Amiens, Rouen 
and Clermont cathe- 
drals. Transept aisles 
in England are found 
in Ely, York, Wells 
and Winchester cathe- 
drals, in the last being 
carried round the south 
and north ends of the 
transept; aisles on the 

transept only, in some cases probably lee 
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additional altars, exist in Durham, Salisbury, Lichfield, Peter-
borough and Ripon cathedrals; and on the north side only in 
Hereford cathedral. In Rouen cathedral, east of the transept 
aisles, there are apsidal chapels, which with the three chapels in 
the chevet make up the usual number. The cathedral of Poitiers 
has been referred to as an example of a square east end, but a 
sort of compromise has been made by the provision of three 
segmental apses, and there are no windows in the east front; 
the most remarkable divergence from the usual design is found 
here in the absence of any triforium or clerestory, owing to the 
fact that the vault of the aisles is nearly as high as that of the 
nave, so that it constitutes an example of what in Germany 
(where there are many) are called Hallett Kinkel.; the light 
being obtained through the aisle windows only gives a gloomy 
effect to the nave. Another departure from the usual plan is 
that found in Albi cathedral (t3s)), in which there are no aisles, 
their place being taken by chapels between the buttresses which 
were required to resist the thrust of the nave vault, the widest 
in France. The cathedral is built in brick and externally has 
the appearance of a fortress. In the cathedrals of the south-
west of France, where the naves are covered with a series of 
domes—as at Cahors, Apgouldme and St Front de Perigueux- 

%t •• 

FIG. 7.—Plan of Angoulflme 
Fto 6.—Plan of Sens Cathedral. 	 Cathedral. 

the immense piers required to carry them made it necessary to 
dispense with aisles. The cathedral of Angouleme (fig. 7) 
consists of a nave covered with three domes, a transept of great 
length with lofty towers over the north and south ends, and an 
apsidal choir with four chevet chapels. In St Front de Perigueux 
(13o), based on St Mark's at Venice, the plan consists of nave, 
transept and choir, all of equal dimensions, each of them, as 
well as the crossing, vaulted over with a dome, while originally 
there was a simple apsidal choir. 

Returning now to the great cathedrals in the north of France, 
we give an illustration (fig. 8) of Amiens cathedral (from Viollet 
le Duc's Diaionnaire raisanne) which shows the disposition of a 
cathedral, with its nave-arches, triforium, clerestory windows 
and vault, the flying buttresses which were required to carry the 
thrust of the vault to the outer buttresses which flanked the 
aisle walls, and the lofty pinnacles which surmounted them. 
In this case there was no triforium gallery, owing to the greater 
height given to the aisles. In Notre Dame at Paris the triforium 
was nearly as high as the aisles; in large towns this feature gave 
increased accommodation for the congregation, especially on the 
occasion of great fetes, and it is found in Noyon, Laon, Senlis 
and Soissons cathedrals, built in the latter part of the 12th 
century; later it was omitted, and a narrow passage in the 
thickness of the wall only represented the triforium; at a 
still later period the aisles were covered with a stone  

pavement of slight fall so as to allow of loftier clerestory 
windows. 

The cathedrals in Spain follow on the same lines as those in 
France. The cathedral of Santiago de Compostela is virtually a 
copy of St Sernin 
at Toulouse, con-
sisting of nave 
and aisles, tran-
septs and aisles, 
and a choir with 
chevet of five 
chapels; at Leon 
there is a chevet 
with five apsidal 
chapels, and at 
Toledo an east end 
with double aisld 
round the apse 
with originally 
seven small apsi-
dal chapels, two 
of them rebuilt at 
a very late period. r  
At Leon, Barce-
lona and Toledo 
the processional 
passage round the 
apse with apsidal 
chapels recalls the 
French disposi-
tion, there being 
a double aisle 
around the latter, 
but in Leon and 
Toledo cathedrals 
the east end is 
masked externally 

by other buildings, FIG. 8.—Perspective of Amiens Cathedral. 
so that the beauty 
of the chevet is entirely lost. At Avila and Salamanca (old 
cathedral) the triapsal arrangement is adopted, and the same 
is found in the German cathedrals, with one important excep-
tion, the cathedral of Cologne, which was based on that of 
Amiens, the comparative height of the former, however, being 
so exaggerated that scale has been lost, and externally it has 
the appearance of an overgrown monster. 

Under the headings VAULT, FLYING BUTTRESS, PINNACLE, 
CLERESTORY and TRIFORIUM, definitions are given of these chief 
components of a cathedral or church: but as their design varies 
materially in almost every example, without 'a very large number 
of drawings it would be impossible to treat them more in detail. 
The perspective view, taken from Viollet le Duc's dictionary, of the 
intenor of the nave of Amiens cathedral illustrates the principal 
features, viz. the vault (in this case quadripartite, with flying 
buttresses and pinnacle), the triforium (in this case limited to a 
narrow passage in the thickness of the wall), and the nave-arches, 
with the side aisles, beneath the windows of which is the decorative 
arcade. (R. P. S.) 

CATHELINEAU. JACQUES ( 1 759-1 793), French Vendean 
chieftain during the Revolution, was born at Tin-en-Manges, in 
the country now forming the department of Maine-et-Loire. 
He became well known in the country of Anjou, over which he 
travelled as a pedlar and dealer in contraband goods. His 
physical strength and his great piety gave him considerable 
ascendancy over the peasants, who surnamed him " the saint of 
Anjou." In the first years of the Revolution, Cathefineau 
listened to the exhortations of Catholic priests and royalist 
imigrts, and joined the insurrection provoked by them against 
the revolutionary government. Collecting a band of peasants 
and smugglers, he took the chateau of Gallais, where he cap-
tured a cannon, christened by the Vendeans the " Missionary "; 
he then took the towns of Chemillf, Cholet, Vihiers and 
Chalonnes (March 1793). His companions committed atrocities 
which brought upon them terrible reprisals on the part of the 
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Republicans. Meanwhile Cathclineau's troops increased, and he 
combined with the other Vendean chiefs, such as N. Stoffiet and 
Gigot d'Elbie, taking the towns of Beaupreau, Fontenay and 
Saumur. The first successes of the Vendeans were due to the fact 
that the Republicans had not expected an insurrection. When 
the resistance to the insurgents became more serious, differences 
arose among their leaders. To avoid these rivalries, it is thought 
that Cathelineau was named generalissimo of the rebels, though 
his authority over the undisciplined troops was not increased by 
the new office. In 1793 all the Royalist forces tried to capture 
Nantes. Cathelineau entered the town in spite of the resistance of 
General J. B. C. Canclaux, but he was killed, and the Vendean 
army broke up. Numerous relatives of Cathelineau also perished 
in the war of La Vendie. His grandson, Henri de Catheincau, 
figured in the war of 1870 between France and Germany (sec 
also VENDEE; CHOUANS). 

See C. Port. Vie de J. Cathelineau 0880; " Li L6gende de Cathe-
lineau" in the review La Revolution frangaise, vol. xxiv.; Les 
Origins de is Vendee (Paris, ,888, 2 vox.); Dictiois noire historique 
de Maine-et-Loire: Cretineau.Joly, Histoire de la Vendee militates; 
Tb. Muret, Vie populaire de Catitelineau (1845). (II. A.•) 

CATHERINE, SAINT. The Roman hagiology contains the 
record of six saints of this name. 1. ST CATHERINE OP ALEX-
ANDRIA, Virgin and Martyr, whose day of commemoration 
recurs on the 25th of November, and in some places on the 5th of 
March. 2. ST CATHERDIE or SwEDEN, a daughter of St Bridget, 
who died abbess of Watzen in March 1381, and is commemorated 
on the 22nd of that month. 3. Sr CATHERINE or SIENA, 1347-
1380, whose festal day is observed on the .30th of April. 4. ST 
CATHERINE OP BOLOGNA, 1413-1463, a visionary, abbess of 
the convent of the Poor Clams in Bologna, canonized by Pope 
Benedict XIII., and commemorated throughout the Franciscan 
order on the 9th of March. s. Sr CATHERINE OF GENOA,' who 
belonged to the noble family of Fieschi, was born about r447, spent 
her life and her means in succouring and attending on the sick, 
especially in the time of the plague which ravaged Genoa in 1497 
and 15o1, died in that city in ism, was beatified by Clement V. 
in 1675 and canonized by Clement XII. in 1737; her name was 
placed in the calendar on the 22nd of July by Benedict XIV. 
6. ST CATHERINE DE' RICCI, of Florence, daughter of a wealthy 
merchant prince, was born in 1522, became a nun in the convent 
of the Dominicans at Prato in 1536, and died in 1589. She was 
famous during her life-time for the weekly ecstasy of the Passion, 
during which in a trance she experienced the sufferings of the 
Holy Virgin contemplating the Passion of her Son. She was 
canonized in 1746 by Benedict XIV., who fixed her festal day on 
the isth of February. In Celtic and English martyrologies 
(November 25) there is also commemorated St Catherine Audley 
(c. 1 400), a recluse of Ledbury, Hereford, who was reputed for 
piety and clairvoyance. 

Of two of these saints, St Catherine of Alexandria, the St 
Catherine par excellence, and St Catherine of Siena, something 
sr more must be said. Of the former history has little or 
Calbalse, nothing to tell. The Maronite scholar, Joseph Simon 
vim& sod Assemani (1687-1768), first identified her with the 
martyr. royal and wealthy lady of Alexandria (Eusebius, 
Hist. Ecd. viii. 14) who, for refusing the solicitations of the 
emperor Maximinus, was deprived of her property and banished. 
But Rufinus (Hist. Ecd. viii. x7) called this lady Dorothea, and 
the old Catherine legend, as recorded in the Roman martyrology 
and by Simeon Metaphrastes, has quite other features. Accord-
ing to it Catherine was the daughter of Ring Konetos, eighteen 
years old, beautiful and wise. During the persecution under 
Maximinus she sought an interview with the emperor, upbraided 
him for his cruelties, and adjured him to give up the worship of 
false gods. The angry tyrant, unable to refute her arguments 
himself, sent for pagan scholars to argue with her, but they were 
discomfited. Catherine was then scourged and cast into 
prison, and the empress was sent to reason with her; but the 
dauntless virgin converted not only the empress but the Roman 

See the study in Baron Fr. von Bagel's Mystical Element in 
Religion (1ro).  

general and his soldiers who had accompanied her. Madminus 
now ordered her to be broken on the wheel; but the wheel was 
shattered by her touch. The headsman's axe proved more fatal, 
and the martyr's body was borne by angels to Mount Sinai, 
where Justinian I. built the famous monastery in her honour. 
Another development of the legend is that in which. hiving 
rejected many offers of marriage, she was taken to heaven in 
vision and betrothed to Christ by the Virgin Mary. 

Of all these marvellous incidents very little, by the universal 
admission of Catholic scholars, has survived the test of modern 
criticism. That St Catherine actually existed there is, indeed, 
no evidence to disprove; and it is possible that some of the 
elements in her legend are due to confusion with the story of 
Hypatia (q.v.), the neo-platonic philosopher of Alexandria, who 
was done to death by a Christian mob. To the men of the middle 
ages, in any case, St Catherine was very real; she was ranked with 
the fourteen most helpful saints in heaven, and was the constant 
theme of preachers and of poets. Her festival was celebrated in 
many places with the utmost splendour, and in certain dioceses in 
France was a holy day of obligation as late as the beginning of the 
17th century. Numberless chapels were dedicated to her, and in 
nearly all churches her statue was set up, the saint being repre-
sented with a wheel, her instrument of torture, and sometimes 
with a crown and a book. The wheel being her symbol she 
was the patron saint of wheelwrights and mechanics; as the 
confounder of heathen sophistry she was invoked by theologians. 
apologists, preachers and philosophers, and was chosen as the 
patron saint of the university of Paris; as the most holy and 
illustrious of Christian virgins she became the tutelary saint of 
nuns and virgins generally. So late as the 16th century, Bonnet 
delivered a panegyric upon her, and it was the action of Dora 
Deforis, the Benedictine editor of his works, in criticizing the 
accuracy of the data on which this was based, that first dis-
credited the legend. The saint's feast was removed from the 
Breviary at Paris about this time, and the devotion to St Catherine 
has since lost its earlier popularity. See Leon Clugnet's wide 
in the Catholic Encyclopaedia, voL iii. (London, iO38). 

St Catherine of Siena was the youngest of the twasty.five 
children of Giacomo di Benincasa, a dyer, and was born, with a 
twin-sister who did not survive her birth, on the ge 
25th of March 1347. A highly sensitive and imagin- Camsvos 
ative child, she very early began to practise asceticism 44311" 
and see visions, and at the age of seven solemnly dedicated her 
virginity to Christ. She was attracted by what she had heard of 
the desert anchorites, and in 1363-1364, after much grog*. 
persuaded her parents to allow her to take the habit of t he 
Dominican tertiaries. For a while she led at' home the life of a 
recluse, speaking only to her confessor, and spending all her time 
in devotion and spiritual ecstasy. Her innate humanity and 
sound sense, however, led her gradually to return to her place in 
the family circle, and she began also to seek out and help the 
poor and the sick. In 1368 her father died, and she assumed the 
care of her mother Lapa. During the following years she became 
known to an increasingly wide circle, especially as a peacemaker, 
and entered into correspondence with many friends. Her 
peculiarities excited suspicion, and charges seem to have been 
brought against her by some of the Dominicans to answer 
which she went to Florence in 1374, soon returning to Siena to 
tend the plague-stricken. Here first she met the Dominican 
friar, Raimondo of Capua, her confessor and biographer. 

The year 1375 found Catherine entering on a wider stage. At 
the invitation of Piero Gambacorti, the ruler of the republic of 
Pisa, she visited that city and there endeavoured to crone 
enthusiasm for the proposed crusade, urging princes and presi-
dents, commanders and private citizens alike to join in "the 
holy passage." To this task was added that of trying to keep 
Pisa and Lucca from joining the Tuscan League against the 
pope. It was at Pisa, in the church of Santa Cristina, on the 
fourth Sunday in Lent (April I), while rapt in ecstasy after the 
communion, that Catherine's greatest traditional glory befell 
her, viz. the stigmata or impression on her hands, feet and bear!, 
of the wounds corresponding with those received by Christ alba 
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crucifixion. The marks, however, were at her prayer not made 
visible. There is no need to doubt the reality of Catherine's 
exaltation, but it should be remembered that she and her circle 
were Dominicans, and that the stigmata of St Francis of Assisi 
were considered the crowning glory of the saint, and hitherto the 
exclusive boast of the Franciscans. The tendency observable in 
many of the austerities and miracles attributed to St Catherine to 
outstrip those of other saints, particularly Francis, is especially 
remarkable in this marvel of the stigmata, and so acute became 
the rivalry between the two orders that Pope Sixtus IV., himself 
a Franciscan, issued a decree asserting that St Francis had an 
ezclusive monopoly of this particular wonder, and making it 
a censurable offence to represent St Catherine receiving the 
stigmata. 

In the year 1376, the 29th of Catherine's life, Gregory XI. was 
living and holding the papal court at Avignon. He was the last 
of seven French popes in succession who had done so, and had 
perpetuated for seventy-three years what ecclesiastical writers 
are fond of terming "the Babylonian captivity of the church." 
To put an end to this absenteeism, and to bring back the papacy 
to Italy was the cherished and anxious wish of all good Italians, 
and especially of all Italian churchmen. Petrarch had urgently 
pressed Urban V., Gregory's immediate predecessor, to accom-
plish the desired change; and Dante had at an earlier date 
laboured to bring about the same object. But these and all the 
other influences which Italy had striven to bring to bear on the 
popes had hitherto failed to induce them to return. In these 
circumstances Catherine determined to try her powers of per-
suasion and argument, attempting first by correspondence to 
reconcile Gregory and the Florentines, who had been placed under 
an interdict, and then going in person as the representative of 
the latter to Avignon, where she arrived on the t8th of June. 
Gregory empowered her to treat for peace, but the Florentine 
ambassadors were first tardy and then faithless. Nothing 
daunted, Catherine herself besought Gregory, who, indeed, 
was himself so minded, to return, and he did so, in September 
(taking the sea route from Marseilles to Genoa), though perhaps 
intending only to make a temporary stay in Italy. Catherine 
went home by land and stayed for a month in Genoa with 
Madonna Orietta Scotti, a noble lady of that city, at whose house 
Gregory had a long colloquy with her, which encouraged him to 
push on to Rome. To this year, 1376, belongs the admission to 
Catherine's circle of disciples of Stefano di Corrado Maconi, a 
Sienese noble distinguished by a character full of charm and 
purity, and her healing of the bitter feud between his family 
and the Tolomei. Another family quarrel, that of the Salimbeni 
at Rocca D'Orcia, was ended by her intervention in 1377. This 
year also she turned the castle of Belcaro, which had been given 
to her, into a monastery. 

Meanwhile the returned pope was not having an easy time. 
Besides perpetuating the strife with his enemies he was alienating 
his friends, and finding it increasingly difficult to pay his mer-
cenaries. He vented his anger upon Catherine, who reproved 
hint for minding temporal rather than spiritual things, but in 
the beginning of 1378 sent her on an embassy to Florence and 
especially to the Guelph party. While she was urging the 
citizens to make peace with the pope there came the news of 
his death. During the troubles that ensued in Florence Catherine 
nearly lost her life in a popular tumult, and sorely regretted not 
winning her heart's desire, " the red rose of martyrdom." Peace 
was signed with the new pope, Urban VI., and Catherine, having 
the accomplished her second great political task, went home 
Win to Siena. Thence on the outbreak of the schism Urban 
summoned her to Rome, whither, somewhat reluctantly, she 
journeyed with her now large spiritual family in November. 
Once arrived she gave herself heartily to Urban's cause, and 
wore her slender powers out in restraining his impatient temper, 
quieting the revolt of the people of Rome, and trying to win for 
Urban the support of Europe. After prolonged and continual 
Wining she died on the 29th of April 1380. 

Catherine of Siena lived on not only in her writings but in her dis-
ciplts. During her short course she gathered round her a devoted  

company of men and women trained to tabour for the reformation of 
the individual. the church and the state. Her death naturally broke 
up the fellowship, but its members did not cease their activity and 
kept up what mutual correspondence was possible. Among them 
were Fra Raimondo, who became master-general of the Dominicans, 
William Flete, an ascetically-minded Englishman from Cambridge, 
Stefano Maconi, who joined the Carthusians and ultimately became 
prior-general, and the two secretaries, Neri di Landoccio and Fran-
cesco INalavolti. The last of her band, Tommaso Caffarini, died in 
1434. but the work was taken up, though in other shape, by Savon- 
arola, between Francis of Ass isi and whom Catherine forms the 
connecting link. 

Catherine's works consist of (t) a treatise occupying a closely. 
printed quarto volume, which Fra Raimondo describes as " a 
dialogue between a soul, which asked four questions of the Lord, and 
the same Lord, who made answer and gave instruction in many 
most useful truths," (2) letters, and (3) prayers.. The dialogue is 
entitled, The Book of Divine Doctrine, given In person by God the 
Father, speaking to the mind of the most glorious and holy virgin 
Catherine of Siena, and written down as she dictated it in the vulgar 
Imigue, she being the while entranced, and actually hearing what God 
spoke in ker. The work is declared to have. been dictated by the 
saint in her father's house in Siena, a little before she went to Rome, 
and to have been completed on the 13th of October 1378. The book 
opens with a passage on the essence of mysticism, the union of the 
soul with God in love, and the bulk of it is a compendium of the 
spiritual teachings scattered throughout her letters. There is more 
monologue than dialogue. The book has a significant place in the 
history of Italian literature. " In a language which is singularly 
poor in mystical works it stands with the Minna Commedia as one of 
the two supreme attempts to express the eternal in the symbolism 
of a day, to paint the union of the soul with the supra-sensible while 
still imprisoned in the flesh." The prayers (twenty-six in all) are 
mostly mystical outpourings repeating the aspirations found in her 
other writings. Of more interest are the letters, nearly tour hundred 
in number, and addressed to kings, popes, cardinals, bishops, con-
ventual bodies, political corporations and private individuals. 
Their historical Importance, their spiritual fragrance and their 
literary value combine to put their author almost on a level with 
Petrarch as a 14th century letter-writer. Her language is the purest 
Tuscan of the golden age of the Italian vernacular, and with spon-
taneous eloquence she passes to and fro between spiritual counsel, 
domestic advice and political guidance. 

AUTHORITIES.—The sources for the personal life of Catherine of 
Siena are 0) the Vita or Legenda, Era Raimondo's biography written 
t384- t395, first published in Latin at Cologne, 1553, and widely 
translated; (2) the Processes, a collection of testimonies and letters 
by those of her followers who survived in Ltil, and had to4iistify 

ce the reverence paid to the memory of one yet uncanonized; 	the 
Suppleinention to Raimondo's Vita, compiled by Tommaso Ca arini 
in Isis; (4) the Legends abbreviata, Caffarini's summary of the Vita, 
translated into beautiful Italian by Stefano Maconi; (5) the Letters, 
of which the standard edition is that of Girolamo Gigli (2 vols., 
Siena, 1713, Lucca, 1721). A selection of these has been published 
in English by V. D. Scudder (London, 1903). A complete biblio- 
graphy is given in E. G. Gardner's Saint Catherine of Siena (London, 
1907). a monumental study dealing with the religion, history and 
literature of the 14th century in Italy as they centre " in the work 
and personality of one of the most wonderful women that have ever 
lived." 

CATHERINE I. (1118-3-1727), empress of Russia. The true 
character and origin of this enigmatical woman were, until 
quite recently, among the most 'obscure problems of Russian 
history. It now appears that she came of a Lithuanian stock, 
and was one of the four children of a small Catholic yeoman, 
Samuel Skovronsky; but her father died of the plague while 
she was still a babe, the family scattered, and little Martha was 
adopted by Pastor Glfick, the Protestant superintendent of the 
Marienburg district. Frau Gliick finally rid herself of the girl 
by marrying her to a Swedish dragoon called Johan. A few 
months later, the Swedes were compelled by the Russians to 
evacuate Marienburg, and Martha became one of the prisoners 
of war of Marshal Sheremetev, who sold her to Prince Menshikov, 
at whose house, in the German suburb of Moscow, Peter the 
Great first beheld and made love to her in his own peculiar 
fashion. After the birth of their first daughter Catherine, 
Peter made no secret of their relations. He had found, at last, 
the woman he wanted, and she soon became so indispensable 
to him that it was a torment to be without her. The situation 
was regulated by the reception of Martha into the Orthodox 
Church, when she was rechristened under the name of Catherine 
Alekaeyevna, the taarevich Alexius being her godfather, by the 
bestowal upon her of the title Gosudarstiosya or sovereign (1710), 
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and, finally (17u), by her public marriage to the tsar, who 
divorced the mda tsa Eudoxia to make room for her. Henceforth 
the new tsaritsa was her husband's inseparable companion. She 
was with him during the campaign of the Pruth, and Peter 
always attributed the successful issue of that disastrous war to 
the courage and sang-froid of his consort. She was with him, too, 
during his earlier Caspian campaigns, and was obliged on this 
occasion to shear off her beautiful hair and wear a close-fitting 
fur cap to protect her from the rays of the sun. 

By the whoa of 1722 Catherine was proclaimed Peter's suc-
cessor, to the exclusion of the grand-duke Peter, the only son of 
the tsarevich Alexius, and on the 7th of May 1724 was solemnly 
crowned empress-consort in the Uspensky cathedral at Moscow, 
on which occasion she wore a crown studded with no fewer than 
2564 precious stones, surmounted by a ruby, as large as a pigeon's 
egg, supporting a cross of brilliants. Within a few months of 
this culminating triumph, she was threatened with utter ruin by 
the discovery of a supposed liaison with her gentleman of the 
bedchamber, William Mons, a handsome and unscrupulous 
upstart, and the brother of a former mistress of Peter. A danger-
ously familiar but perfectly innocent flirtation is, however, the 
worst that can fairly be alleged against Catherine on this occasion. 
So Peter also seemed to have thought, for though Mons was 
decapitated and his severed head, preserved in spirits, was 
placed in the apartments of the empress, she did not lose Peter's 
favour, attended him during his last illness, and dosed his eyes 
when he expired (February 28, 1725). She was at once raised 
to the throne by the party of progress, as represented by Prince 
Menshikov and Count Tolstoy, whose interests and penis were 
identical with those of the empress, before the reactionary party 
had time to organize opposition, her great popularity with the 
army powerfully coptributing to her success. The arch-prelates 
of the Russian church, Theodosius, archbishop of Novgorod, and 
Theophanes, archbishop of Pskov, were also on her side for very 
much the same reason, both of them being unpopular innovators 
who felt that, at this crisis, they must stand or fall with Tolstoy 
and Menshikov. 

The great administrative innovation of Catherine's reign was 
the establishment of the Verkkoony rainy Soryd, or supreme 
privy council, by way of strengthening the executive, by con-
centrating affairs in the hands of a few persons, mainly of the 
party of Reform (Ukazof February 26, 1726). As to the foreign 
policy of Catherine I. (principally directed by the astute Andrei 
Osterman), if purely pacific and extremely cautious, it was, never-
theless, dignified, consistent and independent. Russia, by the 
mere force of circumstances, now found herself opposed to Eng-
land, chiefly because Catherine protected Charles Frederick, duke 
of Holstein, and George I. found that the Schleswig-Holstein 
question might be reopened to the detriment of his Hanoverian 
possessions. Things came to such a pass that, in the spring of 
1726, an English squadron was sent to the Baltic and cast anchor 
before Revel. The empress vigorously protested, and the fleet 
was withdrawn, but on the 6th of August Catherine acceded to 
the anti-English Austro-Spanish league. Catherine died on the 
16th of May 1727. Though quite illiterate, she was an un-
commonly shrewd and sensible woman, and her imperturbable 
good nature under exceptionally difficult circumstances, testifies 
equally to the soundness of her head and the goodness of her 
heart. 

See Robert Nisbet Bain, The Pupils of Peter the Great, chs. ii. -iii. 
(London, 1897); The First Ronsamovs, ch. siv. (London, Kos). 

(R. N. B.) 

CATHERINE U. (1729:17.,—.6), empress of Russia, was the 
daughter of Christian Augustus, prince of Anhalt-Zerbst, and 
his wife, Johanna Elizabeth of Holstein-Gottorp. The exact 
date and place of her birth have been disputed, but there appears 
to be no reason to doubt that she was right in saying that 
she was born at Stettin on the and of May 1729. Her father, 
who succeeded to the principality of Anhalt-Zerbst in 1746 and 
died in 1747, was a general in the Prussian service, and, at the 
time of her birth, was military commandant at Stettin. Her 
baptismal name was Sophia Augusta Frederica. In accordance  

with the custom then prevailing in German princely braes, 
she was educated chiefly by French governesses and totem. 
In 1744 she was taken to Russia, to be affianced to the grand-
duke Peter, the nephew of the empress Elizabeth (q.v.), and be 
recognized heir. The princess of Anhalt-Zerbst was the daughter 
of Christian Albert, bishop of Lubeck, younger brother of 
Frederick IV., duke of Holstein-Gottorp, Peter's paternal grand. 
father. The choice of her daughter as wife of the future tsar 
was the result of not a little diplomatic management in which 
Frederick the Great took an active part, the object being to 
strengthen the friendship between Prussia and Russia, to weaken 
the influence of Austria and to ruin the chancellor Bestuzhev, 
on whom Elizabeth relied, and who was a known partisan 
of the Austrian alliance. The diplomatic intrigue failed, largely 
through• the flighty intervention of the princess of Antalt-
Zerbst, a clever but very injudicious woman. But Elizabeth 
took a strong liking to the daughter, and the marriage was finally 
decided on. The girl had spared no effort to ingratiate herself, 
not only with the empress, but with the grand-duke and the 
Russian people. She applied herself to learning the language 
with such zeal that she rose at night and walked about her 
bedroom barefoot repeating her lessons. The result was a severe 
attack of congestion of the lungs in March 1744. During the 
worst period of her illness she completed her conquest of the 
good-will of the Russians by declining the religious services of a 
Protestant pastor, and sending for Simon Todorskiy, the orthodox 
priest who had been appointed to instruct her in the Greek form 
of Christianity. When she wrote her memoirs she represented 
herself as having made up her mind when she came to Ramie 
to do whatever had to be done, and to profess to believe whatever 
she was required to believe, in order to be qualified to wear the 
crown. The consistency of her character throughout life makes 
it highly probable that even at the age of fifteen she was mature 
enough to adopt this worldly-wise line of conduct. Her father, 
who was a convinced Lutheran, was strongly opposed to his 
daughter's conversion, and supplied her with books of controversy 
to protect her Protestantism. She read them, and she listened 
to Todorskiy, and to other advisers who told her that the Russian 
crown was well worth a mass, or that the differences between 
the Greek and Lutheran churches were mere matters of Ions. 
On the 28th of June 1744 she was received into the Orthodox 
Church at Moscow, and was renamed Catherine Alexervna. 
On the following day she was formally betrothed, and was 
married to the archduke on the 21st of August 1745 at St 
Petersburg. 

At that time Catherine was essentially what she was to remain 
till her death fifty-one years later. It was her boast that she 
was as " frank and original as any Englishman." If she meant 
that she had a compact character, she was right. She had decided 
on her line in life and she followed it whole-beartedly. It was 
her determination to become a Russian in order that she might 
the better rule in Russia, and she succeeded. She acquired a 
full command of all the resources.of the language, and a so less 
complete understanding of the nature of the Russian people. 
It is true that she remained quite impervious to religious in-
fluences. The circumstances of her conversion may have helped 
to render her indifferent to religion, but their influence need mot 
be exaggerated. Her irreligion was shared by multitudes of 
contemporaries who had never been called upon to renounce one 
form of Christianity and profess belief in another in older to 
gain a crown. Her mere actions were, like those of other and 
humbler people, dictated by the conditions in which she lived-
The first and the most important of them was beyond all question 
the misery of her married life. Her husband was a wretched 
creature. Nature had made him mean, the smallpox had made 
him hideous, and his degraded habits made bins loathsome 
And Peter had all the sentiments of the worst kind of Oa 
German prince of the time. He had the conviction that his 
princeship entitled him to disregard decency and the feelings SI 
others. He planned brutal practical jokes, in which blots , 

 had always a share. His most manly taste did not rise above the 
kind of military interest which has been defined as "corporal's 
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mania," the passion for uniforms, pipeclay, buttons, the " tricks 
of parade and the froth of discipline." He detested the Russians, 
and surrounded himself with Holsteiners. For ten years the 
marriage was barren, and the only reason for supposing that the 
fhture tsar Paul (q.v.), who was born on the and of October 1 754. 
was the son of Peter, is the strong similarity of their characters. 
Living in the grossly animal court of the empress Elizabeth, 
bound to a husband whom she could not but despise and detest, 
surrounded by suitors, and entirely uninfluenced by religion, 
Catherine-became and remained perfectly immoral in her sexual 
relations to men. The scandalous chronicle of her life was the 
commonplace of all Europe. Her male favourites were as openly 
paraded as the female favourites of King Louis XV. It may be 
said once and for all that her most trusted agents while she was 
still grand-duchess, and her chief ministers when she became 
empress, were also her lovers, and were known to be so. 

For some time atter the marriage, the young couple were 
controlled by the empress Elizabeth, who appointed court 
officials to keep a watch on their conduct; but before long these 
custodians themselves bad become the agents of Catherine's 
pleasures and ambition. After the birth of Paul she began to 
take an active part in political intrigues. Her abilities forced 
even her husband to rely on her judgment. When in difficulty 
he ran to her and flattered her with the name of Madame La 
Ressource—Madame Quick Wit—which did not prevent him from 
insulting and even kicking her when the immediate need of her help 
was over. Ina 758 he endeavoured to turn the empress Elizabeth 
against her, and for a time Catherine was in danger. She faced 
the peril boldly, and reconquered her influence over the sovereign, 
but from this time she must have realized that when the empress 
was dead she would have to defend herself against her husband. 
That Peter both hated and dreaded her was notorious. The 
empress Elizabeth died on the 5th of January 1762. The grand 
duke succeeded without opposition as Peter III. His behaviour 
to his wife continued to be brutal and menacing, and he went on 
as before offending the national sentiment of the Russian people. 
In July be committed the insane error of retiring with his Hol-
steiners to Oranienbaum, leaving his wife at St Petersburg. 
On the 13th and 14th of that month a " pronunciantiento " 
of the regiments of the guard removed him from the throne and 
made Catherine empress. The history of this revolt is still 
obscure. It has naturally been said that she organized the 
mutiny from the first, and some plausibility is conferred on this 
belief by the fact that the guards were manipulated by the four 
Orlov brothers. The eldest, Gregory, was her recognized chief 
lover, and he was associated with his brother Alexis in the office 
of favourite. On the other hand, there does not appear to 
have been any need for organization. The hatred felt for Peter 
IlL was spontaneous, and Catherine had no need to do more 
than let it be known that she was prepared to profit by her 
husband's downfall. Peter, who behaved with abject cowardice, 
was sent to a country house at Ropcha, where he died on the 15th 
or 18th of July of official " apoplexy." The truth is dot known, 
and Frederick the Great at least professed long afterwards 
to believe that Catherine had no immediate share in the murder. 
She had no need to speak. Common-sense must have shown the 
leaders of the revolt that they would never be safe while Peter 
lived, and they had insults to avenge. 

The mere fact that Catherine IL, a small German princess 
without hereditary claim to the throne, ruled Russia from 1762 
to 17g6 amid the loyalty of the great mass of the people, and the 
respect and admiration of her neighbours, is sufficient proof of 
the force of her character: Her title to be considered a great 
reforming ruler is by no means equally dear. Voltaire and the 
encyclopaedists withwhom she corresponded, and on whom she 
conferred gifts and pensions, repaid her by the grossest flattery, 
while doing their best to profit by her generosity. They made her 
a reputation for " philosophy," and showed the sincerity of their 
own love of freedom by finding excuses for the partition of 
Poland. There is a very great difference between Catherine II. 
as she appears in the panegyrics of the encyclopaedists and 
Catherine as she appears in her correspondence and in her acts. 

Her foreign admirers amused her, and were useful in spreading her 
reputation. The money they cost her was a small sum in com-
parison to the ft 2,cco,000 she lavished on her long series of 
lovers, who began with Soltykov and Stanislaus Poniatowski 
(q.v.) before she came to the throne, and ended with the youthful 
Piston Zubov, who was tenant of the post at her death. She 
spent money .freely on purchasing works of art and curios. 
Yet she confessed with her usual candour that she had no taste 
for painting, sculpture or music. Her supposed love of literature 
does not appear to have amounted to more than a lively curiosity, 
which could be satisfied by dipping into a great number of books. 
She had a passion for writing, and produced not only a mass of 
letters .  written in French, but pamphlets and plays, comic and 
serious, in French and Russian. One on the history of Oleg, 
the more or less legendary Varangian, who was guardian to the 
son of Rurik, was described by her as an " imitation of Shake-
speare." The scheme is not unlike that of a " chronicle play." 
Her letters are full of vivacity, of colour, and at times of insight 
and wit, but she never learnt to write either French or German 
correctly. The letters to Voltaire attributed to her are not hers, 
and were probably composed for her by Andrei Shuvalov. The 
philosophers and encyclopaedists wfio, by the mouth of Diderot, 
complimented Catherine on being superior to such female 
affectations as modesty and chastity, flattered her to some 
extent even here. She enforced outward decency in her house-
hold, was herself temperate in eating and drinking, and was by 
no means tolerant of disorderly behaviour on the part of the ladies 
of her court. They flattered her much more when they dwelt 
on her philanthropy and her large share of the enlightenment of 
the age. She was kind to her servants, and was very fond of 
young children. She was rarely angry with people who merely 
contradicted her or failed to perform their service in her household. 
But she 'could order the use of the knout and of mutilation as 
freely as the most barbarous of her predecessors When she 
thought the authority of the state was at stake, and she did employ 
them readily to suppress all opinions of a heterodox kind, whether 
in matters of religion or of politics, after the beginning of the 
French Revolution. Her renowned toleration stopped short of 
allowing the dissenters to build chapels, and her passion for 
legislative reform grew cold when she found that she must begin 
by the emancipation of the serfs. There were exceptions even 
to her personal kindness to those about her. She dropped her 
German relations. She kept a son born to her shortly before the 
palace revolution of 1762, whose paternity could not be attributed 
to Peter, at a distance, though she provided for him. He was 
brought up in a private station under the name of Bobrinski. 
She was a harsh mother to her son Paul. It seems highly probable 
that she intended to exclude him from the succession, and to 
leave the crown to her eldest grandson Alexander, afterwards 
the emperor Alexander I. Her harshness to Paul was probably 
as much due to political distrust as to what she saw of his 
character. Whatever else Catherine may have been she was 
emphatically a sovereign and a politician who was in the last 
resort guided by the reason of state. She was resolved not to 
allow her authority to be disputed by her son, or shared by him. 

As a ruler, Catherine professed a great contempt for system, 
which she said she had been taught to despise by her master 
Voltaire. She declared that in politics a capable ruler must be 
guided by " circumstances, conjectures and conjunctions." 
Her conduct was on the surface very unstable. In a moment 
of candour she confessed that she was a great cornmeacease-
that she had a mania for beginning innumerable enterprises 
which she never pursued. This, however, is chiefly true of her 
internal administration, and even there it should be qualified. 
Many of her beginnings were carried on by others and were not 
barren. Her foreign policy was as consistent as it could be 
considering the forces she had to contend against. It was 
steadily aimed to secure the greatness and the safety of Russia. 
There can be no question that she loved her adopted country 
sincerely, and had an affection for her people, and an opinion of 
their great qualities which she did not hesitate to express in 
hyperbolical terms. Her zeal for the reputation of the Russians 
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was almost comically shown by the immense trouble she took 
to compile an answer to the Voyage en Sibgrk of the French 
astronomer Chappe d'Auteroche. The book is in three big 
quartos, and Catherine's answer—which was never finished—is 
still larger. Chappe d'Auteroche had discovered that Siberia 
was not a paradise, and had observed that the Russians were 
dirty in their habits, and that masters whipped their servants, 
male and female. Her patriotism was less innocently shown by 
her conquests. Yet it may be doubted whether any capable 
ruler of Russia could have abstained from aggressions at the 
expense of the rights of the Saxon family in Courland, of Poland, 
and of Turkey (see RUSSIA: Hislory). It does seem now to 
be clearly proved that the partition of Poland was not suggested 
by her, as has been frequently asserted. Catherine would have, 
preferred to control the country through a vassal sovereign of 
the type of Stanislaus Poniatowski, the old lover whose election 
she secured in 1763. Poland was incapable of maintaining its 
independence at the time of the first partition (1772), and the 
division of the unhappy country was forced on by Austria and 
Prussia. In the case of the second partition in 1793, she did 
show herself to be very unscrupulous. Her opposition to the 
reform of the Polish government was plainly due to a wish to 
preserve an excuse for further spoliation, but her conduct was 
less cruel and base than that of Prussia. 

Catherine had adhered to her husband's policy of a Prussian 
alliance. While Frederick the Great lived she was impressed 
by his ability. But the Prussian alliance became hateful to 
her, and her later correspondence with Grimm overflows with 
contempt of his successor Frederick William H., who is always 
spoken of by her as " Brother Go." Her exasperation with the 
affectations of the Prussian king was unquestionably increased 
by her discovery that he would not be induced to apply himself 
to a crusade against the French Revolution, which by employing 
all his forces would have left Russia free to annex the whole of 
what remained of Poland. But at least she did not enter into 
a solemn engagement to defend the Poles who were engaged in 
reforming their constitution, and then throw them over in order 
to share in the plunder of their country. 

Catherine's Turkish policy was at first marked by a certain 
grandiosity. When the Turks declared war in 1768 in order to 
support Poland, which they looked upon as a necessary buffer 
state, she retaliated by the great Greek scheme. For a time it 
was a pet idea with her to revive the Greek empire, and to plant 
the cross,with the double-headed Russian eagle, at Constantinople. 
She formed a corps of Greek cadets, caused her younger grandson 
to be christened Constantine, and began the policy of presenting 
Russia to the Christian subjects of the Porte as their deliverer. 
In pursuit of this heroic enterprise, which excited the loud 
admiration of Voltaire, she sent a fleet under Alexis Orlov into 
the Mediterranean in 1770. Orlov tempted the Greeks of the 
Morea to take up arms, and then left them in the lurch. When 
Catherine found herself opposed by the policy of France and 
England, and threatened by the jealousy of Prussia and Austria, 
she dropped the Greek design, observing to Voltaire that the 
descendants of the Spartans were much degenerated. The 
introduction into the treaty of Kuchuk-Kainarji of 1774 of a 
clause by which the Porte guaranteed the rights of its Christian 
subjects, and of another giving Russia the right to interfere on 
behalf of a new Russian church in Constantinople, advertised 
the claim of the tsars to be the natural protectors of the Orthodox 
in the Ottoman dominions; but when she took up arms again in 
1788 in alliance with Joseph H. (q.v.), it was to make a mere war 
of conquest and partition. The Turkish wars show the weak 
side of Catherine as a ruler. Though she had mounted the 
throne by a military revolt and entered on great schemes of 
conquest, she never took an intelligent interest in her army. 
She neglected it in peace, allowed it to be shamefully administered 
in war, and could never be made to understand that it was not in 
her power to improvise generals out of her favourites. It is 
to her credit that she saw the capacity of Suvarov, yet she never 
bad as much confidence in him as she had in Potemkin, who may 
have been a man of genius, but was certainly no general. She  

took care never to have to deal with a disciplined opponent, 
except the Swedes, who beat her, but who were very few. 

It was the misfortune of Catherine that she lived too long. 
She disgraced herself by living with her last lover, Zubov, when 
she was a woman of sixty-seven, trusting hint with power and 
lavishing public money on him. The outbreak of the French 
Revolution stripped off the varnish of philosophy and philanthropy 
which she had assumed in earlier.years. She had always enter-
tained a quiet contempt for the French writers whom she flattered 
and pensioned, and who served her as an advertising agency in 
the west. When the result of their teaching was seen in Park, 
good-natured contempt was turned to hatred. She then became 
a persecutor in her own dominions of the very ideas she bad 
encouraged in former years. She scolded and preached a crusade, 
without, however, departing from the steady pursuit of her own 
interests in Poland, while endeavouring with tzanspareat 
cunning to push Austria and Prussia into an invasion of France 
with all their forces. Her health began to break down, and it 
appears to be nearly certain that towards the end she suffered 
from hysteria of a shameful kind. It is plain that her intellect 
had begun to fail just before her death, for she allowed the 
reigning favourite, Platon Zubov, to persuade her to despatch 
his brother Valerian, with the rank of field marshal and an army 
of 2o,000 men, on a crack-brained scheme to invade India by way 
of Persia and Tibet. The refusal of the king of Sweden to marry 
into her family unless the bride would become a Lutheran is 
said to have thrown her into a convulsion of rage which hastened 
her death. On the 9th of November 1796, she was seized by 
a fit of apoplexy, and died on the evening of the loth. 

All other accounts of Catherine II. have been su perseded  
Waliszewsgi's two volumes. Le Roman d'une int OratricerPaZZ 
and Ataour Crun Tram: Catherine 11.. sea collaainers, StJnIlliT. sea 
Jimmie (Paris, 1894). The original sources for the history of her 
policy and her character are to be found in the publications of the 
Imperial Russian Historical Society, vols. i.-cix. (St Petersburg). 
begun in 1867; her private and official correspondence 1r81 be 
found in vols. n., ii., iv., v., vi., vii., viii., ix., a., am., xiv. , xv.. 
xx., xxiii., xxxii., xxxiii., xxxvi., atria., L. 

lxvii.. lxviii., iXXXVii.. xcvii., XCViii.. Va. acv., cxviii. 
CATHERINE DE' NEDICI (1519-1589), queen of France, 

the wife of one French king and the mother of three, wai born at 
Florence in 1519. She was a daughter of Lorenzo II. de' Medici 
and a French princess, Madeleine de la Tour d'Auvergne: Having 
lost both her parents at an early age, Catherine was sent to a 
convent to be educated; and she was only fourteen when she 
was married (1533) at Marseilles to the duke of Orleans, after-
wards Henry II. It was her uncle, Pope Clement VII., who 
arranged the marriage with Francis I. Francis,•still engaged 
in his lifelong task of making head against Charles V., was only 
too glad of the opportunity to strengthen his influence in the 
Italian peninsula, while Clement, ever needful of help against 
his too powerful protector, was equally ready to bold out a 
bait. During the reign of Francis, Catherine exercised no in-
fluence in France. She was young, a foreigner, a member of 
a state that had almost no weight in the great world of pobtica, 
had not given any proof of great ability, and was thrown into 
the shade by more important persons. For ten years after her 
marriage she had no children. In consequence, a divorce 
began to be talked of at court; and it seemed not impossible 
that Francis, alarmed at the possible extinction of the royal 
house, might listen to such a proposal. But Catherine had the 
happiness of bringing him grandchildren ere he died. During 
the reign of her husband, too (1547-1559), Catherine lived a 
quiet and passive, but observant lift. Henry being completely 
under the influence of his mistress, Diane de Poitiers, she had 
little authority. In 1552, when the king left the kingdom for the 
campaign of Metz, she was nominated regent, but with very 
limited powers. This continued even after the accession of•lser 
son Francis II. Francis was under the spell of Mary Stuart, 
and she, little disposed to meddle with politics on her own acc000t, 
was managed by her uncles, the cardinal of Lorraine and the 
duke of Guise. The queen•mother, however, soon grew wary 
of the domination of the Guises, and entered upon a course at 
secret opposition. On the 1st of April 1560 she placed in the 
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chancellorship Michel de PH6pital (q.v.), who advocated the policy 
of conciliation. 

On the death of Francis (5th of December 156o), Catherine 
became regent during the minority of her second son, Charles 
IX., and now found before her a career worthy of the most 
soaring ambition. She was then forty-one years old, but, 
although she was the mother of nine children, she was still very 
vigorous and active. She retained her influence for more than 
twenty years in the troubled period of the wars of religion. 
At first she listened to the moderate counsels of l'HOpital in 
so far as to avoid siding definitely with either party, but 
her character and the habits of policy to 'which she had been 
accustomed, rendered.her incapable of any noble aim. She had 
only one virtue, and that was her zeal for the interests of her 
children, especially of her favourite third son, the duke of Anjou. 
Like so many of the Italians of that time, who were almost 
destitute of a moral sense, she looked upon statesmanship in 
particular as a career in which finesse, lying and assassination 
were the most admirable, because the most effective weapons. 
By habit a Catholic, but above all things fond of power, she 
was determined to prevent the Protestants from getting the 
upper hand, and almost equally resolved not to allow them to 
be utterly crushed, in order to use them as a counterpoise to the 
Guises. This trimming policy met with little success: rage and 
suspicion so possessed men's minds, that she could no longer 
control the opposing parties, and one civil war followed another 
to the end of her life. In t 567, after the " Enterprise of Meaux," 
she dismissed l'HOpital and joined the Catholic party. But, 
having (ailed to crush the Protestant rebellion by arms, she 
resumed in r 57o the policy of peace and negotiation. She con-
ceived the project of marrying her favourite son, the duke of 
Anjou, to Queen Elizabeth of England, and her daughter Margaret 
to Henry of Navarre. To this end she became reconciled with 
the Protestants, and allowed Coligny to return to court and to 
re-enter the council. Of this step she quickly repented. Charles 
IX. conceived a great affection for the admiral and showed signs 
of taking up an independent attitude. Catherine, thinking her 
influence menaced, sought to regain it, first by the murder of 
Coligny, and, when that had failed, by the massacre of St Bartholo-
mew (q.c). The whole of the responsibility for this crime, 
therefore, rests with Catherine; unlike the populace, she had 
not even the excuse of fanaticism. This responsibility, however, 
weighed but lightly on her; while her son was overwhelmed 
with remorse, she calmly enjoyed her short-lived triumph. 
After the death of Charles in x 574, and the succession of Anjou 
under the name of Henry III., Catherine pursued her old policy 
of compromise and concessions; but as her influence is lost in 
that of her son, it is unnecessary to dwell upon it. She died on 
the 5th of January 1589, a short time before the assassination 
of Henry, and the consequent extinction of the House of Valoist 
In her taste for art and her love of magnificence and luxury, 
Catherine was a true Medici; her banquets at Fontainebleau in 
1564 were famous for their sumptuousness. In architecture 
especially she was well versed, and Philibert de l'Orme relates 
that she discussed with him the plan and decoration of her palace 
of the Tuileries. Catherine's policy provoked a crowd of pamph-
lets, the most celebrated being the Discours nierveilleux de la 
sic, actions d dtportentens de la rein Catherine de Midicis, in 
which Henri Estienne undoubtedly collaborated. 

See Learn de Catherine de Medici:, edited by Hector de Is Ferrilre 
(Paris, 1880, seq.), in the Collection de domensents'inidits sac Thistoire 
de France; A. von Reumont, Die legend Caterinas de' Medici 
(h854: French translation by A. Baschet, 1866); H. Bouchot. 
Catherine do Medici, (Paris, 1899). For a more complete biblio-
graphy see Ernest Lavisse. Midair, de Franc. (vol. v., by H. Le-
monmer. and vol. vi.. by J. H. Mariijol, 1904-1905). See also Miss 
E. Sichel's books. Catherine di Medici and the French Reformation 
(1905). and The Later Years of Catherine de Medici (t9o8). 

CATHERINE OF ARAGON (1485-1536), queen of Henry VIII. 
of England, daughter of Ferdinand and Isabella of Spain, was 
born on the 'sib or 16th of December 1485. She left Spain in 
tsot to marry Arthur, prince of Wales, eldest son of King Henry 
VII., and landed at Plymouth on the and of October. The wed- 
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ding took place on the 14th of November in London, and soon 
afterwards Catherine accompanied her youthful husband to 
Wales, where, in his sixteenth year, the prince died on the and 
of April 15oa. On the 25th of June 15o3, she was formally 
betrothed to the king's second son, Henry, now prince of Wales, 
and a papal dispensation for the alliance was obtained. The 
marriage, however, did not take place during the lifetime of 
Henry VII. Ferdinand endeavoured to cheat the English king 
of the marriage portion agreed upon, and Henry made use of the 
presence of the unmarried princess in England to extort new 
conditions, and especially to secure the marriage of his daughter 
Mary to the archduke Charles, grandson of Ferdinand, and after-
wards Charles V. Catherine was thus from the first the unhappy 
victim of state politics. Writing to Ferdinand on the 9th of 
March 'sop, she describes the state of poverty to which she was 
reduced, and declares the king's unkindness impossible to be 
borne any longer' On the old king's death, however, a brighter 
prospect opened, for Henry VIII. decided immediately on 
marrying her, the wedding taking place on the t ith of June and 
the coronation on the 24th. Catherine now enjoyed a few years 
of married happiness; Henry showed himself an affectionate 
husband, and the alliance with Ferdinand was maintained against 
France. She was not without some influence in state affairs. 
During Henry's invasion of France in 1513 she was made regent; 
she showed great zeal and ardour in the preparations for the 
Scottish expedition, and was riding towards the north to put 
herself at the head of the troops when the victory of Flodden 
Field ended the campaign. The following year an affectionate 
meeting took place between the king and queen at Richmond 
on the return of the former. Ferdinand's treachery, however, 
in making a treaty with France roused Henry's wrath, and his 
angry reproaches fell upon his unfortunate wife; but she took 
occasion in tsto, during the visit of her nephew Charles V. to 
England, to urge the policy of gaining his alliance rather than 
that of France. Immediately on his departure, on the 31st of 
May t s2o, she accompanied the king to France, on the celebrated 
visit to Francis I., called from its splendour the Field of the 
Cloth of Gold, but in 1522 war was declared against France 
and the emperor again welcomed to England. In 1521 she is 
represented by Shakespeare as pleading for the unfortunate 
duke of Buckingham. 

These early years of happiness and of useful influence and 
activity had, however, been gradually giving way to gloom and 
disappointment. Between January 1 s to and November 1518 
Catherine gave birth to six children (including two princes), who 
were all stillborn or died in infancy except Mary, born in 1516, 
and rumour did not fail to ascribe this series of disasters to the 
curse pronounced in Deuteronomy on incestuous unions. In 
1526 the condition of Catherine's health made it highly improb-
able that she would have more children. No woman had ever 
reigned in England, alone and in her own right, and to avoid 
a fresh dispute concerning the succession, and the revival of the 
civil war, a male heir to the throne was a pressing necessity. 
The act of marriage, which depended for its validity on the decision 
of the ecclesiastical courts, had, on account of the numerous 
dissolutions and dispensations granted, not then attained the 
security since assured to it by the secular law. For obtaining 
dissolutions of royal marriages the facilities were especially 
great. Pope Clement VII. himself permitted such a dissolution 
in the case of Henry's own sister Margaret, in 1528, proposed later 
as a solution of the problem that Henry should be allowed 
two wives' and looked not unfavourably, with the same aim, 
on the project for marrying the duke of Richmond to Mary, 
a brother to a sister.' In Henry's case also the irregularity of 
a union, which is still generally reprobated and forbidden in 
Christendom, and which it was very doubtful that the pope had 
the power to legalize, provided a moral justification for a dissolu-
tion which in other cases did not exist. It was not therefore the 
immorality of the plea which obstructed the papal decree in 
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Henry's favour, but the unlucky imprisonment at this time of 
Clement VII. at the hands of Charles V., Catherine's nephew, 
which obliged the pope, placed thus "between the hammer and 
the anvil," to pursue a policy of delay and hesitation. Nor was 
the immorality of Henry's own character the primary cause of 
the project of divorce. Had this been so, a succession of mis-
tresses would have served as well as a series of single wivef. 
The real occasion was the king's desire for a male heir. But, 
however clear this may be, the injustice done to Catherine was 
no less cruel and real. Rumours, probably then unfounded, 
of an intended divorce had been heard abroad as early as 1524. 
But the creation in 1525 of the king's illegitimate son Henry, 
as duke of Richmond—the title borne by his grandfather Henry 
VII—and the precedence granted to him over all the peers as 
well as the princess Mary, together with the special honour paid 
at this time by the king to his own half-sister Mary, were the 
first real indications of the king's thoughts. In 1526, and 
perhaps earlier, Wolscy had been making tentative inquiries 
at Rome on the subject. In May 1527 a collusive and secret 
suit was begun before the cardinal, who, as legate, summoned 
the king to defend himself from the charge of cohabitation with 
his brother's wife; but these proceedings were dropped. On the 
22nd of June Henry informed Catherine that they had been 
living in mortal sin and must separate. During Wolsey's absence 
in July at Paris, where he had been commissioned to discuss 
vaguely the divorce and Henry's marriage with Renee, daughter 
of Louis XII., Anne Boleyn is first heard of in connexion with the 
king, his affection for her having, however, begun probably as 
early as 5523, and the cardinal on his return found her openly 
installed at the court. In October 1528 the pope issued a 
commission to Cardinal Campeggio and Wolsey to try the 
cause in England, and bound himself not to revoke the case to 
Rome, confirming his promise by a secret decretal commission 
which, however, was destroyed by Campeggio. But the trial 
was a sham. Campcggio was forbidden to pronounce sentence 
without further reference to Rome, and was instructed to create 
delays, the pope assuring Charles V. at the same time that the 
case should be ultimately revoked to Rome. ,  

The object of all parties was now to persuade Catherine to 
enter a nunnery and thus relieve them of further embarrassment. 
While Henry's envoys were encouraged at Rome in believing 
that he might then make another marriage, Henry himself gave 
Catherine assurances that no other union would be contemplated 
in her lifetime. But Catherine with courage and dignity held 
fast to her rights, demanded a proper trial, and appealed not only 
to the bull of dispensation, the validity of which was said to be 
vitiated by certain irregularities, but to a brief granted for the 
alliance by Pope Julius II. Henry declared the latter to be a 
forgery, and endeavoured unsuccessfully to procure a declaration 
of its falsity from the pope. The court of the legates accordingly 
opened on the 31st of May 1529, the queen appearing before 
it on the 18th of June for the purpose of denying its jurisdiction. 
On the 21st both Henry and Catherine presented themselves 
before the tribunal, when the queen threw herself at Henry's 
feet and appealed for the last time to his sense of honour, recalling 
her own virtue and helplessness. Henry replied with kindness, 
showing that her wish for the revocation of the cause to Rome 
was unreasonable in view of the paramount influence then 
exercised by Charles V. on the pope. Catherine nevertheless 
persisted in making appeal to Rome, and then withdrew. After 
her departure Henry, according to Cavendish, Wolsey's bio-
grapher, praised her virtues to the court. " She is, my lords, 
as true, as obedient, as conformable a wife as I could in my 
phantasy wish or desire. She hath all the virtues and qualities 
that ought to be in a woman of her dignity or in any other of 
baser estate." On her refusal to return, her plea was overruled 
and she was adjudged contumacious, while the sittings of the 
court continued in her absence. Subsequently the legates paid 
her a private visit of advice, but were unable to move her from 
her resolution. Finally, however, in July 2529, the case was, 
according to her wish, and as the result of the treaty of Barcelona 
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and the pope's complete surrender to Charles V., revoked by the 
pope to Rome: a momentous act, which decided Henry's 
future attitude, and occasioned the downfall of the whole papal 
authority in England. On the 7th of March t53o Pope Clement 
issued a brief forbidding Henry to make a second marriage, 
and ordering the restitution of Catherine to her rights till the 
cause was determined; while at the same time he professed to 
the French ambassador, the bishop of Tarbes, his pleasure 
should the marriage with Anne Boleyn have been already made, 
if only it were not by his authority.1  The same year Henry 
obtained opinions favourable to the divorce from the English, 
French and most of the Italian universities, but unfavourable 
answers from Germany, while a large number of English peers 
and ecclesiastics, including Wolsey and Archbishop Wadies', 
joined in a memorial to the pope in supportof Henry's cause. 

Meanwhile, Catherine, while the great, question remained 
unsolved, was still treated by Henry as his queen,and accom-
panied him in his visits in the provinces and in his hunting 
expeditions. On the 31st of May t53 rshe was visited by thirty 
privy councillors, who urged the trial of the case in England, but 
they met only with a firm refusal. On the 14th of July Henry 
left his wife at Windsor, removing himself to Woodstock, and 
never saw her again. In August she was ordered to reside at 
the Moor in Hertfordshire, and at the same time separated from 
the princess Mary, who was taken to Richmond. In October 
she again received a deputation of privy councillors, and again 
refused to withdraw the case from Rome. In 2532 she sent the 
king a gold cup as a new year's gift, which the latter returned, 
and she was forbidden to hold any communication with Kra. 
Alone and helpless in confronting Henry's absolute power, her 
cause found champions and sympathizers among the people, 
among the court preachers, and in the House of Commons, what 
Bishop Fisher had openly taken her part in the lcgatine trial. 
Subsequently Catherine was removed to Bishops Hatfield, 
while Henry and Anne Boleyn visited Francis I. Their marriage, 
anticipating any sentence of the nullity of the union with 
Catherine, took place after their return about the 25th of January 
1533, in consequence of Anne's pregnancy. On the nub of May 
Cranmer, for whose consecration as archbishop of Canterbury 
Henry had obtained bulls from Rome, opened his court, and 
declared on the 23rd the nullity of Catherine's marriage and the 
validity of Anne's. On the toth of August the king caused 
proclamation to be made forbidding her the style of queen; bat 
Catherine refused resolutely to yield the title for that of princess-
dowager. Not long afterwards she was removed to Boduka 
in Huntingdonshire. Here her household was considerably 
reduced, and she found herself hemmed in by spies, and in fact 
a prisoner. In July she had refused Henry the loan of a certain 
rich cloth, which had done service at the baptism of her ckoldrez, 
for the use of Anne Boleyn's expected infant; and on the birth of 
Elizabeth and the refusal of Mary to give up the title of princess, 
the latter's household was entirely dismissed and she herself 
reduced to the position of attendant in Elizabeth's retinue. A 
project for removing Catherine from Buckden to Somershant 
an unhealthy solitude in the isle of Ely, with a still narrower 
maintenance, was only prevented by her own determined resist-
ance. The attempt in November to incriminate the queen in 
connexion with Elizabeth Barton failed. She passed bet lite 
now in religious devotions, taking strict precautions against the 
possibility of being poisoned. On the 23rd of March :534 the 
pope pronounced her marriage valid, but by this time England 
had thrown off the papal jurisdiction, the parliament had trans. 
ferred Catherine's jointure to Anne Boleyn, and the decree had 
no effect on Catherine's fortunes. She refused to swear to the 
new act of succession,which declared her marriage null and Anne's 
infant the heir to the throne, and soon afterwards she was re-
moved to Kimbolton, where she was well treated. On the 21st 
of May she was visited by the archbishop of York and Tunstall. 
bishop of Durham, who threatened her with death if she per-
sisted in her refusal, but only succeeded in confirming her re-
solution. She was kept in strict seclusion, separated from Mary 
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and from all outside communications, and in December 1535 
her health gave way, her death taking place on the 8th of January 
1536, not without suspicions of poison, which, however; may be 
dismissed. She was buried by the king's order in Peterborough 
cathedral. Before her death she dictated a last letter to Henry, 
according to Polydore Vergil, expressing her forgiveness, begging 
his good offices for Mary, and concluding with the astounding 
assurance—" I vow that mine eyes desire you above all things." 
The king himself affected no sorrow at her death, and thanked 
God there was now no fear of war. 

Catherine is described as " rather ugly than otherwise; of 
low stature and rather stout; very good and very religious; 
speaks Spanish, French, Flemish, English; more beloved by 
the islanders than any queen that has ever reigned." She was 
a woman of considerable education and culture, her scholarship 
and knowledge of the Bible being noted by Erasmus, who 
dedicated to her his book on Christian Matrimony in 1526. 
She endured her bitter and undeserved misfortunes with extra-
ordinary courage and resolution, and at the same time with 
great womanly forbearance, of which a striking instance was 
the compassion shown by her for the fallen Wolsey. 

BIBUOGRAPHY.—See the article in Diet. of Nat. Biog. by J. 
Cairdncr, and those on Henry VIII. and Wolsey, where the case 
is summed up very adversely to Henry, and The Divorce of Catherine 
of Aragon, by J. A. Froude (1891), where it is regarded from the 
c3ntrary aspect; Henry VIII., by A. F. Pollard (1905); Cambridge 
Mod. History (19o1).1:. 4t6 et seq. and bibliographies. p. 789; The 
Wives of Henry VIII., by M. Hume (2905). (P. C. Y.) 

CATHERINE OF BRAGANZA (1638-1705), queen consort of 
Charles II. of England, daughter of John IV. of Portugal, and 
of Louisa de Gusman, daughter of the duke of Medina Sidonia, 
was born on the 15/25 of November 1638 at Villia Vicosa. 
She was early regarded as a useful medium for contracting an 
alliance with England, more necessary than ever to Portugal 
after the treaty of the Pyrenees in 1659 whereby Portugal was 
ostensibly abandoned by France. Negotiations for the marriage 
began during the reign of Charles I., were renewed immediately 
after the Restoration, and on the 23rd of June, in spite of Spanish 
opposition, the marriage contract was signed, England securing 
Tangier and Bombay, with trading privileges in Brazil and the 
East Indies, religious and commercial freedom in Portugal and 
two million Portuguese crowns (about ) oo,c00); while Portugal 
obtained military and naval support against Spain and liberty 
of worship for Catherine. She reached England on the 13th of 
May 2662, but was not visited by Charles at Portsmouth till the 
zoth. The next day the marriage was solemnized twice, accord-
ing to the Roman Catholic and Anglican usages. Catherine. 
possessed several good qualities, but had been brought up in a 
conventual seclusion and was scarcely a wife Charles would have 
chosen for himself. Her personal charms were not potent enough 
to wean Charles away from the society of his mistresses, and in 
a few weeks after her arrival she became aware of her painful 
and humiliating position as the wife of the selfish and licentious 
king. On the first presentation to her of Lady Castlemaine, 
Charles's mistress en titre, whom he insisted on making lady of 
her bedchamber, she fainted away. She withdrew from the 
king's society and in spite of Clarendon's attempts to moderate 
her resentment, declared she would return to Portugal rather 
than consent to a base compliance. To overcome her resistance 
nearly the whole of her Portuguese retinue was dismissed. She 
was helpless, and the violence of her grief and anger soon changed 
to passive resistance, and then to a complete forbearance and 
complaisance which gained the king's regard and favour. In 
the midst of Charles's debauched and licentious court, she lived 
neglected and retiredoaf ten deprived of her due allowance, having 
no ambitions and taking no part in English politics, but keeping 
up rather her interest in her native country. 

As the prospect diminished of her bearing children to Charles, 
several schemes were set on foot for procuring a divorce on 
various pretexts. As a Roman Catholic and near to the king's 
person Catherine was the special object of attack by the inventors 
of the Popish Plot. In 1678 the murder of Sir Edmund Berry 
Godfrey was ascribed to her Servants, and Titus Oates accused  

her of a design to poison the king. These charges, of which the 
absurdity was soon shown by cross-examination, nevertheless 
placed the queen for some time in great danger. On the 28th 
of November Oates accused her of high treason, and the Commons 
passed an address for her removal and that of all the Roman 
Catholics from Whitehall. A series of fresh depositions were 
sent in against her, and in June 1679 it was decided that she 
must stand her trial; but she was protected by the king, who in 
this instance showed unusual chivalry and earned her gratitude. 
On the 17th of November Shaftesbury moved in the House of 
Lords for a divorce to enable the king to marry a Protestant 
and have legitimate issue; but he received little support, and 
the bill was opposed by Charles, who continued to show his wife 
"extraordinary affection." During the winter the calumnies 
against the queen were revived by Fitzharris,who, however, before 
his execution in 1681 confessed to their falsity; and after the 
revival of the king's influence subsequent to the Oxford parlia-
ment, the queen's position was no more assailed. 

During Charles's last illness in 1685 she showed great anxiety 
for his reconciliation with the Romish Church, and it was 
probably effected largely through her influence. She exhibited 
great grief at his death. She afterwards resided at Somerset 
House and at Hammersmith, where she had privately founded a 
convent. She interceded with great generosity, but ineffectu-
ally, for Monmouth the same year. On the loth of June x688 she 
was present at the birth of the prince of Wales and gave evidence 
before the council in favour of the genuineness of the child. She 
was still in England at the Revolution, having delayed her return 
to Portugal to prosecute a lawsuit against the second earl of 
Clarendon, formerly her chamberlain. She maintained at first 
good terms with William and Mary; but the practice of her 
religion aroused jealousies, while her establishment at Somerset 
House was said to be the home of cabals against the government; 
and in 1691 she settled for a short time at Euston. She left 
England finally with a train of one hundred persons in March 
1692, travelling through France and arriving at Lisbon on the 
zoth of January x693. She took up her residence at the palace of 
Bemposta, built by herself, near Lisbon. In 1703 she supported 
the Methuen Treaty, which cemented still further the alliance 
between Portugal and England, and in 1704 she was appointed 
regent of Portugal during the illness of her brother King 
Pedro II., her administration being distinguished by several 
successes gained over the Spaniards. She died on the 31st of 
December 1705, bequeathing her great wealth, the result of long 
hoarding, after the payment of divers charitable legacies, to 
King Pedro; and was buried with great ceremony and splendour 
at Belem. 

See L. C. Davidson, Catherine of Braganza (1908). 

CATHERINE OF VALOIS (1401-1437), queen of Henry V. of 
England, daughter of Charles VI. of France by his wife Isabel 
of Bavaria, was born in Paris on the 27th of October 1401. 
The lunacy of her father and the depravity of her mother were 
serious drawbacks to Catherine, and her only education was 
obtained in a convent at Poissy. About 1408 a marriage was 
suggested between the princess and Henry, prince of Wales, 
afterwards Henry V., who renewed this proposal after he became 
king in March x413. In addition to the hand of Catherine. 
however, the English king asked for a large dowry both in 
money and lands, and when these demands were rejected war 
broke out. Once or twice during short intervals of peace the 
marriage project was revived, and was favoured by Queen 
Isabel. When peace was eventually made at Troyes in May 
2420 Henry and Catherine were betrothed, and the marriage took 
place at Troyes on the 2nd of June 1420. Having crossed to 
England with Henry, the queen was crowned in Westminster 
Abbey on the 23rd of February 1421, and in the following 
December gave birth to a son, afterwards King Henry VI. She 
joined Henry in France in May 1422. returning to England 
after his death in the succeeding August. Catherine's name 
soon began to be coupled with that of Owen Tudor, a Welsh 
gentleman, and in 1428 Humphrey, duke of Gloucester, secured 
the passing of an act to prevent her from marrying without the 
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consent of the king and council. It appears, however, that by 
this time Catherine and Tudor were already married. They 
lived in obscurity till 1436, when Tudor was imprisoned, and 
Catherine retired to Bermondsey Abbey, where she died on 
the 3rd of January 1437. Her body was buried in the Lady 
chapel of Westminster Abbey, and when the chapel was pulled 
down during the reign of Henry VII., was placed in Henry V.'s 
tomb. It lay afterwards under the Villiers monument, and in 
1878 was re-buried in Henry V.'s chantey. By Tudor Catherine 
had three sons and a daughter. Her eldest son by this marriage, 
Edmund, was created earl of Richmond in 5452, and was the 
father of Henry VII. 

See Agnes Strickland. Lives of the Querns of England, vol. ul. 
(London, 1877). 

CATHETUS (Gr. xlifferos, a perpendicular line), in architecture 
the eye of the volute, so termed because its position is determined, 
in an Ionic or voluted capital, by a line let down from the point 
in which the volute generates. 

CATHOLIC (Gr. staboluxbs, genetal, universal), a designation 
adopted in the 2nd century by the Christian Church to indicate 
Christendom as a whole, in contrast with individual churches. 
With this idea went the notions that Christianity had been 
diffused throughout the whole earth by the apostles, and that 
only what was found everywhere throughout the church could 
be true. The term thus in time became full of dogmatic and 
political meaning, connoting, when applied to the church, a 
universal authoritative and orthodox society, as opposed to 
Gnostic and other " sects " (cf. the famous canon of Vincent of 
Lerins A.D. 434; quod ubique, quod semper, quod ab omnibus 
creditum est). The term ' Catholic " does not occur in the old 
Roman symbol; but Professor Loots includes it in his recon-
struction, based on typical phrases in common use at the time 
of the ante-Nicene creeds of the East. In the original form of 
the Nicene creed itself it does not occur; but in the creed of 
Jerusalem (348), an amplification of the Nicene symbol, we find 
" one Holy Catholic Church," and in the revision by Cyril of 
Alexandria (362) " Catholic and Apostolic Church " (see CREEDS). 
Thus, though the word " Catholic " was late in finding its way 
into the formal symbols of the church, it is clear that it had long 
been in use in the original sense defined above. It must be 
borne in mind, however, that the designation " Catholic " was 
equally claimed by all the warring parties within the church at 
various times; thus, the followers of Arius and Athanasius 
alike called themselves Catholics, and it was only the ultimate 
victory of the latter that has reserved for them in history the 
name of Catholic, and branded the former as Arian. 

With the gradual development and stereotyping of the creed 
it was inevitable that the term " Catholic " should come to 
imply a more narrowly defined orthodoxy. In the Eastern 
churches, indeed, the conception of the church as the guardian of 
" the faith once delivered to the saints " soon overshadowed 
that of interpretation and development by catholic consent, 
and, though they have throughout claimed the title of Catholic, 
their chief glory is that conveyed in the name of the Holy 
Orthodox Church. In the West, meanwhile, the growth of the 
power of the papacy had tended more and more to the inter-
pretation of the word " catholic " as implying communion with, 
and obedience to, the see of Rome (sec PAPACY); the churches 
of the East, no less than the heretical sects of the West, by 
repudiating this allegiance, had ceased to be Catholic. This 
identification of " Catholic " with " Roman " was accentuated 
by the progress of the Reformation. The Reformers themselves, 
indeed, like other dissidents and reformers before them, did not 
necessarily repudiate the name of Catholic; they believed, in 
fact, in catholicism, i.e. the universal sanction of their beliefs, 
as firmly as did the adherents of " the old religion "; they 
included the Catholic creeds, definitions formulated by the 
universal church, in their service books; they too appealed, as 
the fathers of Bawl and Constance had done, from the papal 
monarchy to the great ecclesiastical republic. The Church of 
England at least, emphasizing her own essential catholicity, 
retained in her translations of the ancient symbols the word  

" catholic " instead of replacing it by " universal." But the 
appeal to the verbally inspired Bible was stronger than that to a 
church hopelessly divided; the Bible, and not the consent of 
the universal church, became the touchstone of the reformed 
orthodoxy; in the nomenclature of the time. " evangelical " 
arose in contradistinction to " Catholic," while, in popular 
parlance, the " protest " of the Reformers against the coorop. 
tions of Rome " led to the invention of the term " Protestant," 
which, though nowhere assumed in the official titles of the older 
reformed churches, was early used as a generic term to include 
them all. 

" Catholic " and " Catholicism " thus again changed and 
narrowed their meaning; they became, by universal usage, 
identified definitely with " Romanist " and the creed and 
obedience of Rome. Even in England, where the church 
retained most strongly the Catholic tradition, this distinction of 
"Protestant" and "Catholic" was clearly maintained, at least 
till the " Catholic revival " in the Church of England of the sob 
century. On the continent of Europe the equivalent words 
(e.g. Ger. Kt:Wank, Kalkolizismns; Fr. catkolique, cailidkumel 
are even more definitely associated with Rome; they have lost 
the sense which they still convey to a considerable school of 
Anglicans. The dissident " Catholic " churches are forced to 
qualify their titles: they are " Old Catholics " (An -Kaskoliken) 
or " German Catholics " (Deutsch - Katholiken). The Church of 
Rome alone, officially and in popular parlance, is " the Catholic 
Church " (katkolische Kinke, Vise calkolique), a title which 
she proudly claims as exclusively her own, by divine right, by 
the sanction of immemorial tradition, and by reason of bet 
perpetual protest against the idea of " national " churches, 
consecrated by the Reformation (see Caveat ihsroar, and 
ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH). The additional qualification of 
"Roman" she tolerates, since it proclaims her doctrine of the 
see of Rome as the keystone of Catholicism; but to berm* 
she is "the Catholic Church," and her members are "Catholics." 

Yet to concede this claim and surrender without qualification 
the word " Catholic " to a connotation which is at best only 
universal in theory, is to beg several very weighty questions. 
The doctrine of the Catholic Church, i.e. the essential unity and 
interdependence of " all God's faithful people scattered through-
out the world," is common to all sections of Christians. The 
creed is one; it is the interpretation that differs. Ina somewhat 
narrower sense, too, the Church of England at least has never 
repudiated the conception of the Catholic Church as a divinely 
instituted organization for the safe-guarding and proclamation 
of the Christian revelation. She deliberately retained the 
Catholic creeds, the Catholic ministry and the appeal to 
Catholic antiquity (see ENGLAND, Catuacat or). A large section 
of her members, accordingly, laying stress on this side of her 
tradition, prefer to call themselves " Catholics." But, though 
the invention of the terms " Roman Catholic " and " Roman 
Catholicism "early implied the retention by the English Church 
of her Catholic claim, her members were never, alter the Reforma-
tion, called Catholics; even the Caroline divines of the 17th 
century, for all their " popish practices." styled themselves 
Protestants, though they would have professed their adherence 
to " the Catholic faith " and their belief in " the Holy Catbchc 
Church." 

Clearly, then, the exact meaning of the term varies warthog 
to those who use it and those to whom it is applied. To the 
Romanist " Catholic " means " Roman Catholic "; to the high 
Anglican it means whatever is common to the three " historic ° 
branches into which he conceives the church to be divided—
Roman, Anglican and Orthodox; to the Protestant pure aid 
simple it means either what it does to the Romanist; or, is 
expansive moments, simply what is " universal " to all Christians. 
In a yet broader sense it is used adjectivally of mere wideness or 
universality of view, as when we speak of a man as " of catiokc 
sympathies " or " catholic in his tastes." 

The name of Catholic Epistles is given to those letters (two el 
Peter, three of John, one of James, one of Jude) incorporated 
in the New Testament which (except 2 and 3 John) ate tat, like 
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these of St Paul, addressed to particular individuals or churches, 
but to a larger and more indefinite circle of readers. (Sec 
Brats: New Testament, Canon.) 

The title of Calk°lidu (scaeo)walre) seems to have been used 
under the Roman empire, though rarely, as the Greek equivalent 
el corn axis and praefectsa. Thus Eusebius (H ist. reel. viii. 23) 
speaks of the catholicus of Africa (iallo)ux6r tit 'ttdmucilt) 
As an ecclesiastical title it was used to imply, not universal 
(ecumenical), but a great and widespread jurisdiction. Thus 
the bishop of the important see of Salcucia (Bagdad), though 
subordinate to the patriarch of Antioch, had the title of 
Catholicus and power to consecrate even archbishops; and on the 
division of the see there were two Calkolici under the patriarch 
of Antioch. In Ethiopia, too, there were Caikolici with less 
extensive powers, subject to the patriarch of Alexandria. The 
title now survives, however, only as that of the head of the 
Armenian Church (gm.). A bishop's cathedral church is, how-
ever, in Greek the Calkolicott. 

An isolated use of the word " catholic " as a secular legal 
term survives in Scots law, a calkoltc creditor is one whose debt 
is secured over several or over all of the subjects belonging to 
the debtor. 

CATHOLIC APOSTOLIC CHURCH, THE, a religious cotn-
inanity often called " Irvingites," though neither actually 
founded nor anticipated by Edward Irving (4 ) Irving's 
relation to this community was, according to its members, 
somewhat similar to that of John the Baptist to the early 
Christian Church, i.e. he was the forerunner and prophet of the 
coming dispensation, not the founder of a new sect; and indeed 
the only connexion which Irving seems to have had with the 
existing organization. of the Catholic Apostolic body was in 
"fostering spiritual persons who had been driven out of other 
congregations for the exercise of their spiritual gifts." Shortly 
after Irving's trial and deposition (1831), certain persons were, 
at some meetings held for prayer, designated as " called to be 
apostles of the Lord " by certain others claiming prophetic 
gifts. In the year 11335, six months after Irving's death, six 
others were similarly designated as " called " to complete the 
number of the " twelve," who were then formally " separated," 
by the pastors of the local congregations to which they belonged, 
to their higher office in the universal church on the 14th of 
July 1835. This separation is understood by the community 
not as " in any sense being a schism or separation from the one 
Catholic Church, but a separation to a special work of blessing 
and intercession on behalf of it." The twelve were afterwards 
guided to ordain others--twelve prophets, twelve evangelists, and 
twelve pastors, " sharing equally with them the one Catholic 
Episcopate," and also seven deacons for administering the tem-
poral affairs of the church catholic. The apostles were the 
channels of the Holy Ghost and the mysteries of God, and the 
authoritative interpreters of " prophetic utterance "; their 
teaching was brought home to the people by the " evangelists." 
The function of the prophets was to explain scripture and exhort 
to holiness, that of the " pastors " is explained by their title. 
The central episcopacy of forty-eight was regarded as " indicated 
by prophecy," being foreshown in the forty-eight boards of the 
Mosaic tabernacle. For ecclesiastical purposes the church tad-
venal is under their charge in twelve tribes; for Christendom 
is considered to be divided 'into twelve portions or tribes, each 
tnhe being under the special  charge of an apostle and his co-
ministers, and the seat of the Apostolic College being at Albury, 
tear Guildford. This is an ideal outline which has never been 
fulfilled. There has never been a " central episcopacy " of 
forty-eight. The " apostles " alone always held the supreme 
authority, though, as their number dwindled, " coadjutors " 
were appointed to assist the survivors, and to exercise the 
functions of the " apostolate." The last " apostle " died on 
the 3rd of February tom 

For the service of the church a comprehensive book of liturgies 
and offices was provided by the " apostles." It dates from 1842 
and is based on the Anglican, Roman and Greek liturgies-
Lights, -incenie, vestments, holy water, chrism, and other  

adjuncts of worship are in constant use. The ceremonial in its 
completeness may be seen in the church in Gordon Square, 
London, and elsewhere. The daily worship consists of " matins " 
with " proposition " (or exposition) of the sacrament at 6 a.m., 
prayers at 9 A.M. and 3 P.M., and " vespers " with " proposition" 
at 5 p.m. On all Sundays and holy days there is a " solemn 
celebration of the eucharist " at the high altar; on Sundays 
this is at to A.M. On other days " low celebrations " are held in 
the side-chapels, which with the chancel in all churches correctly 
built after apostolic directions are separated or marked off from 
the nave by open screens with gates. The community has always 
laid great stress on symbolism, and in the eucharist, while reject-
ing both transubstantiation and consubstantiation, holds strongly 
to a real (mystical) presence. It emphasizes also the " pheno-
mena " of Christian experience and deems miracle and mystery 
to be of the essence of a spirit-filled church. 

Each congregation is presided over by its " angel " or bishop 
(who ranks as angel-pastor in the Universal Church); under him 
are four-and-twenty priests, divided into the four ministries of 
" elders, prophets, evangelists and pastors," and with these are 
the deacons, seven of whom regulate the temporal affairs of the 
church—besides whom there are also " sub-deacons, acolytes, 
singers, and door-keepers." The understanding is that each 
elder, with his co-presbyters and deacons, shall have charge 
of Soo adult communicants in his district, but this has been 
but partially carried into practice. This is the full constitution 
of each particular. church or congregation as founded by the 
" restored apostles," each local church thus " reflecting in its 
government the government of the church catholic by the angel 
or high priest Jesus Christ, and His forty-eight presbyters in 
their fourfold ministry (in which apostles and elders always 
rank first), and under these the deacons of the church catholic." 
The priesthood is supported by tithes; it being deemed a duty 
on the part of all members of the church who receive yearly 
incomes to offer a tithe of their increase every week, besides the 
free-will offering for the support of the place of worship, and for 
the relief of distress. Each local church sends " a tithe of its 
tithes " to the " Temple," by which the ministers of the Uni-
versal Church are supported and its administrative expenses 
defrayed; by these offerings, too, the needs of poorer churches 
are supplied. It claims to have among its dery many of the 
Roman, Anglican and other churches, the orders of those 
ordained by Greek, Roman and Anglican bishops being recog-
nized by it with the simple confirmation of an " apostolic act." 
The community has not changed recently in general constitution 
or doctrine. It does not publish statistics, and its growth during 
late years is said to have been MOM marked in the United States 
and in certain European countries, such as Germany, than in 
Great Britain. There are nine congregations enumerated in 
Tke Religious Life of London (1904). 

For further details of doctrines, ritual, &c., see R. N. Bosworth. 
Restoration of Apostles and Prophets. Readings on the Liturgy, The 
Church and Tabernacle, and The Purpose of God in Creation and 
Redemption t6th ed., 1888); G. Miller, History and Doctrines of 
Irvington (1678). 

mums ILIT/C11:18 SERCIIIS CATILINAJ (c. 108-62 B.C.), a 
member of an ancient but impoverished patrician family of 
Rome, the prime mover in the conspiracy known by his name. 
He appears in history first as a supporter of Sulk, and during 
the proscription he was conspicuous for his greed and cruelty. 
He slew his inoffensive brother-in-law with his own hand, and 
tortured and mutilated the much-loved Marius Gmticlianus. 
He was believed to have made away with his wife and his son to 
win the profligate and wealthy Aurelia Orestilla; it was even 
suspected that he had been guilty of an intrigue with the Vestal 
Fabia. In 77 he was quaestor, in 68 praetor, and in 67-66 
governor of Africa. His extortions and subsequent impeachment 
by P. Clodius Pulcher having disqualified him as a candidate 
for the consulship, he formed a conspiracy, in which he was 
joined by young men of all classes even Crassus and Caesar, 
according to rumour, being implicated. The new consuls were 
to be murdered on the rat of January; but the plot—the 
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execution of which was deferred till the 5th of February—failed 
in consequence of the impatience of Catiline, who gave the signal 
too hastily. Soon after, Catiline, having bribed both judges 
and accuser, was acquitted in the trial for extortion. His scheme 
was forthwith immensely widened. The city was to be fired, 
and those who opposed the revolt.tion were to be slain; all debts 
were to be cancelled; and there was to be a proscription of all 
the wealthy citizens. Among the conspirators were many men 
of the first rank and influence. Arms and money were collected, 
soldiers were enlisted, and the assistance of the slaves was sought. 
But Catiline's hopes were again disappointed; once more he 
failed to obtain the consulship (64); and, moreover, it soon 
became apparent that one of the new consuls, Cicero, was myste-
riously able to thwart all the schemes of the conspirators. He 
was, in fact, informed of every detail, through Fulvia, the mis-
tress of Curius, one of the plotters,who was himself soon persuaded 
to turn informer. The other consul, C. Antonius, in whom Catiline 
hoped to find a supporter, was won over and got out of the way 
by Cicero, who resigned the province of Macedonia in his favour. 
Before the next comitia consularia assembled, the orator had 
given so impressive a warning of the danger which was impending, 
that Catiline was once more rejected (63), and the consuls were 
invested with absolute authority. Catiline now resolved upon 
open war; preparations were set on foot throughout Italy, 
especially in Etruria, where the standard of revolt was raised 
by the centurion C. Manlius (or Mallius), one of Sulla's veterans. 
A plan to murder Cicero in his own house on•the morning of the 
7th of November was frustrated. On the next day Cicero at-
tacked Catiline so vigorously in the senate (in his first Catilinarian 
oration) that he fled to his army in Etruria. Next day Cicero 
awoke the terror of the people by a second oration delivered in 
the forum, in consequence of which Catiline and Manlius were 
declared public enemies, and the consul Antonius was despatched 
with an army against them. Meanwhile the imprudence of the 
conspirators in Rome brought about their own destruction. 
Some deputies from the Allobroges, who had been sent to Rome 
to obtain redress for certain grievances, were approached by 
P. Lentulus Surer, the chief of the conspirators, who endeavoured 
to induce them to join him. After considerable hesitation, the 
deputies decided to turn informers. The plot was betrayed to 
Cicero, at whose instigation documentary evidence was obtained, 
implicating Lentulus and others. They were arrested, proved 
guilty, and on the 5th of December condemned to death and 
strangled in the underground dungeon on the slope of the Capitol. 
This act, which was opposed by Julius Caesar and advocated by 
Cato Uticensis (and, indirectly, by Cicero), was afterwards 
vigorously attacked as a violation of the constitution, on the 
ground that the senate had no power of life and death over a 
Roman citizen. Thus a heavy blow was dealt to the cause of 
Catiline, who, in the beginning of 6a, saw his legions, only 
partially armed and diminished by desertion, shut in between 
those of Metellus Crier and C. Antonius. Near Pistoria he 
hazarded battle with the forces of the latter, but was completely 
defeated in a desperate encounter. He himself, fighting with the 
utmost bravery, rushed into the ranks of the enemy and met his 
death. 

Such was the conspiracy of Catiline and the character of its 
author, as we find them in the speeches of Cicero, and the histories 
of Sallust and Dio Cassius (see also Plutarch, Cicero; Veil. Pat. 
ii. 35; Florus iv. 1; Appian, B.C. ii. 6; Eutropius vi. It 
must not be forgotten, however, that our authorities were all 
members of the aristocratic party. Some of the incidents given 
as facts by Dio Cassius arc manifest absurdities; and Cicero 
paid more regard to the effect than to the truthfulness of an 
accusation. We find him at one time admitting that Catiline 
had almost persuaded him of his honesty and merit, and even 
seeking a political union with him; at another, when his alliance 
had been rejected and an election was at hand, declaiming 
against him as a murderer and a profligate. Lastly, though 
Sallust's vivid narrative is consistent throughout, it is obvious 
that he cherished very bitter feelings against the democratic 
party. Nevertheless, we cannot regard Catiline as an honest  

enemy of the oligarchy, or as a disinterested champion of the 
provincials. It is held by some historians that there was at the 
time on the part of many of the Roman nobles a determination to 
raise themselves to power, despite the opposition of the senate; 
others with greater probability maintain that Catiline's object 
was simply the cancelling of the huge debts which be and his 
friends had accumulated. Catiline, by his bravery, his military 
talents, his vigorous resolution, and his wonderful power over 
men, was eminently qualified as a revolutionary leader.7 He is 
the subject of tragedies by Ben Jonson and P. Crebillon and of 
the Rome sante of Voltaire. 

See P. Meiimee. Etudes saw la game sociafe d fa conjuration it 
Catiline (1844); E. Hagen, Cafilina (1854), with introduct ory  
cussion of the authorities; E. S. Beesley :  "Catiline as a Party 
Leader" (Fortnightly Review, June 1865). in defence of Cataine; 
C. John, Die Entstehungsgeschiclae der catilinarischenVerschverung 
(1876), a critical examination of Sallust's account; E. von Stern. 
Calilina and die Parteikampfy in Rom 66.60883), with bibliography 
in preface; C. Thiaucourt, Etude sus is conjuration de Catiline 0847). 
a critical examination of Sallust's account and of his object in 
writing it; J. E. Blondel, Histoire icenionsigue de in conjuration de 
Catiline (1893). written from the point of view of a political econo-
mist; Gaston Boissier, La Conjuration de Catiline (1905), and Cuero 
and his Friends (Eng. trans.); Tyrrell and Purser's ed. of Cicero .6 
Letters (index vol. sm. "Sergius Catilina "); J. L. Strachan Davidson. 
Cicero (1894), ch. v.; Warde Fowler's Caesar (1892); see also art. 
Roam: History, The Republic. 

CATINAT, NICOLAS (1637-1712), marshal of France, entered 
the Gardes Francaises at an early age and distinguished himself 
at the siege of Lille in 1667. He became a brigadier ten years 
later, mareclial de camp in 168o, and lieutenant-general i688. He 
served with great credit in the campaigns of 1676-1678 in 
Flanders, was employed against the Vaudois in i686, and after 
taking part in the siege of Philipsburg at the opening of the War 
of the League of Augsburg, he was appointed to command the 
French troops in the south-eastern theatre of wax. In 1690 he 
conquered Savoy, and in i69i Nice; the battle of Staffarda, 
won by him over the duke of Savoy in 169o, and that of Marsaglia 
in 1693, were amongst the greatest victories of the time. in 
1696 Catinat forced the duke to make an alliance with France. 
He had in 1693 been made a marshal of France. At the be-
ginning of the war of the Spanish Succession, Catinat was placed 
in charge of operations in Italy, but he was much hampered by 
the orders of the French court and the weakness of the forces for 
their task. He suffered a reverse at Carpi (17ot) and was sae 
afterwards superseded by Villeroy, to whom be acted as second-
in-command during the campaign of Chiari. He died at St 
Gratien in 1712. His memoirs were published in 1819. 

See E. de Broglie, Cat inat, 1637-5712 (Paris, 19o2). 
CATLIN, GEORGE (1796-1872), American ethnologist, was 

born at Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania, in 1796. He was educated 
as a lawyer and practised in Philadelphia for two years; but 
art was his favourite pursuit, and forsaking the law he established 
himself at New York as a portrait painter. In 1832, realizing 
that the American Indians were dying out, he resolved to rescue 
their types and customs from oblivion. With this object be 
spent many years among the Indians in North and South 
America. He lived with them, acquired their languages, and 
studied very thoroughly their habits, customs and mode of life. 
making copious notes and many studies for paintings. In 1840 
he came to Europe with his collection of paintings, most of which 
are now in the National Museum, Washington, as the Catlin 
Gallery; and in the following year he published the Hennas, 
Customs and Condition of the North American Indians in two 
volumes, illustrated with 30o engravings. This was followed 
in 1844 by The North American Portfolio, containing as plates 
of hunting scenes and amusements in the Rocky Mountains and 
the prairies of America, and in 1848 by Eight Years' Trasds 
and Residence in Europe. In 1861 he published a curious little 
volume, in " manugraph," entitled The Breath of Life, on the 
advantage of keeping one's mouth habitually closed, especially 
during sleep; and in 1868, Last Rambles amongst the Indians 4 
the Rocky Mountains and the Andes. :He died in jersey AY., 
New Jersey, on the 22nd of December am 
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CATO, DIONYSIUS, the supposed author of the Dionysii 

CaSemis DisSieha de Morass ad Finuns. The name usually given 
is simply Cato, an indication of the wise character of the maxims 
inculcated, but Dionysius is added on the authority of a MS. 
declared by Scaliger to be , of, great antiquity. This MS. also 
contains Priscian's translation of the Periegesis of the geographer 
Dionysius Periegetes; this has probably led to the Dinicha 
also being attributed to him. In the middle ages the author 
on the Disticka was supposed to be Cato the Elder, who wrote a 
Cosines de Morass, but extracts from this in Aulus Gellius 
show that it was in prose. Nothing is really known of the author 
or date of the Dislicka; it can only be assigned to the 3rd or 
4th century &D. it is a small collection of moral apophthegms, 
each consisting of two hexameters, in four books. They are 
monotheistic in character, not specially Christian. The diction 
and metre are fairly good. The book had a great reputation in 
the middle ages, and was translated into many languages; 
it is frequently referred to by Chaucer, and in 483 a translation 
was issued from Caxton's press at Westminster . 

Editions by F. Hauthal (1869), with full account of MSS. and 
early editions, and G Nemethy (1893), with critical notes: see also 
F. Zaracke. Per deutsche Gals (183a), a history of middle age German 
translations; J. Nehab, Per altenglische Cato (1879);  E. Bischoff. 
Proktoresexa sum SORC1141117:415 Dionysius Cato (1893). in which the 
name is discussed: F. Plants, Pane Satire (19091. 663; for medieval 
translations and editions see Teuffel. Hist of Romig Lel 4 398. 3. 

CATO, MARCUS PORCIUS (234-149 B c.), Roman statesman, 
surnamed" The Censor," Sapiens. Prises:. or Major (the Elder), 
to distinguish him from Cato of Utica, was born at Tusculum . 

He came of an ancient plebeian family, noted for some military 
services, but not ennobled by the discharge of the higher civil 
offices. He was bred, after the manner of his Latin forefathers, 
to agriculture, to which he devoted himself when not engaged 
in military service. But, having attracted the notice of L. 
Valerius Flaccid, he was brought to Rome, and became success-
ively quaestor (2o4), aedile ( 99), praetor (198), and consul (195) 
with his old patron. During his term of office he vainly opposed 
the repeal of the lex Oppia, passed during the Second Punic War 
to restrict luxury and extravagance on the part of women . 

Meanwhile he served in Africa, and took part in the crowning 
campaign of Zama (202). He held a command in Sardinia, where 
he first showed his strict public morality, and again in Spain, 
which be reduced to subjection with great cruelty, and gained 
thereby the honour of a triumph (194). In the year set he acted 
as military tribune in the war against Antiochus III. of Syria, 
and played an important part in the battle of Thermopylae, 
which finally delivered Greece from the encroachments of the 
East. His reputation as a soldier was now established; hence-
forth be preferred to serve the state at home, scrutinizing the 
conduct of the candidates for public honours and of generals 
in the field. If he was not personally engaged in the prosecution 
of the Scipios (Africanus and Asiaticus) for corruption, it was 
his spirit that animated the attack upon them. Even Africanus, 
who refused to reply to the charge, saying only, " Romans, 
this is the day on which I conquered Hannibal," and was absolved 
by acclamation, found it necessary to retire self-banished to his 
villa at Liternum. Cato's enmity dated from the African 
campaign when he quarrelled with Scipio for his lavish distribu-
tion of the spoil amongst the troops, and his general luxury and 
extravagance. 

Cato had, however, a more serious task to perform in opposing 
the spread of the new Hellenic culture which threatened to destroy 
the rugged simplicity of the conventional Roman type. He 
conceived it to be his special mission to resist this invasion. 
It was in the discharge of the censorship that this determination 
was most strongly exhibited, and hence that he derived the title 
(tbe Censor) by which he is most generally distinguished. He 
revised with unsparing severity the lists of senators and knights, 
ejecting from either order the men whom he judged unworthy of it, 
either on moral grounds or from their want .of the prescribed 
means. The expulsion of L. Quinctius Flamininus for wanton 
cruelty was an example of his rigid justice. His regulations 
against luxury were very stringent. He imposed a heavy tax  

upon dress and personal adornment, especially of women, and 
upon young slavespurchased as favourites. In 181 be supported 
the lex Orchia (according to others, he first opposed its introduc-
tion, and subsequently its repeal), which prescribed a limit to the 
number of guests at an entertainment, and in r69 the lex Voconia, 
one of the provisions of which was intended to check the accumu-
lation of an undue propOrtion of wealth in the hands of women. 
Amongst other things he repaired the aqueducts, cleansed the 
sewers, prevented private persons drawing off public water for 
their own use, ordered the demolition of houses which encroached 
on the public way, and built the first basilica in the forum near 
the curia. lie raised the amount paid by the publican for the 
right of farming the taxes, and at the same time diminished the 
contract prices for the construction of public works. 

From the date of his censorship (284) to his death in 149, 
Cato held no public office, but continued to distinguish himself 
in the senate as the persistent opponent of the new ideas. He was 
struck with horror, along with many other Romans of the graver 
stamp, at the licence of the Bacchanalian mysteries, which he 
attributed to the fatal influence of Greek manners; and he 
vehemently urged the dismissal of the philosophers (Carneades, 
Diogenes and Critolaus), who came as ambassadors from Athens, 
on account of the dangerous nature of the views expressed by 
them. He had a horror of physicians, who were chiefly Greeks. 
He procured the release of Polybius, the historian, and his fellow-
prisoners, contemptuously asking whether the senate had nothing 
more important to do than discuss whether a few Greeks should 
die at Rome or in their own land. It was not till his eightieth 
year that he made his first acquaintance with Greek literature. 
Almost his last public act was to urge his countrymen to the 
Third Punic War and the destruction of Carthage. In 257 he 
was one of the deputies sent to Carthage to arbitrate between 
the Carthaginians and Massinissa, king of Numidia. The 
mission was unsuccessful and the commissioners returned home. 
But Cato was so struck by the evidences of Carthaginian pros-
perity that he was convinced that the security of Rome depended 
on the annihilation of Carthage. From this time, in season 
and out of season, he kept repeating the cry: " Delenda est 
Carthago." 

To Cato the individual life was a continual discipline, and 
public life was the discipline of the many. He regarded the 
individual householder as the germ of the family, the family 
as the germ of the state. By strict economy of time be accom-
plished an immense amount of work; he exacted similar appli-
cation from his dependents, and proved himself a bard husband, 
a strict father, a severe and cruel master. There was little 
difference apparently, in the esteem in which he held his wife 
and his slaves; his pride alone induced him to take a warmer 
interest in his sons. To the Romans themselves there was little 
in this behaviour which seemed worthy of censure; it was 
respected rather as a traditional example of the old Roman 
manners. In the remarkable passage (saris. 40) in which Livy 
describes the character of Cato, there is no word of blame for 
the rigid discipline of his household. 

Cato perhaps deserves even more notice as a literary man than 
as a statesman or a soldier. He was the first Latin prose writer 
of any importance, and the first author of a history of Rome 
in Latin. His treatise on agriculture (De A griculgura or De Re 
Rustled) is the only work by him that has been preserved; it 
is not agreed whether the work we possess is the original or 
a later revision. It contains a miscellaneous collection of rules 
of good husbandry, conveying much curious information on the 
domestic habits of the Romans of his age. His most important 
work, Origins, in seven books, related the history of Rome from 
its earliest foundations to his own day. It was so called from 
the second and third books, which described the rise of the 
different Italian towns. His speeches, of which as many 
as so were collected, were principally directed against the 
young free-thinking and loose-principled nobles of the day. 
He also wrote a set of maxims for the use of his son (Praecepta 
ad Mutts), and some rules for everyday life in verse (Carmen 
de Morslus). The collection of proverbs in hexameter verse, 
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extant under the name of Cato, probably belongs to the 4th 
century A.D. (SCE CATO, DIONYMTS.) 

AUTHORITIES.—There are lives of Cato by Cornelius Nepos, 
Plutarch and Aurelius Victor, and many particulars of his career 
and character are to be gathered from Livy and Cicero. Sec also 
F D. Gerlach, Marcia Porcius Cato der Censor (Basel, 1869); G. 
Kurth, Caton render; (Bruges, 1872); J. Cortese, De M. Persil 
Catonis vita, opt7ibus, et lingua (Turin, 1883); F. Marcucci, Studio 
entice sulk Opere di Calorie sl Maggiore (1902). The best edition of 
the De A gricultura is by H. Keil (1884-1891), of the fragments of the 
Origins by H. Peter (1883) in Historicorum Romanoruns Frag-
nitrite, of the fragments generally by H. Jordan (I860); see also 
J. Wordsworth. Fragments and Specimens of Early Latin ( 1874); 
M. Schanz, Gesckichte der rams:schen Litteratur (1898); article in 
Smith's Dictionary of Greek and Rosman Biography; Mommsen, 
Hist. of Rome (Eng. trans.), bk. iii. d6. xi and my.; Wattle Fowler, 
Social Life at Rome (1909). 

CATO, MARCUS PORCIUS (95-46 n.c.), Roman philosopher, 
(mired Uticensis to distinguish him from his great-grandfather, 
" the Censor." On the death of his parents he was brought up 
in the house of his uncle, M. Livius Drusus. After fighting 
with distinction in the ranks against Spartacus (72 "Lc.), ho 
became a military tribune (67), and served a campaign in Mace-
donia, but he never had any enthusiasm for the military pro-
fession. On his return he became quaestor, and showed so much 
zeal and integrity in the management of the public accounts 
that he obtained a provincial appointment in Asia, where he 
strengthened his reputation. Though filled with disgust at the 
corruption of the public men with whom he came in contact, he 
saw much to admire in the discipline which Lucullus had en-
forced in his own eastern command, and he supported his claims 
to a triumph, while he opposed the inordinate pretensions of 
Pompey. When the favour of the nobles gained him the tribune-
ship, he exerted himself unsuccessfully to convict L. Licinius 
Murena (2), one of their chief men, of bribery. Cicero, who de-
fended Murena, was glad to have Cato's aid when he urged the 
execution of the Catilinarian conspirators. Cato's vote on this 
matter drew upon him the bitter resentment of Julius Caesar, 
who did his utmost to save them. 

Cato had now become a great power in the state. Though 
possessed of little wealth and no family influence, his unflinch-
ing resolution in the cause of the ancient free state rendered 
him a valuable instrument in the hands of the nobles. He vainly 
opposed Caesar's candidature for the consulship in so, and his 
attempt, in conjunction with Bibulus, to prevent the passing 
of Caesar's proposed agrarian law for distributing lands 
amongst the Asiatic veterans, proved unsuccessful. Nevertheless, 
although his efforts were ineffectual, he was still an obstacle 
of sufficient importance for the triumvirs to desire to get rid of 
him. At the instigation of Caesar he was sent to Cyprus (58) 

with a mission to depose its king, Ptolemy (brother of Ptolemy 
Auletes), and annex the island. On his return two years later 
he continued to struggle against the combined powers of the 
triumvirs in the city, and became involved in scenes of violence 
and riot. He succeeded in obtaining the praetorship in 54, 
and strenuously exerted himself in the hopeless and thank-
less task of suppressing bribery, in which all parties were 
equally interested. He failed to attain the consulship, and 
had made up his mind to. retire from the arena of civic 
ambition when the civil war broke out in 49. Feeling that the 
sole chance for the free state lay in conceding an actual supremacy 
to Pompey, whom he had formerly vigorously opposed, he 
did not scruple to support the unjust measures of the nobles 
against Caesar. At the outset of the war he was entrusted with 
the defence of Sicily, but finding it impossible to resist the 
superior forces of C. Scribonius Curio, who had landed on the 
island, he joined Pompey at Dyrrhachium. When his chief 
followed Caesar to Thessaly he was left behind in charge of the 
camp, and thus was not present at the battle of Pharsalus. 
Af ter the battle, when Pompey abandoned his party, be separated 
himself from the main body of the republicans, and conducted 
a small remnant of their forces into Africa. After his famous 
march through the Libyan deserts, he shut himself up in Utica, 
and even after the decisive defeat at Thapsus (46), in spite of  

the wishes of his followers, he determined to keep the gates deed 
till he had sent off his ddherents by sea. While the embarkatim 
was in progress he continued calm and dignified; when the last 
of the transports had left the port he cheerfully dismissed hit 
attendants, and soon afterwards stabbed himself. 

He had been reading, we are told, in his last moments Plato's 
dialogue on the immortality of the soul, but his own philosophy 
had taught him to act upon a narrow sense of immediate duty 
without regard to the future. He conceived that he was placed 
in the world to play an active part, and when disabled from 
carrying out his principles, to retire gravely from it. He hid 
lived for the free state, and it now seemed his duty to pail 
with it. In politics he was a typical doctrinaire, abhorring 
compromise and obstinately blind to the fact that his national 
ideal was a hopeless anachronism. From the circumstances cif 
his life and of his death, he has come to be regarded as one of the 
most distinguished of Roman philosophers, but be composed so 
works, and bequeathed to posterity no other instruction than 
that of his example. The only composition by him which we 
possess is a letter to Cicero (Ad Fam. xv. s), a polite refusal of 
the orator's request that he would endeavour to procure him 
the honour of a triumph. The school of the Stoics, which took 
a leading part in the history of Rome under the earlier emperon, 
looked to hint as its saint and patron. It continued to wage 
war against the empire, hardly less openly than Cato himself 
had done, for two centuries, till at last it became actually seated 
on the imperial throne in the person of Marcus Aurelius. Im-
mediately after his death Cato's character became the subject 
of discussion; Cicero's panegyric Cato was answered by Caesar 
in his Anticato. Brutus, dissatisfied with Cicero's work, pro-
duced another on the same subject; in Lucan Cato is tepee. 
sented as a model of virtue and disinterestedness. 

See Lite by Plutaich, and compare Addison's nerdy. Modern 
biographies by H. Wartmann (Zurich, 1859), and F. D. Gerlach 
(Basel, 1866); C. W. Oman, Seven Roman State:nes of the Leder 
Republic, Cato ... (1902); Mommsen, Hiss. of Rome (Erg. trans)_ 
bk. v. ch. v.; article in Smith's Dictionary of Classical Biography; 
Gaston Boissier, Cicero and kis Friends (Eng. trans., 1897), esp. 
pp. 277 foll.; Warde Fowler, Social Life at ROW (too?). 

CATO, PUBLIUS VALERIUS, Roman poet and grammarian, 
was born about too B.C. He is of importance as the leader 
of the " new " school of poetry (podae novi, veiereems, as 
Cicero. calls them). Its followers rejected the national epic 
and drama in favour of the artificial mythological epics and 
elegies of the Alexandrian school, and preferred Eupborion of 
Chalcis to Ennius. Learning, that ts, a knowledge of Greek 
literature and myths, and strict adherence to metrical rules were 
regarded by them as indispensable to the poet. The WOWS 
were also determined opponents of Pompey and Caesar. The 
great- influence of Cato is attested by the lines:- 

" Cam grammaticus, Latina Siren, 
Qui solus legit ac tacit poetas." 1  

Our information regarding his life is derived from Suetotim 
(De Grammatkis, t). He was a native of Cisalpine Gaul, 
and lost his property during the Sullen disturbances before he 
had attained his majority. He lived to a great age, and darn; 
the latter part of his life was in very reduced circumstances. 
He was at one time possessed of considerable wealth, and owed 
a villa at Tusculum which he was obliged to band over to to 
creditors. In addition to grammatical treatises, Cato wrote 
number of poems, the best-known of which were the Lydia and 
Diana. In the Indignatio (perhaps a short poem) he Wendel 
himself against the accusation that he was of servile birth. It 
is probable that he is the Cato mentioned as a critic of Lucilius is 
the lines by an unknown author prefixed to Horace, Satires,,. to 

Among the minor poems attributed to Virgil is one called Dive 
(or rather two, Dirac and Lydia). The Dirac consists of impraa-
tions against the estate of which the writer has been &prised sod 
where he is obliged to leave his beloved Lydia; in the Lydia, a
the other hand, the estate is regarded with envy as the pomemor 
his charmer. Joseph Justus Scaliger was the first to attribute the 
poem (divided Into two by F.  Jacobs) to Vakrius Cato, on the grand 

" Cato, the grammarian, the Latin siren, who alone reads aloud 
the works and makes the reputation of poets" 
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that he had lost an estate and had written a Lydia. The question 
has been much discussed: the balance of opinion is in favour of the 
Dom being assigned to the beginning of the Augustan age, although 
so distinguished a ethic as 0. Ribbeck supports the claims of Cato 
to the authorship. The best edition of these poems is by A. F. 
tithe (t847), with exhaustive commentary and excursuses; a clear 
account of the question will be found in M. Schanz's Geschichle der 
nuairclini Littera:up; for the " new " school of poetry see Mommsen, 
Hot d Rome, bk. v. ch. xii.; F. Hernia Fable latine (1909), 188. 

CATS, JACOB (1577-1660), Dutch poet and humorist, was 
born at Brotrwershaven in Zeeland on the toil of November 
1577. Having lost his mother at an early age, and being adopted 
nth his three brothers by an uncle, Cats was sent to school at 
Zienksee. He then studied law at Leiden and at Orleans, and, 
ieturning to Holland, he settled at the Hague, where he began 
to practise as an advocate. His pleading in defence of a wretched 
creature accused of witchcraft brought him many clients and 
some reputation. He had a serious love affair about this time, 
which was broken off on the very eve of marriage by his catching 
a tertian fever which defied all attempts at cure for some two 
years. For medical advice and change of air Cats went to 
England, where he consulted the highest authorities in vain. 
He returned to Zeeland to die, but was cured mysteriously by 
a strolling quack. He married in 16o2 a lady of some property, 
Elisabeth von Valkenburg, and thenceforward lived at Gryps-
knit in Zeeland, where he devoted himself to farming and 
poetry. His best works are: Emblemala or Minnebedden with 
Maegdenplickt (16'8); Spiegel van den trans en nieuvren Tijt 
(1632); Howardijck . (1625); Selfdrijt (562o); Ouderdom, 
&item keen . . . en Hofgedachkn op Sorgoliet (x664); and 
Goiackten op slapelooze nachke 0660. In 1621, on the expiration 
of the twelve years' truce with Spain, the breaking of the dykes 
drove him from his farm. He was made pensionary (stipendiary 
magistrate) of Middelburg; and two years afterwards of Dort. 
In 1627 Cats came to England on a mission to Charles I., who 
made him a knight. In 1636 he was made grand pensionary of 
Holland, and in 1648 keeper of the great seal; in 165r he 
resiped his offices, but in :657 he was sent a second time to 
England on what proved to be an unsuccessful mission to Crom-
well. In the seclusion of his villa of Sorgvliet (Fly-from-Care), 
near the Hague, he lived from this time till his death, occupied in 
the composition of his autobiography (Eighty -Iwo Years of My 
Lig, first printed at Leiden in x 734) and of his poems. He died 
on the 12th of September 1660, and was buried by torchlight, 
and with great ceremony, in the Klooster-Kerk at the Hague. 
He is still spoken of as "Father Cats" by his countrymen. 

Cats was contemporary with Hooft and Vondel and other 
distinguished Dutch writers in the golden age of Dutch literature, 
but his Orangist and Calvinistic opinions separated him from 
the liberal school of Amsterdam poets. He was, however, 
intimate with Constantin Huygens, whose political opinions 
were more nearly in agreement with his own. For an estimate 
of his poetry see DUTCH LTTERATURE. Heftily known outside 
of Holland, among his own people for nearly two centuries he 
enjoyed an enormous popularity. His diffuseness and the 
antiquated character of his matter and diction, have, however, 
come to be regarded as difficulties in the way of study, and he 
is more renowned than read. A statue to him was erected at 
Brouwershaven in 1829. 

See Jacob Cats. Complete Works (17542-180o, 19 vol,.). later 
editions by van Vloten (Zwolle, 1838-1866; and at Schiedam. 
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CATS-EYE, a name given to several distinct minerals, their 
common characteristic being that when cut with a convex surface 
they display a luminous band, like that seenby reflection in the eye 
of a cat. (s) Precious cat's-eye, oriental cat's-eye or chrysoberyl 
cat's-eye. This, the rarest of all, is a chatoyant variety of chryso-
beryl (q.v.), showing in the finest stones a very sharply defined 
line of light. One of the grandest known specimens was in the 
Hope collection of precious stones, exhibited for many years at 
the Victoria and Albert Museum. (2) Quartz cat's-eye. This 

is the common form of cat's-eye, in which the effect is due to the 
inclusion of parallel fibres of asbestos. Like the chrysoberyl, it 
is obtained chiefly from Ceylon, but though coming from the 
East it is often called "occidental cat's-eye "—a term intended 
simply to distinguish it from the finer or "oriental" stone. It 
is readily distinguished by its inferior density, its specific gravity 
being only 2.65, whilst that of oriental cat's-eye is as high as 3.7. 
A greenish fibrous quartz, cut as cat's-eye, occurs at Hof and some 
other localities in Bavaria. (3) Crocidolite cat's-eye, a beautiful 
golden brown mineral, with silky fibres, found in Griqualand 
West, and much used in recent years as an ornamental stone, 
sometimes under the name of " South African cat's-eye." 
It consists of fibrous quartz, coloured with oxide of iron, and 
results from the alteration of crocidolite (q.v.). It is often 
distinguished as" tiger's-eye " (or more commonly " tiger-eye "), 
whilst a blue variety, less altered, is known as " hawk's-eye." 
By the action of hydrochloric acid the colour of tiger's-eye may 
to a large extent be removed, and a greyish cat's-eye obtained. 
(4) Corundum cat's-eye. In some asteriated corundum (see 
ASTERIA) the star is imperfect and may be reduced to a luminous 
zone, producing an indistinct cat's-eye effect. According to the 
colour of the corundum the stone is known as sapphire cat's-eye, 
ruby cat's-eye, topaz cat's-eye, &c. (F. W. IL') 

CATSKILL, a village and the county-seat of Greene county, 
New York, U.S;  A., on the W. bank of the Hudson river, 33 m. 
S. of Albany. Pop. (1890) 49 20; (Woo) 5484; of whom 657 
were foreign-born; (1910) 5296. It is served by the West 
Shore railway, by several lines of river steamboats, and by 
the Catskill Mountain railway, connecting it with the popular 
summer resorts in the Catskill mountains. A ferry connects 
with Catskill station (Greendale) on the east aide of the Hudson. 
The village is in a farming country, and manufactures woollen 
goods and bricks, but it is best known as a summer resort, and 
as the principal gateway to the beautif ul Catskill Mountain region. 
The Recorder, a weekly newspaper, was established here in :792 
as the Packet. The first settler on the present site of Catskill 
was Derrick Teunis van Vechten, who built a house here in 1680. 
The village was not incorporated until x8o6, 

See J. D. Pinckney, Reminiscences of Catskill (Catskill, 1868). 
CATSKILL (formerly Kaarsxn) MOUNTAINS, a group of 

moderate elevation pertaining to the Allegheny Plateau, and not 
properly included in the Appalachian system of North America 
because they lack the internal structures and the general parallel-
ism of topographic features which characterize the Appalachian 
ranges. The group contains many summits above 3000 ft. 
elevation and half a dozen approaching 4000, Slide Mountain 
(4 205 ft.), and Hunter Mountain (4025 ft.), being the only ones 
exceeding that figure. The bottom lands along the creeks 
which drain the mountains, together with rolling uplands rising 
to elevations of from isoo to 2000 ft., are under cultivation, the 
mountain slopes being forested or devoted to grazing. The pure 
and cool atmosphere attracts summer visitors, for whose accom-
modation many hotels have been built, some of which have 
become celebrated. Stoney Clove and ICaaterskill Clove are pic-
turesque gorges, the former being traversed by a railway, and the 
latter containing three cascades having a total fall of about Soo ft. 
The growing need of New York City for an increased water-
supply has driven her engineers to the Catskills, where several 
great reservoirs have been projected to supplement those of the 
Croton watershed. 

CATTANEO, CARLO (z8o1-1869), Italian philosopher and 
patriot. A republican in his convictions, during his youth he 
had taken part in the Carbonarist movement in Lombardy. 
He devoted himself to the study of philosophy, hoping to re-
generate the Italian people bywi thdmwing them from romanticism 
and rhetoric, and turning their attention to the positive sciences. 
He expounded his ideas in a review founded by him at Milan 
in 1837, called Il Poltlecnico. But when the revolution of 1848 
broke out he threw himself heart and soul into the fray, and 
became one of the leading spirits of the insurrection against the 
Austrians, known as the Five Days of Milan (March 18-22, 1848). 
Together with Terzaghi, Cernuschi and Clerici he formed a 
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Council of war which, having its headquarters at Casa Taverna, 
directed the operations of the insurgents. He was second to none 
in self-sacrificing energy and heroic resolution. When on the 
18th of March Field Marshal Radetzky, feeling that the position 
of the Austrian garrison was untenable, sounded the rebels as 
to their terms, some of the leaders were inclined to agree to an 
armistice which would give time for the Piedmontese troops to 
arrive (Piedmont bad just declared war), but Cattaneo insisted 
on the complete evacuation of Lombardy. Again on the 2Ist, 
Radetzky tried to obtain an armistice, and Durini and Borromeo 
were ready to grant it, for it would have enabled them to re-
organize the defences and replenish the supplies of food and 
ammunition, which could only last another day. But Cattaneo 
replied: "The enemy having furnished us with munitions thus 
far, will continue to furnish them. Twenty-four hours of 
victuals and twenty-four hours of hunger will be many more 
hours than we shall need. This evening, if the plans we have 
just arranged should succeed, the line of the bastions will be 
broken. At any rate, even though we should lack bread, it is 
better to die of hunger than on the gallows." On the expulsion 
of the Austrians the question arose as to the future government of 
Milan and Italy. Cattaneo was an uncompromising republican 
and a federalist; so violent was his dislike of the Piedmontese 
monarchy that when he heard that King Charles Albert had been 
defeated by the Austrians, and that Radetzky was marching 
back to reoccupy Milan, he exclaimed: " Good news, the Pied-
montese have been beaten. Now we shall be our own masters; 
we shall fight a people's war, we shall chase the Austrians out 
of Italy, and set up a Federal Republic." When the Austrians 
returned Cattaneo had to flee, and took refuge at Lugano, where 
he gave lessons, wrote his Stevie della Ri00111510fle del 1848, the 
Archivio triennale dells core d' Italia (3 vols., 035cr-z855), and 
then early in 186o he started the Polilecnico once more. He 
bitterly attacked Cavour for his unitarian views, and for the 
cession of Nice and Savoy. In r86o Garibaldi summoned him 
to Naples to take part in the government of the Neapolitan 
provinces, but he would not agree to the union with Piedmont 
without local autonomy. After the union of Italy be was 
frequently asked to stand for parliament, but always refused 
because he could not conscientiously take the oath of allegiance 
to the monarchy. In 1868 the pressure of friends overcame 
his resistance, and he agreed to stand, but at the last moment 
he drew back, still unable to take the oath, and returned to 
Lugano, where he died in r 869. As a writer Cat ta nco was learned 
and brilliant, but far too bitter a partisan to be judicious, owing 
to his narrowly republican views; his ideas on local autonomy 
were perhaps wise, but, at a moment when unity was the first 
essential, inopportune. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.—A. and J. Mario, Carlo Catlaneo (Florence, 
1884); E. Zanoni Carlo Cattaneo nella oila a 	opera (Rome, 
1898); see also his own Opera edite ed indite (7 vols., Florence, 
1881-1892), Scrilli ed epislolari (3 vols., Florence, 1892- 
isio1), Serail sloriei, leUerari (Milan, 180, dcc.). 

CATTARO (Serbo-Croatian Kolar), the chief town of an 
administrative district in Dalmatia, Austria. Pop. (r9oo) of 
town, 3021; of commune, 5418. Cattaro occupies a narrow 
ledge between the Montenegrin Mountains and the Bocche di 
Cattaro, a winding and beautiful inlet of the Adriatic Sea. This 
inlet expands into five broad gulfs, united by narrower channels, 
and forms one of the finest natural harbours in Europe. Teodo, 
on the outermost gulf, is a small naval port. Cattaro is strongly 
fortified, and about 3000 troops are stationed in its neighbourhood. 
On the seaward side, the defensive works include Castelnuovo 
(Erceg Novi), which guards the main entrance to the Bocche. 
On the landward side, the long walls running from the town 
to the castle of San Giovanni, far above, form a striking feature 
in the landscape; and the heights of the Krivoscie or Crevoscia 
(Krioolije), a group of barren mountains between Montenegro, 
Herzegovina and the sea, arc crowned by small forts. Cattaro 
is divided almost equally between the Roman Catholic and 
Orthodox creeds. It is the seat of a Roman Catholic bishop, 
with a small cathedral, a collegiate church and several convents. 

The transit trade with Montenegro is impeded by high tariffs 
on both sides of the frontier. Foreign visitors to Montenegro 
usually land at Cattaro, which is connected by steamer with 
Trieste and by road with Cettigne. The railway from Ragusa 
terminates at Zelenika, near Castelnuovo. 

There are many interesting places on the shores of the Bache. 
Castelnuovo is a picturesque town, with a dismantled 14th-
century citadel, which has, at various times, been occupied 
by Bosnians, Turks, Venetians, Spaniards, Russians, French, 
English and Austrians. The orthodox convent of St Sava, 
standing amid beautiful gardens, was founded in the r6th  an-
tury, and contains many fine specimens of 27th-century silver-
smiths' work. There is a Benedictine monastery on a mull 
island opposite to Perasto (Peron), 8 m. east of Castelnuovo. 
Perasto itself was for a time an independent state in the 54 
century. Rhizon, the modern hamlet of Risano, dose by, was 
a thriving "Illyrian " city as early as 229 a.c., and gave its 
name to the Bocche, then known as &Wanness Sinus. Rhizos 
submitted to Rome in 168 s.c., and about the same time 
Ascrivium, or Ascruvium, the modern Cattaro, is first mentioned 
as a neighbouring city. Justinian built a fortress above Ascrivinm 
in A.D. 535, after expelling the Goths, and a second town probably 
grew up on the heights round it, for Constantine Porphyro 
genituar  in the loth century, alludes to " Lower Cattaro " (re 
aro) Avarrea). The city was plundered by the Saracens in 
840, and by the Bulgarians in rIO2. In the next year it was 
ceded to Semis by the Bulgarian tsar Samuel, but revolted, is 
alliance with Ragusa, and only submitted in 1284, as a protected 
state, preserving intact its republican institutions, and its right 
to conclude treaties and engage in war. It was already an epis. 
copal see, and, in the 13th century, Dominican and Franciscan 
monasteries were established to check the spread of Bogomilins. 
In the 14th century the commerce of Cattaro rivalled that of 
Ragusa, and provoked the jealousy of Venice. The downfall of 
Servia in 1389 left the city without a guardian, and, after being 
seized and abandoned by Venice and Hungary in turn, it passed 
under Venetian rule in 1420. It was besieged by the Turks in 
1538 and 1657,  visited by plague in 1572, and nearly destroyed by 
earthquakes in 1563 and 1667. By the treaty of Campo-Farmio 
in 1797 it passed to Austria; but in 18o5, by the treaty of 
Pressburg, it was assigned to Italy, and was united in Aro 
with the French empire. In 1814 it was restored to Austria by 
the congress of Vienna. The attempt to enforce compulsory 
military service, made and abandoned in 1869, but finally 
successful in 2882, led to two short-lived revolts among the 
Krivoscians, during which Cattaro was the Austrian head-
quarters. 

See G. Gelcich (Geltif), Aleatoric sioriche sulk Boccie di Cagan, 
(Zara, 188o). 

CATTEGAT, or KATTEGAT (Stand. " cat's-throat "), a strait 
forming part of the connexion between the Baltic and the North 
Seas. It lies north and south between Sweden and Denmark, 
and connects north with the Skagerrack and south through the 
Sound, the Great Belt and the Little Belt with the Baltic Sea.. Its 
length is about rso m. and its extreme breadth about 90 m. 

CATTERMOLE, GEORGE (i800-1868), English painter, 
chiefly in water-colours, was born at Dickleburgh, near Dim, 
Norfolk, in August i800. At the age of sixteen be began workirm 
as an architectural and topographical draughtsman; afterwards 
he contributed designs to be engraved in the annuals then so 
popular; thence he progressed into water-colour painting, 
becoming an associate of the Water-Colour Society in 1822, and a 
full member in 1833. In 185o he withdrew from active connexion 
with this society, and took to painting in oil. His most fertile 
period was between 1833 and 185o. At the Paris exhibition of 
ass he received one of the five first-class gold medals awarded 
to British painters. He also enjoyed professional hcoours ia 
Amsterdam and in Belgium. He died on the 24th of July 1868. 
Among his leading works are " The Murder of the Bishop of 
Liege " (15th century), " The Armourer relating the Story of 
the Sword," " The Assassination of the Regent Murray by 
Hamilton of Bothwellhaugh," and (in oil) "A Terrible Secret.' 
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He was largely employed by publishers, illustrating the Waverley 
Novels and the Historical Annual of his brother the Rev. Richard 
Cattermole (his scenes from the wars of Cavaliers and Roundheads 
in this series are among his best engraved works), and many 
other volumes besides. Cattermole was a painter of no incon-
siderable gifts, and of great facility in picturesque resource; 
he was defective in solidity of form and texture, and in realism 
or richness of colour. He excelled in rendering scenes of chivalry, 
of medievalism, and generally of the romantic aspects of the past. 

CATTLE (Norman Fr. cakl, from Late Lat. capital, wealth 
or property, a word applied in the feudal system to movable 
property and particularly to live stock, and surviving in its wider 
meaning as " chattel " or " chattle "), a general term for the cows 
and oxen of agricultural use. For the zoological account, see 
BOV/DAE, and the subordinate articles there referred to; for 
details concerning dairy-farming, see DAIRY. 

Oxen appear to have been among the earliest of domesticated 
animals, as they undoubtedly were among the most important 
agents in the growth of early civilization. They are mentioned 
in the oldest Written records of the Hebrew and Hindu peoples, 
and are figured on Egyptian monuments raised over 3000 years 
O.C.; while remains of domesticated specimens have been found 
in Swiss lake-dwellings along with the stone implements and other 
relics of Neolithic man. In infant communities a man's wealth 
was measured by the number and size of his herds—Abraham, 
it is said, was rich in cattle—and oxen for a long period formed, 
as they still do among many savage or semi-savage tribes, the 
favourite medium of exchange between individuals and com-
munities. After the introduction of a metal coinage into ancient 
Greece, this method of exchange was commemorated by stamping 
the image of an ox on the new money; while the connexion be-
tween cattle and coin as symbols of wealth has left its mark on 
the languages of Europe, as is seen in the Latin word pecsona 
and the English " pecuniary," derived from perms, cattle. The 
value attached to cattle in ancient times is further shown by 
the Bull figuring among the signs of the zodiac; in its worship 
by the ancient Egyptians under the title of Apis; in the venera-
tion which has always been paid to it by the Hindus, according 
to whose sacred legends it was the first animal created by the 
three divinities directed by the supreme Deity to furnish the 
earth with animated beings; and in the important part it played 
in Greek and Roman mythology. The Hindus were not allowed 
to shed the blood of the ox, and the Egyptians could only do so 
in sacrificing to their gods. Both Hindus and Jews were for-
bidden to muzzle it when treading out the corn; to destroy it 
wantonly was a crime among the Romans, punishable with exile. 

Breeds. —Therc exist in Britain four interesting remnants of 
what were at one time numerous enclosed herds of ancient 
forest cattle,' with black or red points, in parks at Chillingham, 
Cadzow, Vaynol (near Bangor, North Wales) and Chantey. 
A few of the last have been removed to Woburn. Other repre-
sentatives of old stock are—a resuscitated white Welsh breed 
with black points, derived from white specimens born of black 
Welsh cows; several herds of a white polled breed with black 
points; a herd of the ancient Polled Suffolk Dun, an excellent 
milking breed; a White Belted Galloway and a White Belted 
Welsh breed; the old Gloucester breed at Badminton, with a 
white rump, tail and underline, related to the now extinct 
Glamorgan breed; the Shetland breed; and a few herds of 
Dutch cattle preserved for their superior milking powers. 

The prominent breeds of cattle in the British Isles' comprise 
the Shorthorn, Lincolnshire Red Shorthorn, Hereford, Devon, 
South Devon, Sussex, Welsh, Longhorn, Red Polled, Aberdeen-
Angus, Galloway, West Highland, Ayrshire, Jersey, Guernsey, 
Kerry and Dexter. 

The Shorthorn, Lincolnshire Red Shorthorn, Hereford, Devon, 
South Devon, Sussex, Longhorn and Red Polled breeds are 
native to England; the Aberdeen-Angus, Galloway,. Highland 

Rev. J. Storer, The Wild While Cattle of Great Britain (1879). 
' See Wallace's Farm Live Stock of Great Britain (Km), Low's 

Breeds of the Domestic Animals of the British Liles (1842,01 ust ra ted. a nd 
sass), and E. V. Wilcox's Farm Animals (1907), an American work.  
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and Ayrshire breeds to Scotland; and the Kerry and Dexter 
breeds to Ireland. The Jersey and Guernsey breeds—often 
spoken of as Channel Islands cattle—belong to the respective 
islands whose names they bear, and great care is taken to keep 
them isolated from each other. The term Alderney is obsolete, 
the cattle of Alderney being mainly a type of the Guernsey breed. 

Among breeds well known in the United States' and not 
mentioned above, the more important are the Holsteins, large 
black and white cattle highly valued for their abundant milk 
production, and the Dutch Belted breed, black with a broad 
white band round the body, also good milkers. 

The Shorthorn' is the most widely distributed of all the breeds 
of cattle both at home and abroad. No census of breeds has ever 
been taken in the United Kingdom, but such an enumeration 
would show the Shorthorn far to exceed in numbers any other 
breed, whilst the great majority of cross-bred cattle contain 
Shorthorn blood. During the last quarter of the 18th century 
the brothers Charles Coiling (1751-1836) and Robert Coiling 
(1749-182o), by careful selection and breeding, improved the 
cattle of the Teeswater district in the county of Durham. If the 
Shorthorn did not originate thus, it is indisputable that the efforts 
of the Collings ,  had a profound influence upon the fortunes of 
the breed. It is still termed the Durham breed in most parts of 
the world except the land of its birth, and the geographical 
name is far preferable, for the term " shorthorn " is applicable 
to a number of other breeds. Other skilled breeders turned their 
attention to the Shorthorns and established famous strains, 
the descendants of which canstill be traced. By Thomas Booth, 
of Killerby and Warlaby in Yorkshire (1777), the " Booth " 
strains of Shorthorns were originated; by Thomas Bates, of 
Kirklevington in Yorkshire, the " Bates " families' (1800). 

Fhe Shorthorn is sometimes spoken of as the ubiquitous 
breed, its striking characteristic being the ease with which it 
adapts itself to varying conditions of soil, climate and manage-
ment. It is also called the " red, white and roan." The roan 
colour is very popular, and dark red has its supporters, as in the 
case of the Lincolnshire Red Shorthorns; white is not in favour, 
especially abroad. The Shorthorn breed is more noted for its 
beef-making than for its milk-yielding properties, although 
the non-pedigree milking Shorthorn of the north of England is 
an excellent cow with dual-purpose qualifications of the first 
order. An effort is being made to restore milking qualities to 
certain strains of pedigree blood. 

The culmination of what may be termed the Booth and Bates 
period was in the year 1875, when the sales took place of Lord 
Dunmore's and William Torr's herds, which realized extraordinary 
prices. In that black year of farming, x879, prices were declining, 
and they continued to do so till within the last few years of the 
close of the 19th century, when there set in a•gradual revival, 
stimulated largely by the commercial prosperity of the country. 
The result of extremely high prices when line-bred animals 
were in fashion was a tendency to breed from all kinds of animals 
that were of the same tribe, without selection. A deterioration set 
in, which was aggravated by the overlooking of the milking prop-
erties. Shorthorn breeders came to see that change of blood was 
necessary. Meanwhile, for many years breeders in Aberdeenshire 
had been holding annual sales of young bulls and heifers from 
their herds. The late Amos Cruickshank began his annual 
sales in the 'forties, and the late W. T. Talbot-Crosbie had annual 
sales from his Shorthorn herd in the south-west of Ireland for a 
number of years. Many Aberdeen farmers emigrated to Canada, 
and bought Shorthorn calves in their native county to take with 
them. The Cruickshanks held their bull sales at that time, 
and many of their animals were bought by the small breeders 
in Canada. This continued until 1875, when the Cruickshanks 
had so much private demand that they discontinued their public 
sales. Subsequently, when Cruickshank sold his herd privately 

' Shorthorn Society of Great Britain and Ireland (1822). Sec. 
E. J. Powell, 12 Hanover Square, London, W. 

C. J. Bates, "The Brothers Coning." Jour. Roy. A gric. Soc. ( 1899). C. J. Bates, Thomas Bates and the Ifirkkoington Shorthorns: a 
Contribution to the History of Pure Durham Cattle (Newcastle-upon-
Tyne. 1897). 
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to James Nelson & Sons for exportation, the animals could not 
all be shipped, and W. Duthie, of Collynie, Aberdeenshire, bought 
some of the older cows, whilst J. Deane Willis, of Bapton Monar, 
Wilts, bought the yearling heifers. Duthie thereupon resumed 
the sales that the Cruickshanks bad relinquished, his averages 
being 1„3o in 1892, about Lie in 1893-5894, and i8o in 1895. 
These prices advanced through English breeders requiring a 
little change of blood, and also through the increasing tendency 
to exhibit animals of great substance, or rather to feed animals 
for show. The success of this movement strengthened the 
demand, whilst an inquiry for his line of blood arose in the 
United States and Canada. A faithful contemporary history of 
the Shorthorn breed is to be found in Thornton's Circular, 
published quarterly since 1868; see also J. Sinclair, History of 
Shorthorn Cattle (1907); R. Bruce, Fifty Years among Shorthorns 
(son); A. H. Sanders, Shorthorn Cattle (Chicago, Igor). 

The Lincolnshire Red Shorthorns are the best dual-purpose 
cattle—for milk and meat—that possess a pedigree record, in 
the United Kingdom, and their uniform cherry red colour has 
brought them into high favour in tropical countries for crossing 
with the native breeds. 

The Hereford breed is maintained chiefly in Herefordshire 
and the adjoining counties. Whilst a full red is the general 
colour of the body, the Herefords are distinguished by their 
white face, white chest and abdomen, and white mane. The legs 
up to the knee or hock are also often white. As a protection 
against the sun in a hot climate dark spots on the eyelids or 
round the orbits are valuable. The horns are moderately long. 
Herefords, though they rear their own calves, have acquired but 
little fame as dairy cattle. They are very hardy, and produce 
beef of excellent quality. Being docile, they fatten easily and 
readily, and as graziers' beasts they are in high favour. 

When the Bates' Shorthorn bubble burst in America about 
1877, the Hereford gradually replaced the Shorthorn of the 
western ranches, and it is now the most numerous ranch animal 
in the United States and Canada. The bulls beat the bulls of 
all other breeds in " rustling " capacity. 

In America the ranch-bred Herefords have got too small 
in the bone in recent years, and Shorthorns, chiefly of the Scottish 
type, are being introduced to increase their size by crossing. 
In the " feed lot " a well-bred Hereford steer feeds more quickly 
than either a Shorthorn or an Aberdeen-Angus. 

In Queensland, Hereford cattle bred from the " Lord Wilton " 
strain by Robert Christison of Lammermoor have for years been 
triumphant as beef-producers in competition with the Shorthorn. 
When these are quartered in the ordinary butchers' fashion, the 
hind-quarters outweigh the fore-quarters, which is a reversal 
of the prevailing rule. 

North Devons.—The " Rubies of the West," as they are termed 
from their hue, are reared chiefly in Devon and Somerset. 
The colour Is a whole red, its depth or richness varying with the 
individual, and in summer becoming mottled with darker spots. 
The Devons stand somewhat low; they are neat and compact, 
and possess admirable symmetry. Although a smaller breed than 
the Shorthorn or the Hereford, they weigh better than either. 
The horns of the female are somewhat slender, and often curve 
neatly upwards. Being fine-limbed, active animals, they are 
well adapted for grazing the poor pastures of their native hills, 
and they turn their food to the best account, yielding excellent 
beef. They have not yet attained much celebrity as milch kine, 
for, though their milk is of first-class quality, with a few notable 
exceptions, its quantity is small. Latterly, however, the milking 
qualities have received more attention from breeders, whose 
object is to qualify the Devon as a dual-purpose breed. 

The South Devon or South Hams cattle are almost restricted 
to that southern part of the county of Devon known as the Hams, 
whence they are also called " Hammers." With a somewhat 
ungainly head, lemon-yellow hair, yellow skin, and large but 
hardly handsome udder, the South Devon breed more resembles 
the Guernsey, with which it is supposed to be connected, than 
the trim-built cattle of the hills of North Devon. The cows 
are large, heavy milkers, and produce excellent butter. They  

are rarely seen outside their locality except when they appear 
in the showyards. 

The Sussex breed resembles the North Devon in many respects, 
but it is bigger, less refined in appearance, less graceful in outline, 
and of a deeper brown-chestnut colour than the " dainty Devon,' 
as the latter may well be called when compared with them. 
As a hardy race, capable of thriving on poor rough pastures, 
the Sussex are highly valued in their native districts, where they 
were rapidly improved before the end of the Toth century. They 
are essentially a beef-producing breed, the cows having little 
reputation as milkers. By stall-feeding they can be ripened 
for the butcher at an early age. Sussex cattle are said to "die 
well," that is, to yield a large proportion of meat in the best 
parts of the carcase. 

In the Welsh breed of cattle black is the prevailing caber, 
and the horns are fairly long. They do not mature very rapidly, 
but some of them grow eventually into great pondesons beasts, 
and their beef is of prime quality. The cows often possess 
considerable reputation as milkers. As graders' beasts Welsh 
cattle are well known in the midland counties of England, where, 
under the name of " Welsh runts," large herds of bullocks are 
fattened on the pastures or "topped up" in the yards in winter. 

All the remaining strains of Welsh cattle were recognized maw 
breed in 1904, when the Welsh Black Cattle Society united into 
one register the Herd Books of North and South Wales. 

The Longhorn or " Dishley " breed of cattle is one of the most 
interesting historically. It was with Longhorns that Robert 
Bakewell, of Dishley, Leicestershire ( 1 7 26-1 795), showed his 
remarkable skill as an improver of cattle in the middle of the 
18th century.' At one period Longhorns spread widely over 
England and Ireland, but, as the Shorthorns extended their 
domain, the Longhorns made way for them. They are big, 
rather clumsy animals, with long drooping horns, which are 
very objectionable in these days of cattle transport by rail and 
sea. They are slow in coming to maturity, but are very hardy. 
The bullocks feed up to heavy weights, and the cows are fair 
milkers. No lover of cattle can view these quaint creatures 
without a feeling of satisfaction that the efforts made to resusci-
tate a breed which has many useful qualities to commend it 
have been successful, and that the extinction which threatened 
it in the 'eighties of last century is no longer imminent In 1907 
there were twenty-two Longhorn herds containing about four 
hundred registered cattle located mainly in the English midlands 
and Man. 

The Red Poll breed, though old, has only come into promi-
nence within recent years. They were known as the East Anglian 
Polls, and later as the Norfolk and Suffolk Polled cattle, being 
confined chiefly to these two counties. They are symmetrically 
built, of medium size, and of uniformly red colour. They have 
a tuft of hair on the poll. As dairy cattle, they are noted for the 
length of the period during which they continue in milk. Not 
less are they valued as beef-producers, and, as they are hardy 
and docile, they fatten readily and mature fairly early. Hence, 
like the Lincolnshire Red Shorthorn, they may claim to be a 
dual-purpose breed. As beef cattle they are always seen to 
advantage at the Norwich Christmas cattle show, held annually 
in November. 

The Aberdeen-Angus, a polled, black breed, the cows of which 
are often termed " Doddies," belongs to Aberdeenshire and 
adjacent parts of Scotland, but many herds are maintained in 
England and some in Ireland. The steers and heifers fed fee 
the butcher attain great weight, make first-class show beasts, 
and yield beef of excellent quality. The cross between the Short-
horn and the Aberdeen-Angus is a favourite in the meat markets 
and at fat-stock competitions. 

The Galloway/ are named from the district, Kirkcudbright and 
Wigtonshire, in the south-west of Scotland, to which they are 
native. Like the Aberdeen-Angus cattle, they are hornless, and 
normally of a black colour. But, with a thicker hide and shaggy 
hair, suited to a wet climate, they have a coarser appearance than 
the Aberdeen-Angus, the product of a less humid region, though 

Housman, " Robert Bakewell," Jour. Roy. A gric. Sec. (144). 
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it approaches the latter in size. Calloways yield superior beef, 
but mature less rapidly than the Aberdeen-Angus. They make 
admirable beasts for the grazier, and the cross between the Gallo-
way and the white Shorthorn bull, known as a "Blue Grey," 
is much sought after by the grazier and the butcher. 

The West Highland or Kyloe breed are perhaps the most 
hardy and picturesque of British cattle. Their home is amidst 
the wild romantic scenery of the Highlands and the Western 
Isles of Scotland, though Highland bullocks with long, spreading 
curved horns may be seen in English parks. They have not 
made much progress towards early maturity, but their slowly 
ripened beef is of the choicest quality. The colour of their thick 
shaggy hair varies from white and light dun to tawny yellow of 
many shades, and black. 

The Ayrshires are the dairy breed of Scotland, where they have 
considerably overstepped the limits of the humid western county 
whence they take their name. They are usually of a white and 
brown colour, the patches being well defined. The neat, shapely, 
upstanding horns are characteristic. The Ayrshires are under 
medium size and move gracefully, and the females display the 
wedge-shape typical of dairy cows. They are a hardy breed, 
and, even from poor pastures, give good yields of milk, especially 
useful for cheese-making purposes. The milking powers of the 
breed are being improved under a system of milk-testing and 
records supported by the Highland and Agricultural Society. 

The Jerseys are graceful, deer-like cattle, whose home is in the 
island of Jersey, where, by means of stringent regulations 
against the importation of cattle, the breed has been kept pure 
for many generations. As its milk is especially rich in fat (so 
rich that it requires to be diluted with a little water before it 
can be safely fed to calves), the Jersey has attained a wide 
reputation as a butter-producing breed. It is a great favourite 
in England, where many pure-bred herds exist. The colours 
most preferred are " whole " fawns of many shades. The light 
silver-grey, which was in high repute in England in the early 
'seventies of the Toth century, is out of favour. Browns and 
brindles are rarely seen. The grey zone surrounding the black 
muzzle gives the appearance designated " mealy-mouthed." The 
horns are short, and generally artificially curved inwards; the 
bones are fine. The best milch cows have a yellowish circle 
round the eye, and the skin at the extremity of the tail is of a 
deep yellow, almost orange colour. The cows are gentle and 
docile when reared in close contact with human beings, but the 
bulls, despite their small size, are often fierce. 

Guernsey cattle are native to the islands of Guernsey, Alderney, 
Sark and Herm. They are kept pure by importation restrictions. 
Herds of pure-bred Guernseys also exist in the Isle of Wight and 
in various counties of England and Scotland. They have not the 
refined and elegant appearance of the Jerseys, which, however, 
they exceed in size. They are usually of a rich yellowish-brown 
colour, patched with white, in some cases their colour almost 
meriting the appellation of "orange and lemon." The yellow 
colour inside the ears is a point always looked for by judges. 
The cows, large-bellied and narrow in front, are truly wedge-
shaped, the greatly. developed udder adding to the expanse of 
the hinder part of the body. They yield an abundance of milk, 
rich in fat, and are excellent butter-producers. The horns are 
yellow at the base, curved, and not coarse. The nose is flesh-
coloured and free from black markings. 

The Canadian breed, black with a narrow brown stripe down 
the back and a light ring round the muzzle, are descended from 
old Brittany cattle imported into Canada by French settlers 
three hundred years ago, and are in consequence related to the 
Channel Islands cattle. They are remarkably hardy and good 
milkers, and it is claimed they produce butter fat at 2 c. a lb 
less cost than any other breed. 

The Kerry is a breed of small black cattle belonging to the 
south-west of Ireland, whence they have spread into many parts, 
not only of their native land, but of England as well. Although 
they are able to subsist on the roughest and scantiest of fare, 
and are exceedingly hardy, the cows are, nevertheless, excellent 
milkers, and have acquired celebrity as a dairy breed. The  

colour is black, but the cows sometimes have a little white on the 
udder. The-horns are white, with black tips, and are turned 
upwards. The Kerry is active and graceful, long and lithe in 
body, and light-limbed. On the rich pastures of England it has 
increased considerably in size. 

The Dexter breed is reputed to take its name from one Dexter, 
agent of Maude, Lord Hawarden, who is credited with having 
established it by selection and breeding from the best mountain 
types of the Kerry. Until recently it was called the Dexter-
Kerry. It is smaller and more compact than the Kerry, shorter 
in the leg, and intoed before and behind. Whilst valuable as 
a beef-making animal, it is equally noted for its milk-producing 
capacity. Black is the usual colour, but red is also recognized, 
with, in either case, a little white. When of a red colour, the 
appearance of the animal has been aptly compared to that of 
a grand Shorthorn viewed through the wrong end of a telescope. 
The Kerry and the Dexter are readily distinguishable. The 
Kerry has a gay, light, deer-like head and horn, light limbs and 
thin skin. The Dexter has coarser limbs, a square body, flat 
back, thick shoulder, short neck, and head and horn set on low. 

A herd of Dexter -Shorthorns was founded by Major Barton at 
Straffan, Ireland, in 186o, in which prominent characteristics 
of the two breeds have been permanently blended so that they 
breed true to type. 

As milk-producers, and therefore as dairy cattle, certain strains 
of the Shorthorn (registered as well as non-pedigree), the 
Lincolnshire Red Shorthorn, South Devon, Longhorn, Red Polled, 
Ayrshire, Jersey, Guernsey, Kerry and Dexter breeds have 
acquired eminence. Such breeds as the Shorthorn, Lincolnshire 
Red Shorthorn, South Devon, Welsh, Red Polled and Dexter 
are claimed as useful beef-makers as well as milk-producers, 
and are classified as dual-purpose animals. The others belong 
to the beef-producers. As regards colour, red is characteristic 
of the Lincolnshire Shorthorn, the. Hereford, Devon, Sussex 
and Red Polled. Black is the dominating colour of the Welsh, 
Aberdeen-Angus, Galloway, Kerry and Dexter. A yellowish hue 
is seen in the West Highland, Guernsey and South Devon breeds. 
Various shades of fawn colour are usual in Jersey cattle and also 
appear among Highlanders. The Herefords, though with red 
bodies, have white faces, manes, and dewlaps, whilst white 
prevails to a greater or less extent in the Shorthorn, Longhorn 
and Ayrshire breeds. The Shorthorn breed is exceedingly 
variable in colour; pure-bred specimens may be red, or white, 
or roan, or may be marked with two or more of these colours, 
the roan resulting from a blending of the white and red. Black 
is not seen in a pure-bred Shorthorn. The biggest and heaviest 
cattle come from the beef-making breeds, and are often cross-bred. 
Very large or heavy beasts, if pure-bred, usually belong to one 
or other of the Shorthorn, Hereford, Sussex, Welsh, West High-
land, Aberdeen-Angus and Galloway breeds. The Devon, 
Red Polled and Guernsey are medium-sized cattle; the Ayrshires 
are smaller, although relatively the bullocks grow larger than 
bulls or cows. The Jerseys are small, graceful cattle, but the 
smaller type of Kerries, the Dodos and the Shetlanders furnish 
the smallest cattle of the British Isles. 

See generally the Herd Books of the various breed societies. 
(W. FR.; R. W.) 

Rearing and Feeding.t —A calf at birth scales from one-twelfth 
to one-fourteenth the weight of the dam. A sucking calf of one 
of the large breeds should gain 3 lb per day for the first month, 
2.5 lb for the second, and a lb during the later calf period. 
Colostrum, or first-day milk after calving, contains more than 
five times the albuminoid compounds found in average cows' 
milk. In the course of three or four days it gradually becomes 
normal in composition, although the peculiar flavour remains 
a few days longer. Nature has specially prepared it for the young 

I See E. Wolff, Farm Foods, by H. H. Cousins (1895); A. D. Hall, 
Rothamsted Experiments (1 oo5) ; R. Warington. Chemistry of the 
Farm (15th ed., 1902); W. A. Henry, Feeds and Feeding (1997); 
H. W. Mumford, Beef Production (194); H. P. Armsby, Animal 
Nutrition (2nd ed., 1906); T. Shaw, Animal Breeding (1903); R. 
Wallace, Farm Live Stock of Great Britain (4th ed., 1907). 
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calf with extremely nourishing and also lautive properties, 
and it is of practically no value for any other purpose. Normal 
cows' milk has an albuminoid ratio slightly narrower than 

: 4-colostrum x : •71. [The ratio is arrived at by adding 
to the percentage of milk-sugar. possessing about the food 
equivalent of starch, the fat multiplied by 2.268, and dividing 
by the total albuminoids--all digestible.) 

Common nutrient ratios for older animals are stated in the foUow-
ing table of food standards by Dr Emil Wolff 

Digestible albuminoid nitrogen is the scarcest and consequently 
he costliest ingredient in fo od -stuffs, but, since the introduction of 

vegetable proteid made by Mitchell's process from the castor bean, 
an easy and inexpensive means of balancing cattle food ratios is 
available. By this means the manurial value of the excrement is 
increased. The calculations necessary in arriving at a ratio are 
simplified by the employment of Jeffers's calculator (Plainsboro, 
N. J.). 

There are three common methods of rearing calves. (t) The 
calf sucks its mother or foster-mother. This is the natural method 
and the best for the show-yard and for early fattening purposes; 
but it is the most expensive, and the calves, if not handled, 
grow up wild and dangerous. Store stock may be also raised by 
putting two calves to one cow and weaning at three months old; 
a second pair in turn yielding place to a single calf. (a) Full 
milk from the cow at aboitt go° F. is given alone until the latter 
part of the milk period; then the calf is trained to eat supple-
mentary foods to preserve the calf-fat after weaning. A large 
calf at first receives daily three quarts of milk at three meals. 
The amount is increased to a gallons by the end of the fourth 
week, and to 14 gallons at 3 months, when gradual weaning begins. 
Linseed cake meal is specially suitable for such calves. (3) The 
calf receives full milk from the mother for one to two weeks, or 
better, for three to four weeks; then it is slowly transferred to 
fortified separated milk or milk substitutes. Cod-liver oil, a oz. 
daily, is a good substitute (or butter fat. In America cotton-seed 
oil, I oz. to the quart of milk, or an equivalent of oleomargarine 
heated to t ro° F. and churned with separated milk, has produced 
a live-weight-increase of a lb daily. Linseed simmered to a jelly 
and added to separated milk gives good results. Moderate 
amounts are easily digested. Oatmeal or maize meal containing 
ro % of linseed meal does well, later, at less cost. Milk substitutes 
and calf meals require close attention in preparation, and would 
not fetch the prices they do if feeders possessed the technical 
knowledge necessary to select and mix common foods. Ground 
cake or linseed meal is, after a time, better given dry than cooked, 
being then better masticated and not so liable to produce in-
digestion. 

Grass or fine hay in racks is provided when the calf can chew 
the cud. As cattle get older, live-weight-increase grows less. 
Smithfield weights t show that a good bullock up to a year old 
will increase a lb daily, a two-year-old xt Ib, and a three-year-old 
a little over if lb. 

Cattle feeding on a farm consume crude produce that is in-
convenient to market, and make farmyard manure; but there 
is frequently no profit left. To secure the balance on the right 

E. J. Powell, History of the Smithfield Club from 1798 to raw 
(t9o2).  

side the inlaid price per live cwt. requires to be 5s. less than the 
sale price—say 3as. per cwt. for lean cattle, and 37s. per cwt 
for the animal when sold fat and capable of producing 6o% 
of dressed beef. The ordinary animal yields only about 57%. A 
well-bred fattenin  g bullock begins with 2 lb of cake and meal 
per day, increasing to 8 lb at the end of five months (6 lb on 
an average), and receives cwt. of roots and 22 lb of straw; 
at an average cost of about ss. 3d. per imperial stone or Sot- Per 
cvet. of dressed arcase. Heifers feed faster than bullocks, and 

Age tells on the rate at which an 
animal will mature: a three-year-
old will develop into prime beef 
more quickly and easily than a 
two-year-old. It is difficult to 
produce " baby bed " at a profit, 
and it can only be done with 
picked animals of the best flesh-
producing breeds, which cannot be 
bought at a price per cwt below 
the finished sale price, for animals 
producing baby beef must from 
start to finish (under two years 
old) be at all times fit to go to 
the fat market. It is true that 
a very young animal can give a 

better account of food than an older one, but this advantage 
is counterbalanced by the tendency to vow rather than to 
fatten. (See also AGRICULTURE.) 

In cold and stormy districts cattle thrive best in covered courts, 
but in a mild climate they do equally well in open yards with 
shelter-sheds. The more air they get the less liable they are to 
tuberculosis—example Lincolnshire and the drier south-eastern 
counties. The ideal method of house-feeding cattle is singly is 
boxes to ft. square, where they are undisturbed, and where the 
best manure is made because it is not washed by rain. 

On the finest British grazing lands two lots of cattle are fed in 
one season. The first is finished early in July, having, without 
artificial feeding, laid on eight to nine stones of beef. The second 
lot requires three or four pounds of undecorticated cotton cake 
each towards the end of September and in October when grass 
begins to fail. (R W.) 

CATULLUS, GAIUS VALERIUS (t84-54 a.c.), the greatest 
lyric poet of Rome. As regards his names and the dates of his 
birth and death, the most important external witness is that of 
Jerome, in the continuation of the Eusebian Chronicle, under 
the year 87 B.C., " Gaius Valerius Catullus, scriptor lyricm 
Veronae nascitur," and under 57 B.C., " Catullus um. ittlitit 
anno Romae moritur." There is no controversy as to the gentile 
name, Vakritts. Suetonius, in his Life of Julius Caesar (ch. 73), 
mentions the poet by the names " Valerium Catullum." Other 
persons who had the cognomen Catullus belonged to the Valerian 
gens, e.g. M. Valerius Catullus Messalinus, a defame in the reign 
of Domitian, mentioned in the fourth satire of Juvenal (1. 113):— 

" Et cum mortifero prudens Veiento Catullo." 
Inscriptions show, further, that Valerins was a common name 

in the native province of Catullus, and belonged to other 
inhabitants of Verona besides the poet and his family (Schwabe, 
Quaestiones Caiullianae, p. 27). Scholars have been divided in 
opinion as to whether his praerunesen was Gains or Quintus, and 
in the best MSS. the volume is called simply Cone& Veronesens 
liber. For Gains we have the undoubted testimony, not only of 
Jerome, which rests on the much earlier authority of Suetonius. 
but also that of Apuleius. In support of @Was a passage cos 
quoted from the Natural History of Pliny (xxxvii. 6, 8t). But 
the proenomen Q. is omitted in the best MSS., and in other 
passages of the same author the poet is spoken of as " Catultos 
Veronensis." The mistake may have arisen from confusion with 
Q. Catulus, the colleague of Marius in the Cimbric War, himself 
also the author of lyrical poems. Allusions in the poems show 
that the date of his death given by Jerome (57 a.c.) is wrong. 
and that Catullus survived the second consulship of Pompey 
(55 a.c.) (cf. Iv. 6, call a), and was present in August of the 
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following year at the prosecution of Vatinius by Lidniva Calvus 
(cf. liii.). The allusion in lii. 3- 

" Per consulatum peierat Vatinius," 
does not prove that Catullus must have lived to see the consulship 
bestowed on Vatinius in the end of 47 B.C. but only that Vatinius, 
after being praetor in 55 B.C., was in the habit of boasting of the 
certainty of his attaining the consulship, as Cleopatra was in 
the habit of confirming her most solemn declarations by appealing 
to her hope of one day administering justice in the Capitol (d. 
Haupt, " Quaestiones CatulLianae," Ofruscula, vol. i. 1875). 
There is then nothing to prove that Catullus lived beyond the 
month of August 34 B.C. Some of the poems (as ',cavil. and lii.) 
may have been written during his last illness. If he died in 
S4 B.C. or early in 53 s.c., Catullus must either have been born 
later than 87 B.C., or have lived to a greater age than thirty. 
Catullus is described by Ovid as " hedera iuvenalia cinctus 
Tempora " (Amor. lii. 9. 61),—a description somewhat more 
suitable to a man who dies in his thirtieth year than to one who 
dies three or four years later. Further, the age at which a man 
dies is more likely to be accurately remembered than the 
particular date either of his death or of his birth, and the common 
practice of recording the age of the deceased in sepulchral 
inscriptions must have rendered a mistake about this less likely 
to occur. It seems, therefore, on the whole, most likely that 
Jerome's words " mt. aetatis anno " are correct, and that 
Catullus was born in 84 B.C. 

The statement that he was born at Verona is confirmed by 
passages in Ovid and Martial. Pliny the elder, who was born at 
Como, speaks of Catullus in the preface to his Natural History, 
as his " countryman" (conkrranests), and the poet speaks of 
Verona as his home, or at least his temporary residence, in more 
than one place. His occasional residence in his native place is 
further attested by the statement of Suetonius (Julius Caesar, 
73), that " Julius Caesar accepted the poet's apology for his 
scurrilous verses upon him, invited him to dine with him on the 
same day, and continued his intimacy with his father as before." 
As this inddent could only have happened during the time that 
Julius Caesar was pro-consul, the scene of it must have been in 
the Cisalpine province, and at the house of the poet's father, in 
or near Verona. The verses apologized for were those contained 
in poems xxix. and Ivii., the former of which must have been 
written after Caesar's invasion of Britain, so that this interview 
probably took place in the winter of 55-54 B.C. The fact that 
his father was the host of the great pro-consul, and lived on terms 
of intimacy with him, justifies the inference, that he was, in 
wealth and rank, one of the principal men of the province. The 
only other important statement concerning the poet's life which 
rests on external authority is that of Apuleius, that the real name 
of the Lesbia of the poems was Clodia. Another, which concerns 
the reputation which he enjoyed after his death, is given in the 
Life of Atticus by Cornelius Nepos (52. 4). It is to the effect that 
he regarded Lucretius and Catullus as the two greatest poets 
of his own time. 

The poems of Catullus consist of r t6 pieces, varying in length 
from 2 to 408 lines, the great mass of them being, however, short 
pieces, written in lyric, iambic or elegiac metre. The arrange-
ment cannot be the poet's; it is neither chronological nor in 
accordance with the character of the topics. The shorter poems, 
lyric or iambic, are placed first, next the longer epithalamia, 
(most being written in hexameters) amongst which the Astir 
is inserted and then those written in the elegiac metre. But, 
though no chronological order is observed, yet internal evidence 
enables us to determine the occasions on which many of the 
poems were written, and the order in which they followed one 
another. They give a very vivid image of various phases of the 
poet's life, and of the strong feelings with which persons and 
things affected him. They throw much light also on the social 
life of Rome and of the provincial towns of Italy in the years 
preceding the outbreak of the second civil war. In this respect 
they may be compared with the letters of Cicero. 

The poems extend over a period of seven or eight years, from 
6s or 62 till 54 B.C. Among the earliest are those which record  

the various stages of the author's passion for Lesbia. It is in 
connexion with this passion that he is generally mentioned, or 
alluded to, by the later Roman poets, such as Propertius, Ovid, 
Juvenal and Martial. Her real name, as we learn from Apuleius, 
was Clodia. The admiration of Catullus for Sappho, the Lesbian 
poetess, which is dearly indicated by the imitation of her language 
in his fifty-first and sixty-second poems, affords an obvious 
explanation of the Greek name which he gave to his Roman 
mistress. Clodia was the notorious sister of Publius Clodius 
Pulcher, and in the year 56 she charged M. Caelius Rufus, after 
tiring of him, as she had of Catullus, with an attempt to poison 
her. It was in defence of Rufus that Cicero described the spell 
she exercised over young men, in language which might have 
been applied to her previous relations with the youthful poet, 
as well as those with the youthful orator and politician. 

Poem.,  concerning Lesbia occur among both the earliest and 
the latest of those contained in the series. They record the 
various stages of passion through which Catullus passed, from 
absolute devotion and a secure sense of returned affection, 
through the various conditions of distrust and jealousy, attempts 
at renunciation, and short-lived " amoris integrationes," through 
the " odi et amo " state, and the later state of savage indignation 
against both Lesbia and his rivals, and especially against Caelius 
Rufus, till he finally attains, not without much suffering and loss, 
the last state of scornful indifference. Among the earliest of 
the poems connected with Lesbia, and among those written in 
the happiest vein, are ti. and iii., and v. and vii. The 8th, " Miser 
Catulle, desinas ineptire," perhaps the most beautiful of them 
all, expresses the first awakening of the poet to a sense of her 
unworthiness, before the gentler have given place to the fiercer 
feelings of his nature. His final renunciation is sent in a poem 
written after his return from the East, with a union of imaginative 
and scornful power, to his two butts, Furius and Aurelius (xi., 
" Furi et Aureli, comites Catulli "), who, to judge by the way 
Catullus writes of them, appear to have been hangers-on upon 
him, who repaid the pecuniary and other favours they received 
by giving him grounds for jealousy, and making imputations 
on his character (cf. xv., xvi., xviii., 

The intrigue of Caelius Rufus with Lesbia began in 50 or 58 
B.C. It was probably in the earlier stages of this liaison that the 
68th poem was written, from which it appears that Catullus, 
at the time living at Verona, and grieving for the recent death of 
his brother in the Troad, had heard of Lesbia's infidelity, and, in 
consideration of her previous faithlessness in his favour, was not 
inclined to resent it very warmly. Two other poems in the 
series express the grief which Catullus felt for the death of his 
brother,—one, the 65th, addressed to the orator Hortensius, 
who is there, as in some of Cicero's letters, called Hortalus or 
Ortalus, and sent to him along with the Coma Bcrenices (lxvi.), 
a translation of a famous elegy of Callimachus. The other poem 
referring to this event (ci.) must have been composed some years 
later, probably in 56 B.C., when Catullus visited his brother's 
tomb in the Troad, on his return from Bithynia. Between so 
and 57 B.C. most of the lampoons on Lesbia and her numerous 
lovers must have been written (e.g. XXXVii., xxxix., &c.). Some, 
too, of the poems expressive of his more tender feelings to her, 
such as viii. and lxxvi. belong also to these years; and among 
the poems written either during this period or perhaps in the 
early and happier years of his liaison, some of the most charming 
of his shorter pieces, expressing the affection for his young friends 
Verannius and Fabullus (ix., xii., xiii.), may be included. 

In the year 57 the routine of his life was for a short time broken 
by his accompanying the propraetor C. Memmius, the friend to 
whom Lucretius dedicates his great poem, as one of his staff, 
to the province of Bithynia. His object was probably to better 
his fortunes by this absence from Rome, as humorous complaints 
of poverty and debt (xlli., xxvi.) show that his ordinary means 
were insufficient for his mode of life. He frankly acknowledges 
the disappointment of these hopes, and still more frankly his 
disgust with his chief (x., xxviii.). Some of the most charming 
and perfect among the shorter poems express the delight with 
which the poet changed the dulness and sultry climate of the 
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province for the freedom and keen enjoyment of his voyage 
home in his yacht, built for him at Amastris on the Euxine, 
and for the beauty and peace of his villa on the shores of Lake 
Benacus, which welcomed him home " wearied with foreign 
travel." To this period and to his first return to Rome after his 
visit to his native district belong the poems xlvi., ci., iv., xxxi. 
and x., all showing by their freshness of feeling and vivid truth 
of expression the gain which the poet's nature derived from his 
temporary escape from the passions, distractions and animosities 
of Roman society. Two poems, written in a very genial and 
joyous spirit, and addressed to his younger friend Licinius 
Calvus (xiv. and 1.), who is ranked as second only to himself 
among the lyrical poets of the age, and whose youthful promise 
pointed him out as likely to become one of the greatest of Roman 
orators, may, indeed, with most probability be assigned to these 
later years (xiv.). From the expression " Odissem to odio 
Vatiniano," in the third line of xiv., it may be inferred that the 
poem was written not earlier than December (the " Saturnalia ") 
of the year 56 B.C., as it was early in that year, as we learn from 
a letter of Cicero to his brother Quintus (ii. 4. x), that Calvus 
first announced his intention of prosecuting Vatinius. The 
short poem numbered Mi. would be written in August 54 B.C. 
The poems which have left the greatest stain on the fame of 
Catullus—those " referta contumeliis Caesaris," the licentious 
abuse of Ala murm ,and probably some of those personal scurrili ties 
addressed to women as well as men, or too frank confessions, 
which posterity would willingly have let die, may well have been 
written in the last years of his life, under the influence of the 
bitterness and recklessness induced by his experience. It cannot 
be determined with certainty whether the longer and more 
artistic pieces, which occupy the middle of the volume—the 
Epiatalantiu m in cckbra lion of the marriage of Manlius Torquatus, 
the 62nd poem, written in imitation of the Epithalamia of 
Sappho, " Vesper adest: iuvenes, consurgite "; the Allis, and the 
Epic Idyll representing the marriage festival of Pcleus and Thetis 
—belong to the earlier or the later period of the poet's career. 
If the person addressed in the first part of the 68th is the Manlius 
of the Epilhalamium, and the lines from 3 to 8- 

" Naufragum ut eiectum 	pervigilat," .  
refer to the death of Vinia, it would follow that the first Epitha-
lamium was written some time before that poem, and thus belongs 
to the earlier time. While the translations of Sappho,- 

" Ille mi par ease deo videtur," 
and of Callimachus (lxvi.),— 

" Omnia qui magni dispexit lumina mundi," 
belong to the earlier period, the Allis and the Pam: and Thais; 
although perhaps suggested by the treatment of the same or 
similar subjects in Greek authors, are executed with such power 
and originality as declare them to be products of the most 
vigorous stage in the development of the poet's genius. That his 
genius came soon to maturity is a reason for hesitation in assign-
ing any particular time between 62 and 54 B.C. for the composition 
of the Allis and of that part of the Epithalamium (" Peliaco 
quondam prognatae vertice pinus ") which deals with the 
main subject of the poem. But the criticism of Munro in his 
edition of Lucretius, which shows similarities of expression 
that cannot be mere casual coincidences, between the Ariadne-
episode in the Epithalamium of Catullus (from line 52 to 266) 
and the poem of Lucretius, leaves little doubt that that portion 
at least of the poem was written after the publication of the 
De serum nalura, in the winter of 55-54 B.C. 

No ancient author has left a more vivid impression of himself 
on his writings than Catullus. Coming to Rome in early youth 
from a distant province, not at that time included within the 
limits of Italy, he lived as an equal with the men of his time of 
most intellectual activity and refinement, as well as of highest 
social and political eminence. Among those to whom his poems 
are addressed, or who are mentioned in them, we find the names 
of Hortensius, Cicero, Cornelius Nepos, Licinius Calvus, Helvius 
Cinna and Asinius Polk, then only a youth (xii. 8). Catullus 
brought into this circle the genius of a great poet, the social  

vivacity of a vigorous nature, the simplicity and sincerity of as 
unambitious, and the warmth of an affectionate disposition. 
He betrays all the sensitiveness of the poetic temperament, but 
it is never the sensitiveness of vanity, for he is characterized by 
the modesty rather than the self-confidence which accompanies 
genius, but the sensitiveness of a heart which gives and expects 
more sympathy and loyalty in friendship than the world either 
wants or cares to give in return. He shows also in some of his 
lighter pieces the fastidiousness of a refined taste, intolerant of 
all boorishness, pedantry, affectation and sordid Ways of life. 
The passionate intensity of his temperament displays itself with 
similar strength in the outpourings of his animosity as of his 
love and affection. It was, unfortunately, the fashion of the 
time to employ in the expression of these animosities a licence 
of speech and of imputation which it is difficult for men living 
under different social conditions to understand, still mote 
difficult to tolerate. Munro has examined the 29th poem- 

" Quis hoc potest videre, quis potest pati," 
the longest and most important of the lampoons on Caesar and 
Mamurm, and shown with much learning and acuteness the 
motives and intention of Catulius in writing them. Had Julius 
Caesar really believed, as Suetonius, writing two hundred years 
afterwards, says he did, that " an eternal stigma had been cast 
upon him by the verses concerning Mamurra," we should 
scarcely apply the word magnanimity to his condonation of the 
offence. But these verses survive as a memorial not of anj 
scandal affecting Julius Caesar which could possibly have been 
believed by his contemporaries, but of the licence of speed 
which was then indulged in, of the jealousy with which ale 
younger members of the Roman aristocracy, who a little later 
fought on the side of Pompey, at that time regarded the ascend-
ancy both of the " father-in-law and the son-in-law," and the 
social elevation of some of their instruments, and also, to a 
certain extent, of the deterioration which the frank and generous 
nature of Catullus underwent front the passions which wasted. 
and the faithlessness which marred his life. 

The great age of Latin poetry extends from about the year 
6o B.C. till the death of Ovid in r 7 A.D. There are three marked 
divisions in this period, each with a distinct character of its own 
the first represented by Lucretius and Catullus, the second by 
Virgil and Horace, the last by Ovid. Force and sincerity ire the 
great characteristics of the first period, maturity of art .& the 
second, facility of the last. The educating influence of Greek 
art on the Roman mind was first fully experienced in the Cicer-
onian age, and none of his contemporaries was so susceptible of 
that influence as Catullus. With the susceptibility to art be 
combined a large share of the vigorous and genial qualities of the 
Italian race. Like most of his younger contemporariesi be 
studied in the school of the Alexandrine poets, with whom the 
favourite subjects of art were the passion of love, and stories 
from the Greek mythology, which admitted of being treated in a 
spirit similar to that in which they celebrated their own experi-
ences. It was under this influence that CatuUus wrote the Cow 
Berenice:, the 68th poem, which, after the manner of the Alex-
andrines, interweaves the old tale of Protesilaus and Laodarnia 
with the personal experiences of the poet himself, and the 
Epithalamium of Pelcus and Thetis, which combines twopictures 
from the Greek mythology, one of the secure happiness of mar-
riage, the other of the passionate despair of love betrayed. In 
this last poem Catullus displays a power of creative pictorial 
imagination far transcending that displayed in any of the extant 
poetry of Alexandria. We have no means of determioing what 
suggested the subject of the Allis to Catullus, whether the previous 
treatment of the subject by some Greek writer, some survival 
of the myth which he found still existing during his residence 
among the "Thrygii Campi," or the growth of.various forms of 
Eastern superstition and fanaticism, at Rome, in the last age of 
the Republic. Whatever may have been its origin, it is the 
finest specimen we possess, in either Greek or Latin literature. 
of that kind of short poem more common in modern than ancient 
times, in which some situation or passion entirely alien to the 
writer, and to his own age, is realized with dramatic intermit:- 
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But the genius of Catullus is, perhaps, even happier in the direct 
expression of personal feeling than in artistic creation, or the 
reproduction of tales and situations from mythology. The 
warmth, int -nsity and sincerity of his own nature are the 
sources of the inspiration in these poems. The most elaborate 
and one of the finest of them is the 4W:a Jainism in honour of 
the marriage of a member of the old house of Manlius Torquatus 
with rmia Aurunculeia, written in the glyconic in combination 
with the pherecratean metre. To this metre Catullus imparts 
a peculiar lightness and grace by making the trochee, instead 
of the spondee as in Horace's glyconics and pherecrateans, the 
fast foot in the line. His elegiac metre is constructed with 
las smoothness and regularity than that of Ovid and Tibullus 
or even of Propertius, but as employed by him it gives a true 
echo to the serious and plaintive feelings of some of his poems, 
while it adapts itself, as it did later in the hands of Martial, 
to the epigrammatic terseness of his invective. But the perfec-
tion of the art of Catullus is seen in his employment of those 
metres which he adapted to the Latin tongue from the earlier 
poets of Greece, the pure iambic trimeter, as in iv.- 

" Phaselus ale quem videtis hospites," 
the season iambic, employed in viii. and xxxi.— 

Paeninsularum, Sirmio, insuLlrumque," 
sad the phalecian hendecasyllabic, a slight modification of the 
Sapphic line, which is his favourite metre for the expression of 
his more joyful moods, and of his lighter satiric vein. The Latin 
language never flowed with such ease, freshness and purity as in 
these poems. Their perfection consists in the entire absence of 
all appearance of effort or reflection, and in the fulness of life and 
feeling, which gives a lasting interest and charm to the most 
trivial incident of the passing hour. In reference to these poems 
Munro has said with truth and force: " A generation had yet to 
pats before the heroic attained to Its perfection; while he 
(Catunus) had already produced glyconics, phalecians and 
iambics, each ' one entire and perfect chrysolite,' ' cunningest 
patterns' of excellence, such as Latium never saw before or 
after,—Akaeus, Sappho, and the rest then and only then having 
met their match." 

The work of Catulus has not come down to us intact, as is shown 
by lacunae and quotations in ancient writers which cannot now be 
found in his poems. Out of the MSS. only three have claims to 
intrinsic importance. The oldest and best appears to be the Bodleian 
(f_ason. lo). But little inferior is the Soagernianensis (Par. 14137). 
19f the thud, the Romania, we shall be better able to judge when Its 
discoverer. Prof. W. G. Hale, has published his collation. None of 
three MSS. are older than the 14th century. One poem. 62. is, 
Weever, preserved in a MS. of "the 9th century (the Tkuoneus, 
Par. 8070. Prof. R. Ellis's discovery of the B odleian MS. and E. 
Baehrens's recognition of its value opened a new chapter in the 
history of the text. Ellis's contributions comprise an indispensable 
commentary (ed. 2, 1889), an elaborate critical edition (ed. 2, 1878) 
and an English translation (1871) in the metres of the original. 
The text in the Oxford series, published in 1905. is inferior to those 
specified below. -Baehrens's edition, 2 volumes (text 1876, the 
second edition by K. P. Schulze is a misnomer; and Latin com- 
mentary 1885) is still of value. Amongst other editions with critical 
Or exratory notes or both may be mentioned those of A. Riese 
(MN Schwabe (1886, with index verborunt), B. Schmidt (1887), 
J. P. ostgate (1889, text differing little from that in the new C0700 

Peerania), E. Benoist and E. Thomas. with French translation br 
Rostand vols., 11382-189o), S. G. Owen (1893, an Edition de luxe , 
W. T. Merrill (1893, Boston, U.S.A., with succinct English notes , 
A. Palmer (1896, one of the best of this scholar's works); M. Haupt s 
test of the three poets Catullus,-Tibullus and Propertius, edited by 
J. Vahlen, reached its sixth edition in 1904. Of the numerous 
contributions to the textual and literary criticism of the poems may 
be named the papers in M. Haupt's Opszcsila, 1.. Schwabe's Quaes-
risna  (1862), B. Schmidt's Proktomena, H. A. J. Munro's 
&Weiner and Elucidations_ of Catullus (1878; second edition by 
J. D. Duff. i9o3). Translations into English verse by J. Cranstoun 
(1867), Sir T. Martin (1861, 1876), R.. Ellis (above); a recent version 
in prose with the Latin text by F. W. Cornish (1904). For further 
information see TeuHel's History of Roman Literature (tr. by Warm), 

254, or the more recent accounts by M. Schanz, Geschichie der 
reuisches Litteraiser. L ft r02-106, and Fred6ric Plessis. La Pottle 
:ohm 0900 111%. 143-173. (W. Y. S.; X.) 

CAMBS. the name of a distinguished family of ancient Rome 
of the gear Lutatia. The following are its most important 
members. 

r. Gatos Ltrrarrus CAT01.1211, Roman commander during 
the First Punic War, consul 242 B.C. He was sent with a fleet 
of aoo ships to Sicilian waters and almost without opposition 
occupied the harbours of Lilyba eum and Drepanum. A hurriedly 
equipped fleet sent out from Carthage under Hanno was inter-
cepted by the praetor Publics Valerius Falto and totally defeated 
(battle of the Aegates Islands, March so ;  241). Catulus, who 
had been wounded at Drepanum, took no part in the operations, 
but on his return to Rome was accorded the honour of a triumph, 
which against his will he shared with Valerius. (See Purim 
WARS: First, ad fin.). 

2. QUINTUS LUTATIUS CATULUS, Roman general and consul 
with Marius in 102 B.C. In the war against the Cimbri and 
Teutones he was sent to defend the passage of the Alps but 
found himself compelled to retreat over •  the Po, his troops 
having been reduced to a state of panic (see Mantis, Gains). 
In ior the Cimbri were defeated on the Raudine plain, near 
Vercellae, by the united armies of Catulus and Marius. The 
chief honour being ascribed to Marius, Catulus became his 
bitter opponent. He sided with Sulla in the civil war, was 
included in the proscription list of 87, and when Marius declined 
to pardon him, committed suicide. He was distinguished as an 
orator, poet and prose writer, and was well versed in Greek 
literature. He is said to have written the history of his consul-
ship and the Cimbrian War after the manner of Xenophon; two 
epigrams by him have been preserved, one on Roscius the 
celebrated actor (Cicero, De Nat. Deorum, i. 28), the other of an 
erotic character, imitated from Callimachus (Genius xix. 9). 
He• was a man of great wealth, which he spent in beautifying 
Rome. Two buildings were known as " Monuments Catuli ": 
the temple of Fortuna hujusce diei, to commemorate the day of 
Vercellae, and the Porticus Catuli, built from the sale of the 
Cimbrian spoils. 

See Plutarch, Marius, Saes; Appian, B.C. 1. 74; Vell. Pat. 
ii. at ; Florus ill. 21; VaL Max. vi. 3, ix. 13; Cicero, De Ombra. 
iii. 3. 8, Drums, 33. 

3. QUINTUS LIITATIVB •CATIILVIS (c. 120-61 B.C.), sometimes 
called Capitolinus, son of the above, consul in 102. He inherited 
his father's hatred of Marius, and was a consistent though 
moderate supporter of the aristocracy. In 78 he was consul with 
Marcus Aemilius Lepidus, who after the death of Sulla proposed 
the overthrow of his constitution, the re-establishment of the 
distribution of grain, the recall of the banished, and other 
democratic measures. Catulus vigorously opposed this, and a 
temporary compromise was effected. But Lepidus, having 
levied -troops in his province of Transalpine Gaul, returned to 
Rome at the head of an army. Catulus defeated him at the 
Mulvian bridge and near Cosa in Etruria, and Lepidus made his 
escape to Sardinia, where he died soon afterwards. In 67 and 66 
Catulus unsuccessfully opposed, as prejudicial to constitutional 
freedom, the Gabinian and Manilian laws, which conferred 
special powers upon Pompey (q.v.). He consistently opposed 
Caesar, whom he endeavoured to implicate in the Catilinarian 
conspiracy. Caesar, in return, accused him of embezzling public 
money during the reconstruction of the temple on the Capitol, 
and proposed to obliterate his name from the inscription and 
deprive him of the office of commissioner for its restoration. 
Catulus's supporters rallied round him, and Caesar dropped the 
charge. Catulus was the last primps sonatas of republican 
times; he held the office of censor also, but soon resigned, being 
unable to agree with his colleague Licinius Crassus. Although 
not a man of great abilities, Catulus exercised considerable 
influence through his political consistency and his undoubted 
solicitude for the welfare of the state. 

See Sallust, Cantina, 35. 49; Dio Cassius matvL 13; Plutarch, 
Crassus; Suetonius, Caesar, zs. 

CAUB, or KAUB, a town of Germany, in the Prussian province 
of Hesse-Nassau, on the right bank of the Rhine, 28 m. N.W. 
from Wiesbaden, on the railway from Frankfort-on-Main to 
Cologne. Pop. 2200. It has a Roman Catholic and an Evangeli-
cal church, and a statue of Blitcher. The trade mainly consists of 
the wines of the district. On a crag above the town stands the 
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imposing ruin of Gutenfels, and facing it, on a rock in the middle 
of the Rhine, the small castle Pfalz, or Pfalzgrafenstein, where, 
according to legend, the Palatine countesses awaited their 
confinement, but which in reality served as a toll-gate for 
merchandise on the Rhine. 

Caub, first mentioned in the year 983, originally belonged to 
the lords of Falkenstein, passed in t277 to the Rhenish Pala-
tinate, and attained civic rights in 1374. Here Blucher crossed 
the Rhine with the Prussian and Russian armies, on New Year's 
night 1813-1814, in pursuit of the French. 

CAUCA, a large coast department of Colombia, South 
America, lying between the departments of Bolivar, Antioquia, 
Caldas and Tolima on the E, and the Pacifit Ocean and Panama 
on the W., and extending from the Caribbean Sea S. to the 
department of Narino. Pop. (1905, estimate) aoo,000; area 
26,930 sq. m. Although Cauca was deprived of extensive 
territories on the upper Caquetk and Putumayo, and of a large 
area bordering on Ecuador in the territorial redistribution of 
1905, it remained the largest department of the republic. The 
Western Cordillera, traversing nearly its whole length from south 
to north, and the Central Cordillera; forming a part of its eastern 
frontier, give a very mountainous character to the region. It in-
cludes, besides, the fertile and healthful valley of the upper Cauca, 
the hot, low valley of the Atrato, and a long coastal plain on 
the Pacific. The region is rich in mines and valuable forests, 
but its inhabitants have made very little progress in agriculture 
because there are not adequate transportation facilities. The 
capital of the department is Popayin at its southern extremity, 
with an estimated population in 1905 of to,000, other important 
towns are Cali (t6,000), Buga, Cartago and Buenaventura. 

CAUCASIA, or CAUCASUS, a governor-generalship of Russia, 
occupying the isthmus between the Black Sea and the Sea of 
Azov on the west and the Caspian Sea on the east, as well as 
portions of the Armenian highlands. Its northern boundary 
is the Kuma-Manych depression, a succession of narrow, half-
desiccated lakes and river-beds, only temporarily filled with 
water and connecting the Manych, a tributary of the Don, with 
the Kuma, which flows into the Caspian. This depression is 
supposed to be a relic of the former post-Pliocene connexion 
between the Black Sea and the Caspian, and is accepted by most 
geographers as the natural frontier between Europe and Asia, 
while others make the dividing-line coincide with the principal 
water-parting of the Caucasus mountain system. The southern 
boundary of Caucasia is in part coincident with the river Aras 
(Araxes), in part purely conventional and political. It was 
shifted several times during the r9th century, but now suds 
from a point on the Black Sea, some 20 m. south of Batum, in a 
south-easterly and easterly direction to Mt. Ararat, and thence 
along the Aras to within 3o m. of its confluence with the Kura, 
where it once more turns south-east, and eventually strikes the 
Caspian at Astara (30e 351  N.). This large territory, covering an 
area of 180,843 sq. m., and having in 1897 9.248,695 inhabitants 
(51 per sq. m.), may be divided into four natural zones or sections: 
—(i.) the plains north of the Caucasus mountains, comprising 
the administrative division of Northern Caucasia; (ii.) the 
Caucasus range and the highlands of Daghestan; (iii) the 
valleys of the Rion and the Kura, between the Caucasus range 
and the highlands of Armenia; and (iv.) the highlands of 
Armenia. 

(i.) The plains of Northern Caucasia, which include most of the 
provinces of Kuban and Terek and of the government of Stavropol, 
slope gently downwards from the foot of the Caucasus range towards 
the Kuma-Manych depression. It is only in their centre that they 
reach altitudes of as much as 2000-2500 ft. e.g. in the Stavropol 
" plateau," which stretches northwards, separating the tributaries 
of the Kubafi from those of the Terek and the Kuma. Towards the 
foothills of the Caucasus they are clothed with thick forests, while 
in the west they merge into the steppes of south Russia or end in 
marshy ground, choked with reeds and rushes, in the delta of the 
Kuban. In the north and east they give place, as the Manych and 
the coasts of the Caspian are approached, to arid. sandy, stony 
steppes. The soil of these plains is generally very fertile and they 
support a population of nearly 2,800,000 Russians, composed of 
Cossacks and peasant immigrants, settled chiefly along the rivers 
and grouped in large, wealthy villages. They carry on agriculture— 

wheat-growing on a large scale—with the aid of modern agrialtaral 
machines, and breed cattle and horses. Vines are extesively 
cultivated on the low levels. and a variety of domestic trades are 
prosecuted in the villages. The higher parts of the plains. which are 
deeply trenched by the upper tributaries of the rivers, are ushabited 
by various Caucasian races—Kabardians and Cherkeses (Cr-
cassians) in the west, Ossetes in the middle, and several triad 
elements from Daghestan, described under the general name rf 
Chechens, in the east, while nomadic Nogai Tatars and Turicommuis 
occupy the steppes. 

(ii.) The Caucasus range runs from north -west to south-east from 
the Strait of Kerch to the Caspian Sea for a length of coo m., with a 
varying breadth of 3o to 140 m.. and covers a surface of 12,ocio m 
The orographical characteristics of the Caucasus are described in 
detail under that heading. 

(iii.) The combined valleys of tke Runt and the Kum which inter 
vcne between the Caucasus and the Armenian highlands, aid mods 
their axes north-west and south-east respectively, embrace the most 
populous and most fertile parts of Caucasia. They correspood 
roughly with the governments of Kutais, Tiflis, Elisavetpol and 
Baku, and have a population of nearly 3.630,000. The two valleys 
are separated by the low ridge of the Scram or Meshes mountains. 

Spurs from the Caucasus and from the Armenian highlands fill op 
the broad latitudinal depression between them. Above (i.e. west of) 
Tiflis these spurs so far intrude into the valley that it is reduced to a 
narrow strip in breadth. But below that aty it suddenly widens 
out, and the width gradually increases through the stretch of 33o at 
to the Caspian, until in the Mugan steppe along that sea it measures 
too m. in width. The snow-dad peaks of the main Caucasus, 
descending by short, steep slopes, fringe the valley on the earth. 
while an abrupt escarpment, having the characteristics of a healer 
ridge of the Armenian highlands, fronts it on the south. The boor of 
the valley slopes gently eastwards, from 1200 ft. at Tiflis to sou It 
in the middle, and to 83 ft. below normal sea-level beside the Cassias 
But the uniformity of the slope is interrupted by a plateau (moo-
3000 ft. in altitude) along the southern foothills of the east central 
Caucasus, in the region known as Kalchetia, drained by the Alamo, 
a left-hand tributary of the Kura. The deep, short gorges and glees 
which seam the southern slopes of the Caucasus are inhabited by 
Ossetes, Tushes, Pshays and Khevsurs in the west, and by V360111 
tribes of Lesghians in the east. In these high and stony valkys 
every available patch of ground is utilized for the cultivation d 
barley, even up to altitudes of 700o and Bono ft. above the Weld 
the sea; but cattle-breeding is the principal resource of the mama 
mincers, whose little communities are often separated from ace 
another by passes, few of which are lower than 10,030 ft. The 
steppes along the bottom of the principal valley are for the most pert 
too dry to be cultivated without irrigation. It is only in 
where numerous mountain streams supply the fields and ip= 
the plateau of Alazan, that wheat, millet and maize are grows. 
and orchards, vineyards and mulberry plantations are pose'We. 
Lower down the valley cattle-breeding is the chief source of watch. 
while in the small towns and villages of the former Georgian kingdom 
various petty trades, exhibiting a high development of artistic woe 
and technical skill, are widely diffused. The slopes of the Armenia 
highlands are clothed with fine forests, and the vine is grows at then 
base, while on the wide-stretching steppes the Turko-Tatars paten 
cattle, horses and sheep. The lower part of the Kura valley ammo 
the character of a dry steppe, the rainfall not reaching 14 in. asaamBy 
at Baku. and it is stall less in the Wigan ste ppe , though quite stns. 
dant in the adjacent region of Lenkosan. The vegetation of the 
steppe is on the whole scanty. Trees are generally abase[, except 
for thickets of poplars. dwarf oaks and tamarisks aloeie 
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the Kura, the delta of which is smothered under a ju 	reeds and 
rushes. The Mugan steppe is, however, in spite its *rem a 
more fertile region in virtue of the irrigation practised i but the Kura 
has excavated its bed too deeply to admit of that being done akom 
its course. The Lenkoran district, sometimes called Talyshoto the 
western side of the Kizil-Agach bay, is blessed with a rich vegetation. 
a fertile soil, and a moist climate. 

	

The inhabitants of the Kura valley consist p• " 	of Iranian 
Tates and Talyshes. of Armenians and Lesghans, wfthAnemias, 
Jews and Arabs. This conjoint valley of the Rion-Kura was in 
remote antiquity the site of several Greek adonisl serdemesru. 
later the seat of successive kingdoms of the Georgians, and for ces-
turies it has formed a bulwark against hostile invasions from the 
south and east. It is stab inhabited chiefly by Georgian tram-
Gurians, Imeretians, Mingrelians, Svanetians—in the basin of the 
Rion. and by Georgians intermingled with Armenians in the valley of 
the Kura. while the steppes that stretch away from the lower coarse 
of the latter river are ranged over by Turko-Tatars. Mingrefia rid 
Imeretia (valley of Rion) are the gardens of Caucasia. but the hick 
valleys of Svanetia, farther north on the south slopes of the Canalises 
mountains, are wild and difficult of access. In the cultivated parts 
the land is so exceedingly fertile and productive that it "lib for 
almost fabulous prices, and its value is still further enhanced by 
the discovery of manganese and copper mines in the basin of the 
Rion, and of the almost inexhaustible supplies of naphtha and 
petroleum at Baku in the Apsheron peninsula. The principal 
products of the soil are mentioned lower down, while the gemal 
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character of the vegetation is indicated under CAUCAsus: Western 
Caucasus. In the basin of the Rion, in that of the Chorokh (which 
runs off the Pantie highlands into the Black Sea south of &num). and 
on the BlackSea littoral from Batt northwards to Sukhum-lcaleh, 
and beyond, the climate is extremely hot and the rainfall heavy 
(see under Climate below). It is in this valley that the principal 
towns (except Vladikavkaz at the north loot of the Caucasus) of 
Caucassa are situated, namely, Baku (179,133 inhabitants in 190o), 
Tiflis (160,645 in 1897), Kutais (32,492), and the two Black Sea ports 
of Batum (28,41a) and Poti (7666). 

(iv.) The highlands of Armenia are sometimes designated the 
Minor Caucasus, Little Caucasus and Anti-Caucasus. But to use 
such terms for what is not only an independent, but also an older, 
c=iaphical formation than the Caucasus tends to perpetuate 
confusion in geographical nomenclature. The Armenian highlands. 
which run generally parallel to the Caucasus. though at much lower 
elevations (s000-floocrft.), are a plateauregion, sometimes quite flat, 
sometimes gently undulating, clothed with luxuriant meadows and 
mostly cultivable. 'from it rise double or triple ranges connected 
by croarridges andsphied with outer spurs. These double and triple 
ranges, which have a general elevation of 8500-10,000 ft., stretch 
from the south-east angle of the Black Sea, 400 m. south-eastwards 
to the Kara-dagh and Salavat mountains in north Persia, and the 
latter link them on to the Elburz mountains that skirt the southern 
end of the Caspian Sea. Various names are given to the different 
parts of the constituent ranges, or, perhaps more correctly. elongated 
groups of mountains. The Ajar, Akhalt-sikh and Meskes or Tnalety 
groups in the west are succeeded farther east by the Somkhet, 
Murguz, Genii and Karabakh sections, forming the southern rim 
of the Kura basin, while parallel with them, but farther south, run 
the Mokry, Mislchan, Akmangan and Paltapin ranges, marking the 
northern edge of the Aras drainage area. These two sets of parallel 
ranges are linked together transversely by the cross-ridges of 
Bezobdal, Pambak, Shah-dagh and Gok-cha. From this last 
branches off the highest range in the entire series, namely, the 
Zangezur, which soars up to tomoo ft. above the left bank of the 
Ara*. From it again there shoot away at right angles, one on each 
side, the ranges of the Dar.alagoz and Bergushet. These highlands 
exhibit very considerable evidencea of volcanic activity both in 
remote geological periods and also since the Tertiary epoch. Large 
areas are overlain with trachyte, basalt, obsidian, tuff and pumice. 
The most conspicuous features of the entire region, Mount Ararat 
(16,930 ft.) and Mount Alagoz (i3,44o ft.), are both solid masses of 
trachyte; and both rise above the limits of perpetual snow. Extinct 
volcanoes are numerous in several of the ranges, e.g. Akmangan, 
bleary, Karabakh and Egri-dagh (see below). It is in this region 
of the Armenian highlands that the largest lakes of Caucasia are 
situated, namely, the Gok-cha or Sevanga (540 sq. m. in area) at an 
altitude of 6340 ft., the Chaldir -gol (33 sq. m.) at 6520 ft., and several 
smaller ones, such as the gols of Khozapin, Khopchalu, Arpa, Top o- 
ravan and Tabiztalchur. all situated between 6500 and 7000 ft. 
above sea -level. The principal water -divide in this highland region 
is, however, the range of Egri-dagh (Ararat), which just south of 
ao° S. forms for too m. the boundary between Russian and Turkish 
Armenia, having Ararat at its eastern extremity and the extinct 
volcano of Kessa-dagh (15,260 ft.) at its western. Its importance 

i yes in the fact that it divides the streams which flow into the Black 
Sea and Caspian from those which make their way into the Persian 
Gulf. The 4ri-dagh possesses a sharply defined crest, ranges at a 
general elevation of Soto ft., is bare of timber, scantily supplied 
with water, and rugged and deeply fissured. 

The transverse water-parting between the Black Sea and the 
Caspian begins on the south side of the main range of the Caucasus. 
at Mount. Zikam (12,560 ft.), a little south-west of Kasbek, and 
runs south-west along the sinuous crests of the Bache, Suram or 
Meskes (300o-500o ft.), Vakhan (1o,ocio-11,000 ft.), Arzyan (7000-
i0,000 ft.), and its continuation the Soganluk, thus linking the 
Caucasus_ ranges with those of the Armenian highlands. This line 
of heights separates the basins of the Chorokh and the Rion (Black 
Sea) from those of the Ares and the Kura (Caspian Sea). North of 
the Caucasus ranges the water-divide between these two seas 
descends from Mount Elbruz along the Sadyrlar Mountains (1Loco 
ft.), and finally sinks into the Stavropol " plateau " (thoo ft.). But 
the main axis of the transverse upheavals would appear to be con-
tinued in a north-eastern direction in the Andi and other parallel 
ranges of Daghestan, as stated under CAUCASUS. 

i The population in this region consists principally of Armenians, 
Tatars, Turks, Kurds, °slates, Greeks, with Persians, Tates and a 
few Russians (see particulars below). 

Climate. —Owing in part to the great differences in altitude 
in different regions of Caucasia and in part to the directions in 
which the mountain ranges run, and consequently the quarters 
towards which their slopes face, the climate varies very greatly 
according to locality. Generally speaking, it may be character-
ized as a climate of extremes on the Armenian highlands, in the 
Kura valley and in northern Caucasia, and as maritime and 
genial in Lenkoran, on the Black Sea coastlands, and in the  

valley of the Rion. The greatest recorded range of temperature 
is at Erivan (altitude 3230 ft.), namely, of 64° between a January 
average of 14.o°  and an August average of 78.8° F. At Sukhum-
kaleh, on the Black Sea, the corresponding range is only 57.3 5, 
between a January average of 48.8° and an August average of 
76.1°. The highest mean temperatures for the whole year are 
those of Lenkoran (6o-3°) and of Sulchum-kakh and Poti (about 
58% and the lowest at Ardahan (5840 ft.), In the province of 
Kars, namely, 37 .9°, and at Gudaur (7245 ft.), a few miles south 
of Kasbek, namely, 38.6°. The following table gives particulars 
of temperature averages at a few typical places: — 

Place. Altitude. Annual 
Mean. 

January mean: Mean.lyean_ 

Stavropol 
Vladikavkaz 
Gudaur 
Baku 
Tiflis 
Batum 
Sochi 
Lenkoran 
Erivan 

2030 
2345 
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1 490  
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In respect of precipitation the entire region if Caucasia may 
be divided into two strikingly contrasted regions, a wet and a 
dry. To the former belong the Black Sea littoral, where the 
rainfall averages 59 to 93 in. annually, and the valleys that open 
upon it or are exposed to winds blowing off it, in which the 
rainfall varies, however, from so in. (Abbas-tuman, Borzhom) 
to 6o (Kutais). In Lenkoran also the rainfall averages ao to so 
in. in the year. Between t6 and 40 in. fall as a rule at the 
northern foot of the Caucasus (Mozdok, Pyatigorsk) and in the 
Kura valley (Tiflis, Novo-bayazet). On the Armenian highlands 
and on the steppes north of Pyatigorsk the rainfall is less than 

in. annually, and even in some places less than 8 in., e.g. at 
the foot of Ararat. Most rain falls at Batum and at Lenkoran in 
the autumn, iiknorthem Caucasia and in Transcaucasia in spring 
and summer, but in the vicinity of the Sea of Azov in winter. 

Flora and Fauna.—Plant-life, in such a mountainous country 
as Caucasia, being intimately dependent upon aspect and 
altitude, is treated under CAUCASUS. The wild animals of 
Caucasia are for the most part the same as those which frequent 
the mountainous parts of central Europe, though there is also an 
irruption of Asiatic forms, e.g. - the tiger (in Lenkoran only), 
panther, hyaena and jackal. The more important of the carni- 
vores which haunt the forests, valleys and mountain slopes are 
the bear (Ursus antes), wolf, lynx, wild cat and fox ( Puffier 
melanoius). The wild boar occurs around Borzhom. The 
aurochs (Bos taus) appears to exist still in the forests of the 
western Caucasus. Of interest for sportsmen, as well as serving 
as prey for the carnivores, are red deer, goats (Capra pallasit 
and C. aegagrus), chamois, roebuck, moufflon (Ovis musimon), 
argali or Asiatic wild sheep (0. Ammon), another species of 
sheep in 0. gmelini, and fallow deer (Capreolas pigargus) in 
northern. Caucasus only. Rodents are numerous, the mouse 
(Mu: sylvaticus) is very destructive, and beavers are met with in 
places. The birds of prey are the same as those of central 
Europe, and include the sea eagle, alpine vulture (Gyps fidour), 
buzzard, kites (Gypatus barbaus and Milvus ester), hawks 
(e.g. Asia, nisus), goshawk (A. palumbarius), fish-hawk (Pandion 
haliaBus) and owls. Among the smaller birds may be enumer- 
ated finches, the siskin, bullfinch, pipit, titmouse, wagtail, lark, 
fine-crested wren, hedge-sparrow, corn-wren, nut-hatch, starling, 
swallow; martin, swift, thrush, butcher bird, shrike, dipper, 
yellow-hammer, ortolan and a warbler (A ccenlor alpinus). The 
game birds consist of grouse, blackcock, moorhen, quail and 
partridge. The pheasant derives its name from the ancient 

• name (Phasis) of the Rion. 
In the seas and rivers about too species of fishes have been 

enumerated. Of these,1 t 5 species are Mediterranean, 3o are com-
mon to the Caspian Sea, and the remaining species are peculiar to 
the Black Sea. The most useful economically arc several species of 
sturgeon and of herring, trout, barbel, chubb, bream, ray,sea-dace, 
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• carp, anchovy. Insects abound; especially Coleoptera. Flies, 

lice, gadflies and mosquitoes are the worst of the insect plagues. 
There are several snakes, including the viper (Pelias bents). 

Eshnoiogy.-The population of Caucasia is increasing rapidly. 
In 1897 it numbered 9,291,090, of whom 4,886,230 were males 
and 4,404,867  were females. The most densely-peopled provinces 
were Kutais and Tiflis, each with 8o inhabitants to the square 
mile; the thinnest the Black Sea government (zoj per sq. In.), 
Terek (3r), and Kars (39). Of the total population 3,7:5,543 
lived in northern Caucasia and 5,564,547  in Transcaucasia 
{including Daghestan). In the latter territorial division there 
exists a great disproportion between the sexes, namely, to every 
zoo males only 86 females; indeed in the Black Sea government 
there are only 65.5 females to every zoo males. Ethnologically 
the population belongs to a great variety of races. The older 
authorities asserted that these numbered as many as 15o, or even 
Soo; the more recent researches of Baron P. V. Uslar, F. Anton 
von Schiefner, Zagursky, and others have greatly reduced this 
number; but even then there are not less than fifty represented. 

According to the languages spoken the populations of Caucasia 
admit of being classified as follows,' according to Senator N. 
Trointaky, president of the Russian Census Committee for :897. 

ARYANS 	. ... 	4,901,412 
Slays 3,183,870 

Great Russians 	  1 829 
Little Russians 	  1 305 463 
White Russians 19,642 
Poles 	  25,117 

Germans  	47,391 
Greeks 	  100,299 
Rumanians 	  7.232  
French and Italians 1 ,435 
Lithuanians 	  6,687 

Lithuanians proper 5,121 
Letts 	  1 511 

Iranians  	3 1 5,69 
Persians 13.929 
Talyshes 34,994 
Tates 	  95,056 
Ossetes 171,716 

Kurds 	  99,836 
Armenians 1,116,461 
Gypsies 	  3,04 1  

SEMITES  	46,739 
Jews  	40,498 
Chaldaeans (Aisors) 5,353 

URAL-ALTAIANS 	 1 902  142 
Finns 7,422 

Esthonians 	  4,28 1 
Turko-Tatars 1 ,879,908  

Tatars 1 509 785 
Osmanli Turks 	  139,419 
Nogai Tatars 	  64 048 
Turkomans 24,522 
Bashkirs 	  
rhuvashes 

953 
41 1  

'Kirghiz 98  
Sams 	  158 
Karachais 	 ... . 27,222 
Kumyks 	  83,408 
Kara-papalcs 29,902 
Kalmucks 	. 	...... . 1 4,409 

CAUCASIANS 	. 	. 	. 	. 	2,439,071 
GeOqians 	(including Imeretians, 	Gur- 

tans, Svanetians, 	Lazes, 	Mingrel- 
ians, &c.) 	  1 ,352 .455 

Circassians 
Cherkesses (Adighch) and Kabardians . 	. 144,847 
Abkhasians 	 72,103 

Chechens ' 274,318 
Chechens proper 226 498  
Ingushes' 	  47 ,409 
Kistines 4 1 3 

Lesgkians 600,5 1 4 
Avaro-Andians 	  212 692 
Darghis 130,209 
Kurins 159,213 
Udins 	  7.100 
Others 91 300  

Premier Recensement genteel de Is population de rernpire de Russie, 
ed. N. Trointsky (St Petersburg, 1905, 2 vols.), in Russian and French. 

I Although the Ingushes speak a Chechen dialect, they have 
recently been proved to be, anthropologically, quite a distinct race. 

Religion.-Most of the Russians and the Georgians belong to 
the Orthodox Greek Church (over 4,000,000 in all); but con-
siderable numbers (estimated at nearly 122,000, though is reakty 
probably a good many more) are Nonconformists of different 
denominations. The Georgian Lazes are, however, Mussuheans. 
The Armenians are Christians, mostly of the national Gregorian 
Church (979,566), though 34,000 are Roman Catholics. The 
Caucasian races (except the Gregorians), together with the Turks 
and Tatars, are Mussulmans of the Sunnite sect (2,02:,303), and 
the Iranian races mostly Mussulmans of the Shiite sect-(884.i co). 
The Kalmucks and other Mongolic tribes are Lamaists (20,300), 
and some of the Kurds profess the peculiar tenets of the 
Yezids. 

Industries.-The principal occupation of the settled inhabitsam 
is agriculture and of the nomadic the breeding of live stock, 
including camels. The cultivation of the soil is, however, 
attended in many parts with great difficulties owing to the 
scanty rainfall and the very primitive implements still in use, 
and in the valley of the Kura heavy losses are frequently incurred 
from depredations by locusts. But where irrigation is employed 
the yield of crops is excellent. Rye and wheat are the most im-
portant crops harvested in northern Caucasia, but oats, barley 
and maize are also cultivated, whereas in 'Transcaucasia the 
principal crops are maize, rice tobacco.and cotton. The rice is 
grown chiefly in the valley of the Kura and in Lenkoran; the 
tobacco in the Rion valley and on the Black Sea coastlands, also 
to some extent in Kuban; and the cotton in the eastern prcwinces. 
Various kinds of fodder crops are grown in Transcaucasia, such 
as hay, rye-grass and lucerne. It is estimated that nearly 
54,000 acres are under vineyards in northern Caucasia and some 
278,000 acres in Transcaucasia, the aggregate yield of wine being 
3o million gallons annually. The best wine grows in Kakhetis, 
a district lying north-east and east of Tiflis; this district alone 
yields nearly 8 million gallons annually. Large numbers of 
mulberry trees are planted for rearing silkworms especially is 
Kutais, Erivan, Elisavetpol (Nukha) and Baku (Shensi); 
the groves occupy nearly x so,000 acres, and the winding of the 
silk gives employment to large numbers of the population. 
Melons and water-melons are also important objects of cultiva-
tion. Sunflowers are very extensively grown for oil in the 
government of Kuban and elsewhere, and also some Su. 
Liquorice is an article of export. Many varieties of frait 
are grown, especially good being the apricots, peaches, walnuts 
and hazel nuts. A limited area. (not more than '15o saes) 
of the Black Sea coast between Sukhum-kaleh and Baum: is 
planted with the tea-shrub, which succeeds very will. In the 
same district bamboos, ramie-fibre and attar (otto) of roses 
are cultivated. 

The mining industry is growing rapidly in importance is:spited 
costly and deficient means of communication, want of capital, 
and lack of general initiative. So far the principal developments 
of the industry have been in the governments of Kutais, Baum, 
Elisavetpol and Kuban. Copper ore is extracted above the 
hfurgul river (some 3o In. south of Batum), at Akhtala south of 
Tiflis, and at Kedabek in Elisavetpol; manganese to a coosida-
ably greater extent (over 400,00o tons annually) at Chiatmi is 
the Kvirila valley in Kutais. Steam coal of good quality is 
reported to exist about 3o ns. inland from the open roadstead ed 
Ochemchiri in Kutais, but it is not mined. About 5o ,00o MS of 
coal of very poor quality are, however, extracted annually, and the 
same quantity of salt in the Armenian highlands and in Salsa 
Small quantities of quicksilver, sulphur and iron are obtained. 
But all these are insignificant in comparison with the mineral od 
industry Of Baku, which in normal times yields annually bets es 
ten and eleven million tons of crude oil (naphtha). A good deal 
of this is transported by gravitation from Baku to Batum on the 
Black Sea by means of a pipe laid overland. The refined of is 
exported as kerosene or petroleum, the heavier refuse ('seat) is 
used as fuel. Naphtha is also obtained, though in much smaller 
quantities, in Terek and Kuban, in Tiflis and Dagbesua. 
Numerous mineral springs (chalybeata and sulphurous) exist 
both north and south of the Caucasus ranges, us. at Pyatisaisk, 
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Thelesnovodsk, Essen tuki, and Kislovodsk in Terek, and at 
Tiflis, Abbastuman and Borzhom in the government of 

Manufacturing industry is confined to a few articles and 
commodities, such as cement, tea, tin cans (for oil), cotton goods, 
oil refineries, tobacco factories, flour-mills, silk-winding mills 
(especially at Shusha and Jebrail in the south of Elisavetpol), 
distilleries and breweries. On the other hand. the domestic in-
dustries are extensively carried on and exhibit a high degree of 
technical skill and artistic taste. Carpets (especially at Shusha), 
silk, cotton and woollen goods, felts and fur cloaks are made, 
and small arms in Daghestan and at Tiflis, Nukha and Sukhum-
kakh; silversmiths' work at Tiflis, Akhaltsah and Kutais; 
pottery at Elisavetpol and Shusha; leather shoe-making at 
Alexandropol, Nukha, Elisavetpol, Shusha and Tiflis; saddlery 
at Sukhum-kaleh and Ochemchiri on the Black Sea and at Temir-
khan-shura in Daghestan; and copper work at Derbent and 
Akxandropol. But industries of every description were most 
seriously crippled by the spirit of turbulence and disorder which 
manifested itself throughout Transcaucasia in the years z904-
toed, accentuated as they were further by the outbreak of the 
long-rooted racial enmities between theArmenlins and the Tatars, 
especially at Baku in Leos. 

Conanerce.—The exports through the Black Sea ports of 
Saturn, Poti and Novo-rossiysk average in value a little over 
bo,000,000 annually, though showing a tendency to increase 
slightly. By far the most important commodity is petroleum, 
fully one-half of the total value. In addition large quantities are 
shipped at Baku direct for the Volga and the Transcaspian port 
of Krasnovodsk. The export that comes next in value is silk, 
and after it may be named wheat, barley, manganese ore, maize, 
wool, oilcake, carpets, rye, oats, liquorice and timber. The 
import trade reaches nothing like the same value, and what there 
is is confined almost entirely to Batum. The annual average 
value may be put at not quite £2,000,000, machinery and tin-plate 
being a long way the most important items. There is further a 
small transit trade through Transcaucasia from Persia to the 
value of less than half a million sterling annually, and chiefly in 
carpets, cocoons and silk, wool, rice and boxwood; and further 
a sea-borne trade between Persia and Caucasian ports (Baku 
and Petrovsk) to the value of over xf millions sterling in 
all. The very extensive internal trade with Russia can only be 
mentioned. 

Railways.—The principal approach to Caucasia from Russia by 
rail is the line that runs from Rostov-on-Don to Vladikavkaz at 
the foot of the central Caucasus range. Thence, or rather from 
the junction of Beslan, r4 m. north of Vladikavkaz, the main line 
proceeds east of Petrovsk on the Caspian, and from Petrovsk 
skirts the shore southwards as far as Baku, the distance from 
Vladikavkaz to Baku being 414 m. This railway, together with 
the driving roads over the Caucasus mountains via the Mamison 
pass (the Ossetic military road) and the Darial pass (the Georgian 
military road), and the route across the Black Sea to Poti or 
Saturn are the chief means of communication between southern 
Russia and Transcaucasia. Baku and Batum (also Poti) arc 
connected by another main line, 36o m. long, which traverses 
the valleys of the Kura and the Rion, south of the Caucasus. 
From Tiflis, nearly midway on this last line, a railway proceeds 
south as far as Erivan m.), with a branch to Kars (48 m.). 
The Erivan line is being continued into Persia, namely, to 
Tabriz via Julia on the Ares. 

History.—To the ancient Greeks Caucasia, and the mighty 
range which dominates it, were a region of mystery and romance. 
It was there that they placed the scene of the sufferings of Prome-
theus (ride Aeschylus, Prometheus Vinctus), and there, in the 
landof Colchis, which corresponds to the valley of the Rion, that 
they sent the Argonauts to fetch the golden fleece. Outside the 
domain of myth, the earliest connexion of the Greeks with that 
part of the world would appear to have been through the mari-
time colonies, such as Dioscurias, which the Milesians founded on 
the Black Sea coast in the 7th century B.C. For more than 
two thousand years the most powerful state in Caucasia was that  

of Georgia (q.v.), the authentic history of which begins with its 
submission to Alexander the Great in 323 B.C. The southern 
portion of Transcaucasia fell during the rat century B.C. under 
the sway of Armenia, and with that country passed under the 
dominion of Rome, and so eventually of the Eastern empire. 
During the 3rd century A.D. Georgia and Armenia were invaded 
and in great part occupied by the Khazars, and then for more 
than a thousand years the mountain fastnesses of this border-
land between Europe and Asia were the refuge, or the resting-
place, of successive waves of migration, as people after people 
and tribe after tribe was compelled to give way to the pressure 
of stronger races harassing them in the rear. The Huns, for 
instance, and the Avers appeared in the 6th century, and the 
Mongols in the 13th. In the rout century bands of Varangians 
or Russified Scandinavians sailed out of the Volga and coasted 
along the Caspian until they had doubled the Apsheron peninsula, 
when they landed and captured Bards, the chief town of Caucasian 
Albania. 

But, apart from Georgia, historical interest in Caucasia centres 
in the long and persistent attempts which the Russians made 
to conquer it, and the heroic, though unavailing, resistance 
offered by the mountain races, more especially the Circassian 
and Lesghian tribes. Russian aggression began somewhat 
early in the 18th century, when Peter the Great, establishing 
his base at Astrakhan on the Volga, and using the Caspian for 
bringing up supplies and munitions of war, captured Derbent 
from the Persians in 1722, and Baku in the following year. 
But these conquests, with others made at the expense of Persia, 
were restored to the latter power after Peter's death, a dozen 
years later. At that period the Georgians were divided into 
various petty principalities, the chief of which were Imerctia 
and Georgia (Kharthlia), owing at times a more or less shadowy 
allegiance to the sultan of the Ottoman Turks at Constantinople. 
In 277o, during the course of a war between Russia and Turkey, 
the Russians crossed over the Caucasus and assisted the 'mere-
tians to resist the Turks, and from the time of the ensuing peace 
of Kuchuk-kainarji the Georgian principalities looked to their 
powerful northern neighbour as their protector against the 
southern aggressors the Turks. In 2783 George XIII. , prince of 
Georgia and Mingrelia, formally put himself under the suzerainty 
of Russia, and after his death Georgia was converted (28o1) 
into a Russian province. The same fate overtook Imeretia nine 
years later. Meanwhile the Russians bad also subdued the 
Ossetes (2802) and the Lesghian tribes (180,3) of the middle 
Caucasus. By the peace of Gulistan in 1813 Persia ceded to 
Russia several districts in eastern Caucasia, from Lenkoran 
northwards to Derbent. Nevertheless the mountain tribes who 
inhabited the higher parts of the Caucasus were still independent, 
and their subjugation cost Russia a sustained effort of thirty 
years, during the course of which her military commanders were 
more than once brought almost to the point of despair by the 
tenacity, the devotion and the adroitness and daring which the 
mountaineers displayed in a harassing guerilla warfare. The 
animating spirit of their resistance was Shamyl (Samuel), a 
chief and priest of the Lesghians, who, a Mahommedan, pro-
claimed a " holy war " against the " infidel " aggressors. At 
first the Russians were able to continue their policy of conquest 
and annexation without serious check. After acquiring the 
northern edge of the Armenian plateau, partly from Persia in 
2828 and partly from Turkey in 1829, Russia crushed a rising 
which had broken out in the Caspian coast districts of Daghestan 
on the north of the Caucasus. This took place during the years 
1831-1832. The next seven years were occupied with the sub-
jugation of the Abkhasians along the Black Sea coast, and of 
other Circassian tribes in the west. Meanwhile Shamyl had 
roused the Lesghian tribes farther east and begun his twenty 
years' struggle for freedom, a struggle which called forth the 
sympathy and admiration of nearly the whole of Europe. More 
than once he escaped, in a manner that seemed little short of 
marvellous, out of the hands of the Russians when they held him 
closely invested in some mountain fastness, as at Himry in 1831, 
at Akhulgo in 1839, and again at the same stronghold in 2849. 
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The general who at last broke the back of the long opposition of 
the prophet-chief of the Lesghians was Prince Baryatinsky, who 
after three years of strenuous warfare succeeded in capturing 
Shamyl's stronghold of Weden, and then in surrounding that 
chieftain himself on the inaccessible rocky platform of Gunib 
in the heart of Daghestan. There the hitherto indomitable 
champion of Caucasian independence was forced to surrender to 
the Russians on the 6th of September 1859. Nevertheless the 
spirit of resistance in these stubborn mountaineers was not finally 
broken until 1864, when the Russians eventually stifled all op-
position in the difficult valleys and glens of the western Caucasus. 
But this was followed, during the next fourteen years, by the 
wholesale emigration of thousands upon thousands of Circassian, 
who sought an asylum in Turkish territory, leaving their native 
region almost uninhabited and desolate, a condition from which 
it has not recovered even at the present day. During the Russo-
Turkish War of 1877-78 the self-exiled Circassian and other 
Caucasian mountaineers, supported by a force of 14,0oo Turks, 
made a determined attempt to wrest their native glens from the 
power of Russia; but, at ter suffering a severe defeat at the hands 
of General Alkbazov, the Turks withdrew, and were accompanied 
by some 30,000 Abkhasians, who settled in Asia Minor. A few 
months later the Lesghians in Daghestan, who had risen in 
revolt, were defeated and their country once more reduced to 
obedience. By the ensuing peace of Adrianople, Russia still 
further enlarged her Transcaucasian territories by the acquisition 
of the districts of Kars, Batum and Ardahan. After a peaceful 
period of a quarter of a century the Armenian subjects of 
Russia in Transcaucasia were filled with bitterness and discontent 
by the confiscation of the properties of their national (Gregorian) 
church by the Russian treasury. Nor were their feelings more 
than half allayed by the arrangement which made their ecclesias-
tics salaried officers of the Russian state. This ferment of unrest, 
which was provoked in the years 903-1904, was exacerbated 
in the winters that followed by the renewed outbreak of the 
century-long racial feud between the Tatars and the Armenians at 
Baku and other places. In fact, nearly the whole of the region 
between the Caucasus and the Perso-Turkish frontier on the 
south, from the Caspian Sea on the one side to the Black Sea on 
the other, was embroiled in a civil war of the most sanguinary 
and ruthless character, the inveterate racial animosities of the 
combatants being in both cases inflamed by religious fanaticism. 
Complete anarchy prevailed at the worst centres of disorder, as 
Baku and Batum, the imperial authorities being more powerless 
to preserve even the semblance of order than they were in the 
interior of Russia. Many of the oil wells at Baku were burned, 
and massacres took place at that town, at Shusba, at Erivan, 
at Tiflis, at Batum, at jebmil and at other places. An end was 
put to these disorders only by the mutual agreement of the two 
contestants, alike horrified and exhausted by the fierce outburst 
of passion, in September 1905. (J. T. Ba.) 

CAUCASUS, a mountain range of Asia, wholly within the 
Russian empire, stretching north-west to south-east from the 
Strait of Kerch (between the Black Sea and Sea of Azov) to the 
Caspian Sea, over a length of coo m., with a breadth varying 
from 3o to 140 m. In its general character and conformation the 
Caucasus presents a closer analogy with the Pyrenees than with 
the Alps. Its general uniformity of direction, its comparatively 
narrow width, and its well-defined limits towards both south and 
north are all features which it has in common with the former. 
The range of the Caucasus, like that of the Pyrenees, maintains 
for considerable distances a high average elevation, and is not 
deft by deep trenches, forming natural passes across the range, 
such as are common in the Alps. In both ranges, too, some of the 
highest summits stand on spurs of the main range, not on the 
main range itself; as Mont Perdu and Maladetta lie south of the 
main.bcckbone of the Pyrenees, so Mount Elbruz and Kasbek, 
Dykh-tau, Koshtan-tau, Janga-tau and Shkara—all amongst 
the loftiest peaks of the Caucasus—stand on a subsidiary range 
north of the principal range or on spurs connecting the two. On 
the other hand, it is interesting to compare the arrangement of 
the drainage waters of the Caucasus with those of the Alps. In 

both orographical systems the principal rivers start nearly all 
together from a central nucleus, and in both cases they radiate 
to opposite quarters of the compass; but whereas in the Alps 
the Rhone and the Rhine, flowing south-west and north-east 
respectively, follow longitudinal valleys, and the Aar and the 
Ticino, flowing north-west and south-east respectively, follow 
transverse valleys, in the Caucasus the streams which flow 
south-west and north-east, namely, the headwaters of the 
Rion and the Terek, travel along transverse valleys, and 
those of the Kura and the Kuban, flowing south-east and 
north-west respectively, traverse longitudinal valleys. For 
purposes of description it is convenient to consider the range 
in four sections, a western, a middle with two subsections, and 
an eastern. 

I. WESTERN CAUCASUS. This section, extending from the 
Strait of Kerch to Mount Elbrus in 42 °  40' E., is over 420 D. 

long, and runs parallel to the north-east coast of the Black See 
and at only a short distance from it. Between the main range 
and the sea there intervene at least two parallel ranges separated 
by deep glens, and behind it a third subsidiary parallel range, 
likewise separated by a deep trough-like valley, and known as 
the Bokovoi Khrebet. All these ranges are shorn through trans. 
versely by numerous glens and gorges, and, the rainfall hang 
heavy and the exposure favourable, they are densely clothed 
with vegetation. Many of the spurs or broken segments of range 
thus formed abut steeply upon the Black Sea, so that this 
littoral region is on the whole very rugged and not readily 
accessible, especially as the general elevations are considerable. 
The seaward flanking ranges run up to 400o ft. and more, and is 
many places shoot out cliffs which overhang the coast some 
s000-s000 ft. sheer, while the main range gradually ascends to 
to,oce-m000 ft. as it advances eastwards, the principal peaks 
being Fisht (8040 ft.), Oshten (9210 ft.), Shuguz (10,640 ft.), and 
Psysh (12,425 ft.). And whereas the main range is built up of 
hard eruptive or crystalline rocks, the subsidiary chains are 
composed of softer (Cretaceous and Tertiary) laminated forma-
tions, which easily become disintegrated and dislocated. The 
snow-line runs here at about 9000 ft. on the loftiest summits, and 
east of Oshten the crest of the main range is capped with 
perpetual snow and carries many hanging glaciers, while larger 
glaciers creep down the principal valleys. The passes lie at 
relatively great altitudes and are few in number, so that 
although the northern versants of the various ranges all have 
a tolerably gentle slope, communication between the Black 
Sea and the valley of the Kuban, and the low steppe country 
beyond, is the reverse of easy. The more important pares 
proceeding from west to east, are Pshekh (5435 ft.) west of 
Oshten, and Shetlib (6o6o ft.) east of Oshten, Pseashka 
(688o ft.) east of Shuguz, Sanchar (7990 ft.) west of Psysh; 
and between the last-named mountain and Elbruz, facilitating 
communication between Sukhum-Kaleh (and the mast as 
far as Poti) and the upper valley of the Kubaft, are the 
passes of Marukh (u,soo ft.), Klukhor (945o ft.) and Nakhar 
(96 t 5 ft.). 

Flora.—The southern exposure of . this littoral region, the 
shelter afforded against the bitter winds of the north by the 
lofty Caucasus range, and the copious rainfall all combine to 
foster a luxuriant and abundant vegetation. The most dis-
tinguishing feature of the flora of this region is the predominance 
of arborescent growths; forests cover in fact 56% of the area, 
and are not only dense but laced together with climbing and 
twining plants. The commonest species of trees are such as 
grow in central Europe, namely, ash, fir, pine, beech, acacia. 
maple, birch, box, chestnut, laurel, holm-oak, poplar, elm, lime. 
yew, elder, willow, oak. The common box is especially prevalent. 
but the preponderating species are Coniferae, including the 
Caucasian species Pima halepensis and P. insigisir. The com-
monest firs are A bies wordmannia and A. orienialis. There are 
two native oaks, Qum's., ponticus and Q. ses.til(flora. A great 
variety of shrubs grow on these slopes of the western Caucasus, 
chiefly the following species, several of which are indig' mons— 
Rhododendron porakent, Asaka ponlita, Aristokiia maga, Aim 
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americana, CeNsalaria lalariea, Coloneasier pyracantha, Citrus 
aurarlliurn, Diospyros ebenum, Ficus carica, Illicium anisatum, 
Ligastruns caucasicum, Punica granatum, Philadclphus coronaries, 
Pyrus salicifalia, Rhus cotinus and six species of Viburnum. 
Aquatic plants thrive excellently and occur in great variety. 
The following purely Caucasian species also grow on the coast-
five species of spearwort, three of saxifrage, Aster caucasica, 
Dioscorea caucasica, Echinops raddeanus, Hedera cokhica, Helle-
borus caucasica and Peucedanum caucasicum. Here too are 
found many of the more beautiful open-air flowering plants of 
a shrubby character, e.g. magnolia, azalea, camellia, begonia 
and paulownia. Among the cultivated trees and shrubs the 
most valuable economically are the vine, peach, pomegranate, 
fig, olive (up to t soo f t. above sea-level), chestnut, apricot, apple, 
pear, plum, cherry, melon, tea (on the coast between Suklium-
Kaleh and Batum), maize (yielding the staple food of the inhabi-
tants), wheat (up to 6000 ft.), potatoes, peas, currants, cotton, 
rice, colza and tobacco. Before the Russian conquest the native 
inhabitants of this region were Kabardiaas, Circassians (Adigheh) 
and Abkhasians, also  a  Circassian race. But half a million of 
these people being Mahommedans, and refusing to submit to 

In addition to theleaks enumerated in the table, the following 
also exist between El ruz and Kasbek all exceeding 13,000 ft. in 

the yoke of Christian Russia, emigrated into Turkish territory altitude: Dc ti, 14,265 ft.; Kurmychi, 13,310 ft.;  Ullu- 

between 1864 and 1878, and the country where they had lived 
remained for the most part unoccupied until after the beginning 
of the loth century. Then, however, the Russian government 
held out inducements to settlers, and these have been responded 
to by Russians, Greeks, Armenians and Rumanians, but the 
process of repeopling the long deserted territory is slow and 
difficult. T coast-line is remarkably regular, there being no 
deep bays and few seaports. The best accommodation that 
these latter afford consists of more or less open roadsteads, e.g. 
Novo-rossiysk, Gelenjik, Anapa, Sukhum-Kaleh, Poti and 
Batum. Along the coast a string of summer bathing resorts is 
springing up similar to those that dot the south-east coast of 
the Crimea. The most promising of these little seaside places 
are Anapa, ( and Gagry. 

2. /Amine CALICAsus: (a) Western Half.-This sub-section, 

with a length of 200 in., reaches from Mount Elbruz to Kasbek 
and the Pass of Darial. It contains the loftiest summits of the 
entire range, fully a dozen exceeding Mont Blanc in altitude (see 
table below). 

List of Peaks in the  west central Caucasus, with their altitudes, names and dales of mountaitteers 
who hare climbed them. 

Name of Peak. 
Altitude 
in  Feet. By whom ascended. ate. 

Elbrus, E. peak 	 . 	 . 18 . 345 D. \V. Freshfield, A. W. Moore and C. Tucker 
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Elbruz. W. peak 	 . 18,465 F. C. Grove, H. Walker and F. Gardiner 
.. 	 .. 	 . „ H. Woolley 

Donguz-orun 	 . 	 . 14,60o G. Merzbacher and L. Purtscheller 
„ „• Donkin and H. Fox 

.. Helbling, Reichert and Weber 
Shtavler 	  13 105 Ficker, W. R. Rickmers, Scheck and Wigner 
Ledosht-tau 	. 12,580 Schuster and Wigner 
Hevai 	  13,055 Schuster and Wigner 
Lakra-tau 	  12 185 Rolleston and Longstaff 
Ushba. N.E. peak 	 . 15.400 Cockin 
Ushba. S.W. peak 	 . 15,410 Helbling, 	Schulze, 	Reichert, 	Schuster  and 

Weber 
Ushba. both peaks .. Distel, Leuchs and Pfann 
Sultran-kol-bashi  . 12,05 Grove, Walker and Gardiner 
Bak  	11 739 Collier, Solly and Newmarch 
Gotha 	  1 2 500 Freshficld 
Salyna  n  -  bash  i . 	. 	. 1 4.700  Cockin and H. W. Holder 
Shikikli-tau 	 . 	 . 	 . 14.170 Helbling, Reichert, Schulze and Webet 
Bshedukh 	  14 010  Distel, Leuchs and Pfann 
Ullu-tau-chana. 	 . 13,80o Rolleston and Longstaff 
Adyr-su-bashi  . 	 . 	 • 1 4.335 Holder, Corkin and Woolley 
Sullu-kol-bashi. 	 . 	 . 	 . 13,970 Merzbacher and Purtscheller 
Tikhtengen 	  15 135 Rolleston and  Longstaff 
Gestola 	  15 940 C. T. Dent and Donkin 
Tetnuld 	  15,920 Freshfield 

Merzbacher and Purtscheller 
Adish  or  Katuyn-tau  . 16,295 Holder and Woolley 
Janga-tau, E. peak 	 . 16,525 Cockin 

.. „ Merzbacher and Purtscheller 

	

Janga-tau, 	E. 	and 	W. 

	

peaks 	  
W. peak, 

i6  66o Helbling, Reichert, Schulze  and Weber 
Shkara  	17 0412 Cockin 
Ailama 	  14,855 Woolley 
Ullu-auz 15,350 V.  Sella 
Dykh-tau ' 	  17,050 Cockin,  Holder  and  Woolley 
Koshtan-tau' 	 . 	. 16,875 Woolley 
Mishirghi-tau. E.  peak 16,350 Woolley 
Laboda 	. 	. 	. 	. 14,17o Dent  and  Woolley 
Tsikhvarga. E.  peak 13,575 V. Sella 

W. peak 13,575 Holder and Cockin 
Karagom-khokh or 

B nrdsh ula 	. 14,295 Holder and Cockin 
Adai-khokh 	 . 	 . 1 5,275 Holder and Cockin 
Tepli 14.510 V.  Sella 
Kasbek 	 . 16,545 Freshfield.  Moore and Tucker 

.. .. Woolley 
.. Merzbacher 

.. , V. Sella 
Gimarai-khokh 	. 15,67o Merzbacher 
Leila, N. peak 	. 13.045 Freshfield and Powell 
Lana, middle peak 13,155 V. Sella 
Ulla, S. peak 	. 13.105 Merzbacher and Purtscheller 
Kharnkhakhi-khokh 4.065 M.  de Dfrhy 

Formerly the Koahtan-tau. 	 Formerly the Dykh-tau.  

kara-tau, 14,070 ft.; Jailyk, 17,780 ft.; 
Sarikol-bashi, 13.965 ft.; Dumala-tau, 
14,950 ft.; Sugan-tau, 14,730 ft.; 
Tiutm-bashi, 14,502 ft.; Nuamkuam, 
13.975 ft.; Zurungal, 1,9l5 ft.; 
Mala-tau, 14,95o ft.; Tiutiun-tau. 
z5,115 ft.; Khrumkol-tau, 14.653 ft.; 
Bubis-kholch, 14.500 ft.; Gmulchi, 
14,68o ft.; Doppakh, 14,240 ft.; Nak-
hashbita-khokh, 14,40,5 ft.; Shan-
khokh. 14.335  ft.; Mishirghi-tau (W. 
peak), 16,410 ft.; Fytnargyn-tau, 

90 ft.; Gezeh-tau, 14,14o ft.; and 
tber, 14,460 ft. 

The crest of the main range runs 
continuously at an altitude exceed-
ing io,000 ft., but even it is surpassed 
in elevation by the secondary range 
to the north, the Bokovoi Khrebet. 
These two ranges are connected by 
more than half a dozen short trans-
verse spurs or necks, inclosing as 
many cirques or high cauldron glens. 
Besides the Bokovoi Khrebet several 
other short subsidiary ranges branch 
off from the main range at acute 
angles, lifting up high montane glens 
between them; for instance, the two 
ranges in Svanetia, which divide, the 
one the river (glen) Ingur from the 
river (glen) Tskhenis-TskhalLand the 
other the river (glen) Tskhenis-
Tskhali from the rivers (glens) 
Lechkhum and Racha.Down all these 
glens glacier streams descend, until 
they find an opportunity to pierce 
through the flanking ranges, which 
they do in deep and picturesque 
gorges, and then race down the 
northern slopes of the mountains to 
enter the Terek or the Kuban, or 
down the southern versant to join 
the Rion or the Kura. Amongst all 
these high glens there is a remark-
able absence of lakes and waterfalls; 
nor  are  there down in the lower 
valleys at the foot of the mountains, 
as one would naturally expect in a 
region so extensively glaciated, any 
sheets of water corresponding to the 
Swiss lakes. In this section of the 
Caucasus the loftiest peaks do not 
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as a rule rise on the main range, but in many cases on the short 
spurs that link it with the Bokovoi Khrebet and other subsidiary 
ranges. 

" The central chain of the Caucasus," writes Mr Douglas W. 
Freshfield,' " consists of a number of short parallel or curved horse-
shoe ridg.ft, crowned with rocky peaks and enclosing basins filled by 
the ',bac of great glaciers. . . . On either side of main chain 
the same succession is repeated, with one important difference. On 
the north the schists come first, sometimes rising into peaks and 
ridges in a state of ruin . . . but more often worn to rolling downs; 
then the limestone range—writing-desk mountains that turn their 
steep fronts to the central snows; lastly low Cretaceous foothills, 
that sink softly into the steppe. But on the south side the crystal-
line rocks are succeeded by a broad belt of slates, as to the age of 
which the evidence is at present conflicting and the opinion of 
geologists divided. East of Adai-khokh,. by what seems a strange 
freak of nature, the granitic [main] range is rent over and over again 
to its base by gorges, the watershed being transferred to the parallel 
chain of clay slates . . . which has followed it from the Black Sea. 
attaining on its way the height of r3,400 ft. in the Leila, and limiting 
the great parallel basins of the Rion, Ingur and Skenis Shall 
( ■ Telchems-Takliali] ' " At the base of the central core of the 
chain spread (to the north) broad, smooth, grassy downs, the pastures 
of the Turk and the Ossete. . . . Their ridges attain to 9000 to 
10,000 ft. They are composed of friable crystalline schists. . . . 
Beyond these schist. rises a broken wall of limestone, cleft to the 
base by gorges, through which flow the mountain torrents, and 
capped by pale precipitous battlements, which face the central 
chain at a height of 11,000 to 12,000 ft. Beyond, again, lies a broad 
furrow, or ' longitudinal fold,' as geologists call it parallel to the 
ridges, and then rises the last elevation, a belt of low calcareous 
hills, on which, here and there among the waves of beech forest, 
purple or blue with distance, a white cliff retains its local colour and 
shines like a patch of fresh snow. Beyond, once more beyond, 
spreads' the Scythian steppe, not the dead level of Lombardy, but 
an expanse of long low modulations, which would be reckoned lilts 
in our home counties, seamed by long shining ribbons, which mark 
the courses of the tributaries of the Terek. . . Southwards too, 
immediately under the snows, we find ' crystalline schists,' smooth 
grassy heights, separated by.  shallow trenches, which form the lesser 
undulations of the three basins, the drei Langenhochttakr !writings 
of Dr Radde. These basins or' longitudinal folds' are enclosed on 
the south by the long high ridge of dark slates, which extends 
parallel to the crystalline [main] chain from the neighbourhood of 
Sukhum-Kale to the Krestovaya Gora [pass of Darial.] Behind this 
slate crest spreads a confused multitude of hills, Jurassic and Cre-
taceous in their formation. . . . Their outer edge, distant some 
so to 40m. from the snows, is marked by a limestone belt, lower and 
less continuous than that on the north, which frames the gorges of 
the Rion, and rises in the Kuamli (6352 ft.) and Nakarala (4774 ft.) 
near Kutais, its best known elevations." It may be added that, 
south of the central watershed, the strata, both Mesozoic and 
Palaeozoic, are compressed, crumpled, faulted and frequently over-
folded, with their apices pointing to the south. 

Glaciers.—As a rule the snow-line runs at 95oo to zo,coo ft. 
on the northern face and woo ft. higher on the southern face. 
It is estimated that there are in all over nine hundred glaciers 
in this section of the range, and although they often rival those 
of the Alps in size, they do not descend generally to such low 
altitudes as the latter. The best known are the Bezingi or Ullu, 
between Dykh-tau and Janga-tau, to} m. long, covering an 
area of 31 sq. m., and descending to 6535 ft. above sea-level; 
Leksyr, situated south of Adyr-su-bashi, 71 m. long, 19 sq. m. 
in area, and creeping down to as low as 5690 ft., this being the 
lowest point to which any glacier descends on the south side of 
the range; Tseya or Zea, descending 6 m. from the Adai-khokh 
to an altitude of 6730 ft.; Karagom, from the same mountain, 
91 m. long, Ls sq. m. in area and reaching down to 5790 ft., 
the lowest on the north side; Dyevdorak or Devdomk, from 
Kasbek, 21 m. long, its lower end at 753o ft.; Khaldch or Geresho 
4 m. long, from Shkara and Janga-tau; Tuyber from Tetnuld, 
6} m. long, area 2t sq. m., and reaching down to 6565 ft.; Tsanner 
or Zenner, the same length and the same area, but stopping short 
240 ft. higher, likewise given off by Tetnuld; while between that 
peak, Adish and Gestola originates the Adish or Lardkhat 
glacier, 5 m. long and terminating at 7450 ft. The total area 
covered by glaciers in the central Caucasus is estimated at 625 
to 650 sq. m., the longest being the Maliev on Kasbek, 36 m. 
long; but according to the investigations of M. Rossikov several 

Exploration of the Caucasus (and ed., 1902), i. 30-31. 
* Op. cit. L 35-36.  

of the largest glaciers are shrinking or retreating, the Tom 
at the rate of something like 40-45 ft. per annum. 

Passes.—It is in this section that the entire mountain system 
is narrowest, and here it is that (apart from the " gate " at 
Derbent close beside the Caspian) the principal means of com-
munication exist between north and south, between the steppes 
of southern Russia and the highlands of Armenia and Asia Minor. 
These means of communication are the passes of Darla! and 
Mamison. Over the former, which lies immediately east of 
Kasbek; runs the Georgian military road (made at t-s864) 
from Vladikavkaz to Tiflis, cutting through the mountains by 
a gorge (8 m. long) of singular beauty, shut in by precipitins 
mountain walls nearly 602* ft. high, and so narrow that there is 
only just room for the carriage-road and the brawling riser 
Terek side by side. The pass by which this road crosses she 
main range, farther south, is known as the Krestovaya Gara 
(Mountain of the Cross) and lies 7805 ft. above sea-level The 
Mamison Pass, over which runs the Ossetic military road (made 
passable for vehicles in 1889)from the Terek(below Vlachlavkaz) 
to Kutais in the valley of the Rion, skirting the eastern foot of the 
Adai-khokh, lies at an altitude of 9210 ft. and is situated a little 
south of the main range. Scarce any of the remaining passes 
in this west-central region are better than mountain paths; 
horses can traverse the best of them only during a few weeks in 
the height of summer. They mostly range at altitudes of ;co> 
12,502 ft., and between the pass of Nakhar in the west and that 
of Mamison in the east there is not a single pass below to,coo ft 
The best known in this section are the three Baksan passes of 
Chiper (10,8co and 10,720 ft.), Besse (9950 ft.) and 'Xingu:L -0nm 
(10,490 ft.), south of Elbruz; those of Becho (a 1.07o ft.), 
Altla-su (12,465 ft.), Bak (10,220 ft.), Adyr-su (12,305 ft.) and 
Bezingi (zo,090 ft.), between Elbruz and Dykh-tau; and those 
of Shari-vizk (t t,560 ft.), Edena, Pasis-mta or Godivith (rime 
ft.), Shtulu-vizk (xo,86o ft.), Fytnargyn (51,130 ft.), between 
Dykh-tau and Adai-khokh; the Bakh-fandak (9570 ft.), beeves 
Adai-khohk and Kasbek; and the two Karaul passes (11.685 
and 51,27o ft.) and Gurdzi-vizk (ro,97o ft.), connecting the valley 
of the Urukh with that of the Rion. The most frequented pas 
in Svanetia is that of Latpari (926o ft.), situated in the first of the 
southern subsidiary ranges mentioned above, and thus cossett-
ing the valley of the Ingur with the valley of theTskhenis-Tskia. 

Flora.—In this section of the range again the southern slope 
are clothed with vegetation of remarkable luxuriance and 
richness, more especially in the region of Svanetia (42*-43' E). 
Not only are the plants bigger than they grow in the Alps, but 
the blossoms are more abundant. Here again forests of Ceseiferat 
predominate, especially on the northern and eastern slotmc 
and the other distinguishing features of the flora are gigantic 
male ferns (Aspidium fills-mar), Paris incompkta (a member of 
the Trilliaceae), Usnea or tree-moss, box, holly (11ex aggei(elisag). 
Lilium monaddphunt and many of the familiar herbaceous 
plants which flower in English gardens, though here they goy 
to an altogether extraordinary size—" monkshoods, Cephekek 
Mulgedia and groundsels, among which men on horseback might 
play at hide and seek without stooping " (E. Levier). Otlszt 
prominent species are Campanula, Pyrnkrunt, aconite, Cephaeit. 
speedwell, Alchemilla sericea, Centaurus ntacrocephala, Primula 
grandis and a species of primrose. And the great height (r3,eco 
ft.) at which the flowering plants blossom is not less remarkable 
than the great beauty and abundance of the flowers. Specks 
which grow on both the northern and the southern slops 
ascend 2000 ft. higher on the latter than on the former. Walnuts 
grow up to an altitude of 5400 ft., the vine and mulberry up to 
3250 ft., the lime and ash to 4000 ft. The forests extend to the 
upper end of the limestone gorges. Above that the crystallite 
schists are bare of tree vegetation. The upper limit of arbartralet 
vegetation is considered to run at 7000-7500 ft. of shrubs such 
as rhododendrons at 8500 ft., and of pasture-lands up to gcoo ft. 
The principal cultivated varieties of plants in this section tut 
wheat, rye, oats, barley, beans, millet and tobacco. 

3. MIDDLE CAUCASUS: (b) Eastern Part.—In this stth-sectico. 
which stretches from Kasbek and the Darial gorge eastwards to 
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the Baba-dagh in 48- as,  E., a distance of 230 m., the Caucasus 
attains its greatest breadth. For the whole of that distance the 
main range keeps at an average elevation of mow ft., though 
the peaks in many instances tower up 2000 to nearly 500o ft. 
higher, the altitudes increasing towards the east. As the main 
range approaches the Caspian its granite core gradually disappears, 
giving place to Palaeozoic schists, which spread down both the 
northern and the southern slopes. The glaciers too decrease in 
the same proportion both in magnitude and in extent. Here the 
principal peaks, again found for the most part on the spurs and 
subsidiary ranges, are the Tsmiakom-khokh (13,57o f t.), Shan-tau 
(14,53o ft.), Kidenais-magali (1040  ft.), Zilga-khokh (12,645 ft ), 
Zikari (12,565 ft.), Chou kid ( 1 2,1 to ft.), Julti-dagh (12,430 ft.), 
Alakhun-dagh (12,690 ft.) and Maghi-dagh (x2,445 ft.) On the 
main range itself stand Borbalo (10075 ft.), Great Shavi-kildeh 
(x2,325 ft.), Murov (x 1,110 ft ), Ansel (11,74o ft ), Ginor-roso 
(ir,i zo ft.), while farther east come Trfan-dagh (13,765 ft.) and 
Bazardyuz or Kichen (14,727 ft.). In the same direction, but 
again outside the main range, lie Shah-dagh ( 1 3 ,955 ft.), Sbalbuz 
(13,675 ft.) and Malkamud (12,750 ft.). 

But the most noteworthy feature of this section is the broad 
kigkland region of Deletes:an, which flanks the main range on the 
north, and sinks down both eastwards to the Black Sea and 
northwards to the valley of the Terek. On the north-west this 
rugged , highland region is well defined by the distinctive trans-
verse ridge of Andi, which to the east of Kasbek strikes off from 
the Caucasus range almost at right angles. The rest of the 
Daghestan region consists of a series of roughly parallel folds, of 
Jurassic or Cretaceous age, ranging in altitudes from 7500 up to 
12,500 ft., separated from one another by deep gorge-like river 
glens which cut it up into a number of arid, treeless plateaus 
which have something of the appearance of independent ranges, 
or rather elongated tablelands of a mountainous character. 
The most prominent of these tablelands is Bash-lam, which 
stretches east and west between the Chanti Argun and the 
Andian Koisu, both tributaries of the Trick. Upon it rise the 
conspicuous peaks of Tebulos-mta ( 1 4,775 ft.), Tugo-mta 
( 1 3,795 ft.), Komito-tavi or Kachu (14,010 ft.), Donos-mta 
(13,560 ft.), Diklos-mta (13,740 ft.), Kvavlos-mta or Kolos-mta 
(13,o8o ft.), Motshekh-tsferi (13,14o ft.) and Galavanas-taferi 
(53,260 ft.). Farther east come the Bogos tableland, stretching 
from south-south-west to east-north-east between the Andian 
Koisu and the Avarian Koisu and rising to over 13,40o ft. in 
several peaks, e.g. Antshovala( 3,440 f t.), Botshokh-meer ( 1 3,5 1 5 
ft.), Kosara-ku (13,420 ft.) and Addala-shuogchol-meer (13,580 
ft.); and the Dyulty tableland, reaching 22 r400 ft. between the 
Kara Koisu and the Kazikumukh Koisu. On some of these 
peaks again there is a considerable amount of glaciation, more 
particularly on the slopes of Dilclos-mta, where the glaciers 
descend to 770o ft. on the north side and to 8350 ft. on the 
south side. In this section of the Caucasus the passes run 
somewhat lower than those between Elbruz and Kasbek, though 
still at appreciable heights, fully equal to those that lead up 
from the Black Sea to the valley of the Kuban in the western 
section of the range. The best known are the Krestovaya Gora 
(7805 ft.) on the Georgian military road, south of Darial; Kodor 
(930o ft.) and Satskheni, leading up from Telav in the upper 
valley of the Alazan; and Gudur (10,12o ft.) and Salavat 
(9280 ft.), carrying the Akhty military road from the valley of 
the Samur up past the Shah-dagh and the Bazar-dyusi to the 
valley of the Alazan. 

The flora of this section bears a general resemblance to that 
farther west. Ample details will be found in Dr G. Radde's 
(1831-1903) monographs on Daghestan, quoted at the end of 
the present article. 

4. The EasrEzus SzcrtoN of the' Caucasus gradually dies 
away east of .Baba-dagh (11,930 ft.) towards the Caspian, 
terminating finally in the peninsula of Apsheron. It is, however, 
continued under the waters of the Caspian, as stated in the 
article on that sea, and reappears on its eastern side in the 
Kopet-dagh, which skirts the north-east frontier of Persia. In 
this section of the Caucasus no peak exceeds p000 ft. in altitude  

and the crest of the main range retains no snow. The most 
frequented pass, that of Alty-apch, necessitates a climb of not 
more than 4355 ft. 

Slopes of Range.-Between the northern and the southern 
sides of the range there is quite as great a difference in climate, 
productions and scenery as there is between the Swiss and the 
Italian sides of the Alps. In the south-western valleys and on the 
south-western slopes of the Caucasus, where a heavy rainfall is 
combined with a warm temperature, magnificent forests clothe 
the mountain-sides and dip their skirts into the waters of the 
Black Sea. There not only the littoral from (say) Sukhum-Kaleh 
to Batum but the inland parts of the basin of the Rion will 
bear comparison with any of the provinces of Italy in point of fer-
tility, and in richness and variety of products. But farther 
inland, upon proceeding eastwards towards Tiflis, a great change 
becomes noticeable on the other side of the transverse ridge of 
the Suram or Meskes mountains. Arid upland plains and 
parched hillsides take the place of the rich verdure and luxuriant 
arborescent growth of Imeretia, Svanetia and Mingrelia, the 
districts which occupy the valleys of the Ingur and Rion and the 
tributaries of the latter. A very similar change likewise becomes 
noticeable in the higher regions of the Caucasus Mountains 
upon proceeding north of the pass of Mamison, which separates 
the head-waters of the Rion from those of the Ardon, an important 
tributary of the Terek. The valleys of the two streams last 
mentioned, and of others that flow in the same direction, are 
almost wholly destitute of trees, but where the bare rock does 
not prevail, the mountain slopes are carpeted with grass. Fresh-
field's description of the valley of the Terek above Kasbek will 
apply pretty generally to all the valleys that descend on that 
face of the range: " treeless valleys, bold rocks, slopes of 
forbidding steepness (even to eyes accustomed to those of the 
Alps), and atonebuilt villages, scarcely distinguishable from the 
neighbouring crags." But, austere and unattractive though 
these valleys are, the same epithets cannot be applied to the 
deep gorges by which in most cases the streams make their 
escape through the northern subsidiary range. These defiles are 
declared to be superior in grandeur to anything of the kind in 
the Alps. That of Darial (the Terek) is fairly"well known, but 
those of the Cherek and the Urukh, farther west, are stated to 
be still more magnificent. And not only do the snow-clad 
ranges and the ice-panoplied peaks which tower up above them 
surpass the loftiest summits of the Alps in altitude; they also 
in many cases excel them in boldness and picturesqueness of 
outline, and equal the most difficult of them in steepness and 
relative inaccessibility. 

Hydrography.-Nearly all the larger rivers of Caucasia have 
their sources in the central parts of the Caucasus range. The 
short, steep, torrential streams of Mdzimta, Pzou, Bzyb and 
Kodor drain the country west of Elbruz. The Ingur, Tskhenis-
Tskhali, Rion and its tributaries (e.g.the Kvirila) are longer, but 
also in part torrential; they drain the great glacier region 
between Elbruz and Kasbek. The Rion is the Phasis of the 
ancients and flows through the classic land of Colchis, associated 
with the legends of Medea and the Argonauts. The Lyakhva 
and Aragva, tributaries of the Kura, carry off the waters of 
the main range south of Kasbek, and other tributaries, such as 
the Yore and the Alazan, collect the surplus drainage of the 
main Caucasus range farther east. The other large river of this 
region, the Aras, has its sources, not in the Caucasus range, but 
on the Armenian highlands a long way south-west of Ararat. 
The rivers which go down from the central Caucasus northwards 
have considerably longer courses than those on the south side 
of the range, partly as a consequence of the gentler versant and 
partly also because of the great distances to which the steppes 
extend across which they make their way to the sea. The most 
important of these are the Kuban and the Terek; but it is the 
latter that picks up most of the streams which have their sources 
among the central glaciers, e.g. the Malka, Baksan, Chegem, 
Cherck, Urukh, Ardon, all confined to deep narrow glens until 
they quit the mountains. The Kuma, which alone pursues an 
independent course through the steppes, farther north than the 
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Terek, has its sources, not in the main ranges of the Caucasus, 
but in an outlying group of mountains near Pyatigorsk, the 
highest summit of which, Besh-tau, does not exceed 4600 ft. 
But its waters become absorbed in the sands of the desert 
steppes before they reach the Caspian. Of the streams that 
carve into chequers the elevated plateau or highland region of 
Daghestan four are known by the common name of the Kotsu, 
being distinguished enter se as the Andian Komi, the Avarian 
Koisu, the Kara Koisu and the Kazikumukh Koisu, which all 
unite to form the Sulak The only other stream deserving of 
mention in this province is the Samur Both rivers discharge 
their waters into the Caspian, as also does the Zumgail, a small 
stream which drains the eastern extremity of the Caucasus 
range in the government of Baku. 

Volcanic Evidences.—Ancient, but now extinct, volcanic 
upheavals are pretty common at the intersections of the main 
range with the transverse ranges; of these the most noteworthy 
are Elbruz and Kasbek. The town of Shemakha, near the eastern 
end of the system, was the scene of volcanic outbreaks as late 
as 1859, 1872 and room; while In the adjacent peninsula of 
Apsheron mud volcanoes exist in large numbers. All along the 
northern foot of the system hot mineral springs gush out at 
various places, such as Pyatigorsk, Zhelesnovodsk, Essentuki 
and Kislovodsk; and the series is continued along the north-
eastern foot of the highlands of Daghestan, e.g. Isti-su, Eski 
endery, Akhta. In this connexion it may also be mentioned 
that similar evidences of volcanic activity characterize the 
northern border of the Armenian highlands on the southern 
side of the Rion-Kura depression, in the mountains of Ararat, 
Alagdz, Akmangan, Samsar, Godoreby, Great and Little Abull, 
and in the mineral springs of Borzhom, Abbas-tuman, Sleptzov, 
Mikhailovsk and Tiflis. (J T BE , P. A. K ) 

Geology—The general structure of the Caucasus is comparatively 
simple. The strata are folded so as to form a fan. In the centre of 
the fan lies a band of crystalline rocks which disappears towards 
the east. Beneath it, on both sides, plunge the strongly folded 
Palaeozoic and Jurassic schists. On the northern flank the folded 
beds are followed by a zone of Jurassic and Cretaceous beds which 
rapidly assume a gentle inclination towards the plain. On the south 
the corresponding zone is affected by numerous secondary folds 
which involve the Sarmatian or Upper Miocene deposits. In the 
eastern part of the chain the structure is somewhat modified The 
crystalline band is lost. The northern Mesozoic zone is very much 
broader, and is thrown into simple folds like those of the Jura. The 
southern Mesozoic zone is absent, and the Palaeozoic zone sinks 
abruptly in a series of faulted steps to the plain of the Kura, beneath 
which no doubt the continuation of the Mesozoic zone is concealed. 

The geological sequence begins with the granite and schists of the 
central zone, which form a band extending from Fisht on the west 
to a point some distance beyond Kasbek on the east Then follow 
the Palaeozoic schists and slates. Fossils are extremely rare in 
these beds; Bulhotrephis has long been known, and doubtful traces 
of Calamites and ferns have been found, but it was not until 1897 
that undoubted Palaeozoic fossils were obtained. They appear to 
indicate a Devonian age Upon the Palaeozoic beds rest a series of 
Mesozoic deposits, beginning with the Lias and ending with the 
Upper Cretaceous. Whether the series is continuous or not is a 
matter of controversy. F. Loewinson-Lessing states that there is a 
more or less marked discordance between the Lias and the Upper 
Jurassic and between the latter and the Cretaceous, E. Fournier  

north are nearly horizontal but on the south are in part included is 
the folds—the Eocene and Miocene being folded, while the later 
beds, though sometimes elevated, are not affected by the folding. 
The final folding of the chain undoubtedly occurred at the close of 
the Miocene period That there were earlier periods of folding n 
almost equally certain, but there is considerable difference of opium 
as to their dates. The difference in character of the Jurassic beds 
on the two sides of the chain appears to indicate that a ridge misted 

in that period. The last phase in the history of the Caucasus was 
marked by the growth of the great volcanoes of Elbruz and Kasbek, 
which stand upon the old rocks of the central zone, and by the 
outflow of sheets of lava upon the sides of the chain. The cons 
themselves are composed largely of acid andesites, but many of the 
lavas are a ugite andesites and basalts. There seem to have been tin 
periods of eruption. and as some of the lavas have flowed our 
Quaternary gravels, the latest outbursts must have been of very 
recent date. 

Near the northern foot of the Caucasus, especially in the ne& 
bourhood of the hot mineral spnngs of Pyatigorsk, a group of Ii 
of igneous rocks rises above the plain They are laccolites of tracirytk 
rocic, and raised the Tertiary beds above them in the form of blisters. 
Subsequent denudation has removed the sedimentary covering  sad 
exposed the igneous core. (P. Lk-) 
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Batsevich, Simonovich and others, Mat. dlyageologii4tons 
(Tiflis, 1873 seq ) er,  0 Schneid, Naturtotssenschaftlsc.hi 	war 
Kenntnis der Kaukasuslander (Dresden, 1879), and J. Bryce. rear 
cascasia (London, 1878) The more important amongst the snore 
recent books are D W Freshfield, Exploration of Ow Cascssal 
(and ed., 1902, a vols., London; A. F Mummery, My Climbs. 
the Alps and Caucasus (London, 1895); H. Abich, Goelociscie 
Forschungen in den kastkasischen Landers (3 vola., Vienna, 
1887), A us kaukastschen Landers (2 vols., Vienna, t896), and Vet 
gleichende Grundzsge des Kaukasus wie der anneuiseben end 
nordpersischen Gebirge," in Mem. Acad. Sc. St-Piters6. (mfr. 6, 
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asserts that there exists a very strongly marked unconformity at 
the base of the Tithonian, and other writers have expressed other 
views. In general the Upper Jurassic beds are much more calcareous 
on the north flank of the chain than they are on the south. The 
Mesozoic beds are followed by the Tertiary deposits, which on the 

Math. et Phys., vii. ssi-534); R. von Erckert, Der Karkesets and 
seine Volker (Leipzig, 1887); E. Chantre, Recherches anthropt. 
logiques dans le Caucase (4 vols., Lyons and Paris, 1885-087); C 
von Hahn, Ass dew Kartkasus (Leipzig, 1842), Kaska:ash,  Rom* 
and Studies, (Leipzig, 1896), and Bild.r ass dew Kaabassis (Lap p& 
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Non); V. Sella and D. Vallino, Net Carcases Centrele (Turin, 10); 
K. Koch. Der Kaakassts (Berlin, 1882); C. Plullipps 
Savage Svanetia (2 volts., London, 1883); E. Levier, A graters le 
Carcase (Paris, eel. 19425), especially valuable for botany; G. Mere-
bacher, Aus den Hochregioners des Kaukasus (2 vols., Leipzig, 1901): 
A. Fischer, Zwei Kaakasische Expeditionen (Berne, 1891); E. 
Fournier, Description geologique du Caucase central (Marseilles, 
1896); G. Radde, Reese,, an der persisch-russischen Grease. Talysck 
and seine Beerokner (Leipzig, 1886), Die Fauna send Flora des sadwest-
litkert  (Leipzig. 1886), Karabagh (Gotha, 189o), and Aar 
dee dagkestanisclsen llocha.lpen (Gotha, 1887); and Count J. Zichy. 
Voyages au Caucase (a vols., Budapest, 1897). F. Loewinson-Lessing 
has an account of the geology of the distnct along the military road 
from Vladikavkaz to 'Tiflis in the Guide des Excursions du VIP 
Compile geol. internal (St Petersburg, 1897). N. Y. Dinnik writes 
on the fauna in Bull...Soc. insperiak des Naturalistes de Moscou (Igus); 
J. Moaner on the folk-tales in Conies es ligendes du Caucase (1888); 
and on modern history G. Baumgarten, Secksig Jakre des kanka-
sischess Kriegss (Leipzig, 1861). But a very great amount of most 
valuable information about the Caucasus is preserved in articles in 
encyclopaedias and scientific periodicals, especially the Isvestia and 
Zapisks of the Russian and Caucasian geographical societies, in 
P. P.  Semenev's Geol:itical Dictionary (in Russian, 5 vols., St 
Petersburg, 1863-1884 , and in the Russkiy encyklopedicheskiy slow. 

8.), and in the Kav kiy kalendar (annually at Tiflis). See also 
G. Radde and E. Koenig, ' Der Nordfuss des Daghestan und das 
vorlagernde Tiefland his cur Kuma " (Ergartzungsheft No. 117 to 
Pettermasou Mittedungea), and " Das Ostufer des Pontus und seine 
kulturelle Entwickelung jai Verlaufe der ktzten 30 Jahre " (Ergan-
zungsbeft No. 112 of the same); by V. Dingclstedt in Scot. Geog. 
Mag.—•• Geoaphy of the Caucasus (July 1860 ;" The Caucasian 
Highlands

' 
 " une 1895); " The Hydrography of the Caucasus " 

(June 1899); The Riviera of Russia" (June 1904), "The Small 
Trades of the Caucasus " (March 1892); and " Caucasian Idioms " 
(June 1888). The best map is that of the Russian General Staff on 
the scale of t : 210,000 (ed. 1895-1901). (J. T. BE.; P. A. K.) 

CAUCHOIS-LERAIRE, LOUIS FRANCOIS AUGUSTE (1789-
1861), French journalist, was born in Paris on the 28th of August 
1789. Towards the end of the First Empire he was proprietor 
of the Journal de 14 littErature et des arts, which he transformed 
at the Restoration into a political journal of Liberal tendencies, 
the Hain fauna, in which Louis XVIII. himself had little satirical 
articles secretly inserted. After the return from Elba the Nain 
jams( became Bonapartist and fell into discredit. It was sup-
pressed at the second Restoration. Cauchois-Lemaire then threw 
himself impetuously into the Liberal agitation, and had to take 
refuge in Brussels in a z6, and in the following year at the Hague, 
whence he was expelled for publishing an Appci d l'opinion 
publique at aux Etats Gentraux en favour des palrioks francais. 
Returning to France in arg, he resumed the struggle against 
the ultra-royalist party with such temerity that he was con-
demned to one year's imprisonment in 1821 and fifteen months' 
imprisonment in 1827. After the revolution of July 1830 he 
refused a pension of 6000 francs offered to him by King Louis 
Philippe, on the ground that he wished to retain his independence 
even in his relations with a government which he had helped to 
establish. He made a bitter attack upon the Perier ministry in 
his journal Bon Lens: and in 1836 was one of the founders of a 
new opposition journal, the Sieck. He soon, however, abandoned 
journalism for history and, having no private means, in 1840 
accepted the post of head of a department in the Royal 
Archives. Of a Histoire de la Revolution de J uillet, which he 
then undertook, he published only the first volume (1842), 
which contains a historical summary of the Restoration and 
a preliminary sketch of the democratic movement. He died in 
Paris on the 9th of August 1861. 

CAUCHON, PIERRE (d. 1442), French bishop, was born near 
Reims in the latter half of the 14th century. We find him 
rector of the university of Paris in October 1397. In 1413 he 
joined the Burgundian faction, and was exiled by the parle-
mem of Paris. But on the triumph of his party this decree was 
annulled, and Philip the Good, duke of Burgundy, gave him a 
canonry at Beauvais, sent him to the council of Constance, 
procured him the post of maitre des scantier in 1418, and finally in 
1 4 20 had him made bishop of Beauvais. But the people were 
hostile ug him, and he was driven from his bishopric in 1 429; 
whereupon he attached himself to the English court, and in 
1431 endeavoured to procure the surrender of Reims to the 
English, so that Henry VI. might be crowned there. In this he  

failed, and Henry was crowned in Paris on the 57th of December 
1431 by Henry Beaufort, cardinal bishop of Winchester, assisted 
by the bishops of Beauvais and Noyon. On the 24th of May 
143o, Joan of Arc having been taken prisoner at Compiegne, 
within the limits of his diocese, Cauchon acted as her accuser, 
and demanded the right of judging her. Joan was taken to 
Rouen, whither Cauchon followed her, having been driven from 
Beauvais. He conducted the trial with marked partiality 
and malevolence, condemned the maid to imprisonment for life, 
and then, under pressure from the populace and the English, 
had recourse to fresh perfidies, declared Joan a relapsed heretic, 
excommunicated her, and handed her over to the secular arm on 
the 3oth of May 1431. As, in consequence of this, it was im-
possible for him to return to his own diocese, he obtained the 
bishopric of Lisieux in 1432 by favour of the king of England. 
He assisted at the council of Basel in z435, and died suddenly 
on the 18th of December 5442. Excommunicated posthumously 
by Pope Calixtus IV., his body was exhumed and thrown in the 
common sewer. 

See Ceti, " Pierre Cauchon de Sommievre, chanoine de Reims et 
de Beauvais, &ague de Beauvais et de Lisieux, son origin, sea 
dignites, sa mort et sa sepulture," in the Transactions of the 
Academy of Reims (1896-1898). 

CAUCHY, AUGUSTIN LOUIS, BARON ( 1 789-1857), French 
mathematician, was born at Paris on the 21st of August 1789, 
and died at Sceaux (Seine) on the 23rd of May 1857. Having 
received his early education from his father Louis Francois 
Cauchy (176o-5848), who held several minor public appoint-
ments and counted Lagrange and Laplace among his friends, 
Cauchy entered Ecole Centrale du Pantheon in z8oa, and 
proceeded to the Ecole Polytechnique in 18o5, and to the Ecole 
des Ponts et Chaussees in 1807. Having adopted the profession 
of an engineer, he left Paris for Cherbourg in aro, but returned 
in 1813 on account of his health, whereupon Lagrange and 
Laplace persuaded him to renounce engineering and to devote 
himself to mathematics. He obtained an appointment at the 
Ecole Polytechnique, which, however, he relinquished in 1133o 
on the accession of Louis Philippe, finding it impossible to take 
the necessary oaths. A short sojourn at Freiburg in Switzerland 
was followed by his appointment in 5831 to the newly-created 
chair of mathematical physics at the university of Turin. In 
1833 the deposed king Charles X. summoned him to be tutor to 
his grandson, the duke of Bordeaux, an appointment which 
enabled Cauchy to travel and thereby become acquainted with 
the favourable impression which his investigations had made. 
Charles created him a baron in return for his services. Returning 
to Paris in 1838, he refused a proffered chair at the College de 
France, but in 1848, the oath having been suspended, he resumed 
his post at the Ecole Polytechnique, and when the oath was 
reinstituted after the coup d'itat of 1851, Cauchy and Arago 
were exempted from it. A profound mathematician, Cauchy 
exercised by his perspicuous and rigorous methods a great 
influence over his contemporaries and successors. His writings 
cover the entire range of mathematics and mathematical physics. 

Cauchy had two brothers: ALEXANDRE LAURENT (1792-
1857), who became a president of a division of the court of appeal 
in 1847, and a judge of the court of cessation in 5849; and 
EUG8NE FRANCOIS (1802-1877), a publicist who also wrote 
several mathematical works. 

The genius of Cauchy was promised in his simple solution of the 
problem of Apollonius, i.e. to describe a circle touching three given 
circles, which he discovered in 1805, his generalization of Euler's 
theorem on polyhedra in 181 1, and in several other elegant problems. 
More important is his memoir on wave-propagation which obtained 
the Grand Prix of the Institut in 18,6. His greatest contributions 
to mathematical science are enveloped in the rigorous methods which 
he introduced. These are mainly embodied in his three great 
treatises, Cotes d'analyse de l'Ecok Polykchnigue (1820; Le COlcul 
infinitesimal (1823); Lecons sus Its applications du calm: infinstessmat 
d fa ffonderie (1826-1828); and also in his courses of mechanics (for 
the Ecole Polytechnique), higher algebra (for the Faculte des 
Sciences), and of mathematical physics(for the College de France). 
His treatises and contributions to scientific journals (to the number 
of 789) contain investigations on the theory of series (where he 
developed with perspicuous skill the notion of convergency), on the 
theory of numbers and complex quantities, the theory of groups and 
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substitutions, the theory of functions, differential equations and 
diterminants. He clarified the principles of the calculus by develop-
ing them with the aid of limits and continuity, and was the first 
to prove Taylor's theorem rigorously, establishing his well-known 
form of the remainder. In mechanics, he made many researches, 
substituting the notion of the continuity of geometncal displace-
ments for the principle of the continuity of matter. In optics, he 
developed the wave theory, and his name is associated with the simple 
dispersion formula. In elasticity, he originated the theory of stress, 
and his results are nearly as valuable as those of S. D. Poisson. His 
collected works, (Ettore: compktes d'Auvostin Cauchy, have been 
published in 27 volumes. 

See C. A. Valson, L4 Baron Augustin Cauchy: so Me es ses &mass 
(Paris. 1868). 

CAUCUS, a political term used in America of a special form 
of party meeting, and in Great Britain of a system of party 
organization. The word originated in Boston, Massachusetts, 
in the early part of the 18th century, when it was used as the 
name of a political club, the " Caucus " or " Caucas " club. 
Here public matters were discussed, and arrangements made for 
local elections and the choosing of candidates for offices. The 
first mention of the dub in contemporary documents occurs in 
the diary of John Adams in 1763, but William Gordon (History 
of the Independence of the United States of America, s788) speaks 
of the Caucus as having been in existence some fifty years before 
the time of writing (1774),  and describes the methods used for 
securing the election of the candidates the club had selected. 
The derivation of the word has been much disputed. It 
was early connected with " caulkers," and it was supposed 
referred to meetings of the caulkers in the dockyard at Boston 
in 1770, to protest against the action of the British troops, or 
with a contemptuous allusion to the lower class of workmen 
frequenting the club. This is, however, a mere guess, and does 
not agree with the earlier date at which the dub is known to have 
existed, nor with the accounts given of it. That it was a fanciful 
classical name for a convivial club, derived from the late Greek. 
amazes, a cup, is far-fetched, and the most plausible origin is 
an Algonquin word ham-kaw-was, meaning to talk. Indian 
words and names have been popular in America as titles for 
societies and clubs; cf. " Tammany " (see Notes and Queries. 
sixth series, vols. xi. and xii.). In the United States "caucus" 
is used strictly of a meeting either of party managers or of party 
voters. Such might be a " nominating caucus," either for 
nominating candidates for office or for selecting delegates for 
a nominating convention. The caucus of the party in Congress 
nominated the candidates for the offices of president and vice-
president from 'goo cull 1824, when the convention system was 
adopted, and the place of the local " nominating caucus " is 
taken by the " primaries " and conventions. The word is used 
in America of the meetings of a party in Congress and other 
legislative bodies and elsewhere which decide matters of policy 
and plan campaigns. " Caucus " came first into use in Great 
Britain in 1878. The Liberal Association of Birmingham (see 
LIBERAL PARTY) was organized by Mr Joseph Chamberlain and 
Mr F. Schnadhorst on strict disciplinary lines, more particularly 
with a view to election management and the control of voters 
on the principle of " vote as you are told." This managing body 
of the association, known locally as the " Six Hundred," became 
the model for other Liberal associations throughout the country, 
and the Federation of Liberal Associations was organized on the 
same plan. It was to this supposed imitation of the American 
political " machine " that Lord Beaconsfield gave the name 
" caucus," and the name came to be used, not in the American 
sense of a meeting, but of a closely disciplined system of party 
organization, chiefly used as a stock term of abuse applied by 
opponents to each other's party machinery. 

CAUDEBBC-EN-CAUX, a town of France, in the department 
of Seine-Inferieure, 27 m. W.N.W. of Rouen by the Ouest-Etat 
railway. Pop. (1906) 2145. It is situated on the right bank of 
the Seine, the tidal wave of which (mascaret) can be well seen at 
this point. The chief interest of the town lies in its church, a 
building of the 15th and the early 56th centuries. Round its 
top run balustrades formed of Gothic letters, which read as patt 
of the Magnificat. Its west portal, the decoration of the spire 
of she tower, and its stained glass are among the features which  

make it one of the finest churches of the Rouen diocese. The 
town also possesses several old houses. Its industries include 
tanning and leather-currying, and there is trade in grain. The 
port has a small trade in coal, live-stock and farm produce. 

CAUDINE FORKS (Furctdae Caudinae), a pass in Samnium, 
famous for the disaster which befell the Roman army in the 
second Samnite War (321 n.c.). Livy (ix. 2) describes it as 
formed by two narrow wooded gorges, between which lay a plain, 
grassy and well-watered, but entirely enclosed by mountains. 
Through this plain the road (later the Via Appia) led. The 
Romans, marching from Calatia to the relief of Luceria, entered 
the valley unopposed, but found the exit blocked by the enemy; 
on marching back they saw that the entrance and the hills 
surrounding the plain were also occupied, and there was no way 
of escape. The plain which lies west of Caudium (Montesarchio) 
seems, despite the older views, to be the only possible site far 
such a disaster to an army of as many as 40,000 men; and there 
is no doubt that the Romans wished to leave it by the defile ea 
the east, through which later ran the Via Appia to Beneyentnm. 
The existence of three ancient bridges on the line of the modern 
road renders it impossible to suppose that its course can be 
essentially different from that of the ancient, though Halm 
makes the two diverge considerably after passing Montesarchia 
There are, however, two possible entrances—one on the north 
by Moiano, and one on the west by Arpaia; the former seems 
to answer better to Livy's description (ma also per carom nifren), 
while the latter is the shortest route, having been, later cat, 
followed by the Via Appia, and bore the name Furculae Caudinse 
in the middle ages. 

See C. Halsen in Pauly-Wissowa, Reakneycloptidie, w. (1802). 
(T. As.) 

CAUDLE (through the 0. Fr. caudel, from the Med. Lai 
caldellum, a diminutive of caldum, a warm drink, from calidat, 
hot), a drink of warm gruel, mixed with spice and wine, formerly 
given to women in childbed. 

CAUL (from 0. Eng. colic, Fri sale, a cap), a close-fittkg 
woman's cap, especially one made of network worn in the 16th 
and 17th centuries; hence the membranous covering to the 
heart or brain, the omentuns, or the similar covering to the 
intestines, and particularly, a portion of the amnion, which is 
sometimes found remaining round the head of a child after birth. 
To this, called in Scotland " sely how," holy or lucky hood, 
many superstitions have been attached; it was looked on as a 
sign of good luck, and when preserved, was kept as a protection 
against drowning. 

CAULAINCOURT, ARMAND AUGUSTIN LOUIS, Mangers 
DE (1773-1827), French general and diplomatist, was born of a 
noble family. He early entered the army, did not emigrate in 
the revolution, but was deprived of his grade as captain in 1743 
and served in the ranks. In 1705, through the protection of 
L. Hoche, he became captain again, was colonel in the Army cf 
the Rhine in 1799-1800, and after the peace of Lunfville (slot) 
was sent to St Petersburg to negotiate an understanding betweca 
Russia and France. On his return he was named aide-de-camp 
of the First Consul. He was employed to seize some agents of the 
English government in Baden in 1804, which led to the accusa-
tion that he was concerned in the arrest of the duc d'Enghien. as 
accusation against which he never ceased to protest. After the 
establishment of the empire he received various honours and the 
title of duke of Vicenza (r808). Napoleon sent him in 1807 as 
ambassador ..to St Petersburg, where Caulaincourt tried to 
maintain thealliance of Tilsit, and although Napoleon's ambition 
made the task a difficult one, Caulaincourt succeeded in it for 
some years. In 18x1 he strongly advised Napoleon to renounce 
his proposed expedition to Russia. During the war he accom-
panied the emperor, and was one of those whom Napoleon took 
along with him when he suddenly abandoned his army in Poland 
to return to Paris (December 1812). During the last years of the 
empire, Caulaincourt was charged with all the diplomatic 
negotiations. He signed the armistice of Pleswita, June Om. 
represented France at the congress of Prague, in August /813. at 
the congress of Chatillon, in February 1814, and concluded the 
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treaty of Fontainebleau on the loth of April 1814. During the 
lust Restoration, Caulaincourt lived in obscure retirement. 
When Napoleon returned from Elba, he became minister of 
foreign affairs, and tried to persuade Europe of the emperor's 
peaceful intentions. After the second Restoration, Caulaincourt's 
name was on the list of those proscribed, but it was erased on 
the personal intervention of Alexander L with Louis XVIII. 

Cautaincourt's memoirs appeared under the title Souvenirs du due 
de Pounce in 1837-1840. See A. Vandal, Napoleon d Alexandre 
(Paris, 5891 -1895); Tatischefr, Alexandre I. ,  et Napoleon (Paris, 
1894: H. Houssaye, 1814 (Pans, 1888), and 1815 (Paris, 1893). 

CAULICULUS (from Lat. caulis, a stalk), in architecture, the 
stalks (eight in number) with two leaves from which rise the 
helices or spiral scrolls of the Corinthian capital to support the 
abacus. 

CARLON (Gr. Kaaawfa), a town of the district of the Bruttii, 
Italy, on the east coast. Its exact site is uncertain (though the 
name has been given to a modern village), and depends on the 
identification of the river Sagras. It was the southernmost of 
the Achaean colonies, founded either by Croton or direct from 
Greece itself. In the 7th century it was allied with Croton and 
Sybaris, and its coins, which go back to S50 B.C.) prove its 
importance. It took the side of Athens in the Peloponnesian 
War. In 388 B.C. it was destroyed by Dionysius, but soon after-
wards restored. It was captured during the invasion of Pyrrhus 
by Campanian troops. Strabo speaks of it as deserted in his time. 
The erection of the lighthouse at Cape Stile, on the site of one of 
the medieval guard towers of the coast, led to the discovery of a 
wall of Greek origin, and close by of a number of terra-cottas, 
belonging perhaps to a temple erected in honour of the deities of 
the sea_ Other remains were found at Fontanelle, ai m. away, 
including the fragment of a capital of an archaic Greek temple 
(P. Orsi in Notizie degli Scavi, 2891, 60. These buildings may be 
connected with the Caulon or a village dependent on it. (T. As.) . 

 CAUSATION or Cansaurr (Lat. earn, derived perhaps from 
the root can-, as in caved, and meaning something taken care of; 
corresponding to Gr. atria), a philosophical term for the opera-
tion of causes and for the mental conception of cause as operative 
throughout the universe. The word " cause " is correlative to 
" effect." Thus when one thing B is regarded as taking place in 
consequence of the action of another thing A, then A is said to be 
the cause of B, and B the effect of A. The philosophical problems 
connected with causation are both metaphysical and psycho-
logical. The metaphysical problem is part of the whole theory of 
existence. If everything is to be regarded as causally related 
with simultaneous and prior things or actions, it follows logically 
that the investigation of existence must, by hypothesis, be a 
'egress to infinity, i.e. that we cannot conceive a 'beginning to 
existence. This explanation has led to the postulate of a First 
Cause, the nature of which is variously explained. The empirical 
school sees no difficulty in assuming a single event; but such a 
theory seems to deny the validity of the original hypothesis. 
Theologians assert a divine origin in the form of a personal self-
existent creator, while some metaphysical schools, preferring an 
impersonal First Cause, substitute the doctrine of the Absolute 
(q.v.). All the explanations are alike in this respect, that at a 
certain point they pass from the sphere of the senses, the physical 
world, to a metaphysical sphere in which the data and the 
intellectual operation of cognizing them are of a totally different 
quality. For example, the causal connexion between drunken-
ness and alcohol is not of the same observable character as that 
which is inferred between the infinite First Cause and the whole 
domain of sense-given phenomena. 

A second metaphysical problem connected with causation 
arises when we consider the nature of necessity. It is generally 
as when two things are spoken of as cause and effect that 
their relation is a necessary one, or, in other words, that given the 
cause the effect must follow. The arguments connected with 
this problem belong to psychological discussions of causation. 
It is sufficient here to state that, in so far as causation is regarded 
as necessary connexion, it can form no part of a purely empirical 
theory of existence. The senses can say only that in all observed  

cases B has followed A, and this does not establish necessary 
connexion. The idea of causation is a purely intellectual (a 
priori) one. 

The psychological problems connected with causation refer 
(t) to the origin of the conception in our Minds; (a) to the 
validity of the conception. As regards the origin of the concep-
tion modern psychological analysis does not carry us beyond the 
doctrine of Locke contained in his chapter on " Power " (Essay, 
bk. u. ch. vs), wherein he shows that the idea of power is got 
from the knowledge of our own activity. " Bodies by their 
causes," he says, " do not afford us so clear and distinct an idea of 
active power as we have from reflection on the operation of our 
minds." Putting Locke's doctrine into modern language, we may 
say that a man has the conception of cause primarily because he 
himself is a cause. The conception thus obtained we " project," 
that is, transfer to external objects, so far as we may find it useful 
to do so. Thus it is by a sort of analogy that we say that the sun 
is the " cause " of daylight. The rival theory to Locke's is that 
of Hume (Treatise, bIL i.), who derives the conception from the 
unaided operation of custom. When one object, A, has been 
noticed frequently to precede another object, B, an association 
between A and B is generated; and by virtue of this association, 
according to Hume, we say that A is the cause of B. The weak-
ness of this account is that many invariable successions, such as 
day and night, do not make us regard the earlier members of the 
successions as causing the later; while in numberless cases we 
assert a causal connexion between two objects from a single 
experience of them. 

We may proceed now to consider the validity of the conception 
of causation, which has been attacked from two sides. From 
the side of absolute idealism it is argued that the conception of 
cause, as involving a transition in time, cannot be ultimately 
valid, since the time-relation is not ultimately real. Upon this 
view (ably stated in Professor Bosanquet's Logic, bk. i. ch. 6) 
the more we know of causes and effects the less relevant becomes 
the time-relation and the nearer does the conception of cause 
and effect approach to'another conception which is truly valid, 
the conception of ground and consequence. This means that, 
viewed from the standpoint of science, a draught of alcohol 
causes intoxication in no other sense than the triangularity of 
a triangle causes the interior angles to be equal to two right 
angles. This argument ceases to have cogency so soon as we 
deny its fundamental proposition that the time-relation is not 
ultimately real, but is irrelevant from the standpoint of science. 
This is a sheer assertion, contrary to all ordinary experience, 
which we have as much right to deny as the absolute idealists 
to affirm. It is only plausible to those who are committed to 
the Hegelian view of reality as consisting of a static system of 
universals, a view which has long been discredited in Germany, 
its native land, and is fast losing ground in England. Against 
the Hegelians we must maintain that the common distinction 
between " ground " and " cause " is perfectly justifiable. 
Whereas "ground" is an appropriate term for the relations 
within a static, simultaneous system, " cause " is appropriate 
to the relations within a dynamic, successive system. 

From the other side the validity of causation has been attacked 
in the interests of the naturalism of the mechanical sciences. 
J. S. Mill argues that, scientifically, the cause of anything is the 
total assemblage of the conditions that precede its appearance, 
and that we have no right to give the name of cause to one of 
them exclusively of the others. The answer to this is that Mill 
fails to recognize that cause is a conception which we find useful 
in our dealings with nature, and that whatever concep-
tions we find useful we are justified in using. Among the 
conditions of an event there are always one or two that stand 
in specially close relation to it from our point of view; e.g. the 
draught of alcoholic liquor is more closely related to the man's 
drunkenness than is the attraction of the earth's gravity, though 
that also must co-operate in producing the effect. Such closely 
related conditions we find it convenient to single out by a term 
which expresses their analogy to the cause of causes, human 
volition. 
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These are the questions respecting causation which are matters 

of present controversy; there are in addition many other points 
which belong to the controversies of the past. ' Among the most 
important are Aristotle's classification of causes into material, 
formal, efficient and final, set forth in his Physics and elsewhere, 
and known as his doctrine of the Four Causes; Geulincx's 
Occasional Causes, meant as a solution of certain difficulties 
in the cosmology of Descartes; Leibnitz's law of Sufficient 
Reason; and Kant's explanation of cause and effect as an a 
priori category of the understanding, intended as an answer to 
Hume's scepticism, but very much less effective than the line 
of explanation suggested by Locke. 

The following is a list of the various technical terms connected 
with causation which have been distinguished by logicians and 
psychologists. 

The four Aristotelian causes are: (t) Material cause (an), 
the material out of which a thing is made; the material cause 
of a house is the bricks and mortar of which it is composed. 
(2) Formal cause (eibes, Moos, eh it iv treat), the general 
external appearance, shape, form of a thing; the formal cause 
of a triangle is its triangularity. ' (3) Efficient cause ( 64)7 4 ris 
savigetes), the alcohol which makes a man drunk, the pistol-
bullet which kills. This is the cause as generally understood in 
modern usage. (4) Final cause (ream, re Ist, beta), the object 
for which an actic a is done or a thing produced; the final cause 
of a commercial man's enterprise is to make his livelihood (see 
TELEOLOGY). This last cause was rejected by Bacon, Descartes 
and Spinoza, and indeed in ordinary usage the cause of an action 
in relation to its effect is the desire for, and expectation of, that 

• effect on the part of the agent, not the effect itself. The Proxi-
mate cause of a phenomenon is the immediate or superficial as 
opposed to the Remote or Primary cause. Plurality of Causes 
is the much criticized doctrine of J. S. Mill that a fact may be 
the uniform consequent of several different antecedents. Cause 
essendi means the cause whereby a change is what it is, as opposed 
to the cause cognoscendi, the cause of our knowledge of the 
event; the two causes evidently need not be the same. An 
object is called causa immanens when it produces its changes 
by its own activity; a cause bowies 's produces changes in some 
other object. Cause sane is a term applied to God by Spinoza 
to denote that he is dependent on nothing and has no need of 
any external thing for his existence. Vera cause is a term used 
by Newton in his Principia, where he says, " No more causes of 
natural things are to be admitted than such as are both true and 
sufficient to explain the phenomena of those things "; verve 
causae must be such as we have good inductive grounds to believe 
do exist in nature, and do perform a part in phenomena analogous 
to those we would render an account of. 

CAUSEWAY, a path on a raised dam or mound across marshes 
or low-lying ground; the word is also used of old paved highways, 
such as the Roman military roads. " Causey " is still used 
dialectically in England for a paved or cobbled footpath. The 
word is properly " causey-way," from causey, a mound or dam, 
which is derived, through the Norman-French muck (cf. modern 
chasmic), from the late Latin via calciala, a road stamped firm 
with the feet (cakarc, to tread). 

CAUSSES (from Lat. eels through local Fr. caous, meaning 
" lime "), the name given to the table-lands lying to the south 
of the central plateau of France and sloping westward from the 
Cevennes. They form parts of the departments of Lozere, 
AVeyron, Gard, Hirault, Lot and Tarn-et-Garonne. They are 
of limestone formation, dry, sterile and treeless. These char-
acteristics are most marked in the east of the region, where the 
Causse de Sauveterre, the Causse Mijan, the Causse Noir and 
the Larzac flank the Cevennes. Here the Causse Mejan, the 
most deserted and arid of all, reaches an altitude of nearly 
4200 ft. Towards the west the lesser causses of Rouergue and 
Quercy attain respectively 295o ft. and 147o ft. Once an uninter-
rupted table-land, the causses are now isolated from one another 
by deep rifts through which run the Tent, the Dourbie, the 
Jonte and other rivers. The summits are destitute of running 
water, since the rain as it falls either sinks through the permeable  

surface soil or runs into the fissures and chasms, some of great 
depth, which are peculiar to the region. The inhabitants 
(Caussenards) of the higher causscs cultivate hollows in the 
ground which are protected from the violent winds, and the 
scanty herbage permits of the raising of sheep, from the milk 
of which Roquefort cheeses are made. In the west, where the 
rigours of the weather are less severe, agriculture is more early 
carried on. 

CAUSSIN DE PERCEVAL, ARXAIID-PIERRE (1795-18711, 
French orientalist, was born in Paris on the 13th of January 
1795. His father, Jean Jacques Antoine Caussin de PCTIXTil 
(1759-t835), was professor of Arabic in the College de France . 

111 . 1814 he went to Constantinople as a student interpreter, and 
afterwards travelled in Asiatic Turkey, spending a year with the 
Maronites in the Lebanon, and finally becoming dragoman at 
Aleppo. Returning to Paris, he became professor of vulgar 
Arabic in the school of living Oriental languages in ellas, and 
also professor of Arabic .in the College de France in 1833. In 
1849 he was elected to the Academy of Inscriptions. He died 
at Paris during the siege on the 15th of January 1871. 

Caussin de Perceval published (1828) a useful Grammars 
arabe oulgaire, which passed through several editions (4th 
1858), and edited and enlarged Elie Bocthor's 1  DictiossnUre 
frangais•arabe (2 Yoh, 1828; 3rd ed., i864); but his gnat 
reputation rests almost entirely on one book, the Essai sat 
!'histoire des Arabes avant Vlslamisme, pendant ripoqaw de 
Mahomet (3 vols., 1847-1849), in which the native traditions as 
to the early history of the Arabs, down to the death of elahommei 
and the complete subjection of all the tribes to Islam, are brought 
together with wonderful industry and set forth with much learn-
ing and lucidity. One of the principal MS. sources used is the 
great KiLdb al-Al/rani (Book of Songs) of Abu Faraj, which has 
since been published (so vols., Boulak, 1868) in Egypt; bat no 
publication of texts can deprive the Essai, which is now very 
rare, of its value as a trustworthy guide through a tangled mass 
of tradition. 

CAUSTIC (Gr. ecuarruces, burning), that which burns. la 
surgery, the term is given to substances used to destroy hying 
tissues and so inhibit the action of organic poisons, as in bites, 
malignant disease and gangrenous processes. Such substances 
are silver nitrate (lunar caustic), the caustic alkalis (potassium 
and sodium hydrates), zinc chloride, an acid solution of mercuric 
nitrate, and pure carbolic acid. In mathematics, the " mystic 
surfaces " of a given surface arc the envelopes of the normals 
to the surface, or the loci of its centres of principal curvature. 

In optics, the term caustic is given to the envelope of hada= 
rays after reflection or refraction; in the first case the envelope is 
termed a catacaustic, in the second a diacaustic. Catacaussics 
are to be observed as bright curves when light is allowed to tall 
upon a polished riband of steel, such as a watch-spring, placed 
on a table, and by varying the form of the spring and moving 
the source of light, a variety of patterns may be obtained. The 
investigation of caustics, being based on the assumption of the 
rectilinear propagation of light, and the validity of the cmeti-
mental laws of reflection and refraction, is essentially of a geo-
metrical nature, and as such it attracted the attention of the 
mathematicians of the 17th and succeeding centuries, mom 
notably John Bernoulli, G. F. de l'HOpital, E. W. Tschinthaasta 
and Louis Carr& 

The simplest case of a caustic curve Is when the reflecting unlace 
is a circle, and the luminous rays emanate from a point on the 
circumference. If in fig. 1 Ale be the reflecting circle 
having C as centre, P the luminous point, and PQ any 
incident ray, and we join CQ it follows, by the law of the ; m.o. 
equality of the angles of incidence and reflection, that the 
reflected ray QR a such that the angles RQC and CQPare equd. 
to determine the caustic, it is necessary to determine theeneeloce 
this line. This may be readily accomplished geometrically r c. 
analytically, and it will be found that the envelope is a canind 
(q.v.), i.e. an epicycloid in which the radii of the fixed and totem 
circles are equal. When the rays are parallel, the reflecting sedan 

Elie Bocthor (t784-1821) was a French otientalist ofccent 
origin. He was the author of a Traiii des conjugal-sons Immo m 
Arabic, and left his Dictionary in MS. 
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remaining circular, the question can be similarly treated, and it is 
found that the caustic is an epicycloid in which the radius of the fixed 
circle is twice that of the rolling circle (fig. 2). The geometrical 
method is also applicable when it is required to determine the caustic 

C 	 C•111. 

Ftc. 1. 	 FIG. 2. 	 Ftc. 3. 

after any number of reflections at a spherical surface of rays, which 
arc either parallel or diverge from a point on the circumference. In 
both cases the curves are epicycloids; in the first case the radii of 
the rolling and the fixed circles are a(2n-1)/4s and 0/25, and in the 
second, arr/(2n + I) and 4(25+1), where a is the radius of the mirror 
and n the number of reflections. 

The Cartesian equation to the caustic produced by reflection at a 
circle of rays diverging from any point was obtained by Joseph Louis 
Lagrange; it may be expressed in the form 

1(4,4 - a,)(x5 4-y9 - 2a5cx -OM 2700)0(0+e-0)r, 
where a is the radius of the reflecting circle, and d c the distance of the 
luminous point from the centre of the circle. The polar form is 

+p) cos MI+ l(n-p) sin lel I (2k)1, where p and k are the re-
ciprocals of c and a, and a the reciprocal of the radius vector of any 
point on the caustic. When c-a or the curve reduces to the 
cardioid or the two cusped epicycloid previously discussed. Other 

cotta C>• 
FIG. 4. Ftc. 5. 

forms are shown in figs. 3, 4.  5, 6. These curves were traced by 
the Rev. Hammet Holditch (Quart. Jour. Math. vol. i.). 

Secondary caustics are orthotomic curves having the reflected or 
refracted rays as normals, and consequently the proper caustic curve, 
being the envelope of the normals, is their evolute. It is usually the 
rase that the secondary caustic is easier to determine than theca ustic, 
and hence, when determined, it affords a ready means for deducing 
the primary caustic. It may be shown by geometrical considerations 
that the secondary caustic ma curve similar to the first positive pedal 
of the reflecting curve, of twice the linear dimensions, with respect 
to the luminous point. Por a circle, when the rays emanate from 
any point, the secondary caustic is a hmacon, and hence the primary 
caustic is the evolute of this curve. 

The simplest instance of a caustic by refraction (or diacaustic) is 
when luminous rays issuing from a point are refracted at a straight 

line. It may be shown geometric-
ally that the secondary C.o., 
caustic, if the second by  rem, 
medium be less refrac- tk,.. 
tive than the first, is an 
ellipse having the luminous point 
for a focus, and its centre at the 
foot of the perpendicular from the 
luminous point to the refracting 
line. The evolute of this ellipse 

FIG. 6. 	 is the caustic required. If the 
second medium be more highly 

refractive than the first, the secondary caustic is a hyperbola having 
the same focus and centre as before, and the caustic is the evolute 
of this curve. When the refracting curve is a circle and the rays 
emanate from kny point, the locus of the secondary caustic is a 
Cartesian oval, and the evolute of this curve is the required dia-
caustic. These curves appear to have been first discussed by 
Gergonne. For the caustic by refraction of parallel rays at a circle 
reference should be made to the memoirs by Arthur Cayley. 

RILYERHICCES.—Arthur Cayley's " Memoirs on Caustics " in the 
Phil. Trans. for 1857, vol. 147, and 1867, vol. 157, are especially 
to be consulted. Reference may also be made to R. S. Heath s 
Geometrical Optics and R. A. Herman's Geometrical Optics (1900). 

CAUTERETS, a watering-place of south-western France in 
the department of Hautes-Pyrenees, 20 m. S. by W. of Lourdes 
by rail. Pop. (1906) 1030. It lies in the beautiful valley of the 
Gave de Cauterets, and is well known for its copious thermal  

springs. They are chiefly characterized by the presence of 
sulphur and silicate of soda, and are used in the treatment of 
diseases of the respiratory organs, rheumatism, skin diseases 
and many other maladies. Their temperature varies between 
750  and 1370  F. The springs number twenty-four, and there 
are nine bathing establishments. Cauterets is a centre for ex-
cursions, the Monnf (8935 ft.), the Cabaliros (7655 ft.), the 
Pic de Chabarrou (9550 ft.), the Vignemale (10,820 ft.), and 
other summits being in its neighbourhood. 

CAUTIN, a province of southern Chile, bounded N. by Arauco, 
Mallcco and Bio-Bio, E. by Argentina, S. by Valdivia, and W. 
by the Pacific. Its area is officially estimated at 5832 sq. m. 
Cautin lies within the temperate agricultural and forest region 
of the south, and produces wheat, cattle, lumber, tan-bark 
and fruit. The state central railway from Santiago to Puerto 
Montt crosses the province from north to south, and the Cautin, 
or Imperial, and Totten rivers (the latter forming its southern 
boundary) cross from east to west, both affording excellent 
transportation facilities. The province once formed part of the 
territory occupied by the Araucanian Indians, and its present 
political existence dates from 5887. Its population (t905) was 
96,139, of whom a large percentage were European immigrants, 
principally Germans. The capital is Temuco, on the Rio Cautin; 
pop. ( 1895) 7078. The principal towns besides Temuco are 
Lautaro (3139) and Nueva Imperial (2179), both of historic 
interest because they were fortified Spanish outposts in the long 
struggle with the Araucanian. 

CAUTLEY, SIR PROSY THOMAS (1802-1871),. English 
engineer and palaeontologist, was born in Suffolk in 1802. After 
some years' service in the Bengal artillery, which he joined in 
1819, he was engaged on the reconstruction of the Doab canal, 
of which, after it was opened, he had charge for twelve years 
(1831-1843). In 1840 he reported on the proposed Ganges canal, 
for the irrigation of the country between the rivers Ganges, 
Hindan and Jumna, which was his most important work. This 
project was sanctioned in 1841, but the work was not begun till 
1843, and even then Cautley found himself hampered in its 
execution by the opposition of Lord Ellenborough. From 1845 
to 1848 he was absent in England owing to ill-health, and on his 
return to India he was appointed director of canals in the North-
Western Provinces. After the Ganges canal was opened in 1854 
he went back to England, where he was made K.C.B., and from 
:858 to 1868 he occupied a seat on the council of India. He died 
at Sydenham, near London, on the 25th of January 1871. In 
1860 be published a full account of the making of the Ganges 
canal, and he also contributed numerous memoirs, some written 
in collaboration with Dr Hugh Falconer, to the Proceedings of 
the Bengal Asiatic Society and the Geological Society of London 
on the geology and fossil remains of the Sivalik Hills. 

CAUVERY, or KAVEIII, a river of southern India. Rising in 
Coorg, high up amid the Western Ghats, in 120  25' N. lat. and 
75°  34' E. long., it flows with a general south-eastern direction 
across the plateau of Mysore, and finally pours itself into the Bay 
of Bengal through two principal mouths in Tanjore district. 
Its total length is 472 m., the estimated area of its Vasin 27400 

 sq. m. The course of the river in Coorg is very tortuous, Its bed 
is generally rocky; its banks are high and covered with luxuriant 
vegetation. On entering Mysore it passes through a narrow 
gorge, but presently widens to an average breadth of 300 to 
400 yds. Its bed continues rocky, so as to forbid all navigation; 
but its banks are here bordered with a rich strip of cultivation. 
In its course through Mysore the channel is interrupted by 
twelve anicuts or dams for the purpose of irrigation. From the 
most important of these, known as the Madadkatte, an artificial 
channel is led to a distance of 72 m., irrigating an area of 10,000 
acres, and ultimately bringing a water-supply into the town of 
Mysore. In Mysore state the Cauvery forms the two islands of 
Seringapatam and Sivasamudram, which vie in sanctity with the 
island of Seringam lower down in Trichinopoly district. Around 
the island of Sivasamudram are the celebrated falls of the Cauvery, 
unrivalled for romantic beauty. The river here branches into 
two channels, each of which makes a descent of about 200 ra. 
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in a succession of rapids and broken cascades. After entering 
the Madras presidency, the Cauvery forms the boundary between 
the Coimbatore and Salem districts, until it strikes into Trichi-
nopoly district. Sweeping past the historic rock of Trichinopoly, 
it breaks at the island of Seringam into two channels, which 
enclose between them the delta of Tanjore, the garden of southern 
India. The northern channel is called the Coleroon (Kolidam); 
the other preserves the name of Cauvery. On the seaward face 
of its delta are the open roadsteads of Negapatam and French 
Karikal. The only navigation on any portion of its course is 
carried on in boats of basket-work. It is in the delta that the 
real value of the river for irrigation becomes conspicuous. This is 
the largest delta system, and the most profitable of all the works 
in India. The most ancient irrigation work is a massive dam 
of unhewn stone, to8o ft. long, and from 40 to 6o ft. broad, 
across the stream of the Cauvery proper, which is supposed to 
date back to the 4th century, is still in excellent repair, 
and has supplied a model to British engineers. The area.of the 
ancient system was 669,000 acres, the modern about 1,000,000 
acres. The chief modern work is the anicut across the Coleroon, 
225o ft. long, constructed by Sir Arthur Cotton between 1836 
and 1838. The Cauvery Falls have been utilized for an electric 
installation, which supplies power to the Kolar gold-mines and 
light to the city of Mysore. 

The Cauvery is known to devout Hindus as Dakshini Gangs, 
or the Ganges of the south, and the whole of its course is holy 
ground. According to the legend there was once born upon 
earth a girl named Vishnumaya or Lopamudra, the daughter of 
Brahma; but her divine father permitted her to be regarded as 
the child of a mortal, called Kavera-muni. In order to obtain 
beatitude for her adoptive father, she resolved to become a 
river whose waters should purify from all sin. Hence it is that 
even the holy Ganges resorts underground once in the year to 
the source of the Cauvery, to purge herself from the pollution 
contracted from the crowd of sinners who have bathed in her 
waters. 

CAVA DEI TIRRENI, a town and episcopal see of Campania, 
Italy, in the province of Salerno, 6 m. N.W. by rail from the town 
of Salerno. Pop. (tom) town, 7611; commune, 23,415. It lies 
fairly high in a richly cultivated valley, surrounded by wooded 
hills, and is a favourite resort of foreigners in spring and autumn, 
and of the Neapolitans .in summer. A mile to the south-west 
is the village of Corpo di Cava (197o ft.), with the Benedictine 
abbey of La Trinita. della Cava, founded in 1025 by St Alferius. 
The church and the greater part of the buildings were entirely 
modernized in 1796. The old Gothic cloisters are preserved. 
The church contains a fine organ and several ancient sarcophagi. 
The archives, now national propirty, include documents and 
MSS. of great value (e.g. the Codex Leguns Longobardorum of 
0004) and fine incunabula. The abbot is keeper, and also head 
of a boarding school. 

See M. Morcaldi, Codex Diplomatic= taoensis (Naples and Milan, 
1873-1893). 

CAVAEDIUNI, in architecture, the Latin name for the central 
hall or court within a Roman house, of which five species are 
described by Vitruvius. (I) The Tuscanicum responds to the 
greater number apparently of those at Pompeii, in which the 
timbers of the roof are framed together, so as to leave an open 
space in the centre, known as tho compluvium; it was through 
this opening that all the light was received, not only in the hall 
itself, but in the rooms round. The rain from the roof was 
collected in gutters round the compluvium, and discharged from 
thence into a tank or open basin in the floor called the impluvium. 
(2) In the tetrartylon additional support was required in conse-
quence of the dimensions of the hall; this was given by columns 
placed at the four angles of the impluvium. (3) Corinthian is the 
term given to the species where additional columns were required. 
(4) In the displuviattors the roofs, instead of sloping down towards 
the compluvium, sloped outwards, the gutters beinguin the outer 
walls; there was still an opening in the roof, and an impluvium 
to catch the rain falling through. This species of roof, Vitruvius 
states, is constantly in want of repair, as the water does not easily  

run away, owing to the stoppage in the rain-water pipes. (0 
The testudinatuns was employed when the hall was small and 
another floor was built over it; no example of this type has been 
found at Pompeii, and only one of the cavacdium displuviatum. 

CAVAGNARI, SIR PIERRE LOUIS NAPOLEON (1841-1879), 
British military administrator, the son of a French general by 
his marriage with an Irish lady, was born at Stenay, in the 
department of the Meuse, on the 4th of July :841. He neverthe-
less obtained naturalization as an Englishman, and entered the 
military service of the East India Company. After passing 
through the college at Addiscombe, he served through the Oudh 
campaign against the mutineers in 0358 and 1859. In 1561 be 
was appointed an assistant commissioner in the Punjab, and is 
1877 became deputy commissioner of Peshawar and took part 
in several expeditions against the hill tribes. In 1878 he was 
attached to the staff of the British mission to Kabul, which the 
Afghans refused to allow to proceed. In May 1879, after the 
death of the emir Shere Ali, Cavagnari negotiated and signed 
the treaty of Gandamak with his successor, Yakub Khan. By 
this the Afghans agreed to admit a British resident at Kabul, 
and the post was conferred on Cavagnari, who also received the 
Star of India and was made a K.C.B. He took up his residence 
in July, and for a time all seemed to go well, but on the 3rd of 
September Cavagnari and the other European members of the 
mission were massacred in a sudden rising of mutinous Afghan 
troops. (See AFGHANISTAN.) 

CAVAIGNAC, JEAN BAPTISTE (1762-1829), French politician, 
was born at Gourdon (Lot). He was sent by his department 
as deputy to the Convention, where he associated himself with 
the party of the Mountain and voted for the death of Louis XVI. 
He was constantly employed on missions in the provinces, and 
distinguished himself by his rigorous repression of opponents 
of the revolution in the departments of Landes, Basses-Pyrenees 
and Gers. With his colleague Jacques Pinet (0754-s844) be 
established at Bayonne a revolutionary tribunal with authority 
in the neighbouring towns. Charges of cruelty were preferred 
against him by a local society before the Convention in 1795, 
but were dismissed. He had represented the Convention in the 
armies of Brest and of the Eastern Pyrenees in 1793, and is 
1795 he was sent to the armies of the Moselle and the Rhine. 
He filled various minor administrative offices, and in 1206 became 
an official at Naples in Murat's government. During the Hundred 
Days he was prefect of the Somme. At the restoration be was 
proscribed as a regicide, and spent the last years of his life at 
Brussels, where he died on the 24th of March 1829. His second 
son was General Eugene Cavaignac (q.v.). 

The eldest son, Ettobrone Louts GODEFROI CAVAIGNAC (Mr-
845), was, like his father, a republican of the intransigeant type. 

He was bitterly disappbinted at the triumph of the monarchical 
principle after the revolution of July 1830, in which he had taken 
part. He took part in the Parisian risings of October 1830, 583.2 
and 1834. On the third occasion he was imprispned, but escaped 
to England in 1835. When he returned to France in ig45 be 
worked on the staff of La Monne, and carried on an energetic 
republican propaganda. In 1843 he became president of the 
Society of the Rights of Man, of which he had been one of the 
founders in 1832. He died on the 5th of May 1845. The re-
cumbent statue (1847) of Godefroi Cavaignac on his tomb at 
Montmartre (Paris) is one of the masterpieces of the sculptor 
Francois Rude. 

Jean Baptisteshrother, JACQUES-MARIE, Victor= CAVAIGNAC 
(1773-1855), French general, served with distinction in the army 
under the republic and successive governments. He commanded 
the cavalry of the XI. corps in the retreat from Moscow. and 
eventually became Vicomte Cavaignac and inspector-general 
of cavalry. 

CAVAIGNAC, LOUIS EUGENE (1802-1857), French general, 
son of J. B. Cavaignac, was born at Paris on the 15th of October 
1802. After going through the usual course of study for the 
military profession, he entered the army as an engineer officer 
in 1824, and served in the /form in 1828, becoming captain in 
the following year. When the revolution of 1830 broke out 
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be was stationed at Arras, and was the first officer of his regiment 
to declare for the new order of things. In 1831 he was removed 
from active duty in eonsequence of his declared republicanism, 
but in 1832 he was recalled to the service and sent to Algeria. 
This continued to be the main sphere of his activity for sixteen 
years, and he won especial distinction in his fifteen months' 
command of the exposed garrison of Tlemcen, a command for 
which he was selected by Marshal Clause' (1836-1837), and in 
the defence of Cherchel (1840). Almost every step of his pro-
motion was gained on the field of battle, and in 1844 the duc 
d'Aumale himself asked for Cavaignac's promotion to the rank 
of marechal de camp. This was made in the same year, and 
he held various district commands in Algeria up to 1848, when 
the provisional government appointed him governor-general 
of the province with the rank of general of division. The post 
of minister of war was also offered to Cavaignac, but he refused 
it owing to the unwillingness of the government to quarter troops 
in Paris, a measure which the general held to be necessary for 
the stability of the new regime. On his election to the National 
Assembly, however, Cavaignac returned to Paris. When he 
arrived on the 17th of May he found the capital in an extremely 
critical state. Several Mettles had already taken place, and by 
the 22nd of June z848 a formidable insurrection had been 
organized. The only course now open to the National Assembly 
was to assert its authority by force. Cavaignac, first as minister 
of war and then as dictator, was called to the task of suppressing 
the revolt. It was no light task, as the national guard was 
untrustworthy, regular troops were not at hand in sufficient 
numbers, and the insurgents had abundant time to prepare 
themselves. Variously estimated at from 30,000 to 6o,000 men, 
well armed and organized, they had entrenched themselves 
at every step behind formidable barricades, and were ready to 
avail themselves of every advantage that ferocity and despair 
could suggest to them. Cavaignac failed perhaps to appreciate 
the political exigencies of the moment; as a soldier he would 
not strike his blow until his plans were matured and his forces 
sufficiently prepared. When the troops at last advanced in three 
strong columns, every inch of ground was disputed, and the 
government troops were frequently repulsed, till, fresh regiments 
arriving, he forced his way to the Place de la Bastille and crushed 
the insurrection in its headquarters. The contest, which raged 
from the 23rd to the morning of the 26th of June, was without 
doubt the bloodiest and most resolute the streets of Paris have 
ever seen, and the general did not hesitate to inflict the severest 
punishment on the rebels. 

Cavaignac was censured by some for having, by his delay, 
allowed the insurrection to gather head; but in the chamber 
he was declared by a unanimous vote to have deserved well of 
his country. After laying down his dictatorial powers, he 
continued to preside over the Executive Committee till the 
election of a regular president of the republic. It was expected 
that the suffrages of France would raise Cavaignac to that 
position. But the mass of the people, and especially the rural 
population, sick of revolution, and weary even of the moderate 
republicanism of Cavaignac, were anxious for a stable govern-
ment. Against the five and a half million votes recorded for 
Louis Napoleon, Cavaignac received only a million and a half. 
Not without chagrin at his defeat, he withdrew into the mkt 
of the opposition. He continued to serve as a representative 
during the short remainder of the republic. At the coup d'ilat 
of the 2nd December 1851 he was arrested along with the other 
members of the opposition; but after a short imprisonment at 
Ham he was released, and, with his newly-married wife, lived 
in retirement till his death, which took place at Ourne (Sarthe) 
on the 28th of October 1857. 

His son, JACQUES MARIE EUGNE GODEFROI CAVAIGNAC 
(1853-1905), French politician, was born in Paris on the 21st of 
May 1853. He made public profession of his republican prin-
ciples as a schoolboy at the Lycee Charlemagne by refusing 
in 1867 to receive a prize at the Sorbonne from the hand of the 
prince imperial. He received the military medal for service in 
the Franco-Prussian War, and in 1872 entered the Ecole 
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Polytechnique. He served as a civil engineer in Angouleme until 
188 t, when he became master of requests in the council of state. 
In the next year he was elected deputy for the arrondissement 
of Saint-Calais (Sarthe) in the republican interest. In 1885-
1886 he was under-secretary for war in the Henri Brisson 
ministry, and he served in the cabinet of Emile Loubet (1802) 
as minister of marine and of the colonies. He had exchanged his 
moderate republicanism for radical views before he became 
war minister in the cabinet of Leon 'Bourgeois (1895-1896). 
He was again minister of war in the Brisson cabinet in July 
1898, when he read in the chamber a document which definitely 
incriminated Captain Alfred Dreyfus. On the 3oth of August, 
however, he stated that this had been discovered to be a forgery 
by Colonel Henry, but he refused to concur with his colleagues 
in a revision of the Dreyfus prosecution, which was the logical 
outcome of his own exposure of the forgery. Resigning his port-
folio, he continued to declare his conviction of Dreyfus's guilt, 
and joined the Nationalist group in the chamber, of which he 
became one of the leaders. He alsq, was an energetic supporter 
of the Ligue de la .Patrie Francaise. In 1899 Cavaignac was an 
unsuccessful candidate for the presidency of the republic. He 
had announced his intention of retiring from political life when 
he died at his country-seat near Flee (Sarthe) on the 25th of 
September 1905. He wrote an important book on the Formation 
de la Prusse contemporaine ( 2 vols., 1891-1898), dealing with 
the events of 1806-1813. 

CAVAILLON, a town of south-eastern France in the depart-
ment of Vaucluse, 20 m. S.E. of Avignon by rail. Pop. (1906) 
town, 5760; commune, 9952. Cavaillon lies at the southern 
base of Mont St Jacques on the right bank of the Durance above 
its confluence with the Coulon. It had a hotel de ville of the 
18th century, a church of the t2th century, dedicated to St Veran, 
and the mutilated remains of a triumphal arch of the Roman 
period. The town is an important railway junction and the 
commercial centre of a rich and well-irrigated plain, which pro-
duces melons and other fruits, early vegetables (artichokes, 
tomatoes, celery, potatoes), and other products in profusion. 
Silk-worms are reared, and silk is an important article of trade. 
The preparation of preserved vegetables, fruits and other pro-
visions, distilling, and the manufacture of straw hats and 
leather are carried on. Numerous minor relics of the Roman 
period have been found to the south of the present town, on the 
site of the ancient Cabcllio, a place of some note in the territory 
of the Cavares. In medieval and modern history the town has 
for the most part followed the fortunes of the Comtat Venaissin, 
in which it was included. Till the time of the Revolution it 
was the see of a bishop, and had a large number of monastic 
establishments. 

CAVALCANTI, GUIDO (c. 1250-1300), Italian poet and 
philosopher, was the son of a philosopher t. hom Dante, in the 
Inferno, condemns to torment among the Epicureans and 
Atheists; but he himself was a friend of the great poet. By 
marriage with Beatrice, daughter of Farinata Uberti, he became 
head of the Ghibellines; and when the people, weary of continual 
brawls, aroused themselves, and sought peace by banishing the 
leaders of the rival parties, he was sent to Sarzana, where he 
caught a fever, of which he died. Cavalcanti has left a number 
of love sonnets and canzoni, which were honoured by the praise 
of Dante. Some are simple and graceful, but many are spoiled 
by a mixture of metaphysics borrowed from Plato, Aristotle 
and the Christian Fathers. They are mostly in honour of a 
French lady, whom he calls Mandetta. His Canwne d'Amore 
was extremely popular, and was frequently published; and his 
complete poetical works are contained in Giunti's collection 
(Florence, 1527; Venice, 1531-1532). He also wrote in prose -on 
philosophy and oratory. 

See D. G. Rossetti, Dante and his Circle (1874). 

CAVALIER, JEAN (1681-1740), the famous chief of the 
Camisards (q.v.), was born at Mas Roux, a small hamlet in the 
commune of Ribaute near Anduze (Gard), on the 28th of 
November 1681. His father, an illiterate peasant, had been 
compelled by persecution to become a Roman Catholic along 
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with his family, but his mother brought him up secretly in the 
Protestant faith. In his boyhood he became a shepherd, and 
about his twentieth year he was apprenticed to a baker. 
Threatened with prosecution for his religious opinions he went 
to Geneva, where he passed the year r7or ; he returned to the 
Cevennes on the eve of the rebellion of the Camisards, who by 
the murder of the Abbe du Chayla at Pont-de-Monvert on the 
night of the 2411,... of July 1702 raised the standard of revolt. 
Some months later he became their leader. He showed himself 
possessed of an extraordinary genius for war, and Marshal 
Villars paid him the high compliment of saying that he was as 
courageous in attack as he was prudent in retreat, and that by 
his extraordinary knowledge of the.countsy he displayed in the 
management of his troops a skill as great as that of the ablest 
officers. Within a period of two years he was to bold in check 
Count Victor Maurice de Broglie and Marshal Montrevel, 
generals of Louis XIV., and to carry on one of the most 
terrible partisan wars in French history. 

He organized the Camisard forces and maintained the most 
severe discipline. As an orator he derived his inspiration from 
the prophets of Israel, and raised the enthusiasm of his rude 
mountaineers to a pitch so high that they were ready to die 
with their young leader for the sake of liberty of conscience. 
Each battle increased the terror of his name. On Christmas day 
1702 he dared to hold a religious assembly at the very gates of 
Alais, and put to flight the local militia which came forth to 
attack him. At Vagnas, on the loth of February 1703, he 
routed the royal troops, but, defeated in his turn, he was com-
pelled to find safety in flight. But he reappeared, was again 
defeated at Tour de Bellot (April 30), and again recovered himself, 
recruits flocking to him to fill up the places of the slain. By a 
long series of successes he raised his reputation to the highest 
pitch, and gained the full confidence of the people. It was in 
vain that more rigorous measures were adopted against the 
Camisards. Cavalier boldly carried the war into the plain, 
made terrible reprisals, and threatened even Nimes itself. On 
the 16th of April r7o4- he encountered Marshal Montrevel 
himself at the bridge of Nages, with moo men against scoa, and, 
though defeated after a desperate conflict, he made a successful 
retreat with two-thirds of his men. It was at this moment 
that Marshal Villars, wishing to put an end to the terrible 
struggle, opened negotiations, and Cavalier was induced to 
attend a conference at Pont d'Avkne near Alais on the rith of 
May 1704, and on the tlith of May he made submission at Nimes. 
These negotiations, with the proudest monarch in Europe, he 
carried on, not as a rebel, but as the leader of an army which 
had waged an honourable war. Louis XIV. gave him a com-
mission as colonel, which Villars presented to him personally, 
and a pension of 1200 livres. At the same time he authorized 
the formation of a Camisard regiment for service in Spain under 
his command. 

Before leaving the Cevennes for the last time he went to Alais 
and to Ribaute, followed by an immense concourse of people. 
But Cavalier had not been able to obtain liberty of conscience, 
and his Camisards almost to a man broke forth in wrath against 
him, reproaching him for what they described as his treacherous 
desertion. On the 21st of June 27o4, with a hundred Camisards 
who were still faithful to him, he departed from Nimes and 
came to Neu-Brisach (Alsace), where he was to be quartered. 
From Dijon he went on to Paris, where Louis XIV. gave him 
audience and heard his explanation of the revolt of the Cevennes. 
Returning to Dijon, fearing to be imprisoned in the fortress of 
Neu-Brisach, he escaped with his troop near Montbeliard and 
took refuge at Lausanne. But he was too much of a soldier to 
abandon the career of arms. He offered his services to the duke 
of Savoy, and with his Camisards made war in the Val d'Aosta. 
After the peace he crossed to England, where he formed a 
regiment of refugees which took part in the Spanish expedition 
under the earl of Peterborough and Sir .Cloudesley Shovel in 
May 1705. At the battle of Almansa the Camisards found 
themselves opposed to a French regiment, and without firing 
the two bodies rushed one upon the other. Cavalier wrote  

later (July ro, 1707): " The only consolation that remains to 
me is that the regiment I had the honour to command never 
looked back, but sold its life dearly on the field of battle_ 
fought as long as a man stood beside me and until numbers 
overpowered me, losing also an immense quantity of blood 
from a dozen wounds which I received." Marshal Berwick 
never spoke of this tragic event without visible emotion. 

On his return to England a small pension was given him and 
he settled at Dublin, where he published Memoirs of the Wen 
of Ike Cevennes under Col. Cavalier, written in French and trans-
lated into English with a dedication to Lord Carteret (1726). 
Though Cavalier received, no doubt, assistance in the publica-
tion of the Memoirs, it is none the less true that be provided the 
materials, and that his work is the most valuable source for the 
history of his life. He was made a general on the 27th of October 
1735, and on the 25th of May 1738 was appointed lieutenant-
governor of Jersey. Writing in the following year (August 26, 
1739) he says: " I am overworked and weary; I am going to 
take the waters in England so as to be in a fit condition for the 
war against the Spaniards if they reject counsels of prudence-' 
He was promoted to the rink of major-general on the and of 
July 1739, and died in the following year. In the panachial 
register of St Luke's, Chelsea, there is an entry: " Burial A-11. 
rrso May 18, Brigadier John Cavalier." 

There is a story which represents him as the fortunate rival 
of Voltaire for the hand of Olympe, daughter of Madame Dunoyer, 
author of the LeUres galantes. During his stay in England be 
married the daughter of Captain de Ponthieu and Marguerite 
de Is Rochefoucauld, refugees living at Portarlington. AIalc- 
herbes, the courageous defender of Louis XVI:, bears the follow-
ing eloquent testimony to this young hero of the avennes:-- 
" I confess," he says " that this warrior, who, without ever having 
served, found himself by the mere gift of nature a great general, 
—this Camisard who was bold to punish a crime in the presence 
of a fierce troop which maintained itself by little crimes—this 
coarse peasant who, when admitted at twenty years of age into 
the society of cultivated people, caught their manners and WWI 

their love and esteem, this man who, though accustomed to a 
stormy life, and having just cause to be proud of his success, 
had yet enough philosophy in him by nature to enjoy for thirty-
five years a tranquil private life—appears to me to be one of 
the rarest characters to be found in history." 

For a more detailed account see F. Puaux, Vie de Jean Creche 

i
1868) ; David C. A. Agnew, Protestant Exiles from Fraser. E. 54-66 
Load., 1871): Charvey, Jean Cavalier: nouveaux docannevets indists 
1884). Eugene Sue popularized the name of the Camisard chief in 

Jean Cavalier oar ks fanaliques des Cevennes (184o). (F. Ps.) 
CAVALIER, a horseman, particularly a horse-soldier or one of 

gentle birth trained in knightly exercises. The word is taken 
from one of the French words which derived ultimately hum 
the Late Lat. caballarius, a horseman, from Lat. cabals:, 
properly a pack-horse, which gave the Fr. anal, a chevalier. 
This last word is the regular French for " knight," and is dhiefly 
used in English for a member of certain foreign military or other 
orders, particularly of the Legion of Honour. Cavalier in English 
was early applied in a contemptuous sense to an overbearing 
swashbuckler—a roisterer or swaggering gallant. In Shakespeare 
(2 Henry IV. v. iii. 62) Shallow calls Bardolph's companions 
" cavaleros." " Cavalier "is chiefly associated with the Royalists, 
the supporters of Charles 1. in the struggle with the Parliament 
in the Great Rebellion. Here again it first appears as a term of 
reproach and contempt, applied by the opponents of the king. 
Charles in the Answer to the Petition (June 23, 1642) speaks of 
cavaliers as a " word by what mistake soever it seemes mach in 
disfavour." Further quotations of the use of the word by the 
Parliamentary party are 'given in the Nem English Dictierusry. 
It was soon adopted (as a title of honour) by the king's party, 
who in return applied Roundhead to their opponents, and at the 
Restoration the court party preserved the name, which survived 
till the rise of the term Tory (see Wino AND Tory). The term 
" cavalier " has been adopted from the French as a term in 
fortification for a work of great command constructed in the 
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interior of a fort, bastion or other defence, so as to fire over the 
main parapet without interfering with the fire of the latter. A 
greater volume of fire can thus be obtained, but the great height 
of the cavalier malchs it an easy target for a besieger's guns. 

CAVALIERS, EMILIO DEL, 16th-century Italian musical 
composer, was barn in Rome about x550 of a noble family. 
He held a post at the court of Ferdinand I. of Tuscany from 
/588  to  1597,  and during his residence at Florence was on terms 
of intimacy with J. Peri, 0. Rinuccini, G. Caccini and the rest 
of the Bardi circle. In 1597 he returned to Rome, and became 
connected with the Congregation of the Oratory founded by St 
Philip Neri. Here in iffloo was performed Cavaliere's contribution 
to the musical reformatibn.initiated by his circle of friends in 
Florence—La Rappresentasione di Anima e di Corpo, a sacred 
drama, which is regarded as the first example of what is now 
called -oratorio. It is generally supposed that he was no longer 
living when the work was performed, but some authorities assign 
x6o2 as the date of his death. 

Cavaliere's style is more facile than that of Pen and Caccini, 
but he is inferior to them in depth of musical expression. He 
is, however, important as being the first to apply the new monodic 
style to sacred music, and as the founder of the Roman school 
of the 17th century which included Mazzocchi, Carissimi and 
Alessandro Scarlatti. 

See also H. Goldschmidt, Studien cur Ceschichte der italienischen 
Oper ins r7. Jahrhundert, Band i. 

CAVALLI, FRANCESCO (1599?-1676), Italian musical com-
poser, was born at Crema in 1599 or x600. His real name was 
Pier Francesco Caletti-Bruni, but he is better known by that of 
Cavalli, the name of his patron, a Venetian nobleman. He 
became a singer at St Mark's in Venice in 1617, second organist in 
1639, first organist in 1665, and in x668 maestro di cappella. 
He is, however, chiefly important for his operas. He began to 
write for the stage in 1639 (Le Nora  di Teti e di Pdco), and soon 
established so great a reputation that he was summoned to Paris 
in 1660 to produce an opera (Sam) at the Louvre in honour of 
the marriage of Louis XIV. He visited Paris again in x662, 
bringing out his Ercole Amante. His death occurred in Venice 
on the 14th of January 1676. Twenty-seven operas of Cavalli 
are still extant, most of them being preserved in the library of 
St Mark at Venice. Monteverde had found opera a musico-
literary experiment, and left it a magnificent dramatic spectacle. 
Cavalli succeeded in making opera a popular entertainment. 
He reduced Monteverde's extravagant orchestra to more practical 
limits, introduced melodious arias into his music and popular 
types into his libretti. His operas have all the characteristic 
exaggerations and absurdities of the 17th century, but they have 
also a remarkably strong sense of dramatic effect as well as a 
great musical facility, and a grotesque humour which was 
characteristic of Italian grand opera down to the death of 
Alessandro Scarlatti. 

CAVALLINI, PIETRO (c. 1259-1344),  Italian painter, born in 
Rome, was an artist of the earliest epoch of the modem Roman 
school, and was taught painting and mosaic by Giotto while 
employed at Rome; it is believed that he assisted his master in 
the mosaic of the Navicella or ship of St Peter, in the porch of the 
church of that saint. He also studied under the Cosmati. Lanni 
describes him as an adept in both arts, and mentions with appro-
bation his grand fresco of a Crucifixion at Assisi, still in tolerable 
preservation; he was, moreover, versed in architecture and in 
sculpture. According to George Vertue, it is highly probable 
that Cavallini executed, in 1279, the mosaics and other orna-
mentsof the tombof Ed ward the Confessor in Westminster Abbey. 
He would thus be the " Pettus Civis Romanus " whose name is 
inscribed on the shrine; but a comparison of dates invalidates 
this surmise. He died in 1344, at the age of eighty-five, in the 
odour of sanctity, having in his later years been a man of eminent 
piety. He is said to have carved for the Basilica of San Paolo 
fuori le Mum, close to Rome, a crucifix which spoke in I370 to a 
female saint. Some highly important works by Cavallini in the 
church of Santa Cecilia in Trastevere, Rome, have been recently 
discovered. 

CAVALLO, TIBF.RIIJS (1749-1809), Anglo-Italian electrician 
and natural philosopher, was born on the 3oth of March 1749 at 
Naples, where his father was a physician. In 177x he came to 
England with the intention of pursuing a mercantile career, but 
he soon turned his attention to scientific work. Although he 
made several ingenious improvements in scientific instruments, 
his mind was rather imitative and critical than creative. He 
published numerous works on different branches of physics, 
including A Complete Treatise on Electricity (z777), Treatise on 
the Nature and Properties of Air and oilier permanently Elastic 
Fluids 0780, History and Practice of Amostation (1785), Treatise 
on Magnetism (x787), Elements of Natural and Experimental 
Philosophy (18o3), Theory and Practice of Medical Electricity 
(1780), and Medical Properties of Factitious Air.0798). He died 
in London on the 21st of December aog. 

CAVALLOTTI, FELICE (1842-1898), Italian politician, poet 
and dramatic author, was born at Milan on the 6th of November . 
1842. In 186o and 1866 he fought with the Garibaldian Corps, 
but first attained notoriety by his anti-monarchical lampoons in 
the Camelia di Milano and in the Gazzettina Rosa between x866 
and 1872. Elected to parliament as deputy for Corteolona in 
the latter year, he took the oath of allegiance after having 
publicly impugned its validity. Eloquence and turbulent com-
bativeness in and out of parliament secured for him the leader-
ship of the extreme Left on the death of Bertani in 1886. 
During his twelve years' leadership his party increased in number 
from twenty to seventy, and at the time of his death his parlia-
mentary influence was greater than ever before. Though am-
bitious and addicted to defamatory methods of personal attack 
which sometimes savoured of political blackmail, Cavallotti's 
eloquent advocacy of democratic reform, and apparent generosity 
of sentiment, secured for him a popularity surpassed by that of 
no contemporary save Crispi. Services rendered in the cholera 
epidemic of 1885, his numerous lawsuits and thirty-three duels, 
his bitter campaign against Crispi, and his championship of 
French interests, combined to enhance his notoriety and to 
increase his political influence. By skilful alliances with the 
marquis di Rudini he more than once obtained practical control 
of the Italian government, and exacted notable concessions 
to Radical demands. He was killed on the 6th of March 1898 
in a duel with Count Macola, editor of the conservative Camila 
di Venezia, whom he had assailed with characteristic intemper-
ance of language. By his death the house of Savoy lost a re-
lentless foe, and the revolutionary elements in Italy a gifted, 
if not entirely trustworthy, leader. (H. W. S.) 

CAVALRY (Fr. cavalerie, Ger. Kavallerie or Reiterei, derived 
ultimately from late Lat. caballus, horse), a word which came 
into use in military literature about the middle of the 16th 
century as applied to mounted men of all kinds employed for 
combatant purposes, whether intended primarily for charging in 
masses, in small bodies, or for dismounted fighting. By degrees, 
as greater refinement of terminology has become desirable, the 
idea has been narrowed down until it includes only " horsemen 
trained to achieve the purpose of their commander by the com-
bined action of man and horse," and this definition will be found 
to cover the whole field of cavalry activity, from the tasks 
entrusted to the cavalry " corps " of 10,000 sabres down to the. 
missions devolving on isolated squadrons and even troops. 

History.—The evolution of the cavalry arm has never been 
uniform at any one time over the surface of the globe, but has 
always been locally modified by the conditions of 
each community and the stage of intellectual develop- ese  of 

ment to which at any given moment each had attained. =Nulled 

The first condition for the existence of the arm '`''* tors' 
being the existence of the horse itself, its relative scarcity 
or the reverse and its adaptability to its environment in 
each particular district have always exercised a preponderating 
influence on the development of cavalry organization and 
tactics. The indigenous horses of Europe and Asia being 
very small, the first application of their capabilities for war 
purposes seems everywhere to have been as draught animals 
for chariots, the construction of which implies not only the 
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existence of level surfaces, perhaps of actual roads, but a very 
considerable degree of mechanical skill in those who designed and 
employed them. The whole of the classical and Oriental mytho-
logies, together with the earliest monuments of Egypt, Assyria 
and India, are convincing on this point. Nowhere can we find 
a trace either of description or delineation of animals physically 
capable of carrying on their backs the armed men of the period. 
All the earliest allusions to the use of the horse in war either 
point directly to the employment as a draught animal, or where 
not specific, as in the description of the war-horse in Job, they 
would apply equally well to one harnessed to a chariot as to one 
ridden under the saddle. 

The first trace of change is to be found, according to Prof. 
Wm. Ridgeway (Origin and Influence of the Thoroughbred Horse, 
p. 243), in an Egyptian relief showing Nubians mounted on 
horses of an entirely different breed, taller and more powerful 
than any which had gone before them. These horses appear 
to have come from the vicinity of Dongola, and the strain still 
survives in the Sudan. The breed is traced into Arabia, where 
only second-rate horses had been reared hitherto, and thence 
to different parts of Europe, where eventually centres of cavalry 
activity developed. The first detailed evidence of the existence 
of organized bodies of mounted men is to be found in Xenophon, 
whose instructions for the breaking, training and command 
of a squadron remain almost as a model for modern practice. 
Their tactical employment, however, seems still to have been 
relatively insignificant, for the horses were still far too small 
and too few to deliver a charge with sufficient momentum to 
break the heavy armed and disciplined hoplites. The strain of 
ancient battle was of an entirely different order to that of 
modern fighting. In the absence of projectiles of sufficient 
range and power to sweep a whole arca, the fighting was entirely 
between the front ranks of the opposing forces. When a front 
rank fighter felt, his place was immediately taken by his comrade 
in the rear, who took up the individual combat, excited by his 
comrade's fate but relatively fresh in mind and muscle. This 
process of feeding the fight from the rear could be protracted 
almost indefinitely. If then, as a consequence of a charge, a 
few mounted men did penetrate the ranks, they encountered 
such a crowd of well-protected and fresh swordsmen that they 
were soon pulled off their ponies and despatched. Now and 
again great leaders, Alexander, Hannibal and Scipio Africanus, 
for instance, succeeded in riding down their opponents, but in 
the main, and as against the Roman infantry in particular, 
mounted troops proved of very little service on the battlefield. 

It was, however, otherwise in the sphere of strategy. There, 
information was of even greater importance, because harder to 
obtain, than it is nowadays, and the army which could push out 
its feelers to the greater distance, surround its enemy and 
intercept his communications, derived nearly the same advan-
tages as it does at present. Hence both sides provided them-
selves with horsemen, and when these met, each in the per-
formance of their several duties, charges of masses naturally 
ensued. This explains the value attaching in the old days to the 
possession of horse-flesh and the rapid spread of the relatively 
new Dongola or African strain over the then known world. 

The primitive instinct of aboriginal man is to throw stones 
or other missiles for purposes of defence (apes will throw anything 
they can fidd, but they never use sticks); hence, as the Romans 
penetrated ever farther amongst the barbarian tribes, their 
horsemen in first line found ever-increasing need for protection 
against projectiles. But Olt greater the weight of armour 
carried, the greater the demands upon the endurance of the 
horse. Then, as the weight-carrying breed was expensive 
and, with the decay of the Roman Empire, corruption and 
peculation spread, a limit was soon placed on the multiplication 
of charging cavalry, and it became necessary to fall back on 
the indigenous pony, which could only carry a rider from place 
to place, not charge. Thus there was a gradual levelling down 
of the mounted arms, the heavy cavalry becoming too heavy to 
gallop and the light not good enough for united action. Against 
such opponents, the lighter and better mounted tribesmen of 

Asia found their task easy. They cut off the supplies of the 
marching infantry, filled up or destroyed the wells, dre-, and 
thus demonstrated the strategic necessity of superior mobility. 

With the decay of civilization discipline also disappeared, 
and, as discipline consists essentially in the spirit of self-sacrifice 
for the good of the community, its opposite, self-preservation, 
became the guiding principle. This in turn led to the inaease 
of armour carried, and thence to the demand for heavier horses, 
and this demand working through several centuries led ulti-
mately to the breeding of the great weight-carrying animals as 
whose existence that of medieval chivalry depended. These 
horses, however, being very costly and practically useless for 
general purposes, could only become the property of the smithy, 
who were too independent to feel the need of combination, and 
preferred to live on the spoliation and taxation of the weak. 
This spoliation eventually impelled the weaker men to combine, 
and at first their combination took the form of the construe/ice 
of fortified places, against which mounted men were perwedesa 
On the other hand, expense put a limit to the area which fortifica-
tions could enclose, and this again limited the supplies for the 
garrison. Horsemen sweeping the country for miles around had 
no difficulty in feeding themselves, and the surrender of aff 
beleaguered places through starvation was ultimately inevitable, 
unless food could be introduced from allied towns in the vicinity. 
It was of no use to introduce fighting men only into a place 
which primarily required food (cf. Lucknow, 1857) to protract 
its resistance. Hence some means had to be found to surround 
the supply-convoys with a physically impenetrable shield, and 
eighteen-foot pikes in the hands of powerful disciplined sadists 
met the requirements. Against eight to ten ranks of such ma 
the best cavalry in the world, relying only on their swords, 
were helpless, and for the time (towards the close of the 151i 
century) infantry remained masters of the field on the continent 
of Europe. 

England meanwhile had developed on lines of her own. Thanks 
to her longbowmen and the military genius of her leaders, she 
might have retained indefinitely the command of the continent 
had it not been for the invention of gunpowder, which, though 
readily accepted by the English for sieges in France, proved the 
ultimate cause of their undoing. It was the French who developed 
the use of siege artillery most rapidly, and their cavalry were not 
slow to take the hint; unlike the longbow and the crossbow, the 
pistol could be used effectively from horseback, and presently 
the knights and their retainers, having the deepest purses, 
provided themselves with long pistols in addition to their lances 
and swords. These weapons sent a bullet through any armour 
which a foot-soldier could conveniently carry, or his commands 
afford, and if anything went wrong with their mechanism (Mid, 
was complicated and uncertain) the speed of his horse woo 
carried the rider out of danger. A new form of attack against 
infantry, introduced by the French at Cerisolm, 1344, thin 
developed itself. A troop or squadron, formed in from tadve 
to sixteen ranks, trotted up to within pistol shot of the angle of 
the square to be attacked and halted; then each rank in suc-
cession cantered off man by man to the left, discharging his pistol 
at the square as he passed, and riding back to his place behind the 
column to reload. This could be prolonged indefinitely, oaf 
against such tactics the infantry were powerless. The stales 
carried by English archers to check the direct charge of horse-
men became useless, as did also chewier de frise, though the 
latter (which originated in the rath century) continued to be 
employed by the Austrians against the swiftly-charging Turks 
till the close of the i7th century. Thus it became necessary to 
devise some new impediment which, whilst remaining mobil., 
would also give cover and an advantage in the final hand-to-
hand shock. The problem was solved in Bohemia, Poland and 
Moravia (Hussite wars, about 142o), where, distances being great 
and the country open, greater mobility and capacity in the 
convoys became essential. Great trains of wagons were placed 
in charge of an infantry escort, of which a part had become 
possessed of firearms, and these moved across country in as 
many as twelve parallel lines drilled to form lodgers, as nowadays 
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in South Africa. Again the cavalry proved helpless, and for 
nearly a century in central Europe the word " Wagenhurg" 
(wagon-fortress) became synonymous with " army." Then an 
unfortunate inspiration came to the wagon-men. A large gun 
was relatively cheaper to manufacture, and more effective 
than a small one. To keep their assailants at a distance, they 
mounted wall-pieces of about one-inch bore on their wagons. 
For a moment the balance inclined in their favour, but the 
cavalry were quick to see their advantage in this new idea, and 
they immediately followed suit. They, too, mounted guns on 
wheels, and, as their mobility gave them choice of position, they 
were able to concentrate their fire against any side of the laager, 
and again ultimate surrender was the only way out of the 
defenders' dilemma. 

The interesting problem thus raised was never finally solved, 
for the scene of action now shifted to western Europe, to the 
valley of the Po, and more particularly to the Netherlands, 
where fortresses were closer together and the clayey nature of 
the Rhine delta had already made paved roads necessary. Then, 
the Wagenburg being no longer needed for the short transits 
between one fortified town and another, the infantry reasserted 
themselves. Firearms having been much improved in the interval 
the spearmen (pikemen) had already (about x5x5) learnt to 
protect themselves by musketeers trained to take advantage of 
cover and ground somewhat in the same fashion as the modern 
skirmisher. fhesc musketeers kept light guns at a distance 
from their pikemen, but dared not venture far out, as their fire 
was altogether inadequate to stop a rush of horsemen; when the 
latter threatened to intervene, they had to run for safety to the 
squares of pikemen, whom they assisted in turn by keeping 
the cavalry beyond pistol range. Hence the horsemen had to 
fall back upon more powerful guns, and these, being slow and 
requiring more train, could be most economically protected by 
infantry (see also ARTILLERY). 

Thus about the close of the 16th century western armies 
differentiated themselves out into the still existing three types—

cavalry, artillery and infantry. Moreover, each type 
was subdivided, the cavalry becoming heavy, medium 
and dragoons. At this period there was nothing to 
disturb the equilibrium of two contending forces except 

the characters of their respective leaders. The mercenary clement 
had triumphed everywhere over the feudal levies. The moral 
qualities of all were on the same indifferent level, and battles in 
the open followed one recognized course. Neither army being 
able to outmarch the other, both drew up masses of pikes in 
parallel lines. The musketeers covered the deployment of the 
heavy guns on either side, the cavalry drew up on the wings and 
a strictly parallel fight ensued, for in the absence of a common 
cause for which men were willing to die, plunder was the ruling 
motive, and all control and discipline melted in the excitement 
of the contest. 

It is to the growth of Protestantism that cavalry owes its next 
great forward leap. To sweep the battlefield, it was absolutely 
essential that men should be ready to subordinate selfish con-
siderations to the triumph of their cause. The Roman Catholicism 
of the day gave many loopholes for the evasion of clear duty, 
but from these the reformed faith was free, and it is to the 
reawakened sense of duty that Gustavus Adolphus appealed. 
This alone rendered combination amongst his subordinate 
leaders possible, and on this power of combination all his victories 
depended. Other cavalry soldiers, once let loose in the charge, 
could never be trusted to return to the field, the prospective 
plunder of the enemy's baggage being too strong a temptation; 
but the king's men could be depended on, and once brought 
back in formed bodies, they rode over the enemy's skirmishers 
and captured his batteries. Then the equilibrium of force 
was destroyed, and all arms combined made short work of the 
opposing infantry alone (Breitenfeld, 1631). But the Swedish 
king perished with his work half done, and matters reverted to 
their former condition until the appearance of Cromwell, another 
great leader capable of animating his men with the spirit of 
devotion, again rendered the cavalry arm supreme. The essence 

of his success lay in this, that his men were ready everywhere 
and always to lay down their lives for their common cause. 
Whether scouting 7o m. to the front of their army, or fighting 
dismounted to delay the enemy at defiles or to storm fortified 
strongholds, or charging home on the battlefield, their will 
power, focused on, and in turn dependent on, the personality 
of their great leader, dominated all human instincts of fear, 
rapacity or selfishness. It is true that they had not to ride 
against the modern rifle, but it is equally true that there was no 
quick-firing artillery to carry terror through the enemy's army, 
and it was against masses of spearmen and musketeers, not then 
subjected to bursting shells or the lash of shrapnel and rifle 
bullets, that the final charges had always to be ridden home. 

Each succeeding decade thereafter has seen a steady diminu-
tion in the ultimate power of resistance of the infantry, and a 
corresponding increase in the power of fire preparation at the 
disposal of the supreme leader; and the chances of cavalry have 
fluctuated with the genius of that leader in the employment of 
the means at his disposal, and the topographical conditions 
existing within each theatre of war. During the campaigns in 
Flanders, with its multiplicity of fortresses and clayey soil, 
cavalry rapidly degenerated into mounted infantry, throwing 
aside sword and lance-proof armour, and adopting long muskets 
and heavier ammunition. Presently they abandoned the charge 
at a gallop and reverted to an approach at the trot, and if (as 
at Blenheim) their influence proved decisive on the field of 
battle, this was because the conditions were common to both 
combatants, and the personal influence of " Corporal John," as 
his soldiers called Marlborough, ensured greater steadiness and 
better co-operation. 

When Frederick II. became king of Prussia (1740), he 
found his cavalry almost at the nadir of efficiency; even his 
cuirassiers drilled principally on foot. " They can Awed,* 
manceuvre," on foot, " with the same precision as rzi ma x= 
my grenadiers, but unfortunately they are equally or the 
slow." His enemies the Austrians, thanks to their Pr""aa  

wars against the Turks who always charged at a 6"147' 
gallop, had maintained greater dash and mobility, and at Moll-
witz the Prussians only escaped disaster by the astounding 
rapidity of their infantry fire. In disgust the king then 
wrote, " Die Cavallerie is nicht einmal worth dasz sic der 
Teufel week bolet," and he immediately set about their re-
form with his usual energy and thoroughness. Three years 
after Mollwita, the result of his exertions was apparent in 
the greatly increased importance the arm acquired on the 
battlefield, and the charge of the Bayreuth dragoons at Hohen-
friedberg (June 4, 1745), who with tsoo horses rode over and 
dispersed TO Austrian battalions, bringing in zsoo prisoners and 
67 colours, will always rank as one of the most brilliant feats in 
military history. ,  The following years of peace (1745-1756) 
were devoted to the methodical preparation of the cavalry to 
meet the requirements that Frederick's methods of war would 
make upon them, and it is to this period that the student should 
devote special attention. From the very outbreak of the Seven 
Years' War (1756) this training asserted its influence, and 
Rossbach (1757) and Zorndorf (5758) arc the principal examples 
of what cavalry handled in masses can effect. At Rossbach 
General v. Seydlitz, at the head of 38 squadrons, practically 
began and ended the destruction of the French army, and at 
Zomdorf he saved the day for the Prussians by a series of the 
most brilliant charges, which successively destroyed the Russian 
right wing and centre. These battles so conclusively demon-
strated the superiority of the Prussian cavalry that their enemies 
completely altered their tactical procedure. They now utilized 
their enormous numerical superiority by working in two separate 
armies, each almost as strong as the whole Prussian force. When 
the latter moved against either, the one threatened immediately 
threw up heavy entrenchments, against which cavalry were, of 
course, ineffective, whilst the other pursued its march. When 
Frederick, having more or less beaten his immediate opponent, 

, The loss of the regiment was twenty-tight killed and sixty-six 
wounded. 
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began to threaten the other army it entrenched likewise. Against 
these methods the Prussian army soon wore itself out, and though 
from time to time the cavalry locally distinguished itself, no 
further opportunities for great decisive blows presented them-
selves. 

The increased demands made upon the mobility of the Prussian 
horsemen naturally resulted in the gradual rejection of everything 
which was not essential to their striking power. The long muskets 
and bayonets were laid aside, but the cuirass was retained for 
the melee, and by the close of the great struggle the various 
branches of the arm had differen dated themselves outinto the types 
still adhered to, heavy cavalry, dragoons, hussars, whose equip-
ment as regards essentials thenceforward hardly varied up to the 
latter years of the 19th century. The only striking difference 
lies in the entire rejection of the lance in the armament of the 
charging squadrons, and the reason is characteristic of the prin-
ciples of the day. The Prussian cavalry had realized that success 
was decided, not primarily by actual collision, but by the moral 
effect of the appearance of an absolutely closed wall of horse-
men approaching the adversary at full speed. If the necessary 
degree of cohesion was attained, the other side was morally beaten 
before collision took place, and either turned to flight, or met the 
shock with so little resolution that it was ridden over without 
difficulty. In the former case any weapon was good enough 
to kill a flying enemy; in the latter, in the melee which then 
ensued, the crush in the ranks of the victors was still so great 
that the lance was a hindrance rather than a help. 

In the years succeeding the war the efficiency of the Prussian 
cavalry sank very rapidly, the initial cause being the death of 
Seydlitz at the early age of fifty-two. His personality bad alone 
dominated the discontent, lethargy and hopelessness created by 
ruthless financial economies. When he was gone, as always in the 
absence of a great leader, men adapted their lives to the line of 
least resistance. In thirty years the wreck was complete, and 
within the splendid squadrons which had been accustomed to 
manoeuvre with perfect precision at the highest speed, there 
were (as F. A. von der Marwitz in his Nachlass clearly shows) not 
more than seven thoroughly trained men and horses to each, the 
remainder being trained for little longer and receiving less atten- 
tion than is the case with modern and line or auxiliary cavalry. 

For the generation preceding the outbreak of the French 
Revolution, Frederick the Great's army, and especially his 

cavalry, had become the model for all Europe, but 
Cavalry 
hnth. 	the mainspring of the excellence of his squadrons 
reran was everywhere overlooked. Seydlitz had manoeuvred 
tim'ar7 	great masses of horsemen, therefore every one else 
WM& 	must have great masses also; but no nation grasped 
the secret, viz. the unconditional obedience of the horse to 
its rider, on which his success had depended. Neither 
was it possible under the prevailing social conditions to 
secure the old stamp of horse, or the former attention to 
detail on the part of men and officers. In France, owing to the 
agricultural decay of the country, suitable remounts for charg-
ing cavalry were almost unobtainable, and as this particular 
branch of the arm was almost exclusively commanded by the 
aristocracy it suffered most in the early days of the Revolution. 
The hussars, being chiefly recruited and officered by Alsatians and 
Germans from the Rhine provinces, retained their individuality 
and traditions much longer than the dragoons and cuirassiers, 
and, to the very close of the great wars, we find them always 
ready to charge at a gallop; but the unsteadiness and poor 
horsemanship of the other branches was so great that up to at a, 
the year of their destruction, they always charged at a trot only, 
considering that the advantage of superior cohesion thus gained 
more than balanced the loss of momentum due to the slower pace. 

Generally, the growth of the French cavalry service followed 
the universal law. The best big horses went to the heavy charging 
cavalry, viz. the cuirassiers, the best light horses to the hussars, 
and the dragoons received the remainder, for in principle they 
were only infantry placed on horseback for convenience of loco-
motion, and were not primarily intended for combined mounted 
action. Fortunately for them, their principal adversaries, the 

Austrians, had altogether failed to grasp the lesson of the Seven 
Years' War. Writing in 178o Colonel Mack, a very capable 
officer, said, " Even in t 769, the cavalry could not ride, could not 
manage to control their horses. Not a single squadron could keep 
its dressing at a gallop, and before they had gone fifty yards at 
least ten out of forty horses in the first rank would break out 
to the front," and though the veteran field marshal Lacy 
issued new regulations, their spirit seems always to have escaped 
the executive officers. The British cavalry was almost worse 
off, for economy had reduced its squadrons to mere skeletons, 
and the traditional British style of horsemanship, radically 
different from that in vogue in France, made their training for 
combined action even more difficult than elsewhere. Hence the 
history of cavalry during the earlier campaigns of the Revolution 
is marked by no decisive triumphs, the results are always in-
adequate when judged by the magnitude of the forces employed, 
and only the brilliant exploit of the tsth Light Dragoons (now 
Hussars) at Villers en Couthe az, 1794) deserves to be 
cited as an instance of the extraordinary influence which even 
a few horsemen can exercise over a demoralized or untrained mob 
of infantry. 

Up to the campaign of Poland (see NAPOLEONIC CAIEPADMIS) 
French victories were won chiefly by the brilliant infantry 
fighting, cavalry only intervening (as at Jena) to charge a beaten 
enemy and complete his destruction by pursuit. But after the 
terrible waste of life in the winter of r8o6y, and the appalling 
losses in battle, Napoleon introduced a new form of attack. 
The case-shot preparation of his artillery (see Azruzzay) sowed 
confusion and terror in the enemy's ranks, and the opportunity 
was used by masses of cavalry. Henceforward this welled 
dominated the Napoleonic tactics and strategy. The essential 
difference between this system and the Fredericisn lies in this, 
that with the artillery available in the former period it was not 
possible to say in advance at what point the intervention at 
cavalry would be necessary, hence the need for speed sad 
precision of manoeuvre to ensure their arrival at the right time 
and place. Napoleon now selected beforehand the point he 
meant to overwhelm and could bring his cavalry masses within 
striking distance at leisure. Once placed, it was only necessary 
to induce them to run away in the required direction to OTC-
whelm everything by sheer weight of men and horses. This 
method failed at Waterloo because the ground was too heavy, 
the slope of it against the charge, and the whole condition at the 
horses too low for the exertion demanded of them. 

The British cavalry from 1793 to 18 z 5 suffered from the Mae 
causes which at the beginning of the loth century brought 
about its breakdown in the South African War. Over-sea 
transport brought the horses to land in poor condition, and it 
was rarely possible to afford them sufficient time to recover and 
become accustomed to the change in forage, the conditions of 
the particular theatre of operations, &c., before they bad to be 
led against the enemy—hence a heavy casualty roll and the 
introduction into the ranks of raw unbroken horses which 
interfered with the precision of manoeuvre of the remainder. 
Their losses (about z3% per annum) were small as compared 
with those of South Africa, but this is mainly accounted for by the 
fact that, operations being generally in the northern het:Umber, 
the change of climate was never so severe. Tactically, they 
suffered, like the Austrians and Prussians, from the absence of 
any conception of the Napoleonic strategy amongst their principal 
leaders. As it was not known where the great blow was to fah, 
they were distributed along the whole line, and thus became 
habituated to the idea of operating in relatively small bodies. 
This is the worst school for the cavalry soldier, because it is only 
when working in masses of forty to sixty squadrons that the 
cumulative consequences of small errors of detail become so 
apparent as to convince all ranks of the necessity of coeknmi 
accurately to established prescriptions. Nevertheless, they still 
retained the practice of charging at a gallop, and as a whole 
were by far the most efficient body of horsemen who survived 
at the dose of the great wars. 

In the reaction that then ensued all over Europe, away 
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practically ceased to exist. The financial and agricultural 
exhaustion of all countries, and of Prussia in particular, was so 
complete that money was nowhere to be found for the great 
taw concentration, and manoeuvre practices which are 

more essential to the efficiency of the cavalry than to 
away. that of the other arms. Hence a whole generation of 

'officers grew up in ignorance of the fundamental 
principles which govern the employment of their arm. It was 
not tli111848 that, the Prussians began again to unite whole 
cavalry divisions for drill and manoeuvre, and the soldiers of the 
older generation had nof„yet passed away when the campaigns 
of 1866 and 187o brought up again the realities of the battle-field. 
Meanwhile the introduction of long-range artillery and small 
arms had entirely destroyed the tactical relation of the three 
arms on which the Napoleonic tactics and strategy had been 
bawd, and the idea gained ground that the battle-field would no 
longer afford the same opportunities to cavalry as before. The 
experiences gained by the Americans in the Civil War helped to 
confirm this preconception. If in battles waged between in-
fantries armed only with muzzle-loading rifles, cavalry could find 
no opportunity to repeat past exploits, it was argued that its 
chances could not fail to be still further reduced by the breech-
loader. But this reasoning ignored the principal factori of former 
successes. The mounted men in America failed not as a con-
sequence of the armament they encountered, but because the 
war brought out no Napoleon to create by his skill the opportunity 
for decisive cavalry action, and to mass his men beforehand 
in confident anticipation. The same reasoning applies to the 
European campaigns of 1866 and 187o, and the results obtained 
by the arm were so small, in proportion to the numbers of squad-
rons available and to their cost of maintenance as compared with 
the other arms, that a strong reaction set in everywhere against 
the existing institutions, and the re-creation of the dragoon, under 
the new name of mounted rifleman, was advocated in the hope 
of obtaining a cheap and efficient substitute for the cavalryman. 

Later events in South Africa and in Manchuria again brought 
this question prominently to the front, but the essential difference 
between the old and new schools of thought has not been gener-
ally realized. The " mounted rifle " adherents base their argu-
ments on the greatly increased efficiency of the rifle itself. The 
" cavalry "school, on the other hand, maintains that, the weapons 
themselves being everywhere substantially equal in efficiency, 
the advantage rests with the side which can create the most 
favourable conditions for their employment, and that, funda-
mentally, superior mobility will always confer upon its possessor 
the choice of the circumstances under which he. will elect to 
engage. Where the two sides are nearly equally matched .in 
mobility, neither side can afford the time to dismount, for the 
other will utilize that time to manoeuvre into a position which 
gives him a relative superiority for whichever form of attack he 
may elect to adopt, and this relative superiority will always more 
than suffice to eliminate any advantage in accuracy of fire that his 
opponent may have obtained by devoting his principal attention 
to training his men on the range instead of on the mounted 
manoeuvre ground. 

Finally, the " cavalry" school reasons that in no single cam-
paign since Napoleon's time have the conditions governing 
encounters been normal. Either the roadless and barren nature 
)1 the country has precluded of itself the rapid marching which 
forms the basis of all modern strategy, as in America, Turkey, 
south Africa and Manchuria, or the relative power of the infantry 
Ind artillery weapons, as in Bohemia (1866) and in France (I870), 
ins rendered wholly impossible the creation of the great tactical 
>pportunity characteristic of Napoleon's later method, for there 
hen existed no means of overwhelming the enemy with a suffi-
ient hail of projectiles to render the penetration of the cavalry 
easible. The latest improvement in artillery, viz. the perfected 
.hrapnel and the quick-firing guns, have, however, enormously 
acilitated the attainment of this primary fire superiority, and, 
noreever, it has simplified the procedure to such a degree that 
Napoleon is no longer needed to direct. The battles of the future 
sill thus, in civilized countries, revert to the Napoleonic type, 
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and the side which possesses the most highly trained and mobile 
force of cavalry will enjoy a greater relative superiority over its 
adversary than at any period since the days of Frederick. 

The whole experience of the past thus goes to show that no 
nation in peace has ever yet succeeded in maintaining a highly 
trained cavalry sufficiently numerous to meet all the demands 
of a great war. Hence at the outbreak of hostilities there has 
always been a demand for some kind of supplementary force 
which can relieve the regular squadrons of those duties of ob-
servation and exploration which *ear down the horses most 
rapidly and thus render the squadrons ineffective for their 
culminating duty on the battle-field. This demand has been met 
by the enrolment of men willing to fight and rendered mobile 
by mounts of an inferior description, and the greater the urgency 
the greater has been the tendency to give them arms which they 
can quickly learn to use. To make a man an expert swordsman 
or lancer has always taken years, but he can be taught to use 
a musket or rifle sufficiently for his immediate purpose in a very 
short time. Hence, to begin with, arms of this description have 
invariably been issued to him. But once these bodies have been 
formed, and they have come into collision with trained cavalry, 
the advantages of mobility, combined with the power of shock, 
have become so apparent to all, that insensibly the " dragoon " 
has developed into the cavalry soldier, the rate of this evolution 
being conditioned by the nature of the country in which the 
fighting took place. 

This evolution is best seen in the American Civil War. The 
men of the mounted forces engaged had been trained to the use 
of the rifle from childhood, while the vast majority had never 
seen a sword, hence the formation of " mounted rifles ";and 
these " mounted rifles " developed precisely in accordance with 
the nature of their surroundings. In districts of virgin forests 
and marshland they remained " mounted rifles," in the open 
prairie country of the west they became cavalry pure and simple, 
though for want of time they never rivalled the precision of 
manoeuvre and endurance of modern Prussian or Austrian horse. 
In South Africa the same sequence was followed, and had the 
Boer War lasted longer it is certain that such Boer leaders as 
de Wet and de Is Rey , would have reverted to cavalry tactics 
of shock and cold steel at the earliest possible opportunity. 

Therefore when we find, extending over a cycle of ages, the 
same causes producing the same effects, the natural conclusion is 
that the evolution of the cavalry arm is subject to a universal 
law which persists in spite of all changes of armament. 

Employeteni of Cavalry.—It is a fundamental axiom of all 
military action that the officer commanding the cavalry of any 
force comprising the three arms of the service is in the strictest 
sense an executive officer under the officer Commanding that 
particular force as a whole. The latter again is himself responsible 
to the political power he represents. When intricate political 
problems are at stake, it maybe, and generally is, quite impractic-
able that any subordinate can share the secret knowledge of 
the power to which he owes his allegiance. 

The essence of the value of the cavalry soldier's services 
lies in this, that the demand is never made upon him in its 
supremest form until the instinct of the real commander realizes 
that the time has come. Whether it be to cover a retreat, and 
by the loss of hundreds to save the lives of tens of thousands, 
or to complete a victory with commensurate results in the 
opposite direction, the obligation remains the same—to stake 
the last man and horse in the attainment of the immediate 
object in view, the defeat of the enemy. This at once places the 
leader of cavalry in face of his principal problem. It is a matter 
of experience that the broader the front on which he can deliver 
a charge, the greater the chances of success. However strong 
the bonds of discipline may be, the line is ultimately, and at a 
certain nervous tension, only a number of men on horses, acting 
and reacting on one another in various ways. When therefore, 
of two lines, moving to meet one another at speed, one sees 
itself overlapped to either hand, the men in the line thus over-
lapped invariably and inevitably tend to open outwards, so as 
at least to meet their enemy on an equal frontage. Hence 
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every cavalry commander tries to strike at the flank of his enemy, 
and the latter manoeuvres to meet him, and if both have equal 
mobility, local collision must ensue on an equal and parallel 
front. Therefore both strive to put every available man and horse 
in their first line, and if men and horses were invulnerable such 
a line would sweep over the ground like a scythe and nothing 
could withstand it. Since, however, bullets kill at a distance, 
and inequalities and unforeseen difficulties of the ground may 
throw hundreds of horses and riders, a working compromise 
has to be found to meet eventualities, and, other things being 
equal, victory inclines to the leader who best measures the risks 
and uncertainties of his undertaking, and keeps in hand a 
sufficient reserve to meet all chances. 

Thus there has arisen a saying, which is sometimes regarded 
as axiomatic, that in cavalry encounters the last dosed reserve 
always wins. The truth is really that he who has best judged 
the situation and the men on both sides finds himself in possession 
of the last reserve at the critical moment. The next point is, 
how to ensure the presence of this reserve, and what is the critical 
moment. The battle-field is the critical moment in each phase 
of every campaign—not the mere chance locality on which a 
combat takes place, but the decisive arena on which the strategic 
consequences of all pre-existing conditions of national cohesion, 
national organization and of civilization are focussed. It is indeed 
the judgment-scat of nature, on which the right of the race to 
survive in the struggle for existence is weighed and measured in 
the most impartial scales. 

Before, however, the final decision of the battle-field can be 
attained, a whole series of subordinate decisions have to be fought 
out, success in each of which conditions the result of the next 
series of encounters. Every commanding officer of cavalry 
thus finds himself successively called on to win a victory locally 
at any cost, and the question of economy of force does not concern 
him at all. Hence the same fundamental rules apply to all 
cavalry combats, of whatever magnitude, and condition the whole 
of cavalry tactics. Broadly speaking, if two cavalries of approxi-
mately equal mobility manoeuvre against each other in open 
country, neither side can afford the loss of time that dismounting 
to fight on foot entails. Hence, assuming that at the outset 
of a campaign each side aims at securing a decisive success, both 
seek out an open plain and a mounted charge, sword in hand, 
for the decision. When the speed and skill of the combatants 
are approximately equal, collision ensues simultaneously along 
parallel fronts, and the threat of the overlapping line is the 
principal factor in the decision. The better the individual 
training of man and horse the less will be the chances of unsteadi-
ness or local failures in execution, and the less the need of reserves; 
hence the force which feels itself the most perfect in the individual 
efficiency of both man and horse (on which therefore the whole 
ultimately depends) can afford to keep fewer men in reserve and 
can thus increase the width of its first line for the direct collision. 
Careful preparation in peace is therefore the first guarantee of 
success in action. This means that cavalry, unlike infantry, 
cannot be expanded by the absorption of reserve men and horses 
on the outbreak of hostilities, but must be maintained at war 
strength in peace, ready to take the field at a moment's notice, 
and this is actually the standard of readiness attained on the 
continent of Europe at the present day. 

Further, uniformity of speed is the essential condition for the 
execution of closed charges, and this obviously cannot be assured 
if big men on little horses and small men on big horses are in-
discriminately mixed up in the same units. Horses and men 
have therefore been sorted out everywhere into three categories, 
light, medium and heavy, and in periods when war was practically 
chronic, suitable duties have been allotted to each. It is clear, 
on purely mechanical grounds, that the greater the velocity of 
motion at the moment of collision the greater will be the chances 
of success, and this greater speed will be on the side of the bigger 
horses as a consequence of their longer stride. On the other hand, 
these horses, by reason of their greater weight, are used up much 
more rapidly than small ones. Hence, to ensure the greater 
speed at the moment of contact, it is necessary to save them as  

much as possible to keep them fresh for the shock only, and tkia 
has been the practice of all great cavalry leaders all over the world. 
and has only been departed from under special circumstancia 
as by the Germans in France in 1870, when their cavalry pile-
tically rode everywhere unopposed. 

Collisions, however, must be expected by every body 01 
troops large or small; hence each regiment—ultimately tad 
squadron—endeavours to save its horses as far as this is cc-, 
patible with the attainment of the special object in view, and ;I 
has led everywhere and always to a demand for some inrc-
mediate arm, less expensive to raise and maintain than cavaL7 
proper, and able to cover the ground with sufficient rapstity 
and collect the information necessary to ensure the prope 
direction of the cavalry commands. Originally this inter:media :e 
force received the designation of dragoons; but since ranch 
pressure of circumstances during long periods of war thew 
invariably improved themselves into cavalry and became 
permanent units in the army organization, fresh names haw 
had to be invented for them, of which Mounted Infantry ant 
Mounted Rifles arc the latest, and every improvement in firearms 
has led to an increased demand for their services. 

It is now relatively easy to trace out the considerations shah 
should govern the employment of his cavalry by the mbar 
commanding a force of the three arms. Assuming for purge
of illustration an army numerically weak in cavalry, what coarse 
will best ensure the presence of the greatest number of sabres at 
the decisive point, i.e. on the battle-field? To push out cara 
screens far to the front will be to court destruction, nor is tic 
information they obtain of much real service unless the means 
to act upon it at once is at hand. This can only be suppled 
economically by the use of strong advanced guards of infantry, 
and such supplementary security and information as these cry 
require will be best supplied by mounted infantry, the sac.face 
of whom will disturb leastthe fighting integrity of the whole army. 

Imagine an army of 300,000 men advancing by five paw6el 
roads on a front of so m., each column (6o,000 men, 2 army cer,..) 
being covered by a strong advance guard, coming in contact w.t.1 
a similarly constituted army' moving in an opposite dircctie-. 
A series of engagements will ensue, in each of which the obi 
of the local commander will be to paralyse his oppontat's 
will-power by a most vigorous attack, so that his mimic: 
officer following him on the same road will be free to act as Se 
chooses. The front of the two armies will now be defined by A 
line of combats localized each about a comparatively mu] 
area, and between them will be wide gaps which it will be the 
chief business of the directing minds on either side to clese ty 
other troops as soon as possible. Generally the call will be nae 
upon the artillery for this purpose, since they can cover the re-
quired distances far more rapidly than infantry. Now, as artTery 
is powerless when limbered up and always very vulnerable ea 
the flanks of the long lines, a strong cavalry escort will love la 
be assigned to them which, trotting forward to screen the mart 
will either come in contact with the enemy's cavalry advaricws 
with a similar object, or themselves find an opportunity to rya 
the enemy's guns at a disadvantage. These are opportune-` 
for the cavalry, and if accessary it must sacrifice itself to ras 
them to the best account. The whole course of the baltk 
depends on success or failure in the early formation of great hnd 
of guns, for ultimately the victor in the artillery dud fch 
himself in command of the necessary balance of guns which ire 
needed to prepare the way for his final decisive infantry attaria 
If this latter succeeds, then any mounted men who can gal g 
and shoot will suffice for pursuit. If it fails, no cavalry, hoverer 
gallant, has any hope of definitely restoring the combat. la 
against victorious infantry, cavalry, now as in the past, can bet 
gain a little time. This time may indeed be worth the pm at 
which it can be bought, but it will always be more ecommial 
to concentrate all efforts to prevent the emergency arising. 

After the Franco-German War much was written about thf 
possibility of vast cavalry encounters to be fought far in ad-yarn 
of the main armies, for the purpose of obtaining inform ...sow 
and ideas were freely mooted of wide-flung raids trivets:Est 
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PLATE II. 
	 CAVALRY 

Battle of Staffarda, 169o. (From a contemporary engraving.) 

Action on the Bulganak, 1854. (From a lithograph by W. Simpson.) 

German Guard Dragoons. (Photo, Gebrider Haeckel.) 
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the enemy's communications, breaking up his depots, reserve 
formations, &c. But riper consideration has relegated these 
suggestions to the background, for it is now evident that such 
expeditions involve the dissemination of force, not its concentra-
tion. Austria and France for example would scarcely throw their 
numerically inferior cavalry against the Germans, and nothing 
would suit them better than that the latter should hurl their 
squadrons against the frontier guards, advanced posts, and, 
generally, against unbeaten infantry; nor indeed would the 
Germans stultify their whole strategic teaching by weakening 
themselves for the decisive struggle. It follows therefore that 
cavalry reconnaissance duties will be strictly local and tactical, 
ar.d that arrangements will be made (or procuring strategical 
i: formation by wireless telegraphy, balloons, motor cars, bicycles, 
dec , and that on the whole that nation will be best served in 
war which has provided in peace a nucleus of mounted infantry 
capable of rapid expansion to fill the gap which history shows 
zi.vays to have existed between the infantry and the cavalry. 
Soch troops need not be organized in large bodies, for their 

is to act by " slimness," not by violence. They must 
be the old " verlorene Haute " (anglice, " forlorn hope ") of 
former days, men whose individual bravery and decision is of 
the highest order. But they can never become a " decision-
compelling arm," though by their devotion they may well hope 
to obtain the grand opportunity for their cavalry, and share with 
them in harvesting the fruits of victory. 

The great cavalry encounters of forty to sixty squadrons on 
tither side, which it has been shown must arise from the necessity 
of screening or preventing the formation of the all-important 
artillery lines, will take their form mainly from the topographical 
conditions of the district, and since on a front of 6o to too m. 
these may vary indefinitely, cavalry must be trained, as 
iMoecl it always has been, to fight either on foot or on horseback 
as occasion requires. In either case, thoroughness of preparation 
in horsemanship (which, be it observed, includes horsemastership) 
is the first essential, for in the end victory will rest with the side 
which can put in the right place with the greatest rapidity the 
greatest number of sabres or rifles. In the case of rifles there is 
a greater margin of time available and an initial failure is not 
irremediable, but the underlying principle is the same in either 
case; and since it is impossible to foretell exactly the conditions 
of the collision, all alike, according to the class to which they 
belong, must be brought up to the highest standard, for this alone 
guarantees the smooth and rhythmical motion required for 
covering long distances with the least expenditure of physical 
and nervous strength on the part both of horse and rider. As a 
consequence of successes gained in these preliminary encounters, 
opportunities will subsequently arise for the balance of fresh or 
rallied squadrons in hand to ride home upon masses of infantry 
disorganized and demoralized by the combined fire of infantry 
a nd artillery, and such opportunities are likely to be much more 
numerous at the outbreak of future wars than they have been in 
the past, because the enormous gain in range and rapidity of 
Ere enables a far greater weight of metal to be concentrated on 
any chosen area within a given time. It cannot be too often 
reiterated that cavalry never has ridden over unshaken infantry 
of average quality by reason of its momentum alone, but that 
every successful cavalry charge has always owed its issue to a 
previously acquired moral superiority which has prevented the 
Meantry from making adequate use of their means of defence. 
Nor a:11 such charges entail greater losses than in the past, for, 
great though the increase of range of modern infantry weapons 
his been, the speed and endurance of cavalry has increased in 
a yet higher ratio; whereas in Napoleon's days, with an extreme 
rra-Ite for musketry of moo yds., cavalry were expected only 
!,e,  trot Soo yds. and gallop for 200, nowadays with an extreme 
Leflatry range of under 4000 yds., the cavalry are trained to 
tr xt for Soon yds. and gallop for 2000. 

Neither the experiences in South Africa nor those in Manchuria 
seriously influenced the views of the leading cavalry experts 
as above outlined, for the conditions of both cases were entirely 
abnormaL No nation in western Europe can afford to mount  

the whole of its able-bodied manhood, nor, with the restricted 
area of its possessions, could repeat the Boer tactics with useful 
effect; in Manchuria, the theatre of operation was so far roadless, 
and the motives of both combatants so distinct from any con-
ceivable as a basis for European strategy, that time was always 
available to construct entrenchments and obstacles physically 
insuperable to mounted arms. In western Europe, with its ex-
treme development of communications, such tactics are impractic-
able, and under the system of compulsory service which is in 
force in all nations, an early decision must be sought at any cost. 
This motive imposes a rapid-marching campaign in the Napole-
onic style, and in such warfare there is neither time nor energy 
available for the erection of extemporised fortresses. Victory 
must therefore fall to the side that can develop the greatest 
fire power in the shortest time. The greatest factor of fire power 
is the long artillery lines, and as cavalry is the one arm which by 
its mobility can hamper or prevent the formation of such lines, on 
its success in this task all else must depend. Hence both sides 
will concentrate every available horse and man for this special 
purpose, and on the issue of the collisions this mutual concentra-
tion must entail will hang the fate of the battle, and ultimately 
of the nation. But the cavalry which will succeed in this task 
will be the one in which the spirit of duty burns brightest, and the 
oath of allegiance, renewed daily on the cross of the sword, is 
held in the highest esteem. 

Organization.—The existing organization of cavalry throughout 
the civilized world is an instance of the "survival of the fittest " 
in an extreme form. The execution of the many manoeuvres 
with the speed and precision which condition success is only 
possible by a force in which, as Frederick the Great said, " every 
horse and trooper has been finished with the same care that a 
watchmaker bestows upon each wheel of the watch mechanism!' 
Uniformity of excellence is in fact the keystone of success, and 
this is only attainable where the mass is subdivided into groups, 
each of which requires superintendence enough to absorb the 
whole energy of an average commander. Thus it has been found 
by ages of experiment that an average officer, with the assistance 
of certain subordinates to whom he delegates as much or as little 
responsibility as he pleases, finds his time fully occupied by the 
care of about one hundred and fifty men and horses, each in-
dividual of which he must understand intimately, in character, 
physical strength and temper, for horse and man must be 
matched with the utmost care and judgment if the best that each 
is capable of is to be attained. The fundamental secret of the 
exceptional efficiency attained by the Prussian cavalry lies in 
the fact that they were the first to realize what the above implies. 
After the close of the Napoleonic Wars they made their squadron 
commanders responsible, not only for the training of the com-
batants of their unit, but also for the breaking in of remounts 
and the elementary teaching of recruits as well, and in this manner 
they obtained an intimate knowledge of their material which is 
almost unattainable by British officers owing to the conditions 
entailed by foreign service and frequent changes of garrisons. 

Further, to obtain the maximum celerity of manoeuvre with 
the minimum exertion of the horses, the squadron requires to 
be subdivided into smaller units, generally known as troops, 
and experience has shown that with 128 sabres in the ranks 
(the average strength on parade, after deducting sick and young 
horses, and the N.C. officers required as troop guides, &c.) four 
troops best satisfy all conditions; as, with this number, the 
squadron will, under all circumstances of ground and surroundings, 
make any change of formation in less time and with greater 
accuracy than with any other number of subdivisions. The size 
of the unit next above the squadron, the regiment, is again fixed 
by the number of subordinates that an average commander can 
control, and the universal experience of all arms has settled this 
as not less than four and not more than eight. Experiments 
with eight and even ten squadrons have been tried both in 
Austria and Prussia, but only exceptional men have succeeded 
in controlling such large bodies effectively, and in the end the 
normal has been fixed at four or five squadrons in quarters, 
and three or four in the field. Of these, the larger number 
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is undoubtedly preferable, for, with the work of the quarter-
master and the adjutant to supervise, in addition, the regimental 
commander is economically applied to the best advantage. 
The essential point, however, is that the officer commanding the 
regiment does not interfere in details, but commands his four 
squadron commanders, his quartermaster, and his adjutant, 
and holds them absolutely responsible for results. 

There is no unity of practice in the constitution of larger units. 
Brigades vary according to circumstances from two regiments 
to four, and the composition of divisions fluctuates similarly. 
The custom in the German cavalry has been to form brigades of 
two regiments and divisions of three brigades, but this practice 
arose primarily from the system of recruiting and has no tactical 
advantage. The territory assigned to each army corps provides 
men and horses for two regiments of cuirassiers or lancers (classed 
as heavy in Germany), two of dragoons, and two of hussars, 
and since it is clearly essential to ensure uniformity of speed and 
endurance within those units most likely to have to work together, 
it was impossible to mix the different classes. But the views now 
current as to the tactical employment of cavalry contemplate 
the employment not only of divisions but of whole cavalry 
corps, forty to sixty squadrons strong, and these may be called 
on to fulfil the most various missions. The farthest and swiftest 
reconnaissances are the province of light cavalry, i.e. hussars, 
the most obstinate attack and defence of localities the task 
of dragoons, and the decisive charges on the battle-field essentially 
the duty of the heavy cavalry. It seems probable then that 
the brigade will become the highest unit the composition of which 
is fixed in peace, and that divisions and corps will be put together 
by brigades of uniform composition, and assigned to the several 
sections of the theatre of war in which each is likely to find the 
most suitable field for its special character. This was the case 
in the Frederician and Napoleonic epochs, when efficiency and 
experience in the field far outweighed considerations of ad-
ministration and convenience in quarters. 

Hitherto, horse artillery in Europe has always formed an 
integral portion of the divisional organization, but the system 
has never worked well, and in view of the technical evolution 
of artillery material is no longer considered desirable. As it is 
always possible to assign one or more batteries to any particular 
brigade whose line of march will bring it across villages, defiles, 
&c. (where the support of its fire will be essential), and on 
the battle-field itself responsibility for the guns is likely to prove 
more of a hindrance than a help to the cavalry commander, 
it is probable that horse artillery will revert to the inspection 9f 
its own technical officers, and that the sole tie which will be re-
tained between it and the cavalry will be in the batteries being 
informed as to the cavalry units they are likely to serve with in 
war, so that the officers may make themselves acquainted with 
the idiosyncrasies of their future commanders. The same course 
will be pursued with the engineers and technical troops required 
for the cavalry, but it seems probable that, in accordance with a 
suggestion made by Moltke after the 1866 campaign, the supply 
columns for one or more cavalry corps will be held ready in peace, 
and specially organized to attain the highest possible mobility 
which modern technical progress can ensure. 

The general causes which have led to the differentiation of 
cavalry into the three types—hussars, dragoons and heavy—
have already been dealt with. Obviously big men on little horses 
cannot manceuvre side by side with light men on big horses. 
Also, since uniformity of excellence within the unit is the prime 
condition of efficiency, and the greatest personal dexterity is 
required for the management of sword or lance on horseback, 
a further sorting out became necessary, and the best light weights 
were put on the best light horses and called hussars, the best 
heavy weights on the best heavy horses and called lancers, the 
average of tither type becoming dragoons and cuirassiers. In 
England, the lance not being indigenous and the conditions of 
foreign service making adherence to a logical system impossible, 
lancers are medium cavalry, but the difference of weights carried 
and type of horses is too small to render these distinctions of 
practical moment. In Germany, where every suitable horse  

finds its place in the ranks and men have no right of individual 
selection, the distinctions are still maintained, and there is a 
very marked difference between the weights carried and the 
types of men and horses in each branch, though the dead weight 
which it is still considered necessary to carry in cavalries likely 
to manceuvre in large masses hardly varies with the weight of 
the man or size of the horse. 

Where small units only are required to march and smut, the 
kit can be reduced to a minimum, everything superfluous for 
the moment being carried on hired transport, as in South Africa 
But when to,000 horsemen have to move by a single road all 
transport must be left miles to the rear, and greater mobility 
for the whole is attained by carrying upon the horse itself the 
essentials for a period of some weeks. Still, even allowing for 
this, it is impossible to account for the extraordinary load that 
is still considered necessary. In India, the British lancer, 
averaging tr st. per man, could turn out in marching order at 
17 st. 8 lb (less forage nets). In Germany, the hussar, averaging 
so st. 6 lb, rode at ill st., also without forage, and the cuirassier 
at 21 at. to as at. Cavalry equipment is, in fact, far too heavy, 
for in the interests of the budgets of the departments which supply 
saddlery, harness, &c., everything is made so as to last for many 
years. Cavalry saddles fifty years old frequently remain in good 
condition, but the losses in horse-flesh this excessive solidity 
entails are ignored. The remount accounts are kept separately, 
and few realize that in war it is cheaper to replace a horse than 
a saddle. In any case, the armament alone of the cavalry soldier 
makes great demands on the horses. His sword and scabbard 
weigh about , 4 lb, carbine or rifle 7 lb to 9 lb, izo rounds of 
ammunition with pouches and belts about z 2 lb, lance about 5 lb. 
and two days' forage and hay at the lowest 40 Its, or a gross total 
of 7o lb or 5 at., which with 1 x st. for the man brings the total 
to 16 at.; add to this the lightest possible saddle, bridle. clash 
and blanket, and 17 st. 8 lb is approximately the irreducible 
minimum. It may be imagined what care and man-vomit 
of the horses is required to enable them under such loads to 
manceuvre in masses at a trot, and gallop for distances of 5 ra 
and upwards without a moment for dismounting. 

Reconnaissance and Sanding. —After t87o public opinion, 
misled by the performances of the " ubiquitous Uhlan " and 
disappointed by the absence of great cavalry charges on the field 
of battle, came somewhat hastily to the conclusion that the day 
of " shock tactics " was past and the future of cavalry lay in 
acting as the eyes and ears of the following armies. But. as 
often happens, the fact was overlooked that the German cavalry 
screen was entirely unopposed in its reconnoitring expediticas, 
and it was not till long afterwards that it became apparent how 
very little these far-flung reconnaissances had contributed to 
the total success. 

It has been calculated by German cavalry experts that not 
1% of the reports sent in by the scouts during the advance from 
the Saar to the Meuse, August 1870, were of appreciable import-
ance to the headquarters, and that before the orders based upea 
this evidence reached the front, events frequently anticipated 
them. Generally the conviction has asserted itself, that it is 
impossible to train the short-service soldiers of civilized nations 
sufficiently to render their reports worth the trouble of collating. 
and if a few cases of natural aptitude do exist nothing can ensure 
that these particular men should be sufficiently well mounted m 
transmit their information with sufficient celerity to be of im-
portance. It is of little value to a commander to know that 
the enemy was at a given spot forty-eight hours previously. 
unless the sender of the report has a sufficient force at his disposal 
to compel the enemy to remain there; in other words, to attack 
and hold him. Cavalry and horse artillery alone, however. cannot 
economically exert this holding power, for, whatever their effect 
against worn-out men at the close of a great battle, against fresh 
infantry they are relatively powerless. Hence, it is probable 
that we shall see a revival of the strategic advanced guard of sJ 
arms; as in the Napoleonic days, which will not only reconnoitre. 
butfix the enemy until the army itself can execute the ma =arm 
designed to effect his destruction. The general situation at the 
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enemy's masses will, in western Europe, always be sufficiently 
fixed by the trend of his railway communications, checked by 
reports of spies, newspapers, &c., for, with neutral frontiers 
everywhere within a few hours' ride for a motor cyclist, anything 
approaching the secrecy of the Japanese in Manchuria is quite 
unattainable, and, once the great masses begin to move, the 
only " shadowing " which holds out any hope of usefulness is 
that undertaken by very small selected parties of officers, per-
fectly mounted, daring riders, and accustomed to cover distances 
of too m. and upwards. These will be supported by motor can 
and advanced feelers from the field telegraphs, though probably 
the motor car would carry the eye-witness to his destination in 
less time than it would take to draft and signal a complete report. 

Tactical scouting, now as always, is invaluable for securing the 
safety of the marching and sleeping troops, and brigade, divisional 
and corps commanders will remain dependent upon their own 
squadrons for the solution of the immediate tactical problem 
before them; but, since both sides will employ mounted men to 
screen their operations, intelligence will generally only be won 
by fighting, and the side which can locally develop a marked fire 
superiority will be the more likely to obtain the information it 
requires- In this direction the introduction of the motor car 
and of cyclists is likely to exercise a most important influence, 
but, whatever may be the conveyance, it must be looked upon 
as a means of advance only, never of retreat. The troops thus 
conveyed must be used to seize villages or defiles about which 
the cavalry and guns can manceuvre. 

Formations and Drill. —Cavalry, when mounted, act exclusively 
by " shock " or more precisely by " the threat of their shock," 
for the immediate mutt of collision is actually decided some 
instants before this collision takes place. Experience has shown 
that the best guarantee for success in this shock is afforded by 
a two-deep line, the men riding knee to knee within each squadron 
at least. Perfect cavalry can charge in larger bodies without 
intervals between the squadrons, but, ordinarily, intervals of 
about to yds. between adjacent squadrons are kept to localize 
any partial unsteadiness due to difficulties of ground, casualties, 
&c. The obvious drawbacks of a two-deep line are that it 
halves the possible extent of front, and that if a front-rank 
horse falls the rear-rank horse generally tumbles over it also. 
To minimize the latter evil, the charge in two successive lines, 
15o to 200 yds. apart, has often been advocated, but this has 
never stood the test of serious cavalry fighting; first, because 
when squadrons are galloping fast and always striving to keep 
the touch to the centre, if a horse falls the adjacent horses close 
in with such force that their sidelong collision may throw down 
more and always creates violent oscillation; and secondly, be-
cause owing to the dust raised by the first rank the following 
one can never maintain its true direction. It is primarily to 
avoid the danger and difficulty arising from the dust thit the 
ranks in manceuvre are closed to within one horse's length, as, 
when moving at speed, the rear rank is past before the dust has 
time to rise. , 

Of all formations, the line is the most difficult to handle, and, 
particularly, to conceal—hence various formations in column are 
necessary for the preliminary manceuvres requisite to place the 
squadrons in position for the final deployment previous to the 
charge. Many forms of these columns have been tried, but, 
setting aside the columns intended exclusively for marching 
along roads, of which " sections " (four men abreast) is most 
usual in England, only these survive:— 

Squadron column. 
Double column of squadrons. 
Half column. 

In squadron column, the troops of the squadron formed are in 
line one behind the other at a distance equal to the front of the 
troop in line. The ideal squadron consists of 128 men formed 
in two ranks giving 64 files, and divided into four troops of 16 files 
—a larger number of troops makes the drill too complicated, a 
smaller number makes each troop slow and unhandy. When 
the squadron is weak, therefore, the troop should still be main-
tained as near t6 files as possible, the number of troops being if  

necessary reduced. Thus with only 32 files; two troops of 16 
files would be better than four of only 8 files. 

All other formations of the regiment or brigade are funda-
mentally derived from the squadron column, only varying with 
the order in which the squadrons are grouped, and the intervals 
which separate them. Thus the regiment may move in line of 
squadron columns at close interval, i.e. I t paces apart or in 
double column as in the diagram. To form line for the charge, 
the squadrons open out, still in column, to full interval, i.e. 
the width they occupy when in line; and then on the command 
" Line to the front," each troop moves up to its place in line as 
shown in the diagram. When in line a large body of cavalry 
can no longer vary its direction without sacrificing its appearance 
of order, and as above pointed out, it is this appearance of order 
which really decides the result of the charge before the actual 
collision. Since, however, the enemy's movements may compel 
a change, an intermediate formation is provided, known as the 

' half column." When this formation is ordered, the troops 
within each squadron wheel half right or left, and each squadron 
is then able to form into column or line to the front as circum-
stances demand, or the whole line can be formed into column of 
troops by continuing the wheel and in this formation gallop out 
into a fresh direction, re-forming line by a simple wheel in the 
shortest possible time. 
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CAVAN, a county in the province of Ulster, Ireland, bounded 
N. by Fermanagh and Monaghan, E. by Monaghan and Meath, 
S. by Meath, Westmeath and Longford, and W. by Longford 
and Leitrim. The area is 477,399 acres, or about 746 sq. m. 
The surface of the county is uneven, consisting of hill and dale, 
without any great extent of level ground, but only in its northern 
extremity attaining a mountainous elevation. The barony of 
Tullyhaw, bordering on Fermanagh, a wild dreary mountain 
district, known as the kingdom of Glan or Glengavlin, contains 
the highest land in the county, reaching 2I88 ft. in Cuilcagh, the 
place of inauguration for the Maguircs, chieftains of Fermanagh, 
held in veneration by the peasantry, in connexion with legends 
and ancient superstitions. The remainder of the county is not 
deficient in wood, and contains numerous lakes, generally of 
small dimensions, but of much beauty, especially Lough Oughter, 
with its many inlets and islands formed by the Erne river, 
between the towns of Cavan and Killashandra. The county 
also shares with other counties the waters of Lough Gowna and 
Lough Sheelin, in which, as elsewhere in the county, the fishing 
is good. The chief river in the county is the Erne, which 
originates in Lough Scrabby, one of the minor sheets of 
water communicating with Lough Gowna on the borders of 
Longford. The river takes a northerly direction by Killashandra 
and Belturbet, being enlarged during its course by the Annalec 
and other smaller streams, and finally enters Lough Erne near 
the northern limit of the county. The other waters, consisting 
of numerous lakes and their connecting streams, are mostly 
tributary to the Erne. A copious spring called the Shannon 
Pot, at the foot of the Cuilcagh Mountain, in the barony of 
Tullyhaw, is regarded as the source of the river Shannon. The 
Blackwater, a tributary of the Boyne, also rises in this county, 
near Bailieborough. Several mineral springs exist in this county, 
the chief of which is near the once frequented village of Swanlin-
bar. In the neighbourhood of Belturbet, near the small lake of 
Annagh, is a carbonated chalybeate spring. There are several 
other springs of less importance; and the small Lough Leighs, 
or Lough-an-Leighaghs, which signifies the healing lake, on the 
summit of a mountain between Bailieborough and Kingscourt, 
is celebrated for its antiscorbutic properties. The level of this 
lake never varies. It has no visible supply nor vent for its 
discharge; nor is it ever frozen during the severest winters. 

Geology.—Thin elongated county includes on the north-west some 
of the highland of Millstone Grit and Coal-Measures that rises above 
Lough Allen. The beds below these are referred to the English 
Yoredale series, and include some flaggy sandstones. It is on this 
series that the Shannon rises, under the high outlier of grit on 
Cuilcagh. The Carboniferous Limestone then stretches down to 
Cavan town, a bold outlier of the higher strata being left above 
Ballyconnell. The river Erne forms, in the limestone area, a char-
acteristic series of expansions and loops, with islands between them, 
known as Lough Oughter. At this point we pass on to the axis 
of underlying Silurian strata that runs from Longford to Donagha-
dee in Co. Down, and the country becomes hilly and irregular. 
culminating about Cross Keys on the old Dublin coach-road. A 
patch of granite, indicating doubtless a core like that exposed at 
Newry, is seen in a hollow at Crossdoney. On the south side of this 
axis of older rocks, we reach Carboniferous shale and limestone at 
Lough Sheelin, and here enter on the great central plain. The 
extreme south-east of the county includes part of the Triassic outlier 
of Kingscourt. The coal-seams and concretions of clay-ironstone 
in the north-west area resemble those mentioned under the head of 

Co. Roscommon. Anthracite, probably of inorganic origin, has 
been mined without permanent success in the Silurian beds near 
Kilnaleck, and is traceable freely, associated with veins of quartz 
and haematite, at Ballyjamesduff a little farther east. 

Climate and Industries.—The climate suffers from the damp-
ness arising from the lumerotts lakes and the nature of the soil, 
and from the boisterous winds which frequently prevail, more 
especially in the higher districts. The soil is generally a stiff 
clay, cold and watery, but capable of much improvement by 
drainage, for which its undulating surface affords facilities. 
Only about one-sixteenth of the total area is quite barren. 
Agriculture makes little progress; the extent of the farms being 
generally small. Oats and potatoes are the principal crops. 
Flax, once of some importance, is almost neglected. In the 
mountainous parts, however, where the land is chiefly under 
grazing, the farms are larger, and in stock-raising the county 
is progressing. 

Cavan is not a manufacturing county. The bleaching of 
linen and the distillation of whisky are both carried on to a 
small extent, but the people are chiefly employed in agri-
cultural pursuits and in the sale of home produce. The soil in 
those districts not well adapted for tillage is peculiarly favourable 
for trees. The woods were formerly very considerable, and the 
timber found in the bogs is of large dimensions; but plantations 
are now chiefly found in demesnes, where they are extensive. 

The county is not well served by railways. The Great 
Northern from Clones to Cavan, and the Midland Great Western 
from Mullingar in Westmeath to Cavan, form a through line 
from north to south. The Great Northern has branches to 
Belturbet from Ballyhaise, and to Cootehill from Ballybay; 
the Midland Great Western has a branch to Killashandra, and 
from Navan in Meath to Kingscourt, just within Cavan. The 
Cavan & Leitrim railway starts from Belturbet and soon leaves 
the county to the west. 

Population and Administration.—The population (il 1,917 in 
taw; 97,54 1  in toot), of which about 8o% are Roman Catbelim, 
shows a decrease among the most serious of the Irish counties, 
and emigration returns are among the heaviest. The population 
is almost wholly rural, the only towns being the small ones of 
Cavan (pop. 2822, the county town), Cootehill (t son), Belturbet 
(1587) and Bailieborough (loos). The county is divided into 
eight baronies, and contains thirty-two parishes and parts of 
parishes. It is almost entirely within the Protestant and 
Roman Catholic dioceses of Kilmore. The assizes are held at 
Cavan, and quarter sessions are held at Cavan, Bailieborough, 
Cootehill and Ballyconnell. Before the Union the county re-
turned six members to the Irish parliament, two for the county at 
large, and two for each of the boroughs of Cavan and Belturbet; 
but since that period it has been represented in the imperial par-
liament by two members only, for the east and west divisions. 

History and Antiquities.—At the period of the English settle-
ment, and for some centuries afterwards, this district was known 
as the Brenny, being divided between the families of O'Rourke 
and O'Reilly; and its inhabitants, protected by the nature of 
the country, long maintained their independence. In 1579 
Cavan was made shire ground as part of Connaught, and in 15.S.; 
it was formed into a county of Ulster by Sir John Perron. and 
subdivided into seven baronies, two of which were assigned to 
Sir John O'Reilly and three to other members of the family - ; 
while the two remaining, possessed by the scpts of Mackinnon 
and Magauran, and situated in the mountains bordering on 
O'Rourke's country, were left subject to their ancient tenures 
and the exactions of their Irish lord. The county subsequently 
came within the scheme for the plantation of Ulster under 
James I. The population is less mixed in race than in most 
parts of Ulster, being generally of Celtic extraction. Some kw 
remains of antiquity remain in the shape of cairns, raths and 
the ruins of small castles, such as Cloughoughter Castle on as 
island (an ancient crannog) of Lough Oughter. Three miles 
from the town of Cavan is Kilmore, with its cathedral, a plain 
erection containing a Romanesque doorway brought from the 
abbey of Trinity Island, Lough Oughter. The bishopric data 
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from about 1450. A portion of a round tower is seen in the 
churchyard of the parish of Drumlane at Belturbet. 

CAVAN, a market-town and the county town of Co. Cavan, 
Ireland, near the centre of the county, in the west parliamentary 
division, Elsj m. N.W. of Dublin by the Midland Great Western 
railway, and the terminus of a branch of the Great Northern 
railway from Clones. Pop. of urban district (190T), 1822. It is 
on one of the tributary streams of the AnnaIce river, in a broad 
valley surrounded on every side by elevated ground, with 
picturesque environs, notably the demesnes of Farnham and of 
Kilmore, which belongs to the bishops of that diocese. Cavan 
has no buildings of antiquarian interest, but the principal county 
institutions are here, and the most conspicuous building is the 
grammar school, founded by Charles I. It was rebuilt in x819 
on an eminence overlooking one of the main entrances into 
the town, and is capable of accommodating too resident 
pupils. The college of St Patrick is near the town. Cavan has 
some linen trade, and a considerable retail business is transacted 
in the town. A monastery of Dominican friars, founded by 
O'Reilly, chieftain of the Brenny, formerly existed here, and 
became the burial-place of the celebrated Irish general, Owen 
O'Neill, who died as is supposed by poison, in .1649, at Clough-
oughter. There was also the castle of the O'Reillys, but this 
and all other antiquities of the town were swept away during 
the violent and continuous feuds to which the country was 
subjected. In 1690 the chief Portion of the town was burned 
by the Enniskilleners under General Wolscley, when they routed 
a body of James II.'s troops under the duke of Berwick. 

CAVANILLES, ANTONIO JOSE (1745-1804), Spanish botanist, 
was born at Valencia on the 16th of January 1745. He was 
educated at the university of that town, and in 1777 went to 
Paris, where he resided twelve years, engaged in the study of 
botany. In !Sot he became director of the botanic gardens 
at Madrid, where he died on the 4th of May 1804. In 1785-1786 
he published M anode! phiae Classis Disserlaliones X., and in 1791 
he began to issue hones el descripliones planlarum Hispaniae. 

His nephew, ANTONIO CAVANILLES (1805- I864), was a dis-
tinguished advocate, and the author of a history of Spain, 
published at Madrid in 1860-1864. 

CAVATINA (Ital. diminutive of caval a, the producing of tone 
from an instrument, plural cavaline), originally a short song 
of simple character, without a second strain or any repetition 
of the air. It is now frequently applied to a simple melodious 
air, as distinguished from a brilliant aria, recitative, &c., and 
often forms part of a large movement or scena in oratorio or 
opera. 

CAVE, EDWARD (1691-1754),  English printer, was born at 
Newton, Warwickshire, on the 27th of February 5691. His 
father, Joseph Cave, was of good family, but the entail of the 
family estate being cut off, he was reduced to becoming a cobbler 
at Rugby. Edward Cave entered the grammar school of that 
town, but was expelled for robbing the master's hen-roost. After 
many vicissitudes he became apprentice to a London printer, and 
after two years was sent to Norwich to conduct a printing house 
and publish a weekly paper. While still a printer he obtained 
a. place in the post office, and was promoted to be clerk of the 
franks. He was at this time engaged in supplying London news-
letters to various country papers; and his enemies, who had 
twice summoned him before the House of Commons for breach 
of privilege, now accused him of opening letters to obtain his 
news, and he was dismissed the service. With the capital which 
he had saved, he set up a small printing office at St John's Gate, 
Clerkenwell, which he carried on under the name of R. Newton. 
He h8d long formed a scheme of a magazine " to contain the 
essays and intelligence which appeared in the two hundred 
half-sheets which the London press then threw off monthly," 
and had tried in vain to persuade some publisher to take it up. 
In x 731 he himself put it into execution, and began the Gentle-
man's Magazine (see PERIODICALS), of which he was the editor, 
under the pseudonym " Sylvanus Urban, Gent." The magazine 
had a large circulation and brought a fortune to the projector. 
In 1732 he began to issue reports of the debates in both Houses  

of Parliament. He commissioned friends to note the speeches, 
which he published with the initial and final letters of personal 
names. In 1738 Cave was censured by parliament for printing 
the king's answer to an address before it had been announced by 
the speaker. From that time he called his reports the debates 
of a " parliament in the empire of Lilliput " (see REPORTING). 
To piece together and write out the speeches for this publication 
was Samuel Johnson's first literary employment. In 1747 Cave 
was reprimanded for publishing an account of the trial of Lord 
Lovat, and the reports were discontinued till 1732. He died 9n 
the loth of January 1 754. Cave published Dr Johnson's Rambler, 
and his Irene, London and Life of Savage, and was the subject of 
a short biography by him. 

CAVE, WILLIAM (1637-1713), English divine, was born at 
Pickwell in Leicestershire. He was educated at St John's 
College, Cambridge, and successively held the livings of Islington 
(1662), of All-Hallows the Great, Thames Street, London (1679), 
and of Isleworth in Middlesex (169o). Dr Cave was chaplain 
to Charles II., and in'1684 became a canon of Windsor. The two 
works on which his reputation principally rests are the A postolici, 
or History of Apostles and Fathers in the first three centuries 
of the Church (1677), and Scriplorum Ecdesiaslicorum Hisloria 
Lileraria (1688). The best edition of the latter is the Clarendon 
Press, 1740-1743, which contains additions by the author and 
others. In both works he was drawn into controversy with 
Jean le Clerc, who was then writing his Bibliollibque siniverselk, 
and who accused him of partiality. He wrote several other 
works of the same nature which exhibit scholarly research and 
lucid arrangement. He is said to have been a good talker and 
an eloquent preacher. His death occurred at Windsor on the 
4th of July 1713. 

CAVE (Lat. coven, from ems, hollow), a hollow extending 
beneath the surface of the earth. The word " cavern " (Lat. 
corona) is practically a synonym, though a distinction is some-
times drawn between sea caves and inland caverns, but the term 
" cave " is used here as a general description. Caves have 
excited the awe and wonder of mankind in all ages, and have 
been the centres round which have clustered many legends and 
superstitions. They were the abode of the sibyls and the nymphs 
in Roman mythology, and in Greece they were the temples of 
Zeus, Pan, Dionysus, Pluto and the Moon, as well as the places 
where the oracles were delivered at Delphi. Corinth and Mount 
Cithaeron. In Persia they were connected with the obscure 
worship of Mithras. Their names frequently are survivals of the 
superstitious ideas of antiquity, as, for example, the Fairy, 
Dragon's, or Devil's Caves of France and Germany. Long after 
the Fairies and Little Men had forsaken the forests and glens of 
Germany, they dwelt in their palaces deep in the Harz Mountains, 
in the Dwarfholes, &c., whence they came from time to time into 
the upper air. 

The Seven Sleepers of Ephesus slept their long sleep in a cave. 
The hills of Granada are still believed by the Moorish children to 
contain the great Boabdil and his sleeping host, who will awake, 
when an adventurous mortal invades their repose, to restore the 
glory of the Moors in Spain. 

Caves have been used in all ages by mankind for habitation, 
refuge and burial. In the Old Testament we read that when Lot 
went up out of Zoar he dwelt in a cave with his two daughters. 
The five kings of the Canaanites took refuge from Joshua, and 
David from Saul, in the caves of Palestine, just as the Aquitani 
fled from Caesar to those of Auvergne, and the Arabs of Algeria 
to those of Dahra, where they were suffocated by Marshal Pelissier 
in 1845. In Central Africa David Livingstone discovered vast 
caves in which whole tribes found security with their cattle and 
household stuff. 

The cave of Machpelah may be quoted as an example of their 
use as sepulchres, and the rock-hewn tombs of Palestine and of 
Egypt and the Catacombs of Rome probably owe their existence 
to the ancient practice of burial in natural hollows in the rock. 
We might therefore expect to find in them most important 
evidence as to the ancient history of mankind, which would 
reach long beyond written record; and since they have always 
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been used by wild beasts as lairs we might reasonably believe also 
that their exploration would throw light upon the animals which 
have in many cases disappeared from the countries which they 
formerly inhabited. The labours of Buckland, Pengelly, Falconer, 
Lartet and Christy, and Boyd Dawkins have added an entirely 
hew chapter to the history of man in Europe, as well as established 
the changes that have taken place in the European fauna. The 
physical history of caves will be taken first, and we shall then pass 
on to the discoveries relating to man and the lower animals which 
have been made in them of late years. 

Pkysical History. —The most obvious agent in hollowing out 
caves is the sea. The set of the currents, the force of the breakers, 
the grinding of the shingle inevitably discover the weak places in 
the cliff, and leave caves as one of the results of their work, 
modified in each case by the local conditions of the rock. Those 
formed in this manner are easily recognized from their floors 
being rarely much out of the horizontal; their entrances are all 
in the same plane, or in a succession of horizontal and parallel 
planes, if the land has been elevated at successive times. From 
their inaccessible position they have been rarely occupied by 
man. Among them Fingal's Cave, on the island of Staffs, off the 
south-west coast of Scotland, hollowed out of columnar basalt, 
is perhaps the most remarkable in Europe. In volcanic regions 
also there are caves formed by the passage of lava to the surface 
of the ground, or by the expansion of steam and gases in the lava 
while it was in a molten state. They have been observed in the 
regions round Vesuvius and Etna, in Iceland and Teneriffe. We 
may take as an example the Grotto del Cane (" cave of the dog "), 
near Pozzuoli, a few miles to the south-west of Naples, remark-
able for the flow of carbonic acid from crevices in the floor, which 
fills the lower part of the cave and suffocates any small animal, 
such as a dog, immersed long enough in it. 

The most important class of caves, however, and that which 
immediately demands our notice, is that composed of those 
which have been cut out of calcareous rocks by the action of 
carbonic acid in the rain-water, combined with the mechanical 
friction of the sand and stones set in motion by the streams 
which have, at one time or another, flowed through them. They 
occur at various levels, and are to be met with wherever the 
strata are sufficiently compact to support a roof. Those of 
Brixham and Torquay and of the Eifel are in the Devonian 
limestone; those of Wales, Somerset, the Pennine chain, Ireland, 
the central and northern counties of Belgium, Saxony, and 
Westphalia, of Maine and Anjou, of Virginia and Kentucky, are 
in that of the Carboniferous age. The cave of Kirkdale in York-
shire, and most of those in Franconia and Bavaria, penetrate 
Jurassic limestones. The Neocomian and Cretaceous limestones 
contain most of the caverns of France, rendered famous by the 
discovery of the remains of the cave-men along with the animals 
which they hunted; as well as those of the Pyrenees, the Alps, 
Sicily, Greece, Dalmatia, Carniola and Palestine. The cave of 
Lunelviel near Montpellier is the most important of those which 
have been hollowed in limestones of the Tertiary age. They are 
also met with in rocks composed of gypsum; in Thuringia, for 
example, they occur in the saliferous and gypseous strata of the 
Zechstein, and in the gypseous Tertiary rocks of the neighbour-
hood of Paris, as, for example, at Montmorency. 

Caves formed by the action of carbonic acid and the action of 
water are distinguished from others by the following characters. 
They open on the abrupt sides of valleys and ravines at various 
levels, and are arranged round the main axes of erosion, just as the 
branches are arranged round the trunk of a tree. Ina great many 
cases the relation of the valley to the ravine, and of the ravine to 
the cave, is so intimate that it is impossible to deny that all three 
have been produced by the same causes. The caves themselves 
ramify in the same irregular fashion as the valleys, and are to be 
viewed merely as the capillaries in the general valley system 
through which the rain passes to join the main channels. Some-
times, as in the famous caves of Adelsberg, Kentucky, Wookey 
Hole in Somersetshire, the Peak in Derbyshire, and in many in 
the Jura, they are still the passages of subterranean streams; 
but very frequently the drainage has found an outlet at a lower  

level, and the ancient watercourses have been deserted. Item 
in every case present unmistakable proof that they have bees 
traversed by water in the sand, gravel and day whids they 
contain, as well as in the worn surfaces of the sides and bottom. 
In all districts where there are caves there are funnel-elm* 
depressions of various sizes called pot-boles or swallow-boles, 
or bdtoires, " chaldrons du diable," " marmites des giants," or 
" katavothra," in which the rain is collected before it disappears 
into the subterranean passages. They are to be seen in all stages, 
some being mere hollows which only contain water after mama 
rain, while others are profound vertical shafts into which the 
water is continually falling. Gaping Ghyl, 33o ft., and Hells Pot 
in Yorkshire, 30o ft. deep, are examples of the latter class. The 
cirques described by M. Desnoycrs belong to the same class as the 
swallow-holes. 

The history of swallow-holes, caves, ravines and valleys in 
calcareous strata may be summed up as followss—The calcareous 
rocks are invariably traversed by joints or lines of shrinkage, 
which are lines of weakness by which the direction of the drainage 
is determined; and they are composed to a large extent of 
carbonate of lime, which is readily exchanged into soluble 
bicarbonate by the addition of carbonic acid. The rain in its 
passage through the air takes up carbonic add, and it is still 
further charged with it in percolating through the surface soil is 
which there is decomposing vegetable matter. As the raindrops 
converge towards some one point, determined by some local 
accident on the surface, and always in a line of joint, the carbonic 
acid attacks the carbonate of lime with which it comes into 
contact, and thus a funnel is gradually formed ending in the vor-
tical joint below. Both funnel and vertical joint below are being 
continually enlarged by this process. This chemical action gees 
on until the free carbonic acid is used up. The subterranean 
passages are enlarged in this manner, and what was originally as 
insignificant network of fissures is developed into a series of halls, 
sometimes as much as from 8o to Too ft. high. These results are 
considerably furthered by the mechanical friction of the pebbles 
and sand hurried along by the current, and by falls of rock from 
the roof produced by the removal of the underlying strata. In 
many cases the results of this action have produced a regular 
subterranean river system. The thick limestones of Kentucky. 
for example, are traversed by subterranean waters which collect 
in large rivers, and ultimately appear at the surface in full power. 
The river Axe, near Wells, the stream flowing out of the Peak 
Cavern at Castleton, Derbyshire, that at Adelsberg in Carniola, 
flow out of caverns in full volume. The river Styx and the staters 
of Acheron disappear in a series of caverns which were supposed 
to lead down to the infernal regions. 

If the direction of the drainage in the rock has been shred, 
either by elevations such as those with which the geologist is 
familiar, or by the opening out of new passages at a lower level. 
these watercourses become dry, and present us with the caves 
which have afforded shelter to man and the wild animals from the 
remotest ages, sometimes high up on the side of a ravine, at other 
times close to the level of the stream at the bottom. 

Caves, as a general rule, are as little effected by disturbances of 
the rock as the ravines and valleys, which have been formed, to 
the main, irrespective of the lines of fault or dislocation. 

We must now examine what happens to the bicarbonate of 
lime which has been formed by the action of the acid cm the 
limestone. If a current of air play upon the surface of the water, 
the carbonic acid, which floats up the lime, so to speak, is given 
off and the insoluble carbonate is deposited, and as a result of this 
action we have the elaborate and fantastic stony incrustations 
termed stalactites and stalagmites. The water percolating 
through the rock covers the sides of the cavern with a stalachoc 
drapery, and if a line of drops persistently falls from the sure 
point to the floor, the calcareous deposit gradually descends from 
the roof, forming in some cases stony tassels, and in others log 
columns which are ultimately united to the calcareous loos 
formed by the plash of the water on the floor. The surface abo of  
the pools is sometimes covered over with an ice-like sheet of 
stalagmite, which shoots from the sides, and sometimes forme a 
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solid and firm floor when the water on which it was supported has 
disappeared. Sometimes the drops form a little calcareous basin, 
beautifully polished inside, which contains small pearl-like 
particles of carbonate of lime, polished by friction one against the 
other. The most beautiful stalactitic caves in Great Britain are 
those of Cheddar in Somerset, Caldy Island and Poole's Cavern 
at Buxton. A portion only of the carbonate of lime is thus 
deposited in the hollows of the rock from which it was taken; the 
rest is carried into the open air by the streams, in part deposited 
on the sides and bottom, forming tufa and the so-called petrifica-
tions, and partly being conveyed down to the sea to be ultimately 
secreted in the tissues of the Molluscs, Echinodermata and 
Foraminifera. Through these it is again collected in a solid form, 
and in the long course of ages it is again lifted up above the level 
of the water as limestone rock, and again undergoes the same 
series of changes. Thus the cycle of carbonate of lime is a never-
ending one from the land to the ocean, from the ocean to the land, 
and so it has been ever since the first stratum of limestone was 
formed out of the remains of the animals and plants of the sea. 
The rate of the accumulation of stalagmite in caverns is neces-
sarily variable, since it is determined by the presence of varying 
currents of air. In the Ingleborough cavern a stalagmite, 
measured in 1839 and in 1873, is growing at the rate of • 2946 in. 
per annum. It is obvious, therefore, that the vast antiquity of 
deposits containing remains of man underneath layers of stalag-
mite cannot be inferred from a thickness of a few inches or even of 
a few feet. 

The intimate relation which exists between caves and ravines 
renders it extremely probable that many of the latter have been 
originally subterranean watercourses, which have been unroofed 
by the degradation of the rock. In all limestone districts ravines 
are to be found continued in the same direction as the caves, 
and the process of atmospheric erosion may be seen in the fallen 
blocks of stone which generally are to be met with at the 
mouths of the caverns. In illustration of this the valley and caves 
of Weathercote, in Yorkshire, may be quoted, or the source of 
the Axe at Wookey; and the ravine formed in this way has very 
frequently been widened out into a valley by the action of 
subaerial waste, or by the grinding of glaciers through it during 
the glacial stage of the Pleistocene period. 

For further details as to the physical history of caverns we must 
refer the reader to the works quoted at the end of this article, by 
E. A. Martel, the intrepid explorer of most of the large European 
caves, including those of Great Britain and Ireland. The history of 
the Glacilres or Ice-caves will be found in Browne's Ice Caves in 
France and Switzerland. 

Classification.—The caves which have offered shelter to the 
stannitalia are classified according to their contents, and are of 
various ages, ranging from the Pliocene to the present day. 
(1) Those containing the Pliocene stasunalia belong to that age. 
(2) Those with the remains of the mammoth, woolly rhinoceros 
and other extinct species, or with paleolithic man (see ARCHAEO-
LOGY), are termed Pleistocene. These are sometimes called 
Quaternary, under the mistaken idea that they belong to an age 
succeeding the Tertiary period. (3) Those which contain the 
remains of the domestic animals in association with the remains 
of man either in the Neolithic, Bronze or Iron stages of civiliza-
tion are termed Prehistoric. (4) The fourth group consists 
of those which can be brought into relation with the historic 
period, and are therefore termed Historic. 

The Pliocene Coves.—It is a singular fact, only to he explained 
by the vast denudation of the earth's surface since the Pliocene 
Age, that only one cave referable to that age has as yet been 
discovered, that at Doveholes near Buxton, Derbyshire, described 
by Boyd Dawkins in um (Quart. horn. Geol. Soc.). The 
cave consists of a large horizontal chamber and a small passage, 
connected with a swallow-hole close by, and exposed in the 
working face of a quarry in 19or, at a depth of about 40 ft. from 
the surface. The locality is in the limestone plateau, 1158 ft. 
high, which forms the divide between the waters flowing into the 
Mersey on the nest and the Humber on the east. Both swallow-
bole and cave were completely blocked up with debris, and the  

latter was filled with red and yellow clay, horizontally stratified 
and containing pebbles of sandstone from the neighbouring ridge 
of Axe Edge, and bones and teeth of fossil mammals, some 
waterworn and others without traces of transport by water. 
All the mammals belong to well-known species found in the 
Pliocene strata of East Anglia, and in Auvergne and Italy. 
Among them were the sabre-toothed lion (Machairodus crena-
tidens), the hyena of Auvergne, the mastodon, and the southern 
elephant (E. meridionalis), and rhinoceros (R. Etruscus), and 
Steno's horse. Most of the bones had evidently been gnawed 
by hyenas and accumulated in one of their dens, and had after-
wards been carried by water into the chambers deep down in 
the rock, where they were found. Since that time the general 
level of the district has been lowered by denudation to an extent 
of more than 230 ft., and all the hyena dens destroyed with the 
Pliocene surface not only in this district but generally over the 
world. In this case a covering of limestone some 270 ft. thick, 
including the depth from the present surface, protected the 
remains from the denuding forces. 

The Pleistocene amts.—The search after ebur fossile or unicorns' 
horn, or in other words the fossil bones which ranked high in the 
materiamedica of the 16th and 17th centuries, led to the discovery 
of the ossiferous caverns of the Harz Mountains, and of Hungary 
and Franconia. The famous cave of Gailenreuth in the last of 
these districts was explored by Goldfuss in aro. The hones of 
the hyena, lion, wolf, fox and stag, which it contained, were 
identified by Baron Cuvier, and some of the skulls have been 
proved by Busk to belong to the grizzly bear. They were as-
sociated with the bones of the reindeer, horse and bison, as well as 
with those of the great cave bear. These discoveries were of very 
great interest, because they established the fact that the above 
animals had lived in Germany in ancient times. The first bone 
cave systematically explored in England was one at Oreston near 
Plymouth in 1816, which proved that an extinct species of 
rhinoceros (R. leptorhinus) lived in that district. Four years 
later the famous hyena den at Kirkdale in Yorkshire was explored 
by Buckland. He brought forward proof that it had been in-
habited by hyenas, and that the broken and gnawed bones of the 
mammoth, rhinoceros, stag, bison and horse belonged to animals 
which had been dragged in for food. He pointed out that all 
these animals had lived in Yorkshire in ancient times, and that 
it was impossible for the carcases of the rhinoceros, hyena and 
mammoth to have been floated from tropical regions into the 
places where he found their bones. He subsequently investigated 
bone caves in Derbyshire, South Wales and Somerset, as well 
as in Germany, and published his Returuiae Diluvianae in 1822, 
a work which laid the foundations of the new science of cave-
hunting in this country. The well-known cave of Kent's Hole 
near Torquay furnished McEnery, between the years 2825 
and 5841, with the first flint implements discovered in intimate 
association with the bones of extinct animals. He recognized 
the fact that they proved the existence of man in Devonshire 
while those animals were alive, but the idea was too novel to be 
accepted by his contemporaries. His discoveries have since been 
verified by the subsequent investigations carried on by Godwin 
Austen, and ultimately by the committee of the British Associa-
tion, which worked for several years under the guidance of 
Pengelly. There are four distinct strata in the cave. 1st, The 
surface is composed of dark earth, and contains medieval 
remains, Roman pottery and articles which prove that it was 
in use during the Iron, Bronze and Neolithic Ages. and, Below 
this is a stalagmite floor, varying in thickness from t to 3 ft., 
and covering (3rd) the red earth, which contained bones of the 
hyena, lion, mammoth, rhinoceros and other animals, in associa-
tion with flint implements and an engraved antler, which proved 
man to have been an inhabitant of the cavern during the time of its 
deposition. 4th, Filling the bottom of the cave is a hard breccia, 
with the remains of bears and flint implements, in the main 
ruder than those found above; in some places it was no less than 
1 a ft. thick. The most remarkable animal found in Kent's Hole 
is the sabre-toothed carnivore. Mockairodus lalidens of Owen. 
While the value of McEnery's discoveries was in dispute the 
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exploration of the cave of Brixham near Torquay in 1858 proved 
that man was coeval with the extinct mammalia, and in the 
following year additional proof was offered by the implements 
that were found in Wookey Hole. Similar remains have been 
met with in the caves explored since that time in Wales, and in 
England as far north as Derbyshire (Creswell), proving that 
palaeolithic man hunted the mammoth and rhinoceros and other 
extinct animals over the whole of southern and middle England. 

The discoveries in Kent's Hole and in the Creswell caves prove 
further that palaeolithic man was in two stages of civilization—the 
ruder or riverdrift man, with implements of the type found in 
the river gravels (see ARCHAEOLOGY; and PALAEOLITHIC) being 
the older; and the more highly advanced, or the cave-man, 
mainly characterized by the better implements, and a singular 
facility in depicting animal life (as shown by the figure of a horse 
incised on the fragment of a bone found in the Creswell caves), 
being the newer. We may also conclude from the absence of 
palaeolithic implements from the glaciated regions in which most 
of these caves occur, that both riverdrift and cave-men dwelt in 
middle and northern Britain in the pre-glacial age, their remains 
being protected in the caverns from the denuding forces that 
removed all traces of their existence from the surface of the ground 
in glacial and post-glacial times. The riverdrift man is, however, 
proved to be post-glacial in southern and eastern England, by 
the occurrence of his implements in the river gravels of that age. 
Both these peoples inhabited southern England and the continent 
before and after the glacial period. The riverdrift man, whose 
implements occur in river deposits in middle and southern 
Europe, in Africa, Palestine and Hindustan, is everywhere in 
the same age of primitive barbarism, and has not as yet been 
identified with any living race. The cave-men are in a higher 
and more advanced stage, and led a life in Europe identical with 
that of the Eskimos in the Arttic regions. 

The Pkistotene Caws of the European Continent.—The re-
searches of Mortillet have proved that the same two groups of 
cave-dwellers occur in the caves of France, the older being 
represented by the Chellhen and Mousterien sections, and the 
newer by that of Solutre and La Madelaine. To the former 
belong the human remains found in the caverns of Spy and 
Neanderthal, which prove that the riverdrift man had " the most 
brutal of all known human skulls." To the latter we must 
assign all the caves and rock-shelters of Perigord, with the better 
implements, explored by Lartet and Christy in 1863-1864 in 
the valleys of the Vezere and Dordogne. These offer as vivid a 
picture of the life of the cave-men as that revealed of Italian 
manners in the ist century by the buried cities of Herculaneum 
and Pompeii. The old floors of human occupation consist of 
broken bones of animals killed in the chase, mingled with 
rude implements and weapons of bone and unpolished stone, 
and with charcoal and burnt stones, which indicate the position 
of the hearths. Flakes without number, awls, lance-heads, 
hammers and saws made of flint rest pile-mite with bone needles, 
sculptured reindeer antlers, arrowheads and harpoons, and bones 
of the reindeer, bison, horse, ibex, Saiga antelope and musk 
sheep. These singular accumulations of debris mark the places 
where the ancient hunters lived, and are merely the refuse cast 
aside. The reindeer formed by far the greater portion of the 
food, and must have lived in enormous herds at that time in 
the centre of France. From this, as well as from the presence 
of the most arctic of the herbivores, the musk sheep, we may infer 
the severe climate of that portion of France at that time. Besides 
these animals the cave bear and lion have been met with in one, 
and the mammoth in five localities, and their remains bear 
marks of cutting or scraping which showed they fell a prey to 
the hunters. The most remarkable remains left behind in these 
refuse heaps are the sculptured reindeer antlers and fiuures 
engraved on fragments of schist and on ivory. A well-defined 
outline of an ox stands out boldly from one piece of antler; a 
second represents a reindeer kneeling down in an easy attitude 
with his head thrown up in the air so that the antlers rest on the 
shoulders, and the back forms an even surface for a handle, 
which is too small to be grasped by an ordinary European hand;  

in a third a man stands close to a horse's head, and on the other 
side of the same cylinder are two heads of bisons drawn with 
sufficient clearness to ensure recognition by any one who has 
seen that animal. On a fourth the natural curvature of one of 
the tines has been taken advantage of by the artist to engrave 
the head and the characteristic recurved horns of the ibex; 
and on a fifth horses are represented with large heads, up. 
right dishevelled manes and shaggy ungroomed tails. The most 
striking figure is that of the mammoth engraved on a fragment 
of its own tusk; the peculiar spiral curvature of the tusk and the 
long mane, which are now not to be found in any living elephant, 
prove that the original was familiar to the eye of the artist. 
These drawings probably employed the idle hours of the hunter, 
and hand down to us the scenes which he witnessed in the chase. 
They are full of artistic feeling and are evidently drawn from 
life. The mammoth is engraved in its own ivory, and the reindeer 
and the stag on their respective antlers. Further researches 
have revealed the fact that in Auvergne and in the Pyrenees the 
cave-men ornamented some of their caves with incised figures 
and polychrome frescoes of the wild animals. Riviere has dis-
covered on the walls of the grotto of La Mouthe (Dordogne) 
three large hunting scenes, one with bisons and horses, a second 
representing a primitive hut, a bison, reindeer, ibex and mam-
moth, and a third with a mammoth, hinds and horses, la 
the Pyrenees similar frescoes have been described by Cartaffime 
and Breuil. They are on the walls of the cavern and roof of 
Altamira, and on the walls of Marsoulas. The outlines have 
been engraved first, and afterwards filled in with colour in brown 
and red ochre and black oxide of manganese. 

The cave-men ranged over middle Europe as far south as the 
Pyrenees and the Alps, and inhabited the caverns of Belgium 
and Germany, Hungary and Switzeiland. Their remains have 
not as yet been met with in southern Europe. They lived by 
hunting and fishing, they were fire users, and lit up the darkness 
of their caves with stone lamps filled with fat (Altamira). They 
were clad in skins sewn together with sinews of reindeer or strips 
of intestines. They used huts as well as caves for habitation. 
They had a marvellous facility for drawing animal figures. 
They possessed no domestic animals, nor were they acquainted 
with spinning or with the potter's art. We have no evidence 
that they buried their dead—the interments, such as those of 
Aurignac, Les Eyzies and Mentone, most probably belonging to 
a later age. 

If these remains be compared with those of existing races, it 
will be found that the cave-men were in the same hunter stage 
of civilization as the Eskimos, and that they are unlike any other 
races of hunters. If they were not allied to the Eskimos by blood. 
there can be no doubt that they handed down to the latter their 
art and their manner of life. The bone needles, and many of 
the harpoons, as well as the flint spearheads, arrowheads and 
scrapers, are of precisely the same form as those now in use 
amongst the Eskimos. The artistic designs from the caves of 
France, Belgium and Switzerland, are identical in plan and 
workmanship with those of the Eskimos, with this difference only, 
that the hunting scenes familiar to the Palaeolithic cave•dwellers 
were not the same as those familiar to the inhabitants of the 
shores of the Arctic Ocean. Each represented the animals which 
he knew, and the whale, walrus and seal were unknown to the 
inland dwellers of Aquitaine, just as the mammoth, bison and 
wild horse arc unknown to the Eskimos. The reindeer. which 
they both knew, is represented in the same way by both. The 
practice of accumulating large quantities of the bones of animals 
round their dwelling-places, and the habit of splitting the bones 
for the sake of the marrow, are the same in both. The hides were 
prepared with the same sort of instruments, and the needles with 
which they were sewn together are of the same pattern. The 
stone lamps were used by both. In both there was the same 
disregard of sepulture. All these facts can hardly be mere 
coin: dences caused by both peoples leading a savage life ur.der 
'similar conditions. The conclusion, therefore, seems inevitable 
that, so far as we have any evidence of the race to which the 
cave-dwellers belong, that evidence points only in the direction 
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of the Eskimos. It is to a considerable extent confirmed by a con-
sideration of the animals found in the caves. The reindeer and 
musk sheep afford food to the Eskimos now in the Arctic Circle, 
just as they afforded it to the cave-men in Europe; and both 
these animals have been traced by their remains from the 
Pyrenees to the north-east through Europe and Asia as far as 
the very regions in which they now live. The mammoth and 
bison also have been tracked by their remains in the frozen river 
gravels and morasses through Siberia as far as the American side 
of Bering Strait. Palaeolithic man appeared in Europe with the 
arctic mammalia, lived in Europe with them, and in all human 
probability retreated to the north-east along with them. 

There are refuse heaps in north-eastern Siberia containing the 
remains of the mammoth and woolly rhinoceros as well as the 
reindeer and musk sheep, which may be referred with equal 
justice to the cave-men or to the Eskimos. 

Ancient Geography of Europe. —The remains of man and the 
animals described in the preceding paragraphs have been intro-
duced into the caves either by man or the wild beasts, or by 
streams of water, which may or may not now occupy their ancient 
courses; and the fact that the same species are to be met with in 
the caves of France, Switzerland and Britain implies that our 
island formed part of the continent, and that there were no 
physical barriers to prevent their migration from the Alps as far 
to the north-west as Ireland. 

The same conclusion may be gathered from the exploration of 
caves in the south of Europe, which has resulted in the discovery 
of African species, in Gibraltar, Sicily and Malta. In the first of 
these the spotted hyena, the serval and Kaffre cat lie side by 
side with the horse, grizzly bear and slender rhinoceros (R. 
leptorkinus)—see Falconer's Palaeonlograpkkal Memoirs. To 
these African animals inhabiting the Iberian peninsula in the 
Pleistocene age, Lartet has added the African elephant and 
striped hyena, found in a stratum of gravel near Madrid, along 
with flint implements. The hippopotamus, spotted hyena and 
African elephant occur in the caves of Sicily, and imply that in 
ancient times there was a continuity of land between that spot 
and Africa, just as the presence of the Elephas anliquus proves 
the non-existence of the Straits of Messina during a portion, to 
say the least, of the Pleistocene age. A small species of hippo-
potamus (H. Pentlandi) occurs in incredible abundance in the 
Sicilian caves. It has also been found in those of Malta along 
with an extinct pigmy elephant species (E. Mditensis). It has 
also been discovered in Candia and in the Peloponnese. For 
these animals to have found their way to these regions, a con-
tinuity of land is necessary. The view advanced by Dr Falconer 
and Admiral Spratt, that Europe was formerly connected with 
Africa by a bridge of land extending southwards from Sicily, is 
fully borne out by these considerations. The present physical 
geography of the Mediterranean has been produced by a depres-
sion of land to the amount of about goo fathoms, by which the 
Sicilo-African and Ibero-African barriers have been submerged, 
and Crete and Malta separated from the South-European 
continent. It is extremely probable that this submergence took 
place at the same time that the adjoining sea-bottom was elevated 
to abciut the same amount so as to constitute that region now 
known as the Sahara. 

Pkistoccne Caves of tke Americas and Australia. —The Pleisto-
cene caverns of the Euro-Asiatic continent contain the pro-
genitors of the animals now alive in some parts of the Old World, 
the extinct forms being closely allied to those now living in the 
same geographical provinces. Those of Brazil and of Penn-
sylvania present us with animals whose nearest analogues are 
to be found in North and South America, such as sloths, arma-
dillos and agoutis. Those, again, of Australia present us with 
marsupials (metathesis') only, allied to, or identical with, those 
of that most ancient continent. The extinct forms in each case 
are mainly those of the larger animals, which, from their large 
size, and low fecundity, would be specially liable to be beaten 
in the battle for life by their smaller and more fertile contem-
poraries, and less likely to survive those changes in their environ-
ment which have undoubtedly taken place in the long lapse of  

ages. It is, therefore, certain that the mammalian life in the 
Old, New and Australian worlds, was as well marked out into 
geographical provinces in the Pleistocene age as at the present 
time, and that it has been continuous in these areas from that 
remote time to the present day. 

Prehistoric Caves of Neolithic Age in Europe.—The prehistoric 
caves are distinguished from Pleistocene by their containing 
the remains of domestic animals, and by the wild animals to 
which they have afforded shelter belonging to living species. 
They are divisible into three groups according to the traces of 
man which occur in them—into the Neolithic, Bronze and Iron 
Ages. 

The Neolithic caves are widely spread throughout Europe, 
and have been used as the habitations and tombs of the early 
races who invaded Europe from the East with their flocks and 
herds. The first of these systematically explored was at Perthi 
Chwareu, near the village of Llandegla, Denbighshire, in x869. 
In the following years five others were discovered close by, as 
well as a second group in the neighbourhood of Cefn on the banks 
of the Elwy. They contained polished celts, flint flakes, rude 
pottery and human skeletons, along with the broken bones of 
the pig, dog, horse, Celtic shorthorn and goat. The remains of 
the wild animals belong to the wolf, fox, badger, bear, wild boar, 
stag, roe, hare and rabbit. Most of the bones were broken or 
cut, and the whole group was obviously an accumulation which 
resulted from these caves having been used as dwellings. They 
had subsequently been used for burial. The human skeletons 
in them were of all ages, from infancy to old age; and the inter-
ments had been successive until each became filled. The bodies 
were buried in the contracted posture which is so characteristic 
of Neolithic interments generally. The men to whom these 
skeletons belonged were a short race, the tallest being about 
S ft. 6 in., and the shortest 4 ft. to in.; their skulls are ortho-
gnathic, or not presenting jaws advancing beyond a vertical line 
dropped from the forehead, in shape long or oval, and of fair 
average capacity. The face was oval, and the cheek bones 
were not prominent. Some of the individuals were characterized 
by a peculiar flattening of the shinbone (platycnemism), which 
probably stood in relation to the free action of the foot that was 
not hampered by the use of a rigid sole or sandal. This, however, 
cannot be looked upon as a race character, or as a tendency 
towards a simian type of leg. These Neolithic cave-dwellers have 
been proved to be identical in physique with the builders of the 
cairns and tumuli which lie scattered over the face of Great 
Britain and Ireland. (See Thurnam, Crania Britannica.) They 
have also been met with abundantly in France. In the Caverne 
de l'Homme Mort, for example, in the department of Loz&e, 
explored in x871, the association of remains was of precisely the 
same nature as those mentioned above, and the human skeletons 
were of the same small type. The same class of remains has also 
been discovered in Gibraltar, in the caves of Windmill Hill, and 
some others. The human remains examined by Busk are of 
precisely the same type as those of Denbighshire. In the work 
of Don Manuel Gongora J. Martinez (Anligucdades prehistoricas 
de Andalusia, x868), several interments are described in the cave 
of Murcielagos, which penetrates the limestone out of which the 
grand scenery of the southern Sierra Nevada has been to a great 
extent carved. In one place a group of three skeletons was met 
with, one of which was adorned with a plain coronet of gold, and 
clad in a tunic made of esparto grass finely plaited, so as to 
form a pattern like that on some of the gold ornaments in 
Etruscan tombs. In a second spot farther within, twelve 
skeletons formed a semicircle round one covered with a tunic 
of skin, and wearing a necklace of esparto grass, car-rings of 
black stone, and ornaments of shell and wild boar tusk. There 
•were other articles of plaited esparto grass, such as baskets and 
sandals. There were also flint flakes, polished-stone axes, 
implements of bone and wood, together with pottery of the same 
type as that from Gibraltar. The same class of remains have 
been discovered in the Woman's Cave, near Alhama de Granada. 
From the physical identity of the human remains in all these 
cases it may be inferred that in the Neolithic Age a long-headed, 
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small race inhabited the Iberian peninsula, extending through 
France, as far north as Britain, and to the north-west as far as 
Ireland—a race considered by Professor Busk " to be at the 
present day represented by at any rate a part of the population 
now inhabiting the Basque provinces." This identification of 
the ancient Neolithic cave-dwellers with the modern Basque-
speaking inhabitant of the western Pyrenees is corroborated 
by the elaborate researches of Broca, Virchow and Thurnam 
on modern Basque skulls. It may, therefore, be concluded 
that in the Neolithic Age an Iberian population occupied the 
whole of the area mentioned above, inhabiting caves and burying 
their dead in caves and chambered tombs, and possessed of the 
same habits of life. The remains of the same small, oval-
featured, long-beaded race have been found in Belgium in the 
cave of Chauvaux, and they have been described by Sergi in 
southern Europe under the name of the Mediterranean race. 

There is no evidence that any other race except the Iberic 
buried their dead in the caves of Britain in the Neolithic Age. In 
Belgium, however, the exploration of the cave of Sclaigneaux 
by Soreil proves that broad-headed men of the type defined by 
Huxley and Thurnam as brachycephalic, and characterized by 
high check-bones, projecting muscles and large stature, the 
average height being 5 ft. 8.4 in. (Thurnam), inhabited and buried 
their dead in the caves of that region. In France they occur 
in the sepulchral cave of Orrouy (Oise) in association with those 
of the Iberic type. They have also been met with in Gibraltar. 
This type is undistinguishable from the Celtic (Goidelic) or 
Gaulish, found so abundantly in the chambered tombs of the 
Neolithic Age in France. Both these ancient races are repre-
sented at the present day by the Basques and Aquitanians of 
France and Spain,and by the Celts or Gauls of France, Britain and 
the Mediterranean border of Spain, their relative antiquity being 
proved by an appeal to their history and geographical distribution. 
For just as the earliest records show that the Iberic power ex-
tended as far north as the Loire, and as far east as the Rhone, 
so we have proof of the gradual retrocession of the Iberic frontier 
southwards, under the attacks of the successive Celtic hordes, 
until ultimately we find the latter in possession of a considerable 
part of southern Spain, forming by their union with the con-
quered the powerful nation of Celt-Iberi. The Iberians were in 
possession of the continent before they were dispossessed by the 
Goidels,and at a later time by the Brythons. They are recognized 
by Tacitus in Britain in the Silures of Wales; and they are still 
to be seen in the small, dark, lithe inhabitants of North Wales. 
The discovery of the characteristic skulls of both these races 
in the same family vault in the cave of Gop near Prestatyn, 
Flintshire, proves that the two races were mingled together in 
Britain as far back as the Bronze Age. 

From the present distribution of this non-Aryan race it is 
obvious that they were gradually pushed back westward by the 
advance of tribes coming from the East, and following those routes 
which were subsequently taken by the Low and High Germans. 

The exploration of the Grotta dei Colombi, in the island of 
Palmaria, overlooking the Gulf of Spezzia, in 1873, proves that 
the stories scattered through the classical writers, that the caves 
on the Mediterranean shores were inhabited by cannibals, are 
not altogether without foundation. In it broken and cut bones 
of children and young adults were found along with those of the 
goat, hog, fox, wolf, wild-cat, flint flakes, bone implements and 
shells perforated for suspension. 

Prehistoric Caves of Bronze and Iron Ages.—The extreme 
rarity of articles of bronze in the European caves implies that 
they were rarely used by the Bronze folk for habitation or burial. 
Bronze weapons mingled with gold ornaments have, however, 
been discovered in the Heatheryburn cave near Stanhope, Dur-
ham, as well as in those of Kirkhead in Cartmell, in Thor's cave 
in Staffordshire, and the Cat Hole in Gower in Glamorganshire. 
In the Iberian peninsula the cave of Cesareda, explored by Signor 
Delgado, in the valley of the Tagus, contained bronze articles, 
associated with broken and cut human bones, as well as those of 
domestic animals, rendering it probable that cannibalism was 
practised in early times in that region. Busk believes, however,  

that the facts are insufficient to support the charge of cannibalism 
against the ancient Portuguese. 

Caves containing articles of iron, and therefore beloesing to 
that division of the prehistoric age, are so unimportant that they 
do not deserve notice in this place. As man increased in civiliza-
tion he preferred to live in houses of his own building, and ne 
no longer buried his dead in the natural sepulchres provided for 
him in the rock. 

Prehistoric caves have been rarely explored in extra-Europeaa 
areas. Among those which abound in Palestine, one in Mount 
Lebanon, examined by Canon Tristram, contained flint imple-
ments along with charcoal and broken bones and teeth, some of 
which may be referred to a small ox, undistinguishable from the 
small short-horn, Bos longifrons. In North America the remains 
found by F. W. Putnam in the caves of Kentucky, consistiag 
of moccasins, rudely-plaited cloth, and other articles, may be 
referred to the same division. 

Historic Caves in Britain.—The historic caves have only 
attracted notice in fairly recent years, and in Britain alone, 
principally through the labours of the Settle Cave Committee 
from the year 1869 to the present day. To them is due the 
exploration of the Victoria cave, which had been discovered and 
partially investigated as 'early as the year 1838. It consists of 
three large ill-defined chambers opening on the face of the cliff, 
145o ft. above the sea, and filled with &brio very nearly up to 
the roof. It presented three distinct eras of occupation—one 
by hyenas, which dragged into it rhinoceroses, bisons, mammoths, 
horses, reindeer and bears. This was defined from the DUI 
occupation, which is probably of the Neolithic Age, by a layer 
of grey clay, on the surface of which rested a bone harpoon and 
a few flint flakes and bones. Then after an interval of debris at 
the entrance was a layer of charcoal, broken bones, fragments 
of old hearths, and numerous instruments of savage life associated 
with broken pottery, Roman coins, and the rude British imita-
tions of them, various articles of iron, and elaborate personal 
ornaments, which implied a considerable development of the 
arts. The evidence of the coins stamps the date of the occu-
pation of the cave to be between the first half of the 5th 
century and the English conquest. Some of the breathes 
present a peculiar flamboyant and spiral pattern in relief, 
of the same character as the art of some of the illuminated 
manuscripts, as for example one of the Anglo-Saxon gospda at 
Stockholm, and of the gospels of St Columban in Trinity College, 
Dublin. It is mostly allied to that work which is termed by 
Franks late Celtic. From its localization in Britain and Ireland, 
it seems to be probable that it is of Celtic derivation; and if t his 
view be accepted, there is nothing at all extraordinary in its being 
recognized in the illuminated Irish gospels. Ireland, in the 6th 
and 7th centuries, was the great centre of art, civilization and 
literature; and it is only reasonable to suppose that there would 
be intercourse between the Irish Christians and those of the west 
of Britain, during the time that the Romano-Celts, or Brit-Wei:a 
were being slowly pushed westwards by the heathen English 
invader. Proof of such an intercourse we find in the brief notice 
of the AnnaksCambriae, in which Gildas, the Brit-Welsh historian, 
is stated to have sailed over to Ireland in the year A.D. OS. It 
is by no means improbable that about this time there was a Brit-
Welsh migration into Ireland, as well as into Brittany. Objects 
with these designs found in Germany are probably directly er 
indirectly due to the Irish missionaries, who spread Christianity 
through those regions. The early Christian art in Ireland grew 
out of the late Celtic, and is to a great extent free from the in-
fluence of Rome, which is stamped on the Brit-Welsh art of the 
same age in this country. 

Several other ornaments with enamel deserve especial notice. 
The enamel, composed of red, blue and yellow, has been inserted 
into the hollows in the bronze, and then heated so as to form a 
dose union with it. They are of the same design as those which 
have been met with in late Roman tumuli in this country, and 
in places which are mainly in the north. They all belong to 
class named late Celtic by Franks, and are considered by him to 
be of British manufacture. This view is supported by the only 
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relereoce to the art of enamelling furnished by the classical 
waken. Philostratus, a Greek sophist in the court of Julia 
Deanna, the wife of the emperor Severus, writes, " It is said that 
the barbarians living in the of pour these colours (those of 
bene-trappings) on heated bronze, and that these adhere, 
pow as hard as stone, and preserve the designs that are made in 
them." It is worthy of remark that, since the emperor Severus 
bait the wall which bears his name, marched in person against 
the Caledonians, and died at I thc account of the enamels 
say have reached Philostratus from the very district in which 
the Victoria Cave is situated. 

Asociated with these were bronze ornaments inlaid with 
waver, and miscellaneous iron articles, among which was a Roman 
bey. Remains of this kind have been met with in the Albert 
and Helko caves in the neighbourhood, in that of Dowker-
tottom near Arndiffe, in that of Kirkhead on the northern shore 
el Morecambe Bay, in Poole's Cavern near Buxton, and in Thor's 
Cave near Ashbourne, and over a wide area ranging from York-
shire and the Lake district southwards into Somerset and Devon. 

List of Principal Animals and Objects found in Brit•Welsh 
Strata in Caves. 
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Sw scrofa. 	Pig 	 
Erin: cabala. 	Home  
Beslongsfrona. 	Celtic short-horn 
Capra harms. 	Goat 	. 
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Gioia rapes. 	Fox . 	. 	. 	: 
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Roman coins, or imitations 
Enamelled ornaments, in bronze 
Bronze ornaments, inlaid with 

silver 
Imo articles 	  Samian ware 	  
Black ware 	. 	. 
Bone spoon fibulae . 	. 
Bone combs . 	. 

It is obvious in all these cases tha men accustomed to luxury 
and refinement were compelled, by the pressure of some great 
calamity, to flee for refuge to caves with whatever they could 
transport thither of their property. The number a spindle- 
whorls and personal ornaments imply that they were accom- 
panied by their families. We may also infer that they were cut 
off from the civilization to which they had been accustomed, 
because in some cases they extemporized spindle-whorls out of 
fragments of Samian ware, instead of using those which were 
expressly manufactured for the purpose. Why the caves were 
inhabited is satisfactorily explained by an appeal to contem- 
porary history. In the pages of Gildas, in the Anglo-Saxon 
Chronicle, and in the Annales Cambrian, we have a graphic 
Picture of that long war of invasion by which the inhabitants of 
the old Roman province of Britannia were driven back by the 
Jute,. Angles and Saxons, who crossed over with their families 
and household stuff. Slowly, and in the chances of a war which 
extended through three centuries, they were gradually pushed 
back into Cumberland, Wales and West Somerset, Devon and 
Cornwall. While this war was going on the coinage became 
debased and Roman coins afforded the patterns for the small 
bronze minimi, which are to be met with equally in these caves 
and in the ruins of Roman cities. As the tide of war rolled to the 
WM. the Fngligh tongue and, until towards the close of the 
struggle, the worship of Thor and Odin supplanted the British 
tongue and the Christian faith, and a rude barbarism replaced 
what was left of the Roman civilization in the island. It is to 

that relics of this kind in the caves must be assigned 
art traces of the anarchy of those times, and complete the 

picture of the desolation of Britain, revealed by the ashes of the 
cities and villas that were burnt by the invader. They prove that 
the vivid account given by Gildas of the straits to which his 
countrymen were reduced was literally true. 

The shrines of Zeus in the Idaean and Dictaean caves have been 
explored by Halbher and Orsi (Antickiia dell' antra de Zeus Ideo) 
and by Arthur Evans and Hogarth (Journal of Hellenic Studies). 
These discoveries prove that the cult of Zeus began among the 
Mycenaean peoples some zoo° years B.C. according to Evans, and 
was practised far down into the later Greek times. They show 
that the Greeks are indebted to the Mycenaean peoples not 
only for their art, but for the chief of their divinities. 

AUTHORITIES.—I. Britain: Boyd Dawkins, Cave-huntingrya); 
 Early Man (1880); Martel, Irlande et caverns anglaises t897); 

Buckland, Reliquiae NJ:miaow (1821); Brit. Assoc. Reports (1S60- 
1875): fount. Anthrop. Inst. (5870-1876); Quart. Geol. bourn. 
086o-1875); Pengclly, Trans. Devonshire Association. 2. The 
European Continent: Martel, Les Abtmes (5894); Cartailhac and 

L'Arahropologie, xv., xvi.; Lanet and Christy, Reliquiae 
Aquitanicae; Internat. Congress of Prehistoric Archaeology; Marcel 
de Serves. Les Ossemens fissile, de Lund Vid; Dupont, L'Homme 
pendant les dges de to pierce dans les environs de Dinant-sur-Meuse; 
Schmerling, Recherches sue ks OSSCMCWS fossiks &converts dans les 
cavemen de LiEge; Merk. Excavations at Kesserloch, transl. E. Lee 
(1876). For the chief American caves, see LURAY CAVERN, 
MAMMOTH CAVE, WYANDOTTE CAVE, COLOSSAL CAVERN, ACOB I 	'S 
CAVERN. 	 (W. B. D.) 

CAVEA, the Latin name given to the subterranean cells in 
which the wild beasts were confined prior to the combats in the 
Roman arena. The term is sometimes applied to the amphi-
theatre (q.v,) itself. 

CAVEAT (Latin for " let him beware," from mere), in law, a 
notice given by the party interested (caveator) to the proper 
officer of a court of justice to prevent the taking of a certain step 
without warning. It is entered in connexion with dealings in 
land registered in the land registry, with the grant of marriage 
licences, to prevent the issuing of a lunacy commission, to stay 
the probate of a will, letters of administration, &c. Caveat is also 
a term used in United States patent law (see PATENTS). 

• Caveat etnptor ("let the buyer beware ") is a maxim which 
implies that the responsibility for making a bad bargain over a 
purchase rests on the purchaser. In an ordinary contract for the 
sale of goods, there is no implied warranty or condition as to the 
quality or fitness for any particular purpose of the goods supplied, 
with certain exceptions, and, therefore, the buyer takes at his own 
risk. The maxim does not apply (a) where the buyer, expressly 
or by implication, makes known to the seller the particular 
purpose for which the goods are required, so as to show that the 
buyer relies on the seller's skill or judgment, and that the goods 
are of a description which it is in the course of the seller's business 
to supply; (b) where goods are bought by description from a 
seller who deals in goods of that description, for there is an 
implied condition that the goods arc of merchantable quality, 
though if the buyer has actually examined the goods, there is no 
implied condition as regards defects which the examination ought 
to have revealed; (c) where the usage of trade annexes an implied 
warranty or condition to the goods as to their quality or fitness 
for a particular purpose. The maxim of caveat emplor is said to 
owe its origin to the fact that in early times sales of goods took 
place principally in market overt. (See further SALE or GOODS.) 

CAVEDONE, JACOPO (1577-1660), Italian painter, born at 
Sassuolo in the Modenese, was educated in the school of the 
Caracci, and under them painted in the churches of Bologna. 
His principal works are the "Adoration of the Magi," the 
" Four Doctors," and the " Last Supper "; and more especially 
the " Virgin and Child in Glory," with San Petronio and other 
saints, painted in 1614, and now in the Bolognese Academy. 
Cavedone became an assistant to Guido Beni in Rome; his art 
was generally of a subdued undemonstrative character, with 
rich Titianesque colouring. In his declining years his energies 
broke down after his wife had been accused of witchcraft, and 
after the death of a cherished son. He died in extreme poverty, 
in a stable at Bologna. 

CAVENDISH, GEORGE (1 soo-1562?), English writer, the 
biographer of Cardinal Wolsey, was the elder son of Thomas 
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Cavendish, clerk of the pipe in the exchequer, and his wife, 
Alice Smith of Padbrook Hall. He was probably born at his 
father's manor of Cavendish, in Suffolk. Later the family 
resided in London, in the parish of St Alban's, Wood Street, 
where Thomas Cavendish died in 1524. Shortly after this event 
George married Margery Kemp, of Spains Hall, an heiress, and 
the niece of Sir Thomas More. About 1527 he entered the service 
of Cardinal Wolsey as gentleman-usher, and for the next three 
years he was divided from his wife, children and estates, in the 
closest personal attendance on the great man. Cavendish was 
wholly devoted to Wolsey's interests, and also he saw in this 
appointment an opportunity to gratify his master-passion, a 
craving " to see and be acquainted with strangers, in especial 
with men in honour and authority." He was faithful to his 
master in disgrace and showed the courage of the " loyal 
servitor." It is plain that he enjoyed Wolsey's closest confidence 
to the end, for after the cardinal's death George Cavendish was 
called before the privy council and closely examined as to 
Wolsey's latest acts and words. He gave his evidence so clearly 
and with so much natural dignity, that he won the applause 
of the hostile council, and the praise of being "a just and diligent 
servant." He was not allowed to suffer in pocket by his fidelity 
to his master, but retired, as it would seem, a wealthy man to 
his estate of Glemsford, in West Suffolk, in x53o. He was only 
thirty years of age, but his appetite for being acquainted with 
strange acts and persons was apparently sated, for we do not hear 
of his engaging in any more adventures. It is not to be doubted 
that Cavendish had taken down notes of Wolsey's conversation 
and movements, for many years passed before his biography 
was composed. At length, in 1 557. he wrote it out in its final 
form. It was not, however, possible to publish it in the author's 
lifetime, but it was widely circulated in MS. Evidently one of 
these MSS. fell into Shakespeare's hands, for that poet made use 
of it in his King Henry VIII., although it is excessive to say, 
as Singer has done, that Shakespeare " merely put Cavendish's 
language into verse." The book was first printed in 1641, in a 
garbled text, and under the title of Tke Negotiations of Thomas 
Wolsey. The genuine text, from contemporary MSS., was given 
to the world in 181o, and more fully in 1815. Until that time 
it was believed that the book was the composition of George 
Cavendish's younger brother William, the founder of Chatsworth, 
who also was attached to Wolsey. Joseph Hunter proved this 
to be impossible, and definitely asserted the claim of George. 
The latter is believed to have died at Glemsford in or about 1562. 
The intrinsic value of Cavendish's Life of Cardinal Wolsey has 
long been perceived, for it is the sole authentic record of a multi-
tude of events highly important in a particularly interesting 
section of the history of England. Its importance as a product 
of biographical literature was first emphasized by Bishop 
Creighton, who insisted over and over again on the claim of 
Cavendish to be recognized as the earliest of the great English 
biographers and an individual writer of particular charm and 
originality. He writes with simplicity and with a certain vivid 
picturesqueness, rarely yielding to the rhetorical impulses which 
governed the ordinary prose of his age. (E. G.) 

CAVENDISH, HENRY (1731-1810), English chemist and 
physicist, elder son of Lord Charles Cavendish, brother of the 
3rd duke of Devonshire, and Lady Anne Grey, daughter of 
the duke of Kent, was born at Nice in October 173r. He was 
sent to school at Hackney in 1742, and ba x749 entered Peter-
house, Cambridge, which he left in 1753, without taking a degree: 
Until he was about forty he seems to have enjoyed a very mode-
rate allowance from his father, but in the latter part of his life he 
was left a fortune which made him one of the richest men of his 
time. He lived principally at Clapham Common, but he had also 
a town-house in Bloomsbury, while his library was in a house 
in Dean Street, Soho; and there he used to attend on appointed 
days to lend the books to men who were properly vouched for. 
So methodical was he that he never took down a volume for his 
own use without entering it in the loan-book. He was a regular 
attendant at the meetings of the Royal Society, of which he 
became a fellow in t 76o, and he dined every Thursday with the  

club composed of its members. Otherwise he had little inter. 
course with society; indeed, his chief object in life seems to have 
been to avoid the attention of his fellows. With his relatives 
he had little intercourse, and even Lord George Cavendish, 
whom he made his principal heir, he saw only for a few minutes 
once a year. His dinner was ordered daily by a note placed on 
the hall-table, and his women servants were instructed to kerp 
out of his sight on pain of dismissal. In person he was tall sad 
rather thin; his dress was old-fashioned and singularly uniform. 
and was inclined to be shabby about the times when the precisely 
arranged visits of his tailor were due. He had a slight hesitation 
in his speech, and his air of timidity and reserve was almost 
ludicrous. He was never married. He died at Clapham on the 
24th of February 181o, leaving funded property worth /".7oo,oco, 
and a landed estate of i8000 a year, together with canal and 
other property, and £5o,000 at his bankers. 

Cavendish's scientific work is distinguished for the widens 
of its range and for its extraordinary exactness and accuracy 
The papers he himself published form an incomplete record 
of his researches, for many of the results he obtained cat? 
became generally known years after his death; yet in spite of 
the absence of anything approaching self-advertisement be 
acquired a very high reputation within his own country an! 
abroad, recognized by the Institute of France in 1803 when it 
chose him as one of its eight foreign associates. Arsenic formed 
the subject of his first recorded investigation, on which he was 
engaged at least as early as 1764, and in 1766 he began those 
communications to the Royal Society on the chemistry of gases, 
which are among his chief titles to fame. The first (Phil. Tress, 
1766) consists of " Three papers containing experiments ca 
Factitious Airs," dealing mostly with " inflammable air" 
(hydrogen), which he was the first to recognize as a distinct 
substance, and " fixed air " (carbon dioxide). He determined 
the specific gravity of these gases with reference to common LT, 
investigated the extent to which they are absorbed by variocs 
liquids, and noted that common air containing one part in time 
by volume of fixed air is no longer able to support combustka. 
and that the air produced by fermentation and putrefaction 
has properties identical with those of fixed air obtained from 
marble. In the following year he published a- paper on the 
analysis of one of the London pump-waters (from Rad:bone 
Place, Oxford Street), which is closely connected with the 
memoirs just mentioned, since it shows that the calcareous 
matter in that water is held in solution by the " fixed air " present 
and can be precipitated by lime. Electrical studies seem next 
to have engaged his attention, and in 1771 and 1772 be read 
to the royal Society his " Attempt to explain some of the 
principal phenomena of electricity by an elastic fluid," which was 
followed in 1775 by an " Attempt to imitate the effects of the 
Torpedo (a fish allied to the ray)" (Phil. Trans., 1776). But 
these two memoirs contain only a part of the electrical researches 
he carried out between 1771 and 1781, and many more were 
found after his death in a number of sealed packets of papers 
The contents of these for a long time remained unknown, but 
ultimately by permission of the duke of Devonshire, to whom 
they belonged, they were edited by James Clerk Maxwell asp 
published in 1879 by the Cambridge University Press as the 
Electrical Researches of the Hon. Henry Cavendish. About I717 
or 1778 he resumed his pneumatic inquiries, though he published 
nothing on the subject till 1783. In that year be described 
a new audiometer to the Royal Society and detailed observation 
he had made to determine whether or not the atmosphere is 
constant in composition; after testing the air on nearly 6t 
different days in 1781 he could find in the proportion of omen 
no difference of which he could be sure, nor could be detect any 
sensible variation at different places. Two papers on Elperi-
meats with Airs," printed in the Pkil. Trans. for 1784 and 1715. 
contain his great discoveries of the compound nature of water 
and the composition of nitric add. Starting from an experiment. 
narrated by Priestley, in which John Warltire fired a mixture 
of common air and hydrogen by electricity, with the result that 
there was a diminution of volume and a deposition of meisturt 
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Cavendish burnt about two parts of hydrogen with five of com-
mon air, and noticed that almost all the hydrogen and about 
one-fifth of the common air lost their elasticity and were con-
densed into a dew which lined the inside of the vessel employed. 
This dew he judged to be pure water. In another experiment he 
fired, by the electric spark, a mixture of hydrogen and oxygen 
(dephlogisticated air), and found that the resulting water con-
tained nitric acid, which he argued must be due to the nitrogen 
present as an impurity in the oxygen (" phlogisticated air with 
which it [the dephlogisticated airl is debased "). In the 1785 
paper he proved the correctness of this supposition by showing 
that when electric sparks are passed through common air there 
is a shrinkage of volume owing to the nitrogen uniting with the 
oxygen to form nitric acid. Further, remarking that little was 
known of the phlogisticated part of our atmosphere, and thinking 
it might fairly be doubted " whether there are not in reality 
many different substances confounded together by us under the 
name of phlogisticated air," he made an experiment to determine 
whether the whole of a given portion of nitrogen (phlogisticated 
air) of the atmosphere could be reduced to nitric acid. He found 
that a small fraction, not more than Thth part, resisted the 
change, and in this residue he doubtless had a sample of the 
inert gas argon which was only recognized as a distinct entity 
more than a hundred years later. His last chemical paper, 
published in 1788, on the " Conversion of a mixture of dephlogisti-
cated and phlogisticated air into nitrous acid by the electric 
spark," describes measures he took to authenticate the truth of 
the experiment described in the 1785 paper, which had " since 
been tried by persons of distinguished ability in such pursuits 
without success." It may be noted here that, while Cavendish 
adhered to the phlogistic doctrine, he did not hold it with any-
thing like the tenacity that characterized Priestley; thus, in his 
1784 paper on " Experiments on Air," he remarks that not only 
the experiments he is describing, but also " most other pheno-
mena of nature seem explicable as well, or nearly as well," upon 
the Lavoisierian view as upon the commonly believed principle 
of phlogiston, and he goes on to give an explanation in terms 
of the antiphlogistic hypothesis. 

Early in his career Cavendish took up the study of heat, and 
had he promptly published his results he might have anticipated 
Joseph Black as the discoverer of latent heat and of specific 
heat. But he made no reference to his work till 1783, when he 
presented to the Royal Society some " Observations on Mr 
Hutchins's experiments for determining the degree of cold at 
which quicksilver freezes." This paper, with others published 
in 1786 and t788, is concerned with the phenomena attending 
the freezing of various substances, and is noteworthy because in 
it he expresses doubt of the supposition that " the heat of 
bodies is owing to their containing more or less of a substance 
called the matter of heat," and inclines to Newton's opinion that 
it " consists in the internal motion of the particles of bodies." 
His " Account of the Meteorological Apparatus used at the Royal 
Society's House " (Phil. Trans., 1776) contains remarks on the 
precautions necessary in making and using thermometers, a 
subject which is continued in the following year in a report signed 
by him and six others. 

Cavendish's last great achievement was his famous series of 
experiments to determine the density of the earth (Phil. Trans., 
1798). The apparatus he employed was devised by the Rev. 
John Michell, though he had the most important parts recon-
structed to his own designs; it depended on measuring the 
attraction exercised on a horizontal bar, suspended by a vertical 
wire and bearing a small lead ball at each end, by two large 
masses of lead. (See GRAVITATION.) The figure he gives for 
the specific gravity of the earth is 5.48, water being r, but in 
fact the mean of the 29 results he records works out at 5.448. 
Other publications of his later years dealt with the height of an 
aurora seen in 1784 (Phil. Trans., 1790), the civil year of the 
Hindus (Id. 1792), and an improved method of graduating 
astronomical instruments (Id. 1809). Cavendish also had a 
taste for geology, and made several tours in England for the 
purpose of gratifying it. 

A life by George Wilson 0818-1850, printed for the Cavendish 
Society in 5851, contains an account of his writings, both published 
and unpublished, together with a critical inquiry into the claims of 
all the alleged discoverers of the composition of water. Some of his 
instruments are preserved in the Royal Institution, London, and 
his name is commemorated in the Cavendish Physical Laboratory at 
Cambridge, which was built by his kinsman the 7th duke of Devon-
shire. 

CAVENDISH [Cunnsal, THOMAS (I555?-1592), the third 
circumnavigator of the globe, was born at Trimley St Martin, 
Suffolk. On quitting Corpus Christi College, Cambridge (without 
a degree), he almost ruined himself by his extravagance as a 
courtier. To repair his fortune he turned to maritime and 
colonial enterprise, and in i585 accompanied Sir Richard 
Grenville to America. Soon returning to England, he undertook 
an elaborate imitation of Drake's great voyage. On the list of 
July 1586, he sailed from Plymouth with 123 men in three vessels, 
only one of which (the " Desire," of 140 tons) came home. By 
way of Sierra Leone, the Cape Verde Islands and C. Frio in 
Brazil, he coasted down to Patagonia (where he discovered 
" Port Desire," his only important contribution to knowledge), 
and passing through Magellan's Straits, fell upon the Spanish 
settlements and shipping on the west coast of South and Central 
America and of Mexico. Among his prizes were nineteen vessels 
of worth, and especially the treasure-galleon, the " Great St 
Anne," which he captured off Cape St Lucas, the southern 
extremity of California (November 14, 1587). After this 
success he struck across the Pacific for home; touched at the 
Ladroncs, Philippines, Moluccas and Java; rounded the Cape 
of Good Hope; and arrived again at Plymouth (September 9-
to, 1588), having circumnavigated the globe in two years and 
fifty days. It is said that his sailors were clothed in silk, his sails 
were damask, and his top-mast covered with cloth of gold. Yet 
by 1591 he was again in difficulties, and planned a fresh American 
and Pacific venture. John Davis (q.v.) accompanied him, but the 
voyage (undertaken with five vessels)was an utter failure,much of 
the fault lying with Cavendish himself, who falsely accused Davis, 
with his last breath, of deserting him (May 20, 1592). He died 
and was buried at sea, on the way home, in the summer of 1592. 

See Hakluyt's Principal Navigations, (a) edition of 1589, p. 809 
(N. H.'s narrative of the voyage of 1586-i538); (b) edition of 1599-
1600, vol. iii. pp. 803-825 (Francis Pretty s narrative of the same); 
(c) edition of 1599-1600, vol. iii. pp. 251 -253 (on the venture of 
t585); (d) edition of 1599-1600, vol. iii. pp. 845-852 (John Lane's 
narrative of the last voyage, of 5591-1592); also Stationers' Registers 
(Arber), vol. ii. pp. 505-509; the Molyneux Globe of 1592, in the 
library of the Middle Temple, London, and the Ballads in Biog. Brit., 
vol. i. p. 1196. 

CAVENDISH, SIR WILLIAM (c. 1 505-1 557), founder of the 
English noble house of CaV'endish, was the younger brother of 
George Cavendish (q.v.). His father, Thomas, was a descendant 
of Sir John Cavendish, the judge, who in 1381 was murdered 
by Jack Straw's insurgent peasants at Bury St Edmunds. Of 
William's education nothing seems known, but in 153o he was 
appointed one of the commissioners for visiting monasteries; 
he worked directly under Thomas Cromwell, whom he calls 
" master " and to whom many of his extant letters are addressed. 
In 1541 he was auditor of the court of augmentations, in 1546 
treasurer of the king's chamber, and was knighted and sworn of 
the privy council. Under Edward VI. and Mary he continued in 
favour at court; during the latter's reign he partially conformed, 
but on the occasion of the war with France he with other 
Derbyshire gentlemen refused the loan of (loo demanded by the 
queen. He died in 1557. Cavendish acquired large properties 
from the spoils of the monasteries, but in accordance with the 
wish of his third wife Elizabeth he sold them to purchase land in 
Derbyshire. This wife was the celebrated " building Bess of 
Hardwick," daughter of John Hardwicke, of Hardwicke, Derby-
shire; she completed the original building of Chatsworth House,—
begun in 1553 by her husband,—of which nothing now remains. 
Her fourth husband was George Talbot, 6th earl of Shrewsbury. 
By her Cavendish had six children; an elder son who died 
without issue; William, who in r618 was created earl of Devon-
shire; Charles, whose son William became zst duke of Newcastle; 
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Fra nces, who married Sir Henry Pierpont, and was the ancestress 
of the dukes of Kingston; Elizabeth, who married Charles 
Stuart, earl of Lennox, and was the mother of Arabella Stuart; 
and Mary, who married Gilbert Talbot, 7th earl of Shrewsbury. 

CAVETTO (Ital. diminutive of care, hollow), -in architec-
ture, the term given to a hollow concave moulding sometimes 
employed in the place of the cymatium of a cornice, as in that 
of the Doric order of the theatre of Marcellus. It forms the 
crowning feature of the Egyptian temples, and took the place 
of the cymatium in many of the Etruscan temples. 

CAVIARE, or CAVIAR, the roe of various species of Acipenser 
or sturgeon (q.v.), prepared, in several qualities, as an article of 
food. The word is common to most European languages and 
supposed to be of Turk or Tatar origin, but the Turk word 
khavyah is probably derived from the Ital. catiole; the word 
does not appear in Russian. The best caviare, which can only be 
made in winter and is difficult to preserve, is the loosely granu-
lated, almost liquid, kind, known in Russia as ikra. It is prepared 
by beating the ovaries and straining through a sieve to clear the 
eggs of the membranes, fibres and fatty matter; it is then salted 
with from 4-6% of salt. The difficulty of preparation and of 
transport has made it a table delicacy in western Europe, where 
it has been known since the i6th century, as is evidenced by 
Hamlet's " His play . . . pleased not the million, 'twas caviare 
to the general." It is eaten either as an hors d',euvre, particularly 
in Russia and northern Europe with ktimmel or other liqueurs, or 
as a savoury, or as a flavouring to other dishes. The coarser 
quality, in Russia known as pdjusnaya (from pajus, the adherent 
skin of the ovaries), is more strongly salted in brine and is pressed 
into a more solid form than the ikra; it is then packed in small 
barrels or hermetically-sealed tins. This forms a staple article of 
food in Russia and eastern Europe. Though the best forms of 
caviare are still made in Russia, and the greater quantity of the 
coarser kinds are exported from Astrakhan, the centre of the 
trade, larger amounts are made each year for export in America 
and also in Germany, Norway and Sweden. The roe of tunny 
and mullet, pickled in brine and vinegar, is used, under the name 
of " Botargo," along the Mediterranean littoral and in the Levant. 

CAVITE, a fortified seaport, the capital of the province of 
Cavite, Luzon, Philippine Islands, and the seat of the principal 
Asiatic naval station of the United States, on a forked tongue of 
land in Manila Bay, 8 m. S. of the city of Manila. Pop. (1903) 

4494; with the barrios of San Roque and Caridad (on the main 
peninsula), which are under the municipal government of Cavite 
(15,630). Cavite is the terminus of a railway which follows the 
shore of the bay from Manila. The northern part of the town, 
Sangley Point (one of the two forks of the main peninsula), is the 
principal coaling station of the U.S. fleet in Asiatic waters. The 
naval station proper and the old town of Cavite are on the south 
fork of the peninsula. Cavite's buildings are mostly of stone, 
with upper storeys of wood; its streets are narrow and crooked. 
It has five churches (one of these is an independent Filipino 
church), and is the seat of a provincial high school. Cavite has 
long been the principal naval base of the Philippine Islands, and 
one of the four Spanish penitentiaries in the Islands was here. 
During the 19th century Cavite was the centre of political disturb-
ances in the Philippines; in 1896 on the parade ground thirteen 
political prisoners were executed, and to their memory a monu-
ment was erected in 1906 at the head of the isthmus connecting 
with the main peninsula. The town was nearly destroyed by 
an earthquake in 1880. It was taken from the Spanish by an 
American squadron under Commodore George Dewey in May 898. 

CAVOIIR. CAMILLO BENSO, COUNT (18io—i8f1), Italian 
statesman, was born at Turin on the ist of August a lo. The 
Bensos, who belonged to the old Piedmontese feudal aristocracy, 
were a very ancient house, said to be descended from a Saxon 
warrior who settled at Santena in the 12th century and married 
a Piedmontese heiress; Camillo's father, the marquis Michele, 
married a noble Genevese lady, and both he and his wife held 
offices in the household of Prince Borghese, the governor of 
Piedmont under Napoleon, and husband of the latter's sister, 
Pauline Bonaparte. Being a younger son (his brother Gustavo  

was the eldest) Cavour was destined for the army, and when 
ten years old he entered the military academy at Turin. On 
leaving the college at the age of sixteen he was first of his dass, 
and received a commission in the engineers. He spent the next 
five years in the army, residing at Ventimiglia, Genoa, and various 
Alpine fortresses to superintend defence works; but be went 
his leisure hours in study, especially of the English language. 
He soon developed strongly marked Liberal tendencies and an 
uncompromising dislike for absolutism and clericalism, which, 
as he had not acquired the art of reticence, made him a suspect 
in the eyes of the police and of the reactionaries; at the same 
time he does not seem to have joined any secret society, for be 
was too loyal to conspire against the king whose uniform be 
wore, and he did not believe that the time was yet ripe for a 
revolution. But after the accession to the throne of Charles 
Albert, whom he always distrusted, he felt that his position in 
the army was intolerable, and resigned his commission (1831). 
From that moment we find him in the ranks of the opponents 
of the government, although his was always a loyal and straight-
forward opposition which held aloof from conspiracies. During 
the next few years he devoted himself to the study of political 
and social problems, to foreign travel, and to acquiring a thorough 
knowledge of practical agriculture. Cavour's political ideas 
were greatly influenced by the July revolution of 1830 in France, 
which proved that an historic monarchy was not incompatible 
with Liberal principles, and he became more than ever convinced 
of the benefits of a constitutional monarchy as opposed both to 
despotism and to republicanism. But he was not affected by the 
doctrinaire Liberalism of the time, and his views were strength. 
ened by his studies of the British constitution, of which be 
was a great admirer; he was even nicknamed " Milord Camilla" 
He frequently visited Paris and London, where he plunged into 
the political and social questions of the day, and contributed 
among other essays two admirable and prophetic articles, one 
on the Irish question, in which he strongly defended the Union, 
and another on the Corn Laws. He applied his knowledge of 
agriculture to the management of his father's estate at Lei, 
which he greatly improved, he founded the Piedmontcse Agricul-
tural Society, and took the lead in promoting the introductions( 
steam navigation, railways and factories into the country. 

Thus his mind gradually evolved, and be began to dream dreams 
of a united Italy free of foreign influence, but owing to the 
reactionary policy of the Piedmontese government be was unable 
to take any active part in politics. In 1847, however, the psycho-
logical moment seemed to have arrived, for the new pope, Pius 
IX., showed marked Liberal tendencies and seemed ready to 
lead all the forces of Italian patriotism against the Austrian 
domination. The hopes of the Italian Liberals rose high and the 
so-called neo-Guelph party, represented by such men as VUNXISZO 

Gioberti and Cesare Balbo, believed that an Italian confederation 
might be formed under the presidency of the pope. Cavour, 
although he realized that a really Liberal pope was an impossi-
bility, saw the importance of the movement and the necessity of 
profiting by it. Together with Balbo, P. di Santa Rosa, and M. 
Castelli, he founded a newspaper at Turin called Il RisorgissesM, 
which advocated the ideas of constitutional reform in Piedmoat, 
with a view to preparing that country for an important rOle lit 
the upheaval which seemed imminent. In January 1848 the 
revolution first broke out in Sicily. Cavour, in a speech before 
a delegation of journalists, declared that the king must take a 
decided line and grant his people a constitution. Strong pressure 
was brought to bear on Charles Albert, and after much hesitation 
he was induced to grant a charter of liberties (February 8, 1848). 
Cesare Balbo was called upon to form the first constitutional 
ministry; but Cavour was not offered a seat in it, being suspected 
by Liberals and Conservatives alike. He continued his journal-
istic activity, and his articles in the Risorgimento came to exercise 
great influence both on the king and on public opinion. When the 
news of the revolt of the Milanese against the Austrians, known 
as the. Five Days, reached Turin on the loth of March, Cavow 
felt that the time for Piedmont to act with energy had come, and 
advocated war against Austria. " After deliberately weigh* 
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 led to a split between that statesman and Cavour, and to the each word," he wrote, " we are bound in conscience to declare 

that only one path is open to the nation, the government, and 
the king: war, immediate wart" Piedmont was the only part 
of Italy enjoying a government at once national and independent, 
and if it did not hasten to the assistance of the Milanese in their 
desperate struggle, if possible before the Austrians were expelled, 
the monarchy could not survive. The situation was most critical, 
and even the British government was not friendly to Piedmont; 
but Cavour was prepared to face any danger rather than see 
his country inactive. In an article in the Risorgimento he de-
clared that, while he never believed that material help was to 
be expected from England, he was convinced that she would not 
actively help Austria to crush the revolution, but that if she did 
" she would have against her a coalition not of princes, but of 
peoples." Cavour's article made such' an impression that it 
put an end to the king's vacillations, and a few days after its 
appearance war was declared (March 25). 

For a few months patriotic and revolutionary enthusiasm 
carried all before it. In Hungary, in Germany, in Paris, in 
Vienna itself the revolution was triumphant; constitutions were 
granted, dynasties tottered and fell, and provisional governments 
were set up. In all parts of Italy, too, revolts broke out against 
the established order. But the Piedmontese army, although the 
troops behaved with gallantry, was no match for Austria's 
veteran legions, and except in a few minor engagements, in one 
of which Cavour's nephew Gustavo was killed, it was generally 
unsuccessful, and an armistice was concluded in the summer. In 
the meanwhile the elections were being held in Piedmont. Cavour 
himself was not returned until the supplementary elections in 
June, and he took his seat in parliament on the right as a Con-
servative. His parliamentary career was not at first very suc-
cessful; be was not a ready speaker; his habit of talking 
French made Italian difficult for him, and, although French was 
at that time allowed in the chamber, he preferred to speak 
Italian. But be gradually developed a strong argumentative 
power, his speeches became models of concise reasoning, and h,. 
rose at times to the highest level of an eloquence which was never 
rhetorical. After the dissolution in January 5849, Cavour was 
not re-elected. The new parliament had to discuss, in the 
first instance, the all-important question of whether the campaign 
should be continued now that the armistice was about to expire. 
The king decided on a last desperate throw, and recommenced 
hostilities. On the 23rd of March the Piedmontese were totally 
defeated at Novara, a disaster which was followed immediately 
by the abdication of Charles Albert in favour of his son Victor 
Emmanuel II. 

Although the new king was obliged to conclude peace with 
Austria and the Italian revolution was crushed, Cavour neverthe-
less did not despair; he believed that so long as the constitution 
was maintained in Piedmont, the Italian cause was safe. There 
were fresh elections in July, and this time Cavour was returned. 
He was still in the difficult position of a moderate Liberal at a 
time when there seemed to be room for none but reactionaries 
and conspirators, but by his consummate ability he convinced 
men that his attitude was the right one, and he made it triumph. 
Ills speech on the 7th of March 185o, in which be said that, 
" Piedmont, gathering to itself all the living forces of Italy, would 
be soon in a position to lead our mother-country to the high 
destinies to which she is called," made a deep impression, for 
it struck the first note of encouragement after the dark days of 
the preceding year. He supported the ministry of which Massimo 
d' Azeglio was president in its work of reform and restoration, 
and in October of the same year, on the death of Santa Rosa, 
be himself was appointed minister of agriculture, industry and 
commerce. In 1851 he also assumed the portfolio of finance, and 
devoted himself to the task of reorganizing the Piedmontese 
finances. By far the ablest man in the cabinet, he soon came 
to dominate it, and, in his anxiety to dominate the chamber as 
well, he negotiated the union of the Right Centre with the Left 
Centre (a manoeuvre known as the connubio), and promoted the 
election of Urbano Rattazzi to the presidency of the chamber. 
This, which be accomplished without d' Azeglio's knowledge,  

latter's resignation. Cavour has been blamed for not informing 
his colleagues of the compact, but for public reasons it was not 
desirable that the connubio should be discussed before it was 
consummated. D' Azeglio indeed bore no malice, and remained 
Cavour's friend. Cavour made use of his freedom to visit England 
and France again, in order to sound public opinion on the Italian 
question. In London he found the leaders of both parties 
friendly, and Lord Palmerston told him that if the constitutional 
experiment in Piedmont succeeded the Italian despots were 
doomed. At this time Sir James Hudson was appointed 
British minister at Turin, where he became the intimate friend of 
Cavour and gave him valuable assistance. In Paris, Cavour had 
a long interview with Prince Louis Napoleon, then president 
of the republic, and he already foresaw the great part which 
that ruler was destined to play in Italian affairs. He also met 
several Italian exiles in France. 

On Cavour's return he found the country in the throes of 
a new cabinet crisis, in consequence of which, on d' Azeglio's 
recommendation, he was invited to form a ministry. By the 
4th of November he was prime minister, a position which he 
held with two short interruptions until his death. He devoted 
the first years of his premiership to developing the economic 
resources of the country; but in preparing it for greater des-
tinies, he had to meet the heavy expenditure by increased 
taxation, and some of his measures made him the object of hostile 
demonstrations, although he soon outlived his unpopularity. 
Cavour's first international difficulty was with Austria; after 
the abortive rising at Milan in February 1853, the Austrian 
government, in addition to other measures of repression, con-
fiscated the estates of those Lombards who bad become natural-
ized Piedmontese, although they had nothing to do with the 
outbreak. Cavour took a strong line on this question, and on 
Austria's refusal to withdraw the obnoxious decree, be recalled 
the Piedmontese minister from Vienna, thus by his very audacity 
winning the sympathy of the Western powers. 

Then followed the Crimean War, in which Cavour first showed 
his extraordinary political insight and diplomatic genius. The 
first suggestion of Piedmontese co-operation is usually believed 
to have come from England, who desired the Italian contingent, 
not only as material assistance, but also in order to reduce the 
overwhelming French preponderance. From the Piedmontese 
point of view there were several reasons why Cavour should 
desire his country to participate in the campaign. Firstly, it 
was advisable to use every opportunity of making the Italian 
question an international one; secondly, by joining the alliance 
Piedmont would place the Western powers under an obligation; 
thirdly, Cavour, like Balbo, believed that the Italian question 
was bound up with the Eastern problem, and as Austria was 
demanding the permission of the powers to occupy Alessandria, 
as a guarantee that Piedmont would not profit by the war in the 
East to create trouble in Italy, Piedmontese participation 
would in itself prove the best guarantee; and finally, as he 
always looked to Italy and not merely to Piedmont, he felt that, 
having proved to Europe that Italians could combine order 
with liberty, it remained to show that they were capable of 
fighting as well. But there were serious difficulties in the way. 
Had Austria joined the allies, as at one time seemed probable, 
Sardinia's position fighting by her side would have been an 
impossible one. On the other hand, Piedmont could not 
demand definite promises of future aid from the Western powers 
as some politicians desired, because these would never have 
been given, lest Austria should be offended and driven into the 
arms of Russia. Then, both the extreme Conservatives and 
the extreme Radicals were opposed to expenditure on foreign 
adventures for which they could see no use. In all these diffi-
culties, however, Cavour was loyally supported by the king, 
who saw the advantages of Piedmontese participation, even 
if unattended by definite promises. General Dabormida, the 
minister of foreign affairs, disapproved of this policy and 
resigned. The vacant portfolio was offered to d' Azeglio, who 
refused it; whereupon Cavour assumed it himself. On the same 
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day (January to, r855) the treaty with France and England 
was signed, and shortly afterwards r5,000 Piedmontese troops 
under General La Marmora were despatched to the Crimea. 

Events at first seemed to justify the fears of Cavour's oppo-
nedts. Cholera attacked the Piedmontese soldiers, who for a 
long time had no occasion to distinguish themselves in action; 
public opinion became despondent and began to blame Cavour, 
and even he himself lost heart. Then came the news of the 
battle of the Tchernaya, fought and won by the Italians, which 
turned sadness and doubt into jubilation. Joy was felt through-
out Italy, especially at Milan, where the victory was the first 
sign of daylight amid the gloom caused by the return of the 
Austrians. Everyone realized that the Piedmontese contingent 
was fighting Italy's battles. But to Cavour the announcement 
that Russia had accepted Austrian mediation (January 16, 
1856) was a great disappointment. He had always hoped that 
if the war continued Austria would be forced to side with Russia 
in return for the aid given by the emperor Nicholas in suppress-
ing the Hungarian revolt in 1849, and the Western powers 
would then have an opportunity of helping the Italian cause. 
He sent a memorandum, at Napoleon's request, to Count 
Walewski, the French minister of foreign affairs, setting forth 
a kind of minimum programme of Piedmont's claims. On the 
summoning of the congress of Paris at the conclusion of the war, 
Cavour first proposed that d' Azeglio should represent Piedmont, 
and on the latter's refusal decided to go himself. After much 
discussion, and in spite of the opposition of Austria, who as 
mediator occupied a predominant position, behaving " as though 
she had taken Sevastopol," Cavour obtained that Piedmont 
should be treated as one of the great powers. Although he did 
not expect that the congress would liberate Italy, yet by his 
marvellous diplomatic skill, far superior to that of his colleagues, 
he first succeeded in isolating Austria, secondly in indirectly 
compromising Napoleon in the Italian question, and thirdly 
in getting the wretched conditions of Italy discussed by the 
representatives of the great powers, who declared that some 
remedy to that state of things was necessary, not in the interests 
of Italy alone, but of all Europe. A scheme of reform proposed 
by Count Walcwski gave Cavour the opportunity to plead the 
Italian cause, and from that moment it was manifest to all 
that the liberation of Italy was personified in him, the statesman 
who came to hold all the strings of European politics in his 
hands. 

Cavour's chief measure of internal reform during this period 
was a bill for suppressing all monastic orders unconnected with 
education, preaching or charity; this aroused strong opposition 
from the extremists of both parties and also from the king, and 
led to the minister's resignation. But he was soon recalled, 
for the country could not do without him, and the bill was 
passed (May 29, x855). 

Cavour now saw that war with Austria was merely a question 
of time, and he began to establish connexions with the revolu-
tionists of all parts of Italy, largely by means of La Farina, 
but it was necessary that this policy should not be advertised 
to Europe, and he strongly discountenanced Mazzini's abortive 
revolutionary attempts. He continued to strengthen Piedmont's 
military resources, and the army soon grew too large for the 
country and was obviously destined for more than merely 
defensive purposes. But he well knew that although Piedmont 
must be made as efficient as possible from the military point 
of view, it could not defeat Austria single-handed. He would 
have preferred an alliance with Great Britain, who would never 
demand territorial compensation; but although British sym-
pathies were wholly Italian, the government was desperately 
anxious to avoid war. From Napoleon more was to be hoped, 
for the emperor still preserved some of his revolutionary in-
stincts, while the insecurity of his situation at home made him 
eager to gain popularity by winning military glory abroad; 
but he still hesitated, and Cavour devoted the whole of his 
ability to overcoming his doubts. In the midst of these negotia-
tions came Orsini's attempt on Napoleon's life (January 14, 
i858), which threatened to alienate his Italian sympathies  

and cause serious embarrassments to Piedmont. But after 
some remonstrances to Piedmont for not acting with sufficient 
energy against the revolutionists, the incident was settled; 
and Napoleon was, in fact, afraid that if he did not help the 
Italian cause more such attempts would be made. A month 
after the Orsini outrage he laid before Cavour a proposal for a 
Franco-Piedmontese alliance and the marriage of Prince Jerome 
Bonaparte with Princess Clothilde, the daughter of Victor 
Emmanuel. 

An " accidental " meeting between Napoleon and Cavour 
was arranged and took place at Plombiere-s in July, and although 
no one knew what passed, the news of it fell like a bombshell 
on the diplomatic world. No definite treaty was signed, but the 
basis of an agreement was laid, whereby France and Piedmont 
were to declare war against Austria with the object of expelling 
her from Italy, and a north Italian state was to be formed; in 
exchange for this help France was to receive Savoy and possibly 
Nice. But the emperor still hesitated, and refused to decide 
on war unless Austria attacked Piedmont; the British govern-
ment, too, in its anxiety to preserve peace, was not very friendly 
to the Italian cause. Cavour saw that the only way to overcome 
all these obstacles was to force Austria's hand. Then there was 
the danger lest an Italy freed by French arms should be over-
whelmed under French predominance; for this reason Cavour 
was determined to secure the co-operation of volunteers from 
other parts of Italy, and that the war should be accompanied 
by a series of risings against Austria and the local despots. 
It was also necessary that the risings should break out in the 
various provinces before the Piedmontese and French troops 
arrived, so that the latter should not appear as invaders and 
conquerors, but merely as liberators. 

The moment war was seen to be imminent, parties of Italians 
of all classes, especially Lombards, poured into Piedmont to 
enlist in the army. Cavour also had a secret interview. with 
Garibaldi, with whom he arranged to organize volunteer corps so 
that the army should be not merely that of Piedmont, but of all 
Italy. Every day the situation grew more critical, and on the 
loth of January 1859 the king in his speech from the throne 
pronounced the memorable words " that he could not remain 
deaf to the cry of pain (if grido di dolore) that reached him from 
all parts of Italy "—words which, although actually suggested by 
Napoleon, rang like a trumpet-call throughout the land. In the 
meanwhile the marriage negotiations were concluded, and during 
the emperor's visit to Turin a military convention was signed 
between the two states, and Savoy and Nice were promised to 
France as a reward for the expulsion of the Austrians from Italy. 
But the British government was still unfavourable, and Napoleon, 
ever hesitating, again sought an excuse for backing out of his 
engagements, he jumped at the Russian proposal to settle the 
Italian question by means of his own favourite expedient, a 
congress. To this Austria agreed on condition that Piedmont 
should disarm and should be excluded from the congress; 
England supported the scheme, but desired that all the Italian 
states should be represented. Cavour was in despair at the turn 
events were taking, and appealed to Napoleon, actually threaten-
ing to emigrate to America and publish all his correspondence 
with the emperor if the latter did not keep his engagements. He 
decided at last most reluctantly to accept the English proposal, 
lest Piedmont should be abandoned by all, but dung to the hope 
that Austria would reject it. On the 19th of April the Austrian 
emperor, on the advice of the military party, did reject it; and 
on the 23rd, to Cavour's inexpressible joy, Austria sent an 
ultimatum demanding the disarmament of Piedmont. Cavour 
replied that his government had agreed to the congress proposed 
by the powers and that it had nothing more to say. On quilting 
the chamber that day he said to a friend: " I am leaving the 
last sitting of the last Piedmontese parliament "—the next 
would represent united Italy. France now allied herself definitely 
with Piedmont, and England, delighted at Cavour's acquiescence 
to her own proposal and enraged by Austria's ultimatum, 
became wholly friendly to the Italian cause. A few days later 
Austria declared war. 
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As La Marmora now took the chief command of the army, 

Cavour added the ministry of war to the others he already held. 
His activity at this time was astounding, for he was virtually 
dictator and controlled single-banded nearly all the chief offices of 
the state. The French troops entered Piedmont, where they were 
received with enthusiasm, and the allies marched into Lombardy; 
the victory of Magenta, which opened the gates of Milan to 
them, was shortly followed by that of Solferino. The people 
rose in arms at Parma, Modena, Florence and Bologna, which 
had been occupied by Austria for the pope since i849; the local 
princes were expelled and provisional governments set up. 
Cavour sent special commissioners to take charge of the various 
provinces in Victor Emmanuel's name. But these events, 
together with Prussia's menacing attitude, began to alarm 
Napoleon, who, although he wished to destroy Austrian influence 
in Italy, was afraid of a large and powerful Italian state. Conse-
quently, after Solferino, he concluded an armistice with Austria 
at Villafranca on the 8th of July, without previously informing 
Cavour. When Cavour heard of it he was thunderstruck; he 
immediately interviewed the king at Monzambano, and in violent, 
almost disrespectful language implored him not to make peace 
until Venice was free. But Victor Emmanuel saw that nothing 
was to be gained by a refusal, and much against his own inclina-
tion, signed the peace preliminaries at Villafranca, adding the 
phrase, " pour ce qui me concerne," which meant that he was not 
responsible for what the people of other parts of Italy might do 
(July 12). Lombardy was to be ceded to Piedmont, Venetia to 
remain Austrian, the deposed princes to be reinstated, and the 
pope made president of an Italian confederation. 

The cabinet resigned the next day, but remained in office 
provisionally, and Cavour privately advised the revolutionists of 
central Italy to resist the return of the princes, by force if neces-
sary: " for we must now become conspirators ourselves," he 
said. His policy was thus continued after he left office, and 
Palmerston, who had meanwhile succeeded Malmesbury as foreign 
minister, informed France and Austria that.Great Britain would 
never tolerate their armed intervention in favour of the central 
Italian despots. The new Piedmontese ministry, of which La 
Marmora was the president, but Rattazzi the leading spirit, 
hesitated between annexing central Italy and agreeing to the 
terms of peace, but on the loth of November peace was signed at 
Zurich. Napoleon proposed a new congress, which never met, 
and on the fall of the Rattazzi-La Marmora cabinet the king, in 
spite of the quarrel at Monzambano, asked Cavour to take office 
again. By January he was once more premier, as well as minister 
for foreign affairs and of the interior. His first act was to invite 
the people of Italy to declare their own wishes with regard to 
annexation to Piedmont; but Napoleon still refused to consent 
to the union of Tuscany with Piedmont, for he contemplated 
placing one of his own relatives on the throne of the grand-duchy. 
Cavour now saw that Napoleon might be ready to deal, and, 
although the bargain of the preceding year had not been exactly 
fulfilled, as the Austrians were still in Venice, he again brought 
forward the question of Nice and Savoy. To Cavour no less 
than to the king the loss of these two provinces was a cruel 
wrench, but it was a choice between them and central Italy. 
The plebiscites in the latter region had unanimously declared in 
favour of union with Piedmont, and Napoleon became more 
pressing, going so far as to threaten that unless the cession were 
made, the French troops would leave Lombardy at the mercy of 
Austria and occupy Bologna and Florence. On the 24th of March 
the treaty was signed and the emperor's opposition to the annexa-
tion of central Italy withdrawn. On the and of April the parlia-
ment representing Piedmont, the duchies of Parma and Modena, 
Tuscany and Romagna, met, and Cavour had the difficult and 
ungrateful task of explaining the cession of Nice and Savoy. In 
spite of some opposition, the agreement was ratified by a large 
majority. 

The situation in the kingdom of Naples was now becoming 
critical, but there seemed as yet little chance of union with 
upper Italy, for the Bourbon government was a more or less 
regular one, and, although rising; had broken out, there was no  

general revolution. Cavour therefore had lo follow a somewhat 
double-faced policy, on the one hand negotiating with the Bour-
bon king (Francis II.), suggesting a division of Italy between him 
and Victor Emmanuel, and on the other secretly backing up the 
revolutionary agitation. Having now learnt that Garibaldi 
was planning an expedition to Sicily with his volunteers, he 
decided, after some hesitation, not to oppose its departure; 
on the 5th of May it sailed from Quarto near Genoa, and Cavour 
was only deterred from declaring war on Naples by the fear of 
foreign complications. Garibaldi with his immortal Thousand 
landed at Marsala, and the whole rotten fabric of the Bourbon 
government collapsed. At Palermo they were welcomed by the 
Piedmontese admiral Persano, and soon the whole island was 
occupied and Garibaldi proclaimed dictator. The general now 
proposed to cross over to the mainland, and this placed Cavour 
in a serious dilemma; Russia and Austria protested against the 
expedition, France and Prussia were unfriendly, Great Britain 
alone remained warmly pro-Italian. He still hoped for a revolu-
tion in Naples, so that King Victor's authority might be estab-
lished before Garibaldi's arrival, but this proved impossible. 
When Garibaldi crossed the straits of Messina the Neapolitan 
government fell, and he entered Naples in triumph. But there 
was still danger that he might be subsequently defeated, for the 
Neapolitan army was still a force in being, and Cavour feared, 
moreover, that, although Garibaldi himself had always loyally 
acted in the king of Italy's name, the red republicans around him 
might lead him to commit some imprudence and plunge the 
country into anarchy. The cession of Nice, Garibaldi's birthplace, 
had made an impassable gulf between the two men, and neither 
quite trusted the other. Cavour also feared that Garibaldi 
might invade the papal states, which would have led to further 
international complications. In any case, Rome must not be 
touched for the present, since Napoleon was pledged to protect 
the pope; but as the latter had made large armaments, and his 
forces, consisting largely of brigands and foreigners under the 
French general Lamorici6re, were in a menacing attitude on 
the frontier, Cavour decided on the momentous step of annexing 
the papal states with the exception of the Roman province. 
The Italian army crossed the frontier from Romagna on the x ith 
of September, whereupon every power, except Great Britain and 
Sweden, withdrew its minister from Turin. But the troops 
advanced and were everywhere received with open arms by the 
people; Ancona was taken, Lamoriciire was defeated and 
captured at the battle of Castelfidardo, and on the aoth King 
Victor marched into the Neapolitan kingdom. On the ist of 
October Garibaldi defeated the Neapolitan troops on the 
Volturno, and Gaeta alone, where King Francis of Naples had 
retired, still held out. 

New difficulties with Garibaldi arose, for he would not resign 
his dictatorship of the southern provinces, and wished to march 
on Rome. Cavour had to use all his tact to restrain him and at 
the same time not to appear ungrateful. He refused to act 
despotically, but he summoned parliament to vote on the annexa-
tion, which it did on the nth. Two days later Garibaldi 
magnanimously gave in to the nation's will and handed his con-
quests over to King Victor as a free gift. Gaeta was invested, 
and after a siege prolonged through the action of Napoleon, who 
for some reason unknown kept his fleet before the town, prevent-
ing any attack by sea until England induced him to withdraw 
it, the garrison surrendered on the x3th of February, and King 
Francis retired to Rome. Parliament was dissolved once more; 
the new chamber showed an overwhelming majority in favour 
of Cavour, and Victor Emmanuel was proclaimed king of Italy. 

The last question with which Cavour had to deal was that of 
Rome. For some years past the pope had only been able to 
maintain his authority by the help of foreign troops, and Cavour 
saw that as long as this state of things lasted there could be no 
united Italy. In October he declared in parliament that Rome 
must be the capital of Italy, for no other city was recognized as 
such by the whole country, and in January x861 a resolution 
to that effect was passed. But owing to Napoleon's attitude he 
had to proceed warily, and made no attempt for the present to 
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carry out the nation's wishes. At the same time he was anxious 
that the church should preserve the fullest liberty, and he 
believed in the principle of "a free church in a free state." His 
great dream, save for Rome and Venice, was now realized, and 
Italy was free and united. But the wear and tear of these last 
years had been almost unbearable, and at last began to tell; the 
negotiations with Garibaldi were particularly trying, for while 
the great statesman wished to treat the hero and his volunteers 
generously, far more so than seemed wise to the Conservatives 
and the strictly military party, he did not wish the Italian cause 
to be endangered by their imprudences, and could not permit 
all the Garibaldian officers to be received into the regular army 
with the same grades they held in the volunteer forces. This 
question, together with that of Nice, led to a painful scene in the 
chamber between the two men, although they were formally 
reconciled a few days later. For some time past Cavour had been 
unwell and irritable, and the scene with Garibaldi undoubtedly 
hastened his end. A fever set in, and after a short illness he 
passed away on the 6th of June 186i. He was buried at his 
ancestral castle of Santena. 

The death of Cavour was a terrible loss to Italy; there re-
mained many problems to be solved in which his genius and 
personality were urgently needed. But the great work had been 
carried to such a point that lesser men might now complete the 
structure. He is undoubtedly the greatest figure of the Riser-
ximento, and although other men and other forces co-operated 
in the movement, it was Cavour who organized it and skilfully 
conducted the negotiations which overcame all, apparently 
insuperable, obstacles. " That which in Alfieri and Gioberti 
was lacking," wrote T. Artom, his private secretary, "a deep 
and lively sense of reality, Cavour possessed to a supreme 
degice. He was not a lilltralcur; he was never a political dreamer. 
His views broadened progressively; at each stage he discovered 
a new horizon, and he followed his path without ever seeking 
anything save what was real and possible." He was gifted with 
pronounced political genius and with an astounding power 
of foresight. In his ideas he was always a moderate Liberal, 
and although be disapproved of republicanism, he was an ardent 
constitutionalist, ever refusing to resort to arbitrary methods, 
for he felt that, the Italian character being what it is, Italian 
unity could not last if unsupported by popular feeling. In meet-
ing opposition he could not, like Bismarck, rely on a great military 
power, for the Piedmontesc army was a small one; Austria must 
first be isolated and then an alliance had to be obtained with some 
other power. Some of his acts, especially his policy towards 
the Neapolitan kingdom, have been criticized as politically 
immoral; but apart from the fact that few revolutions—and 
Cavour, after all, was a revolutionist—can be conducted without 
attacking vested rights, it is hard to see that any policy which 
led to the destruction of a government, rightly, described as the 
" negation of God on earth," could be deemed immoral. He 
has been accused of changing his views, but what statesman has 
not? Moreover, in the extremely complicated and difficult diplo-
matic situations which he had to face, what was impossible 
or dangerous one day became possible and desirable the next. 
This was particularly the case with the Neapolitan question. 
Cavour's one absorbing passion was the liberation and regenera-
tion of Italy, and to this he devoted his whole life and talent. 

Briittocaspnv.—G. Buzziconi, Daliografia Gmouriana (Turin, 
0398); Countess Evelyn Martinengo Cesaresco, Caspar (London, 
18981, an excellent and handy little monograph which brings out 
the chief points of Cavour's life in the right light ; G. Massari, 11 
Conk di Cavour (Turin, 1873); W. de la Rive, Le Comk de Cavour 
(Paris, 1862), interesting and valuable as the work of a contemporary 
and intimate friend of Cavour; L. Chiala, Ldkre edik eel inedile del 
Conk di Cavour (7 vols., Turin, 1883-1887); D. Zanichelli, Gli 
Serial del Conk di Caves, (Bologna, 1892). and Como. (Florence, 
1925); H. von Treitschke, "Cavour," in his Hielorisehe and polaische 
Aufsdke (Leipzig, 1871); E. Dicey, A Memoir of amour (London, 
1861); Conte C. di Cavour, Discord parlamenlari (8 vols., Turin, 
1863-1872), Opere polilico-economiche (Cuneo, 1855): F. X. Krauss, 
Cavour (Mainz, 1 902), E. Artom. L'Opere politics del Senalore T. 
Artom tul Risoresmento Italian (Bologna, 19(26), a biography of 
Cavour's devoted private secretary, containing new material. 

( L. V.') 

CAVOUR (anc. Caburrum or Peruse Vibii), a town of Piedmont, 
Italy, in the province of Turin, 32 m. S.W. by rail and steam 
tram (via Pinerolo from the town of Turin). Pop. (toot) town, 
2091 ; commune, 6843. It lies on the north side of a huge isolated 
mass of granite (the Rocca di Cavour) which rises from the phis. 
On the summit was the Roman village, which beicaged to the 
province of the Alpes Cottiae. There arc some ruins of medieval 
fortifications. The town gave its name to the Benno family of 
Chicri, who were raised to the marquisate in am, and of 
which the statesman Cavour was a member. 

For the ancient name ace Th. Mommsen in Corp. law* Lot. 
v. (Berlin, 1877), p. 825. 

CAVY, a name commonly applied to several South Amaican 
rodent animals included in the family Casiidete (see RODEIMA), 
but perhaps properly applicable only to those belonging to the 
typical genus Carla, of which the most familiar representative 
is the domesticated guinea-pig. Cavics in general, the more 
typical representatives of the Caviidae, are rodents with hoof-
like nails, four front and three hind toes, imperfect collar-bona, 
and the cheek-teeth divided by folds of enamel into transverse 
plates. The tail is short or rudimentary, the incisors are short, and 
the outer surface of the lower jaw is marked by a distinct ridge. 

True cavies, or couies (Carla), are best known by the guinea-
pig, a domesticated and parti-coloured race derived from one of 
the wild species, all of which are uniformly coloured. They 
are comparatively small and stoutly built animals, with short, 
rounded ears and no tail. In habits they are partly diurnal; 
and live either in burrows among the crevices of rocks, betwath 
the leaves of aquatic plants in marshy districts, or underneath 
the floors of outbuildings. Their cries arc faint squeaks and 
grunts. They feed upon nearly all vegetable substances, but 
drink little. Generally they associate in small societies, and 
seldom wander far from home. Although the guinea-pig is a 
fertile breeder, the wild species only produce one or two young 
at a birth, and this but once in a year. The young come into the 
world in a highly developed condition, being able to feed them-
selves the day following their birth. Cavics arc widely distri-
buted in South America, and are represented by several species. 
Among them may be mentioned the apexes or restless cm 
(C. pored:us or C. aperea) of Brazil; the Bolivian C. balioitutic 
found at great elevations in the Andes; the Brazilian rock-easy 
(C. rupestris), characterized by its short blunt claws; and the 
Peruvian C. cutkri. The latter was tamed by the Incas, and is 
the ancestor of the guinea-pig. As to the origin of that Male. 
some writers consider it a corruption of Guiana-pig, but it is 
more probable that the word " Guinea " merely signifies foreign. 
The guinea-pig is a singularly inoffensive and defenceless creatutr, 
of a restless disposition, and wanting in that intelligence which . 

 usually characterizes domestic pets, although said to show some 
discrimination. It is of no particular service to man, neither 
its flesh nor its fur being generally put to use, while the state-
ment that its presence is sufficient to drive off rats and mice 
appears to be without foundation. It is exceedingly prolific, 
beginning to breed at the age of two months; the number of 
young varying, according to the age of the parent, from few 
to twelve. It has been calculated that a single pair of guinea-
pigs may prove the parent stock of a thousand individuals is s 
single year. 

A very different animal is the Patagonian cant, or man 
(Dolichotis pataclioniia), the typical representative of a genus 
characterized by long limbs, comparatively large ears, and a 
short tail. The animal is about the size of a hare, to which it 
approximates in form and habits. It is most abundant in the 
open districts of Patagonia, but also ranges on to the Argentina 
Pampas, where it is now scarce. Although occasionally Seta 

in large flocks, the mare is more commonly found in small 
parties or in pairs, the parties commonly moving in single file.. 
It has a peculiar kind of hopping gait; and is mainly diurnal, la 
accordance with which habit its eyes are protected by Lathes. 
It lives in a burrow, generally excavated by itself; but tithes 
pursued, seeks safety in flight, rather than by a retreat to its 
hole. From two to five young are produced twice a year. A 
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much smaller species, D. satinicola, without the characteristic 
black band above the tall, inhabits the salt-plains of Argentina. 
Maras have been introduced into several British parks. Fossil 
species of Dolichotis occur in the caverns of Brazil, and also 
in the superficial deposits of Argentina. (R. L.') 

CAWDOR, a village and parish of Nairnshire, Scotland. 
Pop. of parish (Iciol) 925. The village is situated 5 m. S.S.W. 
of Nairn and 3 tn. from Gollanficld Junction on the Highland 
railway. The castle was the scene, according to the tradition 
which Shakespeare has perpetuated, of the murder of King 
Duncan by Macbeth. thane of Cawdor (or Calder), in logo. 
Since the oldest part of the structure dates from 1454, however, 
and seemingly had no predecessor, the tradition has no founda-
tion in fact. The building stands on the rocky bank of Cawdor 
Burn, a right-hand tributary of the Nairn. The massive keep 
with small turrets is the original portion of the castle, and to it 
were added, in the 17th century, the modern buildings forming 
two sides of a square. 

Kilravock (pronounced Karma) Castle, rf m. W. of Cawdor, 
occupies a commanding site on the left bank of the Nairn. 
Its keep dates from 146o, and the later buildings belong to the 
17th century. It has been continuously tenanted by the Roses, 
one of the most remarkable families in Scotland. They came 
over with William the Conqueror and settled at Kilravock in 
1293, since which date son has succeeded father without the 
interposition of a collateral heir, an instance of direct descent 
unique in Scottish history. Moreover, nearly every Rose has 
borne the Christian name of Hugh, and only one attained to a 
higher social rank than that of laird. Queen Mary was received 
at the castle in 1562, and Prince Charles Edward was entertained 
four days before the battle of Culloden. The gardens are remark-
able for their beauty. 

CAWNPORE, or KANPUR, a city and district of British India 
in the Allahabad division of the United Provinces. The city 
is situated on the south bank of the Ganges, 40 tn. south-west 
of Lucknow, and formed from early times a frontier outpost 
of the people of Oudh and Bengal against their northern neigh-
bours. Clive selected it, on account of its commanding position, 
as the cantonment for the brigade of troops lent him by the 
nawab of Oudh. In thoi, when the Ceded Provinces were ac-
quired by the East India Company, it became the chief British 
frontier station. But by the time of the Mutiny the frontier 
had left it behind, and it was denuded of troops. Now it is 
chiefly known as the junction of four railways, the East Indian, 
Oudh & Robilkand, Rajputana and Indian Midland, and as 
a great emporium for harness, shoes and other leather-work. 
In 1901 the population was 197,170, showing an increase of 4 % 
in the decade. In 19o3 the city was devastated by an epidemic 
of plague. 

The name of Cawnpore is indelibly connected with the blackest 
episode in the history of the Indian Mutiny—the massacre here 
in July 1857 of hundreds of women and children by the Nana 
Sahib. The full details of the siege and massacre will be found 
under INDIAN MUTINY, and here it will suffice to refer to the 
local memorials of that evil time. The entrenchment, where 
General Sir H. M. Wheeler with his small band of soldiers and 
the European and Eurasian residents were exposed for 21 days 
to the fire of the mutineers, is merely a bare field, containing 
the well where many women and children were shot while getting 
water. This well is now surrounded by an enclosure with an 
inscription upon its cross. About three-quarters of a mile away. 
on the banks of the river Ganges, is the Massacre Ghat. A grassy 
road between banks to to 12 ft. high leads down to the river, 
and it was among the trees on these banks that the murderers 
concealed themselves who shot down the little garrison as soon 
as they were embarked in the boats which were to take them to 
safety. On the river bank is a temple to Siva, of hexagonal 
shape, old and going to ruin. Steps lead from this temple to an 
enclosed flight of stairs, which in the cold season descend to 
the water, but in the rains are covered almost to the top. This 
Is the ghat where some boo helpless people were slain, in spite 
of a promise of safe-conduct from the Nana. The remaining 

Zoo victims, who had escaped the bullets of the siege and survived 
the butchery of the river bank, were massacred afterwards and 
cast down the famous well of Cawnpore, which is now marked 
by a memorial and surrounded by gardens. The memorial is 
crowned by the figure of an angel in white marble, and on the 
wall of the well itself is the following inscription:— 

Sacred to the perpetual Memory of a great company of 
Christian people, chiefly Women and Children, who near this 
spot were cruelly murdered by the followers of the rebel 
Nana Dhundu Pant, of Bithur, and cast, the dying with the 
dead, into the well below, on the xvth day of July, MDCCCLVII. 
The DISTRICT or CAWNPORS is situated between the Ganges 

and Jumna rivers. and is a portion of the well-watered and 
fertile tract known as the Doab, the total area being 2384  aq. 111 . 
The general inclination of the country is from north to south. 
Besides the two great rivers, the principal streams are the Arend 
or Rliind, the Kavan or Singer, the ban and the Pandu. The 
district is watered by four branches of the Ganges canal, and 
traversed by two lines of railway. It used to be a great centre of 
the indigo industry, which has now declined. The population in 
29oz was 1,258,868, showing an increase of 4% during the decade. 

CAXTON, WILLIAM (c. 1422-1491), the first English printer, 
was born somewhere in the Weald of Kent, perhaps at Tent erd en. 
The name, which was apparently pronounced Cauxton, is 
identical with Causton, the name of a manor in the parish of 
Hadlow, and was a fairly common surname in the 25th century. 
The date of Caxton's birth was arbitrarily fixed in 1748 by Oldys 
as 1412. Blades, however, inferred that in 2438, when he was 
apprenticed to Robert Large, be would not have been more than 
sixteen years of age. This would place his birth in 1422-1423. 
Robert Large was a rich silk mercer who became sheriff in 143o 
and lord mayor of London in 1439, and the fact of Caxton's 
apprenticeship to him argues that Caxton's own parents were 
in a good position. Large died in 2441, leaving a small be-
quest to Caxton, and his executors would be bound to place the 
young man where he could finish his term. He was probably sent 
direct to Bruges, then the central foreign market of the Anglo-
Flemish trade, for he presently entered business there on his 
own account. In 145o his name appears in the Bruges records 
as standing joint surety for the sum of boo; and in 1463 lie 
was acting governor of the company of Merchant Adventurers 
in the Low Countries. This association, sometimes known 
as the " English Nation," was dominated by the Mercers' 
Company, to the livery of which Caxton had been formally 
admitted in London in 2453. The first governor, appointed 
in terms of a charter granted by Edward IV. in 1462, was 
W. Okay, but Caxton's position is definitely asserted in 1 464. 
In that year be was appointed, together with Sir Richard 
Whitehill, to negotiate with Philip, duke of Burgundy, the 
renewal of a treaty concerning the wool trade, which was about 
to expire. These attempts failed, but he was again employed, 
with two other members of the Mercers' Company, in a similar 
but successful mission in October 1468 to the new duke, Charles 
the Bold, who earlier in the year had married Princess Margaret 
of York, sister of Edward IV. The last mention of Caxton in the 
capacity of governor of the " English Nation " is on the 13th of 
August 1469, and it was probably about that time that he entered 
the household of the duchess Margaret, possibly in the position 
of commercial adviser. In his diplomatic mission in 1468 he had 
been associated with Lord Scales, afterwards Earl Rivers and one 
of his chief patrons, and at the Burgundian court he must have 
come in touch with Edward IV. during his brief exile in 1470. 

He had begun his translation of the popular medieval romance 
of Troy, The Recuyell of the Historyes of Troye, from the French 
of Raoul le Fevre, early in 1469; and, after laying it aside for 
some time, he resumed it at the wish of the duchess Margaret, 
to whom the MS. was presented in September 247i. During 
his thirty-three years' residence in Bruges Caxton would have 
access to the rich libraries of the duke of Burgundy and other 
nobles, and about this time he learned the art of printing. His 
disciple, Wynkyn de Worde. says that he was taught at Cologne, 
probably during a visit there in 1471, recorded in the preface to 
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the Recuyell; Blades suggests that he learnt from Colard Man-
sion, but there is no evidence that Mansion set up his press at 
Bruges before 1474. He ceased to be a member of the gild of 
St John (a gild of illuminators) in 1473,  and the first dated book 
he is known to have printed is dated 1476. Mansion and Caxton 
were partners or associates at Bruges, where Caxton printed 
his Recuyell in 1474 or 1475. His second book, The Game and 
Plays of Chesse, from the Liber de ludo scareltorum of Jacobus 
de Cessolis through the French of Jehan de Vignay, was finished 
in 1474,  and printed soon after; the last book printed by 
Mansion and Caxton at Bruges was the Quake derrenieres chases, 
an anonymous treatise usually known as Dc quails°. novissimis. 
Other books in the same type were printed by Mansion at Bruges 
after Caxton's departure. 

By September 1476 Caxton had established himself in the 
almonry at Westminster at the sign of the Red Pale. Robert 
Copland the printer, who was afterwards one of Caxton's assist-
ants, states that Caxton began by printing small pamphlets. 
The first dated book printed in England was Lord Rivers's 
translation (revised by Caxton) of The Dicta or sayengis of the 
philosophies (477). From this time until his death in 1491 
Caxton was busy writing and printing. His services to English 
literature, apart from his work as a printer (sec TYPOGRAPHY), 
arc very considerable. His most important original work is an 
eighth book added to the Polycltronicon (vol. viii. in the Rolls 
Series edition) of Ralph Higden. Caxton revised and printed 
John of Trevisa's work, and brought down the narrative himself 
from 1358 to 1460, using as his authorities Fasciculus tern porum, 
a popular work in the 15th century, and an unknown Aureus de 
universo. In the year before his death he complained in the 
preface to his Eneydos of the changing state of the English 
language, a condition of things which he did as much as any man 
to remedy. He printed Chaucer's Canterbury Tales (1478? and 
1483), Troilus and Creseide (1483 ?), the House of Fame (1483 ?), 
and the translation of Boethius (1478 ?); Gower's Confessio 
Amantis (1483), and many poems of Lydgate. His press was, 
however, not worked for purely literary ends, but was a com-
mercial speculation. For the many service-books which he 
printed there was no doubt a sure sale, and he met the taste of 
the upper classes by the tales of chivalry which issued regularly 
from his press. He printed Malory's Mode d' Arthur, and himself 
translated from the French the Boke of Histories of Jason (477?), 
The Historye of Reynart the Foxe (from the Dutch, 1481 and 
1489 ?), Godfrey of Boloyne or The Siege and Conqueste of 
Jherusalem (1481), The Lyf of Charles the Crete (1485), The 
Knyght Parys and the Fayr Vyenne (1485), Blanchardyn and 
Eglantine (1489?), The Foure Sonnes of Arno.' (1489 ?); also 
the Morale Proverbs (1478), and the Fayttes of Armes and of 
Chyualrye (1489) of Christine de Pisan. The most ambitious 
production of his press was perhaps his version of the Golden 
Legend, the translation of which he finished in November 1483. 
It is based on the lives of the saints as given in the 13th century 
Legenda aurea of Jacobus de Voragine, but Caxton chiefly used 
existing French and English versions for his compilation. The 
book is illustrated by seventy woodcuts, and Caxton says he was 
only encouraged to persevere in his laborious and expensive 
task by the liberality of William, earl of Arundel. The idleness 
which he so often deprecates in his prefaces was no vice of his, for 
in addition to his voluminous translations his output as a printer 
was over ,8,000 pages, and he published ninety-six separate 
works or editions of works, with apparently little skilled assist-
ance, though later printers, Wynkyn de Worde, Robert Copland 
and possibly Richard Pynson, were trained under him. 

The different founts of type used by Caxton are illustrated by 
Blades and Duff, and there is an excellent selection of Cartons in 
the British Museum, in the University library at Cambridge, 
besides those in private hands. A record price for a Caxton was 
reached in 19os when Mr Bernard Quaritch paid i2225 for The 
Royal Book (1487 ?), a translation of the popular Somme des 
vices et des wrists. His books have no title-pages, and from 1487 
onwards are usually adorned with a curious device, consisting of 
the letters W. C. separated by a trade mark, with an elaborate  

border above and below. The flourishes on the trade mark have 
been fancifully interpreted as S.C. for Sancta Colonia, implying 
that Caxton learnt his art at 
Cologne, and the whole mark has 
been read as 74, for 1474, the date 
of his first printed book. This 
device was first used in an edition 
of the Sarum missal, printed for 
Caxton by George Maynial in Paris, 
and was subsequently adopted with 
small alterations by his successor at 
the Westminsterpress, Wynkyn de 
Worde. The first of his books con-
taining woodcut illustrations was 
his Myrrour of the World (1481), 
translated from Vincent de Beau-
vais, which has diagrams and 
pictures for the assistance of young students. He had used a 
woodcut initial letter in his broadside Indulgence printed in 148n. 

No record of Caxton's marriage or of the birth of his children 
has been found, but Gerard Croppe was separated from his wife 
Elizabeth, daughter of William Caxton, before 1496, when Croppe 
made certain claims in connexion with his father-in-law's 1111. 

AITTHORITTES.—Earlier biographies of Caxton were superseded ty 
the work of William Blades, whose Life and Typography of Willien 
Caxton (2 vols., 1861-1863) remains the standard authority. It 
contains a bibliography of each of the works issued from Canons 
press. For later discoveries see George Bullen's Catalogue of the 
Caxton celebration loan collection exhibited at South Kensingtca 
in 1877; articles by E. J. L. Scott in the Athenaeum (Feb. to, 1 , ; 
May 21 and June 8, 1892); articles in Notes and Queries (April 21 . 
Iwo; Feb. 24, 1906), and the publications of the Cantos Club. 
Chicago, notably William Caxton, by E. Gordon Duff (1905). See 
also Census of Cartons, by Seymour de Ricci, No. xv. of the 
illustrated monographs of the Bibliographical Society, luau :  Many 
of Caxton's translations are available in modern reprints; the 
Golden Legend, the Recuyell and Godeffroy of Boloyne, were pnnted 

o aye (1868), the Lyf of Chunks the Crete (18So), Main Chanier s 
bi William Morris at the Kelmscott Press in 1892-1893; the Bole 

Curt 
urial (1888), Foure Senses of Aymon (1884), Erros 0856. 

Blanchardyn and Eglantine (1 890), and others, by the Early Englei 
Text Society. For modern editions of Reynart see REYNA RD TIE 

i Fox. No authentic portrait of Caxton is known, but a MS. at Mag-
dalene College, Cambridge, of the last six books of the Meterwerfinact 
of Ovid, translated by Caxton, is probably in his handwriting. 

CAYENNE, a seaport and the capital of French Guiana, en 
the N.W. extremity of the island of Cayenne, and near the 
mouth of the river of that name, in 4 °  56' 28' N., and 5s° so' 36' 
W. Pop. about 12,60o. The town forms an almost perfect 
square, and has clean and well-macadamized streets. The 
houses, mostly of two storeys, are of wood, strengthened on the 
first and ground floors by brickwork. In the old town, which 
contains the government-house and Jesuits' College, the streets 
are not so regularly and well built as in the OCR. The Place 
d'Armes, a fine quadrangular space, lies between them. To the 
right of the governor's house is Mount Ciperon, on which stand 
Fort St Michel, the marine barracks, the signal station and the 
lighthouse. Here, too, are the capacious reservoirs Inc the 
water-supply of the town, the source of which is a lake to the 
south of the island. The harbour is shallow at its entrance, and 
craft drawing more than 14 ft. are obliged to anchor 6 a. front 
the town. There is no dock for the repair of vessels; but then 
are two quays at the town. The principal exports of Cayenne 
are gold, cocoa, phosphates, hides, woods and spices. The 
imports are French wines, spirits and liqueurs; silk and rotten 
stuffs, tobacco, hardware, glass, earthenware, clothing, preserved 
meat, fish, and vegetables, maize, flour, hay, bran, oils and 
cattle. There is a regular mail service between Cayenne and 
Martinique once a month. Cayenne is the seat of thegovernizzat 
of French Guiana, and was formerly a penal settlement foe 
political offenders. Food as well as clothing is exorbitantly dear, 
the only cheap articles of consumption being bread and French 
wines. The temperature of Cayenne is between 76° and 88°Fahr. 
throughout the year; but the heat is tempered by easterly winds. 
Between December and March a north wind blows, unfavourable 
to weak constitutions. Yellow and other fevers often attack the 
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inhabitants of the town, but the climate, though moist, is as a 
whole healthy. (See GUIANA.) 

CAYENNE PEPPER (GUINEA PEPPER, SPANISH PEPPER, 

CHILLY), a preparation from the dried fruit of various species of 
Capricum,a genus of the natural order Solanaceae. The true peppers 
are members of a totally distinct order, Piperaceae. The fruits of 
plants of the genus Capsicum have all a strong, pungent flavour. 
The capsicums bear a greenish white flower, with a star-shaped 
corolla and five anthers standing up in the centre of the flower 
like a tube, through which projects the slender style. The pod-
like fruit consists of an envelope at first fleshy and afterwards 
leathery, within which are the spongy pulp and several seeds. 
The plants are herbaceous or shrubby; the leaves are entire, and 
alternate, or in pairs near one another; the flowers arc solitary 
and do not arise in the Icaf-axils. There are about thirty 
species, natives of Central and South America. They are now 
grown in various parts of the world, both for the sake of the fruit 
and for ornament. In England the annual sorts are sown from 
March to the middle of April under a frame. They can be 
planted out when 2 or 3 in. high, and in June may be transferred 
to a light rich soil in the open garden. They flower in July or 
August, and produce pods from August till the end of September. 
The perennial and shrubby kinds may be wintered in a conserva-
tory. Several species or varieties are used to make cayenne 
pepper. The annual or common capsicum (C. annuum), the 
Guinea pepper plant, was brought to Europe by the Spaniards, 
and was grown in England in 1548. It is indigenous to South 
America, but is now cultivated in India, Hungary, Italy, Spain 
and Turkey, with the other species of capsicum. It is a hardy 
herbaceous plant, which attains a height of 2 or 3 ft. There are 
numerous cultivated forms, differing in the shape and colour of 
the pod, which varies from more or less roundish to narrow-
conical, with a smooth or wrinkled coat, and white, yellow, red 
or black in colour. The principal source of cayenne pepper is C. 
kutescom, the spur or goat pepper, a dwarf shrub, a native of 
South America, but commonly cultivated in the East Indies. It 
produces a small, narrow, bright red pod, having very pungent 
properties. C. kiragonum, or bonnet pepper, is a species much 
esteemed in Jamaica; it bears very fleshy fruits. Other well-
known kinds of capsicum are the cherry pepper (C. reran:forme), 
with small berries; bell pepper (C. grosrum), which has thick and 
pulpy fruit, well adapted for pickling; and berry or bird pepper 
(C. baccalum). The last mentioned has been grown in England 
since 2732; its fruit is globular, and about the size of a cherry. 
The West Indian stomachic man-dram is prepared by mashing a 
few pods of bird pepper and mixing them with sliced cucumber 
and shallots, to which have been added a little lime-juice and 
Madeira wine. Chillies,the dried ripe or unripe fruit of capsicums, 
especially C. annuum and C. frutescens, are used to make chilly-
vinegar, as well as for pickles. Cayenne pepper is manufactured 
from the ripe fruits, which are dried, ground, mixed with wheat 
flour, and made into cakes with yeast; the cakes are baked till 
bard like biscuit, and then ground and sifted. The pepper is 
sometimes prepared by simply drying the pods and pounding 
them fine in a mortar. Cayenne pepper is occasionally adulter-
ated with red lead, vermilion, ochre, salt, ground-rice and 
turmeric. The taste of the pepper is impaired by exposure 
to damp and the heat of the sun. Chillies have been in use 
from time immemorial; they are eaten in great quantity by the 
people of Guiana and other warm countries, and in Europe are 
largely consumed both as a spice and as medicine. 

The dried ripe fruit of Capsicum frulescens from Zanzibar, 
known as pod pepper and Guinea pepper, is official in the British 
Pharmacopoeia under the name Capsici Fruclus. The fruit has 
a characteristic, pungent odour and an intensely bitter taste. 
The chief constituents are a crystallizable resin, capsaicin, a 
volatile alkaloid, capsicine and a volatile oil. The dose is I-2 
grain. The British Pharmacopoeia contains two preparations of 
capsicum, a tincture (dose 5-25 minims) and an ointment. 
Externally the drug has the usual action of a volatile oil, being a 
very powerful counter-irritant. It does not, however, cause 
pustulation. Its internal action is also that of its class, but its  

marked contact properties make it specially useful in gastri-
stony and flatulence, and sometimes in hysteria. 

CAYEY, an inland district and mountain town of the depart-
ment of Guayama, Porto Rico, celebrated for its cool, invigorat-
ing climate and the beauty of its scenery. Pop. (2899) of the 
town, 3763; of the district, 14,442. The town is surrounded by 
mountain summits, the highest of which, El Torito, rises to an 
elevation of 2362 ft. above sea-level. It was made a military 
post by the Spaniards and used as an acclimatizing station. 
The old Spanish barracks have been enlarged and improved by 
the American military authorities and, under the name of 
" Henry Barracks," are used for the same purpose. The town is a 
popular summer resort for residents of the coast cities. The 
surrounding country is wooded and very fertile, being especially 
noted for its coffee and tobacco. The town has large cigar 
factories. Cayey is connected with Guayama by an excellent 
military road. 

CAYLEY, ARTHUR (1821-1895), English mathematician, 
was born at Richmond, in Surrey, on the 16th of August 1821, 
the second son of Henry Caylcy, a Russian merchant, and 
Maria Antonia Doughty. His father, Henry Caylcy, retired 
from business in 1829 and settled in Blackheath, where Arthur 
was sent to a private school kept by the Rev. G. B. F. Potticary; 
at the age of fourteen he was transferred to King's College school, 
London. He soon showed that he was a boy of great capacity, 
and in particular that he was possessed of remarkable mathe-
matical ability. On the advice of the school authorities be was 
entered at Trinity College, Cambridge, as a pensioner. He was 
there coached by William Hopkins of Peterhouse, was admitted 
a scholar of the college in May 1840, and graduated as senior 
wrangler in 1842, and obtained the first Smith's Prize at the next 
examination. In 1842, also, he was elected a fellow of Trinity, 
and became a major fellow in 1845, the year in which he proceeded 
to the M.A. degree. He was assistant tutor of Trinity for three 
years. In 1846, having decided to adopt the law as a profession, 
he left Cambridge, entered at Lincoln's Inn, and became a pupil 
of the conveyancer Mr Christie. He was called to the b ar  in 1849, 
and remained at the bar fourteen years, till 1863, when he was 
elected to the new Sadlerian chair of pure mathematics in the 
university of Cambridge. He settled at Cambridge in the same 
year, and married Susan, daughter of Robert Moline of Green-
wich. He continued to reside in Cambridge and to hold the 
professorship till his death, which occurred on the 26th of 
January 1895. From the time he went first to Cambridge till 
his death he was constantly engaged in mathematical investiga-
tion. The number of his papers and memoirs, some of them 
of considerable length, exceeds 800; they were published, at 
the time they were composed, in various scientific journals in 
Europe and America, and are now embodied, through the enter-
prise of the syndics of the Cambridge University Press, in thirteen 
large quarto volumes. These form an enduring monument 
to his fame. He wrote upon nearly every subject of pure mathe-
matics, and also upon theoretical dynamics and spherical and 
physical astronomy. He was quite as much a geometrician as 
he was an analyst. Among his most remarkable works may 
be mentioned his ten memoirs on quantics, commenced in 1854 
and completed in 1878; his creation of the theory of matrices; 
his researches on the theory of groups; his memoir on abstract 
geometry, a subject which he. created; his introduction into 
geometry of the " absolute "; his researches on the higher 
singularities of curves and surfaces; the classification of cubic 
curves; additions to the theories of rational transformation 
and correspondence; the theory of the twenty-seven lines that 
lie on a cubic surface; the theory of elliptic functions; the 
attraction of ellipsoids; the British Association Reports, 1857 
and 1862, on recent progress in general and special theoretical 
dynamics, and on the secular acceleration of the moon's mean 
motion. He is justly regarded as one of the greatest of mathe-
maticians. Competent judges have compared him to Leonhard 
Euler for his range, analytical power and introduction of new 
and fertile theories. He was the recipient of nearly every 
academic distinction that can be conferred upon an eminent man 
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of science. Amongst others may be noted honorary degrees by 
the universities of Oxford, Dublin, Edinburgh, Gottingen, 
Heidelberg, Leiden and Bologna. He was fellow or foreign 
corresponding member of the French Institute, the academies 
of Berlin, GOttingen, St Petersburg, Milan, Rome, Leiden, 
Upsala and Hungary; and he was nominated an officer of the 
Legion of Honour by President Carnot. At various times he 
was president of the Cambridge Philosophical Society, of the 
London Mathematical Society and of the Royal Astronomical 
Society. He was elected a fellow of the Royal Society in 1852, 
and received from that body a Royal medal in 1859 and the 
Copley medal in 1882. He also received the De Morgan medal 
from the London Mathematical Society, and the Huygens medal 
from Leiden. His nature was noble and generous, and the 
universal appreciation of this fact gave him great influence in 
his university. His portrait, by Lewes Dickinson, was placed 
in the hall of Trinity College in 1874, and his bust, by Henry 
Wiles, in the library of the same college in 1888. (P. A. M.) 

CAYLUS, ANNE CLAUDE PHILIPPE DE TUBUIRES DE 
ORIMOARD DE PASTELS DE LEVIS, Corry DE, Marquis 
d'Esternay, baron de Bransac (1692-1765), French archaeo-
logist and man of letters, was born at Paris on the 31st of October 
1692. He was the eldest son of Lieutenant-General Count de 
Caylus. His mother, Marthe Marguerite le Valois de Vilette de 
Murray, comtesse de Caylus (1673-1729), was a cousin of Mme 
de Maintenon, who brought her up like her own daughter. She 
wrote valuable memoirs of the court of Louis XIV. entitled 
Souvenirs; these were edited by Voltaire (1770), and by many 
later editors, notably Renouard (1806), Ch. Asselineau (1860), M. 
de Lescure (1874), M. E. Raunie (1881), J. Soury (1883). While 
a young man Caylus distinguished himself in the campaigns of 
the French army, from 1709 to 1714. After the peace of Rastadt 
he spent some time in travelling in Italy, Greece, the East, 
England and . Germany, and devoted much attention to the 
study and collection of antiquities. He became an active 
member of the Academy of Painting and Sculpture and of the 
Academy of Inscriptions. Among his antiquarian works are 
Recueil d'astiquiter lgyptiennes, &runnier, grecques, romaines, et 
gauloises (6 vols., Paris, 1752-1755), Numismata Aurea Impera-
forum Romanorum, and a Minroire (1755) on the method of en-
caustic painting with wax mentioned by Pliny, which he claimed 
to have rediscovered. Diderot, who was no friend to Caylus, 
maintained that the proper method had been found by J. J. 
Bachelier. Caylus was an admirable engraver, and copied many 
of the paintings of the great masters. He caused engravings to 
be made, at his own expense, of Bartoli's copies from ancient 
pictures and published Nouveaux snick de peinlure a de sculpture 
( 1 m) and Tableaux tires de de l'Odysse, a de l'Eneidc 
(1757). He encouraged artists whose reputations were still in 
the making,but his patronage was somewhat capricious. Diderot 
expressed this fact in an epigram in his Salon of 1765: "La mort 
nous a delivres du plus cruel des amateurs." Caylus had quite 
another side to his character: He had a thorough acquaintance 
with the gayest and most disreputable sides of Parisian life, and 
left a number of more or less witty stories dealing with it. These 
were collected (Amsterdam, z787)as his (Mores badines COMPles. 
The best of them is the Histoire de M. Guillaume, cocker (c. 1730). 

The Souvenirs du comae de Caylus, published in 1805, is of very 
doubtful authenticity. See also A. and J. de Goncourt. Portraits 
&dimes du XVII P sack; Ch. Nisard's edition of the Corre-
spondence du comae de Caylus avec le pore Paciaudi (1877); and a 
notice by 0. Uzanne prefixed to a volume of his Facities (1879). 

CAYMAN ISLANDS, a group of three low-lying islands in the 
West Indies. They consist of Grand Cayman, Little Cayman 
and Cayman Brac, and are situated between 79° 44' and So° 26' 
W. and 19° 44' and 19° 46' N., forming a dependency of Jamaica, 
which lies 278 m. E.S.E. Grand Cayman, a rock-bound island 
protected by coral reefs, is t7 m. long and var ies from .rom 4 m. to 7 M. 
in breadth. It has two towns, Georgetown and Boddentown. 
Little Cayman and Cayman Brac are both about 70 m. E.N.E. of 
Grand Cayman. Excepting near the rocky coast, the islands are 
fruitful, mahogany and other valuable timbers with some dye- 

wood are grown, and large quantities of coon-nets are produced 
by the two smaller islands. Phosphate deposits of considnable 
value are worked, but the principal occupation of the inhabitants 
is catching turtles for export to Jamaica. The people an 
excellent shipwrights and do a considerable trade in schooners 
built of native wood. The islands are governed by a aim-
missioner, and the laws passed by the local legislative assembly 
are subject to the assent of the governor of Jamaica. The 
population of the group is about 5000. The islands were dis-
covered by Columbus, who named them Tortugas from the 
turtles with which the surrounding sea abounds. They were 
never occupied by the Spaniards and were colonized from Jamaica 
by the British. 

CAZALI1S, JACQUES ANTOINE MARIE DE (1758-illo5), 
French orator and politician, was born at Grenade in Langoedoc, 
of a family of the lower nobility. Before 1789 he was a cavalry 
officer, but in that year was returned as deputy to the states 
general. In the Constituent Assembly he belonged to the secure 
of moderate royalists who sought to set up a constitution on the 
English model, and his speeches in favour of retaining the riot 
of war and peace in the king's hands and on the organization of 
the judiciary gained the applause even of his opponents. Aran 
from his eloquence, which gave him a place among the finest 
orators of the Assembly, Cazalis is mainly remembered fora dad 
fought with Barnave. After the insurrection of the rod of 
August 1792, which led to the downfall of royalty, Cualis 
emigrated. He fought in the army of the emigres against 
revolutionary France, lived in Switzerland and in England, and 
did not return to France until 1803. He died on the 24th of 
November 18o5. His son, Edmond de Camas, wrote philo-
sophical and religious studies. 

See Discours de CaraPs, edited by Chafe (Paris, 1820. with se 
introduction; F. A. Aulard, Les Orateurs de to Coustirsware (sad eel., 
Paris, 1905.) 

CAZALIS, HENRI (1840-1909), French poet and man of 
letters, was born at Cormcilles-en-Parisis (Seine-et-Oise) in die 
He wrote under the pseudonyms of Jean Casein and Jean Lebec 
His works include: Chants 'opulence de Mali. (i865); Vag 
Innis, Reveries fantasliques, Romances sans nsurirse (1865); Le 
Litre du meant (1872); Henry Regnaull, so vie of son imare(1872); 
L'Illusion (1875-1893); Melancholia (1878); Cartier la 
cantiques (1885); LOS Quatrains d'Al-Gazali (1896); Was. 
Morris (1897). The authbr of the Liwe du edam has a predilec-
tion for gloomy subjects and especially for pictures of deck 
His oriental habits of thought earned for him the title of the 
" Hindou du Parnasse contemporain." He died in July 1909. 

See a notice by P. Bourget in Arstlsok& des pones fr. du 
sikk (1887-1888); J. Lenience, Les Cmiteeeporains (,889)4 E 
Faguet in the Revue bleue (October 1893). 

CAZEMBE, the hereditary name of an African chief, whew 
territory was situated south of Lake Mweru and north of 
Bangweulu, between 9° and t r° S. In the end of the rilth entire 
the authority of the Cazembe was recognized over a very m 
tensive district. The kingdom, known also as the Casembe 
continued to exist, though with gradually diminishing power sad 
extent, until the last quarter of the gab century, when the 
Cazembe sank to the rank of a petty chief. The country is see 
divided between Great Britain and Belgian Congo. The British 
half, lying east of the Luapula, forms part of Rhodesia, and the 
chief town in it is called Kazembe. The native state., ruled by 
negro race who overcame the aboriginals, had attained a certain 
degree of civilization. Agriculture was diligently followed, and 
cotton cloth, earthenware and iron goods manufactured. The 
country contains rich deposits of copper, and copper ore was oee 
of the principal articles of export. The Cazembe bad despotic 
power and used it in barbarous fashion. He bad hundreds of 
wives, and his chiefs imitated his example according to their 
means. On his accession every new Cazembe chose a new site 
for his residence. In 1796 the Cazembe was visited by Maacel 
Caetano Pereira, a Portuguese merchant; and in 1798 a mote 
important journey to the same region was undertaken by Dr 
Francisco Jose Maria de Lacerda. He died in that country on 
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the 18th of October that year, but left behind him a valuable 
journal. In 1802 two native traders or possbeiros, Pedro Joao 
Baptista and Amaro Jose, were sent by the Portuguese on a 
visit to the Cazembe; and in 1831 a more extensive mission was 
despatched by the Portuguese governor of Sena. It consisted of 
Major Jose Monteiro and Antonio Gamitto, with an escort of 20 
soldiers and 120 negro slaves as porters; but its reception by 
the Cazembe was not altogether satisfactory. In 1868 David 
Livingstone visited the Cazembe, whose capital at that time 
numbered no more than moo souls. Since 1894, when the 
country was divided between Britain and the Congo State, it has 
been thoroughly explored. An important copper mining industry 
is carried on in the Congo division of the territory. 

See Tke Lands of the Casembe, published by the Royal Geographical 
Society in 1873, containing translations of Lacerda and Baptista's 
journals, and a resume of Gamitto's 0 Muala Casembe (Lisbon, 
1834); also Livingstone's Last Journals (London, 1874). 

CAZIN, JEAN CHARLES (1840-1901), French landscape-
painter, son of a well-known doctor, F. J. Cazin (1788-1864), was 
born at Samer, Pas-de-Calais. Af ter studying in France, he went to 
England, where he was strongly influenced by the pre-Raphaelite 
movement. His chief earlier pictures have a religious interest, 
shown in such examples as " The Flight into Egypt " (1877), or 
" Hagar and Ishmael " (188o, Luxembourg); and afterwards 
his combination of luminous landscape with figure-subjects 
(" Souvenir de fete," 1881; " journee faite," 1888) gave him a 
wide repute, and made him the leader of a new school of idealistic 
subject-painting in France. He was made an officer of the 
Legion of Honour in 1889. His charming and poetical treatment 
of landscape is the feature in his painting which in later years has 
given them an increasing value among connoisseurs. His wife, 
Marie Cazin, who was his pupil and exhibited her first picture at 
the Salon in 1876, the same year in which Cazin himself made his 
debut there, was also a well-known artist and sculptor. 

cezarrs, JACQUES (1719-1792), French author, was born at 
Dijon, on the 17th of October 17f9. He was educated by the 
Jesuits, and at twenty-seven he obtained a public office at 
Martinique, but it was not till his return to Paris in 176o with the 
rank of commissioner-general that he made a public appearance 
as an author. His first attempts, a mock romance, and a coarse 
song, gained so much popularity, both in the court and among 
the people, that he was encouraged to essay something more 
ambitious. He accordingly produced his romance, Les Prouesses 
tnimilablu d'011inier, marquis d'Edesse. He also wrote a number 
of fantastic oriental tales, such as his Mille d une fadaises, Conks 
d dormir deboul (1742). His first success was with a " poem " in 
twelve cantos, and in prose intermixed with verse, entitled 
(Wirier (2 VOLS., 1762), followed in 1771 by another romance, the 
Lord Impromptu. But the most popular of his works was the 
Diable amoureux 0770, a fantastic tale in which the hero raises 
the devil. The value of the story lies in the picturesque setting, 
and the skill with which its details are carried out. Cazotte 
possessed extreme facility and is said to have turned off a seventh 
canto of Voltaire's Guerre civik de Geneve in a single night. 
About 1775 Cazotte embraced the views of the Illuminati, 
declaring himself possessed of the power of prophecy It was 
upon this fact that La Harpe based his famous jai d'esprit, in 
which he represents Cazotte as prophesying the most minute 
events of the Revolution. On the discovery of some of his letters 
in August 1792, Cazotte was arrested, and though he escaped for 
a time through the love and courage of his daughter, he was 
executed on the 25th of the following month. 

The only complete edition is the ewes badines el morales, 
kiMoriaties et philosophiques de Jacques Casolle (a vols.. 1816-1817), 
though more than one collection appeared during his lifetime. An 
edition de luxe of the Diable amoureux was edited (1878) by A. J. 
Pons. and a selection of Cazotte's Conies, edited (I880) by Octave 
Ozanne, is included in the series of Pettis Conieurs du X VIII• sack. 
The best notice of Cazotte is in the /Usoninis (1852) of Gerard de 
NervaL 

CEANOTBUS, in botany, a genus of the natural order Rham-
naceae, containing about forty species of shrubs or small trees, 
natives of North America. They are very attractive from their 
dense panicles of white or blue flowers, and several species are  

known as garden plants. The leaves of one of these, C. alneriea-
nus, New Jersey tea, or red-root, are used instead of the true tea; 
the root, which contains a red colouring matter, has long been 
employed by the Indians as a febrifuge. 

CEARA, a northern maritime state of Brazil, bounded N. by 
the Atlantic, E. by the Atlantic and the states of Rio Grande 
do Norte and Parahyba, S. by Pernambuco, and W. by Piauhy; 
and having an area of 40,253 sq. m. It lies partly upon the 
north-east slope of the great Brazilian plateau, and partly upon 
the sandy coastal plain. Its surface is a succession of great ter-
races, facing north and north-east, formed by the denudation of 
the ancient sandstone plateau which once covered this part of the 
continent; the terraces are seamed by watercourses, and their 
valleys are broken by hills and ranges of highlands. The latter 
are usually described as mountain ranges, but they are, in fact, 
only the remains of the ancient plateau, capped with horizontal 
strata of sandstone, and having a remarkably uniform altitude 
of 2000 td 2400 ft. The flat top of such a range is called a draped° 
or laboleira, and its width in places is from 32 to 56 m. The 
boundary line with Piauhy follows one of these ranges, the Serra 
de Ibiapaba, which unites with another range on the southern 
boundary of the state, known as the Serra do Araripe. Another 
range, or escarpment, crosses the state from east to west, but 
is broken into two principal divisions, each having several local 
names. These ranges are not continuous, the breaking down 
of the ancient plateau having been irregular and uneven. The 
higher ranges intercept considerable moisture from the prevailing 
trade winds, and their flanks and valleys are covered with 
forest, but the plateaus are either thinly wooded or open campo. 
These upland forests are of a scrubby character and are called 
calingas. 

The sandy, coastal plain, with a width of 12 to 18 m., is nearly 
bare of vegetation. The rivers of the state are small and, with 
one or two exceptions, become completely dry in the dry season. 
The largest is the Jaguaribe, which flows entirely across the state 
in a north-east direction with an estimated length of at o 
to 465 m. The year is divided into a rainy and dry season, the 
rains beginning in January to March and lasting until June. The 
dry season, July to December, is sometimes broken by slight 
showers in September and October, but these are of very slight 
importance. The soil is thin and porous and does not retain 
moisture, consequently the long, dry season turns the country 
into a barren desert, relieved only by vegetation along the 
river courses and mountain ranges, and by the hardy, widely-
distributed camahuba palm (Copernkia cerifera),which in places 
forms groves of considerable extent. Sometimes the rains fail 
altogether, and then a drought (stcca) ensues, causing famine 
and pestilence throughout the entire region. The most destruc-
tive droughts recorded are those of 1711, 1723, 1777-1778, 1790, 
1825, I844-1845, and 1877-1878, the last-mentioned destroy-
ing nearly all the live-stock in the state, and causing the death 
through starvation and pestilence of nearly half-a-million people, 
or over half the population. The climate, which is generally de-
scribed as healthful, is hot and humid on the coast, tempered by 
the cool trade winds; but in the more elevated regions it is very 
hot and dry, although the nights are cool. The sandy zone along 
the coast is nearly barren, but behind this is a more elevated 
region with broken surfaces and sandy soil which is amenable to 
cultivation and produces fruit and most tropical products when 
conditions are favourable. 

The higher plateau is devoted almost exclusively to cattle-
raising, once the principal industry of the state, though recurring 
seccas have been an insuperable obstacle to its profitable develop-
ment. There is still a considerable export of cattle, hides and 
skins, but no effort is made to develop the production of jerked 
beef on a large scale. Horses are raised to a limited extent; also 
goats, sheep and swine. The principal agricultural products are 
cotton, coffee, sugar, mandioca and tropical fruits. The pro-
duction of cotton has increased largely since the development 
of cotton manufactures in Brazil. The natural vegetable pro-
ductions are important, and include manicoba or CearL rubber, 
carnahuba wax and fibre, cajfl wine and ipecacuanha. 
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There are two lines of railway running inland from the coast: 

the Baturite line from Fortaleza to Senador Pompeu, 579 m., 
and the Sobral line from Camocim (a small port) to Ipfi, 134  m• 
These railways were built by the national government after the 
drought of 1877-1878 to give work to the starving refugees, and 
are now operated under leases. Great dams were also begun 
for irrigation purposes. 

The misfortunes and poverty of the people have hindered their 
material development to a large extent, but another obstacle 
is to be found in their racial and social composition. Only a 
very small percentage of the population which numbered 8o5,687 
in 189o, and 849,127 in woo, is of pure European origin, the 
great majority being of the coloured races and their mixtures with 
the whites. The number of landed proprietors, professional men, 
merchants, &c., is comparatively small (about one-sixth), and 
a part of these are of mixed blood; the remaining five-sixths 
own no property, pay no taxes, and derive no benefits from the 
social and political institutions about them beyond the protection 
of the proprietors upon whose estates they live, the nominal 
protection of the state, and an occasional day's wage. Education 
has made no impression upon such people, and is confined almost 
exclusively to the upper classes, from which some of the most 
prominent men in Brazilian politics and literature have come. 
The state of Ceara. has formed a bishopric of the Roman Catholic 
Church since 1853, the bishop having his residence at Fortaleza. 
The state is represented in the national congress by three senators 
and ten deputies. Its local government is vested in a president 
and legislative assembly of one chamber elected for a period of 
four years. Three vice presidents are elected at the same time 
who succeed to the presidency in case of a vacancy according to 
the number of votes received. The judicial organization con-
sists of the tribunal da Relac16 at the state capital and sub-
ordinate courts in the comarcas and termos. The judges of the 
higher courts are appointed for life. The capital of the state is 
Fortaleza, sometimes called Ceara, which is also the principal 
commercial centre and shipping port. The principal towns 
are Aracaty, Baturite, Acarahfi, Crato, Maranguape and Sobral. 

The territory of Ceara includes three of the capitanias originally 
granted by the Portuguese crown in 1534. The first attempts 
to settle the territory failed, and the earliest Portuguese settle-
ment was made near the mouth of the Rio Camocim in ream. 
The French were already established on the coast, with their 
headquarters at Saint Louis, now Maranhao. Ceara was occupied 
by the Dutch from 1637 to 1654, and became a dependency of 
Pernambuco in 168o; this relationship lasted until 1799, when 
the capitania of Ceara was made independent. The capitania 
became a province in 1822 under Dom Pedro I. A revolution 
followed in 1824, the president of the province was deposed fifteen 
days after his arrival, and a republic was proclaimed. Internal 
dissensions immediately broke out, the new president was as-
sassinated, and after a brief reign of terror the province resumed 
its allegiance to the empire. Ceara was one of the first provinces 
of Brazil to abolish slavery. 

See Rodolpho Theophilo, Histories do Secca do Ceard, 1877 a ago 
(Fortaleza, 1883); Professor and Mrs Louis Agassiz, A Journey in 
Brazil (Boston, 1869); George Gardiner, Travels in the Interior of 
Brazil (London, 1846); C. F. Hartt, Geology and Physical Geography 
of Brazil (Boston, 187o); and H. H. Smith, Brasil: the Amason 
and the Coast (New York, 1879). 

CEAWLIN (d. 593), king of the West Saxons, first mentioned 
in the A nglo -Saxon Chronicle under the date 556 as fighting with 
his father Cynric against the Britons at the battle of Beranbyrig 
or Barbury Hill. Becoming king in 56o, he began a career of 
conquest. Silchester was taken, and moving eastwards Ceawlin 
and his brother Cutha defeated the forces of lEthelberht, king of 
Kent, at the battle of Wibbandun in 568. In 577 he led the West 
Saxons from Winchester towards the Severn valley; gained an 
important victory over some British kings at Deorham, and 
added the district round Gloucester, Bath and Cirencester to 
his kingdom. A further advance was begun in 583. Uriconium, 
a town near the Wrekin, and Pengwyrn, the modern Shrewsbury, 
were destroyed; but soon Ceawlin was defeated by the Britons  

at Fethanleag or Faddiley, near Nantwicti, and his progress was 
effectually checked. Intestine strife among the West Saxons 
followed. In 59r Ceawlin lost the western part of his kingdom, 
and in 592 was defeated by his nephew, Ceolric, at Wanborongh, 
and driven from Wessex. He was killed in 593, possibly in 
an attempt to regain his kingdom. Ceawlin is included in the 
Chronicle among the Bretwaldas. 

See Two of the Saxon Chronicles, ed. by C. Plummer (Oxford, 1F42); 
Dictionary of National Biography, vol. ix (London, 1887); &Guest, 
Origins Cellicat, vol. ii. (London, 1883). 

CEBU, the name of two Greek philosophers. (a) Czazs or 
CYZICUS, mentioned in Athenacus (iv. 10 n), seems to have been 
a Stoic, who lived during the reign of Marcus Aurelius. Some 
would attribute to him the Tabula Ccbdis (see below),but as that 
work was well known in the time of Lucian, it is probably to 
be placed earlier. (2) CEBES or THEBES, a disciple of Socrates 
and Philolaus. He is one of the speakers in the Phattla of Plata, 
in which he is represented as an earnest seeker after virtue 
and truth, keen in argument and cautious in decision. Three 
dialogues, the 'Effaiara, the 4'piroixos and the IlLoa.f or Tabula, 
are attributed to him by SuidaS and Diogcnes Laertius. The 
two former are lost, and most scholars deny the authenticity 
of the Tabula on the ground of material and verbal anachronisms. 
They attribute it either to Cebes of Cyzicus (above) or to an 
anonymous author, of the rat century A.D., who assumed the 
character of Cebes of Thebes. The work professes to be an 
interpretation of an allegorical picture in the temple of Cronin 
at Athens or Thebes. The author develops the Platonic theory 
of pre-existence, and shows that true education consists not is 
mere erudition, but rather in the formation of character. • 

The Tabula has been widely translated both into Europe.* 
languages and into Arabic (the latter version published with the 
Greek text and Latin translation by Salmasius in 16.80). It is usually 
printed together with Epictetus. Separate editions by C. S. Jerrar 
(with introduction and notes, 1878), C. Prachter (1893), aad many 
others. See Zeller's History of Greek Philosophy; F. Moiler. De 
Cebetis Tabula (1818-1822); C. Prichter, Cebetis Tabula pram. 
aetate conscripta use videatur (1885). 

CHBO, a city and municipality, port of entry, and the capital 
of the province of Cebfi, island of Ceb6, Philippine Islands, ea 
the E. coast, a little N. of the centre. Pop. (19o3) of the city 
proper, 18,33o; of the municipality, 31,079; in the same year, 
after the census enumeration, the neighbouring municipalities 
of Mabolo (pop. 1903, 8454) and El Pardo (pop. 6461) wax 
added to the municipality of Ceb6. The surrounding country•, 
which is level and fertile, is traversed by several good carriage 
roads. The port, formed by the north-west shore of the island 
of Mactin, is well protected from violent winds, and in front of 
it stands a picturesque Spanish fort. The streets are wide and 
regularly laid out. The government buildings are fairly good, 
and the church buildings very fine. Ceb6 is an episcopal see, 
and the palace of the bishop, although small, is widely known 
for its interior decorations. The Augustinian church is farness 
for its so-called miraculous image of Santo Nifio. The Recoleto 
monastery and the seminary of San Carlos are worthy of mention. 
The cathedral was finished toward the end of the eighteenth 
century. The San Jose hospital here was founded by ODC of 
the religious orders. There was a leper hospital in the outskirts 
of the city until 1906, when a leper colony was establishedon the 
island of Culidn. Commercially, Ceb6 is the second city of the 
Philippines. Hemp, tobacco, sugar and copra are the most 
important exports. In addition to the trade with foreign ports, 
an important domestic commerce is carried on with Mania, 
Bohol, Negros and northern Mindanao. Salt, pottery and 
fabrics of silk, sinamay, hemp and cotton are manufactured. 
and sugar sacks are woven in considerable quantity. The island 
of Ceb6 is known for its excellent mangoes and for the rare 
cornucopia-shaped sponges, called Venus's flower basket 
(Euplectdla aspergillum), found here. Historically Ceba 
anious as the scene of Magellan's landing in 152t. A MISS. 

said to be the one first erected by him, is still preserved in the 
cathedral. The great explorer lost his life in the neighbouring 
island of Mactin; a monument marks the place where he was 
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killed. The first Spanish settlement in the Philippines was 
established at Cebff in 1565, and from that year to 1571 it was 
the capital of the colony. The city is unincorporated. The 
language is Cebff-Visayan. 

CECCO D'ASCOLI (1257-1327),the popular name of FRANCESCO 
mast STABIU, a famous Italian encyclopaedist and pact—Cecco 
being the diminutive of Francesco, and Ascoli, in the marshes of 
Ancona, the place of the philosopher's birth. He devoted himself 
to the study of mathematics and astrology, and in 1322 was made 
professor of the latter science at the university of Bologna. It 
is alleged that he entered the service of Pope John Mal. at 
Avignon, and that he cultivated the acquaintance of Dante 
only to quarrel with the great poet afterwards; but of this there 
is no evidence. It is certain, however, that, having published 
a commentary on the sphere of John de Sacrobosco, in which he 
propounded audacious theories concerning the employment 
and agency of demons, he got into difficulties with the clerical 
party, and was condemned in 1324 to certain fasts and prayers, 
and to the payment of a fine of seventy crowns. To elude 
this sentence he betook himself to Florence, where he was 
attached to the household of Carlo di Calabria. But his free-
thinking and plain speaking had got him many enemies; he 
had attacked the Commedia of Dante, and the Comma a' Amore 
of Guido Cavalcanti; and his fate was sealed. Dino di Garbo, 
the physician,  was indefatigable in pursuit of him; and the 
old accusation of impiety being renewed, Cecco was again tried 
and sentenced, this time to the stake. He was burned at Florence 
the day after sentence, in the seventieth year of his age. 

Cecco d' Ascoli left many works in manuscript, most of which 
have never been given to the world. The book by which he 
achieved his renown and which led to his death was the Acerba 
(from acermu), an encyclopaedic poem, of which in 1546, the 
date of the last reprint, more than twenty editions had been 
issued. It is unfinished, and consists of four books in rule rims. 
The first book treats of astronomy and meteorology; the second 
of stellar influences, of physiognomy, and of the vices and virtues; 
the third of minerals and of the love of animals; while the fourth 
propounds and solves a number of moral and physical problems. 
Of a fifth book, on theology, the initial chapter alone was com-
pleted. A man of immense erudition and of great and varied 
abilities, Cecco, whose knowledge was based on experiment and 
observation (a fact that of itself is enough to distinguish him from 
the crowd of savants of that age),had outstripped his contempor-
aries in many things. He knew of metallic aerolites and shooting 
stars; the mystery of the dew was plain to him; fossil plants 
were accounted for by him through terrene revolutions which 
had resulted in the formation of mountains; he is even said to 
have divined the circulation of the blood. Altogether a remark-
able man, he may be described as one of the many Cassandras 
of the middle ages—one of the many prophets who spoke of 
coming light, and were listened to but to have their words cast 
back at them in accusations of impiety and sentences of death. 

The least faulty of the many editions of the Acerba is that of 
Venice, dated 15to. The earliest known, which has become exces- 
sively rare, is that of Brescia, which has no date, but is ascribed to 
ran or thereabouts. 

CECIL, the name of a famous English family. This house, 
whose two branches hold each a marquessate, had a great 
statesman and administrator to establish and enrich it. The 
first Lord Burghley's many inquiries concerning the origin of 
his family created for it more than one splendid and improbable 
genealogy, although his grandfather is the first ascertained 
ancestor. In the latter half of the 15th century a family of 
yeomen or small gentry with the surname of Seyceld, whose 
descendants were accepted by Lord Burghley as his kinsmen, 
lived on their lands at Allt yr Ynys in Walterstone, a Hereford-
shire parish on the Welsh marches. Of the will of Richard ap 
Philip Seyceld of Alit yr Ynys, made in r5o8, one David ap 
Richard Seyceld, apparently his younger son, was overseer. 
This David seems identical with David Cyssell, Scisseld or Cecill, 
a yeoman admitted in 1494 to the freedom of Stamford in Lincoln-
shire. He may well have been one of those men from the Welsh 
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border who fought at Bosworth, for at the funeral of Henry VII. 
he appears as a yeoman of the guard and is given a livery of 
black cloth. At Stamford he prospered, being three times mayor 
and three times member of parliament for the borough, and he 
served as sheriff of Northamptonshire in 532-2533. Remaining 
in the service of Henry VIII. he was advanced to be yeoman 
of the chamber and sergeant-at-arms, being rewarded with several 
profitable leases and offices. His first wife was the daughter of 
a Stamford alderman, and his second the already twice widowed 
heir of a Lincolnshire squire. By the first marriage David Cecil 
left at his death in 1536 a son and heir, Richard Cecil, who enjoyed 
a place at court as yeoman of the king's wardrobe under Henry 
VIII. and Edward VI. A gentleman of the privy chamber and 
sometime sheriff of Rutland, Richard Cecil had his share at the 
distribution of abbey lands, St Michael's priory in Stamford being 
among the grants made to him. William Cecil, only son of 
Richard, was born, by his own account, in 152o, at Bourne in 
Lincolnshire. He advanced himself first in the service of the 
protector Somerset, after whose fall, his great abilities being 
necessary to the council, he was made a secretary of state and 
sworn of the privy council. In 1571 he was created Lord Burghley, 
and from 1572, when he was given the Garter, he was lord 
high treasurer and principal minister to Queen Elizabeth. By 
his first wife, Mary Cheke, sister of the scholar Sir John Cheke, 
tutor to Edward VI., he was father to Thomas, first earl of 
Exeter. By a second wife, Mildred Cooke, the most learned lady 
of her time, he had an only surviving son, Robert Cecil, ancestor of 
the house of Salisbury. 

Created earl of Exeter by James I., the second Lord Burghley 
was more soldier than statesman, and from his death to the 
present day the elder line of the Cecils has taken small part in 
public affairs. William Cecil. 2nd earl of Exeter, took as his 
first wife the Lady Roos, daughter and heir of the 3rd earl of 
Rutland of the Manners family. The son of this marriage in-
herited the barony of Roos as heir general, and died as a Romhn 
Catholic at Naples in Oa leaving no issue. A third son of the 
tat earl was Edward Cecil, a somewhat incompetent military 
commander, created in 1625 Lord Cecil of Putney and Viscount 
Wimbledon, titles that died with him in 1638, although he was 
thrice married. In aor a marquessate was given to the loth 
earl of Exeter, the story of whose marriage with Sarah Hoggins, 
daughter of a Shropshire husbandman, has been refined by 
Tennyson into the romance of " The Lord of Burleigh." This 
elder line is still seated at Burghley, the great mansion built 
by their ancestor, the first lord. 

The younger or Hatfield line was founded by Robert Cecil, 
the only surviving son of the great Burghley's second marriage. 
As a secretary of state he followed in his father's steps, and on 
the death of Elizabeth he may be said to have secured the 
accession of Kingjames, who created him Lord Cecil of Essendine 
(1603), Viscount Cranbome (1604), and earl of Salisbury (1605). 
Forced by the king to exchange his house of Theobalds for Hatfield, 
he died in 1512, worn out with incessant labour, before he could 
inhabit the house which he built upon his new Hertfordshire 
estate. Of Burghley and his son Salisbury, "great ministers 
of state in the eyes of Christendom," Clarendon writes that 
" their wisdom and virtues died with them." The 2nd earl of 
Salisbury, " a man of no words, except in hunting and hawking," 
was at first remarked for his obsequiousness to the court party, 
but taking no part in the Civil War came at last to sit in the 
Protector's parliament. After the Restoration, Pepys saw him, 
old and discredited, at Hatfield, and notes him as " my simple 
Lord Salisbury." The 7th earl was created marquess of Salisbury 
in 1789. 

Hatfield House, a great Jacobean mansion which has suffered 
much from restoration and rebuilding, contains in its library 
the famous series of state papers which passed through the hands 
of Burghley and his son Salisbury, invaluable sources for the 
history of their period. (0. BA.) 

CECILIA, SAINT, in the Catholic Church the patron saint of 
music and of the blind. Her festival falls on the 22nd of Novem-
ber. It was long supposed that she was a noble lady of Romg 
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who, with her husband and other friends whom she had con-
verted, suffered martydom, c. 230, under the emperor Alexander 
Sevcrus. The researches of de Rossi, however (Rom. soil. 
ii. 147), go to confirm the statement of Fortunatus, bishop of 
Poitiers (d. 600), that she perished in Sicily under Marcus 
Aurelius between 176 and tho. A church in her honour existed 
in Rome from about the 4th century, and was rebuilt with much 
splendour by Pope Paschal I. about the year 82o, and again by 
Cardinal Sfondrati in :599. It is situated in the Trastevere near 
the Rim Grande quay, where in earlier days the Ghetto was 
located, and gives a " title " to a cardinal priest. Cecilia, whose 
musical fame rests on a passing notice in her legend that she 
praised God by instrumental as well as vocal music, has inspired 
many a masterpiece in art, including the Raphael at Bologna, 
the Rubens in Berlin, the Domenichino in Paris, and in literature, 
where she is commemorated especially by Chaucer's " Seconde 
Nonnes Tale," and by Dryden's famous ode, set to music by 
Handel in 1736, and later by Sir Hubert Parry (2889). 

Another St Cecilia, who suffered in Africa in the persecution 
of Diocletian (303-304), is commemorated on the nth of 
February. 

See U. Chevalier, Repertoire des sources hisiorigues (1905),1.8s6 f. 
CECROPIA, in botany, agenus of trees (na tural order Moraceae), 

native of tropical America. They are of very rapid growth, 
affording a light wood used for making floats. C. petiole; is the 
trumpet tree, so-called from the use made of its hollow stems 
by the Uaupe Indians as a musical instrument. It is a tree 
reaching about so ft. in height with a large spreading head, and 
deeply lobed leaves 12 is or more in diameter. The hollows 
of the stem and branches are inhabited by ants, which in return 
for the shelter thus afforded, and food in the form of succulent 
growths on the base of the leaf-stalks, repel the attacks of leaf-
cutting ants which would otherwise strip the tree of its leaves. 
This is an instance of " myrmecophily," i.e. a living together for 
mutual benefit of the ants and the plant. 

CECROPS (Wuxi) , traditionally the first king of Attica, 
and the founder of its political life (Pausanias ix. 33). He was 
said to have divided the inhabitants into twelve communities, 
to have instituted the laws of marriage and property, and a 
new form of worship. The introduction of bloodless sacrifice, 
the burial of the dead, and the invention of writing were also 
attributed to him. He is said to have acted as umpire during 
the dispute of Poseidon and Athena for the possession of Attica. 
He decided in favour of the goddess,who plantedthe firstolivetree, 
which he adjudged to be more useful than the horse (or water) 
which Poseidon caused to spring forth from the Acropolis rack 
with a blow of his trident (Herodotus viii. 55; Apollodorus iii. 14). 
As one of the autochthones of Attica, Cecrops is represented as 
human in the upper part of his body, while the lower part is 
shaped like a dragon (hence he is sometimes called &POI or 
geminits, Died. Sic. i. 28; Ovid, Mdam. ii. 555)• Miss J. E. 
Harrison (in Classical Review, January 1895) endeavours to show 
that Cecrops is the husband of Athene, identical with the snake-
like Zeus Soter or Sosipolis, and the father of Erechtheus-
Erichthonius. 

CEDAR (Lat. cairns, Gr. aMpor), a name applied to several 
members of the natural order Coniferae. The word has been 
derived from the Arabic Kedr, worth or value, or from Kedrai, 
strong, and has been supposed by some to have taken its origin 
from the brook Kedron, in Judaea. 

Cairns Libani, the far-famed Cedar of Lebanon, is a tree 
which, on account of its beauty, stateliness and strength, has 
always been a favourite with poets and painters, and which, in 
the figurative language of prophecy, is frequently employed in 
the Scriptures as a symbol of power, prosperity and longevity. 
It grows to a vertical height of from so to 8o ft.—" exalted 
above all trees of the field "—and at an elevation of about 6000 
ft. above sea-level. In the young tree, the bole is straight and 
upright, and one or two leading branches rise above the rest. As 
the tree increases in size, however, the upper branches become 
mingled together, and the tree is then clump-headed. Numerous 
lateral ramifying branches spread out from the main trunk in a  

horizontal direction, tier upon tier, covering a compass of pond 
the diameter of which is often greater than the height of the tree. 
William Gilpin, in his Forest Scenery, describes a cedar which, at 
an age of about ri8 years, had attained to a height of 53 ft aid 
had a horizontal expanse of 96 ft. The branchlets of the cedar 
take the same direction as the branches, and the foliage is wry 
dense. The tree, as with the rest of the fir-tribe, except the 
larch, is evergreen; new leaves are developed every spring, hat 
their fall is gradual. In shape the leaves are straight, tapering, 
cylindrical and pointed; they are about t in. long and of a dart 
green colour, and grow in alternate tufts of about thirty is 
number. The male and female flowers grow on the same tree, 
but are separate. The cones, which are on the upper side of the 
branches, are flattened at the ends and are 4 to 5 in. in kikril 
and 2 in. wide; they take two years to come to perfection sad 
while growing exude much resin. The scales are dose pressed 
to one another and are reddish in colour. The seeds are provided 
with a long membranous wing. The root of the trees wry 
strong and ramifying. The cedar flourishes hest on sandy, 
loamy soils. It still grows on Lebanon, though for arena( 
centuries it was believed to be restricted to a small grove in the 
Kadisha valley at 6000 ft. elevation, about is in. from Beyroat 
The number of trees in this grove has been gradually diminish*, 
and as no young trees or seedlings occur, the grove will probably 
become extinct in course of time. Cedars are now known to ocoe 
in great numbers on Mt. Lebanon, chiefly on the western slops, 
not forming a continuous forest, but in groves, some of which 
contain several thousands of trees. There are also large forests 
on the higher slopes of the Taurus and Anti-Taurus mountain. 
Lamartine tells us that the Arabs regard the trees as endowed 
with the principles of continual existence, and with reaming 
and prescient powers, which enable them to prepare for the 
changes of the seasons. 

The wood of the cedar of Lebanon is fragrant, though not to 
strongly scented as that of the juniper or red-cedar of America 
The wood is generally reddish-brown, light and of a coarse paia 
and spongy texture, easy to work, but liable to shrink and warp. 
Mountain-grown wood is harder, stronger, less liable to warp and 
more durable. 

The cedar of Lebanon is cultivated in Europe for ornareat 
only. It can be grown in parks and gardens, and thrives wail; 
but the young plants are unable to bear great variations of 
temperature. The cedar is not mentioned in Evelyn's Sias 
(1664), but it must have been introduced shortly afterwards 
The famous Enfield cedar was planted by Dr Robert Uvedak, 
(5642-1722), a noted schoolmaster and horticulturist, betimes 
1662-167o, and an old cedar at Bretby Park in Derbyshire is 
known to have been planted in 1676. Some very old cedars 
exist also at Syon House, Woburn Abbey, Warwick Castle and 
elsewhere, which presumably date from the filth century. The 
first cedars in Scotland were planted at Hopctoun Home in 170, 
and the first one said to have been introduced into France ins 
brought from England by Bernard de Jussieu in 1734, and placed 
in the Jardin des Planters. Cedar-wood is earliest noticed in 
Leviticus xiv. 4,6, where it is prescribed among the materials to 
be used for the cleansing of leprosy ; but the wood there spokes 
of was probably that of the juniper. The term Era (cedar) of 
Scripture does not apply strictly to one kind of plant, but was 

used indefinitely in ancient times, as is the word cedar at wrest-
The term ars is applied by the Arabs to the cedar of Lebanon, to 
the common pine-tree, and to the juniper; and certainly the 
" cedars " for masts, mentioned in Ezek. lava 5, must have bees 
pine-trees. It seems very probable that the fourscore tboasand 
hewers employed by Solomon for cutting timber did not confine 
their operations simply to what would now be termed cedars and 
fir-trees. Dr John Lindley considered that some of the cedar-
trees sent by Hiram, king of Tyre, to Jerusalem might have bees 
procured from Mount Atlas, and have been identical with 
Caliitrfs quadrivalas, or arar-tree, the wood of which is hard and 
durable, and was much in request in former times for the building 
of temples. The timber-work of the roof of Cordova cathedral. 
built eleven centuries ago, is composed of it. In the time of 
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Vitruvius " cedars " were growing in Crete, Africa and Syria. 
Pliny says that their wood was everlasting, and therefore images 
of the gods were made of it; he makes mention also of the oil of 
cedar, or eedriam, distilled from the wood, and used by the 
ancients for preserving their books from moths and damp; 
papyri anointed or rubbed with cedrium were on this account 
called end ate libri. Drawers of cedar or chips of the wood are 
now employed to protect furs and woollen stuffs from injury by 
moths Cedar-wood, however, is said to be injurious to natural 
history objects, and to instruments placed in cabinets made of it, 
as the resinous matter of the wood becomes deposited upon them. 
Cedric, or cedar resin, is a substance similar to mastic, that flows 
from incisions in the tree; and cedar manna is a sweet exudation 
from its branches. 

The genus Codrus contains two other species closely allied to 
C. Libani—Cedrus Deodara, the deodar, or " god tree " of the 
Himalayas, and Cairns atlantic°, of the Atlas range, North 
Africa. The deodar forms forests on the mountains of Afghan-
istan, North Beluchistan and the north-west Himalayas, flourish-
ing in all the higher mountains from Nepal up to Kashmir, 
at an elevation of from 55oo to 12,000 ft.; on the peaks to the 
northern side of the Boorung Pass it grows to a height of tio to 
7o ft. before branching. The wood is close-grained, long-fibred, 
perfumed and highly resinous, and resists the action of water. 
The foliage is of a paler green, the leaves are slender and longer, 
and the twigs are thinner than those of C. Lulea. The tree is 
employed for a variety of useful purposes, especially in building. 
It is now much cultivated in England as an ornamental plant. 
C. adantica, the Atlas cedar, has shorter and denser leaves than 
C. Latina; the leaves are glaucous, sometimes of a silvery 
whiteness, and the cones smaller than in the other two forms; its 
wood also is hard, and more rapid in growth than is that of the 
ordinary cedar. It is found at an altitude above the sea of from 
4000 to 6000 ft. 

The name cedar is applied to a variety of trees, including 
speciesof several genera of Conifers, Junipents,Thuja,Libocodrus 
and Cupressus. Tkuja gigaatea of western North America is 
known in the United States as White (or Yellow) cedar, and the 
same name is applied to Cupressus Lamsoniana, the Port Orford 
or Oregon cedar, a native of the north-west States, and one of the 
most valuable juniper trees of North America. The Bermuda 
cedar (Juniper= berondiana) and the red or American cedar 
(J. sirginiassa) are both much used in joinery and in the manu-
facture of pencils; though other woods arc now superseding them 
for penal-making. The Japanese cedar (Cryptomeria japonica) 
is a kind of cypress, the wood of which is very durable. Another 
species of cypress (Cupressus thyoides, also known as Chamac-
cyparis thyoides or spkaeroidea), found in swamps in the south of 
Ohio and Massachusetts, is known as the American white cedar. 
It has small leaves and fibrous bark, the wood is light, soft and 
easily-worked, and very durable in contact with the soil, and is 
much used for boat-building and for making fences and coopers' 
staves. The Spanish cedar is a name applied to Juni perus 
thatrifera, a native of the western Mediterranean region, and also 
to another species, J. Oxycedrus, a common plant in the Mediter-
ranean region, forming a shrub or low tree with spreading 
branches and short, stiff, prickly leaves. The latter was much 
used by the Greeks for making images; and its empyreumatic 
oil, Haile de Cade, is used medicinally for skin-diseases. A 
species of cypress, Cupressus lusitanica, which has been naturalized 
in the neighbourhood of Cintra is known as the cedar of Goa. 
The genus Widdringtonia of tropical and South Africa is also 
known locally as cedar. W. jarripemides is the characteristic 
tree of the Cederberg range in Cape Colony, while W. Whytei, 
recently discovered in Nyasaland and Rhodesia (the Mlanje 
cedar) is a fine tree reaching is° ft. in height, and yielding an 
ornamental light yellow-brown wood, suitable for building. 
The order Cedrelaceae (which is entirely distinct from the 
Conifers) includes, along with the mahoganies and other valuable 
timber-trees, the Jamaica and the Australian red cedars, Cedrela 
cdorata, and C. Toona respectively. The cedar-wood of Guiana, 
used for making canoes, is a species of the natural order Bur- 

semceae, lcica altissima. It is a large tree, reaching zoo ft. in 
height, the wood is easily worked, fragrant and durable. 

See Gordon's Pinetum; Loiseleur-Destongchamps, pismire du 
cMre du Liban (Paris, 1838); Loudon, Arboretum Britagnictun, 
vol. iv. pp. 2404-2432 (London, 1839); Marquis de Chambray, 
Trate pratique des mitres risineux coniferes (Paris, 1845); J. D. 
Hooker, NW. Hist. Review (January, 1862), pp. 11-18; Brandis, 
Forest Flora of Norge-west and Central India, pp. 516-323 (London, 
1874); Veitch, Manual of Consferae (and ed., London, 1900). 

CEDAR CREEK, a small branch of the North Fork of the 
Shenandoah river, Virginia, U.S.A. It is known in American 
history as the scene of a memorable battle, which took place on 
the 19th of October 1864, between the Union army under Major-
General P. H. Sheridan and the Confederates under Lieut.-General 
J. A. Early. (See SHENANDOAH VALLEY CAMPAIGNS.) 

CEDAR FALLS, a city of Black Hawk county, Iowa, U.S.A., 
on the Cedar river, about too m. W. of Dubuque. Pop. (189o) 
3459; (1900) 53 1 9; (1905, state census) 5329 (872 being foreign-
born); (1910) sot 2. It is served by the Chicago, Rock Island & 
Pacific, the Illinois Central, the Chicago Great Western, and the 
Waterloo, Cedar Falls & Northern railways. Its manufactures 
include flour, ground feed, other cereal preparations, hardware 
specialties, canned vegetables (especially Indian corn), and plan-
ing-mill products. It is the seat of the state normal school 
(1876), and has a public library. The settlement of the place, 
the oldest in the county, was begun in 5847; it was laid out 
as a town in 185x, incorporated as a village in 1857, chartered as 
a city in 1865, and for a short time in 1853 was the county-seat. 

CEDAR RAPIDS, a city of Linn county, Iowa, U.S.A., on the 
Cedar river, in the east central part of the state. Pop. (189o) 
18,020; (1900) 25,656, of whom 4478 were foreign-born, an 
unusually large and influential part being Bohemians; (sato 
census) 32,811. It is served by the Chicago, Milwaukee & Saint 
Paul, the Chicago & North-Western, the Chicago, Rock Island 
& Pacific (which has repair shops here), and the Illinois 
Central railways, and by interurban electric lines. The city 
has an air of substantial prosperity; its principal streets are 
from So ft. to 12o ft. wide, paved with brick and asphalt, and well 
shaded. Prominent among its buildings are the federal btilding, 
the auditorium, the public library and the Masonic library, which 
contains one of the best collections of Masonic literature in the 
world. The city has two well-equipped hospitals, a home for 
aged women, a home for the friendless, and four parks. The 
grounds of the Cedar Rapids country club comprise 18o acres. 
Cedar Rapids is in a rich agricultural country. The name of 
the city was suggested from the rapids in the river, which afford 
abundant water power and have enabled the city to take first 
rank in Iowa (1905) as a manufacturing centre. From rcioo to 
z9o5 there was an increase in the value of its manufactured 
products from $ 11 , 135,435 to $ 16, 2 79,706, Or 46.2%. More than 
one-fourth of the value of its manufactures is in Quaker Oats 
and other food preparations; among those of less importance 
are lumber and planing-mill products, foundry and machine-
shop products, furniture, patent medicines, pumps, carriages and 
waggons, packed meats and agricultural implements. Cedar 
Rapids has also a large grain trade and a large jobbing business, 
especially in dry goods, millinery, groceries, paper and drugs. 
At Cedar Rapids are Coe College (co-educational; Presbyterian), 
which grew out of the Cedar Rapids Collegiate Institute (1851), 
was named in honour of Daniel Coe, a benefactor, and was 
chartered under its present name and opened in Mgr; the 
Interstate Correspondence schools, and the Cedar Rapids 
business college. The first settlers came in 1838; but the city's 
early growth was slow, and it was not incorporated until 1856. 
It has been governed by commission since 19o8. 

CEPALU (anc. Cephalocdium), a seaport and episcopal see 
of the province of Palermo, Sicily, 4 2 m. E. of Palermo by rail 
Pop. (1901) 13,273. The ancient town (of Sicel origin, probably, 
despite its Greek name) takes its name from the headland 
(refict/o), head) upon which it stood (1233 ft.); its fortifications 
extended to the shore, on the side where the modem town now is, 
in the form of two long walls protecting the port. There are 
remains of a wall of massive rectangular blocks of stone at the 
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modern Porta Garibaldi on the south. It does not appear in 
history before 396 s.c., and seems to have owed its importance 
mainly to its naturally strong position. The only ancient remains 
on the mountain are those of a small building in good polygonal 
work (a style of construction very rare in Sicily), consisting of 
a passage on each side of which a chamber opens. The doorways 
are of finely-cut stone, and of Greek type, and the date, though 
uncertain, cannot, from the careful jointing of the blocks, be very 
early. On the summit of the promontory are extensive remains 
of a Saracenic castle. The new town was founded at the foot of 
the mountain, by the shore, by Roger H. in 1131, and the 
cathedral was begun in the same year. The exterior is well 
preserved, and is largely decorated with interlacing pointed 
arches; the windows also are pointed. On each side of the 
facade is a massive tower of four storeys. The round-headed 
Norman portal is worthy of note. The interior was restored in 
1559, though the pointed arches of the nave, borne by ancient 
granite columns, arc still visible: and the only mosaics preserved 
are those of the apse and the last bay of the choir: they are 
remarkably fine specimens of the art of the period (1148) and, 
though restored in 1859-1862, have suffered much less than those 
at Palermo and Monreale from the process. The figure of the 
Saviour is especially fine. Thegroined vaulting of the roof is v isible 
in the choir and the right transept, while the rest of the church 
has a wooden roof. Fine cloisters, coeval with the cathedral, 
adjoin it. (See G. Hubbard in Journal of the R.I.B.A. xv. 333 
sqq , icsa8.) The harbour is comparatively small. (T. As.) 

CEHEGIN, a town of south-eastern Spain, in the province of 
Murcia, on the right bank of the river Caravaca, a small tributary 
of the Segura. Pop. (Iwo) 11,6ot. Cehegin has a thriving 
trade in farm produce, especially wine, olive oil and hemp; and 
various kinds of marble are obtained from quarries near the town. 
Some of the older houses, however, as well as the parish church 
and the convent of San Francisco, which still has well-defined 
Roman inscriptions on its walls, are built of stone from the ruins 
of Begaslri, a Roman colony which stood on a small adjacent 
hill known as the Cabecico de Roenas. The name Cehegin is 
sometimes connected by Spanish antiquaries with that of the 
Zenaga, Senhaja or Senajeh, a North African tribe, which invaded 
Spain in the 11th century. 

CEILING (from a verb "to cal," i.e. to line or cover; of 
disputed etymology, but apparently connected with Fr. del, 
Lat. caelum, sky), in architecture, the upper covering of a church, 
hall or room. Ceilings are now usually formed of plaster, but 
in former times they were commonly either boarded (of which 
St Albans cathedral is perhaps the earliest example), or showed 
the beams and joists, which in England were moulded and 
carved and in France and Italy were richly painted and gilded. 
Sometimes the ceilings were horizontal, sometimes canted on 
two sides, and sometimes they take the form of a barrel-vault. 
Ribs are sometimes planted on the boarding to divide up the 
surface, and their intersections are enriched with bosses. About 
the middle of the 16th century the ceilings were formed in 
plaster with projecting ribs, interlaced ornament and pendants, 
and the characteristics of the Elizabethan style. At Braman 
Hall, Broughton Castle, Hatfield, IC.nowlc, Sizcrgh and Levens 
in Westmorland, and Dorfold in Cheshire, are numerous 
examples, some with pendants. In Italy, at the same period, 
the plaster ceilings were based on the forms taken by vaulting; 
they were of infinite variety and were richly decorated with sunk 
panels containing the Roman conventional foliage. Raphael, 
about 1520, reproduced in the Vatican some of the stucco-duro 
ornament which he had studied in the Golden House of Nero, 
excavated under his directions. Later, about the middle of the 
16th century, great coves were formed round the room, which 
were decorated with cartouches and figures in relief, garlands 
and swags. The great halls of the Ducal Palace at Venice and 
the galleries of the Pitti Palace at Florence were celled in this 
way. These coved ceilings were introduced into England in the 
middle of the 17th century. In Holyrood Palace at Edinburgh 
there is a fine ceiling of 1671, with figures (probably executed 
by Italian craftsmen) and floral wreaths. 

At Coleshill, Berkshire, a ceiling by Inigo Jones (tap) ihows a 
type which became more or less universal for a century, viz. 
deeply sunk panels with modillions round, and bands enriched 
with foliage, fruit, &c., in bold relief. Wren, Nicholas Hawks-
moor, James Gibbs, John Webb and other architects continued 
on the same lines, and in 1760 Robert Adam introduced his type 
of ceiling, sometimes horizontal, and sometimes segmental, is 
which panels are suggested only, with slight projecting lines and 
rings of leaves, swags and arabesque work, which, like Raphad 
was found on the ceilings of the Roman tombs and baths in 
Rome and Pompeii. George Richardson followed with limas 
work, and Sir W. Chambers, in the rooms originally occupied by 
the Royal Academy and the learned societies in Somerset House, 
designed many admirable ceilings. The moulds of all the orna-
mental devices of Robert Adam are preserved and are still 
utilized for many modern ceilings. (Ft P. Sr) 

CELLIST'. RENY (1688-1760, Benedictine monk of the 
Lorraine congregation of St Vannes. He was the compiler of an 
immense Petrology, Hiskire gintrak des osskws sacra d 
ecclisiasliques (23 vols., Paris, 1729-1763), being a history and 
analysis of the writings of all the ecclesiastical writers of the first 
thirteen centuries. He put infinite trouble and time into de 
work, and many portions of it are exceedingly well door. A later 
and improved edition was produced in Paris, 1858, in 14 vda 
Ceillier's other work, Apologie de in morale des ptres de lighse 
(Paris, 1718), also won some celebrity. 

CELAENAE. an  ancient city of Phrygia, situated on the 
great trade mute to the East. Its acropolis long held out 
against Alexander in 333 and surrendered to him at last by 
arrangement. His successor, Eurnenes, made it for some tare 
his headquarters, as did Antigonus until 301. From Lysi-
machus it passed to Seleucus, whose son Antiochus, seeing its 
geographical importance, refounded it on a more open site as 
Apamea (gm.). West of the acropolis were the palace of Xerxes 
and the Agora, in or near which is the cavern whence the liarsva 
one of the sources of the Marauder, issues. According to 
Xenophon, Cyrus had a palace and large park full of tad 
animals at Celacnae. 

See G. Weber, Dineir- CeRnes (183s). 
CELANDINE, Ckdidonium ',whir, a member of the poppy 

family, an erect branched herb from 1 to a ft. high with a riles 
juice, much divided leaves, and yellow flowers nearly an kale 
across, succeeded by a narrow thin pod opening by a pair of 
thin valves, separating upwards. The plant grows in waste 
places and hedgerows, and is probably an escape from salmi-
tion. The lesser cclandine is a species of Ranunculus (R. Flans , . 
a small low-growing herb with smooth heart-shaped leaves aM 
bright yellow flowers about an inch across, borne each on a stud 
stalk springing from a leaf-axil. It flowers in early spring ai 
pastures and waste-places. 

CELANO, a town of the Abruzzi, Italy, in the province cl 
Aquila, 73 m. E. of Rome by rail. Pop. (1901) 9723, It is finely 
situated on a hill above the Lago Fucino, and is dominated by a 
square castle, with round towers at the angles, erected in Its 
present form in 1450. It contains three churches with 13th 
century facades in the style of those of Aquila. The origin of the 
town goes back to Lombard times. A count of Celano is first 
mentioned in 1178. It was the birthplace of 'Thomas of GAZA 
the author of the Dies Irae. 

CELEBES,' one of the four Great Sunda Islands in the Ehrtdr 
East Indies. Its general outline is extremely irregular, and ho 
been compared to that of a starfish with the rays torn off from 
one side, corresponding to the west side of the island. It consists 
of four great peninsulas, extending from a comparatively snsa 
nucleus towards the north-east, east, south-east and sontk 
and separated by the three large gulfs of Tomini or Gorons!s. 
Tolo or Tomaiki, and Boni. Of these gulfs the first is by far tie 
largest, the other two having much wider entrances and s't 
extending so far inwards. Most important among the soluirr 
inlets are the bays of Amurang, Kwandang and Tanta on the 

The second syllable is accented. 
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north coast, Palos and Pare-Pare on the west, and Kendari or 
Vosmaer on the east. Of the numerous considerable islands 
which lie north-east, east and south of Celebes (those off the 
west coast are few and small), the chief arc prolongations of the 
four great peninsulas—the Sangir and Talaut islands off the 
north-east, the Banggai and Sula off the east, Wuna and Buton 
off the south-east, and Saleyer off the south. Including the 
adjacent islands, the area of Celebes is estimated at 77,855 
sq. m., and the population at 2,000,000; without them the area 
is 69,255 sq. tn. and the population 1,250,000. 

The scenery in Celebes is most varied and picturesque. " No-
where in the archipelago," wrote A. R. Wallace, " have I seen 
such gorges, chasms and precipices as abound in the district 
of Maros " (in the southern peninsula); " in many parts there 
are vertical or even overhanging precipices five or six hundred 
feet high, yet completely clothed with a tapestry of vegetation." 
Much of the country, especially round the Gulf of Tolo, is 
covered with primeval forests and thickets, traversed by scarcely 
perceptible paths, or broken with a few clearings and villages. 
A considerable part of the island has been little explored, but 
the general character seems to be mountainous. Well-defined 
ranges prolong themselves through each of the peninsulas, 
rising in many places to a considerable elevation. Naturally 
there are no great river-basins or extensive plains, but one of 
the features of the island is the frequent occurrence, not only 
along the coasts, but at various heights inland, of beautiful 
stretches of level ground often covered with the richest pastures. 
Min.h.ssa, the north-eastern extremity, consists of a plateau 
divided into sections by volcanoes (Klabat, 6620 ft., being the 
highest). Sulphur springs occur here. In. the west of the 
northern peninsula the interior consists in part of 'plateaus of 
considerable extent enclosed by the coast ranges. Near Lake 
Posso, in the centre of the island, the mountains are higher; 
the Tampllto massif has a height of nearly 5000 ft., the chains 
south and west of the lake have a general altitude of about 545o 
ft., with peaks still loftier. In the southern peninsula two 
chains stretch parallel with the west and east coasts; the former 
is the higher, with a general altitude of 3200 ft. In the south it 
joins the Peak of Bonthain, or Lompo-battang, a great volcanic 
mass xo,o88 ft. high. In the east central part of the island the 
mountain Koruve exceeds to,000 ft., and is supposed to be the 
highest in the island. An alluvial coast plain, 7 to 9 m. wide, 
stretches along the foot of the western chain, and between the 
two chains is the basin of the Walannaff river, draining northward 
into Lake Tempe. Little is known of the orography of the 
eastern peninsula. At the base of the south-eastern there is 
another large lake, Tovieti. In this peninsula there are parallel 
ranges on the east and west flanks. The trench between them is 
partly occupied by the vast swamp of Lake Opa. 

The rivers of the narrow mountainous peninsulas form many 
rapids and cataracts; as the Tondano, draining the lake of the 
same name to the north-west coast of Minahassa at Menado; 
the Ranh4-Apo, flowing over the plateau of Mongondo to the 
Gulf of Amurang; the Poigar, issuing from a little-known 
lake of that plateau; the Lombagin, traversing narrow cations; 
and the river of Boni, which has its outfall in the plain of Goron-
tab, near the mouth of the Bolango or Tape, the latter connected 
by a canal with the Lake of Limbotto. All these rivers are 
navigable by praus or rafts for only a few miles above the mouth. 
In central Celebes, the Kodina flows into Lake Posso, and the 
Kalaffna discharges to the Gulf of Boni; the Posso, navigable 
by blesegen (canoes formed of hollowed tree-trunks), is the only 
river flowing from the lake to the Gulf of Tomini. The rivers of 
the southern peninsula, owing to the relief of the surface, are 
navigable to a somewhat greater extent. The Walannae flows 
into Lake Tempe, and, continued by the Jenrana (Tienrana), 
which discharges into the Gulf of Boni, is navigable for small 
boats; the Sadang, with many affluents, flows to the west coast, 
and is navigable by rempou. The Jenemaja is a broad river, 
navigable far from the mouth. The coasts of Celebes are often 
fertile and well populated; but, as shown by the marine charts, 
many sand, mud and stone banks lie near the shore, and con- 

sequently there are few accessible or natural ports or good 
roadsteads. 

Geology.— The geological observations on Celebes are too scattered 
to reveal its structure. The greater part of the island seems to be 
formed of gneiss and other crystalline rocks. These are overlaid 
by conglomerates. limestones and clay slates of very doubtful age, 
the most interesting being a radiolarian clay which occurs on the 
south aide of the Matinang Mountains, at the north end of Lake 
Posso, dc.; it may correspond with the radiolarian chests of Borneo. 
Tertiary beds are found, especially near the coast. The Eocene 
includes a series of sandstones and snarls with lignite, and these are 
overlaid by nummulite limestones. The Miocene contains an 
Orbitoides limestone. Intrusive and volcanic rocks of great variety 
and of various ages occur. Peridotite and gabbro form much of the 
eastern peninsula (Banggai). Leucite and nepheline rocks have 
been found in various parts of the island, especially in the south-west. 
In Minahassa, at the northern extremity, there is a large area of 
tuffs and agglomerates consisting chiefly of augite andesite, and 
in this area there are many recent volcanic cones. Eruptions still 
take place at intervals, but the volcanoes for the most part seem 
to have reached the solfataric stage. 

Clintale. —The climate of the island, everywhere accessible to 
the influence of the sea, is maritime-tropical, the temperature 
ranging generally between 77° and 80° F., the extremes being 
about goo°  and 70° F., only on the higher mountains falling 
during the night to 54°  or 55°  F. The rainfall in the northern 
peninsula (north of the equator) differs from that of the southern; 
the former has rains (not caused by the monsoon), and of smaller 
amount, to2 in. annually; the latter has a greater rainfall, 
257 in., brought by the north-western monsoon, and of which the 
west coast receives a much larger share than the east. 

Fauna and Flora.—In spite of its situation in the centre of the 
archipelago, Celebes possesses a fauna of a very distinctive 
kind. The number of species is small, but in many cases they 
are peculiar to the island. Of land birds, for example, about 
160 species are known, and of these not less than about 90 are 
peculiar, the majority of the remainder being Asiatic in distinction 
from Australian. Mammals are few in species, but remarkable, 
especially Macacus niger, an ape found nowhere else but in 
Bachian; Anoa depressitornis, a small ox-like quadruped 
which inhabits the mountainous districts; and the babirusa 
or pig-deer of the Malays. Some of the animals are probably 
descendants of specimens introduced by man; others are allied 
in species, but not identical, with mammals of Java and Borneo; 
others again, including the three just mentioned, are wholly 
or practically confined to Celebes. There are no large beasts 
of prey, and neither the elephant, the rhinoceros nor the tapir 
is represented. Wild-buffaloes, swine and goats are pretty 
common; and most of the usual domestic animals are kept. 
The horses are in high repute in the archipelago; formerly 
about loo were yearly exported to Java, but the supply has 
considerably diminished. 

The same peculiarity of species holds in regard to the insects 
of the Celebes (so far as they are known) as to the mammals 
and birds. Out of 118 species of butterflies, belonging to four 
important classes, no fewer than 86 are peculiar; while among 
the rose-chafers or Cdoniinae the same is the case in 29 out of 
3o. Equally remarkable with this presence of peculiar species 
is the absence of many kinds that are common in the rest of 
the archipelago; and these facts have been considered to indicate 
connexion with a larger land-mass at a very distant geological 
epoch, and the subsequent continuous isolation of Celebes. 
This view, however, hits been controverted. It is held that in 
the Miocene and Pliocene periods there were land connexions 
with the Philippines, Java and the Moluccas, and through the 
last with Australasian lands to the east and south-east. Migration 
of species took place along these lines in both directions. Those 
immigrants which remained in what is now Celebes may have 
developed new species. Moreover, while Celebes has species 
which are peculiar to itself and one other of the islands just 
mentioned, it has none which it shares exclusively with Borneo, 
and thus the importance of the Macassar Strait as a biological 
division is indicated. 

Vegetation is extremely rich; but there are fewer large trees 
than in the other islands of the archipelago. Of plants that 
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furnish food for man the most important are rice, maize and 
millet, coffee, the coco-nut tree, sago-palm, the obi or 
native potato, the bread-fruit and the tamarind; with lemons, 
oranges, mangosteens, wild-plums, Spanish pepper, beans, 
melons and sugar-cane. The shaddock is to be found only in 
the lower plains. Indigo, cotton and tobacco are grown; the 
bamboo and the ratan-palm are common in the woods; and 
among the Luger trees are sandal-wood, ebony, sapan and teak. 
The palm, Arenga saccharifera, furnishes gemuti fibres for ropes; 
its juice is manufactured into sugar and a beverage called 
sagueir; and intoxicating drinks are prepared from several 
other palms. 

Products. —As. In natural vegeta-
tion and fauna, so in cultivated 
products, Celebes, apart from its 
peculiarities, presents the transi-
tional link between the Asiatic 
and the Australian regions of the 
Malayan province. For example, 
rice is produced here in smaller 
quantity and of inferior quality to that in the western part 
of the archipelago, but superior to that in the eastern section, 
where sago and sorghum form the staple articles of food. The 
products of the forests supply about half the total exports. 
The fisheries include trepang, turtle and pearl oysters. Gold is 
worked under European direction in the district of Gorontalo, 
but with only partial success; the search for coal in the 
southern peninsula has yielded no satisfactory results; tin, iron 
and copper, found in the eastern peninsula and elsewhere, are 
utilized only for native industries. 

Natives. —The native population of the island is all of Malayan 
stock. The three most important peoples are the Bugis (q.v.) 
the Macassars and the Mandars. The medley of other Malayan 
tribes, of a more or less savage type, living in the island, are 
known under the collective name of Alfuros (q.v.). The Macassars 
are well-built and muscular, and have in general a dark-brown 
complexion, a broad and expressive face, black and sparkling 
eyes, a high forehead, a flattish nose, a large mouth and long 
black soft hair. The women are sprightly, clever and amiable. 
The men are brave and not treacherous, but ambitious, jealous 
and extremely revengeful. Drunkenness is rare, but they are 
passionate, and running amuck is frequent among them. In all 
sorts of bodily exercises, as swinging, wrestling, dancing, riding 
and hunting, they take great pleasure. Though they call them-
selves Mahommedans, their religion is largely mingled with 
pagan superstitions; they worship animals, and a certain divinity 
called Raraeng Love, who has , power over their fortune and 
health. Except where Dutch influence has made itself fqlt, 
little attention has been paid by the native races to agriculture; 
and their manufacturing industries are few and limited. The 
weaving of cotton cloth is principally carried on by women; 
and the process, at least for the finer description, is tedious in 
the extreme. The houses are built of wood and bamboo; and 
as the use of diagonal struts is not practised, the walls soon lean 
over from the force of the winds. The Macassar language, 
which belongs to the Malayo-Javanese group, is spoken in many 
parts of the southern peninsula; but it has a much smaller 
area than the Buginese, which is the language of Boni. It is 
deficient in generalizations; thus, for example, it has words for 
the idea of carrying in the hand, carrying on the head, carrying on 
the shoulder, and so on, but has no word for carrying simply. 
It has adopted a certain number of vocables from Sanskrit, 
Malay, Javanese and Portuguese, but on the whole is remark-
ably pure, and has undergone comparatively few recent changes. 
It is written in a peculiar character, which has displaced, and 
probably been corrupted from, an old form employed as late as 
the x 7th century. Neither bears any trace of derivation from the 
Sanskrit alphabet. The priests affect the use of the Arabic 
letters. The literature is poor, and consists largely of romantic 
stories from the Malay, and religious treatises from the Arabic. 
Of the few original pieces the most important are the early 
histories of Goa, Tello and some other states of Celebes, and  

the Rapang, or collection of the decrees and maxims of the cid 
princes and sages. The more modern proclucticas are letters, 
laws and poems, many of the last of considerable beauty. 

Divisions, Towns, Population. —Celebes is divided by the 
Dutch, for administrative purposes, into the government of 
Celebes with dependencies (south-eastern and southern peninsula 
and all west coast), and the residency of Menado (north-euten 
peninsula and coast of Gulf of Tomini). The eastern peninsula 
and coast of the Gulf of Tolo belong politically to the residency 
of Ternate (q.v.). The following table shows approximately the 
distribution and composition of the population:— 

The Government of Celebes and Dependencies is subdivided ice 
the government territory, the vassal states (Boni, q.v., and Termite,. 
and the federal countries. The density of population for the whole 
government is estimated as 3.7 or 4 per eq. m.. vsr ing from 2-t 
in the vassal and federated states to 14-7 to 18.4 for Alaraarar and 
the districts directly governed by the Dutch. The dimity el 
population in districts outside the influence of European govern-
ment sinks to i and less per sq. m. As in the case of Minalsmaa. the 
difference must be explained by physical and moral conditions. Tsar 
thirds of the natives live by agriculture, and one-third by trade, 
navigation, shipbuilding and other industries. In agreement watt 
these principal occupations, the centres of population are found in 
southern Celebes, on the coast (not in the interior plains or on the 
lake, as in Menado). Palos (3000), with good port: Pare-Pee. 
connected by road with Lake Tempe; and 11taamaar (t7.925). the 
seat of the governor and the centre of trade for the eastern part of tie 
archipelago. On the south coast must also be named Boothia 
(4000); on the east coast, Balong-Nipa; and Buten and Salver. 
seats of administration and ports of call on the island groups of the 
same names. 

The Residency of Menado comprises three districts: bliraham, 
the little states along the north coast west of Minahassa. and Germ-
talc, including the other states of the northern peninsula ty.N 
along. the Gulf of Tonsini. The density of population being cakes aced 
at about 2.7 to 3 per sq. m. for Cekbm, is 16.2 for Minahaua. bet 
only 1.5 to 2 for the Residency of Menado. Centres of=labia 
in Menado are Amurang (3000), the seat of a Dutch con . mi 
a calling place for the steamers of the Indian Packet Comps-7 . 
Menado (10,000), the chief town of the residency, the prince* 
station of the Dutch missionaries, with a fair amount of trade. be 
an unsafe roadstead; Tondano (12,000), near the lake and river d 
the same name, at an altitude of nearly 2000 ft., and one of tle dal 
centres; Gorontalo, one of the most important towns of Celebes, 
carrying on direct trade with Singapote and Europe. 

of 
 the con 

coast places have some importance as chief vMsges of the lath 
states and as ports of call for the vessels of the steam packet com-
pany, but have only from 500 to 1000 inhabitants. 

History.—Celebes was first discovered by the Portuguese it 
the early part of the 16th century, the exact date assigned by 
some authorities being ism The name is not used by the 
natives, and is apparently of foreign origin, but has been variousiy 
derived, e.g. from the mountain of Klabat or Sabsbat or fasm 
Self Rai, an iron kris carried by the natives, of whom those who 
were first asked for the name of the island were conceived. 
according to this theory, to have misunderstood their questioners. 
At the time of the Portuguese discovery, the  Macassars were the 
most powerful people in the island, having successfully defesded 
themselves against the king of the Moluccas and the sultan of 
Ternate. In 1609 the British attempted to gain a fount.; 
At what time the Dutch first arrived is not certainly knows 
but it was probably in the end of the 16th or beginning of the 
17th century, since in 1607 they formed a connexion vah 
Macassar. In Aix the Dutch East Indian. Company obtained 
the monopoly of trade on the island of Buton; and in 16th a 
insurrection in Macassar gave them an opportunity of °Maim* 
a definite establishment there. In t66o the kingdom was sub-
jugated, but in 1666 the war broke out anew. It was hrous;bt 
to an end in the following year, and the treaty of Bongs or Bare 

Iwas signed, by which the Dutch were recognized as protect.= 

Europeans.' Chinese. Arabs. 
Other 

Oriental 
Foreigners. 

Natives. Total 

Government of Celebes 
and Dependencies . 

Residency of Menado-- 
Minahassa 	. 	. 
Gorontalo 	. 	. 

14 1 4 

836 
x15, 

3738  

3574 
505 

4 f, 

54 

16 

409.739 

7 
; 430,941  

41 5.499 

436-404  
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In 3683 the north-eastern part of the Wand was conquered by 
Robert Paddenburg and placed under the command of the 
governor of the Moluccas. In 2703 a fort was erected at Menado. 
The kingdom of Boni was successfully attacked in 1824, and in 
August of that year the Bongs treaty was renewed in a greatly 
modified form. Since then the principal military event is the 
Boni insurrection which was quelled in 1859, but this was far 
from pacifying the country permanently. A series of revolts 
of various chiefs in 1905-6 was not arrested without considerable 
fighting, but after this the whole island was brought under 
Dutch authority, even where native rule survived. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.— In P. J. Veth's Woordenboek van Nederlandseh 
Indic there will be found an extensive bibliography of Celebes 
drawn up by H. C. Millies. For additional bibliography and data 
for the island and its population, see C. M. Kan. " Celebes," in the 
Eneydeie van Nelandsch ladle, ed. by P. A. van der Lith and 
A. H.Sp an (The Hague, 1895), &c., vol. i. p. 314. See P. and 
F. Sarasin (who have carried out extensive explorations in the 
island), " Berichte aus Celebes," Zeitschr. der Ces. f. Erdk. xxix. 

peub, eformurf eine, geographisch.geologischen Besehreibung der Inset 
(Wiesbaden, not); Reisen to Celebes, 189,3-1896,1902-1903 

(Wiesbaden. 1905); Vetsuck einer Anthropologte der Inset Celebes 
(Wiesbaden. 190o6); C. van der Hart, .ize rondos het Eiland 
Celebes (The Hague, 1853): Capt. R. Mundy, Natality of Events 
is Borneo and Celebes (London, 1848); P. J. Veth, Een Nederlandsrh 
maize, op Zuid Celebes (Amsterdam, 1875); J. G. F. Riedel. Het 
kaseleap Boatel, Noord Selebes (1872); and " Die Landschaften 
Holontalo, Limoeto," &c., in Zegtehr. far Ethnologie (1871); H. 
Backing. " Beitrage zur Geologic von Celebes," Samna. geol. Reichs-
OW. Leiden, vol. vii. pp. 29-305 (19o2), pp. 221 -224 (1904); and 
various articles in Tijdschrift v. k. Aardrijkskundig Genootschap and 
Tijduk. v. h. Batavian. Gen. 

CELERY (Apium graveolerts), a biennial plant belonging to the 
natural order Umbelliferae, which, in its wild state, occurs in 
England by the sides of ditches and in marshy places, especially 
near the sea, producing a furrowed stalk and compound leaves 
with wedge-shaped leaflets, the whole plant having a coarse, 
rank taste and a peculiar smell. It is also widely distributed in 
the north temperate region of the'Old World. By cultivation and 
blanching the stalks lose their acrid qualities and assume the 
mild sweetish aromatic taste peculiar to celery as a salad plant. 
The plants are raised from seed, sown either in a hot bed or in 
the open garden, according to the season of the year, and after 
one or two thinnings out and transplantings, they are, on attain-
ing a height of 6 or 8 in., planted out in deep trenches for con-
venience of blanching, which is effected by earthing up and so 
excluding the stems from the influence of light. A large number 
of varieties are cultivated by gardeners, which are ranged under 
two classes, white and red,—the white varieties being generally 
the best flavoured and most crisp and tender. As a salad plant, 
celery, especially if at all" stringy," is difficult of digestion. Both 
blanched and green it is stewed and used in soups, the seeds also 
being used as a flavouring ingredient. In the south of Europe 
celery is seldom blanched, but is much used in its natural 
condition. 

Celeriac, or turnip-rooted celery (A plum gravedens var. 
rapacesow), is a variety cultivated more on account of its roots 
than for the stalks, although both are edible and are used for 
salads and in soups. It is chiefly grown in the north of Europe. 
As the tops are not required, trenching is unnecessary, otherwise 
the cultivation is the same as for celery. 

Marrs. MADAME (r8r5-1882), French dancer and actress, 
was born in Paris on the 16th of August 1815. As a little girl 
she was a pupil in the ballet class at the Opera. When fifteen, 
she had an offer from the United States, and made her debut at 
the Bowery theatre, New York. Returning to England, she 
appeared at Liverpool as Fenella in Masoniello, and also in London 
(1831). In 1834 she aroused such enthusiasm in America that 
her admirers carried her on their shoulders and took the horses 
out of her carriage in order to pull it themselves. It is even said 
that President Jackson introduced her to his cabinet as an 
adopted citizen of the Union. Having made a large fortune, she 
returned to England in 3837. She now gave up dancing, and 
appeared as an actress, first at Drury Lane and then at the 
Haymarket. In 1844 she joined Benjamin Webster in the manage-
ment of the Adelphi, and afterwards took the sole management  

of the Lyceum till 186r. She made a third visit to the United 
States from 1865 to t868, and retired in 187o. Her favourite 
part was Miami in Buckstone's Green Bushes. She died in Paris 
on the iath of February r882. 

CELESTINA, LA, the popular alternative title attached from 
1519 (or earlier) to the anonymous Comedia de Caliste y Melibea, 
a Spanish novel in dialogue which was celebrated throughout 
Europe during the 16th century. In the two earliest known 
editions (Burgos, 1499, and Seville, rsor) the Co/media consists 
of sixteen acts; the reprints issued after lsor are entitled 
Tragicomedia de Callao y Melibea, and contain twenty-one acts. 
Three of these reprints include a twenty-second act which is 
admittedly spurious, and the authenticity of Acts xvIr.-xxl. is 
disputed. The authorship of the Celestine; and the date of its 
composition are doubtful. An anonymous prefatory letter in 
the editions subsequent to rsor attributes the book to Juan de 
Mena or Rodrigo Cots, but this ascription is universally rejected. 
The prevailing opinion is that the author of the twenty-one acts 
was Fernando de Rojas, apparently a Spanish Jew resident at 
the Puebla de Montalban in the province of Toledo; R. Fouldie-
Delbose, however, maintains that the original sixteen acts are 
by an unknown writer who had no part in the five supplementary 
acts. Some scholars ,give 1483 as the date of composition; 
others hold that the book was written in 1497. These questions 
are still unsettled. Though profoundly original in treatment, 
the Cdestina has points of analogy with the work of earlier 
writers, such as Juan Ruiz (q.v.), the archpriest of Hita; his 
rapid sketches of Trota-conventas, Melon and Endrina no doubt 
suggested the finished portraits of Celestine, Calisto and Melibea, 
and the closing scene in the Cdestina recalls the suicide in Diego 
Fernandez de San Pedro's and de Amor. Allowing for these 
and other debts of the same kind, it cannot be denied that the 
Cdestina excels all earlier Spanish works in tragic force, in im-
pressive conception, and in the realistic rendering of characters 
drawn from all classes of society. It passed through innumerable 
editions in Spain, and was the first Spanish book to find accept-
ance throughout western Europe. At least twenty works by 
well-known Spanish authors are derived from it; it was adapted 
for the English stage as early as 5525-1530, and was translated 
into Italian (1505), French ( 527) and other European languages. 
A Latin version by Caspar Barth was issued under the title of 
Pernoboscodidascalus :dinar (x624) with all the critical apparatus 
of a recognized classic. James Mabbe's English rendering (1631) 
is one of the best translations ever published. The original 
edition of 3499 has been reprinted by R. Foulchfi-Delbose in the 
Bibliotheca Hispaniea (1902), vol. xii. 

BIBLIOGRAPH Y .—R. Foulche-Delbose, " Observations sur la Celes-
tine " in the Revue hispanigue (Paris, 19m), vol. vii. pp. 28-8o and 
(Paris, 1902) vol. ix. pp. 171 - 199: K. Haebler, " Bemerkungcn zur 
Celestm i a " n the Revue hispan ique (Paris, 1902), vol. ix. pp. 139- 1 7o; 
and M. Men6ndez y Pelayo's introduction to the Cekstina (Vigo. 
1899-1900). F.tK.) 

CELESTINE (CAEtErmins), the name of five popes. 
CELESTINE I., pope from 422 to 432. At his accession the 

dissensions caused by the faction of Eulalius (see BONIPACE I.) 
had not yet abated. He, however, triumphed over them, and 
his episcopate was peaceful. When the doctrines of Nestorius 
were denounced to him, he instructed Cyril, bishop of Alexandria, 
to follow up the matter. The emperor Theodosius II. convoked 
an ecumenical council at Ephesus, to which Celestine sent his 
legates. He had some difficulties with the bishops in Africa on 
the question of appeals to Rome, and with the bishops of Prov-
ence with regard to the doctrines of St Augustine. To expedite 
the extirpation of Pelagianism, he sent to Britain a deacon called 
Palladius, at whose instigation St Germanus of Auxerre crossed 
the English Channel, as delegate of the pope and bishops of Gaul, 
to inculcate orthodox principles upon the clergy of Britain. He 
also commissioned Palladius to preach the gospel in Ireland 
which was beginning to rally to Christianity. Celestine was the 
first pope who is known to have taken a direct interest in the 
churches of Britain and Ireland. (L. 13.•) 

CELESTINE IL, pope in 1143-2144. Guido of Cittk di Castello 
(Memo), born of noble Tuscan family, able and learned, studied 
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under Abelard and became a cardinal priest. Elected the suc-
cessor of Innocent U. on the 26th of September 1143, he died 
on the 8th of March following. He removed the interdict which 
Innocent had employed against Louis VU. of France. At the 
time of his death he was on the verge of a controversy with 
Roger of Sicily. 

See A. Certini, Vita (Foligno, 1716); M. Bouquet, Refuel des 
histories: des Gawks (Paris, 1738 ff.), tome 15, 408-411; Migne, 
Petro'ogler curses cons pietas, 179, 76-820; P. Jaffe, Regesta Pontik 
cum Romanorum, 2nd ed. vol. 11. (Lapsiae, 1888), I ff.; Wetzer und 
Welte, Kircherdexikon, 2nd ed. vol. M. (Freiburg, 111114), 578 ff.; 
Herzog-Hauck, Realencyklopitdie, 3rd ed. vol. Iv. (Leipzig, 1898), 
201. 

CausTINE III. (Giacinto Bobo), pope from 1191 to 1198, was 
cardinal deacon of Santa Maria in Cosmedin as early as 1144, and 
had reached the age of eighty-five when chosen on the 3oth of 
March 1191 to succeed Clement III. The first pope of the house 
of the Orsini, his policy was marked by mildness and indecision. 
Henry VI. of Germany at once forced the pontiff to crown him 
emperor, and three or four years later took possession of the 
Norman kingdom of Sicily; he refused tribute and the oath of 
allegiance, and even appointed bishops subject to his own juris-
diction; moreover, he gave his brother in fief the estates which 
had belonged to the countess Matilda of Tuscany. Celestine did 
not dare so much as to threaten him with excommunication. 
It was Celestine's purpose to lay England under the interdict; 
but Prince John and the barons still refused to recognize the 
papal legate, the bishop of Ely. Richard I. had been set free 
before the dilatory pope put Leclopold of Austria under the ban. 
In his last sickness Celestine wished to resign his office, but the 
cardinals protested. Death released him from his perplexities 
on the 8th of January 1198. 

See " Epistolae Coelestini III. Papae," in M. Bouquet. Receuil 
des histories: des Gawks et de la France, tome 19 (Parts, 1738 ff.); 
J. P. Migne, Pairologiese tarsus completes, tome 206 (Paris, 
1855), 867 If.; further sources in Neues Archiv fur die alters 
deutsche Geschickskunde, 2. 218; It. 328 1.•

' 
 12. 411-414; P. Jaffe, 

Regesta Pontificum Romanoruns, vol. u. (2nd ed., Leipzig, 1888), 
577 ff. (XV. W. R.°) 

CEtzsmrE IV. (Godfrey Castiglione), pope in 1241, son of a 
sister of Urban III. (1185-x187), was archpriest and chancellor 
at Milan. After Urban's death he entered the Cistercian monas-
tery at Hautecombe in Savoy. In 1227 Gregory IX. created him 
cardinal priest of St Mark's,and in 1233 made him cardinal bishop 
of Sabina. Elected to succeed Gregory on the 25th of October 
1241, he died on the :oth of November, before consecration, and 
was buried in St Peter's. 

See A. Potthast, Regesta Ponftficuns ROM411011101, vol. I. (Berlin, 
1874). 940  f. 

CELESIINE.V. (St Peter Celestine), pope in 1294, was born of 
poor parents at Isernia about 2215, and early entered the 
Benedictine order. Living as a hermit on Monte Morrone 
near Sulmone in the Abruzzi, he attracted other ascetics about 
him and organized them into a congregation of the Benedictines 
which was later called the Celestines (q.v.). The .assistance of a 
vicar enabled him to escape from the growing administrative 
cares and devote himself solely to asceticism, apparently the 
only field of human activity in which he excelled. His Opuscula, 
published by Telera at Naples in 164o, are probably not genuine; 
he was indoctus libris. A fight between the Colonna and the 
Orsini, as well as hopeless dissensions among the cardinals, 
prevented a papal election for two years and three months after 
the death of Nicholas IV. Charles U. of Naples, needing a pope 
in order that he might regain Sicily, brought about a conclave. 
As the election of any cardinal seemed impossible, on the 5th of 
July 1294 the Sacred College united on Pietro di Morrone; the 
cardinals expected to rule in the name of the celebrated but 
incapable ascetic. Apocalyptic notions then current doubtless 
aided his election, for Joachim of Floris and his school looked to 
monasticism to furnish deliverance to the church and to the 
world. Multitudes came to Celestine's coronation at Aquila, 
and he began his reign the idol of visionaries, of extremists and 
of the populace. But the pope was in the power of Charles II. 
of Naples, and became his tool against Aragon. The king's son 

Louis, a layman of twenty-one, was made archbishop of Lyons. 
The cardinals, scarcely consulted at all, were discontented. 
The pope, who wanted more time for his devotions, offend to 
leave three cardinals in charge of affairs; but his proposition 
was rejected. He then wished to abdicate, and at length Bene-
detto Gaetano, destined to succeed him as Boniface 
removed all scruples against this unheard-of procedure by finehrg 
a precedent in the case of Clement I. Celestine abdicated on the 
13th of December 1294. There is no sufficient ground for fiodirg 
an allusion to this act in the noted line of Dante, " Che km per 
viltate il gran rifiuto " (" who made from cowardice the great 
refusal," Inferno, 3, 6o). Boniface at length put him in prisms 
for safe keeping; he died in a monastic cell in the castle cf 
Fumone near Anagni on the xpth of May 2296. He was canonized 
by Clement V. in 1313. 

See Wetzer und Welte and Herzog-Hauck (with mama holzbo-
graphy) as above; Jean Aurelien, SupErieur de Is Commegama 
des Celestins, La Vie admirable de . . —Saint Pierre atestal 1Barfe. 
Due, 1873); H. Finke, Ara dal Tarn Bonsfas VIII. (Minster. 
mos), pp. 24-43- (W. W. 

CELESTINE, or Cztzsrrre, a name applied to native strontium 
sulphate (SrSOs), having been suggested by the celestial blot 
colour which it occasionally presents. This colour has been 
referred to a trace of iron phosphate, but in some cases such as 
explanation appears doubtfuL The mineral is usually colocuieo, 
or has only a delicate shade of blue. Celestine crystalliZes is the 
orthorhombic system, being isomorphous with barytes (q.t.) 
The angle between the prism faces is 76° 17'. The cleavage n 
perfect parallel to the basal pinacoid, and less marked parallei to 
the prism. Although celestine much resembles barytes in its 
physical properties, having for example the same degree of hard-
ness (3), it is less dense, its specific gravity being 3 -9. Celesthe 
is a less abundant mineral than barytes. It is, however, era 
more soluble, and occurs frequently in mineral waters. W. V. 
Stoddart showed that many plants growing on Keeper mans 
containing celestine near Bristol appropriated the strontium 
salt, and the metal could be detected spectroscopically in thrir 
ashes. 

Celestine occurs in the Triassic rocks of Britain, especiany 
veins and geodes in the Keeper marl in the neighbourhood e 
Bristol. At Wickwar and Yate in Gloucestershire it is worked far 
industrial purposes. Colourless crystals,of great beauty,oaaris 
association with calcite and native sulphur in the sulphur depoes 
of Sicily, as at Girgenti. Fine blue crystals are yielded by the 
copper mines of Herrengrund, in Hungary; a dark blue fd)031.1 
form is known from Jena; and small crystals occur in at at 
Meudon near Paris. Very large tabular crystals are found to 
limestone on Strontian Island in lake Erie; and a blue 61me5 
variety from near Frankstown, Blair Co., Penn., is ratable as 
having been the original celestine on which the species Wei 
founded by A. G. Werner in 1798. 

Celestine is much used for the preparation of snot:tins 
hydrate, which is employed in refining beetroot sugar in Germen3r. 
The mineral is used also as a source of various salts of strontim 
such as the nitrate, which finds application in pyrotechny for de 
production of red fire. (F. W. R.') 

CELESTINES, a religious order founded about 126o by Pea 
of Morrone, afterwards Pope Celestine V. (tom). It WU i2 
attempt to unite the eremitical and cenobitical modes of lift 
Peter's first disciples lived as hermits on Mount Majells is the 
Abruzzi. The Benedictine rule was taken as the basis of tit 
life, but was supplemented by regulations notably incratizt 
the austerities practised. • The form of government was kormved 
largely from those prevailing in the mendicant orders. Inathi, 
though the Celestines are reckoned as a branch of the Baredx-
tines, there is little in common between them. For all that. 
St Celestine, during his brief tenure of the papacy, tried to 
spread his ideas among the Benedictines, and induced the meats 
of Monte Cassino to adopt his idea of the monastic life instead is 

St Benedict's; for this purpose fifty Celestine monks were iatro 
duced into Monte Cassino, but on Celestine's abdication of the 
papacy the project fortunately was at once abandoned. Bunn 
the founder's lifetime the order spread rapidly, and eventually 
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there were about x so monasteries in Italy, and others in France, 
Bohemia and the Netheilands. The French houses, twenty-one 
in number, formed a separate congregation, the head-house being 
in Paris. The French Revolution and those of the 19th century 
destroyed their houses, and the Celestine order seems no longer 
to exist. 

Peter of Morrone was in close contact with the Franciscan 
Spirituals of the extreme type (see FRANCISCANS), and he 
endeavoured to form an amalgamation between them and his 
hermits, under the title " Poor Hermits of Celestine." On his 
abdication the amalgamation was dissolved, and the Franciscan 
element fled to the East and was finally suppressed by Bonif ace 
VIII. and compelled to re-enter the Franciscan order. The 
habit of the Celestines was black. 

See Helyot, Flistoire des ordres religious (xm), vi. c. 23; Max 
Heimbucher, Orden and Kongregationen (x896). 3. , 22, p. 334; the 
art. " Celestiner " in Wetter and Welte, Ktrchentexicon (ed. 2), and 
Herzog-Hauck, Reakncyklapcidie (ed. 3). (E. C. B.) 

CELIBACY (Lat. caelibalus, from ceelebs, unmarried), the state 
of being unmarried, a term now commonly used in the sense of 
complete abstinence from marriage; it originally included the 
state of widowhood also, and any one was strictly a cadebs 
who had no existing spouse. Physicians and physiologists have 
frequently discussed celibacy from their professional point of 
view; but it will be sufficient to note here the results of statistical 
inquiries. It has been established by the calculations of actuaries 
that married persons—women in a considerable, but men in a 
much greater degree—have at all periods of life a greater prob-
ability of living than the single. From the point of view of public 
utility, the state has sometimes attempted to discourage celibacy. 
The best-known enactment of this kind is that of the emperor 
Augustus, best known as Lex Julia el Pa pia Poppaca. This 
disabled caelibes from receiving an inheritance unless the testator 
were related to them within the sixth degree; it limited the 
amount which a wife could take by a husband's will, or the 
husband by the wife's, unless they had children; and preference 
WAS given to candidates for office in proportion to the number of 
their children' Ecclesiastical legislators, on the other hand, 
have frequently favoured the unmarried state; and celibacy, 
partial or complete, has been more or less stringently enforced 
upon the ministers of different religions; many instances are 
quoted by IL C. Lea. The best known, of course, are the Roman 
Vestals; though here even the great honours and privileges 
accorded to these maidens were often insufficient to keep the ranks 
filled. In the East, however, this and other forms of asceticism 
have always flourished more freely; and the Buddhist monastic 
system is not only far older than that of Christendom, but also 
proportionately more extensive. ,  In early Judaism, chastity 
was indeed enjoined upon the priests at certain solemn seasons; 
but there was no at tempt to enforce celibacy upon the sacerdotal 
caste. On the contrary, all priests were the sons of priests, 
and the case of Elizabeth shows that here, as throughout the 
Jewish people, barrenness was considered a disgrace. But 
Alexander's conquests brought the Jews into contact with 
Hindu and Greek mysticism; and this probably explains the 
growth of the ascetic Essenes some two centuries before the 

ristian era. The adherents of this sect, unlike the Pharisees 
d Sadducees, were never denounced by Christ, who seems on 
e contrary to have had real sympathy with the voluntary 
"bacy of an exceptional few (Matt. xix. t a). St Paul's utterances 
this subject, though they go somewhat further, amount only 
the assertion that a struggling missionary body will find more 

cedom in its work in the absence of wives and children. At 
e same time, St Paul claimed emphatically for himself and the 
her apostles the right of leading about a wife; and he names 
s W. Smith, Did. of Greek and Roman Antiquities (3rd ed.), vol. ii. 

.41.In the 14th century, the city of Ilchi. in Chinese Tanury, pon- 
1 4 monasteries, averaging 30oo devotees in each; while in 

tbet, at the present time, there are in the vicinity of Lhassa 32 
1 monasteries, containing a population of 38,500 lamas. In 

dak the proportion of lamas to the laity is as I to 1,3, in Spiti 
SO 7, and in Burmah Ito 3o" (Lea i. 103).  

among the qualifications for a bishop, an elder and a deacon, 
that he should be " the husband of one wife." Indeed it was 
freely admitted by the most learned men of the middle ages and 
Renaissance that celibacy had been no rule of the apostolic 
church; and, though writers of ability have attempted to main-
tain the contrary even in modern times, their contentions are 
unhesitatingly rejected by the latest Roman Catholic authority. , 

 The gradual growth of clerical celibacy, first as a custom and 
then as a rule of discipline, can be traced clearly enough even 
through the scanty records of the first few centuries. The most 
ascetic Christians began to question the legality of second 
marriages on the part of either sex, as even paganism had often 
reprobated second marriages of women. Though these extremists 
were presently branded as heretics for their eccentric ultra-
ascetic tenets (Montanists, Cathari), yet as early as Tertullian's 
time (c. A.D. 22o) the right of second marriages was theoretically 
denied to the priesthood. This was logically followed by a 
revival of the old Levitical rule which required that priests should 
marry none but virgins (Lev. xxi. 7, z3). Both these rules, how-
ever, proved difficult of enforcement and seem to have rested only 
on a vague basis of public opinion; twice-married men (digami) 
were admitted to the priesthood by Pope Calixtus I. (219-222), 
and even as late as the beginning of the 5th century we find 
husbands of widows consecrated to the episcopate. The so-. 
called Apostolical Constitutions and Canons, the latter of which 
were compiled in the 4th century, give us the first clear and 
fairly general rules on the subject. Here we find " bishops and 
priests allowed to retain the wives whom they may have had 
before ordination, but not to marry in orders; the lower grades, 
deacons, subdeacons, &c., allowed to marry after entering the 
church; but all were to be husbands of but one wife, who must be 
neither a widow, a divorced woman nor a concubine " (Lea i. 28). 
Many causes, however, were already at work to carry public 
feeling beyond this stage. Quite apart from the few enthusiasts 
who would have given a literal interpretation to the text in Matt. 
xix. 12, vows of virginity became more and more frequent as the 
virtue itself was lauded by ecclesiastical writers in language 
of increasing fervour. These vows were at first purely voluntary 
and temporary; but public opinion naturally grew less and 
less tolerant of those who, having once formed and published 
so solemn a resolution, broke it afterwards. Again not only was 
the church doctrine itself more or less consciously influenced by 
the Maniclutean tenet of the diabolical origin of all matter, includ-
ing the human body, but churchmen were also naturally tempted 
to compete in asceticism with the many heretics who held this 
tenet, and whose abstinence brought them so much popular 
consideration. Moreover, in proportion as the clergy, no longer 
mere ringleaders of a despised and persecuted sect, became 
beneficiaries and administrators of rich endowments—and this 
at a time when the external safeguards against embezzlement 
were comparatively weak—a strong feeling grew up among the 
laity that church revenues should not go to support the priest's 
family! Lastly, such partial attempts as we have already 
described to enforce upon the clergy a special rule of continence, 
by their very failure, suggested more heroic measures. Therefore, 
side by side with the evidence for difficult enforcement of the 
old rules, we find an equally constant series of new and more 
stringent enactments. 

The first church council which definitely forbade marriage 
to the higher clergy was the local Spanish synod of Elvira 
(a.o. 305). A similar interpretation has sometimes been claimed 
for the third canon of that general council of Nicaea to which we 

I t Cor. vii. 25 sq., ix. 5; t Tim. iii. 2, it, 12; Titus i. 6; E. 
Vacandard in Diet. de Tkiol. Cash., sm." Celibat." 

This was a natural argument for the defenders of clerical celibacy 
even in far later times. St Bonaventura (d. 1274) puts this very 
strongly: " For if archbishops and bishops now had children, they 
would rob and plunder all the goods of the Church so that little or 
nothing would be left for the poor. For Since they now heap up 
wealth and enrich nephews removed from them by almost incal-
culable degrees of affinity, what would they do if they had legi-
timate children? . Therefore the Holy Ghost in His providence 
hath removed this stumbling-block," &c. &c. (In Sent. lib. iv. 
dist. =cavil art. i. quaest. 3). 
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owe the Nicene creed (325), but this is now abandoned by the 
best authorities on all sides. There can be no doubt, however, 
that the 4th century opened a wide breach in this respect between 
the Eastern and Western churches. The modern Greek custom 
is " (a) that most candidates for Holy Orders are dismissed from 
the episcopal seminaries shortly before being ordained deacons, 
in order that they may marry (their partners being in fact 
mostly daughters of clergymen), and after their marriage, 
return to the seminaries in order to take the higher orders; (b) 
that, as priests, they still continue the marriages thus contracted, 
but may not remarry on the death of their wife; and (c) that the 
Greek bishops, who may not continue their married life, are com-
monly not chosen out of the ranks of the married secular clergy, 
but from among the monks." I The Eastern Church, therefore, still 
adheres fairly closely to the rules laid down by the Apostolical 
Canons in the 4th century. In the West, however, a decisive 
forward step was taken by Popes Damasus and Siricius during 
the last quarter of that century. The famous decretal of Siricius 
(385) not only enjoined strict celibacy on bishops, priests and 
deacons, but insisted on the instant separation of those who had 
already married, and prescribed the punishment of expulsion 
for disobedience (Siric. Ep. f. c. 7; Migne, P.L: xlii. col. 1138). 
Although .we find Siricius a year later writing to the African 
Church on this same subject in tones rather of persuasion than . 

 of command, yet the beginning of, compulsory sacerdotal 
celibacy in the Western Church may be conveniently dated 
from his decretal of A.D. 385. Leo the Great (d. 461) and 
Gregory the Great (d. 6o4) further extended the rule of celibacy 
to subdeacons. 

For the next three or four centuries there is little to note but 
the continual evidence of open or secret resistance to these 
decrees, and the parallel frequency and stringency of ecclesi-
astical legislation, which by its very monotony bears witness 
to its own want of success. At least seven episcopal constitutions 
of the 8th and 9th centuries forbade the priest to have even his 
mother or his sister in the house.' Nor did the only difficulty 
lie in such secret breaches of the law; in many districts the 
priesthood tended to become a mere hereditary caste, to the dis-
advantage of church and state alike. In northern and southern 
Italy public clerical marriages were extremely frequent, whether 
with or without regular forms.* The see of Rouen was held for 
more than a century (942-1054)  by three successive bishops who 
were family men and two of whom were openly married.' In 
England St Swithun (d. 862) was married, though very likely by 
special papal dispensation; and the married clergy were appar-
ently predominant in Alfred's time. In spite of Dunstan's 
reforms at the end of the loth century, the Norman Lanfranc 
found so many wedded priests that he dared not decree their 
separation; and when his successor St Anselm attempted to go 
further, this seemed a perilous novelty even to so'clistinguished 
an ecclesiastic as Henry of Huntingdon, who wrote: " About 
Michaelmas of this same year (1102) Archbishop Anselm held a 
council in London, wherein he forbade wives to the English 
priesthood, heretofore not forbidden; which seemed to some a 
matter of great purity, but to others a perilous thing, lest the. 
clergy, in striving after a purity too great for human strength, 
should fall into horrible impurity, to the extreme dishonour of 
the Christian name" (lib. vii.; Migne, P.L. cxcv. col. 944). 
Yet this was at a time when the decisive and continued action of 
two great popes ought to have left no possible doubt as to the 
law of the church. 

The growing tendency of the clergy to look upon their endow- 

, Heide. Beitrage cur Kirehengesch. u.s.w. i. 139. 
See the quotations in Lea i. 156. These prohibitions were re-

newed in the 13th and 14th centuries (ibid. i. 410). 
Ratherius, Jtinerarium, c. 5 (Migne, P.L. cxxxvi. col. 585). 

Gulielmus Apulus writes of southern Italy in 1059: " In these , parts 
priests, deacons and the whole clergy were publicly married" 
(De Normann. lib. ii.). 

• Dom Pommeraye, S. Rotomag. Eat. Coneilia. pp. 56, 65: cf. 
similar instances on p. 315 of Dr A. Dresdner's Kultur-used Sinen-
geschichte d. italienischen GeistIschkeit im to. and rt. Jhdt. (Breslau, 
.1890).  

ments as hereditary fiefs, their consequent worldliness and (it 
must be added) their vices, aroused, the indignation of two 
very remarkable men in the latter half of the 11th century. 
St Pietro Damiani (988-1072) was a scholar, hermit and re-
former, who did more perhaps than any one else to combat the 
open marriages of the clergy. He complained that exhortation 
was wasted even on the bishops, " because they despair of 
attaining to the pinnacle of chastity, and have no fear of con- 
demnation in open synod for the vice of lechery. . . If this evil 
were secret [he adds], it might perhaps be borne." ,  His ESE. 
Gomorrhianus, addressed to and approved by St Leo IX., is 
sufficient in itself to explain the vehemence of his 
though it emphasizes even more strongly the impohcy of 
c=eding more severely against the open marriages of 
than against concubinage and other less public vices: , 

 found a powerful ally in the equally ascetic but far 
perious and statesmanlike Hildebrand, afterwards Pope G 
VII. Under the influence of these two men, five sue 
popes between 1045 and 1073 attempted a radical refer= 
and when, in this latter year, Hildebrand himself became 
he took measures so stringent that he has sometimes 
erroneously represented not merely as the most uncompro 
champion, but actually as the author of the strict rule of c 
for all clerics in sacred orders. His mind, strongly imbued 
the theocratic ideal, saw more clearly than any other the erroneous 
increase of influence which would accrue to a strictly celibate 
body of clergy, separated by their very ordination from the 
strongest earthly ties; and no statesman has ever pursued with 
greater energy and resolution a plan once formulated. In 
to break down the desperate, and in many places 
resistance of the clergy, he did not shrink from the pc 
course, so contrary to his general policy, of subjecting them to 
the judgment of the laity. Not only were concubinary pri 
a term which was now made to include also those who 
openly married—forbidden to serve at the altar and threa 
with actual deposition in cases of contumacy, but the laity 
warned against attending mass said by " any priest 
known to keep a concubine or subintroducta.'r 

But these heroic measures soon caused serious emb 
If the laity were to stand aloof from all incontinent 
while (as the most orthodox churchmen constantly corn 
many priests were still incontinent, then this could only result 
estranging large bodies of the laity from the sacraments of flat: 
church. It became necessary, therefore, to soften a 
which to the lay mind might imply that the virtue of a 
was weakened by the vices of its ministers; and, whereas 
Lombard (d. 16o) concludes that no excommunicated priest 
can effect transubstantiation, St Thomas Aquinas (d. 12741 
agrees with all the later Schoolmen in granting him that power, 
though to the peril of his own soul.* For, by the last quarter of 
the 13th century, the struggle had entered upon a new phase 
The severest measures had been tried, especially &sabot 
priests' unhappy partners. As early as the council of 
(952) these were condemned to be scourged, while Leo 
Urban IL, at the councils of Rome and Amalfi (zo5r, 
▪Opus=. xvii. praef. The saint's evidence is carefully 

by Dresdner (1.e.), especially on pp. 309 fL and 32: ff. 
4  Even Pope Innocent III. was compelled to decide that 

who had kept two or more concubines, successively or 
did not thereby incur the disabilities which art 
or, in other words, that a layman who had cost 
marriages and then proceeded to ordination on the death of 
second wife, could be absolved only by the pope; whereas the 
concubinary priest, " as a man branded with simple fornication. 
might receive a valid dispensation from his own bishop (Letter to 
archbishop of Lund in 1212. Regest. lib. xvi. ep. 118; 
P.L. CCXV1. col. 94). As the great canonist Gratian rem' 
a similar decretal of Pope Pelagius, " Here is a case where ler 
more rights at law than has chastity " (Deere:. p. i. dist. 
c. vii. note a). 

'The actual originator of this policy was Nicholas IL 
at Hildebrand's suggestion; but the decree remained 
a dead letter until Gregory's accession. 

▪ Peter Lombard. Sentent. lib. iv. dist. 23. Aquinas. 
Theo& pars its. Q. lxxxiii. art. 7.9. 
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adjudged them to actual slavery. ,  Such enactments naturally 
defeated their own purpose. More was done by the gentler 
missionary zeal of the Franciscans and Dominicans in the early 
13th century; but St Thomas Aquinas had seen half a century 
of that reform and had recognized its limitations; he therefore 
attenuated as much as possible the decree of Nicholas IL His 
contemporary St Bonaventura complained publicly that he 
himself and his fellow-friars were of ten compelled to hold their 
tongues about the evil clergy; partly because, even if one were 
expelled, another equally worthless would probably take his 
place, but " perhaps principally lest, if the people altogether lost 
faith in the clergy, heretics should arise and draw the people to 
themselves as sheep that have no shepherd, and make heretics of 
them, boasting that, as it were by our own testimony, the clergy 
were so vile that none need obey them or care for their teaching."' 
In cuber passages of his works St Bonaventura tells us plainly 
how little had as yet been gained by suppressing clerical 
marriages; and the evidence of orthodox and distinguished 
churchmen for the next three centuries is equally decisive. 
Alvarez Pelayo, a Spanish bishop and papal penitentiary, wrote 
in 1332 " The clergy sin commonly in these following ways . . . 
fourthlY, in that they live very incontinently, and would that 
they bad never promised continence I especially in Spain and 
southern Italy, in which provinces the sons of the laity are 
scarcely more numerous than those of the clergy." Cardinal 
Pierre d'Ailly pleaded before the council of Constance in 415 
for the reform of " that most scandalous custom, or rather abuse, 
whereby many (clergy) fear not to keep concubines in public." , 

 Meanwhile, as has been said above, the custom of open 
marriage among clergy in holy orders (priests, deacons and 
sulsdeacons) was gradually stamped out. A series of synods, 
from the early 12th century onwards, declared such marriages 
to be not only unlawful, but null and void in themselves. Yet 
the custom lingered sporadically in Germany and England until 
the last few years of the 13th century, though it seems to have 
died out earlier in France and Italy. There was also a short-
hved attempt to declare that even a clerk in lower orders should 
lose his clerical privileges on his marriage; but Boniface VIII. 
in 1300 definitely permitted such marriages under the already-
quoted conditions of the Apostolic Canons; in these cases, 
however, a bishop's licence was required to enable the cleric 
to officiate in church, and the episcopal registers show that the 
diocesans frequently insisted on the celibacy of parish-clerks. 
As the middle ages drew to a close, earnest churchmen were 
compelled to ask themselves whether it would not be better to 
let the priests marry than to continue a system under which 
concubinage was even licensed in some districts.' Serious pro-
posals were made to reintroduce clerical marriage at the great 

1  Labbe-Mansi, Coacilia, vol. mix. col. 796 and rot. col...724. Dr Lea 
is probably right in suggesting that it was a confused recollection of 
these decrees which prompted one of Cranmer's judges to assure 
him that " his children were bondmen to the see of Canterbury." 
Strype. Memorials of Crammer, bk. iii. C. 28 (ed. 1812. vol. i. p. 6o1). 

Bonaventura, Davit. Apologel. quaest. i.; cf. his parallel treatise 
Owe Frames Minoru praedicest. The first visitation of his friend 
Odo Rigakli, archbishop of Rouen, shows that about 13 % of the 
parish clergy in that diocese were notoriously incontinent (Regeskurn 
Voisationann, ed. Bonin, Rouen, 1852. pp. 17 ff.). Vacandard 
(lac. cit. p. 2087) appeals rather misleadingly to this record as proving 
the progteas made during the half-century before Odo's time. It 
is probable that there were many more offenders than these 15 % 
known to the archbishop. 

Alvarus Pelagius, De Plasm* Eccksiae, ed. 1517, f. 131a col 2* 
cf. f. iosb, col. 2; Hermann von der Hardt, Constannenns 
Ei.c. vol. i. pars. viii. coL 428. 

' This more or less regular sale of licences by bishops and arch-
deacons flourished from the days of Gregory VII. to the 16th century,• 
sec index to Lea. " Licences." Dr Lea has, however, omitted 
the most striking authority of all. Gascoigne, the most distinguished 
Oxford chancellor of his day, writing about too of John de Is Bare, 
then bishop of St David's, says that he had refused to separate the 
clergy of his diocese from their concubines, giving publicly as his 
reason, " for then I your bishop should lose the aoo marks which I 
receive yearly in my diocese for the priests' lemans " (Gascoigne, 
Lib. Vex. ed. Rogers. p. 36). Even Sir Thomas More, in his polemic 
against the Reformers, admitted that this concubinage was too often 
tolerated is  Wales (Esglisk Works, ed. 1557, p. 231, d. 619).  

reforming councils of Constance (1415) and Basel 0430; but 
the overwhelming majority of orthodox churchmen were un-
willing to abandon a rule for which the saints had fought during 
so many centuries, and to which many of them probably attri-
buted an apostolic origin." This conservative attitude was 
inevitably strengthened by the attacks first of Lollard and then 
of Lutheran heretics; and Sir Thomas More was driven to 
declare, in answer to Tyndale, that the marriage of priests, 
being essentially null and void, " defileth the priest more than 
double or treble whoredom." It is well known that this became 
one of the most violently disputed questions at the Reformation, 
and that for eight years it was felony in England to defend 
sacerdotal marriage as permissible by the law of God (Statute 
of the Six Articles, 31 Hen. VIIL c. 24). The diversity of practice 
on this point drew one of the sharpest lines between reformers 
and orthodox, until the disorders introduced by these religious 
wars tempted the latter to imitate in considerable numbers the 
licence of their rivals." This moved the emperor Charles V. to 
obtain from Paul III. dispensations for married priests in his 
dominions; and his successor Ferdinand, with the equally 
Catholic sovereigns of France, Bavaria and Poland, pleaded 
strongly at the council of Trent (1545)  for permissive marriage. 
The council, after some hesitation, took the contrary course, 
and in the gth canon of its 24th session it erected sacerdotal 
celibacy practically, if not formally, into an article of faith. 
In spite of this, the emperor Joseph II. reopened the question 
in 1783. - In France the revolutionary constitution of 1791 
abolished all restrictions on marriage, and during the Terror 
celibacy often exposed a priest to suspicion as an enemy to the 
Republic; but the better part of the clergy steadily resisted 
this innovation, and it is estimated that only about 2% were 
married. The Old Catholics adopted the principle of sacerdotal 
marriage in 2875. 

The working of the system in modern times is perhaps too 
controversial a question to be discussed here; but one or two 
points may be noted on which all fairly well informed writers 
would probably agree. It can scarcely be denied that the Roman 
Catholic clergy have always owed much of their influence to 
their celibacy, and that in many cases this influence has been 
most juftly earned by the celibate's devotion to an unworldly 
ideal. Again, the most adverse critics would admit that much 
was done by the counter-Reformation, and that modern ecclesi-
astical discipline on this point is considerably superior to that 
of the middle ages; while, on the other hand, many authorities 
of undoubted orthodoxy are ready to confess that it is not free 
from serious risks even in these days of easy publicity and 
stringent civil discipline. ,  Lastly, statistical research has 
shown that the children of the married British clergy have been 
distinguished far beyond their mere numerical proportion.' 

Aernozurzas.—Henry Charles Lea, History of Sacerdotal Celibacy
(3rd ed., rgm, 2 viols ), is by far the fullest and best work on this 
subject, though a good deal of important matter omitted by .  Dr Lea 
may be found in Die Einfukrimg der erssonagenen Elielossgkeil by 
the 'brothers Johann Anton and Augustin Themes, which was put 
on the Roman Index, though Augustin afterwards became archivist 
at the Vatican (Altenburg, 1828, 2 vols.). The history of monastic 
celibacy has not yet been fully treated anywhere; the most im-
portant evidence of the episcopal registers is either still in MS. or 
has been published only in comparatively recent years. The most 
learned work on clerical celibacy from the strictly conservative point 
of view is that of Francesco Antonio Zaccaria, Maria Polemica del 
celibate sacra (Rome, 1774) ; but  many of his most important 

One of Dr Lea's few serious mistakes is his acceptance of the 
spurious pamphlet in favour of priestly marriage which was attributed 
In the Itth century to St Ulrich of Augsburg (I. 171). 

6  Janssen, Gesck. d. deutschen Yolkes, 13th ed., vol. via. PP. 423• 
4.9; 434. Lea ii. 193, 204 

Lea (ii. 339 ff.) gives a long series of quotations to this effect from 
church synods and orthodox disciplinary writers of modern times. 

Havelock Ellis, A Study of British Genius (London, 1904, p. 80), 
" Even if we compare the church with the other professions with 
which it is most usually classed, we find that the eminent children 
of the clergy considerably outnumber those of lawyers, doctors 
and army officers put together." Mr Ellis points out, however, that 
" the clerical profession .. also produces more idiots than any other 
class." 
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conclusions are net aside by the abbe E. Vacandard in his contribu-
tion to the Dicrionnaire de Aldo& catholique (vol. ii. art. " Celibat 
ecclesiastique "). (G. G. Co.) 

CELL (from Lat. cella, probably from an Indo-European hal 
—seen in Lat. cdare, to hide; another suggestion connects the 
word with Lat. cera, wax, taking the original meaning to refer 
to the honeycomb), in its earliest application a small detached 
room in a building, particularly a small monastic house (see 
ABBEY), generally in the country, belonging to large conventual 
buildings, and intended for change of air for the monks, as well 
as places to reside in to look after the lands, vassals, &c. Thus 
Tynemouth was a cell to St Albans; Ashwell, Herts, to West-
minster Abbey. The term was also used of the small sleeping 
apartments of the monks, or a small apartment used by the 
anchorite or hermit. This use still survives in the application to 
the small separate chambers in a prison (q.s.) in which prisoners 
are confined. The word is applied to various small compartments 
which build up a compound structure such as a honeycomb, 
to the minute compartments in a tissue, &c. More particularly 
the word is used, in electrical science, of the single constituent 
compartments of a voltaic battery (q.n.), and in biology of the 
living units of protoplasm of which plants and animals are 
composed (see Crrotoov). 

CELLA, in architecture, the Latin name for the sanctuary of 
a Roman temple, corresponding with the naos of the Greek 
temple. In the Etruscan temples, according to Vitruvius, there 
were three cellas, side by side; and in the temple of Venus 
built by Hadrian at Rome there were two cellas, both enclosed, 
however, in a single peristyle. 

CELLARET (i.e. little cellar), strictly that portion of a 
sideboard which is used for holding bottles and decanters, so 
called from a cellar (which in general may be any underground 
unlighted apartment) being commonly used for keeping wine. 
Sometimes it is a drawer, divided into compartments lined with 
zinc, and sometimes a cupboard, but still an integral part of 
the sideboard. In the latter part of the 18th century, when the 
sideboard was in process of evolution from a side-table with 
drawers into the large and important piece of furniture which 
it eventually became, the cellaret was a detached receptacle. It 
was most commonly of mahogany or rosewood, many-sided or 
even octagonal, and occasionally oval, bound with broad bands 
of brass and lined with zinc partitions to hold the ice for cooling 
wine. Sometimes a tap was fixed in the lower part for drawing off 
the water from the melted ice. Cellarets were usually placed 
under the sideboard, and were, as a rule, handsome and well-
proportioned; but as the artistic impulse which created .the 
great 18th-century English school of furniture died away, 
their form grew debased, and under the influence of the English 
Empire fashion, which drew its inspiration from bastard 
classicism, they assumed the shape of sarcophagi incongruously 
mounted with lions' heads and claw-feet. Hepplewhite called 
them " gardes du yin "; they are now nearly always known as 
" wine-coolers." 

CELLE., a town of Germany, in the Prussian province of 
Hanover, on the left bank of the navigable Alter, near its junction 
with the Fuse and the Lachte, 23 m. N.E. of Hanover, on the 
main Lehrte-Hamburg railway. Pop. (19o5) 11,400, The town 
has a Roman Catholic and five Protestant churches, among the 
latter the town-church with the burial vault of the dukes of 
Luneburg-Celle. Here rest the remains of Sophia Dorothea, 
wife of the elector George of Hanover, afterwards George I. of 
England, and those of Caroline Matilda, the divorced wife of 
Christian VII. of Denmark and sister of George HI. of England, 
who resided here from 1772 until her death in 1775. The most 
interesting building in Celle is the former ducal palace, begun 
in 1485 in Late Gothic style, but with extensive Renaissance 
additions of the close of the 17th century. The building of the 
court of appeal (Oberlandesgericht), with a valuable library of 
6o,000 volumes and many MSS., including a priceless copy of 
the Sachsenspicgcl, the museum and the hall of the estates 
(Landschaftshaus) are also worthy of notice. There are manu-
factures of woollen yarn, tobacco, biscuits, umbrellas and printers'  

ink, and a lively trade is carried on in way, honey, wool and 
timber. Celle is the seat of the court of appeal from the make 
courts of Aurich, Detmold, Gottingen, Hanover, fiddeskeils, 
Llineburg, Osnabrtick, Stade and Verdes. Founded in 1141, 
the town was the residence of the dukes of Ltinebarg-C.ele; 
a cadet branch of the ducal house of Brunswick, from the 14th 
century until 1705. 

See Dehning, Cackle?* der Stadt Cells (Celle, 1891). 
CELLIER, ALFRED (1844-1890, English musical composer, 

was born at Hackney on the rat of December 1844. From 1855 
to 11160 he was a chorister at the Chapel Royal, St James's, 
under the Rev. Thomas Helmore, where Arthur Sullivan was 
one of his youthful colleagues. His first appointment was that 
of organist at All Saints' church, Blackheath (1862). In :866 
he succeeded Dr Chipp as director of the Ulster Hall concerts, 
Belfast, at the same time acting as conductor of the Belfast 
Philharmonic Society. In 1868 he returned to London as 
organist of St Alban's, Holborn. From 1871 to 1875 be was 
conductor at the Prince's theatre, Manchester; and from an 
to 1879 at various London theatres. During this period he com-
posed many comic operas and operettas, of which the most 
successful was The Sultan of Mocha, which was produced at 
Manchester in 1874, in London at the St James's theatre in 
1876, and revived at the Strand theatre in 1887. In 1880 Cdher 
visited America, producing a musical version of Longfellow's 
Masque of Pandora at Boston (1881). In 1883 his setting of 
Gray's Elegy in the form of a cantata was produced at the Leeds 
Festival. In 1886 he won the great success of his life in &reeky. 
a comic opera written to a libretto by B. C. Stephenson, which 
was produced at the Gaiety theatre on the 25th of September 
1886, and, transferred first to the Prince of Wales theatre and 
subsequently to the Lyric theatre, ran until April 1889. DIM 
(1889), and The Mountebanks, which was produced in January 
1891, a few days after the composer's death, were less successful-
Cellier owed much to the influence of Sir Arthur Sullivan. He 
bad little of the latter's humour and vivacity, but be was a ferule 
melodist, and his writing is invariably distinguished by elegance 
and refinement. He died in London on the 28th of December 
t89t. 

CELLINI, BENVEN010 (t 500-'570, Italian artist, metal 
worker and sculptor, was born in Florence, where his famiy, 
originally landowners in the Val d'Ambra, had for three genera-
tions been settled. His father, Giovanni Cellini, was a musician 
and artificer of musical instruments; he married Maria Lisabetu 
Granacci, and eighteen years elapsed before they had any 
progeny. Benvenuto (meaning " Welcome ") was the third 
child. The father destined him for the same profession as 
himself, and endeavoured to thwart his inclination for desk" 
and metal work. When he had reached the age of fifteen his 
youthful predilection had become too strong to be resisted, 
and his father reluctantly gave consent to his being apprenticed 
to a goldsmith, Antonio di Sandro, named Marron. He had 
already attracted'some notice in his native place, when, being 
implicated M a fray with some of his companions, he was banished 
for six months to Shins, where he worked for Francesco Castor°, 
a goldsmith; from thence he removed to Bologna, where be 
became a more accomplished flute-player and made progress in 
the goldsmith's art. After visiting Pisa, and after twice resettling 
for a while in Florence (where be was visited by the sculptor 
Torrigiano, who unsuccessfully suggested his accompanying 
him to England), he decamped to Rome, aged nineteen. lin 
first attempt at his craft here was a silver casket, followed by 
some silver candlesticks, and later by a vase for the bishop of 
Salamanca, which introduced him to the favourable notice of 
Pope Clement VII.; likewise at a later date one of his celebrated 
works, the gold medallion of " Leda and the Swan,"—the had 
and torso of Leda cut in hard stone—executed for Gonfaloniert 
Gabbriello Cesarino, which is now in the Vienna museum: be 
also reverted to music, practised flute-playing, and was appointed 
one of the pope's court-musicians. In the attack upon Rome by 
the constable de Bourbon, which occurred immediately after, is 
1527, the bravery and address of Cellini proved of signal service 
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to the pontiff; if we may believe his own accounts, his was the 
very hand which shot the Bourbon dead, and he afterwards killed 
Philibert, prince of Orange. His exploits paved the way for a 
reconciliation with the Florentine magistrates, and his return 
shortly after to his native place. Here he assiduously devoted 
incased to the execution of medals, the most famous of which 
feeecuted a short while later) are " Hercules and the Nemean 
Lion," in gold repousse work, and " Atlas supporting the Sphere," 
in chased gold, the latter eventually falling into the possession of 
Francis L From Florence he went to the court of the duke of 
Mantua, and thence again to Florence and to Rome, where he 
was employed not only in the working of jewelry, but also in 
the execution of dies for private medals and for the papal mint. 
Here in !sal) he avenged a brother's death by slaying the slayer; 
and shortly afterwards had to flee to Naples to shelter himself 
from the consequences of an affray with a notary, Ser Benedetto, 
whom he wounded. Through the influence of several of the 
cardinals he obtained a pardon; and on the elevation of Paul 
HI to the pontifical throne he was reinstated in his former 
position of favour, notwithstanding a fresh homicide of a gold-
smith which he had committed more by accident than of malice 
prepense in the interregnum. Once more the plots of Pierluigi 
ElMeSe, a natural son of Paul III., led to his retreat from Rome 
to Florence and Venice, and once more he was restored with 
greater honour than before. On returning from a visit to the 
court of Francis I., being now aged thirty-seven, he was im-
prisoned on a charge (apparently false) of having embezzled 
during the war the gems of the pontifical tiara; he remained 
some while confined in the castle of Sant' Angelo, escaped, was 
recaptured, and treated with great severity, and was in daily 
expectation of death on the scaffold. At last, however, he was 
released at the intercession of Pierluigi's wife, and more especi-
ally of the Cardinal d' Este of Ferrara, to whom he presented a 
splendid cup. For a while after this he worked at the court of 
Francis I. at Fontainebleau and in Paris; but he considered the 
duchesse d'Etampes to be set against him, and the intrigues of 
the king's favourites, whom he would not stoop to conciliate 
and could not venture to silence by the sword, as he had silenced 
his enemies in Rome, led him, after about five years of laborious 
and sumptuous work, and of continually-recurring jealousies and 
violences, to retire in 1545 in disgust to Florence, where he 
employed his time in works of art, and exasperated his temper 
in rivalries with the uneasy-natured sculptor Baccio Bandinelli. 
The first collision between the two had occurred several years 
before when Pope Clement VII. commissioned Cellini to mint 
his coinage. Now, in an altercation before Duke Cosimo, 
Bandinelli insultingly stigmatized Benvenuto as guilty of gross 
immorality; in his autobiography Cellini rather repels than 
denies the charge, but he certainly repels it with demonstrative 
and grotesque vivacity. Two somewhat similar charges had 
been made ere this: one in Paris, which he braved out in court 
—the other, in Florence, was a mere private quarrel, and perhaps 
undeserving of attention. During the war with Siena Cellini 
was appointed to strengthen the defences of his native city, 
and, though rather shabbily treated by his ducal patrons, he 
continued to gain the admiration of his fellow-citizens by the 
magnificent works which he produced. He died in Florence in 
1 574 unmarried, and leaving no posterity, and was buried with 
great pomp in the church of the Annunziata. He had supported 
in Florence a widowed sister and her six daughters. 

Besides the works in gold and silver which have been adverted 
to, Cellini executed several pieces of sculpture on a grander scale. 
The most distinguished of these is the bronze group of " Perseus 
holding the head of Medusa," a work (first suggested by Duke 
Cosimo de' Medici) now in the Loggia dei Lanai at Florence, full 
of the fire of genius and the grandeur of a terrible beauty, one 
of the most typical and unforgettable monuments of the Italian 
Rersissance. The casting of this great work gave Cellini the 
utmost trouble and anxiety; and its completion was hailed with 
rapturous homage from all parts of Italy. The original relief 
from the foot of the pedestal—Perseus and Andromeda—is in 
the Bargello, and replaced by a cast. 

Not less characteristic of its splendidly gifted and barbarically 
untameable author are the autobiographical memoirs which he 
composed, beginning them in Florence in 1558,—a production 
of the utmost energy, directness and racy animation, setting forth 
one of the most singular careers in all the annals of fine art. 
His amours and hatreds, his passions and delights, his love of 
the sumptuous and the exquisite in art, his self-applause and self-
assertion, running now and again into extravagances which it is 
impossible to credit, and difficult to set down as strictly conscious 
falsehoods, make this one of the most singular and fascinating 
books in existence. Here we read, not only of the strange and 
varied adventures of which we have presented a hasty sketch, 
but of the devout complacency with which Cellini could con-
template a satisfactorily achieved homicide; of the legion of 
devils which he and a conjuror evoked in the Colosseum, after one 
of his not innumerous mistresses had been spirited away from 
him by her mother; of the marvellous halo of light which he 
found surrounding his head at dawn and twilight after his Roman 
imprisonment, and his supernatural visions and•angelic protection 
during that adversity; and of his being poisoned on two several 
occasions. If he is unmeasured in abusing some people, he is 
also unlimited in praising others. The autobiography has been 
translated into English by Thomas Roscoe, by J. A. Symonds, 
and by A. Macdonald. Cellini also wrote treatises on the gold-
smith's art, on sculpture, and on design (translated by C. IL 
Ashbee, 1899). 

Among his works of art not already mentioned, many of which 
have perished, were a colossal Mars for a fountain at Fontaine-
bleau and the bronzes of the doorway, coins for the Papal and 
Florentine states, a Jupiter in silver of life size, and a bronze 
bust of Bindo Altoviti. The works of decorative art are, speaking 
broadly, rather florid than chastened in style. 

In addition to the bronze statue of Perseus and the medallions 
already referred to, the works of art in existence to-day executed 
by him are the celebrated salt-cellar made for Francis I. at Vienna; 
a medallion of Clement VU. in commemoration of the peace 
between the Christian princes, 1530, with a bust of the pope on 
the reverse and a figure of Peace setting fire to a heap of arms 
in front of the temple of Janus, signed with the artist's name; 
a medal of Francis I. with his portrait, also signed; and a medal 
of Cardinal Pietro Bembo. Cellini, while employed at the papal 
mint at Rome during the papacy of Clement VIloand later of 
Paul ILL, executed the dies of several coins and medals, some 
of which still survive at this now defunct mint. He was also 
in the service of Alessandro de' Medici, first duke of Florence, 
for whom he executed in 1535 a forty-soldi piece with a bust 
of the duke on one side and standing figures of the saints Cosmo 
and Damian on the other. Some connoisseurs attribute to his 
hand several plaques, " Jupiter crushing the Giants," " Fight 
between Perseus and Phinaeus," a Dog, &c. 

The important works which have perished include the uncom-
pleted chalice intended for Clement VII.; a gold cover for a 
prayer-book as a gift from Pope Paul III. to Charles V.,—both 
described at length in his autobiography; large silver statues of 
Jupiter, Vulcan and Mars, wrought for Francis I. during his 
sojourn in Paris; a bust of Julius Caesar; and a silver cup for 
the cardinal of Ferrara. The magnificent gold " button," or 
morse, made by Cellini for the cope of Clement VII., the com-
petition for which is so graphically described in his autobiography, 
appears to have been sacrificed by Pius VI., with many other 
priceless specimens of the goldsmith's art, in furnishing the 
indemnity of 30,000,000 francs demanded by Napoleon at the 
conclusion of the campaign against the States of the Church in 
1797. According to the terms of the treaty, the pope was per-
mitted to pay a third of that sum in plate and jewels. Fortunately 
there are in the print room of the British Museum three water-
colour drawings of this splendid morse by F. Bertoli, done at the 
instance of an Englishman named Tatman in the first half of the 
18th century. The obverse and reverse, as well as the rim, 
are drawn full size, and moreover the morse with the precious 
stones set therein, including a diamond then considered the 
second largest in the world, is fully described. 
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CELLULOSE, the name given to both an individualcellulose 
proper, in the restricted sense of a chemical individual—and to 
a group of substances, the celluloses or cellulose group, which 
constitute in infinitely varied forms the containing envelope of 
the plant cell. They are complex carbohydrates, or " saccharo-
colloids " (Tollens), and are resolved by ultimate hydrolysis 
jnto monoses. The typical cellulose is represented by the 
empirical formula C,11,001, identical with that of starch, with 
which it has many chemical analogies as well as physiological 
correlations. The representative " cellulose " is the main con-
stituent of the cotton fibre substance, and is obtainable by 
treating the raw fibre with boiling dilute alkalis, followed by 
chlorine gas or bromine water, or simply by alkaline oxidants. 
The cellulose thus purified is further treated with dilute acids, 
and then exhaustively with alcohol and ether. Chemical 
filter-paper (Swedish) is practically pure cellulose, the final 
purification consisting in exhaustive treatment with hydro-. 
fluoric acid to remove silicious inorganic residues. The " cellu-
lose " group, however, comprises a series of substances which, 
while presenting the characters generally similar to those of 
cotton cellulose, also exhibit marked divergences. The re-
semblances are maintained in their synthetical reactions; but 
reactions involving the decomposition of the complex show many 
variations. For example, cotton cellulose is difficultly hydrolysed; 
other celluloses are more or less readily split up by dilute acids, 
the extreme members readily yielding sugars: the hexoses-
dextrose, mannose and galactose; and the pentoses—xylose 
and arabinose; these less resistant cell-wall constituents are 
termed herni-celluloses. 

The celluloses proper are essentially non-nitrogenous, though 
originating in the cell protoplasm. The cell-walls of the lower 
cryptogams, similarly purified, retain a notable proportion 
—2.o-4.o%—of constitutional nitrogen. When hydrolysed 
these fungoid celluloses yield, in addition to monoses, glucosamine 
and acetic acid. The celluloses of the phanerogams are generally 
associated, in a degree rangingfrom physical mixture to chemical 
union, with other complicated substances, constituting the 
" compound celluloses." The nature of the associated groups 
affords a convenient classification 
into pecto-celluloses, ligno-cellu-
loses and cuto-celluloses. Peck-
celluloses are so named because 
the associated substances—carbo-
hydrates, together with their oxi-
dation products, i.e. containing 
either two carbonyls (CO) in the 
unit group or carboxyl (CO.OH) 
groups in a complex—are readily 
hydrolysed by weak acids to the 
gelatinous " pectic acids " or their 
salts. Ligno-cdiuloses are the 
substances of lignified tissue, the 
non-cellulose constituents of which 
are characterized by the presence 
of benzenoid and furfuroid groups; 
and although essentially complex,  

they may be regarded as homogeneous, and are eonvenimdy 
grouped under the name lignone. The lignone complex reacts, 
by its unsaturated groups, with the halogens. It is a complex 
containing but little hydroxyl; and is of relatively high 
carbon percentage (ss.o-57.o%). Ciao-celluloses predominate 
in the protective coatings of plant organs, and are characta. 
Med by constituent groups, the decomposition products of 
which are compounds of the fatty series, and also wax akobols, 
acids, cholesterols, &c. 

The typical pecto-cellulose is the flax fibre, i.e. the bast fiber 
of the flax plant (Linum usitalissionunt), as it exam in the 
plant, or as the commercial textile fibre in its raw state. Rita, 
or ramie, is another leading textile fibre in which the cellulose 
occurs associated with alkali-soluble colloidal carbohydrates. 
Pecto-celluloses are found in the stems of the Graminese (cereal 
straws, esparto), and in the fibro-vascular bundles of Asonocotyle-
dons used as textile and rope-making fibres. They as the chief 
constituents of the fleshy parenchyma of fruits, tubers, rhizomes. 
Ligno-celluloses find their chemical representative in the jute 
fibre. They constitute the woods, and are therefore of the 
widest distribution and the highest industrial utility. It is 
important to note that k complex having all the chemical 
characteristics of a ligno-cellulose occurs in a soluble colloidal 
form in the juice of the white currant. The formation of ligno-
cellulose is the chemical equivalent of the morphological change 
of the plant cell known as " lignification." The typical cmo-
celluloses are the epidermal tissues of all growing plants or 
organs, which are easily detached from the underlying times 
which it is their function to protect. To subserve this function, 
they are extremely resistant to the attack of reagents. The 
associated groups are mostly of the normal saturated series. and 
of very high molecular weight. 

Cellulose andBoranicalScittice.—Theelaboration of cellulose„i.e. 
of the cell walls, and its morphological and physiological aspects 
are discussed in the articles Prisms: Physiology, Anaiowy: 
and CYTOLOGY; while in the article COAL the part played by 
cellulose in the formation of these deposits receives treatment: 
here we may deal with its general relation to agriculture. In the 
analysis of fodder plants and other vegetable product, the 
residue obtained after successive acid and alkaline hydrolysis is 
the " crude fibre " of the agricultural chemist, and is generally 
taken as a measure of the actual cellulose contents of the raw 
material. We give in tabular form the average percentage of 
crude fibre in typical food-stuffs and agricultural produce:- 
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The above figures have a purely empirical value, since they 

represent a complicated mixture of various residues derived from 
the celluloses and compound celluloses. This mixture may be 
further resolved, and by special quantitative methods the pro-
portions of actual cellulose, ligno-cellulose and cuto-celluloses 
estimated (J. Konig, Bee., loon, 39, p. 3564). The figures are 
taken as an inverse measure of digestibility; at the same time 
it has been established that this group of relatively indigestible 
food constituents are more or less digestible and assimilable 

flesh and fat producers. The percentage or coefficient of 
tibility of the celluloses of the more important food-stuffs-

n fodder, hay, straw and grains—varies from zo to 75%. 
It has also been established that their physiological efficiency is, 
under certain conditions, quite equal to that of starch. 

It must also be borne in mind that the indigestible food resi-
dues, as finally voided by the animal, have played an important 
mechanical part as an aid to digestion of those constituents 
more readily attacked in the digestive tract of animals. They 
are further an important factor of the agricultural cycle. Re-
turned to the soil as " farm-yard manure," mixed with other 
cellulosic matter which has served as litter, they add " fibre " 
to the soil and, as a mechanical diluent of the mineral soil 
components, maintain this in a more open condition, penetrable 
by the at mospheric gases, and promoting distribution of moisture. 
Further by breaking down, with production of " humus," a 
complex of colloidal " unsaturated " bodies of acid function, 
they fulfil important chemical functions by interaction with the 
mineral soil constituents. 

Chemistry of Cellulose.—Purified cotton cellulose, which is the 
definitive prototype of the cellulose group or series, is a complex 
of monoses or their " residues." It is resolved by solution in 
sulphuric acid and subsequent hydrolysis of the esters thus 
produced into dextrose. This fundamental fact with its ele-
mentary composition, most simply expressed by the formula 

has caused it to be regarded as a polyanhydride of 
dextrose. Forming, as it does, simple esters in the ratio of the 
reacting hydroxyls 3011: Ca-1,00,, and taking into account its 
direct converson into ca.brom-methyl furfural (Fenton) a 
constitutional formula has been proposed by A. G. Green (Zeit. 
Farb. Testi! Chen:. 3, pp. 97 and 309 (1904)), which is a useful 
generalization of its reactions, and its ultimate relations to the 

CH (OH)•CH -CII (OH) 
simpler carbohydrates, viz., I 	>0 >0 	Green con- 

C H (OH)-C11-0-1, 
faders, moreover, that a group thus formulated may consistently 
represent the actual dimensions of the reacting unit, but that 
unit of larger dimensions, if postulated, is easily derived from the 
above by oxygen linkings. 

From another point of view the unit group has been formu-
,C1I(01-1)•CH(011) 

fated as CO 
sCH(OH)•CH (01-1 

>CH, . the main linkingof such units in the 
) 

complex taking place as between their respective CO and 
groups in t he alternativeenolic formCH—C(011). This vicwgives 
expression to the genetic relations of the celluloses to the ligno-
celluloses, to the tendency to carbon condensation as in the 
formation of coals, and pseudo-carbons, to the relative resistance 

of cellulose to hydrolysis, and its other points of differentiation 
from starch, and more particularly to the ketonic character of its 
carbonyl (CO) groups, which is also more in harmony with the 
mtperimental facts established by Fenton as to the production of 

,ethyl furfural. 
The probability, however, is that no simple molecular formula 

adequately represents the constitution of cellulose as it actually 
exists or indeed reacts. On the other hand, it has been suggested 

that cellulose is to be regarded as representing a condition of 
matter analogous to that of a saline electrolyte in solution, i.e. 
as a complex of molecular aggregates, and of residues (of monosc 
groups) having distinct and opposite polarities; such a complex 
is essentially labile and its configuration will change progressively 
under reaction. The exposition of this-view is the subject of 

a publication by Cross and Bevan (Researches ors Cellulose, ii. 

1906). The main purpose is to give full effect to the colloidal  

characteristics of cellulose and its derivatives, with reference to 
the modern theory of the colloidal state as involving a particular 
internal equilibrium of amphoteric electrolytes. 

The typical cellulose is a white fibrous substance familiar to 
us in the various forms of bleached cotton. Other fibrous cellu-
loses are equally characteristic as to form and appearance, e.g. 
bleached flax, hemp, ramie. It is hygroscopic, absorbing 6 to 
7% its weight of moisture from the air. When dry, it is an 
electrical insulator, and has a specific inductive capacity of 
about 7: when wetted it is a conductor, and manifests electro-
lytic phenomena.' It is insoluble in water and in the ordinary 
solvents; it dissolves, however, in a 40-50% solution of zinc 
chloride, and in ammoniacal solutions of copper oxide (3% 
CuO, 13% NH3): from these solutions it is obtained as a highly 
hydrated, gelatinous precipitate, from the former by dilution or 
addition of alcohol, from the latter by acidification; these solu-
tions have important industrial application. Projected or drawn 
into a precipitating solution they may be solidified continuously 
to threads of various, but controlled dimensions: the regenerated 
cellulose, now amorphous, in its finer dimensions is known as 
artificial silk or lustra-cellulose. These forms of cellulose retain 
the general characters of the original fibrous and " natural " 
celluloses. In composition they differ somewhat by combination 
with water (of hydration), which they retain in the air-dry con-
dition. They also further combine with an increased proportion 
of atmospheric moisture, viz. up to to-it% of their weight. 

Derhutisrs.—Important derivatives are the esters or ethereal 
salts of both inorganic and organic acids, cellulose behaving as an 
alcohol, the highest esters indicating that it reacts as a trihydric 
alcohol of the formula 1710 61170,(OH),]. The nitrates result by 
the action of concentrated nitric acid, either alone or in the 
presence of sulphuric acid: the normal dinitrate represents a 
definite stage in the series of nitrates, and the ester at this point 
manifests the important property of solubility in various alco-
holic solvents, notably ether-alcohol. Such nitrates are the 
basis of collodion, of artificial silk by the processes of Chardonnet 
and Lehner, and of celluloid or xylonite. Higher nitrates are 
also obtainable up to the limit of the trinitrate, which is insoluble 
in ether or alcohol, but is soluble in nitroglycerin, nitrobenzene 
and other solvents. These higher nitrates are the basis of the 
most important modern explosives. 

Cellulose reacts directly with acetic anhydride to form low 
esters; in the presence of sulphuric acid the reaction proceeds 
to higher limits; the triacetate is soluble in chloroform. The 
acid sulphuric ester, C6H60b(SO4H),, is obtained by the action of 
sulphuric acid, but its relation to the original cellulose is doubt-
ful. The monobenzoatc and dibenzoate are formed by benzoyl 
chloride reacting on alkali-cellulose (see below). Cellulose 
xanthates are obtained from carbon bisulphide and alkali-
cellulose; . these are water soluble derivatives and the basis of 
" viscose," and of important industries. Mixed esters—aceto-
sulphate, aceto-benzoate, nitrobenzoyl nitrates, aceto-nitro-
sulphates—have also been investigated. 

Cellulose (cotton), when treated with a r5-zo% caustic 
soda solution, gives the compound C,11.0,-H0-2Na0H, 
alkali-cellulose, the original riband-like form with reticulated 
walls of the cellulose being transformed into a smooth-walled 
cylinder. The structural changes in the ultimate fibre deter-
mine very considerable changes in the dimensions of fabrics so 
treated. The reactions and structural changes were investigated 
by J. Mercer, and are known generally as " mercerization." In 
recent years a very large industry in " mercerized " fabrics 
(cotton) has resulted from the observation that if the shrinkages 
of the yarns and fabrics be antagonized by mechanical means, 
a very high lustre is developed. 

Similar, but less definite compounds, are formed with the 
oxides of lead, manganese, barium, iron, aluminium and 
chromium. These derivatives, which also find industrial applica-
tions in the dyeing and printing of fabrics, differ but little in 

C. F. Cross and E.J. Bevan, Jour. Chem. Soc., 1895, 67, p. 449: 
C. R. Darling, Jour. Faraday Soc. 1904; A. Campbell, Trans. Roy. 
Soc. 1906. 
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appearance from the original cellulose, and are without influence 
on its essential characteristics. 

Decompositions.—Hydrolysis:—By solution in sulphuric acid 
followed by dilution and boiling the diluted solution cellulose 
hydrolyses to fermentable sugars; this reaction is utilized 
industrially in the manufacture of glucose from rags. Hydro-
chloric acid produces a friable mass of " hydrocellulose," 
probably C12112s0u, insoluble in water, but readily attacked 
by alkalis, with the production of soluble derivatives; some 
dextrose is formed in the original reaction. Hydrobromic acid 
in ethereal solution gives furfurane derivatives. Cold dilute 
acids have no perceptible action on cellulose. The actions of 
such acids are an important auxiliary to bleaching, dyeing 
and printing processes, but they require careful limitation in 
respect of concentration and temperature. Cellulose is extremely 
resistant to the action of dilute alkalis: a 1-2% solution of 
sodium hydrate having little action at temperatures up to Ise; 
hence the use of caustic soda, soda ash and sodium silicate in 
bleaching processes, i.e. for the elimination of the non-cellulose 
components of the raw fibres. Oxidation in acid solutions 
gives compounds classed as " oxycelluloses," insoluble in water, 
but more or less soluble in alkalis; continued oxidation gives 
formic, acetic and carbonic adds. Oxidation in alkaline solution 
is more easily controlled and limited; solutions of bleaching 
powder, or more generally of alkaline hydrochlorites, receive 
industrial application in oxidizing the coloured impurities of the 
fibre, or residues left after more or less severe alkali treatments, 
leaving the cellulose practically unaffected. This, however, 
is obviously a question of conditions: this group of oxidants 
also oxidize to oxycellulose, and under more severe conditions 
to acid products, e.g. oxalic and carbonic acids. Certain bacteria 
also induce decompositions which are resolutions into ultimate 
products of the lowest molecular dimensions, as hydrogen, 
carbon dioxide, methane, acetic acid and butyric acid (Omeliansky) 
(Handb. Team. Mykologie (P. Later] pp. 245-268), but generally 
the cellulose complex is extremely resistant to the organic 
ferments. Cellulose burns with a luminous flame to carbon 
dioxide and water; dry distillation gives a complicated mixture 
of gaseous and liquid products and a residue of charcoal or 
pseudo-carbon. Chromic acid in sulphuric acid solutions effects 
a complete oxidation, i.e. combustion to water and carbonic acid. 

Ligno-cdluloses.—These compounds have many of the 
characteristics of the cellulose esters; they are in effect ethereal 
compounds of cellulose and the quinonoid lignone complex, 
and the combination resists hydrolysis by weak alkalis or acids. 
The cellulose varies in amount from 8o to so%, and the lignone 
varies inversely as the degree of lignification, that is, from the 
lignified bast fibre of annuals, of which jute is a type, to the dense 
tissues of the perennial dicotyledonous woods, typified by the 
beech. The empirical formula of the lignone complex varies 
from Ce,HeOs (jute) to CsH.040 (pine wood). In certain 
reactions the non-cellulose or lignone constituents are selectively 
converted into soluble derivatives, and may be separated as 
such from the cellulose which is left; for example, chlorination 
gives products soluble in sodium sulphite solution, by the com-
bination of unsaturated groups of the lignone with the halogen, 
while digestion with bisulphite solutions at elevated tempera-
tures (tdo*-160°) gives soluble sulphonated derivatives. This 
last reaction is employed industrially in the preparatioa of cellu-
lose for paper-making from coniferous woods. These reactions 
are " quantitative " since they depend upon well-defined con-
stitutional features of the lignone complex, and the resolution 
of the ligno-cellulose takes place with no further change in the 
lignone than the synthetical combination with the substituting 
groups. The constituent groups of the lignone specifically 

HC 

reacting are of benzenoid type of the probable form H.c  

CO 
deduced from the similarity of the chlorinated derivatives 
to mairogallol, the product of the action of chlorine on 
pyrogallol in acetic acid solution (A. IlantzSc.h, BM, Zo, II. 2033). 

The complex contains methoxy (0C113) groups. There is oho 
present a residue which is readily broken down by oxidt— ing 
agents, and indeed by simple hydrolysis, to acetic acid. 
Another important group of actual constituents are pentasaaes 
—partially isolated as " wood gum " by solution in alkalis 
—and furfural derivatives (hydroxy furfurals) derived from 
these. The actual constitutional relationships of these moil 
groups, as well as the localization of the methoxy groups, are 
still problematical. 

Certain colour reactions are characteristic, though they are 
in some cases reactions of certain constituents invariably present 
in the natural forms of the ligno-cellulose; which may be re-
moved without affecting the essential character of the lignane 
complex. Aniline salts generally give a yellow coloration. 
dimethyl-para-phenylenediamine gives a deep red coloration, 
phloroglucin in hydrochloric acid gives a crimson coloration. 
Reactions more definitely characteristic of the lignone are:— 
ferric ferrocyanide, which is taken up and transformed into 
Prussian blue throughout the fibre, without affecting its structure, 
although there may be as much as a so% gain in weight; iodine 
in potassium iodide solution gives a deep brown colour due to 
absorption of the halogen, a reaction which admits of quantitative 
application, i.e. as a measure of the proportion of ligno-cellulose 
in a fibrous mixture; nitric acid gives a deep orange yellow 
coloration; digested with the dilute acid (s- so% IIN0s) at so° 
the ligno-celluloses are entirely resolved, the lignone complex 
being attacked and dissolved in the form of nitredo-ketoric 
acids, which, on continued heating, are finally resolved to 
oxalic, acetic, formic and carbonic acids. 

Derivatives of Ligno-cellulose.—By reaction with chlorite 
jute yields the derivative CalidC140o, soluble in alcohol, and is 
acetic acid; this derivative has the reactions of a qui:sole 
chloride. By reaction with sodium sulphite it is converted into 
a hydroquinone sulphonate of deep purple colour. The reactioo 
of the ligno-ceUuloses (pine wood) with the bisulpbites yiekls 
the soluble derivatives of the general formula CoH2OES0,11 
(containing two 0.Cli 1  groups). Jute reacts with nitric acid to 
presence of sulphuric acid to form nitrates; and with acetic 
anhydride to form low acetates. It reacts with alkaline hydrates 
with structural changes similar to those obtained with cotton; 
and by the further action of benzoyl chloride and of carbon 
bisulphide upon the resulting compounds there result the cor-
responding benzoates and xanthates respectively. But these 
synthetical derivatives are mixtures of cellulose and lignose 
derivatives, and so far of merely theoretical interest. 

Decompositions of Ligno-ceUtelose.- -In addition to the specific 
resolutions above described which depend upon the distinctiot 
chemical characters of the cellulose and lignone respectively, 
the following may be noted: to simple hydrolytic agents the 
two groups are equally resistant, therefore by boiling with dilute 
acids or alkalis the groups are attacked taxi pane. Weak 
oxidants may also be used as bleaching agents to remove coloured 
by-products without seriously attacking the ligno-cellulose 
which is obtained in its bleached form. Nitric acid of all strengths 
effects complete resolution. Chromic acid in dilute solutions 
combines with the lignone complex, but in presence of hydro-
lysing acids total oxidation of the lignone is determined. The 
principal products are oxalic, carbonic, formic and acetic acids. 
This reaction is an index of constitution. Generally, the Emu 
is attacked under many conditions and by many reagents which 
are without action upon cellulose, by virtue of its unsaturated 
constitution, and its acid and aldehydic residues. 

Cuto-cellulose.—A typical cub -cellulose is-the cuticle (peel) of 
the apple which, when purified by repeated hydrolytic treatment 
and finally by alcohol and ether, gives a product of the composi-
tion C 5-66%, H... r-Sy %, 0 ■•• 14.97%. Hydrolysis by 
strong alkalis gives stearo-cutic acid, CoH.0 4, and oleo-cutie 
acid, Calm°, (Frdmy). Cork is a complex mixture cottainiag 
various compound celluloses: extraction with alcohol removes 
certain fatty alcohols and acids, and aromatic derivatives related 
to tannic acid; the residue is probably a mixture of cellulose. 
ligno-cellulose, cerin, Coli10 and suberin; the latter Aide 

CO 
CO' 
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itearic acid, Cislis0a, and the add CsHoOs. The cuto-
celluloses have been only superficially investigated, and, with 
the exception of cork, are of but little direct industrial importance. 

/usual& Uses of Cellulose. —The applications of cellulose to 
the necessities of human life, infinitely varied in kind as they are 
colossal in magnitude, depend upon two groups of qualities or 
properties, (i) structural, (2) chemical. The manufactures of 
vegetable textiles and of paper are based upon the fibrous forms 
of the naturally occurring celluloses, together with such structural 
qualities as are expressed in the terms strength, elasticity, 
specific gravity. As regards chemical properties, those which 
come into play are chiefly the negative quality of resistance to 
chemical change, this is obviously a primary factor of value in 
enabling fabrics to withstand wear and tear, contact with 
atmospheric oxygen and water, and such chemical treatments as 
laundrying; positive chemical properties are brought into play 
in the auxiliary processes of dyeing, printing, and the treatment 
and preparation in connexion with these. Staple textiles of 
this group are cotton, flax, hemp and jute; other fibres are used 
in rope-making and brush-making industries. These subjects 
are treated in special articles under their own headings and in 
the article FIBRES. The course of industrial development in the 
toll century has been one of enormous expansion in use and 
considerable refinement in methods of preparation and manu-
facture. Efforts to introduce new forms of cellulose have had 
little result. Rhea or ramie has been a favourite subject of 
investigation; the industry has been introduced into England, 
and doubtless its development is only a question of time, 
as on the continent of Europe the production of rhea yarns 
is well established, though it is still only a relatively small 
trade—probably two or three tons a day total production. The 
paper trade has required to seek new sources of cellulose, in 
consequence of the enormous expansion of the uses of paper. 
Important phases of development were: (a) in the period of 186o to 
182o, the introduction of esparto, which has risen to a consump-
tion of 25o,000 tons a year in the United Kingdom, at which 
figure it remains fairly steady; (a) the decade 187o to t88o, 
which saw the development of the manufacture of cellulose from 
coniferous woods, and this industry now furnishes a staple of 
world-wide consumption, though the industry Is necessarily 
localized in countries where the coniferous woods are available 
in large quantities. As a development of the paper industry we 
must mention the manufacture of paper textiles, based upon the 
production of pulp yarns. Paper pulps are worked into flat 
strips, which are then rolled into cylindrical form, and by a final 
twisting process a yarn is produced sufficiently strong to be 
employed in weaving. 

What we may call the special cellulose industries depend upon 
specific chemical properties of cellulose, partly intrinsic, partly 
belonging to the derivatives such as the esters. Thus the cellu-
lose nitrates are the bases of our modern high explosives, as well 
as those now used for military purposes. Their use has been 
steadily developed and perfected since the middle of the loth 
century. The industries in celluloid, xylonite, &c., also depend 
upon the nitric esters of cellfilose, and the plastic state which 
they assume when treated with solvent liquids, such as alcohol, 
amyl acetate, camphor and other auxiliaries, in which state 
they can be readily moulded and fashioned at will. They have 
taken all important place as structural materials both in useful 
and artistic applications. The acetates of cellulose have recently 
been perfected, and are used in coating fine wires for electrical 
purposes, especially in instrument-making; this use depends 
upon their electrical properties of high insulation and low in-
ductive capacity. Hydrated forms of cellulose, which result 
from treatment with various reagents, are the bases of the 
following industries: vegetable parchment results from the 
action of sulphuric acid upon cellulose (cotton) in the form of 
Paper, followed by that of water, which precipitates the partially 
colloidalized cellulose. This industry is carried out on " con-
tinuous" machinery, the cellulose, in the form of paper, being 
treated in rolls. Vulcanized fibre is produced by similar pro-
cesses, as for instance by treating paper with zinc chloride  

solvents and cementing together a number of sheets when in the 
colloidal hydrated state; the goods are exhaustively washed to 
remove last traces of soluble electrolytes; this is necessary, as 
the product is used for electrical insulation. The solvent action 
of cupro-ammonium is used in treating cellulose goods, cotton 
and paper, the action being allowed to proceed sufficiently to 
attack the constituent fibres and convert them into colloidal 
cupro-ammonium compounds, which are then dried, producing 
a characteristic green-coloured finish of colloidal cellulose and 
rendering the goods impervious to water. The.important in-
dustry of mercerization has been mentioned above; this is 
carried out on both yarns and cloth of cotton goods chiefly 
composed of Egyptian cottons. A high lustrous finish is 
produced, giving the goods very much the appearance of silk. 

Of special importance are the more recent developments in 
the production of artificial fibres of all dimensions, by spinning 
or drawing the solutions of cellulose or derivatives. Three such 
processes are in course of evolution. (r) The first is based on the 
nitrates of cellulose which are dissolved in ether-alcohol, and 
spun through fine glass jets into air or water, the unit threads 
being afterwards twisted together to constitute the thread used 
for weaving (process of Chardonnet and Lehner). These pro-
cesses were developed in the period 4883 to t897, at which later 
date they had assumed serious industrial proportions. (a) The 
cupro-ammonium solution of cellulose is similarly employed, 
the solution being spun or drawn into a strong acid bath which 
instantly regenerates cellulose hydrate in continuous length. 
(3) Still more recently the " viscose " solution of cellulose, i.e. 
of the cellulose xanthogenic acid, has been perfected for the 
production of artificial silk or lustra-cellulose; the alkaline 
solution of the cellulose derivative being drawn either into 
concentrated ammonium salt solutions or into acid baths. 
This product, known as artificial silk, prepared by the three 
competing processes, was in agog an established textile with a 
total production in Europe of about scoo tons a year, a quantity 
which bids fair to be very largely increased by the advent of the 
viscose proms, which will effect a very considerable lowering 
in the cost of production. The viscose solution of cellulose is 
also used for a number of industrial effects in connexion with 
paper-sizing, paper-coating, textile finishes, and the production 
of book cloth and leather cloth, and, solidified in solid masses, 
is used in preparing structural solids which can be moulded, 
turned and fashioned. 

For the special literature of cellulose treated from the general 
point of view of this article, the reader may consult the following 
works by C. F. Cross and E. I. Bevan: Cellulose (1815, 2nd ed. 
1903), Researches on Cellulose, 1. (zgos), Researches on Cellulose, ii. 
(1906). (C. F. C.) 

CELSIUS, ANDERS (a7ox-1744), Swedish astronomer, was 
born at Upsala on the 27th of November 1701. He occupied 
the chair of astronomy in the university of his native town 
from I73o to 1744, but travelled during 1732 and some subse-
quent years in Germany, Italy and France. At Nuremberg be 
published in 1733 a collection of 316 observations of the aurora 
borealis made by himself and others 1716-1732. In Paris he 
advocated the measurement of an arc of the meridian in Lapland, 
and took part, in 1736, in the expedition organized for the 
purpose by the French Academy. Six years later he described 
the centigrade thermometer in a paper read before the Swedish 
Academy of Sciences (see 'THERMOMETRY). His death occurred 
at Upsala on the 25th of April '744. He wrote: Nova Methodus 
distantiam soils a terra deternsitiandi (173o); De observationibus 
pro figure telluris deternsinanda (1738); besides many less 
important works. 

See W. Ostwald's Rlassiker der exaden Wisseruchaftes, No. 37 
(Leipzig, 1904), where Celsius's memoir on the thermometric scale 
is given in German with critical and biographical notes (p. 132); 
Marie. Nistaire des sciences, viii. 3o; Poggendorff's Biog.-literarisches 
Handworkrbuck. 

CELSUS (c. a.o. 178), a 2nd-century opponent of Christianity, 
known to us mainly through the reputation of his literary work, 
The True Word (or Account; land* Xbyos), published by 
Origen in 248, seventy years after its composition. In that year, 
though the Church was under no direct threat of attack, owing 
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to the inertia of the emperor Philip the Arabian, the atmosphere 
was full of conflict. The empire was celebrating the l000th 
anniversary of its birth, and imperial aspirations and ideas were 
naturally prominent. Over against the state and the worship 
of the Caesar stood as usual the Christian ideal of a rule and a 
citizenship not of this world, to which a thousand years were 
but as a day. A supernatural pride was blended with a natural 
anxiety, and it was at this juncture that Origen brought to light 
again a book written in the days of Marcus Aurelius, which 
but for the great Alexandrian might have been lost for ever. 
Sometimes quoting, sometimes paraphrasing, sometimes merely 
referring, he reproduces and replies to all Celsus's arguments. 
His work shows many signs of haste, but he more than compen-
sates for this by the way in which he thus preserves a singularly 
interesting memorial of the and century. When we remember 
that only about one-tenth of the True Word is really lost and that 
about three-quarters of what we have is verbatim text, it would 
be ungracious to carp at the method. 

Celsus opens the way for his own attack by rehearsing the taunts 
levelled at the Chistians i ns by the Jews. Jesus was born in adultery 
7In and nurtured on the wisdom of Egypt. His assertion of 

divine dignity is disproved by his poverty and his miser- 
aillugw--  able end. Christians have no standing in the Old Testa-
ment prophecies, and their talk of a resurrection that was only 
revealed to some of their own adherents is foolishness. Celsus 
indeed says that the Jews are almost as ridiculous as the foes 
they attack; the latter said the saviour from Heaven had come, 
the former still looked for his coming. However, the Jews have 
the advantage of being an ancient nation with an ancient faith. 
The idea of an Incarnation of God is absurd; why should the human 
race think itself so superior to bees, ants and elephants as to be put 
in this unique relation to its maker? And why should God choose 
to come to men as a Jew? The Christian idea of a special providence 
is nonsense, an insult to the deity. Christians are like a council of 
frogs in a marsh or a synod of worms on a dunghill, croaking and 
squeaking, " For our sakes was the world created." It is much 
more reasonable to believe that each part of the world has its own 
special deity; prophets and supernatural messengers had forsooth 
appeared in more places than one. Besides being bad philosophy 
based on fictitious history, Christianity is not respectable. Celsus 
does not indeed repeat the Thyestean charges so frequently brought 
against Christians by their calumniators, but he says the Christian 
teachers who are mainly weavers and cobblers have no power over 
men of education. The qualifications for conversion are ignorance 
and childish timidity. Like all quacks they gather s crowd of slaves,. 
children, women and idlers. . I speak bitterly about this," says 
Celsus, " because I feel bitterly. When we are invited to the Mys-
teries the masters use another tone. They say, ' Come to us ye 
who are of clean hands and pure speech, ye who are unstained by 
crime, who have a .good conscience towards God, who have done 
justly and lived uprightly.' The Jews say, ' Come to us ye who are 
sinners, ye who are fools or children, ye who are miserable, and ye 
shall enter into the kingdom of Heaven.' The rogue, the thief, the 
burglar, the poisoner, the spoiler of temples and tombs, these are 
their proselytes. Jesus, they say, was sent to save sinners; was 
he not sent to help those who have kept.  themselves free from sin? 
They pretend that God will save the unjust man if he repents and 
humbles himself. The just man who has held steady from the 
cradle in the ways of virtue He will not look upon." He pours scorn 
upon the exorcists—who were clearly in league with the demons them-
selves—and upon the excesses of the itinerant and undisciplined 
" prophets " who roam through cities and camps and commit to 
everlasting fire cities and lands and their inhabitants. Above all 
Christians are disloyal, and every church is an illicit collegium, an 
insinuation deadly at any time, but especially so under Marcus 
Aurelius. Why cannot Christians attach themselves to the great 
philosophic and political authorities of the world? A properly 
understood worship of gods and demons is quite compatible with 
a purified monotheism, and they might as well give up the mad 
idea of winning the authorities over to their faith, or of hoping to 
attain anything like universal agreement on divine things. 

Celsus and Porphyry (q.v.) are the two early literary opponents 
of Christianity who have most claim to consideration, and it is 
7b• 	worth noticing that, while they agree alike in high 
Oft• 	aims, in skilful address and in devoted toil, their 
asapat religious standpoints are widely dissimilar. Porphyry 

is above all a pure philosopher, but also a man of deep 
religious feeling, whose quest and goal are the knowledge of 
God; Celsus, the friend of Lucian, though sometimes called 
Epicurean and sometimes Platonist, is not a professed philosopher 
at all, but a man of the world, really at heart an agnostic, like 
Caecilius in Minucius Felix (q.v.), whose religion is nothing more 

or less than the Empire. He is keen, positive, logical, combining 
with curious dashes of scepticism many genuine moral convic-
tions and a good knowledge of the various national religiose and 
mythologies whose relative value he is able to appreciate. " His 
manner of thought is under the overpowering influence of the 
eclectic Platonism of the time, and not of the doctrine of the 
Epicurean school. He is a man of the world, of philosophic cul-
ture, who accepts much of the influential Platonism of the time 
but has absorbed little of its positive religious sentiment. In 
his antipathy to Christianity, which appears to him barb= 
and superstitious, he gives himself up to the scepticism and 
satire of a man of the world through which he comes in contact 
with Epicurean tendencies." He quotes approvingly from the 
Timaeas of Plato: " It is a hard thing to find out the Maker and 
Father of this universe, and after having found him it is im-
possible to make him known to all." Philosophy can at best 
impart to the fir some notion of him which the elect soul must 
itself develop. The Christian on the contrary maintained that 
God is known to us as far as need be in Christ, and He is acres ible 
to all. Another sharp antithesis was the problem of evil. Una 
made evil constant in amount as being the correlative of matter. 
Hence his scorn of the doctrine of the resurrection of the body 
held then in a very crude form, and his ridicule of any attempt 
to raise the vulgar masses from their degradation. The teal root 
of the difficulty to Platonist as to Gnostic was his sharp antithesis 
of form as good and matter as evil. 

Opinion at one time inclined to the view that the True Word 
was written in Rome, but the evidence (wholly internal) points 
much more decisively to an Egyptian, and in particular 
an Alexandrian origin. Not only do the many intimate 
references to Egyptian history and customs support 
this position, but it is clear that the Jews of Celsus arc 
not Western or Roman Jews, but belong to the Orient, ad 
especially to that circle of Judaism which bad received aced 
assimilated the idea of the Logos. 

The date also is clearly defined. Besides the general inelicatioa 
that the Empire was passing through a military crisis, which 
points to the long struggle waged by Marcus Aurelius against the 
Marcomanni and other Germanic tribes, there is a refereace 
(Contra Cdsum, viii. 6W to the rescript of that emperor impresizt 
on governors and magistrates the duty of keeping a strict watch 
on extravagances in religion. This edict dates from 176-47, 
and inaugurated the persecution which lasted from that time 
till the death of Marcus Aurelius in alto. During these years 
Commodus was associated with Marcus in the imperium, and 
Celsus has a reference to this joint rule (viii. 7 I). 

Celsus shows himself familiar with the story of Jewish mites. 
Any pagan who wished to understand and criticize Christiaaity 
intimately had to begin by learning from the Jews, yaw', 
and this accounts for the opening chapters of his argu- w mew 
ment. Hd has a good knowledge of Genesis and 
Exodus, refers to the stories of Jonah, Daniel (vii. s3) 
and Enoch (v. 52), but does not make much use of the 
Prophets or the Psalter. As regards the New Testament ba 
position is closely in agreement with that reflected in the cos-
temporary Acts of the Marlys: of still. He speaks of a Christian 
collection of writings, and knew and used the gospels, but as 
influenced less by the fourth than by the Synoptics. There a 
more evidence of Pauline ideas than of Pauline letters. 

The gnostic sects and their writings were well known to hi o 
(viii. r 5 and vi. 25), and so was the work of Manion. There are 
indications, too, of an acquaintance with Justin Martyr and 1 Sr 
Sibylline literature (vii. 53, cp. v. 61). " He is perfectly air de 
of the internal differences between Christians, and be is land iii 

with the various stages of development in the history of t2 of 
religion. These are cleverly employed in order to heighten 'he 
impression of its instability. He plays off the sects against be 
Catholic Church, the primitive age against the present, Cbrist 
against the apostles, the various revisions of the Bible against 
the trustworthiness of the text and so forth, though he admits 
that everything was not really so bad at first as it is at present." 

The True Word had very little influence either on the mutual 
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relations of Church and State, or on classical-literature. Echoes 
of it are found in Tertullian and in Minucius Felix, and then it-
lay forgotten until Origen gave it new life. A good deal of the 
neo-Platonic polemic naturally went back to Celsus, and both 
the ideas and phrases of the True Word are found in Porphyry 
and Julian, though the closing of the New Testament canon in 
the meantime somewhat changed the method of attack for these 
writers. 

Of more importance Than these matters is the light which the 
book sheds on the strength of the Church about the year r80. 
It is of course easy to see that Celsus had no apprehension of 
the spiritual needs even of his own day which it was the Christian 
purpose to satisfy, that he could not grasp anything of the new 
life enjoyed by the poor in spirit, and that he underrated the signi-
ficance of the Church, regarding it simply as one of a number of 
warring sections (mostly Gnostic), and so seeing only a mark 
of weakness. And yet, there is all through an undercurrent which 
runs hard against his surface verdicts, and here and there comes 
to expression. He is bound to admit that Christianity has been 
stated reasonably; against the moral teaching of Jesus he can 
only bring the lame charge of plagiarism, and with the Christian 
assertion that the Logos is the Son of God he completely accords. 
Most suggestive, however, is his closing appeal to the Christians. 
" Come," be says, " don't hold aloof from the common regime. 
Take your place by the emperor's side. Don't claim for yourselves 
another empire, or any special position." It is an overture for 
peace. " If all were to follow your example and abstain from 
politics, the affairs of the world would fall into the hands of 
wild and lawless barbarians " (viii. 68). Forced to admit that 
Christians are not infructuosi in negotiis, he wants them to be 
good citizens, to retain their own belief but cbnform to the state 
religion. It is an earnest and striking appeal on behalf of the 
Empire, which was clearly in great danger, and It shows the terms 
offered to the Church, as well as the strength of the Church at the 
time. Numerically, Christians may have formed perhaps a tenth 
of the population, i.e. in Alexandria there would be fifty or sixty 
thousand, but their power in a community was out of all pro-
portion to their mere numbers. 

Lrrsitaturta.—Th. Reim Carus' Mitres Wort (i87,1): Pilagaud, 
bade riff Crim ( 1 878); K. J. Neumann's edition in Scriptores 
Gruel god Chriatanam imCgiumerura religionens, and article in 
Hauck-Herzog's Reakneyk. ur prat. rhea, where a very full biblio- 
graphy is given. See also W. Moeller Hist. of the Orr. Church, i. 
169 R.• A. Harnack, Expos-rim of Christianity, ii. 129 ff.; J. A. 
Fronde, Short Studies, iv. 

CELT. or Karr, the generic name of an ancient people, the bulk 
of whom inhabited the central and western parts of Europe. 
(For the sense of a primitive stone tool, see the separate article, 
later.) Much confusion has arisen from the inaccurate use of 
the terms " Celt " and " Celtic." It is the practice to speak of 
the dark-complexioned people of France, Great Britain and 
Ireland as " black Celts," although the ancient writers never 
applied the term " Celt " to any dark-complexioned person. To 
them great stature, fair hair, and blue or grey eyes were the 
characteristics of the Celt. The philologists have added to the 
confusion by classing as " Celtic " the speeches of the dark-
complexioned races of the west of Scotland and the west of 
Ireland. But, thJugh usage has made it convenient in this work 
to employ the term, " Celtic " cannot be properly applied to 
what is really " Gaelic." 

The ancient writers regarded as homogeneous all the fair-
bai red peoples dwelling north of the Alps; the Greeks terming them 
all !Cella. Physically they fall into two loosely-divided groups, 
which shade off into each other. The first of these is restricted 
to north-western Europe, having its chief scat in Scandinavia. 
It is distinguished by a long head, a long face, a narrow aquiline 
nose, blue eyes, very light hair and great stature. Those are the 
peoples usually termed Teutonic by modern writers. The other 
group is marked by a round head, a broad face, a nose often 
rather broad and heavy, hazel-grey eyes, light chestnut hair; 
they are thick-set and of medium height. This race is often 
termed " Celtic " or " Alpine " from the fact of its occurrence 
all along the great mountain chain from south-west France, in 

Savoy, in Switzerland, the.Po valley and Tirol, as well as in 
Auvergne, Brittany, Normandy, Burgundy, the Ardennes and 
the Vosges. It thus stands midway not only geographically but 
also in physical features between the" Teutonic " type of Scandi-
navian and the so-called " Mediterranean race" with its long head, 
long face, its rather broad nose, dark brown or black hair, dark 
eyes, and slender form of medium height. The " Alpine race " 
is commonly supposed to be Mongoloid in origin and to have come 
from Asia, the home of round-skulled races. But it is far more 
probable that they are the same in origin as the dark race south 
of them and the tall fair race north of them, and that the broad-
ness of their skulls is simply due to their having been long 
domiciled in mountainous regions. Thus the " Celtic " ox 
(Bos longifrons), from remote ages the common type in the 
Alpine regions, is characterized by the height of its forehead 
above the orbits, by its highly-developed occipital region, and its 
small horns. Not only do animals change their physical character-
istics in new environment, but modern peoples when settled in 
new surroundings for even one or two centuries, e.g. the American 
of New England and the Boer of South Africa, prove that man 
is no less readily affected by his surroundings. 

The northern race has ever kept pressing down on the broad-
skulled, brown-complexioned men of the Alps, and intermixing 
with them, and at times has swept right over the great mountain 
chain into the tempting regions of the south, producing such 
races as the Celto-Ligyes, Celtiberians, Celtillyrians, Celto-
Thracians and Celto-Scythians. In its turn the Alpine race has 
pressed down upon their darker and less warlike kindred of the 
south, either driven down before the, tall sons of the north or 
swelling the hosts of the latter as they swept down south. 

As the natives of the southern peninsula came into contact 
with these mixed people, who though differing in the shape of the 
skull nevertheless varied little from each other in speech and 
colour of their hair and eyes, the ancient writers termed them all 
" Keltoi." But as the most dreaded of these Celtic tribes came 
down from the shores of the Baltic and Northern Ocean, the 
ancients applied the name Celt to those peoples who are spoken 
of as Teutonic in modern parlance. The Teutons, whose name is 
generic for Germans, appear in history along with the Cimbri, 
universally held to be Celts, but coming from the same region as 
the Guttones (Goths) by the shores of the Baltic and Nofth Sea. 
Again, the Germani themselves first appear in the Celtic host 
destroyed by Marcellus at Clastidium in ras B.C. All the true 
Celtae or Galatae in France had come across the Rhine; the 
Belgic tribes in northern France were Cimbri, who also had crossed 
the Rhine: in Caesar's day the Germans were still constantly 
crossing that river, and so-called Girds who lived near the 
Germans, e.g. the Treveri, closely resembled the latter in their 
habits, while in later times were to come Goths and Franks from 
beyond the great river. It is then not strange that the Gaic . 

 name for a henchman (ambactus) is the same as the Gothic 
(ambahts). 

The earliest invaders, under the, name of Celtae; had occupied 
all central Gaul, doubtless mixing with the aboriginal Ligurian 
and Iberians, who, however, maintained themselves respectively 
in the later Provence and . in Aqui tania. The Celts had firmly 
established themselves by the 7th century B.C. and we.know not 
how long before, the Bituriges (whose name survives in Bern) 
being the dominant tribe. In the Alps and the Danube valley 
some of the Celts had dwelt from-the Stone Age; there they had 
developed the working of copper, discovered bronze (an alloy of 
copper and tin), and the art of smelting iron (see HALLSTATT). 
The Umbrian, who were part of the Alpine Celts, had been 
pressing down into Italy from the Bronze Age, though checked 
completely by the rise of the Etruscan power in the loth century 
B.C. The invention of iron weapons made the Celts hencefotth 
irresistible. One of the earliest movements after this discovery 
was probably that of the Achaeans of Homer, who about x450 
s.c. invaded Greece (see ACHAEANS), bringing with them the 
use of iron and brooches, the practice of cremating the dead, 
and the style of ornament known as Geometric. Later the 
Cimmerian (see Smuts and Crummtn) passed down from the 



dates VI. of Pontus seems to have negotiated with them to pia 
their aid against Rome, and Bituitus, a Gallic mercenary, was 
with him at his death. 

The Celts had continually moved westwards also. The Be 
who were Cimbric in origin, had spread across the Rhine 
given their name to all northern France and Belgium (GaAs 
Bdgica). Many of these tribes sent colonies over into south-
eastern Britain, where they had been masters for some two 
centuries when Caesar invaded the island (see Barran:). 
there is evidence that from the Bronze Age there had been se 
in northern Britain who were broad-skulled and cremated their 
dead, a practice which had arisen in south Germany in the early 
Bronze Age or still earlier. It is not unlikely that, as tradition 
states, there were incursions of Celts from central Gaul into 
Ireland during the general Celtic unrest in the 6th century Sc.. 
It is certain that at a later period invaders from the continent, 
bringing with them the later Iron Age culture, commonly called 
La Tine, which had succeeded that of Hallstatt, had settled in 
Ireland. Not only are relics of La 'Erne culture found in Irdand, 
but the oldest Irish epics celebrate tall, fair-haired, grey-eyed 
heroes, armed and clad in Gallic fashion, who had come from the 
continent. The Celts in Italy, in the Balkan, in France and in 
Britain, overspread the Indo-European peoples, who differed 
from themselves but slightly in speech. The Celts represented 
Indo-European q by p, whilst the Greeks, Illyrians, Thradans, 
Ligurian, and aborigines of France, Britain and Ireland 
represented it by k, c or qu. The Umbrian-Sabellian tribes had 
the same phonetic peculiarity as the Celts. Thus Gallic pew 
(pelor-rilunt," four-wheeler "), Umbrian peter, Homeric rlovois, 
Boeotian (Achaean) Te•mper, Welsh pedwar; but Gaelic raki, 
Lat. valuer. The Celts are thus clearly distinguished from 
the Gaelic-speaking dark race of Britain and Ireland, and in spits 
of usage it must be understood that it is strictly mid • 
to apply the term Celtic to the latter language. 

See also Ridgeway, Early Age of Greece, vol. i., and 01,14.-11.i.4 
Epic; Ripley, The Races of Europe; Sergi, The Mediterranecc five. 

(W. RL) 

CELTIC LANGUAGES 

Introduction.—The Celtic languages form one group of the 
Indo-European family of languages. As might be expected from 
their geographical distribution, they hold a position between 
the Italic and Teutonic groups. They are distinguished from 
these and other branches of the family by certain well-marked 
characteristics, the most notable of which are the loss of initial 
and inter-vocalic p, cf. Ir. °their with Lat. parer; Is Ms, 
" full," Welsh Raven, Breton !run, with Lat. planes; Gaulish 
are-, " beside," Ir. ar. Welsh, Breton ar, with Gr. repi, 
and the change of I. E. i to f, d. Ir. fir, " true," Welsh grin, 
Breton gwir, Lat. verses. We may further mention that the L E 
labialized velar go is represented by 6, e.g. Ir. be, " cow," Welsh 
buwch, Gr. flout, Sanskr. gams; Ir. ben, " woman," Gr. 7trij, 
whilst the medial aspirates bh, dh, es result in simple voiced 
stops. I. E. sonant r and I become ri, Ii. Other distinctive 
features of the modern dialects are not found in Gaulish. partly 
owing to the character of the monuments. Such are the 
preterite and the fusion of simple prepositions with pronominal 
elements, e.g. Ir. fri-uosas, " against me," Welsh tenth-yf, Breton 
our-inn. The initial mutations which are so characteristic of 
the living languages did not arise until after the Romans had 
left Britain. The Celtic languages betray a surprising arainity 
with the Italic dialects. Indeed, these two groups seem to stand 
in a much closer relationship to one another than any other pair. 
As features common to both Celtic and Italic we may mentioc: 
(s) the gen. sing. ending -i of masc. and neut stems in a; (a) 
verbal nouns in -dos; (3) the b- future; (a) the passive fermi-
don in -r. 

The various Celtic dialects may be divided as followsi--(1) 
Gaulish; (2) Goidelic, including Irish, Scottish Gaelic, and Mau ; 
(3) Brythonic, including Welsh, Breton and Cornish. Canfield 
and Brythonic, like Oscan and Umbrian among the Italic 
dialects, change the I. E. labialized velar guttural Tr to p. whibt 
the Goidelic dialects retain the 91 which later gives up the labial 
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Cimbric Chersonese, doubtless following the amber routes, and 
then turned cast along the Danube, some of their tribes, e.g. the 
Treres, settling in Thrace, and crossing into Asia; others 
settled in southern Russia, leaving their name in the Crimea; 
then when hard pressed by the Scythian most of them passed 
round the east end of the Euxine into Asia Minor, probably 
being the people known as Gimirri on Assyrian monuments, 
and ravaged that region, the relics of the race finally settling at 
Sinope. 

At the beginning of the 6th century B.C. the Celts of France 
had grown very powerful under the Biturigian king Ambigatus. 
They appear to have spread southwards into Spain, occupying 
most of that country as far south as Gades (Cadiz), some tribes, 
e.g. Turdentani and Turduli, forming permanent settlements 
and being still powerful there in Roman times; and in northern 
central Spain, from the mixture of Celts with the native Iberians, 
the population henceforward was called Celtiberian. About 
this time also took place a great invasion of Italy; Segovisus 
and Bellovisus, the nephews of Ambigatus, led armies through 
Switzerland, and over the Brenner, and by the Maritime Alps, 
respectively (Livy v. 34). The tribes who sent some of their 
numbers to invade Italy and settle there were the Bituriges, 
Arverni, Senones, Aedui, Ambarri, Carnuti and Aulerci. 

Certain material remains found in north Italy, e.g. at Sesto 
Calende, may belong to this invasion. The next great wave of 
Celts recorded was that which swept down on north Italy 
shortly before goo B.C. These invaders broke up in a few years 
the Etruscan power, and even occupied Rome herself after the 
disaster on the Allis (390 B.c.). Bought off by gold they with-
drew from Rome, but they continued to hold a great part of 
northern Italy, extending as far south as Sena Gallica (Simi-
gaglia), and henceforward they were a standing source of danger 
to Rome, especially in the Samnite Wars, until at last they were 
either subdued or expelled, e.g. the Boil from the plains of the 
Po. At the same time as the invasion of Italy they had made 
fresh descents into the Danube valley and the upper Balkan, 
and perhaps may have pushed into southern Russia, but at this 
time they never made their way into Greece, though the Athenian 
ladies copied the style of hair and dress of the Cimbrian women. 
About 280 B.C. the Celts gathered a great host at the head of the 
Adriatic, and accompanied by the Illyrian tribe of Autariatae, 
they overthrew the Macedonians, overran Thessaly, and invaded 
Phocis in order to sack Delphi, but they were finally repulsed, 
chiefly by the efforts of the Aetolians (279 B.C.). The remnant 
of those who returned from Greece joined that part of their army 
which had remained in Thrace, and marched for the Hellespont. 
Here some of their number settled near Byzantium, having 
conquered the native Thracian, and made Tyle their capital. 
The Byzantines had to pay them a yearly tribute of 8o talents, 
until on the death of the Gallic king Caverns (some time after 
aao a.c.) they were annihilated by the Thracian. The main 
body of the Gauls who had marched to the Hellespont crossed it 
under the leadership of Leonnorius and Lutarius. Straightway 
they overran the greater part of Asia Minor, and laid under 
tribute all west of Taurus, even the Seleucid kings. At last 
Attila, king of Pergamum, defeated them in a series of battles 
commemorated on the Pergamene sculptures, and henceforth 
they were confined to a strip of land in the interior of Asia Minor, 
the Galatia of history. Their three tribes—Trocmi, Tolisto-
bogians and Tectosages—submitted to Rome (r89 B.c.), but they 
remained autonomous till the death of their king Amyntas, 
when Augustus erected Galatia into a province. Their descend-
ants were probably the " foolish Galatians " to whom St Paul 
wrote (see GALATIA). 

Ancient writers spoke of all these Gauls as Cimbri, and identi-
fied them with the Cimmerians of earlier date, who in Homeric 
times dwelt on the ocean next to the Laestrygones, in a region 
of wintry gloom, but where the sun set not in summer. Nor was 
it only towards the south and the Hellespont that the Celtic 
tide ever set. They passed eastward to the Danube mouth and 
into southern Russia, as far as the Sea of Azov, mingling with 
the Scythian, as is proved by the name Celto-scyths. Mithra- 
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element and becomes k, e.g. Gaulish *dor-, " four," Ir. cedar, 
Welsh petguar, Breton paw, Lat. gnat/nor; Ir. cia, " who," 
Welsh pay, Lat. guis; Gaulish epo-, " horse," Welsh eb-ol, 
Breton eb-eul, Ir. ech, Lat. guns. Several attempts have been 
made to prove the existence of Celtic dialects with go on the 
continent. Forms containing p occur in the Coligny calendar, 
discovered in 1897, by the side of others with go, a state of affairs 
not yet satisfactorily accounted for. The Rom tablets, dis-
covered in 1898, have not been interpreted as yet, but p forms 
are found on them exclusively. In an excursus we shall deal 
with the language of the Picts. 

No comprehensive handbook of the Celtic languages on the lines 
of GrOber's Grundriss der romanischen Philologie or Paul's Grundriss 
der germasischen Philologie was available in 1909. The reader may 
refer to Windisch's article " Keltische Sprachen " in Ersch and 
Gruber's Allgenwine Encyklopadie der Wissenschaften and Kiiiiste, and 
V. Tourneur, Esquisse d'une histoire des Etudes celtiques (Liege, 1905; 
vol. ii. with full bibliography). Also H. Zimmer, " Die kelt. Littera-
turen " in Die Kul's,. d.Gegenwart, T. i. Abh. xi. 1, Berlin and Leipzig, 
19o9. The materials for the study of the older forms of the languages 
are to be found in Zeuss's Grammatica Celtica as revised by Ebel. 
A comparative grammar of the Celtic dialects has been prepared by H. 
Pedersen (Gottingen, 1908). See also Whitley Stokes and A. Bezzen-
berger, Wortscliais der keltischen Spracheinheit (Gottingen, 1894). 

I. GADUSH.—Celtic place-names are found as far east as 
the Dniester and Dobrudja, and as far north as Westphalia. 
The language of the Galatians in Asia Minor must have stood 
in a very close relation to Gaulish. Indeed few traces of dialect-
ical differences are to be observed in continental Celtic. Unfor-
tunately no literary monuments written in the ancient speech of 
Caul have come down to us, though Caesar makes mention of 
religious poems orally transmitted by the Druids, and we also 
hear of bardi and vales. But a large number of personal and 
place-names have been preserved. The classical writers have, 
moreover, recorded a certain number of Gaulish words which can 
generally be identified without difficulty by comparing them with 
words still living in the modern dialects, e.g. pcmpedula, " cinque-
foil," cf. Welsh pump, " five," and deilen, " leaf "; ambaclus, 
Welsh amaeth; pelorritum, " four-wheeled chariot," d. Welsh 
pedwar, " four," and Ir. roth, " wheel," or silk, " course." We 
have further between thirty and forty inscriptioas • (three in 
north Italy) which we may without hesitation ascribe to the Gauls. 
These inscriptions are written in either N. Etruscan or Greek 
or Latin characters. We are thus in a position to reconstruct 
much of the old system of declension, which resembles Latin very 
dosely on the one hand, and on the other represents the forms 
which are postulated by the 0. Ir. paradigms. Hence Gaulish 
is particularly valuable as preserving the final vowels which 
have disappeared in early Irish and Welsh. The few verb-forms 
which occur in the remains of Gaulish are quite obscure and 
have not hitherto admitted of a satisfactory explanation. The 
statements of ancient authors with regard to the Belgae are 
conflicting, but there cannot be much doubt that the language of 
the latter was substantially the same as Gaulish. Caesar observes 
that there was little difference between the speech of the Gauls 
and the Britons in his day, and we may regard Gaulish as 
closely akin to the ancestor of the Brythonic dialects. It is 
difficult to say when Gaulish finally became extinct. It dis-
appeared very rapidly in the south of France, but lingered on, 
possibly till the 6th century, in the northern districts, and it 
seems unnecessary to discredit Jerome's statement that the 
speech of the Galatians in Asia Minor bore a strong resemblance 
to the language he had heard spoken in the neighbourhood of 
Trier. There is no evidence that Breton has been influenced 
by continental Celtic. The number of Gaulish words which have 
come down in the Romance languages is remarkably small, 
and though at first sight the sound-changes of French and 
Welsh seem to bear a strong likeness to one another, any influence 
of Gaulish pronunciation on French is largely discounted when 
we find the same changes occurring in other dialects where there 
Is little or no question of Celtic influence. 

The proper names occurring in classical writers, on inscriptions 
and coins, have been collected by A. Holder in his monumental 
Altcellischer Sprachschatz (Leipzig, 1896-19o8). The inscriptions 
love been most recently treated by J. Rhys in the Proceedings of  

the British Academy, vol. ii. See also a paper in this volume entitled 
" Celtae and Galli' by the same author for the text of the Coligny and 
Rom inscriptions. The value of Gaulish for grammatical pur-
poses is set forth by Whitley Stokes in a paper on " Celtic Declen-
sion " in the Proceedings of the London Philological Society (1885-
1886). For the extent over which Gaulish was spoken, its relation 
to Latin and its influence on Romance, see E. Windisch's article on 
" Keltische Sprache " in the section " Die vorromanischen Vollcs-
sprachen " in GMber's GrundrUs der roinanischen Philologie ,, vol. 1. 
pp. 373 ff. Cf. further the introduction to J. Loth's Chrestomathie 
bretonne (Paris, 1890); G. Dottin, Manuel pour seroir d !'Etude des 
antiquites critiques (Paris, 1906); R. Thurneysen, Keltoromantsches 
(Halle, 1884). 

II. GOIDEUC AND BRYTHONIC.—When the monuments of the 
Celtic dialects of the British Islands begin to appear, we find a 
wide divergence between the two groups. We can only mention 
some of the more important cases here. The Brythonic dialects 
have gone very much farther in giving up inflectional endings than 
Goidelic. In Irish all final syllables in general disappear except 
long vowels followed by s or r and u <0 preceded by i. But these 
reservations do, not bold good for Brythonic. Thus, whilst 
0. Irish possesses five cases the Brythonic dialects have only 
one, and they have further lost the neuter gender and the dual 
number in substantives. In phonology there are also very 
striking differences, apart from the treatment of the labialized 
velar go already mentioned. The sonant n appears in Brythonic 
as an, whereas in Goidelic the nasal disappears before k, t with 
compensatory lengthening of the vowel, e.g. I. E. •kmtotn, Ir. 

" hundred," W. cant, Bret. kant; Prim. Celt. •josuko-, 
0. Ir. lac, Mod. Ir. 6g, " young," W. ieuanc, Bret. iaouank. 

k standing after a vowel and preceding 1, n (and also r if k 
precede) disappear in Goidelic with compensatory lengthening 
of the vowel, e.g. Prim. Celt. •skt11.1-, Ir. sdl, " heel," W. sand/; 
Prim. Celt. • petno-, Ir. En , " bird," 0. W. tin, Mod. W. 
Similarly b, d, g disappear in Goidelic when standing after a vowel 
and preceding 1, r, n with compensatory lengthening of the 
vowel, but in Welsh they produce a vowel forming a diphthong 
with the preceding vowel, e.g. Print. Celt. *neblo-, Ir. till," cloud," 
W. nitd; Prim. Celt. "ogno-, cf. Lat. agnus, Ir. uan, " lamb," 
from 'an, W. oen; Prim. Celt. 'vegno-, cf. Ger. Wages, Ir. 
fin, " wagon," 0. W. guein, Mod. W. gwain. The Goidelic 
dialects have preserved the vowels of accented syllables on the 
whole better than Brythonic. Thus Brythonic has changed 
Prim. Celt. d I. E. 0, 6) to 6 (W. am, Bret. eu); and Prim. Celt. 
ti to t, e.g. Ir. brathir, " brother," W. brawl, Bret. breur, 
Gaulish (Janson, Ir. don, " fort," W. din. Already in Gaulish 
the I. E. diphthongs show a tendency to become simple long 
vowels and the latter are treated differently by Goidelic and 
Brythonic. In early times I. E. eu, ou both became 11 and I. E. 
ei gave t. In Goidelic 6,1, in accented syllables were diphthong. 
ized in the early part of the 8th century to 114, la if the next 
syllable did not contain the vowels e or i, whereas in Brythonic 

gave II (written a) and i became in W. ui (toy), and in Bret. 
oe (our), e.g. Gaulish Teuto-, Toutius, Ir. tuath, " people," W., 
Bret. tud; Brythonic Leto-citunt, Ir. liatk, " grey," W. Uwyd, 
Bret. loud. Similarly in loan-words, Ir. air, fled, W. am's, O.Corn. 
gull, from Lat. ara, vilum. Further I. E. ai, of are preserved in 
Irish as ai (ae), of (oe), Mod. Ir. ao, but in Welsh I. E. ai gave 
either ai or oe, whilst of changed to it (written 11), Ir. toeb," side," 
W., Bret. tu; I. E. °vines, Ir. den, " one," W., Bret. sets; Prim. 
Celt. *sada, cf. Lat. saeculum, W. hoed!, " age," Bret. howl. 
In Goidelic accented e changes to i before i, u in the following 
syllable, cf. Ir. fid, " wood," gen. sing. fedo, 0. H. G. wins, and 
i changes to e before a or o under similar conditions. In like 
manner u becomes o before a or o, whilst o changes to u before 

cf. Ir. muir, " sea," Prim. Celt. 'mori, gen. sing. mora. 
Of Brythonic finals which disappear, 0, 1, j alone influence 
preceding vowels, whilst an i (y) which received the stress in 
0. W. was also able to modify vowels which went before it. In 
Goidelic the combinations sqv, so appear respectively as se, s 
(medially ), but in Brythonic they both give dew; Prim. Celt. 
*sqvcilon, Ir. sell, " story," W. chwed1; Prim. Celt. 'svesor, 
Ir. slur, " sister," but mo fiur, " my sister " (whence Scottish 
piuthar by false de-aspiration), W. dower, Bret. chow. In 
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Brythonic initial s becomes k in the 7th century, but this is 
unknown in Goidelic, e.g. Ir. salons, " salt," W. kolas, Cornish 
kaki's, Bret. &lens; Lat. si-men, Ir. nil, " seed," W. kit. Initial 
v gives f in Goidelic in the course of the 7th century, whereas 
in Brythonic it appears as gu, gw,•cf. Lat. Wrus, Ir. fir, W., Bret. 
gwir. We may also mention that in Goidelic initialj and medial 
• disappear, e.g. Gaulish Jovincillus, W. ieuanc, " young," 
Bret. iossank, Ir. 6ac, dc; W. bywyd, " food," Ir. biad. Post 
tonsonantic j in Brythonic sometimes gives -id (Mod. W. -ydd, 
Mod. Bret. -a), e.g. Gaulish nooks- , 0. Bret. nowid,W. 
newydd, Bret. neva, Ir. nue. I. E. -ki and -id both appear in 
Goidelic as -chi but in Brythonic as -ilk, d. Lat. uptem, 0. Ir. 
seckl, W. seills, Bret. seis 

We unfortunately know very little about the position of the 
stress in ancient Gaulish. According to Meyer-Ltibke In place-
names the penult was accented if the vowel was long, otherwise 
the stress lay on the preceding syllable, e.g. Augustodfinum, 
0. Fr. Ostedun, now Augurs; Calaldunos (Chklons), Tricasses 
(Fr. Troyes), Bildriges (Fr. Bourges). In Goidelic the stress, 
which is strongly expiratory, is always placed on the first syllable 
except in certain cases in verbs compounded with prepositional 
prefixes. In Old Welsh and Old Breton, on the other hand, the 
final syllable, i.e. the primitive penult, received the stress, but 
in both languages the stress was shifted in the middle period 
to the penultimate. The Goidelic dialects, like the Slavonic, 
distinguish between palatalized and nonpalatalized consonants, 
according as the consonant was originally followed by a front 
(e, i) or back vowel (a, o, sr), a phenomenon which is entirely 
unknown to Brythonic. 

Finally, the two groups differ radically in the matter of initial 
mutation or, as it is often called, aspiration. These mutations 
are by no means confined to initial consonants, as precisely the 
same changes have taken place under similar conditions in the 
interior of words. The Goidelic changes included under this head 
probably took place for the most part between the 5th and 7th 
centuries, whilst in Brythonic the process seems to have begun 
and continued later. It is easier to fix the date of the changes in 
Brythonic than in Goidelic, as a number of British names are 
preserved in lives of saints, and it is possible to draw conclusions 
from the shape that British place-names assumed in the mouths 
of the Anglo-Saxons. In Goidelic, we find two mutations, the 
vocalic and the nasal. Initial mutation only takes place between 
words which belong together syntactically, and which form one 
single stress-group, thus between article, numeral, possessive 
pronoun or preposition, and a following substantive; between 
a verbal prefix and the verb itself. 

r. When the word causing mutation ended in a vowel we get the 
vocalic mutation, called by Irish grammarians aspiration. The 
sounds affected are the tenues k (c), 1, p; the mediae r, d, b; the 
liquids and nasals on, n, r, i; s, and Prim. Celts (Ir. f, W. gw). At 
the present day the results of this mutation in Irish and Welsh may 
be tabulated as follows. Where the sound is at variance with the 
traditional orthography, the latter is given in brackets. In the case 

Original I 
sound I k t p g d b m 

Irish x(ch) h(th) f (ph) 3(gh) 3 (dh) v,w(bh) v,w(mh) 

Welsh 	. g d b nil 5(dd) v(f) v(f) 

of n, r, 1 in Goidelic we get a different variety o n, r, I sound. In 
Welsh in the case of r, 1, the absolute initial is a voiceless r, l written 
rh, U. which on mutation become voiced and are written r, 1. In 
Irish s becomes Jr written sit and the mutation of f is written fh, 
which, however, is now silent. Examples:—Irish, chi, " hound," 
do Ad, " thy hound "; Welsh ci, dy gs (do, dy represent a Prim. 
Celt. 'Woo); Irish radatair, " mother," as as/salmi?, " the mother," 
Welsh maw, y fast (the feminine of the article was originally 'send, 
sends)). 

2. When the word causing mutation originally ended in a nasal, 
we get the nasal mutation called by Irish grammarians eclipse. 
The sounds affected are k (c), t, p; g, d, b; Prim. Celt. v (Ir. .1, W. 
gw). In mod. Irish and mod. Welsh the results are tabulated below. 
Irish f becomes w written bh, whilst W. gw gives sm. Examples:— 
Irish bliadhaa," year." seacht on-Isliadhna,'' seven years," cf. Latin 
septets, Welsh blynedd, with mlysedd; Irish tie, " country," i &fir,  
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" in a country," Welsh lref, " town," yea ruireji, " in a town," d 
Latin in. 

3. In Welsh k (c), 5,  Si undergo a further change when the sad 

Original Sound 	. it t p g d ID 

Irish 	.. 	. 	. g d b signs 

Welsh 	. 	. 	. ngh nil rah ng a a 

causing mutation originally ended in s There is nothing 
ing to this consonantal mutation in Goidelic. In this assecurreM) 
become the spirants x (chi), tk, f (PO, e.g. fad, " father," ri ard,"Iser 
father," ei represents a primitive 'mitts. In the interior of ',ordain 
Brythonic, cc, pp, fr give the same result as initial Is, 5, p by this 
mutation. 

The relation in which the other Celtic dialects stand to this 
system will be mentioned below in dealing with the Teske 
languages. It will be noted from what has been said above that, 
with the exception of the different treatment of the labiaked 
velar qv, and the nasal sonant s, the features which differentiate 
the Brythonic from the Goidelic dialects first appear for the 
most part after the Romans had left Britain. At the beginning 
of the Christian era the difference between the two groups an 
only have been very slight. And Stracban has shown recently 
that Old Irish and Old Welsh agree in a very striking manner 
in the use of the verbal particle ro and in other syntactical 
peculiarities connected with the verb. 

(i.) Goidelic. —The term Goidelic is used to embrace the Celtic 
dialects of Ireland, Scotland and the Isle of Man. In each case 
the national name for the speech is Gaelic (Ir. Gaedklig, Scottish 
Gdidklig, Manx Gaikk), from Ir. Scottish Gaodlud, Gasifies:, 
Mid. Ir. G6edd, W. Gwyddel, " a Gad, inhabitant of Ireland or 
Scotland." Old Irish may be regarded as the ancestor of Scottish 
and Manx Gaelic, as the forms of these dialects can be traced 
back to Old Irish, and there are practically no monuments of 
Scottish and Manx in the oldest period. Scottish and Irish may 
be regarded as standing to one another in much the same relation 
as broad Scottish and southern English. The divergences of 
Scottish and Manx from Irish will be mentioned below. The 
language of the Ogam inscriptions is the oldest form of Goidelic 
with which we are acquainted. Some 30o inscriptions have to 
to the present been discovered in this alphabet, the majority of 
them hailing from the south-west of Ireland (Kerry and Cork). 
In Scotland 22 are known, whilst in England and Wales about 3o 
have turned up. Most of the latter are in South Wales, but odd 
ones have been found in North Wales, Devon and Cornwall, 
and one has occurred as far east as Hampshire. The lie of 
Man also possesses two. The letters in the oldest inscriptions are 
formed by strokes or notches scored on either side of the edge 
of an upright stone. Thus we obtain the following alphabet:— 

	

I 	
s wr a 	r 	 • 0 a 	• 

This system, which was eked out with other signs, would seem 
to have been framed in the south-west of Ireland by a person 
or persons who were familiar with the Latin alphabet. Some of 
the inscriptions probably go back to the 5th century and may 
even be earlier. As illustrations of the simplest forms of Opm 
inscriptions we may mention the following: Dowell was* 
Callini, i.e. "(the stone) of Dovetos son of Cattinos "; Trosegasn 
Magi Maqi-Treni is rendered in Latin Trencgnssi Fili Maar 
treni Inc jacik Sagramni Magi Cussalami, " (the stone) of 
Sagramnos son of Cunotamos "; Ovanos ate !swam, " (the 
stone) of Ovanus descendant of Ivacattus." It will be seen that 
in the oldest of these inscriptions q is still kept apart from k (4, 
and that the final syllables have not disappeared (d. 
0. Ir. malts), but it appears certain that in Ogamic writing 
stereotyped forms were used long after they had disappeared in 
ordinary speech. Several stones contain bilingual inscription, 
but the key to the Ogam alphabet is supplied by a treatise en 
Ogamic writing contained in the Book of Ballymote, a manuscript 
of the late 14th century. It should be mentioned that the Welsh 

s 7; 7 • 
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stones are early whilst the Scottish ones are almost without 
exception late, and several of the latter have so far defied 
Interpretation. In addition to the Irish Ogams there are a 
number of Christian inscriptions in Latin character, but, with 
one exception, they are not older than the 8th century. 

See R. R. Brash, The Ogani Inscribed Monuments of the Gaedhil 
(London, 1879); R. A. Stewart Macalister, Studies se Irish E
raphy (London), vol. i. (1897). vol. u. 1902, vol. iii. 1907. The Welsh 
Inscriptions are contained in J. Rhys, Lectures on Welsh Philology ,  
(London, 18791. The Scottish stones have also been treated by Rhys 
in the Proceedings of the Scottish Society of Antiquaries (Edinburgh, 
1892). See also G. M. Atkinson for the tract in the Book of Bally-
mote, Kilkenny Journal of Archaeology (1874). The Irish Christian 
inscriptions were published by Margaret Stokes as the annual volumes 
of the Roy. Hist. and Archaeol. Association of Ireland (1870- 
1877), and have been republished by R. A. Stewart Macalister. 

(a) Irish.—We are able to trace the history of the Irish 
language continuously for a period of 1200 years, and from the 
time that the literary documents begin we are better supplied 
with linguistic material for the study of the language than is the 
case with any other Celtic dialect. At the same time that form 
of Irish which is to be found in the oldest documents has preserved 
a number of features which have entirely, or almost entirely, 
disappeared from the Brythonic languages. For this reason 
scholars have largely occupied themselves with Irish, which for 
purposes of comparative philology may be regarded as the classic 
Celtic language. 

The history of Irish is divided into three periods:—Old Irish 
(700-1 oo), the documents mainly representing the language of 
the 8th and 9th centuries; Middle Irish, extending roughly from 
I too to 1550; Modern Irish from I550 to the present day. These 
periods merge into one another to such an extent that no firm division 
can be made. The language of some manuscripts of the 14th century 
contains forms which are really Old Irish, and Middle Irish ortho-
graphy was partly employed by historians and antiquarians in the 
middle of the 17th century. Old Irish, as compared with Brythonic, 
preserves a wealth of inflectional forms in declension and conjugation, 
but many of these tend to disappear very early. In the modern 
dialects of Ireland and Scotland there is a rigid rule of orthography 
that a palatalized, or, as it is termed, slender consonant in medial 
or final position, must be preceded by a palatal vowel (i), and a non-
palatalized consonant by a non-palatal or broad vowel (a, o, u). This 
is the famous rule of the grammarians known as cool le cool agus 
kathan le leathan (" slender to slender and broad to broad "), but 
it is not so strictly adhered to in the spoken language as is commonly 
stated. In the older language the quality of medial and final con-
sonants is only denoted very imperfectly, thus non-palatalized final 
consonants are regularly not denoted as such, e.g. O. and Mid. Jr. 
fir, Mal. Ir. fior. In Old and Mid. Irish the initial mutations are only 
regularly denoted in the case of the vocalic mutation of c, p, I, s, f. 
and the nasal mutation of b, d. g. The vocalic mutation of c, p, t, s, f 
was denoted by writing ch, ph, tit, sh, fh, the first three symbols of 
which were derived from the Latin alphabet. Another method of 
denoting the mutation was to write a dot over the letter, originally 
the punctum delens, which was justified in the case of mutated f as 
t he fat ter early became silent. But no such devices were ready at hand 
in t he case of the medial b, d, g, and the mutated forms of these con-
sonants were consequently not represented at all in the orthography. 
The same remark holds good in the case of the nasal mutation 
(eclipse) of the tenues. But it is easy to demonstrate that the same 
condition of affairs as we find in the modern language must have 
obtained in Old Irish. This insufficiency of symbols renders the 
orthography of the early stages of the language very complicated. 
We find that b. d, g were used initially to denote the voiced stops, 
but medially and finally they represent spirants, the voiced stops in 
this case being denoted by c, p, I. It is not until much later times 
that the k in the mutated forms of the tenues, or the use of the dot, 
was extended to the mediae. Thus in Mid. Irish we find do bochtaib in 
clsoinided(Mod. I r.doblsochtaibh),Mid.lr.ra-gab wMod.lr.do  ghabh. The 
nasal mutation of c. p, t was first denoted by writing these sounds double 
and finally in the 18th century by writing gc, bp. de. The spirants 
arising out of Prim. Celt. g, d. b came in Old Irish to be confused with 
those which developed out of Prim. Celt. p. t. A. in other than initial 
positions. In final positions in polysyllables we commonly find d 
and b written but medially th and ph, e.g. didnad, " consolation." 
gen sing. dit knotha. For the ending -ad cp. Lat. -aro-. On the other 
Land we find g written medially and Os finally. These rules, however, 
are not yet applied in the oldest documents. 

When we turn to the inflections we find that most of the old ter-
minations have disappeared, but that their influence on preceding 
consonants is still felt and serves to distinguish one form from 
another; thus in the declension of fee, " man, nom. sing. fee, gen. 
sing. fir, dat. sing. fiur, ace. sing. for n-. nom. pl . fir. gen. pl . fee 
corresponding to Prim. Celt. (Gaulish) viros, vin, vino, saran, viii, 
Dime, the influence of the following sound still differentiates the 
cases from one another. In th2 later language the initial mutations  

come more and more to be used for this purpose. In Middle Irish 
the declensions and conjugations are much simplified and the neuter 
gender is given up in substantives. In the verb the athematic conjuga-
tion has disappeared and the distinction of primary and secondary 
endings is not observed. On the other hand Irish has developed a • 
peculiar system of absolute and conjoint inflection with different set s of 
endings. T he conjoint endings are always used in the case of compound 
verbs, and in simple verbs they are employed after certain proclitics, 
e.g. the negative particles. Thus bend," he bears," is an absolute 
form; do-beir, " he gives," ni beir," he does not bear," are conjoint 
forms. Further, the verb system is partly dominated by the various 
devices employed to express relatival function. There are three 
main types of conjugation in Old Irish corresponding to the Latin 
first, third and fourth conjugations, the Latin types moneo and 
audio being difficult to distinguish in Irish. In the modern language 
there is in reality but one conjugation. The old Irish verb system 
comprises present and imperfect indicative. imperative, pres. sub-
junctive in or -s- with corresponding past subjunctive, future in 
-f- or -s- or -e- or with reduplication along with corresponding second-
ary future, -s- preterite, -1- preterite, reduplicated preterite, a 
preterite containing a long stem-vowel, together with deponential and 
passive forms in -rd. This system is eked out with the verbal prefix ro, 
which among other functions changes a preterite into a perfect or 
a present into a perfect. Such a cumbrous system was bound to fall 
to pieces. A number of isolated forms have come down, but the only 
tenses which have survived into the modem period are the present 
and imperfect indicative, the imperative, the present subjunctive. 
the -s- preterite. the and •e- future with corresponding secondary 
forms, and some of the passive forms in -n. At the same time in the 
modern language there is an increasing tendency to use analytical 
forms. Two noteworthy features of the Irish verb remain to be 
mentioned. The one is the use of pronouns as objects infixed between 
particle and verb, or in a verb compounded with a preposition be-
tween preposition and verb. There are two sets of forms according as 
to whether the verb occurs in a relative clause or not. Thus-m- is the 
ordinary infixed pronoun of the 1st pers. sing., whilst -dam- is the 
corresponding relative form. In the 3rd pers. sing. aspiration 
may be employed, e.g. at ceil," he does not hide," of died, " he does 
not hide rt.  This has been given up in the modern language. 
Secondly in verbs compounded with prepositions the accent of the 
verb varies according as to whether the verb is used enclitically 
or not—thus after the negative rif or in the infinitive and imperative. 
Hence we have do-beir," he gives," by the side of of Mbair, " he does 
not give," infin. tabairt; do-gnlu, " I do," of denim," I do not do," 
infin. dhum. The changes caused by this alternation in addition to 
others due to the working of the Irish accent and to the initial and 
internal mutations have played havoc with the verb system and 
render it exceedingly difficult to reconstruct the paradigms. In the 
later periods of the language analogy naturally plays a great part. 
and many of the complicated forms are done away with, but even 
in the modern dialects the alternation between enclitic and ortho-
tonic forms still survives in the commonest verbs, e.g. Irish bheir re 

he gives," of thabhair se, " he does not give," infin. tabkairt: 
Scottish bheir e, cha Loin, tout; Manx ea eh, cha der, coyrt: Irish of 
sf. " he does," al dheanann si. " he does not do," infin, deanamh; 
Scottish ni e, " he does," cha dean e," he will not do," infin. deanamh; 
Manx nee eh, cha jean eh, jannoo. 

In the early period Irish borrowed a number of words from Latin. 
These are mainly connected with the church or with articles of 
civilization which would be imported from Roman Britain. Some 
of these show traces of British pronunciation, e.g. 0. Ir. trim:toil, from 
Latin frinildlem with a for a. In others again Lat. p is repre-
sented in Ir. by c, which may be due to the substitution of 9 as 
being the nearest Irish sound to the foreign p. Thus we find Ir. 
come." pu eple,"cosc, "Easter" ; cenciges, Whitsuntide " ; cruind her. 
" presbyter:" In addition to these several loans were received from 
Norte. In the Mid. Irishperiod many French words came in. and 
during the middle and modern periods the number of English words 
introduced is legion. Pedersen has tried to show in his Vergl. 
Gramm. that a considerable number of words were borrowed from 
Brythonic (Welsh) at an early date. 

[For the Latin loan-words, see J. Vendry2s, De hiberairis vocahalis 
quae a lalina lingua originem duxerunt (Paris, :gm); Kuno Meyer 
has collected a number of loan-words from Norse, Anglo-Saxon, 
Early.  English. Latin and Early French in Revue critique, sill. 460 

 and xiii. 505. See also Whitley Stokes. 13exeenberger's Beitrage, xviii. 
56 ff.  . For Celtic names in Norse see W. Stokes, Revue cethque, 
186 ff., and W. A. Craigie. Zeitschr, f. tilt. Phil.  f.  439  ff.] 

With regard to the dialects of Irish, there is a well-known rhyme 
which states the peculiarities of the speech of the four provinces. 
and dialectical differences must have existed at an early period, 
though they do not make their appearance in the literary language 
until the 18th century. At the present day the Irish of Leinster 
has vanished entirely, and we have unfortunately no records of it. 
But in the other three provinces the vernacular still lives, and we 
find the Irish of Munster, Connaught and Ulster marked off from 
one another by well-defined peculiarities. In general it may be 
stated that the south of Ireland is more conservative than the north. 
In Munster there is a tendency to shift the word-stress from the 
initial syllable to a heavy derivative syllable, e.g. -an. This does 
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not take place in Connaught, whilst in Ulster the tendency is to 
shorten the vowel. Again in monosyllables ending in U, we, ns, and 
under certain other conditions a short vowel becomes a diphthong 
in the south, in Connaught it is merely lengthened, but in Ulster the 
original length is retained, e.g. Ulster ball, " member, limb," Con-
naught bell. Munster baull. Final dh, gh in Munster are sounded as 
g. In certain cases the north prefers the vocalic mutation where 
the west and south have the nasal, thus notably in the dative singular 
after preposition and article. e.g. Munster-Connaught do's bkfear, 
" to the man," Ulster do's fhear. In the south synthetic verb-
forms are employed to a much larger extent than in the north. 

In the early part of the 19th century Irish was still the speech of 
more than half the inhabitants of Ireland. A German traveller 
reckoned that out of a total population of seven millions in 1835 
four millions spoke Irish as their mother-tongue. The famine of 
1846-1847 was felt most in those districts that were purely Irish, and 
these were the parts that were and still are chiefly affected by the 
tide of emigration. Add to this the fact that the influence of 
O'Connell and his satellites, and above all that of the Roman Catholic 
clergy, was against the language. In spite of the efforts of the 
Gaelic League (founded 1893), which have met with considerable 
success, the language is rapidly dying of internal decay. The 
speakers of Irish are chiefly confined to the following counties, 
where over 20% of the population speak Gaelic —Waterford, Cork, 
Kerry. Clare, Galway, Mayo, Sligo, Donegal. The following figures 
will illustrate the decay of the language since the famine:— 

Year. 
1851 
1861 	. 	. 
1871 	. 	. 
1881 	. 	. 
189 	. 	. 
1901 	. 	. 

Monoglots. 
319,602 

. 	. 	163,275 

. 	. 	103,562 

. 	. 	64,167 

. 	. 	38,192 

. 	. 	20,953 

Bilinguista. 
1,204,684 

942,261 
n4.313 
885,765 
642,053 
620,189 

According to the 19o1 census report the speakers of Irish were dis-
tributed as follows :—Leinster, 26436; Munster, 276.268; Con. 
naught, 245,580: Ulster. 92,858. The Gaelic movement, which 
has thriven largely on account of its anti-English character, would 
have a much better chance of galvanizing the ancient language of 
Ireland if it were not for the supreme difficulties of Irish spell 
and phonetics. Of the hundreds of thousands of persons who attend  
the classes of the League not more than one or two per cent. at th 
outside arrive at any state of proficiency. Presbyterian Gaels in 
Scotland are taught to read the Bible but Irish Catholics are not 
encouraged to do so. The result of this is seen in the fact that, whilst 
many, if not all, of the local Nationalist newspapers under the 
pressure of the League publish badly-printed and little-read columns 
in Irish, there are only two regularly appearing periodicals which 
contain any large amount of Irish. Half the contents—and those 
the most important—of the weekly organ of the league. A n Claid- 
heamb Soivis (" the flaming sword "), are in ,English. The latter 
was started in 1898 under the title of Fallow an Lae (" the ring of 
day," i.e. the dawn). The other periodical is the monthly Gaelic 
Journal (Irisleabhar no Gaedkilge), a would-be literary magazine 
of very inferior quality which has led a precarious existence since 
1882. In 1898 it was decided to hold a festival called the Oireachtas 
(" hosting, gathering ") on the lines of the Welsh Eisteddfod. The 
venture was a great success and similar meetings have been held 
every year since, whilst each province and many of .the counties 
have their annual local Gaelic leis (festival). The literary output 
of the movement has been prodigious, consisting in the main of a 
number of short stories and dramas (mostly propagandist), but 
nothing of any particular merit has as yet been forthcoming. The 
best-known writers are Dr Douglas Hyde (collector of folk-stories-
Beside the Fire, 1890, A n Sgeulaidhe Gaedisealack, 1895 (reprinted 
from vol. x. of the Annales de Bretagne), Love Songs of Connaught, 
1893, Religious Songs of Connaught, 19o5); P. O'Leary (author of 
two lengthy stories, Seadna. 1904, Nsansh. 1907); P. Dinneen 
(author of an historical tale. Carina tin Connaill, 1901); P. O'Shea, 
better known as "Conan Maol," author of a collection of short stories 
entitled An Buaiceas, 1903. 

AUTHORITIES ON IRISH LANGUAGE.—For the study of Old Irish 
—Zeuss, Grammarian Celtica ,  (Berlin, 1871); B. Gilterbock and 
R. Thurneysen. Indices to the Irish words treated in Zeuss (Leipzig, 
1881); E. Windisch published the first grammar of Old Irish in 1879 
(trans. by N. Moore. Pitt Press, 1882), but Windisch's treatment of 
the verb was rendered obsolete by the discovery of the laws of the 
Irish accent by H. Zimmer. Keltische Studien (Berlin. 1884). and 
R. Thurneysen, Revue celtique, vi. 309; J. Vendryes, Grammaire 
du Vieil-Irlandais (Paris, 1908): R. Thurneysen. Handbuch des Alt-
Irischen (Heidelberg, 1909). Mention should also .be made of J. 
Strachan, Selections :from the OM Irish Glosses (Dublin. 1904); and the 
same writer's Old Irish Paradigms (Dublin. 1905). Stories from the Tdin 
(Dublin, 1908). See also various papers do the Irish verb in the 
Traesaaimu of the London Philological Society by Strachan 01)95- 
002); H. Pedersen. A spirationes i Irsk (Copenhagen. 1898); 
C. Sarauw, Irske Studier (Copenhagen, 1901); G. J. Ascoli. Archivio 
glottologico Italian, vols. v. and vi. For the study of Middle Irish—
E. Windisch, Irische Tate mit Werterbuch (Leipzig. 1880). (Other 
volumes in conjunction with W. Stokes.) 

Editions of texts by W. Stokes, Kuno Meyer and others in the 
Revue critique, Zeitschrift fur celtische Pkilologse, Erin. K. Meyer 
has issued an exhaustive Mid. Irish glossary (A-D) as a supplement 
to the Archly fir celtische Lesikographse. The remainder is beige 
published under the auspices of the Royal Irish Academy. The 
first grammar of Modern Irish was published by Francis Molloy is 
1677 at Rome under the title of Granneariaa Laasso-thiesica. 
Molloy was followed by Jeremiah Curtin in 1728 with a book called 
Elements of the Irish .Langnage. Numerous other grammars were 
published towards the end of the 18th and at the beginning at the 
19th century, but few of them have any value. The more important 
of them are enumerated in the introduction to O'Donovan's Grimmer 
and to Windisch's Kursgefassle irische -Grammatik, and in Pedenes's 
A spirationen i Irsk, pp. 29-47. We may mention W. Nedsoe's 
Grammar 0808) as it is Important for the Insh of E. Ulster. Bet the 
greatest native grammarian was John O'Donovan, who traversed 
Ireland in connexion with the Ordnance Survey, and published is 
1854 a comprehensive grammar noting the differences between the 
various dialects. A little grammar published by tolollorin :867 is 
instructive on account of the author s peculiar point of view. The 
most useful books for the study of the living language are the aerie, 
of booklets (five) published by Father O'Growney, one of the chid 
promoters of the present movement. Mention should also be mode 
of J. P. Henry's Handbook of Modern Irish, pta. L-iv., and of the 

Dublin 
mmars by P. W. Joyce (Dublin. 1896) and the Christian Brothers 

t901). For the northern form of Irish L) P. Craig's 
Grammar of Modern Irish is useful h  Dublin, 5904). The phonetics 
of a Munster dialect have been investigated by R. Heriebry, A 
Contribution to the Phonology of Dad Irish (Greifswald, 5901). The 
dialect of the Aran Islands off the coast of Galway has been described 
by F. N. Finch., Die Arena Muscled. i. Lasstkas and Grammatik, ii. 
Waterbuck (Marburg, 1899). G. Dottin has given an account of a 
dialect of North Connaught (Mayo) in the Kernecation, riv. pp. 

(E
37.. A study of the speechi of the north was _published by E. C 

uiggin under the title of A Dialed of Donegal, Phona(mor and Tat; 
mbridge, 1906). For an account of the decay dl  Irish see 

H. Zimmer, " Die keltische Bewegung in Wand," Press:Oche Jai- 
blither for 1898, vol. 93,59 ff., and the last chapter of Dowels 
Hyde's Literary History of

p. 
 Ireland (London. 1901). 

The work of the earlier compilers of glosses will be znentimed 
in the literature section below. The first dictionary of the modem 
language of any importance .  was that published by ). O'Brien is 
1768. Nextcame . E. O'Reilly with his Irish-English Dewy
(Dublin, 1817). This book contains a vast store of words gathered as 
no

gilecipiewila r 
 f all manner 

 catevAon7a:d n a  the presen t sourcetLdrd h to 	
as therefore 

sidemble service. A second edition with a supplement by O'Dencria 
was published after the latter's death in 1864. The first trustworthy 
dictionary of the modern language was published under thesF 
of the Irish Texts Society by P. J. Dinneen (London. 	E 
Irish dictionaries have been com piled by DI_ . Foley (Dublin. 1  59; 
E. E. Fournier (Dublin, 1903); T. O'Neill Lane (Dublin, 1904). 

(8) Scottish Gaelic.—Scottish Gaelic is the form of Goiddic 
speech which was introduced into Scotland by the Dalriadic 
Scots who came over from Ireland in the early centuries of our 
era. We possess practically no early monuments of the language. 
We have one or two inscriptions in Latin characters, such as that 
at St Vigeans and the Ogama mentioned above, which have not 
yet been solved. In the Book of Dela there is a colophon of a 
few lines probably written by an Irish scribe in the cab century. 
and as the language of these lines differs in no wise from the Irish 
of the period, we do not know if they accurately represent the 
Gaelic of Scotland or if they may not be purr Irish. In the 
same MS. there are further Gaelic scraps belonging to the till 
and rth centuriea The word-forms in these en tries are identical 
with those current at the time in Ireland, but the historical 
orthography seems to show more signs of decay than is the case 
in Irish. The medieval Scottish MSS. in the Advocates' Library 
at Edinburgh are only just being published, but they seem either 
to hail from Ireland or to be written in pure Irish. The end of 
the isth century brought a change. The Lordship of the Isis, 
the great bond between Ireland and Scotland, was broken up. 
The Gaels of Scotland, thrown on their own resources, advanced 
their own dialect to the position of a literary language and tried 
to discard the Irish orthography. The Book of Ike Dee. 4 
Lismore, compiled about l5oo, is written in a kind of phonetic 
orthography which has not as yet been sufficiently investigated. 
The language of those poems which are not directly asailxd to 
Irish poets, and which may therefore be regarded as representing 
the literary language of the Highlands at the time, seems to 
occupy a position midway between Irish and Scottish Gaelic. 
But until the beginning of the 18th century the Highlands were 
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tinder the literary dominion of Ireland, so much so that Bedell's 
Irish version of the Scriptures was circulated in Scotland with a 
glossary from ‘690 to 1767, and Bishop Carsewell's version of 
Knox's Prayer-book (1567) is pure Irish. The language of the 
people is poorly represented in the 16th and 17th centuries, and 
the orthography is not fixed untli we reach the 18th century. 

Irish and Scottish Gaelic differ considerably in point of voca-
bulary. but there are also important divergences in phonetics and 
inflections. In the first place, Scottish Gaelic as written has entirely 
given up the nasal mutation (eclipse), e.g. Scottish ar bd." our cow," 
Irish or rts-hi; Scottish can dr. "of the countries," Irish no d-Hr. 
It should, however, be observed that in Skye and the Outer Isles 
the oriel mutation has been pertly restored and in some places 
there are even parallels to the Welsh nasal mutation of c, p. t to ugh, 
• 0r. Ws. Secondly, post-vocalic c, P, I are commonly preceded by a 
breathed sound• not represented in writing, thus mat " son,' is 
pronounced mak; slat, " rod," as slat. Again there is a tendency 
to insert a sibilant in the group rt, thus kart, " right," is sounded 
hawk, and the distinction between palatalised and non-palatalized 
sounds is not so rigidly observed as in Irish. The group chi is in 
Scotland pronounced as if chit. We may also mention that Scottish 
Gaelic preserves an old t in a number of words where Irish now has 
thus, Old Ir. fer, Scottish G. fir, Irish fdr, but in both cases the spell-
ing is fear (in this respect Scottish Gaelic goes hand in hand with 
Manx and the almost extinct Irish of Down). Similarly, we find that 
in Scottish Gaelic and Manx stressed vowels preceding a palatalized 
consonant have not undergone palatalization to the same extent 
as in Irish, e.g. in Ireland dnine, " man," <Menlo-, is pronounced 
dill, but in Scotland dined (in Manx written docimney). A further 
peculiarity of Scottish Gaelic is that it substitutes lessen or voiceless 
mediae for the voiced stops, and even 1, r, n sounds show a great 
tendency to give up the voice. Scottish Gaelic goes farther even 
than Irish in the confusion of vowel-sounds, e.g. Lat. aim, dr. cos, 
" foot," Sc. cots ; Ir. coda), Sc. cadet. When we turn to the inflections 
we find that analogy has here played a much grater part than in 
Irish. There is a tendency to make the plural of all substantives 
except masculine monosyllables end in -an. In the conjugation 
the synthetic forms have with one or two exceptions entirely dis- 
• and the present forms have become momentary in force. 
Fkate in ordinary grammars it ia stated that the present has become 
a future, thus si nil means " I shall do." The past participle chiefly 
ends in -le as against Irish -the, -k, or -des, -la, according to the 
quality of the preceding sound. The present (future) and past 
subjunctive (conditional representing both the imperfect indic. 
sad secondary future of Irish') supply the place of the Irish consue-
tudinal forms. In idiom also Scottish has diverged very consider-
ably from Irish, e.g. in the use of tha 	Si) for is. 

It seems now to be agreed that the various dialects of Scottish 
Gaelic fall into two main divisions—northern and southern. 
Mackinnon states that the boundary between the two passes roughly 
up the Firth of Lorne to Loch Leven, then across country from Balla-
chute& to the Grampians. The country covered by the northern 
(reelect was of old the country of the Northern Picts, whilst the 
portion of Argyllshire south of the boundary line, together with 
Bute and Arian, made up the kingdom of Dalriada. The Gaelic 
district south of the Grampians belong to the Southern Picts. 
The southern dialect is commonly regarded as the literary language. 
It approaches more nearly to Irish and preserves the inflections much 
better than the speech of the north. 

The following characteristics of the northern dialects may be 
mentioned :—(t) The diphthongization of open I to is is carried much 
farther in the north than in the south. (2) The vowel ao in the north 
is more regidarly the high-back-narrow-unrounded vowel-sound, 
whereas the south in many cases has a low-front-wide-round sound. 
(g) The north has lab in initial position where the south prefers sr. 
Further, the northern dialects go very far in dropping unaccented 
final vowels. It may be remarked that in the reduction of derivative 
endings containing long vowels Scotland goes hand-in-band with 
Ulster Irish, thus Conhaught arils, " brftd," is in Ulster and Scot-
land spin. Again, Scottish agrees with North Irish in the loss of 
synthetic verb-forms and in using as negative cha, Mid. Ir. taco, 
swat But, on the other hand, Scotland, with the exception of 
South Amyllp and some of the Isles, diphthongizes accented a, o, e, in 
monosyllables,  before U, an, in, thus resembling the speech of 
Munster. In South Argyll the original short vowel ishalflengthened. 

As to the southern limits of Gaelic speech in Scotland, the boundary 
between Gaelic and English in medieval times was the so-called 
Highland line, and at the War of Independence it is probable that 
it extended to Stirling. Perth and the Ochil and Sidlaw Hills, the 
Inglis being limited to a very narrow strip along the coast. Dr 
J. A. H. Murray traced the linguistic frontier in 1869-1870 with the 
knowing results. The line started about 3 m. west of the town of 
Nairn on the Moray Firth and ran in a south-east direction to the 
Dee, 4 m. above Balloter. On the other side of the Dee it began 
4 m. above Balmoral and followed the boundary of Perth and Forfar 
as far as Glen Shee. where it went off to the south-west as far as 
Dunkeld. After passing Birnam Hill it turned due west until the 
tipper cart of Glen Almond was reached, where it bent to the south- 

ward, passing through r omrie and along the braes of Doune to the 
Teith, 3 or m. belosi Callender. Thence it ran along the north 
shore of Lake Monteith to Gartmore, and from there to Rowar- • 
dennan on the east side of Loch Lomond. On the west side it 
passed through Glen Douglas down Loch Long and the Firth of 
Clyde. leaving Bute and Arran to the west. At the present day this 
boundary has probably receded to the extent of several miles. and 
even in 1870 there were districts such as Bute and the region round 
Dunoon where Gaelic was only spoken by the oldest natives and 
the immigrant population. The language is not found in the north-
east of Caithness. the boundary running, according to Murray, 
roughly from a little north-east of Lybster to the mouth of the Form. 
Celtic was driven out of Shetland and Orkney by Scandinavian some 
time during the middle ages. (See further J. A. H. Murray, The 
Dialect of the Southern Counties of Scotland, London, 1875; /teem 
celtique, vol. pp. 180-187.) 

Until the 18th century Gaelic was spoken in Galloway and on the 
uplands of Ayr and Lanark. The following figures from the census 
returns illustrate the decrease in the number of persons who speak 
Gaelic:— 

Monolinguizts. Bilinguists. 

	

1881 	. 	. No return 	231,594 
includes ncludes 

Gaelic monolinguists) 
210,677 

	

189 1 	• 	• 	• 44.738 

	

1901 	. 	. 	. 28,106 	202,700 

In the last-mentioned year it appears that nearly one-half of the 
speakers of Gaelic are reported from the counties of Inverness and 
Ross (23,893 monolinguists and 82,573 bilinguists). From about 
130o we find Scottish emigrants filtenng into the glens of Antrim, 
where the Gaelic that is spoken is still unmistakably Scottish. There 
have long been local societies of Highlanders for the cultivation 
of their native tongue, the most important one being An Cannons 
Gdidhealach (founded 1811). This society holds an annual gathering 
called the Mdd (- Eng. ' moot ") on the lines of the Welsh Eisteddfod, 
and recently the Scottish Education Department has countenanced 
the teaching of Gaelic in Highland schools. But the political 
element plays little or no part in the language movement in Scot-
land, and the latter is not likely to assume the proportions of the 
Gaelic League in Ireland. Asa rule, however, Highlanders ate better 
able to read their own language than Irish bads, for, the majority 
being Protestants, they rue encoumged to read their Bibles. There are 
only two periodicals which devote half their space to Gaelic. The 
one is An Deo•Greine (" the sunbeam"), founded October 1905; and 
the other-is the Catholic propagandise quarterly Guth not Blsadkna 
(" the voice of the year "), started in 1904. Up to 1905 a fortnightly 
newspaper printed wholly in Gaelic appeared in Prince Edward 
Island. under the title of An (" the echo "), and efforts 
have been made to revive it. A weekly newspaper wholly in Gaelic 
was started in t908 by R. Stuart Erskine under the title of Alba. 

AUTHORITIES ON SCOTTISH GARL1C.—The first irraMMar of Scottish 
Gaelic was compiled by W. Shaw (An Analysis o the Colic Language, 
1778). The most useful one was that published by Alexander 
Stewart, Elements of Gaelic Grammar (Edinburgh, 180t). A revised 
edition of this work with many additions and corrections was pub-
lished by H. C. Gillies, London, 1902. This book is rather spoilt 
by the author's attitude, and requires to be supplemented and cor-
rected. G. Henderson and C. W. Robertson have published im-
portant papers on the modern dialects in the Zeitschrsft fur celtische 
Philologse, the Celtic Review and the Transactions of Me Gaelic Society 
of Inverness. The most useful work on Gaelic philology is Alexander 
Macbain's Etymological Gaelic Dictionary (Inverness, 1896) (a later 
edition by W. J. Watson). The chief dictionaries are Dictionarium 
Scolo- Celticum, published by the Highland Society of Scotland 
(Edinburgh, 1828); IL A. Armstrong, Gael Dictionary in two pans 
London, 1825); N. McAlpine, Pronouncing Gaelic Dictionary 
Edinburgh, 1847) (this book gives the pronunciation of Islay); 

Macleod and Dewar, Gaelic and English Dictionary listed edition. 
Edinburgh, 19o1); Fackir Gdidhlig, published by E. Macdonald, 
Herne Bay, appearing in parts since 1902. 

(c) Manx.—Our sources of information with regard to the 
language of the Isle of Man are even more scanty in the early 
period than they are in the case of Scotland. There area number 
of references to the island in Irish literature, but the earliest 
monument of the vernacular we possess is the version of the Book 
of Common Prayer made by Bishop Phillips in Oro. In this 
translation the traditional Irish orthography is not followed. 
The spelling resembles the orthography which was employed in 
Scotland by the compiler of the Book of the Dean of Lismore. 
How far this system was used is a question which it is difficult 
to decide. In Scotland the Irish orthography has prevailed in a 
slightly modified form, but Manx writers adhered to a mode of 
spelling which was as phonetic as any system based on English, 
or, probably more correctly Anglo-Scottish, orthography could 
be. This fact, combined with the rapid phonetic decay of the 
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language, makes it extremely difficult to discover what sound-
values are to be attached to the various symbols. At the 
beginning of the x8th century English was not understood by 
two-thirds of the natives, and in 1764 the S.P.C.K. issued a 
paper containing this statement: " The population of the Isle is 
so,000, of whom the far greater number are ignorant of English." 
But from this time English gradually crept in. The last edition 
of the Manx Bible was issued in 1819, and of the New Testament 
in 1840. The present writer's great-grandmother refused to 
speak English, his grandfather (b. 1815) preached in Manx and 
English, and his father (b. 1844) only spoke English. The 
following figures illustrate the rapid decline of the language:— 

Monolinguists. 	Bilinguists. 
1875 	 Igo 	12,340 

(out of a population 
of 41,084 exclusive 
of Douglas) 

1901 	 None 	4.4 1 9 

Manx stands in a much closer relation to Scottish Gaelic than 
Irish, and fishermen state that they could understand a good deal 
of what is said in South Argyll, though they are quite at a loss at 
Kinsale. Manx exhibits the same tendency as Scottish to use ana-
lytical and periphrastic forms in the verb, thus farina°, " to do," is 
used like Scottish deanamh with an infinitive to express the past and 
future. The present has acquired a momentary (future) signification, 
and the past participle ends in -it (Scottish .1e). The negative is cha 
as in Scotland and Ulster. Manx goes as far as northern Scottish in 
dropping unstressed final vowels, e.g. ckiarn," lord." Irish, tighearna . ; 
-7n is the favourite plural ending in substantives. The nasal muta-
tion has been partly given up. Old Irish stressed i is frequently 
retained, e.g. fir," man," Irish fdr (spelt fear), and the vowels 6 and it 
are confused as in Scottish, e.g. Mask cast, " foot," Scottish cas, 
Irish ear. Manx is divided in itself about the treatment of short 
accented vowels before 11, nn, m. According to Rhys the south side 
lengthens, whilst the north side diphthongizes; e.g. Irish crass, 
" tree, " clams, " offspring," S. Manx kron, hien, N. Manx. kroun, 
/damn (written cross, clam). In the matter of stress Manx is quite 
original, going farther even than the dialects of the south of Ireland. 
Not only does it shift the stress in the case of heavy derivative 
suffixes like -ds and reduce the preceding vowel, e.g. Ir. /saran, 
Sc. fuaran, Manx flan, " spring," but even in cases like caglikla, 
"variety; Sc. Ir. caochladh. 0. Ir. coinstrochloud; cords, " voice,' 
Ir. comkradh. The Mid. English stress on the final is further retained 
in words from the French such as ash6on;" nation,"liorey, "deliver." 

As other features peculiar to Manx we may mention the following. 
An intervocalic s or sh shows a tendency to become lisped and 
voiced to d. In monosyllables post-vocalic final m, n, are often 
preceded by an intrusive b, d respectively, thus ben " woman," may 
be heard as beds. Ir. it becomes more palatal and is often a. Ir. 
re becomes st, ski, e.g. Ir. feseor, " evening," Manx friar; Ir. mime, 
" water," Manx sishley. 

AUTHORITIES ON MANX.—The place andpersonal names of the 
Isle of Man have been collected by A. W. Moore in Manx Names ,  
(London, 1903) (33% of the proper names are Scandinavian). The 
chief source of information about the spoken language is J. -Rhys, 
The Outlines of the Phonology of Maur Gaelic (London, 1895) (the 
book has unfortunately no Index and no texts). The only serious 
attempt to represent spoken Manx graphically is the transcription 
of a song by J. Strachan in the Zeikel's. fir celtische Philologie, vol. i. 
p. 54. The native grammarian is J. elly, who in 1803 published 
A Practical Grammar of the Ancient Gaelic or Language of the Isle 
of Man, usually called Monks. This book was republished by W. Gill 
for the Manx Society in 1859, and a facsimile reprint of this latter 
was made for Quaritch, London, 1870. A useful little book entitled, 
First Lessons in Mans was published by Edwin Goodwin (Dublin, 
toot). There are two dictionaries, one by A. Cregeen, Douglas 
1835, which is now being reprinted for An Cheshaght Gaikkagh. a 
Douglas society which is endeavouring to encourage the use of 
Manx and to get it introduced into the schools. The other dictionary 
is by J. Kelly in two parts=(1) Manx and English, (a) English and 
Manx, published by the Manx Society in 1866. Kelly also prepared 
a Triglot of Manx, Irish and Gaelic, based upon English, which has 
never been published. A useful paper on the language appeared in 
the Transactions of the London Philological Society for 1875 by 
H. Jenner, "The Manx Language: Its Grammar, Literature and 
Present State." (E. C. Q.) 

(ii). Brythonic. The term Brythonic is used to denote the 
Celtic dialects of Wales, Brittany and Cornwall. Unlike the 
Goidels the Brythonic peoples have no common name for their 
language. Forms of Brythonic speech were doubtless current 
throughout England and Wales and the Lowlands of Scotland 
at the time of the Saxon invasion. The S.E. of Britain may 
have been extensively Romanized, and it is not impossible that  

remnants of Goidelic speech may have lingered on in out-of-tbe-
way corners. No literary documents dating from this period 
have been preserved, but some idea of the character of Brythonic 
may be gathered from the numerous inscriptions which have 
come to light. In the middle of the 6th century Brythonic was 
confined to the western half of Britain south of the Clyde and 
Forth. The colonization of Britannia minor or Armorials 
Brittany during the 5th and 6th centuries will be described later. 
In the latter part of the 6th century the W. Saxons pushed their 
conquests as far as the estuary of the Severn, and from that time 
the Brythons of S.W. Britain were cut off from their kinsmen in 
Wales. Early in the 7th century the Brythons of Strathclyde 
were similarly isolated by the battle of Chester (613). The 
kingdom of Strathclyde maintained a separate existence untli the 
loth century, and it is generally stated that Brythonic speech did 
not die out there until the t 3th century. The question as to how 
far Brythonic names and words have survived in these districts 
has never been properly investigated. Certain it is that Bry-
thonic numerals survived amongst shepherds in Cumberland. 
Westmorland and N.W. Yorkshire down to the second half of the 
,9th century, just as herrings are still counted in Manz by Manx 
fishermen otherwise quite innocent of the language. Accordingly. 
from the 7th century onwards Brythonic became gradually 
limited in Great Britain to three districts—Strathclyde, Wales, 
and Cornwall and Devon. During the 7th century the Brython 
of Wales and Strathclyde often fought side by side against the 
Angles, and it is from this period that the name by which the 
Welsh all themselves is supposed to date, Cyntro<•Comiros, 
pl. Cymry<•Combroges, i.e. " fellow-countrymen" as opposed 
to W. Mils°, Gaul. Allobroges," foreigners." We have no means 
of determining when Celtic speech became extinct in the 
petty states of the north which retained their independence 
longest. 

The chief features which distinguish the Brythonic from the 
Goidelic dialects have already been enumerated. In the course 
of the 6th and 7th centuries final short vowels disappeared. 
In compound names the final vowel remains in the first com-
ponent until the 7th century. Short vowels in other than initial 
syllables when immediately preceding the stress (on the historical 
penultimate) disappear, whilst long ones are shortened, e4 
Welsh ea:dotal from Lat. carildkus. Other vowels in unstressed 
position are apt to be reduced, thus 6, it, give i in 0. W. (Md. 
W. y). A marked characteristic of Welsh as distinguished from 
Cornish and Breton is the treatment of it under the influence of 
a following i. In Welsh the result is ei, in Corn. and Bret. e, 
e.g. Welsh stint, " saints," Bret. sent, sing. sant. The mutations 
seem to have started in the second half of the 6th century in 
the case of the tenues. 

See J. Loth, Les Mots Wins dans ks longues Brillonigues (Pais, 
1892); J. Loth, Chrestomaihie brelonne (Paris, 1890). 

(a) Welsh (Cymraeg).—It is usual to divide the history of the 
Welsh language into three periods—Old, Middle and Modem. 
Tothe oldest period belong the collections of glosses, the earliest 
of which go back to about 80o. The middle period extends from 
z zoo to Isoo. 

As a rule the medial mutation of the tenues and mediae is not 
denoted in 0. Welsh. Intervocalic g is sometimes retained but 
generally it has disappeared, whilst after • and 1 it is still Trines. 
In the course of the 9th century initial to (o) becomes r. (later so. 
As the 0. Welsh documents consist almost entirely of isolated wads. 
we know scarcely anything about the morphology of the Impale 
during this period. To the middle period belong the ancient poem 
from the Black Book of Carmarthen. but the language of these con-
positions is evidently much older than the date of the manrucript 
(12th century), as it preserves a number of very archaic features. 
Other important sources of information for this period are the 0. 
Welsh Laws contained in a MS. of the 12th century. To* smiles bat 
later date belong the Mabinogion (14th century MS.), and the prim 
versions of French romances published by R. Williams (15th century). 
In Middle Welsh the consonant mutations are in general denoted 
in writing, though not consistently, and from this period dates the 
introduction of w and y W. to denote vowel sounds The 
symbol U to denote a voiceless I was already employed in Mid. W. 
but rh (–voiceless r), dd ( ■ Eng. a in " thou ") and! (-s) Mkt 
do not appear or only become regular during the modern prod. 
In Mod. W. the orthography is regularized and does not dila 
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materially from that of the late medieval documents. In O.W. the 
old stress on the final syllable (the historical penult) appears to have 
been preserved, but during the middle period the accent was shifted 
to the penult. In consequence of this change am (<d) in final 
syllables is reduced to o in Mod. W.. e.g. Mid. W. pechavol <Lat. 
:medium. Mod. W. pechod. 

The comparative wealth of inflection preserved by 0.1r. has almost 
entirely disappeared in Welsh. There are only the faintest traces of 
the case forms, the dual and the neuter gender. Compared with 
the Irish nominal declension according to -o- -4-, -i-, -so-, -s-, 
guttural, dental and nasal stems, Welsh only distinguishes the nom. 
sing. and plur., the latter sometimes retaining an old formation. 
Thus masc. -o- stems show palatal modification, e.g. corn, " horn," 
piny. eyrie < 'kora; the plural ending of -ss. stems, O. Gaulish -ores. 
gives O.W. -es, Mid. W. 4.81. Mod. W. -ass, e.g. peruses, " heads." 
The termination -ones of the -is- stems appears as -on. The infixation 
of pronominal objects between a verbal particle and the verb itself 
continues in use down to the present day as in Breton. In the third 
person sing. of the pies. ind. there are instances in the oldest Welsh 
of the peculiar alternation between orthotonic and absolute forms 
which characterize the Irish paradigms, e.g. pereid, " it endures," 
but sir pkara. The several types of conjugation represented in Irish 
have become obscured, traces remaining only in the endings of the 
third sing. of the pies. ind., the pret. ind. (Mid. W. -as, -es. -Is) and 
the pret. passive (Mid. W. -at, -el, -it). The verb system of Welsh 
comprises the following tenses: indic. present (also used as future), 
imperative, imperfect, preterite (in Mid. W. forms with s have 
become prevalent as in Irish, but forms corresponding to the Irish 
preterites in I or with reduplication or unreduplicated with long 
vowel are not infrequent in the earlypoetry). pluperfect (a new 
formation), pies. and pret. passive. In the subj. early W. dis-
tinguishes pres. and past, but the latter comes to be replaced by the 
pluperfect indicative. The sign of the subj. is -h- <s. which reminds 
one of the Irish s-subj.. though the formation is somewhat different. 
There are also traces of a future formation containing h <I. (See 
also under WALES. 

We have seen already that Wales began to exist as a separate 
entity roughly at the end of the 6th and beginning of the 7th cen- 

turies. In the second half of the 8th century the Welsh 
llstory 	were confined in pretty much their present limits by 
awl 	were king of Melvin, who constructed the Dyke going by 
axle. 	his name, which has approximately remained the political 
boundary between England and Wales ever since. From this time 
onwards the bitter feeling against England which we find expressed 
in the fervid compositions of lobo Goch and other political bards 
served 

ry
to prevent any serious inroads of English on Welsh-speaking 

territo. With the advent of the Tudors, however, there came a 
great change. Henry VII. owed his throne in large measure to the 
support he had received from Wales and he prided himself on his 
Welsh ancestry. A consequence of this was that throughout the 
16th century Wales received exceptionally favourable treatment at 
the hands of the English sovereign and parliament. In 1562 a 
decree was issued ordering a translation of the Bible to be made into 
Welsh. All this could naturally not be without effect on the attitude 
of the leaders of the people towards England. The change is already 
apparent in the poems of Lewis Glyn Cothi and others. And the 
sinking difference in the manner In which the Reformation was 
regarded in Ireland and Wales is worthy of remark. During the 
Stuart wars the Welsh nobles fought invariably on the Royalist side, 
and them is plenty of other evidence that the aristocracy of Wales 
was becoming thoroughly anglicized both in sentiment and language. 
At the same time the practice of the Tudors was reversed in many 
particulars. Thus it became the custom to appoint Englishmen 
ignorant of the national language to the Welsh bishoprics. In this 
manner it is not a matter for surprise that a feeling of estrangement 
should grow up between the bulk of the population, who only knew 
Welsh. and the clergy and nobles, their intellectual leaders. The 
neglect of the national language is evident from the large number of 
English words which have even crept into such classical works as 
Prichard's Conroy!" y Cymry and Ellis Wynn's Gweledigaethast y 
Bardd Cam. It is stated that, of the 269 works published by Welsh-
men between 1546 and 1644. 44 were in Latin, 184 in English and 
only 45 in Welsh. and of these 37 consist of works of piety. Thus 
at the beginning of the 18th century there seemed a fair chance that 
Welsh would soon become extinct like Cornish. 

An extraordinary change was brought about by the Methodist 
movement in Wales. The preachers, in order to get hold of the 
masses, addressed them in the vernacular, and their efforts were 
crowned with enormous success. At the same time a minister of 
the Established Church, Griffith Jones, went about Wales establish- 
ing lay schools to which young and old might come to learn to read 
the Welsh Bible. Between 1737 and 1761 3395 such schools sprang 
up. at which no fewer than 158,238 persons of all ages learned to read 
their native language. After GriffithJones's death this work was 
carried on by others, notably by Charles of Bala (1755-1814), who 
passed overto Calvinistic Methodism and whose schools were trans- 

after the model of the Sunday schools instituted in 1782 by 
Robert Raikes. Charles of Bala was largely instrumental in the 
founding of the British and Foreign Bible Society, and Wales was 
provided with 100,0oo copies of the Bible and Testament at very 

moderate prices. Bishop's Morgan's version of the Scriptures 
made in 1588 (final revision 1620) represents the speech of North 
Wales which had remained more or less free from English influence, 
so that the language of the Welsh Bible is rightly regarded as the 
literary model. Three-fourths of the inhabitants of Wales belong 
to the various Nonconformist sects, and therefore pass almost without 
exception through the Sunday school, where they are drilled in its 
sole object of study, the Welsh Bible. 

With the increasing employment of Welsh owing to the Non-
conformist movement there was also awakened a new interest in the 
past history of the principality. A society calling itself the Cym-
deithas y Cymntrodorton was founded in London in 1751, and during 
the succeeding half-century two periodicals exclusively in Welsh 
were started, the one, Trysorfa y Gwybodaah, in 1770, the other, 
Cykkgrason Cymraeg, in 1793. The year 1792 witnessed the creation 
of an important society, the Cynuleithas y Cyntreigyddion, in London, 
in which the moving spirits were William Owen (Pughe), Owen Jones 
and Edward Williams. The results of their indefatigable search for 
ancient Welsh manuscripts were published in three volumes under 
the title Jimmies Archaiology (London, 18o1-18o7). Owen further 
published an edition of the greatestmedieval Welsh poet Dafydd ap 
Gwilym, and also the first copious dictionary. But this was not all. 
In Goronwy Owen (1722-1769) a poet had arisen whose works could 
stand comparison with the compositions of the medieval writers, and 
it was owing to the efforts of the three men above mentioned that 
the national Eisteddfod (*session, from eistedd, " to sit ") was 
revived. The origin of these literary festivals is shrouded in 
obscurity. It is recorded that a S. Welsh prince, Gruffydd ap 
Rhys, held a festival lasting forty days in 1135 to commemorate a 
victorious campaign at which poets and minstrels competed for 
gifts and other rewards. Gruffydd's son Rhys ap Gruffydd is re-
ported to have instituted a Similar contest in 1176, at which the 
successful competitors received a chair whilst the others were given 
presents. It would seem that after the loss of Welsh independence 
a carefully graded order and a system of jealously guarded rules 
came into existence. Similar national festivals were held under 
royal patronage under Henry VIII. in 152,3 and again under Eliza-
beth in 1568. From 1568 until 1819 no general eisteddfod for all 
Wales was held. Since 1819 the national festival has been held 
annually and every little town has its own local celebration. Hence 
the Nonconformist Sunday school, the pulpit and the eisteddfod 
may be regarded as the most potent factors in resisting the inroads 
of English. The whole question of the vitality of Welsh and what 
may be called the political and social history of the language is 
treated in great detail by H. Zimmer, " Der Pan-Keltismus in Gross-
britannien and Inland," i., in Preussische Jahrbucher, vol. xcii. (1898) 
In elementary schools in Wales the use of Welsh has been permitted 
since 1893. 

With regard to the extent over which Welsh is spoken a detailed 
map is given in J. E. Southall's Welsh Language Census of 18ot 
(Newport, 1895). A line drawn from the southern end of the estuary 
of the Dee about 2 m. W. of Connah's Quay to Aberthaw in Glamorgan 
wouldpractically include all those districts where Welsh is spoken 
by 6o% of the population, and considerable deductions would have 
to be made for parts of Flint, Montgomery, most of Radnor and the 
N. part of Brecon. Little is spoken in the southern half of the Gower 
peninsula or in S. Pembrokeshire. Over much of Anglesey 974% 
of the population spoke Welsh and in parts of Cardiganshire 98.3 
Of a total population in 1901 of 2,012,876, 929,824 were returned 
as speakers of Welsh, of whom 280,905 were monoglots. That Welsh 
is a very living language may be gathered from the following statistics. 
BStween 1801 and 1898 no fewer than 8425 volumes were published 
in the vernacular, whilst in 1895 them were appearing regularly 
2 quarterliero  2 bi-monthlies, 28 religious and literary monthlies 
and 25 weekly papers. In 1909 the number was probably greater. 
The danger for Welshlies rather in the direction of internal decay. 
The speech of the people is saturated with English words and idiom. 
and modern writers like Daniel Owen submit to the same influence 
instead of returning to the classical models of the 17th century. 

Much remains to be done as regards the classification of the 
modern Welsh dialects. It is usual to divide them into four groups-
(° ) Powys (N.E.); (2) Gwynedd (N.W.); (3) Dyfed (S.W.): (4) 
Gwent (S.E.). One of the chief points on which N. and S. diverge 
is the pronunciation of the vowels i, ts, y, which in the S. all tend to 
become t. The difference between N. and S. was noticeable as early 
as the time of Giraldus Cambrensis. See M. Nettlau, Beitrage sue 
cymrischen Grammatik (Leipzig, 1887), also Res. cell. ix. pp. 64 ff.. 

t3 ff.; T. Darlington, " Some Dialectal Boundaries in Mid-Wales," 
Trans. of the Hon. Soc. of Crtntrodorion, igoo-19en. The only 
scientific description of a living dialect is ' Spoken N. Welsh. " 
by H. Sweet, Trans. of the London Phil. Soc., 1882-1884. 

AUTHORITIES ON WELSH LANGUAGE.—For the study of older 
Welsh 	C. Zeuss. Grammatica Celtica (Berlin', 1871)—an index 
to the 0. Welsh glosses cited in this work was compiled by V. 
Tourneur, Archly f. cell. Lesikographie, iii. ro9-ty7; J. Strachan, 
An Introduction to Early Welsh. with a Reader (Manchester. 1909); 
J. Rhys, Lectures on Welsh Philology (London*, 1879). Editions 
of texts—The Black Book of Carmarthen, facsimile edition by J. 
Gwenogvryn Evans (PwIlhefi, t906): J. Rhys and J. Gwenogvryn 
Evans. The Text of the Mabinogion (Oxford, 1887); The Mysyrsan 
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Archaiology of Wales .(11301-18o7; reprinted Denbigh, /870); W. F. 
Skene, The F'our Anc ient Books of Woks (2 vols., Edinburgh, 1868); 
Aneurin Owen, Ancient Laws and Institutes of Wales (London.1841); 
facsimile edition by A. W. Wade-Evans, Welsh Medieval Law 
(Oxford, 1909); K. Meyer, Peredur ap Efrane with glossary (Leipzig, 
1887); R. Williams, Selections from the Ifengwrt Manuscripts 
(London, 1876-1892); J. E. Southall, Wales and Her Language 
(Newport. 1892). The earliest Welsh grammar was published as 
long ago as 1567 in Milan by Griffiths Roberts. reprinted in facsimile 
as supplement to the Berate celtigue (Paris. 1883). An account of 
the language was prefixed to Owen Pushes Dictionary (1803). 
During the 29th century many manuals of indifferent value saw the 
light of day. The most authoritative works are:—T. Rowland, A 
Grammar of Site Welsh Language (Wrexham, 1853", 1876'), (still the 
most complete work), the same author also published a companion 
volume of Welsh Exercises (Wrexham, n..d.); W. Spurrell, A Grammar 
of the Welsh Language (Carmarthen', 1870); E. Anwyl, A Welsh 
Grammar for Schools, (1.) Accidence, (ii.) Syntax (London', 1898). 
Other useful manuals for the beginner:—T._Jones, A Guide to 
Welsh, pts. ii. new ed. (Wrexham, n.d.); S. J. Evans, The Elements 
of Welsh Grammar (Newport', 1903). Dictionaries:--The first 
Welsh dictionary was compiled by William Salesbury (London, 
t547; facsimile reprint, London. 1877); W. Owen Pughe, A Dic-
tionary of the Welsh Language (2 vols.. London, 1803; reprinted 
Denbigh, 1870); W. Spurrell, Welsh-English and En tisk-Welsh 
Dictionary (Carmarthen', 1904); a smaller one by W. Richards in 
2 vols. (Wrexham, n.d.), and many others. A dictionary on a large 
scale was planned by D. Silvan Evans and subsidized by the govern- 
ment. Only A-Dd has, however, appeared (Carmarthen, 1893-
1906), ep. J. Loth in Archly f. cell. Lex. vol. 1. for additions and 
corrections. A survey of Welsh periodical  literature is contained 
in T. M. Jones's Llenyddiaeth fy Neudati (Treflynnon. 1893). For 
Welsh folklore see J. Rhys, Celtic Folklore, Welsh and Manx (Ox-
ford, 19o1). H. H. Vaughan, Wdsk Proverbs (London, 1889), also 
Rev. colt. iii.19 ff. See also G. Dottin, Revue de synthlse hislorigue, 
vi. 317 ff.;H. Zimmer and L. C. Stern in Kellar der Gemmed, 
Teil 1, Abt. xi. I. (E. C. Q.) 

(6) Brdon.—Breton (Brezonek) is the name given to the 
language spoken by those Britons who fled from the south-west 
of England to Armorica (see Burnt:Pr) in the 5th and 6th 
centuries of our era to avoid being harassed by the Saxons. 
The first migration probably 
Dumnonii and Cornovii founded small states in Brittany, or 
Britannia Minor, as it was termed, and were followed in the 
second half of the 6th and into the 7th century by a long stream 
of refugees (d. J. Loth, L'Emigralion bretonne, Paris

, 
1885; 

A. de la Borderie, Histoire de la Bretagne°, vol. i.,i9o5). 
In the earliest stages it is difficult to distinguish Breton from 

Welsh. The history of the language may be divided into Old Breton 
from the 7th to the 11th centuries. Middle Breton from the itth 
to the 17th centuries, and Modern Breton. In Old Breton the only 
material we possess consists of glosses and names occurring in lives 
of saints, Frankish authors, and charters. However, we find a few 
characteristics which serve to show that the old glosses are really 
Breton and not Welsh. Thus, an original d never becomes it diphthong 
(as, aw) in Old Breton, but remains 6. In Bret. gn becomes gr. 
Further, in 0. W. pretonic d is weakened to an indeterminate sound 
written i and later y, a phenomenon which does not occur in Breton, 
e.g. Lat. cukita appears in 0. W. as ciket, but in 0. Br. as colcet. 
A marked characteristic of Breton is the confusion of I and I, e.g. 
Ir. cis, " court," W. Uys, Br. ks. In Old Breton as in Old Welsh 
neither the initial nor the medial mutations are expressed.in writing, 
whilst in Middle Breton only the latter are regularly denoted. In 
this period the language diverges very rapidly from Welsh. As 
prominent features we may mention the following. Stressed d 
( = Prim. Celt. and Ir. a) becomes eu, in unstressed syllables e; thus 
the suffix -dco becomes sue and later -cc, but in Welsh -due and later 

-og. Postvocalic -tr, -11 become -dr, -dl as in Welsh, but in Middle 
Breton they pass into -zr, -el, which in the modern language appear as 

-d; e.g. Mid. Br. lair, Mod. Br. laer, " robber," W. Uetdr, Lat. 
lobo. Further, -11 becomes -ol, -id, e.g. Br. ad, emit, " cliff,  ," W. 
alit; Br. /name, " lord," Ir. ann, W. al craw, aihraw, Corn. akrou; 
and, more important still, th, ct (W. dd) become s, s, e.g. Mid. Br. 
clesef " sword," Mod. Br. Mese, W. cleddyf. The orthography 
only followed the pronunciation very slowly, and it is not until 1659 
that we find any attempt made to reform the spelling. In this year 
a Jesuit priest, Julien Maunoir (Br. Maner), published a manual 
in which a new spelling is employed, and it is usual to date Modern 
Breton from the appearance of this book, although in reality it 
marks no new epoch in the history of the language. It is only now 
that the initial mutations are consistently denoted in writing (medi-
ally they are already written in t het t th century), and the differences 
between the dialects first come into view at this time. As in Welsh 
the accent is withdrawn during the middle period from the final to 
the penultimate (except in the Vannes dialect), which causes the 
modern unstressed vowel to be reduced in many cases. Again, in 
Old Welsh and Old Breton a short streamed vowel in wordsof onesyllable  

waslengthened, e.g. W. Mel," father ," pl. Wm, but in Modern Breton 
the accent tends to lengthen all stressed vowels. Breton has gone 
its own way in the matter of initial mutation. The nasal mutation 
has been entirely given up in the initial position, whilst a new 
mutation, called medial provection, has arisen in the case of 8, g, 
which become p, h, 1 after a few words which originally ended for 
the most part in s or ch. The vocalic mutation of initial g in Breton 
is c'h. We may also make mendon of one or two other points 
on which Breton differs widely from Welsh. Breton has given up 
the combination 11f, e.g. Mid. Br. me, Mod. Br. moue, mane. 
W. mons, Ir. non. The language betrays a fondness for nasalinst 
vowels, and in this connexion it may be noted that s representing 
an original on (W./. Ir. mk), though generally written if  in Middle 
Breton, now frequently appears as us; Mid. Br. daff,  , Mod. Br. kkar, 
" sick, ill," W. dal, M. Ir. clam. Final g after r and 1 and sometimes 
in monosyllables after a vowel is represented in Breton by whilst 
in Welsh in the one case we find a vowel and in the ot7.er nal 
Br. erc'h " snow," W. eiry, eira; Br. leek, " place." W. Be. la 
Welsh me, rid immediatelypreceding the stress appear in the modern 
language as mm, an, but in Breton we find sip, eat, e.g. Br. boatel. 
"candle," W. cannrryil, Lat. candela; Br. keeper. "- confluence" 
(in place names), W. cymmer, Ir. comber. 

With regard to the extent of country over which Breton is aoaloa 
we shall do well to note the seats of the old 13reton • 
were Quimper, St Pol de Lion. Triguier, St Mem. St ale. Dot and 
Vannes. Under Count Nominoe the Bretons succeeded in throwing 
off the Frankish yoke (841-845) and founded an independent state. 
At this time of greatest political expansion the language boundary 
was formed by a line which started roughly a little to the west el 
Mont St Michel at the mouth of the Couesnon, and stretched to the 
mouth of the Loire. During the next three centuries, however, la 
consequence of political events which cannot be enumerated here. 
we find French encroaching rapidly on Breton. and the old frames 
of Dol, St Maio, St Brieuc. and in part Vannes became Romance-
speaking (cp. J. Loth, Rena unique, aerviii. 374-403). So that 
since the 13th and 14th centuries the boundary between French 
and Breton begins in the north about Plouha (west of St Brienc Bay). 
and stretches to the mouth of the Vilaine in the south. That is to 
say, the Breton speakers are confined to the department of Raisin 
and the west of the departments Cates-du-Nord and Morbaua. 
Lower Brittany contains a population of 1,360o00, of whom rang* 
1,250,000 speak Breton. The number of monoglot Bretons is sated 
to have been 768,000 in 1878, 679,000 in 1885, and over 500.000 in 
1898. There is an infinity of dialects and subdialects in Bnuany. 
but it is usual to divide them into four groups. These are the 
dialects of (1) Lion in Finistbre; (2) Cornouaifles in Finistere. the 
Cates-du-Nord and a part of Morbihan: (3) Triguier in the Cates-
du-Nord and Finistbre; (4)  Vannes in Morbiltan and a patio. of 
the Cates-du-Nord. The first three resemble one another turfy 
closely, but the speech of Vannes has gone its own way entirely. The 
dialect of Lion is regarded as the literary dia/mt. thanks to 
Legonidec. 

The modern language is unfortunately saturated with worea 
borrowed from French which form at least a quarter of the whole 
vocabulary. The living speech is further characterized by innumer-
able cases of consonantal metathesis and by parasitic nesalizatice. 
Loth gives specimens of the most immrtant'varieties of Breton in 
his Chrestomathie breionne, pp. 363-3&, but here we meat confine 
ourselves to pointing out the two most salient differences between 
the speech of Vannes and the rest of Brittany. In Vannes the sues 
ha not'  een shifted from the final syllable. In Haute-Cormesunes 
and .  Goelo there is a tendency to withdraw the stress on to the 
antepenultimate, whilst in Triguier certain enclitics attract the 
accent to the final. s, s of the other dialects representing Welsh a 
become Is in Vannes, e.4. W. coed*, Br. kens, hes, " poor, miserable." 
Vannes beak, keh. This phenomenon occurs sporadically in other 
dialects. It may also be mentioned that Prim. Celt non-initial J. 
W. dd, is retained as s in Lion but disappears when final or asap 
between vowels in the other dialects. e.g. 0. Br. fid. W. 11 
" faith," Lion feu, in Cornouailles, Triguier and Vannes fi. It is 
doubtful if the most serious differences between the dialects are 
older than the 16th century. 

In the middle ages the language of the Breton aristocracy vas 
French. Upper Brittany was politically more important than the 
western portion. The consequence was that no patronage was ez-
tended to the vernacular, and Breton sank to the level of a paton 
with no unity for literary purposes. But a new era dawned with 
the beginning of the 19th century. The national cautiousness was 
awakened at the time of the Revolution, when the Bretons became 
aware of the difference between themselves and their French neigh-
bours. It may be mentioned by the way that the Breton 
was regarded with suspicion by the leaders of the First Re 
and attempts were made to suppress it. A Breton named 
had to flee to England for fighting against the Republic. lel: 
under the influence of the movement in Wales, and on his mum 
sought to create a Breton literary language. He published 
excellent grammar (Grommaire cello-bretonne, Paris. 1807) and.  a 
dictionary (Dictionnaire breton-franeaa, Paris, t821), from who 
he omitted the numerous French words which had crept into the 
language and for which native terms already misted. t go ' 

took place about 450. The 
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example fired a number of writers with zeal for their native tongue 
and the clergy became interested. Under their auspices manuals 
of Breton were published and the language was utilized in a number 
of schools. A society called the Association Bre:mete was founded 
in the year 1844. But under the Second Empire, for reasons which 
are not easy to discover. this Breton awakening was declared to be 
contrary to the interests of the state, and all the means at the 
disruvuil of a highly centralized government like that of France 
were employed to throttle the movement. Down to the present 
day the use of Breton is strictly forbidden in all the state schools, 
and the influence of the Roman Catholic clergy has for the most 
part been hostile to the language. However, the attitude of the 
government aroused considera ble dissatisfaction in the early 'nineties, 
and in 1896 the Association Bretonne (disbanded in 1859 and re-
constructed in 1873) appointed a permanent committee with the 
object of preserving and propagating the national language. At the 
same time some of the clergy headed by Abbe Bulfon began to move, 
and Breton was introduced into many of the schools not under state 
control. In :898 was founded the Union Rigionalisle Bretonne, the 
most important section of which endeavours to foster the native 
speech in conjunction with the Comae is preservation is bevies 
(founded 1896). In 1899 the annual meeting of the U.R.B. was 
modelled on the lines of the Irish Oireachtas. the Welsh Eisteddfod 
and the Scottish Med, and festivals of this kind have been held ever 
since. Many Breton newspapers publish columns in Breton, thus 
Ar Debt (a weekly newspaper founded in 1904 and published at 
Carhaix) frequently devotes half its columns to the language. But 
there is also a weekly four-page newspaper which is wholly in Breton. 
This is Areas ar Vreloned, edited by F. Vallee and published at 
St Brieuc. In addition to this there are three monthly magazines 
wholly in Breton. The first is Ar Yea, edited by the poet Jaffrennou, 
and in 1908 in its fifth year. The second is Dihunamb, written in 
the dialect of Vannes and started in 1905. The third is Feis ha 
Breit. started 1899. 

AOTHORITIES FOR BRETON.—For the external history of Breton 
fee H. Zimmer, " Die keltische Bewegung in der Bretagne," Press.. 
listen Jahrbacker for 1899. xcix. 454-497.  For Old and Middle 
Breton, J. Loth. Clerestomathie breionne (Paris, 1890), and the 
same wnter's Vocabulaire vicar-breton (Paris, 188.4). Loth and 
E. &mutt have been indefatigable in investigating the history 
of the language. Their numerous contributions are mainly to be 
found scattered through the Revue unique, Zeitschrifl far celtische 
Pkelologie and the Asenaks de Bretagne. Ernault has also published 
Giessatre moyen-brelon in 2 vols. (Paris, 1895-1896); Dictionnaire 
itymelogique du moyen-breton (Parts, 1888). Another etymological 
dictionary was published by V. Henry (Pads, 1900). Grammars, 
&c —Dialect of Leon: Legonidec, Grammaire cetto-bretonne (Paris. 
1807, 1838', also contained in H. de is Villemarque's edition of 
Legonidec's Dictionary); F. Vallee, Lecons ilementaires de grammaire 
fwelevene (St Brieuc. 1902); E. Ernault, Petite Grammaire bretonne 
(St Brieuc, 1897, the latter also takes account of the dialects of 
Treguier and Cornouailles). Dialect of Triguler: L le Clerc, 
Groseasaire bretonne (St Brieuc, 1908); J. Hangant, Elements de 
la grusnmaire bretonne (Trigu(er, 1868); P. le Roux, " Muta-
tions et assimilations de consonnes dans le dialecte armoricain de 
Pleubian," A mulles de Bretagne, xii. 3-31. Dialect of Vannes: A. 
Guillevic and P. It Goff, Grammaire brelonse du dialeck de Vannes 
(Vannes, 1902); &Mini sue in grammaire bretonne (Vannes, 1903); 
H. d'Arbois de Jubainville, " Etude phonetique sur le dialecte 
breton de Vannes." Revue critique, i. 85 ff. 211 ff.; E. Ernault, 
" Le Dislecte vannetais de Sarzeau," Rev. cell. iii. 47 ff., 232 ff.; 
J. Guilome, Grammaire franfaise-bretonne (Vannes, 1836). As a 
curiosity we mention P. Treasure, An Introduction to Breton Grammar 
(Carmarthen •  1903). Dictionaries: Legonidec, Dictionnaire fran- 
cais4retess (St Brieuc, 1847), Breton-Francais (St Brieuc, 
185o). both republished by de la Villemarque and representing the 
Leos dialect; A. Troude, Nomeau Dictionnaire prattque francais et 
bra me dr ',Week is Lion aver ks acceptation dwerses dons les dia.. 
ledes is Vannes, is Trignier, it is Cornouailles (Brest, 1869), and 
Nosiness Dictionnaire pratiqut breton :francais (Brest, 1876); E. 
Ernault, " Supplement aux dictionnaires bretons-francais," Revue 
retancre, _iv. 145-170. The Breton words in Gallo. the French 
patois of Upper Brittany, were collected by E. Ernault, Revue 
cair . 213 H. 

crCarsish.—The ancient language of Cornwall (Kernflak, 
Carnoack) stood is a much closer relation to Breton than to 
Welsh,,  though in some respects it sides with the latter against 
the former. 

It agrees with Breton on the following points:—It has given op 
the nasal mutation of initials but provects the mediae. Prim. Celt. 
sl is not diphthongized, but becomes 5. e.g. Corn. ler. " floor." Br. 
leer, W. limn, Ir. 1dr. Ng is lost as in Breton, e.g. toy," to swear," 
Br. fend, W. trigs, Ir. tongst,• cad becomes in before the stress and 
not ne as in Welsh, e.g. Corn. Br. banter, "half," W. banner. Cornish 
like Breton does not prefix a vowel to words beginning with s4-con- 
gaunt. e.g. Corn. spirit, later spyrys •  Br. speed, W. yspryd. 

J. Loth gives it &ibis opinion that as late as 1400-1600a Cornish- 
man and a Breton might have been able to understand one another. 

On the other hand, 0. Cornish does not confuse I and JI to the same 
extent as Bret., e.g. W. helyg," willow," 0. Cornish Adige's, Br. itakk. 
Further, Cornish does not change th, d to s, s as in Breton, e.g. bah, 
"grave," Br. ben, W bald, and initial g disappears in the vocalic 
mutation as in Welsh. Peculiar to Cornish is the change of non-
initial I, d to s, s. This occurs in the oldest Cornish after is, 1, e.g. 
0. Corn. sans, " valley," W. sans; Corn. Os. " father • " W. tad. 
A feature of later Cornish is the introduction of a d before post-
vocalic m, II, e.g. Ws," head," W. pen. In later Cornish the accent 
seems to have fallen on the penultimate as in Modern Welsh and 
Breton. 

In 936 the " Welsh " were driven out of Exeter by /Ethelstan, 
and from that time the Tamar appears to have formed a general 
boundary between English and Cornish, though there seems to be 
evidence that even as late as the reign of Elizabeth Cornish was 
spoken in a few places to the east of that river. The decay of Cornish 
has been largely attributed to the Reformation. Neither the Prayer-
book nor the Scriptures were translated into the vernacular, and we 
find the same apathy on the part of the Ch urch of England in Cornwall 
as in Wales and Ireland. Unfortunately the Methodist movement 
came at a time when it was too late to save the language. By 1600 
Cornish had been driven into the western parts of the duchy and in 
1662 we are informed by John Ray that few of the children could 
speak it. Lhuyd gives a list of the parishes in which Cornish was 
spoken, but goes on to state that every one speaks English. In 1735 
there were only a few people along the coast between Penzance and 
Land's End who understood Cornish, and Dolly Pentreath of Mouse- 
hole, who died in 1777, is commonly stated to have been the last 
person who spoke it, though Jenner seems to show that there were 
others who lived until well into the 19th century who were able to 
converse in the dialect. However, the modern English speech of 
West Cornwall is full of Celtic words, and nine-tenths of the places 
and people from the Tamar to Land's End bear Cornish names. 
Celtic words still in use are to be found in Jago's Dialect of Cornwall 
(Truro, 1882); thus the name for the dog-fish is morgy," sea-dog." 

AUTHORITIES FOR CORNISH.—A mass of details about Cornish is 
collected in Hjenner's Handbook of the Cornish Language (London, 
1904). (Cf. J. Loth'' review.  in the Revue celhque, sown. 93.) 
Lhuyd 's Archaeologica Britann ica (1707) contains a grammar of the 
language as spoken in his day, and a Sketch of Cornuk Grammar is 
to be found as an appendix to Norris's Cornish Drama. A 
dictionary was published by R. Williams entitled Lexicon Corns-
Britannscunt. (Landovery, 1865), to which W. Stokes published a 
supplement of about 2000 words in the Transactions of' the London 
Philologkal Society for 2868-1869. We may also mention the 
English-Cornish Dictionary, by F. W. P. Jago.  (Plymouth, 1887), 
and a Glossary of Cornish Names, by J. Bannister (Truro, 1871). 
W. Stokes published a Glossary to Brunans Eferiasek in the Archie 
fur cellische Lexikographie, i. loi, and important articles by J. Loth 
have appeared in the Revue CflliqUI, V013. Mil  to xxiv. W. S. 
Lach-Szyrma, " Les Derniers Echos de la Itngue cornique," Revue 
celtique, lit. 239 ff. H. lenner, " Some Rough Notes on the Present 
Pronunciation of Cornish Names," Rey. cell. rely. 300-305• 

III. THE LANGUAGE OF s ANCIENT PICTS.—The evidence 
from which we can draw any conclusions as to the affinities of 
the language of the Picts is so extremely scanty that the question 
has been the subject of great controversy. The Picts are first 
mentioned by Eumenius (al,. 297), who, regarded them as 
having inhabited Britain in the time of Caesar. In the year 368 
they are described by Ammianus Marcellinus as invading the 
Roman province of Britain in conjunction with the Irish Scots. 
In Columba's time we find the whole of Scotland east of 
Drumalban and north of the Forth divided into two kingdoms—
north and south Pictland—and it is reasonable to identify the 
Picts, at any rate in part, with the Caledonians of the classical 
authors. Galloway and Co. Down were also inhabited by Picts. 
Bede in enumerating the languages of Britain mentions those of 
the Britons, Picts, Scots and the English. The names by which 
the Picts are known in history have aroused considerable dis-
cussion. It seems natural to connect Lat. Pidi with the Pic:ones 
and Pielovi of Gaul, but in Irish they are known as Cruitkne, 
which appears in Welsh as Prydyn, " Pict "; cp. Prydein, 
" Britain," forms corresponding to the earliest Greek name for 
these islands, vikrot Ilperarucal. 

Three conflicting theories have been held as to the character 
of the Pictish language. Rhys, relying on the strange character 
of the Scottish Ogam inscriptions, pronounces it to be non-
Celtic and non-Indo-European. In this he has been followed 
by Zimmer, who bases his argument on the Pictish rule of suc- 
cession. Skene maintained that the Picts spoke a language 
nearly allied to Goidelic, whilst Stokes, Loth, Macbain, D'Arbois 
and Meyer are of opinion that Pictish was more closely related 
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to Brythonic. Of personal names mentioned by classical writers 
we have Calgacus and A rgentocoxus, both of which are certainly 
Celtic. The names occurring in Ptolemy's description of Scotland 
have a decidedly Celtic character, and they seem, moreover, 
to bear a greater resemblance to Brythonic than to Goidelic, 
witness such tribal designations as Epidii, Cornavii, Damnonii, 
Decantae, Novantae. In the case of all these names, however, 
it should be borne in mind that they probably reached the 
writers of antiquity through Brythonic channels. Bede mentions 
that the east end of the Antonine Wall terminated at a place 
called in Pictish Pean-fakel, and in Saxon Pennellust. Penn re-
sembles Old Welsh penn," head," Old Irish cenn, and the second 
element may possibly be connected with Gaelic fat, Welsh gwawl, 
" rampart." The names of the kings in the Pictish chronicles 
are not an absolutely trustworthy guide, as owing to the Pictish 
rule of succession the bearers of the names may in many cases 
have been Brythons. The names of some of them occur in one 
source in a Goidelic, in another in a Brythonic form. It is of 
course possible that the southern part of Pictish territory was 
divided between Goidels and Brythons, the population being 
very much mixed. On the other hand there are a number of 
elements in place-names on Pictish ground which do not occur 
in Wales or Ireland. Such are pet, pit, " farm " (?), for, father, 
feller, lodes, " lower " (?). Aber," confluence," on the contrary, 
is pure Brythonic (Gaelic inter). , Though the majority of scholars 
are of opinion that Pictish was nearly akin to the Brythonic 
dialects, we axe entirely in the dark as to the manner in which 
that language was oustea by the Goidelic speech of the Dalriadic 
Scots. In view of the comparatively unimportant part played 
for a considerable period in Scottish affairs by the colony from 
Ireland, it is well-nigh incredible that Pictish should have been 
supplanted by Gaelic. 

AUTHORITIES.—J. Rhys, Celtic Britain (London', mos), The 
Welsh People (London', 1902), " The Language and Inscriptions of 
the Northern Picts," in Proceedings of the Society of Antiquaries 
of Scotland (1892); H. Zimmer, " Das Mutterrecht der Pikten," in 
Savignys Zeitschrift (1895); also trans. by G. Henderson in Leabhar 
non Gleann(Inverness, 1898); W. F. Skene, Celtic Scotland (Edin-
burgh, 1876); A. Macbain in appendix to reprint of Skene's High-
landers of Scotland (Stirling, i9o2); A. Macbain, " Ptolemy's 
Geography of Scotland," in Transactions of the Gaelic Society of 
Inverness, xviii. 267-288; W. Stokes, Bezzenbergers Beitroge, xviit. 
267 ff.; H. d'Arbois de Jubainville, Les Druides et les dieux critiques 
it forme d'animaux (Paris, 1906). The various theories have been 
recently reviewed and criticized by T. Rice Holmes in an appendix 
to his Caesar's Invasion of Britain (London, 1907). 

IV. HISTORY OF CELTIC PHILOLOGY.—For many centuries 

the affinities of the Celtic languages were the subject of great 
dispute. The languages were in turn regarded as descended from 
Hebrew, Teutonic and Scythian. The first attempt to treat the 
dialects comparatively was made by Edward Lhuyd in his 
Archaeologia Britannica (Oxford, 1707), but the work of this 
scholar seems to have remained unnoticed. A century later 
Adelung in Germany divided the dialects into true Celtic 
(= Goidelic) and Celtic influenced by Teutonic (=Brythonic). 
But it took scholars a long time to recognize that these languages 
belonged to the Indo-European family. Thus they were excluded 
by Bopp in his comparative grammar, though he did not fail 
to notice certain resemblances between Celtic and Sanskrit. 
James Pritchard was the first to demonstrate the true relationship 
of the group in his Eastern Origin of the Celtic Nations (London, 

1831), but his conclusions were not accepted. As late as 1836 
Pott denied the Indo-European connexion. A year later Pictet 
resumed Pritchard's arguments, and Bopp himself in 1838 
admitted the languages into the charmed circle, showing in an 
able paper entitled Ober die kchischen S prachen that the initial 
mutations were due to the influence of terminations now lost. 
But it was reserved to a Bavarian historian, J. C. Zeuss (18o6– 
1856), to demonstrate conclusively the Indo-European origin of 
the Celtic dialects. Zeuss, who may worthily rank with Grimm 
and Diez among the greatest German philologists, rediscovered 
the Old Irish glosses on the continent, and on them he reared the 
magnificent structure which goes by his name. The Grammatka 
Celtica was first published in 1853. The material contained in  

this monumental work was greatly extended by a series of 
important publications by Whitley Stokes and Hermann Ebel, 
so much so that the latter was commissioned to prepare a second 
edition, which appeared in 1871. Stokes has rendered the greatest 
service to the cause of Celtic studies by the publication of count-
less texts in Irish, Cornish and Breton. In 1870 the Rise 
critique (voll.,xxviii. in too8)was founded by Henri Godoz. whose 
mantle later fell upon H. d'Arbois de Jubainville. In 1870 
E. Windisch facilitated the study of Irish by publishing a 
grammar of Old Irish, and a year later a volume of important 
Middle Irish texts with an exhaustive glossary, the first of its 
kind. Since then Windisch and Stokes have collaborated to 
bring out some of the greatest monuments of Irish literature 
in the series of Irische Terre. The text of the Wurzburg glosses 
waspublished by Zimmer (tat) and by Stokes (1887), and that 
of the Milan glosses by Ascoli. An important step forward was 
the discovery of the laws of the Irish accent made simultaneously 
by Zimmer and Thurneysen. This discovery led to a thorough 
investigation of the difficult verb system of Old Irish—a task 
which has largely occupied the attention of Strachan in England, 
Thurneysen and Zimmer in Germany, and Pedersen and Sarauw 
in Denmark. In a sense the publication of the T hes:: acrnr 
Palaeokibernicus (Cambridge, r9or--19o3) may be regarded as 
marking the close of this epoch. The older stages of Irish have 
hitherto so monopolized the energies of scholars that other 
departments of Celtic philology save Breton have been kit 
in large measure unworked. J. Strachan had begun to tap the 
mine of the Old Welsh poems when his career u as cut short by 
death. J. Loth and E. Ernault have concentrated their attention  
on Breton, and can claim that the development of the speech of 
Brittany has been more thoroughly investigated than that of 
any other Celtic language. The number of periodicals devoted 
entirely to Celtic studies has increased considerably of recent 
years. In 1896 K. Meyer and L. C. Stern founded the Zeilsorcrill 
far cdtische Philologie (now in its 7th volume), and in 2817 the 
Archiv fur cellische Lexikograpltie began to appear under the 
direction of K. Meyer and IV. Stokes. As a supplement to the 
latter Meyer has been publishing his invaluable conthbutions to 
Middle Irish lexicography. In Ireland a new periodical styled 
Erin was started by the Irish School of Learning in roes. The 
Scottish Celtic Review, dealing more particularly with Scott 
and Irish Gaelic, began to appear in 1903, and the Trans.:a-lions 
of the Gaelic Society of Inverness are in the 26th volume. For 

Wales we have Y Cymmrodor since 1877, and the Tro wsuctions 

of the Hon. Society of Cymmrodorion since 1892, and for Brittany-
the Annales de Bretagne, published by the Faculty of Letters at 

Rennes (founded t886). 

See V. Tourneur, Esquissed'une histoire des etudes celtirses (Lkat. 
1 905). 	 1E--- C. Q.) 

CELTIC LITERATURE 

I. IRISH LITERATURE.—In the absence of a native coinage it 
is extremely difficult to say when the use of letters was introduced 
into Ireland. It is probable that the Latin alphabet 
first came in with Christianity. With the exception 	rig' 
of the one bilingual Ogam inscription as yet discovered 	rm.. 
in Ireland (that at Killeen Comae) all the inscriptions 
in Roman letters are certainlylater than scio. Indeed, apart fro= 
the stone reading " LIE LUGUAEDON MACCI MEN UFII," 
they are all contemporary with or later than the Old Irish 
glosses. With regard to the Ogam inscriptions we cannot make 
any confident assertions. Owing to the lack of criteria for dating 

certain Irish sound-changes accurately it is impossible to assign 
chronological limits for the earlier stones. The latter canese 
be later than the 5th century, but there is nothing to show 
whether they are Christian or not, and if pagan they may be 
a century or two earlier. It is true that the heroes and druids 
of the older epics are represented in the stories as making constant 
use of Ogam letters on wood and stone, and as the state of 
civilization described in the oldest versions of the Ulster sagas 
seems largely to go back to the beginning of the Christian era. 

it is not impossible that this peculiar system of writing bad been 
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framed by them. The Ogam system is certainly based on the 
Latin and not the Greek alphabet, and was probably invented 
by some person from the south of Ireland who received his 
knowledge of the Roman letters from traders from the mouth 
of the Loire. It may, however, be regarded as certain that the 
Ogam script was never employed in early times for literary 
purposes. We are told that the Gaulish druids disdained to 
commit their lore to writing, although they were familiar with 
the use of Greek letters, and their Irish confreres probably 
resembled them in this respect. Tradition connects the codifica-
tion of the Brehon Laws with the name of Patrick, and there is 
reason for believing, as we shall see later, that the greatest 
Irish epic was first committed to writing in the 7th century. 

The great bulk of Irish literature is contained in MSS. belonging 
to the Middle Irish period (r roo-155o), and in order to be able 
Okt 

to treat this literature as a whole it will be convenient 
Irish Ass 	for us to deal first with those documents which are 

termed Old Irish, especially as the contemporary 
remains of the literature of the earlier period are almost ex- 
elusively of a religious nature. Most of the Old Irish documents 
have been printed by Stokes and Stmcban in the Thesaurus 
falaeokiberniests, and where no reference is given the reader 
is referred to that monumental work. The extraordinary outburst 
of intellectual activity in Ireland from the 6th to the 9th centuries 
and the compositions of Irishmen in the Latin language, belong 
to the history of medieval European literature and fall outside 
the scope of this article. For the Confession of St Patrick and 
his " Letter to the Subjects of Coroticus " see PATRICK. The 
only Irish document ascribed to the saint is the strange so-called 
" Hymn," the fleas fade, more properly fdid fade," the cry of 
the deer." This is a rhythmical incantation which is said 

to have rendered the saint and his companions in- 
visible to King Loigaire and his druids. The Trinity 

and powers of nature are invoked to help him to resist spells of 
women and smiths and wizards. The hymn, which contains a 
number of strange grammatical forms, is undoubtedly referred to 
in the Book of Armagh, and may very well go back to the 5th 
century. The Latin hymns contained in two MSS. dating from the 
end of the nth or beginning of the uth century, a Trinity College, 
Dublin, MS., and a MS. belonging to the Franciscan monastery 
in Dublin, are of interest to us as exhibiting the influence of the 
native metrical system. Quantity and elision are ignored, and 
rhymes, assonances, alliterations and harmonies abound in true 
Irish fashion. The line consists of two units which commonly • 
contain either seven or eight syllables apiece. The earliest and 
best-known of these religious poems are the Hymn of Secundinus 
(Sechnall d. 447) on St Patrick, and the two hymns attributed to 
St Columba (d. 597) beginning "Noli paler" and "Altus prosator," 
the latter of which exhibits some of the peculiarities of the &s- 
talled Hibernian Latin of the Hisperica Famine and the Lorin] 
of Gildas. The date of the Irish hymns in the Liber Hymnorum 
ranges, according to Stokes and Strachan, from the 7th to the 
tub centuries. Ultin's hymn on St Brigit beginning "Brigit be 
bitkmaitk," which is by far the most artistic of the collection, 
was perhaps composed in the 7th century. Definite metrical 
laws bad evidently been elaborated when this poem was written: 
The beat is iambic, but the natural accent of the words is rigidly 
observed. The long line consists of two units of five syllables each. 
The rhymes are dissyllabic and perfect. Alliteration is always 
observed in the latter half of each line and assonances are found 
knitting up the half-lines. The short prayer ascribed to Ninine 
or to Fiacc is a highly alliterative piece without rhyme, the date 
of which cannot be fixed. The well-known hymn on St Patrick 
traditionally ascribed to Fiacc, bishop of Sletty, and the piece 
beginning " Sex DI," traditionally ascribed to Colrain, are 
assigned on linguistic grounds to the beginning of the 9th century. 
The lines going by the name of " Sanctfui's Hymn " probably 
belong to the same century, whilst the metrical catalogue of 
marvels performed by St Brigit contains such a medley of older 
and later forms, probably due to interpolation, that it is impossible 
to determine its age. The few lines entitled " Mael-Tao's Hymn " 
are the most recent Of all and probably belong to the r rth century 

(Mael-feud. z o86). The Patrician documents byMuirchu Maccu 
Maditheni, who professed to write at the command of . Bishop 
Aed of Sletty (d. 698), and by Tirechhn, who is said to have 
received his i nformation from Bishop Ulthn (d. 656), are contained 
in the Book of Armagh, a MS. compiled by Ferdomnach in 8o7. 
These documents, like the Life of St Columba by Adamnan, the 
MS. of which was written by Dorbbene, abbot of Hi (d. 713), 
contain a number of names and forms of great importance for the 
study of the language. 

The earliest pieces of connected prose in Irish are three:—
(I) the Cambray Homily, contained in an 8th-century codex 
at Cambray copied by a continental hand from a MS. 

earsaat in the Irish character; the language is very archaic and 
dates from the second half of the 7th or the beginning 
of the 8th century; (2) the additions to the notes of Tirechin on 
the life of St Patrick in the Book of Armagh; these seem to go 
back to the early 8th century; (3) the tract on the Mass in the 
Stowe Missal, which is in all probability nearly as old as the 
Cambray Homily, though contained in a rah or r rth century MS. 
Of especial interest are the spells and poems found in the Stowe 
Missal and two continental MSS. The Stowe MS.(now deposited 
in the Royal Irish Academy) contains three rather badly preserved 
spells for a sore eye, a thorn and disease of the urine. A St Gall 
codex has preserved four Irish incantations of the 8th and 9th 
centuries. These are respectively against a thorn, urinary 
disease, headache and various ailments. Another charm, which 
is partly obscure, occurs in the 9th-century codex preserved at 
the monastery of St Paul in Carinthia. The same MS. also 
contains (I) a humorous poem treating of the doings of a 
bookish writer and his favourite cat Pangur Bin; (2) a riddling 
poem ascribed to Suibne Geilt, a king who is said to have lost his 
reason at the battle of Moira (A.D. 637); (3) verses extracted from 
a poem ascribed to St Moling (d. 697), who may very well have 
been the actual author; (4) a poem in praise of some Leinster 
princeling called Aed. 

For our knowledge of the older language, however, we have to 
rely mainly on the numerous glosses scattered about in a large 
number of MSS., which it is impossible to enumerate 
here. Indeed, such an enumeration is now rendered aaa  C"  
superfluous owing to the publication of the Thesaurus 
Palacohibernkus, in which all the various glosses have been 
collected. For our purpose it will be sufficient to mention the 
three most important codices containing Old Irish glosses. 
These are as follows:—(1) The Codex Paulinus at Wilrzburg, 
which contains the thirteen epistles of St Paul, and the Epistle 
to the Hebrews, with a great mass of explanatory glosses, partly 
in Latin, partly in Irish, partly mixed. The chief source of the 
commentary is the commentary of Pelagius, who is often cited 
by name. The date of this highly important MS. is much dis-
puted; part of the Irish glosses seem to date from about 700, 
whilst the rest may be placed a little before Boo. (2) The Codex 
Ambrosianus, formerly at Bobbio, now at Milan, which contains 
a commentary on the psalter with a large number of Irish 
glosses. In their present state these glosses were copied in the 
first half of the 9th century. (3) Glosses on Priscian contained 
in four MSS., of which the most important is the Codex Sangal-
lensis, dating from the middle of the 9th century. Apart from 
the biblical glosses and scholia the other chief texts or authors 
provided with Irish glosses are Augustine, Bede, the Canons, the 
Computus, Eutychius, Juvencus, Pbilargyrius, Prudentius and 
Servius. 

The Milan and the St Gall codices just mentioned both contain 
several short poems in Irish. In two stanzas in the Swiss MS. 
we find expressed for the first time that keen sympathy with 
nature in all her moods which is so marked a feature of Irish and 
Welsh verse. 

Two ponderous religious poems have now to be noticed. To 
Oengus the Culdee is attributed the lengthy Fare or Calendar 
of Church Festivals, consisting of 365 quatrains in rinnord metre, 
one for each day in the year. The language of this dry compila-
tion, which is heavily glossed and annotated, points to 8o0 
as the date of composition, and Oengus, who is stated to have 
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lived about that time, may well have been the author. This 
calendar has been twice edited by W. Stokes with an English 
translation, the first time for the Royal Irish Academy (Dublin, 
188o), and again for the Bradshaw Society (London, 1905). 

It may perhaps be as well to enumerate here the later Irish 
martyrologies. (1) The Martyrology of Tallaght (Tamlacht), 
founded on an 8th-century calendar, but containing additions 
down to goo (ed. D. H. Kelly, Dublin, x857). (2) The metrical 
Martyrology of O'Gorman, c. 1166-1174, edited by Stokes for 
the Bradshaw Society (London, x895). (3) The Martyrology of 
Donegal, an important compilation in prose made by Michael 
O'Clery in 1630, edited by J. H. Todd (Dublin, 1860. A 
composition which is wrongly assigned to Oengus the Culdee is 
the &Rai, na Rants or Psalter in Quatrains, contained in an 
Oxford MS. (Rawlinson B sot) and published without a transla-
tion by Stokes (Oxford, 1883). The work proper consists of 
15o poems corresponding to the number of Psalms in the psalter, 
but 12 poems have been added, and in all it contains 2098 
quatrains, chiefly in dcibide metre of seven syllables. The poems 
are mainly based on biblical (Old Testament) history, but they 
preserve a large measure of medieval sacred lore and cosmogony. 
The psalter received additions as late as 998, and the Oxford MS. 
belongs to the 12th century. We should perhaps also mention 
here the famous Amra or Eulogy of St Columba, commonly 
attributed to Dalian Forgaill, a contemporary of the saint, but 
Stokes takes the view that it was written in the 9th century, 
and is intentionally obscure. The oldest but not the best copy 
of the A mra is preserved in the Trinity College, Dublin, MS. of 
the Liber Hymnorum, but it also occurs in LU. and elsewhere. 
It invariably appears heavily gloss-laden, and the glosses and 
commentary added thereto are out of all proportion to the text. 
This piece, which is not extant in its integrity, was probably 
intended as artificial alliterative prose, but, as we have it, it is 
a medley of isolated phrases and irrelevant comment. 

During the 9th and toth centuries Ireland was harassed by the 
Vikings, and a host of scholars seem to have fled to the continent, 

Old 
carrying with them their precious books, many of 

co ors which are preserved in Italy, Switzerland, Germany dea. 
and elsewhere. Hence very few early Irish MSS. are 

preserved in Ireland itself. When the fury of the storm was past, 
Irish scholars showed increased interest in the old literary 
documents, and copied all that they could lay hands on into 
miscellaneous codices. The earliest of these collections, such as 
the Cin of Druim Snechia, the Yellow Book of Slane, the Book of 
Dubdalcithe, the Psalter of Cashel, exist no longer, though their 
names have come down and certain of them were known in the 
17th century. However, copies of a goodly portion of the 
contents of these old books are preserved to us in one form or 
another, but mainly in a series of huge miscellaneous codices 

ranging in date from the t 2th to the t6th century. 
The oldest is Lebo, na It - uhlre, or Book of the Dun 
Cow, preserved in the Royal Irish Academy and 
published in facsimile (Dublin, 187o). This MS. was 

compiled in part in the monastery of Clonmacnoiseby Moelmuire 
MacCelechair, who was slain in 1 toff. The Book of the Dun 
Cow (where necessary we shall abbreviate as LU.) derives its 
name from a legend that Ciarin of Clonmacnoisc (d. 544) took 
down the story of the Tdin Bei Cualnge on a parchment made 
from the hide of his favourite cow. The name seems to have 
been wrongly applied to the 12th-century MS. in the 15th century. 
LU. is almost entirely devoted to romance, the stories which 

Book of 
it contains belonging mainly to the Ulster cycle. The 

Leloster. next MS. in point of age is the Book of Leinster 
(abbreviated LL.) now in Trinity College, Dublin. It 

was transcribed by Finn, son of Gorman, bishop of Kildare 
(d. 1160). LL. also contains a large number of romances in 
addition to other important matter, mainly historical and 

renew 
unealogical, bearing more particularly on the affaits of 

Book of Leinster. The Yellow Book of Lecan (YBL.), also in 
Lec.. Trinity College, Dublin, was written at different times 

by the MacFirbis family, but chiefly by Cilia Isa, son of 
Donnchad Mbr MacFirbis about urn. The MacFirbises were  

hereditary scribes and genealogists to the O'Dowds, chiefs of 
the Hy Fiachrach (Co. Sligo). YBL. contains a vast amount of 
romance, and is indispensable as supplementing and checking 
the contents of LU. and LL. The most extensive 
collection of all is the Book of Ballymote (BB.), now 
belonging to the Royal Irish Academy, which was 
compiled about the beginning of the 15th century by various 
scribes. The book was in the possession of the chiefs of Bally-
mote for more than a century. In 1522 it was purchased by the 
O'Donnells for 140 mulch cows. BB. only contains little romantic 
matter, but it has preserved much valuable historical and 
genealogical material. The contents of the Lesbhar 
Breac (LB.), or Speckled Book, now in the Royal Irish slw l̀ung 

 Academy, are chiefly ecclesiastical and religious. LB. 
seems to have been compiled in large measure before x 54 4  All 
these five codices have been published in facsimile by the Royal 
Irish Academy with a description of their contents. Two im-
portant Mid. Ir. MSS. in the Bodleian (Rawlinson B 512 and 
Laud 61o), containing a good deal of romantic material, are also 
published in facsimile by Henry Frow de. 

Other MSS. which require special mention are (t) The Great 
Book of Lecan, compiled in the year 1417 by Gills Isa h.thr Mac-
Firbis,in the Royal Irish Academy ;(2)The Book of Lis- 
more, the property of the duke of DCVO ns h i re at Lismore 
Castle. This codex was compiled in the latter half of 
the 15th century from the lost book of Alonasterboice 
and other MSS. Its contents are described in the introduction to 
Stokes's Lives of Saints from the Book of Lismore (Oxford. 1890). 
(3) The Book of Fermoy is the Royal Irish Academy. The co
tents are described in the introduction to O'Beirne Crowe's 
edition of the Tdin B6 Fraich (Dublin, 187o). (4) The Book of 
By Maine recently acquired by the Royal Irish Academy. The 
scribe who wrote it died in 1372. O'Longan and 
O'Beirne Crowe drew up a MS. catalogue of the Irish MSS. in the 
Royal Irish Academy, and O'Donovan performed the same 
service for the Trinity College, Dublin, collection. A briefer 
account of the Irish MSS. in TCD. will be found in Abbott's 
Catalogue of the MSS. in that library. O'Curry also drew up a 
list of the Irish MSS. in the British Museum, and S. H. O'Grady 
has printed part i. of a descriptive catalogue of this collection 
(London, root), part ii. by T. O'Maille. The twen ty -six MSS. is 
the Franciscan monastery in Dublin are described by 3. T. 
Gilbert in the Fourth Report of the Royal Commission on Historirol 
MSS. W. F. Skene catalogued the collection of MSS. in the 
Advocates' Library, Edinburgh, a printed catalogue of which 
has been issued by D. Mackinnon (Edinburgh, t000; see also 
Trans. Gaelic Sot. of Inverness, mi. 285-309). 

In order to give some idea of the enormous extent of Irish MS-
material we may quote some calculations made by O'Curry, 
who states that if the five oldest vellum MSS. were printed the 
result would be goo quarto pages. Other vellum KISS. ranging 
in date from i3oo to incio would fill woo pages of the sa me size, 
whilst the innumerable paper MSS. belonging chiefly to the early 
18th century would cover no less than 30,000 pages. The well-
known French scholar, D'Arbois de Jubainville, published is 
1883 a tentative catalogue of Irish epic literature. His work is 
by no means complete, but his figures are instructive. Be 
mentions 953 Irish MSS. containing epic matter preserved s 
Irish and English libraries. To these have to be added another 
56 in continental libraries. Of this mass of material 133 Irish 
and British MSS. and 35 continental MSS. were written beloce 
x600. It should., however, be stated that the same subject is 
treated over and over again, and much of the later material is 
absolutely valueless. 

Before we pass on to the consideration of the literature itself, 
it will be well to make a few preliminary observations on the 
nature of the language in which the pieces are written 
and on the status of the poet in medieval Ireland. ca'0, 
The language in which the huge miscellaneous codices be.e. 
enumerated above are contained is called by the general 
name of Middle Irish, which is a very wide term. Irish scribes 
often copied their original somewhat mechanically, without 
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stock-in-trade of the poets were divided into primary and 
secondary stories. Of the latter there were too, but little is 
known of them. However, several more or less complete lists 
of the primary stories have come down to us. The oldest 
catalogue (contained in LL.) gives the titles of 187 of these tales 
arranged under the following heads—destructions, cow-spoils, 
courtships, battles, caves, navigations, violent deaths, expedi-
tions, elopements and conflagrations; together with the follow-
ing, which also reckon as prime-stories—irruptions, visions, 
loves, hostings and migrations. Of these stories sixty-eight have 
been preserved in a more or less complete form. The tales 
enumerated in these catalogues, which in their substance doubt-
less go back to the 8th or even to the 7th century, fall into four 
main categories: (t) the mythological cycle, (a) the Cfichulinn 
cycle, (3) the Finn cycle, (4) pieces relating to events of the 5th, 
6th and 7th centuries. Meyer has estimated that of the 550 
titles of epic tales in D'Arbois's Catalogue about goo are known 
to us, though many of them only occur in a very fragmentary 
state; and about too others have since been discovered which 
were not known in 1883. 

The course of training undergone by the fill was a very lengthy 
one. It is commonly stated to have extended over twelve years, 
at the end of which time the student was thoroughly versed in 
all the legendary, legal, historical and topographical lore of his 
native country, in the use of the innumerable and excessively 
complicated Irish metres, in Ogam writing and Irish grammar. 
The Instruction in the schools of poetry seems to have been 
entirely oral, and the course consisted largely in learning by 
heart the verses in which the native lore was enshrined. These 
schools of learning existed in one form or another down to the 

7th century. In the early days the fili is represented as employ-
ing a mysterious archaic form of speech—doubtless full of obscure 
kennings—which was only intelligible to the initiated. An 
instance of this bide false, as it was termed, is the piece entitled 
AcoUom an Dd Skuad (Colloquy of the Two Sages, Rev, alt. 
xxvi. 4 fl.). In this piece two filid of the 1st century A.D. are 
represented as contending in this dialect for the office of chief 
ollam of Ireland, much to the chagrin of King Conchobar, to 
whom their speeches were unintelligible. It was in consequence 
of this that Conchobar ruled that the office of fill should no 
longer carry with it of necessity the office of judge (bathos). 
It ought to be observed that the church never showed itself 
hostile to the filid, as it did to the druids. Dubthach, chief 
fill of Ireland in the time of St Patrick, is represented as the 
saint's constant companion, and the famous Flann Mainistrech 
(d. 1056), though a layman and fill, was head of the monastery 
school at Monasterboice. 

Before leaving the subject of the literary classes, we must notice 
an inferior grade of poet—the bard. Like the official filid, the 
bards were divided into grades. There were both 	by, 
patrician and plebeian bards, each subdivided into 
eight degrees, having their own peculiar metres. Like the fill 
the bard had to go through a long course of study; and he was 
generally attached to the house of some chieftain whose praises 
he had to sing. In course of time the office of fill became extinct, 
owing to a variety of causes, and from the 13th to the 16th 
century we find the hitherto despised family bard stepping into 
the place of the most influential literary man in Ireland. His 
importance was fully realized by the English government, which 
did its best to suppress the order. 

The medieval romances form by far the most attractive 
part of Irish literature, and it is to them that we shall first 
turn our attention. Two main groups of stories have  
to be distinguished. The one is the Ulster cycle, with m 
Conchobar and Cuchulinn as central figures. The other 
is the Southern or I.einster-Munster cycle, revolving round Finn 
and Ossian. Further stories dealing with mythological and 
historical personages will be mentioned in their turn. 

The Ulster cycle may be regarded as Ireland's most important 
contribution to the world's literature. The chief and at the 
same time the lengthiest romance in which the heroes of 
this group figure is the great epic, the Tdis Bd Cuisine or the 
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being tempted to change the language to that of their own time. 
Thu in many parts of LU. we find a thin Middle Irish veneer 
oo what is largely Old Irish of the 8th or 9th century. Hence 
such a MS. often preserves forms which had been current several 
centuries before, and it may even happen that a t4th or r5th 
century MS. such as YBL. contains much older forms than a 
corresponding passage in LL. Of recent years several scholars—
notably Strachui—have devoted much attention to the Old Irish 
verb-forms, so that we have now safe criteria for establishing 
with some degree of certainty the age of recensions of stories 
and poems preserved in late MSS. In this way a number of 
compositions have been assigned to the 9th, zoth and rich 
centuries, though actual written documents belonging to this 
period are comparatively rare. 

It remains for us to say a few words about the fill, the pro-
fessional literary man in Ireland. The fill (from the stem rest-, 

" to see," Welsh, Breton, valet," to see ") appears to 
o re. have been originally a diviner and magician, and corre- 

sponds to the vases, amino, of the ancient Gauls men-
tioned by classical writers. In Ireland he is represented as sole 
possessor of three methods of divination: the Was forosnai, 
trim Mida and dickens: di chennaib mime. The first two of 
these were forbidden by Patrick, but they seem to have survived 
as late as the Roth century. Part of the tremendous influence 
exercised by the fill was due to the belief in his powers of satire. 
By reciting a satirical poem or incantation he was able to raise 
blotches on the face of and so disfigure any person who aroused 
his displeasure. Numerous cases of this occur in Irish literature. 
The origin of the science of the fill is sometimes traced back to 
the Dagda, one of the figures of the Irish pantheon, and they 
were held in such esteem that the annalists give the obituaries 
of the head-ollams as if they were so many princes. With the 
introduction of Christianity they seem to have gradually super-
seded the druid, and their functions are therefore very wide. 
We are told that they acted in three capacities: (1) as story-
tellers (Jet cologne or saloige); (a) as judges (brunets), including 
the professions of arbiters, legislators and lawyers; (3) as poets 
proper ( fereerte). We are here only concerned with the fill  in 
his capacity of story-teller and poet. In accordance with the 
minute classification of the various ranks of society in early 
Ireland, the social status of the literary man was very carefully 
defined. The degrees vary slightly in different documents; but 
the following list of ten from the Senekus Mor is very instructive: 
11) The highest degree is the ollam (ollave), who knows 350 
stories; (a) the drerna, z75 stories; (3) the Mt, 8o stories; (4) 
the salsa, 6o stories; (5) the doss, so stories; (6) the macfuirmid, 
40 stories; (7) the focklocon, 3o stories; (8) the &lute, 20 stories; 
fol the Samoa, to stories; (so) the oblaire, 7 stories. In LL. we 
are told that the stories (sal) are divided into primary and 
secondary, and that the latter are only obligatory on the first 
four of the grades enumerated. Again, certain styles of com-
position seem to have been the monopoly of certain grades. 
Thus the poem which was most highly rewarded and demanded 
the highest technical skill was called the anomoin, and was the 
eedusive right of the ollam. A notable instance of this kind of 
composition is the Ames of Columba, attributed to Dania 
Forgaill. The higher grades were allowed a number of attend-
ants, whom the kings had to support along with the poet himself. 
Thu the foadocon had two and the doss four attendants. In 
the 6th century Bailin Forgaill, the chief fill of Ireland, claimed 
the right to be attended by thirty filid, which was the number of 
the train allowed to the supreme king. The reigning monarch, 
Aed MacAinmirech, weary of the pretensions of the poets, 
attempted to banish them, which led to the famous assembly of 
Drums Ceta, where Columba intervened and reduced the number 
to twenty-four (the train of a provincial king). In the plan of 
the hall of Tara, preserved in LL and YBL., the sari Wire or 
dater in theology has the seat of honour opposite the king. 
The diem brakes, or supreme judge or lawyer ranks with the 
highest rank of nobility, whilst the Warn fill is on a footing with 
the nobleman of the second degree. 

We have already stated that the stories which formed the 
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Cattle-raid of Cooley (Co. Louth). Here we find ourselves in 
a world of barbaric splendour, and we are constantly reminded 

Maw 
of the Iliad, though the Irish epic from a purely 

 
ado 	

literary point of view cannot bear comparison with 
the work of Homer. The main actors in the drama 

.are Conchobar, king of Ulster, the great warrior Cfichulinn (see 
Cficuuustn), Ailill and Medb, king and queen of Connaught, 

Taw 
 Fergus, Conchobar's predecessor as king of Ulster, 

u . now in exile in Connaught. These persons may or may 
not have actually lived, but the Irish annalists and 

synchronists agree in placing them about the beginning of the 
Christian era. And there cannot be any doubt as to the antiquity 
of the state of civilization disclosed in this great saga. It has 
been repeatedly pointed out that the Irish heroes are equipped 
and conduct themselves in the same manner as the Gauls descri bed 
by the Greek traveller Posidonius, and Prof. W. Ridgeway has 
shown recently thatseveml articles of dress and a rmour correspond 
exactly to the La Tine types of the continent. To mention a 
few primitive, traits among many—the Irish champions of the 
Tan still fight in chariots, war-dogs are employed, whilst the 
heads of the slain are carried off in triumph and slung round 
the necks of the horses. It may also be mentioned that Emain 
Macha, Conchobar'a residence, is reported by the annalists to 
have been destroyed in A.D. 323, and that portions of Meath, 
which is stated to have been made into a separate province in 
the and century A.D., are in the Tdin regarded as forming part 
of Ulster. Noteworthy is the exalted position occupied by the 
druid in the Ulster sagas, showing how little the romances were 
influenced by Christianity. No Roman soldier ever set foot in 
Ireland, and this early epic literature is of supreme value as a 
monument of primitive Celtic civilization. Ireland has always 
been a pastoral country. In early times no native coins were in 
circulation: the land belonged to the tribe. Consequently a 
man's property consisted mainly of cattle. Cattle-raids were an 
event of daily occurrence, and Sir Walter Scott has made us 
familiar with similar expeditions on the part of the Scottish 
Highlanders in the 18th century. Hence it is not a matter for 
surprise that the theme of the greatest Irish epic is a cattle-raid. 
At the time there were two wonderful bulls in Ireland, the Dond 
or Brown Bull of Cualnge, and the Findbennach or White-horn, 
belonging to Medb. These two animals are of no ordinary nature. 
Other stories represent them as having existed under many 
different forms before they were reborn as bulls. First they 
appear as swineherds belonging to the supernatural people of 
the nil of fairy mounds; then they are metamorphosed suc-
cessively as ravens, warriors, sea-monsters and insects. It was 
Queen Medb's ambition to gain possession of the Brown Bull of 
Cualnge, and for this purpose she collected the united hosts of 
Ireland to raid the province of Ulster and carry him off. Medb 
chooses the season when she knows the Ulstermen are all in-
capacitated as the result of a curse laid upon them by a fairy 
woman. Cfichulinn alone is exempt from this debility. 

The story is divided into a number of sections, and has been 
summarized by Miss Hull as follows:— ( t) the prologue, relating, 
in the form of a night dialogue between Ailill and Medb, the 
dispute between them which brought about the raid; (2) the 
collecting of Medb's hosts and the preliminary movements of 
the army, during which period she first became aware of the 
presence and powers of Cfichulinn. Her inquiry of Fergus as 
to who this formidable foe is leads to a long section called (3) 
Cfichulinn's boy-deeds, in which Fergus relates the remarkable 
prodigies of Cfichulinn's youth, and warns Medb that, though the 
hero is but a beardless youth of seventeen, he will be more than a 
match for all her forces. (4) A long series of single combats, of 
which the first part of the tale is made up; they are at first gay 
and bombastic in character, but become more grave as they 
proceed, and culminate in the combat of Cfichulinn with his old 
companion, Fer Diad. This section contains the account of 
Cfichulinn's "distortion" or frenzy, which always occurred before 
any great output of the hero's energy, and of the rout of the hosts 
of Medb which followed it. (3) The general awakening of the 
wanion of Ulster from their lethargy, and their gathering by  

septa upon the Hill of Slane, clan by clan being described as it 
comes up in order. (6) The final Battle of Gairech and lig-Ain:ch. 
followed (7) by the rout of Medb's army and (8) the tragic death 
of the bulls. 

The text of the Tdin has come down to us as a whole or in part 
in nearly a score of MSS., most of which, however, are modern 
The most important MSS. containing the story are LU., LL 
and YBL. Of these LU. and YBL. are substantially the same. 
whilst LL. contains a longer and fuller text later in both sty ie 
and language. LL. attempts to give a complete and consistent 
narrative in more polished form. In ancient times there were 
doubtless other versions now lost, but from the middle of the 
12th century the scribes seem to have taken few liberties vah 
the text, whilst previously the were constantly transformieg 
the material and adding fresh matter. The YBL. version 
preserves a number of forms as old as the 0. Ir. glosses it s. 
8th century or earlier), and a curious story contained in LL 
seems to point to the fact that the Tdin was first committed 
to writing in the 7th century. Senchin Torpeist„ who lived in 
the first half of the 7th century and succeeded Dalian Fan-pall 
as chief ollam of Ireland, summoned the ft/iii to inquire which ar 
them knew the Tdin in its entirety. As they were only familiar 
with fragments he despatched them to discover it. One of them 
seated himself at the grave of Fergus MacR6ig, who appeartd to 
him in a mist and dictated the whole story to him in three days 
and three nights. 

At this point it will be well to say a few words about the kris 
of the Tdin. The old Irish epic is invariably in prose skit 
poems of varying length interspersed. The narrative act 
descriptive portions are in prose and arc frequently followed by a 
brief epitome in verse. Dialogues, eulogies and laments she 
appear in metrical form. The oldest poems, termed rhetoric. 
which are best represented in LU., seem to be declamatory 
passages in rhythmical prose, not unlike the poetical passages in 
the Old Testament, and the original nix may have consisted a 
such rhetorics bound together with short connecting pieces al 
prose. At a later date poems were inserted in the metres of the 
filid (particularly the quatrain of four heptasyllabic lines) •  which 
Thumeysen and Windisch consider to have been developed out 
of medieval Latin verse. When in course of time the old rhetoric, 
became unintelligible they were often omitted altogether or sea 
poems substituted. Thus the LL. version contains a larger 
number of poems than the LU.-YB L. copy, whilst LU. presents 
a number of rhetorics which do not appear in the later MS. The 
prose portions in LU. are very poor from a literary point of slew. 
These passages are abrupt, condensed and frequently thieve. 
with no striving after literary effect such as we find in LL. Tttr 
form in which many episodes are cast is not unlike a mneroceit. 
leaving the story-teller to fill in the details himself. In the ink 
century certain portions of the theme possessing great burin 
interest were vastly extended, new poems were added. and is 
this manner such episodes come to form sagas complete is them-
selves. The most notable instance of this is the " Fight 
Fer Diad," which is not contained in LU. The genesis of the 
Tdin may thus be briefly summarized as follows. The story was 
first committed to writing in the 7th or 8th century, after which 
it was worked up by the filid. Extended versions existing in the 
Loth or t ith century form the basis of the copies we now pones. 

Though the sagas of the Ulster cycle are eminently Irish sal 
pagan in character and origin, it cannot be denied that traces of 
foreign influence are to be observed. A number of Latin and 
Norse loan-words occur in them, and there can be little dos-ht 
that the monkish scribes consciously thrust the supernatural 
element into the background. However, although figures d 
Vikings are unmistakable in a few cases, and in one story C6clia 
linn is made to fight with Hercules, such foreign elements as 
easily be detected in the older tales. They only ailed nowt 
details, and do not influence the body of the romances. 

From what we have already said it will be plain that the Irish 
epic is in a fluid state. The Tdin is of interest in the hlitary ol 
literature as representing the preliminary stage through which 
the great verse epics of other nations have had to plus, bat as 
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value as a work of art is limited by its form. We must now say a 
few words about the character and style of these romances. As 
already stated, the atmosphere is frankly pagan and barbaric, 
with none of that courtly element which we find in the Arthurian 
epics. The two features which strike one most forcibly in the 
medieval Irish romances are dramatic force and humour. The 
unexpected and weird is always happening, the effect of which is 
considerably heightened by the grim nature of the actors. In 
particular the dialogues are remarkably brilliant and clever, and 
it is a matter for surprise that this gifted race never developed a 
drama of its own. This is doubtless partly due to the political 
conditions of the island. And, moreover, we are constantly struck 
by the lack of sustained effort which prevented the fillet from 
producing great epics in verse. Dramatic material is abundantly 
present in the old epics, but it has never been utilized. As one 
might expect from the vernacular literature of Ireland, these 
romances are pervaded by a keen sense of humour. We feel that 
the story-teller is continually expecting a laugh and he ex-
aggerates in true Irish fashion, no that the stories are full of 
extravagantly grotesque passages. In the later LL. version we 
notice a tendency to linger over pathetic situations, but this is 
unknown in the earlier stage. Perhaps the most serious defect of 
all Irish literary products is the lack of any sense of proportion, 
which naturally goes hand in hand with the love of the grotesque. 
Far too much attention is paid to trivial incidents and minute 
descriptions, however valuable the latter may be to the anti-
quarian, to the detriment of the artistic effect. Further, the 
story-teller does not know when to stop. He goes meandering on 
long after the main portion of the story is finished, with the 
result that Irish romances are apt to end in a most uninteresting 
anticlimax. Finally we are wearied with a constant repetition of 
the same epithets and similes, and with turgid descriptions; 
even the grotesque exaggerations pall when we find them to be 
stereotyped. But the early epics do not offend our sense of 
propriety in expression to the same extent as the later Finn cycle. 

The Tdin Bd Cualage formed a kind of nucleus round which a 
number of other tales clustered. A number of these are called 
rernscaa or introductory stories to the Tdin. Such are the 
" Revealing of the Thin " (already mentioned), the " Debility 
of the Ultonians " (giving the story of the curse), " The Cattle-
Driving of Regamon, Dartaid and Flidais," " Tells bd Regainna," 
"The Cattle-Driving of Fraech," "The Dispute of the Swine-
herds," telling the previous history of the Bulls; " The Capture 
of the Fairy Mound," "The Dream of Mac6e," the " Adventures 
of Nera," the " Wooing of Ferb." Other stories form a kind of 
continuation of the Tdin. Thus the " Battle of Rosnaree " 
(" Calk Rule na Rig ") relates how Conchobar, as a result of the 
loss of the Bull, sends an army against the kings of Leinstcr and 
Tara, and would have been routed but for the prowess of Cfichu-
lion. The " Great Rout of the Plain of Murthemne " and 
" Cfichulinn's Death " tell how the hero's downfall is compassed 
by a monstrous brood of ill-shapen beings whose father and 
brothers had been slain by him during the Tdin. He finally 
meets with his end at the hands of Lugaid, son of Cur6i mac 
Dairc (the central hero of a Munster cycle which has not cotne 
down to us), and Erc, king of Tara. We are also told of the 
terrible vengeance taken on the murderers by Conall Cernach. 
Other stories deal with the " Conception of Conchobar," the 
" Conception of Cfichulinn," " The Glories of Conchobar's 
Reign," with an account of how he acquired the Throne from 
Fergus, " The Wooing of Emer and the Hero's Education in 
Scotland under Scathach," " The Siege of Howth," " Bricriu's 
Feast and the Exile of the Sons of Doel Dermait," " The Battle 
of the Boyne " (Eris, vol. H.)," The Deaths of Affill, Medb and 
Conan Cernach," " Destruction of Bruden Di Choca," " The 

Fb
'cal Death of Conlaech at the hands of Cfichulinn his father," 
e Deaths of Goll and Garbh," " The Sickbed of Cfichulinn," 
ic h the hero is lured away for a time into the invisible land 
fairy, Fand, wife of Manand&n, " The Intoxication of the 
lams," telling of a wild raid by night across the entire extent 

c island from Dian -da-Benn near Coleraine to the fort of 
" lqacDaire at Temair-Luachra in Kerry,"...The Death of  

Conchobar," " The Phantom Chariot of Cfichulinn," in which 
the hero is brought up from the grave to witness before St 
Patrick and King Loigaire to the truth of the Christian doctrine. 

Four other stories in connexion with the Ulster cycle remain 
to be mentioned. The first is "Sal wined Male Dadra" ("The 
Story of MacDatho's Pig "). Various writers of antiquity inform 
us that at the feasts of the Gauls the champion received the best 
portion of meat, which frequently led to brawls. In this savage 
but picturesque Irish story we find the Ulstermen vaunting 
their achievements against the Connaughtmen, until at last 
the contest lies between Conall Cernach and Cet MacMagach. 
Nowhere, perhaps, is the dramatic element better brought out. 

Apart from the Tdin the greatest and at the same time the 
longest saga in which Cfichulinn figures is Fled Bricrend (Bricriu's 
Feast). Bricriu is the mischief-maker among the Ulstermen, 
and he conceives the idea of building a banqueting hall in order 
to invite Conchobar and his nobles to a feast. After much hesita-
tion they consent. Bricriu in turn incites the three chief heroes, 
Cfichulinn, Conall Cernach and Loigaire Buadach, to claim the 
champion's portion. He does the same thing with the spouses 
of the three warriors, who declaim in obscure verse the achieve-
ments and excellences of their several husbands in a passage 
entitled the " Women's War of Words." Loosely attached to 
this story follows a wild series of adventures in which the powers 
of the three champions are tested, Cfichulinn always proving his 
superiority. In order to decide the dispute, visits are paid to 
Medb at Rath Cruachan and to Cur6i in Kerry, and the story 
ends with the" beheading incident," which occurs in the romance 
of " Sir Gawayne and the Green Knight." Fled Bricrend 
presents a number of textual difficulties. The text of the 
oldest MS. (LU.) shows signs of contamination, and several 
versions of the story seem to have been current. 

But the story of the Ulster cycle which is better known than any 
other, is the story of the " Tragical Death of the Sons of Usnech, 
or the Life and Death of Deirdre," one of the " Three Sorrows of 
Story-telling." This is the only tale of the group which has 
survived in the minds of the common people down to the present 
day. It is foretold of Deirdre, a girl-child of great beauty, that 
she will be the cause of great misfortunes, but Conchobar, having 
lost his wife determines to have her brought up in solitude.and 
marry her himself. However, the maiden chances to see a noble 
youth named Naisi, one of the three sons of Usnech, and persuades 
him to carry her off to Scotland, where they live for many years. 
At length they are induced to return after several of the most 
prominent Ulster warriors have gone bail for their safety. But 
Conchobar resorts to treachery, and the three sons of Usnech are 
slain, whilst the account of Deirdre's end varies. The oldest 
version of the story is found in LL., and the characters are as 
rugged and unsophisticated as those of the Tan. But in the 
later versions the savage features are toned down. 

Before passing on, we must mention several old stories which 
are independent of the Ulster cycle, but which deal with events 
which are represented as having taken place before the Christian 
era. Few of the old romances deal directly with what we may 
call Irish mythology. The " Battle of Moytura " tells of the 
tremendous struggle between the Tuatha DE Danann and their 
enemies, the Fomorian pirates. Connected with the events of 
this saga is the story of the " Tragic Deaths of the Sons of 
Tuirenn," which, though mentioned in Cormac's glossary, is not 
found in any MS. older than the z8th century. The three sons of 
Tuirenn have slain Cian, father of Lug Lamfhada, who lays upon 
them a huge eric-fine. They go through terrific ordeals and 
accomplish their task, but return home to die. This is the second 
of the " Three Sorrows of Story-telling." An old story dealing 
with Tuatha DE Danann personages, but having a certain bear-
ing on the Cfichulinn cycle, is the "Courtship of Etdin," who, 
though of supernatural (aid) birth, is wedded to Eochaid Aircm, 
a mortal king. In her previous existence she was the wife of 
the supernatural personage Midir of Brf-leith, who wins back 
Etiin from her mortal husband in a game of chess and carries 
her off to his fairy mound. 

For sake of completeness we may add the titles of two othei 
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well-known stories here. The one is the " Story of Baile the 
Sweet-spoken," which tells of the deaths of two lovers for grief 
at the false tidings of each other's death. The other is the 
" Fate of the Children of Lir," the third of the " Three Sorrows 
of Story-telling," which is only known in a modern dress. It 
relates how the four daughters of Lir (father of the sea-god 
Manandin and the original of Shakespeare's Lear) were changed 
into swans by a cruel stepmother, and how, after coo years of 
wandering on the ocean, they at length regain their human form 
through the instrumentality of St Mochaomhog. 

A large number of sagas, which claim to be founded on 
historical events, present a great similarity to the tales of the 
Ulster cycle. Most of them are mentioned in the old catalogues. 
We can only name the more important here. The " Destruction 
of Dind-Rig and Exile of Labraid Loingsech " relates how the 
kingdom of Leinster was snatched by one brother from another 
in the 6th century B.c., and how the son of the murdered prince 
with the aid of a British force sacked Dind-Rig, the fortress of the 
usurper. The story of the visit of the pigmies to the court of 
Fergus MacLeite, king of Ulster in the and century B.C., is only 
contained in a 15th-century MS. This tale is commonly stated 
to have given Swift the idea of his Gulliver's Travels to Lillitna. 
" Caithreim Chong/tail Claringnigh," which only occurs in a 
modernized 17th-century version, deals with a revolution in the 
province of Ulster, supposed to have taken place before the 
Christian era. 

The most important Old Irish saga after the Tdin is beyond 
doubt the Destruction of Dd Derga's Hostel, contained in LU. 
It deals with events in the reign of the High-King Conaire M6r, 
who is said by the annalists to have been slain in 43 D.C. after a 
reign of seventy years. Conaire, who was a descendant of the 
Ellin mentioned above, was a just ruler, and had banished 
among other lawless persons his own five foster brothers. These 
latter devoted themselves to piracy and made common cause 
with one Ingcel, a son of the king of Britain, who had been out-
lawed by his father. The high-king was returning from Co. 
Clare when he found the whole of Meath in flames. He turned 
aside into Leinster and made for Di Derga's hostel. The 
pirates perceive this, and Ingcel is sent to spy out the hostel 
and discover the size of Conaire's force. This gives the story-
teller a chance for one of those lengthy minute descriptions 
of persons in which his soul delighted. This catalogue 
occupies one-half of the whole story. The pirates make their 
attack, and the king and most of his followers are butchered. 

We can do no more than enumerate the titles of other historical 
tales: The " Destruction of the Hostel of MacDareo," describing 
the insurrection of the Aithech-Tuatha (1st century a.n.), " The 
Expulsion of the Nisi " and the " Battle of Mag Lemna " (2nd 
century sm.), "Battle of Mag Mucrime " (A.D. 195 or A.D. 218), 
" Siege of Drom Damgaire " (3rd century), " Adventures of the 
Sons of Eochaid Muigmed6in, father of Niall N6igiallach" (4th 
century), "Death of Grimthann" (reigned 366-378), "Death 
of Dathi " (d. 428), " Death of Murchertach, son of Erc," and 
" Death of Diarmait, son of Cerball " (6th century) " Wooing 
of Becfola, who became the wife of Diarmait, -son of Aed Slane " 
(reigned 657-664), " Battle of Mag Rath " (637), " Battle of 
Cam Conaill" (c. 648), "Death of Alaelfothartaig MacRonain " 
(7th century), who was a kind of Irish Hippolytus, " Battle of 
Allen " (722). 

It will be well to deal here with another class of story in its 
various stages of development. We have seen that in the older 
romances there is a close connexion between mortals and super-
natural beings. The latter are represented as either inhabiting 
the rid mounds or as dwelling in islands out in the ocean, which 
are pictured as abodes of bliss and variously called Mag Melt 
(Plain of Delight), Ti, na n-Oc (Land of Youth) and Ti, Tairngiri 
(Land of Promise). The visits of mortals to the Irish Elysium 
form the subject of three romances which we must now examine. 
The whole question has been exhaustively dealt with by Kuno 
Meyer and Alfred Nutt in the Voyage of Bran (London, 1895-
1897). Condla Cacm, son of Conn Citchathach, was one day 
Bested by his father on the hill of Usnech, when he saw a lady in  

strange attire approaching invisible to all but himself. She 
describes herself as coming from the " land of the living," a place 
of eternal delight, and invites the prince to return with her. 
Conn invokes the assistance of his druid to drive away the strange 
visitor, who in parting throws an apple to Condla. The young 
man partakes of no food save his apple, which does not diminish, 
and he is consumed with longing. At the end of a month the 
fairy-maiden again makes her appearance. Condla can boldest 
no longer. He jumps into the damsel's skiff of glass. They sail 
away and were seen no more. This is the /mum or Adventure of 
Condla Caem, the oldest text of which is found in LU. A similar 
story is entitled Imram Brain mak Fchail, contained in YBL 
and Rawlinson B 512 (the end also occurs in LU.), only with this 
difference that Bran, with twenty-seven companions, puts to sta 
to discover lir na mban (the land of maidens). After spending 
some time there, one of his comrades is seized with home-sicknes. 
They return, and the home-sick man, on being set 
immediately turns to dust. A later story preserved in 
YBL. and the Book of Fermoy, tells of the visit of Conanc 
grandson of Conn Cetchathach, to Tir Tairngiri. These themes 
are also worked into tales belonging to the Ossianic cycle, 
Finn and Ossian in later times become the typical warriors 
achieve the quest of the Land of Youth. The romances we 
just mentioned are almost entirely pagan in character, 
kindred class of story shows us how the old ideas were 
formed under the influence of Christianity. A typical instance h 
/meant c-uraig Maelduin, contained in YBL. and in part in LU. 
Maelduin constructs a boat and sets out on a voyage with a 
large company to discover the murderer of his father. This 
forms the framework of the story. Numerous islands is the 
ocean are visited, each containing some great marvel. /eves 
no Coma (Book of Fermoy) and /mrarn Snedguso °cut Ma 
Rtagla (YBL.) contain the same plan, but in this case the voyage 
is undertaken as an expiation for crime. In the 11th 
an unknown monkish writer compiled the Narigario S. B 
drawing the material for his episodes from Intram (waif 
dark. This famous work only appears in an Irish dress 
confused and disconnected " Life of St Brendan " in the Book 
Lismore. The same MS. contains yet another voyage, the 
" Adventure of Tadg MacCein." 

We must now turn our attention to the later heroic cycle.. 
commonly called the Fenian or Ossianic. Unfortunately the 
origin of the stories and poems connected with Finn 
and his warriors is obscure, and scholars are by no 
means agreed over the question (see FINN MAC Coot). 
In the earlier cycle the figures and the age in which 
they live are sharply drawn, and we can have no hesitation 
assuming that the Tdin represents in the main the state 
Ireland at the beginning of the Christian era. Finn 
companions are nebulous personages, and, although it is 
to discover the actual starting-point of the legend, front 
lath century onwards we are able to trace the development et 
the saga with some degree of certainty. A remarkably 
amount of space is devoted to this cycle in the oldest MSS, 
the 134 pages contained in LU. only half-a-dozen deal with 
as against 58 with Cfichulinn. In I.L. the figures are, 
cycle zoo pp., Ossianic 25 pp., the latter being mainly 
of short ballads, whilst in 15th-century MSS., such as the 
of Lismore and Laud 6 to, the proportion is overwhdmi 
favour of the later group. Again in Urard MacCoisi's 
tales, which seems to go back to the loth century, only 
appear to deal with subjects taken from the OssMnic cycle. 
the first instance Finn seems to have been a poet, and as 
he appears in the rth-century MSS., LU. and LL. Thus 
subjects of the Ossianic cycle in the earliest MSS. appear 
new dress. The vehicle of the older epic is prose, but the 
cycle is clothed in ballad form.. Of these ballads about a 
apart from poems in the Dindsenchus are preserved in L 
and YBL., and none of these poems are probably much 
than the nth century. In the commentary to the A 
Columbkille a beautiful poem on winter is attributed to 
At the same time we do find a few prose tales, e.g. " Fotlez 
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Comae " in LU., describing the death of Cumall, Fmn's father, 
and in LL. and Rawlinsou B sor, part of which Zimmer astigns 
to the 7th century, we have the first story in which Finn actually 
occurs. But it is remarkable that in no case do tales belonging 
to the Finn cycle contain any of the old rhetorics which occur in 
the oldest of the Ulster romances. Already in LL., by the side 
of Finn, Ossian, Mite and Fergus Finnbel are represented as 
poets, and the strain of lament over the glories of the past, so 
characteristic a feature of the later developments of the legend, 
is already sounded. Hence by the 1 2th century the stories of the 
F1111  and their destruction at the battle of Gabra must have 
been fully developed, and from this time onward they appear 
gradually to have supplanted the 'Cfichulinn cycle in popular 
favour. Several reasons have been assigned for this. In the 
first place until the time of Brian Boroime the high-kings of 
Ireland bad almost without exception been drawn from Ulster, 
and consequently the northern traditions were pre-eminent. 
This exclusiveness on the part of the north was largely broken 
down by the Viking invasions, and during the tsth century the 
leading poets were attached to the court of Brian and his descend-
ants. In this manner an opportunity was afforded to the 
Leinster-Munster Fenian cycle to develop into a national saga. 
John MacNeill has pointed out Finn's connexion with a Firbolg 
tribe, and maintains that the Fenian cycle was the property of 
the subject race. Zimmer has attempted to prove with great 
plausibility that Finn and his warriors were transformed on the 
model of the Ulster heroes. Thus one text deals with the boyish 
exploits of Finn in the manner of Cfic.hulinn's youthful feats 
recorded in the ?din. And it is possible that the Siaburcharpat 
Cericktelainn gave rise to the idea of connecting Ossian and 
Oulte with Patrick. As Cfichulinn was opposed to the whole of 
Ireland in the Tdin, so Finn, representing Ireland, Is pitted 
against the whole world in the Battle of Vestry. 

We have already stated that the form assumed by the stories 
connected with Finn in the earliest MSS. is that of the ballad, 
and this continued down to the 18th century. But here again 
the Irish poets showed themselves incapable of rising from the 
ballad to the true epic in verse, and in the zsth century we find 
the prose narrative of the older cycle interspersed with verse 
again appearing. The oldest composition of any length which 
deals with the Ossianic legends is the Acailans no Seethed' or 
Colloquy of the Old Men, which is mainly preserved in three 
isth-century MSS., the Book of Lismore, Laud 6 to and Rawlin-
son 487. In this text we have the framework common to so 
much of the later Ossianic literature. Ossian and Cfulte are 
represented as surviving the battle of Gabra and as living on 
until the time of Patrick. The two warriors get on the best of 
terms with the saint, and alike is his constant companion on 
his journey through Ireland. Patrick inquires the significance 
at the names of the places they visit, and Mite recounts his 
reminiscences. In this manner we are given nearly a hundred 
stories, the subjects of some of which occur in the short ballads 
in older MSS., whilst others appear later as independent tales. 
A careful comparison of the Acallam with the Cfichulinn stories, 
whether from the point of view of civilization or language or 
art, discloses that the first lengthy composition of the Ossianic 
cycle is but a feeble imitation of the older group. All that had 
become unintelligible in the Ulster stories, owing to their primi-
tive character, is omitted, and in return for that the reminiscences 
of the Viking age play a very prominent part. 

With the 16th century we reach the later treatment of the 
legend in the Battle of Ventry. In this tedious story Daire, the 
king of the whole world, comes to invade Ireland with all his 
forces, but is repulsed by Finn and his heroes. The Battle of 
Vestry, like all later stories, is a regular medley of inddents 
taken from the writers of antiquity and European medieval 
romance. The inflated style to which the Irishman is so prone 
is here area at its worst, and we are treated to a nauseous heaping 
up of epithet upon epithet, e.g. we sometimes find as many as 
twenty-seven adjectives accompanying a substantive running in 
alliterating sets of three. 

Of greater literary interest are the later ballads connected with 

Finn and Osaka. The latter has become the typical mouthpiece 
of the departed glory of the Fenian warriors, and Nutt has pointed 
out that there is a striking difference in spirit between the 
Acallam tut Sendrach and the zsth—t6th century poems. In the 
latter Ossian is represented as a " pagan, defiant and reckless, 
full of contempt and scorn for the howling clerics and their 
churlish low-bred deity," whilst Patrick is a sour and stupid 
fanatic, harping with wearisome monotony on the damnation of 
Finn and all his comrades. The earliest collection of these 
later Ossianic poems is that made in Scotland by James Mac-
gregor, dean of Lismore, early in the 16th century. Another 
miscellany is the Duartaire Pints, a MS. in the Franciscan 
monastery in Dublin, compiled from earlier MSS. in 1627. This 
" song-book," which has been edited for the Irish Texts Society 
by John MacNeill (part 1. net ), contains no less than sixty-nine 
Ossianic ballads, amounting in all to some ten thousand lines. 
Other Ossianic poems of dates varying from the 1 sth to the 18th 
century have been published in the Transactions of the Ossianic 
Society (Dublin, 11154-1860, including amongst others " The 
Battle of Gabhra," " Lamentation of Oisin (Ossian) after the 
Fenian," " Dialogue between Oisin and Patrick," " The Battle 
of Cnoc an Air," and " The Chase of Sliabh Guilleann." These 
ballads still survive amongst the peasants at the present day. 
We further possess a number of prose romances, which in their 
present form date from the 16th to the 18th century; e.g. 
The Pursuit of Diarmaid and Grdinne, Finn and Grdinne, 
Death of Fins, The Clown in the Drab Coat, Pursuit of the Gila 
Decair, The Enchanted Fort of the Quicken-tree, The Enchanted 
Cave of Celt Comes, The Feast in the House of Conan. 

At the present moment it is impossible to give a complete survey 
of the other branches of medieval Irish literature. The attention 
of scholars has been largely devoted to the publication of the sawed 
to the neglect of other portions of the wide field. An excellent 
survey of the subject is liven by K. Meyer, Die Mellor der Gegen - 

wart. L xi. 1. pp. 78'95 1909)- 
We have already pointed out that as early as the Old Irish 

period nameless Irish poets were singing the praises of nature in a 
strain which sounds to our ears peculiarly modern. 	„, 
At the present time it is difficult to say how much of 	"ah"1'.ter  what is really poetic in Irish literature has come down 
to us. Our MSS. preserve whole reams of the learned productions 
of the filid which were so much prized in medieval Ireland, but 
it is, generally speaking, quite an accident if any of the delightful 
little lyrics entered in the margins or on blank spaces in the MSS. 
have remained. The prose romances sometimes contain beautiful 
snatches of verse, such as the descriptions of Mag Mell in Serglige 
amculaind, Tochnearc Aldine, and the Voyage of Bran or the 
Lament of Cgchulinn over Fer Dtaa. Mention has also been made 
of the exquisite nature poems ascribed to Finn, which have been 
collected into a pamphlet with English renderings by Kuno 
Meyer (under the title of " Four Old Irish Songs of Summer and 
Winter," London, 19o3). The same writer points out that the 
ancient treatise on Irish prosody published by Thurneysen 
contains no less than 340 quotations from poems, very few 
of which have been preserved in their entirety. To Meyer we 
also owe editions of two charming little texts which sufficiently 
illustrate the lyrical powers of the early poets. The one is a 
poem referred to the toth century in the form of a colloquy 
between Guaire of Aidne and his brother Marban. Guaire 
inquires of his brother why he prefers to live in a but in the 
forest, keeping the herds and swine of the king, to dwelling in 
the king's palace. The question calls forth so wonderful a 
description of the delights of nature as viewed from a shicling 
that Guaire exclaims, " I would give my glorious kingship to be 
in thy company, Marban " (King and Hermit, ed. with trans. 
by K. Meyer, London, 1901). Another text full of passionate 
emotion and tender regret ascribed to the 9th century tells of 
the parting of a young poet and poetess, who after plighting their 
troth are separated for ever (Liadain and Curithir, ed. with trans. 
by K. Meyer, London, 19o2). In the Old Wonsan of Beare 
(publ. K. Meyer in Otia Merseiana) an old hetaira laments her 
departed youth, comparing her life to the ebbing of the tide 
(path century). 
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We must now step aside from pure literature and turn our 
attention to the various productions of the professional learned 
classes of Ireland during the middle ages. The range of subjects 
coming under this heading is a very wide one, comprising history, 
genealogies, hagiology, topography, grammar, lexicography and 
metre, law and medicine. It will perhaps be as well first of 

all to deal with the learned filid whose works have 
Pniag.  been preserved. Irish tradition preserves the names sloaal 
illavism of a number of antiquarian poets of prehistoric or 

early medieval times, such as Amergin, one of the 
Milesian band of invaders; Moran Roigne, son of Ugaine M6r, 
Adna and his successor Ferceirtne, Torna (c. 400), tutor to Niall 
N6igiallach, Dania Forged'', Senc.hAn Torpffist, and Cennfaelad 
(d. 678), but the poems attributed to these writers are of much 
later date. We can only enumerate the chief of those whose 
works have been preserved. To Maelmura (d. 887) is attributed 
a poem on the Milesian migrations. About the same time lived 
Flanagan, son of Cellach, who wrote a long composition on the 
deaths of the kings of Ireland, preserved in YBL., and Flann 
MacLonkin (d. 918), called by the Four Masters the Virgil of 
Ireland, eight of whose poems have survived, containing in all 
about moo lines. Cormacan, son of Maelbrigde (d. 946), com-
posed a vigorous poem on the circuit of Ireland performed by 
Muircbertach, son of Niall Glfindub. A poet whose poems are 
most valuable from an antiquarian point of view is*Chused Ua 
h-Artackin (d. 975)• Some 800 lines of his have been preserved 
in LL. and elsewhere. Contemporary with him is Eochaid 
O'Flainn (d. c. roo3), whose chief work is a long chronological 
poem giving a list of the kings of Ulster from Cimbaeth down 
to the destruction of Emain in 331. A little later comes MacLiac 
(d. rot 6), who celebrated in verse the glories of the reign of Brian 
Boroime. His best-known work is a lament over Kincora, the 
palace of Brian. Contemporary with MacLiac is MacGilla Coim 
Urard MacCoisi (d. 1023). To Cllin ua Lothchhin (d. 1024), chief 
poet in the reign of Maelsheachlainn II., are ascribed poems on 
the antiquities of Tara. Sixteen hundred lines of his have come 
down to us. A writer who enjoyed a tremendous reputation in 
medieval Ireland was Flann Mainstrech (d. 1056), who in spite of 
his being a layman was head of the monastery school at Monaster-
boice. He is the author of no fewer than 2000 lines in LL., and 
many other poems of his are contained in other MSS. His best-
known work is a Book of Synchronisms of the kings of Ireland 
and those of the ancient world. We have also poems from his 
pen on the monarchs descended from Niall Ndigiallach and on the 
chronology of the high-kings and provincial kings from the time 
of Loigaire. Flann's successor, Gilla Coemgin (d. 1072), gives us 
a chronological poem dealing with the annals of the world down to 
A.D. 1054. He also is the author of the Irish version of Nennius 
which contains substantial additions dealing with early Ireland. 
Minor writers of the same nature whose works have come down 
to us are Colmin O'SesnAin (d. 1050), Neide us Maelchonaire 
(d. 1136), Gills na noem us Duinn (d. 16o), Gills Moduda 
O'Cassidy (1143)• In the 13th century these historical poems 
become very rare. In the next century we again find anti-
quarian poets of whom the best-known is John O'Dugan (d. 
1372). His most valuable composition treats of the tribes of 
the northern half of Ireland at the time of the northern con-
quest. This work, containing x66o lines in all in debide metre, 
was completed by his younger contemporary Gilla na nacm 
O'Huidhrin. From the beginning of the i3th century the official 
poets began to give way to the hereditary bards and families 
of scribes. Among the chief bardic families we may mention 
the O'Dalys, the MacWards, the O'Higinns, the MacBrodys 
and the MacDaires. We must here content ourselves with 
glancing at a few of the more prominent names. Muiredach 
Albanach (c. 2224-1240), whose real name was O'Daly, has left 
behind in addition to the religious verses a considerable number 
of poems in praise of various patrons in Ireland and Scotland. 
He is said by Skene to be the first of the Macvurrichs, bards to 
Macdonald of Clanranald. A number of his compositions are 
preserved in the Book of the Dean of Lismore. Gills Brigde M ac-
Cotunidhe was a contemporary of the last-mentioned bard. He  

wrote a number of poems in praise of the O'Neills and O'Donnell& 
We may next mention the name of an abbot of Boyle, Dorm-
chad M6r O'Dhlaig (d. 1244), a writer whose extant poems are 
usually of a religious character. Many of them are addressed to 
the Virgin. Most of them appear in late MSS., but some few are 
preserved in the Book of the Hy Maine. Donnchad We is said to 
be the greatest religious poet that Ireland has produced. Racy 
other members of the O'Daly family belonging to the teeth and 

5th centuries have left poems behind them, but we cannot 
mention them here. Angus O'Daly, who lived in the second 
half of the 16th century, was employed by the English to satirize 
the chief Gaelic families in Ireland. Two members of the 
O'Higinn family deserve mention, Tadg m6r O'Higinn (d. WS), 
and Tadg Og O'Higinn (d. 1448), a voluminous writer who 
eulogized the O'Neills, O'Connora and O'Kellys. Tadg Og also 
composed a number of religious poems, which enjoyed enormous 
popularity in both Ireland and Scotland. A dna:mire was 
inserted into YBL., which contains some forty poems by him. 

Closely connected with the compositions of the official poets 
are the works of native topography. Most of the sagas contain a 
number of explanations of the origins of place-names. The 
Dindsencksu is a compilation of such etymologies. But its chief 
value consists in the amount of legendary matter it contains. 
adduced in support of the etymologies given. The Disdsesckn 
has come down to us in various forms both in prose and in verse. 
Irish tradition ascribes it to Amergin MacAmalgaid, who lived 
in the 6th century, but if the kernel of the work goes back as early 
as this it must have been altered considerably in the course of the 
centuries. Both prose and verse forms of it are contained in LL 
A kindred compilation is the Calf Anneals (Fitness of Names;, 
which does for personal names what the Dinka:saw does for 
geographical names. We further possess a versified compendia= 
of geography for educational purposes dealing with the three 
continents, from the pen of Airbertach MacCosse-doinim 
(10th century). 

No people on the face of the globe have ever been more keenly 
interested in the past of their native country than the Irish. 
This will already have been patent from the corn- sow, 
positions of the filid, and now we may describe briefly 
the historical works in prose which have come down to tor. 
The latter may be divided into two classes, (r) works containing 
a connected narrative, (2) annals. Closely allied to these are the 
sagas dealing with the high-kings. Even in the serious bistoncti 
compositions we often find the manner of the sagas imitated. tr 
the supernatural plays a prominent part, and we are treated to 
the same exaggerated descriptions. The earliest of these histories 
is the wars of the Gael and Gall (Cogad Gacdel re Gallaib), which 
gives an account of the Viking invasions of Ireland, the cuter 
of Brian Boroime and the overthrow of the Norsemen at the 
battle of Clontarf. This composition, a portion of which is 
contained in LL., is often supposed to be in part the week of 
MacLiac, and it is plain from internal evidence that it most 
have been written by an eye-witness of the battle, or from 
materials supplied by a person actually present. Numerous 
shorter tracts dealing with the same period exist, but as yet lea 
of them have been published. Caiikreins Cellachdin Celia treats 
of the conflicts between the Vikings and the Irish, and the 
Leabkar Oiris gives an account of Irish history from 970 to ro27. 
Compilations relating to local history are the Book of FM* 
and the Book of Munster. Another ancient work also partly 
preserved in LL. is the Book of Invasions (LeaMoe Gokedla 
This deals with the five prehistoric invasions of Ireland (see 
IRELAND: Early History) and the legendary history of the 
Milesians. The most complete copy of the Leabeas GotbSe 
which has been preserved was compiled by Michael O'Clery 
about 5630. The Barons° or History of the Leinster Tribute 
contained in LL. belongs rather to romance. Another history 
the Triumphs of Turlough O'Brian,written about the year tasoll 
John MacCraith, a Munster historian (edited by S. H. O'Grady. 
Comb. Press). This inflated composition is an impartial 
source of information on Munster history from the landing of 
the Normans to the middle of the 14th century. We also pones 
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severed documents in Irish concerning the doings of the O'Neills 
and O'Donnells at the dose of the 16th century. A life of Hugh 
Roe O'Donnell, by Lughaidh O'Clery, has been published, and 
a contemporary history of the Flight of the Earls, by Tadhg 
O'Canan, was being prepared in 2908. But the most celebrated 
Irish historian is certainly Geoffrey Keating (c. 2570-1646), 
who is at the same time the greatest master of Irish prose. 
Keating was a Munster priest educated in France, who drew down 
upon himself the displeasure of the English authorities and had 
to go into biding. He travelled up and down Ireland examining 
sll the ancient records, and compiled a history of Ireland down 
to the Norman Conquest His work, entitled Fonts Feasa or 
&Firm, was never published, but it circulated from end to end of 
Ireland in MS. Keating's history is anything but critical. Its 
value for the scholar lies in the fact that the author bad access 
to many important sources of information now lost, and has 
preserved accounts of events independent of and differing from 
those contained in the Four Masters. In addition to the history 
and a number of poems, Keating is also the author of two theo-
logical works in Irish, the Defence of the Mass (Eochairsgiath an 
A Wrings) and a collection of sermons entitled the Three Shafts of 
Death (Tut biorgkaoithe on Bhdis), which are models of Irish prose. 

From the writers of historical narrative we turn to the annalists, 
the most important sources of information with regard to Irish 
history. We have already mentioned the Synchronisms of Flans 
Mainistrech. Apart from this work the earliest collection of 
annals which has come down to us is the compilation by Tigernach 
°Bruin (d. son), abbot of Clonmacnoise. Tigernach, whose 
work is partly in Latin, partly in Irish, states that all Irish 
history previous to 303 D.C. is uncertain. No perfect copy is 
known of this work, but several fragments are in existence. The 
Annals of lousisfalles (a monastery on an island in the Lower 
Lake of Killarney), which are also in Latin and Irish, were 
perhaps compiled about 12x5, though they may have begun two 
centuries earlier. The invaluable Annals of Ulster were compiled 
on Belle Isle on Upper Lough Erne by Cathal Maguire (d. 447 8), 
and afterwards continued by two different writers down to Mos. 
This work, which deals with Irish affairs from A.D. 431, exists 
in several copies. The Annals of Lock CO (near Boyle in Ros-
common) were copied in 2588 and deal with Irish events from 
1014 to 1636. The Annals of Connaught run from 1224 to 1562. 
The Chronic.* Scolorum, one copy of which was transcribed 
about 165o by the famous antiquary Duald MacFirbis, deals 
with Irish affairs down to 2135. The Annals of Boyle extend 
down to 1253• The Annals of Clonmacnoise, which come down 
to 1408, only exist in an English translation made by Connell 
MacGeogbegan in 1627. The most important of all these col-
lections is the Annals of the Four Masters (so christened by 
Colgan), compiled in the Franciscan monastery of Donegal by 
Michael, Canary and Cucogry O'Clery and Ferfesa O'Mulconry. 
The O'Clerys were for a long period the hereditary ollams to 
the O'Donnells. Michael O'Clery (2575-1643), the greatest of the 
four, was a lay brother in the order of St Francis, and devoted 
his whole life to the history of Ireland. He collected all the 
historical MSS. he could find, and was encouraged in his under-
taking by Fergal O'Gara, prince of Coolavin, who paid all ex-
penses. The great work, which was begun in r632 and finished 
la 1636, begins with the arrival in Ireland of Ceasair, grand-
daughter of Noah, and comes down to 1616. Nearly all the 
materials from which O'Clery drew his statements are now lost. 
O'Clery is also the author of a catalogue of the kings of Ireland, 
the genealogies of the Irish saints, and the Martyrology of 
Donegal and the Book of Invasions. 

Of less interest, but every whit as important, are the lists of 
genealogies which occupy a great deal of space in LL, YBL. 
and BB., and two Trinity College, Dublin, MSS. (H. 3.18 and H. 
2. 4). But by far the most important collection of all is that 
made by the last great ahanachie Duald MacFirbis, compiled 
between 165o and 1666 in the college of St Nicholas at Galway. 
The only portions of any considerable length which have as yet 
been published deal with two Connaught tribes, viz. the Hy 
Faschrsch from Duald mac Firbis and the Hy Maine (O'Kellys),  

and a Munster tribe, the Corcalaidhe, both from YBL. Valuable 
information with regard to early Irish history is often contained 
in the prophecies or, as they are sometimes termed, Bails 
(raptures, visions), a notable example of which is Bade in Scud 
(Vision of the Phantom). 

When we turn from secular to religious themes we find that 
Ireland is also possessed of a very extensive Christian literature, 
which is extremely valuable for the comparative study 
of medieval literature. Apart from the martyrologies 
already mentioned in connexion with Oengus the 
Culdee, a number of lives of saints and other ecclesiastical 
literature have come down to us. One of the most important 
documents is the Tripartite Life of St Patrick, which cannot very 
well have been composed before the zoth or s zth century, as 
it is full of the extravagant miracles which occur in the later 
lives of saints. The work consists of three separate homilies, 
each complete in itself. A later version of the Tripartite Life 
was printed by Colgan in 1647. The Lcabhar Breac contains a 
quantity of religious tracts, most of which have been published. 
R. Atkinson issued a number of them under the title of Passions 
and Homilies from Leabhar Breac (Dublin, z887). These are not 
original Irish compilations, but translations from Latin lives of 
saints. Nor do they deal with the lives of any Irish saints. 
Stokes has published nine lives of Irish saints from the Book of 
Lismore, including Patrick, Brigit, Columba, Brendan, Findian 
(Clonard), Ciaran, Senan, Findchua and Mochua. They are 
written in the form of homilies preceded by short explanations of 
a text of scripture. These lives also occur in the Leabhar Breac. 
Other lives of saints have been published by O'Grady in Silva 
Gaddica. The longest life of St Columba was compiled in 2536 
at the command of Manus O'Donnell. This tedious work is a 
specimen of hagiology at its worst. The Leabhar Breac further 
contains a number of legends, such as those on the childhood 
of Christ, and scattered through many MSS. are short anecdotes 
of saints which are very instructive. 

But the most interesting Irish religious text is the Vision of 
Adamnan (preserved in LU.), which Stokes assigns to the 11th 
century. The soul of Adamnan is represented as leaving his 
body for a space to visit heaven and hell under the conduct of 
an angel. The whole treatment of the theme challenges com-
parison with Dante's great poem, but the Irish composition 
contains many ideas peculiar to the land of its origin. Later 
specimens of this kind of literature tend to develop into grotesque 
buffoonery. We may mention the Vision of Fursac, the Vision 
of Tundale (Tnugdal), published by V. Friedel and K. Meyer 
(Paris, 2907), Laisrin's Vision of Hell and the Vision of Merlin& 
A further vision attributed to Adamnan contains a stern de-
nunciation of the Irish of the 12th century. Another form of 
religious composition, which was very popular in medieval Ire-
land, was the prophecy in verse, but scarcely any specimens 
have as yet been published. Kuno Meyer edited a tract on the 
Psalter in his Hibernica Minora from a 15th century Oxford MS., 
but be holds that the text goes back to 750. A number of 
collections of monastic rules both in prose and verse have been 
edited in Eniu, and the MSS. contain numerous prayers, litanies 
and religious poems. 

In LU. are preserved two sermons, Stela no esergi (Tidings of 
Resurrection) and Scala lei brdtka (Tidings of Doomsday); and a 
number of other homilies have been published, such as the 
"Two Sorrows of the Kingdom of Heaven," "The Penance of 
Adam," the "Ever-new Tongue," and one on "Mortals' Sins." 
All the homilies contained in LB. have been published by R. 
Atkinson in his Legends and Homilies from Leabhar Breac 
(Dublin, 1887), and E. Hogan, The !risk Nennius (Dublin, 1895). 
The popular " Debate of the Body and the Soul " appears in 
Ireland in the form of a homily. A collection of maxims and a 
short moral treatise have been published by K. Meyer. 

For the religious literature in general the reader may refer to 
O'Curry, Lectures on the MS. Materials of Ancient Irish History 
(pp. 339-434),Dottin. "Notes bibliographiques sur rancienne 
litterature chretienne de l'irlande," in Revue d'hutoire el de 'litera-
ture religieuses, v. 162-167. See also Revue celtiftue. xi. 391-404, 
ib. :v. 79-ot. 
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Here we may perhaps mention an extraordinary production 
entitled Aisling Meic Conglinne, the Vision of Mac Conglinne, 
found in LB. and ascribed to the twelfth century (ed. K. Meyer, 
London, 5892). Cathal MacFinguine, king of Munster (d. 737), 
was possessed by a demon of gluttony and is cured by the recital 
of a strange vision by a vagrant scholar named MacConglinne. 
The composition seems to be intended as a satire on the monks, 
and in particular as a travesty of medieval hagiology. Another 
famous satire, entitled the Proceedings of the Great Bardic 
Institution, holds up the professional bards and their extortionate 
methods to ridicule. This curious work contains the story of 
bow the great epic, the Tdin bd Cualnge, was recovered (see 
Transactions of the Ossianic Society, vol. v.). 

Collections of pithy sayings in the form of proverbs and maxims 
must have been made at a very early period. Not the least 
Oreado remarkable are the so-called Triads (pubL K. Meyer, 
&wow... Dublin, 1906), which illustrate every statement with 

3 examples. Over 200 such Wads were brought 
together in the 9th century. There are also two documents 
attributed to 1st-century personages, "The Testament of 
Morann MacM6in to his son Feradack " which is quoted as 
early as the 8th century, and "The Instructions, of Cfichulinn 
to his foster-son Lugaid." K. Meyer has published Tecosca 
Cormaic or the Precepts of Cormac MacAirt to his son Cairpre 
(Dublin, 1909). Other collections such as the Sestriatkra Puha 
still await publication. 

With that enthusiasm for the classics which is characteristic of 
the Irish, it is not strange that we should find medieval versions 

of some of the better-known authors of antiquity. 
Classical 
storks. 	It is interesting to note that only those works are 

translated that could be utilized by the professional 
story-teller. So much so, that in the ancient (loth century) 
catalogue of sagas enumerated by Urard MacCoisi we find 
mention of Toga, Troi and Sella Aksandir maic nip. We get 
descriptions of battle weapons and clothing similar to those 
occurring in the native sagas. Togail Troi is taken from the 
medieval prose version, Historic de Excidio Trolae of Dares 
Phrygius. The oldest Irish copy is found in LL. This version 
is exceedingly valuable, as it enables us to determine the meaning 
of words and formulas in the sagas which are otherwise obscure. 
An Irish abstract of the Odyssey, following an unknown source, 
and part of the story of Theseus have been published by K. Meyer. 
Sae Alesandir is preserved in LB. and BB. Inelitechta Aeniusa, 
taken from the Aeneid, is contained in BB. A number of MSS. 
contain the Cath Calkarda, a version of books vi. and vii. (?) of 
Lucan's Pkarsalia, which has been published by Wh. Stokes. 
There is further at least one MS. containing a version of Statius's 
Thebaid and of Heliodorus's Aethiopica. Somewhat later, the 
medieval literature of western Europe comes to be represented 
in translations. Thus we have Irish versions, amongst others of 
the Gesta Romanorum, the Historia BriUonum, the Wars of 
Charlemagne, the History of the Lombards, Sir John idaunde-
vine's Travels (trans. by Fingin O'Mahony in 1475), the Book of 
Ser Marco Polo (abridged), Guy Earl of Warwick, Bevis of 
Southampton, the Quest of the Holy Grail, Octavian, the 
chronicle of Turpin, Barlaam and Josaphat, and the story of 
Fierabras. The Arthurian cycle is developed in independent 
fashion in the Adventures of the Eagle Boy and the Adventures 
of the Crop-eared Dog. For translation literature see M. Nettlau, 
Revue cellique, x. pp. 184, 460-461. 

Hand in hand with the interest of the medieval Irish scholars 
in the history of their island goes the cultivation of the native 
phooke, tongue. Owing to the profound changes produced by 

the working of the Irish laws of accent and initial 
mutation, it is doubtful if any other language lends itself so well 
to wild etymological speculation. By the beginning of the Middle 
Irish period a good part of the cumbrous Old Irish verb-system 
had become obsolete, and texts which were at all faithfully 
copied had to be plentifully supplied with glosses. Moreover, if, 
as is probable, all the historical and legal lore was in verse, a 
large part of it must have been unintelligible except to those 
who knew the birla fine. But even before this Cormac mac 

Cuillenfrin, the bishop-king of Cashel (d. 9o3), had compiled a 
glossary of archaic words which are accompanied by explanations, 
etymologies, and illustrative passages containing an amount of 
invaluable information concerning folk-lore and legendary 
history. This glossary has come down to us in various recessions 
all considerably later in date than the original work (the oldest 
copy is in LB.). Later collections of archaic words are 
O'Mulconry's Glossary (13th century), the Lecan Glossary (zsth 
century), which draws principally from the glosses is the 
Liber Hyaena's'', O'Davoren's Glossary (16th century), draws 
principally front the Brehon Laws, a 16th century list of Latin 
and Irish names of plants employed in medicine, and O'Clery's 
Glossary (published at Louvain, 1643). BB. contains a anions 
tract on Ogamic writing. An Irish treatise on grammar, called 
Uraicept no Is-ices, the Poet's Primer, traditionally ascribed to 
Cennfaelad and others, is contained in BB. and YBL. It appears 
to be a kind of medley of Donatus and the notions of the medieval 
Irish concerning the origin of their language. The St Gall glosses 
on Priscian contain Irish terms for all the nomenclature of the 
Latin grammarians, and show bow extensive was the use made 
of Irish even in this department of learnin' g. 

Thurneysen had edited from BB., Laud 6so and a TCD. MS. 
thiee treatises on metric which give an account of the countless 
metres practised by the filid. It is impossible for us 
here to enter into the question of Irish prosody in any 
great detail. We have seen that there is some reason for believing 
that the primitive form of Irish verse was a kind of rhythmical 
alliterative prose as contained in the oldest versions of the saps 
The filid early became acquainted with the metres of the lLtuo 
church hymns, whence rhyme was introduced into Ireland. 
(This is the view of Thurneysen and Windisch. Others like Zeiss 
have maintained that rhyme was an invention of the Irish.) is 
any case the filid evolved an intricate system of rhymes for which 
it is difficult to find a parallel. The medieval metres are tailed 
by the general name of Din &reek, " Direct Metre." Some of 
the more general principles were as follows. The verses are 
grouped in stanzas of four lines, each stanza being complete is 
itself. Each line must contain a fixed number of syllables. 
whilst the different metres vary as to the employment of internal 
and end rhyme, assonance and alliteration. The Irish elaborated 
a peculiar system of consonantal correspondence which coasted 
as rhyme. The consonants were divided with a considerable 
degree of phonetic accuracy into six groups, so that a voiceless 
stop (c) rhymes with another voiceless stop (I, p), a voiced step 
(b) with another voiced stop (d, g), and so forth. The commonest 
form of verse is the four-line stanza of seven syllables. Such 
verse with rhymes abab and monosyllabic or dissyllabic finals 
belongs to the class rannaigecht. A similar stanza with cab 
rhymes is the basis of the so-called dcbidc (cut in two) metres. 
A peculiarity of the latter is that the rhyming word ending the 
second line must contain at least one syllable more than the 
rhyming word which ends the first. Another frequently empioycl 
metre is the rindard, consisting of lines of six syllables with 
dissyllabic endings. In the metrical treatises examples are giv es  
of some zoo odd metres. The result of the complicated ter-Judea 
evolved in Ireland was an inclination to sacrifice sense to musical 
harmony. See K. Meyer,A Primer of Irish Metrics (Dublin.s000l 

We can conclude this survey of medieval Irish literature by 
mentioning briefly two departments of learning to which much 
attention was paid in Ireland. These are law and 	Le„. 
medicine. The so-called Brehon Laws (q.v.) are 
represented as having been codified and committed to writ* 
in the.time of St Patrick. There is doubtless some grain of troth 
in this statement, as a fillip may have been given to this codifica-
tion by the publication of the Theodosian Code, which VW 
speedily followed by the codes of the various Teutonic tribes 
The Brehon Laws were no doubt originally transmitted iron 
teacher to pupil in the form of verse, and traces of this are to be 
found in the texts which have been preserved. But the Laws 
as we have them do not go back to the sth century. In our teats 
isolated phrases or portions of phrases are given with a com-
mentary, and this commentary is further explained by some 
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later commentators. Kuno Meyer has pointed out that in the 
commentary to one text, Crtth Gablack, there are linguistic forms 
which must go back to the 8th century, and Arbois de Jubain-
vile, who apart from Sir Henry Maine is the only scholar who 
has dealt with the subject, has attempted to prove from internal 
evidence that part of the oldest tract, the one on A thgabdil or 
Seizure, cannot, in its present form, be later than the close of 
the 6th cen tury. Cormac's Glossary contains a number of quota-
tions from the commentary to Senchus Mdr, which would 
therefore seem to have been in existence about goo. The Irish 
Laws were transcribed by O'Donovan and O'Curry, and have 
been published with a faulty text and translation in five volumes 
by the government commissioners originally appointed in 1852. 
A number of other law tracts must have existed in early times, 
and several which have been preserved are still unedited. Kuno 
Meyer has published the Cdin Adamndin or Adamnan's Law 
from an O;ford MS. Adamnan succeeded in getting a law 
passed which forbade women to go into battle. An interesting 
but little-investigated text in prose and verse called Leabhar na 
gCeart or Book of Rights was edited with an English translation 
by O'Donovan (1847). It deals with the rights to tribute of the 
high-king and the various provincial kings. The text of the 
Book of Rights is preserved in YBL. and BB. In its present 
form it shows distinct traces of the influence of the Viking 
invasions, and cannot go back much beyond the year woo. At 
one time it was incorporated in a larger work now lost, the Psalter 
of Cashel. We also possess a 9th-century treatise on Sunday 
observance (Cdin Domnaig). 

The medical profession in Ireland was hereditary in a number 
of families, such as the O'Lees (from Irish tiaig, " a leech "), 

efetr a the O'Hickeys (Irish icicle," the healer "), the O'Shiels, 
the O'Cassidys, and many others. These families each 

had their own special leech-books, some of which are still pre-
served. In addition to these there are many others. The medical 
literature which has come down to us is contained in MSS. 
ranging from the 13th to the 18th centuries. The Irish MSS. are 
translations from the Latin with the invariable commentary, 
and they further contain additions derived from experience. 
YBL. contains four of these tracts, and amongst others we may 
mention the Book of the O'Hickeys, a translation of the Lilium 
Medicine of Bernard Gordon (written 1303), the Book of the 
O'Lees (written in r443), the Book of the O'Shiels, transcribed in 
s 65 7, and the Book of MacAnlega, transcribed in 1512. Of these 
texts only two have been published as yet from MSS. in Edin-
burgh. O'Curry drew up a MS. catalogue of the medical MSS. 
in the Royal Irish Academy, and many more are described in 
O'Grady's catalogue of Irish MSS. in the British Museum. Some 
few MSS. deal with the subject of astronomy, but up to the 
present no description of the texts has been published. 

With the steady advance of the English power after 1600 it 
was only natural that the school of bardic poets should decline. 

But at the beginning of the 17th century for the last 
time they gave a great display of their resources. 
Tadhg MacDaire, the ollam of the earl of Thomond, 
composed a poem in elaborate verse exalting the line 

of Eber (represented by the reigning families of Munster) at the 
expense of the line of Eremon (represented by the reigning 
families of the other provinces). Ina body of verse attributed to 
Torna Ems (c. too), but obviously of more recent origin, the 
Erernonian, Niall Noigiallach, is lavishly praised, and Tadhg's 
attack takes the form of a refutation of Toma's pretensions. 
The challenge was immediately taken up by Lughaidh O'Clery. 
The recriminations of the two bards extend to nearly 3000 lines 
of verse, and naturally drew down the attention of the whole 
Irish world of letters. Soon all the hereditary poets were engaged 
in the conflict, which raged for many yews, and the verses of 
both parties were collected into a volume of about 7000 lines in 
debide metre, known as the Contention of the Poets. Amongst 
the prominent poets of the period may be mentioned Tadhg 
Dall O'Higinn (d. shortly before 16t7) and Eochaidh O'Hussey, 
who between them have left behind nearly 7000 lines in the 
classical metres, Bonaventura O'Hussey and Ferfesa O'Cainti. 

The intricate classical measures gradually broke down. Dr 
Douglas Hyde gives it as his opinion that the exceedingly 
numerous metres known in Middle Irish had become restricted 
to a couple of dozen, and these nearly all heptasyllabic. Never-
theless they continued to be employed till into the 18th century. 
However, during the 17th century we find a new school arising 
with new principles and new methods. These consisted in (t) 
the adoption of vowel rhyme in place of consonantal rhyme, 
(2) the adoption of a certain number of accents in each line in 
place of a certain number of syllables. Thus, according to what 
we have just said, the accented syllables in a line with four accents 
in one line will fall on, say, the following vowels e,u,u,e, and the 
line rhyming with it will have the same sounds in the same or a 
different sequence. (For English imitations sec Hyde, A Literary 
History of Ireland, pp. 548 ff•) 

The consequences of the changed political conditions were of 
the greatest importance. The bards, having lost their patrons in 
the general upheaval, threw behind them the old classical metres 
and turned to the -general public. At the same time they had 
to abandon the countless chevilles and other characteristics of 
the old bardic language, which were only understood by the 
privileged few. But to compensate for this much more freedom 
of expression and naturalness were possible for the first time in 
Irish verse. The new metres made their appearance in Ireland 
about 1600, and the learned Keating himself was one of the first 
to discard the ancient prosody. During the latter half of the 
17th century and throughout the 18th century the body of verse 
produced in Ireland voices the sorrows and aspirations of the 
whole nation, and the literary activity in almost every county 
was correspondingly great. It is only during the last few years 
that the works of any of the poets of this period have been 
published. Pierce Ferriter was the last chieftain who held out 
against Cromwell's army, and he was hanged in 1653. His 
poems have been edited by P. S. Dinneen (Dublin, 1903). The 
bard of the Williamite wars was David O'Bruadar (d. 1697-
1698). 'From this period date three powerful satires on the state 
of affairs in Munster, and in particular on the Cromwellian 
settlers. They are of a coarse and savage nature, for which reason 
they have never been printed. Their titles are the Parliament 
of Clan Thomas, the Adventures of Clan Thomas, and the 
Adventures of Tadhg Dubh (by Egan O'Rahilly). A description 
of the parliament of Clan Thomas is given by Stem in the 
Zdtschr. f. cell. Phil. v. pp. 541 ff. 

A little later we come across a band of Jacobite poets. The 
gallant figure of Charles Edward was so popular with Irish bards 
that a conventional stereotyped form arose in which the poet 
represents himself as wandering in a wood and meeting a beautiful 
lady. We are treated to a full description of all her charms, 
and the poet compares her to all the fair heroines of antiquity. 
But she replies that she is none of these. She is Erin seeking 
refuge from the insults of foreign suitors and looking for her mate. 
The idea of such poems is a beautiful one, but they become 
tedious when one has read a dozen of them only to find that 
there are scores of others in exactly the same strain. Besides 
the Visions (Aiding), as they are termed, there are several 
noteworthy war-songs, whilst other poems are valuable as 
giving a picture of the state of the country at the time. We can 
do no more than mention the names of John O'Neaghtan (d. c. 
172o; edition of his poems by A. O'Farrelly, Dublin, 19o8), 
Egan O'Rahilly, who flourished between 170o and 1726; Tadhg 
O'Naghten, Andrew MacCurtin (d. 1479), Hugh MacCurtin, 
author of a grammar and part editor of O'Begley's Dictionary; 
John Clarach MacDonnell (1691- 1754), John O'Tuomy (d. 1775), 
Andrew Magrath, Tadhg Gaolach O'Sullivan (d. c. 1795), author 
of a well-known volume of religious poems, a valuable source of 
information for the Munster dialect; and Owen Roe O'Sullivan 
(d. 1784), the cleverest of the Jacobite poets (his verses and bons 
mots are still well known in Munster). These poets hailed mostly 
from the south, and it is chiefly the works of the Munster poets 
that have been preserved. Ulster and Connaught also produced 
a number of writers, but very little beyond the mere names has 
been preserved except in the case of the Connaught poet flattery 

Later 
trt,n 
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0784-1830i whose compositions have been rescued by Hyde 
(Abbrain an Reachtsiire, Dublin, 1903). Torlough O'Carolan 
(1670-1738), "the last of the bards," was really a musician. 
Having become blind he was educated as a harper and won great 
fame. His poems, which were composed to suit his music, are 
mostly addressed to patrons or fair ladies. His celebrated " Ode 
to Whisky " is one of the finest bacchanalian songs in any 
language. Michael Comyn (b. c. 1688) is well known as the 
author of a version based upon older matter of " Ossian in the 
Land of Youth." This appears to be the only bit of deliberate 
creation in the later Ossianic literature. Comyn also wrote a 
prose story called " The Adventures of Torlogh, son of Starn, 
and the Adventures of his Three Sons." Brian MacGiolla 
Meidhre or Merriman (d. 1808) is the author of perhaps the 
cleverest sustained poem in the Irish language. His work, which 
is entitled the Midnight Court, contains about woo lines with 
four rhymes in each line. It describes a vision in which Aoibhill, 
queen of the Munster fairies, is holding a court. A handsome 
girl defends herself against an old man, and complains to the 
queen that in spite of all her charms she is in danger of dying 
unwed. Merriman's poem, which was written in 178r, has 
recently been edited with a German translation by L. C. Stern 
(Zeilschrift fur cellische Philologie, v. 193-415)•  Donough 
MacConmara (Macnamara) (d. c. 1814) is best known as the 
author of a famous lyric " The Fair Hills of Holy Ireland," but 
he also wrote a mock epic describing his voyage to America 
and how the ship was chased by a French cruiser. He is carried 
off in a dream by the queen of the Munster fairies to Elysium, 
where, instead of Charon, he finds Conan, the Thersites among 
the Fenians, acting as ferryman (Eacktra Ghiolla an A ntardin, 
or The Adventures of a Luckless Fellow, edited by T. Flannery, 
Dublin, toot). 

During the first half of the 19th century nothing new was 
produced of a high order, though the peasants retained their 
love for poetry and continued to copy the MSS. in their posses-
sion. Then came the famine and the consequent drain of 
population which gave Irish the death-blow as a living literary 
force. The modern movement has been dealt with above in the 
section on Irish language. 

It remains for us to glance briefly at the later religious literature 
and the collections of folk-tales. The translation of the New 
Testament made by William O'Donnell and published in 1603 
was first undertaken in the reign of Queen Elizabeth, who sent 
over to Dublin the first fount of Irish type. Bishop Bedell, 
one of the very few Protestant clergymen who undertook to 
learn Irish, translated the remainder of the Scriptures with the 
help of a couple of natives, but the whole Bible was not translated 
and published until ,686. This version naturally never became 
popular, but it is a valuable source of information with regard 
to Modern Irish. It is perhaps of interest to note that the earliest 
specimen of printing in Irish is a ballad on Doomsday (Dublin, 
1571). A version of the English Prayer Book was published in 
1716. 

The scholars of the various Irish colleges on the continent 
were particularly active in the production of manuals of devotion 
mainly translated from Latin. We can mention only a few of the 
more important. Sgathdn an chrdbkaidk (The Mirror of the 
Pious), published in 1626 by Florence Conry; Sgalhdn sacra-
mente no h- A ithrighe (Mirror of the Sacrament of Penance), by 
Hugh MacCathmhaoil, published at Louvain, 1618; The Book 
of Christian Doctrine, by Theobald Stapleton (Brussels, 1639); 
Pdrrthas an Anma, or The Paradise of the Soul, by Anthony 
Gernon (Louvain, 1645); a book on Miracles, by Richard Mac-
Gilla Cody (1667); Lochrdn no gcreirlmheach,or Lucerna Fidelium, 
by Francis O'Mulloy (Louvain, 1676); O'Donlevy's Catechism 
(1742). O'Gallagher, bishop of Raphoe, published a collection 
of sermons which went through twenty editions and are still 
known at the present day. He is one of the earliest writers in 
whom the characteristics of the speech of the north are noticeable. 
The only Catholic version of any considerable portion of the 
Scriptures up till quite recently was the translation of the 
Pentateuch by Archbishop MacHale, who also turned six books 

of the Iliad into Irish. It is only within recent years that 
attention has been paid to the collection of folk-songs tad 
tales in Irish, although as long ago as 1825 Crofton Croker putt. 
lished three volumes of folk-lore in the south of Ireland which 
attracted the attention of Sir Walter Scott. Nor do the dux( 
stories of Carleton fall within our province. We may meal* 
among others Patrick O'Leary's Sgeulhidlieackt Chuige Minim, 
(Dublin, 1895);, Hyde's Beside the Fire (London, taoo) and Au 
Sgeuluidhe Gaedhealach, reprinted from vol. x. of the Anodes 
de Bretagne (London, toot); Daniel O'Fogharta's Siareso an 
Gheimkridk (Dublin, taw); J. Lloyd's Sgealaidke 6irgkioll 
(Dublin, loos); and Larminie's West Irish Fol.k- Tales (London, 
1893). 'The most important collections of folk-songs are Love-
Songs of Connaught (Dublin, 1893) and Religious Songs 4 
Counaleght (Dublin, won), both published by Hyde. The most 
extensive collection of proverbs is the one entitled Searrikscle 
Uladh by Henry Morris (Dublin, 19o7). See also T. O'Donoghue, 
Sean-fhocailna Murnhan (Dublin, toot). 

AUTHORITIES.—In the absence of a comprehensive history, the 
best manual is Eleanor Hull's Text Book of Irish Literature (2 parts, 
London. 1904-1908: vol. 2 contains a bibliographical appendix). 
D. Hyde's larger History of Irish Literature (London, 1899) is only 
trustworthy as regards the more modern period. A full bibliwrapig 
of all published material is contained in G. Dottin's article - La 
litterature gaelique de l'Irlande " (Revue de spithise 
vol. hi. pp. 1 ff.). Dottin's article has been translated into 
and supplemented by Joseph Dunn under the title of The 
Literature of Ireland (VVashington, 1906 privately printed). The 
following are important works W. 'Stokes and J. Strachien, 
Thesaurus Palaeolsibernints (2 vols., Cambridge, 1901-1903); J. H. 
Bernard and R. Atkinson, Like, Hymnorum (London. 1895); 
E. O'Curry, Lectures on the MS. Materials of Ascent Irish History 
(Dublin, t873) and Lectures on the Manners and Custom, of de 
Ancient Irish (3 vols., Dublin. 1873); P. W. Joyce. A Social History 

.o :Ancient Ireland (2 vols., London. '903); E. O'Reilly, Irish H'rarrs 
ublin, 1820); S. H. O'Grady, Catalogue of Irish MSS. in Ike Beira 
useum (London. 1901); H. d'Arbois de Jubainville. Introduction A 

l'itude de to litterature celtigue (Paris, 1883). Essai (um catalogue 4th 
littirature e pique de I' blonde (Paris, 1883).L'Epo pie celtigue en friends 
(Paris, 1892), La Civilisation des Cotes et cello de ripe pie lumiterigme 
(Paris, 1899); E. Windisch, Thin B6 Csialnge, ed. with an introit 
and German trans. (Leipzig• 1905):  L. Winifred Faraday. Tke Gselt• 
Raid of Cualnge (London, 1904); the Irish text according to LC. and 
YBL. has been published as a supplement to bill; Eleanor Hell 
The Cuchulinn-saga (London, 1899); W. Ridgeway, " The Doe 
of the First Shaping of the Cuchulinn Cycle, Proceedings 4 Ills 
British Academy, vol. ii. (London• 1907); A. Nutt, Curtin:se. Oa 
Irish Achilles (London, 1899); H. Zimmer, " Keltische Beitrw" 
in Zeitschrift f. deutsche: Altertsun, vols. 32. 33 and 35, and " 
den compilatorischen Charakter der irischen Sagenteate in 

5  annten Lebor na hUidre," Kuhn's Zeitsckr. xxviii. pp. 4. 1 7-689."C 
cannot here enumerate the numerous heroic texts which haw hes 
edited. For texts published before 1883 see d'Arbois's Catakiss. 
and the same writer gives a complete list in Revue Ceitigite.vcd.smix. 
pp. 237 R. The series of Irische Texts, vols. i.-iv. (Leipaag. takes 
p901). by E. Windisch (vols. ii.-iv. in conjunction with W.St 
contains a number of important texts. Others, more parti cularly  
those belonging to the Ossianic cycle. are to be found in S. H. 
O'Grady's Silva Gadelica (2 vols. London. 1892). See also R. 
Thurneysen, Sagen au: deco alien Irked (Berlin, !got), F. W. Joyce, 
Old Celtic Romances (London ,' 19o1). 

For the Ossianic cycle see H. Zimmer, " Keltische Beitrige M." 
in vol. 35 of the Zeitschr. f. den:saes Alter:in, also Collier. Gelatins 
Anseigen, 1887, pp- 1 5a-1 99: A. Nutt, °Irian and tie 034-sdnn 
Literature (London, 1899); L. C. Stern, " Die ossianischen Hekien-
lieder," in Zeitsclir. f. vergleickende Litteraturgeschsckte for 18,0. 
trans. by J. L. Robertson in Transactions of the Inverness Gee& 
Society, vol. soca.; J. MacNeill, Duanaire Finn (London. 1908); 
Book of the Dean of Linnore, ed. by T. Maclauchlan (Edinburgh. 
1862), and in vol. i. of A. Cameron's Relighicie Celticae (Edinburgh. 
1892); Transactions of the Ossianic Society (6 vols., Dublin, 1854-- 
1861); Miss Brooke, Relights of Ancient Irish Poetry (Dublin, rzfro. 

Keating 's History was translated by John a Mahony (Ness Is eck. 
z 866). The first part was edited with Eng. trans. by W. Halliday 
(Dublin,1810 and the whole work in 3 vols,for the Irish Texts S......i..ry 
by D. Comyn and P. Dinneen (London. loot -1908). Comparatively 
few specimens have been published of the older bards. Seseral from 
a Copenhagen MS. were printed by Stern in the Zenith,. I. cei:. pea 
vol. ii.; J. Ilardiman, Irish Minstrelsy (1 vols.. Dublin. 18311; 
J. C. Mangan, The Poets and Poetry of Munster (Dublin'• no date); 
G. Sigerson, The Bards of the Gael and Gall (Dublin, 1906). Editions 
of the poems of Ferriter• Geoffrey O'Donoghue, O'Rahffly, John 
O'Tuomy, Andrew Magrath, John Claragh MacDonnell, Tate{ 
Gaolach and Owen Roe O'Sullivan by Dinneen. Gaelic 
Dublin, and Irish Texts Society, London, I900-1903. (E. C. 
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II. SCOTTISH GAELIC LITERATURE.—It is not until after the 

lScottish muse to develop her powers. Another potent factor 
also made itself felt. After Culloden the causes of the clan 
feuds and animosities of the past were removed. The Highlands, 
perhaps for the first time in history, formed a compact whole 
and settled down to peace and quietude. A remarkable outburst 
of literary activity ensued, and the latter half of the 18th century 
is the period which Scottish writers love to call the golden age 
of Gaelic poetry. But before we attempt to deal with this 
period in detail, we must examine the scanty literary products 

Gaelic Scotland prior to the 18th century. 
The earliest document containing Gaelic matter which Scotland 
o claim is the Book of Deer, now preserved in the Cambridge 

Beek et 
University Library. This MS. contains portions of 
the Gospels in Latin written in an Irish hand with 
illuminations of the well-known Irish type. At the 

d there occurs a colophon in Irish which is certainly as old as 
9th century. Inserted in the margins and blank spaces are 

ter notes and memoranda partly in Latin, partly in Gaelic. 
c Gaelic entries were probably made between moo and r I so. 
ey relate to grants of land and other privileges made from 
e to time to the monastery of Deer (Aberdeenshire). The 

ost interesting portion deals with the legend of Deer and its 
ditional foundation by St Columba. The language of these 

tries show s a striking departure from the traditional ortho-
phy employed in contemporary Irish documents. The 
vocates' Library in Edinburgh contains a number of MSS. 

obably written in Scotland between 1400 and 160o, but with 
e exception the language is Irish. 
The solitary exception just mentioned is the famous codex 
own as the Book of the Dean of Lismore. The pieces contained 

Book 	in this volume are written in the crabbed current 
the 	Roman hand of the period, and the orthography is 
am of 	phonetic, both of which facts render the deciphering 
'a wt- " of this valuable MS. a task of supreme difficulty. 
e contents of this quarto volume of 311 pages are 
ost entirely verse compositions collected and written down 
Sir James Macgregor, dean of Lismore in Argyllshire, and 
brother Duncan, between the years 1511 and 1526. A 

proportionate amount of space is allotted to the compositions 
well - known Irish bards such as Donnchadh Mar O'Daly 
1244), Muiredhach Albanach (c. 1224), Tadhg Og O'Higgin 
144 8 ), Diarmaid O'Hiffernan, Torna O'Mulconry (d. 1468). 

ut native bards are also represented. We can mention Allan 
Mac Rorie, Gillie Calum Mac an 011av, John of Knoydart, who 
celebrates the murder of the young lord of the isles by his Irish 
harper in 1490, Finlay MacNab, and Duncan Macgregor, the 
transcriber of the greater part of the volume. The poems of the 
last-mentioned writer are in praise of the Macgregors. A few 
other poems are by Scottish authors such as Campbell, Knight 
of Glcnorchy (d. 1 5 t3), the earl of Argyll and Countess Isabella. 
A number consist of satires on women. These Scottish writers 
are still under the influence of Irish metric, and regularly employ 
the four-lined stanza. They do not appear to adhere to the 
stricter Irish measures, but delight rather in the freer forms going 
by the name of Oglachas. The Irish rules for alliteration and 
rhyme are not rigidly observed. 

The linguistic peculiarities of the Dean's Book await investiga-
tion, but among the pieces which represent the Scottish ver-
nacular of the day are the Ossianic Ballads. These, twenty-eight 
in number, extend to upwards of 2500 lines, and form by far  

the most important part of the collection. Thus the Dean's 
Book was compiled a full hundred years before the earliest 
similar collection of heroic ballads was made in Ireland. In 
Scotland the term Ossianic is used loosely of both the Ulster 
and the Fenian cycles, and it may be as well to state that three 
of the pieces in the volume deal with Fraoch, Conlaoch and 
the Bloody Rout of Conan Cearnach. It is interesting to note 
that nine of the poems are directly attributed to Ossian, two to 
Ferghus File, one to Caoilte Mac Ronan, and one to Conall 
Cearnach, whilst others are ascribed to Allan MacRorie, Gillie 
Calum Mac an 011av and Caoch O'Cluain, who are otherwise 
unknown. The Dean's Book was first transcribed by Ewen 
MacLachlan in 1813. Thomas MacLauchlan published the text 
of the Ossianic ballads with modern Gaelic and English render-
ings in 1862. In the same volume W. F. Skene gave a useful 
description of the MS. and its contents. Alexander Cameron 
revised the text of the portion printed by MacLauchlan, and his 
amended text is printed in his Rcliquiae Celticae, vol. i. (See also 
L. C. Stern, Zeitschr. f. cdt. Phil. i. 294 -326.) 

Between the Book of the Dcan and the Forty-five we find 
another great gap, which is only bridged over by a collection 
which presents many points of resemblance to Macgregor's 
compilation. The Book of Fernaig, which is also written in a 
kind of phonetic script, was compiled by Duncan 

Beek et Macrae of Inverinate between 1688 and t693. The 
MS. contains about 4200 lines of verse of different 
dates and by different authors. The contents of the collection 
are mainly political and religious, with a few poems which are 
termed didactic. As in the Dean's Book love-songs and drink-
ing-songs are conspicuously absent, whilst the religious poetry 
forms about one-half of the contents. In state politics the 
authors are Jacobite, and in church politics Episcopalian. 
The Ossianic literature is represented by 36 lines. There are a 
number of poems by 16th-century writers, among whom is 
Bishop Carsewell. Mackinnon has pointed out that the language 
of the Book of Fernaig corresponds exactly to the dialect spoken 
in Kintail at the present day. The text of the Book of Fernaig 
is printed in its entirety in vol. ii. of Cameron's Reliquiae Cellicae, 
and many of the poems are to be found in standard orthography 
in G. Henderson's Leabhar can Gleann. The metres employed 
in the poems show the influence of the English system of 
versification. (See Stern, Zeitschr. f. cell. Phil. ii. pp. 566 ff.) 

Two other Highland MSS. remain to be noticed. These are 
the Red and Black Books of Clanranald, which are largely taken 
up with the histories of the families of Macdonald Red me 
and with the achievements of Montrose, written in the Black 

ordinary Irish of the period by the Macvurichs, Books of 
hereditary bards to the Clanranald chiefs. The Red c

"00

ht „ 
Book was obtained by Macpherson in z 76o from Neil  
Macvurich, nephew of the last great bard, and it figured largely 
in the Ossianic controversy. In addition to poems in Irish by 
Neil Macvurich, who died at a great age some time after 1715, 
and other bardic matter, the MSS. now contain only three 
Ossianic poems, and these are in Irish. During the Ossianic 
controversy the Red Book of Clanranald was supposed to contain 
the originals of much of Macpherson's famous work; but, on 
the book coming into the hands of the enthusiastic Gaels of the 
closing years of the 18th century, and on its contents being 
examined and found wanting, the MS. was tampered with. 

Mackenzie's Beauties of Gaelic Poetry contains poems written 
by a number of writers who flourished towards the end of the 17th 
century and at the beginning of the 18th. These are 
Mary Macleod, John Macdonald (lain Lom), Archibald 45:1 .4, 
Macdonald, Dorothy Brown, Cicely Macdonald, lain 
Dubh lain '1c. Ailein (b. c. s665), the Aosdan Matheson (one of 
his poems was rendered in English by Sir Walter Scott under the 
title of " Farewell to Mackenzie, High Chief of Kintail "), Hector 
Maclean (also known through a translation by Scott called "War-
song of Lachlan, High Chief of Maclean"), Lachlan Mackinnon, 
Roderick Morrison (an Clarsair Dally, and John Mackay of 
Gairloch, but we can here only notice the first two. The famous 
Mary Macleod, better known as Maid Nighean Alastair Ruaidh 
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(c. 1588-1693), was family bard to Sir Norman Macleod of 
Bernera, and later to John " Breac " Macleod of Macleod, in 
honour of whom most of her poems were composed. Like very 
many of the Highland poets Mary bad little or no education, 
and it would seem that none of the poems which have come down 
to us were composed before 1660. Her pieces are composed in 
the modern Irish metres with the characteristic vowel rhymes of 
the accented syllables. As might perhaps be expected it was 
only the Macvurichs (the professional bards of the Clanranald) 
who went on practising the classical debide metre. This they 
still continued to do during the first quarter of the 18th century. 
Mary Macleod's best-known pieces comprise a dirge on the 
drowning of lain Garbh Chalum) in the Minch, a song 
"An Tails 'm bu ghnath le MacLeoid," and an ode to Sir Norman 
Macleod of Bernera, produced during her exile in Mull, which 
begins "'S mi'm shuidhe air an tulaich." For the details of her 
career, which are the subject of some dispute, the reader may be 
referred to a paper by Alexander Mackenzie in the Transactions 
of the Gaelic Society of Inverness, vol. xxii. pp. 43-66. Mary 
Macleod is accounted one of the most musical and original of the 
Highland bards. 

John Macdonald, better known as lain Lom (d. c. 171o), was a 
vigorous political poet whose verses exercised an extraordinary 

influence during his lifetime. He is said to have 
received a yearly pension from Charles IL for his 
services to the Stuart cause. His best-known poems 

are Mod no Ceapach, on the murder of the heir of Reppoch, who 
was eventually avenged through the poet's efforts, and a piece 
on the battle of Inverlochay (1645). However great the inspira-
tion of Mary Macleod and lain Lom, they were after all but 
political or family bards. In succession to them there arose a 
small band of men with loftier thoughts, a wider outlook and 
greater art. The literature of the Scottish Highlands culminates 
in the names of Alexander Macdonald, Duncan Bin Maclntyre 
and Dugald Buchanan. 

Alexander Macdonald, commonly calledAlasdair MacMaighstir 
Alasdair (b. c. 1700), was the'son of an Episcopalian clergyman 

in Moidart. He was sent to Glasgow University to fit 
AIM"...  himself fora professional career. But an imprudent 
&p  ay, marriage caused him to abandon his studies, and about 

1729 he received an appointment as a Presbyterian 
teacher in his native district. He was moved from place to place, 
and from 1739 to 5745 he taught at Corryvullin on the Sound of 
Mull, the scene of some of his most beautiful lyrics. About 1740 
he was invited to compile a Gaelic vocabulary, which was published 
in t 74r. Macdonald has thus the double distinction of being the 
author of the first book printed in Scotch Gaelic and of being the 
father of Highland lexicography. The news of the landing of the 
Pretender brought visions of release to the poverty-stricken poet, 
who was by this time heartily sick of teaching and farming. He 
turned Roman Catholic, and was present at the unfurling of the 
Stuart standard. He was given the rank of captain, but rendered 
greater services to the Jacobite cause with his stirring poems than 
with the sword. After Culloden he suffered great privations. 
But in 1751 he visited Edinburgh and brought out a collection of 
his poetry, which has the honour of being the first original work 
printed in Scotch Gaelic. His volume was therefore entitled 
A is-eiridh no Seann Chanain Albannaich (Resurrection of the 
Ancient Scottish Tongue). Till the day of his death he led a more 
or less wandering life, as he was dependent on the generosity of 
Clanranald. Only a small part of Macdonald's compositions have 
been preserved (thirty-one in all). These naturally fall into three 
groups—love-songs, descriptive poems and patriotic and Jacobite 
poems. In his love-songs and descriptive poems Macdonald 
struck an entirely new note in Gaelic literature. His Moladh 
A fdraig andCuackag an F hasaich (also called A' Bhanarach Dhonn) 
are his best-known compositions in the amatory style. But he is 
distinctly at his best in the descriptive poems. We have already 
seen that even as early as the 8th century the poets of Ireland 
gave expression to that intimate love of nature which is perhaps 
the most striking feature in Celtic verse. Macdonald had a 
wonderful command of his native Gaelic. His verse is always  

musical, and his skilful use of epithet, often very lavishly strewn, 
enables him to express with marvellous effect the various aspecU 
of nature in her gentler and sterner moods alike. His masterpiece. 
the Birlinn of Clanranald, which is at the same time, apart from 
Ossianic ballads, the longest poem in the language, describes a 
voyage from South Uist to Carrickfergus. Here Macdonald 
excels in describing the movement of the ship and the fury of the 
storm. In Alit an t-Siucair (The Sugar Brook) we are given as 
exquisite picture of a beautiful scene in the country on a summer 
morning. Other similar poems full of melody and colour are 
Faille no Mdr-Mir (Hail to the Mainland), Oran an r-Sessireidi 
(Ode to Summer), and Oran an Gheamkraidk (Ode to Winter). 
When this• gifted son of the muses identified himself with the 
Stuart cause he poured forth a stream of inspiring songs which 
have earned for him the title of the Tyrtaeus of _the Rebellion 
Among these we may mention Ora* nein Fineackas Gerlach 
(The Song of the Clans), Brost:ad:4de noes Fineatkau .gei.fh. 
calash (A Call to the Highland Clans), and various songs t•t& 
prince. But incomparably the finest of all is Oraw Lucite: as 
Fucaidh (Waulking Song). Here the prince is addressed as s 
young girl with flowing locks of yellow hair on her shoulders, and 
called Morag. She had gone away over the seas, and the poet 
invokes her to return with a party of maidens (i.e. soldiers) to 
dress the red cloth, in other words, to beat the English red-coats. 
The song contains forty-seven stanzas in all, with the character-
istic refrain of the waulking-songs. Am Breacaa Uallacts is a 
spirited poem in praise of the kilt and plaid, which had hem 
forbidden by the English government. Macdonald is also the 
author of a number of poems in MS. which have been called the 
quintessence of indecency. His works have gone through eight 
editions, the last of which is dated 1892. 

In connexion with Macdonald's Jacobite songs it will be well 
to mention here the name of a kindred spirit, John Ray Snarl 
(lain Ruadh Stiubhart). Stuart was a gallant soldier who was 
serving in Flanders with the French against the English when 
the rebellion broke out. He hurried home and distinguished 
himself on the field of battle. After Culloden he gave vent toles 
dejection in two pathetic songs, one on the battle itself, while the 
other deals with the sad lot of the Gael. 

The only poet of nature who can claim to rival Macdonald is 
a man of a totally different stamp. Duncan Bin Maclntyre 
(Donnachadh Bin, 1724-1812) was born of poor 
parents in Glenorchy, and never learned to read and ism  
write or to speak English. He was present on the 
English side at the battle of Falkirk, on which he wrote a famous 
ode, and shortly afterwards he was appointed gamekeeper to the 
earl of Breadalbane in Coire Chcathaich and Ben Dorain, where 
he lived for many years until he accepted a similar appointment 
from the duke of Argyll in Buachaill-Eire. Stewart of Lass is 
credited with having taken down the 6ocso lines of verse of his 
own composition which Maclntyre had carried about with him 
for many years, and his works were published in 1768. In his 
later years he was first a volunteer and afterwards a member of 
the city guard in Edinburgh. In addition to his poems de-
scriptive of nature Maclntyre composed a number of Jacobite 
martial songs, songs of love and sentiment, and comic tied 
satiric pieces. The poem Maid bhdn dg addreised to his wife is, 
on account of its grace and delicate sentiment, generally held to be 
the finest love-song in the language. But it is above all as Ilse 
poet of ben and corrie that Maclntyre is remembered. Re has 
been called the Burns of the Highlands, but the bitterness and 
intellectual power of the Ayrshire poet arc absent in MacIntre 
Duncan Bin describes fondly and tenderly the glories of his 
native mountains as only one can who spends his life in daily 
communion with them. His two great compositions are styled 
Ben Dorain and Coke Chcatkaick. The former is a long poem of 
550  lines divided into eight parts, alternating with a sort of 
strophe and antistrophe, one slow called Friar in stately webers. 
the other swift called siubhal in a kind of galloping anapaests; 
the whole ending with the crunlualh or final quick motion. It is 
said to follow very accurately the lilt of a pipe-tune. The poem, 
which might be called the "Song of the Deer," has been wet 

lain 
Loam" 
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done into English by J. S. Blackie. Coire Cheathaich (The Misty 
Carrie), a much shorter poem than Ben Dorain, gives a loving 
description of all the prominent features in the landscape—the 
lowers, the bushes, the stones, the hillocks with the birds and 
game, and the whirling eddies with the glistening salmon. 
MacIntyre's works went through three editions in his lifetime, 
and a twelfth was issued in 19or. 

From Duncan Bin we pass on to consider the compositions of 
two men who hailed from the outlying parts of GaeIdom. Robert 

Mackay, or, as he is generally called, Rob Donn (1714- 
1778), was a native of Strathmore, Sutherlandshire 

who, Isle Duncan Bin, never learned to read or write. 111; 
life, which was uneventful, was spent almost entirely within 
the confines of the county of his birth. He left behind a large 
number of poems which may be roughly classified as elegiac, 
love and satiric poems. His elegies are of the typical Highland 
kind. The singer is overwhelmed with sadness and despairing 
in his loss. His best-known composition in this style is "The 
Death-Song of Hugh." Having just heard of the death of 
Pelham, the prime minister, Mackay finds a poor friend of his 
dying alone amid squalor in the heart of the mountains. In 
a poem composed on the spot the poet contrasts the positions 
of the two men and reflects on the vanity of human existence. 
Among his love-poems the " Shieling Song " is deservedly 
famous. But it was above all as a satirist that Mackay excelled 
during his lifetime. Indeed he seems to have had the sharpest 
tongue of all the Highland bards. We have already seen what 
powers were attributed to satirical poets in Ireland in medieval 
times, and though bodily disfigurements were no longer feared 
in the 18th century, nothing was more dreaded, both in Ireland 
and Scotland, than the lash of the bard. Hence many of Rob 
Dorm's compositions have lost their point, and opinions have 
been greatly divided as to his merits as a poet. His collected 
poems were first published in 1829, a second edition appeared 
in 1871, and in 1899 two new editions were issued simultaneously, 
the one by Hew Morrison, the other by Adam Gunn and Malcolm 
Macfarlane. Another satirical poet who enjoyed a tremendous 

reputation in his own day was John MacCodrum, 
Ma Isla Gm... a native of North Uist and a contemporary of the 

men just mentioned. It is related of MacCodrum 
that the tailors of the Long Island refused to make any 
clothes for him in consequence of a satire he had directed 
against them. He was encountered in a ragged state by the 
Macdonald, who on learning the cause of his sorry condition 
promoted him to the dignity of bard to his family. Con-
sequently a number of his compositions are addressed to his 
patrons, but one delightful poem entitled Smedrach Chlann-
Omsk:mill (The Mavis of Clan Donald) describes In verses full 
of melody the beauties of his beloved island home. 

In the lyrical outburst which followed the Forty-five it was 
only to be expected that religious poetry should be represented. 
We have seen that much of the' space in the Dean's Book and 
in the Book of Fersaig is allotted to verse of a pious order, 
*bough apart from the works of such Irish singers as Donnchadh 
O'Daly the poems do not reach a very high pitch of excellence. 
The first religious poem to be printed in Scotch Gaelic was a 
long hymn by David Mackellar, published in 2752. But incom-
parably the greatest waiter of hymns and sacred poems is 
Dusold Buchanan (1716-1768). Buchanan was born in 
Strathyre in Perthshire and was the son of a miller. He 

received a desultory kind of education and tried his _ band at various trades. In 1753 he was appointed 
schoolmaster at Drumcastle near Kinloch Rannoch. 

He was selected to assist Stewart of Killin in preparing the first 
Highland version of the New Testament for the Society for 
Propagating Christian Knowledge (published 1767), and at the 
same time he issued an edition of his own poems. Of all Gaelic 
books this has been far and away the most popular, having gone 
through no less than forty editions. Buchanan seems to have 
been very susceptible to religious influences, and the stern 
Puritan doctrines of retribution and eternal damnation preached 
around him so worked on his mind that from his ninth to his  

twenty-sixth year he was a prey to that mental anguish so 
eloquently described by Bunyan. The awful visions which 
presented themselves to his vivid imagination find expression 
in his poems, the most notable of which are " The Majesty of 
God," " The Dream," " The Sufferings of Christ," " The Day 
of Judgment," " The Hero," " The Skull," " Winter " and 
" Prayer." In the " Day of Judgment," a poem of about 120 
stanzas, we are given in sublime verses a vivid delineation of 
the crack of doom as the archangel sounds the last trumpet. 
The poet then goes on to depict the awful scenes consequent 
upon the wreck of the elements, and pictures the gathering 
together of the whole human race before the Throne. But 
'Buchanan's masterpiece is admittedly " The Skull." Traces 
of the influence of English writers have been observed in all 
the poet's writings, and it seems certain that the subject of his 
greatest poem was suggested by Shakespeare. The poet seated 
by a grave espies a skull. He takes it up and muses on its history. 
This poem in 44 stanzas concludes with a picture of the torments 
of hell and the glories of heaven. 

The writers whom we have been discussing are practically 
unknown save to those who are able to read them in the original. 
Now we have to turn our attention to a man whose 
works have never been popular in the Highlands, but mir 
who nevertheless plays a prominent part in the history 
of European literature. Though the precise origin of 
the Fenian cycle may remain a moot-point to all time, the 
development of the literature centring in the names of Finn and 
Ossian is at any rate clear from the nth century onwards. 
The interest taken in Celtic studies since the middle of the 19th 
century in Ireland and Scotland and elsewhere has accumulated 
a body of evidence which has settled for all time the celebrated 
dispute as to the authenticity of Macpherson's Ossian. James 
Macpherson (x736-'796), a native of Kingussie, showed a turn 
for versification whilst yet a student at college. Whilst acting 
as tutor at Moffat hewas asked by John Home as to the existence 
of ancient Gaelic literature in the Highlands. After some pressing 
Macpherson undertook to translate some of the more striking 
poems, and submitted to Home a rendering of " The Death of 
Oscar." Blair, Ferguson and Robertson, the foremost men 
in the Edinburgh literary circles of the day, were enthusiastic 
about the unearthing of such unsuspected treasures, and at 
their instance Macpherson published anonymously in 176o his 
Fragments of Ancient Poetry, collected in the Highlands of Scotland 
and translated from the Gaelic or Erse Language. This publication 
contained in all fifteen translations, preceded by a preface from 
the pen of Blair. Published under such auspices, Macpherson's 
venture was bound to succeed. In the preface it was stated that 
among other ancient poems an epic of considerable length 
existed in Gaelic, and that if sufficient encouragement were 
forthcoming the author of the versions would undertake to 
recover and translate the same. A subscription was raised at 
once, and Macpherson set out on a journey of exploration in the 
Highlands and islands. As the result of this tour, on which he 
was accompanied by two or three competent Gaelic scholars, 
Macpherson published in London in 1762 a large quarto con-
taining his epic styled Fingal with fifteen other smaller poems. 
In the following year a still larger epic appeared with the title of 
Temora. It was in eight books, and contained a number of notes 
in addition to Cath-Loda and other pieces, along with the seventh 
book of Temora in Gaelic as a specimen of the original. Ten years 
later a new edition of the whole was issued. The authenticity of 
Macpherson's translations was soon impugned by Dr Johnson, 
Hume and Malcolm Laing, and the author was urged by his 
friends to publish the originals. Macpherson prevaricated, even 
though the Highlanders of India sent him a cheque for f moo to 
enable him to vindicate the antiquity of their native literature. 
Macpherson at different times, and particularly towards the end 
of his life, seems to have had some intention of publishing the 
Gaelic of his °soften, but he was naturally deterred by the 
feeling that his knowledge of Gaelic was becoming shakier with 
his continued absence from the Highlands. At any rate he left 
behind a quantity of Gaelic matter in MS. which was ultimately 
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published by the Highland Society or London in 1807. This MS., 
however, was revised and transcribed by Ross and afterwards 
destroyed, so that we are ignorant of its nature. The Highland 
Society also instituted an inquiry into the whole question, but 
their conclusions were somewhat negative. They succeeded in 
establishing that the characters introduced by Macpherson were 
familiar in the Highlands and that Ossianic ballads really 
existed, which Macpherson had utilized. Macpherson's claims 
still found ardent advocates, such as Clark, in the 'seventies, but 
the question was finally disposed of in papers by Alexander 
Macbain (1885) and L. C. Stern (r895). We can here only 
summarize briefly the main lines of argument. (1) Macpherson's 
Ossian is full of reminiscences of Homer, Milton and the Hebrew 
prophets. (a) He confuses the Ulster and the Fenian heroic 
cycles in unpardonable fashion. (3) The Gaelic text of 1807 only 
represents one-half of the English versions (11 poems out of 22 

poems). Some Gaelic fragments from different pens appeared 
prior to 1807, but these differ considerably from the " official " 
version. (4) In the Gaelic text of 1807 the version of the passage 
from Tamara is quite different from that published in 1763. 
(5) Macpherson's Gaelic is full of offences against idiom and un-
naturally strained language. (6) The names Morven and Selma 
are entirely of his own invention (see also MACPHERSON, JAMES). 

As a result of the stir caused by Macpherson's work a number of 
men set about collecting the genuine popular literature of the 
Highlands. A few years before the appearance of Fingal, 
Jeremy Stone, a schoolmaster at Dunkeld, had collected ten 
Ossianic ballads and published one of them in an English versified 
translation. For this collection see a paper by D. Mackinnon in 
the Transadions of the Gaelic Society of Inverness, vol. xiv. pp. 
34 ff. Unfortunately other persons were led to follow Mac-
pherson's example. The chief of these imitators were (1) John 
Clark, who in 1778 published, along with several others, an 
English poem AI ordubh, later translated into Gaelic by Gillies; 
(2) R. Macdonald, son of Alexander Macdonald, who is the author 
of The Wish of the Aged Bard; (3) John Smith of Campbeltown 
(d. 18o7), author of fourteen Ossianic poems, styled Seanddna, 
published in English in 578o and in Gaelic in x787; (4) D. Mac-
Callum of Arisaig' , who in t821 published Collaik and a complete 
Mordrsbk "by an ancient bard Fonar." 

We have now reviewed in turn the greatest writers of the 
Scottish Highlands. The men we have dealt with created a kind 

Later 
of tradition which others have attempted to carry on. 
Ewen Maclachlan (1775-1822), the first transcriber of Pegs. 
the Dean's Book, was assistant librarian of King's 

College and rector of the grammar school of Aberdeen. Amongst 
other things he translated the greater part of seven books of 
Homer's Iliad into Gaelic heroic verse, and he also had a large 
share in the compilation of the Gaelic-English part of the High-
land Society's Didionary. A number of Gaelic poems were 
published by him in 1816. These consist of poems of nature, 
e.g. Min nan A inssirean, Dan mu chonaltradh, Smcdrach Chloinn-
Lachuinn, and of a well-known love-song, the &staid!: Ghaoil. 
William Ross (1762-1790), a schoolmaster at Gairloch, is the 
typical Highland poet of the tender passion, and he is commonly 
represented as having gone to an early grave in consequence of 
unrequited affection. His finest compositions are Feasgar Luain 
and Moladh na h-bighe Gaelkh. Another exquisite song 
Cuachag nan Craobh, is usually attributed to this poet, but it 
seems to go back to the beginning of the 18th century. A fifth 
edition of Ross's poems appeared in 1902. The most popular 
writer of sacred poems after Buchanan is undoubtedly Peter 
Grant, a Baptist minister in Strathspey, whose Damn Spioradail 
(first published in 1809) reached a twentieth edition in 1904. 
Sweetness, grace and simplicity are the characteristics which 
have endeared him to the heart of the Gael. Two other well-
known hymn-writers spent their lives in Nova Scotia—James 
Macgregor (5759-1830) and John. Maclean, a native of Tiree. 
The compositions of the latter have been published under the 
titre Clarsach na Collie (Glasgow, 188x). But John Morrison 
(1790-1852), the poet-blacksmith of Rodel, Harris, is the most 
worthy of the name of successor to Buchanan. His works have 

been carefully edited in two volumes by George Henderson (rod 
edition, 1896). His poems are remarkably musical and imagina-
tive. Two of the most characteristic are An I ondruinn and TM 
duke dg agus scans dais' agani. 1VilLiam Livingston or Mac. 
Dhunleibhe (1808-1870) was a native of Islay. He received 
scarcely any education, and was apprenticed as a tailor, but be 
early made his way to the mainland. He was ever a fierce 
Anglophobe, and did his best to make up for the deficiencies of 
his early training. He published in English a V indication of the 
Celtic Character, and attempted to issue a History of &racial in 
parts. His poems, which have been at least twice published 
(1858, 1882), are equally powerful in the expression of ruthless 
fierceness and tearful sorrow. In Fios thus a' Bkaird he sings 
pathetically of the passing of the older order in Islay, and 
another powerful poem entitled Duan Geall deals with the cam-
paign of the Highlanders under Sir Colin Campbell in the Crimea. 
Livingston's contemporary, Evan hiaccoll (i808-1898), the son 
of a small farmer on Lochfyneside, in his early years devoured 
eagerly all the English literature and Gaelic lore that came in his 
way. In 1836 he issued a volume of songs called the Monitalis 
Minstrd, containing' his productions in Gaelic and English. 
Two years later two volumes appeared, one entirely in Gaelic. 
styled Clarsach team Beams, the other in English under the old 
title. A third edition of the Gaelic collection was published in 
1886. Maccoll acted for many years as clerk in the custom-
house at Liverpool, and afterwards he filled a similar post at 
Kingston, Canada. He has been called the Moore of Highland 
song. His spirit is altogether modern, and his poems are =di 
nearer the Lowland type than those of the older bards. Among 
his best-known pieces are Bit Maki and Duanag Ghoul. We 
can do no more than mention the names of John NI aclichlan of 
Rahoy (1804-1874), James Munro (1794-1870), well known as a 
grammarian, Dugald Macphail (b. 1818), Mrs Mary Macpheoce, 
Angus Macdonald (1804-1874), Mrs Mary Mackellar (1834-1 Sec) 
and Neil Madeod (b. 1843), author of a popular collection 
Clarsach an Doire (rst ed., 1883;•3rd ed., 1904). Neil Macleod is 
also the writer of the popular song An Gkann 's an rabk 
Others whom we cannot mention here are known as the authors 
of one or more songs which have become popular. It is =tool 
to compare the state of affairs at the beginning of the .0th 
century with that obtaining in 180o. In the dawn of the toils 
century every district in the Highlands bad its native poet, 
whilst a century later not a single Gaelic bard of known reputatioa 
existed anywhere within its borders. It is only too evident that 
the new writers prefer English to Gaelic as a medium of literature, 
partly because they know it better, but also because in it they 
appeal to a far wider public. 

It will have been observed that we have said nothing about 
prose works written in Gaelic. Original Gaelic prose is cesx-
spicuous by its absence. The first printed work is the 
translation of Knox's Liturgy by Bishop Carsewell, 
published in 1567 (reprinted in 1873). Calvin's Cate- 
chism is said to have been issued in 5631. The Psalms and 
Shorter Catechism appeared in 1659, while two other psalters 
saw the light before the end of the century, one by Kirke (1684), 
the other issued by the Synod of Argyll (1694). The language of 
all these publications may, however, be termed Irish. Apart 
from reprints of the catechism and psalter, the only other Gaelic 
matter which appeared in print before 1750 were Kirke's Irish 
version of the Bible in Roman type with a vocabulary (169o), 
and the Vocabulary by Alexander Macdonald (1741). But from 
the middle of the 18th century translations of the works of 
English religious writers streamed from the various presses. 
Alleine, Baxter, Boston, Bunyan, Doddridge and Jonathan 
Edwards were all prime favourites, and their works have gone 
through many editions. Apart from a well-meant but %holly 
inadequate version of Schiller's Tell, the only non-religious work 
which can be termed literature existing in a Gaelic translation is a 

portion of the Arabian Nights, though fragments of other dusk' 

such as Lamb's Tales from Shakespeare have appeared in map-
nines. The one-sided character of Gaelic literat u re, in addition to 
exercising a baneful influence on Highland character, has in the 
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long run of necessity proved adverse to the vitality of the lan- 
guage. The best standard of Gaelic is by common consent the 
language of the Scriptures. James Stewart of Killin's version of 
the New Testament, published by the Society for Propagating 
Christian Knowledge, was followed by a translation of the Old 

' Testament in four parts (2783-z8or), the work of John Stewart of 
Luss and John Smith of Campbeltown. The whole Gaelic Bible 
saw the light in 1807. But the revision of 1826 is regarded as 
standard. The translators and revisers had no norm to follow, 
and it is difficult to say how far they were influenced by Irish tra-
dition. Much in the Gaelic version seems to savour of Irish idiom, 
and it is a pity that some competent scholar such as Henderson 
has not investigated the question. Of original prose works we can 
mention two. The one is a History of the Forty-five (Eachdraidh 
a' Phrionnsa, no Bliadhna Thearlaids), published in 1845 by 
John Mackenzie, the compiler of the Beauties of Gaelic Poetry 
(1806-1848). A second edition of this book appeared in 1906. 
The other is the more famous Caraid nan Gaediseal, by Norman 
Macleod (new edition, 1899). This volume consists mainly of a 
number of dialogues dealing with various departments of High-
land life, which were originally contributed to various magazines 
from 1829 to 1848. Macleod's style is racy and elegant, and his 
work is deservedly popular. 

In conclusion we must take notice of the more important 
collections of folklore. Gaelic, like Irish, is extraordinarily 
rich in proverbs. The first collection of Gaelic proverbs was 
published in 2785 by Donald Macintosh. This work was supple-
mented and enlarged in 1881 by Alexander Nicolson, whose 
book contains no fewer than 3900 short sayings. A large 
collection of Gaelic folk-tales was gleaned and published by 
J. F. Campbell under the title of Popular Tales of Ike West 
Highlands (4 vols., Edinburgh, 1862). Alexander Carmichael 
published a version of the Tdin B6 Calnge, called Toirioc na 
Thine, which he collected in South Uist (Transactions of the 
Gaelic Society of Inverness, ii. 25-42), also the story of Deirdre 
and the sons of Uisneach in prose taken down in Barra 

siiL 241-257). Five volumes of popular stories, collected 
by J. G. Campbell, D. Maclnnes, J. Macdougall and Lord 
Archibald Campbell, have been published (1889-1895) by Nutt 
,ender the title Waifs and Strays of Celtic Tradition. These 
collections contain a good deal of matter pertaining to the old 
heroic cycles. Seven ballads dealing with the Ulster cycle were 
collected and printed by Hector Maclean under the title Ullonian 
Hero -ballads (Glasgow, 1892). Macpherson gave a fillip to 
collectors of Ossianic lore, and a number of MSS. going back to 
his time arc deposited in the Advocates' Library at Edinburgh. 
J. F. Campbell spent twelve years searching for variants, and 
his results were published in his Leabhar na Feinne (1872). This 
volume contains 54,000 lines of heroic verse. The Edinburgh 
MSS. were transcribed by Alexander Cameron, and published 
after his death by Alexander Macbain and John Kennedy in his 
Reliquiae CcIlicac. This work is therefore a complete corpus of 
Gaelic heroic verse. Finally the charms and incantations of the 
Highlands have been collected and published by Alexander 
Carmichael in two sumptuous volumes under the title Carmina 
auiclica (1 900). 

AVTNORITIE , .—The ,tandard work is Magnus Maclean,The Litera-
ture of the llIghlonds 1004); see also various chapters in the 
same writer's Literature of the Celts (London, 1902); L. C. Stern, Die 
Knits,. der Gegenuart,i. xi. 1, pp. 98-109; Nigel MacNeil, The Litera-
ture of the Highlanders (Inverness, 1892); J. S. Blackie, The Language 
and Literature of the Scottish Highlands (Edinburgh, 1876); P. T. 
Pat tison, Gaelic Bards (1890); L. Macbean, Songs and Hymns of 
the Scottish Highlands (Edinburgh, 1888); John Mackenzie, Sdr-
obair nom Borst Gaelach, or The Beauties of Gaelic Poetry (new ed., 
Edinburgh. 1904); A. Sinclair, A n t-Oranaiche (Glasgow, 1879); 
The Book of Deer, edited for the Spalding Club by Dr Stuart (1869); 
Alexander Macbain, Transactions of the Gaelic Society of Inverness, 
vols. xi. and xii.; The Book of the Dean of Lismore, edited by T. 
Maclauchlan (1862): Alexander Cameron, Reliquiae Celticae (Inver-
ness, 1892 - 1894): John Reid, Bibliotheca Scoto-Celtica (Glasgow, 
3833); Catalogue of the books in the Celtic department, Aberdeen 
University Library (1897); George Henderson. Leabhar non Gleans 
(Inverness, 1898); D. Mackinnon, "The Fernaig MS." in Tronsac-
fions 11( the Gaelic Society of Inverness, xi. 311 -339; J. S. Smart,. 

James Macpherson, An Episode in Literature (London, 1905); 
L. C. Stern, " Die Ossianischen Heldenlieder " in Zeitschrift fur 
vergkichende LitteraturgeschIchte (1893), translated by J. L. Robertson 
in Transactions of the Gaelic Society of Inverness, xxv. 237- 
325; G. Dottin, Revue de syntlase historsque, 79-91; M. C. 
Macleod, Modern Gaelic Bardi (Stirling, 1908). 	(E. C. Q.) 

III. MANX LITERATURE.—The literary remains written in 
the Manx language are much slighter than those of any other 
Celtic dialect. With one small exception nothing pertaining 
to the saga literature of Ireland has been preserved. The little 
we possess naturally falls under two heads—original compositions 
and translations. With regard to the first category we must 
give the place of honour to an Ossianic poem contained in a MS. 
in the British Museum (written in t789), which relates how 
Orree, Finn's enemy, was tormented by the women of Finn's 
household when the latter was away hunting, how he in revenge 
set fire to the house, and how Finn had him torn in pieces by 
wild horses. Most of the existing literature of native origin, 
however, consists of ballads and carols, locally called carvels. 
These used to be sung on Christmas eve in the churches, the 
members of the congregation each bringing a candle. Any one 
who pleased could get up and sing one. These carvels deal 
largely with the end of the world, the judgment-day and the 
horrors of hell. About eighty of them were published under the 
title of Carvalyn Gailckagh (Douglas, 1891). An attempt is being 
made by Yn Cheshaght Gailckagh to revive the Old Voirrey 
(=Irish Oidhche Fhtile M huire), " the feast of Mary," as the 
festival used to be called, and gatherings in the old style have 
been held in Peel for the last two or three years. Apart from 
the carvels there are other ballads in existence, the most important 
of which were printed in vol. xvi. of the Publications of the Manx 
Society. The earliest is an 18th-century song of Manannan Mac y 
Lheir, traditionally supposed to have been written in the 26th 
century, and which tells of the conversion of the island by 
St Patrick. Then comes Baase Illiam Dttone (The Death of 
Brown William), dealing with the death of William Christian, 
who was shot as a traitor in 1662. The best-known Manx song 
is Mylecharaine (=Irish Maolchiardn). It is directed against a 
man of this name who was the first to give a dowry to his daughter, 
the custom having previously been for the bridegroom to pay 
money to the father of the bride. Others are Ny Kirree fa 
Sniaghtey (The Sheep under the Snow), a song about the loss 
of the Douglas herring fleet in 1787 (reprinted at Douglas, 1872), 
and 0 Vannin Veg Veen (Dear little Mona). A further ballad 
was taken down by J. Strachan and is published in the Zeilschrift 
fits celtische Philologie, f. 79. In 576o Joseph Bridson wrote 
a " Short Account of the Isle of Man " in Manx (Coonley 
Gkiare jeh Ellan Vannin arts Gaikk), which was reprinted in 
vol. xx. of the Publications of the Manx Society. The translated 
literature is almost entirely of a religious character. Jenner 
prints a list of twenty-three volumes in his article referred to 
below, but we can only here mention the most important. The 
first is the translation of the English Prayer-Book by Bishop 
Phillips, 16 to (published by A. W. Moore, Oxford, 1895). The 
Sermons of Bishop Wilson in 3 vols. (1783) are a very rare work, 
highly important for our knowledge of Manx prose, and it is 
to be hoped that Yn Cheshaght Gailckagh will see, their way to 
reprint it. A translation of parts of Milton's Paradise Lost 
(Pargys Cali° by Thomas Christian, 1796, is reprinted in vol. 
xx. of the Publications of the Manx Society. The later translation 
of the Church of England Prayer-Book was printed in 1765 and 
again in 1777 and 1840. But by far the most important of all 
is the translation of the Bible. The energetic Bishop Wilson 
managed to get parts of the Scriptures translated and the 
Gospel of St Matthew was printed in 1748. Wilson's successor, 
Bishop Hildesley, completed the work, and in 1775 the whole 
Bible appeared. The last reprint of the Bible appeared in 1819, 
that of the New Testament in aro (?). As a curiosity it may 
be mentioned that recently Aesop's Fables have been translated 
into the vernacular (Douglas, soot). 

AUTHORITIES.—H. Jenner, " The Manx Language: its Grammar. 
Literature and Present State," Transactions of the London Philological 
Society (1875), pp. 172 ff.; Publications of the Manx Society. vols. 
xvi., xx., XXX; L. C. Stern, Die Kalifs: d.Gegenwart, i. xi. I, pp. 1 to- 11. 
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IV. WEISS LrrERATURE.—The oldest documents consist of 
glosses of the 9th and loth centuries found in four MSS.—Oxoni- 

ensis prior and posterior, the Cambridge Juvencus 
Earl/ and Martianus Capella. These glosses were published MSS. 

by J. Loth in his Vocabulaire pieux-Melon (1884), but 
their value is entirely philological. In addition, we possess two 
short verses, written in Irish characters, preserved in the 
Juvencus Manuscript in the University Library at Cambridge 
(printed in Skene's Four Ancient Books of Wales). This manu-
script is a versification of the Gospels dating from the 9th 
century. The value of these two verses is threefold: they give 
us, in the first place, a specimen of the Welsh language at a time 
when the modern laws of euphony were in a comparatively 
elementary stage; secondly, they are of the utmost importance 
to the historian tracing the development of Welsh versification, 
and, in future research, they must be taken into account by the 
historian of modern metres in other languages; and, thirdly, 
the similarity of their form and diction to other verses, attributed 
to Llywarch Hen, and preserved in a much later orthography, will 
be a serious consideration to the higher critic in Welsh literature. 

All the prose and verse of the succeeding centuries, that is to 
say from the loth to the beginning of the 14th, is preserved in 

Black 
four important manuscripts, written during the latter 

Beet., half of the period. The first 'of these manuscripts is 
Gamer- the Black Book of Carmarthen, a small quarto vellum 
mu." manuscript of fifty leaves, written in Gothic letters by 
various bands during the reign of Henry II. (published in 
facsimile by Gwenogvryn Evans, Oxford, 19o7). This book 
belonged originally to the priory of Black Canons at Carmarthen, 
from whom it passed to the church of St David; at the suppres-
sion of the monasteries in the reign of Henry VIII. it was pre-
sented by the treasurer of that church to Sir John Price, one of 
the king's commissioners, and from him it passed eventually 
into the hands of Sir Robert Vaughan, the owner of the famous 

Hengwrt collection. It is now among the Peniarth 
Beat of Manuscripts, undoubtedly the most valuable collec- Aoelria.. tion of Welsh manuscripts in the United Kingdom. 

The second manuscript is the Book of Aneirin, a small 
quarto manuscript'of nineteen leaves of vellum, written about 
1250. It was at one time in the possession of Sir Thomas 

Phillips of Middlehill, and now 'belongs to the free 
ra " Bmik  a library of the city of Cardiff. The third is the Book 

of Taliessin, in the Hengwrt and subsequently in the 
Peniarth collection. It is a small quarto manuscript 

containing thirty-eight leaves, written in Gothic letters, about 
the early part of the i4th century. The fourth manuscript, and 

in some respects the most important, is the Red Book 
" R" of Hergest, so called from Hergest Court, one of the 
Beet of 

	

yagwr 	seats of the Vaughans. It is a folio volume of 36o 
leaves written by different hands between the beginning 

of the 14th and the middle of the isth century. This manuscript, 
which is the most extensive compilation of the medieval prose 
and verse of Wales, is now in the possession of Jesus College, 
Oxford, and is kept in the Bodleian Library of that university. 
The main body of the poems contained in these four MSS. was 
printed by W. F. Skene with a tentative English version in his 
Four Ancient Books of Wales. 

The other Welsh manuscripts, ranging down from the t5th 
to the 18th century, are far too numerous to notice, and it is 
outside the scope of this article to deal minutely with the original 
sources of the text of Welsh writings. 

We will now only endeavour to sketch the history of Welsh 
literature from these early centuries down to our own times, 
and to show how the Celtic people of Wales have developed a 
literature true to their own genius, and how that literature 
stands to this day both a minister to the culture of the Welsh 
people and a sure indication of it. 

1. Early Latin Writers.—The works now known as those of 
Gildas (q.v.) and Nennius (q.v.) are written in Latin; they throw 
considerable light on the origin of Welsh romantic literature 
and on the history of the earlier poems. Gildas was born at 
Ailclyd, the modern Dumbarton, that part of Britain which is  

called by Welsh writers Y Gogledd, or the North. Several data 
have been assigned for his birth and death, but he probably 
flourished between soo and 580, and his book, Dr arictsc 
Brilanniae seems to have been written about 56o. This work is 
a sketch of British history under the Romans and in the 
period after their withdrawal from the country, and Me` 

includes the period of the wars of the Britons with the Picts. 
Scots and Saxons. Mr Skene suggests very reasonably that the 
well-known letter of the Britons to Aetius, asking for Roma aid. 
is misplaced, and that if put in its own place some of the ana-
chronisms of Gildas will disappear. This work, which °mains 
some spirited attacks on the leaders of the Britons for their skis, 
is strangely full of contradictions. It seems to be the work of 
some person well versed in the facts of that part of British history, 
to which he had an easy access, but who supplemented them with 
traditional details and with dates which were mere guess-work. 
Mr Skene thinks that the work of Nennius was originally written 
in Welsh in the north and was afterwards translated into Latin. 
To this nucleus was added the genealogies of the Saxon kings 
down to 738. Afterwards some person, called Marc in theYaticut 
manuscript, appended probably about 823 the life of St German's 
and the legends of St Patrick, which were subsequently Ulcer-
porated with the history. Some South Welshman added to the 
oldest manuscript of the history in these countries, about In:. 
a chronicle of events from 444 to 954, in which there are genea-
logies beginning with Owain, son of Hywel Dda, king of SoLth 
Wales. This chronicle, which is not found in other manuscripts, 
has been made the basis of two later chronicles brought down 
to 1286 and x288 respectively. It is consequently not the work 
of one author. A learned Irishman named Cilia Coemgia, who 
died in 1072, translated it into Irish and added many thiso 
concerning the Irish and the Picts. The HistorM Brims 
is more valuable for the legendary matter which it contains than 
for what may be accepted as history, for it gives us the British 
legends of the colonization of Great Britain and Ireland, the 
exploits of King Arthur and the prophecies of Merlin, which are 
not found elsewhere before the rith century. The date of the 
book is of the greatest importance to the history of medieval 
romance, and there can be no doubt that it is earlier than the 
Norman Conquest and that the legends themselves are of British 
origin. 

a. Tke Epic Period, loo-95o.—The higher criticism of the 
early poetry of Wales contained in the four ancient manuscripts 
already mentioned has undergone a good many changes seer 
their contents first excited the curiosity of English scholars. In 
turn Welshmen, with more zeal than discretion, have displayed as 
amazing charlatanism in the extraordinary theories which they 
put forth, and Englishmen have shown an utmost meanness is 
belittling what is undoubtedly a most valuable monument of the 
past. But now the labours of Zeuss and others who have rude 
a study of Celtic philology furnish us with much safer carom 
of criticism than existed in 1849, when even a learned Welshman. 
the late Thomas Stephens, who did more than any one else to 
establish the claims of his country to a real literature, doubted 
the authenticity of a large number of the poems said to hare hers 
written by Talicssin, Aneirin, Myrddin and Llywarch Hu, who 
are supposed to have lived in the 5th century. A great 11n-ice 
was done to Welsh literature by the publication of the tuts Of 
those poems from the four ancient manuscripts by W. F. Skew 
In addition to the text, translations of the poems were furnished 
by Dr Silvan Evans and the Rev. Robert Williams, but the 
translation, though on the whole a very creditable work, is Id 
of mistakes which few men, writing at that time, could haw 
avoided. The publication of the text of the Black Book, with 
notes by Dr Gwenogvryn Evans, will be of great service towards 
clearing up the mist which envelops this older literature. 

Most of the poems in these four manuscripts are attributed 
to four poets, Aneirin, Llywarch Hen, Taliessin and Nyriehe 
who are said to have lived and written in Cumbria or Y Gogledd, 
where the actors in the events referred to also lived. The 
greater part of this region enjoyed substantial independence 
down to the end of the 9th century, with the exception of the 
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interval from 655, when they were subjected to the kingdom of 
Northumbria by Oswy after the defeat of Cadwallawn and Penda, 
to the battle of Dunnichen in 686, when Ecfrid, king of North-
umbria, was defeated. From the 7th to the 9th century Cumbria, 
including under that name all the British territory from the 
Ribble to the Clyde, wits the principal theatre of British and 
Saxon conflict. The rise of the dynasty of Maelgwn Gwynedd, 
who, according to Welsh tradition, was a descendant of Cunedda 
Wledig' , one of the Picts of the north, brought Wales into close 
connexion with the Cumbrian kingdom, and prepared both North 
and South Wales for the reception of the northern traditions and 
the rise of a true Welsh literature. 

Whether the poets of the north really wrote any of the poems 
which in a modified form have come down to us or not, there 
can be no doubt that a number of lays attributed to them lived 
in popular tradition, and that under the sudden burst of glory 
which the deeds of Cadwallawn called forth and which ended in 
the disastrous defeat of 655, a British literature began to spring 
up, and was nourished by the hopes of a future resurrection 
under his son Cadwaladr, whose death was disbelieved in for 
such a long time. These floating lays and traditions gradually 
gathered into North Wales, brought thither by the nobility and 
the bards who fled before advancing hosts of the victorious 
Saxon kings of the north. The heroes of the north became now 
the heroes of Wales, and the sites of the battles they fought 
were identified with places of similar name in Wales and 
England. 

Byfar the longest and the most famous poem of this series 
is attributed to Aneurin. This spelling of his name is compara- 

Moot& tively modern, and in the old manuscripts it is given 
as Aneirin. The later form seems to have been affected 

by the form curbs," golden," and to owe the continuation of the 
misspelling to a belief that the poet and Gildas, whose name 
is supposed to be the Latin form of the Old English gylden, 
were one and the same person. This poem, called the Gododin 
(with notes by T. Stephens and published by Prof. Powel for the 
Cymmrodorion Society, London, 1888), is extremely obscure, 
both on account of its vocabulary and its topography and 
allusions. It deals mainly with "the men who went to Cat-
traeth," which is supposed to have been fought between the 
Britons and the Scots under Aedan, king of Dalriada, and the 
pagan Saxons and their British subjects in Deoyr (Deira) and 
Ikyneick (Bernicia), and the half-pagan Picts of Guotodin, a 
district corresponding to the northern half of the Lothians along 
the Firth of Forth. Critics have attempted with partial success 
to cast some light on its obscurity by supposing that the poem 
as a whole is made up of two parts dealing with two distinct 
battles. This may or may not be, but there is no doubt that 
many of the stanzas of the poem as found in the manuscript 
are not in their proper places, and a critical readjustment of the 
different stanzas and lines would do much towards solving its 
probkm. it seems probable, too, that the original nucleus of 
the poem was handed down orally, and recited or sung by the 
bards and minstrels at the courts of different noblemen. It 
thus became the common stock-in-trade of the Welsh rhapsodist, 
and in time the bards, using it as a kind of framework, added to 
it Isere and there pieces of their own composition formed on the 
original model, especially when the heroes named happened to 
be the traditional forefathers of their patrons, and occasionally 
introduced the names of new heroes and new places as it suited 
their purpose; and all this seems to have been done in early 
tunes. Older fragments dealing too with the legendary heroes 
of the Welsh were afterwards incorporated with the poem, and 
some of these fragments undoubtedly preserve the orthographical 
and grammatical forms of the 9th century. So that, on the whole, 
it seems as fruitless to look for a definite record of historical 
events in this poem as it would be to do so in the Homeric 
Poems, but like them, though it cannot any longer be regarded 
as a correct and definite account of a particular battle or war, 
it still stands to this day the epic of the warriors of its own 
nation. It matters not whether these heroes fought at far 
Cattraeth or on some other forgotten field of disaster; this song 

still reflects, as a true national epic, the sad defeats and the brave 
but desperate rallies of the early Welsh. Like the music of the 
Welsh, its dominant note is that of sadness, expressing the 
exultation of battle and the very joy of life in minor notes. To 
a great extent Welsh poets are to this day true and faithful 
disciples of this early master. 

Many of the poems attributed to Taliessin are undoubtedly 
late. Indeed, both Taliessin and Myrddin, ,  the one as 
the mythological chief of all Welsh bards and the other ranuali* 

as a great magician, seem pre-eminently suited to attract a great 
deal of later Welsh poetry under their aegis; but the older 
poems attributed to them are' worthy of any literature. Some-
times, as in the verses attributed to Llywarch Hen beginning 
Siafell Cynddyian, an early specimen of poetic grief over departed 
glory, we find that gentle elegiac note which is so common in 
early English poetry. In the Taliessinic poems, the Battle of 
Argoed Liwyvain and others, we have that boldness of portraiture 
which is found in the Gododin, whilst in many a noble line we 
seem to hear again the ravens screaming shrilly over their 
sword-feasts, and the strong strokes of the advancing warriors. 

It was but natural that all the pseudo-prophetic poems, 
written of course after the events which they foretold, should be 
attributed to the chief among seers, Myrddin, or, as 
his name is written in English, Merlin; so that all the 	Maga. 

poems accredited to him, with the exception perhaps of the 
Avalknau, were not written before the 12th century. 

In most of the poems attributed to Llywarch Hen and in 
some of the Myrddin poems, the verses begin with the same line, 
which, though it has no direct reference to the subject of the 
poem itself, is used as a refrain or catch-word, exactly like the 
refrains employed by Mr Swinbume and others in their ballads. 
These lines generally refer to some natural object or objects, as, 
for instance," the snow of the mountain " or " bright are the tops 
of the broom." 

The first period, then, of Welsh literature lies between 7oo and 
950. It is in most respects the epic period, the period in which 
poets wrote of great men and their deeds, the legendary and the 
historic heroes of the Cymry, men like Urien Rheged, and heroes 
like Hyveidd Hir. Even in the next period the epic note had 
not quite died out. 

3. The Prose Romances and the Poet Princes, troo -Locoo. —It 
will be seen that there is a considerable gap between the first 
and second period of Welsh literature. It must not be supposed, 
however, that nothing was composed or written during these 
years. Indeed, it may well be that some of the poetry attributed 
to the minor bards of the last period was composed between goo 
and ir too, and that some other poetry too was written and lost. 
But there are abundant reasons for believing that Welsh poetry 
was at a very low ebb during those years. The progress of Wales 
as a political unit had suffered a check after the battle of Chester 
in 613. The effects of this defeat were not immediate, as the 
Welsh had still enough of their characteristic hopefulness to 
expect ultimate victory; we therefore have reasons for believing 
that the Gododin series of poems were still used—or 
perhaps used then for the first time—to spur on " the 
hawks of war " to greater efforts. Gradually, however, 
the Angles, hemming them in on all sides from the 
Clyde to the Severn, began to press nearer and nearer; the Welsh 
at last seem to have lost heart, and no one any longer " had the 
desire of song." Content with their old epics and their older 
myths, which owe perhaps to these years a darker and more 
sombre tinge, they allowed their song to be hushed. The great 
lords had hardly chosen their final abodes; the smaller lords 
had all been killed in war and their places taken now by one, 
now by another, so that the warrior prince himself had not the 
leisure, and hardly the inspiration necessary, for song, and the 
bards found but scanty patronage among such a diminished and 
poverty-stricken nobility. The only order that seemed to prosper 
was that of the monks, and we owe them our gratitude for 

I It is indeed probable that Myrddin is a purely fictitiouscharaeter, 
whose name has been made up from Caer Fyrddin (.Maridunum), 
which was certainly not a personal name. 

The 
Oodedta 
*Mu. 
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preserving the ancient writings and the ancient traditions; but 
they were simply copyists, though they had undoubtedly some 
hand in giving the Gododin its final form and in setting in its 
convenient framework the names of the forefathers of their 
aristocratic abbots. 

In the year zo44 Gruffydd ab Llewelyn conquered Hywel ab 
Edwin and became king of Wales. By means of his diplomacy 
and his arms he succeeded in stemming the tide of Saxon in-
vasion that was threatening to overflow even the little remnant 
of land that was left to the Welsh, and his strong rule gave the 
Welsh muse another opportunity. Gruffydd, however, died in 
to63, and was eventually succeeded in 1073 by Trahaern in 
North Wales, and Rhys ab Owen in South Wales. The rule of 
these two princes was destined to be the last period of literary 
inertness in the long interval following the confinement of Wales 
to her inaccessible highlands. 

During these years a man was hiding in Ireland, called 
Gruffydd ab Cynan, a scion of the old branch of Welsh kings. 
In Brittany, too, Rhys ab Tewdwr, a claimant to the throne of 
South Wales, had sought the protection of his Breton kinsmen. 
In 1073 Rhys ab Tewdwr obtained the throne of Rhys ab Owen, 
and, after many years of hard fighting, Gruffydd ab Cynan, 
with the help of Rhys ab Tewdwr, defeated Trahaern at the 
battle of Myrydd Cam in soar. On the accession of these two 
powerful princes the whole country broke forth into songs of 
praise and jubilation, and the long night was at an end. 

It is important to remember that both Gruffydd and Rhys had 
a direct personal influence on the' literary revival of their times. 
Gruffydd ab Cynan while in exile had seen how the Irish (knack 
was held, and had seen prizes given for poetry and song. We 
have it on the authority of Welsh writers that he reorganized 
the bards and improved the music, and in many other ways gave 
a great and beneficial impulse to Welsh literature. He may 
have brought over some of the later Irish legends which have 
had such a powerful effect on the literature of Wales. 

Rhys ab Tewdwr, too, brought with him from Brittany an 
enthusiasm for the old Celtic tales, and perhaps some of the 
talcs themselves which had been by that time forgotten in 
Wales, tales of the Round Table, and Arthur " begirt with 
British and Armoric knights," of knightly deeds and magical 
metamorphoses, which were destined to influence profoundly 
all the literatures of the West. We find, therefore, in this period 
that poetry flourished mostly in the North under Gruffydd ab 
Cynan, and prose in the south under Rhys ab Tewdwr, where 
the new enthusiasm for the old Welsh legends resulted in the 

History of Britain of Geoffrey of Monmouth, which 
°gat"' is an expansion of the books attributed to Gildas and of Alen- 

Nennius. It was written in Latin sometime before 
1147, and is dedicated to Robert, earl of Gloucester, 

the grandson of Rhys ab Tewdwr. In the introductory epistle, 
Geoffrey states that Walter, archdeacon of Oxford, had given him 
a very ancient book in the British tongue, giving an account 
of the kings of Britain from Brutus to Cadwaladr, and that he had 
translated it into Latin at the archdeacon's request. The book, 
however, is a compilation and not a translation, but the materials 
were probably drawn from British sources. In this history 
Geoffrey asserts that the deeds of Arthur " were commonly 
related in a pleasing manner." He was perhaps originally but 
the hero of some popular ballad, or of a forgotten stanza of the 
Gododin, and the importance of his name in the literature of 
the world seems to be due to an accident. We cannot, however, 
in this article consider the Arthurian Legend (q.v.) as a whole; 
we must be content with dealing with the most important of the 
romantic talcs which are contained in the Red Book of Merges'. 
They may be divided into four classes:— 

(I) The Mabinogi proper, containing (1) Pwyll, prince of 
Dyvet; (a) Bronvien, daughter of Llyr; (3) Manawyddan, son 
of Llyr; (4) Math, son of Mathonwy. 

(ii.) Old British tales referring to Roman times, viz. (1) 
Lludd and Lievelys; (a) The Dream of Macsen Medic. 

(iii.) British Arthurian tales, viz. (t) Knitted' and Given; 
(a) The Dream of Rhonabloy. 

(N.) Later tales of chivalry, viz. (z) The Lady of the Fouathia; 
(a) Peredur, son of Ewawc; (3) Gerona, son of &bin. 

The group of four romances in the first class forms a tide 
of legends and is called in the manuscript Peden Keinc y Moburogi 
—the Four Branches of the Mabinogi; so it is only 
these four tales that can, strictly speaking, be called 
Mabinogion. In these stories we have the relics of 
the ancient Irish mythology of the Tamils& Da Dawns, some 
times mixed with later myths. The Cow Sidi, where neither 
disease nor old age affects any one, is the Sid of Irish mythology, 
the residence of the gods of the Aes Side. It is called in one of 
the old poems the prison of Gwcir, who no doubt represents 
Gaiar, son of Manandin MacLir, the Atropos who cut the thread 
of life of Irish mythology. Llyr is the Irish sea-god Lir, and 
was called Myr Median's, or the half-tongued, implying that he 
spoke a language only partially intelligible to the people of the 
country. Bran, the son of Llyr, is the Irish Bran AlacAllait, 
Allait being one of the names of Lir. Afauomythian is clearly 
the Manandin or Manannin MacLir of Irish mythology. These 
tales contain other characters which may not have been borrowed 
from Irish mythology but which are common to both mytho-
logies; for example, Rhiannon, the wife of Pwyll who possessed 
marvellous birds which held warriors spell-bound for eighty 
years by their singing, comes from Annum, or the unseen world, 
and her son Pryderi gives her, on the death of Pwyll, as a wile 
to Manawyddan. 

Of the second class the first story relates to Lludd, son of Bell 
the Great, son of Mangan, who became king after his father's 
death, while his brother Llevelys becomes king of France sad 
shows his brother how to get rid of the three plagues sloth 
devastated Britain:—first, a strange race, the Coranians, whose 
knowledge was so great that they heard everything no matter 
how low soever it might be spoken; second, a shriek which came 
into every house on May eve, caused by the fighting of two 
dragons; and third, a great giant who carried off all the pro-
visions of the king's palace every day. The second tale relates 
how Maxen, emperor of Rome, has a dream while hunting, 
in which he imagines that he visits Britain, and in Caw Scut 
or Carnarvon secs a beautiful damsel, Helen, whom he ultimately 
finds and marries. Both tales are British in origin and are 
founded on traditions referring to Roman times. 

The most important of these tales are undoubtedly those 
contained in the first class, and the story of Killeoch and three 
The form in which they are found in the Red Book of Rectal 
as we have already said, comparatively speaking, modem. But 
it is apparent to any one reading these tales that the writers or 
compilers, as Matthew Arnold has suggested, are " pillaging as 
antiquity, the secret of which they do not fully possess.' The 
foundations of the tales are the old Celtic traditions of the gods 
and the older heroes, and they clearly show Goidelic influence 
both in the persons they introduce and in their incidents. The 
tales would at first exist only in oral tradition, and after the 
advent of _Christianity the characters they contain lost their title 
of divinity and became simply heroes—warriors and magicians-
In time the monks began to write these ancient traditioas. 
embellishing them and suppressing no doubt what they con-
sidered to be most objectionable. These then are the tales which 
we now possess—the traditional doings of the old heroes as set in 
order by Christian writers. 

The changes which these later copyists wrought in the sob-
stance of the tales fall into two main divisions. In the first place, 
they attempted to find some connexion between tales or cycle of 
tales which originally had no connexion whatever, and were 
therefore forced to invent new incidents or to introduce other 
incidents from the outside in order to establish this connexion; 
and secondly, as in the case of the Gododin, the tales were twisted 
and altered to support references to and explanations of names 
known to the writer. So we find in the tale of Math gab Motkourry 
the incident of the pigs is expanded to explain some place-
names which the writer knew. It is this also that gives a local 
interest to the tales; for instance, Dyad, the land of Pryil, has 
come to be regarded as the home of Mud a Lkdrite, of magic and 
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greatly changed these old legends, there was another class 

qt the Mabinogion. 
therefore, to have associated with them to all time the glamour 

time so g 

vicinity of Carnarvon, seem to be well known to the writers, and, 

Besides the scholastic efforts of the monks, which in course of 

hantment. Some places in North Wales, especially in the 

of men who had no little influence on the form and matter of 
Welsh, and consequently of European, romance. These were the 
Welsh jongleurs—the professional story-tellers, against whom the 
bards proper nursed a deadly hatred because, presumably, their 
tales drew larger audiences and won greater rewards than the 
medial, of the poets. There is little doubt that this order existed 
in Wales at a very early period, being quite a natural evolution 
of the older poet who sang in comparatively free metres of the 
deeds of the great dead. It is these men who invented the term 
Mabinogi, which is supposed to mean a " tale for young people "; 
but whatever the word may mean, the fact that they were the 
stock-in-trade of the professional story-teller will explain a good 
many of their structural peculiarities. 

Thus there existed two distinct classes of tales, though it is to 
be supposed that the subject matter of both was more or less 
common; there are, in the first place, the " four branches " and 
the tales of the second class, and, secondly, tales like those of the 
third class. With the exception of the Irish influence, which we 
have already referred to, and some later additions from early 
,continental romance in the third class, we may take it that these 
three classes are of purely British origin. The pedair taint are 
the old tales which were first committed to writing at an early 
!period before the influence of the Armoric Arthur began to be 
:felt, that is to say, about the beginning of the reign of Rhys ab 
Tewdwr in son. The other tales, that is those we have put in 
'the third class, remained for a much longer time unwritten and 
were not set in writing before the early Arthur of Armoric and 
,British romance had been evolved. This will account for the 
fact that Arthur is not mentioned in the first class of tales, and 
that in the third class he is simply a British Arthur. The third 
class is, therefore, in a sense later than the first and second, but its 
materials are as old as the oldest of the Mabinogion proper, and 
they show the influence of Irish mythology to the same extent. 
In the first class Irish names like Pcnardim, which have not been 
assimilated, show conclusively that the tale is a written one, 

hile the eloquence of the descriptions in IC il Mock ac °liven seem 
o point to the fact that it was up to a late period a spoken tale. 
they such tales there were once, but they have now been lost. 
The romances of the fourth class do not claim much notice. 

They are mostly imitations or translations of Norman French 
riginals, and they belong to the history of European chivalry 

gather than to the history of Welsh literature. 
As literature the Mabinogion may rank among the world's 

classics. We cannot here point out their beauties, but it will be 
sal flicient to notice that the unknown writer who gave them their 

nal form was a true artist in every sense of the word. In 
Brc1111001 perch Lyr, for instance, the whole setting of the story is 
that of a great tragedy, a tragedy neither Hellenic nor Shake-
spearean, but the strong and ruthless tragedy of the Celts,—the 
tragedy of nature among unnatural surroundings, the tragedy 

Inch in our times Mr Thomas Hardy has so successfully 
eloped. In this tale, Branwen is introduced as the sister of 

anauyddan, the king of all Britain, and as the " fairest maid 
the world." But as the tragedy deepens we read how this 
man, dowered with beauty and goodness and nobility of 

neage, is simply used as a pawn in a political game, and the full 
rce of the tragedy falls on her own undeserving head. She is 

subjected to all kinds of indignities in her husband's court in 
Ireland, but throughout all her severe trials she preserves the 
cold and detached haughtiness which characterizes the full- 
bosomed heroines of the northern sagas; and, in the end, when 

cr brother has delivered her and punished the Irish, and when 
e has safely reached the shores of her own M6n, she raises her 

yes and beholds the two islands, B ri tain and Ireland. " 'Ah God!' 
said sbe, ' is it well that two islands have been made desolate for 

y sake? And she gave a deep groan and died " So was her  
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tragedy consummated, and the writer, with a superb tragic 
touch, mentions the very shape of the grave in which they left 
her on the bank of the Maw in Mon. 

One of the earliest poets of this period whose productions we 
can be certain of is Meilir, bard of Trahacrn, whom Gruffydd ab 
Cynan defeated at the battle of Carn, and afterwards of the 
conqueror Gruffydd himself. His best piece is the Death-bed of 
the Bard, a semi-religious poem which is distinguished by the 
structure of the verse, poetic feeling and religious thought. 
Meilir was the head of a family of bards; his son was Gwalchmai, 
one of the best Welsh poets; the latter had two sons, Einion and 
Mcilir, some of whose poetry has reached us. In Gorkojcdd 
Gwalckmai, Gwalchmai's Delight, there is an appreciation of the 
charms of nature, medieval parallels to which are only to be found 
in Ireland. His Arwyrain i Owain is an ode of considerable 
beauty and full of vigour in praise of Owain Gwynedd, king of 
North Wales, on account of his victory of Tal y Moelvre, past of 
which has been translated by Gray under the name of " The 
Triumphs of Owen.' Kynddelw, who lived in the second half of 
the s 2th century, was a contemporary of Gwalchmai, and wrote 
on a great number of subjects including religious ones; indeed 
some of his eulogies have a kind of religious prelude. He had a 
command of words and much skill in versification, but be is 
pleonastic and fond of complicated metres and of ending his lines 
with the same syllable. 

Among the other poets of the second half of the 12th century 
may be mentioned Owain Kyveiliog and Howe! ab Owain 
Gwynedd. The first named was prince of Powys, and was 
distinguished also as a soldier. The Hirlas, or drinking-horn, is 
a long poem where the prince represents himself as carousing 
in his hall after a fight; bidding his cup-bearer fill his great 
drinking-horn, he orders him to present it in turn to each of the 
assembled warriors. As the horn passes from hand to hand he 
eulogizes each in a verse beginning Diwallato di renestr, " Fill, 
cup-bearer." Having thus praised the deeds of two warriors, 
Tudyr and Moreiddig, he turns round to challenge them, but 
suddenly recollecting that they had fallen in the fray, and 
listening, as it were, to their dying groans, he bursts into a 
broken lamentation for their loss. The second was also a 
prince; he was the eldest of the many sons of Owain Gwynedd, 
and ruled for two years after his father until he fell in a battle 
between himself and his step-brother Dafydd. He was a young 
man of conspicuous merit, and one of the most charming poets 
of Wales, his poems being especially free from the conceits, 
trivial commonplaces, and complicated metres of the professional 
bards, while full of a gay humour, a love of nature and a delicate 
appreciation of women. The Welsh poets went on circuit like 
their Irish brethren, staying in each place according as hospitality 
was extended to them. When departing, a bard was expected 
to leave a sample of his versification behind him. In this way 
many manuscripts came to be written, as we find them in different 
hands. Llywarch ab Llywelyn has left us one of those departing 
eulogies addressed to Rhys Gryg, prince of South Wales, which 
affords a favourable specimen of his style. 

The following are a few of the poets of the 13th century 
whose poems are still extant. Davydd Benvras was the author 
of a poem in praise of Llywelyn ab Iorwerth; his 
works, though not so verbose or trite as bardic poems ..13  

of this class usually are, do not rise much above the „..i,, 
bardic level, and are full of alliteration. Elidir Sais 
was, as his name implies, able to speak the English language, 
and wrote chiefly religious poetry. Einiawn ab Gwgawn is the 
author of an extant address to Llywelyn ab Iorwerth of con-
siderable merit. Phylip Brydydd, or Philip the poet, was house-
hold bard to Rhys Gryg (Rhys the hoarse), lord of South Wales. 
One of his pieces, an apology to Rhys Gryg, is a striking example 
of the fulsome epithets a household bard was expected to bestow 
upon his patron, and of the privileged domesticity in which the 
bards lived, which, as in Ireland, must have been fatal to genius. 
Prydydd Bychan, the Little Poet, was a South Wales bard 
whose extant work consists of short poems all addressed to his 
own princes. The chief feature of his Englynion is the use of a 
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kind of assonance in which in some cases the final vowels agreed 
alternately in each quatrain, and in others each line ended in a 
different vowel, in both cases with alliteration and consonance 
of final consonants or full rhyme. Llygad atm is known by an 
ode in five parts to Llywelyn ab Gruffydd, written about the 
year mo, which is a good type of the ponventional flattery of a 
family bard. Howel Voel, who was of Irish extraction, 
possessed some poetical merit; his remonstrance to Llywelyn 
against the imprisonment of his brother Dwain is a pleasing 
variety upon the conventional eulogy. It has many lines 
beginning with the same word, e.g. gibe, man. The poems of 
Bleddyn Vardd, or Bleddyn the Bard, which have come down 
to us are all short eulogies and elegies. One of the latter on 
Llywclyn ab Gruffydd is a good example of the elaborate and 
artificial nature of Welsh versification. 

The most illustrious name among the poets of this century is 
Cruffydd ab yr Ynad Coch, " Gruffydd, son of the Red Justice," 
who wrote many religious poems of great merit. His greatest 
work, however, is the elegy to Llywelyn ab Gruffydd, the last 
prince of Wales. It is easily first among all the elegies written 
in the Welsh language. We do not find in it that artficial grief 
which is too evident in the Maravnadau of the Welsh poets; it 
re-echoes an intense personal grief, and throughout the whole 
piece the poet feels that he stands at the end of all things,—the 
end of his own ideals, the extinction of all Cymric hopes. So 
poignant is his grief, and in so universal a manner does the 
catastrophe of Llywelyn's death present itself to him, that he 
imagines that all the natural features of the Welsh fatherland 
know that the last great Welshman is dead; the winds howl 
over the mountains, the rain-clouds gather thick, the waves rage 
with grief against the Welsh coasts, and far away on the hills 
the giant oak-trees beat against each other in the fury of their 
passion. Sadly, in this manner, closes the second period of 
Welsh literature. 

4. The Golden Age of the Cywydd, 340-1440.—Just. as, after 
the loss of the North, the Welsh muse was hushed, so after the 
final subjugation of %Vales in 1282, hardly a note was heard for 
many a long year. The ancient patrons of literature were dead, 
and the country had not yet settled down to the steady rule of 
England. Indeed, the conquest of Wales effectively put an end 
to the older Welsh poetry of that type which we noticed in the 
last period. These older bards were without exception subjects 
of the princes of North Wales, where the old heroic poetry was 
still popular, and when the power of these princes came to an 
end the old poetry too ceased. When the Welsh muse emerges 
again from the darkness of thisittettroal she is no longer of the 
North; the new poets are drawn from the Welshmen of the 
South, a land which had practically ceased to be a part of an 
independent Wales shortly after the Norman conquest, of 
England. We find, too, that the poetry which poured forth 
from the Welsh bards of the south is of an altogether different 
type; it is modern in all its essentials, in diction, in language, 
and, comparatively speaking, in sentiment. Indeed, there is an 
infinitely greater difference between Dafydd ab Gwilym and 
Gruffydd ab yr Ynad Coch than there is between him and any 
poet writing in the alliterative metres in the Loth century. So 
that we must suppose that at the time when the poets of North 
Wales still sang of war and mead-drinking in a style and diction 
that was an inheritance from the times of the Gododin, the poets 
of the South, unharassed by wars, were developing a new poetry 
of their own, a poetry that had relinquished for ever the Old 
Welsh models and was at last in line with the great poetical 
movements of Europe. And, judging from the fact that the 
earliest of these poets whose works are accessible to us are in the 
full zenith of their poetical development, we must believe that 
their work is the consummation of a period, that is to say, that 
they must have had a long line of predecessors whose works 
were lost during the period intervening between the loss of Welsh 
independence and the rise of Dafydd ab Gwilym. These men 
wrote, as we have already said, in South Wales, a country which 
was then under the rule of the Norman lords, who, with the lapse 
of years and the rise of new systems, were fast becoming Welsh. 

It is no wonder, then, that the poets who wrote under their 
patronage should show unmistakable traces of Norman influence 
Most of the barons still spoke French, and it was only natural 
that they should be well versed 'in French poetry. The poets 
followed the lead of their patrons, and their work was modelled 
to a very great extent on French and Provencal poetry. Nor 
does this account altogether for the wonderful similarity between 
Welsh cywyddau and other poems of this period and the French 
lays; we must remember that the Welsh poets lived under 
conditions similar to those under which the troubadours and the 
trouvres lived, and it was natural that the same environments 
should produce the same kind of work. The Provençal ell's and 
the French aube, the serenade and other forms, bocame wA 
known in South Wales and were of course read by the Welsh 
poets. We find continual references in the poets to " books of 
love " under the name of llyfr Ofydd, or the " book of Ovid," 
and a reference in one of Dafydd ab Gwily-m's poems shows con-
clusively that one particular llyfr Ofydd was a work of the French 
poet Chrestien de Troyes. Indeed, one of the commonest names 
among the poets of this period—the Uatai,' or love-messenger-
may be a Romance word borrowed through the Norman-French 
from the Italian Gakono, originally the name of the book of the 
loves of Galahaad, but afterwards the ordinary word for a go-
between. This book of Galcotto, by the way, was the book 
which taught Paolo and Francesca da Rimini, in Dante's lkcea 
Coronnedia, the tragic secret of love. 

Another movement also was favourable to the rise of the new 
Welsh poetry. The iron hand of the church, which had been 
the censor of poetry for so many centuries, was slowly relaxing 
its grasp, and the men who a few years before would have nag 
religious hymns to the Virgin, now laid their tributes at the feet 
of divine womanhood as they saw it in the Welsh maidens and 
matrons living among them. The pale queen of heaven no longer 
held hearts captive; they had transferred their allegiance to the 
" brow that was as the snow of yesternight," and " the cheeks 
that were like the passion-flower." The lolo NISS. assert that 
some time between January 1.321 and November 1330 there were 
held, under the patrOnage of Ivor Had, Dafydd ab Gaily-es 
patron, and others, the three Eisleddfcdam Dcdcei, or the 
Eisteddfods of the Revival of the Muse, to reorganize the bards, 
and to set in order all matters pertaining to Welsh poetry. The 
most important bards who are reported as present at some or all 
of these meetings were Dafydd ab Gwilym, Sion Cent, Rhys 
Goch of Eryri, and Iolo Goch. It is now, however. generally 
agreed that this account is a fabrication and that the date of 
all the poets is later. 

Dafydd ab Gwilym is certainly the most distinguished of all 
the Welsh poets, and were it not for the absolute impossibility 
of adequately translating his cywyddau he would rank 
amongst the greatest poets of medieval times. By 1:74.4 

 far the greater part of his poetry is written in the 
metre called cywydd, with heptasyllabic lines rhyming in couplets. 
It was he who imparted so much lustre to this metre that it 
became the vehicle of all the most important poetry from his 
time to the tath century, and he is generally referred to by his 
contemporaries as the special poet of the cywydd—Dalyaf 
gywydd groin," Dafydd of the wine-sweet cywydd." Most of his 
poems deal with love in the spirit of the medieval writers of 
France and of Provence, but with this very important difference. 
that the French writers must base their reputation on their 
treatment of love as a theme, whereas Dafydd's claim to fame is 
based on his treatment of nature and of out-door life. In many 
cases, indeed, love is only a conventional peg whereon he may 
hang his observations on nature, and Welsh literature may 
claim the distinction of having had its Wordsworth in the rob 
century. His treatment of nature is not merely realistic and 
objective, it has a certain quaint and elusive symbolism and a 
subjectiveness which come as a revelation to those who are 
acquainted with the medieval poetry of other nations. Many 

1  Another derivation of this word is from llad," profit 	bei. 
suffix denoting the agent. Others derive it from or connect it aitb 
the Irish slad-. 
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of the poems attributed to him are undoubtedly the work of 
later hands, but even after making all possible deductions, 
there is still an infinite variety among what remains, ranging 
as his poems do from a sturdy denunciation of monkish fraudu-
lence to the most delicate and pathetic recollections of departed 
joys. He has, besides, considerable importance as a teacher, as 
when, for instance, he invites the nun " to leave her watercress 
and paternosters of Romish monks," and to come with him 
" to the cathedral of the birch to listen to the cuckoo's sermons," 
for, " were it not an equally worthy deed to save his (Dafydd's) 
soul in the birch-grove as to do so by following the ritual of Rome 
and St James of Compostella "? Even in his old age, when he 
is beginning to repent of his rash and merry youth, nature has 
not deserted him,—the very tree under which in the old days 
he used to meet his sweetheart has become bent and withered 
in sympathy with him. Though Pafydd yields not the palm 
to any poet of his class throughout the world, and though his 
influence is still a potent factor in the literature of Wales, we are 
certain of hardly a single fact about his life. He flourished 
between 1340 and 1390. His works were published in London 
in 1789. This edition was reprinted by Ffoulkes of Liverpool 
in 1870. See L. C. Stern, Zeilschr. f. cell. Phil. vol. vii. 

Sion Cent was chaplain to the Scudamores of Kentchurch in 
Herefordshire, and though, therefore, in orders, was a most 
bitter opponent of the pretentious and the evil life of the monks 
of his time. All his writings show signs of the influence of the 
moralists of the middle ages, and treat of religious or of moral 
subjects. His poetry is strong and austere, interfused here and 
there with the most biting satire. He died about 1400. Like 
many of his contemporaries,Dunbar,Villon, Menot and Manrique, 
his dominant note is that of sadness and regret. 

Rhys Goch Eryri had a sprightly muse which deals with 
fanciful subjects. His themes are often similar to those of 
Dafydd ab Gwilym, but whereas the subject of Dafydd's muse 
was nature and his treatment universal, Rhys Godes are 
simply natural objects which he treats in a vigorous but narrow 
and cold manner. 

lob Goch, that is, Iorwerth the Red, deserves a special 
mention as the poet who voiced the aspirations of a new Wales 
when Owen Glyndwr began to rise into power, and it is to one 
of his poems that we owe a most minute description of Sycharth, 
Owen Glyndwr's home. His poetry is slightly more archaic in 
diction than that of his contemporaries, as his subject—war and 
the glory of Welsh heroes—belonged more properly to the age 
before his own. In one very striking cywydd composed after 
Glyndwr's downfall, he calls upon this hero to come again and 
claim his own, and addresses himself fancifully to all the countries 
of the world where his hero may be in hiding. He died after 
1405. and, if the dates generally given for' his birth be even 
approximately correct, he must have lived to a prodigious age 
(cf. Gweiskiau lolo Goch, by Charles Ashton, London, x896). 

Rhys Goch ap Rhiccert claims to be named with Dafydd ab 
Gwilym as a writer of lyrics in praise of beautiful women. He 
has one advantage, however, over his more famous contemporary 
in the variety of his metres. The musical lilt and the delicate 
workmanship of his poems, with their recurring refrain, give him 
a unique position among his medieval contemporaries as the 
first purely lyrical poet. His floreat is probably a little later 
than that of Dafydd ab Gwilym, for we must not be misled by 
the late orthography of his poems. 

Dafydd Nanmor is chiefly famous for two exquisite cywyddau, 
Cywydd Marfemad Merch, or Elegy of a Maiden, and Cywydd i 
waft Dio, or Cywydd to Llio's Hair. In both these poems he 
shows elegance rather than depth, and a fancy as bold as that 
of his great master Dafydd. In the first of these cywyddau his 
grief is so great that he wishes that he were but the shroud 
around his dead sweetheart, and, in the second, Llio Rhydderch's 
golden hair over her white brow is compared to the refulgence of 
lightning over the fine snow. He is supposed to be a younger 
contemporary of Rhys Goch Eryri, but there are many facts to 
warrant a supposition that he lived much later, even as late 
as 1490. 

Llywelyn Goch ap Meurig Hen deserves to be mentioned as the 
author of the famous Marunad Llelitti Lloyd, an elegy which is 
far more convincing in its sincerity than Dafydd Nanmor's 
cywydd. Few of his compositions are extant, but the one 
already mentioned is sufficient to place him in the first rank of 
the poets of the period. He lived approximately from 5330 
to 1390. 

The other poets of this period who deserve some mention 
are Dafydd Ddu o Hiraddug, who wrote poems on religious 
subjects, and who is supposed to have translated part of the 
Officium Beata Mariae into Welsh; Gruffydd Grug, between 
whom and Dafydd ab Gwilym a most fierce poetic quarrel raged, 
but who is the author of a beautiful elegy on his opponent; 
Gruffydd LIwyd ab Dafydd, who was the poet of Owen Glyndwr 
and whose cywydd in praise of his patron is one of the best of 
that type; Hywel Swrdwal and Gwilym ab Ieuan Hen. 

S. The Siker Age of She Cywydd, .440-s 550 —The insurrection 
of Owen Glyndwr, though originally the result of a private 
quarrel, was the general revolt of a nation against the con-
querors whom it hated, and the English king knew well enough 
that the discontent with his rule was fanned by the older and 
more national Welsh institutions, and by none more than by 
the system of wandering bards. The conditions which had given 
rise to this system were fast dying out, but the noblemen, who 
fortunately were still intensely Welsh, were loth to give up their 
family bards, and the bards themselves, never a too industrious 
class, were too glad of their freedom and easy life to turn to more 
profitable work. We find, therefore, that a law was passed in 
1403, the fourth year of Henry IV.'s reign, prohibiting bards 
" and other vagrants " from exercising their profession in 
Gwynedd or North Wales. This law, however, like its pre-
decessor in the reign of Edward I., failed utterly in its purpose. 
By prohibiting the Welsh noblemen from giving their patronage 
to the bards, and, therefore, from distinguishing between the real 
bards and the mendicant rhymesters, this law took away the 
only safeguard against the latter class, with the result that by 
about 5430 they had become a pest to the country. About 
that time there flourished a poet called Llawdden, who, noticing 
the very unsatisfactory state of poetry in Wales, induced his 
kinsman, Gruffydd ab Nicolas, a nobleman living in Y Dre-
newydd (Newtown), to petition Henry VI. for permission to hold 
an eisteddfod similar in purpose to the three Eiskddfodau 
Dadeni of the last period. This famous eisteddfod 
was held at Caerfyrddin (Carmarthen) in 1451, and r,";;;;"'" 
shortly before the actual eisteddfod was held a 
" statute " was drawn up under the direction of Llawdden, 
regulating the different orders of bards and musicians and setting 
in order the cyngkaneddion a mesurau, the different kinds of 
alliterative verse to be presented to the assembled bards at the 
meeting. Among those present at that eisteddfod the most 
distinguished was Dafydd ab Edmwnd, who then made famous 
the dictum that the purpose of an eisteddfod was " to bring to 
mind the past, to consider the present, and to deliberate about the 
future." He, therefore, proposed emendations in " the rules of 
Welsh verse," making them more strict, so as to keep the un-
learned rhymesters from the privileged herdic class. This 
measure had a most important effect on Welsh literature. It 
effectively put an end to the charming spontaneity which 
distinguishes the poetry of Dafydd ab Gwilym and his con-
temporaries, and by introducing an arbitrary set of rules 
gave an artificial tone to almost all the poetry of the next two 
hundred years. It had, indeed, exactly the same retarding effect 
on Welsh poetry as the Unities had on the French drama. So 
that, whereas the poems of Dafydd ab Gwilym, though written 
in the difficult alliterative metres, are nearly all light and have 
a sweet lyrical re-echo, the poetry of Dafydd ab Edmwnd and 
his successors is often heavy and nearly always artificial. After 
snaking, however, all these deductions, it is a debatable point 
whether the hard and fast rules which now regulated Welsh 
poetry did not eventually justify their existence. They have 
helped, by inciting to carefulness, to keep the idiom and the 
language pure and undefiled, and to this day style in Welsh 
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(FRENCH PORCELAIN 

The next important factory after St Cloud was that founded 
at Chantilly about 1725 under the patronage of the Prince 
de Conde, an enthusiastic collector of Chinese and Japanese 
porcelains. One distinctive feature of the Chantilly porcelain 
is its imitation of the Japanese Imari wares of the 17th century, 

especially those bearing deli- 
cate patterns in the Kakiemon 
style. This imitation was not 
confined to the decoration 
alone, but great efforts were 

Lille and Chantilly Potters' marks. made to reproduce the de- 
licious tender whiteness of the original ware, by covering the 
body of the soft porcelain with a coating of the tin-enamel 
used by the French faience makers. Similar imitation of the 
Kakiemon style of decoration became the rage all over Europe, 
and was largely followed at Meissen and in England as well as 
in France; but no European imitations equalled those of the 
famous Chantilly ware. 

Other porcelain factories were started at Mennecy-Villeroy 
and at Life, but the most important French factory was that 
founded at Vincennes about 1740, not only because of the many 
beautiful pieces produced there, but also because the works 
was taken under the direct patronage of the king in 1753 and was 
transferred to Sevres in 1756, becoming ultimately the most 
important porcelain factory in Europe. 

Fortunately we have documentary information of the exact 
composition of the artificial porcelain (pare rendre) of Sevres, and a 
brief account of its manufacture will serve to explain how all the 
glassy .porcelains of Europe were made. The potter commenced by 
preparing a glass or frit, melting together pure sand, alum, sea-salt, 
gypsum, soda and nitre. The clear portions of this frit were powdered 
and washed with boiling water, and the working clay was compounded 
by adding to such powdered frit a small quantity of chalky clay or 
marl and sometimes pure chalk as well. This mixture was ground in 
water until the fluid was as fine as cream, and it was then boiled 
to a thick paste which was so little plastic in itself that black soap 
or parchment size was added to it to give it enough plasticity for 
the workman to be able to shape it. Vases and other pieces were 
made from this paste by pressing cakes of it in plaster moulds of 
considerable thickness. After pressing, the pieces were dried and 
were then either turned on a lathe or rubbed down with sand-paper 
to reduce them to sufficient thinness; while handles, spouts or other 
ornaments in relief were applied with a lute of slip, as is customary 
with every other species of pottery. The fragile objects were then 
fired into what is known as the 

pottery. 
 biscuit ' condition; the most 

difficult part of the whole process. During this firing the pieces 
frequently went out of shape because of the excessive shrinkage of 
the material and its tendency to soften as it approached the melting 
point of the frit. Consequently an elaborate system of " propping 
the pieces had to be resorted to,and even then a very large proportion 
became deformed. When the porcelain was drawn from the oven 
after the first firing, the supports were removed and the pieces were 
rubbed with sand to clean the surface, and were then coated with 
glaze by sprinkling with a brush; the glaze being a fusible glass very 
rich in lead. The glaze coat was melted by refiring the piece at a 
lower temperature; and it was frequently necessary to repeat this 
process several times in order to get a perfectly even and brilliant 
result. The difficulties of such a process were enormous, and it 
was only by the financial support of wealthy patrons, or of the state, 
that such a method of manufacture was ever carried on for any length 
of time. At its best the material is an exceedingly beautiful one, 
lending itself especially to decoration in on-glaze colours, and the 
pieces produced at Vincennes and at Sevres, between 1745 and 1770 
or thereabouts, form a distinct class by themselves. Skilful chemists 
like Hellot and Macquer were employed to direct the operations, 
and many beautiful ground colours, such as the famous pros-urea, 
bleu de rot, rose Pompadour, pea-green and apple-green were invented. 

Sara Porcelains. —The forms of the Sevres porcelain are ex-
ceedingly varied. Many of the older shapes were designed by 
Duplessis, the king's silversmith, and, as is perhaps natural, are 
more proper to metal than to pottery; but the French glassy 
porcelain is such an artificial material in every respect that such 
a point should not be strained too far. Owing to the want of 
plasticity in the paste the pieces were always made in moulds 
of plaster of Paris, while in many cases they were moulded in 
separate parts and these united together with metal screws or 
mounted in bands of chased ormolu. Table services made for 
actual use were usually painted on a plain white ground with 
the full palette of on-glaze colours (or enamels) and much rich  

gilding. The decorative pieces such as vases, candelabra, jar-
dinières, &c., were decorated in a much more sumptuous fashin 
by covering the greater part of the piece with a ground of ere 
of the rich enamel colours previously mentioned, reserving only 
panels in white on which delicate miniature-like decorations of 
the most varied kind were subsequently painted and fired (set 
fig. 52; and examples of Sevres, Plate IX.). Such collections as 
the Wallace at Hertford House, or 
the Jones Bequest in the Victoria 
and Albert Museum, show at once 
the variety and perfection to which 
the work attained. 

This Sevres porcelain is entirely 
devoid of the broad decorative 
treatment and rich full colour of 
any of the great kinds of fine 
pottery or porcelain. Artistically 
considered, it has no place beside 
the triumphs of the Chinese or 
Persian potters, or of the Italian 
majolists. Its shapes are too 
formal, and are not sufficiently 
imbued with a sense of the quali-
ties of the material. The ground 
colours defy every natural ten-
dency of pottery colour for they 
are even, flawless and mechanical, 
with none of the palpitating rich-
ness that comes so naturally from 
the potter's processes. The paint- Fin. 52--Sevres sunk phi 
ings, whether of flowers, birds or landta: green  body end PI 
figure-subjects, are extraordinarily rilttic." nt"thg. Mao& 
skilful regarded as miniatures, but 
as examples of pottery decoration they cannot be complied to 
the swift, apparently careless, brushwork of the gout mom 
of earlier times. So pronounced was the demand.d de pelted 
for smooth even finish that such ground colours as graolis awd 
bleu de rot, where the colour naturally came varied and toreett, 
were subsequently decorated with small diapers or Saes of gold 
in the form of ail de perdrix or versakdk, so as to produce a ware 
regular and even effect. The most elaborate and costly of all 
the varieties of old Sevres is what is known as " jewelled Sevres„' 
which is richly sown with imitation jewels, such as turquoise", 
pearls and rubies, closely resembling the real stones. These 
imitation jewels were in every case set in beautifully chord 
mountings of gold, and in the museum at Sevres are to be found 
examples of the punches and other tools used in making thee 
mounts. On account of the enormous expense involved is the 
production of such costly triumphs of skill, examples of jewelled 
Sevres are rare even in the best collections, but the English 
student is fortunate in the fact that the Wallace contain 
contains a considerable number of them. 

Many reasons—the prestige attaching to a Royal Manufactory. 
the knowledge that the porcelain was produced reprellas 
cost, the mechanical perfection of its colours, gliding and deans-
tion, as well as the fact that the 
glassy porcelain was abandoned 
as too costly and risky after 
about 178o—have all conspired 
to raise the prices which modern 
collectors are prepared to pay 
for fine examples of views 
Stares. It is doubtful whether 
even the prices paid for paint-
ings by old masters have advanced so rapidly as those paid 
for Sevres porcelain of the best period. In the 'seventies 
of the loth century it was deemed worthy of remark that 
a sum of izo,000 should have .been paid at public aucticu 
for three old Sevres vases; thirty years later one such piece 
would probably fetch the same price. It should be added that 
the extravagant prices now paid for Sevres porcelain, which is 
much more a triumph of technical than of artistic skill, have led 
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the manufacture of porcelain was almost invariably carried on 
at the expense of some royal or princely patron; in England, 
however, the manufacture was not subsidized in this way, and 
it is probably for this reason that at a very early date we find the 
English porcelain-makers experimenting with other materials 
than glass and clay in order to make their processes more certain. 
In a patent taken out in 1749 by Thomas Frye of the Bow works 
we find mention of the use of bone-ash—the material that was 
to make English porcelain a distinct species by itself. From 
1750 onwards there can be little doubt that, though a large 
proportion of glass was still used in the composition of the 
English porcelains, bone-ash was more and more introduced 
into the paste in order to obtain a more refractory material; 
yet it was not until about z8o0 that Josiah Spode of Stoke-upon-
Trent abandoned entirely the use of glass and composed his 
porcelain of china clay, bone-ash and felspathic rock for the body, 
glazing it with a rich lead glaze, and so laid the foundation of 
distinctively English porcelain. The material has many merits 
both from the useful and artistic points of view; it is much more 
easily fabricated than the old glassy porcelains, it endures better 
for ordinary table use than any other kind of porcelain, and it 
permits the fullest range of decoration. 

Before entering upon a detailed notice of the important English 
factories of the 18th century, something should be said of the 
various influences that were at work in determining what the 
porcelain-maker should do, both in the way of shape and decora-
tion. The eyes of all men were, of course, turned first to the 
porcelain brought from the far East; and in the early efforts of 
the English factories, as of those of France and Germany, we 
notice a predominance of white pieces or of pieces decorated 
with paintings in under-glaze blue alone, obviously inspired by 
the current importations from China. Bow and Chelsea pro-
duced large quantities of ware of this class, and in the early 
days of the Worcestei' factory little else was made there than 
white, or blue and white pieces closely simulating the Chinese. 
Another oriental influence was to be found in the Imari patterns 
of Japan, particularly those in the style of Kakiemon. It has 
been noted that Meissen, Chantilly and other continental factories 
had already created a vogue for these reproductions of Japanese 
decorations, and in our own country Bow, Chelsea and Worcester 
followed suit. The later Imari patterns, heavily decorated with 
blue and red and gold for the use of " the foreigner," furnished 
another popular style for Worcester and Derby, and the vogue 
of these English " Japan " patterns, in the last quarter of the 
18th century and the first half of the 19th century, was so great 
that they represent a large proportion of the output of our 
English porcelain works during that period. The productions 
of the German and French factories also exerted a profound 
influence on English potters; so that throughout the 18th 
century English porcelains largely consisted of imitations of 
the foreign wares brought into the country by the wealthy. 

We can only point to one method of porcelain decoration 
which undoubtedly arose in England. This is the method of 
transfer-printing, whereby patterns printed on paper from 
engraved copper plates are transferred to porcelain or pottery 
and subsequently fired, either under or on the glaze. At the best 
these printed patterns are in no way superior to the stencilled 
work of modern oriental porcelain, while, at the worst, European 
and American printed patterns have been perhaps the most in-
appropriate decoration ever applied to porcelain in the world. 
It has been generally urged on behalf of transfer-printing that it 
enables elaborate effects to be produced at a small cost and so 
brings decorated pottery within the reach of the humblest. The 
truer view is, that the simplest brushwork patterns, or even no 
pattern at all, would be preferable to the tawdry results that the 
cheapest forms of transfer-printing have rendered possible. 

Chelsea.—Between 1750 and 1770 the Chelsea factory was 
the most important of all the English porcelain works, and fine 
specimens of this period command high prices in the saleroom 
to-day. We know little of the origin of this important factory, 
though it is believed to have been in existence from some time 
after 1740 to 1784, when it was finally demolished and some of  

the workmen and part of the plant were removed to the rhea 
important works at Derby. The first manager was one Charles 
Gouyn, who was followed by a Mr Sprimont before 175o. 
Sprimont retained possession of the works until 5769, and died 
in 1771. It was during his management, from 175o to 1;70, 
that the finest and most characteristic pieces of Chelsea poralain 
were made. 

Although the styles in vogue at Chelsea are extremely 
varied, little was produced there that was really English is 
character. The earliest pieces appear to have been either is 
pure white or in white decorated with paintings in under-glaze 
blue. The goat-and-bee cream jugs, crawfish salt cellars, the 
shell and rockwork salt cellars, jugs, sauce boats, small cups and 
saucers of this type are fairly plentiful. Then came the decora-
tions, mainly in red and gold, of the Kakiemon style, foBas-nt 
by reproductions of the brocade patterns of Imari porcelain. 
Afterwards we find the appearance of table wares mock-Bed at 
imitation of leaves, animals, fruits, birds and fishes, apparently 
adopted from current French and German practice. 

In another direction the influence of Meissen was also shorn 
by the production of statuettes (see in Chelsea figure, Plate X .l,  
and of the small modelled trinkets, scent-bottles and toys of 
which there is such a fine collection in the British Museum. Is 
the latter days of the factory (say after i758) we find Chrism 
following in the wake of Sevres in the production of large and 
elaborate rococo vases, with pierced necks and covers, scroll-
work bases and interlacing handles such as are to be seen is the 
Jones Bequest in the Victoria and Albert Museum. Pieces 
this elaborate kind are overlaid with rich grounds of Maur= 
blue, turquoise, pea-green, or the famous Chelsea claret-ccdota, 
while white panels are reserved framed with gilt scrolls assi 
painted in enamel colours with flowers, birds or figure-subjects 
in absolute rivalry with the pieces manufactured at Sevres. 

The Chelsea works appears to have come to an end through the 
ill-health of Sprimont, and it was sold in r 769–'770 to DuesIntry,. 
the proprietor of the Derby works. lie carried on the eetabhat-
meat from 1770 to 1784, but in this period a great change is 
noticeable in the product of the factory. The " rococo forms and 
decorations of the true Chelsea porcelain were replaced by works 
in the neo-classical style already rendered popular by the sears 
of Josiah Wedgwood, and the Derby-Chelsea porcelain is quite 
a distinct production from the early works of Chelsea. The most 
distinctive mark of the Chelsea 
porcelain is an anchor—either em-
bossed in the paste or painted in 
gold or colour. Often the anchors 
occur in pairs, and it is frequently 
associated with other marks such 
as a dagger or a cross. Some of 
the Derby-Chelsea pieces are marked with a conjoined D and 
an anchor. 

Bew.—The date of the establishment of the factory at Stratford-
le-Bow, in what is now the East End of London, is quite uncertain. 
but in 1744 Edward Heylyn and .Thomas Frye, who were CQZ,- 

 netted with this factory, took out a patent for the manufacture 
of porcelain. The materials mentioned in this patent are act 
such as would produce porcelain at all, and it appears likely 
that the specification was made purposely defective. In 17al 
a further patent was applied for in which we get the first 1DeiltiG2 

of bone-ash, so that from the technical point of view the wares 

made at the Bow factory are of the utmost importance as in-
dicating the experimental beginnings of our English porcelain 
in which bone-ash plays such an important part. In 1750 the 
works at Bow belonged to Messrs Weatherby & Crowther, and 
was then known as " New Canton," and as 300 workpeopie were 
employed, the operations must have been conducted on a large 
scale; but ultimately, from causes that can only be surmised, the 
partnership was dissolved and the business failed, so that in ens 
the works was bought for a very small sum by the Wiliam 
Duesbury already mentioned, who transferred part of the 
plant and moulds to his more prosperous woks at Derby- It 
would appear from what we know of the factory and its 

/Ws 
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productions that the business was conducted on simpler lines than 
at the Chelsea works. We have, for instance, no elaborate vases 
in imitation of Sevres, and no important groups of figures which 
might challenge rivalry with Meissen. We find, as is common 
with all the early porcelain factories of Europe, first the pro-
duction of white pieces with modelled reliefs, or of pieces painted 
with under-glaze blue in imitation of Chinese porcelain. Then 
followed the well-known " Quail," or "Partridge," and " Wheat-
sheaf " patterns in red and green and gold in imitation of the 
Japanese patterns; and the manufacture of table ware decorated 
with these simple yet bright and pleasant devices seems to have 
formed the greater part of the work at the factory. Many figures 
and statuettes were also produced at Bow, but they are fewer in 
number and less cleverly made and decorated than the con-
temporary productions of the Chelsea factory. We may surmise 
that there was considerable rivalry between these two works 

situated on the outskirts of 
the metropolis, for we find the 
" anchor " mark, which is the 
best recognized mark of Chelsea 
porcelain, often occurring on 
specimens that from internal 
evidence or from the piece 

itself we should rather attribute to Bow. The Bow marks are 
not very certain, but some of the likeliest are here given. 

Woreester.—The third of the early English factories, and 
ultimately the most important of all, was that founded at 
Worcester in ins by Dr Wail, a man of unusual attainments, 
and a number of his friends. How Dr Wall came to learn the 
secret of porcelain making is absolutely unknown, but even 
assuming that he acquired some information from wandering 
workmen it is certain that the Worcester porcelain was soon 
developed on original lines. The nature of the paste and the 
glaze of the early Worcester productions, as well as the sobriety 
of their decorations, stamp this factory as the first where English ,  
men really developed a native porcelain. Between 1751 and 
177o, the first period of Worcester porcelain, the prevalent 
influence was that of Chinese blue-and-white, and the pieces of 
that period are rightly esteemed by collectors for their artistic 
quality. Probably nowhere in Europe, certainly nowhere in 
England, was oriental blue-and-white more carefully studied, 
and a collection of this blue-and-white Worcester is most satis-
factory from the aesthetic point of view. The productions at 
this time were tea and coffee services, bowls, dishes, mugs and 
plates. The cups were usually made without handles in imitation 
of the oriental practice, but large, two-handled covered cups 
for candle, broth and chocolate were also made during the early 
period. Many of these larger cups bore an embossed pattern 
resembling a pine-cone, possibly imitated from a shape produced 
at St Cloud; while openwork dishes, plates and fruit baskets 
were also made in imitation of a popular Meissen fashion. 

The method of decorating porcelain with transfer prints was 
introduced at Worcester as early as 1756, when Robert Hancock, 
an engraver, came from York House, Battersea, where the process 
was first employed for the decoration of the Battersea enamels. 
The early Worcester prints comprised portraits of celebrities of 
the time (the Frederick the Great mug), or adaptations of the 
works of great artists such as Gainsborough and Watteau, or 
copies of current engravings or sporting prints. .The first print-
ing was done in black or purple, and transferred on to the fired 
glaze, and it was not until about I 77o that the process of printing 
in blue under the glaze was perfected. It is interesting to note 
that for many years this process of transfer printing was 
developed side by side with the older method of porcelain painting, 
and until the end of the 18th century the processes appear to 
have been used at Worcester quite independently. The closing 
of the Chelsea factory in 1770 led to the migration of some of 
the Chelsea painters to Worcester, and from about that date a 
considerable amount of Worcester porcelain was decorated on 
the glaze with enamel colours and gilding after the styles that 
had been rendered popular at Chelsea and Bow. It is only fair 
to remark, however, that the Worcester patterns are always  

distinguished by a certain English character both in the style 
and the workmanship (see example, Plate X.). The first and 
most artistic period of Worcester porcelain came to an end before 
1783, when, after the death of Dr Wall, the works passed under 
the control of Thomas Flight and his two sons, who had been 
jewellers. The Flight influence was 
soon noticeable from the fact that the 
new shapes were more and more based 
on those of Sevres and Meissen, while 
the decoration became more mechanical 
and precise as befitted the work of 
jewellers rather than potters. King 
George III. and Queen Charlotte visited 
the works in 1788 and bestowed upon 
the firm the privilege of styling themselves " China Manu-
facturers to Their Majesties," since when the works has always 
been known as the Worcester Royal Porcelain Works. In 1793 
Martin Barr was taken into partnership; the " Flight & Barr " 
period, so well known to collectors, lasted until 1807. 

Another Worcester porcelain works was in existence after 
1784, viz. the Chamberlain factory, which was working in 
rivalry with the original establishment; but its productions 
are of no particular artistic merit, and in 1840 the two firms 
became amalgamated, and so gave rise to the present Worcester 
Royal Porcelain Co. The most noteworthy feature of the pro-
ductions of both the Worcester works at the end of the 18th 
century were the " Armorial " services made for various royal 
and noble families, and those adaptations of Imazi patterns 
known as " Old Japan." 

Derby.—Experiments in the manufacture of porcelain appear 
to have been made at Derby as early as 175o by a French refugee, 
Andrew Planclie; but the business, which was afterwards to 
attain such a great development, was only founded in 1756 with 
William Duesbury as its manager. Duesbury was originally a 
decorator of china figures in London, and his career proves that 
he was a man of great industry and energy, for within twenty-
five years be not only built up a large business at Derby, but he 
absorbed the decadent works at Bow and Chelsea, so that in 
the last quarter of the 18th century Derby was the most import-
ant china manufactory in England. As is so often the case, a 
commercial success like this implied the absence of any distinct 
artistic impulse. The porcelain produced at Derby is for the 
most part only an echo of the successes of Meissen, Sevres, or 
the earlier English factories. It is only fair to remark that a very 
deep and rich under-glaze blue was attained at the Derby works, 

Derby Potters' marks. 

and that this was associated with very mechanical painting of 
birds and flowers and with gilding of exceptional quality. At 
this factory, too, the old Japan patterns were imitated with 
exceptional vigour, until " Crown-Derby Japan " became a 
standard trade name for this clobbered oriental style. 

Mention has already been made of the " biscuit " porcelain 
figures made at Derby, which are superior in style to anything 
else made in Europe in the 18th century except the " biscuit " 
porcelains of Sevres. The Derby " biscuits " of the best type 
range from 1790 to 181o, and the finest specimens have a " wary " 
surface, though there is little or no sheen and every detail remains 
as crisp as when the figure left the hand of its maker. The most 
famous of these figure's are the portrait medallions and statuettes 
of British generals and admirals which were modelled by an artist 
named Stephan. Spengler, a Swiss, modelled numerous groups 
adapted from the drawings of Angelica Kaufmann, while a 
workman named Coffee seems to have modelled only rustic 
figures and animals. 

Plymouth and Brisid.—The porcelain factories at Plymoutb 

X 

11191 
Early Worcester Potters' 

marks. 
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and Bristol are mainly noteworthy because they were the only 
English factories in which a true porcelain strictly analogous 
to the Chinese was ever manufactured. William Cookworthy, a 
Quaker druggist of Plymouth, was greatly interested in attempt-
ing to discover in Cornwall and Devonshire minerals similar to 
those which were described in the letters of Pere d'Entrecolles 
as forming the basis of Chinese porcelain. After many years of 
travel and research be ascertained the nature of the Cornish stone 
and Cornish clay, and in 1768 he founded a works at Plymouth 
for the production of a porcelain similar to the Chinese from these 
native materials. Readers interested in this abortive enterprise, 
from which such great results were afterwards to come, can only 
be referred to the general histories of English porcelain, for the 
factory was removed to Bristol in 177o and was shortly after-
wards transferred to Richard Champion, a Bristol merchant, 
who had already been dabbling in the fashionable pursuit of 
porcelain making. Champion's Bristol factory lasted from 1773 
to 1781, when the business had to be sold to a number of Stafford-
shire potters owing to the serious losses it had entailed. The 
Bristol porcelain, like that of Plymouth, was always a true fels-
pathic porcelain resembling the Chinese, but made from the 
china clay and china stone of Cornwall. It is, therefore, harder 
and, whiter than the other English porcelains, and its cold, harsh, 
glittering glaze marks it off at once from the wares of Bow, 
Chelsea, Worcester or Derby. 

The Bristol porcelain resembled that of Meissen quite as much 
in its style of decoration as in the nature of its materials. One 
can point to nothing distinctly English about it, and if specimens 
now command very high prices in the salerooms it is on account 
of their rarity rather than of any intrinsic quality or beauty that 
they possess. 

Table ware of various kinds formed the greater part of the 
production of the Bristol works, but a considerable number of 
figures are known, in many cases obviously copied from those of 
Meissen, and a few large hexagonal vases similar in style .  to 
specimens produced at Chelsea and at Worcester. The most 
distinctive pieces made at the Bristol factory are certain small 
plaques or slabs in " biscuit " porcelain, usually bearing in the 
centre a portrait medallion or armorial bearings surrounded by 
a wreath of skilfully modelled flowers. Good examples of these 
choice productions are to be seen in the British Museum. 

The Plymouth factory is supposed to have adopted as its 
general mark the alchemical symbol for tin. This mark was 
also used to a limited extent at the Bristol factory, though the 

general Bristol mark was )6 21 	tit  a cross or a copy of the 
crossed swords of Meissen. 
The Staffordshire potters 

er• 	 who bought the rights of 

÷ 	X 	
the Bristol porcelain factory 
from Champion established 

Plymouth. Bristol, Champion and a works at Shelton, near 
Swansea marks. Stoke-upon-Trent, in Staf-

fordshire, under the name of New Hall Porcelain Co., but they 
never manufactured anything of artistic account. 

Minor English Factories.—A number of other porcelain factories 
were founded in England in the latter half of the 18th century, but 
none of these produced ware of any particular merit. The porcelain 
made at Longton Hall by William Littler (1752-1758), always clumsy 
and ugly in form, is interesting for a splendid blue colour character-
istic of the factory. This smaU'venture was ultimately absorbed by 
William Duesbury. 

The colony of potters established in Liverpool also made a certain 
amount of porcelain, as well as " Delft " and other earthenwares, 
and the Liverpool Museum contains some good examples of their 
productions. 

A little factory at work at Lowestoft in the last quarter of the 18th 
century has attracted much more attention than it deserves, because 
certain writers foolishly attributed to it large quantities of " Ar-
morial " porcelain which had, undoubtedly, been made in China. 
Recent excavations have established the fact that this factory was 
only of minor importance. and was mainly occupied in producing 
cheap wares in rivalry with, and even in imitation of, those of the 
more important English factories. 

Towards the end of the 18th century the manufacture of English 
porcelain spread into the Staffordshire potteries, and the firms of 

Spode, Davenport and Minton became the most important Eagla 
factories of the early 19th century. For notices of the minor 
factories of the late 18th century and early 19th century. W s! 
Caughley, Coalport, Swansea and Nantgarw, the student ss referred 
to the special works dealing with the history of English porcelain 

Collections.—The British Museum and the Victoria and Albert 
Museum contain the best general collections of English paned...is. 
The museums at Bristol and Liverpool contain exam of the kcal 
wares; while the museum at the Worcester Royal Porcelain weeks 
has an admirable collection of the wares of that factcwy. Marl 
noteworthy,  private collections are in existence, of which weetay 
mention those of Mr Dyson Perrin, Mr Codcshutt and Mr Tramet 
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POTTERY AND PORCELAIN D171ING THE 19TH C&NITTItY 

The development of the manufacture of pottery and preadult 
in Europe and America throughout the 19th century need not 
be treated in such detail as the history of its growth up to that 
period, for modern means of communication and the geserg 
diffusion of knowledge have tended to destroy the inchviehal 
character which was so marked a feature of the pottery of 
different countries in previous centuries. The 19th century was 
distinctly the century of machinery, and, for the most part it 
witnessed the displacement by mechanical processes of those 
methods of handicraft which made the older pottery individ ual 
and interesting even in its simplest forms. Collectors are pre-
pared to pay very large sums for choice examples of the potter's 
art of bygone centuries, but it is doubtful if much of the pottery 
of the 19th century will ever be collected for its intrinsic meats. 
though it may be preserved as an illustration of the ant QI 
the age. . I 

In preceding sections of this article the development of the 
brightly painted tin-enamelled wares and the gaily decorated 
porcelains of various European countries have been traced dolt 
to the end of the 18th century, because that date marks, gate 
distinctly, the period when the old handicraft of the potter nu 
for various reasons displaced by organized manufacture_ The 
disturbed economic condition of Europe in the last quarter of the 
18th century and the Napoleonic Wars of the, early 29th centre 
proved disastrous to most of the pottery and porcelain works 
where artistic wares were made, and the disturbance of traditional 
methods was completed by the superior mechanical perfection and 
cheapness of the English earthenware introduced by Wedge:od 
and his contemporaries. The English pottery was neater, see 
perfectly finished and more durable than the painted tin-enamelled 
pottery of the continent. It vied in finish with the expel:Lase 
continental porcelains, and for nearly half a century it carried 
all before it, not only in England, but throughout the aced 
An intelligent observer, M. Faujas de Saint Fond, writing in the 
beginning of the 19th century, remarks of English pottery that 
" Its excellent workmanship, its solidity, the advantage which 
it possesses of sustaining the action of fire, its fine glaze s• 
penetrable to acids, the beauty and convenience of its form, azd 
the cheapness of its price, have given rise to a commerce so active 
and so universal, that in travelling from Paris to Petersburg, 
from Amsterdam to the farthest parts of Sweden, and free 
Dunkirk to the extremity of the south of France one is served at 
every inn upon English ware. Spain, Portugal and Italy are 
supplied with it; and vessels are loaded with it for the East 
Indies, the West 'Indies, gad the continent of America."' It 
was calculated that at this time three-fourths of the pottery 
manufactured in England was sent abroad. Such a state of things 
was not likely to continue, and in most of the European countrizs, 
after the settlement of 181$, such of the older factories as hai 
survived, or new factories specially created for the purpose, 
adopted English methods of manufacture. In many caws 

1  Traitif in England and Scotland (Eng. trans.), vol. i. p. 97. 
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experienced Staffordshire potters were procured to direct these 
works, and so far as ordinary domestic pottery was concerned, 
the first half of the r9th century witnessed the establishment in 
every country of Europe and in the United States of America 
of pottery works managed by Englishmen, where earthenwares 
were made after the English fashion. We shall refer presently to 
the survival or revival of the older styles of pottery and porcelain, 
-but the English influence was undoubtedly paramount, with one 
or two notable exceptions, down to 185o, or even later. England 
itself witnessed a notable development of its pottery manufacture, 
which became more and more aggregated in that district of North 
Staffordshire designated emphatically " The Potteries," where, 
in spite of later developments, from two-thirds to three-quarters 
of all the pottery and porcelain made in the British Isles is still 
produced. This concentration of the industry in England has 
resulted in a race of pottery workers not to be matched elsewhere 
in the world, and while it was the supply of cheap coal and coarse 
clay which first gave Staffordshire its pre-eminence, that pre-
eminence is now retained as much by the traditional skill of the 
workmen of the district as by the enterprise of its manufacturers. 

While we must admire, from the economic point of view, the 
methods of manufacture which have placed England in the first 
rank as a pottery-producing country, inasmuch as they have 
brought within the reach of the humblest domestic utensils of 
high finish and great durability, it is impossible to say much for 
the taste or art associated with them. Neatness, serviceableness 
and durability, English domestic wares undoubtedly possess in 
a degree unknown to any earlier type of pottery, but the general 
use of transfer-printing as the principal method of decoration, and 
the absence of any distinctive style of ornament, must cause them 
to take a low rank in comparison with the wares of past centuries, 
when mechanical perfection was impossible and rich colour 
and truly decorative painting were the chief distinctions of the 
pottery of every country. The London International Exhibition 
of !Bp is generally supposed to indicate the low-water mark of 
art as applied to industry; it should rather be regarded as 
marking the period when many of the old handicrafts had been 
extinguished by the use of mechanical appliances and the growth 
of the factory system, and when the delight of men in these 
current developments was so great that they were regarded as 
triumphs in themselves, when they were only " means to an end." 

Since that period the development of pottery and porcelain 
has followed two main directions: (1) an attempt on the part of 
manufacturers to produce the most artistic results possible with 
modern processes and methods, and (a) the interesting and valu-
able efforts of those individual potters in every country with whom 
art was the first consideration and commercial production was 
disregarded- 

Though the English pottery factories were of such paramount 
importance in the first half of the 19th century, it must be re-
membered that some of the oldest factories in Europe were still 
alive and active. The royal factories in Sevres, Meissen, Berlin, 
Vienna, St Petersburg and elsewhere, surviving the wreck of the 
Napoleonic Wars, continued at the expense of their respective 
states, to produce porcelains which were the legitimate develop-
ment of their work during the 18th century. 

Meissen and Berlin. —At Meissen, efforts were made to improve 
the technical process in use, but, unfortunately, the old Meissen 
wares had already become valuable, and they were reproduced, 
marks included, until all initiative was destroyed, and the 
factory continued to live, mainly, on its old reputation. 

At Berlin, the financial troubles of the Prussian monarchy 
throughout the early years of the 19th century were severely 
tat, so that a cheaper class of porcelain was manufactured. 
The only innovations that can be ascribed to the factory during 
this period, though highly esteemed at the time, form striking 
examples of the artistic decadence of the period. Such was the 
lace-work decoration made by dipping lace in porcelain slip so 
that on firing the thread burned away, leaving a porcelain fsc-
dmile; another was the production of slabs of porcelain modelled 
in such a way that on viewing the piece by transmitted light it 
appeared like a picture painted en grisaille. 

From the artistic point of view there is little to be said for the 
majority of productions of the Berlin factory, but nowhere in 
the world has greater attention been paid to the technical and 
scientific problems of porcelain manufacture, and this establish-
ment has rendered the greatest service in the development of the 
important chemical and electrical industries of Germany by the 
splendid appliances it has invented for scientific use. 

Since 1870 the works, removed to Charlottenburg, have been 
conducted with very great enterprise. It was here that Seger 
perfected his soft porcelain based on the glazes and bodies of the 
best Japanese porcelains, and here also he developed the manu-
facture of copper-red glazes in imitation of the old sang-de -bog 
and flambe glazes of the Chinese, at the same time establishing 
some of the scientific principles underlying their production. At 
Berlin, too, all the modern methods of decoration, whether in 
coloured glazes, raised enamels, iodic sum pale, the elaborate 
paintings of flowers, birds or figures, or the use of crystalline 
glazes, have been followed with great success; but the factory 
has never yet given any special impetus or new direction to the 
decorative side of porcelain. 

Vienna. —Few European factories were so little affected by the 
general trend of affairs as the royal factory at Vienna. We have 
already referred to the elaborate paintings and rich gilding 
which became the distinguishing feature of its wares towards the 
end of the 18th century, and this style, once perfected, seems to 
have been continued with little change. It has been stated by 
a renowned German authority, that the Viennese porcelain was 
at its best between 1785 and ars. During this period the plan 
of painting copies of pictures on porcelain was developed to its 
utmost, and this, in combination with the richest gilding, marks 
the apotheosis of Viennese porcelain. The factory came to an end 
in r864, but collectors should be warned that a flood of cheap 
porcelains, decorated in modem Viennese workshops, and there-
fore styled" Viennese porcelain," has during the last twenty years 
overwhelmed the English and American markets. 

Serves.—The important part played by the Royal French 
manufactory at Sevres has already been sketched. During the 
troublous years of the French Revolution the works practically 
came to a standstill, and under the Directory it was a question 
whether this manufactory, along with certain other state estab-
lishments in France, should be closed. Napoleon, however, 
decided that for the glory of France and as a means of encourag-
ing its porcelain industry, seriously threatened by the English 
potters, the establishment at Sevres should be conducted as a 
national factory. By a splendid coincidence Alexander Brong-
niart, a man of great natural ability, and a noted scientist, was 
appointed director, and retained that post under the successive 
governments of France until his death in 1847. In the hands of 
Brongniart the establishment at Sevres became at once a school 
of research and a centre of practical accomplishment—the 
influence of which was felt throughout Europe. Its products 
were obviously inspired by the demands of successive French 
monarchs and their courts. It ministered to the grandiose 
ideas of Napoleon, who demanded pieces that were to speak of 
his victories, and after every campaign a fresh table service or 
new suite of vases was produced to commemorate the emperor's 
successes. The most striking piece of this kind was the vase 

made to commemorate the marriage of Napoleon and Marie 
Louise in 18 zo. It was designed by Isabey and was modelled with 
figures in bas-relief. The principal group contains not less than 
ti such figures, while the subsidiary group, representing the 
acclaiming populace, contains between a000 and 3coo figures. 
This vase was three years in making, and is said to have cost 
something like £1 aso. Unfortunately this was not a solitary 
example of the productions of Sevres, for under every successive 
government of the r9th century the factory has been called to 
produce enormous vases which are to be found in the rooms 
or corridors of every palace and museum in France, and while 
these pieces represent wonderful technical skill, both in their 
manufacture and the decorations with which they are covered, 
very few of them possess either spontaneity or charm. They 
are correct. frigid, cold, and compare most unfavourably from 
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Hidalgo dots Quixote de k Mancha was published at Tarragona 
in 1614. On the assumption that Fernandez de Avellaneda 
is a pseudonym, this spurious sequel has been ascribed to the 
king's confessor, Luis de Aliaga, to Cervantes' old enemy, 
Blanco de Paz, to his old friend, Bartolome Leonardo de Argen-
sola, to the three great dramatists, Lope de Vega, lIrso de 
Molina and Ruiz de Alarcon, to Alonso Fernandez, to Juan Jose 
Marti, to Alfonso Lamberto, to Luis de Granada, and probably 
to others. Some of these attributions are manifestly absurd—
for 'example, Luis de Granada died seventeen years before the 
first part of Don Quixote was published—and all of them are 
improbable conjectures; if Avellaneda be not the real name 
of the author, his'identity is still undiscovered. His book is 
not devoid of literary talent and robust humour, and possibly 
he began it under the impression that Cervantes was no more 
likely to finish Don Quixote than to finish the Galatea. He 
should, however, have abandoned his project on reading the 
announcement in the preface to the Nmelas exemplares; what 
he actually did was to disgrace himself by writing an insolent 
preface taunting Cervantes with his physical defects, his moral 
infirmities, his age, loneliness and experiences in jail. He was 
too intelligent to imagine that his continuation could bold its 
own against the authentic sequel, and malignantly avowed his 
intention of being first in the field and so spoiling Cervantes' 
market. It is quite possible that Don Quixote might have been 
left incomplete but for this insulting intrusion; Cervantes was 
a leisurely writer and was, as he states, engaged on El Engafio 
a :as ojos, Las Samosas deLlardin and El Famoso Bernardo, none 
of which have been preserved. Avellaneda forced him to 
concentrate his attention on his masterpiece, and the authentic 
second part of Don Quixote appeared towards the end of 161 5. 
No book more signally contradicts the maxim, quoted by the 
Bachelor Carrasco, that "no second part was ever good." It 
is true that the last fourteen chapters are damaged by undignified 
denunciations of Avellaneda; but, apart from this, the second 
part of Don Quixote is an improvement on the first. The humour 
is more subtle and mature; the style is of more even excellence; 
and the characters of the bachelor and of the physician, Pedro 
Redo de Agnero, are presented with a more vivid effect than 
any of the secondary characters in the first part. Cervantes had 
dearly profited by the criticism of those who objected to " the 
countless cudgellings inflicted on Senor Don Quixote," and to 
the irrelevant interpolation of extraneous stories in. the text. 
Don Quixote moves through the second part with unruffled 
dignity; Sancho Panza loses something of his rustic cunning, 
but he gains in wit, sense and manners. The original conception 
is unchanged in essentials, but it is more logically developed, 
and there is a notable progress in construction. Cervantes 
had grown to love his knight and squire, and he understood his 
own creations better than at the outset; more completely 
master of his craft, he wrote his sequel with the unfaltering 
confidence of a renowned artist bent on sustaining his reputation. 

The first part of Don Quixote had been reprinted at Madrid in 
16o8; it bad been produced at Brussels in 1607 and 161x, and 
at Milan in Ow; it had been translated into English in 1612 
and into French in 1614. Cervantes was celebrated in and out 
of Spain, but his celebrity had not brought him wealth. The 
members of the French special embassy, sent to Madrid in 
February Ors, under the Commandeur de Sillery, heard with 
amazement that the author of the Galatea, the Nooelas exemplars 
and Don Quixote was " old, a soldier, a gentleman and poor." 
But his trials were almost at an end. Though failing in health, 
he worked assiduously at Los Trabajos de Penile: y Siginnunda, 
which, as he had jocosely prophesied in the preface to the second 
part of Don Quixote, would be " either the worst or the best 
book ever written in our tongue." It is the most carefully 
written of his prose works, and the least animated or attractive 
of them; signs of fatigue and of waning powers are unmistakably 
visible. Cervantes was not destined to see it in print. He was 
attacked by dropsy, and, on the 18th of April 1616, received the 
sacrament of extreme unction; next day he wrote the dedication 
of Peniles y Sigismunda to the count de Lemos—the most 

moving and gallant of farewells. He died at Madrid is the Calle 
del Leen on the 23rd of April; he was borne from his boon 
" with his face uncovered," according to the rule of the Tertiaries 
of St Francis, and on the 24th of April was buried in the chard 
attached to the convent of the Trinitarian nuns in the Calle di 
Cantarranas. There he rests—the story of his remains being 
removed in 5633 to the Calle del Humilladero has no foundation 
in fact—but the exact position of his grave is unknown. Early 
in 1617 Peniks y Siginnunda was published, and passed throne 
eight editions within two years; but the interest in it soon died 
away, and it was not reprinted between 1623 and 1759. 
Cervantes' wife died without issue on the 31st of October rev% 
his natural daughter, who survived both the child of her not 
marriage and her second husband, died on the noth of September 
1652. Cervantes is represented solely by his works The 
Novelas exemplares alone would give him the foremost pine 
among Spanish novelists; Don Quixote entitles him to risk 
with the greatest writers of all time: " children turn its leaver, 
young people read it, grown men understand it, old folk praise 
it." It has outlived all changes of literary taste, and is men 
more popular to-day than it was three centuries ago. 
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CERVERA, PASCUAL CERVERA Y TOP= (11839--romi1. 
Spanish admiral, was born at Medina Sidonia on the atie 
February 1839. He showed an early inclination for the sea, and 
his family sent him to the naval cadet school at the age of twelve. 
As a sub-lieutenant he took part in the naval operations on the 
coast of Morocco during the campaign of 1859-6o. Then he wu 
for some time engaged in operations in the Sulu Islands and the 
Philippines. Al towards he was on the West Indian swim 
during the early part of the first Cuban War (1868-78), returning 
to Spain in 1873 to serve on the Basque coast against the Carrots 
He distinguished himself in defending the Carnes arsenal near 
Cadiz against the Federals in 1873. He won each step ia her 
promotion up to flag-rank through his steadiness and brileszt 
conduct in action, and was awarded the crosses of the Orders of 
Military and Naval Merit, Isabella the Catholic, and St Hume-
gilde, besides several medals. Cervera had a great reputation 
for decision, unbending temper and honesty, before he was 
placed at the head of the Bilbao building-yards. This past lw 
resigned after a few months in order to become minister al 
marine in 1892 , in a cabinet presided over by Sagest*. He with- 
drew from the when he found that his colleague, from 
political motives, declined to support him in making reforms and, 
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en the other handomnisely cut down the naval estimates. When 
in 1598 the Spanish-American War (q.v.) broke out, be was chosen 
to command a squadron composed of four first-class cruisers, 
the " Made Theresa," his flagship, " Oquendo," " Vizcaya," 
and "Columbus," and several destroyers. This ill-fated squadron 
only started upon its reckless cruise across the ocean after its 
gallant commander had repeatedly warned both the minister of 
marine and the prime minister, Sagasta, in despatches from Cadiz 
and from the Canary and Cape Verde Islands, that the ships 
were insufficiently provided with coal and ammunition. Some 
of them, indeed, even lacked proper guns. In compliance with 
the instructions of the government, Admiral Cervera made for 
the landlocked harbour of Santiago de Cubs, where he co-operated 
in the defence, landing some guns and a naval brigade. In spite 
of his energetic representations, Cervera received an order from 
Madrid, dictated by political considerations, to sally forth. It 
meant certain destruction. The gallant squadron met forces 
trebly superior to it, and was totally destroyed. The admiral, 
three of his captains, and r800 sailors and marines were taken 
by the victors to Portsmouth, New Hampshire, U.S.A. After 
the war, Cervera and his captains were tried before the supreme 
naval and military court of the realm, which honourably 
acquitted them all. In agog he became vice-admiral, in a 9o2 
was appointed chief of staff of the Spanish navy, and in 1903 
was made life senator. He died at Puerto Real on the 3rd of 
Anal 1909. 

CESAREVICH, or more properly TSESAREVICE, the title of 
the heir-apparent to the Russian throne. The full official title 
is Nasliednik Tsuarevich, i.e. " heir of Caesar," and in Russia 
the heir to the throne is commonly called simply Nasliednik, the 
word Tsesarnich never being used alone. Tsarevick,a form now 
much used in England, means simply any " king's son "; it is an 
antiquated term now out of use in Russia, and was last borne 
as heir to the throne by the unfortunate Alexia's, son of Peter 
the Great. The style of the wife of the tsesarevich is Tsesarevna, 
The Cesarewitch handicap race at Newmarket, founded in 1839, 
was named after the prince who was afterwards Alexander IL 
of Russia, who paid a state visit to England that year. 

CESAR!, GIUSEPPE. called If Cavaliere d' Arpino (born in 
or about g 568 and created a " Cavaliere di Cristo " by Pope 
Clement VIII.), also named 11 Giuseppino, an Italian painter, 
much encouraged at Rome and munificently rewarded. His 
father had been a native of Arpino, but Giuseppe himself was 
born in Rome. Cesari is stigmatized by Land as not less the 
corrupter of taste in painting than Marino was in poetry; indeed, 
another of the nicknames cif Cesari is " Il Marino de' Pittori " 
(the pictorial Marino). There was spirit in Cmari's heads of 
men and horses, and his frescoes in the Capitol (story of Romulus 
and Remus, &c.), which occupied him at intervals during forty 
years, are well coloured; but he drew the human form ilL His 
perspective is faulty, his extremities monotonous, and his 
chiaroac-uro defective. He died in 164o, at the age of seventy-
two, or perhaps of eighty, at Rome. Cesari ranks as the bead of 
the " Idealists " of his period, as opposed to the " Naturalists," 
of whom Michelangelo da Caravaggio was the leading champion, 
—the so-called " idealism " consisting more in reckless facility, 
and disregard of the common facts and common-sense of nature, 
than in anything to which so lofty a name could be properly 
accorded. He was a man of touchy and irascible character, and 
rose from penury to the height of opulence. His brother 
Bernardino assisted in many of his works. 

MARGIT', MELCHIOR!' (173o-18o8), Italian poet, was 
born at Padua in 1730, of a noble but impoverished family. At 
the university of his native place his literary progress procured 
for him at a very early age the chair of rhetoric, and in a768 the 
Professorship of Greek and Hebrew. On the invasion of Italy 
by the French, he gave his pm to their cause, received a pension, 
and was made knight of the iron crown by Napoleon I., to whom, 
it consequence, he addressed a bombastic and extravagantly 
Wang poem called Prow. Cesarotti is best known as the 
translator of Homer and Ossian. Much praise cannot be given 
40*n:wire of the Mad, for be has not scrupled to add, omit  

and modernize. Osier, which be held to be the finest of poems, 
he has, on the other hand, considerably improved in translation; 
and the appearance of his version attracted much attention in 
Italy and France, and raised up many imitators of the Ossianic 
style. Cesarotti also produced a number of works in prose, 
including a Coarse of Greek Literature, and essays On the Origin 
and Progress of the Poetic Art, On the Sources of the Pleasure 
derived from Tragedy, On the Philosophy of Language and On 
the Philosophy of Task, the last being a defence of his own 
great eccentricities in criticism. His weakness was a straining 
after novelty. His style is forcible, but full of Gallicisms. 

A complete edition of his works, in 42 vols. livo, began to appear at 
Pisa in 1800 and was completed in 1813, after his death. See 
Memoirs, by Barbieri (Padua, 181o), and Us Filosofo dells lade, by 
Alemanni (Turin, a94). 

CPSIGIA (anc. Caesena), a town and episcopal see of Emilia, 
Italy, in the province of Forli, 52 to. S.E. by rail from the town 
of Fora, on the line between Bologna and Rimini, 144 ft. above 
sea-level. Pop. (19o5) 12,245 (town); 43,468 (commune). The 
town is picturesquely situated at the foot of the slopes of the 
Apennines, and is crowned by a medieval fortress (Rocca), 
begun by the emperor Frederick I. (Barbarossa) probably, but 
altered and added to later. The cathedral has two fine marble 
altars by the Lombardi of Venice (or their school). The library, 
built for Domenico Malatesta in 1452 by Matteo Ntuio, is a fine 
early Renaissance building, and its internal arrangements, with 
the original desks to which the books are still chained, are 
especially well preserved (see J. W. Clark, The Care of Books, 
Cambridge, goi ,p. ago). In it are valuable MSS., many of which 
were used by Aldus Manutius. It also contains a,picture gallery 
with a good " Presentation in the Temple " by Francesco 
Francis. There are some fine palaces in the town. Three-
quarters of a mile south-east on the hill stands the handsome 
church of S. Maria del Monte, after the style of Bramante, with 
carved stalls of the 16th century. Wine, hemp and silk are the 
main articles of trade. About the ancient Caesena little is said 
in classical authors: it is mentioned as a station on the Via 
Aemilia and as a fortress in the wars of Theodoric and Narses. 
During the middle ages it was at first independent. In 1357 
it was unsuccessfully defended by the wife of Francesco Ordelaffi, 
lord of ForD, against the papal troops under Albornoz. In 1377 
it was sacked by Cardinal Robert of Geneva (afterwards Clement 
VU., antipope). It was then held by the Malatesta of Rimini 
until 1465, when it came under the dominion of the church. 
Both Pius VI. (a 7'7) and Pius VII. (tug) were born at 
Cesena. (T. Az.) 

CESNOLA. LUIGI PALMA DI (1832--1904), Italian-American 
soldier and archaeologist, was born near Turin on the agth of 
July 1832. Having served in the Austrian and Crimean Wars, 
in 186o he went to New York, where he taught Italian and 
French and founded a military school for officers. He took 
part in the American Civil War as colonel of a cavalry regiment, 
and at Aldie (June 1863) was wounded and taken prisoner. 
He was released from Libby prison early in 1864, served in the 
Wilderness and Petersburg campaigns (1864-65) as a brigadier 
of cavalry, and at the close of the war was breveted brigadier-
general. He was then appointed United States consul at 
Larnaca in Cyprus (1865-1877). During his stay in the island 
he carried on excavations, which resulted in the discovery of a 
large number of antiquities. The collection was purchased by 
the Metropolitan Museum of New York, and Cesnola became 
director in 1879. Doubt having been thrown by Gaston I.. 
Feuerdant, in an article in the New York Herald (August ,88o), 
upon the genuineness of his restorations, the matter was referred 
to a special committee, which pronounced in his favour? He is 
the author of Cyprus, its ancient Cities, Tombs and Temples 
(x877), an interesting book of travel and of considerable service 
to the practical antiquary; and of a Descriptive Atlas of the 
Cesnola Collection of Cypriote Antiquities (3 vols., 1884-6). He 
died in New York on the ant of November 1904. He was a 

r For the Cesnola controversy see C. D. Cobham's Attempt at a 
Baliography of Cyprus (4th ed., moo). See alsonnicle Crews. 
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81 m. N. of Lyons by the Paris-Lyon railway. Pop. (1906) 
26,538. It is a well-built town, with fine quays, situated in an 
extensive plain on the right bank of the Saline at its junction 
with the Canal du Centre. A handsome stone bridge of the 1 5th 
century, decorated in the 18th century with obelisks, connects 
it with the suburb of St Laurent on an island in the river. The 
principal building is the church of St Vincent, once the cathedral. 
It dates mainly from the 12th to the 15th centuries, but the 
facade is modern and unpleasing. The old bishop's palace is 
a building of the 15th century. The church of St Pierre, with 
two lofty steeples, dates from the late 17th century. Chalon pre-
serves remains of its ancient ramparts and a number of old houses. 
The administrative buildings are modern. An obelisk was erected 
in z73o to commemorate the opening of the canal. There is a 
statue of J. N. Niepce, a native of the town. Chalon is the seat 
of a sub-prefect and a court of assizes, and there are tribunals 
of first instance and commerce, a branch of the Bank of France, 
a chamber of commerce, communal colleges for boys and girls, 
a school of drawing, a public library and a museum. Chalon 
ranks next to Le Creusot among the manufacturing towns of 
Burgundy; its position at the junction of the Canal du Centre 
and the Saone, and as a railway centre for Lyons, Paris, Dole, 
Lons-le-Saunier and Roenne, brings it a large transit trade. The 
founding and working of copper and iron is its main industry; 
the large engineering works of Petit-Creusot, a branch of those 
of Le Creusot, construct bridges, tug-boats and torpedo-boats; 
distilleries, glass-works, chemical works, straw-hat manufactories, 
oil-works, tile-works and sugar refineries also occupy many 
hands. Wine, grain, iron, leather and timber are among the 
many products for which the town is an entrepdt. About 2 m. 
east of Chalon is St Marcel (named after the saint who in the 
and century preached Christianity at Chalon), which has a church 
of the 12th century, once belonging to a famous abbey. 

Chalon-sur-Saone is identified with the ancient Cabillonum, 
originally an important town of the AeduL It was chosen in 
the 6th century by Gontram, king of Burgundy, as his capital; 
and it continued till the zoth to pay for its importance by being 
frequently sacked. The bishopric, founded in the 4th century, was 
suppressed at the Revolution. In feudal times Chalon was the 
capital of a countship. In 1237 it was given in exchange for other 
fiefs in the Jura by Jean le Sage, whose descendants neverthe-
less retained the title. Hugh IV., duke of Burgundy, the other 
party to the exchange, gave the citizens a communal charter 
in 1256. In its modern history the most important event was 
the resistance offered to a division of the Austrian army in 
1814. 

CHAL17KYA, the name of an Indian dynasty which ruled 
in the Deccan from A.D. Sso to 750, and again from 973 to 1190. 
The Chalukyas themselves claimed to be Rajputs from the north 
who imposed their rule on the Dravidian inhabitants of the 
Deccan tableland, and there is some evidence for connecting 
them with the Chapas, a branch of the foreign Gurjaras. The 
dynasty was founded by a chief named Pulakesin I., who 
mastered the town of Vatapi (now Badami, in the Bijapur 
district) about 55o. His sons extended their principality east 
and west; but the founder of the Chalukya greatness was his 
grandson Pulakesin II., who succeeded in 6o8 and proceeded 
to extend his rule at the expense of his neighbours. In 6o9 he 
established as his viceroy in Vengi his brother Kubja Vishnu-
vardhana, who in 615 declared his independence and established 
the dynasty of Eastern Chalukyas, which lasted till 1070. In 
620 Pulakesin defeated Harsha (q.v.), the powerful overlord of 
northern India, and established the Nerbudda as the boundary 
between the South and North. Ile also defeated in turn the 
Chola, Pandya and Kerala kings, and by 63o was beyond 
dispute the most powerful sovereign in the Deccan. In 642, 
however, his capital was taken and he himself killed by the 
Pallava king Narasimhavarman. In 655 the Chalukya power was 
restored by Pulakesin's son Vikramaditya I.; but the struggle 
with the Pallavas continued until, in 740, Vikramaditya IL 
destroyed the Pallava capital. In 75o Vikramaditya's son, 
Kirtivarman Chalukya, was overthrown by the Rashtrakutas. 

In 973, Tails or Tallapa IL (d. 995). a scion of the teal 
Chalukya race, succeeded in overthrowing the Rashtraknot 
king Kakka II., and in recovering all the ancient territory of 
the Chalukyas with the exception of Gujarat. He was the forzeder 
of the dynasty known as the Chalukyas of Kalyani. About LA 
z000 a formidable invasion by the Chola king Rajaraja the 
Great was defeated, and in 1052 Somesvara I., or Ahaasavalla 
(d. 1o68), the founder of Kalyani, defeated and slew the Chola 
Rajadhiraja. The reign of Vikramaditya VI., or Vatranzanks, 
which lasted from 1076 to 1126, formed another period of 
Chalukya greatness. Vikramanka's exploits against the Hoymis 
kings and others, celebrated by the poet Bilhana, were held to 
justify him in establishing a new era dating from his accessioa 
With his death, however, the Chalukya power began to deckne. 
In 1156 the commander-in-chief Bijjala (or Vijjans) Kallacherfa 
revolted, and he and his sons held the kingdom till rills. la 
this year Somesvara IV. Chalukya recovered part of his pun-
mony, only to succumb, about 119o, to the Yadavas of Devagid 
and the Hoysalaa of Dorasamudra. Henceforth the Chandrya 
rajas ranked only as petty chiefs. 

See J. F. Fleet, Dynasties of She Kanarese Districts; Prof. R G. 
Bhandarker, " Early History of the Deccan." in the Bombay 
Gazetteer (1896), vol. i. part ti.; Vincent A. Smith, Early Hire. rf 
India (Oxford, 1908), pp. 382 ff. 

CHALYBIUS, HEINRICH MORITZ (1796-1862), Genera 
philosopher, was born at Pfaffroda in Saxony. For some yeas 
he taught at Dresden, and won a high reputation by his lecturer 
on the history of philosophy in Germany. In 1839 be became 
professor in Kid University, where, with the exception of sae 
brief interval, when he was expelled with several colleagues 
because of his German sympathies, he remained till his death. 
His first published work, Hiltons' che Enhoickthing des spade. 
liven Philosophic vow Kant his Hegd ( 1837, 5th ed. 1860), which 
still ranks among the best expositions of modern German thought, 
has been twice translated into English, by A. Tulk (Landon, 
1854), and by A. Edersheim (Edinburgh, 1854). His chief worts 
are Entwurf eines Systems der Wissessckaftslekre (Kid, 446) 
and System der spekulativen Etkik (a vols., rase). He opposed 
both the extreme realism of Herbart and what be regarded as 
the one-sided idealism of Hegel, and endeavoured to find a mesa 
between them, to discover the ideal or formal principle which 
unfolds itself in the real or material world presented to it 
His Wissenschaftslehre, accordingly, divides itself into ( z) 
Principle/1re, or theory of the one principle; (2) Verovinelans-
leAre, or theory of the means by which this principle realms 
itself; and (3) Teleologic. The most noticeable point is the position 
assigned by Chalybius to the " World Ether," which is defined 
as the infinite in time and space, and which, be thinks, mast 
be posited as necessarily coexisting with the Infinite Spirit or 
God. The fundamental principle of the System der Erbil it 
carried out with great strength of thought, and with an unusual:, 
complete command of ethical materiaL 

See J. E. Erdman. Grandriss der Desch. d. Plass. ii. 781186; 
K. Prantl, m Allgens. (kitsch. Did. 

CHALYBITIL a mineral species consisting of iron carbonate 
(FeC0s) and forming an important ore of iron. It was early 
known as spathose iron, spathic iron or steel ore. F. S. &Want 
in 1832 gave the name siderose (from awes, iron), which was 
modified by W. Haidinger in 1845 to siderite. Chalybite Mom 
xh)w#, xamtiot, Lat. chalybs, steel) is of slightly later date, 
having been given by E. F. Clocker in 1847. The name siderite 
is in common use, but it is open to objection since it had earlier 
been applied to several other species, and is also now used as a 
group name for meteoric irons. Chalybite crystallizes in the 
rhombohedral system and is isomorphous with calcite; hie this 
it possesses perfect cleavages parallel to the faces of the primitive 
rhombohedron, the angles between which are 73* o'. CrystAs 
are usually rhombohedral in habit, and the primitive rhenm-
hedron r Iwo' is a common form, the faces being often carved 
as represented in the figure. Acute rhombohedra in combination 
with the basal pinacoid are also frequent, giving crystals of 
octahedral aspect. The mineral often occurs in cleavable 
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IMISSIeS with a coarse or fine granular texture; also in botryoidal 
or globular (sphaerosiderite) and oolitic forms. When compact 
and mixed with much clay and sand it constitutes the well- 
known clay ironstone. Chalybite is usually yellowish-grey or 
brown in colour; it is translucent and has a vitreous lustre. 
Hardness 31; sp. gr. 3-8. The double refraction (w —4= o-241) 
is stronger than that of calcite. When pure it contains 48.2% 

of iron, but this is often partly 
replaced isomorphously by man- 
ganese, magnesium or calcium: the 
varieties known as oligon-spar or 
oligonite, sideroplesite and aidero- 
dote contain these elements respec- 
tively in large amount. These 
varieties form a passage to ankerite 

Crystal of Chalybite. 	(q.v.) and mesitite, and all are 
referred to loosely as brown-spar. 

Chalybite is a common gangue mineral in metalliferous veins, 
and well-crystallized specimens are found with ores of copper, 
lead, tin, &c., in Cornwall, the Harz, Saxony and many other 
places. It also occurs alone as large masses in veins and beds 
in rocks of various kinds. The clay ironstone so extensively 
worked as an ore of iron occurs as nodules and beds in the Coal 
Measures of England and the United States, and the oolitic iron 
ore of the Cleveland district in Yorkshire forms beds in the Lies. 
The mineral is occasionally found as concretionary masses 
(sphaerosiderite) in cavities in basic igneous rocks such as 
dolerite. (L J S.) 

CHAIM, a native state of India, within the Punjab, amid 
the Himalayas, and lying on the southern border of Kashmir. 
It has an area of 3216 sq. m. Pop. (root) 127,834. The sana-
torium of Dalhousie, though within the state, is attached to the 
district of Gurdaspur. Chamba is entirely mountainous; in 
the east and north, and in the centre, are snowy ranges. The 
valleys in the west and south are fertile. The chief rivers are the 
Chandra and Ravi. The country is much in favour with sports-
men. The principal crops are rice, maize and millet. Mineral 
ores of various kinds are known, but unworked. Trade is 
chiefly in forest produce. The capital of the state is Chamba 
(pop. 6000), situated above the gorge of the Ravi. External 
communications are entirely by road. The state was founded 
in the 6th century, and, though sometimes nominally subject 
to Kashmir and afterwards tributary to the Mogul empire, 
always practically maintained its independence. Its chronicles 
are preserved in a series of inscriptions, mostly engraved on 
copper. It first came under British influence in 1846, when it 
was declared independent of Kashmir. The line of the rajas of 
Chamba was founded in the 6th century A.D. by Marut, of 
an ancient family of Rajputs. In 1904 Bhuri Singh, K.C.S.I., 
C.I.E., an enlightened and capable ruler, succeeded. 

CHAHBAL, a river of India, one of the principal tributaries 
of the Jumna. Rising amid the summits of the Vindhya 
mountains in Malwa, it flows north, and after being joined by 
the Chambla and Sipra, passes through the gorges of the Molten-
darts hills. After receiving the waters of the Kali-Sind, Parbati 
and Banes, its principal confluents, the Chambal becomes a 
great river, enters the British district of Etawab, and joins 
the Jumna 4o m. below Etawah town, its total length being 
65o nt. 

CHAMBERLAIN, JOSEPH (1836— 	), British statesman, 
eldest son of Joseph Chamberlain, master of the Cordwainers' 
Company, was born at Camberwell Grove, London, on the 8th 
of July 1836. His father was a well-to-do man of business, a 
Unitarian in religion and a Liberal in politics. Young Chamber-
lain was educated at Canonbury from 1845 to aso, and at 
University College school, London, from xllso to 1852. After 
two years in his father's office in London, he was sent to Birming-
ham to join his cousin Joseph Nettlefold in a screw business in 
which his father had an interest; and by degrees, largely owing 
to his own intelligent management, this business became very 
successful. Nettlefold & Chamberlain employed new methods 
of attracting customers, and judiciously amalgamated rival 

firms with their own so as to reduce competition, with the result 
that in 1874, after twenty-two years of commercial life, Mr 
Chamberlain was able to retire with an ample fortune. Mean-
while he had in 1861 married his first wife, Miss Harriet Kenrick 
(she died in 1863), and had gradually come to take an increasingly 
important part in the municipal and political life of Birmingham. 
He was a constant speaker at the Birmingham and Edgbaston 
Debating Society; and when in 1868 the Birmingham Liberal 
Association was reorganized, he became one of its leading 
members. In 1860 he was elected chairman of the executive 
council of the new National Education League, the outcome 
of Mr George Dixon's movement for promoting the education 
of the children of the lower classes by paying their school fees, 
and agitating for more accommodation and a better national 
system. In the same year he was elected a member of the town 
council, and married his second wife—a cousin of his first—
Miss Florence Kenrick (d. 1875). 

In 187o he was elected a member of the first school board for 
Birmingham; and for the next six years, and especially after 
1873, when he became leader of a majority and chairman, he 
actively championed the Nonconformist opposition to denomina-
tionalism. He was then regarded as a Republican—the term 
signifying rather that he held advanced Radical opinions, which 
were construed by average men in the light of the current 
political developments in France, than that he really favoured 
Republican institutions. His programme was " free Church, 
free land, free schools, free labour." At the general election of 
1874 he stood as a parliamentary candidate for Sheffield, but 
without success. Between 1860 and 1873 he was a prominent 
advocate in the Birmingham town council of the gospel of 
municipal reform preached by Mr Dawson, Dr Dale and Mr 
Bunce (of the Birmingham Post); and in 1873 his party obtained 
a majority, and he was elected mayor, an office he retained until 
June 1876. As mayor he had to receive the prince and princess 
of Wales on their visit in June 1874, an occasion which excited 
some curiosity because of his reputation as a Republican; but 
those who looked for an exhibition of bad taste were disappointed, 
and the behaviour of the Radical mayor satisfied the require-
ment alike of The Times and of Punch. 

The period of his mayoralty was one of historic importance 
in the growth of modern Birmingham. New municipal buildings 
were erected, Highgate Park was opened as a place of recreation, 
the free library and art gallery were developed. But the great 
work carried through by Mr Chamberlain for Birmingham was 
the municipalization of the supply of gas and water, and the 
improvement scheme by which slums were cleared away and 
forty acres laid out in new streets and open spaces. The pros.: 
perity of modern Birmingham dates from 1875 and i876, when 
these admirably administered reforms were initiated, and by 
his share in them Mr Chamberlain became not only one of its 
most popular citizens but also a man of mark outside. An orator 
of a business-like, straightforward type, cool and hard-hitting, 
his spare figure, incisive features and single eye-glass soon made 
him a favourite subject for the caricaturist; and in later life 
his aggressive personality, and the peculiarly irritating effect it 
had on his opponents, made his actions and speeches the object 
of more controversy than was the lot of any other politician of 
his time. His hobby for orchid-growing at his house " Highbury " 
near Birmingham also became famous. In private life his loyalty 
to his friends, and his "genius for friendship" (as John Morley 
said) made a curious contrast to his capacity for arousing the 
bitterest political hostility. It may be added here that the 
interest taken by him in Birmingham remained undiminished 
during his life, and he was largely instrumental in starting the 
Birmingham University (1000), of which he became chancellor. 
His connexion with Birmingham University was indeed peculiarly 
appropriate to his character as a man of business; but in 
spite of his representing a departure among men of the front 
rank in politics from the " Eton and Oxford " type, his general 
culture sometimes surprised those who did not know him. 
In later life Oxford and Cambridge gave him their doctors' 
degrees; and in 1807 he was made lord rector of Glasgow 
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was, at least in the t9th century,held to apply only to the " desti-
tute," that is, to those who required " necessary relief "—accord-
ing to the actual wording of the statute. The economic fallacy 
of home industries founded on rate-suppliedcapitalearly declared 
itself, and the method could only have continued as long as it did 
because it formed part of a general system of industrial control. 
When in the 18th century workhouses were established, the same 
industrial fallacy, as records show, repeated itself under new 
conditions. Within the parish it resulted in the farmer paying 
the labourer as small a wage as possible, and leaving the parish 
to provide whatever he might require in addition during his 
working life and in his old age. Thus, indeed, t gigantic experi-
ment in civic employment was made for at least two centuries on 
a vast scale throughout the country—and failed. As was natural, 
the lack of economic independence reacted on the morals of 
the people. With pauperism came want of energy, idleness and 
a disregard for chastity and the obligations of marriage. The law, 
it is true, recognized the mutual obligations of parents andgrand-
parents, children and grandchildren; but in the general poverty 
which it was itself a means of perpetuating such obligations 
became practically obsolete, while at all times they are difficult 
to enforce. Still, the fact that they were recognized implies a 
great advance in charitable thought. The act, passed at first 
from year to year, was very slowly put in force. Even before it 
was passed the poor-rate first assessed under the act of x 563 was 
felt to be " a greater tax than some subsidies," and in the time 
of Charles IL it amounted to a third of the revenue of England 
and Wales (Rogers, v. 81). 

The service of villein and cottar was, as we have now seen, in 
part superseded by what we have called a statutory wage-control, 
founded on a basis of wage supplemented by relief, provided by a 
rate-supported poor-law. But it follows that with the decay of 
this system the poor-law itself should have disappeared, or should 
have taken some new and very limited form. Unfortunately, 
as in Roman times, state relief proved to be a popular and 
vigorous parasite that outlived the tree on which it was rooted: 
assessments of wage under the Statute of Labourers fell into 
disuse after the Restoration, it is said, and the statute was 
finally repealed in 1814, and sixty years later the act against 
illegal combinations of working men; but the serfdom of the 
poor-law, the deensosyna civics, remained, to work the gravest 
evil to the labouring classes, and even after the reform of 1834 
greatly impeded the recovery of their independence. Neverthe-
less, by a new law of state alms for the aged, or by statutory 
outdoor relief with, as some would wish, a regulated wage, it is 
now proposed to bring them once again under a thraldom similar 
to that from which they have so slowly emancipated themselves. 

The policy adopted by Queen Elizabeth for the relief of the 
poor (16o1) included a scheme for the reorganization of voluntary 

charity as well as plans for the extension of rate-aided 
eirdow.d  relief. During the century, as we have seen, endeavours 
chadtks. had been made to create a system of voluntary charity. 

This it was proposed to safeguard and promote con-
currently with the extension of the poor-rate. Accordingly, in 
the poor-law it was arranged that the overseers, the new civic 
authority, and the churchwardens, the old parochial and charit-
able authority, should act in conjunction, and, subject to magis-
terial approval, together " raise weekly or otherwise " the 
necessary means " by taxation of every inhabitant." The old 
charitable organization was based on endowment, and the church-
warden was responsible for the administration of many such 
endowments. What was not available from these and other 
sources was to be raised " by taxation." The object of the new 
act was to encourage charitable gifts. 

Towards the end of the 18th century, when the administration 
of poor relief fell into confusion, many charities were lost, or were 
in danger of being lost, and many were mismanaged. In 1786 
and 1788 a committee of the House of Commons reported on the 
subject. In :818, chiefly through the instrumentality of Lord 
Brougham, a commission of inquiry on educational charities was 
appointed, and in 1819 another commission to investigate (with 
some exceptions) all the charities for the poor in England and 

Wales. These and subsequent commissions continued their 
inquiries till t835, when a select committee of the House of 
Commons made a strong report, advocating the establishment 
of a permanent and independent board, to inquire, to compel 
the production of accounts, to secure the safe custody of charity 
property, to adapt it to new uses on cy-pris lines, &c. A com-
mission followed in ago, and eventually in 1853 the first 
Charitable Trusts Act was passed, under which " The Charity 
Commissioners of England and Wales " were appointed. 

The following are details of importance:—(1) Defordiat—The 
definition of the act of 16w (Charitable Uses. 43 Eliz. 4) still bolds 
good. It enumerates as charitable objects all that was once called 
" alms ": (a) " The relief of aged, impotent and poor people—
the normal poor; "the maintenance of sick and maimed solders 
and mariners "—the poor chiefly by reason of war, sometime a class 
of privileged mendicants; (b) education, " schools of learning. flee 
schools and scholars in universities "• and then (c) a grasp M 
objects which include general civic and religious purer 	the 
charities of gilds and corporations; " the repair of 	ports. 
havens, causeways, churches, sea-banks and highways: 	educa- 
tion and preferment of orphans; the relief, stock, or maintenance for 
houses of correction; marriages of poor maids, supportation. aid, 
and help of young tradesmen, handicraftsmen, and person de-
cayed ' ; and there follows (d) " the relief or redemption of prisoners 
or captives "; and, lastly, (c)" the aid and ease of any poor inhabit-
ants concerning payment of fifteens" (the property tax of Tudor 
times), setting out of soldiers, and other taxes. The definitiois might 
be illustrated by the charitable bequests of the next 6o, or indeed 
225, years. It is a fair summary of them. (2) Charisabk GZ-z 
A public trust and a charitable trust are, as this definition 
synonymous. It is a trust •  which relates to public charities, me 
is not held for the benefit of private persons. e.g. relations, but fee 
the common good, and, subject to the instructions of the (wader. 
by trustees responsible to the community. Gifts for charitable 
purposes, other than those affected by the law of mortmain. have 
always been viewed with favour. " Where a charitable bequest is 
capable of two constructions, one of which would make it void awl 
the other would make it effectual, the latter will be adopted by the 
court " (Tudor's Charitable Trusts, ed. limb, by Bristow, Huai and 
Burdett, p. 167). Gifts to the poor, or widows, or orphans, ia-
definitely, or in a particular parish, were valid under the act, or for 
any purpose or institution for the aid of the " poor." Thus poeti-
cally the act covered the same field as the poor-law, though after-
wards it was decided that, " as a rule •  persons receivig parochial 
relief were not entitled to the benefit of a charity int er for the 
poor" (Tudor, p. 167). (3) Religious Differences.—In the adman-
nation of chanties which are for the poor the broadest view is takes 
of religious differences. (4) Superstitious Uses.—The superstitious 
use is one that has for its object thepropagation of the rights of 
a religion not tolerated by the law (Tudor. p. 4). Consequertly. 
so  far as charities were held or left subject to such rights, they 
were illegal, or became legal only as toleration was extended. Thus 
by degrees, since the Toleration Act of 1688. all charities to dis-
senters have become legal—that is, trusts for schools, places for tel-
gious instruction, education and charitable purposes generally. Bat 
bequests for masses for the soul of the donor, or for monastic orders. 
arc still void. (3) Adotiniaration.—The duty of administering 
charitable trusts falls upon trustees or corporations, and under the 
term " eleemosynary corporations " are included endowed hospitals 
and colleges. Under schemes of the Charity Commissioners, where 
charities have been remodelled, besides trustees elected by corpora-
tions, there are now usually appointed ex-officio trustees who reme-
sent some office or institution of importance in connexion with the 
charity. (6) Jurisdiction by Chancery and Charity Conosinsisia—The 
Court of Chancery has jurisdiction over chanties, under the old 
principle that " charities are trusts of a public nature, in regard to 
whirls no one is entitled by an immediate and peculiar interest to 
prefer a complaint for compelling the performance by the trustees 
of their obligations." The court, accordingly, represents the anus 
as parent patriae. Now, by the Charitable Trusts Act 1853, and 
subsequent acts, a charity commission has been formed which is 
entrusted with large powers, formerly enforced only by the Court 
of Chancery, (7) Jurisdiction by Visitor. —A further jurisdictioa 
is by the " visitor," a right inherent in the founder of any eleemosy-
nary corporation, and his heirs., or those whom he appoints, or is 
their default, the king. The object of the visitor is " to prevent al 
perverting of the chanty, or to compose differences among members 
of the corporation." Formerly the bishop's ordinary was the recog 
nized visitor (2 Henry V. 1, 1414) of hospitals, apart fro® the 
founder. Subsequently his power was limited (t4 Fla. c. 3, 1573) 
to hospitals for which the founders had appointed no visitor: 
Then (16o1) by the Charitable Uses Act commissions were issued 
for inquiry by county juries. Now, apart from the duty of visitors, 
inquiry is conducted by the charity commissioners and the assistaat 
commissioners. By subsequent acts (see below) ecclesiastical and elee-
mosynary charities have been still further separated and defined. (8) 
Adesce.—" Trustees, or other persons concerned in the management 
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of a charity, may apply to the charity commissioners "for their 
opinion, advice or direction; and any person acting under such 
advice is indemnified, unless he has been guilty of misrepresentation 
in obtaining it? (9) Limitation of Charity COMMiSS1011475.  Peeve's.— 
The commissioners cannot, however, make any order with respect 
to any charity of which the gross annual income amounts to 150 or 
upwrards, except on the application (in writing) of the trustees or a 
majority of them. Their powers are thus very limited, except when 
put m motion by the trustees. If a parish is divided they can 
apportion the charities if the gross income does not exceed £20. 
(10) General Powers Lan Charity Commission.—Subject to the 
(mutation of 150, Arc., charity commissioners have power (Charit- 
able Trusts Act 186o) to make orders for the appointment or 
removal of trustees, or of any officer, and for the transfer, payment 
and vesting of any real or personal estate, or " for the establishment 
of any scheme for the administration " of the charity. (It) Schemes 
and Remodell ing of Charities.—Under this power chanties are re-
modelled, and small and miscellaneous charities put into one fund 
and applied to new purposes. The cy-pres doctrine is applied, by 
which if a testator leaves directions that are only indefinite, or if the 
objects for which a charity was founded are obsolete, the charity is 
applied to some purpose, as far as possible, in accordance with 
the charitable intention of the founder. This doctrine probably , 

 received its widest application in the City of London Parochial 
Charities Act of 1883. Under other acts doles have been applied to 
education add to allotments. About 38o schemes are issued in the 
course of a year. (tz) Objects adopted is remodelling Charities.—
In the remodelling of chanties for the general benefit of the poor 
some one or more of thirteen objects are usually included in the 
scheme. These are subscriptions to a medical charity, to a provident 
dub or coal or clothing society, to a friendly society; for nurses, for 
annuities, for outfit for service, &c.; for emigration; for recreation 
grounds, clubs, reading-rooms, museums, lectures; for temporary 
relief to a limited amount in each year; for clothes fuel, tools, 
medical aid, food, &c., or in money " in cases of unexpected loss or 
sudden destitution " ; for pensions. (13) Parochial Charitiet.—By 
the Local Government Act of 1892, local ecclesiastical charities, i.e. 
endowments for " any spiritual purpose that is a legal purpose " (for 
spiritual persons, church and other buildings, for spiritual uses, &c.), 
are separated from parochial charities, " the benefits of which are. 
or the separate distribution of the benefits of which is, confined to 
inhabitants of a single parish, or of a single ancient ecclesiastical 
parish, or not more than five neighbouring parishes." These 
charities, since the Local Government Act 1894, are under the 
supervision of the parish councils, who appoint trustees for their 
management in lieu of the former overseer or vestry trustees, or, 
under certain conditions, " additional trustees." The accounts 
have to be submitted to the pariah meeting, and the names of the 
beneficiaries of dole charities published. (14) Official Trustees.— 
There is also " an official trustee of charity lands," who as "bare 
trustee' may hold the land or stock of the charity managed by 
the trustees or administrators. In loos the stock transferred to 
the official trustees amounted to 124.1320,945. (15) A udit.—The 
charity commissioners have no power of audit, but the trustees 
of every charity have to prepare a statement of accounts annually, 
and transmit it to the commission. The accounts have to be " certi-
fied under the hand of one or more of the trustees and by the auditor 
of the charity." (16) Tazation.—In the case of rents and profits of 
lands, &c., belonging to hospitals or almshouses, or vested in trustees 
for charitable purposes, allowances are made in diminution of income-
tax (56 Vict. 35 61). From the inhabited house duty any hos-
pital charity school, or house provided for the reception or relief of 
poor persons, is exempted (House Tax Act 1808). Also there is an 
exemption from the land-tax in regard to land rents, &c., in pos-
session of hospitals before 1693. (ty) The Digest.—A digest of 
endowed charities in England and Wales was compiled in the years 
1861 to 1876. A new digest of reports and financial particulars 
has since been completed. 

The income of endowed charities in 1876 was returned at 12,10463. 
It is now, no doubt, considerably larger than it was in 1876. Partial 
returns show that at least a million a year is now available in England 
and Wales for the assistance of the aged poor and for doles. Between 
the poor-law, which, as it is at present administered, is a permanent 
endowment ,  provided from the rates for the support of a class of 
permanent 

provided 
 and endowed charities, which are funds avail- 

able for the poor of successive generations, there is no great difference. 
But in their resources and administration the difference is marked. 
Local endowed charities were constantly founded after Queen 
Elizabeth's time till about 1830, and the poor-rate was at first supple-
mentary of the local charities. When corn and fuel were dear and 
clothes very expensive,. what now seem trivial endowments for food, 
fuel, coal and clothes were important assets in the thrifty manage-
ment of a parish. But when the poor were recognized as a class of 
dependants entitled by law to relief from the community, the rate 
increased out of all proportion to the charities. A distinction then 
made itself felt between the " parish " poor and the " second " 
poor, or the poor who were not relieved from the rates, and relief 
from the rates altogether overshadowed the charitable aid. Charit-
able endowments were ignored, ill-administered, and often were 
lost. After 1834 the poor-law was brought under the control of the  

central government. Poor relief was placed in the hands of boards 
of guardians in unions of parishes. The method of co-operation 
between poor-law and charity suggested by the acts of Queen 
Elizabeth was set aside, and, as a responsible partner in the public 
work of relief, charity was disestablished. In the parishes the 
endowed charities remained in general a disorganized medley of 
separate trusts, jealously guarded by incompetent administrators. 
To give unity to this mass of units, so long as the principles of charity 
are misunderstood or ignored, has proved an almost impossible and 
certainly an unpopular task. So far as it has been achieved, it has 
been accomplished by the piecemeal legislation of schemes cautiously 
elaborated to meet local prejudices. Active reform has been resented, 
and politicians have often accentuated this resentment. In 1894 a 
select committee was appointed to inquire whether it was desirable 
to take measures to bring the action of the Charity Commission 
more directly under the control of parliament, but no serious griev-
ances were substantiated. The committees' reports are of interest, 
however, as an indication of the initial difficulties of all charitable 
work, the general ignorance that prevails in regard to the elementary 
conditions that govern it, the common disregard of these principles, 
and the absence of any accepted theory or constructive policy that 
should regulate its development and its administration. 

After the Poor-Law Act of 16or the history of the voluntary 
parochial charities in a town parish is marked by their decreasing 
amount and utility, as poor-law relief and pauperism 
increased. The act, it would seem, was not adopted ...cmadtr_2! 
with much alacrity by the local authorities. From It a.1797. 
1625 to 1646 there were many years of plague and 
sickness, but in St Giles's, London, as late as 1649, the amount 
raised by the " collectors " (or overseers) was only L176. They 
disbursed this to " the visited poor " as " pensions." In 1665 
an extra levy of Ow is mentioned. In the accounts of St 
Martin's-in-the-Fields, where, as in St Giles's, gifts were received, 
the change wrought by another half-century (1714) is apparent. 
The sources of charitable relief are similar to those in all the 
Protestant churches—English, Scottish or continental: church 
collections and offertories; correctional fines, such as composi-
tion for bastards and conviction money for swearers; and 
besides these, income from annuities and legacies, the parish 
estate, the royal bounty, and "petitions to persons of quality." 
In all bast was collected, but, so far as relief was concerned, 
the parish relied not on it, but on the poor-rate, which produced 
13765. All this was collected and disbursed on their own 
authority by collectors, to orphans, " pensioners "or the " known 
or standing " poor, or to casual poor (DM), including nurse 
children and bastards. The begging poor were numerous and 
the infant death-rate enormous, and each year three-fourths 
of those christened were " inhumanly suffered to die by the 
barbarity of nurses." The whole administration was uncharit-
able, injurious to the community and the family, and inhuman 
to the child. If one may judge from later accounts of other 
parishes even up to 1834, usually it remained the same, purpose-
less and unintelligent; and it can hardly be denied that, generally 
speaking, only since the middle of the 19th century has any 
serious attention been paid to the charitable side of parochial 
work. Parallel to the parochial movement of the poor-law in 
England, in France (about 1617) were established the bureaux 
de bienfaisance, at first entirely voluntary institutions, then 
recognized by the state, and during the Revolution made the 
central administration for relief in the communes. 

In the 17th century in England, as in France, opinion favoured 
the establishment of large hospitals or tnaisons Dieu for the 
reception of the poor of different classes. In France curigibk 
throughout the century there was a continuous struggle IMOVII. 

**ith Mendicancy, and the hospitals were used as AMA° 

places into which offenders were summarily driven. aftwhr" 
A new humanity was, however, beginning its protest. The pitiful 
condition of abandoned children attracted sympathy in both 
countries. St Vincent de Paul established homes for the enfants 
trona; followed in England by the establishment of the Found-
ling hospital (1739). In both countries the method was applied 
inconsiderately and pushed to excess, and it affected family 
life most injuriously. Grants from parliament supported the 
foundling movement in England, and homes were opened in 
many parts of the country. The demand soon became over-
whelming; the mortality was enormous, and the coat so large 
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that it outstripped all financial expedients. The lesson of the 
experiment is the same as that of the poor-law catastrophe 
before 1834; only, instead of the able-bodied poor of another 
age, infants were made the object of a compassionate but 
undiscerning philanthropy. With widespread relief there came 
widespread abandonment of duty and economic bankruptcy. 
Had the poor-rates instead of charitable relief been used in the 
same way, the moral injury would have been as great, but the 
annual draft from the rates would have concealed the moral 
and postponed the economic disaster. To amend the evil, changes 
were made by which the relation between child and mother was 
kept alive, and a personal application on her part was required; 
the character of the mother and her circumstances were investi-
gated, and assistance was only given when it would be " the 
means of replacing the mother in the course of virtue and the 
way of an honest livelihood." General reforms were also made, 
especially through the instrumentality of Jonas Hanway, to 
check infant mortality, and metropolitan parishes were required 
to provide for their children outside London. A kindred move-
ment led to the establishment of penitentiaries (1758), of lock 
hospitals and lying-in hospitals (x749-1752)• 

In Queen Anne's reign there was a new educational movement, 
" the charity school "—" to teach poor children the alphabet 
and the principles of religion," followed by the Sunday-school 
movement (178o), and about the same time (1788) by " the 
school of industry "—to employ children and teach them to be 
industrious. In 1844 the Ragged School Union was estab-
lished, and until the Education Act of 187o continued its volun-
tary educational work. As an outcome of these movements, 
through the efforts of Miss Mary Carpenter and many others, 
in 1854-1855 industrial and reformatory schools were established, 
to prevent crime and reform child criminals. The orphanage 
movement, beginning in 1758, when the Orphan Working Home 
was established, has been continued to the present day on a vastly 
extended scale. In 2772 a society for the discharge of persons 
imprisoned for small debts was established, and in x773 Howard 
began his prison reforms. This raised the standard of work in 
institutional charities generally. After the civil wars the old 
hospital foundations of St Bartholomew and St Thomas, munici-
palized by Edward VI., became endowed charities partly sup-
ported by voluntary contributions. The same fate befell Christ's 
Hospital, in connexion with which the voting system, the admis-
sion of candidates by the vote of the whole body of subscribers—
that peculiarly English invention—first makes its appearance. 

A new interest in hospitals sprang up at the end of the 17th 
century. St Thomas's was rebuilt (1693) and St Bartholomew's 
(2739); Guy's was founded in 2724, and on the system of free 
" letters " obtainable in exchange for donations, voluntary 
hospitals and infirmaries were established in London (1733 and 
later) and in most of the large towns. Towards the end of 
the x8th century the dispensary movement was developed—a 
system of local dispensaries with fairly definite districts and home 
visiting, a substitute for attendance at a hospital, where " hos-
pital fever" was dreaded, and an alternative to what was then 
a very ill-administered system of poor-law medical relief. After 
184o the provident dispensary was introduced, in order that the 
patients by small contributions in the time of health might 
provide for illness without having to meet large doctors' bills, 
and the doctor might receive some sufficient remuneration for 
his attendance on poor patients. This movement was largely 
extended after 1860. Three hospital funds for collecting con-
tributions for hospitals and making them grants, a movement 
that originated in Birmingham in 1859, were established in 
London in x873 and 1897. 

Since 1868 the poor-law medical system of Great Britain has been 
immensely improved and extended, while at the same time the 
number of persons in receipt of free medical relief in most of the large 
towns has greatly increased. The following figures refer to London: 
at hospitals, 97 in number, in-patients (1904) during the year, 
118,536; out-patients and casualty cases, 1,858,800; patients at 
free, part-pay, or provident dispensaries, about 280,000; orders 
issued for attendance at poor-law dispensaries and at home, 114,158. 
The number of beds in poor-law infirmaries (1904) was 16,976. 
There are in London 12 general hospitals with, 18 without, medical  

schools, and 67 special hospitals. Thus the population in nee* 
of public and voluntary medical relief is very large, indeed altogether 
excessive. 

Each religious movement has brought with it its several 
charities. The Society of Friends, the Wesleyan, the Baptists 
have large charities. With the extension of the High Church 
movement there have been established many sisterhoods which 
support penitentiaries, convalescent homes and hospitals, schools, 
missions, &c. 

The magnitude of this accumulating provision of charitablereliel 
is evident, though it cannot be summed up in any single totaL 

At the beginning of the mth century anti-mendicity societies 
were established; and later, about 1869, in England and Scotland 
a movement began for the organization of charitable relief, 
in connexion with which there are now societies and committees 
in most of the larger towns in Great Britain, in the colonies, and 
in the United States of America. More recently the movement 
for the establishment of settlements in poor districts, initiated 
by Canon Barnett at Toynbee Hall—" to educate citizens in the 
knowledge of one another, and to provide them with teaching aad 
recreation "—has spread to many towns in England and America. 

These notes of charitable movements suggest an altogether 
new development of thought. On behalf of the charity school 
of Queen Anne's time were preached very formal Am., 
sermons, which showed but little sympathy with child of tilosil 
life. After the first half of the century a new humanism `nogg 
with which we connect the name of Rousseau, slowly man*  assileb superseded this formal beneficence. Rousseau made `  
the world open its eyes and see nature . in the:chill 
the family and the community. He analysed social life, intact 
on explaining it and discovering on what its well-berg 
depended; and he stimulated that desire to meet definite social 
needs which is apparent in the charities of the century. link 
as it may appear to be so at first sight, it was a period of 
charitable reformation. Law revised the religious conceptios 
of charity, though he was himself so strangely devoid of social 
instinct that, like some of his successors, be linked the utnamt 
earnestness in belief to that form of almsgiving which most 
effectually fosters beggardom. Howard introduced the era of 
inspection, the ardent apostle of a new social sagacity; and 
Bentham, no less sagacious, propounded opinions, plans and 
suggestions which, perhaps it may be said, in due course moulded 
the principles and methods of the poor-law of 1834. In the 
broader sense the turn of thought is religious, for while moan ,/ 
stress is laid on the religious scepticism of the century, the 
deeper, fervent, conscientious and evangelical charity in which 
Nonconformists, and especially " the Friends," took so large a 
part, is often forgotten. Sometimes, indeed, as often happens 
now, the feeling of charity passed into the merest sentimentality. 
This is evident, for instance, from so ill-considered a measure as 
Pitt's Bill for the relief of the poor. On the other hand, dating 
the x8th century the poor-law was the object of constant criticise, 
though so long as the labour statutes and the old law of settle-
ment were in force, and the relief of the labouring population 
as state " poor " prevailed, it was impossible to reform it. 
Indeed, the criticism itself was generally vitiated by a tacit 
acceptance of " the poor " as a class, a permanent and irrevocable 
charge on the funds of the community; and at the end of the 
18th century, when the labour statutes were abrogated, bet 
the conditions under which poor relief was administered remained 
the same, serfdom in its later stage, the serfdom of the poor-law,  
asserted itself in its extremest form in times of dearth and 
difficulty during the Napoleonic War. In 18o2-18o3 it was 
calculated (Marshall's Digest) that 28% of the population were 
in receipt of permanent or occasional relief. Those in receipt 
of the former numbered 734,827, including children—so real 
bad this serfdom of the poor become. 

In 2832 the expenditure on pauperism in England and Wales 
VMS L7,036,968• In the early years of the x 9th century the 
mendicity societies, established in some of the larger towns, were 
a sign of the general discontent with existing methods of ad-
ministration. The Society for Bettering the Condition of the 
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Poor—representing a group of men such as Patrick Colquhoun, 
Sir I. Bernard, Dr Lettsom, Dr Haygarth, James Heald, Count 
Rumford and others—took a more positive line and issued 
many useful publications (1796). After 1833 the very atmosphere 
of thought seems changed. There was a general desire to be quit 
of the serfdom of pauperism. The Poor-law Amendment Act 
was passed in 1834, and since then male able-bodied pauperism 
has dwindled to a minimum. The bad years of 1860-1870 
revived the problem in England and Scotland, and the old spirit 
of reform for a time prevailed. Improved administration work-
ing with economic progress effected still further reductions of 
pauperism, till on the tat of January 1905 (exclusive of lunatics 
in county asylums and casual paupers) the mean number of 
paupers stood at 764,589, or 2 2.6 per thousand of the population, 
instead of 41 .8 per thousand as in 1859 (see Pooa-Lsw). 

Charity organization societies were formed after x869, with 
the object of " improving the condition of the poor," or, in other 
words, to promote independence by an ordered and co-operative 
charity; and the Association for Befriending Young Servants, 
and workhouse aid committees, in order to prevent relapse into 
pauperism on the part of those who as children or young women 
received relief from the poor-law. The Local Government Board 
adopted a restricted out-door relief policy, and a new interest 
was felt in all the chief problems of local administration. The 
movement was general. The results of the Elberfeld system 
of municipal relief administered by unpaid almoners, each 
dealing with but one or two cases, influenced thought both in 
England and America. The experience gained by Mr Joseph 
Tuckerman of Boston of the utility of registering applications 
for relief, and the teaching of Miss Octavia Hill, led to the founda-
tion of the system of friendly visiting and associated charity at 
Boston (188o) and elsewhere. Since that time the influence of 
Arnold Toynbee and the investigations of Charles Booth have led 
to a better appreciation of the conditions of labour; and to some 
extent, in London and elsewhere, the spirit of charity has assumed 
the form of a new devotion to the duties of citizenship. But 
perhaps, in regard to charity in Great Britain, the most important 
change has been the revival of the teaching of Dr Chalmers (1780-
1847), who (1819) introduced a system of parochial charity at 
St John's, Glasgow, on independent lines, consistent with the best 
traditions of the Scottish church. In the development of the 
theory of charitable relief on the economic side this has been a 
main factor. His view, which he tested by experience, may be 
summed up as follows: Society is a growing, self-supporting 
organism. It has within it, as between family and family, 
neighbour and neighbour, master and employee, endless links of 
sympathy and self-support. Poverty is not an absolute, but a 
relative term. Naturally the members of one class help one 
another; the poor help the poor. There is thus a large invisible 
fund available and constantly used by those who, by their 
proximity to one another, know best bow to help. The philan-
thropist is an alien to this life around him. Moved by a sense of 
contrast between his own lot, as he understands it, and the lot of 
those about him, whom he but little understands, he concludes 
that he should relieve them. But his gift, unless it be given in 
such a way as to promote this self-support, instead of weakening . 

 it, is really injurious. In the first place, by his interference he 
puts a check on the charitable resources of another class and 
lessens their social energy. What he gives they do not give, 
though they might do so. But next, he does more harm than this. 
He stimulates expectation, so that by a false arithmetic his gift of 
a few shillings seems to those who receive it and to those who 
hear of it a possible source of help in any difficulty. To them it 
represents a large command of means; and where one has 
received what, though it be little, is yet, relative to wage, a large 
sum to be acquired without labour, many will seek more, and 
with that object will waste their time and be put off their work, 
or even be tempted to lie and cheat. So social energy is diverted 
from its proper use. Alms thus given weakens social ties, 
diminishes the natural relief funds of mutual help, and beggars 
a neighbour instead of benefiting him. By this argument a 
clear and well-defined purpose is placed before charity. Charity 

becomes a science based on social principles and observation. 
Not to give alms, but to keep alive the saving health of the 
family, becomes its problem: relief becomes altogether sub-
ordinate to this, and institutions or societies are serviceable or the 
reverse according as they serve or fail to serve this purpose. 
Not poverty, but distress is the plea for help; not almsgiving, 
but charity the means. To charity is given a definite social aim, 
and a desire to use consistently with this aim every method that 
increasing knowledge and trained ability can devise. 

Under such influences as these, joined with better economic 
conditions, a great reform has been made. The poor-law, how-
ever, remains—the modern elmmosyna civics. It now, indeed, 
absorbs a proportionately lesser amount of the largely increased 
national income, but, excluding the maintenance of lunatics, it 
costs Great Britain more than twelve millions a year; and among 
the lower classes of the poor, directly or indirectly, it serves as a 
bounty on dependence and is a permanent obstacle to thrift and 
self-reliance. The number of those who are within the circle 
of Its more immediate attraction is now perhaps, in different 
parts of the country or different districts in a town, not more 
than, say, 20% of the population. Upon that population the 
statistics of a day census would show a pauperism not of 2.63, the 
percentage of the mean day pauperism on the population in z908, 
but of 13.15 %; and the percentage would be much greater—
twice as large, perhaps—if the total number of those who in some 
way received poor relief in the course of a year were taken into 
account. The English poor-law is thus among the lower classes, 
those most tempted to dependence—say some six or seven millions 
of the people—a very potent influence definitely antagonistic 
to the good development of family life, unless it be limited to very 
narrow proportions; as, for instance, to restricted indoor or 
institutional relief for the sick, for the aged and infirm, who in 
extreme old age require special care and nursing, and for the 
afflicted, for whom no sufficient charitable provision isprocurable. 
As ample experience shows, only on these conditions can poor-
law relief be justified from the point of view of charity and the 
common good. In marked contrast to this opinion is the English 
movement for Old Age pensions, which came to its first fruition in 
1908—a huge charity started on the credit of the state, the 
extension of which might ultimately involve a cost comparable 
with that of the army or the navy. Schemes of the kind have 
been adopted in the Australasian colonies with limitations and 
safeguards; and they seem likely to develop into a new type of 
poor-relief organization for the aged and infirm (Report: Royal 
Commission on Old Age Pensions, Commonwealth of Australia, 
1906). In England, partly to meet the demand for better state 
provision for the aged, the Local Government Board in icoourged 
the boards of guardians to give more adequate outdoor relief to 
aged deserving people, and laid no stress on the test of desti-
tution, or, in other words, the limitation of relief to what was 
actually " necessary," the neglect of which has led to new diffi-
culties. History has proved that demoralization results from the 
wholesale relief whether of the mass of the citizens, or of the 
able-bodied, or of the children, and the proposal to limit the 
endowment to the aged makes no substantial difference. The 
social results must be similar; but social forces work slowly, 
and usually only the unanswerable argument of financial bank-
ruptcy suffices to convert a people habituated to dependence, 
though the inward decay of vitality and character may long 
before be manifest. Ultimately the distribution of pensions by 
way of out-door relief, corrupting a far more independent people, 
is calculated to work a far greater injury than the anemia civics. 
Such an endowment of old age might indeed be justified as part of 
a system of regulated labour, which, as in earlier times, could not 
be enforced without some such extraneous help, but it could not 
be justified otherwise. It is naturally associated, therefore, with 
socialistic proposals for the regulation of wage. 

In the light of the principles of charity, which we have con-
sidered historically, we have now to turn to two questions: 
charity and economics, and charity and socialism. 

The object of charity is to render to our neighbour the services 
and duties of goodwill, friendship and love. To prevent distress 
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charity has for its further object to preserve and develop the 
manhood and womanhood of individuals lt nd their self-main- 

tenance in and through the family; and any form of 

for the two need not be inconsistent. On the contrary, the 
common good is really and ultimately only individual good (sot 
advantage) harmonized to a common end. The issue, 
indeed, is that of old Greek days, and the conditions Calmtv 
of a settlement of it are not substantially different. ambei. 
Using modern terms one may say that charity is 
" interventionist." It has sought to transform the world by the 
transformation of the will and the inward life in the individual 
and in society. It would intensify the spirit and feeling of 
membership in society and would aim at improving so 'cal con-
ditions, as science makes clear what the lines of reform should 
be. So it has constantly intervened in all kinds of ways, arid, 
in the zoth century for instance, it has initiated many move-
ments afterwards taken up by public authorities—such as prison 
reform, industrial schools, child protection, housing, fool 
reform, dic., and it has been a friendly ally in many reforms that 
affect industry very closely, as, for instance, in the introduction 
of the factory acts. But it has never aimed at recasting society 
itself on a new economic plan, as does socialism. Socialism 
indeed offers the people a new state of social security. It 
recognizes that the °anon° civica and the old poor-law may have 
been bad, but it would meet the objection made against them by 
insisting on the gradual creation of a new industrial society 
in which wage would be regulated and all would be supported. 
some by wage in adult life, some by allowance in old age, aud 
others by maintenance in childhood. Accordingly for it all 
schemes for the state maintenance of school children, old age 
pensions, or state provision for the unemployed are, like municipal 
trading, steps towards a final stage, in which none shall want 
because all shall be supported by society or be dependent on it 
industrially. To charity this position seems to exclude the ethical 
element in life and to treat the people primarily or chiefly as 
human animals. It seems also to exclude the motives for energy 
and endeavour that come from self-maintenance. Against it, 
on the other hand, socialism would urge, that only by dose 
regulation and penalty will the lowest classes be improved, and 
that only the society that maintains them can control them 
Charity from its experience doubts the possibility of such control 
without a fatal loss of initiative on the part of those controlled, 
and it believes both that there is constant improvement on the 
present conditions of society and that there will be constantly 
more as science grows and its conclusions are put in force. 
Thus charity and socialism, in the usual meaning of the ward, 
imply ultimately two quite different theories of social life. 
The one would re-found society industrially, the other would 
develop it and allow it to develop. 

The springs of charity lie in sympathy and religion, and, one 
would now add, in science. To organize it is to give to it the 
" ordered nature " of an organic whole, to give it a 
definite social purpose, and to associate the members n• arrir 

 of the community for the fulfilment of that purpose. Amp,. 
This in turn depends on the recognition of common 
principles, the adoption of a common method, self-discipline 
and training, and co-operation. In a mass of people there may 
be a large variation in motives coincident with much unity in 
action. Thus there may be acceptance of a common 'oriel 
purpose in charity, while in one the impulse is similar to hat 
which moved St Francis or George Herbert, in another to that 
which moved Howard or Dr Chalmers, or a modern poor-law 
reformer like Sir G. Nicholls or E. Denison. Accepting, then, 
the principles of charity, we pass to the method in relation to 
assistance and relief. Details may vary, but on the following 
points there is general agreement among students and workers:— 

(t) The Committee or Conference.—There are usually two kinds 
of local relief: the public or poor-law relief, and relief convected 
with religious agencies. Besides, there is the relief of endowment". 
societies and charitable persons. Therefore, as a condition precedent 
to all organization, there must be some local centre of asociaties 
for information and common help. A town should be divided for 
this purpose into manageable areas coincident with parishes or 
poor•law divisions, or other districts. Subject to an acceptance of 
general principles, those engaged in charity should be members of a 
local conference or committee. or allied to it. The committee woold 
thus be the rallying•point of a large and somewhat loosely knit 

Th.  kw  state intervention is approved or disapproved by the 
admit,, same standard. By self-maintenance is meant self- 

support throughout life in its ordinary contingencies 
—sickness, widowhood, old age; arc. Political economy we 
would define as the science of exchange and exchange value. 
Here it has to be considered in relation to the purposes of charity. 
By way of illustration we take, accordingly, three points: 
distribution and use, supplementation of wage, and the standard 
of well-being or comfort in relation to wage. 

(z) Distribution and Use.—Economy in the Greek sense begins at 
this point—the administration and the use of means and resources. 
Political economy generally ignores this part of the problem. Yet 
from the point of view of charity it is cardinal to the whole issue. 
The distribution of wage may or may not be largely influenced by 
trades unions; but the variation of wage, as is generally the case, 
by the increase or decrease of a few pence is of less importance than 
its use. Comparing a careful and an unthrifty family, the difference 
in use may amount to as much as a third on the total wage. Mere 
abstention from alcohol may make, in a normal family, a difference 
of 6s. in a wage of 255. On the other hand, membership of a friendly 
society,  is at a time of sickness equivalent to the command of a large 
sum of money, for the common stock of capital is by that means 
placed at the disposal of each individual who has a share in it. 
Further, even a small amount saved may place the holder in a 
position to get a better market for his labour; he can wait when 
another man cannot. Rent may be high, but by co-operation that 
too may be reduced. Other points are obvious and need not be 
mentioned. It is evident that while the amount of wage is im-
portant, still more important is its use. In use it has a large 
expansive value. (2) Supplementation of Wage.—The exchange 
between skill and wage must be free if it is to be valid. The less the 
skill the greater is the temptation to philanthropists to supplement 
the lesser wage; and the more important is non-supplementation, 
for the skilled can usually look after their own interests in the 
market, while the less skilled, because their labour is less marketable, 
have to make the greater effort to avoid dependence. But the dole 
of endowed charities, outdoor relief, and any constant giving, tend 
to reduce wage, and thus to deprive the recipients of some part of the 
means of independence. The employer is pressed by competition 
himself, and in return he presses for profit through a reduced wage, 
if circumstances make it possible for the workman to take it. And 
thus a few individuals may lower the wages of a large class of poorly 
skilled or unskilled hands. In these conditions unionism, even if it 
were likely to be advantageous, is not feasible. Unionism can only 
create a coherent unit of workers where there is a limited market 
and a definite saleable skill. Except for the time, insufficient wage 
will not be remedied in the individual case by supplementation in 
any form—doles, clothes, or other kinds of relief; and in that case, 
too, the relief will probably produce lessened energy after a short 
time, or in other words lessened ability to live. An insufficient wage 
may be prevented by increasing the skill of the worker, who will 
then have the advantage of a better series of economic exchanges, 
but hardly otherwise. If the supplementation be not immediate, 
but postponed, as in the case of old-age pensionse its effect will be 
similar. To the extent of the prospective adventitious gain the 
attraction to the friendly society and to mutual help and saving will 
grow less. Necessity has been the inventor of these; and where 
wage is small, a little that would otherwise be saved is quickly spent 
if the necessity for saving it is removed. Only necessity schools 
mom men, especially the weak, to whom it makes most difference 
ultimately, whether they are thrift or whether or not they save for 
the future in any way. (3) The Siandatd of Well-being or Comfort 
in Relation to Wage.—With an increase of income there has to be 
an increase in the power to use income intelligently. Whatever is 
not so used reacts on the family to its undoing. Constantly when 
the wife can earn a few shillings a week, the husband will every week 
idle for two or three days; so also if the husband finds that in a few 
days he can earn enough to meet what he considers to be his require-
ments for the week. In these circumstances the standard of well-
being falls below the standard of wage; the wage is in excess of the 
energy and intelligence necessary to its economic use, and in these 
cases ultimately pauperism often ensues. The family is demoralized. 
Thus, with a view to the prevention of distress in good times, when 
there is the less poverty there is the more need of charity, rightly 
understood ; for charity would strive to promote the right use of 
wage, as the best means of preventing distress and preserving the 
economic well-being of the family. 

The theory of charity separates it entirely from socialism, 
as that word is commonly used. Strictly socialism means, in 
questions affecting the community, a dominant regard for the 
common or social good in so far as it is contrary, to private or 
individual advantage. But even so the antithesis is misleading, 
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associst ion of f riends and workers. (2) Inquiry, A id and Regis:reams. 
—Tbe object of inquiry is to ascertain the actual causes of distress 
or dependence, and to carry on the work there must usually be a 
staff of several honorary and one or two paid workers. Two methods 
may be adopted: to inquire in regard to applications for help with 
a view to forming some plan of material help or friendly aid, or both, 
which will lead to the ultimate self support of the family and its 
members, and, under certain conditions, in the case of the aged or 
sick. to their continuous or their sufficient help; or to ascertain 
the facts partly at once, partly by degrees, and then to form and 
carry some plan of help, or continue to befriend the family in 

,of help, in the hope of bringing them to conditions of self-
support, leaving the work of relief entirely to other agencies. The 
committee in neither case should be a relief committee—itself a 
direct source of relief. On the former method it has usually no relief 
fund, but it raises from relations, employers, charities and charit-
able persons the relief required, according to the plan of help agreed 
upon, unless, indeed, it is better not to relieve the case, or to leave 
it to the poor-law. The committee thus makes itself responsible 
for endeavouring to the best of its ability to raise the necessary 
relief, and acts as trustee for those who co-operate without it, in 
such a way as to keep intact and to give play to all the natural 
obligations that lie within the inner , circles of self-supporting 
community. On the latter method the work of relief is left to general 
charity, or to private persons, or to the poor-law; and the effort is 
made to help the family to self-support by a friendly visitor. This 
procedure is that adopted by the associated charities in Boston, 
Mass., and other similar societies in America and elsewhere. It is 
akin also to that adopted in the municipal system of relief in Elber-
feld—which has become with many variations in detail the standard 
method of poor relief in Germany. The method of associated help, 
combined with personal work, represents the usual practice of 
charity organization societies. Mulatis mulandis, the plan can be 
adopted on the simplest scale in _parochial or other relief committees, 
subject to the safeguards-of sufficient training and settled method. 
The inquiry should cover the following points: names and address, 
and ages of family, previous addresses,past employment and wages, 
present income, rent and liabilities, membership of friendly or other 
society, and savings, relations, relief (if any) from any source. 
These points should be verified, and reference should be made to the 
clergy, the poor-law authorities, and others, to ascertain if they 
know the applicant. The result should be to show how the applicant 
has been living, and what are the sources of possible help, and also 
what it his character. The problem, however, is not whether the 
person is " deserving " or " undeserving." but whether, granted the 
facts, the distress can be stayed and self-support attained. If the 
help can be given privately from within the circle of the family, so 
much the better. Often it may be best to advise, but not to inter-
fere. In some cases but little help may be necessary, in others 
again the friendly relation between applicant and friend may last 
for months and even years. Usually in charitable work the question 
of the kind of relief available—money, tickets, clothes, &c.--governs 
the decision how the case should be assisted. But this is quite 
wrong: the opposite is the true rule. The wants of the case, rightly 
understood, should govern the decision as to what charity should 
do and what it should provide. Cases are overwhelming in number, 
as at the out-patient and casualty departments of a hospital, where 
the admissions are made without inquiry, and subject practically 
to no restrictions; but when there is inquiry, and each case is 
seriously considered and aided with a view to self-support, the 
numbers will seldom be overwhelming. On this plan appeal is made 
to the strength of the applicant, and requires an effort on his part. 
Indiscriminate relief, on the other hand, attracts the applicant by 
an appeal to his weakness, and it requires of him no effort. Hence, 
apart even from the differentiating effect of inquiry, one method 
makes applicants, the other limits their number, although on the 
latter plan much more strenuous endeavours be made to assist the 
lesser number of claimants. For the routine work of the office an 
extremely simple system of records with card index, &c., has been 
devised. In some cities, particularly in the United States of America, 
there is a central registration of cases, notified by individual charities, 
poor-relief authorities and private persons. The system of charity 
organization or associated charity, it will be seen, allows of the 
utmost variety of treatment, according to the difficulties in each 
instance and the remedies available, and the utmost scope for per-
sonal work. (3) Training.—If charitable work is an art, those who 
undertake it must needs be trained both in practice and method 
and in judgment. It requires, too, that self-discipline which blends 
intelligence with emotion, and so endows emotion with strength 
and purpose. In times of distress a reserve of trained workers is 
of the utmost service. At all times they do more and produce, 
socially, better results; but wheir there is general distress of any 
kind they do not lose their heads like new recruits, but prevent 
at least some of the mischief that comes of the panic which often 
takes possession of a community, when distress is apprehended, 
and leads to the wildest distribution of relief. Also trained workers 
make the most useful poor-law guardians, trustees of charities, 
secretaries of charitable societies and district visitors. All clergy 
and ministers and all medical men who have to be engaged in the 
administration of medical relief should learn the art of charity. 

Poor-law guardians are usually electedi,icncrlitical or general grounds, 
and have no special knowledge of methods of chanty; and 
trustees are seldom appointed on the score of their qualifications 
on this head. To provide the necessary education in charity there 
should be competent helpers and teachers at charity organization 
committees and elsewhere, and an alliance for this purpose should 
be formed between them and professors and teachers of moral science 
and economics and the " settlements." Those who study social 
problems in connexion with what a doctor would all " cases " or 
" practice " see the limits and the falsity of schemes that on paper 
seem logical enough. This puts a check on the influence of scheme-
building and that literary sensationalism which makes capital out 
of social conditions. (4) Co-operation.—Organisation in charity 
depends on extensive co-operation, and ultimately on the acceptance 
of common views. This comes but slowly. But with much tribula-
tion the goal may be reached, if in case after case the effort is made 
to provide friendly help through charities and private persons,—
unless, as may well be, it should seem best not to interfere, but to 
leave the applicant to apply to the administrators of public relief. 
Experience of what is right and wrong in charity is thus gained on 
both sides. Many sources may have to be utilized for aid of different 
kinds even in a single case, and for the prevention of distress co-
operation with members of friendly societies and with co-operative 
and thrift agencies is indispensable. 

Where there is accord between charity and the poor-law pauper-
ism may be largely reduced. The poor-law in most countries has 
at its disposal certain institutional relief and out-door T .. 

allowances, but it has no means of devising plans of ""°`fsr 
help which may prevent application to the rates or 
" take " people " off the rates." Thus a widow in the first days 
of widowhood applies and receives an allowance according to 
the number of her children. Helped at the outset by charity on 
some definite plan, she may become self-supporting; and if her 
family be large one or two of her children may be placed in schools 
by the guardians, while she maintains the remaining children 
and herself. As far as possible there should be a division of 
labour between the poor-law and charity. Except where some 
plan such as that just mentioned is adopted, one or the other 
should take whole charge of the case relieved. There should be 
no supplementation of poor-law relief by charity. This will 
weaken the strength and dissipate the resources of charity with-
out adding to the efficiency of the poor-law. Unless the guardians 
adopt a restrictive out-door relief policy, there is no scope for 
any useful division of labour between them and charity; for the 
many cases which, taken in time, charity might save from 
pauperism, they will draw into chronic dependence by their 
allowances a very much larger number.• But if there is a 
restrictive out-door policy, so far as relief is necessary, charity 
may undertake to meet on its own lines distress which the poor-
law would otherwise have met by allowances, and, subject to 
the assistance of urgent cases, poor-law relief may thus by 
degrees become institutional only. Then, in the main, natural 
social forces would come into play, and dependence on any form 
of assorts deka would cease. 

Open-banded hospitality always creates mendicants. This is 
what the hospitals offer in the out-patient and casualty depart-
ments, and they have created a class of hospital ~ask.  
inendicants. The cases are quickly dealt with, without 
inquiry and without regard to home conditions. The medical 
man in the hospital does not co-operate with any fellow-workers 
outside the hospital. Where his physic or advice ceases to 
operate his usefulness ceases. He regards no conditions of 
morality. In a large number of cases drink or vice is the cause 
of application, and the cure of the patient is dependent on moral 
conditions; but he returns home, drinks and may beat his wife, 
and then on another visit to the hospital he will again be 
physicked and so on. The man is not even referred to the poor-
law infirmary for relief. Nor are conditions of home sanitation 
regarded. One cause of constant sickness is thus entirely over-
looked, while drugs, otherwise unnecessary, are constantly 
given at the hospital. The hospitals are thus large isolated 
relief stations which are creating a new kind of pauperism. 
So far as the patients can pay—and many can do so—the 
general practitioners, to whom they would otherwise go, are 
deprived of their gains. Still worse is it when the hospital itself 
charges a fee in its out-patient department. The relief is then 
claimed even more absolutely as a right, and the general 
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practitioners are still further injured. The doctors, as a medical 
staff, are not only medical men, but whether they recognize the fact 
or not, they are also almsgivers or almoners; what they give is 
relief. Yet few or none of them have ever been trained for that 
work, and consequently they do not realize how very advantageous, 
even for the cure of their own patients, would be a thorough 
treatment of each case both at the hospital and outside It. Nor 
can they understand how their methods at present protract 
sickness and promote habitual dependence. Where this side of 
their work studied by them in any way they would be the first, 
probably, to press upon the governors of their hospitals the 
necessity for a change. Unfortunately, at present the governors 
are themselves untrained, and to finance the hospital and to 
make it a good institution is their sole object. Hospitals, how-
ever, are, after all, only a part of the general administration of 
charity, though as they are now nianaged they have seldom any 
systematic connexion with that administration. Nor is there 
any co-ordination between the several hospitals and dispensaries. 
If one rightly refuses further treatment to certain applicants, 
they have only to wander to some other hospital, there to be 
admitted with little or no scrutiny. For usually outpatients 
and casualty patients are not even registered, nor can they be 
identified if they apply again. Practically they come and go at 
will. The definite limitation of cases, according to some standard 
of effectual work, association with general charity, trained 
almonership and inquiry, and a just regard for the interests of 
general practitioners, are stepping-atones to reform. In towns 
where medical charities are numerous a representative board 
would promote mutual help and organization. 

Like the poor-law, endowed charities may be permanent 
institutions established to meet what should be passing and 
BnIelnif 

decreasing needs (d. the arguments in The State and 
a.m., Charity, by T. Mackay). Administered as they usually 

are in isolation—apart from the living voluntary 
charities of the generation, and consisting often of small trusts 
difficult to utilize satisfactorily, they tend to create a permanent 
demand which they meet by fixed quantities of relief. Also, as 
a rule, they make no systematic inquiries with a view to the 
verification of the statements of the applicants, for they have no 
staff for these purposes; nor have they the assistance of almoners 
or friendly visitors. Nor does the relief which they give form 
part of any plan of help in conjunction with other aid from with-
out; nor is the administration subject to frequent inspection, 
as in the case of the poor-law. All these conditions have led to 
a want of progress in the actual administration of endowed 
charities, in regard to which it is often very difficult to prevent the 
exercise of an undue patronage. But there is no reason why 
these charities should not become a responsible part of the 
country's administration, aiding it to reduce outdoor pauperism. 
It Was never intended that the poor-law should extinguish the 
endowed charities, still less, as statistics now prove, that where 
endowments abound the rate of pauperism should be considerably 
above the average of the rest of the country. This shows that 
these charities often foster pauperism instead of preventing it. 
As a step to reform, the publication of an annual register of 
endowed charities in England and Wales is greatly needed. The 
consolidating schemes of the charity commissioners have done 
much good; still more may be done in some counties by extending 
to the county the benefits of the charities of well-endowed towns, 
as has been accomplished by the extension of the eleemosynary 
endowments of the city of London to the metropolitan police 
area. Nor, again, until quite lately, and that as yet only in a few 
schemes, has the principle been adopted that pensions or other 
relief should be given only in supplementation of the relief of 
relations, former employers and friends, and not in substitution 
of it. This, coupled with good methods of inquiry and super-
vision, has proved very beneficial. Hitherto, however, to a large 
extent, endowed charities, it must be admitted, have tended to 
weaken the family and to pauperize. 

In many places funds are raised for the relief of school children 
by the supply of meals during the winter and spring; and an act 
has now been passed in England (1906) enabling the coat to be  

put upon the rates. Usually a very large 'number of &Ikea 
are said to be underfed, but inquiry shows that such state-
ments may be taken as altogether excessive. They 
are sometimes based on information drawn from the adif_ 10  
children at school; or sometimes on general deduc- ."77' 
tons; they are seldom founded on any systematic and 
competent inquiry at the homes. When this has been made, 
the numbers dwindle to very small proportions. Teacher, al 
experience have noted the effect of the meals in weakening 
the independence of the family. While they are forthcoming 
women sometimes give up cooking meals at home, use their moray 
for other things, and tell the child he can get his meal at school. 
Great temptations are put before a parent to neglect her family, 
and very much distress is due to this. The meals—just at a 
time when, owing to the age of her children, the mother's cue 
is most needed, and just in those families where the temptation 
is greatest, and where the family instinct should be strengthened 
—stimulate this neglect. Considered from the point of view 
of meeting by eleemosynary provision a normal economic 
demand for food, intervention can only have one result. Tie 
demand must continue to outstrip the supply, so long as these are 
resources available on the one side, and until on the other side 
the desire of the social class that is chiefly exposed to the tempta-
tions of dependence in relation to such relief has been satisfied. 
If the provision be made from the resources of local or semenl 
taxation the largeness of the fund available will allow practically 
of an unlimited expansion of the supply of food. If the practice 
be made from voluntary sources, in some measure limited there-
fore and less certain, this very fact will tend to circumscribe 
demand and limit the offer of relief. It is indeed the problem 
of poor-law relief in 1832 over again. The relief provided by 
local taxation practically unlimited will create a mass of constant 
claimants, with a kind of assumed right to aid based on she 
payment of rates; while voluntary relief, whatever its short-
comings, will be less injurious because it is less amply endowed, 
In Paris the municipal subvention for meals rose from 545.9o5  
francs in 1892 to r,000,000 in 1904. Between Mu and 104 there 
was an increase of 9% in the school population; and an increase 
of 28% in the municipal grant. In that period the manilla-
tions from the local school funds (caisses des Scales) decreased 
36%; while the voluntary contributions otherwise received 
were insignificant; and the payments for meals increased 2%. 

The subject has been lately considered from a somewhat 
different standpoint (d. the reports of the Scottish Royal Com-
mission on Physical Education, 19o3; of the Inter-departmental 
committees on Physical Deterioration, 19os, and on Medical 
Inspection and the Feeding of School Children, nos; also the 
report of the special committee of the Charity Organization 
Society on "the assistance of school children," 0193). After 
careful investigations medical officers especially have drawn 
attention to the low physical condition of children in sclesoh 
in the poorer parts of large English towns, their low stature, 
their physical defects, the improper food supplied to them at 
home, their uncleanliness, and their want of decent bringing-up, 
and sometimes their want of food. Other inquiries have shown 
that, as women more usually become breadwinners their children 
receive less attention, and the home and its duties are neglected. 
while in the lowest sections of the poorer classes social irresponsi-
bility reaches its maximum. Cheap but often quite improper 
food is provided, and infant mortality, which is largely prevent-
able, remains as high as ever, though adult life a longer. 'This, 
with a marked decrease in the birth-rate in recent years, has. 
it may be said, opened out a new field for charitable effort lad 
social work. Science is at each revision of the problem making 
its task more definite. Actually the mere demand for mesh 
stands for less; the reform of home conditions for more. So k 
was hoped that instead of making school meals a charge as 
taxation, as parliament has done, it would be content to lam 
it a voluntary charge, while the medical inspection of elementary 
schools will be made universal; representative relief committees 
formed for schools or groups of schools; the cases of want or 
distress among the school children dealt with individually ill 
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connexion with their families, and, where necessary, day schools 
established on the lines of day industrial schools. 

At a time of exceptional distress the following suggestions 
founded on much English experience may be of service (cf. 

Report of special committee of the Charity Organization 
e--wis"' 	Society on the best means of dealing with exceptional elesal dam... distress, 2886). Usually at such a time proposals are 

made to establish special funds, and to provide employ-
ment to men and women out of work. But it is best, if possible 
and as long as possible, to rely on existing agencies, and to 
strengthen them. Round them there are usually workers more 
or less trained. A new fund usually draws to it new people, many 
of whom -may not have had any special experience at all. If a 
new fund is inevitable, it is best that it should make its grants 
to existing agencies after consultation with them. In any case, 
a clear policy should be adopted, and people should keep their 
heads. The exaggeration of feeling at a time of apprehended or 
actual distress is sometimes extraordinary, and the unwise action 
which it prompts is often a cause of continuing pauperism after-
wards. Where there is public or poor-law relief the following 
plan may be adopted:—In any large town there are usually 
different recognized poor-law, charitable or other areas. The 
local people already at work in these areas should be formed 
into local committees. In each case a quick inquiry should be 
made, and the relieving officer communicated with, some central 
facts verified, and the home visited. Roughly, cases may be 
divided into three classes: the irresponsible casual labouring 
class, a middle class of men with decent homes, who have made 
no provision for the future, and are not members of either friendly 
society or trades union; and a third class, who have made some 
provision. These usually are affected last of all; at all hazards 
they should be kept from receiving public relief, and should be 
helped, as far as possible, privately and personally. If there 
are public works, the second class might be referred to them; if 
there are not, probably some should be left to the poor-law, some 
assisted in the same way as members of class three. Much would 
turn upon the family and the home. The first class should be 
left to the poor-law. If there is no poor-law system at work•they 
should be put on public works. Working men of independent 
position, not the creatures of any political club, but such as are 
respected members of a friendly society, or are otherwise well 
qualified for the task, should be called into consultation. The 
relief should be settled according to the requirements of each case, 
but if the pressure is great, at first at least it may be necessary 
to make grants according to some generally sufficient scale. There 
should be as constant a revision of cases as time permits. Great 
care should be taken to stop the relief as soon as possible, and to do 
nothing to make it the stepping-stone to permanent dependence. 

If employ ment be provided it should be work within the skill 
of all; it should be fairly remunerated, so that at least the 
scantiness of the pay may not be an excuse for neglect; and it 
should be paid for according to measured or piece work. The 
discipline should be strict, though due regard should be paid 
at first to those unaccustomed to digging or earthwork. In 
England and Wales the guardians have power to open labour 
yards. These, like charities which provide work, tend to attract 
and keep in employment a low class of labourer or workman, 
who finds it pays him to use the institution as a convenience. 
It is best, therefore, to avoid the opening of a labour yard 
if possible. If it is opened, the discipline should be very strict, 
and when there is laziness or insubordination, relief in the work-
house should at once be offered. The relief furnished to men 
employed in a labour yard, of which in England at least half has 
to be given in kind, should, it has been said, be dealt out from 
day to day. This leads to the men giving up the work sooner 
than they otherwise would. They have less to spend. 

In Great Britain a great change has taken place in regard 
to the provision of employment in connexion with the state. 

Since about 1800 there has been a feeling that men in 
dye 
Ihma. . 

tbs tress from want of employment should not be dealt 
with by the poor-law. A circular letter issued by the 

Local Government Board in 2886, and subsequently in 2895, 

coincided with this feeling. It was addressed to town councils 
and other local authorities, asking them to provide work (i) 
which will not involve the stigma of pauperism, (2) which all 
can perform whatever may have been their previous avocations, 
and (3) which does not compete with that of other labourers 
at present in employment. This circular led to the vestries and 
subsequently the borough councils in many districts becoming 
partially recognized relief authorities for the unemployed, 
concurrently with the poor-law. Much confusion resulted. 
The local authorities had seldom any suitable organization for 
the investigation of applications. It was difficult to supply 
work on the terms required; and the work was often ill-done 
and costly. Also it was found that the same set of people would 
apply year after year, unskilled labourers usually out of work 
part of the winter, or men habitually " unemployed." As on 
other occasions when public work was provided, very few of the 
applicants were found to be artisans, or members of trades 
unions or of friendly societies. In 2oo4 Mr Long, then president 
of the Local Government Board, proposed that local voluntary 
distress committees should be established in London consisting 
of poor-law guardians and town councillors and others, more or 
less supervised by a central committee and ultimately by the 
Local Government Board. This organization was set on foot 
and large sums were subscribed for its work. The report on 
the results of the movement was somewhat doubtful (Report, 
London Unemployed Fund, roo4-mo5, p. roc, &c.), but in rooS 
the Unemployed Workmen's Act was passed, and in London 
and elsewhere distress committees like the voluntary committees 
of the previous year were established by statute. It was enacted 
that for establishment expenses, emigration and removal, labour 
exchanges, and the acquisition of land a halfpenny rate might 
be levied, but that the rate would not be available for the re-
muneration of men employed. For this purpose (roo5-mo6) 
a large charitable fund was raised. A training farm at Hollesley 
Bay was acquired, and it was hoped to train Londoners there 
to become fit for agricultural work. It is impossible to judge this 
experiment properly, on the evidence available up to too8. 
But one or two points are important: (1) something very like 
the " right to labour " has been granted by the legislature; 
(s) this has been done apart from the conditions required by the 
poor-laws and orders of the Local Government Board on poor 
relief and without imposing disfranchisement on the men 
employed; (3) a labour rate has not been levied, but a rate has 
been levied in aid of the provision of employment; (4) if the line 
of development that the act suggests were to be followed (as the 
renewed Labour agitation in 19°8-1 goo made probable) it must 
tend to create a class of " unemployed," unskilled labourers 
of varying grades of industry who may become the dependent 
and state-supported proletariat of modern urban life. Thus, 
unless the administration be extremely rigorous, once more 
will a kind of serfdom be established, to be, as some would say, 
taken over hereafter by the socialist state. 

In some of the English colonies Homeric hospitality still 
prevails, but by degrees the station-house or some refuge is 
established in the towns as they grow more populous. v 

 Finally, some system of labour in exchange for relief 
is evolved. At first this is voluntary, afterwards it is officially 
recognized, and finally it may become part of the system of 
public relief. As bad years come, these changes are made step 
by step. In England the vagrant or wayfarer is tolerated and 
discouraged, but not kept employed. He should be under greater 
pressure to maintain himself, it is thought. The provision made 
for him in different parts of the country is far from uniform, and 
now, usually, at least in the larger towns, after he has had a bath 
and food, he is admitted to a separate room or cell in a casual 
ward. Before he leaves he has to do a task of work, and, subject 
to the discretion of the master, he is detained two nights. This 
plan has reduced vagrancy, and if it were universally adopted 
clean accommodation would everywhere be provided for the 
vagrant without the attractions of a common or " associated " 
ward; and probably vagrancy would diminish still further. It 
seems almost needless to say that, in these circumstances at any 
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rate, casual alms should not be given to vagrant's. They know 
much better how to provide for themselves than the almsgiver 
imagines, for vagrancy is in the main a mode of life not the result 
of any casual difficulty. Vagrancy and criminality are also nearly 
allied. The magistrate, therefore, rather than the almsgiver, 
should usually interfere; and, as a rule, where the magistrates 
are strict, vagrancy in a county diminishes. An inter-depart-
mental committee (1906) taking generally this line, reported 
in favour of vagrants being placed entirely under police control, 
and it recommended a system of wayfarers' tickets for men on 
the roads who are not habitual vagrants, and the committal 
of men likely to become habitual vagrants to certified labour 
colonies for not less than six months. Still undoubtedly vagrancy 
has its economic side. In a bad year the number of tramps is 
increased by the addition of unskilled and irresponsible labourers, 
who are soonest discharged when work is slack. As a part-
voluntary system under official recognition the German Asbeitss-
colonien are of interest. This in a measure has led to the introduc-
tion of labour homes in England, the justification of which should 
be that they recruit the energy of the men who find their way to 
them, and enable them to earn a living which they could not do 
otherwise. In a small percentage of cases their result may be 
achieved. Charitable refuges or philanthropic common lodging-
houses, usually established in districts where this class already 
congregate, only aggravate the difficulty. They give additional 
attractions to a vagrant and casual life, and make it more 
endurable. They also make a comfortable avoidance of the 
responsibilities of family life comparatively easy, and in so far 
as they do this they are clearly injurious to the community. 

The English colonists of the New England states and Pennsyl-
vania introduced the disciplinary religious and relief system of 
A.m... Protestantism and the Elizabethan poor-law. To 
meatuses the former reference has already been made. With an 
a.°  appreciation of the fact that the cause of distress is 

not usually poverty, but .weakness of character and 
want of judgment, and that relief is in itself no remedy, those 
who have inherited the old Puritan traditions have, in the light 
of toleration and a larger social experience, organized the 
method of friendly visiting, the object of which is illustrated by 
the motto, " Not alms, but a friend." To the friendship of 
charity is thus given a disciplinary force, capable of immense 
expansion and usefulness, if the friendship on the side of those 
who would help is sincere and guided by practical knowledge 
and sagacity, and if on the side of those in distress there is 
awakened a reciprocal regard and a willingness to change their 
way of life by degrees. Visiting by "districts " is set aside, for 
" friendliness " is not a quality easily diffused over a wide area. 
To be real it must be limited as time and ability allow. Conse-
quently, a friendly visitor usually befriends but one or two, 
or in any case only a few, families. The friendly visitor is the 
outcome of the movement for " associated charities," but in 
America charity organization societies have also adopted the 
term, and to a certain extent the method. Between the two 
movements there is the closest affinity. The registration of 
applicants for relief is much more complete in American cities 
than in England, where the plan meets with comparatively little 
support. At the office of the associated charities in Boston there 
is a central and practically a complete register of all the applica-
tions made to the public authority for poor relief, to the associated 
charities, and to many other voluntary bodies. 

The Elizabethan poor-law system, with the machinery of 
overseers, poor-houses and out-door relief, is still maintained 
in New England, New York state and Pennsylvania, but with 
many modifications, especially in New York. A chief factor in 
these changes has been immigration. While the county or town 
remained the administrative area for local poor relief, the large 
number of immigrant and " unsettled " poor, and the business 
connected with their removal from the state, entailed the estab-
lishment of a secondary or state system of administration and 
aid, with special classes of institutions to which the counties 
or towns could send their poor, as, for instance, state reform 
schools, farms, almshouses, &c. For the oversight of these  

institutions, and often of prisons also and lunatic asylum. is 
many states there have been established state boards of " dsanty 
or corrections and charity." The members of chest boards are 
selected by the state for a term of years, and give their servias 
honorarily. There are state boards in Massachusetts, New York, 
Pennsylvania, Ohio, Illinois, Minnesota, Michigan. Wistaria 
Iowa, Colorado, North Carolina and elsewhere. There is also 
district board of charities in the district of Columbia. Throe 
boards publish most useful and detailed reports. Besides the stases 
board there is sometimes also, as in New York, a State Charities 
Aid Association, whose members, in the counties in which they 
reside, have a legal right of entry to visit and inspect any pc* 
or charitable institution owned by the state, and any cosaty ant 
other poor-house. A large association of visitors accustomed 
to inspect and report on institutions has thus been creased 
Further, the counties and towns in New York state, for instaux, 
and Massachusetts, and the almshouse districts in Pennsylvania, 
are under boards of supervision. Usually the overseers give oat-
door relief, and the pauperism of some areas is as high as trot 
in some English unions, 3, 4 and 5%. On the whole pot:abbu 
of the United States, however, and of individual states, 
to a great extent of comparatively young and energetic hum 
grants, the pauperism is insignificant. In Massachusetts it 
has been the general policy of the state to order the removal 
to the state almshouse of unsettled residents of the several Mkt 
and towns in need of temporary aid, thus avoiding some of tIle 
abuses incident to out-door relief." In New York state, in the 
city of New York, including Brooklyn, the distribution of or:-
door relief by the department of charities is forbidden, except 
for purposes of transportation and for the adult blind. Iiwt 
counties in the state have an almshouse, and the county super-
intendents and overseers of the poor " furnish necessary rebef 
such of the county poor as may require only temporary assistance. 
or are so disabled that they cannot be safely removed to the 
almshouse." Public attention is in many cases being draws 
to the inutility and injury of out-door relief. 

In some states and cities the system of subsidising voluatary 
institutions is in full force, and it is in force also in many Engrish 
colonies. At first sight it hat the advantage of providing relief 
for public purposes without the creation of a new staff or estab-
lishment. There is thus an apparent economy. But the evi ♦ 
are many. Political partisanship and favour may induena the 
amount and disposition of the grants. The grants act as a 
bounty on the establishment and continuance of clausal* 
institutions, homes for children, hospitals, &c., but not on the 
expansion of the voluntary charitable funds and efforts that 
should maintain them; and thus charitable homes mist in which 
charity in its truer sense may have little part, but in which the 
chief motive of the administration may be to support securiro 
interests by public subsidies. Claimants for relief have link 
scruple in turning such institutions to their own account; and 
the institutions, being financially irresponsible, are not in these 
circumstances scrupulous on their side to prevent a misdirection 
of their bounties. " Parents unload their children upon the 
community more recklessly when they know that such child's' 
will be provided for in private orphan asylums and protectocia 
where the religious training that the parents prefer will be gins 
them " (Amos G. Warner, in Ina:motional Congress: Gamins 
end Cessation, 1893). Past history in New York city illustrates 
the same evil. The admission was entirely in the bands of the 
managers. They admitted; the city paid. In New York city 
the population between 187o and 1890 increased about foS; 
the subsidies for prisoners and public paupers increased by 43% 
but those for paupers .in private institutions increased from 
8334,828 to 8 1 ,845,8 7 2, or about 461%. The total was at that 
time 83,794,97 2 ; in 1898 it was rather less, $3,132,786. The 
alternative to this system is either the establishment of state or 
municipal institutions, and possibly in special cases payments 
to voluntary homes for the maintenance of inmates admitted at 
the request of a state authority, as at certified and other homes in 
England, with grants made conditional on the work being coo-
ducted on specified lines, and subject to a certain increasing 
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amount of voluntary financial support; or a close general and 
financial inspection of charitable institutions—the method of 
reform adopted in New York; or payment for only those inmates 
who are sent by public authorities and admitted on their request. 

The enormous extent to which children's aid societies have 
been increased in the United States, sometimes with the help of 
considerable public grants, suggests the greatest need for caution 
from the point of the preservation of the family as the central 
element of social strength in the community. The problem of 
charity in relation to medical relief in the large towns of the 
United States is similar to that of England; its difficulties are 
alike- 

T- ITERAT11R11.—As good translations of the classics become ac-
cessible it is easy for the general reader or student to combine a 
study of the principles of charity in relation to the community with 
a study of history. Thus, and in connexion with special investi-
gations and the conditions of practical charity, social economics 
ma best be studied. In N. Masterman, Chalmers on Charity (19oo); 
T. Mackay, Methods of Social Reform (1896); B. Bosanquet and 
others, Some Aspects of the Social Problem (1894); and C. S. Loch, 
Methods of Social Advance (1904), this point of view is generally 
assumed. Special investigations of importance may be found in the 
reports of medical officers of health. See Report of Comrnittee on 
Physical Deterioration referred to above, and, for instance, Dr News-
hohne's Vital Statistics and Charles Booth's Labour and Life in 
London. For the history of charity there is no good single work. 
On details there are many good articles in Daremberg's Dictionary 
of Classical Antiquities, and similar works. Modern Methods of 
Charity, by C. H. Henderson and others 0904), supplies much 
general information in regard to poor relief and charity in different 
countries. Apart from books and official documents mentioned 
in the text as indicating the present state of charitable and public 
relief, or as aids to practical work, the following may be of service. 
England :—Annual Charities' Register and Digest, wish Introduction 
on " How to help Cases of Distress"; the Charity Organisation 
Review; Occasional Papers (3 vols.), published by the London 
Charity Organization Society (1896-1906); Reports of Proceedings 
of Conferences of Poor-Law Guardians; The Strength of the People, 
by Helen Bosanquet ; Homes of the London Poor and Our Common 
Land, by Miss Octavia Hill; The Queen's Poor, by M. Loans. United 
States of America :—The Proceedings of the International Conference 
on Char4ties and Correction (1894), and the proceedings of the annual 
conferences; Friendly Visiting among the Poor, by Mary E. Rich-
mond (ago); American Charities, by Amos G. Warner (1908); 
Tke Practice of Charity, by E. T. Devine; Ilandworterbuch der 
Staaktvissenschaften. by Dr J. Conrad, &c., vol. ii.; Das Armentvesen 
in den Vereinigten Staatrn von America, by Dr Francis G. Peabody 
(1 897); the Charities Review, published monthly by the New York 
Charity Organization Society; the Papers and Reports of the Boston 
and Baltimore societies. France:—La Bibliographie charitable, by 
Camille Granier (1891); La Charity avant et depuis 1789, by P. 
Hubert Valleroux; Fascicules of the Conseil superteur de !'assistance 
publique, Revue d'assistance, published by the Societe istersatiosale 
pour r etude des questions d'assistance. Germany :—Reports and Pro-
ceedings of the Deutsche Vereine fir A rmenpflege and 
Die A ruseneege, a practical handbook.by Dr E.Milnsterberg (1897). 
Austria :--Osterreicks Wohlfalutseinrichlungen, 1848-1898 by Dr 
Ernest Mischler (1899). (C.

, 
  S. L.) 

CHARIVARI, a French term of uncertain origin, but probably 
onomatopoeic, for a mock serenade " rough music," made by 
beating on kettles, fire-irons, tea-trays or what not. The 
charivari was anciently in France a regular wedding custom, all 
bridal couples being thus serenaded. Later it was reserved for 
ill-assorted and unpopular marriages, for widows or widowers 
who remarried too soon, and generally as a mockery for all who 
were unpopular. At the beginning of the 17th century, wedding 
tharivaris'were forbidden by the Council of Tours under pain of 
excommunication, but the custom still lingers in rural districts. 
The French of Louisiana and Canada introduced the charivari 
into America, where it became known under the corrupted name 
of " shivaree." 

CHARRHARI, a native state in the Bundelkhand agency of 
Central India. Area, 745 sq. pop. (1901) 123,594;  estimated 
revenue £33,000. It is surrounded on all sides by other states of 
Central India, except near Charkhari town, where it meets the 
United Provinces. It was founded by Bijai Bahadur (vikrama-
ditya), a sand being granted him in 18o4 and another in a 1. 
The chief, whose title is maharaja, is a Rajput of the Bundela 
clan, descended from Chhatar Sal, the champion of the inde-
pendence of Bundelkhand in the 18th century. In 1857 Raja 

Ratan Singh received a hereditary salute of ir guns, a hhilat and 
a perpetual jagir of Woo a year in recognition of his services 
during the Mutiny. The town of Charkhari (locally Maltaraj-
nape) is 40 in. W. of Banda; pop. (1901) 11,718. 

CHARLATAN (ItaL ciarlatano, from ciarlare, to chatter), 
originally one who " patters " to a crowd to sell his wares, like a 
" cheap-jack " or " quack " doctor—" quack " being similarly 
derived from the noise made by a duck; so an impostor who 
pretends to have some special skill or knowledge. 

CHARLEMAGNE [CHARLES THE GREAT! 742-814), Roman 
emperor, and king of the Franks, was the elder son of Pippin the 
Short, king of the Franks, and Bertha, or Bertrada, daughter of 
Charibert, count of Laon. The place of his birth is unknown and 
its date uncertain, although some authorities give it as the and of 
April 742; doubts have been cast upon his legitimacy, and it is 
just possible that the marriage of Pippin and Bertha took place 
subsequent to the birth of their elder son. When Pippin was 
crowned king of the Franks at St Denis on the 28th of July 754 
by Pope Stephen II., Charles, and his brother Carloman were 
anointed by the pope as a sign of their kingly rank. The rough 
surroundings of the Frankish court were unfavourable to the 
acquisition of learning, and Charles grew up almost ignorant of 
letters, but hardy in body and skilled in the use of weapons. 

In 76r he accompanied his father on a campaign in Aquitaine, 
and in 763 undertook the government of several counties. In 
768 Pippin divided his dominions between his two sons, and on his 
death soon afterwards Charles became the Puler of the northern 
portion of the Frankish kingdom, and was crowned at Noyon on 
the 9th of October 768. Bad feeling bad existed for some time 
between Charles and Carloman, and when Charles early in 769 
was called upon to suppress a rising in Aquitaine, his brother 
refused to afford him any assistance. This rebellion, however, 
was easily crushed, its leader, the Aquitainian duke Huhold, was 
made prisoner, and his territory more closely attached to the 
Frankish kingdom. About this time Bertha, having effected a 
temporary reconciliation between her sons, overcame the re-
pugnance with which Pope Stephen III. regarded an alliance 
between Frank and Lombard, and brought about a marriage 
between Charles and a daughter of Desiderius, king of the 
Lombards. Charles had previously contracted a union, probably 
of an irregular nature, with a Frankish lady named Himiltrude, 
who had borne him a son Pippin, the " Hunchback." The peace 
with the Lombards, in which the Bavarians as allies of Desiderius 
joined, was, however, soon broken. Charles thereupon repudi-
ated his Lombard wife (Bertha or Desiderata) and married in 
77r a princess of the Alamanni named Hildegarde. Carloman 
died in December 77!, and Charles was at once recognized at 
Corbeny as sole king of the Franks. Carloman's widow Gerberga 
had fled to the protection of the Lombard king, who espoused her 
cause and requested the new pope, Adrian I., to recognize her two 
sons as the lawful Frankish kings. Adrian, between whom and 
the Lombards other causes of quarrel existed, refused to assent 
to this demand, and when Desiderius invaded the papal terri-
tories he appealed to the Frankish king for help. Charles, who 
was at the moment engaged in his first Saxon campaign, ex-
postulated with Desiderius; but when such mild measures 
proved useless he led his forces across the Alps in 773. Gerberga 
and her children were delivered up and disappear from history; 
the siege of Pavia was undertaken; and at Easter 774 the king 
left the seat of war and visited Rome, where he was received with 
great respect. 

During his stay in the city Charles renewed the donation which 
his father Pippin had made to the papacy in 734 or 756. This 
transaction has given rise to much discussion as to its trust-
worthiness and the extent of its operation. Our only authority, 
a passage in the Liber Pontificals,  describes the gift as including 
the whole of Italy and Corsica, except the lands north of the Po, 
Calabria and the city of Naples. The vast extent of this donation, 
which, moreover, included territories not owning Charles's 
authority, and the fact that the king did not execute, or 
apparently attempt to execute, its provisions, has caused many 
scholars to look upon the passage as a forgery; but the better 
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opinion would appear to be that it is genuine, or at least has a 
genuine basis. Various explanations have been suggested. The 
area of the grant may have been enlarged by later interpola-
tions; or it may have dealt with property rather than with 
sovereignty, and have only referred to estates claimed by the 
pope in the territories named; or it is possible that Charles may 
have actually intended to establish an extensive papal kingdom 
in Italy, but was released from his promise by Adrian when the 
pope saw no chance of its fulfilment. Another supposition is that 
the author of the Like Pontificals gives the papal interpretation 
of a grant that had been expressed by Pippin in ambiguous 
terms; and this view is supported by the history of the subse-
quent controversy between king and pope. 

Returning to the scene of hostilities, Charles witnessed the 
capitulation of Pavia in June 774, and the capture of Desiderius, 
who was sent into a monastery. He now took the title " king of 
the Lombards," to which he added the dignity of " Patrician of 
the Romans," which had been granted to his father. Adalgis, 
the son of Desiderius, who was residing at Constantinople, hoped 
the emperor Leo IV. would assist him in recovering his father's 
kingdom; but a coalition formed for this purpose was ineffectual, 
and a rising led by his ally Rothgaud, duke of Friuli, was easily 
crushed by Charles in 776. In 777 the king was visited at Pader-
born by three Saracen chiefs who implored his aid against Abd-
ar-Rahman, the caliph of Cordova, and promised some Spanish 
cities in return for help. Seizing this opportunity to extend his 
influence Charles marched into Spain in 778 and took Pampeluna, 
but meeting with some checks decided to return. As the Frankish 
forces were defiling through the passes of the Pyrenees they were 
attacked by the Wascones (probably Basques), and the rear-
guard of the army was almost annihilated. It was useless to 
attempt to avenge this disaster, which occurred on the isth of 
August 778, for the enemy disappeared as quickly as he came; 
the incident has passed from the domain of history into that of 
legend and romance, being associated by tradition with the pass 
of Roncesvalles. Among the slain was one Hruodland, or Roland, 
margrave of the Breton march, whose death gave rise to the 
Chown de Roland (see RO/AND, LEGEND or). 

Charles now sought to increase his authority in Italy, where 
Frankish counts were set over various districts, and where 
Hildebrand, duke of Spoleto, appears to have recognized his 
overlordship. In 78o he was again in the peninsula, and at 
Mantua issued an important capilulary which increased the 
authority of the Lombard bishops, relieved freemen who under 
stress of famine had sold themselves into servitude, and con-
demned abuses of the system of vassalage. At the same time 
commerce was encouraged by the abolition of unauthorized 
tolls and by an improvement of the coinage; while the sale of 
arms to hostile peoples, and the trade in Christian slaves were 
forbidden. Proceeding to Rome, the king appears to have 
come to some arrangement with Adrian about the donation of 
774. At Easter 78z, Carloman, his second son by Hildegarde, 
was renamed Pippin and crowned king of Italy by Pope Adrian, 
and his youngest son Louis was crowned king of Aquitaine; 
but no mention was made at the time of his eldest son Charles, 
who was doubtless intended to be king of the Franks. In 783 
the king, having lost his wife Hildegarde, married Fastrada, 
the daughter of a Frankish count named Radolf ; and in the 
same year his mother Bertha died. The emperor Constantine VI. 
was at this time exhibiting some interest in Italian affairs, and 
Adalgis the Lombard was still residing at his court; so Charles 
sought to avert danger from this quarter by consenting in 781 to 
a marriage between Constantine and his own daughter Rothrude. 
In 786 the entreaties of the pope and the hostile attitude of 
Arichis II., duke of Benevento, a son-in-law of Desiderius, called 
the king again into Italy. Arichis submitted without a struggle, 
though the basis of Frankish authority in his duchy was far from 
secure; but in conjunction with Adalgis he sought aid from 
Constantinople. His plans were ended by his death in 787, and 
although the empress Irene, the real ruler of the eastern empire, 
broke off the projected marriage between her son and Rothrude, 
she appears to have given very little assistance to Adalgis,  

whose attack on Italy was easily repulsed. During this viol 
Charles had presented certain towns to Adrian, but as estrange-
ment soon arose between king and pope over the claim of Clarks 
to confirm the election to the archbishopric of Ravenna, and it 
was accentuated by Adrian's objection to the establisloneet 
Charles of Grimoald III. as duke of Benevento, in succesnion to 
his father Arichis. 

These journeys and campaigns, however, were but iatertodes 
in the long and stubborn struggle between Charles and the Saxon. 
which began in 772 and ended in 804 with the incorporatios 
Saxony in the Carolingian empire (see SAXONY). This contest, 
in which the king himself took a very active part, brought the 
Franks into collision with the Wiltzi, a tribe dwelling east of the 
Elbe, who in 789 was reduced to dependence. A similar sequence 
of events took place in southern Germany. Tamils III. , duke of 
the Bavarians, who had on several occasions adopted a lute of 
conduct inconsistent with his allegiance to Charles, was deposed 
in 788 and his duchy placed under the rule of Gerold, a brother-
in-law of Charles, to be governed on the Frankish 12 system (see 
BAVARIA). Having thus taken upon himself the coetrol of 
Bavaria, Charles felt himself responsible for protecting Oa 
eastern frontier, which had long been menaced by the Anus, 
a people inhabiting the region now known as Hunpry. Ile 
accordingly ravaged their country in 791 at the bead of an zrny 
containing Saxon, Frisian, Bavarian and Alamannian warrica 
which penetrated as far as the Raab; and he spent the following 
year in Bavaria preparing for a second campaign again' st thew 
the conduct of which, however, he was compelled by further 
trouble in Saxony to entrust to his son king Pippin, and to Ern-
margrave of Friuli. These deputies succeeded in 7os and 791 
in taking possession of the vast treasures of the Avars, which 
were distributed by the king with lavish generosity to chunks, 
courtiers and friends. A conspiracy against Charles, which be 
friend and biographer Einhard alleges was provoked by tie 
cruelties of Queen Fastrada, was suppressed without &beaky 
in 792, and its leader, the king's illegitimate sou Pippbt, was 
confined in a monastery till his death in 8t t. Fastrada died is 
August 794, when Charles took for his fourth wife an Mama:min 
lady named Liutgarde. 

The continuous interest taken by the king in ecclesiastical 
affairs was shown at the synod of Frankfort, over which he 
presided in 794. It was on his initiative that this synod eon-
demned the heresy of adoplianism and the worship of images, 
which had been restored in 787 by the second council of !Cicada; 
and at the same time that council was declared to have bees 
superfluous. This policy caused a further breach with Pone 
Adrian; but when Adrian died in December 795. his successor, 
Leo III., in notifying his elevation to the king, sent him the keys 
of St Peter's grave and the banner of the city, and asked Charles 
to send an envoy to receive his oath of fidelity. There is no 
doubt that Leo recognized Charles as sovereign of Rome. He 
was the first pope to date his acts according to the years of the 
Frankish monarchy, and a mosaic of the time in the Lateran 
palace represents St Peter bestowing the banners upon Charles 
as a token of temporal supremacy, while the coinage issued by 
the pope bears witness to the same idea. Leo soon had occasion 
to invoke the aid of his protector. In 799, after he had bees 
attacked and maltreated in the streets of Rome during a proces-
sion, he escaped to the king at Paderborn, and Charles sent bier 
back to Italy escorted by some of his most trusted servants. 
Taking the same journey himself shortly afterwards, the king 
reached Rome in 800 for the purpose (as he declared) of restoring 
discipline in the church. His authority was undisputed; and 
after Leo had cleared himself by an oath of certain charges made 
against him, Charles restored the pope and banished his leading 
opponents. 

The great event of this visit took place on the succeeding 
Christmas Day, when Charles on rising from prayer in St Peter's 
was crowned by Leo and proclaimed emperor and engszeu 
amid the acclamations of the crowd. This act can hardly have 
been unpremeditated, and some doubt has been cast upon the 
statement which Einhard attributes to Charles, that be would not 
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have entered the building had he known of the intention of Leo. 
He accepted the dignity at any rate without demur, and there 
seems little doubt that the question of assuming, or obtaining, 
this title had previously been discussed. His policy had been 
steadily • leading 'up to this position, which was rather the 
emblem of the power he already held than an extension of the 
area of his authority. It is probable therefore that Charles 
either considered the coronation premature, as he was hoping 
to obtain the assent of the eastern empire to this step, or that, 
from fear of evils which he foresaw from the claim of the pope 
to crown the emperor, he wished to crown himself. All the 
evidence tends to show that it was the time or manner of the 
act rather than the act itself which aroused his temporary 
displeasure. Contemporary accounts lay stress upon the fact 
that as there was then no emperor, Constantinople being under 
the rule of Irene, it seemed good to Leo and his counsellors and 
the " rest of the Christian people " to choose Charles, already 
ruler of Rome, to fill the vacant office. However doubtful such 
conjectures concerning his intentions may be, it is certain that 
immediately after his coronation Charles sought to establish 
friendly relations with Constantinople, and even suggested a 
marriage between himself and Irene, as he had again become a 
widower in Soo. The deposition and death of the empress foiled 
this plan; and after a desultory warfare in Italy between the 
two empires, negotiations were recommenced which in 8ro led 
to an arrangement between Charles and the eastern emperor, 
Nicephorus I. The death of Nicephorus and the accession of 
Michael I. did not interfere with the relations, and in 812 an 
embassy from Constantinople arrived at Aix-la-Chapelle, when 
Charles was acknowledged as emperor, and in return agreed to 
cede Venice and Dalmatia to Michael. 

Increasing years and accumulating responsibilities now caused 
the emperor to alter somewhat his manner of life No longer 
leading his armies in person he entrusted the direction of 
campaigns in various parts of his empire to his sons and other 
lieutenants, and from his favourite residence at Aix watched their 
progress with a keen and sustained interest. In 8oz he ordered 
that a new oath of fidelity to him as emperor should be'taken by 
all his subjects over twelve years of age. In 804 he was visited 
by Pope Leo, who returned to Rome laden with gifts. Before 
his coronation as emperor, Charles had entered into communica-
tions with the caliph of Bagdad, Harun-al-Rashid, probably in 
order to protect the eastern Christians, and in 8or he had received 
an embassy and presents from Harun. In the same year the 
patriarch of Jerusalem sent him the keys of the Holy Sepulchre; 
and in 8o7 Harun not only sent further gifts, but appears to 
have confirmed the emperor's rights in Jerusalem, which, how-
ever, probably amounted to no more than an undefined protector-
ate over the Christians in that part of the world. While thus 
extending his influence even into Asia, there was scarcely any 
part of Europe where the power of Charles did not make itself 
felt. He had not visited Spain since the disaster of Roncesvalles, 
but he continued to take a lively interest in the affairs of that 
country. In 798 he had concluded an alliance with Alphonso II., 
king of the Asturias, and a series of campaigns mainly under the 
leadership of King Louis resulted in the establishment of the 
" Spanish march," a district between the Pyrenees and the Ebro 
stretching from Pampeluna to Barcelona, as a defence against 
the Saracens. In 799 the Balearic Islands had been handed over 
to Charles, and a long warfare was carried on both by sea and 
land between Frank and Saracen until 8 to, when peace was made 
between the emperor and El.Hakem, the emir of Cordova. Italy 
was equally the scene of continuous fighting. Grimoald of Bene-
vento rebelled against his overlord; the possession of Venice 
and Dalmatia was disputed by the two empires; and Istria 
was brought into subjection. 

With England the emperor had already entered into relations, 
and at one time a marriage was proposed between his son Charles 
and a daughter of Offa, king of the Mercians. English exiles 
were welcomed at his court; he was mainly instrumental in 
restoring Eardwulf to the throne of Northumbria in 809; and 
Einhard includes the Scots within the sphere of his influence. 

In eastern Europe the Avats had owned themselves completely 
under his power in 805; campaigns against the Czechs in 805 
and 806 had met with some success, and about the same time 
the land of the Sorbs was ravaged; while at the western ex-
tremity of the continent the Breton nobles had done homage 
to Charles at Tours in Soo. Thus the emperor's dominions now 
stretched from the Eider to the Ebro, and from the Atlantic to 
the Elbe, the Smile -and the Raab, and they also included the 
greater part of Italy; while even beyond these bounds he exer-
cised an acknowledged but shadowy authority. In 806 Charles 
arranged a division of his territories among his three legitimate 
sons, but this arrangement came to nothing owing to the death 
of Pippin in iho, and of the younger Charles in the following 
year. Charles then named his remaining son Louis as his suc-
cessor; and at his father's command Louis took the crown from 
the altar and placed it upon his own head. This ceremony took 
place at Aix on the r ith of September 813. In 8o8 the Frankish 
authority over the Obotrites was interfered with by Gudrod 
(Godfrey), king of the Danes, who ravaged the Frisian coasts 
and spoke boastfully of leading his troops to Aix. To ward off 
these attacks Charles took a warm interest in the building of a 
fleet, which he reviewed in 811; but by this time Gudrod had 
been killed, and his successor Hemming made peace with the 
emperor. 

In 8z r Charles made his will, which shows that he contemplated 
the possibility of abdication. The bulk of his possessions were 
left to the twenty-one metropolitan churches of his dominions, 
and the remainder to his children, his servants and the poor. 
In his last years he passed most of his days at Aix, though 
he bad sufficient energy to take the field for a short time during 
the Danish War. Early in 814 he was attacked by a fever. which 
be sought to subdue by fasting; but pleurisy supervened, and 
after partaking of the communion, he died on the 28th of January 
814, and on the same day his body was buried in the church of 
St Mary at Aix. In the year moo his tomb was opened by the 
emperor Otto III., but the account that Otto found the body 
upright upon a throne with a golden crown on the head and hold-
ing a golden sceptre in the hands, is generally regarded as legend-
ary. The tomb was again opened by the emperor Frederick I. 
in 1165, when the remains were removed from a marble sarco-
phagus and placed in a wooden coffin. Fifty years later they were 
transferred by order of the emperor Frederick II. to a splendid 
shrine, in which the relics are still exhibited once in every six 
years. The sarcophagus in which the body originally lay may 
still be seen at Aix, and other relics of the great emperor are in 
the imperial treasury at Vienna. In r r65 Charles was canonized 
by the antipope Paschal III. at the instance of the emperor 
Frederick I., and Louis XL of France gave strict orders that the 
feast of the saint should be observed. 

The personal appearance of Charles is thus described by 
Einhard:—" Big and robust in frame, he was tall, but not 
excessively so, measuring about seven of his own feet in height. 
His eyes were large and lustrous, his nose rather long and 
his countenance bright and cheerful." He had a commanding 
presence, a clear but somewhat feeble voice, and in later life 
became rather corpulent. His health was uniformly good, owing 
perhaps to his moderation in eating and drinking, and to 
his love for hunting and swimming. He was an affectionate 
father, and loved to pass his time in the company of his children, 
to whose education he paid the closest attention. His sons were 
trained for war and the chase, and his daughters instructed in the 
spinning of wool and other feminine arts. His ideas of sexual 
morality were primitive. Many concubines are spoken of, he 
had several illegitimate children, and the morals of his daughters 
were very loose. He was a regular observer of religious rites, 
took great pains to secure decorum in the services of the church, 
and was generous in almsgiving both within his empire and 
without. He reformed the Frankish liturgy, and brought singers 
from Rome to improve the services of the church. He had 
considerable knowledge of theology, took a prominent part in the 
theological controversies of the time, and was responsible for the 
addition of the clause filioque to the Nicene Creed. The most 
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attractive .feature of his character, however, was his love of 
learning. In addition to his native tongue he could read Latin and 
understood Greek, but he was unable to write, and Einhard 
gives an account of his futile efforts to learn this art in later life. 
He loved the reading of histories and astronomy, and by ques-
tioning travellers gained some knowledge of distant parts of the 
earth. He attended lectures on grammar, and his favourite 
work was St Augustinc's De civitate Dci. He caused Frankish 
sagas to be collected, began a grammar of his native tongue, and 
spent some of his last hours in correcting a text of the Vulgate. 
He delighted in the society of scholars—Alcuin, Angilbert, Paul 
the Lombard, Peter of Pisa and others, and in this company the 
trappings of rank were laid aside and the emperor was known 
simply as David. Under his patronage Alcuin organized the 
school of the palace, where the royal children were taught in the 
company of others, and founded a school at Tours which became 
the model for many other establishments. Charles was un-
wearying in his efforts to improve the education of clergy and 
laity, and in 789 ordered that schools should be established in 
every diocese. The atmosphere of these schools was strictly 
ecclesiastical and the questions discussed by the scholars were 
often puerile, but the greatness of the educational work of 
Charles will not be doubted when one considers the rude condition 
of Frankish society half a century before. The main work 
of the Carolingian renaissance was to restore Latin to its 
position as a literary language, and to reintroduce a correct 
system of spelling and an improved handwriting. The 
manuscripts of the time are accurate and artistic, copies of 
valuable books were made and by careful collation the texts 
were purified. 

Charles was not a great warrior. His victories were won rather 
by the power of organization, which he possessed in a marked 
degree, and he was eager to seize ideas and prompt in their 
execution. He erected a stone bridge with wooden piers across 
the Rhine at Mainz, and began a canal between the Altmtihl and 
the Rednitz to connect the Rhine and the Danube, but this work 
was not finished. He built palaces at Aix (his favourite residence), 
Nijmwegen and Ingelheim, and erected the church of St Mary 
at Aix, modelled on that of St Vitalis at Ravenna and adorned 
with columns and mosaics brought from the same city. He 
loved the simple dress and manners of the Franks, and on two 
occasions only did he assume the more stately attire of a Roman 
noble. The administrative system of Charles in church and 
state was largely personal, and he brought to the work an untir-
ing industry, and a marvellous grasp of detail. He admonished 
the pope, appointed the bishops, watched over the morals and 
work of the clergy, and took an active part in the deliberations 
of church synods; he founded bishoprics and monasteries, 
was lavish in his gifts to ecclesiastical foundations, and chose 
bishops and abbots for administrative work. As the real 
founder of the ecclesiastical state, he must be held mainly 
responsible for the evils which resulted from the policy of 
the church in exalting the ecclesiastical over the secular 
authority. 

In secular affairs Charles abolished the office of duke, placed 
counts over districts smaller than the former duchies, and 
supervised their government by means of tnissi dontinici, officials 
responsible to himself alone. Marches were formed on all the 
borders of the empire, and the exigencies of military service 
led to the growth of a system of land-tenure which contained 
the germ of feudalism. The assemblies of the people gradually 
changed their character under his rule. No longer did the nation 
come together to direct and govern, but the emperor summoned 
his people to assent to his acts. Taking a lively interest in 
commerce and agriculture, Charles issued various regulations 
for the organization of the one and the improvement of the other. 
He introduced a new system of weights and measures, which he 
ordered should be used throughout his kingdom, and took steps 
to reform the coinage. He was a voluminous lawgiver. Without 
abolishing the customary law of the German tribes, which is 
said to have been committed to writing by his orders, he 
added to it by means of capitularies, and thus introduced  

certain Christian principles and customs, and some degree at 
uniformity. 

The extent and glamour of his empire exercised a pitem me2 
on western Europe. The aim of the greatest of his successor 
was to restore it to its pristine position and influence. whit 
many of the French rulers made its re-establishment the goal a 
their policy. Otto the Great to a considerable extent socreeded, 
Louis XIV. referred frequently to the empire of Charlemagne. 
and Napoleon regarded him as his prototype and predecessor 
The empire of Charles, however, was not lasting, In spite of Ls 
own wonderful genius the seeds of weakness -were sown is I's 
lifetime. The church was too powerful, an incipient feudal= 
was present, and there was no real bond of union between the 
different races that acknowledged his authority. All the vigi-
lance of the emperor could not restrain the dishonesty and be 
cupidity of his servants, and no sooner was the strong hand at 
their ruler removed than they began to acquire territorial paver 
for themselves. 

AUTHORITIES.—The chief authorities for the rife and times .1 
Charlemagne are Einhard's Vita Korth Magni, the denudes Les-n 
senses ma ores, the Annaks Ftddenses, and other annals, slick at 
published in the Monumenta Gernutniae kistorica. Scripteres, But 
1. and ii., edited by G. H. Peitz (Hanover and Berlin. 1826-1W:. 
For the capitulanes see Capindaria regum Francoraurs, edited by 
A. Boretius in the Monumenta. Leges. Many of the soars at de 
period appear in the Poetae Iatini nevi Carlini, edited be E.. 
Dumnder (Berlin, 1881-1884). The Bibliotiseca rerun Germ. 
carum, tome iv., edited by Ph. Jaffe (Berlin. 1864-1873). mann 
some of the emperor's correspondence, and Hincnsar's De enter 
palatii, edited by M. Pros (Pans, 1884), is also valuable. 

The best modern authontics are S. Abel and B. Simson, 
bucker des frankischen Reickes sinter Karl due Grosses tleiptz, 
1883-1888); G. Richter and H. Kohl, Ausarten des fraidisin 
Reichs im Zeilalter der Karolinger (Halle, 1885-1887); E. M 
Deutsche Geschichte mar den Karolingern (Stuttgart, 1886'., H. 
Brosien, Karl der Grosse (Leipzig and Prague. 1885) ; J. I. Mandan. 
History of Charles the Great (London. 1888); M. Lipp. DashiskAir 
Greasystens mar Karl dem Grosses (Breslau. 1892); J. IMEI Dar. 
inger, Das Kaiserthum Karts des Grosses and seiner Nalltirdpr 
(Munich, 186.1); F. von Wyss, Karl do Grosse ale Gesengeber (Zara. 
1869); Th. &eke', Lehee son des Urkunden der erste* Kanner 
(Vienna, 1867); E. Dammler in the Allgemeine deutsche Biers*. 
Band xv.; Th. Lindner, Die Fad von der Butane.; Karts to 
Grosses (Aix-la-Chapelle, 1893); J. A. Ketterer, Kwf der Gnu 
and die Kirche (Munich and Leipzig, 1898); and 3. B. M onager. 
The Schools of Charles the Great and the Res:or:mon of Eizsames 
in the Oh century (London, 1877). 

The work of the monk of St Gall is found in the Masszer. 
Band ii.; an edition of the Historia de vita Candi Magni et Rastt 
edited by F. Castets, has been published (Paris. 1880), and an nines 
of the Kaiserchronik, edited by E. Schroder (Hanover. 1892). See 
also P. Clemen, Die Puna &rstellung Karl: des Grown (Air-h. 
Chapelle, 1896). (A. W. 

THE CHARLEMAGNE LEGENDS 
Innumerable legends soon gathered round the memory of the 

great emperor. He was represented as a warrior performing 
superhuman feats, as a ruler dispensing perfect justice, and CM 
as a martyr suffering for the faith. It was confidently befleved 
towards the close of the loth century that he had made a pil-
grimage to Jerusalem; and, like many other great rulers, it 
was reported that he was only sleeping to awake in the hoar of 
his country's need. We know from Einhard (Vita Karoli, rap. 
xxix.) that the Frankish heroic ballads were drawn up in writing 
by Charlemagne's order, and it may be accepted as certain 
that he was himself the subject of many such during his lifetime. 
The legendary element crept even into the Latin panegyrics 
produced by the court poets. Before the end of the 9th cento.-7 
a monk of St Gall drew up a chronicle De geslis Kefai 
which was based partly on oral tradition, received from an old 
soldier named Adalbert, who had served in Cbarlemagee's 
army. This recital contains various fabulous incidents. The 
author relates a conversation between Otkar the Frank (Ogler 
the Dane) and the Lombard king Desiderius (Didier) on the walk 
of Pavia in view of Charlemagne's advancing army. To Didier': 
repeated question "Is this the emperor?" Otkar coati:vacs 
to answer " Not yet," adding at last " When thou shalt see 
the fields bristling with an iron harvest, and the Po and the 
Ticino swollen with sea-floods, inundating the walls of the city 
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with iron billows, then shall Karl be nigh at hand." This episode, 
which bears the marks of popular heroic poetry, may well be the 
substance of a lost Carolingian cantikna.' 

The legendary Charlemagne and his warriors were endowed 
with the great deeds of earlier kings and heroes of the Frankish 
kingdom, for the romancers were not troubled by considerations 
of chronology. National traditions extending over centuries were 
grouped round Charlemagne, his father Pippin, and his son Louis. 
The history of Charles Martel especially was absorbed in the 
Charlemagne legend. But • if Charles's name was associated 
with the heroism of his predecessors he was credited with equal 
readiness with the weaknesses of his successors. In the earlier 
chansons de grate he is invariably a majestic figure and represents 
within limitations the grandeur of the historic Charles. But in 
the histories of the wars with his vassals he is often little more 
than a tyrannical dotard, who is made to submit to gross insult. 
This picture of affairs is drawn from later times, and the sym-
pathies of the poet are generally with the rebels against the 
monarchy. Historical tradition was already dim when the 
hypothetical and much discussed cantiknoe, which may be taken 
to have formed the repository of the national legends from the 
8th to the zoth century, were succeeded in the with and the 
early 12th centuries by the chansons de gesk. The early poems 
of the cycle sometimes contain curious information on the 
Frankish methods in war, in council and in judicial procedure, 
which had no parallels in contemporary institutions. The account 
in the Chanson de Roland of the trial of Ganelon after the battle 
of Roncesvalles must have been adopted almost intact from 
earlier poets, and provides a striking example of the value of the 
chansons de gesk to the historian of manners and customs. 
In general, however, the trouvere depicted the feeling and 
manners of his own time. 

Charlemagne's wars in Italy, Spain and Saxony formed part 
of the common epic material, and there are references to his 
wars against the Slays; but especially he remained in the popular 
mind as the great champion of Christianity against -the creed 
of Mahoniet, and even his Norman and Saxon enemies became 
Saracens in current legend. He is the Christian emperor directly 
inspired by angels; his sword Joyeuse contained the point 
of the lance used in the Passion; his standard was Romaine, the 
banner of St Peter, which, as the oriflamme of Saint Denis, was 
later to be borne in battle before the kings of France; and in 
1164 Charles was canonized at the desire of the emperor Frederick 
I. Barbarossa by the anti-pope Pascal III. This gave him no 
real claim to saintship, but his festival was observed in some 
places until comparatively recent times. Charlemagne was 
endowed with the good and bad qualities of the epic king, and 
as in the case of Agamemnon and Arthur, his exploits paled 
beside those of his chief warriors. These were not originally 
known as the twelve peers* famous in later Carolingian romance. 
The twelve peers were in the first instance the companions in 
arms of Roland in the Teutonic sense. ,  The idea of the paladins 
forming an association corresponding to the Arthurian Round 
Table first appears in the romance of Fierabras. The lists of 
them are very various, but all include the names of Roland and 

I A remnant of the popular poetry contemporary with Charle-
magne and written in the vernacular has been thought to be dis-
cernible under its Latin translation in the description of a siege 
during Charlemagne's war against the Saracens, known as the 
" Fragment from the Hague " (Pertz, Script. iii. pp. 7o8-7to). 

2  The words douse pairs were anglicized in • variety of forms 
ranging from douzepers to dosepers. The word even occurred as a 
singular in the metrical romance of Octavian: —" Ferst they sent 
out a doseper." At the beginning of the t3th century there existed 
a cour des pairs which exercised judicial functions and dated possibly 
from the Itth century, but their prerogatives at the beginning of the 
14th century appear to have been mainly ceremonial and decorative. 
I nt257 the twelve peers were the chiefs of the great feudal provinces, 
the dukes of Normandy, Burgundy and Aquitaine, the counts of 
Toulouse, Champagne and Flanders, and six spiritual peers, the 
archbishop of Reims, the bishops of Leon. Chllons-sur-Marne, 
Beauvais, Langres and Noyon.. (See Du Cange, Glossarium, 
" Par."). 

See J. Flitch, Le Compagnomeage dans kr chansons de gesk (Paris, 
1891). 

Oliver. The chief heroes who fought Charlemagne's battles 
were Roland; Ganelon, afterwards the traitor; Turpin, the 
fighting archbishop of Reims; Duke Naimcs of Bavaria, the 
wise counsellor who is always on the side of justice; Ogief 
the Dane, the hero of a whole series of romances; and Guillaume 
of Toulouse, the defender of Narbonne. Gradually most of the 
chansons de gate were attached to the name of Charlemagne, 
whose poetical history falls into three cycles:—the genie du rot, 
relating his wars and the personal history of himself and his 
family; the southern cycle, of which Guillaume de Toulouse is 
the central figure; and the feudal epic, dealing with the revolts 
of the barons against the emperor, the rebels being invariably 
connected by the trouveres with the family of Doon de Mayence 
(ex.). 

The earliest poems of the cycle are naturally the closest to 
historical truth. The central point of the gale du roi is the t l th-
century Chanson de Roland (see ROUND, LEGEND or), one of 
the greatest of medieval poems. Strangely enough the defeat 
of Roncesvalles, which so deeply impressed the popular mind, 
has not a corresponding importance in real history. But it 
chanced to find as its exponent a poet whose genius established 
a model for his successors, and definitely fixed the type of later 
heroic poems. The other early chansons to which reference is 
made in Roland—A SPfelX0?a, Enfances Ogler, Guiledin, Balan, 
relating to Charlemagne's wars in Italy and Saxony—are not 
preserved in their original form, and only the first in an early 
recension. Basin or Carl a Elegant (preserved in Dutch and 
Icelandic), the Voyage de Charlemagne d Jerusalem and Le 
Couronnement Looys also belong to the heroic period. The purely 
fictitious and romantic tales added to the personal history of 
Charlemagne and his warriors in the 13th century are inferior 
in manner, and belong to the decadence of romance. The old 
tales, very much distorted in the ,nth-century prose versions, 
were to undergo still further degradation in 18th-century 
compilations. 

According to Berk arts grans pits, in the 13th-century ?manic-
meta of the Brabantine trouvere Aden& li Rois, Charlemagne 
was the son of Pippin and of Berte, the daughter of Flom and 
Blanchefleur, king and queen of Hungary. The tale bears marks 
of high antiquity, and presents one of the few incidents in the 
French cycle which may be referred to a mythic origin. On the 
night of Berte's marriage a slave, Margiste, is substituted for 
her, and reigns in her place for nine years, at the expiration of 
which Blanchefleur exposes the deception; whereupon Berte is 
restored from her refuge in the forest to her rightful place as 
queen. Mainet (12th century) and the kindred poems in German 
and Italian are perhaps based on the adventures of Charles 
Martel, who after his father's death had to flee to the Ardennes. 
They relate that, after the death of his parents, Charles was 
driven by the machinations of the two sons of Margiste to take 
refuge in Spain, where he accomplished his enfances (youthful 
exploits) with the Mussulman king Galafre under the feigned 
name of Mainet. He delivered Rome from the besieging Sara-
cens, and returned to France in triumph. But his wife Galienne, 
daughter of Galafre, whom he had converted to the Christian 
faith, died on her way to rejoin him. Charlemagne then made 
an expedition to Italy (Enfances Ogur in the Venetian Charle-
magne, and the first part of the Ckevakrie Ogler de Dannemarche 
by Raimbert of Paris, 12th century) to raise the siege of Rome, 
which was besieged by the Saracen emir Corsuble. He crossed 
the Alps under the guidance of a white hart, miraculously sent 
to assist the passage of the army. Aspremont (12th century) 
describes a fictitious campaign against the Saracen King Agolant 
in Calabria, and is chiefly devoted to the enfances of Roland. 
The wars of Charlemagne with his vassals are described in 
Girarl de Roussillon, Renaus de Montauban, recounting the deeds 
of the four sons of Aymon, Hums de Bordeaux, and in the latter 
part of the Chevalerie Ogler, which belong properly to the cycle 
connected with Doon of Mayence. 

The account of the pilgrimage of Charlemagne and his twelve 
paladins to the Holy Sepulchre must in its first form have been 
earlier than the Crusades,. as the patriarch asks the emperor to 
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free Spain, not the Holy Land, from the Saracens. The legend 
probably originated in a desire to authenticate the relics in the 
abbey of Saint Denis, supposed to have been brought to Aix by 
Charlemagne, and is preserved in a 12th-century romance, Le 
Voyage de Charlemagne d Jerusalem et d Constantinople.' This 
journey forms the subject of a window in the cathedral of 
Chartres, and there was originally a similar one at Saint-Denis. 
On the way home Charles and his paladins visited the emperor 
Hugon at Constantinople, where they indulged in a series of 
gabs which they were made to carry out. Gallen, a favourite 
15th-century romance, was attached to this episode, for Galien 
was the son of the amours of Oliver with Jacqueline, Hugon's 
daughter. The traditions of Charlemagne's fights with the 
Norsemen (Norois, Noreins) are preserved in Aiquin (12th 
century), which describes the emperor's reconquest of Armorica 
from the " Saracen " king Aiquin, and a disaster at Cfzembre 
as terrible in its way as those of Roncesvalles and Aliscans. La 
destruction de Rome is a 13th-century version of the older chanson 
of the emir Balan, who collected an army in Spain and sailed to 
Rome. The defenders were overpowered and the city destroyed 
before the advent of Charlemagne, who, however, avenged the 
disaster by a great battle in Spain. The romance of Fierabras 
(13th century) was one of the most popular in the 15th century, 
and by later additions came to have pretensions to be a complete 
history of Charlemagne. The first part represents an episode 
in Spain three years before Roncesvalles, in which Oliver defeats 
the Saracen giant Fierabras in single combat, and converts him. 
The hero of the second part is Gui de Bourgogne, who recovers 
the relics of the Passion, lost in the siege of Rome. Otinel (13th 
century) is also pure fiction. L' Entree en Espagne, preserved in 
a 14th-century Italian compilation, relates the beginning of the 
Spanish War, the siege of Pampeluna, and the legendary combat 
of Roland with Ferragus. Charlernagne's march on Saragossa, 
and the capture of Huesca, Barcelona and Girone, gave rise to 
La Prise de Pampelune (14th century, based on a lost chanson); 
and Gui de Bourgogne (12th century) tells how the children of the 
barons, after appointing Guy as king of France, set out to find 
and rescue their fathers, who are represented as having been 
fighting in Spain for twenty-seven years. The Chanson de Roland 
relates the historic defeat of Roncesvalles on the 15th of August 
778, and forms the very crown of the whole Carolingian legend. 
The two 13th-century romances, Golden, by Herbert Leduc 
de Dammartin, and Aruba de Carthage, contain a purely fictitious 
account of the end of the war in Spain, and of the establishment 
of a Frankish kingdom under the rule of Ansfis. Charlemagne 
was recalled from Spain by the news of the outbreak of the 
Saxons. The contest between Charlemagne and Widukind 
(Guitedin) offered abundant epic material. Unfortunately the 
original Guikclin is lost, but the legend is preserved in Les 
Saisnes (c. 130o) of Jeban Bodel, which is largely occupied by 
the loves of Baudouin and Sibille, the wife of Guiteclin. The 
adventures of Blanchefleur, wife of Charlemagne, form a variation 
of the common tale of the innocent wife falsely accused, and are 
told in Macaire and in the extant fragments of La Refine Sibille 
(14th century). After the conquest of the Saracens and the 
Saxons, the defeat of the Northmen, and the suppression of the 
feudal revolts, the emperor abdicated in favour of his son Louis 
(LeCouronnement Looys,x 2th century). Charles's harangue to his 
son is in the best tradition of epic romance. The memory of 
Roncesvalles haunts him on his death-bed, and at the moment 
of death he has a vision of Roland. 

The mythic element is practically lacking in the French 
legends, but in Germany some part of the Odin myth was 
associated with Charles's name. The constellation of the Great 
Bear, generally associated with Odin, is Karlswagen in German, 
and Charles's Wain in English. According to tradition in Hesse, 
he awaits resurrection, probably symbolic of the triumph of the 
sun over winter, within the Gudensberg (Hill of Odin). Bavarian 

1  For clerical accounts of Charles's voyage to the Holy Land see 
the Chronicon (c. 968) of Benedict, a monk of St Andr6, and De-
scriptio qualiter ICarolus Magnus claoum et coroners Domini .. . 
deistical, by an itch-century writer.  

tradition asserts that he is seated in the Untersberg in a dam% 
as in his tomb at Aix-la-Chapelle. His white beard goes on grew. 
ing, and when it has thrice encircled the stone table before 
the end of the world will come; or, according to another vetsi,,r, 
Charles will arise and after fighting a great battle on the pEsz 
of Wals will reign over a new Germany. There were niedirnl 
chroniclers who did not fear to assert that Charles rose fuss 
the dead to take part in the Crusades. In the MS. Asarles' S. 
Stephani Frisingenses (15th century), which formerly bdage s 
to the abbey of Weihenstephan, and is now at Munich, 
childhood of Charlemagne is practically the same as that of may 
mythic heroes. This work, generally known as the thresur:4 
of Weihenstephan, gives among other legends a curious bitery 
of the emperor's passion for a dead woman, caused by a char= 
given to Charles by a serpent to whom he had rendered *star_ 
The charm was finally dropped Into a well at Aix, which thean, 

 forward became Charles's favourite residence. The story of 
Roland's birth from the union of Charles with his sister Gael. 
also found in German and Scandinavian versions, has Amid= 
parallels in mythology, and was probably transferred M.= 
mythology to Charlemagne. 

The Latin chronicle, wrongly ascribed to Turpin (Tapia's: 
bishop of Reims from 753 to Boo, was in reality later the 
the earlier poems of the French cycle, and the first properh 
authenticated mention of it is in i165. Its primary objec; 
was to authenticate the relics of St James at Composteb. 
Alberic Trium Fontium, a monk of the Cistercian monastery of 
Trois Fontanes in the diocese of Chalons, embodied mad 
poetical fiction in his chronicle (c. /249). A large section of tie 
Chronique rimee (c. 1243) of Philippe Mousket is devoted to 
Charlemagne's exploits, At the beginning of the 14th exam= 
Girard of Amiens made a dull compilation known as Cleninnzem 
from the chansons de gests, authentic history and the plenclo. 
Turpin. La Conqueste que fit le grand rid Chadosaigse 
Espaignes (pr. x486) is the same work as the prose compaities 
of Fierabras (pr. 1478), and Caxton's Lyf of Clarks tie Ccets 
( 1 485).. 

The Charlemagne legend was fully developed in Italy, when k 
was to have later a great poetic development at the hands of 
Boiardo, Ariosto and Tasso. There are two important Italia 
compilations, MS. XIII. of the library of St Mark, Vence 
(c. 1200), and the Reali di Francia (c. taco) of a Florae= 
writer, Andrea da Barberino (b. 137o), edited by G. VaraleS 
(Bologna, 1892). The six books of this work are rivalled is 
importance by the ten branches of the Norse Kstiassagaus sap 
written under the reign of Haakon V. This forms a consecutive 
legendary history of Charles, and is apparently based on earlier 
versions of the French Charlemagne poems than those which 
we possess. It thus furnishes a guide to the older forms of 
stories, and moreover preserves the substance of others which 
have not survived in their French form. A popular abridgment. 
the Keiser Karl Magnus KrJnike (pr. Malmo, 1534), draws ap 
in Danish, serves in some cases to complete the earlier work. 
The moo lines of the German Koiserchronik on the history of 
Charlemagne belong to the first half of the 12th century, and 
were perhaps the work of Conrad, the poet of the Atalanta 
Lie& The German poet known as the Stricker used the 
same sources as the author of the chronicle of Weihen-
stephan for his Karl (c. 1230). The earliest important Spanish 
version was the Chronica Hispaniae (c. 1284) of Rodrigo de 
Toledo. 

The French and Norman-French chansons circulated as freely 
in England as in France, and it was therefore not until the period 
of decadence that English versions were made. The English 
metrical romances of Charlemagne are:—Rowlandrs Song (t5th 
century); The Tail of Rauf Coilyear (c. 1 475. Pr. by R. Lek-
preuik, St Andrews, :472), apparently original; Sir Ferumbras 
(c. 138o) and the Soudest of Babylon (c. 1400) from an early 
version of Fierabras; a fragmentary Roland and Vermeil 
(Ferragus); two versions of 011tel (Otinel); and a Sege of 
Melayne (c. x39o), forming a prologue to Otinel unknown a 
French. 
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only (ed. E.E.T.S., 188o); Simon de Postille, analysis in gpop. fr. 
(iii. pp. 346 sq.); Voyage de C. d Jerusalem, ed. E. Koschwitz 
(Heilbronn, 1879). For the chronicle of the Pseudo-Turpin, see an 
edition by Castets (Paris, 1880 for the "Societe des langues 
romans,' and the dissertation by G. Paris, De Pseudo-Turpino 
(Paris, 1865). The Spanish versions of Carolingian legends are 
studied by Milk y Fontanab in De la poesia heroico-popular castellana 
(Barcelona, 1874). (M. BR.) 

CHARLEMAGNE, JEAN ARMAND (1753-1838), French 
dramatic author, was born at Bourget (Seine) on the 30th of 
November 1753. Originally intended for the church, he turned 
first to being a lawyer's clerk and then a soldier. He served in 
the American War of Independence, and on returning to France 
(1783) began to employ his pen on economic subjects, and later 
in writing for the stage. He became the author of a large number 
of plays, poems and romances, among which may be mentioned 
the comedies M. de Cm. d Paris (1793), Le Soupy,. des Jacobins 
(1795) and L' A giokur(t 796), and Observations de quelques patriotes 
sea la oacessite de conserver les monuments de la litterature et des 
arts (1794) , an essay written in collaboration with M.M. Chardin 
and Renouard, which induced the Convention to protect books 
adorned with the coats of arms of their former owners and other 
treasures from destruction at the hands of the revolutionists. 
He died in Paris on the 6th of March 1838. 

CHARLESIONT, JANES CAULFEILD, 1ST EARL OP (1728- 
1799), Irish statesman, son of the 3rd viscount Charlemont, was 
born in Dublin on the 18th of August t728, and succeeded his 
father as 4th viscount in 1734. The title of Charlemont descended 
from Sir Toby Caulfeild (1565-1627) of Oxfordshire, England, 
who was given lands in Ireland, and created Baron Charlemont 
(the name of a fort on the Blackwater), for his services to King 
James I. in 1620, and the 1st viscount was the 5th baron (d. 167z), 
who was advanced by Charles II. Lord Charlemont is historically 
interesting for his political connexion with Flood and Grattan; 

he was a cultivated man with literary and artistic tastes, and both 
in Dublin and in London his amiable character gave him con-
siderable social influence. For various early services in Ireland 
he was made an earl in x763, but he disregarded court favours and 
cordially joined Grattan in r780 in the assertion of Irish inde-
pendence. He was president of the volunteer convention in 
Dublin in November 1783, having taken from the first a leading 
part in the embodiment of the volunteers; and he was a strong 
opponent of the proposals for the Union. He died on the 4th of 
August 1799; his eldest son, who succeeded him, being subse-
quently (1837) created an English baron. 

His Life, by F. Hardy, appeared in 1810. 
CHARLEROI (Carolus Rex), a town in the province of Hainaut, 

Belgium. Pop. (1904) 26,528. It was founded in i666 on the 
site of a village called Chamoy by the Spanish governor Roderigo 
and named after his sovereign Charles IL of Spain. Charleroi 
is the centre of the iron industry of Belgium. It is connected by 
a canal with Brussels, and from its position on the Sambre enjoys 
facilities of communication by water with France as well as 
Belgium. It was ceded soon after its foundation to France by 
the treaty of Aix-la-Chapelle, and Vauban fortified it. During 
the French occupation the town was considerably extended, and 
the fortifications were made so strong that Charleroi twice 
successfully resisted the strenuous attacks of William of Orange. 
In x 794 Charleroi again fell into the hands of the French, and on 
this occasion instead of fortifying they dismantled it. In 1816 
Charleroi was refortified under Wellington's direction, and it was 
finally dismantled in 1859. Some portions of the old ramparts 
are left near the railway station. There is an archaeological 
museum with a miscellaneous collection of Roman and Frank 
antiquities. 

CHARLEROI, a borough of Washington county, Pennsylvania, 
U.S.A., on the Monongahela, river, near the S.W. corner of the 
state, about 20 m. S. of Pittsburgh. Pop. (t90o) 5930, (1749 
foreign-born); (1910) 9615 It is served by the Pennsylvania 
railway. The surrounding country has good farming land and 
large coal mines. In mos the borough ranked fifth among the 
cities of the United States in the manufacture of glass (plate-
glass, lamp chimneys and bottles), its product (valued at 
11,841,308) being 2-3% of that of the whole country. Charleroi 
was settled in 1890 and was incorporated in 189i. 

CHARLES (Fr. Charles; Span. Carlos; Ital. Carlo; Ger. 
Karl; derived from O.H.G. Ckaral,latinized as Carolus, meaning 
originally " man ": cf. Mod.Ger., Kerl," fellow," A.S. ceorl, Mod. 
Eng. " churl "), a masculine proper name. It has been borne by 
many European princes, notices of the more important of whom 
are given below in the following order: (t) Roman emperors, (2) 
kings of England, (3) other kings in the alphabetical order of their 
states, (4) other reigning princes in the same order, (5) non-
reigning princes. Those princes who are known by a name in 
addition to Charles (Charles Albert, &c.) will be found after the 
private individuals bearing Charles as a surname. 

CHARLES 	called THE BALD (823-877), Roman emperor 
and king of the West Franks, was the son of the emperor Louis 
the Pious and of his second wife Judith and was born in 823. 
The attempts made by his father to assign him a kingdom, first 
Alamannia (829), then the country between the Meuse and the 
Pyrenees(839), at theexpenseof his half-brothers Lothai r and Louis 
led to a rising on the part of these two (see Louis I., the Pious). 
The death of the emperor in 840 was the signal for the outbreak 
of war between his sons. Charles allied himself with his brother 
Louis the German to resist the pretensions of the emperorLothair, 
and thetwoalliesconqueredhim in the bloodyvictoryof Fontenot' 
en -Puisaye (25 June 841). In the following year, the two brothers 
confirmed their alliance by the celebrated oaths of Strassburg, 
made by Charles in the Teutonic language spoken by the subjects 
of Louis, and by Louis in the Romance tongue of Charles's 
subjects. The war was brought to an end by the treaty of 
Verdun (August 843) 'which gave to Charles the Bald the kingdom 
of the western Franks, which practically corresponded with what 

1  For Charles I., Roman emperor, see CHARLIDIAGNE; cf. under 
Charles I. of France below. 
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is now France, as far as the Meuse, the Swine and the Rhone, 
with the addition of the Spanish March as far as the Ebro. The 
first years of his reign up to the death of Lothair I. (855) were 
comparatively peaceful, and during them was continued the 
system of " confraternal government " of the sons of Louis the 
Pious, who had various meetings with one another, at Coblenz 
(848), at Meersen (850, and at Attigny (854). In 858 Louis the 
German, summoned by the disaffected nobles, invaded the king-
dom of Charles, who fled to Burgundy, and was only saved by 
the help of the bishops, and by the fidelity of the family of the 
Welts, who were related to Judith. In 86o he in his turn tried to 
seize the kingdom of his nephew, Charles of Provence, but met 
with a repulse. On the death of Lothair II. in 869 he tried to 
seize his dominions, but by the treaty of Mersen (87o) was com-
pelled to share them with Louis the German. Besides this, 
Charles had to struggle against the incessant rebellions in Aqui-
taine, against the Bretons, whose revolt was led by their chief 
Nomenoe and Erispoe, and who inflicted on the king the defeats 
of Ballon (845) and Juvardeil (850, and especially against the 
Normans, who devastated the country in the north of Gaul, the 
valleys of the Seine and Loire, and even up to the borders of 
Aquitaine. Charles was several times compelled to' purchase 
their retreat at a heavy price. He has been accused of being 
incapable of resisting them, but we must take into account the 
unwillingness of the nobles, who continually refused to join the 
royal army; moreover, the Frankish army does not seem to have 
been sufficiently accustomed to war to make any headway against 
the pirates. At any rate, Charles led various expeditions against 
the invaders, and tried to put a barrier in their way by having 
fortified bridges built over all the rivers. In 875, after the death 
of the emperor Louis II., Charles the Bald, supported by Pope 
John VIII., descended into Italy, receiving the royal crown at 
Pavia and the imperial crown at Rome (29th December). But 
Louis the German, who was also a candidate for the succession of 
Louis II., revenged himself for Charles's success by invading and 
devastating his dominions. Charles was recalled to Gaul, and 
after the death of Louis the German (28th August 876), in his 
turn made an attempt to seize his kingdom, but at Andernach 
met with a shameful defeat (8th October 876). In the meantime, 
John VIII., who was menaced by the Saracens, was continually 
urging him to come to Italy, and Charles, after having taken at 
Quierzy the necessary measures for safeguarding the government 
of his dominions in his absence, again crossed the Alps, but 
this expedition had been received with small enthusiasm by the 
nobles, and even by Boso, Charles's brother-in-law, who had been 
entrusted by him with the government of Lombardy, and they 
refused to come with their men to join the imperial army. At 
the same time Carloman, son of Louis the German, entered 
northern Italy. Charles, ill and in great distress, started on his 
way back to Gaul, and died while crossing the pass of the Mont 
Cenis on the 5th or 6th of October 877. He was succeeded by his 
son Louis the Stammerer, the child of Ermentrude, daughter of a 
count of Orleans,whom he had married in 842, and who had died in 
860. In 87o he had married Richilde, who was descended from a 
noble family of Lorraine, but none of the children whom he had by 
her played a part of any importance. Charles seems to have been 
a prince of education and letters, a friend of the church, and 
conscious of the support he could find in the episcopate against 
his unruly nobles, for he chose his councillors for preference 
from among the higher clergy, as in the case of Guenelon of Sens, 
who betrayed him, or of Hincmar of Reims. But his character 
and his reign have been judged very variously. The general 
tendency seems to have been to accept too easily the accounts 
of the chroniclers of the east Frankish kingdom, which are 
favourable to Louis the German, and to accuse Charles of 
cowardice and bad faith. He seems on the contrary not to have 
lacked activity or decision. 

AUTHORITIES.—The most important authority for the history 
of Charles's reign is represented by the Annaks 13ertittiani, which 
were the work of Prudentius. bishop of Troyes, up to 861, then up 
to 882 of the celebrated Hincmar, archbishop of Reims. This 
prince's charters are to be found published in the collections of the 
Academic des inuriplious, by M. ht. Pros. The most complete  

history of the reign is found in E. Dammler, GeschieliH ge des elk 
franknekers Reicher (3 vols.. Leipzig. 1887- 1888). See also J. Cal. 
mette, La Diplomatic casolineicunc du trail de Verdun d la mid ds 
Charles k Chauve (Paris, toot), and F. Lot, " Une Ann& do Mg's/ de 
Charles le Chauve," in Le Afoyen -Age, (tem) pp. 393-433. 

CHARLES III., THE FAT i  (832-888), Roman emperor and king 
of the West Franks, was the youngest of the three sons of Innis 
the German, and received from his father the kingdom of Swabia 
(Alamannia). After the death of his two brothers in ratccessica, 
Carloman (880 and Louis the Young (882), he inherited the whale 
of his father's dominions. In 88o he had helped his two cousins 
in the west Frankish realm, Louis III. and Cadmium, in their 
struggle with the usurper Boso of Provence, but abandosed 
them during the campaign in order to be crowned emperor at 
Rome by Pope John VIII. (February 88i). On his return he led 
an expedition against the Norsemen of Friesland. who were 
entrenched in their camp at Elsloo, but instead of engaging with 
them he preferred to make terms and paid them tribute. In 884 the 
death of Carloman brought into his possession the Mint F2113&2511 
realm, and in 885 he got rid of his rival Hugh of Alsace, an 
illegitimate son of Lothair II., taking him prisoner by tmachery 
and putting out his eyes. However, in spite of his six expeditions 
into Italy, he did not succeed in pacifying the country,nor in 
delivering it from the Saracens. He was equally unfortunate is 
Gaul and in Germany against the Norsemen, who in 886-847 
besieged Paris. The emperor appeared before the city with a 
large army (October 886), but contented himself by treating with 
them, buying the retreat of the invaders at the price of a heavy 
ransom, and his permission for them to ravage Burgundy without 
his interfering. On his return to Alamannia, however, the general 
discontent showed itself openly and a conspiracy was formed 
against him. He was first forced to dismiss his favourite, the 
chancellor Liutward, bishop of Vercelli. The dissolution of his 
marriage with the pious empress Richarde, in spite of her inno-
cence as proved by the judicial examination, alienated his nobles 
still more from him. He was deposed by an assembly which met 
at Frankfort or at Tribur (November 887), and died in poverty 
at Neidingen on the Danube (18th January 888). 

See E. Dtimmler, Cexhichie des ostfrdskisches Reiches set WI. 
(Leipzig 1888). 

CHARLES IV. (1316-1378), Roman emperor and king of 
Bohemia, was the eldest son of John of Luxemburg, king al 
Bohemia, and Elizabeth, sister of WencesLas ILL, the last 
Bohemian king of the Premyslides dynasty. He was been at 
Prague on the 14th of May 5316, and in 1323 went to the count 
of his uncle, Charles IV., king of France, and exchanged his 
baptismal name of Wenoulas for that of Charles. He remained 
for seven years in France, where he was well educated and learnt 
five languages; and there he married Blanche, sister of Lag 
Philip VI., the successor of Charles IV. In 1331 he gained sane 
experience of warfare in Italy with his father; and on his return 
to Bohemia in x333 he was made margrave of Moravia. Thee 
years later he undertook the government of Tirol on behalf of his 
brother John Henry, and was soon actively concerned in a 
struggle for the possession of this county. In consequence of an 
alliance between his father and Pope Clement VI., the relentlen 
enemy of the emperor Louis IV., Charles was chosen German kiag 
in opposition to Louis by some of the princes at Reese on the 

th of July 1346. As he had previously promised to be sub. 
servient to Clement he made extensive concessions to the pope 
in 1347. Confirming the papacy in the possession of side 
territories, be promised to annul the acts of Louis against 
Clement, to take no part in Italian affairs, and to defend and 
protect the church. Meanwhile he had accompanied his father 
into France and had taken part in the battle of Crecy in August 
1346, when John was killed and Charles escaped wounded from 
the field. As king of Bohemia he returned to Germany, and 
after being crowned German king at Bonn on the 26th of 
November 1346, prepared to attack Louis. Hostilities were 
interrupted by the death of the emperor in October :347, and 
Gunther, count of Schwarzburg, who was chosen king by the 

This surname has only been applied to Charles since the 13th 
century. 
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partisans of Louis, soon abandoned the struggle. Charles, 
having made good use of the difficulties of his opponents, was 
recrowned at Aix•la-Chapelle on the 25th of July 1349, and was 
soon the undisputed ruler of Germany. Gifts or promises had 
won the support of the Rhenish and Swabian towns; a marriage 
alliance secured the friendship of the Habsburgs; and that of 
Rudolph II., count palatine of the Rhine, was obtained when 
Charles, who had become a widower in 1348, married his daughter 
Anna. 

In 1350 the king was visited at Prague by Cola di Rienzi, who 
urged him to go to Italy, where the poet Petrarch and the 
citizens of Florence also implored his presence. Turning a deaf 
ear to these entreaties, Charles kept Rienzi in prison for a year, 
and then handed him as a prisoner to Clement at Avignon. 
Four years later, however, he crossed the Alps without an army, 
received the Lombard crown at Milan on the 6th of January 
2355, and was crowned emperor at Rome by a cardinal on the 
5th of April in the same year. His sole object appears to have 
been to obtain the imperial crown in peace, and in accordance 
with a promise previouslymade to Pope Clementheonly remained 
in the city for a few hours, in spite of the expressed wishes of the 
Romans. Having virtually abandoned all the imperial rights 
in Italy, the emperor recrossed the Alps, pursued by the scornful 
words of Petrarch but laden with considerable wealth. On his 
return Charles was occupied with the administration of Germany, 
then just recovering from the Black Death, and in 1356 he 
promulgated the Golden Bull (q.v.) to regulate the election of 
the king. Having given Moravia to one brother, John Henry, 
and erected the county of Luxemburg into a duchy for another, 
Wenceslas, he was unremitting in his efforts to secure other 
territories as compensation and to strengthen the Bohemian 
monarchy. To this end he purchased part of the upper Palatinate 
of the Rhine in 1353,  and in 2367 annexed Lower Lusatia to 
Bohemia and bought numerous estates in various parts of 
Germany. On the death in 1363 of Meinhard, duke of Upper 
Bavaria and count of Tirol, Upper Bavaria was claimed by the 
sons of the emperor Louis IV., and Tirol by Rudolph IV., duke 
of Austria. Both claims were admitted by Charles on the 
understanding that if these families died out both territories 
should pass to the house of Luxemburg. About the same time 
he was promised the succession to the margraviate of Branden-
burg, which he actually obtained for his son Wenceslas in z373. 
He also gained a considerable portion of Silesian territory, 
partly by inheritance through his third wife, Anna, daughter of 
Henry II., duke of Schweidnitz. In 1365 Charles visited Pope 
Urban V. at Avignon and undertook to escort him to Rome; 
and on the same occasion was crowned king of Burgundy, or 
Arles, at Arles on the 4th of June 1 36 5- 

His second journey to Italy took place in 1368, when he bad . 
 a meeting with Urban at Viterbo, was besieged in his palace at 

Siena, and left the country before the end of the year 2369. 
During his later years the emperor took little part in German 
affairs beyond securing the election of his son Wenceslas as king 
of the Romans in 1376, and negotiating a peace between the 
Swabian league and some nobles in 1378. After dividing his 
lands between his three sons, he died on the 29th of November 
1378 at Prague, where he was buried, and where a statue was 
erected to his memory in 1848. 

Charles, who according to the emperor Maximilian I. was 
the step-father of the Empire, but the father of Bohemia, brought 
the latter country to a high state of prosperity. He reformed 
the finances, caused roads to be made, provided for greater 
security to life and property, and introduced or encouraged 
various forms of industry. In 1348 he founded the university 
of Prague, and afterwards made this city the seat of an arch-
bishop, and beautified it by the erection of several fine buildings. 
He was an accomplished diplomatist, possessed a penetrating 
intellect, and was capable of much trickery in order to gain his 
ends. By refusing to become entangled in Italian troubles and 
confining himself to Bohemia, he proved that he preferred the 
substance of power to its shadow. Apparently the most pliant 
of men, he had in reality great persistence of character, and if  

foiled in one set of plans readily turned round and reached his 
goal by a totally different path. He was superstitious and peace-
loving, had few personal wants, and is described as a round-
shouldered man of medium height, with black hair and beard, 
and sallow cheeks. 

His autobiography the" Vita Caroli IV.," which deals with events 
down to the year 1346, and various other documents relating to his 
life and times, arelpublished in the Fonks MUM Germantrarum, 
Band I., edited by . F. &Amer (Leipzig, 1885). For other docu-
ments relating tote time see Die Regales des Kaiserreielss sister 
Kaiser Karl IV., edited by J. F. Bohmer and A. Huber (Innsbruck, 
1889); Ada Karon IV. smperatoris inedita (Innsbruck, 1891); 
E. Werunsky,.Excerphi ex registris Clementis VI. et Innocenti[ VI. 
(Innsbruck, 1885). See also E. Werunsky, Geschickle Kaiser Karl: 
IV. and seiner Zeit (Innsbruck, 1880-1892); H. Friedjung, 
Kaiser Karl IV. and seas 'bilked am geistigen Leben seiner Zest 
(Vienna, 1876); A. Gottlob, Karts IV. private and politiscke Bale-
kungen as Frankreick (Innsbruck, 1883); 0. Winckelmann, Die 
Beztekur fell Kaiser Karts IV. rum Konigreich Antal (Strassburg, 
1882); K. Palm, " Zu Karls IV. Politik gegen Baiern," in the 
Forschungen sur deutschen Cesekickk, Band xv. (Gottingen, 1862-
1866); Th. Lindner, " Karl IV. und die Wittelsbacher," and S. 
Stienherz, " Die Beziehungen Ludwigs I. von Ungarn zu Karl IV.," 
and "Karl IV. und die Osterreichischen Freiheitsbrief.," in the 
Muskellunges des Instituls far osterreickische Geschichtsforschsng 
(Innsbruck, 1880). 

CHARLES V. (15oo-s558), Roman emperor and (as CHARLES I.) 
king of Spain, was born at Ghent on the 24th of February rsoo. 
His parents were Philip of Burgundy and Joanna, third child 
of Ferdinand and Isabella. Philip died in 1506, and Charles 
succeeded to his Netherland possessions and the county of 
Burgundy (Franche Comte). His grandfather, the emperor 
Maximilian, as regent, appointed his daughter Margaret vice-
regent, and under her strenuous guardianship Charles lived in 
the Netherlands until the estates declared him of age in 151$. 
In Castile, Ferdinand, king of Aragon, acted as regent for his 
daughter Joanna, whose intellect was already clouded. On the 
23rd of January 1516 Ferdinand died. Charles's visit to Spain 
was delayed until the autumn of 1517, and only in 1518 was he 
formally recognized as king conjointly with his mother; firstly 
by the cortes of Castile, and then by those of Aragon. Joanna 
lived to the very eve of her son's abdication, so that he was only 
for some months technically sole king. of Spain. During this 
Spanish visit Maximilian died, and Charles succeeded to the 
inheritance of the Habsburgs, to which was shortly added the 
duchy of Wurttemberg. Maximilian had also intended that he 
should succeed as emperor. In spite of the formidable rivalry of 
Francis I. and the opposition of Pope Leo X., pecuniary corrup-
tion and national feeling combined to secure his election in 1519. 
Charles hurriedly left Spain, and after a visit to Henry VIII. 
and his aunt Catherine, was crowned at Aix on the 23rd of 
October 1520. 

The difficulty of Charles's reign consists in the complexity of 
interests caused by the unnatural aggregate of distinct territories 
and races. The crown of Castile brought with it the two recently 
conquered kingdoms of Navarre and Granada, together with 
the new colonies in America and scattered possessions in northern 
Africa. That of Aragon comprised the three distinct states of 
Aragon, Valencia and Catalonia, and in addition the kingdoms 
of Naples, Sicily and Sardinia, each with a separate character 
and constitution of its own. No less than eight independent 
cortes or parliaments existed in this Spanish-Italian group, 
adding greatly to the intricacy of government. In the Nether-
land provinces again the tie was almost purely personal; there 
existed only the rudiments of a central administration and a 
common representative system, while the county of Burgundy 
had a history apart. Much the same was true of the Habsburg 
group of states, but Charles soon freed himself from direct 
responsibility for their government by making them over, 
together with Wurttemberg, to his brother Ferdinand. The 
Empire entailed serious liabilities on its ruler without furnishing 
any reliable assets: only through the cumbrous machinery of 
the diet could Charles tap the military and financial resources of 
Germany. His problem here was complicated by the growth of 
Lutheranism, which he had to face at his very first diet in 1521. 
In addition to such administrative difficulties Charles had 
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inherited a quarrel with France, to which the rivalry of Francis I. 
for the Empire gave a personal character. Almost equally 
formidable was the advance of Sultan Suliman up the Danube, 
and the union of the Turkish naval power with that of the 
Barbary States of northern Africa. Against Lutheran Germany 
the Catholic emperor might hope to rely upon the pope, and 
against France on England. But the attitude of the popes was 
almost uniformly disagreeable, while from Henry VIII. and 
Edward VI. Charles met with more unpleasantness than favour. 

The difficulty of Charles himself is also that of the historian 
and reader of his reign. It is probably more instructive to treat 
it according to the emperor's several problems than in strict 
chronological order. Yet an attempt to distinguish the several 
periods of his career may serve as a useful introduction. The two 
best dividing lines arc, perhaps, the coronation as emperor at 
Bologna in 1530, and the peace of Crfpy in 1544. Until his visit 
to Italy ( x529) Charles remained in the background of the 
European stage, except for his momentous meeting with Luther 
at the diet of Worms (1521). This meeting in itself forms a 
subdivision. Previously to this, during his nominal rule in the 
Netherlands, his visit to Spain, and his candidature for the 
Empire, he seemed, as it was said, spell-bound under the ferule 
of his minister Chi2vres. Almost every report represented him 
as colourless, reserved and weak. His dependence on his Flemish 
counsellors provoked the rising in Castile, the feebleness of his 
government the social war in Aragon. The religious question 
first gave him a living interest, and at this moment Chievres died. 
Meander, the papal nuncio at Worms, now recognized that public 
opinion had been wrong in its estimate of Charles. Never again 
was he under tutelage. The necessity, however, of residence in 
Spain prevented his taking a personal part in the great fight with 
Francis I. for Italy. He could claim no credit for the capture of 
his rival at Pavia. When his army sacked Rome and held Pope 
Clement VII. prisoner, he could not have known where this 
army was. And when later the French overran Naples, and 
all but deprived him of his hold on Italy, he had to instruct his 
generals that they must shift for themselves. The world had 
become afraid of him, but knew little of his character. In the 
second main division of his career Charles changed all this. 
No monarch until Napoleon was so widely seen in Europe and in 
Africa. Complexity of problems is the characteristic of this 
period. At the head of his army Charles forced the Turks back-
wards down the Danube (5532). He personally conquered Tunis 
(1535), and was only prevented by " act of God" from winning 
Algiers (1541). The invasion of Provence in 1536 was headed by 
the emperor. In person he crushed the rebellion of Ghent (1540). 
In his last war with Francis (154 2-44) be journeyed from Spain to 
the Netherlands, brought the rebellious duke of Cleves to his 
knees, and was within easy reach of Paris when he made the peace 
of Crfpy (1544).  In Germany, meanwhile, from the diet of Augs-
burg (1530) onwards, he had presided at the diets or conferences, 
which, as he hoped, would effect the reunion of the church. 

Peace with France and the Turk and a short spell of friendliness 
with Pope Paul III. enabled Charles at last to devote his whole 
energies to the healing of religious schism. Conciliation proving 
impossible, he led the army which received the submission of the 
Lutheran states, and then captured the elector of Saxony at 
Muhlberg, after which the other leader, Philip of Hesse, capitu-
lated. The Armed Diet of 1548 was the high-water mark of 
Charles's power. Here, in defiance of the pope, he published the 
Interim which was meant to reconcile the Lutherans with the 
church, and the so-called Reform which was to amend its abuses. 
During the next four years, owing to ill-health and loss of insight, 
his power was ebbing. In 1552 he was flying over the Brenner 
from Maurice of Saxony, a princeling whose fortunes he had 
made. Once again the old complications had arisen. His old 
enemy's son, Henry II., had attacked him indirectly in Piedmont 
and Parma, and then directly in Germany in alliance with 
Maurice. Once more the Turk was moving in the Danube and 
in the western Mediterranean. The humiliation of his flight 
gave Charles new spirit, and he once more led an army through 
Germany against the French, only to be checked by the duke of 

Guise's defence of Metz. Henceforth the waves of his forme 
plashed to and fro until his abdication without much ostenslUe 
loss or gain. 

Charles had abundance of good sense, but little creative genitis, 
and he was by nature conservative. Consequently be never 
sought to impose any new or common principles of administra-
tion on his several states. He took them as he found them, and 
at most, as in the Netherlands, improved upon what be found. 
So also in dealing with rival powers his policy may be called 
opportunist. He was indeed accused by his enemies of einulatirg 
Charlemagne, of aiming at universal empire. Historians have 
frequently repeated this charge. Charles himself in later life 
laughingly denied the imputation, and facts are in favour of his 
denial. When Francis I. was in his power he made no attempt to 
dismember France, in spite of his pledges to his allies Henry VIII. 
and the duke of Bourbon. He did, indeed, demand the duchy 
of Burgundy, because he believed this to have been unrightemnly 
stolen by Louis XI. from his grandmother when a helpless girl. 
The claim was not pressed, and at the height of his fortunes is 
1548 he advised his son never to surrender it, but also never to 
make it a cause of war. When Clement VII. was his prisoner. he 
was vehemently urged to overthrow the temporal power, to 
restore imperial dominion in Italy, at least to make the papacy 
harmless for the future. In reply he restored his enemy to the 
whole of his dominions, even reimposing him by force os the 
Florentine republic. To the end of his life his conscience in 
sensitive as to Ferdinand's expulsion of the house of Albert from 
Spanish Navarre, though this was essential to the safety of Span. 
Thoughalways at war he was essentially a lover of peace, and all 
his wars were virtually defensive. " Not greedy of territory.' 
wrote Marcaatonio Con tarini in 1536, " but most greedy of peace 
and quiet." For peace he made sacrifices which angered his hot-
headed brother Ferdinand. He would not aid in expelling the 
sultan's puppet Zapolya from Ferdinand's kingdom of Fbingary, 
and he suffered the restoration of the ruffianly duke of Warman 
berg, to the grave prejudice of German Catholicism. In spite of 
his protests, Henry VIII. with impunity ill-treated his an 
Catherine, and the feeble government of Edward VI. bathed Ids 
cousin Mary, who had been his fiancée. No serious efforts were 
made to restore his brother-in-law, Christian II., to the throne ei 
Denmark, and he advised his son Philip to make friends with the 
usurper. After the defeat of the Lutheran powers in :547 be dal 
not gain a palm's breadth of territory for himself. He resisted 
Ferdinand's claim for Wurttemberg, which the duke bad deserved 
to forfeit; he disliked his acceptance of the voluntary surrender 
of the city of Constance; he would not have it said that be had 
gone to war for the benefit of the house of Habsburg. 

On the other hand, Charles V.'s policy was not merely nesathe 
He enlarged upon the old Habsburg practice of marriage as a 
means of alliance of Influence. Previously to his eketioa as 
emperor, his sister Isabella was married to Christian II. of 
Denmark, and the marriages of Mary and Ferdinand with the 
king of Hungary and his sister had been arranged. Before he was 
twenty Charles himself had been engaged some ten times with ■ 
view to political combinations. Naturally, therefore, be regarded 
his near relations as diplomatic assets. The federative system 
was equally familiar; Germany, the Netherlands, and even Spain. 
were in a measure federations. Combining these two principles, he 
would within his more immediate spheres of influence strengths 
existing federations by intermarriage, while he hoped that the 
same means would convert the jarring powers of Europe iato a 
happy family. He made it a condition of the treaty of Madrid 
(I 526) that Francis I. should many his sister Eleanor, Manuel of 
Portugal's widow, in the hope, not that she would be an ally or a 
spy within the enemy's camp, but an instrument of peace. His 
son's marriage with Mary Tudor would not only salve the rubs 
with England, but give such absolute security to the Netherlands 
that France would shrink from war. The personal union of all 
the Iberian kingdoms under a single ruler had long been an airs of 
Spanish statecraft. So Charles had married his sister Eleanor, 
much against her will, to the old king Manuel, and then his sister 
Catherine to his successor. The empress was a Portuguese 
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infanta, and Philip's first wife was another. It is thus small 
wonder that, within a quarter of a century of Charles's death, 
Philip became king of Portugal. 

In the wars with Francis I. Italy was the stake. In spite of his 
success Charles for long made no direct conquests. He would 
convert the peninsula into a federation mainly matrimonial. 
Savoy, the important buffer state, was detached from France by 
the marriage of the somewhat feeble duke to Charles's capable 
and devoted sister-in-law, Beatrice of Portugal. Milan, con-
quered from France, was granted to Francesco Sforza, heir 
of the old dynasty, and even after his treason was restored to 
him. In the vain hope of offspring Charles sacrificed his niece, 
Christina of Denmark, to the valetudinarian duke. In the long 
negotiations for a Habsburg-Valois dynasty which followed 
Frsuicesco's death, Charles was probably sincere. He insisted 
that his daughter or niece should marry the third rather than the 
second son of Francis I., in order, apart from other reasons, to 
run less risk of the duchy falling under French dominion. The 
final investiture of Philip was forced upon him, and does not 
represent his saner policy. The Medici of Florence, the Gonzaga 
of Mantua, the papal house of Farnese, were all attached by 
Habsburg marriages. The republics of Genoa and Siena were 
drawn into the circle through the agency of their chief noble 
families, the Doria and Piccolomini; while Charles behaved 
with scrupulous moderation towards Venice in spite of her active 
hostility before and after the League of Cognac. Occasional 
acts of violence there were, such as the participation in the 
murder of Pierluigi Farnese, and the measures which provoked 
the rebellion of Siena. These were due to the difficulty of 
controlling the imperial agents from a distance, and in part to 
the faults of the victim prince and republic. On the whole, the 
loose federation of viceroyalties and principalities harmonized 
with Italian interests and traditions. The alternative was not 
Italian independence, but French domination. At any rate, 
Charles's structure was so durable that the French met with no 
real success in Italy until the 18th century. 

Germany offered a fine field for a creative intellect, since the 
evils of her disintegration stood confessed. On the other hand, 
princes and towns were so jealous of an increase of central 
authority that Charles, at least until his victory over the League 
of Schmalkalden, had little effective power. Owing to his wars 
with French and Turks he was rarely in Germany, and his visits 
were very short. His problem was infinitely complicated by the 
union of Lutheranism and princely independence. He fell back 
on the old policy of Maximilian, and strove to create a party by 
personal alliances and intermarriage. In this he met with some 
success. The friendship of the electors of Brandenburg, whether 
Catholic or Protestant, was unbroken. In the war of Schmal-
kalden half the Protestant princes were on Charles's side or 
friendly neutrals. At the critical moment which preceded this, 
the lately rebellious duke of Cleves and the heir of Bavaria 
were secured through the agency of two of Ferdinand's invaluable 
daughters. The relations, indeed, between the two old enemies, 
Austria and Bavaria, were permanently improved. The elector 
palatine, whose love affairs with his sister Eleanor Charles as a 
boy had roughly broken, received in compensation a Danish 
niece. Her sister, widow of Francesco Sforza, was utilized to 
gain a bold upon the French dynasty which ruled Lorraine. 
More than once there were proposals for winning the hostile 
house of Saxony by matrimonial means. After his victory over 
the League of Schmalkalden, Charles perhaps had really a chance 
of making the imperial power a reality. But he lacked either 
courage or imagination, contenting himself with proposals for 
voluntary association on the lines of the defunct Swabian 
League, and dropping even these when public opinion was against 
them. Now, too, he made his great mistake in attempting to 
foist Philip upon the Empire as Ferdinand's successor. Gossip 
reported that Ferdinand himself was to be set aside, and careless 
historians have given currency to this. Such an idea was im-
possible. Charles wished Philip to succeed Ferdinand, while he 
ultimately conceded that Ferdinand's son Maximilian should 
follow Philip, and even in his lifetime exercise the practical 
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power in Germany. This stheme irritated Ferdinand and his 
popular and ambitious son at the critical moment when it was 
essential that the Habsburgs should hold together against 
princely malcontents. Philip was imprudently introduced to 
Germany, which had also just received a foretaste of the un-
pleasant characteristics of Spanish troops. Yet the person rather 
than the policy was, perhaps, at fault. It was natural that the 
quasi-hereditary succession should revert to the elder line. 
France proved her recuperative power by the occupation of 
Savoy and of Metz, Toul and Verdun, the military keys of 
Lorraine. The separation of the Empire and Spain left two 
weakened powers not always at accord, and neither of them 
permanently able to cope on equal terms with France. Never-
theless, this scheme did contribute in no small measure to the 
failure of Charles in Germany. The main cause was, of course, 
the religious schism, but his treatment of this requires separate 
consideration. 

The characteristics of Charles's government, its mingled 
conservatism and adaptability, are best seen in Spain and the 
Netherlands, with which he was in closer personal contact than 
with Italy and Germany. In Spain, when once he knew the 
country, he never repeated the mistakes which on his first visit 
caused the rising of the communes. The cortes of Castile were 
regularly summoned, and though he would allow no encroach-
ment on the crown's prerogatives, he was equally scrupulous 
in respecting their constitutional rights. They became, perhaps, 
during the reign slightly more dependent on the crown. This 
has been ascribed to the system of gratuities which in later reigns 
became a scandal, but was not introduced by Charles, and as 
yet amounted to little more than the payment of members' 
expenses. Indirectly, crown Influence increased owing to the 
greater control which had gradually been exercised over the 
composition of the municipal councils, which often returned the 
deputies for the cortes. Charles was throughout nervous as to 
the power and wealth of the greater nobles. They rather than 
the crown had conquered the communes, and in the past they 
rather than the towns had been the enemies of monarchy. He 
earnestly warned his son against giving them administrative 
power, especially the duke of Alva, who in spite of his sancti-
monious and humble bearing cherished the highest ambitions: 
in foreign affairs and war he might be freely used, for he was 
Spain's best soldier. In the cortes of 1538 Charles came into 
collision with the nobles as a class. They usually attended only 
on ceremonial occasions, since they were exempted from direct 
taxation, which was the main function of the cortes. Now, 
however, they were summoned, because Charles was bent upon 
a scheme of indirect taxation which would have affected all 
classes. They offered an uneompromisifig opposition, and Charles 
somewhat angrily dismissed them, nor did he ever summon 
them again. The peculiar Spanish system of departmental 
councils was further developed, so that it may be said that the 
bureaucratic element was slightly increasing just as the parlia-
mentary element was on the wane. The evils of this tendency 
were as yet scarcely apparent owing to Charles's personal inter-
vention in all departments. The councils presented their reports 
through the minister chiefly concerned; Charles heard their 
advice, and formed his own conclusions. He impressed upon 
Philip that he should never become the servant of his ministers: 
let him hear them all but decide himself. Naturally enough, be 
was well served by his ministers, whom he very rarely changed. 
After the death of the Piedmontese Gattinara he relied mainly on 
Nicolas Perrenot de Granvella for Netherland and German 
affairs, and on Francisco de los Cobos for Spanish, while the 
younger Granvella was being trained. From rszo to isss these 
were the only ministers of high importance. Above all, Charles 
never had a court favourite, and the only women who exercised 
any influence were his natural advisers, his wife, his aunt Margaret 
and his sister Mary. In all these ladies he was peculiarly fortu-
nate. Charles was never quite popular in Spain, but the empress 
whom he married at his people's request was much beloved. 
Complaints were made of his absenteeism, but until 1543 he 
spent the greater portion of his reign in Spain, or on expeditions 
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such as those against Tunis and Algiers which were distinctively 
in Spanish interests. Spaniards disliked his Netherland and 
German connexions, but without the vigorous blows which these 
enabled him to strike at France, it is improbable that Spain 
could have retained her hold on Italy, or her monopoly of 
commerce with the Indies. The wars with Francis I. were, in 
spite of the rival candidature for the Empire, Spanish wars 
entailed by Ferdinand's retention of Roussillon, his annexation 
of Navarre, his summary eviction of the French from Naples. 
The Netherlands had become convinced on commercial grounds 
of the wisdom of peace with France, and the German intetest in 
Milan was not sufficiently active to be a standing cause of war. 
Charles and Francis had inherited the hostility of Ferdinand and 
Louis XII. 

The reign of Charles was in America the age of conquest and 
organization. Upon his accession the settlements upon the 
mainland were insignificant; by x556 conquest was practically 
complete, and civil and ecclesiastical government firmly estab-
lished. Actual expansion was the work of great adventurers 
starting on their own impulse from the older colonies. To 
Charles fell the task of encouraging such ventures, of controlling 
the conquerors, of settling the relations between colonists and 
natives, which involved those between the colonists and the 
missionary colonial church. He must arrest depopulation, 
provide for the labour market, regulate oceanic trade, and check 
military preponderance by civil and ecclesiastical organization. 
In America Charles took an unceasing interest; he had a bound-
less belief in its possibilities, and a determination to safeguard 
the interests of the crown. Cortes, Alvarado and the brothers 
Pizarro were brought into dose personal communication with 
the emperor. If he bestowed on Cortes the confidence which the 
loyal conqueror deserved, he showed the sternest determination 
in crushing the rebellious and autonomous instincts of Almagro 
and the Pizarros. But for this, Peru and Chile must have become 
independent almost as soon as they were conquered. Throughout 
he strove to protect the natives, to prevent actual slavery, and 
the consequent raids upon the natives. Legislation was not, 
indeed, always consistent, because the claims of the colonists 
could not always be resisted, but on the whole he gave earnest 
support to the missionaries, who upheld the cause of the natives 
against the military, and sometimes the civil and ecclesiastical 
elements. His humane care for his native subjects may well be 
studied in the instructions sent to Philip from Germany in 1548, 
when Charles was at the summit of his power. If Charles had 
had his will, he would have opened the colonial trade to the whole 
of his wide possessions. The Castilians, however, jealously con-
fined it to the city of Seville, artificially fostering the indolence 
of the colonists to maintain the agricultural and manufacturing 
monopoly of Castile, and by extreme protective measures 
forcing them to live on smuggled goods from other countries. 
Charles did actually attempt to cure the exclusive interest of 
the colonists in mineral wealth by the establishment of peasant 
and artisan colonies. If in many respects he failed, yet the 
organization of Spanish America and the survival of the native 
races were perhaps the most permanent results of his reign. It 
is a proof of the complexity of his interests that the march of the 
Turk upon Vienna and of the French on Naples delayed until 
the following reign the foundation of Spain's eastern empire. 
Charles carefully organized the expedition of Magellan, which 
sailed for the Moluccas and discovered the Philippines. Un-
fortunately, his straits for money in 1529 compelled him to 
mortgage to Portugal his disputed claim to the Moluccas, and the 
Philippines consequently dropped out of sight. 

If in the administration of Spain Charles did little more than 
mark time, in the Netherlands advance was rapid. Of the seven 
northern provinces he added five, containing more than half the 
area of the later United Provinces. In the south he freed 
Flanders and Artois from French suzerainty, annexed Tournai 
and Cambrai, and closed the natural line of French advance 
through the great bishopric of Liege by a line of fortresses across 
its western frontier. Much was done to convert the aggregate 
of jarring provinces into a harmonious unity by means of common  

principles of law and finance, and by the creation et a nation) 
army. While every province had its own assembly, there were 
at Charles's accession only the rudiments of estates general 
for the Netherlands at Inge. At the close of the reign the 
common parliamentary system was in full swing, and was fast 
converting the loosely knit provinces into a state. By these 
means the ruler had wished to facilitate the process of supply. 
but supply soon entailed redress, and the provinces could 
recognize their common interests and grievances. Under Plal.I) 
II. all patriotic spirits passionately turned to this creation cf 
his father as the palladium of Netherland liberty. This process 
of consolidation was infinitely difficult, and conflicts between 
local and central authorities were frequent That they wee 
safely tided over was due to Charles's moderation and his legal 
mind, which prompted him to draw back when his use was bad. 
The harshest act of his life was the punishment of the rebeine 
of Ghent. Yet the city met with little or no sympathy in other 
quarters, because she had refused to act in concert with the other 
members of Flanders and the other provinces. It was no mere 
local quarrel, but a breach of the growing national unity. 

In the Netherlands Charles showed none of the jealousy with 
which be regarded the Spanish nobles. He encouraged the 
growth of large estates through primogeniture; be gave the 
nobles the provincial governorships, the great court offices, the 
command of the professional cavalry. In the Order of the Golder 
Fleece and the long established presence of the court at Brussels, 
he possessed advantages which he lacked in Spain. The nobility 
were utilized as a link between the court and the province: 
Very different was it 'with the church. By far the greater pen 
of the Netherlands fell under foreign sees, which were peculiarly 
liable to papal exactions and to the intrigues of rival powers. 
Thus the usual conflict between civil and ecclesiastical juris-
diction was peculiarly acute. To remedy this dualism d 
authority and the consequent moral and religious abuses, 
Charles early designed the creation of a national diocesan 
system, and this was a darling project throughout his fin 
He was doing what every German territorial prince, Cattle& at 
Lutheran, attempted, making bishoprics and abbeys dependent 
on the crown, with nomination and institution in his hands, 
and with reasonable control over taxation and jurisdiction. 
The papacy unfortunately thwarted him, and the scheme, 
which under Charles would have been carried with national 
assent, and created a national church, took the appearance under 
Philip of alien domination. 

If in Germany Charles was emperor, he was in the Netherlands 
territorial prince, and thus his interests might easily be at 
disaccord with those of the Empire. Consequently, just as he had 
shaken off French suzerainty from Flanders and Artois, so he 
loosened the tie of the other provinces to Germany. In issfi 
they were declared free and sovereign principalities not subject 
to imperial laws, and all the territories were incorporated in the 
Burgundian circle. It was, indeed, agreed that they should 
contribute to imperial taxation, and in return receive imperial 
protection. But this soon became a dead letter, and the Nether-
lands were really severed from the Empire, save for the nominal 
feudal tie in the case of some provinces. Thus some writers have 
dated their independence from Charles's convention of Ise 
rather than from the peace of Westphalia, a century later. 
Having converted his heterogeneous territories into a self-
sufficient state, Charles often contemplated the formation of a 
middle kingdom between France and Germany. At the Int 
moment he spoiled his own work by granting the Netherlands to 
Philip. It was indegd hard to set aside the order of inheritance. 
and the commercial interests of the provinces were closely bound 
with Spain, and with England, whose queen Philip had married. 
Under any other ruler than Philip the breach might not have 
come so early. Yet it must be regretted that Charles had not 
the courage of his convictions, and that he lost the opportunity 
of completing the new nation which he had faithfully laboured to 
create. 

Charles V. is in the eyes of many the very picture of a Catholic 
zealot. Popular opinion is probably mainly based upon the 
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letters written from Yuste in x558, when two hot-beds of heresy 
had been discovered in Spain herself, and on the contemporary 
codicil to his will. These were, perhaps, really in part responsible 
for the later persecution. Yet the circumstances were far from 
being typical of the emperor's career. Death was very near 
him; devotional exercises were his main occupation. The 
letters, moreover, were cries of warning, and not edicts. Charles 
was not then the responsible authority. There is a long step 
between a violent letter and a violent act. Few men would 
care to have their lives judged by letters written in the last 
extremities of gout. Less pardonable was the earlier petsecution 
of the Valencian Moriscoes in 1525-1526. They had fought for 
their landlords in the cause of order, had been forcibly converted 
by the revolutionaries, and on the suppression of revolution had 
naturally relapsed. But for this momentary conversion the 
Inquisition would have had no hold upon them. The edict of 
persecution was cruel and unnecessary, and all expert opinion in 
Valencia was against it. It was not, however, actually enforced 
until after the victory of Pavia. It seems likely that Charles 
in a fit of religious exaltation regarded the persecution as a 
sacrificial thank-offering for his miraculous preservation. It is 
characteristic that, when in the following year he was brought 
into personal contact with the Moors of Granada, he allowed 
them to buy themselves off from the more obnoxious measures 
of the Inquisition. Henceforth the reign was marked by extreme 
leniency. Spain enjoyed a long lull in the activity of her In-
quisition. At Naples in 1547 a rumour that the Spanish 
Inquisition was to be introduced to check the growth of heresy 
in influential quarters produced a dangerous revolt. The 
briefs were, however, issued by Paul III., no friend of Charles, 
and when a Neapolitan deputation visited the emperor he dis-
claimed any intention of making innovations. Of a different 
type to all the above was the persecution in the Netherlands. 
Here it was deliberate, chronic, and on an ascending scale. 
It is not a sufficient explanation that heresy also was persistent, 
ubiquitous and increasing, for this was also the case in Germany 
where Charles's methods were neither uniform nor drastic. But 
in the Netherlands the heretics were his immediate subjects, 
and as in every other state, Catholic or Lutheran, they must 
conform to their prince's religion. But there was more than this. 
After the suppression of the German peasant revolt in 1525 
many of the refugees found shelter in the teeming Netherland 
cities, and heresy took the form, not of Lutheranism, but of 
Anabaptism, which was believed to be perilous to society and 
the state. The government put down Anabaptism, as a modern 
government might stamp out Anarchism. The edicts were, 
indeed, directed against heresy in general, and were as harsh 
as they could be—at least on paper. Yet when Charles was 
assured that they were embarrassing foreign trade he let it be 
understood that they should not affect the foreign mercantile 
communities. Prudential considerations proved frequently a 
drag upon religious zeal. 

The relations of Charles to heresy must be judged in the main 
by his treatment of German Lutheranism. Here he had to deal, 
not with drawing-room imprudences nor hole-and-corner con-
venticles, not with oriental survivals nor millenary aspirations, 
but with organized churches protected by their princes, supported 
by revenues filched from his own church and stiffened by formulae 
as rigid as those of Catholicism. The length and stubbornness of 
the Conflict will serve to show that Charles's religious conserva-
tism had a measure of elasticity, that he was not a bigot and 
nothing more. It should be remembered that all his principal 
ministers were inclined to be Erasmian or indifferent, that one of 
his favourite confessors, Loaysa, advised compromise, and that 
several intimate members of his court and chapel were, after his 
death, victims of the Inquisition. The two more obvious courses 
towards the restoration of Catholic unity were force and re-
conciliation, in other words, a religious war or a general council. 
Neither of these was a simple remedy. The latter was impossible 
without papal concurrence, inoperative without the assistance of 
the European powers, and merely irritant without the adhesion 
of the Lutherans. It was most improbable that the papacy, the  

powers and the Lutherans would combine in a measure so 
palpably advantageous to the emperor. Force was hopeless 
save in the absence of war with France and the Turk, and of 
papal hostility in Italian territorial politics. Charles must obtain 
subsidies from ecclesiastical sources,and the support of all German 
Catholics, especially of the traditional rival, Bavaria. Even so 
the Protestants would probably be the stronger, and therefore 
they must be divided by utilizing any religious split, any class 
distinction, any personal or traditional dislikes, or else by bribery. 
Force and reconciliation seeming equally difficult, could an 
alternative be found in toleration? The experiment might take 
the form either of individual toleration, or of toleration for the 
Lutheran states. The former would be equally objectionable 
to Lutheran and Catholic princes as loosening their grip upon 
their subjects. Territorial toleration might seem equally 
obnoxious to the emperor, for its recognition would strengthen 
the anti-imperial particularism so closely associated with 
Lutheranism. If Charles could find no permanent specific, he 
must apply a provisional palliative. It was absolutely necessary 
to patch, if not to cure, because Germany must be pulled together 
to resist French and Turks. Such palliatives were two—suspen-
sion and comprehension. Suspension deferred the execution of 
penalties incurred by heresy, either for a term of years, or until 
a council should decide. Thus it recognized the divorce of the 
two religions, but limited it by time. Comprehension instead of 
recognizing the divorce would strive to conceal the breach. It 
was a domestic remedy, German and national, not European and 
papal. To become permanent it must receive the sanction of 
pope and council, for the Roman emperor could not set up a 
church of Germany. Yet the formula adopted might conceivably 
be found to fall within the four corners of the faith, and so 
obviate the necessity alike of force or council. Such were the 
conditions of the emperor's task, and such the methods which he 
actually pursued. He would advance now on one line, now on 
another, now on two or three concurrently, but he never de-
finitely abandoned any. This fusion of obstinacy and versatility 
was a marked feature of his character. 

Suspension was of course often accidental and involuntary. 
The two chief stages of Lutheran growth naturally corresponded 
with the periods, each of nine years, when Charles was absent. 
Deliberate suspension was utually a consequence of the failure 
of comprehension. Thus at Augsburg in x 53o the wide gulf 
between the Lutheran confession and the Catholic confutation 
led to the definite suspensive treaty granted to the Lutherans at 
Nuremberg (1532). Charles dared not employ the alternative 
of force, because he needed their aid for the Turkish war. In 
1541, after a series of religious conferences,he personally presented 
a compromise in the so-called Book of Regensburg, which was 
rejected by both parties. He then proposed that the articles 
agreed upon should be compulsory, while on others toleration 
should be exercised until a national council should decide. Never 
before nor after did he go so far upon the path of toleration, or so 
nearly accept a national settlement. He was then burning to set 
sail for Algiers. His last formal suspensive measure was that of 
Spires (Speyer) in 1544, when he was marching against Francis. 
He promised a free and general council to be held in Germany, 
and, as a preparation, a national religious congress. The 
Lutherans were privately assured that a measure of compre-
hension should be concluded with or without papal approval. 
Meanwhile all edicts against heresy were suspended. No wonder 
that Charles afterwards confessed that he could scarcely reconcile 
these concessions with his conscience, but he won Lutheran aid 
for his campaign. The peace of Crfpy gave all the conditions 
required for the employment of force. He had peace with French 
and Turk, he won the active support of the pope, he had deeply 
divided the Lutherans and reconciled Bavaria. Finding that the 
Lutherans would not accept the council summoned by the pope to 
Trent, he resorted to force, and force succeeded. At the Armed 
Diet of 1548 reunion seemed within reach. But Paul III. in direct 
opposition to Charles's wish had withdrawn the council from 
Trent to Bologna. Charles could not force Lutherans to submit 
to a council which he did not himself recognize, and he could not 
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bring himself to national schism. Thus. falling back upon his old 
palliatives, he issued the Interim and the accompanying Reform 
of the Clergy, pending a final settlement by a satisfactory general 
council. These measures pleased neither party, and Charles at 
the very height of his power had failed. He was conscious of 
failure, and made few attempts even to enforce the Interim. 
Henceforward political complications gathered round him anew. 
The only remedy was toleration in some form, independent of 
the papacy and limitless in time. To this Charles could never 
assent. His ideal was shattered, but it was a great ideal, 
and the patience, the moderation, even at times the adroit-
ness with which he had striven towards it, proved him to be no 
bigot. 

The idea of abdication had long been present with Charles. 
After his failure to eject the French from Metz be had not shrunk 
from a wearisome campaign against Henry IL, and he was now 
tired out. His mother's death removed an obstacle, for there 
could now be no question as to his son's succession to the Spanish 
kingdoms. Religious settlement in Germany could no longer be 
postponed, and he shrank from the responsibility; the hand that 
should rend the seamless raiment of God's church must not be 
his. To Ferdinand be gave his full authority as emperor, although 
at his brother's earnest request formal abdication was delayed 
until x558. In the Hall of the Golden Fleece at Brussels on 
the 25th of October 1555 he formally resigned to Philip the 
sovereignty of his beloved Netherlands. Turning from his son to 
the representatives of the estates he said, " Gentlemen, you must 
not, be astonished if, old and feeble as I am in all my members, 
and also from the love I bear you, I shed some tears." In the 
Netherlands at least the love was reciprocal, and tears were 
infectious among the thousand deputies who listened to their 
sovereign's last speech. On the i6th of January 1556, Charles 
resigned his Spanish kingdoms and that of Sicily, and shortly 
afterwards his county of Burgundy. On the x7th of September 
he sailed from Flushing on the last of his many voyages, an 
English fleet from Portland bearing him company down the 
Channel. In February 1557 he was installed in the home which he 
bad chosen at Yuste in Extremadura. 

The excellent books which have been written upon the 
emperor's retirement have inspired an interest out of all pro-
portion to its real significance. His little house was attached to 
the monastery, but was not within ft. He was neither an ascetic 
nor a recluse. Gastronomic indiscretions still entailed their 
inevitable penalties. Society was not confined to interchange of 
civilities with the brethren. His relations, his chief friends, his 
official historians, all found their way to Yuste. Couriers brought 
news of Philip's war and peace with Pope Paul IV., of the victories 
of Saint Quentin and Gravelines, of the French capture of Calais, 
of the danger of Oran. As head of the family he intervened in the 
delicate relations with the closely allied house of Portugal: he 
even negotiated with the house of Navarre for reparation for the 
wrong done by his grandfather Ferdinand, which appeared to 
weigh upon his conscience. Above all he was shocked by the 
discovery that Spain, his own court, and his very chapel were 
infected with heresy. His violent letters to his son and daughter 
recommending immediate persecution, his profession of regret at 
having kept his word when Luther was in his power, have weighed 
too heavily on his reputation. The feverish phrases of religious 
exaltation due to broken health and unnatural retirement cannot 
balance the deliberate humanity and honour of wholesome 
manhood. Apart from such occasional moments of excitement, 
the emperor's last years passed tranquilly enough. At first be 
would shoot pigeons in the monastery woods, and till his last 
illness tended his garden and his animal pets, or watched the 
operations of Torriani, maker of clocks and mechanical toys. 
After an illness of three weeks the call came in the early hours of 
the feast of St Matthew, who, as his chaplain said, had for Christ's 
sake forsaken wealth even as Charles had forsaken empire. The 
dying man clasped his wife's crucifix to his breast till his fingers 
lost their hold. The archbishop held it before his eyes, and with 
the cry of "Ay Jesus!" died, in the words of his faithful squire 
D. Luis de Quijada, " the chief of men that bad ever been or  

would ever be." Posterity peed not agree, but no great man as 
boast a more honest panegyric. 

In character Charles stands high among contemporary princes. 
It consists of pairs of contrasts, but the better side is usually 
stronger than the worse. Steadfast honesty of purpose was 
occasionally warped by self-interest, or rather he was apt to 
think that his own course must needs be that of righteousnen. 
Self-control would give way, but very rarely, to squallsof passion. 
Obstinacy and irresolution were fairly balanced, the former 
generally bearing upon ends, the latter upon means. His own 
ideals were constant, but he could gradually assimilate the views 
of others, and could bend to argument and circumstance; yet 
even here he had a habit of harking back to earlier schemes 
which he had seemed to have definitely abandoned. Intacoorse 
with different nationalities taught him a certain versatility; he 
was dignified with Spaniards, familiar with Flemings, while the 
material Italians were pleased with his good sense. His sym-
pathies were neither wide nor quick, but be was a most faithful 
friend, and the most considerate of masters. For all who sought 
him his courtesy and patience were unfailing. At his abdication 
he dwelt with reasonable pride upon his labours and his journey-
ing,. Few monarchs have lived a more strenuous life. Yet his 
industry was broken by fits of indolence, which were probably due 
to health. In his prime his confessor warned him against this 
defect, and it caused, indeed, the last great disaster of his life. 
Fortunately he was conscious of his obstinacy, his irresolution 
and his indolence. He would accept admonition from the chapter 
of the Golden Fleece, would comment on his failings as • warning 
to his son. When Cardinal Contarini politely assured him that 
to hold fast to good opinions is not obstinacy but firmnas. 
the emperor replied, " Ahl but I sometimes stick to bad ones." 
Charles was not cruel, indeed the character of his reign ma 
peculiarly merciful. But he was somewhat unforgiving. He 
especially resented any slight upon his honour, and his nimise 
severity to Philip of Hesse was probably due to the unfounded 
accusation that he had imprisoned him in violation of his pledge. 
The excesses of his troops in Italy, in Guilders and on the 
Austrian frontiers caused him acute pain, although be aged him-
self " hard to weep." No great nobleman, statesman or financier 
was executed at Charles's order. He was proud of his generalship, 
rbi suing  himself with Alva and Montmorend as the lxst of his 
day. Yet his failures nearly balanced his successes. It is true 
that in his most important campaign, that against the League 
of Schmalkalden, the main credit must be ascribed to his well-
judged audacity at the opening, and his dogged persistency at 
the dose. As • soldier he must rank very high. It was said 
that his being emperor lost to Spain the best light horseman of 
her army. At every crisis be was admirably cool, setting a truly 
royal example to his men. His mettle was displayed when he 
was attacked on the burning sands of Tunis, when his troops 
were driven in panic from Algiers, when in spite of physical 
suffering he fOrded the Elbe at Melberg, and when he was 
bombarded by the vastly superior Lutheran artillery under the 
walls of Ingolstadt. When blamed for exposing himself on this 
last occasion, " I could not help it," be apologized; " we were 
short of bands, I could not set a bad example." Nevertheks 
be was by nature timid. Just before this very action be had a 
fit of trembling, and he was afraid of mice and spiders. The 
force of his example was not confined to the field. Melanchthm 
wrote from Augsburg in x 53o that he was a model of continence, 
temperance and moderation, that the old domestic discipline 
was now only preserved in the imperial household. He tenderly 
loved his wife, whom he had married for pecuniary and diplomatic 
reasons. Of his two well-known illegitimate children, Margaret 
was born before he married, and Don John long after his wife's 
death, but he felt this latter to be a child of shame. His sobriety 
was frequently contrasted with the universal drunkenness of the 
German and Flemish nobles, which he earnestly condemned. 
But on his appetite he could place no control, in spite of the 
ruinous effects of his gluttony upon his health. In dress, in he 
household, and in his stable he .was simple and economical 
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He loved children, flowers, animals and birds. Prof 
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jesters amused him, and he was not above a joke himself. Maps 
and mechanical inventions greatly interested him, and in later 
life he became fond of reading. He takes his place indeed among 
authors, for he dictated the commentaries on his own career. 
Of music he possessed a really fine knowledge, and his high 
appreciation of Titian proves the purity of his feeling for art. 
The little collection of books and pictures which he carried to 
Yuste is an index of his tastes. Charles was undeniably plain. 
He confessed that he was by nature ugly, but that as artists 
usually painted him uglier than he was, strangers on seeing him 
were agreeably disappointed. The protruding lower jaw and 
the thin pale face were redeemed by the fine open brow and 
the bright speaking eyes. He was, moreover, well made, and 
in youth had an incomparable leg. Above all no man could 
doubt his dignity; Charles was every inch an emperor. 

SIBLIOGRAPHY.—CommeNlaries de Charles-quint, ed. by Baron 
Kervyn de Lettenhove (Brussels, 1862); Memoirs written by Charles 
in 5550, and treating somewhat fully of the years 5543-1548; W. 
Robertson, History of the Emperor Charles V. (latest eel., London, 
1887), an English classic, which needs supplementing by later 
authorities; F. A. Mignet, Rivalite de Francois 1 et de Charles-quint 
(2 vols., Paris, 1875); E. Armstrong, The Emperor Charles V. (2 vols., 
London, Ira), to which reference may be made for monographs 
and collections of documents bearing on the reign: H. Baumgarten, 
Geschichll Karts V. (3 vols., Stuttgart, 1885-1893), very full but 
extending only to 1559; G. de Leva, Scoria documentata di Carlo V. 
incorrelasioneall'Italta (5 vols., Venice. 1862-189¢), a general history 
of the reign, though with special reference to its Italian aspects, 
and extending to 5552; article by L. P. Gachard in Biographie 
Nationale, vol. iii., 5872, an excellent compressed account. The 
life of Charles V. at Yuste may be studied in L. P. Gachard's Retraite 
a sort de Charles-quint au monasthe de Yuste (Brussels, 1854-1855), 
and in Sir W. Stirling-Maxwell's The Cloiskr Life of the Emperor 
Charles V. (London, 4 editions from 1852); also in W. H. Prescott's 
edition of Robertson's History (5857). (E. Ax.) 

CHARLES VI. (1685-1740), Roman emperor, was born on the 
sat of October 1685 at Vienna. He was the second son of the 
emperor Leopold I. by his third marriage with Eleanore, daughter 
of Philip William of Neuburg,. elector palatine of the Rhine. 
When the Spanish branch of the house of Habsburg became 
extinct in 1700, he was put forward as the lawful heir in opposi-
tion to Philip V., the Bourbon to whom the Spanish dominions 
had been left by the will of Charles II. of Spain. He was pro-
claimed at Vienna on the 19th of September 1703, and made 
his way to Spain by the Low Countries, England and Lisbon, 
remaining in Spain till z 7 z 1, mostly in Catalonia, where the Habs-
burg party was strong. Although he had a certain tenacity of 
purpose, which he showed in later life, he displayed none of the 
qualities required in a prince who had to gain his throne by the 
sword (See SPANISH SUCCESSION, WAR OF). He was so afraid of 
appearing to be ruled by a favourite that be would not take 
good advice, but was easily earwigged by flatterers who played 
on his weakness for appearing independent. In 5708 he was 
married at Barcelona to Elizabeth Christina of Brunswick-
Wolfenbtittel (1691-1750), a Lutheran princess who was per-
suaded to accept Roman Catholicism by the assurances of 
Protestant divines and of the philosopher Leibnitz, that she 
could always give an Evangelical meaning to Catholic ceremonies. 
On the death of his elder brother Joseph I. on the 17th of April 
171 1, Charles inherited the hereditary possessions of the house 
of Habsburg, and their claims on the Empire. The death of 
Joseph without male issue had been foreseen, and Charles had 
at one time been prepared to give up Spain and the Indies on 
condition that he was allowed to retain Naples, Sicily and the 
Milanese. But when the case arose, his natural obstinacy led 
him to declare that he would not think of surrendering any of 
the rights of his family. It was with great difficulty that he 
was persuaded to leave Spain, months after the death of his 
brother (on the 27th of September 17t1). Only the emphatic 
refusal of the European powers to tolerate the reconstruction 
of the empire of Charles V. forced him to give a sullen submission 
to necessity. He abandoned Spain and was crowned emperor 
in December 5715, but for a long time he would not recognize 
Philip V. It is to his honour that he was very reluctant to 
desert the Catalans who had fought for his cause. Some of their  
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chiefs followed him to Vienna, and their advice had an un. 
fortunate influence on his mind. They almost succeeded in 
arousing his suspicions of the loyalty of Prince Eugene at the 
very moment when the prince's splendid victories over the Turks 
had led to the peace of Passarowitz on the 28th of July '718, and 
a great extension of the Austrian dominions eastward. Charles 
showed an enlightened, though not always successful, interest 
in the commercial prosperity of his subjects, but from the date 
of his return to Germany till his death his ruling passion was to 
secure his inheritance against dismemberment. As early as 
1713 he had begun to prepare the " Pragmatic Sanction " 
which was to regulate the succession. An only son, born on the 
13th of April 1716, died in infancy, and it became the object of 
his policy to obtain the recognition of his daughter Maria Theresa 
as his heiress. He made great concessions to obtain his aim, 
and embarked on complicated diplomatic negotiations. His 
last days were embittered by a disastrous war with Turkey, in 
which he lost almost all he had gained by the peace of Passaro-
witz. He died at Vienna on the loth of October 1740, and 
with him expired the male line of his house. Charles VI. was 
an admirable representative of the tenacious ambition of the 
Habsburgs, and of their belief in their own " august greatness " 
and boundless rights. 

For the personal character of Charles VI. see A. von Arneth, 
Geschichte Maria Theressas (Vienna, 1863-1879). Dr Franz Krones, 
R. v. Marchland. Grit ndriss der osterreschisclsen Geschichk (Vienna, 
1882), gives a very copious bibliography. 

CHARLES VII. (147-1745), Roman emperor, known also as 
Charles Albert, elector of Bavaria, was the son of the elector 
Maximilian Emanuel and his second wife, Theresa Cunigunda, 
daughter of John Sobieski, king of Poland. He was born on the 
6th of August 1697. His father having taken the side of Louis 
XIV. of France in the War of the Spanish Succession (q.v), 
Bavaria was occupied by the allies. Charles and his brother 
Clement, af terwards archbishop of Cologne, were carried prisoners 
to Vienna, and were educated by the Jesuits under the name of 
the counts of Wittelsbach. When his father was restored to his 
electorate, Charles was released, and in sm he led the Bavarian 
contingent of the imperial army which served under Prince 
Eugene against the Turks, and is said to have distinguished 
himself at Belgrade. On the 25th of September 1722 he was 
betrothed to Maria Amelia, the younger of the two orphan 
daughters of the emperor Joseph I. Her uncle Charles VI. 
insisted that the Bavarian house should recognize the Pragmatic 
Sanction which established his daughter Maria Theresa as heiress 
of the Habsburg dominions. They did so, but with secret protests 
and mental reservations of their rights, which were designed to 
render the recognition valueless. The electors of Bavaria had 
claims on the possessions of the Habsburgs under the will of 
the emperor Ferdinand I., who died in 1 564. 

Charles succeeded his father on the 26th of February 1726. 
As a ruler of Bavaria, he showed a vague disposition to improve 
the condition of his subjects, but his profuse habits and his efforts 
to rival the splendour of the French court crippled his finances. 
His policy was one of much duplicity, for he was constantly 
endeavouring to keep on good terms with the emperor while 
slipping out of his obligation to accept the Pragmatic Sanction 
and intriguing to secure French support for his claims whenever 
Charles VI. should die. On hearing of the emperor's last illness, 
be ordered his agent at Vienna to renew his claim to the Austrian 
inheritance. The claim was advanced immediately after the 
death of Charles VI. on the loth of October 1740. Charles Albert 
now entered into the league against Maria Theresa, to the great 
misfortune of himself and his subjects. By the help of her enemies 
he was elected emperor in opposition to her husband Francis, 
grand duke of Tuscany, on the 24th of January 5742, under the 
title of Charles VII., and was crowned at Frankfort-on-Main 
on the 12th of February. But as his army had been neglected, 
he was utterly unable to resist the Austrian troops. While he was 
being crowned his hereditary dominions in Bavaria were being 
overrun. He described himself as attacked by stone and gout, 
ill, without money or land, and in distress comparable to the 
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sorrows of Job. During the War of the Austrian Succession 
(q.v.) he was a mere puppet in the hands of the anti-Austrian 
coalition, and was often in want of mere necessaries. In the 
changes of the war he was able to re-enter his capital, Munich, 
in 1743, but had immediately afterwards to take flight again. 
He was restored by Frederick the Great in October 1744, but died 
worn out at Munich on the loth of January 1 745• 

See A. von Arneth, Geschichte Maria Theresias (Vienna, 1863— 
1879) ; and P. T. Heigel. Der esterreichische Erbfolgestreil mid die 
Kaiserwahl Karls VII. (Munich, 1877). 

CHARLES I. (1600-1649), king of Great Britain and Ireland, 
second son of James I. and Anne of Denmark, was born at 
Dunfermline on the 19th of November 1600. At his baptism he 
was created duke of Albany, and on the 16th of January 1605 
duke of York. In 161 a, by the death of his elder brother Henry, 
he became heir-apparent, and was created prince of Wales on the 
3rd of November i616. In reiro he took up warmly the cause 
of his sister the queen of Bohemia, and in 1621 he defended Bacon, 
using his influence to prevent the chancellor's degradation from 
the peerage. The prince's marriage with the infanta Maria, 
daughter of Philip III. of Spain, had been for some time the 
subject of negotiation, James desiring to obtain through Spanish 
support the restitution of his son-in-law, Frederick, to- the 
Palatinate; and in 1623 Charles was persuaded by Buckingham, 
who now obtained a complete ascendancy over him in oppoiition 
to wiser advisers and the king's own wishes, to make a secret 
expedition himself to Spain, put an end to all formalities, and 
bring home his mistress himself: " a gallant and brave thing 
for his Highness." " Steenie " and " Baby Charles," as James 
called them, started on the 17th of February, arriving at Paris 
on the 21st and at Madrid on the 7th of March, where they 
assumed the unromantic names of Mr Smith, and Mr Brown. 
They found the Spanish court by no means enthusiastic for the 
marriage' and the princess herself averse. The prince's im-
mediate conversion was expected, and a complete religious 
tolerance for the Roman Catholics in England demanded. James 
engaged to allow the infanta the right of public worship and to 
use his influence to modify the law, but Charles himself went 
much further. He promised the alteration of the penal laws 
within three years, conceded the education of the children to 
the mother till the age of twelve, and undertook to listen to the 
infanta's priests in matters of religion, signing the marriage 
contract on the 25th of July 1623. The Spanish, however, did 
not trust to words, and Charles was informed that his wife could 
only follow him to England when these promises were executed. 
Moreover, they had no intention whatever of aiding the Protestant 
Frederick. Meanwhile Buckingham, incensed at the failure of 
the expedition, had quarrelled with the grandees, and Charles 
left Madrid, landing at Portsmouth on the 5th of October, to the 
joy of the people, to whom the proposed alliance was odious. 
He now with Buckingham urged James to make war on Spain, 
and in December 1624 signed a marriage treaty with Henrietta 
Maria, daughter of Henry IV. of France. In April Charles had 
declared solemnly to the parliament that in case of his marriage 
to a Roman Catholic princess no concessions should be granted to 
recusants, but thesewere in September 1624 deliberatelypromised 
by James and Charles in a secret article, the first instance of the 
duplicity and deception practised by Charles in dealing with the 
parliament and the nation. The French on their side promised 
to assist in Mansfcld's expedition for the recovery of the 
Palatinate, but Louis in October refused to allow the men to pass 
through France; and the army, without pay or provisions, 
dwindled away in Holland to nothing. 

On the 27th of March 1625 Charles I. succeeded to the throne 
by the death of his father, and on the 1st of May he was married 
by proxy to Henrietta Maria. He received her at Canterbury 
on the 13th of June, and on the 18th his first parliament 
assembled. On the day of his marriage Charles had given direc- 
tions that the prosecutions of the Roman Catholics should cease, 
but he now declared his intention of enforcing the laws against 
them, and demanded subsidies for carrying on the war against 
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Spain. The Commons, however, responded coldly. Charles had 
lent ships to Louis XIII. to be used against the Protestants at 
LaRochelle, and the Commons were not aware of the subterfuges 
and fictitious delays intended to prevent their employment. 
The Protestant feelings of the Commons were also aroused by the 
king's support of the royal chaplain, Richard Montagu, who had 
repudiated Calvinistic doctrine. They only voted small mina, 
and sent up a petition on the state of religion and reflecting upon 
Buckingham, whom they deemed responsible for the failure of 
Mansfeld's expedition, at the same time demanding counsellors in 
whom they could trust. Parliament was accordingly dissolved 
by Charles on the x nth of August. He hoped that greater success 
abroad would persuade the Commons to be more generous. 
On the 8th of September 1625 he made the treaty of Southampton 
with the Dutch against Spain, and sent an expedition to Cadu 
under Sir Edward Cecil, which, however, was a failure_ In ache t• 
make himself independent of parliament he attempted to raise 
money on the crown jewels in Holland, and to diminish the 
opposition in the Commons he excluded the chief leaders by 
appointing them sheriffs. When the second parliament cret, 
however, on the 6th of February 1626, the opposition, led by Sir 
John Eliot, was more determined than before, and their attack 
was concentrated upon Buckingham. On the 29th of March. 
Charles, calling the Commons into his presence, accused them of 
leadinghim into the war and of taking advantage of his difficulties 
to "make their own game." "I pray you not to be deceived." 
he said, " it is not a parliamentary way, nor 'tis not a way to dal 
with a king. Remember that parliaments are altogether in my 
power for their calling, sitting, and dissolution; therefore as I 
find the fruits of them good or evil, they are to continue or not to 
be." Charles, however, was worsted in several collisions with the 
two houses, with a consequent loss of influence. He was obliged 
by the peers to set at liberty Thomas Howard, earl of Arundel, 
whom he had put into the Tower, and to send a summons to the 
earl of Bristol, whom he had attempted to exclude from parlia-
ment, while the Commons compelled him, with a threat of doing 
no business,to liberate Eliot and Diggers, the managers of Bucking-
ham's impeachment, whom he had imprisoned. Finally in June 
the Commons answered Charles's demand for money by a re-
monstrance asking for Buckingham's dismissal, which they 
decided must precede the grant of supply. They claimed respon-
sible ministers, while Charles considered himself the executive 
and the sole and unfettered judge of the necessities of the mate. 
Accordingly on the 15th Charles dissolved the parliament. 

The king was now in great need of money. He was at war 
with Spain and had promised to pay bo,000 a month to Christian 
IV. of Denmark in support of the Protestant campaign in 
Germany. To these necessities was now added • war with 
France. Charles had never kept his promise concerning the 
recusants; disputes arose in consequence with his wife, and on 
the 31st of July i626 he ordered all her French attendants to be 
expelled from Whitehall and sent back to France. At the some 
time several French ships carrying contraband goods to the 
Spanish Netherlands were seized by English warships. On the 
27th of June 1627 Buckingham with a large expedition sailed to 
the Isle of Re to relieve La Rochelle, then besieged by the forces 
of Louis XIII. Though the success of the French Protestants was 
an object much desired in England, Buckingham's unpopularity 
prevented support being given to the expedition, and the duke 
returned to Plymouth on the t ith of November completely 
defeated. Meanwhile Charles had endeavoured to get the money 
refused to him by parliament by means of a forced loan, dis-
missing Chief Justice Crewe for declining to support its legality, 
and imprisoning several of the leaders of the opposition for re-
fusing to subscribe to it. These summary measures, however. 
only brought a small sum into the treasury. On the :nd of 
January 1628 Charles ordered the release of all the persona 
imprisoned, and on the 17th of March summoned his third 
parliament. 

Instead of relieving the king's necessities the Commons im-
mediately proceeded to discuss the constitutional position and 
to formulate the Petition of Right, forbidding taxation without 
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consent of parliament, arbitrary and illegal imprisonment, 
compulsory billeting in private houses, and martial law. Charles, 
on the tst of May, first demanded that they should "rest on his 
royal word and promise." He obtained an opinion from the 
judges that the acceptance of the petition would not absolutely 
preclude in certain cases imprisonments without showing cause, 
and after a futile endeavour to avoid an acceptance by returning 
an ambiguous answer which only exasperated the Commons, he 
gave his consent on the 7th of June in the full and usual form. 
Charles now obtained his subsidies, but no real settlement was 
reached, and his relations with the parliament remained as 
unfriendly as before. They proceeded to remonstrate against his 
government and against his support of Buckingham, and denied 
his right to tonnage and poundage. Accordingly, on the 26th of 
June they were prorogued. New disasters befell Charles, in the 
assassination of Buckingham and in the failure of the fresh 
expedition sent to Re. In January 1629 the parliament re-
assembled, irritated by the exaction of the duties and seizure of 
goods during the interval, and suspicious of " innovations in 
religion," the king having forbidden the clergy to continue 
the controversy concerning Calvinistic and Arminian doctrines, 
the latter of which the parliament desired to suppress. While 
they were discussing these matters, on the and of March 1629, 
the king ordered them to adjourn, but amidst a scene of great 
excitement the speaker, Sir John Finch, was held down in his 
chair and the doors were locked, whilst resolutions against innova-
tions in religion and declaring those who levied or paid tonnage and 
poundage enemies to their country were passed. Parliament was 
immediately dissolved, and Charles imprisoned nine members, 
leaders of the opposition, Eliot, Holies, Strode, Selden, Valentine, 
Coryton, Heyman, Hobart and Long, his vengeance being especi-
ally shown in the case of Eliot, the most formidable of his 
opponents, who died in the Tower of consumption after long 
years of close and unhealthy confinement, and whose corpse even 
Charles refused to give up to his family. 

For eleven years Charles ruled without parliaments and with 
some success. There seemed no reason to think that "that 
noise," to use Laud's expression concerning parliaments, would 
ever be heard again by those then living. A revenue of about 
L618,000 was obtained by enforcing the payment of tonnage and 
poundage, and while avoiding the taxes, loans, and benevolences 
forbidden by the petition of right, by monopolies, fines for 
knighthood, and for pretended encroachments on the royal 
domains and forests, which enabled the king to meet expenditure 
at home. In Ireland, Charles, in order to get money, had granted 
the Graces in 1628, conceding security of titles of more than 
sixty years' standing, and a more moderate oath of allegiance for 
the Roman Catholics,together with the renunciation of the shilling 
fine for non-attendance at church. He continued, however, to 
make various attempts to get estates into his possession on the 
pretext of invalid title, and on the 12th of May 1635 the city of 
London estates were sequestered. Charles here destroyed one of 
the most valuable settlements in Ireland founded by James I. 
in the interests of national defence, and at the same time ex-
tinguished the historic loyalty of the city of London, which 
henceforth steadily favoured the parliamentary cause. In 1633 
Wentworth had been sent to Ireland to establish a medieval 
monarchy and get money, and his success in organization seemed 
great enough to justify the attempt to extend the system to 
England. Charles at the same time restricted his foreign policy 
to scarcely more than a wish for the recovery of the Palatinate, to 
further which he engaged in a series of numerous and mutually 
destructive negotiations with Gustavus Adolphus and with 
Spain, finally making peace with Spain on the 5th of November 
1630, an agreement which was followed on the 2nd of January 
5631 by a further secret treaty, the two kings binding themselves 
to make war on the Dutch and partition their territories. A 
notable feature of this agreement was that while in Charles's 
portion Roman Catholicism was to be tolerated, there was no 
guarantee for the security of Protestantism in the territory to be 
ceded to Spain. 

In 1634 Charles levied ship-money from the seaport towns for 

the increase of the navy, and in 1635 the tax was extended to 
the inland counties, which aroused considerable opposition. In 
February 1637 Charles obtained an opinion in favour of his claims 
from the judges, and in 1638 the great Hampden case was decided 
in his favour. The apparent success, however, of Charles was 
imperilled by the general and growing resentment aroused by his 
exactions and whole policy, and this again was small compared 
with the fears excited by the king's attitude towards religion and 
Protestantism. He supported zealously Laud's rigid Anglican 
orthodoxy, his compulsory introduction of unwelcome ritual, and 
his narrow, intolerant and despotic policy, which was marked by 
several savage prosecutions and sentences in the Star Chamber, 
drove numbers of moderate Protestants out of the Church into 
Presbyterianism, and created an intense feeling of hostility to the 
government throughout the country. Charles further increased 
the popular fears on the subject of religion by his welcome given to 
Panzani, the pope's agent, in 1634, who endeavoured unsuccess-
fully to reconcile the two churches, and afterwards to George 
Conn, papal agent at the court of Henrietta Maria, while the 
favour shown by the king to these was contrasted with the severe 
sentences passed upon the Puritans. 

The same imprudent neglect of the national sentiment was 
pursued in Scotland. Charles had already made powerful 
enemies there by a declaration announcing the arbitrary revoca-
tion of former church estates to the crown. On the 18th of June 
1633 he was crowned at Edinburgh with full Anglican ceremonial, 
which lost him the hearts of numbers of his Scottish subjects and 
aroused hostility to his government in parliament. After his 
return to England he gave further offence by ordering the use 
of the surplice, by his appointment of Archbishop Spotiswood 
as chancellor of Scotland, and by introducing other bishops into 
the privy council. In 1636 the new Book of Canons was issued 
by the king's authority, ordering the communion table to be 
placed at the east end, enjoining confession, and declaring 
excommunicate any who should presume to attack the new 
prayer-book. The latter was ordered to be used on the 18th of 
October 5636, but it did not arrive in Scotland till May 1637. 
It was intensely disliked both as " popish " and as English. 
A riot followed its first use in St Giles' cathedral on the 23rd of 
July, and Charles's order to enforce it on the roth of September 
was met by fresh disturbances and liy the establishment of 
the " Tables," national committees which now became the real 
though informal government of Scotland. In 1638 the national 
covenant was drawn up, binding those that signed it to defend 
their religion to the death, and was taken by large numbers 
with enthusiasm all over the country. Charles now drew back, 
promised to enforce the canons and prayer-book only in a "fair 
and legal way," and sent the marquis of Hamilton as a mediator. 
The latter, however, a weak and incapable man, desirous of 
popularity with all parties, and unfaithful to the king's interests, 
yielded everything, without obtaining the return of Charles's 
subjects to their allegiance. The assembly met at Glasgow on 
the 21st of November, and in spite of Hamilton's opposition 
immediately pro,,,ded to judge the bishops. On the 28th 
Hamilton dissolved it, but it continued to sit, deposed the bishops 
and re-established Presbyterianism. The rebellion bad now 
begun, and an appeal to arms alone could decide the quarrel 
between Charles and his subjects. On the 28th of May 1639 
he arrived at Berwick with a small and ill-trained force, thus 
beginning what is known as the first Bishops' War; but being 
confronted by the Scottish army at Duns Law, he was compelled 
to sign the treaty of Berwick on the 28th of June, which provided 
for the disbandment of both armies and the restitution to the 
king of the royal castles, referring all questions to a general 
assembly and a parliament. When the assembly met it abolished 
episcopacy, but Charles, who on the 3rd of August had returned 
to Whitehall, refused his consent to this and to other measures 
proposed by the Scottish parliament. His extreme financial 
necessities, and the prospect of renewed hostilities with the Scots, 
now moved Charles, at the instigation of Strafford, who in 
September had left Ireland to become the king's chief adviser, 
to turn again to parliament for assistance as the last resource, 
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and on the x3th of April 1640 the Short Parliament assembled. 
But on its discussing grievances before granting supplies and 
finally refusing subsidies till peace was made with the Scots, it 
was dissolved on the 5th of May. Charles returned once more 
to measures of repression, and on the wit imprisoned some of 
the London aldermen who refused to lend money. He prepared 
for war, scraping together what money be could and obtaining 
a grant through Strafford from Ireland. His position, however, 
was hopeless; his forces were totally undisciplined, and the 
Scots were supported by the parliamentary opposition in England. 
On the loth of August the Scots crossed the Tweed, beginning 
the so-called second Bishops' War, defeated the king's army 
at Newburn on the 28th, and subsequently occupied Newcastle 
and Durham. Charles at this juncture, on the 24 th of September, 
summoned a great council of the peers; and on the nst of 
October a cessation of arms was agreed to by the treaty of Ripon, 
the Scots receiving £85o a day for the maintenance of the army, 
and further negotiations being transferred to London. On the 
3rd of November the king summoned the Long Parliament. 

Such was the final issue of Charles's attempt to govern without 
parliaments—Scotland in triumphant rebellion, Ireland only 
waiting for a signal to rise, and in England the parliament revived 
with almost irresistible strength, in spite of the king, by the force 
of circumstances alone. At this great crisis, which would indeed 
have taxed the resolution and resource of the most cool-headed 
and sagacious statesman,Charles failed signally. Two alternative 
courses were open to him, either of which still offered good 
chances of success. He might have taken his stand on the ancient 
and undoubted prerogative of the crown, resisted all encroach-
ments on the executive by the parliament by legal and con-
stitutional means, which were probably ample, and in case of 
necessity have appealed to the loyalty of the nation to support 
him in arms; or he might have waived his rights, and, acknow-
ledging the mistakes of his past administration, have united 
with the parliament and created once more that union of interests 
and sentiment of the monarchy with the nation which had made 
England so powerful. Charles, however, pretended to do both 
simultaneously or by turns, and therefore accomplished neither. 
The illegally imprisoned members of the last parliament, now 
smarting with the sense of their wrongs, were set free to stimulate 
the violence of the opposition to the king in the new assembly. 
Of Charles's double statecraft, however, the series of incidents 
which terminated the career of the great Strafford form the most 
terrible example. Strafford had come to London in November, 
having been assured by Charles that he " should not suffer in his 
person, honour or fortune," but was impeached and thrown into 
the Tower almost immediately. Charles took no steps to hinder 
the progress of the proceedings against him, but entered into 
schemes for saving him by bringing up an army to London, and 
this step exasperated Strafford's enemies and added new zeal to 
the prosecution. On the 23rd of April, after the passing of the 
attainder by the Commons, he repeated to Strafford his former 
assurances of protection. On the 1st of May he appealed to 
the Lords to spare his life and be satisfied with rendering him 
incapable of holding office. On the and he made an attempt 
to seize the Tower by force. On the loth, yielding to the 
queen's fears and to the mob surging round his palace, he signed 
his death-warrant. "If my own person only were in danger," he 
declared to the council, " I would gladly venture it to save my 
Lord Strafford's life; but seeing my wife, children,. all my 
kingdom are concerned in it, I am forced to give way unto it." 
On the x rth he sent to the peers a petition for Strafford's life, 
the force of which was completely annulled by the strange post-
script: " If be must die, it were a charity to reprieve him until 
Saturday." This tragic surrender of his great and devoted 
servant left an indelible stain upon the king's character, and he 
lived to repent it bitterly. One of his last admonitions to the 
prince of Wales was " never to give way to the punishment 
of any for their faithful service to the crown." It was regarded 
by Charles as the cause of his own subsequent misfortunes, 
and on the scaffold the remembrance of it disturbed his own last 
moments. The surrender of Strafford was followed by another 

stupendous concession by Charles, the surrender of his right 
to dissolve the parliament without its own consent, and the parlia" 
ment immediately proceeded, with Charles's consent, to sweep 
away the star-chamber, high commission and other extralegal 
courts, and all extra-parliamentary taxation. Charles, however, 
did not remain long or consistently in the yielding mood. in 
June 1641 he engaged in a second army plot for bringing up the 
forces to London, and on the roth of August he set out for 
Scotland in order to obtain the Scottish army against the 
parliament in England; this plan was obviously doomed to 
failure and was interrupted by another appeal to force, the so-
called Incident, at which Charles was suspected (in all prob-
ability unjustly) of having connived, consisting in an attempt 
to kidnap and murder Argyll, Hamilton and Lanark, with whom 
he was negotiating. Charles had also apparently been intriguing 
with Irish Roman Catholic lords for military help in return 
for concessions, and he was suspected of complicity in the Irish 
rebellion which now broke out. He left Scotland mote dis-
credited than ever, having by his concessions made, to me 
Hyde's words, " a perfect deed of gift of that kingdom," and 
without gaining any advantage. 

Charles returned to London on the 25th of November 1641 and 
was immediately confronted by the Grand Remonstrance 
(passed on the 12nd),inwhich, after reciting the chief points*/ the 
king's misgovernment, the parliament demanded the appoint-
ment of acceptable ministers and the constitution of an assembly 
of divines to settle the religious question. On the 2nd of January 
1642 Charles gave office to the opposition members Colepeper 
and Falkland, and at the same time Hyde left the opposition 
party to serve the king. Charles promised to take no serious 
step without their advice. Nevertheless, entirely without their 
knowledge, through the influence of the queen whose impeach-
ment was intended, Charles on the 4th made the rash and fatal 
attempt to seize with an armed force the five members of the 
Commons, Pym, Hampden, Holies, Hesilrige and Strode, whom 
together with Mandeville (afterwards earl of Manchester) in the 
Lords, he had impeached of high treason. No English sovereip 
ever had (or has since that time) penetrated into the House d 
Commons. So complete and flagrant a violation of parliamentary 
liberties, and an appeal so crude and glaring to brute force, could 
only be justified by complete success; but the court plans bad 
been betrayed, and were known to the offending members, who, 
by order of the House, had taken refuge in the city before the 
king's arrival with the soldiers. Charles, on entering the House, 
found " the birds flown," and returned baffled, having thrown 
away the last chance of a peaceful settlement (see Larraam, 
WILLIAM). The next day Charles was equally unsuccessful in 
obtaining their surrender in the city. " The king had the worst 
day in London yesterday," wrote a spectator of the scare, " that 
ever he had, the people crying privilege of parliament' by 
thousands and prayed God to turn the heart of the king, shutting 
up their shops and standing at their doors with swords and hal-
berds." r On the loth, amidst general manif estations of hostiity. 
Charles left Whitehall to prepare for war, destined never to rebus 
till he was brought back by his victorious enemies to die. 

Several months followed spent in manceuvres to obtain the 
control of the forces and in a paper war of controversy. On the 
23rd of April Charles was refused entry into Hull, and on the 
and of June the parliament sent to him the " Nineteen Propo-
sitions," claiming the whole sovereignty and government for the 
parliament, including the choice of the ministers, the judges, and 
the control of the army, and the execution of the laws against the 
Roman Catholics. The military events of the war are described 
in the article GREAT REBELLION. On the rand of August the 
king set up his standard at Nottingham, and on the 23rd of 
October he fought the indecisive battle of Edgebill, occupying 
Oxford and advancing as far as Brentford. It seemed possible 
that the war might immediately be ended by Charles peneunting 
to the heart of the enemy's position and occupying London, but 
he drew back on the 13th of November before the parliamentary 
force at Turnham Green, and avoided a decisive contest. 

Hid. MSS. Comm.: MSS. of Lord Moolagu of Beaulieu. 545. 
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Next year (1643) another campaign, for surrounding instead of 
penetrating into London, was projected. Newcastle and Hopton 
were to advance from the north and west, seize the north and 
south banks of the river below the city, destroy its commerce, 
and combine with Charles at Oxford. The royalist force, however, 
in spite of victories at Adwalton Moor (June 3oth) and Roundway 
Down (July 13th), did not succeed in combining with Charles, 
Newcastle in the north being kept back by the Eastern Associa-
tion and the presence of the enemy at Hull, and Hopton in the 
west being detained by their successful holding out at Plymouth. 
Being too weak to attempt anything alone against London, 
Charles marched to besiege Gloucester, Essex following him and 
relieving the place. Subsequently the rival forces fought the 
indecisive first battle of Newbury, and Charles failed in prevent-
ing the return of Essex to London. Meanwhile on the ist of 
February the parliament had submitted proposals to Charles 
at Oxford, but the negotiations came to nothing, and Charles's 
unwise attempt at the same time to stir up a rising in his favour 
in the city, known as Waller's Plot, injured his cause considerably. 
He once more turned for help to Ireland, where the cessation of 
the campaign against the rebels was agreed upon on the 15th of 
September 1643, and several English regiments became thereby 
available for employment by the king in England. Charles also 
accepted the proposal for bringing over 2000 Irish. On the 22nd 
of January i644 the king opened the rival parliament at Oxford. 

The campaign of 044 began far less favourably for Charles 
than the two last, principally owing to the alliance now made 
between the Scots and the parliament, the parliament taking the 
Solemn League and Covenant on the 25th of September 1641 
and the Scottish army crossing the border on the 19th of January 
1644. No attempt ,was this year made against London, and 
Rupert was sent to Newcastle's succour in the north, where the 
great disaster of Marston Moor on the and of July ruined Charles's 
last chances in. that quarter. Meanwhile Charles himself had 
defeated Waller at Cropredy Bridge on the 29th of June, and he 
subsequently followed Essex to the west, compelling the surrender 
of Essex's infantry at Lostwithiel on the 2nd of September. 
With an ill-timed leniency he allowed the men to go free after 
giving up their stores and arms, and on his return towards 
Oxford he was confronted again by Essex's army at Newbury, 
combined now with that of Waller and of Manchester. Charles 
owed his escape here from complete annihilation only to 
Manchester's unwillingness to inflict a total defeat, and he was 
allowed to get away with his artillery to Oxford and to revictual 
Donnington Castle and Basing House. 

The negotiations carried on at Uxbridge during January and 
February 2645 failed to secure a settlement, and on the 14th of 
June the crushing defeat of the king's forces by the new model 
army at Naseby practically ended the civil war. Charles, how-
ever, refused to make peace on Rupert's advice, and considered 
it a point of honour " neither to abandon God's cause, injure my 
successors, nor forsake my friends." His chief hope was to join 
Montrose in Scotland, but his march north was prevented by the 
parliamentary forces, and on the 24th of September he witnessed 
from the walls of Chester the rout of his followers at Rowton 
Heath. He now entered into a series of intrigues, mutually 
destructive, which, becoming known to the different parties, 
exasperated all and diminished still further the king's credit. 
One proposal was the levy of a foreign force to reduce the kingdom; 
another, the supply through the marquis of Ormonde of wow 
Irish. Correspondence relating to these schemes, fatally com-
promising as they were if Charles hoped ever to rule England 
again, was discovered by his enemies, including the Glamorgan 
treaty, which went much further than the instructions to 
Ormonde, but of which the full responsibility has never been 
really traced to Charles, who on the 29th of January 1646 dis-
avowed his agent's proceedings. He simultaneously treated with 
the parliament, and promised toleration to the Roman Catholics 
if they and the pope would aid in the restoration of the monarchy 
and the church. Nor was this all. The parliamentary forces had 
been dosing round Oxford. On the 27th of April the king left 
the city, and on the 5th of May gave himself uu to tha Scottish  

army at Newark, arriving on the 13th with them at Newcastle. 
On the 13th of July the parliament sent to Charles the 
" Newcastle Propositions," which included the extreme demands 
of Charles'sacceptance of the Covenants, the aboli tion of episcopacy 
and establishment of Presbyterianism, severer laws against the 
Roman Catholics and parliamentary control of the forces, with 
the withdrawal of the Irish Cessation, and a long list of royalists 
to be exempted from pardon. Charles returned no definite answer 
for several months. He imagined that he might now find support 
in Scottish royalism, encouraged by Montrose's series of brilliant 
victories, but these hopes were destroyed by the latter's defeat at 
Philiphaugh on the 3rd of September. The Scots insisted on the 
Covenant and on the permanent establishment of Presbyterianism, 
while Charles would only consent to a temporary maintenance 
for three years. Accordingly the Scots, in return for the payment 
of part of their army arrears by the parliament, marched home on 
the 3oth of January 1647, leaving Charles behind, who under the 
care of the parliamentary commissioners was conducted to 
Holmby House. Thence on the 12th of May be sent his answer 
to the Newcastle Propositions, offering the militia to the parlia-
ment for ten years and the establishment of Presbyterianism for 
three, while a final settlement on religion was to be reached 
through an assembly of twenty divines at Westminster. But in 
the midst of the negotiation with the parliament Charles's person 
was seized, on the 3rd of June 164 7, by Cornet Joyce under instruct-
tions of the army, which soon afterwards occupied London and 
overpowered the parliament, placing Charles at Hampton Court. 

If Charles could have remained firm to either one or the other 
faction, and have made concessions either to Presbyterianism 
or on the subject of the militia, he might even now have pre-
vailed. But he bad learned nothing by experience, and continued 
at this juncture his characteristic policy of intrigue and double-
dealing, " playing his game," to use his own words, negotiating 
with both parties at once, not with the object or wish to arrive 
at a settlement with either, but to augment their disputes, gain 
time and profit ultimately by their divisions. The" Heads of the 
Proposals," submitted to Charles by the army on the 28th of 
July 1647, were terms conceived on a basis far broader and more 
statesmanlike than the Newcastle Propositions, and such as 
Charles might well have accepted. The proposals on religion 
anticipated the Toleration Act of 1689. There was no mention 
of episcopacy, and its existence was thereby indirectly admitted, 
but complete religious freedom for all Protestant denominations 
was provided, and the power of the church to inflict civil penalties 
abolished, while it was also suggested that dangers from Roman 
Catholics and Jesuits might be avoided by means other than 
enforcing attendance at church. The parliament was to dissolve 
itself and be succeeded by biennial assemblies elected on a re-
formed franchise, not to be dissolved without their own consent 
before 120 days, and not to sit more than 240 days in the two 
years. A council of state was to conduct the foreign policy 
of the state and conclude peace and war subject to the approval 
of parliament, and to control the militia for ten years, the com-
manders being appointed by parliament, as also the officers of 
state for ten years. No peer created since May the 21st, 1642, 
was to sit in parliament without consent of both Houses, and 
the judicial decisions of the House of Lords were to be ratified 
by the Commons. Only five persons were excepted from am-
nesty, but royalists were not to bold office for five years and 
not to sit in the Commons till the end of the second biennial 
parliament. Proposals for a series of reforms were also added. 
Charles, however, was at the same time negotiating with Lauder-
dale for an invasion of England by the Scots, and imagined he 
could win over Cromwell and Fairfax by " proffers of advantage 
to themselves." The precious opportunity was therefore allowed 
to slip by. On the 9th of September he rejected the proposals 
of the parliament for the establishment of Presbyterianism. 
His hopes of gaining advantages by playing upon the differences 
of his opponents proved a complete failure. Fresh terms were 
drawn up by the army and parliament together on the zoth of 
November, but before these could be presented, Charles, on the 
x x th, had escaped to Carisbrooke Castle in the Isle of Wight. 
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Thence on the s6th he sent a message offering Presbyterianism 
for three years and the militia for his lifetime to the parliament, 
but insisting on the maintenance of episcopacy. On the 28th 
of December he refused his assent to the Four Bills, which de-
manded the militia for parliament for twenty years and prac-
tically for ever, annulled the honours recently granted by the 
king and his declarations against the Houses, and gave to parlia-
ment the right to adjourn to any place it wished. On the 3rd 
of January 1648 the Commons agreed to a resolution to address 
the king no further, in which they were joined by the Lords on 
the 15th. 

Charles had meanwhile taken a further fatal step which 
brought about his total destruction. On the 26th of December 
1647 he had signed at Carisbrooke with the Scottish commis-
sioners the secret treaty called the " Engagement," whereby 
the Scots undertook to invade England on his behalf and restore 
him to the throne on condition of the establishment of Presby-
terianism for three years and the suppression of the sectarians. 
In consequence the second civil war broke out and the Scots 
Invaded England under Hamilton. The royalist risings in 
England were soon suppressed, and Cromwell gained an easy 
and decisive victory over the. Scots at Preston. Charles was 
now left alone to face his enemies, with the whole tale of his 
intrigues and deceptions unmasked and exposed. The last 
intrigue with the Scots was the most unpardonable in the eyes 
of his contemporaries, no less wicked and monstrous than his 
design to conquer England by the Irish soldiers; " a more 
prodigious treason," said Cromwell, " than any that had been 
perfected before; because the former quarrel was that English-
men might rule over one another; this to vassalize us to a 
foreign nation." Cromwell, who up to this point had shown 
himself foremost in supporting the negotiations with the king, 
now spoke of the treaty of Newport, which he found the parlia-
ment in the act of negotiating on his return from Scotland, as 
" this ruining hypocritical agreement." Charles had engaged 
in these negotiations only to gain time and find opportunity to 
escape. " The great concession I made this day," he wrote on 
the 7th of October, " was made merely in order to my escape." 
At the beginning he had stipulated that no concession from him 
should be valid unless an agreement were reached upon every 
point. He had now consented to most of the demands of the 
parliament, including the repudiation of the Irish Cessation, the 
surrender of the delinquents and the cession of the militia for 
twenty years, and of the offices of state to parliament, but re-
mained firm in his refusal to abolish episcopacy, consenting 
only to Presbyterianism for three years. Charles's devotion to 
the church is undoubted. In April 1646, before his flight from 
Oxford, inspired perhaps by superstitious fears as to the origin 
of his misfortunes, he had delivered to Sheldon, afterwards arch-
bishop of Canterbury, a written vow (now in the library of 
St Paul's cathedral) to restore all church lands held by the 
crown on his restoration to the throne; and almost his last 
injunction to the prince of Wales was that of fidelity to the 
national church. His present firmness, however, in its support 
was caused probably less by his devotion to it than by his desire 
to secure the failure of the whole treaty, and his attempts to 
escape naturally weakened the chances of success. Cromwell 
now supported the petitions of the army against the treaty. On 
the r6th of November the council of officers demanded the trial 
of the king, " the capital and grand author of our troubles," 
and on the 27th of November the parliamentary commissioners 
returned from Newport without having secured Charles's 
consent. Charles was removed to Hurst Castle on the tat of 
December, where he remained till the 19th, thence being taken 
to Windsor, where he arrived on the 23rd. On the 6th " Pride's 
Purge " had removed from the Commons all those who might 
show any favour to the king. On the 2 5th a last attempt by the 
council of officers to come to terms with him was repulsed. On 
the sat of January the remnant of the Commons resolved that 
Charles was guilty of treason by " levying war against the parlia-
ment and kingdom of England "; on the 4th they declared 
their own power to make laws without the lords or the sovereign,  

and on the 6th established a " high court of justice " to try the 
king. On the igth Charles was brought to St James's Palace, 
and on the next day his trial began in Westminster Hall, without 
the assistance of any of the judges, who all refused to take part 
in the proceedings. He laughed aloud at hearing himself abed 
a traitor, and immediately demanded by what authority be was 
tried. He had been in treaty with the parliament in the Lilt of 
Wight and taken thence by force; he saw no lords pmt 
He was told by Bradshaw, the president of the court, that be 
was tried by the authority of the people of England, who had 
elected him king; Charles making the obvious reply that be was 
king by inheritance and not by election, that England had been 
for more than moo years an hereditary kingdom, and Bradshaw 
cutting short the discussion by adjourning the court. On the 
22nd Charles repeated his reasoning, adding, " It is not my cm 
alone; it is the freedom and liberty of the people of England, 
and do you pretend what you will, I stand more for their liberties, 
for if power without law may make laws ... I do not know 
what subject he is in England that can be sure of his life ar any-
thing that he calls his own." On the 23rd he again refused to 
plead. The court was adjourned, and there were several :gas 
that the army in their prosecution of the king had not the nines 
at their back. While the soldiers had shouted " Justice! 
justice!" as the king passed through their ranks, the cinkaa 
spectators from the end of the hall had cried " God save the 
king!" There was considerable opposition and reluctance is 
proceed among the members of the court. On the s6th, however, 
the court decided unanimously upon his execution, and on the 
27th Charles was brought into court for the last time to bear 
his sentence. His request to be heard before the, Lords and 
Commons was rejected, and his attempts to answer the charges 
of the president were silenced. Sentence was pronounced, and 
the king was removed by the soldiers, uttering his last Makes 
protest: " I am not suffered to speak. Expect what justice 
other people will have." 

In these last hours Charles, who was probably weary of 
life, showed a remarkable dignity and self-possession, and a fen 
resignation supported by religious faith and by the absolute 
conviction of his own innocence, which, says Burnet, " arauecl 
all people and that so much the more because it was not natural 
to him. It was imputed to a very extraordinary measure al 
supernatural assistance . . . ; it was owing to something 
within himself that he went through so many indignities with 
so much true greatness without disorder or any sort of affecta-
tion." Nothing in his life became Charles like the leaving it. 
" He nothing common did or mean Upon that memorable some" 
On the morning of the a9th of January he said his last sal 
farewell to his younger children, Elizabeth and Henry, duke 
of Gloucester. On the 3oth at ten o'clock he walked saes 
from St James's to Whitehall, calling on his guard "ice a 
pleasant manner " to walk apace, and at two he stepped upon 
the scaffold from a window, probably the middle one, of the 
Banqueting House (see ARCHITECTURE, Plate VI., fig. 751. He 
was separated from the people by large ranks of soldiers, 
and his last speech only reached Juxon and those with him 
on the scaffold. He declared that he had desired the liberty 
and freedom of the people as much as any; " but I must tell 
you that their liberty and freedom consists in having govern-
ment. . . . It is not their having a share in the government; 
that is nothing appertaining unto them. A subject and a 
sovereign are clean different things." These, together with his 
declaration that he died a member of the Church of England, 
and the mysterious " Remember," spoken to junaa, woe 
Charles's last words. " It much discontents the citizens," 
wrote a spectator; " ye manner of his deportment was very 
resolutely with some smiling countenances, intimating his 
willingness to be out of his troubles." "The blow I saw gives." 
wrote another, Philip Henry, " and can truly say with a sad 
heart, at the instant whereof, I remember well, there was such 
a grone by the Thousands then present as I never beard before 
and desire I may never hear again. There was according to 

Note and Querist. 7th yen. viii. 326. 
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order one Troop immediately marching fromwards Charing-Cross 
to Westminster and another fromwards Westminster to Charing-
Cross, purposely to masker " (i.e. to overpower) " the people 
and to disperse and scatter them, so that I had much adoe 
amongst the rest to escape home without hurt." ,  

Amidst such scenes of violence was at last effected the destruc-
tion of Charles. " It is lawful," wrote Milton, " and bath been 
held so through all ages for any one who have the power to call 
to account a Tyrant or wicked King and after due conviction to 
depose and put him to death."' But here (it might well be 
contended) there had been no " due conviction." The execution 
had been the act of the king's personal enemies, of " only some 
fifty or sixty governing Englishmen with Oliver Cromwell in the 
midst of them" an act technically illegal, morally unjustifiable 
because the supposed crimes of Charles had been condoned by 
the later negotiations with him, and indefensible on the ground of 
public expediency, for the king's death proved a far greater 
obstacle to the re-establishment of settled government than his 
life could have been. The result was an extraordinary revulsion 
of feeling in favour of Charles and the monarchy, in which the 
incidents of his misgovernment were completely forgotten. He 
soon became in the popular veneration a martyr and a saint. 
His fate was compared with the Crucifixion, and his trials and 
sufferings to those of the Saviour. Handkerchiefs dipped in his 
blood wrought " miracles," and the Elko" Basilike, published 
on the day of his funeral, presented to the public a touching 
if not a genuine portrait of the unfortunate sovere*n. At the 
Restoration the anniversary of his death was ordered to be kept 
as a day of fasting and humiliation, and the service appointed 
for use on the occasion was only removed from the prayer-book 
in 1859. The same conception of Charles as a martyr for religion 
appeals still to many, and has been stimulated by modern 
writers. " Had Charles been willing to abandon the church and 
give up episcopacy," says Bishop Creighton, " he might have 
saved his throne and his life. But on this point Charles stood 
firm, for this he died and by dying saved it for the future." , 

 Gladstone, Keble, Newman write in the same strain. " It was 
for the Church," says Gladstone, " that Charles shed his blood 
upon the scaffold."' "I rest," says Newman, "o[ the scenes 
of past years, from the Upper Room in Acts to the Court of 
Carisbrooke and Uxbridge." The injustice and violence of the 
king's death, however, the pathetic dignity of his last days, and 
the many noble traits in his character, cannot blind us to the 
real causes of his downfall and destruction, and a sober judgment 
cannot allow that Charles was really a martyr either for the 
church or for the popular liberties. 

The constitutional struggle between the crown and parliament 
had not been initiated by Charles I. It was in full existence in 
the reign of James I., and distinct traces appear towards the 
latter part of that of Elizabeth. Charles, therefore, in some 
degree inherited a situation for which he was not responsible, 
nor can he be justly blamed, according to the ideas of kingship 
which then prevailed, for defending the prerogatives of the 
crown as precious and sacred personal possessions which it was 
his duty to hand down intact to his successors. Neither will 
his persistence in refusing to yield up the control of the executive 
to the parliament or the army, or his zeal in defending the 
national church, be altogether censured. In the event the parlia-
ment proved quite incapable of governing, an army uncontrolled 
by the sovereign was shown to constitute a more grievous 
tyranny than Charles's most arbitrary rule, and the downfall 
of the church seen to make room only for a sectarian despotism 
as intolerable as the Laudian. The natural inference might be 
that both conceptions of government had much to support 
them, that they were bound sooner or later to come into collision, 
and that the actual individuals in the drama, including the king 
himself, were rather the victims of the greatness of events than 
real actors in the scene, still less the controllers of their own 
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and the national destiny. A closer insight, however, shows that 
biographical more than abstract historical elements determined 
the actual course and issue of the Rebellion. The great con-
stitutional and religious points of dispute between the king and 
parliament, though doubtless involving principles vital to the 
national interests, would not alone have sufficed to destroy 
Charles. Monarchy was too much venerated, was too deeply 
rooted in the national life, to be hastily and easily extirpated; 
the perils of removing the foundation of all government, law 
and order were too obvious not to be shunned at almost all costs. 
Still less can the crowning tragedy Of the king's death find its 
real explanation or justification in these disputes and antagon-
isms. The real cause was the complete discredit into which 
Charles had brought himself and the monarchy. The ordinary 
routine of daily life and of business cannot continue without 
some degree of mutual confidence between the individuals 
brought into contact, far less could relations be maintained by 
subjects with a king endowed with the enormous powers then 
attached to the kingship, and with whom agreements, promises, 
negotiations were merely subterfuges and prevarications. We 
have seen the series of unhappy falsehoods and deceptions 
which constituted Charles's statecraft, beginning with the 
fraud concerning the concessions to the Roman Catholics at his 
marriage, the evasions with which he met the Petition of Right, 
the abandonment of Strafford, the simultaneous negotiation 
with, and betrayal of, all parties. Strafford's reported words 
on hearing of his desertion by Charles, " Put not your trust in 
princes," re-echo through the whole of Charles's reign. It was 
the degradation and dishonour of the kingship, and the personal 
loss of credit which Charles suffered through these transactions—
which never appear to have caused him a moment's regret or 
uneasiness, but the fatal consequences of which were seen only 
too clearly by men like Hyde and Falkland—that were the real 
causes of the rebellion and of the king's execution. The con-
stitutional and religious grievances were the outward and 
visible sign of the corroding suspicions which slowly consumed 
the national loyalty. In themselves there was nothing incapable 
of settlement either through the spirit of union which existed 
between Elizabeth and her subjects, or by the principle of 
compromise which formed the basis of the constitutional settle-
ment in x688. The bond of union between his people and 
himself Charles had, however, early broken, and compromise 
is only possible between parties both of whom can acknowledge 
to some extent the force of the other's position, which can trust 
one another, and which are sincere in their endeavour to reach 
agreement. Thus on Charles himself chiefly falls the responsi-
bility for the catastrophe. 

His character and motives fill a large place in English history, 
but they have never been fully understood and possibly were 
largely due to physical causes. His weakness as a child was so 
extreme that his life was despaired of. He outgrew physical 
defects, and as a young man excelled in horsemanship and in 
the sports of the times, but always retained an impediment of 
speech. At the time of his accession his reserve and reticence 
were especially noticed. Buckingham was the only person who 
ever enjoyed his friendship, and after his death Charles placed 
entire confidence in no man. This isolation was the cause of an 
ignorance of men and of the world, and of an incapacity to 
appreciate the ideas, principles and motives of others, while it 
prepared at the same time a fertile soil for receiving those 
exalted conceptions of kingship, of divine right and prerogative, 
which came into vogue at this period, together with those 
exaggerated ideas of his own personal supremacy and importance 
to which minds not quite normal are always especially inclined. 
His character was marked by a weakness which shirked and 
postponed the settlement of difficulties, by a meanness and 
ingratitude even when dealing with his most devoted followers, 
by an obstinacy which only feigned compliance and by an untruth-
fulness which differed widely from his son's unblushing deceit, 
which found always some reservation or excuse, but which while 
more scrupulous was also more dangerous and insidious because 
employed continually as a principle of conduct. Yet Charles, in 
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spite of his failings, had many fine qualities. Clarendon, who was 
fully conscious of them, who does not venture to call him a good 
king, and allows that " his kingly virtues had some mixture and 
alloy that hindered them from shining in full lustre," declares 
that " he was if ever any, the most worthy of the title of an 
Honest Man, so great a lover of justice that no temptation could 
dispose him to a wrongful action except that it was disguised to 
him that he believed it just," " the worthiest of gentlemen, the 
best master, the best friend, the best husband, the best father 
and the best Christian that the age in which he lived produced." 
With all its deplorable mistakes and failings Charles L's reign 
belongs to a sphere infinitely superior to that of his unscrupulous, 
corrupt, selfish but more successful son. His private life was with-
out a blemish. Immediately on his accession he had suppressed 
the disorder which had existed in the household of James I., 
and let it be known that whoever had business with him 
" must never approach him by backstairs or private doors." 
He maintained a strict sobriety in food and dress. He had a 
fine artistic sense, and Milton reprehends him for having made 
Shakespeare " the closest companion of his solitudes." " Mon-
sieur le Prince de Galles," wrote Rubens in 1625, " est le prince 
le plus amateur de la peinture qui snit au monde." He succeeded 
in bringing together during twenty years an unrivalled collection, 
of which a great part was dispersed at his death. He showed 
a noble insensibility to flattery. He was deeply and sincerely 
religious. He wished to do right, and was conscious of the purity 
of his motives. Those who came into contact with him, even 
the most bitter of his opponents, were impressed with his good-
ness. The great tragedy of his life, to be read in his well-known, 
dignified, but weak and unhappy features, and to be followed 
in his inexplicable and mysterious choice of baneful instruments, 
such as Rupert, Laud, Hamilton, Glamorgan, Henrietta Maria 
—all in their several ways working out his destruction—seems 
to have been inspired by a fateful insanity or infirmity of mind or 
will, recalling the great Greek dramas in which the poets depicted 
frenzied mortals rushing into their own destruction, impelled 
by the unseen and superior powers. 

The king's body, after being embalmed, was buried by the 
few followers who remained with him to the last, hastily and 
withoutanyfuneralservice,whichwasforbiddenbytheauthorities, 
in the tomb of Henry VIII., in St George's Chapel, Windsor, 
where his coffin was identified and opened in 2853. An " account 
of what appeared " was published by Sir Henry Halford, and 
a bone abstracted on the occasion was replaced in the vault by 
the prince of Wales (afterwards Edward VII.) in x888. Charles I. 
left, besides three children who died in infancy, Charles (after-
wards Charles II.); James (afterwards James IL); Henry, duke 
of Gloucester (1639-266o); Mary (263t -06o), who married 
William of Orange; Elizabeth (x635-265o); and Henrietta, 
duchess of Orleans (2644-167o). 
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CHARLES II. (163o-1685), king of Great Britain and Ireland, 
second son of Charles I. and Queen Henrietta Maria, was born 
on the 29th of May 2630 at St James's Palace, and was brought 
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up under the care successively of the countess of Dorset, William 
Cavendish, duke of Newcastle, and the marquess of Hertford. 
He accompanied the king during the campaigns of the Civil War, 
and sat in the parliament at Oxford, but on the 4th of March 2645 
he was sent by Charles I. to the west, accompanied by Hyde arid 
others who formed his council. Owing, however, to the mutual 
jealousies and misconduct of Goring and Grenville, and the 
prince's own disregard and contempt of the council, his presence 
was in no way advantageous, and could not prevent the final 
overthrow of the king's forces in 1646. He retired (27th of 
February) to Pendennis Castle at Falmouth, and on the approach 
of Fairfax (and of March) to Scilly, where be remained with 
Hyde till the 26th of April. Thence he fled to Jersey, and 
finally refusing all the overtures from the parliament, and is 
opposition to the counsels of Hyde, who desired the mince to 
remain on English territory, he repaired to the queen at Paris, 
where he remained for two years. He is described at this time 
by Mme de Motteville as "well-made, with a swarthy complexion 
agreeing well with his fine black eyes, a large ugly mouth, a 
graceful and dignified carriage and a fine figure "; and according 
to the description circulated later for his capture al ter the battle 
of Worcester, he was over six feet tall. He received instruction 
in mathematics from Hobbes, and was early initiated into all 
the vices of the age by Buckingham and Percy. In July 2648 
the prince joined the royalist fleet and blockaded the Thames 
with a fleet of eleven ships, returning to Holland, where be 
received the news of the final royalist defeats and afterwards of 
the execution of his father. On the 14th of January 1649 he 
had forwarded to the council a signed carte blanche, granting nay 
conditions provided his father's life were spared. He immedi-
ately assumed the title of king, and was proclaimed in Scotland 
(5th of February) and in some parts of Ireland. On the 17th of 
September, after a visit to his mother at St Germain, Charles 
went to Jersey and issued a declaration proclaiming his rights; 
but, owing to the arrival of the fleet at Portsmouth, he was 
obliged, on the x3th of February 1650, to return again to Breda. 
The projected invasion of Ireland was delayed through want of 
funds till it was too late; Hyde's mission to Spain, in the nada 
of Cromwell's successes, brought no assistance, and Charles now 
turned to Scotland for aid. Employing the same unscrnpukas 
and treacherous methods which had proved so fatal to his father, 
he simultaneously supported and encouraged the expedition of 
Montrose and the royalists, and negotiated with the covenantees. 
On the ist of May he signed the first draft of a treaty at Breda 
with the latter, in which he accepted the Solemn League and 
Covenant, conceded the control of public and church affairs to 
the parliament and the kirk, and undertook to establish Presby-
terianism in the three kingdoms. He also signed privately a 
paper repudiating Ormonde and the loyal Irish, and recall* 
the commissions granted to them. In acting thus he did not 
scruple to desert his own royalist followers, and to repudiate 
and abandon the great and noble Montrose, whose heroic efforts 
he was apparently merely using in order to extort better terms 
from the covenanters, and who, having been captured on the 4th 
of May, was executed on the 21st in spite of some attempts by 
Charles to procure for him an indemnity. 

Thus perjured and disgraced the young king embarked for 
Scotland on the and of June; on the 1 ith when off Heligoland 
he signed the treaty, and on the 23rd, on his arrival at Speymouth, 
before landing, he swore to both the covenants. He proceeded 
to Falkland near Perth and passed through Aberdeen, where 
he saw the mutilated arm of Montrose suspended over the 
city gate. He was compelled to dismiss all his followers except 
Buckingham, and to submit to interminable sermons, which 
generally contained violent invectives against his parents and 
himself. To Argyll he promised the payment of fao,oce at his 
restoration, doubtless the sum owing as arrears of the Scottish 
army unpaid when Charles I. was surrendered to the English 
at Newcastle, and entered into negotiations for marrying his 
daughter. In August he was forced to sign a further declaration, 
confessing his own wickedness in dealing with the Irish ,his father's 
blood-guiltiness, his mother's idolatry, and his abhorrence 
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of prelacy, besides ratifying his allegiance to the covenants 
and to Presbyterianism. At the same time he declared himself 
secretly to King, dean of Tuam, " a true child of the Church of 
England," " a true Cavalier," and avowed that " what concerns 
Ireland is in no ways binding "; while to the Roman Catholics 
in England he promised concessions and expressed his goodwill 
towards their church to Pope Innocent X. His attempt, called 
" The Start," on the 4th of October 1650, to escape from the 
faction at Perth and to join Huntly and the royalists in the 
north failed, and he was overtaken and compelled to return. 
On the 1st of January i651 he was crowned at Scone, when he 
was forced to repeat his oaths to both the covenants. 

Meanwhile Cromwell had advanced and had defeated the 
Presbyterians at Dunbar on the 3rd of September 165o, sub-
sequently occupying Edinburgh. This defeat was not wholly 
unwelcome to Charles in the circumstances; in the following 
summer, during Cromwell's advance to the north, he shook off 
the Presbyterian influence, and on the 31st of July 1651 marched 
south into England with an army of about ro,000 commanded 
by David Leslie. He was proclaimed king at Carlisle, joined 
by the earl of Derby in Lancashire, evaded the troops of Lambert 
and Harrison in Cheshire, marched through Shropshire, meeting 
with a rebuff at Shrewsbury, and entered Worcester with a 
small, tired and dispirited force of only 16,000 men (22nd of 
August). Here the decisive battle, which ruined his hopes, and 
in which Charles distinguished himself by conspicuous courage 
and fortitude, was fought on the 3rd of September. After leading 
an unsuccessful cavalry charge against the enemy he fled, about 
6 rm., accompanied by Buckingham, Derby, Wilmot, Lauder-
dale and others, towards Kidderminster, taking refuge at White-
ladies, about 25 m. from Worcester, where he separated himself 
from all his followers except Wilmot, concealing himself in the 
famous oak during the 6th of September, moving subsequently 
to Boscobel, to Moseley and Bentley Hall, and thence, disguised 
as Miss Lane's attendant, to Abbots Leigh near Bristol, to Trent 
in Somersetshire, and finally to the George Inn at Brighton, 
having been recognized during the forty-one days of his wander-
ings by about fifty persons, none of whom, in spite of the reward 
of lice* offered for his capture, or of the death penalty threatened 
for aiding his concealment, had betrayed him. 

He set sail from Shoreham on the 15th of October i65r, and 
landed at FEcamp in Normandy the next day. He resided 
at Paris at St Germain till June 1654, in inactivity, unable to 
make any further effort, and living with difficulty on a grant 
from Louis XIV. of 6co Byres a month. Various missions to 
foreign powers met with failure; he was excluded from Holland 
by the treaty made with England in April 1654, and be antici-
pated his expulsion from France, owing to the new relations of 
friendship established with Cromwell, by quitting the country 
in July. He visited his sister, the princess of Orange, at Spa, and 
went to Aix-la-Chapelle, thence finally proceeding in November 
to Cologne, where he was hospitably received. The conclusion 
of Cromwell's treaty with France in October 1655, and the 
war between England and Spain, gave hope of aid from the 
latter power. In April 1656 Charles went to Bruges, and on the 
7th of February 1658 to Brussels, where he signed a treaty with 
Don John of Austria, governor of the Spanish Netherlands, by 
which he received an allowance in place of his French pension 
and undertook to assemble all his subjects in France in aid of 
the Spanish against the French. This plan, however, came to 
nothing; projected risings in England were betrayed, and by 
the capture of Dunkirk in June 1658, after the battle of the 
Dunes, by the French and Cromwell's Ironsides, the Spanish 
cause in Flanders was ruined. 

As long as Cromwell lived there appeared little hope of the 
restoration of the monarchy, and Charles and Hyde had been 
aware of the plots for his assassination, which had aroused no 
disapproval. By the protector's death on the 3rd of September 

658 the scene was wholly changed, and amidst the consequent 
confusion of factions the cry for the restoration of the monarchy 
grew daily in strength. The premature royalist rising, however, 
in August 1659 was defeated, and Charles, who bad awaited  
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the result on the coast of Brittany, proceeded to Fuenterrabia 
on the Spanish frontlet, where Mazarin and Luis de Ham were 
negotiating the treaty of the Pyrenees, to induce both powers to 
support his cause; but the failure of the attempt in England 
ensured the rejection of his request, and he returned to 
Brussels in December, visiting his mother at Paris on the way. 
Events had meanwhile developed fast in favour of a restoration. 
Charles, by Hyde's advice, had not interfered in the movement, 
and had avoided inconvenient concessions to the various factions 
by referring all to a " free parliament." He left Brussels for 
Breda, and issued in April 1660, together with the letters to the 
council, the officers of the army and the houses of parliament 
and the city, the declaration of an amnesty for all except those 
specially excluded afterwards by parliament, which referred to 
parliament the settlement of estates and promised a liberty to 
tender consciences in matters of religion not contrary to the 
peace of the kingdom. 

On the 8th of May Charles II. was proclaimed king in West-
minster Hall and elsewhere in London. On the 24th he sailed 
from the Hague, landing on the 26th at Dover, where he was met 
by Monk, whom he saluted as father, and by the mayor, from 
whom he accepted a " very rich bible," " the thing that he 
loved above all things in the world." He reached London on 
the 29th, his thirtieth birthday, arriving with the procession, 
amidst general rejoicings and " through a lane of happy faces," 
at seven in the evening at Whitehall, where the houses of 
parliament awaited his coming, to offer in the name of the 
nation their congratulations and allegiance. 

No event in the history of England had been attended with 
more lively and general rejoicing than Charles's restoration, and 
none was destined to cause greater subsequent disappointment 
and disillusion. Indolent, sensual and dissipated by nature, 
Charles's vices had greatly increased during his exile abroad, 
and were now, with the great turn of fortune which gave him 
full opportunity to indulge them, to surpass all the bounds of 
decency and control. A long residence till the age of thirty 
abroad, together with his French blood, had made him politically 
more of a foreigner than an Englishman, and he returned to 
England ignorant of the English constitution, a Roman Catholic 
and a secret adversary of the national religion, and untouched 
by the sentiment of England's greatness or of patriotism. Pure 
selfishness was the basis of his policy both in domestic and 
foreign affairs. Abroad the great national interests were eagerly 
sacrificed for the sake of a pension, and at home his personal 
ease and pleasure alone decided every measure, and the fate of 
every minister and subject. During his exile he had surrounded 
himself with young men of the same spirit as himself, such as 
Buckingham and Bennet, who, without having any claim to 
statesmanship, inattentive to business, neglectful of the national 
interests and national prejudices, became Charles's chief advisers. 
With them, as with their master, public office was only desirable 
as a means of procuring enjoyment, for which an absolute 
monarchy provided the most favourable conditions. Such 
persons were now, accordingly, destined to supplant the older 
and responsible ministers of the type of Clarendon and Ormonde, 
men of high character and patriotism, who followed definite lines 
of policy, while at the same time the younger men of ability and 
standing were shut out from office. 

The first period of Charles IL's reign (166o-1667) was that of 
the administration of Lord Clarendon, the principal author of the 
Restoration settlement. The king was granted the large revenue 
of ii,3oo,000. The naval and military forces were disbanded, 
but Charles managed to retain under the name of guards three 
regiments, which remained the nucleus of a standing army. The 
settlement of estates on a legal basis provided ill for a large 
number of the king's adherents who had impoverished themselves 
in his cause. The king's honour was directly involved in their 
compensation and, except for the gratification of a few individuals, 
was tarnished by his neglect to afford them relief. Charles used 
his influence to carry through parliament the act of indemnity, 
and the execution of some of the regicides was a measure not more 
severe than was to be expected in the times and circumstances; 
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but that of Sir Henry Vane, who was not a regicide and whose life 
Charles had promised the parliament to spare in case of his con-
demnation, was brought about by Charles's personal insistence 
in revenge for the victim's high bearing during his trial, and was 
an act of gross cruelty and perfidy. Charles was in favour of 
religious toleration, and a declaration issued by him in October 
x66o aroused great hopes; but he made little effort to conciliate 
the Presbyterians or to effect a settlement through the Savoy 
conference, and his real object was to gain power over all the 
factions and to free his co-religionists, the Roman Catholics, in 
favour of whom he issued his first declaration of indulgence (26th 
of December 1662), the bill to give effect to it being opposed by 
Clarendon and defeated in the Lords, and being replied to by the 
passing of further acts against religious liberty. Meanwhile the 
plot of Venner and of the Fifth Monarchy men had been suppressed 
in January i66t, and the king was crowned on the 23rd of April. 
The convention parliament had been dissolved on the 29th of 
December 1660, and Charles's first parliament, the Long Parlia-
ment of the Restoration, which met on the 8th of May 166r and 
continued till January 1679, declared the command of the forces 
inherent in the crown, repudiated the taking up of arms against 
the king, and repealed in 1664 the Triennial Act, adding only a 
provision that there should not be intermission of parliaments for 
more than three years. In Ireland the church was re-established, 
and a new settlement of land introduced by the Act of Settle-
ment 1661 and the Act of Explanation i665. The island was 
excluded from the benefit of the Navigation Laws, and in 1666 the 
importation of cattle and horses into England was forbidden. In 
Scotland episcopacy was set up, the covenant to which Charles 
had taken so many solemn oaths burnt by the common hangman, 
and Argyll brought to the scaffold s  while the kingdom was given 
over to the savage and corrupt administration of Lauderdale. 
On the 21st of May 5662, in pursuance of the pro-French and anti-
Spanish policy, Charles married Catherine of Braganza, daughter 
of John IV. of Portugal, by which alliance England obtained 
Tangier and Bombay. She brought him no children, and her 
attractions fot Charles were inferior to those of his mistress, Lady 
Castlemaine, whom she was compelled to receive as a lady of her 
bedchamber. In February x665 the ill-omened war with Holland 
was declared, during the progerss of which it became apparent 
how greatly the condition of the national services and the state 
of administration had deteriorated since the Commonwealth, 
and to what extent England was isolated and abandoned abroad, 
Michael de Ruyter, on the 13th of June 5667, carrying out his 
celebrated attack on Chatham and burning several warships. 
The disgrace was unprecedented. Charles did not show himself 
and it was reported thathe had abdicated, but to allay the popular 
panic it was given out " that he was very cheerful that night at 
supper with his mistresses." The treaty of Breda with Holland 
Out of July 1667) removed the danger, but not the ignominy, 
and Charles showed the real baseness of his character when he 
joined in the popular outcry against Clarendon, the upright and 
devoted adherent of his father and himself during twenty-five 
years of misfortune, and drove him into poverty and exile in his 
old age, recalling ominously Charles I.'s betrayal of Strafford. 

To Clarendon now succeeded the ministry of Buckingham 
and Arlington, who with Lauderdale, Ashley (afterwards Lord 
Shaf tesbury)and CI i fford,constituted the so-called Cabal ministry 
in 1672. With these advisers Charles entered into those schemes 
so antagonistic to the national interests which have disgraced 
his reign. His plan was to render himself independent of parlia-
ment and of the nation by binding himself to France and the 
French policy of aggrandizement, and receiving a French pen-
sion with the secret intention as well of introducing the Roman 
Catholic religion again into England. In 5665 under Clarendon's 
rule, the evil precedent had been admitted of receiving money 
from France, in x662 Dunkirk had been sold to Louis, and in 
February 1667,during the Dutch war a secret alliance had been 
made with Louis, Charles promising him a free hand in the 
Netherlands and Louis undertaking to support Charles's designs 
" in or out of the kingdom." In January x668 Sir W. Temple 
had made with Sweden and Holland the Triple Alliance against 

the encroachments and aggrandizement of France, but this 
national policy was soon upset by the king's own secret plans. 
In 1668 the conversion of his brother James to Romanism became 
known to Charles. Already in 1662 the king had sent Sir Richard 
Bellings to Rome to arrange the terms of England's conversion, 
and now in 1668 he was in correspondence with Oliva, the general 
of the Jesuits in Rome, through James de la Cloche, the eldest 
of his natural sons, of whom he had become the father when 
scarcely sixteen during his residence at Jersey. On the 25th of 
January 1669, at a secret meeting between the two royal brothers, 
with Arlington, Clifford and Arundel' of Wardour, it was deter-
mined to announce to Louis XIV. the projected conversion of 
Charles and the realm, and subsequent negotiations terminated 
in the two secret treaties of Dover. The first, signed only, amen 
the ministers, by Arlington and Clifford, the rest not being 
initiated, on the roth of May 1670, provided for the return of 
England to Rome and the joint attack of France and 
England upon Holland, England's ally, together with Charles's 
support of the Bourbon claims to the throne of Spain, while 
Charles received a pension of iroo,000 a year. In the second, 
signed by Arlington, Buckingham, Lauderdale and Ashley on the 
3 1st of December t 67o,nothing was said about the conversion,aad 
the pension provided for that purpose was added to the military 
subsidy, neither of these treaties being communicated to parlia-
ment or to the nation. An immediate gain to Charles was the 
acquisition of another mistress in the person of Louise de 
Keroualle,the'so-called "Madam Canvell,"who bad accompanied 
the duchess of Orleans, the king's sister, to Dover, at the time d 
the negotiations, and who joined Charles's semglio,being created 
duchess of Portsmouth, and acting as the agent of the French 
alliance throughout the reign. 

On the 24th of October 5670, at the very time that these 
treaties were in progress, Charles opened parliament and obtained 
a vote of £Soo,000 on the plea of supporting the Triple Alliance. 
Parliament was prorogued in April i675, not assembling again 
till February t673,and on the znd of January 1672 was announced 
the " stop of the exchequer," or national bankruptcy, one of 
the most blameworthy and unscrupulous acts of the reign, by 
which the payments from the exchequer ceased, and large 
numbers of persons who had lent to the government were thus 
ruined. On the reassembling of parliament on the 4th oil 
February 1673 a strong opposition was shown to the Cabal 
ministry which had been constituted at the end of 1672. The 
Dutch War, declared on the 17th of March 1672, though the com-
mercial and naval jealousies of Holland had certainly net dis-
appeared in England, was unpopular because of the alliance with 
France and the attack upon Protestantism, while the king's 
second declaration of indulgence (55th of March 1672) aroused 
still further antagonism, was declared illegal by the parliament, 
and was followed up by the Test Act, which obliged James and 
Clifford to resign their offices. In February 1674 the war with 
Holland was dosed by the treaty of London .or of Westminster, 
though Charles still gave Louis a free hand in his aggressive 
policy towards the Netherlands, and the Cabal was driven 
from office. Danby (afterwards duke of Leeds) now became 
chief minister; but, though in reality a strong supporter of the 
national policy, he could not hope to keep his place without 
acquiescence in the king's schemes. In November 1675 Charles 
again prorogued parliament, and did not summon it again till 
February 1677, when it was almost immediately proregoed. 
On the 57th of February 1676 ,with Danby's knowledge, Charles 
concluded a further treaty with Louis by which he undertook to 
subordinate entirely his foreign policy to that of France, and 
received an annual pension of Lroo,000. On the other land, 
Danby succeeded in effecting the marriage (4th of November 
5677) between William of Orange and the princess Mary, which 
proved the most important political event in the whole reign. 
Louis revenged himself by intriguing with the Opposition and 
by turning his streams of gold in that direction, and a further 
treaty with France for the annual payment to Charles of i3co,o00 
and the dismissal of his parliament, concluded on the 1711 of 
May 5678, was not executed. Louis made peace with Holland 
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at Nijmwegen on the pith of August, and punished Denby by 
disclosing his secret negotiations, thus causing the minister's 
fall and impeachment. To save Danby Charles now prorogued 
the parliament on the 3oth of December, dissolving it on the 24th 
of January 1679. 

Meanwhile the " Popish Plot," the creation of a band of 
impostors encouraged by Shaftesbury and the most violent 
and unscrupulous of the extreme Protestant party in order 
to exclude James from the throne, had thrown the whole 
country into a panic. Charles's conduct in this conjuncture 
was highly characteristic and was marked by his usual cynical 
selfishness. He carefully refrained from incurring suspicion 
and unpopularity by opposing the general outcry, and though 
he saw through the imposture from the beginning he made no 
attempt to moderate the popular frenzy or to save the life of any 
of the victims, his co-religionists, not even intervening in the 
case of Lord Stafford, and allowing Titus Oates to be lodged 
at Whitehall with a pension. His policy was to take advantage 
of the violence of the faction, to " give them line enough," 
to use his own words, to encourage it rather than repress it, 
with the expectation of procuring finally a strong royalist re-
action. In his resistance to the great movement for the exclusion 
of James from the succession, Charles was aided by moderate 
men such as Halifax, who desired only a restriction of James's 
powers, and still more by the violence of the extreme exclusionists 
themselves, who headed by Shaftesbury brought about their 
own downfall and that of their cause by their support of the 
legitimacy and claims of Charles's natural son, the duke of 
Monmouth. In 5679 Charles denied, in council, his supposed 
marriage with Lucy Walter, Monmouth's mother, his declarations 
being published in 268o to ref ate the legend of the black box 
which was supposed to contain the contract of marriage, and 
told Burnet he would rather see him banged than legitimize him. 
He deprived him of his general's commission in consequence 
of his quasi-royal progresses about the country, and in December 
on Monmouth's return to England he was forbidden to appear at 
court. In February 1679 the king had consented to order James 
to go abroad, and even approved of the attempt of the primate 
and the bishop of Winchester to convert him to Protestantism. 
To weaken the opposition to his government Charles accepted 
Sir W. Temple's new scheme of governing by a council which in-
cluded the leaders of the Opposition, and which might have be-
come a rival to the parliament, but this was an immediate failure. 
In May x679 he prorogued the new parliament which had 
attainted Danby, and in July dissolved it, while in October he 
prorogued another parliament of the same mind till January and 
finally till October 168o, having resolved " to wait till this violence 
should wear off." He even made overtures to Shaftesbury in 
November 1679, but the latter insisted on the departure of both 
the queen and James. All attempts at compromise failed, and 
on the assembling of the parliament in October i68o the Exclusion 
Bill passed the Commons, being, however, thrown out in the Lords 
through the influence of Halifax. Charles dissolved the parlia-
ment in January 168r, declaring that he would never give his 
consent to the Exclusion Bill, and summoned another at Oxford, 
which met there on the asst of March 1681, Shaftesbury's faction 
arriving accompanied by armed bands. Charles expressed his 
willingness to consent to the handing over of the administration 
to the control of a Protestant, in the case of a Roman Catholic 
sovereign, but the Opposition insisted on Charles's nomination 
of Monmouth as his successor, and the parliament was accordingly 
once more (28th of March) dissolved by Charles, while a royal 
proclamation ordered to be read in all the churches proclaimed 
the ill-deeds of the parliament and the king's affection for the 
Protestant religion. 

Charles's tenacity and clever tact were now rewarded. A 
great popular reaction ensued in favour of the monarchy, and 
a large number of loyal addresses were sent in, most of them 
condemning the Exclusion Bill. Shaftesbury was imprisoned, 
and though the Middlesex jury threw out his indictment and 
he was liberated, he never recovered his power, and in October 
1682 left England for ever. The Exclusion Bill and the limitation  

of James's powers were no more heard of, and full liberty was 
granted to the king to pursue the retrograde and arbitrary policy 
to which his disposition naturally inclined. In Scotland James 
set up a tyrannical administration of the worst type. The royal 
enmity towards William of Orange was increased by a visit of 
the latter to England in July. No more parliaments were called, 
and Charles subsisted on his permanent revenue and his French 
pensions. He continued the policy of double-dealing and 
treachery, deceiving his ministers as at the treaty of Dover, 
by pretending to support Holland and Spain while he was 
secretly engaged to Louis to betray them. On the 22nd of March 
168x he entered into &compact with Louis whereby he undertook 
to desert his allies and offer no resistance to French aggressions. 
In August he joined with Spain and Holland in a manifesto 
against France, while secretly for a million livres he engaged 
himself to Louis, and in 168a he proposed himself as arbitrator 
with the intention of treacherously handing over Luxemburg 
to France, an offer which was rejected owing to Spanish suspicions 
of collusion. In the event, Charles's duplicity enabled Louis to 
seize Strassburg in 1681 and Luxemburg in 1684. The govern-
ment at home was carried on principally by Rochester, Sunder-
land and Godolphin, while Guilford was lord chancellor and 
Jeffreys lord chief justice. The laws against the Nonconformists 
were strictly enforced. In order to obtain servile parliaments and 
also obsequious juries, who with the co-operation of judges of the 
stamp of Jeffreys could be depended upon to carry out the wishes 
of the court, the borough charters were confiscated, the charter 
of the city of London being forfeited on the tath of June 1683. 

The popularity of Charles, now greatly increased, was raised 
to national enthusiasm by the discovery of the Rye House plot 
in 1683, said to be a scheme to rw.sqinate Charles and James 
at an isolated house on the high road near Hoddesdon in Hert-
fordshire as they returned from Newmarket to London, among 
those implicated being Algernon Sidney, Lord Russell and 
Monmouth, the two former paying the death penalty and 
Monmouth being finally banished to the Hague. The administra-
tion became more and more despotic, and Tangier was abandoned 
in order to reduce expenses and to increase the forces at home 
for overawing opposition. The first preliminary steps were now 
taken for the reintroduction of the Roman Catholic religion. 
Danby and those confined on account of participation in the 
popish plot were liberated, and Titus Oates thrown into prison. 
A scheme was announced for withdrawing the control of the army 
in Ireland from Rochester, the lord-lieutenant, and placing it in 
the king's own hands, and the commission to which the king had 
delegated ecclesiastical patronage was revoked. In May 5684 
the office of lord high admiral, in spite of the Test Act, was again 
given to James, who had now returned from Scotland. To all 
appearances the same policy afterwards pursped so recklessly 
and disastrously by James was now cautiously initiated by 
Charles, who, however, not being inspired by the same religious 
zeal as his brother, and not desiring " to go on his travels again," 
would probably have drawn back prudently before his throne 
was endangered. The developments of this movement were, 
however, now interrupted by the death of Charles after a short 
illness on the 6th of February x685. He was buried on the i7th 
in Henry VII.'s chapel in Westminster Abbey with funeral 
ceremonies criticized by contemporaries as mean and wanting 
in respect, but the scantiness of which was probably owing to 
the fact that he had died a Roman Catholic. 

On his death-bed Charles had at length declared himself  an 
adherent of that religion and had received the last rites according 
to the Romanist usage. There appears to be no trustworthy 
record of his formal conversion, assigned to various times and 
various agencies. As a youth, says Clarendon, " the ill-bred 
familiarity of the Scotch divines had given him a distaste " for 
Presbyterianism, which he indeed declared " no religion for 
gentlemen," and the mean figure which the fallen national 
church made in exile repelled him at the same time that he was 
attracted by the " genteel part of the Catholic religion." With 
Charles religion was not the serious matter it was with James, 
and was largely regarded from the political aspect and from that 
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of ease and personal convenience. Presbyterianism constituted 
a dangerous encroachment on the royal prerogative; the national 
church and the cavalier party were indeed the natural supporters 
of the authority of the crown, but on the other hand they refused 
to countenance the dependence upon France; Roman Catholi-
cism at that moment was the obvious medium of governing 
without parliaments, of French pensions and of reigning without 
trouble, and was naturally the faith of Charles's choice. Of the 
two papers in defence of the Roman Catholic religion in Charles's 
own hand, published by James, Halifax says ." though neither 
his temper nor education made him very fit to be an author, 
yet in this case . . . he might write it all himself and yet not 
one word of it his own. . . ." 

Of his amours and mistresses the same shrewd observer of 
human character, who was also well acquainted with the king, 
declares " that his inclinations to love were the effects of health 
and a good constitution with as little mixture of the seraphic 
part as ever man had. . . . I am apt to think his stayed as much' 
as any man's ever did in the lower region." His health was the 
one subject to which he gave unremitting attention, and his fine 
constitution and devotion to all kinds of sport and physical 
exercise kept off the effects of uncontrolled debauchery for 
thirty years. In later years the society of his mistresses seems 
to have been chiefly acceptable as a means to avoid business 
and petitioners, and in the case of the duchess of Portsmouth 
was the price paid for ease and the continuance of the French 
pensions. His ministers he never scrupled tosacrifice to his ease. 
The love of ease exercised an entire sovereignty in his thoughts. 
" The motive of his giving bounties was rather to make men 
less uneasy to him than more easy to themselves." He would 
rob his own treasury and take bribes to press a measure through 
the council. He had a natural affability, but too general to be 
much valued, and he was fickle and deceitful. Neither gratitude 
nor revenge moved him, and good or ill services left little im-
pression on his mind. Halifax, however, concludes by desiring 
to moderate the roughness of his picture by emphasizing the 
excellence of his intellect and memory and his mechanical talent, 
by deprecating a too censorious judgment and by dwelling upon 
the disadvantages of his bringing up, the difficulties and tempta-
tions of his position, and on the fact that his vices were those 
common to human frailty. His capacity for king-craft, know-
ledge of the world, and easy address enabled him to surmount 
difficulties and dangers which would have proved fatal to his 
father or to his brother. " It was a common saying that he 
could send away a person better pleased at receiving nothing 
than those in the good king his father's time that had requests 
granted them," and his good-humoured tact and familiarity 
compensated for and concealed his ingratitude and perfidy and 
preserved his popularity. He had good taste in art and literature, 
was fond of chemistry and science, and the Royal Society was 
founded in his reign. According to Evelyn he was " dEbonnaire 
and easy of access, naturally kind-hearted and possessed an 
excellent temper," virtues which covered a multitude of sins. 

These small traits of amiability, however, which pleased his 
contemporaries, cannot disguise for us the broad lines of Charles's 
career and character. How far the extraordinary corruption 
of private morals which has gained for the restoration period 
so unenviable a notoriety was owing to the king's own example 
of flagrant debauchery, bow far to the natural reaction from an 
artificial Puritanism, is uncertain, but it is incontestable that 
Charles's cynical selfishness was the chief cause of the degradation 
of public life which marks his reign, and of the disgraceful and 
unscrupulous betrayal of the national interests which raised 
France to a threatening predominance and imperilled the very 
existence of Britain for generations. The reign of his predecessor 
Charles L, and even of that of his successor James II., with 
their mistaken principles and ideals, have a saving dignity 
wholly wanting in that of Charles H., and the administration 
of Cromwell, in spite of the popularity of the restoration, was 
soon regretted. " A lazy Prince," writes Pepys, " no Council, 
ao money, no reputation at home or abroad. It is strange 

Mem. of Thomas, earl of A ilesbury, p. 95.  

how . . . everybody do nowadays reflect upon Oliver and 
commend him, what brave things be did and made all the 
neighbour princes fear him; while here a prince, come in with 
all the love and prayers and good liking of his people . . . hash 
lost all so soon. . . ." 

Charles II. had no children by his queen. By his numerous 
mistresses he had a large illegitimate progeny. By Barbara 
Villiers, Mrs Palmer, afterwards countess of Castlemaine and 
duchess of Cleveland, mistress en litre till she was superseded by 
the duchess of Portsmouth, he had Charles Fitzroy, duke at 
Southampton and Cleveland, Henry Fitzroy, duke of Grafton. 
George Fitzroy, duke of Northumberland, Anne, countess of 
Sussex, Charlotte, countess of Lichfield, and Barbara, a nun; 
by Louise de Kfroualle, duchess of Portsmouth, Charles Lennox, 
duke of Richmond; by Lucy Walter, James, duke of Monmouth 
and Buccleuch, and a daughter; by Nell Gwyn, Charles Beau-
clerk, duke of St Albans, and James Beauclerk; by Catherine 
Peg, Charles Fitz Charles, earl of Plymouth; by Lady Shannon, 
Charlotte, countess of Yarmouth; by Mary Davis, Mazy Tudor, 
countess of Derwentwater. 
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CHARLES I. and H., kings of France. By the French, Charles 
the Great, Roman emperor and king of the Franks, is reckoned the 
first of the series of French kings named Charles (see Cumin-
MAGNE). Similarly the emperor Charles II. the Bald (q.v.) is 
reckoned as Charles II. of France. In some enumerations the 
emperor Charles III. the Fat (q.s.) is reckoned as Charles II. d 
France, Charlemagne not being included in the list, and Charles 
the Bald being styled Charles I. 

CHARLES III., the Simple (879-929), king of France, was a 
posthumous son of Louis the Stammerer and of his second wffe 
Adelaide. On the deposition of Charles the Fat in 887 be was 
excluded from the throne by his youth; but during the reign of 
Odo, who .had succeeded Charles, he succeeded in gaining the 
recognition of a certain number of notables and in securing bis 
coronation at Reims on the 28th of January 893. He now 
obtained the alliance of the emperor, and forced Odo to cede 
part of Neustria. In 898, by the death of his rival (Jan. i), In 
obtained possession of the whole kingdom. His most important 
act was the treaty of Saint-Clair-sur-Epte with the Normans in 
911. Some of them were baptized; the territory which was 
afterwards known as the duchy of Normandy was ceded to them; 
but the story of the marriage of their chief Rollo with a sister of 
the king, related by the chronicler Dudo of Saint Quentin, is 
very doubtful. The same year Charles, on the invitation of the 
barons, took possession of the kingdom of Lotharingia. In 910  
the barons, jealous of the growth of the royal authority and 
discontented with the favour shown by the king to his counsellor 
Hagano, rebelled, and in 922 elected Robert, brother of Kim 
Odo, in place of Charles. Robert was killed in the battle of 
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Soissons, but the victory remained with his party, who elected 
Rudolph, duke of Burgundy, king. In his extremity Charles 
trusted himself to Herbert, count of Vermandois, who deceived 
him, and threw him into confinement at Chateau-Thierry and 
afterwards at Peronne. In the latter town he died on the 7th 
of October 929. In 907 he had married Frederona, sister of 
Bovo, bishop of Chalons. After her death he married Eadgyfu 
(Odgiva), daughter of Edward the Elder, king of the English, who 
was the mother of Louis IV. 

See A. Eckel, Charles le Simple (Para. 1899). 
CHARLES IV. (1294-1328), king of France, called THE FAIR, 

was the third and youngest son of Philip IV. and Jeanne of 
Navarre. In 1316 he was created count of La Marche, and 
succeeded his brother Philip V. as king of France and Navarre 
early in 1322. He followed the policy of his predecessors in 
enforcing the royal authority over the nobles, but the machinery 
of a centralized government strong enough to hold nobility 
in check increased the royal expenditure, to meet which Charles 
had recourse to doubtful financial expedients. At the beginning 
of his reign he ordered a recast of the coinage, with serious 
results to commerce; civil officials were deprived of offices, 
which had been conferred free, but were now put up to auction; 
duties were imposed on exported merchandise and on goods 
brought into Paris; the practice of exacting heavy fines was 
encouraged by making the salaries of the magistrates dependent 
on them; and on the pretext of a crusade to free Armenia from 
the Turks, Charles obtained from the pope a tithe levied on the 
clergy, the proceeds of which he kept for his own use; he also 
confiscated the property of the Lombard bankers who had been 
invited to France by his father at a time of financial crisis. The 
history of the assemblies summoned by Charles IV. is obscure, 
but in 1326, on the outbreak of war with England, an assembly 
of prelates and barons met at Meaux. Commissioners were 
afterwards despatched to the provinces to state the position of 
affairs and to receive complaints.' The king justified his failure 
to summon the estates on the ground of the expense incurred 
by provincial deputies. The external politics of his reign were 
not marked by any striking events. He maintained excellent 
relations with Pope John XXII., who made overtures to him, 
indirectly, offering his support in case of his candidature for the 
imperial crown. Charles tried to form a party in Italy in support 
of the pope against the emperor Louis IV. of Bavaria, but 
failed. A treaty with the English which secured the district 
of Agenais for France was followed by a feudal war in Guienne. 
Isabella, Charles's sister and the wife of Edward II., was sent 
to France to negotiate, and with her brother's help arranged the 
final conspiracy against her husband. Charles's first wife was 
Blanche, daughter of Otto IV., count of Burgundy, and of 
Matilda (Mahaut), countess of Artois, to whom he was married 
in r307. In May 1314, by order of King Philip IV., she was 
arrested and imprisoned in the Chateau-Gaillard with her sister-
in-law Marguerite, daughter of Robert II., duke of Burgundy, 
and wife of Louis Hutin, on the charge of adultery with two 
gentlemen of the royal household, Philippe and Gautier d'Aunai. 
Jeanne, sister of Marguerite and wife of Philip the Tall, was 
also arrested for not having denounced the culprits, and im-
prisoned at Dourdan. The two knights were put to the torture 
and executed, and their goods confiscated. It is impossible 
to say how far the charges were true. Tradition has involved 
and obscured the story, which is the origin of the legend of the 
lour de Neste made famous by the drama of A. Dumas the elder. 
Marguerite died shortly in prison; Jeanne was declared innocent 
by the parlement and returned to her husband. Blanche was 
still in prison when Charles became king. He induced Pope 
John XXII. to declare the marriage null, on the ground that 
Blanche's mother had been his godmother. Blanche died in 
2326, still in confinement, though at the last in the abbey of 
Maubuisson. 

In i322, freed from his first marriage, Charles married his 
cousin Mary of Luxemburg, daughter of the emperor Henry VII., 
and upon her death, two years later, Jeanne, daughter of Louis, 
count of Evreux. Charles IV. died at Vincennes on the 1st of 

February 2328. He left no issue by his first two wives to succeed 
him, and daughters only by Jeanne of Evreux. He was the last 
of the direct line of Capetian. 

See A. d'Herbomey, " Notes et documents pour aervir a l'histoire 
des rois fils de Philippe le Bel," in Bibl. de l'Ecok des Charges (lix. 
PP. 479 seq. and 689 seq.); de Brequigny, " Memoire sur les 
differends entre la France et l'Angleterre sous k regne de Charles 
le Bel," in Mem. de l'Acad. des Inscriptions (xli. pp. 641492): 
H. Lot, "Projets de crusade sous Charles It Bel et sous Philippe de 
Valois" (Bib!. de l'Ecole des Charles, xx. pp. 503109): " Chronique 
parisienne anonyme de 1316• 1339 . . .' ed. Hellot in Mem. de 
la soc. de l'hist. de Paris (xi., 1884, pp. 1 -207). 

CHARLES V. (1337-138o), king of France, called THE Wise, 
was born at the château of Vincennes on the 21st of January 
x337, the son of John II. and Bonne of Luxemburg. In 1349 
he became dauphin of the Viennois by purchase from Humbert 
II., and in 1355 he was created duke of Normandy. At the battle 
of Poitiers (1356) his father ordered him to leave the field when 
the battle turned against the French, and he was thus saved 
from the imprisonment that overtook his father. After arranging 
for the government of Normandy he proceeded to Paris, where 
he took the title of lieutenant of the kingdom. During the years 
of John II.'s imprisonment in England Charles was virtually 
king of France. He summoned the states-general of northern 
France (Langue d'oIl) to Paris in October x356 to obtain men and 
money to carry on the war. But under the leadership of Etienne 
Marcel, provost of the Parisian merchants and president of the 
third estate, and Robert le Coq, bishop of Laon, president of the 
clergy, a partisan of Charles of Navarre, the states refused any 
" aid " except on conditions which Charles declined to accept. 
They demanded the dismissal of a number of the royal ministers; 
the establishment of a commission elected from the three estates 
to regulate the dauphin's administration, and of another board 
to act as council of war; also the release of Charles the Bad, 
king of Navarre, who had been imprisoned by King John. The 
estates of Languedoc, summoned to Toulouse, also made protests 
against misgovernment, but they agreed to raise a war-levy on 
terms to which the dauphin acceded. Charles sought the 
alliance of his uncle, the emperor Charles IV., to whom be did 
homage at Metz as dauphin of the Viennois, and he was also made 
imperial vicar of Dauphine, thus acknowledging the imperial 
jurisdiction. But he gained small material advantage from 
these proceedings.' The states-general were again convoked 
in February 1357. Their demands were more moderate than 
in the preceding year, but they nominated members to replace 
certain obnoxious persons on the royal council, demanded the 
right to assemble without the royal summons, and certain 
administrative reforms. In return they promised to raise and 
finance an army of 30,000 men, but the money—a tithe levied 
on the annual revenue§ of the clergy and nobility—voted for 
this object was not to pass through the dauphin's hands. Charles 
appeared to consent, but the agreement was annulled by letters 
from King John, announcing at the same time the conclusion 
of a two years' truce, and the reformers failed to secure their 
ends. Charles had escaped from their power by leaving Paris, 
but he returned for a new meeting of the estates in the autumn 
of 1357. 

Meanwhile Charles of Navarre had been released by his parti-
sans, and allying himself with Marcel had become a popular 
hero in Paris. The dauphin was obliged to receive him and to 
undergo an apparent reconciliation. In Paris Etienne Marcel 
was supreme. He forced his way into the dauphin's palace 
(February 1358), and Charles's servant, Jean de Conflans, 
marshal of Champagne, and Robert de Clermont, marshal of 
Normandy, were murdered before his eyes. Charles was power-
less openly to resent these outrages, but he obtained from the 
provincial assemblies the money refused him by the states-
general, and deferred his vengeance until the dissensions of his 
enemies should offer him an opportunity. Charles of Navarre, 
now in league with the English and master of lower Normandy 
and of the approaches to Paris, returned to the immediate 
neighbourhood of the city, and Marcel found himself driven to 
avowed co-operation with the dauphin's enemies, the Fnglich 
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and the Navarrese. Charles had been compelled in March to 
take the title of regent to prevent the possibility of further inter-
vention from King John. In defiance of a recent ordinance 
prohibiting provincial assemblies, he presided over the estates 
of Picardy and Artois, and then over those of Champagne. 
The states-general of 1358 were summoned to Compiegne instead 
of Paris, and granted a large aid. The condition of northern 
France was rendered more desperate by the outbreak ( May-
June 1358) of the peasant revolt known as the Jacquerie, which 
was repressed with a barbarity far exceeding the excesses of the 
rebels. Within the walls of Paris jean Maillart had formed a 
royalist party; Marcel was assassinated (31st July 1358), and 
the dauphin entered Paris in the following month. A reaction 
in Charles's favour had set in, and from the estates of 1359 he 
regained the authority he had lost. It was with their full con-
currence that he restored their honours to the officials who had 
been dismissed by the estates of 1356 and 1357. They supported 
him in repudiating the treaty of London (1359), which King John 
had signed in anxiety for his personal freedom, and voted money 
unconditionally for the continuation of the war. From this time 
the estates were only once convoked by Charles, who contented 
himself thenceforward by appeals to the assembly of notables 
or to the provincial bodies. Charles of Navarre was now at open 
war with the regent; Edward III. landed at Calais in October; 
and a great part of the country was exposed to double depreda-
tions from the English and the Navarrese troops. In the scarcity 
of money Charles had recourse to the debasement of the coinage, 
which suffered no less than twenty-two variations in the two years 
before the treaty of Bretigny. This disastrous financial expedient 
was made good later, the coinage being established on a firm 
basis during the last sixteen years of Charles's reign in accordance 
with the principles of Nicolas Oresme. On the conclusion of 
peace King John was restored to France, but, being unable to 
raise his ransom, he returned in 1364 to England, where he died 
in April, leaving the crown to Charles, who was crowned at 
Reims on the 19th of May. 

The new king found an able servant in Bertrand du Guesclin, 
who won a victory over the Navarrese troops at Cocherel and 
took prisoner their best general, Jean de Grailli, captal of Buch. 
The establishment of Charles's brother, Philip the Bold, in the 
duchy of Burgundy, though it constituted in the event a serious 
menace to the monarchy, put an end to the king of Navarre's 
ambitions in that direction. A treaty of peace between the two 
kings was signed in 1365, by which Charles of Navarre gave up 
Mantes, Meulan and the county of Longueville . in exchange for 
Montpellier. Negotiations were renewed in 137o wheti Charles 
of Navarre did homage for his French possessions, though he 
was then considering an offensive and defensive alliance with 
Edward III. Du Guesclin undertook to free France from the 
depredations of the " free companies," mercenary soldiers put 
out of employment by the cessation of the war. An attempt 
to send them on a crusade against the Turks failed, and Du 
Guesclin led them to Spain to put Henry of Trastamara on the 
throne of Castile. By the marriage of his brother Philip the 
Bold with Margaret of Flanders, Charles detached the Flemings 
from the English alliance, and as soon as he had restored 
something like order in the internal affairs of the kingdom he 
provoked a quarrel with the English. The text of the treaty of 
Brftigny presented technical difficulties of which Charles was 
not slow to avail himself. The English power in Guienne was 
weakened by the disastrous Spanish expedition of the Black 
Prince, whom Charles summoned before the parlement of Paris 
in January x369 to answer the charges preferred against him 
by his subjects, thus expressly repudiating the English supre-
macy in Guienne. War was renewed in May after a meeting of 
the states-general. Between 1371 and 1373 Poitou and Sain-
tonge were reconquered by Du Guesclin, and soon the English 
had to abandon all their territory north of the Garonne. John 
IV. of Brittany (Jean de Montfort) had won his duchy with 
English help by the defeat of Charles of Blois, the French 
nominee, at Auray in 1364. His sympathies remained English, 
but he was now (x373) obliged to take refuge in England, and 

later in Flanders, while the English only retained a footing in 
two or three coast towns. Charles's generals avoided pitched 
battles, and contented themselves with defensive and guerrilla 
tactics, with the result that in 1380 only Bayonne, Bordeaux 
Brest and Calais were still in English hands. 

Charles had in 1378 obtained proof of Charles of Navarre's 
treasonable designs. He seized the Norman towns held by the 
Navarrese, while Henry of Trastamara invaded Navarre, and 
imposed conditions of peace which rendered his lifelong enemy 
at last powerless. A premature attempt to amalgamate the 
duchy of Brittany with the French crown failed. Charles sum-
moned the duke to Paris in 1378, and on his non-appearance 
committed one of his rare errors of policy by confiscating his 
duchy. But the Bretons rose to defend their independence, and 
recalled their duke. The matter was still unsettled when Charks 
died at Vincennes on the t6th of September 1380. His health. 
always delicate, had been further weakened, according to 
popular report, by a slow poison prepared for him by the kw 
of Navarre. His wife, Jeanne of Bourbon, died in 1378, and 
the succession devolved on their elder son Charles, a by of 
twelve. Their younger son was Louis, duke of Orleans. 

Personally Charles was no soldier. He owed the signal suc-
cesses of his reign partly to his skilful choice of advisers and 
administrators, to his chancellors Jean and Guillaume de Dor-
mans and Pierre d'Orgemont, to Hugues Aubriot, provost of 
Paris, Bureau de la Riviere and others; partly to a singular 
coolness and subtlety in the exercise of a not over-scrupulous 
diplomacy, which made him a dangerous enemy. He had learnt 
prudence and self-restraint in the troubled times of the regency. 
and did not lose his moderation in success. He modelled ha 
private life on that of his predecessor Saint Louis, but was no 
fanatic in religion, for he refused his support to the %ides* 
methods of the Inquisition in southern France, and allowed the 
Jews to return to the country, at the same time confirming their 
privileges. His support of the schismatic pope Clement VII 
at Avignon was doubtless due to political considerations, as 
favouring the independence of the Gallican church. Charles V. 
was a student of astrology, medicine, law and philosophy,  and 
collected a large and valuable library at the Louvre. He 
gathered round him a group of distinguished writers and thinkers, 
among whom were Raoul de Presles, Philippe de Mfaiires, 
Nicolas Oresme and others. The ideas of these men were applied 
by him to the practical work of administration, though he con-
fined himself chiefly to the consolidation and improvement of 
existing institutions. The power of the nobility was lessened 
by restrictions which, without prohibiting private wars, made 
them practically impossible. The feudal fortresses were regu-
larly inspected by the central authority, and the nobles them-
selves became in many cases paid officers of the king. Charles 
established a merchant marine and a formidable navy, which 
under Jean de Vienne threatened the English coast between 
1377 and 1380. The states-general were silenced and the royal 
prerogative increased; the royal domains were extended, and 
the wealth of the crown was augmented; additions were made 
to the revenue by the sale of municipal charters and patents; 
and taxation became heavier, since Charles set no limits to the 
gratification of his tastes either in the collection of jewels sad 
precious objects, of books, or of his love of building, examples 
of which are the renovation of the Louvre and the erection of 
the palace of Saint Paul in Paris. 

See the chronicles of Froissart, and of Pierre d'Orgemont (Geeslin 
Ckroniques de Saint Denis, Paris, vol. vi., 1838); Christine de Nan. 
Le Livre des fais el bowies moors du sap roy Charles V. written is 
Iva. ed. Michaud and Poujoulat, vol. it. (1836); L. Delisle, lifandr-
meals el ricks divers de Charles V (1886); letters of Charles V. from 
the English archives in Champollion-Figeac, Leans de rein et .  de 
refines, II. pp. 167 seq.; the anonymous Some des vergier or Seesaws 
virnfarii, written in 1376 and giving the political ideas of Charles V. 
and his advisers; " Relation de Is mort de Charles V " in Haman'. 
Notices a extrails, xxxi. pp. 278-284; Ch. Benoist. La Marque dal NI 
Charks V (1874); S. Luce, La France pendant la guerve de cod aas: 
G. Clement Simon, La Rupture du traits de Brilieny (180) ; A. 16'setrY. 
Etudes stdx k regime financier de to France, vols. i. and U. (1883): and 
R. Delachenal, Hisloire de Charles V (Paris. volt). 
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CHARLES VI. (1368-1422), king of France, son of Charles V. 

and Jeanne of Bourbon, was born in Paris on the 3rd of December 
1368. He received the appanage of Dauphine at his birth, and 
was thus the first of the princes of France to bear the title of 
dauphin from infancy. Charles V. had entrusted his education 
to Philippe de Mezieres, and had fixed his majority at fourteen. 
He succeeded to the throne in 1380, at the age of twelve, and 
the royal authority was divided between his paternal uncles, 
Louis, duke of Anjou, John, duke of Berry, Philip the Bold, duke 
of Burgundy,and his mother's brother,Louis II.,dukeof Bourbon. 
In accordance with an ordinance of the late king the duke' of 
Anjou became regent, while the guardianship of the young king, 
together with the control of Paris and Normandy, passed to the 
dukes of Burgundy and Bourbon, who were to be assisted by 
certain of the councillors of Charles V. The duke of Berry, 
excluded by this arrangement, was compensated by the govern-
ment of Languedoc and Guienne. Anjou held the regency for 
a few months only,until the king's coronation in November 1380. 
He enriched himself from the estate of Charles V. and by exces-
sive exactions, before he set out in 1382 for Italy to effect the 
conquest of Naples. Considerable discontent existed in the south 
of France at the time of the death of Charles V., and when the 
duke of Anjou re-imposed certain taxes which the late king had 
remitted at the end of his reign, there were revolts at Puy and 
Montpellier. Paris, Rouen, the cities of Flanders, with Amiens, 
Orleans, Reims and other French towns, also rose (1382) in revolt 
against their masters. The Mai!kilns, as the Parisian insur-
gents were named from the weapon they used, gained the upper 
band in Paris, and were able temporarily to make terms, but 
the commune of Rouen was abolished, and the Tuchins, as 
the marauders in Languedoc were called, were pitilessly hunted 
down. Charles VI. marched to the help of the count of Flanders 
against the insurgents headed by Philip van Artevelde, and 
gained a complete victory at Roosebeke (November 27th, 1382). 
Strengthened by this success the king, on his return to Paris 
in the following January, exacted vengeance on the citizens by 
fines, executions and the suppression of the privileges of the city. 
The help sent by the English to the Flemish cities resulted 
in a second Flemish campaign. In 1385 Jean de Vienne made 
an unsuccessful descent on the Scottish coast, and Charles 
equipped a fleet at Slut's for the invasion of England, but 
a series of delays ended in the destruction of the ships by the 
English. 

In 1385 Charles VI. married Elizabeth, daughter of Stephen II., 
duke of Bavaria, her name being gallicized as Isabeau. Three 
years later, with the help of his brother, Louis of Orleans, duke 
of Touraine, he threw off the tutelage of his uncles, whom be 
replaced by Bureau de la Riviere and others among his father's 
counsellors, nicknamed by the royal princes the marinousets 
because of their humble origin. Two years later he deprived 
the duke of Berry of the government of Languedoc. The opening 
years of Charles VI.'s effective rule promised well, but excess in 
gaiety of all kinds undermined his constitution, and in 1392 he 
had an attack of madness at Le Mans, when on his way to 
Brittany to force from John V. the surrender of his cousin 
Pierre de Craon, who had tried to acassinate the constable 
Olivier de Clisson in the streets of Paris. Other attacks followed, 
and it became evident that Charles was unable permanently to 
sustain the royal authority. Clisson, Bureau de la Riviere, 
Jean de Herder, and the other marmousets were driven from 
office, and the royal dukes regained their power. The rivalries 
between the most powerful of these—the duke of Burgundy, 
who during the king's attacks of madness practically ruled the 
country, and the duke of Orleans—were a constant menace to 
peace. In 1396 peace with England seemed assured by the 
marriage of Richard 11. with Charles VI.'s daughter Isabella, 
but the Lancastrian revolution of 1399 destroyed the diplomatic 
advantages gained by this union. In France the country was 
disturbed by the papal schism. At an assembly of the clergy 
held in Paris in 1398 it was resolved to refuse to recognize the 
authority of Benedict XIU., who succeeded Clement VII. as 
schismatic pope at Avignon. The question became a party  

one; Benedict was supported by Louis of Orleans, while Philip 
the Bold and the university of Paris opposed him. Obedience 
to Benedict's authority was resumed in 1403, only to be with-
drawn again in 1408, when the king declared himself the guardian 
and protector of the French- church, which was indeed for a 
time self-governing. Edicts further extending the royal power 
in ecclesiastical affairs were even issued in 1418, after the schism 
was at an end. 

The king's intelligence became yearly feebler, and in 1404 
the death of Philip the Bold aggravated the position of affairs. 
The new duke, John the Fearless, did not immediately replace his 
father in general affairs, and the influence of the duke of Orleans 
increased. Queen Isabeau, who had generally supported the 
Burgundian party, was now practically separated from her 
husband, whose madness had become pronounced.. She was 
replaced by a young Burgundian lady, Odette de Champdivers, 
called by her contemporaries In petite seine, who rescued the king 
from the state of neglect into which he had fallen. Isabeau of 
Bavaria was freely accuSed of intrigue with the duke of Orleans. 
She was from time to time regent of France, and as her policy 
was directed by personal considerations and by her love of 
splendour she further added to the general distress. The relations 
between John the Fearless and the duke of Orleans became more 
embittered, and on the 23rd of November 1407 Orleans was 
murdered in the streets of Paris at the instigation of his rival. 
The young duke Charles of Orleans married the daughter of the 
Gascon count Bernard VII. of Armagnac, and presently formed 
alliances with the dukes of Berry, Bourbon and Brittany, and 
others who formed the party known as the Armagnacs (see 
ARMAGNAC), against the Burgundians who had gained the upper 
hand in the royal council. In 1411 John the Fearless contracted 
an alliance with Henry IV. of England, and civil war began in 
the autumn, but in 1412 the Armagnacs in their. turn sought 
English aid, and, by promising the sovereignty of Aquitaine 
to the English king, gave John the opportunity of posing as 
defender of France. In Paris the Burgundians were hand 
in hand with the corporation of the butchers, who were the 
leaders of the Parisian populace. The malcontents, who took 
their name from one of their number, Caboche, penetrated into 
the palace of the dauphin Louis, and demanded the surrender 
of the unpopular members of his household. A royal ordinance, 
promising reforms in administration, was promulgated on the 
27th of May 1413, and some of the royal advisers were executed. 
The king and the dauphin, powerless in the hands of Duke 
John and the Parisians, appealed secretly to the Armagnac 
princes for deliverance. They entered Paris in September; the 
ordinance extracted by the Cabochiens was rescinded; and 
numbers of the insurgents were banished the city. 

In the next year Henry V. of England, after concluding an 
alliance with Burgundy, resumed the pretensions of Edward III. 
to the crown of France, and in 1415 followed the disastrous 
battle of Agincourt. The two elder sons of Charles VI., Louis, 
duke of Guienne, and John, duke of Touraine, died in 1415 and 
1417, and Charles, count of Ponthieu, became heir apparent. 
Paris was governed by Bernard of Armagnac, constable of 
France, who expelled all suspected of Burgundian sympathies 
and treated Parii like a conquered city. Queen Isabeau was 
imprisoned at Tours, but escaped to Burgundy. The capture 
of Paris by the Burgundians on the 29th of May 1418 was 
followed by a series of horrible massacres of the Armagnacs; 
and in July Duke John and Isabeau, who assumed the title 
of regent, entered Paris. Meanwhile Henry V. had completed 
the conquest of Normandy. The murder of John the Fearless in 
1419 under the eyes of the dauphin Charles threw the Bur-
gundians definitely into the arms of the English, and his suc-
cessor Philip the Good, in concert with Queen Isabeau, concluded 
(1420) the treaty of Troyes with Henry V., who became master 
of France. Charles VII had long been of no account in the 
government, and the state of neglect in which he existed at 
Senlis induced Henry V. to undertake the re-organization of 
his household. He came to Paris in September 1422, and died 
on the 21st of October, 
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The chief authorities for the reign of Charles VI. are :—Chronica 
Caroli VI., written by a monk of Saint Denis, commissioned officially 
to write the history of his time, edited by C. Bellaguet with a French 
translation (6 vols., 1830-1852); Jean Juvenal des Ursins, Chronique, 
printed by D. Godefroy in Historre de Charles VI (1653), chiefly an 
abridgment of the monk of St Denis's narrative; a fragment of the 
Grandes Chroniques de Saint Denis coveting the years 1381 to 1383 
(ed. J. Pichon 1864); correspondence of Charles VI. printed by 
Champollion-Figeac in Lettres de toes, vol. ii.; Choix de pieces 
iniclites rd. au regne de Charles VI (2 vols., 1863-1864), edited by 
L. Douet d'Arcq for the Societe de l'Histoire de France; J. Froissart, 
Chroniques; Enguerrand de Monstrelet, Chroniques, covering the 
first half of the 15th century (Eng. trans., 4 vols., 1809); Chronique 
des aware premiers Valois, by an unknown author, ed. S. Luce (1862). 
See also E. Lavisse, Hut. de France, iv. 267 seq.; E. Petit, 
" Sejours de Charles VI." Bull. du com. des travaux hut. (1893); 
Vallet de Viriville, " Isabeau de Baviere," Revue frangaise (1858- 
1850 ; M. Thibaut, Isabeau de Baviere (1903). 

CHARLES VII. (1403-1461), king of France, fifth son of 
Charles VI. and Isabeau of Bavaria, was born in Paris on the 
22nd of February 1403. The count of Ponthieu, as he was 
called in his boyhood, was betrothed in 1413 to Mary of Anjou, 
daughter of Louis II., duke of Anjou and king of Sicily, and 
spent the next two years at the Angevin court. He received 
the duchy of Touraine in 1416, and in the next year the death 
of his brother John made him dauphin of France. He became 
lieutenant-general of the kingdom in 1417, and made active 
efforts to combat the complaisance of his mother. He assumed 
the title of regent in December 1418, but his authority in northern 
France was paralysed in 2419 by the murder of John the Fearless, 
duke of Burgundy, in his presence at Montereau. Although the 
deed was not apparently premeditated, as the English and 
Burgundians declared, it ruined Charles's cause for the time. 
He was disinherited by the treaty of Troyes in 1420, and at the 
time of his father's death in 1422 had retired to Mehun-sur-Yevrc, 
near Bourges, which had been the nominal seat of government 
since 1418. He was recognized as king in Touraine, Berry and 
Poitou, in Languedoc and other provinces of southern France; 
but the English power in the north was presently increased by 
the provinces of Champagne and Maine, as the result of the 
victories of Crevant (1423) and Verneuil (1424). The Armagnac 
administrators who had been driven out of Paris by the duke 
of Bedford gathered round the young king, nicknamed the 
" king of Bourges," but he was weak in body and mind, and was 
under the domination of Jean Louvet and Tanguy du Chastel; 
the instigators of the murder of John the Fearless, and other 
discredited partisans. The power of these favourites was shaken 
by the influence of the queen's mother, Yolande of Aragon, 
duchess of Anjou. She sought the alliance of John V., duke of 
Brittany, who, however, vacillated throughout his life between 
the English and French alliance, concerned chiefly to maintain 
the independence of his duchy. His brother, Arthur of Brittany, 
earl of Richmond (comte de Richemont), was reconciled with the 
king, and became constable in 1425, with the avowed intention 
of making peace between Charles VII. and the duke of Burgundy. 
Richemont caused the assassination of Charles's favourites 
Pierre de Giac and Le Camus de Beaulieu, and imposed one of 
his own choosing, Georges de la Tremoille, an adventurer who 
rapidly usurped the constable's power. For five years (1427! 
1432) a private war between these two exhausted the Armagnac 
forces, and central France returned to anarchy. 

Meanwhile Bedford had established settled government 
throughout the north of France, and in 1428 he advanced to 
the siege of Orleans. For the movement which was to lead to 
the deliverance of France from the English invaders, see JOAN 

OF ARC. The siege of Orleans was raised by her efforts on the 
8th of May 1429, and two months later Charles VII. was crowned 
at Reims. Charles's intimate counsellors, La Tremoille and 
Regnault de Chartres, archbishop of Reims, saw their profits 
menaced by the triumphs of Joan of Arc, and accordingly the 
court put every difficulty in the way of her military career, and 
received the news of her capture before Compiegne (1430) with 
indifference. No measures were taken for her deliverance or her 
ransom, and Normandy and the Isle of France remained in 
English hands. Fifteen years of anarchy and civil war,intervened  

before peace was restored. Bands of armed men fighting for 
their own hand traversed the country, and in the ten years 
between 1434 and 5444 the provinces were terrorized by these 
ecorcheurs, who, with the decline of discipline in the English army, 
were also recruited from the ranks of the invaders. The duke of 
Bedford died in 1435,  and in the same year Philip the Good of 
Burgundy concluded a treaty with Charles Vii. at Arras, after 
fruitless negotiations for an English treaty. From this time 
Charles's policy was strengthened. La Trimoille had been 
awscinated in 1433 by the constable's orders, with the con-
nivance of Yolande of Aragon. For his former favourites were 
substituted energetic advisers, his brother-in-law Charles of 
Anjou, Dunois (the famous bastard of Orleans), Pierre de Brix*. 
Richemont and others. Richemont entered Paris on the r3th 
of April 2436, and in the next five years the finance of the 
country was re-established on a settled basis. Charles himself 
commanded the troops who captured Pontoise in 1441, and is 
the next year he made a successful expedition in the south. 

Meanwhile the princes of the blood and the great...nobles 
resented the ascendancy of councillors and soldiers drawn from 
the smaller nobility and the bourgeoisie. They made a formidable 
league against the crown in 1440 which included Charles I., 
duke of Bourbon, John II., duke of Alencon, John IV. of 
Armagnac, and the dauphin, afterwards Louis XI. The revolt 
broke out in Poitou in t44o and was known as the Pragneric 
Charles VII. repressed the rising, and showed great skill with 
the rebel nobles, finally buying them over individually by con-
siderable concessions. In 1444 a truce was concluded with 
England at Tours, and Charles proceeded to organize a regular 
army. The central authority was gradually made effective, and 
a definite system of payment, by removing the original cause of 
brigandage, and the establishment of a strict discipline learnt 
perhaps from the English troops, gradually stamped out the mast 
serious of the many evils under which the country bad suffered. 
Pierre Bessonneau, and the hrothers Gaspard and Jean Bureau 
created a considerable force of artillery. Domestic troubles is 
their own country weakened the English in France. The con-
quest of Normandy was completed by the battle of Formby 
(15th of April 45o). Guienne was conquered in tap by Duncis, 
but not subdued, and another expedition was necessary in 1453. 
when Talbot was defeated and slain at Castillon. Meanwhile 
in 1450 Charles VII. had resolved on the rehabilitation of Jima 
of Arc, thus rendering a tardy recognition of her services. This 
was granted in 1456 by the Holy See. The only foothold retained 
by the English on French ground was Calais. In its earlier 
stages the deliverance of France from the English bad been the 
work of the people themselves. The change which made Charles 
take an active part in public affairs is said to have been largely 
due to the influence of Agnes Sorel, who became his mistress is 
1444 and died in 1450. She was the first to play a public and 
political role as mistress of a king of France, and may be said to 
have established a tradition. Pierre de Brae, who had had a 
large share in the repression of the Praguerie, obtained through 
her a dominating influence over the king, and he inspired the 
monarch himself and the whole administration with new vigour. 
Charles and Rene of Anjou retired from court, and the greater 
part of the members of the king's council were drawn from the 
bourgeois classes. The most famous of all these was Jacques 
Coeur (q.v.). It was by the zeal of these councillors that Charles 
obtained the surname of " The Well-Served." 

Charles VII. continued his father's general policy in church 
matters. He desired to lessen the power of the Holy See Is 
France and to preserve as far as possible the liberties of the 
Gallican church. With the council of Constance 0414-14181 
the great schism was practically healed. Charles, while careful 
to protest against its renewal, supported the anti-papal con-
tentions of the French members of the council of Basel (1431' 
1449), and in 1438 he promulgated the Pragmatic Sanction at 
Bourges, by which the patronage of ecclesiastical benefices was 
removed from the Holy See, while certain interventions of the 
royal power were admitted. Bishops and abbots were to be 
elected, in accordance with ancient' custom, by their der• 
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After the English had evacuated French territory Charles still 
had to cope with feudal revolt, and with the hostility of the 
dauphin, who was in open revolt in 1446, and for the next ten 
years ruled like an independent sovereign in Dauphine. He took 
refuge in 1457 with Charles's most formidable enemy, Philip 
of Burgundy. Charles VII. nevertheless found means to prevent 
Philip from attaining his ambitions in Lorraine and in Germany. 
But the dauphin succeeded in embarrassing his father's policy 
at home and abroad, and had his own party in the court itself. 
Charles VIL died at Mehtm-sur-Yevre on the 22nd of July 1461. 
He believed that he was poisoned by his son, who cannot, how-
ever, be accused of anything more than an eager expectation 
of his death. 

AUTHORITIES.—The history of the reign of Charles VII. has been 
written by two modern historians,—Vallet de Viriville, Macke de 
Chocks VII . a de son Epoque (Paris, 3 vols. 1862-1865), and 
G. du Fresne de Beaucourt, Hin. de Clerks VII (Paris, 6 vols., 
1881-1891). There is abundant contemporary material. The 
herald, Jacques le Bouvier or Berry (b. 1386), whose Chronicgues du 
Jess roi Charles VII was first printed in 1528 as the work of Alain 
Chartier, was an eye-witness of many of the events he described. 
His Recouvrement de Normandie, with other material on the same 
subject, was edited for the " Rolls " series (Chronicles and Memorials) 
by Joseph Stevenson in 1863. The Histotre de Charles VII by Jean 
Chartier, historiographer-royal from 1437, was included in the 
Grandes Chronitmes de Saint-Denis, and was first printed under 
Chartier's name by DenisGodefroy, together with other contemporary 
narratives, in 1661. It was re-edited by Vallet de Viriville (Paris, 
a  vols., 1858-1859). With these must be considered the Burgundian 
chroniclers Enguerrand de Monstrelet, whose chronicle (ed. L. Douet 
d'Arcq; Paris, 6 vols.. 1857-1862) covers the years 1400-1444, and 
Georges Chastellain. the existing fragments of whose chronicle are 
published in his Mums (ed. ICervyn de Lettenhova; Brussels, 
8 vols., 1863-1866). For a detailed bibliography and an account 
of printed and MS. documents see du Fresne de Beaucourt, already 
cited, also A. Molinier, Manuel de bibliographic hislorigue, iv. 
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VIII. (1470-1498), king of France, wss the only son 
of Louis XI. During the whole of his childhood Charles lived far 
from his father at the chAteau of Amboise, which was throughout 
his life his favourite residence. On the death of Louis XI. in 1483 
Charles, a lad of thirteen, was of age, but was absolutely incapable 
of governing. Until 1492 he abandoned the government to his 
sister Anne of Beaujeu. In :49r he married Anne, duchess of 
Brittany, who was already betrothed to Maximilian of Austria. 
Urged by his favourite, Etienne de Vesc, he then, at the age of 
twenty-two, threw off the yoke of the Beaujeus, and at the same 
time discarded their wise and able policy. But he was a thoroughly 
worthless man with a weak and ill-balanced intellect. He had a 
romantic imagination and conceived vast projects. He proposed 
at first to claim the rights of the house of Anjou, to which Louis 
XL had succeeded, on the kingdom of Naples, and to use this as a 
stepping-stone to the capture of Constantinople from the Turks 
and his own coronation as emperor of the East. He sacrificed 
everything to this adventurous policy, signed disastrous treaties 
to keep his hands free, and set out for Italy In 1494. The cere-
monial side of the expedition being in his eyes the most important, 
he allowed himself to be intoxicated by his easy triumph and 
duped by the Italians. On the 12th of May 1495 he entered 
Naples in great pomp, clothed in the imperial insignia. A general 
coalition was, however, formed against him, and he was forced 
to return precipitately to France. It cannot be denied that he 
showed bravery at the battle of Fornovo (the 5th of July 1495). 
He was preparing a fresh expedition to Italy, when he died on the 
8th of April 1498, from the results of an accident, at the .chfiteau 
of Amboise; • 

See Riskin de Charles VIII, roy de France, by G. de Jalign_y. 
Andre de Is Vigne. &c., edited by Godefroy (Paris, 1684); De 
Cherrier, Histoire de Charles VIII (Paris, 1868); H. Fr. Delaborde, 
Expedition de Charles VIII as Italic (Paris, 1888). For a complete 
bibliography we H. Hauser, Les Sources de l'histoire de France, 
1494-r6ro, vol. i. (Paris, 1906); and E. Lavisse, Histoire de France, 
vol. v. part i., by H. Lemonnier (Paris, 1903). 

CHARLES IX. ( 1 550-1574), king of France, was the third son 
of Henry II. and Catherine de 'Medici. At first he bore the title of 
duke of Orleans. He became king in 1560 by the death of his 
brother Francis II., but as he was only ten years old the power  

was in the hands of the queen-mother, Catherine. Charles seems 
to have been a youth of good parts, lively and agreeable, but he 
had a weak, passionate and fantastic nature. His education had 
spoiled him. He was left to his whims—even the strangest— and 
to his taste for violent exercises; and the excesses to which he 
gave himself up ruined his health. Proclaimed of age on the I 7th 
of August 1563, he continued to be absorbed in his fantasies and 
his hunting, and submitted docilely to the authority of his mother. 
In 1570 he was married to Elizabeth of Austria, daughter of 
Maximilian II. It was about this time that he dreamed of making 
a figure in the world. The successes of his brother, the duke of 
Anjou, at Jarnac and Moncontour had already caused him some 
jealousy. When Coligny came to court, he received him very 
warmly, and seemed at first to accept the idea of an intervention 
in the Netherlands against the Spaniards. For the upshot of this 
adventure see the article ST BARTHOLOMEW, MASSACRE OF. 
Charles was in these circumstances no hypocrite, but weak, 
hesitating and ill-balanced. Moreover, the terrible events in 
which be had played a part transformed his character. He 
became melancholy, severe and taciturn. " It is feared," said the 
Venetian ambassador, " that he may become cruel." Under-
mined by fever, at the age of twenty he had the appearance of an 
old man, and night and day he was haunted with nightmares. 
He died on the 3oth of May 1574. By his mistress, Marie 
Touchet, he had one son, Charles, duke of Angouleme. Charles 
IX. had a sincere love of letters, himself practised poetry, was the 
patron of Ronsard and the poets of the Pleiad, and granted 
privileges to the first academy founded by Antoine de Ball 
(afterwards the Academie du Palais). He left a work on hunting, 
Trails de la chasm royak, which was published in 1625, and 
reprinted in 2859. 

AUTHORITTES.—The principal sources are the contemporary 
memoirs and chronicles of T. A. d'Aubigne, Bmntome, Castelnau, 
Haton, Is Place, Montluc, Is None, l'Estoile, Ste Foy, de Thou, 
Tavannes, &c.; the published correspondence of Catherine de' 
Medici, Marguerite de Valois, and the Venetian ambassadors; 
and Calendars of State Papers, &c. See also Abel Desjardins, 
Charles IX, deuce armies de Mine (Paris, 1873); de Is Fernere. Le 

sikk a ks Valois (Paris, 1879); H. Mariejol, La Re forme el la 
Light (Paris, 1904), in vol. v. of the Histoire de France, by E. Lavine, 
which contains a bibliography for the reign. 

CHARLES E. (1757-1836), king of France from 1824 to 1830, 
was the fourth child of the dauphin, son of Louis XV. and of 
Marie Josephe of Saxony, and consequently brother of Louis XVI. 
He was known before his accession as Charles Philippe, count of 
Artois. At the age of sixteen he married Marie Therese of 
Savoy, sister-in-law of his brother, the count of Provence (Louis 
XVIII.). His youth was passed in scandalous dissipation, which 
drew upon himself and his coterie the detestation of the people of 
Paris. Although lacking military tastes, he joined the French 
army at the siege of Gibraltar in :772, merely for distraction. 
Ina few years he had incurred a debt of 56 million francs, a burden 
assumed by the impoverished state. Prior to the Revolution he 
took only a minor part in politics, but when It broke out he soon 
became, with the queen, the chief of the reactionary party at 
court. In July 1789 he left France, became leader of the emigres, 
and visited several of the , courts of Europe in the interest of the 
royalist cause. After the execution of Louis XVI. he received 
from his brother, the count of Provence, the title of lieutenant-
general of the realm, and, on the death of Louis XVII., that of 
" Monsieur." In 1795 he attempted to aid the royalist rising of 
La Vendee, landing at the island of Yeu. But he refused to 
advance farther and to put himself resolutely at the head of his 
party, although warmly acclaimed by it, and courage failing him, 
he returned to England, settling first in London, then in Holyrood 
Palace at Edinburgh and afterwards at Hartwell. There he 
remained until 1813, returning to France in February 1814, 
and entering Pans in April, in the track of the Allies. 

During the reign of his brother, Louis XVIII., he was the 
leader of the ultra-royalists, the party of extreme reaction. On 
succeeding to the throne in September 1824 the dignity of his 
address and his affable condescension won him a passing popu-
larity. But his coronation at Reims, with all the gorgeous 
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ceremonial of the old regime, proclaimed his intention of ruling, 
as the Most Christian King, by divine right. His first acts, 
indeed, allayed the worst alarms of the Liberals; but it was soon 
apparent that the weight of the crown would be consistently 
thrown into the scale of the reactionary forces. The emigres were 
awarded a milliard as compensation for their confiscated lands; 
and Gallicans and Liberals alike were offended by measures 
which threw increased power into the hands of the Jesuits and 
Ultramontanes. In a few months there were disquieting signs of 
the growing unpopularity of the king. The royal princesses were 
insulted in the streets; and on the 29th of April 1825 Charles, 
when reviewing the National Guard, was met with cries from 
the ranks of " Down with the ministers I " His reply was, next 
day, a decree disbanding the citizen army. 

It was not till 1829, when the result of the elections had proved 
the futility of Villele's policy of repression, that Charles consented 
unwillingly to try a policy of compromise. It was, however, too 
late. Villele's successor was the vicomte de Martignac, who took 
Decazes for his model; and in the speech from the throne Charles 
declared that the happiness of France depended on " the sincere 
union of the royal authority with the liberties consecrated by the 
charter." But Charles had none of the patience and common-
sense which had enabled Louis XVIII. to play with decency the 
part of a constitutional king. " I would rather hew wood," he 
exclaimed, " than be a king under the conditions of the king 
of England "; and when the Liberal opposition obstructed all 
the measures proposed by a ministry not selected from the 
parliamentary majority, he lost patience. " I told you," 
he said, " that there was no coming to terms with these men." 
Martignac was dismissed; and Prince Jules de Polignac, the 
very incarnation of clericalism and reaction, was called to the 
helm of state. 

The inevitable result was obvious to all the world. " There 
is no such thing as political experience," wrote Wellington, 
certainly no friend of Liberalism; " with the warning of James II. 
before him, Charles X. was setting up a government by priests, 
through priests, for priests." A formidable agitation sprang 
up in France, which only served to make the king more obstinate. 
In opening the session of 1830 he declared that he would " find 
the power " to overcome the obstacles placed in his path by 
" culpable manoeuvres. " The reply of the chambers was a 
protest against " the unjust distrust of the sentiment and reason 
of France "; whereupon they were first prorogued, and on the 
16th of May dissolved. The result of the new elections was 
what might have been foreseen: a large increase in the Oppo-
sition; and Charles, on the advice of his ministers, determined 
on a virtual suspension of the constitution. On the 25th of 
July were issued the famous " four ordinances " which were the 
immediate cause of the revolution that followed. 

With singulat fatuity Charles had taken no precautions in view 
of a violent outbreak. Marshal Marmont, who commanded the 
scattered troops in Paris, had received no orders, beyond a jesting 
command from the duke of Angoulerne to place them under arms 
" as some windows might be broken." At the beginning of the 
revolution Charles was at St Cloud, whence on the news of the 
fighting he withdrew first to Versailles and then to Rambouillet. 
So little did he understand the seriousness of the situation that, 
when the laconic message "All is overt" was brought to him, 
he believed that the insurrection had been suppressed. On 
realizing the truth he hastily abdicated in favour of his grand-
son, the duke of Bordeaux (comte de Chambord), and appointed 
Louis Philippe, duke of Orleans, lieutenant-general of the king-
dom (July 3oth). But, on the news of Louis Philippe's accept-
ance of the crown, he gave up the contest and began a dignified 
retreat to the sea-coast, followed by his suite, and surrounded 
by the infantry, cavalry and artillery of the guard. Beyond 
sending a corps of observation to follow his movements, the new 
government did nothing to arrest his escape. At Maintenon 
Charles took leave of the bulk of his troops, and proceeding with 
an escort of some Imo men to Cherbourg, took ship there for 
England on the 16th of August. For a time he returned to Holy-
rood Palace at Edinburgh, which was again placed at his dis- .  

posal. He died at Goritz, whither be had gone for his health, 
on the 6th of November 1836. 

The best that can be said of Charles X. is that, if he did am 
know how to rule, ha knew how to cease to rule. The dignity 
of his exit was more worthy of the ancient splendour of the royal 
house of France than the theatrical humility of Louis name's 
entrance. But Charles was an impossible monarch for the rca. ►  
century, or perhaps for any other century. He was a typical 
Bourbon, unable either to learn or to forget; and the dosing 
years of his life he spent in religious austerities, intended to 
expiate, not his failure to grasp a great opportunity, but the 
comparatively venial excesses of his youth. ,  

See Achille de Vaulabelle, Chute de resnpire: hiskire des Ana 
restauralions (Paris. 1847-1857); Louis de Vielcastel. Hist. de Is 
restauration (Paris, 186o-1878); Alphonse de Lamartine, Hue_ it Is 
restauration (Paris, 1851-1852); Louis Blanc, Hist. de dix ass; 
.1830-184o (5 vols. t842-1844); G. I. de Montbel, Dernfew 
de l'hist. de Charks X (5th ed.. Paris, t&io); Theodore 
Mbnoires, souvenirs, el anecdotes sue l'interkur du patois it 01•Mitt X 
et ks Evenernents it ass a z8jo (2 vols., Paris, 1831); mb.., /swam 
de Saint-Cloud a Cherbourg; Vedrenne, Vie de Charles X (3 vols. 
Paris, 1879); Petit, Charles X (Paris. 1886); Villeneuw, Charles X 
et Louis XIX en exit. Mernoires intuit (Paris, 1889); Imbert de 
Saint -Amand, La Cour it Charles X (Paris, 1892). 

CHARLES I. (1288-1342), king of Hungary, the son of Charles 
Martell of Naples, and Clemencia, daughter of the emperor 
Rudolph, was known as' Charles Robert previously to being 
enthroned king of Hungary in 1309. He claimed the Hungarian 
crown, as the grandson of Stephen V., under the banner of the 
pope, and in August 13oo proceeded from Naples to Dalmatia 
to make good his claim. He was crowned at Esztergom after 
the death of the last Arpad, Andrew III. (13m), but was forced 
the same year to surrender the crown to Wenceslaus IL at 
Bohemia (1289-13o6). His failure only made Pope Boa:dace 
VIII. still more zealous on his behalf, and at the diet of Pressburg 
(1304) his Magyar adherents induced hint to attempt to rearms 
the crown of St Stephen from the Czechs. But in the meantime& 
(1305) Wenceslaus transferred his rights to Duke Otto of Bavaria, 
who in his turn was taken prisoner by the Hungarian rebels. 
Charles's prospects now improved, and he was enthroned at Buda 
on the 15th of June x309, though his installation was not sn 
garded as valid till he was crowned with the sacred crown (which 
was at last recovered from the robber-barons) at Szekesfebervii 
on the 27th of August 5350. For the next three years Chides 
had to contend with rebellion after rebellion, and it was only 
after his great victory over all the elements of rapine and di s- 
order at Rozgony (June 15,13 x2) that he was really master in his 
own land.. His foreign policy aimed at the aggrandiaensent of 
his family, but his plans were prudent as well as ambitious, and 
Hungary benefited by them greatly. His most successful 
achievement was the union with Poland for mutual defence 
against the Habsburgs and the Czechs. This was accomplished 
by the convention of Trencsfn (x335), confirmed the same year 
at the brilliant congress of Visegrhd, where all the princes of 
central Europe met to compose their differences and were 
splendidly entertained during the months of October and 
November. The immediate result of the congress was a combined 
attack by the Magyars and Poles upon the emperor Louis and 
his ally Albert of Austria, which resulted in favour of Charles 
in x337. Charles's desire to unite the kingdoms of Hungary 
and Naples under the eldest son Louis was frustrated by Venice 
and the pope, from fear lest Hungary might become the dominant 

This, at any rate, represents the general verdict of history. 
It is interesting, however, to note that so liberal-minded and shrevd 
a critic of men as King Leopold I. of the Belgians formed a different 
estimate. In a letter of the 18th of November 1836 addressed to 
Princess (afterwards Queen) Victoria he writes:—" History la 
state that Louis XVIII. was a most liberal monarch. reipung with 
great mildness and justice to his end, but that his brother, from hit 
despotic and harsh disposition, upset all the other had done, and Ion 
the throne. Louis XW IL was a clever, hard-hearted man, shackled 
by no principle, very proud and false. Charles X. an honest man, 
a kind friend, an honourable master, sincere in his opinions, and 
inclined to do everything that is right. That teaches us what Ire 
ought to believe in history as it is compiled according to ostensible 
events and results known to the generality of people. 
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Adriatic power. He was, however, more than compensated for 
this disappointment by his compact (133e) with his ally and 
brother-in-law, Casimir of Poland', whereby it was agreed that 
Louis should succeed to the Polish throne on the death of the 
childless Casimir. For an account of •  the numerous important 
reforths effected by Charles see HUNGARY: History. A states-
man of the first rank, he not only raised Hungary, once more to 
the rank of a great power, but enriched and civilized her. In 
character he was pious, courtly and valiant, popular alike with 
the nobility and the middle classes, whose increasing welfare 
he did so much to promote, and much beloved by the clergy. 
His court was famous throughout Europe as a school of chivalry. 

Charles was married thrice. His first wife was Maria, daughter 
of Duke Casimir of Teschen, whom he wedded in 1306. On her 
death in 1318 he married Beatrice, daughter of the emperor . 

Henry VIL On her decease two years later he gave his hand 
to Elizabeth, daughter of Wladislaus Lokietek, king of Poland. 
Five sons were the fruit of these marriages, of whom three, 
Louis, Andrew and Stephen, survived him. He died on the 16th 
of July 1342, and was laid beside the high altar at. Szekesfehervar, 
the ancient burial-place of the Arpads. 

See Bkla Keragyart6, The Hungarian Royal Court under the 
House of Anjou (Hung.) (Budapest, 1881); Rationes Collectorum 
Portly'. in I I ungaria (Budapest, 1887); Diplomas of the Angevin 
Period, edited by Imre Nagy (Hung. and Lat.), vols.i.-nt. (Budapest, 
x878, &c.). (IL N. B.) 

CHARLES I. (1226-1285), king of Naples and Sicily and 
count of Anjou, was the seventh child of Louis VIII. of France 
and Blanche of Castile. Louis died a few months after Charles's 
birth and was succeeded by his son Louis IX (St Louis), and on 
the death in 1232 of the third son John, count of Anjou and 
Maine, those fiefs were conferred on Charles. In 1246 he married 
Beatrice, daughter and heiress of Raymond Berenger V., the 
last count of Provence, and after defeating James I. of Aragon 
and other rivals with the help of his brother the French king, 
he took possession of his new county. In 1248 he accompanied 
Louis in the crusade to Egypt, but on the defeat of the Crusaders 
he was taken prisoner with his brother. Shortly afterwards 
he was ransomed, and returned to Provence in 1250. During 
his absence several towns had asserted their independence; but 
he succeeded in subduing them without much difficulty and 
gradually suppressed their communal liberties. Charles's 
ambition aimed at wider fields, and when Margaret, countess of 
Flanders, asked help of the French court against the German 
king William of Holland, by whom she had been defeated, he 
gladly accepted her offer of the county of Hainaut in exchange 
for his assistance (1253); this arrangement was, however, 
rescinded by Louis of France, who returned from captivity in 
1254, and Charles gave up Hainaut for an immense sum of 
money. He extended his influence by the subjugation of Mar-
seilles in 1257, then one of the most important maritime cities 
of the world, and two years later several communes of Pied-
mont recognized Charles's suzerainty In 1262 Pope Urban IV. 
determined to destroy the power of the Hohenstaufen in Italy, 
and offered the kingdoms of Naples and Sicily, in consideration 
of a yearly tribute, to Charles of Anjou, in opposition to Manfred, 
the bastard son of the late emperor Frederick IL The next year 
Charles succeeded in getting himself elected senator of Rome, 
which gave him an advantage in dealing with the pope. After 
long negotiations he accepted the Sicilian and Neapolitan 
crowns, and in 1264 he sent a first expedition of Proveneals to 
Italy; he also collected a large army and navy in Provence 
and France with the help of King Louis, and by an alliance with 
the cities of Lombardy was able to send part of his force overland. 
Pope Clement IV. confirmed the Sicilian agreement on conditions 
even more favourable to Charles, who sailed in 1265, and con-
ferred on the expedition all the privileges of a crusade. After 
narrowly escaping capture by Manfred's fleet he reached Rome 
safely, where he was crowned king of the Two Sicilies. The land 
army arrived soon afterwards, and on the 26th of February 1266 
Charles encountered Manfred at Benevento, where after a hard-
fought battle Manfred was defeated and killed, and the whole  

kingdom was soon In Charles's possession.. 'Then Conradin, 
Frederick's grandson' and last legitimate descendant of the 
Hohenstaufen, came into Italy, where he found many partisans 
among the Ghibellines of Lombardy and Tuscany, and among 
Manfred's former adherents in the south. He gathered a large 
army consisting partly of Germans and Saracens, but was totally 
defeated by Charles at Tagliacozzo (23rd of Aligust 1268); 
taken prisoner, he was tried as a rebel and executed at Naples. 
Charles, in a spirit of the most vindictive cruelty, had large 
numbers of Conradin's barons put to death and their estates 
confiscated, and the whole population of several towns massacred. 

He was now one of the most powerful sovereigns of Europe, 
for besides ruling over Provence and Anjou and the kingdom 
of the Two Sicilies, he was imperial vicar of Tuscany, lord of 
many cities of Lombardy and Piedmont, and as the pope's 
favourite practically arbiter of the papal states, especially during 
the interregnum between the death of Clement IV. (1268) and 
the election of Gregory X. (1272). But his ambition was by no 
means satisfied, and he even aspired to the crown of the East 
Roman empire. In 1272 he took part with Louis IX. in a 
crusade to north Africa, where the French king died of fever, 
and Charles, after defeating the soldan of Tunis, returned to 
Sicily. The election of Rudolph of Habsburg as German king 
after a long interregnum, and that of Nicholas HI. to the Holy 
See (1277), diminished Charles's power, for the new pope set 
himself to compose the difference between Guelphs and Ghibel-
lines in the Italian cities, but at his death Charles secured the 
election of his henchman Martin IV. (1281), who recommenced 
persecuting the Ghibellines, excommunicated the Greek emperor, 
Michael Palaeologus, proclaimed a crusade against the Greeks, 
filled every appointment in the papal states with Charles's 
vassals and reappointed the Angevin king senator of Rome. 
But the cruelty of the French rulers of Sicily drove the people 
of the island to despair, and a Neapolitan nobleman, Giovanni da 
Procida, organized the rebellion known as the Sicilian Vespers 
(see VESPERS, &caws), in which the French in Sicily were all 
massacred or expelled (1282). Charles determined to subjugate 
the island and sailed with his fleet for Messina. The city held 
out until Peter III. of Aragon, whose wife Constance was a 
daughter of Manfred, arrived in Sicily, and a Sicilian-Catalan 
fleet under the Calabrese admiral, Ruggiero di Lauria, completely 
destroyed that of Charles. " If thou art determined, 0 God, 
to destroy me," the unhappy Angevin exclaimed, " let my fall 
be gradual I" He was forced to abandon all attempts at 
reconquest, but proposed to decide the question by single 
combat between himself and Peter, to take place at Bordeaux 
under English protection. The Aragonese accepted, but fearing 
treachery, as the French army was in the neighbourhood, he 
failed to appear on the appointed day. In the meanwhile 
Ruggiero di Lauria appeared before Naples and destroyed 
another Angevin fleet commanded by Charles's son, who was 
taken prisoner (May 5284). Charles came to Naples with a new 
fleet from Provence, and was preparing to invade Sicily again, 
when he contracted a fever and died at Foggia on the 7th of 
January 5285. He was undoubtedly an extremely able soldier 
and a skilful statesman, and much of his legislation shows a 
real political sense; but his inordinate ambition, his oppressive 
methods of government and taxation, and his cruelty created 
enemies on all sides, and led to the collapse of the edifice of 
dominion which he had raised. 

CHARLES II. (1250-13o9), king of Naples and Sicily, son of 
Charles I., had been captured by Ruggiero di Laurie in the naval 
battle at Naples in 1284, and when his father died he was still a 
prisoner in the hands of Peter of Aragon. In 1288 King Edward I. 
of England had mediated to make peace, and Charles was 
liberated on the understanding that he was to retain Naples 
alone, Sicily being left to the Aragonese; Charles was also to 
induce his cousin Charles of Valois to renounce for twenty 
thousand pounds of silver the kingdom of Aragon which had 
been given to him by Pope Martin IV. to punish Peter for having 
invaded Sicily, but which the Valois had never effectively 
occupied. The Angevin king was thereupon set free, leaving 
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three of his sons and sixty Provençal nobles as hostages, promis-
ing to pay 30,000 marks and to return a prisoner if the conditions 
were not fulfilled within three years. He went to Rieti, where 
the new pope Nicholas IV. immediately absolved him from all 
the conditions he had sworn to observe, crowned him king of 
the Two Sicilies (1289), and excommunicated Alphonso, while 
Charles of Valois, in alliance with Castile, prepared to take 
possession of Aragon. Alphonso III , the Aragonese king, being 
hard pressed, had to promise to withdraw the troops he had 
sent to help his brother James in Sicily, to renounce all rights 
over the island, and pay a tribute to the Holy See. But Alphonso 
died childless in 1291 before the treaty could be carried out, and 
James took possession of Aragon, leaving the government of 
Sicily to the third brother Frederick. The new pope Boldface 
VIII., elected in 1294 at Naples under the auspices of King 
Charles, mediated between the latter and James, and a most 
dishonourable treaty was signed : James was to marry Charles's 
daughter Bianca and was promised the investiture by the pope 
of Sardinia and Corsica, while he was to leave the Angevin a free 
hand in Sicily and even to assist him if the Sicilians resisted. An 
attempt was made to bribe Frederick into consenting to this 
arrangement, but being backed up by his people he refused, and 
was afterwards crowned king of Sicily. The war was fought with 
great fury on land and sea, but Charles, although aided by the 
pope, by Charles of Valois, and by James IL of Aragon, was 
unable to conquer the island, and his son the prince of Taranto 
was taken prisoner at the battle of La Falconara in 1299. Peace 
was at last made in 1302 at Caltabellotta, Charles II. giving up 
all rights to Sicily and agreeing to the marriage of his daughter 
Leonora to King Frederick; the treaty was ratified by the 
pope in 1303. Charles spent his last years quietly in Naples, 
which city he improved and embellished. He died in August 
13o9, and was succeeded by his son Robert. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.—A. de Saint-Priest, Histoire de la comps& de 
Naples par Charles d'Anjou (4 vols., Paris, 1847-1849), is still of use 
for the documents from the archives of Barcelona, but it needs to 
be collated with more recent works; S. de Sismondi, in vol. ii. of 
his Histoire des republiques iialiennes (Brussels, 1838), gives a good 
general sketch of the reigns of Charles I. and IL, but is occasionally 
inaccurate as to details; the best authority on the early life of 
Charles I. is R. Sternfeld, Karl von Anjou als Graf von Provence 
(Berlin, 1888); Charles's connexion with north Italy is dealt with in 
Merkel's La Dominazione di Carlo d'A nee) in Piemonte e in Lombardia 
(Turin, 1891), while the R. Deputazione di Storia Patria Toscana 
has recently published a Codice diplomatic° delle relazioni di Carlo 
d'Aneid con la Toscana; the contents of the Angevin archives at 
Naples have been published by Durrien, Archives angevines de Naples 
(Toulouse. 1866-1867). M. Amari's La Guerra del Vespro Sicilians 
(8th ed., Florence, 1876) is a valuable history, but the author is too 
bitterly prejudiced against the French to be quite impartial; his 
work should be compared with L. Cadier's Essai sue l'administralion 
du royaume de Sidle sous Charles I et Charles II d'Anjou (Paris, 
1891, Bibl. des Ian jrancaises d'Alhlnes et de Rome, fast. which 
contains many documents, and tends somewhat to rehabilitate the 
Angevin rule. 

CHARLES II. (1332-1387), called Tug BAD, king of Navarre 
and count of Evreux, was a son of Jeanne II., queen of Navarre, 
by her marriage with Philip, count of Evreux (d. 5343)•  Having 
become king of Navarre on Jeanne's death in 1349, he sup-
pressed a rising at Pampeluna with much cruelty, and by this and 
similar actions thoroughly earned his surname of " The Bad." In 
1352 he married Jeanne (d. 1393), a daughter of John II., king of 
France, a union which made his relationship to the French crown 
still more complicated. Through his mother he was a grandson of 
Louis X. and through his father a great-grandson of Philip III., 
having thus a better claim to the throne of France than Edward 
III.,of England; and, moreover, he held lands under the suzerainty 
of the French king, whose son-in-law he now became. Charles 
was a man of great ability, possessing popular manners and con-
siderable eloquence, but he was singularly unscrupulous, a quality 
which was revealed during the years in which he played an im-
portant part in the internal affairs of France. Trouble soon arose 
between King John and his son-in-law. The promised dowry had 
not been paid, and the county of Angoullme, which had formerly 
belonged to Jeanne of Navarre, was now in the possession of the 
French king's favourite, the constable Charles is Cerda. In 

January 1354 the constable was assassinated by order of Chain, 
and preparations for war were begun. The king of Navarre, who 
defended this deed, had, however, many friends in France and WAS 
in communication with Edward III-; and consequently John was 
forced to make a treaty at Mantes and to compensate him for the 
loss of Angouleme by a large grant of lands, chiefly in Normandy. 
This peace did not last long, and in 1355 John was compelled to 
confirm the treaty of Mantes. Returning to Normandy Charles 
was partly responsible for some unrest in the duchy, and in Apri 
1356 be was treacherously seized by the French king at Rouen, 
remaining in captivity until November 1357, when John, after 
his defeat at Poitiers, was a prisoner in England. Charles Was 
regarded with much favour in France, and the states-general 
demanded his release, which, however, was effected by a surprise. 
Owing to his popularity he was considered by Etienne Marcel 
and his party as a suitable rival to the dauphin, afterwards King 
Charles V., and on entering Paris he was well received and 
delivered an eloquent harangue to the Parisians. Subsequently 
peace was made with the dauphin, who promised to restore to 
Charles his confiscated estates. This peace was not enduring, and 
as his lands were not given back Charles had some ground for 
complaint. War again broke out, quickly followed by a new 
treaty, after which the king of Navarre took part in suppressing 
the peasant rising known as the Jacquerie. Answering the en-
treaties of Marcel he returned to Paris on June 5358, and became 
captain-general of the city, which was soon besieged by the 
dauphin. This position, however, did not prevent him fists 
negotiating both with the dauphin and with the English; terns 
were soon arranged with the former, and Charles, having lost 
much of his popularity, left Paris just before the murder of 
Marcel in July 1358. He continued his alternate policy of war 
and peace, meanwhile adding if possible by his depredations to 
the misery of France, until the conclusion of the treaty of 
B retigny in May 536o deprived him of the alliance of the English, 
and compelled him to make peace with King John in the following 
October. A new cause of trouble arose when the duchy of 
Burgundy was left without a ruler in November 5365, and was 
claimed by Charles; but, lacking both allies and money, he was 
unable to prevent the French king from seizing Burgundy, while 
he himself returned to Navarre. 

In his own kingdom Charles took some steps to reform the 
financial and judicial administration and so to increase his 
revenue; but he was soon occupied once more with foniga 
entanglements, and in July 1362, in alliance with Peter the Crud, 
king of Castile, he invaded Aragon, deserting his new ally soon 
afterwards for Peter IV., king of Aragon. Meanwhile the war 
with the dauphin had been renewed. Still hankering after 
Burgundy, Charles saw his French estates again seized; but after 
some desultory warfare, chiefly in Normandy, peace was made 
in March 1365, and he returned to his work of interference is the 
politics of the Spanish kingdoms. In turn he made treaties with 
the kings of Castile and Aragon, who were at war with each 
other; promising to assist Peter the Cruel to regain his throne, 
from which he had been driven in 1366 by his half-brother Henry 
of Trastamara, and then assuring Henry and his ally Peter of 
Aragon that be would aid them to retain Castile. He continued 
this treacherous policy when Edward the Black Prince advanced 
to succour Peter the Cruel; then signed a treaty with Edward 
of England, and then in 1371 allied himself with Charles V. af 
France. His next important move was to offer his assistance to 
Richard IL of England for an attack upon France. About this  
time serious charges were brought against him. Accused of 
attempting to poison the king of France and other prominent 
persons, and of other crimes, his French estates were seized by 
order of Charles V., and soon afterwards Navarre was invaded by 
the Castilians. Won over by the surrender of Cherbourg in July 
x378, the English under John of Gaunt, duke of Lancaster, came 
to his aid; but a heavy price had to be paid for the neutrality 
of the king of Castile. After the death of Charles V. in 138o, the 
king of Navarre did not interfere in the internal affairs of France, 
although he endeavoured vainly again to obtain aid from Richard 
IL, and to regain Cherbourg. His lands in France were handed 
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over to his eldest son Charles, who governed them with the consent 
of the new king Charles VI. Charles died on the 1st of January 
.1387, and many stories are current regarding the manner of his 
death. Froissart relates that he was burned to death through his 
bedclothes catching fire; Secousse says that he died in peace 
with many signs of contrition; another 'story says he died of 
leprosy; and a popular legend tells how he expired by a divine 
judgment through the burning of the clothes steeped in sulphur 
and spirits in which he had been wrapped as a cure for a loath-
some disease caused by his debauchery. He had three sons and 
four daughters, and was succeeded by his eldest son Charles; one 
of his daughters, Jeanne, became the wife of Henry IV. of 
England. 

See Jean Froissart, igirenipes, edited by S. Luce and G. Raynaud 
(Paris, 1862-1897); . F. e Affinaires pour weir a l'hisloire 
cis Charles II, yes de Navarre (Paris, 1733-17W): E. Meyer, Charles 

rol de Navarre d la Noratandri XIV• nick (Paris, 1898); 
F. T. Ferrero, Maass Marcel (Paris, 1874);  R. Delachenal, Premieres 
orliaciations do Charles le Marvais avec les Anglais (Paris, nue); 
and E. Laviase, Hisleire de Francs, tome iv. (Paris, 1902). 

CHARLES III. (1361-1425), called Tau NOBLE, king of Navarre 
and count of Evreux, was the eldest son of Charles II. the Bad, 
king of Navarre, by his marriage with Jeanne, daughter of John 

king of France; and was married in 5375 to Leonora (d. 2415), 
daughter of Henry II., king of Castile. Having passed much of 
his early life in France, he became king of Navarre on the death of 
Charles II. in January 1387, and his reign was a period of peace 
and order, thus contrasting sharply with the long and calamitous 
reign of his father. In x393 he repined Cherbourg, which had 
been handed over by Charles IL to Richard II. of England, and 
in 1403 he came to an arrangement with the representatives of 
Charles VI. of France concerning the extensive lands which he 
claimed in that country. Cherbourg was given to the French 
king; certain exchanges of land•were made; and in the following 
year Charles III. surrendered the county of Evreux, and was 
created duke of Nemours and made a peer of France. After this 
his only interference in the internal affairs of France was when he 
sought to make peace between the rival factions in that country. 
Charles sought to improve the condition of Navarre by making 
canals and rendering the rivers navigable, and in other ways. 
He died at (Hite on the 8th of September 425 and was buried at 
Pampeluna. After the death of his two sons in 1402 the king 
decreed that his kingdom should pass to his daughter Blanche 
(d. 1441), who took for her second husband John, afterwards 
John II., king of Aragon; and the cortes of Navarre swore to 
recognize Charles (q.v.), prince of Viana, her son by this marriage, 
as king after his mother's death. 

CHARLES (Kam. Errr.r. ZEPHYR/2N Lirowin; In Rum. 
Cum.), king of Rumania (x839- ), second son of Prince Karl 
Anton of Hoh•n ,ntlern-Sigmaringen, was born on the aoth of 
April 2839. He was educated at Dresden (x8542-x856), and 
passed through his university course at Bonn. Entering the 
Prussian army in 1857, he won considerable distinction in the 
Danish war of 1864, and received instruction in strategy from 
General von Moltke. He afterwards travelled in France, Italy, 
Spain and Algeria. He was a captain in the 2nd regiment of 
Prussian Dragoon Guards when he was elected hospodar or 
prince of Rumania on the loth of April x866, after the compulsory 
abdication of Prince Alexander John Cuza. Regarded at first 
with distrust by Turkey, Russia and Austria, he succeeded in 
gaining general recognition in six months; but he bad to con-
tend for ten years with fierce party struggles between the 
Conservatives and the Liberals. 

During this period, however, Charles displayed great tact in 
his dealings with both parties, and kept his country in the path 
of administrative and economic reform, organizing the army, 
developing the railways, and establishing commercial relations 
with foreign powers. The sympathy of Rumania with France 
In the Franco-Prussian War of i87o, and the consequent inter-
ruption of certain commercial undertakings, led to a hostile 
movement against Prince Charles, which, being fostered by 
Russia, made him resolve to abdicate; and it was with difficulty 
that he was persuaded to remain. In the Russo-Turkish War 

of 1877-78 he joined the Russians before Plevna (q.v.), and 
being placed in command of the combined Russian and 
Rumanian forces, forced Osman Pasha to surrender. As a con-
sequence of the prince's vigorous action the independence of 
Rumania, which had been proclaimed in May 1877, was con-
firmed by various treaties in 1878, and recognized by Great 
Britain, France and Germany in 1880. On the 26th of March 
r881 he was proclaimed king of Rumania, and, with his consort, 
was crowned on the 22nd of May following. From that time he 
pursued a successful career in home and foreign policy, and 
greatly improved the financial and military position of his 
country; while his appreciation of the fine arts was shown by 
his formation of an important collection of paintings of all 
schools in his palaces at Sinala and Bucharest. For a detailed 
account of his reign, see Rummilz. On the zit of November 
2869 he married Princess Elizabeth (q.v.), a daughter of Prince 
Hermann of Wied, widely known under her literary name of 
" Carmen Sylva." As the only child of the marriage, a daughter, 
died in 1874, the succession was finally settled upon the king's 
nephew, Prince Ferdinand 9f Hohenzollern-Sigmaringen, who 
was created prince of Rumania on the 18th of March x889, 
and married, on the loth of January 2893, Princess Marie, 
daughter of Alfred, duke of Saxe-Coburg, their children being 
Prince Carol (b. 1893) and Princess Elizabeth (b. 1894). 

The official life of King Charles, mainly his own composition, 
Ass dew Leben ICOnig Karls von Ramanses (Stuttgart, 1894-19oo, 

vols.), deals mainly with political history. See for an account of 
his domestic life, M. Kremnitz, Konig Karl sos Runsdniets. Eta 
Lebensbild (Breslau, 1903). 

CHARLIE; II. (x661-x7co), king of Spain, known among 
Spanish kings as "The Desired" and "The Bewitched," was the 
son of Philip IV. by his second marriage with Maria, daughter 
of the emperor Ferdinand III., his niece. He was born on the 
nth of November 1661, and was the only surviving son of his 
father's two marriages—a child of old age and disease, in 
whom the constant intermarriages of the Habsburgs bad de-
veloped the family type to deformity. His birth was greeted 
with joy by the Spaniards, who feared the dispute as to the 
succession which must have ensued if Philip IV. left no male 
issue. The boy was so feeble that till the age of five or six he 
was fed only from the breast of a nurse. For years afterwards 
it was not thought safe to allow him to walk. That he might not 
be overtaxed he was left entirely uneducated, and his indolence 
was indulged to such an extent that he was not even expected 
to be dean. When his brother, the younger Don John of Austria, 
a natural son of Philip IV., obtained power by exiling the queen 
mother from court he insisted that at least the king's hair should 
be combed. Charles made the malicious remark that nothing 
was safe from Don John—not even vermin. The king was then 
fifteen, and, according to Spanish law, of age. But he never 
became a man in body or mind. The personages who ruled in 
his name arranged a marriage for him with Maria Louisa of 
Orleans. The French princess, a lively young woman of no 
sense, died in the stifling atmosphere of the Spanish court, and 
from the attendance of Spanish doctors. Again his advisers 
arranged a marriage with Maria Ana of Neuburg. The Bavarian 
wife stood the strain and survived him. Both marriages were 
merely political—the first a victory for the French, and the 
second for the Austrian party. France and Austria were alike 
preparing for the day when the Spanish succession would have 
to be fought for. The king was a mere puppet in the hands of 
each alternately. By natural instinct he hated the French, but 
there was no room in his nearly imbecile mind for more than 
childish superstition, insane pride of birth, and an interest in 
court etiquette. The only touch of manhood was a taste for 
shooting which he occasionally indulged in the preserves of the 
Escorial. In his later days be suffered much pain, and was driven 
wild by the conflict between his wish to transmit his inheritance 
to " the illustrious house of Austria," his own kin, and the belief 
instilled into him by the partisans of the French claimant that 
only the power of Louis XIV. could avert the dismemberment 
of the empire. A silly fanatic made the discovery that the king 
was bewitched, and his confessor Froilan Diaz supported the 
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belief. The king was exorcised, and the exorcists of the king-
dom were called upon to put stringent questions to the devils 
they cast out. The Inquisition interfered, and the dying king 
was driven mad among them. Very near his end he had the 
lugubrious curiosity to cause the coffins of his embalmed an-
cestors to be opened at the Escorial. The sight of the body of 
his first wife, at whom he also insisted on looking, provoked a 
passion of tears and despair. Under severe pressure from the 
cardinal archbishop of Toledo, Portocarrero, he finally made a 
will in favour of Philip, duke of Anjou, grandson of Louis XIV., 
and died on the set of November 17oo, after a lifetime of senile 
decay. 

The best picture of Charles IL is to be found in Les Mbnoires de la 
tour d'Espagne of the Marquis de Villas (London, 1861), and the 
Leiters of the Marquise de Niillars (Paris, 1868). 

CHARLES III. (1716- 1788), king of Spain, born on the zoth 
January 1716, was the first son of the second marriage of Philip 
V. with Elizabeth Farnese of Parma. It was his good fortune 
to be sent to rule as duke of Parma by right of his mother at the 
age of sixteen, and thus came under more intelligent influence 
than he could have found in Spain. In 1734 he made himself 
master of Naples and Sicily by arms. Charles had, however, no 
military tastes, seldom wore uniform, and could with difficulty 
be persuaded to witness a review. The peremptory action of 
the British admiral commanding in the Mediterranean at the 
approach of the War of the Austrian Succession, who forced 
him to promise to observe neutrality under a threat to bombard 
Naples, made a deep impression on his mind. It gave him a 
feeling of hostility to England which in after-times influenced 
his policy. 

As king of the Two Sicilies Charles began there the work 
of internal reform which he afterwards continued in Spain. 
Foreign ministers who dealt with him agreed that he had no great 
natural ability, but he was honestly desirous to do his duty as 
king, and he showed good judgment in his choice of ministers. 
The chief minister in Naples, Tanucci, had a considerable in-
fluence over him. On the death of his half-brother Ferdinand VI. 
he became king of Spain, and resigned the Two Sicilies to his 
third son Ferdinand. As king of Spain his foreign policy was 
disastrous. His strong family feeling and his detestation of 
England, which was unchecked after the death of his wife, Maria 
Amelia, daughter of. Frederick Augustus II. of Saxony, led him 
into the Family Compact with France. Spain was entangled in 
the close of the Seven Years' War, to her great loss. In 177o he 
almost ran i"to another war over the barren Falkland Islands. 
In 1779 he was, somewhat reluctantly, led to join France and 
the American insurgents against England, though he well knew 
that the independence of the English colonies must have a 
ruinous influence on his own American dominions. For his army 
he did practically nothing, and for his fleet very little except 
build fine ships without taking measures to train officers and 
men. 

But his internal government was on the whole beneficial to the 
country. He began by compelling the people of Madrid to give 
up emptying their slops out of the windows, and when they 
objected he said they were like children who cried when their 
faces were washed. In 5766 his attempt to force the Madrilefios 
to adopt the French dress led to a riot during which he did not 
display much personal courage. For a long time after it he 
remained at Aranjuez, leaving the government in the hands 
of his minister Aranda. All his reforms were not of this formal 
kind. Charles was a thorough despot of the benevolent order, 
and had been deeply offended by the real or suspected share of 
the Jesuits in the riot of 1766. He therefore consented to the 
expulsion of the order, and was then the main advocate for its 
suppression. His quarrel with the Jesuits, and the recollection 
of some disputes with the pope he had had when king of Naples, 
turned him towards a general policy of restriction of the over-
grown power of the church. The number of the idle clergy, and 
more particularly of the monastic orders, was reduced, and the 
Inquisition, though not abolished, was rendered torpid. In the 
meantime much antiquated legislation which tended to restrict  

trade and industry was abolished; roads, canals and drainage 
works were carried out. Many of his paternal ventures led to 
little more than waste of money, or the creation of hotbeds of 
jobbery. Yet on the whole the country prospered. The result 
was largely due to the king, who even when he was ill-advised 
did at least work steadily at his task of government. His 
example was not without effect on somb at least of the nobles 
In his domestic life King Charles was regular, and was a car 
siderate master, though he had a somewhat caustic tongue 
and took a rather cynical view of mankind. He was passionately 
fond of hunting. During his later years he had some trouble 
with his eldest son and his daughter-in-law. If Charles had lived 
to see the beginning of the French Revolution he would probably 
have been frightened into reaction. As he died on the 14th of 
December 1788 he left the reputation of a philanthropic and 
" philosophic " king. In spite of his hostility to the Jesuits, his 
dislike of friars in general, and his jealousy of the Inquisition, 
he was a very sincere Roman Catholic, and showed much zeal in 
endeavouring to persuade the pope to proclaim the Immaculate 
Conception as a dogma necessary to salvation. 

See the Reign of Charles III., by M. Danvila y Collado (6 vols.). 
in the Hisloria General de Espana de la Real Academia de la Hiltons 
(Madrid, 1892, &c.); and F. Rousseau. Mine de Cheeks in 
d'Espagne (Paris, 1907). 

CHARLES IV. (1748-1819), king of Spain, second son of Charles 
HI. and his wife Maria Amelia of Saxony, was born at Poetic, 
on the rah of November 1748, while his father was king of the 
Two Sicilies. The elder brother was set aside as imbecile and 
epileptic. Charles had inherited a great frame and immense 
physical strength from the Saxon line of his mother. When 
young he was fond of wrestling with the strongest countrymen 
he could find. In character he was not malignant, but be was 
intellectually torpid, and of a credulity which almost passes 
belief. His wife, Maria Luisa of Parma, his first cousin, a 
thoroughly coarse and vicious woman, ruled him completely. 
though he was capable of obstinacy at times. During his father's 
lifetime he was led by her into court intrigues which aimed 
at driving the king's favourite minister, Floridablanca, from 
office, and replacing him by Aranda, the chief of the "Aragoncle 
party. After he succeeded to the throne in 1788 his one scrim 
occupation was hunting. Affairs were left to be directed by his 
wife and her lover Godoy (q.v.). For Godoy the king had an 
unaffected liking, and the lifelong favour he showed him is almost 
pathetic. When terrified by the French Revolution he turned 
to the Inquisition to help him against the party which would have 
carried the reforming policy of Charles III. much further. But 
he was too slothful to have more than a passive part in the 
direction of his own government. He simply obeyed the impulse 
given him by the queen and Godoy. If he ever knew his wife's 
real character he thought it more consistent with his dignity 
to shut his eyes. For he had a profound belief in his divine right 
and the sanctity of his person. If he understood that his king-
dom was treated as a mere dependence by France, he also thought 
it due to his " face " to make believe that he was a powerful 
monarch. Royalty never wore a more silly aspect than in the 
person of Charles IV., and it is highly credible that he never 
knew what his wife was, or what was the position of his kingdom. 
When he was told that his son Ferdinand was appealing to tbe 
emperor Napoleon against Godoy, he took the side of the favourite. 
When the populace rose at Aranjuez in 1808 he abdicated to save 
the minister. He took refuge in France, and when be sod 
Ferdinand were both prisoners of Napoleon's, he was with 
difficulty restrained from assaulting his son. Then be abdicated 
in favour of Napoleon, handing over his people like a herd of 
cattle. He accepted a pension from the French emperor and 
spent the rest of his life between his wife and Godoy. He died 
at Rome on the aoth of January 1859, probably without having 
once suspected that he had done anything unbecoming a king 
by divine right and a gentleman. 

See Hisloria del Rebus& de Carlos IV.. by General Gomm de 
Arteche (3 voh.), in the Hisloria General de Espana de is RAW 
Academia de la Hisloria (Madrid, 189a, ac.). 
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CHARLES IX. (1550-16z r), king of Sweden, was the youngest 

son of Gustavus Vasa and Margareto Lejonhufrud. By his 
father's will he got, by way of appanage, the duchy of Siklerman-
land, which included the provinces of Nerike and Vermland; 
but he did not come into actual possession of them till after the 
fall of Eric XIV. (1569). In x568 he was the real leader of the 
rebellion against Eric, but took no part in the designs of his 
brother Johh against the unhappy king after his deposition. 
Indeed, Charles's relations with John III, were always more or 
less strained. He had no sympathy with John's high-church 
tendencies on the one hand, and he sturdily resisted all the king's 
endeavours to restrict his authority as duke of Sodermanland 
(Sudermania) on the other. The nobility and the majority of 
the Riksdag supported John, however, in his endeavours to unify 
the realm, and Charles had consequently (t587) to resign his 
pretensions to autonomy within his duchy; but, fanatical 
Calvinist as he was, on the religious question he was immovable. 
The matter came to a crisis on the death of John III. (1592). 
The heir to the throne was John's eldest son, Sigismund, already 
king of Poland and a devoted Catholic. The fear lest Sigismund 
might re-catholicize the land alarmed the Protestant majority 
in Sweden, and Charles came forward as their champion, and also 
as the defender of the Vasa dynasty against foreign interference. 
It was due entirely to him that Sigismund was forced to confirm 
the resolutions of the council of Upsala, thereby recognizing 
the fact that Sweden was essentially a Protestant state (see 
SWEDEN: History). In the ensuing years Charles's task was 
extraordinarily difficult. He had steadily to oppose Sigismund's 
reactionary tendencies; he had also to curb the nobility, which 
be did with cruel rigour. Necessity compelled him to work 
rather with the people than the gentry; hence it was that the 
Riksdag assumed under his government a power and an im-
portance which it had never possessed before. In 1595 the 
Riksdag of Soderkoping elected Charles regent, and his attempt 
to force Kiss Flemming, governor of Finland, to submit to his 
authority, rather than to that of the king, provoked a civil war. 
Technically Charles was, without doubt, guilty of high treason, 
and the considerable minority of all classes which adhered to 
Sigismund on his landing in Sweden in x598 indisputably behaved 
like loyal subjects. But Sigismund was both an alien and a 
heretic to the majority of the Swedish nation, and his formal 
deposition by the Riksdag in 1599 was, in effect, a natural vindica-
tion and legitimation of Charles's position. Finally, the diet of 
Linkoping (Feb. 24, 1600) declared that Sigismund and his 
posterity had forfeited the Swedish throne, and, passing over 
duke John, the second son of John III., a youth of ten, recognized 
duke Charles as their sovereign under the title of Charles IX. 

Charles's short reign was an uninterrupted,warfare. The hos-
tility of Poland and the break up of Russia involved him in two 
overseas contests for the possession of Livonia and Ingria, 
while his pretensions to Lapland brought upon him a war with 
Denmark in the last year of his reign. In all these struggles 
he was more or less unsuccessful, owing partly to the fact that 
he had to do with superior generals (e.g. Chodkiewicz and 
Christian IV.) and partly to sheer ill-luck. Compared with his 
foreign policy, the domestic policy of Charles IX. was com-
paratively unimportant. It aimed at confirming and supple-
menting what had already been done during his regency. Not 
till the 6th of March 1604. after Duke John had formally 
renounced his rights to the throne, did Charles IX. begin to style 
himself king. The first deed in which the title appears is dated 
the loth of March 1604; but he was not crowned till the 15th of 
March 16o7. Four and a half years later Charles IX. died at 
Nykoping (Oct. 3o. r61 I). As a ruler he is the link between 
his great father and his still greater son. He consolidated the 
work of Gustavus Vasa, the creation of a great Protestant state: 
he prepared the way for the erection of the Protestant empire 
of Gustavus Adolphus. Swedish historians have been excusably 
indulgent to the father of their greatest ruler. Indisputably 
Charles was cruel, ungenerous and vindictive; yet he seems, 
at all hazards, strenuously to have endeavoured to do his duty 
during a period of political and religious transition, and, despite  

his violence and brutality, possessed many of the qualities of a 
wise and courageous statesman. By his first wife Marie, daughter 
of the elector palatine Louis VI., he had six children, of whom 
only one daughter, Catherine, survived; by his second wife, 
Christina, daughter of Adolphus, duke of Holstein-Gottorp, 
he had five children, including Gustavus Adolphus and Charles 
Philip, duke of Finland. 

Sec Sveriges Hisloria, vol. iii. (Stockholm, 1878); Robert Nisbet 
Bain, Scandinavia (Cambridge, 1905), caps. 5-7. (R. N. B.) 

CHARLES X. [CHARLES Gusravus] (1622-166o), king of 
Sweden, son of John Casimir, count palatine of Zweibrticken, 
and Catherine, sister of Gustavus Adolphus, was born at Nykop-
ing Castle on the 8th of November r622. He learnt the art of 
war under ,the great Lennart Torstensson, being present at the 
second battle of Breitenfeld and at Janko•itz. From r646 
to 1648 he frequented the Swedish court. It was supposed that 
he would marry the queen regnant, Christina, but her unsur-
mountable objection to wedlock put an end to these anticipations, 
and to compensate her cousin for a broken half-promise she 
declared him (1649) her successor, despite the opposition of the 
senate headed by the venerable Axel Oxenstjerna. In 1648 he 
was appointed generalissimo of the Swedish forces in Germany. 
The conclusion of the treaties of Westphalia prevented him from 
winning the military laurels he so ardently desired, but as the 
Swedish plenipotentiary at the executive congress of Nuremberg, 
he had unrivalled opportunities of learning diplomacy, in which 
science he speedily became a past-master. As the recognized 
heir to the throne, his position on his return to Sweden was not 
without danger, for the growing discontent with the queen 
turned the eyes of thousands to him as a possible deliverer. 
He therefore withdrew to the isle of Oland till the abdication of 
Christina (June 5, 1654) called him to the throne. 

The beginning of his reign was devoted to the healing .  Of 
domestic discords, and the rallying of all the forces of the nation 
round his standard for a new policy of conquest. He contracted 
a political marriage (Oct. 24, 1634) with Hedwig Leonora, the 
daughter of Frederick III., duke of Holstein-Gottorp, by way of 
securing a future ally against Denmark. The two great pressing 
national questions, war and the restitution of the alienated crown 
lands, were duly considered at the Riksdag which assembled 
at Stockholm in March 1655. The war question was decided in 
three days by a secret committee presided over by the king, who 
easily persuaded the delegates that a war with Poland was 
necessary and might prove very advantageous; but the con-
sideration of the question of the subsidies due to the crown 
for military purposes was postponed to the following Riksdag 
(see SWEDEN: History). On the loth of July Charles quitted 
Sweden to engage in his Polish adventure. By the time war was 
declared he had at his disposal 5o,000 men and so warships. 
Hostilities had already begun with the occupation of Dunaburg 
(Dvinsk) in Polish Livonia by the Swedes (July r, 1655), and 
the Polish army encamped among the marshes of the Netze 
concluded a convention (July 25) whereby the palatinates of 
Posen and Kalisz placed themselves under the protection of the 
Swedish king. Thereupon the Swedes entered Warsaw without 
opposition and occupied the whole of Great Poland. The Polish 
king, John Casimir, fled to Silesia. Meanwhile Charles pressed 
on towards Cracow, which was captured after a two months' 
siege. The fall of Cracow extinguished the last hope of the 
boldest Pole; but before the end of the year an extraordinary 
reaction began in Poland itself. On the 18th of October the 
Swedes invested the fortress-monastery of Czenstochowa, but 
the place was heroically defended; and after a seventy days' 
siege the besiegers were compelled to retire with great loss. 

This astounding success elicited an outburst of popular 
enthusiasm which gave the war a national and religious character. 
The tactlessness of Charles, the rapacity of his generals, the 
barbarity of his mercenaries, his refusal to legalize his position 
by summoning the Polish diet, his negotiations for the partition 
of the very state he affected to befriend, awoke the long slumber-
ing public spirit of the country. In the beginning of 1656 John 
Casimir returned from exile and the Polish army was reorganized 
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and increased. By this time Charles had discovered that it 
was easier to defeat the Poles than to conquer Poland. His 
chief object, the conquest of Prussia, was still unaccomplished, 
and a new foe arose in the elector of Brandenburg, alarmed by 
the ambition of the Swedish king. Charles forced the elector, 
indeed, at the point of the sword to become his ally and 
vassal (treaty of Konigsberg, Jan. 17, i656); but the Polish 
national rising now imperatively demanded his presence in the 
south. For weeks he scoured the interminable snow-covered 
plains of Poland in pursuit of the Polish guerillas, penetrating 
as far south as Jaroslau in Galicia, by which time he had lost 
two-thirds of his 15,000 men with no apparent result. His 
retreat from Jaroslau to Warsaw, with the fragments of his host, 
amidst three converging armies, in a marshy forest region, 
intersected in every direction by well-guarded rivers, was one 
of his most brilliant achievements. But his necessities were 
overwhelming. On the asst of June Warsaw was retaken by 
the Poles, and four days later Charles was obliged to purchase 
the assistance of Frederick William by the treaty of Marienburg. 
On July 18-2o the combined Swedes and Brandenburgers, 
18,000 strong, after a three days' battle, defeated John Casimir's 
army of zoo,000 at Warsaw and reoccupied the Polish capital; 
but this brilliant feat of arms was altogether useless, and when 
the suspicious attitude of Frederick William compelled the 
Swedish king at last to open negotiations with the Poles, they 
refused the terms offered, the war was resumed, and Charles 
concluded an offensive and defensive alliance with the elector 
of Brandenburg (treaty of Labiau, Nov. 2o) whereby it was 
agreed that Frederick William and his heirs should henceforth 
possess the full sovereignty of East Prussia. 
• This was an essential modification of Charles's Baltic policy; 
but the alliance of the elector had now become indispensable 
on almost any terms. So serious, indeed, were the difficulties 
of Charles X. in Poland that it was with extreme satisfaction 
that he received the tidings of the Danish declaration of war 
(June 1, 1657). The hostile action of Denmark enabled him 
honourably to emerge from the inglorious Polish imbroglio, and 
he was certain of the zealous support of his own people. He had 
learnt from Torstensson that Denmark was most vulnerable 
if attacked from the south, and, imitating the strategy of his 
master, he fell upon her with a velocity which paralysed resist-
ance. At the end of June 1657, at the head of 8000 seasoned 
veterans, he broke up from Bromberg in Prussia and reached 
the borders of Holstein on the 18th of July. The Danish army 
at once dispersed and the duchy of Bremen was recovered by 
the Swedes, who in the early autumn swarmed over Jutland and 
firmly established themselves in the duchies. But the fortress 
of Fredriksodde (Fredericia) held Charles's little army at bay 
from mid-August to mid-October, while the fleet of Denmark, 
after a stubborn two days' battle, compelled the Swedish Sleet 
to abandon its projected attack on the Danish islands. The 
position of the Swedish king had now become critical. In July 
an offensive and defensive alliance was concluded between Den-
mark and Poland. Still more ominously, the elector of Branden-
burg, perceiving Sweden to be in difficulties, joined the league 
against her and compelled Charles to accept the proffered 
mediation of Cromwell and Mazatin. The negotiations foundered, 
however, upon the refusal of Sweden to refer the points in 
dispute to a general peace-congress, and Charles was still further 
encouraged by the capture of Fredriksodde (Oct. 23-24), 
whereupon he began to make preparations for conveying his 
troops over to Funen in transport vessels. But soon another 
ind cheaper expedient presented itself. In the middle of 
December 1657 began the great frost which was to be so fatal 
to Denmark. In a few weeks the cold had grown so intense that 
even the freezing of an arm of the sea with so rapid a current as 
the Little Belt became a conceivable possibility; and hence-
forth meteorological observations formed an essential part of 
the strategy of the Swedes. On the 28th of January 1658, 
Charles X. arrived at Haderslev (Hadcrsleben) in South Jutland, 
when it was estimated that in a couple of days the ice of the 
Little Belt would be firm enough to bear even the passage of a 

mail-clad host. The cold during the night of the 29th of Janeary 
was most severe; and early in the morning of the 3oth the 
Swedish king gave the order to start, the horsemen dismounting 
where the ice was weakest, and cautiously leading their horses 
as far apart as possible, when they swung into their saddks 
again, closed their ranks and made a dash for the shore. The 
Danish troops lining the opposite coast were quickly over-
powered, and the whole of Filnen was won with the loss of only 
two companies of cavalry, which disappeared under the ice 
while fighting with the Danish left wing. Pursuing his irresistffile 
march, Charles X., with his eyes fixed steadily on Copenhagen, 
resolved to cross the frozen Great Belt also. After some hesita-
tion, he accepted the advice of his chief engineer officer Eric 
Dahlberg, who acted as pioneer throughout and chose the more 
circuitous •route from Svendborg, by the islands of Langeland, 
Laaland and Falster, in preference to the direct route from 
Nyborg to Korsor, which would have been across a broad, 
almost uninterrupted expanse of ice. Yet this second adventure 
was not embarked upon without much anxious consideration. 
A council of war, which met at two o'clock in the morning Is 
consider the practicability of Dahlberg 's proposal, at once 
dismissed it as criminally hazardous. Even the king wavered 
for an instant; but, Dahlberg persisting in his opinion, Charles 
overruled the objections of the commanders. On the night of 
thp 5th of February the transit began, the cavalry leading the 
way through the snow-covered ice, which quickly thawed 
beneath the horses' hoofs so that the infantry which followed 
after had to wade through half an ell of sludge, fearing every 
moment lest the rotting ice should break beneath their fat 
At three o'clock in the afternoon, Dahlberg leading the way, 
the army reached Grirested in Laaland without losing a man. 
On the 8th of February Charles reached Falster. On the nes 
he stood safely on the soil of Sjaclland (Zealand) Not without 
reason did the medal struck to commemorate " the glorious 
transit of the Baltic Sea " bear the haughty inscription: Nears 
hoc debuil uni. An exploit unique in history had been achieved. 

The crushing effect of this unheard-of achievement on the 
Danish government found expression in the treaties of Taastrup 
(Feb. 18) and Roskilde (Feb. 26, :658), whereby Denmark 
sacrificed nearly half her territory to save the rest (see 
DENMARK: History). But even this was not enough for the 
conqueror. Military ambition and greed of conquest awned 
Charles X. to what, divested of all its pomp and circumstance, 
was an outrageous act of political brigandage. At a council held 
at Gottorp (July 7), Chark•s X. resolved to wipe from the map 
of Europe an inconvenient rival, and without any warning, in 
defiance of all international equity, let loose his veterans upon 
Denmark a second time. For the details of this second struggle, 
with the concomitant diplomatic intervention of the nesters 
powers, see DENMARIC: History, and SWEDEN: History. Only 
after great hesitation would Charles X. consent to reopen 
negotiations with Denmark direct, at the same time proposing 
to exercise pressure upon the enemy by a simultaneous winter 
campaign in Norway. Such an enterprise necessitated fresh 
subsidies from his already impoverished people, and obliged 
him in December 1659 to cross over to Sweden to meet the 
estates, whom he had summoned to Gothenburg. The lower 
estates murmured at the imposition of fresh burdens; and 
Charles had need of all his adroitness to persuade them that his 
demands were reasonable and necessary. At the very beginning 
of the Riksdag, in January 166o, it was noticed that the king 
was ill; but he spared himself as little in the council-chamber 
as in the battle-field, till death suddenly overtook him on the 
night of the 13th of February r66o, in his thirty-eighth year. 
The abrupt cessation of such an inexhaustible fount of enterprise 
and energy was a distinct loss to Sweden; and signs are not 
wanting that, in his latter years, Charles had begun to feel the 
need and value of repose. Had he lived long enough to overcome 
his martial ardour, and develop and organize the empire he 
helped to create, Sweden might perhaps have remained a great 
power to this day. Even so she owes her natural frontiers in 
the Scandinavian peninsula to Charles X. 
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an eminent degree a great master-builder. He found Sweden 
in ruins, and devoted his whole life to laying the solid founda-
tions of a new order of things which, in its essential features, 
has endured to the present day. 

See Martin Veibull, Sveriges Storkedstid (Stockholm, 1881); 
Frederick Ferdinand Carlson, Sveriges Historia under Konungarne of 
Plalziska Hasa (Stockholm, 1883-1885); Robert Niabet Bain, 
Scandinavia (Cambridge,. 1905); O. Sjogren, Karl den Elfte och 
Svenska Folket (Stockholm, 1897); S. Jacobsen, Den nordiske 
KrWgs Kronicke, 1675 -1679 (Copenhagen, 1897); J. A. de Mesmes 
d'Avaux, Negociations du comic d'Avassx, 1693, 1697, 1698 (Utrecht, 
1882, &c.). (R. N. B.) 

CHARLES XII. (1682-1718), king of Sweden, the only surviving 
son of Charles XI. and Ulrica Leonora, daughter of Frederick III. 
of Denmark, was born on the x7th of June 1682. He was care-
fully educated by excellent tutors under the watchful eyes of his 
parents. His natural parts were excellent; and a strong bias 
in the direction of abstract thought, and mathematics in particular, 
was noticeable at an early date. His memory was astonishing. 
He could translate Latin into Swedish or German, or Swedish 
or German into Latin at sight. Charles XI. personally supervised 
his son's physical training. He was taught to ride before he was 
four, at eight was quite at home in his saddle, and when only 
eleven, brought down his first bear at a single shot. As he grew 
older his father took him on all his rounds, reviewing troops, 
inspecting studs, foundries, dockyards and granaries. Thus the 
lad was gradually initiated in to all the minutiae of administration. 
The influence of Charles Xl. over his son was, indeed, far greater 
than is commonly supposed, and it accounts for much in Charles 
XII.'s character which is otherwise inexplicable, for instance 
his precocious reserve and taciturnity, his dislike of everything 
French, and his inordinate contempt for purely diplomatic 
methods. On the whole, his early training was admirable; but 
the young prince was not allowed the opportunity of gradually 
gaining experience under his guardians. At the Riksdag assembled 
at Stockholm in x697, the estates, jealous of the influence of the 
regents, offered full sovereignty to the young monarch, the senate 
acquiesced, and, after some hesitation, Charles at last declared 
that be could not resist the urgent appeal of his subjects and 
would take over the government of the realm " in God's name." 
The subsequent coronation was marked by portentous novelties, 
the most significant of which was the king's omission to take 
the usual coronation oath, which omission was interpreted to 
mean that he considered himself under no obligation to his 
subjects. The general opinion of the young king was, however, 
still favourable. His conduct was evidently regulated by strict 
principle and not by mere caprice. His refusal to counte-
nance torture as an instrument of judicial investigation, on the 
ground that " confessions so extorted give no sure criteria for 
forming a judgment," showed him to be more humane as well 
as more enlightened than the majority of his council, which had 
defended the contrary opinion. His intense application to affairs 
is noted by the English minister, John Robinson (1650-1723), 
who informed his court that there was every prospect of a happy 
reign in Sweden, provided his majesty were well served and did 
not injure his health by too much work. 

The coalition formed against Sweden by Johann Reinhold 
Patkul, which resulted in the outbreak of the Great Northern War 
(1699), abruptly put an end to Charles XII.'s political apprentice-
ship, and forced into his hand the sword he was never again to 
relinquish. The young king resolved to attack the nearest 
of his three enemies—Denmark—first The timidity of the 
Danish admiral Ulrik C. GyldenlOve, and the daring of Charles, 
who forced his nervous and protesting admiral to attempt the 
passage of the eastern channel of the Sound, the dangerous 
jlinterend, hitherto reputed to be unnavigable, enabled the Swedish 
king to effect a landing at Humleback in Sjaelland (Zealand), 
a few miles north of Copenhagen (Aug. 4, x7oo). He now 
hoped to accomplish what his grandfather, fifty years before, had 
vainly attempted—the destruction of the Danish-Norwegian 
monarchy by capturing its capital. But for once prudential 
considerations prevailed, and the short and bloodless war 
was terminated by the peace of Travendal (Aug. i8), whereby 
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CHARLES XI. (1655-1697), king of Sweden, the only son of 
Charles X., and Hedwig Leonora of Holstein-Gottorp, was born 
in the palace at Stockholm, on the 24th of November 16 55• 
His father, who died when the child was in his fourth year, 
left the care of his education to the regents whom he had ap-
pointed. So shamefully did they neglect their duty that when, 
at the age of seventeen, Charles XL attained his majority, 
he was ignorant of the very rudiments of state-craft and almost 
illiterate. Yet those nearest to him had great hopes of him. 
He was known to be truthful, upright and God-fearing; if he 
had neglected his studies it was to devote himself to manly 
sports and exercises; and in the pursuit of his favourite pastime, 
bear-hunting, he had already given proofs of the most splendid 
courage. It was the general disaster produced by the speculative 
policy of his former guardians which first called forth his sterling 
qualities and hardened him into a premature manhood. With 
indefatigable energy he at once attempted to grapple with the 
difficulties of the situation, waging an almost desperate struggle 
with sloth, corruption and incompetence. Amidst universal 
anarchy, the young king, barely twenty years of age, inex-
perienced,' ill-served, snatching at every expedient, worked day 
and night in his newly-formed camp in Scania (Sktine) to arm 
the nation for its mortal struggle. The victory of Fyllebro 
(Aug. 17, 1676), when Charles and his commander-in-chief 
S. G. Helmfeld routed a Danish division, was the first gleam 
of good luck, and on the 4th of December, on the tableland 
of Helgonaback, near Lund, the young Swedish monarch defeated 
Christian V. of Denmark, who also commanded his army in 
person. After a ferocious contest, the Danes were practically 
annihilated. The battle of Lund was, relatively to the number 
engaged, one of the bloodiest engagements of modern times. 
More than half the combatants (8357, of whom 3000 were 
Swedes) actually perished on the battle-field. All the Swedish 
commanders showed remarkable ability, but the chief glory 
of the day indisputably belongs to Charles XL This great victory 
restored to the Swedes their self-confidence and prestige. In 
the following year, Charles with goon men routed 1 2,000 Danes 
near Malmo (July 15, 1678). This proved to be the last pitched 
battle of the war, the Danes never again venturing to attack 
their once more invincible enemy in the open field. In 1679 Louis 
XIV. dictated the terms of a general pacification, and Charles XL, 
who bitterly resented " the insufferable tutelage " of the French 
king, was forced at last to acquiesce in a peace which at least 
left his empire practically intact. Charles devoted the rest of his 
life to the gigantic task of rehabilitating Sweden by means of a 
reduktion, or recovery of alienated crown lands, a process which 
involved the examination of every title deed in the kingdom, 
and resulted in the complete readjustment of the finances. 
But vast as it was, the reduktion represents only a tithe of Charles 
X.I.'s immense activity. The constructive part of his administra-
tion was equally thorough-going, and entirely beneficial. Here, 
too, everything was due to his personal initiative. Finance, 
commerce, the national armaments by sea and land, judicial 
procedure, church government, education, even art and science—
everything, in short—emerged recast from his shaping hand. 
Charles XI. died on the 5th of April 1697, in his forty-first year. 
By his beloved consort Ulrica Leonora of Denmark, from the 
shock of whose death in July 1693 he never recovered, he had 
seven children, of whom only three survived him, a son Charles, 
and two daughters, Hedwig Sophia, duchess of Holstein, and 
Ulrica Leonora, who ultimately succeeded her brother on the 
Swedish throne. After Gustavus Vasa and Gustavus Adolphus 
Charles XI. was, perhaps, the greatest of all the kings of Sweden. 
His modest, homespun figure has indeed been unduly eclipsed by 
the brilliant and colossal shapes of his heroic father and his 
meteoric son; yet in reality Charles XI. is far worthier of 
admiration than either Charles X. or Charles X.U. He was in 
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Frederick IV. conceded full sovereignty to Charles's ally and 
kinsman the duke of Gottorp, besides paying him an indemnity 
of 200,000 rix-dollars and solemnly engaging to commit no 
hostilities against Sweden in future. From Sjaelland Charles 
now hastened to Livonia with S000 men. On the 6th of October 
he had reached Pernau, with the intention of first relieving Riga, 
but, hearing that Narva was in great straits, he decided to turn 
northwards against the tsar. He set out for Narva on the 13th 
of November, against the advice of all his generals, who feared 
the effect on untried troops of a week's march through a wasted 
land, along boggy roads guarded by no fewer than three formid-
able passes which a little engineering skill could easily have 
made impregnable. Fortunately, the two first passes were 
unoccupied; and the third, Pyhajoggi, was captured by Charles, 
who with goo horsemen put 6000 Russian cavalry to flight. 
On the 19th of November the little army reached Lagena, a 
village about 9 m. from Narva, whence it signalled its approach 
to the beleaguered fortress, and early on the following morning 
it advanced in battle array. The attack on the Russian fortified 
camp began at two o'clock in the afternoon, in the midst of a 
violent snowstorm; and by nightfall the whole position was in 
the hands of the Swedes: the Russian army was annihilated. 
The triumph was as cheap as it was crushing; it cost Charles 
less than 2000 men. 

After Narva, Charles XII. stood at the parting of ways. His 
best advisers urged him to turn all his forces against the panic-
stricken Muscovites; to go into winter-quarters amongst them 
and live at their expense; to fan into a flame the smouldering 
discontent caused by the reforms of Peter the Great, and so 
disable Russia for some time to come. But Charles's determina-
tion promptly to punish the treachery of Augustus prevailed 
over every other consideration. It is easy from the vantage-
point of two centuries to criticize Charles XII. for neglecting 
the Russians to pursue the Saxons; but at the beginning of the 
18th century his decision was natural enough. The real question 
was, which of the two foes was the more dangerous, and Charles 
had many reasons to think the civilized and martial Saxons far 
more formidable than the imbecile Muscovites. Charles also 
rightly felt that he could never trust the treacherous Augustus 
to remain quiet, even if he made peace with him. To leave 
such a foe in his rear, while he plunged into the heart of Russia 
would haye been hazardous indeed. From this point of view 
Charles's whole Polish policy, which has been blamed so long 
and so loudly—the policy of placing a nominee of his own on the 
Polish throne—takes quite another complexion: it was a policy 
not of overvaulting ambition, but of prudential self-defence. 

First, however, Charles cleared Livonia of the invader (July 
17oz), subsequently occupying the duchy of Courland and 
converting it into a Swedish governor-generalship. In January 
1702 Charles established himself at Bielowice in Lithuania, and, 
after issuing a proclamation declaring that " the elector of 
Saxony " had forfeited the Polish crown, set out for Warsaw, 
which he reached on the 14th of May. The cardinal-primate 
was then sent for and commanded to summon a diet, for the 
purpose of deposing Augustus. A fortnight later Charles quitted 
Warsaw, to seek the elector; on the 2nd of July routed the 
combined Poles and Saxons at Klissow; and three weeks later, 
captured the fortress of Cracow by an act of almost fabulous 
audacity. Thus, within four months of the opening of the 
campaign, the Polish capital and the coronation city were both 
in the possession of the Swedes. After Klissow, Augustus made 
every effort to put an end to the war, but Charles would not even 
consider his offers. By this time, too, he had conceived a passion 
for the perils and adventures of warfare. His character was 
hardening, and he deliberately adopted the most barbarous 
expedients for converting the Augustan Poles to his views. 
Such commands as " ravage, singe, and bum all about, and 
reduce tbe whole district to a wilderness!" " sweat contribu-
tions well out of theml" " rather let the innocent suffer than 
the guilty escape!" became painfully frequent in the mouth 
of the young commander, not yet 21, who was far from being 
naturally cruel. 

The campaign of 1703 was remarkable for Charles% victory 
at Pultusk (April 21) and the long siege of Thorn, which occupied 
him eight months but cost him only so men. On the tad of 
July 1704, with the assistance of a bribing fund, Charles's 
ambassador at Warsaw, Count Arvid Bernard Horn, succeeded 
in forcing through the election of Charles's candidate to the 
Polish throne, Stanislaus Leszczynski, who could not be crowned 
however till the 24th of September x 7os, by which time the 
Saxons had again been defeated at Punitz. From the autumn 
of x7cis to the spring of 1706, Charles was occupied in pursuing 
the Russian auxiliary army under Ogilvie through the forests 
of Lithuania. On the sth of August, be recrossed the Vistula 
and established himself in Saxony, where his presence in the 
heart of Europe at the very crisis of the war of the Spanish 
Succession, fluttered all the western diplomats. The allies, 
in particular, at once suspected that Louis XIV. had bought 
the Swedes. Marlborough was forthwith sent from the Hague 
to the castle of Altranstadt near Leipzig, where Charles had 
fixed his headquarters, " to endeavour to penetrate the designs 
of the king of Sweden. He soon convinced himself that western 
Europe had nothing to fear from Charles, and that no babes 
were necessary to turn the Swedish arms from Germany to 
Russia. Five months later (Sept. 1707) Augustus .was 
forced to sign the peace of Altranstgdt, whereby he resigned the 
Polish throne and renounced every anti-Swedish alliance. 
Charles's departure from Saxony was delayed for twelve months 
by a quarrel with the emperor. The court of Vienna had treated 
the Silesian Protestants with tyrannical severity, in direct 
contravention of the treaty of Osnabrilck, of which Sweden was 
one of the guarantors; and Charles demanded summary and 
complete restitution so dictatorially that the emperor prepared 
for war. But the allies interfered in Charles's favour, lest he 
might be tempted to aid Ftance, and induced the emperor to 
satisfy all the Swedish king's demands, the maritime Powers 
at the same time agreeing to guarantee the provisions of the 
peace of Altranstadt. 

Nothing now prevented Charles from turning his victorious 
arms against the tsar; and on the 13th of August 1707, he 
evacuated Saxony at the head of the largest host be ever com-
manded, consisting of 24,000 horse and 20,000 foot. Delayed 
during the autumn months in Poland by the tardy arrival of 
reinforcements from Pomerania, it was not till November 'yr 
that Charles was able to take the field. On New Year's Day 
1708 he crossed the Vistula, though the ice was in a dangerous 
condition. On the 4th of July 1708 he cut in two the line of the 
Russian army, 6 m. long, which barred his progress on the Wabis, 
near Holowczyn, and compelled it to retreat. The victory of 
Holowczyn, memorable besides as the last pitched battle won 
by Charles XII., opened up the way to the Dnieper. The 
Swedish army now began to suffer severely, bread and fodder 
running short, and the soldiers subsisting entirely on captured 
bullocks. The Russians slowly retired before the invader, 
burning and destroying everything in his path. On the loth of 
December it was plain to Charles himself that Moscow was 
inaccessible. But the idea of a retreat was intolerable to hint, 
so he determined to march southwards instead of northwards 
as suggested by his generals, and join his forces with those of the 
hetman of the Dnieperian Cossacks, Ivan Mazepa, who had 
too,000 horsdmen and a fresh and fruitful land at his disposal. 
Short of falling back upon Livonia, it was the best plan adoptable 
in the circumstances, but it was rendered abortive by Peter's 
destruction of Mazepa's capital Baturin, so that when Malepa 
joined Charles at Horki, on the 8th of November x 708, it was as a 
ruined man with little more than 1300 personal attendants (see 
MAZEPA-KOLEDINSICY). A still more serious blow was the 
destruction of the relief army which Levenhaupt was bringing to 
Charles from Livonia, and which, hampered by hundreds of 
loaded wagons, was overtaken and almost destroyed by Peter at 
Lyesna after a two days' battle against fourfold odds (October). 
The very elements now began to fight against the perishing 
still unconquered host. The winter of 1708 was the sev 
that Europe had known for a century. By the tst of Novem 
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firewood would not ignite in the open air, and the soldiers 
warmed themselves over big bonfires of straw. By the time the 
army reached the little Ukrainian fortress of Hadjacz in January 
1709, wine and spirits froze into solid masses of ice; birds on 
the wing fell dead; saliva congealed on its passage from the 
mouth to the ground. " Nevertheless," says an eye-witness, 
" though earth, sea and sky were against us, the king's orders 
had to be obeyed and the daily march made." 

Never had Charles XII. seemed so superhuman as during 
these awful days. It is not too much to say that his imperturb-
able equanimity, his serene bonhomie kept the host together. 
The frost broke at the end of February r 709, and then the spring 
floods put an end to all active operations till May, when Charles 
began the siege of the fortress of Poltava, which he wished to 
make a base for subsequent operations while awaiting reinforce-
ments from Sweden and Poland. On the 7th of June a bullet 
wound put Charles hors de combat, whereupon Peter threw the 
greater part of his forces over the river Vorskla, which separated 
the two armies (June 19-25). On the 26th of June Charles held 
a council of war, at which it was resolved to attack the Russians 
in their entrenchments on the following day. The Swedes 
joyfully accepted the chances of battle and, advancing with 
irresistible elan, were, at first, successful on both wings. Then 
one or two tactical blunders were committed; and the tsar, 
taking courage, enveloped the little band in a vast semicircle 
bristling with the most modern guns, which fired five times to 
the Swedes' once, and swept away the guards before they 
could draw their swords. The Swedish infantry was well nigh 
annihilated, while the 14,03o cavalry, exhausted and demoralized, 
surrendered two days later at Pe revolochna on Dnieper. Charles 
himself with t sop horsemen took refuge in Turkish territory. 

For the first time in his life Charles was now obliged to have 
recourse to diplomacy; and his pen proved almost as formid-
able as his sword. He procured the dismissal of four Russo-phil 
grand-viziers in succession, and between 1710 and 1712 induced 
the Porte to declare war against the tsar three times. But after 
November 1712 the Porte had no more money to spare; and, 
the tsar making a show of submission, the sultan began to regard 
Charles as a troublesome guest. On the 1st of February 1713 
he was attacked by the Turks in his camp at Bender, and made 
prisoner after a contest which reads more like an extravagant 
episode from some heroic folk-tale than an incident of sober 
18th-century history. Charles lingered on in Turkey fifteen 
months longer, in the hope of obtaining a cavalry escort suffi-
ciently strong to enable him to restore his credit in Poland. 
Disappointed of this last hope, and moved by the despairing 
appeals of his sister Ulrica and the senate to return to Sweden 
while there was still a Sweden to return to, he quitted Demotika 
on the loth of September 1714, and attended by a single squire 
arrived unexpectedly at midnight, on the nth of November, 
at Stralsund, which, excepting Wismar, wah now all that remained 
to him on German soil. 

For the diplomatic events of these critical years see SWEDEN: 
History. Here it need only be said that Sweden, during the 
course of the Great Northern War, had innumerable opportunities 
of obtaining an honourable ,  and even advantageous peace, but 
they all foundered on the dogged refusal of Charles to consent 
to the smallest concession to his despoilers. Even now he would 
listen to no offers of compromise, and after defending Stralsund 
with desperate courage till it was a mere rubbish heap, returned 
to Sweden after an absence of 14 years. Here he collected 
another army of 20,000 men, with which he so strongly entrenched 
himself on the Scanlan coast in 1716 that his combined enemies 
shrank from attacking him, whereupon he assumed the offensive 
by attacking Norway in 1717, and again, in 1718, in order to 
conquer sufficient territory to enable him to extort better terms 
from his enemies. It was during this second adventure that he 
met his death. On the 11th of December, when the Swedish 
approaches bad come within 28o paces of the fortress of Fredrik-
sten, which the Swedes were closely besieging, Charles looked 
over the parapet of the foremost trench, and was shot through 
the head by a bullet from the fortress. 

See Charles XII. Die eigenlandigen Briefe Rdnig Rads XII. 
(Berlin, 1894); Friedrich Ferdinand Carlson, Sveriges Historia under 
Konungarne of Pfalsiska Huset (Stockholm, 1883-1885); Robert 
Nisbet Bain, Charles XIL and the Collapse of the Swedish Empire 
(London and Oxford, 1895); Bidrag tit den Store Nordiske Xrigs 
Historic (Copenhagen, 1899-moo); G. Syveton, Louis XIV et 
Charles XII (Paris, moo); Daniel Krmann, Historia abkgationis 
D. Krmann ad regem Sueciae Carolum XII. (Budapest, 1894); 
Oscar II., Ndgra btdrag till Sveriges Krigshistorta dren 1711-1713 
(Stockholm, 1892); Martin Weibull, Sveriges Storhedstid (Stockholm, 
1880. (R. N. B.) 

CHARLES XIII. (1748-1818), king of Sweden and Norway, 
the second son of Adolphus Frederick, king of Sweden, and 
Louisa Ulrica, sister of Frederick the Great, was born at Stock-
holm on the 7th of October 1748. In 1772 he co-operated in the 
revolutionary plans of his brother Gustavus III. (q.v.). On the 
outbreak of the Russo-Swedish War of 1788 he served with 
distinction as admiral of the fleet, especially at the battles of 
Hogland (June 17, 1788) and Oland (July 26, 1789). On the 
latter occasion he would have won a signal victory but for the 
unaccountable remissness of his second-in-command, Admiral 
Liljehorn. On the death of Gustavus III., Charles, now duke 
of Sudermania, acted as regent of Sweden till 1796; but the real 
ruler of the country was the narrow-minded and vindictive 
Gustaf Adolf Reuterholm (q.v.), whose mischievous influence 
over him was supreme. These four years were perhaps the most 
miserable and degrading in Swedish history (an age of lead 
succeeding an age of gold, as it has well been called) and may be 
briefly described as alternations of fantastic jacobinism and 
ruthless despotism. On the accession of Gustavus IV. (November 
1796), the duke became a mere cipher in politics till the 13th of 
March 1809, when those who had dethroned Gustavus IV. 
appointed him regent, and finally elected him king. But by this 
time he was prematurely decrepit, and Bernadotte (see CHARLES 
XIV.) took over the government as soon as he landed in Sweden 
(18to). By the union of 1814 Charles became the first king of 
Sweden and Norway. He married his cousin Hedwig Elizabeth 
Charlotte of Holstein-Gottorp (1759-1818), but their only child, 
Carl Adolf, duke of Vennland, died in infancy (1798). Charles 
XIII., who for eight years had been king only in title, died on 
the 5th of February 1818. 

See Sveriges Historic vol. v. (Stockholm, 1884); Drottning Hedwig 
Charlottes. Dagbokshandleckningar (Stockholm, 1898); Robert Nisbet 
Bain, Gustavus III. and his Contemporaries (London. 1895); ib. 
Scandinavia (Cambridge, 1905). (R. N. B.) 

CHARLES XIV. (1763-0344), king of Sweden and Norway, 
born at Pau on the 26th of January 1763, was the son of Henri 
Bernadotte (171,-1780), procurator at Pau, and Jeanne St Jean 
(1725-1809). The family name was originally Deu Pouey, 
but was changed into Bernadotte in the beginning of the 17th 
century. Bernadotte's christian names were Jean Baptiste; 
he added the name Jules subsequently. He entered the French 
army on the 3rd of September 1780, and first saw service in 
Corsica. On the outbreak of the Revolution his eminent military 
qualities brought him speedy promotion. In 1794 we find him 
as brigadier attached to the army of the Sambre et Meuse, and 
after Jourdan's victory at Fleurus he was appointed a general 
of division. At the battle of Theiningen, 1796, he contributed, 
more than any one else, to the successful retreat of the French 
army over the Rhine after its defeat by the archduke Charles. 
In 1797 he brought reinforcements from the Rhine to Bonaparte's 
army in Italy, distinguishing himself greatly at the passage of the 
Tagliamento, and in 1798 was sent as ambassador to Vienna, 
but was compelled to quit his post owing to the disturbances 
caused by his hoisting the tricolor over the embassy. On the 
16th of August 1798 he married Desiree Clary (1777-1860), 
the daughter of a Marseilles banker, and sister of Joseph Bona-
parte's wife. From the 2nd of July to the 14th of September 
he was war minister, in which capacity he displayed great ability. 
About this time he held aloof from Bonaparte, but though he 
declined to help Napoleon in the preparations for the coup d'etat 
of November 1799, he accepted employment from the Consulate, 
and from April 1800 till the 18th of August 18o1 commanded 
the army in La Vendee. On the introduction of the empire he 
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was made one of the eighteen marshals of France, and, from 
June 1804 to September 1805, acted as governor of the recently-
occupied Hanover. During the campaign of 1805, Bernadotte 
with an army corps from Hanover co-operated in the great 
movement which resulted in the shutting up of Mack in Ulm. 
He was rewarded for his services at Austerlitz (December 2, 1805) 
by the principality of Ponte Corvo (June 5,1806), but during the 
campaign against Prussia, the same year, was severely reproached 
by Napoleon for not participating with his army corps in the 
battles of Jena and AuerstAdt, though dose at hand. In 2808, 
as governor of the Hanse towns, he was to have directed the 
expedition against Sweden, via the Danish islands, but the plan 
came to nought because of the want of transports and the 
defection of the Spanish contingent. In the war against Austria, 
Bernadotte led the Saxon contingent at the battle of Wagram, 
on which occasion, on his own initiative he issued an order of 
the day, attributing the victory principally to the valour of his 
Saxons, which Napoleon at once disavowed. 

Bernadotte, considerably piqued, thereupon returned to Paris, 
where the council of ministers entrusted him with the defence 
of the Netherlands against the English. In i8 to he was about 
to enter upon his new post of governor of Rome when he was, 
unexpectedly, elected successor to the Swedish throne, partly 
because a large part of the Swedish army, in view of future 
complications with Russia, were in favour of electing a soldier, 
and partly because Bernadotte was very popular in Sweden, 
owing to the kindness he had shown to the Swedish prisoners 
during the late war with Denmark. The matter was decided 
by one of the Swedish couriers, Baron Karl Otto Morner, 
who, entirely on his own initiative, offered the succession to 
the Swedish crown to Bernadotte. Bernadotte communicated 
Alarm's offer to Napoleon, who treated the whole affair as•an 
absurdity. Bernadotte thereupon informed Morner that he 
would not refuse the honour if he were duly elected. Although' 
the Swedish government, amazed at Morner's effrontery, at once 
placed him under arrest on his return to Sweden, the candidature 
of Bernadotte gradually gained favour there, and, on the 21st 
of August 1810, he was elected crown-prince. 

On the 2nd of November Bernadotte made his solemn entry 
into Stockholm, and on the 5th he received the homage of the 
estates and was adopted by Charles XIII. under the name of 
Charles John. The new crown-prince was very soon the most 
popular and the most powerful man in Sweden. The infirmity 
of the old king and the dissensions in the council of state placed 
the government, and especially the control of foreign affairs, 
entirely in his hands. The keynote of his whole policy was the 
acquisition of Norway, a policy which led him into many tortuous 
ways (see SWEDEN: History), and made him a very tricky ally 
during the struggle with Napoleon in 1813. Great Britain and 
Prussia very properly insisted that Charles John's first duty 
was to them, the former power rigorously protesting against 
the expenditure of her subsidies on the nefarious Norwegian 
adventure before the common enemy had been crushed. After 
the defeats of Ltitmn and Bautzen, it was the Swedish crown-
prince who put fresh heart into the allies; and at the conference 
of Trachenberg he drew up the general plan for the campaign 
which began after the expiration of the truce of Plllswitz. 
Though undoubtedly sparing his Swedes unduly, to the just 
displeasure of the allies, Charles John, as commander-in-chief 
of the northern army, successfully defended the approaches to 
Berlin against Oudinot in August and against Ney in September; 
but after Leipzig he went his own way, determined at all 
hazards to cripple Denmark and secure Norway. For the events 
which led to the union of Norway and Sweden, see SWEDEN: 
History and NORWAY: History. As unional king, Charles XIV. 
(who succeeded to that title in 1818 on the death of Charles XIII.) 
was popular in both countries. Though his ultra-conservative 
views were detested, and as far as possible opposed (especially 
after 1823), his dynasty was never in serious danger, and Swedes 
and Norsemen alike were proud of a monarch with a European 
reputation. It is true that the Riksdag of 1840 meditated com-
pelling him to abdicate, but the storm blew over and his jubilee  

was celebrated with great enthusiasm in 1843. He died at 
Stockholm on the 8th of March 1844. His reign was one of un-
interrupted peace, and the great material development of the 
two kingdoms during the first half of the igth century was 
largely due to his energy and foresight. 

See J. E. Sam, Norges politiske kistoria (Christiania. 0399); Yngvar 
Nielsen, Carl Johan sons han virkelig ear (Christiania. 1897); Jabal 
Almen, Atten Bernadotte (Stockholm. 1893); C. Schefer..Illersalionr.  
roi (Paris, 1899); G. R. Lagerhjelm, Napoleon och Carl Johan brain 
Kriget i Tyskknd, az.; (Stockholm, 1891). (R. N. B.) 

CHARLES XV. (1826-1872), king of Sweden and Norway, 
eldest son of Oscar I., king of Sweden and Norway, and Josephine 
Beauhamais of Leuchtenberg, was born on the 3rd of May ,8,6. 
On the 19th of June aso he married Louisa, daughter of Prince 
Frederick of the Netherlands. He became regent on the 25tia 
of September 1837, and king on the death of his father (8th of 
July 1859).  As crown-prince, Charles's brusque and downright 
manners had led many to regard his future accession with some 
apprehension, yet he proved to be one of the most popular at 
Scandinavian kings and a constitutional ruler in the best sense 
of the word. His reign was remarkable for its manifold and 
far-reaching reforms. Sweden's existing communal law (1862), 
ecclesiastical law (1863) and criminal law (1864) were enacted 
appropriately enough under the direction of a king whose motto 
was: "Build up the land upon the laws!" Charles XV. also 
materially assisted De Geer (q.v.) to carry through his memorable 
reform of the constitution in 1863. Charles was a warm advocate 
of " Scandinavianism " and , the political solidarity of the three 
northern kingdoms, and his warm friendship for Frederick VIL, 
it is said, led him to give half promises of help to Denmark on 
the eve of the war of 2864, which, in the circumstances, were 
perhaps misleading and unjustifiable. In view, however, of the 
unpreparedness of the Swedish army and the difficulties of the 
situation, Charles was forced to observe a strict neutrality. 
He died at Malmo on the 18th of September 1872. Charles XV. 
was highly gifted in many directions. He attained to SO= 
eminence as a painter, and his Digte show him to have been 
a true poet. He left but one child, a daughter, Louisa Josephina 
Eugenia, who in 1869 married the crown-prince Frederick of 
Denmark. 

See Cecilia Bath-Holmberg, Carl XV., sons enskatl man, Amnon 
och konstnar (Stockholm, 1891); Yngvar Nielsen, Del sorrier og 
svenske Xongehus fra 1818 (Christiania, 1883). (R. N. B.) 

CHARLES (c. 1319-1364), duke of Brittany, known as 
CHARLES or BLOIS and CHARLES or CitkrizzoN, was the son of 
Guy of Chhtillon, count of Blois (d. 1342), and of Marguerite of 
Valois, sister of Philip VI. of France. In 1337 be married Jeanne 
of Penthievre (d. 1384), daughter of Guy of Brittany, count of 
Penthievre (d. 1331), and thus acquired a right to the succession 
of the duchy of Brittany. On the death of John III., duke of 
Brittany, in April 1341, his brother John, count of Montfort-
l'Amaury, and his niece Jeanne, wife of Charles of Blois, disputed 
the succession. Charles of Blois, sustained by Philip VI., cap-
tured John of Montfort, who was supported by King Edward in 
at Nantes, besieged his wife Jeanne of Flanders at Hennebcnt, 
and took Quimper and Gufrande (1344). But next year his 
partisans were defeated at Cadoref, and in June 1347 he was 
himself wounded and taken prisoner at Rocbe-Derrien. He was 
not liberated until 1356, when he continued the war against the 
young John of Montfort, and perished in the battle of Away, on 
the 29th of September 1364. Charles bore a high reputation for 
piety, and was believed to have performed miracles. The 
Roman Church has canonized him. 

See Simfon Luce, Histoire de Bertrand dig Caterdin d de son 
Ipoque (Paris, 1876). 

CHARLES, called THE Bow (r433-1477), duke of Burgundy, 
son of Philip the Good of Burgundy and Isabella of Portugal, was 
born at Dijon on the loth of November 1433. In his father's 
lifetime he bore the title of count of Charolais. He was brought 
up under the direction of the seigneur d'Auxy, and early showed 
great application to studyand also to warlike exercises. Although 
he was on familiar terms with the dauphin (afterwards Louis XI.), 
when the latter was a refugee at the court of Burgundy, he could 
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not but view with chagrin the repurchase by the king of France 
of the towns on the Somme. which had been temporarily ceded 
to Philip the Good by the treaty of Arras; and when his father's 
failing health enabled him to take into his bands the reins of 
government (which Philip abandoned to him completely by an 
act of the i2th of April 1465), he entered upon his lifelong 
struggle against Louis XL, and became one of the principal 
leaders of the League of the Public Weal. His brilliant bravery 
at the battle of Montlhery (16th of July 1465), where he was 
wounded anti was left master of the field, neither prevented the 
king frem re-entering Paris nor assured Charles a decisive 
victory. He succeeded, however, in forcing upon Louis the 
treaty of Conflans (1466), by which the king restored to him 
the towns on the Somme, and promised him the hand of his infant 
daughter Catherine, with Champagne as dowry. In the mean-
while the count of Charolais obtained the surrender of Ponthieu. 
The revolt of Liege trod Dinant intervened to divert his attention 
from the affairs of France. On the 25th of August 1466 Charles 
took possession of Dinant, which he pillaged and sacked, and 
succeeded in treating at the same time with the Liegeois. After 
the death of Philip the Good (15th June 1467), the Liegeois 
renewed hostilities, but Charles defeated them at St Trond, and 
made a victorious entry into Liege, which he dismantled and 
deprived of some of its privileges. 

Alarmed by these early successes of the duke of Burgundy, and 
anxious to settle various questions relating to the execution of 
the treaty of Conflans, Louis requested a meeting with Charles 
and placed himself in his hands at Monne. In the course of the 
negotiations the duke was informed of a fresh revolt of the 
Liegeois secretly fomented by Louis. After deliberating for four 
days how to deal with his adversary, who had thus mala-
droitly placed himself at his mercy, Charles decided to respect 
the parole he had given and to treat with Louis (October 1468), 
at the same time forcing him to assist in quelling the revolt. 
The town was carried by assault and the inhabitants were 
massacred, Louis not having the courage to intervene on behalf 
of his ancient allies. At the expiry of the one year's truce which 
followed the treaty of Peronne, the king accused Charles of 
treason, cited him to appear before the parlement, and seized 
some of the towns on the Somme (1471). The duke retaliated by 
invading France with a large army, taking possession of Neste 
and massacring its inhabitants. He failed, however, in an 
attack on Beauvais, and had to content himself with ravaging 
the country as far as Rouen, eventually retiring without having 
attained any useful result. 

Other matters, moreover, engaged his attention. Relin-
quishing, if not the stately magnificence, at least the gay and 
wasteful profusion which had characterized the court of Bur-
gundy under the preceding duke, be had bent all his efforts 
towards the development of his military and political power. 
Since the beginning of his reign he had employed himself in 
reorganizing his army and the administration of his territories. 
While retaining the principles of feudal recruiting, he had en-
deavoured to establish a system of rigid discipline among his 
troops, which he had strengthened by taking into his pay 
foreign mercenaries, particularly Englishmen and Italians, and by 
developing his artillery. Furthermore, he had lost no oppor-
tunity of extending his power. In 146o the archduke of Austria, 
Sigismund, had sold him the county of Ferrette, and the land-
graviate of Alsace and some other towns, reserving to himself the 
right to repurchase. In 1472- 1473 Charles bought the reversion 
of the duchy of Gelderland from its old duke, Arnold, whom 
he had supported against the rebellion of his son. Not content 
with being " the grand duke of the West," he conceived the 
project of forming a kingdom of Burgundy or Arles with him-
self as independent sovereign, and even persuaded the emperor 
Frederick to assent to crown him king at Trier. The ceremony, 
however, did not take place owing to the emperor's precipitate 
flight by night (September 1 473), occasioned by his displeasure 
at the duke's attitude. In the following year Charles involved 
himself in a series of difficulties and struggles which ultimately 
brought about his downfall. He embroiled himself successively 
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with Sigismund of Austria, to whom he refused to restore his 
possessions in Alsace for the stipulated sum; with the Swiss, 
who supported the free towns of Alsace in their revolt against 
the tyranny of the ducal governor, Peter von Hagenbach (who 
was condemned and executed by the rebels in May 1474);  and 
finally, with Rene of Lorraine, with whom he disputed the 
succession of Lorraine, the possession of which had united the 
two principal portions of Charles's territories—Flanders and the 
duchy and county of Burgundy. All these enemies, incited 
and supported as they were by Louis, were not long in joining 
forces against their common adversary. Charles suffered a first 
rebuff in endeavouring to protect his kinsman, the archbishop 
of Cologne, against his rebel subjects. He spent ten months 
(July 1 474-June 1475) in besieging the little town of Neuss on the 
Rhine, but was compelled by the approach of a powerful imperial 
army to raise the siege. Moreover, the expedition he had per-
suaded his brother-in-law, Edward IV. of England, to undertake 
against Louis was stopped by the treaty of Picquigny (29th of 
August 147$). He was more successful in Lorraine, where he 
seized Nancy (30th of November 1475). From Nancy he marched 
against the Swiss, hanging and drowning the garrison of Granson 
in spite of the capitulation. Some days later, however, be was 
attacked before Granson by the confederate army and suffered 
a shamful defeat, being compelled to fly with a handful of 
attendants, and leaving his artillery and 'an immense booty 
in the hands of the allies (February 1476). He succeeded' in 
raising a fresh army of 30,000 men, with which he attacked 
Morat, but he was again defeated by the Swiss army, assisted 
by the cavalry of Rene of Lorraine (22nd of June 1476). On the 
6th of October Charles lost Nancy, which was re-entered by 
Rene. Making a last effort, Charles formed a new army and 
arrived in the depth of winter before the walls of Nancy. Having 
lost many of his troops through the severe cold, it was with only 
a few thousand men that he met the joint forces of the Lorrainers 
and the Swiss, who had come to the relief of the town (6th of 
January 1477). He himself perished in the fight, his mutilated 
body being discovered some days afterwards. 

Charles the Bold has often been regarded as the last repre-
sentative of the feudal spirit—a man who possessed no other 
quality than a blind bravery—and accordingly has often been 
contrasted with his rival Louis XI. as representing modern 
politics. In reality, he was a prince of wide knowledge and 
culture, knowing several languages and austere in morals; and 
although he cannot be acquitted of occasional harshness, he 
had the secret of winning the hearts of his subjects, who never 
refused him their support in time of difficulty. He was thrice 
married—to Catherine (d. 1446), daughter of Charles VII. of 
France, by whom be had one daughter, Mary, afterwards the 
wife of the Emperor Maximilian I.; to Isabella (d. 1465), daughter 
of Charles I., duke of Bourbon; and to Margaret of York, sister 
of Edward IV. of England, whom he married in 1 468. 

The original authorities for the life and times of Charles the Bold 
are the numerous French, Burgundian and Flemish chroniclers of 
the latter part of the 15th century. Special mention may be made of 
the Artenwires of Philippe de Commes; and of the Afemoires and other 
writings of Olivier de la Marche. See also A. Molinier, Les Sources 
de l'histoire de France, tome iv. (rra), and the compendious biblio-
graphy in U. Chevalier's Repertoire des sources historiques, part iii. 
(1904). Charles the Bold, by J. F. Kirk (1863-1868), is a good English 
biography for its date; a more recent life is R. Putnam's Charles 
the Bold (5908). For a general sketch of the relations between France 
and Burgundy at this time see E. Lavisse, Histoire de France, tome iv. 
(5902). (R. Po.) 

CHARLES, called THE Goon (le Bon), or THE DANE (c. 1084-
1127), count of Flanders, only son of St Canute or Knut IV., 
king of Denmark, by Adele, daughter of Robert the Frisian, 
count of Flanders, was born about 1084. After the assassination 
of Canute in 1086, his widow took refuge in Flanders, taking 
with her her son. Charles was brought up by his mother and 
grandfather, Robert the Frisian, on whose death he did great 
services to his uncle, Robert II., and his cousin, Baldwin VII., 
counts of Flanders. Baldwin died of a wound received in battle 
in x119, and, having no issue, left by will the succession to 
his cduntship to Charles the Dane. Charles did not secure his 
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heritage without a civil war,•but he waa speedily victorious and 
made his position secure by treating his opponents with great 
clemency. He now devoted himself to promoting the welfare 
of his subjects, and did his utmost to support the cause of 
Christianity, both by his bounty and by his example. He 
well deserved the surname of Le Bon, by which he is known to, 
posterity. He refused the offer of the crown of Jerusalem on 
the death of Baldwin, and dedined to be nominated as a 
candidate for the imperial crown in succession to the emperor 
Henry V. He was murdered in the church of St Donat at 
Bruges on the and of March 1127. 

See J. Perneel, Hisloire du ritne de Charles is Bon, preela d'un 
resumi de l'hisloirT ds Flandres (Brussels, 183o). 

CHARLES I. (c. 950-e. 992), duke of Lower Lorraine, was a 
younger son of the Frankish king Louis IV., and consequently 
a member of the Carolingian family. Unable to obtain the 
duchy of Burgundy owing to the opposition of his brother, King 
Lothair, he went to the court of his maternal uncle, the emperor 
Otto the Great, about 965, and in 977 received from the emperor 
Otto II. the duchy of Lower Lorraine. His authority in Lorraine 
was nominal; but he aided Otto in his struggle with Lothair, 
and on the death of his nephew, Louis V., made an effort to secure 
the Frankish crown. Hugh Capet, however, was the successful 
candidate and war broke out. Charles had gained some successes 
and had captured Reims, when in 995 he was treacherously 
seized by Adalberon, bishop of Laon, and handed over to Hugh. 
Imprisoned with his wife and children at Orleans, Charles did 
not long survive his humiliation. His eldest son Otto, duke of 
Lower Lorraine, died in zoos. 

CHARLES II. (d. 5431), duke of Lorraine, called Tut Bow, 
is sometimes referred to as Charles I. A son of Duke John I., 
he succeeded his father in 1390; but he neglected his duchy 
and passed his life in warfare. He died on the 25th of January 
1431, leaving two daughters, one of whom, Isabella (d. 1 453), 
married Rene I. of Anjou (14o9-148o), king of Naples, who 
succeeded his father-in-law as duke of Lorraine. 

CHARLES III. or II. (5543-5608), called THE GREAT, duke of 
Lorraine, was a son of Duke Francis I. (d. 1545), and a de-
scendant of Rene of Anjou. He was only an infant when he 
became duke, and was brought up at the couit of Henry II. of 
France, marrying Henry's daughter Claude in 1559. He took 
part in the wars of religion in France, and was a member of the 
League; but he was overshadowed by his kinsmen the Guises, 
although he was a possible candidate for the French crown in 
1589. The duke, who was an excellent ruler of Lorraine, died 
at Nancy on the 54th of May 5608. He had three sons: Henry 
(d. 5624) and Francis (d. 1632), who became in turn dukes of 
Lorraine, and Charles (d. 1607), bishop of Metz and Strassburg. 

CHARLES IV. or III. ( 1 604-1675), duke of Lorraine, was a 
son of Duke Francis H., and was born on the 5th of April 1604. 
He became duke on the abdication of his father in 5624, and 
obtained the duchy of Bar through his marriage with his cousin 
Nicole (d. z 657), da ughter of Duke Henry. Mixing in the tortuous 
politics of his time, he was in continual conflict with the crown 
of France, and spent much of his time in assisting her enemies 
and in losing and regaining his duchies (see LORRAINE). He lived 
an adventurous life, and in the intervals between his several 
struggles with France fought for the emperor Ferdinand H. at 
Nordlingen and elsewhere; talked of succouring Charles I. in 
England; and after the conclusion of the treaty of Westphalia 
in 1648 entered the service of Spain. He died on the 58th of 
September 5675, leaving by his second wife, Beatrix de Cusance 
(d. 1663), a son, Charles Henry, count of Vaudemont (5642-
1723). 

CHARLES V. or IV. (1643-169o), duke of Lorraine, nephew 
of Duke Charles IV., was born on the 3rd of April 5643, and in 
1664 received a colonelcy in the emperor's army. In the same 
year he fought with distinction at the battle of St Gotthard, in 
which he captured a standard from the Turks. He was a can-
didate for the elective crown of Poland in 1668. In 167o the 
emperor made him general of horse, and during the following 
years he was constantly on active service, first against the Turks  

and subsequently against the French. At Seneff (1674) be visa 
wounded. In the same year he was again a candidate for the 
Polish crown, but was unsuccessful, John Sobieski, who was to 
be associated with him in his greatest feat of arms, being elected. 
In 5675, on the death of Charles IV., he rode with a cavalry awes 
into the duchy of Lorraine, then occupied by the French, sad 
secured the adhesion of the Lorraine troops to himself; a little 
after this he succeeded Montecucculi as general of the imperial 
army on the Rhine, and was made a field marshal. The chid 
success of his campaign of 1676 was the capture of Philipsbin& 
after a long and arduous siege. The war continued without 
decisive result for some time, and the fate of the duchy. which 
was still occupied by the French, was the subject of endless 
diplomacy. At the general peace Charles had to accept the bard 
conditions imposed by Louis XIV., and be never entered into 
effective postession of his sovereignty In 1678 be married the 
widowed queen of Poland, Eleonora Maria of Austria, and for 
nearly five years they lived quietly at Innsbruck. The Turkish 
invasion of 1683, the last great effort of the Turks to impose 
their will on Europe, called Charles into the field again. At the 
head of a weak imperial army the duke offered the best resistance 
he could to the advance of the Turks on Vienna. But be had 
to fall back, contesting every position, and the Turks finaty 
invested Vienna (July 13th, 5683). At this critical moment 
other powers came to the assistance of Austria, reinforcements 
poured into Charles's camp, and John Sobieski, king of Poland. 
brought 27,000 Poles. Sobieski and Charles had now over 
8o,00o men, Poles, Austrians and Germans, and on the rootnizg 
of the 12th of September they moved forward to the attack 
By nightfall the Turks were in complete disorder, Vienna was 
relieved, and the danger was at an end. Soon the victors task 
the offensive and reconquered part of the kingdom of Hungary. 
The Germans and Poles went home in the winter, but Charles 
continued his offensive with the imperialists alone. Um 
(Buda) resisted his efforts in 1684, but in the campaign of 
1685 Neuhatisel was taken by storm, and in 1686 Charles, new 
reinforced by German auxiliaries, resumed the siege of Oka. 
All attempts to relieve the place were repulsed, and Ohm was 
stormed on the 2nd of September. In the following campa4m 
the Austrians won a decisive victory on the famous battle-gem-0d 
of Mohacs (August 18th, 1687). In 1689 Charles took the field 
on the Rhine against the forces of Louis XIV., the enemy of 
his house. Mainz and Bonn were en in the first camped" 
but Charles in travelling from Vienna to the front died suddenly 
at Web on the 18th of April 169o. 

His eldest son, Leopold Joseph (5679-5729), at the peace el 
Ryswick in 5697 obtained the duchy, of which his father bad 
been dispossessed by France, and was the father of Francis 
Stephen, duke of Lorraine, who became the husband of Maria 
Theresa (q.v.), and of Charles (Karl Alexander), a distingnidled 
Austrian commander in the wars with Frederick the Great-
The duchy was ceded by Francis Stephen to Stanislaus Leczynaki, 
the dethroned king of Poland, in 1736, Francis receiving is-
stead the grand-duchy of Tuscany. 

CHARLES II. [Creates LOUIS DE Botranowl 0799-18831, 
duke of Parma, succeeded his mother, Maria Louisa, duchess 
of Lucca, as duke of Lucca in 1824. He introduced economy 
into the administration, increased the schools, and in z832 as 
a reaction against the bigotry of the priests and monks with 
which his mother had surrounded him, he became a Protestant. 
He at first evinced Liberal tendencies, gave asylum to the 
Modenese political refugees of 1835, and was indeed suspected 
of being a Carbonaro. But his profligacy and eccentricities 
soon made him the laughing-stock of Italy. In 1842 he returned 
to the Catholic Church. and made Thothas Ward, an English 
groom, his prime minister, a man not without ability and tact. 
Charles gradually abandoned all his Liberal ideas, and in 1847 
declared himself hostile to the reforms introduced by Pim IX. 
The Lucchesi demanded the constitution of tilos, promised 
them by the treaty of Vienna, and a national guard, but the 
duke, in spite of the warnings of Ward, refused all concussions. 
A few weeks later he retired to Modena, selling his life-iataest 
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in the duchy to Tuscany. On the 17th of October Maria Louisa 
of Austria, duchess of Parma, died, and Charles Louis succeeded 
to her throne by the terms of the Florence treaty, assuming the 
style of Charles II. His administration of Parma was character-
ized by ruinous finance, debts, disorder and increased taxation, 
and he concluded an offensive and defensive affiance with 
Austria. But on the outbreak of the revolution of 1848 there 
were riots in his capital (19th of March), and he declared his 
readiness to throw in his lot with Charles Albert, the pope, and 
Leopold of Tuscany, repudiated the Austrian treaty and promised 
a constitution. Then he again changed his mind, abdicated in 
April, and left Parma in the hands of a provisional government, 
whereupon the people voted for union with Piedmont. After 
the armistice between Charles Albert and Austria (August 1848) 
the Austrian general Thum occupied the duchy, and Charles IL 
issued an edict from Weistropp annulling the acts of the pro-
visional government. When Piedmont attacked Austria again 
in 1849, Parma was evacuated, but reoccupied by General 
d'Aspre in April. 

In May 1849 Charles confirmed his abdication, and was 
succeeded by his son CHARLES III. (1823-1854), who, protected 
by Austrian troops, placed Parma under martial law, inflicted 
heavy penalties on the members of the late provisional govern-
ment, closed the university, and instituted a regular policy of 
persecution. A violent ruler, a drunkard and a libertine, he was 
assassinated on the 26th of March 1854. At his death his 
widow Maria Louisa, sister of the comte de Chambord, became 
regent, during the minority of his son Robert. The duchess 
introduced some sort of order into the administration, seemed 
inclined to rule more mildly and dismissed some of her husband's 
more obnoxious ministers, but the riots of the Mazzinians in 
July 1854 were repressed with ruthless severity, and the rest 
of her reign was characterized by political trials, executions 
and imprisonments, to which the revolutionists replied with 
swriwitiations. 

Bramooitarnv.—Massei, Storia citn7e di Lucca, vol. ii. (Lucca, 
1878); Anon., Y Borboni di Parma . . . del 1847 al 1859 (Parma, 
186o); N. Bianchi, Scoria della diplontazia europea in Italia (Turin. 
5865. &c.),; C. Tivaroni, L'Italia sotto it donsinio austriaco, ii. 96-lot, 
i. 59o-605 (Turin, 1892), and L' Italia degli Italian, i. 126-143 (Turin, 
1895) by the same; S. Lottici and G. Sitti, Bibliografia generale per 
is storia parmense (Parma, 1904). 

CHARLES Kum Ltrowlui (1771-1847), archduke of Austria 
and duke of Teschen, third son of the emperor Leopold II. was 
born at Florence (his father being then grand-duke of Tuscany) 
on the 5th of September 1771. His youth was spent in Tuscany, 
at Vienna and in the Austrian Netherlands, where be began his 
career of military service in the war of the French Revolution. 
He commanded a brigade at Jemappes, and in the campaign of 
5793 distinguished himself at the action of Aldenhoven and the 
battle of Neerwinden. In this year he became Ma:thanes in 
Belgium and received the army rank of lieutenant field marshal, 
which promotion was soon followed by that to Feldzeugmeister. 
In the remainder of the war in the Low Countries he held high 
commands, and he was present at Fleurus. In 1795 he served 
on the Rhine, and in the following year was entrusted with the 
chief control of all the Austrian forces on that river. His conduct 
of the operations against Jourdan and Moreau in 1796 marked 
him out at once as one of the greatest generals in Europe. At 
first falling back carefully and avoiding a decision, he finally 
marched away, leaving a mere screen in front of Moreau; falling 
upon Jourdan he beat him in the battles of Amberg and Wtirz-
burg, and drove him over the Rhine with great loss. He then 
turned upon Moreau's army, which he defeated and forced out 
of Germany. For this campaign, one of the most brilliant in 
modern history, see FRENCH REVOLUTIONARY WARS. In 1797 
he was sent to arrest the victorious march of General Bonaparte 
in Italy, and he conducted the retreat of the over-matched 
Austrians with the highest skill. In the campaign of 1799 he 
was once more opposed to Jourdan, whom he defeated in the 
battles of Osterach and Stokach, following up his success by 
invading Switzerland and defeating Massena in the (first) 
battle of Zurich, after which he re-entered Germany and drove  

the French once more over the Rhine. Ill-health, however, 
forced him to retire to Bohemia, whence he was soon recalled to 
undertake the task of checking Moreau's advance on Vienna. 
The result of the battle of Hohenlinden had, however, fore-
doomed the attempt, and the archduke had to make the armistice 
of Steyer. His popularity was now such that the diet of 
Regensburg, which met in 1802, resolved to erect a statue in his 
honour and to give him the title of saviour of his country; but 
Charles refused both distinctions. 

In the short and disastrous war of itios the archduke Charles 
commanded what was intended to be the main army, in Italy, 
but events made Germany the decisive theatre of operations, 
and the defeats sustained on the Danube neutralized the success 
obtained by the archduke over Massena in the desperately fought 
battle of Caldiero. With the conclusion of peace began his active 
work of army reorganization, which was first tested on the field 
in 1809. As generalissimo of the army he had been made field 
marshal some years before. As president of the Council of War, 
and supported by the prestige of being the only general who 
had proved capable of defeating the French, he promptly initiated 
a far-reaching scheme of reform, which replaced the obsolete 
methods of the 18th century, the chief characteristics of the 
new order being the adoption of the " nation in arms" principle 
and of the French war organization and tactics. The new army 
was surprised in the process of transition by the war of t8o9, in 
which Charles commanded in chief; yet even so it proved a far 
more formidable opponent than the old, and, against the now 
heterogeneous army of which Napoleon disposed (see NAPOLE-
ONIC CAMPAIGNS) it succumbed only after a desperate struggle. 
Its initial successes were neutralized by the reverses of Abens-
berg, Landshut and Eckmithl; but, after the evacuation of 
Vienna, the archduke won the great battle of Aspern-Essling 
(q.v.) and soon afterwards fought the still more desperate battle 
of Wagram (q.v.), at the dose of which the Austrians were de-
feated but not routed; they had inflicted upon Napoleon a loss 
of over so,000 men in the two battles. At the end of the cam-
paign the archduke gave up all his military offices, and spent 
the rest of his life in retirement, except a short time in 1875, 
when he was governor of Mainz. In 1822 he succeeded to the 
duchy of Saxe-Teschen. The archduke Charles married, in 1815, 
Princess Henrietta of Nassau-Weilburg (d. 5829). He had four 
sons, the eldest of whom, the archduke Albert (q.v.) became one 
of the most celebrated generals in Europe, and two daughters, 
the elder of whom became queen of Naples. He died at Vienna 
on the 3oth of April 1847. An equestrian statue was erected 
to his memory in Vienna, t86o. 

The caution which the archduke preached so earnestly in his 
strategical works, he displayed in practice only when the situation 
seemed to demand it, though his education certainly prejudiced 
him in favour of the defensive at all costs. He was at the same 
time capable of forming and executing the most daring offensive 
strategy, and his tactical skill in the handling of troops, whether 
in wide turning movements, as at Witrzburg and Zurich, or 
in masses, as at Aspem and Wagram, was certainly equal to 
that of any leader of his time, Napoleon only excepted. The 
campaign of 1796 is considered almost faultless. That he sus-
tained defeat in 1809 was due in part to the great numerical 
superiority of the French and their allies, and in part to the 
condition of his newly reorganized troops. His six weeks' 
inaction after the victory of Aspern is, however, open to un-
favourable criticism. As a military writer, his position in the 
evolution of the art of war is very important, and his doctrines 
had naturally the greatest weight Nevertheless they cannot 
but be considered as antiquated even in 1806. Caution and the 
importance of " strategic points " are the chief features of his 
system. The rigidity of his geographical strategy may be 
gathered from the prescription that " this principle is never to 
be departed from." Again and again he repeats the advice that 
nothing should be hazarded unless one's army is compleidy secure, 
a rule which he himself neglected with such brilliant results in 

796. " Strategic points," he says (not the defeat of the enemy's 
army), " decide the fate of one's own country, and must 
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constantly remain the general's main solicitude "—a maxim which 
was never more remarkably disproved than in the war of 1809. 
The editor of the archduke's work is able to make but a feeble 
defence against Clausewitz's reproach that Charles attached 
more value to ground than to the annihilation of the foe. In 
his tactical writings the same spirit is conspicuous. His reserve 
in battle is designed to " cover a retreat." The baneful influence 
of these antiquated principles was clearly shown in the main-
tenance of Koniggratz-Josefstadt in 1866 as a " strategic point," 
which was preferred to the defeat of the separated Prussian 
armies; in the strange plans produced in Vienna for the cam-
paign of 1859, and in the " almost unintelligible " battle of 
Montebello in the same year. The theory and the practice of 
the archduke Charles form one of the most curious contrasts in 
military history. In the one he is unreal, in the other he dis-
played, along with the greatest skill, a vivid activity which made 
him for long the most formidable opponent of Napoleon. 

His writings were edited by the archduke Albert and his brother the 
archduke William in the A usgewiddie Schrsften wetland Sr. K. 
Hotted Erik. Carl v. Osterreich (1862; reprinted 1893, Vienna and 
Leipzig), which includes the Grundsdlse der Knegsksenst far die 
Generale (18o6), Grundsatze der Slrakgie erliesdert durch die DarsteUung 
des Feldsugs 1796 (1814), Gesck. des Feldsugs von 1799 (1819)—the 
two latter invaluable contributions to the history of the war, and 
papers "on the higher art of war," "on practical training in the 
field," Ac. See, besides the histories of the period, C. von B(inder)- 
K(riegIstein). Grin and Skiff inn Kriege (Vienna, 1895); Caemmerer, 
Development of Strategical Science (English transl.), ch. iv.; M. Edler 
v. Angell, Erzherzog Carl v. Osterr. (Vienna and Leipzig, 1896); 
Duller, Erste. Karl v. Osten. (Vienna, 1845); Schneidawind, Karl, 
Erzherzag v. Oskyr. and die esterr. Armee (Vienna,1840); Das Buck 
von &sit. Carl (1848); Thielen, Erik. Karl o. Oster.. (1858); 
Wolf, Ent. Carl (186o); H. von Zeissberg, Ervh. Karl v. Osten. 
(Vienna, 1895); M. von Angeli, Enh. Karl als Feldherr and Ottani- 
sato? (Vienna, 1896). 

CHARLES (1525-1574),  cardinal of Lorraine, French states-
man, was the second son of Claude of Lorraine, duke of Guise, 
and brother of Francis, duke of Guise. He was archbfshop of 
Reims in 1538, and cardinal in 1 547. At first he was called the 
cardinal of Guise, but in 1550, on the death of his uncle John, 
cardinal of Lorraine, he in his turn took the style of cardinal of 
Lorraine. Brilliant, cunning and a master of intrigue, he was, 
like all the Guises, devoured with ambition and devoid of scruples. 
He had, said BrantAme, " a soul exceeding smirched," and, he 
adds, " by nature he was exceeding craven." Together with 
his brother, Duke Francis, the cardinal of Lorraine was all-
powerful during the reigns of Henry II. and Francis H.; in 
1558 and 1559 he was one of the negotiators of the treaty of 
Cateau-Cambrfsis; he fought and pitilessly persecuted the 
reformers, and by his intolerant policy helped to provoke the 
crisis of the wars of religion. The death of Francis H. deprived 
him of power, but he remained one of the principal leaders of the 
Catholic party. In 1561, at the Colloquy of Poissy, he was 
commissioned to reply to Theodore Beza. In 1562 he went to the 
council of Trent, where he at first defended the rights of the 
Galilean Church against the pretensions of the pope; but after 
the assassination of his brother, he approached the court of 
Rome, and on his return to France he endeavoured, but without 
success, to obtain the promulgation of the decrees of the council 
(1564). In 1567, when the Protestants took up arms, he held 
for some time the first place in the king's council, but Catherine 
de' Medici soon grew weary of his arrogance, and in :57o he had 
to leave the court. He endeavoured to regain favour by 
negotiating at Rome the dispensation for the marriage of Henry 
of Navarre with Margaret of Valois (1572). He died on the 26th 
of December 1574, at the beginning of the reign of Henry III. 
An orator of talent, he left several harangues or sermons, among 
them being Oraison prononcle au Colloque de Poissy (Paris, 1562) 
and °ratio halite in Coned. Trident. (Conch. Trident. Oraliones, 
Louvain, 1567). 

Nationale, 
large amount of correspondence is preserved in the Bibliothlque 

Nationale, Paris. See also Rene de Bouilli, Hinoire des dues de 
Guise (Paris, 1849); H. Forneron, Les Guises et lea, ipogue (Paris, 
1877); Guillemin, Le Confused de Lorraine (1847). 

CHARLES [KARL ALEXANDER) (1712-178o), prince of Lor-
raine, was the youngest son of Leopold, duke of Lorraine, and  

grandson of Charles V., duke of Lorraine (see above). the farms 
general. He was born at Luniville on the 12th of December 
1712, and educated for a military career. After his elder brother 
Francis, the duke, had exchanged Lorraine for Tuscany and 
married Maria Theresa, Charles became an Austrian officer, 
and he served in the campaigns of 1737 and 1738 against, the 
Turks. At the outbreak of the Silesian wars in 1740 (see 
AUSTRIAN SUCCESSION, WAR or THE), the queen made he 
brother-in-law a field marshal, though he was not yet thirty 
years old, and In 1742 Charles encountered Frederick the Gnat 
for the first time at the battle of Chotositx (May 17th). The 
victory of the Prussians on that field was far from decisive, aid 
Charles drew off his forces in good order. His conduct et the 
successful campaign of 1743 against the French and Bavarians 
heightened his reputation. He married, in January 5744. 
Marianne of Austria, sister of Maria Theresa, who made them 
jointly governors-general of the Austrian Netherlands. Vey 
soon the war broke out afresh, and Charles, at the bead of the 
Austrian army on the Rhine, won great renown by his bellies 
crossing of the Rhine. Once more a Lorraine prince at the head 
of Austrian troops invaded the duchy and drove the Freud 
before him, but at this moment Frederick resumed the Mesita 
war, all available troops were called back to oppose him, and the 
French maintained their hold on Lorraine. Charles hurried to 
Bohemia, whence, aided by the advice of the veteran field 
marshal Traun, he quickly expelled the Prussians. At the dose 
of his victorious campaign he received the news that his wife, 
to whom he was deeply attached, had died in childbirth on the 
16th of December 1744 at Brussels. He took the field again is 
1745 in Silesia, but this time without the advice of Traun, and 
he was twice severely defeated by Frederick, at Hohenfriedberg 
and at Soor. Subsequently, as commander-in-chief in the Low 
Countries he received, at Roucoux, a heavy defeat at the hands 
of Marshal Saxe. His government of the Austrian Netherlands 
during the peace of 1749-1756 was marked by many reforms, 
and the prince won the regard of the people by his ceasden 
activity on their behalf. After the first reverses of the Sewn 
Years' War (q.v.), Maria Theresa called Charles again to the 
supreme command in the field. The campaign of 1757 opened 
with Frederick's great victory of Prague, and Prince Charles was 
shut up with his army in that fortress. In the victory of the 
relieving army under Daun at Kolin Charles had no part. Never-
theless the battle of Breslau, in which the Prussians suffered a 
defeat even more serious than that of Kolin, was won by him 
and great enthusiasm was displayed in Austria over the victory, 
which seemed to be the final blow to Frederick. But soon after-
wards the king of Prussia routed the French at Rombach, and, 
swiftly returning to Silesia, he inflicted on Charles the complete 
and crushing defeat of Leuthen (December 5,1757). A mere 
remnant of the Austrian army reassembled after the purser. 
and Charles was relieved of his command. He received, however, 
from the hands of the empress the grand cross of the newly 
founded order of Maria Theresa. For a year thereafter Prince 
Charles acted as a military adviser at Vienna, he then returned 
to Brussels, where, during the remainder of his life, he continued 
to govern in the same liberal spirit as before. The affection of 
the people for the prince was displayed during his dangerous 
illness in 1765, and in 1775 the estates of Brabant erected a 
statue in his honour at Brussels. He died on the 4th of July 
1780 at the castle of Tervoeren, and was buried with his Lorraine 
ancestors at Nancy. 

CHARLES (127o-1325), count of Valois, of Maine. sad 01 
Anjou, third son of Philip III., king of France, surnamed the 
Bold, and of Isabella of Aragon. was born on the 12th of Much 
1270. By his father's will he inherited the four lordships of 
Cripy, La Ferti-Milon, Pierrefonds and Bdthisy, which together 
formed the countship of Valois. In 1284 Martin IV., hadag 
excommunicated Pedro III., king of Aragon, offered that 
kingdom to Charles. Ring Philip failed in an attempt to place 
his son on this throne, and died on the return of the expedition 
In 7290 Charles married Margaret, daughter of Charles IL_ 
king of Naples, and renounced his pretensions to Aragon. Is 
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is94, at the beginning of the hostilities against England, he 
Invaded Guienne and took La Reole and Saint-Sever. During 
the war Flanders (23oo), he took Douai, Bethune and Dam, 
received the submission of Guy of Dampierre, and aided King 
Philip IV., the Fair, to gain the battle of Mons-en-Pevele, on the 
:8th of August x304. Asked by Boniface VIIL for his aid 
against the Ghibellines, he crossed the Alps in June r3ox, entered 
Florence, and helped Charles IL, the Lame, king of Sicily, to 
reconquer Calabria and Apulia from the house of Aragon, but 
was defeated in Sicily. As after the death of his first wife 
Charles had married Catherine de Courtenay, a granddaughter of 
Baldwin IL, the last Latin emperor of Constantinople, he tried 
to assert his rights to that throne. Philip the Fair also wished 
to get him elected emperor; but Clement V. quashed his can-
didature in favour of Henry of Luxemburg, afterwards the 
emperor Henry VIL Under Louis X. Charles headed the party 
of feudal reaction, and was among those who compassed the 
ruin of Enguerrand de Marigny. In the reign of Charles IV., 
the Fair, he fought yet again in Guienne (2324), and died at 
Perray (Seine-et-Oise) on the 26th of December 2325. His 
second wife had died in 23o7, and in July 1308 he had married 
a third wife, Mahaut de ChAtillon, countess of Saint-PoL Philip, 
his eldest son, ascended the French throne in 1328, and from 
him sprang the royal house of Valois. 

See Joseph Petit, Charles ds Valois (Pans, moo). 
CHARLES (1421-1461), prince of Viana, sometimes called 

Charles IV. king of Navarre, was the son of John, afterwards 
John IL, king of Aragon, by his marriage with Blanche, daughter 
and heiress of Charles III. , king of Navarre. Both his grand-
father Charles and his mother, who ruled over Navarre from 1425 
to x442, had bequeathed this kingdom to Charles, whose right 
had also been recognized by the Cortes; but when Blanche 
died in 1442 her husband John seized the government to the 
exclusion of his son. The ill-feeling between father and son 
was increased when in 1447 John took for his second wife Joanna 
Henriquex, a Castilian princess, who soon bore him a son, 
afterwards Ferdinand I. king of Spain, and who regarded her 
stepson as an interloper. When Joanna began to interfere in 
the internal affairs of Navarre civil war broke out; and in x452 
Charles, although aided by John IL, king of Castile, was defeated 
and taken prisoner. Released upon promising not to take the 
kingly title until after his father's death, the prince, again 
unsuccessful in an appeal to arms, took refuge in Italy with 
Alphonso V., king of Aragon, Naples and Sicily. In 1458 
Alphonso died and John became king of Aragon, while Charles 
was offered the crowns of Naples and Sicily. He declined these 
proposals, and having been reconciled with his father returned 
to Navarre in 1459. Aspiring to marry a Castilian princess, 
he was then thrown into prison by his father, and the Catalans 
rose in his favour. This insurrection soon became general and 
John was obliged to yield. He released his son, and recognized 
him as perpetual governor of Catalonia, and heir to the kingdom. 
Soon afterwards, however, on the 23rd of September 1461, the 
prince died at Barcelona, not without a suspicion that he had 
been poisoned by his stepmother. Charles was a cultured and 
amiable prince, fond of music and literature. He translated 
the Ethics of Aristotle into Spanish, a work first published at 
Saragossa in 15o9, and wrote a chronicle of the kings of Navarre, 
Craska de los reya de Navarra, an edition which, edited by 
J. Yangues y Miranda, was published at Pampeluna in 5843. 

See J. de Moret and F. de Aleson, Anaks del rano de Navarra, 
tome ay. (Pampeluna. 1866); M. J. Quintana, Vides de connotes 
akbres (Paris, 1827); and G. Desdevises du Desert, Carlos d'A raga* 
(Paris, 1889). 

CHARLES, ELIZABETH (1828-1896), English author, was 
born at Tavistock on the 2nd of January 1828, the daughter of 
John Rundle, M.P. Some of her youthful poems won the praise 
of Tennyson, who read them in manuscript. In 2851 she married 
Andrew Paton Charles. Her best known book, written to order 
for an editor who wished for a story about Martin Luther, The 
Chroaldes of the SchOnberg -Cotta Family, was published in 2862, 
and was translated into most of the European languages, into 

Arabic, and into many Indian dialects. Mrs Charles wrote in all 
some fifty books, the majority of a semi-religious character. 
She took an active part in the work of various charitable institu-
tions, and among her friends and correspondents were Dean 
Stanley, Archbishop Tait, Charles Kingsley, Jowett and Pusey. 
She died at Hampstead on the 28th of March 1896. 

CHARLES, JACQUES ALEXANDRE CESAR (2 746-1 823), 
French mathematician and physicist, was born at Beaugency, 
Loiret, on the 12th of November 1746. After spending some 
years as a clerk in the ministry of finance, he turned to scientific 
pursuits, and attracted considerable attention by his skilful and 
elaborate demonstrations of physical experiments. He was the 
first, in x783, to employ hydrogen for the inflation of balloons 
(see Azaormuncs), and about 2787 he anticipated Gay Lussac's 
law of the dilatation of gases with heat, which on that account 
is sometimes known by his name. In 1785 he was elected to 
the Academy of Sciences, and subsequently he became professor 
of physics at the Conservatoire des Arts et Metiers. He died in 
Paris on the 7th of April x823. His published papers are chiefly 
concerned with mathematical topics. 

CHARLES, THOMAS (1755-1814), Welsh Nonconformist 
divine, was born of humble parentage at Longmoor, in the parish 
of Llanfihangel Abercywyn, near St Clears, Carmarthenshire, 
on the 24th of October 1755. He was educated for the Anglican 
ministry at Llanddowror and Carmarthen, and at Jesus College, 
Oxford (1775-1778). In 1777 he studied theology under the 
evangelical John Newton at Olney. He was ordained deacon 
in 5778 on the title of the miracles of Shepton Beauchamp and 
Sparkford, Somerset; and took priest's orders in 2780. He 
afterwards added to his charge at Sparkford, Lovington, South 
Barrow and North Barrow, and in September 1782 was presented 
to the perpetual curacy of South Barrow by the Rev. John 
Hughes, Coln St Denys. But he never left Sparkford, though 
the contrary has been maintained, until he resigned all his 
curacies in June 1783, and returned to Wales, marrying (on 
August loth) Sarah Jones of Bala, the orphan of a flourishing 
shopkeeper. He had early fallen under the influence of the 
great revival movement in Wales, and at the age of seventeen 
had been " converted " by a sermon of Daniel Rowland's. This 
was enough to make him unpopular with many of the Welsh 
clergy, and being denied the privilege of preaching for nothing 
at two churches, he helped his old Oxford friend John Mayor, 
now vicar of Shawbury, Shropshire, from October until January 
x rth, 1784. On the 25th of January he took charge of Llan yn 
Mowddwy (14 m. from Bala), but was not allowed to continue 
there more than three months. Three influential people, among 
them the rector of Bala, agitated some of the parishioners 
against him, and persuaded his rector to dismiss him His 
preaching, his catechizing of the children after evensong, and 
his connexion with the Bala Methodists—his wife's stepfather 
being a Methodist preacher--gave great offence. After a fort-
night more at Shawbury, he wrote to John Newton and another 
clergyman friend in London for advice. The Church of England 
denied him employment, and the Methodists desired his services. 
His friends advised him to return to England, but it was too late. 
By September he had crossed the Rubicon, Henry Newman (his 
rector at Shepton Beauchamp and Sparkford) accompanying 
him on a tour in Carnarvonshire. In December, hewas preaching 
at the Bont Uchel Association; so that he joined the Methodists 
(see CALVINISTIC METHODISTS) in 1784. 

Before taking this step, he had been wont in his enforced 
leisure to gather the poor children of Bala into his house for in-
struction, and so thickly did they come that he had to adjourn 
with them to the chapel. This was the origin of the Welsh 
Circulating Schools, which he developed on the lines adopted by 
Griffith Jones (d. 1761), formerly vicar of Llanddovrror. First 
one man was trained for the work by himself, then he was sent 
to a district for six months, where, (for £8 a year) he taught gratis 
the children and young people (in fact, all comers) reading and 
Christian principles. Writing was added later. The expenses 
were met by collections made in the Calvinistic Methodist 
Societies, and as the funds increased masters were multiplied, 
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until in s786 Charles had seven masters to whom he paid Leo per 
annum; in z787, twelve; in 1789, fifteen; in 1794,  twenty. 
By this time the salary had been increased to £1 2; in iSos it was 
£14. He had learnt of Raikes's Sunday Schools before he left 
the Establishment, but he rightly considered the system set on 
foot by himself far superior; the work and object being the same, 
he gave six days' tuition for every one given by them, and many 
people not only objected to working as teachers on Sunday, but 
thought the children forgot in the six days what they learnt on 
the one. But Sunday Schools were first adopted by Charles to 
meet the case of young people in service who could not attend 
during the week, and even in that form much opposition was 
shown to them because teaching was thought to be a form of 
Sabbath breaking. His first Sunday School was in 1787. Wilber-
force, Charles Grant, John Thornton and his son Henry, were 
among the philanthropists who contributed to his funds; in 798 
the Sunday School Society (established 1785) extended its 
operations to Wales, making him its agent, and Sunday Schools 
grew rapidly in number and favour. A powerful revival broke 
out at Bala in the autumn of 2791, and his account of it in letters 
to correspondents, sent without his knowledge to magazines, 
kindled a similar fire at Huntly. The scarcity of Welsh bibles 
was Charles's greatest difficulty in his work. John Thornton and 
Thomas Scott helped him to secure supplies from the Society for 
the Promotion of Christian Knowledge from 1787 to 1789, when 
the stock became all but exhausted. In 1799 a new edition was 
brought out by the Society, and he managed to secure 700 copies 
of the to,000 issued; the Sunday School Society got 3000 testa-
ments printed, and most of them passed into his hands in 18oz. 

In 1800, when a frost-bitten thumb gave him great pain and 
much fear for his life, his friend, Rev. Philip Oliver of Chester, 
died, leaving him director and one of three trustees over his 
chapel at Boughton; and this added much to his anxiety. The 
Welsh causes at Manchester and London, too, gave him much 
uneasiness, and burdened him with great responsibilities at this 
juncture. In November 1802 he went to London, and on the 7th 
of December he sat at a committee meeting of the Religious 
Tract Society, as a country member, when his friend, Joseph 
Tarn—a member of the Spa Fields and Religious Tract Society 
committees—introduced the subject of a regular supply of 
bibles for Wales. Charles was asked to state his case to the 
committee, and so forcibly did he impress them, that it was there 
and then decided to move in the matter of a general dispersion 
of the bible. When he visited London a year later, his friends 
were ready to discuss the name of a new Society, and the sole object 
of which should be to supply bibles. Charles returned to Wales 
on the 30th of January 1804, and the British and Foreign Bible 
Society was formally and publicly inaugurated on March the 7th. 
The first Welsh testament issued by that Society appeared on the 
6th of May 1806, the bible on the 7th of May 18°7—both being 
edited by Charles. 

Between 18os anct t81x be issued his Biblical Dictionary in 
four volumes, which still remains the standard work of its kind in 
Welsh. Three editions of his Welsh catechism were published 
for the use of his schools (1789, I7qt and 2794); an English 
catechism for the use of schools in Lady Huntingdon's Connexion 
was drawn up by him in x797; his shorter catechism in Welsh 
appeared in 1799, and passed through several editions, in Welsh 
and English, before 1807, when his Instructor (still the Connexional 
catechism) appeared. From April 1799 to December x 8ot six 
numbers of a Welsh magazine called Trysorfa Y sprydol 
(Spiritual Treasury) were edited by Thomas Jones of Mold and 
himself; in March 1809 the first number of the second volume 
appeared, and the twelfth and last in November 18x3. 

The London Hibernian Society asked him to accompany Dr 
David Bogue, the Rev. Joseph Hughes, and Samuel Mills to 
Ireland in August 1807, to report on the state of Protestant 
religion in-the country. Their report is still extant, and among 
the movements initiated as a result of their visit was the Circu-
lating School system. In a to, owing to the growth of Methodism 
and the lack of ordained ministers, he led the Connexion in the 
movement for connexionally ordained ministers, and his influence  

was the chief factor in the success of that important step. From 
to 1814 his energy was mainly devoted to establishing 

auxiliary Bible Societies. By correspondence he stimulated same 
friends in Edinburgh to establish charity schools in the High-
lands, and the Gaelic School Society (181x) was his idea. Hadar 
work was a corrected edition of the Welsh Bible issued in small 
pica by the Bible Society. As a preacher he was in great request, 
though possessing but few of the qualities of the popular prude. 
All his work received very small remuneration; the family was 
maintained by the profits of a business managed by Mrs Curbs 
—a keen, active and good woman. He died on the sth of 
October 1814. His influence is still felt, and he is rightly claimed 
as one of the makers of modern Wales. (D. E J.) 

CHARLES ALBERT [Calm° ALBERTO] (1798--1849), king of 
Sardinia (Piedmont), son of Prince Charles of Savoy-Carigmne 
and Princess Albertine of Saxe-Courland, was born on the mel of 
October 1798, a few days before the French occupied Piedmont 
and forced his cousin King Charles Emmanuel to take refuge 
in Sardinia. Although Prince and Princess Carignano &dhoti 
to the French Republican regime, they soon fell under suspicion 
and were summoned to Paris. Prince Charles died in iSoo, and 
his widow married a Count de Montleart and for some years led 
a wandering existence, chiefly in Switzerland, neglecting her 30B 

and giving him mere scraps of education, now under a devotee of 
J. J. Rousseau, now under a Genevan Calvinist. In 1802 King 
Charles Emmanuel abdicated in favour of his brother Victor 
Emmanuel L; the latter's only son being dead, his brother 
Charles Felix was heir to the throne, and after him Charles Albert 
On the fall of Napoleon in 1814 the Piedmontese coact returned 
to Turin and the king was anxious to secure the successions for 
Charles Albert, knowing that Austria meditated excluding bin 
from it in favour of an Austrian archduke, but at the same time be 
regarded him as an objectionable personon account of hiS revolu-
tionary upbringing. Charles Albert was summoned to Tuna, 
given tutors to instruct him in legitimist principles, and on the 
1st of October 1817 married the archduchess Maria Theresa of 
Tuscany, who, on the 24th of March 1820, gave birth to Thies 
Emmanuel, afterwards king of Italy. 

The Piedmontese government at this time was mast re-
actionary, and had made a clean sweep of all French institntioaa 
But there were strong Italian nationalists and anti-Austria' a 
tendencies among the younger nobles and army officers, and the 
Carbonari and other revolutionary societies had made mach 
progress. 

Their hopes centred m the young Carignano, whose agreeable 
manners had endeared him to all, and who had many friends 
among the Liberals and Carbonari. Early in t8ao a revolutionary 
movement was set on foot, and vague plans of combined risks° 
all over Italy and a war with Austria were talked of. Omuta 
Albert no doubt was aware of this, but he never actually became 
a Carbonaro, and was surprised and startled when after the 
outbreak of the Neapolitan revolution of x 82o some of the leading 
conspirators in the Piedmontese army, including Count Santana 
di Santarosa and Count San Marzano, informed him that a 
military rising was ready and that they counted on his help 
(2nd March 1821). He induced them to delay the outbreak 
and informed the king, requesting him, however, not to punish 
anyone. On the zoth the garrison of Alessandria mutinied, 
and two days later Turin was ies the hands of the insurgents. 
the people demanding the Spanish constitution. The king at 
once abdicated and appointed Charles Albert regent. The latter, 
pressed by the revolutionists and abandoned by his mirusters, 
granted the constitution and sent to inform Charles Felix, wise 
was now king, of the occurrence. Charles Felix, who was thee 
at Modena, repudiated the regent's acts, accepted Austrian 
military assistance, with which the rising was easily quelled, 
and exiled Charles Albert to Florence. The young prince fond 
himself the most unpopular man in Italy, for while the Liberals 
looked on him as a traitor, to the king and the Conservatives he 
was a dangerous revolutionist. At the Congress of Verona 
(1822) the Austrian chancellor, Prince Metternich, tried to induce 
Charles Felix to set aside Charles Albert's rights of succession 
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But the king was piqued by Austria's interference, and as both 
the grand-duke of Tuscany and the duke of Wellington supported 
him, Charles Albert's claims were respected. France having 
decided to intervene ih the Spanish revolution on the side of 
autocracy, Charles Albert asked permission to join the duc 
d'AngoulEme's expedition. The king granted it and the young 
prince set out for Spain, where he fought with such gallantry 
at the storming of the Trocadero (1st of September 1823) that 
the French soldiers proclaimed him the " first Grenadier of 
France." But it was not until he had signed a secret under-
taking binding himself, as soon as he ascended the throne, to place 
himself under the tutelage of a council composed of the higher 
clergy and the knights of the Annunziata, and to maintain the 
existing forms of the monarchy (D. Berri, Cesare Alfieri, xi. 77, 
Rome, 1871), that he was allowed to return to Turin and forgiven. 

On the death of Charles Felix (27th of April 1831) Charles 
Albert succeeded; he inherited a kingdom without an army, 
with an empty treasury, a chaotic administration and medieval 
laws. His first task was to set his house in order; he reorganized 
the finances, created the army, and started Piedmont on a path 
which if not liberalism was at least progress. " He was," wrote 
his reactionary minister, Count della Margherita, " hostile to 
Austria from the depths of his soul and full of illusions as to the 
possibility of freeing Italy from dependence on her. . . . As 
for the revolutionaries, he detested them but feared them, and 
was convinced that sooner or later be would be their victim." 
In 1833 a conspiracy of the Gomm Italia Society, organized by 
Mazzini, was discovered, and a number of its members punished 
with ruthless severity. On the election in 1846 of Pius IX., who 
appeared to be a Liberal and an Italian patriot, the eyes of all 
Italy were turned on him as the heaven-born leader who was to 
rescue the country from the foreigner. This to some extent 
reconciled the king to the Liberal movement, for it accorded 
with his religious views. " I confess," he wrote to the marquis of 
Villamarina, in 1847, " that a war of national independence 
which should have for its object the defence of the pope would 
be the greatest happiness that could befall me." On the 3oth of 
October he issued a decree granting wide reforms, and when 
risings broke out in other parts of Italy early in 1848 and further 
liberties were demanded, he was at last induced to grant the 
constitution (8th February). 

When the news of the Milanese revolt against the Austrians 
reached Turin (r 9th of March) public opinion demanded that the 
Piedmontese should succour their struggling brothers; and 
after some hesitation the king declared war. But much time 
had been wasted and many precious opportunities lost. With 
an army of 6o,000 Piedmontese troops and 30,002 men from 
other parts of Italy the king took the field, and after defeating 
the Austrians at Pastrengo on the 3oth of April, and at Goito 
on the 3oth of May, where be was himself slightly wounded, 
more time was wasted in useless operations. Radetzky, the 
Austrian general, having received reinforcements, drove the 
centre of the extended Italian line back across the Mincio (23rd 
of July), and in the two days' fighting at Custozza (24th and 2 5th 
of July) the Piedmontese were beaten, forced to retreat, and to 
ask for an armistice. On re-entering Milan Charles Albert was 
badly received and reviled as a traitor by the Republicans, 
and although he declared himself ready to die defending the 
city the municipality treated with Radetzky for a capitulation; 
the mob, urged on by the demagogues, made a savage demonstra-
tion against him at the Palazzo Greppi, whence he escaped in 
the night with difficulty and returned to Piedmont with his 
defeated armp. The French Republic offered to intervene in 
the spring of 1848, but Charles Albert did not desire foreign aid, 
the more so as in this case it would have had to be paid for by 
the cession of Nice and Savoy. The revolutionary movement 
throughout Italy was breaking down, but Charles Albert felt 
that while he possessed an army he could not abandon the 
Lombards and Venetians, and determined to stake all on a last 
chance. On the 12th of March 1849 he denounced the armistice 
and took the field again with an army of 8o,000 men, but gave 
the chief command to the Polish general Chrzanowski. General 

Ramorino commanding the Lombard division proved unable 
to prevent the Austrians from crossing the Ticino (aoth of April), 
and Chrzanowski was completely out-generalled and defeated 
at La Bicocca near Novara on the 23rd The Piedmontese fought 
with great bravery, and the unhappy king sought death in vain. 
After the battle he asked terms of Radetzky, who demanded 
the occupation by Austria of a large part of Piedmont and the 
heir to the throne as a hostage. Thereupon, feeling himself to 
be the obstacle to better conditions, Charles Albert abdicated in 
favour of his son Victor EmmanueL That same night he 
departed alone and made his way to Oporto, where he retired 
into a monastery and died on the 28th of July 1849. 

Charles Albert was not a man of first-rate ability; he was of 
a hopelessly vacillating character. Devout and mystical to an 
almost morbid degree, hating revolution and distrusting Liberal-
ism, he was a confirmed pessimist, yet he had many noble 
qualities: he was brave to the verge of foolhardiness, devoted 
to his country, and ready to risk his crown to free Italy from 
the foreigner. To him the people of Italy owe a great debt, for 
if he failed in his object he at least materialized the idea of the 
Risorgimento in a practical shape, and the charges which the 
Republicans and demagogues brought against him were mon-
strously unjust. 

Bistiooaapny.—Besides the general works on modern Italy, see 
the Marquis Costa de Beau 	rd's interesting volumes La In:nesse 
du roi Charles Albert (Paris, 1899) and Novare et Oporto (18r), based 
on the king's letters and the journal of Sylvain Costa, his faithful 
equerry, though the author's views are those of an old-fashioned 
Savoyard who dislikes the idea of Italian unity; Ernesto Masi's 
Il Segreto del Re Carlo Alberto (Bologna, 1891) is a very illuminating 
essay; Domenico Perrero, Gli (Mimi Reali ds Savoia (Turin. 1889); 
L. Cappelletti, Stork ds Carlo Alberto (Rome, z 891); Nicomede 
Bianchi, Scoria della dipiemasia europea Italia (8 vols., Turin, 
i863, &c.), a most important work of a general character, and the 
same author's Serial e ktiere di Carlo Alberto (Rome, 1879) and his 
Stork della manarchia piemoniese (Turin, 1877); Count S. della 
Margherita, Memorandum storko-politico (Turin, 1851). 

CHARLES AUGUSTUS [KARL AUGUST1 (1757-1828), grand.: 
duke of Saxe-Weimar, son of Constantine, duke of Saxe-Weimar-
Eisenach, and Anna Amalia of Brunswick, was born on the 3rd 
of September 1737. His father died when he was only nine 
months old, and the boy was brought up under the regency and 
supervision of his mother, a woman of enlightened but masterful 
temperament. His governor was Count Eustach von Gin, 
a German nobleman of the old strait-laced school; but a more 
humane element was introduced into his training when, in 1771, 
Wieland was appointed his tutor. In 1774 the poet Karl Ludwig 
von Knebel came to Weimar as tutor to the young Prince 
Constantine; and in the same year the two princes set out, 
with Count Gorz and Knebel, for Paris. At Frankfort, Knebel 
introduced Karl August to the young Goethe: the beginning 
of a momentous friendship. In 1775 Karl August returned 
to Weimar, and the same year came of age and married Princess 
Louise of Hesse-Darmstadt. 

One of the first acts of the young grand-duke was to summon 
Goethe to Weimar, and in 1776 he was made a member of the 
privy council. " People of discernment," he said, " congratulate 
me on possessing this man. His intellect, his genius is known. 
It makes no difference if the world is offended because I have 
made Dr Goethe a member of my most important collegium 
without his having passed through the stages of minor official 
professor and councillor of state." To the undiscerning, the 
beneficial effect of this appointment was not at once apparent. 
With Goethe the " storm and stress " spirit descended upon 
Weimar, and the stiff traditions of the little court dissolved in 
a riot of youthful exuberance. The duke was a deep drinker, 
but also a good sportsman; and the revels of the court were 
alternated with break-neck rides across country, ending in nights 
spent round the camp fire under the stars. Karl August, however, 
had more serious tastes. He was interested in literature, in art, 
in science; critics, unsuspected of flattery, praised his judgment 
in painting; biologists found in him an expert in anytpmy. Nor 
did he neglect the government of his little state. His reforms 
were the outcome of something more than the spirit of the 
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" enlightened despots " of the 18th century; for from the first 
he had realized that the powers of the prince to play " earthly 
providence " were strictly limited. His aim, then, was to 
educate his people to work out their own political and social 
salvation, the object of education being in his view, as he ex-
plained later to the dismay of Metternich and his school, to help 
men to " independence of judgment." To this end Herder was 
summoned to Weimar to reform the educational system; and 
it is little wonder that, under a patron so enlightened, the 
university of Jena attained the zenith of its fame, and Weimar 
became the intellectual centre of Germany. 

Meanwhile, in the affairs of Germany and of Europe the 
character of Karl August gave him an influence out of all propor-
tion to his position as a sovereign prince. He had early faced 
the problem presented by the decay of the Empire, and began 
to work for the unity of Germany. The plans of the emperor 
Joseph II., which threatened to absorb a great part of Germany 
into the heterogeneous Habsburg monarchy, threw him into the 
arms of Prussia, and he was the prime mover in the establish-
ment of the league of princes (Fitrsienbsoa) in 1785, by which, 
under the leadership of Frederick the Great, Joseph's intrigues 
were frustrated. He was, however, under no illusion as to the 
power of Austria, and he wisely refused the offer of the Hun-
garian crown, made to him in x787 by Prussia at the instance 
of the Magyar malcontents, with the dry remark that he had no 
desire to be another " Winter King." In x 788 Karl August took 
service in the Prussian army as major-general in active command 
of a regiment. As such he was present, with Goethe, at the 
cannonade of Valmy in 1792, and in 2794 at the siege of Mainz 
and the battles of Pirmasenz (September x4) and Kaiserslautern 
(October 28-30). After this, dissatisfied with the attitude of the 
powers, he resigned; but rejoined on the accession of his friend 
King Frederick William IIL to the Prussian throne. The 
disastrous campaign of Jena (x8o6) followed; on the 14th of 
October, the day after the battle, Weimar was sacked; and 
Karl August, to prevent the confiscation of his territories, was 
forced to join the Confederation of the Rhine. From this time 
till after the Moscow campaign of 2812 his contingent fought 
under the French flag in all Napoleon's wars. In 1813, however, 
he joined the Grand Alliance, and at the beginning of r814 took 
the command of a corps of 30,000 men operating in the Nether-
lands. 

At the congress of Vienna Karl August was present In person, 
and protested vainly against the narrow policy of the powers 
in confining their debates to the " rights of the princes " to the 
exdusion of the " rights of the people." His services in the war 
of liberation were rewarded with an extension of territory and 
the title of grand-duke; but his liberal attitude had already 
made him suspect, and his subsequent action brought bins still 
further into antagonism to the reactionary powers. He was 
the first of the German princes to grant a liberal constitution to 
his state under Article XIII. of the Act of Confederation (May 5, 
x8i6); and his concession of full liberty to the press made 
Weimar for a while the focus of journalistic agitation against 
the existing order. Metternich dubbed him contemptuously 
" der posse Burscbe " for his patronage of the " revolutionary " 
Burschenschafters; and the celebrated " festival " held at the 
Wartburg by his permission in 1818, though in effect the mildest 
of political demonstrations, brought down upon him the wrath 
of the great powers. Karl August. against his better judgment, 
was compelled to yield to the remonstrances of Prussia, Austria 
and Russia; the liberty of the press was again restricted in the 
grand-duchy, but, thanks to the good understanding between 
the grand-duke and his people, the regime of the Carlsbad 
Decrees pressed less heavily upon Weimar than upon other 
German states. 

Karl August died on the x4th of June 1828. Upon his con-
temporaries of the most various types his personality made a great 
impression. Karl von Dalberg, the prince-primate, who owed 
the coadjutorship of Mainz to the duke's friendship, said that 
he had never met a prince " with so much understanding, 
character, frankness and true-heartedness "; the Milanese, when  

he visited t,heir city, called him the " uonso principe ". sad 
Goethe himself said of him " he had the gift of discrinsia:ating 
intellects and characters and setting each one in his place. Ile 
was inspired by the noblest good-will, the purest humanity, sad 
with his whole soul desired only what was best.. There was is 
him something of the divine. He would gladly have mos& 
the happiness of all mankind. And finally, he was greater than 
his surroundings.... Everywhere he himself saw and judged, 
and in all circumstances his surest foundation was in himself." 
He left two sons: Charles Frederick (d. 1853), by whom he ass 
succeeded, and Bernhard, duke of Saxe-Weimar (1792-1862), a 
distinguished soldier, who, after the congress of Vienna, becase 
colonel of a regiment in the service of the king of the Netherlands, 
distinguished himself as commander of the Dutch troops is the 
Belgian campaign of 1830, and from 1847 to 1850 held the com-
mand of the forces in the Dutch East Indies. Bernhard's sea, 
William Augustus Edward, known as Prince Edward of San-
Weimar (1823-x9oz), entered the British army, served with 
much distinction in the Crimean War, and became colonel of the 
rst Life Guards and a field marshal; in 2851 he contracted 
a morganatic marriage with Lady Augusta Gordon-Lennox 
(d. 'cog), daughter of the 5th duke of Richmond and Gordon, 
who in Germany received the title of countess of Dornburg, ben 
was granted the rank of princess in Great Britain by royal 
decree in 1866. Karl August's only daughter, Caroline, married 
Frederick Louis, hereditary grand-duke of Mecklenburg-
Schwerin, and was the mother of Helene (x814-1858), wife of 
Ferdinand, duke of Orleans, eldest son of King Louis Philippe. 

Karl August's correspondence with Goethe was published in 2 vela 
at Weimar in 1863. See the biography by von Wegele in the Allgs 
desasche Biographic. 

CHARLES EDWARD [Cmatzs EDWARD Lotus PEWIT 
CASIMIR STUART] (1720-1788), English prince, called the 
" Young Pretender " and also the " Young Chevalier," was 
born at Rome on December 31st, 1720. He was the grandees 
of King James II. of England and elder son of James, the " Okl 
Pretender," by whom (as James III.) be was created at his birth 
prince of Wales, the title he bore among the English Jacobites 
during his father's lifetime. The young prince was educated at 
his father's miniature court in Rome, with James Murray, 
Jacobite earl of Dunbar, for his governor, and under *twin= 
tutors, amongst whom were the learned Chevalier Ramsay, 
Sir Thomas Sheridan and the abbe Lkgoux. He quickly became 
conversant with the English, French and Italian languages, 
but all his extant letters written in English appear singularly 
ill-spelt and illiterate. In 1734 his cousin, the duke of Liris, 
afterwards duke of Berwick, who was proceeding to join Drs 
Carlos in his struggle for the crown of Naples, passed through 
Rome He offered to take Charles on his expedition, and the 
boy of thirteen, having been appointed general of artilles7 by 
Don Carlos, shared with credit the dangers of the succembd 
siege of Gaeta. 

The handsome and accomplished youth, whose doings west 
eagerly reported by the English ambassador at Florence and 
by the spy, John Walton, at Rome, was now introduced by his 
father and the pope to the highest Italian society, which be 
fascinated by the frankness of his manner and the grace and 
dignity of his bearing. In 1737 James despatched his an 
on a tour through the chief Italian cities, that his education as 
a prince and man of the world might be completed The dis-
tinction with which he was received on his journey, the royal 
honours paid to him in Venice, and the jealous interference of 
the English ambassador in regard to his reception by the grand-
duke of Tuscany, show how great was the respect in which the 
exiled house was held at this period by foreign Catholic powers, 
as well as the watchful policy of England in regard to its fortunes. 
The Old Pretender himself calculated upon foreign aid in his 
attempts to restore the monarchy of the Stuarts; and the ides 
of rebellion unassisted by invasion or by support of any kind 
from abroad was one which it was left for Charles Edward to 
endeavour to realize. Of all the European nations France was 
the one on which Jacobite hopes mainly rested, and the wets 
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sympathy which Cardinal Tencin, who had succeeded Fleury 
as French minister, felt for the Old Pretender resulted in a 
definite scheme for an invasion of England to be timed simul-
taneously with a prearranged Scottish rebellion. Charles was 
secretly despatched to Paris in January 1744. A squadron 
tinder Admiral Roquefeuil sailed from the coast of France. 
Transports containing 7000 troops, to be led by Marshal Saxe, 
accompanied by the young prince, were in readiness to set sail 
for England. A severe storm effected, however, a complete 
disaster without any actual engagement taking place. 

The loss in ships of the line, in transports, and in lives was a 
crushing blow to the hopes of Charles, who remained in France 
for over a year in a retirement which he keenly felt. He had 
at Rome already made the acquaintance of Lord Lich° and of 
John Murray of Broughton; at Paris he bad seen many sup-
porters of the Stuart cause; he was aware that in every European 
court the Jacobites were represented in earnest intrigue; and 
he had now taken a considerable share in correspondence and 
other actual work connected with the promotion of his own and 
his father's interests. Although dissuaded by all his friends, 
on the 13th of July 1743 he sailed from Nantes for Scotland on 
board the small brig " La Doutelle," which was accompanied 
by a French man-of-war, the " Elisabeth," laden with arms and 
ammunition. The latter fell in with an English man-of-war, the 
" Lion," and bad to return to France; Charles escaped during 
the engagement, and at length arrived on the and of August off 
Erisca, a little island of the Hebrides. Receiving, however, but 
a cool reception from Macdonald of Boisdale, he set sail again 
and arrived at the bay of Lochnanuagh on the west coast of 
Inverness-shire. 

The Macdonalds of Clanranald and Kinloch Moidart, along 
with other chieftains, again attempted to dissuade him from 
the rashness of an unaided rising, but they yielded at last to the 
enthusiasm and charm of his manner, and Charles landed on 
Scottish soil in the company of the " Seven Men of Moidart " 
who had come with him from France. Everywhere, however, 
he met with discouragement among the chiefs, whose adherence 
he wished to secure; but at last, by enlisting the support of 
Cameron of Lochiel, he gained a footing for a serious rebellion. 
With secrecy and speed communications were entered into with 
the known leaders of the Highland clans, and on the 19th of 
August, in the valley of Glenfinnan, the standard of James III. 
and VIII. was raised in the midst of a motley but increasing 
crowd. On the same day Sir John Cope at the bead of I sop men 
left Edinburgh in search of Charles; but, fearing an attack in 
the Pass of Corryarrick, he changed his proposed route to 
Inverness, and Charles thus had the undefended south country 
before him. In the beginning of September he entered Perth, 
having gained numerous accessions to his forces on his march. 
Crossing the Forth unopposed at the Fords of Frew and passing 
through Stirling and Linlithgow, he arrived within a few miles 
of the astonished metropolis, and on the 16th of September a 
body of his skirmishers defeated the dragoons of Colonel Gardiner 
in what was known as the " Canter of Coltbrig." His success 
was still further augmented by his being enabled to enter the 
city, a few of Cameron's Highlanders having on the following 
morning, by a happy ruse, forced their way through the Canon-
gate. On the 18th he publicly proclaimed James VIII. of Scot-
land at the Market Cross and occupied Holyrood. 

Cope had by this time brought his disappointed forces by sea 
to Dunbar. On the aoth Charles met and defeated him at 
Prestonpans, and returned to prosecute the siege of Edinburgh 
Castle, which, however, he raised on General Guest's threatening 
to lay the city in ruins. In the beginning of November Charles 
left Edinburgh, never to return. He was at the head of at least. 
6000 men; but the ranks were being gradually thinned by the 
desertion of Highlanders, whose traditions had led them to 
consider war merely as a raid and an immediate return with 
plunder. Having passed through Kelso, on the 9th of November 
he laid siege to Carlisle, which capitulated in a week. Manchester 
received the prince with a warm welcome and with tso recruits 
under Francis Townley. On the 4th of December be had reached 

Derby and was within ten days' march of London, where the 
inhabitants were terror-struck and a commercial panic immedi-
ately ensued. Two armies under English leadership were now 
in the field against him, one under Marshal Wade, whom he 
had evaded by entering England by the west, and the other 
under William, duke of Cumberland, who had returned from the 
continent. London was not to be supposed helpless in such an 
emergency; Manchester, Glasgow and Dumfries, rid of his 
presence, had risen against him, and Charles paused. There was 
division among his advisers and desertion among his men, and 
on the 6th of December he reluctantly was forced to begin his 
retreat northward. Closely pursued by Cumberland, he marched 
by way of Carlisle across the border, and at last stopped to invest 
Stirling Castle. At Falkirk, on the 17th of January 1746, he 
defeated General Hawley, who had marched from Edinburgh 
to intercept his retreat. A fortnight later, however, Charles 
raised the siege of Stirling, and after a weary though successful 
march rested his troops at Inverness. Having taken Forts 
George and Augustus, and after varying success against the 
supporters of the government in the north, he at last prepared 
to face the duke of Cumberland, who had passed the early spring 
at Aberdeen. On the 8th of April the duke marched thence to 
meet Charles, whose little army, exhausted with a futile night 
march, half-starving, and broken by desertion, was completely 
worsted at Culloden on the x6th of April 1746. 

This decisive and cruel defeat sealed the fate of Charles Edward 
and the house of Stuart. Accompanied by the faithful Ned 
Burke and a few other followers, Charles at last gained the wild 
western coast. Hunted hither and thither, he wandered on foot 
or cruised restlessly in open boats among the many barren isles of 
the Scottish shore,enduring the greatest hardships with marvellous 
courage and cheerfulness. Charles, upon whose head a reward 
of Lops* had a year before been set, was thus for over five 
months relentlessly pursued by the troops and spies of the 
government. Disguised in female attire and aided by a passport 
obtained by the devoted Flora Macdonald, he passed through 
Skye and parted from his gallant conductress at Portree. To-
wards the end of July he took refuge in the cave of Coiraghoth 
in the Braes of Glenmoriston, and in August he joined Lochiel 
and Cluny Macpherson, with whom he remained in hiding until 
the news was brought that two French ships were in waiting 
for him at the place of his first arrival in Scotland—Lochnanuagh. 
He embarked with speed and sailed for France, reaching the 
little port of Roscoff, near Morlaix, on the 29th of September 
1746. He was warmly welcomed by Louis XV., and ere long 
he was again vigorously intriguing in Paris, and even in Madrid. 
So far as political assistance was concerned, his efforts proved 
fruitless, but he became at once the popular hero and idol of 
the people of Paris. So enraged was be with his brother 
Henry's acceptance of a cardinal's hat in July 1 747, that he 
deliberately broke off communication with his father in Rome 
(who had approved the step), nor did he ever see him again. 
The enmity of the British government to Charles Edward made 
peace with France an impossibility so long as she continued to 
harbour the young prince. A condition of the treaty of Aix-la-
Chapelle, concluded in October 1748, was that every member 
of the house of Stuart should be expelled the French dominions. 
Charles had forestalled the proclamation of the treaty by an 
indignant protest against its injustice, and a declaration that he 
would not be bound by its provisions. But his indignation and 
persistent refusal to comply with the request that he should 
voluntarily leave France had to be met at last with force: he 
was apprehended, imprisoned for a week at Vincennes, and on 
the 17th of December conducted to the French border. He 
.lingered at Avignon; but the French, compelled to hard 
measures by the English, refused to be satisfied; and Pope 
Benedict XIV., alarmed by the threat of a bombardment of 
Civita Vecchia, advised the prince to withdraw. Charles quietly 
disappeared; for years Europe watched for him in vain. It is 
now established, almost with certainty, that he returned to 
the neighbourhood of Paris; and it is supposed that his resi-
dence was known to the French ministers, who, however, firmly 
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in the southern hemisphere; but they also, or rocks very similar 
to them, occur in Norway, France, Germany, Scotland and 
North America, though in these countries they have been mostly 
described as pyroxene granulites, pyroxene gneisses, anorthosites, 
&c. They are usually regarded as being of Archean age (pre. 
Cambrian), and in most cases this can be definitely proved, 
though not in all. It is astonishing to find that in spite of their 
great age their minerals are often in excellent preservation. In 
India they form the Nilgiri Hills, the Shevaroys and part of the 
Western Ghats, extending southward to Cape Comorin and re-
appearing in Ceylon. Although they are certainly for the most 
part igneous gneisses (or orthogneisses), rocks occur along with 
them, such as marbles, scapolite limestones, and corundum rocks, 
which were probably of sedimentary origin. (J. S. F.) 

CHARNWOOD FORM, an upland tract in the N.-W. of 
Leicestershire, England. It is undulating, rocky, picturesque, 
and in great part barren, though there are some extensive tracts 
of woodland; its elevation is generally 600 ft. and upwards, the 
area exceeding this height being about 6,00 acres. The loftiest 
point, Bardon Hill, is 9r 2 ft. On its western flank lies a coalfield, 
with Coalville and other mining towns, and granite and hone-
stones are worked. 

CHAROLLEI, a town of east-central France, capital of an 
arrondissement in the department of Sa6ne-et-Loire, situated 
at the confluence of the Semence and the Arconce, 39 m. W.N.W. 
of Macon on the Paris-Lyon railway. Pop. (1906) 3228. It has 
a sub-prefecture, tribunals of primary instance and commerce, 
and a communal college. There are stone quarries in the vicinity; 
the town manufactures pottery, and is the centre for trade in the 
famous breed of Charolais cattle and in agricultural products. 
The ruins of the castle of the counts of Charolais occupy the 
summit of a hill in the immediate vicinity of the town. Charolles 
was the capital of Charolais, an old division of France, which 
from the early 14th century gave the title of count to its possessors. 
In 1327 the countship passed by marriage to the house of 
Armagnac, and in z390 it was sold to Philip of Burgundy. After 
the death of Charles the Bold, who in his youth had borne the 
title of count of Charolais, it was seized by Louis XI. of France, 
but in 2493 it was ceded by Charles VIII. tq Maximilian of 
Austria, the representative of the Burgundian family. Ulti-
mately passing to the Spanish kings, it became for a considerable 
period an object of dispute between France and Spain, until at 
length in 1684 it was assigned to the great Conde, a creditor of 
the king of Spain. It was united to the French crown in x 77 . 

CHARON, in Greek mythology, the son of Erebus and Nyx 
(Night). It was his duty to ferry over the Styx (or Acheron) 
those souls of the deceased who had duly received the rites of 
burial, in payment for which service he received an obol, which 
was placed in the mouth of the corpse. It was only exceptionally 
that he carried living pomengers (Aeneid, vi. 295 ff.). As 
ferryman of the dead he is not mentioned in Homer or Hesiod, 
and in this character is probably of Egyptian origin. He is 
represented as a morose and grisly old man in a black sailor's 
cape. By the Etruscans he was also supposed to be a kind of 
executioner of the powers of the nether world, who, armed with 
an enormous hammer, was associated with Mars in the slaughter 
of battle. Finally he came to be regarded as the image of death 
and the world below. As such he survives in the Charm or 
Charontas of the modern Greeks—a black bird which darts down 
upon its prey, or a winged horseman who fastens his victims to 
the saddle and bears them away to the realms of the dead. 

See J :  A. Ambrosch, De Charente Drum° (1837), a learned and 
exhaustive monograph ; B. Schmidt, Volkskben der Neyriechen 
(1871), i. 222-251; 0. Waxer, Charon, Charon, Charos, ntythgisch-
arckdologische Monographic (1898); S. Rocco, " Sull'

° 
rigine del 

Mito di Caronte," in R,vista di stork: antic°, ii. (1897), who considers 
Charon to be an old name for the sun-god Helios embarking during 
the night for the East. 

CHARONDAS, a celebrated lawgiver of Carina in Sicily. 
His date is uncertain. Some make him a pupil of Pythagoras 
(c. 58o--5o4 s.c.); but all that can be said is that he was earlier 
than Anaxilaus of Rhegium (494-476), since his laws were in 
use amongst the Rhegians until they were abolished by that  

tyrant. His laws, originally writtenin verse, were adapted by 
the other Cbalddic colonies in Sicily and Italy. According to 
Aristotle there was nothing special about these laws, except 
that Charondas introduced actions for perjury; but he speaks 
highly of the precision with which they were drawn up (Poirkes, 

12). The story that Charondas killed himself became he 
entered the public assembly wearing a sword, which was a 
violation of his own law, is also told of Diodes and Zalences 
(Diod. Sic. xii. 5-19). The fragments of laws attributed to him 
by Stobaeus and Diodorus are of late (neo-Pythagorean) engin 

See Bentley, On Phalaris, which (according to B. Nine as. is 
Pauly, Rudenryclopddie) contains what is even now the best aromas 
of Charondas; A. Holm, Geschickte i.; F. D. Galva. 
Zakultos. Charondas, gad Pythagoras (1858); also art. Gam Law. 

CHARFENTIMI, FRANCOLS (162o-5702), French archeo-
logist and man of letters, was born in Paris on the 15th of 
February 162o. He was intended for the bar, but was employed 
by Colbert, who had determined on the foundation of a French 
East India Company, to draw up an explanatory account of the 
project for Louis XIV. Charpentier regarded as absurd the me 
of Latin in monumental inscriptions, and to him was entrusted 
the task of supplying the paintings of Lebrun in the Versailles 
Gallery with appropriate legends. His verses were so indifferent 
that they had to be replaced by others, the work of Racine and 
Boileau, both enemies of his. Charpentier in his Excellence k 
knot francaise (1683) bad anticipated Perrault in the fawns 
academical dispute concerning the relative merit of the ancients 
and moderns. He is credited with a share in the productive of 
the magnificent series of medals that commemorate the prin-
cipal events of the age of Louis XIV. Charpentier, who was 
long in receipt of a pension of 1200 livres from Colbert, was 
erudite and ingenious, but he was always heavy and commow 
place. His other works indude a Vie de Se rate (165o), a trans-
lation of the Cyropaedia of Xenophon (,658), and the Trail! de 
la peintswe frarlatat (1684). 

CHARMERS. AGNES ISABELUI EMILIE DE (i74*-18e5), 
Swiss author, was Dutch by birth, her maiden name being 
van TuyU van Seeroskerken van Zuylen. She married in 1771 
her brother's tutor, M. de Charriare, and settled with him at 
Colombier, near Lausanne. She made her name by the pubha-
tion of her Letters neuchdteloises (Amsterdam, 1784), offering a 
simple and attractive picture of French manners. This, with 
Caliste, ou lettres &rites de Lausanne (2 vols. Geneva, 1785-1788), 
was analysed and highly praised by Sainte-Beuve in his Pertreits 
de femmes and in vol. w of his Portraits litteraires. She wrote 
a number of other novels, and some political tracts; buts 
perhaps best remembered by her liaison with Benjamin Constant 
between 1787 and 1796. 

Her letters to Constant were printed in the Revue swiss (April 
1844), her Lettres-MensoireJ by E. H. Gaullieur in the same review 
in 1857, and all the available material is utilised in a monograph 
on her and her work by P. Godet, Madame de Chaeri/ve et us saw 
(a vols., Geneva, 1906). 

CHARRON, PIERRE (x541-16o3), French philosopher, hors 
in Paris, was one of the twenty-five children of a booksdier. 
After studying law be practised at Paris as an advocate, but, 
having met with no great success, entered the church, and soca 
gained the highest popularity as a preacher, rising to the dignity 
of canon, and being appointed preacher in ordinary to Marguerite, 
wife of Henry IV. of Navarre. About 2588, he determined to 
fulfil a vow which he had once made to enter a cloister; but 
being rejected by the Carthusians and the Celestines, he held 
himself absolved, and continued to follow his old profession 
He delivered a course of sermons at Angers, and in the next you 
passed to Bordeaux, where he formed a famous friendship with 
Montaigne. At the death of Montaigne, in 1592, Chance vas 
requested, in his will to bear the Montaigne arms. 

In 1594 Charron published (at first anonymously, afterwards 
under the name of " Benoit Yakut, Advocate of the Holy 
Faith," and also, in 1594, in his own name) Les Trois Writes, 
which by methodical and orthodox argutnents, he seeks to prove 
that there is a God and a true religion, that the true religions 
the Christian, and that the true church is the Roman Catholic. 
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The last book (which is thee-fourths of the whole work) is 
chiefly an answer to the famous Protestant work entitled Le 
Traiti de l'Eglise by Du Plessis Mornay; and in the second 
edition (z 595) there is an elaborate reply to an attack made on 
the third Virile by a Protestant writer. Les Trois Virile., ran 
through several editions, and obtained for its author the favour 
of the bishop of Cahors, who appointed him grand vicar and 
theological canon. It also led to his being chosen deputy to the 
general assembly of the clergy, of which body he became chief 
secretary. It was followed in 1600 by DiSCOWS threstierts, a 
book of sermons, similar in tone, half of which treat of the 
Eucharist. In seor Charron published at Bordeaux his third 
and most remarkable work—the famous De la sagesse, a complete 
popular system of moral philosophy. Usually, and so far 
correctly, it is coupled with the Essays of Montaigne, to which 
the author is under very extensive obligations. There is, however, 
distinct individuality in the book. It is specially interesting 
from the time when it appeared, and the man by whom it was 
written. Conspicuous as a champion of orthodoxy against 
atheists, Jews and Protestants—without resigning this position, 
and still upholding practical orthodoxy—Charron suddenly 
stood forth as the representative of the most complete intellectual 
scepticism. The De la sagesse, which represented a considerable 
advance on the standpoint of the Trois Writes, brought upon its 
author the most violent attacks, the chief being by the Jesuit 
Francois Garasse (1585-1631), who described him as a "brutal 
atheist." It received, however, the warm support of Henry IV. 
and of the president Pierre Jeannin (1540-1622). A second 
edition was soon called for. In 1603, notwithstanding much 
opposition, it began to appear; but only a few pages had been 
printed when Charron died suddenly in the street of apoplexy. 
His death was regarded as a judgment for his impiety. 

Charron's psychology is sensationalist. With sense all our 
knowledge commences, and into sense all may be resolved. 
The soul, located in the ventricles of the brain, is affected by the 
temperament of the individual; the dry temperament produces 
acute intelligence; the moist, memory; the hot, imagination. 
Dividing the intelligent soul into these three faculties, he shows—
after the manner which Francis Bacon subsequently adopted—
what branches of science correspond with each. With regard 
to the nature of the soul he merely quotes opinions. The 
belief in its immortality, he says, is the most universal of beliefs, 
but the most feebly supported by reason. As to man's power 
of attaining - truth his scepticism is decided; and he plainly 
declares that none of our faculties enable us to distinguish 
truth from error. In comparing man with the lower animals, 
Charron insists that there are no breaks in nature. The latter 
have reason; nay, they have virtue; and, though inferior in 
some respects, in others they are superior. The estimate formed 
of man is not, indeed, flattering. His most essential qualities 
are vanity, weakness, inconstancy, presumption. Upon this 
view of human nature and the human lot Charron founds his 
moral system. Equally sceptical with Montaigne, and decidedly 
more cynical, he is distinguished by a deeper and sterner tone. 
Man comes into the world to endure; let him endure then, and 
that in silence. Our compassion should be like that of 
God, who succours the suffering without sharing in their pain. 
Avoid vulgar errors; cherish universal sympathy. Let no passion 
or attachment become too powerful for restraint. Follow 
the customs and laws which surround you. Morality has no 
connexion with religion.. Reason is the ultimate criterion. 

Special interest attaches to Charron's treatment of religion. 
He insists on the diversities in religions; he dwells also on what 
would indicate a common origin. All grow from small beginnings 
and increase by a sort of popular contagion; all teach that God 
is to be appeased by prayers, presents, vows, but especially, and 
most irrationally, by human suffering. Each is said by its 
devotees to have been given by inspiration. In fact, however, 
a man is a Christian, Jew, or Mahommedan, before he knows he 
is a man. One religion is built upon another. But while be 
openly declares religion to be "strange to common sense," 
the practical result at which Charron arrives is that one is not  

to sit in judgment on his faith, but to be " simple and obedient;" 
and to allow himself to be led by public authority. This is one 
rule of wisdom with regard to religion; and another equally 
important is to avoid superstition, which he boldly defines as 
the belief that God is like a hard judge who, eager to find fault, 
narrowly examines our slightest act, that He is revengeful and 
bard to appease, and that therefore He must be flattered and 
importuned, and won over by pain and sacrifice. True piety, 
which is the first of duties, is, on the other hand, the knowledge 
of God and of one's self, the latter knowledge being necessary 
to the former. It is the abasing of man, the exalting of God,—
the belief that what He sends is all good, and that all the bad is 
from ourselves. It leads to spiritual worship; for external 
ceremony is merely for our advantage, not for His glory. Charron 
is thus the founder of modern secularism. His political views 
are neither original nor independent. He pours much hackneyed 
scorn on the common herd, declares the sovereign to be the 
source of law, and asserts that popular freedom is dangerous. 

A summary and defence of the Sagesse, written shortly before his 
death, appeared in 1606. In 1604 his friend Michel de Is Roche-
maillet prefixed to an edition of the Sagesse a Life, which depicts 
Charron as a most amiable man of purest character. His complete 
works, with this Life, were published in 1635. An excellent 
abridgment of the Sagesse is given in Tennemann's Philosophic., 
vol. ix.; an edition with notes by A. Duval appeared in 1820. 

See Liebecher, Charron u. sein IVerk f  De la sagesse (Leipzig, 1890); 
H. T. Buckle, In rod. to History of Ciollisation in England, vol. ii. t9; 
Abbe Lezat, De la predication sous Henri IV. c. vi.; J. M. Robertson, 
Short History of Free Thought (London, 1906), vol. ii. p. 19; J. 
Owen, Skeptics of the French Renaissance (1893); Lecky, Rasionalisns 
in Europe (1865). 

CHARRUA, a tribe of South American Indians, wild and 
warlike, formerly ranging over Uruguay and part of S. Brazil. 
They were dark and heavily built, fought on horses and used 
the bolas or weighted lasso. They were always at war with 
the Spaniards, and Juan Diaz de Solis was killed by them in 
ist 6. As a tribe they are now almost extinct, but the modern 
Gauchos of Uruguay have much Charrua blood in them. 

CHART (from Lat. carte, ckarea, a map). A chart is a marine 
map intended specially for the use of seamen (for history, see 
Map), though the word is also used loosely for other varieties 
of graphical representation. The marine or nautical chart is 
constructed for the purpose of ascertaining the position of a 
ship with reference to the land, of finding the direction in which 
she has to steer, the distance to sail or steam, and the hidden 
dangers to avoid. The surface of the sea on charts is studded 
with numerous small figures. These are known as the soundings, 
indicating in fathoms or in feet (as shown upon the title of the 
chart), at low water of ordinary spring tides, the least depth of 
water through which the ship may be sailing. Charts show the 
nature of the unseen bottom of the sea—with the irregularities 
in its character in the shape of hidden rocks or sand-banks, and 
give information of the greatest importance to the mariner. 
No matter how well the land maybe surveyed or finely delineated, 
unless the soundings are shown a chart is of little use. 

The British admiralty charts are compiled, drawn and issued 
by the hydrographic office. This department of the admiralty 
was established under Earl Spencer by an order in council in 
1785, consisting of the hydrographer, one assistant and a 
draughtsman. The first hydrographer was Alexander Dalrymple, 
a gentleman in the East India Company's civil service. From 
this small beginning arose the important department which is 
now the main source of the supply of hydrographical information 
to the whole of the maritime world. The charts prepared by the 
officers and draughtsmen of the hydrographic office, and pub-
lished by order of the lords commissioners of the admiralty, are 
compiled chiefly from the labours of British naval officers em-
ployed in the surveying service; and also from valuable con-
tributions received from time to time from officers of the royal 
navy and mercantile marine. In addition to the work of British 
sailors, the labours of other nations have been collected and 
utilized. Charts of the coasts of Europe have naturally been 
taken from the surveys made by the various nations, and in 
charts of other quarters of the world considerable assistance has 
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been received from the labours of French, Spanish, Dutch and 
American surveyors. Important work is done by the Hydro-
graphic Office of the American navy, and the U.S. Coast and 
Geodetic Survey. The admiralty charts are published with 
the view of meeting the wants of the sailor in all parts of the 
world. They may be classed under five heads, viz. ocean, general, 
and coast charts, harbour plans and physical charts; for 
instance, the Indian Ocean, the Mediterranean, approaches to 
Plymouth, Plymouth Sound and wind and current charts. The 
harbour plans and 'coast sheets are constructed on the simple 
principles of plane trigonometry by the surveying officers. (See 
SURVEYING: Nautical.) That important feature, the depth of 
the sea, is obtained by the ordinary sounding line or wire; all 
soundings are reduced to low water of ordinary spring tides. 
The times and heights of the tides, with the direction and velocity 
of the tidal streams, are also ascertained. These MS. charts 
are forwarded to the admiralty, and form the foundation of the 
hydrography of the world. The ocean and general charts are 
compiled and drawn at the hydrographic office, and as originals, 
existing charts, latest surveys and maps, have to be consulted, 
their compilation requires considerable experience and is a pains-
taking work, for the compiler has to decide what to omit, what 
to insert, and to arrange the necessary names in such a manner 
that while full information is given, the features of the coast are 
not interfered with. As a very slight error in the position of a 
light or buoy, dot, cross or figure, might lead to grave disaster, 
every symbol on the admiralty chart has been delineated with 
great care and consideration, and no pains are spared in the 
effort to lay before the public the labours of the nautical surveyors 
and explorers not only of England, but of the maritime world; 
reducing their various styles into a comprehensive system 
furnishing the intelligent seaman with an intelligible guide, 
which common industry will soon enable him to appreciate and 
take full advantage of. 

As certain abbreviations are used in the charts, attention is 
called to the " signs and abbreviations adopted in the charts 
published by the admiralty." Certain parts of the world are still 
unsurveyed, or not surveyed in sufficient detail for the require-
ments that steamships now demand. Charts of these localities 
are therefore drawn in a light hair-line and unfinished manner, so 
that the experienced seaman sees at a glance that less trust is to 
be reposed upon charts drawn in this manner. The charts given 
to the public are only correct up to the time of their actual 
publication. They have to be kept up to date. Recent publi-
cations by foreign govemmepts, newly reported dangers, changes 
in character or position of lights and buoys, are as soon as 
practicable inserted on the charts and due notice given of 
such insertions in the admiralty " Notices to Mariners." 

The charts are supplemented by the Admiralty Pilots, or books 
of sailing directions, with tide tables, and lists of lighthouses, light 
vessels. &c., for the coasts to which a ship may be bound. The 
physical charts are the continuation of the work so ably begun by 
Maury of the United States and FitzRoy of the British navy, 
and give the sailor a good general idea of the world's ocean winds 
and currents at the different periods of the year; the probable 
tracks and seasons of the tropical revolving or cyclonic storms; the 
coastal winds; the extent or months of the rainy seasons; localities 
and times where ice may be fallen in with; and, lastly, the direction 
and force of the stream and drift currents of the oceans. (T. A. H.) 

CHARTER (Lat. chart°, calla, from Gr. xliprus, originally for 
papyrus, material for writing, thence transferred to paper and 
from this material to the document, in 0. Eng. boc, book), a 
written instrument, contract or convention by which cessions 
of sales of property or of rights and privileges are confirmed and 
held, and which may be produced by the grantees in proof of 
lawful possession. The use of the word for any written docu-
ment is obsolete in England, but is preserved in France, c.g. the 
Ecole des Chartes at Paris. In feudal times charters of privileges 
were granted, not only by the crown, but by mesne lords both 
lay and ecclesiastical, as well to communities, such as boroughs, 
gilds and religious foundations, as to individuals. In modern 
usage grants by charter have become all but obsolete, though in 
England this form is still used in the incorporation by the crown 
of such societies as the British Aeademy. 

The grant of the Great Charter by King John in tats (see 
MAGNA CARTA), which guaranteed the preservation of English 
liberties, led to a special association of the word with consti-
tutional privileges, and so in modern times it has been applied 
to constitutions granted by sovereigns to their subjects, in 
contradistinction to those based at " the will of the people." 
Such was the Charter (Chant) granted by Louis Man to 
France in 1814. In Portugal the constitution granted by Dom 
Pedro in 1826 was called by the French party the " Charter," 
while that devised by the Cortes iii 1821 was known as the 
" Constitution." Magna Carta also suggested to the English 
radicals in 1838 the name " People's Charter," which they gave 
to their published programme of reforms (see Cauaran). This 
association of the idea of liberty with the word charter led to its 
figurative use in the sense of freedom or licence. This is, however, 
rare; the most common use being in the phrase " chartered 
libertine " (Shakespeare, Henry V. Act i. Sc. a) from the deri-
vative verb " to charter," e.g. to grant a charter. The common 
colloquialism " to charter," in the sense of to take, or hire, is 
derived from the special use of " to charter " as to hire (a ship) 
by charter-party. 

CHARTERED COMPANIES. A chartered company is a 
trading corporation enjoying certain rights and privileges, and 
bound by certain obligations under a special charter granted to 
it by the sovereign authority of the state, such charter defining 
and limiting those rights, privileges and obligations, and the 
localities in which they are to be exercised. Such companies 
existed in early times, but have undergone changes and modi-
fications in accordance with the developments which have taken 
place in the economic history of the states where they have 
existed. In Great Britain the first trading charters were granted. 
not to English comcsinies, which were then non-existent, but 
to branches of the Hanseatic League (q.v.), and it was not till 
1597 that England was finally relieved from the presence of a 
foreign chartered company. In that year Queen Elizabeth closed 
the steel-yard where Teutons had been established for 700 years. 

The origin of all English trading companies is to be sought 
in the Merchants of the Staple. They lingered on into the illth 
century, but only as a name, for their business was solely to 
export English products which, as English manufactures grew, 
were wanted at home. Of all early English chartered companies, 
the " Merchant Adventurers " conducted its operations the most 
widely. Itself a development of very early trading gilds, at the 
height of its prosperity it employed as many as 30,000 persons in 
the Netherlands, and the enormous influence it was able to 
exercise undoubtedly saved Antwerp from the institution of the 
Inquisition within its walls in the time of Charles V. In the reign 
of Elizabeth British trade with the Netherlands reached in one 
year 12,000,000 ducats, and in that of James L the company's 
yearly commerce with Germany and the Netherlands was as much 
as LI,000,000. Hamburg afterwards was its principal depot, and 
it became known as the " Hamburg Company." In the " Mer-
chant Adventurers'" enterprises is to be seen the germ of the 
trading companies which had so remarkable a development in the 
16th and 17th centuries. These old regulated trade gilds passed 
gradually into joint-stock associations, which were capable of far 
greater extension, both as to the number of members and amount 
of stock, each member being only accountable for the amount of 
his own stock, and being able to transfer it at will to any other 
person. 

It was in the age of Elizabeth and the early Stuarts that 
the chartered company, in the modern sense of the term, had 
its rise. The discovery of the New World, and the opening out 
of fresh trading routes to the Indies, gave an extraordinary 
impulse to shipping, commerce and industrial enterprbe through-
out western Europe. The English, French and Dutch govern-
ments were ready to assist trade by the granting of charters to 
trading associations. It is to the " Russia Company," which 
received its first charter in 1554, that Great Britain owed its 
first intercourse with an empire then almost unknown. The 
first recorded instance of a purely chartered company annexing 
territory is to be found in the action of.this company in' seabbi 
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up a cross at Spitsbergen in 1613 with King James's arms upon it. 
Among other associations trading to the continent of Europe, 
receiving charters at this time, were the Turkey Company 
(Levant Co.) and the Eastland Company. Both the Russia 
and Turkey Companies had an important effect upon British 
relations with those empires. They maintained British influence 
in those countries, and even paid the expenses of the embassies 
which were sent out by the English government to their courts. 
The Russia Company carried on a large trade with Persia through 
Russian territory; but from various causes their business 
gradually declined, though the Turkey Company existed in 
name until x825. 

The chartered companies which were formed during this period 
for trade with the Indies and the New World have had a more 
wide-reaching influence in history. The extraordinary career 
of the East India Company (q.v.) is dealt with elsewhere. 

Charters were given to companies trading to Guinea, Morocco, 
Guiana and the Canaries, but none of these enjoyed a very long 
or prosperous existence,. principally owing to the difficulties 
caused by foreign competition. It is when we turn to North 
America that the importance of the chartered company, as a 
colonizing rather than a trading agency, is seen inits full develop-
ment. The " Hudson's Bay Company," which still exists as a 
commercial concern, is dealt with under its. own heading, but 
most of the thirteen British North American colonies were in 
their inception chartered companies very much in the modern 
acceptation of the term. The history of these companies will 
be found under the heading of the different colonies of which 
they were the origin. It is necessary, however, to bear in mind 
that two classes of charters are to be found in force among the 
early American colonies: (I) Those granted to trading associa-
tions, which were often useful when the colony was first founded, 
but which formed a serious obstacle to its progress when the 
country had become settled and was looking forward to com-
mercial expansion; the existence of these charters then often 
led to serious conflicts between the grantees of the charter and 
the colonies; ultimately elective assemblies everywhere super-
seded control of trading companies. (a) The second class of 
charters were those granted to the settlers themselves, to protect 
them against the oppressions of the crown and the provincial 
governors. These were highly prized by the colonists. 

In France and Holland, no less than in England, the institution 
of chartered companies became a settled principle of the govern-
ments of those countries during the whole of the period in 
question. In France from x399 to x789, more than 7o of such 
companies came into existence, but after 177o, when the great 
Compagnie des hides orienlaks went into liquidation, they were 
almost abandoned, and finally perished in the general sweeping 
away of privileges which followed on the outbreak of the 
Revolution. 

H we inquire into the economic ideas which induced the 
granting of charters to these earlier companies and animated 
their promoters, we shall find that they were entirely consistent 
with the general principles of government at the time and what 
were then held to be sound commercial views. Under the old 
rfgime everything was a matter of monopoly and privilege, and 
to this state of things the constitution of the old companies 
corresponded, the sovereign rights accorded to them being also 
quite in accordance with the views of the time. It would have 
been thought impossible then that private individuals could 
have found the funds or maintained the magnitude of such 
enterprises. It was only this necessity which induced statesmen 
like Colbert to countenance them, and Montesquieu took the 
'same view (Esprit des lois, t. xx. c. o). John de Witt's view 
was that such companies were not useful for colonization properly 
so called, because they want quick returns to pay their dividends. 
So, even in France and Holland, opinion was by no means 
settled as to their utility. In England historic protests were 
made against such monopolies, but the chartered companies 
were less exclusive in England than in either France or Holland, 
the governors of provinces almost always allowing strangers to 
trade on receiving some pecuniary inducement. French com- 
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mercial companies were more privileged, exclusive and artificial 
than those in Holland and England. Those of Holland may be 
said to have been national enterprises. French companies 
rested more than did their rivals on false principles; they were 
more fettered by the royal power, and had less initiative of their 
own, and therefore had less chance of surviving. As an example 
of the kind of rules which prevented the growth of the French 
companies, it may be pointed out that no Protestants were 
allowed to take part in them. State subventions, rather than 
commerce or colonization, were often their object; but that has 
been a characteristic of French colonial enterprise at all times. 

Such companies, however, under the old commercial system 
could hardly have come into existence without exclusive privi-
leges. Their existence might have been prolonged had the 
whole people in time been allowed the chance of participating 
in them. 

To sum up the causes of failure of the old chartered companies, 
they are to be attributed to (x) bad administration; (a) want 
of capital and credit (3) bad economic organization; (4) 
distribution of dividends made prematurely or fictitiously. 
But those survived the longest which extended the most widely 
their privileges to outsiders. According to contemporary pro-
tests, they had a most injurious effect on the commerce of the 
countries where they had their rise. They were monopolies, 
and therefore, of course, obnoxious; and it is undoubted that 
the colonies they founded only became prosperous when they 
had escaped from their yoke. 

On the other hand, it must not be forgotten that they contri-
buted in no small degree to the commercial progress of their 
own states. They gave colonies to the mother country, and an 
impulse to the development of its fleet. In the case of England 
and Holland, the enterprise of the companies saved them from 
suffering from the monopoliesof Spain and Portugal, and the wars 
of the English, and those of the Dutch in the Indies with Spain 
and Portugal, were paid for by the companies. They furnished 
the mother country with luxuries which, by the x8th century, 
had become necessaries. They offered a career for the younger 
sons of good families, and sometimes greatly assisted large and 
useful enterprises. 

During the last-fifility years of the 19th century there was a 
great revival of the system of chartered companies in Great 
Britain. It is a feature of the general growth of interest in 
colonial expansion and commercial. development which has 
made itself felt almost universally among European nations. 
Great Britain, however, alone has succeeded in establishing 
such companies as have materially contributed to the growth 
of 'her empire. These companies succeed or fail for reasons 
different from those which affected the chartered companies 
of former days, though there are points in common. Apart 
from causes inherent in the particular case of each company, 
which necessitates their being examined separately, recent 
experience leads us to lay down certain general principles 
regarding them. The modern companies are not like those of 
the 16th and 17th centuries. They are not privileged in the 
sense that those companies were. They are not monopolists; 
they have only a limited sovereignty, always being subject to 
the control of the home government. It is true that they have 
certain advantages given them, for without these advantages 
no capital would risk itself in the lands where they carry on their 
operations. They often have very heavy corresponding obliga-
tions, as will be seen in the case of one (the East Africa) where 
the obligations were too onerous for the company to rliwharge, 
though they were inseparable from its position. The charters 
of modern companies differ in two points strongly from those of 
the old: they contain clauses , prohibiting any monopoly of 
trade, and they generally confer some special political rights 
directly under the control of the secretary of state. The political 
freedom of the old companies was much greater. In these 
charters state control has been made a distinguishing feature. 
It is to be exercised in almost all directions in which the companies 
may come into contact with matters political. Of course, it is 
inevitable in all disputes of the companies with foreign powers, 
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and is extended over all decrees of the company regarding the 
administration of its territories, the taxation of natives, and 
mining regulations. In all cases of dispute between the com-
panies and the natives the secretary of state is ex officio the 
judge, and to the secretary of state (in the case of the South 
Africa Company) the accounts of administration have to be 
submitted for his approbation. It is deserving of notice that the 
British character of the company is insisted upon in each case 
in the charter which calls it into life. The crown always retains 
complete control over the company by reserving to itself the 
power of revoking the charter in case of the neglect of its stipula-
tions. Special clauses were inserted in the charters of the British 
East Africa and South Africa Companies enabling the government 
to forfeit their charters if they did not promote the objects 
alleged as reasons for demanding a charter. This bound them 
still more strongly; and in the case of the South Africa Company 
the duration of the charter was fixed at twenty-five years. 

The chartered company of these days is therefore very strongly 
fixed within limits imposed by law on its political action. As a 
whole, however, very remarkable results have been achieved. 
This may be attributed in no small degree to the personality of 
the men who have had the supreme direction at home and abroad, 
and who have, by their social position and personal qualities, 
acquired the confidence of the public. With the exception of the 
Royal Niger Company, it would be incorrect to say that they 
have been financially successful, but in the domain of government 
generally it may be said that they have added vast territories to 
the British empire (in Africa about raoo,000 sq. m.), and in these 
territories they have acted as a civilizing force. They have made 
roads, opened facilities for trade, enforced peace, and laid at all 
events the foundation of settled administration. It is not too 
much to say that they have often acted unselfishly for the benefit 
of the mother country and even humanity., may instance the 
anti-slavery and anti-alcohol campaigns which have been carried 
on, the latter certainly being against the immediate pecuniary 
jnterests of the companies themselves. It must, of course, be 
recognized that to a certain extent this has been done under the 
influence of the home government. The occupation of Uganda 
certainly, and of the Nigerian territory and Rhodesia prob-
ably, will prove to have been rather for the benefit of posterity 
than of the companies which effected it. In the two cases where 
the companies have been bought out by the state, they 
have had no compensation for much that they have expended. 
In fact, it would have been impossible to take into account 
actual expenditure day by day, and the cost of wars. To use the 
expression of Sir William Mackinnon, the shareholders have 
been compelled in some cases to " take out their dividends in 
philanthropy." 

The existence of such companies to-day is justified in certain 
political and economic conditions only. It may be highly desir-
able for the government to occupy certain territories, but political 
exigencies at home will not permit it to incur the expenditure, or 
international relations may make such an undertaking inex-
pedient at the time. In such a case the formation of a chartered 
company may be the best way out of the difficulty. But it has 
been demonstrated again and again that, directly the company's 
interests begin to clash with those of foreign powers, the home 
government must assume a protectorate over its territories in 
order to simplify the situation and save perhaps disastrous 
collisions. So long as the political relations of such a company 
are with savages or semi-savages, it may be left free to act, but 
directly it becomes involved with a civilized power the state has 
(if it wishes to retain the territory) to acquire by purchase the 
political rights of the company, and it is obviously much easier to 
induce a popular assembly to grant money for the purpose of 
maintaining rights already existing than to acquire new ones. 
With the strict system of government supervision enforced by 
modern charters it is not easy for the state to be involved against 
its will in foreign complications. Economically such companies 
are also justifiable up to a certain point. When there is no other 
means of entering into commercial relations with remote and 
savage races save by enterprise of such magnitude that private  

individuals could not incur the risk involved, then a company 
may be well entrusted with special privileges for the purpose, as 
an inventor is accorded a certain protection by law by means of a 
patent which enables him to bring out his invention at a profit if 
there is anything in it. But such privileges should not be con-
tinued longer than is necessary for the purpose of reasonably 
recompensing the adventurers. A successful company, even 
when it has lost monopoly or privileges, has, by its command of 
capital and general resources, established so strong a position that 
private individuals or new companies can rarely compete with it 
successfully. That this is so is dearly shown in the case of the 
Hudson's Bay Company as at present constituted. In colonizing 
new lands these companies often act successfully. They have 
proved more potent than the direct action of governments. 
This may be seen in Africa, where France and England have of 
late acquired vast areas, but have developed them with very 
different results, acting from the opposite principles of private 
and state promotion of colonization. Apart from national 
characteristics, the individual has far more to gain under the 
British system of private enterprise. A strong point in favourof 
some of the British companies has been that their undertakings 
have been practically extensions of existing British colonies 
rather than entirely isolated ventures. But a chartered company 
can never be anything but a transition stage of colonization; 
sooner or later the state must take the lead. A company may act 
beneficially so long as a country is undeveloped, but, as soon as it 
becomes even semi-civilized its conflicts with private interests 
become so frequent and serious that its authority has to make 
way for that of the central government. 

The companies which have been formed in France during 
recent years do not yet afford material for profitable study, for 
they have been subject to so much vexatious interference from 
home owing to, lack of a fixed system of control sanctioned by 
government, that they have not been able, like the British, to 
develop along their own lines. 

See also BORNEO; NIGERIA; Barr. EAST AFRICA; RHODESIA; &C. 
The following works deal with the subject of chartefed companies 
generally: Bonnassieux, Les Grandes Compagnies de consume • 
1892); Chailly-Bert, Les Compavties de colonisation sons Casein 
regime (Paris, 1898); Cawston and jceane, The Early asarteeni 
Companies (London, 1896); W. Cunningham, A History of British 
Industry and Commerce (Cambridge, 189o, 1892); ton. A Short 
History of British Colonial Policy (London, 1897); . Scott 'Celtic 
The Partition of Africa (London, 1895); Leroy - Am D. to 
colonisation ekes lea penples moderns (Paris, 048); Les Holman 
Societe: angle-so-Tonnes (Paris, 1897); MacDonald, Select Charters 
illustrative of American History, l6o6—t yys (New York, 1899): 
B. P. Poore, Federal and State Constitutions, 8tc (Washington, 
1 877; a more complete collection of American colonial charters): 
H. L. Osgood, American Colonies in the 17th Cent. (1904-71: 
Carton de Wiart, Les Grandes Companies coloneaks anglaise: an r;r• 
sickle (Paris, 1899). Also see articles " Companies de Charte." 
" Colonies," " Privilege," In Nouveau Dictionnaire d' kenos e palings' 
(Paris, 1892); and article "Companies, Chartered," fa Cat 
paedia of the Laws of England, edited by A. Wood Renton (London, 
1907-1909). (W. B. Du.) 

CHARTERHOUSE. This name is an English corruption of 
the French maison chartreuse, a religious house of the Carthusian 
order. As such it occurs not uncommonly in England, in various 
places (e.g. Charterhouse-on-Mendip, Charterhouse Hinton) 
where the Carthusians were established. It is most familiar, 
however, in its application to the Charterhouie, London. On 
a site near the old city wall, west of the modern thoroughfare 
of Aldersgate, a.  Carthusian monastery was founded in 1371 by 
Sir Walter de Manny, a knight of French birth. After its 
dissolution in :Ds the property passed through various hands. 
In 1558, while in the possession of Lord North, it was occupied 
by Queen Elizabeth during the preparations for her coronation, 
and James I. held court here on his first entrance into London. 
The Charterhouse was then in the hands of Thomas Howard, 
earl of Suffolk, but in May Orr it came into those of Thomas 
Sutton (1532--1611) of Snaith, Lincolnshire. He acquired a 
fortune by the discovery of coal on two estates which he had 
leased near Newcastle-on-Tyne, and afterwards, removing to 
London, he carried on a commercial career. In the year of his 
death, which took place on the 12th of December z 61 a, be 
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endowed a hospital on the site of the Charterhotise, calling it the 
hospital of King James; and in his will he bequeathed moneys 
to maintain a chapel, hospital (almshouse) and school. The will 
was hotly contested but upheld in court, and the foundation was 
finally constituted to afford a home for eighty male pensioners 
(" gentlemen by descent and in poverty, soldiers that have borne 
arms by sea or land, merchants decayed by piracy or shipwreck, 
or servants in household to the King or Queen's Majesty "), and 
to educate forty boys. The school developed beyond the original 
intentions of its founder, and now ranks among the most eminent 
public schools in England. In 1872 it was removed, during the 
headmastership (1863-1897) of the Rev. William Haig-Brown 
(d. 1907), to new buildings near Godahning in Surrey, which were 
opened on the ,8th of June in that year. The number of founda-
tion scholarships is increased to sixty. The scholars are not now 
distinguished by wearing a special dress or by forming a separate 
house, though one house is known as Gownboys, preserving 
the former title of the scholars. The land on which the old 
school buildings stood in London was sold for new buildings 
to accommodate the MerchantTaylors' school, but the pensioners 
still occupy their picturesque home, themselves picturesque 
figures in the black gowns designed for them under the founda-
tion. The buildings, of mellowed red brick, include a panelled 
chapel, in which is the founder's tomb, a fine dining-hall, 
governors' room with ornate ceiling and tapestried walls, the old 
library, and the beautiful great staircase. 

CHARTER-PARTY (Lat. charta partila, a legal paper or 
instrument, " divided," i.e. written in duplicate so that each 
party retains half), a written, or partly written and partly 
printed, contract between merchant and shipowner, by which 
a ship is let or hired for the conveyance of goods on a specified 
voyage, or for a definite period. (See AFFREIGIITMENT.) 

CHARTERS TOWERS, a mining town of Devonport county, 
Queensland, Australia, 82 m. by rail S.W. of Townsville and 
820 m. direct N.N.W. of Brisbane. It is the centre of an im-
portant gold-field, the reefs of which improve at the lower 
depths, the deepest shaft on the field being 2558 ft. below the 
surface-level. The gold is of a very fine quality. An abundant 
water-supply is obtained from the Burdekin river, some 8 m. , 

distant. The population of the town in 1901 was 5523; but 
within a 5 m. radius it was 20,976. Charters Towers became 
a municipality in 1877. 

CHARTIER, ALAIN (c. 1392-C.1430), French poet and political 
writer, was born at Bayeux about 1392. Chattier belonged -
to a family marked by considerable ability. His eldest brother 
Guillaume became bishop of Paris; and Thomas became notary 
to the king. Jean Chattier, a monk of St Denis, whose history 
of Charles VII. is printed in vol. iii. of Les Guilds Chroniques de 
Saint - Denis ( 1 477), was not, as is sometimes stated, also a 
brother of the poet Alain studied, as his elder brother had done, 
at the university of Paris. His earliest poem is ,the Livre des 
quake dames, written after the battle of Agincourt: This was 
followed by the Du nt du reveille -malin, La Belle Dame sans 
merci, and others. None of these poems show any very patriotic 
feeling, though Chartier's prose is evidence that he was not 
indifferent to the misfortunes of his country. He followed the 
fortunes of the dauphin, afterwards Charles VII., acting in the 
triple capacity of clerk, notary and financial secretary. In 1422 
be wrote the famous Quadrilogue -invectif. The interlocutors 
in this dialogue are France herself and the three orders of the 
state. Chattier lays bare the abuses of the feudal army and the 
sufferings of the peasants. He rendered an immense service to 
his country by maintaining that the cause of France, though 
desperate to all appearance, was not yet lost if the contending 
factions could lay aside their differences in the face of the common 
enemy. In 1424 Chattier was sent on an embassy to Germany, 
and three years later he accompanied to Scotland the mission 
sent to negotiate the marriage of Margaret of Scotland, then 
not four years old, with the dauphin, afterwards Louis XI. 
In 1429 be wrote the Livre d'esperance, which contains a fierce 
attack on the nobility and clergy. He was the author of a 
diatribe on the courtiers of Charles VII. entitled Le Curial,  

translated into English .(Here foto:yea the copy of a :tail 
whyche maistre A. Charetier wrote to his brother) by Caxton 
about 1484. The date of his death is to be placed about 1 430. 
A Latin epitaph, discovered in the 18th century, says, however, 
that he was archdeacon of Paris, and declares that he died in the 
city of Avignon in 1449. This is obviously not authentic, for 
Alain described himself as a simple derc and certainly died long 
before 1449. The story of the famous kiss bestowed by Margaret 
of Scotland on k precieuse bouche de laquelk sant issus ci sortis 
lent de bons mots et vertueusu paroles is mythical, for Margaret 
did not come to France till 1436, after the poet's death; but the 
story, first told by Guillaume Bouchet in his A nnales d' A quitaine 
(1524), is interesting, if only as a proof of the high degree ofi 
estimation in which the ugliest man of his day was held. Jean 
de Mules, who annotated a portion of his , verse, has recorded 
how the pages and young gentlemen of that epoch were required 
daily to learn by heart passages of his Brtviaire des nobles. 
John Lydgate studied him affectionately. His Belle Dame sans 
Demi was translated into English by Sir Richard Ras about 
1640, with an introduction of his own; and Clement Marot and 
Octavien de Saint-Gelais, writing fifty years after his death, 
find many fair words for the old poet, their.  master and pre-
decessor. 

See Mance!, Akin Chattier, Ittule bibliographique el li11haire, 8va 
(Paris, 1849); D. Delaunay's Elude nor Alain Chattier (1876), with 
considerable extracts from his writings. His works were edited by 
A. Duchesne (Paris, 1617). On Jean Chartier see Vallet de Viriville, 
" Essais critiques cur les histonens originaux du regne de Charles 
VIII," in the Bibl. de l'Ecok des Charts Uuly-August 1857). 

CHARTISM, the name given to a movement for political 
reform in England, from the so-called " People's Charter " or 
" National Charter," the document in which in 1838 the scheme 
of reforms was embodied. The movement itself may be traced 
to the latter years of the ,8th century. Checked for a while by 
the reaction due to the excesses of the French Revolution, it 
received a fresh impetus from the awful misery that followed 
the Napoleonic wars and the economic changes due to the intro-
duction of machinery. The Six Acts of 1819 were directed, 
not only against agrarian and industrial rioting, but against 
the political movement of which Sir Francis Burdett was the 
spokesman in the House of Commons, which demanded man-
hood suffrage, the ballot, annual parliaments, the abolition of 
the property qualification for members of parliament and their 
payment. The movement was checked for a while by the 
Reform Bill of 1832; but it was soon discovered the t, though 
the middle classes had been enfranchised, the economic and 
political grievances of the labouring population remained un-
redressed. Two separate movements now developed: one 
socialistic, associated with the name of Robert Owen; the other
radical, aiming at the enfranchisement of the " masses " as the 
first step to the amelioration of their condition. The latter was 
represented in the Working Men's Association, by which in 1838 
the " People's Charter " was drawn up. It embodied exactly 
the same programme as that of the radical reformers mentioned 
above, with the addition of a demand for equal electoral districts. 

In support of this programme a vigorous agitation began, the 
principal leader of which was Feargus O'Connor, whose irrespon-
sible and erratic oratory produced a vast effect. Monster 
meetings were held, at which seditious language was occasionally 
used, and slight collisions with the military took place. Petitions; 
of enormous size, signed in great part with fictitious names, were 
presented to parliament; and a great many newspapers were 
started, of which the Northern Star, conducted by Feargus 
O'Connor, had a circulation of 50,000. In November. 1839 a, 
Chartist mob consisting of miners and others made. an  attack 
on Newport, Mon. The rising was a total failure; the leaders, 
John Frost and two others, were seized, were found guilty of high 
treason, and were condemned to death. The sentence, however, 
was changed to one of transportation, and Frost spent over 
fourteen years in Van Diemen's Land. In 1854 he was pardoned, 
and from 1856 until his death on the 29th of July 1877 he lived 
in England. In 1840 the Chartist movement was still further 
organized by the inauguration at Manchester of the National 
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Charter Association, which rapidly became powerful, being the 
head of about goo sister societies, which are said to have num-
bered 40,000 members. Some time after, efforts were made 
towards a coalition with the more moderate radicals, but these 
failed; and a land scheme was started by O'Connor, which 
prospered for a few years. In i844 the uncompromising spirit 
of some of the leaders was well illustrated by their hostiloattitude 
towards the Anti - Corn - Law League. O'Connor, especially, 
entered into a public controversy with Cobden and Bright, in 
which he was worsted. But it was not till 1848, during a season 
of great suffering among the working classes, and under the 
influence of the revolution at Paris, that the real strength of the 
Chartist movement was discovered and the prevalent discon-
tent became known. Early in March disturbances occurred in 
Glasgow which required the intervention of the military, while 
in the manufacturing districts all over the west of Scotland the 
operatives were ready to rise in the event of the main movement 
succeeding. Some agitation, too, took place in Edinburgh and 
in Manchester, but of a milder nature; in fact, while there was 
a real and widespread discontent, men were indisposed to resort 
to decided measures. 

The principal scene of intended Chartist demonstration was 
London. An enormous gathering of half a million was announced 
for the loth of April on Kennington Common, from which they 
were to march to the Houses of l'arliament to present a petition 
signed by nearly six million names, in order by this imposing 
display of numbers to secure the enactment of the six points. 
Probably some of the more violent members of the party thought 
to imitate the Parisian mob by taking power entirely into their own 
hands. The announcement of the procession excited great alarm, 
and the most decided measures were taken by the authorities to 
prevent a rising. The procession was forbidden. The military 
were called out under the command of the duke of Wellington, 
and by him concealed near the bridges and other points where the 
procession might attempt to force its way. Even the Bank of 
England and other public buildings were put in a state of defence, 
and special constables, to the number, it is said, of 170,000, were 
enrolled, one of whom was destined shortly of to to be the emperor 
of the French. After all these gigantic preparations on both sides 
the Chartist demonstration proved to be a very insignificant affair. 
Instead of half a million, only about 5o,000 assembled on Ken-
nington Common, and their leaders, Feargus O'Connor and 
Ernest Charles Jones, shrank from the responsibility of braving 
the authorities by conducting the procession to the Houses of 
Parliament. The monster petition was duly presented, and 
scrutinized, with the result that the number of signatures was 
found to have been grossly exaggerated, and that the most 
unheard-of falsification of names had been resorted to. There-
after the movement specially called Chartism soon died out. 
It became merged, so far as its political programme is con-
cerned, with the advancing radicalism of the general democratic 
movement. 

CHARTRES, a city of north-western France, capital of the 
department of Eure-et-Loir, 55 m. S.W. of Paris on the rail-
way to Le Mans. Pop. (1900 1 9,433. Chartres is built on the 
left bank of the Eure, on a hill crowned by its famous cathedral, 
the spires of which are a landmark in the surrounding country. 
To the south-east stretches the fruitful plain of Beauce, " the 
granary of France," of which the town is the commercial centre. 
The Eure, which at this point divides into three branches, 
is crossed by several bridges, some of them ancient, and is 
fringed in places by remains of the old fortifications, of which 
the Porte Guillaume (14th century), a gateway flanked by towers, 
is the most complete specimen. The steep, narrow streets of the 
old town contrast with the wide, shady boulevards which encircle 
it and divide it from the suburbs. The Clos St Jean, a pleasant 
park, lies to the north-west, and squares and open spaces are 
numerous. The cathedral of Notre-Dame (see ARCHITECTURE: 
Romanesque and Gothic Architecture in France; and CATHEDRAL), 
one of the finest Gothic churches in France, was founded in the 
t ith century by Bishop Fulbert on the site of an earlier church 
destroyed by fire. In 1194 another conflagration laid waste  

the new building thenitardly completed; but clergy and peep& 
set zealously to work, and the main part of the present structure 
was finished by 124o. Though there have been numerous minor 
additions and alterations since that time, the general character 
of the cathedral is unimpaired. The upper woodwork was cm-
sumed by fire in 1836, but the rest of the building was saved 
The statuary of the lateral portals, the stained glass ti the 13th 
century, and the choir-screen of the Renaissance are all unique 
from the artistic standpoint. The cathedral is also renowned for 
the beauty and perfect proportions of its western towers. That 
to the south, the Clocher Vieux (351 ft. high), dates from the 12th 
century; its upper portion is lower and less rich in design than 
that of the Clocher Neuf (377 ft.), which was not completed till 
the i6th century. In length the cathedral measures 440 IL, its 
choir measures iso ft. across, and the height of the vaulting is 
121 ft. The abbey church of St Pierre, dating chiefly from the 13th 
century, contains, besides. some fine stained glass, twelve repre-
sentations of the apostles in enamel, executed about 15.57 by 
Leonard Limosin. Of the other churches of Chartres the chief 
are St Aignan (13th, 16th and r7th centuries) and St Martin-au-
Val (12th century). The hotel de ville, a building of the t;th 
century, containing a museum and library, an older hotel de 
vine of the 13th century, and several medieval and Renaissance 
houses, are of interest. There is a statue of General F. S. 
Marceau-Desgraviers (b. 2769), a native of the town. 

The town is the seat of a bishop, a prefecture, a court of assizes, 
and has tribunals of first instance and of commerce, a chamber 
of commerce, training colleges, a lye& for boys, a communal 
college for girls, and a branch of the Bank of France. Its trade 
is carried on chiefly on market-days, when the peasants of the 
Beauce bring their crops and live-stock to be sold and make 
their purchases. The game-pies and other delicacies of Chartres 
are well known, and the industries also include flour-milling, 
brewing, distilling, iron-founding, leather Manufacture, dyeing, 
and the manufacture of stained glass, billiard requisites, 
hosiery, &c. 

Chartres was one of the principal towns of the Carnutes, and 
by the Romans was called Autricum, from the river A seers 
(Eure), and afterwards CiVil0.1 Carardant. It was burnt by the 
Normans in 80, and unsuccessfully besieged by them in 911. 
In 1417 it fell into the hands of the English, from whom it was 
recovered in 1432. It was attacked unsuccessfully by the 
Protestants in 1568, and was taken in 'sox by Henry IV., who 
was crowned there three years afterwards. In the Franco-German 
War it was seized by the Germans on the 21st of October i87o, 
and continued during the rest of the campaign an important 
centre of operations. During the middle ages it was the chief 
town of the district of Beauce, and gave its name to a countship 
which was held by the counts of Blois.and Champagne and after-
wards by the house of Chitillon, a member of which in 1286 sold 
it to the crown. It was raised to the rank of a duchy in 1 5 28 by 
Francis I. After the time of Louis XIV. the title'of duke of 
Chartres was hereditary in the family of Orleans. 

See M. T. Bulteau, Monographie de la calhbirak de Chartres (1W); 
A. Plerval. Chartres, sa cathidrak, ses monuments (1896); H. J. L J. 
Masse, Chartres: its Cathedral and Churches (1900). 

CHARTREUSE, a liqueur, so called from having been made 
at the famous Carthusian monastery, La Grande Chartreuse, at 
Grenoble (see below). In consequence of the Associations Law, 
the Chartreux monks left France in r9o4, and now continue the 
manufacture of this liqueur in Spain, There are two main varieties 
of Chartreuse, the green and the yellow. The green contains 
about 57, the yellow about 43% of alcohol. There are other 
differences due to the varying nature and quantity of the 
flavouring matters employed, but the secrets of manufacture are 
jealously guarded. The genuine liqueur is undoubtedly produced 
by means of a distillation process. 

CHARTREUSE, LA GRANDE, the mother house of the very 
severe order of Carthusian monks (see CARTHUSIANS). It is 
situated in the French department of the here, about :21 ur. 
N. of Grenoble, at a height of 3205 ft. above the sea, in the heart 
of a group of limestone mountains, and not far from the sautes 
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of the Guiers Mort. The original settlement here was founded 
by St Bruno about 1084, and derived its name from the small 
village to the S.E., formerly known as Cartusia, and now as St 
Pierre de Chartreuse. The first convent on the present site was 
built between 1132 and 1137, but the actual buildings date only 
from about 1676, the older ones having been often burnt. The 
convent stands in a very picturesque position in a large meadow, 
sloping to the S.W., and watered by a tiny tributary of the Guiers 
Mort. On the north, fine forests extend to the Col de la Ruchere, 
and on the west rise well-wooded heights, while on the east 
tower white limestone ridges, culminating in the Grand Som 
(667o ft.). One of the most famous of the early Carthusian 
monks was St Hugh of Lincoln, who lived here from 116o to 
11131, when he went to England to found the first Carthusian 
house at Witham in Somerset; in 1186 he became bishop of 
Lincoln, and before his death in 1200 had built the angel choir 
and other portions of the wonderful cathedral there. 

The principal approach to the convent is from St Laurent du 
Pont, , a village situated on the Guiers Mort, and largely built 
by the monks—it is connected by steam tramways with Voiron 
(for Grenoble) and St Heron (for Chambery). Among the other 
routes may be mentioned those from Grenoble by Le Sappey, or 
by the Col dc la Charmette, or from Chambery by the Col de 
Couz and the village of Les Echelles. St Laurent is about 51 m. 
from the convent. The road mounts along the Guiers Mort and 
soon reaches the hamlet of Fourvoirie, so called from locale via, 
as about 1510 the road was first pierced hence towards the 
convent. Here are iron forges, and here was formerly the chief 
centre of the manufacture of the famed Chartreuse liqueur. 
Beyond, the road enters the " Desert "and passes through most 
delightful scenery. Some way farther the Guiers Mort is crossed 
by the modern bridge of St Bruno, the older bridge of Parant 
being stillvisible higher up the stream. Here begins the splendid 
carriage road, constructed by M. E. Viaud between 1854 and 
1856. It soon passes beneath the bold pinnacle of the Oeillette 
or Aiguillette, beyond which formerly women were not allowed 
to penetrate. After passing through four tunnels the road bends 
north (leaving the Guicrs Mort which flows past St 'Pierre de 
Chartreuse), and the valley soon opens to form the upland hollow 
in which are the buildings of the convent. These are not very 
striking, the high roofs of dark slate, the cross-surmounted 
turrets and the lofty clock-tower being the chief features. But 
the situation is one of ideal peace and repose. Women were 
formerly lodged in the old infirmary, close to the main gate, 
which is now a h6tel. Within the conventual buildings are four 
halls formerly used for the reception of the priors of the various 
branch houses in France, Italy, Burgundy and Germany. The 
very plain and unadorned chapel dates from the 15th century, 
but the cloisters, around which cluster the thirty-six small houses 
for the fully professed monks, are of later date. The library con-
tained before the Revolution a very fine collection of books and 
MSS., now mostly in the town library at Grenoble. 

The monks were expelled in x793, but allowed to return in 
1816, but then they had to pay rent for the use of the buildings 
and the forests around, though both one and the other were due 
to the industry of their predecessors. They were again expelled 
in 1904, and are dispersed in various houses in England, at 
Pinerolo (Italy) and at Tarragona (Spain). It is at the last-
named spot that the various pharmaceutical preparations are 
now manufactured for which they are famous (though sold only 
since about 1840)—the Elixir, the Bonk d'acier (a mineral paste 
or salve), and the celebrated liqueur. The magnificent revenues 
derived from the lirofits of this manufacture were devoted by the 
monks to various purposes of benevolence, especially in the 
neighbouring villages, which owe to this source their churches, 
schools, hospitals, &c., &c., built and maintained at the expense 
of the monks. 

See La Grande Chartriltse par art Chartres's (Grenoble. 1898); 
H. Ferrand, Guide a la Grande Chartreuse (1889); and Les Montagnes 
de la Chartreuse (1899). (W. A. B. C.) 

CHARWOMAN, one who is hired to do occasional household 
work. " Char " or " chare," which forms the first part of the  

word, is common, in many forms, to Teutonic languages, meaning 
a " turn," and, in this original sense, is seen in " ajar," properly 
" on char," of a door " on the turn " in the act of closing. It is 
thus applied to a " turn of work," an odd job, and is so used, in 
the form " chore," in America, and in dialects of the south-west 
of England. 

CHASE, SALMON PORTLAND (1808-1873), American states-
man and jurist, was born in Cornish township, New Hampshire, 
on the 13th of January 11108. His father died in 1817, and the 
son passed several years (1820-1824) in Ohio with his uncle, 
Bishop Philander Chase (1775-1852), the foremost pioneer of the 
Protestant Episcopal Church in the West, the first bishop of 
Ohio (1819-1831), and after 1835 bishop of Illinois. He graduated_ 
at Dartmouth College in 1826, and after studying law under 
William Wirt, attorney-general of the United States, 
Washington, D.C., was admitted to the bar in 1829, and remor 4e.,0 
to Cincinnati, Ohio, in 1830. Here he soon gained a position 4z),f 
prominence at the bar, and published an annotated cditic:a. 
which long remained standard, of the laws of Ohio. At a thy." el 

 when public opinion in Cincinnati was largely dominated 
Southern business connexions, Chase, influenced probably by 
James G. Birncy, associated himself after about 1836 with . 1.  
anti-slavery movement, and became recognized as the leader- 43f 

 the political reformers as opposed to the Garrison ia n aboli t ion i s t 4 
To the cause he freely gave his services as a lawyer, and w aa- 

 particularly conspicuous as counsel for fugitive slaves seize,/ 
in Ohio for rendition to slavery under the Fugitive Slave La te 
of 1793—indeed, he came to be known as the " attorney-general 
of fugitive slaves." His argument (1847) in the famous Van 
Zandt case before the United States Supreme Court attracted 
particular attention, though in this as in other cases of the 
kind the judgment was against him. In brief he contended that 
slavery was " local, not national," that it could exist only by 
virtue of positive State Law, that the Federal government was 
not empowered by the Constitution to create slavery anywhere, 
and that " when a slave leaves the jurisdiction of a state he 
ceases to be a slave, because he continues to be a man and 
leaves behind him the law which made him a slave." In 5841 he 
abandoned the Whig party, with which he had previously been 
affiliated, and for seven years was the undisputed leader of the 
Liberty party in Ohio; he was remarkably skilful in drafting 
platforms and addresses, and it was he who prepared the national 
Liberty platform of 1843 and the Liberty address of 1845. 
Realizing in time that a third party movement could not succeed, 
he took the lead during the campaign of 1848 in combining the 
Liberty party with the Barnbumers or Van Buren Democrats 
of New York to form the Free-Soilers. He drafted the famous 
Free-Soil platform, and it was largely through his influence that 
Van Buren was nominated for the presidency. His object, how-
ever, was not to establish a permanent new party organization, 
but to bring pressure to bear upon Northern Democrats to force 
them to adopt a policy opposed to the further extension of 
slavery. 

In 1849 he was elected to the United States Senate as the 
result of a coalition between the Democrats and a small group 
of Free-Soilers in the state legislature; and for some years 
thereafter, except in 1852, when he rejoined the Free-Soilers, 
he classed himself as an Independent Democrat, though he 
was out of harmony with the leaders of the Democratic party. 
During his service in the Senate (1849-1855) he was pre-eminently 
the champion of anti-slavery in that body, and no one spoke 
more ably than he did against the Compromise Measures of x850 
and the Kansas-Nebraska Bill of 1854. The Kansas-Nebraska 
legislation, and the subsequent troubles in Kansas, having 
convinced him of the futility of trying to influence the Democrats, 
he assumed the leadership in the North-west of the movement 
to form a new party to oppose the extension of slavery. The 
"Appeal of the Independent Democrats in Congress to the 
People of the United States," written by Chase and Giddings, 
and published in the New York Times of the 24th of January 
1854, may be regarded as the earliest draft of the Republican 
party creed. He was the first Republican governor of Ohio, 
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serving from 1855 to 1859. Although, with the exception of 
Seward, he was the most prominent Republican in the country, 
and had done more against slavery than any other Republican, 
he failed to secure the nomination for the presidency in t86o, 
partly because his views on the question of protection were not 
orthodox from a Republican point of view, and partly because 
the old line Whig element could not forgive his coalition with the 
Democrats in the senatorial campaign of /849; his uncom-
promising and conspicuous anti-slavery record, too, was against 
him from the point of view of " availability." As secretary 
of the treasury in President Lincoln's cabinet in 1861-1864, 
during the first three years of the Civil War, he rendered services 
of the greatest value. That period of crisis witnessed two great 
changes in American financial policy, the establishment of a 
national banking system and the issue of a legal tender paper 
currency. The former was Chase's own particular measure. 
He suggested the idea, worked out all of the important principles 
and many of the details, and induced Congress to accept them. 
The success of that system alone warrants his being placed in 
the first rank of American financiers. It not only secured an 
immediate market for government bonds, but it also provided 
a permanent uniform national currency, which, though inelastic, 
is absolutely stable. The issue of legal tenders, the greatest 
financial blunder of the war, was made contrary to his wishes, 
although he did not, as he perhaps ought to have done, push 
his opposition to the point of resigning. 

Perhaps Chase's chief defect as a statesman was an insatiable 
desire for supreme office. It was partly this ambition, and 
also temperamental differences from the president, which led 
him to retire from the cabinet in June 1864. A few months 
later (December 6, 1864) he was appointed chief justice of the 
United States Supreme Court to succeed Judge-Taney, a position 
which he held until his death in 1873. Among his most im-
portant decisions were Texas v. White (7 Wallace, 700), 1869, in 
which he asserted that the Constitution provided for an " in-
destructible union composed of indestructible states," Veasie 
Bank v. Fenno (8 Wallace, 533), 1869, in defence of that part 
of the banking legislation of the Civil War which imposed a 
tax of to% on state bank-notes, and Hepburn v. Griswold (8 
Wallace, 603), 1869, which declared certain parts of the legal 
tender acts to be unconstitutional. When the legal tender 
decision was reversed after the appointment of new judges, 
1871-1872 (Legal Tender Cases, 12 Wallace, 457), Chase prepared 
a very able dissenting opinion. Toward the end of his life he 
gradually drifted back toward his old Democratic position, and 
made an unsuccessful effort to secure the nomination of the 
Democratic party for the presidency in 1872. He died in New 
York city on the 7th of May 1873. Chase was one of the ablest 
political leaders of the Civil War period, and deserves to be 
placed in the front rank of American statesmen. 

The standard biography is A. B. Hart's Salmon Portland Chase 
in the " American Statesmen Series" (117). Less philosophical, 
but containing a greater wealth of detail, is . W. Shuckers' Lefe and 
Public Services of Salmon Portland Chase ( ew York, 1874). R. B. 
Warden's Account of the Private Life and Public Services of Salmon 
Portland Chase (Cincinnati, 1874) deals more fully with Chase's 
private life. 

CHASE, SAMUEL (1741-1811), American jurist, was born in 
Somerset county, Maryland, on the 17th of April 1741. He was 
admitted to the bar at Annapolis in 1761, and for more than 
twenty years was a member of the Maryland legislature. He 
took an active part in the resistance to the Stamp Act, and from 
5774 to 1778 and 1784 to 1785 was a member of the Continental 
Congress. With Benjamin Franklin and Charles Carroll he was 
sent by Congress in 1776 to win over the Canadians to the side 
of the revolting colonies, and after his return did much to 
persuade Maryland to advocate a formal separation of the 
thirteen colonies from Great Britain, he himself being one of 
those who signed the Declaration of Independence on the 2nd 
of August 1776. In this year he was also a member of the 
convention which framed the first constitution for the state of 
Maryland. After serving in the Maryland convention which 
ratified for that state the Federal Constitution, and there  

vigorously opposing ratification, though afterwards he was an 
ardent Federalist, he became in 1791 chief judge of the Maryland 
general court, which position he resigned in :796 for that of an 
associate justice of the Supreme Court of the United States-
His radical Federalism, however, led him to continue active in 
politics, and he took advantage of every opportunity, on the 
bench and off, to promote the cause of his party. His over-
bearing conduct while presiding at the trials of John Fries for 
treason, and of James Thompson Callender (d. 1813) for seditious 
libel in t800, drove the lawyers for the defence from the court, 
and evoked the wrath of the Republicans, who were stirred to 
action by a political harangue on the evil tendencies of democracy 
which he delivered as a charge to a grand jury at Baltimore in 
1803. The House of Representatives adopted a resolution of 
impeachment in March 18o4, and on the 7th of December 1804 
the House managers, chief among whom were John Randolph, 
Joseph H. Nicholson (1770-1817), and Caesar A. Rodney 772- 
1824), laid their articles of impeachment before the Senate. 
The trial, with frequent interruptions and delays, lasted from 
the 2nd of January to the 1st of March 1805. Judge Chase was 
defended by the ablest lawyers in the country, including Luther 
Martin, Robert Goodloc Harper (1765-1825), Philip Barton Key 
( 1 757-181 5), Charles Lee (1758-1815), and Joseph Hopkinson 
(177o-1842). The indictment, in eight articles, dealt with his 
conduct in the Fries and Callender trials, with his treatment of 
a Delaware grand jury, and (in article viii.) with his making 
" highly indecent, extra-judicial " reflections upon the national 
administration, probably the greatest offence in Republican eyes_ 
On only three articles was there a majority against judge Chase, 
the largest, on article viii., being four short of the necessary 
two-thirds to convict. " The case," says Henry Adams, "proved 
impeachment to be an impracticable thing for partisan purposes, 
and it decided the permanence of those lines of constitutional 
development which were a reflection of the common law." 
Judge Chase resumed his seat on the bench, and occupied it 
until his death on the 10th of June sail. 

See The Trial of Samuel Chase (2 vols..Washinston, 18o5), reported 
by Samuel H. Smith and Thomas Lloyd; an article in The Americas 
Law Review, vol. xxxiii. (St Louis. Mo., 1899); and Henry Adams's 
History of the United States, vol. ii. (New York, 1889). 

CHASE, WILLIAM MERRITT (1849- 	), American painter, 
was born at Franklin, Indiana, on the zst of November 1849. 
He was a pupil of B. F. Hays at Indianapolis, of J. 0. Eaton in 
New York, and subsequently of A. Wagner add Piloty in Munich. 
In New York he established a school of his own, after teaching 
with success for some years at the Art Students' League. A 
worker in all mediums—oils, water-colour, pastel and etching—
painting with distinction the figure, landscape and still-life, 
he is perhaps best known by his portraits, his sitters numbering 
some of the most important men and women of his time. Mr 
Chase won many honours at home and abroad, became a member 
of the National Academy of Design, New York, and for ten years 
was president of the Society of American Artists. Among his 
important canvases arc " Ready for the Ride " (Union League 
Club, N.Y.), " The Apprentice," " Court-Jester," and portraits 
of the painters Whistler and Duveneck; of General Webb and 
of Peter Cooper. 

CHASE. (r) (Fr. ckasse, from Lat. caplare, frequentative 
of capere, to take), the pursuit of wild animals for food or 
sport (see HUNTING). The word is used of the pursuit of any-
thing, and also of the thing pursued, as, in naval warfare, of 
a ship. A transferred meaning is that of park land reserved 
for the breeding and hunting of wild animals, in which sense - it 
appears in various place-names in England, as Cannock Chase. 
It is also a term for a stroke in tennis (q.v.). (2) (Fr. chine, 
Lat. capsa, a box, cf. caisse, and " chest "), an enclosure, such 
as the muzzle-end of a gun in front of the trunnions, a groove 
cut to hold a pipe, and, in typography, the frame enclosing the 
" forme." 

CHASING, or ENCHASING, the art of producing figures and 
ornamental patterns, either raised or indented, on metallic 
surfaces by means of steel tools or punches. It is practised 



CHASUBLE 

Fig. a.—Chasuble of Pope Calixtus 
III. (istb century) preserved at 
Valencia.  

From a photograph by 
Father J. L. Braun in Die 
liturg. Getewsdung, by 
permission of the pul,- 
Usher. B. Herder. 

Fig.3.—Chasuble of Pope 
Pius V. 	(late isth 
century) at S. Maria 
Maggiore at Rome. 

From a pho-
tograph by 
Father J. L. 
Braun in Die 

Gewan- 
dung. 

—Chasuble dedicated by 
!phen of Hungary 907-
and his wife Gisela used 
as the Hungarian 

Coronation 
Robe. 

(From Braun, 
Die lino:. 

Gewandung.) 

Fig. 6.—Modern English Chasuble, used at St. Paul's Church, 
Knightsbridge, London. 



Fig. 7. — Back of a Chasuble of Italian Brocaded Damask (Red) with Embroidered Orphreys. 
The Vestment is of the early /6th century, the Orphreys of the late 14th century. 
(English. In the Victoria and Albert Museum.) 
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extensively for the ornamentation of goldsmith and silversmith 
work, electro-plate and similar objects, being employed to 
produce bold flutings and bosses, and in another manner utilized 
for imitating engraved surfaces. Minute work can be produced 
by this method, perfect examples of which may be seen in the 
watch-cases chased by G. M. Moser, R.A. (1704-1783). The 
chaser first outlines the pattern on the surface he is to ornament, 
after which, if the work involves bold or high embossments, 
these are blocked out by a process termed " snarling." The 
snarling iron is a long iron tool turned up at the end, and made so 
that when securely fastened in a vise the upturned end can reach 
and press against any portion of the interior of the vase or other 
object to be chased. The part to be raised being held firmly 
against the upturned point of the snarling iron, the workman 
gives the shoulder or opposite end of the iron a sharp blow, 
which causes the point applied to the work to give it a percussive 
stroke, and thus throw up the surface of the metal held against 
the tool. When the blocking out from the interior is finished, 
or when no such embossing is required, the object to be chased 
is filled with molten pitch, which is allowed to harden. It is 
then fastened to a sandbag, and with hammer and a multitude 
of small punches of different outline the whole details of the 
pattern, lined, smooth or " matt," are worked out. Embossing 
and stamping from steel dies and rolled ornaments have long 
since taken the place of chased ornamentations in the cheaper 
kinds of plated works. (See Ea/possum.) 

CHASM, VICTOR EUPHEMIZE PHILARETE (1798-1873), 
French critic and man of letters, was born at Mainvilliers (Eure 
et Loir) on the 8th of October 1798. His father, Pierre Jacques 
Michel Chasles (1754-1826), was a member of the Convention, 
and was one of those who voted the death of Louis XVI. He 
brought up his son according to the principles of Rousseau's 
Emile, and the boy, after a rfgime of outdoor life, followed by 
some years' classical study, was apprenticed to a printer, so that 
he might make acquaintance with manual labour. His master 
was involved in one of the plots of 1815, and Philarate suffered 
two months' imprisonment. On his release he was sent to 
London, where he worked for the printer Valpy on editions of 
classical authors. He wrote articles for the English reviews, 
and on his return to France did much to popularize the study 
of English authors. He was also one of the earliest to draw 
attention in France to Scandinavian and Russian literature. 
He contributed to the Revue des deux statutes, until he had a 
violent quarrel, terminating in a lawsuit, with Francois Buloz, 
who won his case. He became librarian of the Bibliothaque 
Mazarine, and from 1841 was professor of comparative literature 
at the Collage de France. During his active life be produced 
some fifty volumes of literary history and criticism, and of 
social history, much of which is extremely valuable. He died 
at Venice on the 18th of July x873. His son, Emile Chasles 
(b. 1827), was a philologist of some reputation. 

Among his best critical works is Dix-Ituitilme Siecte en Angkteere 
. . . (1846), one of a series of 20 vole. of Etudes de litterature compare. 
(1846-1875). which he called later Trenk ans de critique. An 
account of his strenuous boyhood is given in his Matson de mon pore. 
His Alemoires (1876-1877) did not fulfil the expectations based on his 
brilliant talk. 

CHASSE (from the Fr., in full chasse-cafe, or " coffee-chaser "), 
a draught of spirit or liqueur, taken with or after coffee, &c. 

CHASSE (Fr. for " chased "), a gliding step in dancing, so 
called since one foot is brought up behind or chases the other. 
The Chasse croisl is a double variety of the step. 

CHASSELOUP-LAIIHAT, PRANCOIS, MARQMS DE (1754-
1833). French general and military engineer, was born at St 
Sernin (Lower Charente) on the 18th of August 1754, of a noble 
family, and entered the French engineers in 1774. He was still 
a subaltern at the outbreak of the Revolution, becoming captain 
in 1791. His ability as a military engineer was recognised in 
the campaigns of 1792 and 1793. In the following year he won 
distinction in various actions and was promoted successively 
chef de bakillon and colonel. He was chief of engineers at the 
siege of Mainz in 1796, after which he was sent to Italy. He 
there conducted the first siege of Mantua, and reconnoitred the  

positions and lines of advance of the army of Bonaparte. He 
was promoted general of brigade before the close of the campaign, 
and was subsequently employed in fortifying the new Rhine 
frontier of France. His work as chief of engineers in the army 
of Italy (x799) was conspicuously successful, and after the battle 
of Novi he was made general of division. When Napoleon took 
the field in 1800 to retrieve the disasters of 1799, he again 
selected Chasseloup as his engineer general. During the peace of 
18oz-z805 he was chiefly employed in reconstructing the defences 
of northern Italy, and in particular the afterwards famous 
Quadrilateral. His clef-d'auvre was the great fortress of Aless-
andria on the Tanaro. In tilos he remained in Italy with 
Massena, but at the end of r8o6 Napoleon, then engaged in the 
Polish campaign, called him to the Grande Armee, with which 
be served in the campaign of 1806-07, directing the sieges of 
Colberg, Danzig and Stralsund. During the Napoleonic domina-
tion in Germany, Chasseloup reconstructed many fortresses, 
in particular Magdeburg. In the campaign of 1809 he again 
served in Italy. In aro Napoleon made him a councillor of 
state. His last campaign was that of Ara in Russia. He 
retired from active service soon afterwards, though in 1814 he 
was occasionally engaged in the inspection and construction 
of fortifications. Louis XVIII. made him a peer of France and 
a knight of St Louis. He refused to join Napoleon in the Hundred 
Days, but after the second Restoration he voted in the chamber 
of peers against the condemnation of Marshal Ney. In politics 
he belonged to the constitutional party. The king created him 
a marquis. Chasseloup's later years were employed chiefly in 
putting in order his manuscripts, a task which he had to abandon 
owing to the failure of his sight. His only published work MSS 
Correspondance d'un general franqais, 6rc. sue divers sodas (Paris, 
rflor, republished Milan, tilos and 18x1, under the title Corse-
spondance de deux generals, 6'c., essais sue quelques parties d'artil-
lerie et de fortification). The most important of his papers are 
in manuscript in the Depot of Fortifications, Paris. 

As an engineer Chasseloup was an adherent, though of ad-
vanced views, of the old bastioned system. He followed in many 
respects the engineer Bouamard, whose work was published in 
1797 and who fell, as a Prussian officer, in the defence of Danzig 
in 1807 against Chasseloup's own attack. His front was applied 
to Alessandria, as has been stated, and contains many elabora-
tions of the bastion trace, with, in particular, masked flanks in 
the tenaille, which served as extra flanks of the bastions. The 
bastion itself was carefully and minutely retrenched. The 
ordinary ravelin he replaced by a heavy casemated caponier 
after the example of Montalembert, and, like Bottsmard's, his 
own ravelin was a large and powerful work pushed out beyond 
the gjacis. 

CHASSEPOT, officially " fusil modale x866," a military breech-
loading rifle, famous as the arm of the French forces in the Franco-
German War of 1870-71. It was so called after its inventor, 
Antoine Alphonse Chassepot (1 833-190S), who, from x857 on-
wards, had constructed various experimental forms of breech-
loader, and it became the French service weapon in 1866. In 
the following year it made its first appearance on the battlefield 
at Mentana (November 3rd, 1867), where it inflicted severe losses 
upon Garibaldi's troops. In the war of 187o it proved very 
greatly superior to the German needle-gun. The breech was 
closed by a bolt very similar to those of more modern rifles, and 
amongst the technical features of interest were the method of 
obturation, which was similar in principle to the de Bange 
obturator for heavy guns (see ORDNANCE), and the retention 
of the paper cartridge. The principal details of the chassepot 
are:—weight of rifle, 9 lb 5 oz.; length with bayonet, 6 ft. a in.; 
calibre, •433 in.; weight of bullet (lead), 386 grains; weight of 
charge (black powder), 86.4 grains; muzzle velocity, 1328 f.s.; 
sighted to 1312 yds. (1200 m.). The chassepot was replaced in 
1874 by the Gras rifle, which had a metal cartridge, and all rifles 
of the older model remaining in store were converted to take the 
same ammunition (fusil modale 1866/74) • 

CHASSERIAII, THEODORE (1819-1856), French painter, 
was born in the Antilles, and studied under Ingres at Paris and 
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at Rome, subsequently falling under the influence of Paul 
Delaroche. He was a well-known painter of portraits and his-
torical pieces, his " Tepidarium at Pompeii " (1853) being now 
in the Louvre. 

CHASSIS (Fr. clutssis, a frame, from the Late. Lat. capsum, an 
enclosed space), properly a window-frame, from which is derived 
the word " sash "; also the movable traversing frame of a gun, 
and more particularly that part of a motor vehicle consisting of 
the wheels, frame and machinery, on which the body or carriage 
part rests. 

CHASTELARD, PIERRE DE BOCSOZEL DE (1540-1563); 
French poet, was born in Dauphinf, a scion of the house of 
Bayard. His name is inseparably connected with Mary, queen 
of Scots. From the service of the Constable Montmorency, 
Chastelard, then a page, passed to the household of Marshal 
Damville, whom he accompanied in his journey to Scotland in 
escort of Mary (x561). He returned to Paris in the marshal's train, 
but left for Scotland again shortly afterward, bearing letters of 
recommendation to Mary from his old protector, Montmorency, 
and the Regrets addressed to the ex-queen of France by Pierre 
Ronsard, his master in the art of song. He undertook to trans-
mit to the poet the service of plate with which Mary rewarded 
him. But he had fallen in love with the queen, who is said lo* 
have encouraged his passion. Copies of verse passed between 
them; she lost no occasion of showing herself partial to his 
person and conversation. The young man hid himself under her 
bed, where he was discovered by her maids of honour. Mary 
pardoned the offence, and the old familiar terms between them 
were resumed. Chastclard was so rash as again to violate her 
privacy. He was discovered a second time, seized, sentenced 
and hanged the next morning. He met his fate valiantly and 
consistently, reading, on his gray to the scaffold, his master's 
noble Hymne de As most, and turning at the instant of doom 
towards the palace of Holyrood, to address to his unseen mistress 
the famous farewell—" Adieu, toi si belle et si cruelle, qui me 
toes et que je ne puis cesser d'aimer." This at least is the version 
of the Mlmoires of Brantdome, who is, however, notoriously 
untrustworthy. But for his madness of love, it is possible that 
Chastclard would have left no shadow or shred of himself behind. 
As it is, his life and death are of interest as illustrating the wild 
days in which his lot was cast. 

CHASTELLAIN. GEORGE (d. r475),  Burgundian chronicler, 
was a native of Alost in Flanders. He derived his surname from 
the fact that his ancestors were burgraves or chatelains of the 
town; his parents, who belonged to illustrious Flemish families, 
were probably the Jean Chastellain and his wife Marie de Mas-
mines mentioned in the town records in 1425 and 1432. A copy 
of an epitaph originally at Valenciennes states that he died on 
the roth of March 1474-5 aged seventy. But since he states 
thak he was so young a child in 543o that he could not recollect 
the details of events in that year, and since he was " &otter " at 
Louvain in 1430, his birth may probably be placed nearer 1415 
than 1405. He saw active service in the Anglo-French wars and 
probably elsewhere, winning the surname of L'adventureux. In 
1434 he received a gift from Philip the Good, duke of Burgundy, 
for his military services, but on the conclusion of the peace of 
Arras in the next year he abandoned soldiering for diplomacy. 
The next ten years were spent in France, where he was connected 
with Georges de la Tremoille, and afterwards entered the house-
hold of Pierre de Break, at that time seneschal of Poitou, by 
whom he was employed on missions to the duke of Burgundy, 
in an attempt to establish better relations between Charles VII. 
and the duke. During these years Chastellain had ample oppor-
tunity of obtaining an intimate knowledge of French affairs, but 
on the further breach between the two princes, Chastellain left 
the French service to enter Philip's household. He was at first 
pander, then carver, titles which are misleading as to the nature 
of his services. which were those of a diplomatist; and in 1 457 
be became a member of the ducal council. He was continually 
employed on diplomatic errands until 1 455, when, owing appar-
ently to ill-health, he received apartments in the palace of the 
counts of Hainaut at Salle-le-Comte, Valenciennes, with a con- 

siderable pension, on condition that the recipient should put is 
writing " chores nouvelles et morales," and a chronicle of notable 
events. That is to say, he was appointed Burgundian historio- 
grapher with a recommendation to write also on other subjects 
not strictly within the scope of a chronicler. From this time 
he worked hard at his Chronique, with occasional interruptiors 
in his retreat to fulfil missions in France, or to visit the Bur-
gundian court. He was assisted, from about 2463 onwards, ley 
his disciple and continuator, Jean Molina, whose rhetorical sad 
redundant style may be fairly traced in some passages of the 
Chronique. Charles the Bold maintained the traditions of his 
house as a patron of literature, and showed special favour to 
Chastellain, who, after being constituted indiciaire or chronicler 
of the order of the Golden Fleece, was himself made a knight of 
the order on the 2nd of May 1473. He died at Valenciennes 
on the 13th of February (according to the treasury accounts), 
or on the roth of March (according to his epitaph) 1475. He 
left an illegitimate son, to whom was paid in 1524 one hundred 
and twenty livres for a copy of the Chronique intended for 
Charles V.'s sister Mary, queen of Hungary. Only about one-
third of the whole work, which extended from Ivo to 1474, is 
known to be in existence, but MSS. carried by the Habsburg' 
to Vienna or Madrid may possibly yet be discovered. 

Among- his contemporaries Chastellain acquired a great 
reputation by his poems and occasional pieces now little con-
sidered. The unfinished state of his Chrotsique at the time of 
his death, coupled with political considerations, may possibly 
account for the fact that it remained unprinted during the 
century that followed his death, and his historical work was only 
disinterred from the libraries of Arras, Paris and Brussels by the 
painstaking researches of M. Buchon in 1825. • Chastellain was 
constantly engaged during• the earlier part of his career in 
negotiations between the French and Burgundian courts, and 
thus had personal knowledge of the persons and events dealt 
with in his history. A partisan element in writing of French 
affairs was inevitable in a Burgundian chronicle. This defect 
appears most strongly in his treatment of Joan of Arc; and the 
attack on Agnes Sorel seems to have been dictated by the 
dauphin (afterwards Louis XI.), then a refugee in Burgundy, of 
whom he was afterwards to become a severe critic. He was not, 
however, misled, as his more picturesque predecessor Froissart 
had been, by feudal and chivalric tradition into misconception 
of the radical injustice of the Foglkh cause in France; and 
except in isolated instances where Burgundian interests were at 
stake, he did full justice to the patriotism of Frenchmen. Among 
his most sympathetic portraits are those of his friend Pierre de 
Brett and of Jacques Cceur. His French style, based partly 
on his Latin reading, has, together with its undeniable vigour 
and picturesqueness, the characteristic redundance and rhetorical 
quality of the Burgundian sc.hoot. Chastellain was no mere 
annalist, but proposed to fuse and shape his vast material to his 
own conclusions, in accordance with his political experience. 
The most interesting feature of his work is the skill with which 
he pictures the leading figures of his time. His " characters " 
are the fruit of acute and experienced observation, and abound 
in satirical traits, although the 42nd chapter of his second book, 
devoted expressly to portraiture, is headed " Comment Georges 
curl' d menlionne lea it:manes volumes des princes de son facts." 

The known extant fragments of Chastellain's Chrtmicses with 
his other works were edited by Kervyn de Lettenhove for the 
Brussels Academy in 1863-1866 (8 vols., Brussels) as (Ewes a 
Georges Chastellain. This edition includes all that had been shady 
published by Buchon in his Collection de ckroniqnes and Chu' if 
chronigues (material subsequently incorporated, in the Postilion 
litleratre), andgrtions (,canted by Renard in his Tress ►  mamma. 
vol. and by icberat in the Prods de la Pucelle vol. iv. Kervys 
de Lettenhove a text includes the portions of the chronicle coverieg 
the periods September too, October 1422, January 1430 to December 
1431, 1481-482. July 1484 to October 1488. July 1465 to July 1463. 
and, with omissions, June 1467 to September 1470; and three volumes 
of minor pieces of considerable interest, especially Le Ternpk de 
Became, dedicated to Margaret of Anjou, and the DIpricatto n lat 
Pierre BrezE, imprisoned by Louis Xl. In the case of these moor 
works the attribution to Chastellain is in some eases mama 
notably in the case of the Lure des faits de Jacques de Lakin, which 
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I s the work of Lefebvre de Saint-Remi, herald of the Golden Fleece. 
In the allegorical Oslire d'ainour it has been thought a real romance 
between Brea and a lady of the royal house is concealed. 

See A. Molinier, Les Sources de l'histoire de -France; as well as 
notices by Kervyn de Lettenhove prefixed to the Cannes and in the 
Biographie nationale de Belgique; and an article (three parts) by 
Valkt de Viriville in the Journal des savants (1867). 

CHASUBLE (Fr. chasuble, Ger. Kasel, Span. cacao; Late 
Let. cassia, a little house, hut, from ease), a liturgical vestment 
of the Catholic Church. It is the outermost garment worn by 
bishops and priests at the celebration of the Mass, forming 
with the alb (q.v.) the most essential part of the eucharistic 
vestments. Since it is only used at the Mass, or rarely for 
functions intimately connected with the sacrament of the altar, 
it may be regarded as the Mass vestment par excellence. The 
chasuble is thus in a special sense the sacerdotal vestment, and 
at the ordination of priests, according to the Roman rite, the 
bishop places on the candidate a chasuble rolled up at the back 
(planda plicata), with the words, " Take the sacerdotal robe, 
the symbol of love," &c.; at the end of the ordination Mass the 

vestment is unrolled. 
The chasuble or 
planela (as it is called 
in the Roman missal), 
according to the pre- 
vailing model in the 
Roman Catholic 
Church, is a scapular- 
like cloak, with a hole 
in the middle for the 
head, falling down 
over breast and back, 
and leaving the arms 
uncovered at the sides. 

tB
Its shape and size, 
however, differ con-
siderably in various 
countries (see fig. IL 
while some churches 
—e.g. those of certain 
monastic orders—
have retained or re-
verted to the earlier 
" Gothic " forms to 

c a be described later. 
From Braes % LiturgiNks Croassdrog. by permision According to the de-

af the publober. B. Herder. visions of the Con-
FIG. 1.—Comparative shape and size of grcga ton of  t • 	f     

Chasubles as now in use in vanous countries. 
chasubles must not 

a, b, German. c, Roman. d, Spanish. 
be of linen, cotton or 

woollen stuffs, but of silk; thoUgh a mixture of wool (or linen 
and cotton) and silk is allowed if the silk completely cover the 
other material on the outer side; spun glass thread, as a sub-
stitute for gold or silver thread, is also forbidden, owing to the 
possible danger to the priest's health through broken fragments 
falling into the chalice. 

The chasuble, like the kindred vestments (the rfie)livtov, &c.) 
in the Eastern Churches, is derived from the Roman pisenula or 
piccolo, a cloak worn by all classes and both sexes in the Graeco-
Roman world (see VESTMENTS). Though early used in the 
celebration of the liturgy it had for several centuries no speci-
fically liturgical character, the first clear instances of its ritual 
use being in a letter of St Germanus of Paris (d. 576), and the 
next in the twenty-eighth canon of the Council of Toledo (633). 
Much later than this, however, it was still an article of everyday 
clerical dress, and as such was prescribed by the German council 
convened by Carloman and presided over by St Boniface in 742. 
Amalarius of Metz, in his De ecdesiaslicis guilt (ii. zsi), tells us 
in 816 that the cosmic' is the generate indunienfunt :aeration 
durum and " is proper generally to all the clergy." It was not 
until the z ith century, when the cope (q.v.) had become estab-
lished as a liturgical vestment, that the chasuble began to be 
reserved as special to the sacrifice of the Mass. As illustrating  

this process Father Braun (p. 170) cites an Interesting corre-
spondence between Archbishop Lanfranc of Canterbury and John 
of Avrancbes, archbishop of Rouen, as to the propriety of a 
bishop wearing a chasuble at the consecration of a church, 
Lanfranc maintaining as an established principle that the 
vestment should be reserved for the Mass. By the 13th century, 
with the final development of the ritual of the Mass, the chasuble 
became definitely fixed as the vestment of the celebrating priest; 
though to this day in the Roman Church relics of the earlier 
general use of the chasuble survive in the planets plicata worn 
by deacons and subdeacons in Lent and Advent, and other 
penitential seasons. 

At the Reformation the chasuble was rejected with the other 
vestments by the more extreme Protestants. Its use, however, 
survived in the Lutheran churches; and though in those of 
Germany it is no longer worn, it still forms part of the liturgical 
costume of the Scandinavian Evangelical churches. In the 
Church of England, though it was prescribed alternatively with 
the cope in the First Prayer-Book of Edward VI., it was ulti-
mately discarded, with the other " Mass vestments," the cope 
being substituted for it at the celebration of the Holy Communion 
in cathedral and collegiate churches; its use has, however, 
during the last fifty years been widely revived in connexion with 
the reactionary movement in the direction of the pre-Reformation 
doctrine of the eucharist. The difficult question of its legality 
is discussed in the article VESTMENTS. 

Form.—The chasuble was originally a tent-hle robe which 
fell in loose folds below the knee (see Plate I. fig. 4). 'Its obvious 
inconvenience for celebrating the holy mysteries, however, 
caused its gradual modification. The object of the change was 
primarily to leave the hands of the celebrant freer for the careful 
performance of the manual acts, and to this end a process of 
cutting away at the sides of the vestment began, which continued 
until the tent-shaped chasuble of the rath century had developed 
in the 16th into the scapular-like vestment at present in use. 
This process was, moreover, hastened by the substitution of 
costly and elaborately embroidered materials for the simple 
stuffs of which the vestment had originally been composed; 
for, as it became heavier and stiffer, it necessarily had to be 
made smaller. For the extremely exiguous proportions of some 
chasubles actually in use, which have been robbed of all the 
beauty of form they ever possessed, less respectable motives 
have sometimes been responsible, viz. the desire of their makers 
to save on the materials. The most beautiful form of the chasuble 
is undoubtedly the " Gothic " (see the figure of Bishop Johannes 
of Lubeck in the article Vesruzvirs), which is the form most 
affected by the Anglican clergy, as being that worn in the 
English Church before the Reformation. 

Decoration.—Though planetac decorated with narrow orphreys 
are occasionally met with in the monuments of the early centuries, 
these vestments were until the loth century generally quite 
plain, and even at the close of this century, when the custom of 
decorating the chasuble with orphreys had become common, 
there was no definite rule as to their disposition; sometimes 
they were merely embroidered borders to the neck-opening or 
hem, sometimes a vertical strip down the back, less often a 
forked cross, the arms of which turned upwards over the 
shoulders. From this time onward, however, the embroidery 
became ever more and more elaborate, and with this tendency 
the orphreys were broadened to allow of their being decorated 
with figures. About the middle of the 13th century, the cross 
with horizontal arms begins to appear on the back of the vest-
ment, and by the 15th this had become the most usual form, 
though the forked cross also survived—e.g. in England, where 
it is now considered distinctive of the chasuble as worn in the 
Anglican Church. Where the forked cross is used it is placed 
both on the back and front of the vestment; the horizontal-
armed cross, on the other hand, is placed only on the back, the 
front being decorated with a vertical strip extending to the 
lower hem (fig. 1, b,d). Sometimes the back of the chasuble has 
no cross, but only a vertical orphrey, and in this case the front, 
besides the vertical stripe, has a horizontal orphrey just below 
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the neck opening (see Plate I. fig. 2). This latter is the type 
used in the local Roman Church, which has been adopted in 
certain dioceses in South Germany and Switzerland, and of 
late years in the Roman Catholic churches in England, e.g. 
Westminster cathedral (see Plate I. figs. 3 and 5). 

It has been widely held that the forked cross was a conscious 
imitation of the archiepiscopal pal ium (F. Bock, Gesch. der 

Gewander, ii. 107), and that the chasuble so decorated 
is proper to archbishops. Father Braun, however, makes it 
quite clear that this was not the case, and gives proof that this 
decoration was not even originally conceived as a cross at all, 
citing early instances of its having been worn by laymen and 
even by non-Christians (p. 210). It was not until the 13th century 
that the symbolical meaning of the cross began to be elaborated, 
and this was still further accentuated from the 24th century 
onward by the increasingly widespread custom of adding to it 
the figure of the crucified Christ and other symbols of the Passion. 
This, however, did not represent any definite rule; and the 
orphreys of chasubles were decorated with a great variety of 
pictorial subjects, scriptural or drawn from the stories of the 
saints, while the rest of the vestment was either left plain or, if 
embroidered, most usually decorated with arabesque patterns 
of foliage or animals. The local Roman Church, true to its 
ancient traditions, adhered to the simpler forms. The modern 
Roman chasuble pictured in Plate I. fig. 5, besides the conven-
tional arabesque pattern, is decorated, according to rule, with 
the arms of the archbishop and his see. 

The Eastern Church. —The original equivalent of the chasuble 
is the phelonion (eke)rSvior, q)r.X1wqr, dtaubluov, from poenula). 
It is a full vestment of the type of the Western bell 
chasuble; but, instead of being cut away at the sides, it is 
for convenience' sake either gathered up or cut short in front. 
In the Armenian, Syrian, Chaldaean and Coptic rites it is cope-
shaped. There is some difference of opinion as to the derivation 
of the vestment in the latter case; the Five Bishops (Report to 
Convocation, 1908) deriving it, like the cope, from the birrus, 
while Father Braun considers it, as well as the cope, to be a 
modification of the paetzsda.' The phelonion (Ann. shurtshar, 
Syr. phaina, Chald. maaphra or pkaina, Copt burnos, Manion, 
kuklion) is confined to the priests in the Armenian, Syrian, 
Chaldaean and Coptic rites; in the Greek rite it is worn also by 
the lectors. It is not in the East so specifically a eucharistic 
vestment as in the West, but is worn at other solemn functions 
besides the liturgy, e.g. marriages, processions, &c. 

Until the nth century the phelonion is always pictured as a 
perfectly plain dark robe, but at this period the custom arose 
of decorating the patriarchal phelonion with a number of 
crosses, whence its name of srauttraGpior. By the 14th century 
the use of these polystauria had been extended to metropolitans 
and later still to all bishops. The purple or black phelonion, 
however, remained plain in all cases. The Greeks and Greek 
Melchite metropolitans now wear the sakkos instead of the 
phelonion; and in the Russian, Ruthenian, Bulgarian and 
Italo-Greek churches this vestment has superseded the phelonion 
in the case of all bishops (see DALMATIC and VEST/LENTS). 

See J. Braun, S.J.. Die lituegische Gewasdusg (Freiburg im 
Breisgau, 1907), pp. 149-247, and the bibliography to the article 
VESTMENTS. 	 (W. A. P.) 

1  The writer is indebted to the courtesy of Father Braun for the 
following note -"That the Syrian pkossa was formerly a closed 
mantle of the type of the bell chasuble is clearly proved by the 
evidence of the miniatures of a Syrian pontifical (dated 1239) in the 
Bibliothique Nationale at Paris (cf. Bild 16, 112, 284. in Die litur-
gist-be Gewandung). The liturgical vestments of the Armenians are 
derived, like their rite, from the Greek rite; so that in this case also 
there can be no doubt that the shurtsbar was originally closed. The 
Coptic rite is in the same relation to the Syrian. Moreover, it would 
to further necessary to prove that the &inns, in contradistinction to 
the paensda, was always open in front; whereas, Per contra, the 
petunia, both as worn by soldiers and in ordinary life, was, like the 
modern Arab bursar, often slit up the front to the neck. For the 
rest, it is obvious that if the Syrian phaina was still quite closed in 
the 13th century. and was only provided with a slit since that time, 
the same is very probable in the case of the Armenian chasuble. 
The absence of the hood might also be taken as additional proof of 

CHATEAU (from Lat. caslellum, fortress, through 0. Fr. 
chaste!, ckasteau), the French word for castle (q.s.). The develop-
ment of the medieval castle, in the 25th and 16th centuries, 
into houses arranged rather for residence than defence led to a 
corresponding widening of the meaning of the term chdates, 
which came to be applied to any seigniorial residence and so 
generally to all houses, especially country houses, of any pre-
tensions (cf. the Ger. Schloss). The French distinguish the 
fortified castle from the residential mansion by describing the 
former as the ckdteau fort, the latter as the chdleate de giaiseace. 
The development of the one into the other is admirably illustrated 
by surviving buildings in France, especially in the (Junto= 
scattered along the Loire. Of these LangeaS, still in perfect 
preservation, is a fine type of the chdleau fort, with its loth-
century keep and 13th-century walls. Amboise (1490), Blois 
(2 soo- t 54o), Chambord (begun 5526), Chenonceaux (15s 5-1560), 
Azay-le-Rideau (2521), may be taken as typical examples of the 
ckdteau de plaisance of the transition period, all retaining is 
greater or less degree some of the architectural characteristics 
of the medieval castle. Some description of these is given under 
their several headings. In English the word adkau is often 
used to translate foreign words (e.g. Schloss) meaning country 
house or mansion. 

For the Loire chlteaux see Theodore Andrea Cook, Old Tawas' 
( 1 892). 

CHATEAUBRIAND, FRANCOIS RENt VicOwrE Os (t768- 
 1848), French author, youngest son of Rene Auguste de Chateau-

briand, comte de Combourg' was born at St Malo on the 4th of 
September 2768. He was a brilliant representative of the reaction 
against the ideas of the French Revolution, and the most con-
spicuous figure in French literature during the First Empire. His 
naturally poetical temperament was fostered in childhood by 
pictu resque influences, the mysterious reserve of his morose father, 
the ardent piety of his mother, the traditions of his ancient family, 
the legends and antiquated customs of the sequestered Breton 
district, above all, the vagueness and solemnity of the neighbour-
ing ocean. His closest friend was his sister Lucile' a passionate-
hearted girl, divided between her devotion to him and to religion. 
Francois received his education at Del and Rennes, where Jean 
Victor Moreau was among his fellow-students. From Rennes 
he proceeded to the College of Dinan, and passed some years in 
desultory study in preparation for the priesthood. He finally 
decided, after a year's holidayat the family chateau of Combourg, 
that he had no vocation for the Church, and was on the point of 
proceeding to try his fortune in India when he received (1786) a 
commission in the army. After a short visit to Paris he joined 
his regiment at Cambmi, and early in the following year was 
presented at court. In 5788 he received the tonsure in order 
to enter the order of the Knights of Malta. In Paris (1787-1789) 
he made acquaintance with the Parisian men of letters. He 
met la Harpe, Evariste Parny, " Pindare " Lebrun, Nicolas 
Chamfort, Pierre Louis Ginguene, and others, of whom be has 
left portraits in his memoirs. 

Chateaubriand was not unfavourable to the Revolution in its 
first stages, but he was disturbed by its early excesses; moreover, 
his regiment was disbanded, and his family belonged to the 
party of reaction. His political impartiality, he says, pleased 
no one. These causes and the restlessness of his spirit induced 
him to take part in a romantic scheme for the discovery of the 
North-West Passage, in pursuance of which he departed for 
America in the spring of 1791. The passage was not found or 
even attempted, but the adventurer returned enriched with the—
to him—more important discovery of his own powers and 
vocation, conscious of his marvellous faculty for the delineation 
of nature, and stored with the new ideas and new imagery, 
the derivation of the phaina from the isaen#4. but I should not la) 
particular stress upon it. The question is settled by the abose-
mentioned miniatures." 

1  For full details of the Chateaubriand family see R. Kervikr, 
Essai cruse bio-bibliograpkie de Chateaubeiwed d de sa famine (Vannes 

18?Vfer (Ewes were ed;!ed ir 1879, with a memoir, by Anatole 
France. 
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derived from the virgin forests and magnificent scenery of the 
western continent. That he actually lived among the Indians, 
however, is shown by Bedier to be doubtful, and the same critic 
has exposed the untrustworthiness of the autobiographical 
details of his American trip. His knowledge of America was 
mainly derived from the books of Charlevoix and others. 

The news of the arrest of Louis XVI. at Varennes in June 
179r recalled him to France. In 1792 he married Mlle Celeste 
Buisson de Lavigne, a girl of seventeen, who brought him a 
small fortune. This enabled him to join the ranks of the emi-
grants, a course practically imposed on him by his birth and 
his profession as a soldier. After the failure of the duke of 
Brunswick's invasion he contrived to reach Brussels, where he 
was left wounded and apparently dying in the street. His 
brother succeeded in obtaining some shelter for him, and sent 
him to Jersey. The captain of the boat in which he travelled 
left him on the beach in Guernsey. He was once more rescued 
from death, this time by some fishermen. After spending some 
time in the Channel Islands under the care of an emigrant uncle, 
the comte de Beclee, he made his way to London. In England 
he lived obscurely for several years, gaining an intimate acquaint-
ance with English literature and a practical acquaintance with 
poverty. His own account of this period has been exposed 
by A. le Bras, Au pays d'exil de Chateaubriand (x9o9), and by 
E. Dick, Revue d'histoire litteraire de la France (,9o8), i. From 
his English exile dates the Natchez (first printed in his (Euvres 
cons pleks, 1826-1831), a prose epic designed to portray the 
life of the Red Indians. Two brilliant episodes originally 
designed for this work, Atala and Rene, are among his most 
famous productions. Chateaubriand's first publication, however, 
was the Essai hiskrique, politique d moral sur les revolutions . . 
(London, 1797), which the author subsequently retracted, but 
took care not to suppress. In this volume he appears as a 
mediator between royalist and revolutionary ideas, a free-
thinker in religion, and a philosopher imbued with the spirit of 
Rousseau. A great change in his views was, however, at hand, 
induced, according to his own statement, by a letter from his 
sister Julie (Mare de Farcy), telling him of the grief his views 
had caused his mother, who had died soon after her release from 
the Conciergerie in the same year. His brother had perished 
on the scaffold in April z794, and both his sisters, Lucile and 
Julie, and his wife had been imprisoned at Rennes. Mme de 
Farcy did not long survive her imprisonment. 

Chateaubriand's thoughts turned to religion, and on his 
return to France in i800 the Genie du christianisme was already 
in an advanced state. Louis de Fontanes had been a fellow-exile 
with Chateaubriand in London, and he now introduced him to 
the society of Mme de Steel, Mme Recamier, Benjamin Constant, 
Lucien Bonaparte and others. But Chateaubriand's favourite 
resort was the salon of Pauline de Beaumont, who was destined 
to fill a great place in his life, and gave him some help in the 
preparation of his work on Christianity, part of the book being 
written at her house at Savigny. Atala, ou ks amours de deux 
sausages dans le desert, used as an episode in the Genie du chris-
tianisme, appeared separately in r8o1 and immediately made his 
reputation. Exquisite style, impassioned eloquence and glowing 
descriptions of nature gained indulgence for the incongruity 
between the rudeness of the personages and the refinement of 
the sentiments, and for the distasteful blending of prudery with 
sensuousness. Alike in its merits and defects the piece is a more 
emphatic and highly coloured Paul d Virgink; it has been 
justly said that Bernardin Saint-Pierre models in marble and 
Chateaubriand in bronze. Encouraged by his success the 
author resumed, his Genie du christianisme, ou beaules de la 
religion ckretienne, which appeared in 18o2, just upon the eve of 
Napoleon's re-establishment of the Catholic religion in France, 
for which it thus seemed almost to have prepared the way. No 
coincidence could have been more opportune, and Chateau-
briand came to esteem himself the counterpart. of Napoleon in 
the intellectual order. In composing his work he had borne in 
mind the admonition of his friend Joseph Joubert, that the 
public would care very little for his erudition and very much  

for his eloquence. It is consequently an inefficient pro-
duction from the point of view of serious argument. The con-
siderations derived from natural theology are but commonplaces 
rendered dazzling by the magic of style; and the parallels 
between Christianity and antiquity, especially in arts and letters, 
are at best ingenious sophistries. The less polemical passages, 
however, where the author depicts the glories of the Catholic 
liturgy and its accessories, or expounds its symbolical significance, 
are splendid instances of the effect produced by the accumulation 
and judicious distribution of particulars gorgeous in the mass, 
and treated with the utmost refinement of detail. The work is 
a masterpiece of literary art, and its influence in French literature 
was immense. The Eloa of Alfred de Vigny, the Harmonies of 
Lamartine and even the Ligende des tildes of Victor Hugo may 
be said to have been inspired by the Genie du ark tianisme. 
Its immediate effect was very considerable. It admirably sub-
served the statecraft of Napoleon, and Talleyrand in 1803 
appointed the writer attache to the French legation at Rome, 
whither he was followed by Mine de Beaumont, who died there. 

When his insubordinate and intriguing spirit compelled his 
recall he was transferred as envoy to the canton of the Valais. 
The murder of the duke of Enghien (21st of March 1.804) took 
place before he took up this appointment. Chateaubriand, who 
was in Paris at the time, showed his courage and independence 
by immediately resigning his post. In 1[807 he gave great 
offence to Napoleon by an article in the Mercure de France (4th 
of July), containing allusions to Nero which were rightly taken 
to refer to the emperor. The Mercure, of which he had become 
proprietor, was temporarily suppressed, and was in the next year 
amalgamated with the Decade. Chateaubriand states in his 
Memoires that his life was threatened, but it is more than 
possible that he exaggerated the danger. Before this, in 18426, 
he made a pilgrimage to Jerusalem, undertaken, as he subse-
quently acknowledged, less in a devotional spirit than in quest 
of new imagery. He returned by way of Tunis, Carthage, Cadiz 
and Granada. At Granada he met Mine de Mouthy, and the 
place and the meeting apparently suggested the romantic tale of 
Le Dernier Abend-age, which, for political reasons, remained 
unprinted until the publication of the Mares comp:lees (r826- 
'831). The journey also produced L'Itineraire de Paris d  liru-
sakm . . . (3 vols., ass), a record of travel distinguished by the 
writer's habitual picturesqueness; and inspired his prose epic, 
Les Martyrs, ou le triomphe de la religion chrettienne (a vols., 18o9). 
This work may be regarded as the argument of the Genie du 
christianisme thrown into an objective form. As in the Epi-
curean of Thomas Moore, the professed design is the contrast 
between Paganism and Christianity, which fails of its purpose 
partly from the absence of real insight into the genius of antiquity, 
and partly because the heathen are the most interesting char-
acters after all. Rene had appeared in 1802 as an episode of the 
Genie du christianisme, and was published separately at Leipzig 
without its author's consent in the same year. It was perhaps 
Chateaubriand's most characteristic production. The connect-
ing link in European literature between Werther and Ckikle 
Harold, it paints the misery of a morbid and dissatisfied soul. 
The representation is mainly from the life. Chateaubriand be-
trayed amazing egotism in describing his sister Lucile in the 
Amalie of the story, and much is obviously descriptive of his 
own early surroundings. With Les Natchez his career as an im-
aginative writer is closed. In z832 he published his Eludes ou 
discours historiques . . . vols.) dealing with the fall of the 
Roman Empire. 

As a politician Chateaubriand was equally formidable to his 
antagonists when in opposition and to his friends when in office. 
His poetical receptivity and impressionableness rendered him 
no doubt honestly inconsistent with himself; his vanity and 
ambition, too morbidly acute to be restrained by the ties of party 
allegiance, made him dangerous and untrustworthy as a political 
associate. He was forbidden to deliver the address he had pre-
pared (18x 1) for his reception to the Academy on M. J. Chenier 
on account of the bitter allusions to Napoleon contained in it. 
From this date until ate Chateaubriand lived in seclusion at 
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the Vallee-aux-loops, anestate he had bought in 0427 at Aulnay. 
His pamphlet De Bona park, des Bourbons, et de la necessite de se 
tallier it nos princes legitimes, published on the 31st of March 
1814, the day of the entrance of the allies into Paris,, was as 
opportune in the moment of its appearance as the Genie du 
christianisme, and produced a hardly less signal effect. Louis 
XVIII. declared that it had been worth a hundred thousand 
men to him. Chateaubriand, as minister of the interior, accom-
panied him to Ghent during the Hundred Days, and for a time 
associated himself with the excesses of the royalist reaction. 
Political bigotry, however, was not among his faults; he rapidly 
drifted into liberalism and opposition, and was disgraced in 
September 180 for his pamphlet De la monarchic scion la charge. 
He had to sell his library and his house of the Vallee-aux-loupe. 

After the fall of his opponent, the duc Decazes, Chateaubriand 
obtained the Berlin embassy (1820, from which he was trans-
ferred to London (1822), and he also acted as French pleni-
potentiary at the Congress of Verona (1822). He here made 
himself mainly responsible for the iniquitous invasion of Spain—
an expedition undertaken, as he himself admits, with the idea 
of restoring French prestige by a military parade. He next re-
ceived the portfolio of foreign affairs, which be soon lost by his 
desertion of his colleagues on the question of a reduction of the 
interest on the national debt. After another interlude of effective 
pamphleteering in opposition, be accepted the embassy to Rome 
in 1827, under the Martignac administration, but resigned it at 
Prince Polignac's accession to office. On the downfall of the 
elder branch of the Bourbons, he made a brilliant but inevitably 
fruitless protest from the tribune in defence of the principle of 
legitimacy. During the first half of Louis Philippe's reign he was 
still politically active with his pen, and published a Memoire SSW 
la captivite de madame to duchess, de Berry (1833) and other 
pamphlets in which he made himself the champion of the exiled 
dynasty; but as years increased upon him, and the prospect 
of his again performing a conspicuous part diminished, he re-
lapsed into an attitude of complete discouragement. His Congas 
de V hone (1838), Vie de Rance (1844), and his translation of 
Milton, Le Paradis perdu de Milton (1836), belong to the writings 
of these later days. He died on the 4th of July 1848, wholly 
exhausted and thoroughly discontented with'himself and the 
world, but affectionately tended by his old friend Madame 
Racamier, herself deprived of sight. For the last fifteen years 
of his life he bad been engaged on his Mentoires, and his chief 
distraction had been his daily visit to Madame Racamier, at 
whose house he met the European celebrities. He was buried 
in the Grand Be, an islet in the bay of St Maio. Shortly after his 
death his memory was revived, and at the same time exposed 
to much adverse criticism, by the publication, with sundry 
mutilations as has been suspected, of his celebrated Memoires 
d'outre -tombe (12 vols., 1849-1850). These memoirs undoubtedly 
reveal his vanity, his egotism, the frequent hollowness of his 
professed convictions, and his incapacity for sincere attach-
ment, except, perhaps, in the case of Madame Meander. Though 
the book must be read with the greatest caution, especially in 
regard to persons with whom Chateaubriand came into collision, 
it is perhaps now the most read of all his works. 

Chateaubriand ranks rather as a great rhetorician than as a 
great poet. Something of affectation or unreality commonly 
interferes with the enjoyment of his finest works. The Genie 
du christianisme is a brilliant piece of special pleading; Aida 
is marred by its unfaithfulness to the truth of uncivilized human 
nature, Rene by the perversion of sentiment which solicits sym-
pathy for a contemptible character. Chateaubriand is chiefly 
significant as marking the transition from the old classical to the 
modem romantic school. The fertility of ideas, vehemence of 
expression and luxury of natural description, which he shares 
with the romanticists, are controlled by a discipline leamt in the 
school of their predecessors. His palette, always brilliant, is 
never gaudy; he is not merely a painter but an artist. He is 
also a master of epigrammatic and incisive sayings. Perhaps, 
however, the most truly characteristic feature of his genius is the 
peculiar magical touch which Matthew Arnold indicated as a  

note of Celtic extraction, which reveals some occult quality la 
familiar object, or tinges it, one knows not how, with " the ben 
that never was on sea or land." This incommunicable gilt 
supplies an element of sincerity to Chateaubriand's writings 
which goes far to redeem the artificial effect of his calculated 
sophistry and set declamation. It is also fortunate for his firm 
that so large a part of his writings should directly or indirectly 
refer to himself, for on this theme he always writes well. Egotism 
was his master-passion, and beyond his intrepidity and the lofti. 
ness of his intellectual carriage his character presents little ta 
admire. He is a signal instance of the compatibility of genuine 
poetic emotion, of sympathy with the grander aspects both of 
man and nature, and of munificence in pecuniary matters, with 
absorption in self and general sterility of heart. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.—The ISEseres compact of Chateaubriand one 
printed in 28 vols., 1826-1831; in 20 vol.., 1829-1831; and • 
many later editions, notably in 1838-1861. in so volumes, with 
introductory study by Sainte-Beuve. The principal authority Ice 
Chateaubriand's biography is the Mhnoires d'osare•tombe (18s9-
185o), of which there is an English translation. The Memoirs of . . . 
Chatealebriand (6 vols., 1902), by A. Teixeira de Mattos, based on the 
admirable edition (4 vols., 1899-1901) of Edmond Birk. This with 
should be supplemented by the Souvenirs et corresporidasseas tires des 
papier: de MM Mamie. (2 vols., 1839, ed. Mme Ch. Lenormaut). 
See also Comte de Marcellus, Chateaubriand it son temps (18391; 
the same editor's Souvenirs diplomat • ; correspondence intim, de 
Chakaubriand (1858),• C. A. Sainte- , Osateaubriaied ms 
ponce littEraire sous l'anpire (2 vols., 1861, new and revised ed.. 
3 vols., 1872); other articles by Sainte-Beuve, who was in this ant 
a somewhat prejudiced critic, in the Portraits contemporains. voles 
i. and 	Causeries du laadi, vols. i., ii. and IL: NOM2.01111 Landis, 
vol. 	; Premiers Landis, vol. iii.. A. Vinet, Etudes no la Fitt. 
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de Chateaubriand et de sa lamille (Vannes, 1896). by Rent Kerviler. 
Joseph Bedier, in Etudes critiques (19o3). deals with the Americas 
writings. Some correspondence with Sainte-Beuve was edited by 
Louis Thomas in 1904, and some letters to Mme de Steal appeared 
in the Revue des dews invades (Oct. t9o3). 

CHATICAUBItIANT, a town of western France, capital of an 
arrondissement in the department of Loire-Infarieurt, on the 
left bank of the Chore, 40 m N.N.E. of Nantes by rail. 
Pop. (x906) 5969. Chiteaubriant takes its name from a castle 
founded in the rah century by Brient, count of Penthievre, 
remains of which, consisting of a square donjon and four towers, 
still exist. Adjoining it is another castle, built in the firm half 
of the r6th century by Jean de Laval, and famous in history as 
the residence of Fmncoise de Foix, mistress of Francis I. Of 
this the most beautiful feature is the colonnade running at right 
angles to the main building, and connecting it with a graceful 
pavilion. It is occupied by a small museum and some of the 
public offices. There is also an interesting Romanesque church 
dedicated to St Jean de Berl. Chiteaubriant is the seat of a 
subprefect and has a tribunal of first instance. It is an important 
centre on the Ouest-Etat railway, and has trade in agricultural 
products. The manufacture of leather, agricultural implements 
and preserved angelica are carried on. In 1551 Henry IL signed 
an edict against the reformed religion at Chateaubriant. 

CHATBAIIDUN, a town of north central France, capital of 
an arrondissement in the department of Eire-et-Loir, 28 m. 
S.S.W. of Chartres by rail. Pop. (1906) 5805. It stands 
on an eminence near the left bank of the Loire. The streets, 
which are straight and regular, radiate from a central square, 
a uniformity due to the reconstruction of the town after 
fires in 1723 and 1870. The chateau, the most remarkable 
building in the town, was built in great part by Jean, count of 
Dunois, and his descendants. Founded in the loth century, and 
rebuilt in the 12th and 15th centuries, it consists of a principal 
wing with a fine staircase of the 16th century, and, at right angles, 
a smaller wing adjoined by a chapel. To the left of the courtyard 
thus formed rises a lofty keep of the 12th century. The fine 
apartments and huge kitchens of the château are in keeping with 
its imposing exterior. The church of La Madeleine dates from 
the 12th century; the buildings of the abbey to which it be-
longed are occupied by the subprefecture, the law court and the 
hospital. The medieval churches of St Valtrien and St Jean 
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and the ruined chapel of Notre-Dame du Champde, of which Ihe 
facade in the Renaissance style now forms the entrance to the 
cemetery, are other notable buildings. The public institutions 
include a tribunal of first instance and a communal college. 
Flour-milling, tanning and leather-dressing, and the manu-
facture of blankets, silver jewelry, nails and machinery are the 
prominent industries. Trade is in cattle, grain, wool and hemp. 
Chateaudun (Caslrodusum), which dates from the Gallo-Roman 
period, was in the middle ages the capital of the countship of 
Dunois. 

CHATEAU-GONTIER, a town of western France, capital of 
an arrondissement in the department of Mayenne, on the 
Mayenne, 18 m. S. by E. of Laval by road. Pop. (1906) 6871. 
Of its churches, that of St Jean, a relic of the castle, dates 
from the tlth century. Cbitteau-Gontier is the seat of a sub-
prefect and has a tribunal of first instance, a communal college 
for boys and a small museum. It carries on wool- and cotton-
spinning, the manufacture of serge, flannel and oil, and is an 
agricultural market. There are chalybeate springs close to the 
town. Chiteau-Gontier owes its origin and its name to a castle 
erected in the first half of the 11th century by Gunther, the 
steward of Fulk Nerra of Anjou, on the site of a farm belonging 
to the monks of St Aubin d'Angers. On the extinction of the 
family, the lordship was assigned by Louis XL to Philippe de 
Comines. The town suffered severely during the wars of the 
League. In 1793 it was occupied by the Vendeans. 

CHATEAUNEUF, LA BELLE, the name popularly given to 
RENT E DE RIEUX, daughter of Jean de Rieux, seigneur de 
Chiteauneuf, who was descended from one of the greatest 
families of Brittany. The dates both of her birth and death 
are not known. She was maid of honour to the queen-mother 
Catherine de' Medici, and inspired an ardent passion in the duke 
of Anjou, brother of Charles IX. This intrigue deterred the duke 
from the marriage which it was desired to arrange for him with 
Elizabeth of England; but he soon abandoned La Belle Chateau-
neuf for Marie of Cleves (1571). The court then wished to find 
a husband for Renee de Rieux, whose singular beauty gave her 
an influence which the queen-mother feared, and matches were 
in turn suggested with the voivode of Transylvania, the earl of 
Leicester, with Du Prat, provost of Paris, and with the count 
of Brienne, all of which came to nothing. Ultimately, on the 
ground that she had been lacking in respect towards the queen, 
Louise of Lorraine-Vaudemont, Renee was banished from the 
court. She married a Florentine named Antinotti, whom she 
stabbed in a fit of jealousy (1577); then she remarried, her 
husband being Philip Altoviti, who in 1586 was killed in a duel 
by the Grand Prior Henry of Angouleme, who was himself 
mortally wounded. 
, CHATEAU-RENAULT, FRANCOIS LOUIS DE ROUSSELET, 
MARQUIS DE (1637-1716), French admiral, was the fourth son 
of the third marquis of Chateau-Renault. The family was of 
Breton origin, but had been long settled near Blois. He entered 
the army in 1658, but in 1661 was transferred to the navy, which 
Louis XIV. was eager to raise to a high level of strength. After 
a short apprenticeship he was made captain in i666. His early 
services were mostly performed in cruises against the Barbary 
pirates (1672). In 1673 he was named chef d'escadre, and he was 
promoted lieutenani giniral des armies modes in 1687. During 
the wars up to this date he had few chances of distinction, but 
he had been wounded in action with the pirates, and had been 
on a cruise to the West Indies. When war broke out between 
England and France after the revolution of i688, he was in 
command at Brest, and was chosen to carry the troops and 
stores sent by the French king to the aid of James H. in Ireland. 
Although he was watched by Admiral Herbert (Lord Torrington, 
q.v.), with whom he fought an indecisive action in Bantry Bay, 
he executed his mission with success. Chiteau-Renault com-
manded a squadron under Tourville at the battle of Beachy 
Head in 169o. He was with Tourville in the attack of the 
Smyrna convoy in 1693, and was named grand cross of the 
order of Saint Louis in the same year. Though in constant 
service, the reduced state of the French navy (owing to the 

financial embarrassments of the treasury) gave him few openings 
for fighting at sea during the rest of the war. 

On the death of Tourville in 1701 he was named to the vacant 
post of vice-admiral of France. On the outbreak of the War of 
the Spanish Succession he was named for the difficult task of 
protecting the Spanish ships which were to bring the treasure 
from America. It was a duty of extreme delicacy, for the 
Spaniards were unwilling to obey a foreigner, and the French 
king was anxious that the bullion should be brought to one of 
his own ports, a scheme which the Spanish officials were sure to 
resent if they were allowed to discover what was meant. With 
the utmost difficulty Chiteau-Renault was able to bring the 
galleons as far as Vigo, to which port he steered when he learnt 
that a powerful English and Dutch armament was on the Spanish 
coast, and had to recognize that the Spanish officers would not 
consent to make for a French harbour or for Passages, which they 
thought too near France. His fleet of fifteen French and three 
Spanish war-ships, having under their care twelve galleons, had 
anchored on the 22nd of September in Vigo Bay. Obstacles, 
some of an official character, and others due to the poverty of 
the Spanish government in resources, arose to delay the landing 
of the treasure. There was no adequate garrison in the town, 
and the local militia was untrustworthy. Knowing that b e 

 would probably be attacked, ChAteau-Renault strove to protect 
his fleet by means of a boom. The order to land the treasure 
was delayed, and until it came from Madrid nothing could be 
done, since according to law it should have been landed at Cadiz, 
which had a monopoly of the trade with America. At last the 
order came, and the bullion was landed under the care of the 
Gallician militia which was ordered to escort it to Lugo. A very 
large part, if not the whole, was plundered by the militiamen 
and the farmers whose carts had been commandeered for the 
service. But the bulk of the merchandise was on board of the 
galleons when the allied fleet appeared outside of the bay on the 
22nd of October 1702. Sir GROtge Rooke and his colleagues 
resolved to attack. The fleet was carrying a body of 'troops 
which had been sent out to make a landing at Cadiz, and 
had been beaten off. The fortifications of Vigo were weak on the 
sea side, and on the land side there were none. There was 
therefore nothing to offer a serious resistance to the allies when 
they landed soldiers. The fleet of twenty-four sail was steered 
at the boom and broke through it, while the troops turned the 
forts and had no difficulty in scattering the Gallician militia. 
In the bay the action was utterly disastrous to the French and 
Spaniards. Their ships were all taken or destroyed. The booty 
gained was far less than the allies hoped, but the damage done 
to the French and Spanish governments was great. 

Chiteau-Renault suffered no loss of his master's favour by his 
failure to save the treasure. The king considered him free from 
blame, and must indeed have known that the admiral had been 
trusted with too many secrets to make it safe to inflict a public 
rebuke. The Spanish government declined to give him the rank 
of grandee which was to have been the reward for bringing home 
the bullion safe. But in 17o3 he was made a marshal of France, 
and shortly afterwards lieutenant-general of Brittany. The 
fight in Vigo Bay was the last piece of active service performed 
by ChAteau-Renault. In 2708 on the death of his nephew he 
inherited the marquisate, and on the 15th of November 1716 
he died in Paris. He married in 2684 Marie-Anne-Renee de la 
Porte, daughter and heiress of the count of Crozon. His eldest 
son was killed at the battle of Malaga 17o4, and another, also 
a naval officer, was killed by accident in 1708. A third son, 
who too was a naval officer, succeeded him in the title. 

A life of Chiteau-Renault was published in 1903 by M. Calmon-
Maison. There is a French as well as an English account of the part 
played by him at Bantry Bay and Beachy Head, and the controversy 
still continues. For the French history of the navy under Louis XIV. 
see Lion Guerin. Histaire marisime de is France (1863), vols. iii., iv.; 
and his Les Marius Mottoes (i861). Also the naval history by 
Charles Bouzel de la Ronciere. (D. H.) 

CHATEAUROUX, MARIE ANNE DE MAILLY-NESLE, 
DUCRESSE DE (1717-1744), mistress of Louis XV. of France, 
was the fourth daughter of Louis, marquis de Neale, a descendant 
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of a niece of Mazarin. In 174o, upon the death of her husband, 
the marquis de la Tournelle, she attracted the attention of Louis 
XV.; and by the aid of the duc de Richelieu, who, dominated 
by Madame de Tencin, hoped to rule both the king and the state, 
she supplanted her sister, Madame de Mailly, as titular mistress 
in 1742. Directed by Richelieu, she tried to arouse the king, 
dragging him off to the armies, and negotiated the alliance 
with Frederick II. of Prussia, in t 744. Her political role, however, 
has been exaggerated. Her triumph after the passing disgrace 
provoked by the king's illness at Metz did not last long, for she 
died on the 8th of December 1 744. 

See Ed. and J. de Goncourt, La Dachesse de Chdleauroux et ses sears 
(Paris, 1879). 

CHATEAUROUX, a town of central France, capital of the 
department of Indre, situated in a plain on the left bank of the 
Indre, 88 m.S. of Orleans on the main line of the Orleans railway. 
Pop. (1906) at,o48. The old town, close to the river, forms a 
nucleus round which a newer and more extensive quarter, 
bordered by boulevards, has grown up; the suburbs of St 
Christophe and Deols (q.v.) lie on the right bank of the Indre. 
The principal buildings of Chliteauroux are the handsome 
modern church of St Andre, in the Gothic style, and the -Chateau 
Raoul, of the 14th and ,5th centuries; the latter now forms 
part of the prefecture. The hotel de vile contains a library and 
a museum which possesses a collection of paintings of the 
Flemish school and some interesting souvenirs of Napoleon I. 
A statue of General Henri Bertrand (1773-1844) stands in one 
of the principal squares. ChAteauroux is the seat of a prefect 
and of a court of assizes. It has tribunals of first instance and 
of commerce, a board of trade-arbitrators, a branch of the Bank 
of France, a chamber of commerce, a lyde, a college for girls 
and training colleges. The manufacture of coarse woollens for 
military clothing and other purposes, and a state tobacco-factory, 
occupy large numbers of the inhabitants. Wool-spinning, 
iron-founding, brewing, tanning, and the manufacture of agri-
cultural implements are also carried on. Trade is in wool, iron, 
grain, sheep, lithographic stone and leather. The castle from 
which Chateauroux takes its name was founded about the 
middle of the loth century by Raoul, prince of Dfols, and 
during the middle ages was the seat of a seigniory, which was 
raised to the rank of countship in 1497, and in 1616, when it 
was held by Henry II., prince of Conde, to that of duchy. In 
1736 it returned to the crown, and was given by Louis XV. in 
5744 to his mistress, Marie Anne de Mailly-Nesle, duchess of 
Chateauroux. 

CHATEAU-THIERRY, a town of northern France, capital 
of an arrondissement in the department of Aisne, so m. E.N.E. 
of Paris on the Eastern railway to Nancy. Pop. (1906) 6872. 
Chfiteau-Thierry is built on rising ground on the right bank of 
the Marne, over which a fine stone bridge leads to the suburb 
of Marne. On the quay stands a marble statue erected to the 
memory of La Fontaine, who was born in the town in 1621; 
his house is still preserved in the street that bears his name. 
On the top of a hill are the ruins of a castle, which is said to have 
been built by Charles Martel for the Frankish king, Thierry IV.,  

and is plainly the origin of the name of the town. The thief relic 
is a gateway flanked by massive round towers, known as the 
Porte Saint-Pierre. A belfry of the 15th century and the church 
of St Crepin of the same period are of some interest. The town 
is the seat of a sub-prefect and has a tribunal of first instance and 
a communal college. The distinctive industry is the manufacture 
of mathematical and musical instruments. There is trade in the 
white wine of the neighbourhood,and in sheep, cattle and agricul-
tural products. Gypsum, millstone and paving-stone are quarried 
in the vicinity. ChAteau-Thierry was formerly the capital of the 
district of Brie Pouilleuse, and received the title of duchy from 
Charles IX. in ;566. It was captured by the English in 1421, 
by Charles V. in 1544, and sacked by the Spanish i,K sot. During 
the wars of the Fronde it was pillaged in rev; and in the cam-
paign of 1814 it suffered severely. On the 12th of February 
of the latter year the Russo-Prussian forces were beaten by 
Napoleon in the neighbourhood. 

CHATELAIN (Med. Lat. castelloisur, from rartellson, a castle), 
in France originally merely the equivalent of the English audits, 
i.e. the commander of a castle. With the growth of the feudal 
system, however, the title gained in France a special significance 
which it never acquired in England, as implying the jurisdic-
tion of which the castle became the centre. The clatelain was 
originally, in Carolingian times, an official of the count ; with 
the development of feudalism the office became a fief, and so 
ultimately hereditary. In this as in other respects the 
chitelain was the equivalent of the viscount (q.v.); sometimes 
the two titles were combined, but more usually in those provinces 
where there were chfitelains there were no viscounts, and vice 
versa. The title chAtelain continued also to be applied to the 
inferior officer, or concierge chdtdain, who was merely a casteUan 
in the English sense. The power and status of chiltelains 
necessarily varied greatly at different periods and places. 
Usually their rank in the feudal hierarchy was equivalent to 
that of the simple sire (dominar), between the baron and the 
chevalier; but occasionally they were great nobles with an 
extensive jurisdiction, as in the Low Countries (see BulecnavE). 
This variation was most marked in the cities, where in the struggle 
for power that of the chitelain depended on the success with 
which he could assert himself against his feudal superior, lay or 
ecclesiastical, or, from the 12th century onwards, against the 
rising power of the communes. The chdiellemie (casteilcosia), or 
jurisdiction of the chitelain, as a territorial division for certain 
judicial and administrative purposes, survived the disappearance 
of the title and office of the chatelain in France, and continued 
till the Revolution. 

See Achille Luchaire. Manuel des institutions frang,aisas (Paris, 
1892); Du Cange, Glossarium, s. " Castellanos." 

CHATELAINE (Fr. clsdlekine, the feminine form of ckalefain, 
a keeper of a castle), the mistress of a castle. From the custom 
of a chatelaine to carry the keys of the castle suspended from her 
girdle, the word is now applied to the collection of short chains, 
often worn by ladies, to which are attached various small 
articles of domestic and toilet use, as keys, penknife, needkcase, 
scissors, &c. 
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